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Neil A. Campbell
Neil Campbell combined the investigative nature of a research scientist
with the soul of an experienced and
caring teacher. He earned his M.A.
in Zoology from UCLA and his
Ph.D. in Plant Biology from the University of California, Riverside,

where he received the Distinguished
Alumnus Award in 2001. Neil published numerous research articles on desert and coastal
plants and how the sensitive plant (Mimosa) and other
legumes move their leaves. His 30 years of teaching in diverse
environments included general biology courses at Cornell
University, Pomona College, and San Bernardino Valley College, where he received the college's first Outstanding Professor Award in 1986. Neil was a visiting scholar in the Department of Botany and Plant Sciences at the University of
California, Riverside. In addition to his authorship of this
book, he coauthored Biology: COl1cepts & COl1l1ectiol1s and
Essential Biology with Jane Reece. Neil died shortly after the
initial planning of this revision, but his legacy continues in
BIOLOGY, Eighth Edition.

Jane B. Reece
Lead author Jane Reece, Neil Campbell's longtime collaborator, has participated in every edition of
BIOLOGY-first as an editor and
contributor, then as an author. Her
education includes an A.B. in Biology from Harvard University, an
M.S. in Microbiology from Rutgers
University, and a Ph.D. in Bacteriology from the University of California, Berkeley. Before mi·
grating to California from the Northeast, she taught biology
at Middlesex County College and Queensborough Commu·
nity College. At UC Berkeley, and later as a postdoctoral fellow in genetics at Stanford University, her research focused
on genetic recombination in bacteria. Besides her work on
BIOLOGY, she has been a coauthor on Biology: Concepts &
Conl1ections, Essential Biology, and The World ofthe Cell.

For the Eighth Edition, Jane Reece is joined by five coauthors
whose contributions reflect their biological expertise as scientific researchers and their teaching sensibilities gained
from years of experience as instructors.

lisa A. Urry
Units 1-3 (Chapters 2-21) and
Chapter 47
Lisa Urry is a professor at Mills College in Oakland, California, and was
a major contributor to the Seventh
Edition of BIOLOGY. After graduating from Tufts University with a
double major in Biology and French,
Lisa completed her Ph.D. in Molecular and Developmental Biology at MIT. Following postdoctoral appointments at Harvard Medical School, Tufts University, and UC Berkeley, she began teaching at Mills College,
where she currently holds the Letts-Villard Professorship and
serves as Chair of the Biology Department. She has published
research articles on various topics involving gene expression
during embryonic development. Her current research interest is in sea urchin development. Lisa is also deeply committed to promoting opportunities for women in science education and research.

Michael l. Cain

Peter V. Minorsky

Units 4 and 5 (Chapters 22-34)
Michael Cain is an ecologist and evolutionary biologist currently at Bowdoin College. Michael earned a joint
degree in Biology and Math from
Bowdoin College, an M.Sc. from
Brown University, and a Ph.D. in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology from
Cornell University. After postdoctoral
work in plant ecology at the University of Connecticut and molecular genetics at Washington University in St. Louis, Michael
went on to teach general biology, ecology, and evolution in a diverse range of settings, including Carleton College, New Mexico
State University, and Rose-Hulman Instihlte of Technology in
Indiana. Michael is the author of dozens of scientific papers on
topics that include foraging behavior in insects and plants, longdistance seed dispersal, and speciation in crickets.

Unit 6 (Chapters 35-39)
Peter Minorsky revised Unit 6 for
the Sixth and Seventh Editions of
BIOLOGY and is a professor at
Mercy College in New York, where
he teaches evolution, ecology, botany,
and introductory biology. He is also
the science writer for the journal
Plant Physiology. He received his
B.A. in Biology from Vassar College and his Ph.D. in Plant
Physiology from Cornell University. After a postdoctoral fellowship at the University of \Visconsin at Madison, Peter
taught at Kenyon College, Union College, Western Connecticut State University, and Vassar College. He is an electrophysiologist who studies plant responses to stress and is currently exploring the possible effects of geomagnetism on
plant growth.

Steven A. Wasserman

Robert B. Jackson

Unit 7 (Chapters 40-46, 48-51)
Steve Wasserman is a professor at the
University of California, San Diego.
He earned his A.B. in Biology from
Harvard University and his Ph.D. in
Biological Sciences from MIT. Since
a postdoctoral sojourn at UC Berkeley, where he investigated topological
transformations of DNA, he has focused on regulatory pathway mechanisms. Working with the
fruit fly Drosophila, he has contributed to the fields ofembryogenesis, reproduction, and immunity. As a faculty member at
the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center and UC
San Diego, he has taught genetics, development, and physiology to undergraduate, graduate, and medical students. He has
also served as the research mentor for more than a dozen doctoral students and nearly 40 aspiring scientists at the undergraduate and high school level. Steve has been the recipient of
distinguished scholar awards from both the Markey Charitable Trust and the David and Lucille Packard Foundation. He
recently received the 2007 Academic Senate Distinguished
Teaching Award for undergraduate teaching at UC San Diego.

Unit 8 (Chapters 52-56)
Rob Jackson is a professor of biology
and Nicholas Chair of Environmental Sciences at Duke University. He
directed Duke's Program in Ecology
for many years and is currently the
Vice President of Science for the
Ecological Society of America. Rob
holds a B.S. in Chemical Engineering from Rice University, as well as M.S. degrees in Ecology
and Statistics and a Ph.D. in Ecology from Utah State University. He was a postdoctoral scientist in Stanford University's
Biology Department and an Assistant Professor at the University of Texas, Austin. Rob has received numerous awards,
including being honored at the White House with a Presidential Early Career Award in Science and Engineering from
the National Science Foundation. He has published a trade
book about the environment, The Earth Remains Forever,
and a children's book of poetry about biology and animals
called Animal Mischief His second children's book, Not
Again, will be published in 2008.

Uch has changed in the world since the completion
of the previous edition of BIOLOGY. In the realm
of the biological sciences, the sequencing of the
genomes of many more species has had deep ramifications in
diverse areas of research, providing new insights, for example, into the evolutionary histories of numerous species.

M

There has been an explosion of discovery about small RNA
molecules and their roles in gene regulation and, at the other
end of the size spectrum, our knowledge of Earth's biodiversity has expanded to encompass hundreds of new species, in·
eluding parrots, monkeys, and orchids. And during the same
period, biology has become more prominent than ever in our
daily lives. The news is filled with stories about the promise
of personalized medicine, novel cancer treatments, the possibility of producing biofuels with the help ofgenetic engineering, and the use of genetic profiling in solving crimes. Other
news stories report climate change and ecological disasters,
new drug-resistant strains of the pathogens that cause tuberculosis and parasitic infections, and famine-crises in the
world around us that are posing new challenges for biologists
and their allies in the other sciences. On a personal level,
many colleagues and I have missed our inspiring friend, the
late Neil Campbell, even as our commitment to leadership in
biological education has grown. Our changing world needs
biologists and a scientifically literate citizenry as never be·
fore, and we are committed to working toward that goal.

The New Coauthors
The Seventh Edition of BIOLOGY has been used by more stu·
dents and instructors than any previous edition, remaining the
most widely used college textbook in the sciences. With the privilege ofsharing biology with so many students comes the responsibility of improving the book to serve the biology community
even better. For that reason, Neil would have been delighted to
see that this Eighth Edition fulfills our decade-long goal of expanding the author team. As biological discoveries proliferated,
Neil and I realized that it was becoming harder than ever to make
judicious decisions about which biological concepts are most im~
portant to develop in depth in an introductory textbook. We
needed an author team with first-hand expertise across the bio-logical spectrum, and we wanted coauthors who had honed their
teaching values in the classroom. Our new coauthors-Lisa Urry,
Michael Cain, Steve Wasserman, Peter Minorsky, and Rob Jack·
son-represent the highest standards of scientific scholarship
across a broad range of disciplines and a deep commitment to
undergraduate teaching. As described on pages iv-v, their scien-

tific expertise ranges from molecules to ecosystems, and the
schools where they teach range from small liberal arts colleges to
large universities. In addition, both Lisa and Peter, as major contributors to earlier editions, had prior experience working on the
book. The six of us have collaborated unusually closely, starting
with book-wide planning meetings and continuing with frequent
exchanges ofquestions and advice as we worked on our chapters.
For each chapter, the revising author, editors, and Itogether for·
mulated a detailed plan; subsequently, my own role involved
commenting on early drafts and polishing the final version. Together, we have strived to extend the book's effectiveness for today's students and instructors, while maintaining its core values.

Our Core Values
What are the core values ofthis book? They start with getting
the science right but then focus on helping students make
sense of the science. Below I highlight our longtime values
and describe how they've been put into practice in the Eighth
Edition. You can see examples of many of the book's features
in "To the Student: How to Use This Book" (pp. xiv-xix).

Accuracy and Currency
Getting the science right goes beyond making sure that the facts
are accurate and up·to-date. Equally important is ensuring that
our chapters reflect how scientists in the various subdisciplines
ofbiology, from cell biology to ecology, currently view their area.
Changes in the basic paradigms in various biological fields may
call for us to reorganize some chapters and even create new ones
in a new edition. For example, a new Chapter 21 discusses
genomes and their evolution, and neurobiology is now covered
in two chapters (Chapters 48 and 49), one focused on the cellular
level and one at the organ system leveL On pages ix-x, you can
read more about new content and organizational improvements
in the Eighth Edition.

A Framework of Key Concepts
The explosion ofdiscoveries that makes biology so exciting today
also threatens to suffocate students under an avalanche of infor~
mation. Our primary pedagogical goal is to help students build a
framework for learning biology by organizing each chapter
around a small number of "Key Concepts; typically three to six.
Each chapter begins with a list ofits Key Concepts, a photograph
that raises an intriguing question, and an Overview section that
addresses the question and introduces the chapter. In the body of
the chapter, each Key Concept serves as a nwnbered heading for

a major section, in which the prose and pictures tell a more detailed story. At the end of each concept section, Concept Check
questions enable students to assess their understanding of that
concept before going on to the next concept. Students encounter
the Key Concepts one last time when they reach the Qlapter Review at the end ofthe chapter; the Summary of Key Concepts restates them and offers succinct explanatory support in both
words and summary diagrams-new to this edition.

Active Learning
Increasingly, instructors tell us that they want their students
to take a more active role in learning biology and to think
about biological questions at a higher level. In the Eighth Edition, we provide several new ways for students to engage in
active learning. First, the Concept Check questions in this
edition build in difficulty, and each set now ends with a new
"What if?~ question that challenges students to integrate
what they have learned and to think analytically. There are
also questions accompanying selected figures within the text;
each of these questions encourages students to delve into the
figure and assess their understanding of its underlying ideas.
And new "Draw It~ exercises in every chapter ask students to
put pencil to paper and draw a structure, annotate a figure, or
graph experimental data. In addition to appearing regularly
in the Chapter Review, a "Draw It~ question may show up in
a Concept Check or figure legend. Finally, the website that accompanies the book features two especially exciting new student tools, both of which focus on biology's toughest topics:
MasteringBiology tutorials and BioFlix 3-D animations and
tutorials. These are described on page xx.

Evolution and Other Unifying Themes
Together with BIOLOGYs emphasis on key concepts, a
thematic approach has always distinguished our book from
an encyclopedia of biology. In the Eighth Edition, as previously, the central theme is evolution. Evolution unifies all of
biology by accounting for both the unity and diversity of life
and for the remarkable adaptations of organisms to their
environments. The evolutionary theme is woven into every
chapter of BIOLOGY, and Unit Four, Mechanisms of Evolution, has undergone a major revision. In Chapter I, the
other unifying themes have been streamlined from ten to
six. And throughout the book, these themes are now referenced more explicitly in Key Concepts and subheadings. The
former themes of "scientific inquir( and "science, technology, and society" continue to be highlighted throughout the
book, not as biological themes but as aspects of how science
is done and the role of science in our lives.

Integration ofText and Illustrations
We regard text and illustrations as equal in importance, and
starting with the First Edition, have always developed them
simultaneously. The Eighth Edition has a number of new and

improved figures, with the increased use of a more threedimensional art style where it can enhance understanding of
biological structure. At the same time, we avoid excess detail,
which can obscure the main point of the figure. We have also
improved our popular "Exploring" Figures and have added
more (see the list on p. xii). Each of these large figures is a
learning unit that brings together a set of related illustrations
and the text that describes them. The Exploring Figures enable
students to access dozens of complex topics very efficiently.
They are core chapter content, not to be confused with some
textbooks' "boxes," which have content peripheral to the flow of
a chapter. Modern biology is challenging enough without diverting students' attention from a chapter's conceptual storyline.

Telling the Story al the Righi level
Whether in pictures or prose, we are committed to explaining
biology at just the right level, and we've continued to use Neil's
"quantum theory ofteaching biology~ as a touchstone. According to this idea, there are discrete levels at which a concept can
be successfully explained, and a successful explanation must
avoid getting "stuck bety,.·een levels." Of course, most seasoned
instructors have independently recognized this issue, also
known as the "too much-too little~ problem. The author team
has drawn upon both scientific expertise and teaching experience to tell the story of biology at an appropriate level.

The Importance of Scientific Inquiry
Another of our core values is our belief in the importance of
introducing students to the scientific way of thinking. In both
lecture hall and laboratory, the authors and many of our colleagues are experimenting with diverse approaches for involving students in scientific inquiry, the process by which questions about nature are posed and explored. Special features in
the textbook and in inquiry-based supplements make this edition of BfOLOGY more effective than ever in helping instructors convey the process of science in their courses.

Modeling Inquiry by Example
Every edition of BIOLOGY has traced the history of many
research questions and scientific debates to help students
appreciate not just "what we know;' but "how we know,~ and
"what we do not yet know:' In BfOLOGY, Seventh Edition,
we strengthened this aspect of the book by introducing
"Inquir( Figures, which showcase examples of experiments
and field studies in a format that is consistent throughout
the book. Each of these inquiry cases begins with a research
question, followed by sections describing the experiment,
results, and conclusion. Complementing the Inquiry Figures
are "Research Method" Figures, which walk students
through the techniques and tools of modern biology.
In the Eighth Edition, we have added many more Inquiry
Figures; there is now at least one in every chapter and often
more (see the list of Inquiry Figures on pp. xii-xiii). Each
Preface
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Inquiry Figure now ends with a "What ift question that requires students to demonstrate their understanding of the
experiment described. We have also expanded the usefulness
of the Inquiry Figures in another important way: In response
to feedback from many instructors, we now cite the journal
article that is the source of the research, providing a gateway
to the primary literature. And the full papers for nine of the
Inquiry Figures are reprinted in Inquiry in Action: Interpreting
Scientific Papers, by Ruth Buskirk and Christopher Gillen.
This new supplement, which can be ordered with the book for
no additional charge, provides background information on
how to read scientific papers plus specific questions that guide
students through the nine featured articles.

Learning Inquiry by Practice
BIOLOGY, Eighth Edition, encourages students to practice
thinking as scientists by tackling the "What if?" questions in
the Concept Checks and Inquiry Figures (and occasional figure legends), as well as the "Scientific Inquiry" questions in
the Chapter Review. Many of those in the Chapter Reviews
ask students to analyze data or to design an experiment.
The supplements for the Eighth Edition build on the textbook to provide diverse opportunities for students to practice scientific inquiry in more depth. In addition to Inquiry in
Action: Interpreting Scientific Papers, these include new editions ofseveral other supplements that can be made available
without cost. One is Biologicallnf[uiry: A Workbook ofInvestigative Cases, Second Edition, by Margaret Waterman and
Ethel Stanley; another is Practicing Biology: A Student Workbook, Third Edition, by Jean Heitz and Cynthia Giffen. You
can find out more about these and other student supplements, both print and electronic, on pages xx-xxiii.

The BIOLOGY Interviews: A Continuing Tradition
Scientific inquiry is a social process catalyzed by communi~
cation among people who share a curiosity about nature. One
of the many joys of authoring BIOLOGYis the privilege of interviewing some of the world's most influential biologists.
Eight new interviews, one opening each unit of the textbook,
introduce students to eight of the fascinating individuals who
are driving progress in biology and connecting science to
society. And in this edition, each unit of the text includes an
Inquiry Figure based upon the research of the unit's interviewee; for example, see Inquiry Figure 2.2, on page 31. The
interviewees for this edition are listed on page xi.

AVersatile Book
Our book is intended to serve students as a textbook in their
general biology course and also later as a useful tool for review
and reference. BIOLOGY's breadth, depth, and versatile organization enable the book to meet these dual goals. Even by limiting our scope to a few Key Concepts per chapter, BIOLOGY
spans more biological territory than most introductory
viii
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courses could or should attempt to cover. But given the great
diversity of course syllabi, we have opted for a survey broad
enough and deep enough to support each instructor's particular emphases. Students also seem to appreciate BIOLOGYs
breadth and depth; in this era when students sell many of their
textbooks back to the bookstore, more than 75% of students
who have used BIOLOGY have kept it after their introductory
course. In fact, we are delighted to receive mail from upper division students and graduate students, including medical students, expressing their appreciation for the long-term value of
BIOLOGY as ageneral resource for their continuing education.
Just as we recognize that few courses will cover all 56 chapters
of the textbook, we also understand that there is no single correct
sequence of topics for a general biology course. Though a biology
textbook's table of contents must be linear, biology itself is more
like a web of related concepts without a fixed starting point or a
prescribed path. Diverse courses can navigate this network of
concepts starting with molecules and cells, or with evolution and
the diversity of organisms, or with the big-picture ideas of ecol·
ogy. We have built BIOLOGY to be versatile enough to support
these different syllabi. The eight units ofthe book are largely selfcontained, and, for most ofthe units, the chapters can be assigned
in a different sequence ""ithout substantial loss ofcoherence. For
example, instructors who integrate plant and animal physiology
can merge chapters from Unit Six (Plant Form and FlUlction) and
Unit Seven (Animal Form and Function) to fit their courses. AJ;,
another option, instructors who begin their course with ecology
and continue with this top-down approach can assign Unit Eight
(Ecology) right after Chapter 1, which introduces the Unifying
themes that provide students with a panoramic view of biology
no matter what the topic order ofthe course syllabus.

Our Partnership with Instructors
A core value underlying all our work as authors is our belief in
the importance of our partnership with instructors. Our primary way of serving instructors, of course, is providing a textbook that serves their students well. In addition, Benjamin Cummings makes available a wealth of instructor resources, in both
print and electronic form (see pp. xx-xxiii). However, our rela~
tionship with instructors is nota one-way street. In our continu~
ing efforts to improve the book and its supplements, we benefit
tremendously from instructor feedback, not only in formal re~
views from hundreds ofscientists, but also via informal communication in person and byphone and e-mai1. Neil Campbell built
a vast network ofcolleagues throughout the world, and my new
coauthors and I are fully committed to continuing that tradition.
The real test of any textbook is how well it helps instructors teach and students learn. We welcome comments from
the students and professors who use BIOLOGY. Please address your suggestions to me:
Jane Reece, Pearson Benjamin Cummings
1301 Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
E-mail address: JaneReece@cal.berkeley.edu

This section provides just a few highlights of new content and
organizational improvements in BIOLOGY, Eighth Edition.
UNIT ONE

The Chemistry of Life

New examples make basic chemistry more engaging for students, including an explanation of why steam can burn your
skin in Chapter 3, the structures of the enantiomeric medications ibuprofen and albuterol in Chapter 4, and information on trans fats in Chapter 5. A new Inquiry Figure in Chapter 3 relates acidity to the emerging global problem of ocean
acidification and its effects on coral reefs. The new Inquiry
Figure in Chapter 5 shows Roger Kornberg's 3-D model of
the RNA polymerase-DNA-RNA complex, work for which
he won the 2006 Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
UNIT TWO

The Cell

The judicious addition of recent research includes updated
coverage of the sensory roles ofprimary cilia in Chapter 6, new
developments regarding the membrane model in Chapter 7,
and Paul Nurse's Nobel Prize-winning work on the cell cycle in Chapter 12. Chapter 11 now ends with a section on
apoptosis, formerly in Chapter 21. New Inquiry Figures in this
unit describe research on the role of microtubules in orienting
cellulose in cell walls (Chapter 6), allosteric regulators of enzymes (Chapter 8), ATP synthase (Chapter 9), yeast cell signaling (Chapter ll), and a cell cycle regulator (Chapter 12).
UNIT THREE

Genetics

Chapter 14 now includes "Tips for Genetics Problems.~ In
Chapter 15, sex linkage is discussed directly after the discussion of the white-eye trait in Morgan's fruit flies. Chapter 16
covers replication of the bacterial chromosome and the structure of the eukaryotic chromosome (including a new Exploring Figure), formerly in Chapters 18 and 19, respectively.
We have reorganized Chapters 18-21 with the dual aims
of telling a more coherent story and facilitating instructors'
coverage of molecular genetics. Regulation of gene expression for both bacteria and eukaryotes is now consolidated in
Chapter 18, which also includes a concept section on the crucial role of small RNAs in eukaryotes. We have streamlined
material on the genetic basis of development (formerly in
Chapter 21), and included it in Chapter 18, where it provides
the ultimate example of gene regulation. Chapter 18 ends
with a section on the molecular basis of cancer (previously in
Chapter 19), to demonstrate what happens when gene regu-

lation goes awry. Material on bacterial genetics in Seventh
Edition Chapter 18 has been moved to other chapters within
the genetics unit and to Chapter 27 on prokaryotes.
Chapter 19 now covers only viruses (from Seventh Edition
Chapter 18), giving this chapter the flexibility to be assigned at any point in the course. Chapter 20 continues to
cover biotechnology, but genome sequencing and analysis
have been moved to Chapter 21. Cloning and stem cell production are now in Chapter 20. Newly explained techniques include the screening of an arrayed library, BAC
clones, Northern blotting, RT-PCR, and in situ hybridization. The explosion of discoveries about genomes and their
evolution led us to develop a chapter devoted to this subject,
the new Chapter 21. This chapter consolidates new material
with topics from Chapters 19-21 of the Seventh Edition.
UNIT FOUR

Mechanisms of Evolution

Our revision emphasizes the centrality of evolution to biology
and the breadth and depth of evidence for evolution. New examples and Inquiry Figures present data from field and laboratory studies and reveal how scientists study evolution.
Chapter 22 discusses how evolution can be viewed as
both a pattern and a process, and introduces three key observations about life that are explained by evolution: the
match between organisms and their environments (adaptation); the shared characteristics (unity) oflife; and the diversity of life. This discussion serves as a conceptual anchor
throughout Units Four and Five.
Chapters 24 and 25 have been significantly reorganized.
Chapter 24 is now more tightly focused on speciation, enabling better pacing of this highly conceptual material. A
new concept section explores hybrid zones as naturallaboratories for studying speciation. Chapter 25 focuses on
macroevolution, incorporating topics formerly in Chapters
24 and 26, such as the correlations between Earth's geologic
and biological history. But the primary storyline concerns
what we can learn from the fossil record about the evolutionary history of life. New text and figures explore how the
rise and fall of dominant groups of organisms are linked to
large-scale processes such as continental drift, mass extinctions, and adaptive radiations. Coverage of evo-devo has
been expanded.
Phylogenetic trees are introduced earlier, in a new section
on "tree-thinking" in Chapter 22. This material supports
students in interpreting diagrams before studying phylogenetics more fully in Chapter 26.

UNIT FIVE

The Evolutionary History
of Biological Diversity

A new Chapter 26, Phylogeny and the Tree of Life, introduces

the unit. Extending material formerly in Chapter 25, it describes
how evolutionary trees are constructed and underscores their

role as tools for understanding relationships, rather than facts to
be memorized. New sections address common misconceptions
in interpreting trees and help motivate students with practical

applications.
Chapter 27 has a new concept section on prokaryotic re-

production, mutation, and recombination (formerly in Chapter 18). This unifies the coverage of prokaryote biology and
supports students in developing a fuller understanding of
these microorganisms.
Throughout Unit Five, along with updating the phyloge·
nies of various groups of organisms-introducing, for exam·
pie, the Usupergroup~ hypothesis of eukaryotic phylogeny (in
Chapter 28) -we have found new opportunities to use the
study of phylogeny as an opportunity to illustrate the iterative nature of the scientific process. We aim to help students
stay focused on the big picture of why biologists study evolutionary relationships. Each chapter also now includes an Inquiry figure that models how researchers study organisms
and their relationships. At the same time, in each chapter we
highlight the key roles that various organisms play in the
biosphere as well as their applied importance for humans.
UNIT SIX

Plant Form and Function

Revisions to this unit draw more attention to the experimental basis of our understanding of plant biology. New examples
include recent progress toward identifying the flowering
"hormone" (Chapter 39). Featured in new Inquiry Figures are
experiments demonstrating, for example, that trichomes
affect insect feeding (Chapter 35) and that informational
molecules transported through the symplast affect plant de·
velopment (Chapter 36).
In Chapter 36, now titled Resource Acquisition and
Transport in Vascular Plants, a new first concept section explores how architectural features of plants facilitate resource
acquisition, helping students relate the transport of water
and nutrients to what they learned in Chapter 35 about plant
structure and growth. Another new concept section, on symplastic transport, discusses recent insights into changes in
plasmodesmata shape and number and the transmission of
electrical and molecular signals throughout the plant.
This unit now has more examples of practical applica·
tions of plant biotechnology. For instance, Chapter 37 dis·
cusses how genetic modification has increased the resist·
ance of some plants to aluminum toxicity and has improved
the flood tolerance of rice crops. Chapter 38 elaborates on
the principles of plant breeding and incorporates a new section on genetic engineering of biofuels.
x

New to the Eighth Edition

UNIT SEVEN

Animal Form and Function

An evolutionary perspective more strongly pervades this
unit, underscoring how environment and physical laws shape
adaptations across animal groups. Each chapter now includes
at least one Inquiry Figure; together, these figures highlight
the wide range of methodologies used to study animal physiology, including several experiments using molecular biology
techniques students studied earlier in the book.
Chapter 40 has been revised and reorganized to highlight
functional relationships at all levels of organization in animal
bodies; thermoregulation serves as an extended example
throughout the chapter. Chapter 43, The Immune System, has
been extensively revised. For instance, we now contrast recognition of pathogen class in innate immunity with antigenspecific recognition in adaptive immunity, helping overcome
the common misconception that recognition is absent in innate immunity.
We have divided the former nervous system chapter into
m'o, enabling us to better pace difficult material and high·
light dynamic current research by focusing first on cellular
processes in Chapter 48, and then on nervous system or·
ganization and function in Chapter 49. Chapter 50 rounds
out the discussion of nervous system function by examining
sensory and motor mechanisms. This sequence leads naturally into Chapter 51 on animal behavior (formerly in Unit
Eight), which ties together aspects of genetics, natural selection, and physiology, and provides a bridge to the ecology unit.

UNIT EIGHT

Ecology

This unit, which now includes Chapters 52·56, incorporates
many new examples that demonstrate a range of methods and
scales ofstudy. For example, a new figure in Chapter 52 describes
a large·scale field experiment in which researchers manipulated
precipitation levels in forest plots, while new Research Method
figures describe determining population size using the
mark-recapture method (Chapter 53), using molecular tools
to measure diversity of soil microorganisms (Chapter 54),
and determining primary production with satellite data
(Chapter 55). By building on earlier units, we hope to demonstrate how ecology represents a fitting capstone to the book.
We provide more microbial examples and more aquatic
ones, from diverse locations around the globe. For instance,
Chapter 52 now discusses the importance of salinity in determining the distribution ofaquatic organisms, and Chapter 54's
coverage of the intermediate disturbance hypothesis includes
a new figure on a quantitative test of the hypothesis in New
Zealand streams. The unit highlights the great relevance of
ecology to society and to students' lives. A new concept section in Chapter 54, for example, discusses how community
ecology helps us understand pathogen life cycles and control
disease.
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To the Student: How to Use This Book
Focus on the
Key Concepts
Each chapter is organized
around a framework of 3 to 6
Key Concepts that will help you
stay focused on the big picture
and give you a context for the

supporting details.

Before you begin reading the ...

chapter; get oriented by reading
the list of Key Concepts, which
introduces the big ideas covered
in the chapter.

The

ofl
... Figure 25.1 Who' doe. fo..il eviden<e ••y ebolll where
1..... dinouun lind?

M"_' I 'II".

tl10se now al~.." The SWl'eping
changes in li(" on Earth ,l"......1ed by
(ossils illustn.te macroevolution.
the pattern of l"."Olutiorl owr large
time scales. Specific examples of
macroevolutionary chaoge irdude

25.1 Conditions on early Earth made the origin of

life possihle
25.2 The I~sil record documents the history of life
25.3 Key events in life's histol)' include the origins
of single-celled and mullicelled organisms and
the colonization of land
25.4 The rise and fall of dominant groups refled
continental drift, mass e~tinctions, and
adaptive radiation~
25,5 Major changes in body form can result from
changes in the sequences and regulation 01
developmental gelll'~
25,& Evolution is not goal oriented

the origin of

isitors to Antarctica today eocoontu one of Earth's
harshest, most baTTen environments. tn this land of
extreme cold where there is almost no liquid watu, life
is .parse and small-the Iarge,t fully terrestrial animal is a fly
5 mm long. But e""n as early antarctic nplo,ers struggled to
sum,'e, some of them made an a'tonishin,disco>'el"Y' fossil
,.\
evidence tnat 1,1" onCe th''''''ll w e", ,t now ba",'Y nISI>. Fossil, ,e""al that 50;) million years ago, the OCean " ..Ie" .urrounding Antarctica we,e warm and teeming with tropical
invertebrates. Later, the continent was cowred in forests (or
hundreds of millions of years. At various times, a wide range
of animals stal~ed through these forests, induding 3-metertall predatory "terror Nrds" and giant dinosaurs such as the
mracious CryoIopIwsaurw (fig""" 25.1), a 7-meter-long relative of TyrmJllAA:iurw rex.
Fossils discm-e-red in other parts of the "...oriod tell a similar, i( not
quit. as ,ml'rising. stoTy. Past organisms were '""'1' different from

V

Each Key Concept serves as ••.•
the heading for a major

section of the chapter.

......... ,

,

,

When you finish reading a concept section, check your ~
understanding using the Concept Check questions at the end
of the section. If you can answer them (see Appendix A to
check your work), you're ready to move on.

Each set of Concept Check questions builds in difficulty, ending ~
with a "What iff" question that asks you to apply what you've
learned. Work through these questions on your own or in a
study group-they're good practice for the kinds of questions
you might be asked on an exam.

,

.

~

biochemical

r~:~~~;i:n~5~:early Earth made
the origin of life possible

Theearliest evidence of life on Earth romes from fo..ilso(
microorganisms that are about 3.5 billion yea" old, But
when .nd how did the first living cells appear? Observations and e~periments in chemistry, geology, and physic,
have led sdentists to propose one scenario that we'll examine here, They hypothesize that chemical and physical
processes on early Earth, aided by the emerging force o(

53.1
I. One species offorest bird Is highly territorial. while a
Sffond lives in flocks. Predict each spedes' likely pattern of dispersion, and e~plain.
2. • II \ Ii. I'ach (emale of a particular fish spedes
produces millions of eggs per year. Draw and label the
most likely survivorship curve for this spedes, and explain rour choice.
3. « ii' illi_ As nOled in Figure 53.2, an impure"'l
assumption of the mark-recapture method is that
marked individuals have the ",me probabilityofbeing
recaptured as unmarked individuals. Describe a sirnation wl>ere this assumption might not be valid, and
explai" how the estimate o(population size would be
affl'<:ted.
For su9ge5ted an,wer,. see Appendix A
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~e)'

processes such as phoIOS)'Ilthesis,
the emergence <J the first lerreslrial
& ~ sicul'
vertebrates, and the long-term impact of a mass extinction on thediversity oflife.
Talen together, such change< pr""ide a grand "iew ofthe
e\'Illutionary history o( life on Earth. We'lI "".mine that
history in this chapter, beginning with hypotheses regarding the origin o(life. The origin of life i, the most ,peculati,." topic of the entire unit, (or no fossil evidence of that
seminal episode ""ists, We "ill then turn to the fossil
r""ord and what it tells us about major events in the history
of life, paying particular attention to factors that ha,'e
helped to shape the rise and (all o( diffe,ent group' of organisms owr time.

Practice thinking like a scientist
To succeed in biology, you need to do more than just memorize faetsyou need to understand how scientists go about asking and investigating
questions. In each chapter, you'll find one or more Inquiry Figures that

highlight how researchers designed an experiment, interpreted their results,

and drew conclusions.
What creates "devil's gardens- in the
rain forest?

SCientific Inquiry questions in the Chapter
Review provide more opportunities to practice
inquiry skills, including developing hypotheses,

designing experiments, and analyzing real
research data.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
S.

'.! rUiI Thrnitl'OSffi·lixingbKtmum Rhizobi#m infew
tIw roots oi _
~nt ip«ies. fom,ins ~ mu~ in ...iUdl
thr bKteriunl ~ tht plant ...ith nitrogftt. and tIw pIanl:
provides the ~eri\lm ....ith carboh)'dnta Scirnlists measured
ho!o.....d1 ont.sudl plant spKies (Acacia itmnua) gmo'",t.en its
roots "'~ inf«ud by six dl~t Rhizobium ifnjni.

(al GT1lph thle data. (b) Int~ your graph.

""""".

Plant mim (Ill after
12 WHits of growth

Rhizobium strain

unpfOlea~

I

0.91

2

0.06

The ~rchfrs ~ ant aetMty on the CPdrN Ie<tws .md
measured .95 of deild leaf t~wt' after 0I\t' day. They also
chemall)' ~ (ontMts of tile ants' pooon glands.

3

'56

USULT5

4

,n

5

0.14

6

1.03

~ .....ts made m)eCt.w~ rrOO! ~ ~ps of t!le1,
Olto leaYe'S of ullpfotected l..l~,ngs ,n tlle'l gardens
(see pIlotol, Wltlm one da)o, these leaws dewloped dead Me~
(see graph), The protected :KlplO\gS ~re unllJured. ~ ~le the
l..lpllngs pI;Inted out~ the gardell~ FormIC acid W~ tile only
,heml(al detected on tile P<>'lOIlglanlh of tile ants
abdornef1~

Sou,<<: I. I. Burdon, <lll., V.,;.601l in rh•• ff.<.1ivrn... ol'ylllbMllic
._ions 1><\>.'.... "Olivo ,hiwboa and "01"""1. "'"walion Ac..a..:
~'~h" op«its I",~,lon~ "'"""" of Appi"" f.wll>c, 36:39lI~ (]999)
,,"'00i: In "'" .botnCf of Rhi....I..., ,fw 12 ..
of "",,·th,.tu<i.o

'm.

pt."!> "",... """ of about 0.1 .'

o

In~.

IMIde.

OutsKle,

OutSIde,

unprotected protected unprotectl'd protectl'd
(~-.apIlngs, InSIde and ooBldl> deW\ ~ s
CONCLUSION

Some Inquiry Figures invite you to read and analyze the original research
paper in its complete form. You can find the journal article, along with a
worksheet guiding you through it, in the separate book Inquiry in Action:
Interpreting Scientific Papers (ISBN 978-6-321-53659-4 I 0-]21-53659-2)."
After exploring the featured experiment,. test your analytical skills

answering the "\Vhdt

by"-

in" question. Suggested answers are provided

AnlSdthe~~sdtl.Im¥n

k. nonhost lIftS by IIlJ(!C1ng tile ~ WIth fornuo;: aod. thus
auung ho5pI~ h.abllillS (dl'vd's qardPrK) for the Ml1 colony
SOUllCf.

W (~M-J Gtot<>t,onIlO w_~.

.~~- ~

b¥..... _.J1"'1S-t'l6~

~;:;~~.~.~
RNd and ~ the ongmaI P<IPl'f on
~I'lAaJr:on, htl'JJRM9 ~D/io;~
Vvh;n ""'llOAd be the ~ t the U'lP"'ta:ll'd
II'WI1:*Ty 10 grow on thP elM's gardfns was c.1U5l'd by a
<hPmocal ~ by the £:UDy ~ f'ilth\'f lh¥l by the ...ts]
~.

in Appendix A to help you gauge your undemanding.
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As you read the text, study the art and photos
... In selected illustrations, a three·dim('nsional art style
helps you visualize biological structures.
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"Guided Tour" figures include ...
concise explanations that
walk you through
complicated diagrams.

The book's phylogen('tic trees will prepare you to analyze
the evolutionary tree diagrams you may encounter in the
scientific literature. This figure walks you through some of
the conventions of the phylogenetic trees you will see
throughout the evolution and diversity units.
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Palents
Normal

Normal

x

Aa

Aa

spermY

Eggs

o

o

0
A,

AA

Normal
(carrier)

Normal

A,

""

Normal
(carner)

Albino

... Figure 14.16 Albinism: Oil recessive trait. One of the two
siSlers shOlNn here has normal coloration; the other IS albino Most
recessive homolY9oles ale born to palents who are carriers of the
disorder but themsel~es ha~e a normal phenotype. the case shown in
the Punnett square

What i5 the probability that the sister with normal coloration i5 a
D carrier
of the albinism allele?

Figure Legend questions prompt you ...
to delve into a figure's content to
make sure you understand it.

, By integrating text and visuals, Exploring Figures
help you learn more efficiently.
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Review what you've learned
At the end of the chapter, the Chapter Review focuses you again on the main
points of the chapter, with a Summary of Key Concepts, practice questions,
and references to other study tools.

! Go to the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comforBioFlix3-Danimationsand student tools plus
MP3 Tutors, Discovery Channel Videos, Practice Tests, Activities, Investigations, an eBook, and more.

•
•• 11111_9.2
Glycolysis han'ests chemical flll'rgy by o~idizi"g
~lucOSl' 10 pyruvale (pp. 167_169)

-- ..5

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

·"'''''·9.1

tIO 00

Catabolic pathways yield energy by oxidizing organic

.1""

.. Rfdo~ Rfaclions; O~id.lion and Rfduction ThfCfll
t,p. thefn....gy 'lO.. d in food n,oJ",ul~. through ..do.....·
•ction'. in which One ,ub>t>nc~ p;.rti.lly or tot.lly ,hift<
~1<'<"tTon.to .nothn Th~ .ub,t,n"" r...,~iving ~I...,tron, i,
T.duced, the .ub.lance lo.ing "'",tro", i> o,idi.ed. During
cellul .. respi"'ion. g1uco.. (c.H"O,j isoxidiled to CO,.
.nd 0, i> r"ducod to H,O. EI"ctrOn> 100" po..nt;.1 .norgy
during their tran,fer from orgonic compound< to "-'l'llen,
Electron, fTom organic compound. ar~ u,u.lly p.....d rim
to NAO+, r~dudng it to NAOH, NADH p.".. the electron.
to'n electron t"n'port eh.in. which conducts them to 0,
in .n~l}\y.r.I ••s;ng ...",. Th. "".rgy r.I••se<! i. use<! to
m.keATP,
.. The Stages of Cfllular Respiration; A Preview
Glycoly>i••nd th" citrIC acid cycl. oupply "I",tron> lvi.
NADH or FAOH:J to the dtttron transport chatn. whieh
driv~. o,id"iv~ pho,phoryl.tion. O.id.tive phosphor)i"ion
gen.....t.. ATP.
: •••

~"t..._

~

M.,T....

c<llul"."pi"'k>n

Adlo-lty BulI<1.Chmoi<>IC,.:I.. Sr>tno
o..rnn- ofc<1ol" tn"i..,;oo

-

- " ---
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.u'.... 9.3
The citric acid qdf compleles thf flll'rgy-yieiding
o~idalion 01 organic molcetoles (pp. 170_172)
~

In eukaryolk erll" the import ofpy,,"vJte intothemitochon·
drion .nd it' conver,ion 10 .eel)'1 CoA Iinl:s g1y<oIysi'to the
eiltic acid cyck. (In prokaryOlic cells, lhe cilli< ><id cycle occur> in the cytoool.)

..

"

~
I,.
A<otyIc...

-

,~
61 ~~o~ I

0--<:-(00

!~

-.....

Summary Figures present key
information in a visual way,
serving as Hone-stop
shopping" study tools.

t~...., ...,."'k>np.nl_(;!y<oIyoio ~ ••••••••••••••••• MP3 Tutors explain some of

""I>1<y Thdltri< 10<1<1 C\'d<

• BioFlix animations and student tools
review the most difficult biology topics
with 3-0, movie-quality animations,
labeled slide shows, carefully constructed
student tutorials, study sheets, and
quizzes that support all types of learners.

1\-.

.....otty Glj<olfob

0 ..........

Io<ti....y

xviii

lG¥<o/y'I~>

"00

--•

fuels (Pfl. 162-H'7)
.. Catabolic Pathways and ProductjOfl of All' To keep
....Ofk;ng,. cdl mus, regenerotethe ATP it u.... The b......k·
down of glue"",,.nd <llker or!;"",,, f""I, .. ,x<1JIonk. 5.. rtin~
....ith glue"" or .nother org.ni< mo"""'''' and using 0" .frobi< r.,pi"uon yidds H,O. CO,.• nd ,norgy in the form of
ATP .ndl><.t. Cellular rr.;pir>lion incloo« both .,.,.<>bic .nd
.n.. robk rf'S\'i"lIon; th<' lou.... uses .notllt< ~koctl'(ln acr~p'
tor in<te.d of 0,. but
yi.Jd< ATP.

0.,,..,,

_. "-

llr~D~, I

the most difficult biological
concepts in simple terms. A
tutor that goes anywhere you
go, anytime.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ

.... To start preparing for a test, take the end.of.chapter Self.Quiz.

1. What i' the l'<'dudng ogent in the f01lo>ling l'<'OCtion?

Pyruvate + NAOH
•. oxygen
b. NAOH
c. NAO+

1. The

+

H+ • L"",.te + NAO+

• "Draw It" e~erdses ask you to put pencil to paper and draw a
structure, annotate a figure, or graph experimental data. Check your
work by turning to the suggested answers in Appendix A.

d. ,"Ct.l.
e. pyruvate

jmmcdi<>te .... ~ SOIl"'" th>1 drive,

ATP symh"';. by

ATP .ynllu.., during@<!.lti,.. pho,pho<)utionif

•. the oxidation of gluco:«' .nd other org;>nic compound,.
b. the flo,,- of electron' do".., th. d""tron Iron,pan
cholin.
c. the .ffinily of oxygen for dectron'
d. the H+ concentrntion grndientacrou the inner
mitochondri.1 m<mbrnne,
e. thet"n,f... of phosph"e to AOP.

II.

II:l::!::tZI

T""", t..... upt>l. of W,"", ,nd mi ......ol, from root
hairs to the """"', in. root. foll<::>...ing. ,yrnpla>tie rout. and
.n .popl'>I": roote_ L.bd t..... rout...

3. Which rneuboIie pa.thway a common to both fennentabon

.1Id crllular respiration of. gll.lCOSe molecult?
._ the dtric .cid qde
b. the dectron tnn,port ch.in
c. glyeoly'i'
d.•ynth..i. of .cetyl CoA from pyruvate
e. reduction of PJ""v".to I"",.te
4. In mitochondria. ""erg""ie red"" re>ctioll$
•.•re the SOIlr", of energy driving prohryotic ATP

.ynthe,i.
b.•re directly coupled to .ubot"",,·Ieve1 pho,phoryl.tion
c. provide the energy tMt embli,he, the proton grodient.
d. reduce c.rbon atom, to carbon dioxide.
e.•re rouple<! vi. phosphorylate<! intermedi.tes to
endergonic prace,.."

10.

IllJ'Ji!IiII

11>< grnph ........ >how> t..... pH diff.......... ac"",
the in"", mitochondti>l membrnTlO' ""'" time in.n ""tiVl"ly
respiring cell. Alt..... tin... indic.ted by the verticol.rTOW,.
metabolic poison i> adde<ltMt .!"'Cific.lly .nd cornpktdy
inhlbits.1I function of mltochondri.1 ATP >yntM5e. Draw
what you would .. pect to "" for the ~ of tile grnphOO line,

Time_

r... S<lf-QM;; ............ ,yp<odu.t.

For more practice test questions
visit the Study Area at
www.masteringbio.com

~ 1lis<11he StO<ly As.. ., www.ma.... i..llbio.romf..-.
Pr><t~e

Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
11. ATP~ ....1oond in the prok;lryotic pl.drn. nJm1""""'..-.:I
in mit<><hondria>nd~. W1ut<bo; thio~ ~t the
....uutionary~pdlhtsetuk.oryOOc~

toprok.ory-

""'"'Hownughtthe.,..,;,.,.oo...,..,...".dtheATP~

from the dilfm-rj; """""!lIpport or refut. l"'-"" hj'pothesis?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
12. In t..... 1940>, """'e phI''''''"''''' P'""ribed low dose< of. drug
caIIO<! dinitrophenol (ONP) to help p.tlrnts lose weight. This
unsof. mMhod ....., .bJndon«! .It", , few potlent, died. ONp

unroupk, the chemia'mobc m>ehinery by making the lipid
bH.j'.r "fth. inn" mitochondri.1 me.,brone ko,kyto H+
£.xplain how tIli' c>use< ",-eight loss,

The essay questions in the
Chapter Review give you
practice writing about
biological topics and making
connections between the
content of different
chapters, as you may be
asked to do in class
discussions or on exams.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
13. N..rly all hum.n socioti.. "'" f.nnent:ltion to produce ,lcohoIic drink,
b<et-.nd wi"". The """tice d,leS b><k to
the "..1""'- days of agriculture. How do you SLLppo<e thi> u"" of
fmnenl<\uon ....., first di>COvef'l'd' \l'hy did wi"" pro'" to be,
..-. .....rul beverage. especially to. pn.-industrial eulture.llun
the grope jill«' fro" whkh ij wa> m.de'

,,,,,h.,

BK>Iotkotl
,., A ........b""I'oIt..... Ipll>< e-, r.plor< r.n.-..
..... ""'""';,,' m.·B... I«....
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Supplements for the Student
MasteringBiology ™ Assignments

MasteringBIOL0GY
www.masteringbio.(om . . . ,
NEW! MasteringBiology'· offers two valuable learning
systems:
1. The Study Area
2. MastcringRiology'" Assignments

MastcringBiology" offers assignable in~depth Tutorials,
Chapter Quizzes with ten questions per chapter, and thousands of additional Multiple Choice Test Bank Questions.

Th,
MasteringBiologyTM
Tutorials guide
students through difficult concepts with a
series of interactive
questions that build
on each other.

Study Area
Media assets in the Study Area include BioFlix, MP3 Tutors,
Discovery Videos, Cell Biology Videos, Activities, Investiga~
tions, Graphlt!, Quizzes, Practice Tests, Cumulative Test,

Word Roots, Key Terms, Flashcards, Audio Glossary, Art, an

---,::.

cBook, and the CampbelllReece Interviews.
In the Study Area, a

convenient Chapter
Guide correlates the
student media to the •
Key Concepts of each
textbook chapter.

.
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If a student answers incorrectly,
the student is given specific
feedback that addresses the
student's misconceptions.

_~--

-'-=-,r,..==

BioF/(1t

The student ve~ions
of BioFlix offer
engaging 3-D anima-

tions plus labeled

slide shows, basic
tutorials, study
sheets, and quizzes.

Discovery Channel lM
Videos bring biology
to life.

w;C:l:ouerll
C .....

NN~L

• MP3 Tutors can be played from the website or downloaded onto personal MP3 players for studying anytime.
• NEW! Audio pronunciations are included for every term
in the Audio Glossary, Key Terms, and Flashcards.

_

...._----~-~~.....--.

Students can view hints for background information, including
animations, and additional assistance.

~'

..

e- _ _

_______ M

..~~"-I

NEW!

_
__
.. ... _._....

•

"""

A poweriul
Gradebook automatically records student
scores. Shades of red
instantly reveal
~
students in trouble or
~.~.-.-.~.~
areas of difficulty for
the class. Instructors
can assign questions
to encourage
students to read the chapter before class and then adjust their
lectures to address student misconceptions. Grades can be
exported to another course management system or ExcelT M, or
grades can be imported into the MasteringBiology Gradebook.

.
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..•...................
.
--_..... ..•.........
, , .
-------_..•..•..•..•....•.
,
, .
.
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For more information about media for students, see the
card inserted at the beginning of this book and the Access
Kit for MastcringBiology'·, which is included with every
new copy of BIOLOGY, Eighth Edition.

NEW! Inquiry in Action: Interpreting Scientific Papers

1978-0-321-53659-4/0-321-53659-21
Ruth Buskirk, University of Texas, Austin, and Christopher
M, Gillen, Kenyan College
Selected Inquiry Figures in the Eighth Edition direct students
to read and analyze the complete original research paper. In
this new supplement, those articles are reprinted and accompanied by questions that help students analyze the article.

NEW! Into the Jungle: Great Adventures in the Search
for Evolution

(978-0-321-55671-4/0-321-55671-21
Sean B, Carroll, University ofWisconsin, Madison
This book of nine short tales vividly depicts key discoveries
in evolutionary biology and the excitement of the scientific
process.

NEW! Get Ready for Biology

Student Study Guide for Biology, Eighth Edition

(978-0-321-50057-1/0-321-50057-11

1978-0-321-50156-1/0-321-50156-XI
Martha R. Taylor, Cornell University

This engaging workbook helps students brush up on important math and study skills and get up to speed on biological
terminology and the basics of chemistry and cell biology.

This popular study guide helps students extract key ideas
from the textbook and organize their knowledge of biology.
Exercises include concept maps for each chapter, chapter
summaries, word roots, chapter tests, and a variety of interactive questions in various formats.

Practicing Biology: A Student Workbook, Third Edition
1978-0-321-52293-1/0-321-52293-1 )
lean Heitz and Cynthia Giffen, University ofWisconsin, Madison
This workbook offers a variety of activities to suit different
learning styles. Activities such as modeling and mapping allow students to visualize and understand biological
processes. New activities focus on basic skills, such as reading and developing graphs.

A Short Guide to Writing About Biology, Sixth Edition
(978-0-321-51716-6/0-321-51716-41
Ian A. Pechenik, Tufts University
This best-selling writing guide teaches students to think as
biologists and to express ideas clearly and concisely through
their writing.

An Introduction to Chemistry for Biology Students,
Ninth Edition (978-0-8053-9571-6/0-8053-9571-7)
George I. Sackheim, University ofIllinois, Chicago
This textlworkbook helps students review and master all
the basic facts, concepts, and terminology of chemistry that
they need for their life science course.

Biological Inquiry: AWorkbook of Investigative Cases,
Second Edition (978-0-321-51320-5/0-321-51320-71
Margaret Waterman, Southeast Missouri State University,
and Ethel Stanley, Beloit College and BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium
This workbook offers ten investigative cases, including new
cases on avian influenza and hedgehog developmental
pathways. Students pose questions, analyze data, think critically, examine the relationship between evidence and conclusions, construct hypotheses, investigate options, graph
data, interpret results, and communicate scientific arguments. A student website is at www.masteringbio.com.

Study Card for Biology, Eighth Edition
(978-0-321-49436-8/0-321-49436-9)
This quick reference card provides an overview of the entire
field of biology and helps students quickly review before a test.

Kaplan MCA~/GRf!l Biology Test Preparation
Guide for Biology, Eighth Edition

NEW! Pearson Tutor Services
www.masteringbio.com
Access to MasteringBiology'" includes complimentary access to highly interactive one-on-one biology coaching by
qualified instructors seven nights per week during peak
study hours. Students can "drop_in" for live online help, submit questions to an e-structor anytime, or pre-schedule a tutoring session with an e-structor. (For college students only.)

Special Topics in Biology Series (booklets)
•
•
•
•

Alzheimer's Disease (978-0-1318-3834-5/0-1318-3834-2)
Biological Terrorism (978-0-8053-4868-2/0-8053-4868-9)
Biology of Cancer (978-0-8053-4867-5/0-8053-4867-0)
Emerging Infectious Diseases (978-0-8053-3955-01

0-8053-3955-8)
• Gene Therapy (978-0-8053-3819-5/0-8053-3819-5)
• Genetic Testimony: A Guide to Forensic DNA Profiling

(978-0-l3l4-2338-l/0-13l4-2338-XI

This exclusive supplement includes sample questions from
the Kaplan test preparation guides with page references to
Biology, Eighth Edition.

• HIVand AIDS (978-0-8053-3956-7/0-8053-3956-6)
• Mad Cows and Cannibals: A Guide to the Transmissible
Spongiform Encephalopathies (978-0-1314-2339-81
0-1314-2339-8)
• Stem Cells and Cloning (978-0-8053-4864-410-8053-

Spanish Glossary (978-0-321-49434-4/0-321-49434-2)
Laura P. Zanello, University ofCalifornia, Riverside

• Understanding the Human Genome Project, Second
Edition (978-0-8053-4877-4/0-8053-4877-8)

1978-0-321-53463-7/0-321-53463-81

4864-6)
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Supplements for the Instructor
Instructor Resource CD/DVD.ROM Set
(978-0-321-52292-4/0-321-52292-31
The instructor media for Campbell/Reece Biology. Eighth
Edition, is combined into one chapter·by-chapter resource
along with a Quick Reference Guide. DVDs provide convenient one-stop access to all the visual media for each
chapter. Assets are now organized by chapter folders, making it easy to access files. The Test Bank CD-ROM includes
test bank questions in Word and TestGen. Assets on the
DVDs include:

JPEG Images include all the art, photos, and tables from the
book with and without labels, selected art layered for step-bystep presentation, and hundreds of extra photos in JPEG
format, for a total of more than 1600 photos.
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NEW!

BioFlix'w 3·0 Anima-

tions invigorate
lectures with movie-
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N
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clude: Tour of an Ani-
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mal (ell, Tour of a

Plant Cell, Cellular

Respiration, Photosynthesis, Mitosis, Meiosis, Protein Synthesis,

Activities are also included.
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•
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-

quality 3-D

animations. Topics in-

Water Transport in Plants, How Neurons Work, and Muscle
Contraction. An additional 123 Animations based on student

".

Cc..-.,,-,
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MasteringBIOL0GY
www.masteringbio.com .....,

NEW! 29 Discovery
Channel'· Videos bring
biology to life and
show students the
process of science. Plus,
65 new Cell Biology
Videos have been
added to the video collection, for a total of
182 videos.

-e-C_.._--_.--

PowerPoint" label
Edit Images include all
the art, photos, and
tables from the book ~(
oj
embedded in PowerPointe plus Step Edit
Art broken down into
steps. These PowerPoint" files are on the DVDs plus the Quick
Start CD·ROM for easy access. PowerPoint" Lecture
Presentations include all of the above plus lecture outlines and
links to animations and selected videos. In all PowerPoint files,
the text and labels can be edited directly in PowerPoint" and
have been enlarged for optimal viewing in large lecture halls.
Multiple versions of figures are provided to choose from.

--
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Supplements

NEW! The MasteringBiology" For Instructors area includes all the media from the Instructor Resource DVDs:
• PowerPoint'Label Edit Images
• PowerPoint'Lecture Presentations
• Extra Photos Upegs) plus captions
• Labeled Images (jpegs)
• Unlabeled Images (jpegs)
• BioFlix- Animations
• Animations
• Discovery Channel~ Videos plus scripts
• Videos plus descriptions

Additional Online Resources:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

PowerPoint' Active Lecture Questions
Lecture Outlines
Student Misconceptions with Pre-Tests and Post-Tests
Quick Reference Guide
Practicing Biology Instructor Guide
Inquiry in Action Instructor Guide
Answers to selected textbook essay questions
Lab Media for Instructors

Many instructor assets are also available at the Instructor
Resource Center for Biology, Eighth Edition, at www.pearsonhighered.com.

Transparency Acetates
1978-0-321-52328-0/0-321-52328-81
This transparency package provides all the illustrations and
tables from the text, many of which incorporate photos. In
addition, key figures are broken down into steps.

Electronic Test Bank
Printed Test Bank (978-0-321-49431-3/0-321-49431-8)
More than 4,500 test questions are available in print, TestGen", Microsoft" Word, and from within CourseCompass,
Blackboard, and WebCT Course Management Systems.
Test Bank questions can also be assigned through MasteringBiology~. The questions have been refined through class
testing, and over 30% of the questions are new for the
Eighth Edition, including three new question types that encourage critical thinking: interpreting art questions, interpreting graphs and data questions focused on quantitative
skills, and scenario-based questions.

Instructor Guide for Biological Inquiry: AWorkbook of
Investigative Cases, Second Edition
1978-0-321-49435-1/0-321-49435-0)
Margaret Waterman, Southeast Missouri State University,
and Ethel Stanley, Beloit College and BioQUEST Curriculum Consortium
This Instructor Guide provides insightful coaching for instructors on how to teach using a case-based problem-solving
approach, as well as suggested answers.

Course Management Systems
Test Bank questions, quizzes, and selected content from the
Study Area ofMasteringBiology~ are available in these popular course management systems:
• CourseCompass~ (www.aw-bc.com/coursecompass)
• Blackboard (www.aw-bc.com/blackboard)
• WcbCT (www.aw-bc.com/webct)

Supplements for the Lab
NEW! lab Media at www.masteringbio.com
A new section in the Study Area of MasteringBiology~ brings
together all the media assets that can be used to teach scientific inquiry, including Investigating Biology Lab Data Tables
in Excel", Biology Labs On-Line, Investigations, Graph1t!, and
LabBench. In the For Instructors area, the Lab Media section
includes Investigating Biology Lab Preparation Guide, Answers to Investigations, GraphIt! Instructor Versions, Answers to the LabBench Quizzes, and the Bio-Explorations
Instructor Guide.

Investigating Biology, Sixth Edition
(978-0-321-53660-0/0-321-53660-6)
Annotated Instructor Edition for Investigating Biology
1978-0-321-54194-9/0-321-54194-41
Preparation Guide for Investigating Biology
1978-0-321-54166-6/0-321-54166-91
Judith Giles Morgan, Emory University, and M. Eloise
Brown Carter, Oxford College ofEmory University
This best-selling laboratory manual encourages students to
participate in the process of science and develop creative
and critical reasoning skills by posing hypotheses, making
predictions, conducting open-ended experiments, collecting data, and applying results to new problems. The Sixth
Edition includes a new Bioinformatics Lab and features references to online resources available at www.masteringbio.com, including Lab Data Tables in Excel" for recording
data. The Annotated Instructor Edition provides teaching
information and marginal notes. A Preparation Guide is
also available for instructors in print and online.

New Designs for Bio-Explorations
1978-0-8053-7229-8/0-8053-7229-6)
Instructor Guide for Bio-Explorations
1978-0-8053-7228-1/0-8053-7228-8)
Janet Lanza, University ofArkansas at Little Rock
Eight inquiry-based laboratory exercises offer students creative control over the projects they undertake. Each lab exercise provides students with background information and
materials that can be used in the lab projects. The Instructor Guide is provided in the For Instructors area of
www.masteringbio.com under Lab Media.

Symbiosis: The Benjamin Cummings Custom
laboratory Program for Biological Sciences
www.pearsoncustom.com/database/symbiosis/bc.html
With Symbiosis, instructors can build a customized lab
manual that includes selections from the Benjamin Cummings database along with their own original material.

Biology labs On-line
www.biologylabsonline.com
Twelve on-line labs enable students to expand their scientific
horizons beyond the traditional wet lab setting and perform
potentially dangerous, lengthy, or expensive experiments in
an electronic environment. Each experiment can be repeated
as often as necessary, employing a unique set of variables each
time. The labs are available for purchase individually or in a
12-pack with the printed Student Lab Manual (978-0-80537017-l/0-8053-70l7-X). An Instructor Lab Manual is also
available (978-0-8053-7018-8/0-8053-70 18-8).
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1.1

Themes connect the concepts of biology

1.2

The Core Theme: Evolution accounts for the

1.3

unity and diversity of life
Scientists use two main forms of inquiry
in their study of nature

r;;::~~':About the World
of Life

he flower featured on the cover of this book and in
Figure 1.1 is from a magnolia, a tree ofancient lineage
that is native to Asian and American forests. The magnolia blossom is a sign of the plant's status as a living organism,
for flowers contain organs of sexual reproduction, and reproduction is a key property oCHfe, as you will learn later.
Like all organisms, the magnolia tree in Figure 1.2 is living
in close association with other organisms, though it is a lone
specimen far from its ancestral forest. For example, it depends
on beetles to carry pollen from one flower to another, and the
beetles, in turn, eat from its flowers. The flowers are adapted to
the beetles in several ways: Their bowl shape allows easy access, and their multiple reproductive organs and tough petals
(see Figure 1.1) help ensure that some survive the voracious
beetles. Such adaptations are the result of evolution, the
process of change that has transformed life on Earth from its
earliest beginnings to the diversity oforganisms living today. As
discussed later in this chapter, evolution is the fundamental organizing principle of biology and the main theme of this book.
Although biologists know a great deal about magnolias and
other plants, many mysteries remain. For instance, what exactly led to the origin of flowering plants? Posing questions
about the living world and seeking science-based answersscientific inquiry-are the central activities ofbiology, the sci-

T

... Figure 1.1 What properties of life are demonstrated by
this flower?

entific study of life. Biologists' questions can be ambitious.
They may ask how a single tiny cen becomes a tree or a dog,
how the human mind works, or how the different forms of life
in a forest interact. Can you think ofsome questions about living organisms that interest you? When you do, you are already
starting to think like a biologist. More than anything else, biology is a quest, an ongoing inquiry about the nature of life.
Perhaps some of your questions relate to health or to societal or environmental issues. Biology is woven into the fabric
of our culture more than ever before and can help answer
many questions that affect our lives. Research breakthroughs
in genetics and cell biology are transforming medicine and
agriculture. Neuroscience and evolutionary biology are reshaping psychology and sociology. New models in ecology are
helping societies evaluate environmental issues, such as global
warming. There has never been a more important time to em·
bark on a study of life.

... Figure 1.2 A magnolia tree in early spring.

... Order. This close-up of a sunflower
illl,lstrates the highly Qrdered strl,lctl.lre
that characterizes life.

.... Regulation. The
regulation of blood
flow through the
blood vessels of this
jackrabbit's ears helps
maintain a constant
body temperature by
adjusting heat
exchange with the
surrounding air

.... Energy processing. This
hummingbird obtains fuel
in the form of nectar from
flowers_ The hummingbird
will use chemical energy
stored in its food to power
flight and other work .

.... Reproduction. Organisms (living
things) reproduce their own kind .
Here an emperor penguin protects
Its baby_

•
••

1.3
life.
II'S a gasoline-powered
lawn mower alive? Which of these properties does it have) Which properties does it lack)
.... Figure

Some properties of

But what is life? Even a small child realizes that a dog or a
plant is alive, while a rock is not. Yet the phenomenon we call
life defies a simple, one-sentence definition. We recognize life
by what living things do. Figure 1.3 highlights some of the
properties and processes we associate with life.
While limited to a handful of images, Figure 1.3 reminds us
that the living world is wondrously varied. How do biologists
make sense of this diversity and complexity? This opening
2

CIlAPTE~ ONE

Introduction: Themes in the Study ofUfe

chapter sets up a framework for answering this question. The
first part of the chapter provides a panoramic view of the biological "landscape;' organized around some unifying themes.
We then focus on bioJogy'soverarching theme, evolution, with
an introduction to the reasoning that led Charles Darwin to
his explanatory theory. Finally, we look at scientific inquiryhow scientists raise and attempt to answer questions about the
natural world.

r;~:::;c~~~ect the
concepts of biology

Biology is a subject of enormous scope, and anyone who follows the news knows that biological knowledge is expanding
at an ever-increasing rate. Simply memorizing the factual details ofthis huge subject is nota reasonable option. How, then,
can you, as a student, go beyond the facts to develop a coherent view of life? One approach is to fit the many things you
learn into a set of themes that pervade all ofbiology-ways of
thinking about life that will still apply decades from now. Focusing on a few big ideas will help you organize and make
sense of all the information you'll encounter as you study biology. To help you, we have selected seven unifying themes to
serve as touchstones as you proceed through this book.

Evolution, the Overarching Theme of Biology
Evolution is biology's core theme-the one idea that makes
sense of everything we know about living organisms. Life has
been evolving on Earth for billions of years, resulting in a vast
diversity of past and present organisms. But along with the diversity we find many shared features. For example, while the
sea horse, jackrabbit, hummingbird, crocodile, and penguins
in Figure 1.3 look very different, their skeletons are basically
similar. The scientific explanation for this unity and diversity-and for the suitability of organisms to their environments-is evolution: the idea that the organisms living on
Earth today are the modified descendants of common ancestors. In other words, we can explain traits shared by two organisms with the idea that they have descended from a
common ancestor, and we can account for differences with
the idea that heritable changes have occurred along the way.
Many kinds of evidence support the occurrence of evolution
and the theory that describes how it takes place. We'll return
to evolution later in the chapter, after surveying some other
themes and painting a fuller picture of the scope of biology.

Theme: New properties emerge at each level
in the biological hierarchy
The study of life extends from the microscopic scale of the
molecules and cells that make up organisms to the global scale
ofthe entire living planet. We can divide this enormous range
into different levels of biological organization.
Imagine zooming in from space to take a closer and closer
look at life on Earth. It is spring, and our destination is a forest
in Ontario, Canada, where we will eventually explore a maple
leaf right down to the molecular level. Figure 1.4 (on the next
two pages) narrates this journey into life, with the circled
numbers leading you through the levels of biological organization illustrated by the photographs.

Emergent Properties
Ifwe now zoom back out from the molecular level in Figure 1.4,
we can see that novel properties emerge at each step, properties that are not present at the preceding level. These emergent
properties are due to the arrangement and interactions of
parts as complexity increases. For example, if you make a testtube mixture of chlorophyll and all the other kinds of molecules found in a chloroplast, photosynthesis will not occur.
Photosynthesis can take place only when the molecules are
arranged in a specific way in an intact chloroplast. To take another example. if a serious head injury disrupts the intricate
architecture ofa human brain, the mind may cease to function
properly even though all of the brain parts are still present.
Our thoughts and memories are emergent properties of a
complex network of nerve cells. At a much higher level ofbiological organization-at the ecosystem level-the recycling
of chemical elements essential to life, such as carbon, depends
on a network ofdiverse organisms interacting with each other
and with the soil, water, and air.
Emergent properties are not unique to life. We can see the
importance of arrangement in the distinction between a box
of bicycle parts and a working bicycle. And while graphite and
diamonds are both pure carbon, they have very different properties because their carbon atoms are arranged differently. But
compared to such nonliving examples, the unrivaled complexity ofbiological systems makes the emergent properties of
life especially challenging to study.

The Power and Limitations of Reductionism
Because the properties of life emerge from complex organization, scientists seeking to understand biological systems confront a dilemma. On the one hand, we cannot fully explain a
higher level of order by breaking it down into its parts. A dissected animal no longer functions; a cell reduced to its chemical ingredients is no longer a cell. Disrupting a living system
interferes with its functioning. On the other hand, something
as complex as an organism or a cell cannot be analyzed without taking it apart.
Reductionism-the reduction of complex systems to simpler components that are more manageable to study-is a
powerful strategy in biology. For example, by studying the molecular structure of DNA that had been extracted from cells,
James Watson and Francis Crick inferred, in 1953, how this
molecule could serve as the chemical basis of inheritance. The
central role of DNA in cells and organisms became better understood, however, when scientists were able to study the interactions of DNA with other molecules. Biologists must
balance the reductionist strategy with the larger-scale, holistic
objective of understanding emergent properties-how the
parts of cells, organisms, and higher levels of order, such as
ecosystems, work together. At the cutting edge of research today is the approach called systems biology.
CHAPTE~ ONE
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• FiguN 1,.

Exploring Levels of Biological Organization
... 1 The Biosphere
As soon as we are near enough to Earth to make out its continents and oceans, we begin to see signs oflife-in the green mosaic of the planet's forests, for example. This is our first view of
the biosphere, which consists of all the environments on
Earth that are inhabited by life. The biosphere includes
most regions ofland, most bodies of water, and the atmosphere to an altitude of several kilometers.

... 2 Ecosystems
As we approadl Earth's surfare fof an
imaginary landing in Ontario. we can be~ to make out a forest with an abunc1arxr
of deciduous treI'S (treI'S that lose their

leaves in one season and grow new ones in
another). Such a deciduous forest is an
exam~ of an ealS)"Stem Grasslands,
deserts. and. the crean's roral red5 are
other types of erosrstems. An ecosystem
consists of aU the IMng thing<> in a particular area, along with aU the nonliving romponents ofthe environment with whidllife
interacts, such as soil, water, atmospheric
gases, and \ighL All of Earth's eros)'stems
combined make up the biosphere.

... 3 Communities
The entire array of organisms inhabiting a particular ecosystem is
called a biological community.
The community in our forest
ecosystem includes many kinds of
trees and other plants, a diversity
of animals, various mushrooms
and other fungi, and enormous
numbers of diverse microorganisms, which are living forms, such as bacteria,
that are too small to see without a microscope. Each of these forms of life is called a

species.

... 4 Populations
A population consists of all
the individuals of a species
living within the bounds ofa
specified area. For example,
our Ontario forest includes
a population of sugar maple
trees and a population of
white-tailed deer. We can now refine our definition ofa community as the set of populations that
inhabit a particular area.

4
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... 5 Organisms
Individual living thing<> are called organisms. Each of the maple trees and other
plants in the forest is an organism, and so
is each forest animal, such as a frog.
squirrel. deer, and. beede. 1be soil teems
with microorganisms such as bacteria.

• 8 Cells
.. 6

Organs and Organ Systems

The structural hierarchy oflife continues to unfold
as we explore the architecture ofthe more complex
organisms. Amaple leaf is an example ofan organ,
a body part consisting of two or more tissues
(which we11 see upon our next scale change). An
organ carries out a particular function in the body.
Stems and roots are the other major organs of
plants. Examples of human organs are the brain,
heart, and kidney. The organs of humans, other
complex animals, and plants are organized into organ systems, each a team oforgans that cooperate
in a specific function. For example, the human
digestive system includes such
organs as the tongue,
stomach, and
intestines.

The cell is life's fundamental unit of structure and function. Some organisms,
such as amoebas and most bacteria, are single cells. Other organisms, including
plants and animals, are multicellular. Instead of a single cell performing all the
functions ofhfe, a multicellular organism has a division of labor among specialized cells. A human body consists of trillions of microscopic cells of many different kinds, such as muscle cells and nerve cells, which are organized into the
various specialized tissues. For example, muscle tissue consists of bundles of
muscle cells. In the photo below, we see a more highly magnified view of some
of the cells in a leaf tissue. Each of the cells is only about 25 micrometers (11m)
I-----------l
across. It would take morethan 7000f
10 /1m
these cells to reach across a penny. As

~

s~l~~~a~~~~
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that each contains numerous green
structures called chloroplasts, which
are responsible for photosynthesis.

"'v'"

... 9

Organelles

Cbloroplasts are examples of organelles,
the various functional components that
make up cells. In this image, a very power·
ful tool called an electron microscope
brings a single chloroplast into sharp focus.

... 7 Tissues
Our next scale changeto see a leaf's tissuesrequires a microscope.
The leaf shown here has
been cut on an angle. The honeycombed tissue in the interior of the leaf (left portion of photo) is the main location of
photosynthesis, the process that converts light energy to
the chemical energy of sugar and other food. We are viewing the sliced leaf from a perspective that also enables us to
see the jigsaw puzzle-like tissue called epidermis, the "skin"
on the surface of the leaf (right part of photo). The pores
through the epidermis allow the gas carbon dioxide, a raw
material for sugar production, to reach the photosynthetic
tissue inside the leaf. At this scale, we can also see that each
tissue has a cellular structure. In fact, each kind of tissue is
a group of similar cells.

• 10 Molecules
50/lm

Our last scale change vaults
us into a chloroplast for a
view ofHfe at the molecular
level. Amolecule isa chemical structure consisting oftwo or more
small chemical units called atoms, which are represented as balls
in this computer graphiC ofa chlorophyll molecule. Chlorophyll is
the pigment molecule that makes a maple leaf green. One of the
most important molecules on Earth, chlorophyll absorbs sunlight
during the first step of photosynthesis. Within each chloroplast.
millions of chlorophylls and other molecules are organized into
the equipment that converts light energy to the chemical energy
offood.
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Systems Biology
A system is simply a combination ofcomponents that function
together. A biologist can srudy a system at any level of organization. A single leaf cell can be considered a system, as can a
frog, an ant colony, or a desert ecosytem_ To understand how
such systems work, it is not enough to have a "parts list,n even
a complete one. Realizing this, many researchers are now complementing the reductionist approach with new strategies for
studying whole systems. This changing perspective is analogous to moving from ground level on a street corner to a
helicopter high above a city, from which you can see how variables such as time of day, construction projects, accidents, and
traffic-signal malfunctions affect traffic throughout the city.
The goal of systems biology is to construct models for the
dynamic behavior of whole biological systems. Successful
models enable biologists to predict how a change in one or
more variables will affect other components and the whole
system. Thus, the systems approach enables us to pose new
kinds of questions. How might a drug that lowers blood pressure affect the functions of organs throughout the human
body? How might increasing a crop's water supply affect
processes in the plants, such as the storage of molecules essential for human nutrition? How might a gradual increase in
atmospheric carbon dioxide alter ecosystems and the entire
biosphere? The ultimate aim of systems biology is to answer
big questions like the last one.
Systems biology is relevant to the study of life at all levels.
During the early years of the 20th century, biologists studying
animal physiology (functioning) began integrating data on how
multiple organs coordinate processes such as the regulation of
sugar concentration in the blood. And in the 1960s, scientists
investigating ecosystems pioneered a more mathematically sophisticated systems approach with elaborate models diagramming the network of interactions between organisms and
nonliving components of ecosystems such as salt marshes.
Such models have already been useful for predicting the responses of these systems to changing variables. More recently,
systems biology has taken hold at the cellular and molecular
levels, as we'll describe later when we discuss DNA.

affected by the interactions between them. The tree also interacts with other organisms, such as soil microorganisms associated with its roots and animals that eat its leaves and fruit.

Ecosystem Dynamics
The operation ofany ecosystem involves two major processes.
One process is the cycling of nutrients. For example, minerals
acquired by a tree will eventually be returned to the soil by organisms that decompose leaf litter, dead roots, and other organic debris. The second major process in an ecosystem is the
one-way flow of energy from sunlight to producers to consumers. Producers are plants and other photosynthetic organisms, which use light energy to make sugar. Consumers are
organisms, such as animals, that feed on producers and other
consumers. The diagram in Figure 1.5 outlines the h,'o
processes acting in an African ecosystem.

Energy Conversion
Moving, growing, reproducing, and the other activities of life
are work, and work requires energy_ The exchange of energy
bety,.-een an organism and its surroundings often involves the
transformation of one form ofenergy to another. For example,
the leaves ofa plant absorb light energy and convert it to chemical energy stored in sugar molecules. \Vhen an animal's muscle cells use sugar as fuel to power movements, they convert
chemical energy to kinetic energy, the energy of motion. And

Ecosystem

Cycling

of

Heal

chemical

nutrients

Theme: Organisms interact with their
environments, exchanging matter and energy
Turn back again to Figure 1.4, this time focusing on the forest.
In this or any other ecosystem, each organism interacts continuously with its environment, which includes both nonliving factors and other organisms. A tree, for example, absorbs
water and minerals from the soil, through its roots. At the
same time, its leaves take in carbon dioxide from the air and
use sunlight absorbed by chlorophyll to drive photosynthesis,
converting water and carbon dioxide to sugar and oxygen.
The tree releases oxygen to the air, and its roots help form soil
by breaking up rocks. Both organism and environment are
6
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Heat

... Figure 1.5 Nutrient cycling and energy flow in an
ecosystem.

(a) A bird's wings have
an aerodynamically
efficient shape

(b) Wing bones have a honeycombed internal structure that is strong
but lightweight
Infoldings of
membrane
Mitochondrion

0.5 i1m

(c) The flight muscles are controlled by neurons (nerve cells). which
transmit signals. With long extenSions, neurons are espeCially well
structured for communication within the body.
... Figure 1.6 Form fits function in a gull's wing, A bird's
build and the structures of its components make flight possible.
How does form fit function in a human hand?

(d) The flight muscles obtain energy in a usable form from organelles
called mitochondria. A mitochondrion has an inner membrane with
many infoldings. Molecules embedded in the inner membrane carry
out many of the steps in energy produdion, and the Illfoldings
pack a large amount of this membrane into a small container.

II

in all these energy conversions, some ofthe energy is converted
to thermal energy, which dissipates to the surroundings as heat.
In contrast to chemical nutrients, which recycle within an
ecosystem, energy flows through an ecosystem, usually entering as light and exiting as heat (see Figure 1.5).

Theme: Cells are an organism's basic units
of structure and function

Theme: Structure and function are correlated
at all levels of biological organization

In life's structural hierarchy, the cell has a special place as the
lowest level of organization that can perform all activities required for life. Moreover, the activities of organisms are all
based on the activities ofcells. For instance, the division ofcells
to form new cells is the basis for all reproduction and for the
growth and repair of multicellular organisms (Figure 1.7). To

Another theme evident in Figure 1.4 is the idea that form fits
function, which you'll recognize from everyday life, For example, a screwdriver is suited to tighten or loosen screws, a
hammer to pound nails. How a device works is correlated
with its structure. AppJied to biology, this theme is a guide to
the anatomy ofJife at all its structural levels. An example from
Figure 1.4 is seen in the leaf: Its thin, flat shape maximizes the
amount of sunlight that can be captured by its chloroplasts.
Analyzing a biological structure gives us dues about what it
does and how it works. Conversely, knowing the function of
something provides insight into its construction. An example
from the animal kingdom, the wing of a bird, provides additional instances ofthe structure-function theme (Figure 1.6),
In exploring life on its different structural levels, we discover
functional beauty at every turn.

... Figure 1.7 A lung cell from a newt divides into two
smaller cells that will grow and divide again.
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cite another example, the movement of your eyes as you read
this line is based on activities of muscle and nerve cells. Even a
global process such as the recycling ofcarbon is the cumulative
product ofcellular activities, including the photosynthesis that
occurs in the chloroplasts ofleafcells. Understanding how cells
work is a major focus of biological research.
All cells share certain characteristics. For example, every
cell is enclosed by a membrane that regulates the passage of
materials between the cell and its surroundings. And every
cell uses DNA as its genetic information. However, we can
distinguish between two main forms ofcells: prokaryotic cells
and eukaryotic cells. The cells of two groups of microorganisms called bacteria and archaea are prokaryotic. All other
forms of life, including plants and animals, are composed of
eukaryotic cells.
A eukaryotic cell is subdivided by internal membranes into
various membrane-enclosed organelles, such as the ones you
see in Figure 1.8 and the chloroplast you saw in Figure 1.4. In
most eukaryotic cells, the largest organelle is the nucleus,
which contains the cell's DNA. The other organelles are located
in the cytoplasm, the entire region between the nucleus and
outer membrane of the cell. As Figure 1.8 also shows, prokaryotic cells are much simpler and generally smaller than eukaryotic cells. In a prokaryotic cell, the DNA is not separated
from the rest of the cell by enclosure in a membrane-bounded
nucleus. Prokaryotic cells also lack the other kinds of membrane-enclosed organelles that characterize eukaryotic cells.
But whether an organism has prokaryotic or eukaryotic cells,
its structure and function depend on cells.

Prokaryotic cell
Eukaryotk cell

DNA
(no nucleus) ~\'lIIk'

Membrane
Cytoplasm~~"

Theme: The continuity of life is based on
heritable information in the form of DNA
Inside the dividing cell in Figure 1.7 (on the previous page),
you can see structures called chromosomes, which are stained
with a blue-glowing dye. The chromosomes have almost all of
the cell's genetic material, its DNA (short for deoxyribonucleic acid). DNA is the substance of genes, the units of inheritance that transmit information from parents to offspring.
Your blood group (A, B, AB, or 0), for example, is the result of
certain genes that you inherited from your parents.

DNA Structure and Function
Each chromosome has one very long DNA molecule, with
hundreds or thousands of genes arranged along its length.
The DNA of chromosomes replicates as a cell prepares to divide, and each ofthe two cellular offspring inherits a complete
set of genes.
Each of us began life as a single cell stocked with DNA inherited from our parents. Replication of that DNA with each
round of cell division transmitted copies of it to our trillions of
cells. In each cell, the genes along the length of the DNA molecules encode the information for building the cell's other
molecules. In this way, DNA controls the development and
maintenance ofthe entire organism and, indirectly, everything
it does (Figure 1.9). The DNA serves as a central database.
The molecular structure of DNA accounts for its ability to
store information. Each DNA molecule is made up of two
long chains arranged in a double helix. Each chain link is one
of four kinds of chemical building blocks called nucleotides
(Figure 1.10). The way DNA encodes information is analogous to the waywe arrange the letters ofthe alphabet into precise sequences with specific meanings. The word rat, for
example, evokes a rodent; the words tar and art, which contain the same letters, mean very different things. Libraries are
filled with books containing information encoded in varying
sequences of only 26 letters. We can think of nucleotides as
the alphabet of inheritance. Specific sequential arrangements
of these four chemical letters encode the precise information
in genes, which are typically hundreds or thousands of nucleotides long. One gene in a bacterial cell may be translated
as "Build a certain component of the cell membrane.~ A particular human gene may mean "Make growth hormone.
More generally, genes like those just mentioned program
the cell's production oflarge molecules called proteins. Other
human proteins include a muscle cell's contraction proteins
and the defensive proteins called antibodies. A class of proteins crucial to all cells are enzymes, which catalyze (speed up)
specific chemical reactions. Thus, DNA provides the blueprints, and proteins serve as the tools that actually build and
maintain the cell and carry out its activities.
The DNA of genes controls protein production indirectly,
using a related kind ofmolecule called RNA as an intermediary.
H

Organelles
Nucleus (contains DNA)

... Figure 1.8 Contrasting eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells
in size and complexity.
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Sperm cell

Nuclei
contammg
DNA
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Fertilized egg
with DNA from
both parents

Embyro's cells with
copies of inherited DNA

Egg cell
Offspring with traits
inherited from
both parents

... Figure 1.9 Inherited DNA directs development of an organism.

Nucleus
DNA

Cell

Nucleotide

The sequence of nucleotides along a gene is transcribed into
RNA, which is then translated into a specific protein with a
unique shape and function. In the translation process, all forms
of life employ essentially the same genetic code. A particular sequence of nucleotides says the same thing to one organism as it
does to another. Differences between organisms reflect differences between their nucleotide sequences.
Not all RNA in the cell is translated into protein. We have
known for decades that some types of RNA molecules are actually components of the cellular machinery that manufactures proteins. Recently, scientists have discovered whole new
classes of RNA that play other roles in the cell, such as regulating the functioning of protein-coding genes.
The entire "library" of genetic instructions that an organism inherits is called its genome. A typical human cell has two
similar sets of chromosomes, and each set has DNA totaling
about 3 billion nucleotides. If the one-letter symbols for these
nucleotides were written in letters the size of those you are
now reading, the genetic text would fill about 600 books the
size of this one. \Vithin this genomic library of nucleotide sequences are genes for about 75,000 kinds of proteins and an as
yet unknown number of RNA molecules.

Systems Biology at the Leyels of Cells and Molecules
(a) DNA double helix. This
mcxlel shows each atom
in a segment of DNA. Made
up of two long chains of
bUilding blocks called
nucleotides. a DNA molecule
takes the three-dimensional
form of a double helix.

(b) Single strand of DNA. These
geometric shapes and letters are
simple symbols for the nucleotides in a small section of one
chain of a DNA molecule Genetic
information is encoded in specific
sequences of the four types of
nucleotides. (Their names are
abbreviated here as A. T, C, and G.)

... Figure 1.10 DNA: The genetic material.

The entire sequence of nucleotides in the human genome is
now known, along with the genome sequences of many other
organisms, including bacteria, archaea, fungi, plants, and animals. These accomplishments have been made possible by
the development of new methods and DNA-sequencing machines, such as those shown in Figure 1.11, on the next page.
The sequencing of the human genome is a scientific and
te<hnological achievement comparable to landing the Apollo
astronauts on the moon in 1969. But itis only the beginning of
C~APTE~ ONE
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,. Figure 1.11 Modern
biology as an information
science. Automatic DNA·
sequenCing machines and
abundant computing power made
the sequencing of the human
genome possible. This facility in
Walnut Creek. California, was one
of many labs that collaborated in
the International Human Genome
Project.

an even bigger research endeavor, an effort to learn how the
activities of the myriad proteins encoded by the DNA are co·
ordinated in cells and whole organisms.
The best way to make sense of the deluge of data from
genome-sequencing projeds and the growing catalog of
known protein functions is to apply a systems approach at the
cellular and molecular levels. Figure 1.12 illustrates the results of a large study that mapped a network of protein interactions within a cell ofa fruit fly, a popular research organism.
The model is based on a database of thousands of known proteins and their known interactions with other proteins. For example, protein A may attach to and alter the activities of
proteins B, C. and D, which then go on to interact with stit!
other proteins. The figure maps these protein partnerships to
their cellular locales.
The basics of the systems strategy are straightforward.
First, it is necessary to inventory as many parts of the system
as possible, such as all the known genes and proteins in a cell
(an application of reductionism). Then it is necessary to investigate how each part behaves in relation to others in the
working system-all the protein-protein interactions, in the
case of our fly cell example. Finally, with the help of computers and specialized software, it is possible to pool all the data
into the kind of system network pictured in Figure 1.12.
Though the basic idea ofsystems biology is simple, the practice is not, as you would expect from the complexity ofbiological systems. It has taken three key research developments to
bring systems biology within reach. One is "high-throughput~
technology, tools that can analyze biological materials very
rapidly and produce enormous amounts of data. The automatic DNA-sequencing machines that made the sequencing of
10
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... Figure 1.12 A systems map of interactions among
proteins in a cell. This diagram maps 2,346 proteins (dots) and
their network of interadions (lines connecting the proteins) in a fruit
fly cell. Systems biologists develop such models from huge databases
of information about molecules and their interadions in the cell. A
major goal of this systems approach is to use the models to predict
how one change. such as an increase in the activity of a particular
protein, can ripple through the cell's molecular circuitry to cause other
changes. The tolal number of proteins in this type of cell is probably in
the range of 4,000 10 7,000,

the human genome possible are examples of high-throughput
devices (see Figure 1.11). The second is bioinformatics, which
is the use ofcomputational tools to store, organize, and analyze
the huge volume of data that result from high-throughput
methods. The third key development is the formation of interdisciplinary research teams-melting pots of diverse specialists that may include computer scientists, mathematicians,
engineers, chemists, physicists, and, of course, biologists from
a variety of fields.

Negative
feedback.

~\lllllll I

;/1 It 11111111I\t"

Enzyme 2

Excess D
blocks a step

Theme: Feedback mechanisms regulate
biological systems
A kind of supply-and-demand economy applies to many biological systems. Consider your muscles, for instance. When
your muscle cells require more energy during exercise, they
increase their consumption of the sugar molecules that provide fuel. In contrast, when you rest, a different set of chemical reactions converts surplus sugar to storage molecules.
Like most of the cell's chemical processes, those that decompose or store sugar are accelerated, or catalyzed, by the
specialized proteins called enzymes. Each type of enzyme catalyzes a specific chemical reaction. In many cases, these reactions are linked into chemical pathways, each step with its own
enzyme. How does the cell coordinate its various chemical
pathways? In our example ofsugar management, how does the
cell match fuel supply to demand, regulating its opposing
pathways of sugar consumption and storage? The key is the
ability of many biological processes to self-regulate by a mechanism called feedback.
In feedback regulation, the output, or product, of a
process regulates that very process. In life, the mostcommon
form of regulation is negative feedback, in which accumulation of an end product of a process slows that process. For
example, the cell's breakdown of sugar generates chemical
energy in the form of a substance called ATP. \Vhen a cell
makes more ATP than it can use, the excess ATP "feeds back~
and inhibits an enzyme near the beginning of the pathway
(figure 1.13a).
Though less common than processes regulated by negative feedback, there are also many biological processes regulated by positive feedback, in which an end product
speeds up its production (figure 1.13b). The clotting of
your blood in response to injury is an example. When a
blood vessel is damaged, structures in the blood called
platelets begin to aggregate at the site. Positive feedback occurs as chemicals released by the platelets attract more
platelets. The platelet pile then initiates a complex process
that seals the wound with a clot.
Feedback is a regulatory motif common to life at all levels,
from the molecular level to ecosystems and the biosphere.
Such regulation is an example of the integration that makes
living systems much greater than the sum of their parts.

rl!I '!..

:: Enzyme 1 ::

Enzyme 3

(a) Negative feedback. ThiS three-step chemICal pathway converts
substance A to substance D. A specific enzyme catalyzes each
chemical reaction. Accumulation of the final product (OJ inhibits
the first enzyme in the sequence. thus slowing down production
of moreD.

w
Enzyme 4

Positive
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Excess Z
stimulates a
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Enzyme 6

(b) Positive feedback. In a biochemical pathway regulated by positive
feedback, a product stimulates an enzyme in the reaction
sequence, incteasing the tate of production of the product.

.. Figure 1.13 Regulation by feedback mechanisms.

II What would happen if enzyme 2 were missing)
CONCEPT

CHECK

1.1

1. For each biological level in Figure 1.4, write a sentence
that includes the next "lower" level. Example: ''A community consists of populations of the various spedes
inhabiting a specific area:'
2. What theme or themes are exemplified by (a) the
sharp spines of a porcupine, (b) the cloning of a plant
from a single cell, and (c) a hummingbird using sugar
to power its flight?
3. _1,I!:tUIA For each theme discussed in this section, give an example not mentioned in the book.
For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.
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r;~:4~:;e~h~me: Evolution

stand Dobzhansky's statement, we need to discuss how biolo~
gists think about this vast diversity.

Organizing the Diversity of Life

accounts for the unity
and diversity of life

The list of biological themes discussed under Concept 1.1
is not absolute; some people might find a shorter or longer list
more useful. There is consensus among biologists, however,
as to the core theme of biology: It is evolution. To quote one
of the founders of modern evolutionary theory, Theodosius
Dobzhansky, "Nothing in biology makes sense except in the

light of evolution."
In addition to encompassing a hierarchy of size scales from
molecules to the biosphere, biology extends across the great

diversity of species that have ever lived on Earth. To

under~

Genus

Order

Diversity is a hallmark oflife. Biologists have so far identified
and named about 1.8 million species. To date, this diversity
of life is known to include at least 6,300 species of prokaryotes (organisms with prokaryotic cells), 100,000 fungi,
290,000 plants, 52,000 vertebrates (animals with backbones),
and 1 million insects (more than half of all known forms of
life). Researchers identify thousands of additional species
each year. Estimates of the total number of species range
from about 10 million to over 100 million. Whatever the actual number, the enormous variety of life gives biology a very
broad scope. Biologists face a major challenge in attempting
to make sense of this variety (Figure 1.14).

Class

M

Ursus amerkanus

Kingdom

Domain

#If-

(American black bear)

Ii'

e

• •

.. Figure 1.14 Classifying life. To help
organize the diversity of life. biologists classify
species into groups that are then combined into
even broader groups, In the traditional
"linnaean" system. species that are very closely
related, such as polar bears and brown bears, are
placed in the same genus; genera (plural) are
grouped Into families; and so on. This example
classifies the species Ursus americanus, the
American black bear, (Alternative classification
schemes will be discussed in detail in Chapter 26.)
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(a) DOMAIN BACTERIA
... Bacteria are the most diverse and widespread prokaryotes
and are now divided among multiple kingdoms, Each of the
rod-shaped structures in this photo is a bacterial cell.

Grouping Species: The Basic Idea
There is a human tendency to group diverse items according
to similarities. For instance, perhaps you organize your music
collection by artist. And then maybe you group the various
artists into broader categories, such as rock, jazz, and classical. In the same way, grouping species that are similar is natural for us. We may speak of squirrels and butterflies, though
we recognize that many different species belong to each
group. We may even sort groups into broader categories, such
as rodents (which include squirrels) and insects (which include butterflies). Taxonomy, the branch of biology that
names and classifies species, formalizes this ordering of
species into groups of increasing breadth (see Figure 1.14).
You will learn more about this taxonomic scheme in Chapter 26.
For now, we wm focus on kingdoms and domains, the broadest units of classification.

(b) DOMAIN ARCHAEA
2 J.Im
... Many of the prokaryotes known as archaea live in Earth's
extreme environments. such as salty lakes and boiling hot
springs. Domain Archaea includes multiple kingdoms, The
photo shows a colony composed of many cells.

The Three Domains of Life

I

(c) DOMAIN EUKARYA

... Protists (multiple kingdoms) are
unicellular eukaryotes and their
relatively simple multicellular relatives.
Pictured here is an assortment of
protists inhabiting pond water,
Scientists are currently debating how to
assign the protists to kingdoms that
accurately reflect their evolutionary
relationships,
... Kingdom Fungi is defined in
part by the nutritional mode of its
members, such as this mushroom,
which absorb nutrients from their
surroundings,

I

O.5l.\m

Until a few decades ago, most biologists adopted a taxonomic
scheme that divided the diversity of life into five kingdoms:
plants, animals, fungi, single-celled eukaryotic organisms,
and prokaryotes. Since then, new methods, such as comparisons of ON A sequences from different species, have led to an
ongoing reevaluation of the number and boundaries of kingdoms. Researchers have proposed anywhere from six kingdoms to dozens of kingdoms. But as debate continues at the
kingdom level, there is a consensus that the kingdoms of life
can now be grouped into three even higher levels of classification called domains. The three domains are named Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya (Figure 1.15).
The organisms making up domain Bacteria and domain
Archaea are all prokaryotic. Most prokaryotes are singlecelled and microscopic. In the five-kingdom system, bacteria

... Kingdom Animalia
consists of multicellular
eukaryotes that ingest
other organisms,

... Kingdom
Plantae consists of
multicellular
eukaryotes that
carry out photosynthesis, the conversion of light energy
to the chemical
energy in lood.

... Figure 1.15 The three domains of life.
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Unity in the Diversity of Life

and archaea were combined in a single kingdom because they
shared the prokaryotic form of cell structure. But much evidence now supports the view that bacteria and archaea represent two very distinct branches of prokaryotic life, different in
key ways that you'll learn about in Chapter 27. There is also evidence that archaea are at least as closely related to eukaryotic
organisms as they are to bacteria.
All the eukaryotes (organisms with eukaryotic cells) are now
grouped in domain Eukarya. In the era of the five-kingdom
scheme, most single-celled eukaryotes, such as the microorganisms known as protozoans, were placed in a single kingdom,
"Protista." Many biologists extended the boundaries ofkingdom
Protista to include some multicellular forms, such as seaweeds,
that are closely related to certain unicellular protists. The recent
taxonomic trend has been to split the protists into several
groups at the kingdom level. In addition to these protistan
groups, domain Eukarya includes three kingdoms of multicellular eukaryotes: kingdoms Plantae, Fungi, and Animalia. These
three kingdoms are distinguished partly by their modes of nutrition. Plants produce their own sugars and other foods byphotosynthesis. Fungi absorb dissolved nutrients from their
surroundings; many decompose dead organisms and organic
wastes (such as leaflitter and animal feces) and absorb nutrients
from these sources. Animals obtain food by ingestion, which is
the eating and digesting of other organisms. Animalia is, of
course, the kingdom to which we belong.

As diverse as life is, it also displays remarkable unity. Earlier
we mentioned the similar skeletons of different vertebrate animals, but similarities are even more striking at the molecular
and cellular levels. For example, the universal genetic language of DNA is common to organisms as different as bacteria and animals. Unity is also evident in many features of cell
structure (Figure 1.16).
How can we account for life's dual nature of unity and diversity? The process of evolution, explained next, illuminates
both the similarities and differences in the world ofHfe and introduces another dimension of biology: historical time.

Charles Darwin and the
Theory of Natural Selection
The history of life, as documented by fossils and other evidence, is a saga of a changing Earth billions of years old, inhabited by an evolving cast of living forms (Figure 1.17). This
evolutionary view of life came into sharp focus in November
1859, when Charles Robert Darwin published one of the most
important and influential books ever written. Entitled On the
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, Darwin's
book was an immediate bestseller and soon made ~Darwin
ism" almost synonymous with the concept of evolution
(Figure 1.18).

Cilia of Paramecium.
The alia of the single-celled
Paramecium propel the
organism through pond
water

0,1

j.lm

Cross section of a cilium, as viewed
with an electron microscope
.. Figure 1.16 An example of unity underlying the diversity of life: the architecture of cilia in
eukaryotes. Cilia (singular. cilium) are extenSions of cells that fundion in locomotion They occur in eukaryotes as
diverse as paramecia and humans, Even organisms so different share a common architecture for their cilia, which have
an elaborate system of tubules that is striking in cross-sectional views.
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Cilia of windpipe cells.
The cells that line the
human windpipe are
equipped with cilia that
help keep the lungs
clean by sweeping a
film of debris-trapping
mucus upward,

.. Figure 1.17 Digging into the past. Paleontologist Paul
Sereno, of the University of Chicago. gingerly excavates the leg bones
of a dinosaur fossil in Niger.

The Origin of Species articulated two main points. First,
Darwin presented evidence to support his view that contemporary species arose from a succession ofancestors. (We will
discuss the evidence for evolution in detail in Chapter 22.)
Darwin called this evolutionary history of species "descent
with modification:' It was an insightful phrase, as it captured
the duality of life's unity and diversity-unity in the kinship

among species that descended
from common ancestors; diversity in the modifications
that evolved as species
branched from their com·
mon ancestors (Figure 1.19).
Darwin's second main point
was to proposea mechanism for
descent v.ith modification. He
called this evolutionary mechanism natural selection.
Darwin synthesized his
theory of natural selection
from observations that by
themselves were neither new
nor profound. Others had the
pieces of the puzzle, but
Darwin saw how they fit to- .. Figure 1.18 Charles
Darwin as a young man.
gether. He started with the
following observations from
nature: Individuals in a population vary in their traits, many of
which seem to be heritable (passed on from parents to offspring), Also, a population can produce far more offspring
than can survive to produce offspring of their own. With more
individuals than the environment can support, competition is
inevitable. Lastly, species generally suit their environments.
For instance, birds living where tough seeds are a good food
source may have especially strong beaks.
Darwin made inferences from these observations to arrive
at his theory of evolution. He reasoned that individuals with
inherited traits that are best suited to the local environment
are more likely to survive and reproduce than less fit individuals. Over many generations, a higher and higher proportion

.. Figure 1.19 Unity and diversity in the orchid family.
These three rain forest orchids are variations on a common floral
theme. For example, each of these flowers has a liplike petal that helps
attrad pollinating insedS and provides a landing platform for the
pollinators.
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o Population
with varied
inherited traits.

e Elimination
of
individuals with certain

e Reproduction
of
survivors.

traits

o Increasing
frequency
of traits that enhance
survival and reproductive success.

... Figure 1.20 Natural selection. This imaginary beetle population has colonized a locale where the soil has been
blackened by a recent brush fire. Initially, the population varies extensively in the inherited coloration of the individuals, from
very light gray to charcoal. For hungry birds that prey on the beetles, it is easiest to spot the beetles that are lightest in color

of individuals in a population will have the advantageous
traits. Evolution occurs as the unequal reproductive success of
individuals adapts the population to its environment.
Darwin called this mechanism of evolutionary adaptation
~natural selection" because the natural environment ~selects" for
the propagation of certain traits. The example in Figure 1.20 illustrates the ability of natural selection to "edit" a population's
heritable variations in color. We see the products of natural selection in the exquisite adaptations of various organisms to the
special circumstances oftheir way ofHfe and their environment
(Figure 1.21),

The Tree of Life
Take another look at the skeletal architecture of the bat's
wings in Figure 1.21. These forelimbs, though adapted for
flight, actually have all the same bones, joints, nerves, and
blood vessels found in other limbs as diverse as the human
arm, the horse's foreleg, and the whale's flipper, Indeed, all
mammalian forelimbs are anatomical variations of a common
architecture, much as the flowers in Figure 1.19 are variations
on an underlying ~orchid" theme. Such examples of kinship
connect life's unity in diversity to the Darwinian concept of
descent with modification. In this view, the unity of mammalian limb anatomy reflects inheritance of that structure
from a common ancestor-the ~prototype" mammal from
which all other mammals descended. The diversity of mam·
malian forelimbs results from modification by natural selec·
tion operating over millions of generations in different
environmental contexts. Fossils and other evidence corroborate anatomical unity in supporting this view of mammalian
descent from a common ancestor.
Darwin proposed that natural selection, by its cumulative
effects over long periods of time, could cause an ancestral
species to give rise to two or more descendant species. This
could occur, for example, if one population fragmented into
16
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... Figure 1.21 Evolutionary adaptation. Bats. the only
mammals capable of active flight, have wings with webbing between
extended "fingers." In the DafW'inian view of life, such adaptations are
refined by natural selection.

several subpopulations isolated in different environments. In
these separate arenas of natural selection, one species could
gradually radiate into multiple species as the geographically
isolated populations adapted over many generations to different sets of environmental factors.
The ~family tree" of 14 finches in Figure 1.22 illustrates a
famous example of adaptive radiation of new species from a
common ancestor. Darwin collected specimens of these birds
during his 1835 visit to the remote GaI<ipagos Islands, 900
kilometers (km) off the Pacific coast of South America. These
relatively young, volcanic islands are home to many species of
plants and animals found nowhere else in the world, though
most Gal<ipagos organisms are dearly related to species on the
South American mainland. After volcanism built the Galapagos several million years ago, finches probably diversified on
the various islands from an ancestral finch species that by
chance reached the archipelago from elsewhere. {Once
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Green warbler finch
Certhidea olivacea
Gray warbler finch
Certhidea fusca
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Sharp·beaked
ground finch
Geospiza dlfficilis
Vegetarian finch
Platyspiza crassirostris
Mangro~e finch
Cactospiza heliobar€S

Woodpecker finch
Cactospiza pallida
Medium tree finch
Camarhynchus pauper
large tree finch
Camarhynchus psirracula
Small tree finch
Camarhynchus parvu!us
large cactus
ground finch
Geospiza conirostris
(actus ground finch
Geospiza scandens
Small ground finch
Geospiza fuliginosa
Medium ground finch
Geospiza fortis
• Figure 1.22 Descent with modification: adaptive
radiation of finches on the Galapagos Islands. This "tree"
illustrates a current model for the e~olution of finches on the
Galapagos. Note the different beaks. which are adapted to food
sources on the different islands.

thought to have originated on the mainland of South America
like many Galapagos organisms, the ancestral finches are now
thought to have come from islands ofthe Carribean.) Years after Darwin's collection of Galapagos finches, researchers began to sort out the relationships among the finch species, first
from anatomical and geographic data and more recently with
the help of DNA sequence comparisons.
Biologists' diagrams of evolutionary relationships generally
take treelike forms, though today biologists usually turn the
trees sideways as in Figure 1.22. Tree diagrams make sense: Just
as an individual has a genealogy that can be diagrammed as a
family tree, each species of organism is one twig of a branching
tree of life extending back in time through ancestral species

large ground finch
Geospiza
magnirostris

more and more remote. Species that are very similar, such as
the Galapagos finches, share a common ancestor at a relatively
recent branch point on the tree of[ife. But through an ancestor
that lived much farther back in time, finches are related to sparrows, hawks, penguins, and all other birds. And birds, mammals, and all other vertebrates share a common ancestor even
more ancient. We find evidence ofstill broader relationships in
such similarities as the identical construction of all eukaryotic
cilia (see Figure 1.16). Trace life back far enough, and there are
only fossils of the primeval prokaryotes that inhabited Earth
over 3.5 billion years ago. We can recognize their vestiges in our
own cells-in the universal genetic code, for example. All oflife
is connected through its long evolutionary history.
CHAPTE~ ONE
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

1.2

1. How is a mailing address analogous to biology's hierarchical taxonomic system?
2. Explain why ~editinf is an appropriate metaphor
for how natural selection acts on a population's
heritable variation.
3. -'mPUI , . The three domains you learned about in
Concept 1.2 can be represented in the tree of life as
the three main branches. On the eukaryotic branch,
three of the subbranches are the kingdoms Plantae,
Fungi, and Animalia. What if fungi and animals are
more closely related to each other than either of these
kingdoms is to plants-as recent evidence strongly
suggests? Draw a simple branching pattern that symbolizes the proposed relationship between these three
eukaryotic kingdoms.
For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

r;:;::Jt~:s~~ two main forms
of inquiry in their study
of nature

The word science is derived from a Latin verb meaning ~to
know~ Science is a way of knowing about the natural world.
It developed out of our curiosity about ourselves, other lifeforms, our planet, and the universe. Striving to understand
seems to be one of our basic urges.
At the heart of science is inquiry, a search for information
and explanation, often focusing on specific questions. Inquiry
drove Darwin to seek answers in nature for how species adapt
to their environments. And today inquiry drives the genome
analyses that are helping us understand biological unity and
diversity at the molecular level. In fact, the inquisitive mind is
the engine that drives all progress in biology.
There is no formula for successful scientific inquiry. no single scientific method with a rule book that researchers must
rigidly follow. As in all quests, science includes elements of
challenge, adventure, and luck, along with careful planning,
reasoning, creativity, cooperation, competition, patience, and
the persistence to overcome setbacks. Such diverse elements
of inquiry make science far less structured than most people
realize. That said, it is possible to distill certain characteristics
that help to distinguish science from other ways of describing
and explaining nature.
Biologists use two main types of scientific inquiry: discov·
ery science and hypothesis-based science. Discovery science is
mostly about describing nature. Hypothesis-based science is
mostly about explaining nature. Most scientific inquiries combine these two research approaches.
18
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Discovery Science
Sometimes called descriptive science, discovery science describes natural structures and processes as accurately as possible through careful observation and analysis of data. For
example, it is discovery science that has built our understanding ofcell structure, and it is discovery science that is expanding our databases ofgenomes of diverse species.

Types of Data
Observation is the use of the senses to gather information. either directly or indirectly with the help of tools such as microscopes that extend our senses. Recorded observations are
called data. Put another way, data are items ofinformation on
which scientific inquiry is based.
The term data implies numbers to many people. But some
data are qualitative, often in the form ofrecorded descriptions
rather than numerical measurements. For example, Jane
Goodall spent decades recording her observations of chimpanzee behavior during field research in a Gambian jungle
(Figure 1.23). She also documented her observations with
photographs and movies. Along with these qualitative data,
Goodall also enriched the field of animal behavior with volumes of quantitative data, which are generally recorded as
measurements. Skim through any of the scientific journals in
your college library, and you'll see many examples ofquantitative data organized into tables and graphs.

.... Figure 1.23 Jane Goodall collecting qualitative data on
chimpanzee behaVior. Goodall recorded her observations in field
notebooks, often with sketches of the animals' behavior.

Induction in Discovery Science
Discovery science can lead to important conclusions based on
a type of logic called induction, or inductive reasoning.
Through induction, we derive generalizations from a large
number of specific observations. ~The sun always rises in the
east" is an example. And so is ~All organisms are made of cells."
The latter generalization, part ofthe so-called cell theory, was
based on two centuries ofbiologists discovering cells in the diverse biological spe<imens they observed with microscopes.
The careful observations and data analyses of discovery science, along with the generalizations reached by induction, are
fundamental to our understanding of nature.

Observations

Hypothesis-Based Science
The observations and inductions of discovery science stimulate
us to seek natural causes and explanations for those observations. \Vhat caused the diversification of finches on the Galapagos Islands? \Vhat causes the roots of a plant seedling to grow
downward and the leaf-bearing shoot to grow upward? What
explains the generalization that the sun always rises in the east?
In science, such inquiry usually involves the proposing and testing of hypothetical explanations-that is, hypotheses.

The Role of Hypotheses in Inquiry
In science, a hypothesis is a tentative answer to a well-framed
question-an explanation on trial. It is usually an educated
guess, based on experience and on the data available from discovery science. A scientific hypothesis leads to predictions
that can be tested by making additional observations or by
performing experiments.
We all use hypotheses in solving everyday problems. Let's say,
for example, that your flashlight fails during a camp-out. That's
an observation. The question is obvious: \Vhy doesn't the flashlight work? Two reasonable hypotheses based on your experience are that (1) the batteries in the flashlight are dead or (2) the
bulb is burnt out. Each of these alternative hypotheses leads to
predictions you can test with experiments. For example, the
dead-battery hypothesis predicts that replacing the batteries will
fix the problem. figure 1.24 diagrams this campground inquiry.
Ofcourse, we rarely dissect our thought processes this way when
we are solving a problem using hypotheses, predictions, and experiments. But hypothesis-based science clearly has its origins in
the human tendency to figure things out by trial and error.

Deduction: The "If . •• Then" Logic
of Hypothesis-Based Science
A type of logic called deduction is built into hypothesis-based
science. Deduction contrasts with induction, which, remember, is reasoning from a set of specific observations to reach a
general conclusion. In deductive reasoning, the logic flows
in the opposite direction, from the general to the specific.

Hypothesis #1
Dead batteries

Hypothesis #2:
Burnt-out bulb

~
Prediction:
Replacing batteries
will fix problem

Prediction:
Replacing bulb
Will fix problem

Test of predidion

Test of predidlon

Test falsifies hypothesis

Test does not falsify hypothesis

... Figure 1.24 A campground example of hypothesis-

based inquiry.

From general premises, we extrapolate to the specific results
we should expect if the premises are true. If all organisms are
made of cells (premise 1), and humans are organisms (premise 2), then humans are composed of cells (deductive prediction about a specific case).
In hypothesis-based science, deductions usually take the
form of predictions of experimental or observational results
(HAPTE~ ONE
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that will be found if a particular hypothesis (premise) is correct. We then test the hypothesis by carrying out the experiments or observations to see whether or not the results are as
predicted. This deductive testing takes the form of~ if... then"
logic. In the case of the flashlight example: if the dead-battery
hypothesis is correct, and you replace the batteries with new
ones, then the flashlight should work.

A Closer Look at Hypotheses in Scientific Inquiry
The flashlight example illustrates two important qualities of
scientific hypotheses. First, a hypothesis must be testable;
there must be some way to check the validity of the idea. Sec·
ond, a hypothesis must be falsifiable; there must be some ob·
servation or experiment that could reveal if such an idea is
actually not true. The hypothesis that dead batteries are the
sole cause of the broken flashlight could be falsified by replacing the old batteries with new ones and finding that the flashlight still doesn't work. Not all hypotheses meet the criteria of
science: Try to devise a test to falsify the hypothesis that invisible campground ghosts are fooling with your flashlight!
The flashlight inquiry illustrates another key point about
hypothesis-based science. The ideal is to frame two or more
alternative hypotheses and design experiments to falsify
those candidate explanations. In addition to the rn'o explana·
tions tested in Figure 1.24, another of the many possible al·
ternative hypotheses is that both the batteries and the bulb
are bad. What does this hypothesis predict about the out·
come of the experiments in Figure 1.24? What additional experiment would you design to test this hypothesis of multiple
malfunction?
We can mine the flashlight scenario for still one more important lesson about hypothesis-based science. Although the
burnt-out bulb hypothesis stands up as the most likely explanation, notice that the testing supports that hypothesis not by
proving that it is correct, but by not eliminating it through falsification. Perhaps the bulb was simply loose and the new bulb
was inserted correctly. We could attempt to falsify the burnt·
out bulb hypothesis by trying another experiment-removing
the bulb and carefully reinstalling it. But no amount ofexper·
imental testing can prove a hypothesis beyond a shadow of
doubt, because it is impossible to test all alternative hypotheses. A hypothesis gains credibility by surviving attempts
to falsify it while testing eliminates (falsifies) alternative
hypotheses.

The Myth of the Scientific Method
The flashlight example of Figure 1.24 traces an idealized
process of inquiry called the scientific method. We can recognize the elements of this process in most of the research articles published by scientists, but rarely in such structured
form. Very few scientific inquiries adhere rigidly to the sequence of steps prescribed by the "textbook" scientific
20
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method. For example, a scientist may start to design an experiment, but then backtrack upon realizing that more observations are necessary. In other cases, puzzling observations
simply don't prompt well-defined questions until other research places those observations in a new context. For example, Darwin collected specimens ofthe Galapagos finches, but
it wasn't until years later, as the idea of natural selection began
to gel, that biologists began asking key questions about the
history of those birds.
Moreover, scientists sometimes redirect their research
when they realize they have been asking the wrong question.
For example, in the early 20th century, much research on
schizophrenia and manic-depressive disorder (now called
bipolar disorder) got sidetracked by focusing too much on the
question of how life experiences might cause these serious
maladies. Research on the causes and potential treatments became more productive when it was refocused on questions of
how certain chemical imbalances in the brain contribute to
mental illness. To be fair, we acknowledge that such twists and
turns in scientific inquiry become more evident with the advantage of historical perspective.
There is still another reason that good science need not
conform exactly to anyone method of inquiry: Discovery science has contributed much to our understanding of nature
without most of the steps of the so-called scientific method.
It is important for you to get some experience with the
power of the scientific method-by using it for some of the
laboratory inquiries in your biology course, for example. But it
is also important to avoid stereotyping science as lock-step adherence to this method.

ACase Study in Scientific Inquiry:
Investigating Mimicry in Snake Populations
Now that we have highlighted the key features of discovery
science and hypothesis-based science, you should be able to
recognize these forms of inquiry in a case study of actual scientific research.
The story begins with a set of observations and generalizations from discovery science. Many poisonous animals are
brightly colored, often with distinctive patterns that stand out
against the background. This is called warning coloration because it apparently signals "dangerous species" to potential
predators. But there are also mimics. These imposters look
like poisonous species but are actually harmless. A question
that follows from these observations is: What is the function
ofsuch mimicry? A reasonable hypothesis is that such ~decep
tion" is an evolutionary adaptation that reduces the harmless
animal's risk of being eaten because predators mistake it for
the poisonous species. This hypothesis was first formulated by
British scientist Henry Bates in 1862.
As obvious as this hypothesis may seem, it has been relatively difficult to test, especially with field experiments. But in

2001, biologists David and Karin Pfennig, of the University of
North Carolina, along with William Harcombe, an undergraduate, designed a simple but elegant set of field experiments to test Bates's mimicry hypothesis.
The team investigated a case ofmimicry among snakes that
live in North and South Carolina (Figure 1.25). A poisonous
snake called the eastern coral snake has warning coloration:
bold, alternating rings of red, yellow (or white), and black.
Predators rarely attack these snakes. It is unlikely that the
predators learn this avoidance behavior by trial and error, as a
first encounter with a coral snake is usually deadly. In areas
where coral snakes live, natural selection has apparently increased the frequency of predators that have inherited an instinctive avoidance of the coral snake's coloration. A
nonpoisonous snake named the scarlet kingsnake mimics the
ringed coloration of the coral snake.
Both types of snakes live in the Carolinas, but the
kingsnakes' geographic range also extends into regions where
no coral snakes are found (see Figure 1.25). The geographic
distribution of the snakes made it possible to test the key prediction of the mimicry hypothesis. Avoiding snakes with

Scarlet kingsnake (nonpoisonous)

L

•

K,y
Range of scarlet
kingsnake only
Overlapping ranges of
scarlet kingsnake and
eastern coral snake

warning coloration is an adaptation we expect to be present
only in predator populations that evolved in areas where the
poisonous coral snakes are present. Therefore, mimicry
should help protect kingsnakes from predators, but only in regions where coral snakes also live. The mimicry hypothesis
predicts that predators adapted to the warning coloration of
coral snakes will attack kingsnakes less frequently than will
predators in areas where coral snakes are absent.

Field Experiments with Artificial Snakes
To test the prediction, Harcombe made hundreds of artificial
snakes out of wire covered with plasticine. He fashioned two
versions of fake snakes: an experimental group with the red,
black, and white ring pattern of kingsnakes; and a control
group of plain brown artificial snakes as a basis of comparison
(Figure 1.26).

The researchers placed equal numbers of the hvo types of
artificial snakes in field sites throughout North and South Carolina, including the region where coral snakes are absent. After four weeks, the scientists retrieved the fake snakes and
rewrded how many had been attacked by looking for bite or
claw marks. The most common predators were foxes, coyotes,
and raccoons, but black bears also attacked some of the artificial snakes (see Figure 1.26b).
The data fit the key prediction of the mimicry hypothesis.
Compared to the brown artificial snakes, the ringed artificial
snakes were attacked by predators less frequently only in field
sites within the geographic range of the poisonous coral

North
Carolina

South
Carolina

(a) Artificial kingsnake

Eastern coral snake
(poisonous)

Scarlet kingsnake (nonpoisonous)
... Figure 1.25 The geographic ranges of a poisonous
snake and its mimic. The scarlet kingsnake (Lampropeltis
triangulum) mimics the warning coloration of the poisonous eastern
coral snake (Micrurus fulvius),

(b) Brown artificial snake that has been attacked
... Figure 1.26 Artificial snakes used in field experiments
to test the mimicry hypothesis. You can see where a bear
chomped on the brown artificial snake in (b),
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snakes. figure 1.27 summarizes the field experiments that
the researchers carried out. TI\is figure also introduces a format we will use throughout the book for other examples ofbiological inquiry.

Designing Controlled Experiments
The snake mimicry experiment is an example of a controlled
experiment, one that is designed to compare an experimental group (the artificial kingsnakes, in this case) with a control
group (the brown artificial snakes). Ideally, the experimental
and control groups differ only in the one factor the experiment is designed to test-in our example, the effect of the
snakes' coloration on the behavior of predators. \Vithout the
control group, the researchers would not have been able to
rule out other factors as causes of the more frequent attacks
on the artificial kingsnakes-such as different numbers of
predators or different temperatures in the different test areas.
The clever experimental design left coloration as the only factor that could account for the low predation rate on the artificial kingsnakes placed within the range of coral snakes. It was
not the absolute number ofattacks on the artificial kingsnakes
that counted, but the difference between that number and the
number of attacks on the brown snakes.
A common misconception is that the term controlled experiment means that scientists control the experimental environment to keep everything constant except the one variable
being tested. But that's impossible in field research and not realistic even in highly regulated laboratory environments. Researchers usually "control" unwanted variables not by
eliminating them through environmental regulation, but by
canceling their effects by using control groups.

~Inui
Does the presence of poisonous coral snakes
affect predation rates on their mimics,
kingsnakes?
EXPERIMENT
DaVid Pfennig and his colleagues made artificial snakes to test a predidion of the mimicry hypothesis: that
kingsnakes benefit from mimicking the warning coloration of
poisonous coral snakes only in regions where coral snakes are
present. The researchers placed equal numbers of artificial
kingsnakes (experimental group) and brown artificial snakes
(control group) at 14 field sites. half in the area the two snakes
cohabit and half in the area where coral snakes were absent.
The researchers recovered the artificial snakes after four weeks
and tabulated predation data based on teeth and claw marks on
the snakes,

RESULTS
In field sites where coral snakes were present,
most attacks were on brown artificial snakes. Where coral snakes
were absent, most attacks were on artificial kingsnakes.
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limitations of Science
Scientific inquiry is a powerful way to learn about nature, but
there are limitations to the kinds of questions it can answer.
These limits are set by science's requirements that hypotheses
be testable and falsifiable and that observations and experimental results be repeatable.
Observations that can't be verified may be interesting or
even entertaining, but they cannot count as evidence in scientific inquiry. The headlines ofsupermarket tabloids would have
you believe that humans are occasionally born with the head of
a dog and that some of your classmates are extraterrestrials.
The unconfirmed eyewitness accounts and the computerrigged photos are amusing but unconvincing. In science, evidence from observations and experiments is only convincing if
it stands up to the criterion of repeatability. The scientists who
investigated snake mimicry in the Carolinas obtained similar
data when they repeated their experiments with different
species of coral snakes and kingsnakes in Arizona. And you
should be able to obtain similar results ifyou were to repeat the
snake experiments.

""
•

Coral snakes
present

CONCLUSION
The field experiments support the mimicry hypothesis by not falsifying the prediction that imitation of coral
snakes is only effective where coral snakes are present. The experiments also tested an alternative hypothesis: that predators generally avoid all snakes with brightly colored rings. That hypothesis
was falsified by the data showing that the ringed coloration failed
to repel predators where coral snakes were absent (The fake
kingsnakes may have been attacked more often in those areas
because their bright pattern made them easier to spot than the
brown fakes.)
SOURCE
Frequency-dependent

D. W, Pfennig, W R, Harcomtle, ~nd K. S Pfennig,
B~!eSl<ln m'mKry, Nature 4tO-323 (2001).

Inquiry Action
Read and analy2e the original paper in
Inquiry in Action: Interpreting Scientific Papers,

_limUIA

What experimental results would you predict if pred·
ators throughout the Carolinas avoid all snakes with brightly col·
ored ring patterns)

Because science requires natural explanations for natural
phenomena, it can neither support nor falsify hypotheses that
angels, ghosts, or spirits, whether benevolent or evil, cause
storms, rainbows, illnesses, and cures. Such supernatural explanations are simply outside the bounds of science.

Theories in Science
~It's

just a theory!" Our everyday use of the term theory often
implies an untested speculation. But the term theory has a different meaning in science. What is a scientific theory, and how
is it different from a hypothesis or from mere speculation?
First, a scientific theory is much broader in scope than a
hypothesis. This is a hypothesis: "Mimicking the coloration of
poisonous snakes is an adaptation that protects nonpoisonous
snakes from predators." But this is a theory: "Evolutionary
adaptations arise by natural selection." Darwin's theory of natural selection accounts for an enormous diversity of adaptations, including mimicry.
Second, a theory is general enough to spin off many new,
specific hypotheses that can be tested. For example, two researchers at Princeton University, Peter and Rosemary Grant,
were motivated by the theory of natural selection to test the
specific hypothesis that the beaks ofGalapagos finches evolve
in response to changes in the types ofavailable food. (Their results supported their hypothesis; see p. 468.)
And third, compared to anyone hypothesis, a theory is generally supported by a much greater body of evidence. Those
theories that become widely adopted in science (such as the
theory of natural selection) explain a great diversity of observations and are supported by a vast accumulation of evidence.
In fact, scrutiny of theories continues through testing of the
specific, falsifiable hypotheses they spawn.
In spite of the body of evidence supporting a widely accepted theory, scientists must sometimes modify or even reject theories when new research methods produce results that
don't fit. For example, the five-kingdom theory of biological
diversity began to erode when new methods for comparing
cells and mole<ules made it possible to test some of the hypothetical relationships between organisms that were based on
the theory. If there is ~truth" in science, it is conditional, based
on the preponderance of available evidence.
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Choosing the most appropriate type of model depends on
what needs to be communicated and explained about the object, idea, or process the model is to represent. Some models
need to be as lifelike as possible. Other models are more useful if they are simple schematics. For example, the simple diagram in Figure 1.28 does a good job of modeling blood flow
through the chambers of a human heart without looking anything like a real heart. A heart model designed to help train a
physician to perform heart surgery would look very different.
Whatever the design of a model, the test of its success is how
well it fits the available data, how comfortably it accommodates new observations, how accurately it predicts the outcomes of new experiments or observations, and how
effectively it communicates.

The Culture of Science
Movies and cartoons sometimes portray scientists as loners
working in isolated labs. In reality, science is an intensely social
activity. Most scientists work in teams, which often include
both graduate and undergraduate students (Figure 1.29). And
to succeed in science, it helps to be a good communicator. Research results have no impact until shared with a community
of peers through seminars, publications, and websites.

Model Building in Science
You may work with many models in your biology course this
year. Perhaps you'll model cell division by using pipe cleaners
as chromosomes. Or maybe you'll practice using mathematical models to predict the growth ofa bacterial population. Scientists often construct models as representations of natural
phenomena. Scientific models can take many forms, including diagrams (such as the evolutionary tree in Figure 1.22),
graphs, three-dimensional objects, computer programs, or
mathematical equations.

... Figure 1.29
Science as a
social process.
In her New York
University
laboratory. plant
biologist Gloria
Coruzzi mentors
one of her students
in the methods of
molecular biology.
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Both cooperation and competition characterize the scientific culture. Scientists working in the same research field often check one another's claims by attempting to confirm
observations or repeat experiments. And when several scientists converge on the same research question, there is all the
excitement of a race. Scientists enjoy the challenge of being
first with an important discovery or key experiment
The biology community is part of society at large, embedded in the cultural milieu of the times. For example, changing
attitudes about career choices have increased the proportion
of women in biology, which has in turn affected the emphasis
in certain research fields. A few decades ago, for instance, biologists who studied the mating behavior of animals focused
mostly on competition among males for access to females.
More recent research, however, emphasizes the important
role that females play in choosing mates, For example, in many
bird species, females prefer the bright coloration that "advertises~ a male's vigorous health, a behavior that enhances the female's probability of having healthy offspring,
Some philosophers of science argue that scientists are so
influenced by cultural and political values that science is no
more objective than other ways of understanding nature_ At
the other extreme are people who speak of scientific theories
as though they were natural laws instead of human interpretations of nature. The reality of science is probably somewhere
in between-rarely perfectly objective. but continuously \'etted through the expectation that observations and experiments be repeatable and hypotheses be testable and falsifiable.

Science, Technology, and Society
The relationship of science to society becomes clearer when
we add technology to the picture. Though science and technology sometimes employ similar inquiry patterns, their basic goals differ. The goal of science is to understand natural
phenomena. In contrast, technology generally applies scientific knowledge for some specific purpose. Biologists and
other scientists often speak of ~discoveries; while engineers
and other technologists more often speak of ~inventions.~
And the beneficiaries of those ill\'entions include scientists,
who put new technology to work in their research; the impact
of information technology on systems biology is just one example. Thus. science and technology are interdependent
The potent combination ofscience and technology has dramatic effects on society. For example, discovery of the structure of DNA by Watson and Crick half a century ago and
subsequent achievements in DNA science led to the technologies of DNA engineering that are transforming many applied fields. including medicine. agriculture. and forensics
(Figure 1.30). Perhaps Watson and Crick envisioned that
their discovery would someday produce important applications. but it is unlikely that they could have predicted exactly
what all those applications would be.
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.. Figure 1.30 DNA technology and crime scene
investigation. Forensic technicians can use traces of DNA extracted
from a blood sample or other body tissue collected at a crime scene to
produce molecular "fingerprints." The stained bands you see in this
photograph represent fragments of DNA, and the pattern of bands
vanes from peI>Oflto person.

The directions that technology lakes depend lesson the cu·
riosity that dri\'eS basic science than on the current needs and
wants of people and on the social environment of the times.
Debates about technology center more on "should we do it"
than ~"ln we do it.~ With advances in technology come difficult choices. For example. under what circumstances is it acceptable to use DNA technology to find out if particular
people have genes for hereditary diseases? Should such tests
always be voluntary, or are there circumstances when genetic
testing should be mandatory? Should insurance companies or
employers have access to the information, as they do for many
other types of personal health data?
Such ethical issues have as much to do with politics, eco·
nomics, and cultural values as with science and technology.
All citizens-not only professional scientists-have a responsibility to be informed about how science works and about the
potential benefits and risks oftechnology. The relationship between science, technology. and society increases the significance and value of any biology course.
CONCEPT

CHECK

1.3

I. Contrast inducti\'e reasoning with deducti\'e reasoning.
2. \Vhy is natural selection called a theory?
3. • ,lIlt illiM Suppose you extended the snake mimicry experiment to an area of Virginia where neither
type of snake is known to live. What results would
you predict at your field site?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

-61401,,-

.. Theme: Feedback mechanisms regu-

Go to the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for BioFlix
3-D Animations, MP3 Tutors, Videos, Practice Tests, an eBook, and more,

late biological systems In negative feedback, accumulation of an end product slows
the process that makes that product. In positive feedback, the end product stimulates the
production of more product. Feedback is a
type of regulation common to life at all leve1s, from molecules to ecosystems,

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

- •.11.01"-1.1
Themes connect the concepts o( biology
(pp. 3-11)

•

.. Evolution, the Overarching Theme of
Biology Evolution accounts for the unity
and diversity of life, and also for the match
of organisms to their environments.

.. Theme: New properties emerge at

each level in the biological hierarchy
The hierarchy of life unfolds as follows:
biosphere> ecosystem> community >
population> organism> organ system>
organ> tissue> cell> organelle> molecule>
atom. \Vith each step "upward" from atoms,
new properties emerge as a result of interactions among components at the lower levels. In an approach
called reductionism, complex systems are broken down to simpler components that are more manageable to study. In systems
biology, scientists make models ofcomplex biological systems.
.. Theme: Organisms interact with their
environments, exchanging matter and
energy An organism's environment includes other organisms as well as nonliving
factors. Whereas chemical nutrients recycle
within an ecosystem, energy flows through
an ecosystem. All organisms must perform
work, which requires energy. Energy flows
from sunlight to producers to consumers.

Acti\'ity
Acti\ity
Acti\ity
Acti\ity
Acti\ity
Acth'ily

The Levels of Life Card Game
Energy Flow and Chemical Cycling
Form Fits Function' Cells
Comparing Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Cdls
Heritable Information: DNA
Regulation: Negative and Positive F~dback

-.'1·...'-1.2

The Core Theme: Evolution accounts (or the unity
and diversity o( life (pp. 12-18)

.. Organizing the Diversity of Life Biologists classify species
according to a system of broader and broader groups. Domain
Bacteria and domain Archaea consist of prokaryotes. Domain
Eukarya, the eukaryotes, includes various groups of protists
and the kingdoms Plantae, Fungi, and Animalia. As diverse
as life is, there is also evidence of remarkable unity, which
is revealed in the similarities between different kinds of
organisms.
.. Charles Darwin and the Theory of Natural Selection
Darwin proposed natural selection as the mechanism for evolutionary adaptation of populations to their environments.
Population
of organisms

.. Theme: Structure and function are
correlated at all levels of biological
organization The form of a biological
structure suits its function and vice versa.

Hereditary
variations

Overproduction of offspring and competition
Environmental
factors

.. Theme: Cells are an organism's basic

Differences in
reproductive success
of individuals

units of structure and function The cell is
the lowest level oforganization that can perform all activities required for life. Cells are
either prokaryotic or eukaryotic. Eukaryotic
cells contain membrane-enclosed organelles,
including a DNA-containing nucleus,
Prokaryotic cells lack such organelles.

.. Theme: The continuity of life is based
on heritable information in the form of
DNA Genetic information is encoded in the
nucleotide sequences of DNA. It is DNA that
transmits heritable information from parents
to offspring. DNA sequences program a cell's
protein production by being transcribed into
RNA and then translated into speci(ic proteins. RNA that is not translated into protein
serves other important functions.

.. The Tree of Life Each species is one twig of a branching tree
of life extending back in time through ancestral species more
and more remote. All oflife is connected through its long evolutionary history.

-M4if.Acti'ity Oas,ifieation Schemes
In"estigation How Do Environmental Changes Affect a Population?
Biology Lab. On-line EvolutionLab
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Scientists use two main forms of inquiry in their study
of nature (pp. 18-24)
.. Discovery Science In discovery science, scientists observe
and describe some aspect of the world and use inductive reasoning to draw general conclusions.
.. Hypothesis-Based Science Based on observations, scientists propose hypotheses that lead to predictions and then test
the hypotheses by seeing if the predictions come true. Deductive reasoning is used in testing hypotheses: If a hypothesis is
correct, and we test it, then we can expect a particular outcome. Hypotheses must be testable and falsifiable.
.. A Case Study in Scientific Inquiry: Investigating Mimicry
in Snake Populalions Experiments must be designed to
demonstrate the effect of one variable by testing control
groups and experimental groups that differ in only that one
variable.
.. Limitalions of Science Science cannot address the possibility of supernatural phenomena because hypotheses must be
testable and falsifiable, and observations and experimental results must be repeatable.
.. Theories in Science A scientific theory is broad in scope,
generates new hypotheses, and is supported by a large body of
evidence.
.. Model Building in Science Models of ideas, structures, and
processes help us understand scientific phenomena and make
predictions.
.. The Culture of Science Science is a social activity characterized by both cooperation and competition.
.. Science, Technology, and Society Technology is a method
or device that applies scientific knowledge for some specific
purpose.
Graphlt! An Introduction to Graphing

In"estlgatlon How Does Acid Precipitation Affect Trees?
ACllvity Science. Technology. and Society: DDT

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
I. All the organisms on your campus make up
a. an ecosystem.
b. a community.
c. a population.
d. an experimental group.
e. a taxonomic domain.
2. \Vhich of the following is a correct sequence of levels in life's
hierarchy, proceeding downward from an individual animal?
a. brain, organ system, nerve cell, nervous tissue
b. organ system, nervous tissue, brain
c. organism, organ system, tissue, cell, organ
d. nervous system, brain, nervous tissue, nerve cell
e. organ system, tissue, molecule, cell
3. \Vhich of the following is not an observation or inference on
which Darwin's theory of natural selection is based?
a. Poorly adapted individuals never produce offspring.
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b. There is heritable variation among individuals.
c. Because of overproduction of offspring, there is
competition for limited resources.
d. Individuals whose inherited characteristics best fit them
to the environment will generally produce more offspring.
e. A population can become adapted to its environment over
time.
4. Systems biology is mainly an attempt to
a. understand the integmtion of all levels of biological
organization from molecules to the biosphere.
b. simplify complex problems by reducing the system into
smaller, less complex units.
c. construct models of the behavior of entire biological
systems.
d. build high-throughput machines for the rapid acquisition
of biological data.
e. speed up the technological application of scientific
knowledge.
5. 170tists and bacteria are grouped into different domains because
a. protists eat bacteria.
b. bacteria are not made of cells.
c. protists have a membrane-bounded nucleus, which
bacterial cells lack.
d. bacteria decompose protists.
e. protists are photosynthetic.
6. \Vhich of the following best demonstrates the unity among all
organisms?
a. matching DNA nucleotide sequences
b. descent with modification
c. the structure and function of DNA
d. natural selection
e. emergent properties
7. Which of the following is an example of qualitative data?
a. The temperature decreased from 20'C to 15'C.
b. The plant's height is 25 centimeters (cm).
c. The fish swam in a zig-zag motion.
d. The six pairs of robins hatched an average of three chicks.
e. The contents of the stomach are mixed every 20 seconds.
8. \Vhich of the following best describes the logic of hypothesisbased science?
a. If I generate a testable hypothesis, tests and observations
will support it.
b. If my prediction is correct, it will lead to a testable
hypothesis.
c. Ifmy observations are accurate, they will support my
hypothesis.
d. If my hypothesis is correct. I can expect certain test
results.
e. If my experiments are set up right, they will lead to a
testable hypothesis.
9. A controlled experiment is one that
a. proceeds slowly enough that a scientist can make careful
records of the results.
b. may include experimental groups and control groups
tested in parallel.

c. is repeated many times to make sure the results are
accurate.
d. keeps all environmental variables constant.
e. is supervised by an experienced scientist.
10. Which of the following statements best distinguishes hypotheses from theories in science?
a. Theories are hypotheses that have been proved.
b. Hypotheses are guesses; theories are correct answers.
c. Hypotheses usually are relatively narrow in scope; theories
have broad explanatory power.
d. Hypotheses and theories are essentially the same thing.
e. Theories are proved true in all cases; hypotheses are
usually falsified by tests.
II. I.M-WIII \Xfith rough sketches, draw a biological hierarchy
similar to the one in Figure 1.4 but using a coral reef as the

ecosystem, a fish as the organism, its stomach as the organ, and
DNA as the molecule. Include all levels in the hierarchy.

For Self-Qui:; tlllswt"rs, Sa Apprndix A.

-MH" Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
12. A typical prokaryotic cell has about 3,000 genes in its DNA,
while a human cell has about 20,5(X} genes. About 1,000 of
these genes are present in both types of cells. Based on your
understanding ofevolution, explain how such different organisms could have this same subset ofgenes. What sorts of functions might these shared genes have?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
13. Based on the results ofthe snake mimicry case study, suggest another hypothesis researchers might use to extend the investigation.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
14. The fruits of wild spedes oftomato are tiny compared to the giant beefsteak tomatoes available today. This difference in fruit
size is almost entirely due to the larger number of cells in the domesticated fruits. Plant molecular biologists have recently discovered genes that are responsible for controlling cell division in
tomatoes. Why would such a discovery be important to producers of other kinds offruits and vegetables? To the study ofhwnan
development and disease? To OUT basic understanding ofbiology?
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Deborah M. Gordon
What does an ant sense as it goes about
its daily chores? Mainly chemicalsbecause these are the cues ants use to
navigate their environment. The interactions of ants with each other and their
surroundings are the research focus of
Deborah M. Gordon, a professor of
biological sciences at Stanford University. While at Stanford, Or. Gordon has
won several awards for excellence in
teaching, as well as recognition for her
research in the Ariz.ona desert and the
tropics of South America. And through
appearances on radio, TV nature shows,
and her book Ants at Work: How an Insect Society Is Organired (Free Press,
1999), Or. Gordon has shared her fascina·
tion with ant society with people around
the world.

How did you get interested in biology?
In my first year in college, thinking of a career in medicine as a possibility, [ took introductory chemistry and biology. But those
courses just gave me a lot of information that
[ couldn't really put together. 1 ended up majoring in French. But [was also very interested in math and in music theory, because I
like looking at patterns and understanding
how they change over time. Then, in my senior year, [took a course in comparative
anatomy, which completely changed my view
of biology. That course showed me that evolution is a process that changes patterns in
interesting ways.
After graduation, curious about the human
body and health, I came to Stanford to rake the
medical school course in human anatomy. I
stayed to complete a master's degree in biology.
Then, although t still wasn't sure what Iwanted
to do with 1Tl}'1ife, J entered a Ph.D. program at
Duke. It was there that I began research on ant
behavior-and 11o'.'ed iL
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Students of biology have to study
chemistry as well. How is chemistry
relevant to ant behaviorf
Anls don't see very well; they operate mostly by
chemical mmmunication. If}tIU ...uri:: on ants,
}'OU have to think about dlemistry because chernica.Is are critically important in the ant's wood. For
ecample, the ants I study in Arizorg. use Ionglasting chemical cues to identify themsetves and
to mar\:: their not Mea. Antsalso use manyshorttenn chemical cues called pheromones, which
thq'secrete in ct'Itain situations. The best 1mo...1l
are aIann pheromones. which are what make ants
ron around in circles when they're disturbed.
Some ants searte a pheromone from the tip of
the abdomen that marks where they walk and
creates a trail that Olher ants can follow. Ants
have 12 or 14 different glands that secrete different substances. We really don't knov,. what they're
all for, or how many chemical combinations an
ant can respond to. In addition to chemicals used
in communication, some ants produce antibi·
otics or chemical defenses against predators.
Other ants use chemicals to kill certain plants
[see Chapter 2, pp. 30-31].
Why do you study anlsf
\Vhat interests me about ants is that ants live in
societies IoIithout any centr.ll control. Yet individual ants are \!Cry limited in what they can do; each
can take in only local information. Noant can figure out v.flat needs to be done for the good ofthe
colony. The big question for me is: Ho.... can an
ant colony function ...flco nobody's in charge and
each ant can only perceive ...flat·s right around it?
What about the queens! Please tell us
more about how ants live.
There are 10,000 to 12,000 species of ants. They
all live in coloniC$, each with one or a few reproductive femalC$, called queens. The queens lay
eggs, using sperm stored from a mating that
preceded her eslablishment of the colony. The
rest of the colony-all the ants }.. usee ....alking
around-are her daughten., sterile female ...uri::ers. These wori::endo aU the ..... rIc, and they do
it ....ithout all)' direction from the qu~ MalC$,

born from unfertilized eggs. art' produced only
once a year, just in time to join virgin queens in
a mating flight. Soon after mating. they die.
What exactly do worker ants dol
The ants I study in Arizona, called harvester
ants, perform four lcinds of tasks. Some worlcen
forage for food. Some patrol; mat is, they go out
earty in the morning and decide ....here the
for.lgers should go that da}'. Others do nest-

maintenance ..... rIc, building chambers underground and then carrying out the excess sand.
And still olhen. worie on the refuse pile, or midden, ...flich they marie ....ith the colony's specific
odor. Different groups ofants perform each of
the four tasks.
Tell us about your research in Arizona.
At my research site in Arizona, ....here I've been
....orking for more than 2Oyears, I study a population of about 300 colonies of harvester ants.
Each year my students and I map the locations
of the colonies that make up this population.
We identify all the colonies that were there the
year before, figure out which ones have died,
and map the new ones. In this way I can follow
the same colonies rear after year. I get 10 know
them quile well. I have found that colonies last
151020 years.
In addition to observing the ant colonies, we
do simple experiments where we change the
ants' environment in some way and observe how
the ants respond. Foraample, in the last few
rears we've been studying how a colony regulates
the numherofants that go out to forage. We've
leamed that each ant uses its recent history of interxtions with other ants lO decide what to do
next An ant uses odors to identify the task of the
ants It meets. Each ant is roated ....ith a layer of
grease, made of chemicals called hydrocarbons..
Each laSk group-the foragers, the patrollers. the
not maintenance ...wkers, and the midden
workers-has a unique mixture of h)-drocarbons.
...flidl the ants secrete and spread on each other
b)' grooming. \'I:'e\"e found mat.as an antspends
time outside, the proportions of different hydro..
carbons on its boc:I}< changes.

What causes this change?
The heat of the sun. We learned this from an
experiment in which we took ants that had been
working inside the nest and exposed them to
different conditions. After exposure to high
tem()fratures and low humidity for long enough
times, these ants came to smel11ike forage~. So
it's nollhal foragers secrete something different
as they do their task bUI that doing the task
changes them. Just as a carpenter gets calluses
from holding tools, an ant comes to smell different from the work it does. The ants ofa
colony all secrete the same mixture ofhydrocarbons, but each ant's chemical profile changes
depending on what it does.
What tells an ant what to dol For
example, what tells an ant to foragel
We've learned thai ants use their recent eX()frience of quick anlennal contacts with each other
to decide what to do. The antennae are their organs of chemical perception. Anyone who has
watched ants has seen them meet and touch antennae, and when they do that, they smell each
other, detecting the chemicals on each other's
booy. But a single interaction is not an instruction; a forager meeting another ant is not saying, "Go forage~ It's the patU!rn of encounters
that conveys the message.
How did you figure that out?
Working with Michael Greene, who's now at
the University of Colorado at Denver, we've
been able to extract the hydrocaroons from the
ants' bodies and put them on little glass beads,
and we've found that the ants respond to a bead
coated V1ith ant hydrocarbons as ifit were an
ant. So by dropping these coated beads into the
nest, we can figure out how the ants react to encounters with an ant ofa particular task group.

Recently we've been working on how foragen use the rate at which other foragers come
in with food to decide whether 10 go out again.
This rate gives feedback aoout how much food
is out there. A forager looking for food won't
come back until it finds something; ifit has to
stay out for 45 minutes, it "'ill. But when there's
an abundance offood near the nest, the foragers
return quickly. The returning ants provide positive feedback: The faster ants come back, the
more ants go out.
We've found that harvester ants respond
surprisingly qUickly to changes in the frequency
ofencounters with other ants. This rapid response is probably driven by the ants' short
memories-only about 10 seconds.
So the answer to the question of what
controls a colony is the aggregate of
"decisions" made in the simpll'
interactions bl'twel'n individual ants. Are
there analogies in other areas of biology~
A system without central control, built from
simple, interacting components, is called a
"complex syl.tem; and scientists in many areas of
biology are interested in such systems. One obvious analog to an ant colony is a brain. Your
brain is composed of neurons (nerve cells), bUI
no single neuron knows how to think about, for
example, the subject ofants-although your
brain as a whole can think about ants. The brain
operates without central control, in the sense
that there isn't a master neuron in there that
says, "OK, )"ou guys, you do ants. Yet somehow
all of the simple interactions among the neurons
add up to the brain's very complex functioning.
Another analogy is the growth ofan embryo:
The cells of an embryo all have the same DNA,
but as the embryo grows, its cells take on differenl forms and functions. Nobody says, "OK, you
p

become liver, you become bone~ Instead, as a result of molecular interactions among cells, the
embryo develops tissues of different types.
In your book, the colony is spoken of as if
it were an organism. Does evolution
operate on the level of the colony~
Yes, because the whole colony cooperates to
make more queens and males that go out and start
new colonies. Acolony's behavior can dctennine
how many offspring colonies it makes. In the long
term, I'd like to understand how natura.l selection
is acting on ant behavior (if it is). Why does it mat·
ter to the colony thai it behaves in a certain way?
Now for a practical question: How can we
deal with ant invasions in our homes?
It depends on where you live. In Northern California, the invading ants are usually Argentine ants,
whose activity is clearly connected to the weather.
The ants come into everybody's houses at the
same time-when it rains or is very hot and dryand theygo out at the same time. The most important thing to remember is that putting out
pesticide, especially when you don't have ants,
sends pesticide into the groundwater but doesn't
have much effect on the numbers ofants. I don't
like having ants in my kitchen-I always take it
personally-but [know that when I do, everybody
else does, too. And covering or washing away a
trail works only briefly-about 20 minutes for
Argentine ants, as Ifound out in an experiment.
Blocking offthe places where ants are coming in is
the best approach.
Ant-bait devices, from which foraging ants
are supposed 10 carry poison to their nest, can
work for ants that have one queen in a central
nest. Such ants include carpenter ants, which
enter houses in many parts ofthe United States.
These ants nest in decaying wood, though contrary to their reputation, they don't eat wood.
Ant baits don't work at all for the Argentine
ants because these ants have many queens and
many nests and you are unlikely to reach all the
queens wilh the poison.
What advice do you have for undergraduates interested in a research career?
Students should try to experience several kinds
of research, involving different kinds of activities. The best way to find out if you like doing
research-whether it's working in the field or in
the lab-is to try it.

Learn about an experiment by Deborah
Gordon and her graduate student Megan
Frederichon in Inquiry Figure 22 on
page 31 Read and analyze the original
paper in Inquiry in Action: Interpreting
Scientific Papers.

Lefllo right: Deborah Gordon, Megan
Frederickson, Lisa Urry, and Jane Reece
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CONCEPTS

Matter consists of chemical elements in pure
form and in combinations called compounds
An element's properties depend on the
structure of its atoms
The formation and function of molecules
depend on chemical bonding between atoms
Chemical reactions make and break chemical
bonds

Connection
he Amazon rain forest in South America is a showcase
for the diversity aCEfe on Earth. Colorful birds, insects,
and other animals live among a myriad of trees, shrubs,
vines, and wildflowers, and an excursion along a waterway or a
forest path typically reveals a lush variety of plant life. Visitors

T

traveling near the Amazon's headwaters in Peru are therefore
surprised to come across tracts of forest like that seen in the
foreground of the photo in figure 2.1. This patch is almost
completely dominated by a single plant species-a willowy
flowering tree called Duroia hirsuta. Travelers may wonder if
the garden is planted and maintained by local people, but the
indigenous people are as mystified as the visitors. They call
these stands of Duroia trees "devil's gardens;' from a legend attributing them to an evil forest spirit.
Seeking ascientific explanation, a research team working un·
der Deborah Gordon, who is interviewed on pages 28-29, ren
cently solved the "devil's garden mystery. figure 2.2 describes
their main experiment. The researchers showed that the "farm·
ers" who create and maintain these gardens are actually ants
that live in the hollow stems ofthe Duroia trees. The ants do not
plant the Duroia trees, but they prevent other plant species
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from growing in the garden by injecting intruders with a poisonous chemical. In this way, the ants create space for the
growth of the Duroia trees that serve as their home. With the
ability to maintain and expand its habitat, a single colony of
devil's garden ants can live for hundreds of years.
The chemical the ants use to weed their garden turns out to
be formic acid. This substance is produced by many species of
ants and in fact got its name from the Latin word for ant,
formica. In many cases, the formic acid probably serves as a
disinfectant that protects the ants against microbial parasites.
The devil's garden ant is the first ant species found to use
formic acid as a herbicide. This use of a chemical is an important addition to the list of functions mediated by chemicals in
the insect world. Scientists already know that chemicals play
an important role in insect communication, attraction of
mates, and defense against predators.
Research on devil's gardens is only one example of the
relevance of chemistry to the study of life. Unlike a list of
college courses, nature is not neatly packaged into the indio
vidual natural sciences-biology, chemistry, physics, and so
forth. Biologists specialize in the study of life, but organisms
and their environments are natural systems to which the
concepts of chemistry and physics apply. Biology is a multidisciplinary science.
This unit of chapters introduces basic concepts of chemistry that will apply throughout our study ofHfe. We will make
many connections to the themes introduced in Chapter l.
One of these themes is the organization oflife into a hierarchy
of structural levels, with additional properties emerging at
each successive level. In this unit, we will see how emergent
properties are apparent at the lowest levels of biological organization-such as the orderingof atoms into molecules and
the interactions ofthose molecules within cells. Somewhere in
the transition from molecules to cells, we will cross the blurry
boundary between nonlife and life. This chapter focuses on
the chemical components that make up all matter.
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What creates "devil's gardens" in the
rain forest?
EXPERIMENT

Working under Deborah Gordon and with
Michael Greene. graduate student Megan Frederickson sought
the cause of "devil's gardens." stands of a single species of tree,

Duroia hirsuta. One hypothesis was that ants living in these trees,
Myrme/achista 5chumanni, produce a poisonous chemical that
kills trees of other species; another was that the Duroia trees
themselves kill competing trees. perhaps by means of a chemical.
To test these hypotheses, Frederickson did field experiments in
Peru. Two saplings of a local nonhost tree species. Cedrela
odOrJtil, wefe plant~ inside each of ten d~il's gardens. At the
base of one, a sticky insect barrier was applied; the other was
unprotected. Two more Cedrela saplings, With and without
barriers, were planted about 50 meters outside each garden.

++ i,!;+b"'j"
Insect

O",j,
tree

C",,,I,
"pli"

~

~

O"iI,
garden

InSide.
... unprotected

InSide,

y ~ f"~~d
y

Y'

Outside,
protected

Y'

~

Outside,
unprotected

The researchers observed ant activity on the Cedrela leaves and
measured areas of dead leaf tissue after one day. They also
chemically analyzed contents of the ants' poison glands.
RESULTS

The ants made injections from the tips of their
abdomens into leaves of unprotected saplings in their gardens
(see photo). Within one day, these leaves developed dead areas
(see graph). The protected saplings were uninjured, as were the
saplings planted outside the gardens, Formic acid was the only
chemical detected in the poison glands of the ants,

elements in pure form and in
combinations called compounds

Organisms are composed of matter, which is anything that
takes up space and has mass.· Matter exists in many diverse
forms. Rocks, metals, oils, gases, and humans are just a few
examples of what seems an endless assortment of matter.

Elements and Compounds
Matter is made up ofelements. An clement is a substance that
cannot be broken down to other substances by chemical reactions. Today, chemists recognize 92 elements occurring in nature; gold, copper, carbon, and oxygen are examples. Each
element has a symbol, usually the first letter or two of its name.
Some symbols are derived from Latin or German; for instance,
the symbol for sodium is Na, from the Latin word natrium.
A compound is a substance consisting of two or more different elements combined in a fixed ratio. Table salt, for example, is sodium chloride (NaG), a compound composed of
the elements sodium (Na) and chlorine (el) in a 1:1 ratio. Pure
sodium is a metal, and pure chlorine is a poisonous gas. When
chemically combined, however, sodium and chlorine form an
edible compound. Water (H 20), another compound, consists
of the elements hydrogen (H) and oxygen (0) in a 2:1 ratio.
These are simple examples of organized matter having emergent properties: A compound has characteristics different
from those of its elements (Figure 2.3).

0-'----'--'-----------Inside,
Inside,
Outside,
Outside,
unprotected protected unprotected protected
Cedre/a saplings. inside and outside devil's gardens
Ants of the species Myrmelachista schumanni
kill nonhost trees by injecting the leaves with formic acid, thus
creating hospitable habitats (devil's gardens) for the ant colony,
CONCLUSION

SOURCE
M, f frederICkson, M. J Greene, and D M. Gordon,
"Devil's ga,dens" bedevilled by anlS, Nature 437495-496 (2005).
InqUiry Action
Read and analyze the original paper in
Inquiry in Action' Inrerpreting Scientific Papers.

MIJI:f.iilM

What would be the results if the unprotected
saplings' inability to grow in the devil'> gardens was caused by a
chemical released by the Durola trees rather than by the ants?

Sodium

Chlorine

Sodium chloride

... Figure 2.3 The emergent properties of a compound. The
metal sodium combines with the poisonous gas chlorine, forming the
edible compound sodium chloride, or table salt.

• Sometimes we substitute the term weight for mass, although the two are not
identkal. Mass is the amount of matter in an obj<.><:l. whereas the weight of an
object is how strongly lhal mass is pulled by gravity. The weighl of an astronaut walking on the moon is approximately II that of the aSlronaut's weight
on Earth, but his or her mass is the same. Howe"er, as long as we arc earthbound, the weight of an ()bj~l is a measure of its mass: in e,-eryday language,
therefore, we tend to usc the terms inlerchangeably.
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Essential Elements of Life
About 25 of the 92 natural elements are known to be essential
to life. Just four of these-carbon (C), oxygen (0), hydrogen
(H), and nitrogen (N)-make up %% of living matter. Phos~
phorus (Pl, sulfur (S), calcium (ea), potassium (K), and a few
other elements account for most ofthe remaining 4% ofan organism's weight. Table 2.1 lists by percentage the elements
that make up the human body; the percentages for other or·
ganisms are similar. Figure 2.4a illustrates the effect of a defi·
ciency of nitrogen, an essential element, in a plant.
Trace elements are those required by an organism in only
minute quantities. Some trace elements, such as iron (Fe), are
needed by all forms of life; others are required only by certain
species. For example, in vertebrates (animals with backbones),
the element iodine (I) is an essential ingredient of a hormone
produced by the thyroid gland. A daily intake of only 0.15 milligram (mg) of iodine is adequate for normal activity ofthe human thyroid. An iodine deficiency in the diet causes the
thyroid gland to grow to abnormal size, a condition called goiter (Figure 2.4b). Where it is available, iodized salt has reduced the incidence of goiter.

(a) Nitrogen deficiency

.... Figure 2.4 The effects of essential-element deficiencies.
(a) This photo shows the effect of nitrogen deficiency in corn (maize),
In this controlled experiment, the taller plants on the left are growing
in nitrogen-rich soil, and the shorter plants on the right in nitrogenpoor soil. (b) Goiter is an enlargement of the thyroid gland, resulting
from a deficiency of the trace element iodine The goiter of this
Malaysian woman can probably be reversed by iodine supplements.

CONCEPT

T_'.2,1 Naturally Occurring Elements

Symbol

Element

Percentage
of Human
Body Weight

Elements making up about 96% of human body weight

o

Oxygen

8

65.0

C

Carbon

6

18.5

H

Hydrogen

N

Nitrogen

7

3.3

Ca

Calcium

20

1.5

P

Phosphorus

IS

1.0

K

Potassium

19

0.'

S
N,

Sulfur

1.6

0.3

Sodium

II

0.2

Cl

Chlorine

17

0.2

Mg

Magnesium

12

0.1

Elements making up less than 0.01% of human body
weight (trace elements)

Boron (B), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), copper (Cu),
fluorine (F), iodine (I), iron (Fe), manganese {Mn),
molybdenum (Mo), selenium (Se), silicon (Sil, tin (Sn),
vanadium {V), zinc {Zn)
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2. Is a trace element an essential element? Explain.
3.
Iron (Fe) is a trace element required for
the proper functioning of hemoglobin, the molecule
that carries oxygen in red blood cells. What might be
the effects of an iron deficiency?

N'mu".

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

9.S

Elements making up about 4% of human body weight
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I. Explain how table salt has emergent properties.

in the Human Body
Atomic
Number
(5•• p. 33)

(b) Iodine deficiency

TheChemistryofLife

r:'~":~':e~;~ properties depend
on the structure of its atoms

Each element consists of a certain kind of atom that is different
from the atoms of any other element An atom is the smallest
unit of matter that still retains the properties of an element.
Atoms are so small that it would take about a million of them to
stretch across the period printed at the end ofthis sentence. We
symbolize atoms with the same abbreviation used for the element that is made up of those atoms. For example, the symbol
C stands for both the element carbon and a single carbon atom.

Subatomic Particles
Although the atom is the smallest unit having the properties
of its element, these tiny bits of matter are composed of even
smaller parts, called subatomic particles. Physicists have split
the atom into more than a hundred types of particles, but only

Cloud of

negati~e

'-'~'~'f
+

Ca) This model represents the
electrons as a cloud of
negati~e charge.

(b) In this e~en more simplified
model. the electrons are
shown as two small yellow
spheres on a circle around the
nucleus.

... Figure 2.5 5implified models of a helium (He) atom. The
helium nucleus consists of 2 neutrons (brown) and 2 protons (pink),
Two electrons (yellow) exist outside the nucleus, These models are not
to scale; they greatly o~erestimate the size of the nucleus in relation to
the electron cloud.

three kinds of particles are relevant here: neutrons, protons,
and electrons. Protons and electrons are electrically charged.
Each proton has one unit of positive charge, and each electron
has one unit of negative charge. A neutron, as its name implies, is electrically neutral.
Protons and neutrons are packed together tightly in a dense
core, or atomic nucleus, at the center ofan atom; protons give
the nucleus a positive charge. The electrons form a sort of
cloud of negative charge around the nucleus, and it is the attraction between opposite charges that keeps the electrons in
the vicinity ofthe nucleus. Figure 2.S shows two models ofthe
structure of the helium atom as an example.
The neutron and proton are almost identical in mass, each
about 1.7 X 10- 14 gram (g). Grams and other conventional
units are not very useful for describing the mass of objects so
minuscule. Thus, for atoms and subatomic particles (and for
molecules, too), we use a unit of measurement called the
dalton, in honor of John Dalton, the British scientist who
helped develop atomic theory around 18()(). (The dalton is the
same as the atomic mass unit, or amu, a unit you may have
encountered elsewhere.) Neutrons and protons have masses
close to 1 dalton. Because the mass of an electron is only
about M.oo:. that ofa neutron or proton, we can ignore electrons
when computing the total mass of an atom.

Atomic Number and Atomic Mass
Atoms of the various elements differ in their number of subatomic particles. All atoms of a particular element have the
same number of protons in their nuclei. This number of protons, which is unique to that element, is called the atomic
number and is written as a subscript to the left of the symbol

for the element. The abbreviation 1He, for example, tells us
that an atom of the element helium has 2 protons in its nucleus. Unless otherwise indicated, an atom is neutral in electrical charge, which means that its protons must be balanced
by an equal number of electrons. Therefore, the atomic number tells us the number of protons and also the number of
electrons in an electrically neutral atom.
\Ve can deduce the number of neutrons from a second
quantity, the mass number, which is the sum of protons plus
neutrons in the nucleus of an atom. The mass number is written as a superscript to the left of an element's symbol. For example, we can use this shorthand to write an atom of helium
as iHe. Because the atomic number indicates how many protons there are, we can determine the number of neutrons by
subtracting the atomic number from the mass number: The
helium atom, ~He, has 2 neutrons. An atom of sodium, ~~Na,
has II protons, II electrons, and 12 neutrons. The simplest
atom is hydrogen, l H, which has no neutrons; it consists of a
single proton with a single electron.
As mentioned earlier, the contribution of electrons to
mass is negligible. Therefore, almost all of an atom's mass is
concentrated in its nucleus. Because neutrons and protons
each have a mass very close to 1 dalton, the mass number is
an approximation of the total mass of an atom, called its
atomic mass. So we might say that the atomic mass of
sodium (~~Na) is 23 daltons, although more precisely it is
22.9898 daltons.

Isotopes
All atoms of a given element have the same number of protons, but some atoms have more neutrons than other atoms of
the same element and therefore have greater mass. These different atomic forms are called isotopes of the element. In nature, an element occurs as a mixture of its isotopes. For
example, consider the three isotopes of the element carbon,
which has the atomic number 6. The most common isotope is
carbon-l2, IJc, which accounts for about 99% of the carbon
in nature. The isotope IJc has 6 neutrons. Most of the remaining 1% of carbon consists of atoms of the isotope lJC,
with 7 neutrons. A third, even rarer isotope, l:e, has 8 neutrons. Notice that all three isotopes of carbon have 6 protons;
otherwise, they would not be carbon. Although the isotopes
of an element have slightly different masses, they behave identically in chemical reactions. (The number usually given as the
atomic mass of an element, such as 22.9898 daltons for
sodium, is actually an average of the atomic masses of all the
element's naturally occurring isotopes.)
Both 11C and 13C are stable isotopes, meaning that their nuclei do not have a tendency to lose particles. The isotope He,
however, is unstable, or radioactive. A radioactive isotope is
one in which the nucleus decays spontaneously, giving off particles and energy. When the decay leads to a change in the
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Radioactive Tracers
APPLICATION
Scientists use radioactive isotopes to label
certain chemical compounds. creating tracers that can be used 10

follow a metabolic process or locate the compound within an
organism. In this eKample, radioactive tracers are being used to
determine the effect of temperature on the rate at which cells
make copies of their DNA.
TECHNIQUE

Compounds including
radioactive tracer

'\fright blue)
\

Human cells

/l

eCompounds
used by cells
to make DNA are added
to human cells. One ingredient
is labeled with 3H, a radioactive
isotope of hydrogen, Nine dishes of cells are incubated al
differer'lt temperatures. The cells make rlE'W DNA. incorporating
the radioactive tracer with 3H,

f) The cells afe placed

DNA (old and new)

in test tubes; their
DNA is Isolated; and
unused labeled
compounds are
removed.

number of protons, it transforms the atom to an atom of a different element. For example, radioactive carbon decays to
form nitrogen.
Radioactive isotopes have many useful applications in biology. In Chapter 25, you will learn how researchers use
measurements of radioactivity in fossils to date these relics of
past life. Radioactive isotopes are also useful as tracers to fol·
low atoms through metabolism, the chemical processes of an
organism. Cens use the radioactive atoms as they would use
nonradioactive isotopes of the same element, but the radioactive tracers can be readily detected. Figure 2.6 presents
an example of how biologists use radioactive tracers to monitor biological processes, in this case the synthesis of ONA by
human cens.
Radioactive tracers are important diagnostic tools in medicine. For example, certain kidney disorders can be diagnosed
by injecting small doses of substances containing radioactive
isotopes into the blood and then measuring the amount of
tracer excreted in the urine. Radioactive tracers are also used
in combination with sophisticated imaging instruments, such
as PET scanners, which can monitor chemical processes, such
as those involved in cancerous growth, as they actually occur
in the body (Figure 2.7).

Q A solution called scintillation fluid is added to the test tubes
and they are placed in a scintillation counter. As the 3H in the
newly made DNA decays, it emits radiation that e~cites
chemICals in the scintillation flUid, causing them to give off
light. Flashes of light are recorded by the scintillation counter.
The frequency of flashes, which is recorded as
counts per minute, is proportional to the amount of the
radioactive tracer present, indicating the amount of new DNA, In
this experiment,
when the counts
Optimum _ _-"..
•
per minute are
~ 30 temperature
plolted against
for DNA
temperature, It IS
:u 0. 20 synthesis
clear that
~temperature
~x
3~ 10
affects the rate
of ONA
3 0
synthesis; the
10 20 30 40 50
most DNA was
Temperature (OC)
made at 35°C,
RESULTS
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... Figure 2.7 A PET scan, a medical use for radioactive
isotopes. PET, an acronym for positron-emission tomography, detects
locations of intense chemical activity in the body, The patient is first
injected with a nutrient such as glucose labeled with a radioactive
isotope that emits subatomic particles. These particles collide with
electrons made available by chemical reactions in the body, A PET
scanner detects the energy released in these collisions and maps" hot
spots," the regions of an organ that are most chemically active at the
time. The color of the image varies with the amount of the isotope
present, with the bright yellow color here identifying a region of
cancerous throat tissue,

Although radioactive isotopes are very useful in biological
research and medicine, radiation from decaying isotopes also
poses a hazard to life by damaging cellular molecules. The
severity ofthis damage depends on the type and amount of radiation an organism absorbs. One of the most serious environmental threats is radioactive fallout from nuclear
accidents. The doses of most isotopes used in medical diagnosis, however, are relatively safe.

The Energy Levels of Electrons
The simplified models of the atom in Figure 2.5 greatly exaggerate the size of the nucleus relative to the volume of the
whole atom. If an atom of helium were the size of Yankee Stadium, the nucleus would be only the size of a pencil eraser in
the center of the field. Moreover, the electrons would be like
two tiny gnats buzzing around the stadium. Atoms are mostly
empty space.
When two atoms approach each other during a chemical
reaction, their nuclei do not come close enough to interact.
Of the three kinds of subatomic particles we have discussed,
only electrons are directly involved in the chemical reactions between atoms.
An atom's electrons vary in the amount ofenergy they possess. Energy is defined as the capacity to cause change-for
instance, by doing work. Potential energy is the energy that
matter possesses because of its location or structure. For example, water in a reservoir on a hill has potential energy because of its altitude. When the gates of the reservoir's dam are
opened and the water runs downhill, the energy can be used
to do work, such as turning generators. Because energy has
been expended, the water has less energy at the bottom of the
hill than it did in the reservoir. Matter has a natural tendency
to move to the lowest possible state ofpotential energy; in this
example, the water runs downhill. To restore the potential energy of a reservoir, work must be done to elevate the water
against gravity.
The electrons of an atom have potential energy because of
how they are arranged in relation to the nucleus. The negatively charged electrons are attracted to the positively charged
nucleus. It takes work to move a given electron farther away
from the nucleus, so the more distant an electron is from the
nucleus, the greater its potential energy. Unlike the continuous flow of water downhill, changes in the potential energy of
electrons can occur only in steps of fixed amounts. An electron having a certain amount of energy is something like a ball
on a staircase (Figure 2.Sa). The ball can have different
amounts of potential energy, depending on which step it is on,
but it cannot spend much time between the steps. Similarly, an
electron's potential energy is determined by its energy level.
An electron cannot exist in between energy levels.
An electron's energy level is correlated with its average distance from the nucleus. Electrons are found in different

(a) Aball bouncing down a flight
of stairs provides an analogy
for energy levels of electrons,
because the ball can come to
rest only on each step. not
between steps
Third shell (highest energy
level)
Second shell (higher
energy level)

Energy
absorbed

First shell (lowest energy
level)

Energy
lost

Atomic
nucleus
(b) An electron can move from one shell to another only if the energy
it gains or loses is exadly equal to the difference in energy between
the energy levels of the MO shells. Arrows indicate some of the
stepwise changes in potential energy that are possible.
.. Figure 2.8 Energy levels of an atom's electrons. Electrons
exist only at fixed levels of potential energy called electron shells.

electron shells, each with a characteristic average distance and
energy level. In diagrams, shells can be represented by concentric circles (Figure 2.8bl. The first shell is closest to the nucleus, and electrons in this shell have the lowest potential
energy. Electrons in the second shell have more energy, and
electrons in the third shell even more energy. An electron can
change the shell it occupies, but only by absorbing or losing an
amount of energy equal to the difference in potential energy
between its position in the old shell and that in the new shell.
When an electron absorbs energy, it moves to a shell farther
out from the nucleus. For example, light energy can excite an
electron to a higher energy level. (Indeed, this is the first step
taken when plants harness the energy of sunlight for photosynthesis, the process that produces food from carbon dioxide
and water.) \Vhen an electron loses energy, it ~falls back~ to a
shell closer to the nucleus, and the lost energy is usually released to the environment as heat. For example, sunlight excites electrons in the surface of a car to higher energy levels.
When the electrons fall back to their original levels, the car's
surface heats up. This thermal energy can be transferred to the
air or to your hand if you touch the car.

Electron Distribution and Chemical Properties
The chemical behavior ofan atom is determined by the distribution of electrons in the atom's electron shells. Beginning
with hydrogen, the simplest atom, we can imagine building the
atoms of the other elements by adding 1 proton and 1electron
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Hydrogen
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at a time (along with an appropriate number of neutrons).
Figure 2.9, an abbreviated version of what is called the

periodic table ofthe elements, shows this distribution of electrons for the first 18 elements, from hydrogen (I H) to argon
(ISAr). The elements are arranged in three rows, or periods,
corresponding to the number ofelectron shells in their atoms.
The left-to-right sequence of elements in each row corresponds to the sequential addition of electrons and protons.
(See Appendix B for the complete periodic table.)
Hydrogen's 1 electron and helium's 2 electrons are located
in the first shell. Electrons, like all matter, tend to exist in the
lowest available state of potential energy. In an atom, this state
is in the first shell. However, the first shell can hold no more
than 2 electrons; thus, hydrogen and helium are the only elements in the first row ofthe table. An atom with more than 2
electrons must use higher shells because the first shell is full.
The next element, lithium, has 3 electrons. Two of these electrons fill the first shell, while the third electron occupies the
second shell. The second shell holds a maximum of 8 electrons. Neon, at the end of the second row, has 8 electrons in
the second shell, giving it a total of 10 electrons.
The chemical behavior of an atom depends mostly on the
number ofelectrons in its outermvst shell. We call those outer
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,H.

Electrondistribution
diagram

Beryllium

as concentric circles. These diagrams are a
convenient way to picture the distribution of an
atom's electrons among its electron shells, but
these simplified models do not accurately
represent the shape of the atom or the location
of its electrons. The elements are arranged in
rows, each representing the filling of an

Helium

Element symbol

Lithium
3Li

... Figure 2.9 Electron-distribution
diagrams for the first 1B elements in
the periodic table. In a standard periodic
table (see Appendix B), information for each
element is presented as shown for helium in the
inset In the diagrams in this table, electrons are
represented as yellow dots and electron shells
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S

Atomic number

He

Neon
loNe

Argon
lsAr

electron shell. As electrons are added, they
occupy the lowest available shell.
£II What is the atomic number of
. . magnesium? How many protons and
electrons does it have' How many electron
shells? How many valence electrons?

electrons valence electrons and the outermost electron shell
the valence shell. In the case of lithium, there is only 1valence
electron, and the second shell is the valence shell. Atoms with
the same number of electrons in their valence shells exhibit
similar chemical behavior. For example, fluorine (F) and
chlorine (el) both have 7 valence electrons, and both form
compounds when combined with the element sodium (see
Figure 2.3). An atom with a completed valence shell is unreactive; that is, it will not interact readily with other atoms. At the
far right of the periodic table are helium, neon, and argon, the
only three elements shown in Figure 2.9 that have full valence
shells. These elements are said to be inert, meaning chemically
unreactive. All the other atoms in Figure 2.9 are chemically reactive because they have incomplete valence shells.

Electron Orbitals
In the early 1900s, the electron shells of an atom were visualized as concentric paths of electrons orbiting the nucleus,
somewhat like planets orbiting the sun. It is still convenient to
use two-dimensional concentric-circle diagrams to symbolize
electron shells, as in Figure 2.9. However, you need to remember that each concentric circle represents only the

Neon, with two filled shells (to electrons)
(a) Electron-distribution diagram. An electron-distribution diagram is
shown here for a neon atom, which has a total of 10 electrons, Each
concentric circle represents an electron shell. which can be subdivided
Into electron orbitill:i

!

\

Second shell

(b) Separate electron orbitals. The three-dimensional shapes represent
electron orbitals-the volumes of space where the electrons of an
atom are most likely to be found Each orbital holds a maximum of 2
electrons The first electron shell, on the left. has one spherical (s)
orbital, designated 1s, The second shell, on the right. has one larger 5
orbital (designated 25 for the second shell) plus three dumbbell-shaped
orbitals called p orbitals (2p for the second shell), The three 2p orbitals
lie at right angles to one another along imaginary X-, yo, and z-axes of
the atom, Each 2p orbital is outlined here in a different color.

t5 orbital

25 orbital

Three 2p orbitals

(c) Superimposed electron orbitals. To show the complete picture of
the electron orbitals of neon, we superimpose the 15 orbital of the
first shell and the 2s and three 2p orbitals of the second shell.

... Figure 2.10 Electron orbitals.

average distance between an electron in that shell and the nudeus. Accordingly, theconcentric-cirde diagrams do not give
a real picture ofan atom. In reality, we can never know the exact location ofan electron. \'(fhat we can do instead is describe
the space in which an electron spends most of its time. The
three-dimensional space where an electron is found 90% of
the time is called an orbital.
Each electron shell contains electrons at a particular energy
level, distributed among a specific number of orbitals of distinctive shapes and orientations. Figure 2.10 shows the orbitals of neon as an example. You can think of an orbital as a
component of an electron shell. The first electron shell has
only one spherical sorbital (called Is), but the second shell has
four orbitals: one large spherical 5orbital (called 21:) and three
dumbbell-shaped p orbitals (called 2p orbitals). (The third
shell and other higher electron shells also have 5andp orbitals,
as well as orbitals of more complex shapes.)
No more than 2 electrons can occupy a single orbital. The
first electron shell can therefore accommodate up to 2 electrons in its 5 orbital. The lone electron of a hydrogen atom occupies the 15 orbital, as do the 2 electrons of a helium atom.
The four orbitals of the second electron shell can hold up to 8
electrons. Electrons in each of the four orbitals have nearly the
same energy, but they move in different volumes of space.

15, 2s, and 2p orbitals

The reactivity of atoms arises from the presence of unpaired electrons in one or more orbitals oftheir valence shells.
As you will see in the next section, atoms interact in a way that
completes their valence shells. \'(fhen they do so, it is the
unpaired electrons that are involved.
CONCEPT

CHECK

2.2

1. A lithium atom has 3 protons and 4 neutrons. What is
its atomic mass in daltons?
2. A nitrogen atom has 7 protons, and the most common
isotope of nitrogen has 7 neutrons. A radioactive isotope of nitrogen has 8 neutrons. Write the atomic
number and mass number of this radioactive nitrogen
as a chemical symbol with a subscript and superscript.
3. How many electrons does fluorine have? How many
electron shells? Name the orbitals that are occupied.
How many electrons are needed to fill the valence
shell?
4. -','!If.'IIM In Figure 2.9, if two or more elements
are in the same row, what do they have in common? If
two or more elements are in the same column, what
do they have in common?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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r;~:if:::~i~n and function of

molecules depend on chemical
bonding between atoms

Now thal .....e ha\'e looked at the structure ofatoms, ....oe can move
up the hierarchy oforganization and see how atoms combine to
form moleroles and ionic compounds. Atoms with incomplete
valence shells can interact with certain other atoms in such a
way that each partner completes its valence shell: The atoms either share or transfer valence electrons. These interactions usually result in atoms staying dose together, held by attractions
called chemical bonds. The strongest kinds ofchemical bonds
are covalent bonds and ionic bonds.

Electron sharing can be depicted using element symbols, with
dots representing the outermost electrons. You have probably
seen such diagrams, called Lewisdot structures, in your chemistry book. The Lewis dot structure for a hydrogen molecule,
H: H, is shown in Figure 2.12a. We can abbreviate the structure of this molecule as H-H, where the line represents a sin·
gJe covalent bond, or simply a single bond-that is, a pair of
shared electrons. This notation, which represents both atoms
and bonding. is called a structural formula. We can abbreviate even further by writing H2t a molecular fonnula indicating simply that the molecule consists oftwo atoms ofhydrogen.
Oxygen has 6 electrons in its second electron shell and
therefore needs 2 more electrons to complete its valence shell.
Two oxygen atoms form a molecute by sharing two pairs ofvatence electrons (Figure 2.12b). The atoms are thus joined by
what is called a double covalent bond, or double bond.

Covalent Bonds
Acovalent bond is the sharing ofa pair ofvalence electrons by
two atoms. For example, let's consider what happens when two
hydrogen atoms approach each other. Recall that hydrogen has
I valence electron in the first shell, hut the shells capacity is 2
electrons. \'(Ihen the (",:0 hydrogen atoms come dose enough
for their Is orbitals to overlap, they can share their electrons
(Figure 2.11). Each hydrogen atom now has 2 electrons ass0ciated with it in what amounts to a completed valence shell
Twoor more atoms held together by covalent bonds constitute
a molecule. In this case, the example is a hydrogen molecule.

Name and
Molecular
Formula

(a) Hydrogen (Hz).
Two hydrogen
atoms can form a
Sln91e bone!.

Electronlewis Dot
distribution Structure and
Diagram
Structural
Formula

Spacefilling
Model

H:H
H-H

(b) Oxygen (Oz).

Hydrogen atoms (2 H)

G In each hydrogen
atom. the slOgle !'I!'etron
is h!'ld 10 Its orbital by
its atlraaion to th!'
proton in the nucleus.

f) When two hydrogf'n

~

Two oxygen atoms
share two pairs of
electrons to form
a double bond.

(c) Water (H 20).

I

atoms approach each
other, th!' electron of
ea<h atom is also
attracted to the proton
10 the other nudf'us.

Two hydrogen
atoms and one
oxygen atom are
Joined by covalent
bonds to produc!' a
molecule of water.

(d) Methane (CHJ.

Four hydrogffi
atoms can satISfy
the valence of

"'" ""boo
atom,
forming
methane.

e The
two electrons
be<:ome shared a
Hydrogen
molecule (H 2)

.. Figure 2.11 Formation of a covalent bond.
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:O:H
H
O-H

I

H

H

H:(:H
H
H

I

H-C-H

I

covalent bond,
forming an Hz
mole<ule.
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0::0

~ Figure 2.12 Covalent bonding in four mole<ules. Asingle
covalent bood consists of a pair of shared electrons. The number of
electrons reqUIred to complete an atom's valence shell generally
determines how many bonds thai alom Will form. Four ways of
indICating bonds are shown; the space-filling model comes closest to
representing lh!' actual shape of the molecule {see also Figure 2.17).

Because oxygen (0) is more electronegative than hydrogen (Hl,
Each atom that can share valence electrons has a bonding
shared
electrons are pulled more toward oxygen.
capacity corresponding to the number of covalent bonds the
atom can form. When the bonds form, they give the atom a
This results in a
full complement of electrons in the valence shell. The bondpartial negative
ing capacity of oxygen, for example, is 2. This bonding capaccharge on the
ity is called the atom's valence and usually equals the number
oxygen and a
partial positive
of unpaired electrons required to complete the atom's outercharge on
most (valence) shell. See if you can determine the valences of
the hydrogens.
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon by studying the electron distribution diagrams in Figure 2.9. You can see that the
valence of hydrogen is 1; oxygen, 2; nitrogen, 3; and carbon, 4.
... Figure 2.13 Polar covalent bonds in a water molecule.
However, there are more complicated cases, such as phosphorus (P), another element important to life. Phosphorus can
have a valence of 3, as we would predict from the presence of
3 unpaired electrons in its valence shell. In biologically imecule are quite polar (figure 2.13). Oxygen is one of the most
portant molecules, however, phosphorus can form three sinelectronegative of all the elements, attracting shared electrons
gle bonds and one double bond. Therefore, it can also have a
much more strongly than hydrogen does. In a covalent bond
valence of 5.
between oxygen and hydrogen, the electrons spend more time
The molecules H 2 and O 2 are pure elements rather than
near the oxygen nucleus than they do near the hydrogen nucompounds because a compound is a combination of two or
cleus. Because electrons have a negative charge, the unequal
more different elements. Water, with the molecular formula
sharing of electrons in water causes the oxygen atom to have a
H 20, is a compound. Two atoms of hydrogen are needed to
partial negative charge (indicated by the Greek letter S with a
satisfy the valence of one oxygen atom. figure 2.12c shows
minus sign, S-, or "delta minus~) and each hydrogen atom to
the structure of a water molecule. Water is so important to
have a partial positive charge (0+, or "delta plus~). In contrast,
life that Chapter 3 is devoted entirely to its structure and
the individual bonds ofmethane (CH 4) are much less polar bebehavior.
cause carbon and hydrogen differ much less in electronegativAnother molecule that is a compound is methane, the
ity than do oxygen and hydrogen.
main component of natural gas, with the molecular formula
CH 4 (figure 2.12d). It takes four hydrogen atoms, each with
Ionic Bonds
a valence of I, to complement one atom of carbon, with its
valence of 4. We will look at many other compounds of carIn some cases, t:\vo atoms are so unequal in their attraction for
bon in Chapter 4.
valence electrons that the more electronegative atom strips an
The attraction ofa particular kind of atom for the electrons
electron completely away from its partner. This is what happens
of a covalent bond is called its electronegativity. The more
when an atom ofsodium (II Na) encounters an atom ofchlorine
electronegative an atom, the more strongly it pulls shared
(1,,(:1) (figure 2.14). A sodium atom has a total of 11 electrons,
electrons toward itself. In a covalent
bond between two atoms of the same elThe lone valence electron of a sodium
f} Each resulting ion has a <ompleted
valence shell. An ionic bond can form
ement, the outcome ofthe tug-of-war for atom is transferred to join the 1 valence
between the oppositely charged ions.
common electrons is a standoff; the two electrons of a chlorine atom.
+
atoms are equally electronegative. Such a
bond, in which the electrons are shared
equally, is a nonpolar covalent bond.
For example, the covalent bond of H 2 is
nonpolar, as is the double bond of 02' In
other compounds, however, where one
atom is bonded to a more electronegative
N,
(I
(r
N,'
atom, the electrons of the bond are not
Sodium atom
Chlorine atom
Sodium ion
Chloride ion
shared equally. This type ofbond is called
(a cation)
(an anion)
a polar covalent bond. Such bonds vary
Sodium chloride (Nael)
in their polarity, depending on the relative electronegativity of the two atoms.
... Figure 2.14 Electron transfer and ionic bonding. The attraction between oppositely
For example, the bonds between the oxy- charged atoms. or ions. is an ionic bond. An ionic bond can form between any two oppositely
gen and hydrogen atoms of a water mol- charged ions, even if they have not been formed by transfer of an electron from one to the other.

o
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with its single valence electron in the third electron shell. A
chlorine atom has a total of 17 electrons, with 7 electrons in its
valence shell. When these tv.'o atoms meet, the lone valence
electron ofsodium is transferred to the chlorine atom, and both
atoms end up with their valence shells complete. (Because
sodium no longer has an electron in the third shell, the second
shell is now the valence shell.)
The electron transfer betv.'een the two atoms moves one unit
of negative charge from sodium to chlorine. Sodium, now with
11 protons but only 10 electrons, has a net electrical charge of
1+. A charged atom (or molecule) is called an ion. \Vhen the
charge is positive, the ion is specifically called a cation; the
sodium atom has become a cation. Conversely, the chlorine
atom, having gained an extra electron, now has 17 protons and
18 electrons, giving it a net electrical charge of 1-. It has become a chloride ion-an anion, or negatively charged ion. Because oftheir opposite charges, cations and anions attract each
other; this attraction is called an ionic bond. The transfer ofan
electron is not the formation of a bond; rather, it allows a bond
to form because it results in tv.'o ions. Any tv.'o ions of opposite
charge can form an ionic bond. The ions do not need to have acquired their charge by an electron transfer with each other.
Compounds formed by ionic bonds are called ionic
compounds, or salts. We know the ionic compound sodium
chloride (NaCl) as table salt (figure 2.15). Salts are often
found in nature as crystals of various sizes and shapes. Each
salt crystal is an aggregate of vast numbers of cations and anions bonded by their electrical attraction and arranged in a
three-dimensional lattice. Unlike a covalent compound, which
consists of molecules having a definite size and number of
atoms, an ionic compound does not consist of molecules in
the same sense. The formula for an ionic compound, such as
NaCl, indicates only the ratio of elements in a crystal of the
salt. "NaCl" by itself is not a molecule.
Not all salts have equal numbers of cations and anions. For
example, the ionic compound magnesium chloride (MgCl2)
has two chloride ions for each magnesium ion. Magnesium
(12Mg) must lose 2 outer electrons ifthe atom is to have a com-

plete valence shell, so it tends to be<ome a cation with a net
charge of2+ (Mg 2 +). One magnesium cation can therefore
form ionic bonds with two chloride anions.
The term ion also applies to entire molecules that are electrically charged. In the salt ammonium chloride (NH 4 Cl), for
instance, the anion is a single chloride ion (0-), but the cation
is ammonium (l\.TH 4 +), a nitrogen atom with four covalently
bonded hydrogen atoms. The whole ammonium ion has an
electrical charge of 1 + because it is 1 electron short.
Environment affects the strength of ionic bonds. In a dry
salt crystal, the bonds are so strong that it takes a hammer and
chisel to break enough of them to crack the crystal in two. If
the same salt crystal is dissolved in water, however, the ionic
bonds are much weaker because each ion is partially shielded
by its interactions with water molecules. Most drugs are manufactured as salts because they are quite stable when dry but
can dissociate easily in water. In the next chapter, you will learn
how water dissolves salts.

Weak Chemical Bonds
In organisms, most of the strongest chemical bonds are covalent bonds, which link atoms to form a cell's molecules. But
weaker bonding within and between molecules is also indispensable in the cell, contributing greatly to the emergent
properties of life. Most important large biological molecules
are held in their functional form by weak bonds. In addition,
when two molecules in the cell make contact, they may adhere
temporarily by weak bonds. The reversibility ofweak bonding
can be an advantage: Two molecules can come together, respond to one another in some way, and then separate.
Certain types of weak chemical bonds are important in organisms. One is the ionic bond as it exists betv.'een ions dissociated in water, which we just discussed. Another type ofweak
bond, known as a hydrogen bond, is also crucial to life.

Hydrogen Bonds
Among the various kinds of weak chemical bonds, hydrogen
bonds are so important in the chemistry of life that they deserve special attention. A hydrogen bond forms when a hydrogen atom covalently bonded to one electronegative atom
is also attracted to another electronegative atom. In living
cells, the electronegative partners are usually oxygen or nitrogen atoms. Refer to figure 2.16 to examine the simple case of
hydrogen bonding between water (H 2 0) and ammonia
(NH 3). In the next chapter, we'll see how the hydrogen bonds
between water molecules allow some insects to walk on water.

Van der Waals Interactions
.... figure 2.15 A sodium chloride crystal. The sodium ions
(Na+) and chloride Ions {Cn are held together by Ionic bonds The
formula NaCI tells us that the ratio of Na+ to (1- is 1 1.
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Even a molecule with nonpolar covalent bonds may have
positively and negatively charged regions. Electrons are not
always symmetrically distributed in such a molecule; at any

s orbital

~

A hydrogen bond results
from the attraction
between the partial
_---~ positive charge on the
hydrogen atom of water
and the partial negative
charge on the nitrogen
atom of ammonia.

,.

,

r-::27

Four hybrid orbitals
Three p orbitals

::;/ y

Tetrahedron
(al Hybridization of orbitals. The single s and three p orbitals of a
valence shell involved in covalent bonding combine to form four
teardrop-shaped hybrid orbitals. These orbitals eKtend to the four
corners of an Imaginary tetrahedron {outlined in red}.
Space-filling
Model

Ball·and-stick
Model

... Figure 2.16 A hydrogen bond.
,.)jbQ'" Draw five water molecules using stru([ural formulas and
indicating partial charges, and show how they can make hydrogen
bonds with each other.

instant, they may accumulate by chance in
one part of the molecule or another. The results are ever-changing regions of positive
and negative charge that enable all atoms
and molecules to stick to one another.
These van der Waals interactions are weak
and occur only when atoms and molecules are
very close together. In spite oftheir weakness, van der Waals interactions were
recently shown to be responsible for
the ability of a gecko lizard (left) to walk
up a wall. Each gecko toe has hundreds of
thousands of tiny hairs, with multiple projections at the hair's tip that increase surface area. Apparently, the van der Waals
interactions between the hair tip molecules and the molecules of the wall's surface are so numerous that despite their
individual weakness, together they can
support the gecko's body weight.
Van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds
in water, and other weak bonds may form not only between
molecules but also between different regions of a single
large molecule, such as a protein. Although these bonds are
individually weak, their cumulative effect is to reinforce the
three-dimensional shape of a large molecule. You will learn
more about the very important biological roles of weak
bonds in Chapter 5.

Molecular Shape and Function
A molecule has a characteristic size and shape. The precise
shape ofa molecule is usually very important to its function in
the living cell.

.
Hybrid·orbital Model
(with ball-and-stlCk
model superimposed)

Unbonded_-,<"
electron
pair

Methane (CH4)
(b) Molecular-shape models. Three models representing molecular
shape are shown for water and methane. The positions of the
hybrid orbitals determine the shapes of the molecules.
... Figure 2.17 Molecular shapes due to hybrid orbitals.

A molecule consisting of two atoms, such as H2 or O 2, is always linear, but molecules with more than two atoms have
more complicated shapes. These shapes are determined by
the positions of the atoms' orbitals. When an atom forms covalent bonds, the orbitals in its valence shell rearrange. For
atoms with valence electrons in both sand p orbitals (review
Figure 2. 10), the single s and three p orbitals hybridize to form
four new hybrid orbitals shaped like identical teardrops extending from the region of the atomic nucleus (Figure 2.17a).
If we connect the larger ends of the teardrops with lines, we
have the outline of a geometric shape called a tetrahedron,
similar to a pyramid.
For the water molecule (H 2 0), two of the hybrid orbitals
in the oxygen atom's valence shell are shared with hydrogen
atoms (Figure 2.17b). The result is a molecule shaped
roughly like a V, with its two covalent bonds spread apart at
an angle of 104.5".
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The methane molecule (CH 4 ) has the shape ofa completed
tetrahedron because all four hybrid orbitals of carbon are
shared with hydrogen atoms (see Figure 2.17b). The nucleus of
the carbon is at the center, with its four covalent bonds radiating to hydrogen nuclei at the corners of the tetrahedron.
Larger molecules containing multiple carbon atoms, including many of the molecules that make up living matter, have
more complex overall shapes. However, the tetrahedral shape
of a carbon atom bonded to four other atoms is often a repeating motif within such molecules.
Molecular shape is crucial in biology because it determines
how biological molecules recognize and respond to one another with specificity. Only molecules with complementary
shapes can form weak bonds with each other. We can see this
specificity in the effe<ts of opiates, drugs derived from opium.
Opium's narcotic effects have been known since ancient
times. During the 1800s, morphine was isolated from opium,

K"

•

Carbon
Hydrogen

Natural endorphin

••
•

and heroin was synthesized from morphine. These opiates
relieve pain and alter mood by binding to specific receptor
mole<ules on the surface of brain cells. Why would brain cells
carry re<eptors for opiates, compounds not made by our
bodies? The discovery of endorphins in 1975 answered this
question. Endorphins are signaling molecules made by the
pituitary gland that bind to the receptors, relieving pain and
producing euphoria during times of stress, such as intense exercise. It turns out that opiates have shapes similar to endorphins and mimic them by binding to endorphin receptors in
the brain. That is why opiates and endorphins have similar effects (Figure 2.18). The role of molecular shape in brain
chemistry illustrates the relationship between structure and
function, one of biology's unifying themes.
CONCEPT

CHECK

2.3

I. Why does the following structure fail to make sense
chemically?
H-C~C-H

Nitrogen
Sulfur
Oxygen

Morphine

2. Explain what holds together the atoms in a crystal of
magnesium chloride (Mg0 2 ).
i1I A If you were a pharmaceutical researcher,
3.
why would you want to learn the three-dimensional
shapes of naturally occurring signaling molecules?

_"im-

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r~'~::~:I~~~ctions make

and break chemical bonds

(a) Structures of endorphin and morphine. The boxed portion of
the endorphin molecule (left) binds to receptor molecules on target
cells in the brain The boxed portion of the morphine molecule
(right) is a dose match.

The making and breaking of chemical bonds, leading to
changes in the composition of matter, are called chemical
reactions. An example is the reaction between hydrogen and
oxygen that forms water:

Natural
endorphin

Brain cell

+

Endorphin
receptors

(b) Binding to endorphin receptors. Both endorphin and morphine
can bind to endorphin receptors on the surface of a brain cell.
... Figure 2.18 A molecular mimic. Morphine affects pain
perception and emotional state by mimicking the brain's natural
endorphins.
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2H 2

+
Reactants

0,
Reaction

This reaction breaks the covalent bonds of H 2 and O 2 and
forms the new bonds of H 20. When we write a chemical reaction, we use an arrow to indicate the conversion of the starting materials, called the reactants, to the products. The

coefficients indicate the number of molecules involved; for example, the coefficient 2 in front ofthe H 2 means that the reaction starts with two molecules of hydrogen. Notice that all
atoms of the reactants must be accounted for in the products.
Matter is conserved in a chemical reaction: Reactions cannot
create or destroy matter but can only rearrange it.
Photosynthesis, which takes place within the cells of green
plant tissues, is a particularly important example of how
chemical reactions rearrange matter. Humans and other animals ultimately depend on photosynthesis for food and oxygen, and this process is at the foundation of almost all
ecosystems. The following chemical shorthand summarizes
the process of photosynthesis:

The raw materials of photosynthesis are carbon dioxide
(C0 2 ), which is taken from the air, and water (HPJ, which is
absorbed from the soil. Within the plant cells, sunlight powers the conversion of these ingredients to a sugar called glucose (C6H 12°6) and oxygen molecules (02)' a by-product that
the plant releases into the surroundings (Figure 2.19). Although photosynthesis is actually a sequence of many chemical reactions, we still end up with the same number and kinds

of atoms we had when we started. Matter has simply been rearranged, with an input of energy provided by sunlight.
All chemical reactions are reversible, with the products of
the forward reaction becoming the reactants for the reverse
reaction. For example, hydrogen and nitrogen molecules can
combine to form ammonia, but ammonia can also decompose
to regenerate hydrogen and nitrogen:

3H 2 +

The two opposite-headed arrows indicate that the reaction is
reversible.
One of the factors affecting the rate of a reaction is the concentration of reactants. The greater the concentration of reactant molecules, the more frequently they collide with one
another and have an opportunity to react and form products.
The same holds true for products. As products accumulate,
collisions resulting in the reverse reaction become more frequent. Eventually, the forward and reverse reactions occur at
the same rate, and the relative concentrations of products and
reactants stop changing. The point at which the reactions offset one another exactly is called chemical equilibrium. This
is a dynamic equilibrium; reactions are still going on, but with
no net effect on the concentrations of reactants and products.
Equilibrium does not mean that the reactants and products
are equal in concentration, but only that their concentrations
have stabilized at a particular ratio. The reaction involving ammonia reaches equilibrium when ammonia decomposes as
rapidly as it forms. In some chemical reactions, the equilibrium point may lie so far to the right that these reactions go essentially to completion; that is, virtually all the reactants are
converted to products.
We will return to the subject of chemical reactions after
more detailed study of the various types of molecules that
are important to life. In the next chapter, we focus on water, the substance in which all the chemical processes of organisms occur.
CONCEPT

.. Figure 2.19 Photosynthesis: a solar-powered
rearrangement of matter. Elodea, a freshwater plant. produces
sugar by rearranging the atoms of carbon dioxide and water in the
chemical process known as photosynthesis. which is powered by
sunlight. Much of the sugar is then converted to other food molecules.
Oxygen gas (0 1 ) is a by-product of photosynthesis; notice the bubbles
of orygen escaping from the leaves in the photo.
n Explain how this photo relates to the reactants and products in
. . the equation for photosynthesis given in the above text. (you will
learn more about photosynthesis in Chapter 10.)

N2~2NH3

CHECK

2.4

1. Refer to the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen
that forms water, shown with ball-and-stick models
on page 42. Draw the Lewis dot structures representing this reaction.
2. Which types of chemical reactions occur faster at
equilibrium, the formation of products from reactants, or reactants from products?
3• • ',lIlfUIA Write an equation that uses the products of photosynthesis as reactants and uses the reactants as products. Add energy as another product.
This new equation describes a process that occurs in
your cells. Describe this equation in words. How does
this equation relate to breathing?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

• i,'IIiI'_ 2.1
Matter consists of chemical elements in pure form and
in combinations called compounds (pp. 31-32)
.. Elements and Compounds Elements cannot be broken
down chemically to other substances. A compound contains
two or more different elements in a fixed ratio.
.. Essential Elements of Life Carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and
nitrogen make up approximately 96% of living matter.
Investigation How Are Space Rocks Analyzed for Signs ofUfe?

-i·lllii'- 2.3
The formation and function of molecules depend on
chemical bonding between atoms (pp. 38-42)
.. Covalent Bonds Chemical bonds form when atoms interact
and complete their valence shells. Covalent bonds form when
pairs of electrons are shared.

:0'+'9: -

H·+H·_H:H

0::0
Dc>uble
co_alent bond

Molecules consist of two or more covalently bonded atoms.
Electrons of a polar covalent bond are pulled closer to the
more electronegative atom. Ifboth atoms are the same, they
have the same electronegativity, and the covalent bond is
nonpolar.
.. Ionic Bonds

.i,'I'i"_ 2.2

Ionic bond
"

An element's properties depend on the structure of its
atoms (pp. 32-37)
.. Subatomic Particles An atom, the smallest unit of an
element, has the following components:

"""'-element~~
""2-0

Protons (+ charge)
determine

Neutrons (no charge)
determine isotope

Electrons (- charge)
form negatIVe doud
and determine
chemical behilllior

Atom

.. Atomic Number and Atomic Mass An electrically neutral
atom has equal numbers of electrons and protons; the number of protons determines the atomic number. The atomic
mass is measurecl in daltons and is roughly equal to the sum
of protons plus neutrons.
.. Isotopes Isotopes of an element differ from each other in
neutron number and therefore mass. Unstable isotopes give
off particles and energy as radioactivity.
.. The Energy levels of Electrons In an atom, electrons occupy specific energy shells; the electrons in a shell have a
characteristic energy level.
.. Electron Distribution and Chemical Properties
Electron distribution in shells determines the chemical behavior of an atom. An atom that has an incomplete valence
shell is reactive.
.. Electron Orbitals Electrons exist in orbitals,
three-dimensional spaces with specific shapes
that are components of electron shells.

_N·if.M
Activity Structure of the Atomic Nucleus
Acti\"lty EleClron Arrangement
Acti\"lty Build an Atom
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"

I§l

"

,

N.
Sodium atom

-

Electron
transfer
forms IOn~

-

CI
Chlonne atom

•
I§l
No"
Sodium ion
(a catIOn)

cr

Chlonde IOn
(an anion)

.. Weak Chemical Bonds A hydrogen bond is an attraction
between a hydrogen atom carrying a partial positive charge
(8+) and an electronegative atom (8-). Van der Waals interactions occur between transiently positive and negative regions
of molecules. Weak bonds reinforce the shapes of large molecules and help molecules adhere to each other.
.. Molecular Shape and Function A molecule's shape is determined by the positions of its atoms' valence orbitals. Covalent bonds result in hybrid orbitals, which are responsible for
the shapes of H20, C~, and many more complex biological
molecules. Shape is usually the basis for the recognition of
one biological molecule by another.

_S'joIf.M
Activity

Coval~nt

Bonds

Acti,ity NonJlOlar and Polar Molecules
Acti,ity Ionic Bonds
Acti,ity H)'drogen Bonds

.i

'i"i'- 2.4

Chemical reactions make and break chemical
bonds (pp. 42-43)
.. Chemical reactions change reactants into products while conserving matter. All chemical reactions are theoretically reversible. Chemical equilibrium is reached when the forward
and reverse reaction rates are equal.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. In the term trace clement, the modifier trace means
a. the element is required in very small amounts.
b. the element can be used as a label to trace atoms through
an organism's metabolism.
c. the element is very rare on Earth.
d. the element enhances health but is not essential for the
organism's long-term surviV'dl.
e. the element passes rapidly through the organism.

9.

"P.W'"

Dmw Lewis structures for each hypothetical
molecule shown below, using the correct number of valence
electrons for each atom. Determine which molecule makes
sense because each atom has a complete valence shell and
each bond has the correct number of electrons. Explain what
makes the other molecules nonsensical, considering the
number of bonds each type of atom can make.

..

c.

H

H

I

I

H-C-H-C=O

I

2. Compared with 31 P, the radioactive isotope 32p has
a. a different atomic number. d. one more electron.
b. one more neutron,
e. a different charge.
c. one more proton.
3. Atoms can be represented by simply listing the number of
protons, neutrons, and electrons-for example, 2p +; 2no; 2efor helium, Which one of the following lists represents the 180
isotope of oxygen?
a.6p+;8no;6ed.7p+;2no;geb. 8p+; lOne; 8ee. IOp+;8no;gec.9p+;9no;ge-

O=C-H

H

H H

I

I

o

H-O-C-C=O

I

b.

H

I

d.

H-N=H

For Self-Qui~ anJwtrs, Jee Appmdix A.

-Xi!J·It·w Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
4. The atomic number of sulfur is 16. Sulfur combines with
hydrogen by covalent bonding to form a compound, hydrogen
sulfide. Based on the number of valence electrons in a sulfur
atom, predict the molecular formula of the compound:
a. H$
b. HS 2
C. H2S
d. H 3S:l
e. H4$
5. The reactivity of an atom arises from
a. the average distance of the outermost electron shell
from the nucleus.
b. the existence of unpaired electrons in the valence shell.
c. the sum of the potential energies of all the electron shells.
d. the potential energy of the valence shell.
e. the energy difference between the sand p orbitals.
6. \Vhich statement is true of all atoms that are anions?
a. The atom has more electrons than protons.
b. The atom has more protons than electrons.
c. The atom has fewer protons than does a neutral atom of
the same element.
d. The atom has more neutrons than protons.
e. The net charge is 1-.
7. What coefficients must be placed in the following blanks so
that all atoms are accounted for in the products?

Ct;H 120 6 ------+ __ C2H60
a. 1; 2

b. 2; 2

c. 1; 3

+ __C02

d. 1; 1

10. The percentages of naturally occurring elements making up the
human body (see Table 2.1) are similar to the percentages of
these elements found in other organisms. How could you
account for this similarity among organisms?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
11. Female silkworm moths (Bombyx man) attract males by
emitting chemical signals that spread through the air. A male
hundreds of meters away can detect these molecules and fly
to\'fdrd their source. The sensory organs responsible for this
behavior are the comblike antennae visible in the photogmph
here. Each filament of an antenna is equipped with thousands of
receptor cells that detect the sex
attmctant. Based on what you learned
in this chapter, propose a hypothesis
to account for the ability of the male
moth to detect a specific molecule in
the presence of many other molecules
in the air. What predictions does your
hypothesis make? Design an
experiment to test one of these
predictions.

e. 3; I

8. \Vhich of the following statements correctly describes any
chemical reaction that has reached equilibrium?
a. The concentrations of products and reactants are equal.
b. The rates of the forward and reverse reactions are equal,
c. Both forward and reverse reactions have halted.
d. The reaction is now irreversible.
e. No reactants remain.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
12. While waiting at an airport, Neil Campbell once overheard this
claim: "It's paranoid and ignorant to worry about industry or
agriculture contaminating the environment with their chemical
wastes. After all, this stuff is just made of the same atoms that
were already present in our environment~ How would you
counter this argument?
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Fitness of the'''---.."
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KEY

3.1
3.2

3.3

CONCEPTS

The polarity of water molecules results in
hydrogen bonding
Four emergent properties of water contribute
to Earth's fitness for life
Acidic and basic conditions affect living
organisms

r,I";,,'i

Y-

The Molecule That Supports
All of Life

s astronomers study newly discovered planets orbit·
ing distant stars, they hope to find evidence of water
on these far-off celestial bodies, for water is the substance that makes possible life as we know it here on Earth. All
organisms familiar to us are made mostly of water and live in
an environment dominated by water. Water is the biological
medium here on Earth, and possibly on other planets as well.
Three-quarters of Earth's surface is submerged in water
(Figure 3.1). Although most of this water is in liquid form,
water is also present on Earth as ice and vapor. Water is the
only common substance to exist in the natural environment in
all three physical states of matter: solid, liquid, and gas. The
abundance of water is a major reason Earth is habitable. In a
classic book called The Fitness of the Environment, ecologist
Lawrence Henderson highlights the importance of water to
life. While acknowledging that life adapts to its environment
through natural selection, Henderson emphasizes that for life
to exist at all, the environment must first be a suitable abode.
Life on Earth began in water and evolved there for 3 billion
years before spreading onto land. Modern life, even terrestrial
(land-dwelling) life, remains tied to water. An living organisms
require water more than any other substance. Human beings,
for example, can survive for quite a few weeks without food,
but only a week or so without water. Molecules of water par-
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.... Figure 3.1 Why does the abundance of water allow life
to exist on the planet Earth?
tidpate in many chemical reactions necessary to sustain life.
Most cells are surrounded by water, and cells themselves are
about 70-95% water.
What properties of the simple water molecule allow it to
function as a support to all living organisms? In this chapter,
you will learn how the structure of a water molecule allows
it to interact with other molecules, including other water
molecules. This ability leads to unique emergent properties
that support and maintain living systems on our planet.
Your objective in this chapter is to develop a conceptual understanding of how water contributes to the fitness of Earth
for life.

r;~:t;::r~~1of water molecules
results in hydrogen bonding

Water is so common that it is easy to overlook the fact that
it is an exceptional substance with many extraordinary qualities. Following the theme of emergent properties, we can
trace water's unique behavior to the structure and interactions of its molecules.
Studied in isolation, the water molecule is deceptively simple. It is shaped something like a wide V, with its two hydrogen
atoms joined to the oxygen atom by single covalent bonds. Be·
cause oxygen is more electronegative than hydrogen, the electrons ofthe covalent bonds spend more time closer to oxygen
than to hydrogen; in other words, they are polar covalent
bonds (see Figure 2.13). This unequal distribution ofelectrons
makes water a polar molecule, meaning that the two ends of
the molecule have opposite charges: The oxygen region of the
molecule has a partial negative charge (&-), and the hydrogens have a partial positive charge (&+).
The anomalous properties of water arise from attractions
between its polar molecules: The slightly positive hydrogen of

r::~7::e~~~nt properties
f--- Hydrogen
bond

of water contribute to Earth's
fitness for life

We will examine four emergent properties of water that contribute to Earth's suitability as an environment for life: cohesive behavior, ability to moderate temperature, expansion
upon freezing, and versatility as a solvent.

Cohesion

... Figure 3.2 Hydrogen bonds between water molecules.
The charged regions of a polar water molecule arE' attracted to
oppositely charged parts of neighboring molecules. Each molecule can
hydrogen-bond to multiple partners. and these assoCiations afe
constantly changing.

one molecule is attracted to the slightly negative oxygen of a
nearby molecule. The two molecules are thus held together by

Water molecules stay close to each other as a result of hydrogen bonding. Although the arrangement of molecules in a
sample of liquid water is constantly changing, at any given
moment many of the molecules are linked by multiple hydrogen bonds. These linkages make water more structured than
most other liquids. Collectively, the hydrogen bonds hold the
substance together, a phenomenon called cohesion.
Cohesion due to hydrogen bonding contributes to the
transport of water and dissolved nutrients against gravity in
plants (Figure 3.3). Water from the roots reaches the leaves
through a network ofwater-conducting cells. As water evaporates from a leaf, hydrogen bonds cause water molecules leaving the veins to tug on molecules farther down, and the upward
pull is transmitted through the water-conducting cells all the
way to the roots. Adhesion, the clinging of one substance to

a hydrogen bond (Figure 3.2). \Vhen water is in its liquid
form, its hydrogen bonds are very fragile, each about Y'Q as

strong as a covalent bond. The hydrogen bonds form, break,
and re·form with great frequency. Each lasts only a few tril·
lionths of a second, but the mole<ules are constantly forming
new hydrogen bonds with a succession of partners. Therefore,
at any instant, a substantial percentage of all the water molecules are hydrogen-bonded to their neighbors. The extraordinary qualities of water are emergent properties resulting from
the hydrogen bonding that orders molecules into a higher
level of structural organization.
CONCEPT

CHECK

Adhesion of the water to cell walls
by hydrogen bonds helps resist the
downward pull of gravity.

Water'conducting
cells

3.1

1. What is electronegativity, and how does it affect interactions between water molecules?
2. Why is it unlikely that two neighboring water mole·
cules would be arranged like this?

3. _','!:f.illjM What would be the effect on the properties of the water molecule if oxygen and hydrogen had
equal electronegativity?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Direction
of water
movement

f

, lS0).lm '

Cohesion due to
hydrogen bonds
between water
molecules helps
hold together
the column of
water within
the cells.

... Figure 3.3 Water transport in plants. Evaporation from
leaves pulls water upward from the roots through water-conducting
cells, Because of the properties of cohesion and adhesion, the tallest
trees can transport water more than 100 m upward-approximately
one-quarter the height of the Empire Stale Building in New York City.
CHfJ,PTER THREE
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.... Figure 3.4 Walking on water. The high surface tenSion of
water, resulting from the collective strength of its hydrogen bonds.
allows the water strider to walk on the surface of a pond.
another, also plays a role. Adhesion ofwater to cell walls by hy·
drogen bonds helps counter the downward pull of gravity (see
Figure 3.3).
Related to cohesion is surface tension, a measure of how
difficult it is to stretch or break the surface of a liquid. Water
has a greater surface tension than most other liquids. At the
interface between water and air is an ordered arrangement of
water molecules, hydrogen-bonded to one another and to the
water below. This makes the water behave as though coated
with an invisible film. You can observe the surface tension of
water by slightly overfilling a drinking glass; the water will
stand above the rim. In a more biological example, some ani·
mals can stand, walk, or run on water without breaking the
surface (Figure 3.4).

Moderation of Temperature
Water moderates air temperature by absorbing heat from air
that is warmer and releasing the stored heat to air that is
cooler. Water is effective as a heat bank because it can absorb
or release a relatively large amount of heat with only a slight
change in its own temperature. To understand this capability
of water, we must first look briefly at heat and temperature.

Heat and Temperature
Anything that moves has kinetic energy, the energy of motion.
Atoms and molecules have kinetic energy because they are al·
ways moving, although not necessarily in any particular direction. The faster a molecule moves, the greater its kinetic
energy. Heat is a form ofenergy. For a given body of matter, the
amount of heat is a measure of the matter's rotal kinetic energy
due to motion of its molecules; thus, heat depends in part on
the matter's volume. Although heat is related to temperature,
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they are not the same thing. Temperature is a measure of heat
intensity that represents the average kinetic energy of the molecules, regardless of volume. When water is heated in a coffeemaker, the average speed ofthe molecules increases, and the
thermometer records this as a rise in temperature ofthe liquid.
The amount of heat also increases in this case. Note, however,
that although the pot of coffee has a much higher temperature
than, say, the water in a swimming pool, the swimming pool
contains more heat because of its much greater volume.
Whenever two objects ofdifferent temperature are brought
together, heat passes from the warmer to the cooler object until the two are the same temperature. Molecules in the cooler
object speed up at the expense of the kinetic energy of the
warmer object. An ice cube cools a drink not by adding coldness to the liquid, but by absorbing heat from the liquid as the
ice itself melts.
Throughout this book, we will use the Celsius scale to indicate temperature (Celsius degrees are abbreviated 'C). At
sea level, water freezes at O'C and boils at lOO'C The temperature of the human body averages 37'C, and comfortable
room temperature is about 20-25'C
One convenient unit of heat used in this book is the calorie
(cal). A calorie is the amount of heat it takes to raise the temperature of I g ofwater by IOC Conversely, a calorie is also the
amount of heat that I g of water releases when it cools by I'C
A kilocalorie (kcal), 1,000 cal, is the quantity ofheat required
to raise the temperature of I kilogram (kg) of water by I'C
(The ~calories" on food packages are actually kilocalories.) Another energy unit used in this book is the joule (J). One joule
equals 0.239 cal; one calorie equals 4.184 J.
Water~ High Specific Heat

The ability ofwater to stabilize temperature stems from its relatively high specific heat. The specific heat ofa substance is defined as the amount of heat that must be absorbed or lost for
1 g of that substance to change its temperature by I'C We
already know water's specific heat because we have defined a
calorie as the amount of heat that causes I g of water to change
its temperature by I'C Therefore, the specific heat of water is
I calorie per gram per degree Celsius, abbreviated as I cal/g/'C
Compared with most other substances, water has an unusually
high spedfic heat. For example, ethyl alcohol, the type of alco·
hoI in alcoholic beverages, has a specific heat of 0.6 cal/gl°C;
that is, only 0.6 cal is required to raise the temperature of I g of
ethyl alcohol I"C
Because of the high specific heat of water relative to other
materials, water will change its temperature less when it absorbs or loses a given amountofheat. The reason you can burn
your fingers by touching the side of a metal pot on the stove
when the water in the pot is still lukewarm is that the specific
heat of water is ten times greater than that of iron. In other
words, the same amount of heat will raise the temperature of
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... Figure 3.5 Effect of a large body of water on climate.
8y absorbing or releasing heat, oceans moderate coastal climates. In
this example from an August day in Southern California, the relatively
cool ocean reduces coastal air temperatures by absorbing heat.

I g of the iron much faster than the temperature of I g of the
water. Specific heat can be thought of as a measure of how well
a substance resists changing its temperature when it absorbs
or releases heat. Water resists changing its temperature; when
it does change its temperature, it absorbs or loses a relatively
large quantity of heat for each degree of change.
We can trace water's high specific heat, like many onts other
properties, to hydrogen bonding. Heat must be absorbed in order to break hydrogen bonds, and heat is released when hydrogen bonds form. A calorie of heat causes a relatively small
change in the temperature of water because much of the heat
is used to disrupt hydrogen bonds before the water molecules
can begin moving faster. And when the temperature of water
drops slightly, many additional hydrogen bonds form, releasing
a considerable amount of energy in the form of heat.
\Vhat is the relevance of water's high specific heat to life on
Earth? A large body of water can absorb and store a huge
amount ofheat from the sun in the daytime and during summer
while warming up only a few degrees. And at night and during
winter, the gradually cooling water can warm the air. This is the
reason coastal areas generally have milder climates than inland
regions (Figure 3.5). The high specific heat of water also tends
to stabilize ocean temperatures, creating a favorable environment for marine life. Thus, because onts high specific heat, the
water that covers most of Earth keeps temperature fluctuations
on land and in water within limits that permit life. Also, because
organisms are made primarily ofwater, they are more able to resist changes in their own temperature than if they were made of
a liquid with a lower specific heat.

Evaporative Cooling
Molecules of any liquid stay close together because they are
attracted to one another. Molecules moving fast enough to
overcome these attractions can depart the liquid and enter the
air as gas. This transformation from a liquid to a gas is caned
vaporization, or evaporation. Recan that the speed of molecular movement varies and that temperature is the average kinetic energy of molecules. Even at low temperatures, the
speediest molecules can escape into the air. Some evaporation

occurs at any temperature; a glass of water at room temperature, for example, will eventually evaporate. If a liquid is
heated, the average kinetic energy of molecules increases and
the liquid evaporates more rapidly.
Heat of vaporization is the quantity of heat a liquid must
absorb for 1 g of it to be converted from the liquid to the
gaseous state. For the same reason that water has a high specific heat, it also has a high heat of vaporization relative to
most other liquids. To evaporate 1 g of water at 2S"C, about
580 cal of heat is needed-nearly double the amount needed
to vaporize a gram of alcohol or ammonia. Water's high heat
of vaporization is another emergent property caused by hydrogen bonds, which must be broken before the molecules
can make their exodus from the liquid.
The high amount ofenergy required to vaporize water has a
wide range of effects. On a global scale, for example, it helps
moderate Earth's climate. A considerable amount of solar heat
absorbed by tropical seas is consumed during the evaporation
of surface water. Then, as moist tropical air circulates poleward, it releases heat as it condenses and forms rain. On an organismal level. water's high heat of vaporization accounts for
the severity ofsteam burns. These burns are caused by the heat
energy released when steam condenses into liquid on the skin.
As a liquid evaporates, the surface ofthe liquid that remains
behind cools down. This evaporative cooling occurs because
the "hottest" molecules, those with the greatest kinetic energy,
are the most likely to leave as gas. It is as if the hundred fastest
runners at a college transferred to another school; the average
speed of the remaining students would decline.
Evaporative cooling of water contributes to the stability of
temperature in lakes and ponds and also provides a mechanism that prevents terrestrial organisms from overheating.
For example, evaporation of water from the leaves of a plant
helps keep the tissues in the leaves from becoming too warm
in the sunlight. Evaporation of sweat from human skin dissipates body heat and helps prevent overheating on a hot day or
when excess heat is generated by strenuous activity. High humidity on a hot day increases discomfort because the high
concentration of water vapor in the air inhibits the evaporation of sweat from the body.

Insulation of Bodies of Water by Floating Ice
Water is one of the few substances that are less dense as a solid
than as a liquid. In other words, ice floats in liquid water.
While other materials contract when they solidify, water expands. The cause of this exotic behavior is, once again, hydrogen bonding. At temperatures above 4"C, water behaves like
other liquids, expanding as it warms and contracting as it
cools. Water begins to freeze when its molecules are no longer
moving vigorously enough to break their hydrogen bonds. As
the temperature falls to D'C, the water becomes locked into a
crystalline lattice, each water molecule hydrogen-bonded to
CHfJ,PTER THREE
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liquid water

I"
Hydfog~n bonds

are stable

... Figure 3.6 Ice: crystalline structure
and floating barrier. In ice. each molecule
is hydrogen-bonded to four neighbors in a
three-dimensional crystal. Because the crystal is
spacious. ice has fewer molecules than an

Hydrogen bonds break and re·form

equal volume of liquid water In other words.
ice is less dense than liquid water. Floating ICe
becomes a barrier that protects the liquid
water below from the colder air. The marine
organism shown here is a type of shrimp called

four partners (Figure 3.6). The hydrogen bonds keep the
molecules at uarm's length;' far enough apart to make ice
about 10% less dense (10% fewer molecules for the same vol~
ume) than liquid water at 4·C. When ice absorbs enough heat
for its temperature to rise above D'C, hydrogen bonds bern'een molecules are disrupted. As the crystal collapses, the
ice melts, and molecules are free to slip closer together. Water
reaches its greatest density at 4"C and then begins to expand
as the molecules move faster. Keep in mind, however, that
even in liquid water, many of the molecules are connected by
hydrogen bonds, though only transiently: The hydrogen
bonds are constantly breaking and re-forming.
The ability of ice to float because of the expansion of water
as it solidifies is an important factor in the fitness of the environment. Ifice sank, then eventually all ponds, lakes, and even
oceans would freeze solid, making life as we know it impossi·
ble on Earth. During summer, only the upper few inches ofthe
ocean would thaw. Instead, when a deep body of water cools,
the floating ice insulates the liquid water below, preventing it
from freezing and allowing life to exist under the frozen surface, as shown in the photo in Figure 3.6.

krill; it was photographed beneath floating ice
in the Antarctic Ocean.

n

If warer did not form hydrogen bonds.

. . what would happen 10 theshrimp's
environment?

works better than water. However, water is not a universal sol·
vent; ifit were, it would dissolve any container in which it was
stored, including our cells. But water is a very versatile solvent,
a quality we can trace to the polarity of the water molecule.
Suppose, for example, that a spoonful of table salt, the
ionic compound sodium chloride (NaCl), is placed in water
(Figure 3.7). At the surface of each grain, or crystal, of salt,
the sodium and chloride ions are exposed to the solvent.
These ions and the water molecules have a mutual affinity
owing to the attraction between opposite charges. The oxygen

Negative
oxygen regions
of polar water 1__7 '
molecules are
attracted to sodium
cations (Na+j.
Positive
hydrogen regions
of water molecules
cling to chloride
anions (CI-j.

The Solvent of Life
Asugar cube placed in aglassofwaterwill dissolve. The glass will
then contain a uniform mixture of sugar and water; the concentration of dissolved sugar will be the same everywhere in the
mixture. A liquid that is a completely homogeneous mixture of
two or more substances is called asolution. The dissolving agent
ofa solution is the solvent, and the substance that is dissolved is
the solute. In this case, water is the solvent and sugar is the
solute. An aqueous solution isone in which water is the solvent.
The medieval alchemists tried to find a universal solvent,
one that would dissolve anything. They learned that nothing
50
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... Figure 3.7 Table salt dissolving in water. A sphere of waler
molecules. called a hydration shell. surrounds each solute ion,

R

What would happen if you heated this solution for a long time?

This oxygen is
attracted to a slight
positive charge on
the lysozyme
molecule.

This hydrogen is attracted to a slight
negative charge on the lysozyme molecule.
Cal Lysozyme molecule in a nonaqueous
environment

Cb) Lysozyme molecule (purple) in an aqueous
environment such as tears or saliva

(c) Ionic and polar regions on the protein's surface
attract water molecules,

... Figure 3.8 A water-soluble protein. This figure shows human lysozyme, a protein found
in tears and saliva that has antibacterial action,

regions of the water molecules are negatively charged and
ding to sodium cations. The hydrogen regions are positively
charged and are attracted to chloride anions. As a result, water
mole<:ules surround the individual sodium and chloride ions,
separating and shielding them from one another. The sphere of
water molecules around each dissolved ion is called a
hydration shell Working inward from the surface of each salt
crystal, water eventually dissolves all the ions. The result is a solution of two solutes, sodium cations and chloride anions, homogeneously mixed with water, the solvent. Other ionic
compounds also dissolve in water. Seawater, for instance, contains a great variety of dissolved ions, as do living cells.
A compound does not need to be ionic to dissolve in water;
many compounds made up of nonionic polar molecules, such
as sugars, are also water-soluble. Such compounds dissolve
when water molecules surround each of the solute molecules,
forming hydrogen bonds with them. Even molecules as large
as proteins can dissolve in water if they have ionic and polar
regions on their surface (Figure 3.8). Many different kinds of
polar compounds are dissolved (along with ions) in the water
ofsuch biological fluids as blood, the sap of plants, and the liquid within all cells. Water is the solvent of life.

Hydrophilic and Hydrophobic Substances
Any substance that has an affinity for water is said to be
hydrophilic (from the Greek hydro, water, and philios, loving). In some cases, substances can be hydrophilic without
actually dissolving. For example, some molecules in cells are
so large that they do not dissolve. Instead, they remain suspended in the aqueous liquid of the cell. Such a mixture is
an example of a colloid, a stable suspension of fine particles
in a liquid. Another example of a hydrophilic substance that
does not dissolve is cotton, a plant product. Cotton consists
of giant molecules of cellulose, a compound with numerous

regions of partial positive and partial negative charges that
can form hydrogen bonds with water. Water adheres to the
cellulose fibers. Thus, a cotton towel does a great job of drying the body, yet does not dissolve in the washing machine.
Cellulose is also present in the walls of water-conducting
cells in a plant; you read earlier how the adhesion of water
to these hydrophilic walls allows water transport to occur,
There are, of course, substances that do not have an affinity for water. Substances that are nonionic and nonpolar (or
for some other reason cannot form hydrogen bonds) actually seem to repel water; these substances are said to be
hydrophobic (from the Greek phobos, fearing). An example from the kitchen is vegetable oil, which, as you know,
does not mix stably with water-based substances such as
vinegar. The hydrophobic behavior of the oil molecules results from a prevalence of relatively nonpolar bonds, in this
case bonds between carbon and hydrogen, which share
electrons almost equally. Hydrophobic molecules related to
oils are major ingredients ofcell membranes. (Imagine what
would happen to a cell if its membrane dissolved!)

Solute Concentration in Aqueous Solutions
Biological chemistry is ~wet" chemistry. Most of the chemical
reactions in organisms involve solutes dissolved in water. To
understand such reactions, we must know how many atoms
and molecules are involved and be able to calculate the concentration of solutes in an aqueous solution (the number of
solute molecules in a volume of solution).
When carrying out experiments, we use mass to calculate
the number of molecules. We know the mass of each atom
in a given molecule, so we can calculate its molecular mass,
which is simply the sum of the masses of all the atoms in a
molecule. As an example, let's calculate the molecular mass
of table sugar (sucrose), which has the molecular formula
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C U H22 0 11 . In round numbers of daltons, the mass of a
carbon atom is 12, the mass of a hydrogen atom is 1, and the
mass of an oxygen atom is 16. Thus, sucrose has a molecular mass of342 daltons. Of course, weighing out small numbers of molecules is not practicaL For this reason, we usually
measure substances in units called moles. Just as a dozen always means 12 objects, a mole (mol) represents an exact
number of objects-6.02 X 1023, which is called Avogadro's
number. Because ofthe way in which Avogadro's number and
23
the unit dalton were originally defined, there are 6.02 X 10
daltons in 1 g. This is significant because once we determine
the molecular mass ofa molecule such as sucrose, we can use
the same number (342), but with the unit gram, to represent
the mass of 6.02 X 1023 molecules of sucrose, or 1 mol of sucrose (this is sometimes called the molar mass). To obtain
1 mol of sucrose in the lab, therefore, we weigh out 342 g.
The practical advantage of measuring a quantity of
chemicals in moles is that a mole of one substance has exactly the same number of molecules as a mole of any other
substance. If the molecular mass of substance A is 342 daltons and that of substance B is 10 daltons, then 342 g of A
will have the same number of molecules as 10 g ofB. A mole
23
of ethyl alcohol (C2 H 6 0) also contains 6.02 X 10 molecules, but its mass is only 46 g because the mass of a molecule of ethyl alcohol is less than that of a molecule of
sucrose. Measuring in moles makes it convenient for scientists working in the laboratory to combine substances in
fixed ratios of molecules.
How would we make a liter (L) ofsolution consisting of 1mol
of sucrose dissolved in water? We would measure out 342 g of
sucrose and then gradually add water, while stirring, until the
sugar was completely dissolved. We would then add enough
water to bring the total volume of the solution up to 1 L. At
that point, we would have a i-molar (1 M) solution ofsucrose.
Molarity-the number of moles ofsolute per liter ofsolutionis the unit of concentration most often used by biologists for
aqueous solutions.
CONCEPT

CHECK

3.2

1. Describe how properties of water contribute to the
upward movement of water in a tree.
2. Explain the saying ~It's not the heat; it's the humidity.~
3. How can the freezing of water crack boulders?
4. If you were a pharmacist, how would you make a 0.5molar (0.5 M) solution of sodium chloride (NaCl)?
(The atomic mass of Na is 23 daltons and that of Cl is
35.5 daltons.)
5. _'WUI. A water strider's legs (see Figure 3.4) are
coated with a hydrophobic substance. \'V'hat might be
the benefit? \'V'hat would happen if the substance
were hydrophilic?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A
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Occasionally, a hydrogen atom participating in a hydrogen
bond bern'een two water molecules shifts from one molecule
to the other. When this happens, the hydrogen atom leaves its
electron behind, and what is actually transferred is a
hydrogen ion (H+), a single proton with a charge of 1+. The
water molecule that lost a proton is now a hydroxide ion
(OH-), which has a charge of 1-. The proton binds to the
other water molecule, making that molecule a hydronium
ion (H 30+). We can picture the chemical reaction this way:

+
+

Hydronium
ion (HP+)

Hydroxide
ion (OH-)

By convention, H+ (the hydrogen ion) is used to represent
Hp+ (the hydronium ion), and we follow that practice here.
Keep in mind, though, that H+ does not exist on its own in an
aqueous solution. It is always associated with another water
molecule in the form ofH 30+.
As indicated by the double arrows, this is a reversible reaction that reaches a state of dynamic equilibrium when water molecules dissociate at the same rate that they are being
re-formed from H+ and OH- At this equilibrium point, the
concentration of water molecules greatly exceeds the concentrations of H+ and OH-. In pure water, only one water
molecule in every 554 million is dissociated. The concentration ofeach ion in pure water is 10- 7 M (at 25'C). This means
there is only one ten-millionth ofa mole ofhydrogen ions per
liter of pure water and an equal number of hydroxide ions.
Although the dissociation of water is reversible and statistically rare, it is exceedingly important in the chemistry of life.
H+ and OH- are very reactive. Changes in their concentrations can drastically affect a cell's proteins and other complex
molecules. As we have seen, the concentrations of H+ and
OH- are equal in pure water, but adding certain kinds of
solutes, called acids and bases, disrupts this balance. Biologists
use something called the pH scale to describe how acidic or
basic (the opposite of acidic) a solution is. In the remainder of
this chapter, you will learn about acids, bases, and pH and why
changes in pH can adversely affect organisms.

Effects of Changes in pH
Before discussing the pH scale, let's see what acids and bases
are and how they interact with water.

Acids and Bases
\Vhat would cause an aqueous solution to have an imbalance
in H+ and OH- concentrations? \Vhen acids dissolve in water, they donate additional H+ to the solution. An acid is a
substance that increases the hydrogen ion concentration of a
solution. For example, when hydrochloric acid (HCl) is added
to water, hydrogen ions dissociate from chloride ions:
HCl----+ H+

+ et-

This source of H+ (dissociation of water is the other source)
results in an acidic solution-one having more H+ than OH-.
A substance that reduces the hydrogen ion concentration
of a solution is called a base. Some bases reduce the H+ concentration directly by accepting hydrogen ions. Ammonia
(NH 3 ), for instance, acts as a base when the unshared electron
pair in nitrogen's valence shell attracts a hydrogen ion from the
solution, resulting in an ammonium ion (NHt+):
NH 3

+ H+~NH4+

Other bases reduce the H+ concentration indirectly by dissociating to form hydroxide ions, which combine with hydrogen
ions and form water. One such base is sodium hydroxide
(NaOH), which in water dissociates into its ions:
NaOH ----+ Na +

Carbonic
acid

~

tionship expresses the behavior ofacids and bases in an aqueous
solution. An acid not only adds hydrogen ions to a solution, but
also removes hydroxide ions because of the tendency for H+ to
combine with OH-, forming water. A base has the opposite effect, increasing OH- concentration but also reducing H+ concentration by the formation ofwater. Ifenough ofa base is added
to raise the OH- concentration to to- 4 M, it will cause the H+
concentration to drop to to- 10 M. \Vhenever we know the concentration of either H+ or OH- in an aqueous solution, we can
deduce the concentration of the other ion.
Because the H+ and OH- concentrations of solutions can
vary by a factor of 100 trillion or more, scientists have devel·
oped a way to express this variation more conveniently than in
moles per liter. The pH scale (Figure 3,9) compresses the
pH Scale

o

+ OH-

1 Battery acid

In either case, the base reduces the H+ concentration. Solutions with a higher concentration ofOH- than H+ are known
as basic solutions. A solution in which the H+ and OH- concentrations are equal is said to be neutral.
Notice that single arrows were used in the reactions for HCl
and NaOH. These compounds dissociate completely when
mixed with water, and so hydrochloric acid is called a strong
acid and sodium hydroxide a strong base. In contrast, ammonia is a relatively weak base. The double arrows in the reaction
for ammonia indicate that the binding and release ofhydrogen
ions are reversible reactions, although at equilibrium there
will be a fixed ratio ofNH4 + to NH 3.
There are also weak acids, which reversibly release and accept back hydrogen ions. An example is carbonic acid:

H2C03

In such an equation, brackets indicate molar concentration. In a
neutral solution at room temperature (2S'C), [H+j = to- 7 and
[OH-j = to- 7 , so in this case, to- 14 is the product of to- 7 X
to- 7• If enough acid is added to a solution to increase [H+J to
to- 5 M, then [OH-j will decline by an equivalent amount to
to- 9 M (note that to- 5 X 10- 9 = 10- 14). This constant rela-

HC0 3 Bicarbonate
ion

+

2 Gastric juice, lemon juice

"'ow"'

H'

H'

3 Vinegar, beer,
wine, cola

OH- H' H'
H' H'

4 Tomato juice

Acidic
solution

e

5 Black coffee
Rainwater
6 Urine

owo w
H' H' ow
OH- ow
H' H' H'

Neutral
solution

H'

Neutral
[W] = [OW!

Saliva
7 Pure water

Human blood, tears ' B Seawater

.'

9

Hydrogen
ion

Heretheequilibrium so favors the reaction in the left direction
that when carbonic acid is added to water, only 1% of the molecules are dissociated at any particular time. Still, that is
enough to shift the balance ofH+ and OH- from neutrality.

The pH Scale

10

ow
ow H' ow

"'"

ow
H'
ow

Milk of magnesia
11
Household ammonia

OH-

Basic
solution

12
Household
13 bleach
Oven cleaner

In any aqueous solution at 25'C, the product of the H+ and
OH- concentrations is constant at 10- 14 . This can be written

14

.. Figure 3.9 The pH scale and pH values of some aqueous
solutions.
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range of H+ and OH- concentrations by employing logarithms. The pH of a solution is defined as the negative logarithm (base 10) of the hydrogen ion concentration:

acid (H 2 C03 ), formed when CO 2 reacts with water in blood
plasma. As mentioned earlier, carbonic acid dissociates to
yield a bicarbonate ion (HC0 3 -) and a hydrogen ion (H+):
Response

pH = -log [H+I
For a neutral aqueous solution, [H+j is 10- 7 M, giving us
7

-log 10- = -(-7) = 7
Notice that pH declines as H+ concentration increases. Notice,
too, that although the pH scale is based on H+ concentration,
it also implies OH- concentration. A solution of pH 10 has a
hydrogen ion concentration of 10- 10 M and a hydroxide ion
concentration of 10- 4 M.
The pH of a neutral aqueous solution at 25'C is 7, the midpoint ofthe scale. A pH value less than 7 denotes an acidic solution; the lower the number, the more acidic the solution. The
pH for basic solutions is above 7. Most biological fluids are
within the range pH 6-8. There are a few exceptions, however,
including the strongly acidic digestive juice of the human
stomach, which has a pH of about 2.
Remember that each pH unit represents a tenfold difference
in H+ and OH- concentrations. It is this mathematical feature
that makes the pH scale so compact. A solution of pH 3 is not
twice as acidic as a solution of pH 6, but a thousand times
more acidic. When the pH of a solution changes slightly, the
actual concentrations of H+ and OH- in the solution change
substantially.

Buffers
The internal pH of most living cells is close to 7. Even a slight
change in pH can be harmful, because the chemical processes
of the cell are very sensitive to the concentrations of hydrogen
and hydroxide ions.
The pH of human blood is very close to 7.4, which is
slightly basic. A person cannot survive for more than a few
minutes if the blood pH drops to 7 or rises to 7.8, and a
chemical system exists in the blood that maintains a stable
pH. If you add 0.01 mol of a strong acid to a liter of pure water, the pH drops from 7.0 to 2.0. If the same amount of acid
is added to a liter of blood, however, the pH decrease is only
from 7.4 to 7.3. Why does the addition of acid have so much
less of an effect on the pH of blood than it does on the pH of
water? The presence of substances called buffers allows for a
relatively constant pH in biological fluids despite the addition of acids or bases. Buffers are substances that minimize
changes in the concentrations ofH+ and OH- in a solution.
They do so by accepting hydrogen ions from the solution
when they are in excess and donating hydrogen ions to the
solution when they have been depleted. Most buffer solutions contain a weak acid and its corresponding base, which
combine reversibly with hydrogen ions. There are several
buffers that contribute to pH stability in human blood and
many other biological solutions. One of these is carbonic
54
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to a rise in pH

H 2 C03
H + donor
(acid)

~

~

Response to
a drop in pH

HCO HI

acce~tor

(base)

+

H+
Hydrogen
ion

The chemical equilibrium behveen carbonic acid and bicarbonate acts as a pH regulator, the reaction shifting left or right
as other processes in the solution add or remove hydrogen
ions.lfthe H+ concentration in blood begins to fall (that is, if
pH rises), the reaction proceeds to the right and more carbonic acid dissociates, replenishing hydrogen ions. But when
H+ concentration in blood begins to rise (when pH drops), the
reaction proceeds to the left, with HC0 3 - (the base) removing the hydrogen ions from the solution and forming H 2C03 •
Thus, the carbonic acid-bicarbonate buffering system consists ofan acid and a base in equilibrium with each other. Most
other buffers are also acid-base pairs.

Threats to Water Quality on Earth
Considering the dependence of all life on water, contamination of rivers, lakes, seas, and rain is a dire environmental
problem. Many threats to water quality have been posed by
human activities. Consider, for example, the burning of fossil
fuels (coal, oil, and gas). This practice, which has been increasing since the Industrial Revolution in the 1800s, releases
gaseous compounds into the atmosphere, including prodigious amounts of CO 2 , The chemical reactions of these compounds with water alter the delicate balance of conditions for
life on Earth by affecting water pH and temperature.
The burning of fossil fuels is a major source of sulfur oxides and nitrous oxides. These react with water in the air to
form strong acids, which fall to Earth with rain or snow. Acid
precipitation refers to rain, snow, or fog with a pH lower
(more acidic) than pH 5.2. (Uncontaminated rain has a pH of
about 5.6, slightly acidic, owing to the formation of carbonic
acid from carbon dioxide and water.) Ele<tric power plants
that burn coal produce more of these oxides than any other
single source. \Vinds carry the pollutants away, and acid rain
may fall hundreds ofkilometers a\','aY from industrial centers. In
certain sites in Pennsylvania and New York, the pH of rainfall in
December 2001 averaged 4.3, about 20 times more acidic than
normal rain. Acid precipitation falls on many other regions, including eastern Canada, the Cascade Mountains of the Pacific
Northwest, and certain parts of Europe and Asia (figure 3.10).
Acid precipitation can damage life in lakes and streams.
Also, acid precipitation falling on land adversely affects soil
chemistry and has taken a toll on some North American and
European forests (see Figure 3.10). Nevertheless, studies indicate that the majority of North American forests are not

..
1
3

Acid

4

rain
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What is the effect of carbonate ion
concentration on coral reef calcification?
EXPERIMENT

Chris Langdon and colleagues at Columbia University wondered how the increase in CO 2 emissions due to burning
of fossil fuels and the resulting decrease in col- concentration in
the oceans affect coral ref'fs, They took ad~antage of the artificial
coral reef system at Biosphere-2. This 2.650-cubic-meter (m 3)
aquarium beha~es like a natural coral ref'f community, For almost
four years. these researchers ~aned the carbonate concentration in
the seawater under controlled conditions and measured the rate of
calcification by reef organisms.

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

Fl~3.11

More

... Figure 3.10 Acid precipitation and its effects on a
forest. Acid rain is thoughllO be responsible for killing trees in many
forests, including the fir forest shown here in the Czech Republic.

currently suffering substantially from acid precipitation, in large
part due to amendments made in 1990 to the Clean Air Act.
Carbon dioxide, the main product offossil fuel combustion,
causes other problems. Its release into the atmosphere has
been increasing steadily and is expected to double by the year
2065, relative to 1880 levels. About half of the CO 2 stays in the
atmosphere, acting like a reflective blanket over the planet that
prevents heat from radiating into outer space. This "green_

house" effect and the problems associated with it will be discussed in Chapter 55. A portion ofthe CO 2 is taken up by trees
and other organisms during photosynthesis, as mentioned in
Chapter 2. The remainder-about 30% or so-is absorbed by
the oceans. In spite of the huge volume of water in the oceans,
scientists worry that this absorption ofso much CO 2 will harm
marine life and ecosystems.
When C~ dissolves in seawater, it reacts with water (H 20)
to form carbonic acid (H 2 C03 ). Almost all of the carbonic acid
in turn dissociates, producing protons and a balance betv.'een
two ions, bicarbonate (HC03 -) and carbonate (C0 32 -). As seawater acidifies due to the extra protons, the balance shifts toward HC0 3 -, lowering the concentration of C032 -. Many
studies have shown that calcification, the production ofcalcium
carbonate (CaC0:J by corals and other organisms, is directIyaffected by the concentration of CO/-. Any decrease in CO/is therefore of great concern because calcification accounts for
the formation of coral reefs in our tropical seas. These sensitive
ecosystems act as havens for a great diversity of organisms.
Perhaps one ofthe best-known and longest studies on coral
reef calcification was carried out by scientists at the ecosystem
center in Ariwna known as Biosphere-2. The center includes
an artificial coral reef system in which the temperature and
chemistry of the seawater can be controlled and manipulated.
Chris Langdon and colleagues used this system to test the
effects of varying the concentration of CO/- on the rate of
calcification in the coral reef (Figure 3.11). Together with

The calcification rate was obser~ed to be lower
at lower concentrations of carbonate ion ([CO/-n,

RESULTS

200
250
[COl-I (p.mollkg)

300

CONCLUSION
Coral reefs could be endangered by reduced
[CO/-I. Other studies ha~e predicted a doubling of COl emissions
from 1880 to 2065 and a resulting decrease in carbonate ion concentration. Combining those predictions with the results of this
study. the authors predict that by 2065 the rate of coral reef calcification may decrease by 40% relati~e to preindustrialle~els_
SOURce

C Langdon et ai, Etfe<:t of calcium carbonate o;aturatlQn
state on the cakifiC.ltion rate of an experimental cmill reef, Global Biogeochemical Cycles 14:639-6~ aOOO).

-Q@i1 14 The data above were for a particular concentration
of calcium (Ca H ), The series of eKperiments included
measurements at two higher concentrations of Cal+. Gi~en that
the following reaction represents calcification. predict how the
[Ca 2 '1 would affect the results and eKplain why.
Cal+ + CO/- - - CaCO]
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conclusions from other studies, their results led them to predict that the expected doubling of CO 2 emissions by the year
2065 could lead to a 40% decrease in coral reef calcification.
Although scientists may not agree on the exact percentage,
most concur that this and other studies provide cause for
grave concern.
Ifthere is reason for optimism about the future quality of
water resources on our planet, it is that we have made
progress in learning about the delicate chemical balances in
oceans and other bodies of water. Continued progress can
come only from the actions of people who are concerned
about environmental quality. This requires understanding
the crucial role that water plays in the environment's fitness
for continued life on Earth.

CONCEPT

CHECK

3.3

1. Compared with a basic solution at pH 9, the same
volume of an acidic solution at pH 4 has _ times as
many hydrogen ions (H+).
2. HCl is a strong acid that dissociates in water:
HCl- H+ + Cl-. What is the pH of 0.01 M HCl?
3. Acetic acid (CH 3COOH) can be a buffer, similar to
carbonic acid. Write the dissociation reaction, identifying the acid, base, H+ acceptor, and H+ donor.
4. •
Given a liter of pure water and a liter
solution of acetic acid, what would happen to the pH
if you added 0.01 mol of a strong acid to each? Use
the reaction equation to explain the result.

imU'I.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.i.lllil'_ 3.1
The polarity of water molecules results in hydrogen
bonding (pp. 4(,...47)
.. A hydrogen bond forms
when the slightly negatively charged oxygen of
one water molecule is attracted to the slightly positively charged hydrogen
of a nearby molecule. Hydrogen bonding between
water molecules is the basis for water's unusual
properties.

>-

}--Hydrogen
bond

0+

•••

-M4,jf.M
ACllvity The Polarity ofWaler

.. Insulation of Bodies of
Water by Floating Icc
Ice floats because it is less
dense than liquid water.
This allows life to exist under the frozen surfaces of
lakes and polar seas.

II II
Ice: stab~ hydro·
gen bonds

Liquid water:
tranSIent hydr09€n
bonds

.. The Solvent of life Water is an unusually versatile solvent
because its polar molecules are attracted to charged and polar
substances capable of forming hydrogen bonds. Hydrophilic
substances have an affinity for water; hydrophobic substances
do not. Molarity, the number of moles of solute per liter of solution, is used as a measure of solute concentration in solutions. A mole is a certain number of molecules of a substance.
The mass of a mole of the substance in grams is the same as
the molecular mass in daltons.

_MjoIf.M
MP3 Tutor The Properlies ofW.ter
Activity Cohesion ofWaler

. i lil4J'_ 3.3
Acidic and basic conditions affect living organisms
(pp.52-56)

.i,II'il'_ 3.2
Four emergent properties of water contribute to
Earth's fitness for life (pp. 47-52)
.. Cohesion Hydrogen bonding keeps water molecules close to
each other, and this cohesion helps pull water upward in the
microscopic water-conducting cells of plants. Hydrogen
bonding is also responsible for water's surface tension.
.. Moderation of Temperature Water has a high specific
heat: Heat is absorbed when hydrogen bonds break and is released when hydrogen bonds form. This helps keep temperatures relatively steady, within limits that permit life.
Evaporative cooling is based on water's high heat of vaporization. The evaporative loss of the most energetic water molecules cools a surface.
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.. A water molecule can transfer an H+ to another water molecule to form H 30+ (represented simply by H+) and OH-.

.. Effects of Changes in
pH Theconcentration of
H+ is expressed as pH,
where pH == -log [H+].
Buffers in biological fluids
resist changes in pH. A
buffer consists of an
add-base pair that combines reversibly with
hydrogen ions.
.. Threats to Water Quality on Earth The burning of fossil fuels results in

0

Addk

t

IH+l" (OHl
Acids donate W in
aqueous solutions

Bases donate Off
H+ In

or accept

aqueoullO!uMns

L._ _-'L"

emission of oxides (leading to acid precipitation) and increasing amounts of CO 2, Some CO 2 becomes dissolved in the
oceans, lowering pH and potentially affecting the rate of calcification on coral reefs.
Acti,ity Dissociation ofWalcr Molecules
Acthity Acids, Bases, and pH
In...·.tigation How Doe. Acid Precipitation Affect Tre..?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

8. \X'hat is the hydroxide ion concentration of the lake described
in question 7?
a. 10- 7 M
d. 10- 14 M

b. 10- 4 M
c. 10- 10 M

e. 10M

9. •• p.\I,I", Draw three water molecules, using space-filling
models, and label the atoms. Draw solid lines to indicate
covalent bonds and dotted lines for hydrogen bonds. Add
partial-charge labels as appropriate.
For Self'Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

SELF·QUIZ
I. Many mammals control their body temperature by sweating.

Which property of water is most directly responsible for the
ability of sweat to lower body temperature?
a. water's change in density when it condenses
b. water's ability to dissolve molecules in the air
c. the release of heat by the formation of hydrogen bonds
d. the absorption of heat by the breaking of hydrogen bonds
e. water's high surface tension
2. A slice of pizza has 500 kca!. If we could burn the pizza and use
all the heat to warm a 5O-L container of cold water, what would
be the approximate increase in the temperature of the water?
(Note; A liter of cold water weighs about 1 kg.)
a. SO'C
d. lOO'C
b. S'C
e. I'C

c. IO'C

3. The bonds that are broken when water vaporizes are
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

ionic bonds.
hydrogen bonds between water molecules.
covalent bonds between atoms within water molecules.
polar covalent bonds.
nonpolar covalent bonds.

4. \Vhich of the following is a hydrophobic material?
a. paper
b. table salt
c. wax

d. sugar
e. pasta

Visit the Study Area at www.milsteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
10. The surface of the planet Mars has many landscape features
reminiscent of those
formed by flowing
water on Earth,
including what appear
to be meandering
channels and outwash
areas. In 2004, images
Surtace of Marl
Surface of Earth
of Meridiani Planum
on Mars taken by NASA's Opportunity rover suggested that
liquid water was once present on its surface. For example, one
image (left, above) shows polygonal fractures in the rock.
Similar fracture patterns in rocks on Earth's surface (above,
right) correlate with the earlier presence of water. Ice exists at
the Martian poles today, and some scientists suspect a great
deal more water may be present beneath the Martian surface.
Why has there been so much interest in the presence of water
on Mars? Does the presence of water make it more likely that
life arose there? \Vhat other physical factors might also be
important?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

5. We can be sure that a mole of table sugar and a mole of vitamin
C are equal in their
a. mass in daltons.
b. mass in grams.
c. number of molecules.

-tiN',.

d. number of atoms.
e. volume.

11. Design a controlled experiment to test the hypothesis that acid

precipitation inhibits the growth of Elodea, a common
freshwater plant (see Figure 2.19).

12. In agricultural areas, farmers pay close attention to the weather

6. How many grams of acetic acid (C2H4~) would you use to
make 10 L of a 0.1 M aqueous solution of acetic acid?
(Note: The atomic masses, in daltons, are approximately

forecast. Right before a predicted overnight freeze, f.umers
spray water on crops to protect the plants. Use the properties
of water to explain how this method works. Be sure to mention
why hydrogen bonds are responsible for this phenomenon.

12for carbon, I for hydrogen, and 16 for oxygen.)

a. 10.0 g
b. 0.1 g
c. 6.0 g

d. 60.0 g
e. 0.6 g

7. Measurements show that the pH ofa particular lake is 4.0.
What is the hydrogen ion concentration of the lake?
a.4.0M
d. 104 M
10
b. 10- M
e. 4%
c. 10- 4 M

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
13. Agriculture, industry, and the growing populations ofcities all
compete, through political influence, for water. If you were in
charge of water resources in an arid region, what would your
priorities be for allocating the limited water supply for various
uses? How would you try to build consensus among the
different special-interest groups?
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Carbon an
the Molec

Diversity o~J....I-.
KEY

4.1

CONCEPTS

Organic chemistry is the study of carbon

compounds
4.2

Carbon atoms can form diverse molecules by

4.3

bonding to four other atoms
Asmall number of chemical groups are key to
the funclioning of biological molecules

lthough water is the universal medium for life on

A

Earth, living organisms. such as the plants and trilo-

bite beetle in Figure 4.1, are made up of chemicals

that are based mostly on the element carbon. Carbon enters

the biosphere through the action of plants, which use solar
energy to transform atmospheric CO 2 into the molecules of

life. These molecules are passed along to animals that feed
on plants.
Of all chemical elements, carbon is unparalleled in its ability
to form molecules that are large. complex, and diverse. and this
molecular diversity has made possible the diversity of organisms that have evolved on Earth. Proteins, DNA, carbohydrates. and other molecules that distinguish living matter from
inanimate material are all composed of carbon atoms bonded
to one another and to atoms ofother elements. Hydrogen (H),
oxygen (0), nitrogen (I\T), sulfur (S), and phosphorus (P) are
other common ingredients ofthese compounds, but it is theelement carbon (C) that accounts for the large d.in~rsity of biological molecules.
Proteins and other very large molecules are the main focus
of Chapter 5. Here we investigate the properties of smaller
molecules. We will use these molecules to illustrate concepts
of molecular architecture that will help explain why carbon is
so important to life. at the same time highlighting the theme
that emergent properties arise from the organization of matter in living organisms.
58

... Figure 4.1 What properties of carbon underlie its role
as the molecular basis of life'?

r~~;:~~~ C~~~istry is the study
of carbon compounds

For historical reasons, compounds containing carbon are said
to be organic, and the branch of chemistry that specializes in
the study of carbon compounds is called organic chemistry.
Organic compounds range from simple molecules. such as
methane (CKt), to colossal ones, such as proteins, with thousands of atoms. Most organic compounds contain hydrogen
atoms in addition to carbon atoms.
Theoverall percentages ofthe major elements oflife-C, H,
0, N. S. and P-are quite uniform from one organism to an·
other. Because of carbon's versatility. however, this limited assortment of atomic building blocks, taken in roughly the same
proportions, can be used to build an inexhaustible variety of
organic molecules. Different species of organisms, and different individuals within a species. are distinguished by variations in their organic molecules.
Since the dawn of human history, people have used other
organisms as sources of valued substances-from foods and
medicines to fabrics. The science of organic chemistry originated in attempts to purify and improve the yield of such
products. By the early IBOOs, chemists had learned to make
many simple compounds in the laboratory by combining ele·
ments under the right conditions. Artificial synthesis of the
complex molecules extracted from living matter seemed impossible. however. At that time. the Swedish chemist Jons
Jakob Berzelius made the distinction between organic compounds. those thought to arise only in living organisms, and
inorganic compounds, those found only in the nonliVing
world. Vitalism. the belief in a life force outside the jurisdiction of physical and chemical laws, provided the foundation
for the new discipline of organic chemistry.

Chemists began to chip away at the foundation of vitalism
when they finally learned to synthesize organic compounds in
laboratories. In 1828, Friedrich Wohler, a German chemist
who had studied with Berzelius, attempted to make an "inorganic~ salt, ammonium cyanate, by mixing solutions of ammonium ions (NH 4 +) and cyanate ions (CNO-). Wohler was
astonished to find that instead he had made urea, an organic
compound present in the urine of animals. Wohler challenged the vitallsts when he wrote, "I must tell you that 1can
prepare urea without requiring a kidney or an animal, either
man or dog:' However, one of the ingredients used in the synthesis, the cyanate, had been extracted from animal blood,
and the vitalists were not swayed by Wohler's discovery. A few
years later, however, Hermann Kolbe, a student of Wohler's,
made the organic compound acetic add from inorganic substances that could be prepared directly from pure elements.
Vitalism crumbled completely after several decades of laboratory synthesis of some increasingly complex organic compounds. In 1953, Stanley Miller, a graduate student of Harold
Urey at the University of Chicago, helped bring this abiotic
(nonliving) synthesis of organic compounds into the context
of evolution in a classic experiment described in Figure 4.2.
Miller's experiment, testing whether complex organic molecules could arise spontaneously under conditions thought to
have existed on the early Earth, stimulated interest and further
research on the origin oforganic compounds. Some scientists
have questioned whether the gases Miller used as starting materials were really present in the primitive Earth's atmosphere.
Recent work supports a slightly different recipe for early
Earth's conditions; when used in the experiment, it led to the
compounds Miller found. Although the jury is still out, these
experiments support the idea that abiotic synthesis of organic
compounds could have been an early stage in the origin ofHfe.
The pioneers of organic chemistry helped shift the mainstream of biological thought from vitalism to mechanism, the
view that physical and chemical laws govern all natural phenomena, including the processes of life. Organic chemistry was
redefined as the study of carbon compounds, regardless of origin. Organisms produce most ofthe naturally occurring organic
compounds, and these molecules represent a diversity and
range of complexity unrivaled by inorganic compounds. However, the rules of chemistry apply to all molecules. The foundation of organic chemistry is not some intangible life force, but
the unique chemical versatility of the element carbon.
CONCEPT

CHECK

4.1

I. What conclusion did Stanley Miller draw when he
found amino acids in the products of his experiment?
2. _','!:tnl. \'V'hen Miller tried the experiment in
Figure 4.2 without the electrical discharge, no organic
compounds were found. What might explain this result?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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Can organic molecules form under conditions
believed to simulate those on the early Earth?
EXPERIMENT

In 1953. Stanley Miller set up a closed system
to simulate conditions thought to have existed on the early Earth,
A flask of water simulated the primeval sea. The water was
heated so that some vaporized and moved into a second, higher
flask containing the "atmosphere"-a mixture of gases. Sparks
were discharged in the synthetic atmosphere to mimic lightning.
OThe ~atmosphere"
contained a mixture of
hydrogen gas (H 2), methane
(CH 4 ), ammonia (NH 3), and
water vapor.

0

Sparks were
discharged to mimic
olig,hc'c'O"O''i'
_

----------

"Atmosphere"

-------.. CH, /
(
OThe water
mixture in the
"sea~ flask was
heated; vapor
entered the
" atmosphere"
flask.

Water vapor .....
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Electrode
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molecules
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water

~
II

';0'"

/amPle for

che~lCal analYSIS

/

4) As material cycled

'O"AC,CoC,CdC,",C"c,C,CooC,C,3d-

through the apparatus,
Miller periodically collected
samples for analysis.

the atmosphere, raining
water and any dissolved
molecules down into the
sea flask.

RESULTS

Miller identified a variety of organic molecules
that are common in organisms. These included simple compounds such as formaldehyde (CHlO) and hydrogen cyanide
(HCN) and more complex molecules such as amino acids and long
chains of carbon and hydrogen known as hydrocarbons.
OrganIC molecules, a first step in the origin of
life. may have been syntheSized abiotically on the early Earth (We
will explore this hypothesis in more detail in Chapter 25.)

CONCLUSION

SOURCE

S. Milll'l", A produaion of amino ilCids undl'l" possible
pnmltive Earth conditIons. Science 11752&-529 (1953),

_'WU".
If Miller had increased the concentration of NH] in
his experiment, how might the relative amounts of the products
HCN and CH 20 have differed?
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~':i~:~·a:~s can form diverse

(figure 4.3b). In molecules with more carbons, every grouping of a carbon bonded to four other atoms has a tetrahedral
shape. But when two carbon atoms are joined by a double
bond, all bonds around those carbons are in the same plane.
For example, ethene (~H4) isa flat molecule; its atoms all lie in
the same plane (figure 4.3c). We find it convenient to write all
structural formulas as though the molecules represented were
flat, but keep in mind that molecules are three-dimensional
and that the shape ofa molecule often determines its function.
The electron configuration ofcarbon gives it covalent compatibility with many different elements. figure 4.4 shows the
valences of carbon and its most frequent partners-oxygen,
hydrogen, and nitrogen. These are the four major atomic components oforganic molecules. These valences are the basis for
the rules ofcovalent bonding in organic chemistry-the building code for the architecture of organic molecules.
Let's consider how the rules of covalent bonding apply to
carbon atoms with partners other than hydrogen. We'll look at
two examples, the simple molecules carbon dioxide and urea.
In the carbon dioxide molecule (C0 2 ), a single carbon atom
is joined to two atoms of oxygen by double covalent bonds.
The structural formula for CO2 is shown here:

molecules by bonding to four
other atoms

The key to an atom's chemical characteristics is its electron
configuration. This configuration determines the kinds and
number of bonds an 3tom will form with other atoms.

The Formation of Bonds with Carbon
Carbon has 6 electrons, with 2 in the first electron shell and 4
in the second shell. Having 4 valence electrons in a shell that

holds 8, carbon would have to donate or accept 4 ele<trons to
complete its valence shell and become an ion. Instead, a carbon 3tom usually completes its valence shell by sharing its 4
electrons with other atoms in covalent bonds so that 8 electrons are present. These bonds may include single and double
covalent bonds. Each carbon atom thus acts as an intersection
point from which a molecule can branch offin as many as four
directions. This letravalence is one facet ofcarbon's versatility
that makes large, complex molecules possible.
When a carbon atom forms four single covalent bonds,
the arrangement of its four hybrid orbitals causes the bonds
to angle toward the corners of an imaginary tetrahedron
(see Figure 2.l7b). The bond angles in methane (CH1 ) are
109.5" (figure 4.3a), and they are roughly the same in any
group ofatoms where carbon has four single bonds. For example, ethane (~H6) is shaped like two overlapping tetrahedrons

Name and Comment
(a) Methane. When a carbon
atom has four single bonds to
other atoms, the molecule is
tetrahedral,

Molecular
Formula

o=c=o
Each line in a structural formula represents a pair of shared
electrons. The two double bonds formed by the carbon atom
are the equivalent of four single covalent bonds. The arrangement completes the valence shells ofall atoms in the molecule.
Because CO2 is a very simple molecule and lacks hydrogen, it
is often considered inorganic, even though it contains carbon.

Structural
Formula

H

CH,

I

H-(-H

I

H

(b) Ethane. A molecule may have
more than one tetrahedral
group of single'bonded
atoms. (Ethane consists of
two such groups.)

H H

I
I

H

(el Ethene (ethylene). When
two carbon atoms are Joined
by a double bond. all atoms
attached to those carbons
are in the same plane; the
molecule is flat.
.... Figure 4.3 The shapes of three simple organic molecules.
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I

H-(-(-H

I

H

Ball-and-Stick
Model

Space·Filling
Model

Hydrogen
(valence" I)

Oxygen
(valence" 2)

Nitrogen
(valence" 3)

Carbon
(valence" 4)

- - -

®
H·

·0:

·c·

·N·

... Figure 4.4 Valences of the major elements of organic
molecules. Valence is the number of covalent bonds an atom can
form. It is generally equal to the number of electrons required to
complete the valence (outermost) shell (see Figure 2.9). All the
electrons are shown for each atom in the eledron distribution
dia9rams (top). Only the electrons in the valence shell are presented in
the Lewis dot structures.
',U.JIiMiI Refer to Figure 2.9 and draw the Lewis dot structures for
sodium, phosphorus, sulfur, and chlorine.

\Vhether we call CO 2 organic or inorganic, however, it is
clearly important to the living world as the source of carbon
for all organic molecules in organisms.
Urea, CO(NH 2 h. is the organic compound found in urine that Wohler syntheo
II
sized in the early 1800s. The structural
H C
H
formula for urea is shown at the right.
Again, each atom has the required numI
I
H
H
ber of covalent bonds. In this case, one
Urea
carbon atom is involved in both single and
double bonds.
Urea and carbon dioxide are molecules with one carbon
atom. But as Figure 4.3 shows, a carbon atom can also use
one or more valence electrons to form covalent bonds to
other carbon atoms, linking the atoms into chains of seemingly infinite variety.

'N/ 'N/

H

,

H

Carbon chains form the skeletons of most organic molecules
(Figure 4.5). The skeletons vary in length and may be straight,
branched, or arranged in closed rings. Some carbon skeletons
have double bonds, which vary in number and location. Such
variation in carbon skeletons is one important source of the
molecular complexity and diversity that characterize living
matter. In addition, atoms of other elements can be bonded to
the skeletons at available sites.

Hydrocarbons
All of the molecules that are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.5 are
hydrocarbons, organic molecules consisting of only carbon
and hydrogen. Atoms of hydrogen are attached to the carbon
skeleton wherever electrons are available for covalent bonding.
Hydrocarbons are the major components of petroleum, which
is called a fossil fuel because it consists of the partially decomposed remains of organisms that lived millions ofyears ago.
Although hydrocarbons are not prevalent in living organisms, many of a cell's organic molecules have regions consisting of only carbon and hydrogen. For example, the molecules
known as fats have long hydrocarbon tails attached to a nonhydrocarbon component (Figure 4.6, on next page). Neither
petroleum nor fat dissolves in water; both are hydrophobic
compounds because the great majority of their bonds are relatively nonpolar carbon-to-hydrogen linkages. Another characteristic of hydrocarbons is that they can undergo reactions
that release a relatively large amount of energy. The gasoline
that fuels a car consists of hydrocarbons, and the hydrocarbon
tails of fat molecules serve as stored fuel for animal bodies.

H

c-(

H

Molecular Diversity Arising from Carbon
Skeleton Variation

H
H

H

H

H

Ethane
(a) length. Carbon

H

C

(

H

H

H

H

I

H

-C-(H

H

H

H

H

H

(

(

H

H

H

H

H

I

H

H

H

,

C-C-C-C
H

H

H

2-Butene

(c) Double bonds. The s~eleton may have double bonds, which
can vary in location.

vary in length.

H

H

H

I-Butene

Propane

s~eletons

H

H

H

H

H

H

o

H

H

Butane
(b) Branching. Skeletons may be unbranched or branched.

H
H

H
H

Cyclohexane
Benzene
(d) Rings. Some carbon s~eletons are arranged in rings. In the
abbreviated structural formula for each compound (at the rightl.
each corner represents a carbon and its attached hydrogens

... Figure 4.5 Variations in carbon skeletons. Hydrocarbons. organic molecules consisting only of carbon and
hydrogen. illustrate the diversity of the carbon skeletons of organic moleCllles.
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Fat droplets (stained red)

H

I

H-(-H
I
H-(-H
H H H H H

I

I

I

I

I

H
I

I

H
I

H-(-(-(-(-(-H

H-(-(-(-H

I I I I I
H H H H H

I I I
H H H

(a) Structural isomers differ in covalent partners, as shown in
this example of two isomers of (sH ll : pentane (left) and
2-methyl butane (right),
t--<

100l!m
(a) Mammalian adipose cells

(b) A fat molecule

.... Figure 4.6 The role of hydrocarbons in fats. (a) Mammalian
adipose cells stockpile fat molecules as a fuel reserve, Each adipose cell in
this micrograph is almost filled by a large fat droptet. which contains a
huge number of fat molecules, (h) A fat molecule consists of a small,
noohydrocarbon component joined to three hydrocarbon tails. The tails
can be broken down to provide energy They also account for the hydrophobic behavior of fats. (Black '" carbon: gray'" hydrogen; red '" oxygen.)

x

, C-c

/

H

/

X

"-H

cis isomer: The two XS are on
the same side.

, C-c

H
X

/

/

X

"-H

trans isomer: The two XS are on
opposite sides

(b) Geometric isomers differ in arrangement about a double
bond, In these diagrams. X represents an atom or group of
atoms attached to a double·bonded carbon,

Isomers
Variation in the architecture oforganic molecules can be seen
in isomers, compounds that have the same numbers of atoms
of the same elements but different structures and hence different properties. Compare, for example, the two five-carbon
compounds in Figure 4.7a. Both have the molecular formula
CsH l:b but they differ in the covalent arrangement oftheir carbon skeletons. The skeleton is straight in one compound but
branched in the other. We will examine three types of isomers:
structural isomers, geometric isomers, and enantiomers.
Structural isomers differ in the covalent arrangements of
their atoms. The number ofpossible isomers increases tremendously as carbon skeletons increase in size. There are only 3
forms of CSH I2 (2 are shown in Figure 4.7a), but there are 18
variations of CsH 18 and 366,319 possible structural isomers of
Cwl-42' Structural isomers may also differ in the location of
double bonds.
Geometric isomers have the same covalent partnerships,
but they differ in their spatial arrangements. The differences
arise from the inflexibility ofdouble bonds. Single bonds allow
the atoms they join to rotate freely about the bond axis without changing the compound. In contrast, double bonds do not
permit such rotation, resulting in the possibility of geometric
isomers. Ifa double bond joins two carbon atoms, and each C
also has two different atoms (or groups of atoms) attached to
it, then two distinct geometric isomers are possible. Consider
a simple molecule with t\'>'O double-bonded carbons, each of
which has an H and an X attached to it (Figure 4.1b). The
arrangement with both Xs on the same side of the double
bond is called a cis isomer, and the arrangement with the Xs
on opposite sides is called a trans isomer. The subtle difference in shape between geometric isomers can dramatically
affect the biological activities oforganic molecules. For example, the biochemistry of vision involves a light-induced
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llsomer

o isomer

(c) Enantiomers differ in spatial arrangement around an
asymmetric carbon. resulting in molecules that are mirror
images. like left and right hands. The two isomers are
designated the Land 0 isomers from the Latin for left
and right (kvo and dextral, Enantiomers cannot be
superimposed on each other,
... Figure 4.7 Three types of isomers. Compounds with the
same molecular formula but different structures, isomers are a source
of diversity in organic molecules,
'·Jir.W"1 There are three structural isomers of CSHI2 ; draw the
one not shown in (a).

change of rhodopsin, a chemical compound in the eye, from
the cis isomer to the trans isomer (see Chapter SO).
Enantiomcrs are isomers that are mirror images of each
other. In the ball·and-stick models shown in Figure 4.7(, the
middle carbon is called an asymmetric carbon because it is attached to four different atoms or groups of atoms. The four
groups can be arranged in space around the asymmetric carbon
in two different ways that are mirror images. Enantiomers are, in
away, left-handed and right-handed versions ofthe molecule. Just
as your right hand won't fit into a left-handed glove, the working
molecules in acell can distinguish the two versions by shape. Usually, one isomer is biologically active, and the other is inactive.
The concept ofenantiomers is important in the pharmaceutical
industry because the two enantiomers ofadrug may not be equally

Drug

Ibuprofen

Condition

Effective
Enantiomer

Ineffective
Enantiomer

5-lbuprofen

R-Ibuprofen

Estradiol CH

,H
Testosterone CH,

OH

Pain;
inflammation
HO

o
Albuterol

Asthma
R-Albuterol

5-Albuterol

.. Figure 4.8 The pharmacological importance of
enantiomers. Ibuprofen and albuterol are examples of drugs whose
enantiomers have different effects (5 and R are letters used in one
system to distinguish two enantiomers.) Ibuprofen reduces
inflammation and pain. It is commonly sold as a mixture of the two
enantiomers, The 5enantiomer is 100 times more effective than the
other, Albuterol is used to relax bronchial muscles, improving airflow in
asthma patients. Only R·albuterol is synthesized and sold as a drug; the
5 form counteracts the active R form,

effective (Figure 4.8). In some cases, one ofthe isomers may even
produce harmful effects. This was the case with thalidomide, adrug
prescribed for thousands ofpregnant women in the late 1950sand
early 1960s. The drug ""'as a mixture of two enantiomers. One
enantiomer reduced morning sickness, the desired effect, but the
other caused severe birth defects. (Unfortunately, even ifthe "good~
thalidomide enantiomer is used in purified form, some of it soon
converts to the "bad~ enantiomer in the patient's body.) TIle differing effects ofenantiomers in the body demonstrate that organisms
are sensitive to even the most subtle variations in molecular architecture. Once again, we see that molecules have emergent properties that depend on the specific arrangement oftheir atoms.
CONCEPT

CHECK

4.2

I. Draw a structural formula for C:2H.t.
2. \\fhich molecules in Figure 4.5 are isomers? For each
pair, identify the type of isomer.
3. How are gasoline and fat chemically similar?
UI •
4.
Can propane (C 3Hs) form isomers?

-W:r

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

rZ'~::~I·n~';'~er of chemical

groups are key to the functioning
of biological molecules

The distinctive properties of an organic molecule depend not
only on the arrangement of its carbon skeleton but also on the
molecular components attached to that skeleton. \X'e can
think of hydrocarbons, the simplest organic molecules, as the

.. Figure 4.9 Acomparison of chemical groups of female
(estradiol) and male (testosterone) sex hormones. The two
molecules differ only in the chemical groups attached to a common
carbon skeleton of four fused rings, shown here in abbreviated form .
These subtle variations In molecular architecture (shaded in blue)
influence the development of the anatomical and physiologICal
differences between female and male vertebrates.
underlying framework for more complex organic molecules.
A number of chemical groups can replace one or more of the
hydrogens bonded to the carbon skeleton of the hydrocarbon.
(Some groups include atoms of the carbon skeleton, as we will
see.) These groups may participate in chemical reactions or
may contribute to function indirectly by their effects on
molecular shape. The number and arrangement of the groups
help give each molecule its unique properties.

The Chemical Groups Most Important
in the Processes of life
Consider the differences between testosterone and estradiol
(a type of estrogen). These compounds are male and female
sex hormones, respectively, in humans and other vertebrates
(Figure 4.9). Both are steroids, organic molecules with acommon carbon skeleton in the form of four fused rings. These
sex hormones differ only in the chemical groups attached to
the rings. The different actions of these m'o molecules on
many targets throughout the body help produce the contrasting features ofmales and females. Thus, even our sexuality has
its biological basis in variations of molecular architecture.
In the example of sex hormones, different chemical groups
contribute to function by affecting the molecule's shape. In
other cases, the chemical groups affect molecular function by
being directly involved in chemical reactions; these important
chemical groups are known as functional groups. Each functional group participates in chemical reactions in a characteristic way, from one organic molecule to another.
The seven chemical groups most important in biological
processes are the hydroxyl, carbonyl, carboxyl, amino,
sulfhydryl, phosphate, and methyl groups. The first six groups
can act as functional groups; they are also hydrophilic and thus
increase the solubility of organic compounds in water. The
methyl group is not reactive, but instead often acts as a recognizable tag on biological molecules. Before reading further,
study Figure 4.10 on the next two pages to familiarize yourself
with these biologically important chemical groups.
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.. f9n4.10

Exploring Some Biologically Important Chemical Groups
CHEMICAL
GROUP

Hydroxyl

._.I

STRUCTURE

0H

(may be wnnen HO-)
In a hydroxyl group (-oH), a
hydrogen atom is bonded to an
oxygen atom, which in turn is
bonded to the carbon skeleton of
the organic molecule. (Do not
confuse this functional group with
the hydroxide ion, OH .)

NAME OF
COMPOUNO

Alcohols (their specific names
usually end in-of)

Carboxyl

Carbonyl

•
--

•
--

l

-(

\

The carbonyl group (XO) consins
of a carbon atom joined to an
oxygen atom by a double bond.

•

....1

When an oxygen atom is doublebonded to a carbon atom that is
also bonded to an -oH group,
the entire assembly of atoms is
called a carboxyl group (-COOH).

carboxylic acids, or organic acids
Ketones if the carbonyl group is
within a carbon skeleton
Aldehydes if the carbonyl group
is at the end of the carbon
skeleton

EXAMPLE

H

H

I I
I I

H-(-(-OH
H

H

Ethanol, the alcohol present in
alcoholic beverages

°

H
I #
H-C-C
I C.......H

°

H
I #
H-C-C

H H....... \
H

I

H

Acetone, the simplest ketone
H

H

'oH

Acetic acid, which gives vinegar its
sour taste

0

I I #
H-C-C-C

I I

H H

\

H

Prooanal. an aldetwde

FUNCTIONAL
PROPERTIES

•

Is polar as a result of the
electrons spending more time
near the electronegative
oxygen atom.

• Can form hydrogen bonds with
water molecules, helping
dissolve organic compounds
such as sugars (see Figure 5.3).

•
• A ketone and an aldehyde may
be structural isomers with
different properties, as is the
case for acetone and propanal.
• These two groups are also
found in sugars, giving rise to
two major groups of sugars:
aldoses (containing an
aldehyde) and ketoses
(containing a ketone).

H

I
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l
'oH

H-C-C

I

H

AcetIC acid
•

64

Has acidic properties (is a
source of hydrogen ions)
because the covalent bond
between oxygen and hydrogen
is so polar; for example,

H

I
I

°

#

~H-C-C

H

\

0-

Acetate IOfl

Found in cells in the ionized
form with a charge of 1- and
called a carboxylate ion (here,
specifically, the acetate ion).

Sulfhydryl

Amino

-N

I

-SH

H

'"

I

(may be
written HS -)

The amino group
(-NH 2 ) consists of a
nitrogen atom bonded
to two hydrogen atoms
and to the carbon
skeleton,

The sulfhydryl group
consists of a sulfur atom
bonded to an atom of
hydrogen; resembles a
hydroxyl group in shape.

Amines

Thiols

o

H

~

~

He!

•
•• .•

'"

I

H

Methylated compounds

OHOHH

0

I I I

NH,

I

II

H - ( - ( -C -O-P-O-

\

I I I

H

H ........

H H

H

I

-+N-H

I

H

(ionized)

• Ionized, with a
charge of 1+, under
cellular conditions.

Cysteine is an important
sulfur-containing amino
acid.

• Two sulfhydryl groups
can react, forming a
covalent bond. This
Hcross-linkingH helps
stabilize protein
structure (see
Figure 5,21),
• Cross-linking of
cysteines in hair
proteins maintains the
curliness or straightness
of hair. Straight hair can
be HpermanentlyH curled
by shaping it around
curlers, then breaking
and re-forming the crosslinking bonds.

0-

/(H 3

c
C
o-p ........ N/ 'H
I

H
5-Methyl cytidine

In addition to taking part in
many important chemical
reactions in cells, glycerol
phosphate provides the
backbone for phospholipids,
the most prevalent molecules in
cell membranes.

5-Methyl cytidine is a
component of DNA that has
been modified by addition of
the methyl group.

• Contributes negative charge
to the molecule of which it is
a part (2- when at the end of
a molecule, as above; 1when located internally in a
chain of phosphates).
•

-pC,

7 i

I

Glycerol phosphate

• Acts as a base; can
pick up an W from
the surrounding
solution (water, in
living organisms).

(nonionizedl

I

0-

Organic phosphates

I

Because it also has a
carboxyl group, glycine
is both an amine and
a carboxylic acid;
compounds with both
groups are called
amino acids.

;"

I

-(-H

A methyl group consists of a
carbon bonded to three
hydrogen atoms. The methyl
group may be attached to a
carbon or to a different atom.

Glycine

-N

H

~
-o-p-o-

In a phosphate group, a
phosphorus atom is bonded to
four oxygen atoms; one oxygen is
bonded to the carbon skeleton;
two oxygens carry negative
charges. The phosphate group
(-OPO l '-, abbreviated P) is an
ionized form of a phosphoric acid
group (-OPOlH.; note the two
hydrogens).

H

I

(-(-N

Methyl

Phosphate

Has the potential to react
with water, releasing energy.

•

Addition of a methyl
group to DNA, or to
molecules bound to DNA,
affects expression of genes.

•

Arrangement of methyl
groups in male and female
sex hormones affects their
shape and function (see
Figure 4.9).

n Given the information in this figure and what you know about
. . the electronegativity of oxygen, predict which of the following
molecules would be the stronger acid. Explain your answer.
a,

H

I

H

I

0

Ii

b.

H-(-(-(
I I
'OH
H

H
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AlP: An Important Source of Energy
for Cellular Processes

CONCEPT

organic phosphate, adenosine triphosphate, or ATP, is
worth mentioning because its function in the cell is so important. ATP consists ofan organic molecule called adenosine attached to a string of three phosphate groups:
0

II

0

II

II

-O-P-O-P-O-P-O

I

I

0-

Adenosine

I

0-

\'(fhere three phosphates are present in series, as in ATP, one
phosphate may be split off as a result of a reaction with water.
This inorganic phosphate ion, HOP0 32 -, is often abbreviated
®i in this book. Having lost one phosphate, ATP becomes
adenosine diphosphate, or ADP. Although ATP is sometimes
said to "staTen energy, it is more accurate to think of it as ~stor
ing" the potential to react with water. This reaction releases
energy that can be used by the cell. You will learn about this in
more detail in Chapter 8.
Reacts

~Adenosinel
ATP

..

structure of such a molecule?
2. What chemical change occurs when ATr reacts with
water and releases energy?
3. MQ@\llfM Suppose you had an organic molecule
such as glycine (see Figure 4.10, amino group example), and you chemically removed the-NH 2 group
and replaced it with -COOH. Draw the structural
formula for this molecule and speculate about its
chemical properties.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

0-

with H20

ill; + @-®-iAdenosinel

Inorganic
phosphate

+ Energy

ADP

lhe Chemical Elements of life: A Review
Living matter, as you have learned, consists mainly of carbon,
oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, with smaller amounts of sulfur and phosphorus. These elements all form strong covalent
bonds, an essential characteristic in the architecture of complex organic molecules. Of all these elements, carbon is the
virtuoso of the covalent bond. The versatility of carbon makes
possible the great diversity of organic molecules, each with
particular properties that emerge from the unique arrangement of its carbon skeleton and the chemical groups appended to that skeleton. At the foundation of all biological
diversity lies this variation at the molecular level.

C a terl J .. ••
-.m.It. • Go to the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comforBioFlix
3-D Animations, MP3 Tutors, VideQs, Practice Tests, an eBook, and more.

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

_i.lli'i'_ 4.1
Organic chemistry is the study of carbon
compounds (pp. 58-59)
... OrganiC compounds were once thought to arise only within
liVing organisms, but this idea (Vitalism) was disproved when
chemists were able to synthesize organic compounds in the
laboratory.

-,.'I"i'- 4.2
Carbon atoms can form diverse molecules by bonding
to four other atoms (pp. 60-63)
... The Formation of Bonds with Carbon Carbon. with a valence of 4. can bond to various other atoms, including 0, H,
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1. What does the term amino acid signify about the

The "Phosphate n column in Figure 4.10 shows a simple example of an organic phosphate molecule. A more complicated

o

CHECK
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•

and N. Carbon can also bond to other carbon atoms, forming
the carbon skeletons of organic compounds.
... Molecular Diversity Arising from Carbon Skeleton
Variation The carbon skeletons of organic molecules vary in
length and shape and have bonding sites for atoms of other
elements. Hydrocarbons consist only of carbon and hydrogen.
Isomers are compounds with the same molecular formula but
different structures and properties. Three types of isomers are
structural isomers, geometric isomers, and enantiomers.

-t,j4o!,.•
,\eIMtr DiversityofCarbon-Based Molecules
Acti-.ity lromers
In''e~tigat;on What Factors ~termine the Effectiveness of Drugs?

-, 'i"I'_ 4.3
Asmall number of chemical groups are key to the
functioning of biological molecules (pp. 63-66)
... The Chemical Groups Most Important in lhe Processes of
life Chemical groups attached to the carbon skeletons of organic molecules participate in chemical reactions (functional
groups) or contribute to function by affecting molecular shape.

... ATP: An Important Source of Energy for Cellular
Processes
Reacts
with H20

®-®-®-[Adenoslnel ---~I + ®-®--[Adenosine I + Energy

ATP

Inorganic
phosphate

ADP

_M41f··
Acti'ity Functional GroullS

... The Chemical Elements of life: A Review Living matter
is made mostly of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,
with some sulfur and phosphorus. Biological diversity has its
molecular basis in carbon's ability to form a huge number of
molecules with particular shapes and chemical properties.

6. \X'hich action could produce a carbonyl group?
a. the replacement of the -OH of a carboxyl group with
hydrogen
b. the addition of a thiol to a hydroxyl
c. the addition of a hydroxyl to a phosphate
d. the replacement of the nitrogen of an amine with oxygen
e. the addition of a sulfhydryl to a carboxyl
7. \Vhich chemical group is most likely to be responsible for an
organic molecule behaving as a base?
a. hydroxyl
d. amino
b. carbonyl
e. phosphate
c. carboxyl
For Self· Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-MH',. ViSit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.(om lor a
Practice Test

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

EVOLUTION CONNECTION

SELF·QUIZ
I. Organic chemistry is currently defined as

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the study of compounds made only by living cells.
the study of carbon compounds.
the study of vital forces.
the study of natural (as opposed to synthetic) compounds.
the study of hydrocarbons.

8. •• I;t-W"I Some scientists believe that life elsewhere in the
universe might be based on the element silicon, rather than
on carbon, as on Earth. Look at the electron distribution diagram for silicon in Figure 2.9 and draw the Lewis dot structure for silicon. What properties does silicon share with
carbon that would make silicon-based life more likely than,
say, neon-based life or aluminum-based life?

2. \Vhich ofthe following hydrocarbons has a double bond in its

carbon skeleton?
a. C3 Hg
b. C2 H6
C. CH 4

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. In 1918, an epidemic of sleeping sickness caused an unusual

3. Choose the term that correctly describes the relationship
between these two sugar molecules:
H

I

H, -v0
C
I
H-C-OH
I
H-C-OH
I

H-C-OH

I

C=O

I

H-C-OH

I

H
a. structural isomers
b. geometric isomers

H
c. enantiomers
d. isotopes

rigid paralysis in some survivors, similar to symptoms of advanced Parkinson's disease. Years later, L-dopa (below, left), a
chemical used to treat Parkinson's disease, was given to some
of these patients, as dramatized in the movie Awakenings.
L-dopa was remarkably effective at eliminating the paralysis, at
least temporarily. However, its
enantiomer, o-dopa (right),
was subsequently shown to
have no effect at all, as is the
L-dopa
o-dopa
case for Parkinson's disease.
Suggest a hypothesis to explain
why, for both diseases, one enantiomer is effective and the
other is not.

4. Identify the asymmetric carbon in this molecule:

o

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY

OHH H H
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HI
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5. Which functional group is not present in this molecule?

HO, -v0

C H
I I

H-C-C-OH

I

I

N H

H/ 'H
a. carboxyl

b. sulfhydryl

c. hydroxyl

d. amino

10. Thalidomide achieved notoriety 50 years ago because of a
wave of birth defects among children born to women who
took thalidomide during pregnancy as a treatment for
morning sickness. However, in 1998 the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approved this drug for the treatment
of certain conditions associated with Hansen's disease (leprosy). In clinical trials. thalidomide also shows promise for
use in treating patients suffering from AIDS. tuberculosis,
and some types of cancer. Do you think approval of this
drug is appropriate? If so. under what conditions? \Vhat criteria do you think the FDA should use in weighing a drug's
benefits against its dangers?
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The Structu e
and Functio 0
Large Biologlca
Molecules
KEY

CONCEPTS

5.1

Macromolecules are polymers, built from

5.2

Carbohydrates serve as fuel and building
material
lipids are a diverse group of hydrophobic
molecules
Proteins have many structures, resulting in a
wide range of functions

monomers

5.3
5.4
5.5

Nucleic acids store and transmit hereditary

information

iven the rich complexity of life on Earth, we might expect organisms to have an enormous diversity of molecules. Remarkably, however, the critically important
large molecules ofall living things-from bacteria to elephantsfall into just four main classes: carbohydrates, lipids, proteins,
and nucleic acids. On the mole<ular scale, members of three of

G

these c1asses-earbohydrates, proteins, and nucleic adds-are
huge and are thus called macromolecules. For example, a prO'tein may consist of thousands of atoms that form a molecular
colossus with a mass weU over 100,000 daltOllS. Considering the
size and complexity of macromolecules, it is noteworthy that
biochemists have determined the detailed structures ofso many
of them (Figure 5.1).
The architecture of a large biological molecule helps explain how that molecule works. Like water and simple organic
molecules, large biological molecules exhibit unique emergent properties arising from the orderly arrangement of their
atoms. In this chapter, we'll first consider how macromolecules are built. Then we'll examine the structure and function
of all four classes of large biological molecules: carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids.
68

.... Figure 5.1 Why do scientists study the structures of
macromolecules?

r:'~7r::;o~~:u'esare polymers,
built from monomers

The macromolecules in three of the four classes of life's organic compounds-carbohydrates, proteins, and nucleic
acids-are chain-like molecules called polymers (from the
Greekpolys, many, and meris, part). A polymer is a long mol·
ecule consisting of many similar or identical building blocks
linked by covalent bonds, much as a train consists of a chain
of cars. The repeating units that serve as the building blocks
of a polymer are smaller molecules called monomers. Some
of the molecules that serve as monomers also have other
functions of their own.

The Synthesis and Breakdown of Polymers
The classes ofpolymers differ in the nature oftheir monomers,
but the chemical mechanisms by which cells make and break
down polymers are basically the same in all cases (Figure 5.2).
Monomers are connected by a reaction in which two molecules are covalently bonded to each other through loss of a
water molecule; this is known as a condensation reaction,
specifically a dehydration reaction, because water is the
molecule that is lost (Figure 5.2a). When a bond forms between two monomers, each monomer contributes part of the
water molecule that is lost: One molecule provides a hydroxyl
group (-OH), while the other provides a hydrogen (-H).
This reaction can be repeated as monomers are added to the
chain one by one, making a polymer. The dehydration process
is facilitated by enzymes, specialized macromole<:ules that
speed up chemical reactions in cells.
Polymers are disassembled to monomers by hydrolysis,
a process that is essentially the reverse of the dehydration

als are more extensive and those between species greater still.
The diversity of macromolecules in the living world is vast,
and the possible variety is effectively limitless.
What is the basis for such diversity in life's polymers?
These molecules are constructed from only 40 to 50 common monomers and some others that occur rarely. Building
a huge variety of polymers from such a limited number of
monomers is analogous to constructing hundreds of thousands of words from only 26 letters of the alphabet. The key
is arrangement-the particular linear sequence that the units
follow. However, this analogy falls far short of describing the
great diversity of macromolecules because most biological
polymers have many more monomers than the number of
letters in the longest word. Proteins, for example, are built
from 20 kinds of amino acids arranged in chains that are typically hundreds of amino acids long. The molecular logic of
life is simple but elegant: Small molecules common to all organisms are ordered into unique macromolecules.
Despite this immense diversity, molecular structure and
function can still be grouped roughly by class. Let's look at
each of the four major classes of large biological molecules.
For each class, the large molecules have emergent properties
not found in their individual building blocks.

HO. . . . . .H
Short polymer

Unlinked monomer

Dehydration remo~es a water
molecule, forming a new bond

HO

H

longer polymer
(a) Dehydration read ion in the synthesis of a polymer

HO

H

Hydrolysis adds a water
molecule, breaking a bond

CONCEPT

... Figure 5.2 The synthesis and breakdown of polymers.

The Diversity of Polymers
Each cell has thousands ofdifferent kinds ofmacromolecules;
the collection varies from one type of cell to another even in
the same organism. The inherent differences between human
siblings reflect variations in polymers, particularly DNA and
proteins. Molecular differences between unrelated individu-

5.1

1. What are the four main classes of large biological
molecules?
2. How many molecules of water are needed to completely hydrolyze a polymer that is ten monomers
long?
3. -'''MilrA Suppose you eat a serving of green
beans. What reactions must occur for the amino acid
monomers in the protein of the beans to be converted
to proteins in your body?

(b) Hydrolysis of a polymer

reaction (Figure 5.2b). Hydrolysis means to break using water (from the Greek hydro, water, and lysis, break). Bonds between the monomers are broken by the addition of water
molecules, with a hydrogen from the water attaching to one
monomer and a hydroxyl group attaching to the adjacent
monomer. An example of hydrolysis working within our bodies is the process of digestion. The bulk of the organic material in our food is in the form of polymers that are much too
large to enter our cells. Within the digestive tract, various enzymes attack the polymers, speeding up hydrolysis. The released monomers are then absorbed into the bloodstream for
distribution to all body cells. Those cells can then use dehydration reactions to assemble the monomers into new, different polymers that can perform specific functions required by
the cell.

CHECK

For suggested answers. see Append,x A

~;;~:~~d~;~es serve as fuel
and building material

Carbohydrates include both sugars and polymers of sugars.
The simplest carbohydrates are the monosaccharides, also
known as simple sugars. Disaccharides are double sugars,
consisting oftwo monosaccharides joined by a covalent bond.
Carbohydrates also include macromolecules called polysac·
charides, polymers composed of many sugar building blocks.

Sugars
Monosaccharides (from the Greek monos, single, and
sacchar, sugar) generally have molecular formulas that are
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some multiple of the unit CH 2 0 (Figure 5.3). Glucose
(C 6 H I2 0 6 ), the most common monosaccharide, is of central
importance in the chemistry of life. In the structure of glucose, we can see the trademarks of a sugar: The molecule has
a carbonyl group ()C=O) and multiple hydroxyl groups
(-OH). Depending on the location of the carbonyl group, a
sugar is either an aldose (aldehyde sugar) or a ketose (ketone
sugar). Glucose, for example, is an aldose; fructose. a structural isomer of glucose, is a ketose. (Most names for sugars
end in -ose.) Another criterion for classifying sugars is the
size of the carbon skeleton, which ranges from three to seven
carbons long. Glucose, fructose, and other sugars that have
six carbons are called hexoses. Trioses (three-carbon sugars)
and pentoses (five-carbon sugars) are also common.
Still another source of diversity for simple sugars is in the
spatial arrangement of their parts around asymmetric carbons. (Recall that an asymmetric carbon is a carbon attached
to four different atoms or groups ofatoms.) Glucose and galactose, for example, differ only in the placement of parts around
one asymmetric carbon (see the purple boxes in Figure 5.3).
\'(fhat seems like a small difference is significant enough to give
the m'o sugars distinctive shapes and behaviors.
Although it is convenient to draw glucose with a linear carbon skeleton, this representation is not completely accurate.
... Figure 5.3 Tne structure and
classification of some
monosaccharides. Sugars may be
aldoses (aldehyde sugars. top row) or
ketoses (ketone sugars. bottom row),
depending on the location of the carbonyl
group (dark orange). Sugars are also
classified according to the length of their
carbon skeletons. Athird point of variation
is the spatial arrangement around
asymmetric carbons (compare, for
example, the purple portions of glucose
and galactose),

In aqueous solutions, glucose molecules, as well as most other
sugars, form rings (figure 5.4).
Monosaccharides, particularly glucose, are major nutrients for cells. In the process known as cellular respiration,
cells extract energy in a series of reactions starting with glucose molecules. Not only are simple-sugar molecules a major fuel for cellular work; their carbon skeletons also serve
as raw material for the synthesis of other types of small organic molecules, such as amino acids and fatty acids. Sugar
molecules that are not immediately used in these ways are
generally incorporated as monomers into disaccharides or
polysaccharides.
Adisaccharide consists oftwo monosaccharides joined by
a glycosidic linkage, a covalent bond formed between two
monosaccharides by a dehydration reaction. For example,
maltose is a disaccharide formed by the linking of two molecules of glucose (Figure 5.5a). Also known as malt sugar,
maltose is an ingredient used in brewing beer. The most
prevalent disaccharide is sucrose, which is table sugar. Its m'o
monomers are glucose and fructose (figure 5.5b). Plants generally transport carbohydrates from leaves to roots and other
nonphotosynthetic organs in the form of sucrose. Lactose, the
sugar present in milk, is another disaccharide, in this case a
glucose molecule joined to a galactose molecule.
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(b) Abbreviated ring structure. Each corner
represents a carbon. The ring's thicker edge
indicates that you are looking at the ring
edge-on; the components attached to the ring
lie above or below the plane of the ring.

H

(a) Linear and ring forms. Chemical equilibrium between the linear and ring strudures
greatly fa~ors the formation of rings, The carbons of the sugar are numbered 1 to 6, as
shown. To form the glucose ring, carbon 1 bonds to the oxygen attached to carbon S,

.. Figure 5.4 Linear and ring forms of glucose.
••!.f·W"1 Start with the linear form of fructose (see Figure 5.3) and draw the formation of the fructose ring in two
steps. Number the carbons Attach carbon 5 via oxygen to carbon 2. Compare the number of carbons in the fructose
and glucose rings.

(a) Dehydration reaction in

the synthesis of maltose.
The bonding of two glucose
units forms maltose, The
glycosidic linkage Joins the
number 1carbon of one
glucose to the number 4
carbon of the second glucose,
Joining the glucose monomers
in a different way would result in a different disaccharide,

(b) Dehydration reaction in
the synthesis of sucrose.
Sucrose is a disaccharide
formed from glucose and
fructose. Notice that
fructose, though a hexose
like glucose, forms a
five-sided ring,
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.. Figure 5.S Examples of disaccharide synthesis.

Polysaccharides
Polysaccharides are macromolecules, polymers with a few
hundred to a few thousand monosaccharides joined by glycosidic linkages. Some polysaccharides serve as storage material, hydrolyzed as needed to provide sugar for cells. Other
polysaccharides serve as building material for structures that
protect the cell or the whole organism. The architecture and
function of a polysaccharide are determined by its sugar
monomers and by the positions of its glycosidic linkages.

Storage Polysaccharides
Both plants and animals store sugars for later use in the form
of storage polysaccharides. Plants store starch, a polymer of
C~APTE~

glucose monomers, as granules within cellular structures
known as plastids, which include chloroplasts. Synthesizing
starch enables the plant to stockpile surplus glucose. Because
glucose is a major cellular fuel, starch represents stored energy. The sugar can later be withdrawn from this carbohydrate
"bank~ by hydrolysis, which breaks the bonds between the glucose monomers. Most animals, including humans, also have
enzymes that can hydrolyze plant starch, making glucose
available as a nutrient for cells. Potato tubers and grains-the
fruits of wheat, maize (corn), rice, and other grasses-are the
major sources of starch in the human diet.
Most ofthe glucose monomers in starch are joined by 1-4
linkages (number 1 carbon to number 4 carbon), like the glucose units in maltose (see Figure 5.5a). The angle of these
fiVE
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Chloroplast

Starch

Amylose

Mitochondria

Glycogen granules

Amylopectin

(a) Starch: a plant polysaccharide. Two forms of starch are
amylose (unbranched) and amylopedln (branched) The light ovals
in the micrograph are granules of starch within a chloroplast of a
plant cell.

(b) Glycogen: an animal polysaccharide. Glycogen is more branched
than amylopectin. Animal cells stockpile glycogen as dense clusters of
granules within liver and mu>cle cells. (The micrograph shQlA/$ pan of
a liver cell; mitochondria are organelles that help break down sugars.)

.. Figure 5.6 Storage polysaccharides of plants and animals. These examples, starch and glycogen, are
composed entirely of glucose monomers. represented here by hexagons. Because of their molecular strUdure, the
polymer chains tend to form helices.
bonds makes the polymer helical. The simplest form of
starch, amylose, is unbranched (Figure S.6a). Amylopectin,
a more complex starch, is a branched polymer with 1-6 linkages at the branch points.
Animals store a polysaccharide called glycogen, a polymer of glucose that is like amylopectin but more extensively
branched (Figure 5.6b). Humans and other vertebrates
store glycogen mainly in liver and muscle cells. Hydrolysis
of glycogen in these cells releases glucose when the demand
for sugar increases. This stored fuel cannot sustain an animal for long, however. In humans, for example, glycogen
stores are depleted in about a day unless they are replen·
ished by consumption offood. This is an issue of concern in
low·carbohydrate diets.

Structural Polysaccharides
Organisms build strong materials from structural polysaccharides. For example, the polysaccharide called ceUulose is a major component of the tough walls that enclose plant cells. On a
global scale, plants produce almost 10 14 kg (100 billion tons) of
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cellulose per year; it is the most abundant organic compound
on Earth. Like starch, cellulose is a polymer of glucose, but the
glycosidic linkages in these two polymers differ. The difference
is based on the fact that there are actually two slightly different
ring structures for glucose (Figure S.7a). When glucose forms
a ring, the hydroxyl group attached to the number 1 carbon is
positioned either below or above the plane of the ring. These
two ring forms for glucose are called alpha (0.) and beta (13), respectively. In starch, all the glucose monomers are in the ex configuration (Figure 5.7b), the arrangement we sawin Figures 5.4
and 5.5. In contrast, the glucose monomers of cellulose are all
in the 13 configuration, making every other glucose monomer
upside down with respect to its neighbors (Figure 5.7c).
The differing glycosidic linkages in starch and cellulase give
the two molecules distinct three-dimensional shapes. Whereas a
starch molecule is mostly helical, a cellulose molecule is straight.
Cellulose is never branched, and some hydroxyl groups on itsglu·
case monomers are free to hydrogen-bond with the hydroxyis of
other cellulose molecules lying parallel to it. In plant cell walls,
parallel cellulose molecules held together in this way are grouped
into units called microfibrils (Figure 5.8). These cable-like

H, ;0
(a) a and ~ glucose ring
structures. These two
mterconvertible forms of
glucose differ in the
placement of the hydroxyi
group {highlighted in blue)
attached to the number 1
carbon.

c
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H-C-OH

I
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I
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H-C-OH

a Glucose

~

OH

Glucose

H

H2&O'~O~O~H

OH

OH

CHpH

OH

CH 20H

(c) Cellulose: 1-4 linkage of ~ glucose monomers. In cellulose,
every other pglucose monomer is upside down with respect to
its neighbors

(b) Starch: 1-4 linkage of a glucose monomers. All monomers
are in the same orientation. Compare the positions of the
-OH groups highlighted m yellow with those in cellulose (cl
.. Figure 5.7 Starch and cellulose structures.

Cellulose
microfibrils
in a plant
cell wall

~;::::::t=~

About 80 cellulose
molecules associate
to form a microfibril. the
main architectural unit
of the plant cell wall.

f-----i
10 J1m

0.51!m

A cellulose molecule
is an unbranched P
glucose polymer.
PGlucose
monomer
.. Figure 5.8 The arrangement of cellulose in plant cell walls.
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.... Figure 5.9 Cellulose-digesting prokaryotes are found in
grazing animals such as this cow.

Another important structural polysaccharide is chitin,
the carbohydrate used by arthropods (insects, spiders, crustaceans, and related animals) to build their exoskeletons
(figure 5.10). An exoskeleton is a hard case that surrounds
the soft parts of an animal. Pure chitin is leathery and flexible, but it becomes hardened when encrusted with calcium
carbonate, a salt. Chitin is also found in many fungi, which
use this polysaccharide rather than cellulose as the building
material for their cell walls. Chitin is similar to cellulose,
except that the glucose monomer of chitin has a nitrogencontaining appendage (see Figure 5.lOa).
CONCEPT

microfibrils are a strong building material for plants and an im·
portant substance for humans because cellulose is the major
constituent of paper and the only component of cotton.
Enzymes that digest starch by hydrolyzing its a linkages are
unable to hydrolyze the f3 linkages of cellulose because of the
distinctly different shapes of these two molecules. In fact, few
organisms possess enzymes that can digest cellulose. Humans
do not; the cellulose in our food passes through the digestive
tract and is eliminated with the feces. Along the way, the cellulose abrades the wall ofthe digestive tract and stimulates the
lining to secrete mucus, which aids in the smooth passage of
food through the tract. Thus, although cellulose is not a nutri·
ent for humans, it is an important part ofa healthful diet. Most
fresh fruits, vegetables, and whole grains are rich in cellulose.
On food packages, uinsoluble fiber~ refers mainly to cellulose.
Some prokaryotes can digest cellulose, breaking it down
into glucose monomers. A cow harbors cellulose·digesting
prokaryotes in its rumen, the first compartment in its stomach
(figure 5.9). The prokaryotes hydrolyze the cellulose of hay
and grass and convert the glucose to other nutrients that nourish the cow. Similarly, a termite, which is unable to digest cellulose by itself, has prokaryotes living in its gut that can make a
meal of wood. Some fungi can also digest cellulose, thereby
helping re<ycle chemical elements within Earth's e<osystems.

H

CHECK

5.2

1. Write the formula for a monosaccharide that has
three carbons.
2. A dehydration reaction joins two glucose molecules
to form maltose. The formula for glucose is C6 H 120 6 •
What is the formula for maltose?
3. _M,nIM What would happen if a cow were
given antibiotics that killed all the prokaryotes in its
stomach?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

~~;~~:·a~e5~~iverse

group
of hydrophobic molecules

Lipids are the one class of large biological molecules that does
not include true polymers, and they are generally not big
enough to be considered macromolecules. The compounds
called lipids are grouped together because they share one important trait: They mix poorly, if at all, with water. The hydrophobic behavior of lipids is based on their molecular
structure. Although they may have some polar bonds associated with oxygen, lipids consist mostly ofhydrocarbon regions.

NH

I

c=o
I

CH;

(3) The structure of the chitin monomer.

(b) Chitin forms the exoskeleton of arthropods.
This cicada is molting. shedding its old
exoskeleton and emerging in adult form

.. Figure 5.10 Chitin, a structural polysaccharide.
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(el Chitin is used to make a strong and flexible
surgical thread that decomposes after the
wound or incision heals.

Lipids are varied in form and function. They include waxes and
certain pigments, but we will focus on the most biologically important types of lipids: fats, phospholipids, and steroids.

Fats
Although fats are not polymers, they are large molecules assembled from a few smaller molecules by dehydration reactions. A
fat is constructed from two kinds ofsmaller molecules: glycerol
and fatty acids (Figure 5.11a). Glycerol is an alcohol with three
carbons, each bearing a hydroxyl group. A fatty acid has a long
carbon skeleton, usually 16 or 18 carbon atoms in length. The
carbon at one end of the fatty add is part of a carboxyl group,
the functional group that gives these molecules the name fatty
acid. Attached to the carboxyl group is a long hydrocarbon
chain. The relatively nonpolar C-H bonds in the hydrocarbon
chains of fatty acids are the reason fats are hydrophobic. Fats
separate from water because the water molecules hydrogenbond to one another and exclude the fats. This is the reason that
vegetable oil (a liquid fat) separates from the aqueous vinegar
solution in a bottle of salad dressing.
In making a fat, three fatty acid molecules each join to
glycerol by an ester linkage, a bond between a hydroxyl
group and a carboxyl group. The resulting fat, also called a

triacylglycerol, thus consists ofthree fatty acids linked to one
glycerol molecule. (Still another name for a fat is triglyceride, a
word often found in the list ofingredients on packaged foods.)
The fatty adds in a fat can be the same, as in Figure 5.11b, or
they can be of two or three different kinds.
Fatty adds vary in length and in the number and locationsof
double bonds. The terms saturated fats and unsaturated fats
are commonly used in the context of nutrition (Figure 5.12).
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Structural formula of a
saturated fat molecule
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Stearic acid. a saturated
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(a) Saturated fat. At room temperature. the molecules of a saturated
fat such as this butter are packed closely together. forming a solid

Glycerol
(a) Dehydration reaction in the synthesis of a fat
Structural formula of an
unsaturated fat molecule

,
,,,
,
,

Oleic acid, an unsaturated
fatty acid

,
cis double bond
causes bending

(b) Fat molecule (triacylglyceroll
... Figure 5.11 The synthesis and structure of a fat. or
triacylglycerol. The molecular building blocks of a fat are one
molecule of glycerol and three molecules of fatty aCids (a) One
water molewle IS removed for each fatty acid joined to the glycerol.
(b) A fat molecule with three identical falty acid units, The carbons of
the laity acids are arranged zig-zag to suggest the actual orientations
01 the four single bonds extending from each carbon (see Figure 4.3a).

"''''h:,

(b) Unsaturated fat. At room temperature, the molecules of an unsaturated fat such as this olive oil cannot pack together closely
enough to solidify because of the kinks In some of their fatty aCid
hydrocarbon chains.
... Figure 5.12 Examples of saturated and unsaturated
fats and fatty acids. The structural formula for each fat follows a
common chemical convention of omitting the carbons and attached
hydrogens of the hydrocarbon regions, In the space-filling models of
the fatty acids, black = carbon, gray = hydrogen, and red = oxygen.
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These terms refer to the structure ofthe hydrocarbon chains of
the fatty acids. If there are no double bonds between carbon
atoms composing the chain, then as many hydrogen atoms as
possible are bonded to the carbon skeleton. Such a structure is
described as being saturated with hydrogen, so the resulting
fatty acid is called a saturated fatty acid (Figure 5.12a). An
unsaturated fatty acid has one or more double bonds, formed
by the removal of hydrogen atoms from the carbon skeleton.
The fatty acid will have a kink in its hydrocarbon chain wherever a cis double bond occurs (Figure 5.12b).
A fat made from sarurated fatty acids is called a saturated
fat. Most animal fats are saturated: The hydrocarbon chains of
their fatty acids-the "tails" of the fat molecules-lack double
bonds, and their flexibility allows the fat molecules to pack together tightly. Saturated animal fats-such as lard and but~
ter-are solid at room temperature. In contrast, the fats of
plants and fishes are generally unsaturated, meaning that they
are built of one or more types of unsaturated fatty acids. Usually liquid at room temperature, plant and fish fats are referred
to as oils-olive oil and cod liver oil are examples. The kinks
where the cis double bonds are located prevent the molecules
from packing together closely enough to solidify at room temperature. The phrase "hydrogenated vegetable oils" on food labels means that unsaturated fats have been synthetically
converted to saturated fats by adding hydrogen. Peanut butter,
margarine, and many other products are hydrogenated to prevent lipids from separating out in liquid (oil) form.
Adiet rich in saturated fats is one ofseveral factors that may
contribute to the cardiovascular disease known as atheroscle~
rosis. In this condition, deposits called plaques develop within
the walls of blood vessels, causing inward bulges that impede

~
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2
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Cells could not exist without another type of lipidphospholipids (Figure 5.13). Phospholipids are essential

.... Figure 5.13 The structure of a phospholipid.
A phospholipid has a hydrophilic (polar) head and two
hydrophobic (nonpolar) tails. Phospholipid diversity is
based on differences in the two fatty acids and in the
groups attached to the phosphate group of the head
ThiS particular phospholipid. called a phosphatldylcholine.
has an attached choline group. The kink in one of its tails
is due to a cis double bond. Shown here are (a) the
structural formula, (b) the space-filling model (yellow =
phosphorus, blue = nitrogen), and (e) the symbol for a
phospholipid that will appear throughout this book.

~H
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Phospholipids
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blood flow and reduce the resilience ofthe vessels. Recent studies have shown that the process of hydrogenating vegetable oils
produces not only saturated fats but also unsaturated fats with
trans double bonds. These trans fats may contribute more
than sarurated fats to atherosclerosis (see Chapter42) and other
problems. Because trans fats are especially common in baked
goods and processed foods, the USDA requires trans fatcontent
information on nutritional labels.
Fat has come to have such a negative connotation in our culture that you might wonder what useful purpose fats serve. The
major function of fats is energy storage. The hydrocarbon
chains of fats are similar to gasoline molecules and just as rich
in energy. Agram offat stores more than twice as much energy
as a gram ofa polysaccharide, such as starch. Because plants are
relatively immobile, they can function with bulky energy storage in the form of starch. (Vegetable oils are generally obtained
from seeds, where more compact storage is an asset to the
plant.) Animals, however, must carry their energy stores with
them, so there is an advantage to having a more compact reservoir of fuel-fat. Humans and other mammals stocK their longterm food reserves in adipose cells (see Figure 4.6a), which
swell and shrink as fat is deposited and withdrawn from storage.ln addition to storing energy, adipose tissue also cushions
such vital organs as the kidneys, and a layer of fat beneath the
skin insulates the body. This subcutaneous layer is especially
thick in whales, seals, and most other marine mammals, protecting them from cold ocean water.
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(b) Space-filling

model

(c) Phospholipid symbol

Hydrophilic
head

WATER

HO
Hydrophobic
tail

WATER

... Figure 5.14 Bilayer structure formed by self.assembly
of phospholipids in an aqueous environment. The
phospholipid bilayer shown here is the main fabric of biological
membranes. Note that the hydrophilIC heads of the phospholipids are
in contad with water In this structure. whereas the hydrophobic tails
are in contact with each other and remote from water.

for cells because they make up cell membranes. Their structure provides a classic example of how form fits function at
the molecular level. As shown in Figure 5.13, a phospholipid
is similar to a fat molecule but has only two fatty acids attached to glycerol rather than three. The third hydroxyl
group of glycerol is joined to a phosphate group, which has
a negative electrical charge. Additional small molecules,
which are usually charged or polar, can be linked to the
phosphate group to form a variety of phospholipids.
The rn'o ends of phospholipids show different behavior toward water. The hydrocarbon tails are hydrophobic and are
excluded from water. However, the phosphate group and its
attachments form a hydrophilic head that has an affinity for
water. \Vhen phospholipids are added to water, they selfassemble into double-layered aggregates-bilayers-that
shield their hydrophobic portions from water (Figure 5.14).
At the surface ofa cell, phospholipids are arranged in a similar bilayer. The hydrophilic heads of the molecules are on the
outside of the bilayer, in contact with the aqueous solutions inside and outside of the cell. The hydrophobic tails point toward the interior of the bilayer, away from the water. The
phospholipid bilayer forms a boundary bern'een the cell and
its external environment; in fact, cells could not exist without
phospholipids.

Steroids
Many hormones, as well as cholesterol, are steroids, which
are lipids characterized by a carbon skeleton consisting offour
fused rings (Figure 5.15). Different steroids vary in the chemical groups attached to this ensemble of rings. Cholesterol is
a common component of animal cell membranes and is also
the precursor from which other steroids are synthesized. In

... Figure 5.15 Cholesterol, a steroid. Cholesterol is the
molecule from which other steroids. including the sex hormones. are
synthesized. Steroids ~ary in the chemical groups altached to their four
interconnected rings (shown in gold).

vertebrates, cholesterol is synthesized in the liver. Many hormones, including vertebrate sex hormones, are steroids produced from cholesterol (see Figure 4.9). Thus, cholesterol is a
crucial molecule in animals, although a high level of it in the
blood may contribute to atherosclerosis. Both saturated fats
and trans fats exert their negative impact on health by affecting cholesterol levels.
CONCEPT

CHECK

5.3

I. Compare the structure of a fat (triglyceride) with that
of a phospholipid.
2. Why are human sex hormones considered lipids?
3. _',mUIA Suppose a membrane surrounded an oil
droplet, as it does in the cells of plant seeds. Describe
and explain the form it might take.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;;::~; ~~~ many structures,
resulting in a wide range
of functions

Nearly every dynamic function of a living being depends on
proteins. In fact, the importance of proteins is underscored by
their name, which comes from the Greek word proteios,
meaning "first place:' Proteins account for more than 50% of
the dry mass ofmost cells, and they are instrumental in almost
everything organisms do. Some proteins speed up chemical
reactions, while others play a role in structural support,
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An Overview of Protein Functions
Type of Protein

Function

Examples

Enzymatic proteins

Selective acceleration of
chemical reactions

Digestive enzymes catalyze the hydrolysis of the polymers in food.

Structural proteins

Support

Insects and spiders use silk fibers to make their cocoons and webs, respectively.
Collagen and elastin provide a fibrous framework in animal connective tissues.
Keratin is the protein of hair, horns, feathers, and other skin appendages.

Storage proteins

Storage of amino acids

Ovalbumin is the protein of egg white, used as an amino acid source for the
developing embryo. Casein, the protein of milk, is the major source of amino
acids for baby mammals. Plants have storage proteins in their seeds.

Transport proteins

Transport of other
substances

Hemoglobin, the iron-containing protein of vertebrate blood, transports
oxygen from the lungs to other parts of the body. Other proteins transport
molecules across cell membranes.

Hormonal proteins

Coordination of an
organism's activities

Insulin, a hormone secreted by the pancreas, helps regulate the concentration
of sugar in the blood of vertebrates.

Receptor proteins

Response of cell to
chemical stimuli

Receptors built into the membrane of a nerve cell detect chemical signals
released by other nerve cells.

Contractile and
motor proteins

Movement

Actin and myosin are responsible for the contmction of muscles. Other proteins
are responsible for the undulations of the organelles called cilia and flagella.

Defensive proteins

Protection against disease Antibodies combat bacteria and viruses.

storage, transport, cellular communication, movement, and
defense against foreign substances (Table 5.1).
Life would not be possible without enzymes, most of which
are proteins. Enzymatic proteins regulate metabolism by acting
as catalysts, chemical agents that selectivelyspeed up chemical reactions without being consumed by the reaction (Figure 5.16).

o

8 Substrate binds to
enzyme.

Active site is available
for a molecule of substrate,
the reactant on which the
enzyme acts.

s:

(Q;:;?
~sucrose)

Because an enzyme can perform its function over and over again,
these molecules can be thought of as workhorses that keep cells
running by carrying out the processes oflife.
A human has tens of thousands of different proteins, each
with a specific structure and function; proteins, in fact, are the
most structurally sophisticated molecules known. Consistent
with their diverse functions, they vary extensively in structure,
each type of protein having a unique three-dimensional shape.

Polypeptides
Diverse as proteins are, they are all polymers constructed
from the same set of 20 amino acids. Polymers of amino
adds are called polypeptides. A protein consists of one or
more polypeptides, each folded and coiled into a spedfic
three-dimensional structure.
Amino Acid Monomers

o Products are released.

f) Substrate is converted
to products.

.... Figure 5.16 The catalytic cycle of an enzyme. The enzyme
sucrase accelerates hydrolysis of sucrose into glucose and fructose,
Acting as a catalyst, the sucrase protein is not consumed during the
cycle. but remains available for further catalysis.
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All amino acids share a common structure. Amino acids are
organic molecules possessing both
Cl carbon
carboxyl and amino groups (see
R~
Chapter 4). The illustration at the
H\N ~_(yP
right shows the general formula for
HI
I
'OH
an amino acid. At the center of the
H
amino acid is an asymmetric carbon
Amino
Carboryl
atom called the alpha (a) carbon. Its
group
group
four different partners are an amino group, a carboxyl group, a
hydrogen atom, and a variable group symbolized by R. The R
group, also called the side chain, differs with each amino acid.
Figure 5.17 shows the 20 amino acids that cells use to build
their thousands of proteins. Here the amino and carboxyl
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... Figure 5.17 The 20 amino acids of
proteins. The amino acids are grouped here
according to the properties of their side chains
(R groups), highlighted in white. The amino
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parentheses. All the amino acids used in
proteins are the same enantiomer, called the
l form, as shown here (see Figure 4.7).
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groups are all depicted in ionized form, the way they usually
exist at the pH in a cell. TIle R group may be as simple as a hydrogen atom, as in the amino acid glycine (the one amino acid
lacking an asymmetric carbon, since two of its a carbon's partners are hydrogen atoms), or it may be a carbon skeleton with
various functional groups attached, as in glutamine. (Organisms do have other amino acids, some of which are occasionally found in proteins. Because these are relatively rare, they
are not shown in Figure 5.17.)
The physical and chemical properties of the side chain determine the unique characteristics of a particular amino
acid, thus affecting its functional role in a polypeptide. In
Figure 5.17, the amino acids are grouped according to the
properties of their side chains. One group consists of amino
acids with nonpolar side chains, which are hydrophobic. Another group consists of amino acids with polar side chains,
which are hydrophilic. Acidic amino acids are those with side
chains that are generally negative in charge owing to the
presence of a carboxyl group, which is usually dissociated
(ionized) at cellular pH. Basic amino acids have amino
groups in their side chains that are generally positive in
charge. (Notice that all amino acids have carboxyl groups
and amino groups; the terms acidic and basic in this context
refer only to groups on the side chains.) Because they are
charged, acidic and basic side chains are also hydrophilic.

Amino Acid Polymers
Now that we have examined amino acids, let's see how they
are linked to form polymers (Figure 5.18). When two amino
acids are positioned so that the carboxyl group of one is adjacent to the amino group of the other, they can become
joined by a dehydration reaction, with the removal of a
water molecule. The resulting covalent bond is called a
peptide bond. Repeated over and over, this process yields
a polypeptide, a polymer of many amino acids linked by
peptide bonds. At one end of the polypeptide chain is a
free amino group; at the opposite end is a free carboxyl
group. Thus, the chain has an amino end (N-terminus)
and a carboxyl end (C-terminus). The repeating sequence
of atoms highlighted in purple in Figure 5.18b is called the
polypeptide backbone. Extending from this backbone are different kinds ofappendages, the side chains of the amino acids.
Polypeptides range in length from a few monomers to a thousand or more. Each specific polypeptide has a unique linear
sequence of amino acids. The immense variety of polypeptides in nature illustrates an important concept introduced
earlier-that cells can make many different polymers by linking a limited set of monomers into diverse sequences.

Protein Structure and Function
The specific activities of proteins result from their intricate
three-dimensional architecture, the simplest level of which is
80
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.... Figure 5.18 Making a polypeptide chain. (a) Peptide bonds
formed by dehydration reactions link the carboxylgfOup of one
amino acid to the amino group of the next. (b) The peptide bonds
are formed one at a time. starting with the amino acid at the amino
end (N·termInUS). The polypeptide has a repetitive backbone (purple)
to which the amino acid side chains are attached.
••Ijl.W"1 In (a), circle and label the carboxyl and amino groups that

will form the peptide bond shown in (b).

the sequence of their amino acids. The pioneer in determining the amino acid sequence of proteins was Frederick
Sanger, who, with his colleagues at Cambridge University in
England, worked on the hormone insulin in the late 1940s
and early 1950s. He used agents that break polypeptides at
specific places, followed by chemical methods to determine
the amino acid sequence in these small fragments. Sanger
and his co-workers were able, after years of effort, to reconstruct the complete amino acid sequence of insulin. Since
then, most of the steps involved in sequencing a polypeptide
have been automated.
Once we have learned the amino acid sequence of a
polypeptide, what can it tell us about the three-dimensional
structure (commonly referred to simply as the "structure~) of
the protein and its function? The term polypeptide is not
synonymous with the term protein. Even for a protein consisting of a single polypeptide, the relationship is somewhat
analogous to that behveen a long strand of yarn and a
sweater of particular size and shape that can be knit from the
yarn. A functional protein is not just a polypeptide chain, but
one or more polypeptides precisely twisted, folded, and
coiled into a molecule of unique shape (Figure 5.19). And it

(a) A ribbon model shows how the single polypeptide chain folds and
coils to form the fundional protein. (The yellow lines represent crosslinking bonds between cysteines that stabilize the protein's shape,)

(b) A space-filling model shows more clearly the globular shape
seen in many proteins, as well as the specific three-dimensional
structure unique to lysozyme.

... Figure 5.19 Structure of a protein. the enzyme lysozyme. Present in our sweat, tears, and sali~a. lysozyme
is an enzyme that helps pre~ent infedion by binding to and destroying specific molecules on the surface of many kinds of
bacteria, The groo~e is the part of the protein that recognizes and binds to the target molecules on bacterial walls,

is the amino acid sequence of each polypeptide that determines what three-dimensional structure the protein will have.
\VIlen a cell synthesizes a polypeptide, the chain generally
folds spontaneously, assuming the functional structure for
that protein. This folding is driven and reinforced by the formation ofa variety of bonds between parts ofthe chain, which
in turn depends on the sequence of amino acids. Many proteins are roughly spherical (globular proteins), while others are
shaped like long fibers (fibrous proteins). Even within these
broad categories, countless variations exist.
A protein's specific structure determines how it works. In
almost every case, the function of a protein depends on its
ability to recognize and bind to some other molecule. In an especially striking example ofthe marriage ofform and function,
Figure 5.20 shows the exact match of shape between an antibody (a protein in the body) and the particular foreign substance on a flu virus that the antibody binds to and marks for
destruction. A second example is an enzyme, which must recognize and bind closely to its substrate, the substance the enzymeworkson (see Figure 5.16). Also, you learned in Chapter 2
that natural signaling molecules called endorphins bind to specific receptor proteins on the surface of brain cells in humans,
producing euphoria and relieving pain. Morphine, heroin, and
other opiate drugs are able to mimic endorphins because they
all share a similar shape with endorphins and can thus fit into
and bind to endorphin receptors in the brain. This fit is very specific, something like a lock and key (see Figure 2.18). Thus, the
function ofa protein-for instance, the ability ofa receptor protein to bind to a particular pain-relieving signaling moleculeis an emergent property resulting from exquisite molecular
order.

Four Leyels of Protein Structure
\Vith the goal ofunderstanding the function ofa protein, learningabout its structure is often productive. In spite oftheir great
diversity, all proteins share three superimposed levels of structure, known as primary, secondary, and tertiary structure. A
fourth level. quaternary structure, arises when a protein consists of two or more polypeptide chains. Figure 5.21, on the
following two pages, describes these four levels of protein
structure. Be sure to study this figure thoroughly before going
on to the next section.
Antibody protein

Protein from flu virus

... Figure 5.20 An antibody binding to a protein from a flu
virus. A technique called X-ray crystallography was used to generate a
computer model of an antibody protein (blue and orange, left) bound
to a flu virus protein (green and yellow, right), Computer software was
then used to back the imag~ away from each other, revealing the
exad complementarity of shape between the two protein surfaces.
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• FII'ft 5.21

••

• Levels of Protein Structure
Primary Structure

Secondary Structure
~

pleated sheet

II

helix

------ ------ ------The primary structure of a protein is its unique sequence of amino
adds, As an example, let's consider transthyretin, a globular protein
found in the blood that transports vitamin A and one of the thyroid
hormones throughout the body. Each ofthe four identical polypeptide
chains that together make up tr,msthyretin is composed of 127 amino
adds. Shown here is one ofthese chains unraveled for a closer look at
its primary structure. Each of the 127 positions along the chain is occupied by one of the 20 amino acids, indicated here by its three-letter
abbreviation. The primary structure is like the order of letters in avery
long word If left to chance, there would be 20 127 different ways of
making a polypeptide chain 127 amino acids long, However, the precise primary structure of a protein is determined not by the random
linking ofamino acids, but by inherited genetic infonnation.

Most proteins have segments of their polypeptide chains repeatedly
coiled or folded in patterns that contribute to the protein's overall
shape. These coils and folds, collectively referred to as secondary
structure, are the result of hydrogen bonds between the repeating
constituents of the polypeptide backbone (not the amino acid side
chains). Both the oxygen and the nitrogen atoms of the backbone are
electronegative, with partial negative charges (see Figure 2.16). The
weakly positive hydrogen atom attached to the nitrogen atom has an
affinity for the oxygen atom of a nearby peptide bond. Individually,
these hydrogen bonds are we3k, but because they are repeated many
times over a relatively long region of the polypeptide chain, they can
support a particular shape for that part ofthe protein.
One such secondary structure is the a helix, a delicate coil held
together by hydrogen bonding between every fourth amino acid,
shown above. Although transthyretin has only one a helix region (see
tertiary structure), other globular proteins have multiple stretches of
a helix separated by nonhelical regions. Some fibrous proteins, such
as a-keratin, the structural protein ofhair, have the a helix formation
over most of their length.
The other main type ofsecond3ry structure is the II pleated sheet.
As shown above, in this structure two or more regions ofthe polypeptide chain lying side by side are connected by hydrogen bonds between
parts ofthe two parallel polypeptide backbones. Pleated sheets make
up the core of many globular proteins, as is the case for transthyretin,
and dominate some fibrous proteins, including the silk protein ofaspider's web. The teamwork ofso many hydrogen bonds makes each spider silk fiber stronger than a steel strand of the same weight

Abdominal glands of the ~
spider secrete silk fibers
made of a structural protein
containing ~ pleated sheets. !
The radiating strands, made ~
of dry silk fibers, maintain
the shape of the web.
/0

C

'Om Carboxyl end
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The spiral strands (capture
strands) are elastic, stretching
in response to wind, rain,
and the touch of insects.

~

Tertiary Structure

Quaternary Structure

----- ---- ----

--- ---

-------

Superimposed on the patterns of secondary structure is a protein's
tertiary structure, shown above for the transthyretin polypeptide.

While secondary structure involves interactions between backbone
constituents, tertiary structure is the overall shape of a polypeptide
resulting from interactions between the siclechains (R groups) ofthe
various amino acids. One type of interaction that contributes to ter-

tiary structure is-somewhat misleadingly-called a hydrophobic
interaction. As a polypeptide folds into its functional shape, amino

acids with hydrophobic (nonpolar) side chains usually end up in clusters at the core of the protein, out ofcontact with water. Thus, what
we call a hydrophobic interaction is actually caused by the action of
water molecules, which exclude nonpolar substances as they form
hydrogen bonds with each other and with hydrophilic parts of the
protein. Once nonpolar amino acid side chains are close together,
van der Waals interactions help hold them together. Meanwhile. hy.
drogen bonds between polar side chains and ionic bonds between
positively and negatively charged side chains also help stabilize terti·
ary structure. These are all weak interactions, but their cumulative
effect helps give the protein a unique shape.
The shape of a protein may be reinforced further by covalent
bonds caned disulfide bridges. Disulfide bridges form where two
cysteine monomers, amino acids with sulfhydryl groups (-SH) on
their side chains (see Figure 4.10), are brought close together by
the folding of the
protein. The sulfur
Hydrophobic
of one cysteine
interactions and
bonds to the sulfur
van der Waals
of the second, and
interactions
the disulfide bridge
(-5-5-)
rivets
parts of the protein
Hydrogen
together (see yellow
HO-( bond
lines in figure 5.19a).
I
All of these different
CH,
kinds of bonds can
occur in one protein,
as shown here in a
small part of a hypothetical protein.

Some proteins consist of two or more polypeptide chains aggregated into one functional macromolecule. Quaternary structure is
the overall protein structure that results from the aggregation of
these polypeptide subunits. For example, shown above is the complete, globular transthyretin protein. made up of its four polypep·
tides. Another example is collagen, shown below left, which is a
fibrous protein that has helical subunits intertwined into a larger
triple helix, giving the long fibers great strength. This suits collagen
fibers to their function as the girders of connective tissue in skin,
bone, tendons, ligaments, and other body parts (collagen accounts
for 40% of the protein in a human body). Hemoglobin, the oxygenbinding protein of red blood cells shown below right, is another example of a globular protein with quaternary structure. It consists of
four polypeptide subunits, two of one kind ("a chains") and two of
another kind ("13 chains"). Both a and 13 subunits consist primarily
of a-helical secondary structure. Each subunit has a nonpolypep·
tide component, called heme. with an iron atom that binds oxygen.

Polypeptide
chain

or
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Sickle-Cell Disease: A Change in Primary Structure

What Determines Protein Structure?

Even a slight change in primary structure can affect a protein's
shape and ability to function. For instance, sickle-cell disease,
an inherited blood disorder, is caused by the substitution of
one amino acid (valine) for the normal one (glutamic acid) at
a particular position in the primary structure of hemoglobin,
the protein that carries oxygen in red blood cells. Normal red
blood cells are disk~shaped, but in sick[e~cell disease, the ab~
normal hemoglobin molecules tend to crystallize, deforming
some of the cells into a sickle shape (Figure 5.22). The life of
someone with the disease is punctuated by "sickle·cell crises;'
which occur when the angular cells clog tiny blood vessels,
impeding blood flow. The toll taken on such patients is a dramatic example of how a simple change in protein structure
can have devastating effects on protein function.

You've learned that a unique shape endows each protein with
a specific function. But what are the key factors determining
protein structure? You already know most of the answer: A
polypeptide chain of a given amino acid sequence can spontaneously arrange itself into a three-dimensional shape determined and maintained by the interactions responsible for
secondary and tertiary structure. This folding normally occurs
as the protein is being synthesized within the cell. However,
protein structure also depends on the physical and chemical
conditions of the protein's environment. If the pH, salt can·
centration, temperature, or other aspects of its environment
are altered, the protein may unravel and lose its native shape,
a change called denaturation (figure 5.23). Because it is misshapen, the denatured protein is biologically inactive.

....
Normal hemoglobin

Primary
structure

1234567

Secondary
and tertiary
structures

II subunit

Sickle-cell hemoglobin
Primary
structure
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1234567
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SicklNel1
hemoglobin

Molecules do
not associate
with one
another; each
carries orygen.

Function

Molecules
interact with
one another and
crystallize into
a fiber; capacity
to carry oxygen is
greatly reduced

Normal cells are
full of mdividual
hemoglobin
molecules. each
carrymg oxygen .

Red blood
cell shape

Fibers of abnormal
hemoglobin deform
cell into sickle
shape.

Quaternary
structure

Normal
hemoglobin
(top view)

Function

Red blood
cell shape

... Figure 5.22 Asingle amino acid substitution in a protein causes sickle-cell disease. To show fiber
formation clearly, the orientation of the hemoglobin molecule here is different from that in Figure 5.21.
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Protein Folding in the Cell

Normal protein

~

Biochemists now know the amino acid sequences of more
than 1.2 million proteins and the three-dimensional shapes of
about 8,500. One would think that by correlating the primary
structures of many proteins with their three-dimensional
structures, it would be relatively easy to discover the rules of
protein folding. Unfortunately, the protein-folding process is
not that simple. Most proteins probably go through several intermediate structures on their way to a stable shape, and looking at the mature structure does not reveal the stages offolding
required to achieve that form. However, biochemists have developed methods for tracking a protein through such stages.
Researchers have also discovered chaperonins (also called
chaperone proteins), protein molecules that assist in the
proper folding ofother proteins (Figure 5.24). Olaperonins do
not specify the final structure of a polypeptide. Instead, they
keep the new polypeptide segregated from "bad influences" in
the cytoplasmic environment while it folds spontaneously. The
chaperonin shown in Figure 5.24, from the bacterium E. coli, is
a giant multiprotein complex shaped like a hollow cylinder.
The cavity provides a shelter for folding polypeptides.
Misfolding of polypeptides is a serious problem in cells.
Many diseases, such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's, are associated with an accumulation of misfolded proteins. Recently,
researchers have begun to shed light on molecular systems in
the cell that interact with chaperonins and check whether
proper folding has occurred. Such systems either refold the
misfolded proteins correctly or mark them for destruction.
Even when scientists have a correctly folded protein in hand,
determining its exact three-dimensional structure is not simple,
for a single protein molecule has thousands of atoms. The first
3-D structures were worked out in 1959, for hemoglobin and a
related protein. The method that made these feats possible was
X-ray crystallography, which has since been used to determine
the 3-D structures of many other proteins. In a recent example, Roger Kornberg and his colleagues at Stanford University
used this method in order to elucidate the structure of RNA
polymerase, an enzyme that playsa crucial role in the expression

Denatured protein

... Figure 5.23 Denaturation and renaturation of a protein.

High temperatures or various chemical treatments will denature a
protein. causing it to lose its shape and hence its ability to function. If
the denatured protein remains dissolved. it can often renature when the
chemical and physical aspects of its environment are restored to normal.

Most proteins become denatured if they are transferred
from an aqueous environment to an organic solvent, such as
ether or chloroform; the polypeptide chain refolds so that its
hydrophobic regions face outward toward the solvent. Other
denaturation agents include chemicals that disrupt the hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, and disulfide bridges that maintain a
protein's shape. Denaturation can also result from excessive
heat, which agitates the polypeptide chain enough to overpower the weak interactions that stabilize the structure. The
white of an egg becomes opaque during cooking because the
denatured proteins are insoluble and solidify. This also explains why excessively high fevers can be fatal: Proteins in the
blood can denature at very high body temperatures.
\Vhen a protein in a test-tube solution has been denatured
by heat or chemicals, it can sometimes return to its functional
shape when the denaturing agent is removed. We can condude that the information for building specific shape is intrinsic to the protein's primary structure. The sequence of amino
acids determines the protein's shape-where an a helix can
form, where f3 pleated sheets can occur, where disulfide
bridges are located, where ionic bonds can form, and so on. In
the crowded environment inside a cell, there are also specific
proteins that aid in the folding of other proteins.

correctlY~

Polypeptide

.. Figure 5.24 A
chaperonin in
action. The computer
graphic «eft} shows a

large chaperonin protein
complex, It has an
interior space that
provides a shelter for the
proper folding of nevAy
made polypeptides. The
complex consists of two
proteins: One protein is
a hollOl'l cylinder; the
other is a cap that can fit
on either end.

folded
protein

,."

•

Hollow
cylinder

Chaperonin
(fully assembled)

Steps of Chaperonin
Action:
An unfolded polypeptide enlers the
cylinder from one end

o
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The cap attaches. causing the
cylinder to change shape in
such a way that it creates a
hydrophilic environment for
the folding of the polypeptide

o off,
The cap comes
and the properly
folded protein is
released.
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of genes (Figure 5.25). Another method now in use is nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, which does not require protein crystaJlization.
A still newer approach uses bioinformatics (see Chapter 1)
to predict the 3- Dstructures of polypeptides from their amino
acid sequences. In 2005, researchers in Austria used comput·

" F9!:! 5.25

In ui

What can the 3·0 shape of the enzyme RNA
polymerase II tell us about its function?
EXPERIMENT
In 2006. Roger Kornberg was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for using X-ray crystallography to determine the 3-D shape of RNA polymerase II, which binds to the DNA
double helix and synthesizes RNA. After crystallizing a complex of
all three components. Kornberg and his colleagues aimed an X-ray
beam through the crystal. The atoms of the crystal diffracted
(bent) the X-rays Into an orderly array that a digital detector
recorded as a pattern of spots called an X-ray diffraction pattern.
Diffracted

ers to analyze the sequences and structures of 129 common
plant protein allergens. They were able to classify all of these
allergens into 20 families of proteins out of 3,849 families and
65% into just 4 families. This result suggests that the shared
structures in these protein families may playa role in generating allergic reactions. These structures may provide targets for
new allergy medications.
X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, and bioinfor·
matics are complementary approaches to understanding protein structure. Together they have also given us valuable hints
about protein function.
CONCEPT

CHECK

5.4

1. Why does a denatured protein no longer function
normally?
2. What parts of a polypeptide chain participate in the
bonds that hold together secondary structure? What
parts participate in tertiary structure?
3. -MUllii If a genetic mutation changes primary
structure, how might it destroy the protein's function?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

X-ray
source

Xi'"
X-ray
beam

I

Crystal

Digital detector

X-ray diffraction
pattern

RESULTS
Using data from X-ray diffraction patterns, as
well as the amino acid sequence determined by chemical methods, Kornberg and colleagues built a 3-D model of the complex
with the help of computer software,
RNA

polymerase II

~::~:~;a~i:s store and transmit
hereditary information

Ifthe primary structure ofpolypeptides determines a protein's
shape, what determines primary structure? The amino acid
sequence of a polypeptide is programmed by a unit of inheritance known as a gene. Genes consist of DNA, a polymer belonging to the class of compounds known as nucleic acids.

The Roles of Nucleic Acids
RNA.---

CONCLUSION By analyzing their model, the researchers developed a hypothesis about the functions of different regions of
RNA polymerase II. For example. the region above the DNA may
act as a clamp that holds the nucleic acids in place. (Youillearn
more about this enzyme in Chapter 17,j
SOURCE

A. L. Gn<ltt et ~I" Structural b~S15 of tr~n>cnptlon: ~n RNA

PCllyme'~se II elong~tlon complex ~t 33A, Science 2921876-1882 (10011

-m,uiii

If you were an author of the paper and were describing the model, what type of protein structure would you call
the small green polypeptide spiral in the center?
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The two types of nucleic acids, deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA), enable living organisms
to reproduce their complex components from one generation
to the next. Unique among molecules, DNA provides directions for its own replication. DNA also directs RNA syntheSIS
and, through RNA, controls protein synthesis (Figure 5.26).
DNA is the genetic material that organisms inherit from their
parents. Each chromosome contains one long DNA molecule,
usually carrying several hundred or more genes. \xrhen a cell reproduces itself by dividing, its DNA molecules are copied and
passed along from one generation of cells to the next. Encoded
in the structure ofDNA is the information that programs all the
cell's activities. The DNA, however, is not directly involved in
running the operations ofthe cell, any more than computer soft·
ware by itselfcan print a bank statement or read the bar code on
a box ofcereal. Just asa printer is needed to print outa statement
and a scanner is needed to read a bar code, proteins are required

,
o Synthesis
of
mRNA in the
nucleus
aq

to implement genetic programs. The molecular hardware ofthe
cell-the tools for biological functions-consists mostly of pro-

teins. For example, the oxygen carrier in red blood cells is the
protein hemoglobin, not the DNA that specifies its structure.
How does RNA, the other type of nucleic acid, fit into the
flow ofgenetic information from DNA to proteins? Each gene
along a DNA molecule directs synthesis of a type of RNA
called messenger RNA (mRNA). The mRNA molecule interacts with the cell's protein-synthesizing machinery to direct
production of a polypeptide, which folds into all or part of a
protein. We can summarize the flow of genetic information as
DNA ---> RNA ---> protein (see Figure 5.26). The sites of protein
synthesis are tiny structures called ribosomes. In a eukaryotic
cell, ribosomes are in the cytoplasm, but DNA resides in the
nucleus. Messenger RNA conveys genetic instructions for
building proteins from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. Prokary·
otic cells lack nuclei but still use RNA to convey a message
from the DNA to ribosomes and other cellular equipment that
translate the coded information into amino acid sequences.
RNA also plays many other roles in the cell.

1

NUClEUS

CYTOPLASM

e Movement of

mRNA
Ribosome

mRNA into cytoplasm

via nuclear pore

Q

Synthesis
of protein

••
Polypeptide

The Structure of Nucleic Acids

... Figure 5.26 DNA ..... RNA .... protein. In a eukaryotic cell, DNA

in the nucleus programs protein production in the cytoplasm by
dictating synthesis of messenger RNA (mRNA). (The cell nucleus is
actually much larger relative to the other elements of this figure.)

Nucleic acids are macromolecules that exist as polymers
called polynudcotidcs (Figure 5,27a), As indicated by the
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(a) Polynucleotide, or nudeic add

... Figure 5.27 Components of nucleic acids. (al Apolynucleotide has a
sugar·phosphate backbone with variable appendages, the nitrogenous bases. (b) A
nucleotide monomer includes a nitrogenous base, a sugar, and a phosphate group.
Without the phosphate group. the structure is called a nucleoside. (cl Anucleoside
includes a nitrogenous base (purine or pyrimidine) and a five-carbon sugar
(deoxyribose or ribose).
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name, each polynucleotide consists of monomers called
nucleotides. A nucleotide is itself composed of three parts:
a nitrogenous base, a five-carbon sugar (a pentose), and a
phosphate group (Figure 5.27b). The portion of this unit
without the phosphate group is called a nucleoside.

Nucleotide Monomers
To build a nucleotide, let's first consider the two components of the nucleoside: the nitrogenous base and the sugar
(Figure 5.27c). There are two families of nitrogenous bases:
pyrimidines and purines. A pyrimidine has a six-membered
ring of carbon and nitrogen atoms. (The nitrogen atoms
tend to take up H+ from solution, which explains why it's
called a nitrogenous base.) The members of the pyrimidine
family are cytosine (C), thymine (T), and uracil (U). Purines
are larger, with a six-membered ring fused to a fivemembered ring. The purines are adenine (A) and guanine (G).
The specific pyrimidines and purines differ in the chemical
groups attached to the rings. Adenine, guanine, and cytosine
are found in both types of nucleic acid; thymine is found only
in DNA and uracil only in RNA.
The sugar connected to the nitrogenous base is ribose
in the nudeotides of RNA and deoxyribose in DNA (see
Figure 5.27c). The only difference between these two sugars is that deoxyribose lacks an oxygen atom on the second
carbon in the ring; hence the name deoxyribose. Because
the atoms in both the nitrogenous base and the sugar are
numbered, the sugar atoms have a prime after the number to distinguish them. Thus, the second carbon in the
sugar ring is the 2' ("2 prime") carbon, and the carbon that
sticks up from the ring is called the 5' carbon.
$0 far, we have built a nucleoside. To complete the construction of a nucleotide, we attach a phosphate group to
the 5' carbon of the sugar (see Figure 5.27b). The molecule
is now a nucleoside mono phosphate, better known as a
nucleotide.

n

Nucleotide Polymers
Now we can see how these nucleotides are linked together to
build a polynucleotide. Adjacent nucleotides are joined by a
phosphodiester linkage, which consists of a phosphate group
that links the sugars of two nucleotides. This bonding results
in a backbone with a repeating pattern of sugar-phosphate
units (see Figure 5.27a). The two free ends of the polymer are
distinctly different from each other. One end has a phosphate
attached to a 5' carbon, and the other end has a hydroxyl
group ona 3' carboni we refer to these as the 5' end and the 3'
end, respectively. We can say that the DNA strand has a builtin directionality along its sugar-phosphate backbone, from 5'
to 3', somewhat like a one-way street. All along this sugarphosphate backbone are appendages consisting of the nitrogenous bases.
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The sequence of bases along a DNA (or mRNA) polymer
is unique for each gene and provides very specific information to the cell. Because genes are hundreds to thousands of
nucleotides long, the number of possible base sequences is
effectively limitless. A gene's meaning to the cell is encoded
in its specific sequence of the four DNA bases. For example,
the sequence AGGTAACTT means one thing, whereas the
sequence CGCTTTAAC has a different meaning. (Entire
genes, of course, are much longer.) The linear order of bases
in a gene specifies the amino acid sequence-the primary
structure-of a protein, which in turn specifies that protein's
three-dimensional structure and function in the cell.

The DNA Double Helix
The RNA molecules of cells consist of a single polynucleotide chain like the one shown in Figure 5.27. In contrast,
cellular DNA molecules have two polynucleotides that spiral around an imaginary axis, forming a double helix
(Figure 5,28), James Watson and Francis Crick, working at
Cambridge University, first proposed the double helix as the
three-dimensional structure of DNA in 1953. The two sugarphosphate backbones run in opposite 5' --> 3' directions from
each other, an arrangement referred to as antiparallel,
somewhat like a divided highway. The sugar-phosphate
backbones are on the outside of the helix, and the nitrogenous bases are paired in the interior of the helix. The two
polynucleotides, or strands, as they are called, are held together by hydrogen bonds between the paired bases and by
van der Waals interactions between the stacked bases. Most
DNA molecules are very long, with thousands or even millions ofbase pairs connecting the two chains, One long DNA
double helix includes many genes, each one a particular segment of the molecule.
Only certain bases in the double helix are compatible with
each other, Adenine (A) always pairs with thymine (T), and
guanine (G) always pairs with cytosine (C), If we were to read
the sequence of bases along one strand as we traveled the
length of the double helix, we would know the sequence of
bases along the other strand. Ifa stretch of one strand has the
base sequence 5'-AGGTCCG-3', then the base-pairing rules
tell us that the same stretch of the other strand must have the
sequence 3'-TCCAGGC-5'. The two strands of the double
helix are complementary, each the predictable counterpart of
the other, It is this feature of DNA that makes possible the
precise copying of genes that is responsible for inheritance
(see Figure 5.28). In preparation for cell division, each of the
two strands of a DNA molecule serves as a template to order
nucleotides into a new complementary strand, The result is
two identical copies of the original double-stranded DNA
molecule, which are then distributed to the two daughter
cells. Thus, the structure of DNA accounts for its function in
transmitting genetic information whenever a cell reproduces.

DNA and Proteins as Tape Measures
of Evolution

Mole<ular biology has added a new tape measure to the toolkit
biologists use to assess evolutionary kinship.

We are accustomed to thinking ofshared traits, such as hair and
milk production in mammals, as evidence of shared ancestors.
Because we now understand that DNA carries heritable information in the form of genes, we can see that genes and their
products (proteins) document the hereditary background of an
organism. The linear sequences of nucleotides in DNA molecules are passed from parents to offspring; these sequences de-

CONCEPT

termine the amino acid sequences of proteins. Siblings have

.. Figure 5.28 The DNA double helix
and its replication. The DNA molecule is

usually double-stranded. with the sugarphosphate backbone of the antiparallel
polynucleotide strands (symbolized here by
blue ribbons) on the outside of the heli~.
Holding the two strands together are pairs of
nitrogenous bases attached to each other by
hydrogen bonds. As illustrated here with
symbolic shapes for the bases, adenine (A)
can pair only with thymine m, and guanine (G)
can pair only With cytosine (C) When a cell
prepares to divide. the two strands of the
double heli~ separate, and each serves as a
template for the precise ordering of
nucleotidE'S into new complementary
strands (orange). Each DNA strand
in thiS figure is the structural
eqUivalent of the polynucleotide
diagrammed in Figure S.27a.

5.5

I. Go to Figure 5.27a and number all the carbons in
the sugars for the top three nucleotides; circle the
nitrogenous bases and star the phosphates.
2. In a DNA double helix, a region along one DNA
strand has this sequence of nitrogenous bases:
5'-TAGGCCT-3'. Write down this strand and its
complementary strand, clearly indicating the 5' and 3'
ends of the complementary strand.
3. • ',ill,nI 4 (a) Suppose a substitution occurred in
one DNA strand of the double helix in question 2,
resulting in:

greater similarity in their DNA and proteins than do unrelated
individuals of the same species. If the evolutionary view of life
is valid, we should be able to extend this concept of "molecular
genealogy" to relationships between species: We should expect
two species that appear to be closely related based on fossil and
anatomical evidence to also share a greater proportion of their
DNA and protein sequences than do more distantly related
species. In fact, that is the case. An example is the comparison
of a polypeptide chain of human hemoglobin with the corresponding hemoglobin polypeptide in five other vertebrates. In
this chain of 146 amino adds, humans and gorillas differ in just
I amino add, while humans and frogs differ in 67 amino acids.
(Clearly, these changes do not make the protein nonfunctional.)
S'end

CHECK

5'-TAAGCCT-3'
3'-ATCCGGA-5'
Draw the two strands; drcle and label the mismatched bases. (b) If the modified top strand is replicated, what would its matching strand be?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

The Theme of Emergent
Properties in the Chemistry
of Life: A Review
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Recall that life is organized along a hierarchy
ofstructural levels (see Figure 1.4). With each
increasing level of order, new properties
emerge. In Chapters 2-5, we have dissected
the chemistry of life. But we have also begun
to develop a more integrated view of life, exploring how properties emerge with increasing order.
We have seen that water's behavior results from interactions of its molecules,
each an ordered arrangement of hydrogen
and oxygen atoms. We reduced the complexity and diversity of organic compounds to carbon skeletons and appended
chemical groups. We saw that macromolecules are assembled from small organic
molecules, taking on new properties. By
completing our overview with an introduction to macromolecules and lipids, we
have built a bridge to Unit Two, where
we will study ceU structure and
function. We will keep a balance
S' end between the need to reduce life
to simpler processes and the ultimate satisfaction of viewing those
processes in their integrated context.
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~ The Synthesis and Breakdown of Polymers

Carbohydrates, proteins, and nucleic acids are polymers,
chains of monomers. The components of lipids vary.
Monomers form larger molecules by dehydration reactions. in
which water molecules are released. Polymers can disassemble by the reverse process, hydrolysis.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

~ The Diversity of Polymers An immense V"Jriety of polymers

.".liI4"_ 5.1

can be built from a small set of monomers.

-$14""-

Macromolecules are polymers, built from monomers
(pp. 68-69)

Acthity Making and Breaking Polymers

Large Biological Molecules

Components

Concept 5.2
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Acth'ily Models of Glucose
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Acti,ily Carbohydrates

Lipids are a diverse group
of hydrophobic molecules
(pp.74-77)

H
OH

Functions

Monosaccharides: glucose,
fructose

~

Carbohydrates serve as fuel and
building material (pp. 69-74)

Concept 5.3

Examples
H

OH

Fuel; carbon sources that can be
converted to other molecules or
combined into polymers

Disaccharides: lactose. sucrose
Polysaccharides:
• Cellulose (plants)
• Starch (plants)
• Glycogen (animals)
• Chitin (animals and fungi)

Glycerol

n~~~} f~tty
3

• Strengthens plant cell walls
• Stores glucose for energy
• Stores glucose for energy
• Strengthens exoskeletons and
fungal cell walls

Triacylgl),cerols (fats or oils):
glycerol + 3 fatty acids

Important energy source

Phospholipids: phosphate group
+ 2 fatty acids

Lipid bilayers of membranes

<>eids

Acth';ly Lipids

Head
Wlth®
2 fatty
~d,

Hydrophlhc
heads

U

HYdroPhObio:
Mils

Steroids: four fused rings with
attached chemical groups

• Component of cell membranes
(cholesterol)
• Signaling molecules that travel
through the body (hormones)

• Enzymes
• Structural proteins
• Storage proteins
• Transport proteins

• Catalyze chemical reactions
• Provide structural support
• Store amino acids
• Transport substances
• Coordinate organismal responses
• Receive signals from outside cell
• Function in cell movement
• Protect against disease

Steroid backbone
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Proteins have many structures,
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resulting in a wide range of
functions (pp. 77-86)
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Amino <>eid monomer (20 types)

Acthity Protein Funetions
Acthity Protein Structure
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Concept 5.5

Nitrogenous base

Nucleic acids store and transmit
hereditary information (pp. 86-89)

• Hormones
• Receptor proteins
• Motor proteins
• Defensive proteins
DNA

W' ()

/,

Acthity Nucleic Acid Functions

RNA:~

Acthity Nucleic Acid Structure

• Sugar == ribose
• Nitrogenous bases == C, G, A. U
• Usually single-stranded

Nlicleotide m0l10mer
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Stores aU hereditary information

• Sugar == deoxyribose
• Nitrogenous bases == C, G. A. T
• Usually double-stranded
Carries protein-coding
instructions from DNA to proteinsynthesizing machinery

8. Construct a table that organizes the following terms, and label
the columns and rows.
phosphodiester linkages polypeptides
monosaccharides
peptide bonds
triacylglycerols nucleotides
polynucleotides amino acids
glycosidic linkages
ester linkages
polysaccharides fatty acids

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ

J. Which term includes all others in the list?
a. monosaccharide
b. disaccharide
c. starch

d. carbohydrate
e. polysaccharide

9.

2. The molecular formula for glucose is C6 H120 6. What would be
the molecular formula for a polymer made by linking ten glucose molecules together by dehydration reactions?
a. CwH 1200 60
d. C60 H IOQO;;o
b. C6H 120 6
e. C60HlII051
c. C60H102051
3. The enzyme amylase can break glycosidic linkages bet\l-'een
glucose monomers only if the monomers are the a form.
Which of the following could amylase break down?
a. glycogen, starch, and amylopectin
b. glycogen and cellulose
c. cellulose and chitin
d. starch and chitin
e. starch, amylopectin, and cellulose

"V,i,i'"

Draw the polynucleotide strand in Figure 5.27a
and label the bases G, T, C, and T, starting from the 5' end.
Now draw the complementary strand of the double helix, using
the same symbols for phosphates (circles), sugars (pentagons),
and bases. Label the bases. Drnw arrows showing the 5' ---0 3'
direction of each strand. Use the arrows to make sure the second strand is anti parallel to the first. Hint: After you draw the
first strand vertically, turn the paper upside down; it is easier to
draw the second strand from the 5' toward the 3' direction as
you go from top to bottom.

For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

MM4,jf._ Visit the Study Area .11 www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION

4. Which of the following statements concerning unsaturated
fats is true?
a. They are more common in animals than in plants.
b. They have double bonds in the carbon chains of their fatty
acids.
c. They generally solidify at room temperature.
d. They contain more hydrogen than saturated fats having
the same number of carbon atoms.
e. They have fewer fatty acid molecules per fat molecule.
5. The structural level ofa protein least affected by a disruption in
hydrogen bonding is the
a. primary level.
d. quaternary level.
b. secondary level.
e. All structural levels are
c. tertiary level.
equally affected.
6. Which of the follOWing pairs of base sequences could form a
short stretch of a normal double helix of DNA?
a. 5'-purine-pyrimidine-purine-pyrimidine-3' with
3'-purine-pyrimidine-purine-pyrimidine-5'
b. S'-AGCT-3' with 5'-TCGA-3'
c. S'-GCGC-3' with 5'-TATA-3'
d. S'-ATGC-3' with 5'-GCAT-3'
e. All of these pairs are correct.
7. Enzymes that break down DNA catalyze the hydrolysis of the
covalent bonds that join nucleotides together. What would
happen to DNA molecules treated with these enzymes?
a. The two strands of the double helix would separate.
b. The phosphodiester linkages between deoxyribose sugars
would be broken.
c. The purines would be separated from the deoxyribose
sugars.
d. The pyrimidines would be separated from the
deoxyribose sugars.
e. All bases would be separated from the deoxyribose sugars.

10. Comparisons of amino acid sequences can shed light on the
evolutionary divergence of related species. Would you expect
all the proteins of a given set of living species to show the same
degree of divergence? Why or why not?
SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
II. During the Napoleonic Wars in the early 1800s, there was a sugar
shortage in Europe because supply ships could not enter block·
aded harbors. To create artifi·
wo
cial sweeteners, German
scientists hydrolyzed wheat
starch. They did this by adding
hydroch1oric acid to heated
starch solutions, breaking
some ofthe glycosidic linkages
between the glucose
monomers. The graph here
shows the percentage ofglycosidic linkages broken overtime. Why do you think consumers
found the sweetener to be less sweet than sugar? Sketch a glycosidic linkage in starch using Figures 5.5a and S.7b roT reference.
Show how the acid was able to break this bond Why do you
think the acid broke only SO% ofthe linkages in the wheat starch?
Riologkallnquiry' A Workbook ofln\"e~t;gat;"e Cald Explore large
biological molcculc. further with Ihe case "Pic1ure Perfect"

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
12. Some amateur and professional athletes take anabolic steroids
to help them ~bulk up" or build strength. The health risks of
this practice are extensively documented. Apart from health
considerations, how do you feel about the use of chemicals to
enhance athletic performance? Is an athlete who takes anabolic
steroids cheating, or is such use part of the preparation
that is required to succeed in competition? Explain.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Paul Nurse
British biologist Sir Paul Nurse shared a
Nobel Prize in 2001 with Leland H. Hartwell
and R. Timothy Hunt for ground breaking
discoveries about how the eukaryotic cell
controls its reproduction, Educated at the
Universities of Birmingham and East
Anglia. Dr. Nurse was a professor at the
University of Oxford and a researcher at
the Imperial Cancer Research Fund (now
called Cancer Research UK). eventually
heading up the latter organization. In
2003. he left the United Kingdom for
Rockefeller University in New York City.
where he serves as president while also
running an active research laboratory.
Tell us aoout Rockefeller University.
Rockefeller is basically a research institute that
gives Ph.D.s. We have no departments; instead,
I'll' have between 70 and 80 independent laboratories. Our sole purpose is to do the highestquality research relevant to biomedicine. We
have physicists, chemists, and mathematicians,
as well as biologists and biomedical scientists,
but they all tend to De interested in biological
problems. It's a wonderfully stimulating
environment- and rather anarchic, but I'm
happy with that. In my role as president, I focus
very much on having the best people around,
and then just letting them loose to investigate
what they want. I'm very privileged to be here.
How did you first become interested in
science, and biology in parlicularl
\'(!hen I was a child, I had a long walk to my
school through a couple of parks, and I liked. to
look at the plants, the birds, and the insects. I
rememDer wondering "'fly certain plants
seemed to have big leaves when they grew in
the shade and small leaves when they grew in
sunlight. t also had an interest in astronomy,
which I still have. So the origin of my interest in
science was really through natural history.
I wasn't the greatest of students at school.
My parents were working class, and I'll' didn't
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have many books at home. It took me quite a
while to get up to speed. But I had a
tremendous curiosity to learn about the world
around me. Then, as a teenager, I had a science
teacher who really encouraged me, named
Keith NeiL I did a number of biology projects
with him-a fruit fly project, censuses of
butterf1ies and beetles, and a trout egg-laying
project in the lab. After I got the Nobel Prize, I
nominated him for a mentoring award and did a
TV program with him. [think my interest in
biology was also influenced. by a sense that
there were so many unanswered questions in
biology that even an ordinary mortal could
contribute to the field in some way!
At university, I was at first going to
concentrate on ecology and evolution, but I
ended up going for subjects that seemed easier to
study in a laboratory-cell biology and genetics.
Whal led you to siudy Ihe cell cyeld
As a graduate student, I asked myself, "\X!hat's
really important in biology?" I thought it would
De important to focus on the features that
distinguish life from nonlife, and a key one of
those is the ability of an organism to reproduce
itself. You see reproduction in its simplest form
in the division of a cell Decause the cell is the
simplest unit oflife.
Whal did you want 10 find oul aboul cell
divisionl
The cell cycle is a series of events from the
"birth" of a cell to its later division into two cells.
I wanted to understand how the different events
in the cell cycle were coordinated-what
controlled. the progression of cell-cycle events.
In fact, I have ended up spending most of my
life trying to answer that question!
There were two alternative ideas about how
the cell cycle works: One was that the cell
simply proceeds automatically through the
events in the pathway, from A to Bto C to D,
and so forth. Another was that a smaller
number ofrate-limiting steps within the
pathway serve as control points. These control
points would determine how rapidly the cell
cycle progressed.

How did you proceed 10 figure out which
hypothesis was correcH
My inspiration came from ue Hartwell, who
had used genetics in budding yeast (the yeast
used by bakers and brewers) to find mutants
with defects in the cell cycle. This is the classical
genetic approach. You look for what stops a
system from working to tell you how it should
De working. I used Lee's work as a template, but
I used a different sort ofyeast, called fission
yeast, which is actually not closely related to
budding yeast. Like Lee, I isolated mutants with
defects in genes that defined. particular steps in
the cell-cycle process. We called them ale
genes-ale for cell division cycle.
In reprodUcing, a cell of fission yeast first
gro.....'S to twice its starting size and then divides
in two. [looked for mutants that couldn't divide,
where the cells just got bigger and bigger. Finding
such mutants told us that the genes defective in
these cells were necessary for the cells to divide.
And when you find a number ofdifferent kinds
of mutants that are defective in a process, the
obvious interpretation is that the process is a
pathway ofevents, each ofwhich is controlled by
one or more genes. So the cell cycle could have
worked like a straightforward pathwar, with each
step simply leading to the next.
But one day I happened to notice a different
sort of mutant under the microscope: yeast cells
that were dividing but at an unusually small size.
I realized that if a cell went through the cell cycle
faster than nonnal, it would reach the end ofthe
cell cycle before it had doubled in size. The
mutant I'd spotted had only a single mutation, in
a single gene, but it was sufficient to make the
whole cell cycle go faster, That meant there had
to be at least some major rate-limiting steps in
the cell cycle, because ifthey didn't exist you
couldn't make the cell cycle go faster. So the
second hypothesis seemed to be correct.
All of that came out of just looking at those
small mutant cells for five minutes. I could say
that most of the next twenty years of my career
was based on those five minutes!
It's essential 10 add that many other scientists
have contributed 10 the field ofcell cycle
regulation, working in many different places. In

addition to ue Hartwell, who is in Seattle, these
people included Yoshio Masui in Toronto and
Jim Maller in Colorado, who both worked with
frog eggs, and my longtime friend Tim Hunt, in
England, who studied the eggs of sea urchins.
You focused in on a mutant with a defect in a
gene you called cde2. What does this gene do?
It turned out that the cdc2 gene codes for an
enzyme called a protein kinase. Protein kinases
are heavily used by cells as a means ofregulating
what other proteins do. There are hundreds of
different kinds ofthese en2)1T1es-over 500 in
human cells, for example. What they do is
phosphorylate other proteins: They take
phosphates from ATP molecules and transfer
them to proteins. Phosphate groups are big lumps
of negative charge, and they can change the shape
ofa protein and therefore its properties. So
sho....~ng that ak2 coded for a protein kinase was
important in identifying protein phosphorylation
as a key regulatory mechanism in the cell cyele.
Eventually we showed that, in fIssion yeast, the
cdc2 protein kinase is used fairly early in the cell
cycle, ....."here it controls the replication of DNA,
and then again later in the cycle, when the
replicated chromosomes are ready to separate
from each other in mitosis. This is soon before
the cell divides in 1\\.'0.
Do similar enzymes control the cell cycle in
other kinds of organisms?
A pos·tdoc in my lab, Melanie Lee, was able to
track down the human equivalent of the yeast
aie2 gene, by showing that it was able to
substitute for a defective aie2 gene in a yeast
cell. After we put the human gene in a yeast cell
that had a defective aie2 gene, the yeast cell was
able to divide normally!
It turns out that the Cdc2 protein and many
othe~ involved in cell·cycle regulation are very
similar in all eukaryotic organisms. What this

has to mean is that this system ofcontrolling
cell division must have evolved very soon after
eukaryotic cells first appeared on the planet,
and that it was so crucial to cell survival that it
remained unchanged. We have found the cdc2
gene, for example, in every eukaryotic organism
we've looked at.
What is the medical relevance of research
on the cell cycle?
The main medical relevance is to cancer,
because cancer occurs when cells grow and
divide out ofcontrol. Now, growth and division
is a good thing in the right place at the right
time; it's how a fertilized human egg develops
into a baby and how wounds in the body are
repaired. But ifyou start getting growth and
division in the wrong place at the wrong time,
then you can get tumo~ that destroy the
function ofthe organs or tissue in which they
are located.
But maybe, in the end, the more important
connection to cancer has to do with what's
called genome stability. You have to precisely
replicate all your genes in every cell cycle and
then separate them precisely into the two
progeny cells-that's what the cell cycle is all
about. If there are mistakes, if the DNA does
not replicate properly or the chromosomes
don't separate properly, you end up generating
genome instability, in which the number of
chromosomes may be altered and parts of
chromosomes rearranged. Such changes can
lead to cancer. So understanding how genome
stability is maintained is crucial for
understanding how cancer arises.
What is your approach to mentoring young
scientists in your lab? And what about
collaboration with other labs?
I've always run a pretty disorganized lab. \'(lith
students and postdocs, [ look upon my job as

not so much directing them as helping them
follow their own interests, although [do try to
keep them from falling into too many elephant
traps. The lab is a bit inefficient, to be honest,
bcrause we're constantly starting new projcrts.
But since people take these projects away with
them when they leave, this practice helps the
field expand very fast.
My collaboration with people outside my
own lab is mostly in the form oftalking. I find I
think much better when [can bounce around
ideas with other people. This sort of
conversation is especially useful when there is a
very honest and open relationship-it's good to
be sufficiently comfortable with someone to be
able to say, "What you just said was stupid." '"vI'
benefited from such frank discussions for
decades with 11m Hunt, for example, but we've
never published a paper together. Tim
discovered another kind ofcell-cycle control
protein, called eyelin, which works in
partnership with protein kin.ases like Cdc2. The
protein kinases we've been talking about in this
interview are therefore called cyclin-dependent
klnases, or CDKs.
What responsibilities do scientists have
toward society?
ralways say that scientists need to have a
"license to operate." \Ve have to earn that
license; we cannot assume society will be proscience. \Vhen r was younger, [ used to think:
Well, I'm doing this because I'm curious, and
science should be supported because it's an
important cultural endeavor, something like art
or music. But we have to realize that ifwe can
justify science only in cultural terms, science
budgets will plummet. The public and their
governmental representatives want to use
scientific discoveries to benefit humankind, and
that"s completely reasonable. [think it's critical
that scientists communicate effectively ....~th the
public so that we can influence policymakers
in government. Most importantly, we scientists
have to listen to the public and understand
how they s~ the issues; we need to have a
dialogue with the public. Without that dialogue,
we just don't know what misunderstandings
are out there. I think we n~d more grassroots
involvement by scientists.

Learn about an experiment by Paul Nurse
and colleagues in Inquiry Figure 12.16 on
page 240,

Paul Nurse and Jane Reece
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J. Figure 6.1 How do cellular components cooperate to
KEY

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

CONCEPTS

To study cells, biologists use microscopes and
the tools of biochemistry
Eukaryotic cells have internal membranes that
compartmentalize their functions
The eukaryotic cell's genetic instructions are
housed in the nucleus and carried out by the
ribosomes
The endomembrane system regulates protein
traffic and performs metabolic functions in the cell

6.5

Mitochondria and chloroplasts change energy
from one form to another

6.6

The cytoskeleton is a network of fibers that
organizes structures and activities in the cell
Extracellular components and connections
between cells help coordinate cellular activities

6.7

hat do a small compartment in a honeycomb, a
prison room, and the area covered by a mobile
phone tower have in common with a microscopic part of your body? Each is the simplest unit of function in a larger system, and each is described by the word cell.
The cell is as fundamental to the living systems of biology as
the atom is to chemistry: All organisms are made of cells.
In the hierarchy of biological organization, the cell is the
simplest collection of matter that can live. Indeed, there are di·
verse forms of life existing as single-celled organisms. More
complex organisms, including plants and animals, are multicellular; their bodies are cooperatives of many kinds of specialized cells that could not survive for long on their own.
However, even when they are arranged into higher levels oforganization, such as tissues and organs, cells are an organism's

W
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help the cell function?

basic units of structure and function. The contraction of mus·
cle cells moves your eyes as you read this sentence; when you
decide to turn the next page, nerve cells will transmit that decision from your brain to the muscle cells of your hand. Each
action of an organism begins at the cellular level.
The cell is a microcosm that demonstrates most ofthe themes
introduced in Chapter L Life at the cellular level arises from
structural order, reflecting emergent properties and the correlation between structure and function. For example, the movement of an animal cell depends on an intricate interplay of the
structures that make up a cellular skeleton (the colored fibers in
the micrograph in Figure 6.1). Another recurring theme in bioI·
ogy is the interaction oforganisms with their environment. Cells
sense and respond to environmental fluctuations. And keep in
mind the one biological theme that unifies all others: evolution.
AU ceUs are related by their descent from earlier cells. However,
they have been modified in many different ways during the long
evolutionary history of life on Earth.
Although cells can differ substantially from one another,
they share certain common characteristics. In this chapter,
we'll first examine the tools and experimental approaches that
allow us to understand subcellular details; then we'll tour the
cell and become acquainted with its components.

r;;i:;::; ~i~,

biologists use
microscopes and the tools
of biochemistry

It can be difficult to understand how a cell, usually too small
to be seen by the unaided eye, can be so complex. How can cell
biologists possibly investigate the inner workings of such tiny
entities? Before we tour the cell, it will be helpful to learn how
cells are studied.

Microscopy
The development of instruments that extend the human
senses has gone hand in hand with the advance of science. The

discovery and early study ofcells progressed with the invention
ofmicroscopes in 1590 and their refinement during the 16005.
Microscopes are still indispensable for the study of cells.
The microscopes first used by Renaissance scientists, as well
as the microscopes you are likely to use in the laboratory, are all
light microscopes. In a light microscope (LM), visible light is
passed through the specimen and then through glass lenses.
The lenses refract (bend) the light in such a way that the image
of the specimen is magnified as it is projected into the eye, onto
photographic film or a digital sensor, or onto a video screen.
(See the diagram of microscope structure in Appendix D.)
Two important parameters in microscopy are magnification and resolving power, or resolution. Magnification is the
ratio of an object's image size to its real size. Resolution is a
measure ofthe clarity ofthe image; it is the minimum distance
tv,'o points can be separated and still be distinguished as tv,'o
points. For example, what appears to the unaided eye as one
star in the sky may be resolved as twin stars with a telescope.
Just as the resolving power ofthe hwnan eye is limited, the light
microscope cannot resolve detail finer than about 0.2 micrometer
(11m), or 200 nanometers (run), the size of a small bacterium, regardless of the magnification factor (Figure 6.2). TIlis resolution
is limited by the shortest wavelength oflight used to illuminate the
specimen. light microscopes can magnify effectively to about
1,0X) times the actual size of the specimen; at greater magnifications, additional details cannot be seen dearly. A third important
parameter in microscopy is contrast, which accentuates differences in parts of the sample. In fact, most improvements in light
microscopy in the last hundred years have involved new methods
for enhancing contrast, such as staining or labeling cell components to stand out visually (Figure 6.3, on the next page).
Cell walls were first seen by Robert Hooke in 1665 as he
looked through a microscope at dead cells from the bark of an
oak tree. But it took the wonderfully crafted lenses ofAntoni van
Leeuwenhoek to visualize living cells. Imagine Hooke's awe
when he visited van Leeuwenhoek in 1674 and the world of
microorganisms-what his host called ~very little anima\cules n was revealed to him. In spite of these early observations, the
cell's geography remained largely uncharted for some time.
Most subcellular structures-including organelles, which
are membrane-enclosed compartments-are simply too small
to be resolved by the light microscope.
Cell biology advanced rapidly in the 1950s with the introduction ofthe electron microscope. Instead of using light, the
electron microscope (EM) focuses a beam of electrons
through the specimen or onto its surface (see Appendix D).
Resolution is inversely related to the wavelength of the radiation a microscope uses for imaging, and electron beams have
much shorter wavelengths than visible light. Modern electron

microscopes can theoretically achieve a resolution of about
0.002 nm, although for practical purposes they usually cannot
resolve biological structures smaller than about 2 nm. Still,
this resolution is a hundredfold improvement over the light
10 m , - - - - - - - - - -

Human height
1m

k-.,---.,,--.,-----

01 m

r-------

length of some
nerve and
muscle cells

ChICken egg

10m
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100 !-1m
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r------h-------=;;:--Most plant and
animal cells
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K.,.,...,.,..---""r:=--Nucleus
Most bacteria

1

Mitochondrion
,m ..,.===='
---:

100 nm

Smallest bacteria
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h----....".--""""'------Proteins
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Ic;-----------} Small molecules
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1 centimeter (cm) = 10-2 meter (m)" 0.4 inch
1 millimeter (mm) = 10-3 m
1 micrometer (!-1m) = 10-3 mm = 1~ m
1 nanometer (nm)" 10-3!-1m = 10-9 m

... Figure 6.2 The size range of cells. Most cells are between 1
and 100 ~m in diameter (yellow region of chart) and are therefore
visible only under a microscope. Notice that the scale along the left
side is logarithmic to accommodate the range of si2es shown. Starting
at the top of the scale with 10 m and going down, each reference
measurement marks a tenfold decrease in diameter or length, For a
complete table of the metric system. see Appendix C
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6.3

•

Light Microscopy
TECHNIQUE

RESULTS

(a) Brightfield (unstained
specimen), Passes light
directly through specimen.
Unless cell is naturally
pigmented or artificially
stained. image has little
contrast. [Parts (aHd)
show a human cheek
epithelial celLI

,

50).tm
(b) Brightfield (stained

specimen). Staining with
various dyes enhances

contrasl. Most staining
procedures require that cells
be fixed (preserved)

(e) Phase-contrast. Enhances
contrast in unstained cells by
amplifying variations in density
within specimen; especially
useful for examining living,
unpigmented cells.

(d) Differential-interferencecontrast (Nomarski). Like
phase-contrast microscopy,
uses optical modifications to
exaggerate differences in
density, making the image
appear almost 3-D.

microscope. The term cell ultrastructure refers to the cellular
anatomy revealed by an electron microscope.
Thescanningclectron microscope (SEM) is especially useful for detailed study of the surface ofa specimen (Figure 6.4a).
The electron beam scans the surface ofthe sample, which is usuaUy coated with a thin film of gold. The beam excites electrons
on the surface, and these secondary electrons are detected by a
device that translates the pattern of electrons into an electronic
signal to a video screen. The result is an image of the specimen's
topography. TIle SEM has great depth offield, resulting in an image that appears three-dimensional.
The trammission electron microscope (TEM) is used to
smdy the internal ultrastructure ofcells (figure 6.4b). The TEM
aims an electron beam through a very thin section of the specimen, similar to the way a light microscope transmits light through
a slide. The specimen has been stained with atoms of heavy
metals, which attach to certain cellular structures, thusenhancing
the electron densityofsome parts ofthe cell more than others. The
electrons passing through the specimen are scattered more in
the denser regions, so fewer are transmitted. The image displays
the pattern oftransmitted electrons. Instead of using glass lenses,
the TIM uses electromagnets as lenses to bend the paths of the
electrons, ultimately focusing the image onto a screen for viewing
or onto photographic ftlm. Some microscopes are equipped with
a digital camera to photograph the image on the screen; others
have a digital detector in place of both screen and camera.

... FI

6.4··

Electron Microscopy
TECHNIQUE

(e) Fluorescence. Shows the
locations of specific molecules
in the cell by tagging the
molecules with fluorescent
dyes or antibodies. These
fluorescent substances absorb
ultraviolet radiation and emit
visible light, as shown here in
a cell from an artery.
(f) Confocal. A fluorescent "optical
sectioning" technique that uses a
pinhole aperture to eliminate
out-of-focus light from a thick
sample. creating a single plane of
fluorescence in the image, By
capturing sharp images at many
different planes, a 3-D reconstruction can be created. At the
right afe confocal (top) and
standard fluorescent micrographs
of stained nervous tissue, where
nerve cells are green, support cells
are red, and regions of overlap
are yellow, The standard image is
blurry because the out-of-focus
light is not excluded
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RESULTS

(a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Micrographs
taken with a scanning
electron microscope show
a 3·D image of the surface
of a specimen, This SEM
shows the surface of a cell
from a rabbit trachea
(windpipe) covered with
motile organelles called
cilia. Beating of the cilia
helps move inhaled debriS
upward toward the throat.
(b) Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). A
transmiSSion electron
microscope profiles a thin
section of a specimen, Here
we see a section through a
tracheal cell. revealing its
ultrastructure In preparing
the TEM, some cilia were cut
along their lengths, creating
longitudinal sections, while
other Cilia were cut straight
across, creating cross
sections,

Longitudinal Cross section
section of
of cilium
cilium

Electron microscopes reveal many organelles and other
subcellular structures that are impossible to resolve with the
light microscope. But the light microscope offers advantages,
espedally in studying living cells. A disadvantage of electron
microscopy is that the methods used to prepare the specimen
kill the cells. Also, spedmen preparation can introduce artifacts, structural features seen in micrographs that do not exist
in the living cell (as is true for all microscopy techniques).
From this point on in the book, micrographs are identified by
the type of microscopy: LM for a light micrograph, SEM for a
scanning electron micrograph, and TEM for a transmission
electron micrograph. Also, micrograph images may be artificially "colorized n to highlight particular structures.
Microscopes are the most important tools of cytology, the
study of cell structure. But simply describing the diverse organelles and other structures within the cell reveals little about
their function. Modern cell biology developed from an integration of cytology with biochemistry, the study of the molecules and chemical processes (metabolism) of cells.

Cell Fractionation
Auseful technique for studying cell structure and function is cell
fractionation, which takes cells apart and separates the major
organelles and other subcellular structures from one another
(Figure 6.5). The instrument used is the centrifuge, which spins
test tubes holding mixtures of disrupted cells at various speeds.
The resulting forces cause a fraction of the cell components to
settle to the bottom of the tube, forming a pellet. At lower
speeds, the pellet consists of larger components, and higher
speeds yield a pellet with smaller components. The most powerful machines, called ultracentrifuges, spin up to 130,CXXl revolutions per minute (rpm) and apply forces on particles of more
than 1 million times the force ofgravity (l,CXXl,OOO g).
Cell fractionation enables researchers to prepare specific cell
components in bulk and identify their functions, a task that
would be far more difficult with intact cells. For example, biochemical tests showed that one ofthe cell fractions produced by
centrifugation included enzymes involved in cellular respiration.
Electron microscopy revealed that this fraction contained large
numbers of the organelles called mitochondria. Together, these
data helped biologists determine that mitochondria are the sites
of cellular respiration. Biochemistry and cytology thus complement each other in correlating cell function with structure.
CONCEPT

CHECK

• !'!to!!! 6.. •
Cell Fractionation

APPLICATION
Cell fractionation is used to isolate (fractionate)
cell components based on size and density.

First. cells are homogenized in a blender to
break them up, The resulting mixture (cell homogenate) is then
centrifuged at various speeds and durations to fractionate the cell
components. forming a series of pellets. overlaid by the remain·
ing homogenate (supernatant).
TECHNIQUE

•

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

•

•

Homogenization

I

..............Tissue
cells

Homogenate

1,000 g
(1.000 times the
force of gravity)
10 min /Differential centrifugation

~ / Supernatant poured
into next tube
20.000 g
20 min

80,000 9
60 min

Pellet rich in
nuclei and
cellular debris

150,OOOg

3 h'
Pellet rich in
mitochondria
(and chloroplasts if cells
are from a plant)

I

Pellet rich in
"micrO$Omes"
(pieces of plasma
membranes and
cells' internal
membranes)

6.1

1. How do stains used for light microscopy compare
with those used for electron microscopy?
2. •~il:f.\Il. Which type of microscope would you
use to study (a) the changes in shape of a living white
blood cell, (b) the details of surface texture of a hair,
and (c) the detailed structure of an organelle?

••

~

Pellet rich in
ribosomes
In early experiments. researchers used microscopy to identify the organelles in each pellet and biochemical
methods to determine their metabolic functions, These identifications established a baseline for this method. enabling today's re·
searchers to know which cell fraction they should collect in order
to isolate and study particular organelles.
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r::~:~:~ic6~~IS have internal

membranes that
compartmentalize their functions

The basic structural and functional unit of every organism is
one of two types of cells-prokaryotic or eukaryotic. Only
organisms of the domains Bacteria and Archaea consist of
prokaryotic cells. Protists, fungi, animals, and plants all consist
of eukaryotic cells. This chapter focuses on generalized animal
and plant cells after first comparing them with prokaryotic

cells.

Comparing Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Cens
All cells have several basic features in common: They are all
bounded by a selective barrier, called the plasma membrane.
Enclosed by the membrane is a semifluid, jellylike substance
called cytosol, in which organelles and other components are
found. All cells contain chromosomes, which carry genes in
the form ofONA. And all cells have ribosomes, tiny complexes
that make proteins according to instructions from the genes.
A major difference betv·:een prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells is
the 10000tion of their DNA, as reflected in their names. In a
eukaryotic cell, most of the DNA is in an organelle called the
nucleus, which is bounded by a double membrane (see Figure
6.9, on pp. 100--101). (The word eukaryotic is from the Greek eu,

true, and kar)'on, kernel, here referring to the nucleus.) In a
prokaryotic cell (from the Greek pro, before, and karyon), the
DNA is concentrated in a region that is not membraneenclosed, called the nucleoid (Figure 6.6). The interior of a
prokaryotic cell is called the cytoplasm; this term is also
used for the region between the nucleus and the plasma
membrane of a eukaryotic cell. Within the cytoplasm ofa eukaryotic cell, suspended in cytosol, are a variety of organelles
of specialized form and function. These membrane-bounded
structures are absent in prokaryotic cells. Thus, the presence
or absence ofa true nucleus is just one example of the disparity in structural complexity between the two types of cells.
Eukaryotic cells are generally much larger than prokaryotic
cells (see Figure 6.2). Size is a general aspect of cell structure
that relates to function. The logistics of carrying out cellular
metabolism sets limits on cell size. At the lower limit, the
smallest cells known are bacteria called mycoplasmas, which
have diameters bern'een 0.1 and 1.0 J.lm. These are perhaps the
smallest packages with enough DNA to program metabolism
and enough enzymes and other cellular equipment to carry
out the activities necessary for a cell to sustain itself and reproduce. Typical bacteria are 1-5 J.lm in diameter, a dimension
about ten times greater than that of mycoplasmas. Eukaryotic
cells are typically 10-100 J.lrn in diameter.
Metabolic requirements also impose theoretical upper limits
on the size that is practical for a single cell. At the boundary of
every cell, the plasma membrane functions asa selective barrier
that allows sufficient passage ofoxygen, nutrients, and wastes to

Fimbriae: attachment structures on

~---::::/'1 the surface of some prokaryotes

Nucleoid: region where the
cell's DNA is located (not
enclosed by a membrane)

Bacterial
chromosome

:;=;;'------__--< Capsule: jellylike outer coating
of many prokaryotes
0.5

(a) A typical
rod-shaped bacterium

Flagella: locomotion
'-""",-------;r!organelles of
some bacteria

j.lm

(b) A thin section through the
bacterium Bacillus coagulans
(rEM)

... Figure 6.6 A prokaryotic cell. Lacking a true nucleus and the other
membrane·enclosed organelles olthe eukaryotic cell, the prokaryotic cell is
much simpler in structure. Only bacteria and archaea are prokaryotcs.
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Outside of cell

Inside of cell

(a) TEM of a plasma membrane. The
plasma membrane, here in a red blood
cell, appears as a pair of dark bands
separated by a light band.

Surface area increases while
total volume remains constant

I--------l

011lm

Total surface area
[Sum of the surface areas
(height xwidth) of all box
sides x number of boxesl

Hydrophilic
region

6

Total volume
[height x width x length
x number of boxesl

Hydrophobic
region
Hydrophilic
region

1~

Carbohydrate side chain

Phospholipid

Proteins

Surface-to-volume
(S·toN) ratio
[surface area + volumel

6

150

750

125

125

1.2

6

(b) Structure of the plasma membrane
.. Figure 6.7 The plasma membrane. The plasma membrane
and the membranes of organelles consist of a double layer (bilayer) of
phospholipids with various proteins attached to or embedded in it. In
the interior of a membrane, the phospholipid tails are hydrophobic, as
are the interior portions of membrane proteins in contact with them,
The phospholipid heads are hydrophilic, as are proteins or parts of
proteins in contact with the aqueous solution on either side of the
membrane. (Channels through certain proteins are also hydrophilic.)
Carbohydrate side chains are found only attached to proteins or lipids
on the outer surface of the plasma membrane,
a Describe the components of a phospholipid (see Figure 5.13) that
. . allow it to function as the major element in the plasma membrane.
service the entire cell (Figure 6.7). For each square micrometer
of membrane, only a limited amount of a particular substance
can cross per second, sathe ratio ofsurface area to volume is criticaL As a cell (or any other object) increases in size, its volume
grows proportionately more than its surface area. (Area is proportional to a linear dimension squared, whereas volume is proportional to the linear dimension cubed.) Thus, a smaller object
has a greater ratio ofsurface area to volume (Figure 6.8).
The need for a surface area sufficiently large to accommodate the volume helps explain the microscopic size of most cells
and the narrow, elongated shapes of others, such as nerve cells.
Larger organisms do not generally have largerce11s than smaller
organisms-simply more cells (see Figure 6.8). A sufficiently
high ratio of surface area to volume is especially important in
cells that exchange a lot of material with their surroundings,
such as intestinal cells. Such cells may have many long, thin projections from their surface called microvilli, which increase surface area without an appreciable increase in volume.
The possible evolutionary relationships benwen prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells will be discussed in Chapter 26, and
prokaryotic cells will be described in detail in Chapter 27.
Most of the discussion of cell structure that follows in this
chapter applies to eukaryotic cells.

.. Figure 6.8 Geometric relationships between surface
area and volume. In this diagram. cells are represented as boxes.
Using arbitrary units of length, we can calculate the cell's surface area
(in square units. or units 2), volume (in cubic units, or units3), and ratio
of surface area to volume A high surface-to·volume ratio facilitates
the exchange of materials between a cell and its environment.

A Panoramic View of the Eukaryotic Cell
In addition to the plasma membrane at its outer surface, a eukaryotic cell has extensive and elaborately arranged internal
membranes, which divide the cell into compartments-the
organelles mentioned earlier. The cell's compartments provide
different local environments that facilitate specific metabolic
functions, sa incompatible processes can go on simultaneously
inside a single cell. The plasma and organelle membranes also
participate directly in the cell's metabolism, because many en·
zymes are built right into the membranes.
Because membranes are fundamental to the organization of
the cell, Chapter 7 will discuss them in detail. In general, biological membranes consist of a double layer of phospholipids
and other lipids. Embedded in this lipid bilayer or attached to
its surfaces are diverse proteins (see Figure 6.7). However,
each type ofmembrane hasa unique composition oflipids and
proteins suited to that membrane's specific functions. For example, enzymes embedded in the membranes of the organelles called mitochondria function in cellular respiration.
Before continuing with this chapter, examine the overviews
of eukaryotic cells in Figure 6.9, on the next two pages. These
generalized cell diagrams introduce the various organelles and
provide a map of the cell for the detailed tour upon which we
will now embark. Figure 6.9 also contrasts animal and plant
cells. As eukaryoticcells, they have much more in common than
either has with any prokaryotic cell. As you will see, however,
there are important differences between animal and plant cells.
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• Animal and Plant Cells

This drawing of a generalized animal cell incorporates the most
common structures of animal cells (no cell actually looks just like
this). As shown by this cutaway view, the cell has a variety of
components, including organelles {"little organs1, which are
bounded by membranes. The most prominent organelle in an
aIlimal cell is usually the nucleus. Most of the cell's metabolic

activities occur in the cytoplasm, the entire region between the
nucleus and the plasma membrane. The cytoplasm contains many

organelles and other cell components suspended in a semifluid
medium, the cytosol. Pervading much of the cytoplasm is a
labyrinth of membranes called the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).

ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM (ER); network
of membranous sacs and tubes; active in
membrane synthesis and other synthetic
and metabolic processes; has rough
(nbosome-studded) and smooth regions

Flagellum; locomotion
organelle present in

~

some animal cells;
composed of a duster of

Rough ER

miuotubules within an

Smooth ER

Nuclear envelope: double
membrane enclosing the
nucleus; perforated by
pores; continuous with ER

"l

Nucleolus; structure involved
in production of ribosomes;
a nucleus has one Of more

} NUCLEUS

"00e01

extension of the plasma
membrane

Chromatin: material
consisting of DNA and
proteins; visible as
individual chromosomes
in a dividing cell

Centrosome: region ~

where the cell's
microtubules are
initiated; contains a pair
of centrloles (function
unknown)

J

Plasma membrane:
A membrane

enclosing the cell

CYTOSKELETON;
reinforces cell's shape,
functions in cell movement;
components are made of
protein, Includes:

'l
Microvilli;
projections that
increase the cell's
surface area

I---:/~~~~

Peroxisome; organelle
with various specialized
metabolic functions;
produces hydrogen
peroxide as a by-prodtKt,
then converts it to water
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Ribosomes: complexes
(small brown dots) that
make proteins; free in
cytosol or bound to
rough ER or nuclear
envelope
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Mitochondrion; organelle
where cellular respiration
occurs and most ATP is
generated

Lysosome; digestive
organelle where
macromole<:ules are
hydrolyzed

GOI9i apparatus; organelle active

in synthesis, modification, sorting,
and Se<:retion of cell products

In animal cells but not plant (ells;
Lysosomes
Centrosomes, with centrioles
Flagella (but present in some plant sperm)

This drawing of a generalized plant cell reveals the similarities and
differences between an animal cell and a plant cell. In addition to
most of the features seen in an animal cell, a plant cell has
organelles called plastids. The most important type of plastid is
the chloroplast, which carries out photosynthesis. Many plant cells
have a large central vacuole; some may have one or more smaller
V1Icuoles. Among other tasks, V1Icuoles carry out functions

performed by Iysosomes in animal cells. Outside a plant cell's
plasma membr.lne is a thick cell wall, perforated by channels
called plasmodesmata.

BioF'iM Vrsrt the Study Area at
www.masteringbio.com for the
Bdb 3-D AnimatIonS CAlled Tour of
an AnmaI Cel and Tour of a Plant Cel.
If you preview the rest of the chapter now. you'll see Figure
6.9 repeated in miniature as orientation diagrams. In each

Nuclear envelope l
NUClEUS <

Rough
endoplasmic
reticulum

case, a particular organelle is highlighted. color-<oded to its
appearan<e in Figure 6.9. As we take a closer look at
individual organelles, the orientation diagrams will help you
place those structures in the context of the whole cell.

Nucleolus I
Chromatin I
Smooth
endoplasmic
reticulum
"" Ribosomes (small brown dots)

Golgi apparatus

Central vacuole: prominent organelle
in older plant cells; functions include storage,
breakdown of waste products, hydrolysis of
macromolecules; enlargement of . . acuole is a
major mechanism of plant growth

--------., M;"om,m",,)
-1 Intermediate
filaments
CYTOSKElETON
~

Plasma membrane
Cell wall: outer layer that maintains
cell's shape and protects cell from
me<:hanical damage; made of cellulose,
other polysaccharides. and protein

Microtubules

Chloroplast: photosynthetic
organelle; con.. . erts energy of
sunlight to chemical energy
stored in sugar mole<:ules

Plasmodesmata: channels
through cell walls that
conne<1 the cytoplasms of
adjacent cells

In plant cells but not animal cells:
Chlof'Oplasu
Central vacuole
Cell wall
Plasmodesmata
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

6.2

1. After carefully reviewing Figure 6.9, briefly describe
the structure and function of the nucleus, the mitochondrion, the chloroplast, and the endoplasmic
reticulum.
2. _IWali. Imagine an elongated cell (such as a
nerve cell) that is 125 x 1 x 1, using arbitrary units
similar to the ones in Figure 6.8. Predict where its
surface-to-volume ratio would lie in Figure 6.8. Then
calculate and check your prediction.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r;~:':;:~~~iC cell's genetic

instructions are housed in the
nucleus and carried out by the
ribosomes

On the first stop of our detailed tour of the cell, let's look at
two cellular components involved in the genetic control ofthe
cell: the nucleus, which houses most ofthe cell's DNA, and the
ribosomes, which use information from the DNA to make
proteins.

The Nucleus: Information Central
The nucleus contains most of the genes in the eukaryotic cell
(some genes are located in mitochondria and chloroplasts). It
is generally the most conspicuous organelle in a eukaryotic
cell, averaging about 5 11m in diameter. The nuclear envelope
encloses the nucleus (Figure 6.10), separating its contents
from the cytoplasm.
The nuclear envelope is a double membrane. The two
membranes, each a lipid bilayer with associated proteins, are
separated by a space of 20-40 nm. The envelope is perforated by pore structures that are about 100 nm in diameter.
At the lip ofeach pore, the inner and outer membranes of the
nuclear envelope are continuous. An intricate protein structure called a pore complex lines each pore and plays an important role in the cell by regulating the entry and exit of
most proteins and RNAs, as well as large complexes of
macromolecules. Except at the pores, the nuclear side of the
envelope is lined by the nuclear lamina, a netlike array of
protein filaments that maintains the shape of the nucleus by
mechanically supporting the nuclear envelope. There is also
much evidence for a nuclear matrix, a framework of fibers
extending throughout the nuclear interior. (On page 322, we
will touch on possible functions of the nuclear lamina and
matrix in organizing the genetic materia1.)
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Within the nucleus, the DNA is organized into discrete
units called chromosomes, structures that carry the genetic
information. Each chromosome is made up of a material
called chromatin, a complex of proteins and DNA. Stained
chromatin usually appears as a diffuse mass through both
light microscopes and electron microscopes. As a cell prepares to divide, however, the thin chromatin fibers coil up
(condense), becoming thick enough to be distinguished as
the familiar separate structures we know as chromosomes.
Each eukaryotic species has a characteristic number of
chromosomes. A typical human cell, for example, has 46
chromosomes in its nucleus; the exceptions are the sex cells
(eggs and sperm), which have only 23 chromosomes in humans. A fruit fly cell has 8 chromosomes in most cells and
4 in the sex cells.
A prominent structure within the nondividing nucleus is
the nucleolus (plural, nucu,'Oli), which appears through the
electron microscope as a mass ofdensely stained granules and
fibers adjoining part of the chromatin. Here a type of RNA
called ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is synthesized from instructions in the DNA. Also in the nucleolus, proteins imported
from the cytoplasm are assembled with rRNA into large and
small ribosomal subunits. These subunits then exit the nucleus through the nuclear pores to the cytoplasm, where a
large and a small subunit can assemble into a ribosome. Sometimes there are two or more nucleoli; the number depends on
the species and the stage in the cell's reproductive cycle. Recent studies suggest that the nucleolus also functions in regu~
lation of some cellular processes, such as cell division.
As we saw in Figure 5.26, the nucleus directs protein synthesis by synthesizing messenger RNA (mRNA) according to
instructions provided by the DNA. The mRNA is then transported to the cytoplasm via the nuclear pores. Once an mRNA
molecule reaches the cytoplasm, ribosomes translate the
mRNA's genetic message into the primary structure of a specific polypeptide. This process of transcribing and translating
genetic information is described in detail in Chapter 17.

Ribosomes: Protein Factories
Ribosomes, which are complexes made of ribosomal RNA
and protein, are the cellular components that carry out pro~
tein synthesis (Figure 6.11). Cells that have high rates of pro~
tein synthesis have particularly large numbers of ribosomes.
For example, a human pancreas cell has a few million ribosomes. Not surprisingly, cells active in protein synthesis also
have prominent nucleoli.
Ribosomes build proteins in 1:\vo cytoplasmic locales (see
Figure 6.11). At any given time,free ribosomes are suspended
in the cytosol, while bound ribosomes are attached to the outside of the endoplasmic reticulum or nuclear envelope. Bound
and free ribosomes are structurally identical, and ribosomes
can alternate between the two roles. Most of the proteins

Nucleus
Nucleolus
Chromatin
Nuclear envelope'
Inner membrane
Outer membrane

Nuclear pore

Rough ER
Surfa(e of nudear envelope.
TEM of a specimen prepared by
a technique kn(M'fl as
freeze-fracture.
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Pore (omplexes (lEM). Each pore is
ringed by protein particles,
... Figure 6.10 The nucleus and its
envelope. Within the nucleus are the
chromosomes. which appear as a mass of

chromatin (DNA and associated proteins). and
one or more nucleoli (singular. nucleolus). which
function in ribosome synthesis, The nuclear

envelope. which consists of two membranes
separated by a narrow space, is perforated with
pores and lined by the nuclear lamina.

.. Figure 6.11 Ribosomes. This electron
micrograph of part of a pancreas cell shows
many ribosomes. both free (in the cytosol) and
bound (to the endoplasmic reticulum) The
simplified diagram of a ribosome shows its two
subunits.

Free ribosomes
Bound ribosomes

large
subunit
Small
subunit

O.5J.\m
TEM showing ER and ribosomes
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made on free ribosomes function within the cytosol; examples
are enzymes that catalyze the first steps of sugar breakdown.
Bound ribosomes generally make proteins that are destined for
insertion into membranes, for packaging within certain or~
ganelles such as lysosomes (see Figure 6.9), or for export from the
cell (secretion). Cells that specialize in protein secretion-for instance, the cells ofthe pancreas that secrete digestive enzymesfrequently have a high proportion of bound ribosomes. You
will learn more about ribosome structure and function in
Chapter 17.
CONCEPT

CHECK

6.3

1. What role do the ribosomes play in carrying out
genetic instructions?
2. Describe the molecular composition of nucleoli and
explain their function.
3. _'mfUIM If the function of a particular protein
in a eukaryotic cell is to make up part of the chromatin, describe the process of its synthesis. Include
the cellular locations of all relevant molecules.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A,

r;~:4:::o~~~brane

system
regulates protein traffic and
performs metabolic functions
in the cell

Many of the different membranes of the eukaryotic cell are
part of an endomembrane system, which carries out a variety of tasks in the cell. These tasks include synthesis of proteins and their transport into membranes and organelles or
out of the cell, metabolism and movement of lipids, and
detoxification of poisons. The membranes of this system are
related either through direct physical continuity or by the
transfer of membrane segments as tiny vesicles (sacs made of
membrane). Despite these relationships, the various membranes are not identical in structure and function. Moreover,
the thickness, molecular composition, and types of chemical
reactions carried out in a given membrane are not fixed, but
may be modified several times during the membrane's life.
The endomembrane system includes the nuclear envelope,
the endoplasmic reticulum, the Golgi apparatus, lysosomes,
various kinds of vacuoles, and the plasma membrane (not actually an endomembrane in physical location, but nevertheless
related to the endoplasmic reticulum and other internal membranes). Having already discussed the nuclear envelope, we
will now focus on the endoplasmic reticulum and the other en~
domembranes to which the endoplasmic reticulum gives rise.
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The Endoplasmic Reticulum:
Biosynthetic Factory
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is such an extensive network
ofmembranes that itaccoun1s for more than halfthe total membrane in many eukaryotic cells. (The word endoplasmic means
"within the cytoplasm,~ and reticulum is Latin for "little net~)
The ER consists of a network of membranous tubules and sacs
called cisternae (from the Latin cisterna, a reservoir for a liquid).
The ER membrane separates the internal compartment of the
ER, called the ER lumen (cavity) or cisternal space, from the cytosol. And because the ER membrane is continuous with the nuclear envelope, the space between the two membranes of the
envelope is continuous with the lumen of the ER (Figure 6.12).
There are two distinct, though connected, regions of the ER
that differ in structure and function: smooth ER and rough ER.
Smooth ER is so named because its outer surface lacks ribosomes. Rough ER has ribosomes on the outer surface of the
membrane and thus appears rough through the electron mi~
croscope. As already mentioned, ribosomes are also attached
to the cytoplasmic side of the nuclear envelope's outer memo
brane, which is continuous with rough ER.

Functions of Smooth fR
The smooth ER functions in diverse metabolic processes,
which vary with cell type. These processes include synthesis of
lipids, metabolism of carbohydrates, and detoxification of
drugs and poisons.
Enzymes of the smooth ER are important in the synthesis
of lipids, including oils, phospholipids, and steroids. Among
the steroids produced by the smooth ER in animal cells are the
sex hormones ofvertebrates and the various steroid hormones
secreted by the adrenal glands. The cells that synthesize and
secrete these hormones-in the testes and ovaries, for example-are rich in smooth ER, a structural feature that fits the
function of these cells.
Other enzymes of the smooth ER help detoxify drugs and
poisons, especially in liver cells. Detoxification usually in~
volves adding hydroxyl groups to drug molecules, making
them more soluble and easier to flush from the body. The
sedative phenobarbital and other barbiturates are examples of
drugs metabolized in this manner by smooth ER in liver cells.
In fact, barbiturates, alcohol, and many other drugs induce the
proliferation of smooth ER and its associated detoxification
enzymes, thus increasing the rate of detoxification. This, in
turn, increases tolerance to the drugs, meaning that higher
doses are required to achieve a particular effect, such as sedation. Also, because some of the detoxification enzymes have
relatively broad action, the proliferation of smooth ER in re~
sponse to one drug can increase tolerance to other drugs as
well. Barbiturate abuse, for example, can decrease the effectiveness of certain antibiotics and other useful drugs.

trigger contraction of the muscle cell. In other cell types,
calcium ion release from the smooth ER triggers different
responses.

Functions of Rough ER

Smooth ER

Nuclear
envelope

Cisternae L::--'l;;',
Ribosomes
Transport vesicle--O
Smooth ER

Rough ER

... Figure 6.12 Endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Amembranous
system of interconnected tubules and flattened sacs called cisternae.
the ER is also continuous with the nuclear envelope. (The drawing is a
cutaway view.) The membrane of the ER encloses a continuous
compartment called the ER lumen (or cisternal space). Rough ER. which
is studded on Its outer surface with ribosomes. can be distinguished
from smooth ER in the electron micrograph (TEM). Transport vesicles
bud off from a region of the rough ER called transitional ER and travel
to the Golgi apparatus and other destinations.

The smooth ER also stores calcium ions. In muscle cells,
for example, a specialized smooth ER membrane pumps
calcium ions from the cytosol into the ER lumen. When a
muscle cen is stimulated by a nerve impulse, calcium ions
rush back across the ER membrane into the cytosol and

Many types of cens secrete proteins produced by ribosomes
attached to rough ER. For example, certain pancreatic cells
synthesize the protein insulin on the ER and secrete this hormone into the bloodstream. As a polypeptide chain grows
from a bound ribosome, it is threaded into the ER lumen
through a pore formed by a protein complex in the ER membrane. As the new protein enters the ER lumen, it folds into its
native shape. Most secretory proteins are glycoprotcins, proteins that have carbohydrates covalently bonded to them. The
carbohydrates are attached to the proteins in the ER by specialized molecules built into the ER membrane.
After secretory proteins are formed, the ER membrane
keeps them separate from proteins that are produced by free
ribosomes and will remain in the cytosol. Secretory proteins
depart from the ER wrapped in the membranes ofvesicles that
bud like bubbles from a specialized region called transitional
ER (see Figure 6.1 2). Vesicles in transit from one part of the
cell to another are called transport vesicles; we will discuss
their fate shortly.
In addition to making secretory proteins, rough ER isa membrane factory for the cell; it grows in place by adding membrane
proteins and phospholipids to its own membrane. As polypeptides destined to be membrane proteins grow from the ribosomes, they are inserted into the ER membrane itself and are
anchored there by their hydrophobic portions. The rough ER
also makes its own membrane phospholipids; enzymes built
into the ER membrane assemble phospholipids from precursors in the cytosol. The ER membrane expands and is transferred in the form of transport vesicles to other components of
the endomembrane system.

The Golgi Apparatus: Shipping
and Receiving Center
After leaving the ER, many transport vesicles travel to the
Goigi apparatus. We can think of the Golgi as a center of manufacturing, warehousing, sorting, and shipping. Here, products
of the ER, such as proteins, are modified and stored and then
sent to other destinations. Not surprisingly, the Golgi apparatus is especially extensive in cells specialized for secretion.
The Golgi apparatus consists of flattened membranous
sacs-cisternae-looking like astack ofpita bread (Figure 6.13,
on the next page). A cell may have many, even hundreds, of
these stacks. The membrane of each cisterna in a stack separates its internal space from the cytosol. Vesicles concentrated
in the vicinity of the Golgi apparatus are engaged in the transfer
of material betv.'een parts of the Golgi and other structures.
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Golgi~~/,

apparatus

cis face
("receiving" side of
Goigi apparatus)

(1) Vesicles also

o

Vesicles move
transport certain
from ER to Goigi.
proteins back to ER,
their site of function.

~"'

I

oformVesicles
coalesce to
new cis Goigi cisternae.
Cisternae
8Cisternal
maturation:
Goigi cisternae
move in a cis-

to-trans
direction.

oleaveVesicles
form and
Golgi, carrying
specific proteins to
other locations or to
the plasma membrane for secretion.
f)Vesicies transport some proteins
backward to less mature Golgi cisternae,
where they function.

.. Figure 6.13 The Goigi apparatus. The
Goigi apparatus consists of stacks of flattened
sacs. or cisternae, which, unlike ER cisternae.
are not physically connected. (The drawing is a
cutaway view,) A Golgi stack receives and
dispatches transport vesicles and the products

/fans face
(Nshipping" side of
Golgi apparatus)
they contain. A Goigi stack has a structural and
functional polarity. with a cis face that receives
vesicles containing ER products and a trans
face that dispatches vesicles, The cisternal
maturation model proposes that the Goigi
cisternae themselves "mature," moving from

A Golgi stack has a distinct structural polarity, with the
membranes of cisternae on opposite sides of the stack differing
in thickness and molecular composition. The two poles of a
Golgi stack are referred to as the cis face and the trans face;
these act, respectively, as the receiving and shipping departments of the Golgi apparatus. The cis face is usually located
near the ER. Transport vesicles move material from the ER to
the Golgi apparatus. A vesicle that buds from the ER can add its
membrane and the contents of its lumen to the cis face by fusing with a Golgi membrane. The trans face gives rise to vesicles,
which pinch off and travel to other sites.
Products of the ER are usually modified during their
transit from the cis region to the trails region of the Golgi.
For example, various Golgi enzymes modify the carbohydrate portions of glycoproteins. Carbohydrates are first
added to proteins in the rough ER, often during the process
of polypeptide synthesis. The carbohydrate on the resulting
glycoprotein is then modified as it passes through the rest
of the ER and the Golgi. The Golgi removes some sugar
monomers and substitutes others, producing a large variety
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TEM of Golgi apparatus
the cis to the trans face while carrying some
proteins along. In addition, some vesicles
recycle enzymes that had been carried forward
in moving cisternae, transporting them
"backward" to a less mature region where
their functions are needed.

of carbohydrates. Membrane phospholipids may also be altered in the Golgi.
In addition to its finishing work, the Golgi apparatus manufactures certain macromolecules by itself. Many polysaccharides
secreted by cells are Golgi products, including pectins and certain
other noncellulose polysaccharides made by plant cells and incorporated along with cellulose into their cell walls. (Cellulose is
made by enzymes located within the plasma membrane, which
directly deposit this polysaccharide on the outside surface.) Like
secretory proteins, non-protein Golgi products that wiU be secreted depart from the traIlS face of the Golgi inside transport
vesicles that eventually fuse with the plasma membrane.
The Golgi manufactures and refines its products in stages,
with different cisternae containing unique teams ofenzymes. Until recently, biologists viewed the Golgi as a static structure, with
products in various stages ofprocessing transferred from one cisterna to the next by vesicles. While this may occur, recent research has given rise to a new model of the Golgi as a more
dynamic structure. According to the model called the cisternal
maturation model, the cisternae of the Golgi actually progress

forward from the cis to the trans face of the Golgi, carrying and
modifying their cargo as they move. Figure 6.13 shov.'S the details
ofthis model.
Before a Golgi stack dispatches its products by budding
vesicles from the trans face, it sorts these products and targets
them for various parts of the cell. Molecular identification
tags, such as phosphate groups added to the Golgi products,
aid in sorting by acting like ZIP codes on mailing labels. Finally, transport vesicles budded from the Golgi may have external molecules on their membranes that recognize "docking
sites~ on the surface of specific organelles or on the plasma
membrane, thus targeting the vesicles appropriately.

Lysosomes: Digestive Compartments
A lysosome is a membranous sac of hydrolytic enzymes that
an animal cell uses to digest macromolecules. Lysosomal enzymes work best in the acidic environment found in lysosomes. If a lysosome breaks open or leaks its contents, the
released enzymes are not very active because the cytosol has
a neutral pH. However, excessive leakage from a large number
oflysosomes can destroy a cell by autodigestion.

Hydrolytic enzymes and lysosomal membrane are made by
rough ER and then transferred to the Golgi apparatus for fur·
ther processing. At least some lysosomes probably arise by bud·
ding from the trans face ofthe Golgi apparatus (see Figure 6.13).
Proteins of the inner surface of the lysosomal membrane and
the digestive enzymes themselves are thought to be spared from
destruction by having three-dimensional shapes that protect
vulnerable bonds from enzymatic attack.
Lysosomes carry out intracellular digestion in a variety of
circumstances. Amoebas and many other protists eat by engulfing smaller organisms or other food particles, a process
called phagocytosis (from the Greek phagein, to eat, and
kytvs, vessel, referring here to the cell). The food vacuole
formed in this way then fuses with a lysosome, whose en·
zymes digest the food (Figure 6.14a, bottom). Digestion
products, including simple sugars, amino acids, and other
monomers, pass into the cytosol and become nutrients for
the cell. Some human cells also carry out phagocytosis.
Among them are macrophages, a type of white blood cell that
helps defend the body by engulfing and destroying bacteria
and other invaders (see Figure 6.14a, top, and Figure 6.33).

Mitochondnon-J~~~~~~

fragment

Peroxisome---~oi;iC

fragment

Lysosome contains
active hydrolytic
enzymes.

Food vacuole fuses
with lysosome.

Hydrolytic
enzymes digest
food particles.

Hydrolytic enzymes
digest organelle
components.

----c

~
Peroxisome
DigestIOn
Food vacuole

Ca) Phagocytosis; lysosome digesting food

... Figure 6.14 Lysosomes. Lysosomes digest
(hydrolyze) materials taken into the cell and recycle
intracellular materials. Cal Top: In this macrophage
(a type of white blood cell) from a rat. the
Iysosomes are very dark because of a stain that
reacts with ooe of the products of digestioo within
the lysosome (rEM). Macrophages ingest baClelia

Mitochondnon

Digestion

(h) Autophagy; lysosome breaking down damaged organelles
and viruses and destroy them usinglysosomes.
Bottom: This diagram shows ooe lysosome fusing
with a food vacuole during the process of
phagocytosis by a protist. (b) Top: In the cytoplasm
of this rat liver cell is aveside containing two
disabled organelles; the vesicle will fuse with a
lysosome in the process of autophagy (rEM).

Bottom: This diagram shows fusion of such a
vesicle with a lysosome. This type of vesicle has
a double membrane of unknown origin. The
outer membrane fuses with the lysosome, and
the inner membrane is degraded along with the
damaged organelles.
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Lysosomes also use their hydrolytic enzymes to recycle the
cell's own organic material, a process called autophagy. During autophagy, a damaged organelle or small amount of cytosol becomes surrounded by a double membrane, which is of
unknown origin, and a lysosome fuses with the outer membrane of this vesicle (Figure 6.14b). The lysosomal enzymes
dismantle the enclosed material, and the organic monomers
are returned to the cytosol for reuse. With the help of lysosomes, the cell continually renews itself. Ahuman liver cell, for
example, recycles half of its macromolecules each week.
The cells of people with inherited lysosomal storage diseases
lack a functioning hydrolytic enzyme normally present in lysosomes. The lysosomes become engorged with indigestible substrates, which begin to interfere with other cellular activities. In
Tay-Sachs disease, for example, a lipid-digesting enzyme is
missing or inactive, and the brain becomes impaired by an accumulation of lipids in the cells. Fortunately, lysosomal storage
diseases are rare in the general population.

Vacuoles: Diverse Maintenance
Compartments
Vacuoles are membrane-bounded vesicles whose functiol15
vary in different kinds of cells. Food vacuoles, formed by
phagocytosis, have already been mentioned (see Figure 6.14a).
Many freshwater protists have contractile vacuoles that pump
excess water out of the cell, thereby maintaining a suitable concentration ofions and molecules inside the cell (see Figure 7.14).
In plants and fungi, which lack lysosomes, vacuoles carry out
hydrolysis; however, they play other roles as well. Mature plant
cells generally contain a large central vacuole (Figure 6.15).
The central vacuole develops by the coalescence of smaller vacuoles, themselves derived from the endoplasmic reticulum and
Golgi apparatus. The vacuole is thus an integral part of a plant
cell's endomembrane system. Uke all cellular membranes, the
vacuolar membrane is selective in transporting solutes; as a result, the solution inside the central vacuole, called cell sap, differs in composition from the cytosol.
The plant cell's central vacuole is a versatile compartment It
can hold resen'es of important organic compounds, such as the
proteins stockpiled in the vacuoles of storage cells in seeds. It is
also the plant cell's main repository of inorganic ions, such as
potassium and chloride. Many plant cells use their vacuoles as
disposal sites for metabolic by-products that would endanger the
cell ifthey accumulated in the cytosol. Some vacuoles contain pigments that color the cells, such as the red and blue pigments of
petals that help attract pollinating insects to flowers. Vacuoles
may also help protect the plant against predators by containing
compounds that are poisonous or unpalatable to animals. The
vacuole has amajor role in the growth ofplant cells, which enlarge
as their vacuoles absorb water, enabling the cell to become larger
with a minimal investment in new cytoplasm. The cytosol often
occupies only a thin layer between the central vacuole and the
J08
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Central vacuole

I
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... Figure 6.15 The plant cell vacuole. The central vacuole is
usually the largest compartment in a plant cell; the rest of the
cytoplasm is generally confined to a narrow zone between the
vacuolar membrane and the plasma membrane (TEM).

plasma membrane, so the ratio of plasma membrane surface to
cytosolic volume is great, even for a large plant cell.

The Endomembrane System: A Review
Figure 6.16 reviews the endomembrane system, which shows
the flow of membrane lipids and proteins through the various
organelles. As the membrane moves from the ER to the Golgi
and then elsewhere, its molecular composition and metabolic
functions are modified, along with those of its contents. The
endomembrane system is a complex and dynamic player in
the cell's compartmental organization.
We'll continue our tour of the cell with some membranous
organelles that are not closely related to the endomembrane
system but play crucial roles in the energy tral15formations
carried out by cells.
CONCEPT

CHECl(

6.4

I. Describe the structural and functional distinctions
between rough and smooth ER.
2. Describe how transport vesicles integrate the
endomembrane system.
3.
Imagine a protein that functions in the
ER but requires modification in the Golgi apparatus
before it can achieve that function. Describe the
protein's path through the cell, starting with the
mRNA molecule that specifies the protein.

N'mu".

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

Nucleus

o

Nuclear envelope is connected
to rough ER, which is also
continuous with smooth ER.
Rough ER

e

Membranes and proteins
produced by the ER flow in the
form of transport vesicles to the
Golgi.

o

Golgi pinches oft transport
vesicles and other vesicles that
give rise to Iysosomes, other
types of specialized vesicles,
and vacuoles.

r

Smooth ER
_

1---------\
rransGolgi

o

Lysosome is available
for fusion with another
vesicle for digestion.

f)Transport vesicle carries
proteins to plasma membrane
for secretion.

OPlasma membrane expands
by fusion of vesicles; proteins
are secreted from cell.

... Figure 6.16 Review: relationships among organelles of the endomembrane
system. The red arrows show some of the migration pathways for membranes and the materials
they enclose

r:~;;:~:n:;~ and chloroplasts
change energy from one form
to another

Organisms transform the energy they acquire from their surroundings. In eukaryotic cells, mitochondria and chloroplasts
are the organelles that convert energy to forms that cells can
use for work. Mitochondria (singular, mitochondrion) are the
sites of cellular respiration, the metabolic process that generates ATP by extracting energy from sugars, fats, and other
fuels with the help of oxygen. Chloroplasts, found in plants
and algae, are the sites of photosynthesis. They convert solar
energy to chemical energy by absorbing sunlight and using it
to drive the synthesis of organic compounds such as sugars
from carbon dioxide and water.
Although mitochondria and chloroplasts are enclosed by
membranes, they are not part ofthe endomembrane system. In
contrast to organelles of the endomembrane system,
mitochondria have t..."o membranes separating their innermost
space from the cytosol. and chloroplasts typically have three.
(Chloroplasts and related organelles in some algae have four
membranes.) The membrane proteins of mitochondria and

chloroplasts are made not by ribosomes bound to the ER, but
by free ribosomes in the cytosol and by ribosomes contained
within these organelles themselves. These organelles also
contain a small amount of DNA. It is this DNA that programs
the synthesis ofthe proteins made on the organelle's ribosomes.
(Proteins imported from the cytosol-most of the organelle's
proteins-are programmed by nuclear DNA.) Mitochondria
and chloroplasts are semiautonomous organelles that grow
and reproduce within the cell. In Chapters 9 and 10, we will
focus on how mitochondria and chloroplasts function. We
will consider the evolution of these organelles in Chapter 25.
Here we are concerned mainly with the structure of these
energy transformers.
In this section, we will also consider the pcroxisomc, an
oxidative organelle that is not part of the endomembrane system. Like mitochondria and chloroplasts, the peroxisome imports its proteins primarily from the cytosol.

Mitochondria: Chemical Energy Conversion
Mitochondria are found in nearly all eukaryotic cells, including those of plants, animals, fungi, and most protists. Even in
exceptions, such as the human intestinal parasite Giardia and
some other protists, recent studies have identified closely related organelles that probably evolved from mitochondria.
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too Figure 6.17 The mitochondrion, site
of cellular respiration. The inner and outer
membranes of the mitochondrion are evident In
the drawing and micrograph (TEM) The cristae
are infoldings of the inner membrane, which
increase its surface area. The cutaway drawing
shows the two compartments bounded by the
membranes: the intermembrane space and the
mitochondnal matrix. Many respiratory
enzymes are found in the inner membrane and
the matrix. Free ribosomes are also present in
the matrix. The DNA molecules, too small to be
seen here, are usually circular and are attached
to the inner mitochondrial membrane.

Mitochondrion
Intermembrane space
Outer
memb'~c;;;,c;;,:--_

Free
ribosomes
in the
"'o&ill.:o
mitochondrial
matrix

Some cells have a single large mitochondrion, but more often
a cell has hundreds or even thousands of mitochondria; the
number correlates with the cell's level of metabolic activity.
For example, motile or contractile cells have proportionally
more mitochondria per volume than less active cells. Mitochondria are about 1-10 11m long. Time-lapse films of living
cells reveal mitochondria moving around, changing their
shapes, and fusing or dividing in two, unlike the static cylinders seen in electron micrographs of dead cells.
The mitochondrion is enclosed by two membranes, each a
phospholipid bilayer with a unique collection of embedded
proteins (Figure 6.17). The outer membrane is smooth, but
the inner membrane is convoluted, with infoldings called
cristae. The inner membrane divides the mitochondrion into
m'o internal compartments. The first is the intermembrane
space, the narrow region between the inner and outer membranes. The second compartment, the mitochondrial matrix,
is enclosed by the inner membrane. The matrix contains many
different enzymes as well as the mitochondrial DNA and ribosomes. Enzymes in the matrix catalyze some steps of cellular
respiration. Other proteins that function in respiration, including the enzyme that makes ATp, are built into the inner membrane. As highly folded surfaces, the cristae give the inner
mitochondrial membrane a large surface area, thus enhancing
the productivity ofcellular respiration. This is another example
of structure fitting function.

particularly in roots and tubers, and chromoplasts, which
have pigments that give fruits and flowers their orange and
yellow hues. Chloroplasts contain the green pigment chlorophyll, along with enzymes and other molecules that function
in the photosynthetic production ofsugar. These lens-shaped
organelles, measuring about 211m by 51l.m, are found in leaves
and other green organs of plants and in algae (Figure 6.18).
The contents ofachloroplast are partitioned from the cytosol
by an envelope consisting oftwo membranes separated by a very
narrow intermembrane space. Inside the chloroplast is another
membranous system in the form of flattened, interconnected
sacs called thylakoids. In some regions, thylakoids are stacked
like poker chips; each stack is called a granum (plural,grana).
The fluid outside the thylakoids is the stroma, which contains
the chloroplast DNA and ribosomes as well as many enzymes.
The membranes of the chloroplast divide the chloroplast space
into three compartments: the intermembrane space, the stroma,
and the thylakoid space. In Chapter 10, you will learn how this
compartmental organization enables the chloroplast to convert
light energy to chemical energy during photosynthesis.
AJ:, with mitochondria, the static and rigid appearance of
chloroplasts in micrographs or schematic diagrams is not true to
their dynamic behavior in the living cell. Their shapes are changeable, and they grow and occasionally pinch in two, reproducing
themselves. They are mobile and, with mitochondria and other
organelles, move around the cell along tracks ofthe cytoskeleton,
a structural nemwk we will consider later in this chapter.

Chloroplasts: Capture of Light Energy
The chloroplast is a specialized member of a family of closely
related plant organelles called plastids. Some others are
amyloplasts, colorless plastids that store starch (amylose),
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Peroxisomes: Oxidation
The peroxisome is a specialized metabolic compartment that
is bounded by a single membrane (Figure 6.19). Peroxisomes

Chloroplast

... Figure 6.18 The chloroplast, site of photosynthesis. A typical
chloroplast is enclosed by two membranes separated by a narrow intermembrane
space that constitutes an outer compartment. The inner membrane encloses a second
compartment containing the flUid called stroma The stroma surrounds a third
compartment. the thylakoid space, delineated by the thylakoid membrane.
Interconnected thylakoid sacs (thylakoids) are stacked to form structures called grana
(singular, granum), which are further connected by thin tubules between individual
thylakoids, Photosynthetic enzymes are embedded in the thylakoid membranes. Free
ribosomes are present in the stroma, along with copies of the chloroplast genome
(DNA). too small to be seen here (TEM).

contain enzymes that transfer hydrogen from various substrates to oxygen (Oz), producing hydrogen peroxide (HzO z) as
a by-product, from which the organelle derives its name. These
reactions may have many different functions. Some peroxisomes use oxygen to break fatty acids down into smaller molecules that can then be transported to mitochondria, where they
are used as fuel for cellular respiration. Peroxisomes in the liver

Chloroplast

detoxify alcohol and other harmful compounds by transferring
hydrogen from the poisons to oxygen. The HzOz formed by
peroxisomes is itself toxic, but the organelle also contains an
enzyme that converts HzOz to water. This is an excellent example of how the cell's compartmental structure is crucial to its
functions: The enzymes that produce hydrogen peroxide and
those that dispose of this toxic compound are sequestered in
the same space, away from other cellular components that
could otherwise be damaged.
Specialized peroxisomes called gtyoxysomes are found in
the fat-storing tissues of plant seeds. These organelles contain
enzymes that initiate the conversion of fatty acids to sugar,
which the emerging seedling uses as a source of energy and
carbon until it can produce its own sugar by photosynthesis.
Unlike lysosomes, peroxisomes do not bud from the endomembrane system. They grow larger by incorporating proteins made primarily in the cytosol. lipids made in the ER, and
lipids synthesized within the peroxisome itself. Peroxisomes
may increase in number by splitting in two when they reach a
certain size.
CONCEPT

.. Figure 6.19 A peroxisome. Peroxisomes are roughly spherical
and often have a granular or crystalline core that is thought to be a dense
collection of enzyme molecules, This peroxisome is in a leaf cell (lEM),
Notice its proximity to two chloroplasts and a mitochondrion, These
organelles cooperate with peroxisome, in certain metabolic functions,

CHECK

6.5

I. Describe m'o common characteristics of chloroplasts
and mitochondria. Consider both function and membrane structure.
2, .i,'!ltUljM A classmate proposes that mitochondria, chloroplasts. and peroxisomes should be classified in the endomembrane system. Argue against the
proposal.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A
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r;~:i:y~:s~;~ton is a network of

Receptor for
motor protein

fibers that organizes structures
and activities in the cell

In the early days of electron microscopy, biologists thought

that the organelles of a eukaryotic cell floated freely in the cytosol. But improvements in both light microscopy and electron microscopy have revealed the cytoskeleton, a network
of fibers extending throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 6.20).

The cytoskeleton, which plays a major role in organizing the
structures and activities ofthe cell, is composed of three types

Motor protein
(ATP powered)

Microtubule
of cytoskeleton

(al Motor proteins that attach to receptors on vesicles can ·walk"
the vesicles along microtubules or, in some cases, microfilamenlS.
Microtubule

Vesicles

of molecular structures: microtubuJes, microfilaments, and
intermediate filaments.

Roles of the Cytoskeleton: Support, Motility,
and Regulation
The most obvious function of the cytoskeleton is to give me·
chanical support to the cell and maintain its shape. This is es·
pecially important for animal cells, which lack walls. The
remarkable strength and resilience of the cytoskeleton as a
whole is based on its architecture. Like a geodesic dome, the
cytoskeleton is stabilized by a balance between opposing
forces exerted by its elements. And just as the skeleton of an
animal helps fix the positions of other body parts, the cytoskeleton provides anchorage for many organelles and even
cytosolic enzyme molecules. The cytoskeleton is more dynamic than an animal skeleton, however. It can be quickly dis·
mantled in one part of the cell and reassembled in a new
location, changing the shape of the cell.
Several types of cell motility (movement) also involve the
cytoskeleton. The termceU motility encompasses both changes
in cell location and more limited movements ofparts ofthe cell.
Cell motility generally requires the interaction of the cytoskeleton with motor proteins. Examples of such cell motility

0,25

~m

Microfilaments

.... Figure 6.20 The cytoskeleton. In this TEM, prepared by a
method known as deep'etching, the thicker, hollow microtubules and
the thinner, solid microfilaments are visible, A third component of the
cytoskeleton, intermediate filaments, is not evident here,
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(bl Vesicles containing neurotransmitters migrate to the tips of nerve
cell axons via the mechanism in (a). In this SEM of a sqUid giant
axon, two vesicles can be seen moving along a microtubule, (A
separate part of the experiment provided the evidence that they
were in fact moving,)

.... Figure 6.21 Motor proteins and the cytoskeleton.

abound. Cytoskeletal elements and motor proteins work together with plasma membrane molecules to allow whole cells
to move along fibers outside the cell. Motor proteins bring
about the bending ofcilia and flagella by gripping microtubules
within those organelles and sliding them against each other. A
similar mechanism involving microfilaments causes muscle
cells to contract. Inside the cell, vesicles and other organelles
often travel to their destinations along "monorails" provided by
the cytoskeleton. For example, this is how vesicles containing
neurotransmitter molecules migrate to the tips ofaxons, the
long extensions of nerve cells that release these molecules as
chemical signals to adjacent nerve cells (Figure 6.21). The
vesicles that bud off from the ER travel to the Golgi along
cytoskeletal tracks. The cytoskeleton also manipulates the
plasma membrane in a way that forms food vacuoles or other
phagocytic vesicles. And the streaming of cytoplasm that circulates materials within many large plant cells is yet another
kind of cellular movement brought about by the cytoskeleton.
The cytoskeleton is also involved in regulating biochemical
activities in the cell in response to mechanical stimulation.
Forces exerted by extracellular molecules via cell-surface proteins are apparently transmitted into the cell by cytoskeletal elements, and the forces may even reach the nucleus. In one
experiment, investigators used a micromanipulation device to

and Function of the Cytoskeleton
'."'.1 The Structure
Microtubules
Microfilaments
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(Tubulin Polymers)

(Actin filaments)

Intermediate
filaments
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13 columns of tubulin molecules
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a-tubulin and 13-tubulin

Actin
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pull on certain plasma membrane proteins attached to the cytoskeleton. A video microscope captured the almost instantaneous rearrangements of nucleoli and other structures in the
nucleus. In this way, cytoskeletal transmission of naturally occurring mechanical signals may help regulate and coordinate
the cell's response.

Components of the Cytoskeleton
Now let's look more closely at the three main types of fibers
that make up the cytoskeleton (Table 6.1). Microtubules are
the thickest of the three typesj microfilaments (also called

Keratin protems
Fibrous subunit (keratins
COiled together)

I-

1'-""

actin filaments) are the thinnest; and intermediate filaments
are fibers with diameters in a middle range.

Microtubules
All eukaryotic cells have microtubules, hollow rods measuring
about 25 nm in diameter and from 200 nm to 25 11m in length.
The wall of the hollow tube is constructed from a globular
protein called tubulin. Each tubulin protein is a dimer, a molecule made up oftwo subunits. A tubulin dimer consists oftwo
slightly different polypeptides, «-tubulin and l3·tubulin. Microtubules grow in length by adding tubulin dimersj they can
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also be disassembled and their tubulin used to build microtubules elsewhere in the cell. Because of the architecture of a
microtubule, its two ends are slightly different. One end can accumulate or release tubulin dimers at a much higher rate than
the other, thus growing and shrinking significantly during cellular activities. (This is called the ~plus end,~ not be<:ause it can
only add tubulin proteins but because it's the end where both
~on~ and "oW rates are much higher.)
Microtubules shape and support the cell and also serve as
tracks along which organelles equipped with motor proteins
can move. To mention an example different from the one in
Figure 6.21, microtubules guide secretory vesicles from the
Golgi apparatus to the plasma membrane. Microtubules also
separate chromosomes during cell division (see Chapter 12).
Centrosomes and Centrioles In animal cells, microtubules
grow out from a centrosome, a region that is often located
near the nucleus and is considered a ~microtubule-organizing
center.' These microtubules function as compression-resisting
girders of the cytoskeleton. Within the centrosome are a pair
of centrioles, each composed of nine sets of triplet microtubules arranged in a ring (Figure 6.22). Before an animal cell
divides, the centrioles replicate. Although centrosomes with
centrioles may help organize microtubule assembly in animal
cells, they are not essential for this function in all eukaryotes;
yeast cells and plant cells lack centrosomes with centrioles
but have well-organized microtubules. Clearly, other microtubule-organizing centers must play the role of centrosomes
in these cells.
Cilia and Flagella In eukaryotes, a specialized arrangement
of microtubules is responsible for the beating of flagella (singular, flagellum) and cilia (singular, cilium), microtubulecontaining extensions that project from some cells. Many
unicellular eukaryotes are propelled through water by cilia or
flagella that act as locomotor appendages, and the sperm of
animals, algae, and some plants have flagella. When cilia or
flagella extend from cells that are held in place as part of a tissue layer, they can move fluid over the surface ofthe tissue. For
example, the ciliated lining of the trachea (windpipe) sweeps
mucus containing trapped debris out of the lungs (see Figure
6.4). In a woman's reproductive tract, the cilia lining the
oviducts help move an egg toward the uterus.
Motile cilia usually occur in large numbers on the cell surface. They are about 0.25 11m in diameter and about 2-20 11m
long. Flagella are the same diameter but longer, 10-200 J.Im.
Also, flagella are usually limited to just one or a few per cell.
Flagella and cilia differ in their beating patterns (Figure 6.23).
A flagellum has an undulating motion that generates force in
the same direction as the flagellum's axis. In contrast, cilia work
more like oars, with alternating power and recovery strokes
generating force in a direction perpendicular to the cilium's
axis, much as the oars of a crew boat extend outward at right
angles to the boat's forward movement.
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Centrosome

MICrotubule

Centrioles
0.25

longitudinal section
of one centriole

Microtubules

).1m

Cross section
of the other centriole

... Figure 6.22 Centrosome containing a pair of centrioles.
Most animal cells have a centrosome, a region near the nucleus where
the cell's microtubules are initiated. Within the centrosome is a pair of
centrioles, each about 250 nm (0,25 ~m) in diameter. The two centrioles
are at right angles to each other, and each is made up of nine sets of
three microtubules. The blue portions of the drawing represent
nontubulln proteins that connect the microtubule triplets (TEM)
How many microtubules are in a centrosome?ln the drawing,
circle and label one microtubule and desCflbe Its structure.

II

A cilium mayalso act as a signal-receiving ~antenna~ for the
cell. Cilia that have this function are generally nonmotile, and
there is only one per cell. (In fact, in vertebrate animals, almost all cells seem to have such a cilium, which is called a
primary cilium.) Membrane proteins on this kind of cilium
transmit molecular signals from the cell's environment to its
interior, triggering signaling pathways that may lead to
changes in the cell's activities. Cilia-based signaling appears to
be crucial to brain function and to embryonic development.
Though different in length, number per cell, and beating pattern, motile cilia and flagella share a common ultrastructure.
Each has a core of microtubules sheathed in an extension of
the plasma membrane (Figure 6.24). Nine doublets of microtubules, the members ofeach pair sharing part oftheir walls, are
arranged in a ring. In the center ofthe ring are two single microtubules. This arrangement, referred to as the "9 + 2" pattern, is
found in nearly all eukaryotic flagella and motile cilia. (Nonmotile primary cilia have a ~9 + O~ pattern, lacking the central
pair of microtubules.) The microtubule assembly of a cilium or

.. Figure 6.23
A comparison of
the beating of
flagella and cilia.

(a) Motion of flagella. A flagellum
usually undulates, its snakelike
motion driving a cell in the same
direction as the axis of the
flagellum. Propulsion of a human
sperm cell is an example of flagellate
locomotion (lM),

(b) Motion of cilia. Cilia have a backand-forth motion. The rapid power
stroke moves the cell in a direction
perpendicular to the axis of the cilium.
Then, dunng the slower recovery stroke,
the dlium bends and sweeps sideways,
closer to the surface, A dense nap of
cilia, beating at a rate of about 40 to
60 strokes a second. covers thiS
Colpidium, a freshwater protozoan
(colorized SEM).

Direction of swimming

Direction of organism's movement

Power stroke Recovery stroke
.' - ~
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spoke
Microtubules

Plasma
membrane
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0.5

Protein cross~
linkmg outer
doublets
(b) A cross section through a motile Cilium shows the "9 + 2"
arrangement of microtubules (TEM), The outer microtubule
doublets and the two central microtubules are held together
by flexible cross·linking proteins (blue in art), including the
radial spokes, The doublets also have attached motor
proteins called dyneins (red in art). In the drawing, the
plasma membrane has been peeled away to reveal a
longitudinal view of two of the doublets,

v.m

(a) A longitudinal section of a motile cilium
shows microtubules running the length
of the structure (TEM).

I

0.1 jlm

(c) Basal body: The nine outer doublets of a cilium or
flagellum extend into the basal body, where each
doublet joins another microtubule to form a ring of
nme triplets. Each triplet is connected to the next
triplet and to the center by nontubulin protems
(the blue lines in diagram). The two central micro·
tubules are not shown because they terminate
above the basal body (TEM),
Cross section of basal body

I
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.. Figure 6.24 Ultrastructure of a eukaryotic flagellum or motile cilium.
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flagellum is anchored in the cell by a basal body, which is structurally very similar to a centriole. In fact, in many animals (including humans), the basal body of the fertilizing sperm's flagellum enters the egg and becomes a centriole.
In flagella and motile cilia, flexible cross-linking proteins,
evenly spaced along the length of the cilium or flagellum, connect the outer doublets to each other and to the two central microtubules. Each outer doublet also has pairs of protruding
proteins spaced along its length and reaching toward the
neighboring doublet; these are large motor proteins caned
dyneins, each composed ofseveral polypeptides. Dyneins are
responsible for the bending movements of the organelle. A
dynein mo1cule performs a complex cycle of movements
caused by changes in the shape of the protein, with ATP providing the energy for these changes (Figure 6.25).
The mechanics of dynein·based bending involve a process
that resembles walking. A typical dynein protein has two "feet~
that uwalk~ along the microtubule of the adjacent doublet, one
foot maintaining contact while the other releases and reattaches one step further along the microhlbule. \Vlthout any restraints on the movement of the microtubule doublets, one
doublet would continue to uwalk~ along and slide past the surface ofthe other, elongating the cilium or flagenum rather than
bending it (see Figure 6.25a). For lateral movement of a cilium
or flagellum, the dynein "walking" must have something to pull
against, as when the muscles in your leg pull against your
bones to move your knee. In cilia and flagella, the microtubule
doublets seem to be held in place by the cross·linking proteins
just inside the outer doublets and by the radial spokes and
other structural elements. Thus, neighboring doublets cannot
slide past each other very far. Instead, the forces exerted by
dynein "walking~ cause the doublets to curve, bending the
cilium or flagellum (see Figure 6.2sb and c).

Microfilaments (Actin Filaments)
Microfilaments are solid rods about 7 nm in diameter. They
are also called actin filaments because they are built from
molecules of actin, a globular protein. A microfilament is a
twisted double chain ofactin subunits (see Table 6. I). Besides
occurring as linear filaments, microfilaments can form structural networks, due to the presence of proteins that bind along
the side of an actin filament and allow a new filament to extend as a branch. Microfilaments seem to be present in all eukaryotic cells.
In contrast to the compression-resisting role of microtubules, the structural role of microfilaments in the cytoskeleton is to bear tension (pulling forces). A three-dimensional
network formed by microfllaments just inside the plasma
membrane (cortical microfilaments) helps support the cen's
shape. This network gives the outer cytoplasmic layer of a cell,
called the cortex, the semisolid consistency of a gel, in contrast with the more fluid (sol) state of the interior cytoplasm.
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(a) Effect of unrestrained dynein movement. If a cilium or
f1ilgellum hild no cross-linking proteins, the two feet of eilch
dynein illong one doublet (powered by ATP) would illterniltely
grip ilnd releilse the ildJilcent doublet. ThiS 'willklng" motion
would push the adjacent doublet up, Insteild of bending, the
doublets would slide past each other,

Cross-linking proteins
inside outer doublets
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Anchorilge
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(b) Effe<t of cross-linking proteins. In il cilium or flilgellum, two
ildjacent doublets Cilnnot slide filf beCilUse they ilre physically
restrilined by proteins, so they bend. (Only two of the nine
outer doublets in Figure 6.24b ilre shown here,)

(e) Wilvelike motion. SynchrOnized cycles of movement of many
dyneins probably CilUse a bend to begin ilt the lMse of the
cilium or flilgellum ilnd move outward towilrd the tip, Milny
successive bends, such ilS the ones shown here to the left and
right. result In il wilvellke motion. In this diagrilm. the two centrill
microtubules and the cross-linking proteins are not shown

... Figure 6.25 How dynein "walking" moves flagella and
cilia.

Microvillus

Plasma membrane - - - -

(al Myosin motors in muscle cell contraction. The walking" of
myosin arms drives the parallel myosin and actin filaments past each
other so that the actin filaments approach each other in the middle
(red arrows), This shortens the muscle cell. Muscle contractKXl
involves the shortening of many muscle cells at the same time.

Microfilaments (actin
filaments)

Cortex (outer cytoplasm):
gel with actin network

Extending
pseudopodium

Intermediate filaments _ _--"

•
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... Figure 6.26 A structural role of microfilaments. The
surface area of this nutrient-absorbing intestinal cell is increased by its
many microvilli (singular. microvillus), cellular extenSions reinforced by
bundles of microfilaments. These actin filaments are anchored to a
network of intermediate filaments (TEM),

(bl Amoeboid movement. Interaction of actin filaments wrth myosin
near the cell's trailing end (at right) squeezes the interior. more fluid
cytoplasm forward (to the left) into the pseudopodium.
Noomoving cortICal
cytoplasm (gel)

_"",,~_-I~_:"'o-./Chloroplast

In animal cells specialized for transporting materials across
the plasma membrane, such as intestinal cells, bundles of microfilaments make up the core of microvilli, the previously mentioned delicate projections that increase the cell surface area
there (Figure 6.26).
Microfilaments are well known for their role in cell motility, particularly as part of the contractile apparatus of muscle
cells. Thousands of actin filaments are arranged parallel to
one another along the length of a muscle cell, interdigitated
with thicker filaments made of a protein called myosin
(Figure 6.27a). Like dynein when it interacts with microtubules, myosin acts as a microfilament-based motor protein
by means of projections that "walk~ along the actin filaments.
Contraction of the muscle cell results from the actin and
myosin filaments sliding past one another in this way, shortening the cell. In other kinds of cells, actin filaments are associated with myosin in miniature and less elaborate
versions of the arrangement in muscle cells. These actinmyosin aggregates are responsible for localized contractions
of cells. For example, a contracting belt of microfilaments
forms a cleavage furrow that pinches a dividing animal cell
into two daughter cells.

Streaming--f_~

cytoplasm
(sol)
Parallel actin -tf'=:J,.'~.
filaments

Cell wall

(c) Cytoplasmic streaming in plant cells. A layer of cytoplasm cycles
around the cell. moving over a carpet of parallel actin filaments,
Myosin motors anached to organelles in the f1uk:l cytosol may drrve
the streaming by interacting wrth the actin.
... Figure 6.27 Microfilaments and motility. In the three
examples shown in this figure, cell nuclei and most other organelles
have been omitted for clarity.

Localized contraction brought about by actin and myosin
also plays a role in amoeboid movement (figure 6.27b), in
which a cell such as an amoeba crawls along a surface by
extending and flowing into cellular extensions called
pseudopodia (from the Greek pseudes, false, and pod, foot).
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Pseudopodia extend and contract through the reversible assembly of actin subunits into microfilaments and of microfilaments into networks that convert cytoplasm from a sol to a gel.
According to a widely accepted model, filaments near the cell's
trailing end interact with myosin, causing contraction. Like
squeezing on a toothpaste tube, this contraction forces the interior, more fluid cytoplasm into the pseudopodium, where
the actin network has been weakened. The pseudopodium extends until the actin reassembles into a network. Amoebas are
not the only cells that move by crawling; so do many cells in the
animal body, including some white blood cells.
In plant cells, both actin-myosin interactions and sol-gel
transformations brought about by actin may be involved in
cytoplasmic streaming, a circular flow of cytoplasm within
cells (Figure 6.27c). This movement, which is especially com·
mon in large plant cells, speeds the distribution of materials
within the cell.

Intermediate Filaments
Intermediate filaments are named for their diameter,
which, at 8-12 nm, is larger than the diameter of microfilaments but smaller than that of microtubules (see Table 6.1,
p. 113). Specialized for bearing tension (like microfilaments),
intermediate filaments are a diverse class of cytoskeletal elements. Each type is constructed from a different molecular
subunit belonging to a family of proteins whose members include the keratins. Microtubules and microfilaments, in contrast, are consistent in diameter and composition in all
eukaryotic cells.
Intermediate filaments are more permanent fixtures of
cells than are microfilaments and microtubules, which are
often disassembled and reassembled in various parts of a
cell. Even after cells die, intermediate filament networks
often persist; for example, the outer layer of our skin consists of dead skin cells full of keratin proteins. Chemical
treatments that remove microfilaments and microtubules
from the cytoplasm of living cells leave a web of intermediate filaments that retains its original shape. Such experiments suggest that intermediate filaments are especially
important in reinforcing the shape of a cell and fiXing the
position of certain organelles. For instance, the nucleus
commonly sits within a cage made of intermediate fila·
ments, fixed in location by branches of the filaments that
extend into the cytoplasm. Other intermediate filaments
make up the nuclear lamina that lines the interior of the nuclear envelope (see Figure 6.10). In cases where the shape
of the entire cell is correlated with function, intermediate
filaments support that shape. A case in point is the long extensions (axons) of nerve cells that transmit impulses,
which are strengthened by one class of intermediate filament. Thus, the various kinds of intermediate filaments
may function as the framework of the entire cytoskeleton.
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CONCEPT

CHECK

6.6

1. Describe shared features of microtubule-based
motion of flagella and microfilament-based muscle
contraction.
2. How do cilia and flagella bend?
3. _w:ru1fM Males affiicted with Kartagener's syndrome are sterile because of immotile sperm, tend to
suffer lung infections, and frequently have internal
organs, such as the heart, on the wrong side of the
body. This disorder has a genetic basis. Suggest what
the underlying defect might be.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;:~~:::~u~;~ components and

connections between cells help
coordinate cellular activities

Having crisscrossed the interior of the cell to explore its interior components, we complete our tour of the cell by returning to the surface of this microscopic world, where there
are additional structures with important functions. The
plasma membrane is usually regarded as the boundary of the
living cell, but most cells synthesize and secrete materials
that are external to the plasma membrane. Although these
materials and the structures they form are outside the cell,
their study is central to cell biology because they are involved
in a great many cellular functions.

Cell Walls of Plants
The cell wall is an extracellular structure of plant cells that
distinguishes them from animal cells. The wall protects the
plant cell, maintains its shape, and prevents excessive uptake
of water. On the level of the whole plant, the strong walls of
specialized cells hold the plant up against the force of gravity.
Prokaryotes, fungi, and some protists also have cell walls, but
we will postpone discussion of them until Unit Five.
Plant cell walls are much thicker than the plasma membrane, ranging from O.1llm to several micrometers. The exact
chemical composition ofthe wall varies from species to species
and even from one cell type to another in the same plant, but
the basic design of the wall is consistent. Microflbrils made of
the polysaccharide cellulose (see Figure 5.8) are synthesized by
an enzyme called cellulose synthase and secreted to the extra·
cellular space, where they become embedded in a matrix of
other polysaccharides and proteins. This combination of materials, strong fibers in a "ground substance~ (matrix), is the
same basic architectural design found in steel-reinforced concrete and in fiberglass.

•

Secondary
cell wall

Fl~6.29

In ui

What role do microtubules play in orienting
deposition of cellulose in cell walls?
EXPERIMENT
Previous experiments on preserved plant tis·
sues had shown alignment of microtubules in Ihe cell cortex with
cellulose fibrils in the cell wall. Also, drugs that disrupted microtubules were observed 10 cause disoriented cellulose fibrils. To
further investigate the possible role of cortical microtubules in
guiding fibril deposition, David Ehrhardt and colleagues at
Stanford University used a type of confocal microscopy to study
cell wall deposition in living cells. In these cells, they labeled both
cellulose synthase and microtubules with fluorescent markers and
observed them over time,

Central vacuole
Cytosol
Plasma membrane
Plant cell walls

... Figure 6.28 Plant cell walls. The drawing shows several cells,
each with a large vacuole, a nucleus, and several chloroplasts and
mitochondria. The transmission electron micrograph (TEM) shows the cell
walls where two cells come together, The multilayered partition between
plant cells consists of adjoining walls individualty secreted by the cells.

A young plant cell first secretes a relatively thin and flexible
wall called the primary cell wall (Figure 6.28). In actively
growing cells, the cellulose fibrils are oriented at right angles to
the direction of cell expansion, possibly affecting the growth
pattern. David Ehrhardt and colleagues investigated the role of
microtubules in orienting these fibrils (figure 6.29). Their observations strongly supported the idea that microtubules in the
cell cortex guide cellulose synthase as it synthesizes and deposits the fibrils. By orienting cellulose deposition, microtubules thus affect the growth pattern of the cells.
Bern'een primary walls of adjacent cells is the middle
lamella, a thin layer rich in sticky polysaccharides called
pectins. The middle lamella glues adjacent cells together
(pectin is used as a thickening agent in jams and jellies). When
the cell matures and stops growing, it strengthens its wall.
Some plant cells do this simply by secreting hardening substances into the primary wall. Other cells add a secondary cell
wall between the plasma membrane and the primary wall. The
secondary wall, often deposited in several laminated layers, has
a strong and durable matrix that affords the cell protection and
support. Wood, for example, consists mainly of secondary
walls. Plant cell walls are commonly perforated by channels be-

RESULTS
The path of cellulose synthase movement and
the positions of existing micrOlubules coincided highly over time.
The fluorescent micrographs below represent an average of five
images, taken 10 seconds apart. The labeling molecules caused
cellulose synthase 10 fluoresce green and Ihe microtubules to
fluoresce red. The arrowheads indicate prominent areas where
the two are seen to align.

Distribution of cellulose
synthase over time

Distribution of microtubules
over time

CONCLUSION The organization of microtubules appears 10
directly guide the path of cellulose synthase as il lays down
cellulose, Ihus determining the orientation of cellulose fibrils,
SOURCE

A R, Paradez et al.. Visualization 01 cellulose synthase
demonstraM funct<onal assoclallon With microlubule~. Science 312.1491-1495

(2006),

-W:U'lfI In a second experiment, the researchers exposed the
plant cells to blue light. previously shown to cause reorientation
of microtubules. What events would you predict would follow
blue light exposure?

tween adjacent cells called plasmodesmata (see Figure 6.28),
which will be discussed shortly.

The Extracellular Matrix (EeM)
of Animal Cells
Although animal cells lack walls akin to those of plant cells, they
do have an elaborate extracellular matrix (EeM) (figure 6.30,
on the next page). The main ingredients of the ECM are glycoproteins secreted by the cells. (Recall that glycoproteins are proteins with covalently bonded carbohydrate, usually short chains
ofsugars.) The most abundant glycoprotein in the ECM of most
animal cells is collagen, which forms strong fibers outside the
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Collagen fibers
are embedded
in a web of
proteoglycan
complexes.
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and its interior and can
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behavior.

.... Figure 6.30 Extracellular matrix (ECM) of an animal cell. The molecular composition
and structure of the ECM varies from one cell type to another, In this example, three different types
of glycoproteins are present: proteoglycans, collagen, and fibronectin,

cells (see Figure 5.21). In fact, collagen accounts for about 40% of
the total protein in the human body. The collagen fibers are
embedded in a nem'Ofk woven from proteoglycans. A proteoglycan molecule consists of a small core protein with many
carbohydrate chains covalently attached, so that it may be up to
95% carbohydrate. Large proteoglycan complexes can form
when hundreds ofproteoglycans become noncovalently attached
to a single tong polysaccharide molecule, as shown in Figure 6.30.
Some cells are attached to the ECM by still other ECM glycoproteins, such as fibroncrtin. Fibronectin and other ECM proteins
bind to cell surface receptor proteins called intcgrins that are
built into the plasma membrane. Integrins span the membrane
and bind on their cytoplasmic side to associated proteins attached to microfilaments ofthe cytoskeleton. The name integrin
is based on the word integrate: Integrins are in a position to
transmit signals between the ECM and the cytoskeleton and
thus to integrate changes occurring outside and inside the cell.
Current research on fibronectin, other ECM molecules, and
integrins is revealing the influential role ofthe extracellular ma~
trix in the lives of cells. By communicating with a cell through
integrins, the ECM can regulate a cell's behavior. For example,
some cells in a developing embryo migrate along specific pathways by matching the orientation oftheir micromaments to the
~grain" offibers in the extracellular matrix. Researchers are also
learning that the extracellular matrix around a cell can influence the activity ofgenes in the nucleus. Information about the
ECM probably reaches the nucleus by a combination of mechanical and chemical signaling pathways. Mechanical signaling involves fibronectin, integrins, and microfilaments of the
cytoskeleton. Changes in the cytoskeleton may in turn trigger
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chemical signaling pathways inside the cell, leading to changes
in the set of proteins being made by the cell and therefore
changes in the cell's function. In this way, the extracellular matrix of a particular tissue may help coordinate the behavior of
all the cells within that tissue. Direct connections between cells
also function in this coordination, as we discuss next.

Intercellular Junctions
Cells in an animal or plant are organized into tissues, organs,
and organ systems. Cells often adhere, interact, and communicate through direct physical contact.

Plasmodesmata in Plant Cells
It might seem that the nonliving cell walls of plants would isolate
cells from one another. But in fact, as shown in Figure 6.31,
cell walls are perforated with channels called plasmodesmata

Plasma membranes
... Figure 6.31 Plasmodesmata between plant cells. The
cytoplasm of one plant cell is continuous with the cytoplasm of its
neighbors via plasmodesmata, channels through the cell walls (TEM).

(singular, plasmodesma; from theGreekdesmos, to bind). Cytosol
passes through the plasmodesmata and connects the chemical
environments ofadjacent cells. These connections unify most of
the plant into one living continuum. The plasma membranes of
adjacent cells line the channel ofeach plasmodesma and thus are
continuous. Water and smaU solutes can pass freely from ceU to
ceU, and recent experiments have shown that in some circumstances, certain proteins and RNA molecules can also do this (see
Concept 36.6). The macromolecules transported to neighboring
cells seem to reach the plasmodesmata by moving along fibers of
the cytoskeleton.

Tight Junctions, Desmosomes, and Gap Junctions
in Animal Cells
In animals, there are three main types of intercellular junctions: tight junctions, desmosomes, and gap junctions (the latter
of which are most like the plasmodesmata of plants). All three
types of intercellular junctions are especially common in epithelial tissue, which lines the external and internal surfaces of
the body. Figure 6.32 uses epithelial cells of the intestinal lining to illustrate these junctions; you should study this figure
before moving on.

• Figure 6.32

Exploring Intercellular Junctions in Animal Tissues
Tight Junctions

Tight

junction-~~cj¥~fW

Tight junctions pre~ent
fluid from mo~ing
across a layer of cells
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At tight junctions, the plasma membranes of
neighboring cells are very tightly pressed
against each other, bound together by
specific proteins (purple). Forming
continuous seals around the cells, tight
junctions prevent leakage of extracellular
fluid across a layer of epithelial cells. For
example, tight junctions between skin cells
make us watertight by preventing leakage
between cells in our sweat glands.

Desmosomes
Oesmosomes (also called anchoring
junctions) function like rivets, fastening cells

Tight junction

together into strong sheets. Intermediate
filaments made of sturdy keratin proteins
anchor desmosomes in the cytoplasm.
Desmosomes attach muscle cells to each
other in a muscle. Some "muscle tears"
involve the rupture of desmosomes.

Desmosome

Gap Junctions

Gap

:~

junction

Gap junctions (also called communicating
junetions) provide cytoplasmic channels

•

Extracellular
matrix

Plasma membranes
of adjacent cells

I

I

from one cell to an adjacent cell and in this
way are similar in their function to the
plasmodesmata in plants. Gap junctions
consist of membrane proteins that
surround a pore through which ions,
sugars, amino acids, and other small
molecules may pass. Gap junctions are
necessary for communication between cells
in many types of tissues, including heart
muscle, and in animal embryos.
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

6.7

1. In what way are the cells of plants and animals structurally different from single-celled eukaryotes?
2. -'WU '1 4 If the plant cell wall or the animal extracellular matrix were impermeable, what effect would
this have on cell function?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

The Cell: A Living Unil Grealer Than Ihe Sum
of lIs ParIs
From our panoramic view of the cell's overall compartmental
organization to our close-up inspection of each organelle's architecture, this tour ofthe cell has provided many opportunities
to correlate structure with function. (This would be agood time
to review cell structure by returning to Figure 6.9, on pp. 100
and 1Ol.) But even as we dissect the cell, remember that none of
its components works alone. As an example of cellular integration, consider the microscopic scene in Figure 6.33. The large
cell is a macrophage (see Figure 6.14a). It helps defend the mammalian body against infections by ingesting bacteria (the smaller
cells) into phagocytic vesicles. The macrophage crawls along a
surface and reaches out to the bacteria with thin pseudopodia
(called filopodia). Actin filaments interact with other elements
of the cytoskeleton in these movements. After the macrophage

~t 1.Il:~CI4~·i~'.!•• Go to the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comlorBioFlix
;.;J

3-D Animations, MP3 Tutors, Videos. Practke Tests, an eBook. and more.

.. Figure 6.33 The emergence of cellular functions. The
ability of this macrophage (brown) to recognize. apprehend. and
destroy bacteria (yellow) is a coordinated adivity of the whole cell. Its
cytoskeleton, Iysosomes, and plasma membrane are among the
components that function in phagocytosis (colorized SEM).

engulfs the bacteria, they are destroyed by lysosomes. The
elaborate endomembrane system produces the lysosomes. TIle
digestive enzymes of the lysosomes and the proteins of the cytoskeleton are all made on ribosomes. And the synthesis of
these proteins is programmed by genetic messages dispatched
from the DNA in the nucleus. All these processes require energy, which mitochondria supply in the form of ATP. Cellular
functions arise from cellular order: The celi is a living unit
greater than the sum of its parts.

-XiHN
Activity Metric System Review
Innsligation What Is the Size and Scale of Our World?

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

M',III'I'_ 6.1

To study cells, biologists use microscopes and the tools
of biochemistry (pp. 94-97)
.. Microscopy Improvements in microscopy that affect the
parameters of magnification, resolution, and contrast have
catalyzed progress in the study of cell structure. Light
and electron microscopy (LM and EM) remain import;mt
tools.
.. Cell Fractionation Cell biologists c:m obtain pellets enriched in particular cellular components by centrifuging disrupted cells at sequential speeds. Larger components are in
the pellet after lower speed centrifugation, and smaller components after higher speed centrifugation.
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lil"'_ 6.2

Eukaryotic cells have internal membranes that
compartmentalize their functions (pp. 98-102)
.. Comparing Prokaryofic and Eukaryolic Cells All ceils are
bounded by a plasma membrane. Unlike eukaryotic cells,
prokaryotic cells lack nuclei and other membrane-enclosed
organelles. The surface-to·volume ratio is an important
parameter affecting cell size and shape.
.. A Panoramic View of the Eukaryotic Cell Plant and
animal cells have most of the same organelles.
BioFlix ]-D Animations A Tour of an Animal Cell.nd A Tourof. Plant Cell
Acthity Prokaryotic Cell Structure and Function
Acti'ity Comparing Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Cells
Activity Build an Animal Cell and a Plant Cell

Cell Component
Concept 6.3
The eukaryotic cell's genetic
instructions are housed in
the nucleus and carried out
by the ribosomes
(pp.102-104)

Structure

Function

Surrounded by nuclear envelope
(double membrane) perforated by
nuclear pores. The nuclear
envelope is continuous with the
endoplasmIC retICulum (ER).

Houses chromosomes. made of
chromatin (DNA. the genetic
material, and proteins); contains
nucleoli. where ribosomal
subunits are made Pores
regulate entry and eKit of
materials.

Ribosome

Two subunits made of ribosomal
RNA and proteins: can be free in
cytosol or bound to ER

Protein synthesis

Endoplasmic reticulum

htensive network of
membrane-bounded tubules and
sacs; membrane separates lumen
from cytosol: continuous with
the nuclear envelope

Smooth ER: synthesis of
lipids, metabolism of carbohydrates. Cal· storage, deto~ifica
tion of drugs and poisons

_m lt.M
Acth'ily Role of the Nucleus and
Rioosomes in Protein Synthesis

Concept 6.4
The endomembrane system
regulates protein traffic and
performs metabolic functions
in the cell
(pp.104-108)

(Nuclear
envelope)

-MJlt M

Rough ER: Aids in synthesis of
secretory and other proteins from
bound ribosomes; adds
carbohydrates to glycoproteins:
produces new membrane

•

AClivity The Endomembrane System

Golgi apP<lratus

lysosome

Vacuole

•

Stacks of flattened membranous
sacs; has polarity (os and trans
faces)

Modification of proteins, carbohydrates on proteins. and phospholipids: synthesis of many polysaccharides: sorting of Golgi
products, which are then released
in vesicles

Membranous sac of hydrolytic
enzymes (in animal cells)

Breakdown of ingested substances,
cell macromolecules. and damaged
organelles for recycling

large membrane-bounded vesicle
plants

Digestion, storage. waste disposal.
water balance, cell growth, and
protection

In

Concept 6.5
Mitochondria and chloroplasts change energy from
one form to another
(pp.109-111)

Mitochondrion

Bounded by double membrane;
inner membrane has infoldings
(cristae)

Cellular respiration

_fJjj,jfM

Chloroplast

Typically two membranes around
fluid stroma, which contains
membranous thylakoids stacked
into grana (in plants)

Photosynthesis

Pero~isome

Specialiled metabolic compartment bounded by a single
membrane

Contains enzymes that transfer
hydrogen to water, producing
hydrogen peroxide (Hz0 2) as a
by-product, which is converted
to water by other enzymes
in the perOKlsome

AetMty Build a Chloroplast and
a Mitochondrion
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_',Ii'''''_ 6.6

The cytoskeleton is a network of fibers that organizes
structures and activities in the cell (pp. 112-118)
.. Roles of the Cytoskeleton: Support, Motility, and
Regulation The cytoskeleton functions in structural support for the cell and in motility and signal transmission.

.. Components of the Cytoskeleton Microtubules shape
the cell, guide organelle movement, and separate chromosomes in dividing cells. Cilia and flagella are motile
appendages containing microtubules. Primary cilia also play
sensory and signaling roles. Microfilaments are thin rods
functioning in muscle contraction, amoeboid movement.
cytoplasmic streaming. and microvillus support. Intermediate
filaments support cell shape and fix organelles in place.

-SI4·if. •
Acti\ity Cilia and Flagella

_",I·'il'_ 6.7
Extracellular components and connections between
cells help coordinate cellular activities (pp. 118-122)
.. Cell Walls of Plants Plant cell walls are made of cellulose
fibers embedded in other polysaccharides and proteins. Cellulose deposition is oriented along microtubules.
.... The Extracellular Matrix (ECM) of Animal Cells Animal
cells secrete glycoproteins that form the ECM, which functions in support, adhesion, movement, and regulation.
.... Intercellular Junctions Plants have plasmodesmata that
pass through adjoining cell walls. Animal cells have tight
junctions, desmosomes, and gap junctions.
.... The Cell: A living Unit Greater Than the Sum of Its Parts
Activity Cell Junctions
Acti\ity Review: Animal Cell Structure and Function
Acti\ity Review: Plant Cell Structure and Function

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. \Vhich statement correctly characterizes bound ribosomes?
a. Bound ribosomes are enclosed in their own membrane.
b. Bound and free ribosomes are structurally different.
c. Bound ribosomes generally synthesize membrane proteins
and secretory proteins.
d. The most common location for bound ribosomes is the
cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane.
e. All of the above.
2. Which structure is not part of the endomembrane system?
a. nuclear envelope
d. plasma membrane
b. chloroplast
e. ER
c. Golgi apparatus
3. Cells ofthe pancreas will incorporate radioactively labeled
amino acids into proteins. This "tagging~ of newly synthesized
proteins enables a researcher to track their location. In this
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case, we are tracking an enzyme secreted by pancreatic celis.
\Vhat is its most likely pathway?
a. ER-·Golgi-·nucleus
b. Golgi--->ER-'Iysosome
c. nuc1eus--->ER--->Golgi
d. ER-'Golgi-'vesicles that fuse with plasma membrane
e. ER-'Iysosomes--->vesicles that fuse with plasma membrane
4. \xrhich structure is common to plant and animal cells?
a. chloroplast
d. mitochondrion
b. wall made of cellulose
e. centriole
c. central vacuole
5. \xrhich of the following is present in a prokaryotic cell?
a. mitochondrion
d. chloroplast
b. ribosome
e. ER
c. nuclear envelope
6. \xrhich cell would be best for studying lysosomes?
a. muscle cell
d. leaf cell of a plant
b. nerve cell
e. bacterial cell
c. phagocytic white blood cell
7. \Vhich structure-function pair is mismatchetP.
a. nucleolus; production of ribosomal subunits
b. lysosome: intracellular digestion
c. ribosome; protein synthesis
d. Golgi; protein trafficking
e. microtubule; muscle contraction
8. Cyanide binds with at least one molecule involved in producing
ATP. If a cell is exposed to cyanide, most of the cyanide would
be found within the
a. mitochondria.
d. lysosomes.
b. ribosomes.
e. endoplasmic reticulum.
c. peroxisomes.
9.••l;t-WIII From memory, draw two celis, showing the
structures below and any connections between them.
nucleus, rough ER, smooth ER, mitochondrion, centrosome,
chloroplast, vacuole, lysosome, microtubule, cell wall, EeM,
microfilament, Golgi apparatus, intermediate filament,
plasma membrane, peroxisome, ribosome, nucleolus, nuclear
pore, vesicle, flagellum, microvilli, plasmodesma
For&lf-Quiz Answers, s"" Appendix A.

-$14.]('. Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
10. \xrhich aspects of cell structure best reveal evolutionary unity?
\xrhat are some examples of specialized modifications?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
11. Imagine protein X, destined to go to the plasma membrane.
Assume that the mRNA carrying the genetic message for protein X has already been translated by ribosomes in a cell culture.
If you fractionate the cell (see Figure 6.5), in which fraction
would you find protein X? Explain by describing its transit.

Membrane
Structure an
Function
KEY

7,1
7.2
7.3
7.4

CONCEPTS

Cellular membranes are fluid mosaics of lipids
and proteins
Membrane structure results in selective
permeability
Passive transport is diffusion of a substance
across a membrane with no energy investment
Active transport uses energy to move solutes

against their gradients
7.5

Bulk transport across the plasma membrane
occurs by exocytosis and endocytosis

r·ljjin••'.
life at the Edge

T

he plasma membrane is the edge of life, the boundary
that separates the living cell from its surroundings. A

remarkable film only about 8 om thick-it would take
over 8,000 to equal the thickness of this page-the plasma
membrane controls traffic into and out of the cell it surrounds.
Like all biological membranes, the plasma membrane exhibits
selective permeability; that is, it allows some substances to
cross it more easily than others. One ofthe earliest episodes in
the evolution of life may have been the formation of a membrane that enclosed a solution different from the surrounding
solution while still permitting the uptake of nutrients and
elimination of waste products. The ability of the cell to discriminate in its chemical exchanges with its environment is
fundamental to life, and it is the plasma membrane and its
component molecules that make this selectivity possible.
In this chapter, you will learn how cellular membranes control the passage of substances. The image in Figure 7.1 shows
the elegant structure ofa eukaryotic plasma membrane protein
that plays a crucial role in nerve cell signaling. This protein restores the ability of the nerve cell to fire again by providing a

... Figure 7.1 How do cell membrane proteins help
regulate chemical traffic?

channel for a stream of potassium ions (K+) to exit the cell at a
precise moment after nerve stimulation. (The green ball in the
center represents one K+moving through the channel.) In this
case, the plasma membrane and its proteins not only act as an
outer boundary but also enable the cell to carry out its func·
tions. The same applies to the many varieties of internal membranes that partition the eukaryoticceH: The molecular makeup
of each membrane allows compartmentalized specialization in
cells. To understand how membranes work, we'll begin byexamining their architecture.

r~:'I~~:~~;~branes are fluid

mosaics of lipids and proteins

Lipids and proteins are the staple ingredients of membranes,
although carbohydrates are also important. The most abundant lipids in most membranes are phospholipids. The ability
of phospholipids to form membranes is inherent in their
molecular structure. A phospholipid is an amphipathic molecule, meaning it has both a hydrophilic region and a
hydrophobic region (see Figure 5.13). Other types of membrane lipids are also amphipathic. Furthermore, most of the
proteins within membranes have both hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions.
How are phospholipids and proteins arranged in the membranes of cells? You encountered the currently accepted model
for the arrangement of these molecules in Chapter 6 (see
Figure 6.7). In this fluid mosaic model, the membrane is a fluid
structure with a ~mosaic" ofvarious proteins embedded in or attached to a double layer (bilayer) of phospholipids. Scientists
propose models as hypotheses, ,,',oays oforganizing and explaining existing information. Well discuss the fluid mosaic model in
detail, starting with the story of how it was developed.
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Membrane Models: Scientific Inquiry
Scientists began building molecular models of the membrane
decades before membranes were first seen with the electron
microscope in the 1950s. In 1915, membranes isolated from
red blood cells were chemically analyzed and found to be
composed of lipids and proteins. Ten years later, two Dutch
scientists, E. Gorter and F. Grendel, reasoned that cell membranes must be phospholipid bilayers. Such a double layer of
molecules could exist as a stable bouodary between two aqueous compartments because the molecular arrangement shelters the hydrophobic tails of the phospholipids from water
while exposing the hydrophilic heads to water (Figure 7.2).
Building on the idea that a phospholipid bilayer was the main
fabric of a membrane, the next question was where the proteins
were located. Although the heads of phospholipids are hydrophilic, the surface ofa membrane consisting of a pure phospholipid bilayer adheres less strongly to water than does the surface
of a biological membrane. Given these data, Hugh Davson and
James Danielli suggested in 1935 that this difference could be
accounted for if the membrane were coated on both sides
with hydrophilic proteins. They proposed a sandwich model: a
phospholipid bilayer between two layers of proteins.
When researchers first used electron microscopes to study
cells in the 19505, the pictures seemed to support the DavsonDanielli model.. By the 19605, the Davson-Danielli sandwich
had become ....'idely accepted as the structure not only of the
plasma membrane but also ofall the cell's internal membranes.
By the end ofthat decade, however, many cell biologists recognized two problems with the model. The first problem 'was the
generalization that aU membranes of the cell are identical.
\Vhereas the plasma membrane is 7-8 nm thick and has a
three-layered structure in electron micrographs, the inner
membrane of the mitochondrion is only 6 nm thick and looks
like a row of beads. Mitochondrial membranes also have a
higher percentage ofproteins and different kinds
of phospholipids and other lipids. In short,
1i
membranes with different functions differ in
chemical composition and structure.
A second, more serious problem with the
sand....'ich model was the protein placement.
Unlike proteins dissolved in the cytosol, membrane proteins are not ''6)' soluble in ...."J.ter,
because they are amphilXlthic. that is,

they have hydrophobic regions as well as hydrophilic regions. If
such proteins were layered on the surface ofthe membrane, their
hydrophobic parts would be in aqueous surroundings.
In 1972, S.,. Singer and G. Nicolson proposed that membrane proteins are dispersed, individually inserted into the
phospholipid bilayer with their hydrophilic regions protruding
(Figure 7.3). This molecular arrangement would maximize
contact of hydrophilic regions of proteins and phospholipids
with water in the cytosol and extracellular fluid, while providing their hydrophobic parts with a nonaqueous environment.
In this fluid mosaic model, the membrane is a mosaic of protein molecules bobbing in a fluid bilayer of phospholipids.
A method of preparing cells for electron microscopy called
freeze-fracture has demonstrated visually that proteins are indeed embedded in the phospholipid bilayer of the membrane.
Freeze-fracture splits a membrane along the middle of the
phospholipid bilayer, somewhat like pulling apart a chunky
peanut butter sandwich. When the membrane layers are
viewed in the electron microscope, the interior of the bilayer
appears cobblestoned, with protein particles interspersed in a
smooth matrix, as in the fluid mosaic model (Figure 7.4).
Some proteins travel with one layer or the other, like the peanut
chunks in the sandwich.
Because models are hypotheses, replacing one model of
membrane structure with another does not imply that the original model .....as .....orthless. The acceptance or rejection of a
model depends on how well it fits observations and explains experimental results. A good model also makes predictions that
shape future research. Models inspire experiments, and few
models survive these tests without modification. New findings
may make a model obsolete; even then, it may not be totally
scrapped, but revised to incorporate the new observations. The
fluid mosaic model is continuaJly being refined. For example,
recent research suggests that membranes may be ~more mosaic
than fluid:' Often, multiple proteins semipermanently associate
in specialized patches, where they carry out common functions. Also, the membrane may be much more packed with
proteins than imagined in the classic fluid mosaic model. Let's
now take a closer look at membrane structure.

WATER
Phospholipid
bilayer

WATER

• Figure 7.2 Phospholipid bilayer (cross section).
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HydrophobIC regions
of protein

• Figure 7.3 The fluid mosaic model for membranes.

•

FI~7.4

•

Freeze-Fracture
APPLICATION
ers.

re~ealing

A cell membrane can be split Into its two laythe ultrastructure of the membrane's interior.

TECHNIQUE
A cell is frozen and fractured with a knife. The
fracture plane often follows the hydrophobic interior of a mem-

brane, splitting the phospholipid bilayer into two separated layers. The membrane proteins go wholly With one of the layers
(a) Movement of phospholipids. Lipids move laterally in a
membrane. but flip-flopping across the membrane is quite rare,

Fluid

Plasma membrane
RESULTS
These SEMs
show membrane proteins
(the "bumps") in the two
layers, demonstrating that
proteins are embedded in the
phospholipid bilayer,

Viscous

Cytoplasmic layer
Unsaturated hydrocarbon
tails with kinks

",

'

Inside of extracellular layer

Saturated hydrocarbon tails

(bl Membrane fluidity. Unsaturated hydrocarbon tails of phospholipids
have kinks that keep the molecules from packing together.
enhanCing membrane fluidity,

Inside of cytoplasmic layer

Cholesterol

The Fluidity of Membranes
Membranes are not static sheets of molecules locked rigidly in
place. A membrane is held together primarily by hydrophobic interactions, which are much weaker than covalent bonds (see
Figure 5.21). Mostofthe lipids and some ofthe proteins can shift
about laterally-that is, in the plane ofthe membrane, like partygoers elbo\\ingtheirwaythrough acrowded room (Figure 7.Sa).
It is quite rare, however, for a molecule to flip-flop transversely
across the membrane, switching from one phospholipid layer to
the other; to do so, the hydrophilic part of the molecule must
cross the hydrophobic core of the membrane.
The lateral movement ofphospholipids within the membrane
is rapid. Adjacent phospholipids switch positions about 107 times
per second, which means that a phospholipid can travel about 2
11m-the length ofmany bacterial cells-in 1second. Proteinsare
much larger than lipids and move more slowly, but some membrane proteins do drift, as shown in aclassic experiment by David
Frye and Michael Edidin (Figure 7.6, on the next page). And
some membrane proteins seem to move in a highly directed
manner, perhaps driven along cytoskeletal fibers by motor proteins connected to the membrane proteins' cytoplasmic regions.
However, many other membrane proteins seem to be held virtually immobile by their attachment to the cytoskeleton.

(cl Cholesterol within the animal cell membrane. Cholesterol
reduces membrane fluidity at moderate temperatures by reducing
phospholipid movement. but at low temperatures it hinders
solidification by disrupting the regular packing of phospholipids,
... Figure 7.5 The fluidity of membranes.

A membrane remains fluid as temperature decreases until
finally the phospholipids settle into a closely packed arrangement and the membrane solidifies, much as bacon grease
forms lard when it cools. The temperature at which a membrane solidifies depends on the types of lipids it is made of.
The membrane remains fluid to a lower temperature if it is
rich in phospholipids with unsaturated hydrocarbon tails (see
Figures 5.12 and 5.13). Because of kinks in the tails where double bonds are located, unsaturated hydrocarbon tails cannot
pack together as closely as saturated hydrocarbon tails, and
this makes the membrane more fluid (Figure 7.5b).
The steroid cholesterol, which is wedged between phospholipid molecules in the plasma membranes of animal cells, has
different effects on membrane fluidity at different temperatures
(Figure 7.5e). At relatively higher temperatures-at 37C, the
CIl ... PTH SEVEN
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Do membrane proteins move?
EXPERIMENT

David Frye and MIChael Edidin, at Johns Hopkins

University, labeled the plasma membrane proteins of a moose (ell
and a human cell with two different markers and fused the cells.
Using a microscope, they observed the markers on the hybrid cell.
RESULTS

Mixed proteins
after 1 hour

Human cell

Hybrid cell

CONCLUSION
The mixing of the mouse and human membrane proteins indicates that at least some membrane proteins
move sideways within the plane of the plasma membrane.

body temperature of humans, for example-cholesterol makes
the membrane less fluid by restraining phospholipid movement.
However, because cholesterol also hinders the close packing of
phospholipids, it lowers the temperature required for the mem~
brane to solidify. Thus, cholesterol can be thought of as a "tern·
perature buffer~ for the membrane, resisting changes in
membrane fluidity that can be caused by changes in temperature.
Membranes must be fluid to work properly; they are usually
about as fluid as salad oil. \Vhen a membrane solidifies, its permeability changes, and enzymatic proteins in the membrane
may become inactive-for example, if their activity requires
them to be able to move laterally in the membrane. The lipid
composition of cell membranes can change as an adjustment
to changing temperature. For instance, in many plants that tolerate extreme cold, such as winter wheat, the percentage of un~
saturated phospholipids increases in autumn, an adaptation
that keeps the membranes from solidifying during winter.

SOURCE

l. D, FI)'l! and M Edidin, The rapid i:'ltem1il:lng of ~II surfoce
antlgl'flS after fCJm'l<jlion of rJlOIJSl"-huJTl<jl1 t>elerokaryonl, j. Cell SO. 7:319 (1970).

_mrU1iM If, alter many hours. the protein distribution still
looked like that in the third image above. would you be able to
conclude that proteins don't move within the membrane? What
other explanation could there be?

... Figure 7.7 The detailed structure of an animal cell's
plasma membrane, in a cutaway view.
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Membrane Proteins and Their Functions
Now we come to the mosaic aspect of the fluid mosaic model.
A membrane is a collage ofdifferent proteins embedded in the
fluid matrix of the lipid bilayer (Figure 7.7). More than 50
kinds of proteins have been found so far in the plasma mem-

brane of red blood cells, for example. Phospholipids form the
main fabric ofthe membrane, but proteins determine most of
the membrane's functions. Different types ofcells contain differentsets of membrane proteins, and the various membranes
within a cell each have a unique collection of proteins.
Notice in Figure 7.7 that there are m'o major populations of
membrane proteins: integral proteins and peripheral proteins.
Integral proteins penetrate the hydrophobic core ofthe lipid bilayer. Many are transmembrane proteins, which span the membratle; other integral proteins extend only partway into the
hydrophobic core. The hydrophobic regions of an integral protein consist of one or more stretches of nonpolar amino acids
(see Figure 5.17), usually coiled into a helices (Figure 7.8). The
hydrophilic parts ofthe molecule are exposed to the aqueous solutions on either side ofthe membrane. Some proteins also have
a hydrophilic channel through their center that allows passage of
hydrophilic substances (see Figure 7.1). Peripheral proteins are
not embedded in the lipid bilayer at aU; they are appendages
loosely bound to the surface of the membrane, often to exposed
parts of integral proteins (see Figure 7.7).
On the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane, some
membrane proteins are held in place by attachment to the cytoskeleton. And on the extracellular side, certain membrane
proteins are attached to fibers of the extracellular matrix (see
Figure 6.30; integri/lS are one type of integral protein). These
attachments combine to give animal cells a stronger framework than the plasma membrane alone could provide.
Figure 7.9 gives an overview of six major functions performed by proteins ofthe plasma membrane. A single cell may

(a) Transport. Lefr: A protein that spans
the membrane may provide a
hydrophilic channel across the
membrane that is selective for a
particular solute, Right: Other transport
proteins shuttle a substance from one
side to the other by changing shape
Some of these proteins hydrolyze ATP
as an energy source to actively pump
substances across the membrane,

(b) Enzymatic activity. A protein built into
the membrane may be an enzyme with
its active site exposed to substances in
the adjacent solution, In some cases,
several enzymes in a membrane are
organized as a team that carries out
sequential steps of a metabolic pathway.

(c) Signal transduction. A membrane
protein (receptor) may have a binding
site with a specific shape that fits the
shape of a chemical messenger, such as
a hormone. The external messenger
(signaling molecule) may cause a shape
change in the protein that relays the
message to the inside of the cell,
usually by binding to a cytoplasmic
protein, (See Figure 11.6,)

,

'.

,

u

•

u

.6

,

~

Enzymes

I

Signal transduction
(d) Cell-cell recognition. Some glycoproteins serve as identification tags that
are specifically recognized by membrane
proteins of other cells.

EXTRACELLULAR
SIDE
(e) Intercellular joining. Membrane
proteins of adjacent cells may hook
together in various kinds of junctions,
such as gap junctions or tight junctions
(see Figure 6.32),

C-terminus / - /
(l

HeliX

CYTOPLASMIC
SIDE

.. Figure 7.8 The structure of a transmembrane protein.
This protein, bacteriorhodopsin (a bacterial transport protein), has a
distind onentation In the membrane, with the N·terminus outside the
cell and the C-terminus inside, This ribbon model highlights the 0:helical secondary structure of the hydrophobic parts, which lie mostly
within the hydrophobic core of the membrane. The protein includes
seven transmembrane helices (outlined with cylinders for emphasis),
The non helical hydrophilic segments are in contad with the aqueous
solutions on the extracellular and cytoplasmIC sides of the membrane

(f) Attachment to the cytoskeleton and
extracellular matrix (ECM).
Microfilaments or other elements of the
cytoskeleton may be noncovalently
bound to membrane proteins, a function
that helps maintain cell shape and
stabilizes the location of certain
membrane proteins, Proteins that can
bind to ECM molecules can coordinate
extracellular and intracellular changes
(see Figure 630)

~~:<,,~i""

.. Figure 7.9 Some functions of membrane proteins. In
many cases. a single protein performs multiple tasks,
IE'II Some transmembrane proteins can bind to a particular ECM
. . molecule and, when bound, transmit a signal into the cell. Use
the proteins shown here to explain how this might occur
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have membrane proteins carrying out several of these functions, and a single membrane protein may have multiple functions. In this way, the membrane is a functional mosaic as well
as a structural one.

The Role of Membrane Carbohydrates
in Cell-Cell Recognition
Cell-cell recognition, a cell's ability to distinguish one type of
neighboring cell from another, is crucial to the functioning of
an organism. It is important, for example, in the sorting of cells
into tissues and organs in an animal embryo. It is also the basis
for the reje<tion of foreign cells (including those of transplanted organs) by the immune system, an important line of
defense in vertebrate animals (see Chapter 43). Cells recognize
other cells by binding to surface molecules, often to carbo·
hydrates, on the plasma membrane (see Figure 7.9<1).
Membrane carbohydrates are usually short, branched chains
of fewer than 15 sugar units. Some are covalently bonded to
lipids, forming molecules called glycolipids. (Recall thatglyco
refers to the presence of carbohydrate.) However, most are covalently bonded to proteins, which are thereby glycoproteins
(see Figure 7.7).
The carbohydrates on the extracellular side of the plasma
membrane vary from spe<ies to species, among individuals of
the same species, and even from one cell type to another in asingle individual. The diversity of the mole<ules and their location
on the cell's surface enable membrane carbohydrates to function
as markers that distinguish one cell from another. For example,
the four human blood. types designated A, B, AB, and 0 reflect
variation in the carbohydrates on the surface of red blood. cells.

Secretory
protein

Plasma membrane;
Cytoplasmic face
Extracellular face
Transmembrane
glycoprotein

.,
o

,

.'

-'---Membrane glycolipid

.. Figure 7.10 Synthesis of membrane components and
their orientation on the resulting membrane. The plasma
membrane has distlnd cytoplasmic (orange) and extracellular (aqua)
faces. with the eKlraceliular face arising from the inside face of ER.
Golgi, and vesicle membranes.

Synthesis and Sidedness of Membranes
Membranes have distinct inside and outside faces. The two
lipid layers may differ in specific lipid composition, and each
protein has directional orientation in the membrane (see
Figure 7.8). \'(!hen a vesicle fuses with the plasma membrane,
the outside layer of the vesicle becomes continuous with the
cytoplasmic (inner) layer ofthe plasma membrane. Therefore,
molecules that start out on the inside face of the ER end up on
the outside face of the plasma membrane.
The process, shown in Figure 7.10, starts with 0 the synthesis of membrane proteins and lipids in the endoplasmic
reticulum. Carbohydrates (green) are added to the proteins
(purple), making them glycoproteins. The carbohydrate por·
tions may then be modified. 8 Inside the Golgi apparatus, the
glycoproteins undergo further carbohydrate modification, and
lipids acquire carbohydrates, becoming glycolipids. 0 The
transmembrane proteins (purple dumbbells), membrane glycolipids, and secretory proteins (purple spheres) are transported in
vesicles to the plasma membrane. 0 There the vesicles fuse
with the membrane, releasing secretory proteins from
the cell. Vesicle fusion positions the carbohydrates of memo
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brane glycoproteins and glycolipids on the outside of the
plasma membrane. Thus, the asymmetrical arrangement of
proteins, lipids, and their associated carbohydrates in the
plasma membrane is determined as the membrane is being
built by the ER and Golgi apparatus.
CONCEPT

CHECK

7.1

I. The carbohydrates attached to some proteins and
lipids of the plasma membrane are added as the
membrane is made and refined in the ER and Golgi
apparatus; the new membrane then forms transport
vesicles that travel to the cell surface. On which side
of the vesicle membrane are the carbohydrates?
il •
How would you expect the saturation
2. •
levels of membrane phospholipid fatty acids to differ
in plants adapted to cold environments and plants
adapted to hot environments?

:n

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r:I~I~~~:n~'~ructureresults
in selective permeability

The biological membrane is an exquisite example of a
supramolecular structure-many molecules ordered into a
higher level of organization-with emergent properties beyond those of the individual molecules. The remainder of
this chapter focuses on one of the most important of those
properties: the ability to regulate transport across cellular
boundaries, a function essential to the cell's existence. We
will see once again that form fits function: The fluid mosaic
model helps explain how membranes regulate the cell's molecular traffic.
A steady traffic of small molecules and ions moves across
the plasma membrane in both directions. Consider the
chemical exchanges between a muscle cell and the extracellular fluid that bathes it. Sugars, amino acids, and other nutrients enter the cell, and metabolic waste products leave it. The
cell takes in oxygen for use in cellular respiration and expels
carbon dioxide. Also, the cell regulates its concentrations of
inorganic ions, such as Na+, K+, Ca 2 +, and Cl-, by shuttling
them one way or the other across the plasma membrane. Although traffic through the membrane is extensive, cell membranes are selectively permeable, and substances do not cross
the barrier indiscriminately. The cell is able to take up many
varieties of small molecules and ions and exclude others.
Moreover, substances that move through the membrane do
so at different rates.

The Permeability of the Lipid Bilayer
Nonpolar molecules, such as hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide, and oxygen, are hydrophobic and can therefore dissolve in the lipid bilayer of the membrane and cross it easily,
without the aid of membrane proteins. However, the hydrophobic core of the membrane impedes the direct passage of ions and polar molecules, which are hydrophilic,
through the membrane. Polar molecules such as glucose
and other sugars pass only slowly through a lipid bilayer,
and even water, an extremely small polar molecule, does
not cross very rapidly. A charged atom or molecule and its
surrounding shell of water (see Figure 3.7) find the hydrophobic layer of the membrane even more difficult to
penetrate. Furthermore, the lipid bilayer is only one aspect
of the gatekeeper system responsible for the selective permeability of a cell. Proteins built into the membrane play
key roles in regulating transport.

Transport Proteins
Cell membranes are permeable to specific ions and a variety
of polar molecules. These hydrophilic substances can avoid

contact with the lipid bilayer by passing through transport
proteins that span the membrane.
Some transport proteins, called channel proteins, function
by having a hydrophilic channel that certain molecules or
atomic ions use as a tunnel through the membrane (see
Figure 7.9a, left). For example, the passage ofwater molecules
through the membrane in certain cells is greatly facilitated by
channel proteins known as aquaporins. Each aquaporin al9
lows entry ofup to 3 billion (3X 10 ) water molecules per second, passing single file through its central channel, which fits
ten at a time. Without aquaporins, only a tiny fraction of these
water molecules would diffuse through the same area of the
cell membrane in a second, so the channel protein brings
about a tremendous increase in rate. Other transport proteins, called carrier proteins, hold onto their passengers and
change shape in a way that shuttles them across the membrane (see Figure 7.9a, right). A transport protein is specific
for the substance it translocates (moves), allowing only a certain substance (or substances) to cross the membrane. For example, glucose, carried in the blood and needed by red blood
cells for cellular activities, enters the red blood cells rapidly
via specific carrier proteins in the plasma membrane. The
glucose passes through the membrane 50,000 times faster
than if diffusing through on its own. This ~glucose transn
porter is so selective as a carrier protein that it even rejects
fructose, a structural isomer of glucose.
Thus, the selective permeability of a membrane depends
on both the discriminating barrier of the lipid bilayer and
the specific transport proteins built into the membrane.
But what establishes the direction of traffic across a membrane? At a given time, what determines whether a particular substance will enter the cell or leave the cell? And what
mechanisms actually drive molecules across membranes?
We will address these questions next as we explore two
modes of membrane traffic: passive transport and active
transport.
CONCEPT

CHECK

7.2

1. Two molecules that can cross a lipid bilayer without
help from membrane proteins are O 2 and CO 2 , What
properties allow this to occur?
2. \Vhy would water molecules need a transport protein to move rapidly and in large quantities across a
membrane?
3. _'Wtn.M Aquaporins exclude passage of hydronium ions (H 30+). But recent research has revealed a
role for some aquaporins in fat metabolism, in which
they allow passage of glycerol, a three-carbon alcohol
(see Figure 5.11), as well as H 20. Since H 30+ is much
closer in size to water than is glycerol, what do you
suppose is the basis of this selectivity?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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r;:::~::~r:~~port is diffusion of

No work must be done in order to make this happen; diffusion is
a spontaneous process, needing no input of energy. Note that
each substance diffuses down its own concentration gradient, un ~
affected by the concentration differences of other substances
(Figure 7.11b).
Much of the traffic across cell membranes occurs by diffu~
sion. \'(fhen a substance is more concentrated on one side of a
membrane than on the other, there is a tendency for the substance to diffuse across the membrane down its concentration
gradient (assuming that the membrane is permeable to that
substance). One important example is the uptake ofoxygen by
a cell performing cellular respiration. Dissolved oxygen diffuses into the cell across the plasma membrane. As long as cellular respiration consumes the O 2 as it enters, diffusion into
the cell will continue because the concentration gradient favors movement in that dire<tion.
The diffusion of a substance across a biological membrane
is called passive transport because the cell does not have to
expend energy to make it happen. The concentration gradient
itself represents potential energy (see Chapter 2, p. 35) and
drives diffusion. Remember, however, that membranes are selectively permeable and therefore have different effects on the
rates of diffusion of various molecules. In the case of water,
aquaporins allow water to diffuse very rapidly across the
membranes of certain cells. As we'll see next, the movement
of water across the plasma membrane has important consequences for cells.

a substance across a membrane
with no energy investment

Molecules have a type of energy called thermal motion (heat).
One result of thermal motion is diffusion, the movement of

molecules of any substance so that they spread out evenly into
the available space. Each molecule moves randomly, yet diffusion of a population of molecules may be directionaL To un·
derstand this process, let's imagine a synthetic membrane
separating pure water from a solution ofa dye in water. Assume
that this membrane has microscopic pores and is permeable to
the dye molecules (Figure 7.11a). Each dye molecule wanders randomly, but there will be a net movement of the dye
molecules across the membrane to the side that began as pure
water. The dye molecules will continue to spread across the

membrane until both solutions have equal concentrations of
the dye. Once that point is reached, there will be a dynamic
equilibrium, with as many dye molecules crossing the mem~
brane each second in one direction as in the other.
We can now state a simple rule of diffusion: In the absence of
other forces, a substance will diffuse from where it is more concentrated to ....>here it is less concentrated. Put another way, any
substance will diffuse down its concentration gradient, the region along which the density ofa chemical substance decreases.

(a)

Diffusion of one solute. The membrane
has pores large enough for molecules of
dye to pass through, Random mo~ement
of dye molecules will cause some to pass
through the pores: this will happen more
often on the side with more molecules.
The dye diffuses from where it is more
concentrated to where it is less
concentrated (called diffusing down a
concentration gradient). This leads to a
dynamic equilibrium: The solute molecules
continue to cross the membrane, but at
equal rates in both directions,

Molecules of dye

-

"7>1~WATER

UtjldiiiW

(b) Diffusion of two solutes. Solutions of
two different dyes are separated by a
membrane that is permeable to both.
Each dye diffuses down its own concentration gradient. There will be a net
diffusion of the purple dye toward the
left, e~en though the total solute
concentration was initially greater on
the left side
.. Figure 7.11 The diffusion of solutes
across a membrane. Each of the large arrows
under the diagrams shows the net diffusion of
the dye molecules af that color.
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Membrane (cross section)
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Effects of Osmosis on Water Balance
To see how two solutions with different solute concentrations
interact, picture a V-shaped glass tube with a selectively permeable membrane separating two sugar solutions (Figure 7.12).
Pores in this synthetic membrane are too small for sugar mole-

cules to pass through but large enough faT water molecules. How
does this affect the water concentration? It seems logical that the
solution with the higher concentration of solute would have the
[ower concentration ofwater and that water would diffuse into it
from the other side for that reason. However, for a dilute solution like most biological fluids, solutes do not affect the water
concentration significantly. Instead, tight clustering of water
molecules around the hydrophilic solute molecules makes some
of the water unavailable to cross the membrane. It is the difference in free water concentration that is important. In the end,
the effect is the same: Water diffuses across the membrane from
the region of lower solute concentration to that ofhigher solute
concentration until the solute concentrations on both sides of
the membrane are equaL The diffusion ofwater across a selectively permeable membrane is called osmosis. The movement
of water across cell membranes and the balance of water bety,'een the cell and its environment are crucial to organisms.
Let's now apply to living cells what we have learned about osmosis in artificial systems.

Water Balance of Cells Without Walls

Lower
Higher
concentralIOn
concentration
of solute (sugar) of sugar

•

Same concentration
of sugar

•• •
• •
••

•••

••

• •
• ••
••

••
Selectively
permeable
membrane

~

*..

Water molecules
can pass through
,.,
---+pores, but sugar " ~,.,.I
molecules cannot
~

,..t-J)

c
Water molecules
cluster around
sugar molecules

-'1 ;.'JI .,
Fewer solute molecules, more free
water molecules

~-+

;

_-'1

-

I....

,~

inl

_b I

.

*'+

More solute molecules. fewer free
~ water molecules

Water moves from an area of
higher to lower free water concentration
(lower to higher solute concentration)
... Figure 7.12 Osmosis. Two sugar solutions of different concentrations
are separated by a membrane. v,t,ich the solvent {water} can pass through
but the solute (sugar) cannot. Water molecules mOYe randomly and may
cross in either direction, but OI'erall, water diffuses from the solution with less
concentrated solute to that with more concentrated solute. This tranSfXXI of
water, or osmosis, equalizes the sugar concentrations on both sides.
-W:U'lfM If an orange dye capable of passing through the
membrane was added to the left side of the rube above. how would it
be distributed at the end of the process) (See Figure 7.11) Would the

When considering the behavior ofa cell in a solution, both solute
concentration and membrane permeability must be considered.
Both factors are taken into account in the concept of tonicity,
the ability of a solution to cause a cell to gain or lose water. The
solution levels in the rube on the right be affected?
tonicity of a solution depends in part on its concentration of
solutes that cannot cross the membrane
(nonpenetrating solutes), relative to that
Hypotonic solution Isotonic solution
Hypertoni< solution
(a) Animal cell. An
inside the cell. If there is a higher concenanimal cell fares best
tration of nonpenetrating solutes in the
in an isotonic environ·
surrounding solution, water will tend to
ment unless it has
special
adaptations
leave the cell, and vice versa.
that offset the osmotic
If a cell without a wall, such as an anuptake or loss of
water.
imal cell, is immersed in an environment
that is isotonic to the cell Usa means
Lysed
Normal
Shriveled
"same~), there will be no net movement
of water across the plasma membrane.
(b) Plant cell. Plant cells
\Vater flows across the membrane, but
are turgid (firm) and
If
generally healthiest in
at the same rate in both directions. In an
a hypotonic environ·
isotonic environment, the volume of an
ment. where the
animal cell is stable (Figure 7.13a).
uptake of water is
eventually balanced
Now let's transfer the cell to a soluby the wall pushing
Turgid (normal)
Flaccid
Plasmolyzed
tion that is hypertonic to the cell (hyper
back on the cell.
means "more,~ in this case referring to
... Figure 7.13 The water balat'Ke of Jiving cells. How living cells react to changes in the
nonpenetrating solutes). The cell will
solute concentration of their environment depends on whether or not they have cell walls. (a) Animal
lose water to its environment, shrivel,
cells. such as this red blood cell, do not have cell walls. (b) Plant cells do. (ArrCNVS indicate net water
movement after the cells were first placed in these solutions.)
and probably die. This is one wayan
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increase in the salinity (saltiness) of a lake can kill animals
there; if the lake water becomes hypertonic to the animals'
cells, the cells might shrivel and die. However, taking up too
much water can be just as hazardous to an animal cell as losing water.lfwe place the cell in a solution that is hypotonic to
the cell (/typo means "Iess~), water will enter the cell faster than
it leaves, and the cell will swell and lyse (burst) like an overfiDed water balloon.
A cell without rigid walls can tolerate neither excessive uptake nor excessive loss of water. This problem ofwater balance
is automatically solved if such a cell lives in isotonic surroundings. Seawater is isotonic to many marine invertebrates. The
cells of most terrestrial (land-dwelling) animals are bathed in
an extracellular fluid that is isotonic to the cells. Animals and
other organisms without rigid cell walls living in hypertonic or
hypotonic environments must have special adaptations for
osmoregulation, the control of water balance. For example,
the protist Paramecium lives in pond water, which is hypotonic
to the cell. Paramecium has a plasma membrane that is much
less permeable to water than the membranes of most other
cells, but this only slows the uptake of water, which continually
enters the ceD. The Paramecium cell doesn't burst because it is
also equipped with a contractile vacuole, an organel.le that
functions as a bilge pump to force water out ofthe cell as fast as
it enters by osmosis (Figure 7.14). We ....ill examine other evolutionary adaptations for osmoregulation in Chapter 44.

(a) A contractile vacuole fills WIth fluid that enters from a sy.;tem of
edna's radiating throughout the cytoplasm.
Contractlllg vacuole

(b)

When full, the vacoole and ednals contract, expelling flUid from
the cell.

... Figure 7.14 The contractile vacuole of Paramecium: an
evolutionary adaptation for osmoregulation. The contractile
vacuole of this freshwater protist offsets osmosis by pumping water
out of the cell (LM).
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Water Balance of Cells with Walls
The cells ofplants, prokaryotes, fungi, and some protists ha\'e
walls (see Figure 6.28). \Vhen such a cell is immersed in a hypotonic solution-bathed in rain.....ater, for example-the wall
helps maintain the cell's water balance. Consider a plant cell.
Like an animal cell, the plant cell swells as water enters by osmosis (Figure 7.13b). However, the relatively inelastic wall
will expand only so much before it exerts a back pressure on
the cell that opposes further water uptake. At this point, the
cell is turgid (very firm), which is the healthy state for most
plant cells. Plants that are not woody, such as most houseplants, depend for mechanical support on cells kept turgid by
a surrounding hypotonic solution. If a plant's cells and their
surroundings are isotonic, there is no net tendency for water
to enter, and the cells become flaccid (limp).
However, a wall is ofno advantage ifthe cell is immersed in
a hypertonic environment In this case, a plant cell, like an animal cell, will lose water to its surroundings and shrink. As the
plant cell shrivels, its plasma membrane pulls away from the
wall. This phenomenon, called plasmolysis, causes the plant
to wilt and can lead to plant death. The walled cel.ls of bacteria
and fungi also plasmolyze in hypertonic environments.

Facilitated Diffusion: Passive Transport Aided
by Proteins
Let's look more closely at how water and certain hydrophilic
solutes cross a membrane. As mentioned earlier, many polar
molecules and ions impeded by the lipid bilayer of the membrane diffuse passively with the help oftransport proteins that
span the membrane. This phenomenon is called facilitated
diffusion. Cell biologists are still trying to learn exactly how
various transport proteins facilitate diffusion. Most transport
proteins are very specific: They transport some substances
but not others.
As described earlier, the two types of transport proteins are
channel proteins and carrier proteins. Channel. proteins simply
provide corridors that allow a specific molecule or ion to cross
the membrane (Figure 7.1 Sa). The hydrophilic passageways
provided by these proteins can allow water molecules or small
ions to flow very quickly from one side ofthe membrane to the
other. Although water molecules are small enough to cross
through the phospholipid bilayer, the rate of water movement
by this route is relatively slow becau.seofthe polarity of the water molecules. Aquaporins, the water channel. proteins, facilitate the massive amounts ofdiffusion that occur in plant cells
and in animal cells such as red blood cells (see Figure 7.13). Kidney cells also have a high number ofaquaporins, allowing them
to reclaim water from urine before it is excreted. It has been estimated that a person would have to drink 50 gallons ofwater a
day and excrete the same volume ifthe kidneys did not perform
this function.
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I. How do you think a cell performing cellular respiration rids itself of the resulting CO 2?
2. In the supermarket, produce is often sprayed with
water. Explain why this makes vegetables look crisp.
3. *mpUI. If a Paramecium swims from a hypotonic environment to an isotonic one, will its contractile vacuole become more active or less? Why?
For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.

(a) A channel protein (purple) has a channel through which
water molecules or a specific solute can pass,

r:;:::':a~~:ort

uses energy
to move solutes against
their gradients

Carrier protein

(b) A carrier protein alternates between two shapes,
across the membrane during the shape change.

mo~ing

a solute

... Figure 7.15 Two types of transport proteins that carry
out facilitated diffusion. In both cases. the protein can transport
the solute in either direction, but the net
concentration gradient of the solute.

mo~ement

is down the

Another group of channel proteins are ion channels, many
of which function as gated channels, which open or dose in
response to a stimulus. The stimulus may be electrical or
chemical; ifchemical, the stimulus isa substance other than the
one to be transported. For example, stimulation of a nerve ceU
by certain neurotransmitter molecules opens gated channels
that allow sodium ions into the cell. Later, an electrical stimulus activates the ion channel protein shown in Figure 7.1, and
potassium ions rush out of the ceU.
Carrier proteins, such as the glucose transporter mentioned earlier, seem to undergo a subtle change in shape
that somehow translocates the solute-binding site across
the membrane (Figure 7.15b). These changes in shape may
be triggered by the binding and release of the transported
molecule.
In certain inherited diseases, specific transport systems are
either defective or missing altogether. An example is cystinuria, a human disease characterized by the absence ofa carrier
protein that transports cysteine and some other amino acids
across the membranes of kidney cells. Kidney cells normaUy
reabsorb these amino acids from the urine and return them to
the blood, but an individual afflicted with cystinuria develops
painful stones from amino acids that accumulate and crystallize in the kidneys.

Despite the help of transport proteins, facilitated diffusion is
considered passive transport because the solute is moving
down its concentration gradient. Facilitated diffusion speeds
transport of a solute by providing efficient passage through
the membrane, but it does not alter the direction of transport.
Some transport proteins, however, can move solutes against
their concentration gradients, across the plasma membrane
from the side where they are less concentrated (whether inside or outside) to the side where they are more concentrated.

The Need for Energy in Active Transport
To pump a solute across a membrane against its gradient requires work; the cell must expend energy. Therefore, this type
of membrane traffic is called active transport. The transport
proteins that move solutes against a concentration gradient
are an carrier proteins, rather than channel proteins. This
makes sense because when channel proteins are open, they
merely allow solutes to flow down their concentration gradient, rather than picking them up and transporting them
against their gradient.
Active transport enables a cell to maintain internal concentrations of small solutes that differ from concentrations in its
environment. For example, compared with its surroundings,
an animal cen has a much higher concentration of potassium
ions and a much lower concentration of sodium ions. The
plasma membrane helps maintain these steep gradients by
pumping sodium out of the cell and potassium into the cell.
As in other types ofcellular work, ATP supplies the energy for
most active transport One way ATP can po",,~r active transport is
by transferring its terminal phosphate group directly to the transport protein. This can induce the protein to change its shape in a
manner that translocates a solute bound to the protein across the
membrane. One transport system that works this way is the
sodium-potassium pump, which exchanges sodiwn (Na+) for
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Passive transport. Substances
diffuse spontaneously down their
concentration gradients, crossing
a membrane with no expenditure
of energy by the cell. The rate
of diffusion can be greatly
increased by transport proteins
in the membrane.

INa')high
IK'jlow

,----~'~----,

[Na'jlow
[K') high

o

,De

o

Cytoplasmic Na+ binds to
the sodium-potassium pump.
The affinity for Na+ is high
when the protein has this
shape.

Active transport.
Some transport proteins
act as pumps, moving
substances across a
membrane against their
concentration (or eledrochemical) gradients.
Energy for this work is
usually supplied by ATP

Na+ binding stimulates
phosphorylation {addition of a
phosphate group} of the
protein by ATP.

t

I
v

o

Phosphorylation causes
the protein to change its
shape, decreasing its affinity
for Na+, which is expelled to
the outside.

" K+ is released; affinity for
Na+ IS high again. and the
cycle repeats,

t

I

-(!)

B The new shape has a high
a11inity for K+, which binds
on the extracellular side and
triggl'rs release of the phosphate group.

... Figure 7.16 The sodium,potassium pump: a specific
case of active transport. This transport system pumps ions against
steep concentration gradients: Sodium ion concentration (represented
as INa + J) is high outside the cell and low inside. while potassium ion
concentration ([K+D is low outside the cell and high inside, The pump
oscillates between two shapes In a pumping cycle that translocates
three sodium ions out of the cell for every two potassium ions pumped
into the cell, The two shapes have different affinities for the two types
of ions. ATP powers the shape change by phosphorylating the transport
protein (that is, by transferring a phosphate group to thl' protein).
potassium (K+) across the plasma membrane of animal celJs
(Figure 7,16). The distinction bety.·een passive transport and active transport is reviewed in Figure 7,17.
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Fadlitated diffusion.
Many hydrophilic
substances diffuse
through membranes
with the assistance of
transport proteins.
either channel or
carrier proteins,

•

•

... Figure 7.17 Review: passive and active transport.

How Ion Pumps Maintain Membrane Potential

...
" Loss of the phosphate
restores the protein's original
shape, which has a lower
affinity for K+.

Diffusion.
Hydrophobic
molecules and
(at a slow rate)
very small uncharged polar
molecules can
diffuse through
the lipid bilayer.

All cells have voltages across their plasma membranes. Voltage
is electrical potential energy-a separation ofopposite charges.
The cytoplasm is negative in charge relative to the extracellular fluid because of an unequal distribution of anions and
cations on opposite sides ofthe membrane. The voltage across
a membrane, called a membrane potential, ranges from about
- 50 to - 200 millivolts (mV). (The minus sign indicates that
the inside of the cell is negative relative to the outside.)
The membrane potential acts like a battery, an energy
source that affects the traffic of all charged substances across
the membrane. Because the inside of the cell is negative compared with the outside, the membrane potential favors the
passive transport of cations into the cell and anions out of the
cell. Thus, lwo forces drive the diffusion of ions across a membrane: a chemical force (the ion's concentration gradient) and
an electrical force (the effect ofthe membrane potential on the
ion's movement). This combination of forces acting on an ion
is called the electrochemical gradient.
In the case of ions, then, we must refine our concept of passivetransport: An ion diffuses not simply down itsconcentralion
gradient but, more exactly, down its electrochemical gradient.
For example, the concentration of sodium ions (Na+) inside a
resting nerve cell is much lower than outside it. \Vhen the cell is

stimulated, gated channels open that facilitate Na+ diffusion.
Sodium ions then "fall" down their electrochemical gradient,
driven by the concentration gradient of Na+ and by the attraction of these cations to the negative side of the membrane. In
this example, both electrical and chemical contributions to
the electrochemical gradient act in the same direction across the
membrane, but this is not always so. In cases where electrical
forces due to the membrane potential oppose the simple diffusion of an ion down its concentration gradient, active transport
may be necessary. In Chapter 48, you11learn about the importance of electrochemical gradients and membrane potentials in
the transmission of nerve impulses.
Some membrane proteins that actively transport ions contribute to the membrane potential. An example is the sodiumpotassium pump. Notice in Figure 7.16 that the pump does not
translocate Na+ and K+ one for one, but pumps three sodium
ions out of the cell for every two potassium ions it pumps into
the cell. \Vith each "crank~ of the pump, there is a net transfer
of one positive charge from the cytoplasm to the extracellular
fluid, a process that stores energy as voltage. A transport protein that generates voltage across a membrane is called an
electrogenic pump. The sodium-potassium pump seems to
be the major electrogenic pump ofanimal cells. The main electrogenic pump of plants, fungi, and bacteria is a proton pump,
which actively transports hydrogen ions (protons) out of the
cell. The pumping ofH+ transfers positive charge from the cytoplasm to the extracellular solution (Figure 7.18). By generating voltage across membranes, electrogenic pumps store
energy that can be tapped for cellular work. One important use
of proton gradients in the cell is for ATP synthesis during cellular respiration, as you will see in Chapter 9. Another is a type
of membrane traffic called cotransport.

transport protein as an avenue to diffuse down the electrochemical gradient maintained by the proton pump. Plants use
sucrose-H+ cotransport to load sucrose produced by photosynthesis into cells in the veins ofleaves. The vascular tissue of
the plantcan then distribute the sugar to nonphotosynthetic organs, such as roots.
\'<'hat we know about cotransport proteins, osmosis, and water balance in animal cells has helped us find more effective treat-
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... Figure 7.18 An electrogenic pump. Proton pumps. the main
electrogenic pumps of plants. fungi. and bacteria. are membrane
proteins that store energy by generating voltage (charge separation)
across membranes, Using AlP for power, a proton pump translocates
positive charge in the form of hydrogen ions, The voltage and H'
concentration gradient represent a dual energy source that can drive
other processes, such as the uptake of nutrients.

Cotransport: Coupled Transport
by a Membrane Prolein
A single ATP-powered pump that transports a spe<ific solute
can indirectly drive the active transport ofseveral other solutes
in a mechanism called cotransport. A substance that has been
pumped across a membrane can do work as it moves back
across the membrane by diffusion, analogous to water that has
been pumped uphill and performs work as it flows back down.
Another transport protein, a cotransporter separate from the
pump, can couple the "downhill" diffusion of this substance to
the "uphill" transport ofa second substance against its own concentration gradient. For example, a plant cell uses the gradient
of hydrogen ions generated by its proton pumps to drive the active transport ofamino adds, sugars, and several other nutrients
into the cell. One transport protein couples the return ofhydrogen ions to the transport of sucrose into the cell (Figure 7.19).
This protein can translocate sucrose into the cell against a concentration gradient, but only if the sucrose molecule travels in
the company of a hydrogen ion. The hydrogen ion uses the

'. '. ' .•

•

•

..
Sucrose

) @
@·Diffusion
ofW

~-_.

..
Sucrose

... Figure 7.19 Cotransport: active transport driven by a
concentration gradient. A carrier protein such as this sucrose-H+
cotransporter is able to use the diffusion of H+ down its electrochemical
gradient into the cell to drive the uptake of sucrose, The W gradient is
maintained by an ATP-driven proton pump that concentrates H' outside the
cell, thus storing potential energy that can be used for active transport. in
thIS case of sucrose Thus. AlP is indirectly prOl'lding the energy necessary
for cotransport
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ments for the dehydration resulting from diarrhea, a serious
problem in developing countries where intestinal parasites are
prevalent. Patients are given asolution to drink containing a high
concentration of glucose and salt. The solutes are taken up by
transport proteins on the surface of intestinal cells and passed
through the cells into the blood The increase in the blood's
solute concentration causes a flow of water from the intestine
through the intestinal cells into the blood, rehydrating the pa·
tient. Because of the transport proteins involved, both glucose
and sodium ions from salt must be present. TIlis is why athletes
consume solute-rich sports drinks.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

7.4

1. When nerve cells establish a voltage across their

membrane with a sodium~potassium pump, does this
pump use ATP or does it produce ATP? Why?
2, Explain why the sodium·potassium pump in Figure 7.16
would not be considered a cotransporter.
3. M1MiliM What would happen if cells had a channel
protein allowing unregulated passage of hydrogen ions?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r:':i~~;::~:rt across the plasma
membrane occurs by exocytosis
and endocytosis

Water and small solutes enter and leave the cell by diffusing
through the lipid bilayer of the plasma membrane or by being
pumped or carried across the membrane by transport pro~
teins. However, large molecules, such as proteins and poly~
saccharides, as well as larger particles, generally cross the
membrane in bulk by mechanisms that involve packaging in
vesicles. Like active transport, these processes require energy.

Exocytosis
As we described in Chapter 6, the cell secretes certain biolog~
ical molecules by the fusion ofvesicles with the plasma mem~
brane; this is called exocytosis. A transport vesicle that has
budded from the Golgi apparatus moves along microtubules
of the cytoskeleton to the plasma membrane. When the vesi·
cle membrane and plasma membrane come into contact, the
lipid molecules of the two bilayers rearrange themselves so
that the two membranes fuse. The contents of the vesicle then
spill to the outside of the cell, and the vesicle membrane becomes part of the plasma membrane (see Figure 7.10).
Many secretory cells use exocytosis to export products. For
example, some cells in the pancreas make insulin and secrete
it into the extracellular fluid by exocytosis. Another example
is the neuron (nerve cell), which uses exocytosis to release
neurotransmitters that signal other neurons or muscle cells.
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\xrhen plant cells are making walls, exocytosis delivers proteins and carbohydrates from Golgi vesicles to the outside of
the cell.

Endocytosis
In endocytosis, the cell takes in biological molecules and particulate matter by forming new vesicles from the plasma membrane. Although the proteins involved in the processes are
different, the events of endocytosis look like the reverse ofexocytosis. A small area of the plasma membrane sinks inward to
form a pocket. As the pocket deepens, it pinches in, forming a
vesicle containing material that had been outside the cell. There
are three types ofendocytosis: phagocytosis (~cellular eating"),
pinocytosis ("cellular drinking"), and receptor-mediated
endocytosis. (Study Figure 7.20.)
Human cells use receptor-mediated endocytosis to take in
cholesterol for use in the synthesis of membranes and other
steroids. Cholesterol travels in the blood in particles called lowdensity lipoproteins (LOLs), complexes of lipids and proteins.
LOLs act as ligands (a term for any molecule that binds specifically to a receptor site of another molecule) by binding to LOL
receptors on plasma membranes and then entering the cells by
endocytosis. In humans with familial hypercholesterolemia, an
inherited disease characterized by a very high level of choles~
terol in the blood, the LDL receptor proteins are defective or
missing, and the LDL particles cannot enter cells. Instead, cho·
lesterol accumulates in the blood, where it contributes to early
atherosclerosis, the buildup of lipid deposits within the walls of
blood vessels. This buildup causes the walls to bulge inward,
thereby narrowing the vessel and impeding blood flow.
Vesicles not only transport substances between the cell and
its surroundings but also provide a mechanism for rejuvenating or remodeling the plasma membrane. Endocytosis and exocytosis occur continually in most eukaryotic cells, yet the
amount of plasma membrane in a nongrowing cell remains
fairly constant. Apparently, the addition of membrane by one
process offsets the loss of membrane by the other.
Energy and cellular work have figured prominently in our
study of membranes. \Y,I"e have seen, for example, that active
transport is powered by ATP. In the next three chapters, you
wil11earn more about how cells acquire chemical energy to do
the work of life.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

7.5

1. As a cell grows, its plasma membrane expands. Does

this involve endocytosis or exocytosis? Explain.
2. E:fUIM To send a signal, a neuron may carry out
exocytosis of signaling molecules that are recognized
by a second neuron. In some cases, the first neuron
ends the signal by taking up the molecules by endo·
cytosis. Would you expect this to occur by pinocytosis
or by receptor· mediated endocytosis? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Ofill"" 7.20

Exploring Endocytosis in Animal Cells

In phagocytosis, a cell
engulfs a particle by
wrapping pseudopodia
(singular, pseudopodi"m)
around it and packaging
it within a membrane-

enclosed sac that can be
large enough to be
classified as a vacuole.
The particle is digested
after the vacuole fuses
with a lysosome
containing hydrolytic
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In pinocytosis, the cell
wgulps· droplets of
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Receptor-mediated endocytosis enables the cell to acquire bulk
quantities of specific substances, even though those substances
may not be very concentrated in the extracellular fluid.
Embedded in the membnme are proteins with specific receptor
sites exposed to the extracellular fluid. The receptor proteins are
usually already clustered in regions of the membrane called
coated pits, which are lined on their cytoplasmic side by a fuzzy
layer of coat proteins. The specific substances (ligands) bind to
these receptors. When binding occurs, the coated pit forms a
vesicle containing the ligand molecules. Notice that there are
relatively more bound molecules (purple) inside the vesicle. but
other molecules (green) are also present. After this ingested
material is liberated from the vesicle. the receptors are recycled
to the plasma membnme by the same vesicle.

Coated
p,t

A (O<!ted Pit
and a cO<!ted
Vf'SICle formed
during
re<:eptormedi.lted
endocytosis
(TEMs)
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.i.IIIiI'_ 7.1

Cellular membranes are fluid mosaics of lipids and
proteins (pp. 125-130)
.. Membrane Models: Scientific fnquiryThe DavsonDallielli sandwich model of the membrane has been replaced

by the fluid mosaic model, in which amphipathic proteins are
embedded in the phospholipid bilayer.

.. The Fluidity of Membranes Phospholipids and, to a lesser
extent, proteins move laterally within the membrane. The unsaturated hydrocarbon tails of some phospholipids keep

membranes fluid at lower temperatures. while cholesterol acts
as a temperature buffer, resisting changes in fluidity caused by
temperature changes.
... Membrane Proteins and Their Funclions Integral proteins
are embedded in the lipid bilayer; peripheral proteins are attached to the surfaces. The functions of membrane proteins
include transport, enzymatic activity, signal transduction,
cell-cell recognition, intercellular joining, and attachment to
the cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix.
... The Role of Membrane Carbohydrates in Cell-Cell
Recognition Short chains of sugars are linked to proteins
and lipids on the exterior side of the plasma membrane, where
they interact with surface molecules of other cells.
... Synthesis and Sidedness of Membranes Membrane proteins and lipids are synthesized in the ER and modified in the
ER and Golgi apparatus. The inside and outside faces of the
membrane differ in molecular composition.

-$liRAeti\ity Membrane Structure

.i.lilii'_ 7.2
Membrane structure results in selective permeability
(p. 131)
... A cell must exchange molecules and ions with its surroundings, a process controlled by the plasma membrane.
... The Permeability of the Lipid Bilayer Hydrophobic substances are soluble in lipid and pass through membranes rapidly.
... Transport Proteins To cross the membrane, polar molecules
and ions generally require specific transport proteins.

-$liRActivity Selective l'erme.bilityof Membrane.

-$liR-

•

- . lili"_ 7.4
Active transport uses energy to move solutes against
their gradients (pp. 135-138)
AcIM'tran'ijlOrt:
... The Need for Energy in Active
Transport Specific membrane proteins
use energy, usually in the form of ATP,
to do the work of active transport.
... How Ion Pumps Maintain Membrane Potential Ions can have both a
concentration (chemical) gradient and
an electrical gradient (voltage). These
forces combine in the electrochemical
gradient, which determines the net direction of ionic diffusion. Electrogenic
pumps, such as sodium-potassium
pumps and proton pumps, are transport
proteins that contribute to electrochemical gradients.
... Cotransport: Coupled Transport by a Membrane Protein
One solute's "downhill" diffusion drives the other's "uphill"
transport.

-M'' ·-

Aeti\ity Aetiyc Transport

_i.lilii'_ 7.3
Passive transport is diffusion of a substance across a
membrane with no energy investment (pp. 132-135)

Ai lilil'_ 7.5
Bulk transport across the plasma membrane occurs by
exocytosis and endocytosis (pp. 138-139)

... Diffusion is the spontaneous movement of a substance down
its concentration gradient.

... Exocytosis In exocytosis, transport vesicles migrate to the
plasma membrane, fuse with it, and release their contents.
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... Endocytosis In endocytosis, molecules enter cells within
vesicles that pinch inward from the plasma membrane. The
three types of endocytosis are phagocytosis, pinocytosis. and
receptor-mediated endocytosis.
ActMty Exocytosis and Endocytosis

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SElF·QUIZ
I. In
a.
b.
c.

what way do the membranes of a eukaryotic cell vary?
Phospholipids are found only in certain membranes.
Certain proteins are unique to each membrane.
Only certain membranes of the cell are selectively
permeable.
d. Only certain membranes are constructed from
amphipathic molecules.
e. Some membranes have hydrophobic surfaces exposed to
the cytoplasm. while others have hydrophilic surfaces
facing the cytoplasm.

2. According to the fluid mosaic model of membrane structure,
proteins ofthe membrane are mostly
a. spread in a continuous layer over the inner and outer
surfaces of the membrane.
b. confined to the hydrophobic core of the membrane.
c. embedded in a lipid bilayer.
d. randomly oriented in the membrane, with no fixed insideoutside polarity.
e. free to depart from the fluid membrane and dissolve in the
surrounding solution.
3. Which of the following factors would tend to increase membrane fluidity?
a. a greater proportion of unsaturated phospholipids
b. a greater proportion of saturated phospholipids
c. a lower temperature
d. a relatively high protein content in the membrane
e. a greater proportion of relatively large glycolipids
compared with lipids having smaller molecular
masses
4. \Vhich of the following processes includes all others?
a. osmosis
b. diffusion of a solute across a membrane
c. facilitated diffusion
d. passive transport
e. transport of an ion down its electrochemical gradient
5. Based on Figure 7.1 9, which of these experimental treatments
would increase the rate of sucrose transport into the cell?
a. decreasing extracellular sucrose concentration
b. decreasing extracellular pH
c. decreasing cytoplasmic pH
d. adding an inhibitor that blocks the regeneration of ATP
e. adding a substance that makes the membrane more
permeable to hydrogen ions

6. • It'Mi_ An artificial cell consisting of an aqueous solution
enclosed in a selectively permeable membrane is immersed in a
beaker containing a different solution. The membrane is permeable to water and to the simple sugars glucose and fructose
but impermeable to the disaccharide sucrose.
a. Draw solid
arrows to
indicate the net
movement of
- f- EnVIronment
solutes into
"Cew-f-001 M su<:ro5e
and/or out of
0.03 M S<.lCro>e
0.01 Mgluco5e
the cel1.
002 M ghxo>e
001 M fnJCtose
b. Is the solution
outside the cell
isotonic,
hypotonic, or
hypertonic?
c. Draw a dashed arrow to show the net osmotic movement
of water, if any.
d. Will the artificial cell become more flaccid, more turgid,
or stay the same?
e. Eventually, will the two solutions have the same or
different solute concentrations?

...--......

For Self-Quiz ..nswer$, see Appendix A.

-614 If·_ Visit the Study Alea .11 www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. Paramecium and other protists that live in hypotonic environ-

ments have cell membranes that slow osmotic water uptake,
while those living in isotonic environments have more perme·
able cell membranes. What water regulation adaptations might
have evolved in protists in hypertonic habitats such as Great
Salt Lake? In habitats with changing salt concentration?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8. An experiment is designed to study the mechanism of sucrose
uptake by plant cells. Cells are immersed in a sucrose solution,
and the pH of the solution is monitored. Samples of the cells
are taken at intervals, and their sucrose concentration is measured. Their sucrose uptake correlates with a rise in the solution's pH. This rise is proportional to the starting concentration
of sucrose in the solution. A metabolic poison that blocks the
ability of cells to regenerate ATP is found to inhibit the pH
changes in the solution. Propose a hypothesis accounting for
these results. Suggest an experiment to test it.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
9. Extensive irrigation in arid regions causes salts to accumulate
in the soi1. (\Vhen water evaporates, salts are left behind to
concentrate in the soiL) Based on what you learned about water
balance in plant cells, why might increased soil salinity (saltiness) be harmful to crops? Suggest ways to minimize damage.
\Xfhat costs are attached to your solutions?
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Enzymes speed up metabolic reactions by
lowering energy barriers
Regulation of enzyme activity helps control
metabolism

r·di;n'i~'.

The Energy of Life
he living cell is a chemical factory in miniature,
where thousands of reactions occur within a microscopic space. Sugars can be converted to amino
adds that are linked together into proteins when needed,
and proteins are dismantled into amino acids that can be
converted to sugars when food is digested. Small molecules
are assembled into polymers, which may be hydrolyzed later
as the needs of the cell change. In multicellular organisms,
many cells export chemical products that are used in other
parts of the organism. The process known as cellular respiration drives the cellular economy by extracting the energy
stored in sugars and other fuels. Cells apply this energy to
perform various types of work, such as the transport of
solutes across the plasma membrane, which we discussed in
Chapter 7. In a more exotic example, cells of the fungus in
Figure 8.1 convert the energy stored in certain organic molecules to light. a process called bioluminescence. (The glow
may attract insects that benefit the fungus by dispersing its

T
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fungi?

spores.) Bioluminescence and all other metabolic activities
carried out by a cell are precisely coordinated and controlled. In its complexity, its efficiency, its integration, and
its responsiveness to subtle changes, the cell is peerless as a
chemical factory. The concepts of metabolism that you
learn in this chapter will help you understand how matter
and energy flow during life's processes and how that flow is
regulated.

rZ~i1;;;:n~~s metabolism

transforms matter and energy,
subject to the laws of
thermodynamics

The totality of an organism's chemical reactions is called
metabolism (from the Greek metabole, change). Metabolism
is an emergent property of life that arises from interactions
between molecules within the orderly environment ofthe cell.

Organization of the Chemistry of Life
into Metabolic Pathways
We can picture a cell's metabolism as an elaborate rood map
of the thousands of chemical reactions that occur in a cell,
arranged as intersecting metabolic pathways. A metabolic
pathway begins with a specific molecule, which is then altered
in a series of defined steps, resulting in a certain product. Each
step of the pathway is catalyzed by a specific enzyme:

Analogous to the red, yellow, and green stoplights that control
the flow of automobile traffic, mechanisms that regulate enzymes balance metabolic supply and demand, averting deficits
or surpluses of important cellular molecules.
Metabolism as a whole manages the material and energy resources of the cell. Some metabolic pathways release energy by
breaking down complex molecules to simpler compounds.
These degradative processes are called catabolic pathways, or
breakdown pathways. A major pathway of catabolism is cellular
respiration, in which the sugar glucose and other organic fuels
are broken down in the presence ofoxygen to carbon dioxide and
water. (Pathways can have more than one starting molecule
and/or product.) Energy that was stored in the organic molecules
becomes available to do the work of the cell, such as ciliary
beating or membrane transport. Anabolic pathways, in contrast,
consume energy to build complicated molecules from simpler
ones; they are sometimes called biosynthetic pathways. An example of anabolism is the synthesis of a protein from amino
acids. Catabolic and anabolic pathways are the ~doWllhiun and
~uphill" avenues ofthe metabolic map. Energy released from the
downhill reactions of catabolic pathways can be stored and then
used to drive the uphill reactions of anabolic pathways.
In this chapter, we will focus on mechanisms common to
metabolic pathways. Because energy is fundamental to all
metabolic processes, a basic knowledge of energy is necessary
to understand how the living cell works. Although we will use
some nonliving examples to study energy, the concepts
demonstrated by these examples also apply to bioenergetics,
the study of how energy flows through living organisms.

that matter possesses because of its location or structure. Water behind a dam, for instance, possesses energy because of its
altitude above sea leveL Molecules possess energy because of
the arrangement of their atoms. Chemical energy is a term
used by biologists to refer to the potential energy available for
release in a chemical reaction. Recall that catabolic pathways
release energy by breaking down complex molecules. Biologists say that these complex molecules, such as glucose, are
high in chemical energy. During a catabolic reaction, atoms are
rearranged and energy is released, resulting in lower-energy
breakdown products. This transformation also occurs, for example, in the engine of a car when the hydrocarbons of gasoline react explosively with oxygen, releasing the energy that
pushes the pistons and producing exhaust. Although less explosive, a similar reaction of food molecules with oxygen provides chemical energy in biological systems, producing carbon
dioxide and water as waste products. It is the structures and
biochemical pathways of cells that enable them to release
chemical energy from food molecules, powering life processes.
How is energy converted from one form to another? Consider
the divers in Figure 8.2. The young man climbing the steps to
the diving platform is releasing chemical energy from the food he
ate for lunch and using some ofthat energy to perform the work
A diver has more potential
energy on the platform
than in the water.

Diving converts
potential energy to
kinetic energy.

forms of Energy
Energy is the capacity to cause change. In everyday life, energy
is important because some forms of energy can be used to do
work-that is, to move matter against opposing forces, such as
gravity and friction. Put another way, energy is the ability to rearrange a collection of matter. For example, you expend energy
to turn the pages of this book, and your cells expend energy in
transporting certain substances across membranes. Energy exists in various forms, and the work of life depends on the ability
of cells to transform energy from one form into another.
Energy can be associated with the relative motion of objects; this energy is called kinetic energy. Moving objects can
perform work by imparting motion to other matter: A pool
player uses the motion of the cue stick to push the cue ball,
which in turn moves the other balls; water gushing through a
dam turns turbines; and the contraction ofleg muscles pushes
bicycle pedals. Heat, or thermal energy, is kinetic energy associated with the random movement of atoms or molecules.
Light is also a type of energy that can be harnessed to perform
work, such as powering photosynthesis in green plants.
An object not presently moving may still possess energy. Energy that is not kinetic is called potential energy; it is energy

Climbing up converts the kinetic
energy of muscle movement
to potential energy.

A diver has less potential
energy in the water
than on the platform.

... Figure 8.2 Transformations between potential and
kinetic energy.
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ofclimbing. The kinetic energy of muscle movement is thus being transformed into potential energy due to his increasing
height above the water. The young man diving is converting his
potential energy to kinetic energy, which is then transferred to
the water as he enters it. A small amount of energy is lost as heat
due to friction.
Now let's go back one step and consider the original source
of the organic food molecules that provided the necessary
chemical energy for the diver to climb the steps. This chemical energy was itself derived from light energy by plants during photosynthesis. Organisms are energy transformers.

The Laws of Energy Transformation
The study of the energy transformations that occur in a collection of matter is called thermodynamics. Scientists use the
word system to denote the matter under study; they refer to
the rest ofthe universe-everything outside the system-as the
surroundings. An isolo.ted system, such as that approximated by
liquid in a thermos bottle, is unable to exchange either energy
or matter with its surroundings. In an open system, energy and
matter can be transferred between the system and its surroundings. Organisms are open systems. They absorb energyfor instance, light energy or chemical energy in the form of
organic molecules-and release heat and metabolic waste
products, such as carbon dioxide, to the surroundings. Two
laws of thermodynamics govern energy transformations in or·
ganisms and all other collections of matter.

The First Law of Thermodynamics
According to the first law ofthermodynamics, the energy of
the universe is constant. Energy can be transferred and transformed, but it cannot be created or destroyed. TIle first law is

(a) First law of thermodynamics: Energy can
be transferred or transformed but neither
created nor destroyed. For eKample, the
chemical (potential) energy in food will be
converted to the kinetic energy of the
cheetah's movement in (b).
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The Second Law of Thermodynamics
If energy cannot be destroyed, why can't organisms simply recycle their energy over and over again? It turns out that during
every energy transfer or transformation, some energy becomes
unusable energy, unavailable to do work. In most energy transformations, more usable forms ofenergy are at least partly converted to heat, which is the energy associated with the random
motion of atoms or molecules. Only a small fraction of the
chemical energy from the food in Figure 8.3a is transformed
into the motion of the cheetah shown in Figure 8.3b; most is
lost as heat, which dissipates rapidly through the surroundings.
In the process of carrying out chemical reactions that perform various kinds of work, living cells unavoidably convert
other forms of energy to heat. A system can put heat to work
only when there is a temperature difference that results in the
heat flowing from a warmer location to a cooler one. If temperature is uniform, as it is in a living cell, then the only use for
heat energy generated during a chemical reaction is to warm a
body of matter, such as the organism. (This can make a room
crowded with people uncomfortably warm, as each person is
carrying out a multitude of chemical reactions!)

(b) Second law of thermodynamics: Every energy transfer or transformation increases
the disorder (entropy) of the universe. For example, disorder is added to the cheetah's
surroundings in the form of heat and the small molecules that are the by-products
of metabolism.

... Figure 8.3 The two laws of thermodynamics.
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also known as the principle ofconservation ofenergy. The electric company does not make energy, but merely converts it to
a form that is convenient for us to use. By converting sunlight
to chemical energy, a plant acts as an energy transformer, not
an energy producer.
The cheetah in Figure 8.3a will convert the chemical en·
ergy of the organic molecules in its food to kinetic and other
forms of energy as it carries out biological processes. What
happens to this energy after it has performed work? The second law helps to answer this question.

A logical consequence of the loss of usable energy during energy transfer or transformation is that each such event makes
the universe more disordered. Scientists use a quantity called
entropy as a measure of disorder, or randomness. The more
randomly arranged a collection of matter is, the greater its entropy. We can now state the second law of thermodynamics
as follows: Every energy transfer or transfonnation increases the
entropy of the universe. Although order can increase locally,
there is an unstoppable trend toward randomization of the universe as a whole.
In many cases, increased entropy is evident in the physical
disintegration of a system's organized structure. For example,
you can observe increasing entropy in the gradual decay of an
unmaintained building. Much of the increasing entropy of the
universe is less apparent, however, because it appears as increasing amounts of heat and less ordered forms of matter. As
the cheetah in Figure 8.3b converts chemical energy to kinetic
energy, it is also increasing the disorder of its surroundings by
producing heat and the small molecules, such as the CO 2 it exhales, that are the breakdown products of food.
The concept of entropy helps us understand why certain
processes occur. It turns out that for a process to occur on its
own, without outside help (an input ofenergy), it must increase
the entropy of the universe. Let's first agree to use the word
spontaneous for a process that can occur without an input of
energy. Note that as we're using it here, the word spontaneous
does not imply that such a process would occur quickly. Some
spontaneous processes may be virtually instantaneous, such as
an explosion, while others may be much slower, such as the
rusting of an old car over time. A process that cannot occur on
its own is said to be nonspontaneousi it will happen only if energy isadded to the system. We know from experience that certain events occur spontaneously and others do not For
instance, we know that water flows downhill spontaneously,
but moves uphill only with an input of energy, such as when a
machine pumps the water against gravity. In fact, another way
to state the second law is: For a process to occur spontaneously,
it must increase the entropy ofthe universe.

Biological Order and Disorder
Living systems increase the entropy of their surroundings, as
predicted by thermodynamic law. It is true that cells create or·
dered structures from less organized starting materials. For example, amino acids are ordered into the specific sequences of
polypeptide chains. At the organismal level, Figure 8,4 shows
the extremely symmetrical anatomy ofa plant's root, formed by
biological processes from simpler starting materials. However,
an organism also takes in organized forms ofmatter and energy
from the surroundings and replaces them with less ordered
forms. For example, an animal obtains starch, proteins, and
other complex molecules from the food it eats. As catabolic
pathways break these molecules down, the animal releases car-

... Figure 8.4 Order as a characteristic of life. Order is evident
in the detailed anatomy of this root tissue from a buttercup plant (LM.
cross section), As open systems. organisms can increase their order as
long as the order of their surroundings decreases,

bon dioxide and water-small molecules that possess less
chemical energy than the food did. The depletion of chemical
energy is accounted for by heat generated during metabolism.
On a larger scale, energy flows into an ecosystem in the form of
light and exits in the form of heat (see Figure 1.5).
During the early history ofHfe, complex organisms evolved
from simpler ancestors. For example, we can trace the ancestry of the plant kingdom from much simpler organisms called
green algae to more complex flowering plants. However, this
increase in organization over time in no way violates the second law. The entropy of a particular system, such as an organism, may actually decrease as long as the total entropy of the
universe-the system plus its surroundings-increases. Thus,
organisms are islands of low entropy in an increasingly random universe. The evolution of biological order is perfectly
consistent with the laws of thermodynamics.
CONCEPT

CHECK

8.1

1. How does the second law of thermodynamics help explain the diffusion of a substance across a membrane?
2. Describe the forms of energy found in an apple as it
grows on a tree, then falls and is digested by someone
who eats it
3. _',ImUIA If you place a teaspoon of sugar in the
bottom of a glass of water. it will dissolve completely
over time. Left longer, eventually the water will disappear and the sugar crystals will reappear. Explain
these observations in terms of entropy.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A
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r;~:~~:;.=~~gy change

of a reaction tells us whether
or not the reaction occurs
spontaneously

The laws of thermodynamics that we've just discussed apply
to the universe as a whole. As biologists, we want to under·
stand the chemical reactions ofhfe-for example, which reactions occur spontaneously and which ones require some input
of energy from outside. But how can we know this without assessing the energy and entropy changes in the entire universe
for each separate reaction?

Free-Energy Change, tJ.G
Recall that the universe is really equivalent to "the system"
plus "the surroundings." In 1878, J. Willard Gibbs, a professor
at Yale, defined a very useful function called the Gibbs free en·
ergy of a system (without considering its surroundings), sym·
bolized by the letter G. We'll refer to the Gibbs free energy
simply as free energy. Free energy is the portion of a system's
energy that can perform work when temperature and pressure are uniform throughout the system, as in a living cell.
Let's consider how we determine the free-energy change that
occurs when a system changes-for example, during a chemical reaction.
The change in free energy, liG, can be calculated for a
chemical reaction with the following formula:

This formula uses only properties of the system (the reaction) itself: liH symbolizes the change in the system's enthalpy
(in biological systems, equivalent to total energy); LlS is the
change in the system's entropy; and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin (K) units (K = ·C + 273; see Appendix C).
Once we know the value of LlG for a process, we can use it
to predict whether the process will be spontaneous (that is,
whether itwill occur without an input ofenergy from outside).
More than a century of experiments has shown that only
processes with a negative LlG are spontaneous. For a process
to occur spontaneously, therefore, the system must either give
up enthalpy (H must decrease), give up order (TS must increase), or both: When the changes inH and TS are tallied, LlG
must have a negative value (LlG < 0) for a process to be spontaneous. This means that every spontaneous process decreases the system's free energy. Processes that have a positive
or zero LlG are never spontaneous.
This information is immensely interesting to biologists, for
it gives us the power to predict which kinds ofchange can hap·
pen without help. Such spontaneous changes can be har·
1%
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nessed to perform work. This principle is very important in
the study of metabolism, where a major goal is to determine
which reactions can supply energy for cellular work.

Free Energy, Stability, and Equilibrium
As we saw in the previous section, when a process occurs
spontaneously in a system, we can be sure that LlG is negative.
Another way to think of LlG is to realize that it represents the
difference between the free energy of the final state and the
free energy of the initial state:
LlG = Gtin •1sl.te - Giniti.1 sl.te
Thus, LlG can be negative only when the process involves a
loss of free energy during the change from initial state to final
state. Because it has less free energy, the system in its final state
is less likely to change and is therefore more stable than it was
previously.
We can think of free energy as a measure of a system's instability-its tendency to change to a more stable state. Unstable systems (higher G) tend to change in such a way that
they become more stable (lower G). For example, a diver on
top of a platform is less stable (more likely to fan) than when
floating in the water, a drop of concentrated dye is less stable
(more likely to disperse) than when the dye is spread randomly
through the liquid, and a sugar molecule is less stable (more
likely to break down) than the simpler molecules into which it
can be split (Figure 8.5). Unless something prevents it, each
of these systems will move toward greater stability: The diver
falls, the solution becomes uniformly colored, and the sugar
molecule is broken down.
Another term that describes a state of maximum stability is
equilibrium, which you learned about in Chapter 2 in connection with chemical reactions. There is an important relationship between free energy and equilibrium, including chemical
equilibrium. Recall that most chemical reactions are reversible
and proceed to a point at which the forward and backward reactions occur at the same rate. The reaction is then said to be
at chemical equilibrium, and there is no further net change in
the relative concentration of products and reactants.
As a reaction proceeds toward equilibrium, the free energy
ofthe mixture ofreactants and products decreases. Free energy
increases when a reaction is somehow pushed away from equilibrium, perhaps by removing some of the products (and thus
changing their concentration relative to that of the reactants).
For a system at equilibrium, G is at its lowest possible value in
that system. We can think of the equilibrium state as a freeenergy valley. Any change from the equilibrium position will
have a positive LlG and will not be spontaneous. For this reason, systems never spontaneously move away from equilibrium. Because a system at equilibrium cannot spontaneously
change, it can do no work. A process is spontaneous and can
perform work only when it is moving toward equilibrium.

""
""
"
"

• More lree energy (higher G)
• Less stable
• Greater work capacity

I

" " (I

In a spontaneous change
• The free energy of the system
decreases (aG < 0)
• The system becomes more
stable
• The released free energy can
be harnessed to do work

!

• Less lree energy (lower G)
• More stable
• Less work capacity

!

""
(a) Gravitational motion. Objects
mo~e spontaneously from a
higher altitude to a lower one.

(b) Diffusion. Molecules in a drop
of dye diffuse until they are
randomly dispersed.

(c) Chemical reaction. In a cell. a
sugar molecule is broken down
into simpler molecules.

.. Figure 8.5 The relationship of free energy to stability,
work capacity, and spontaneous change. Unstable systems
(top diagrams) are rich In lree energy. G. They ha~e a tendency to
change spontaneously to a more stable state (bottom), and it is
possible to harness this "downhill" change to perform work.

------------------------ll---·
Free Energy and Metabolism
We can now apply the free-energy concept more specifically
to the chemistry oflife's processes.

Amount of
energy
released
(aG<O)

1

__Jt

Energy

fxergonic and fndergonic Reactions in Metabolism
Based on their free-energy changes, chemical reactions can be
classified as either exergonic (Uenergy outward") or endergonic ("energy inward'). An exergonic reaction proceeds
with a net release of free energy (Figure 8.6a). Because the
chemical mixture loses free energy (G decreases), dG is negative for an exergonic reaction. Using dG as a standard for
spontaneity, exergonic reactions are those that occur spontaneously. (Remember, the word spontaneous does not imply
that a reaction will occur instantaneously or even rapidly.)
The magnitude ofdG for an exergonic reaction represents the
maximum amount of work the reaction can perform.· The
greater the decrease in free energy, the greater the amount of
work that can be done.
We can use the overall reaction for cellular respiration as an
example:

•
(a) Exergonic reaction: energy released

Products

1

----lyAmount of
energy
required
(aG>O)

___JL

C6 H J2 0 6 + 6 O 2 ----> 6 CO 2 + 6 H 2 0
J:\.G = -686 kcallmol (-2,870 kl/mol)

•
(b) Endergonic reaction; energy required

• The word """'im/lm qualifies thi~ statement, because some of the free energy
i~ released as heat and cannot do work. Therefure. aG represents a theuretical upper limit of available energy.

... Figure 8.6 Free energy changes (!l.G) in exergonic and
endergonic reactions.
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For each mole (180 g) of glucose broken down by respiration under what are called ~standard conditions" (1 M of each
reactant and product, 25°C, pH 7), 686 kcal (2,870 kJ) ofenergy
are made available for work. Because energy must be conserved, the chemical products of respiration store 686 kcalless
free energy per mole than the reactants. The products are, in
a sense, the spent exhaust of a process that tapped the free en·
ergy stored in the sugar molecules.
An endergonic reaction is one that absorbs free energy
from its surroundings (figure 8.Gb). Because this kind of reaction essentially stores free energy in molecules (G increases),
toG is positive. Such reactions are nonspontaneous, and the
magnitude of toG is the quantity of energy required to drive
the reaction. If a chemical process is exergonic (downhill), releasing energy in one direction, then the reverse process must
be endergonic (uphill), using energy. A reversible process cannotbe downhill in both directions. If toG = -686 kcal/mol for
respiration, which converts sugar and oxygen to carbon diox·
ide and water, then the reverse process-the conversion of
carbon dioxide and water to sugar and oxygen-must be
strongly endergonic, with toG = +686 kcal/moL Such a reaction would never happen by itself.
How, then, do plants make the sugar that organisms use for
energy? They get the required energy-686 kcal to make a
mole of sugar-from the environment by capturing light and
converting its energy to chemical energy. Next, in a long series
of exergonic steps, they gradually spend that chemical energy
to assemble sugar molecules.

(a) An isolated hydroelectric system. Water flowing downhill turns a
turbine that drives a generator providing electricity to a light bulb.
but only until the system reaches equilibrium.

(b) An open hydroelectric
system. Flowing water
keeps driving the gen·
erator because intake and
outflow of water keep the
system from reaching
equilibrium.

Equilibrium and Metabolism
Reactions in an isolated system eventually reach equilibrium
and can then do no work, as illustrated by the isolated hydro·
electric system in Figure 8.7a. The chemical reactions of me·
tabolism are reversible, and they, too, would reach equi·
librium if they occurred in the isolation of a test tube. Because
systems at equilibrium are at a minimum of G and can do no
work, a cell that has reached metabolic equilibrium is dead!
The fact that metabolism as a whole is never at equilibrium is
one of the defining features of life.
Like most systems, a living ceU is not in equilibrium. The constant flow of materials in and out of the cell keeps the metabolic
pathways from ever reaching equilibrium, and the cell continues
to do work throughout its life. This principle is illustrated by the
open (and more realistic) hydroelectric system in figure 8.7b.
However, unlike this simple single·step system, a catabolic path·
way in a cell releases free energy in a series ofreactions. An example is ceUular respiration, illustrated by analogy in figure 8.7c.
Some of the reversible reactions of respiration are constantly
~puUed" in one direction-that is, they are kept out ofequilibrium.
The key to maintaining this lack ofequilibrium is that the product
ofa reaction does not accumulate, but instead becomes a reactant
in the next step; finally, waste products are expelled from the celL
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(c) A multistep open hydroelectric system. Cellular respiration
is analogous to this system: Glucose is broken down in a series
of exergonic reactions that power the work of the cell. The
product of each reaction becomes the reactant for the next,
so no reaction reaches equilibrium.

.. Figure 8.7 Equilibrium and work in isolated and open
systems.
The overall sequence of reactions is kept going by the huge freeenergy difference betv.'een glucose and oxygen at the top ofthe en·
ergy "hill" and carbon dioxide and water at the ~downhm" end. As
long as our cells have a steady supply ofglucose or other fuels and
oxygen and are able to expel waste products to the surroWldings,
their metabolic path\\'aYS never reach equilibriwn and can con·
tinue to do the work ofllle.
We see once again how important it is to think oforganisms
as open systems. Sunlight provides a daily source of free energy for an ecosystem's plants and other photosynthetic organisms. Animals and other nonphotosynthetic organisms in
an ecosystem must have a source of free energy in the form of
the organic products of photosynthesis. Now that we have applied the free-energy concept to metabolism, we are ready to
see how a cell actually performs the work of life.

CONCEPT

CHECK

8.2

1. Cellular respiration uses glucose and oxygen, which
have high levels of free energy, and releases CO 2 and
water, which have low levels of free energy. Is respiration spontaneous or not? Is it exergonic or endergonic? \Vhat happens to the energy released from
glucose?
2. A key process in metabolism is the transportofhydrogen ions (H+) across a membrane to create a concentration gradient. Other processes can result in an
equal concentration of hydrogen ions on each side.
Which arrangement of hydrogen ions allows the H+
to perform work in this system?
3. _','!:tUIA At nighttime celebrations, revelers can
sometimes be seen wearing giow-in-the-dark necklaces. The necklaces start glowing once they are "acti_
vated;' which usually involves snapping the necklace
in a way that allows two chemicals to react and emit
light in the form of "chemiluminescence:' Is the
chemical reaction exergonic or endergonic? Explain
your answer.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:;i;';::=;~ellular

work by
coupling exergonic reactions
to endergonic reactions

A cell does three main kinds of work:

... Chemical work, the pushing of endergonic reactions, which
would not occur spontaneously, such as the synthesis of
polymers from monomers (chemical work will be discussed
further here and will come up again in Chapters 9 and 10)
.. Transport work, the pumping of substances across membranes against the direction ofspontaneous movement (see
Chapter 7)
... Mechanical work, such as the beating ofcilia (see Olapter6),
the contraction of muscle cells, and the movement ofchromosomes during cellular reproduction
Akey feature in the way cells manage their energy resources
to do this work is energy coupling, the use of an exergonic
process to drive an endergonic one. ATP is responsible for mediating most energy coupling in cells, and in most cases it acts
as the immediate source of energy that powers cellular work.

nine and a chain of three phosphate groups bonded to it
(Figure 8.8). In addition to its role in energy coupling, ATP is
also one of the nucleoside triphosphates used to make RNA
(see Figure 5.27).
The bonds bem-een the phosphate groups ofATP can be bro·
ken by hydrolysis. \Vhen the terminal phosphate bond is broken,
a molecule of inorganic phosphate (HOP0 32-, abbreviated ®i
throughout this book) leaves the ATP, which becomes adenosine
diphosphate, or ADP (Figure 8.9). The reaction is exergonic and
releases 7.3 kcal of energy per mole ofATP hydrolyzed:
ATP+ Hp-. ADP + ®;
6G = -7.3 kcal/mol (-30.5 kUmol)
This is the free-energy change measured under standard conditions. In the cell, conditions do not conform to standard
conditions, primarily because reactant and product concen·
trations differ from I M. For example, when ATP hydrolysis
occurs under cellular conditions, the actual6G is about - 13
kcallmol, 78% greater than the energy released by ATP hydrolysis under standard conditions.
Because their hydrolysis releases energy, the phosphate bonds
of ATP are sometimes referred to as high-energy phosphate
bonds, but the term is misleading. The phosphate bonds ofATP
Adenine
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I '
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... Figure 8.8 The structure of adenosine triphosphate (ATP).
In the cell. most hydroxyl groups of phosphates are ionized (-0-).

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP)

®,

~

+

•

Energy

The Structure and Hydrolysis of AlP
ATP (adenosine triphosphate) was introduced in Chapter 4
when we discussed the phosphate group as a functional group.
ATP contains the sugar ribose, with the nitrogenous base ade-

Inorganic phosphate

Adenosine diphosphate (ADP)

.. Figure 8.9 The hydrolysis of ATP. The reaction of ATP and
water yields inorganic phosphate (®,) and ADP and releases energy.
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are not unusually strong bonds, as ~high-energy" may imply;
rather, the reactants (ATP and water) themselves have high energyrelativetotheenergyoftheproducts (ADPand ®J Therelease of energy during the hydrolysis of ATP comes from the
chemical change to a state of lower free energy, not from the
phosphate bonds themselves.
ATP is useful to the cell because the energy it releases on
losing a phosphate group is somewhat greater than the energy
most other molecules could deliver. But why does this hydrolysis release so much energy? If we reexamine the ATP molecule in Figure 8.8, we can see that all three phosphate groups
are negatively charged. These like charges are crowded together, and their mutual repulsion contributes to the instability of this region of the ATP molecule. The triphosphate tail of
ATP is the chemical equivalent of a compressed spring.

How ATP Performs Work
\'(fhen ATP is hydrolyzed in a test tube, the release of free energy merely heats the surrounding water. In an organism, this
same generation of heat can sometimes be beneficial. For instance, the process of shivering uses ATP hydrolysis during
muscle contraction to generate heat and warm the body. In
most cases in the cell, however, the generation of heat alone
would be an inefficient (and potentially dangerous) use of a
valuable energy resource. Instead, the cell's proteins harness
the energy released during ATP hydrolysis in several ways to
perform the three types ofcellular work-chemical, transport,
and mechanical.
For example, with the help of specific enzymes, the cell is
able to use the energy released by ATP hydrolysis directly to
drive chemical reactions that, by themselves, are endergonic.
If the 6.G of an endergonic reaction is less than the amount of
energy released by ATP hydrolysis, then the two reactions can
be coupled so that, overall, the coupled reactions are exergonic
(Figure 8.10). This usually involves the transfer of a phosphate group from ATP to some other molecule, such as the reactant. The recipient of the phosphate group is then said to be
phosphorylated. The key to coupling exergonic and endergonic reactions is the formation of this phosphorylated intermediate, which is more reactive (less stable) than the original
unphosphorylated molecule.
Transport and mechanical work in the cell are also nearly
always powered by the hydrolysis of ATP. In these cases, ATP
hydrolysis leads to a change in a protein's shape and often its
ability to bind another molecule. Sometimes this occurs via a
phosphorylated intermediate, as seen for the transport protein in Figure 8.11a.ln most instances ofmechanical work involving motor proteins "walking" along cytoskeletal elements
(Figure 8.11 b), a cycle occurs in which ATP is first bound
noncovalently to the motor protein. Next, ATP is hydrolyzed,
releasing ADP and ®;; another ATP molecule can then bind.
At each stage, the motor protein changes its shape and ability
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Glutamic Ammonia

~

~ ,G.

,34 k",Vmol

Glutamine

acid
(a) Endergonie reaction. Amino acid conversion by itself is endergonic (DoG is positive). so it is not spontaneous.

(b) Coupled with AlP hydrolysis, an exergonic reaction. In the
cell. glutamine synthesiS occurs in two steps, coupled by a
phosphorylated intermediate. OATP phosphorylates glutamic
acid, making the amino acid less stable. f)Ammonia displaces
the phosphate group, forming glutamine

Glu+NH 3

-

Glu-NH 2

ATP -ADP+®;

DoG",

+3,4 kcaVmol

DoG '" -73 kcaVmol
Net AG '" -3,9 kcaVmol

(e) Overall free-energy change. Adding the AG (under standard
conditions) for the amino acid conversion to the DoG for ATP
hydrolysis gives the free-energy change for the overall reaction.
Because the overall process is exergonic (AG is negative), it
occurs spontaneously.
... Figure 8.10 How ATP drives chemical work: Energy
coupling using AlP hydrolysis. In this example, the exergonic process
of ATP hydroly;is is used to drive an endergoruc process-the cellular
synth€SlS of the amino aCId glutamine from glutamIC acid and ammonia
to bind the cytoskeleton, resulting in movement ofthe protein
along the cytoskeletal track.

The Regeneration of ATP
An organism at work uses ATP continuously, but ATP is a renewable resource that can be regenerated by the addition ofphosphate to ADP (Figure 8.12). The free energy required to
phosphorylate ADP comes from exergonic breakdown reactions
(catabolism) in the cell. This shuttling ofinorganic phosphate and
energy is called the ATP cycle, and it couples the cen's energyyielding (exergonic) processes to the energy·consuming (endergonic) ones. The ATP cycle moves at an astonishing pace. For
example, a working muscle cell recycles its entire pool of ATP in
less than a minute. That turnover represents 10 million molecules
of ATP consumed and regenerated per second per cell. If ATP
could not be regenerated by the phosphorylation of ADP, humans would use up nearly their body weight in ATP each day.

Thus, the ATP cycle is a turnstile through which energy
passes during its transfer from catabolic to anabolic pathways.
In fact, the chemical potential energy temporarily stored in
ATP drives most cellular work.

Membrane protein

o

r

Solole

Solole

"~O~d

(a) Transport work: ATP phosphorylates
~
transport proteins

~

L:",.. . ~-

CONCEPT

ADP

•

Cytoskeletal track

Motor protein
Protein moved
(b) Mechanical work: ATP binds noncovalently
to motor proteins. then is hydrolyzed
.. Figure 8.11 How ATP drives transport and mechanical
work. ATP hydrolysis causes changes In the shapes and binding
affinities of proteins. This can occur either (a) diredly. by
phosphorylation. as shown for membrane proteins involved in adive
transport of solutes. or (b) indirectly. via noncovalent binding of ATP
and its hydrolytic products. as is the case for motor proteins that move
vesicles (and organelles) along cyloskeletal "tracks" in the cell.
AlP synthesis from
ADP + (D, requires energy

Energy from
catabolism (exergonic.
energy-releasing
processes)

AlP hydrolysis to
ADP + ®,yields energy

ADP + (D,

CHECK

8.J

I. In most cases, how does ATP transfer energy from
exergonic to endergonic reactions in the cell?
2. -W:r.s1ljM \Vhich of the following combinations has
more free energy: glutamic acid + ammonia + ATp, or
glutamine + ADP + ®j? Explain your answer.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r:~:;:= ?~~d Up metabolic

reactions by lowering energy
barriers

TIle laws of thermodynamics tell us what will and will not happen under given conditions but say nothing about the rate of
these processes. A spontaneous chemical reaction occurs without any requirement for outside energy, but it may occur so
slowly that it is imperceptible. For example, even though the hydrolysis of sucrose (table sugar) to glucose and fructose is exergonic, occurring spontaneously with a release of free energy
(AG = -7 kcallmol), asolution ofsucrose dissolved in sterile water will sit for years at room temperature with no appreciable hydrolysis. However, if we add a small amount of the enzyme
sucrase to the solution, then all the sucrose may be hydrolyzed
within seconds (Figure 8.13). How does the enzyme do this?

Energy for cellular
work (endergonic.
energy-consuming
processes)

.. Figure 8.12 The ATP cycle. Energy reteased by breakdown
reactions (catabolism) in the cell is used to phosphorylate ADp, regenerating
AlP: Chemical potential energy stored in ATP drives most cellular work.

H

OH

O~H'OH
OH

H

Sucrose (C12H22011)

Because both directions of a reversible process cannot go
downhill, the regeneration ofATP from ADP and ®; is necessarilyendergonic:
ADP

+ @lj---> ATP + H2 0

AG = +7.3 kcal/mol (+30.5 kl/mol) (standard conditions)

Because ATP formation from ADP and ®; is not spontaneous, free energy must be spent to make it occur. Catabolic
(exergonic) pathways, especially cellular respiration, provide
the energy for the endergonic process of making ATP. Plants
also use light energy to produce ATP.

H

OH

Glucose (C;;H 120 6)
.. Figure 8.13 Example of an enzyme.catalyzed reaction:
hydrolysis of sucrose by sucrase.
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An enzyme is a macromolecule that acts as a catalyst, a
chemical agent that speeds up a reaction without being consumed by the reaction. In this chapter, we are focusing on enzymes that are proteins. (RNA enzymes, also called ribozymes,
are discussed in Chapters 17 and 25.) In the absence of regulation by enzymes, chemical traffic through the pathways of metabolism would become terribly congested because many
chemical reactions would take such a long time. In the next two
sections, we wHi see what impedes a spontaneous reaction from
occurring faster and how an enzyme changes the situation.

The reactants AB and CD must absorb
enough energy from the surroundings
to reach the unstable transition state,
where bonds can break.

After bonds have
broken, new bonds
form, releasing energy
to the surroundings.

Transition state

The Activation Energy Barrier
Every chemical reaction between molecules involves both
bond breaking and bond forming. For example, the hydrolysis
of sucrose involves breaking the bond between glucose and
fructose and one of the bonds of a water molecule and then
forming two new bonds, as shown in Figure 8.13. Changing
one molecule into another generally involves contorting the
starting molecule into a highly unstable state before the reaction can proceed. This contortion can be compared to the
bending ofa metal key ring when you pry it open to add a new
key. The key ring is highly unstable in its opened form but returns to a stable state once the key is threaded all the way onto
the ring. To reach the contorted state where bonds can
change, reactant molecules must absorb energy from their
surroundings. When the new bonds ofthe product molecules
form, energy is released as heat, and the molecules return to
stable shapes with lower energy than the contorted state.
The initial investment ofenergy for starting a reaction-the
energy required to contort the reactant molecules so the
bonds can break-is known as the free energy ofactivation, or
activation energy, abbreviated EA in this book. We can think
of activation energy as the amount of energy needed to push
the reactants over an energy barrier, or hill, so that the "downhill" part ofthe reaction can begin. Figure 8.14 graphs the energy changes for a hypothetical exergonic reaction that swaps
portions of two reactant molecules:
AS

+ CD---+ AC + SD

The energizing, or activation, of the reactants is represented
by the uphill portion of the graph, in which the free-energy
content of the reactant molecules is increasing. At the summit, the reactants are in an unstable condition known as the
transition state: They are activated, and their bonds can be
broken. The subsequent bond-forming phase of the reaction
corresponds to the downhill part of the curve, which shows
the loss of free energy by the molecules.
Activation energy is often supplied in the form ofheat that the
reactant molecules absorb from the surroundings. The bonds of
the reactants break only when the molecules have absorbed
enough energy to become unstable-to enter the transition
state. The absorption of thermal energy increases the speed of
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Progress of the readlon _
.. Figure 8.14 Energy profile of an exergonic reaction. The
"molecules" are hypothetical. with A. S, C. and D representing
portions of the molecules. Thermodynamically, this is an exergonic
reaction. with a negative ~G, and the readion occurs spontaneously.
However. the activation energy (E A) provides a barrier that determin~
the rate of the reaction.
"];""",,. Graph the progress of an endergonic reaction in which
EF and GH form products EG and FH. assuming that the reactants
must pass through a transition state.

the reactant molecules, so they collide more often and more
forcefully. Also, thermal agitation of the atoms within the molecules makes the bonds more likely to break. As the atoms settle
into their new, more stable bonding arrangements, energy is released to the surroundings. Ifthe reaction is exergonic, EA will be
repaid with interest, as the formation of new bonds releases
more energy than was invested in the breaking of old bonds.
The reaction shown in Figure 8.14 is exergonic and occurs
spontaneously. However, the activation energy provides a barrier that determines the rate of the reaction. The reactants must
absorb enough energy to reach the top of the activation energy
barrier before the reaction can occur. For some reactions, EA is
modest enough that even at room temperature there is sufficient
thermal energy for many ofthe reactants to reach the transition
state in a short time. In most cases, however, EA is so high and
the transition state is reached so rarely that the reaction will
hardly proceed at all. In these cases, the reaction will occur at a
noticeable rate only ifthe reactants are heated. For example, the
reaction ofgasoline and oxygen isexergonic and will occur spontaneously, but energy is required for the molecules to reach the
transition state and react. Only when the spark plugs fire in an
automobile engine can there be the explosive release of energy
that pushes the pistons. \Vithout a spark, a mixture of gasoline

Substrate Specificity of Enzymes

(ourse of

reaction
without

enzyme

l

EA with

enzyme

1

is lower

Course of
reaction
with enzyme

6G is unaffected
by enzyme

Products

Progress of the reaction -----+... Figure 8.15 The effect of an enzyme on activation
energy. Without affecting the free-energy change (boG) for a reaction,
an enzyme speeds the reaction by reducing its activation energy (E A).

hydrocarbons and oxygen will not react because the EA barrier
is too high.

How Enzymes lower the EA Barrier
Proteins, DNA, and other complex molerules ofthe cell are rich in
free energy and have the potential to decompose spontaneously;
that is, the laws of thermodynamics favor their breakdown. These
molecules persist only because at temperatures typical for cells, few
molecules can make it over the hump ofactivation energy. Hoo'ever,

the barriers for selected reactions must occasionally be surmounted
for cells to carry out the processes needed for life. Heat speeds a reaction by allowing reactants to attain the transition state more often,
but this solution woukl be inappropriate for biological systems. FIrst,

The reactant an enzyme acts on is referred to as the enzyme's substrate. The enzyme binds to its substrate (or substrates, when there are two or more reactants), forming an
enzyme-substrate complex. While enzyme and substrate
are joined, the catalytic action ofthe enzyme converts the substrate to the product (or products) of the reaction. The overall process can be summarized as follows:
Enzyme +
Substrate(s)

Enzymesubstrate
complex

Enzyme +
Product(s)

For example, the enzyme sucrase (most enzyme names end
in -ase) catalyzes the hydrolysis of the disaccharide sucrose into
its two monosaccharides, glucose and fructose (see Figure 8.13):
Sucrase +
Sucrose +

H,O

Sucrasesucrose-H 20
complex

Sucrase +
Glucose +
Fructose

The reaction catalyzed by each enzyme is very specific; an enzyme can recognize its specific substrate even among closely
related compounds, such as isomers. For instance, sucrase will
act only on sucrose and will not bind to other disaccharides,
such as maltose. What accounts for this molecular recognition? Recall that most enzymes are proteins, and proteins are
macromolecules with unique three-dimensional configurations. The specificity of an enzyme results from its shape,
which is a consequence of its amino acid sequence.
Only a restricted region of the enzyme molecule actually
binds to the substrate. This region, called the activc sitc, is typically a pocket or groove on the surface ofthe protein wherecatalysis occurs (Figure 8.16a). Usually, the active site is formed by

high temperature denatures proteins and kills ceUs. Second, heat
would speed up all reactions, not just
those that are needed, Organisms therefore use an alternative: catalysis.
An enzyme catalyzes a reaction by
lowering the EA barrier (Figure 8.15), enabling the reactant molecules to absorb
enough energy to reach the transition
state even at moderate temperatures. An
enzyme cannot change the AG for a reaction; it catmot make an endergonic reaction exergonic. Enzymes can only hasten
reactions that would occur eventually
anyway, but this function makes it possible for the cell to have a dynamic metabolism, routing chemicals smoothly through
(3) In this computer graphic model, the active
(b) When the substrate enters the active site, it
the cell's metabolic pathways. And besite of this enzyme (hexokinase, shown in
induces a change in the shape of the protein
blue) forms a groove on its surface Its
ThiS change allows more weak bonds to
cause enzymes are very specific for the resubstrate is glucose (red).
form, causing the active site to enfold the
actions they catalyze, they determine
substrate and hold it in place,
which chemical processes will be going on
... Figure 8.16 Induced fit between an enzyme and its substrate.
in the cell at any particular time.
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only a few ofthe enzyme's amino acids, with the rest of the protein molecule providing a framework that determines the configuration of the active site. The specificity of an enzyme is
attributed to a compatible fit between the shape of its active site
and the shape of the substrate. The active site, however, is not a
rigid receptacle for the substrate. As the substrate enters the ac·
tive site, interactions bety,'een its chemical groups and those on
the Rgroups {side chains} ofthe amino acids that form the active
site of the protein cause the enzyme to change its shape slightly
so that tile active site fits even more snugly around the substrate
(Figure 8.16b). This induced fit is like a clasping handshake. Induced fit brings chemical groups of the active site into positions
that enhance their ability to catalyze the chemical reaction.

molecules per second. Some enzymes are much faster. Enzymes, like other catalysts, emerge from the reaction in their
original form. Therefore, very small amounts of enzyme can
have a huge metabolic impact by functioning over and over
again in catalytic cycles. Figure 8.17 shows a catalytic cycle
involving two substrates and two products.
Most metabolic reactions are reversible, and an enzyme can
catalyze either the forward or the reverse reaction, depending
on which direction has a negative ~G. This in turn depends
mainly on the relative concentrations ofreactants and products.
The net effect is always in the direction ofequilibrium.
Enzymes use a variety of mechanisms that lower activation
energy and speed up a reaction (see Figure 8.17, step f)). First,
in reactions involving two or more reactants, the active site
provides a template on which the substrates can come together in the proper orientation for a reaction to occur between them. Second, as the active site of an enzyme clutches
the bound substrates, the enzyme may stretch the substrate
molecules toward their transition·state form, stressing and
bending critical chemical bonds that must be broken during
the reaction. Because EA is proportional to the difficulty of
breaking the bonds, distorting the substrate helps it approach
the transition state and thus reduces the amount offree energy
that must be absorbed to achieve that state.

Catalysis in the Enzyme's Active Site
In most enzymatic reactions, the substrate is held in the active
site by so-called weak interactions, such as hydrogen bonds
and ionic bonds. R groups of a few of the amino acids that
make up the active site catalyze the conversion of substrate to
product, and the product departs from the active site. The en·
zyme is then free to take another substrate molecule into its
active site. The entire cycle happens so fast that a single enzyme molecule typically acts on about a thousand substrate

... Figure 8.17 The
active site and
catalytic cycle of an
enzyme. An enzyme
can convert one or more
reactant molecules to
one or more product
molecules. The enzyme
shown here converts two
substrate molecules to
two product molecules.

ochanges
Substrates enter active site; enzyme
shape such that its active site

f)Substrates are held
in active site by weak
interactions, such as
hydrogen bonds and
ionic bonds.

enfolds the substrates (induced fit).

Enzyme-substrate
complex

Enzyme

"Products are I -----

"'''''d. I ,

Products
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oconverted
Substrates are
to
products.

f)Active site can lower EA
and speed up a reaction by
• acting as a template for
substrate orientation,
• stressing the substrates
and stabilizing the
transition state,
• providing a favorable
microenvironment, ami/or
• participating directly in the
catalytic reaction.

Third, the active site may also provide a microenvironment
that is more conducive to a particular type of reaction than the
solution itself would be without the enzyme. For example, if
the active site has amino acids with acidic Rgroups, the active
site may be a pocket of low pH in an otherwise neutral cell. In
such cases, an acidic amino acid may facilitate H+ transfer to
the substrate as a key step in catalyzing the reaction.
A fourth mechanism of catalysis is the direct participation
of the active site in the chemical reaction. Sometimes this
process even involves briefcovalent bonding between the substrate and an R group of an amino acid of the enzyme. Subsequent steps of the reaction restore the R groups to their
original states, so that the active site is the same after the reaction as it was before.
The rate at which a particular amount of enzyme converts
substrate to product is partly a function of the initial concentration of the substrate: The more substrate molecules that
are available, the more frequently they access the active sites
ofthe enzyme molecules. However, there is a limit to how fast
the reaction can be pushed by adding more substrate to a
fixed concentration of enzyme. At some point, the concentration of substrate will be high enough that all enzyme molecules have their active sites engaged. As soon as the product
exits an active site, another substrate molecule enters. At this
substrate concentration, the enzyme is said to be saturated,
and the rate of the reaction is determined by the speed at
which the active site converts substrate to product. When an
enzyme population is saturated, the only way to increase the
rate of product formation is to add more enzyme. Cells sometimes increase the rate of a reaction by producing more enzyme molecules.

The thermal agitation of the enzyme molecule disrupts the
hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, and other weak interactions that
stabilize the active shape of the enzyme, and the protein molecule eventually denatures. Each enzyme has an optimal temperature at which its reaction rate is greatest. Without
denaturing the enzyme, this temperature allows the greatest
number of molecular collisions and the fastest conversion of
the reactants to product molecules. Most human enzymes
have optimal temperatures of about 35-40"C (dose to human
body temperature). The thermophilic bacteria that live in hot
springs contain enzymes with optimal temperatures of70'C or
higher (figure 8.18a).
Just as each enzyme has an optimal temperature, it also has
a pH at which it is most active. The optimal pH values for most
enzymes fall in the range of pH 6-8, but there are exceptions.
For example, pepsin, a digestive enzyme in the human stomach, works best at pH 2. Such an acidic environment denatures
most enzymes, but pepsin is adapted to maintain its functional three-dimensional structure in the acidic environment
of the stomach. In contrast, trypsin, a digestive enzyme residing in the alkaline environment of the human intestine, has an
optimal pH of 8 and would be denatured in the stomach
(figure 8.18b).

Optimal temperature for
typical human enzyme

t

Optimal temperature for
enzyme of thermophilic
(heat-tolerant)
bacteria

Effects of Local Conditions on Enzyme Activity
The activity of an enzyme-how efficiently the enzyme
functions-is affected by general environmental factors,
such as temperature and pH. It can also be affected by
chemicals that specifically influence that enzyme. In fact,
researchers have learned much about enzyme function by
employing such chemicals.
Effects

a

20

40

60

80

100

Temperature (0C) _
(a) Optimal temperature for two enzymes

t

Optimal pH for pepsin
(stomach enzyme)

of Temperature and pH

Recall from Chapter 5 that the three-dimensional structures
of proteins are sensitive to their environment. As a consequence, each enzyme works better under some conditions
than under others, because these optimal conditions favor the
most active shape for the enzyme molecule.
Temperature and pH are environmental factors important
in the activity ofan enzyme. Up to a point, the rate ofan enzymatic reaction increases with increasing temperature, partly
because substrates collide with active sites more frequently
when the molecules move rapidly. Above that temperature,
however, the speed of the enzymatic reaction drops sharply.

023456

7

8

9

10

pH_

(b) Optimal pH for two enzymes
... Figure 8.18 Environmental factors affecting enzyme
activity. Each enzyme has an optimal (a) temperature and (b) pH
that favor the most active shape of the protein molecule.
••I.p.\\I"1 Given that a mature /y5osome has an internal pH of
around 4.5, draw a curve in (b) showing what you would predict for a
/y5osomal enzyme, labeling its optimal pH.
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Cofactors
Many enzymes require nonprotein helpers for catalytic activity. These adjuncts, called cofactors, may be bound tightly to
the enzyme as permanent residents, or they may bind loosely
and reversibly along with the substrate. The cofactors of some
enzymes are inorganic, such as the metal atoms zinc, iron, and
copper in ionic form. If the cofactor is an organic molecule, it
is more specifically called a coenzyme. Most vitamins are important in nutrition because they act as coenzymes or raw materials from which coenzymes are made. Cofactors function in
various ways, but in all cases where they are used, they perform a crucial function in catalysis. You'll encounter examples
of cofactors later in the book.

Enzyme Inhibitors
Certain chemicals selectively inhibit the action of specific enzymes, and we have learned a lot about enzyme function by
studying the effects of these molecules. If the inhibitor attaches to the enzyme by covalent bonds, inhibition is usually
irreversible.
Many enzyme inhibitors, however, bind to the enzyme by
weak interactions, in which case inhibition is reversible. Some
reversible inhibitors resemble the normal substrate molecule
and compete for admission into the active site (figure 8.19a
and b). These mimics, called competitive inhibitors, reduce
the productivity of enzymes by blocking substrates from entering active sites. This kind of inhibition can be overcome by
increasing the concentration ofsubstrate so that as active sites
become available, more substrate molecules than inhibitor
molecules are around to gain entry to the sites.
In contrast, noncompetitive inhibitors do not directly
compete with the substrate to bind to the enzyme at the active
site (figure 8.19c).lnstead, they impede enzymatic reactions
by binding to another part of the enzyme. This interaction
causes the enzyme molecule to change its shape in such a way
that the active site becomes less effective at catalyzing the conversion of substrate to product.
Toxins and poisons are often irreversible enzyme inhibitors. An example is sarin, a nerve gas that caused the death
of several people and injury to many others when it was released by terrorists in the Tokyo subway in 1995. This small
molecule binds covalently to the R group on the amino acid
serine, which is found in the active site ofacetylcholinesterase,
an enzyme important in the nervous system. Other examples
include the pesticides DDT and parathion, inhibitors of key
enzymes in the nervous system. Finally, many antibiotics are
inhibitors of specific enzymes in bacteria. For instance, penicillin blocks the active site of an enzyme that many bacteria
use to make their cell walls.
Citing enzyme inhibitors that are metabolic poisons may
give the impression that enzyme inhibition is generally abnormal and harmful. In fact, molecules naturally present in the
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A substrate can
bind normally to the
active site of an
enzyme.

Substrate

L----l

Enzyme

(a) Normal binding

A competitive
inhibitor mimics the
substrate. competing r-----<~~::::o~
for the active site.

(b) Competitive inhibition

A noncompetitive
inhibitor binds to the
enzyme away from the
active site, altering the
shape of the enzyme
so that even if the
substrate can bind, the
active site functions
less effectively.

Noncompetitive inhibitor
(c) Noncompetitive inhibition

... Figure 8.19 Inhibition of enzyme activity.

cell often regulate enzyme activity by acting as inhibitors. Such
regulation-selective inhibition-is essential to the control of
cellular metabolism, as we discuss next.
CONCEPT

CHECK

8.4

I. Many spontaneous reactions occur very slowly. \'(fhy
don't all spontaneous reactions occur instantly?
2. Why do enzymes act only on very specific substrates?
3. M'm'·i1iA Malonate is an inhibitor of the enzyme
succinate dehydrogenase. How would you determine
whether malonate is a competitive or noncompetitive
inhibitor?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A,

r:;;:~:;o~~ enzyme activity
helps control metabolism

Chemical chaos would result if all of a cell's metabolic pathways were operating simultaneously. Intrinsic to the process

cumulates and activates the enzymes that speed up catabolism,
producing more ATP. If the supply of ATP exceeds demand,
then catabolism slows down as ATP molecules accumulate and
bind these same enzymes, inhibiting them. (You'll see specific
examples of this type of regulation when you learn about cellular respiration in the next chapter.) ATP, ADP, and other related

of life is a cell's ability to tightly regulate its metabolic path-

ways by controlling when and where its various enzymes are
active. It does this either by switching on and offthe genes that
encode specific enzymes (as we will discuss in Unit Three) Of,
as we discuss here, by regulating the activity of enzymes once
they are made.

Allosteric activator
stabilizes active form.
Allosteric enyzme
with four subunits

Active site
(one of four)

/

Allosteric Regulation of Enzymes
In many cases, the molecules that naturally regulate enzyme activity in a cell behave something like reversible noncompetitive
inhibitors (see Figure 8.19<:): These regulatory molecules change
an enzyme's shape and the functioning of its active site by binding to a site elsewhere on the molecule, via noncovalent interactions. Allosteric regulation is the term used to describe any
case in which a protein's function at one site is affected by the
binding ofa regulatory molecule to a separate site. It may result
in either inhibition or stimulation of an enzyme's activity.

Activator
Active form

Allosteric inhibitor
stabilizes inactive form.

..

Allosteric Activation and Inhibition
Most enzymes known to be allosterically regulated are constructed from two or more subunits, each composed of a
polypeptide chain and having its own active site (figure 8.20).
Each subunit has its own active site. The entire complex oscillates between two different shapes, one catalytically active and
the other inactive (figure a.20a). In the simplest case of allosteric regulation, an activating or inhibiting regulatory molecule binds to a regulatory site (sometimes called an allosteric
site), often located where subunits join. The binding of an activator to a regulatory site stabilizes the shape that has functional active sites, whereas the binding ofan inhibitor stabilizes
the inactive form of the enzyme. The subunits of an allosteric
enzyme fit together in such a way that a shape change in one
subunit is transmitted to all others. Through this interaction of
subunits, a single activator or inhibitor molecule that binds to
one regulatory site will affect the active sites of all subunits.
Fluctuating concentrations ofregulators can cause a sophisticated pattern of response in the activity of cellular enzymes.
The products of ATP hydrolysis (ADP and ®i)' for example,
playa complex role in balancing the flow of traffic between anabolic and catabolic pathways by their effects on key enzymes.
ATP binds to several catabolic enzymes allosterically, lowering
their affinity for substrate and thus inhibiting their activity.
ADP, however, functions as an activator of the same enzymes.
This is logical because a major function of catabolism is to regenerate ATP. If ATP production lags behind its use, ADP ac-

Stabilized active form

~

Non----Inhibitor
functional Inactive form
active
site

•
Stabilized inactive
form

(a) Allosteric activators and inhibitors. In the cell. activators and
inhibitors diSSOCiate when at low concentrations. The enzyme
can then oscillate agam.
Binding of one substrate molecule to
active site of one subunit locks all
subunits in active form.
Substrate

Inactive form

Stabilized active
form

(b) Cooperativity: another type of allosteric activation. The
inactive form shown on the left oscillates back and forth
with the active form when the active form is not stabilized by
substrate.
... Figure 8.20 Allosteric regulation of enzyme activity.
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molecules also affect key enzymes in anabolic pathways. In this
way, allosteric enzymes control the rates of key reactions in
both sorts of metabolic pathways.
In another kind ofallosteric activation, a substrate molecule
binding to one active site may stimulate the catalytic powers of
a multisubunit enzyme by affecting the other active sites
(Figure 8.20b). If an enzyme has two or more subunits, a substrate molecule causing induced fit in one subunit can trigger
the same favorable shape change in all the other subunits of the
enzyme. Called cooperativity, this mechanism amplifies the
response of enzymes to substrates: One substrate molecule
primes an enzyme to accept additional substrate molecules
more readily.
The vertebrate oxygen transport protein hemoglobin is a
classic example ofcooperativity. Although hemoglobin is notan
enzyme, the study ofhow cooperative binding works in this protein has elucidated the principle ofcooperativity. Hemoglobin is
made up of four subunits, each ofwhich has an oxygen-binding
site (see Figure 5.21). The binding of an oxygen molecule to
each binding site increases the affinity for oxygen of the remaining binding sites. Thus, in oxygen-deprived tissues, hemoglobin will be less likely to bind oxygen and will release it
where it is needed. Where oxygen is at higher levels, such as in
the lungs or gills, the protein will have a greater affinity for
oxygen as more binding sites are filled. An example of an enzyme that exhibits cooperativity is the first enzyme in the
pathway for pyrimidine biosynthesis in bacteria (this enzyme
is called aspartyl transcarbamoylase).

Identification of Allosteric Regulators
Although allosteric regulation is probably quite widespread,
relatively few ofthe many known metabolic enzymes have been
shown to be regulated in this way. Allosteric regulatory molecules are hard to characterize, in part because they tend to bind
the enzyme at low affinity and are thus hard to isolate. Recently,
however, pharmaceutical companies have turned their attention to allosteric regulators. These molecules are attractive
drug candidates for enzyme regulation because they exhibit
higher specificity for particular enzymes than do inhibitors that
bind to the active site. (An active site may be similar to the active site in another, related enzyme, whereas allosteric regulatory sites appear to be quite distinct between enzymes.)
Figure 8.21 describes a search for allosteric regulators, carried outas acollaboration between researchers at the University
of California at San Francisco and a company called Sunesis
Pharmaceuticals. The study was designed to find allosteric inhibitors of caspases, protein-digesting enzymes that play an active role in inflammation and cell death. (You'll learn more
about caspasesand cell death in Chapter 11.) By specifically regulating these enzymes, we may be able to better manage inappropriate inflammatory responses, such as those commonly
seen in vascular and neurodegenerative diseases.
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8.21

Are there allosteric inhibitors of caspase
enzymes?
EXPERIMENT

In an effort to identify allosteric inhibitors of
caspases. Justin Scheer and co·workers screened close to 8,000
compounds for their ability to bind to a possible allosteric binding
site in caspase 1and inhibit the enzyme's activity, Each compound
was designed to form a disulfide bond with a cysteine near the
site in order to stabilize the low-affinity interaction that is e~
pected of an allosteric inhibitor. As the caspases are known to exist in both active and inactive forms, the researchers hypothesized
that this linkage might lock the enzyme in the inactive form.
Caspase 1

Substrate

5H
Known active form

5H
Active form can
bind substrate

It
7

$H ~Allosteric
binding site
..
Allosteric
Known Inactive form inhibitor

•

Hypothesis: allosteric
inhibitor locks enzyme
in inactive form
To test this model, X-ray diffraction analysis was used to determine
the structure of caspase 1when bound to one of the inhibitors
and to compare it with the active and inactive structures,
RESULTS
Fourteen compounds were Identified that could
bind to the proposed allosteric site (red) of casP<lse 1and block enzymatic activity. The enzyme's shape when one such inhibitor was
bound resembled the inactive caspase 1more than the active form,
Caspase 1

Inhibitor
Active form

Allosterically
inhibited form

Inactive form

CONCLUSION The inhibitory compound that was studied apparently locks the enzyme in its inactive form, as expected for a
true allosteric regulator, The data therefore support the existence
of an allosteric inhibitory site on caspase 1. which can be used to
control enzymatic activity,
SOURCE

J M. Scheer EI al. A common alloslenc SOlE and
mechanism in caspasl's, PNAS 103:7595-7600 (2006).

-·,1l:f.il IA

As a control, the researchers broke the disulfide linkage between one of the inhibitors and the caspase. Assuming
that the experimental solution contains no other inhibitors, how
would you expect the resulting caspase 1activity to be affected?

Initial substrate
(threonine)
Actlve site
available

j

Threonine
In active site
Enzyme 1
(threonme
deaminase)

Isoleucine
used up by
cell

!
!
!
!

The matrix contains
enzymes in solution that
are involved in one stage
of cellular respiration.

Intermediate A
Feedback
inhibition

'",m, ,

Enzymes for another
stage of cellular
respiration are
embedded in the inner
membrane of the cristae.

Active site of
enzyme 1 no
longer binds Intermediate B
threonine;
pathway is
3
switched off

'",m,

Isoleucine
bmds to
allosteric
site

Intermediate (

'",m, 4

Intermediate D

'",m, 5
End product
(isoleucine)

.. Figure 8.22 Feedback inhibition in isoleucine synthesis.

Feedback Inhibition
When ATP allosterically inhibits an enzyme in an ATPgenerating pathway, as we discussed earlier, the result is feedback inhibition, a common method of metabolic control. In
feedback inhibition, a metabolic pathway is switched off by
the inhibitory binding of its end product to an enzyme that acts
early in the pathway. figure 8.22 shows an example ofthis control mechanism operating on an anabolic pathway. Some cells
use this five-step pathway to synthesize the amino acid
isoleucine from threonine, another amino acid. As isoleucine
accumulates, itslowsdown its own synthesis by allosterically inhibiting the enzyme for the first step of the pathway. Feedback
inhibition thereby prevents the cell from wasting chemical resources by making more isoleucine than is necessary.

Specific localization of Enzymes Within the Cell
The cell is not just a bag of chemicals with thousands of different kinds of enzymes and substrates in a random mix. The
cell is compartmentalized, and cellular structures help bring
order to metabolic pathways. In some cases, a team of enzymes for several steps of a metabolic pathway are assembled

.. Figure 8.23 Organelles and structural order in
metabolism. Organelles such as these mitochondria (TEM) contain
enzymes that carry out specific functions. in this case cellular respiration.
into a multienzyme complex. The arrangement facilitates the
sequence of reactions, with the product from the first enzyme
becoming the substrate for an adjacent enzyme in the complex, and so on, until the end product is released. Some enzymes and enzyme complexes have fixed locations within the
cell and act as structural components of particular membranes. Others are in solution within specific membraneenclosed eukaryotic organelles, each with its own internal
chemical environment. For example, in eukaryotic cells, the
enzymes for cellular respiration reside in specific locations
within mitochondria (figure 8.23).
In this chapter, you have learned that metabolism, the intersecting set of chemical pathways characteristic of life, is a
choreographed interplay ofthousands ofdifferent kinds ofcellular molecules. In the next chapter, we explore cellular respiration, the major catabolic pathway that breaks down organic
molecules, releasing energy for the crucial processes of life.
CONCEPT

CHECK

8.5

1. How can an activator and an inhibitor have different

effects on an allosterically regulated enzyme?
2.

-WaUIA Imagine you are a pharmacological researcher who wants to design a drug that inhibits a
particular enzyme. Upon reading the scientific literature, you find that the enzyme's active site is similar to
that of several other enzymes. What might be the best
approach to developing your inhibitor drug?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

_i,liiiil_ 8.1
An organism's metabolism transforms matter and energy,
subject to the laws of thermodynamics (pp. 142-145)

••

•

.. How AlP Perfonns Work ATP hydrolysis drives endergonic reactions by phosphorylation, the transfer ofa phosphate group to
specific reactants, making them more reactive. ATP hydrolysis
(sometimes with protein phosphorylation) alsocauses changes in
the shape and binding affinities oftmnsport and motor proteins.
.. The Regeneralion of ATP Catabolic pathways drive the regeneration of ATP from ADP and phosphate.

_,m,lt··
,\eIMty
A'tivity

Th~ Structur~ of ATP
Ch~mkal

.. Organization of the Chemistry of life into Metabolic
Pathways Metabolism is the collection of chemical reactions
that occur in an organism. Aided by enzymes, it follows inter-

secting pathways. which may be catabolic (breaking down
molecules, releasing energy) or anabolic (building molecules,
consuming energy).

.. Forms of Energy Energy is the capacity to cause change:
some forms of energy do work by moving matter. Kinetic energy is associated with motion. Potential energy is related to
the location or structure of matter and includes chemical energy possessed by a molecule due to its structure.
... The laws of Energy Transformation The first law, conservation of energy, states that energy cannot be created or destroyed, only transferred or transformed. The second law
states that spontaneous changes, those requiring no outside input of energy, increase the entropy (disorder) of the universe.

M ' lilll'_

8.4

Enzymes speed up metabolic reactions by lowering
energy barriers (pp. 151-156)
.. The Activation Energy Barrier In a chemical reaction, the
energy necessary to break the bonds of the reactants is the activation energy, EA'
.. How Enzymes lower the EA Barrier
Cour~ of
reaction
without

l

~ntym~

EA with
~nzyme

•
!III

MPJ Tuwr flask En~rgy Con,~pts
A'tivity Energy Transformations

Readions and ATP

~
u.

illower

COUf~ of
reaction
with enzyme

_'.IIIiI'_ 8.2

.. Free Ene~y, Stability, and Equilibrium Organisms live at the
expense o(free energy. During a spontaneous change, free
energy decreases and the stability of a system increases. At maximum stability, the system is at equilibrium and can do no work.
... Free Energy and Metabolism In an exergonic (spontaneous) chemical reaction, the products have less free energy
than the reactants (- 6G). Endergonic (nonspontaneous) reactions require an input of energy (+ !loG). The addition of
starting materials and the removal of end products prevent
metabolism from reaching equilibrium.

M'.IIIiI'_ 8.3
AlP powers cellular work by coupling exergonic

reactions to endergonic reactions (pp. 149-151)
.. The Slruclure and Hydrolysis of AlP ATP is the cell's energy shuttle. Hydrolysis at its terminal phosphate group produces ADP and phosphate and releases free energy.
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~nzyme

Products

The free.energy change of a reaction tells us whether or
not the reaction occurs spontaneously (pp. 146-149)
.. Free-Energy Change, !l.G A living system's free energy is
energy that can do work under cellular conditions. The
change in free energy (!l.G) during a biological process is related directly to enthalpy change (tlH) and to the change in
entropy (6S): 6G = 6H - TOS.

il.G il unaffected
by

Progress of the

r~action_

.. Substrate Specificity of Enzymes Each type of enzyme has a
unique active site that combines specifically with its substrate,
the reactant molecule on which it acts. The enzyme changes
shape slightly when it binds the substrate (induced fit).
.. Catalysis in the Enzyme's Active Site The active site can
lower an EA barrier by orienting substrates correctly, straining
their bonds, providing a favorable microenvironment, and
even covalently bonding with the substrate.
.. Effects of local Conditions on Enzyme Activity Each enzyme
has an optimal temperature and pH. Inhibitors reduce enzyme
function. A competitive inhibitor binds to the active site. while a
noncompetitive inhibitor binds to a different site on the enzyme.
A'tivity How

En?yme~ Wor~

Inn~ligation

How Is the Rate of Enzyme Catalysi~
Biology Labs On-Line EnzymeLab

Mea~urcd?

_111111'_ 8.5

Regulation of enzyme activity helps control
metabolism (pp. 157-159)
.. Allosleric Regulation of Enzymes Many enzymes are allosterically regulated: Regulatory molecules, either activators

or inhibitors, bind to specific regulatory sites, affecting the
shape and function of the enzyme. In cooperativity, binding of
one substrate molecule can stimulate binding or activity at
other active sites. In feedback inhibition, the end product of a
metabolic pathwdy allosterically inhibits the enzyme for a previous step in the pathway.

7.

... Specific Localization of Enzymes Within the Cell Some
enzymes are grouped into complexes, some are incorporated
into membranes, and some are contained inside organelles,
increasing the efficiency of metabolic processes.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

2. Most cells cannot harness heat to perform work because
a. heat is not a form of energy.
b. cells do not have much heat; they are relatively cool.
c. temperature is usually uniform throughout a cell.
d. heat can never be used to do work.
e. heat must remain constant during work.
3. Which of the following metabolic processes can occur without
a net influx of energy from some other process?
a. AOP + ~i ---> ATP + H20
b. C6 H l2 0 6 + 60 2 ---> 6 CO 2 + 6 H20
c. 6 CO 2 + 6 H20---> C6 H l2 0 6 + 60 2
d. amino acids ---> protein
e. glucose + fructose ---> sucrose
4. If an enzyme in solution is saturated with substrate, the most
effective way to obtain a faster yield of products is to
a. add more of the enzyme.
b. heat the solution to 9O'C.
c. add more substrate.
d. add an allosteric inhibitor.
e. add a noncompetitive inhibitor.
5. If an enzyme is added to a solution where its substrate and
product are in equilibrium, what would occur?
a. Additional product would be formed.
b. Additional substrate would be formed.
c. The reaction would change from endergonic to
exergonic.
d. The free energy of the system would change.
e. Nothing; the reaction would stay at equilibrium.
6. Some bacteria are metabolically active in hot springs because
a. they are able to maintain a lower internal temperature.
b. high temperatures make catalysis unnecessary.
c. their enzymes have high optimal temperatures.
d. their enzymes are completely insensitive to temperature.
e. they use molecules other than proteins or RNAs as their
main catalysts.

Using a series of arrows, draw the branched
metabolic reaction pathway described by the following statements, and then answer the question at the end. Use red ar·
rows and minus signs to indicate inhibition.
l. can form either M or N.
M can form O.
o can form either P or R.
P can form Q.
R can form S.
o inhibits the reaction of l. to form M.
Q inhibits the reaction of 0 to form P.
S inhibits the reaction of 0 to form R.

Which reaction would prevail if both Q and 5 were present
in the cell in high concentrations?
a.l.--->M
d.O--->P
b. M--->O
e. R--->S
c. l. ---> N

SELF·QUIZ
I. Choose the pair ofterms that correctly completes this sentence:
is to
'
Catabolism is to anabolism as
a. exergonic; spontaneous
d. work; energy
b. exergonic; endergonic
e. entropy; enthalpy
c. free energy; entropy

,.p.W"1

For Self· Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-$1401'·.
Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com lor a
Practice Test
EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. A recent reviv-dl ofthe antievolutionary "intelligent design"
argument holds that biochemical pathways are too complex to
have evolved, because all intermediate steps in a given pathway
must be present to produce the final product. Critique this argument. How could you use the diversity of metabolic pathways
that produce the same or similar products to support your case?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9.

"]itiW"1

A researcher has develope<! an assay to me-dsure the
activity ofan important enzyme present in liver cells being grown
in culture. She adds the enzyme's substrate to a dish of cells and
then measures the appearance of reaction products. The results
are graphed as the amount of product on the y-axis versus time
on the x -axis. The ll'SC"Jrcher notes four sections of the graph For a
short perioo oftime, no products appear (section A). Then (section B)
the reaction rate is quite high (the slope ofthe line issteep). Next,
the reaction gradually slows down (section q. Finally, the graph
line becomes flat (section 0). Draw and label the graph, and propose a model to explain the molecular events occurring at each
stage of this reaction profile.

SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY. AND SOCIETY
10. The EPA is evaluating the safety of the most commonly used
organophosphate insecticides (organic compounds containing
phosphate groups). Organophosphates typically interfere with
nerve transmission by inhibiting the enzymes that degrade
transmitter molecules diffusing from one neuron to another.
Noxious insects are not uniquely susceptible; humans and other
vertebrates can be affected as well. Thus, the use of organophosphate pesticides creates some health risks. As a consumer, what
level of risk are you willing to accept in exchange for an abundant and affordable food supply?
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Cellular
Respiration
Harvesting
Chemical Energy
KEY

9.1

9.2

CONCEPTS

Catabolic pathways yield energy by oxidizing
organic fuels
Glycolysis harvests chemical energy by
oxidizing glucose to pyruvate

9.3

The citric acid cycle completes the energy-

9.4

yielding oxidation of organic molecules
During oxidative phosphorylation, chemiosmosis
couples eleelron transport to AlP synthesis

9.5

Fermentation and anaerobic respiration enable

cells to produce ATP without the use of oxygen
9.6

.. Figure 9.1 How do these leaves power the wor1l: of life
for the giant panda?

Glycolysis and the citric acid cycle connect to

Cellular respiration
In mltochondna

many other metabolic pathways

Organic + 0
molecules 2
/}

t::-/

r'Di;ri 1i,..-

Life Is Work
iving cells require transfusions of energy from outside
sources to perform their many tasks-for example, assem·
bUng polymers, pumping substances across membranes,
moving, and reproducing. The giant panda in Figure 9.1 obtains
energy for its cells by eating plants; some animals feed on other organisms that eat plants. The energy stored in the organic molecules offood ultimately comes from the sun. Energy flows into an
ecosystem as sunlight and leaves as heat (Figure 9.2). In contrast,
the chemical elements essential to life are recycled Photosynthesis generates oxygen and organic molecules used by the mitochondria of eukaryotes (including plants and algae) as fuel for
cellular respiration. Respiration breaks this fuel down, generating
ATP. The waste products of this type of respiration, carbon dioxide and water, are the raw materials for photosynthesis. In this
chapter, we consider how cells harvest the chemica.l energy stored
in organic mokcWes and use it to generate ATP, the molecule
thatdri\'esmostceUularwork.Afterpresentingsomebasicsabout
respiration. we will focus on the three key path....'ays ofrespiration:
glycolysis. the dtric acid cycle, and oxidati\-e phosphorylation.

L
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.. Figure 9.2 Energy flow and chemical ~c1ing in
ecosystems. Energy flows into an ecosystem as sunlight and ultimately
leaves as heat, while the ehermeal elements essential to life are recyded.

r~:i::::~C9~:thways

yield energy
by oxidizing organic fuels

As you learned in Chapter 8, metabolic pathways that release
stored energy by breaking down complex molecules are called
catabolic pathways. Electron transfer playsa major role in these
pathways. In this section, we consider these processes, which
are central to ceUular respiration.

Catabolic Pathways and Production of AlP
Organic compounds possess potential energy as a result of
their arrangement of atoms. Compounds that can participate

in exergonic reactions can act as fuels. With the help of enzymes, a cell systematically degrades complex organic molecules that are rich in potential energy to simpler waste products
that have less energy. Some of the energy taken out of chemical storage can be used to do work; the rest is dissipated as heat.
One catabolic process, fermentation, is a partial degrada-

tion ofsugars that occurs without the use of oxygen. However,
the most prevalent and efficient catabolic pathway is aerobic
respiration, in which oxygen is consumed as a reactant along
with the organic fuel (aerobic is from the Greek aer, air, and
bios, life). The cells of most eukaryotic and many prokaryotic
organisms can carry out aerobic respiration. Some prokaryotes use substances other than oxygen as reactants in a similar
process that harvests chemical energy without using any oxygen at all; this process is called anaerobic respiration (the prefix an- means Uwithoun. Te<:hnically, the term cellular
respiration includes both aerobic and anaerobic processes.
However, it originated as a synonym for aerobic respiration
because of the relationship of that process to organismal respiration, in which an animal breathes in oxygen. Thus, cellular
respiration is often used to refer to the aerobic process, a practice we follow in most of this chapter.
Although very different in mechanism, aerobic respiration
is in principle similar to the combustion of gasoline in an automobile engine after oxygen is mixed with the fuel (hydrocarbons). Food provides the fuel for respiration, and the exhaust
is carbon dioxide and water. The overall process can be summarized as follows:
Organic
compoun d s

+ Oxygen

-)0-

Carbon
d· ·d
10XI e

+ 6 O 2 ----+

6 CO 2 + 6 H20

Redox Reactions: Oxidation and Reduction
How do the catabolic pathways that decompose glucose and
other organic fuels yield energy? The answer is based on the
transfer of electrons during the chemical reactions. The relocation of electrons releases energy stored in organic molecules, and this energy ultimately is used to synthesize ATP.

The Principle of Redox
In many chemical reactions, there isa transferofoneor moreelectrons (e-) from one reactant to another. These electron transfers
are called oxidation-reduction reactions, or redox reactions for
short. In a redox reaction, the loss ofelectrons from one substance
is called oxidation, and the addition ofelectrons to another substance is known as reductioIL (Note thataddillgelectrons is called
reduction; negatively charged electrons added to an atom redua
the amount ofpositive charge ofthat atom.) To take a simple, nonbiological example, consider the reaction bet\veen the elements
sodium (Na) and chlorine (0) that forms table salt:
r---becomes oxidized---,
I
(loses electron)
J.

Na

+

0

~

Na-t

+

0-

L-becom<-'S r<-oduced-----1
(gains eledron)

We could generalize a redox reaction this way:

r - becomcs oxidizcd----,.
Xe- + Y
---+
X

+ Ye-

L-becomes reduced----1

+ Water + Energy

Although carbohydrates, fats, and proteins can all be
processed and consumed as fuel, it is helpful to learn the steps
ofcellular respiration by tracking the degradation of the sugar
glucose (C6 H I2 0 6 ):
~H1206

from ADP and (p), (see Figure 8.12). To understand how cellular respiration accomplishes this, let's examine the fundamental chemical processes known as oxidation and reduction.

+ Energy (ATP + heat)

Glucose is the fuel that cells most often use; wewill discuss other
organic mole<:ules contained in foods later in the chapter.
This breakdown of glucose is exergonic, having a freeenergy change of -686 kcal (2,870 kJ) per mole of glucose decomposed (AG = -686 kcal/mol). Recall that a negative AG
indicates that the products of the chemical process store less
energy than the reactants and that the reaction can happen
spontaneously-in other words, without an input of energy.
Catabolic pathways do not directly move flagella, pump
solutes across membranes, polymerize monomers, or perform
other cellular work. Catabolism is linked to work by a chemical drive shaft-ATp, which you learned about in Chapter 8.
To keep working, the cell must regenerate its supply of ATP

In the generalized reaction, substance Xe-, the electron
donor, is called the reducing agent; it reduces Y, which accepts the donated electron. Substance Y, the electron acceptor, is the oxidizing agent; it oxidizes Xe - by removing its
electron. Because an electron transfer requires both a donor
and an acceptor, oxidation and reduction always go together.
Not all redox reactions involve the complete transfer of
electrons from one substance to another; some change the
degree of electron sharing in covalent bonds. The reaction
between methane and oxygen, shown in Figure 9.3 on the
next page, is an example. As explained in Chapter 2, the covalent electrons in methane are shared nearly equally between the bonded atoms because carbon and hydrogen have
about the same affinity for valence electrons; they are about
equally electronegative. But when methane reacts with oxygen, forming carbon dioxide, electrons end up shared less
equally between the carbon atom and its new covalent partners, the oxygen atoms, which are very electronegative. In effect, the carbon atom has partially "lost" its shared electrons;
thus, methane has been oxidized.
(IlJ\PTH NINE
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Reactants

Products

rbecomes oxidized
CH 4

+

2 O2

•

__

COz + Energy + 2 HzO

_ _ _ _ becomes reduced---J-

H

+
+

H+C+H

0===#=0 0 =:::==C ===# 0 H40 +- H

H

Methane
(reducing
agent)

Oxygen
(oxidizing
agent)

Carbon dioxide

Water

• Figure 9.3 Methane combustion as an energy-yielding
redox reaction. The readlon releases energy to the surroundings
because the eledrons lose potential energy when they end up being
shared unequally, spending more time near eledronegati~e atoms such
as oxygen.
Now let's examine the fate of the reactant Oz. The two
atoms of the oxygen molecule {Oz} share their electrons
equally. But when oxygen reacts with the hydrogen from
methane, forming water, the electrons of the covalent bonds
spend more time near the oxygen (see Figure 9.3). In effect,
each oxygen atom has partially "gained electrons, so the oxygen molecule has been reduced. Because oxygen is so electronegative, it is one of the most potent ofall oxidizing agents.
Energy must be added to pull an electron away from an
atom, just as energy is required to push a ball uphill. The more
electronegative the atom (the stronger its pull on electrons),
the more energy is required to take an electron away from it.
An electron loses potential energy when it shifts from a less
electronegative atom toward a more electronegative one, just
as a ball loses potential energy when it rolls downhill. A redox
reaction that moves electrons closer to oxygen, such as the
burning (oxidation) of methane, therefore releases chemical
energy that can be put to work.

In general, organic molecules that have an abundance of
hydrogen are excellent fuels because their bonds are a source
of~hilltop~ electrons, whose energy may be released as these
electrons ~fall~ down an energy gradient when they are transferred to oxygen. The summary equation for respiration indicates that hydrogen is transferred from glucose to oxygen. But
the important point, not visible in the summary equation, is
that the energy state ofthe electron changes as hydrogen (with
its electron) is transferred to oxygen. In respiration, the oxidation of glucose transfers electrons to a lower energy state, liberating energy that becomes available for ATP synthesis.
The main energy foods, carbohydrates and fats, are reservoirs of electrons associated with hydrogen. Only the barrier
of activation energy holds back the flood of electrons to a
lower energy state (see Figure 8.14). Without this barrier, a
food substance like glucose would combine almost instantaneously with Oz. When we supply the activation energy by igniting glucose, it burns in air, releasing 686 kcal (2,870 kJ) of
heat per mole of glucose (about 180 g). Body temperature is
not high enough to initiate burning, of course. Instead, if you
swallow some glucose, enzymes in your cells will lower the
barrier of activation energy, allowing the sugar to be oxidized
in a series of steps.

H

Oxidation of Organic Fuel Molecules During Cellular
Respiration
The oxidation of methane by oxygen is the main combustion reaction that occurs at the burner of a gas stove. The combustion
ofgasoline in an automobile engine is also a redox reaction; the
energy released pushes the pistons. But the energy-yielding redox process of greatest interest to biologists is respiration: the
oxidation of glucose and other molecules in food. Examine
again the summary equation for cellular respiration, but this
time think of it as a redox process:

+ 6 O2

---+ 6 CO 2 + 6 H 20
L - - becomes redllced----..J'

+ Energy

As in the combustion of methane or gasoline, the fuel (glucose) is oxidized and oxygen is reduced. The electrons lose potential energy along the way, and energy is released.
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Ifenergy is released from a fuel all at once, itcmUlot be harnessed
efficiently for constructive work. For example, if a gasoline tank
explodes, it cannot drive a car very far. Cellular respiration does
not oxidize glucose in a single explosive step either. Rather, glucose and other organic fuels are broken down in a series ofsteps,
each one catalyzed by an enzyme. At key steps, electrons are
stripped from the glucose. AJ:, is often the case in oxidation reactions, each electron travels with a proton-thus, as a hydrogen
atom. The hydrogen atoms are not transferred directly to oxygen, but instead are usually passed first to an electron carrier, a
coenzyme called NAO+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, a
derivative ofthe vitamin niacin). Asan electron acceptor, NAO+
functions as an oxidizing agent during respiration.
How does NAO+ trap electrons from glucose and other organic molecules? Enzymes called dehydrogenases remove a
pair of hydrogen atoms (2 electrons and 2 protons) from the
substrate (glucose, in this example), thereby oxidizing it. The
enzyme delivers the 2 electrons along with 1 proton to its
coenzyme, NAO+ (Figure 9.4). The other proton is released
as a hydrogen ion (H+) into the surrounding solution:
H-C-OH + NAOt Dehydrogenase I C=O + NAOH + Ht

r---becomes oxidized ~

C6H 1206

Stepwise Energy Harvest via NAD+ and the Electron
Transport Chain

I

I

By receiving 2 negatively charged electrons but only 1 positively
charged proton, NAO+ has its charge neutralized when it is reduced to NAOH. The name NAOH shows the hydrogen that has
been received in the reaction. NAO+ isthe most versatile electron

NAD+

H

°
l-NH'

&
I

,
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1

1i

2 '-'2H'

Dehydrogenase

Reduction of NAD+

'21HI

(from food)

""'

'1H'

2e-+ W

r.~~~='

Oxidation of NADH

\

NADH

H

H

°II
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!
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N Nicotinamide
~cedfOrm)

W Nicotinamide
(oxidized form)

,

'
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1
o
1
o-p-oHO

"

1
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.. Figure 9.4 NAO+ as an electron shuttle. The full name for NAD', nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide, describes its structure: the molecule consists of two nucleotides
joined together at their phosphate groups (shown in yellow). (Nicotinamide is a nitrogenous
base, although not one that is present in DNA or RNA.) The enzymatic transfer of 2
electrons and 1 proton (W) from an organic molecule in food to NAD+ reduces the NAD+
to NADH; the second proton (H+) is released. Most of the electrons removed from food are
transferred initially to NAD'

molecules, mostly proteins, built into the inner membrane of
acceptor in cellular respiration and functions in several ofthe redox steps during the breakdown ofglucose.
mitochondria of eukaryotic cells and the plasma membrane of
aerobically respiring prokaryotes. Electrons removed fromgluElectrons lose very little of their potential energy when they
cose are shuttled by NADH to the Utop7 higher-energy end of
are transferred from glucose to NAD+. Each NADH molecule
the chain. At the "bottom;' lower-energy end, 0 1 captures these
formed during respiration represents stored energy that can
electrons along with hydrogen nuclei (H+j, forming water.
be tapped to make ATP when the electrons complete their
"fall" down an energy gradient from NADH to oxygen.
Electron transfer from NADH to oxygen is an exergonic reHow do electrons that are extracted from glucose and
action with a free~energy change of -53 kcallmol (-222
stored as potential energy in NADH finally reach oxygen? It
kllmol). Instead of this energy being released and wasted in a
single explosive step, electrons cascade down the chain from
will help to compare the redox chemistry ofcellular respiration
to a much simpler reaction: the reaction
between hydrogen and oxygen to form
2H
water (Figure 9.5a). Mix H2 and 02'
(from food via NADH)
provide a spark for activation energy, and
~
Controlled
,
,.
release of
the gases combine explosively. In fact,
energy
for
combustion of liquid H1 and O2 is harsynthesis of
nessed to power the main engines of the
AT'
space shuttle after it is launched, boostExplosive
ing it into orbit. The explosion reprerelease
of
sents a release of energy as the electrons
heat and light
of hydrogen "fair closer to the elec~
energy
tronegative oxygen atoms. Cellular respiration also brings hydrogen and
oxygen together to form water, but there
' - - - - - . 2 H'-----I
are m'o important differences. First, in
cellular respiration, the hydrogen that
H,O
reacts with oxygen is derived from organic molecules rather than H2. Second,
(a) Uncontrolled reaction
(b) Cellular respiration
instead ofoccurring in one explosive reaction, respiration uses an electron
.. Figure 9.5 An introduction to electron transport chains. (a) The one·step exergonic
reaction of hydrogen with oxygen to form water releases a large amount of energy In the form of
transport chain to break the fall of
heat and light an explosion. (b) In cellular respiration. the same reaction occurs in stages: An
electrons to oxygen into several energyelectron transport chain breaks the "fall" of electrons in this reaction into a series of smaller steps
releasing steps (Figure 9.5b). An electron
and stores some of the released energy in a form that can be used to make AlP. (The rest of the
energy is released as heat.)
transport chain consists of a number of

,
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one carrier molecule to the next in a series of redox reactions,
losing a small amount of energy with each step until they finally reach oxygen, the terminal electron acceptor, which has
a very great affinity for electrons. Each "downhill" carrier is
more electronegative than, and thus capable of oxidizing, its
"uphill" neighbor, with oxygen at the bottom of the chain.
Therefore, the electrons removed from glucose by NAD+ fall
down an energy gradient in the electron transport chain to a
far more stable location in the electronegative oxygen atom.
Put another way, oxygen pulls electrons down the chain in an
energy-yielding tumble analogous to gravity pulling objects
downhill.
In summary, during cellular respiration, most electrons
travel the following "downhill" route: glucose -> NADH -->
ele<tron transport chain --> oxygen. Later in this chapter, you
will learn more about how the cell uses the energy released
from this exergonic electron fall to regenerate its supply of
ATP. For now, having covered the basic redox mechanisms of
cellular respiration, let's look at the entire process.

The Stages of Cellular Respiration: A Preview
Respiration is a cumulative function ofthree metabolic stages:
L Glycolysis (color-coded teal throughout the chapter)
2.1lie CitriC aCla cle color-coaea salmon
3. Oxi ative p osphory ation: e eetron transport an
chemiosmosis (color-coded violet)
Cellular respiration is sometimes defined as including only the
citric acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. We include
glycolysis, however, because most respiring cells deriving en~
ergy from glucose use this process to produce starting mate~
rial for the citric acid cycle.
As diagrammed in Figure 9.6, the first two stages of cellular respiration, glycolysis and the citric acid cycle, are the

.. Figure 9.6 An overview of cellular
respiration. DUring glycolysis. each glucose
molecule is broken down into two molecules
of the compound pyruvate, In eukaryotic cells.
as shown here. the pyruvate enters the
mitochondrion. where the citric acid cycle
oxidizes it to carbon dioxide. NADH and a
Similar electron carrier. a coenzyme called
FADH<. transfer electrons derived from glucose
to electron transport chains. which are built
into the inner mitochondrial membrane. (In
prokaryotes, the electron transport chains are
located in the plasma membrane.) During
OXidative phosphorylation, electron transport
chains convert the chemical energy to a form
used for AlP synthesis in the process called
chemiosmosis.

BlQfliJr Visit the Study Area
at www.masteringbio.com
for the BioFli~ 3-D Animation on
Cellular Respiration,
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catabolic pathways that break down glucose and other organic fuels. Glycolysis, which occurs in the cytosol, begins
the degradation process by breaking glucose into two molecules of a compound called pyruvate. The citric add cycle,
which takes place within the mitochondrial matrix ofeukaryotic cells or simply in the cytosol of prokaryotes, completes
the breakdown of glucose by oxidizing a derivative of pyruvate to carbon dioxide. Thus, the carbon dioxide produced by
respiration represents fragments of oxidized organic molecules.
Some of the steps of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle are
redox reactions in which dehydrogenases transfer electrons
from substrates to NAD+, forming NADH. In the third stage
of respiration, the electron transport chain accepts electrons
from the breakdown products of the first two stages (most of~
ten via NADH) and passes these electrons from one molecule
to another. At the end ofthe chain, the electrons are combined
with molecular oxygen and hydrogen ions (H+), forming wa~
ter (see Figure 9.5b). The energy released at each step of the
chain is stored in a form the mitochondrion (or prokaryotic
cell) can use to make ATP. This mode of ATP synthesis is
called oxidative phosphorylation because it is powered by
the redox reactions of the electron transport chain.
In eukaryotic cells, the itmer membrane of the mitochondrion
is the site of electron transport and chemiosmosis, the processes
that together constitute oxidative phosphorylation In prokaryotes,
these processes take place in the plasma membrane. Oxidative
phosphorylation accounts for almost m ofthe ATP generated by
respiration Asmaller amountofATP is formed directly in a few reactions ofglycolysis and the citric acid cycle by a mechanism called
substrate-level phosphorylation (Figure 9.7). This mode of
ATP synthesis occurs when an enzyme transfers a phosphate
group from a substrate molecule to ADP, rather than adding an
inorganic phosphate to ADP as in oxidative phosphorylation.

r
Electrons carried
via NADH and
FADH 2

Electrons
earned
via NADH

Glycolysis
Glucose c::4:O Pyruvate

Cytosol

$

Substrate-level
phosphorylation

~t~
acid
~CY"'.c

Oxidative
phosphorylation:
electron transport
end
chemiosmosis

Mitochondrion

$

Substrate-level
phosphorylation

o

O~idative

phosphorylation

®

p""",~~allon

~

$

Oxtd.t,,,,,

~,

Substrate
Product

+$

.. Figure 9.7 Substrate-level phosphorylation. Some AlP is

~

Energy investment phase

made by direct transfer of a phosphate group from an organic substrate
to ADP by an enzyme. (For examples In glycolysis, see Figure 9.9, steps
7 and 10,)
E'I Do you think the potential energy is higher for the reactants or

Glucose

. . the products? Explain.

2 ADP + 2

"Substrate molecule" here refers to an organic molecule generated as an intermediate during the catabolism ofglucose.
For each molecule ofglucose degraded to carbon dioxide and
water by respiration, the cell makes up to about 38 molecules of
ATP, each with 7.3 kcal/mol offree energy. Respiration cashes in
the large denomination ofenergy banked in a single molecule of
glucose (686 kcal/mol) for the small change of many molecules
of ATp, which is more practical for the cell to spend on its work.
This preview has introduced you to how glycolysis, the citric acid cycle, and oxidative phosphorylation fit into the
process of cellular respiration. We are now ready to take a
closer look at each of these three stages of respiration.

~ v-r---' ~ ""d

Energy payoff phase

4ADP+4®L_~_"/

$locmed

2 NAD++ 4e-+4W L_~_"/ 12 NADHI +2 W

Not

Glucose - - _
.. 2 Pyruvate + 2 Hp

4 ATP formed - 2 ATP used

.. 2 ATP

2NAD++ 4e-+4W - - _
.. 2NADH+2W
CONCEPT

CHECK

9.1

L Compare and contrast aerobic and anaerobic

respiration.
2.

_i,'!:t.iilM If the following redox reaction occurred,
which compound would be oxidized and which
reduced?
C4 H60 S + NAD+ - C4 H4 0 S + NADH + H+
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~~;;:r;i~h~rvests

chemical
energy by oxidizing glucose to
pyruvate

The word gl)'cvlysis means "sugar splitting;' and that is exactly
what happens during this pathway. Glucose, a six-carbon sugar, is
split into two three-carbon sugars. These smaller sugars are then
oxidized and their remaining atoms rearranged to form two molecules of pyruvate. (Pyruvate is the ionized form ofpyruvic acid.)
As summarized in figure 9.8, glycolysis can be divided
into two phases: energy investment and energy payoff. During
the energy investment phase, the cell actually spends ATP.
This investment is repaid with interest during the energy payoff phase, when ATP is produced by substrate-level phosphorylation and NAD+ is reduced to NADH by electrons released

.. figure 9.8 The energy input and output of glycolysis.

from the oxidation of glucose. The net energy yield from glycolysis, per glucose molecule, is 2 ATP plus 2 NADH. The ten
steps of the glycolytic pathway are described in more detail in
Figure 9.9, on the next two pages, which you should study
carefully before continuing.
In the end, all of the carbon originally present in glucose is
accounted for in the m'o molecules of pyruvate; no CO2 is released during glycolysis. Glycolysis occurs whether or not O 2
is present. However, if O 2 is present, the chemical energy
stored in pyruvate and NADH can be extracted by the citric
acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation.
CONCEPT

CHECK

9.2

1. During the redox reaction in glycolysis (step 6 in Figure 9.9), which molecule acts as the oxidizing agent?
The reducing agent?
2, _i,'I:f.'ilM Step 3 in Figure 9.9 is a major point of regulation ofglycolysis. The enzyme phosphofructokinase
is allosterically regulated by ATP and related molecules.
Considering the overall result ofglycolysis, would you
expect ATP to inhibit or stimulate activity ofthis enzyme? (Hint.' Make sure you consider the role of ATP as
an allosteric regulator, not as a substrate ofthe enzyme.)
For suggested answers.
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Figure 9.9 A closer look

at glycolysis. The orientation
dl<1gram at the 09hl relates

gly<:ol)'SlS to the entire process of
~rallOO. Do not let the
chermcal detail in the mam

OH

diagram block)"OUr VI€'W of
gtycolysrs as a source of AlP and
NADH

Gluwse

o
Hexokinase ......

ENERGY INVESTMENT PHASE

G Glucose enters the cell and is phosphorylated by the enzyme
hexokinase, which transfers iI phosphate group from ATP to the sugar.

AQP

The charge of the phosphate group traps the sugar in the cell because

the plasma membrane is impermeable to large ions. Phosphorylation also

H~:20 ~H
H

makes glucose more chemically reactive. In this diagram, the transfer

=t

of a phosphate group or pair of electrons from one reactant to

another is indicated by coupled arrows:

OH

Glucose·6·phosphate

o

Phosphoglucolsomerase --+I
CHP-~

~
H

HO

HO

H

H

6

Glucose-6-phosphate is converted to its isomer,
fructose-6-phosphate.

CH20H

OH

() This enzyme transfers a phosphate group from ATP to the sugar,
investing another moJe<ule of ATP in glycolysis. So far, 2 ATP
have been used. With phosphate groups on its opposite
ends, the sugar is now ready to be split in half. This is a key step for
regulation of gly<olysis; phosphofructokinase is allosterically regulated
by ATP and its produeu.

fructose-6·phosphate

:OSPhO!f'lJctokmase /
ADP
(E}-O-CH.1 0

CH.1-0-<l'

!OiH
HO

oTheThis
is the reaction from which glycolysis gets its name.
enzyme cleaves the sugar molecule into two different threecarbon sugars: dihydroxyacetone phosphate and glyceraldehyde3-phosphate. These two sugars are isomers of each other.

H

fructose1,6-bisphosphate

o

Isomerase 0/

(lI-O-CH

I

2

I

C=O

(OOH

CH 20H

CH 2-O-(P)

I

Oihydroxyacetone
phosphate
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" Isomerase catalyzes the reversible conversion between the
two three-<arbon sugars. This reaction never reaches equilibrium
in the cell be<ause the next enzyme in glycolysis uses only
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate as its substrate (and not
dihydrokYacetone phosphate). This pulls the equilibrium in the
direction of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, whkh is removed
as fast as it forms. Thus, the net result of steps 4 and 5 is deavage
of a six-carboo sugar into two mole<ules of glyl::eraldehyde-3-phosphate;
each will progress through the remaining steps of glycolysis.

I

Glyceraldehyde3-phosphate

MI,II:' j I .g What would happen if you removed dihydroxyacetone
phosphate ilS fast as if was produced?

o

2 NAD+

ENERGY PAYOFF PHASE

Triose phosphate
dehydrogenase

2®,

21 NADH I
+2W
~-O-C=O

I
I

CHOH
CH2-0-~

ogtyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
This enzyme catalyzes two sequential reactions while it holds

in its active site. First. the sugar is
oxidized by the transfer of electrons and W to NAD+, forming NADH
(a redox reaction). This reaction is very exergonic, and the enzyme
uses the released energy to attach a phosphate group to the oxidized
substrate, making a product of very high potential energy. The
source of the phosphates is the pool of inorganic phosphate ions that
are always present in the cytosol. Notice that the coefficient 2
precedes all mole<ules in the energy payoff phase; these steps occur
after glucose has been split into two three-<arbon sugars (step 4).

2 1,3-Bisphosphoglycerate
2 ADP

o
Phosphoglycerokinase " "

0-

I
I
CHOH
I

(-0

CHz-O-~

2

8

Glycolysis produces some ATP by substrate-level phosphorylation.
The phosphate group added in the previous step is transferred to ADP
in an exergonic reaction. For each glucose molecule that began
glycolysis, step 7 produces 2 ATp, since every product after the sugarsplitting step (step 4) is doubled. Recall that 2 ATP were invested to get
sugar ready for splitting; this ATP debt has now been repaid. Glucose
has been converted to two molecules of 3-phosphoglycerate, which is
not a sugar. The carbonyl group that characterizes a sugar has been
oxidized to a carboxyl group (- COO-), the hallmark of an organic
acid. The sugar was oxidized in step 6, and now the energy made
available by that oxidation has been used to make ATP.

3·Phosphoglycerate

'n 0

~OSPhoglYCeromutase

0-

othe This
enzyme relocates the remaining phosphate group, preparing
substrate for the next reaction.

I
I
H-C-O-®
I
(-0

2

CHzOH
2-Phosphoglycerate

2 H20

=1}

0

Enolase _ _

oextracting
This enzyme causes a double bond to form in the substrate by
a water molecule, yielding phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP).
The electrons of the substrate are rearranged in such a way that the
resulting phosphorylated compound has a very high potential energy,
allowing step 10 to occur.

0-

I

C=O

I

c-o-~

I

(H,

2

Phosphoenolpyruvate

2 ADP

~

Pyruvate kinase ~

0-

I
I
C=O
I

(-0

(H,

2

Pyruvate

4!> The last reaction of glycolysis produces more ATP by transferring
the phosphate group from PEP to ADP, a second instance of substratelevel phosphorylation. Since this step occurs twice for each glucose
molecule, 2 ATP are produced. Overall, glycolysis has used 2 ATP in
the energy investment phase (steps 1 and 3) and produced 4 ATP in
the energy payoff phase (steps 7 and 10), for a net gain of 2 ATP.
Glycolysis has repaid the ATP investment with 100% interest.
Additional energy was stored by step 6 in NADH, which can be used
to make ATP by oxidative phosphorylation if oxygen is present.
Glucose has been broken down and oxidized to two molecules of
pyruvate, the end product of the glycolytic pathway. If oxygen is
present, the chemical energy in pyruvate can be extracted by the
citric acid cycle. If oxygen is not present, fermentation may occur;
this will be described later.
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r;~:t:i;~c~~~d cycle completes

the energy-yielding oxidation of
organic molecules

Glycolysis releases less than a quarter of the chemical energy
stored in glucose; most of the energy remains stockpiled in

the two molecules ofpyruvate. If molecular oxygen is present, the
pyruvate enters a mitochondrion (in eukaryotic cells), where the
enzymes oftheatric acid cycle complete the oxidation ofglucose.
(In pmk>ryotic aills, tIUs process occurs;o the cyto<;oI.)
Upon entering the mitochondrion via acfu'e transport. pyruvate is first converted to a compound called acetyl coenzyme A.
or acetyl CoA (Figure 9.10). This step, the junction between
glycolysis and the citric acid cycle. is accomplished by a multi·
enzyme complex that catalyzes three reactions; 0 Pyruvate's
=OO"Y1 group (---<:00- " whkh ;s ",""dy fully
oxidized and. thus has little chemical energy, is removed. and
given off as a molecule of C~ (This is the first step in which
COz is released during respiration.) 0 The remaining ty..CH:afbon fragment is oxidized. forming a compound named acetate
(the ionized form of acetic acid). An enzyme transfers the extracted electrons to NAO+, storing energy in the form of
NADH. €) Finally, coenzyme A (CoA), a sulfuHontaining
compound derived from a B vitamin. is attached to the acetate by an unstable bond (the wavy line in Figure 9.10) that
makes the acetyl group (the attached acetate) very reactive.
Because of the chemical nature of the CoA group, the product
of this chemical grooming, acetyl CoA, has a high potential energy; in other .....ords. the reaction of acetyl CoA to yield lo.....erenergy products is highly exergonic. This molecule is no..... ready
to feed its acetyl group into the citric acid cycle for further oxidation.

CYTOSOL

The citric acid cycle is also called the tricarboxylic acid cycle or the Krebs cycle, the latter honoring Hans Krebs, the
German·British scientist who was largely responsible for
working out the pathway in the 19305. The cycle functions as
a metabolic furnace that oxidizes organic fuel derived from
pyruvate. Figure 9.11 summarizes the inputs and outputs as
pyruvate is broken down to three CO2 molecules, including
the molecule of C~ released during the conversion of pyruvate to acetyl CoA. The cycle generates I ATP per turn by
substrate-level phosphorylation, but most of the chemical energy is transferred to NAD+ and a related electron carrier, the
coenzyme FAD (flavin adenine dinucleotide. derived from riboflavin, a B vitamin). during the redox reactions. The reduced
coenzymes, NADH and FADH2> shuttle their cargo of highenergy electrons to the electron transport chain.
Now let's look at the citric acid cycle in more detail The cycle
has eight stepS. each catalyzed by a specific enzyme You can see
in F"tglft 9.12 that for each turn of the citric acid cycle, two

Pyruvate
(from gly<oIysis,
2 mole<:ules per glucose)

~

NADH
Acetyl CoA

MITOCHONDRION

Citric
acid

c=o
I

C=~~;:~::=~;::=:>

\I

c =o
CH 3

CH,

Atetyl CoA

Pyruvate
Transport protein

ADP+~

... Figure 9.10 Conversion of pyruvate to atetyl CoA. the
junction between glycolysis and the citric acid cycle.
Pyruvate IS a charged molecule, so In eukaryotIC cells It mllSt enter the
mltochondnon VIol actrve transport. With the help of a transport
protein. Next, a complex of several enzymes (the pyruvate
dehydrogenase complex) catalyzes the three numbered steps. wtueh
are described In the text. The acetyl group of acetyl CoA will enter Ihe
<nne acid cycle. The COl molecule will diffuse out of the cell.
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.. Figure 9.11 An overview of the citric acid cycle. To
calculate the IIlputs and outputs on a pet"-gIUCDSe basis, multiply by 2,
be<ause each glucose moIe<ule IS split dunng glytolysis Into two
pyruvate molecules.
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oto GOp'
CoA is displaced by a phosphate group. which is transferred
forming GTP, a
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that. in some cases, is used to generate ATP.
... Figure 9.12 A closer look at the dtrk
acid cycle. ~ the chemICal structures, red type
traces the fate of the two G1rbon atoms that
enter the cyde via <Ketyl CoA (step 1), and blue
type IndKates the two carbons that exn the cycle
as Cal In steps 3 and 4. (The red labeling goes
ooly through step 5 because the succinate
molecule IS symmetrical; the two ends cannot be
distinguished from each other.) Notice that the

carbon atoms that enter the cyde from <Ketyl
CoA do not leave the cyde In the same turn.
They remain In the cycle, OCClJPYlng a different
location In the molecules on then next turn,
after another acetyl group is added. As a consequence. the oxaloacetate that is regenerated
at step 8 is composed of different carbon
atoms each time around. In eukaryotic
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cells, all the ctne aod cyde enzymes are located
in the mltochondnal matrIX except for the

enzyme that catalyzes step 6, which rl!Sldes In
the Inner mltochondnal membrane. CarboxylK
.lads are represented in their ionized forms. as
-{CO ,because the ionized forms prevail at
the pH within the mitochondrion. for example,
citrate is the Ionized form of citric acid.
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carbons (red) enter in the relatively reduced form ofan acetyl group
(step 1), and two different carbons (blue) leave in the completely
oxidi7.ed form ofCO 2 molecules (steps 3 and 4). The acetyl group
ofacetyl CoA joins the cycle by combining with the compound
oxaloacetate, forming citrate (step 1). (Citrate is the ionized form
ofcitric acid, for which the cycle is named.) The next seven steps
decompose the citrate bacK to oxaloacetate. It is this regeneration
ofoxaloacetate that makes this process a cycle.
Now let's tally the energy-rich molecules produced by the citric acid cycle. For each acetyl group entering the cycle, 3 NAD+
are reduced to NADH (steps 3, 4, and 8). In step 6, electrons are
transferred not to NAD+, but to FAD, which accepts 2 electrons
and 2 protons to become FADH 2. In many animal tissue cells,
step 5 produces a guanosine triphosphate (GTP) molecule by
substrate-level phosphorylation as shown in Figure 9.12. GTP is
a molecule similar to ATP in its structure and cellular function.
This GTP may be used to make an ATP molecule (as shown) or
directly power work in theceU.ln thecellsofplants, bacteria, and
some animal tissues, step 5 forms an ATP molecule directly by
substrate-level phosphorylation. The output from step 5 represents the only ATP generated directly by the citric acid cycle.
Most of the ATP produced by respiration results from oxidative phosphorylation, when the NADH and FADH 2 produced by the citric acid cycle relay the electrons extracted
from food to the electron transport chain. In the process, they
supply the necessary energy for the phosphorylation of ADP
to ATP. We will explore this process in the next section.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

9.3

1. Name the molecules that conserve most of the energy

from the citric acid cycle's redox reactions. How is
this energy converted to a form that can be used to
makeATP?
2, What cellular processes produce the CO 2 that you
exhale?
3.
The conversions shown in Figure 9.10
and step 4 of Figure 9.12 are each catalyzed by a large
multienzyme complex. What similarities are there in
the reactions that occur in these h·...o cases?

-'m,nIM

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r7;:~~::x~d:ive phosphorylation,
chemiosmosis couples electron
transport to AlP synthesis

Our main objective in this chapter is to learn how cells harvest
the energy of glucose and other nutrients in food to make
ATP. But the metabolic components of respiration we have
dissected so far, glycolysis and the citric acid cycle, produce
only 4 ATP molecules per glucose molecule, all by substrate172
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level phosphorylation: 2 net ATP from glycolysis and 2 ATP
from the citric acid cycle. At this point, molecules of NADH
(and FADHz) account for most of the energy extracted from
the glucose. These electron escorts link glycolysis and the citric acid cycle to the machinery of oxidative phosphorylation,
which uses energy released by the electron transport chain to
power ATP synthesis. In this section, you will learn first how
the electron transport chain works, then how electron flow
down the chain is coupled to ATP synthesis.

The Pathway of Electron Transport
The electron transport chain is a collection of molecules embedded in the inner membrane of the mitochondrion in eukaryotic cells (in prokaryotes, they reside in the plasma
membrane). The folding of the inner membrane to form
cristae increases its surface area, providing space for thousands of copies of the chain in each mitochondrion. (Once
again, we see that structure fits function.) Most components
of the chain are proteins, which exist in multiprotein complexes numbered I through IV. Tightly bound to these proteins are prosthetic groups, nonprotein components essential
for the catalytic functions of certain enzymes.
Figure 9.13 shows the sequence of electron carriers in the
electron transport chain and the drop in free energy as electrons
travel down the chain. During electron transport along the
chain, electron carriers alternate between reduced and oxidized
states as they accept and donate electrons. Each component of
the chain becomes reduced when it accepts electrons from its
"uphill" neighbor, which has a lower affinity for electrons (is less
electronegative). It then returns to its oxidized form as it passes
electrons to its "downhiU; more electronegative neighbor.
Now let's take a closer look at the electron transport chain in
Figure 9.13. We'll first describe the passage ofelectrons through
complex Iin some detail, as an illustration ofthe general principles involved in electron transport. Electrons removed from
glucose by NAD+, during glycolysis and the citric acid cycle, are
transferred from NADH to the first molecule of the electron
transport chain in complex I. This molecule is a flavoprotein, so
named because it has a prosthetic group called flavin mononucleotide (FMN). In the next redox reaction, the flavoprotein returns to its oxidized form as it passes electrons to an iron-sulfur
protein (Fe'S in complex I), one ofa family ofproteins with both
iron and sulfur tightly bound. The iron-sulfur protein then
passes the electrons to a compound called ubiquinone (Q in figure 9.13). This electron carrier is a small hydrophobic molecule.
the only member of the electron transport chain that is not a
protein. Ubiquinone is individually mobile within the membrane rather than residing in a particular complex. (Another
name for ubiquinone is coenzyme Q. or CoQ; you may have
seen it sold as a nutritional supplement.)
Most of the remaining electron carriers between ubiquinone
and oxygen are proteins called cytochromes. Their prosthetic

which is very electronegative. Each oxygen atom also picks up a
pair ofhydrogen ions from the aqueous solution, forming water.
Another source of electrons for the transport chain is
FADH2J the other reduced product ofthe citric acid cycle. Notice in Figure 9.13 that FADH 2 adds its electrons to the elec~
tron transport chain at complex II, at a lower energy level than
NADH does. Consequently, although NADH and FADH 2
each donate an equivalent number of electrons (2) for oxygen
reduction, the electron transport chain provides about onethird less energy for ATP synthesis when the electron donor is
FADH1 rather than NADH. We'll see why in the next section.
The electron transport chain makes no ATP directly. Instead, it eases the fall of electrons from food to oxygen, breaking a large free-energy drop into a series of smaller steps that
release energy in manageable amounts. How does the mitochondrion (or the prokaryotic plasma membrane) couple this
electron transport and energy release to ATP synthesis? The
answer is a mechanism called chemiosmosis.

NADH

50

Multiprotein

4Ol:::t~~~~~~~~f~,,~mPlexes

Cherniosrnosis: The Energy-Coupling
Mechanism

10

2
(from NADH
or FADH 2)

I
o

.. Figure 9.13 Free-energy change during electron
transport. The overall energy drop (AG) for eledrons traveling from
NADH to oxygen is S3 kcaVmol. but this "fall" is broken up into a
series of smaller steps by the eledron transport chain. (An orygen
atom is represented here as 'A O2 to emphasize that the electron
transport chain reduces molecular oxygen, 020 not individual oxygl'n
aloms,)

group, called a heme group, has an iron atom that accepts and
donates electrons. (It is similar to the heme group in hemoglobin, the protein of red blood cells, except that the iron in hemoglobin carries oxygen, not electrons.) The electron transport
chain has several types ofcytochromes, each a different protein
with a slightly different electron~carrying heme group. The last
cytochrome of the chain, cyt a3> passes its electrons to oxygen,

Populating the inner membrane of the mitochondrion or the
prokaryotic plasma membrane are many copies of a protein
complex called ATP synthase, the enzyme that actually makes
ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate. ATP synthase works
like an ion pump running in reverse. Recall from Chapter7 that
ion pumps usually use ATP as an energy source to transport
ions against their gradients. In fact, the proton pump shown in
Figure 7.19 is an ATP synthase. As we mentioned in Chapter 8,
enzymes can catalyze a reaction in either direction, depending
on the JiG for the reaction, which is affected by the local concentrations of reactants and products. Rather than hydrolyzing
ATP to pump protons against their concentration gradient,
under the conditions ofcellular respiration, ATP synthase uses
the energy of an existing ion gradient to power ATP synthesis.
The power source for the ATP synthase is a difference in the
concentration of H+ on opposite sides of the inner mitochondrial membrane. (We can also think ofthis gradient as a difference in pH, since pH is a measure ofH+ concentration.) This
process, in which energy stored in the form of a hydrogen ion
gradient across a membrane is used to drive cellular work such
as the synthesis of ATP, is called chcmiosmosis (from the
Greek osmos, push). We have previously used the word osmosis
in discussing water transport, but here it refers to the flow of
H+ across a membrane.
From studying the structure of ATP synthase, scientists
have learned how the flow of H+ through this large enzyme
powers ATP generation. ATP synthase is a multisubunit complex with four main parts, each made up of multiple polypeptides. Protons move one by one into binding sites on one of the
parts (the rotor), causing it to spin in a way that catalyzes ATP
production from ADP and inorganic phosphate. The flow of
(Il"PT£~ NINE
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Is the rotation of the internal rod in AlP
synthase responsible for AlP synthesis?
EXPERIMENT
Previous experiments on ATP synthase had demonstrated that the "inlernal roo" rotated \/oIhen ATP was h~roIyzed (see
Figure 9.14), Hiroyasu 11011 and colleagues set out to investigate \/oIhether
simply rotating the rod in the opposite direction would cause ATP '¥1thesis 10 occur, They isolated the internal rod and catalytic knob, which
was then anchored to a nickel plate. A magnetic bead was bound to
the rod This complex was placed in achamber containing an array of
electromagnets, and the bead was manipIJlated by the sequential activation of the magnets to rotate the internal rod in either direction.
The investigators hypothesized that if the bead were rotated in the direction opposite to that observed during hydrolysis, ATP synthesis
would occur ATP levels were monitored by a "reporter enzyme" In
the solution that emits a discrete amount of light (a photon) \/oIhen it
cleaves ATP. Their hypothesis was that rotation in one direction
would result in more photons than rotation in the other direction or
no rotation at all.
Magnetic bead

"C_____

Electromagnet
Internal

rod to spin as well. This

"d

rod elctends like a stalk
into the knob below it
which is held stationary
by part of the stator.

Catalytic
knob-

0Turning of the rod
activates catalytic sites
in the knob that
produce ATP from ADP
and Pi'

Nickel
plate

I

RESULTS
More photons were emitted by spinning the
rod for 5 minutes in one direction (yellow bars) than by no rota·

tion (gray bars) or rotation in the opposite direction (blue bars)

o
o
o

MITOCHONDRIAL MATRIX

Rotation in one direction
Rotation in opposite diredion
No rotation

• Figure 9.14 ATP synthase, a molecular mill. The ATP
synthase protein complex fundions as a mill. powered by the flow of
hydrogen ions, This complex resides in mitochondrial and chloroplast
membranes of eukaryotes and in the plasma membranes of
prokaryotes, Each of the four parts of ATP synthase consists of a
number of polypeptide subunits,
O.L.L.LJ-L.LJ....L....L.L....L...L..J.-'-oLL-'--'.....L
Sequential trials

protons thus behaves somewhat like a rushing stream that
turns a waterwheel (Figure 9.14).
ATP synthase is the smallest molecular rotary motor known
in nature. The research that led to a detailed description of this
enzyme's activity first showed that part of the complex actually
spun around in the membrane when the reaction proceeded in
the direction ofATP hydrolysis. Although biochemists assumed
that the same rotational mechanism was responsible for ATP
synthesis, there was no definitive support for this model until
2004, when several research institutions in collaboration with a
private company were able to tackle this issue using nanotechnology (techniques involving control of matter on the molecular scale; from the Greek nanos, meaning udwarf"). Figure 9.15
describes the elegant experiment performed by these investigators to demonstrate that the direction of rotation of one part of
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CONCLUSION
The researchers coocluded that the mechanical
rotation of the internal rod in a partICular direction within ATP synthase appears to be all that is required for generating ATP. As ATP
synthase is the smallest rotary motor known, one of the goals in this
type of research is to learn how to use its activity in artificial ways,
SOURCE
H, Itoh et aI., MKhanically driven ATP synthesis
by F1 -ATPase. Nature 427:465-468 (2004),

Inquiry Action
Read and analyze the original paper in
Inquiry in Action: Interprefing Scientific Papers.

-'hUUI •

The "no rotation" (gray) bars represent the background
level of ATP in the experiment When the enZ'jTl1e is rotated one way
(yellow bars), the increase in ATP level suggests synthesis IS occurring. For
enzymes rotating the other way (blue bars). what level of ATP would
you expect compared to the gray bars? (Note: this may not be what is
observed,)

the protein complex in relation to another is solely responsible
for either ATP synthesis or ATP hydrolysis.
How does the inner mitochondrial membrane or the
prokaryotic plasma membrane generate and maintain the H+
gradient that drives ATP synthesis by the ATP synthase protein
complex? Establishing the H+ gradient is a major function of
the electron transport chain, which is shown in its mitochondriallocation in Figure 9.16. The chain is an energy converter
that uses the exergonic flow of electrons from NADH and
FADH 2 to pump H+ across the membrane, from the mitochondrial matrix into the intermembrane space. The H+ has a
tendency to move back across the membrane, diffusing down
its gradient. And the ATP synthases are the only sites that pro-

vide a route through the membrane for H+. As we described previously, their passage through ATP synthase uses the exergonic
flow ofH+ to drive the phosphorylation of ADP. Thus, the energy stored in an H+ gradient across a membrane couples the redox reactions of the electron transport chain to ATP synthesis,
an exanlple of chemiosmosis.
At this point, you may be wondering how the electron
transport chain pumps hydrogen ions. Researchers have
found that certain members of the electron transport chain
accept and release protons (H+) along with electrons. (The
aqueous solutions inside and surrounding the cell are a
ready source of H+.) At certain steps along the chain, electron transfers cause H+ to be taken up and released into the
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Oxidative phosphorylation
.. Figure 9.16 Chemiosmosis couples
the electron transport chain to AlP
synthesis. 0 NADH and FADH 1 shuttle
high-energy electrons extraded from food
during glycolysis and the citric acid cycle to an
electron transport chain built into the inner
mitochondrial membrane. The gold arrows
trace the transport of electrons, which finally
pass to oxygen at the "downhill" end of the
chain, forming water. As Figure 9.13 showed,
most of the electron carriers of the chain are
grouped into four complexes. Two mobile

carriers, ubiquinone (0) and cytochrome c(Cyl c),
move rapidly, ferrying electrons between the
large complexes. As complexes I, III, and IV
accept and then donate electrons, they pump
protons from the mitochondrial matrix into the
intermembrane space. (In prokaryotes, protons
are pumped outside the plasma membrane.)
Note that FADH 1 deposits its electrons via
complex II and so results in fewer protons being
pumped into the intermembrane space than
occurs with NADH. Chemical energy originally
harvested from food is transformed mto a
CllfJoPT£X NINE

proton-motive force, a gradient of H+ across
the membrane. f.) During chemiosmosis, the
protons flow back down their gradient via ATP
synthase, which is built into the membrane
nearby. The ATP synthase harnesses the protonmotive force to phosphorylate AD~ forming
ATP. Together, eledron transport and
chemiosmosis make up oxidative
phosphorylation.

-m:n.iA

If complex rvwere nonfunctional.
could chemiosmosis produce any AT?, and if so.
how would (he rate ofsynfhesis differ'
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surrounding solution. In eukaryotic cells, the electron carriers are spatially arranged in the membrane in such a way that
H+ is accepted from the mitochondrial matrix and deposited
in the intermembrane space (see Figure 9.16). The H+ gradient that results is referred to as a proton-motive force, emphasizing the capacity of the gradient to perform work. The
force drives H+ back across the membrane through the H+
channels provided by ATP synthases.
In general terms, chemiosmosis is an energy-coupling mech-

anism that uses energy stored in the form ofan W gradient
across a membrane to drive cellular work. In mitochondria,
the energy for gradient formation comes from exergonic redox reactions, and ATP synthesis is the work performed. But
chemiosmosis also occurs elsewhere and in other variations.
Chloroplasts use chemiosmosis to generate ATP during photosynthesis; in these organelles, light (ratherthan chemical energy) drives both electron flow down an electron transport
chain and the resulting H+ gradient formation. Prokaryotes,
as already mentioned, generate H+ gradients across their
plasma membranes. They then tap the proton-motive force
not only to make ATP inside the cell but also to rotate their flagella and to pump nutrients and waste products across the
membrane. Because of its central importance to energy conversions in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, chemiosmosis has
helped unify the study of bioenergetics. Peter Mitchell was
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1978 for originally proposing the
chemiosmotic model.

An Accounting of AlP Production by Cellular
Respiration
In the last few sections, we have looked more closely at the key
processes of cellular respiration. Now, let's take a step back
and remind ourselves of its overall function: harvesting the
energy of glucose for ATP synthesis.
During respiration, most energy flows in this sequence: glucose -> NADH ---> electron transport chain ---> proton-motive
force ---> ATP. We can do some bookkeeping to calculate the
ATP profit when cellular respiration oxidizes a molecule of
glucose to six molecules ofcarbon dioxide. The three main departments of this metabolic enterprise are glycolysis, the citric
acid cycle, and the electron transport chain, which drives oxidative phosphorylation. Figure 9.17 gives a detailed accounting of the ATP yield per glucose molecule oxidized. The
tally adds the 4 ATP produced directly by substrate-level
phosphorylation during glycolysis and the citric acid cycle to
the many more molecules of ATP generated by oxidative
phosphorylation. Each NADH that transfers a pair of electrons from glucose to the electron transport chain contributes
enough to the proton-motive force to generate a maximum of
about 3 ATP.
Why are the numbers in Figure 9.17 inexact? There are three
reasons we cannot state an exact number ofATP molecules generated by the breakdown of one molecule ofglucose. First, phosphorylation and the redox reactions are not directly coupled to

Electron shuttles \,~.-J',,","';;;;"
span membrane
2 NAOH

CYTOSOL
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¢
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electron transport
"d
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... Figure 9.17 ATP yield per molecule of glucose at each stage of cellular respiration.
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+ about 32 or 34 AlP
by oxidative phosphorylation. depending
on which shuttle transports electrons
from NADH in cytosol

each other, so the ratio of number ofNADH molecules to number of ATP molecules is not a whole number. We know that 1
NADH results in 10 H+ being transported out across the inner
mitochondrial membrane, and we also know that somewhere
betv.'een 3 and 4 H+ must reenter the mitochondrial matrix via
ATP synthase to generate 1ATP. Therefore, asingle molecule of
NADH generates enough proton-motive force for synthesis of
2.5 to 3.3 ATPi generally, we round offand say that 1NADH can
generate about 3 ATP. The citric acid cycle also supplies electrons to the electron transport chain via FADH20 but since it enters later in the chain, each molecule of this electron carrier is
responsible for transport ofonly enough H+ for the synthesis of
1.5 to 2ATP. These numbers also take into account the slightenergetic cost of moving the ATP formed in the mitochondrion
out into the rest of the cytoplasm where it will be used.
Second, the ATP yield varies slightly depending on the type
ofshuttle used to transport electrons from the cytosol into the
mitochondrion. The mitochondrial inner membrane is impermeable to NADH, so NADH in the cytosol is segregated from
the machinery of oxidative phosphorylation. The two electrons of NADH captured in glycolysis must be conveyed into
the mitochondrion by one of several electron shuttle systems.
Depending on the type of shuttle in a particular cell type, the
electrons are passed either to NAD+ or to FAD in the mitochondrial matrix (see Figure 9.17). If the electrons are passed
to FAD, as in brain cells, only about 2 ATP can result from each
cytosolic NADH. If the electrons are passed to mitochondrial
NAD+, as in liver cells and heart cells, the yield is about 3 ATP.
Athird variable that reduces the yield of ATP is the use ofthe
proton-motive force generated by the redox reactions of respiration to drive other kinds of work. For example, the protonmotive force powers the mitochondrion's uptake of pyruvate
from the cytosol. However, if all the proton-motive force generated by the electron transport chain were used to drive ATP
synthesis, one glucose molecule could generate a maximum of
34 ATP produced by oxidative phosphorylation plus 4 ATP
(net) from substrate-level phosphorylation to give a total yield
of about 38 ATP (or only about 36 ATP if the less efficient
shuttle were functioning).
We can now make a rough estimate of the efficiency of respiration-that is, the percentage ofchemical energy possessed
by glucose that has been transferred to ATP. Recall that the
complete oxidation of a mole of glucose releases 686 kcal of
energy under standard conditions (.6.G = -686 kcal/mol).
Phosphorylation of ADP to form ATP stores at least 7.3 kcal
per mole of ATP. Therefore, the efficiency of respiration is 7.3
kcal per mole of ATP times 38 moles of ATP per mole of glucose divided by 686 kcal per mole ofglucose, which equals 0.4.
Thus, about 40% of the potential chemical energy in glucose
has been transferred to ATPi the actual percentage is probably
higher because.1.G is lower under cellular conditions. The rest
of the stored energy is lost as heat. We humans use some of
this heat to maintain our relatively high body temperature

(3TC), and we dissipate the rest through sweating and other
cooling mechanisms. Cellular respiration is remarkably effi·
cient in its energy conversion. By comparison, the most effi·
cient automobile converts only about 25% ofthe energy stored
in gasoline to energy that moves the car.
CONCEPT

CHECK

9.4

1. What effect would an absence of O2 have on the
process shown in Figure 9.16?
2. -','Ilf."IM In the absence of 0 20 as in question I,
what do you think would happen if you decreased the
pH of the intermembrane space of the mitochondrion? Explain your answer.
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

r;:;::~7a~~~ and anaerobic

respiration enable cells to
produce AlP without the use of
oxygen

Because most of the ATP generated by cellular respiration is
due to the work of oxidative phosphorylation, our estimate of
ATP yield from aerobic respiration is contingent on an adequate supply ofoxygen to the cell. Without the electronegative
oxygen to pull electrons down the transport chain, oxidative
phosphorylation ceases. However, there are two general
mechanisms by which certain cells can oxidize organic fuel
and generate ATP without the use of oxygen: anaerobic respiration and fermentation. The distinction between these two is
based on whether an electron transport chain is present. (The
electron transport chain is also called the respiratory chain
because of its role in cellular respiration.)
We have already mentioned anaerobic respiration, which
takes place in certain prokaryotic organisms that live in environments without oxygen. These organisms have an electron
transport chain but do not use oxygen as a final electron acceptor at the end of the chain. Oxygen performs this function
very well because it is extremely electronegative, but other, less
electronegative substances can also serve as final electron acceptors. Some "sulfate-reducing~ marine bacteria, for instance, use the sulfate ion (50/-) at the end of their
respiratory chain. Operation of the chain builds up a protonmotive force used to produce ATP, but H2S (hydrogen sulfide)
is produced as a by-product rather than water.
Fermentation is a way of harvesting chemical energy without
using either oxygen or any electron transport chain-in other
words, without cellular respiration. How can food be oxidized
without cellular respiration? Remember, oxidation simply refers
CHAPTER NINE
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to the loss ofelectrons to an electron acceptor, so it does not need
to involve oxygen. Glycolysis oxidizes glucose to two molecules
of pyruvate. The oxidizing agent ofglycolysis is NAD+, and neither oxygen nor any electron transfer chain is involved. Overall,
glycolysis is exergonic, and some ofthe energy made available is
used to produce 2 ATP (net) by substrate-level phosphorylation.
If oxygen is present, then additional ATP is made by oxidative
phosphorylation when NADH passes electrons removed from
glucose to the electron transport chain. But glycolysis generates
2 ATP whether oxygen is present or not-that is, whether conditions are aerobic or anaerobic.
As an alternative to respiratory oxidation of organic nutrients, fermentation is an expansion of glycolysis that allows
continuous generation of ATP by the substrate-level phosphorylation of glycolysis. For this to occur, there must be a
sufficient supply of NAD+ to accept electrons during the oxidation step of glycolysis. Without some mechanism to recycle NAD+ from NADH, glycolysis would soon deplete the
cell's pool of NAD+ by reducing it all to NADH and would
shut itself down for lack of an oxidizing agent. Under aerobic
conditions, NAD+ is recycled from NADH by the transfer of
electrons to the electron transport chain. An anaerobic alternative is to transfer electrons from NADH to pyruvate, the
end product of glycolysis.
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Fermentation consists of glycolysis plus reactions that regenerate NAD+ by transferring electrons from NADH to pyruvate or derivatives of pyruvate. The NAD+ can then be reused
to oxidize sugar by glycolysis, which nets two molecules of
ATP by substrate-level phosphorylation. There are many
types of fermentation, differing in the end products formed
from pyruvate. Two common types are alcohol fermentation
and lactic acid fermentation.
In alcohol fermentation (Figure 9.18a), pyruvate is converted to ethanol (ethyl alcohol) in two steps. The first step releases carbon dioxide from the pyruvate, which is converted
to the two-carbon compound acetaldehyde. In the second
step, acetaldehyde is reduced by NADH to ethanol. This regenerates the supplyofNAD+ needed for the continuation of
glycolysis. Many bacteria carry out alcohol fermentation under anaerobic conditions. Yeast (a fungus) also carries out alcohol fermentation. For thousands of years, humans have
used yeast in brewing, winemaking, and baking. The CO 2
bubbles generated by baker's yeast during alcohol fermentation allow bread to rise.
During lactic acid fermentation (Figure 9.18b), pyruvate is reduced directly by NADH to form lactate as an end
product, with no release of CO 2 , (Lactate is the ionized
form of lactic acid.) Lactic acid fermentation by certain
fungi and bacteria is used in the dairy industry to make
cheese and yogurt.
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.... Figure 9.18 Fermentation. In the absence of oxygen, many cells
use fermentation to produce ATP by substrate-level phosphorylation.
Pyruvate, the end product of glycolysis, serves as an electron acceptor
for o~idizing NAOH back to NAO+. which can then be reused In
glycolysis. Two of the common end products formed from fermentation
are (a) ethanol and (b) lactate, the ionized form of lactic acid.

Human muscle cells make ATP by lactic acid fermentation
when oxygen is scarce. This occurs during the early stages of
strenuous exercise, when sugar catabolism for ATP production outpaces the muscle's supply of oxygen from the blood.
Under these conditions, the cells switch from aerobic respiration to fermentation. The lactate that accumulates was previously thought to cause muscle fatigue and pain, but recent
research suggests instead that increased levels of potassium
ions (K+) may be to blame, while lactate appears to enhance
muscle performance. In any case, the excess lactate is gradually carried away by the blood to the liver. Lactate is converted
back to pyruvate by liver cells.

Fermentation and Aerobic Respiration
Compared

Glucose
Glycolysis

CYTOSOl

Fermentation and aerobic cellular respiration are anaerobic
and aerobic alternatives, respectively, for producing ATP by
harvesting the chemical energy of food. Both pathways use

glycolysis to oxidize glucose and other organic fuels to pyruvate, with a net production of 2 ATP by substrate-level phosphorylation. And in both fermentation and respiration,
NAD+ is the oxidizing agent that accepts electrons from food
during glycolysis. A key difference is the contrasting mechanisms for oxidizing NADH back to NAD+, which is required
to sustain glycolysis. In fermentation, the final electron acceptor is an organic molecule such as pyruvate (lactic acid fermentation) or acetaldehyde (alcohol fermentation). In aerobic
respiration, by contrast, the final acceptor for electrons from
NADH is oxygen. This process not only regenerates the
NAD+ required for glycolysis but pays an ATP bonus when
the stepwise electron transport from this NAOH to oxygen
drives oxidative phosphorylation. An even bigger ATP payoff
comes from the oxidation of pyruvate in the citric acid cycle,
which is unique to respiration. Without oxygen, the energy
still stored in pyruvate is unavailable to the cell. Thus, cellular respiration harvests much more energy from each sugar
molecule than fermentation can. In fact, respiration yields
up to 19 times as much ATP per glucose molecule as
does fermentation-up to 38 molecules of ATP for respiration, compared with 2 molecules of ATP produced by substrate-level phosphorylation in fermentation.
Some organisms, called obligate anaerobes, carry out only
fermentation or anaerobic respiration and in fact cannot survive in the presence ofoxygen. A few cell types, such as cells of
the vertebrate brain, can carry out only aerobic oxidation of
pyruvate, but not fermentation. Other organisms, including
yeasts and many bacteria, can make enough ATP to survive
using either fermentation or respiration. Such species are
called facultative anaerobes. On the cellular level, our muscle cells behave as facultative anaerobes. In such cells, pyruvate
is a fork in the metabolic road that leads to two alternative
catabolic routes (figure 9.19). Under aerobic conditions,
pyruvate can be converted to acetyl CoA, and oxidation continues in the citric acid cycle. Under anaerobic conditions,
pyruvate is diverted from the citric acid cycle, serving instead
as an electron acceptor to recycle NAO+. To make the same
amount of ATP, a facultative anaerobe would have to consume sugar at a much faster rate when fermenting than when
respiring.

The Evolutionary Significance of Glycolysis
The role of glycolysis in both fermentation and respiration
has an evolutionary basis. Ancient prokaryotes probably used
glycolysis to make ATP long before oxygen was present in
Earth's atmosphere. The oldest known fossils of bacteria date

Ethanol,
lactate, or
other products

... Figure 9.19 Pyruvate as a key juncture in catabolism.
Glycolysis is common to fermentation and cellular respiration. The end
product of glycolysis, pyruvate, represents a fork in the catabolic
pathways of glucose oxidation. In a facultative anaerobe, which is
capable of both aerobic cellular respiration and fermentation, pyruvate
is committed to one of those two pathways, usually depending on
whether or not oxygen IS present.

back 3.5 billion years, but appreciable quantities of oxygen
probably did not begin to accumulate in the atmosphere until
about 2.7 billion years ago. Cyanobacteria produced this O2 as
a by-product of photosynthesis. Therefore, early prokaryotes
may have generated ATP exclusively from glycolysis. The fact
that glycolysis is today the most widespread metabolic pathway among Earth's organisms suggests that it evolved very
early in the history of life. The cytosolic location of glycolysis
also implies great antiquity; the pathway does not require any
of the membrane-bounded organelles of the eukaryotic cell,
which evolved approximately 1 billion years after the prokaryotic cell. Glycolysis is a metabolic heirloom from early cells that
continues to function in fermentation and as the first stage in
the breakdown of organic molecules by respiration.
CONCEPT

CHECK

9.5

1. Consider the NADH formed during glycolysis. What

is the final acceptor for its electrons during fermentation? What is the final acceptor for its electrons during aerobic respiration?
2. MI,II:tJII£W A glucose-fed yeast cell is moved from
an aerobic environment to an anaerobic one. For the
cell to continue generating ATP at the same rate, how
would its rate of glucose consumption need to
change?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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$0 far, we have treated the oxidative breakdown of glucose in

isolation from the cell's overall metabolic economy. In this
Se<tion, you will learn that glycolysis and the citric acid cycle
are major intersections of the cell's catabolic and anabolic
(biosynthetic) pathways.

mon in the diets of humans and other animals. We obtain
most of our calories in the form of fats, proteins, sucrose and
other disaccharides, and starch, a polysaccharide. All these or·
ganic molecules in food can be used by cellular respiration to

Fatty
acids
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Glucose
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The Versatility of Catabolism
Throughout this chapter, we have used glucose as the fuel for
cellular respiration. But free glucose molecules are not com·

Glycerol

NH;
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~

Pyruvate

Acetyl CoA

make ATP (Figure 9.20).

Glycolysis can accept a wide range of carbohydrates for catabolism.In the digestive tract, starch is hydrolyzed to glucose,
which can then be broken down in the cells by glycolysis and
the citric acid cycle. Similarly, glycogen, the polysaccharide
that humans and many other animals store in their liver and
muscle cells, can be hydrolyzed to glucose between meals as
fuel for respiration. The digestion of disaccharides, including
sucrose, provides glucose and other monosaccharides as fuel
for respiration.
Proteins can also be used for fuel, but first they must be
digested to their constituent amino acids. Many of the
amino acids, of course, are used by the organism to build
new proteins. Amino acids present in excess are converted
by enzymes to intermediates of glycolysis and the citric acid
cycle. Before amino acids can feed into glycolysis or the citric acid cycle, their amino groups must be removed, a
process called deamination. The nitrogenous refuse is excreted from the animal in the form of ammonia, urea, or
other waste products.
Catabolism can also harvest energy stored in fats obtained
either from food or from storage cells in the body. After fats
are digested to glycerol and fatty acids, the glycerol is converted to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, an intermediate of
glycolysis. Most of the energy of a fat is stored in the fatty
acids. A metabolic sequence called beta oxidation breaks
the fatty acids down to two-carbon fragments, which enter
the citric acid cycle as acetyl CoA. NADH and FADH1 are
also generated during beta oxidation; they can enter the electron transport chain, leading to further ATP production.
Fats make excellent fuel, in large part due to their chemical
structure and the high energy level of their electrons compared to those of carbohydrates. A gram of fat oxidized by
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.. Figure 9.20 The catabolism of various molecules from
food. Carbohydrates, fats, and proteins can all be used as fuel for
cellular respiration, Monomers of these molecules enter glycolysis or
the citric acid cycle at various points, Glycolysis and the citric acid cycle
are catabolic funnels through which electrons from all kinds of organic
molecules flow on their exergonl( fall to oxygen

respiration produces more than twice as much ATP as a gram
of carbohydrate. Unfortunately, this also means that a person
trying to lose weight must work hard to use up fat stored in
the body because so many calories are stockpiled in each
gram of fat.

Biosynthesis (Anabolic Pathways)
Cells need substance as well as energy. Not all the organic
molecules offood are destined to be oxidized as fuel to make
ATP. In addition to calories, food must also provide the carbon skeletons that cells require to make their own molecules. Some organic monomers obtained from digestion
can be used directly. For example, as previously mentioned,
amino acids from the hydrolysis of proteins in food can be

incorporated into the organism's own proteins. Often, however, the body needs specific molecules that are not present
as such in food. Compounds formed as intermediates ofglycolysis and the citric acid cycle can be diverted into anabolic
pathways as precursors from which the cell can synthesize
the molecules it requires. For example, humans can make
about half of the 20 amino acids in proteins by modifying
compounds siphoned away from the citric acid cycle; the
rest are "essential amino acids~ that must be obtained in the
diet. Also, glucose can be made from pyruvate, and fatty
acids can be synthesized from acetyl CoA. Of course, these
anabolic, or biosynthetic, pathways do not generate ATp,
but instead consume it.
In addition, glycolysis and the citric acid cycle function as
metabolic interchanges that enable our cells to convert some
kinds of molecules to others as we need them. For example, an
intermediate compound generated during glycolysis, dihydroxyacetone phosphate (see Figure 9.9, step 5), can be converted to one of the major precursors of fats. If we eat more
food than we need, we store fat even if our diet is fat-free. Metabolism is remarkably versatile and adaptable.
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Regulation of Cellular Respiration via
Feedback Mechanisms
Basic principles ofsupply and demand regulate the metabolic
economy. The cell does not waste energy making more of a
particular substance than it needs. If there is a glut ofa certain
amino acid, for example, the anabolic pathway that synthesizes that amino acid from an intermediate of the citric acid
cycle is switched off. The most common mechanism for this
control is feedback inhibition: The end product of the anabolic pathway inhibits the enzyme that catalyzes an early step
of the pathway (see Figure 8.22). This prevents the needless
diversion of key metabolic intermediates from uses that are
more urgent.
The cell also controls its catabolism. If the cell is working
hard and its ATP concentration begins to drop, respiration
speeds up. When there is plenty of ATP to meet demand, respiration slows down, sparing valuable organic molecules for
other functions. Again, control is based mainly on regulating
the activity of enzymes at strategic points in the catabolic
pathway. As shown in Figure 9.21, one important switch is
phosphofructokinase, the enzyme that catalyzes step 3 of glycolysis (see Figure 9.9). That is the first step that commits substrate irreversibly to the glycolytic pathway. By controlling the
rate of this step, the cell can speed up or slow down the entire
catabolic process. Phosphofructokinase can thus be considered the pacemaker of respiration.
Phosphofructokinase is an allosteric enzyme with receptor sites for specific inhibitors and activators. It is inhibited by ATP and stimulated by AMP (adenosine
mono phosphate), which the cell derives from ADP. As

~
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... Figure 9.21 The control of cellular respiration. Allosteric
enzymes at certain points in the respiratory pathway respond to
inhibitors and activators that help set the pace of glycolysis and the
citric acid cycle, Phosphofructokinase, which catalyzes an early step in
glycolysis (see Figure 99). is one such enzyme It is stimulated by AMP
(derived from AOP) but is inhibited by ATP and by citrate, This
feedback regulation adjusts the rate of respiration as the cell's catabolic
and anabolic demands change.

ATP accumulates, inhibition of the enzyme slows down
glycolysis. The enzyme becomes active again as cellular
work converts ATP to ADP (and AMP) faster than ATP
is being regenerated. Phosphofructokinase is also sensitive to citrate, the first product of the citric acid cycle. If
citrate accumulates in mitochondria, some of it passes
into the cytosol and inhibits phosphofructokinase. This
mechanism helps synchronize the rates of glycolysis and
the citric acid cycle. As citrate accumulates, glycolysis
slows down, and the supply of acetyl groups to the citric
acid cycle decreases. If citrate consumption increases, either because of a demand for more ATP or because anabolic pathways are draining off intermediates of the citric
acid cycle, glycolysis accelerates and meets the demand.
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Metabolic balance is augmented by the control of enzymes that catalyze other key steps of glycolysis and the
citric acid cycle. Cells are thrifty, expedient, and responsive in their metabolism.
Examine Figure 9.2 again to put cellular respiration into the
broader context ofenergy flow and chemical cycling in ecosys·
tems. The energy that keeps us alive is released, but not
produced, by cellular respiration. We are tapping energy that
was stored in food by photosynthesis. In the next chapter, you
will learn how photosynthesis captures light and converts it to
chemical energy.
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Catabolic pathways yield energy by oxidizing organic

fuels (pp. 162-167)
... Catabolic Pathways and Production of AlP To keep
wOTking, a cell must regenerate the ATP it uses. The breakdown of glucose and other organic fuels is exergonic. Starting
with glucose or another organic molecule and using O 2, aerobic respiration yields H20, COlo and energy in the form of
ATP and heat. Cellular respiration includes both aerobic and
anaerobic respiration; the latter uses another electron acceptor at the end of the electron transport chain instead of O2,
but also yields ATP.
Ii> Redox Reactions: Oxidation and Reduction The cell

taps the energy stored in food molecules through redox reactions. in which one substance partially or totally shifts
electrons to another. The substance receiving electrons is
reduced; the substance losing electrons is oxidized. During
cellular respiration, glucose (C 6 H 120 6 ) is oxidized to CO 2 ,
and O 2 is reduced to H20. Electrons lose potential energy
during their transfer from organic compounds to oxygen.
Electrons from organic compounds are usually passed first
to NAO+, reducing it to NADH. NADH passes the electrons
to an electron transport chain, which conducts them to O 2
in energy-releasing steps. The energy is used to make ATP.
... lhe Stages of Cellular Respiration: A Prcvicw
Glycolysis and the citric acid cycle supply electrons (via
NADH or FAOH 2) to the electron transport chain, which
drives oxidative phosphorylation. Oxidative phosphorylation
generates AlP.
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For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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Glycolysis harvests chemical energy by oxidizing
glucose to pyruvate (pp. 167-169)
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The citric acid tycle completes the energy-yielding
oxidation of organic molecules (pp. 170-172)
... In eukaryotic cells, the import of pyruvate into the mitochondrion and its conversion to acetyl CoA links glycolysis to the
citric acid cycle. (In prokaryotic cells, the citric acid cycle occurs in the cytosol.)
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1. Compare the structure of a fat (see Figure 5.11) with
that of a carbohydrate (see Figure 5.3). What features
of their structures make fat a much better fuel?
2. Under what circumstances might your body synthe·
size fat molecules?
3. •~J:t."IDI What will happen in a muscle cell that
has used up its supply of oxygen and ATP? (See Figures 9.19 and 9.21.)
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.. The Evolutionary Significance of Glycolysis Glycolysis
occurs in nearly all organisms and probably evolved in ancient
prokaryotes before there was O 2 in the atmosphere.

During oxidative phosphorylation, chemiosmosis
couples electron transport to ATP synthesis
(pp, 172-177)
~

-$IN',·

Acth'lly Fcrmentation

NADH and FADH 2 donate electrons to the electron transport chain, which powers ATr synthesis via oxidative
phosphorylation.

- i ll14 .,-9.6

.. The Pathway of Electron Transport In the electron transport chain, electrons from NADH and FADH 2 lose energy in
several energy-releasing steps. At the end ofthe chain, electrons are passed to 02> reducing it to H20.
.. Chemiosmosis: The EnergyCoupling Mechanism At
certain steps along the
electron transport chain,
electron transfer causes
protein complexes in eukaryotes to move H+ from
the mitochondrial matrix
to the intermembrane
space, storing energy as a
proton-motive force (H+
gradient). As H+ diffuses
back into the matrix
through ATP synthase. its
passage drives the phosphorylation of ADP.
Prokaryotes generate an
H+ gradient across their
plasma membrane and use
this gradient to synthesize
ATP in the cell.

INTERMEMBRANf
SPACE

,
,

Glycolysis and the citric acid cycle connect to many
other metabolic pathways (pp. 180-182)
.. The Versatility of Catabolism Catabolic pathways funnel
electrons from many kinds of organic molecules into cellular
respiration.
.. Biosynthesis (Anabolic Pathways) Cells can use small molecules from food directly or use them to build other substances through glycolysis or the citric acid cycle.

I
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.. Regulation of Cellular Respiration via Feedback Mechanisms Cellular respiration is controlled by allosteric enzymes
at key points in glycolysis and the citric acid cycle.
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L \Xfhat is the reducing agent in the following reaction?
Pyru\"Jte + NADH
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.. An Accounting of ATP Production by Cellular Respiration About 4()% of the energy stored in a glucose molecule is
transferred to ATP during cellular respiration, producing a
maximum of ahout 38 ATP.
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"IF] Tutor Cdlular Respiration Part 2-Citrk Add Cyde and Electron
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ActMty Elcctron Transport
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Fermentation and anaerobic respiration enable
cells to produce ATP without the use of oxygen
(pp, 177-179)
.. Types of Fermentation Glycolysis nets 2 ATP by substratelevel phosphorylation, whether oxygen is present or not. Under anaerobic conditions, either anaerobic respiration or
fermentation can take place. In anaerobic respiration, an electron transport chain is present with a final electron acceptor
other than oxygen. In fermentation, the electrons from
NADH are passed to pyru\"Jte or a derivative of pyruvate, regenerating the NAD + required to oxidize more glucose. Two
common types of fermentation are alcohol fermentation and
lactic acid fermentation.
~ Fermentation and Aerobic Respiration Compared Both

use glycolysis to oxidize glucose but differ in their final electron acceptor. Respiration yields more ATP.

a. oxygen
b. NAOH
c. NAO+

+ H+

• Lactate

+ NAD+

d. lactate
e. pyru\"Jte

2. The immediate energy source that drives ATP synthesis by
ATP synthase during oxidative phosphorylation is the
a. oxidation of glucose and other organic compounds.
b. flow of electrons down the electron transport
chain.
c. affinity of oxygen for electrons.
d. H+ concentration across the membrane holding ATP
synthase.
e. transfer of phosphate to AOP.
3. Which metaholic pathway is common to hoth fermentation
and cellular respiration of a glucose molecule?
a. the citric acid cycle
b. the electron transport chain
c. glycolysis
d. synthesis of acetyl CoA from pyruvate
e. reduction of pyruvate to lactate
4. In mitochondria, exergonic redox reactions
a. are the source of energy driving prokaryotic ATP
synthesis.
b. are directly coupled to substrate-level phosphorylation.
c. provide the energy that establishes the proton gradient.
d. reduce carbon atoms to carbon dioxide.
e. are coupled via phosphorylated intermediates to
endergonic processes.
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5. The final electron acceptor of the electron transport chain that
functions in aerobic oxidative phosphorylation is
a. oxygen.
b. water.
c. NAD1-.
d. pyruvate.
e. ADP.

10. •• l/Will The graph here shows the pH difference across
the inner mitochondrial membrane over time in an actively
respiring cell. At the time indicated by the vertical arrow, a
metabolic poison is added that specifically and completely
inhibits all function of mitochondrial ATP synthase. Draw
what you would expect to see for the rest of the graphed line.

t

6. When electrons flow along the electron transport chains of
mitochondria, which of the following changes occurs?
a. The pH of the matrix increases.
b. ATP synthase pumps protons by active transport.
c. The electrons gain free energy.
d. The cytochromes phosphorylate ADP to form ATP.
e. NAD +- is oxidized.
7. Cells do not catabolize carbon dioxide because
a. its double bonds are too stable to be broken.
b. CO 2 has fewer bonding electrons than other organic
compounds.
c. CO 2 is already completely reduced.
d. CO 2 is already completely oxidized.
e. the molecule has too few atoms.
8. Which of the following is a true distinction between fermentation and cellular respiration?
a. Only respiration oxidizes glucose.
b. NADH is oxidized by the electron transport chain in
respiration only.
c. Fermentation, but not respiration, is an example of a
catabolic pathway.
d. Substrate-level phosphorylation is unique to
fermentation.
e. NAD+ functions as an oxidizing agent only in respiration.
9. Most CO2 from catabolism is released during
a. glycolysis.
b. the citric acid cycle.
c. lactate fermentation.
d. electron transport.
e. oxidative phosphorylation.

Time_

For Self-Quiz amwers, see Appendix A.
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION
II. ATP synthases are found in the prokaryotic plasma membrane and
in mitochondria and chloroplasts. What does this suggest about the
evolutionary relationship of these eukaryotic organelles to prokaryotes? How might the amino acid sequences of the ATP synthases
from the different sources support or refute your hypothesis?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
12. In the 194{)s, some physicians prescribed low doses of a drug
called dinitrophenol (DNP) to help patients lose weight. This
unsafe method was abandoned after a few patients died. DNP
uncouples the chemiosmotic machinery by making the lipid
bilayer of the inner mitochondrial membrane leaky to H+.
Explain how this causes weight loss.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
13. Nearly all human societies use fermentation to produce alcoholic drinks such as beer and wine. The practice dates back to
the earliest days of agriculture. How do you suppose this use of
fermentation was first discovered? Why did wine prove to be a
more useful beverage, especially to a preindustrial culture, than
the grape juice from which it was made?
8iolollicallnquiry: A Workl>ook of InYestigath'c Case. Explore fermenta'

t;on further in the case "Bean 8rew.-
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... Figure 10.1 How can sunlight, seen here as a spectrum
of colors in a rainbow, power the synthesis of organic
substances"?

10.1 Photosynthesis converts light energy to the

chemical energy of food
10.2 The light reactions convert solar energy to the
chemical energy of AlP and NADPH
10.3 The Calvin cycle uses AlP and NADPH to
convert CO 2 to sugar
10.4 Alternative mechanisms of carbon fixation
have evolved in hot, arid climates

r~:;;;;:ss That Feeds the
Biosphere

ife on Earth is solar powered. The chloroplasts of
plants capture light energy that has traveled 150
million kilometers from the sun and convert it to
chemical energy stored in sugar and other organic molecules. This conversion process is called photosynthesis.
Let's begin by placing photosynthesis in its ecological
context.
Photosynthesis nourishes almost the entire living world directly or indirectly. An organism acquires the organic compounds it uses for energy and carbon skeletons by one of two
major modes: autotrophic nutrition or heterotrophic nutrition. Autotrophs are "self-feedersn (auto means "self," and
trap/lOs means "feed"); they sustain themselves without eating
anything derived from other living beings. Autotrophs produce their organic molecules from CO 2 and other inorganic
raw materials obtained from the environment. They are the
ultimate sources oforganic compounds for all nonautotrophic
organisms, and for this reason, biologists refer to autotrophs
as the producers of the biosphere.

L

Almost all plants are autotrophs; the only nutrients they require are water and minerals from the soil and carbon dioxide
from the air. Specifically, plants are pholoautotrophs, organisms that use light as a source of energy to synthesize organic
substances (Figure 10.1). Photosynthesis also occurs in algae,
certain other protists, and some prokaryotes (Figure 10.2, on
the next page). In this chapter, we will touch on these other
groups in passing, but our emphasis will be on plants. Variations in autotrophic nutrition that occur in prokaryotes and
algae will be detailed in Chapters 27 and 28.
Hctcrotrophs obtain their organic material by the second
major mode of nutrition. Unable to make their own food, they
live on compounds produced by other organisms (hetero
means "other"). Heterotrophs are the biosphere's consumers.
The most obvious form of this "other-feeding" occurs when an
animal eats plants or other animals. But heterotrophic nutrition may be more subtle. Some heterotrophs consume the remains of dead organisms by decomposing and feeding on
organic litter such as carcasses, feces, and fallen leaves; they
are known as decomposers. Most fungi and many types of
prokaryotes get their nourishment this way. Almost all heterotrophs, including humans, are completely dependent, either directly or indirectly, on photoautotrophs for food-and
also for oxygen, a by-product of photosynthesis.
In this chapter, you will learn how photosynthesis works.
After a discussion of the general principles of photosynthesis,
we will consider the two stages of photosynthesis: the light reactions, in which solar energy is captured and transformed
into chemical energy; and the Calvin cycle, in which the chemical energy is used to make organic molecules of food. Finally,
we will consider a few aspects of photosynthesis from an evolutionary perspective.
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.. Figure 10.2 Photoalltotrophs. These
organi>ms use light energy to drive the synthesis of
organic molecules from carbon dioxide and (in most
cases) water. They feed not only themselves, but
the entire living wOOd. Ca) On land, plants are the
predominant producers of food. In aquatic
environments. photosynthetic organl>ms indude
(b) multicellular algae, such as this kelp; (c) some
unicellular protists, such as Euglena; (d) the
prokaryotes called cyanobacteria; and (e) other
photosynthetic prokaryotes, such as these purple
sulfur bacteria. which produce sulfur (spherical
globules) (c, d. e: lMsl·

(a) Plants

(b) Multicellular alga

(d) Cyanobacteria

r;~::;;n~~;~ converts light

Chapter 6. In fact, the original chloroplast is believed to have
been a photosynthetic prokaryote that lived inside a eukaryotic
cell. (You'll learn more about this hypothesis in Chapter 25.)
Chloroplasts are present in a variety of photosynthesizing organisms (see Figure 10.2), but here we will focus on plants.

energy to the chemical energy of
food

The remarkable ability of an organism to harness light energy
and use it to drive the synthesis oforganic compounds emerges
from structural organization in the cell: Photosynthetic enzymes
and other mole<ules are grouped together in a biological memo
brane, enabling the necessary series of chemical reactions to be
carried out efficiently. The process ofphotosynthesis most likely
originated in a group of bacteria that had infolded regions of
the plasma membrane containing clusters of such molecules.
In existing photosynthetic bacteria, infolded photosynthetic
membranes function similarly to the internal membranes of
the chloroplast, a eukaryotic organelle you learned about in
186
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Chloroplasts: The Sites of Photosynthesis in
Plants
All green parts of a plant, including green stems and unripened fruit, have chloroplasts, but the leaves are the major
sites ofphotosynthesis in most plants (Figure 10.3). There are
about half a million chloroplasts per square millimeter of leaf
surface. The color of the leaf is from chlorophyll, the green
pigment located within chloroplasts. It is the light energy absorbed by chlorophyll that drives the synthesis oforganic molecules in the chloroplast. Chloroplasts are found mainly in the
ceUs of the mesophyll, the tissue in the interior of the leaf.

Leaf (fOSS section

Carbon dioxide enters the leaf, and oxygen
exits, by way of microscopic pores called
stomata (singular, stoma; from the Greek,
meaning "mouth"). Water absorbed by the
roots is delivered to the leaves in veins.
Leaves also use veins to export sugar to
roots and other nonphotosynthetic parts of
the plant.
A typical mesophyll cell has about 30 to
40 chloroplasts, each organelle measuring
about 2-4 ~m by 4-7 11m. An envelope of
two membranes encloses the stroma, the
dense fluid within the chloroplast. An elaborate system of interconnected membranous sacs called thylakoids segregates the
stroma from another compartment, the interior of the thylakoids, or thy/akoid space. In some places,
thylakoid sacs are stacked in columns called grana (singular,
granum). Chlorophyll resides in the thylakoid membranes.
(The infolded photosynthetic membranes of prokaryotes are
also called thylakoid membranes; see Figure 27.7b.) Now that
we have looked at the sites of photosynthesis in plants, we are
ready to look more closely at the process of photosynthesis.

vein

Stomata

co,

ChlorOPlast~------t--j~~

Tracking Atoms Through Photosynthesis:
Scientific tnquiry
Scientists have tried for centuries to piece together the
process by which plants make food. Although some of the
steps are still not completely understood, the overall photosynthetic equation has been known since the 1800s: In the
presence of light, the green parts of plants produce organic
compounds and oxygen from carbon dioxide and water. Using molecular formulas, we can summarize the complex series
of chemical reactions in photosynthesis with this chemical
equation:

6C0 2 + 12 H2 0

Outer
membrane

+ Lightenergy-. C6 Hl2 0 6 + 602 + 6 H20

We use glucose (C6 H n 0 6 ) here to simplify the relationship
between photosynthesis and respiration, but the direct product of photosynthesis is actually a three-carbon sugar that can
be used to make glucose. Water appears on both sides of the
equation because 12 molecules are consumed and 6 molecules
are newly formed during photosynthesis. We can simplify the
equation by indicating only the net consumption of water:

Writing the equation in this form, we can see that the overall
chemical change during photosynthesis is the reverse of the
one that occurs during cellular respiration. Both of these
metabolic processes occur in plant cells. However, as you will
soon learn, chloroplasts do not synthesize sugars by simply reversing the steps of respiration.

Stroma Granum

Thylakoid
space

Intermembrane
space
Inner
membrane

... Figure 10.3 Zooming in on the
location of photosynthesis in a plant.
Leaves are the major organs of photosynthesis in
plants. These pictures take you into a leal. then
into a cell, and finally into a chloroplast. the
organelle where photosynthesis occurs (middle.
LM; bottom, TEM),
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Now let's divide the photosynthetic equation by 6 to put it
in its simplest possible form:

Here, the brackets indicate that CH 2 0 is not an actual sugar
but represents the general formula for a carbohydrate. In
other words, we are imagining the synthesis of a sugar mol·
ecule one carbon at a time. Six repetitions would theoretically
produce a glucose molecule. Let's now use this simplified for·
mula to see how researchers tracked the elements Co H, and
o from the reactants of photosynthesis to the products.

The Splitting of Water
One of the first clues to the mechanism of photosynthesis came
from the discovery that the O2 given offby plants is derived from
H2 0 and not from CO 2, The chloroplast splits water into hydrogen and oxygen. Before this discovery, the prevailing hypothesis
was that photosynthesissplitcarbondioxide{C02 ---+ C +00 and
then added water to the carbon (C + H20 ---+ [CH20]). This hypothesis predicted that the O2 released during photosynthesis
came from CO 2, This idea was challenged in the 1930s by C. B.
van Niel, of Stanford University. Van Niel was investigating pho-tosynthesis in bacteria that make their carbohydrate from CO 2
but do not release O2 , Van Niel concluded that, at least in these
bacteria, CO2 is not split into carbon and oxygen. One group of
bacteria used hydrogen sulfide (H 2S) rather than water for pho·
tosynthesis, forming yellow globules of sulfur as a waste prod·
uct (these globules are visible in Figure 1O.2e). Here is the
chemical equation for photosynthesis in these sulfur bacteria:

Van Niel reasoned that the bacteria split H2 S and used the hydrogen atoms to make sugar. He then generalized that idea,
proposing that all photosynthetic organisms require a hydrogen source but that the source varies:
Sulfur bacteria: CO2
Plants: CO2
General: CO2

+ 2 H2S -. [CH20J + H20 + 2 S

+ 2 H20 ---+ [CH2 0j + H20 + O2
+ 2 H2 X ---+ [CH2 0j + H20 + 2 X

Thus, van Niel hypothesized that plants split H20 as a source of
electrons from hydrogen atoms, releasing O2 as a by-product.
Nearly 20 years later, scientists confirmed van Niel's hypothesis by using oxygen-18 ('80), a heavy isotope, as a
tracer to follow the fate of oxygen atoms during photosynthesis. The experiments showed that the O 2 from plants was
labeled with 180 only if water was the source of the tracer
(experiment I). If the ISO was introduced to the plant in the
form of CO 2 , the label did not turn up in the released O 2 (experiment 2). In the following summary, red denotes labeled
atoms of oxygen esO):
Experiment 1: CO 2 + 2 Hp ---+ [CHPJ
Experiment 2: CO 2 + 2 H20 ---+ [CH 20J
188
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+ H2 0 + O2
+ H2 0 + O2

Reactants:

Products:

... Figure 10.4 Tracking atoms through photosynthesis. The
atoms from COl are shown in orange. and the atoms from HlO are
shown in blue.

A significant result of the shuffling of atoms during photosynthesis is the extraction of hydrogen from water and its incorporation into sugar. The waste product of photosynthesis,
0 21 is released to the atmosphere. Figure 10.4 shows the fates
of all atoms in photosynthesis.

Photosynthesis as a Redox Process
Let's briefly compare photosynthesis with cellular respiration.
Both processes involve redox reactions. During cellular respiration, energy is released from sugar when electrons associated with hydrogen are transported by carriers to oxygen,
forming water as a by-product. The electrons lose potential
energy as they "fall" down the electron transport chain toward
electronegative oxygen, and the mitochondrion harnesses
that energy to synthesize ATP (see Figure 9.16). Photosynthesis reverses the direction of electron flow. Water is split, and
electrons are transferred along with hydrogen ions from the
water to carbon dioxide, reducing it to sugar. Because the
electrons increase in potential energy as they move from water to sugar, this process requires energy, in other words is endergonic. This energy boost is provided by light.

The Two Stages of Photosynthesis: A Preview
The equation for photosynthesis is a deceptively simple summary of a very complex process. Actually, photosynthesis is
not a single process, but two processes, each with multiple
steps. These two stages of photosynthesis are known as the
light reactions (the plwto part of photosynthesis) and the
Calvin cycle (the synthesis part) (Figure 10.5).
The light reactions are the steps ofphotosynthesis that convert
solar energy to chemical energy. Water is split, providing a source
ofelectrons and protons (hydrogen ions, H+) and giving offO 2 as
a by·product Light absorbed by chlorophyll drives a transfer of
the electrons and hydrogen ions from water to an acceptor called
NADP+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate), where
they are temporarily stored. TIle electron acceptor NADP+ is first
cousin to NAD+, which functions as an electron carrier in cellular respiration; the two molecules differ only by the presence ofan
extra phosphate group in the NADP+ molecule. The light reactions use solar power to reduce NADP+ to NADPH by adding a

.. Figure 10.5 An overview of
photosynthesis: cooperation of the
light reactions and the Calvin cycle. In
the chloroplast. the thylakoid membranes are
the sites of the light reactions, whereas the
Calvin cycle occurs in the stroma, The light
reactions use solar energy to make ATP and
NADPH, which supply chemICal energy and
reducing power, respectively, to the Calvin
cycle, The Calvin cycle incorporates (0 2 into
organic molecules, which are converted to
sugar, (Recall that most simple sugars have
formulas that are some multiple of (H 20.)

•

A smaller version of this diagram will
reappear in several subsequent figures as a
reminder of whether the events being
described occur in the light reactions or in
the (alvin cycle.

light

Reactions

JJioffix Visit the Study Area
at www.masteringbio.com
for the BioFlix 3·D Animation on
Photosynthesis.
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pair of electrons along with an H+. The light reactions also generate ATp, using chemiosmosis to power the addition of a phosphate group to ADP, a process called photophosphorylation.
Thus, light energy is initially converted to chemical energy in the
form of tv.'o compounds: NADPH, a source of electrons as "reducing power~ that can be passed along to an electron acceptor,
reducing it, and ATP, the versatile energy currency ofceUs. Notice
that the light reactions produce no sugar; that happens in
the second stage of photosynthesis, the Calvin cycle.
The Calvin cycle is named for Melvin Calvin, who, along
with his colleagues, began to elucidate its steps in the late
194Os. The cycle begins by incorporating CO 2 from the air
into organic molecules already present in the chloroplast. This
initial incorporation of carbon into organic compounds is
known as carbon fixation. The Calvin cycle then reduces the
fixed carbon to carbohydrate by the addition of electrons. The
reducing power is provided by NADPH, which acquired its
cargo of electrons in the light reactions. To convert CO 2 to
carbohydrate, the Calvin cycle also requires chemical energy
in the form of ATP, which is also generated by the light reactions. Thus, it is the Calvin cycle that makes sugar, but it can
do so only with the help of the NADPH and ATP produced
by the light reactions. The metabolic steps of the Calvin cycle are sometimes referred to as the dark reactions, or Jightindependent reactions, because none of the steps requires
light directly. Nevertheless, the Calvin cycle in most plants
occurs during daylight, for only then can the light reactions

provide the NADPH and ATP that the Calvin cycle requires.
In essence, the chloroplast uses light energy to make sugar by
coordinating the {v,'O stages of photosynthesis.
As Figure 10.5 indicates, the thylakoids of the chloroplast
are the sites of the light reactions, while the Calvin cycle occurs
in the stroma. In the thylakoids, molecules of NADP+ and
ADP pick up electrons and phosphate, respectively, and
NADPH and ATP are then released to the stroma, where they
play crucial roles in the Calvin cycle. The two stages of photosynthesis are treated in this figure as metabolic modules that
take in ingredients and crank out products. Our next step toward understanding photosynthesis is to look more closely at
how the h·...o stages work, beginning with the light reactions.
CONCEPT

CHECK

10.1

I. How do the reactant molecules of photosynthesis
reach the chloroplasts in leaves?
2. How did the use of an oxygen isotope help elucidate
the chemistry of photosynthesis?
3. •i,'l:f.iIl4 The Calvin cycle clearly requires the
products ofthe light reactions, ATP and NADPH. Suppose a classmate asserts that the converse is not truethat the light reactions don't depend on the Calvin cycle
and, with continual light, could just keep on producing
ATP and NADPH. Do you agree or disagree? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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r;~:~~;:. :~~~ions convert solar

Chloroplasts are chemical factories powered by the sun. Their
thylakoids transform light energy into the chemical energy of
ATP and NADPH. To understand this conversion better, we
need to know about some important properties oflighl

versely related to the wavelength of the light: the shorter the
wavelength, the greater the energy ofeach photon ofthat light.
Thus, a photon of violet light packs nearly twice as much energy as a photon of red light.
Although the sun radiates the full spectrum ofelectromagnetic energy, the atmosphere acts like a selective window,
allowing visible light to pass through while screening out a substantial fraction of other radiation. The part of the spectrum we can see-visible light-is also the radiation that drives
photosynthesis.

The Nature of Sunlight

Photosynthetic Pigments: The light Receptors

Ught is a form of energy known as electromagnetic energy,
also called electromagnetic radiation. Electromagnetic energy
travels in rhythmic waves analogous to those created by dropping a pebble into a pond. Electromagnetic "''aves, however,
are disturbances of electric and magnetic fields rather than
disturbances of a material medium such as water.
The distance between the crests of electromagnetic waves
is called the wavelength. Wavelengths range from less than a
nanometer (for gamma rays) to more than a kilometer (for ra-

When light meets matter, it may be reflected, transmitted,
or absorbed. Substances that absorb visible light are known
as pigments. Different pigments absorb light of different
wavelengths, and the wavelengths that are absorbed disappear. If a pigment is illuminated with white light, the color
we see is the color most reflected or transmitted by the pigment. (If a pigment absorbs all wavelengths, it appears
black.) We see green when .....e look at a leaf because chlorophyll absorbs violet-blue and red light while transmitting
and reflecting green light (Figure 10.7). The ability of a pigment to absorb various wavelengths of light can be measured with an instrument called a spectrophotometer. This
machine directs beams of light of different wavelengths
through a solution of the pigment and measures the fraction
of the light transmitted at each wavelength. Agraph plotting

energy to the chemical energy of
AlP and NADPH

dio waves). This entire range of radiation is known as the
electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 10.61. The segment most

important to life is the narrow band from about 380 nm to
750 nm in wavelength. This radiation is known as visible light

because it can be detected as various colors by the human eye.
The model of light as waves explains many of light's properties, but in certain respects light beha\'es as though it consists of discrete particles, called photons. Photons are not
tangible objects, but they act like objects in that each of them
has a fixed quantity of energy. The amount of energy is in-

light
Refl~cte/

h
1;9 /

Transmitted
light
.6. Figure 10.6 The electTOmagnetic spectrum. Vllhrte light IS a
mixture of all w~ngthi of visible light. A pnsm un sort white ight
Into ItS component colors by bending light of diffl!feOt wavek>ngths at
diffl!feOt angles. (Droplets of water In the atmosphere un act as pnsms,
foonmg a rainbow; see figure 10.1.) Visible light drIVeS photosynthesis.
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.6. Figure 10.7 Why leaves are green: interaction of light
with chloroplasts. The chlorophyll molecules of chloroplasts absorb
VIoIet·blue and red light (the colors most effective In driving
photosynthesrs) and reflect or transmit grC@fl light. This is why leaves
appear green.

a pigment's light absorption versus wavelength is called an
absorption spectrum (figure 10.8).
The absorption spectra of chloroplast pigments provide
clues to the relative effectiveness of different wavelengths for
driving photosynthesis, since light can perform work in chloroplasts only ifit is absorbed. figure 10.9a shows the absorption
spectra ofthree types ofpigments in chloroplasts: chlorophyll
a, which participates directly in the light reactions; the accessory pigment chlorophyll hi and a group ofaccessory pigments
called carotenoids. The spectrum ofchlorophyll a suggests that

...

.. Fl~'0.9

In ui

Which wavelengths of light are most effective
in driving photosynthesis?
EXPERIMENT

Absorption and action spectra, along with a
classic experiment by Theodor W. Engelmann, reveal which wave·
lengths of light are photosynthetically important.

RESULTS
Chlorophyll a

Chlorophyll b

••

10.8 ••

Carotenoids

Determining an Absorption Spectrum

APPLICATION An absorption spectrum is a visual representa·
tion of how well a particular pigment absorbs different wavelengths of visible light. Absorption spectra of various chloroplast
pigments help scientists decipher each pigment's role in a plant.
TECHNIQUE
A spectrophotometer measures the relative
amounts of light of different wavelengths absorbed and transmit·
ted by a pigment solution.

00

600

500

Wavelength of light (nm)
(al Absorption spectra. The three curves show the wavelengths
of light best absorbed by three types of chloroplast pigments.

o White light is separated into colors (wavelengths) by a prism.
f) One by one, the different colors of light are passed through
the sample (chlorophyll in this example), Green light and
blue light are shown here,

(} The transmitted light strikes a photoelectric tube, which converts the light energy to electricity.

o The electncal current is measured by a galvanometer. The meter
indicates the fraction of light transmitted through the sample,
from which we can determine the amount of light absorbed,

White
light

Refracting
prism

Chlorophyll Photoelectric
solution
tube

(bl Action spectrum. This graph plots the rate of photosynthesis
versus wavelength, The resulting action spectrum resembles
the absorption spectrum for chlorophyll a but does not match
exactly (see part a), This is partly due to the absorption of light
by accessory pigments such as chlorophyll band carotenoids,

Galvanometer

Slit moves to
pass light
of selected
wavelength

Green
light

Blue
light

The high transmittance
(low absorption)
reading indicates that
chlorophyll absorbs
very little green light.

The low transmittance
(high absorption)
reading indicates that
chlorophyll absorbs
most blue light.

RESULTS
See Figure 10,9a for absorption spectra of
three types of chloroplast pigments.

(c) Engelmann's experiment. In 1883, Theodor W. Engelmann

illuminated a filamentous alga with light that had been passed
through a prism, exposing different segments of the alga to
different wavelengths, He used aerobic bacteria, which concentrate near an oxygen source, to determine which segments of
the alga were releasing the most O2 and thus photosynthesizing
most. Bacteria congregated in greatest numbers around the
parts of the alga illuminated with violet-blue or red light.
CONCLUSION light in the violet-blue and red portions of the
spectrum is most effective in driving photosynthesis.
SOURCE

T, W EngellT\ilnn,

8.Ktenum photomelfl(um

Ein Betr~g

Z\Jr II€rgleochenden Phy\.lolog,e des Li<ht- und fart!En)U1nes, Archiv. fOr
PIlysioJogie, 30:95-124 (1883),

.','@il l •

If Engelmann had placed a red·colored filter between
the prism and the alga, how would the results have differed?
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violet-blue and red light work best for photosynthesis, since
they are absorbed, while green is the least effective color. This
is confirmed by an action spectrum for photosynthesis
(Figure 10.9b), which profiles the relative effectiveness of dif~
ferentwavelengthsof radiation in driving the process. An action
spectrum is prepared by illuminating chloroplasts with light of
different colors and then plotting \\'avelength against some
measure of photosynthetic rate, such as CO 2 consumption or
Ch release. The action spectrum for photosynthesis was first
demonstrated by a German botanist in 1&83. Before equipment
for measuring O2 levels had even been invented, 111eodor W.
Engelmann performed a clever experiment in which he used
bacteria to measure rates of photosynthesis in filamentous algae (Figure 10.9c). His results are a striking match to the modern action spectrum shown in Figure 1O.9b.
Notice by comparing Figures 1O.9a and 1O.9b that the ac~
tion spectrum for photosynthesis does not exactly match the
absorption spectrum of chlorophyll a. The absorption spectrum of chlorophyll a alone underestimates the effectiveness
ofcertain wavelengths in driving photosynthesis. This is partly
because accessory pigments with different absorption spectra
are also photosynthetically important in chloroplasts and
broaden the spectrum of colors that can be used for photosynthesis. Figure 10.10 shows chlorophyll a compared to one

CH,

ClIO

in chlorophyll a
in chlorophyll b

Porphyrin ring:
light-absorbing
"head" of molecule;
note magnesium
atom at center

Hydrocarbon tail:
interacts with hydrophobic
regions of proteins inside
thylakoid membranes of
chloroplasts; Hatoms not
shown

.... Figure 10.10 Structure of chlorophyll molecules in
chloroplasts of plants. Chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b differ only
in one of the functional groups bonded to the organic structure called
a porphyrin ring.
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ofthese accessory pigments, chlorophyll b. Aslight structural
difference between them is enough to cause the two pigments
to absorb at slightly different wavelengths in the red and blue
parts of the spectrum (see Figure 1O.9a). As a result, chloro~
phyll a is blue green and chlorophyll b is olive green.
Other accessory pigments include carotcnoids, hydrocarbons that are various shades of yellow and orange because
they absorb violet and blue-green light (see Figure to.9a).
Carotenoids may broaden the spectrum of colors that can
drive photosynthesis. However, a more important function of
at least some carotenoids seems to be photoprotection: These
compounds absorb and dissipate excessive light energy that
would otherwise damage chlorophyll or interact with oxygen,
forming reactive oxidative molecules that are dangerous to the
cell. Interestingly, carotenoids similar to the photoprotective
ones in chloroplasts have a photoprotective role in the human
eye. These and related molecules, often found in health food
products, are valued as "phytochemicals" (from the Greek
phyton, plant), compounds with antioxidant properties. Plants
can synthesize all the antioxidants they require, but humans
and other animals must obtain some of them from their diets.

Excitation of Chlorophyll by Light
What exactly happens when chlorophyll and other pigments absorb light? The colors corresponding to the absorbed wavelengths disappear from the spectrum of the transmitted and
reflected light, but energy cannot disappear. When a molecule
absorbs a photon of light, one of the molecule's electrons is elevated to an orbital where it has more potential energy. \'(fhen the
electron is in its normal orbital, the pigment molecule is said to
be in its ground state. Absorption ofa photon boosts an electron
to an orbital of higher energy, and the pigment molecule is then
said to be in an excited state. The only photons absorbed are
those whose energy is exactly equal to the energy difference between the ground state and an excited state, and this energy difference varies from one kind of molecule to another. Thus, a
particular compound absorbs only photons corresponding to
specific wavelengths, which is why each pigment has a unique
absorption spectrum.
Once absorption of a photon raises an electron from the
ground state to an excited state, the electron cannot remain there
long. The excited state, like all high-energy states, is unstable.
Generally, when isolated pigment molecules absorb light, their
excited electrons drop back down to the ground-state orbital in
a billionth ofa second, releasing tlleir excess energy as heat. This
conversion oflight energy to heat is what makes the top ofan automobile so hot on a sunny day. (White cars are coolest because
their paint reflects all wavelengths of visible light, although it
may absorb ultraviolet and other invisible radiation.) In isolation, some pigments, including chlorophyll, emit light as well as
heat after absorbing photons. As excited electrons fall back to
the ground state, photons are given off. This afterglow is called

<II Figure 10.11 Excitation of isolated
chlorophyll by light. (a) Absorption of a
photon causes a transition of the chlorophyll
molecule from its ground state to its excited
state. The photon boost an electron to an
orbital where it has more potential energy. If
the illuminated molecule exists in isolation, its
excited electron immediately drops back down
to the ground-state orbital, and its excess energy
is given off as heat and fluorescence (Iightl. (b) A
chlorophyll solution excited with ultraviolet light
fluoresces with a red-orange glow.
If a leaf containing a similar
concentration of chlorophyll as the solution
was exposed 10 the same ultraviolet light, no
fluorescence would be seen. Explain the
difference in fluorescence emission between
the solution and the leaf.

,-

-'m,nIM
Ground

state

(al Excitation of isolated chlorophyll molecule

(b) Fluorescence

fluorescence. If a solution of chlorophyll isolated from chloroplasts is illuminated, it\\ill fluoresce in the red-orange part ofthe
spectrum and also give off heat (figure 10.11).

Thylakoid

APhotosystem: A Reaction-Center Complex
Associated with Light-Harvesting Complexes
Chlorophyll molecules excited by the absorption of light energy produce very different results in an intact chloroplast
than they do in isolation (see Figure 10.11). In their native environment of the thylakoid membrane, chlorophyll molecules
are organized along with other small organic molecules and
proteins into photosystems.
A photosystcm is composed of a protein complex called a
reaction-center complex surrounded by severa/light-harvesting
complexes (Figure 10.12). The reaction-center complex
includes a special pair of chlorophyll a molecules. Each lightharvesting complex consists of various pigment molecules
(which may include chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and
carotenoids) bound to proteins. The number and variety of
pigment molecules enable a photosystem to harvest light over
a larger surface and a larger portion of the spectrum than any
single pigment molecule alone could. Together, these lightharvesting complexes act as an antenna for the reactioncenter complex. When a pigment molecule absorbs a photon,
the energy is transferred from pigment molecule to pigment
molecule within a light-harvesting complex, somewhat like a human "wave at a sports arena, until it is passed into the reactioncenter complex. The reaction-center complex contains a
molecule capable of accepting electrons and becoming reduced; it is called the primary electron acceptor. The pair of
chlorophyll a molecules in the reaction-center complex are special because their molecular environment-their location and
the other molecules with which they are associated-enables
H

Photon

Photosystem

STROMA

~~~A'----~---,

Primary
electron
acceptor

Transfer
of energy

Special pair of
chlorophyll a
molecules

Pigment
molecules

THYLAKOID SPACE
(INTERIOR OF THYLAKOID)

... Figure 10.12 Howa photosystem harvests light. When a
photon strikes a pigment molecule in a light-harvesting complex, the
energy is passed from moleClJle to moleClJle until it reaches the reactioncenter complex. Here, an excited electron from the special pair of
chlorophyll a molecules is transferred to the primary electron acceptor,

them to use the energy from light not only to boost one oftheir
electrons to a higher energy level, but also to transfer it to a different molecule-the primary electron acceptor.
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The solar-powered transfer ofan electron from the reactioncenter chlorophyll a pair to the primary electron acceptor is the
first step of the light reactions. As soon as the chlorophyU electron is excited to a higher energy level, the primary electron acceptor captures it; this is a redox reaction. Isolated ch1orophyU
fluoresces because there is no electron acceptor, so electrons of
photocxcitedchlorophyU drop right back to the ground state. In
a chloroplast, the potential energy represented by the excited
electron is not lost Thus, each photosystem-a reaction-center
complex surrounded by light-han'eSling complexes-functions
in the chloroplast as a unit It converts light energy to chemical
energy, which ....ill ultimately be used for the synthesis ofsugar.
The thytakoid membrane is populated by two types of pho·
tosystems that cooperate in the light reactions of photosynthe·
sis. They are called photosystem II (PS II) and photosystem I
(PS I). (They were named in order of their discovery, but photosystem II functions first in the light reactions.) Each has a
characteristic reaction-center complex-a particular kind of
primary electron acceptor next to a special pair ofchlorophyll a
molecules associated with specific proteins. The reactioncenter chlorophyll a ofphotosystem Uis known as P680 because
this pigment is best at absorbing light having a wavelength of
680 nm (in the red part of the spectrum). The chlorophyll a at
the reaction-<enter complex: of photosystem Iis called 1'700 because it most effectively absorbs light ofwavelength 700 nm (in
the far-red part of the spectrum). These two pigments, P680
and 1'700, are nearly identical chlorophyll a molecules. How·
ever, their association with different proteins in the thylakoid
membrane affects the electron distribution in the two pigments
and accounts for the slight differences in their light-absorbing
properties. Now let's see how the two photosystems work together in using light energy to generate ATP and NADPH, the
two main products ofthe light reactions.

8

Linear Electron Flow

o

Lightdrives the synthesis ofATP and NADPH by energizing the
two photosystems embedded in the thylakoid membranes of
chloroplasts. The key to this energy transformation is a flow of
electrons through the photosystems and other molecular components built into the thylakoid membrane. This is called Linear
electron now, and it occurs during the light reactions of photosynthesis, as shown in Figure 10.13. The numbers in the text
description correspond to the numbered steps in the figure.

o

o
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A photon of light strikes a pigment molecule in a Iightharvesting complex, boosting one of its electrons to a
higher energy level. As. this electron falls back to its ground
state, an electron in a nearby pigment molecule issimultaneously raised to an excited state. TIle process continues,
with the energy being relayed to other pigment molecules
until it reaches the P680 pair ofchlorophyU a molecules in
the PS II reaction-center complex. It excites an electron in
this pair of chlorophylls to a higher energy state.
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This electron is transferred from the excited P680 to the
primary electron acceptor. We can refer to the resulting
form of P680, missing an electron, as P680+.
An enzyme catalyzes the splitting of a water molecule
into two electrons, two hydrogen ions, and an oxygen
atom The electrons are supplied one by one to the
P680+ pair, each electron replacing one transferred to
the primary electron acceptor. (P680+ is the strongest
biological oxidizing agent known; its electron ~hole~
must be filled. This greatly facilitates the transfer ofelectrons from the split water molecule.) The oxygen atom
immediately combines with an oxygen atom generated
by the splitting of another water molecule, forming 01'
Each photoexcited electron passes from the primary electron acceptor of PS II to PS I via an electron transport
chain, the components of which are similar to those of the
electron transport chain that functions in cellular respiration. The electron transpoTt chain between P$ II and PS I
is made up ofthe electron carrier plastoquinone (Pq), acytochrome complex, and a protein called plastocyanin (Pc).
The exergonic ~fall~ of electrons to a lower energy level
provides energy for the synthesis of ATP. As. electrons
pass through the cytochrome complex, the pumping of
protons builds a proton gradient that is subsequently
used in chemiosmosis.
Meanwhile, light energy was transferred via lightharvesting complex pigments to the PS I reaction-center
complex, exciting an dectron of the P700 pair of chlorophyU a molecules located there. The photoexcited electron
was then transferred to PS I's primary electron acceptor,
creating an electron "hole" in the P7oo-which we now
can call P700+. In other words, P700+ can now act as an
electron acceptor, accepting an electron that reaches the
bottom ofthe electron transport chain from PS II.
Photoexcited electrons are passed in a series of redox reactions from the primary electron acceptor ofPS Idown
a second electron transport chain through the protein
ferredoxin (Fd). (This chain does not create a proton
gradient and thus does not produce ATP.)
The enzyme NADP+ reductase catalyzes the transfer of
electrons from Fd to NADP+. Two electrons are required for its reduction to NADPH. This molecule is at
a higher energy level than water, and its electrons are
more readily available for the reactions of the Calvin cycle than were those ofwater.

As complicated as the scheme shown in Figure 10.13 is, do
not lose track of its functions. The light reactions use solar
power to generate ATP and NADPH, which provide chemical
energy and reducing power, respectively, to the carbohydratesynthesizing reactions ofthe Calvin cycle. The energy changes
ofelectrons as they flow through the light reactions are shown
in a mechanical analogy in Figure 10.14.

... Figure 10.13 How linear electron flow during the
light reactions generates ATP and NAOPH. The gold arrows
trace the current of light·driven electrons from water to NADPH.

NADf>+
reductase

o light

NADPH

light

Photosystem I
Photosystem

n

(PS

n

(PS II)

Cyclic Electron Flow

.. Figure 10.14 A mechanical analogy for the light
reactions.

In certain cases, photoexcited electrons can take an alternative
path called cyclic electron flow, which uses photosystem I but
not photosystem II. You can see in Figure 10.15, on the next
page, that cyclic flow is a short circuit: The electrons cycle back
from ferredoxin (Fd) to the cytochrome complex and from
there continue on to a P700 chlorophyll in the PS I reactioncenter complex. There is no production ofNADPH and no release of oxygen. Cyclic flow does, however, generate ATP.
Several of the currently existing groups of photosynthetic
bacteria are known to have photosystem I but not photosystem
II; for these species, which include the purple sulfur bacteria
(see Figure IO.2e), cyclic electron flow is the sole means of generating ATP in photosynthesis. Evolutionary biologists believe
that these bacterial groups are descendants of the bacteria in
which photosynthesis first evolved, in a form similar to cyclic
electron flow.
Cyclic electron flow can also occur in photosynthetic species
that possess both photosystems; this includes some prokaryotes, such as the cyanobacteria shown in Figure lO.2d, as well as
the eukaryotic photosynthetic species that have been tested to
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,. Figure 10.15 Cyclic electron flow.
PhotO€xcited electrons from PS I are
occasionally shunted back from ferredoxin
(Fd) to chlorophyll via the cytochrome
complex and plastocyanin (Pc). This electron
shunt supplements the supply of ATP (via
chemiosmosis) but produces no NADPH, The
"shadow" of linear electron flow is included
In the diagram for comparison with the cyclic
route. The two ferredoxin molecules shown in
this diagram are actually one and the samethe final electron carrier in the electron
transport chain of PS I.

Primary
acceptor

Fd

NADPH

'.'
• •

...
.
••••
~

Photosystem J

Photosystem II

date. Although the process is probably in part an "evolutionary
leftover,~ it clearly plays at least one beneficial role for these organisms. Mutant plants that are not able to carry out cyclic electron flow are capable of growing well in low light, but do not
grow well where light is intense. This is evidence for the idea
that cyclic electron flow may be photoprotective, protecting
cells from light-induced damage. Later youll learn more about
cyclic electron flow as it relates to a particular adaptation of
photosynthesis (C4 plants; see Concept 10.4).
\'V'hether ATP synthesis is driven by linear or cyclic elec·
tron flow, the actual mechanism is the same. Before we move
on to consider the Calvin cycle, let's review chemiosmosis, the
process that uses membranes to couple redox reactions to
ATP production.

photosystems capture light energy and use it to drive the electrons from water to the top of the transport chain. In other
words, mitochondria use chemiosmosis to transfer chemical
energy from food molecules to ATP, whereas chloroplasts
transform light energy into chemical energy in ATP.
Although the spatial organization of chemiosmosis differs
slightly between chloroplasts and mitochondria, it is easy to see
similarities in the two (Figure 10.16). The inner membrane of

[ KiJ
•

HigherlWj
LowerlW]
Mitochondrion

Chloroplast

AComparison of Chemiosmosis in
Chloroplasts and Mitochondria
Chloroplasts and mitochondria generate ATP by the same basic mechanism: chemiosmosis. An electron transport chain
assembled in a membrane pumps protons across the membrane as electrons are passed through a series of carriers that
are progressively more electronegative. In this way, electron
transport chains transform redox energy to a proton-motive
force, potential energy stored in the form of an H+ gradient
across a membrane. Built into the same membrane is an ATP
synthase complex that couples the diffusion of hydrogen ions
down their gradient to the phosphorylation of ADP. Some of
the electron carriers, including the iron-containing proteins
called cytochromes, are very similar in chloroplasts and mitochondria. The ATP synthase complexes of the two organelles
are also very much alike. But there are noteworthy differences
between oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria and photophosphorylation in chloroplasts. In mitochondria, the highenergy electrons dropped down the transport chain are
extracted from organic molecules (which are thus oxidized),
while in chloroplasts, the source of electrons is water. Chloroplasts do not need molecules from food to make ATP; their
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J. Figure 10.16 Comparison of chemiosmosis in
mitochondria and chloroplasts. In both kinds of organelles,
electron transport chains pump protons (H+) across a membrane from a
region of low W concentration (light gray in this diagram) to one of
high W concentration (dark gray), The protons then diffuse back across
the membrane through ATP synthase, driving the synthesis of ATP.

driving ATP synthesis. In the chloroplast, ATP is synthesized
as the hydrogen ions diffuse from the thylakoid space back to
the stroma through ATP synthase complexes, whose catalytic
knobs are on the stroma side of the membrane. Thus, ATP
forms in the stroma, where it is used to help drive sugar synthesis during the Calvin cycle (Figure 10.17).
The proton (H+) gradient, or pH gradient, across the thylakoid membrane is substantial. \'(fhen chloroplasts in an experimental setting are illuminated, the pH in the thylakoid space
drops to about 5 (the H+ concentration increases), and the pH in
the stromaincreases to about 8 (the H+ concentration decreases).
This gradient of three pH units corresponds to a thousandfold

the mitochondrion pumps protons from the mitochondrial
matrix out to the intermembrane space, which then serves as a
reservoir of hydrogen ions. The thylakoid membrane of the
chloroplast pumps protons from the stroma into the thylakoid
space (interior of the thylakoid), which functions as the H+
reservoir. If you imagine the cristae of mitochondria pinching
off from the inner membrane, this may help you see how the
thylakoid space and the intermembrane space are comparable
spaces in the two organelles, while the mitochondrial matrix is
analogous to the stroma of the chloroplast. In the mitochondrion, protons diffuse down their concentration gradient from
the intermembrane space through ATP synthase to the matrix,

[CH 20] (sugar)

STROMA
(low W concentration)
Photosystem 11

THYLAKOIO SPACE
(high W concentration)

Cytochrome
complex

Photosystem I

IhO
+2W

4W

•.'I'I'I'I'~·.
• 1.1'1.1.1 1.1.1.,.

~~~~~.~:
Thylakoid
membrane
STROMA
(low W concentration)

... Figure 10.17 The light reactions and
chemiosmosis: the organization of the
thylakoid membrane. This diagram shows a
ClJrrent model for the organization 01 the
thylakoid membrane. The gold arrows track the
linear electron flow outlined in Figure 10 13 A5
electrons pass from carrier to carrier in redox
reactions. hydrogen ions remo~ed from the
stroma are deposited in the thylakoid space,

To
Cal~in

Cycle

--i::-II-J

ATP
synthase

•

+H'

storing energy as a proton-motive lorce (H'
gradient). At least three steps in the light reactions
contribute to the proton gradient: 0 Water is
split by photosystem II on the side of the
membrane facing tile thylakoid space; 8 as
plastoquinone (Pq), a mobile carrier, transfers
electrons to the cytochrome complex, lour protons
are translocated across the membrane into the
thylakoid space; and
a hydrogen ion is

e

removed Irom the stroma when it is taken up by
NAOP' Notice how, asin Figure 10,16, hydrogen
ions are being pumped Irom the stroma into the
thylakoid space. The diffusion of H+ from the
thylakoid space back to the stroma (along the W
concentration gradient) pcM'ers the ATP synthase,
These light-dri~en reactions store chemical energy
in NAOPH and Alp, which shuttle the energy to
the carbohydrate-producing Calvin cycle,
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difference in H+ concentration. If in the laboratory the lights are
turned off, the pH gradient is abolished, but it can quickly be restored by rurning the lights back on. Experiments such as this
provided strong evidence in support ofthe chemiosmotic model
Based on studies in several laboratories. Figure 10.17 shows
a current model for the organization ofthe light-reaction ~ma
chinery" within the thylakoid membrane. Each of the molecules and molecular complexes in the figure is present in
numerous copies in each thylakoid. Notice that 'ADPH, like
AT?, is produced on the side of the membrane facing the
stroma, where the Calvin cycle reactions take place.
Let's summarize the light reactions. Electron flow pushes
electrons from water, where they are at a low state of potential
energy, ultimately to NADPH, where they are stored at a high
state of potential energy. The light-driven electron current
also generates ATP. Thus, the equipment of the thylakoid
membrane COll\'erts light energy to chemical energy stored in
ATP and NADPH. (Oxygen is a by-product.) Let's now see
how the Calvin cycle uses the products of the light reactions
to synthesize sugar from CO2 ,

10.Z
I. \Vhat color of light is least effective in driving photo-

synthesis? Explain.
2. Compared to a solution of isolated chlorophyU. why
do intact chloroplasts release less heat and fluorescence when illuminated?
3. In the light reactions, what is the initial electron
donor? \Vhere do the electrons end up?
4. •',11:".14 In an experiment, isolated chloroplasts
placed in a solution with the appropriate components
can carry out ATP synthesis. Predict what would happen to the rate of synthesis if a compound is added to
the solution that makes membranes freely permeable
to hydrogen ions.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A.

r;~:~:~i~~~le

uses AlP and
NADPH to convert CO 2 to sugar

The Calvin cycle is similar to the citric acid cycle in that a starting material is regenerated after molecules enter and leave the
cycle. Howe\'er. while the citric add cycle iscatabolic, oxidizing
glucose and using the energy to synthesize AT?, the Calvin cycle is anabolic, building carbohydrates from smaller molecules
and consuming energy. Carbon enters the Calvin cycle in the
form of CO 2 and 1ea\'eS in the form of sugar. The cycle spends
ATP as an energy source and consumes NADPH as reducing
po.....er for adding high-energy electrons to make the sugar.
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As we mentioned previously, the carbohydrate produced
directly from the Calvin cycle is actually not glucose, but a
three-carbon sugar; the name ofthis sugar is glyceraldehyde3-phosphate (G3P). For the net synthesis of one molecule
of G3P, the cycle must take place three times, fixing three
molecules of CO 2 , (Recall that carbon fixation refers to the
initial incorporation of CO 2 into organic material.) As we
trace the steps of the cycle, keep in mind that we are following three molecules of CO 2 through the reactions.
Figure 10.18 divides the Calvin cycle into three phases:
carbon fixation, reduction, and regeneration of the CO 2
acceptor.
Phase I: Carbon fixation. The Calvin cycle incorporates
each CO 2 molecule, one at a time, by attaching it to a fivecarbon sugar named ribulose bisphosphate (abbreviated
RuBP). The enzyme that catalyzes this first step is RuBP
carboxylase, or rubisco. (This is the most abundant protein in chloroplasts and is also said to be the most abundant protein on Earth.) The product of the reaction is a
six·carbon intermediate so unstable that it immediately
splits in half, forming t\'o·o molecules of3·phosphoglycerate (for each CO 2 fixed).
Phase 2: Reduction. Each moleculeof3-phosphoglycerate
receives an additional phosphate group from ATP, becoming 1,3·bisphosphoglycerate. Next, a pair ofelectrons
donated from NADPH reduces 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate,
which also loses a phosphate group, becoming G3P.
Specifically, the electrons from NADPH reduce a carboyxl
group on 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate to the aldehyde group
of G3P, which stores more potential energy. G3P is a
sugar-the same three-carbon sugar formed in glycolysis
by the splitting of glucose (see Figure 9.9). Notice in Figure 10.18 that for every three molecules of CO 2 that enter
the cycle, there are six molecules of G3P formed. But only
one molecule of this three-carbon sugar can be counted as
a net gain of carbohydrate. The cycle began with 15 carbons' worth of carbohydrate in the form of three molecules of the five-carbon sugar RuBP. Now there are 18
carbons' worth of carbohydrate in the form of six molecules of G3P. One molecule exits the cycle to be used by
the plant cell, but the other five molecules must be recycled to regenerate the three molecules of RuB?
Phase 3: Regeneration of the CO2 acceptor (RuBP). In
a complex series of reactions. the carbon skeletons of fke
molecules of G3P are rearranged by the last steps of the
Calvin cycle into three molecules of RuBP. To accomplish
this, the cycle spends three more molecules of ATP. The
RuBP is now prepared to receive CO 2 again, and the cycle
continues.
For the net synthesis of one G3P molecule, the Calvin cycle
consumes a total of nine molecules of ATP and six molecules
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CO at a time)
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... Figure 10.18 The Calvin cycle. This diagram trilcks carbon
atoms (gray balls) through the cycle. The three phases of the cycle
correspond to the phases discussed in the text. For every three
molecules of COl that enter the cycle. the net output is one molecule
of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphale (G3P), a three-carbon sugar. The light
reactions sustain the Calvin cycle by regenerating AlP and NADPH.
••I/W"I Redraw this l¥/e using numerals to Indicate the numbers of
carbons instead of gray balls, multiPlYing at each step to ensure that you
have iKCoonted for all carbons. In W'har forms do the carbon aromsenrer

and leave the cycle)

of NADPH. The light reactions regenerate the ATP and
NADPH. TheG3P spun off from the Calvin cycle becomes the
starting material for metabolic pathways that synthesize other
organic compounds, including glucose and other carbohydrates. Neither the light reactions nor the Calvin cycle alone
can make sugar from CO 2 , Photosynthesis is an emergent
property of the intact chloroplast, which integrates the two
stages of photosynthesis.

G3P
a sugar
Output

CONCEPT

Glucose and
other organic
compounds

CHECK

10.3

1. To synthesize one glucose molecule, the Calvin cycle
uses
molecules of COo
molecules
of ATp, and
moleculesofNADPH.
2. Explain why the large numbers of ATP and NADPH
molecules used during the Calvin cycle are consistent
with the high value of glucose as an energy source.
UI A Explain why a poison that inhibits an
3.
enzyme of the Calvin cycle will also inhibit the light
reactions.

-·,1m

For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.
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rZ~~:~:~~O~:chanisms of

carbon fixation have evolved in
hot, arid climates

Ever since plants first moved onto land about 475 million
years ago, they have been adapting to the problems of terrestrial life, particularly the problem of dehydration. In
Chapters 29 and 36, we will consider anatomical adaptations
that help plants conserve water. Here we are concerned with
metabolic adaptations. The solutions often involve tradeoffs. An important example is the compromise between
photosynthesis and the prevention of excessive water loss
from the plant. The CO 2 required for photosynthesis enters
a leaf via stomata, the pores through the leaf surface (see
Figure 10.3). However, stomata are also the main avenues of
transpiration, the evaporative loss of water from leaves. On a
hot, dry day, most plants close their stomata, a response that
conserves water. This response also reduces photosynthetic
yield by limiting access to CO 2 , With stomata even partially
closed, CO 2 concentrations begin to decrease in the air
spaces within the leaf, and the concentration of O 2 released
from the light reactions begins to increase. These conditions
within the leaf favor an apparently wasteful process called
photorespiration.

Photorespiration: An Evolutionary Relic?
In most plants, initial fixation of carbon occurs via rubisco,
the Calvin cycle enzyme that adds CO 2 to ribulose bisphosphate.
Such plants are called C3 plants because the first organic
product of carbon fixation is a three-carbon compound,
3-phosphoglycerate (see Figure 10.18). Rice, wheat, and soybeans are C3 plants that are important in agriculture. When
their stomata partially close on hot, dry days, C3 plants produce less sugar because the declining level of CO 2 in the leaf
starves the Calvin cycle. In addition, rubisco can bind O 2 in
place ofCO2 , As CO2 becomes scarce within the air spaces of
the leaf, rubisco adds O 2 to the Calvin cycle instead of CO2 ,
The product splits, and a two~carbon compound leaves the
chloroplast. Peroxisomes and mitochondria rearrange and
split this compound, releasing CO 2 , The process is called
photorcspiration because it occurs in the light (photo) and
consumes O2 while producing CO 2 (respiration). However,
unlike normal cellular respiration, photorespiration generates
no ATP; in fact, photorespiration consumes ATP. And unlike
photosynthesis, photorespiration produces no sugar. In fact,
photorespiration decreases photosynthetic output by siphoning organic material from the Calvin cycle and releasing CO 2
that would otherwise be fixed.
How can we explain the existence of a metabolic process
that seems to be counterproductive for the plant? According
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to one hypothesis, photorespiration is evolutionary baggagea metabolic relic from a much earlier time when the atmosphere had less O 2 and more CO 2 than it does today. In the
ancient atmosphere that prevailed when rubisco first evolved,
the inability of the enzyme's active site to exclude O2 would
have made little difference. The hypothesis suggests that modern rubisco retains some of its chance affinity for 02> which is
now so concentrated in the atmosphere that a certain amount
of photorespiration is inevitable.
We now know that, at least in some cases, photorespiration
plays a protective role in plants. Plants that are impaired in their
ability to carry out photorespiration (due to defective genes) are
more susceptible to damage induced by excess light. Researchers consider this clear evidence that photorespiration acts
to neutralize the otherwise damaging products ofthe light reac~
tions, which build up when a low CO 2 concentration limits the
progress ofthe Calvin cycle. Whether there are other benefits of
photorespiration is still unknown. In many types of plantsincluding a significant number of crop plants-photorespiration drains away as much as 50% of the carbon fixed by the
Calvin cycle. As heterotrophs that depend on carbon fixation in
chloroplasts for our food, we naturally view photorespiration as
wasteful. Indeed, ifphotorespiration could be reduced in certain
plant species without otherwise affecting photosynthetic productivity, crop yields and food supplies might increase.
In some plant species, alternate modes of carbon fixation
have evolved that minimize photorespiration and optimize
the Calvin cycle-even in hot, arid climates. The two most im~
portant of these photosynthetic adaptations are C4 photosynthesis and CAM.

(4

Plants

The C4 plants are so named because they preface the Calvin
cycle with an alternate mode of carbon fixation that forms a
four-carbon compound as its first product. Several thousand
species in at least 19 plant families use the C4 pathway. Among
the C4 plants important to agriculture are sugarcane and corn,
members of the grass family.
A unique leaf anatomy is correlated with the mechanism of
C4 photosynthesis (Figure 10.19; compare with Figure 10.3).
In C4 plants, there are two distinct types of photosynthetic
cells: bundle~sheath cells and mesophyll cells. Bundle-sheath
cells are arranged into tightly packed sheaths around the veins
of the leaf. Bern'een the bundle sheath and the leaf surface are
the more loosely arranged mesophyll cells. The Calvin cycle
is confined to the chloroplasts of the bundle-sheath cells.
However, the cycle is preceded by incorporation of CO 2 into
organic compounds in the mesophyll cells (see the numbered
steps in Figure 10.19). 0 The first step is carried out by an enzyme present only in mesophyll cells called PEP carboxylase.
This enzyme adds CO2 to phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), forming the four-carbon product oxaloacetate. PEP carboxylase

Mesophyll
cell
PEP carboxylase

Mesophyll Cell\

Photosynthetic
cells of (4 plant Bundle{ sheath
leaf
cell

~'~~':."'~"i.-:'.

The C4 pathway

~'

.

Oln mesophyll cells.
the enzyme PEP
carboxylase adds
carbon dioxide to PEP.

Vein
-{'
(vascular tissue)

(lJIrfi1J:;""

ecompound
Afour-carbon

c. leaf anatomy

conveys the atoms
of the CO 2 into a
bundle-sheath cell
via plasmodesmata.

Stoma

ocells,In CObundle-sheath
is
2

released and
enters the Calvin
cycle.

... Figure 10.19 4 leaf anatomy and the 4 pathway. The structure and biochemical
functions of the lea~es of C4 plants are an e~olutionary adaptation to hot, dry climates. This
adaptation maintains a COl concentration in the bundle sheath that fa~ors photosynthesis o~er
photorespiration

has a much higher affinity for CO 2 than does rubisco and no
affinity for O 2, Therefore, PEP carboxylase can fix carbon efficiently when rubisco cannot-that is, when it is hot and dry
and stomata are partially closed, causing CO 2 concentration in
the leaf to fall and O 2 concentration to rise. f.) After the Colplant fixes carbon from COb the mesophyll cells export their
four-carbon products (malate in the example shown in figure 10.19) to bundle-sheath cells through plasmodesmata
Within the bundle-sheath cells, the
(see Figure 6.31).
four-carbon compounds release CO 2, which is reassimilated into organic material by rubisco and the Calvin cycle.
The same reaction regenerates pyruvate, which is transported
to mesophyll cells. There, ATP is used to convert pyruvate to
PEP, allowing the reaction cycle to continue; this ATP can be
thought of as the "price" of concentrating CO 2 in the bundlesheath cells. To generate this extra ATP, bundle-sheath cells
carry out cyclic electron flow, the process described earlier in
this chapter (see Figure 10.15). In fact, these cells contain PS I
but no PS II, so cyclic electron flow is their only photosynthetic mode of generating ATP.
In effect, the mesophyll cells ofa C4 plant pump CO 2 into the
bundle sheath, keeping the CO2 concentration in the bundlesheath cells high enough for rubisco to bind carbon dioxide
rather than oxygen. The cyclic series of reactions involving
PEP carboxylase and the regeneration of PEP can be thought
of as a COrconcentrating pump that is powered by ATP. In

e

this way, C 4 photosynthesis minimizes photorespiration
and enhances sugar production. This adaptation is especially advantageous in hot regions with intense sunlight,
where stomata partially close during the day, and it is in such
environments that C4 plants evolved and thrive today.

CAM Plants
A second photosynthetic adaptation to arid conditions has
evolved in many succulent (water-storing) plants, numerous
cacti, pineapples, and representatives of several other plant
families. These plants open their stomata during the night
and close them during the day, just the reverse of how other
plants behave. Closing stomata during the day helps desert
plants conserve water, but it also prevents CO 2 from entering
the leaves. During the night, when their stomata are open,
these plants take up CO2 and incorporate it into a variety of
organic acids. This mode of carbon fixation is called
crassulacean acid metabolism, or CAM, after the plant
family Crassulaceae, the succulents in which the process was
first discovered. The mesophyll cells of CAM plants store the
organic acids they make during the night in their vacuoles until morning, when the stomata close. During the day, when the
light reactions can supply ATP and NADPH for the Calvin cycle, CO 2 is released from the organic acids made the night before to become incorporated into sugar in the chloroplasts.
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,. Figure 10.20 C. and CAM
photosynthesis compared. Both
adaptations are characterized by 0 preliminary
incorporation of COl into organic acids.
followed by
transfer of COl to the Calvin
cycle. The C4 and CAM pathways are two
evolutionary solutions to the problem of
maintaining photosynthesis with stomata
partially or completely closed on hot. dry days,

e
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10.4

1. Explain why photorespiration lowers photosynthetic
output for plants.
2. The presence of only PS I, not PS II, in the bundlesheath cells of C4 plants has an effect on O 2 concentration. What is that effect, and how might that
benefit the plant?
3,
How would you expect the relative
abundance of C:3 versus C 4 and CAM species to
change in a geographic region whose climate becomes
much hotter and drier?

_lm'·',14

For suggested answers. see Appendix A,
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Night

D',

Organic acids
release COl to
Calvin cycle
Sugar

(a) Spatial separation of steps.
In C4 plants. carbon fixation and
the Calvin cycle occur in different
types of cells,

Notice in Figure 10.20 that the CAM pathway is similar to
the Ct pathway in that carbon dioxide is first incorporated into
organic intermediates before it enters the Calvin cycle. The difference is that in C4 plants, the initial steps ofcarbon fixation are
separated structurally from the Calvin cycle, whereas in CAM
plants, the two steps occur at separate times but within the same
cell. (Keep in mind that CAM, C"" and C3 plants all eventually
use the Calvin cycle to make sugar from carbon dioxide.)

oco

CO,

(b) Temporal separation of steps.
In CAM plants. carbon fixation
and the Calvin cycle occur in the
same cells at differer'lt times.

The Importance of Photosynthesis: A Review
In this chapter, we have followed photosynthesis from pho·
tons to food. The light reactions capture solar energy and use
it to make ATP and transfer electrons from water to NADP+,
forming NADPH. The Calvin cycle uses the ATP and
NADPH to produce sugar from carbon dioxide. The energy
that enters the chloroplasts as sunlight becomes stored as
chemical energy in organic compounds. See Figure 10.21
for a review of the entire process.
What are the fates of photosynthetic products? The sugar
made in the chloroplasts supplies the entire plant with chemical energy and carbon skeletons for the synthesis of all the
major organic molecules of plant cells. About 50% of the organic material made by photosynthesis is consumed as fuel for
cellular respiration in the mitochondria of the plant cells.
Sometimes there is a loss ofphotosynthetic products to photo·
respiration.
Technically, green cells are the only autotrophic parts of
the plant. The rest of the plant depends on organic molecules exported from leaves via veins. In most plants, carbohydrate is transported out of the leaves in the form of

•

•

light

Light
Reactions:
Photosystem 11
E\!Ctron transport chain
" Photosystem I . ~
Electron transport chain
'- ~

'I

3-Phosphoglycerate

C""")
Cycle

AlP
NADPH

G3P

I.,../"

Starch
(storage)

Chloroplast

o
Light Reactions:
• Are carried out by molecules in the
thylakoid membranes
• Convert light energy to the chemical
energy of AlP and NADPH
• Split H20 and release 02 to the
atmosphere

Sucrose (export)
Calvin Cycle Reactions:
• Take place in the stroma
• Use ATP and NADPH to convert
CO 2 to the sugar G3P
• Return ADp, inorganic phosphate, and NADP" to the light
reactions

... Figure 10.21 A review of photosynthesis. ThiS diagram outlines the main reactants and
products of the light reactions and the Calvin cycle as they occur in the chloroplasts of plant cells.
The entire ordered operation depends on the structural integrity of the chloroplast and its
membranes. Enzymes in the chloroplast and cytosol convert glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (G3P), the
direct product of the Calvin cycle, to many other organic compounds.

sucrose, a disaccharide. After arriving at nonphotosynthetic
cells, the sucrose provides raw material for cellular respiration and a multitude of anabolic pathways that synthesize
proteins, lipids, and other products. A considerable amount
of sugar in the form ofglucose is linked together to make the
polysaccharide cellulose, especially in plant cells that are still
growing and maturing. Cellulose, the main ingredient of cell
walls, is the most abundant organic molecule in the plantand probably on the surface of the planet.
Most plants manage to make more organic material
each day than they need to use as respiratory fuel and precursors for biosynthesis. They stockpile the extra sugar by
synthesizing starch, storing some in the chloroplasts themselves and some in storage cells of roots, tubers, seeds, and
fruits. In accounting for the consumption of the food mol-

ecules produced by photosynthesis, let's not forget that
most plants lose leaves, roots, stems, fruits, and sometimes
their entire bodies to heterotrophs, including humans.
On a global scale, photosynthesis is the process responsi·
ble for the presence of oxygen in our atmosphere. Furthermore, in terms of food production, the collective productivity
ofthe minuscule chloroplasts is prodigious: Photosynthesis
makes an estimated 160 billion metric tons of carbohydrate
per year (a metric ton is 1,000 kg, about 1.1 tons). That's organic matter equivalent in mass to a stack of about 60 trillion copies of this textbook-I7 stacks of books reaching
from Earth to the sun! No other chemical process on the
planet can match the output of photosynthesis. And no
process is more important than photosynthesis to the welfare of life on Earth.
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.. Linear Electron Flow The flow of electrons during the light
reactions produces NADPH, ATP, and oxygen:

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

_ •.lllill-10.1

• .:•

Photosynthesis converts light energy to the chemical
energy of food (pp. 18&-189)
.. Chloroplasts: The Sites of Photosynthesis in Plants In au-

"""PH

r......

totrophic eukaryotes, photosynthesis occurs in chloroplasts, organelles containing th}~akoids. Stacks of thylakoids form grana.

Photo,ystem I

.. Tracking Atoms Through Photosynthesis: Scie1ltific [11quiry Photosynthesis is summarized as
6CG.! + 12 H~O + Light energy ) 4HI10S + 6 O:! + 6 HzO
Chloroplasts split water into hydrogen and oxygen, incorporating the electrons of hydrogen into sugar molecules. Photosynthesis is a redox process: H1 0 is oxidized, C01 is reduced.

.. The Two Stages of Photosynthesis: A Preview The light
reactions in the thylakoid membranes split water, releasing
O2, producing ATp, and forming NADPH. The Calvin cycle in
the stroma forms sugar from CO:z, using ATP for energy and
NADPH for reducing power.
RioFlix J.I) Animation Photosynthesis
MPJ Tutor Photosynthesis
Activity The Site, ofPhotosynthe,is
Activity Overview of Photosynthesis

.','1'''''-10.2
The light reactions convert solar energy to the
chemical energy of AlP and NADPH (pp_ 190-198)

.. Cyclic Electron Flow Cyclic electron flow employs only
photosystem I, producing ATP but no NADPH or O 2,
.. A Comparison of Chemiosmosis in Chloroplasts and
Mitochondria In both organelles, redox reactions of electron
transport chains generate an H+ gradient across a membrane.
ATP synthase uses this proton-motive force to make ATP.
Acchity Light Energy and Pigments
In'·estigation How Does PapcrChromatography Separate Plant Pigments?
Activity The Light Reactions

."'i'ill-10.3
The Calvin cycle uses AlP and NADPH to convert CO 2
to sugar (pp. 198-199)
.. The Calvin cycle occurs in the stroma, using electrons from
NADPH and energy from ATP. One molecule ofG3P exits
the cycle per three C01 molecules fixed and is converted to
glucose and other organic molecules.

.. The Nature of Sunlight Ught is a form of electromagnetic
energy. The colors we see as visible light include those wavelengths that drive photosynthesis.
Carbon fixation

.. Photosynthetic Pigments: The Light Receptors A pigment
absorbs visible light of specific wavelengths. Chlorophyll a is
the main photosynthetic pigment in plants. Other accessory
pigments absorb different wavelengths oflight and pass the
energy on to chlorophyll a.
.. Excitation of Chlorophyll by light A pigment goes from a
ground state to an excited state when a photon boosts one of
its electrons to a higher-energy orbital. This excited state is
unstable. Electrons from isolated pigments tend to fall back to
the ground state, giving off heat and/or light.
.. A Photosystem: A Reaction-Center Complex Associated
with Light-Harvesting Complexes A photosystem is com·
posed of a reaction-center complex surrounded by light.
harvesting complexes that funnel the energy of photons to the
reaction·center complex. When a special pair of reaction-center
chlorophyll a molecules absorbs energy, one of its electrons is
boosted to a higher energy level and tmnsferred to the primary
electron acceptor. Photosystem II contains P680 chlorophyll a
molecules in the reaction·center complex; photosystem I contains P700 molecules.
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6. \X'hich of the following statements is a correct distinction between autotrophs and heterotrophs?
a. Only heterotrophs require chemical compounds from the
environment.
b. Cellular respiration is unique to heterotrophs.
c. Only heterotrophs have mitochondria.
d. Autotrophs, but not heterotrophs, can nourish themselves
beginning with CO 2 and other nutrients that are inorganic.
e. Only heterotrophs require oxygen.
7. Which of the following does not occur during the Calvin cycle?
a. carbon fixation
b. oxidation ofNADPH
c. release of oxygen
d. regeneration of the CO 2 acceptor
e. consumption of ATP

-51401"·

Acthity Photo'ynthe,is in Dry Oimates

... The Importance of Photosynthesis: A Review Organic
compounds produced by photosynthesis provide the energy
and building material for ecosystems.
TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
1. The light reactions of photosynthesis supply the Calvin cycle with
a. light energy.
d. ATP and NADPH.
b. CO 2 and ATP.
e. sugar and O2,
c. H20 and NADPH.
2. Which of the following sequences correctly represents the flow
ofelectrons during photosynthesis?
a. NADPH ---> O2 -. CO 2
b. H20 ---> NADPH ---> Calvin cycle
Co NADPH ---> chlorophyll---> Calvin cycle
d. H20 ---> photosystem I ---> photosystem 11
e. NADPH ---> electron transport chain ---> O2
3. In mechanism, photophosphorylation is most similar to
a. substrate-level phosphorylation in glycolysis.
b. oxidative phosphorylation in cellular respiration.
c. the Calvin cycle.
d. carbon fixation.
e. reductionofNADP+.
4. How is photosynthesis similar in C4 plants and CAM plants?
a. In both cases, only photosystem J is used.
b. Both types of plants make sugar without the Calvin cycle.
c. In both cases, rubisco is not used to fix carbon initially.
d. Both types of plants make most of their sugar in the dark.
e. In both cases. thylakoids are not involved in photosynthesis.
5. Which process is most directly driven by light energy?
a. creation of a pH gradient by pumping protons across the
thylakoid membrane
b. carbon fixation in the stroma
Co reduction of NADP- molecules
d. removal of electrons from chlorophyll molecules
e. ATP synthesis

For Self· Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-51401',. Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com lor a
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. Photorespiration can decrease soybeans' photosynthetic output
by about 50%. Would you expect this figure to be higher or
lower in wild relatives of soybeans? Why?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. •• I&W"I The following diagram represents an experiment
with isolated chloroplasts. The chloroplasts were first made
acidic by soaking them in a solution at pH 4. After the thylakoid
space reached pH 4, the chloroplasts were transferred to a basic
solution at pH 8. The chloroplasts then made ATP in the dark.

(@g)-----:::::'T-,..;,..-@>-----:::::~
pH?

pH4

pH4

@>

pH 8

Draw an enlargement of part of the thytakoid membrane in the
beaker with the solution at pH 8. Draw ATP synthase. Label the
areas of high H+ concentration and low HT concentration.
Show the direction protons flow through the enzyme, and show
the reaction where ATP is synthesized. Would ATP end up in the
thylakoid or outside of it? Explain why the chloroplasts in the
experiment were able to make ATP in the dark.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
10. Scientific evidence indiCltes that the CO 2 added to the air by the
burning ofwood and fossil fuels is contributing to "glohal warming;' a rise in global temperature. Tropical min forests are estimated
to be responsible for more than 20% ofglobal photosynthesis, yet
their consumption of large anmunts of C~ is thought to make little or no net contribution to reduction ofglohal warming. \X!hy
might this be? (Hint: \X!hat happens to the food produced bya rain
forest tree when it is eaten by animals or the tree dies?)
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11.1 External signals are converted to responses
within the cell
11.2 Reception: A signaling molecule hinds to a
receptor protein, causing it to change shape
11.3 Transduction: Cascades of molecular
interactions relay signals from receptors to
target molecules in the cell
11.4 Response: Cell signaling leads to regulation of
transcription or cytoplasmic activities
11.5 Apoptosis (programmed cell death) integrates

multiple cell-signaling pathways

hiker slips and falls down a steep ravine, injuring
her leg in the fall. Tragedy is averted when she is
able to pull out a cell phone and call for help. Cell
phones, the Internet, e-mail, instant messaging-no one
would deny the importance of communication in our lives.
The role of communication in life at the cellular level is
equally critical. Cell-to-cell communication is absolutely essential for multicellular organisms such as humans and oak
trees. The trillions of cells in a multicellular organism must
communicate with each other to coordinate their activities
in a way that enables the organism to develop from a fertilized egg, then survive and reproduce in turn. Communication between cells is also important for many unicellular
organisms. Networks of communication between cells can
be even more complicated than the World Wide Web.
In studying how cells signal to each other and how they interpret the signals they receive, biologists have discovered some
universal mechanisms ofcellular regulation, additional evidence
for the evolutionary relatedness ofall life. The same small set of
cell-signaling mechanisms shows up again and again in many
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.... Figure 11.1 How do the effects of Viagra (multicolored)
result from its inhibition of a signaling-pathway enzyme
(purple)?
lines of biological research-from embryonic development to
hormone action to cancer. In one example, a common cell-tocell signaling pathway leads to dilation ofblood vessels. Once the
signal subsides, the response is shut down by the enzyme shown
in purple in Figure 11.1. Also shown isa multicolored molecule
that blocks the action ofthis enzyme and keeps blood vessels dilated. Enzyme-inhibiting compounds like this one are often prescribed for treatment of medical conditions. The action of the
multicolored compound, known as Viagra, will be discussed
later in the chapter. The signals received by cells, whether originating from other cells or from changes in the physical environment, take various forms, including light and touch. However,
cells most often communicate with each other by chemical signals. In this chapter, we focus on the main mechanisms by which
cells receive, process, and respond to chemical signals sent from
other cells. At the end, we will take a look at apoptosis, a type of
programmed cell death that integrates input from multiple signaling pathways.

r;:~:tr~'a7 s~:~~ls are converted to
responses within the cell

What does a "talking" cell say to a ~listeningn cell, and how
does the latter cell respond to the message? Let's approach
these questions by first looking at communication among microorganisms, for modern microbes are a window on the role
of cell signaling in the evolution oflife on Earth.

Evolution of Cell Signaling
One topic of cell "conversation" is sex-at least for the yeast
Saccharomycescerevisiae, which people have used for millennia to make bread, wine, and beer. Researchers have learned

that cells of this yeast identify their mates by chemical signaling. There are two sexes, or mating types, called a and 0:
(Figure 11.2). Cells of mating type a secrete a signaling moleculecalled a factor, which can bind to specific receptor proteins
on nearby 0: cells. At the same time, 0: cells secrete a factor,
which binds to receptors on a cells. \Vithout actually entering
the cells, the two mating factors cause the cells to grow toward
each other and also bring about other cellular changes. The result is the fusion, or mating, of two cells of opposite type. The
new a/o: cell contains all the genes of both original cells, a combination of genetic resources that provides advantages to the
cell's descendants, which arise by subsequent cell divisions.
How is the mating signal at the yeast cell surface changed,
or transduced, into a form that brings about the cellular response of mating? The process by which a signal on a cell's
surface is converted to a specific cellular response is a series
of steps called a signal transduction pathway. Many such
pathways have been extensively studied in both yeast and animal cells. Amazingly, the molecular details of signal transduction in yeast and mammals are strikingly similar, even
though the last common ancestor of these two groups of organisms lived over a billion years ago. These similarities-
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and others more recently uncovered between signaling systems in bacteria and plants-suggest that early versions of
the cell-signaling mechanisms used today evolved well before the first multicellular creatures appeared on Earth.
Scientists think that signaling mechanisms first evolved in ancient prokaryotes and single-celled eukaryotes and then were
adopted for new uses by their multicellular descendants. Meanwhile, cell signaling has remained important in the microbial
world. Cells of many bacterial species secrete small molecules
that can be detected by other bacterial cells. The concentration
of such signaling molecules allows bacteria to sense the local
density of bacterial cells, a phenomenon called quorum sensing.
Furthermore, signaling among members of a bacterial population can lead to coordination oftheir activities. In response to the
signal, bacterial cells are able to come together and form bioji/ms,
aggregations ofbacteria that often form recogni7.able structures
containing regions of specialized function. Figure 11.3 shows
an aggregation response characteristic ofone type ofbacterium.

factor

Yeast cell.
mating type 0:

Mating. Binding
of the factors to
receptors
induces changes
in the cells that
lead to their
fusion.

() New ala cell.
The nucleus of
the fused cell
includes all the
genes from the
a and a cells.
... Figure 11.2 Communication between mating yeast
cells. saccharomyces cerevisiae cells use chemICal signaling to Identify
cells of opposite mating type and initiate the mating process, The two
mating types and their corresponding chemical signaling molecules. or
mating factors. are called a and n,

o Aggregation in process

JJ
o Spore-forming
structure
(fruiting body)
Fruiting bodies

... Figure 11.3 Communication among bacteria. Soil-d'welling
bacteria called myxobactena ("slime bacteria") use chemical Signals to
share information about nutrient a~ailability, When food is scarce, starving
cells secrete a molecule that reaches neighboring cells and stimulates
them to aggregate. The cells form a structure, called a fruiting body, that
produces thick-walled spores capable of surviving until the environment
impro~es. The bacteria shown here are Myxococcus xanrhus (steps 1-3,
SEMs; lower photo. lM)
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local and long-Distance Signaling

and plants have cell junctions that, where present, directly connect the cytoplasms of adjacent cells (Figure 11.4a). In these
cases, signaling substances dissolved in the cytosol can pass freely
bem'een adjacent cells. Moreover, animal cells may communicate
via direct contact between membrane~bound cell~surface mol·
ecules, which occurs during a process called cell-cell recognition
(Figure 11.4b). This sort of signaling is important in such
processes as embryonic development and the immune response.
In many other cases, messenger molecules are secreted by
the signaling cell. Some of these travel only short distances;
such local regulators influence cells in the vicinity. One class
of local regulators in animals,growlhfactors, consists of compounds that stimulate nearby target cells to grow and divide.
Numerous cells can simultaneously receive and respond to the
molecules of growth factor produced by a single cell in their
vicinity. This type of local signaling in animals is called
paracrine signaling (Figure 11.5a).
Another, more specialized type of local signaling called
synaptic signaling occurs in the animal nervous system
(Figure 11.5b). An electrical signal along a nerve cell triggers
the secretion of a chemical signal carried by neurotransmitter
molecules. These diffuse across the synapse, the narrow space
bem'een the nerve cell and its target cell (often another nerve
cell). The neurotransmitter stimulates the target cell.
Local signaling in plants is not as well understood. Because
of their cell walls, plants use mechanisms somewhat different
from those operating locally in animals.
Both animals and plants use chemicals called hormones
for long-distance signaling. In hormonal signaling in animals,
also known as endocrine signaling, specialized cells release

Like yeast cells, cells in a multicellular organism usually communicate via chemical messengers targeted for cells that mayor may

not be immediately adjacent. As we saw in Chapters 6and 7, cells
may communicate by direct contact (Figure 11.4), Both animals
Plasma membranes

-+
,
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Plasmodesmata

Gap junctions
between animal cells

between plant cells

(a) Cell junctions. Both animals and plants have cell Junctions thaI
allow molecules to pass readily between adjacent cells without
crossing plasma membranes.

(b) Cell-cell recognition. Two cells in an animal may communicate
by interaction between molecules protruding from their surfaces.

.... Figure 11.4 Communication by direct contact between
cells.
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diffuses across
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(a) Paracrine signaling. A secreting cell acts on (b) Synaptk signaling. A nerve cell releases
nearby target cells by discharging molecules
neurotransmitter molecules into a
of a local regulator (a growth factor. for
synapse. stimulating the target cell
example) into the eKlraceliular fluid.
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(e) Hormonal signaling. Specialized endocrine

cells secrete hormones into body fluids. often
the blood. Hormones may reach virtually all
body cells.

hormone molecules, which travel via the circulatory system to
target cells in other parts of the body (Figure 11.5c). Plant
hormones (often called plant growth regulators) sometimes
travel in vessels but more often reach their targets by moving
through cells or by diffusing through the air as a gas (see
Chapter 39). Hormones vary widely in molecular size and
type, as do local regulators. For instance, the plant hormone
ethylene, a gas that promotes fruit ripening and helps regulate
growth, is a hydrocarbon of only six atoms (C:2H 4 ), small
enough to pass through cell walls. In contrast, the mammalian
hormone insulin, which regulates sugar levels in the blood, is
a protein with thousands of atoms.
The transmission of a signal through the nervous system can
also be considered an example of long-distance signaling. An
electrical signal travels the length ofa nerve cell and is then converted back to a chemical signal when a signaling mole<ule is released and crosses the synapse to another nerve cell. Here it is
converted back to an electrical signal. In this way, a nerve signal
can travel along a series of nerve cells. Because some nerve cells
are quite long, the nerve signal can quickly travel great distances-from your brain to your big toe, for example. This type
oflong-distance signalingwiU be covered in detail in Chapter 48.
What happens when a cell encounters a signaling molecule? The molecule must be recognized by a specific receptor
molecule, and the information it carries, the signal, must be
changed into another form-transduced-inside the cell before the cell can respond. The remainder of the chapter discusses this process, primarily as it occurs in animal cells.

ride glycogen within liver cells and skeletal muscle cells.
Glycogen breakdown releases the sugar glucose· I-phosphate,
which the cell converts to glucose-6-phosphate. The cell (a
liver cell, for example) can then use this compound, an early
intermediate in glycolysis, for energy production. Alternatively, the compound can be stripped of phosphate and released from the liver cell into the blood as glucose, which can
fuel cells throughout the body. Thus, one effect of epinephrine, which is secreted from the adrenal gland during times of
physical or mental stress, is the mobilization of fuel reserves.
Sutherland's research team discovered that epinephrine
stimulates glycogen breakdown by somehow activating a
cytosolic enzyme, glycogen phosphorylase. However, when
epinephrine was added to a test-tube mixture containing the
enzyme and its substrate, glycogen, no breakdown occurred.
Epinephrine could activate glycogen phosphorylase only
when the hormone was added to a solution containing intact
cells. This result told Sutherland two things. First, epinephrine does not interact directly with the enzyme responsible
for glycogen breakdown; an intermediate step or series of
steps must be occurring inside the cell. Second, the plasma
membrane is somehow involved in transmitting the epinephrine signal.
Sutherland's early work suggested that the process going on
at the receiving end of a cellular conversation can be dissected
into three stages: reception, transduction, and response
(Figure 11.6):

o

The Three Stages of Cell Signaling: A Preview
Our current understanding of how chemical messengers act
via signal transduction pathways had its origins in the pioneering work of Earl \Y/. Sutherland, whose research led to a Nobel
Prize in 1971. Sutherland and his colleagues at Vanderbilt
University were investigating how the animal hormone epinephrine stimulates the breakdown of the storage polysaccha-

.. Figure 11.6 Overview of cell
signaling. From the perspective of the cell
receiving the message, cell signaling can be
divided into thre€ stages: signal reception, signal
transduction. and cellular respoose, INhro
receptioo occurs at the plasma membrane, as
shCM'n hefe. the transduction stage is usually a
pathway of several steps, with each relay molecule
in the pathway bringing abolJt a change in the
r1e)(( molecule. The final molecule ir1 the pathway
triggers the cell's response, The three stages are
explained in more detail in the text.
n How does the epinephrine in Sutherland's
. . experiment fit into this diagram of cell
Signaling?
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Reception. Reception is the target cell's detection of a
signaling molecule coming from outside the cell. A
chemical signal is "detected" when the signaling molecule binds to a receptor protein located at the cell's surface or inside the cell.
Transduction. The binding of the signaling molecule
changes the receptor protein in some way, initiating the
process of transduction. The transduction stage converts the signal to a form that can bring about a specific
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cellular response. In Sutherland's system, the binding of
epinephrine to a receptor protein in a liver cell's plasma
membrane leads to activation of glycogen phosphorylase. Transduction sometimes occurs in a single step
but more often requires a sequence of changes in a series of different molecules-a signal transduction pathway. The molecules in the pathway are often called relay
molecules.
€) Response. In the third stage of cell signaling, the transduced signal finally triggers a specific cellular response.
The response may be almost any imaginable cellular
activity-such as catalysis by an enzyme (for example,
glycogen phosphorylase), rearrangement of the cytoskeleton, or activation of specific genes in the nucleus.
The cell-signaling process helps ensure that crucial activities like these occur in the right cells, at the right time,
and in proper coordination with the other cells ofthe organism. We'll now explore the mechanisms of cell signaling in more detail.

CONCEPT

CHECI(

11.1

1. Explain how signaling is involved in ensuring that
yeast cells only fuse with cells of the opposite mating
type.
2. Explain how nerve cells provide examples of both
local and long-distance signaling.
3. When epinephrine is mixed with glycogen phosphorylase and glycogen in a test tube, is glucose-I-phosphate
generated? Why or why not?
4, _IWUI. In liver cells, glycogen phosphorylase
acts in which of the three stages of the signaling pathway associated with an epinephrine-initiated signal?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

ceptor and attaches there, like a key in a lock or a substrate
in the catalytic site of an enzyme. The signaling molecule behaves as a ligand, the term for a molecule that specifically
binds to another molecule, often a larger one. Ligand binding generally causes a receptor protein to undergo a change
in shape. For many receptors, this shape change directly activates the receptor, enabling it to interact with other cellular
molecules. For other kinds of receptors, the immediate effect
of ligand binding is to cause the aggregation of two or more
receptor molecules, which leads to further molecular events
inside the cell.
In a general way, ligand binding is similar to the binding of
an allosteric regulator to an enzyme, causing a shape change
that either promotes or inhibits enzyme activity. In the case of
signal transduction, binding of the ligand alters the ability of
the receptor to transmit the signal.
Most signal receptors are plasma membrane proteins.
Their ligands are water-soluble and generally too large to
pass freely through the plasma membrane. Other signal reo
ceptors, however, are located inside the cell. We discuss both
of these next.

Receptors in the Plasma Membrane
Most water-soluble signaling molecules bind to specific sites
on receptor proteins embedded in the cell's plasma memo
brane. Such a receptor transmits information from the extracellular environment to the inside of the cell by changing
shape or aggregating when a specific ligand binds to it. We can
see how membrane receptors work by looking at three major
types: G protein-coupled receptors, receptor tyrosine kinases,
and ion channel receptors. These receptors are discussed and
illustrated in Figure 11.7, on the next three pages; study this
figure before going on.

Intracellular Receptors

r::~:~~::~~ignaling

molecule
binds to a receptor protein,
causing it to change shape

\Vhen we speak to someone, others nearby may inadver·
tently hear our message, sometimes with unfortunate conse·
quences. However, errors of this kind rarely occur among
cells. The signals emitted by an a yeast cell are "heard~ only
by its prospective mates, a cells. Similarly, although epinephrine encounters many types of cells as it circulates in the
blood, only certain target cells detect and react to the hormone. A receptor protein on or in the target cell allows the
n
cell to "hear the signal and respond to it. The signaling molecule is complementary in shape to a specific site on the re210
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Intracellular receptor proteins are found in either the cytoplasm or nucleus of target cells. To reach such a receptor, a chemical messenger passes through the target cell's
plasma membrane. A number of important signaling molecules can do this because they are either hydrophobic
enough or small enough to cross the phospholipid interior
ofthe membrane. Such hydrophobic chemical messengers
include the steroid hormones and thyroid hormones of an·
imals. Another chemical signaling molecule with an intracellular receptor is nitric oxide (NO), a gas; its very small
molecules readily pass between the membrane phospholipids.
The behavior of testosterone is representative of steroid
hormones. Secreted by cells of the testis, the hormone travels
through the blood and enters cells all over the body. In the cytoplasm of target cells, the only cells that contain receptor
molecules for testosterone, the hormone binds to the receptor

• Figure 11.1

••

• Membrane Receptors
G Protein-Coupled Receptors

Signaling-molecule binding site
A G protein-coupled
receptor is a plasma
membrane receptor that
works with the help of a
G protein, a protein that
binds the energy-rich
molecule GTP. Many
different signaling
molecules, including yeast
mating factors, epinephrine
and many other hormones,
and neurotransmitters, use

G protein-coupled receptor

G protein-coupled receptors.
These receptors vary in the binding sites for both their signaling
molecules (also called their ligands) and for different G proteins
inside the cell. Nevertheless, G protein-coupled receptor proteins
are all remarkably similar in structure. They each have seven 0:
helices spanning the membrane, as shown above.

G protein-coupled
receptor

CYTOPLASM

Plasma
membrane

Inactive
enzyme

Activated
receptor

I
G protem
(inactive)

A large family of eukaryotic receptor proteins has this
secondary structure, where the single polypeptide, represented
here as a ribbon, has seven transmembrane 0. helices,
represented as cylinders and depicted in a row for clarity.
Specific loops between the helices form binding sites for
signaling and G-protein molecules.
G protein-coupled receptor systems are extremely widespread and
diverse in their functions, including roles in embryonic development
and sensory reception. [n humans, for example, both vision and
smell depend on such proteins. Similarities in structure among G
proteins and G protein-coupled receptors in diverse organisms
suggest that G proteins and associated receptors evolved very early.
G-protein systems are involved in many human diseases,
including bacterial infections. The bacteria that cause cholera,
pertussis {whooping cough}. and botulism, among others. make their
victims ill by prOOucing toxins that interfere with G-protein function.
Pharmacologists now realize that up to 60% of all medicines used
today exert their effects by influencing G-protein pathways.

I

Enzyme

o loosely
attached to the cytoplasmic side of the membrane, the G
protem functions as a molecular switch that IS either on or off.
depending on which of two guanine nucleotides is attached, GOP
or GTP-hence the term G protein. (GTP, or guanosine triphosphate, is similar to ATP.) When GOP is bound to the G protein, as
shown above, the G protein is inactive. The receptor and G protein
work together with another protein. usually an enzyme

8

When the appropriate signaling molecule binds to the extracellular
side of the receptor, the receptor is activated and changes shape
Its cytoplasmic side then binds an inactive G protein. causing a GTP
to displace the GOP. This activates the G protein.

Activated
enzyme

I

Cellular response

o along
The activated G protein dissociates from the receptor, diffuses
the membrane, and then binds to an enzyme, altering the
enzyme; sh ape and activity. When the enzyme is activated, it can
trigger the next step m a pathway leading to a cellular response

o The
changes in the enzyme and G protem are only temporary
because the G protein also functions as a GTPase enzyme-in other
words, it then hydrolyzes its bound GTP to GOP. Now inactive
again, the G protein leaves the enzyme, which returns to its
original state. The G protein is now available for reuse. The GTPase
function of the G protein allows the pathway to shut down rapidly
when the signali ng molecule is no longer present.
Continued on next page
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• Figure 11.7 (continued)
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• Membrane Receptors
Receptor Tyrosine Kinases
One receptor tyrosine kinase complex may activate ten or
more different transduction pathways and cellular responses.
Often, more than one signal transduction pathway can be
triggered at once, helping the cell regulate and coordinate many
aspects of cell growth and cell reproduction. The ability of a
single ligand-binding event to trigger so many pathways is a key
difference between receptor tyrosine kinases and G proteincoupled receptors. Abnormal receptor tyrosine kinases that
function even in the absence of signaling molecules may
contribute to some kinds of cancer.

Receptor tyrosine kinases belong to a major class of plasma
membrane receptors characterized by having enzymatic activity.
A kinase is an enzyme that catalyzes the transfer of phosphate
groups. The part of the receptor protein extending into the
cytoplasm functions as a tyrosine kinase, an enzyme that
catalyzes the transfer of a phosphate group from ATP to the
amino acid tyrosine on a substrate protein. Thus, receptor
tyrosine kinases are membrane receptors that attach phosphates
to tyro sines.

ligand-binding site

Signaling
molecule (ligand)
a Helix in the
membrane

-

Tyrosines

Receptor tyrosine

Dimer

kinase proteins

CYTOPLASM

(inadive monomers)

e The
binding of a signaling molecule (such as a growth fador) causes
two receptor polypeptides to associate closely with each other,

G Many receptor tyrosine kinase, have the structure depicted
schematically here Sefore the signaling molecule binds. the
receptors exist as individual polypeptides. Notice that each has
an e)(\racellular ligand-binding site. an Cl helix spanning the
membrane, and an intracellular tail containing multiple tyrosines,

forming a dimer (dimerization),

Activated relay
proteins

("

6$
Activated tyrosine
kinase regions
(unphosphorylated
dimer)

"l,)
6ADP
Fully activated receptor
tyrosine kinase
(phosphorylated
dimer)

€) Dimerization adivates the tyrosine kinase region of each
polypeptide; each tyrosine kinase adds a phosphate from an ATP
molecule to a tyrosine on the tail of the other polypeptide,
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Cellular
response 1

-

Cellular
response 2

Inactive
relay proteins

"l.wI

o specific
Now that the receptor protein is fully adivated. it is recognized by
relay proteins inside the cell. Each such protein binds to a
specific phosphorylated tyrosine. undergoing a resulting structural
change that activates the bound protein. Each adivated protein
triggers a transdudion pathway, leading to a cellular response.

Ion Channel Receptors
A Iiga.nd-gated ion (;hannel is a type of membrane receptor
containing a region that can act as a "gate" when the receptor
changes shape. \Vhen a signaling molecule binds as a ligand to
the receptor protein, the gate opens or closes, allowing or
blocking the flow of specific ions, such as Na + or Ca 2 +, through
a channel in the receptor. Like the other receptors we have
discussed, these proteins bind the ligand at a specific site on their
extracellular sides,

o Here we show a
ligand-gated ion

channel receptor in
which the gate
remains closed
until a ligand binds
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molecule
(ligand)

closed

Q

0

Q

Ions 0
\ .(1~.... 0 0
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to the receptor.

Plasmal

ligand-gated

membrane

ion channel receptor

f) When the ligand
binds to the

Gate open

receptor and the
gate opens, specific
ions can flow
through the channel
and rapidly change
the concentration of
that particular ion
inside the cell. This
change may directly
affect the activity of
the cell in some way.
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t

Hormone ---,--"I~
(testosterone)

0

EXTRACELLULAR
FLUID

I

o
oo 0
o Q

o dissociates
When the ligand
from this
receptor, the gate
closes and ions no
longer enter the
cell.

protein, activating it (Figure 11.8). With the hormone
attached, the active form of the receptor protein then enters
the nucleus and turns on specific genes that control male sex
characteristics.
How does the activated hormone-re<eptor complex turn
on genes? Recall that the genes in a cell's DNA function by being transcribed and processed into messenger RNA (mRNA),
which leaves the nucleus and is translated into a specific protein by ribosomes in the cytoplasm (see Figure 5.26). Special
proteins called transcription factors control which genes are
turned on-that is, which genes are transcribed into mRNAin a particular cell at a particular time. The testosterone receptor, when activated, acts as a transcription factor that turns on
specific genes.
By acting as a transcription factor, the testosterone receptor
itself carries out the complete transduction of the signal. Most
other intracellular re<eptors function in the same way, although
many of them are already in the nucleus before the signaling
molecule reaches them (an example is the thyroid hormone
receptor). Interestingly, many of these intracellular receptor
proteins are structurally similar, suggesting an evolutionary
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Ligand-gated ion channels are very important in the nervous
system. For example, the neurotransmitter molecules released at
a synapse between two nerve cells {see Figure 11.5b) bind as
ligands to ion channels on the receiving cell, causing the
channels to open. Ions flow in (or, in some cases, out), triggering
an electrical signal that propagates down the length of the
receiving cell. Some gated ion channels are controlled by
electrical signals instead of ligands; these voltage-gated ion
channels are also crucial to the functioning of the nervous
system, as we will discuss in Chapter 48.
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OThe bound protein
acts as a transcription
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... Figure 11.8 Steroid hormone interacting with an
intracellular receptor.

Why is a eel/-surface receptor protein not required for this steroid
D hormone
enter the cell?
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kinship. We will look more closely at hormones with intracellular receptors in Chapter 45.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

11.Z

J. Nerve growth factor (NGF) is a water-soluble signaling molecule. Would you expect the receptor for NGF
to be intracellular or in the plasma membrane? Why?
What would the effect be if a cell made
2.
defective receptor tyrosine kinase proteins that were
unable to dimerize?

-:.rMiil.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r;~:;s:;:~~~~Cascades of

molecular interactions relay
signals from receptors to target
molecules in the cell

When receptors fOT signaling molecules aTe plasma membrane proteins, like most of those we have discussed, the
transduction stage ofcell signaling is usually a multistep pathway. Steps often include activation of proteins by addition or
removal of phosphate groups, or release of other small molecules or ions that act as messengers. One benefit of multiple
steps is the possibility ofgreatly amplifying a signal. If some of
the molecules in a pathway transmit the signal to numerous
molecules at the next step in the series, the result can be a
large number ofactivated molecules at the end of the pathway.
Moreover, multistep pathways provide more opportunities
for coordination and regulation than simpleT systems do. This
allows fine-tuning of the Tesponse, in both unicellular and
multicellular organisms, as we'll discuss later in the chapter.

Signal Transduction Pathways
The binding of a specific signaling molecule to a receptor in
the plasma membrane triggers the first step in the chain of
molecular interactions-the signal transduction pathwaythat leads to a particular response within the celL Like falling
dominoes, the signal-activated receptor activates another
molecule, which activates yet another molecule, and so on,
until the protein that produces the final cellular response is activated. The molecules that relay a signal from receptor to response, which we call relay molecules in this book, are often
proteins. The interaction of proteins is a major theme of cell
signaling. Indeed, protein interaction is a unifying theme ofall
regulation at the cellular level.
Keep in mind that the original signaling molecule is not
physically passed along a signaling pathway; in most cases, it
never even enters the cell. When we say that the signal is re-
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layed along a pathway, we mean that certain information is
passed on. At each step, the signal is transduced into a different form, commonly a shape change in a protein. Very often,
the shape change is brought about by phosphorylation.

Protein Phosphorylation and
Dephosphorylation
Previous chapters introduced the concept ofactivating a protein
by adding oneor more phosphate groups to it (see Figure 8.11a).
In Figure 11.7, we have already seen how phosphorylation is
involved in the activation of receptor tyrosine kinases. In fact,
the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of proteins is a
widespread cellular mechanism for regulating protein activity.
The general name for an enzyme that transfers phosphate
groups from ATP to a protein is protein kinase. Recail that a
receptor tyrosine kinase phosphorylates tyrosines on the
other receptor tyrosine kinase in a dimer. Most cytoplasmic
protein kinases, however, act on proteins different from
themselves. Another distinction is that most cytoplasmic
protein kinases phosphorylate either the amino acid serine or
threonine, rather than tyrosine. Such serine/threonine kinases are widely involved in signaling pathways in animals,
plants, and fungi.
Many ofthe relay molecules in signal transduction pathways
are protein kinases, and they often act on other protein kinases
in the pathway. figure 11.9 depicts a hypothetical pathway
containing three different protein kinases that create a "phosphorylation cascade:' The sequence shown is similar to many
known pathways, including those triggered in yeast by mating
factors and in animal cells by many growth factors. The signal
is transmitted by a cascade of protein phosphorylations, each
bringing with it a shape change. Each such shape change results
from the interaction ofthe newly added phosphate groups with
charged or polar amino acids (see Figure 5.17). The addition of
phosphate groups often changes a protein from an inactive
form to an active form (although in other cases phosphorylation decreases the activity of the protein).
The importance of protein kinases can hardly be overstated. About 2% ofour own genes are thought to code for protein kinases. A single cell may have hundreds of different
kinds, each specific for a different substrate protein. Together,
they probably regulate a large proportion of the thousands of
proteins in a cell. Among these are most of the proteins that,
in turn, regulate cell reproduction. Abnormal activity of such
a kinase can cause abnormal cell growth and contribute to the
development of cancer.
Equally important in the phosphorylation cascade are the
protein phosphatases, enzymes that can rapidly remove phosphate groups from proteins, a process called dephosphorylation. By dephosphorylating and thus inactivating protein
kinases, phosphatases provide the mechanism for turning off
the signal transduction pathway when the initial signal is no
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... Figure 11.9 A phosphorylation cascade. In a phosphorylation cascade, a series of different
molecules in a pathway are phosphorylated in turn, each molecule adding a phosphate group to the
next one In line. In thiS example. phosphorylation adi~ates each molecule. and dephosphorylation
returns it to Its Inadi~e form The adi~e and inactIVe forms of each protein are represented by
different shapes to remind you that adivation is usually associated with a change in molecular shape.

longer present. Phosphatases also make the protein kinases
available for reuse, enabling the cell to respond again to an extracellular signal. At any given moment, the activity of a protein regulated by phosphorylation depends on the balance in
the cell between active kinase molecules and active phosphatase molecules. The phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
system acts as a molecular switch in the cell, turning activities
on or off as required.

Small Molecules and Ions as Second
Messengers
Not all components of signal transduction pathways are proteins. Many signaling pathways also involve small, nonprotein,

Which protein is responsible for
D activation
of protem kinase 3?

water-soluble molecules or ions called second messengers.
(The extracellular signaling molecule that binds to the membrane receptor is a pathway's "first messenger.") Because sec·
ond messengers are both small and wateHoluble, they can
readily spread throughout the cell by diffusion. For example, as
we'll see shortly, it is a second messenger called cyclic AMP
that carries the signal initiated by epinephrine from the plasma
membrane ofa liver or muscle cell into the cell's interior, where
it brings about glycogen breakdown. Second messengers participate in pathways initiated by both G protein-coupled receptors and receptor tyrosine kinases. The two most widely used
second messengers are cyclic AMP and calcium ions, Ca'H. A
large variety of relay proteins are sensitive to the cytosolic concentration of one or the other ofthese second messengers.
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.. Figure 11.10 Cyclic AMP. The second messenger cyclic AMP (cAMP) is made from AlP by
adenylyl cyclase, an enzyme embedded in the plasma membrane. Cyclic AMP is inactivated by
phosphodiesterase, an enzyme that converts it to AMP
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Cyclic AMP
Once Earl Sutherland had established that epinephrine somehow causes glycogen breakdown without passing through the
plasma membrane, the search began for what he later named
the second messenger that transmits the signal from the plasma

~

First messenger
(Signaling mole{Ule
such as epinephrine)

~

membrane to the metabolic machinery in the cytoplasm.
Sutherland found that the binding of epinephrine to the
plasma membrane of a liver cell elevates the cytosolic concen~
tration of a compound called cyclic adenosine monophos~
phate, abbreviated cyclic AMP or cAMP (Figure 11.10). An
enzyme embedded in the plasma membrane, adenylyl
cyclase, converts ATP to cAMP in response to an extracellu·
lar signal-in this case, epinephrine. But epinephrine doesn't
stimulate adenylyl cyclase directly. When epinephrine outside
the cell binds to a specific receptor protein, the protein activates adenylyl cyclase, which in turn can catalyze the synthesis of many molecules of cAMP. In this way, the normal
cellular concentration of cAMP can be boosted 2o-fold in a
matter of seconds. The cAMP broadcasts the signal to the cytoplasm. It does not persist for long in the absence of the hormone because another enzyme, called phosphodiesterase,
converts cAMP to AMP. Another surge of epinephrine is
needed to boost the cytosolic concentration of cAMP again.
Subsequent research has revealed that epinephrine is
only one of many hormones and other signaling molecules
that trigger the formation of cAMP. It has also brought to
light the other components of cAMP pathways, including
G proteins, G protein-coupled receptors, and protein kinases (Figure 11.11). The immediate effect of cAMP is
usually the activation of a serine/threonine kinase called
protein kinase A. The activated kinase then phosphorylates various other proteins, depending on the cell type.
(The complete pathway for epinephrine's stimulation of
glycogen breakdown is shown later, in Figure 11.15.)
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G protein-coupled
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Adenylyl
cyclase

G protem

Cellular responses

... Figure 11.11 cAMP as a second messenger in a
G-protein-signaling pathway. The first messenger activates a
G protein·coupled receptor. which activates a specific G protein, In
turn, the G protein activates adenylyl cyclase. which catalyzes the
conversion of ATP to cAMP, The cAMP then acts as a second
messenger and activates another protein, usually protein kinase A.
leading to cellular responses,

Further regulation of cell metabolism is provided by other
G-protein systems that inhibit adenylyl cyclase. In these systems, a different signaling molecule activates a different receptor, which activates an inhibitory G protein.
Now that we know about the role of cAMP in G-proteinsignaling pathways, we can explain in molecular detail how
certain microbes cause disease. Consider cholera, a disease

that is frequently epidemic in places where the water supply is
contaminated with human feces. People acquire the cholera
bacterium, Vibrio cholerae, by drinking contaminated water.
The bacteria colonize the lining ofthe small intestine and produce a toxin. The cholera toxin is an enzyme that chemically
modifies a G protein involved in regulating salt and water secretion. Because the modified G protein is unable to hydrolyze
GTP to GDP, it remains stuck in its active form, continuously
stimulating adenylyl cyclase to make cAMP. TIle resulting
high concentration of cAMP causes the intestinal cells to secrete large amounts of salts, with water following by osmosis,
into the intestines. An infected person quickly develops profuse diarrhea and if left untreated can soon die from the loss
of water and salts.
Our understanding of signaling pathways involving cyclic
AMP or related messengers has allowed us to develop treatments for certain conditions in humans. In one pathway
cye/ic GAfP, or cGMP, acts as a signaling molecule whose effects include relaxation ofsmooth muscle cells in artery walls.
A compound that inhibits the hydrolysis of cGMP to GMP,
thus prolonging the signal, was originally prescribed for chest
pains because it increased blood flow to the heart muscle.
Under the trade name Viagra (see Figure ILl), this compound is now widely used as a treatment for erectile dysfunction in human males. Because Viagra leads to dilation of
blood vessels, it also allows increased blood flow to the penis,
optimizing physiological conditions for penile erections. The
similarities between external reproductive structures in
males and females (see Chapter 46) have motivated medical
researchers to initiate clinical studies exploring whether Viagra might also be used to treat sexual dysfunction in females;
these studies are currently under way.

the blood and extracellular fluid of an animal often exceeds
that in the cytosol by more than 10,000 times. Calcium ions
are actively transported out of the cell and are actively imported from the cytosol into the endoplasmic reticulum
(and, under some conditions, into mitochondria and chloroplasts) by various protein pumps (see Figure 11.12). As a result, the calcium concentration in the ER is usually much
higher than that in the cytosol. Because the cytosolic calcium
level is low, a small change in absolute numbers of ions represents a relatively large percentage change in calcium concentration.
In response to a signal relayed by a signal transduction
pathway, the cytosolic calcium level may rise, usually by a
mechanism that releases Ca2+ from the cell's ER. The pathways leading to calcium release involve still other second
messengers, inositol trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol
(DAG). These two messengers are produced by cleavage of a
certain kind of phospholipid in the plasma membrane.

EXTRACELLULAR
FlUID

Plasma
/membrane

~_ ",1"'-"Ca 2+
~

pump

Mitochondrion"

Nucleus

CYTOSOl

Calcium Ions and Inositol Trisphosphate (lP:J
Many signaling molecules in animals, including neurotransmitters, growth factors, and some hormones, induce responses in their target cells via signal transduction pathways
that increase the cytosolic concentration of calcium ions
(CaH ). Calcium is even more widely used than cAMP as a
second messenger. Increasing the cytosolic concentration of
Ca 2 + causes many responses in animal cells, including muscle
cell contraction, secretion of certain substances, and cell division. In plant cells, a wide range of hormonal and environH
mental stimuli can cause brief increases in cytosolic Ca
concentration, triggering various signaling pathways, such as
the pathway for greening in response to light (see Figure 39.4).
H
Cells use Ca as a second messenger in both G-protein and
receptor tyrosine kinase pathways.
Although cells always contain some Ca H , this ion can
function as a second messenger because its concentration in
the cytosol is normally much lower than the concentration
outside the cell {Figure 11.12}. In fact, the level ofCaH in

Ca 2+
pump

::tt,-

C,'.
~T"\.pump

'- Endoplasmic
reticulum (ER)

K,y
•

High lCa 2+1
Low [Cal+l

... Figure 11.12 The maintenance of calcium ion
concentrations in an animal cell. The Cal+ concentration in the
cytosol is usually much lower (light blue) than that in the extracellular
fluid and ER (darker blue). Protein pumps 10 the plasma membrane and
the ER membrane. driven by AT~ move Ca H from the cytosol into the
extracellular fluid and into the lumen of the ER. Mitochondrial pumps.
driven by chemiosmosis (see Chapter 9), move Cal+ into mitochondria
when the calcium level in the cytosol rises significantly.
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Figure 11.13 shows how this occurs and how IP3 stimulates the

release of calcium from the ER. Because IP3 acts before calcium
in these pathways, calcium could be considered a ~third messenger.' However, scientists use the term second messenger for all
small, nonprotein components ofsignal transduction pathways.
CONCEPT

CHECK

11.3

1. \Vhat is a protein kinase, and what is its role in a

signal transduction pathway?
2. When a signal transduction pathway involves a phosphorylation cascade, how does the cell's response get
turned off?
3. What is the actual ~signal" that is being transduced in
any signal transduction pathway, such as those shown in
Figures 11.6 and 11.9? In other words, in what way is information being passed from the exterior to the interior
oftheceU?
4, -'W'UiM Upon activation of phospholipase C by
ligand binding to a receptor, what effect does the IPr
gated calcium channel have on Ca2+ concentration in
the cytosol?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A
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0The calcium ions
activate the next
protein in one or more
signaling pathways.

r::;;:~7e~~~~ signaling leads to
regulation of transcription or
cytoplasmic activities

We now take a closer look at the cell's subsequent response to
an extracellular signal-what some researchers call the "output response~ \'(fhat is the nature of the final step in a signaling pathway?

Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Responses
Ultimately, a signal transduction pathway leads to the
regulation of one or more cellular activities. The response
at the end ofthe pathway may occur in the nucleus of the
cell or in the cytoplasm.
Many signaling pathways ultimately regulate protein synthesis, usually by turning specific genes on or off in the nucleus. Like an activated steroid receptor (see Figure 11.8), the
final activated molecule in a signaling pathway may function
as a transcription factor. Figure 11.14 shows an example in
which a signaling pathway activates a transcription factor

Growth factor

I Reception I

Reception ~
Binding of epinephrine to Gprotein-coupled receptor (1 molecule)

t

ITransduction I~
Inactive G protein

t

Active Gprotem (10 2 molecules)
I
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1

Inactive adenylyl c y O
Active adenylyl cyclase (1 02)

An

CYTOPLASM

Cyclic AMP (10 4)

Inactive
transCflptlon
factor

Inactive protem

Ad,,, -...:.,.
transcription, ,
factor

kina~

Active protem kinase A(10 4)

Q

Response

Inactive phosphorylase
Active phosphorylase kinase (10s)

DNA

,

Inactive glycogen PhosPhorylC).
Active glycogen phosphorylase (1 06)

Gene
NUCLEUS

mRNA

... Figure 11.14 Nuclear responses to a signal: the
activation of a specific gene by a growth factor. This
diagram is a simplified representation of a typical signaling
pathway that leads to the regulation of gene activity in the cell
nucleus. The initial signaling molecule, a local regulator called a
growth factor. triggers a phosphorylation cascade. (The ATP
molecules that serve as sources of phosphate are not shown.) Once
phosphorylated. the last kinase in the sequence enters the nucleus
and there activates a gene-regulating protem, a transcription
factor This protein stimulates a speCific gene so that an mRNA is
synthesized. which then directs the synthesis of a particular protein
in the cytoplasm.

that turns a gene on: The response to the growth factor signal is the synthesis of mRNA, which will be translated in the
cytoplasm into a specific protein. In other cases, the transcription factor might regulate a gene by turning it off. Often
a transcription factor regulates several different genes.
Sometimes a signaling pathway may regulate the activity of
proteins rather than their synthesis, directly affecting proteins
that function outside the nucleus. For example, a signal may
cause the opening or closing of an ion channel in the plasma
membrane or a change in cell metabolism. As we have discussed already, the response of liver cells to signaling by the
hormone epinephrine helps regulate cellular energy metabolism by affecting the activity ofan enzyme. The final step in the
signaling pathway that begins with epinephrine binding acti-

IResponse I

GIYC~

Glucose-l-phosphate
(108 molecules)

... Figure 11.15 Cytoplasmic response to a signal: the
stimulation of glycogen breakdown by epinephrine. In this
signaling system, the hormone epinephrine acts through a Gproteincoupled receptor to activate a succession of relay molecules, including
cAMP and two protein kinases (see also Figure 11 11), The final protein
to be activated is the enzyme glycogen phosphorylase, which uses
inorganic phosphate to release glucose monomers from glycogen in the
form of glucose-I-phosphate molecules. This pathway amplifies the
hormonal signal. because one receptor protein can activate about 100
molecules of Gprotein, and each enzyme in the pathway, once activated.
can act on many molecules of its substrate. the neKl molecule in the
cascade. The number of activated molecules given for each step is
approximate,

vates the enzyme that catalyzes the breakdown of glycogen.
Figure 11.15 shows the complete pathway leading to the release of glucose-I-phosphate molecules from glycogen. Note
that as each molecule is activated, the response is amplified, as
we will discuss later.
In addition to the regulation of enzymes, signaling
events may also affect other cellular attributes, such as
overall cell shape. An example of this regulation can be
found in the activities leading to the mating of yeast cells
(see Figure 11.2). Yeast cells are not motile; their mating
process depends on the growth of localized projections in
one cell toward a cell of the opposite mating type. As shown
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The signal receptors, relay molecules, and second messengers introduced so far in this chapter participate in a
variety of pathways, leading to both nuclear and cytoplasmic responses. Some of these pathways lead to cell division. The molecular messengers that initiate cell-division
pathways include growth factors and certain plant and an·
imal hormones. Malfunctioning of growth factor path·
ways like the one in Figure 11.14 can contribute to the
development of cancer, as we will see in Chapter 18.

in Figure 11.16, binding of the mating factor causes this directional growth. \xrhen the mating factor binds, it activates
signaling-pathway kinases that affect the orientation of growth
of cytoskeletal microfilaments. Because activation of signaling
kinases is coupled in this way to cytoskeletal dynamics, cell projections emerge from regions ofthe plasma membrane exposed
to the highest concentration of the mating factor. As a result,
these projections are oriented toward the cell of the opposite
mating type, which is the source of the signaling molecule.

". '

"In ui

How do signals induce directional cell growth in yeast?
EXPERIMENT
When a yeast cell binds mating factor molecules from a cell of the opposite mating type, a signaling pathway causes it to grow a projection toward the potential mate. The cell with the projection is called a
"shmoo" because it resembles a 19505 cartoon character by that name. Dina Matheos and colleagues in Mark Rose's
lab at Princeton Umversity sought to determine how mating factor signaling IS linked to this asymmetrical growth
Previous work had shown that activation of one of the kinases in the signaling cascade (Fus3) caused it to move to
the membrane near where the factor bound. Preliminary experiments by these researchers identified formin, a protein that directs the construction of microfilaments, as a phosphorylation target of Fus3 kinase, To examine the role
of Fus3 and formin in shmoo formation, the researchers generated two mutant yeast strains: one that no longer had
the kinase (thiS strain IS called <lFus3) and one that lacked the formin (Mormin) To observe the effects of these mutations on cell growth induced by the mating factor. the cell walls of each strain were first stained with a green fluorescent dye. These green-stained cells were then exposed to mating factor and stained with a red fluorescent dye that
labeled new cell wall growth, Images taken of the cells after the staining procedure were then compared with a similarly treated strain that expressed Fus3 and formin (the wild type),
RESULTS

The cells of the wild-type strain showed shmoo
projections, whose walls were stained red, while the rest of their
cell walls were green, indicating asymmetrical growth, Cells of both
the <lFus3 and Mormin strains showed no shmoo formation, and
their cell walls were stained almost uniformly yellow, This color resulted from merged green and red stains, indicating symmetrical
growth, characteristic of cells not exposed to mating factor.

CONCLUSiON The similar defect (lack of ability to
form shmoos) in strains
lacking either Fus3 or
formin suggests that both
proteins are required for
shmoo formation, These
results led the investigators
to propose the model
shown here for the induction of directed asymmetrical growth in the receiving
cell toward the cell of the
opposite mating type.
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Actin
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~
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OFus3 phosphorylates
formlll,
activating it.

() Phosphorylation cascade
activates Fus3, which moves
to plasma membrane.
SOURCE

0, Mathe<ls et ai, Pheromone-induced polarizanoo is de,.e'ldent on the Fus3p MAPK acting through the formin
Bm1p. .ioor~/ of eel/Biology 1659g-109 (10041

-m',iliA

Based on these results and the proposed model from this work, what would happen to a cell if its
Fus3 kinase were not able to associate with the membrane upon activation?
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-Microfilament
aFormin initiates growth of
microfilaments that form
the shmoo prOJections.

Fine-Tuning of the Response
Regardless ofwhether the response occurs in the nucleus or in
the cytoplasm, it is fine-tuned at multiple points. As men-

tioned earlier, signaling pathways with numerous steps between asignaling event at the cell surface and the cell's response

Signaling
molecule

Receptor

have two important benefits: They amplify the signal (and thus
the response), and they provide different points at which a cell's
response can be regulated. This allows coordination of signaling pathways and also contributes to the specificity of the re-

Relay
molecules

sponse. The overall efficiency of the response is also enhanced
by scaffolding proteins. Finally, a crucial point in fine-tuning
the response is the termination of the signaL

Signal Amplification

Response 1

Response 2

Response 3

Elaborate enzyme cascades amplify the cell's response to a signal. At each catalytic step in the cascade, the number of activated products is much greater than in the preceding step. For
example, in the epinephrine-triggered pathway in Figure 1LIS,
each adenylyl cyclase molecule catalyzes the formation of
many cAMP molecules, each molecule of protein kinase A
phosphorylates many molecules ofthe next kinase in the pathway, and so on. The amplification effect stems from the fact
that these proteins persist in the active form long enough to
process numerous molecules of substrate before they become
inactive again. As a result of the signal's amplification, a small
number of epinephrine molecules binding to receptors on the
surface of a liver cell or muscle cell can lead to the release of
hundreds of millions of glucose molecules from glycogen.

Cell A. Pathway leads
to a single response.

Cell B. Pathway branches.
leading to two responses.

h"oo

or inhibition

The Specificity of Cell Signaling and
Coordination of the Response
Consider two different cells in your body-a liver cell and a
heart muscle cell, for example. Both are in contact with your
bloodstream and are therefore constantly exposed to many
different hormone molecules, as well as to local regulators secreted by nearby cells. Yet the liver cell responds to some signals but ignores others, and the same is true for the heart cell.
And some kinds ofsignals trigger responses in both cells-but
different responses. For instance, epinephrine stimulates the
liver cell to break down glycogen, but the main response ofthe
heart cell to epinephrine is contraction, leading to a more
rapid heartbeat. How do we account for this difference?
TIle explanation for the specificity exhibited in cellular responses to signals is the same as the basic explanation for virtually
all differences between cells: Different kinds ofcells have different
collections ofproteins (Figure 11.17). (This is because different
kinds of cells turn on different sets of genes.) TIle response of a
particular cell to a signal depends on its particular collection of
signal receptor proteins, relay proteins, and proteins needed to
carry out the response. A liver cell, for example, is poised to respond appropriately to epinephrine by having the proteins listed
in Figure 11.15 as well as those needed to manufacture glycogen.

Response 4

Response 5

Cell C. Cross-talk occurs
between two pathways.

Cell D. Different receptor
leads to a different response.

... Figure 11.17 The specificity of cell signaling. The particular

proteins acell possesses determirle what slgrlaling molecules it respoods to
and the rlature of the respoose. The four cells irl these diagrams resp()rld to
the same signaling molecule (red) in different ways because each has a
different set of proteins (purple and teal shapes). Note, howev€l", that the
same kinds of molecules can participate in more than one pathway.

Thus, two cells that respond differently to the same signal
differ in one or more of the proteins that handle and respond
to the signal. Notice in Figure 1Ll7 that different pathways
may have some molecules in common. For example, cells A, B,
and C all use the same receptor protein for the red signaling
molecule; differences in other proteins account for their differing responses. In cell 0, a different receptor protein is used
for the same signaling molecule, leading to yet another response. In cell B, a pathway that is triggered by a single kind of
signal diverges to produce two responses; such branched
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pathways often involve receptor tyrosine kinases (which can
activate multiple relay proteins) or second messengers (which
can regulate numerous proteins). In cell C, two pathways trig~
gered by separate signals converge to modulate a single response. Branching of pathways and "cross-talk" (interaction)
bet..."een pathways are important in regulating and coordinat·
ing a cell's responses to information coming in from different
sources in the body. (You'll learn more about this coordination
later, in the next section.) Moreover, the use of some of the
same proteins in more than one pathway allows the cell to
economize on the number of different proteins it must make.

Signaling Efficiency: Scaffolding Proteins and
Signaling Complexes
The signaling pathways in Figure 11.17 (as well as some of the
other pathway depictions in this chapter) are greatly simplified. The diagrams show only a few relay molecules and, for
clarity's sake, display these molecules spread out in the cytosol. If this were true in the cell, signaling pathways would
operate very inefficiently because most relay molecules are
proteins, and proteins are too large to diffuse quickly through
the viscous cytosol. How does a particular protein kinase, for
instance, find its substrate?
Recent research suggests that the efficiency of signal trans·
duction may in many cases be increased by the presence of
scaffolding proteins, large relay proteins to which several
other relay proteins are simultaneously attached. For example,
one scaffolding protein isolated from mouse brain cells holds
three protein kinases and carries these kinases with it when it
binds to an appropriately activated membrane receptor; it thus
facilitates a specific phosphorylation cascade (Figure 11.18). In
fact, researchers are finding scaffolding proteins in brain cells
that permanently hold together networks of signaling-pathway
proteins at synapses. This hardwiring enhances the speed and

accuracy of signal transfer betv"een cells, because the rate of
protein-protein interaction is not limited by diffusion.
\Vhen signaling pathways were first discovered, they were
thought to be linear, independent pathways. Our understanding of the processes of cellular communication has benefited
from the realization that things are not that simple. In fact, as
seen in Figure 11.17, some proteins may participate in more
than one pathway, either in different cell types or in the same
cell at different times or under different conditions. This view
underscores the importance of permanent or transient protein complexes in the functioning of a cell.
The importance of the relay proteins that serve as points
of branching or intersection in signaling pathways is highlighted by the problems arising when these proteins are defective or missing. For instance, in an inherited disorder
called \\fiskou-Aldrich syndrome (WAS), the absence of a
single relay protein leads to such diverse effects as abnormal
bleeding, eczema, and a predisposition to infections and
leukemia. These symptoms are thought to arise primarily
from the absence of the protein in cells of the immune system. By studying normal cells, scientists found that the
WAS protein is located just beneath the cell surface. The
protein interacts both with microfilaments of the cytoskeleton and with several different components of signaling
pathways that relay information from the cell surface, including pathways regulating immune cell proliferation. This
multifunctional relay protein is thus both a branch point
and an important intersection point in a complex signal
transduction network that controls immune cell behavior.
When the WAS protein is absent, the cytoskeleton is not
properly organized and signaling pathways are disrupted,
leading to the WAS symptoms.

Termination of the Signal
To keep Figure 11.17 simple, we did not indicate the

inactivation mechanisms that are an essential aspect of cell
Signaling
molecule

Plasma
membrane

I
Receptor
Three
different
protein
kinases
Scaffolding
protein
... Figure 11.18 A scaffolding protein. The scaffolding protem
shown here (pink) simultaneously binds to a specific acti~ated
membrane receptor and three different protein kinases. This physical
arrangement facilitates signal transduction by these molecules.
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signaling. For a cell of a multicellular organism to remain
alert and capable of responding to incoming signals, each
molecular change in its signaling pathways must last only a
short time. As we saw in the cholera example, if a signaling
pathway component becomes locked into one state,
whether active or inactive, the consequences for the organism can be dire.
Thus, a key to a cell's continuing receptiveness to regula·
tion by signaling is the reversibility of the changes that sig·
nals produce. The binding of signaling molecules to
receptors is reversible; the lower the concentration of signaling molecules is, the fewer will be bound at any given
moment. When signaling molecules leave the receptor, the
receptor reverts to its inactive form. Then, by a variety of
means, the relay molecules return to their inactive forms:

The GTPase activity intrinsic to a G protein hydrolyzes its
bound GTP; the enzyme phosphodiesterase converts cAMP
to AMP; protein phosphatases inactivate phosphorylated
kinases and other proteins; and so forth. As a result, the cell
is soon ready to respond to a fresh signal.
In this section, we explored the complexity of signaling initiation and termination in a single pathway, and we saw the
potential for pathways to intersect with each other. In the next
section, we'll consider an important network of interacting
pathways in the cell.
CONCEPT

CHECK

11.4

1. How can a target cell's response to a hormone be am~
plified more than a millionfold?
2.
If two cells have different scaffolding
proteins, explain how they could behave differently in
response to the same signaling molecule.

-'mt,,14

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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death) integrates multiple cellsignaling pathways

One of the most elaborate networks of signaling pathways in
the cell seems to ask and answer the basic question posed by
Hamlet: To be or not to be? Cells that are infected or damaged or that have simply reached the end of their functional
life span often enter a program of controlled cell suicide
called apoptosis {from the Greek, meaning "falling off;' and

used in a classic Greek poem to refer to leaves falling from a
tree). During this process, cellular agents chop up the DNA
and fragment the organelles and other cytoplasmic components. The cell shrinks and becomes lobed (called "blebbing~) (Figure 11.19), and the cell's parts are packaged up
in vesicles that are engulfed and digested by specialized
scavenger cells, leaving no trace. Apoptosis protects neighboring cells from damage that they would otherwise suffer
if a dying cell merely leaked out all its contents, including its
many digestive and other enzymes.

Apoplosis in the Soil Worm Caenorhabditis

e/egans
Embryonic development is a period during which apoptosis is
widespread and plays a crucial role. The molecular me<hanisms underlying apoptosis were worked out in detail by researchers studying embryonic development of a small soil
worm, a nematode called Caenorhabditis elegans. Because the
adult worm has only about a thousand cells, the researchers
were able to work out the entire ancestry of each cell. The
timely suicide of cells occurs exactly 131 times during normal
development of C. elegans, at precisely the same points in the
cell lineage of each worm. In worms and other species, apoptosis is triggered by signals that activate a cascade of"suicide"
proteins in the cells destined to die.
Genetic research on C. elegans has revealed two keyapoptosis genes, called ced-3 and ced-4 (ced stands for "cell death~),
which encode proteins essential for apoptosis. (The proteins
are called Ced-3 and Ced-4, respectively.) These and most
other proteins involved in apoptosis are continually present
in cells, but in inactive form; thus, protein activity is regulated rather than protein synthesis (by way of gene activity).

.. Figure 11.19 Apoptosis of a human
white blood cell. We can compare a normal
white blood cell (left) with a white blood cell
undergoing apoptosis (right). The apoptotic cell is
shrinking and forming lobes ("blebs"), which
eventually are shed as membrane-bounded cell
fragments (colorized SEMs).
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teases of apoptosis are called caspases; in the nematode, the
chief caspase is Ced-3.

Ced-9
protein (active)
inhibits Ced-4
activity

Apoptotic Pathways and the Signals That
Trigger Them

Mitochondrion

I

WUI:..I
Receptor
for deathsignaling
molecule

Ced-4 Ced-3

'------v------Inactive proteins

(a) No death signal. As long as Ced-9, located in the outer
mitochondrial membrane, is active, apoptosis is inhibited, and
the cell remains alive.

Ced-9
(inactive)

Cell

~forms
blebs

Deathsignaling
molecule

I
I.,

Other
proteases

Activation
cascade

Nucleases

(b) Death signal. When a cell receives a death signal, Ced·9 is
inactivated, relieving its inhibition of Ced·3 and Ced-4. Active
Ced-3, a protease, triggers a cascade of reactions leading to
activation of nucleases and other proteases_ The action of these
enzymes causes the changes seen in apoptotlC cells and eventual
cell death.

... Figure 11.20 Molecular basis of apoptosis in C. elegans.
Three proteins, Ced-l Ced-4. and Ced-9, are critical to apoptosis and
its regulation in the nematode. ApoptoSis is more complicated in
mammals but involves proteins similar to those in the nematode.

In C. elegans, a protein in the outer mitochondrial membrane,
called Ced-9 (the product of the ced-9 gene), serves as a master regulator of apoptosis, acting as a brake in the absence of a
signal promoting apoptosis (figure 11.20). When a death signal is received by the cell, it overrides the brake, and the apoptotic pathway activates proteases and nucleases, enzymes
that cut up the proteins and DNA of the cell. The main pro-
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In humans and other mammals, several different pathways, involving about 15 different caspases, can carry out apoptosis.
The pathway that is used depends on the type ofcell and on the
particular signal that triggers apoptosis. One major pathway involves mitochondrial proteins. Apoptotic proteins can form
molecular pores in the mitochondrial outer membrane, causing
it to leak and release proteins that promote apoptosis. Surprisingly, these include cytochrome c, which functions in mitochondrial electron transport in healthy cells (see Figure 9.16)
but acts as a cell death factor when released from mitochondria. The process of mitochondrial apoptosis in mammals
uses proteins similar to the nematode proteins Ced-3, Ced-4,
and Ced-9.
At key points in the apoptotic program, proteins integrate
signals from several different sources and can send a cell down
an apoptotic pathway. Often, the signal originates outside the
cell, like the death-signaling molecule depicted in Figure 11.20,
which presumably was released by a neighboring cell. When
a death-signaling ligand occupies a cell-surface receptor, this
binding leads to activation of caspases and other enzymes that
carry out apoptosis, without involving the mitochondrial
pathway. Two other types of alarm signals originate from
inside the cell. One comes from the nucleus, generated when
the DNA has suffered irreparable damage, and a second
comes from the endoplasmic reticulum when excessive protein misfolding occurs. Mammalian cells make Iife-or-death
~decisions~ by somehow integrating the death signals and life
signals they receive from these external and internal sources.
A built-in cell suicide mechanism is essential to development and maintenance in all animals. The similarities between
apoptosis genes in nematodes and mammals, as well as the observation that apoptosis occurs in multicellular fungi and even
in single-celled yeasts, indicate that the basic mechanism
evolved early in animal evolution. In vertebrates, apoptosis is
essential for normal development of the nervous system, for
normal operation of the immune system, and for normal morphogenesis of hands and feet in humans and paws in other
mammals (figure 11.21). A lower level of apoptosis in developing limbs accounts for the webbed feet of ducks and other
water birds, in contrast to chickens and other land birds with
nonwebbed feet. In the case of humans, the failure of appropriate apoptosis can result in webbed fingers and toes.
Significant evidence points to the involvement of apoptosis
in certain degenerative diseases ofthe nervous system, such as
Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease. Also, cancer can
result from a failure of cell suicide; some cases of human
melanoma, for example, have been linked to faulty forms of

,
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... Figure 11.21 Effect of apoptosis
during paw development in the
mouse. In mice, humans, and other mammals,
as well as in land birds, the embryonic region
that develops into feet or hands initially has a

solid, platelike structure, Apoptosis eliminates
the cells in the interdigital regions, thus forming
the digits, The embryonic mouse paws shown
in these fluorescence light micrographs are
stained so that cells undergoing apoptosis

the human version of the C. e/egans Ced-4 protein. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the signaling pathways feeding into
apoptosis are quite elaborate. After all, the life-or-death question is the most fundamental one imaginable for a cell.
This chapter has introduced you to many of the general
mechanisms of cen communication, such as ligand binding,
protein-protein interactions and shape changes, cascades of
interactions, and protein phosphorylation. As you continue
through the text, you will encounter numerous examples of
cell signaling.

CONCEPT

11.5

For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.
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CHECK

1. Give an example of apoptosis during embryonic development, and explain its function in the developing
embryo.
2. _',i@"IHl What type of protein defects could result in apoptosis occurring when it should not? What
type could result in apoptosis not occurring when it
should?
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

appear bright yellow. Apoptosis of cells begins
at the margin of each interdigital region (left),
peaks as the tissue in these regions is reduced
(middle). and is no longer visible when the
interdigitaltissue has been eliminated (right).
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External signals are converted to responses within the
cell (pp. 206-210)
.. Evolution of Cell Signaling Signaling in microbes has much
in common with processes in multicellular organisms, suggesting an early origin of signaling mechanisms. Bacterial cells
can sense the local density of bacterial cells (quorum sensing)
by binding molecules secreted by other cells. In some cases,
such signals lead to aggregation of these cells into biofilms.
.. local and long-Distance Signaling In local signaling, animal cells may communicate by direct contact or by secreting
local regulators, such as growth factors or neurotransmitters.
For signaling over long distances, both animals and plants use
hormones; animals also signal along nerve cells.
.. The Three Stages of Cell Signaling: A Preview Earl
Sutherland discovered how the hormone epinephrine acts on
cells, shown here as an example of a cell-signaling pathway:

As discussed in Sections 11.2 and 11.3, the signal is transmitted
by successive shape changes in the receptor and relay molecules.
In'·estlgallon How Do CdlsCommunicate with E.ch Other?
Acti,·ity Overview of Cell Signaling

• • ' 111

"-11.2

Reception: Asignaling molecule binds to a receptor
protein, causing it to change shape (pp. 210-214)
.. The binding between signaling molecule (ligand) and receptor
is highly specific. A shape change in a receptor is often the
initial transduction of the signal.
C~APTE~ ELEVE~
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.. Receptors in the Plasma Membrane A G protein-coupled
receptor is a membrane receptor that works with the help of a
cytoplasmic G protein. Ligand binding activates the receptor,
which then activates a specific G protein, which activates yet
another protein, thus propagating the signal along a signal
transduction pathway.
Receptor tyrosine kinases react to the binding of signaling molecules by forming dimers and then adding phosphate
groups to tyrosines on the cytoplasmic part of the other subunit ofthe dimer. Relay proteins in the cell can then be activated by binding to different phosphorylated tyrosines,
allowing this receptor to trigger several pathways at once.
Specific signaling molecules cause ligand-gated ion channels in a membrane to open or close, regulating the flow of
specific ions.
.. Intracellular Receptors Intracellular receptors are cytoplasmic or nuclear proteins. Signaling molecules that are small or
hydrophobic and can readily cross the plasma membrane use
these receptors.
Activity Reception

.i,'IIiI'-11.3
Transduction: Cascades of molecular interactions relay
signals from receptors to target molecules in the cell
(pp.214-218)
.. Signal Transduclion Pathways At each step in a pathway,
the signal is transduced into a different form, commonly a
shape change in a protein.
.. Protein Phosphorylation and Dephosphorylation Many
signal transduction pathways include phosphorylation cascades, in which a series of protein kinases each add a phosphate group to the next one in line, activating it. Phosphatase
enzymes soon remove the phosphates.
.. Small Molecules and Ions as Second Messengers Second
messengers, such as cyclic AMP (cAMP) and CaH , diffuse
readily through the cytosol and thus help broadcast signals
quickly. Many G proteins activate adenylyl cyclase, which
makes cAMP from ATP. Cells use Ca2+ as a second messenger in both G-protein and tyrosine kinase pathways. The tyrosine kinase pathways can also involve two other second
messengers, DAG and IP3.IP3 can trigger a subsequent increase in CaH levels.
Activity Sign.l Tr.nsduction P.thw.ys

.i,IIIi"_ 11.4
Response: Cell signaling leads to regulation of
transcription or cytoplasmic activities (pp. 218-223)

sponses it carries out. Scaffolding proteins can increase signal
transduction efficiency. Pathway branching and cross-talk
further help the cell coordinate incoming signals. Signal response is terminated quickly by the reversal of ligand binding.
Activity Cellul.r Responses
Acti,ity Build a Sign.ling P.thway

.i
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Apoptosis (programmed cell death) integrates multiple
cell-signaling pathways (pp. 223-225)
.. Apoptosis is a type of programmed cell death in which cell
components are disposed of in an orderly fashion, without
damage to neighboring cells.
.. Apoptosis in the Soil Worm Caellorhabditis elegalls
Apoptosis occurs at defined times during embryonic development of C. elegans. A protein (Ced-9) in the mitochondrial
membrane acts as a brake; when released by a death signal, it
allows activation of caspases that carry out apoptosis.
.. Apoptotic Pathways and the Signals That Trigger Them
Several apoptotic pathways exist in the cells of humans and
other mammals, and these pathways may be triggered in different ways. A major pathway involves pore formation in the outer
mitochondrial membrane, which leads to release of factors that
activate caspases. Signals can originate from outside or inside
the cell.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. Phosphorylation cascades involving a series of protein kinases
are useful for cellular signal transduction because
a. they are species specific.
b. they always lead to the same cellular response.
c. they amplify the original signal manyfold.
d. they counter the harmful effects of phosphatases.
e. the number of molecules used is small and fixed.
2. Binding of a Signaling molecule to which type of receptor leads
directly to a change in the distribution of ions on opposite sides
of the membrane?
a. receptor tyrosine kinase
b. G protein-coupled receptor
c. phosphorylated receptor tyrosine kinase dimer
d. ligand-gated ion channel
e. intracellular receptor

.. Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Responses Some pathways regulate genes by activating transcription fJctors, proteins that
turn specific genes on or off. In the cytoplasm, signaling pathways regulate, for example, enzyme activity and cytoskeleton
rearrangement. which can lead to cell shape changes.

3. The actiV'Jtion of receptor tyrosine kinases is characterized by
a. dimerization and phosphorylation.
b. IP 3 binding.
c. a phosphorylation cascade.
d. GTP hydrolysis.
e. channel protein shape change.

.. Fine-Tuning of the Response Each catalytic protein in a signaling pathway amplifies the signal by activating multiple
copies of the next component of the pathway; for long pathways, the total amplification may be a millionfold or more.
The particular combination of proteins in a cell gives the cell
great specificity in both the signals it detects and the re-

4. Which observation suggested to Sutherland the involvement of
a second messenger in epinephrine's effect on liver cells?
a. Enzymatic activity was proportional to the amount of
calcium added to a cell-free extract.
b. Receptor studies indicated that epinephrine was a ligand.
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c. Glycogen breakdown was observed only when
epinephrine was administered to intact cells.
d. Glycogen breakdown was observed when epinephrine and
glycogen phosphorylase were combined.
e. Epinephrine was known to have different effects on
different types of cells.
5. Protein phosphorylation is commonly involved with all of the
following except
a. regulation of transcription by extracellular signaling
molecules.
b. enzyme activation.
c. activation ofG protein-coupled receptors.
d. activation of receptor tyrosine kinases.
e. activation of protein kinase molecules.
6. Lipid-soluble signaling molecules, such as testosterone, cross
the membranes of all cells but affect only target cells because
a. only target cells retain the appropriate DNA segments.
b. intracellular receptors are present only in target cells.
c. most cells lack the Y chromosome required.
d. only target cells possess the cytosolic enzymes that
transduce the testosterone.
e. only in target cells is testosterone able to initiate the
phosphorylation cascade leading to activated
transcription factor.
7. Consider this pathway: epinephrine ---> G protein-coupled
receptor ---> G protein -. adenylyl cyclase -. cAMP. Identify the
second messenger.
a. cAMP
b. G protein
c. GTP
d. adenylyl cyclase
e. G protein-coupled receptor
8. Apoptosis involves all but the following:
a. fragmentation ofthe DNA
b. cell-signaling pathways
c. activation of cellular enzymes
d. lysis of the cell
e. digestion of cellular contents by scavenger cells

9.

"P.'i.i'" Draw the following apoptotic pathway, which openltes in human immune cells. A death signal is received when
a molecule called Fas binds its cell-surfdce receptor. The binding of many Fas molecules to receptors causes receptor clustering. The intracellular regions ofthe receptors, when together,
bind adapter proteins. These in turn bind to inactive forms of
caspase-8, which become activated and activate caspase-3, in
turn. Once activated, caspase-3 initiates apoptosis.

For SeIf·Qlliz answers, see Appendix A.

-51401"- Visit the Study Area at www.milsteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
10. \Xfhat evolutionary mechanisms might account for the origin
and persistence of cell-to-cell signaling systems in unicellular
prokaryotes?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
II. Epinephrine initiates a signal tmnsduction pathway that involves production of cyclic AMP (cAM(l) and leads to the
breakdown of glycogen to glucose, a major energy source for
cells. But glycogen breakdown is actually only part of a "fightor-flight response" that epinephrine brings about; the overall
effect on the body includes increased heart rate and alertness,
as well as a burst ofenergy. Given that caffeine blocks the activity ofcAMP phosphodiesterase, propose a mechanism by
which caffeine ingestion leads to heightened alertness and
sleeplessness.
Biological Inquiry: A Workbook of In,'rstigati..., Casrs Explore cell
signaling processes in the hedgehog signaling pathway with the CaSe
·Shh: Silencing the Hedgehog Pathway,·

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
12. The aging process is thought to be initiated at the cellular level.
Among the changes that can occur after a certain number of
cell divisions is the loss of a cell's ability to respond to growth
factors and other chemical signals. Much research into aging is
aimed at understanding such losses, with the ultimate goal of
significantly extending the human life span. Not everyone,
however, agrees that this is a desirable goaL Iflife expectancy
were greatly increased, what might be the social and ecological
consequences? How might we cope with them?
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KEY

J. Figure 12.1 How do a cell's chromosomes change
during cell division?

CONCEPTS

12.1 Cell division results in genetically identical
daughter cells
12.2 The mitotic phase alternates with interphase in
the cell cycle
12.3 The eukaryotic cell cycle is regulated by a
molecular control system

T

he ability of organisms to reproduce their own kind is

the one characteristic that best distinguishes living
things from nonliving matter. This unique capacity to
procreate, like all biological functions, has a cellular basis.
Rudolf Yirchow, a German physician, put it this way in 1855:
~Where

a cell exists, there must have been a preexisting cell,

justas the animal arises only from an animal and the plant only
from a plant.~ He summarized this concept with the Latin
axiom "Omnis cellula e cellula,~ meaning ~Every cell from a

I

100 Jim

(a) Reproduction. An amoeba, a single-celled
eukaryote, is dividing into two cells, Each
new cell will be an individual organism (LM).
J.

I 200 llm I

I

(b) Growth and development. This micrograph
shows a sand dollar embryo shortly after the
fenilized egg divided, forming two cells (LM).

Figure 12.2 The functions of cell division.
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cell.n The continuity of life is based on the reproduction of
cells, or ceO division. The series of fluorescence micrographs
in Figure 12.1 follows an animal cell's chromosomes, from
lower left to lower right, as one cell divides into two.
Cell division plays several important roles in the life ofan or~
ganism. When a unicellular organism, such as an amoeba, divides and forms duplicate offspring, the division of one cell
reproduces an entire organism (Figure 12.2a). Cell division on
a larger scale can produce progeny from some multicellular or·
ganisms (such as plants that grow from cuttings). Cell division
also enables sexually reproducing organisms to develop from a
single cell-the fertilized egg, or zygote (Figure 12.2b). And after an organism is fully grown, cell division continues to function
in renewal and repair, replacing cells that die from normal wear
and tear or accidents. For example, dividing cells in your bone
marrow continuously make new blood cells (Figure 12.2c).
The cell division process is an integral part of the cell cycle,
the life of a cell from the time it is first formed from a dividing
parent cell until its own division into m'o cells. Passing identical
genetic material to cellular offspring is a crucial function of cell

(c) Tissue renewal. These dividing bone

marrow cells (arrow) will give rise to new
blood cells (LM),

division. In this chapter, you will learn how cell division distributes identical genetic material to daughter cells.- After studying
the cellular mechanics ofcell division in eukaryotes and bacteria,
you will learn about the molecular control system that regulates
progress through the eukaryotic cell cycle and what happens
when the control system malfunctions. Because cell cycle regulation, or a lack thereof, plays a major role in cancer development, this aspect of cell biology is an active area of research.

r~::I~':~v7s~~' ~sults in genetically
identical daughter cells

The reproduction of an ensemble as complex as a cell cannot
occur by a mere pinching in half; a cell is not like a soap bubble
that simply enlarges and splits in two. Most cell division involves the distribution ofidentical genetic material-DNA-to
tv.'o daughter cells. (The special type of cell division that produces sperm and eggs results in daughter cells that are not genetically identical.) What is most remarkable about cell
division is the fldelitywith which the DNA is passed along from
one generation ofcells to the next. A dividing cell duplicates its
DNA, allocates the two copies to opposite ends of the cell, and
only then splits into daughter cells.

Cellular Organization of the Genetic Material
A cell's endowment of DNA, its genetic information, is called
its genome. Although a prokaryotic genome is often a single
long DNA molecule, eukaryotic genomes usually consist of a
number of DNA molecules. The overall length of DNA in a
eukaryotic cell is enormous. A typical human cell, for example, has about 2 m of DNA-a length about 250,000 times
greater than the cell's diameter. Yet before the cell can divide
to form genetically identical daughter cells, all of this DNA
must be copied and then the two copies separated so that each
daughter cell ends up with a complete genome.
The replication and distribution of so much DNA is manageable because the DNA molecules are packaged into
chromosomes, so named because they take up certain dyes
used in microscopy (from the Greek chroma, color, and soma,
body) (Figure 12.3). Every eukaryotic species has a characteristic number of chromosomes in each cell nucleus. For example, the nuclei ofhuman somatic cells (all body cells except
the reproductive cells) each contain 46 chromosomes made
up of two sets of 23, one set inherited from each parent. Reproductive cells, or gametes-sperm and eggs-have half as
many chromosomes as somatic cells, or one set of23 chromo-

• Although the termsdallghtercelis alld sister chromatids {a term you will ell·
COUllter later in the chapter) arc traditional and will be used throughout this
book. the structures they rerer to have no gender.

A Figure 12.3 Eukaryotic chromosomes. Chromosomes
(stained purple) are ~isible within the nucleus of this cell from an
African blood lily, The thinner red threads in the surrounding cytoplasm
are the cytoskeleton, The cell is preparing to di~ide (LM),

somes in humans. The number of chromosomes in somatic
cells varies widely among species: 18 in cabbage plants, 56 in
elephants, 90 in hedgehogs, and 148 in one species of alga.
Eukaryotic chromosomes are made of chromatin, a complex of DNA and associated protein molecules. Each single
chromosome contains one very long, linear DNA molecule
that carries several hundred to a few thousand genes, the units
that specify an organism's inherited traits. The associated proteins maintain the structure ofthe chromosome and help control the activity of the genes.

Distribution of Chromosomes During
Eukaryotic Cell Division
\Vhen a cell is not dividing, and even as it duplicates its DNA in
preparation for cell division, each chromosome is in the form ofa
long, thin chromatin fiber. After DNA duplication, however, the
chromosomes condense: Each chromatin fiber becomes densely
coiled and folded, making the chromosomes much shorter and so
thick that we can see them with a light microscope.
Each duplicated chromosome has 1\.....0 sister chromatids.
The two chromatids, each containing an identical DNA molecule, are initially attached all along their lengths by adhesive
protein complexes called cohesinsi this attachment is known as
sisterchromatid cohesion. In its condensed form, the duplicated
chromosome has a narrow "wais( at the centromere, a specialized region where the two chromatids are most closely attached. The part ofa chromatid on either side ofthe centromere
is referred to as an arm of the chromatid. Later in the cell division process, the two sister chromatids ofeach duplicated chromosome separate and move into two new nuclei, one forming
at each end ofthe cell. Once the sister chromatids separate, they
are considered individual chromosomes. Thus, each new nucleus receives a collection of chromosomes identical to that of
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Chromosomes

... Figure 12A Chromosome

DNA molecules

o Aeukaryotic
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a Single DNA
molecule.
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(including DNA
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;""
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consists
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of two sister chromatids connected along
their entire lengths by
sister chromatid
cohesion. Each
chromatid contains a
copy of the DNA
molecule.

Separation
of sister
chromatids

Sister chromatids
Centromeres

II

the parent cell (Figure 12.4). Mitosis, the division of the nu~
cleus, is usually followed immediately by cytokinesis, the divi~
sion of the cytoplasm. \'(fhere there was one cell, there are now
two, each the genetic equivalent ofthe parent cell.
What happens to the chromosome number as we follow
the human life cycle through the generations? You inherited
46 chromosomes, one set of 23 from each parent. They were
combined in the nucleus of a single cell when a sperm from
your father united with an egg from your mother, forming a
fertilized egg, or zygote. Mitosis and cytokinesis produced the
200 trillion somatic cells that now make up your body, and the
same processes continue to generate new cells to replace dead
and damaged ones. In contrast, you produce gametes-eggs
or sperm-by a variation ofcen division called meiosis, which
yields nonidentical daughter cells that have only one set of
chromosomes, thus half as many chromosomes as the parent
cell. Meiosis occurs only in your gonads (ovaries or testes). In
each generation of humans, meiosis reduces the chromosome
number from 46 (two sets of chromosomes) to 23 (one set).
Fertilization fuses two gametes together and returns the cllfomosome number to 46, and mitosis conserves that number in
every somatic cell nucleus ofthe new individual. In Chapter 13,
we will examine the role of meiosis in reproduction and inheritance in more detail. In the remainder of this chapter, we
focus on mitosis and the rest of the cell cycle in eukaryotes.
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o separate
Mechanical processes
the sister

d~lication and

distribution
during cell division. A

eukaryotic cell preparing to divide
duplicates each of its chromosomes.
Next to each chromosome dril'Mng
is a simplified double helix
representing each DNA molecule.
(In an actual chromosome. each
DNA molecule would be bghtly
folded and coiled. complexed with
proteins,) The micrograph shcMts a
highly coodensed duplicated
human chromosome (SEM), The
sister chromatids of each duplicated
chromosome are distributed to two
daughter cells during cell division.
(Chromosomes normally exist in the
highly coodensed state shown here
ooty during the process of cell
division; the chromosomes in the
top and bonom cells are shown in
condensed foon fOf iIIustratioo
purposes ooly.)
Circle one chromatid in the
D chromosome
in the
micrograph, How many arms
does the chromosome have?

chromatids into two
chromosomes and
distribute them to two
daughter cells.

CONCEPT

CHECK

12.1

1. Starting with a fertilized egg (zygote), a series of five
cell divisions would produce an early embryo with
how many cells?
2. How many chromatids are in a duplicated
chromosome?
3. M"'J:f.jIIA A chicken has 78 chromosomes in its somatic cells. How many chromosomes did the chicken
inherit from each parent? How many chromosomes
are in each of the chicken's gametes? How many chromosomes will be in each somatic cell of the chicken's
offspring?

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:i;7:t~~~~ase alternates

with interphase in the cell cycle

In 1882, a German anatomist named Walther Flemming de·
veloped dyes that allowed him to observe, for the first time,
the behavior of chromosomes during mitosis and cytokinesis.
(In fact, Flemming coined the terms mitosis and chromatin.)
During the period between one cell division and the next, it

appeared to Flemming that the cell was simply growing larger.
But we now know that many critical events occur during this
stage in the life of a cell.

Phases of the Cell Cycle

The Mitotic Spindle: A Closer Look

Mitosis is just one part of the cell cycle (Figure 12.5). In fact,
the mitotic (M) phase, which includes both mitosis and cytokinesis, is usually the shortest part of the cell cycle. Mitotic cell
division alternates with a much longer stage called interphase,
which often accounts for about 90% of the cycle. It is during interphase that the cell grows and copies its chromosomes in
preparation for cell division. Interphase can be divided into sub·
phases: the G I phase ("first gap~), the S phase (~synthesis~),and
the G2 phase (~se<ond gap"). During all three subphases, the cell
grows by producing proteins and cytoplasmic organelles such
as mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum. However, chromosomes are duplicated only during the S phase (we will discuss synthesis of DNA in Chapter 16). Thus, a cell grows (Gtl,
continues to grow as it copies its chromosomes (S), grows more
as it completes preparations for cell division (G 2), and divides
(M). The daughter cells may then repeat the cycle.
A particular human cell might undergo one division in
24 hours. Of this time, the M phase would occupy less than 1
hour, while the S phase might occupy about 10-12 hours, or
about halfthe cycle. The rest of the time would be apportioned
between the G I and G 2 phases. The G 2 phase usually takes
4-6 hours; in our example, G I would occupy about 5-6 hours.
G] is the most variable in length in different types ofcells.
Mitosis is conventionally broken down into five stages:
prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase, and
telophase. Overlapping with the latter stages of mitosis, cytokinesis completes the mitotic phase. Figure 12.6, on the next two
INTERPHASE

G,

pages, describes these stages in an animal cell. Be sure to study
this flgure thoroughly before progressing to the next two sections, which examine mitosis and cytokinesis more closely.

5
(DNA synthesis)

G,

... Figure 12.5 The cell cycle. In a dividing cell. the mitotic (M)
phase alternates with interphase, a growth period, The first part of
interphase (G,) is followed by the 5 phase, when the chromosomes
replicate; G1 1S the last part ollnterphase, In the M phase. mitosis
divides the nucleus and distributes its chromosomes to the daughter
nuclei, and cytokinesis diVides the cytoplasm, producing two daughter
cells. The relative durations of G1, S, and G2 may vary.

Many of the events of mitosis depend on the mitotic spindle,
which begins to form in the cytoplasm during prophase. This
structure consists of fibers made of microtubules and associated proteins. While the mitotic spindle assembles, the other
microtubules of the cytoskeleton partially disassemble, probably providing the material used to construct the spindle. The
spindle microtubules elongate (polymerize) by incorporating
more subunits of the protein tubulin and shorten (depolymerize) by losing subunits (see Table 6.1).
In animal cells, the assembly of spindle microtubules
starts at the centrosome, a subcellular region containing rna·
terial that functions throughout the cell cycle to organize the
cell's microtubules (it is also called the microtubule-organizing
center). A pair of centrioles is located at the center of the centrosome, but they are not essential for cell division: If the
centrioles are destroyed with a laser microbeam, a spindle
nevertheless forms during mitosis. In fact, centrioles are not
even present in plant cells, which do form mitotic spindles.
During interphase in animal cells, the single centrosome
replicates, forming t\'.'O centrosomes, which remain together
near the nucleus. The two centrosomes move apart during
prophase and prometaphase of mitosis as spindle microtubules grow out from them. By the end of prometaphase, the
two centrosomes, one at each pole of the spindle, are at opposite ends of the cel1. An aster, a radial array of short microtubules, extends from each centrosome. The spindle includes
the centrosomes, the spindle microtubules, and the asters.
Each of the hvo sister chromatids of a replicated chromosome has a kinetochore, a structure of proteins associated
with specific sections of chromosomal DNA at the centromere. The chromosome's two kinetochores face in opposite directions. During prometaphase, some of the spindle
microtubules attach to the kinetochores; these are called
kinetochore microtubules. (The number of microtubules attached to a kinetochore varies among species, from one mi·
crotubule in yeast cells to4() or so in some mammalian cells.)
When one of a chromosome's kinetochores is "captured~ by
microtubules, the chromosome begins to move toward the
pole from which those microtubules extend. However, this
movement is checked as soon as microtubules from the opposite pole attach to the other kinetochore. What happens
next is like a tug-of-war that ends in a draw. The chromosome
moves first in one direction, then the other, back and forth, finally settling midway between the two ends of the cell. At
metaphase, the centromeres of all the duplicated chromosomes are on a plane midway between the spindle's two poles.
This imaginary plane is called the metaphase plate ofthe cell
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• Figure 12.6

~~lfiim' The Mitotic Division of an Animal Cell

Prophase

G1 of Interphase
Chromatin
(duplicated)

Nucleolus

Nuclear
envelope

Plasma
membrane

Early mitotic
spindle

Aster

Prometaphase

Centromere

Chromosome, consisting
of two sister chromatids

Fragments
of nuclear
envelope

---.

KlI1etochore

Nonkll1etochore
microtubules

Kinetochore
microtubule

G1 of Interphase

Prophase

Prometaphase

• Anuclear envelope bounds the nucleus.
• The nucleus contains one or more nucleoli
(singular,nucleolus).
• Two cen!losomes have formed by replication
of a single centrosome.
• In animal cells, each centrosome features
two centrioles.
• Chromosomes, duplicated dUfing Sphase,
cannot be seen individually because they
have not yet condensed.

• The chromatin fibers become more tightly
coiled, condensing into discrete
chlOmosomes observable with a light
microscope,
• The nucleoli disappear.
• Each duplicated chromosome appears as two
identical sister chlOmatids joined together at
tneir centromeres and all along their arms by
cohesins (sister chromatid cohesion),
• The mitotic spindle (named for its shape)
begins to form, It is composed of the
centrosomes and the miclOtubules that
extend from them. The radial arrays of shorter
microtubules that extend hom tne
centrosomes are called asters ('stars"),
• The cenlrosomes move away from each other.
apparently propelted by tne lengthening
mfootubules between them.

• The nuclear envelope fragments,
• The microtubules extending from each
centrosome can now invade the nuclear area.
• The chromosomes have become even more
condensed.
• Each of the two chromatids of each chromosome
now has a kinetochore, aspecialized protein
structure located at the centromefe.
• Some of the micfOtubules attach to the
kinetochores. becoming 'kinetochore
microtubules"; these jerk the chromosomes
back and forth.
• Nonkinetochore microtubules interact with
those flom the opposite pole of the spindle,

The light mICrographs show dividing
lung cells from a newt, which has
22 chromosomes in its somatic cells
(chromosomes appear blue, mlCrotubules
green, and intermediate filaments red). For
simplICity, the drawll1gs show only
six chromosomes,
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II How many molecules a/DNA are in the
prometaphase drawing? How many
moleCltles per chromosome? How many
double helices are there per chromosome? Per
chromatid?

Metaphase

Anaphase
Metaphase
plate

Spindle

Centrosome at
one spindle pole

Telophase and Cytokinesis
Cleavage
furrow

Nucleolus
forming

Daughter
chromosomes

Metaphase

Anaphase

Telophase

• Metaphase is the longest stage of mitosis,
often lasting about 20 minutes.
• The centrosomes are now at opposite poles
of the cell.
• The chromosomes convene on the metaphase
plate, an imaginary plane that is equid;stant
bet'M!ef1 the spindle's two poles. The
chromosomes' centromeres lie on the
metaphase plate,
• For each chromosome, the kinetochores of the
sister chromatids are attached to kinetochore
mmtubules coming from opJXlSite poles.

• Anaphase is the shortest stage of mitosis,
often lasting only a few minutes,
• Anaphase begins when the cohesin proteins
are cleaved. This allows the two sistel
chromatids of each pail to part suddenly.
Each chromatid thus becomes a full-fledged
chromosome.
• The two liberated daughter chromosomes
begin moving toward opposite ends of the
cell as their kinetochore miclOtubules
shorten. Because these microtubules are
anached at the centromere region, the
chromosomes move centromere first (at
about 1 f1m1min).
• The cell elongates as the nonkinetochore
miaotubules lengthen.
• By the end of anaphase, the two efIds of the cell
have equiva!ent-and comp!ete--collections of
chromosomes.

• Two daughter nuclei form in the cell.
• Nuclear envelopes arise from the fragments
of the parent cell's nuclear envelope and
other portions of the endomembrane system,
• Nucleoli reappear.
• The chromosomes be<ome less condensed.
• Mitosis, the division of one nucleus into two
genetical~ identical nuclei, is now complete,

~

BioFlix Visit the Study Area
at www.masteringbio.com
lor the BioFlix 3-D Af1Imatlon on
....... Mnosis

Cytokinesis
• The division of the cytoplasm is usually well
under way by late telophase, so the two
daughter cells appear short~ after the end of
mitosis.
• In animal cells, cytokinesis involves the
formation of a cleavage furrow, which
pinches the cell in two.
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(Figure 12.7). Meanwhile, microtubules that do not attach to
kinetochores have been elongating, and by metaphase they
overlap and interact with other nonkinetochore microtubules
from the opposite pole of the spindle. (These are sometimes
caned ~polarn microtubules.) By metaphase, the microtubules
of the asters have also grown and are in contact with the
plasma membrane. The spindle is now complete.

Overlapping
nonkinetochore
microtubules

Kinetochore
mlCrotubules

Microtubules

"!I!II"----' Chromosomes

Let's now see how the structure of the completed spindle
correlates with its function during anaphase. Anaphase commences suddenly when the cohesins holding together the sis·
ter chromatids of each chromosome are cleaved by enzymes.
Once the chromatids become separate, full·fledged chromo·
somes, they move toward opposite ends of the cell.
How do the kinetochore microtubuJes function in this poleward movement ofchromosomes? Apparently, two mechanisms
are in play, both involving motor proteins. (To review how motor
proteins move an object along a microtubule, see Figure 6.21.) A
clever experiment carried out in Gary Borisy's lab at the University of Wisconsin in 1987 suggested that motor proteins on the
kinetochores "walkn the chromosomes along the microtubules,
which depolymerize at their kinetochore ends after the motor
proteins have passed (Figure 12.8). (This is referred to as the
"Pacman" mechanism because of its resemblance to the arcade
game character that moves by eating all the dots in its path.)
However, other researchers, working with different cell types or
cells from other species, have shown that chromosomes are
"reeled in" by motor proteins at tile spindle poles and that the microtubules depolymerize after they pass by these motor proteins.
The general consensus now is that the relative contributions of
these tv.'o mechanisms vary among cell types.
What is the function of the nonkinetochore microtubules?
In a dividing animal cell, these microtubules are responsible for
elongating the whole cell during anaphase. Nonkinetochore
microtubules from opposite poles overlap each other exten·
sively during metaphase (see Figure 12.7). During anaphase,
the region of overlap is reduced as motor proteins attached to
the microtubules walk them away from one another, using energy from ATP. As the microtubules push apart from each
other, their spindle poles are pushed apart, elongating the cell.
At the same time, the microtubules lengthen somewhat by the
addition of tubulin subunits to their overlapping ends. As a result, the microtubules continue to overlap.
At the end of anaphase, duplicate groups of chromosomes
have arrived at opposite ends ofthe elongated parent cell. Nuclei re-form during telophase. Cytokinesis generally begins
during anaphase or telophase, and the spindle eventually dis·
assembles.

Cytokinesis: A Closer Look

J."'lL

.~

Centrosome

... Figure 12.7 The mitotic spindle at metaphase. The
kinetochores of each chromosome's two sister chromatids face in opposite
directions. Here. each kinetochore is attached to a cluster of kinetochore
microtubules extending from the nearest centrosome, Nonkinetochore
microtubules overlap at the metaphase plate (TEMs),
•.@wll. On the lower micrograph, draw a line indicating the
metaphase plare, Circle an aster. Draw arrows indicating the directions
of chromosome movement once anaphase begins.
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In animal cells, cytokinesis occurs by a process known as
cleavage. The first sign of cleavage is the appearance of a
cleavage furrow, a shallow groove in the cell surface near the
old metaphase plate (Figure 12.9a). On the cytoplasmic side
of the furrow is a contractile ring of actin microfilaments as·
sociated with molecules of the protein myosin. (Actin and
myosin are also responsible for muscle contraction and many
other kinds of cell movement.) The actin microfilaments in·
teract with the myosin molecules, causing the ring to contract.
The contraction of the dividing cell's ring of microfilaments is
like the pulling of drawstrings. The cleavage furrow deepens

•
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At which end do kinetochore microtubules
shorten during anaphase?
EXPERIMENT
Gary Borisy and colleagues wanted to determine whether kinetochore microtubules depolymerize at the

kinetochorl' end or the pole end as chromosomes move toward
the poles during mitosis, First, they labeled the microtubules of a
pig kidney cell in early anaphase with a yellow fluorescent dye,

Cleavage furrow
Then they marked a region of the kinetochore mlcrotubules between one spindle pole and the chromosomes by using a laser to
eliminate the fluorescence from that region. (The microtubules remained intact.) As anaphase proceeded. they monitored the
changes in microtubule length on either side of the mark.
Mark

~

_

~\~1:::. :; ~J..~

'7(~::=-: :~i~
~

I

r:

v

Contractile ring of
microfilaments

Daughter cells

(a) Cleavage of an animal tell (SEM)

RESULTS
As the chromosomes moved poleward, the
microtubule segments on the kinetochore side of the mark shortened, while those on the spindle pole side stayed the same length.

CONCLUSION During anaphase In this cell type, chromosome
movement is correlated with kinetochore microtubules shortening
at their kinetochore ends and not at their spindle pole ends. This
experiment supports the hypothesis that during anaphase, a chromosome is walked along a microtubule as the microtubule depolymerizes at its kinetochore end, releasing tubulin subunits.

--

Chromosome
movement

Microtubule

SOURCE

G J Gorbsky, P. J S<lmm~k. ~nd G G Bonsy,
Chromosomes move poleward 1M anapflaSE alon9 stallona"l mlcrolubu~ thaI
cOOfdjn~lely dil<llSEmble from their kinelochore ends, )ourlliJl of eell8io1ogy

VeSiCles
forming
cell plate

Wall of
parent cell
New cell wall

,
(

1049-18(1987)
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If this experiment had been done on a cell type in
which "reeling in" at the poles was the main cause of chromosome movement. how would the mark have moved relative to
the poles) How would the miCrotubule lengths have changed)

Daughter cells
(b) Ceil plate formation in a plant cell (TEM)

.. Figure 12.9 Cytokinesis in animal and plant cells.
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Nucleus
Nucleolus
~....;'

o Prophase.
The chromatin is condensing and the
nucleolus is beginning to
disappear, Although not
yet visible in the micrograph, the mitotic spindle
is starling to form.

too· .-,'" •

,;.;

8

Prometaphase. Discrete
chromosomes are now
visible: each consists of
two aligned, identical
sister chromatids, Later
in prometaphase, the
nuclear envelope will
fragment.

,

..,

o isMetaphase,
The spindle o Anaphase. The
complete, and the
chromatids of each
chromosomes, attached
to microtubules at their
kinetochores, are all at
the metaphase plate.

chromosome have
separated, and the
daughter chromosomes
are moving to the ends
of the cell as their
kinetochore microtubules shorten,

" Telophase. Daughter
nuclei are forming,
Meanwhile, cytokinesis
has started: The cell
plate, which will divide
the cytoplasm in two, is
growing toward the
perimeter of the parent
cell.

... Figure 12.10 Mitosis in a plant cell. These light micrographs show mitosis in cells of an
onion root.

until the parent cell is pinched in rn'o, producing two completely separated cells, each with its own nucleus and share of
cytosol, organelles, and other subcellular structures.
Cytokinesis in plantcells, which have cell walls, is markedlydifferent. TIlere is no cleavage furrow. Instead, during telophase, vesicles derived from the Golgi apparatus move along microtubules to
the middle of the cell, where they coalesce, producing a cell plate
(Figure 12.9b). Cell wall materials carried in the vesicles collect in
the cell plate as it grows. The cell plate enlarges until its surrounding membrane fuses with the plasma membrane along the
perimeter ofthe cell. Two daughter cells result, each with its own
plasma membrane. Meanwhile, a new cell wall arising from the
contents ofthe cell plate has fomled between the daughter cells.
Figure 12.10 is a series of micrographs of a dividing plant
cell. Examining this figure will help you review mitosis and cytokinesis.

Binary Fission
The asexual reproduction of single-celled eukaryotes, such as
the amoeba in Figure 12.2a, includes mitosis and occurs bya type
of cell division called binary fission, meaning "division in half.'
Prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea) also reproduce by binary fission, but the prokaryotic process does not involve mitosis. In
bacteria, most genes are carried on a single bacterial chromo-some that consists of a circular DNA molecule and associated
proteins, Although bacteria are smaller and simpler than eukaryotic cells, the challenge ofreplicating their genomes in an orderly fashion and distributing the copies equally to two daughter
cells is still formidable. The chromosome of the bacterium
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Escherichia coli, for example, when it is fully stretched out, is
about 500 times as long as the celL For such a long chromosome
to fit within the cell requires that it be highly coiled and folded.
In E. coli, the process of cell division is initiated when the
DNA of the bacterial chromosome begins to replicate at a specific place on the chromosome called the origin ofreplication,
producing two origins. As the chromosome continues to
replicate, one origin moves rapidly toward the opposite end of
the cell (Figure 12.11). While the chromosome is replicating,
the cell elongates. When replication is complete and the bacterium has reached about twice its initial size, its plasma membrane grows inward, dividing the parent E. coli cell into two
daughter cells. Each cell inherits a complete genome.
Using the techniques of modern DNA technology to tag the
origins of replication with molecules that glow green in fluorescence microscopy (see Figure 6.3), researchers have directly
observed the movement of bacterial chromosomes. This
movement is reminiscent of the poleward movements of the
centromere regions of eukaryotic chromosomes during anaphase of mitosis, but bacteria don't have visible mitotic spindles
or even microtubules. In most bacterial species studied, the two
origins of replication end up at opposite ends of the cell or in
some other very specific location, possibly anchored there by
one or more proteins. How bacterial chromosomes move and
how their specific location is established and maintained are still
not fully understood. However, several proteins have been identified that play important roles: One resembling eukaryotic actin
may function in bacterial chromosome movement during ceU
division, and another that is related to tubulin may help separate
the two bacterial daughter ceUs,

Origin of
replication

Bacterial
chromosome

Plasma
membrane

(a) Baderia. During binary fission in bacteria, the origills of the
daughter chromosomes move to opposite ends of the cell. The
mechanism is not fully understood, but proteills may anchor the
daughter chromosomes to specific sites on the plasma membrane.

o Chromosome

replication begins.
Soon after, one copy
of the origin moves
rapidly toward the
other end of the cell by
a mechanism not yet
fully understood.

o Replication continues.

...-----"'"'?

I

Chromosomes

One copy of the origin
is now at each end of
the cell. Meanwhile,
the cell elongates.

o The
Replication finishes.
plasma membrane
grows inward, and
a new cell wall is
deposited,

Intact nuclear
envelope
(b) Dinoflagellates, In unicellular protists called dinoflagellates, the
chromosomes attach to the nuclear envelope, which remains
intact during cell division, Microtubules pass through the nucleus
inside cytoplasmic tunnels. reinforcing the spatial orientation of
the nucleus. which then diVIdes in a process remilliscent of
bacterial binary fission,

Kinetochore
microtubule

() Two daughter
cells result.
... Figure 12.11 Bacterial cell division by binary fission. The
example shown here is the bacterium E. coli. which has a single,
circular chromosome.

The Evolution of Mitosis
How did mitosis evolve? Given that prokaryotes preceded eukaryotes on Earth by more than a billion years, we might hypothesize that mitosis had its origins in simpler prokaryotic
mechanisms ofcell reproduction, The fact that some ofthe proteins involved in bacterial binary fission are related to eukaryotic proteins that function in mitosis supports that hypothesis.
As eukaryotesevolved, along with their larger genomes and nuclear envelopes, the ancestral process ofbinary fission, seen today
in bacteria, somehow gave rise to mitosis. Figure 12.12 traces a
hypothesis for the stepwise evolution ofmitosis. Possible intermediate stages are represented by two unusual types of nuclear division found today in certain unicellular eukaryotes. These two
examples of nuclear division are thought to be cases where ancestral mechanisms have remained relatively wlChanged over evolutionary time. In both types, the nuclear envelope remains intaclIn
dinoflagellates, replicated chromosomes are attached to the
nuclear envelope and separate as the nucleus elongates prior to dividing. In diatoms and yeasts, a spindle within the nucleus separates the chromosomes. In most eukaryotic cells, the nuclear
envelope breaks down and a spindle separates the chromosomes.

• ::,,,,,,=,,,":~~~--Intact nuclear
<::
envelope

(c)

Diatoms and yeasts. In two other groups of unicellular protists,
diatoms and yeasts, the nuclear envelope also remains intact
during cell division, But in these organisms. the microtubules
form a spindle within the nucleus Microtubules separate the
chromosomes, and the nucleus splits into two daughter nuclei.

~ ~: .......... Kllletochore
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microtubule
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,.....c:
:;)
.::~=-.::::"?;"-~Fragments of
~
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nuclear envelope

(d) Most eukaryotes. In most other eukaryotes, including plants and
allimals, the spindle forms outside the nucleus, and the nuclear
envelope breaks down during mitosis. Microtubules separate the
chromosomes, and the nuclear envelope then re·forms.
... Figure 12.12 A hypothetical sequence for the evohrtion
of mitosis. Some unicellular eukaryotes existing today have mechanisms
of cell division that appear to be intermediate between the binary fission
of bacteria (a) and mitosis as it occurs in most other eukaryotes (d). bcept
for (a). these schematIC diagrams do not show cell walls.
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

12.2

1. How many chromosomes are shown in the diagram

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

in Figure l2.7? How many chromatids are shown?
Compare cytokinesis in animal cells and plant cells,
What is a function of nonkinetochore microtubules?
Identify three similarities between bacterial chromosomes and eukaryotic chromosomes, considering
both structure and behavior during cell division.
Compare the roles of tubulin and actin during eukaryotic cell division with the roles of tubulin-like and
actin-like proteins during bacterial binary fission.
-'MUI 4 During which stages of the cell cycle does
a chromosome consist of two identical chromatids?

•
Do molecular signals in the cytoplasm regulate
the cell cycle?
EXPERIMENT
Researchers at the University of Colorado
wondered whether a cell's progression through the cell cycle is
controlled by cytoplasmic molecules. To investigate this, they induced cultured mammalian cells at different phases of the cell
cycle to fuse. Two such experiments are shown here.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

@
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G,

r;~:':;:~~;~ cell cycle is
regulated by a molecular
control system

Evidence for Cytoplasmic Signals
What controls the cell cycle? As Paul Nurse mentions in the
interview opening this unit, one reasonable hypothesis might
be that each event in the ceil cycle merely leads to the next, as
in a simple metabolic pathway. According to this hypothesis,
the replication of chromosomes in the S phase, for example,
might cause cell growth during the G2 phase, which might in
turn lead inevitably to the onset of mitosis. However, this hypothesis, which proposes a pathway that is not subject to ei·
ther internal or external regulation, turns out to be incorre<t.
In the early 19705, a variety of experiments led to an alternative hypothesis: that the cell cycle is driven by specific signaling molecules present in the cytoplasm. Some of the first
strong evidence for this hypothesis came from experiments
with mammalian cells grown in culture. In these experiments,
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RESULTS

The timing and rate of cell division in different parts of a plant
or animal are crucial to normal growth, development, and
maintenance. The frequency of cell division varies with the
type of cell. For example, human skin cells divide frequently
throughout life, whereas liver cells maintain the ability to divide
but keep it in reserve until an appropriate need arises-say, to
repair a wound. Some ofthe most specialized cells, such as fully
formed nerve cells and muscle cells, do not divide at ail in a mature human. These celi cycle differences result from regulation
at the molecular level. The mechanisms of this regulation are
of intense interest, not only for understanding the life cycles of
normal cells but also for understanding how cancer cells manage to escape the usual controls.

Experiment 2

Experiment 1

j

@

@

s

S

When a cell in the
S phase was fused with
a cell in G,. the G1
nucleus immediately
entered the 5
phase-DNA was
synthesized.

CD CD
M

M

When a cell in the
M phase was fused with
a cell in G1, the G,
nucleus ,mmediately
began mitosis-a spindle
formed and chromatin
condensed, even though
the chromosome had not
been duplicated

CONCLUSION
The results of fusing a G, cell with a cell in the
5 or M phase of the cell cycle suggest that molecules present ill
the cytoplasm during the 5 or M phase control the progression to

those phases.
SOURCE
R. T. Johns.on and P. N. Rao, Mammalian cell fuSion:
induction of premature chromO'iOme condensation 'n inter~ase nuclei, Nature
226:717-722 (1970)
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If the progression of phases did not depend on cytoplasmic molecules and each phase began when the previous one
was complete. how would the results have differed)

two cells in different phases ofthe cell cycle were fused to form
a single cell with two nuclei. If one of the original cells was in
the S phase and the other was in G" the G, nucleus immediately entered the S phase, as though stimulated by chemicals
present in the cytoplasm of the first cell. Similarly, if a cell undergoing mitosis (M phase) was fused with another cell in any
stage ofits cell cycle, even G[, the second nucleus immediately
entered mitosis, with condensation of the chromatin and formation of a mitotic spindle (Figure 12.13).

The Cell Cycle Control System
The experiment shown in Figure 12.13 and other experiments
on animal cells and yeasts demonstrated that the sequential

events of the cell cycle are directed by a distinct cell cyele
control system, a cyclically operating set of molecules in the cell
that both triggers and coordinates key events in the cell cycle.
The cell cycle control system has been compared to the control
device of an automatic washing machine (Figure 12.14). Like
the washer's timing device, the cell cycle control system proceeds on its own, according to a built-in clock. However, just as
a washer's cycle is subject to both internal control (such as the
sensor that detects when the tub is filled with water) and external adjustment (such as activation of the start mechanism),
the cell cycle is regulated at certain checkpoints by both internal and external signals.
Acheckpoint in the cell cycle is a control point where stop
and go-ahead signals can regulate the cycle. (The signals are
transmitted within the cell by the kinds of signal transduction
pathways discussed in Chapter 11.) Animal cells generally have
built-in stop signals that halt the cell cycle at checkpoints until
overridden by go-ahead signals. Many signals registered at
checkpoints come from cellular surveillance mechanisms inside the cell; the signals report whether crucial cellular
processes that should have occurred by that point have in fact
been completed correctly and thus whether or not the cell cycle should proceed. Checkpoints also register signals from outside the cell, as we will discuss later. Three major checkpoints
are found in the G I, G2 , and M phases (see Figure 12.14).
For many cells, the G] checkpoint-dubbed the "restriction
point" in mammalian cells-seems to be the most important.
If a cell receives a go-ahead signal at the G I checkpoint, it will
usually complete the G I, S, G2> and M phases and divide. If it
does not receive a go-ahead signal at that point, it will exit the
cycle, switching into a nondividing state called the Go phase

GI checkpOint

Mcheckpoint
G2 checkpoint
.. Figure 12.14 Mecha"ical analogy for the cell cycle
control system. In this diagram of the cell cycle. the flat "stepping
stones" around the perImeter represent sequential events. like the
control device of an automatic washer. the cell cycle control system
proceeds on its own. driven by a built-in clock, However, the system is
subjed to internal and Hternal regulation at various checkpoints, of
which three are shown (red).

GI checkpoint

(a) If a cell receives a gO'ahead
signal at the G] checkpoint.
the cell continues on in the
cell cycle.

(b) If a cell does not receive a
go-ahead signal at the G)
checkpoint. the cell eKits the
cell cycle and goes into Go, a
nondividing state,

.. Figure 12.15 The G, checkpoint.
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UI 4 What might be the result if the cell ignored the
checkpoint and progressed through the cell cycle~

(Figure 12.15). Most cells of the human body are actually in
the Go phase. As mentioned earlier, mature nerve cells and
muscle cells never divide. Other cells, such as liver cells, can be
"caned back" from the Go phase to the cen cycle by external
cues, such as growth factors released during injury.
To understand how cell cycle checkpoints work, we first
need to see what kinds of molecules make up the cell cycle
control system (the molecular basis for the cell cycle clock)
and how a cell progresses through the cycle. Then we will consider the internal and external checkpoint signals that can
make the dock pause or continue.

The Cell Cye/e Clock: Cye/ins and Cye/in-Dependent
Kinases
Rhythmic fluctuations in the abundance and activity ofcell cycle
control molecules pace the sequential events of the cell cycle.
These regulatory molecules are mainly proteins of two types:
protein kinases and cyclins. Protein kinasesare enzymes thatactivate or inactivate other proteins by phosphorylating them (see
Chapter 11). Particular protein kinases give the go-ahead signals
at the G 1 and G2 checkpoints. Figure 12.16, on the next page,
describes an experiment from Paul Nurse's laboratory that
demonstrates the crucial function of the protein kinase Cdc2 in
triggering mitosis at the G1 checkpoint in one type ofyeast. Shldies by other researchers have shown that this enzyme plays the
same role in sea star eggs and cultured human cells, suggesting
that the function of this protein has been conserved during the
evolution of eukaryotes and is likely the same in many species.
Many of the kinases that drive the cell cycle are actually
present at a constant concentration in the growing cell, but
much of the time they are in an inactive form. To be active,
such a kinase must be attached to a cyelin, a protein that gets
its name from its cyclically fluctuating concentration in the
cell. Because of this requirement, these kinases are called
cyelin-dependent kinases, or Cdks. The activity of a Cdk
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How does the activity of a protein kinase
essential for mitosis vary during the cell cycle?

MPF activity
Cyelin
concentration

EXPERIMENT
Working with the fISSion yeast xhizosaccharomYCe5 pombe. Paul Nurse and colleagues ldentifled agene, coc2,
whose normal functioning is necessary for cell divisioo. They first
showed thai its product W~ a protein kinase (see the Unit Two interview, pp. 92-93), As part of a large study on hOW' the akl protein kinase is regulated during the cell cycle, they measured itsaetivity as the
cell cycle progressed. In aculture of yeast cells syndlronized so that

they divided simultaneously, the researchers removed samples at Inter~als over a peri<xl of time suffICient for two cydes of cell division,
They submitted each sample 10 MO kinds of analysis: (1) microscopic examination to determine the percentage of cells dividing (as
shown by the presence of the cell plate formed during yeast cytoki.
nesls) and (2) measurement of kinase actiVIty in an extract of the cells
(as indicated by phosphorylation of a standard protein). Control experiments established that the kinase activity they measured was due
primarily to the cdc2 protein kinase, In this way. they were able to
see if an increase in enzymatic activity correlated with cell divisioo,

Time
(a) Fluctuation of MPF activity and cyclin concentration during
the cell cycle
OSynthesis of cyclin
begins in late 5 phase
and continues through
'lOuring G1, conditions in
G2. Because cyelin is
the cell favor degradation
protected from
of cyelin, and the Cdk
degradation during
component of MPF is
this stage, it accumulates.
recycled.

RESULTS

The activity of the cdc2 protein kinase varied
during the cell cyele In a periodIC way. rising to a peak just before
mitosis and then falling,
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CONCLUSION The correlation between enzyme actiVity and
the onset of mitosis. combined with evidence from other experiments that mitosis does not occur in the absence of cdc2 kinase
activity. supports the hypothesis that the cdc2 kinase plays an essential role in triggering mitosis.
SOURCE
$. Moreno. j Hayles, and P Nurse. Re9ulatlon of p34"k.1
protein kinase during mitosis. Cel/58:361-372 (1989),

-mu'liI

What results would you expect-for both kinase activity and percentage of cells divlding----if the cells tested were
mutants completely deficient in the cdc2 protein kinase?

rises and falls with changes in the concentration of its cyclin
partner. Figure 12.17a shows thefluctuatingactivityofMPF, the
cyclin-Cdk complex that was discovered first (in frog eggs), Note
that the peaks of MPF activity correspond to the peaks of cyc1in
concentration. The cyc1in level rises during the Sand G1 phases
and then falls abruptly during M phase. (The red curve in Figure
12.16 shows the cyclic activity ofthe MPF in fission yeast.)
The initials MPF stand for "maturation-promoting factor;
but we can think of MPF as "M-phase-promoting factor n be240
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OOuring
anaphase, the
cyclin component of MPF is
degraded,
terminating the
M phase. The
cell enters the
G1 phase.

omitosis
MPF promotes
by phosphorylating
various proteins.
MPF's activity
peaks during
metaphase.

f)Accumulated
cydin molecules
combine with
recycled Cdk molecules, producing
enough molecules of
MPF for the cell
to pass the G2
checkpoint and
initiate the events of
mitosis.

(b) Molecular mechanisms that help regulate the cell cycle
... Figure 12.17 Molecular control of the cell cycle at the Gz
checkpoint. The steps of the cell cyde are timed by rhythmic fluctuatioos
in the activity of cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks). Here we focus 00 a cydinCdk complex in animal cells called MPF, whICh acts at the G1 checkpOint as
a go-ahead signal. triggering the events of mitosis. (The Cdk of MPF is the
same as the cck2 protein kinase of fission yeast featured in Figure 12.16.)

cause it triggers the cell's passage past the G2 checkpoint into
phase {Figure 12.17b). When cyclins that accumulate during G2 associate with Cdk molecules, the resulting MPF complex phosphorylates a variety of proteins, initiating mitosis.

M

MPF acts both directly as a kinase and indirectly by activating
other kinases. For example, MPF causes phosphorylation of
various proteins ofthe nuclear lamina (see Figure 6.10), which
promotes fragmentation of the nuclear envelope during
prometaphase of mitosis. There is also evidence that MPF
contributes to molecular events required for chromosome
condensation and spindle formation during prophase.
During anaphase, MPF helps switch itself offby initiating a
process that leads to the destruction of its own cyclin. The
noncyclin part of MPF, the Cdk, persists in the cell in inactive
form until it associates with new cyclin molecules synthesized
during the Sand G2 phases of the next round of the cycle.
What controls cell behavior at the G J checkpoint? Animal
cells appear to have at least three Cdk proteins and several different cyclins that operate at this che<kpoint. The fluctuating
activities of different cyclin~Cdk complexes are of major importance in controlling all the stages of the cell cycle.

Stop and Co Signs: Internal and External Signals at
the Checkpoints
Research scientists are currently working out the pathways
that link signals originating inside and outside the cell with the
responses by cyclin-dependent kinases and other proteins. An
example of an internal signal occurs at the M phase checkpoint. Anaphase, the separation ofsister chromatids, does not
begin until all the chromosomes are properly attached to the
spindle at the metaphase plate. Researchers have learned that
as long as some kinetochores are unattached to spindle microtubules, the sister chromatids remain together, delaying
anaphase. Only when the kinetochores of all the chromosomes are attached to the spindle does the appropriate regulatory protein become activated. (In this case, the regulatory
protein is not a Cdk.) Once activated, the protein sets off a
chain of molecular events that ultimately results in the enzymatic cleavage of cohesins, allowing the sister chromatids to
separate. This mechanism ensures that daughter cells do not
end up with missing or extra chromosomes.
Studies using animal cells in culture have led to the identification of many external factors, both chemical and physical,
that can influence cell division. For example, cells fail to divide
if an essential nutrient is lacking in the culture medium. (This
is analogous to trying to run an automatic washing machine
without the water supply hooked up.) And even if all other
conditions are favorable, most types of mammalian cells divide in culture only if the growth medium includes specific
growth factors. As mentioned in Chapter 11, a growth factor
is a protein released by certain cells that stimulates other cells
to divide. Researchers have discovered more than 50 growth
factors. Different cell types respond specifically to different
growth factors or combinations of growth factors.
Consider, for example, platelet-derived growth factor
(PDGF), which is made by blood cell fragments called platelets.

o connective
A sample of human
tissue is
cut up Into small
pieces.
Petri
plate

f) Enzymes are used to
digest the extracellular
matrix In the tissue
pieces. resulting in a
suspension of free
fibroblasts.

o Cells
are transferred to
sterile culture vessels
containing a basic growth
medium consisting of
glucose. amino acids.
salts. and antibiotICS (as a
precaution against bacterial growth), PDGF is
added to hall the vessels,
The culture vessels are
incubated at 37°C.

Without POGF

~

With POGF

In the basic growth medium
Without PDGF (the control).
the cells fail to divide.
0-

..;....-_.0...."
0··::"
0

0

•

-

In the basic growth medium
plus POGF, the cells proliferate The SEM shows cultured
fibroblasts.

... Figure 12.18 The effect of a growth factor on cell division.
As this experiment shows. adding platelet-derived grcwth factor (PDGF) to
human fibroblasts in culture causes the cells to proliferate,
PDGF IS known to signal cells by binding to a cell-surface receptor
that is a receptor tyrosine kinase, If you added a chemICal that

D

prevented phosphorylation of rhis receplor, how would the results differ?

The experiment illustrated in Figure 12.18 demonstrates that
PDGF is required for the division of fibroblasts in culture. fibroblasts, a type ofconnective tissue cell, have PDGF receptors
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on their plasma membranes. The binding of PDGF molecules
to these receptors (which are receptor tyrosine kinasesi see
Chapter 11) triggers a signal transduction pathway that allows
the celts to pass theG I che<kpointand divide. PDGF stimulates
fibroblast division not only in the artificial conditions of cell
culture, but in an animal's body as well. \Vhen an injury occurs,
platelets release PDGF in the vicinity. The resulting proliferation of fibroblasts helps heal the wound.
The effect of an external physical factor on cell division is
clearly seen in density-dependent inhibition, a phenomenon
in which crowded cells stop dividing (Figure 12.19a). As first
observed many years ago, cultured cells normally divide until
they form a single layer of cells on the inner surface of the culture container, at which point the celts stop dividing. If some
cells are removed, those bordering the open space begin dividing again and continue until the vacancy is filled. Re<ent studies
have revealed that the binding of a cell-surface protein to its
counterpart on an adjoining celt sends a growth-inhibiting
signal to both celts, preventing them from moving forward in
the cell cycle, even in the presence of growth factors.
Most animal cells also exhibit anchorage dependence (see
Figure 12.19a). To divide, they must be attached to a substratum, such as the inside of a culture jar or the extracellular matrix of a tissue. Experiments suggest that like cell density,
anchorage is signaled to the cell cycle control system via pathways involving plasma membrane proteins and elements of
the cytoskeleton linked to them.
Density-dependent inhibition and anchorage dependence
appear to function in the body's tissues as well as in cell culture, checking the growth of cells at some optimal density and
location. Cancer cells, which we discuss next, exhibit neither
density-dependent inhibition nor anchorage dependence
(Figure 12.19b).

loss of Cell Cycle Controls in Cancer Cells
Cancer cells do not heed the normal signals that regulate the
cell cycle. They divide excessively and invade other tissues. If
unchecked, they can kill the organism.
In addition to their lack of density-dependent inhibition
and anchorage dependence, cancer cells do not stop dividing
when growth factors are depleted. A logical hypothesis is that
cancer cells do not need growth factors in their culture
medium to grow and divide. They may make a required
growth factor themselves, or they may have an abnormality in
the signaling pathway that conveys the growth factor's signal
to the cell cycle control system even in the absence of that factor. Another possibility is an abnormal cell cycle control system. In fact, as you will learn in Chapter 18, these are all
conditions that may lead to cancer.
There are other important differences between normal cells
and cancer cells that reflect derangements ofthe cell cycle. Ifand
when they stop dividing, cancer cells do so at random points in
the cycle, rather than at the normal che<kpoints. Moreover, can242
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Cells anchor to dish surface and
divide (anchorage dependence).

When celis have formed a
complete single layer. they stop
dividing (density-dependent
Inhibition).

'----

I

If some cells are scraped away.
the remaining cells divide to fill
the gap and then stop once they
contact each other (densitydependent inhibition),
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(a) Normal mammalian (ells. Contact with neighboring cells and
the availability of nutrients, growth factors. and a substratum for
attachment limit cell density to a single layer.

25

j.lm

(b) Cancer cells. Cancer cells usually continue to divide well beyond
a single layer, forming a clump of overlapping cells, They do not
exhibit anchorage dependence or density-dependent inhibition.
... Figure 12.19 Density-dependent inhibition and
anchorage dependence of cell division. Individual cells are
shown disproportionately large in the drawings.

cer cells can go on dividing indefinitely in culture if they are given
a continual supply of nutrients; in essence, they are "immortal."
Astriking example is a celt line that has been reproducing in culture since 1951. Cells of this line are called HeLa cells because
their original source was a tumor removed from a woman
named Henrietta Lacks. By contrast, nearly all normal mammalian cells growing in culture divide only about 20 to 50 times
before they stop dividing, age, and die. (We'll see a possible reason for this phenomenon when we discuss chromosome replication in Chapter 16.)

The abnormal behavior of cancer cells can be catastrophic
when it occurs in the body. The problem begins when a single
cell in a tissue undergoes transformation, the process that converts a normal cell to a cancer cell. The body's immune system
normally recognizes a transformed cell as an insurgent and destroys it. However, ifthe cell evades destruction, it may proliferate and form a tumor, a mass ofabnormal cells within otherwise
normal tissue. If the abnormal cells remain at the original site,
the lump is called a benign tumor. Most benign tumors do not
cause serious problems and can be completely removed by surgery. In contrast, a malignant tumor becomes invasive enough
to impair the functions of one or more organs (Figure 12.20).
An individual with a malignant tumor is said to have cancer.
The cells of malignant tumors are abnormal in many ways besides their excessive proliferation. They may have unusual numbers of chromosomes (whether this is a cause or an effect of
transformation is a current topic of debate). Their metabolism
may be disabled, and they may cease to fWlction in any constructive way. Abnormal changes on the cell surface cause cancer cells
to lose attachments to neighboring cells and the extracellular matrix, which allows them to spread into nearby tissues. Cancercells
mayaisosecrete signal molecules that cause blood vessels to grow
toward the tumor. A few tumor cells may separate from the original tumor, enter blood vessels and lymph vessels, and travel to
other parts of the body. There, they may proliferate and form a
new tumor. This spread of cancer cells to locations distant from
their original site is called metastasis (see Figure 1220).
A tumor that appears to be localized may be treated with
high-energy radiation, which damages DNA in cancer cells
much more than it does in normal cells, apparently because the
majority of cancer cells have lost the ability to repair such damage. To treat known or suspected metastatic tumors,
chemotherapy is used, in which drugs that are toxic to actively
dividing cells are administered through the circulatory system.
As you migllt expect, chemotherapeutic drugs interfere with

specific steps in the cell cycle. For example, the drug Taxol
freezes the mitotic spindle by preventing microtubule depoly·
merization, which stops actively dividing cells from proceeding
past metaphase. The side effects ofchemotherapy are due to the
drugs' effects on normal cells that divide often. For example,
nausea results from chemotherapy's effects on intestinal cells,
hair loss from effects on hair follicle cells, and susceptibility to
infection from effects on immune system cells.
Researchers are beginning to understand how a normal cell
is transformed into a cancer cell. You will learn more about the
molecular biology ofcancer in Chapter 18. Though the causes
of cancer are diverse, cellular transformation always involves
the alteration of genes that somehow influence the cell cycle
control system. Our knowledge ofhow changes in the genome
lead to the various abnormalities of cancer cells remains rudimentary, however.
Perhaps the reason we have so many unanswered questions
about cancer cells is that there is still so much to learn about
how normal cells function. The cell, life's basic unit of structure and function, holds enough secrets to engage researchers
well into the future.

CONCEPT

CHECK

12.3

1. In Figure 12.13, why do the nuclei resulting from experiment 2 contain different amounts of DNA?
2. \Vhat is the go·ahead signal for a cell to pass the Gz
phase checkpoint and enter mitosis? (See Figure 12.17.)
3. \Vhat phase are most of your body cells in?
4. Compare and contrast a benign tumor and a malignant tumor.
5.
\Vhat would happen if you performed
the experiment in Figure 12.18 with cancer cells?

-'mu".

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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J. Figure 12.20 The growth and
metastasis of a malignant breast
tumor. The cells of malignant (cancerous)
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tumors grow in an uncontrolled way and can
spread to neighboring tissues and. via lymph
and blood vessels. to other parts of the body.

Metastatic
tumor

o cells
A small percentage of cancer
may survive and establish
a new tumor in another pari
of the body.

The spread of cancer cells beyond their original
site's called metastasis
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
.. Unicellular organisms reproduce byeI'll division; multicellular
organisms depend on cell division for their development from
a fertilized egg and for growth and repair.
Act;\ity Roles of CdI Division

M.,i"jJ'-12.1
Cell division results in genetically identical daughter
cells (pp. 229-2301
.. Cells duplicate their genetic material before they divide, en-

suring that each daughter cell receives an exact copy of the genetic material, DNA.

.. Cellular Organization of the Genetic Material DNA is
partitioned among chromosomes. Eukaryotic chromosomes
consist of chromatin, a complex of DNA and protein that condenses during mitosis. In animals, gametes have one set of
chromosomes and somatic cells have two sets.
.. Distribution of Chromosomes During Eukaryotic Cell Division In preparation for cell division, chromosomes replicate,
each one then consisting oftwo identical sister chromatids
joined along their lengths by sister chromatid cohesion. When
this cohesion is broken, the chromatids separate during cell division, becoming the chromosomes of the new daughter cells.
Eukaryotic cell division consists of mitosis (division ofthe nucleus) and cytokinesis {division ofthe cytoplasm).

M.,IIIII'-12.2
The mitotic phase alternates with interphase in the cell
cycle (pp. 230-238)
.. phases of the Cell Cycle Between divisions, cells are in interphase: the Gj , S, and G~ phases. The cell grows throughout interphase, but DNA is replicated
only during the synthesis (S)
phase. Mitosis and cytokinesis make up the miCylokinesl~
totic (M) phase of
the cell cycle.

.. The Mitotic Spindle: A Closer Look The mitotic spindle
is an apparatus of microtubules that controls chromosome
movement during mitosis. In animal cells, the spindle arises
from the centrosomes and includes spindle microtubules
and asters. Some spindle microtubules attach to the kinetochores of chromosomes and move the chromosomes to the
metaphase plate. In anaphase, sister chromatids separate,
and motor proteins move them along the kinetochore microtubules toward opposite ends of the cell. Meanwhile,
motor proteins push nonkinetochore micro tubules from
opposite poles away from each other, elongating the cell.
In telophase, genetically identical daughter nuclei form at
opposite ends of the cell.
.. Cytokinesis: A Closer Look Mitosis is usually followed by
cytokinesis. Animal cells carry out cytokinesis by cleavage,
and plant cells form a cell plate.
.. Binary Fission During binary fission in bacteria, the chromosome replicates and the two daughter chromosomes actively move apart. The specific proteins involved in this
movement are a subject of current research.
.. The Evolution of Mitosis Since prokaryotes preceded eukaryotes by more than a bi11ion years, it is likely that mitosis
evolved from prokaryotic cell division. Certain protists exhibit
types of cell division that seem intermediate between bacterial
binary fission and the process of mitosis carried out by most
eukaryotic cells.
BioFIiI 3-0 Animalion Milosis
MP3 Tutor Mitosi.
Acti'ity The Cell Cycle
Acti'ity Milo,is and Cytokinesi' Animation
Acti'ity Milo,is and Cytokinesi' Video
In"csllgallon How Much lime Do Cells Spend in Each Ph.~e ofM;to~;s?

Mi iii iJ'-12.3

MIIOsl~ ~~~~~~;;~~

M1OOC(M)f'I-L/lSE ....

Acti'ity Cause, of Cancer
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. Through a microscope, you can see a cell plate beginning to develop across the middle of a cell and nuclei re-forming on either side of the cell plate. This cell is most likely
a. an animal cell in the process of cytokinesis.
b. a plant cell in the process of cytokinesis.
c. an animal cell in the S phase of the cell cycle.
d. a bacterial cell dividing.
e. a plant cell in metaphase.

8. Which of the following does not occur during mitosis?
a. condensation of the chromosomes
b. replication of the DNA
c. separation of sister chromatids
d. spindle formation
e. separation of the spindle poles
9. In the light micrograph below of dividing cells near the tip of
an onion root, identify a cell in each of the follOWing stages:
prophase. prometaphase. metaphase. anaphase. and telophase.
Describe the major events occurring at each stage.

2. Vinblastine is a standard chemotherapeutic drug used to treat
cancer. Because it interferes with the assembly of microtubules,
its effectiveness must be related to
a. disruption of mitotic spindle formation.
b. inhibition of regulatory protein phosphorylation.
c. suppression of cydin production.
d. myosin denaturation and inhibition of cleavage furrow
formation.
e. inhibition of DNA synthesis.
3. A particular cell has half as much DNA as some other cells in a
mitotically active tissue. The cell in question is most likely in
d. metaphase.
a. G 1 •
b. G2 •
e. anaphase.
c. prophase.
4. One difference between cancer cells and normal cells is that
cancer cells
a. are unable to synthesize DNA.
b. are arrested at the S phase of the cell cycle.
c. continue to divide even when they are tightly packed
together.
d. cannot function properly because they are affected by
density-dependent inhibition.
e. are always in the M phase of the cell cycle.
5. The decline of MPF activity at the end of mitosis is due to
a. the destruction of the protein kinase Cdk.
b. decreased synthesis of cyclin.
c. the degradation of cyclin.
d. synthesis of DNA.
e. an increase in the cell's volume-to-genome ratio.
6. The drug cytochalasin B blocks the function of actin. Which of
the following aspects of the cell cycle would be most disrupted
by cytochalasin B?
a. spindle formation
b. spindle attachment to kinetochores
c. DNA synthesis
d. cell elongation during anaphase
e. cleavage furrow formation
7. In the cells of some organisms, mitosis occurs without cytokinesis. This will result in
a. cells with more than one nucleus.
b. cells that are unusually small.
c. cells lacking nuclei.
d. destruction of chromosomes.
e. cell cycles lacking an S phase.

10. •• i;f.W'i1 Draw one eukaryotic chromosome as it would appear during interphase, during each of the stages of mitosis,
and during cytokinesis. Also draw and label the nuclear envelope and any microtubules attached to the chromosome(s).
For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-MH',. ViSit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com lor a
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
II. The result of mitosis is that the daughter cells end up with the
same number of chromosomes that the parent cell had. Another way to maintain the number of chromosomes would be
to carry out cell division first and then duplicate the chromosomes in each daughter cell. Do you think this would be an
equally good way of organizing the cell cycle? \xrhy do you suppose that evolution has not led to this alternative?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
12. Although both ends of a microtubule can gain or lose subunits,
one end (called the plus end) polymerizes and depolymerizes at
a higher rate than the other end (the minus end). For spindle
microtubules, the plus ends are in the center of the spindle, and
the minus ends are at the poles. Motor proteins that move on
microtubules specialize in walking either toward the plus end
or toward the minus end; the two types are called plus enddirected and minus end-directed motor proteins, respectively.
Given what you know about chromosome movement and spindle changes during anaphase, predict which type of motor proteins would be present on (a) kinetochore microtubules and
(b) nonkinetochore microtubules.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Terry l. Orr-Weaver
How the daughter cells resulting from cell
division end up with equal numbers of chromosomes is the focus of much of Terry OrrWeaver's research; she also studies how cells
control the DNA replication that precedes
cell division. Her research group has identi·
fied a number of proteins involved in these
processes, A professor of biology at MIT and
the first woman to become a member of the
Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research,
Dr. Orr-Weaver has an undergraduate degree in chemistry from UC San Diego and a
Ph.D. in biological chemistry from Harvard.
She is a member of the U.S. National Academy of SCiences and a past president of the
Genetics Society of America.
After receiving your Ph.D., you switched
from using single-celled yeast as your modl'l
organism to thl' multicelled fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster. Why?
[ was excited by the possibility of working at
the interface of two fields. At that time, the cell
cycle field was exploding from work with single cells-mainly yeasts and mammalian cells
grown in culture-and biochemical experiments using extracts. Meanwhile, developmental biology was entering a new era with
the discovery of pattern formation genes. [ realized there was a key question at the interface
of these two fields that was being ignored: If an
organism starts as a single cell and ends up as a
multicellular entity, how are pattern and cell
divisions coordinated? And I realized there
had to be intrinsic regulation from the cell cycle components but also extrinsic developmental control feeding into that. This was
clearly going to be an important area of study.
In choosing a multicellular model organism,
why use Drosophila?
A lot of fundamental discoveries in biology
have been made with fruit nil's. For example, it
was research with DroS<Jph.i1a that established
in 1916 that chromosomes were the physical

,%

basis of inheritance, the structures that carried
the genes. Decades later, the master regulatory
genes that set up the animal body plan in embryonic development were discovered in
Drosoph.ila. These genes determine, for example, where the fly's head is and where its legs
are. Then, to the amazement of biologists. it
turned out that exactly the same genes control
how the human body plan is set up! $0
Drosophila has a really rich heritage. When I
started working on Drosophila, it had a 70year-long history of use in genetics, prOViding
an incredible array of knowledge and methods.
How do geneticists approach biological
questions?
Geneticists want to discover the genes that are
involved in a biological process and then figure
out what the genes do. First. you decide what
process you're interested in-in our case, how
chromosomes gel partitioned during cell division. Next, you figure out what you would see
if you had a mutant in which that process was
perturbed-how would you recognize it? Then
you generate mutations, usually with the help
of high-energy radiation or a chemical, hoping
that one or more of the resulting mutants are
affected in the process of interest. \vt1at you're
doing by making a mutation is generating a
disease state in your organism. \vt1en you've
found a mutant you're interested in. you can
find out what gene has been made defective,
and you know that that gene has to play an important role in the process you're interested in.
Now that we have the genome sequences of
many organisms, including the fruit fly and the
human, you might think that all their genes are
known-so what's to discover? But it turned out
that we didn't know the functions of many of the
genes that showed up in genome sequences.
Even in an organism as simple and well-studied
as yeast, at the publication of the genome sequence we didn't know what 70% ofthe genes did.
And we still don't have a clue about halfofthe
human genes. So having genome sequences provides a foundation, but we must still find out
what all the genes do, and we geneticists feel
the best way to go about this is 10 use genetics.

A big and useful surprise in this genediscovery enterprise has been how many genes
have been 'conserved" through evolutionary
history and are still verysimiJar in organisms as
distantly related as fruit flies and humans. It's
very hard to figure out directly what human
genes do. But when we discover a new gene in
Drosophila, invariably it turns out thai there's a
similar gene in humans that does the same
thing. So Drosophila turns out to be an even
better model organism than we had guessed.
Besides genetics, what other approaches
and methods do you use?
A combination ofgenetics, biochemistry, and cell
biology turns out to be incredibly powerful for
our research. For instance, with the microscope,
a tool ofcell biology. we can literally watch the
chromosomes as they undergo mitosis or meiosis.Ifwe have a mutation causing a defect in one
ofthose processes, we can look directly at how
the chromosomes behave in mutant cells. And in
our research on DNA replication, we can look directly at proteins that attach to the DNA during
DNA replication. In this lab, we try to do things
as directly as possible!
Here's an example from our work on DNA
replication in Drosophila. Using a genetic approach. we discovered a mutant that couldn't
carry out DNA replication-although such a
mutant can live and grow for a while by using
proteins its mother stockpiled in the egg. It
looked like the gene affected might code for a
really important protein. But we wanted to find
out if it was a protein that played a direct role in
DNA replication, and we couldn't tell that from
the genetics alone. However, by labeling the
normal version of the protein with a fluorescent tag, we could use the microscope to see
where the protein was located in cells, and we
saw that the protein got on the DNA right at a
place where DNA synthesis starts. That established that this protein was directly involved.
How is meiosis different from mitosis?
Let me first review mitosis. After a cell duplicates its DNA, mitosis ensures that each duplicated chromosome gets partitioned to the

daughter cells so that you end up with two
cells that have exactly the same DNA content
and chromosome number. That's what happens in normal cell division.
But what about making a sperm or an egg?
In fertilization, a sperm and egg are going to
fuse and give rise to a new progeny. [fthe organism is diploid-that is, has two similar
copies of each chromosome, as nil'S and humans do-and the progeny is going to be
diploid, then you've got to make sperm and
eggs that have only one copy of each chromosome, so that when those sperm and egg come
together you restore the right chromosome
number. And to produce sperm and eggs with
only half the diploid chromosome number, you
need a special kind of cell division-meiosis.
There has to be a way to bring together the
two similar copies of each chromosome and
then pull them apart, with each going to a different daughter cell. [n meiosis, there is an
extra round of chromosome partitioning
where what we call the homologous pairs of
chromosomes-the chromosome that initially
came from dad and the similar chromosome
that came from mom-get separated from
each other. To sum up, in mitosis you're separating identical copies of each chromosome,
whereas in meiosis you have an extra round of
division stuck in there, where the copy ofeach
chromosome from dad and the copy from
mom get separated from each other.
What imporlanl questions about meiosis
still need to be answeredl
What we don't understand at all is how the
chromosomes of a homologous pair find each
other. That pairing is unique to meiosis; it
doesn't happen in mitosis. The two strands of
the DNA don't come apart, so although the
homologous chromosomes have very similar
DNA sequences, it's not base-pairing that

brings the homologous chromosomes together. Given the relatively gigantic volume of
the nucleus and the huge mass of chromatin in
a eukaryotic cell, how do the right chromosomes find each other? That's the number one
mystery about meiosis. And [would say the
second big mystery is why humans are so unbelievably bad at carrying out meiosis.
What makes you say thaB Are we worse
than fruit flies?
We're about a thousand times worse. Here are
some amazing statistics: Twenty percent of
recognized pregnancies end in spontaneous
miscarriage, and out of those at least half are
due to a mistake during meiosis. And for every
pregnancy that proceeds far enough to be recognized, there have been many that ended
without being recognized. So about 10-20% of
the time meiosis doesn't work properly in humans. In fruit flies, meiosis seems to occur inaccurately only 0.01-0.05% of the time. Even
mice, which are mammals like ourselves, do
much better than humans. So I would call this
the second big mystery regarding meiosis:
Why are humans so bad at it?
Tell us more about what happens when
meiosis doesn't work correctly.
Most of the time the result is early death of the
embryo. In humans, if any chromosome other
than X or Y is present in only one copy or
more than two copies, the embryo dies very
early. The only exceptions are for chromosomes number 13, 18, and 21: When oneof
these is present in three copies, the embyo usually dies at an early stage, but it may survive.
Even in the case of Down syndrome, a relatively common condition where a person has
three copies of chromosome 21, only a minority of fetuses survive to term, And when the individual does survive, there are serious effects,

In fact, errors in meiosis are the leading cause
of menial retardation in the United States.
Some scientists argue that, in evolutionary
terms, the human species is able to cope with
such a high rate of meiotic errors because most
of the pregnancies are lost very early,
Whal do you like besl about research?
What's so great about research is that you get
to unwrap presents all the time! \'ifhen you
find an interesting mutant, it's like a beautifully
wrapped present. And then you unwrap it, and
it can be a big surprise to learn which gene is
affected and what its protein product is. Sometimes you unwrap it and it's beautiful and satisfying and completely makes sense; other
times you don't at first understand what the
gift is, and then you have to figure that out, [
want to tell students how wonderful it is getting these presents to unwrap. But they also
need to realize that it might take three years to
get the ribbon and all the tape off. It can take
some real patience to unwrap the present!
In your view, how important is il for
scientists to reach out beyond the scientific
community?
I think scientists do have an obligation to educate the public. It's especially critical for people to understand the importance of basic
research and the study of model organisms,
Because if I'll' shortchange basic research, in
the long run I'll' won't be able to benefit from
medical applications. The reason we've done
so well in this country is our willingness to invest in basic research science.
The challenge is figuring out how to convey a
message like this in an era ofSQundbites. The
media and the public want to hear that a piece of
research is directly going to cure a disease. So
how can we get a message across that requires an
explanation more complex than a catchphrase?
There are many stories I'll' can tell where discoveries in basic research have led to very important
applications, but these stories take at lea;,t a
couple of paragraphs to communicate. Also,
there's a real need for scientists to try to build a
bridge between science and the public.
It's especially important to educate our representatives in government. A coalition of several biology societies, including the Genetics
Society of America, has a Joint Steering Committee for Public Policy, which has been terrific in educating members of Congress and
their staffs. They bring in scientists to explain
their research and why investing in research is
important. Maybe that's a good starting point.

Learn about an experiment by Terry OrrWeaver in Inquiry Figure 16,22 on page 322,
Jane Reece and Terry Orr-Weaver
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Cycles
.... Figure 13.1 What accounts for family resemblance?
KEY

CONCEPTS

13.1 Offspring acquire genes from parents by

inheriting chromosomes
13.2 Fertilization and meiosis alternate in sexual life

cycles
13.3 Meiosis reduces the number of chromosome
sets from diploid to haploid
13.4 Genetic variation produced in sexual life cycles
contributes to evolution

M

ost people who send out birth announcements
mention the sex of the baby, but they don't feel the

need to specify that their offspring is a human being! One of the characteristics of life is the ability of organ-

isms to reproduce their own kind-elephants produce little

elephants, and oak trees generate oak saplings. Exceptions
to this rule show up only as sensational but highly suspect
stories in tabloid newspapers.

Another rule often taken for granted is that offspring resemble their parents more than they do Wlrelated individuals. If you
examine the famUy members shown in Figure 13.1-Sissy
Spacek and Jack Fisk with daughters Madison and Schuyler
Fisk-you can pick out some similar features among them. The
transmission oftraits from one generation to the next is called inheritance, or heredity (from the Latin heres, heir). However, sons
and daughters are not identical copies ofeither parent or oftheir
siblings. Along with inherited similarity, there is also variation.
Farmers have exploited the principles of heredity and variation
for thousands of years, breeding plants and animals for desired
traits. But what are the biological mechanisms leading to the
hereditary similarity and variation that we call a "family resemblance"? This question eluded biologists until the development of
genetics in the 20th century.
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Genetics is the scientific study of heredity and hereditary
variation. In this unit, you will learn about genetics at multiple
levels, from organisms to cells to molecules. On the practical
side, you will see how genetics continues to revolutionize medicineand agriculture, and you will be asked to consider some social and ethical questions raised by our ability to manipulate
DNA, the genetic material. At the end of the unit, you will be
able to stand back and consider the whole genome, an organism's entire complement of DNA. The rapid accumulation of
the genome sequences of many species, including our own, has
taught us a great deal about evolution on the molecular levelin other words, evolution of the genome itself. In fact, genetic
methods and discoveries are catalyzing progress in all areas of
biology, from cell biology to physiology, developmental biology,
behavior, and even ecology.
We begin our study of genetics in this chapter by examining how chromosomes pass from parents to offspring in sexually reproducing organisms. The processes of meiosis (a
special type of cell division) and fertilization (the fusion of
sperm and egg) maintain a species' chromosome count during
the sexual life cycle. We will describe the cellular mechanics of
meiosis and how this process differs from mitosis. Finally, we
will consider how both meiosis and fertilization contribute to
genetic variation, such as the variation obvious in the family
shown in Figure 13.1.

~7;::~~g~'~ire genes

from parents by inheriting
chromosomes

Family friends may tell you that you have your mother's freckles or your father's eyes. However, parents do not, in any literal sense, give their children freckles, eyes, hair, or any other
traits. What, then, is actually inherited?

Inheritance of Genes
Parents endow their offspring with coded information in the
form of hereditary units called genes. The genes we inherit

from our mothers and fathers are our genetic link to our parents, and they account for family resemblances such as shared
eye color or freckles. OUf genes program the specific traits
that emerge as we develop from fertilized eggs into adults.
The genetic program is written in the language of DNA,
the polymer of four different nuc1eotides you learned about

in Chapters 1 and 5. Inherited information is passed on in
the form of each gene's specific sequence of DNA nudeotides, much as printed information is communicated in
the form of meaningful sequences of letters. In both cases,
the language is symbolic. Just as your brain translates the
word apple into a mental image of the fruit, cells translate
genes into freckles and other features. Most genes program
cells to synthesize specific enzymes and other proteins,
whose cumulative action produces an organism's inherited
traits. The programming of these traits in the form of DNA
is one of the unifying themes of biology.
The transmission of hereditary traits has its molecular basis in the precise replication of DNA, which produces copies
ofgenes that can be passed along from parents to offspring. In
animals and plants, reproductive cells called gametes are the
vehicles that transmit genes from one generation to the next.
During fertilization, male and female gametes (sperm and
eggs) unite, thereby passing on genes of both parents to their
offspring.
Except for small amounts of DNA in mitochondria and
chloroplasts, the DNA of a eukaryotic cell is packaged into
chromosomes within the nucleus. Every living species has a
characteristic number of chromosomes. For example, humans have 46 chromosomes in almost all of their cells. Each
chromosome consists of a single long DNA molecule elaborately coiled in association with various proteins. One
chromosome includes several hundred to a few thousand
genes, each of which is a specific sequence of nuc1eotides
within the DNA molecule. A gene's specific location along
the length of a chromosome is called the gene's locus (from
n
the Latin, meaning "place ; plural, loci). Our genetic endowment consists of the genes carried on the chromosomes
we inherited from our parents.

Comparison of Asexual
and Sexual Reproduction
Only organisms that reproduce asexually produce offspring
that are exact copies ofthemselves. In asexual reproduction,
a single individual is the sole parent and passes copies of all its
genes to its offspring. For example, single-celled eukaryotic
organisms can reproduce asexually by mitotic cell division, in
which DNA is copied and allocated equally to two daughter
cells. The genomes of the offspring are virtually exact copies
ofthe parent's genome. Some multicellular organisms are also

(b) Redwoods

(a) Hydra

... Figure 13.2 Asexual reproduction in two multicellular
organisms. (a) This relatively simple animal. a hydra. reproduces by
budding. The bud. a localized mass of mitotically dividing cells. develops
into a small hydra. whICh detaches from the parent (LM). (b) Each tree in
this circle of redwoods grew from a single parent tree. whose stump is in
the center of the circle.
capable of reproducing asexually (Figure 13.2). Because the
cells of the offspring are derived by mitosis in the parent, the
~chip off the old block" is usually genetically identical to its
parent. An individual that reproduces asexually gives rise to a
done, a group ofgenetically identical individuals. Genetic differences occasionally arise in asexually reproducing organisms as a result of changes in the DNA called mutations,
which we will discuss in Chapter 17.
In sexual reproduction, two parents give rise to offspring
that have unique combinations ofgenes inherited from the m'o
parents. In contrast to a clone, offspring ofsexual reproduction
vary genetically from their siblings and both parents: They are
variations on a common theme of family resemblance, not exact replicas. Genetic variation like that shown in Figure 13.1 is
an important consequence of sexual reproduction. What
mechanisms generate this genetic variation? The key is the behavior of chromosomes during the sexual life cycle.
CONCEPT

CHECK

13.1

I. How are the traits of parents (such as hair color)
transmitted to their offspring?
2. Explain how asexually reproducing organisms produce offspring that are genetically identical to each
other and to their parents.
3. •i,'!lfU1jM A horticulturalist breeds orchids, trying
to obtain a plant with a unique combination of desirable traits. After many years, she finally succeeds. To
produce more plants like this one, should she breed it
or clone it? Why?

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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r;:~~~I~::i~~'~nd

meiosis
alternate in sexual life cycles

A life cycle is the generation-ta-generation sequence of
stages in the reproductive history of an organism, from conception to production of its own offspring. In this section, we
use humans as an example to track the behavior of chromosomes through sexual life cycles. We begin by considering the

13.3

•

Preparing a karyotype
APPLICATION A karyotype is a display of condensed chromo·
somes arranged in pairs. Karyotyping can be used to screen for
abnormal numbers of chromosomes or defective chromosomes
associated with certain congenital disorders, such as Down
syndrome.

chromosome count in human somatic cells and gametes; we
will then explore how the behavior of chromosomes relates to
the human life cycle and other types of sexual life cycles.

Sets of Chromosomes in Human Cells
In humans, each somatic cell-any cell other than those involved in gamete formation-has 46 chromosomes. During
mitosis, the chromosomes become condensed enough to be
visible in a light microscope. Because chromosomes differ in
size, in the positions of their centromeres, and in the pattern
of colored bands produced by certain stains, they can be dis~
tinguished from one another by microscopic examination
when sufficiently condensed.
Careful examination of a micrograph of the 46 human
chromosomes from a single cell in mitosis reveals that there
are two chromosomes of each of 23 types. This becomes
dear when images of the chromosomes are arranged in
pairs, starting with the longest chromosomes. The resulting
ordered display is called a karyotype (Figure 13.3). The two
chromosomes composing a pair have the same length, centromere position, and staining pattern: These are called
homologous chromosomes, or homologs. Both chromosomes of each pair carry genes controlling the same inherited characters. For example, if a gene for eye color is
situated at a particular locus on a certain chromosome, then
the homolog of that chromosome will also have a gene specifying eye color at the equivalent locus.
The two distinct chromosomes referred to as X and Yare
an important exception to the general pattern of homologous chromosomes in human somatic cells. Human females
have a homologous pair of X chromosomes (XX), but males
have one Xand one Ychromosome (XY). Only small parts of
the X and Yare homologous. Most of the genes carried on
the X chromosome do not have counterparts on the tiny Y,
and the Y chromosome has genes lacking on the X. Because
they determine an individual's sex, the X and Y chromosomes are called sex chromosomes. The other chromosomes are called autosomcs.
The occurrence of homologous pairs of chromosomes in
each human somatic cell is a consequence ofour sexual origins.
We inherit one chromosome of each pair from each parent
Thus, the 46 chromosomes in our somatic cells are achlally two
sets of 23 chromosomes-a maternal set (from our mother)
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TECH Nt QUE
Karyotypes are prepared from isolated somatic
cells, which are treated with a drug to stimulate mitosis and then
grown in culture for several days. Cells arrested in metaphase are
stained and then viewed with a microscope equipped with a digital camera. A photograph of the chromosomes is displayed on a
computer monitor, and the images of the chromosomes are
arranged Into pairs according to size and shape.
Pair of homologous
replicated chromosomes
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RESULTS
This karyotype shows the chromosomes from
a normal human male. The size of the chromosome, position of
the centromere, and pattern of stained bands help identify specific chromosomes. Although difficult to discern in the karyotype,
each metaphase chromosome consists of two closely attached
sister chromatids (see the diagram of a pair of homologous
replicated chromosomes).

and a paternal set (from our father). The number of chromosomes in a single set is represented by n. Any cell with two
chromosome sets is called a diploid cell and has a diploid
number of chromosomes, abbreviated 2n. For humans, the
diploid number is 46 (2n = 46), the number of chromosomes
in our somatic cells. In a cell in which DNA synthesis has occurred, all the chromosomes are replicated, and therefore each
consists oftwo identical sister chromatids, associated closely at
the centromere and along the arms. Figure 13.4 helps clarify
the various terms that we use in describing replicated chromosomes in a diploid ceiL Study this figure so that you understand
the differences between homologous chromosomes, sister
chromatids, nonsister chromatids, and chromosome sets.
Unlike somatic cells, gametes (sperm and eggs) contain a
single chromosome set. Such cells are called haploid cells,
and each has a haploid number of chromosomes (n). For humans, the haploid number is 23 (n = 23). The set of 23 consists of the 22 autosomes plus a single sex chromosome. An
unfertilized egg contains an X chromosome, but a sperm may
contain an X or a Y chromosome.
Note that each sexually reproducing species has a characteristic diploid number and haploid number. For example, the
fruit ny, DrosoplJila melanogaster, has a diploid number of 8
and a haploid number of 4, while dogs have a diploid number
of78 and a haploid numberof39.
Now that you have learned the concepts ofdiploid and haploid numbers of chromosomes, let's consider chromosome
behavior during sexual life cycles. We11 use the human life cycle as an example.

Behavior of Chromosome Sets
in the Human Life Cycle
The human life cycle begins when a haploid sperm from the
father fuses with a haploid egg from the mother. This union
of gametes, culminating in fusion of their nuclei, is called
fertilization. The resulting fertilized egg, or zygote, is
diploid because it contains two haploid sets of chromosomes
bearing genes representing the maternal and paternal family
lines. As a human develops into a sexually mature adult, mitosis
of the zygote and its descendants generates all the somatic ceUs
of the body. Both chromosome sets in the zygote and all the
genes they carry are passed with precision to the somatic cells.
The only cells of the human body not produced by mitosis
are the gametes, which de\'elop from specialized reUs called
germ cells in the gonads-ovaries in females and testes in
males (Figure 13.5). Imagine what would happen if human
gametes were made by mitosis: They would be diploid like
the somatic cells. At the next round offertilization, when two
gametes fused, the normal chromosome number of 46 would
double to 92, and each subsequent generation would double the
Key

Haploid gametes (n " 23)
Haploid (n)
DiplOId (2n)
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Maternal set of
chromosomes (n = 3)
Paternal set of
chromosomes (n = 3)

Two sister chromatids
of one replicated
chromosome

Centromere

Two nonSlSter ~""::.l,,--.tl .., ,L-_7'_palf of homologous
duomalldsm
!!I
chromosomes
a homologous pair
(one from each set)
• Figure 13.4 Desaibing chromosomes. A cell with a dipbd
number of 6 (2n = 6) is depicted here followang chromosome replicatJOn
and condensa1JOfl. Each of the SIX replicated chromosomes conSISts of
two SiSler chromatids assoaated dosefy along their lengths. Each
homologous pair IS composed of one chromosome from the maternal
set (~ and one from the paternal set (blue). Each set is made up of
thr~ chromosomes Ir'I thIS example. NonSlSter chromatids are any two
chromatids In a pa... of homologous chromosomes that a~ not SISter
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. . chromosomes haploid Of diploid?

Diploid
zygote
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Mitosis and
development
Mulllcellular diploid
adults (2n = 46)
• Figure 13.5 The human life cycle. In each generation, the
number of chromosome sets doubles at fertilization. but IS halved
dunnq meIOSIS. For humans, the number of chromosomes in a haplOId
cell is 23. COOSlSllnq of ooe set (n = 23); the number of chromosomes
In the diploid lY90te and all somatIC cells ansmg from It is 46,
Consrstlnq of two sets (2n = 46).
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ThIS figure IntrodllCe5 a color code that
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cydes later In thIS book. The teal arrows highlight haploid stages of a
tife~, and the betge arrows highlight dIploid stages.
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Plants and some spe<ies of algae exhibit a second type oflife
cycle called alternation of generations. This type includes
both diploid and haploid stages that are multicellular. The multicellular diploid stage is called the sporophyte. Meiosis in the
sporophyte produces haploid cells called spores. Unlike a gamete, a haploid spore doesn't fuse with another cell but divides
mitotically, generating a multicellular haploid stage called the
gametophyte. Cells of the gametophyte give rise to gametes by
mitosis. Fusion of two haploid gametes at fertilization results
in a diploid zygote, which develops into the next sporophyte
generation. Therefore, in this type ofHfe cycle, the sporophyte
generation produces a gametophyte as its offspring, and the
gametophyte generation produces the next sporophyte generation (Figure 13.6b). Clearly, the term alternation of
generations is a fitting name for this type of life cycle.
A third type oflife cycle occurs in most fungi and some protists, including some algae. After gametes fuse and form a
diploid zygote, meiosis occurs without a multicellular diploid
offspring developing. Meiosis produces not gametes but haploid cells that then divide by mitosis and give rise to either unicellular descendants or a haploid multicellular adult organism.
Subsequently, the haploid organism carries out further mitoses, producing the cells that develop into gametes. The only
diploid stage found in these species is the single-celled zygote
(Figure 13.6c).
Note that either haploid or diploid cells can divide by mitosis, depending on the type oftife cycle. Only diploid cells, however, can undergo meiosis because haploid cells have a single
set of chromosomes that cannot be further reduced. Though
the three types ofsexual life cycles differ in the timing of meiosis and fertilization, they share a fundamental result: genetic

number of chromosomes yet again. This does not happen,
however, because in sexually reproducing organisms, the gametes are formed by a modified type of cell division called
meiosis. This type ofcell division reduces the number ofsets of
chromosomes from two to one in the gametes, counterbalancing the doubling that occurs at fertilization. In animals, meiosis
occurs only in the ovaries or testes. As a result of meiosis, each
human sperm and egg is haploid (n = 23). Fertilization restores
the diploid condition by combining two haploid sets of chromosomes, and the human life cycle is repeated, generation after generation (see Figure 13.5). You will learn more about the
production of sperm and eggs in Chapter 46.
In general, the steps of the human life cycle are typical of
many sexually reproducing animals. Indeed, the processes
of fertilization and meiosis are the unique trademarks of
sexual reproduction, in plants as well as animals. Fertilization and meiosis alternate in sexual life cycles, maintaining
a constant number of chromosomes in each species from
one generation to the next.

The Variety of Sexual Life Cycles
Although the alternation of meiosis and fertilization is common to all organisms that reproduce sexually, the timing of
these two events in the life cycle varies, depending on the
species. These variations can be grouped into three main
types of life cycles. In the type that occurs in humans and most
other animals, gametes are the only haploid cells. Meiosis occurs in germ cells during the production of gametes, which
undergo no further cell division prior to fertilization. After
fertilization, the diploid zygote divides by mitosis, producing
a multicellular organism that is diploid (Figure 13.6a).

K.y
Haploid (n)
•

Haploid unicellular or
multICellular organism

Diploid (2n)
Gametes

n

o
n

n
FERTILIZATION

DiPIOid~~-::~::;::::::

multicellular
organism

(a) Animals

Gametes

n

20
Diploid
multicellular J.~ Mitosis
organism / ~
(sporophyte)
(b) Plants and some algae

Zygote

(c) Most fungi and some protists

.. Figure 13.6 Three types of sexual life cycles. The common feature of all three cycles is the alternation of
meiosis and fertilization, key events that contribute to genetic variation among offspring. The cycles differ in the liming
of these two key events.
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variation among offspring. A closer look at meiosis will reveal
the sources of this variation.

P'A'

Homologous pair of chromosomes
CONCEPT

CHECK

13.Z

I. How does the karyotype of a human female differ
from that of a human male?
2. How does the alternation of meiosis and fertilization
in the life cycles of sexually reproducing organisms
maintain the normal chromosome count for each
species?
3. Each sperm of a pea plant contains seven chromosomes. What are the haploid and diploid numbers for
peas?
4. • i,'llfu1iM A certain eukaryote lives as a unicellular organism, but during environmental stress, its cells
produce gametes. The gametes fuse, and the resulting
zygote undergoes meiosis, generating new single cells.
What type of organism could this be?

io diploid

~ ~
1J

)
Chromosomes
replicate

Homologous pair of replicated chromosomes

/\
m
chrom~
Si""

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:·~~::~s·r::~~es the number
of chromosome sets from
diploid to haploid

Many of the steps of meiosis closely resemble corresponding
steps in mitosis. Meiosis, like mitosis, is preceded by the replication of chromosomes. However, this single replication is
followed by not one but two consecutive cell divisions, called
meiosis I and meiosis II. These two divisions result in four
daughter cells (rather than the two daughter cells of mitosis),
each with only half as many chromosomes as the parent cell.

The Stages of Meiosis
The overview of meiosis in Figure 13.7 shows that both members of a single homologous pair of chromosomes in a diploid
cell are replicated and that the copies are then sorted into four
haploid daughter cells. Recall that sister chromatids are m'O
copies of one chromosome, closely associated all along their
lengths; this association is called sister chromatid cohesion. Together, the sister chromatids make up one replicated chromosome (see Figure 13.4). In contrast, the two chromosomes of a
homologous pair are individual chromosomes that were inherited from different parents. Homologs appear alike in the
microscope. but they may have different versions of genes,
called alleles, at corresponding loci (for example, an allele for
freckles on one chromosome and an allele for the absence of
freckles at the same locus on the homolog). Homologs are not
associated with each other except during meiosis, as you will
soon see.

;\ 0

X

)
Diploid cell with
replicated
chromosomes

Homolog,",
chromosomes
separate

X

Haploid cells with
replicated chromosomes

8

Sister chromatids

D'P'"' c~
Haploid cells with unrepllCated chromosomes

... Figure 13.7 Overview of meiosis: how meiosis reduces
chromosome number. After the chromosomes replicate in
interphase. the diploid cell divides twice. yielding four haploid
daughter cells This overview tracks just one pair of homologous
chromosomes, which for the sake of simplicity are drawn in the
condensed state throughout (they would not normally be condensed
during interphase), The red chromosome was inherited from the
female parent, the blue chromosome from the male parent.
••l.f.WIII Redraw the cells in this figure using a simple DNA
double helix (0 represent each DNA molecule

Figure 13.8, on the next rn'o pages, describes in detail the
stages of the two divisions of meiosis for an animal cell whose
diploid number is 6. Meiosis halves the total number of chromosomes in a very specific way, reducing the number of sets
from two to one. with each daughter cell receiving one set of
chromosomes. Study Figure 13.8 thoroughly before going on.
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• FIguro 13.1

@:j[;mmim·TheMeioticDivisionofanAnimaICell
..........MEIOSiS I: Separates homologous chromosomes"
Metaphase I

Prophase I

Telophase I and
Cytokinesis

SISter chromatids
remdlll attached

Centrosome
(WIth centnole pair)
Sister

Anaphase I

Centromere
(WIth kinetochore)

ChlilSlTlilla

chromattds

Metaphase
p"~

Homologous

"omologoo,
chromosomes

Replkated homologous
chromosomes (red and blue)
pair and exchange segments;
2n '" 6 in this example

Prophase I
• Chromosomes begin to
condense, and homologs loosely

pair along their lengths. aligned
gene by gene.
• Crossing over (the exchange of
corresponding seglTl(!nts of DNA
mole<ules by nonsisler chromatids)
is completed while homologs ale
in synapsis, held tightly together
by proteins along their lengths
(before the stage shown).
• Synapsis ends in mid·prophase.

and the chromosomes in each
pair move apart slightly, as
shown above.

• Each homologous pair has one 01
more chiasmata, points where
Gossing over has occuued and
the homologs are still associated
due 10 cohesion betweef1 sister
dllomalids (sister chromatid
cohesion).
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Microtubule
attached to
kinetochore

Each pair of homologous
chromosomes separates

Two haploid cells
form; each chromosome
still consists of two
sister chromatids

Chromosomes line up
by homologous pairs

• Centrosome movement, spindle
formation, and nuclear envelope
b/eakdown occur as in mitosis.
• In late prophase I(after the stage
shown), microtubules from one
pole or the other attach to the
two kinetochores, protein
structures at the centromeres of
the two homologs. The
homologous pairs then move
toward the metaphase plate.

Metaphase I
• Pairs of homologous
chromoso~ are now arranged
on the metaphase plate, with
one chromosome in each pair
facing each pole.
• Bolh dwomatids of all! tonoIog are
attad'led 10 kinetochore
iOOouDJIes frrm all! jXIIe; those of
the other hlmolog are attathed 10
iOOoniluIes frrm the oppo5ite pole.

Anaphase I
• Breakdown 01 proteins
responsible for sister chromatid
cohesion along chromatid arms
allows homologs to separate.
• The homologs move toward
opposite poles. guided by the
spindle apparatus.
• Sister chromatid cohesion persists
at the centromere. causing
chromatids to move as a unit
toward the same pole.

Telophase I and
Cytokinesis
• At the beginning of telophase I,
each half of the cell has a
complete haploid set of
replicated chromosomes. Each
chromosome is composed of two
sister chromatids; one or both
chromatids include regions of
nonsister chromatid DNA.
• Cytokinesis (division of the
cytoplasm) usually occurs
simultaneously with telophase I.
forming two haploid daughter ceI~
• In animal cells. a cleavage furrow
IOlms.. (In plant cells. a cell plate
IOlms..)
• In some spe<ies. chromoso~
deconr:lense aoo the nudear
envtlope re-forms..
• No replication occurs between
meiosis Iand meiosis II.

.................. MEIOSIS II: Separates sister chromatids .....
Prophase 11

Metaphase

n-l,.--1111

Telophase II and

Anaphase 11

Cytokinesis

During another round of (ell division, the sister dlromatids finally separate:
four haploid daughter cells result., containing unrepficated chromosomes

SISler chromatids
separate

Haploid daughtef cells
fOfml"9

Prophase II

Metaphase II

Anaphase II

• Aspindle apparatus forms.

• The chromosomes are positioned
on the metaphase plate as in
mitosis.

• Breakdown of proteins holding
the sister chromatids togethel at
the centromere allows the
chromatids to separate, The
chromatids move toward
opposite poles as individual
chromosomes.

• In late prophase II (nOI shown
here), chromosomes, each still

composed of two chromatids

asso<iated <lIthe centromere,
move toward the metaphase II

plale.

• Because of crossing over in
meiosis I, the two sister

chromatids of each chromosome
are not genetically identical.
• The kinetochores of sisler
chromatids afe attached to
microtubules extl'nding from

Telophase II
and Cytokinesis
• Nuclei form, the chlOmosomes
begin de(Ondensing, and
cytokinesis occurs.
• The meiotic division of one
parent cell produces four
daughter cells, each with a
haploid set of (unreplicatedl
chlOmosomes.
• Each of the fOUl daughter cells is
geflelically distinct hom the
olhel daughter cells and flOm
the parent cell.

opposite poles,
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MITOSIS

MEIOSIS

Chiasma (site of
crossing over)

Parent cell
(before chromosome replication)

Prophase
Chromosome
replication

replication

ReplICated chromosome
(two sister chromatids)

2n= 6

Chromosomes
line up Individually at the
metaphase plate

Metaphase

Sister chromatids
separate during
anaphase

Anaphase
Telophase

®"

.....-.....@

..... -

.Ai\
=- t

,LcOh-,-,m-,,-,-m-,-(

20
Daughter cells
of mitosis

Prophase I
Homologous chromosome
pair held together by
chiasma and sister
chromatid cohesion

Chromosomes line
up by homologous
pairs at the
metaphase plate

Metaphase I

Homologs
separate
during
anaphase I;
sister
chromatids
remain
attached at
centromere
Sister
chromatids
separate
dunng
anaphase II

20

MEIOSIS I

Anaphase I
Telophase I
Haploid
n=3

MEIOSIS II

o
Daughter cells of meiosis II

SUMMARY

Property

DNA

MitOSIS

MeIOSIS

Occurs during interphase before mitosis begins

Occurs during interphase before meiosis I begins

Number of
divisions

One, including prophase, metaphase,
anaphase, and telophase

Two, each including prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and
telophase

Synapsis of
homologous
chromosomes

Does not occur

Occurs during prophase I along with crOSSing over
between nonsister chromatids; resulting chiasmata
hold pairs together due to sister chromatid cohesion

Number of
daughter cells
and genetic
composition

Two, each diploid (2n) and genetically
identical to the parent cell

Four, each haploid (n), containing half as many chromosomes
as the parent cell; genetically different from the parent
cell and from each other

Role in the
animal body

Enables multicellular adult to arise from
zygote; produces cells for growth, repair, and,
in some species, asexual reproduction

Produces gametes; reduces number of chromosomes by half
and introduces genetic variability among the gametes

replication

... Figure 13.9 A comparison of mitosis and meiosis in diploid cells.

••I;t-W'I' Could any other combinations of chromosomes be generated during meiosis II from the specific cells
shown in telophase P Explain. (Hint: Draw fhe cells as they would appear in metaphase II.)
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AComparison of Mitosis and Meiosis
Figure 13.9 summarizes the key differences between meiosis

and mitosis in diploid cells. Basically, meiosis reduces the

number of chromosome sets from two (diploid) to one (hap[oid), whereas mitosis conserves the number of chromosome
sets. Therefore, meiosis produces cells that differ genetically
from their parent cell and from each other, whereas mitosis
produces daughter cells that are genetically identical to their

parent cell and to each other.
Three events unique to meiosis occur during meiosis I:

1. Synapsis and crossing over. During prophase I, repli-

cated homologs pair up and be<ome physically connected
along their lengths by a zipper-like protein structure, the
synaptonemal complex; this process is called synapsis.
Genetic rearrangement between nonsister chromatids,
known as crossing over, is completed during this stage.
Following disassembly of the synaptonemal complex in
late prophase, the hvo homologs pull apart slightly but remain connected by at least one X-shaped region called a
chiasma (plural, chiasmata). A chiasma is the physical
manifestation of crossing over; it appears as a cross because sister chromatid cohesion still holds the m'o original sister chromatids together, even in regions where one
of them is now part of the other homolog. Synapsis and
crossing over normally do not occur during mitosis.
2, Homologs on the metaphase plate, At metaphase I of
meiosis, chromosomes are positioned on the metaphase
plate as pairs of homologs, rather than individual chromosomes, as in metaphase of mitosis.
3. Separation of homologs. At anaphase I of meiosis, the
replicated chromosomes ofeach homologous pair move
toward opposite poles, but the sister chromatids of each
replicated chromosome remain attached. In anaphase of
mitosis, by contrast, sister chromatids separate.
How do sister chromatids stay together through meiosis I
but separate from each other in meiosis II and mitosis? Sister
chromatids are attached along their lengths by protein complexes called cohesins. In mitosis, this attachment lasts until the
end of metaphase, when enzymes cleave the cohesins, freeing
the sister chromatids to move to opposite poles of the cell. In
meiosis, sister chromatid cohesion is released in two steps. In
metaphase I, homologs are held together by cohesion between
sister chromatid arms in regions where DNA has been exchanged. At anaphase I, cohesins are cleaved along the arms,
allowing homologs to separate. At anaphase II, cohesins are
cleaved at the centromeres, allowing chromatids to separate.
Figure 13.10 shows one of a series of experiments carried
out by Yoshinori Watanabe and colleagues at the University of
Tokyo. They knew that similar proteins were present in cohesin complexes during mitosis and meiosis, and they wondered what was responsible for preventing cohesin cleavage at
the centromere while it was occurring along sister chromatid

What prevents the separation of sister
chromatids at anaphase I of meiosis?
EXPERIMENT

Yoshinori Watanabe and colleagues knew that
during anaphase I. the protein shugoshin is present only around
centromeres, They wondered whether it protects cohesins there
from degradation in meiosis I. ensuring that chromatids stay together while homologs separate. To test this hypothesis. they used
a species of yeast in which meiosis produces haploid spores lined
up in a specific order inSide a spore case To follow the movement
of chromosomes. they fluorescent/y labeled a region near the centromere of both chromatids in one homolog, leaving the other homolog unlabeled. They then disabled the gene coding for
shugoshin and compared this yeast strain (shugoshin ) with normal yeast cells (shugoshin +), The researchers expected that the two
labeled chromosomes ariSing from the labeled chromatids in normal cells would end up in separate spores at one end of the spore
case. They further predicted that if shugoshin does protect cohesins from cleavage at the centromere at anaphase I, then the labeled chromosomes in shugoshin- cells would separate randomly
in meiosis II, sometimes ending up in the same spore.
Shugoshin+ (normal)

Shugoshin-

Spore case Fluorescent label

~tL

Metaphase I
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Anaphase I

k
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Metaphase II
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Anaphase II
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Mature
spores

Spore

RESULTS
In shugoshin +cells, the two labeled
chromosomes ended up in
different spores in almost all
cases, In shugoshin- cells.
they were in the same spore
in about half the cases.

Two of three possible arrangements of labeled chromosomes

#

~
~

&.
~

100

80
60
40

20
0 .t,2~::-;;c
Shugoshin+ Shugoshin-

CONCLUSION The researchers concluded that shugoshin pro·
tects cohesins at the centromere at anaphase I. thus maintaining
the attachment between sister chromatids and ensuring that they
separate properly during meiosis II,
SOURCE

T. S, KitaJ'III<l, S. A. KiJWa'>hlma, and Y. Watanabe, The
conserved konetochore proteon shugoshin protects centromeric coheSIon during
meIOsis. N~lure 427510-517 aOO4)

N'mu". Draw a graph showing what you expect happened to

the chromatids of the unlabeled chromosome in both strains of cells,
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arms at the end of metaphase I. They found a protein they
named shugoshin (Japanese for "guardian spirit") that protects
cohesins from cleavage at the centromere during meiosis I.
Shugoshin is similar to a fruit fly protein identified lOyears ear~
lier by Terry Orr-Weaver, this unit's interviewee.
Meiosis I is called the reductional division because it
halves the number of chromosome sets per cell-a reduc·
tion from two sets (the diploid state) to one set (the haploid
state). During the second meiotic division, meiosis II (sometimes called the equational division), the sister chromatids
separate, producing haploid daughter cells. The mechanism
for separating sister chromatids is virtually identical in
meiosis II and mitosis. The molecular basis of chromosome
behavior during meiosis continues to be a focus of intense
research interest.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

13.3

I. How are the chromosomes in a cell at metaphase of
mitosis similar to and different from the chromosomes in a cell at metaphase of meiosis II?
2.
Given that the synaptonemal complex
disappears by the end of prophase, how would the
two homologs be associated if crossing over did not
occur? What effect might this ultimately have on
gamete formation?

-'M"'I.

For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

~:~':t~;v~~i~~on produced

in sexual life cycles contributes
to evolution

How do we account for the genetic variation illustrated in Figure 13.1? As you will
learn in more detail in later chapters, mutations are the original source of genetic
diversity. These changes in an organism's
DNA create the different versions of
genes known as alleles. Once these differ~
ences arise, reshuffling of the alleles during sexual reproduction produces the
variation that results in each member of a
species having its own unique combination of traits.

.... Figure 13.11 The independent
assortment of homologous
chromosomes in meiosis.
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Origins of Genetic Variation Among Offspring
In species that reproduce sexually, the behavior of chromosomes during meiosis and fertilization is responsible for most
of the variation that arises each generation. Let's examine
three mechanisms that contribute to the genetic variation
arising from sexual reproduction: independent assortment of
chromosomes, crossing over, and random fertilization.

Independent Assortment of Chromosomes
One aspect ofsexual reproduction that generates genetic variation is the random orientation of homologous pairs of chromosomes at metaphase of meiosis L At metaphase I, the
homologous pairs, each consisting of one maternal and one
paternal chromosome, are situated on the metaphase plate.
(Note that the terms maternal and paternal refer, respectively,
to the mother and father of the individual whose cells are un·
dergoing meiosis.) Each pair may orient with either its mater·
nal or paternal homolog closer to a given pole-its orientation
is as random as the flip of a coin. Thus, there is a 50% chance
that a particular daughter cell of meiosis I will get the maternal chromosome of a certain homologous pair and a 50%
chance that it will get the paternal chromosome.
Because each homologous pair of chromosomes is positioned independently ofthe other pairs at metaphase I, the first
meiotic division results in each pair sorting its maternal and
paternal homologs into daughter cells independently of every
other pair. This is called independent assortment. Each daugh·
ter cell represents one outcome of all possible combina·
tions of maternal and paternal chromosomes. As shown in
Figure 13.11, the number of combinations possible for
daughter cells formed by meiosis of a diploid cell with two
homologous pairs of chromosomes is four (two possible
arrangements for the first pair times two possible arrangements for the second pair). Note that only two of the four

Possibility 2

Possibility 1

Two equally probable
arrangements of
chromosomes at
metaphase I

Metaphase II

Daughter
cells
Combination 3

Combination 4

combinations of daughter cells shown in the figure would result
from meiosis of a single diploid cell, because a single parent cell
would have one or the other possible chromosomal arrangement
at metaphase I, but not both. However, the population of daughter cells resulting from meiosis of a large number of diploid cells
contains aU four types in approximatelyequal numbers. In the case
of n = 3, eight combinations of chromosomes are possible for
daughter cells. More generally, the number of possible combinan
tions when chromosomes sort independently during meiosis is 2 ,
where n is the haploid number of the organism.
In the case of humans (n = 23), the number of possible
combinations of maternal and paternal chromosomes in the
resulting gametes is 223 , or about 8.4 million. Each gamete that
you produce in your lifetime contains one of roughly 8.4 million possible combinations of chromosomes.

Crossing Over
As a consequence of the independent assortment of chromosomes during meiosis, each of us produces a collection of
gametes differing greatly in their combinations of the chromosomes we inherited from our two parents. Figure 13.11
suggests that each individual chromosome in a gamete is exclusively maternal or paternal in origin. In fact, this is not
the case, because crossing over produces recombinant
chromosomes, individual chromosomes that carry genes
(DNA) derived from two different parents (Figure 13.12).
In meiosis in humans, an average of one to three crossover
events occur per chromosome pair, depending on the size of
the chromosomes and the position oftheir centromeres.
Crossing over begins very early in prophase I, as homologous chromosomes pair loosely along their lengths. Each gene
on one homolog is aligned precisely with the corresponding
gene on the other homolog. In a single crossover event, specific proteins orchestrate an exchange of corresponding segments of two nonsister chromatids-one maternal and one
paternal chromatid ofa homologous pair. In this way, crossing
over produces chromosomes with new combinations of maternal and paternal alleles (see Figure 13. I2).
In humans and most other organisms studied so far, crossing over also plays an essential role in the lining up ofhomologous chromosomes during metaphase I. As seen in Figure 13.8,
a chiasma forms as the result of a crossover occurring while
sister chromatid cohesion is present along the arms. Chiasmata hold homologs together as the spindle forms for the first
meiotic division. During anaphase I, the release of cohesion
along sister chromatid arms allows homologs to separate.
During anaphase II, the release ofsister chromatid cohesion at
the centromeres allows the sister chromatids to separate.
At metaphase II, chromosomes that contain one or more recombinantchromatids can be oriented in two alternative, nonequivalent ways with respect to other chromosomes, because
their sister chromatids are no longer identical. The different
possible arrangements of nonidentical sister chromatids dur-

ing meiosis II further increases the number of genetic types of
daughter cells that can result from meiosis.
You will learn more about crossing over in Chapter 15. The
important point for now is that crossing over, by combining
DNA inherited from two parents into asinglechromosome, is
an important source of genetic variation in sexual life cycles.

Random Fertilization
The random nature of fertilization adds to the genetic vari·
ation arising from meiosis. In humans, each male and fe23
male gamete represents one of about 8.4 million (2 )
possible chromosome combinations due to independent assortment. The fusion of a male gamete with a female gamete
during fertilization will produce a zygote with any of about
70 trillion (2 23 x 223 ) diploid combinations. If we factor in
the variation brought about by crossing over, the number of
possibilities is truly astronomical. It may sound trite, but
you really are unique.

Nonsist~r chromatids
h~ld tog~ther

Prophas~ I
of m~iosis

during synapsis

--''-'';:0-/

Pair of
homologs

o Inand crossingtoversynapsis
prophas~

occur; then homologs
mov~ apart slightly.

Chiasma.
site of
crossing

f.) Chiasmata and
atlachm~nts between
sister chromatids hold
homologs together;
they move to the
metaphase I plate,

over

Centromere

o Breakdown
of
holding sister chroma·

prot~ins

IEM

Anaphase [

tid arms together
allows homologs with
recombinant chromatids to separate,

Anaphase II

Daughter
cells
Recombinant
chromosomes

... Figure 13.12 The results of crossing over during meiosis.
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The Evolutionary Significance of Genetic
Variation Within Populations
Now that you've learned how new combinations of genes
arise among offspring in a sexually reproducing population, let's see how the genetic variation in a population relates to evolution. Darwin recognized that a population
evolves through the differential reproductive success of its
variant members. On average, those individuals best
suited to the local environment leave the most offspring,
thus transmitting their genes. This natural selection re·
suits in the accumulation of those genetic variations favored by the environment. As the environment changes,
the population may survive if, in each generation, at least
some of its members can cope effectively with the new
conditions. Different combinations of alleles may work
better than those that previously prevailed. Mutations are
the original source of different alleles, which are then
mixed and matched during meiosis. In this chapter, we
have seen how sexual reproduction greatly increases the
genetic variation present in a population. In fact, the ability of sexual reproduction to generate genetic variation is
one of the most commonly proposed explanations for the
persistence of sexual reproduction.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.i.III1I'_ 13.1
Offspring acquire genes from parents by inheriting
chromosomes (pp. 248-249)
.. Inheritance of Genes Each gene in an organism's DNA exists
at a specific locus on a certain chromosome. We inherit one set
of chromosomes from our mother and one set from our father.
.. Comparison of Asexual and Sexual Reproduction In
asexual reproduction, a single parent produces genetically
identical offspring by mitosis. Sexual reproduction combines
sets of genes from two different parents. forming genetically
diverse offspring.
Acti\ity Asexual and Sexual Life Cycles

.i.IIIII'-13.2
Fertilization and meiosis alternate in sexual life cycles
(pp.250-253)
.. Sets of Chromosomes in Human Cells Normal human somatic cells are diploid. They have 46 chromosomes made up
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Although Darwin realized that heritable variation is what
makes evolution possible, he could not explain why offspring
resemble-but are not identical to-their parents. Ironically,
Gregor Mendel, a contemporary ofDarwin, published a theory
of inheritance that helps explain genetic variation, but his discoveries had no impact on biologists until 1900, more than 15
years after Darwin (1809-1882) and Mendel (l822-1884) had
died. In the next chapter, you will learn how Mendel discovered
the basic rules governing the inheritance of specific traits.

CONCEPT

CHECK

13.4

1. What is the original source of all the different aneles
of a gene?
2. The diploid number for fruit flies is 8, while that for
grasshoppers is 46. If no crossing over took place,
would the genetic variation among offspring from a
given pair of parents be greater in fruit flies or
grasshoppers? Explain.
3. -Q@i1 IM Under what circumstances would
crossing over during meiosis not contribute to genetic
variation among daughter cells?
For $ugg~sted

an$w~rs,

see Appendix A.

of two sets of23-one set from each parent. In human diploid
cells, there are 22 homologous pairs of autosomes, each with
a maternal and a paternal homolog. The 23rd pair, the sex
chromosomes, determines whether the person is female (XX)
or male (XY).
.. Behavior of Chromosome Sets in the Human Life Cycle
At sexual maturity, ovaries and testes (the gonads) produce
haploid gametes by meiosis, each gamete containing a Single
set of 23 chromosomes (n == 23). During fertilization, an
egg and sperm unite, forming a diploid (2n = 46) singlecelled zygote, which develops into a multicellular organism
by mitosis.
.. The Variety of Sexual life Cycles Sexual life cycles differ
in the timing of meiosis relative to fertilization and in the
point(s) of the cycle at which a multicellular organism is
produced by mitosis.

.ill"I'-13.3
Meiosis reduces the number of chromosome sets from
diploid 10 haploid (pp. 253-258)
.. The Stages of Meiosis The two cell divisions of meiosis produce four haploid daughter cells. The number of chromosome
sets is reduced from two (diploid) to one (haploid) during
meiosis I, the reductional division.
.. A Comparison of Mitosis and Meiosis Meiosis is distinguished from mitosis by three events of meiosis I, as shown
on the next page:

Prophase [: EilCh homologous pa,r undergoes sYT1~psis
~nd crossmg over l>elween nClnSJster chrom~1lds

Metaphase I: Chromosomes line up ~s homologous
pairs o<l1he mel~pnase pl~1e.

Anaphase I: Homologs separate from eilCh other; sisler
chroma1ids fem~ln joined at lhe centromere.

Meiosis II separates the sister chromatids.

-MNt.•
RioFlix J.D Animation Meiosis
MPJ Tutor Meiosis
MPJ Tutor Mito,is-Meiosi, Comparison
Acthity Meiosis Animation

_',11'''''-13.4
Genetic variation produced in sexual life cycles
contributes to evolution (pp. 258-260)
.. Origins of Genetic Variation Among Offspring Three
events in sexual reproduction contribute to genetic variation
in a population: independent assortment of chromosomes
during meiosis, crossing over during meiosis I, and random
fertilization of egg cells by sperm. Due to sister chromatid cohesion. crossing over leads to chiasmata. which hold homologs together until anaphase I.
.. The Evolutionary Significance of Genetic Variation Within
Populations Genetic variation is the raw material for evolution
by natural selection. Mutations are the original source of this
variation; the production of new combinations of variant genes
in sexual reproduction generates additional genetic diversity.
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c. the daughter cells are diploid.
d. homologous chromosomes synapse.
e. the chromosome number is reduced.
5. If the DNA content of a diploid cell in the G 1 phase of the cell
cycle is x, then the DNA content of the same cell at metaphase
of meiosis I would be
a.0.25x.
b. D.5.\:.
c. x.
d. 2x.
e. 4x.
6. If we continued to follow the cell lineage from question 5, then the
DNA content ofa single cell at metaphase of meiosis II would be
a. 0,25x.
b. D.5.\:.
c. x.
d. 2x.
e. 4x.
7. How many different combinations of maternal and paternal
chromosomes can be packaged in gametes made by an organism with a diploid number of 8 (2n = 8)?
a. 2
b. 4
c. 8
d. 16
e. 32
Use the diagram of a cell below to answer questions 8-10.
8. How can you tell this cell is undergoing meiosis, not mitosis?
9. Identify the stage of meiosis
shown.

to. ••i;flWIl. Copy the
drawing to a sepamte sheet
of paper and label appropri.
ate structures with these
terms, drawing lines or brackets as needed: chromosome (label
as replicated or unreplicated), centromere, kinetochore, sister chromatids, nonsister chromatids,
homologous pair, homologs, chiasma, sister chromatid cohesion.
Describe the makeup of a haploid set and a diploid set.
For Self-Qui~ answers, see Appendix A.

Acthity Origins ofGenetk Variation
In,'estigation How Can the FrequencyofCrossing Over Be Estimated?

em If·. Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

EVOLUTION CONNECTION

SELF·QUIZ
I. A human cell containing 22 autosomes and a Y chromosome is
a. a sperm,
d. a somatic cell of a male.
b. an egg.
e. a somatic cell of a female.
c. a zygote.
2. \Vhich life cycle stage is found in plants but not animals?
d. multicellular haploid
a. gamete
b. zygote
e. unicellular diploid
c. multicellular diploid
3. Homologous chromosomes move toward opposite poles of a
dividing cell during
a. mitosis.
d. fertilization.
b. meiosis I.
e. binary fission.
c. meiosis II.
4. Meiosis 11 is similar to mitosis in that
a. sister chromatids separate during anaphase.
b. DNA replicates before the division.

II. Many species can reproduce either asexually or sexually. What
might be the evolutionary significance of the switch from asexual to sexual reproduction that occurs in some organisms when
the environment becomes unfavorable?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
12. The diagram accompanying questions 8-10 represents a meiotic
cell in a certain individual. A previous study has shown that the
freckles gene is located at the locus marked F, and the hair color
gene is located at the locus marked H, both on the long chromo·
some. The individual from whom this cell was taken has inherited different alleles for each gene ("freckles" and "black hair"
from one parent, and "no freddes" and "blond hair" from the
other). Predict allele combinations in the gametes resulting from
this meiotic event. (It will help if you draw out the rest of meiosis,
labeling alleles by name.) List other possible combinations of
these alleles in this individual's gametes.
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.... Figure 14.1 What principles of inheritance did Gregor
Mendel discover by breeding garden pea plants?

CONCEPTS

14.1 Mendel used the scientific approach to identify
two laws of inheritance
14.2 The laws of probability govern Mendelian
inheritance
14.3 Inheritance patterns are often more complex

than predicted by simple Mendelian genetics
14.4 Many human traits follow Mendelian patterns
of inheritance

r;;;::~~~rom

the Deck of Genes

f you happened to see a woman with bright purple hair
walking down the street, you WQuld probably conclude that
she hadn't inherited her striking hair color from either parent. Consciously or not, you have transformed a lifetime of observations of hair color and other features into a list of possible

I

variations that occur naturally among people. Eyes of brown,

blue, green, or gray; hair of black, brown, blond, or red-these
are just a few examples of heritable variations that we may observe among individuals in a population. What are the genetic
principles that account for the transmission ofsuch traits from
parents to offspring in humans and other organisms?
The explanation of heredity most widely in favor during the
lBOOs was the 'blending" hypothesis, the idea that genetic material contributed by the two parents mixes in a manner analogous
to the way blue and yellow paints blend to make green. This hypothesis predicts that over many generations, a freely mating
population wiU give rise to a uniform population of individuals.
However, our everyday observations and the results of breeding
experiments with animals and plants contradict that prediction.
The blending hypothesis also fails to explain other phenomena of
inheritance, such as traits reappearing after skipping ageneration.
An alternative to the blending model is a "particulate" hypothesis of inheritance: the gene idea. According to this model,
262

parents pass on discrete heritable units-genes-that retain
their separate identities in offspring. An organism's collection
of genes is more like a deck of cards than a pail of paint. Like
playing cards, genes can be shuffled and passed along, generation after generation, in undiluted form.
Modern genetics had its genesis in an abbey garden, where
a monk named Gregor Mendel documented a particulate
mechanism for inheritance. Figure 14.1 shows Mendel (back
row, holding a sprig of fuchsia) with his fellow monks. Mendel
developed his theory of inheritance several de<:ades before
chromosomes were observed in the microscope and the significance oftheir behavior was understood. In this chapter, we will
step into Mendel's garden to re-create his experiments and explain how he arrived at his theory of inheritance. We will also
explore inheritance patterns more complex than those observed by Mendel in garden peas. Finally, we will see how the
Mendelian model applies to the inheritance of human variations, including hereditary disorders such as sickle-cell disease.

r:'~~;:~U:~· ~he scientific

approach to identify two laws
of inheritance

Mendel discovered the basic principles of heredity by breeding garden peas in carefully planned experiments. As we retrace his work, you will recognize the key elements of the
scientific process that were introduced in Chapter 1.

Mendel's Experimental,
Quantitative Approach
Mendel grew up on his parents' small farm in a region of Austria that is now part of the Czech Republic. In this agricultural

area, Mendel and the other children received agricultural training in school along with their basic education. As an adolescent, Mendel overcame financial hardship and illness to excel
in high school and, later, at the Olmutz Philosophical Institute.
In 1843, at the age of21, Mendel entered an Augustinian
monastery, a reasonable choice at that time for someone who
valued the life ofthe mind. He considered becoming a teacher
but failed the necessary examination. In 1851, he left the
monastery to pursue two years of study in physics and chemistry at the University of Vienna. These were very important
years for Mendel's development as a scientist, in large part due
to the strong influence of two professors. One was the physicist Christian Doppler, who encouraged his students to learn
science through experimentation and trained Mendel to use
mathematics to help explain natural phenomena. The other
was a botanist named Franz Unger, who aroused Mendel's interest in the causes of variation in plants. The instruction
Mendel received from these two mentors later played a critical role in his experiments with garden peas.
After attending the university, Mendel returned to the
monastery and was assigned to teach at a local school, where
several other instructors were enthusiastic about scientific research. In addition, his fellow monks shared a long-standing
fascination with the breeding of plants. The monastery therefore provided fertile soil in more ways than one for Mendel's
scientific endeavors. Around 1857, Mendel began breeding
garden peas in the abbey garden to study inheritance. Although the question of heredity had long been a focus of curiosity at the monastery, Mendel's fresh approach allowed him
to deduce principles that had remained elusive to others.
One reason Mendel probably chose to work with peas is
that they are available in many varieties. For example, one variety has purple flowers, while another variety has white flowers. A heritable feature that varies among individuals, such as
flower color, is called a character. Each variant for a character, such as purple or white color for flowers, is termed a trait!
Other advantages of using peas are their short generation
time and the large number ofoffspring from each mating. Furthermore, Mendel could strictly control mating between
plants. The reproductive organs of a pea plant are in its flowers, and each pea flower has both pollen-producing organs
(stamens) and an egg-bearing organ (carpel). In nature, pea
plants usually self-fertilize: Pollen grains from the stamens
land on the carpel ofthe same flower, and sperm released from
the pollen grains fertilize eggs present in the carpel. To achieve
cross-pollination (fertilization between different plants),
Mendel removed the immature stamens ofa plant before they
produced pollen and then dusted pollen from another plant
onto the altered flowers (Figure 14.2). Each resulting zygote
then developed into a plant embryo encased in a seed (pea).

Whether forcing self-pollination or executing artificial crosspollination, Mendel could always be sure of the parentage of
new seeds.
Mendel chose to track only those characters that varied between two distinctaltematives. For example, his plants had either
purple flowers or white flowers; there was nothing intermediate
between these WiO varieties. Had Mendel focused instead on
characters that varied in a continuum among individualsseed weight, for example-he would not have discovered the
particulate nature of inheritance. (You11learn why later.)
Mendel also made sure that he started his experiments
with varieties that, over many generations ofself-pollination,

• ~'4.2

•

Crossing Pea Plants
APPLICATION By crossing (mating) two true-breeding varieties
of an organism. scientists can study patterns of inheritance In this
example. Mendel crossed pea plants that varied in flower color,
TECHNIQUE

o Removed
stamens
from purple flower
6

Transferred sperm·
bearing pollen from
stamens of white
flower to eggbearing carpel of
purple flower

Parental
generation
{P}

() Planted
seeds from

pod
RESULTS
When pollen from a white flower was transferred to a purple flower, the first-generation hybrids all had purple
flowers, The result was the same for the reciprocal cross, which involved the transfer of pollen from purple flowers to white flowers.

o Examined
offspring:
First filial
generation
offspring
(F,)

all purple
flowers

• Some geneticists use the terms character and trair synonymously, hut in this
hook we distinguish hetweenlhem,
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had produced only the same variety as the parent plant. Such
plants are said to be true-breeding. For example, a plant
with purple flowers is true-breeding ifthe seeds produced by
self-pollination in successive generations all give rise to
plants that also have purple flowers.
In a typical breeding experiment, Mendel cross-pollinated
m'o contrasting, true-breeding pea varieties-for example,
purple-flowered plants and white-flowered plants (see Figure
14.2). This mating, or crossing, of two true-breeding varieties
is called hybridization, The true-breeding parents are referred to as the P generation (parental generation), and their
hybrid offspring are the f] generation (first filial generation,
the word filial from the Latin word for "son"). Allowing these
F] hybrids to self-pollinate produces an f 2 generation (second filial generation). Mendel usually followed traits for at
least the P, F and F2 generations. Had Mendel stopped his
"
experiments with
the F I generation, the basic patterns of inheritance would have escaped him.
Mendel was a thorough and enthusiastic researcher. In a letter dated 1867, he wrote, "In 1859 I obtained a very fertile descendant with large, tasty seeds from a first generation hybrid.
Since in the following year, its progeny retained the desirable
characteristics and were uniform, the variety was cultivated in
our vegetable garden, and many plants were raised every year
up to 1865:' Mendel's quantitative analysis of the F2 plants from
thousands of genetic crosses like these allowed him to deduce
ty,.·o fundamental principles of heredity, which he called the law
of segregation and the law of independent assortment. A rigorous experimentalist, Mendel put these principles to the test
again and again by crossing and self-fertilizing F2 and latergeneration pea plants, as well as by carrying out similar experiments on other plants, such as beans.

The law of Segregation
Ifthe blending model ofinheritancewere correct, the F] hybrids
from a cross between purple-flowered and white-flowered pea
plants would have pale purple flowers, a trait intermediate between those of the P generation. Notice in Figure 14.2 that the
experiment produced a very different result: All the F] offspring
had flowers just as purple as the purple-flowered parents. What
happened to the white-flowered plants' genetic contribution to
the hybrids? Ifit were lost, then the FI plants could produce only
purple-flowered offspring in the F2 generation, But when
Mendel allowed the FI plants to self-pollinate and planted their
seeds, the white-flower trait reappeared in the F2 generation.
Mendel used very large sample sizes and kept accurate
records of his results: 705 of the F2 plants had purple flowers,
and 224 had white flowers. These data fit a ratio of approximately three purple to one white (Figure 14.3). Mendel reasoned that the heritable factor for white flowers did not
disappear in the FI plants, but was somehow hidden or masked
when the purple-flower factor was present. In Mendel's termi-
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nology, purple flower color is adominant trait and white flower
color is a recessive trait. The reappearance of white-flowered
plants in the F2 generation was evidence that the heritable factor causing white flowers had not been diluted or destroyed by
coexisting with the purple-flower factor in the FI hybrids.
Mendel observed the same pattern of inheritance in six
other characters, each represented by m'o distinctly different

~In

ui

When F1 hybrid pea plants are allowed
to self-pollinate, which traits appear
in the F2 generation?
EXPERIMENT
Around 1860, in a monastery garden in Brunn,
Austria, Gregor Mendel used the character of flower color in pea
plants to follow traits through two generations, He crossed truebreeding purpl~flowered plants and white-flowered plants (crosses
are symbolized by x), The resulting F1 hybrids were allowed to selfpollinate or were cross-pollinated with other F, hybrids, The F2 generation plants were then observed for flower color.

,

P Generation
(true-breeding
parents)

Purple
flowers

j

White
flowers

F, Generation
(hybrids)

All plants had
purple flowers

!
F2 Generation

705 purple-flowered
plants

224 white-flowered
plants

RESULTS
Both purple-flowered and white-flowered plants
appeared in the F1 generation, in a ratio of approximately 3: 1
CONCLUSION The "heritable factor" for the recessive trait
(white flowers) had not been destroyed or deleted in the F, generation, but merely masked by the presence of the factor for purple flowers, which is the dominant trait.
SOURCE

G Mendel, Experiments in plan] hybridizallon,

Proceedings of the Nawral Hjsrory Society of Bronn 4:3--47 (1 866).

_I,'l:fill.

If you mated two purple-flowered plants from the P
generation, what ratio of traits would you expect to observe in
the offspring? Explain.

traits (Table 14.1). For example, when
Mendel crossed a true-breeding variety
that produced smooth, round pea seeds
with one that produced wrinkled
seeds, all the FI hybrids produced round
seeds; this is the dominant trait for seed
shape. In the F2 generation, 75% of the
seeds were round and 25% were wrinkled-a 3:1 ratio, as in Figure 14.3. Now
let's see how Mendel deduced the law of
segregation from his experimental results. In the discussion that follows, we
will use modern terms instead of some
ofthe terms used by Mendel. (For exampie, we'll use "gene" instead of Mendel's
"heritable factor.")

The Results of Mendel's F, Crosses for Seven
Characters in Pea Plants
Dominant
Recessive
F2 Generation
Character
Trait
x Trait
DominantRecessive

Ratio

Flower color

Purple

x

White

705:224

3.15:1

Flower position

Axial

x

Terminal

651:207

3.14:1

T."14.1

f t
Yellow

x

Green

6,022:2,00 1

3.01:1

Seed shape

Round

x

Wrinkled

5,474:1,850

2.96:1

Pod shape

Inflated

x

Constricted

882:299

2.95:1

x

Yellow

428:152

2.82:1

x

Dwarf

787:277

2.84:1

Seed color

Mendel's Model
Mendel developed a model to explain the
3:1 inheritance pattern that he consistently observed among the F2 offspring in
his pea experiments. We describe four related concepts making up this model, the
fourth of which is the law ofsegregation.
First, alternative versions ofgenes ac-

count for variations in inherited characters. The gene for flower color in pea

Green
Pod color
plants, for example, exists in two versions, one for purple flowers and the
other for white flowers. These alternative
Tall
Stem length
versions of a gene are called alleles
(Figure 14.4). Today, we can relate this
concept to chromosomes and DNA. As
noted in Chapter 13, each gene is a sequence of nucleotides at a specific place,
or locus, along a particular chromosome.
The DNA at that locus, however, can vary
slightly in its nucleotide sequence and
hence in its information content. The purple-flower allele and
the white-flower allele are two DNA variations possible at the
flower-color locus on one of a pea plant's chromosomes.

Allele for purple flowers

Homologous
pair of
chromosomes

Se<ond,foreach character, an organism inherits two alleles,
onefrom each parent. Remarkably, Mendel made this deduction without knowing about the role of chromosomes. Recall from Chapter 13 that each somatic cell in a diploid
organism has hvo sets of chromosomes, one set inherited
from each parent. Thus, a genetic locus is actually represented twice in a diploid cell, once on each homolog of a
specific pair of chromosomes. The two alleles at a particular locus may be identical, as in the true-breeding plants of
Mendel's P generation. Or the alleles may differ, as in the FI
hybrids (see Figure 14.4).

Allele for white flowers
... Figure 14.4 Alleles, alternative versions of a gene.
Asomatic cell has two copies of each chromosome (forming a
homologous pair) and thus two alleles of each gene. which may be
identical or different. This figure depicts a homologous pair of
chromosomes in an F1 hybrid pea plant. The chromosome with an
allele for purple flowers was inherited from one parent. and that with
an allele for white flowers from the other parent.
CH"'PTE~ fOURTEEN
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Third, if the lwo alleles at a locus differ, then one, tile
dominant allele, determines the organism's appearance; tile
olher, the recessive allele, has no noticeable effect on the organism's appearance. Accordingly, Mendel's F] plants had purple flowers because the allele for that trait is dominant and the
allele for white flowers is recessive.
The fourth and final part of Mendel's model, the law of
segregation, states that the two alleles for a heritable
character segregate (separate) during gamete formation
and end up in different gametes, Thus, an egg or a sperm
gets only one of the two alleles that are present in the somatic cells of the organism making the gamete. In terms
of chromosomes, this segregation corresponds to the distribution of the two members of a homologous pair ofchromosomes to different gametes in meiosis (see Figure 13.7).
Note that if an organism has identical alleles for a particular character-that is, the organism is true· breeding for

Each true·breeding plant of the
parental generation has identical alleles,
PP or pp.
Gametes (circles) each contain only
one allele for the flower-color gene,
In this case, every gamete produced by
one parent has the same allele.

Union of parental gametes produces
F1hybrids having a Pp combination.
Because the purple·flower allele is
dominant. all these hybrids have purple
flowers,
When the hybrid plants produce
gametes, the two alleles segregate.
Half of the gametes receive the P allele
and the other half the p allele,
This box, a Punnett square, shows
all possible combinations of alleles
in offspring that result from an
F1 x F, (Pp x Pp) cross. Each square
represents an equally probable product
of fertilization. For example, the bottom
left box shows the genetic combination
resulting from a
egg fertilized by
a Q>. sperm.

0

that character-then that allele is present in all gametes.
But if different alleles are present, as in the F] hybrids, then
50% of the gametes receive the dominant allele and 50% receive the recessive allele.
Does Mendel's segregation model account for the 3: 1 ratio
he observed in the F2 generation ofhis numerous crosses? For
the flower-color character, the model predicts that the nvo
different alleles present in an F I individual will segregate into
gametes such that half the gametes will have the purpleflower allele and halfwill have the white-flower allele. During
self-pollination, gametes ofeach class unite randomly. An egg
with a purple-flower allele has an equal chance of being fertilized by a sperm with a purple-flower allele or one with a
white-flower allele. Since the same is true for an egg with a
white-flower allele, there are four equally likely combinations
of sperm and egg. Figure 14.5 illustrates these combinations
using a Punnett square, a handy diagrammatic device for
predicting the allele composition of offspring from a cross bern'een individuals
of known genetic makeup, Notice that
we use a capital letter to symbolize a
dominant allele and a lowercase letter
Appearance'
Purple flQlAlers White flowers
for a recessive allele. In our example, P is
Genetic makeup:
PP
pp
the purple-flower allele, and p is the
p
P
Gametes:
white-flower allele; the gene itself may
be referred to as the PIp gene.
In the Fz offspring, what color will the
flowers be? One-fourth of the plants have
inherited two purple--flower alleles; dearly,
these plants will have purple flowers. Onehalf of the F2 offspring have inherited one
Appearance:
Purple flowers
Genetic makeup:
Pp
purple-flower allele and one white--flower
allele;
these plants will also have purple
Gametes:
flowers, the dominant trait. Finally, one-fourth of the Fz plants have inherited two
Sperm from
white-flower alleles and will express the
F] (Pp) plant
recessive trait. Thus, Mendel's model accounts for the 3:1 ratio of traits that he observed in the Fz generation.

o

P

••
"
PP

Eggs from
F1(Pp) plant
p

0

Pp

Pp

Random combination of the gametes
results in the 3:1 ratio that Mendel
observed in the F1 generation.

/'
1•

.4 Figure 14.5 Mendel's law of segregation. This diagram shows the genetic makeup of
the generations in Figure 14,3. It illustrates Mendel's model for inheritance of the alleles of a single
gene. Each plant has two alleles for the gene controlling flower color, one allele inherited from
each parent. To construct a Punnett square that predicts the Fl generation offspring, we list all the
possible gametes from one parent (here, the F, female) along the left side of the square and all the
possible gametes from the other parent (here, the F, male) along the top, The boxes represent the
offspring resulting from all the possible unions of male and female gametes.
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Useful Genetic Vocabulary
An organism that has a pair of identical
alleles for a character is said to be
homozygous for the gene controlling
that character. In the parental generation in Figure 14.5, the purple pea plant
is homozygous for the dominant allele
(PP), while the white plant is homozygous for the recessive allele (pp). Homozygous plants "breed true" because
all of their gametes contain the same allele-either P or p in this example. If we

3

Phenotype

Genotype

Purple

PP
(homozygous)

Purple

• !'!I!!! 14.7 •

l'

Pp
(heterozygous)

2
Purple

Pp
(heterozygous)

The Testcross
APPLICATION An organism that exhibits a dominant trait.
such as purple flowers in pea plants, can be either homozygous
for the dominant allele or heterozygous. To determine the organism's genotype, geneticists can perform a testcross.
TECHNIQUE
In a testcross, the individual with the unknown
genotype is crossed with a homozygous Individual expressing the
re<:essive trait (white flowers in this example), and Punnett
squares are used to predict the possible outcomes.

x

1{

White

Ratio 3:1

pp
(homozygous)

}

Dominant phenotype,
unknown genotype:

Recessive phenotype,
known genotype'
pp

PPor Pp?

Ratio 1:2: 1

... Figure 14.6 Phenotype versus genotype. Grouping Fl
offspring from a cross for flower color according to phenotype results
in the typical 3: 1 phenotypic ratio. In terms of genotype, however,
there are actually two categories of purple-flowered plants, PP
(homozygous) and Pp (heterozygous), giving a 1:2: 1 genotypic ratio,

cross dominant homozygotes with recessive homozygotes,
every offspring will have two different alleles-Pp in the case
of the F) hybrids of our flower-color experiment (see Figure
14.5). An organism that has two different alleles for a gene
is said to be heterozygous for that gene. Unlike homozygotes, heterozygotes are not true-breeding because they
produce gametes with different alleles; for example, P- and
p-containing gametes are both produced by the F I hybrids
of Figure 14.5. As a result, self-pollination of those F I
hybrids produces both purple-flowered and white-flowered
offspring.
Because ofthe different effects ofdominant and recessive alleles, an organism's traits do not always reveal its genetic composition. Therefore, we distinguish between an organism's
appearance or observable traits, called its phenotype, and its
genetic makeup, its genotype. In the case offlower color in pea
plants, PP and Pp plants have the same phenotype (purple) but
different genotypes. Figure 14.6 reviews these terms. Note
that "phenotype" refers to physiological traits as well as traits
that relate directly to appearance. For example, there is a pea
variety that lacks the normal ability to self-pollinate. This physiological variation (non-self-pollination) is a phenotypic trait.

The Testcross
Suppose we have a "mystery" pea plant that has purple flowers.
We cannot tell from its flower color if this plant is homozygous
(PP) or heterozygous (Pp) because both genotypes result in the
same purple phenotype. To determine the genotype, we can
cross this plant with a white-flowered plant (pp), which will

Predictions
If purple-flowered
parent is PP

If purple-flowered
parent is Pp
01

Sperm

Sperm

00

o
o

Eggs

RESULTS

00

•• oo ••

•
Pp

Pp

Eggs

Pp

l'p

Pp

Matching the results to either prediction identifies the unknown parental genotype (either PP or Pp in this
example). In this testcross, we transferred pollen from a whiteflowered plant to the carpels of a purple-flowered plant; the opposite (reciprocal) cross would have led to the same results.

All offspring purple

I/;. offspring purple and
'h offspring white

make only gametes with the recessive allele (p). The allele in
the gamete contributed by the mystery plant will therefore determine the appearance of the offspring (Figure 14.7). If all the
offspring of the cross have purple flowers, then the purpleflowered mystery plant must be homozygous for the dominant
allele, because a PP x pp cross produces all Pp offspring. But if
both the purple and the white phenotypes appear among the
offspring, then the purple-flowered parent must be heterozygous. The offspring of a Pp x pp cross will have a 1:1 phenotypic ratio. Breeding an organism of unknown genotype with a
recessive homozygote is called a testcross because it can reveal
the genotype of that organism. The testcross was devised by
Mendel and continues to be an important tool ofgeneticists.
(H"'PTE~ fOURTEEN
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The law of Independent Assortment

The alternative hypothesis is that the two pairs ofalleles segre~
gate independently ofeach other. In other words, genes are packaged into gametes in all possible allelic combinations, as long as
each gamete has one allele for each gene. In our example, an FI
plant will produce four classes ofgametes in equal quantities: YR,

Mendel derived the law of segregation from experiments in
which he followed only asing!echaracter, such as flower color. All
the FI progeny produced in his crosses of true-breeding parents
were monohybrids, meaning that they
were heterozygous for one character. We
refer to a cross between such heterozyDo the alleles for one character assort into gametes dependently
gotes as a monohybrid cross.
or independently of the alleles for a different character?
Mendel identified his second law of
EXPERIMENT
Gregor Mendel followed the charaders of seed color and seed shape
inheritance by follOWing two characters
through the F1 generation. He crossed a true-breeding plant with yellow-round seeds with a
at the same time, such as seed color and
true-bre€ding plant with green-wrinkled seeds, producing dihybrid F1 plants, Self-pollination
seed shape. Seeds (peas) may be either
of the F1 dihybrids produced the F2 generation, The two hypotheses (dependent and independent assortment) predict different phenotypic ratios.
yellow or green. They also may be either
round (smooth) or wrinkled. From singleYYRR
YJ"
P Generation
character crosses, Mendel knew that the
I
I
allele for yellow seeds is dominant (Y)
Gametes
and the allele for green seeds is recessive
(y). For the seed-shape character, the allele for round is dominant (R), and the alF1 Generation
lele for wrinkled is recessive (r).
YyRr
Imagine crossing two true-breeding
pea varieties that differ in both of these
Hypothesis of /
\ Hypothesis of
Predictions
characters-a cross between a plant with
dependent assortment independent assortment
yellow-round seeds (ITRR) and a plant
Sperm
with green-wrinkled seeds (yyrr). The
0'
\
Predicted
FI plants will be dihybrids, individuals
offspring of
Sperm
Fz generation
heterozygous for two characters (YyRr).
But are these two characters transmitted
from parents to offspring as a package?
That is, will the Yand R alleles always
Eggs
h;::-I--"='-I
stay together, generation after generation? Or are seed color and seed shape
inherited independently? Figure 14.8
illustrates how a dihybrid cross, a cross
between F[ dihybrids, can determine
Phenotypic ratio 3: 1
which of these two hypotheses is correct.
The F] plants, of genotype YyRr, exhibit both dominant phenotypes, yellow
Phenotypic ratio 9:3:3:1
seeds with round shapes, no matter
which hypothesis is correct. The key
RESULTS
step in the experiment is to see what
31S
Phenotypic ratio approximately 9:3:3: 1
108
101 ~
happens when F[ plants self-pollinate
and produce F2 offspring. If the hybrids
CONCLUSION
Only the hypothesis of independent assortment predicts the appearance
must transmit their alleles in the same
of two of the observed phenotypes: green-round seeds and yellow·wrinkled seeds (see
the right-hand Punnett square). The alleles for seed color and seed shape sort into gametes
combinations in which the alleles were
independently
of each other.
inherited from the P generation, then
SOURCE
the F] hybrids will produce only two
G. Mendel. Expenments in pI~nl hybfidi2~l[on. Prrxeed,ng5 of the N~lur~1 Hi510ry 5ocietyof
BrOnn 4:3-47 (1866)
classes of gametes: YR and yr. This "deSuppose Mendel had transferred pollen from an F, plant to the carpel of a plant
pendent assortment" hypothesis prethat was homozygous recessive for both genes. Set up the cross and draw Punnell squares
dicts that the phenotypic ratio of the F2
that predict the offspring for both hypotheses. Would this cross have supported the hypothesiS
generation will be 3:1, just as in a monoof independent assortment equally well?
hybrid cross (Figure 14.8, left side).

.
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YI; yR, and yr. Ifsperm ofthe four classes fertilize eggs ofthe four
classes, there will be 16 (4X 4) equally probable ways in which the
alleles can combine in the F2 generation, as shown in Figure 14.8,
right side. These combinations make up four phenotypic categories with a ratio of 9:3:3: I (nine yellow-round to three greenround to three yel1ow-....rtinkled to one green-wrinkled). When
Mendel did the experiment and classified the F2 offspring. his results were close to the predicted 9'3:3: I phenotypic ratio, supporting the hypothesis that the alIdes for one gene-controlling
seed color or seed shape, in this example-are sorted into gametes independently of the alleles ofother genes.
Mendel tested his se\'en pea characters in various dihybrid
combinations and always observed a 9"3:3:1 phenotypic ratio
in the F2 generation. However, notice in Figure 14.8 that there
is a 3: I phenotypic ratio for each of the two characters if you
consider them separately: three yellow to one green, and three
round to one wrinkled. As far as a single character is concerned, the alleles segregate as ifthis were a monohybrid cross.
The results ofMendel's dihybrid experiments are the basis for
what we now call the law of independent assortment, which
states that etuh pairofalleles segregates independently ofeach

other pair ofalleles during gameteformation.
Strictly speaking, this law applies only to genes (allele pairs)
located on different chromosomes-that is, on chromosomes
that are not homologous. Genes located near each other on
the same chromosome tend to be inherited together and have
more complex inheritance patterns than predicted by the law
of independent assortment (see Chapter IS). All the pea characters Mendel chose for analysis were controlled by genes on
different chromosomes (or behaved as though they were)j this
situation greatly simplified interpretation of his multicharac·
ter pea crosses. All the examples we consider in the rest of this
chapter involve genes located on different chromosomes.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

14.1

1. 1.I;tiW". A pea plant heterozygous for inflated
pods (Ii) is crossed with a plant homozygous for con-

stricted pods (ii). Draw a Punnett square for this
cross. Assume pollen comes from the ii plant.
2. 1.l i' WIS. Pea plants heterozygous for flower
position and stem length (AaTt) are allowed to selfpollinate, and 400 of the resulting seeds are planted.
Draw a Punnelt square for this cross. How many offspring would be predicted to have terminal flowers and
bedwar~(SeeTable 14.1.)
3. _iM i1IM List the different gametes that could
be made by a pea plant heterozygous for seed color,
seed shape, and pod shape (YyRrli; see Table 14.1).
How large a Pun nett square would you need to
predict the offspring of a self-pollination of this
-trihybrid"?
For suggested ClnswefS. see Appendlll A.

r;~;~::: ~~;~obability govern
Mendelian inheritance

Mendel's laws ofsegregation and independent assortment reflect the same rules of probability that apply to tossing coins,
rolling dice, and drawing cards from a deck. The probability
scale ranges from 0 to I. An event that is certain to occur has
a probability of I, while an event that is certain not to occur
has a probabilityofO. W'ith acoin that has heads on both sides,
the probability of tossing heads is I, and the probability of
tossing tails is O. \Vith a normal coin, the chance of tossing
heads is ~. and the chance of tossing tails is~. The probability ofdrawing the ace ofspades from a 52-card deck is Xl. The
probabilities ofall possible outcomes for an event must add up
to I. \Vith a deck of cards, the chance of picking a card other
than the ace of spades is SYIl.
Tossing a coin illustrates an important lesson about probability. For every toss, the probability of heads is ~. The outcome of any particular toss is unaffected by what has
happened on previous trials. We refer to phenomena such as
coin tosses as independent events. Each toss ofacoin, whether
done sequentially with one coin or simultaneously with many,
is independent of every other toss. And like two separate coin
tosses, the alleles of one gene segregate into gametes independently of another gene's alleles (the law ofindependent assortment). Two basic rules of probability can help us predict
the outcome of the fusion of such gametes in simple monohybrid crosses and more complicated crosses.

The Multiplication and Addition Rules
Applied to Monohybrid Crosses
How do we determine the probability that two or more independent events will occur together in some specific combination? For example, what is the chance that tv.'o coins tossed
simultaneously wilt both land heads up? The multiplication
rule states that to determine this probability, we multiply the
probability of one event (one coin coming up heads) by the
probability of the other event (the other coin coming up
heads). By the multiplication rule, then, the probability that
both coins will land heads up is ~ x ~ = Yo.
Wecan apply the same reasoning to an F. monohybrid cross.
\Vith seed shape in pea plants as the heritable character, the
genotype of F1 plants is Rr. Segregation in a heterozygous plant
is like flipping a coin: Each egg produced has a ~ chance ofcarrying the dominant allele (R) and a ~ chance ofcarrying the recessive allele (r). The same odds apply to each sperm cell
produced. For a particular F2 plant to ha'-e wrinkled seeds, the
recessive trait, both the egg and the sperm that come together
must carry the r allele. The probability that two ralleles ",'ill. be
present in gametes at fertilization is found by multiplying ~ (the
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... Figure 14.9 Segregation of alleles and fertilization as
chance events. When a heterozygote (Rr) forms gametes, whether a
particular gamete ends up with an R or an r is like the toss of a coin. We
can determine the probability for any genotype among the offspring of
two heterozygotes by multiplying together the individual probabilities of
an egg and sperm having a particular allele (R or r in thiS example)

probability that the egg will have an r) x Y.- (the probability that
the sperm will have an r). Thus, the multiplication rule tells us
that the probability of an F2 plant with wrinkled seeds (rr) is Yo
(Figure 14.9). Likewise, the probability ofan F2 plant carrying
both dominant alleles for seed shape (RR) is y..
To figure out the probability that an F2 plant from a monohybrid cross will be heterozygous rather than homozygous,
we need to invoke a second rule. Notice in Figure 14.9 that the
dominant allele can come from the egg and the recessive allele from the sperm, or vice versa. That is, F I gametes can
combine to produce Rroffspring in two independent and mutually exclusive ways: For any particular heterozygous F2
plant, the dominant allele can come from the egg or the
sperm, but not from both. According to the addition rule, the
probability that anyone of two or more mutually exclusive
events will occur is calculated by adding their individual
probabilities. As we have just seen, the multiplication rule
gives us the individual probabilities that we will now add together. The probability for one possible way of obtaining an
F2 heterozygote-the dominant allele from the egg and the
recessive allele from the sperm-is Y•. The probability for
the other possible way-the recessive allele from the egg and
the dominant allele from the sperm-is also Y. (see Figure 14.9).
Using the rule of addition, then, we can calculate the probability of an F2 heterozygote as Y. + Y. = Y.-.
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Solving Complex Genetics Problems
with the Rules of Probability
We can also apply the rules of probability to predict the outcome of crosses involving multiple characters. Recall that
each allelic pair segregates independently during gamete formation (the law of independent assortment). Thus, a dihybrid
or other multicharacter cross is equivalent to two or more independent monohybrid crosses occurring simultaneously. By
applying what we have learned about monohybrid crosses, we
can determine the probability of specific genotypes occurring
in the F2 generation without having to construct unwieldy
Punnett squares.
Consider the dihybrid cross between YyRr heterozygotes
shown in Figure 14.8. We will focus first on the seed-color
character. For a monohybrid cross of Yy plants, the probabilities ofthe offspring genotypes are Y. for YY, Yo for Yy, and Y. for
yy. The same probabilities apply to the offspring genotypes for
seed shape: Y. RR, Yl Rr, and Y. rr. Knowing these probabilities,
we can simply use the multiplication rule to determine the
probability of each of the genotypes in the F2 generation. For
example, the probability of an F2 plant having the rYRR genotype is Y. (YY) x Y. (RR) = YI •. This corresponds to the upper
left box in the larger Punnett square in Figure 14.8. To give another example, the probability of an F2 plant with the YyRR
genotype is Yl (Yy) X Y. (RR) = Yr. If you look closely at the
larger Punnett square in Figure 14.8, you will see that 2 of the
16 boxes (11) correspond to the YyRR genotype.
Now let's see how we can combine the multiplication and
addition rules to solve even more complex problems in
Mendelian genetics. For instance, imagine a cross of two pea
varieties in which we track the inheritance ofthree characters.
Suppose we cross a trihybrid with purple flowers and yellow,
round seeds (heterozygous for all three genes) with a plant
with purple flowers and green, wrinkled seeds (heterozygous
for flower color but homozygous recessive for the other two
characters). Using Mendelian symbols, our cross is Pp y)'Rr x
Ppyyrr. What fraction of offspring from this cross would be
predicted to exhibit the recessive phenotypes for at least two
of the three characters?
To answer this question, we can start by listing all
genotypes that fulfill this condition: ppyyRr, ppYyrr,
Ppyyrr, PPyyrr, and ppyyrr. (Because the condition is at
least two recessive traits, it includes the last genotype,
which produces all three recessive traits.) Next, we calculate the probability for each of these genotypes resulting from our PpYyRr x Ppyyrr cross by multiplying
together the individual probabilities for the allele pairs,
just as we did in our dihybrid example. Note that in a
cross involving heterozygous and homozygous allele
pairs (for example, Yy x yy), the probability of heterozygous offspring is Yl and the probability of homozygous
offspring is 11. Finally, we use the addition rule to add the

probabilities for all the different genotypes that fulfill the
condition of at least two recessive traits, as shown below.
ppyyRr
ppYyrr
Ppyyrr
PPyyrr
ppyyrr

'/. (probability of PpJ x 'I> (W) x

1/, (Rr) = '/..

~x~x~

=~6

~x~x~

=~6

~x~x~

=~6

~x~x~

=~6

Chance of at least rwo recessive traits

=

6/'6

or'h

With practice, you'll be able to solve genetics problems faster
by using the rules of probability than by filling in Punnett
squares.
We cannot predict with certainty the exact numbers ofprogeny ofdifferent genotypes resulting from a genetic cross. But the
rules ofprobability give us the chance ofvarious outcomes. Usually, the larger the sample size, the closer the results will conform
to our predictions. The reason Mendel counted so many offspring from his crosses is that he understood this statistical feature of inheritance and had a keen sense ofthe rules ofchance.
CONCEPT

CHECK

alleles, one completely dominant and the other completely recessive" But these conditions are not met by all heritable characters,
and the relationship between genotype and phenotype is rarely so
simple. Mendel himself realized that he could not explain the
more complicated patterns he observed in crosses involving
other pea characters or other plant species. This does not diminish the utility of Mendelian genetics (also called Mendelism),
however, because the basic principles of segregation and independent assortment apply even to more complex patterns of inheritance. In this section, we will extend Mendelian genetics to
hereditary patterns that were not reported by Mendel.

Extending Mendelian Genetics
for a Single Gene
The inheritance ofcharacters determined by a single gene deviates from simple Mendelian patterns when alleles are not
completely dominant or recessive, when a particular gene has
more than two alleles, or when a single gene produces multiple phenotypes. We will describe examples of each of these
situations in this section.

14.2

I. For any gene with a dominant allele C and recessive
allele c, what proportions of the offspring from a
CC x Cc cross are expected to be homozygous dominant, homozygous recessive, and heterozygous?
2, An organism with the genotype BbDD is mated to
one with the genotype BBDd. Assuming independent
assortment of these two genes, write the genotypes of
all possible offspring from this cross and use the rules
of probability to calculate the chance of each genotype occurring.
3.
Three characters (flower color, seed
color, and pod shape) are considered in a cross between two pea plants (Pp Yyfi x pp Yyii). \Vhat fraction
ofoffspring would be predicted to be homozygous
recessive for at least two of the three characters?

_MU'I.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~~"~":~;:n::~~tterns

are often
more complex than predicted
by simple Mendelian genetics

In the 20th century, geneticists extended Mendelian principles
not only to diverse organisms, but also to patterns of inheritance
more complex than those described by Mendel. Forthework that
led to his lYlO laws of inheritance, Mendel chose pea plant characters that turn out to have a relatively simple genetic basis: Each
character is determined byone gene, for which there are only two

Degrees of Dominance
Alleles can show different degrees of dominance and recessiveness in relation to each other. In Mendel's classic pea crosses, the
F} offspring always looked like one ofthe two parental varieties
because one allele in a pair showed complete dominance over
the other. In such situations, the phenotypes ofthe heterozygote
and the dominant homozygote are indistinguishable.
For some genes, however, neither allele is completely dominant, and the F1 hybrids have a phenotype somewhere benveen those of the two parental varieties. This phenomenon,
called incomplete dominance, is seen when red snapdragons
are crossed with white snapdragons: All the FI hybrids have
pink flowers, as shown in Figure 14.100n the next page. This
third phenotype results from flowers ofthe heterozygotes having less red pigment than the red homozygotes (unlike the situation in Mendel's pea plants, where the Pp heterozygotes
make enough pigment for the flowers to be a purple color indistinguishable from that of PP plants).
At first glance, incomplete dominance of either allele
seems to provide evidence for the blending hypothesis of inheritance, which would predict that the red or white trait
could never be retrieved from the pink hybrids. In fact, interbreeding F] hybrids produces F2 offspring with a phenotypic
ratio of one red to two pink to one white. (Because heterozygotes have a separate phenotype, the genotypic and phenotypic ratios for the F2 generation are the same, 1:2:1.) The
segregation of the red-flower and white-flower alleles in the

• There is one exception, Geneticists ha\'e found that Mendel's pod·shape
character is actually determined by two genes.
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dominance. Rather, both M and N phenotypes are exhibited by
heterozygotes, since both molecules are present.

The Relationship Between Dominance and Phenotype

Sperm

'Il@'he

.. Figure 14.10 Incomplete dominance in snapdragon
color. When red snapdragons are crossed with white ones, the F,
hybrids have pink flowers Segregation of alleles into gametes of the F,
plants results in an Fz generation with a 1:2: 1 ratio for both genotype
and phenotype, The letter C with a superscript indicates an allele for
flower color: CR for red and CW for white.
Suppose a classmate argues thaI this figure supports the blending
hypothesis for inheritance. What might your classmate say, and
how would you respond)

D

gametes produced by the pink-flowered plants confirms that
the alleles for flower color are heritable factors that maintain
their identity in the hybrids; that is, inheritance is particulate.
Another variation on dominance relationships between alleles is called codominance; in this variation, the two alleles
both affect the phenotype in separate, distinguishable ways.
For example, the human MN blood group is determined by
codominant alleles for two specific molecules located on the
surface of red blood cells, the M and N molecules. A single
gene locus, at which m'o allelic variations are possible, determines the phenotype of this blood group. Individuals homozygous for the M allele (MM) have red blood cells with only
M molecules; individuals homozygous for the N allele (NN)
have red blood cells with only N molecules. But both M and N
molecules are present on the red blood cells of individuals heterozygous for the M and N alleles (MN). Note that the MN
phenotype is not intermediate between the M and N phenotypes, which distinguishes codominance from incomplete
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We've now seen that the relative effects ofm'o alleles range from
complete dominance of one allele, through incomplete dominance ofeither allele, to codominance ofboth alleles. It is important to understand that an allele is not termed dominant because
it somehow subdues a recessive allele. Recall that alleles are simply variations in a gene's nucleotide sequence. \VIlen a dominant
allele coexists with a recessive allele in a heterozygote, they do not
actually interact at all. It is in the pathway from genotype to phenotype that dominance and recessiveness come into play.
To illustrate the relationship between dominance and phenotype, we can use one of the characters Mendel studied-round
versus wrinkled pea seed shape. The dominant allele (round)
codes for an enzyme that helps convert an unbranched form of
starch to a branched form in the seed. The recessive allele (wrinkled) codes for a defective form ofthis enzyme, leading to an accumulation of unbranched starch, which causes excess water to
enter the seed by osmosis. Later, when the seed dries, it wrinkles.
If a dominant allele is present, no excess water enters the seed
and it does not wrinkle when it dries. One dominant allele results
in enough of the enzyme to synthesize adequate amounts of
branched starch, which means dominant homozygotes and heterozygotes have the same phenotype: round seeds.
A closer look at the relationship between dominance and
phenotype reveals an intriguing fact: For any character, the ob~
served dominant/recessive relationship of alleles depends on
the level at which we examine phenotype. Tay-Sachs disease,
an inherited disorder in humans, provides an example. The
brain cells ofa child with Tay-Sachs disease cannot metabolize
certain lipids because a crucial enzyme does not work properly. As these lipids accumulate in brain cells, the child begins
to suffer seizures, blindness, and degeneration of motor and
mental performance and dies within a few years.
Only children who inherit two copies of the Tay-Sacl1S allele
(homozygotes) have the disease. Thus, at the organismal level,
the Tay-Sachs allele qualifies as recessive. However, the activity
level of the lipid-metabolizing enzyme in heterozygotes is intermediate bem'een that in individuals homozygous for the normal
allele and that in individuals with Tay-Sachs disease. The intermediate phenotype observed at the biocltemicallevel is characteristic of incomplete dominance of either allele. Fortunately, the
heterozygote condition does not lead to disease symptoms, apparently because half the normal enzyme activity is sufficient to
prevent lipid accumulation in the brain. Extendingouranalysis to
yet another level, we find that heterozygous individuals produce
equal nwnbers of normal and dysfunctional enzyme molecules.
Thus, at the molecular level, the normal allele and the Tay-Sachs
allele are codominant. As you can see, whether alleles appear to
be completely dominant, incompletely dominant, or codominant
depends on the level at which the phenotype is analyzed.

Frequency of Dominant Alleles Although you might assume that the dominant allele for a particular character would
be more common in a population than the recessive allele for
that character, this is not ne<:essarily the case. For example,
about one baby out of400 in the United States is born with extra fingers or toes, a condition known as polydactyly. Some
cases of polydactyly are caused by the presence of a dominant
allele. The low frequency of polydactyly indicates that the recessive allele, which results in five digits per appendage, is far
more prevalent than the dominant allele in the population. In
Chapter 23, you will learn how the relative frequencies ofalleles
in a population are affected by natural selection.

Allele

Carbohydrate

rio

AD.

/8

B

a

none
(a) The three alleles for the ABO blood groups and their
associated carbohydrates. Each allele codes for an enzyme
that may add a specific carbohydrate (designated by the superscript on the allele and shown as a triangle or circle) to the red
blood cell.

Genotype

Red blood cell
appearance

Phenotype
(blood group)

Multiple Alleles
Only two alleles exist for the pea characters that Mendel studied, but most genes exist in more than two allelic forms. The
ABO blood groups in humans, for instance, are determined by
three alleles of a single gene: lA, IB, and i. A person's blood
group (phenotype) may be one of four types: A, B, AB, or O.
These letters refer to two carbohydrates-A and B-that may
be found on the surface ofred blood cells. A person's blood cells
may have carbohydrate A (type A blood), carbohydrate B (type
B), both (type AB), or neither (type 0), as shown schematically
in Figure 14.11. Matching compatible blood groups is critical
for safe blood transfusions (see Chapter 43).

Pleiotropy
So far, we have treated Mendelian inheritance as though each
gene affects only one phenotypic character. Most genes, however, have multiple phenotypic effects, a property called
pleiotropy (from the Greekpleion, more). In humans, for example, pleiotropic alleles are responsible for the multiple
symptoms associated with certain hereditary diseases, such as
cystic fibrosis and sickle-cell disease, discussed later in this
chapter. In the garden pea, the gene that determines flower
color also affects the color of the coating on the outer surface
of the seed, which can be gray or white. Given the intricate
molecular and cellular interactions responsible for an organism's development and physiology, it isn't surprising that a single gene can affect a number ofcharacteristics in an organism.

Extending Mendelian Genetics
for Two or More Genes
Dominance relationships, multiple alleles, and pleiotropy all
have to do with the effects of the alleles of a single gene. We
now consider two situations in which two or more genes are
involved in determining a particular phenotype.

Epistasis
In epistasis (from the Greek for "standing upon~), a gene at one
locus alters the phenotypic expression of a gene at a second 10-

ii

*
*
*•

A

B

AB

o

(b) Blood group genotypes and phenotypes. There are six
possible genotypes, resulting in four different phenotypes,
... Figure 14.11 Multiple alleles for the ABO blood groups.
The four blood groups result from different combinations of three alleles.
n Based on the surface carbohydrate phenotype in (b), what are the
. . dominance relationships among the alleles?

cus. An example will help clarify this concept. In mice and
many other mammals, black coat color is dominant to brown.
Let's designate Band b as the two alleles for this character. For
a mouse to have brown fur, its genotype must be bb. But there
is more to the story. A second gene determines whether or not
pigment will be deposited in the hair. TIle dominant allele,
symbolized by C (for color), results in the deposition of either
black or brown pigment, depending on the genotype at the
first locus. But if the mouse is homozygous recessive for the
second locus (ee), then the coat is white (albino), regardless of
the genotype at the bIacklbrown locus. In this case, the gene
for pigment deposition (Cle) is said to be epistatic to the gene
that codes for black or brown pigment (Bib).
What happens if we mate black mice that are heterozygous
for both genes (BbCe)? Although the two genes affect the
same phenotypic character (coat color), they follow the law of
independent assortment. Thus, our breeding experiment represents an F I dihybrid cross, like those that produced a 9:3:3:1
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:". Figure 14.12 An example of epistasis. This Punnett square
Illustrates the genotypes and phenotypes prE'dicted for otkpring of
maungs between two black mICe of genotype BbC(. The 0, gene,
whICh IS epistatIC to the BIb gene coding for half pigment, controls
whether or not pigment of any color WIll be deposited in the half.

ratio in Mendel's experiments. Wle can use a Punnettsquare to
represent the genotypes of the F2 offspring (Figure 14.12). As
a result of epistasis, the phenotypic ratio among the F2 off-

spring is 9 black to 3 brown to 4 white. Other types of epistatic interactions produce different ratios, but all are modified
versions of9:3:3: 1.

Polygenic Inheritance
Mendel studied characters that could be classified on an
either-or basis, such as purple versus white flower color. But
for many characters, such as human skin color and height. an
either-or classification is impossible because the characters
vary in the population along a continuum (in gradations).
These are called quantitative characters. Quantitative variation usually indicates polygenic inheritance, an additive effect of two or more genes on a single phenotypic character
(the converse of pleiotropy, where a single gene affects several
phenotypic characters).
There is evidence, for instance, that skin pigmentation in
humans is controlled by at least three separately inherited
genes (probably more, but we will simplify). Let's consider
three genes, ""ith a dark-skin allele for each gene (A, B, or C)
contributing one ~unit" of darkness to the phenotype and be-
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Number of
dark·skln alleles:

11f~ II '/~ I
0

,

3

4

••
5

6

• Figure 14.13 A simplified model for polygenic
inheritance of skin color. According to thiS model. three
separately mhented genes affect the darkness of skin. The
heterozygous IndiVIduals (AaBbCc) represented by the two rectangles
at the top of thiS figure each carry three dark-skin alleles (black cirdes.
which represent A. B. or C) and three hght-skln alleles (wflite circles,
which represent a, b, or C). The Punnett square shO'NS all the pOSSIble
genetIC combinations in gametes and in offspnng of a large number of
hypothetical matings between these heterozygotes. The results are
summanzed by the phenotypic ratios under the Punnett square.
,.I/wlll Make a bar graph of the result5, with skin color (number of
dark-skin alleles) along the x-axis and fraction ofoffspring along the y-axis.
Drawa rough curve corresponding ro rhe results and discuss whar it
shows abour rhe relarive proportions ofdifferent phenorypes among the
offspring.

ing incompletely dominant to the other allele (a, b, or c). An
MBBCC person would be very dark, while an aabbcc individual would be very light. An AaBbCc person would have skin of
an intermediate shade. Because the alleles have a cumulative
effect, the genotypes AaBbCc and AABbcc would make the
same genetic contribution (three units) to skin darkness. The
Punnett square in Figure 14.13 shows all possible genotypes
of offspring from a mating between individuals heterozygous
for all three genes. As indicated by the row ofsquares below the
Punnell square, there are seven skin-eolor phenotypes that
could result from this mating. Environmental factors, such as
exposure to the sun, also affect the skin-color phenotype.

Nature and Nurture: The Environmental
Impact on Phenotype
Another departure from simple Mendelian genetics arises
when the phenotype for a character depends on environment
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... Figure 14.14 The effect of environment on phenotype.
The outcome of d genotype lies within its norm of readion, a phenotypic
range that depends on the environment in which the genotype is
expressed. For example. hydrangea flowers of the same genetic variety
range in color from blue-violet to pink, with the shade and intensity of
color depending on the acidity and aluminum content of the soil.

as well as genotype. A single tree, locked into its inherited
genotype, has leaves that vary in size, shape, and greenness,
depending on exposure to wind and sun. For humans, nutrition influences height, exercise alters build, sun-tanning darkens the skin, and experience improves performance on
intelligence tests. Even identical twins, who are genetic equals,
accumulate phenotypic differences as a result of their unique
experiences.
Whether human characteristics are more influenced by
genes or the environment-nature or nurture-is a very old
and hotly contested debate that we will not attempt to settle
here. We can say, however, that a genotype generally is not associated with a rigidly defined phenotype, but rather with a
range of phenotypic possibilities due to environmental influences. This phenotypic range is called the norm of reaction
for a genotype (Figure 14.14). For some characters, such as
the ABO blood group system, the norm of reaction has no
breadth whatsoever; that is, a given genotype mandates a very
specific phenotype. Other characteristics, such as a person's
blood count of red and white cells, vary quite a bit, depending
on such factors as the altitude, the customary level of physical
activity, and the presence of infectious agents.
Generally, norms of reaction are broadest for polygenic
characters. Environment contributes to the quantitative nature of these characters, as we have seen in the continuous
variation of skin color. Geneticists refer to such characters as
multifactorial, meaning that many factors, both genetic and
environmental, collectively influence phenotype.

Integrating a Mendelian View
of Heredity and Variation
Over the past several pages, we have broadened our view of
Mendelian inheritance by exploring degrees of dominance as
well as multiple alleles, pleiotropy, epistasis, polygenic inheritance, and the phenotypic impact of the environment. How

can we integrate these refinements into a comprehensive theory of Mendelian genetics? The key is to make the transition
from the reductionist emphasis on single genes and phenotypic characters to the emergent properties of the organism as
a whole, one of the themes of this book.
The term phenotype can refer not only to specific characters, such as flower color and blood group, but also to an
organism in its entirety-all aspects of its physical appearance, internal anatomy, physiology, and behavior. Similarly, the term genotype can refer to an organism's entire
genetic makeup, not just its alleles for a single genetic locus. In most cases, a gene's impact on phenotype is affected by other genes and by the environment. In this
integrated view of heredity and variation, an organism's
phenotype reflects its overall genotype and unique environmental history.
Considering all that can occur in the pathway from genotype to phenotype, it is indeed impressive that Mendel could
uncover the fundamental principles governing the transmission of individual genes from parents to offspring.
Mendel's two laws, segregation and independent assortment, explain heritable variations in terms of alternative
forms of genes (hereditary "particles," now known as the alleles of genes) that are passed along, generation after generation, according to simple rules of probability. This theory
of inheritance is equally valid for peas, flies, fishes, birds,
and human beings-indeed for any organism with a sexual
life cycle. Furthermore, by extending the principles of segregation and independent assortment to help explain such
hereditary patterns as epistasis and quantitative characters,
we begin to see how broadly Mendelism applies. From
Mendel's abbey garden came a theory of particulate inheritance that anchors modern genetics. In the last section of
this chapter, we will apply Mendelian genetics to human inheritance, with emphasis on the transmission of hereditary
diseases.
CONCEPT

CHECK

14.3

1. Incomplete dominance and epistasis are both terms
that define genetic relationships. What is the most
basic distinction between these terms?
2. If a man with type AB blood marries a woman with
type 0 blood, what blood types would you expect in
their children?
3. -m:f.i'iA A rooster with gray feathers is mated
with a hen of the same phenotype. Among their offspring, 15 chicks are gray, 6 are black, and 8 are white.
What is the simplest explanation for the inheritance
of these colors in chickens? What phenotypes would
you expect in the offspring of a cross between a gray
rooster and a black hen?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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~'~~;~:~~~~raits follow
Mendelian patterns
of inheritance

Whereas peas are convenient subjects for genetic research,
humans are not. The human generation span is about 20
years, and human parents produce relatively few offspring
compared to peas and most other species. Even more important, no one would consider it ethical to ask pairs of humans

to breed so that the phenotypes oftheir offspring could be an~
alyzed! In spite of these constraints, the study of human ge~
neties continues to advance, spurred on by the desire to
understand our own inheritance. New techniques in molecu~
lar biology have led to many breakthrough discoveries, as we

K.y
Male

o
o Affeded
male
o Female o Affected
female

62J2J

1st generation
(grandparents)

ww

2nd generation
(parents, aunts,
and uncles)

Ww

Ww ww ww Ww

Unable to manipulate the mating patterns of people, geneti·
cists must analyze the results of matings that have already oc·
curred. They do so by collecting information about a family's
history for a particular trait and assembling this information
into a family tree describing the traits of parents and children
across the generations-the family pedigree.
Figure 14.1Sa shows a three-generation pedigree that
traces the occurrence of a pointed contour of the hairline on
the forehead. This trait, called a widow's peak, is due to a dom~
inant allele, W Because the widow's·peak allele is dominant,
all individuals who lack a widow's peak must be homozygous
recessive (ww). The two grandparents with widow's peaks
must have the Ww genotype, since some of their offspring are
homozygous recessive. The offspring in the second generation
who do have widow's peaks must also be heterozygous, be·
cause they are the products of Ww x ww matings. The third
generation in this pedigree consists of two sisters. The one
who has a widow's peak could be either homozygous (\\7\\7) or
heterozygous (Ww), given what we know about the genotypes
of her parents (both Ww).
Figure 14.1Sb is a pedigree of the same family, but this
time we focus on a recessive trait, attached earlobes. We'll use
f for the recessive allele and F for the dominant allele, which
results in free earlobes. As you work your way through the
pedigree, notice once again that you can apply what you have
learned about Mendelian inheritance to understand the geno·
types shown for the family members.
An important application of a pedigree is to help us calcu·
late the probability that a child will have a particular genotype
and phenotype. Suppose that the couple represented in the
second generation of Figure 14.15 decides to have one more
child. What is the probability that the child will have a widow's
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will see in Chapter 20, but basic Mendelism endures as the
foundation of human genetics.

Pedigree Analysis

Mating

[}--{)

Widow's peak
No widow's peak
(a) Is a widow's peak a dominant or recessive trait?
Tips for pedigree analysis: Notice in the third generation that
the second-born daughter lacks a widow's peak, although both
of her parents had the trait. Such a pattern of inheritance
supports the hypothesis that the trait is due to a dominant allele.
If the trait were due to a recessive allele, and both parents had
the recessive phenotype. then all of their offspring would also
have the recessive phenotype.

1st generation
(grandparents)

2nd generation
(parents, aunts,
and uncles)

Ff

FFor Ff

Ff

if If

If

Ff

Ff

If

FF
m
Ff

Ff

If

3rd generation
(two sisters)

Attached earlobe

Free earlobe

(b) Is an

attached earlobe a dominant or recessive trait?
Tips for pedigree analysis: Notice that the first-born daughter
in the third generation has attached earlobes, although both of
her parents lack that trait (they have free earlobes). Such a
pattern is easily explained if the attached-lobe phenotype is due
to a recessive allele If it were due to a dominant allele, then at
least one parent would also have had the trait.

.... Figure 14.15 Pedigree analysis. Each of these pedigrees traces
a trait through three generations of the same family. The two traits
have different inheritance patterns, as seen by analysis of the pedigrees.

peak? This is equivalent to a Mendelian F] monohybrid cross
(Ww x Ww), and thus the probability that a child will inherit a
dominant allele and have a widow's peak is Y. (y. \VW +
VI Ww). What is the probability that the child will have attached earlobes? Again, we can treat this as a monohybrid
cross (Ff x Ff), but this time we want to know the chance that
the offspring will be homozygous recessive (.If). That probability is Yo. Finally, what is the chance that the child will have a
widow's peak and attached earlobes? Assuming that the genes
for these two characters are on different chromosomes, the
two pairs of alleles will assort independently in this dihybrid
cross (WwFf x WwFf). Thus, we can use the multiplication
rule: Y. (chance of widow's peak) x I;. (chance of attached earlobes) = ;;'6 (chance of widow's peak and attached earlobes).
Pedigrees are a more serious matter when the alleles in
question cause disabling or deadly diseases instead ofinnocuous human variations such as hairline or earlobe configuration. However, for disorders inherited as simple Mendelian
traits, the same techniques of pedigree analysis apply.

Recessively Inherited Disorders
Thousands of genetic disorders are known to be inherited as
simple recessive traits. These disorders range in severity from
relatively mild, such as albinism (lack of pigmentation, which
results in susceptibility to skin cancers and vision problems),
to life-threatening, such as cystic fibrosis.

The Behavior of Recessive Alleles
How can we account for the behavior of alleles that cause recessively inherited disorders? Recall that genes code for proteins of specific function. An allele that causes a genetic
disorder (let's call it allele a) codes either for a malfunctioning
protein or for no protein at all. In the case of disorders classified as recessive, heterozygotes (Aa) are normal in phenotype
because one copyofthe normal allele (A) produces a sufficient
amount of the specific protein. Thus, a recessively inherited
disorder shows up only in the homozygous individuals (aa)
who inherit one recessive allele from each parent. Although
phenotypically normal with regard to the disorder, heterozygotes may transmit the recessive allele to their offspring and
thus are called carriers. Figure 14.16 illustrates these ideas
using albinism as an example.
Most people who have recessive disorders are born to parents who are carriers of the disorder but themselves have a
normal phenotype, as is the case shown in the Punnett square
in Figure 14.16. A mating between two carriers corresponds to
a Mendelian F] monohybrid cross, so the predicted genotypic
ratio for the offspring is 1 AA ; 2 Aa; 1 aa. Thus, each child has
a Yo chance of inheriting a double dose of the recessive allele;
in the case of albinism, such a child will be albino. From the
genotypic ratio, we also can see that out ofthree offspring with
the normal phenotype (one AA plus two Aa), two are pre-

dicted to be heterozygous carriers, a % chance. Recessive homozygotes could also result from Aa x aa and aa x aa
matings, but ifthe disorder is lethal before reproductive age or
results in sterility (neither ofwhich is true for albinism), no aa
individuals will reproduce. Even if recessive homozygotes are
able to reproduce, such individuals will still account for a
much smaller percentage ofthe population than heterozygous
carriers (for reasons we will examine in Chapter 23).
In general, genetic disorders are not evenly distributed
among all groups ofpeople. For example, the incidence ofTaySachs disease, which we described earlier in this chapter, is
disproportionately high among Ashkenazic Jews, Jewish people whose ancestors lived in central Europe. In that population, Tay-Sachs disease occurs in one out of 3,600 births, an
incidence about 100 times greater than that among non-Jews
or Mediterranean (Sephardic) Jews. This uneven distribution
results from the different genetic histories of the world's peoples during less technological times, when populations were
more geographically (and hence genetically) isolated.
\Vhen a disease-causing recessive allele is rare, it is relatively
unlikely that two carriers ofthe same harmful allele will meet and
mate. However, ifthe man and woman are close relatives (for example, siblings or first cousins), the probability of passing on recessive traits increases greatly. TIlese are called consanguineous
("same blood") matings, and they are indicated in pedigrees by
double lines. Because people with recent common ancestors are
more likely to carry the same recessive alleles than are unrelated
people, it is more likely that a mating of close relatives will produce offspring homozygous for recessive traits-including
harmful ones. Such effects can be observed in many types ofdomesticated and zoo animals that have become inbred.
There is debate among geneticists about the extent to
which human consanguinity increases the risk of inherited

Parents
Normal
Aa

Normal
x

Aa

spermY
Eggs

o

o
AA

Normal

0
A,
Normal
(carrier)

A,

Normal
(carrier)

'"

Albino

... Figure 14.16 Albinism: a recessive trait. One of the two
sisters shown here has normal coloration; the other is albino. Most
recessive homozygotes are born to parents who are carriers of the
disorder but themselves have a normal phenotype. the case shown in
the Punnelt square.
What is the probability that the sister with normal coloration is a
carrier of the albinism allele?
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diseases. Many deleterious alleles have such severe effects that
a homozygous embryo spontaneously aborts long before
birth. Still, most societies and cultures have laws or taboos forbidding marriages between close relatives. These rules may
have evolved out of empirical observation that in most populations, stillbirths and birth defects are more common when
parents are closely related. Social and economic factors have
also influenced the development of customs and laws against
consanguineous marriages.

Cystic Fibrosis
The most common lethal genetic disease in the United
States is cystic fibrosis, which strikes one out ofevery 2,500
people of European descent, though it is much rarer in other
groups. Among people of European descent, one out of 25
(4%) are carriers of the cystic fibrosis allele. The normal allele for this gene codes for a membrane protein that functions in the transport of chloride ions between certain cells
and the extracellular fluid. These chloride transport channels are defective or absent in the plasma membranes of
children who inherit two recessive alleles for cystic fibrosis.
The result is an abnormally high concentration of extracellular chloride, which causes the mucus that coats certain
cells to become thicker and stickier than normal. The mucus builds up in the pancreas, lungs, digestive tract, and
other organs, leading to multiple (pleiotropic) effects, including poor absorption of nutrients from the intestines,
chronic bronchitis, and recurrent bacterial infections. Recent research indicates that the high concentration of extracellular chloride also contributes to infection by disabling a
natural antibiotic made by some body cells. When immune
cells come to the rescue, their remains add to the mucus,
creating a vicious cycle.
If untreated, most children with cystic fibrosis die before
their 5th birthday. But daily doses of antibiotics to prevent infection, gentle pounding on the chest to clear mucus from
clogged airways, and other preventive treatments can prolong
life. In the United States, more than half ofthose with cystic fibrosis now survive into their late 20s or even 30s and beyond.

Sickle·Celi Disease
The most common inherited disorder among people of
African descent is sickle-cell disease, which affects one out
of 400 African-Americans. Sickle-cell disease is caused by the
substitution of a single amino acid in the hemoglobin protein
of red blood cells. When the oxygen content of an affected individual's blood is low (at high altitudes or under physical
stress, for instance), the sickle-cell hemoglobin molecules aggregate into long rods that deform the red cells into a sickle
shape (see Figure 5.22). Sickled cells may clump and clog small
blood vessels, often leading to other symptoms throughout
the body, including physical weakness, pain, organ damage,
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and even paralysis. The multiple effects of a double dose ofthe
sickle-cell allele are another example of pleiotropy. Regular
blood transfusions can ward offbrain damage in children with
sickle-cell disease, and new drugs can help prevent or treat
other problems, but there is no cure.
Although two sickle-cell alleles are necessary for an individual to manifest full-blown sickle-cell disease, the presence
of one sickle-cell allele can affect the phenotype. Thus, at the
organismal level, the normal allele is incompletely dominant
to the sickle-cell allele. Heterozygotes, said to have sickle-cell
trait, are usually healthy, but they may suffer some sickle-cell
symptoms during prolonged periods of reduced blood oxygen
content. At the molecular level, the two alleles are codominant; both normal and abnormal (sickle-cell) hemoglobins are
made in heterozygotes.
About one out of ten African-Americans have sickle-cell
trait, an unusually high frequency of heterozygotes for an allele with severe detrimental effects in homozygotes. One explanation for this is that a single copy of the sickle-cell allele
reduces the frequency and severity of malaria attacks, especially among young children. The malaria parasite spends part
of its life cycle in red blood cells (see Figure 28.10), and the
presence of even heterozygous amounts of sickle-cell hemoglobin results in lower parasite densities and hence reduced
malaria symptoms. Thus, in tropical Africa, where infection
with the malaria parasite is common, the sickle-cell allele is
both boon and bane. The relatively high frequency of AfricanAmericans with sickle-cell trait is a vestige oftheir African roots.

Dominantly Inherited Disorders
Although many harmful alleles are recessive, a numberofhuman disorders are due to dominant alleles. One example is
achondroplasia, a form of dwarfism that occurs in one of
every 25,000 people. Heterozygous individuals have the dwarf
phenotype (Figure 14.17). Therefore, all people who are not
achondroplastic dwarfs-99.99% of the population-are homozygous for the recessive allele. Like the presence of extra
fingers or toes mentioned earlier, achondroplasia is a trait for
which the recessive allele is much more prevalent than the
corresponding dominant allele.
Dominant alleles that cause a lethal disease are much less
common than recessive alleles that do so. All lethal alleles
arise by mutations (changes to the DNA) in cells that produce sperm or eggs; presumably, such mutations occur
equally often whether the mutant allele is dominant or recessive. However, if a lethal dominant allele causes the death
of offspring before they mature and can reproduce, the allele
will not be passed on to future generations. (In contrast, a
lethal recessive allele can be perpetuated from generation to
generation by heterozygous carriers who have normal phenotypes, since only homozygous recessive offspring will have
the lethal disease.)

a family, whereas others may decide it would be too stressful
to find out. Clearly, this is a personal decision.
Parents
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... Figure 14.17 Achondroplasia: a dominant trait. The late
actor David Rappaport had achondroplasia. a form of dwarfism
caused by a dominant allele (0). The allele might have arisen as a
mutation in the egg or sperm of a parent or could have been
inherited from an affected parent. as shown for an affected father in
the Punnett square

Huntington's Disease
A lethal dominant allele can escape elimination if it causes
death only after an individual who carries the allele has reached
a relatively advanced age. By the time the symptoms become
evident, the individual may have already transmitted the
lethal allele to his or her children. For example, Huntington's
disease, a degenerative disease of the nervous system, is
caused by a lethal dominant allele that has no obvious pheno~
typic effect until the individual is about 35 to 45 years old.
Once the deterioration of the nervous system begins, it is irreversible and inevitably fatal. Any child born to a parent who
has the allele for Huntington's disease has a 50% chance of inheriting the allele and the disorder (see the Punnett square in
Figure 14.17). In the United States, this devastating disease afflicts about one in 10,000 people.
Until relatively recently, the onset of symptoms was the
only way to know if a person had inherited the Huntington's
allele. This is no longer the case. By analyzing DNA samples
from a large family with a high incidence of the disorder, geneticists tracked the Huntington's allele to a locus near the tip
of chromosome 4, and the gene has now been sequenced.
This information led to development of a test that can detect
the presence of the Huntington's allele in an individual's
genome. (The methods that make such tests possible are
discussed in Chapter 20.) The availability of this test poses
an agonizing dilemma for those with a family history of
Huntington's disease, such as relatives of the folk singer
Woody Guthrie, who died of the disease. Does a person currently in good health benefit by finding out whether he or she
has inherited a fatal and not yet curable disease? Some individuals may want to be tested for the disease before planning

Multifactorial Disorders
The hereditary diseases we have discussed so far are sometimes described as simple Mendelian disorders because they
result from abnormality of one or both alleles at a single ge·
netic locus. Many more people are susceptible to diseases that
have a multifactorial basis-a genetic component plus a sig·
nificant environmental influence. Heart disease, diabetes,
cancer, alcoholism, certain mental illnesses such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, and many other diseases are
multifactorial. In many cases, the hereditary component is
polygenic. For example, many genes affect cardiovascular
health, making some of us more prone than others to heart attacks and strokes. No matter what our genotype, however, our
lifestyle has a tremendous effect on phenotype for cardiovascular health and other multifactorial characters. Exercise, a
healthful diet, abstinence from smoking, and an ability to handle stressful situations all reduce our risk of heart disease and
some types of cancer.
At present, so little is understood about the genetic con·
tributions to most multifactorial diseases that the best public health strategy is to educate people about the importance
ofenvironmental factors and to promote healthful behavior.

Genetic Testing and Counseling
A preventive approach to simple Mendelian disorders is possible when the risk of a particular genetic disorder can be assessed before a child is conceived or during the early stages of
the pregnancy. Many hospitals have genetic counselors who
can provide information to prospective parents concerned
about a family history for a specific disease.

Counseling Based on Mendelian Genetics
and Probability Rules
Consider the case of a hypothetical couple, john and Carol.
Both had a brother who died from the same recessively inherited lethal disease. Before conceiving their first child, John and
Carol seek genetic counseling to determine the risk of having
a child with the disease. From the information about their
brothers, we know that both parents of john and both parents
of Carol must have been carriers of the recessive allele. Thus,
john and Carol are both products of Aa x Aa crosses, where a
symbolizes the allele that causes this particular disease. We
also know that John and Carol are not homozygous recessive
(aa), because they do not have the disease. Therefore, their
genotypes are either AA or Aa.
Given a genotypic ratio of 1 AA :2 Aa : 1aa for offspring of
an Aa x Aa cross, John and Carol each have a % chance of being carriers (Aa). According to the rule of multiplication, the
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overall probability of their firstborn having the disorder is Y,
(the chance that John is a carrier) times 7l (the chance that
Carol is a carrier) times Yo (the chance of two carriers having a
child with the disease), which equals v... Suppose that Carol and
John decide to have a child-after all, there is an 'h chance that
their baby will not have the disorder. If, despite these odds, their
child is born with the disease, then we would know that both
John and Carol are, in fact, carriers {Aa genotype). Ifboth John
and Carol are carriers, there is a Yo chance that any subsequent
child this couple has will have the disease.
When we use Mendel's laws to predict possible outcomes
of matings, it is important to remember that each child represents an independent event in the sense that its genotype is
unaffected by the genotypes of older siblings. Suppose that
John and Carol have three more children, and all three have
the hypothetical hereditary disease. There is only one chance
in 64 (Y. x Y. x Yo) that such an outcome will occur. Despite
this run of misfortune, the chance that still another child of
this couple will have the disease remains Yo.

Tests for Identifying Carriers
Because most children with recessive disorders are born to
parents with normal phenotypes, the key to accurately assessing the genetic risk for a particular disease is determining whether the prospective parents are heterozygous
carriers of the recessive allele. For an increasing number of
heritable disorders, tests are available that can distinguish
individuals of normal phenotype who are dominant homozygotes from those who are heterozygotes. There are
now tests that can identify carriers of the alleles for TaySachs disease, sickle-cell disease, and the most common
form of cystic fibrosis.
These tests for identifying carriers enable people with family histories of genetic disorders to make informed decisions
about having children. But these new methods for genetic
screening pose potential problems. If confidentiality is
breached, will carriers be stigmatized? \Vill they be denied
health or life insurance, even though they themselves are
healthy? \Vill misinformed employers equate ~carrier" with disease? And will sufficient genetic counseling be available to help
a large number of individuals understand their test results? Advances in biotechnology offer possibilities for reducing human
suffering, but not before key ethical issues are resolved.

amniotic fluid, the liquid that bathes the fetus. Some geneticdisorders can be detected from the presence of certain chemicals
in the amniotic fluid itself. Tests for other disorders, including
Tay·Sachs disease, are performed on cells cultured in the labo·
ratory, descendants of the fetal cells sloughed off into the amniotic fluid. These cultured cells can also be used for karyotyping
to identify certain chromosomal defects (see Figure 13.3).
In an alternative technique called chorionic villus sampling
(CVS), a physician inserts a narrow tube through the cervix
into the uterus and suctions out a tiny sample of tissue from
the placenta, the organ that transmits nutrients and fetal
wastes between the fetus and the mother (Figure 14.18b).
The cells of the chorionic villi of the placenta, the portion
sampled, are derived from the fetus and have the same genotype as the new individual. These cells are proliferating rapidly enough to allow karyotyping to be carried out
immediately. This rapid analysis is an advantage over amniocentesis, in which the cells must be cultured for several weeks
before karyotyping. Another advantage of CVS is that it can
be performed as early as the 8th-10th week of pregnancy.
However, CVS is not suitable for tests requiring amniotic
fluid. Recently, medical scientists have developed methods
for isolating fetal cells that have escaped into the mother's
blood. Although very few in number, these cells can be cultured and then tested.
Imaging techniques allow a physician to examine a fetus directly for major anatomical abnormalities. In the ultrasound
technique, sound waves are used to produce an image of the
fetus by a simple noninvasive procedure. In fetoscopy, a
needle-thin tube containing a viewing scope and fiber optics
(to transmit light) is inserted into the uterus.
Ultrasound has no known risk to either mother or fetus,
while the other procedures can cause complications in a small
percentage of cases. Previously, amniocentesis or CVS for diagnostic testing was generally offered only to women over age
35, due to their increased risk of bearing a child with Down
syndrome. In 2007, however, reassessment of the risks and
possible benefits led to a change in the recommended practice, and now such testing is offered to all pregnant women. If
the fetal tests reveal a serious disorder, the parents face the difficult choice ofterminating the pregnancy or preparing to care
for a child with a genetic disorder.

Newborn Screening
Fetal Testing
Suppose a couple learns that they are both carriers of the
Tay-Sachs allele, but they decide to have a child anyway.
Tests performed in conjunction with a technique known as
anmiocentesiscan determine, beginning at the 14th-16th week
of pregnancy, whether the developing fetLlS has Tay-Sachs disease {Figure 14.18a). To perform this procedure, a physician inserts a needle into the uterus and extracts about 10 mL of
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Some genetic disorders can be detected at birth by simple
tests that are now routinely performed in most hospitals in
the United States. One common screening program is for
phenylketonuria (PKU), a recessively inherited disorder that
occurs in about one out of every 10,000 to 15,000 births in
the United States. Children with this disease cannot properly metabolize the amino acid phenylalanine. This compound and its by-product, phenylpyruvate, can accumulate

to toxic levels in the blood, causing mental retardation.
However, if the deficiency is detected in the newborn, a special diet low in phenylalanine will usually allow normal development and prevent retardation. Unfortunately, very few
other genetic disorders are treatable at the present time.
Screening of newborns and fetuses for serious inherited
diseases, tests for identifying carriers, and genetic counseling
all rely on the Mendelian model of inheritance. We owe the
"gene idea~ -the concept of particulate heritable factors
transmitted according to simple rules of chance-to the elegant quantitative experiments ofGregor Mendel. The importance of his discoveries was overlooked by most biologists
until early in the 20th century, several decades after his findings were reported. In the next chapter, you will learn how
Mendel's laws have their physical basis in the behavior of
chromosomes during sexual life cycles and how the synthesis
of Mendelism and a chromosome theory of inheritance catalyzed progress in genetics.

CONCEPT

14.4

CHECK

I. Beth and Tom each have a sibling with cystic fibrosis,
but neither Beth nor Tom nor any of their parents
have the disease. Calculate the probability that if this
couple has a child, the child will have cystic fibrosis.
What would be the probability if a test revealed that
Tom is a carrier but Beth is not?
2. Joan was born with six toes on each foot, a dominant
trait called polydactyly. Two of her five siblings and
her mother, but not her father, also have extra digits.
What is Joan's genotype for the number-of-digits
character? Explain your answer. Use D and d to symbolize the alleles for this character.
3. _i,illfnl. What would you suspect if Peter was
born with polydactyly, but neither of his biological
parents had extra digits?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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... Figure 14.18 Testing a fetus for genetic disorders. Biochemical tests may detect substances associated
with particular disorders. Karyotyping shows whether the chromosomes of the fetus are normal In number and
appearance.
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Inheritance patterns are often more complex than
predicted by simple Mendelian genetics (pp. 271-275)
... Extending Mendelian Genetics for a Single Gene
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Mendel used the scientific approach to identify two
laws of inheritance (pp. 262-269)
... Mendel's Experimental, Quantitative Approach In the
186Os, Gregor Mendel formulated a theory of inheritance
based on experiments with garden peas, proposing that parents pass on to their offspring discrete genes that retain their
identity through generations.
... The Law of Segregation Genes have alternative forms, or
alleles. In a diploid organism, the two alleles of a gene segregate (separate) during gamete formation; each sperm or egg
carries only one allele of each pair. This law explains the 3: I
ratio of F2 phenotypes observed when monohybrids selfpollinate. Each organism inherits one allele for each gene
from each parent. In heterozygotes, the two alleles are
different, and expression of one (the dominant allele) masks
the phenotypic effect of the other (the recessive allele).
Homozygotes have identical alleles of a given gene and are
true-breeding.
... The law of Independent Assortment Each pair of alleles
(for one gene) segregates into gametes independently of the
pair of alleles for any other gene. In a cross between dihybrids
(individuals heterozygous for two genes), the offspring have
four phenotypes in a 9:3:3: 1 ratio.
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The laws of probability govern Mendelian inheritance

(pp.269-271)
... The Multiplication and Addition Rules Applied to Monohybrid Crosses The multiplication rule states that the probability of a compound event is equal to the product of the
individual probabilities of the independent single events. The
addition rule states that the probability of an event that can
occur in two or more independent. mutually exclusive ways is
the sum of the individual probabilities.
... Solving Complex Genetics Problems with the Rules of
Probaliility A dihybrid or other multicharacter cross is
equivalent to two or more independent monohybrid crosses
occurring simultaneously. [n calculating the chances of the
various offspring genotypes from such crosses, each character
first is considered separately and then the individual probabilities are multiplied.
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... Nature and Nurture: The Environmental Impact on Phenotype The expression of a genotype can be affected by environmental influences. The phenotypic range of a particular
genotype is called its norm of reaction. Polygenic characters
that are also influenced by the environment are called multifactorial characters.
... Integrating a Mendelian View of Heredity and Variation
An organism's overall phenotype, including its physical ap-

pearance, internal anatomy, physiology, and behavior, reflects
its overall genotype and unique environmental history. Even
in more complex inheritance patterns, Mendel's fundamental
laws of segregation and independent assortment still apply.
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mozygous recessive) individuals are children of phenotypically normal, heterozygous carriers.
... Dominantly Inherited Disorders Lethal dominant alleles are
eliminated from the population if affected people die before reproducing. Nonlethal dominant alleles and lethal oneS that
strike relatively late in life are inherited in a Mendelian way.
... Multifactorial Disorders Many human diseases have both
genetic and environmental components and do not follow
simple Mendelian inheritance patterns.

.',11""-14.4
Many human traits follow Mendelian patterns
of inheritance (pp. 276-281)
... Pedigree Analysis Family pedigrees can be used to deduce
the possible genotypes of individuals and make predictions
about future offspring. Predictions are usually statistical probabilities rather than certainties.
... Recessively Inherited Disorders Many genetic disorders
are inherited as simple recessive traits. Most affected (ho-

... Genetic Testing and Counseling Using family histories, genetic counselors help couples determine the odds that their
children will have genetic disorders. Amniocentesis and
chorionic villus sampling can indicate whether a suspected
genetic disorder is present in a fetus. Other genetic tests can
be performed after birth.
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

TIPS FOR GENETICS PROBLEMS
I. Write down symbols for the alleles. (These may be given in the
problem.) When represented by single letters, the dominant allele is uppercase and the recessive is lowercase.

5. You can use the rules of probability if the Punnett square
would be too big. (For example, see Genetics Problem 4.) You
can consider each gene separately (see pp. 270-271).

2. Write down the possible genotypes. as determined by the

6. If, instead, the problem gives you the phenotypic ratios of offspring, but not the genotypes of the parents in a given cross,
the phenotypes can help you deduce the parents' unknown
genotypes.
a. For example, if ~ the offspring have the recessive
phenotype and Mthe dominant, you know that the cross
was between a heterozygote and a homozygous recessive.
b. If the ratio is 3: 1, the cross was between two
heterozygotes.
c. If two genes are involved and you see a 9:3:3:1 ratio in the
offspring, you know that each parent is heterozygous for
both genes. Caution: Don't assume that the reported
numbers will exactly equal the predicted ratios. For
example, if there are 13 offspring with the dominant trait
and 11 with the re<:essive, assume that the ratio is one
dominant to one recessive.

phenotype.
a. If the phenotype is that of the dominant trait (for
example, purple flowers), then the genotype is either
homozygous dominant or heterozygous (PPor Pp, in
this example).
b. If the phenotype is that of the recessive trait. the genotype
must be homozygous recessive (for example, pp).
c. If the problem says "true-breeding," the genotype is
homozygous.
3. Determine what the problem is asking for. If asked to do a
cross, write it out in the form [Genotype] x [Genotype1, using
the alleles you've decided on.
4. To figure out the outcome of a cross, set up a Punnett square.
a. Put the gametes of one parent at the top and those of the
other on the left. To determine the allele(s} in each gamete for
a given genotype, set up a systematic way to list all the
possibilities. (Remember, each gamete has one allele ofeach
gene.) Note that there are 2" possible types of gametes, where
n is the number of gene loci that are heterozygous. For
example, an individual with genotype AaBhCc would
produce 23 = 8 types of gametes. Write the genotypes of
the gametes in circles above the columns and to the left of
the rows.
b. Fill in the Punnett square as if each possible sperm were
fertilizing each possible egg, making all of the possible
offspring. In a cross of AaBhCc x AaBbCc, for example, the
Punnett square would have 8 columns and 8 rows, so
there are 64 different offspring; you would know the
genotype of each and thus the phenotype. Count
genotypes and phenotypes to obtain the genotypic and
phenotypic ratios.

7. For pedigree problems. use the tips in Figure 14.15 and below
to determine what kind of trait is involved.
a. If parents without the trait have offspring with the trait,
the trait must be recessive and the parents both carriers.
b. If the trait is seen in every generation. it is most likely
dominant (see the next possibility, though).
c. If both parents have the trait, then in order for it to be
recessive. all offspring must show the trait.
d. To determine the likely genotype of a certain individual
in a pedigree. first label the genotypes of all the family
members you can. Even if some of the genotypes are
incomplete. label what you do know. For example, if an
individual has the dominant phenotype, the genotype
must be AA or An; you can write this as A_. Try different
possibilities to see which fits the results. Use the rules of
probability to calculate the probability of each possible
genotype being the correct one.
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GENETICS PROBLEMS
I. Match each term on the left with a statement on the right.

Term

Statement
Gene
a. Has no effect on phenotype in a
Allele
heterozygote
b. A variant for a character
Character
c. Having m-o identical alleles for a gene
Trait
d. A cross between individuals
Dominant allele
Recessive allele
heterozygous for a single character
_Genotype
e. An alternative version ofa gene
_ Phenotype
f. Having m-o different alleles for a gene
_ Homozygous
g. A heritable feature that varies
among individuals
_ Heterozygous
h. An organism's appearance or
Testcross
_ Monohybrid cross
observable traits
i. A cross between an individual with an
unknown genotype and a
homozygous recessive individual
j. Determines phenotype in a
heterozygote
k. The genetic makeup of an individual
I. A heritable unit that determines a
character; can exist in different forms

2. • ,1/"""1 Two pea plants heterozygous for the characters of
pod color and pod shape are crossed. Draw a Punnett square to
determine the phenotypic nltios of the offspring.
3. In some plants. a true-breeding, red-flowered strain gives all
pink flowers when crossed with a white-flowered strain: CRC R
(red) x CWCW(white) --+ CRCW (pink). If flower position (axial or terminal) is inherited as it is in peas (see Table 14.1),
what will be the ratios of genotypes and phenotypes of the
FI generation resulting from the following cross: axial-red
(true-breeding) X terminal-white? What will be the ratios in
the F2 generation?
4. Flower position, stem length. and seed shape were three characters that Mendel studied. Each is controlled by an independently assorting gene and has dominant and recessive
expression as follows:

Character
Flower position
Stem length
Seed shape

Dominant
Axial (A)
Tall (T)
Round (R)

Recessive
Terminal (a)
Dwarf(t)
Wrinkled (r)

If a plant that is heterozygous for all three characters is
allowed to self-fertilize, what proportion of the offspring
would you expect to be as follows? (Note: Use the rules of
probability instead of a huge Punnett square.)
a. homozygous for the three dominant traits
b. homozygous for the three recessive traits
c. heterozygous for all three characters
d. homozygous for axial and tall, heterozygous for seed shape
5. A black guinea pig crossed with an albino guinea pig produces
12 black offspring. \Vhen the albino is crossed with a second
black one, 7 blacks and 5 albinos are obtained. \Vhat is the best
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explanation for this genetic situation? Write genotypes for the
parents, gametes, and offspring.
6. In sesame plants, the one-pod condition (P) is dominant to the
three-pod condition (P), and normal leaf (L) is dominant to
wrinkled leaf (f). Pod type and leaf type are inherited independently. Determine the genotypes for the two parents for all
possible matings producing the following offspring:
a. 318 one-pod, normal leaf and 98 one-pod, wrinkled leaf
b. 323 three-pod, normal leaf and 106 three-pod, wrinkled leaf
c. 401 one-pod, normal leaf
d. 150 one-pod, normal leaf, 147 one-pod, wrinkled leaf, 51
three-pod, normal leaf, and 48 three-pod, wrinkled leaf
e. 223 one-pod, normal leaf, 72 one-pod, wrinkled leaf, 76
three-pod, normal leaf, and 27 three-pod, wrinkled leaf
7. A man with type A blood marries a woman with type B blood.
Their child has type 0 blood. \Vhat are the genotypes of these
individuals? \'<'hat other genotypes, and in what frequencies,
would you expect in offspring from this marriage?
8. Phenylketonuria (PKU) is an inherited disease caused by a recessive allele. If a woman and her husband, who are both carriers, have three children, what is the probability ofeach of the
following?
a. All three children are of normal phenotype.
b. One or more of the three children have the disease.
c. All three children have the disease.
d. At least one child is phenotypically normal.
(Note: Remember that the probabilities of all possible
outcomes always add up to 1.)
9. The genotype of Fj individuals in a tetrahybrid cross is
AaBbCcDd. Assuming independent assortment of these four
genes, what are the probabilities that F2 offspring will have the
following genotypes?

a. aabbccdd
b. AaBbCcDd
c. AABBCCDD
d. AaBBccDd
e. AaBBCCdd
10. What is the probability that each of the following pairs of par·
ents will produce the indicated offspring? (Assume independent
assortment of all gene pairs.)
a. AABBCC x aabbcc ) AaBbCc
b. AABbCc x AaBbCc • AAbbCC
c. AaBbCc x AaBbCc • AaBbCc
d. aaBbCC x AABbcc • AaBbCc
II. Karen and Steve each have a sibling with sickle-cell disease.
Neither Karen nor Steve nor any of their parents have the disease. and none of them have been tested to see if they have the
sickle-cell trait. Based on this incomplete information, calculate
the probability that if this couple has a child, the child will have
sickle-cell disease.
12. In 1981, a stnly black cat with unusual rounded, curled-back
ears was adopted by a family in California. Hundreds of de·
scendants of the cat have since been born, and cat fanciers

hope to develop the curl
cat into a show breed.
Suppose you owned the
first curl cat and wanted
to develop a true-breeding variety. How would
you determine whether
the curl allele is dominant or recessive? How would you obtain true-breeding curl
cats? How could you be sure they are true-breeding?
13. Imagine that a newly discovered, recessively inherited disease
is expressed only in individuals with type 0 blood, although
the disease and blood group are independently inherited. A
normal man with type A blood and a normal woman with
type B blood have already had one child with the disease. The
woman is now pregnant for a second time. What is the probability that the second child will also have the disease? Assume
that both parents are heterozygous for the gene that causes the
disease.
14. In tigers, a recessive allele causes an absence of fur pigmenta-

tion (a white tiger) and a cross-eyed condition. If two phenotypically normal tigers that are heterozygous at this locus are
mated, what percentage of their offspring will be cross-eyed?
What percentage of cross-eyed tigers will be white?
15. In maize (corn) plants, a dominant allele [inhibits kernel color,
while the recessive allele i permits color when homozygous. At
a different locus, the dominant allele Pcauses purple kernel
color, while the homozygous recessive genotype pp causes red
kernels. If plants heterozygous at both loci are crossed, what
will be the phenotypic ratio of the offspring?
16. The pedigree below traces the inheritance of alkaptonuria,
a biochemical disorder. Affected individuals, indicated here
by the colored circles and squares, are unable to metabolize
a substance called alkapton. which colors the urine and
stains body tissues. Does alkaptonuria appear to be caused
by a dominant allele or by a recessive allele? Fill in the
genotypes of the individuals whose genotypes can be deduced. What genotypes are possible for each of the other
individuals?

17. A man has six fingers on each hand and six toes on each foot.
His wife and their daughter have the normal number of digits.
Extra digits is a dominant trait. What fnlCtion ofthis couple's
children would be expected to have extra digits?
18. Imagine that you are a genetic counselor, and a couple planning
to start a family comes to you for information. Charles was
married once before, and he and his first wife had a child with
cystic fibrosis. The brother of his current wife, Elaine, died of
cystic fibrosis. \Vhat is the probability that Charles and Elaine
will have a baby with cystic fibrosis? (Neither Charles nor
Elaine has cystic fibrosis.)
19. In mice, black color (8) is dominant to white (b). At a different
locus, a dominant allele (A) produces a band of yellow just be-

low the tip of each hair in mice with black fur. This gives a
frosted appearance known as agouti. Expression of the recessive allele (a) results in a solid coat color. If mice that are heterozygous at both loci are crossed, what is the expected
phenotypic ratio of their offspring?
For Gm"liCJ Problem5 nmwer5, !iU Appmdix A.

-MH'·. Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Prilctice Test.
EVOLUTION CONNECTION

20. Over the past half century, there has been a trend in the United
States and other developed cOlUltries for people to marry and
start families later in life than did their parents and grandparents.
What effects might this trend have on the incidence (frequency)
of late·acting dominant lethal alleles in the population?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
21. You are handed a mystery pea plant with tall stems and axial
flowers and asked to determine its genotype as quickly as possible. You know that the allele for tall stems (T) is dominant to
that for dwarf stems (t) and that the allele for axial flowers (A)
is dominant to that for terminal flowers (a).
a. \Vhat are all the possible genotypes for your mystery
plant?
b. Describe the one cross you would do, out in your garden.
to determine the exact genotype of your mystery plant.
c. \Vhile waiting for the results of your cross, you predict the
results for each pOSSible genotype listed in part a. How do
you do this? Why is this not called "performing a cross"?
d. Explain how the results of your cross and your predictions
will help you learn the genotype of your mystery plant.
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY

Daniel

Alan

Tina

Christopher

22. Imagine that one of your parents had Huntington's disease.
What is the probability that you, too, will someday manifest the
disease? There is no cure for Huntington's. Would you want to
be tested for the Huntington's allele? Why or why not?
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KEY

CONCEPTS

15.1 Mendelian inheritance has its physical basis in
the behavior of chromosomes
15.2 Sex.linked genes exhibit unique patterns of
inheritance
15.3 linked genes tend to be inherited together
because they are located near each other on
the same chromosome
15.4 Alterations of chromosome number or
structure cause some genetic disorders
15.5 Some inheritance patterns are exceptions to
the standard chromosome theory

r~:::t:;·Genes

Along Chromosomes

regor Mendel's uhereditary factors~ were purely an
abstract concept when he proposed their existence in
1860. At that time, no cellular structures were known
that could house these imaginary units. Even after chromosomes were first observed, many biologists remained skeptical
about Mendel's laws of segregation and independent assortment until there was sufficient evidence that these principles
of heredity had a physical basis in chromosomal behavior.
Today, we can show that genes-Mendel's ~factors"-are 10'
cated along chromosomes. We can see the location of a particular gene by tagging chromosomes with a fluorescent dye that
highlights that gene. Forexample, theyelJow dots in Figure 15.1
mark the locus of a specific gene on a homologous pair ofhuman chromosomes. (Because the chromosomes in this light
micrograph have already replicated, we see two dots per chromosome, one on each sister chromatid.) In this chapter, which
integrates and extends what you learned in the past two chapters, we describe the chromosomal basis for the transmission

G
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.... Figure 15.1 Where are Mendel's hereditary factors
located in the cell?

ofgenes from parents to offspring, along with some important
exceptions to the standard mode of inheritance.

r:'~~;:~a~~~~eritance has its
physical basis in the behavior
of chromosomes

Using improved techniques of microscopy, cytologists
worked out the process of mitosis in 1875 and meiosis in the
1890s. Cytology and genetics converged when biologists began to see parallels between the behavior of chromosomes
and the behavior ofMendel's proposed hereditary factors during sexual life cycles: Chromosomes and genes are both present in pairs in diploid cells; homologous chromosomes
separate and alleles segregate during the process of meiosis;
and fertilization restores the paired condition for both chromosomes and genes. Around 1902, Walter S. Sutton, Theodor
Boved, and others independently noted these parallels, and
the chromosome theory of inheritance began to take form.
According to this theory, Mendelian genes have specific loci
(positions) along chromosomes, and it is the chromosomes
that undergo segregation and independent assortment.
Figure 15.2 shows that the behavior of homologous chromosomes during meiosis can account for the segregation of
the alleles at each genetic locus to different gametes. The figure also shows that the behavior of nonhomologous chromosomes can account for the independent assortment of the
alleles for h\'o or more genes located on different chromosomes. By carefully studying this figure, which traces the same
dihybrid pea cross you learned about in Figure 14.8, you can
see how the behavior of chromosomes during meiosis in the
F I generation and subsequent random fertilization give rise to
the F2 phenotypic ratio observed by Mendel.

P Generation
Starting with two true-breeding pea
plants. we will follow two genes
through the F, and F1generations,
The two genes specify seed color
(allele Yfor yellow and allele y for
green) and seed shape (allele R for
round and allele r for wrinkled), These
two genes are on different
chromosomes (Peas have seven
chromosome pairs. but only
two pairs are illustrated here.)

Yellow-round
seeds (ITRR)

x

Meiosis

Gametes
All F) plants produce
yellow-round seeds (YyRrl

F1 Generation

LAW OF SEGREGATION
The two alleles for each gene separate
during gamete formation. As an
example, follow the fate of the long
chromosomes (carrying Rand r).
Read the numbered explanations
below.

o atTheanaphase
Rand r alleles segregate
l. yielding two

A~R

~
y

.-1

y

Meiosis

fAk\
I
\....JI

I'

'- YI!

iO Twoo,,,'"

probable
arrangements
of chromosomes
at metaphase I

Y

--

types of daughter cells for
this locus

o anaphase
Alleles at both loci segregate In
I. yielding four types of
daughter cells. depending on the
chromosome arrangement at
metaphase L Compare the
arrangement of the Rand r
alleles relative to the Yand y
alleles in anaphase I.

Anaphase [

,
8

Metaphase II

Each gamete
gets one long
chromosome
with either the
R or r allele.
Gametes

FZ Generation

An f)

o Fertilization
recombines the R
and r alleles at
random.

9

X

3

f, cross-fertilization

o Fertilization
results in
the 9:3:3:1

~.3

phenotypic ratio in
the F2 generation.

... Figure 15.2 The chromosomal basis of Mendel's laws. Here we correlate the results of one of Mendel's
dihybrid crosses (see Figure 14,8) with the behavior of chromosomes during meiosis (see Figure 13,8), The arrangement
of chromosomes at metaphase I of meiosis and their movement during anaphase [ account for the segregation and
independent assortment of the alleles for seed color and shape. Each cell that undergoes meiosis In an F) plant
produces two kinds of gametes, If we count the results for all cells. however, each F) plant produces equal numbers of
all four kinds of gametes because the alternative chromosome arrangements at metaphase [are equally likely,
£II If you crossed an F1 plant with a plant that was homozygous recessive for both genes (yyrr), how would the
. . phenotypic rario of the offspring compare with the 9:3:3:1 ratio seen here)
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Morgan's Experimental Evidence:
Scientific Inquiry
The first solid evidence associating a specific gene with a specific chromosome came early in the 20th century from the
work of Thomas Hunt Morgan, an experimental embryologist

at Columbia University. Although Morgan was initially skeptical about both Mendelism and the chromosome theory, his
early experiments provided convincing evidence that chromosomes are indeed the location of Mendel's heritable factors.

Morgan's Choice of Experimental Organism
Many times in the history ofbiology, important discoveries have
come to those insightful enough or lucky enough to choose an
experimental organism suitable for the research problem being

tackled. Mendel chose the garden pea because a number ofdistinct varieties were available. For his work, Morgan selected a
species of fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, a common insect
that feeds on the fungi growing on fruit. Fruit flies are prolific
breeders; a single mating \\ill produce hundreds of offspring,
and a new generation can be bred every two weeks. Morgan's
laboratory began using this convenient organism for genetic
studies in 1907 and soon became known as "the fly room~
Another advantage of the fruit fly is that it has only four
pairs ofchromosomes, which are easily distinguishable with a
light microscope. There are three pairs of autosomes and one
pair of sex chromosomes. Female fruit flies have a homolo~
gous pair of Xchromosomes, and males have one Xchromosome and one Ychromosome.
While Mendel could readily obtain different pea varieties
from seed suppliers, Morgan was probably the first person to
want different varieties of the fruit fly. He faced the tedious
task of carrying out many matings and then microscopically
inspecting large numbers of offspring in search of naturally
occurring variant individuals. After many months of this, he
lamented, "Two years' work wasted. I have been breeding
those flies for all that time and I've got nothing out of it:'
Morgan persisted, however, and was finally rewarded with the
discovery ofa single male fly with white eyes instead ofthe usual
red. The phenotype for acharacter most commonly observed in
natural populations, such as red eyes in Drosophila, is called the
wild type (Figure 15.3). Traits that are alternatives to the wild
type, such as white eyes in Drosophila, are called mutant phenotypes because they are due to alleles assumed to have originated as changes, or mutations, in the wild-type allele.
Morgan and his students invented a notation for symbolizing alleles in Drosophila that is still widely used for fruit flies.
For a given character in flies, the gene takes its symbol from
the first mutant (non-wild type) discovered. Thus, the allele
for white eyes in Drosophila is symbolized by w. A superscript
+ identifies the allele for the wild-type trait-w+ for the allele
for red eyes, for example. Over the years, a variety of gene notation systems have been developed for different organisms.
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... Figure 15.3 Morgan's first mutant. Wild·type Drosophila
files have red eyes (left) Among his flies. Morgan discovered a mutant
male with white eyes (right), This variation made it possible for Morgan
to trace a gene for eye color to a specific chromosome (LMs).

For example, human genes are usually written in all capitals,
such as HD for the allele for Huntington's disease.

Correlating Behavior of a Gene's Alleles
with Behavior of a Chromosome Pair
Morgan mated his white-eyed male fly with a red-eyed female. All the F I offspring had red eyes, suggesting that the
wild-type allele is dominant. When Morgan bred the F] flies
to each other, he observed the classical 3:1 phenotypic ratio
among the F2 offspring. However, there was a surprising additional result: The white-eye trait showed up only in males.
All the F2 females had red eyes, while half the males had red
eyes and half had white eyes. Therefore, Morgan concluded
that somehow a fly's eye color was linked to its sex. (Ifthe eye~
color gene were unrelated to sex, one would have expected
half of the white-eyed flies to be male and half female.)
Recall that a female fly has m'o Xchromosomes (XX), while
a male fly has an X and a Y(XY). The correlation between the
trait of white eye color and the male sex of the affected F2 flies
suggested to Morgan that the gene involved in his white-eyed
mutant was located exclusively on the Xchromosome, with no
corresponding allele present on the Y chromosome. His reasoning can be followed in figure 15.4. For a male, a single
copy ofthe mutant allele would confer white eyes; since a male
has only one X chromosome, there can be no wild-type allele
(w+) present to offset the recessive allele. On the other hand,
a female could have white eyes only if both her X chromosomes carried the recessive mutant allele (w). This was im~
possible for the F2 females in Morgan's experiment be<ause all
the F] fathers had red eyes.
Morgan's finding of the correlation beh\'een a particular
trait and an individual's sex provided support for the chromosome theory of inheritance: namely, that a specific gene is carried on a specific chromosome {in this case, an eye-color gene

•

F1~15A

In ui

In a cross between a wild-type female fruit fly
and a mutant white-eyed male. what color
eyes will the F, and F2 offspring have?
EXPERIMENT

Thomas Hunt Morgan wanted to analyze the be-

havior of two alleles of a fruit fly eye-color gene. In crosses similar to
those done by Mendel with pea plants, Morgan and his colleagues
mated a wild-type (~-f'yed) female with a mutant white-eyed male.
p

Generation
F,
Generation

on the Xchromosome). In addition, Morgan's work indicated
that genes located on a sex chromosome exhibit unique inheritance patterns, which we will discuss in the next section.
Recognizing the importance of Morgan's early work, many
bright students were attracted to his fly room.

~tD

x

j

al>d'
All offspring
had red eyes

Morgan then bred an F1 red-eyed female to an F, red-eyed male
to produce the F2 generation,

CONCEPT

CHECK

15.1

1, Which one of Mendel's laws relates to the inheritance
of alleles for a single character? Which law relates to
the inheritance of alleles for two characters in a dihybrid cross?
2. What is the physical basis of Mendel's laws?
3. _','110114 Propose a possible reason that the first
naturally occurring mutant fruit fly Morgan saw involved a gene on a sex chromosome.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

RESULTS

The F2 generation showed a typical Mendelian
ratio of 3 red-eyed flies' 1 white-eyed fly, However, no females
displayed the white-eye trait; all white-eyed flies were males.

F,
Generation

CONCLUSION All F, offspring had red eyes, so the mutant
white-eye trait (w) must be recessive to the wild-type red-eye trait
(w·). Since the recessive trait-white eyes-was expressed only in
males in the F2 generation, Morgan deduced that this eye-color
gene is located on the Xchromosome and that there is no corresponding locus on the Ychromosome,
p

Generation

r;::~;~~:~~~es exhibit unique
patterns of inheritance

As you just learned, Morgan's discovery of a trait (white eyes)
that correlated with the sex of flies was a key episode in the
development of the chromosome theory of inheritance. Because the identity of the sex chromosomes in an individual
could be inferred by observing the sex of the fly, the behavior
of the two members of the pair of sex chromosomes could be
correlated with the behavior of the two alleles ofthe eye-color
gene. In this section, we consider the role of sex chromosomes in inheritance in more detail. We begin by reviewing
the chromosomal basis of sex determination in humans and
some other animals.

F,

Generation

F,

Generation

SOURCE

T. H. Morgan, $E,·lim,ted mf,entan<e m Drosopllila,
5<ieoce 32:120-122 (1910).

_'m 01l 4 Suppose this eye-color gene were located on an autosome, Predict the phenotypes (including gender) of the F2 flies
in this hypothetical cross, (Hint.- Draw a Punnett square,)

The Chromosomal Basis of Sex
\'V'hether we are male or female is one ofour more obvious phenotypic characters. Although the anatomical and physiological
differences betv.'een women and men are numerous, the chromosomal basis for determining sex is rather simple. In humans
and other mammals, there are
rn'o varieties of sex chromosomes, designated X and Y.
The Y chromosome is much
smaller than the X chromosome (Figure 15.5), A person
who inherits two X chromosomes, one from each parent,
usually develops as a female. A
male develops from a zygote
containing one X chromo- ... Figure 15.5 Human sex
some and one Ychromosome chromosomes.
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(Figure 15.6a). Short segments at either end of the Ychromosome are the only regions that are homologous with corresponding regions ofthe X. These homologous regions allow the
Xand Ychromosomes in males to pair and behave like homologous chromosomes during meiosis in the testes.

~~

Parents

~~ +

lVor{j)
Sperm

j

/2) "

44.
XX

®
Egg

®~

Zygotes (offspring)
(a) The x·y system. In mammals, the 5eK of an offspring depends
on whether the sperm cell contains an Xchromosome or a Y.

In both testes and ovaries, the two sex chromosomes segregate during meiosis, and each gamete receives one. Each egg
contains one X chromosome. In contrast, sperm fall into two
categories: Half the sperm cells a male produces contain an X
chromosome, and half contain a Y chromosome. We can trace
the sex ofeach offspring tothe moment ofconception: Ifa sperm
ceU bearing an X chromosome happens to fertilize an egg, the zygote is XX, a female; ifa sperm cell containing a Ychromosome
fertillzes an egg, the zygote is XY, a male (see Figure 15.6a). Thus,
sex determination is a matter ofchance-a fifty-fifty chance. Besides the mammalian X-V system, three other chromosomal systems for determining sex are shown in Figure 15.6b-d.
In humans, the anatomical signs of sex begin to emerge
when the embryo is about 2 months old. Before then, the rudiments of the gonads are generic-they can develop into either
testes or ovaries, depending on whether or not a Y chromosome is present. In 1990, a British research team identified a
gene on the Y chromosome required for the development of
testes. They named the gene SRY, for ~ex-determiningregion
of In the absence of SRY, the gonads develop into ovaries.
The biochemical, physiological, and anatomical features that
distinguish males and females are complex, and many genes
are involved in their development. In fact, SRY codes for a protein that regulates other genes.
Researchers have sequenced the human Y chromosome
and have identified 78 genes, which code for about 25 proteins
(some genes are duplicates). About half of these genes are expressed only in the testis, and some are required for normal
testicular functioning. In their absence, an XY individual is
male but does not produce normal sperm.

r.

(b) The x-o system. In grasshoppers. cockroaches, and some
other inseds. there is only one type of sex chromosome. the X.
Females are XX; males have only one seK chromosome (XO)
SeK of the offspring is determined by whether the sperm cell
contains an Xchromosome or no seK chromosome,

M
\!V
~

(c) The Z-W system. In birds, some fishes, and some insects, the
seK chromosomes present in the egg (not the sperm) determine
the seK of offspring. The seK chromosomes are designated Z
and W, Females are lIN and males are Zl,

32

(Diploid)

(d) The haplo-diploid system. There are no seK chromosomes in
most species of bees and ants. Females develop from fertilized
eggs and are thus diploid, Males develop from unfertilized eggs
and are haploid: they have no fathers
... Figure 15.6 Some chromosomal systems of sex
determination. Numerals Indicate the number of autosomes In the
species pictured, In Drosophila. maleS are XV. but seK depends on the
ratio between the number of Xchromosomes and the number of
autosome sets, not simply on the presence of a Ychromosome.
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Inheritance of Sex-linked Genes
In addition to their role as carriers of genes that determine
sex, the sex chromosomes, especially X chromosomes, have
genes for many characters unrelated to sex. A gene located on
either sex chromosome is called a sex-linked gene, although
in humans the term has historically referred specifically to a
gene on the X chromosome. Sex-linked genes in humans follow the same pattern of inheritance that Morgan observed for
the eye-color locus he studied in Drosophila (see Figure 15.4).
Fathers pass sex-linked alleles to all of their daughters but to
none oftheir sons. In contrast, mothers can pass sex-linked alleles to both sons and daughters, as shown in Figure 15,7.
If a sex-linked trait is due to a recessive allele, a female will
express the phenotype only if she is a homozygote. Because
males have only one locus, the terms homozygous and heterozygous lack meaning for describing their sex-linked genes;
the term hemizygous is used in such cases. Any male receiving
the recessive allele from his mother will express the trait. For
this reason, far more males than females have sex-linked recessive disorders. However, even though the chance of a female inheriting a double dose ofthe mutant allele is much less
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(a) Acolor-blind father will transmit the
mutant allele to all daughters but to no
sons. When the mother is a dominant
homozygote. the daughters will have the
normal phenotype but will be carriers of
the mutation,

(b) If a carrier mates with a male who has
normal color vision. there is a 50% chance
that each daughter will be a camer like
her mother and a 50% chance that each
son will have the disorder,

(c) If a carrier mates with a color-blind male,
there is a 50% chance that each child
born to them will have the disorder,
regardless of sex. Daughters who have
normal color vision will be carriers,
whereas males who have normal color
vision will be free of the recessive allele,

... Figure 15.7 The transmission of sexlinked recessive traits. In this diagram, color
blindness is used as an example, The superscript
N represents the dominant allele for normal
color viSion earned on the Xchromosome. and

the superscript n represents the recessive allele,
which has a mutation causing color blindness,
White boxes indicate unaffected individuals, light
orange boxes indicate carriers, and dark orange
boxes indicate color-blind individuals

If a color-blind woman married a man who
D had
normal color vision, what would be

than the probability of a male inheriting a single dose, there
are females with sex-linked disorders. For instance, color
blindness is a mild disorder inherited as a sex-linked trait. A
color-blind daughter may be born to a color-blind father
whose mate is a carrier (see Figure 15.7c). Because the sexlinked allele for color blindness is relatively rare, though, the
probability that such a man and woman will mate is low.
A number of human sex-linked disorders are much
more serious than color blindness. An example is Duchcnnc
muscular dystrophy, which affects about one out of every
3,500 males born in the United States. The disease is characterized by a progressive weakening of the muscles and loss of
coordination. Affected individuals rarely live past their early
20s. Researchers have traced the disorder to the absence of a
key muscle protein called dystrophin and have mapped the
gene for this protein to a specific locus on the Xchromosome.
Hemophilia is a sex-linked recessive disorder defined by
the absence of one or more of the proteins required for blood
clotting. When a person with hemophilia is injured, bleeding
is prolonged because a firm clot is slow to form. Small cuts in
the skin are usually not a problem, but bleeding in the muscles
or joints can be painful and can lead to serious damage. Today,
people with hemophilia are treated as needed with intravenous injections of the missing protein.

XInactivation in Female Mammals
Since female mammals, including humans, inherit two Xchromosomes, you may wonder whether females make twice as
much of the proteins encoded by genes on the Xchromosome,
compared to the amounts in males. In fact, one Xchromosome

the probable phenorypes of their children?

in each cell in females becomes almost completely inactivated
during embryonic development. As a result, thecells offemales
and males have the same effective dose (one copy) of these
genes. The inactive Xin each cell of a female condenses into a
compact object called a Barr body, which lies along the inside
of the nuclear envelope. Most of the genes of the X chromosome that forms the Barr body are not expressed. In the
ovaries, Barr-body chromosomes are reactivated in the cells
that give rise to eggs, so every female gamete has an active X.
British geneticist Mary Lyon demonstrated that selection of
which X chromosome will form the Barr body occurs randomlyand independently in each embryonic cell present at the
time of X inactivation. As a consequence, females consist of a
mosaic of two types of cells: those with the active X derived
from the father and those with the active X derived from the
mother. After an X chromosome is inactivated in a particular
cell, all mitotic descendants of that cell have the same inactive
X. Thus, ifa female is heterozygous for a sex-linked trait, about
half her cells will express one allele, while the others will express the alternate allele. Figure 15.8, on the next page, shows
how this mosaicism results in the mottled coloration of a tortoiseshell cat. In humans, mosaicism can be observed in a recessive X·linked mutation that prevents the development of
sweat glands. A woman who is heterozygous for this trait has
patches ofnormal skin and patchesofskin lacking sweat glands.
Inactivation of an X chromosome involves modification of
the DNA, including attachment of methyl groups (-CH:J to
one ofthe nitrogenous bases of DNA nucleotides. (The regulatory role of DNA methylation is discussed further in Chapter
18.) Researchers also have discovered an X chromosome gene
called XIST (for X-inactive £pecific transcript) that is active
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r7~~~'e':;e~:~~end to be inherited

X chromosomes
Allele for

(~~~[_orange fur
~
Allele for

Early embryo:

together because they are
located near each other on
the same chromosome

black fur

Cell division and
X chromosome
inactivation

Two cell
populations

in adult cat:
Active X

_---\.,;;;;;;~ Inadive X_t~::"r-Active

X

Orange fur

.... Figure 15.8 X inactivation and the tortoiseshell cat. The
tortoiseshell gene is on the X chromosome, and the tortoiseshell
phenotype requires the presence of two different alleles, one for
orange fur and one for black fur. Normally, only females can have both
alleles, because only they have two X chromosomes. If a female is
heterozygous for the tortoiseshell gene, she is tortoiseshell. Orange
patches are formed by populallons of cells in which the X chromosome
with the orange allele is active; black patches have cells in which the X
chromosome with the black allele is adive. ("Calico" cats also have
white areas, which are determined by yet another gene.)

only on the Barr-body chromosome. Multiple copies of the
RNA product of this gene apparently attach to the X chromo-some on which they are made, eventually almost covering it.
Interaction ofthis RNA with the chromosome seems to initiate X inactivation, and regulation of this process by other
genes is currently an active area of research.
CONCEPT

CHECK

15.2

1. A white-eyed female Drosophila is mated with a redeyed (wild-type) male, the reciprocal cross of the one
shown in Figure 15.4. What phenotypes and genotypes do you predict for the offspring?
2. Neither Tim nor Rhoda has Duchenne muscular dystrophy, but their firstborn son does have it. What is
the probability that a second child of this couple will
have the disease? \'(fhat is the probability if the second
child is a boy? A girl?
3. _IWUI 4 During early embryonic development of
female carriers for color blindness, the normal allele is
inactivated by chance in about half the cells. Why,
then, aren't 50% of female carriers color-blind?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A
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The number of genes in a cell is far greater than the number
of chromosomes; in fact, each chromosome has hundreds or
thousands ofgenes. (Only 78 genes have been identified so far
on the Ychromosome, but more may be found as methods for
analyzing genetic sequences become more refined.) Genes located on the same chromosome that tend to be inherited together in genetic crosses are said to be linked genes. (Note
the distinction between the terms sex-linkedgene, referring to
a single gene on a sex chromosome, and linked genes, referring
to two or more genes on the same chromosome that tend to
be inherited together.) \'(fhen geneticists follow linked genes
in breeding experiments, the results deviate from those expected from Mendel's law of independent assortment.

How Linkage Affects Inheritance
To see how linkage between genes affects the inheritance of
two different characters, let's examine another of Morgan's
Drosophila experiments. In this case, the characters are body
color and wing size, each with two different phenotypes.
Wild-type flies have gray bodies and normal-sized wings. In
addition to these flies, Morgan had doubly mutant flies with
black bodies and wings much smaller than normal, called vestigial wings. The mutant alleles are recessive to the wild-type
alleles, and neither gene is on a sex chromosome. In his investigation of these two genes, Morgan carried out the crosses
shown in Figure 15.9.
In these crosses, Morgan observed a much higher proportion of parental phenotypes than would be expected if
the two genes assorted independently. Based on these results, he concluded that body color and wing size are usually
inherited together in specific combinations (the parental
combinations) because the genes for these characters are on
the same chromosome:

ci'
Parents
in testcross

Most
offspring

x

•

F1~15.9

In ui

How does linkage between two genes affect inheritance of characters?
EXPERIMENT

Morgan wanted to know whether the genes for body color and wing size were on the same chromosome. and if so, how this

afleded their inheritance. The alleles for body color are b+ (gray) and b (black), and those lor wing size are vg+ (normal) and vg (~estiglal)

Morgan first mated true-breeding wild-type
flies with black, vestigial-winged flies to
produce heterozygous F1 dihybrids (b+ b
vg" vg), all of which are wild-type in

appearance.

He then mated wild-type F1 dihybrid
females with black, vestigial-winged males.

P Generation
(homozygous)
Wild type
(gray body,
normal wings)

2,/1

F1 dihybrid
(wild type)
(gray body,
normal wings)

recessive alleles, so the phenotype of the

Testcross
offspring

offspring reflects the genotype of the
female's eggs.

,

Note: Although only females (with
pointed abdomen) are shown, half the
offspring in each class would be male
(with rounded abdomen),

Eggs

8 88

Wild type
(gray-normal)

bbvgvg

,.

.1

TESTCROSS

~

The male's sperm contributes only

Double mutant
(black body,
vestigial wings)

Blackvestigial

Grayvestigial

bbvgvg

b+ bvgvg

Double mutant
(black body,
vestigial wings)
bbvgvg

d

Blacknormal

bbvg~

vg

PREDICTED RATIOS
If genes are located on different chromosomes'
If ger1es are located on the same chromosome and
parental alleles are always inherited together:
RESULTS

944

965

o

o

206

185

Since most offspring had a parental phenotype, Morgan concluded that the genes for body color and wing size are located on
the same chromosome, However, the production of a relatively small number of offspring with nonparental phenotypes indicated that some
mechanism occasionally breaks the linkage between speCific alleles of genes on the same chromosome.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE

T. H. Morgan, TfJe explanaMl1 of a new >ex raM In Drowpllila, xience 36.718-720 (1912).

-'W'

UI 4 If the parental flies had been true-breeding for gray body with vestigial wings and black body with normal wings, which phenotypic
c1ass(es} would be largest among the testcross offspring)

However, as Figure 15.9 shows, both ofthe nonparental phenotypes were also produced in Morgan's experiments, suggesting that the body-color and wing-size genes are only partially
linked genetically. To understand this conclusion, we need to
further explore genetic recombination, the production ofoffspring with combinations of traits that differ from those found
in either parent.

Genetic Recombination and Linkage
In Chapter 13, you learned that meiosis and random fertilization generate genetic variation among offspring ofsexually reproducing organisms. Herewewill examine the chromosomal
basis of recombination in relation to the genetic findings of
Mendel and Morgan.
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Recombination of Unlinked Genes:
Independent Assortment of Chromosomes
Mendel learned from crosses in which he followed two characters that some offspring have combinations of traits that do
not match those of either parent. For example, we can represent the cross between a pea plant with yellow-round seeds
that is heterozygous for both seed color and seed shape (YyRr)
and a plant with green-wrinkled seeds (homozygous for both
recessive alleles, yyrr) by the following Punnett square
Gametes from yellow-round
heterozygous parent (YyRr)
,....,:-_~A~--=-_--=-,\

@00G

Gametes from green- {
wrinkled homozygous
recessive parent (yyrr)

Q

\!:)
YyRr

yyrr

Yyrr

yyRr

'-v--------J'-v--------J
Parentaltype
offspring

Recombinant
offspring

Notice in this Punnett square that one-half ofthe offspring are
expected to inherit a phenotype that matches one of the
parental phenotypes. These offspring are called parental
types. But two nonparental phenotypes are also found among
the offspring. Because these offspring have new combinations
of seed shape and color, they are called recombinant types,
or recombinants for short. When 50% of all offspring are recombinants, as in this example, geneticists say that there is a
50% frequency of recombination. The predicted phenotypic
ratios among the offspring are similar to what Mendel actually
found in YyRr x yyrr crosses (a type of testcross).
A 5096 frequency of recombination in such testcrosses is
observed for any two genes that are located on different chromosomes and are thus unlinked. The physical basis of recombi·
nation between unlinked genes is the random orientation of
homologous chromosomes at metaphase Iofmeiosis, which leads
to the independent assortment of the t\vo unlinked genes (see
Rgure 13.11 and the question in the Figure 15.2 legend).

Recombination of Linked Genes: Crossing Over
Now let's return to Morgan's fly room to see how we can ex·
plain the results of the Drosophila testcross illustrated in
Figure 15.9. Recall that most of the offspring from the testcross for body color and wing size had parental phenotypes.
That suggested that the two genes were on the same chromosome, since the occurrence of parental types with a frequency
greater than 50% indicates that the genes are linked. About
17% of offspring, however, were recombinants.
Faced with these results, Morgan proposed that some
process must occasionally break the physical connection between specific alleles ofgenes on the same chromosome. Sub-
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sequent experiments demonstrated that this process, now
called crossing over, accounts for the recombination oflinked
genes. In crossing over, which occurs while replicated homologous chromosomes are paired during prophase of meiosis I,
a set of proteins orchestrates an exchange of corresponding
segments of one maternal and one paternal chromatid (see
Figure 13.12). In effe<t, end portions of two nonsister chromatids trade places each time a crossover occurs.
The recombinant chromosomes resulting from crossing
over may bring alleles together in new combinations, and the
subsequent events of meiosis distribute the recombinant
chromosomes to gametes. figure 15.10 shows how crossing
over in a dihybrid female fly resulted in recombinant eggs and
ultimately re<ombinant offspring in Morgan's testcross. Most
of the eggs had a chromosome with either the b+ vg+ or b vg
parental genotype for body color and wing size, but some
eggs had a recombinant chromosome (b + vgor b vg+). Fertilization of these various classes of eggs by homozygous recessive sperm (b vg) produced an offspring population in which
17% exhibited a nonparental, recombinant phenotype. As we
discuss next, the percentage of recombinant offspring, the
recombination frequency, is related to the distance between
linked genes.

Mapping the Distance Between Genes Using
Recombination Data: Scientific Inquiry
The discovery of linked genes and recombination due to cross·
ing over led one of Morgan's students, Alfred H. Sturtevant,
to a method for constructing a genetic map, an ordered list of
the genetic loci along a particular chromosome.
Sturtevant hypothesized that recombination frequencies
calculated from experiments like the one in Figures 15.9 and
15.10 depend on the distances between genes on a chromosome. He assumed that crossing over is a random event, with
the chance of crossing over approximately equal at all points
along a chromosome. Based on these assumptions, Sturtevant
predicted that the farther apart two genes are, the higher the

probability that a crossover will occur between them and therefore the higher the recombinationfrequency. His reasoning was
simple: The greater the distance between two genes, the more
points there are between them where crossing over can occur.
Using recombination data from various fruit fly crosses,
Sturtevant proceeded to assign relative positions to genes on
the same chromosomes-that is, to map genes.
A genetic map based on recombination frequencies is
called a linkage map. figure 15.11, on page 296, shows
Sturtevant's linkage map ofthree genes: the body-color (b) and
wing-size (vg) genes depicted in Figure 15.10 and a third gene,
called cinnabar (cn). Cinnabar is one of many Drosophila
genes affecting eye color. Cinnabar eyes, a mutant phenotype,
are a brighter red than the wild-type color. The recombination
frequency between cn and b is 9%; that between cn and vg,

Gray body, normal wings
{F 1 dihybridl

Testcross
parents

Black body, vestigial wings
(double mutant)

b' vgO

I.

bvg

".

b",

1"g

Replication
of chromosomes

Replication
of chromosomes

d'

1

b+vg+

b"g

h~vg+

Meiosis I: Crossing
over between band vg
loci produces new allele
combinations.
Meiosis 1and II:
No new allele
combinations are
produced.

b+ vg
b vg+

~

Meiosis II: Separation
of chromatids produces
recombinant gametes
with the new allele
combinations

E99S

Testcross
offspring

Q

O
965
Wild type
(gray-normal)

8

b "g

I

206
Grayvestigial

b "g

b+ vg

1:=1)

'II

"g
1\

Recombination
frequency

Recombinant
chromosomes

h'vg

944
Blackvestigial

Parental-type offspring

.. Figure 15.10 Chromosomal basis for
recombination of linked genes. In these
diagrams re-creating the testcross in Figure 15.9,
we track chromosomes as well as genes The
maternal chromosomes are color-coded red and
pink to distinguish one homolog from the other
before any meiotic crossing over has taken place.
Because crossing over between the band vg loci
occurs in some, but not all, egg-producing cells,
more eggs with parental-type chromosomes
than with recombinant ones are produced in the
mating females, Fertilization of the eggs by
sperm of genotype b vg gives rise to some
recombinant offspring, The recombination
frequency is the percentage of recombinant flies
In the total pool of offspring.
••I;t-W'" Suppose, as in rhe question at
the bottom of Figure 15.9, that the parental
flies were rrue-breeding for gray body with
vestigial wings and black body with normal
wings, Draw rhe chromosomes in each of the
four possible kinds of eggs from an Ft female.
and label each chromosome as "parental" or
Nrecomblnant, •

b "'

h vgO

185
Blacknormal
b "'

h "g

Sperm

Recombinant offspring

391 recombinan!s x 100" 17%
2.300 total offspring

9.5%; and that bet:\veen band vg, 17%. In other words,
crossovers between ell and b and between ell and vg are about
half as frequent as crossovers between band vg. Only a map
that locates en about midway between band vg is consistent
with these data, as you can prove to yourself by drawing alternative maps. Sturtevant expressed the distances between
genes in map units, defining one map unit as equivalent to a
1% recombination frequency. Today, map units are often
called centimorgans in honor of Morgan.
In practice, the interpretation ofrecombination data is more
complicated than this example suggests. For example, some
genes on a chromosome are so far from each other that a
crossover bet:\veen them is virtually certain. TIle observed fre-

quency of recombination in crosses involving two such genes
can have a maximum value of 50%, a result indistinguishable
from that for genes on different chromosomes. In this case, the
physical connection between genes on the same chromosome
is not reflected in the results of genetic crosses. Despite being
on the same chromosome and thus beingphysica/ly linked, the
genes are genetically unlinked; alleles of such genes assort independently, as ifthey were on different chromosomes. In fact,
several ofthe genes for pea characters that Mendel studied are
now known to be on the same chromosome, but the distance
betv.'een them is so great that linkage is not observed in genetic
crosses. Consequently, they behaved as if they were on different chromosomes in Mendel's experiments. Genes located far
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15.11 •

• F

II

Constructing a Linkage Map
APPLICATION

A linkage map ~hows the relative location~ of

genes along a chromosome.
TECHNIQUE

A linkage map is based on the assumption

that the probability of a crossover between two genetic loci is
proportional to the distance separating the loci. The recombination frequencies used to construct a linkage map for a particular
chromosome are obtained from experimental crosses. such as the
cross depicted in Figures 15.9 and 15,10. The distances between
genes afe expressed as map units (centimorgans), with one map
unit equivalent to a 1% recombination frequency. Genes are
arranged on the chromosome in the order that best fits the data.
RESULTS

Mutant phenotypes
Short
aristae

Black Cinnabar Vestigial
wings
body eyes

:e
0

~

~

485

575

67,0

Gray
body

Red
eyes

Normal
wings

Brown
eyes

~
104,5

In this example, the observed recombination

frequencies b~tw~~n thr~~ Drosophila g~n~ pairs (b-cn 9%.
en-vg 9.5%, and b-vg 17%) b~st fit a lin~ar ord~r in which en is
position~d about halfway b~tw~~n th~ oth~r two g~n~s:
R~combination

fr~qu~nci~s

.... 9%-.. . 9.5%.
Chromosom~

•

17%

•

b
ell
yg
Th~ b-vg recombination frequ~ncy (17%) is slightly less than th~
sum of th~ b-cn and cn-vg frequ~ncies (9 + 9.5 = 18.5%) because
of th~ few tim~s that a crosso~~r occurs b~tw~~n b and en and an
additional crosso~er occurs b~tween cn and vg. The second
crossover would "cancel out"' the first, reducing the observed b-vg
recombination frequency while contributing to the frequency
between each of the closer pairs of genes. The value of 18.5% (18.5
map units) is closer to the actual distance between the genes. so a
geneticist would add the smaller distances in constructing a map,

apart on a chromosome are mapped by adding the recombination frequencies from crosses involving a set of closer pairs of
genes lying between the t\'.'O distant genes.
Using recombination data, Sturtevant and his colleagues
were able to map numerous Drosophila genes in linear arrays_
They found that the genes clustered into four groups oflinked
genes_ Because light microscopy had revealed four pairs of
chromosomes in Drosophila cells, the linkage map thus pro~
vided additional evidence that genes are located on chromosomes. Each chromosome has a linear array of spedfic genes,
each with its own locus (Figure 15.12).
Because a linkage map is based only on recombination frequencies, it gives only an approximate picture ofa chromosome.
TIle frequency of crossing over is not actually uniform over the
length of a chromosome, as Sturtevant assumed, and therefore
map units do not correspond to actual physical distances (in
nanometers, for instance). A linkage map does portray the order
of genes along a chromosome, but it does not accurately portray
the precise locations of those genes. Other methods enable geneticists to construct cytogenetic maps ofchromosomes, which
2%
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Long aristae
(appendages
on head)

'M

eyes

Wild-type phenotypes
• Figure 15.12 A partial genetic (linkage) map of a
Drosophila chromosome. This Simplified map shows just a few of
the genes that have been mapped on Drosophila chromosome II. The
number at each gene locus indicates the number of map units
between that locus and the locus for arista length (left), Notice that
more than one gene can affect a gi~en phenotypic characteristic. such
as eye color. Also. note that in contrast to the homologous autosomes
(II-IV). the X and Ysex chromosomes (I) have distinct shapes.

locate genes with respect to chromosomal features, such as
stained bands, that can be seen in the microscope. The ultimate
maps, which we will discuss in Chapter 21, show the physical distances between gene loci in DNA nudeotides. Comparing a linkage map with such a physical map or with a cytogenetic map of
the same chromosome, we find that the linear order of genes is
identical in all the maps, but the spacing bem-een genes is not.
CONCEPT

CHECk

15.3

I. When tv.'o genes are located on the same chromosome, what is the physical basis for the production of
recombinant offspring in a testcross between a dihybrid parent and a double-mutant (recessive) parent?
2. For each type ofoffspring ofthe testcross in Figure 15.9,
explain the relationship bet\.."een its phenotype and
the alleles contributed by the female parent.
3.
Genes A, B, and C are located on the
same chromosome. Testcrosses show that the recombination frequency between A and B is 28% and between A and Cis 12%. Can you determine the linear
order of these genes? Explain.

_,miniM

For sugg~sted answers. see Appendix A,

r:~~:::;:~5~~chromosome

another gamete receives no copy. The other chromosomes
are usually distributed normally.
If either of the aberrant gametes unites with a normal one
at fertilization, the zygote will also have an abnormal number
of a chromosome, a condition known as aneuploidy. (Aneuploidy may involve more than one chromosome.) Fertilization
involving
a gamete that has no copy of a particular chromoAs you have learned so far in this chapter, the phenotype of an
some
will
lead to a missing chromosome in the zygote (so that
organism can be affected by small-scale changes involving inthe
cell
has
2/1 - 1 chromosomes); the aneuploid zygote is said
dividual genes. Random mutations are the source of all new
to be monosomic for that chromosome. If a chromosome is
alleles, which can lead to new phenotypic traits.
present in triplicate in the zygote (so that the cell has 2/1 + 1
Large~scale chromosomal changes can also affect an orchromosomes), the aneuploid cell is trisomic for that chroganism's phenotype. Physical and chemical disturbances, as
mosome. Mitosis will subsequently transmit the anomaly to
well as errors during meiosis, can damage chromosomes in
all embryonic cells. If the organism survives, it usually has a
major ways or alter their number in a cell. Large-scale chroset
of traits caused by the abnormal dose of the genes associmosomal alterations often lead to spontaneous abortion (misated with the extra or missing chromosome. Down syndrome
carriage) of a fetus, and individuals born with these types of
is an example of trisomy in humans that will be discussed
genetic defects commonly exhibit various developmental dislater. Nondisjunction can also occur during mitosis. If such
orders. In plants, such genetic defects may be tolerated to a
an
error takes place early in embryonic development, then
greater extent than in animals.
the aneuploid condition is passed along by mitosis to a large
number ofcells and is likely to have a substantial effect on the
Abnormal Chromosome Number
organism.
Some organisms have more than two complete chromoIdeally, the meiotic spindle distributes chromosomes to
some sets in all somatic cells. The general term for this chrodaughter cells without error. But there is an occasional
mishap, called a nondisjunction, in which the members of
mosomal alteration is polyploidy; the specific terms triploidy
a pair of homologous chromosomes do not move apart
(3/1) and tetraploidy (4/1) indicate three or four chromosomal
properly during meiosis I or sister chromatids fail to sepasets, respectively. One way a triploid cell may arise is by the
rate during meiosis II (Figure 15.13). In these cases, one
fertilization of an abnormal diploid egg produced by nondisgamete receives two of the same type of chromosome and
junction ofall its chromosomes. Tetraploidy could resull from
the failure of a 2n zygote to divide after
replicating its chromosomes. Subsequent
Meiosis I
normal mitotic divisions would then produce a 4/1 embryo.
Polyploidy is fairly common in the plant
kingdom. As we will see in Chapter 24, the
spontaneous origin of polyploid individuals plays an important role in the evolution
of plants. Many of the plant species we eat
are polyploid; for example, bananas are
triploid and wheat is hexaploid (6n).ln the
animal kingdom, polyploid species are
much less common, although they are
known to occur among fishes and amphibians. Researchers in Chile were the first to
identify a polyploid mammal, a rodent
whose cells are tetraploid (Figure 15.14,
0-1
0-1
0-1
on the next page); a closely related species
also appears to be tetraploid. In general,
Number of chromosomes
polyploids are more nearly normal in ap(a) Nondisjunction of homologous
(b) Nondisjunction of sister
pearance than aneuploids. One extra (or
chromatids in meiosis II
chromosomes in meiosis I
missing) chromosome apparently disrupts
genetic balance more than does an entire
... Figure 15.13 Meiotic nondisjunction. Gametes with an abnormal chromosome number
can arise by nondiSjunction in either meiosis [ or meiosis II.
extra set of chromosomes.

number or structure cause
some genetic disorders
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tively, a detached fragment could attach to a nonsister chromatid ofa homologous chromosome. In that case, though, the
"duplicated" segments might not be identical because the homologs could carry different alleles of certain genes. A chromosomal fragment may also reattach to the original
chromosome but in the reverse orientation, producing an
inversion. A fourth possible result of chromosomal breakage
is for the fragment to join a nonhomologous chromosome, a
rearrangement called a translocation.
Deletions and duplications are especially likely to occur
during meiosis. In crossing over, nonsister chromatids sometimes exchange unequal-sized segments of DNA, so that one
partner gives up more genes than it receives. The products of
such a nonreciprocal crossover are one chromosome with a
deletion and one chromosome with a duplication.
A diploid embryo that is homozygous for a large deletion
(or has a single X chromosome with a large deletion, in a male)
is usually missing a number ofessential genes, a condition that
is ordinarily lethal. Duplications and translocations also tend
to be harmful. In reciprocal translocations, in which segments
are exchanged between nonhomologous chromosomes, and
in inversions, the balance of genes is not abnormal-all genes
are present in their normal doses. Nevertheless, translocations
and inversions can alter phenotype because a gene's expression can be influenced by its location among neighboring
genes; such events sometimes have devastating effects.

... Figure 15.14 A tetraploid mammal. The somatic cells of this
burrowing rodent. Tympanoaomys barrerae, have about twice as
many chromosomes as those of closely related spedes, Interestingly. its
sperm's head is unusually large, presumably a necessity for holding all
that genetic material. Scientists think that this tetraploid species may
have arisen when an ancestor doubled its chromosome number,
presumably by errors in mitosis or meiosis within the animal's
reprodudlve organs.

Alterations of Chromosome Structure
Errors in meiosis or damaging agents such as radiation can
cause breakage ofa chromosome, which can lead to four types
of changes in chromosome structure (Figure 15.15). A
deletion occurs when a chromosomal fragment is lost. The
affected chromosome is then missing certain genes. (If the
centromere is deleted, the entire chromosome will be lost.)
The "deleted" fragment may become attached as an extra segment to a sister chromatid, producing a duplication. Alterna·

ABC

(a) A deletion removes a chromosomal segment.

D E

F G H

~
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(d) A translocation moves a segment from
one chromosome to a nonhomologous
chromosome. In a reciprocal translocation,
the most common type, nonhomologous
chromosomes exchange fragments. In a
nonreciprocal translocation. whICh is less
common, a chromosome transfers a
fragment without receiving a fragment in
return,
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... Figure 15.15 Alterations of chromosome structure. Vertical arrows indicate breakage points, Dark purple
highlights the chromosomal parts affected by the rearrangements,
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(c) An inversion reverses a segment within
a chromosome,
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caused by aneuploidy can be diagnosed before birth by fetal
testing (see Figure 14.18).

have a life span shorter than normal, some live to middle age
or beyond. Most are sexually underdeveloped and sterile.
The frequency of Down syndrome increases with the age of
the mother. \Vhile the disorder occurs in just 0.04% ofchildren
born to women under age 30, the risk climbs to 0.92% for
mothers at age 40 and is even higher for older mothers. The
correlation of Down syndrome with maternal age has not yet
been explained. Most cases result from nondisjunction during
meiosis I, and some research points to an age-dependent abnormality in a meiosis checkpoint that normally delays
anaphase until all the kinetochores are attached to the spindle
(like the M phase ched..-point of the mitotic cell cycle; see
Chapter 12). Trisomies of some other chromosomes also increase in incidence with maternal age, although infants with
other autosomal trisomies rarely survive for long. Prenatal
screening for trisomies in the embryo is now offered to all pregnant women since the possible benefits outweigh any risks.

Down Syndrome (Trisomy 21)

Aneuploidy of Sex Chromosomes

One aneuploid condition, Down syndrome, affects approximately one out ofevery 700 children born in the United States
(Figure 15.16). Down syndrome is usually the result of an extra chromosome 21, so that each body cell has a total of 47
chromosomes. Because the cells are trisomic for chromosome
21, Down syndrome is often called trisomy 21. Down syndrome includes characteristic facial features, short stature,
heart defects, susceptibility to respiratory infection, and mental retardation. Furthermore, individuals with Down syndrome are prone to developing leukemia and Alzheimer's
disease. Although people with Down syndrome, on average,

Nondisjunction of sex chromosomes produces a variety of
aneuploid conditions. Most of these conditions appear to upset genetic balance less than aneuploid conditions involving
autosomes. This may be because the Y chromosome carries
relatively few genes and because extra copies of the X chromosome become inactivated as Barr bodies in somatic cells.
An extra Xchromosome in a male, producing XXY, occurs
approximately once in every 2,000 live births. People with this
disorder, called Klinefelter syndrome, have male sex organs,
but the testes areabnormally small and the man is sterile. Even
though the extra X is inactivated, some breast enlargement
and other female body characteristics are common. Affected
individuals may have subnormal intelligence. Males with an
extra Y chromosome (XYV) do not exhibit any well-defined
syndrome, but they tend to be somewhat taller than average.
Females with trisomy X (XXX), which occurs once in approximately 1,000 live births, are healthy and cannot be distinguished from XX females except by karyotype. Monosomy
X, called Turner syndrome, occurs about once in every 5,000
births and is the only known viable monosomy in humans. Although these XO individuals are phenotypically female, they
are sterile because their sex organs do not mature. \'<'hen provided with estrogen replacement therapy, girls with Turner
syndrome do develop secondary sex characteristics. Most
have normal intelligence.

Human Disorders Due
10 Chromosomal Alterations
Alterations ofchromosome number and structure are associated with a number of serious human disorders. Ali described
earlier, nondisjunction in meiosis results in aneuploidy in

gametes and any resulting zygotes. Although the frequency of
aneuploid zygotes may be quite high in humans, most ofthese
chromosomal alterations are so disastrous to development

that the embryos are spontaneously aborted long before birth.
However. some types of aneuploidy appear to upset the genetic balance less than others, with the result that individuals
with certain aneuploid conditions can survive to birth and beyond. These individuals have a set of trails-a syndromecharacteristic of the type of aneuploidy. Genetic disorders

• Figure 15.16 Down

Disorders Caused by Structurally
Altered Chromosomes

syndrome. The child
exhIbits the farial features
chafactenstIC of Down
syndrome. The karyotype
shows trrsomy 21, the most
common cause of this
disofder.

Many deletions in human chromosomes, even in a heterozygous state, cause severe problems. One such syndrome, known
as cri du chat (~cry of the cat"), results from a specific deletion
in chromosome 5. A child born with this deletion is mentally
retarded, has a small head with unusual facial features, and has
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a cry that sounds like the mewing of a disReciprocal
tressed cat. Such individuals usually die in
Translocated chromosome 9
translocation
infancy or early childhood.
Chromosomal translocations have
been implicated in certain cancers, inTranslocated chromosome 22
Normal chromosome 22
(Philadelphia chromosome)
cluding chronic myelogenous leukemia
(eML). This disease occurs when a recip... Figure 15.17 Translocation associated with chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML).
rocal translocation happens during mito- The cancerous cells in nearly all (ML patients contain an abnormally short chromosome 22, the sosis of cells that wnJ become white blood called Philadelphia chromosome, and an abnormally long chromosome 9, These altered chromosomes
cells. In these cells, the exchange of a large result from the translocation shown here, which presumably occurred in a single white bloOO cell
precursor undergoing mitosis and was then passed along to all descendant cells.
portion of chromosome 22 with a small
fragment from a tip of chromosome 9
produces a much shortened, easily recognized chromosome
Genomic Imprinting
22, called the Philadelphia chromosome (Figure 15.17). We
will discuss how such an exchange can cause cancer in
Throughout our discussions of Mendelian genetics and the
Chapter 18.
chromosomal basis of inheritance, we have assumed that a
given allele will have the same effect whether it was inherited
from
the mother or the father. This is probably a safe asCONCEPT CHECI(
15.4
sumption most of the time. For example, when Mendel
1. More common than completely polyploid animals are
crossed purple-flowered pea plants with white-flowered pea
mosaic polyploids, animals that are diploid except for
plants, he observed the same results regardless ofwhether the
patches of polyploid cells. How might a mosaic
purple-flowered parent supplied the eggs or the sperm. In retetraploid-an animal with some cells containing four
cent years, however, geneticists have identified two to three
sets of chromosomes-arise?
dozen traits in mammals that depend on which parent passed
2. About 5% ofindividuals with Down syndrome have a
along the alleles for those traits. Such variation in phenotype
chromosomal translocation in which a third copy of
depending on whether an allele is inherited from the male or
chromosome 21 is attached to chromosome 14. If this
female parent is called genomic imprinting. (Note that this
translocation occurred in a parent's gonad, how could
phenomenon is different from sex linkage; most imprinted
it lead to Down syndrome in a child?
genes are on autosomes.)
3. -91:f.ii1 M The ABO blood type locus has been
Genomic imprinting occurs during the formation of gammapped on chromosome 9. A father who has type AB
etes and results in the silencing of one allele of certain genes.
blood and a mother who has type 0 blood have a
Because these genes are imprinted differently in sperm and
child with trisomy 9 and type A blood. Using this ineggs, a zygote expresses only one allele of an imprinted gene,
formation, can you tell in which parent the nondiseither the allele inherited from the female parent or the allele
junction occurred? Explain your answer.
inherited from the male parent. The imprints are transmitted
For suggested answers, see Appendix A,
to all the body cells during development, so either the maternal or paternal allele of a given imprinted gene is expressed in
every cell of that organism. In each generation, the old imprints are "erased" in gamete-producing cells, and the chromosomes of the developing gametes are newly imprinted
according to the sex of the individual forming the gametes. In
a given species, the imprinted genes are always imprinted in
the same way. For instance, a gene imprinted for maternal allele expression is always imprinted for maternal allele expression, generation after generation.
In the previous section, you learned about deviations from the
Consider, for example, the mouse gene for insulin-like growth
usual patterns of chromosomal inheritance due to abnormal
factor 2 (Ig]2), one of the first imprinted genes to be identified.
events in meiosis and mitosis. We conclude this chapter by
Although this growth factor is required for normal prenatal
describing two normally occurring exceptions to Mendelian
growth, only the paternal allele is expressed (Figure 15.18a).
genetics, one involving genes located in the nucleus and the
Evidence that the 19]2 gene is imprinted initially came from
other involving genes located outside the nucleus. In both
crosses bem·een wild-type mice and dwarfmice homozygous for
cases, the sex of the parent contributing an allele is a factor in
a recessive mutation in the Igf2 gene. The phenotypes ofhetthe pattern of inheritance.
erozygous offspring (which had one normal allele and one

•
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patterns
are exceptions to the standard
chromosome theory
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Paternal

Normalfg/2 allele
is expressed
I

chromosome--~.I;;.'=;;;;;;;;;~'
Maternal

chromosome---C;;;l;;ol;;;;;;;;;~
Normalfg/2 allele
is not expressed

Wild-type mouse
(normal size)

(a) Homozygote. A mouse homozygous for the wild-type fgf2 allele
is normal sized, Only the paternal allele of this gene is expressed,
Mutant 19/2 allele
inherited from mother

Mutant 19/2 allele
Inhented from father

Normal size mouse
(wild type)

Dwarf mouse
(mutant)

Normallg/2 allele
is expressed

Mutant fg/2 allele
is expressed
I

•

Mutant 19/2 allele
is not expressed

i f .

Normalfg/2 allele
is not expressed

(b) Heterozygotes. Matings between wild-type mice and those
homozygous for the recessive mutantlg/2 allele proouce heterozygous offspring. The mutant phenotype is seen only when the
father contributed the mutant allele because the maternal allele is
not expressed
... Figure 15.18 Genomic imprinting of the mouse 19f2 gene.

mutant) differed, depending on whether the mutant aUele came
from the mother or the father (Figure 15.18b).
What exactly is a genomic imprint? In many cases, it seems
to consist of methyl (-CH 3) groups that are added to cytosine
nucleotides of one of the alleles. Such methylation may directly silence the allele, an effect consistent with evidence that
heavily methylated genes are usually inactive (see Chapter 18).
However, for a few genes, methylation has been shown to
activate expression of the allele. This is the case for the Igf2
gene: Methylation of certain cytosines on the paternal chromosome leads to expression of the paternallgf2 allele.
Genomic imprinting is thought to affect only a small fraction of the genes in mammalian genomes, but most of the
known imprinted genes are critical for embryonic development. In experiments with mice, for example, embryos engineered to inherit both copies ofcertain chromosomes from the
same parent usually die before birth, whether that parent is
male or female. In 2004, however, scientists in Japan combined
the genetic material from two eggs in a zygote while allowing

expression of the {gJ2 gene
from only one of the egg nuclei. The zygote developed
into an apparently healthy
mouse, shown in the photograph at the right. Apparently,
normal development requires
that embryonic cells have exactly one active copy-not zero, not two-ofcertain genes. The
association of aberrant imprinting with abnormal development and certain cancers has stimulated numerous studies of
how different genes are imprinted.

Inheritance of Organelle Genes
Although our focus in this chapter has been on the chromosomal basis of inheritance, we end with an important amendment: Not all ofa eukaryotic cell's genes are located on nuclear
chromosomes, or even in the nucleus. Some genes are located
in organelles in the cytoplasm; because they are outside the
nucleus, these genes are sometimes called extranucleargenes
or cytoplasmic genes. Mitochondria, as welt as chloroplasts
and other plant plastids, contain small circular DNA molecules that carry a number of genes. These organelles reproduce themselves and transmit their genes to daughter
organelles. Organelle genes are not distributed to offspring
according to the same rules that direct the distribution of nuclear chromosomes during meiosis, so they do not display
Mendelian inheritance.
The first hint that extranuclear genes exist came from studies by the German scientist Karl Correns on the inheritance of
yellow or white patches on the leaves of an otherwise green
plant. In 1909, he observed that the coloration of the offspring
was determined only by the maternal parent (the source of
eggs) and not by the paternal parent (the source of sperm).
Subsequent research showed that such coloration patterns, or
variegation, are due to mutations in plastid genes that control
pigmentation (Figure 15.19). In most plants, a zygote receives
all its plastids from the cytoplasm ofthe egg and none from the
sperm, which contributes little more than a haploid set of
chromosomes. As the zygote develops, plastids containing

to- Figure 15.19 Variegated
leaves from Croton d;o;cus.
Variegated (striped or spotted)
leaves result from mutations In
pigment genes located in plastids.
which generally are inherited from
the maternal parent.
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wild-type or mutant pigment genes are distributed randomly
to daughter cells. The pattern ofleaf coloration exhibited by a
plant depends on the ratio of wild-type to mutant plastids in
its various tissues.
Similar maternal inheritance is also the rule for mitochon·
drial genes in most animals and plants, because almost all the
mitochondria passed on to a zygote come from the cytoplasm
of the egg. The products of most mitochondrial genes help
make up the protein complexes ofthe electron transport chain
and ATP synthase (see Chapter 9). Defects in one or more of
these proteins, therefore, reduce the amount of ATP the cell
can make and have been shown to cause a number of rare human disorders. Because the parts ofthe body most susceptible
to energy deprivation are the nervous system and the muscles,
most mitochondrial diseases primarily affect these systems.
For example, mitochondrial myopathy causes weakness, intolerance of exercise, and muscle deterioration. Another mito·
chondrial disorder is Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy,
which can produce sudden blindness in people as young as
their 20s or 30s. The four mutations found thus far to cause
this disorder affect oxidative phosphorylation during cellular
respiration, a crucial function for the cell.
In addition to the rare diseases clearly caused by defects in
mitochondrial DNA, mitochondrial mutations inherited from
a person's mother may contribute to at least some cases of diabetes and heart disease, as well as to other disorders that

C
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commonly debilitate the elderly, such as Alzheimer's disease.
In the course of a lifetime, new mutations gradually accumulate in our mitochondrial DNA, and some researchers think
that these mutations playa role in the normal aging process.
Wherever genes are located in the cell-in the nucleus or in
cytoplasmic organelles-their inheritance depends on the precise replication of ONA, the genetic material. In the next chapter, you will learn how this molecular reproduction occurs.

CONCEPT

important to proper development. Identify and describe two processes that establish the proper dosage
of certain genes.
2. Reciprocal crosses between two primrose varieties, A
and B, produced the following results: A female x B
male -----;. offspring with all green (nonvariegated)
leaves. B female x A male -----;. offspring with spotted
(variegated) leaves. Explain these results.
3. _@UIlIl Mitochondrial genes are critical to the
energy metabolism of cells, but mitochondrial disorders caused by mutations in these genes are generally
not lethaL Why not?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

..lRevlew
are present. Humans and other mammals have an X-Y system
in which sex is determined by whether a Ychromosome is
present. Other systems are found in birds, fishes, and insects.
~

_4,11""-15.1
Mendelian inheritance has its physical basis in the
behavior of chromosomes (pp. 286-289)
.. The behavior of chromosomes during meiosis accounts for
Mendel's laws of segregation and independent assortment.
.. Morgan's Experimental Evidence: Scientific Inquiry
Morgan's discovery that transmission of the Xchromosome in
Drosophila correlates with inheritance of an eye-color trait
was the first solid evidence indicating that a specific gene is
associated with a specific chromosome.

15.5

1. Gene dosage, the number of active copies of a gene, is
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

CHECK

Inheritance of Sex-linked Genes The sex chromosomes
carry genes for some traits that are unrelated to sex characteristics. For instance, recessive alleles causing color blindness are
carried on the Xchromosome. Fathers transmit this and other
sex-linked alleles to all daughters but to no sons. Any male who
inherits such an allele from his mother will express the trait.

.. XInactivation in female Mammals In mammalian females,
one of the two Xchromosomes in each cell is randomly inactivated during early embryonic development. If a female is heterozygous for a particular gene located on the Xchromosome.
she will be mosaic for that character, with about half her cells expressing the maternal allele and about halfexpressing the paternal
allele.

-$1401',Acti,ity Sex-Linked Genes
lnnslillal;on What Can Fruit Flie, Reveal About Inheritance?

MPJ TUlOr Ch'omowmal Basisof Inheritance

-',111",-15.2

-. 111'1'-1 5.3

Sex-linked genes exhibit unique patterns of inheritance

linked genes tend to be inherited together because
they are located near each other on the same
chromosome (pp. 292-296)

(pp.289-292)
.. The Chromosomal Basis of Sex Sex is an inherited phenotypic character usually determined by which sex chromosomes
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How Linkage Affects Inheritance

'41'-15.5

Egg

1
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Some inheritance patterns are exceptions to the
standard chromosome theory (pp. 300-302)

Pgeneration
gametes

This f) cell has 2n" 6 chromosomes and IS heteroZ\'9ous for all
si~ genes shown VI~BhCcDd£eFfI,
Red" maternal; blue" paternal. ~C"-,

Each chromosome has
hundreds or thousands
of genl'S, Four (A. B, C
Fl are shown on this one,

The alleles of untinked
genes are ell her on
separate chromosomes
(such ill d and e)
or so far apart on the
same chromosome
(c and fI tha11hey
assort mdependently
Genes on the same chromo·
some whose alleles are so close
together thaI they do nol
assort mdependently (00 as
a, b, and cJ are said to lie

... Genomic Imprinting In mammals, the phenotypic effects of
certain genes depend on which allele is inherited from each
parent. Imprints are formed during gamete production, with
the result that one allele (either maternal or paternal) is not
expressed in offspring.
... Inheritance of Organelle Genes The inheritance of
traits controlled by the genes present in mitochondria and
plastids depends solely on the maternal parent because the
zygote's cytoplasm comes from the egg. Some diseases affecting the nervous and muscular systems are caused by defects in mitochondrial genes that prevent cells from making
enough ATP.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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GENETICS PROBLEMS
.. Genetic Recombination and linkage Recombinant offspring exhibit new combinations of traits inherited from two
parents, Because of the independent assortment of chromosomes, unlinked genes exhibit a 50% frequency of recombina·
tion in the gametes. For linked genes, crossing over between
nonsister chromatids during meiosis I accounts for the observed recombinants, always less than 50% of the total.
.. Mapping the Distance Between Genes Using RecombinatIOn Data: Scientific Inquiry The order of genes on a
chromosome and the relative distances between them can be
deduced from recombination frequencies observed in genetic
crosses. The farther apart genes are, the more likely their allele combinations will be recombined during crossing over.
Actl\'lty Linked Genes and Crossing Over
Riology Lab~ On·Line FlyLab
RiologyLab~ On.Line PedigreeLab
_ ' , 1114

1'-15.4

Alterations of chromosome number or structure cause
some genetic disorders (pp. 297-300)
.. Abnormal Chromosome Number Aneuploidy can result
from nondisjunction during meiosis. When a normal gamete
unites with one containing two copies or no copies of a particular chromosome, the resulting zygote and its descendant
cells either have one extra copy of that chromosome (trisomy,
2n + 1) or are missing a copy (monosomy, 2n - 1). Polyploidy
(more than two complete sets of chromosomes) can result
from complete nondisjunction during gamete formation.
.. Alterations of Chromosome Structure Chromosome
breakage can result in deletions, inversions, duplications, and
translocations.
.. Human Disorders Due to Chromosomal Alterations
Changes in the number of chromosomes per cell or in the
structure of individual chromosomes can affect phenotype.
Such alterations cause Down syndrome (usually due to trisomy
of chromosome 21), certain cancers associated with chromosomal translocations, and various other human disorders.
Acthity Polyploid Plants

I. A man with hemophilia (a recessive, sex-linked condition) has
a daughter of normal phenotype. She marries a man who is
normal for the trait. What is the probability that a daughter of
this mating will be a hemophiliac? That a son will be a hemophiliac? If the couple has four sons, what is the probability that
all four will be born with hemophilia?
2. Pseudohypertrophic muscular dystrophy is an inherited disor·
der that causes gnldual deterioration ofthe llluscles.1t is seen
almost exclusively in boys born to apparently normal parents
and usually results in death in the early teens. Is this disorder
caused by a dominant or a recessive allele? [s its inheritance
sex-linked or autosomal? How do you know? Explain why this
disorder is almost never seen in girls.
3. Red-green color blindness is caused by a sex-linked recessive
allele. A color-blind man marries a woman with normal vision
whose father was color-blind \'<'hat is the probability that they
will have a color-blind daughter? \'<'hat is the probability that
their first son will be color-blind? (Note the different wording
in the two questions.)
4. A wild-type fruit fly (heterozygous for gray body color and normal wings) is mated with a black fly with vestigial Wings. The
offspring have the following phenotypic distribution: wild type,
778; black-vestigial, 785; black-normal, 158; gray-vestigial, 162.
\'<'hat is the recombination frequency between these genes for
body color and wing size?
5. In another cross, a wild·type fruit fly (heterozygous for gray
body color and red eyes) is mated with a black fruit fly with
purple eyes. The offspring are as follows: wild type, 721;
black·purple, 751; gray· purple, 49; black·red, 45. What is the
recombination frequency between these genes for body color
and eye color? Using information from problem 4, what fruit
flies (genotypes and phenotypes) would you mate to deter·
mine the sequence of the body-color, wing-size, and eye·
color genes on the chromosome?
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6. ••@Wlil A fruit fly that is true-breeding for gray body with
vestigial wings (b + b-.- \% vg) is mated with one that is truebreeding for black body with normal wings (b b \%- vg+).
a. Draw the chromosomes for the P generation flies, using
red for the gray fly and pink for the black one. Show the
position of each allele.
b. Draw the chromosomes and label the alleles of an FI fly.
c. Suppose an F) female is testcrossed. Draw the chromosomes
of the resulting offspring in a Punnett square.
d. Knowing that the distance between these two genes is 17
map units, predict the phenotypic ratios of these offspring.

7. What pattern of inheritance would lead a geneticist to suspect
that an inherited disorder ofcell metabolism is due to a defective mitochondrial gene?

8. Women born with an extra X chromosome (XXX) are healthy
and phenotypically indistinguishable from normal XX women.
\Xfhat is a likely explanation for this finding? How could you
test this explanation?
9. Determine the sequence of genes :llong:l chromosome based
on the following recombination frequencies: A-B, 8 map units;
A-C, 28 map units;A-D, 25 map units; B-C, 20 map units;
B-D, 33 m:lp units.
10. Assume that genesA and B are linked and are 50 map units
apart, An animal heterozygous at both loci is crossed with one
that is homozygous recessive at both loci. \Vhat percentage of
the offspring will show phenotypes resulting from crossovers?
If you did not know that genes A and B were linked, how would
you interpret the results of this cross?
11. A s]Xlce probe discovers:l planet inhabited by creatures that reproduce with the same heredimry patterns seen in humans.
Three phenotypic characters are height (T = mil, t = dW'Jlf),
head appemmges (A = :lntennae, a = no antenme), :lnd nose
morphology (5 = upturned snout, s = dovmturned snout). Since
the creatures :Ire not "intelligent; Earth scientists are able to do
some controlled breeding experiments using various heterozygotes in testerosses. Fort<1ll heterozygotes with antenme, the
offspring are: tall·antellnae, 46; dwan-antennae, 7; dwarf-no
antennae, 42; mil-no antenme, 5. For heterozygotes with antennae and an upturned snout, the offspring are: antennae-upturned
snout, 47; antennae-downturned snout, 2; no antennae-downturned snout, 48; no :lntennae-upturned snout, 3. Cl1culate the
recombination frequencies for both experiments.
12. Using the information from problem 1I, scientists do a further
testcross using a heterozygote for height and nose morphology.
The offspring are: tall-upturned snout, 40; dwarf-upturned
snout, 9; dwarf-downturned snout, 42; tall-downturned
snout, 9. Calculate the recombination frequency from these
data; then use your answer from problem lito determine the
correct sequence of the three linked genes.
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13. Two genes of a flower, one controlling blue (8) versus white
(b) petals and the other controlling round (R) versus oval (r)
stamens, are linked and are 10 map units apart. You cross a
homozygous blue-oval plant with a homozygous whiteround plant. The resulting F I progeny are crossed with homozygous white-oval plants, and 1,000 F2 progeny are
obtained. How many F2 plants of each of the four phenotypes
do you expect?

14. You design Drosophila crosses to provide recombination dam
for gene a, which is located on the chromosome shown in
Figure 15.12. Gene a h:ls recombination frequencies of 14%
with the vestigial-wing locus and 26% with the brown-eye
locus. \Vhere is a located on the chromosome?
15. Banana plants, which are triploid, are seedless and therefore
sterile. Propose a possible explanation.
For Genetiu Problems (l/lswers, su Appendix A.
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION
16. You have seen that crossing over, or recombination, is thought
to be evolutionarily advanmgeous bec:luse it continually shuffles genetic alleles into novel combinations, allowing evolution:lry processes to occur. Until recently, it was thought that the
genes on the Y chromosome might degenerate bec:luse they
lack homologous genes on the X chromosome with which to
recombine. However, when the Ychromosome was sequenced,
eight brge regions were found to be intern:llly homologous to
each other, and quite a few of the 78 genes represent duplicates.
(Y chromosome researcher David Page has called it a "h:lll of
mirrors:') \Vhat might be a benefit of these regions?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

have,~,:n~x~.y~"~,~~;;;~:::::=---",,

17. Butterflies
determination system that is
different from that of flies or
humans. Female butterflies
may be either XY or XC,
while butterflies with two or
more X chromosomes are
males. This photograph
shows a tiger swallowtail
gynandromorph, an individual that is half male (left side)
and half female (right side). Given that the first division of the
zygote divides the embryo into the future right and left halves
of the butterfly, propose a hypothesis that explains how nondis·
junction during the first mitosis might have produced this
unusual·looking butterfly.

The
Basis of
Inherita ce
... Figure 16.1 How was the structure of DNA determined?
KEY

CONCEPTS

16.1 DNA is the genetic material
16.2 Many proteins work together in DNA
replication and repair
16.3 A chromosome consists of a DNA molecule
packed together with proteins

I

n April 1953, James Watson and Francis Crick shook the scientific world with an elegant double-helical model for the

structure of deoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA. Figure 16.1
shows Watson (left) and Crick admiring their DNA model,

which they built from tin and wire. Over the past 50 years, their
model has evolved from a novel proposition to an icon of modern biology. DNA, the substance of inheritance, is the most celebrated molecule of our time. Mendel's heritable factors and
Morgan's genes on chromosomes arc, in fact, composed of
DNA. Chemically speaking, your genetic endowment is the
DNA contained in the 46 chromosomes you inherited from your
parents and in the mitochondria passed along by your mother.
Of all nature's molecules, nucleic acids are unique in their
ability to direct their own replication from monomers. Indeed,
the resemblance of offspring to their parents has its basis in the
precise replication of DNA and its transmission from one generation to the next. Hereditary information is encoded in the
chemical language of DNA and reproduced in all the cells of
your body. It is this DNA program that directs the development
ofyour biochemical, anatomical, physiological, and, to some extent, behavioral traits. In this chapter, you will learn how biologists deduced that DNA is the genetic material and how Watson
and Crick discovered its structure. You will also see how DNA
is replicated-the molecular basis of inheritance-and how
cells repair their DNA. Finally, you will explore how a molecule
of DNA is packed together with proteins in a chromosome.

Today, even schoolchildren have heard of DNA, and scientists routinely manipulate DNA in the laboratory, often to
change the heritable traits of cells in their experiments.
Early in the 20th century, however, the identification of the
molecules of inheritance loomed as a major challenge to
biologists.

The Search for the Genetic Material:
Scientific Inquiry
Once T. H. Morgan's group showed that genes are located
along chromosomes (described in Chapter 15), the two
chemical components of chromosomes-DNA and protein-became the candidates for the genetic material. Until
the 1940s, the case for proteins seemed stronger, especially
since biochemists had identified them as a class of macromolecules with great heterogeneity and specificity of function, essential requirements for the hereditary material.
Moreover, little was known about nucleic acids, whose physical and chemical properties seemed far too uniform to account for the multitude of specific inherited traits exhibited
by every organism. This view gradually changed as experiments with microorganisms yielded unexpected results. As
with the work of Mendel and Morgan, a key factor in deter·
mining the identity of the genetic material was the choice of
appropriate experimental organisms. The role of DNA in
heredity was first worked out by studying bacteria and the
viruses that infect them, which are far simpler than pea
plants, fruit flies, or humans. In this section, we will trace the
search for the genetic material in some detail as a case study
in scientific inquiry.
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EYidence That DNA Can TransForm Bacteria
We can trace the discovery of the genetic role of DNA back to
1928. \Vhile attempting to develop a vaccine against pneumonia, a British medical officer named Frederick Griffith shldied
Strepto((XXUS pneumoniae, a bacterium that causes pneumonia
in mammals. Griffith had two strains (varieties) of the bacterium, one pathogenic (disease-causing) and one nonpathogenic (harmless). He was surprised to find that when he killed

l' Fi

16.2

In ui

Can a genetic trait be transferred between
different bacterial strains?
Frederick Griffith studied two strains of the
bacterium Streptococcus pneumoniae, Bacteria of the 5 (smooth)
strain can cause pneumonia in mice: they are pathogenic because
they have a capsule that protects them from an animal's defense
system, Bacteria of the R(rough) strain lack a capsule and are
nonpathogenic. To test for the trait of pathogenicity, Griffith
injected mice with the two strains as shown below:
Mixture of
heat-killed
Living 5 cells
Living Rcells Heat-killed
5 cells and
(control)
(control)
5 cells (control)
living Rcells
EXPERIMENT

~@60@
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f
f
! ! !

the pathogenic bacteria with heat and then mixed the cell remains with living bacteria ofthe nonpathogenic strain, some of
the living cells became pathogenic (Figure 16.2). Furthermore,
this newly acquired trait of pathogenicity was inherited by all
the descendants of the transformed bacteria. Clearly, some
chemical component of the dead pathogenic cells caused this
heritable change, although the identity ofthe substance was not
known. Griffith called the phenomenon transformation. now
defined as a change in genotype and phenotype due to the assimilation of external DNA by a cell. (This use of the word
transformatioll should not be confused with the conversion ofa
normal animal cell to a cancerous one, discussed in Chapter 12.)
Griffith's work set the stage for a 14-year search by American
bacteriologist Oswald Avery for the identity ofthe transforming
substance. Avery focused on the three main candidates: DNA,
RNA (the other nucleic acid), and protein. Avery broke open the
heat-killed pathogenic bacteria and extracted the cellular contents.In separate samples, he used specific treatments that inactivated each ofthe three types of molecules. He then tested each
treated sample for its ability to transform live nonpathogenic
bacteria. Only when DNA was allowed to remain active did
transformation occur. In 1944. Avery and his colleagues Madyn
McCarty and Colin Macleod announced that the transforming
agent was DNA. Their discovery was greeted with interest but
considerable skepticism, in part because of the lingering belief
that proteins were better candidates to be the genetic material.
Moreover, many biologists were not convinced that the genes of
bacteria would be similar in composition and function to those
of more complex organisms. But the major reason for the continued doubt was that so little was known about DNA.

Evidence That Viral DNA Can Program Cells
Additional evidence for DNA as the genetic material came from
studies of viruses that infect bacteria (Figure 16.3). These

Mouse dies Mouse healthy Mouse healthy Mouse dies

~
<I>A"tI
\I

In blood sample.
living 5 cells are
found that can
reproduce.
yielding more
5 cells

Griffith concluded that the living R bacteria had
been transformed into pathogenic 5 bacteria by an unknown,
heritable substance from the dead 5 cells that allowed the R cells
to make capsules.

CONCLUSiON

SOURCE
f, Griffith, TfJe 5'gnificance of pnEumococcal typES.
Journal of Hygierno 27:113-159 (1928).

• lil:f.\lI" How did this experiment rule out the possibility that

the Rcells could have Simply used the capsules of the dead 5 cells
to become pathogenic?
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... Figure 16.3 Viruses infecting a bacterial cell. T2 and
related phages attach to the host cell and inject their genetic material
through the plasma membrane, while the head and tail parts remain
on the outer bacterial surface (colorized TEM),

viruses are called bacteriophages (meaning "bacteria-eaters"),
or just phages. Viruses are much simpler than cells. A virus is
little more than DNA (or sometimes RNA) enclosed by a protective coat, which is often simply protein. To reproduce, a virus
must infect a cell and take over the cell's metabolic machinery.
Phages have been widely used as tools by researchers in molecular genetics, In 1952, Alfred Hershey and Martha Chase
performed experiments showing that DNA is the genetic material of a phage known as T2. This is one of many phages that
infect Escherichia coli (E. colI), a bacterium that normally lives

in the intestines of mammals. At that time, biologists already
knew that T2, like many other phages, was composed almost
entirely ofDNA and protein. They also knew that the T2 phage
could quickly turn an E. cvli cell into a T2-producing factory
that released many copies when the cell ruptured. Somehow,
T2 could reprogram its host cell to produce viruses. But which
viral component-protein or DNA-was responsible?
Hershey and Chase answered this question by devising an
experiment showing that only one ofthe two components ofT2
actually enters the E. coli cen during infection (Figure 16.4). In

IZ!mI!lln ui
Is protein or DNA the genetic material of phage T2?
EXPERIMENT
Alfred Hershey and Martha Chase used radioactive sulfur and phosphorus to trace the fates of protein and DNA, respectively. of
T2 phages that infected bacterial cells. They wanted to see which of these molecules entered and could reprogram the cells to make more phages.

o Mixed
radioactively
labeled phages with

6

bacteria, The phages
infected the bacterial cells.

f) Centrifuged the mixture

Agitated the mixture in
a blender to free phage
parts outside the
bacteria from the cells.
'mpt,~
•
protein shell!''''....

'I''

so that bacteria formed a
pellet at the bottom of
the test tube; free phages
and phage parts, which
are lighter, remained
suspended in the liquid

0

Measured the
radioactivity in
the pellet and
the liquid.

Bacterial cell
Batch 1: Phages were
grown with radioactive
sulfur (3s5), which was
incorporated into phage
protein (pink)

•

Centrifuge

•
\pellet (bacterial
cells and contents)

It~
.. Batch 2: Phages were
grown with radioactive
phosphorus (31P), which
was incorporated into
phage DNA (blue),

-;,

•

Centrifuge

•

-

•
Pellet

Radioactivity
(phage DNA)
in pellet

RESULTS
When proteins were labeled (batch 1), radioactivity remained outside the cells; but when DNA was labeled (batch 2), radioactivity was found inside the cells. Bacterial cells with radioactive phage DNA released new phages with some radioactive phosphorus,
CONCLUSION Phage DNA entered bacterial cells. but phage proteins did not Hershey and Chase concluded that DNA. not protein, functions
as the genetic material of phage T2,
SOURCE

A D, Hershey and M Chase, Independent functl0/15 of viral protein and nudeic acid In growth of WcterJOphage, Joomal of General Ph)l5iology

363~56(19S2)

MIJI:f.iilM

How would the results have differed if proteins carried the genetic information?
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their experiment, they used a radioactive isotope ofsulfur to tag
protein in one batch ofT2 and a radioactive isotope of phosphorus to tag DNA in a se<ond batch. Because protein, but not
DNA, contains sulfur, radioactive sulfur atoms were incorporated only into the protein of the phage. In a similar way, the
atoms ofradioactive phosphorus labeled only the DNA, not the
protein, because nearly all the phage's phosphorus is in its DNA.
In the experiment, separate samples of nonradioactive E. coli
cells were allowed to be infected by the protein-labeled and
DNA-labeled batches of TI. TIle researchers then tested the
two samples shortly after the onset of infection to see which
type of molecule-protein or DNA-had entered the bacterial
cells and would therefore be capable of reprogramming them.
Hershey and Chase found that the phage DNA entered the
host cells but the phage protein did not. Moreover, when these
bacteria were returned to a culture medium, the infection ran
its course, and the E. coli released phages that contained some
radioactive phosphorus, further showing that the DNA inside
the cell played an ongoing role during the infection process.
Hershey and Chase concluded that the DNA injected by
the phage must be the molecule carrying the genetic informa·
tion that makes the cells produce new viral DNA and proteins.
The Hershey-Chase experiment was a landmark study because it provided powerful evidence that nucleic acids, rather
than proteins, are the hereditary material, at least for viruses.

Additional Evidence That DNA
Is the Genetic Material

5' end
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Further evidence that DNA is the genetic material came from
the laboratory of biochemist Erwin Chargaff. It was already
known that DNA is a polymer ofnucleotides, each consisting of
three components: a nitrogenous (nitrogen-containing) base, a
pentose sugar called deoxyribose, and a phosphate group
(Figure 16.5). The base can be adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), or cytosine (C). Chargaff analY-led the base composition of DNA from a number of different organisms. In 1950, he
reported that the base composition of DNA varies from one
species to another. For example, 30.3% of human DNA nucleotides have the base A, whereas DNA from the bacterium
E. coli has only 26.0% A. This evidence of molecular diversity
among species, which had been presumed absent from DNA,
made DNA a more credible candidate for the genetic material.
Olargaff also noticed a peculiar regularity in the ratios of
nucleotide bases within a single species. In the DNA of each
species he studied, the number of adenines approximately
equaled the number of thymines, and the number of guanines
approximately equaled the number of cytosines. In human
DNA, for example, the four bases are present in these percentages: A = 30.3% and T = 30.3%; G = 19.5%and C = 19.9%. The
equivalences for any given species between the number of A
and T bases and the number of G and C bases became known
as Chargaff's rules. The basis for these rules remained unex·
plained until the discovery of the double helix.

Nitrogenous
bases

Sugar-phosphate
backbone

1.

, <

<

Sugar (deoxyribose)
3' end

-<

DNA nucleotide

H/N-H

Guanine (G)

.... Figure 16.5 The structure of a DNA strand. Each nudeotide
monomer conSists of a nitrogenous base (T, A. C, or Gl. the sugar
deoxyribose (blue). and a phosphate group (yellow). The phosphate of
one nucleotide is attached to the sugar of the neKl, resulting in a
"backbone" of alternating phosphates and sugars from which the bases
proJect. The polynucleotide strand has directionality, from the 5' end
(with the phosphate group) to the 3' end (with the -OH group), 5' and
3' refer to the numbers assigned to the carbons in the sugar ring.

Building a Structural Model of DNA:
Scientific Inquiry
Once most biologists were convinced that DNA was the genetic
material, the challenge was to determine how the structure of
DNA could account for its role in inheritance. By the early
1950s, the arrangemenl ofcovalent bonds in a nucleic acid polymer was well established (see Figure 16.5), and researchers focused on discovering the three-dimensional structure of DNA.
Among the scientists working on the problem were Linus
Pauling, at the California Institute of Technology, and Maurice
Wilkins and Rosalind Franklin, at King's College in London.
First to come up with the correct answer, however, were two sci·
entists who were relatively unknown at the time-the American
James Watson and the Englishman Francis Crick.

The brief but celebrated partnership that solved the puzzle
of ONAstructure began soon after Watson journeyed to Cambridge University, where Crick was studying protein structure
with a technique called X~ray crystallography (see Figure 5.25).
While visiting the laboratory of Maurice \'1ilkins, Watson saw
an X-ray diffraction image of DNA produced by Wilkins's accomplished colleague Rosalind Franklin (Figure 16.6a). Images produced by X-ray crystallography are not actually
pictures of molecules. The spots and smudges in Figure 16.6b
were produced by X-rays that were diffracted (deflected) as
they passed through aligned fibers of purified DNA. Crystallographers use mathematical equations to translate such patterns into information about the three-dimensional shapes of
molecules, and Watson was familiar with the types ofpatterns
that helical molecules produce. A careful study of Franklin's
X-ray diffraction photo of DNA not only told him that DNA
was helical in shape, but also enabled him to approximate the
width of the helix and the spacing of the nitrogenous bases
along it. The width of the helix suggested that it was made up
of two strands, contrary to a three-stranded model that Linus
Pauling had proposed a short time earlier. The presence oftwo
strands accounts for the now-familiar term double helix
(figure 16.7).
Watson and Crick began building models of a double helix
that would conform to the X-ray measurements and what was

(a) Rosalind Franklin

(bl Franklin's X-ray diffraction
photograph of DNA

.. Figure 16.6 Rosalind Franklin and her X·ray diffraction
photo of DNA. Franklin, a very accomplished X-ray crystallographer,
conducted critical experiments resulting in the photograph that allowed
Watson and Crick to deduce the double-helical structure of DNA. Franklin
died of cancer in 1958, when she was only 38. Her colleague Maurice
Wilkins received the Nobel Prize in 1962 along with Watson and Crick.
then known about the chemistry of DNA. Having also read an
unpublished annual report summarizing Franklin's work, they
knew she had concluded that the sugar-phosphate backbones
were on the outside of the double helix. This arrangement was
appealing because it put the relatively hydrophobic nitrogenous
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(a) Key features of DNA structure
... Figure 16.7 The double helix. (a) The
"ribbons" in this diagram represent the sugarphosphate backbones of the two DNA strands.
The helix is "right-handed," curving up to the
right The two strands are held together by
hydrogen bonds (dotted lines) between the

(b)

Partial chemical structure

(c) Space-filling model

nitrogenous bases, which are paired in the
interior of the double heh. (b) For clarity, the
two DNA strands are shown untwisted in this
partial chemical structure. Strong covalent bonds
link the units of each strand, while weaker
hydrogen bonds hold one strand to the other.
CHAPTE~ SIXTEEN

Notice that the strands are antiparallel, meaning
that they are oriented in opposite directions.
(cl The tight stacking of the base pairs is clear in
this computer model. Van der Waals attractions
between the stacked pairs playa major role in
holding the molecule together (see Chapter 2).
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bases in the molecule's interior and thus away from the surrounding aqueous solution. Watson constructed a model with
the nitrogenous bases facing the interior of the double helix. In
this model, the two sugar-phosphate backbones are antiparallei-that is, their subunits run in opposite directions to each
other (see Figure 16.7). You can imagine the overall arrangement as a rope ladder with rigid rungs. The side ropes are the
equivalent of the sugar-phosphate backbones, and the rungs
represent pairs ofnitrogenous bases. Now imagine holding one
end of the ladder and twisting the other end, forming a spiral.
Franklin's X-ray data indicated that the helix makes one full
turn every 3.4 nm along its length. With the bases stacked just
0.34 nm apart, there are ten layers ofbase pairs, or rungs of the
ladder, in each full turn of the helix.
The nitrogenous bases of the double helix are paired in specific combinations: adenine (A) with thymine (Tl, and guanine
(G) with cytosine (C). It was mainly by trial and error that Watson and Crick arrived at this key feature of DNA. At first, Watson imagined that the bases paired like with like-for example,
Awith Aand C with C But this model did not fit the X-raydata,
which suggested that the double helix had a uniform diameter.
Why is this requirement inconsistent with like-with-Iike pairing
of bases? Adenine and guanine are purines, nitrogenous bases
with two organic rings. In contrast, cytosine and thymine belong to the family of nitrogenous bases known as pyrimidines,
which have a single ring. Thus, purines (A and G) are about
twice as wide as pyrimidines (C and T). A purine-purine pair
is too wide and a pyrimidine-pyrimidine pair too narrow to account for the 2-nm diameter of the double helix. Always pairing a purine with a pyrimidine, however, results in a uniform
diameter:
Purine + purine: too wide

,,

OOi,

Pyrimidine + pYrimidine: too narrow

,

kDd

Purine + pyrimidine: width
consistent with X-ray data

Watson and Crick reasoned that there must be additional
specificity of pairing dictated by the structure of the bases.
Each base has chemical side groups that can form hydrogen
bonds with its appropriate partner: Adenine can form two hydrogen bonds with thymine and only thymine; guanine forms
three hydrogen bonds with cytosine and only cytosine. In
shorthand, A pairs with T, and G pairs with C (Figure 16.8).
TIle Watson-Crick model explained the basis for Chargaffs
rules. Wherever one strand ofa DNA molecule has an A. the partner strand has a T. And a G in one strand is always paired with a
C in the complementary strand. Therefore, in the DNA ofany organism, the amount of adenine equals the amount of thymine,
310
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... Figure 16.8 Base pairing in DNA. The pairs of nitrogenous
bases in a DNA double helix are held together by hydrogen bonds,
shown here as pink dotted lines,

and the amotmt of guanine equals the amount of cytosine. Although the base-pairing rules dictate the combinations of nitrogenous bases that form the "rungs" ofthe double helix, they do
not restrict the sequence of nucleotides along each DNA strand.
The linear sequence of the four bases can be varied in countless
ways, and each gene has a unique order, or base sequence.
In April 1953, Watson and Crick surprised the scientific
world with a succinct, one-page paper in the British journal
Nature.~ The paper reported their molecular model for DNA:
the double helix, which has since become the symbol of molecular biology. The beauty ofthe model was that the structure
of DNA suggested the basic mechanism of its replication.
CONCEPT

CHECK

16.1

1. A fly has the following percentages of nucleotides in

its DNA: 27.3% A, 27.6% T, 22.5% G, and 22.5% C.
How do these numbers demonstrate Chargaff's rules?
2. How did Watson and Crick's model explain the basis
for Chargaff's rules?
3. _MUli. If transformation had not occurred in
Griffith's experiment, how would the results have differed? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

• J. D. Watson and F. H. C. Crick, Molecular structure of nucleic acids, a structure for deoxyribose nucleic acids, NatllT? 171,737-738 (1953).

r:I~':;;7o~~~~ work together

in DNA replication and repair

The relationship betv.'een structure and function is manifest in
the double helix. The idea that there is specific pairing of ni-

trogenous bases in DNA was the flash of inspiration that led
Watson and Crick to the correct double helix. At the same time,
they saw the functional significance of the base-pairing rules.
They ended their classic paper with this wry statement: ~It has
not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for
the genetic material~ In this section, you will learn about the basic principle of DNA replication, as well as some important details of the process.

The Basic Principle: Base Pairing
to a Template Strand
In a second paper, Watson and Crick stated their hypothesis
for how DNA replicates:

Now our model for deoxyribonucleic acid is, in effect, a pair of
templates, each of which is complementary to the other. We
imagine that prior to duplication the hydrogen bonds are broken, and the two chains unwind and separate. Each chain then
acts as a template for the formation onto itself of a [lew companion chain, so that eventually we shall have two pairs of
chains, where we only had one before. Moreover, the sequence
of the pairs of bases will have been duplicated exactly.'

The complementary structure of deoxyribonucleic acid, Proceedings ofthe Royal Soddy of London A223,80 (1954).

• F. H. C. Crick and J, D, Watson,

(a) The parent molecule has two complementary strands of DNA. Each base is
paired by hydrogen bonding with its
specific partner, Awith Tand Gwith C.

figure 16.9 illustrates Watson and Crick's basic idea. To
make it easier to follow, we show only a short section ofdouble
helix in untwisted form. Notice that ifyou cover one of the two
DNA strands of Figure 16.9a, you can still determine its linear
sequence of bases by referring to the uncovered strand and applying the base-pairing rules. The two strands are complementary; each stores the information necessary to reconstruct the
other. When a cell copies a DNA molecule, each strand serves
as a template for ordering nucleotides into a new, complementary strand. Nucleotides line up along the template strand according to the base-pairing rules and are linked to form the
new strands. \xrhere there was one double-stranded DNA molecule at the beginning of the process, there are soon two, each
an exact replica of the ~parent" molecule. The copying mechanism is analogous to using a photographic negative to make a
positive image, which can in turn be used to make another negative, and so on.
This model of DNA replication remained untested for several years following publication of the DNA structure. The
requisite experiments were simple in concept but difficult to
perform. Watson and Crick's model predicts that when a double helix replicates, each of the two daughter molecules will
have one old strand, derived from the parent molecule, and
one newly made strand. This semiconservative model can be
distinguished from a conservative model of replication, in
which the two parent strands somehow come back together
after the process (that is, the parent molecule is conserved). In
yet a third model, called the dispersive model, all four strands
of DNA following replication have a mixture of old and new
DNA (figure 16.10,on the next page). Although mechanisms
for conservative or dispersive DNA replication are not easy to
devise, these models remained possibilities until they could be
ruled out. After two years of preliminary work in the late

(b) The first step in replication is separation
of the two DNA strands. Each parental
strand can now serve as a template that
determines the order of nucleotides
along a new, complementary strand.

(c) The complementary nucleotides line up
and are connected to form the sugarphosphate backbones of the new
strands, Each "daughter" DNA molecule
consists of one parental strand (dark
blue) and one new strand (light blue),

... Figure 16.9 A model for DNA replication: the basic concept-In this simplified illustration, a short segment
of DNA has been untwisted into a strUdure that resembles a ladder The rails of the ladder are the sugar-phosphate
backbones of the two DNA strands; the rungs are the pairs of nitrogenous bases, Simple shapes symbolize the four kinds
of bases. Dark blue represents DNA strands present in the parent molecule; light blue represents newly synthesized DNA.
CHAPTE~ SIXTEEN
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(a) Conservative
model. The two
parental strands
reassociate after
acting as
templates for ~
new strands,
thus restonng
the parental
double helix.
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Does DNA replication follow the conservative,
semiconservative, or dispersive model?
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EXPERIMENT
At the California Institute of Technology,
Matthew Meselson and Franklin Stahl cultured E, coli for several
generations in a medium containin~ nucleotide precursors labeled
With a heavy isotope of nitrogen, 1 N, The SCientists then transferred the bacteria to a medium with only l~N, a lighter isotope.
Two DNA samples were taken from this flask, one at 20 minutes
and one at 40 minutes, after the first and second replications, reo
spectively. Meselson and Stahl could distinguish DNA of different
densities by centrifuging DNA extracted from the bacteria,

o cultured
Bacteria
in
medium
containing

transferred to
medium
containing

"N

"N

RESULTS

after 40 min
(after second
replication)

•••

First replication
Conservative
model

... Figure 16,10 Three alternative models of DNA
replication. Each short segment of double helix symbolizes the DNA
within a cell. Beginning with a parent cell, we follow the DNA for two
generations of cells-two rounds of DNA replica\lon. Newly made DNA
is light blue.

1950s, Matthew Meselson and Franklin Stahl devised a clever
experiment that distinguished between the three models.
Their experiment supported the semiconservative model of
DNA replication, as predicted by Watson and Crick, and is
widely acknowledged among biologists to be a classic example
of elegant experimental design (figure 16.11).
The basic principle of DNA replication is conceptually simple. However, the actual process involves some complicated
biochemical gymnastics, as we will now see.

DNA Replication: A Closer Look
The bacterium E. coli has a single chromosome ofabout 4.6 million nucleotide pairs. In a favorable environment, an E. coli cell

UNlllHRH

o DNA
sample
centrifuged

() DNA sample
centrifuged
alter 20 min
(after first
replication)

Less
dense
J••

More
dense

CONCLUSION Meselson and Stahl compared their results to
those predicted by each of the three models in Figure 16,10, as
shown below. The first replication in the 14N medium produced a
band of hybrid C5N_l~N) DNA. This result eliminated the conservative model. The second replication produced both light and
hybrid DNA, a result that refuted the dispersive model and supported the semiconservative model. They therefore concluded
that DNA replication is semiconservative,

(c) Dispersive
model. Each
strand of both
daughter molecules contains
a mixture of
old and newly
synthesized
DNA.
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SOURCE

M MMs.on and F w Stahl, The replication of DNA in
f5rherichid coli, Proceeding<; of rhe NitlioniJI Acitdemyof SciNKes USA
44.671-682 (1958).

Inquiry Actron
Read and analyze the original paper in
Inquiry in Action: Interpreting Scientific Papers.

_1,111,"'1£1 If Meselson and Stahl had first grown the cells in
14N-containing medium and then moved them into ls N-containing
medium before taking samples, what would have been the result?

can copy all this DNA and divide to form two genetically identical daughter cells in less than an hour. Each of your cells has 46
DNA molecules in its nucleus, one long double-helical molecule per chromosome. In all, that representsabout6 billion base
pairs, or over a thousand times more DNA than is found in a
bacterial ceiL If we were to print the one-letter symbols for these
bases (A, G, C, and T) the size of the letters you are now reading, the 6 billion base pairs of information in a diploid human
cen would fin about 1,200 books as thick as this text. Yet it takes
a cell just a few hours to copy all of this DNA. This replication
ofan enormous amount ofgenetic information is achieved with
very few errors-only about one per 10 billion nucleotides. The
copying of DNA is remarkable in its speed and accuracy.
More than a dozen enzymes and other proteins participate
in DNA replication. Much more is known about how this
~replication machine" works in bacteria (such as E. coli) than

e
--

Origin OfDparental (template) strand
replication
Daughter (new) strand

O"bI,·

'''"d,d

DNA molecule

U"
Replication
bubble

in eukaryotes, and we will describe the basic steps of the
process for E. coli, except where otherwise noted. What scientists have learned about eukaryotic DNA replication suggests,
however, that most of the process is fundamentally similar for
prokaryotes and eukaryotes.

Getting Started
The replication of a DNA molecule begins at special sites called
origins of replication, short stretches of DNA having a specific
sequence ofnucleotides. The E roll chromosome, like many other
bacterial chromosomes, is circular and has asingle origin. Proteins
that initiate DNA replication recognize this sequence and attach
to the DNA, separating the two strands and opening up a replication 'bubble:' Replication of DNA then proceeds in both directions until the entire molecule is copied (Figure 16.12a). In
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(a) In the CIrcular chromosome of E. coli and many other bacteria,
only one origin of replication is present. The parental strands
separate at the origin, forming a replication bubble with two
forks. Replication proceeds in both directions until the forks meet
on the other Side. resulting in two daughter DNA molecules The
TEM shows a baderial chromosome with a replication bubble
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(b) In each linear chromosome of eukaryotes, DNA replication begins
when replication bubbles form at many sites along the giant DNA
molecule. The bubbles expand as replication proceeds in both
diredions, Eventually. the bubbles fuse and synthesis of the
daughter strands is complete. The TEM shows three replication
bubbles along the DNA of a cultured Chinese hamster cell,

... Figure 16,12 Origins of replication in E. coli and eukaryotes. The red arrows
indicate the movement of the replication forks and thus the overall directions of DNA
replication within each bubble,
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In the TEM in (b), add arrow.> for
the third bubble.
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contrast to a bacterial chromosome, a eukaryotic chromosome
may have hundreds or even a few thousand replication origins.
Multiple replication bubbles form and eventually fuse, thus
speeding up the copying of the very long DNA molecules
(Figure 16.12b). As in bacteria, eukaryotic DNA replication
proceeds in both directions from each origin.
At each end of a replication bubble is a replication fork, a
Y-shaped region where the parental strands of DNA are being
unwound Several kinds of proteins participate in the unwinding (Figure 16.13). Helicases are enzymes that untwist the
double helix at the replication forks, separating the two
parental strands and making them available as template
strands. After parental strand separation, single-strand
binding proteins bind to the unpaired DNA strands, stabilizing them. The untwisting of the double helix causes
tighter twisting and strain ahead of the replication fork.
Topoisomerase helps relieve this strain by breaking,
swiveling, and rejoining DNA strands.
The unwound sections of parental DNA strands are now
available to serve as templates for the synthesis of new complementary DNA strands. However, the enzymes that synthesize DNA cannot initiate the synthesis of a polynudeotide;
they can only add nudeotides to the end ofan already existing
chain that is base-paired with the template strand The initial
nucleotide chain that is produced during DNA synthesis is actually a short stretch of RNA, not DNA. This RNA chain is
called a primer and is synthesized by the enzyme primase
(see Figure 16.13). Primase starts an RNA chain from a single
RNA nucleotide, adding RNA nucleotides one at a time, using
the parent<ll DNA str.md as a template. The completed
primer, generally 5 to 10 nudeotides long. is thus base-paired
to the template strand. The new DNA strand will start from
the 3' end of the RNA primer.

... Figure 16.13 Some of the proteins
involved in the initiation of DNA
replication. The same proteins functIOn al
both r!'plicallOn forks in a replication blJbbl!'.
For simpliCIty, only one fort: IS sOO.vn.

Synthesizing a New DNA Strand
Enzymes called DNA polymerases catalyze the synthesis of
new DNA by adding nucleotides to a preexisting chain. In
E. coli, there are several different DNA polymerases, but two
appear to play the major roles in DNA replication: DNA polymerase III and DNA polymerase I. The situation in eukaryotes is more complicated, with at least II different DNA
polymerases discovered so far; however, the general princi·
pies are the same.
Most DNA polymerases require a primer and a DNA template strand, along which complementary DNA nucleotides
line up. In E. coli, DNA polymerase III (abbreviated DNA pol
III) adds a DNA nucleotide to the RNA primer and then continues adding DNA nucleotides, complementary to the
parental DNA template strand, to the growing end of the new
DNA strand. The rate of elongation is about 500 nucleotides
per second in bacteria and 50 per second in human cells.
Each nucleotide added to a growing DNA strand comes
from a nucleoside triphosphate, which is a nucleoside (a sugar
and a base) with three phosphate groups. You have already en~
countered such a molecule-ATP (adenosine triphosphate;
see FigureS.S). The only difference between the ATP ofenergy
metabolism and dATP, the nucleoside triphosphate that supplies an adenine nucleotide to DNA, is the sugar component,
which is deoxyribose in the bUilding block of ONA, but ribose
in ATP. Like ATP, the nucleoside triphosphates used for DNA
synthesis are chemically reactive, partly because their triphosphate tails have an unstable cluster ofnegative charge. As each
monomer joins the growing end of a DNA strand, two phosphate groups are lost as a molecule of pyrophosphate ~~i'
Subsequent hydrolysis of the pyrophosphate to two molemles
ofinorganic phosphate ~i is a coupled exergonic reaction that
helps drive the polymerization reaction (Figure 16.14).

Single-nrand binding
proteins stabilize the unwound parental strands.

Primase synthesizes
primers, using
the parental DNA as
a template.
RNA

Topoisomerase breaks, swivels,
and rejoins the parental DNA
ahead of the r!'plication fork,
reli!'ving the strain caused by
unwinding.
3'

5'
5'

3'

H!'licase unwinds and separates
the parental DNA nrands.
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New strand
S' end

Template strand
3' end

S' end

3' end

Sugar

... Figure 16.14 Incorporation of a
nucleotide into a DNA strand. DNA
polymerase catalyzes the addition of a
nucleoside triphosphate to the 3' end of a
growing DNA strand, with the release of two
phosphates.
Use this diagram to explain what we mean
when we say thaI each DNA strand has

D

Phosphate

directionality.

OH

~
0"

Pyrophosphate

\2(1),

~-.-"'-~

Nucleoside
triphosphate

5' end

S'end

Antiparallel Elongation
As we have noted previously, the two ends of a DNA strand are
different, giving each strand directionality, like a one-way street
(see Figure 16.5). In addition, the two strands of ONA in a double helix are antiparalJel, meaning that they are oriented in opposite directions to each other, like a divided highway (see
Figure 16.14). Oearly, the two new strands formed during DNA
replication must also be antiparallel to their template strands.
How does the antiparallel arrangement of the double helix
affect replication? Because oftheir structure, DNA polymerases
can add nucleotides only to the free 3' end of a primer or growing DNA strand, never to the 5' end (see Figure 16.14). Thus, a
new DNA strand can elongate only in the 5'---.3' direction. \Vith
this in mind, let's examine a replication fork (Figure 16.15).
Along one template strand, DNA polymerase III can synthesize
a complementary strand continuously by elongating the new
DNA in the mandatory 5' ~3' direction. DNA pol III simply
nestles in the replication fork on that template strand and
continuously adds nucleotides to the new complementary
strand as the fork progresses. The DNA strand made by this
mechanism is called the leading strand. Only one primer is
required for DNA pollll to synthesize the leading strand (see
Figure 16.15).
To elongate the other new strand of DNA in the mandatory
5'---'3' direction, DNA pol III must work along the other template
strand in the direction awayfrom the replication fork. The DNA
strand elongating in this direction is called the lagging strand.·
In contrast to the leading strand, which elongates continuously,
• Synthesis of the 1cadingstrand and synthesis of the lagging str~nd occur concurrently ~nd at the same rate. The lagging str~nd is So named because its
synthesis is delayed slightly relative to synthesis of tile leading strand: each
new fragment of tile lagging str~nd cannot be started until enough template
has been exposed at the repliClltion fork.

Overview
leading strand

Origin of replication

./
Prtmer

lagging strand

•

~--".:..-~ leading strand
,.
Overall dtreclions
.....- of replication ~

lagging strand

oDNAAfterpol RNA
primer is made,
III starts to synthesize
the leading strand.

.....

5' 'l'1'li'

,'

5'

"

RNA primer
"Sliding clamp"

Parental DNA

5'

eThe leading strand is
elongated continuously
in the 5'~ 3' direction
as the fork progresses.

"

... Figure 16.1S Synthesis of the leading strand during DNA
replication. This diagram focuses on the left replication fork shown in
the overview box, DNA polymerase 1JI (DNA pollI!). shaped like a
cupped hand, is closely associated with a protein called the "sliding
clamp" that encircles the newly synthesized double helix like a doughnut.
The slidtng clamp moves DNA pol III along the DNA template strand.
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Overview
Leading strand

Origin of replication

1:::"",...:..----

Lagging strand

Leading strand

~ Overall directions~

of replication

o

Primase joins RNA
nucleotides into a primer.

3'

5'
5'

Template
strand

6 DNA pol III adds
DNA nucleotides to
the primer, forming
Okazaki fragment 1.

€t After reaching the

The DNA Replication Complex

next RNA primer to
the right, DNA pallII
detaches.

5'

5'

~

5'

3'

3'

0

After fragment 2 is primed,
DNA pol III adds DNA nucleotides until it reaches the fragment 1 primer and detaches.

I0

5'

•

DNA pol I replaces the RNA
with DNA, adding to the 3'

'~~t2'
~~=,;.

o

5'

the lagging strand is synthesized discontinuously, as a series of
segments. These segments of the lagging strand are called
Okazaki fragmcnts, after the Japanese scientist who discovered
them. The fragments are about I,(XX) to 2,(XX) nucleotides long
in E ro/i and 100 to 200 nucleotides long in eukaryotes.
Figure 16.16 illustrates the steps in the synthesis of the
lagging strand. \'(fhereas only one primer is required on the
leading strand, each Okazaki fragment on the lagging strand
must be primed separately. Another DNA polymerase, DNA
polymerase I (DNA pol I), replaces the RNA nucleotides of
the primers with DNA versions, adding them one by one onto
the 3' end of the adjacent Okazaki fragment (fragment 2 in
Figure 16.16). But DNA poll cannot join the final nucleotide of
this replacement DNA segment to the first DNA nucleotide
of the Okazaki fragment whose primer was just replaced (frag~
ment 1in Figure 16.16). Another enzyme, DNA ligasc, accomplishes this task, joining the sugar-phosphate backbones of all
the Okazaki fragments into a continuous DNA strand.
Figure 16.17 and Table 16.1, on the next page, summarize
DNA replication. Study them carefully before proceeding.

DNA ligase forms
a bond between the ~
newest DNA and the
DNA of fragment 1.

3'
5'

1

e

The lagging
strand in this region
is now complete.

It is traditional-and convenient-to represent DNA polymerase
molecules as locomotives moving along a DNA "railroad track;
but such a model is inaccurate in two important ways. First, the
various proteins that participate in DNA replication actually form
a single large complex, a "DNA replication machine7 Many
protein-protein interactions facilitate the efficiency of this complex. For example, by interacting with other proteins at the fork,
primase apparently acts as a molecular brake, slowing progress of
the replication fork and coordinating the rate ofreplication on the
leading and lagging strands. Second, the DNA replication complex does not move along the DNA; rather, the DNA moves
through the complex during the replication process. In eukaryotic cells, multiple copies of the complex, perhaps grouped into
"factories;' may be anchored to the nuclear matrix, a framework
of fibers extending through the interior of the nucleus. Recent
studies support a model in which two DNA polymerase molecules, one on each template strand, "reel in" the parental DNA
and extrude newly made daughter DNA molecules. Additional
evidence suggests that the lagging strand is looped back through
the complex, so that when a DNA polymerase completes synthesis of an Okazaki fragment and dissociates, it doesn't have far to
travel to reach the primer for the next fragment, near the replica·
tion fork. This looping of the lagging strand enables more
Okazaki fragments to be synthesized in less time.

Proofreading and Repairing DNA
~.""-----Overall direction of replication

... Figure 16.16 Synthesis of the lagging strand.
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We cannot attribute the accuracy of DNA replication solely to
the specificity ofbase pairing. Although errors in the completed
DNA molecule amount to only one in 10 billion nucleotides, initial pairing errors between incoming nucleotides and those in

Overview

8

The leading strand is
synthesized <ontinuously
in the 5' ---) 3' direction

o

Molecules of singlestrand binding protein
stabilize the unwound
template strands.

Leading strand

Origin of replication

-~~~!~~~~~!:1~'~'

by DNA P/_OI_II1_.

.

laggin strand

L.,L_::-....,;"l..:--"-'leading strand
laggin~ Overall directions ---....
of replication

Leading strand

5'''''IV
Parental DNA
DNA pol III

lagging strand

5'

o

Primase begins synthesis
of the RNA primer for the
fifth Okazaki fragment.

o

DNA pol1ll is <ompleting synthesis of
the fourth fragment. When it reaches the
RNA primer on the third fragment, it will
dissociate, move to the replication fork,
and add DNA nucleotides to the 3' end of
the fifth fragment primer.

DNA pol I

DNA ligase

~~~2~3'5'
;x-'
o

DNA pol I removes the primer from the 5' end
of the second fragment. replacing it with DNA
nucleotides that it adds one by one to the 3' end
of the third fragment. The replacement of the
last RNA nucleotide with DNA leaves the sugarphosphate backbone with a free 3' end.

... Figure 16.17 A summary of bacterial DNA replication.
The detailed diagram shows one replication fork, but as indicated in the
overview (upper right), replication usually occurs simultaneously at two
forks, one at either end of a replication bubble. Viewing each daughter
strand in its entirety in the overview, you can see that half of it is made
<ontinuously as the leading strand, while the other half (on the other
side of the origin) is synthesized in fragments as the lagging strand

the template strand are 100,000 times more common-an error
rate of one in 100,000 nucleotides. During DNA replication,
DNA polymerases proofread each nucleotide against its template as soon as it is added to the growing strand. Upon finding
an incorrectly paired nucleotide, the polymerase removes the
nucleotide and then resumes synthesis. (This action is similar
to fiXing a word processing error by using the "delete" key and
then entering the correct letter.)
Mismatched nucleotides sometimes evade proofreading by
a DNA polymerase. In mismatch repair, enzymes remove
and replace incorrectly paired nucleotides that have resulted
from replication errors. Researchers spotlighted the importance of such enzymes when they found that a hereditary defect in one of them is associated with a form of colon cancer.
Apparently, this defect allows cancer-causing errors to accumulate in the DNA at a faster rate than normal.
Incorrectly paired or altered nucleotides can also arise after
replication. In fact, maintenance of the genetic information

Table 16.1

8 DNA ligase bonds
the 3' end of the
second fragment to
the 5' end of the first
fragment.

Bacterial DNA Replication Proteins
,and Their Functions

Protein

Function

Helicase

Unwinds parental double helix at replication forks

Single·strand
binding
protein

Binds to and st<lbilizes single-stranded DNA
lUltil it can be used as a template

Topoisomera.se Relieves "overwinding" strain ahead of replication forks by breaking, swiveling, and rejoining
DNA strdl1.ds
Primase

Synthesizes an RNA primer at 5' end of leading
strand and ofeach Okazaki fragment of lagging
strdl1.d

DNA pollil

Using parental DNA as a template, synthesizes
new DNA stmnd by covalently adding nu·
cleotides to the 3' end ofa pre-existing DNA
strdl1.d or RNA primer

DNA poll

Removes RNA nudeotides of primer from
5' end and replaces thenl with DNA nucle<ltides

DNA ligase

Joins 3' end of DNA that replaces primer to rest
of leading strand and joins Okazaki fragments of
lagging strand
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encoded in DNA requires frequent repair of various kinds of
damage to existing DNA. DNA molecules are constantly subjected to potentially harmful chemical and physical agents, as
we'll discuss in Chapter 17. Reactive chemicals (in the environment and occurring naturally in cells), radioactive emissions, Xrays, ultraviolet light, and certain molecules in cigarette smoke
can change nuc1eotides in ways that affect encoded genetic information. In addition, DNA bases often undergo spontaneous
chemical changes under normal cellular conditions. However,
these changes in DNA are usually corrected before they become
mutations perpetuated through successive replications. Each
cell continuously monitors and repairs its genetic material. Because repair of damaged DNA is so important to the survival of
an organism, it is no surprise that many different DNA repair
enzymes have evolved. Almost 100 are known in E. coli, and
about 130 have been identified so far in humans.
Most cellular systems for repairing incorrectly paired nucleotides, whether they are due to DNA damage or to replication errors, use a mechanism that takes advantage of the
base-paired structure of DNA. Often, a segment of the
strand containing the damage is cut out (excised) by a DNAcutting enzyme-a nuclease-and the resulting gap is then
filled in with nucleotides, using the undamaged strand as a
template. Theenzymes involved in filHng the gap are a DNA
polymerase and DNA ligase. One such DNA repair system
is called nucleotide excision repair (Figure 16.18).
An important function oCthe DNA repair enzymes in our
skin cells is to repair genetic damage caused by the ultraviolet
rays of sunlight. One type of damage, shown in Figure 16.18, is
the covalent linking of thymine bases that are adjacent on a
DNA strand. Such thymine dimers cause the DNA to buckle
and interfere with DNA replication. The importance of repairing this kind of damage is underscored by the disorder
xeroderma pigmentosum, which in most cases is caused by an
inherited defect in a nucleotide excision repair enzyme. Individuals with this disorder are hypersensitive to sunlight; mutations in their skin cells caused by ultraviolet light are left
uncorrected and cause skin cancer.

Replicating the Ends of DNA Molecules
In spite of the impressive capabilities of DNA polymerases,
there is a small portion of the cell's DNA that DNA polymerases can neither replicate nor repair. For linear DNA,
such as the DNA of eukaryotic chromosomes, the fact that a
DNA polymerase can add nuc1eotides only to the 3' end of a
preexisting polynucleotide leads to an apparent problem.
The usual replication machinery provides no way to complete the 5' ends of daughter DNA strands. Even if an
Okazaki fragment can be started with an RNA primer bound
to the very end of the template strand, once that primer is removed, it cannot be replaced with DNA because there is no
3' end available for nucleotide addition (Figure 16.19). As a
318
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A thymine dimer
distorts the DNA molewle.

1IIItl III
o

I
DNA
polymerase

A nuclease enzyme (uts
the damaged DNA strand
at two points and the
damaged section is
removed.

I
I

€) Repair synthesis by
a DNA polymerase
fills in the missing
nucleotides.

DNA
ligase

o

DNA ligase seals the
free end of the new DNA
to the old DNA, making the
strand complete.

... Figure 16.18 Nucleotide excision repair of DNA damage. A
team of enzymes detects and repairs damaged DNA. This figure shOW'S DNA
containing a thymine dimer. a type of damage often caused by ultraviolet
radiatioo. A nudease enzyme ruts out the damaged region of DNA, and a
DNA polymerase (in bacteria, DNA pol replaces it with nucleotide,
complememary to the undamaged strand. DNA ligase completes the
process by closing the remaining break in the sugar-phosphate backbone.

n

result, repeated rounds of replication produce shorter and
shorter DNA molecules with uneven (~staggered") ends.
The shortening of DNA does not occur in most prokaryotes because their DNA is circular and therefore has no
ends. But what protects the genes of eukaryotes from being
eroded away during successive rounds of DNA replication?
It turns out that eukaryotic chromosomal DNA molecules
have special nucleotide sequences called teJomeres at their
ends (Figure 16.20). Telomeres do not contain genes; instead, the DNA typically consists of multiple repetitions of
one short nucleotide sequence. In each human telomere, for
example, the six-nucleotide sequence TTAGGG is repeated
between 100 and 1,000 times. Telomeric DNA protects the
organism's genes. In addition, specific proteins associated
with telomeric DNA prevent the staggered ends of the
daughter molecule from activating the cell's systems for
monitoring DNA damage. (Staggered ends of a DNA molecule, which often result from double-strand breaks, can trig-

5'

DNA
strands
Ends of
parental

,~;~;;~~:::::::::::::~"'~'~d~;"~9~';"~,"~d~_
"
lagging strand

Pre~ious

last fragment

fragment

\I

lagging strand

Parental strand

~r]R[NIAtPI,~;ml'~'~~~i~~CD~~i~
5'
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"

Primer removed but ~
cannot be replaced
with DNA because
no 3' end available

for DNA polymerase

Removal of primers and
replacement with DNA
where a 3' end is available

+Second round
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5'

.

... Figure 16.20 Telomeres. Eukaryotes have repetitive, noncoding
sequences called telomeres at the ends of their DNA. Telomeres are
stained orange In these mouse chromosomes (LM).
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... Figure 16.19 Shortening of the ends of linear DNA
molecules. Here we follow the end of one strand of a DNA molecule
through two rounds of replication. After the first round, the new
lagging strand is shorter than its template. After a second round, both
the leading and lagging strands have become shorter than the original
parental DNA. Although not shown here, the other ends of these DNA
molecules also become shorter.

ger signal transduction pathways leading to cell cycle arrest
or cell death.)
Telomeres do not prevent the shortening of DNA molecules due to successive rounds of replication; they just postpone the erosion ofgenes near the ends of DNA molecules. As
shown in Figure 16.19, telomeres become shorter during every
round of replication. As we would expect, telomeric DNA
does tend to be shorter in dividing somatic cells of older individuals and in cultured cells that have divided many times. It
has been proposed that shortening of telomeres is somehow
connected to the aging process of certain tissues and even to
aging of the organism as a whole.
But what about the cells whose genomes must persist unchanged from an organism to its offspring over many generations? If the chromosomes of germ cells (which give rise to
gametes) became shorter in every cell cycle, essential genes

would eventually be missing from the gametes they produce.
However, this does not occur: An enzyme called tclomcrasc
catalyzes the lengthening oftelomeres in eukaryotic germ cells,
thus restoring their original length and compensating for the
shortening that occurs during DNA replication. Telomerase is
not active in most human somatic cells, but its activity in germ
cells results in telomeres of maximum length in the zygote.
Normal shortening of telomeres may protect organisms
from cancer by limiting the number of divisions that somatic
cells can undergo. Cells from large tumors often have unusually short telomeres, as one would expect for cells that have
undergone many cell divisions. Further shortening would presumably lead to self-destruction of the tumor cells. Intriguingly, researchers have found telomerase activity in cancerous
somatic cells, suggesting that its ability to stabilize telomere
length may allow these cancer cells to persist. Many cancer
cells do seem capable of unlimited cell division, as do immortal strains ofcultured cells (see Chapter 12). Iftelomerase is indeed an important factor in many cancers, it may provide a
useful target for both cancer diagnosis and chemotherapy.
Thus far in this chapter, you have learned about the structure and replication of a DNA molecule. In the next section,
we'll examine how DNA is packaged into chromosomes, the
structures that carry the genetic information.
CONCEPT

CHECK

16.2

I. What role does complementary base pairing play in
the replication of DNA?
2, Identify two major functions of DNA pollll in DNA
replication.
If the DNA poll in a given cell were
3.
nonfunctional, how would that affect the synthesis of
a leading strand? In the overview box in Figure 16.17,
point out where DNA poll would normally function
on the top leading strand.

-'m'·'IIA

For suggested answers,
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rz'~'~;::o~:~e consists of a

DNA molecule packed together
with proteins

The main component of the genome in most bacteria is one
double-stranded, circular DNA molecule that is associated
with a small amount of protein. Although we refer to this

structure as the bacterial chromosome, it is very different from
a eukaryotic chromosome, which consists of one linear DNA
molecule associated with a large amount of protein. In E. coli,
the chromosomal DNA consists of about 4.6 million nucleotide pairs, representing about 4,400 genes. This is 100 times
more DNA than is found in a typical virus, but only about onethousandth as much DNA as in a human somatic celL Still, it
is a lot of ONA to be packaged in such a small container.
Stretched out, the DNA of an E. coli cell would measure
about a millimeter in length, 500 times longer than the cell.

• Figure 16.21

••

• Chromatin Packing in a Eukaryotic Chromosome

This series of diagrams and transmission electron micrographs depicts a current model for the
progressive levels of ONA coiling and folding. The illustration zooms out from a single
molecule of DNA to a metaphase chromosome, which is large enough to be seen with a light
microscope.

Nucleosome
(10 nm in diameter)

DNA
double helix
(2 nm in diameter)

"".I~'"
l'jj.1l--"""4.

,jj.\

JiJjJ.i,;J

Histone tail
Histones

1 DNA, the double helix

2 Histones

Shown here is a ribbon model of DNA, with
each ribbon representing one of the sugarphosphate backbones. As you will recall
from Figure 16.7, the phosphate groups
along the backbone contribute a negative
charge along the outside of each strand. The
TEM shows a molecule of naked DNA; the
double helix alone is 2 nm across.

Proteins called histones are responsible for the
first level of DNA packing in chromatin.
Although each histone is small-containing
about 100 amino acids-the total mass of
histone in chromatin approximately equals
the mass of DNA. More than a fifth ofa
histone's amino acids are positively charged
(lysine or arginine) and bind tightly to the
negatively charged DNA.
Four types of histones are most common in
chromatin: H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. The
histones are very similar among eukaryotes; for
example, all but two ofthe amino acids in cow
H4are identical to those in pea H4. The
apparent conservation ofhistone genes during
evolution probab~' reflects the pivotal role of
histones in organizing DNA within cells.
The four main types of histones are
critical to the next level of DNA packing. (A
fifth type of histone, called HI, is involved in
a further stage of packing.)
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3 Nucleosomes. or "beads
on a string" (10-nm fiber)
In electron micrographs, unfolded chromatin
is 10 nm in diameter (the JO-nm fiber). Such
chromatin resembles beads on a string (see
the TEM). Each "bead" is a nllcleosome, the
basic unit of DNA packing; the 'string"
between beads is called linker DNA.
A nucleosome consists of ONAwound
twice around a protein core composed of two
molecules each ofthe four main histone
types. The amino end (N-terminus) of each
histone (the histone tail) extends outward
from the nucleosome.
In the cell cycle, the histones leave the DNA
only briefly during DNA replication. Generally,
they do the same during gene expression,
another process that requires access to the
DNA by the cell's molecular machinery.
Chapter 18 will discuss some recent findings
about the role of histone tails and nucleosomes
in the regulation ofgene expression.

\Vi.thin a bacterium, however, certain proteins cause the chromosome to coil and "supercoil,n densely packing it so that it
fills only part ofthe cell. Unlike the nucleus ofa eukaryotic cell,
this dense region of DNA in a bacterium, called the nucleoid,
is not bounded by membrane (see Figure 6.6).
Eukaryotic chromosomes each contain a single linear
DNA double helix that, in humans, averages about 1.5 x 108
nucleotide pairs. This is an enormous amount of DNA relative to a chromosome's condensed length. If completely
stretched out, such a DNA molecule would be about 4 cm

long, thousands of times the diameter of a cell nucleus-and
that's not even considering the DNA of the other 45 human
chromosomes!
In the cell, eukaryotic DNA is precisely combined with a
large amount of protein. Together, this complex of DNA and
protein, called chromatin, fits into the nucleus through an
elaborate, multilevel system of DNA packing. Our current
view ofthe successive levels of DNA packing in a chromosome
is outlined in Figure 16.21. Study this figure carefully before
reading further.

Chromatid
~(700nm)

3D·nm fiber

loops

4 3().nm fiber
The next level of p;loong is due to interactions

between the histone tails of one nucleosome and
the linker DNA and nucleosomes on either side.
A fifth histone, Hl, is involvedat this level
These interactions cause the extended lO·nm
fiber to coil or fold. fonning a chromatin fiber
roughly30 nm in thickness. the 3O-nmjiber.
Although the 3O-nm fiber is quite prevalent in
the interpha$e nucleus, the packing arrangement
of nucleosomes in this form ofchromatin is still
a matter ofsome debate.

Scaffold

5 Looped domains (300·nm
fiber)
The 3O-nm fiber. in turn. forms loops called
looped domains attached to a chromosome
scaffold made of proteins, thus making up a
3(X).-nmjiber. The scaffold is rich in one type of
topoisomerase, and Hl molecules also appear
to be present.
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6 Metaphase chromosome
In a mitotic chromosome, the looped domains
themselves coil and fold in a manner not yet
fully understood, further compacting all the
chromatin to produce the characteristic
metaphase chromosome shown in the
micrograph above. The width of one chromatid
is 700 nm. Particular genes always end up
located at the same places in metaphase
chromosomes, indicating that the packing steps
are highly specific and pre£ise.
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Chromatin undergoes striking changes in its degree of
packing during the course of the cell cycle (see Figure 12.6). In
interphase cells stained for light microscopy, the chromatin
usually appears as a diffuse mass within the nucleus, suggesting that the chromatin is highly extended. As a cell prepares
for mitosis, its chromatin coils and folds up (condenses),
eventually forming a characteristic number of short, thick
metaphase chromosomes that are distinguishable from each
other with the light microscope.
Though interphase chromatin is generally much less
condensed than the chromatin of mitotic chromosomes, it
shows several of the same levels of higher-order packing.
Some of the chromatin comprising a chromosome seems to
be present as a lO-nm fiber, but much is compacted into a
30-nm fiber, which in some regions is further folded into
looped domains. Although an interphase chromosome lacks
an obvious scaffold, its looped domains appear to be attached to the nuclear lamina, on the inside of the nuclear envelope, and perhaps also to fibers of the nuclear matrix.
These attachments may help organize regions of chromatin
where genes are active. The chromatin of each chromosome
occupies a specific restricted area within the interphase nucleus, and the chromatin fibers of different chromosomes
do not become entangled.
Even during interphase, the centro meres and telomeres
of chromosomes, as well as other chromosomal regions in
some cells, exist in a highly condensed state similar to that
seen in a metaphase chromosome. This type of interphase
chromatin, visible as irregular clumps with a light microscope, is called heterochromatin, to distinguish it from
the less compacted, more dispersed euchromatin ("true
chromatin"). Because of its compaction, heterochromatin
DNA is largely inaccessible to the machinery in the cell responsible for expressing (making use of) the genetic information coded in the DNA. In contrast, the looser packing
of euchromatin makes its DNA accessible to this machinery, so the genes present in euchromatin can be expressed.
The chromosome is a dynamic structure that is condensed, loosened, modified, and remodeled as necessary
for various cell processes, including mitosis, meiosis, and
gene activity. The pathways regulating these transformations are currently a focus of intense study by researchers.
It has become clear that histones are not simply inert
spools around which the DNA is wrapped. Instead, they
can undergo chemical modifications that result in changes
in chromatin organization. Terry Orr-Weaver, the scientist
interviewed at the beginning of this unit (pp. 246-247),
has long been interested in the molecular mechanisms of
chromosome dynamics during mitosis and meiosis. Using a genetic approach in Drosophila, she and her colleagues showed that phosphorylation of a specific amino
acid on a histone tail plays a crucial role in chromosome
behavior during prophase I of meiosis (Figure 16.22).
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What role does histone phosphorylation play
in chromosome behavior during meiosis?
EXPERIMENT
Terry Orr-Weaver and colleagues at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology mutagenized fruit flies and looked
for mutations that caused sterility. reasoning that such mutations
might be found in genes coding for proteins that play important
roles during meiosis. They found a mutation in the nhk-/ gene that
caused sterility in Drosophila females. They knew that the gene
product. nucleosomal histone kinase-'. or NHK-'. is an enzyme
that phosphorylates a specific amino acid on the tail of histone
H2A. They hypothesized that sterility is caused by unsuccessful
meiosis due to abnormal chromosome behavior when this enzyme
does not function properly,
To test this hypothesis. they observed chromosome behavior
closely during meiosis in ovarian cells of normal and mutant flies, In
one experiment. they used a red fluorescent dye to mark the
location of DNA and a green fluorescent dye to mark the location
of the protein condensin, which normally coats the chromosomes
at the end of prophase I and helps them condense,
RESULTS
At the end of prophase I in ovarian cells of normal flies, condensin and DNA were both localized to a very small
region in the nucleus (below left; the yellow color IS the result of
green and red dyes located together), However, in mutant flies.
condensin was spread diffusely throughout the nucleus while the
DNA was restricted to the periphery of the nucleus (below right;
the red of the DNA is very faint). This result suggested that condensin does not coat the chromosomes in the cells of mutant flies
and that. consequently. the chromosomes don't condense,

Condensin and
DNA (yellow)

Outline
of nucleus

Normal cell nucleus

Condensin
(green)

DNA (red at
periphery)

Mutant cell nucleus

Because this process and others during meiosis
are not completed successfully when the histone kinase NHK-l
does not function properly, the researchers concluded that a specific phosphorylallon of histone H2A is necessary for normal chromosome behavior during meiosis,
CONCLUSION

SOURCE

I, lvan0Y5k~, T Khandan, T. ko, ilnd T, L, Orr-WeilVer,
A h,stone code In meIOSIS: tfle hIstone kinase, NHK·t. IS reqUired for proper
chromos.omal architecture in Drosophila oocyte<;, Genes and DeYeIopmenr

19'2571-2582 (2005).

_1,ilif.iIIA SUppose a researcher discovered a mutant fly in which
the histone H2A tail was missing the specific amino acid usually phosphorylated by the histone kinase NHK-l How would this mutation
likely affect chromosome behavior during meiosis in ovarian cells?

Phosphorylation and other chemical modifications of histones also have multiple effects on gene activity, as you will see
in Chapter 18.
In this chapter, you have learned how DNA molecules are
arranged in chromosomes and how DNA replication provides the copies of genes that parents pass to offspring.
However, it is not enough that genes be copied and transmitted; the information they carry must be used by the cell.
In other words, genes must also be "expressed~ In the next
chapter, we will examine how the cell translates genetic information encoded in DNA.

-M4·1t· • Go to the Study Areil at www.masteringbio.com for BiOFliK

CONCEPT

CHECK

16.)

I. Describe the structure of a nucleosome, the basic unit
of DNA packing in eukaryotic cells.
2. What two properties distinguish heterochromatin
from euchromatin?
3. _i,ilmiIiA Although the proteins that cause the
E. coli chromosome to coil are not histones, what
property would you expect them to share with histones, given their ability to bind to DNA?
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

.. DNA Replication: A Closer look

3-D Animations. MP3 Tutors. Videos. Practice Tests, an eBook. and more

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

••.11"1'-16.1
DNA is the genetic material (pp. 305-310)
.. The Search for the Genetic Material: Scientific Inquiry
Experiments with bacteria and with phages provided the first
strong evidence that the genetic material is DNA .
.. Building a Structural Model of DNA: Scientific Inquiry
Watson and Crick deduced that DNA is a double helix. Two
antiparallel sugar-phosphate chains wind around the outside of
the molecule; the nitrogenous bases project into the interior,
where they hydrogen-bond in specific pairs, A with T, G with C.

Nl1rogenolJl basel
Sugar-poosph.lte backbone

... Proofreading and Repairing DNA DNA polymerases
proofread new DNA, replacing incorrect nucleotides. In mismatch repair, enzymes correct errors that persist. Nucleotide
excision repair is a general process by which enzymes cut out
and replace damaged stretches of DNA .
.. Replicating the Ends of DNA Molecules The ends ofeukaryotic chromosomal DNA get shorter with each round of replication. The presence of telomeres, repetitive sequences at the ends
oflinear DNA molecules, postpones the erosion of genes. Telomerase catalyzes the lengthening of telomeres in germ cells.

-Milt.•
-Milt.•
Acthity The Hershey-Chase Experimem
Acthity DNA .nd RNA Structur~
Acthity DNA Double Hdix

- •.1114"-16.2
Many proteins work together in DNA replication and
repair (pp. 311-319)
.. The Basic Principle: Base Pairing to a Template Strand
The Meselson-Stahl experiment showed that DNA replication
is semiconservative: The parent molecule unwinds, and each
strand then serves as a template for the synthesis of a new
strand according to base-pairing rules.

Act;"ity DNA R~plication: An O,'~rvi~w
[n"6tigation Wh.t I. the Correct Model for DNA Replication?
Acthity DNA Replic.tion: A Closer Look
Acthity DNA R~plic.tion: A Review

_ •.111.1'-16.3
Achromosome consists o( a DNA molecule packed
together with proteins (pp. 320-323)
.. The bacterial chromosome is usually a circular DNA molecule
with some associated proteins. Eukaryotic chromatin making
up a chromosome is compose<! mostly of DNA, histones, and
other proteins. The histones bind to each other and to the DNA
to form nucleosomcs, the most basic units of DNA packing.
Histone tails extend outward from each bead-like nucleosome
core. Additional folding leads ultimately to the highly condensed
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chromatin of the metaphase chromosome. In interphase cells,
most chromatin is less compacted (euchromatin), but some remains highly condensed (heterochromatin). Histone modifications may influence the state of chromatin condensation.

-w·n.•

6. The elongation of the leading strand during DNA synthesis
a. progresses away from the replication fork.
b. occurs in the 3'--->5' direction.
c. produces Okazaki fragments.
d. depends on the action of DNA polymerase.
e. does not require a template strand.

Activity DNA Packing

7. The spontaneous loss of amino groups from adenine results in

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
L In his work with pneumonia-causing bacteria and mice,
Griffith found that
a. the protein coat from pathogenic cells was able to
transform nonpathogenic cells.
b. heat-killed pathogenic cells caused pneumonia.
c. some substance from pathogenic cells was transferred to
nonpathogenic cells, making them pathogenic.
d. the polysaccharide coat of bacteria caused pneumonia.
e. bacteriophages injected DNA into bacteria.

2. E. coli cells grown on 15N medium are transferred to

I"N

medium and allowed to grow for two more generations (two
rounds of DNA replication). DNA extmcted from these cells is
centrifuged. What density distribution of DNA would you expect in this experiment?
a. one high-density and one low-density band
b. one intermediate-density band
c. one high-density and one intermediate-density band
d. one low-density and one intermediate-density band
e. one low-density band
3. A biochemist isolates and purifies molecules needed for DNA
replication. When she adds some DNA, replication occurs, but

hypoxanthine, an uncommon base, opposite thymine in DNA.
\'(fhat combination of molecules could repair such damage?
a. nuclease, DNA polymerase, DNA ligase
b. telomerase, primase, DNA polymerase
c. telomerase, helicase, single-strand binding protein
d. DNA ligase, replication fork proteins, adenylyl cyclase
e. nuclease, telomerase, primase

8. In a nucleosome, the DNA is wrapped around
a. polymerase molecules.
b. ribosomes.
c. histones.

d. a thymine dimer.
e. satellite DNA.

For Self-Qui: answers, see Appendix A.

-t,j4ol,.• Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. Some bacteria may be able to respond to environmental stress
by increasing the rate at which mutations occur during cell
division. How might this be accomplished? Might there be an
evolutionary advantage of this ability? Explain.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

each DNA molecule consists of a normal strand paired with
numerous segments of DNA a few hundred nucleotides long.
What has she probably left out of the mixture?
a. DNA polymerase
d. Okazaki fragments
b. DNA ligase
e. primase
c. nucleotides
4. What is the basis for the difference in how the leading and lagging strands of DNA molecules are synthesized?
a. The origins of replication occur only at the 5' end.
b. Helicases and single-strand binding proteins work at the
5' end.
c. DNA polymerase can join new nucleotides only to the 3'
end of a grOWing strand.
d. DNA ligase works only in the 3'---05' direction.
e. Polymerase can work on only one strand at a time.
5. In analyzing the number of different bases in a DNA sample,
which result would be consistent with the base-pairing rules?
a.A=G
d.A=C
b.A+G=C+T
e. G=T
c.A+T=G+T
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10. •• Uji,iAII Model building can be an important part of the
scientific process. The illustration above is a computergenerated model of a DNA replication complex. The parental
and newly synthesized DNA strands are color-coded differently, as are each of the following three proteins: DNA pol III,
the sliding clamp, and single-strand binding protein. Use what
you've learned in this chapter to clarify this model by labeling
each DNA strand and each protein and showing the overall
direction of DNA replication.

FromG n
to Prot
KEY

CONCEPTS

17.1 Genes specify proteins via transcription and
translation
17.2 Transcription is the DNA·directed synthesis of
RNA: a closer look
17.3 Eukaryotic cells modify RNA after transcription
17.4 Translation is the RNA-directed synthesis of a
polypeptide: a closer look

17.5 Point mutations can affect protein structure
and function
17.6 While gene expression differs among the domains
of life, the concept of a gene is universal

r;;::;·~~::·of Genetic Information

I

n 2006, a young albino deer seen frolicking with several

brown deer in the mountains of eastern Germany

elicited a public outcry (Figure 17.1). A local hunting organization said the albino deer suffered from a "genetic disorder~ and should be shot. Some people felt the deer should
merely be prevented from mating with other deer in order to
safeguard the gene pool of the population. Others favored relocating the albino deer to a nature reserve because they
worried that it might be more noticeable to predators if left
in the wild. A German rock star even held a benefit concert
to raise funds for the relocation. What led to the striking
phenotype of this deer, the cause of this lively debate?
You learned in Chapter 14 that inherited traits are determined by genes and that the trait of albinism is caused by a
recessive allele ofa pigmentation gene. The information content of genes is in the form of specific sequences of nucleotides along strands of DNA, the genetic material. But how
does this information determine an organism's traits? Put
another way, what does a gene actually say? And how is its

... Figure 17.1 How does a single faulty gene result in the
dramatic appearance of an albino deer?

message translated by cells into a specific trait, such as brown
hair, type A blood, or, in the case of an albino deer, a total
lack of pigment? The albino deer has a faulty version of a key
protein, an enzyme required for pigment synthesis, and this
protein is faulty because the gene that codes for it contains
incorrect information.
This example illustrates the main point ofthis chapter: The
DNA inherited by an organism leads to specific traits by dictating the synthesis of proteins and of RNA molecules involved in protein synthesis. In other words, proteins are the
link between genotype and phenotype. Gene expression is
the process by which DNA directs the synthesis of proteins
(or, in some cases, just RNAs). The expression of genes that
code for proteins includes two stages: transcription and translation. This chapter describes the flow of information from
gene to protein in detail and explains how genetic mutations
affect organisms through their proteins. Gene expression involves similar processes in all three domains of life. Understanding these processes will allow us to revisit the concept of
the gene in more detail at the end of the chapter.

r~:~:s'::~f: proteins via

transcription and translation

Before going into the details of how genes direct protein synthesis, let's step back and examine how the fundamental relationship between genes and proteins was discovered.

Evidence from the Study of Metabolic Defects
In 1909, British physician Archibald Garrod was the first to
suggest that genes dictate phenotypes through enzymes that
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catalyze specific chemical reactions in the cell. Garrod postulated that the symptoms of an inherited disease reflect a person's inability to make a particular enzyme. He referred to
such diseases as "inborn errors of metabolism." Garrod gave
as one example the hereditary condition called alkaptonuria,
in which the urine is black because it contains the chemical
alkapton, which darkens upon exposure to air. Garrod reasoned that most people have an enzyme that metabolizes alkapton, whereas people with alkaptonuria have inherited an
inability to make that enzyme.
Garrod may have been the first person to recognize that
Mendel's principles of heredity apply to humans as well as
peas. Garrod's realization was ahead of its time, but research
conducted several decades later supported his hypothesis
that a gene dictates the production ofa specific enzyme. Biochemists accumulated much evidence that cells synthesize
and degrade most organic molecules via metabolic pathways,
in which each chemical reaction in a sequence is catalyzed by
a specific enzyme (see p. 142). Such metabolic pathways lead,
for instance, to the synthesis of the pigments that give fruit
flies (Drosophila) their eye color (see Figure 15.3). In the
193Os, George Beadle and Boris Ephrussi speculated that in
Drosophila, each of the various mutations affecting eye color
blocks pigment synthesis at a specific step by preventing production of the enzyme that catalyzes that step. However, neither the chemical reactions nor the enzymes that catalyze
them were known at the time.

growing on complete medium and distributed them to a number of different vials. Each vial contained minimal medium
plus a single additional nutrient. The particular supplement
that allowed growth indicated the metabolic defect. For example, if the only supplemented vial that supported growth of
the mutant was the one fortified with the amino acid arginine,
the researchers could conclude that the mutant was defective
in the biochemical pathway that wild-type cells use to synthesize arginine.
Beadle and Tatum went on to pin down each mutant's
defect more specifically. Figure 17.2 shows how they used additional tests to distinguish among three classes of argininerequiring mutants. Mutants in each class required a different
set of compounds along the arginine-synthesizing pathway,
which has three steps. Based on their results, the researchers
reasoned that each class must be blocked at a different step in
this pathway because mutants in that class lacked the enzyme
that catalyzes the blocked step.
Because each mutant was defective in a single gene, Beadle
and Tatum's results provided strong support for the one
gene-one enzyme hypothesis, as they dubbed it, which states
that the function ofa gene is to dictate the production ofa specific enzyme. Further support for this hypothesis came from
experiments that identified the specific enzymes lacking in the
mutants. Beadle and Tatum shared a Nobel Prize in 1958 for
"their discovery that genes act by regulating definite chemical
events" (in the words of the Nobel committee).

Nutritional Mutants in Neurospora: Scientific Inquiry

The Products of Gene Expression: A Developing Story

A breakthrough in demonstrating the relationship between
genes and enzymes came a few years later, when Beadle and
Edward Tatum began working with a bread mold, Neurospora
crassa. Using a treatment shown in the 1920s to cause genetic
changes, they bombarded Neurospora with X-rays and then
looked among the survivors for mutants that differed in their
nutritional needs from the wild-type mold. \Vild-type
Neurospora has modest food requirements. It can survive in
the laboratory on a moist support medium called agar, mixed
only with inorganic salts, glucose, and the vitamin biotin.
From this minimal medium, the mold cells use their metabolic pathways to produce all the other molecules they need.
Beadle and Tatum identified mutants that could not survive
on minimal medium, apparently because they were unable to
synthesize certain essential molecules from the minimal ingredients. To ensure survival of these nutritional mutants,
Beadle and Tatum allowed them to grow on a completegrowth
medium, which consisted of minimal medium supplemented
with all 20 amino acids and a few other nutrients. The complete growth medium could support any mutant that couldn't
synthesize one of the supplements.
To characterize the metabolic defect in each nutritional
mutant, Beadle and Tatum took samples from the mutant

As researchers learned more about proteins, they made revisions to the one gene-one enzyme hypothesis. First of all, not
all proteins are enzymes. Keratin, the structural protein of animal hair, and the hormone insulin are two examples of nonenzyme proteins. Because proteins that are not enzymes are
nevertheless gene products, molecular biologists began to
think in terms of one gene-one protein. However, many proteins are constructed from two or more different polypeptide
chains, and each polypeptide is specified by its own gene. For
example, hemoglobin, the oxygen-transporting protein of vertebrate red blood cells, is built from two kinds ofpolypeptides,
and thus tv.·o genes code for this protein (see Figure 5.21).
Beadle and Tatum's idea was therefore restated as the one
gene-one polypeptide hypothesis. Even this description is not
entirely accurate, though. First, many eukaryotic genes can
code for a set ofclosely related polypeptides in a process called
alternative splicing, which you will learn about later in this
chapter. Second, quite a few genes code for RNA molecules
that have important functions in cells even though they are
never translated into protein. For now, we will focus on genes
that do code for polypeptides. (Note that it is common to refer
to these gene products as proteins, rather than more precisely
as polypeptides-a practice you will encounter in this book.)
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Do individual genes specify the enzymes that function
in a biochemical pathway?
EXPERIMENT
Working with the mold Neurospora craS5il, George Beadle and Edward
Tatum, then at Stanford University, isolated mutants that required arginine in their growth
medium. The researchers showed that these mutants fell into three classes, each defective
in a different gene. From other considerations, they suspected that the metabolic pathway
of arginine biosynthesis involved a precursor nutrient and the intermediate molecules
ornithine and citrulline, Their most famous experiment, shown here, tested both their one
gene-one enzyme hypothesIs and their postulated arginine-synthesizing pathway. In this
experiment, they grew their three classes of mutants under the four different conditions
shown in the Results section below. They included minimal medium (MM) as a control
because they knew that wild-type cells could grow on MM but mutant cells could not. (See
test tubes on the right.)

---1'1

Growth:
Wild-type
cells growing
and dividing

No growth:
Mutant cells
cannot grow
and divide

Minimal medium

Classes of Neurospora crassa
RESULTS
The Wild-type strain was
capable of growth under all experimental
Minimal
conditions, requiring only the minimal
medium
medium. The three classes of mutants each
(MM)
had a specific set of growth requirements,
(control)
For example, class II mutants could not
grow when ornithine alone was added but
MM'
could grow when either citrulline or
< ornithine
0
arginine was added,
~

"u<
0

MM,
citrulline
MM,
arginine
(control)

Wild type

Class I mutants

Class II mutants

Class III mutants

~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~

Wild type

Class J mutants
(mutation in
gene A)

Class II mutants
(mutation in
gene B)

Class III mutants
(mutation in
gene C)

Precursor

Precursor

Precursor

Precursor

Can grow with or
without any
supplements
CONCLUSION

From the growth
requirements of the mutants, Beadle and
Tatum deduced that each class of mutant
was unable to carry out one step in the
pathway for synthesizing arginine,
presumably because it lacked the necessary
enzyme, Because each of their mutants was
mutated in a single gene, they concluded
that each mutated gene must normally
dictate the production of one enzyme, Their
results supported the one gene-one enzyme
hypothesiS and also confirmed the arginine
pathway, (Notice in the Results that a mutant
can grow only if supplied with a compound
made after the defective step, because this
bypasses the defect.)

SOURCE
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Gene C_
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Suppose the experiment had shown that class I mutants could grow only in MM
supplemented by ornithine or arginine and that class II mutants could grow in MM supplemented
by citrulline, ornithine, or arginine. What conclusions would Beadle and Tatum have drawn from
those results regarding the biochemical pathway and the defect in class [and class II mutants?
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Basic Principles ofTranscription
and Translatoon
Genes provide the instructions for making specific proteins.

But a gene does not build a protein directly. The bridge between DNA and protein synthesis is the nucleic add RNA.
You learned in Chapter 5 that RNA is chemically similar to
DNA, except that it contains ribose instead of deoxyribose as
its sugar and has the nitrogenous base uracil rather than

thymine (see Figure 5.27). Thus, each nucleotide along a DNA
strand has A. G. C, or T as its base. and each nucleotide along
an RNA strand has A, G, C. or U as its base. An RNA molecule llSuaUy consists of a single strand.
It is customary to describe the flow of information from
gene to protein in linguistic terms because both nucleic acids

and proteins are polymers with specific sequences of
monomers that convey information, much as specific se-

quences of letters communicate information in a language
like English. In DNA or RNA, the monomers are the four
types of nucleotides, which differ in their nitrogenous bases.
Genes are typically hundreds or thousands of nucleotides
long, each gene having a specific sequence of bases. Each
polypeptide of a protein also has monomers arranged in a
particular linear order (the protein's primary structure), but
its monomers are amino adds. Thus, nucleic adds and proteins contain information written in two different chemical
languages. Getting from DNA to protein requires two major
stages: transcription and translation.
Transcription is the synthesis of RNA under the direction of DNA. Both nucleic acids use the same language, and
the information is simply transcribed, or copied, from one
molecule to the other. Just as a DNA strand provides a
template for the synthesis of a new complementary strand
during DNA replication, it also can serve as a template for
assembling a complementary sequence of RNA nucleotides.
For a protein-coding gene, the resulting RNA molecule is a
faithful transcript of the gene's protein-building instructions, in the same way that your college transcript is an accurate record of your grades, and like a transcript, it can be
sent out in multiple copies. This type of RNA molecule is
called messenger RNA (mRNA) because it carries a genetic
message from the DNA to the protein-synthesizing machinery of the cell. (Transcription is the general term for the
synthesis of any kind of RNA on a DNA template. Later in
this chapter, you will learn about some other types of RNA
produced by transcription.)
Translation is the synthesis ofa polypeptide, which occurs
under the direction of mRNA. During this stage, there is a
change in language: The cell must translate the base sequence
of an mRNA molecule into the amino acid sequence of a
polypeptide. The sites of translation are ribosomes, complex
particles that facilitate the orderly linking of amino acids into
polypeptide chains.
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Transcription and translation occur in all organisms. Recall
from Chapter I that there are three domains of life: Bacteria,
Archaea, and Eukarya. Organisms in the first two domains are
grouped as prokaryotes because their cells lack a membranebounded nucleus-a defining feature ofeukaryotic cells. Most
studies of transcription and translation have been done on
bacteria and eukaryotes, which are therefore our main focus in
this chapter. Although our understanding of these processes
in archaea lags behind, in the last section we will discuss a few
aspects of archaeal gene expression.
The basic mechanics of transcription and translation are
similar for bacteria and eukaryotes, but there is an important
difference in the flow ofgenetic information within the cells.
Because bacteria do not have nuclei, their DNA is not segregated from ribosomes and the other protein-synthesizing
equipment (Figure 17.3a). As you will see later, this lack of
segregation allows translation of an mRNA to begin while
its transcription is still in progress. In a eukaryotic cell, by
contrast, the nuclear envelope separates transcription
from translation in space and time (Figure 11.3b). Transcription occurs in the nucleus, and mRNA is transported
to the cytoplasm, where translation occurs. But before
they can leave the nucleus, eukaryotic RNA transcripts
from protein-coding genes are modified in various ways to
produce the final, functional mRNA. The transcription of
a protein-coding eukaryotic gene results in pre-mRNA,
and further processing yields the finished mRNA. The initial RNA transcript from any gene, including those coding
for RNA that is not translated into protein, is more generally called a primary transcript.
Let's summarize: Genes program protein synthesis via genetic messages in the form of messenger RNA. Put another
way, cells are governed by a molecular chain ofcommand with
a directional flow ofgenetic information: DNA ---+ RNA ---+ protein. This concept was dubbed the central dogma by Francis
Crick in 1956. How has the concept held up over time? In the
19705, scientists were surprised to discover that some RNA
molecules can act as templates for DNA, a process you1l read
about in Chapter 19. However, this rare exception does not invalidate the idea that, in general, genetic information flows
from DNA to RNA to protein. In the next section, we discuss
how the instructions for assembling amino acids intoa specific
order are encoded in nucleic acids.

The Genetic Code
When biologists began to suspect that the instructions for
protein synthesis were encoded in DNA, they recognized a
problem: There arc only four nucleotide bases to specify 20
amino acids. Thus, the genetic code cannot be a language
like Chinese, where each written symbol corresponds to a
word. How many bases, then, correspond to an amino
acid?
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in each position, this would give us 16 (that is, 4 2) possible
arrangements-still not enough to code for all 20 amino acids.
Triplets of nucleotide bases are the smallest units of uniform length that can code for all the amino acids. If each
arrangement of three consecutive bases specifies an amino
acid, there can be 64 (that is, 43) possible code words-more
than enough to specify all the amino acids. Experiments have
verified that the flow of information from gene to protein is
based on a triplet code: TIle genetic instructions for a
polypeptide chain are written in the DNA as a series of
nonoverlapping, three-nucleotide words. For example, the
base triplet AGT at a particular position along a DNA strand
results in the placement of the amino acid serine at the corresponding position of the polypeptide being produced.
During transcription, the gene determines the sequence of
bases along the length of an mRNA molecule (Figure 17.4).
For each gene, only one ofthe two DNA strands is transcribed.
This strand is called the template strand because it provides
the pattern, or template, for the sequence of nucleotides in an
RNA transcript. A given DNA strand is the template strand for
some genes along a DNA molecule, while for other genes the
complementary strand functions as the template. Note that
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(b) Eukaryotic cell. The nucleus provides a separate
compartment for transcription. The original RNA
transcript, called pre-mRNA. is processed in various
ways before leaving the nucleus as mRNA.

.. Figure 17.3 Overview: the roles of traMCl'iption and
translation in the flow of genetic information. In a cell. inherned
information flows from DNA to RNA to protein. The two main stages of
information flow are transcription and translation. A miniature version of
part (a) or (b) accompanies several figures later in tile cilapter as an
orientation diagram to ilelp you see wilere a particular figure fits into tile
overall scileme

Codons: Triplets of Bases
If each nucleotide base were translated into an amino acid,
only 4 of the 20 amino acids could be specified. Would a language of two-letter code words suffice? The two-base sequence AG, for example, could specify one amino acid, and
GT could specify another. Since there are four possible bases

3'

mRNA
Codon
TRANSLATION

j

j

j

j

Protein
Amino acid

... Figure 17.4 The triplet code. For each gene, one DNA strand
functions as a template for transcription. The base-pairing rules for DNA
synthesis also guide transcription, but uracil (U) takes the place of thymine
(T) in RNA. During translation, the mRNA is read as a sequence of base
triplets. called codons. Each codon specifies an amino acid to be added to
the growing polypeptide chain. The mRNA is read in the 5' > 3' direction.
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for a particular gene, the same strand is used as the template
every time it is transcribed.
An mRNA molecule is complementary rather than identi~
cal to its DNA template because RNA bases are assembled on
the template according to base~pairing rules. The pairs are
similar to those that form during DNA replication, except that
U, the RNA substitute for T, pairs with A and the mRNA nucleotides contain ribose instead of deoxyribose. Like a new
strand of DNA, the RNA molecule is synthesized in an antiparallel direction to the template strand of DNA. (To review
what is meant by ~antiparallel" and the 5' and 3' ends of a nucleic acid chain, see Figure 16.7.) For example, the base triplet
ACC along the DNA (written as 3'-ACC-5') provides a template for 5'-UGG-3' in the mRNA molecule. The mRNA base
triplets are called codons, and they are customarily written in
the 5' -~ 3' direction. In our example, UGG is the codon for the
amino acid tryptophan (abbreviated Trp). The term codon is
also used for the DNA base triplets along the nontemplate
strand. These codons are complementary to the template
strand and thus identical in sequence to the mRNA except
that they have T instead of U. (For this reason, the nontemplate DNA strand is sometimes called the ~coding strand.~)
During translation, the sequence ofcodons along an mRNA
molecule is decoded, or translated, into a sequence of amino
acids making up a polypeptide chain. The codons are read by
the translation machinery in the 5' ---+ 3' direction along the
mRNA. Each codon specifies which one of the 20 amino acids
will be incorporated at the corresponding position along a
polypeptide. Because codons are base triplets, the number of
nucleotides making up a genetic message must be three times
the number of amino acids in the protein product. For example, it takes 300 nucleotides along an mRNA strand to code for
the amino acids in a polypeptide that is 100 amino acids long.

Cracking the Code
Molecular biologists cracked the code of life in the early 1960s
when a series of elegant experiments disclosed the amino acid
translations of each of the RNA codons. The first codon was
deciphered in 1961 by Marshall Nirenberg, ofthe National In~
stitutes of Health, and his colleagues. Nirenberg synthesized
an artificial mRNA by linking identical RNA nucleotides containing uracil as their base. No matter where this message
started or stopped, it could contain only one codon in repetition: VVV. Nirenberg added this ~poly-V~ to a test-tube mixture containing amino acids, ribosomes, and the other
components required for protein synthesis. His artificial system translated the poly-V into a polypeptide containing many
units of the amino acid phenylalanine (Phe), strung together
as a long polyphenylalanine chain. Thus, Nirenberg determined that the mRNA codon UUV specifies the amino acid
phenylalanine. Soon, the amino acids specified by the codons
AAA, GGG, and CCC were also determined.
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.... Figure 17.5 The dictionary of the genetic code. The three
bases of an mRNA codon are designated here as the first, second, and
third bases, reading in the 5' • 3' direction along the mRNA. (Practice
using this dictionary by finding the codons in Figure 17.4.) The codon
AUG not only stands for the amino acid methionine (Met) but also
functions as a "start" signal for ribosomes to begin translating the
mRNA at that point. Three of the 64 codons function as "stop"
signals, marking the end of a genetic message. 5ee Figure 5,17 for a
list of the three-letter abbreviations for all the amino acids,
Although more elaborate techniques were required to decode mixed triplets such as AVA and CGA, al164 codons were
deciphered by the mid-1960s. As Figure 17.5 shows,61 ofthe
64 triplets code for amino acids. The three codons that do not
designate amino acids are "stop" signals, or termination
codons, marking the end of translation. Notice that the codon
AVG has a dual function: It codes for the amino acid methionine (Met) and also functions as a "start" signal, or initiation
codon. Genetic messages begin with the mRNA codon AVG,
which signals the protein~synthesizing machinery to begin
translating the mRNA at that location. (Because AUG also
stands for methionine, polypeptide chains begin with methionine when they are synthesized. However, an enzyme may
subsequently remove this starter amino acid from the chain.)
Notice in Figure 17.5 that there is redundancy in the genetic
code, but no ambiguity. For example, although codons GAA
and GAG both specify glutamic acid (redundancy), neither of
them ever specifies any other amino acid (no ambiguity). The
redundancy in the code is not altogether random. In many
cases, codons that are synonyms for a particular amino acid
differ only in the third base of the triplet. We will consider a
possible benefit of this redundancy later in the chapter.

Our ability to extract the intended message from a written
language depends on reading the symbols in the correct
groupings-that is, in the correct reading frame. Consider
n
this statement: "The red dog ate the bug. Group the letters incorrectly by starting at the wrong point, and the result will
n
probably be gibberish: for example, aher edd oga tet heb ug.
The reading frame is also important in the molecular language
ofcells. The short stretch of polypeptide shown in Figure 17.4,
for instance, will be made correctly only if the mRNA nudeotides are read from left to right (5' ---> 3') in the groups of
three shown in the figure:.llii.G..!1!.!!.! GQ.C!.KA. Although a
genetic message is written with no spaces between the codons,
the cell's protein-synthesizing machinery reads the message as
a series of nonoverlapping three-letter words. The message is
not read as a series of overlapping words-llG.G.UUU, and so
on-which would convey a very different message.

have produced many exciting developments in the area of
biotechnology (see Chapter 20).
Exceptions to the universality of the genetic code include
translation systems in which a few codons differ from the standard ones. Slight variations in the genetic code exist in certain
unicellular eukaryotes and in the organelle genes of some
species. There are also exceptions in which stop codons can be
translated into one of two amino acids not found in most organisms. Although one of these amino acids (pyrrolysine) has
been detected thus far only in archaea, the other (selenocysteine) is a component ofsome bacterial proteins and even some
human enzymes. Despitetheseexceptions, the evolutionarysignificance of the code's near universality is dear. A language
shared by all living things must have been operating very early
in the history oflife-early enough to be present in the common
ancestor of all present·day organisms. A shared genetic vocabulary is a reminder of the kinship that bonds all life on Earth.

Evolution of the Genetic Code
The genetic code is nearly universal, shared by organisms
from the simplest bacteria to the most complex plants and
animals. The RNA codon CCG, for instance, is translated as
the amino acid proline in all organisms whose genetic code
has been examined. In laboratory experiments, genes can be
transcribed and translated after being transplanted from
one species to another, sometimes with quite striking results, as shown in Figure 17.6! Bacteria can be programmed
by the insertion of human genes to synthesize certain human
proteins for medical use, such as insulin. Such applications

CONCEPT

CHECK

17.1

1. What polypeptide product would you expect from a
poly-G mRNA that is 30 nudeotides long?
2.••p.W"1 The template strand of a gene contains
the sequence 3'-TTCAGTCGT-5'. Draw the nontemplate sequence and the mRNA sequence, indicating 5'
and 3' ends of each. Compare the two sequences.
Imagine that the nontemplate sequence
3.
in question 2 was transcribed instead of the template
sequence. Draw the mRNA sequence and translate it
using Figure 17.5. (Be sure to pay attention to the 5'
and 3' ends.) Predict how well the protein synthesized
from the nontemplate strand would function, if at alL

_','!l0'1,.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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DNA-directed synthesis of RNA:
a closer look

(a) Tobacco plant expressing a
firefly gene. The yellow glow
is produced by a chemical
readion catalyzed by the
protein produd of the firefly
gene.

(b) Pig expressing a jellyfish
gene. Researchers injected the
gene for a fluorescent protem
into fertilized pig eggs One
of the eggs developed into
this fluorescent pig.

... Figure 17.6 Expression of genes from different species.
Because di~erse forms of life share a common genetic code. one species
can be programmed to produce proteins characteristic of a second
species by introducing DNA from the second species into the first.

Now that we have considered the linguistic logic and evolutionary significance of the genetic code, we are ready to reexamine transcription, the first stage of gene expression, in
more detail.

Molecular Components ofTranscription
Messenger RNA, the carrier of information from DNA to
the cell's protein-synthesizing machinery, is transcribed
from the template strand of a gene. An enzyme called an
RNA polymerase pries the two strands of DNA apart and
joins the RNA nucleotides as they base-pair along the DNA
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template (Figure 17.7). Like the DNA polymerases that
function in DNA replication, RNA polymerases can assemble a polynucleotide only in its 5' -. 3' direction. Unlike
DNA polymerases, however, RNA polymerases are able to
start a chain from scratch; they don't need a primer.
Spedfic sequences of nucleotides along the DNA mark
where transcription of a gene begins and ends. The DNA se·
quence where RNA polymerase attaches and initiates tran·
scription is known as the promoter; in bacteria, the sequence
that signals the end of transcription is called the terminator.
(The termination mechanism is different in eukaryotes; we'll
describe it later.) Molecular biologists refer to the direction of
transcription as ~downstream" and the other direction as "up_
stream." These terms are also used to describe the positions of
nucleotide sequences within the DNA or RNA. Thus, the pro-

Promoter

Transcription unit

=(:=~~::::::;;;::===:=_
~
Start point
RNA polymerase

DNA

3'
5'

obindsInitiation.
After RNA polymerase
to the promoter, the DNA
strands unwind. and the polymerase
initiates RNA synthesIs at the start
point on the template strand.

5'
3'

Synthesis of an RNA Transcript
The three stages of transcription, as shown in Figure 17.7 and
described next, are initiation, elongation, and termination of
the RNA chain. Study Figure 17.7 to familiarize yourself with
the stages and the terms used to describe them.

,----'---5'
3'

moter sequence in DNA is said to be upstream from the terminator. The stretch of DNA that is transcribed into an RNA
molecule is called a transcription unit.
Bacteria have a single type of RNA polymerase that synthesizes not only mRNA but also other types of RNA that
function in protein synthesis, such as ribosomal RNA. In con·
trast, eukaryotes have at least three types of RNA polymerase
in their nuclei. The one used for mRNA synthesis is called
RNA polymerase II. The other RNA polymerases transcribe
RNA molecules that are not translated into protein. In the discussion of transcription that follows, we start with the features
of mRNA synthesis common to both bacteria and eukaryotes
and then describe some key differences.

RNA Polymerase Binding and Initiation
of Transcription
The promoter of a gene includes within it the transcription
start point (the nucleotide where RNA synthesis actually begins) and typically extends several dozen nucleotide pairs

Elongation
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j _ ....\
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Template strand
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f) Elongation. The polymerase moves
downstream. unwinding the DNA and
elongating the RNA transcript 5' -; 3'.
In the wake of transcription, the DNA
strands re-form a double helix.
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f) Termination. Eventually. the RNA
transcript is released. and the
polymerase detaches from the DNA.
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Completed RNA transcript
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3'

5'

•

Direction of transcription
("downstream")

Template
strand of DNA

.. Figure 17.7 The stages of transcription: initiation,
elongation. and termination. This general depiction of
transcription applies to both bacteria and eukaryotes. but the details of
termination differ. as described in the te)(!. Also. in a bacterium. the RNA
transcript is immediately usable as mRNA; in a eukaryote. the RNA
transcript must first undergo processing.

upstream from the start point. In addition to serving as a
binding site for RNA polymerase and determining where
transcription starts, the promoter determines which of the
two strands of the DNA helix is used as the template.
Certain sections of a promoter are especially important for
binding RNA polymerase. In bacteria, the RNA polymerase
itselfspecifically recognizes and binds to the promoter. In eukaryotes, a collection of proteins called transcription factors
mediate the binding of RNA polymerase and the initiation of
transcription. Recall from Chapter 16 that the DNA ofa eukaryotic chromosome is complexed with histones and other proteins
in the form of chromatin. The roles of these proteins in making
the DNA accessible to transcription factors will be discussed in
Chapter 18. Only after certain transcription factors are attached
to the promoter does RNA polymerase II bind to it. The whole
complex of transcription factors and RNA polymerase II bound
to the promoter is called a transcription initiation complex.
Figure 17.8 shows the role of transcription factors and a crucial
promoter DNA sequence called a TATA box in forming the initiation complex at a eukaryotic promoter.
The interaction between eukaryotic RNA polymerase II
and transcription factors is an example of the importance of
protein-protein interactions in controlling eukaryotic transcription. Once the polymerase is firmly attached to the promoter DNA, the two DNA strands unwind there, and the
enzyme starts transcribing the template strand.

o commonly
A eukaryotk promoter
includes a TATA
box. a nucleotide sequence
containing TATA. about 25
nucleotides upstream from
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Termination of Transcription
TIle mechanism of termination differs between bacteria and
eukaryotes. In bacteria, transcription proceeds through a terminator sequence in the DNA. The transcribed terminator
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Start point

Template
DNA strand

e Several transcription

Transcription

~

factors, one recognizing
the TATA box. must bind
to the DNA before RNA
polymerase II can do so
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o factors
Additional transcription
(purple) bind to

the DNA along with RNA
polymerase II. forming the
tranSCription initiation
complex. The DNA double
helix then unwinds. and
RNA synthesis begins at
the start point on the
template strand

Elongation of the RNA Strand
As RNA polymerase moves along the DNA, it continues to
untwist the double helix, exposing about 10 to 20 DNA bases
at a time for pairing with RNA nudeotides (see Figure 17.7).
The enzyme adds nudeotides to the 3' end of the growing
RNA molecule as it continues along the double helix. In the
wake of this advancing wave of RNA synthesis, the new RNA
molecule peels away from its DNA template and the DNA
double helix re·forms. Transcription progresses at a rate of
about 40 nudeotides per second in eukaryotes.
A single gene can be transcribed simultaneously by several
molecules of RNA polymerase following each other like trucks
in a convoy. A growing strand of RNA trails off from each
polymerase, with the length of each new strand reflecting how
far along the template the enzyme has traveled from the start
point (see the mRNA molecules in Figure 17.24). The congregation of many polymerase molecules simultaneously transcribing a single gene increases the amount of mRNA
transcribed from it, which helps the cell make the encoded
protein in large amounts.

the transcriptional start
point. (By convention,
nucleotide sequences are
given as they occur on the
nontemplate strand.)

RNA polymerase II

~

="

5'_
3'===-

5'

RNA transcript
Transcription initiation complex

... Figure 17.8 The initiation of transcription at a
eukaryotic promoter. In eukaryotic cells. proteins called transcription
factors mediate the initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II.
Explain how the interaction of RNA polymerase with the promoter
would differ jf the figure showed transcription initiation for bacteria.

D

(an RNA sequence) functions as the termination signal, causing the polymerase to detach from the DNA and release the
transcript, which is available for immediate use as mRNA. In
eukaryotes, RNA polymerase II transcribes a sequence on the
DNA called the polyadenylation signal sequence, which codes
for a polyadenylation signal (AAUAAA) in the pre-mRNA.
Then, at a point about 10 to 35 nucleotides downstream from
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the AAVAAA signal, proteins associated with the growing
RNA transcript cut it free from the polymerase, releasing the
pre-mRNA. However, the polymerase continues transcribing
DNA for hundreds of nucleotides past the site where the premRNA was released. Recent research on yeast cells suggests
that the RNA produced by this continued transcription is di·
gested byan enzyme that moves along the RNA. The data sup·
port the idea that when the enzyme reaches the polymerase,
transcription is terminated and the polymerase falls off the
DNA. Meanwhile, the pre-mRNA undergoes processing, the
topic of the next section.
CONCEPT

rior sections of the RNA molecule are cut out and the remaining parts spliced together. These modifications produce
an mRNA molecule ready for translation.

Alteration of mRNA Ends
Each end ofa pre-mRNA molecule is modified in a particular
way (figure 17.9). The 5' end is synthesized first; it receives a
S' cap, a modified form of a guanine (G) nucleotide added
onto the 5' end after transcription of the first 20 to 40 nucleotides. The 3' end of the pre-mRNA molecule is also modified
before the mRNA exits the nucleus. Recall that the premRNA is released soon after the polyadenylation signal,
AAUAAA, is transcribed. At the 3' end, an enzyme adds 50 to
250 more adenine (A) nucleotides, forming a poly-A tail. The
5' cap and poly-A tail share several important functions. First,
they seem to facilitate the export of the mature mRNA from
the nucleus. Second, they help protect the mRNA from degradation by hydrolytic enzymes. And third, they help ribosomes
attach to the 5' end of the mRNA once the mRNA reaches the
cytoplasm. Figure 17.9 shows a diagram of a eukaryotic
mRNA molecule with cap and taiL The figure also shows the
untranslated regions (UTRs) at the 5' and 3' ends of the
mRNA (referred to as the 5' UTR and 3' UTR). The UTRs are
parts ofthe mRNA that will not be translated into protein, but
they have other functions, such as ribosome binding.

17.2

CHECI(

1. Compare DNA polymerase and RNA polymerase in

terms of how they function, the requirement for a
template and primer, the direction of synthesis, and
the type of nucleotides used.
2, What is a promoter, and is it located at the upstream
or downstream end of a transcription unit?
3. What makes RNA polymerase start transcribing a
gene at the right place on the DNA in a bacterial cell?
In a eukaryotic cell?
4. -'MUI 4 Suppose X-rays caused a sequence
change in the TATA box of a particular gene's promoter. How would that affect transcription of the
gene? (See Figure 17.8.)

Split Genes and RNA Splicing

For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

Aremarkable stage of RNA processing in the eukaryotic nucleus
is the removal of large portions of the RNA molecule that is initially synthesized-a cut-and-paste job called RNA splicing,
similar to editing a video (Figure 17.10). The average length of
a transcription unit along a human DNA molecule is about
27,000 base pairs, so the primary RNA transcript is also that long.
However, it takes only 1,200 nucleotides in RNA to code for the
average-sized protein of 400 amino acids. (Remember, each
amino acid is encoded by a triplet of nucleotides.) This means
that most eukaryotic genes and their RNA transcripts have
long noncoding stretches of nucleotides, regions that are not

r;:~:;;:i~~~~IS modify RNA
after transcription

Enzymes in the eukaryotic nucleus modifypre-mRNA in spe·
cHic ways before the genetic messages are dispatched to the
cytoplasm. During this RNA processing, both ends ofthe primary transcript are altered. Also, in most cases, certain inte-

Amodified guanine nucleotide
added to the 5' end

50 to 250 adenine nucleotides
added to the 3' end
Protein-coding segment

•

G
~

5'Cap

.... Figure 17.9 RNA processing: addition
of the 5' cap and poly.A tail. Enzymes
modify the two ends 0/ a eukaryotic pre-mRNA
molecule, The modi/ied ends may promote the
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5'UTR

expon of mRNA from the nucleus. and they help
protect the mRNA from degradation, When the
mRNA reaches the cytoplasm, the modified ends,
in conjunction with certain cytoplasmic proteins,

•

3'UTR
facilitate ribosome attachment. The 5' cap and
poly·A tail are nol translated inlo protein. nor are
the regions called the 5' untranslated region
(5' UTR) and 3' untranslaled region (3' UTR).
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146

Iintrons cut out and
exons spliced together

,
Poly-A tail

mRNA
1

5' UTR
... Figure 17.10 RNA processing: RNA
splicing. The RNA molecule shown here codes
for l3-globin, one of the polypeptides of
hemoglobin, The numbers under the RNA refer
to codons; 13-globin is 146 amino acids long, The

l3-globin gene and its pre-mRNA tranSCript have
three exons, corresponding to sequences that will
leave the nucleus as mRNA. (The 5' UTR and 3'
UTR are parts of exons because they are included
in the mRNA; however, they do not code for

translated. Even more surprising is that most ofthese noncoding sequences are interspersed between coding segments of
the gene and thus between coding segments ofthe pre-mRNA.
In other words, the sequence of DNA nucleotides that codes
for a eukaryotic polypeptide is usually not continuous; it is split
into segments. The noncoding segments ofnucleic acid that lie
between coding regions are called intervening sequences, or
introns. The other regions are called exom, because they are
eventually expressed, usually by being translated into amino
acid sequences. (Exceptions include the VTRs of the exons at
the ends of the RNA, which make up part ofthe mRNA but are
not translated into protein. Because of these exceptions, you
may find it helpful to think of exons as sequences of RNA that
exit the nucleus.) The terms intron and exon are used for both
RNA sequences and the DNA sequences that encode them.
In making a primary transcript from agene, RNA polymerase
II transcribes both introns and exons from the DNA, but the
mRNA molecule that enters the cytoplasm is an abridged version. The introns are cut out from the molecule and the exons
joined together, forming an mRNA molecule with a continuous
coding sequence. This is the process of RNA splicing.
How is pre-mRNA splicing carried out? Researchers have
learned that the signal for RNA splicing is a short nucleotide
sequence at each end of an intron. Particles called small nudear ribonucleoproteins, abbreviated snRNPs (pronounced
~snurps"), recognize these splice sites. As the name implies,
snRNPs are located in the cell nucleus and are composed of
RNA and protein molecules. The RNA in a snRNP particle is
called a small nuclear RNA (snRNA); each molecule is about
150 nucleotides long. Several different snRNPs join with additional proteins to form an even larger assembly called a
spliceosome, which is almost as big as a ribosome. The
spliceosome interacts with certain sites along an intron, releasing the intron and joining together the two exons that
flanked the intron (Figure 17.11). There is strong evidence
that snRNAs catalyze these processes, as well as participating
in spliceosome assembly and splice site recognition.

protein.) During RNA processing, the introns are
cut out and the exons spliced together. In many
genes, the introns are much larger relative to the
exons than they are in the l3-globin gene. (The
pre-mRNA is not drawn to scale.)

RNA transcript (pre-mRNA)
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bon 1
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Exon 2

o Protein
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snRNPs

\
Spliceosome

SpllCeDsome
components
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Cut-out
Intron

mRNA

0

5'1
Exon 1

Exon 2

... Figure 17.11 The roles of snRNPs and spliceosomes in
pre·mRNA splicing. The diagram shows only a portion of the premRNA transcript; additional introns and exons lie downstream from
the ones pictured here, 0 Small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs)
and other proteins form a molecular complex called a spliceosome on
a pre-mRNA molecule containing exons and introns. 6 Within the
spliceosome, snRNA base-pairs with nucleotides at speCific sites along
the intron.
The spliceosome cuts the pre-mRNA, releasing the
intron, and at the same time splices the exons together. The
spliceosome then comes apart, releasing mRNA, which now contains
onlyexons,

0
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Ribozymes
The idea of a catalytic role for snRNA arose from the discovery of ribozymes, RNA molecules that function as enzymes.
In some organisms, RNA splicing can occur without proteins
or even additional RNA molecules: The intron RNA functions
as a ribozyme and catalyzes its own excision! For example, in
the ciliate protist Tetrahymena, self.splicing occurs in the pro~
duction of ribosomal RNA (rRNA), a component of the or~
ganism's ribosomes. The pre-rRNA actually removes its own
introns. The discovery of ribozymes rendered obsolete the
idea that all biological catalysts are proteins.
Three properties of RNA enable some RNA molecules to
function as enzymes. First, because RNA is single-stranded, a
region ofan RNA molecule may base-pair with a complementary region elsewhere in the same molecule, which gives the
molecule a particular three-dimensional structure. A specific
structure is essential to the catalytic function of ribozymes,
just as it is for enzymatic proteins. Second, like certain amino
acids in an enzymatic protein, some of the bases in RNA contain functional groups that may participate in catalysis. Third,
the ability of RNA to hydrogen~bond with other nucleic acid
molecules (either RNA or DNA) adds spe<ifkity to its catalytic
activity. For example, complementary base pairing bern'een
the RNA of the spliceosome and the RNA of a primary RNA
transcript precisely locates the region where the ribozyme cat·
alyzes splicing. Later in this chapter, you will see how these
properties of RNA also allow it to perform important noncatalytic roles in the cell, such as recognition of the threenucleotide codons on mRNA.

The Functional and Evolutionary
Importance of Introns
What could be the biological functions of introns and RNA
splicing? While specific functions may not have been identified for most introns, at least some contain sequences that
regulate gene activity. And the splicing process itself is
necessary for the passage of mRNA from the nucleus to the
cytoplasm.
One consequence of the presence ofintrons in genes is that
a single gene can encode more than one kind of polypeptide.
Many genes are known to give rise to two or more different
polypeptides, depending on which segments are treated as ex·
ons during RNA processing; this is called alternative RNA
splicing (see Figure 18.11). For example, sex differences in fruit
flies are largely due to differences in how males and females
splice the RNA transcribed from certain genes. Results from
the Human Genome Project (discussed in Chapter 21) suggest
that alternative RNA splicing is one reason humans can get
along with a relatively small number of genes-about one and
a half times as many as a fruit fly. Because of alternative splicing, the number of different protein products an organism
produces can be much greater than its number of genes.
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Polypeptide
... Figure 17.12 Correspondence between exons and
protein domains.

Proteins often have a modular architecture consisting of
discrete structural and functional regions called domains.
One domain of an enzymatic protein, for instance, might in~
c1ude the active site, while another might attach the protein to
a cellular membrane. In quite a few cases, different exons code
for the different domains of a protein (Figure 11.12).
The presence of introns in a gene may facilitate the evolution of new and potentially useful proteins as a result of a
process known as exon shuffiing.lntrons increase the probability of potentially beneficial crossing over between the exons of
alleles-simply by providing more terrain for crossovers without interrupting coding sequences. We can also imagine the
occasional mixing and matching of exons between completely
different (nonallelic) genes. Exon shuffling of either sort could
lead to new proteins with novel combinations of functions.
While most of the shuffling would result in nonbeneficial
changes, occasionally a beneficial variant might arise.
CONCEPT

CHECK

17.3

1. How does alteration of the 5' and 3' ends of pre-

mRNA affect the mRNA that exits the nucleus?
2. How is RNA splicing similar to editing a video?
i•
3.
In nematode worms, a gene that codes
for an ATPase has two alternatives for exon 4 and

A'm'n

three alternatives for exon 7. How many different
forms of the protein couid be made from this gene?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:~s~:~o~~~~he

• ••

RNA-directed
synthesis of a polypeptide:
a closer look

• •

• •

We will now examine in greater detail how genetic information flows from mRNA to protein-the process of translation.
As we did for transcription, we'll concentrate on the basic

steps oftranslation that occur in both bacteria and eukaryotes,
while pointing out key differences.

•

• Polypeptide

•

•

•

Amino
acids

~

Molecular Components ofTranslation
In the process of translation, a cell interprets a genetic mes-

sage and builds a polypeptide accordingly. The message is a
series of codons along an mRNA molecule, and the interpreter is called transfer RNA (tRNA). The function of
tRNA is to transfer amino acids from the cytoplasmic pool

of amino acids to a ribosome. A cell keeps its cytoplasm
stocked with all 20 amino acids, either by synthesizing them
from other compounds or by taking them up from the surrounding solution. The ribosome adds each amino acid
brought to it by tRNA to the growing end of a polypeptide
chain (Figure 17.13).
Molecules of tRNA are not all identical. The key to
translating a genetic message into a specific amino acid sequence is that each type oftRNA molecule translates a particular mRNA codon into a particular amino acid. As a
tRNA molecule arrives at a ribosome, it bears a specific
amino acid at one end. At the other end of the tRNA is a nucleotide triplet called an anticodon, which base-pairs with
a complementary codon on mRNA. For example, consider
the mRNA codon UUU, which is translated as the amino
acid phenylalanine. The tRNA that base-pairs with this
codon by hydrogen bonding has AAA as its anticodon and
carries phenylalanine at its other end (see the middle tRNA
on the ribosome in Figure 17.13). As an mRNA molecule is
moved through a ribosome, phenylalanine will be added to
the polypeptide chain whenever the codon UUU is presented for translation. Codon by codon, the genetic message is translated as tRNAs deposit amino acids in the order
prescribed, and the ribosome joins the amino acids into a
chain. The tRNA molecule is a translator because it can
read a nucleic acid word (the mRNA codon) and interpret
it as a protein word (the amino acid).
Translation is simple in principle but complex in its biochemistry and mechanics, especially in the eukaryotic cell. In
dissecting translation, we'll concentrate on the slightly less
complicated version of the process that occurs in bacteria.
Let's first look at the major components in this cellular
process. Then we will see how they act together to make a
polypeptide.

mRNA

... Figure 17.13 Translation: the basic concept. As a molecule
of mRNA is moved through a ribosome. codons are translated into
amino acids, one by one, The interpreters are tRNA molecules. each
type with a specific anticodon at one end and a corresponding amino
acid at the other end. A tRNA adds its amino acid cargo to a growing
polypeptide chain when the anticodon hydrogen-bonds to a
complementary codon on the mRNA. The figures that follow show
some of the details of translation in a bacterial cell.

BiofLix Visit the Study Area
at www.masteringbio.com
for the BioFlix 3-0 Animation on
Protein SynthesiS
The Structure and Function of Transfer RNA
Like mRNA and other types ofcellular RNA, transfer RNA molecules are transcribed from DNA templates. In a eukaryotic cell,
tRNA, like mRNA, is made in the nucleus and must travel from
the nucleus to the cytoplasm, where translation occurs. In both
bacterial and eukaryotic cells, each tRNA molecule is used repeatedly, picking up its designated amino acid in the cytosol, depositing this cargo onto a polypeptide chain atthe ribosome, and
then leaving the ribosome, ready to pick up another amino acid.
A tRNA molecule consists of a single RNA strand that is
only about 80 nucleotides long (compared to hundreds of nucleotides for most mRNA molecules). Because of the presence
of complementary stretches of bases that can hydrogen-bond
to each other, this single strand can fold back upon itself and
form a molecule with a three-dimensional structure. Flattened
into one plane to reveal this base pairing, a tRNA molecule
C~APTE~ SEVENTEEN
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Aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetase (enzyme)

3'
Amino acid

attachment site
,

otheActive
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amino acid and
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G •C

ATP.
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, •C
C A ( A

eATP loses two® groups
and joins amino acid as AMP.

Hydrogen
bonds

iEXEJ,

I

~, ~,

AminO<lcyl-tRNA
synthetase

I

(a) Two-dimensional structure. The four base-paired regions and
three loops are charaderistic of all tRNAs, as is the base

tRNA

sequence of the amino acid attachment site allhe 3' end. The
anticodon triplet is unique to each IRNA type, as are some

sequences in the other two loops. (The asterisks mark bases
that have been chemically modified, a characteristic of tRNA.)

Amino acid

attachment site

"'"'"

o

Appropriate
tRNA covalently
bonds to amino f----c-\
acid, displacing
AMP.

®-J Adermine I
AMP

Computer model

OThe tRNA charged
f\r-----iB---\-iwith amino acid is
released by the enzyme.
3'

(c) Symbol used

(b) Three-dimensional structure

in this book

... Figure 17.14 The structure of transfer RNA (tRNA).

Anticodon, afe conventionally written]' • S' to align properly with
codons written 5' .]' (see Figure 17,13), For base pairing, RNA
strands must be anliparallel, like DNA. For example, anticodon

3'-AAG-5' pairs with mRNA codon 5'-UU(-3'

looks like a cloverleaf (Figure 17.14a). TIle tRNA actually
tv.'ists and folds into a compact three-dimensional structure
that is roughly L-shaped (Figure 17.14b). The loop extending
from one end of the L includes the anticodon, the particular
base triplet that base-pairs to a specific mRNA codon. From
the other end of the L-shaped tRNA molecule protrudes its 3'
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... Figure 17.15 An aminoacyl-tANA synthetase joining a
specific amino acid to a tANA. Linkage of the tRNA and amino acid
IS an endergonic process that occurs at the expense of ATP The ATP loses
\IAIo phosphate groups, becoming AMP (adenOSine monophosphate)

end, which is the attachment site for an amino acid. Thus, the
structure of a tRNA molecule fits its function.
The accurate translation of a genetic message requires two
processes that involve molecular recognition. Rrst, a tRNA that
binds to an mRNA codon specifying a particular amino acid
must carry that amino acid, and no other, to the ribosome. The
correct matching up of tRNA and amino acid is carried out by a
family of related enzymes called antinoacyl-tRNA synthetases
(Figure 17.15). The active site of each type of aminoacyl-tRNA

synthetase fits only a specific combination of amino acid and
tRNA. There are 20 different synthetases, one for each amino
acid; each synthetase is able to bind all the different tRNAs that
code for its particular amino acid. The synthetase catalyzes the
covalent attachment of the amino acid to its tRNA in a process
driven by the hydrolysis of ATP. The resulting aminoacyl tRNA,
also called a charged tRNA, is released from the enzyme and is
then available to deliver its amino acid to a growing polypeptide
chain on a ribosome.
The second recognition process involves matching up the
tRNA anticodon with the appropriate mRNA codon. If one
tRNA variety existed for each mRNA codon that specifies an
amino acid, there would be 61 tRNAs (see Figure 17.5). In fact,
there are only about 45, signifying that some tRNAs must be able
to bind to more than one codon. Such versatility is possible because the rules for base pairing between the third base ofa codon
and the corresponding base of a tRNA anticodon are relaxed
compared to those at other codon positions. For example, the
base U at the 5' end of a tRNA anticodon can pair with either A
or G in the third position (at the 3' end) ofan mRNA codon. The
flexible base pairing at this codon position is called wobble.
Wobble explains why the synonymous codons for agiven amino
acid can differ in their third base, but usually not in their other
bases. For example, a tRNA with the anticodon 3'-UCU-5' can
base-pair with either the mRNA codon 5'-AGA-3' or 5'-AGG3', both ofwhich code for arginine (see Figure 17.5).

tRNA
molecules

mRNA
(a) Computer model of functioning ribosome. This is a model of
a bacterial ribosome, showing its overall shape, The eukaryotic
ribosome is roughly similar A ribosomal subunit is an aggregate
of ribosomal RNA molecules and proteins.

Psite (feptidyl-tRNA
binding site)
A site (~minoacyl
tRNA binding site)

Esite
(yit site)

Large
subUnit

Ribosomes
Ribosomes facilitate the specific coupling oftRNA anticodons
with mRNA codons during protein synthesis. A ribosome is
made up of two subunits, called the large and small subunits
(Figure 17.16). The ribosomal subunits are constructed of
proteins and RNA molecules named ribosomal RNAs, or
rRNAs. In eukaryotes, the subunits are made in the nucleolus.
Ribosomal RNA genes on the chromosomal DNA are transcribed, and the RNA is processed and assembled with proteins imported from the cytoplasm. The resulting ribosomal
subunits are then exported via nuclear pores to the cytoplasm.
In both bacteria and eukaryotes, large and small subunits join
to form a functional ribosome only when they attach to an
mRNA molecule. About two-thirds ofthe mass of a ribosome
consists of rRNAs, either three molecules (in bacteria) or four
(in eukaryotes). Because most cells contain thousands of ribosomes, rRNA is the most abundant type of cellular RNA.
Although the ribosomes of bacteria and eukaryotes are
very similar in structure and function, those of eukaryotes are
slightly larger and differ somewhat from bacterial ribosomes
in their molecular composition. The differences are medically
significant. Certain antibiotic drugs can inactivate bacterial ribosomes without inhibiting the ability of eukaryotic ribosomes to make proteins. These drugs, including tetracycline
and streptomycin, are used to combat bacterial infections.

mRNA---I
binding site

Small
subunit

(b) Schematic model showing binding sites. A ribosome has an
mRNA binding site and three tRNA binding sites, known as the
A, P, and Esites. This schematic ribosome will appear in later
diagrams.

Amino end----'",

Growing polypeptide

Next amino acid
to be added to
polypeptide chain
tRNA

"
(c) Schematic model with mRNA and tRNA. A tRNA fits into a
binding site when its anticodon base-pairs with an mRNA
codon, The Psite holds the tRNA attached to the growing
polypeptide. The A site holds the tRNA carrying the next aminO
acid to be added to the polypeptide chain. Discharged tRNA
leaves from the Esite.

... Figure 17.16 The anatomy of a functioning ribosome.
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The structure of a ribosome reflects its function of bringing mRNA together with tRNAs carrying amino acids. In addition to a binding site for mRNA, each ribosome has three
binding sites for tRNA (see Figure 17.16). The P site (peptidyltRNA site) holds the tRNA carrying the growing polypeptide
chain, while the A site (aminoacyl-tRNA site) holds thetRNA
carrying the next amino acid to be added to the chain. Discharged tRNAs leave the ribosome from the E site (exit site).
The ribosome holds the tRNA and mRNA in close proximity
and positions the new amino acid for addition to the carboxyl
end of the growing polypeptide. It then catalyzes the formation of the peptide bond. As the polypeptide becomes longer,
it passes through an exit tUn/lei in the ribosome's large subunit. When the polypeptide is complete, it is released to the
cytosol through the exit tunnel.
Recent research strongly supports the hypothesis that
rRNA, not protein, is primarily responsible for both the structure and the function ofthe ribosome. The proteins, which are
largely on the exterior, support the shape changes ofthe rRNA
molecules as they carry out catalysis during translation. Ribosomal RNA is the main constituent of the interface between
the tv.'o subunits and of the A and P sites, and it is the catalyst
of peptide bond formation. Thus, a ribosome can be regarded
as one colossal ribozyme!

Building a Polypeptide
We can divide translation, the synthesis of a polypeptide
chain, into three stages (analogous to those of transcription);
initiation, elongation, and termination. All three stages require protein "factors" that aid in the translation process. For
certain aspects of chain initiation and elongation, energy is

... Figure 17.17 The initiation
of translation.

also required. It is provided by the hydrolysis of GTP (guanosine triphosphate), a molecule closely related to ATP.

Ribosome Association and Initiation of Translation
The initiation stage of translation brings together mRNA, a
tRNA bearing the first amino acid of the polypeptide, and the
two subunits of a ribosome (Figure 17.17). First, a small ribosomal subunit binds to both mRNA and a specific initiator
tRNA, which carries the amino acid methionine. In bacteria,
the small subunit can bind these two in either order; it binds
the mRNA at a specific RNA sequence, just upstream of the
start codon, AUG. In eukaryotes, the small subunit, with the
initiatortRNA already bound, binds to the 5' cap ofthe mRNA
and then moves, or scans, downstream along the mRNA until
it reaches the start codon, and the initiator tRNA hydrogenbonds to it. In either case, the start codon signals the start of
translation; this is important because it establishes the codon
reading frame for the mRNA.
The union of mRNA, initiator tRNA, and a small ribosomal subunit is followed by the attachment of a large ribosomal subunit, completing the translation initiation complex.
Proteins called initiation factors are required to bring all
these components together. The cell also expends energy in
the form of a GTP molecule to form the initiation complex.
At the completion of the initiation process, the initiator
tRNA sits in the P site of the ribosome, and the vacant A site
is ready for the next aminoacyl tRNA. Note that a polypeptide is always synthesized in one direction, from the initial
methionine at the amino end, also caned the N-terminus, toward the final amino acid at the carboxyl end, also called the
C-terminus (see Figure 5.18).

large
ribosomal
subunit

Q

~

$

Initiator tRNA--+-
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Small
ribosomal
subunit
A small ribosomal subUnit binds to a
molecule of mRNA. In a bacterial cell, the
mRNA binding site on this subunit
recognizes a specific nucleotide sequence
on the mRNA just upstream of the start
codon. An initiator tRNA, with the
anticodon UAC, base·palrs with the start
codon. AUG This tRNA carries the aminO
acid methionine (Met)

mRNA binding site

o

3'

GDP

3'
Translation initiation complex

f) The arrival of a large ribosomal subunit
completes the initiallon complex,
Proteins called initiation factors (not
shown) are required to bring all the
translation components together, GTP
provides the energy for the assembly.
The initiator tRNA is in the Psite; the A
site is available to the tRNA bearing the
next aminO acid
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GCodon recognition. The anticodon
of an incoming aminoacyl tRNA basepairs with the complementary mRNA
codon in the A site. Hydrolysis of GTP
increases the accuracy and efficiency
of this step.

3'

m~
Ribosome ready for ~

/

next amlOoacyl tRNj
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t)Peptide bond formation.
An rRNA molecule of the
large ribosomal subunit
catalyzes the formation of a
peptide bond between the
new amino acid in the A site
and the carboxyl end of the
growing polypeptide in
the P site. This step removes
the polypeptide from the
tRNA in the P site and
attaches it to the amino acid
on the tRNA in the A site.

oribosome
Translocation. The
translocates the
tRNA in the A site to the
P site. At the same time,
the empty tRNA in the P
site is moved to the Esite,
where it is released. The
mRNA moves along with its
bound tRNAs, bringing the

next codon to be translated
into the A site.

... Figure 17.18 The elongation cycle of translation. The hydrolysis of GTP plays an
important role in the elongation process. Not shown are the proteins called elongation factors.

Elongation of the Polypeptide Chain

Termination of Translation

In the elongation stage oftranslation, amino acids are added one
by one to the pnxeding amino acid. Each addition involves the
participation of several proteins called elongation factors and
occurs in a three-step cycle described in Figure 17.18. Energy
expenditure occurs in the first and third steps. Codon recognition requires hydrolysis of one molecule of GTP, which increases the accuracy and efficiency ofthis step. One more GTP
is hydrolyzed to provide energy for the translocation step.
The mRNA is moved through the ribosome in one direction
only,S' end first; this is equivalent to the ribosome moving
5' ---+ 3' on the mRNA. The important point is that the ribosome and the mRNA move relative to each other, unidire<tionally, codon by codon. The elongation cycle takes less than
a tenth ofa second in bacteria and is repeated as each amino acid
is added to the chain until the polypeptide is completed.

The final stage of translation is termination (Figure 17.19, on
the next page). Elongation continues until a stop codon in the
mRNA reaches the A site of the ribosome. The base triplets
VAG, VAA, and VGA do not code for amino acids but instead
act as signals to stop translation. A protein called a releasefactor binds directly to the stop codon in the A site. The release
factor causes the addition of a water molecule instead of an
amino acid to the polypeptide chain. This reaction breaks (hydrolyzes) the bond between the completed polypeptide and
the tRNA in the P site, releasing the polypeptide through the
exit tunnel ofthe ribosome's large subunit (see Figure 17.l6a).
The remainder of the translation assembly then comes apart
in a multistep process, aided by other protein factors. Break·
down of the translation assembly requires the hydrolysis of
two more GTP mole<ules.
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"
Stop codon
(UAG, UAA,

-

or UGA)

o When a ribosome reaches a stop codon on

mRNA, the A site althe ribosome accepts a
release factor," a protein shaped like a
tRNA, instead of an aminoacyl tRNA.

t) The release factor promotes hydrolysis of the
bond between the tRNA in the Psite and the
last amino acid of the polypeptide, thus
freeing the polypeptide from the ribosome.

"

€) The two ribosomal subunits and the
other components of the assembly
dissociate.

.... Figure 17.19 The termination of translation. like elongation, termination reqUires GTP
hydrolysis as well as additional protein fadors, which are not shown here.

Polyribosomes
A single ribosome can make an average-sized polypeptide in
less than a minute. Typically, however, multiple ribosomes
translate an mRNA at the same time; that is, a single mRNA is
used to make many copies of a polypeptide simultaneously.
Once a ribosome moves past the start codon, a second ribosome can attach to the mRNA, eventually resulting in a number of ribosomes trailing along the mRNA. Such strings of
ribosomes, called polyribosomes (or polysomes), can be seen
with an electron microscope (figure 17.20). Polyribosomes
are found in both bacterial and eukaryotic cells. They enable a
cell to make many copies of a polypeptide very quickly.

Growing
polypeptides

Incomin~

ribosomal
subunits/

Start of
mRNA
(S' end)

End of
mRNA
(3' end)

(a) An mRNA molecule is generally translated simultaneously
by several ribosomes In clusters called polyribosomes.

Completing and Targeting
the Functional Protein
The process of translation is often not sufficient to make a
functional protein. In this section, you wi11learn about modifications that polypeptide chains undergo after the translation
process as well as some ofthe mechanisms used to targetcom~
pleted proteins to specific sites in the cell.

Protein Folding and Post-Translational Modifications
During its synthesis, a polypeptide chain begins to coil and
fold spontaneously as a consequence of its amino acid sequence (primary structure), forming a protein with a specific
shape: a three-dimensional molecule with secondary and ter~
tiary structure (see Figure 5.21). Thus, a gene determines pri~
mary structure, and primary structure in turn determines
shape. In many cases, a chaperone protein (chaperonin) helps
the polypeptide fold correctly (see Figure 5.24).
Additional steps-post·transiLltional modifications-may
be required before the protein can begin doing its particular job
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(b) This micrograph shows a large polyribosome
in a bacterial cell (TEM),

a,1l1 m

... Figure 17.20 Polyribosomes.

in the cell. Certain amino acids may be chemically modified by
the attachment ofsugars, lipids, phosphate groups, or other additions. Enzymes may remove one or more amino acids from
the leading (amino) end of the polypeptide chain. In some
cases, a polypeptide chain may be enzymatically cleaved into

two or more pieces. For example, the protein insulin is first synthesized as a single polypeptide chain but becomes active only
after an enzyme cuts out a central part of the chain, leaving a
protein made up oftwo polypeptide chains connected by disulfide bridges. In other cases, w..-o or more polypeptides that are
synthesized separately may come together, becoming the subunits of a protein that has quaternary structure. A familiar example is hemoglobin (see Figure 5.21).

In electron micrographs of eukaryotic cells active in protein
synthesis, hvo populations of ribosomes (and polyribosomes)
are evident: free and bound (see Figure 6.11). Free ribosomes
are suspended in the cytosol and mostly synthesize proteins
that stay in the cytosol and function there. In contrast, bound
ribosomes are attached to the cytosolic side of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or to the nuclear envelope. Bound ribosomes make proteins of the endomembrane system (the
nuclear envelope, ER, Golgi apparatus, Iysosomes, vacuoles,
and plasma membrane) as well as proteins secreted from the
cell, such as insulin. The ribosomes themselves are identical
and can switch their status from free to bound.

\X'hat determines whether a ribosome will be free in the cytosol or bound to rough ER at any given time? Polypeptide synthesis always begins in the cytosol, when a free ribosome starts to
translate an mRNA molecule. There the process continues to
completion-unless the growing polypeptide itself cues the ri·
bosome to attach to the ER. The polypeptides of proteins destined for the endomembrane system or for secretion are
marked by a signal peptide, which targets the protein to the ER
(Figure 17.21). The signal peptide, a sequence of about 20
amino acids at or near the leading (amino) end of the polypeptide, is recognized as it emerges from the ribosome by a proteinRNA complex called a signal-recognition particle (SRP).
This particle functions as an adapter that brings the ribosome
to a receptor protein built into the ER membrane. This receptor
is part of a multiprotein translocation complex. Polypeptide
synthesis continues there, and the growing polypeptide snakes
across the membrane into the ER lumen via a protein pore. The
signal peptide is usually removed by an enzyme. The rest of the
completed polypeptide, ifit is to be secreted from the cell, is released into solution within the ER lumen (as in Figure 17.21). Alternatively, if the polypeptide is to be a membrane protein, it
remains partially embedded in the ER membrane.

osynthesis
Polypeptide
begins

opolypeptide
The SRP leaves, and
synthesis

Targeting Polypeptides to Specific l.ocations

on a free
ribosome in
the cytosol.

f)An SRP binds to
the signal peptide.
halting synthesis
momentarily.

f)The SRP binds to a
receptor protein in the ER
membrane. This receptor
is part of a protein complex
(a translocation complex)
that has a membrane pore
and a signai-cleaving enzyme.

0The signalcleaving enzyme
resumes, with simultane- cuts off the
ous translocation across signal peptide.
the membrane. (The
signal peptide stays
attached to the translocation complex.)

0The rest of
the completed
polypeptide leaves
the ribosome and
folds into its final
conformation.

Signalrecognition
particle
(SRP)

CYTOSOL

SRP
receptor (
protein ~

=-------------ER LUMEN

... Figure 17.21 The signal mechanism
for targeting proteins to the Eft. A
polypeptide destined for the endomembrane
system or for secretion from the cell begins

with a signal peptide, a series of amino acids
that targets it for the ER, This figure shows the
synthesis of a secretory protein and its
simultaneous import into the ER, In the ER and

then in the Golgi, the protein will be processed
further, Finally, a transport vesicle will convey it
to the plasma membrane for release from the
cell (see Figure 7.10).
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Other kinds of signal peptides are used to target polypeptides to mitochondria, chloroplasts, the interior of the nucleus,
and other organelles that are not part of the endomembrane
system. The critical difference in these cases is that translation
is completed in the cytosol before the polypeptide is imported
into the organelle. The mechanisms of translocation also vary,
but in all cases studied to date, the "zip codes~ that address proteins for secretion or to cellular locations are signal peptides of
some sort. Bacteria also employ signal peptides to target proteins for secretion.

production of an abnormal protein (figure 17.22; also see
Figure 5.22). In individuals who are homozygous for the mutant allele, the sickling of red blood cells caused by the altered
hemoglobin produces the multiple symptoms associated with
sickle-cell disease (see Chapter 14). Another example is a
heart condition responsible for some incidents of sudden
death in young athletes, called familial cardiomyopathy. Point
mutations in several genes have been identified, each of
which can lead to this disorder.

Types of Point Mutations
CONCEPT

CHECI(

17.4

1. What two processes ensure that the correct amino

acid is added to a growing polypeptide chain?
2. Describe how the formation of polyribosomes can
benefit the celL
3. Describe how a polypeptide to be secreted is transported to the endomembrane system.
4.
Discuss the ways in which rRNA structure likely contributes to ribosomal function.

-'M"'I.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r;::~t'~:~~~~s can affect

protein structure and function

Point mutations within a gene can be divided into two general categories: base-pair substitutions and base-pair insertions or deletions. Let's now consider how these mutations
affect proteins.

Substitutions
A base-pair substitution is the replacement of one nucleotide and its partner with another pair of nucleotides
(Figure 17.23a). Some substitutions are called silent
mutations because, owing to the redundancy of the genetic
code, they have no effect on the encoded protein. In other
words, a change in a base pair may transform one codon into
another that is translated into the same amino acid. For example, if 3' -CCG-5' on the template strand mutated to
3' -CCA-5', the mRNA codon that used to be GGC would
become GGU, but a glycine would still be inserted at the
proper location in the protein (see Figure 17.5). Substitutions that change one amino acid to another one are called
missense mutations. Such a mutation may have little effect
on the protein: The new amino acid may have properties
similar to those of the amino acid it replaces, or it may be in
a region of the protein where the exact sequence of amino
acids is not essential to the protein's function.

Now that you have explored the process ofgene expression, you
are ready to understand the effects ofchanges to the genetic information of a cell (or virus). These changes, called mutations,
are responsible for the huge diversity ofgenes found among organisms because mutations are the ultimate source of new
genes. In Rgure 15.15, we considered large-scale mutations,
chromosomal rearrangements that affect
long segments ofDNA. Here we examine
point mutations, chemical changes in a
Wild-type hemoglobin DNA
Mutant hemoglobin DNA
single base pair of a gene.
Ifa point mutation occurs in a gamete
5'
tcaWZJ
3' 5':
or in a cell that gives rise to gametes, it
may be transmitted to offspring and to a
succession of future generations. If the
mRNA
mRNA
mutation has an adverse effect on the

"~~~~!~.:.:'~~~~5'
3,·~~~~t«:;:.:'~~~~5'
=
N-a

phenotype of an organism, the mutant
condition is referred to as a genetic disorder or hereditary disease. For example,
we can trace the genetic basis of sicklecell disease to the mutation of a single
base pair in the gene that encodes the
j3-globin polypeptide of hemoglobin.
The change of a single nucleotide in the
DNA's template strand leads to the
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Normal hemoglobin

Sickle·cell hemoglobin

~

~

In the DNA, the
mutant template
strand (top) has an
Awhere the wildtype template has

or.

U

The mutant mRNA
has a instead of
an Ain one codon.
The mutant (sICkle·
cell) hemoglobin has
a ~ahne (Val) instead
of a glutamic acid
(Glu).

• Figure 17.22 The molecular basis of sickle-cell disease: a point mutation. The allele
that causes sickle-cell disease differs from the wild-type (normal) allele by a slngle DNA base pair.

Wild type
DNA template strand 3' T A C T T C A A A C C G A T T S'
S' A T G A A G T T T G G C T A A 3'
mRNA S' AUG A A G U U U G G C U A A 3'
Protein
Amino end
Extra A

A instead of G
3' T A C T T C A A A C C A A T T S'
S' A T G A A G T T T G G T T A A 3'

3' T A C A T T C A A A C C G A T T S'
S' A T G T A A G T T T G G C T A A 3'

U instead of C

S' AUGAAGUUUGGUUAA 3'

Extra U

s' AUGUAAGUUUGGCUAA 3'

'---v---'

-¥

Stop

Silent (no effect on amino acid sequence)

Frameshilt causmg immediate nonsense (1 base-pair insertion)

rJ missing

T instead of (

3' T ACT T C A A A T C GAT T S'
S' A T G A A G T T TAG C T A A 3'

3' T A C T T C A A CCGATT S'
S' A T G A A G T T G G C T A A 3'

mmissing

A instead of G
S' AUGAAGUUUAGCUAA 3'

S' AUGAAGUUGGCUAA ",3'

'---v---'
Stop

Missense

Frameshift causing extensive missense (1 base-pair deletion)

~missing

A instead of T

3' T A C A T C A A A C C G A T T S'
S' A T G T A G T T T G G C T A A 3'

3' T A C A A A C C G A T T S'
S' A T G T T T G G C T A A 3'
~missing

U instead of A

S'''I.''~.'''I.I.I'''I.I.'.''3'

-¥

Nonsense

(a) Base-pair substitution

S'

3'
~SIOp
----~

No frameshift, but one amino acid missing (3 base-pair deletion),
A 3 base-pair insertion (not shown) would lead to an extra amino acid,
(b) Base-pair insertion or deletion

... Figure 17.23 Types of point mutations, Mutations are changes in DNA that result in changes in the mRNA,

However, the base-pair substitutions ofgreatest interest are
those that cause a major change in a protein. The alteration of
a single amino acid in a crucial area ofa protein-such as in the
part of hemoglobin shown in Figure 17.22 or in the active site
of an enzyme-will significantly alter protein activity. Occasionally. such a mutation leads to an improved protein or one
with novel capabilities, but much more often such mutations
are detrimental, leading to a useless or less active protein that
impairs cellular function.
Substitution mutations are usually missense mutations;
that is, the altered codon still codes for an amino acid and
thus makes sense, although not necessarily the right sense.

But a point mutation can also change a codon for an amino
acid into a stop codon. This is called a nonsense mutation,
and it causes translation to be terminated prematurely; the
resulting polypeptide will be shorter than the polypeptide
encoded by the normal gene. Nearly all nonsense mutations
lead to nonfunctional proteins.

Insertions and Deletions
Insertions and deletions are additions or losses of nucleotide
pairs in a gene (Figure 17.23b). These mutations have a disastrouseffecton the resulting protein more often than substitutions
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do. Insertion or deletion of nucleotides may alter the reading
frame of the genetic message, the triplet grouping of bases on
the mRNA that is read during translation. Such a mutation,
called a framcshift mutation, wiII occur whenever the number
of nucleotides inserted or deleted is not a multiple of three. All
the nucleotides that are downstream ofthe deletion or insertion
will be improperly grouped into codons, and the result will be
extensive missense, usually ending sooner or later in nonsense
and premature termination. Unless the frameshift is very near
the end ofthe gene, the protein is almost certain to be nonfunctional.

CONCEPT

CHECK

17.5

1. What happens when one nucleotide pair is lost from
the middle of the coding sequence of a gene?
2. -QJ:t.illg A gene whose template strand contains
the sequence 3'·TACTTGTCCGATATe-S' is mu·
tated to 3'-TACTTGTCCAATATe-S'. For both normal and mutant genes, draw the double-stranded
DNA, the resulting mRNA, and the amino acid sequence each encodes. \Vhat is the effect of the mutation on the amino acid sequence?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Mutagens
Mutations can arise in a number ofways. Errors during DNA
replication or recombination can lead to base-pair substitutions, insertions, or deletions, as well as to mutations affecting longer stretches of DNA. If an incorrect base is added to
a growing chain during replication, for example, that base
will then be mismatched with the base on the other strand.
In many cases, the error will be corrected by systems you
learned about in Chapter 16. Otherwise, the incorrect base
will be used as a template in the next round of replication, resulting in a mutation. Such mutations are called spontaneous
mutations. It is difficult to calculate the rate at which such
mutations occur. Rough estimates have been made of the
rate of mutation during DNA replication for both E. coli and
eukaryotes, and the numbers are similar: About one nucleotide in every 10 10 is altered, and the change is passed on
to the next generation of cells.
A number ofphysical and chemical agents, called mutagens,
interact with DNA in ways that cause mutations. In the 1920s,
Hermann Muller discovered that X-rays caused genetic
changes in fruit flies, and he used X-rays to make Drosophila
mutants for his genetic studies. But he also recognized an
alarming implication of his discovery: X-rays and other forms
of high-energy radiation pose hazards to the genetic material
of people as well as laboratory organisms. Mutagenic radiation, a physical mutagen, includes ultraviolet (UV) light,
which can cause disruptive thymine dimers in DNA (see
Figure 16.18).
Chemical mutagens fall into several categories. Base
analogs are chemicals that are similar to normal DNA bases
but that pair incorrectly during DNA replication. Some other
chemical mutagens interfere with correct DNA replication by
inserting themselves into the DNA and distorting the double
helix. Still other mutagens cause chemical changes in bases
that change their pairing properties.
Researchers have developed various methods to test the
mutagenic activity of chemicals. A major application of these
tests is the preliminary screening ofchemicals to identifythose
that may cause cancer. This approach makes sense because
most carcinogens (cancer-causing chemicals) are mutagenic,
and conversely, most mutagens are carcinogenic.
3%
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r:~~:J;:?~~pression differs

among the domains of life, the
concept of a gene is universal

Although bacteria and eukaryotes carry out transcription and
translation in very similar ways, we have noted certain differences
in cellular machinery and in details ofthe processes in these two
domains. The division of organisms into three domains was established about 40 years ago, when archaea were recognized as
distinct from bacteria. Like bacteria, archaea are prokaryotes.
However, archaea share many aspects ofthe mechanisms ofgene
expression with eukaryotes, as well as a few with bacteria.

Comparing Gene Expression in Bacteria,
Archaea, and Eukarya
Recent advances in molecular biology have enabled researchers
to determine the complete nucleotide sequences of hundreds of
genomes, including many genomes from each domain. This
wealth of data allows us to compare gene and protein sequences
across domains. Foremost among genes of interest are those that
encode components ofsuch fundamental biological processes as
transcription and translation.
Bacterial and eukaryotic RNA polymerases differ significantly from each other. In contrast, the single RNA polymerase of archaea resembles the three eukaryotic RNA
polymerases, and archaea and eukaryotes use a complex set of
transcription factors, unlike bacteria. Transcription is terminated differently in bacteria and eukaryotes. Here again, the
little that is known about archaeal transcription termination
suggests it may be more like the eukaryotic process.
As far as translation is concerned, bacterial and eukaryotic
ribosomes are slightly different. Archaeal ribosomes are the
same size as bacterial ribosomes, but their sensitivity to chemical inhibitors most closely matches that of eukaryotic ribosomes. We mentioned earlier that initiation of translation is
slightly different in bacteria and eukaryotes. In this respect, the
archaeal process is more like that of bacteria.

"/
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'"r.'

What Is a Gene! Revisiting the Question

A$P9,~m.:.\.\ ~ ii'
". ~1~~/"
,

DN..

"

....

Poly~bosome

RNA

Directlon of
transcnptton --~.

polymerase

O_lS~

DNA

PO~flbosome{
Polypeptide
(amino end)

mRNA (5' end)

... Figure 17.24 Coupled transcription and translation in
bacteria. In badenal cells. the translation of mRNA can begin as
soon as the leading (5') end of the mRNA molecule peels away from
the DNA template. The micrograph ('TEM) shows a strand of E. coli
DNA being transaib£od by RNA polymerase molecules. Attached 10
eilch RNA polymerase molecule IS a gr(M'lng strand of mRNA, whICh
is already being Iranslated by ribosomes. The new1y synthesized
polypeptides are not VI5Ible In the mICrograph but are shown In the

dIagram.

n Which one of rhe mRNA molecules srarred rrarnaiprion flffi? On
. . mar mRNA, which ribosome sraned rranslating first?

The most important differences between bacteria and eukaryotes with regard to gene expression arise from the bacterial cell's relative absence ofcompartmental organization. Like
a one-room workshop, a bacterial cell ensures a streamlined
operation. In the absence of a nucleus, it can simultaneously
transcribe and translate the same gene (Figure 17.24), and
the newly made protein can quickly diffuse to its site of function. Little is currently known about whether the processes of
transcription and translation are coupled like this in archaeal
cells, but most researchers suspect that they are, since archaea
lack a nuclear envelope. In contrast, the eukaryotic cell's nuclear envelope segregates transcription from translation and
provides a compartment for extensive RNA processing. This
processing stage includes additional steps whose regulation
can help coordinate the eukaryotic cell's elaborate activities
(see Chapter 18). Finally, eukaryotic cells have complicated
mechanisms for targeting proteins to the appropriate cellular
compartment (organelle).
Learning more about the proteins and RNAs involved in archaeal transcription and translation will tell us much about the
evolution of these processes in all three domains. In spite of the
differences in gene expression cataloged here, however, the idea
of the gene itself is a unifying concept among all forms of life.

Our definition of a gene has evolved over the past few chapters,
as it has through the history of genetics. We began with the
Mendelian concept ofa gene as adiscrete unit ofinheritance that
affects a phenotypic character (Chapter 14). We saw that
Morgan and his coUeagues assigned such genes to specifIC loci
on chromosomes (Olapter IS). We went on to yjey,. ageoe asa
region of specific nucleotide sequence along the length of a
DNA molecule in a chromosome (Cbapter 16). Finally, in this
chapter, we have considered a functional definition of a gene as
a DNA sequence that codes for a specific polypeptide chain.
(Figure 17.25, on the next page, summarizes the path from gene
to polypeptide in a eukaryotic eel!.) All these definitions are lISeful, depending on the context in \\nich genes are being studied.
Clearly, the statement that a gene codes for a polypeptide is
too simple. Most eukaryotic genes contain noncoding segments (introns), so large portions of these genes have no corresponding segments in polypeptides. Molecular biologists
also often include promoters and certain other regulatory regionsofDNA within the boundaries ofa gene. These DNA sequences are not transcribed, but they can be considered part of
the functional gene because they must be present for transcription to occur. Our molecular definition ofa gene must also
be brood enough to include the DNA that is transcribed into
rRNA, tRNA, and other RNAs that are not translated. These
genes have no polypeptide products but play crucial roles in
the ceU_ Thus, we arrive at the follo....':ing definition: A gene is a
region of DNA that am be expressed to prodm:e a final functional product that is eidler a po/ypeptideor an RNA molecule.
\Vhen considering phenotypes, however, it is often useful
to start by focusing on genes that code for polypeptides. In thiS
chapter, you have learned in molecular terms how a typical
gene is expressed-by transcription into RNA and then translation into a polypeptide that forms a protein ofspecific structure and function. Proteins, in turn, bring about an organism's
observable phenotype.
A given type ofcell expresses only a subset of its genes. This
is an essential feature in multicellular organisms: You'd be in
trouble if the lens cells in your eyes started. expreSSing the
genes for hair proteins, which are normally expressed only in
hair follicle cells! Gene expression is precisely regulated. Well
explore gene regulation in the next chapter, beginning with
the simpler case of bacteria and continuing with eukaryotes.
CONCEPT

CHECK

17.6

I. Would the coupling or processes shown. in Figure 17.24
be found in a eukaryotic cell? Explain.
2.
ilI4 In eukaryotic cells, mRNAs have been
found to have a circular arrangement in which the
poly-A tail is held by proteins near the 5' end cap. How
might this increase translation efficiency?

-lim

For suggested answers. see AppendiX A.
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Each amino aCid
attaches to its proper tRNA
with the help of a specific
enzyme and AlP.
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the nucleus and

:attta(heS 10 a ribosome.

3'
Adivated
amino acid

5'

TRANSLATION

Q

A succession of tRNA>
add their amino acids to
the polypeptide chain
as the mRNA is moved
through the ribosome
one codon at a time.
(When completed, the
polypeptide IS released
from the ribosome.)
Ribosome

.... Figure 17.25 A summary of

transcription and translation in a
eukaryotic cell. This diagram shows the path
from one gene to one polypeptide, Keep in mind
that each gene in the DNA (an be transcribed
repeatedly into many identical RNA molecules
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arid that each mRNA can be translated
repeatedly to yield many identical polypeptide
molecules. (Also, remember that the final
produds of some genes are not polypeptides but
RNA molecules, including tRNA and rRNA.) In
gerleral, the steps of trarlscription and translatiorl

are similar in bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic
cells. The major difference is the occurrence of
RNA processing in the eukaryotic nucleus. Other
significant differences are found in the initlatiorl
stages of both transcription and trarlslation and
in the termination of trarlscription.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

."'1"1'-17.1
Genes specify proteins via transcription and
translation (pp. 325-331)
.. Evidence from the Study of Metabolic Defects DNA
controls metabolism by directing cells to make specific en·
zymes and other proteins. Beadle and Tatum's experiments
with lllutant strains of Neurospora supported the one
gene-one enzyme hypothesis. Genes code for polypeptide

chains or for RNA molecules.

.. Basic Principles of Transcription and Translation
Transcription is the nucleotide-la-nucleotide transfer of information from DNA to RNA, while translation is the informational transfer from nucleotide sequence in RNA to amino
acid sequence in a polypeptide.
.. The Genetic Code Genetic information is encoded as a sequence of nonoverlapping base triplets, or codons. A codon in
messenger RNA (mRNA) either is translated into an amino
acid (61 of the 64 codons) or serves as a stop signal (3 codons).
Codons must be read in the correct reading frame.

_M4if.M
In,'estigation How Is a Metabolic Pathway Analyz.ed?
MP3 Tutor DNA to RNA to Protein
Actl\'lty Overview of Protein Synthesis

-"'1.01"-17.2
Transcription is the DNA-directed synthesis of RNA:
a closer look (pp. 331-334)
.. Molecular Components ofTranscription RNA synthesis
is catalyzed by RNA polymerase. It follows the same basepairing rules as DNA replication, except that in RNA, uracil
substitutes for thymine.
Tran'iCnptlO/l unit

promoterl----~;~~~l--l

j:~~~~~r
S'

RNA polymerase

Template strand
of DNA

- . 11'''''-17.3
Eukaryotic cells modify RNA after transcription
(pp.334-336)
.. Alteration of mRNA Ends
Eukaryotic mRNA molecules are
processed before leaving the nucleus
by modification of their ends and by
RNA splicing. The 5' end receives a
modified nucleotide cap, and the 3'
end a poly-A tail.

mRNA

.. Split Genes and RNA Splicing Most eukaryotic genes have
introns interspersed among the coding regions, the exons. In
RNA splicing, introns are removed and exons joined. RNA
splicing is typically carried out by spliceosomes, but in some
cases, RNA alone catalyzes its own splicing. The catalytic ability of some RNA molecules, called ribozymes, derives from
the inherent properties of RNA. The presence of introns allows for alternative RNA splicing.

_MH'·M
Acth'ily RNA Processing

-"1 01"-17.4
1
•

Translation is the RNA-directed synthesis of a
polypeptide: a closer look (pp. 337-344)

.. Molecular Components ofTranslation A cell translates an
mRNA message into protein using transfer RNAs (tRNAs).
After binding specific amino acids, tRNAs line up via their
anticodons at complementary codons on mRNA. Ribosomes
help facilitate this coupling with binding sites for mRNA and
tRNA.
.. Building a Polypeptide Ribosomes
m~NA
RiOOsome
coordinate the three stages of translation: initiation, elongation, and termiPOlypeptide
nation. The formation of peptide
bonds between amino acids is catalyzed by rRNA. A number
of ribosomes can translate a single mRNA molecule simultaneously, forming a polyribosome.
.. Completing and Targeting the Functional Protein After
tmnslation, modifications to proteins can affect their threedimensional shape. Free ribosomes in the cytosol initiate synthesis of all proteins, but proteins destined for the endomembrane
system or for secretion are tmnsported into the ER. Such proteins have a signal peptide to which a signal-recognition particle
(SRP) binds, enabling the translating ribosome to bind to the ER.
BloFlix 3-D Animation Protein Synthesis
Acthily Translation
Biology Labs On_Line Translationt...b

-"1

114

"-17.5

Point mutations can affect protein structure and
function (pp. 344-346)

_M4if.M
Acthity Transcription

... Types of Point Mutations A point mutation is a change in
one DNA base pair, which may lead to production of a nonfunctional protein. Base-pair substitutions can cause missense
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or nonsense mutations. Base-pair insertions or deletions may
produce frameshift mutations.

.. Mutagens

Spontaneous mutations can occur during DNA
replication, recombination, or repair. Chemical and physical
mutagens cause DNA damage that can alter genes.

_ •.1111"-17.6
While gene expression differs among the domains
of life, the concept of a gene is universal
(pp. 346-348)
.. Comparing Gene Expression in Bacteria, Archaea, and
Eukarya Because bacterial cells lack a nuclear envelope,
translation can begin while transcription is still in progress.
Archaeal cells show similarities to both eukaryotic and bacterial cells in their processes of gene expression. In a eukaryotic
cell. the nuclear envelope separates transcription from translation, and extensive RNA processing occurs in the nucleus.

Revisiting the Question A gene is a region of DNA whose final functional product is either a
polypeptide or an RNA molecule.

.. What Is a Gene?

a.5'-UUUGGGAAA-3'
b.5'-GAACCCCTT·3'
c.5'-AAAACCTTT·3'

d. 5'·CTTCGGGAA-3'
e. 5'·AAACCCUUU-3'

6. Which of the following mutations would be most likely to have
a harmful effect on an organism?
a. a base-pair substitution
b. a deletion of three nucleotides near the middle of a gene
c. a Single nucleotide deletion in the middle of an intron
d. a Single nucleotide deletion near the end of the coding
sequence
e. a Single nucleotide insertion downstream of, and dose to.
the start of the coding sequence

7. Which component is not directly involved in translation?
a. mRNA
b. DNA
c. tRNA

d. ribosomes
e. GTP

8. "'i"'i,,1I1 Review the roles of RNA by filling in the follOWing
table:
Type of RNA

Functions

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Messenger RNA (mRNA)

SELF-QUIZ

Transfer RNA (tRNA)

t. In eukaryotic cells, transcription cannot begin until
a. the two DNA strands have completely separated and
exposed the promoter.
b. several transcription factors have bound to the promoter.
c. the 5' caps are removed from the mRNA.
d. the DNA introns are removed from the template.
e. DNA nucleases have isolated the transcription unit.
2. Which of the following is not true of a codon?
a. It consists of three nucleotides.
b. It may code for the same amino acid as another codon.
c. It never codes for more than one amino acid.
d. It extends from one end of a tRNA molecule.
e. It is the basic unit of the genetic code.
3. The anticodon of a particular tRNA molecule is
a. complementary to the corresponding mRNA codon.
b. complementary to the corresponding triplet in rRNA.
c. the part of tRNA that bonds to a specific amino acid.
d. changeable. depending on the amino acid that attaches to
the tRNA.
e. catalytic, making the tRNA a ribozyme.
4. Which of the following is not true of RNA processing?
a. Exons are cut out before mRNA leaves the nucleus.
b. Nucleotides may be added at both ends of the RNA.
c. Ribozymes may function in RNA splicing.
d. RNA splicing can be catalyzed by spliceosomes.
e. A primary transcript is often much longer than the final
RNA molecule that leaves the nucleus.
5. Using Figure 17.5, identify a 5' ---> 3' se<juence of nucleotides in
the DNA template strand for an mRNA coding for the
polypeptide sequence Phe-Pro-Lys.
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Plays catalytic (ribozyme) roles and
strUdural roles in ribosomes
Primary transcript
Small nuclear RNA (snRNA)
For Self-Qui: answers, see Appendix A.

_t,j4o!'.M Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. The genetic code (see Figure 17.5) is rich with evolutionary implications. For instance, notice that the 20 amino acids are not
randomly scattered; most amino acids are coded for by a similar set ofcodons. What evolutionary explanations can be given
for this pattern? (Hint: There is one explanation relating to historical ancestry, and some less obvious ones of a "form-fitsfunction" type.)

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. Knowing that the genetic code is almost universal. a scientist
uses molecular biological methods to insert the human l3-globin
gene (shown in Figure 17.10) into bacterial cells. hoping the
cells will express it and synthesize functionall3-globin protein.
Instead, the protein produced is nonfunctional and is found to
contain many fewer amino acids than does l3-globin made by a
eukaryotic cell. Explain why.
Blologlcallnqulry: A W·orkbook oflm·estlgath·e Cases Explore translation
and u~ of sequen,e data in testing hypothe~s with the ,a~ "The Doctors
Dilemma,"

Regu . . . . ·
ofGen
Express on
KEY

CONCEPTS

18.1 Bacteria often respond to environmental
change by regulating transcription
18.2 Eukaryotic gene expression can be regulated at
any stage
18.3 Noncoding RNAs play multiple roles in
controlling gene expression
18.4 A program of differential gene expression leads
to the different cell types in a multicellular
organism
18.5 Cancer results from genetic changes that affect
cell cycle control

n oboe squawks loudly, several violins squeak shrilly,
and a tuba adds its rumble to the noisy chaos. Then the

A

conductor's baton rises, pauses, and begins a series of

elaborate movements, directing spedfic instruments to join in
and others to raise or lower their volume at exact moments.
Properly balanced and timed, discordant sounds are thus transformed into a beautiful symphony that enraptures the audience.
In a similar way, cells intricately and predsely regulate their
gene expression. Both prokaryotes and eukaryotes must alter
their patterns ofgene expression in response to changes in environmental conditions. Multicellular eukaryotes must also
develop and maintain multiple cell types. Each cell type contains the same genome but expresses a different subset of
genes, a significant challenge in gene regulation.
An adult fruit fly, for example, develops from a single fertilized
egg, passing through a wormlike stage called a larva. At every
stage, gene expression is carefully regulated, ensuring that the
right genes are expressed only at the correct time and place. In

... Figure 18.1 What regulates the precise pattern
of expression of different genes?

the larva, the adult wing forms in a disk-shaped pocket ofseveral
thousand cells, shown in Figure 18.1. The tissue in this image
has been treated to reveal the mRNA for three genes-labeled
red, blue, and green-using te<:hniques covered in Chapter 20.
(Red and green together appear yellow.) The intricate pattern of
expression for each gene is the same from larva to larva at this
stage, and it provides a graphic display of the precision of gene
regulation. But what is the molecular basis for this pattern? \Vhy
is one particular gene expressed only in the few hundred cells
that appear blue in this image and not in the other cells?
In this chapter, we first explore how bacteria regulate expression of their genes in response to different environmental
conditions. We then examine how eukaryotes regulate gene
expression to maintain different cell types. Gene expression in
eukaryotes, as in bacteria, is often regulated at the stage of
transcription, but control at other levels of gene expression is
also important. In recent years, researchers have been surprised to discover the many roles played by RNA molecules in
regulating eukaryotic gene expression, a topic we cover next.
Putting together these aspects of gene regulation, we then
consider how a carefully orchestrated program of gene regulation can allow a single cell-the fertilized egg-to become a
fully functioning organism made up of many different cell
types. Finally, we investigate how disruptions in gene regulation can lead to cancer. Orchestrating proper gene expression
by all cells is crucial to the functions oflife.

r:::;:~; :f~:~ respond to
environmental change by
regulating transcription

Bacterial cells that can conserve resources and energy have a
selective advantage over cells that are unable to do so. Thus,
351

natural selection has favored bacteria that express only the
genes whose products are needed by the cell.
Consider, for instance, an individual E. coli cell living in the
erratic environment of a human colon, dependent for its nutrients on the whimsical eating habits of its host. If the environment is lacking in the amino add tryptophan, which the
bacterium needs to survive, the cell responds by activating a
metabolic pathway that makes tryptophan from another compound. Later, if the human host eats a tryptophan-rich meal,
the bacterial cell stops producing tryptophan, thus saving itself from squandering its resources to produce a substance
that is available from the surrounding solution in prefabricated form. This is just one example ofhow bacteria tune their
metabolism to changing environments.
Metabolic control occurs on two levels, as shown for the
synthesis of tryptophan in Figure 18.2. First, cells can adjust
the activity of enzymes already present. This is a fairly fast response, which relies on the sensitivity of many enzymes to
chemical cues that increase or decrease their catalytic activity
(see Chapter 8). The activity of the first enzyme in the tryptophan synthesis pathway is inhibited by the pathway's end
product (Figure 18.2a). Thus, if tryptophan accumulates in a
cell, it shuts down the synthesis of more tryptophan by in-
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.. Figure 18.2 Regulation of a metabolic pathway. In the
pathway for tryptophan synthesis. an abundance of tryptophan can
both (a) inhibit the activity of the first enzyme in the pathway (feedback
inhibition). a rapid response. and (b) repress expression of the genes
encoding all subunits of the enzymes in the pathway, a longer-term
response. Genes trpE and trpD encode the two subunits of enzyme 1,
and genes trpB and rrpA encode the two subunits of enzyme 3. (The
genes were named before the order in which they functioned III the
pathway was determined) The. symbol stands for inhibition.
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hibiting enzyme activity. Such feedback inhibition, typical of
anabolic (biosynthetic) pathways, allows a cell to adapt to
shorHerm fluctuations in the supply of a substance it needs.
Second, cells can adjust the production level of certain enzymes; that is, they can regulate the expression of the genes
encoding the enzymes. If, in our example, the environment
provides all the tryptophan the cell needs, the cell stops mak·
ing the enzymes that catalyze the synthesis oftryptophan (Figure 18.2b). In this case, the control of enzyme production
occurs at the level of transcription, the synthesis of messenger
RNA coding for these enzymes. More generally, many genes
of the bacterial genome are switched on or off by changes in
the metabolic status of the cell. The basic mechanism for this
control ofgene expression in bacteria, described as the operon
model, was discovered in 1961 by Franc;ois Jacob and Jacques
Monod at the Pasteur Institute in Paris. Let's see what an
operon is and how it works, using the control of tryptophan
synthesis as our first example.

Operons: The Basic Concept
E. coli synthesizes the amino acid tryptophan from a precursor
molecule in the multistep pathway shown in Figure 18.2. Each
reaction in the pathway is catalyzed by a specific enzyme, and
the five genes that code for the subunits of these enzymes are
clustered together on the bacterial chromosome. A single promoter serves all five genes, which together constitute a transcription unit. (Recall from Chapter 17 that a promoter is a site
where RNA polymerase can bind to DNA and begin transcription.) Thus, transcription gives rise to one long mRNA molecule that codes for the five polypeptides making up the
enzymes in the tryptophan pathway. The cell can translate this
one mRNA into five separate polypeptides because the mRNA
is punctuated with start and stop codons that signal where the
coding sequence for each polypeptide begins and ends.
A key advantage of grouping genes of related function into
one transcription unit is that a single on-off~switchn can control the whole duster of functionally related genes; in other
words, these genes are under coordinate control. When an
E. coli cell must make tryptophan for itself because the nutrient medium lacks this amino acid, all the enzymes for the
metabolic pathway are synthesized at one time. The switch is
a segment of DNA called an operator. Both its location and
name suit its function: Positioned within the promoter or, in
some cases, between the promoter and the enzyme·coding
genes, the operator controls the access of RNA polymerase to
the genes. All together, the operator, the promoter, and the
genes they control-the entire stretch of DNA required for
enzyme production for the tryptophan pathway-constitute
an operon. The trp operon (trp for tryptophan) is one of many
operons in the E. coli genome (Figure 18.3).
Ifthe operator is the switch for controlling transcription, how
does this switch work? By itself, the trp operon is turned on; that
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(b) Tryptophan present. repressor active, operon off. As tryptophan
accumulates, it Inhibits its own produdion by adivating the repressor
protein, which binds to the operator, blocking transcription

is, RNA polymerase can bind to the promoter and transcribe the
genes ofthe operon.The operon can be switched offby a protein
called the trp repressor. The repressor binds to the operator and
blocks attachment of RNA polymerase to the promoter, preventing transcription ofthe genes. Arepressor protein is specific
for the operator of a particular operon. For example, the repressor that switches offthe trp operon by binding to the trp operator has no effect on other operons in the E. coli genome.
The trp repressor is the product of a regulatory gene
called trpR, which is located some distance from the operon it
controls and has its own promoter. Regulatory genes are expressed continuously, although at a low rate, and a few trp repressor molecules are always present in E. coli cells. Why,
then, is the trp operon not switched offpermanently? First, the
binding of repressors to operators is reversible. An operator
vacillates bem'een m'o states: one without the repressor
bound and one with the repressor bound. The relative duration of each state depends on the number of active repressor
molecules around. Second, the trp repressor, like most regulatory proteins, is an allosteric protein, with two alternative

.. Figure 18.3 The trp operon in E. coli: regulated
synthesis of repressible enzymes. Tryptophan is an amino acid
produced by an anabolic pathway catalyzed by repressible enzymes
(a) The five genes encoding the polypeptide subunits of the enzymes
in this pathway (see Figure 18,1) are grouped, along with a promoter,
into the trp operon. The trp operator (the repressor-binding site) is
located within the Irp promoter {the RNA polymerase-binding site}.
(b) Accumulation of tryptophan, the end product of the pathway,
represses transcnption of the trp operon, thus blocking synthesis of all
the enzymes in the pathway,
IE'I Desaibe what happens to the trp operon as the cell uses up
. . its store of tryptophan.

shapes, active and inactive (see Figure 8.20). The trp repressor
is synthesized in an inactive form with little affinity for the trp
operator. Only iftryptophan binds to the trp repressor at an allosteric site does the repressor protein change to the active
form that can attach to the operator, turning the operon off.
Tryptophan functions in this system as a corepressor, a
small molecule that cooperates with a repressor protein to
switch an operon off. As tryptophan accumulates, more tryptophan molecules associate with trp repressor molecules, which
can then bind to the trp operator and shut down production of
the tryptophan pathway enzymes. If the cell's tryptophan level
drops, transcription of the operon's genes resumes. This is one
example of how gene expression can respond to changes in the
cell's internal and external environment.

Repressible and Inducible Operons:
Two Types of Negative Gene Regulation
The trp operon is said to be a repressible operon because its transcription is usually on but can be inhibited (repressed) when a
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specific small molecule (in this case, tryptophan) binds allosterically to a regulatory protein. In contrast, an inducible operon is
usually offbut can be stimulated (induced) when a specific small
molecule interacts with a regulatory protein. The classic example
of an inducible operon is the lac operon (lac for lactose), which
was the subject ofJacob and Mon<xi's pioneering research.
The disaccharide lactose (milk sugar) is available to E. coli
in the human colon if the host drinks milk. Lactose metabo·
lism begins with hydrolysis of the disaccharide into its component monosaccharides, glucose and galactose, a reaction
catalyzed by the enzyme ~-galactosidase. Only a few molecules of this enzyme are present in an E. coli cell growing in the
absence oflactose. Iflactose is added to the bacterium's environment, however, the number of l3-galactosidase molecules
in the cell increases a thousandfold within about 15 minutes.
The gene for l3-galactosidase is part of the lac operon,
which includes two other genes coding for enzymes that function in lactose utilization. The entire transcription unit is un·
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'f Figure 18.4 The lac operon in f.cali: regulated
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der the command of a single operator and promoter. The regulatory gene, lael, located outside the operon, codes for an allosteric repressor protein that can switch off the lac operon by
binding to the operator. So far, this sounds just like regulation
of the trp operon, but there is one important difference. Recall
that the trp repressor is inactive by itself and requires tryptophan as a corepressor in order to bind to the operator, The lac
repressor, in contrast, is active by itself, binding to the operator and switching the lac operon off, In this case, a specific
small molecule, called an inducer, inactivates the repressor.
For the lac operon, the inducer is allolactose, an isomer of
lactose formed in small amounts from lactose that enters the
cell. In the absence of lactose (and hence allolactose), the lac
repressor is in its active configuration, and the genes of the
lac operon are silenced (Figure 18.4a). If lactose is added to
the cell's surroundings, allolactose binds to the lac repressor
and alters its conformation, nullifying the repressor's ability
to attach to the operator. Without bound repressor, the lac
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synthesis of inducible enzymes. E, coli uses three enzymes to
take up and metabolize lactose The genes for these three enzymes are
clustered in the lac operon, One gene, 1acZ, codes for B-galactosidase,
which hydrolyzes lactose to glucose and galactose. The second gene,
lacY, codes for a permease, the membrane protein that transports
lactose into the cell. The third gene, 1ac4, codes for an enzyme called
transacetylase, whose function in lactose metabolism is still unclear
The gene for the lac repressor, lac!, happens to be adjacent to the lac
operon, an unusual situation, The function of the darker green region
at the upstream «eft) end of the promoter is revealed in Figure 18.5.
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the enzymes for lactose utilization are induced.
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operon is transcribed into mRNA for the lactose-utilizing
enzymes (Figure 18.4b).
In the context ofgene regulation, the enzymes ofthe lactose
pathway are referred to as inducible enzymes because their
synthesis is induced by a chemical signal (allolactose, in this
case). Analogously, the enzymes for tryptophan synthesis are
said to be repressible. Repressible enzymes generally function
in anabolic pathways, which synthesize essential end products
from raw materials (precursors). By suspending production of
an end product when it is already present in sufficient quantity, the cell can allocate its organic precursors and energy for
other uses. In contrast, inducible enzymes usually function in
catabolic pathways, which break down a nutrient to simpler
molecules. By producing the appropriate enzymes only when
the nutrient is available, the cell avoids wasting energy and
precursors making proteins that are not needed.
Regulation of both the trp and lac operons involves the
negative control of genes, because the operons are switched
offby the active form of the repressor protein. It may be easier
to see this for the trp operon, but it is also true for the lac
operon. Allolactose induces enzyme synthesis not by acting
directly on the genome, but by freeing the lac operon from the
negative effect of the repressor. Gene regulation is said to be
positive only when a regulatory protein interacts directly with
the genome to switch transcription on. Let's look at an example ofpositive control ofgenes, again involving the lac operon.

Positive Gene Regulation
When glucose and lactose are both present in its environment, E. coli preferentially uses glucose. The enzymes for glucose breakdown in glycolysis (see Figure 9.9) are continually
present. Only when lactose is present and glucose is in short
supply does E. coli use lactose as an energy source, and only
then does it synthesize appreciable quantities of the enzymes
for lactose breakdown.
Howdoes the E. coli cell sense the glucose concentration and
relay this information to the genome? Again, the mechanism
depends on the interaction of an allosteric regulatory protein
with asmall organic molecule, in this case cyclic AMP (cAMP),
which accumulates when glucose is scarce (see Figure 11.10 for
the structure of cAMP). The regulatory protein, called
catabolite activator protein (CAP), is an activator, a protein that
binds to DNA and stimulates transcription of a gene. \Vhen
cAMP binds to this regulatory protein, CAP assumes its active
shape and can attach to a specific site at the upstream end ofthe
lac promoter (Figure 18.Sa). This attachment increases the
affinity of RNA polymerase for the promoter, which is acrually
rather low even when no repressor is bound to the operator. By
facilitating the binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter and
thereby increasing the rate of transcription, the attachment of
CAP to the promoter directly stimulates gene expression.
Therefore, this mechanism qualifies as positive regulation.

If the amount of glucose in the cell increases, the cAMP
concentration falls, and without cAMP, CAP detaches from
the operon. Because CAP is inactive, RNA polymerase binds
less efficiently to the promoter, and transcription of the lac
operon proceeds at only a low level, even in the presence of
lactose (Figure 18.Sb). Thus, the lac operon is under dual
control: negative control by the lac repressor and positive control by CAP. The state of the lac repressor (with or without
bound allolactose) determines whether or not transcription of
the lac operon's genes occurs at all; the state of CAP (with or
without bound cAMP) controls the rate of transcription if the
operon is repressor-free. It is as though the operon has both an
on-off switch and a volume control.
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(a) lactose present, glucose scarce (cAMP level high);
abundant lac mRNA synthesized. If glucose is scarce. the
high level of cAMP activates CAp, and the lac operon produces
large amounts of mRNA coding for the enzymes in the lactose
pathway,
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(b) lactose present, glucose present (cAMP level low): little
lac mRNA synthesized. When glucose IS present. cAMP is
scarce, and CAP is unable to stimulate tranSUIplion.
... Figure 18.5 Positive control of the lac operon by
catabolite activator protein (CAP). RNA polymerase has high
affinity for the lac promoter only when catabolite activator protein
(CAP) is bound to a DNA site at the upstream end of the promoter.
CAP aUaches to its DNA site only when associated with cyclic AMP
(cAMP). whose concentralion In the cell rises when the glucose
concentration falls. Thus, when glucose is present even if lactose also
is available. the cell preferentially calabolizes glucose and makes very
little of the lactose-utilizing enzymes,
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In addition to the lac operon, CAP helps regulate other
operons that encode enzymes used in catabolic pathways. All
told, it may affect the expression of more than 100 genes in
E. coli. When glucose is plentiful and CAP is inactive, the syn~
thesis of enzymes that catabolize compounds other than glu~
cose generally slows down. The ability to catabolize other
compounds, such as lactose, enables a cell deprived ofglucose
to survive. The compounds present in the cell at the moment
determine which operons are switched on-the result of simple interactions of activator and repressor proteins with the
promoters of the genes in question.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

18.1

1. How does binding of the trp corepressor and the lac
inducer to their respective repressor proteins alter repressor function and transcription in each case?
2, A certain mutation in E. coli changes the lac operator
so that the active repressor cannot bind. How would
this affect the cell's production of ~-galactosidase?
3.
Describe binding of RNA polymerase,
repressors, and activators to the lac operon when
both lactose and glucose are scarce. \'(!hat would be
the effect on transcription? How might the transcription of other genes outside the lac operon be regulated if another sugar were present?

-'mt.,'IM

For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

r;:~:;;:i~~~~e expression can
be regu lated at any stage

All organisms, whether prokaryotes or eukaryotes, must reg~
ulate which genes are expressed at any given time. Both uni~
cellular organisms and the cells of multicellular organisms
must continually turn genes on and off in response to signals
from their external and internal environments. Regulation of
gene expression is also essential for cell specialization in multicellular organisms, which are made up of different types of
cells, each with a distinct role. To perform its role, each cell
type must maintain a specific program of gene expression in
which certain genes are expressed and others are not.

Differential Gene Expression
A typical human cell probably expresses about 20% of its
genes at any given time. Highly differentiated cells, such as
muscle or nerve cells, express an even smaller fraction of their
genes. Almost all the cells in an organism contain an identical
genome. (Cells ofthe immune system are one exception. During their differentiation, rearrangement of the immunoglob~
ulin genes results in a change in the genome, as you will see in
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Chapter 43.) However, the subset of genes expressed in the
cells of each type is unique, allowing these cells to carry out
their specific function. The differences between cell types,
therefore, are due not to different genes being present, but to
differential gene expression, the expression of different
genes by cells with the same genome.
The genomes ofeukaryotes may contain tens ofthousands of
genes, but for quite a few species, only a small amount of the
DNA-about 1.5% in humans-codes for protein. The rest ofthe
DNA either codes for RNA products, such as tRNAs, or isn't
transcribed at a11. The transcription factors of a cell must locate
the right genes at the right time, a task on a par with finding a
needle in a haystack. \Xfhen gene expression goes awry, serious
imbalances and diseases, including cancer, can arise.
Figure 18.6 summarizes the entire process of gene expres~
sion in a eukaryotic cell, highlighting key stages in the expression ofa protein-coding gene. Each stage depicted in Figure 18.6
is a potential control point at which gene expression can be
turned on or off, accelerated, or slowed down.
Only 40 years ago, an understanding of the mechanisms that
control gene expression in eukaryotes seemed almost hopelessly
out of reach. Since then, new research methods, notably advances in DNA technology (see Chapter 20), have enabled molecular biologists to uncover many of the details of eukaryotic
gene regulation. In all organisms, a common control point for
gene expression is at transcription; regulation at this stage is of~
ten in response to signals coming from outside the cell, such as
hormones or other signaling molecules. For that reason, the
term gene expression is often equated with transcription for both
bacteria and eukaryotes. \Xfhile this is most often the case for
bacteria, the greater complexity of eukaryotic cell structure and
function provides opportunities for regulating gene expression
at many additional stages (see Figure 18.6). In the remainder of
this section, we'll examine some of the important control points
ofeukaryotic gene expression more closely.

Regulation of Chromatin Structure
Recall that the DNA ofeukaryotic cells is packaged with proteins
in an elaborate complex known as chromatin, the basic unit of
which is the nucleosome (see Figure 16.21). The structural or~
gani7.ation ofchromatin not only packs a cell's DNA into a com·
pact form that fits inside the nucleus but also helps regulate gene
expression in several ways. The location ofagene's promoter relative to nucleosomes and to the sites where the DNA attaches to
the chromosome scaffold or nuclear lamina can affect whether
the gene is transcribed. In addition, genes within heterochromatin, which is highly condensed, are usually not expressed. The
repressive effect of heterochromatin has been seen in experiments in which a transcriptionally active gene was inserted into
a region of heterochromatin in yeast cells; the inserted gene was
no longer expressed. Lastly, as revealed in a flurry of recent research, certain chemical modifications to the histones and DNA
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of chromatin can influence both chromatin structure and gene
expression. Here we examine the effects of these modifications,
which are catalyzed by specific enzymes.
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.. Figure 18.6 Stages in gene expression that can be
regulated in eukaryotic cells. In this diagram. the colored boxes
indicate the processes most often regulated; each color indicates the
type of molecule that is affected (blue = DNA, orange = RNA, purple
= protein). The nuclear envelope separating transcription from
translation in eukaryotic cells offers an opportunity for posttranscriptional control in the form of RNA processing that is absent in
prokaryotes. In addition, eukaryotes have a greater variety of control
mechanisms operating before transcription and after translation. The
eKpression of any given gene, however, does not necessarily involve
every stage shown; for eKample, not every polypeptide is cleaved,

Unacetylated histones

Acetylated histones

(b) Acetylation of histone tails promotes loose chromatin
structure that permits transcription. A region of chromatin in
which nucleosomes are unacetylated forms a compact structure
(left) in which the DNA is not transcribed, When nucleosomes are
highly acetylated (right), the chromatin becomes less compact,
and the DNA is accessible for transcription,
... Figure 18.7 A simple model of histone tails and the
effect of histone acetylation. In addition to acetylation, histones
can undergo several other types of modifications that also help
determine the chromatin configuration in a region,
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histone tails are accessible to various modifying enzymes, which
catalyze the addition or removal of specific chemical groups.
In histone acetylation, acetyl groups (-COCH 3) are attached to Iysines in histone tails; deacetylation is the removal
of acetyl groups. When the lysines are acetylated, their positive charges are neutralized and the histone tails no longer
bind to neighboring nucleosomes (Figure 18.7b). Recall that
such binding promotes the folding of chromatin into a more
compact structure; when this binding does not occur, cluomatin has a looser structure. As a result, transcription proteins
have easier access to genes in an acetylated region. Researchers have shown that some enzymes that acetylate or
deacetylate histones are closely associated with or even components of the transcription factors that bind to promoters
(see Figure 17.8). These observations suggest that histone
acetylation enzymes may promote the initiation oftranscrip·
tion not only by remodeling chromatin structure, but also by
binding to and thus "recruiting~ components ofthe transcription machinery.
Several other chemical groups can be reversibly attached to
amino acids in histone tails-for example, methyl groups and
phosphate groups. The addition of methyl groups (-CH 3 ) to
histone tails (methylation) can promote condensation of the
chromatin. The addition of a phosphate group to an amino
acid (phosphorylation) next to a methylated amino acid can
have the opposite effect. The recent discovery that these and
many other modifications to histone tails can affect chromatin
structure and gene expression has led to the histone code hypothesis. This hypothesis proposes that specific combinations
of modifications, rather than the overall level ofhistone acetylation, help determine the chromatin configuration, which in
turn influences transcription.

DNA Methylation
While some enzymes methylate the tails of histone proteins, a
different set of enzymes can methylate certain bases in the
DNA itself. In fact, the DNA of most plants, animals, and
fungi has methylated bases, usually cytosine. Inactive DNA,
such as that of inactivated mammalian X chromosomes (see
Figure 15.8), is generally more methylated than DNA that is
actively transcribed, although there are exceptions.
Comparison of the same genes in different tissues shows
that the genes are usually more heavily methylated in cells in
which they are not expressed. Removal of the extra methyl
groups can turn on some of these genes. Moreover, researchers have discovered proteins that bind to methylated
DNA and recruit histone deacetylation enzymes. Thus, a dual
mechanism, involving both DNA methylation and histone
deacetylation, can repress transcription.
At least in some species, DNA methylation seems to be essential for the long-term inactivation ofgenes that occurs during normal cell differentiation in the embryo. For instance,
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experiments have shown that deficient DNA methylation due
to lack of a methylating enzyme leads to abnormal embryonic development in organisms as different as mice and Arabidopsis (a plant). Once methylated, genes usually stay that way
through successive cell divisions in a given individual. At DNA
sites where one strand is already methylated, methylation enzymes correctly methylate the daughter strand after each
round of DNA replication. Methylation patterns are thus
passed on, and cells forming specialized tissues keep a chemical record of what occurred during embryonic development.
A methylation pattern maintained in this way also accounts
for genomic imprinting in mammals, where methylation
permanently regulates expression ofeither the maternal or paternal allele ofparticular genes at the start ofdevelopment (see
Chapter 15).

Epigenetic Inheritance
The chromatin modifications that we have just discussed do
not entail a change in the DNA sequence, yet they may be
passed along to future generations of cells. Inheritance of traits
transmitted by me<hanisms not directly involving the nucleotide sequence is called epigenetic inheritance. \Vhereas
mutations in the DNA are permanent changes, modifications
to the chromatin can be reversed, by processes that are not yet
fully understood. The molecular systems for chromatin modification may well interact with each other in a regulated way. In
DrosophifLl, for example, experiments have suggested that a
particular histone-modifying enzyme recruits a DNA methylation enzyme to one region and that the t\'.'O enzymes collaborate to silence a particular set of genes.
Researchers are amassing more and more evidence for the
importance ofepigenetic information in the regulation ofgene
expression. Epigenetic variations might help explain why one
identical twin acquires a genetically based disease, such as
schizophrenia, but the other does not, despite their identical
genomes. Alterations in normal patterns of DNA methylation
are seen in some cancers, where they are associated with inappropriate gene expression. Evidently, enzymes that modify
chromatin structure are integral parts of the eukaryotic cell's
machinery for regulating transcription.

Regulation of Transcription Initiation
Chromatin-modifying enzymes provide initial control ofgene
expression by making a region of DNA either more or less able
to bind the transcription machinery. Once the chromatin of a
gene is optimally modified for expression, the initiation of
transcription is the next major step at which gene expression
is regulated. As in bacteria, the regulation of transcription initiation in eukaryotes involves proteins that bind to DNA and
either facilitate or inhibit binding of RNA polymerase. The
process is more complicated in eukaryotes, however. Before
looking at how eukaryotic cells control their transcription,

let's review the structure of a typical eukaryotic gene and its
transcript.

are essential for the transcription of all protein-coding genes;
therefore, they are often called general transcription factors.
Only a few general transcription factors independently bind a
DNA sequence, such as the TATA box within the promoter;
the others primarily bind proteins, including each other and
RNA polymerase II. Protein-protein interactions are crucial to
the initiation of eukaryotic transcription. Only when the complete initiation complex has assembled can the polymerase begin to move along the DNA template strand, producing a
complementary strand of RNA.
The interaction of general transcription factors and RNA
polymerase II with a promoter usually leads to only a low rate
of initiation and production of few RNA transcripts. In eukaryotes, high levels of transcription of particular genes at the
appropriate time and place depend on the interaction of control elements with another set of proteins, which can be
thought of as specific transcriptionfactors_

Organization of a Typical fukaryotic Gene
A eukaryotic gene and the DNA elements (segments) that
control it are typically organized as shown in Figure 18.8,
which extends what you learned about eukaryotic genes in
Chapter 17. Recall that a cluster of proteins called a
transcription initiation complex assembles on the promoter
sequence at the "upstreamn end of the gene. One of these proteins, RNA polymerase II, then proceeds to transcribe the
gene, synthesizing a primary RNA transcript (pre-mRNA).
RNA processing includes enzymatic addition of a 5' cap and a
poly-A tail, as wen as splicing out of introns, to yield a mature
mRNA. Associated with most eukaryotic genes are multiple
control elements, segments of noncoding DNA that help
regulate transcription by binding certain proteins. These control elements and the proteins they bind are critical to the precise regulation of gene expression seen in different cell types.

Enhancers and Specific Transcription Factors As you can
see in Figure 18.8, some control elements, named proximal
control elements, are located close to the promoter. (Although
some biologists consider proximal control elements part of
the promoter, we do not.) The more distant distal control
elements, groupings of which are caned enhancers, may be
thousands of nucleotides upstream or downstream of a gene

The Roles of Transcription Factors
To initiate transcription, eukaryotic RNA polymerase requires
the assistance of proteins called transcription factors. Some
transcription factors, such as those illustrated in Figure 17.8,
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nucleotides beyond the poly-A signal before
terminating. RNA processing of the primary
transcript into a functional mRNA involves three
steps: addition of the 5' cap. addition of the
poly-A tail, and splicing. In the cell, the 5' cap is
added soon alter transcription is initiated: splicing
and poly-A tail addition may also occur while
transcription is still under way (see Figure 17.9).
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or even within an intron. A given gene may have multiple enhancers, each active ata different time or in a different cell type
or location in the organism. Each enhancer, however, is asso·
ciated with only that gene and no other.
In eukaryotes, the rate ofgene expression can be strongly in·
creased or decreased by the binding ofproteins, either activators
or repressors, to the control elements ofenhancers. Figure 18,9
shows a current model for how binding of activators to an enhancer located far from the promoter can influencetranscription.
Protein-mediated bending of the DNA is thought to bring the
bOlmd activators in contact with a group of so-called mediator
proteins, which in turn interact with proteil15 at the promoter.
These multiple protein-protein interactions help assemble and
position the initiation complex on the promoter. Support for this

model includes a study showing that the proteil15 regulating a
mouse globin gene contact both the gene's promoter and an enhancer located about 5O,CXXl nucleotides upstream. Oearly, these
tv.'o regions in the DNA must be brought together in a very specific fashion for this interaction to occur.
Hundreds of transcription activators have been discovered
in eukaryotes. Researchers have identified rn'o common structural elements in a large number of activator proteins: a DNAbinding domain-a part of the protein's three-dimensional
structure that binds to DNA-and one or more activation domains. Activation domains bind other regulatory proteins or
components of the transcription machinery, facilitating a
sequence of protein-protein interactions that result in transcription of a given gene.

OActivator proteins
bind to distal control
elements grouped as an
enhancer in the DNA.
This enhancer has three
binding sites.
f)A DNA-bending
protein brings the
bound activators closer
to the promoter.
General transcription
factors, mediator
proteins, and RNA
polymerase are nearby.
9The activators bind
to certain mediator
proteins and general
transcription factors,
helping them form an
active transcription
initiation complex on
the promoter.

RNA

polymerase II

Transcription
initiation complex
.. Figure 18.9 A model for the action
of enhancers and transcription
activators. Bending of the DNA by a protein
enables enhancers to influence a promoter
hundreds or even thousands of nucleotides
away. Specific transcription factors called
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activators bind to the enhancer DNA
sequences and then to a group of mediator
proteins, which in turn bind to general
transcription factors, assembling the
transcription initiation complex. These proteinprotein interactions facilitate the correct

•

RNA synthesis

positioning of the complex on the promoter
and the initiation of RNA synthesis. Only one
enhancer (with three orange control elements)
is shown here, but a gene may have several
enhancers that act at different times or in
different cell types.

Specific transcription factors that function as repressors
activator proteins are present, which may occur at a precan inhibit gene expression in several different ways. Some
cise time during development or in a particular cell type.
repressors bind directly to control element DNA (in enFigure 18.10 illustrates how the use of different combinations of just a few control elements can allow differential
hancersor elsewhere), blocking activator binding or, in some
cases, turning off transcription even when activators are
regulation of transcription in two cell types.
bound. Other repressors block the
binding ofactivators to proteins that allow the activators to bind to DNA.
In addition to influencing transcripEnhancer
Promoter
tion directly, some activators and repressors act indirectly by affecting
Albumin gene
chromatin structure. Studies using yeast
Control
and mammalian cells show that some
elements
activators recruit proteins that acetylate
histones near the promoters of specific
Crystallin gene
genes, thus promoting transcription (see
Figure 18.7). Similarly, some repressors
recruit proteins that deacetylate histones, leading to reduced transcription,
a phenomenon referred to as silencing.
LIVER CELL NUCLEUS
LENS CELL NUCLEUS
Indeed, recruitment of chromatinAvailable
modifying proteins seems to be the most
Available
activators
common mechanism of repression in
activators
eukaryotes.
Combinatorial Control of Gene
Activation In eukaryotes, the precise
control oftranscription depends largely
on the binding of activators to DNA
control elements. Considering the great
number of genes that must be regulated
in a typical animal or plant cell, the number of completely different nucleotide
sequences found in control elements is
surprisingly small. A dozen or so short
nucleotide sequences appear again and
again in the control elements for different genes. On average, each enhancer is
composed of about ten control elements, each of which can bind only one
or two specific transcription factors.
The particular combination of control
elements in an enhancer associated with
a gene turns out to be more important
than the presence ofa single unique control element in regulating transcription
of the gene.
Even with only a dozen control element sequences available, a very large
number of combinations are possible.
A particular combination of control
elements will be able to activate transcription only when the appropriate

Albumin gene
not expressed

•

Albumin gene
expressed

Crystallin gene
not expressed

•

Crystallin gene
expressed
(a) liver cell. The albumin gene is expressed.
and the crystallin gene is not.

(b) Lens cell. The crystallin gene is expressed.
and the albumin gene is not.

.. Figure 18.10 Cell type-specific transcription. Both liver cells and lens cells have the genes
for making the proteins albumin and crystallin, but only liver cells make albumin (a blood protein) and
only lens cells make crystallin (the main protein of lenses) The specific transcription factors made in a
cell determine which genes are expressed. In this example. the genes for albumin and crystallin are
shown at the top, each with an enhancer made up of three different control elements, Although the
enhancers for the two genes share one control element (gray). each enhancer has a unique
combination of elements. All the activators required for high-level expression of the albumin gene are
present only in liver cells (a), whereas the activators needed for expression of the crystallin gene are
present only in lens cells (bl· For simplicity. we consider only the role of activators here. although the
presence or absence of repressors may also influence transcription in certain cell types,
n Describe the enhancer for the albumin gene in each cell. How would the nucleotide sequence
. . of this enhancer in the liver cell compare With that If] the lens cell?
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Coordinately Controlled Genes in Eukaryotes
How does the eukaryotic cell deal with genes of related function that need to be turned on or off at the same time? Earlier
in this chapter, you learned that in bacteria, such coordinately
controlled genes are often clustered into an operon, which is
regulated by a single promoter and transcribed into a single
mRNA molecule. Thus, the genes are expressed together, and
the encoded proteins are produced concurrently. Operons
that work in this way have not been found in eukaryotic cells,
with some exceptions.
Analysis of the genomes of several eukaryotic species has revealed some co-expressed genes that are clustered near one another on the same chromosome. Examples include certain genes
in the testis of the fruit fly and muscle-related genes in a small
worm called a nematode. But in contrast to the genes ofbacterial operoos, each gene in such a cluster has its own promoter and
is individually transcribed. The coordinate regulation of these
clustered genes is thought to involve changes in chromatin structure that make the entire group of genes either available or unavailable for transcription. In other cases, including 15% of
nematode genes, several related genes do share a promoter and
are transcribed into a single pre·mRNA. Unlike in bacteria, however, the RNA transcript is processed into separate mRNAs. The
nematode operons do not appear to be evolutionarily related to
bacterial operons.
More commonly, co-expressed eukaryotic genes, such as
genes coding for the enzymes of a metabolic pathway, are
found scattered over different chromosomes. In these cases,
coordinate gene expression seems to depend on the association of a specific combination of control elements with every
gene ofa dispersed group. The presence of these elements can
be compared to the raised flags on a few mailboxes out of
many, signaling to the mail carrier to check those boxes.
Copies of the activators that recognize the control elements
bind to them, promoting simultaneous transcription of the
genes, no matter where they are in the genome.
Coordinate control ofdispersed genes in a eukaryotic cell often occurs in response to chemical signals from outside the cell.
A steroid hormone, for example, enters a cell and binds to a specific intracellular receptor protein, forming a hormone-receptor
complex that serves as a transcription activator (see Figure 11.8).
Every gene whose transcription is stimulated by a particular
steroid hormone, regardless of its chromosomal location, has a
control element recognized by that hormone-receptorcomplex.
This is how estrogen activates a group ofgenes that stimulate cell
division in uterine cells, preparing the uterus for pregnancy.
Many signal molecules, such as nonsteroid hormones and
gro\\1:h factors, bind to receptors on a cell's surface and never
actually enter the cell. Such molecules can control gene expression indirectly by triggering signal transduction pathways that
lead to activation of particular transcription activators or repressors (see Figure I Ll4). The principle ofcoordinate regula-
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tion is the same as in the case of steroid hormones: Genes with
the same control elements are activated by the same chemical
signals. Systems for coordinating gene regulation probably
arose early in evolutionary history and evolved by the duplication and distribution of control elements within the genome.

Mechanisms of Post-Transcriptional
Regulation
Transcription alone does not constitute gene expression. The
expression of a protein-coding gene is ultimately measured by
the amount of functional protein a cell makes, and much happens between the synthesis of the RNA transcript and the activity of the protein in the cell. Researchers are discovering
more and more regulatory mechanisms that operate at various stages after transcription (see Figure 18.6). These mechanisms allow a cell to fine-tune gene expression rapidly in
response to environmental changes without altering its transcription patterns. Here we discuss how cells can regulate
gene expression once a gene has been transcribed.

RNA Processing
RNA processing in the nucleus and the export of mature RNA
to the cytoplasm provide several opportunities for regulating
gene expression that are not available in prokaryotes. One
example of regulation at the RNA-processing level is
alternative RNA splicing, in which different mRNA molecules are produced from the same primary transcript, depending on which RNA segments are treated as exons and
which as introns. Regulatory proteins specific to a cell type
control intron-exon choices by binding to regulatory sequences within the primary transcript.
A simple example of alternative RNA splicing is shown in
Figure 18.11 for the troponin T gene, which encodes two different (though related) proteins. Other genes offer possibilities
for greater numbers of products. For instance, researchers
have discovered a fruit fly gene that has enough alternatively
spliced exons to generate more than 38,000 different proteins,
although only a small number have been found to be synthesized. It is dear that alternative RNA splicing can significantly
expand the repertoire of a eukaryotic genome.

mRNA Degradation
The life span of mRNA molecules in the cytoplasm is important in determining the pattern of protein synthesis in a cell.
Bacterial mRNA molecules typically are degraded by enzymes within a few minutes of their synthesis. This short life
span of mRNAs is one reason bacteria can change their patterns of protein synthesis so quickly in response to environmental changes. In contrast, mRNAs in multicellular
eukaryotes typically survive for hours, days, or even weeks.
For instance, the mRNAs for the hemoglobin polypeptides
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... Figure 18.11 Alternative RNA
splicing of the troponin , gene. The
primary transcript of this gene can be splICed
in more than one way, generating different
mRNA molecules. Notice that one mRNA
molecule has ended up with exon 3 (green)
and the other with exon 4 (purple). These two
mRNAs are translated into different but
related muscle proteins.
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(a-globin and p-globin) in developing red blood cells are unusually stable, and these long-lived mRNAs are translated repeatedly in these cells.
Research on yeast species suggests that a common pathway
of mRNA breakdown begins with the enzymatic shortening of
the poly-A tail (see Figure 18.8). This helps trigger the action
ofenzymes that remove the 5' cap (the two ends of the mRNA
may be briefly held together by the proteins involved). Removal of the cap, a critical step, is also regulated by particular
nucleotide sequences within the mRNA. Once the cap is removed, nuclease enzymes rapidly chew up the mRNA.
Nucleotide sequences that affect how long an mRNA remains intact are often found in the untranslated region (UTR)
at the 3' end of the molecule (see Figure 18.8). In one experiment, researchers transferred such a sequence from the shortlived mRNA for a growth factor to the 3' end of a normally
stable globin mRNA. The globin mRNA was quickly degraded.
During the past few years, other mechanisms that degrade
or block expression of mRNA molecules have come to light.
These mechanisms involve an important group of newly discovered RNA molecules that regulate gene expression at severallevels, and we will discuss them later in this chapter.

Initiation ofTranslation
Translation presents another opportunity for regulating gene
expression; such regulation occurs most commonly at the initiation stage (see Figure 17.17). The initiation of translation of
some mRNAs can be blocked by regulatory proteins that bind
to specific sequences or structures within the untranslated region at the 5' end (5' UTR) of the mRNA, preventing the attachment of ribosomes. (Recall from Chapter 17 that both the
5' cap and the poly-A tail ofan mRNA molecule are important
for ribosome binding.) A different mechanism for blocking
translation is seen in a variety of mRNAs present in the eggs
of many organisms: Initially, these stored mRNAs lack poly-A
tails of sufficient length to allow translation initiation. At the
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2 r41

5 •

appropriate time during embryonic development, however,
a cytoplasmic enzyme adds more adenine (A) nucleotides,
prompting translation to begin.
Alternatively, translation of all the mRNAs in a cell may be
regulated simultaneously. In a eukaryotic cell, such "global"
control usually involves the activation or inactivation ofone or
more of the protein factors required to initiate translation.
This mechanism plays a role in starting translation of mRNAs
that are stored in eggs. Just after fertilization, translation is
triggered by the sudden activation of translation initiation factors. The response is a burst of synthesis of the proteins en·
coded by the stored mRNAs. Some plants and algae store
mRNAs during periods of darkness; light then triggers the reactivation of the translational apparatus.

Protein Processing and Degradation
The final opportunities for controlling gene expression occur
after translation. Often, eukaryotic polypeptides must be
processed to yield functional protein molecules. For instance,
cleavage of the initial insulin polypeptide (pro-insulin) forms
the active hormone. In addition, many proteins undergo chemical modifications that make them functional. Regulatory proteins are commonly activated or inactivated by the reversible
addition of phosphate groups, and proteins destined for the
surface ofanimal cells acquire sugars. Cell-surface proteins and
many others must also be transported to target destinations in
the cell in order to function. Regulation might occur at any of
the steps involved in modifying or transporting a protein.
Finally, the length oftime each protein functions in the cell is
strictly regulated by means of selective degradation. Many proteins, such as the cyclins involved in regulating the cell cycle,
must be relatively short-lived if the cell is to function appropriately (see Figure 12.17). To mark a particular protein for destruction, the cell commonly attaches molecules of a small
protein called ubiquitin to the protein. Giant protein complexes
called proteasomes then recognize the ubiquitin-tagged
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Multiple ubiquitin molecules are attached to a protein
by enzymes in the cytosol.

"

o

Enzymatic components of the
The ubiquitin-tagged protein
proteasome cut the protein into
is recognized by a proteasome,
small peptides, which can be
which unfolds the protein and
further degraded by other
sequesters it within a central cavity. enzymes in the cytosol.

6

Proteasome
and ubiquitin
to be recycled

Ubiquitin

~~.

Proteasome

--L

\...
~

Protein to
be degraded

Ubiquitmated
protein
Protein entering a
proteasome

... Figure 18.12 Degradation of a protein

by a proteasome. Aproteasome, an enormous
protein complex shaped like atrash can. chops up
unneeded proteins In the cell In most cases. the

proteins attacked by a proteasome have been
tagged with short chains of ubiqultin. a small
protein. Steps 1and 3require AlP Eukaryotic
proteasomes are as massive as ribosomal subunits

proteins and degrade them (figure 18.12).111e importance of
proteasomes is underscored by the finding that mutations making specific cell cycle proteins impervious to proteasome degradation can lead to cancer.
CONCEPT

CHECK

18.2

1. In general, what is the effe<t of histone acetylation
and DNA methylation on gene expression?
2, Compare the roles of general and specific transcription factors in regulating gene expression.
3, Suppose you compared the nucleotide sequences of
the distal control elements in the enhancers of three
genes that are expressed only in muscle tissue. What
would you expect to find? Why?
4. Once mRNA encoding a particular protein reaches the
cytoplasm, what are four me<hanisms that can regulate
the amount of the protein that is active in the cell?
5.
Examine Figure 18.10 and suggest a
me<hanism by which the yellow activator protein comes
to be present in the liver cell but not in the lens celL

-WU".

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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play
multiple roles in controlling
•
gene expressIOn

Recall that only 1.5% of the human genome-and a similarly
small percentage of the genome of many other multicellular
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protems, which protect protein strudure rather
than destroy it (see Figure 5.24),

eukaryotes-codes for proteins. Of the remainder, a very
small fraction consists of genes for small RNAs, such as ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA. Until recently, most of the
rest of the DNA was assumed to be untranscribed. The general idea was that since it didn't code for proteins or the few
known types of RNA, such DNA didn't contain meaningful
genetic information. However, a flood of recent data has
contradicted this idea. For example, a study of two human
chromosomes showed that ten times as much of the
genome was transcribed as was predicted by the number of
protein-coding exons present. Introns accounted for some
of this transcribed, nontranslated RNA, but only a small
fraction of the total. These and other results suggest that a
significant amount of the genome may be transcribed into
non-protein-coding RNAs (also called noncoding RNAs),
including a variety of small RNAs. While many questions
about the functions of these RNAs remain unanswered, researchers are uncovering more evidence of their biological
roles every day.
Biologists are excited about these re<ent discoveries, which
hint at a large, diverse population of RNA molecules in the cell
that play crucial roles in regulating gene expression-and have
gone largely unnoticed until now. Clearly, we must revise our
long-standing view that because they code for proteins,
mRNAs are the most important RNAs functioning in the cell.
It's as if we've been so focused on the famous ruler of a country that we've completely overlooked the many advisors and
cabinet members working behind the scenes.
Regulation by noncoding RNAs is known to occur at two
points in the pathway of gene expression: mRNA translation
and chromatin configuration. We will focus on several types

of small RNAs that have been extensively studied in the past
few years; the importance of these RNAs was recognized
when they were the focus of the 2006 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.

miRNA

Effects on mRNAs by MicroRNAs
and Small Interfering RNAs
Since 1993, a number of research studies have uncovered
small single-stranded R fA molecules, called microRNAs
(miRNAs), that are capable of binding to complementary sequences in mRNA molecules. The miRNAs are formed from
longer RNA precursors that fold back on themsel\'es, forming
one or more short double-stranded hairpin structures, each
held together by hydrogen bonds (Figure 18.13). After each
hairpin is cut away from the precursor, it is trimmed byan enzyme (fittingly called Dicer) into a short double-stranded
fragment of about 20 nucleotide pairs. One ofthe two strands
is degraded, while the other strand, which is the miRNA,
forms a complex with one or more proteins; the miRNA allows the complex to bind to any mRNA molecule with the
complementary sequence. The miRNA-protein complex
then either degrades the target mRNA or blocks its translation. It has been estimated that expression of up to one-third
of all human genes may be regulated by miRNAs, a remarkable figure given that the existence of miRNAs was unknown
a mere two decades ago.
Agrowing understanding of the miRNA pathway provided
an explanation for a perplexing observation: Researchers had
found that injecting double-stranded RNA molecules into a
cell somehow turned offexpression ofa gene with the same sequence as the RNA. They called this experimental phenomenon RNA interference (RNAi). It was later shown to be due
to small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), which are similar in size
and function to miRNAs. In fact, subsequent research showed
that the same cellular machinery generates miRNAs and
siRNAs and that both can associate with the same proteins,
producing similar results. The distinction between miRNAs
and siRNAs is based on the nature of the precursor molecule
for each. While an miRNA is usually formed from a single
hairpin in a precursor RNA (see Figure 18.13), siRNAs are
formed from much longer double-stranded RNA molecules,
each of which gives rise to many siRNAs.
We mentioned that laboratory investigators had injected
double-stranded RNAs into ceUs, and you may wonder whether
such molecules are ever found naturally. As you will learn in
OUlpter 19, some viruses have double-stranded RNA genomes.
Because the cellular RNAi path....'3y can lead to the destruction of
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RNAs with sequences complementary to those found in doublestranded RNAs, this pathway may have evolved as a natural defenseagainst infection bysuch viruses. However, the fact that the
RNAi pathway can also affect the expression of nonviral cellular
genes may reflect a different evolutionary origin for the RNAi
pathway. Moreover, some species apparently produce their own
long double-stranded RNA precursors to small RNAs such as
siRNAs. Once produced, these RNAscan interfere with gene expression at stages other than translation, as we'll discuss next.

Chromatin Remodeling and Silencing
ofTranscription by Small RNAs
In addition to affecting mRNAs, small RNAs can cause remodeling of chromatin structure. In yeast, siRNAs produced by the
yeast cells themselves appear to be crucial for the formation of
heterochromatin at the centromeres of chromosomes. Experimental results have prompted a model that explains the role of
siRNAs in heterochromatin formation. According to the
model, an RNA transcript produced from DNA in the centromeric region of the chromosome is copied into doublestranded RNA by a yeast enzyme and then processed into
siRNAs. These siRNAs associate with a complex of proteins
(different from the one shown in Figure 18.13) and act as a
homing device, targeting the complex back to the centromeric
sequences of DNA. Once there, proteins in the complex recruit
enzymes that modify the chromatin, turning it into the highly
condensed heterochromatin found at the centromere.
Regulatory RNAs may playa role in heterochromatin formation in other species besides yeast-In experiments in which
the enzyme Dicer is inactivated in chicken and mouse cells,
heterochromatin fails to form at centromeres. As you might
imagine, this has dire consequences for the cells.
The cases we have just described involve chromatin remodeling that blocks expression of large regions of the chromosome. Several recent experiments have shown that related
RNA-based mechanisms may also block the transcription of
specific genes. Evidently, noncoding RNAs can regulate gene
expression at multiple steps. It is not surprising that many of
the miRNAs characterized thus far play important roles in
embryonic development-perhaps the ultimate example of
regulated gene expression.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

For suggested answers. see Appendix A
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gene expression leads
to the different cell types
in a multicellular organism

In the embryonic development of multicellular organisms, a fertilized egg (a zygote) gives rise to cells of many different types,
each with a different structure and corresponding function. Typically, cells are organized into tissues, tissues into organs, organs
into organ systems, and organ systems into the whole organism.
Thus, any developmental program must produce cells ofdifferent types that form higher-level structures arranged in a particular way in three dimensions. The processes that occur during
development in plants and animals are detailed in Chapters 35
and 47, respectively. In this chapter, we focus instead on the program of regulation ofgene expression that orchestrates development, using a few animal species as examples.

AGenetic Program for Embryonic
Development
The photos in Figure 18.14 illustrate the dramatic difference between a zygote and the organism it becomes. This remarkable
transformation results from three interrelated processes: cell division, cell differentiation, and morphogenesis. Through a succession of mitotic cell divisions, the zygote gives rise to a large
number of cells. Cell division alone, however, would produce
only a great ball ofidentical cells, nothing like a tadpole. During
embryonic development, cells not only increase in number, but
also undergo ceO differentiation, the process by which cells become specialized in structure and function. Moreover, the
different kinds of cells are not randomly distributed but are organized into tissues and organs in a particular three-dimensional

18.3

J. Compare and contrast miRNAs and siRNAs.
2. _IWUI,. Imagine that the mRNA being degraded
in Figure 18.13 codes for a protein that promotes cell
division in a multicellular organism. What would happen, both in the cell and to the organism, if a mutation disabled the gene encoding the miRNA that
triggers this degradation?
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(a) Fertilized eggs of a frog

(b)

Newly hatched tadpole

.... Figure 18.14 From fertilized egg to animal: What a
difference four days makes. It takes Just four days for cell
division, differentiation, and morphogenesis to transform each of the
fertilized frog eggs shown in (a) into a tadpole like the one in (b).

arrangement. The physical processes that give an organism its
shape constitute morphogenesis, meaning "creation of form~
All three processes have their basis in cellular behavior. Even
morphogenesis, the shapingofthe organism, can be traced back
to changes in the shape, motility, and other characteristics ofthe
cells that make up various regions of the embryo. As you have
seen, the activities of a cell depend on the genes it expresses and
the proteins it produces. Almost all cells in an organism have the
same genome; therefore, differential gene expression results
from the genes being regulated differently in each cell type.
In Figure 18.10, you saw a simplified view of how differential gene expression occurs in two cell types, a liver cell and a
lens celt. Each of these fully differentiated celts has a particular
mix of specific activators that turn on the collection of genes
whose products are required in the cell. The fact that both cells
arose through a series of mitoses from a common fertilized egg
inevitably leads to a question: How do different sets of activators come to be present in the two cells?
It turns out that materials placed into the egg by the mother
set up a sequential program of gene regulation that is carried
out as cells divide, and this program makes the cells become
different from each other in a coordinated fashion. To understand how this works, we will consider two basic developmental processes: First, we'll explore how cells that arise from early
embryonic mitoses develop the differences that start each cell

along its own differentiation pathway. Second, we'n see how
cellular differentiation leads to one particular cell type, using
muscle development as an example.

Cytoplasmic Determinants
and Inductive Signals
What generates the first differences among cells in an early
embryo? And what controls the differentiation of all the various cell types as development proceeds? By this point in the
chapter, you can probably deduce the answer: The specific
genes expressed in any particular cell of a developing organism determine its path. Two sources of information, used to
varying extents in different species, "tell" a cell which genes to
express at any given time during embryonic development.
One important source of information early in development is the egg's cytoplasm, which contains both RNA and
proteins encoded by the mother's DNA. The cytoplasm ofan
unfertilized egg is not homogeneous. Messenger RNA, proteins, other substances, and organelles are distributed unevenly in the unfertilized egg, and this unevenness has a
profound impact on the development of the future embryo
in many species. Maternal substances in the egg that influence the course ofearly development are called cytoplasmic
determinants (Figure 18.15a). After fertilization, early
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(a) Cytoplasmk determinants in the egg. The unfertilized egg
has molecules in its cytoplasm. encoded by the mother'S genes,
that Influence development. Many of these cytoplasmic
determinants. like the two shown here. are unevenly distributed
in the egg, Alter fertilization and mitotic division, the cell nuclei
of the embryo are exposed to different sets of cytoplasmic
determinants and. as a result. express different genes
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(b) Induction by nearby cells. The cells at the bottom of the early
embryo depicted here are releaSing chemICals that signal nearby
cells to change their gene expression

.. Figure 18.15 Sources of developmental information for the early embryo.
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mitotic divisions distribute the zygote's cytoplasm into separate cells. The nuclei of these cells may thus be exposed to
different cytoplasmic determinants, depending on which
portions of the zygotic cytoplasm a cell received. The combination of cytoplasmic determinants in a cell helps determine its developmental fate by regulating expression of the
cell's genes during the course of cell differentiation.
The other major source of developmental information,
which becomes increasingly important as the number of embryonic cells increases, is the environment around a particular cell. Most influential are the signals impinging on an
embryonic cell from other embryonic cells in the vicinity, including contact with cell-surface molecules on neighboring
cells and the binding of growth factors secreted by neighboring cells. Such signals cause changes in the target cells, a
process called induction (Figure 18.15b). The molecules
conveying these signals within the target cell are cell· surface
receptors and other proteins expressed by the embryo's own
genes. In general, the signaling molecules send a cell down a
specific developmental path by causing changes in its gene
expression that eventually result in observable cellular
changes. Thus, interactions between embryonic cells help induce differentiation of the many specialized cell types making
up a new organism.

Sequential Regulation of Gene Expression
During Cellular Differentiation
As the tissues and organs ofan embryo develop and their cells
differentiate, the cells bewme noticeably different in structure
and function. These observable changes are actually the out·
come of a cell's developmental history beginning at the first
mitotic division of the zygote, as we have just seen. The earli·
est changes that set a cell on a path to specialization are subtle ones, showing up only at the molecular level. Before
biologists knew much about the molecular changes occurring
in embryos, they coined the term determination to refer to
the events that lead to the observable differentiation of a cell.
Once it has undergone determination, an embryonic cell is irreversibly committed to its final fate. Ifa committed cell is experimentally placed in another location in the embryo, it will
still differentiate into the cell type that is its normal fate.
Today we understand determination in terms of molecular
changes. The outcome of determination, observable cell dif·
ferentiation, is marked by the expression of genes for tissuespecific proteins. These proteins are found only in a specific
cell type and give the cell its characteristic structure and function. The first evidence of differentiation is the appearance of
mRNAs for these proteins. Eventually, differentiation is observable with a microscope as changes in cellular structure.
On the molecular level, different sets ofgenes are sequentially
expressed in a regulated manner as new cells arise from division of their precursors. A number of the steps in gene ex368
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pression may be regulated during differentiation, with transcription among the most important. In the fully differentiated cell,
transcription remains the principal regulatory point for maintaining appropriate gene expression.
Differentiated cells are specialists at making tissue-specific
proteins. For example, as a result oftranscriptional regulation,
liver cells specialize in making albumin, and lens cells specialize in making crystallin (see Figure 18.10). Skeletal muscle cells
in vertebrates are another instructive example. Each of these
cells is a long fiber containing many nuclei within a single
plasma membrane. Skeletal muscle cells have high concentrations of muscle-specific versions of the contractile proteins
myosin and actin, as well as membrane receptor proteins that
detect signals from nerve cells.
Muscle cells develop from embryonic precursor cells that
have the potential to develop into a number of cell types, including cartilage cells and fat cells, but particular conditions
commit them to becoming muscle cells. Although the committed cells appear unchanged under the microscope, deter·
mination has occurred, and they are now myoblasts.
Eventually, myoblasts start to churn out large amounts of
muscle-specific proteins and fuse to form mature, elongated,
multinucleate skeletal muscle cells (Figure 18.16, left).
Researchers have worked out what happens at the molecular level during muscle cell determination by growing myoblasts in culture and analyzing them using molecular
biological techniques you will learn about in Chapter 20. In a
series of experiments, they isolated different genes, caused
each to be expressed in a separate embryonic precursor cell,
and then looked for differentiation into myoblasts and muscle
cells. In this way, they identified several so-called ~master reg·
ulatory genes~ whose protein products commit the cells to be·
coming skeletal muscle. Thus, in the case of muscle cells, the
molecular basis of determination is the expression of one or
more of these master regulatory genes.
To understand more about how commitment occurs in
muscle cell differentiation, let's focus on the master regulatory
gene called myoD (Figure 18.16, right). This gene encodes
MyoD protein, a transcription factor that binds to specific
control elements in the enhancers of various target genes and
stimulates their expression. Some target genes for MyoD encode still other muscle-specific transcription factors. MyoD
also stimulates expression of the myoD gene itself, thus per·
petuating its effect in maintaining the cell's differentiated
state. Presumably, all the genes activated by MyoD have en·
hancer control elements recognized by MyoD and are thus coordinately controlled. Finally, the secondary transcription
factors activate the genes for proteins such as myosin and actin
that confer the unique properties of skeletal muscle cells.
The MyoD protein deserves its designation as a master regulatory gene. Researchers have shown that it is even capable of
changing some kinds of fully differentiated nonmuscle cells,
such as fat cells and liver cells, into muscle cells. Why doesn't
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-Mbll. What would happen if a mutation in the myoD gene resulted in a MyoD protein
that could not adivate the myoD gene?

it work on all kinds of cells? One likely explanation is that activation of the muscle-specific genes is not solely dependent
on MyoD but requires a particular combination of regulatory
proteins, some of which are lacking in cells that do not respond to MyoD. The determination and differentiation of
other kinds of tissues may play out in a similar fashion.
We have now seen how different programs of gene expression that are activated in the fertilized egg can result in differentiated cells and tissues. But for the tissues to function effectively
in the organism as a whole, the organism's body plan-its overall three-dimensional arrangement-must be established and
superimposed on the differentiation process. Next we'll investigate the molecular basis for the establishment of the body plan,
using the well-studied Drosophila as an example.

Pattern Formation: Setting Up the Body Plan
Cytoplasmic determinants and inductive signals both contribute to the development of a spatial organization in which

the tissues and organs of an organism are all in their characteristic places. This process is called pattern formation.
Pattern formation in animals begins in the early embryo,
when the major axes of an animal are established. Before construction begins on a new building, the locations of the front,
back, and sides are determined. In the same way, before the tissues and organs of a bilaterally symmetrical animal appear, the
relative positions of the animal's head and tail, right and left
sides, and back and front are set up, thus establishing the three
major body axes. The molecular cues that control pattern formation, collectively called positional information, are provided by cytoplasmic determinants and inductive signals (see
Figure 18.15). These cues tell a cell its location relative to the
body axes and to neighboring cells and determine how the cell
and its progeny will respond to future molecular signals.
During the first half of the 20th century, classical embryologists made detailed anatomical observations of embryonic
development in a number of species and performed experiments in which they manipulated embryonic tissues (see
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Chapter 47). Although this research laid the groundwork for
understanding the mechanisms of development, it did not reveal the specific molecules that guide development or determine how patterns are established.
Then, in the 1940s, scientists began using the genetic approach-the study of mutants-to investigate Drosophila development. That approach has had spectacular success. These
studies have established that genes control development and
have led to an understanding ofthe key roles that specific molecules play in defining position and directing differentiation.
By combining anatomical, genetic, and biochemical approaches to the study of Drosophila development, researchers
have discovered developmental principles common to many
other species, including humans.
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(a) Adult. The adult fly is segmented. and multiple segments make
up each of the three main body parts-head. thorax, and
abdomen. The body axes are shown by arrows.

The Life Cycle of Drosophila
Fruit flies and other arthropods have a modular construction,
an ordered series of segments. These segments make up the
body's three major parts: the head, the thorax (the midbody,
from which the wings and legs extend), and the abdomen
(Figure 18.17a). Like other bilaterally symmetrical animals,
Drosophila has an anterior-posterior (head-to-tail) axis, a
dorsal-ventral (back-to-belly) axis, and a right-left axis. In
Drosophila, cytoplasmic determinants that are localized in
the unfertilized egg provide positional information for the
placement of anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes even
before fertilization. We'U focus here on the molecules involved in establishing the anterior-posterior axis.
The Drosophila egg develops in the female's ovary, surrounded by ovarian cells called nurse cells and follicle cells
(Figure 18.17b, top). These support cells supply the egg with
nutrients, mRNAs, and other substances needed for development and make the egg shell. After fertilization and laying of
the egg, embryonic development results in the formation of a
segmented larva, which goes through three larval stages.
Then, in a process much like that by which a caterpillar becomes a butterfly, the fly larva forms a cocoon in which it
metamorphoses into the adult fly pictured in Figure 18.17a.

Genetic Analysis of Early Development:
Scientific Inquiry
Edward B. Lewis was a visionary American biologist who, in the
1940s, first showed the value of the genetic approach to studying embryonic development in Drosophila. Lewis studied
bizarre mutant flies with developmental defects that led to extra wings or legs in the wrong places (Figure 18.18). He located
the mutations on the fly's genetic map, thus connecting the developmental abnormalities to specific genes. This research
supplied the first concrete evidence that genes somehow direct
the developmental processes studied by embryologists. The
genes Lewis discovered, called homeotic genes, control pattern formation in the late embryo, larva, and adult.
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... Figure 18.17 Key developmental events in the life cycle
of Drosophila.

... Figure 18.18 Abnormal pattern
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genes. cause a misplacement of structures III an
animal The~ micrographs contrast the head of
a wild·type fly. bearing a pair of small antennae.
with that of a homeotic mutant. bearing a pair
of legs in place of antennae (SEMs).

Wild type

Insight into pattern formation during early embryonic development did not come for another 30 years, when two researchers in Germany, Christiane Nlisslein-Volhard and Eric
\Vieschaus, set out to identify all the genes that affect segment
formation in Drosvphila. The project was daunting for three
reasons. The first was the sheer number of Drosophila genes,
now known to total about 13,700. The genes affecting segmentation might be just a few needles in a haystack or might be so
numerous and varied that the scientists would be unable to
make sense of them. Second, mutations affecting a process as
fundamental as segmentation would surely be embryonic
lethals, mutations with phenotypes causing death at the embryonic or larval stage. Because organisms with embryonic
lethal mutations never reproduce, they cannot be bred for
study. The researchers dealt with this problem by looking for
recessive mutations, which can be propagated in heterozygous
flies. Third, cytoplasmic determinants in the egg were known
to playa role in axis formation, and therefore the researchers
knew they would have to study the mother's genes as well as
those of the embryo. It is the mother's genes that we will discuss further as we focus on how the anterior-posterior body
axis is set up in the developing egg.
Nlisslein-Volhard and \Vieschaus began their search for
segmentation genes by exposing fiies to a mutagenic chemical
that affected the flies' gametes. They mated the mutagenized
flies and then scanned their descendants for dead embryos or
larvae with abnormal segmentation or other defects. For example, to find genes that might set up the anterior-posterior
axis, they looked for embryos or larvae with abnormal ends,
such as m'o heads or two tails, predicting that such abnormalities would arise from mutations in maternal genes required
for correctly setting up the offspring's head or tail end.
Using this approach, Niisslein-Volhard and Wleschaus eventually identified about 1,200 genes essential for pattern formation during embryonic development. Ofthese, about 120 were
essential for normal segmentation. Over several years, the re-

Mutant

searchers were able to group these segmentation genes by
general function, to map them, and to clone many of them for
further study in the lab. The result was a detailed molecular
understanding of the early steps in pattern formation in

Drosophila.
\Vhen the results of Niisslein-Volhard and Wleschaus were
combined with Lewis's earlier work, a coherent picture of
Drosophila development emerged. In recognition oftheir discoveries, the three researchers were awarded a Nobel Prize in 1995.
Let's consider further the genes that Nlisslein-Volhard,
\Vieschaus, and co-workers found for cytoplasmic determinants deposited in the egg by the mother. These genes set up
the initial pattern of the embryo by regulating gene expression
in broad regions of the early embryo.

Axis Establishment
As we mentioned earlier, cytoplasmic determinants in the egg
are the substances that initially establish the axes of the
Drosvphila body. These substances are encoded by genes ofthe
mother, fittingly called maternal effect genes. A maternal effect
gene is a gene that, when mutant in the mother, results in a mutant phenotype in the offspring, regardless of the offspring's
own genotype. In fruit fiy development, the mRNA or protein
products of maternal effect genes are placed in the egg while it
is still in the mother's ovary. When the mother has a mutation
in such a gene, she makes a defective gene product (or none at
all), and her eggs are defective; when these eggs are fertilized,
they fail to develop properly.
Because they control the orientation (polarity) of the egg
and consequently of the fly, maternal effect genes are also
called egg-polarity genes. One group of these genes sets up
the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo, while a second
group establishes the dorsal-ventral axis. Like mutations in
segmentation genes, mutations in maternal effect genes are
generally embryonic lethals.
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Bicoid: A Morphogen Determining Head Structures To
see how maternal effect genes determine the body axes of the
offspring, wewill focus on one such gene, called bicoid, a term
meaning "rn'o-tailed:' An embryo whose mother hasa mutant
bicoid gene lacks the front half of its body and has posterior
structures at both ends (Figure 18.19). This phenotype sug-

gested to Nilsslein-Volhard and her colleagues that the product of the mother's bicoid gene is essential for setting up the
anterior end ofthe fly and might be concentrated at the future
anterior end of the embryo. This hypothesis is a specific example of the morphogen gradient hypothesis first proposed by
embryologists a century ago; in this hypothesis, gradients of

~Inui
Is Bicoid a morphogen that determines the anterior end of a fruit fly?
EXPERIMENT
Using a genetic approach
to study Drosophila development, Christiane
NOsslein-Volhard and colleagues at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory in Heidelberg, Germany, obtained many embryos and
larvae with defeds in their body patterns,
some due to mutations in the mother's
genes, One such gene was called bieoid,
meaning "two-tailed.' because its mutation
resulted in larvae with two tails and no head
Subsequent studies analyzed expression of
the bicoid gene.
The researchers hypothesized that bicoid
normally codes for a morphogen that
specifies the head (anterior) end of the
embryo. To test this hypothesis, they used
molecular techniques to determine where
the mRNA and protein encoded by this gene
were found in the fertilized egg and early
embryo.
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substances called morphogens establish an embryo's axes
and other features of its form.
DNA technology and other modern biochemical methods
enabled the researchers to test whether the bicoid product is
in fact a morphogen that determines the anterior end of the
fly. The first question they asked was whether the mRNA and
protein products of these genes are located in the egg in a position consistent with the hypothesis. They found that bicoid
mRNA is highly concentrated at the extreme anterior end ofthe
mature egg, as predicted by the hypothesis (see Figure 18.19).
The mRNA is produced in nurse cells, transferred to the egg
via cytoplasmic bridges, and anchored to the cytoskeleton at
the anterior end of the egg. After the egg is fertilized, the
mRNA is translated into protein. The Bicoid protein then diffuses from the anterior end toward the posterior, resulting in
a gradient of protein within the early embryo, with the highest concentration at the anterior end. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that Bicoid protein is responsible
for specifying the fly's anterior end. To test the hypothesis
more specifically, scientists injected pure bicoid mRNA into
various regions of early embryos. The protein that resulted
from its translation caused anterior structures to form at the
injection sites.
The bicoid research was groundbreaking for several reasons. First, it led to the identification of a specific protein required for some of the earliest steps in pattern formation. It
thus helped us understand how different regions of the egg
can give rise to cells that go down different developmental
pathways. Second, it increased our understanding of the
mother's critical role in the initial phases of embryonic development. (As one developmental biologist has put it, ~Mom
tells Junior which way is up.~) Finally, the principle that a gradient of morphogens can determine polarity and position has
proved to be a key developmental concept for a number of
species, just as early embryologists had thought.
In DrosophifLl, gradients of specific proteins determine the
posterior end as well as the anterior and also are responsible
for establishing the dorsal-ventral axis. Later, positional information operating on an ever finer scale establishes a specific
number ofcorrectly oriented segments and finally triggers the
formation of each segment's characteristic structures. When
the genes operating in this final step are abnormal, the pattern
of the adult is abnormal, as you saw in Figure 18.18.
In this section, we have seen how a carefully orchestrated
program of sequential gene regulation controls the transformation of a fertilized egg into a multicellular organism. The
program is carefully balanced between turning on the genes
for differentiation in the right place and turning off other
genes. Even when an organism is fully developed, gene expression is regulated in a similarly fine-tuned manner. In the
final section of the chapter, we'll consider how fine this tuning
is, by looking at how specific changes in expression of one or
a few genes can lead to the development of cancer.

CONCEPT

CHECK

18.4

I. As you learned in Chapter 12, mitosis gives rise to
two daughter cells that are genetically identical to the
parent cell, Yet you, the product of many mitotic divisions, are not composed of identical cells. Why?
2. The signaling molecules released by an embryonic
cell can induce changes in a neighboring cell without
entering the cell. How?
3. \Vhy are fruit fly maternal effect genes also called
egg-polarity genes?
4 . • ;,'Iltnt • In the blowup box in Figure 18.1Sb. the
lower cell is synthesizing signaling molecules.
whereas the upper cell is expressing signal receptors.
In terms of gene regulation, explain how these cells
came to have different functions.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A

r~:i:::~e~~I~~ from genetic
changes that affect cell
cycle control

In Chapter 12. we considered cancer as a set of diseases in
which cells escape from the control mechanisms that normally limit their growth. Now that we have discussed the molecular basis of gene expression and its regulation, we are
ready to look at cancer more closely. The gene regulation systems that go wrong during cancer turn out to be the very same
systems that play important roles in embryonic development,
the immune response, and many other biological processes.
Thus, research into the molecular basis of cancer has both
benefited from and informed many other fields of biology.

Types of Genes Associated with Cancer
The genes that normally regulate cell gro\\1h and division during the cell cycle include genes for growth factors, their re<:eptors. and the intracellular molecules ofsignaling pathways. (To
review the cell cycle, see Chapter 12.) Mutations that alter any
of these genes in somatic cells can lead to cancer. The agent of
such change can be random spontaneous mutation. However,
it is likely that many cancer-causing mutations result from environmental influences, such as chemical carcinogens, X-rays
and other high-energy radiation, and certain viruses.
An early breakthrough in understanding cancer came in
1911, when Peyton Rous, an American pathologist, discovered
a virus that causes cancer in chickens. Since then, scientists
have recognized a number of tumor viruses that cause cancer
in various animals, including humans (see Table 19.1). The
Epstein-Barr virus, which causes infe<:tious mononucleosis,
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has been linked to several types of cancer, notably Burkitt's
lymphoma. Papillomaviruses are associated with cancer of the
cervix, and a virus called HTLV-1 causes a type of adult
leukemia. Worldwide, viruses seem to playa role in about 15%
of the cases of human cancer.

Oncogenes and Proto-Oncogenes
Research on tumor viruses led to the discovery of cancercausing genes called oncogenes (from the Greek onco, tumor)
in certain retroviruses (see Chapter 19). Subsequently, close
counterparts of these oncogenes were found in the genomes
of humans and other animals. The normal versions of the cellular genes, called proto-oncogenes, code for proteins that
stimulate normal cell growth and division.
How might a proto-oncogene-a gene that has an essential
function in normal cells-become an oncogene, a cancercausing gene? In general, an oncogene arises from a genetic
change that leads to an increase either in the amount of the
proto-oncogene's protein product or in the intrinsic activity of
each protein molecule. The genetic changes that convert
proto-oncogenes to oncogenes fall into three main categories:
movement of DNA within the genome, amplification of a
proto-oncogene, and point mutations in a control element or
in the proto-oncogene itself (Figure 18.20).
Cancer cells are frequently found to contain chromosomes
that have broken and rejoined incorrectly, translocating fragments from one chromosome to another (see Figure 15.15).
Now that you have learned how gene expression is regulated,
you can understand the possible consequences of such
translocations. If a translocated proto-oncogene ends up near
an especially active promoter (or other control element), its
transcription may increase, making it an oncogene. The second main type of genetic change, amplification, increases the
number of copies of the proto-oncogene in the cell. The third

possibility is a point mutation either (1) in the promoter or an
enhancer that controls a proto-oncogene, causingan increase in
its expression, or (2) in the coding sequence, changing the gene's
product to a protein that is more active or more resistant to
degradation than the normal protein. All these mechanisms
can lead to abnormal stimulation of the cell cycle and put the
cell on the path to malignancy.

Tumor-Suppressor Genes
In addition to genes whose products nommlly promote cell division, cells contain genes whose normal products inhibit cell division. Such genes are called tumor-suppressor genes because the
proteins they encode help prevent llllcontrolled cell growth. Any
mutation thatdecreases the normal activity ofa tumor-suppressor
protein may contribute to the onset of cancer, in effect stimulating growth through the absence ofsuppression.
The protein products of tumor-suppressor genes have various functions. Some tumor-suppressor proteins normally repair
damaged DNA, a function that prevents the cell from accumulating cancer-causing mutations. Other tumor-suppressor proteins control the adhesion of cells to each other or to the
extracellular matrix; proper cell anchorage is crucial in normal
tissues-and often absent in cancers. Still other tumorsuppressor proteins are components of cell-signaling pathways that inhibit the cell cycle.

Interference with Normal
Cell-Signaling Pathways
The proteins encoded by many proto-oncogenes and tumorsuppressor genes are components of cell-signaHng pathways
(Figure 18.21). Let's take a closer look at how such proteins
function in normal cells and what goes wrong with their function in cancer cells. We will focus on the products of two key
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.... Figure 18.20 Genetic changes that can turn proto-oncogenes into oncogenes.
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... Figure 18.21 Signaling pathways that regulate cell division. Both stimulatory
and inhibitory pathways regulate the cell cycle, commonly by influencing transcription. Cancer
can result from aberrations in such pathways, which may be caused by mutations, either
spontaneous or environmentally triggered,
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genes, the ras proto-oncogene and the p53 tumor-suppressor
gene. Mutations in ras occur in about 30% of human cancers,
mutations in p53 in more than 50%.
The Ras protein, encoded by the ras gene (named for rat
~arcoma, a connective tissue cancer), is a G protein that relays
a signal from a growth factor receptor on the plasma mem·
brane to a cascade ofprotein kinases (see Chapter 11). The cel·
lular response at the end of the pathway is the synthesis of a
protein that stimulates the cell cycle (Figure 18.21a). Normally, such a pathway will not operate unless triggered by the
appropriate growth factor. But certain mutations in the ras
gene can lead to production of a hyperactive Ras protein that
triggers the kinase cascade even in the absence of growth factor, resulting in increased cell division. In fact, hyperactive ver·
sions or excess amounts of any of the pathway's components
can have the same outcome: excessive cell division.
Figure 18.21 b shows a pathway in which a signal leads to the
synthesis ofa protein that suppresses the cell cycle. In this case,
the signal is damage to the cell's DNA, perhaps as the result of
exposure to ultraviolet light. Operation of this signaling path·
way blocks the cell cycle until the damage has been repaired.
Otherwise, the damage might contribute to tumor formation by
causing mutations or chromosomal abnormalities. Thus, the
genes for the components of the pathway act as tumorsuppressor genes. The p53 gene, named for the 53,000-dalton
molecular weight of its protein product, is a tumor-suppressor
gene. The protein it encodes is a specific transcription factor
that promotes the synthesis of cell cycle-inhibiting proteins.
That is why a mutation that knocks out the p53 gene, like a mu·
tation that leads to a hyperactive Ras protein, can lead to excessive cell growth and cancer (Figure 18.21c).
The p53 gene has been called the ~guardian angel of the
genome.~ Once activated, for example by DNA damage, the p53
protein functions as an activator for several genes. Often it activates a gene called p21, whose product halts the cell cycle by

binding to cyclin-dependent kinases, allowing time for the cell
to repair the DNA; the p53 protein can also turn on genes directly involved in DNA repair. When DNA damage is irreparable, p53 activates ~suicide~ genes, whose protein products cause
cell death by apoptosis (see Figure 11.20). Thus, in at least three
ways, p53 prevents a cell from passing on mutations due to
DNA damage. If mutations do accumulate and the cell survives
through many divisions-as is more likely if the p53 tumorsuppressor gene is defective or missing-cancer may ensue.

The Multistep Model of Cancer Development
More than one somatic mutation is generally needed to produce all the changes characteristic ofa full-fledged cancer cell.
This may help explain why the incidence of cancer increases
greatly with age. If cancer results from an accumulation of
mutations and if mutations occur throughout life, then the
longer we live, the more likely we are to develop cancer.
The model of a multistep path to cancer is well supported
by studies of one of the best·understood types of human can·
cer, colorectal cancer. About 135,000 new cases of colorectal
cancer are diagnosed each year in the United States, and the
disease causes 60,000 deaths each year. Like most cancers,
colorectal cancer develops gradually (Figure 18.22). The first
sign is often a polyp, a small, benign growth in the colon lining. The cells of the polyp look normal, although they divide
unusually frequently. The tumor grows and may eventually
become malignant, invading other tissues. The development
of a malignant tumor is paralleled by a gradual accumulation
of mutations that convert proto-oncogenes to oncogenes and
knock out tumor-suppressor genes. A ras oncogene and a
mutated p53 tumor·suppressor gene are often involved.
About a halfdozen changes must occur at the DNA level for
a cell to become fully cancerous. These usually include the ap·
pearance of at least one active oncogene and the mutation or

.... Figure 18.22 A multistep model for the development of colorectal cancer.
Affecting the colon and/or rectum, this type of cancer is one of the best understood, Changes in a
tumor parallel a series of genetic changes, including mutations affecting severaltumor·suppressor
genes (such as p53) and the ras proto·oncogene, Mutations of tumor·suppressor genes often entail
loss (deletion) of the gene. APC stands lor"adenomatous polYPOSIS coli," and DCC stands for
"deleted in colorectal cancer." Other mutation sequences can also lead to colorectal cancer.

osuppressor
loss of tumor·
gene
APC {or other}

Normal colon
epithelial cells
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loss of several tumor-suppressor genes. Furthermore, since
mutant tumor-suppressor alleles are usually recessive, in most
cases mutations must knock out both alleles in a cell's genome
to block tumor suppression. (Most oncogenes, on the other
hand, behave as dominant alleles.) In many malignant tumors,
the gene for telomerase is activated. This enzyme reverses the
shortening of chromosome ends during DNA replication (see
Figure 16.19). Production oftelomerase in cancer celJs removes
a naturnllimit on the number of times the cells can divide.

Inherited Predisposition and Other Factors
Contributing to Cancer
The fact that multiple genetic changes are required to produce a cancer cell helps explain the observation that cancers
can run in families. An individual inheriting an oncogene or a
mutant allele of a tumor-suppressor gene is one stepdoser to
accumulating the necessary mutations for cancer to develop
than is an individual without any such mutations.
Geneticists are devoting much effort to identifying inherited cancer alleles so that predisposition to certain cancers can
be detected early in life. About 15% of colorecta.l cancers, for
example, involve inherited mutations. Many ofthese affect the
tumor-suppressor gene called adenomatous polyposis coli, or
APe (see Figure 18.22). This gene has multiple functions in
the cell, including regulation of cell migrntion and adhesion.
Even in patients with no family history ofthe disease, the APC
gene is mutated in 60% of colorectal cancers. In these individuals, new mutations must occur in both APC alleles before the
gene's function is lost. Since only 15% ofcolorectal cancers are
associated with known inherited mutations, researchers continue in their efforts to identify "markers" that could predict
the risk of developing this type of cancer.
There is evidence of a strong inherited predisposition in
5-10% of patients with breast cancer. This is the second most
common type ofcancer in the United States, striking over lBO,CXX>
women (and some men) annually and killing 4O,CXX> each year.
Mutations in the BRCA Jor BRCA2geneare found in at least half
of inherited breast cancers (Figure 18.23). (BRCA stands for
breast cancer.) A woman who inherits one mutant BRCAl allele
has a 6096 probability of developing breast cancer before the age
of SO, compared with only a 2% probability for an individual
homozygous for the normal allele. Both BRCA J and BRCA2 are
considered tumor-suppressor genes because their wild-type
alleles protect against breast cancer and their mutant alleles are
recessive. Apparently, the BRCAI and BRCA2 proteins both
function in the cell's DNA damage repair pathway. More is
known about BRCA2, which. in association with another protein,
helps to repair breaks that occur in both.strands ofDNA, crucial
for maintaining undamaged DNA in a celJs nucleus.
Because DNA breakage can contribute to cancer, it makes
sense that the risk of cancer can be lowered by minimizing exposure to DNA-damaging agents, such as the ultraviolet rndia-

~ Figure 18.23 Tracking the molecular basis of breast
cancer. In 1m, after 16 years of research, genetICist Mary-elalre
King COOVlnongly demonstratM that mutatIOns in one geneBRCA l-are associatM WIth incrE'~ susceptibility to breast cancer. a
finding that flew in the lace of medICal oprmoo at the time. Her lab IS
OJrrently workIng to identify the enVIronmental conditions that may
affect the tlmmq of cancer development In people who carry mutatlOOS
In BRCA' and another breast cancer gene, BReAl.

tion in sunlight and chemicals found in cigarette smoke. Novel
methods for early diagnosis and treatment of specific cancers
are being developed that rely on new techniques for analyzing,
and perhaps interfering with, gene expression in tumors. t..ntimately, such approaches may loy,er the death rate from cancer.
The study of genes associated ....ith cancer, inherited or not,
increases our basic understanding of how disruption of normal
gene regulation results in this disease. We've come a long way
in our understanding since Peyton ROllS'S discovery. We now
know that viruses can contribute to cancer development in several ways if they integrate their genetic material into the DNA
of infected cells. Viral integration may donate an oncogene to
the cell, disrupt a tumor-suppressor gene, or convert a protooncogene to an oncogene. In addition, some viruses produce
proteins that inactivate p53 and other tumor-suppressor proteins, thus making the cell more prone to becoming cancerous.
Although viruses are little more than a nucleic acid surrounded
by a protective coat, they are powerful biological agents. You'll
learn more about how viruses function in the next chapter.
CONCEPT

CHECK

18.5

I. Compare the usual functions of proteins encoded by
proto-oncogenes with those encoded by tumorsuppressor genes.
2, Under what circumstances is cancer considered to
have a hereditary component?
3. _1I=t111. Explain how the types of mutations that
lead to cancer are different for a proto-oncogene and
a tumor-suppressor gene, in terms of the effect of the
mutation on the activity of the gene producL
for suggestM answers, see AppendiX A.
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Eukaryotic gene expression can be regulated at any
stage (pp. 35&-3&4)
Chromatin modIfICation

- •.11111'-18.1
Bacteria often respond to environmental change by
regulating transcription (pp. 351-356)
.. Operons: The Basic Concept Cells control metabolism by
regulating enzyme activity or the expression of genes coding
for enzymes. In bacteria, genes are often clustered into operons, with one promoter serving several adjacent genes. An

operator site on the DNA switches the operon on or off,

franWI tion

• Genes in highly compilCled
chromatin are generally not
transcribed,
• Histone acelylatlon ~ms to
loosen chromatin StrLKture•
ffih,eceg ,,,e,~

• DNA methylation generally
reduces tril/1scnptlon.

resulting in coordinate regulation of the genes.

Bending of the DNA enables iKIIVatofS to
contact proteIns at tnc promoter, initiating
tranS(flptloo,
• Coordinate regulatron:
Enhancer for
liver-specifIC genes

O~n

Promoter

• Regulation of transcription iniIPanon:
DNA control elements bind spe<iflC
transcription factors,

Enhancer for
iens-speclfic genes

Genes
C

Operator

""'

\

\

polymerase

A proces "II
• Alternative RNA splicing:
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PrImary RNA
transcript • •

Polypeptid~

mRNA I

.. Repressible and Inducible Operons: Two Types of Negative Gene Regulation In either type of operon, binding of a
specific repressor protein to the operator shuts off transcription. (The repressor is encoded by a separate regulatory gene.)
In a repressible operon, the repressor is active when bound to
a corepressor, usually the end product of an anabolic pathway.
Genes

expres~ed

Gene~

not expressed

Promoter
~

Genes

~t!r

~

Tr.ns ..ion
• IAltlatlon of translatIon <an be controlled VIa
regulatron of ,nlllat,on factors

•
• cilCh mRNA hasa
characteriStiC life span.
determined in part by
sequences In the 5' and 3·
UTRs,

Protein processing and degradation
• Prote,n processing and
degradation by proteilSOmes are
subject to regulation.

ActIVe repressor:

'-..."

........ In<>ctlve repressor
...... no corepressor present

corepress.or oound

Corepressor

In an inducible operon, binding of an inducer to an innately active repressor inactiv-ates the repressor and turns on transcription. Inducible enzymes usually function in catabolic pathways.
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Noncoding RNAs play multiple roles in controlling
gene expression (pp. 364-366)
Chromatin modIfication

",,;;;;~e;;;;;:}---1' Small RNAs can promote the formation of
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Genes expressed

.
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oPerator

O

Genes
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Aawe repressor:
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~ l"",tlVe repressor

. " " . inducer bound

.. Positive Gene Regulation Some operons are also subject to
positive control via a stimulatory activator protein. such as
catabolite activator protein (CAP), which promotes transcription when bound to a site within the promoter.
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-Mit.l\ethity Overview, Control of Gene Expression
Aeti>ity Control of Transcription
Aethity Post·Transcriptional Control Mechanisms
MtMt,. Review: Control of Gene [(pression
Investigation How Do You Design a Gene hpression System?

_"'1""-18.4
A program of differential gene expression leads to
the different cell types in a multicellular organism

... The Multistep Model of Cancer Development Normal
cells are converted to cancer cells by the accumulation of mutations affecting proto-oncogenes and tumor-suppressor
genes,
... Inherited Predisposition and Other Factors Contributing
to Cancer Individuals who inherit a mutant oncogene or
tumor-suppressor allele have an increased risk of developing
cancer. Certain viruses promote cancer by integration of viral
DNA into a cell's genome.

-61401"-

Aethity Cause. of Cancer

(pp. 366-373)
... A Genetic Program for Embryonic Development
Embryonic cells undergo differentiation, becoming specialized in structure and function. Morphogenesis encompasses
the processes that give shape to the organism and its various
parts. Cells differ in structure and function not because they
contain different genes but because they express different
portions of a common genome.
... Cytoplasmic Determinants and Inductive Signals
Cytoplasmic determinants in the unfertilized egg regulate the
expression of genes in the zygote that affect the developmental fate of embryonic cells. In the process called induction, signaling molecules from embryonic cells cause transcriptional
changes in nearby target cells.
... Sequential Regulation of Gene Expression During
Cenular Differentiation Differentiation is heralded by the
appearance of tissue-specific proteins, which enable differentiated cells to carry out their specialized roles.
... Pattern Formation: Setting Up the Body Plan In animals,
pattern formation, the development of a spatial organization
of tissues and organs, begins in the early embryo. Positional
information. the molecular cues that control pattern formation, tell a cell its location relative to the body's axes and to
other cells. In Drosophila, gnldients of morphogens encoded
by maternal effect genes determine the body axes. For example, the gradient of Bicoid protein determines the anteriorposterior axis.

-61401"-

Actl>'ity Signal Transduction Pathways
Acti>ity Role of bicoidGene in Drosoploilll Development
Investigation How Do lJicoid Mutations Alter Development?

-',11""-18.5
Cancer results from genetic changes that affect cell
cycle control (pp. 373-377)
... Types of Genes Associated with Cancer The products of
proto-oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes control cell division. A DNA change that makes a proto-oncogene excessively
active converts it to an oncogene, which may promote excessive cell division and cancer. A tumor-suppressor gene encodes
a protein that inhibits abnormal cell division. A mutation in
such a gene that reduces the activity of its protein product may
also lead to excessive cell division and possibly to cancer.
... Interference with Normal Cell-Signaling Pathways Many
proto-oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes encode components of growth-stimulating and growth-inhibiting signaling
pathways, respectively. A hyperactive version of a protein in a
stimulatory pathway, such as Ras (a G protein), functions as
an oncogene protein. A defective version of a protein in an inhibitory pathway. such as p53 (a transcription activator). fails
to function as a tumor suppressor.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
1. If a particular operon encodes enzymes for making an essential
amino acid and is regulated like the up operon, then
a. the amino acid inactivates the repressor.
b. the enzymes produced are called inducible enzymes.
c. the repressor is active in the absence of the amino acid.
d. the amino acid acts as a corepressor.
e. the amino acid turns on transcription of the operon.
2. Muscle cells differ from nerve cells mainly because they
a. express different genes.
b, contain different genes.
c. use different genetic codes.
d, have unique ribosomes.
e. have different chromosomes,
3. What would occur if the repressor of an inducible operon were
mutated so it could not bind the operator?
a. irreversible binding of the repressor to the promoter
b. reduced transcription of the operon's genes
c. buildup of a substrate for the pathway controlled by the
operon
d. continuous transcription of the operon's genes
e. overproduction of catabolite activator protein
(CAP)

4. The functioning of enhancers is an example of
a. transcriptional control of gene expression.
b. a post-transcriptional mechanism for editing mRNA .
c. the stimulation of translation by initiation factors.
d, post-translational control that activates certain proteins,
e. a eukaryotic equivalent of prokaryotic promoter
functioning.
5. Absence ofbicQid mRNA from a Drosophila egg leads to the
absence of anterior larval body parts and mirror-image duplication of posterior parts. This is evidence that the product of
the bicoid gene
a. is transcribed in the early embryo.
b, normally leads to formation of tail structures,
c. normally leads to formation of head structures.
d, is a protein present in all head structures.
e. leads to programmed cell death.
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6. \Xfhich of the following statements about the DNA in one of
your brain cells is true?
a. Most of the DNA codes for protein.
b. The majority of genes are likely to be transcribed.
c. Each gene lies immediately adjacent to an enhancer.
d. Many genes are grouped into operon-like clusters,
e, It is the same as the DNA in one of your heart cells,

7. Cell differentiation always involves
a. the production oftissue-specific proteins, such as muscle
actin.
b. the movement of cells.
c. the transcription of the myoD gene.
d. the selective loss of certain genes from the genome.
e. the cell's sensitivity to environmental cues, such as light or
heat.
8. \Xfhich of the following is an example of post-transcriptional
control ofgene expression?
a. the addition of methyl groups to cytosine bases of DNA
b, the binding of transcription factors to a promoter
c, the removal of introns and splicing together of exons
d, gene amplification contributing to cancer
e, the folding of DNA to form heterochromatin
9. \VJthin a cell, the amount of protein made using a given mRNA
molecule depends partly on
a. the degree of DNA methylation.
b. the rate at which the mRNA is degraded.
c. the presence of certain transcription factors.
d. the number ofintrons present in the mRNA.
e. the types of ribosomes present in the cytoplasm.
10, Proto-oncogenes can change into oncogenes that cause cancer.
\Xfhich of the following best explains the presence of these potential time bombs in eukaryotic cells?
a. Proto-oncogenes first arose from viral infections.
b. Proto-oncogenes normally help regulate cell division.
c. Proto-oncogenes are genetic "junk."
d. Proto-oncogenes are mutant versions of normal genes,
e. Cells produce proto-oncogenes as they age.
II,

I·UoW"l The diagram below shows five genes (with their
enhancers) from the genome of a certain species. Imagine that
orange, blue, green, black, red, and purple activator proteins
exist that can bind to the appropriately color-coded control elements in the enhancers of these genes.
Promoter

Gene 1

Gene 3
II

Gene 5
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a. Draw an X above enhancer elements (of all the genes) that
would have activators bound in a cell in which only gene 5
is transcribed. Which colored activators would be present?
b. Draw a dot above all enhancer elements that would have
activators bound in a cell in which the green, blue, and
orange activators are present. \Vhich genets) would be
transcribed?
c. Imagine that genes I, 2, and 4 code for nerve-specific
proteins, and genes 3 and 5 are skin specific. \Vhich
activators would have to be present in each cell type to
ensure transcription of the appropriate genes?
For Self-Qui: answers, see Al,pendix A.

-MH'·M Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
12, DNA sequences can act as "tape measures of evolution" (see
Chapter 5), Scientists analyzing the human genome sequence
were surprised to find that some of the regions of the human
genome that are most highly conserved (similar to comparable
regions in other species) don't code for proteins. Propose a possible explanation for this observation.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
13, Prostate cells usually require testosterone and other andro·
gens to survive. But some prostate cancer cells thrive despite
treatments that eliminate androgens. One hypothesis is that
estrogen, often considered a female hormone, may be actio
vating genes normally controlled by an androgen in these
cancer cells. Describe one or more experiments to test this
hypothesis. (See Figure 11.8 to review the action of these
steroid hormones.)
8iologicalinquiry: A Workl>ook oflnveJltigative Cases Explo.... gene ....gul.tion by the hedgehog pathway with the ease 'Shh: Silencing the Hedgehog
Pathw.y·

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
14, Trace amounts of dioxin were present in Agent Orange, a de·
foliant sprayed on vegetation during the Vietnam War. Animal
tests suggest that dioxin can cause birth defects, cancer, liver
and thymus damage, and immune system suppression, some·
times leading to death. But the animal tests are equivocal; a
hamster is not affected by a dose that can kill a guinea pig.
Dioxin acts somewhat like a steroid hormone, entering a cell
and binding to a receptor protein that then attaches to the
cell's DNA. How might this mechanism help explain the vari·
ety of dioxin's effects on different body systems and in different animals? How might you determine whether a type of
illness is related to dioxin exposure? How might you deter·
mine whether a particular individual became ill as a result of
exposure to dioxin? Which would be more difficult to demonstrate? Why?

Viruses

KEY

CONCEPTS

19.1 Avirus consists of a nucleic acid surrounded
by a protein coat
19.2 Viruses reproduce only in host cells
19.3 Viruses, viroids, and prions are formidable
pathogens in animals and plants

he photo in Figure 19.1 shows a remarkable event:
the attack of a bacterial cell by numerous structures
that resemble miniature lollipops. These structures,
a type of virus called T4 bacteriophage, are seen infecting
the bacterium Escherichia coli in this colorized SEM. By
injecting its DNA into the cell, the virus sets in motion a
genetic takeover of the bacterium, recruiting cellular machinery to mass-produce many new viruses.
Recall that bacteria and other prokaryotes are cells much
smaller and more simply organized than those of eukaryotes,
such as plants and animals. Viruses are smaller and simpler still.
Lacking the structures and metabolic machinery found in cells,
most viruses are little more than genes packaged in protein coats.
Are viruses living or nonliving? Early on, they were considered biological chemicals; in fact, the Latin root for the word
virus means "poison:' Because viruses are capable of causing a
wide variety of diseases and can be spread between organisms,
researchers in the late 1800s saw a parallel with bacteria and
proposed that viruses were the simplest of living forms. However, viruses cannot reproduce or carry oul metabolic activities
outside of a host cell. Most biologists studying viruses today
would probably agree that they are not alive but exist in a shady
area betv.'een life-forms and chemicals. The simple phrase used
recently by two researchers describes them aptly enough:
Viruses lead ~a kind of borrowed life."

T

... Figure 19.1 Are the tiny viruses infecting this E. coli
cell alive?

To a large extent, molecular biology was born in the laboratories of biologists studying viruses that infect bacteria. Experiments with viruses provided important evidence that
genes are made ofnucleic acids, and they were critical in work·
ing out the molecular mechanisms of the fundamental
processes of DNA replication, transcription, and translation.
Beyond their value as experimental systems, viruses have
unique genetic mechanisms that are interesting in their own
right and that also help us understand how viruses cause disease. In addition, the study of viruses has led to the development of techniques that enable scientists to manipulate genes
and transfer them from one organism to another. These techniques play an important role in basic research, biotechnology,
and medical applications. For instance, viruses are used as
agents of gene transfer in gene therapy (see Chapter 20).
In this chapter, we will explore the biology of viruses. We
will begin with the structure of these simplest of all genetic
systems and then describe their reproductive cycles. Next, we
will discuss the role of viruses as disease-causing agents, or
pathogens, and conclude by considering some even simpler
infectious agents, viroids and prions.

rZI~"i::::::i~s of a nucleic acid
surrounded by a protein coat

Scientists were able to detect viruses indirectly long before
they were actually able to see them. The story of how viruses
were discovered begins near the end of the 19th century.

The Discovery of Viruses: Scientific tnquiry
Tobacco mosaic disease stunts the growth of tobacco plants
and gives their leaves a mottled, or mosaic, coloration. In
1883, AdolfMayer, a German scientist, discovered that he could
381

transmit the disease from plant to plant by rubbing sap extracted from diseased leaves onto healthy plants. After an unsuccessful search for an infectious microbe in the sap, Mayer
suggested that the disease was caused by unusually small bacteria that were invisible under a microscope. This hypothesis
was tested a decade later by Dimitri lvanowsky, a Russian biologist who passed sap from infected tobacco leaves through
a filter designed to remove bacteria. After filtration, the sap
still produced mosaic disease.
But Ivanowsky clung to the hypothesis that bacteria caused
tobacco mosaic disease. Perhaps, he reasoned, the bacteria
were small enough to pass through the filter or made a toxin
that could do so. The second possibility was ruled out when
the Dutch botanist Martinus Beijerinck carried out a classic
series of experiments that showed that the infectious agent in
the filtered sap could reproduce (Figure 19.2).
In fact, the pathogen reproduced only within the host it infected. in further experiments, Beijerinck showed that unlike
bacteria used in the lab at that time, the mysterious agent of
mosaic disease could not be cultivated on nutrient media in
test tubes or petri dishes. Beijerinck imagined a reproducing
particle much smaller and simpler than a bacterium, and he is
generally credited with being the first scientist to voice the
concept of a virus. His suspicions were confirmed in 1935
when the American scientist Wendell Stanley crystallized the
infectious particle, now known as tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV). Subsequently, TMV and many other viruses were actually seen with the help of the electron microscope.

• FI

19.2

What causes tobacco mosaic disease?
EXPERIMENT
In the late 18005. Martmus 8eijerinck. of the
Technical School in Delft, the Netherlands. investigated the properties of the agent that causes tobacco mosaic disease (then
called spot disease).
RESULTS

When the filtered sap was rubbed on healthy
plants. they became infected. Their sap. when extraded and filtered, could then ad as the source of infection for another group
of plants. Each successive group of plants developed the disease
to the same extent as earlier groups,

G Extracted sap
from tobacco
plant with
tobacco mosaic
disease

\

6

Passed sap
through a
porcelam filter
known to trap
bacteria

e Rubbed
filtered
sap on healthy
tobacco plants

)

Siruciure of Viruses
The tiniest viruses are only 20 nm in diameter-smaller than
a ribosome. Millions could easily fit on a pinhead. Even the
largest known virus, which has a diameter of several hundred
nanometers, is barely visible in the light microscope. Stanley's
discovery that some viruses could be crystallized was exciting
and puzzling news. Not even the simplest of cells can aggregate into regular crystals. But ifviruses are not cells, then what
are they? Examining the structure of viruses more closely reveals that they are infectious particles consisting of nucleic
acid enclosed in a protein coat and, in some cases, a membranous envelope.

Viral Cenomes

UNIT THREE

The infectious agent was apparently not a bacterium because it could pass through a bacterium-trapping filter.
The pathogen must have been reproducing in the plants because
Its ability to cause disease was undiluted after several transfers
from plant to plant.
CONCLUSiON

SOURCE
M J ~JerirKk, Concerning a contagium vivum fluidum
as CilUse of the spol disease of toiMcco leaves, VerhiJndelingen der Koninl:)ie
akademie WetrenxlliJppen te Amsterdam 653-21 (1898) Translation
pubtished in English ilS Phytopathological CIi!SSicl Number 7 (1942), American
PhytopathologICal >ociety Press, 51. PilUl, MN.

_lm,nIM

We usually think of genes as being made of double-stranded
DNA-the conventional double helix-but many viruses defy
this convention. Their genomes may consist of doublestranded DNA, single-stranded DNA, double-stranded RNA,
or single-stranded RNA, depending on the kind of virus. A
virus is called a DNA virus or an RNA virus, according to the
kind of nucleic acid that makes up its genome. In either case,
the genome is usually organized as a single linear or circular
molecule of nucleic acid, although the genomes of some
382

o Healthy
plants became
infected
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If Beijerinck had observed that the infection of each
group was weaker than that of the previous group and that ultimately the sap could no longer cause disease, what might he
have concluded?

viruses consist of multiple molecules of nucleic acid, The
smallest viruses known have only four genes in their genome,
while the largest have several hundred to a thousand. For
comparison, bacterial genomes contain about 200 to a few
thousand genes.

Capsids and Envelopes

animals (Figure 19.3c). These viral envelopes, which are derived from the membranes of the host cell, contain host cell
phospholipids and membrane proteins. They also contain proteins and glycoproteins of viral origin. (Glycoproteins are proteins with carbohydrates covalently attached.) Some viruses
carry a few viral enzyme molecules within their capsids.
Many of the most complex capsids are found among the
viruses that infect bacteria, called bacteriophages, or simply phages. The first phages studied included seven that infect E. coli. These seven phages were named type 1 (Tl),
type 2 (T2), and so forth, in the order of their discovery. The
three T-even phages (T2, T4, and T6) turned out to be very
similar in structure. Their capsids have elongated icosahedral heads enclosing their DNA. Attached to the head is a
protein tail piece with fibers by which the phages attach to a
bacterium (Figure 19.3d). In the next section, we'll examine
how these few viral parts function together with cellular
components to produce large numbers of viral progeny.

The protein shell enclosing the viral genome is called a capsid.
Depending on the type of virus, the capsid may be rod-shaped,
polyhedral, or more complex in shape (like T4). Capsids are
built from a large number ofprotein subunits called capsomeres,
but the number of different kinds of proteins in a capsid is usually small. Tobacco mosaic virus has a rigid, rod-shaped capsid
made from over a thousand molecules ofa single type ofprotein
arranged in a helix; rod~shaped viruses are commonly called
helical viruses for this reason (Figure 19.3a). Adenoviruses,
which infect the respiratory tracts of animals, have 252 identical protein molecules arranged in a polyhedral capsid with 20
triangular facets-an icosahedron; thus, these and other similarly shaped viruses are referred to as icosahedral viruses
(Figure 19.3b).
Some viruses have accessory structures that help them infect
their hosts. For instance, a membranous envelope surrounds
the capsids ofinfluenza viruses and many other viruses found in

RNA

Membranous
envelope

RNA
DNA

Capsomere
of capsid

Glycoprotein
18 x 250 nm

70-90 nm (diameter)

~

20 nm

(a) Tobacco mosaic virus has a
helICal capsid with the overall
shape of a rigid rod.

80-200 nm (diameter)

50 nm

(b) Adenoviruses have an
icosahedral capsid with a
glycoprotein spike at each
vertex.

... Figure 19.3 Viral structure. Viruses are
made up of nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) enclosed
in a protein coat (the capsid) and sometimes
further wrapped in a membranous envelope.

80x225nm

f-----<

50 nm
(c)

Influenza viruses have an
outer envelope studded with
glycoprotein spikes. The
genome consists of eight
different RNA molecules, each
wrapped in a helical capsid.

The individual protein subunits making up the
capsid are called capsomeres. Although diverse
in size and shape, viruses have common
structural features, most of which appear in the

50 nm

(d) Bacteriophage T4, like other
"T-even" phages, has a
complex capsid consisting of
an icosahedral head and a tail
apparatus.

four examples shown here. (All the micrographs
are colorized TEMs.)
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

19.1

1. Compare the structures of tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV) and influenza virus (see Figure 19.3).
2. _i*,.o1 4 In 2005, scientists discovered a virus
that could, under certain conditions, develop pointed
projections at each end while outside a host cell. How
does this observation fit with the characterization of
viruses as nonliving?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

making viral nucleic acids, as well as enzymes, ribosomes,
tRNAs, amino acids, ATP, and other components needed for
making the viral proteins. Most DNA viruses use the DNA
polymerases of the host cell to synthesize new genomes along
the templates provided by the viral DNA. In contrast, to replicate their genomes, RNA viruses use vi rally encoded poly·
merases that can use RNA as a template. (Uninfected cells
generally make no enzymes for carrying out this process.)
After the viral nucleic acid molecules and capsomeres are
produced, they spontaneously self-assemble into new viruses.
In fact, researchers can separate the RNA and capsomeres of
TMVand then reassemble complete viruses simply by mixing
the components together under the right conditions. The simplest type of viral reproductive cycle ends with the exit of

o

Viruses lack metabolic enzymes and equipment for making
proteins, such as ribosomes. They are obligate intracellular
parasites; in other words, they can reproduce only within a
host celL It is fair to say that viruses in isolation are merely
packaged sets of genes in transit from one host cell to another.
Each type of virus can infect cells of only a limited variety
of hosts, called the host range of the virus. This host specificity results from the evolution of recognition systems by the
virus. Viruses identify host cells by a "lock-and-key" fit between viral surface proteins and specific receptor molecules
on the outside of cells. (According to one model, such receptor molecules originally carried out functions that benefited
the host cell but were co-opted later by viruses as portals ofen·
try.) Some viruses have broad host ranges. For example, West
Nile virus and equine encephalitis virus are distinctly different
viruses that can each infect mosquitoes, birds, horses, and humans. Other viruses have host ranges so narrow that they infect only a single species. Measles virus, for instance, can
infect only humans. Furthermore, viral infection of multicellular eukaryotes is usually limited to particular tissues. Human
cold viruses infect only the cells lining the upper respiratory
tract, and the AIDS virus binds to receptors present only on
certain types of white blood cells.

Virus enters cell
and is uncoated,
releasing viral DNA
and capsid proteins.
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Meanwhile, host
enzymes transcribe the
viral genome into viral
mRNA, which host
ribosomes use to make
more capsid proteins.

Capsid

fJ

Host enzymes
replicate the viral
genome.
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General Features of Viral Reproductive Cycles
A viral infection begins when a virus binds to a host cell and
the viral genome makes its way inside (Figure 19.4). The
mechanism of genome entry depends on the type of virus and
the type of host cell. For example, T·even phages use their
elaborate tail apparatus to inject DNA into a bacterium (see
Figure 19.3d). Other viruses are taken up by endocytosis or, in
the case of enveloped viruses, by fusion of the viral envelope
with the plasma membrane. Once the viral genome is inside,
the proteins it encodes can commandeer the host, reprogramming the cell to copy the viral nucleic acid and manufacture viral proteins. The host provides the nucleotides for

VIRUS

o

Viral genomes
and capsid proteins
self-assemble into
new virus particles.
which exit the cell.

.. Figure 19.4 A simplified viral reproductive cycle. A virus is
an obligate intracellular parasite that uses the eqUipment and small
molecules of its host cell to reproduce. In this simplest of viral cycles, the
P<lrasite is a DNA virus with a capsid consisting of a single type of protein.
Label each of the straight black arrows with one word
representing the name of the process that is occurring.

D

hundreds or thousands of viruses from the infected host cell,
a process that often damages or destroys the cell. Such cellular
damage and death, as well as the body's responses to this destruction, cause many of the symptoms associated with viral
infections. The viral progeny that exit a cell have the potential
to infect additional cells, spreading the viral infection.
There are many variations on the simplified viral reproductive cycle we have traced in this general description. We will
now take a closer look at some of these variations in bacterial
viruses (phages) and animal viruses; later in the chapter, we
will consider plant viruses.

Reproductive Cycles of Phages
Phages are the best understood of all viruses, although some
of them are also among the most complex. Research on
phages led to the discovery that some double-stranded DNA
viruses can reproduce by two alternative mechanisms: the
lytic cycle and the lysogenic cycle.

The Lytic Cycle
A phage reproductive cycle that culminates in death of the
host cell is known as a lytic cycle. The term refers to the last

.. Figure 19.5 The lytic cycle of
phage T4, a virulent phage. Phage
T4 has almost 300 genes. which are
transcribed and translated using the host
celi's machinery. One of the first phage
genes translated alter the viral DNA
enter; the host cell codes for an enzyme
that degrades the host cell's DNA (step 2);
the phage DNA is protected from
breakdown because it contains a
modified form of cytosine that is not
recognized by the enzyme. The entire
lytic cycle. from the phage's first contact
with the cell surface to cell lysis, takes
only 20-30 minutes at 3rc.

stage of infection, during which the bacterium lyses (breaks
open) and releases the phages that were produced within the
cell. Each of these phages can then infect a healthy cell, and a
few successive lytic cycles can destroy an entire bacterial population in just a few hours. A phage that reproduces only by a
lytic cycle is a virulent phage. Figure 19.5 illustrates the major steps in the lytic cycle ofT4, a typical virulent phage. The
figure and legend describe the process, which you should
study before proceeding.
After reading about the lytic cycle, you may wonder why
phages haven't exterminated all bacteria. In fact, phage treatments have been used medically in some countries to help control bacterial infections in patients. Solutions containing
bacteriophages have also been sprayed on chicken carcasses,
significantly reducing bacterial contamination ofpoultry on the
way to the marketplace. Bacteria are not defenseless, however.
First, natural selection favors bacterial mutants ""1th receptors
that are no longer recognized by a particular type ofphage. Second, when phage DNA successfully enters a bacterium, the
DNA often is identified as foreign and cut up by cellular enzymes called restriction enzymes, which are so named because their activity restricts the ability of the phage to infect
the bacterium. The bacterial cell's own DNA is methylated in a

o itsAttachment.
The T4 phage uses
tail fibers to bind to specific
o directs
Release. The phage
production of an

receptor sites on the outer surface
of an E. coli cell.
A

enzyme that damages the
bacterial cell wall, allowing
fluid to enter. The cell
swells and finally bursts,
releasing 100 to 200
phage particles.

U

~

e:::::.---J

Entry of phage DNA
and degradation of host
DNA. The sheath of the
tail contracts, injecting the
phage DNA mto the cell
and leaving an empty
capsid outside. The cell's
DNA is hydrolyzed.

'\

Phage assembly

I
I

~
Head

I
I
I.

Tail

"I

o self·assemble
Assembly. Three separate sets of proteins
to form phage heads, tails,
and tail fibers The phage genome is
packaged inside the capsid as the head
forms.

Tail fibers

-

/

e Synthesis
of viral genomes and
proteins. The phage DNA directs
production of phage proteins and
copies of the phage genome by host
enzymes, using components within
the cell.
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way that prevents attack by its own restriction enzymes. But just
as natural selection favors bacteria with mutant receptors or effective restriction enzymes, it also favors phage mutants that
can bind the altered re<eptors or are resistant to particular restriction enzymes. Thus, the parasite-host relationship is in

constant evolutionary flux.
There is yet a third important reason bacteria have been

spared from extinction as a result of phage activity. Instead of
lysing their host cells, many phages coexist with them in a state
called lysogeny, which we'll now discuss.

The Lysogenic Cycle
In contrast to the lytic cycle, which kills the host cell, the
lysogenic cycle allows replication of the phage genome without destroying the host. Phages capable of using both modes
of reproducing within a bacterium are called temperate
phages. A temperate phage called lambda, written with the
Greek letter f.., is widely used in biological research. Phage f..
resembles T4, but its tail has only one, short tail fiber.
Infection of an £ coli cell by phage Abegins when the phage
binds to the surface ofthe cell and injects its linear DNA genome
(Figure 19.6). Within the host, the ADNA molecule forms a circle. \'({hat happens next depends on the reproductive mode: lytic
cycle or lysogenic cycle. During a lytic cycle, the viral genes im-

mediately tum the host cell into a !I.-producing factory, and the
cell soon lyses and releases its viral products. During a lysogenic
cycle, however, the !I. DNA molecule is incorporated into a specific site on the E. ro/i chromosome by viral proteins that break
both circular DNA molecules and join them to each other. \Vhen
integrated into the bacterial chromosome in this way, the viral
DNA is known as a prophage. One prophage gene codes for a
protein that prevents transcription of most of the other
prophage genes. Thus, the phage genome is mostly silent within
tile bacterium. Every time the E. coli cell prepares to divide, it
replicates tile phage DNA along with its own and passes the
copies on to daughter cells. Asingle infected cell can quickly give
rise to a large population of bacteria carrying the virus in
prophage form. This mechanism enables viruses to propagate
without killing the host cells on which they depend.
The term lysogenic implies that prophages are capable of
generating active phages that lyse their host cells. This occurs
when the !I. genome is induced to exit the bacterial chromosome and initiate a lytic cycle. An environmental signal, such
as a certain chemical or high-energy radiation, usually triggers
the switchover from the lysogenic to the lytic mode.
In addition to the gene for the transcription-preventing
protein, a few other prophage genes may be expressed during lysogeny. Expression of these genes may alter the host's
phenotype, a phenomenon that can have important medical
Daughter cell
with prophage

The phage attaches to a
host cell and injects its DNA.

Many cell divisions
produce a large
populatiorl of
bacteria infected
with the prophage.

Phage

I

Occasionally, a prophage
\
exits the bacterial chromosome,

'~~!:==:::!!=o.i' ...itiating a lytic cycle.

---,---,-----;-, (e90
Lytic (yde

I

ILysogenk cycle I

Certain factors

The bacterium reproduces normally.
copying the prophage and
transmitting it to daughter cells,

determine whether

The cell lyses, releasing phages,

0'

""

New phage DNA and
proteins are synthesized and
assembled into phages.

... Figure 19.6 The lytic and lysogenic

cycles of phage A, a temperate phage.
After entering the bdcterial cell arld cirrularizirlg,
the,,- DNA can immediately initiate the proouetion
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Phage DNA integrates into
the bacterial chromosome.
becomirlg a prophage,

of a large number of progeny phages (lytic cycle)
or integrate into the bacterial chromosome
(lysogenic cycle), In most cases, phage "- follows
the lytic pathway, which is similar to that detailed

in Figure 19.5. However, once a lysogenic cycle
begins, the prophage may be carried in the host
cell's chromosome for many generations, Phage "has one main tail fiber, which is short.

1"'1'.1

Classes of Animal Viruses

Classl
Family

Envelope

Examples/Disease

I. Double·stranded DNA (dSDNA)

Adenovirus
No
(see Figure 19.3b)
Papovavirus
No

Herpesvirus

y~

Poxvirus

y~

Respiratory diseases; tumors
Papillomavirus (warts, cervical
cancer); polyomavirus
(tumors)
Herpes simplex I and II (cold
sores, genital sores); varicella
zoster (shingles, chicken
pox); Epstein-Barr virus
(mononucleosis, Burkitt's
lymphoma)
Smallpox virus;
cowpox virus

II. Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)

Parvovirus

No

B19 parvovirus (mild rash)

III. Double·stranded RNA (dSRNA)

Reovirus

No

Rotavirus (diarrhea);
Colorado tick fever virus

IV. Single-stranded RNA (ssRNA); serves as mRNA

Picornavirus

Coronavirus

No

y~

Flavivirus
Togavirus

Rhinovirus (common cold);
poliovirus, hepatitis Avirus,
and other enteric (intestinal)
viruses
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
Yellow fever virus; West Nile
virus; hepatitis C virus
Rubella virus; equine
encephalitis viruses

V. ssRNA; template for mRNA synthesis

Filovirus

Yes

Ebola virus
(hemorrhagic fever)

Orthomyxovirus
(see Figures 19.3c
and 19.9b)

Influenza virus

Paramyxovirus

Measles virus; mumps virus
Rabies virus

Rhabdovirus

VI. ssRNA; template for DNA synthesis

Retrovirus
(see Figure 19.8)

Yes

K1V, human
illlmunodeficiencyvirus
(AIDS); RNA tumor viruses
(leukemia)

significance. Forexample, the three species ofbacteria that cause
the human diseases diphtheria, botulism, and scarlet fever would
not be so harmful to humans without certain prophage genes
that cause the host bacteria to make toxins. And the difference
between the E. coli strain that resides in our intestines and the
0157:H7 strain that has caused several deaths by food poisoning
appears to be the presence ofprophages in the 0157:H7 strain.

Reproductive Cycles of Animal Viruses
Everyone has suffered from viral infections, whether cold sores,
influenza, or the common cold. Like all viruses, those that cause
illness in humans and other animals can reproduce only inside
host cells. Manyvariationson the basic scheme ofviral infection
and reproduction are represented among the animal viruses.
One key variable is the nature of the viral genome: Is it composed of DNA or RNA? Is it double-stranded or singlestranded? The nature ofthe genome is the basis for the common
classification of viruses shown in 1able 19.1. Single-stranded
RNA viruses are further classified into three classes (lV-VI) according to how the RNA genome functions in a host cell.
Whereas few bacteriophages have an envelope or RNA
genome, many animal viruses have both. In fact, nearly all an·
imal viruses with RNA genomes have an envelope, as do some
with DNA genomes (see Table 19.1). Rather than consider all
the mechanisms of viral infection and reproduction, we will
focus on the roles of viral envelopes and on the functioning of
RNA as the genetic material of many animal viruses.

Viral Envelopes
An animal virus equipped with an envelope-that is, an outer
membrane-uses it to enter the host cell. Protruding from the
outer surface of this envelope are viral glycoproteins that bind
to specific receptor molecules on the surface of a host cell.
figure 19.7, on the next page, outlines the events in the reproductive cycle of an enveloped virus with an RNA genome.
The protein parts of envelope glycoproteins are made by ribosomes bound to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) of the host
cell; cellular enzymes in the ER and Golgi apparatus then add
the sugars. The resulting viral glycoproteins, embedded in host
cell-derived membrane, are transported to the cell surface. In
a process much like exocytosis, new viral capsids are wrapped
in membrane as they bud from the cell. In other words, the viral envelope is derived from the host cell's plasma membrane,
although some of the molecules of this membrane are specified by viral genes. The enveloped viruses are now free to infect other cells. This reproductive cycle does not necessarily
kill the host cell, in contrast to the lytic cycles of phages.
Some viruses have envelopes that are not derived from plasma
membrane. Herpesviruses, for example, are temporarily cloaked
in membrane derived from the nuclear envelope ofthe host; they
then shed this membrane in the cytoplasm and acquire a new envelope made from membrane of the Golgi apparatus. These
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Glycoproteins on the viral envelope
~:;~{. _ _~ bind to specific receptor molecules (not
shown) on the host cell, promoting
viral entry into the cell.
RNA----lir
Capsid

Envelope (with
glycoproteins)

e

The c03psid and viral genome
enter the cell. Digestion of the
capsid by cellular enzymes releases
the viral genome.

HOST CEll

\

N'V'V\IV\

o

mRNA~
ER

j/

II '\

/C",;d

......
••(/ proteins
"
Glyco- .0• • • •0
... proteins • 0.

..

°

~

L_~I,;~----::f
'-

o Aaround
capsid assembles
each viral
genome molecule.
.... Figure 19.7 The reproductive cycle
of an enveloped ANA virus. Shown here is
a virus with a single-stranded RNA genome that
functions as a template for synthesis of mRNA.
Some enveloped viruses enter the host cell by

RNA as Viral Genetic Material

Although some phages and most plant viruses are RNA
viruses, the broadest variety of RNA genomes is found among
the viruses that infect animals. Among the three types of single-stranded RNA genomes found in animal viruses, the
genome of class IV viruses can directly serve as mRNA and
thus can be translated into viral protein immediately after infection. Figure 19.7 shows a virus of class V, in which the RNA
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fusion of the envelope with the ceil's plasma
membrane; others enter by endocytosis, For all
enveloped RNA viruses. the formation of new
envelopes for progeny viruses occurs by the
mechanism depicted in this figure,

viruses have a double-stranded DNA genome and reproduce
within the host cell nucleus, using a combination of viral and
cellular enzymes to replicate and transcribe their DNA. In the
case of herpesviruses, copies of the viral DNA can remain behind as mini-chromosomes in the nuclei of certain nerve cells.
There they remain latent until some sort of physical or emotional stress triggers a new round of active virus production.
The infection of other cells by these new viruses causes the blisters characteristic of herpes, such as cold sores or genital sores.
Once someone acquires a herpesvirus infection, flare-ups may
recur throughout the person's life.
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() New copies of viral
genome RNA are made
using complementary RNA
strands as templates.

:..1 •• "
-...
~""

"Vesicles transport
envelope glycoproteins to
the plasma membrane.

Viral genome (RNA)

~

Template
Complementary RNA
strands also function as mRNA,
which is translated into both
capsid proteins (in the cytosol)
and glycoproteins for the viral
envelope (in the ER and
Golgi apparatus).

e

The viral genome (red)
functions as a template for
synthesis of complementary
RNA strands (pink) by a viral
enzyme.

o

Each new virus buds
from the cell, its envelope studded with viral
glycoproteins embedded
in membrane derived
from the host cell.

1:'1 Name a virus thar has infected you and
. . has a reproductive cycle marching this
one, (Hint: See Table 19.1.)

genome serves as a template for mRNA synthesis. The RNA
genome is transcribed into complementary RNA strands,
which function both as mRNA and as templates for the synthesis ofadditional copies ofgenomic RNA. All viruses that require RNA • RNA synthesis to make mRNA use a viral
enzyme capable of carrying out this process; there are no such
enzymes in most cells. The viral enzyme is packaged with the
genome inside the viral capsid.
The RNA animal viruses with the most complicated reproductive cycles are the retroviruses (class VI). These viruses
are equipped with an enzyme called reverse transcriptasc,
which transcribes an RNA template into DNA, providing
an RNA ---+ DNA information flow, the opposite of the usual
direction. This unusual phenomenon is the source of the
name retroviruses (retm means "backward"). Of particular
medical importance is HIV (human immunodeficiency virus),
the retrovirus that causes AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome). HIV and other retroviruses are enveloped viruses
that contain two identical molecules of single-stranded RNA
and two molecules of reverse transcriptase.

o The envelope
glycoproteins enable the
virus to bind to specific 1---~fY
receptors on certain
RNA (two
white blood cells.
identical
......
... strands)
Reverse
"~"~
transcriptase
•••
'\
HIV

... Figure 19.8 The reproductive cycle of HIV, the retrovirus
that causes AIDS. Note in step 4 that DNA synthesized from the viral
RNA genome IS integrated into the host cell chromosomal DNA, a
characteristic unique to retroviruses The photos on the left (artificially
colored TEMs) show HIVentering and leaving a human while blood cell,
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The capsid proteins are
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viral proteins and RNA.
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Figure 19,8 traces the HIV reproductive cycle, which is typical of a retrovirus. After HIV enters a host cell, its reverse
transcriptase molecules are released into the cytoplasm, where
they catalyze synthesis ofviral DNA. The newly made viral DNA
then enters the cell's nucleus and integrates into the DNA of a

G)Capsids are
assembled around
viral genomes and
reverse transcriptase
molecules.

genomes for
the next viral
"'Q"g
generation and
~
as mRNAs for
" t r a n s l a t i o n into
viral protein,
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~ "tI \1.,.
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.The viral proteins
include capsid proteins
and reverse transcriptase (made in the cytosol) and envelope glycoproteins (made in the ER),

9Vesicles transport the
glycoproteins to the cell's
plasma membrane,

chromosome. The integrated viral DNA, called a provirus,
never leaves the host's genome, remaining a permanent resident
of the cell. (Recall that a prophage, in contrast, leaves the host's
genome at the start ofa lytic cycle.) The host's RNA polymerase
transcribes the proviral DNA into RNA molecules, which can
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function both as mRNA for the synthesis of viral proteins and as
genomes for the new viruses that will be assembled and released
from the ceiL In Chapter43, we describe how HIV causes the de~
terioration of the immune system that occurs in AIDS.

Evolution of Viruses
We began this chapter by asking whether or not viruses are alive.
Viruses do not really fit our definition of living organisms. An
isolated virus is biologically inert, unable to replicate its genes or
regenerate its own supply of ATP. Yet it has a genetic program
written in the universal language oflife. Do we think ofviruses as
nature's most complex associations of molecules or as the simplest forms of life? Either way, we must bend our usual definitions. Although viruses cannot reproduce or carry out metabolic
activities independently, their use of the genetic code makes it
hard to deny their evolutionary connection to the living world.
How did viruses originate? Viruses have been found that in~
fect every fonn of life-not just bacteria, animals, and plants, but
also archaea, fungi, and algae and other protists. Because they
depend on cells for their own propagation, it seems likely that
viruses are not the descendants of precellular forms of life but
evolved after the first cells appeared, possibly multiple times.
Most molecular biologists favor the hypothesis that viruses originated from naked bits ofcellular nucleic acids that moved from
one cell to another, perhaps via injured cell surfaces. The evolution of genes coding for capsid proteins may have facilitated the
infection of uninjured cells. Candidates for the original sources
ofviral genomes include plasmids and transposons. Plasmids are
small, circular DNA molecules found in bacteria and in the uni~
cellular eukaryotes called yeasts. Plasmids exist apart from the
cell's genome, can replicate independently of the genome, and
are occasionally transferred between cells. Transposonsare DNA
segments that can move from one location to another within a
cell's genome. Thus, plasmids, transposons, and viruses all share
an important feature: TIley are mobilegenetic elements. We will
discuss plasmids in more detail in Chapters 20 and 27 and transposons in Chapter 21.
Consistent with this vision of pieces of DNA shuttling from
cell to cell is the observation that a viral genome can have more
in common with the genome of its host than with the genomes
of viruses that infect other hosts. Indeed, some viral genes are
essentially identical to genes ofthe host. On the other hand, re~
cent sequencing of many viral genomes has shown that the ge~
netic sequences of some viruses are quite similar to those of
seemingly distantly related viruses; for example, some animal
viruses share similar sequences with plant viruses. This genetic
similarity may reflect the persistence of groups of viral genes
that were favored by natural selection during the early evolution
ofviruses and the eukaryotic cells that served as their hosts.
The debate about the origin ofviruses has been reinvigorated
recently by reports of mimivirus, the largest virus yet discovered. Mimivirus is a double-stranded DNA virus with an icosa390
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hedral capsid that is 400 nm in diameter. (The beginning of its
name is short for mimicking microbe because the virus is the
size ofa small bacterium.) Its genome contains 1.2 million bases
(about lOOtimes as many as the influenza virus genome) and an
estimated 1,000 genes. Perhaps the most surprising aspect of
mimivirus, however, is that some ofthe genes appear to code for
products previously thought to be hallmarks of cellular
genomes. These products include proteins involved in translation, DNA repair, protein folding, and polysaccharide synthesis.
The researchers who described mimivirus propose that it most
likely evolved before the first cells and then developed an exploitative relationship with them. Other scientists disagree,
maintaining that the virus evolved more recently than cells and
has simply been efficient at scavenging genes from its hosts. The
question of whether some viruses deserve their own early
branch on the tree of life may not be answered for some time.
The ongoing evolutionary relationship between viruses
and the genomes oftheir host cells is an association that makes
viruses very useful experimental systems in molecular biology.
Knowledge about viruses also has many practical applications,
since viruses have a tremendous impact on all organisms
through their ability to cause disease.
CONCEPT

CHECK

19.2

1. Compare the effect on the host cell of a lytic (virulent)
phage and a lysogenic (temperate) phage.
2. How do some viruses reproduce without possessing
or ever synthesizing DNA?
3. Why is HIV called a retrovirus?
4. •~J:t."IDI If you were a researcher trying to combat HIV infection, what molecular processes could
you attempt to block? (See Figure 19.8.)
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r~;;~'s::~v~~;:s, and prions are

formidable pathogens in animals
and plants

Diseases caused by viral infections afflict humans, agricultural
crops, and livestock worldwide. Other smaller, less complex
entities known as viroids and prions also cause disease in
plants and animals, respectively.

Viral Diseases in Animals
A viral infection can produce symptoms by a number of different routes. Viruses may damage or kill cells by causing the
release of hydrolytic enzymes from lysosomes. Some viruses
cause infected cells to produce toxins that lead to disease

symptoms, and some have molecular components that are
toxic, such as envelope proteins. How much damage a virus
causes depends partly on the ability of the infected tissue to
regenerate by cell division. People usually recover completely
from colds because the epithelium of the respiratory tract,
which the viruses infect, can efficiently repair itself. In contrast, damage inflicted by poliovirus to mature nerve cells is
permanent, because these cells do not divide and usually cannot be replaced. Many of the temporary symptoms associated
with viral infections, such as fever and aches, actually result
from the body's own efforts at defending itself against infection rather than from cell death caused by the virus.
The immune system is a complex and critical part of the
body's natural defenses (see Chapter 43). It is also the basis for
the major medical tool for preventing viral infectionsvaccines. A vaccine is a harmless variant or derivative of a
pathogen that stimulates the immune system to mount defenses against the harmful pathogen. Smallpox, a viral disease
that was at one time a devastating scourge in many parts of the
world, was eradicated by a vaccination program carried out by
the World Health Organization. The very narrow host range
of the smallpox virus-it infects only humans-was a critical
factor in the success of this program. Similar worldwide vaccination campaigns are currently under way to eradicate polio
and measles. Effective vaccines are also available against
rubella, mumps, hepatitis B, and a number of other viral
diseases.
Although vaccines can prevent certain viral illnesses, medical technology can do little, at present, to cure most viral infections once they occur. The antibiotics that help us recover
from bacterial infections are powerless against viruses. Antibiotics kill bacteria by inhibiting enzymes specific to bacteria but have no effect on eukaryotic or virally encoded
enzymes. However, the few enzymes that are encoded by
viruses have provided targets for other drugs. Most antiviral
drugs resemble nucleosides and as a result interfere with viral
nucleic acid synthesis. One such drug is acyclovir, which impedes herpesvirus reproduction by inhibiting the viral polymerase that synthesizes viral DNA. Similarly, azidothymidine
(AZT) curbs HIV reproduction by interfering with the synthesis of DNA by reverse transcriptase. In the past two
decades, much effort has gone into developing drugs against
HI\!: Currently, multidrug treatments, sometimes called
"cocktaiJs,~ have been found to be most effective. Such treatments commonly include a combination of m'o nucleoside
mimics and a protease inhibitor, which interferes with an enzyme required for assembly of the viruses.

Emerging Viruses
Viruses that appear suddenly or are new to medical scientists
are often referred to as emerging viruses. HIV, the AIDS virus,
is a classic example: This virus appeared in San Francisco in

the early 1980s, seemingly out of nowhere, although later
studies uncovered a case in the Belgian Congo that occurred
as early as 1959. The deadly Ebola virus, recognized initially in
1976 in central Africa, is one of several emerging viruses that
cause hemorrhagicfever, an often fatal syndrome (set ofsymptoms) characterized by fever, vomiting, massive bleeding, and
circulatory system collapse. A number of other dangerous
emerging viruses cause encephalitis, inflammation of the
brain. One example is the West Nile virus, which appeared in
North America for the first time in 1999 and has spread to all
48 contiguous states in the United States.
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) first appeared in
southern China in November 2002. A global outbreak that occurred during the follOWing eight months infected about 8,000
people and killed more than 700. Researchers quickly identified the infectious agent as a coronavirus, a virus with a single·
stranded RNA genome (class IV) that had not previously been
known to cause disease in humans. Public health workers responded rapidly, isolating patients and quarantining those
who had come in contact with them. Because of low infectivity and other characteristics of the SARS virus, this rapid response succeeded in quelling the outbreak before it could
infect a much larger population.
How do such viruses burst on the human scene, giving rise
to harmful diseases that were previously rare or even unknown? Three processes contribute to the emergence of viral
diseases. The first, and perhaps most important, is the mutation of existing viruses. RNA viruses tend to have an unusually high rate of mutation because errors in replicating their
RNA genomes are not corrected by proofreading. Some mutations change existing viruses into new genetic varieties
(strains) that can cause disease, even in individuals who are
immune to the ancestral virus. For instance, general outbreaks of flu, or flu epidemics, are caused by new strains of
influenza virus genetically different enough from earlier
strains that people have little immunity to them.
A second process that can lead to the emergence of viral
diseases is the dissemination of a viral disease from a small,
isolated human population. For instance, AIDS went unnamed and virtually unnoticed for decades before it began to
spread around the world. In this case, technological and social
factors, including affordable international travel, blood transfusions, sexual promiscuity, and the abuse of intravenous
drugs, allowed a previously rare human disease to become a
global scourge.
A third source of new viral diseases in humans is the spread
of existing viruses from other animals. Scientists estimate that
about three-quarters of new human diseases originate in this
way. Animals that harbor and can transmit a particular virus
but are generally unaffected by it are said to act as a natural
reservoir for that virus. For example, a species of bat has been
identified as the likely natural reservoir of the SARS virus. Bats
are sold as food in China, and their dried feces are even sold
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for medicinal uses; either of these practices could provide a
route for transmission of the virus to humans.
Flu epidemics provide an instructive example of the effects
of viruses moving between species. There are three types of
influenza virus: types Band C, which infect only humans and
have never caused an epidemic, and type A, which infects a
wide range of animals, including birds, pigs, horses, and humans. Influenza A strains have caused three major flu epidemics among humans in the last l00years. The worst was the
uSpanish flu~ pandemic (a global epidemic) of 1918-1919,
which killed about 40 million people, including many World
War I soldiers (Figure 19.9a). Evidence points to birds as the
source of the 1918 flu pandemic.
A likely scenario for that pandemic and others is that they
began when the virus mutated as it passed from one host
species to another. When an animal is infected with more than
one strain offlu virus, the different strains can undergo genetic
recombination if the RNA molecules making up their
genomes mix and match during viral assembly. Coupled with
mutation, these changes can lead to the emergence of a viral
strain that is capable of infecting human cells. Having never

(a) The 1918 flu pandemic. Many of those infeded were treated in
large makeshift hospitals. such as this one.

.... ..
•

~

• 0.5 pm

(bl Influenza A H5N1 virus.
Virus particles are seen
budding from an infeded
cell in this colorized TEM.

e(l Vaccinating ducks. Veterinarians
administer ~accinalions in a
region of China reporting cases of
avian flu. caused by strain H5Nl

.. Figure 19.9 Influenza in humans and other animals.
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been exposed to that particular strain before, humans will lack
immunity, and the recombinant virus has the potential to be
highly pathogenic. If such a flu virus recombines with viruses
that circulate widely among humans, it may acquire the ability
to spread easily from person to person, dramatically increasing the potential for a major human outbreak.
Different strains of influenza A are given standardized
names; for example, the strain that caused the 1918 flu is called
HINL The name identifies which forms of two viral surface
proteins are present: hemagglutinin (H) and neuraminidase
(N). There are 16 different types of hemagglutinin, a protein
that helps the flu virus attach to host cells, and 9 types of neuraminidase, an enzyme that helps release new virus particles
from infected cells. Water birds have been found that carry
viruses with all possible combinations of Hand N.
In 1997, at least 18 people in Hong Kong were infected
with an HSNI virus (Figure 19.9b); six of these people subsequently died. The same strain, previously seen only in wild
birds, had killed several thousand chickens earlier that year,
presumably passed along from wild birds or other species. A
mass culling of all of Hong Kong's 1.5 million domestic birds
appeared to stop that outbreak. Beginning in 2002, however,
new cases ofH5N 1 human infection began to crop up around
southeast Asia. By 2007, the disease caused by this virus, now
called ~avian flu,u had killed about 160 people. Perhaps even
more alarming is the overall mortality rate, which is greater
than 50%. More than 100 million birds have either died from
the disease or been killed to prevent the spread of infection;
efforts are under way to vaccinate birds of several species
(Figure 19.9c).
The geographical and host ranges of avian flu virus continue
to expand. It has shown up in wild or domestic birds in Africa
and Europe, as well as in pigs, tigers, and domestic cats and
dogs. The expanding host range provides increasing opportunities for different strains of virus to reassart their genetic material and for new strains to emerge. If the HSNI avian flu virus
evolves so that it can spread easily from person to person, it
could bring about a major human outbreak. Human-to-human
transmission is strongly suspected in several cases where the
disease has clustered in families, but so far the disease has not
spread beyond small groups to cause an epidemic. For those
studying emerging viruses and their ability to give rise to a human pandemic, avian flu provides a sobering lesson in progress.
As we have seen, emerging viruses are generally not new;
rather, they are existing viruses that mutate, disseminate more
widely in the current host species, or spread to new host
species. Changes in host behavior or environmental changes
can increase theviraI traffic responsible for emerging diseases.
For example, new roads through remote areas can allow
viruses to spread between previously isolated human populations. Also, the destruction of forests to expand cropland can
bring humans into contact with other animals that may host
viruses capable of infecting humans.

Viral Diseases in Plants
More than 2,000 types of viral diseases of plants are known,
and together they account for an estimated annual10ss 0£$15
billion worldwide due to their destruction of agricultural and
horticultural crops. Common signs of viral infection include
bleached or brown spots on leaves and fruits, stunted growth,
and damaged flowers or roots, all tending to diminish the
yield and quality of crops (Figure 19.10).
Plant viruses have the same basic struchtre and mode of reproduction as animal viruses. Most plant viruses discovered thus
far, including tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), have an RNA
genome. Many have a helical capsid, like TMV (see Figure 19.3a);

others have an icosahedral capsid.
Viral diseases of plants spread by two major routes. In the
first route, called horiwntaltransmission, a plant is infe<ted
from an external source of the virus. Because the invading
virus must get past the plant's outer protective layer of cells
(the epidermis), a plant becomes more susceptible to viral infections if it has been damaged by wind, injury, or herbivores.
Herbivores, especially insects, pose a double threat because
they can also act as carriers of viruses, transmitting disease
from plant to plant. Farmers and gardeners may transmit plant
viruses inadvertently on pruning shears and other tools. The
other route of viral infection is vertical transmission, in which
a plant inherits a viral infection from a parent. Vertical transmission can occur in asexual propagation (for example, cuttings) or in sexual reproduction via infected seeds.
Once a virus enters a plant cell and begins reproducing, viral genomes and associated proteins can spread throughout the
plant by means of plasmodesmata, the cytoplasmic conne<tions that penetrate the walls bern'een adjacent plant cells (see

... Figure 19.10 Viral
infection of plants.
Infection with particular viruses
causes irregular brown patches on tomatoes (left),
black blotching on squash (center), and streaking in
tulips due to redistribution of pigment granules (right)

Figure 6.28). The passage of viral macromole<ules from cell to
cell is facilitated by virally encoded proteins that cause enlargement of plasmodesmata. Scientists have not yet devised cures
for most viral plant diseases, Consequently, their efforts are focused largely on reducing the transmission of such diseases
and on breeding resistant varieties of crop plants.

Viroids and Prions:
The Simplest Infectious Agents
As small and simple as viruses are, they dwarf another class of
pathogens:viroids. These arecircular RNA molecules, only afew
hundred nucleotides long, that infect plants. Viroids do not encode proteins but can replicate in host plant cells, apparently using host cell enzymes. These small RNA mole<ules seem to cause
errors in the regulatory systems that control plant growth, and the
typical signs of viroid diseases are abnormal development and
stunted growth. One viroid disease, called cadang-cadang, has
killed more than 10 million coconut palms in the Philippines.
An important lesson from viroids is that a single molecule
can be an infectious agent that spreads a disease. But viroids are
nucleic acid, whose ability to be replicated is well known. Even
more surprising is the evidence for infectious proteins, called
prioRS, which appear to cause a number of degenerative brain
diseases in various animal species. These diseases include
scrapie in sheep; mad cow disease, which has plagued the European beef industry in recent years; and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in humans, which has caused the death ofsome 150 people
in Great Britain over the past decade. Prions are most likely
transmitted in food, as may occur when people eat prion-laden
beef from cattle with mad cow disease. Kuru, another human
disease caused by prions, was identified in the early 19(X)s
among the South Fore natives of New
Guinea, Akuru epidemic peaked there in
the 1960s, puzzling scientists, who at first
thought the disease had a genetic basis.
Eventually, however, anthropological investigations ferreted out how the disease
was spread: ritual cannibalism, a widespread practice among South Fore natives at that time.
Two characteristics of prions are especially alarming. First, prions act very
slowly, with an incubation period of at
least ten years before symptoms develop.
The lengthy incubation period prevents
sources of infection from being identified until long after the first cases appear,
allowing many more infections to occur.
Second, prions are virtually indestructible; they are not destroyed or deactivated
by heating to normal cooking temperatures. To date, there is no known cure for
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prion diseases, and the only hope for developing effective treatments lies in understanding the process of infection.
How can a protein, which cannot replicate itself, be a transmissible pathogen? According to the leading model, a prion is
a misfolded form of a protein normally present in brain cells.
When the prion gets into a cell containing the normal form of
the protein, the prion somehow converts normal protein mol~
ecules to the misfolded prion versions. Several prions then ag~
gregate into a complex that can convert other normal proteins
to prions, which join the chain (Figure 19.11). Prion aggregation interferes with normal cellular functions and causes
disease symptoms. This model was greeted with much
skepticism when it was first proposed by Stanley Prusiner in
the early 198Os, but it is now widely accepted. Prusiner was
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1997 for his work on prions.
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.. Figure 19.11 Model for how prions
propagate. Prions are mis/olded versions of
normal brain proteins. When a prion contacts
a normally folded version of the same protein,
It may indl.lce the normal protein to assl.lme
the abnormal shape, The resulting chain
reaction may continue until high levels of
prion aggregation cause cellular malfunction
and eventual degeneration of the brain.

CHECK

19.3

I. Describe two ways a preexisting virus can become an
emerging virus.
2. Contrast horizontal and vertical transmission of
viruses in plants.
3. TMV has been isolated from virtually all commercial
tobacco products. Why, then, is TMV infection not
an additional hazard for smokers?
4. _Mtnl. How might the HSNI avian flu
virus have spread from Asia to Africa and Europe?
Is it likely that human air travel could have
spread this virus? How could you test your
hypothesis?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

synthesize progeny viruses. Each type of virus has a characteristic host range,
.. Reproductive Cycles of Phages Phages (viruses that infect
bacteria) can reproduce by two alternative mechanisms: the
lytic cycle and the lysogenic cycle,

.',11'.,,- 19.1
Avirus consisls of a nucleic acid surrounded by a
protein coat (pp. 381-384)
.. The Discovery of Viruses: Scientific Inquiry Researchers
discovered viruses in the late 1800s by studying a plant disease, tobacco mosaic disease.

Elac:terr~1

chromosome

.. Structure of Viruses A virus is a small nucleic acid genome
enclosed in a protein capsid and sometimes a membranous
envelope containing viral proteins that help viruses enter cells.
The genome may be single~ or double·stranded DNA or RNA.

••,1'''''-19.2
Viruses reproduce only in host cells (pp. 384-390)
.. General Features of Viral Reproductive Cycles Viruses
use enzymes, ribosomes, and small molecules of host cells to
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lytic cycle
• Virulent or temper~te ph~ge
• Destruction ot host DNA
• ProdlKtion ot new phages
• L~I of host cell C~Use5 rele~se
of progeny ph~ges

\

L)"logenic cycle
• Temperate phage only
• Genome integr~tes into bacterial
chromosome ~s prophage, which
(I) is replicated and passed on to
d~ughter cells ~nd
W Cil/1 be Induced to le~ve the chromosome and InitIate a lytiC cycle

c. genetic material composed of nucleic acid
d. cell division
e. independent existence

-M4if.•
Acthity
Acthity
Acthity
Actl\'lty

Simplified Viral Reproductive Cycle
Phage Lytic Cycle
Phage Lysogenic and Lytic Cycles
Retrovirus (HIV) Reproductive C)"Cle

• ',11""-19.3
Viruses, viroids, and prions are formidable pathogens
in animals and plants (pp. 390--394)
.. Viral Diseases in Animals Symptoms may be caused by
direct viral harm to cells or by the body's immune response.
Vaccines stimulate the immune system to defend the host
against specific viruses.
... Emerging Viruses Outbreaks of "new" viral diseases in humans are usually caused by existing viruses that expand their
host territory. The H5Nl avian flu virus is being closely monitored for its potential to cause a serious flu pandemic.
.. Viral Diseases in Plants Viruses enter plant cells through
damaged cell walls (horizontal transmission) or are inherited
from a parent (vertical transmission).
.. Viroids and Prions: The Simplest Infectious Agents
Viroids are naked RNA molecules that infect plants and disrupt their growth. Prions are slow-acting, Virtually indestructible infectious proteins that cause brain diseases in mammals.

-M4It.•
Investigation What C~uses Infections in AIDS Patients'
In...·stigation Why Do AIDS Rates Differ Aero.. the U.s.?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

4. Emerging viruses arise by
a. mutation of existing viruses.
b. the spread of existing viruses to new host species.
c. the spread of existing viruses more widely within their
host species.
d. all of the above
e. none of the above
5. To cause a human pandemic, the H5Nl avian flu virus would
have to
a. spread to primates such as chimpanzees.
b. develop into a virus with a different host range.
c. become capable of human-to-human transmission.
d. arise independently in chickens in North and South
America.
e. become much more pathogenic.
6. "P.,I,I'iI Redraw Figure 19.7 to show the reproductive cycle of a virus with a single-stranded genome that can function
as mRNA (a class IV virus).
For Self· Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-$14 if·. ViSit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com lor a
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. The success of some viruses lies in their ability to evolve rapidly
within the host. Such a virus evades the host's defenses by mutating and producing many altered progeny viruses before the
body can mount an attack. Thus, the viruses present late in infection differ from those that initially infected the body. Discuss this as an example of evolution in microcosm. Which viral
lineages tend to predominate?

SELF·QUIZ
I. A bacterium is infected with an experimentally constructed
bacteriophage composed of the 1'2 phage protein coat and T4
phage DNA. The new phages produced would have
a. 1'2 protein and T4 DNA.
b. 1'2 protein and T2 DNA.
c. a mixture of the DNA and proteins of both phages.
d. 14 protein and T4 DNA.
e. 14 protein and T2 DNA.
2. RNA viruses require their own supply ofcertain enzymes because
a. host cells rapidly destroy the viruses.
b. host cells lack enzymes that can replicate the viral genome.
c. these enzymes translate viral mRNA into proteins.
d. these enzymes penetrate host cell membranes.
e. these enzymes cannot be made in host cells.
3. Which of the follOWing characteristics, structures, or processes
is common to both bacteria and viruses?
a. metabolism
b. ribosomes

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8. When bacteria infect an animal, the number of bacteria in the
body increases in an exponential fashion (graph A). After infection by a virulent animal virus with a lytic reproductive cycle,
there is no evidence of infection for a while. Then, the number
of viruses rises suddenly and subsequently increases in a series
of steps (graph B). Explain the difference in the curves.
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Biological Inquiry: A Workbook ofln"eitigati\"e (aiei Explore West Nile
virus in the case "The Dunor's Dilemma,· E"I'lore the immune response to nu
pathogens with the c~se ·P~ndemic Flu (Past and Possible)."
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20.1 DNA cloning yields multiple copies of a gene
or other DNA segment
20.2 DNA technology allows us to study the
sequence, expression, and function of a gene
20.3 Cloning organisms may lead to production of
stem cells for research and other applications
20.4 The practical applications of DNA technology
affect our lives in many ways

r'bliA'lt'.

The DNA Toolbox
n 1995, a major scientific milestone was announced: For the
first time, researchers had sequenced the entire genome of
a free-living organism, the bacterium Haemophilus influenzac. This news electrified the scientific community. Few among
them would have dared to dream that a mere 12 years later,

I

genome sequencing would be under way for more than 2,000
species. By 2fX17, researchers had completely sequenced hundreds of prokaryotic genomes and dozens of eukaryotic ones,
including all 3 billion base pairs ofthe human genome.
Ultimately, these achievements can be attributed to ad·
vances in DNA technology-methods of working with and
manipulating DNA-that had their roots in the 1970s. A key
accomplishment was the invention of techniques for making
recombinant DNA, DNA molecules formed when segments
of DNA from two different sources-often different speciesare combined in vitro (in a test tube). This advance set the
stage for further development of powerful techniques for analyzing genes and gene expression. How scientists prepare recombinant DNA and use DNA technology to answer
fundamental biological questions are one focus ofthis chapter.
Another focus of the chapter is how our lives are affected by
biotechnology, the manipulation oforganisms or their compo·
3%

.... Figure 20.1 How can this array of spots be used to
compare normal and cancerous tissues?

nents to make useful products. Biotechnology has a long history
that includes such early practices as selective breeding of farm
animals and using microorganisms to make wine and cheese.
Today, biotechnology also encompasses genetic engineering,
the direct manipulation ofgenes for practical purposes. Genetic
engineering has launched a revolution in biotechnology, greatly
expanding the scope ofits potential applications. Tools from the
DNA toolbox are now applied in ways that were unthinkable
only a decade ago, affecting everything from agriculrure to
criminal law to medical research. For instance, on the DNA microarray in figure 20.1, the colored spots represent the relative
level of expression of 2,400 human genes. Using microarray
analysis, researchers can quickly compare gene expression in
different samples, such as those obtained from normal and cancerous tissues. The knowledge gained from such gene expression studies is making a significant contribution to the study of
cancer and other diseases.
In this chapter, we first describe the main techniques for
manipulating DNA and analyzing gene expression and function. Next, we explore paranel advances in cloning organisms
and producing stem cells, techniques that have both expanded
our basic understanding ofbiology and enhanced our ability to
apply this understanding to global problems. Finally, we survey the practical applications of biotechnology and consider
some of the social and ethical issues that arise as modern
biotechnology becomes more pervasive in our lives.

r~~:j;:n~~; ~ields multiple
copies of a gene or other
DNA segment

The molecular biologist studying a particular gene faces a
challenge. Naturally occurring DNA molecules are very long,

and a single molecule usually carries many genes. Moreover,
in many eukaryotic genomes, genes occupy only a small proportion of the chromosomal DNA, the rest being noncoding
nucleotide sequences. A single human gene, for example,
might constitute only '1100.000 of a chromosomal DNA molecule. As a further complication, the distinctions between a
gene and the surrounding DNA are subtle, consisting only of
differences in nucleotide sequence. To work directly with specific genes, scientists have developed methods for preparing
well-defined segments of DNA in multiple identical copies, a
process called DNA cloning.

DNA Cloning and Its
Applications: A Preview
Most methods for cloning pieces ofDNA
in the laboratory share certain general
features. One common approach uses
bacteria, most often Escherichia coli. Recall from Chapter 16 that the E. coli chromosome is a large circular molecule of
DNA. In addition, E. coli and many other
bacteria have plasmids, small circular
DNA molecules that replicate separately
from the bacterial chromosome. A plasmid has only a small number of genes;
these genes may be useful when the bacterium is in a particular environment but
may not be required for survival or reproduction under most conditions.
To clone pieces of DNA in the laboratory, researchers first isolate a plasmid
from a bacterial cell and insert DNA
from another source ("foreign" DNA)
into it (Figure 20.2). The resulting plasmid is now a recombinant DNA molecule, combining DNA from two sources.
The plasmid is then returned to a bacterial cell, producing a recombinant
bacterium. This single cell reproduces
through repeated cell divisions to form a
done of cells, a population ofgenetically
identical cells. Because the dividing bacteria replicate the recombinant plasmid
and pass it on to their descendants, the
foreign DNA and any genes it carries are
cloned at the same time. The production
of multiple copies of a single gene is
called gene doning.
Gene cloning is useful for two basic
purposes: to make many copies of a particular gene and to produce a protein
product. Researchers can isolate copies

of a doned gene from bacteria for use in basic research or to
endow an organism with a new metabolic capability, such as
pest resistance. For example, a resistance gene present in one
crop species might be cloned and transferred into plants ofanother species. Alternatively, a protein with medical uses, such
as human growth hormone, can be harvested in large quantities from cultures of bacteria carrying the cloned gene for the
protein.
Most protein-coding genes exist in only one copy per
haploid genome-roughly one part per million in the case of
human DNA-so the ability to prepare large amounts of
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... Figure 20.2 A preview of gene cloning and some uses of cloned geMs. In this
simplified diagram of gene cloning, we start with a plasmid isolated from a bacterial cell and a gene of
interest from another organism. Only one copy of the plasmid and one copy of the gene of interest are
shown at the top of the figure. but the starting materials would include many copies of each.
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such rare DNA fragments is crucial for any application involving a single gene. In the rest of this chapter, you will
learn more about the techniques outlined in Figure 20.2 and
related methods.

Using Restriction Enzymes to Make
Recombinant DNA
Gene cloning and genetic engineering rely on the use of enzymes that cut DNA molecules at a limited number of specific
locations. These enzymes, called restriction endonucleases,
or restriction enzymes, were discovered in the late 1960s by
researchers studying bacteria. As you learned in Chapter 19,
restriction enzymes protect the bacterial cell by cutting up
foreign DNA from other organisms or phages.
Hundreds of different restriction enzymes have been identified and isolated. Each restriction enzyme is very specific,
recognizing a particular short DNA sequence, or restriction
site, and cutting both DNA strands at precise points within
this restriction site. The DNA of a bacterial cell is protected
from the cell's own restriction enzymes by the addition of
methyl groups (-CH 3 ) to adenines or cytosines within the sequences recognized by the enzymes.
The top ofFigure 20.3 illustrates a restriction site recognized
by a particular restriction enzyme from E. coli. As shown in this
example, most restriction sites are symmetrical. That is, the sequence of nudeotides is the same on both strands when read in
the 5' ---+ 3' direction. Most restriction enzymes recognize sequences containing four to eight nucleotides. Because any sequence this short usually occurs (by chance) many times in a
long DNA molecule, a restriction enzyme will make many cuts
in a DNA molecule, yielding a set of restriction fragments.
All copies of a particular DNA molecule always yield the
same set of restriction fragments when exposed to the same
restriction enzyme. In other words, a restriction enzyme
cuts a DNA molecule in a reproducible way. (Later you will
learn how the different fragments can be separated and distinguished from each other.)
The most useful restriction enzymes cleave the sugarphosphate backbones in the two DNA strands in a staggered
manner, as indicated in Figure 20.3. The resulting doublestranded restriction fragments have at least one singlestranded end, called a sticky end. These short extensions can
form hydrogen-bonded base pairs with complementary sticky
ends on any other DNA molecules cut with the same enzyme.
The associations formed in this way are only temporary but
can be made permanent by the enzyme DNA ligase. As you
learned in Chapter 16, this enzyme catalyzes the formation of
covalent bonds that close up the sugar-phosphate backbones
of DNA strands; for example, it joins Okazaki fragments during replication. You can see at the bottom of Figure 20.3 that
the ligase-catalyzed joining of DNA from two different
sources produces a stable recombinant DNA molecule.
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.... Figure 20.3 Using a restriction enzyme and DNA ligase
to make recombinant DNA. The restriction enzyme In this
example (called EcoRI) recognizes a specific six-base-pair sequence. the
restriction site, and makes staggered cuts in the sugar·phosphate
backbones within this sequence, producing fragments with sticky
ends. Any fragments with complementary sticky ends can base-pair,
including the two original fragments; If the fragments come from
different DNA molecules, the product is recombinant DNA.
••p.W"1 The restriction enzyme HindlIl recognizes the sequence
S'-AAGCTT-3'. cutting between the two ·As. Draw the doublestranded sequence before and after the enzyme cuts,

Cloning a Eukaryotic Gene
in a Bacterial Plasmid
Now that you've learned about restriction enzymes and DNA
ligase, we can take a closer look at how genes are cloned in
plasmids. The original plasmid is called a doning vector, defined as a DNA molecule that can carry foreign DNA into a
host cell and replicate there. Bacterial plasmids are widely
used as doning vectors for several reasons. They can be easily
isolated from bacteria, manipulated to form recombinant
plasmids by insertion of foreign DNA in vitro, and then reintroduced into bacterial cells. Moreover, recombinant bacterial plasmids (and the foreign DNA they carry) multiply rapidly
owing to the high reproductive rate of their host cells.

Producing Clones of Cells
Carrying Recombinant Plasmids

• ~:ZOA

Research Method

Cloning Genes in Bacterial Plasmids
Let's say we are researchers interested in
studying the f3-globin gene in a particular species of hummingbird to see if this
oxygen-carrying protein is different from
its counterpart in other, less metabolically active species. Figure 20.4 details
one method for doning hummingbird
genes using a bacterial plasmid as the
doning vector.
We begin by isolating hummingbird genomic DNA from hummingbird
cells. We also isolate our chosen vector, a
particular bacterial plasmid from E. coli
cells. The plasmid has been engineered
to carry hm genes that will later prove
useful: amr/, which makes E. coli cells
resistant to the antibiotic ampicillin, and
UlCZ, which encodes an enzyme called
l3-galactosidase that hydrolyzes the
sugar lactose. TIlis enzyme can also hydrolyze a similar synthetic molecule
called X-gal to form a blue product. The
plasmid contains only one copy ofthe restriction site re<ognized by the restriction enzyme used in the next step; that
site is within the UlCZ gene.
Both the plasmid and the hummingbird DNA are cut with the same restriction enzyme, and then
the
fragments are mixed together, allowing
base pairing between their complementarystickyends. Wethen add DNA ligase,
which covalently bonds the sugarphosphate backbones of the fragments
whose sticky ends have base-paired. Some
of the resulting recombinant plasmids
contain hummingbird DNA fragments
like the three shown in Figure 20.4; one of
the three carries the l3·globin gene. This
step will also generate other products,
such as ptasmids containing several hummingbird DNA fragments, a<ombination
oftwo plasmids, or a rejoined, nonrecombinant version of the original plasmid.
The DNA mixture is then added to
bacteria that have a mutation in the lacZ
gene on their own chromosome, making
them unable to hydrolyze lactose or Xgal. Under suitable experimental conditions, the cells take up foreign DNA by

o

e

e

o

APPLICATION Gene cloning is a process that produces many copies of a gene of interest
These copies can be used in sequencing the gene, in producing its encoded protein, or in basic research or other applications.
TECHNIQUE
In thiS example, hummingbird genes are inserted into plasmids from E coli
Only three plasmids and three hummingbird DNA fragments are shown, but millions of copies
of the plasmid and a miKlure of millions of different humming'
bird DNA fragments would be present in the samples,

o Isolate
plasmid DNA
from bacterial cells
and DNA from
hummingbird cells,
The hummingbird
DNA contains the
gene of interest.
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restriction enzyme, one that makes a
single cut within the lad gene and many
cuts within the hummingbird DNA.
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DNA
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Join by base
pairing; add DNA ligase to seal them
together, The products are
recombinant plasmids and many
nonrecombinant plasmids.
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o Mix
the DNA with baderial cells
that
a mutation in their own lad
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gene. Some cells take up a recombinant
plasmid or other DNA molecule by
transformation

o Plate
the baderia on agar containing
ampicillin and X-gal, a molecule
resembling lactose, Incubate until
colonies grow.
RESULTS
Only a cell
that took up a plasmid, which has
the ampR gene, will reproduce
and form a colony, Colonies with
nonrecombinant plasmids will be
blue, because they can hydrolyze
X·gal, forming a blue product.
Colonies with recombinant plas·
mids, in which lad is disrupted,
will be white, because they
cannot hydrolyze X-gal

Nonrecombinant
plasmid

00
ctPJ~

Bacteria carrying
plasmids

Colony carrying non·
recombinant plasmid
with intad lacZ gene

Colony carrying
recombinant plasmid
with disrupted
lad gene

.','h UII 4

If the medium used in
step 5 did not contain ampicillin,
what other colonies would grow?
What color would they be?
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transformation (see pp. 306 and 561). Some cells acquire a recombinant plasmid carrying a gene, while others may take up a
nonrecombinant plasmid, a fragment of noncoding hummingbird DNA, or nothing at alL The ampR and tacZ genes on the
plasmid can help us sort out these possibilities.
First, plating out all the bacteria on solid nutrient
medium (agar) containing ampicillin allows us to distinguish the cells that have taken up plasmids, whether recombinant or not, from the other cells. Under these conditions,
only cells with a plasmid will reproduce because only they
have the ampR gene conferring resistance to the ampicillin
in the medium. Each reproducing bacterium forms a clone
of cells. Once the clone contains between 105 and 108 cells,
it is visible as a mass, or colony, on the agar. As cells reproduce, any foreign genes carried by recombinant plasmids
are also copied (cloned).
Second, the presence of X-gal in the medium allows us to
distinguish colonies with recombinant plasmids from those
with nonrecombinant plasmids. Colonies containing nonrecombinant plasmids have the lacZ gene intact and will produce functional ~-galactosidase. These colonies will be blue
because the enzyme hydrolyzes the X-gal in the medium,
forming a blue product. In contrast, no functional ~-galactosi
dase is produced in colonies containing recombinant plasmids
with foreign DNA inserted into the facZ gene; these colonies
will therefore be white.

o

...

~
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The procedure to this point will have cloned many different
hummingbird DNA fragments, not just the ~-globin gene that
interests us. In fact, taken together, the white colonies should
represent all the DNA sequences from the hummingbird
genome, including noncoding regions as well as genes. How
do we find the colony {cell clone} carrying the f3-globin gene
among the many clones carrying other pieces ofhummingbird
DNA? Before addressing this question, we must consider how
the clones are stored.

Storing Cloned Genes in DNA libraries
The cloning procedure in Figure 20.4, which starts with a mixture of fragments from the entire genome of an organism, is
called a ~shotgun" approach; no single gene is targeted for
cloning. Thousands of different recombinant plasmids are
produced in step 3, and a clone of cells carrying each type of
plasmid ends up as a white colony in step 5. The complete set
of plasmid-containing cell clones, each carrying copies of a
particular segment from the initial genome, is referred to as a
genomic library (Figure 20.Sa). Each "plasmid clone" in the
library is like a book containing specific information. Today,
scientists often obtain such libraries (or even particular
cloned genes) from another researcher, a commercial source,
or a sequencing center.
Certain bacteriophages have also been used as cloning vectors for making genomic libraries. Fragments of foreign DNA

Foreign genome
cut up with
restrictIOn
enzyme

large plasmid

l

7"'"'"

BAC
clone

Recombinant
phage DNA

Bacterial
clones

Ij---ll-:'Recombinant
plasmids

Phage
clones

(a) Plasmid library. Shown are three of the
thousands of "books" in a plasmid library,
Each "book" is a clone of bacterial cells,
which contain copies of a particular foreign
genome fragment (pink, yellow, black
segments) in their recombinant plasmids.

(b) Phage library. The same three foreign
genome segments are shown in three
"books" of a phage library,

... Figure 20.5 Genomic libraries. A
genomic library is a collection of many bacterial
or phage clones, Each clone carries copies of a
particular DNA segment from a foreign

genome, integrated into an appropriate DNA
vector, such as a plasmid or a trimmed·down
phage genome. In a complete genomic library,
the foreign DNA segments cover the entire
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Large insert
with many genes

(c) A library of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones. Such libraries are
usually stored in a "multiwell" plastic plate;
a 384-well plate is shown here, Each clone
occupies one well, (The library of an entire
genome would require many such plates,)
Plasmid libraries can also be stored thiS way
genome of an organism. Note that the bacterial
chromosomes in (a) and (c) are not drawn to
scale; they are actually about 1,000 times as
large as the vectors,

can be spliced into a trimmed-down version ofa phage genome,
as into a plasmid, by using a restriction enzyme and DNA ligase.
The normal infection process allows production of many new
phage particles, each carrying the foreign DNA. An advantage
of using phages as vectors is that while a standard plasmid can
carry a DNA insert no larger than 12,000 base pairs (12 kb), a
phage can carry an insert of about 25 kb. A genomic library
made using phages is stored as a collection of phage clones
(Figure 20.Sb). Because restriction enzymes do not recognize
gene boundaries, some genes in either type of genomic library
will be cut and divided up among two or more dones.
Another type of vector used in library construction is a
bacterial artificial chromosome (RAC). In spite ofthe name,
these are simply large plasmids, trimmed down so they contain
just the genes necessary to ensure replication and capable of
carrying inserts of 100-300 kb. The very large insert size minimizes the number ofclones needed to make up the genomic library, but it also makes them more challenging to work with in
the lab. BAC clones are usually stored in multiwelled plastic
plates, with one done per well (Figure 20.Se). This orderly
storage ofdones, identified by their location in the plate, makes
screening for the gene of interest very efficient, as we will see.
Researchers can make another kind of DNA library by starting with mRNA extracted from cells (Figure 20.6). The enzyme
reverse transcriptase (obtained from retroviruses) is used in vitro
to make single-stranded DNA transcripts of the mRNA molecules. Recall that the 3' end ofthe mRNA has astretch ofadenine
(A) ribonucleotides called a poly-A tail. TIlis feature allows use
of a short strand of thymine (dT) deoxyribonudeotides as a
primer for the reverse transcriptase. Following enzymatic degradation ofthe mRNA, asecond DNA strand, complementary to the
first, is synthesized by DNA polymerase. The resulting doublestranded DNA is called complementary DNA (eDNA). For
creating a library, the cDNA is modified by the addition of restriction enzyme recognition sequences at each end. Then the
cDNA is inserted into vector DNA in a manner similar to the insertion of genomic DNA fragments. The extracted mRNA is a
mixture of all the mRNA molecules in the original cells, transcribed from many different genes. Therefore, the cDNAs that
are cloned make up a eDNA library containing a collection of
genes. However, a eDNA library represents only part of the
genome-only the subset of genes that were transcribed in the
cells from which the mRNA was isolated.
Genomic and cDNA libraries each have advantages, depending on what is being studied. If you want to clone a gene
but don't know what cell type expresses it or cannot obtain
enough cells of the appropriate type, a genomic library is almost certain to contain the gene. Also, if you are interested in
the regulatory sequences or introns associated with a gene, a
genomic library is required because these sequences are absent from the fully processed mRNAs used in making a eDNA
library. For this very reason, if you are interested only in the
coding sequence of a gene, you can obtain a stripped-down
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.. Figure 20.6 Making complementary DNA (eDNA) for a
eukaryotic gene, Complementary DNA is DNA made in vitro using
mRNA as a template for the first strand, Because the mRNA contains
only exons, the resulting double-stranded cDNA carries the complete
coding sequence of the gene but no introns, Although only one mRNA
is shown here, the final collection of eDNAs would reflect all the
mRNAs that were present in the cell,

version ofthe gene from a eDNA library. In our example of the
hummingbird f3-globin protein, a eDNA library would serve
us well. We know which cells express the gene, so we could
start making the library by isolating mRNA from hummingbird red blood cells. AeDNA library is also useful for studying
the set of genes responsible for the specialized functions of a
particular cell type, such as brain or liver cells. Finally, by making cDNA from cells of the same type at different times in the
life of an organism, researchers can trace changes in patterns
of gene expression during development.
Screening a Library for Clones Carrying a Gene
of Interest

Now, returning to the results in Figure 20.4, we're ready to
screen all the colonies with recombinant plasmids (the white
colonies) for a clone of cells containing the hummingbird 13globin gene. We can detect this gene's DNA by its ability to
base-pair with a complementary sequence on another nudeic
acid molecule, using nucleic acid hybridization. The complementary molecule, a short, single-stranded nucleic acid that
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can be either RNA or DNA, is called a nucleic add probe. If
we know at least part of the nucleotide sequence of the gene of
interest (perhaps from knowing the amino acid sequence ofthe
protein it encodes or, as in our case, the gene's nucleotide se~
quence in a closely related species), we can synthesize a probe
complementary to it. For example, if part of the sequence on
one strand of the desired gene were
5' w···GGCIAACTTAGC··· 3'

then we would synthesize this probe:

Each probe molecule, which will hydrogen-bond specifically to a complementary sequence in the desired gene, is labeled with a radioactive isotope or a fluorescent tag so we
can track it.
Recall that the clones in our hummingbird genomic library
have been stored in a multiwell plate (see Figure 20.5c). If we
transfer a few cells from each well to a defined location on a
membrane made of nylon or nitrocellulose, we can screen a
large number of clones simultaneously for the presence of
DNA complementary to our DNA probe (Figure 20.7).
Once we've identified the location of a done carrying the
j3-globin gene, wecan grow some cells from that colony in liquid

m!!m'm Research Method
Detecting a Specific DNA Sequence by Hybridization with a Nucleic Acid Probe
APPLICATION
Hybridization with a complementary nucleic acid probe detects a specific DNA
sequence within a mixture of DNA molecules. In this example, a collection of bacterial clones
from a hummingbird genomic library is screened to identify clones that carry a recombinant
plasmid bearing the gene of interest. The library is stored in many multiwell plates, with one
clone per well (see Figure 20.5c)
TECHNIQUE
Cellslrom each clone are applied to a special nylon membrane. Each membrane has room for thousands of clones (many more than are shown here) so only a few membranes are needed to hold samples of all the clones in the library. This set of membranes is an
arrayed library that can be screened for a specific gene using a labeled probe. Here the label is a
radioactive nucleotide, but other commonly used labels include enzymes. covalently linked to
the probe nucleotides, that can produce either a colored or luminescent product.

Solution in plastic bag
contains radioactively
labeled probe molecules.
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Nylon membrane

o Plate
by plate. cells from each well,
representing one clone, are transferred to
a defined spot on a special nylon membrane. The nylon membrane is treated to
break open the cells and denature their
DNA; the resulting single-stranded DNA
molecules stick to the membrane.

RESULTS

9 The membrane is then Incubated in a solution of
radioactive probe molecules complementary to
the gene of interest. Because the DNA immobilized on the membrane is single-stranded, the
single-stranded probe can base-pair with any
complementary DNA on the membrane. Excess
DNA is then rinsed off. (One spot with radioactive probe-DNA hybrids is shown here in
orange but would not be visible yet.)

The location of the black spot on the photographic film identifies the clone
containing the gene of interest. By using probes with different nucleotide sequences, researchers
can screen the collection of bacterial clones for different genes.
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OThe membrane is laid under photographic
film, allOWing any radioactive areas to
expose the film (autoradiography). Black
spots on the film correspond to
the locations on the membrane of DNA
that has hybridized to the probe. This
location can be traced back to the original
well containing the bacterial clone that
holds the gene of interest.

culture in a large tank and then easily isolate many copies of
the gene for our studies. W/e can also use the doned gene as a
probe to identify similar or identical genes in DNA from other
sources, such as other species of birds.

Expressing Cloned Eukaryotic Genes
Once a particular gene has been cloned in host cells, its protein product can be produced in large amounts for research
purposes or valuable practical applications, which we'll explore in Concept 20.4. Cloned genes can be expressed as protein in either bacterial or eukaryotic cells; each option has
advantages and disadvantages.

Bacterial Expression Systems
Getting a cloned eukaryotic gene to function in bacterial host
cells can be difficult because certain aspects ofgene expression
are different in eukaryotes and bacteria. To overcome differences in promoters and other DNA control sequences, scientists usually employ an expression vector, a doning vector
that contains a highly active bacterial promoter just upstream
of a restriction site where the eukaryotic gene can be inserted
in the correct reading frame. The bacterial host cell will recognize the promoter and proceed to express the foreign gene now
linked to that promoter. Such expression vectors allow the synthesis of many eukaryotic proteins in bacterial cells.
Another problem with expressing doned eukaryotic genes
in bacteria is the presence of noncoding regions (introns) in
most eukaryotic genes. lntrons can make a eukaryotic gene
very long and unwieldy, and they prevent correct expression
of the gene by bacterial cells, which do not have RNA-splicing
machinery. This problem can be surmounted by using a
cDNA form of the gene, which includes only the exons.

Eukaryotic Cloning and Expression Systems
Molecular biologists can avoid eukaryotic-bacterial incompatibility by using eukaryotic cells such as yeasts, rather than bacteria, as hosts for doning and/or expressing eukaryotic genes
of interest. Yeasts, single-celled fungi, offer WiO advantages:
They are as easy to grow as bacteria, and they have plasmids, a
rarity among eukaryotes. Scientists have even constructed recombinant plasmids that combine yeast and bacterial DNA
and can replicate in either type of cell. Another useful tool for
doning eukaryotic genes are yeast artificial chromosomes
(YACs), which combine the essentials of a eukaryotic chromosome-an origin for DNA replication, a centromere, and
two telomeres-with foreign DNA. These chromosome-like
vectors behave like ordinary chromosomes during mitosis,
doning the foreign DNA as the yeast cell divides. Because a
YAC can carry a much longer DNA segment than can a plasmid vector, a cloned fragment is more likely to contain an entire gene rather than just a portion of it.

Another reason to use eukaryotic host cells for expressing
a cloned eukaryotic gene is that many eukaryotic proteins will
not function unless they are modified after translation, for ex·
ample by the addition of carbohydrate or lipid groups. Bacterial cells cannot carry out these modifications, and if the gene
product requiring such processing is from a mammal, even
yeast cells may not be able to modify the protein correctly. The
use of host cells from an animal cell culture may therefore be
necessary.
Scientists have developed a variety ofmethods for introducing
recombinant DNA into eukaryotic cells. In electroporation, a
brief electrical pulse applied to a solution containing cells creates temporary holes in their plasma membranes, through
which DNA can enter. (This technique is now commonly used
for bacteria as welL) Alternatively, scientists can inject DNA directly into single eukaryotic cells using microscopically thin
needles. To get DNA into plant cells, the soil bacterium
Agrobacterium can be used, as well as other methods you will
learn about later. lfthe introduced DNA is incorporated into a
cell's genome by genetic recombination, then it may be expressed by the cell.

Amplifying DNA in Vitro: The Polymerase
Chain Reaction (PCR)
DNA cloning in cells remains the best method for preparing
large quantities of a particular gene or other DNA sequence.
However, when the source of DNA is scanty or impure, the
polymerase chain reaction, or PCR, is quicker and more se·
lective. In this technique, any specific target segment within
one or many DNA molecules can be quickly amplified
(copied many times) in a test tube. With automation, PCR
can make billions of copies of a target segment of DNA in a
few hours, significantly faster than the days it would take to
obtain the same number ofcopies by screening a DNA library
for a done with the desired gene and letting it replicate within
host cells. In fact, PCR is being used increasingly to make
enough of a specific DNA fragment to insert it directly into a
vector, entirely skipping the steps of making and screening a
library. To continue our literary analogy, PCR is like photocopying just one page rather than checking out all the books
in a library.
In the PCR procedure, a three-step cycle brings about a
chain reaction that produces an exponentially growing population of identical DNA molecules. During each cycle, the reaction mixture is heated to denature (separate) the DNA strands
and then cooled to allow annealing (hydrogen bonding) of
short, single-stranded DNA primers complementary to sequences on opposite strands at each end ofthe target sequence;
finally, a heat-stable DNA polymerase extends the primers in
the 5' ---> 3' direction. Ifa standard DNA polymerase were used,
the protein would bedenatured along with the DNA during the
first heating step and would have to be replaced after each
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cycle. The key to automating PCR was
the discovery of an unusual heat-stable
DNA polymerase, first isolated from
cells of a bacterial species living in hot
springs, that could withstand the heat at
the start ofeach cycle. Figure 20.8 illustrates the steps in PCR.
Just as impressive as the speed ofPCR
is its specificity. Only minute amounts of
DNA need be present in the starting material, and this DNA can be in a partially
degraded state, as long as a few molecules contain the complete target sequence. The key to this high specificity is
the primers, which hydrogen-bond only
to sequences at opposite ends of the target segment. (For high specificity, the
primers must be at least 15 or so nucleotides long.) By the end of the third
cycle, one-fourth of the molecules are
identical to the target segment, with
both strands the appropriate length.
With each successive cycle, the number
of target segment molecules of the correct length doubles, soon greatly outnumbering all other DNA molecules in
the reaction.
Despite its speed and specificity, PCR
amplification cannot substitute for gene
cloning in cells when large amounts of a
gene are desired. Occasional errors during PCR replication impose limits on
the number of good copies that can be
made by this method. When PCR is
used to provide the specific DNA fragment for cloning, the resulting clones
are sequenced to select clones with
error-free inserts.
Devised in 1985, PCR has had a major impact on biological research and
biotechnology. PCR has been used to
amplify DNA from a wide variety of
sources: fragments of ancient DNA
from a 4Q,OOO-year-old frozen woolly
mammoth; DNA from fingerprints or
from tiny amounts of blood, tissue, or
semen found at crime scenes; DNA
from single embryonic cells for rapid
prenatal diagnosis of genetic disorders;
and DNA of viral genes from cells infected with viruses that are difficult to
detect, such as KIV. We'll return to applications of PCR later in the chapter.
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The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
APPLICATION With PCR. any specific segment-the target sequence-within a DNA sample can be copied many times (amplified), completely in vitro.
TECHNIQUE
PCR requires double-stranded DNA containing the target sequence. a
heat-resistant DNA polymerase. all four nucleotides, and two 15- to 20-nucleotide DNA
strands that seNe as primers. One primer is complementary to one end of the target sequence on one strand: the second primer is complementary to the other end of the sequence
on the other strand.
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After 3 cycles, one-fourth of the molecules match the target sequence exactly. Alter 30 cycles, more than 99.99% of the molecules match the target sequence.

RESULTS

CONCEPT

CHECK

20.1

1. The restriction site for an enzyme called Pvul is the
following sequence:
S'-CGATCG-3'
3'-GCTAGC-S'
Staggered cuts are made between the T and C on
each strand. What type of bonds are being cleaved?
2. ,.p.W"1 One strand of a DNA molecule has the following sequence: 5'-CCTTGACGATCGTTACCG-3'.
Draw the other strand. \XliU Pvu! cut this molecule? If
so, draw the products.
3. What are some potential difficulties in using plasmid
vectors and bacterial host cells to produce large quantities of proteins from cloned eukaryotic genes?
4. _i,ij:f.,IIM !fyou wanted to amplify the doublestranded DNA fragment you drew for question 2,
show the sequence of the primers you would use, assuming each is four nucleotides long. (In reality,
primers are much longer.) Be sure to label the 5' and
3' ends.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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Gel Electrophoresis
APPLICATION
Gel eledrophoresis is used for separating nucleic acids or proteins that differ in size, electrical charge, or other
physical properties. DNA molecules are separated by gel electrophoresis in restriction fragment analysis of both cloned genes
(see Figure 20,10) and genomic DNA (see Figure 20.11).
TECHNIQUE
Gel electrophoresis separates macromolecules
on the basis of their rate of movement through a polymeric gel in
an electric field: The distance a DNA molecule travels is inversely
proportional to its length. A mixture of DNA molecules. usually
fragments produced by restriction enzyme digestion (Clltting) or
PCR amplification. is separated Into bands Each band contains
thousands of molecules of the same length.

o separate
Each sample, a mixture of DNA molecules, is placed in a
well near one end of a thin slab of gel, The gel is set
into a small plastic support and immersed in an aqueous
solution in a tray with electrodes at each end.
Power
source

Mixture of
DNA mol-

eculesof~

Cathode

Anode

different
sizes

G,I

r~~:J:e:~~i:gyallows us to

study the sequence, expression,
and function of a gene

Once DNA cloning has provided us with large quantities of
specific DNA segments, we can tackle some interesting questions about a particular gene and its function. For example,
does the sequence of the hummingbird l3-globin gene suggest
a protein structure that can carry oxygen more efficiently than
its counterpart in less metabolically active species? Does a particular human gene differ from person to person, and are certain alleles of that gene associated with a hereditary disorder?
\Xfhere in the body and when is a given gene expressed? And,
ultimately, what role does a certain gene play in an organism?
Before we can begin to address such compelling questions,
we must consider a few standard laboratory te<hniques that
are used to analyze the DNA of genes.

f} When the Cllrrent is turned on, the negatively charged DNA
molecules move toward the positive electrode, with shorter
molecules moving faster than longer ones, Bands are shown
here in blue, but on an actual gel. the bands would not be
visible at this time,
Power
source
Longer
molecules

After the current is turned off, a DNA-binding
dye is added This dye fluoresces pink In ultraviolet light, revealing
the separated bands to which it binds. In the gel below. the pink
bands correspond to DNA fragments of different lengths separated by electrophoresis, If all the samples were initially cut with
the same restriction enzyme, then the different band patterns indicate that they came from different sources,

RESULTS

Gel Electrophoresis and Southern Blotting
Many approaches for studying DNA molecules involve gcl
electrophoresis. This technique uses a gel made ofa polymer,
such as a polysaccharide. The gel acts as a molecular sieve to
separate nucleic acids or proteins on the basis of size, electrical charge, and other physical properties (Figure 20.9). Because nucleic acid molecules carry negative charges on their
phosphate groups, they all travel toward the positive pole in
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an electric field. As they move, the thicket of polymer fibers
impedes longer molecules more than it does shorter ones,
separating them by length. Thus, gel electrophoresis separates
a mixture oflinear DNA molecules into bands, each consisting of DNA molecules of the same length.
One useful application of this technique is restriction fragment analysis, which can rapidly provide useful information
about DNA sequences. In this type of analysis, the DNA fragments produced by restriction enzyme digestion (cutting) of a
DNA molecule are sorted by gel electrophoresis. When the
mixhtre of restriction fragments undergoes electrophoresis, it
yields a band pattern characteristic of the starting molecule
and the restriction enzyme used. In fact, the relatively small
DNA molecules of viruses and plasmids can be identified simply by their restriction fragment patterns. Because DNA can be
recovered undamaged from gels, the procedure also provides a
way to prepare pure samples of individual fragments-if the
bands can be clearly resolved. (Very large DNA molecules,
such as those ofeukaryotic chromosomes, yield so many fragments that they appear as a smear instead of distinct bands.)
Restriction fragment analysis is also useful for comparing
two different DNA molecules-for example, two alleles of a
gene. A restriction enzyme recognizes a specific sequence of
nucleotides, and a change in even one base pair of that sequence will prevent it from cutting at a particular site. Therefore, if the nucleotide differences between two alleles occur
within a restriction site, digestion with the enzyme that recognizes the site will produce a different mixture of fragments
from each allele. Each mixture will give its own band pattern
in gel electrophoresis. For example, sickle-cell disease is
caused by mutation of a single nucleotide located within a restriction sequence in the human ~-globin gene (see Figure 17.22
and p. 278). Consequently, restriction fragment analysis by
electrophoresis can distinguish the normal and sickle-cell
alleles of the ~-g1obin gene, as shown in Figure 20.10.
The starting materials in Figure 20.10 are samples of the
cloned and purified ~-g1obin alleles. But what can we do if we
don't have purified alleles to start with? Suppose we wanted to
determine whether a person is a heterozygous carrier of the
mutant allele for sickle-cell disease. In this case, we would directly compare the genomic DNA from that person with DNA
from both a person who has sickle-cell disease (and is homozygous for the mutant allele) and a person who is homozygous for the normal allele. As we mentioned already,
electrophoresis of genomic DNA digested with a restriction
enzyme and stained with a DNA-binding dye yields too many
bands to distinguish them individually. However, a method
called Southern blotting (developed by British biochemist
Edwin Southern), which combines gel electrophoresis and nucleic acid hybridization, allows us to detect just those bands
that include parts of the ~-globin gene. The principle is the
same as in nucleic acid hybridization for screening bacterial
clones (see Figure 20.7). In Southern blotting, the probe is usu406
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(a) Ddel restriction sites in normal and sickle·cell alleles of
~globin gene. Shown here are the cloned alleles. separated
from the ~ector DNA but including some DNA next to the cooing
sequence. The normal allele contains two sites within the coding
sequence recognized by the Odel restriction enzyme. The sicklecell allele lacks one of these sites.

Normal
allele

Sickle-cell
allele

large
fragment
376 bp

201 bp
175 bp

(b) Electrophoresis of restriction fragments from normal and
sickle-cell alleles. Samples of each purified allele were cut with
the Odel enzyme and then subjected to gel electrophoresis,
resulting in three bands for the normal allele and two bands for
the sickle-cell allele (The tmy fragments on the ends of both
initial DNA molecules are identical and are not seen here,)
... Figure 20.10 Using restriction fragment analysis to

distitlguish the nonnal and sickle-cell alleles of the human
jJ-globin gene. (a) The sickle-cell mutation destroys one of the Odel

restriction sites within the gene. (b) A5 a result, digestion with the Odel
enzyme generates different fragments from the normal and sickle-cell alleles.
_i,'!:t.iIiM Given recombinant baaerial clones carrying each of
these alleles, how would you isolate the DNA of the alleles to provide the
pure samples run on the gel in (b)? (Hint: Study Figures 20.4 and 20,9.)
ally a radioactive single-stranded DNA molecule that is complementary to the gene of interest. Figure 20.11 outlines the
entire procedure and demonstrates how it can differentiate a
heterozygote (in this case, for the sickle-cell allele) from an individual homozygous for the normal allele.
The identification of carriers of mutant alleles associated
with genetic diseases is only one ofthe ways Southern blotting
has been used. In fact, this technique has been a laboratory
workhorse for many years. Recently, however, it has been supplanted by more rapid methods, often involving PCR amplification of the specific parts of genomes that may differ.

Research Method

• FI~20."
Southern Blotting of DNA Fragments

APPLICATION Researchers can detect specific nucleotide sequences within a complex DNA
sample with this method, In particular, Southern blotting is useful for comparing the restriction
fragments produced from different samples of genomic DNA.
TECHNIQUE
In this example. we compare genomic DNA samples from three individuals: a
homozygote for the normall3-globin allele (I), a homozygote for the mutant sickle-cell allele (II),
and a heterozygote (Ill) As in Figure 20.7, we show a radioactively labeled probe, but other
methods of probe labeling and detection are also used.
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Heavy
weight

Nitrocellulose
membrane (blot)

Paper
towels
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o Preparation
of restriction fragments.
e Gel
electrophoresis. The restriction
e arrangedtransfer
(blotting). With the gel
Each DNA sample is mixed with the same
fragments in each sample are separated by
as shown above, capillary action
DNA

restriction enzyme, in this case Ode!.
Digestion of each sample yields a mixture
of thousands of restriction fragments.

electrophoresis, forming a characteristic
pattern of bands, (In reality, there would be
many more bands than shown here, and
they would be invisible unless stained)

~I
Solution in plastic
bag contains radioactively labeled
probe for ~-globin
gene.

II

"'

pulls the alkaline solution upward through
the gel, transferring the DNA to a
nitrocellulose membrane, producing the
blot: the DNA is denatured in the process
(Another version of this method uses an
electrical current to hasten the DNA
transfer,) The single strands of DNA stuck
to the nitrocellulose are positioned in
bands corresponding to those on the gel.

Probe base-pairs
with fragments
containing normal
or mutant ~-globin
DNA sequences,

II

•

'Fragment from
sickle-cell
~-globin allele
L~-_

Nitrocellulose blot

III

-

"'Film over
blot

4Fragment from
normal ~-globin
allele

o solution
Hybridization with radioactive probe. The nitrocellulose blot is exposed to a
containing a radioactively labeled probe. In this example. the probe is singlestranded DNA complementary to the ~-globin gene. Probe molecules attach by
base-pairing to any restriction fragments containing a part of the ~-globin gene (The
bands would not be visible yet.)

"

Probe detection. A sheet of
photographic film is laid over the blot.
The radioactivity in the bound probe
exposes the film to form an image
corresponding to those bands containing
DNA that base-paired with the probe,

Because the band patterns for the three samples are clearly different, this
method can be used to identify heterozygous carriers of the sickle-<:ell allele (III), as well as those
with the disease, who have two mutant alleles (II), and unaffected individuals, who have two
normal alleles (I), The band patterns for samples I and II resemble those observed for the purified
normal and mutant alleles, respectively, seen in Figure 20, lOb. The band pattern for the sample
from the heterozygote (III) is a combination of the patterns for the two homozygotes (I and II).
RESULTS
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Dideoxy Chain Termination Method for Sequencing DNA
APPLICATION
The sequence of nucleotides In any cloned DNA fragment up to about
800 base pairs in length can be determined rapidly with machines that carry out sequencing
reactions and separate the labeled reaction products by length.
TECHNIQUE
This method synthesiZes a set of DNA strands complementary to the original
DNA fragment. Each strand starts with the same primer and ends with a dideoxyribonucleotide
(ddNTP). a modified nucleotide. Incorporation of a ddNTP terminates a growing DNA strand
because it lacks a 3' -QH group. the site for attachment of the neKt nucleotide (see Figure 16.14),
In the set of strands synthesized. each nucleotidl" position along the original sequence is
represented by strands ending at that point with the complementary ddNTfl Because each type of
ddNTP is tagged with a distinct fluorescent label. the Identity of the ending nucleotides of the new
strands, and ultimately the entire original sequence, can be determined.

G The fragment of DNA to be sequenced is
denatured into single strands and inCllbated
in a test tllbe with the necessary ingredients
for DNA synthesis: a primer designed to
base pair with the known 3' end of the
template strand, DNA polymerase, the four
deoxyribonucleotldes, and the four
dideoxyribonucleotides, each tagged with
a specific fluorescent molecule.

e starts
Synthesis of each new strand
at the 3' end of the primer
and continues until a dideoxyribonucleotide is inserted, at
random, instead of the normal
equivalent deoxyribonucleotide.
ThiS prevents further elongation
of the strand. Eventually, a set of
labeled strands of various lengths
is generated, with the color of the
tag representing the last nucleotide
in the sequence

DNA
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~

DNA

~

polym",~

\ ; S'

Dideoxyribonucleotides
(fluorescently tagged)
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I!DI
II!lillII
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C strand)

T
G
A
C
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T
C
G

~ 1ddiJ
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labeled strands

ddG
C
T
G
T
T

Shortest

last base
of longest
labeled strand

Genetics

Deoxyribonucleotides

~r-3_'_A

The color of the fluorescent
tag on each strand indicates the identity of the
nucleotide at its end. The results can be printed
out as a spectrogram, and the sequence, which
is complementary to the template strand, can
then be read from bottom (shortest strand) to
top (longest strand). (Notice that the sequence
here begins after the primer.)
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The labeled strands in the mixture are
separated by passage through a polyacryl·
amide gel. with shorter strands moving
through faster. For DNA sequencing. the gel IS
formed in a capillary tube rather than a slab
like that shown in Figure 20.9. The small size
of the wbe allows a fluorescence detector to
sense the color of each fluorescent tag as the
strands come through. Strands differing in
length by as little as one nucleotide can be
distinguished from each other.
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DNA Sequencing
Once a gene is cloned, its complete nucleotide sequence can
be determined. Today, sequencing is automated, carried out

by sequencing machines. The automated procedure is based
on a technique called the dideoxyribol1ucleotide (or dideoxy,
for short) chain termination method, for reasons you can see
in Figure 20.12. This method was developed by British biochemist Frederick Sanger, who received the Nobel Prize in
1980 for this accomplishment. (One of only fOUT people to win
two Nobel Prizes, Sanger also won one in 1975 for determining the amino acid sequence of insulin.)
Knowing the sequence ofa gene allows researchers to compare it directly with genes in other species, where the function
of the gene product may be known. If two genes from different species are quite similar in sequence, it is reasonable to
suppose that their gene products perform similar functions. In
this way, sequence comparisons provide clues to a gene's function, a topic we'll return to shortly. Another set ofclues is provided by experimental approaches that analyze when and
where a gene is expressed.

Analyzing Gene Expression
Having cloned a given gene, researchers can make labeled
nucleic acid probes that will hybridize with mRNAs transcribed from the gene. The probes can provide information
about when or where in the organism the gene is transcribed. Transcription levels are commonly used as a measure of gene expression.

Studying the Expression of Single Genes
Suppose we want to find out how the expression ofthe r.·globin
gene changes during the embryonic development ofthe hummingbird. There are at least two ways to do this.
The first is called Northern blotting (a play on words based
on this method's similarity to Southern blotting). In this
method, we carry out gel electrophoresis on samples ofmRNA
from hummingbird embryos at different stages of development, transfer the samples to a nitrocellulose membrane, and
then allow the mRNAs on the membrane to hybridize with a
labeled probe re<ognizing r.-globin mRNA. If we expose a film
to the membrane, the resulting image will look similar to the
Southern blot in Figure 20.11, with one band of a given size
showing up in each sample. Ifthe mRNA band is seen ata particular stage, we can hypothesize that the protein functions
during events taking place at that stage. Like Southern blotting,
Northern blotting has been a mainstay over the years, but it is
being supplanted in many labs by other techniques.
A method that is quicker and more sensitive (and therefore
becoming more widely used) is the reverse trar1scriptasepolymerase chain reaction, or RT-PCR (Figure 20.13). Analysis of hummingbird r.-globin gene expression with RT-PCR be-
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RT-PCR Analysis of the Expression of
Single Genes
APPLICATION RT-PCR uses the enzyme reverse tranSUIptase
(RT) in combination with PCR and gel electrophoresis. RT-PCR can
be used to compare gene expression between samples-for in·
stance. in different embryonic stages, in different tissues, or in the
same type of cell under different conditions.
TECHNIQUE
In this example. samples containing mRNAs
from six embryonic stages of hummingbird were processed as
shown below. (The mRNA from only one stage is shown.)

o eDNA
synthesis is carried out
by incubating the mRNAs with
reverse transcriptase and other
necessary components.

o sample
peR amplification of the
is performed using
primers specific to the
hummingbird ~-globin
gene,

Primers

~
~-globln

o Gel
electrophoresis will
reveal amplified DNA products

gene

1

only in samples that contained
mRNA transcribed from the
~~Iobin gene

. ---..
Embryonic stages

RESULTS
The mRNA for this gene
first is expressed at stage 2
and continu~ to be expressed through stage 6,
The size of the amplified
fragment depends on the
distance between the
primers that were used,

2

3

4

5

6

gins similarly to Northern blotting. with the isolation of mRNAs
from different developmental stages of hummingbird embryos.
Reverse transcriptase is added next to make eDNA, which then
serves as a template for PeR amplification using primers from the
r.-globin gene. \Vhen the products are run on a gel, copies ofthe
amplified region will be observed as bands only in samples that
originally contained the r.·globin mRNA. In the case of hum·
mingbird r.·globin, for instance, we might expect to see a band
appear at the stage when red blood. cells begin forming, with all
subsequent stages showing the same band. RT-PeR can also be
carried out with mRNAs collected from different tissues at one
time to discover which tissue is producing a specific mRNA.
An alternative way to determine which tissues or cells are
expressing certain genes is to track down the location of specific mRNAs using labeled probes in place, or in situ, in the inCHAPTER TWENTY
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... Figure 20.14 Determining where genes are expressed
by in situ hybridization analysis. This Drosophila embryo was
incubated in a solution containing probes for fi~e different mRNAs,
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20.15 •

DNA Microarray Assay of Gene Expression Levels
APPLICATION With this method. researchers can test thou>ands of genes simultaneously to determine which ones are expressed in a particular tissue. under different environmental
conditions, in various disease states, or at different developmental
stages. They can also look for coordinated gene expression.
TECHNIQUE

o Isolate mRNA.

~ Tissue sample

~

®

each probe labeled with a different fluorescently colored tag. The
embryo was then viewed using fluorescence microscopy, Each color
marks where a specific gene is expressed as mRNA,

~~

...--

f) Make cDNA by
tact organism. This technique, called in situ hybridization, is
most often carried out with probes labeled by attachment of
fluorescent dyes (see Chapter 6). Different probes can be lao
beled with different dyes, sometimes with strikingly beautiful

mRNA molecules

reverse tranSCription. using
fluorescently
labeled
nucleotides.

~

~

®

results (Figure 20.14),

~~

...--

Studying the Expression of Interacting Groups of Genes
A major goal ofbiologists is to learn how genes act together to
produce and maintain a functioning organism. Now that the
entire genomes of a number of organisms have been sequenced, it is possible to study the expression of large groups
of genes-a systems approach. Researchers use genome sequences as probes to investigate which genes are transcribed in
different situations, such as in different tissues or at different
stages of development. They also look for groups of genes that
are expressed in a coordinated manner, with the aim of identifying networks of gene expression across an entire genome.
The basic strategy in such global (genome-wide) expression
studies is to isolate the mRNAs made in particular cells, use
these molecules as templates for making the corresponding
cDNAs by reverse transcription, and then employ nucleic acid
hybridization to compare this set ofcDNAs with a collection of
DNA fragments representing all or part ofthe genome. The results identify the subset ofgenes in the genome that are being expressed at a given time or under certain conditions. DNA
te<:hnology makes such studies possible; \\ith automation, they
are easily performed on a large scale. Scientists can now measure the expression ofthousands ofgenes at one time.
Genome-wide expression shldies are made possible by
DNA microarray assays. A DNA microarray consists of tiny
amounts of a large number ofsingle-stranded DNA fragments
representing different genes fixed to a glass slide in a tightly
spaced array, or grid (see Figure 20.1). (The microarray is also
called a DNA chip by analogy to a computer chip.) Ideally, these
fragments represent all the genes ofan organism. Figure 20.15
outlines how the DNA fragments on a microarray are tested for
410
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RESULTS
The intensity of fluorescence at each spot is a
measure of the expression in the tissue sample of the gene represented by that spot. Most often, as in the actual microarray
above, two different samples are tested together by labeling the
cDNAs prepared from each sample with labels of different colors.
often green and red. The resulting color at a spot reveals the relative levels of expression of a particular gene in the two samples:
Green indicates expression in one sample. red in the other, yellow
in both, and black in neither. (See Figure 20.f for a larger view.)

hybridization with cDNA molecules that have been prepared
from the mRNAs in particular cells ofinterest and labeled with
fluorescent dyes.
Using this technique, researchers have performed DNA
microarray assays on more than 90% ofthe genes of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, during every stage of its life cycle. The results show that expression of nearly 60% of the
genes changes dramatically during development and that
many genes are expressed in a sex-specific pattern. This study
supports the model held by most developmental biologists
that embryonic development involves a complex and elaborate program of gene expression, rather than simply the expression of a small number of important genes. This example
illustrates the ability of DNA microarrays to reveal general
profiles of gene expression over the lifetime of an organism.
In addition to uncovering gene interactions and providing
clues to gene function, DNA microarray assays may contribute to a better understanding of diseases and suggest new
diagnostic techniques or therapies. For instance, comparing
patterns ofgene expression in breast cancer tumors and noncancerous breast tissue has already resulted in more informed
and effective treatment protocols. Ultimately, information
from DNA microarray assays should provide a grander view of
how ensembles of genes interact to form an organism and
maintain its vital systems.

Determining Gene Function
How do scientists determine the function of a gene identified
by the techniques described thus far in the chapter? Perhaps
the most common approach is to disable the gene and then
observe the consequences in the cell or organism. In one application of this approach, called in vitro mutagenesis, specific mutations are introduced into a cloned gene, and then
the mutated gene is returned to a cell in such a way that it disables eknocks out") the normal cellular copies of the same
gene. Ifthe introduced mutations alter or destroy the function
of the gene product, the phenotype of the mutant cell may
help reveal the function of the missing normal protein. Using
molecular and genetic techniques worked out in the I980s, researchers can even generate mice with any given gene disabled, in order to study the role of that gene in development
and in the adult. Mario Capecchi, Martin Evans, and Oliver
Smithies received the 2007 Nobel Prize in Medicine for first
accomplishing this feat. Several projects currently underway
aim to disable everyone ofthe over 20,000 genes in the mouse
genome. These ambitious efforts will enhance our understanding of mammalian gene function.
A newer method for silencing expression of selected genes
exploits the phenomenon of RNA interference (RNAi), described in Chapter 18. This experimental approach uses synthetic double-stranded RNA molecules matching the sequence
of a particular gene to trigger breakdown ofthe gene's messen-

ger RNA or to block its translation. To date, the RNAi technique has been used successfully to reduce eknock down") the
expression of specific genes in mammalian cells, including human cells in culture, and plans are under way to try RNAi for
the treatment of certain human disorders, including macular
degeneration of the eye. In other organisms, such as the nematode and the fruit fly, RNAi has already proved valuable for analyzing the functions of genes on a large scale. In one study,
RNAi was used to prevent expression of 86% of the genes in
early nematode embryos, one gene at a time. Analysis of the
phenotypes of the worms that developed from these embryos
allowed the researchers to classify most of the genes into a
small number ofgroups by function. This type ofgenome-wide
analysis of gene function is sure to become more common as
research focuses on the importance of interactions between
genes in the system as a whole-the basis of systems biology
(see Chapter I).
The techniques and experimental approaches you have
learned about thus far have already taught us a great deal
about genes and the functions of their products. This DNA
research is now being augmented by the development of
powerful techniques for cloning whole multicellular organisms. An aim of this work is to obtain special types of cells,
called stem cells, that give rise to all the different kinds of tissues. On a basic level, stem cells would allow scientists to use
the DNA methods previously discussed to study the process
of cell differentiation. On a more applied level, recombinant
DNA techniques could be used to alter stem cells for the
treatment ofdisease. Methods involving the cloning oforganisms and production of stem cells are the subject of the next
section.
CONCEPT

CHECK

10.2

I. Suppose you carried out electrophoresis on a sample of
genomic DNA isolated from an individual and treated
with a restriction enzyme. After staining the gel with a
DNA-binding dye, what would you see? Explain.
2. Describe the roles played by complementary base
pairing between nucleic acid strands in each of the
following techniques: Southern blotting, DNA sequencing, Northern blotting, RT-PCR, and microarray analysis.
3. • ',Illf.iIl4 Look at the microarray in Figure 20.1,
which is a larger version of the one in Figure 20.15. If
one sample, labeled with a green fluorescent dye, was
from normal tissue, and the other, labeled red, was
from cancerous tissue, what does this mean for a spot
that is green? Red? Yellow? Black? Based on their expression patterns, which genes would you be interested in examining further if you were studying
cancer? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A
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production of stem cells for
research and other applications

In parallel with advances in DNA technology, scientists have
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Can a differentiated plant cell develop into a
whole plant?
EXPERIMENT
In 1958- F. C Steward and colleagues at Cor·
nell University tested individual cells Irom a fully formed carrot for
their ability to form a plant.

Cross
section of
carrot root

been developing and refining methods for cloning whole

multicellular organisms from single cells. In this context,
cloning produces one or more organisms genetically identical
to the ~parent~ that donated the single ceiL This is often called

organismal clOllillg to differentiate it from gene doning and,
more significantly, from cell cloning-the division of an asexually reproducing cell into a collection ofgenetically identical

.

\

cells. (The common theme for all types of doning is that the

(

product is genetically identical to the parent. In fact, the word
clone comes from the Greek klon, meaning "twig.") The cur~

. ··f

rent interest in organismal doning arises primarily from its
potential to generate stem cells, which can in turn generate
many different tissues.
The cloning of plants and animals was first attempted over
so years ago in experiments designed to answer basic biological questions. For example, researchers wondered if all the
cells of an organism have the same genes (a concept called
genomic equivalence) or if cells lose genes during the process
of differentiation (see Chapter 18). One way to answer this
question is to see whether a differentiated cell can generate a
whole organism-in other words, whether doning an organism is possible. Let's discuss these early experiments before we
consider more recent progress in organismal cloning and pro~
cedures for producing stem cells.

mg
::e 2-fragments

Fragments were
cultured in nutrient medium;
stirring caused
single cells to
shear all Into
the liquid,

Single cells
frC€ in
suspension
began to
diVide.

Embryonic
plant developed
from a cultured
single cell.

Plantlet was
cultured on
agar medium.
later it was
planted in soil.

RESULTS

A single
somatic (nonreproductive) carrot
cell developed Into a mature
carrot plant The new plant was
a genetic duplicate (clone) of the
parent plant.

Cloning Plants: Single-Cell Cultures
Adult plant

The successful cloning of whole plants from single differentiated cells was accomplished during the 19505 by F. C. Steward
and his students at Cornell University, who worked with carrot plants (Figure 20.16). They found that differentiated cells
taken from the root (the carrot) and incubated in culture
medium could grow into normal adult plants, each genetically
identical to the parent plant. These results showed that differentiation does not necessarily involve irreversible changes in
the DNA. In plants, at least, mature cells can "dedifferentiate~
and then give rise to all the specialized cell types of the organism. Any cell with this potential is said to be totipotent
Plant doning is now used extensively in agriculture. For
some plants, such as orchids, doning is the only commercially
practical means of reproducing plants. In other cases, cloning
has been used to reproduce a plant with valuable characteristics, such as the ability to resist a plant pathogen. In fact, you
yourself may be a plant cloner: If you have ever grown a new
plant from a cutting, you have practiced cloning!
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CONCLUSION
At least some differentiated somatic cells in
plants are totipotent, able to reverse their differentiation and then
give rise to all the cell types in a mature plant.
SOURCE
F. C, Stew~rd et ~I , Growth ~nd ofg~mzed development
of cultured cells. II, Org~mz~tlon in cultures grown from suspended cells.
Alll<'fic'dn Jootndl of Botany 45:705-708 (1958).

.'..MilIA

If each individual cell had developed into only one
type of tissue instead 01 a whole plant. what might the re·
searchers have concluded?

Cloning Animals: Nuclear Transplantation
Differentiated celts from animals generally do not divide in
culture, much less develop into the multiple cell types ofa new
organism. Therefore, early researchers had to use a different
approach to the question of whether differentiated animal
cells can be totipotent. Their approach was to remove the

nucleus of an unfertilized or fertilized egg and replace it with
the nucleus of a differentiated cell, a procedure called nuclear
transplantation. If the nucleus from the differentiated donor
cell retains its full genetic capability, then it should be able to
direct development of the recipient cell into all the tissues and
organs of an organism.
Such experiments were conducted on frogs by Robert
Briggs and Thomas King in the I950s and by John Gurdon in
the 1970s. These researchers transplanted a nucleus from an
embryonic or tadpole cell into an enucleated (nucleus-lacking)
egg of the same species. In Gurdon's experiments, the transplanted nucleus was often able to support normal development of the egg into a tadpole (Figure 20.17). However, he
found that the potential of a transplanted nucleus to direct
normal development was inversely related to the age of the
donor: the older the donor nucleus, the lower the percentage
of normally developing tadpoles.
From these results, Gurdon concluded that something in
the nucleus does change as animal cells differentiate. In frogs
and most other animals, nuclear potential tends to be restricted more and more as embryonic development and cell
differentiation progress.

•
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Can the nucleus from a differentiated animal
cell direct development of an organism?
John Gurdon and colleagues at Oxford Univer·
sity, in England, destroyed the nuclei of frog eggs by exposing the
eggs to ultraviolet light. They then transplanted nuclei from cells
of frog embryos and tadpoles into the enucleated eggs,

EXPERIMENT

Frog embryo

Frog tadpole

I

Less differentiated cell

Fully differentiated
(intestinal) cell

. /Enucleated
"-

Donor
nucleus
transplanted

Donor
nucleus
transplanted

egg cell

J

Egg with donor nucleus
activated to begin
development

1

RESULTS

Reproductive Cloning of Mammals
In addition to cloning frogs, researchers have long been able to
clone mammals using nuclei or cells from a variety of early
embryos. But it was not known whether a nucleus from a fully
differentiated cell could be reprogrammed to succeed in acting as a donor nucleus. In 1997, however, Scottish researchers
captured newspaper headlines when they announced the
birth of Dolly, a lamb cloned from an adult sheep by nuclear
transplantation from a differentiated cell (Figure 20.18, on the
next page). These researchers achieved the necessary dedifferentiation of donor nuclei by culturing mammary cells in nutrient-poor medium. They then fused these cells with enucleated
sheep eggs. The resulting diploid cells divided to form early
embryos, which were implanted into surrogate mothers. Out
ofseveral hundred implanted embryos, one successfully completed normal development, and Dolly was born.
Later analyses showed that Dolly's chromosomal DNA was
indeed identical to that of the nucleus donor. (Her mitochondrial DNA came from the egg donor, as expected.) In 2003, at
age 6, Dolly suffered complications from a lung disease usually
seen only in much older sheep and was euthanized. Dolly's
premature death, as well as her arthritic condition, led to speculation that her cells were in some way not quite as healthy as
those of a normal sheep, possibly reflecting incomplete reprogramming of the original transplanted nucleus.
Since 1997, researchers have cloned numerous other mammals, including mice, cats, cows, horses, mules, pigs, and dogs.
In most cases, their goal has been the production of new indi-

I

j
Most develop
into tadpoles

e

Most stop developing
before tadpole stage

When the transplanted nuclei came from an early embryo, whose
cells are relatively undifferentiated. most of the recipient eggs de·
veloped into tadpoles. But when the nuclei came from the fully
differentiated intestinal cells of a tadpole, fewer than 2% of the
eggs d~eloped into normal tadpoles, and most of the embryos
stopped developing at a much earlier stage.
The nucleus from a differentiated frog cell can
dired d~elopment of a tadpole, However, its ability to do so decreases as the donor cell becomes more differentiated, presumably because of changes in the nucleus.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE

J,6 Gurdon et aI., The developmental C<lpilCity of nooei
transplanted from ker~lInlzed cells 01 adult frogs, joum~1 of fmbiyoJogy <Illd
E~perim('f1MI Morp!lology 34:93-112 (1975)

_@UIlIl If each cell in a four·cell embryo was already so spe·
ciallzed that It was not totipotent. what results would you predld
for the experiment on the left side of the figure?

viduals; this is known as reproductive cloning. We have already
learned a lot from such experiments. For example, cloned animals of the same species do not always look or behave identically. In a herd of cows cloned from the same line of cultured
cells, certain cows are dominant in behavior and others are
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20.1. •

• F

Reproductive Cloning of a Mammal by Nuclear
Transplantation
This method is used to produce cloned animals
whose nuclear genes are identical to those of the animal supplying the nucleus.
APPLICATION

TECHNIQUE
Shown here is the procedure used to produce
Dolly, the first reported case of a mammal cloned using the nu·
cleus of a differentiated cell.

Mammary
cell donor

Egg cell
donor

Egg cell

~

Cultured
mammary cells

"om 0"'0

{) Cells

Nucleus
removed

fuse~

are semistarved.

arresting the cell
cycle and causing
dedifferentiation,

Nucleus from
mammary cell

o Grown in culture

~
Early embryo

o ofImplanted
in uterus
a third sheep
Surrogate
mother

o development
Embryonic
RESULTS

!
lamb ("Dolly")

genetically identical to
mammary cell donor
The genetic makeup of the cloned animal is identical to that of
the animal supplying the nucleus but differs from that of the egg
donor and surrogate mother, (The lalter two are "Scottish blackface" sheep, with dark faces,)
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... Figure 20.19 CC, the first cloned cat, and her single
parent. Rainbow (left) donated the nucleus in a cloning procedure
that resulted in CC (right). However, the two cats are not identICal:
Rambow IS a classic calico cat with orange patches on her fur and has
a "reserved personality," while CC has a gray and white coat and is
more playful,

more submissive. Another example of nonidentity in clones is
the first cloned cat, named CC for Carbon Copy (Figure 20,19).
She has a calico coat, like her single female parent, but the color
and pattern are different because ofrandom X chromosome inactivation, which is a normal occurrence during embryonic development (see Figure 15.8). And identical human tv.'ins, which
are naturally occurring "clones,n are always slightly different.
C1early, environmental influences and random phenomena can
playa significant role during development.
The successful doning of so many mammals has heightened speculation about the doning of humans. Scientists in
several labs around the world have tackled the first steps ofthis
feat. In the most common approach, nuclei from differentiated human cells are transplanted into unfertilized enucleated
eggs, and the eggs are stimulated to divide. In 2001, a research
group in Massachusetts observed a few early cell divisions in
such an experiment. A few years later, South Korean researchers reported cloning embryos to an early stage called the
blastocyst stage. This apparent success of human cloning
techniques raised unprecedented ethical issues, igniting a
heated debate. The later retraction of the Korean report has
bought us a little more time to consider such issues.

Problems Associated with Animal Cloning
In most nuclear transplantation studies thus far, only a small
percentage ofcloned embryos develop normally to birth. And
like Dolly, many doned animals exhibit defects. Cloned mice,
for instance, are prone to obesity, pneumonia, liver failure,
and premature death. Scientists assert that even cloned animals that appear normal are likely to have subtle defects.

In recent years, we have begun to uncover some reasons
for the low efficiency of cloning and the high incidence of
abnormalities. In the nuclei of fully differentiated cells, a
small subset of genes is turned on and expression of the rest
is repressed. This regulation often is the result of epigenetic
changes in chromatin, such as acetylation of histones or
methylation of DNA (see Figure 18.7). During the nuclear
transfer procedure, many of these changes must be reversed
in the later-stage nucleus from a donor animal for genes to
be expressed or repressed appropriately in early stages of
development. Researchers have found that the DNA in embryonic cells from cloned embryos, like that of differentiated cells, often has more methyl groups than does the DNA
in equivalent cells from uncloned embryos of the same
species. This finding suggests that the reprogramming of
donor nuclei requires chromatin restructuring, which occurs incompletely during cloning procedures. Because DNA
methylation helps regulate gene expression, misplaced methyl
groups in the DNA of donor nuclei may interfere with the pattern of gene expression necessary for normal embryonic development. In fact, the success of a cloning attempt may
depend in large part on whether or not the chromatin structure in the donor nucleus can be restored to that ofa newly fertilized egg.

Stem Cells of Animals
The major goal of cloning human embryos is not reproduction, but the production of stem cells for treating human diseases. A stem cell is a relatively unspecialized cell that can
both reproduce itself indefinitely and, under appropriate conditions, differentiate into specialized cells of one or more
types. Thus, stem cells are able both to replenish their own
population and to generate cells that travel down specific differentiation pathways.
Many early animal embryos contain stem cells capable of
giving rise to differentiated embryonic cells of any type. Stem
cells can be isolated from early embryos at a stage called the
blastula stage or its human equivalent, the blastocyst stage
(Figure 20.20). In culture, these embryonic stem (ES)ce/ls reproduce indefinitely; and depending on culture conditions,
they can be made to differentiate into a variety of specialized
cells, including even eggs and sperm.
The adult body also has stem cells, which serve to replace
nonreproducing specialized cells as needed. In contrast to ES
cells, adult stem cells are not able to give rise to all cell types in
the organism, though they can generate multiple types. For example, one ofthe several types ofstem cells in bone marrow can
generate all the different kinds of blood cells (see Figure 20.20),
and another can differentiate into bone, cartilage, fat, muscle,
and the linings of blood vessels. To the surprise of many, the
adult brain has been found to contain stem cells that continue
to produce certain kinds of nerve cells there. And recently, re-

Embryonic stem cells

Adult stem cells

Early human embryo
at blastocyst stage
(mammalian equiva·
lent of blastula)

From bone marrow
in this example

Cells that can
generate all
embryonic cell
types
Cultured
stem cells

Different
culture
conditions

Different
types of
differentiated
cells

I\~~
liver cells

Nerve cells

Blood cells

... Figure 20.20 Working with stem cells. Animal stem cells.
which can be isolated from early embryos or adult tissues and grown in
culture. are self·perpetuatlng. relatively undifferentiated cells
Embryonic stem cells are easier to grow than adult stem cells and can
theoretically give rise to all types of cells in an organism. The range of
cell types that can arise from adult stem cells is not yet fully undmtood.

searchers have reported finding stem cells in skin, hair, eyes,
and dental pulp. Although adult animals have only tiny numbers of stem cells, scientists are learning to identify and isolate
these cells from various tissues and, in some cases, to grow
them in culture. \Vith the right culture conditions (for instance, the addition of specific growth factors), cultured stem
cells from adult animals have been made to differentiate into
multiple types of specialized cells.
Research with embryonic or adult stem cells is a source of
valuable data about differentiation and has enormous potential for medical applications. The ultimate aim is to supply
cells for the repair of damaged or diseased organs: for example, insulin-producing pancreatic cells for people with
diabetes or certain kinds ofbrain cells for people with Parkinson's disease or Huntington's disease. Adult stem cells from
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bone marrow have long been used as a source of immune system cells in patients whose own immune systems are nonfunctional because of genetic disorders or radiation treatments
for cancer.
The developmental potential of adult stem cells is limited to
certain tissues. ES cells hold more promise than adult stem cells
for medical applications because ES cells are pluripotent, capa·
bleofdifferentiating into manydifferentceU types. The only way
to obtain ES cells thus far, however, has been to harvest them
from human embryos, which raises ethical and political issues.
ES cells are currently obtained from embryos donated by
patients undergoing infertility treatment or from long-term
cell cultures originally established with cells isolated from
donated embryos. If scientists are able to done human embryos to the blastocyst stage, they might be able to use such
clones as the source of ES cells in the future. Furthermore,
with a donor nucleus from a person with a particular disease, they might be able to produce ES cells for treatment
that match the patient and are thus not rejected by his or her
immune system. \'V'hen the main aim ofcloning is to produce
ES cells to treat disease, the process is called therapeutic
cloning. Although most people believe that reproductive
cloning of humans is unethical, opinions vary about the
morality of therapeutic doning.
Resolving the debate now seems less imperative due to recent reports that ES cells can be acquired by turning back the
clock in fully differentiated adult cells. Accomplishing this
feat, which posed formidable obstacles, was announced in
2007, first by labs using mouse skin cells and then by others
using human skin cells. In all cases, researchers transformed
the skin cells into ES cells by using retroviruses to introduce
extra cloned copies offour "stem cell" master regulatory genes.
AU tests carried out so far indicate that the transformed cells,
which are known as induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, can
do everything ES cells can do. Fine-tuning of techniques to
direct iPS cells to become specific cell types is an area of intense research that has already seen some success. These cell
types could eventually provide tailor-made "replacement"
cells for patients without using any human eggs or embryos,
thus circumventing most ethical objections.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

20.3

I. If you clone a carrot, will all the progeny plants
("clones") look identical? \'V'hy or why not?
2. Based on current knowledge, how would you explain the difference in the percentage of tadpoles
that developed from the two kinds of donor nuclei
in Figure 20.17?
3. -'W'UiM If you were a doctor who wanted to use
iPS cells to treat a patient with severe diabetes, what
new technique would have to be developed?
For suggested answers. see Appendi~ A.
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of
~NA technology affect our lives
In many ways

DNA technology is in the news almost every day. Most often,
the topic is a new and promising application in medicine, but
this is just one of numerous fields benefiting from DNA technology and genetic engineering.

Medical Applications
One important use of DNA technology is the identification of
human genes whose mutation plays a role in genetic diseases.
These discoveries may lead to ways of diagnosing, treating,
and even preventing such conditions. DNA technology is also
contributing to our understanding of "nongenetic" diseases,
from arthritis to AIDS, since a person's genes influence susceptibility to these diseases. Furthermore, diseases of all sorts
involve changes in gene expression within the affected cells
and often within the patient's immune system. By using DNA
microarray assays or other techniques to compare gene ex·
pression in healthy and diseased tissues, as seen in Figure 20.1,
researchers hope to find many of the genes that are turned on
or off in particular diseases. These genes and their products
are potential targets for prevention or therapy.

Diagnosis of Diseases
A new chapter in the diagnosis of infectious diseases has been
opened by DNA technology, in particular the use ofPCR and labeled nucleic acid probes to track down pathogens. For exam·
pie, because the sequence ofthe RNA genome of HIV is known,
RT·PCR can be used to amplify, and thus detect, HIV RNA in
blood or tissue samples (see Figure 20.13). RT-PCR is often the
best way to detect an otherwise elusive infective agent.
Medical scientists can now diagnose hundreds of human
genetic disorders by using peR with primers that target the
genes associated with these disorders. The amplified DNA
product is then sequenced to reveal the presence or absence of
the disease-causing mutation. Among the genes for human
diseases that have been identified are those for sickle-cell disease, hemophilia, cystic fibrosis, Huntington's disease, and
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Individuals afflicted with such
diseases can often be identified before the onset of symptoms,
even before birth. PCR can also be used to identify symptom·
less carriers of potentially harmful recessive alleles, essentially
replacing Southern blotting for this purpose.
For some genetic disorders, medical scientists can detect an
abnormal disease-causing allele by testing for genetic markers
that are known to be very close (linked) to the allele. A genetic
marker is a DNA sequence that varies in a population; in a gene,
such sequence variation is the basis of different alleles. Just like

coding sequences, noncoding DNA at a specific locus on a chromosome may exhibit small nucleotide differences among individuals. Variations in DNA sequence are called po/ymorphisms
n
(from the Greek for "many forms ).
Among the most useful of these genetic markers are single
base-pair variations in the genomes of the human population.
A single base-pair site where variation is found in at least 1% of
the population is called a single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP, pronounced "snipn). SNPs occur on average about once
in 100 to 300 base pairs in the human genome and are found
in both coding and noncoding DNA sequences. (About 99%
of our genome doesn't code for protein, as you will learn in
Chapter 21.)
Some SNPs alter the sequence recognized by a restriction
enzyme, as is the case for the single-nucleotide difference between the alleles for normal and sickle-cell ~-globin. Such alterations change the lengths of the restriction fragments
formed by digestion with that enzyme (see Figure 20.10). This
type of sequence change, which can occur in either coding or
noncoding regions, is called a restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP, pronounced "Rif_lipn). Scientists figured out how to use Southern blotting to detect RFLPs almost
30 years ago, realizing that RFLPs could serve as useful genetic
markers. It is not necessary to acrually sequence the DNA of
multiple individuals to find SNPSi today they can be detected
by very sensitive microarray analysis or by PCR.
But how can RFLPs or other SNPs help LIS diagnose a genetic
disorder? The presence ofan abnormal allele can be diagnosed
with reasonable accuracy if a closely linked SNP marker has
been found (Figure 20.21). Alleles for Huntington's disease
and a number of other genetic diseases were first detected by
means of RFLPs in this indirect way. If the marker and the
gene itselfare close enough, crossing over between the marker
and the gene is very unlikely during gamete formation. Therefore, the marker and gene will almost always be inherited together, even though the marker is not part of the gene. The
same principle applies to all kinds of markers.

Human Gene Therapy
Gene therapy-introducing genes into an afflicted individual
for therapeutic purposes-holds great potential for treating
disorders traceable to a single defective gene. In theory, a normal allele of the defective gene could be inserted into the somatic cells of the tissue affected by the disorder.
For gene therapy of somatic cells to be permanent, the cells
that receive the normal allele must be ones that multiply
throughout the patient's life. Bone marrow cells, which include
the stem cells that give rise to all the cells of the blood and immune system, are prime candidates. Figure 20.22 outlines one
possible procedure for gene therapy of an individual whose
bone marrow cells do not produce a vital enzyme because of a
single defective gene. One type of severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) is caused by just this kind of defect. If the
treatment is successful, the patient's bone marrow cells will begin producing the missing protein, and the patient will be cured.

Cloned gene
(,oem,1
allele,
absent
\
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\
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cells)
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Insert RNA version of normal allele
into retrovirus.

Viral RNA

f) Let retrovirus Infect bone marrow cells
that have been removed from the
patient and cultured.

Retrovirus
capsid

f

'cf--...

o allele
Viral DNA carrying the normal
inserts into chromosome.

Bone
marrow
cell from
patient

DNA
T
Normal allele
INP

c
Disease'causing
allele

... Figure 20.21 Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
as genetic markers for disease-causing alleles. This diagram
depicts homologous segments of DNA from a family in which some
members have a genetic disease. In this family. unaffected family
members have a T at a particular SNP locus. If a family member has a C
at that locus, there is a high probability that the individual has also
inherited the disease-causing allele. (Here. only a Single strand is
shown for each DNA mole{Ule.)

o cells
Inject engineered
into patient.
... Figure 20.22 Gene therapy using a retroviral vector. A
retrovirus that has been rendered harmless is used as a vector in this
procedure, which eKploits the ability of a retrovirus to insert a DNA
transcript of its RNA genome into the chromosomal DNA of its host cell
(see Figure 198) If the foreign gene carried by the retroviral vector is
eKpressed. the cell and its descendants Will possess the gene product.
and the patient may be cured. Cells that reproduce throughout life,
such as bone marrow cells, are ideal candidates for gene therapy.
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The procedure shown in Figure 20.22 has been used in gene
therapy trials for scm. In a trial begun in France in 2000, ten
young children with SCiD were treated by the same procedure. Nine of these patients showed significant, definitive improvement after m·o years, the first indisputable success of
gene therapy. However, three of the patients subsequently developed leukemia, a type of blood cell cancer, and one of them
died. Researchers discovered that in rn'o cases, the retroviral
vector used to carry the normal allele into bone marrow cells
had inserted near a gene involved in the proliferation and development of blood cells, which could have led to the
leukemia. In a recent experiment on mice, a replacement of
the mouse version of the same gene led to a high incidence of
lymphoma, also a blood cancer. These results suggest that an
unknown function of the gene itself may be responsible.
Gene therapy also raises several other technical questions.
For example, how can the activity of the transferred gene be
controlled so that cells make appropriate amounts of the gene
product at the right time and in the right place? How can we
be sure that the insertion of the therapeutic gene does not
harm some other necessary cell function? As more is learned
about DNA control elements and gene interactions, researchers may be able to answer such questions.
In addition to technical challenges, gene therapy raises ethical questions. Some critics believe that tampering with human genes in any way is immoral. Other observers see no
fundamental difference between the transplantation of genes
into somatic cells and the transplantation of organs.
Treatment of human germ-line cells in the hope of correcting a defect in future generations raises further ethical issues.
Such genetic engineering is routinely done in laboratory mice,
and the technical problems relating to similar genetic engineering in humans will eventually be solved. Under what circumstances, if any, should we alter the genomes of human
germ lines? Would this inevitably lead to the practice of
eugenics, a deliberate effort to control the genetic makeup
of human populations? From a biological perspective, the
elimination of unwanted alleles from the gene pool could
backfire. Genetic variation is a necessary ingredient for the
survival of a species as environmental conditions change with
time. Alleles that are damaging under some conditions may be
advantageous under other conditions (one example is the
sickle-cell allele, discussed in Chapter 14). Are we willing to
risk making genetic changes that could be detrimental to the
survival of our species in the future? We may have to face this
question soon.

Pharmaceutical Products
The pharmaceutical industry derives significant benefit from
advances in DNA technology and genetic research, applying
them to the development of useful drugs to treat diseases.
Pharmaceutical products are synthesized using methods of ei-
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ther organic chemistry or biotechnology, depending on the
nature of the product.
Synthesis of Small Molecules for Use as Drugs An exciting recent development has been the synthesis of small molecules that are tailored to combat certain cancers by blocking the
function of a protein crucial for the tumor cells' survival. One
drug, imatinib (trade name Gleevec), is asmall molecule that inhibits a specific receptor tyrosine kinase (see Figure 11.7). The
overexpression of this receptor, resulting from a chromosomal translocation, is instrumental in causing chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML; see Figure 15.17). Patients in the
early stages of CML who are treated with imatinib have exhibited nearly complete, sustained remission from the cancer.
Drugs that work like this have also been used with success to
treat a few types of lung and breast cancers. This approach is
feasible only for cancers for which the molecular basis is fairly
well understood.
Pharmaceutical products that are proteins can be synthesized on a large scale, using cells or whole organisms. Cell cultures are more widely used at present.
Protein Production in Cell Cultures You learned earlier in
the chapter about DNA cloning and gene expression systems
for producing large quantities of proteins that are present naturally in only minute amounts. The host cells used in such expression systems can even be engineered to secrete a protein
as it is made, thereby simplifying the task of purifying it by traditional biochemical methods.
Among the first pharmaceutical products "manufactured"
in this way were human insulin and human growth hormone
(HGH). Some 2 million people with diabetes in the United
States depend on insulin treatment to control their disease.
Human growth hormone has been a boon to children born
with a form of dwarfism caused by inadequate amounts of
HGH. Another important pharmaceutical product produced by genetic engineering is tissue plasminogen activator
(TPA). If administered shortly after a heart attack, TPA
helps dissolve blood clots and reduces the risk of subsequent
heart attacks.
Cells in culture can also be used to produce vaccines, which
stimulate the immune system to defend the body against specific pathogens (see Chapter 43). A pathogen typically has one
or more proteins on its surface that trigger an immune response against it. This type of protein, made by recombinant
DNA techniques, can function asa vaccine against the pathogen.
Alternatively, genetic engineering can be used to modify a
pathogen's genome, resulting in a weakened pathogen that can
then serve as a "live" vaccine.
Protein Production by "Pharm" Animals and Plants In
some cases, instead of using cell systems in vitro to produce
large quantities of protein products, pharmaceutical scientists

can use whole animals. Their techniques are those we alluded
to when we discussed the possibility ofgenetically engineering
human germ-line cells, but they are performed on animals
other than humans. Using these methods, scientists can introduce a gene from an animal of one genotype into the genome
ofanother individual, often ofa different species. This individual is then called a transgenic animal. To do this, they first remove eggs from a female of the recipient species and fertilize
them in vitro. Meanwhile, they have cloned the desired gene
from the donor organism. They then inject the cloned DNA
directly into the nuclei of the fertilized eggs. Some of the cells
integrate the foreign DNA, the transgene, into their genomes
and are able to express the foreign gene. The engineered embryos are then surgically implanted in a surrogate mother. Ifan
embryo develops successfully, the result is a transgenic animal,
containing a gene from a third "parent;' which may be ofa different species.
Assuming that the introduced gene encodes a protein desired in large quantities, these transgenic animals can act as
pharmaceutical "factories~ For example, a transgene for a human blood protein such as antithrombin can be inserted into
the genome of a goat in such a way that the transgene's product is secreted in the animal's milk (Figure 20.23). The protein can then be purified from the milk, usually more easily
than from a cell culture. Researchers have also engineered
transgenic chickens that express large amounts of the transgene's product in eggs. Biotechnology companies consider the
characteristics of candidate animals in deciding which to use
for engineering. For example, goats reproduce faster than
cows, and it is possible to harvest more protein from goat milk
than from the milk of other rapidly reproducing mammals,
such as rabbits.
Human proteins produced in transgenic farm animals for
use in humans may differ in some ways from the naturally produced human proteins, possibly because of subtle differences
in protein modification. Therefore, such proteins must be

.. Figure 20.23 Goats as "pharm" animals. This transgenic
goat carries a gene for a human blood protein. antithrombin, which
she se<;retes in her milk. Patients with a rare hereditary disorder in
which this protein is lacking suffer from formation of blood clots in
their blood vessels. Easily purified from the goat's milk, the protein is
currently under evaluation as an anticlotting agent.

tested very carefully to ensure that they (or contaminants from
the farm animals) will not cause allergic reactions or other adverse effects in patients who receive them.
In a novel twist, the pharmaceutical industry is beginning
to develop "pharm~ plants, analogous to "pharm~ animals. Although natural plants have long been sources of drugs, researchers are now creating plants that make human proteins
for medical use and viral proteins for use as vaccines. In 2007,
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved a
plan to plant over 3,000 acres in Kansas with rice harboring
genes for milk proteins. The harvested proteins would be used
in rehydration formulas to treat infant diarrhea, a serious
problem in developing countries.

Forensic Evidence and Genetic Profiles
In violent crimes, body fluids or small pieces of tissue may be
left at the scene or on the clothes or other possessions of the
victim or assailant. If enough blood, semen, or tissue is available, forensic laboratories can determine the blood type or tissue type by using antibodies to detect specific cell-surface
proteins. However, such tests require fairly fresh samples in
relatively large amounts. Also, because many people have the
same blood or tissue type, this approach can only exclude a
suspect; it cannot provide strong evidence of guilt.
DNA testing, on the other hand, can identify the guilty individual with a high degree of certainty, because the DNA sequence of every person is unique (except for identical twins).
Genetic markers that vary in the population can be analyzed
for a given person to determine that individual's unique set of
genetic markers, or genetic profile. (This term is preferred
over "DNA fingerprint" by forensic scientists, who want to
emphasize the heritable aspect of these markers rather than
simply the fact that they produce a pattern on a gel that, like a
fingerprint, is visually recognizable.) TIle FBI started applying
DNA technology in forensics in 1988, using RFLP analysis by
Southern blotting to detect similarities and differences in
DNA samples. This method required much smaller samples of
blood or tissue than earlier methods-only about 1,000 cells.
Today, forensic scientists use an even more sensitive method
that takes advantage of variations in length of genetic markers
called short tandem repeats (STRs). These are tandemly repeated units of2- to 5-base sequences in specific regions of the
genome. The number of repeats present in these regions is
highly variable from person to person (polymorphic). For example, one individual may have the sequence ACAT repeated
30 times at one genome locus, whereas another individual may
have 18 repeats at this locus. PCR is used to amplify particular
STRs, using sets of primers that are labeled with differentcolored fluorescent tags; the length of the region, and thus the
number of repeats, can then be determined by electrophoresis.
Because Southern blotting is not required, this method is
quicker than RFLP analysis. And the peR step allows use ofthe
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method even when the DNA is in poor condition or available
only in minute quantities. A tissue sample containing as few as
20 cells can be sufficient for peR amplification.
In a murder case, for example, this method can be used to
compare DNA samples from the suspect, the victim, and a
small amount of blood found at the crime scene. The forensic
scientist tests only a few selected portions ofthe DNA-usually
13 STR markers. However, even this small set of markers can
provide a forensically useful genetic profile because the probability that two people (who are not identical twins) would
have exactly the same set of STR markers is vanishingly small.
The Innocence Project, a nonprofit organization dedicated to
overturning wrongful convictions, uses STR analysis of
archived samples from crime scenes to revisit old cases. As of
2006, 18 innocent people had been released from prison as a
result of forensic and legal work by this group (Figure 20.24).
Genetic profiles can also be useful for other purposes. A
comparison of the DNA of a mother, her child, and the purported father can conclusively settle a question of paternity.
Sometimes paternity is of historical interest: Genetic profiles

(a) In 1984, Earl washington was
convicted and sentenced to
death for the 1982 rape and
murder of Rebecca Williams.
His sentence was commuted
to life in prison in 1993 due
to new doubts about the
eVIdence In 2000. STR analysis
by forensic scientists associated with The Innocence
Project showed conclusively
that he was innocent. This
photo shows Washington just
before his release in 2001,
after 17 years in prison.

Environmental Cleanup

Source of
sample

STR
marker 1

STR
marker 2

STR
marker 3

Semen on victim

17, 19

13, 16

12, 12

Earl washington

16, 18

14, IS

11, 12

Kenneth Tinsley

17, 19

13, 16

12, 12

(b) In STR analysis, selected STR markers in a DNA sample are amplified
by PCR, and the peR products are separated by electrophoresis
The procedure reveals how many repeats are present for each STR
locus in the sample. An individual has two alleles per STR locus,
each with a certain number of repeats. This table shows the number of repeats for three STR markers in three samples: from semen
found on the victim, from Washington, and from another man
named Kenneth Tinsley, who was in prison because of an unrelated
conviction. These and other STR data (not shown) exonerated
Washington and led Tinsley to plead guilty to the murder.

... Figure 20.24 STR analysis used to release an innocent
man from prison.
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provided strong evidence that Thomas Jefferson or one of his
close male relatives fathered at least one of the children of his
slave Sally Hemings. Genetic profiles can also identify victims
of mass casualties. The largest such effort occurred after the
attack on the World Trade Center in 2001; more than 10,000
samples of victims' remains were compared with DNA samples from personal items, such as toothbrushes, provided by
families. Ultimately, forensic scientists succeeded in identifying almost 3,000 victims using these methods.
Just how reliable is a genetic profile? The greater the number of markers examined in a DNA sample, the more likely it
is that the profile is unique to one individual. In forensic cases
using STR analysis with 13 markers, the probability of two
people having identical DNA profiles is somewhere between
one chance in 10 billion and one in several trillion. (For comparison, the world's population in 2007 was about 6.6 billion.)
The exact probability depends on the frequency of those
markers in the general population. Information on how common various markers are in different ethnic groups is critical
because these marker frequencies may vary considerably
among ethnic groups and between a particular ethnic group
and the population as a whole. \Vith the increasing availability
of frequency data, forensic scientists can make extremely accurate statistical calculations. Thus, despite problems that can
still arise from insufficient data, human error, or flawed evidence, genetic profiles are now accepted as compelling evidence by legal experts and scientists alike.

Increasingly, the remarkable ability ofcertain microorganisms to
transfonn chemicals is being exploited for environmental
cleanup. Ifthe growth needs ofsuch microbes make them unsuitable for direct use, scientists can now transfer the genes for their
valuable metabolic capabilities into other microorganisms, which
can then be used to treat environmental problems. For example,
many bacteria can extract heavy metals, such as copper, lead, and
nickel, from their environments and incorporate the metals into
compounds such as copper sulfate or lead sulfate, which are read·
ily recoverable. Genetically engineered microbes may bewme
important in both mining minerals (especially as ore reserves are
depleted) and cleaning up highly toxic mining wastes. Biotechnologists are also trying to engineer microbes that can degrade
chlorinated hydrocarbons and other harmful compounds. These
microbes could be used in wastev.oater treatment plants or by
manufacturers before the compounds are ever released into the
environment.
In a more "old-fashioned" application of biotechnology,
biofuels from crops such as corn, soybeans, and cassava have
been proposed as asupplement or even replacement for fossil fuels. In this case, no genetic engineering is involved. To produce
"bioethanoI;' the starch made naturally by the plants is simply
converted to sugar and then fermented by microorganisms; a

similar process can produce "biodiesel" from plant oils. Either
product can be mixed with gasoline or used alone to power vehicles. Proponents say these fuels have less impact on the environment than fossil fuels, but others disagree, asserting that the
environmental effects of growing these crops make their total
impact greater than that of fossil fuels.

Agricultural Applications

't' ~:ZD.25

•

Using the Ti Plasmid to Produce Transgenic
Plants
APPLICATION Genes conferring useful traits. such as pest resistance. herbicide resistance. delayed ripening. and increased
nutritional value, can be transferred from one plant variety or
species to another using the Ti plasmid as a vector,
TECHNIQUE

Scientists are working to learn more about the genomes of
agriculturally important plants and animals. For a number of
years, they have been using DNA technology in an effort to
improve agricultural productivity.

o The
Ti plasmid is isolated from
the bacterium Agrobaaerium
fUmefaciens The segment of
the plasmid that integrates into
the genome of host celis is
called T DNA.

Animal Husbandry
The selective breeding of livestock, or animal husbandry, has
exploited naturally occurring mutations and genetic recombination for centuries. As we described earlier, DNA technology
enables scientists to produce transgenic animals, which
speeds up the selective breeding process. The goals of creating a transgenic animal are often the same as the goals of traditional breeding-for instance, to make a sheep with better
quality wool, a pig with leaner meat, or a cow that will mature
in a shorter time. Scientists might, for example, identify and
clone a gene that causes the development of larger muscles
(muscles make up most of the meat we eat) in one breed of
cattle and transfer it to other cattle or even to sheep.
However, problems such as low fertility or increased susceptibility to disease are not uncommon among farm animals
carrying genes from humans and other foreign species. Animal health and welfare are important issues to consider when
developing transgenic animals.

Genetic Engineering in Plants
Agricultural scientists have already endowed a number ofcrop
plants with genes for desirable traits, such as delayed ripening
and resistance to spoilage and disease. In one striking way,
plants are easier to genetically engineer than most animals. For
many plant species, a single tissue cell grown in culture can
give rise to an adult plant (see Figure 20.16). Thus, genetic manipulations can be performed on an ordinary somatic cell and
the cell then used to generate an organism with new traits.
The most commonly used vector for introducing new
genes into plant cells is a plasmid, called the 1i plasmid, from
the soil bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens. This plasmid
integrates a segment of its DNA, known as T DNA, into the
chromosomal DNA ofits host plant cells. Forvector purposes,
researchers work with versions of the plasmid that do not
cause disease (unlike the wild-type version) and that have
been engineered to carry genes of interest within the borders
ofthe T DNA. Figure 20.25 outlines one method for using the
TI plasmid to produce transgenic plants. Scientists can intro-

8

The foreign gene of interest
is inserted into the middle of
the T DNA using methods
shown in Figure 20.4

Agrobaeterium tumefaciens

Ti
plasmid

Site where
restriction _~€g
enzyme culS

DNA with
the gene
ofmterest

:'i

T DNA

Recombinant
Ti plasmid

€) Recombinant plasmids can be
introduced into cultured plant
cells by electroporation. Or
plasmids can be returned to
Agrobaaerium, which is then
applied as a liquid suspension
to the leaves of susceptible
plants, infl"{ting them. Once a
plasmid is taken into a plant
cell, its T DNA integrates into
the cell's chromosomal DNA.

RESULTS
Transformed
cells carrying the transgene of interest can regenerate complete
plants that exhibit the new trait
conferred by the transgene,

Plant with
new trait

duce recombinant Ii plasmids into plant cells by electroporation. Alternatively, the recombinant plasmid can be put back
into Agrobacteriumi susceptible plants or plant cells growing
in culture are then infected with bacteria that contain the recombinant plasmid.
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Genetic engineering is rapidly replacing traditional plantbreeding programs, especially for useful traits, such as herbicide or pest resistance, determined by one or a few genes.
Crops engineered with a bacterial gene making the plants resistant to herbicides can grow while weeds are destroyed, and
genetically engineered crops that can resist destructive insects
reduce the need for chemical insecticides. In India, the insertion ofa salinity resistance gene from a coastal mangrove plant
into the genomes of several rice varieties has resulted in rice
plants that can grow in water three times as salty as seawater.
The research foundation that carried out this feat of genetic
engineering estimates that one-third of all irrigated land has
high salinity owing to overirrigation and intensive use of
chemical fertilizers, representing a serious threat to the food
supply. Thus, salinity-resistant crop plants would be enormously valuable worldwide.
Genetic engineering also has great potential for improving
the nutritional value of crop plants. For instance, scientists
have developed transgenic rice plants that produce yellow rice
grains containing beta-carotene, which our body uses to make
vitamin A (see Figure 38.18). This ~goldenH rice could help
prevent vitamin A deficiency in the half of the world's population that depends on rice as a staple food. Currently, large
numbers ofyoung children in Southeast Asia suffer from vitamin A deficiency, which leads to vision impairment and increases susceptibility to disease.

Safety and Ethical Questions Raised
by DNA Technology
Early concerns about potential dangers associated with recombinant DNA technology focused on the possibility that hazardous new pathogens might be created. What might happen,
for instance, if cancer cell genes were transferred into bacteria
orviruses? To guard against such rogue microbes, scientists developed a set ofguidelines that were adopted as formal government regulations in the United States and some othercountries.
One safety measure is a set of strict laboratory procedures designed to protect researchers from infe<tion by engineered microbes and to prevent the microbes from accidentally leaving
the laboratory. In addition, strains of microorganisms to be used
in recombinant DNA experiments are genetically crippled to
ensure that they cannot survive outside the laboratory. Finally,
certain obviously dangerous experiments have been banned.
Today, most public concern about possible hazards centers
not on recombinant microbes but on genetically modified
(GM) organisms used as food. In common language, a GM organism is one that has acquired by artificial means one or more
genes from another species or even from another variety of the
same species. Some salmon, for example, have been genetically
modified by addition ofa more active salmon growth hormone
gene. However, the majority of the GM organisms that contribute to our food supply are not animals, but crop plants.
422
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GM crops are widespread in the United States, Argentina,
and Brazil; together these countries account for over 8()<}6 ofthe
world's acreage devoted to such crops. In the United States, the
majority of corn, soybeans, and canola are GM crops, and GM
products are not required to be labeled. However, the same
foods are an ongoing subject of controversy in Europe, where
the GM revolution has met with strong opposition. Many Europeans are concerned about the safety of GM foods and the
possible environmental consequences of growing GM plants.
Early in 2000, negotiators from 130 countries (including the
United States) agreed on a Biosafety Protocol that requires exporters to identify GM organisms present in bulk food shipments and allows importing countries to decide whether the
products pose environmental or health risks. Since then, European countries have, on occasion, refused crops from the
United States and other countries, leading to trade disputes.
Although a small number of GM crops have been grown on
European soil, these products have generally failed in local
markets, and the future of GM crops in Europe is uncertain.
Advocates of a cautious approach toward GM crops fear
that transgenic plants might pass their new genes to close relatives in nearby wild areas. We know that lawn and crop
grasses, for example, commonly exchange genes with wild relatives via pollen transfer. If crop plants carrying genes for resistance to herbicides, diseases, or insect pests pollinated wild
H
ones, the offspring might become "super weeds that are very
difficult to control. Another possible hazard, suggested by one
laboratory-based study, is that a transgene encoding a pesticidelike protein might cause plants to produce pollen toxic to butterflies. However, scientists with the Agricultural Research
Service concluded from a two-year field study that butterflies
were unlikely to be exposed to toxic levels of pollen.
As for the risks to human health from GM foods, some
people fear that the protein products of transgenes might lead
to allergic reactions. Although there is some evidence that this
could happen, advocates claim that these proteins could be
tested in advance to avoid producing ones that cause allergic
reactions.
Today, governments and regulatory agencies throughout
the world are grappling with how to facilitate the use of
biotechnology in agriculture, industry, and medicine while ensuring that new products and procedures are safe. In the
United States, such applications ofbiotechnology are evaluated
for potential risks by various regulatory agencies, including the
FDA, the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Institutes of Health, and the Department of Agriculture. Meanwhile, these same agencies and the public must consider the
ethical implications of biotechnology.
Advances in biotechnology have allowed us to obtain complete genome sequences for humans and many other species,
providing a vast treasure trove of information about genes. We
can ask how certain genes differ from species to species, as well
as how genes and, ultimately, entire genomes have evolved.

(These are the subjects of Chapter 21.) At the same time, the
increasing speed and falling cost of determining the genome
sequences ofindividuals are raising significant ethical questions.
Who should have the right to examine someone else's genetic
information? How should that information be used? Should a
person's genome be a factor in determining eligibility for a job
or insurance? Ethical considerations, as well as concerns about
potential environmental and health hazards, will likely slow
some applications of biotechnology. There is always a danger
that too much regulation will stifle basic research and its potential benefits. However, the power of DNA technology and
genetic engineering-our ability to profoundly and rapidly alter species that have been evolving for millennia-demands
that we proceed with humility and caution.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

_',Ii'''''_ 20.1
DNA cloning yields multiple copies of a gene or other

DNA segment (pp. 396-405)
.. DNA Cloning and Its Applications: A Prcvicw DNA
cloning and other techniques, collectively termed DNA tech·
nology, can be used to manipulate and analyze DNA and to
produce useful new products and organisms.
.. Using Restriction Enzymes to Make Recombinant DNA
Bacterial restriction enzymes cut DNA molecules within
short, specific nucleotide sequences to yield a set of doublestranded DNA fragments with single-stranded sticky ends.
The sticky ends on fragments from one DNA source can basepair with complementary sticky ends on fragments from other
DNA molecules; sealing of the base-paired fragments with
DNA ligase produces recombinant DNA molecules.

:
\
C
Y

.. Cloning a Eukaryotic Gene in a Bacterial Plasmid

Vector

~

'Q

DNA fragments from (je'lOOl1C DNA
or eDNA or copy of DNA obl~lrled
by PeR

Cut by same rest"alOn ~nzyme,
mi~d. ~nd li9~ted

o o
Recombin~nt

DNA pl~smids

CONCEPT

CHECK

20.4

I. What is the advantage of using stem cells for gene
therapy?
2, List at least three different properties that have been
acquired by crop plants via genetic engineering.
3. _',11$111" As a physician, you have a patient with
symptoms that suggest a hepatitis A infection. The
symptoms come and go, but you have not been able
to detect viral proteins in the blood. Knowing that
hepatitis A is an RNA virus, what lab tests could you
perform to support your diagnosis? Explain what the
results would mean.
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

Recombinant plasm ids are returned to host cells, each of
which divides to form a clone of cells. Collections of clones
are stored as libraries.
.. Expressing Cloned Eukaryotic Genes Several technical difficulties hinder the expression of cloned eukaryotic genes in
bacterial host cells. The use of cultured eukaryotic cells as
host cells and yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) as vectors
helps avoid these problems.
.. Amplifying DNA in Vitro: The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) PCR can produce many copies of a specific target
segment of DNA, using primers that bracket the desired sequence and a heat-resistant DNA polymerase.
Acth'ily Applications of DNA Technology
Acth'ity Restriction En~ymes
Acthily Goning a Gene in Bacteria
In'',,,,ligation Howean Antibiotic-Resi'tant Pla,mid. Transform £. (:(lin

_"Iilil'_ 20.2
DNA technology allows us to study the sequence,
expression, and function of a gene (pp. 405-411)
.. Gel Electrophoresis and Southern Blotting DNA restriction fragments of different lengths can be separated by gel
electrophoresis. Specific fragments can be identified by Southern blotting, using labeled probes that hybridize to the DNA
immobilized on a "blot" of the gel.
.. DNA Sequencing Relatively short DNA fragments can be
sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination method, which
can be performed in automated sequencing machines.
.. Analyzing Gene Expression Expression of a gene can be investigated using hybridization with labeled probes to look for
specific mRNAs, either on a gel (Northern blotting) or in a
whole organism (in situ hybridization). Also, RNA can be transcribed into eDNA by reverse transcriptase and the eDNA amplified with specific primers (RT-PCR). Microarrays allow
researchers to compare the expression of many genes at once in
different tissues, at different times, or under different conditions.
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.. Determining Gene Function For a gene of unknown function, experimental inactivation of the gene and observation
of the resulting phenotypic effects can provide clues to its
function.
Acti\ity Gel

EIe<:lrophore~is

orONA

Activity Analyzing DNA Fragments

U~ing

Gel Elcclrophore;;is

Inn.ligation How Can Gel Electrophoresis Be Used 10 Analyze DNA?

.',Ii'''''. 20.3

Cloning organisms may lead to production of stem
cells for research and other applications (pp. 412-416)

.. Studies showing genomic equivalence (that an organism's cells
have the same genome) were the first examples of organismal
cloning.
.. Cloning Plants: Single-Cell Cultures Differentiated cells
from mature plants are often capable of generating a complete
new plant.
.. Cloning Animals: Nuclear Transplantation The nucleus
from a differentiated animal cell can sometimes give rise to a
new animal if transplanted to an enucleated egg.
.. Stem Cells of Animals Certain stem cells from animal embryos or adult tissues can reproduce and differentiate in vitro
as well as in vivo, offering the potential for medical use.

....II.i"· 20.4

The practical applications of DNA technology affect
our lives in many ways (pp. 416-423)
.. Medical Applications DNA technology is increasingly being used in the diagnosis of genetic and other diseases and
offers potential for better treatment of genetic disorders or
even permanent cures. Single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and restriction fragment length polymorphisms
(RFLPs) are useful as genetic markers linked to diseasecausing alleles. Large-scale production of protein hormones
and other proteins with therapeutic uses. including safer
vaccines. is possible with DNA technology. Some therapeutic proteins are being produced in transgenic "pharm" ani·
mals and plants.
.. Forensic Evidence and Genetic Profiles Analysis of genetic markers such as short tandem repeats (STRs) in DNA
isolated from tissue or body fluids found at crime scenes can
provide definitive evidence that a suspect is guilty or innocent. Such analysis is also useful in parenthood disputes and
in identifying the remains of crime victims.
.. Environmental Cleanup Genetically engineered microorganisms can be used to extract minerals from the environment
or degrade various types of potentially toxic waste materials.
.. Agricultural Applications The aim of developing transgeniC
plants and animals is to improve agricultural productivity and
food quality.
.. Safety and Ethical Questions Raised by DNA Technology
The potential benefits of genetic engineering must be carefully weighed against the potential hazards of creating products or developing procedures that are harmful to humans or
the environment.

-&I4,Jt.Activity DNA Fingerprinting
Activity Making Decisions About DNA TechnologY' Golden Rice
Activity The Human Genome Proje<:l: Gene, on Human Chromosome 17
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF·QUIZ
I. Which of the following tools of recombinant DNA technology
is incorrectly paired with its use?
a. restriction enzyme-production ofRFLPs
b. DNA ligase-enzyme that cuts DNA, creating the sticky
ends of restriction fragments
c. DNA polymerase-used in a polymerase chain reaction to
amplify sections of DNA
d. reverse transcriptase-production of cDNA from mRNA
e. electrophoresis-separation of DNA fragments
2. Which of the fonowing would not be true of cDNA produced
using human brain tissue as the starting material?
a. It could be amplified by the polymerase chain reaction.
b. It could be used to create a complete genomic library.
c. It is produced from mRNA using reverse transcriptase.
d. It could be used as a probe to detect genes expressed in
the brain.
e. It lacks the introns of the human genes.
3. Plants are more readily manipulated by genetic engineering
than are animals because
a. plant genes do not contain introns.
b. more vectors are available for transferring recombinant
DNA into plant cells.
c. a somatic plant cell can often give rise to a complete plant.
d. genes can be inserted into plant cells by microinjection.
e. plant cells have larger nuclei.
4. A paleontologist has recovered a bit of tissue from the 400year-old preserved skin of an extinct dodo {a bird). The researcher would like to compare a specific region of the DNA
from the sample with DNA from living birds. Which ofthe following would be most useful for increasing the amount of dodo
DNA available for testing?
a. RFLP analysis
b. polymerase chain reaction (peR)
c. electroporation
d. gel electrophoresis
e. Southern blotting
5. Expression of a cloned eukaryotic gene in a bacterial cell involves many challenges. The use of mRNA and reverse transcriptase is part of a strategy to solve the problem of
a. post-transcriptional processing.
b. electroporation.
c. post-translational processing.
d. nucleic add hybridization.
e. restriction fragment ligation.
6. DNA technology has many medical applications. Which of the
fonowing is not done routinely at present?
a. production of hormones for treating diabetes and dwarfism
b. production of viral proteins for vaccines
c. introduction of genetically engineered genes into human
gametes
d. prenatal identification of genetic disease genes
e. genetic testing for carriers of harmful alleles

7. Which of the following sequences in double-stranded DNA is
most likely to be recognized as a cutting site for a restriction
enzyme?
a.AAGG b,AGTC c.GGCC d.ACCA
e.AAAA
TTee
TCAG
eeGG
TGGT
TTTT

8. In recombinant DNA methods, the term vector can refer to
a. the enzyme that cuts DNA into restriction fragments.
b. the sticky end of a DNA fragment.
c. a RFLP marker.
d. a plasmid used to transfer DNA into a living cell.
e. a DNA probe used to identify a particular gene.

For Seif·Qlliz answers, see Appendix A.

-51401". Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION

9. ••@WIII You are making a genomic library for the aardvark, using a bacterial plasmid as a vector. The green diagram
below shows the plasmid, which contains the restriction site for
the enzyme used in Figure 20.3. Above the plasmid is a region
of linear aardvark DNA. Diagram your cloning procedure,
showing what would happen to these two molecules during
each step. Use one color for the aardvark DNA and its bases
and another color for those of the plasmid. Label each step.
5', TCCATGAATTCTAAAGCGCTTATGAATTCACGGC 3'
3' ,AGGTACTTAAGATTTCGCGAATACTTAAGTGCCG. 5'
II

Aardvark DNA

10. -m'·illjM Imagine you want to study human crystallins,
proteins present in the lens of the eye. To obtain a sufficient
amount of the protein, you decide to done the crystallin gene.
Would you construct a genomic library or a cDNA library?
What material would you use as a source of DNA or RNA?

11. If DNA-based technologies become widely used, how might
they change the way evolution proceeds, as compared with the
natural evolutionary mechanisms of the past 4 billion years?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
12. You hope to study a gene that codes for a neurotransmitter
protein in human brain cells. You know the amino acid sequence of the protein. Explain how you might (al identify the
genes expressed in a specific type of brain cell, (b) identify the
gene for the neurotransmitter, (c) produce multiple copies of
the gene for study, and {dl produce a quantity of the neurotransmitter for evaluation as a potential medication.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
13. Is there danger of discrimination based on testing for "harmful"
genes? What policies can you suggest that would prevent such
abuses?

Plasmid

14. Government funding of embryonic stem cell research has been
a contentious political issue. Why has this debate been so
heated? Summarize the arguments for and against embryonic
stem cell research, and explain your own position on the issue.
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.... Figure 21.1 What genomic information makes a human
or a chimpanzee?

CONCEPTS

21.1 New approaches have accelerated the pace of
genome sequencing
21.2 Scientists use bioinformatics to analyze
genomes and their functions
21.3 Genomes vary in size, number of genes, and
gene density
21.4 Multicellular eukaryotes have much noncoding
DNA and many multigene families
21.5 Duplication, rearrangement, and mutation of
DNA contribute to genome evolution

21.6 Comparing genome sequences provides dues
to evolution and development

r:::~;';e

Leaves from the Tree

of Life

T

he woman in figure 21.1 and her chimpanzee com-

panions are sharing a laugh-or are they? Does each of
them perceive a "joken and react with this joyful facial
expression and its accompanying vocalization? \'1ith the advent
of recent techniques for rapidly sequencing complete genomes,
we can now start to address the genetic basis ofintriguing questions like this.
The chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) is our closest living relative
on the evolutionary tree of life. Its genome was sequenced in
2005, two years after sequencing of the human genome was
largely completed. Now that we can compare our genome with
that ofthe chimpanzee base by base, wecan tackle the more general issue ofwhat differences in the genetic information account
for the distinct characteristics of these two species of primates.
In addition to determining the sequences of the human and
chimpanzee genomes, researchers have obtained complete
genome sequences for E. coli and numerous other prokaryotes,
426

as well as many eukaryotes, including Saccharomyces cere·
visiae (brewer's yeast), Caenorhabditis elegans (a nematode),
Drosophi!Ll me!Llnogaster (fruit fly), Mus musculus (house
mouse), and Macaca mulatta (rhesus macaque). Fragments of
DNA have been sequenced even from extinct species, such as
the cave bear and the woolly mammoth! These whole and partial genomes are ofgreat interest in their own right and are also
providing important insights into evolution and other biological processes. Broadening the human~chimpanzee comparison
to the genomes of other primates and more distantly related
animals should reveal the sets of genes that control group·
defining characteristics. Beyond that, comparisons with the
genomes ofbacteria, archaea, fungi, protists, and plants should
enlighten us about the long evolutionary history of shared ancient genes and their products.
With the genomes of many species fully sequenced,
scientists can study whole sets of genes and their interactions, an approach called genomics. The sequencing efforts
that feed this approach have generated, and continue to generate, enormous volumes of data. The need to deal with this
ever-increasing flood of information has spawned the new
field of bioinformatics, the application of computational
methods to the storage and analysis of biological data.
We will begin this chapter by discussing two approaches to
genome sequencing and some of the advances in and applications of bioinformatics. We will then summarize what has
been learned from the genomes that have been sequenced
thus far. Next, we will describe the composition of the human
genome as a representative genome of a complex multicellular eukaryote. Finally, we will explore current ideas about how
genomes evolve and about how the evolution of developmental mechanisms could have generated the great diversity of life
found on Earth today.

r~::J:;~~~es have

accelerated the pace of
•
genome sequencmg

Sequencing ofthe human genome, an ambitious undertaking,
officially began as the Human Genome Project in 1990. Organized by an international, publicly funded consortium of
scientists at universities and research institutes, the project involved 20 large sequencing centers in six countries plus a host
of other labs working on small projects.
After sequencing of the human genome was largely completed in 2003, the sequence of each chromosome was carefully analyzed and described in a series of papers, the last of
which covered chromosome 1 and was published in 2006.
With this refinement, researchers termed the sequencing "virtually complete." To reach these milestones, the project proceeded through three stages that provided progressively more
detailed views of the human genome: linkage mapping, physical mapping, and DNA sequencing.

Three-Stage Approach to Genome Sequencing
Even before the Human Genome Project began, earlier research had sketched a rough picture of the organization of the
genomes of many organisms. For instance, the karyotyping of
many species had revealed their chromosome numbers and
banding patterns (see Figure 13.3). And some genes had already been located on a particular region of a chromosome by
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), a method in which
fluorescently labeled probes are allowed to hybridize to an immobilized array of whole chromosomes (see Figure 15.1).
Cytogenetic maps based on this type of information provided
the starting point for more detailed mapping.
With these cytogenetic maps of the chromosomes in
hand, the initial stage in sequencing the human genome was
to construct a linkage map (a type ofgenetic map; see Chapter 15) of several thousand genetic markers spaced throughout the chromosomes (Figure 21.2 stage 0). The order of
the markers and the relative distances between them on such
a map are based on recombination frequencies (see Figure 15.11). The markers can be genes or any other identifiable sequences in the DNA, such as RFLPs or the short
tandem repeats (STRs) discussed in Chapter 20. By 1992, researchers had compiled a human linkage map with some
5,000 markers. Such a map enabled them to locate other
markers, including genes, by testing for genetic linkage to the
known markers. It was also valuable as a framework for organizing more detailed maps of particular regions.
The next stage was the physical mapping of the human
genome. In a physical map, the distances between markers
are expressed by some physical measure, usually the number

Cytogenetic map
Chromosome banding
pattern and location of
specific genes by
fluore5cence in situ
hybridization (FISH)

Chromosome
bands

Genes located
by FISH

G Linkage mapping
Ordenng of genetic
markers such as RFLPs,
STRs, and other
polymorphisms (about
200 per chromosome)
Genetic
markers

f) Physical mapping
Ordering of large overlapping fragments
cloned in YAC and BAC
vectors. followed by
ordering of smaller
fragments cloned in
phage and plasmid
vectors

Overlapping
fragments

o Determination
DNA sequencing
of
nucleotide sequence of
each small fragment and
assembly of the partial
sequences into the complete genome sequence

.·GACTI(AT(GGTATCGAA(T·"

... Figure 21.2 Three-stage approach to sequencing an entire
genome. Starting with a cytogenetic map of each chromosome,
researchers with the Human Genome Project proceeded through three
stages to reach the ultimate goal. the virtually complete nudeotide
sequence of f!'Iery chromosome,

of base pairs along the DNA. For whole-genome mapping, a
physical map is made by cutting the DNA of each chromosome into a number of restriction fragments and then determining the original order of the fragments in the
chromosomal DNA. The key is to make fragments that over·
lap and then use probes or automated nucleotide sequencing
of the ends to find the overlaps (Figure 21.2, stage 8). In this
way, fragments can be assigned to a sequential order that corresponds to their order in a chromosome.
Supplies of the DNA fragments used for physical mapping
are prepared by DNA cloning. In working with large genomes,
researchers carry out several rounds of DNA cutting, cloning,
and physical mapping. The first cloning vector is often a yeast
artificial chromosome (YAC), which can carry inserted fragments a million base pairs long, or a bacterial artificial chromosome (SAC), which typically carries inserts of 100,000 to
300,000 base pairs. After such long fragments are put in order,
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each fragment is cut into smaller pieces, which are cloned in
plasmids or phages, ordered in turn, and finally sequenced.
The ultimate goal in mapping a genome is to determine the
complete nucleotide sequence ofeach chromosome (Figure 21.2,
stage e). For the human genome, this was accomplished by
sequencing machines, using the dideoxy chain-termination
method described in Figure 20.12. Even with automation, the
sequencing of all 3.2 billion base pairs in a haploid set of human chromosomes presented a formidable challenge. In fact,
a major thrust ofthe Human Genome Project was the development oftechnology for faster sequencing. Improvements over
the years chipped away at each time-consuming step, enabling the rate of sequencing to accelerate impressively:
Whereas a productive lab could typically sequence 1,000 base
pairs a day in the 1980s, by the year 2000 each research center
working on the Human Genome Project was sequencing
1,000 base pairs per second, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Methods like this that can analyze biological materials very
rapidly and produce enormous volumes of data are said to be
~high-throughput.~ Sequencing machines are an example of
high-throughput devices.
In practice, the three stages shown in Figure 21.2 overlap in
a way that our simplified version does not portray, but they accurately represent the overarching strategy employed in the
Human Genome Project. During the project, an alternative
strategy for genome sequencing emerged that has been widely
adopted due to its extreme efficiency.

Whole-Genome Shotgun Approach to

Genome Sequencing
In 1992, emboldened by advances in sequencing and computer technology, molecular biologist ]. Craig Venter devised
an alternative approach to the sequencing of whole genomes.
Called the whole-genome shotgun approach, it essentially
skips the linkage mapping and physical mapping stages and
starts directly with the sequencing of random DNA fragments. Powerful computer programs then assemble the resulting very large number ofoverlapping short sequences into
a single continuous sequence (Figure 21.3).
Despite the skepticism of many scientists, the value of
Venter's approach became clear in 1995 when he and colleagues reported the first complete genome sequence ofan organism, the bacterium Haemophilus injluenzae. In 1998, he
set up a company, Celera Genomics, and declared his intention to sequence the entire human genome. Five years later,
Celera Genomics and the public consortium jointly announced that sequencing of the human genome was largely
complete, two years before the original target date of the
Human Genome Project.
Representatives of the public consortium point out that
Celera's accomplishment relied heavily on the consortium's
maps and sequence data and that the infrastructure estab428
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• Figure 21.3 Whole-genome shotgun approach to
sequencing. In this approach, developed by Craig Venter and
colleagues at the company he founded, Celera Genomics, random
DNA fragments are sequenced and then ordered relative to each other.
Compare this approach with the hierarchical, three-stage approach
shown in Figure 21.2,
n The fragments in stage 2 of this figure are depicted as scattered,
. . whereas those in stage 2 of Figure 21.2 are drawn in a much
more orderly fashion, How do these depictions refJea the rv.vapproaches?

lished by their approach was a tremendous aid to Celera's efforts. Venter, on the other hand, argues for the efficiency and
economy of Celera's methods, and indeed, the public consortium has made some use of them as well. Clearly, both approaches are valuable and have contributed to the rapid
completion of genome sequencing for quite a few species.
Today, the whole-genome shotgun approach is widely used.
Typically, the fragments are cloned into three different vectors, each of which takes a defined size of insert. The known
distance between the ends of the inserted DNA is one more
piece of information the computer can use to assemble the sequences properly. A recent study comparing the two approaches has shown that whole-genome shotgun sequencing
can miss some duplicated sequences, thus underestimating
the size of the genome and missing some genes in those regions. The hybrid approach that ended up being used for the
human genome, with the more rapid shotgun sequencing being augmented by some mapping of clones, may in fact prove
to be most useful in the long run.
As of 2007, there were still some small sections of the human genome that had not been sequenced. Because of the
presence of repetitive DNA and for other poorly understood

reasons, certain parts ofthe chromosomes of multicellular organisms resist detailed sequencing by the usual methods.
At first glance, genome sequences of humans and other organisms are simply dry lists of nucleotide bases-millions of
A's, T's, C's, and G's in mind-numbing succession. Crucial to
making sense of this massive amount of data have been new
analytical approaches, which we discuss next.
CONCEPT

CHECK

11.1

1. What is the major difference between a linkage map
and a physical map of a chromosome?
2. In general, how does the approach to genome mapping used in the Human Genome Project differ from
the whole-genome shotgun approach?
3. • ',III!"14 Imagine you decide to sequence the
genome of a field mouse, a species closely related to
the lab mouse whose genome has already been sequenced. Why might having the lab mouse sequence
available lead you to use the whole-genome shotgun
approach instead of the three-stage approach?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;;;;:t~:s~~2bioinformatics to
analyze genomes and their
functions

Each ofthe 20 or so sequencing centers around the world working on the Human Genome Project churned out voluminous
amounts of DNA sequence day after day. As the data began to
accumulate, the need to coordinate efforts to keep track of all
the sequences became clear. Thanks to the foresight ofscientists
and government officials involved in the Human Genome Project, its goals included the establishment of banks of data, or
databases, and the refining of analytical software. These databases and software programs would then be centralized and
made readily accessible on the Internet. Accomplishing this aim
has accelerated progress in DNA sequence analysis by making
bioinformatics resources available to researchers worldwide
and by speeding up the dissemination of information.

Centralized Resources for Analyzing
Genome Sequences
Government-funded agencies carried out their mandate to establish databases and provide software with which scientists
could analyze the sequence data. For example, in the United
States, a joint endeavor between the National Library of Medicine and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) created the
National Center for Biote<hnology Information (NCBI), which

maintains a website (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) with extensive
bioinformatics resources. On this site are links to databases,
software, and a wealth of information about genomics and reo
lated topics. Similar websites have also been established by the
European Mole<ular Biology Laboratory and the DNA Data
Bank of Japan, two genome centers with which the NCBI collaborates. These large, comprehensive websites are complemented by others maintained by individual or small groups of
laboratories. Smaller websites often provide databases and
software designed for a narrower purpose, such as shldying genetic and genomic changes in one particular type of cancer.
The NCBl database of sequences is called Genbank. As of
August 2007, it included the sequences of 76 million fragments of genomic DNA, totaling 80 billion base pairs! Genbank is constantly updated, and the amount of data it contains
is estimated to double approximately every 18 months. Any
sequence in the database can be retrieved and analyzed using
software from the NCBI website or elsewhere.
One software program available on the NCBI website,
called BLAST, allows the visitor to compare a DNA sequence
with every sequence in Genbank, base by base, to look for similar regions. Another program allows comparison of predicted
protein sequences. Yet a third can search any protein sequence
for common stretches of amino acids (domains) for which a
function is known or suspected, and it can show a threedimensional model of the domain alongside other relevant information (Figure 21.4, on the next page). There is even a
software program that can compare a collection of sequences,
either nucleic acids or polypeptides, and diagram them in the
form of an evolutionary tree based on the sequence relationships. (You'll learn more about such diagrams in Chapter 26.)
The NCBI website also maintains a database that includes
all three-dimensional protein structures that have been determined. (To review how protein structures are analyzed, see
Figure 5.25.) These structures can be rotated by the viewer to
see all sides of the protein. Let's say a researcher has an amino
acid sequence for all or part of an unknown protein, and it is
similar to an amino acid sequence for which the structure has
been worked out. In this event, the possible structure of the
unknown protein can be predicted by one software program
and compared with all other known protein structures using
another program. This information can aid the researcher in
determining the function of the unknown protein.
There is a vast array of resources available for researchers
anywhere in the world to use. Let us now consider the types of
questions scientists can address using these resources.

Identifying Protein-Coding Genes
Within DNA Sequences
Using available DNA sequences, geneticists can study genes
directly, without having to infer genotype from phenotype, as
in classical genetics. But this approach poses a new challenge:
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In this window, a partial amino acid sequence from an unknown
muskmelon protein (HQueryH) is aligned with sequences from
other proteins that the computer program found to be similar.
Each sequence represents a domain called WD40. Four hallmarks of
this domain are highlighted in yellow. (Sequence similarity is based
on chemical aspects of the amino acids, so the amino acids in each
hallmark region are not always identical.)

8

The (n3D program displays
a three-dimensional ribbon
model of cow transducin
(the protein highlighted in
purple in the Sequence
Alignment Viewer). This
protein is the only one of
those shown for which a
structure has been determined. The sequence
similarity of the other
proteins to cow transducin
suggests that their
structures are likely to be
similar.
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This window
displays information about the
WD40domain
from the
Conserved
Domain
Database.

l

(ow transducin contains seven
WD40 domains, one of which is
highlighted here in gray.

The yellow areas correspond to
the WD40 hallmarks
highlighted in yellow in the
window above.

.... Figure 21.4 Bioinformatics tools
available on the Internet. A website
maintained by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information allows scientists
and the public to access DNA and protein

sequences and other stored data, The site
includes a link to a protein structure database
(Conserved Domain Database, COD) that can
find and describe similar domains in related
proteins. as well as software ((n3D, "see In

determining the phenotype from the genotype. Given a long
DNA sequence from a database such as Genbank, how can we
recognize as-yet unknown protein-coding genes and determine their function?
The usual approach is to use software to scan these stored
sequences for transcriptional and translational start and stop
signals, for RNA·splicing sites, and for other telltale signs of
protein-coding genes. The software also looks for certain
short sequences that correspond to sequences present in
known mRNAs. Thousands of such sequences, called
expressed sequence tags, or ESTs, have been collected from
eDNA sequences and are cataloged in computer databases.
This type of analysis identifies sequences that may be previously unknown protein-coding genes.
The identities of about half of the human genes were known
before the Human Genome Project began. But what about the
others, the previously unknown genes revealed by analysis of
DNA sequences? Ques about their identities come from comparing the sequences of gene candidates with those of known
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3D") that displays three·dimensional models of
domains for which the structure has been
determined, Some results are shown from a
search for regions of proteins similar to an
aminO acid sequence in a muskmelon protein.

genes from other organisms, using the software described previously. Dueto redundancy in the genetic code, the DNA sequence
itself may vary more than the protein sequence does. Thus, scientists interested in proteins often compare the predicted amino
acid sequence of the protein to that ofother proteins.
Sometimes a newly identified sequence will match, at least
partially, the sequence ofa gene or protein whose function is well
known. For example, part of a new gene may match a known
gene that encodes an important signaling pathway protein such
as a protein kinase (see Chapter 11), suggesting that the new gene
does, too. Alternatively, the new gene sequence may be similar to
a previously encountered sequence whose function is still unknown. Another possibility is that the sequence is entirely unlike
anything ever seen before. TIlis was true for about a third of the
genes of E coli when its genome was sequenced. In the last case,
protein function is usually deduced through a combination of
biochemical and functional studies. The biochemical approach
aims to determine the three-dimensional structure ofthe protein
as well as other attributes, such as potential binding sites for

other molecules. Functional studies usually involve blocking or
disabling the gene to see what effect that has on the phenotype.
RNAi, described in Chapter 20, is an example of an experimental te<hnique used to block gene function.
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Understanding Genes and Their Products
at the Systems level
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The impressive computational power provided by the tools of
bioinformatics allows the study ofwhole sets of genes and their
interactions, as well as the comparison of genomes from different species. Genomics is a rich source of new insights into
fundamental questions about genome organiw.tion, regulation
of gene expression, growth and development, and evolution.
The success in sequencing genomes and studying entire
sets ofgenes has encouraged scientists to attempt similar systematic study of the full protein sets (proteomes) encoded by
genomes, an approach called proteomics. Proteins, not the
genes that encode them, achlally carry out most of the activities of the cell. Therefore, we must study when and where proteins are produced in an organism, as well as how they interact
in networks, if we are to understand the functioning of cells
and organisms.
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How Systems Are Studied: An Example
Genomics and proteomics are enabling biologists to approach
the study oflife from an increasingly global perspective. Using
the tools we have described, biologists have begun to compile
catalogs of genes and proteins-listings of all the "parts" that
contribute to the operation of cells, tissues, and organisms.
With such catalogs in hand, researchers have shifted their attention from the individual parts to their functional integration in biological systems. As you may recall, in Chapter 1 we
discussed this systems biology approach, which aims to model
the dynamic behavior of whole biological systems.
One basic application of the systems biology approach is to
define gene circuits and protein interaction networks. To map
the protein interaction network in Drosophila that was mentioned in Chapter 1, for instance, researchers started with over
10,000 predicted RNA transcripts. They then used molecular
te<hniques to test interactions between the whole or partial
protein products of these transcripts. Using statistical tests to
sele<t the interactions for which the data were strongest, they
ended up with approximately 4,700 proteins that appeared to
participate in more than 4,000 interactions. A subset of these
interactions is displayed graphically in Figure 21.S; the details
are more easily seen in the two successive blowups in the figure. To process the vast number of protein-protein interactions generated by this experiment and integrate them into the
graphic model required powerful computers, mathematical
tools, and newly developed software. Thus, the systems biology approach has really been made possible by advances in
bioinformatics.

... Figure 21.5 The systems biology approach to protein
interactions. This global protein interaction map shows a subset of
the most statistically likely interactions (lines) among about 2.300
proteins (small circles) in Drosophila, The three background colors in
the map correspond to the general location of each protein: Green is
the nucleus. blue the cytoplasm. and yellow the plasma membrane.
The proteins are also color·coded according to their specific subcellular
localization; for example, green circles represent nuclear proteins.

Application of Systems Biology to Medicine
The Cancer Genome Atlas is another example ofsystems biology in which a large group of interacting genes and gene products are analyzed together. This proje<t, under the joint
leadership ofthe National Cancer Institute and the NIH, aims
to understand how changes in biological systems lead to cancer. In a three-year pilot project running from 2007 to 2010,
three types of cancer-lung cancer, ovarian cancer, and
glioblastoma of the brain-are being analyzed by comparing
gene sequences and patterns ofgene expression in cancer cells
with those of normal cells. A set of approximately 2,000 genes
from the cancer cells will be sequenced at several different
times during the progression ofthe disease to monitorchanges
due to mutations and rearrangements. If this approach proves
fruitful, it will be extended to other types of cancer.
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... Figure 21.6 Ahuman
gene microarray chip. Tiny
dots of DNA arranged in a gOd on
thrs siic:on wafer represent almost
all of the gerJI3 11 the human
genome. USng thl50 chip.
l@Sl!archetscananalyze
expr!'SSlOO patterns for aI human
genes at the samt' OOlf',

the amount of
reagents used and ensumg
urufonn conditions for aI the

ITWlIITVMg
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Systems biology has tremendous potential in human medicine that is just starting to be explored. Silicon and glass ~chips~
have already been developed that hold a microarray of most of
the known human genes (figure 21.6). Such chips are being
used to analyze gene expression patterns in patients suffering
from various cancers and other diseases, with the eventual aim
oftailoring their treatment to their unique genetic makeup and
the specifics of their cancers. This approach has already had
modest success in characterizing subsets ofseveral cancers.
Ultimately, every person may carry with their medical
records a catalog of their DNA sequence, a sort of genetic bar
code, with regions highlighted that predispose them to specific diseases. The potential application for disease prevention
and treatment is substantial.
Systems biology is a highly efficient way to study emergent
properties at the molecular level. Recall from Chapter L that
according to the concept ofemergent properties, novel properties arise at each successive level of biological complexity as
a result of the arrangement of building blocks at the underlying level. The more we are able to learn about the arrangement
and interactions of the components of genetic systems, the
deeper will be our understanding of organisms. The remaining sections of this chapter will survey what we've learned
from genomic studies thus far.
CONCEPT

CHECK

21.2

I. \'(!hat role does the Internet play in current genomics

and proteomics research?
2. Explain the advantage of the systems biology approach to studying cancer versus the approach of
studying a single gene at a time.
3. • ...MIi
Let's say you used the classic genetic approach to study a certain inherited trait in Drosophi/o.that is, you mutated flies and selected those with a
phenotype of interest to you. Assuming you couJd use
molecular biological tools to obtain the region of DNA
that is mutated, how "'QuId you analyze it further to de~
termine how it is involved in the trait of interest?

i.

For suggested answers. see AppendiX A
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r~:~i:;:S~~~ in size, number of
genes, and gene density

By early 2008, the sequencing of over 700 genomes had been
completed and that of more than 2,700 genomes was in
progress. [n the oompletely sequenced group, about 600 are
genomes of bacteria, and 50 are archaeal genomes. Among the
65 eukaryotic species in the group are vertebrates, invertebrates,
protists, fungi, and plants. The accumulated genome sequences
contain a .....ealth of infonnation that we are just beginning to
mine. \Vhat have we learned so far by comparing the genomes
that have now been sequenced? [n this section, we will examine
the characteristics of genome size, number of genes, and gene
density. Because these characteristics are so broad, we will focus
on general trends, for which there are often exceptions.

Genome Size
Comparing the three domains (Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya), we find a general difference in genome size between
prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Table 21.1). \'(!hiJe there are
some exceptions, most bacterial genomes have between I and
6 million base pairs (Mb); the genome of £ coli, for instance,
has 4.6 Mb. Genomes of archaea are, for the most part, within
the size range of bacterial genomes. (Keep in mind, however,
that many fewer archaeal genomes have been completely sequenced, so this picture may change.) Eukaryotic genomes
tend to be larger: The genome of the Single-celled yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (a fungus) has about 13 Mb, while most
animals and plants, which are multicellular, have genomes of
at least 100 Mb. There are 180 Mb in the fruit fly genome,
while humans have 3,200 Mb, about 500 to 3,000 times as
many as a typical bacterium.
Aside from this general difference between prokaryotes and
eukaryotes, a comparison of genome sizes among eukaryotes
fails to reveal any systematic relationship betv,'een genome size
and the organism's phenotype. For instance, the genome of
Friti/ian'a ass)'riaca, a flowering plant in the lily family, contains
120 billion base pairs (l20,(XX) Mb), about 40 times the size of
the human genome. [\'en more striking. there is a single-celled
amoeba, Amoeba duhill, whose genome has 670,cm Mh. (This
genome has not yet been sequenced) On a finer scale, comparing rn'Q insect species, the cricket (Anabrus simplex) genome
turns out to M\'e 11 times as many base pairs as the Drosophi/o.
melanogaster genome. There is a wide range of genome sizes
within the groups of protists, insects, amphibians, and plants
and less ofa range within mammals and reptiles.

Number of Genes
A similar difference holds true fOT the number ofgenes: Bacteria and archaea, in general, have fewer genes than eukaryotes.

Free-living bacteria and archaea have from 1,500 to 7,500
genes, while the number of genes in eukaryotes ranges from
about 5,000 for unicellular fungi to at least 40,000 for some
multicellular eukaryotes (see Table 21.1).
Within the eukaryotes, the number of genes in a species is
often lower than expected from simply considering the size of
its genome. Looking at Table 21.1, you can see that the genome
of the nematode C. elegans is 100 Mb in size and contains
roughly 20,000 genes. The Drosophila genome, in comparison, is almost twice as big (ISO Mb) but has about two-thirds
the number of genes-only 13,700 genes.
Considering an example closer to home, we noted that the
human genome contains 3,200 Mb, well over ten times the
size ofeither the Drosophila or C. elegans genome. At the outset ofthe Human Genome Project, biologists expected somewhere between 50,000 and 100,000 genes to be identified in
the completed sequence, based on the number of known human proteins. As the project progressed, the estimate was revised downward several times, and, as of 2007, the most
reliable count places the number at 20,488. This relatively low
number, similar to the number of genes in the nematode
C. elegans, has surprised biologists, who had clearly expected
many more human genes.
What genetic attributes allow humans (and other vertebrates) to get by with no more genes than nematodes? An important factor is that vertebrate genomes "get more bang for

the buck" from their coding sequences because of extensive
alternative splicing of RNA transcripts. Recall that this
process generates more than one functional protein from a
single gene (see Figure 18.11). For instance, nearly all human
genes contain multiple exons, and an estimated 75% of these
multi-exon genes are spliced in at least two different ways. If
we assume that each alternatively spliced human gene on average specifies three different polypeptides, then the total
number of different human polypeptides would be about
75,000. Additional polypeptide diversity could result from
post-translational modifications such as cleavage or addition
of carbohydrate groups in different cell types or at different
developmental stages.

Gene Density and Noncoding DNA

In addition to genome size and number ofgenes, wecan compare
gene density in different species-in other words, how many
genes there are in a given length ofDNA. \Vhen we compare the
genomes of bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes, we see that eukaryotes generally have larger genomes but fewer genes in agiven
number of base pairs. Humans have hundreds or thousands of
times as many base pairs in their genome as most bacteria, as we
already noted, but they have only 5 to 15 times as many genes;
thus, gene density is lower in humans (see Table 21.1). Even
unicellular eukaryotes, such as yeasts, have fewer genes per
million base pairs than bacteria and arGenome Sizes and Estimated Numbers of Genes·
chaea. Among the genomes that have
been sequenced completely thus far,
Haploid
Genome
Number
Genes
humans and other mammals have the
Size (Mb)
of Genes
Organism
per Mb
lowest gene density.
In aU bacterial genomes studied so far,
Bacteria
most
ofthe DNA consists ofgenes for pro1,700
Haemophilus injluenzae
1.8
9W
tein, tRNA, or rRNA; the smaU amount of
4,400
Escherichia coli
4.6
950
other DNA consists mainly of nontranArchaea
scribed regulatory sequences, such as pro2,500
1,130
Archaeoglobusju/gidus
2.2
moters. The sequenceofnucleotidesalong
3,600
4.8
750
Methanosarcina barkeri
a bacterial protein-coding gene proceeds
from start to finish without interruption
Eukaryotes
by
noncoding sequences (introns). In euSaccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast. a fungus)
13
6.200
480
karyotic genomes, by contrast, most ofthe
Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode)
20,000
100
200
DNA neither encodes protein nor is tranArabidopsis tha/iana (mustard family plant)
25,500
118
215
scribed into known functional RNA moleDrosophila
cules (such as tRNAs), and the DNA
13,700
melanogaster (fruit fly)
180
76
includes more complex regulatory seW,OOO
Oryza sativa (rice)
390
lW
quences. In fact, humans have lO,CO)
Danio rerio (zebrafish)
1,700
23,000
13
times as much noncoding DNA as bacteMus muscu/us
ria. Some of this DNA in multicellular eu2,600
22,000
(house mouse)
II
karyotes is present as introns within genes.
Homo sapiens (human)
20.500
3.200
7
Indeed, introns accOlmt for most ofthe difFritillaria assyriaca (lily family plant)
NO
120.000
NO
ference in average length between human
'Some values gi,-en here are likely 10 be revised as genome analysis wnlinlles. Mb· million base pairs.
genes (27,OC() base pairs) and bacterial
NO· not determine<!.
genes (1,0C() base pairs).
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In addition to introns, multicellular eukaryotes have a vast
amount of noncoding DNA between genes. In the next section, we will describe the composition and arrangement of
these great stretches of DNA in the human genome.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

21.3

1. According to the best current estimate, the human
genome contains about 20,5<Xl genes. However, there
is evidence that human cells produce more than
20,500 different polypeptides. What processes might
explain this discrepancy?
2. The number of sequenced genomes is constantly being
updated. Use the website www.genomesonline.orgto
find the current number of completed genomes within
each domain as well as the number of genomes whose
sequencing is in progress. (Hint: Click on "GOLD Tables; and then click on "Published Complete
Genomes~ for extra information.)
3. _iMUI. What evolutionary processes might account for prokaryotes having smaller genomes than
eukaryotes?

tion tells us much about how genomes have evolved and continue to evolve, the next subject we'll consider.
Once the sequencing of the human genome was completed, it became dear that only a tiny part-1.5%-codes for
proteins or is transcribed into rRNAs or tRNAs. Figure 21.7
shows what is known about the makeup of the remaining
98.5%. Gene-related regulatory sequences and introns account for 24% of the human genome; the rest, located between
functional genes, includes some unique noncoding DNA,
such as gene fragments and pseudogenes, former genes that
have accumulated mutations over a long time and have become nonfunctional. Most intergenic DNA, however, is
repetitive DNA, which consists ofsequences that are present
in multiple copies in the genome. Somewhat surprisingly,
about three-fourths of this repetitive DNA (44% of the entire
human genome) is made up of units called transposable elements and sequences related to them.

hons (regions of genes coding for protein
or giving rise to rRNA or tRNA) (1.5%)

For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

Repetitive
DNA that
includes
transposable
elements
and related
sequences ~ ~

r:'~~~~:e~I~;~ukaryotes have

much noncoding DNA and many
multigene families

We have spent most of this chapter, and indeed this unit, focusing on genes that code for proteins. Yet the coding regions of these genes and the genes for RNA products such as
rRNA, tRNA, and microRNA (miRNA) make up only a small
portion of the genomes of most multicellular eukaryotes.
The bulk of most eukaryotic genomes consists of DNA sequences that neither code for proteins nor are transcribed to
produce known RNAsi this noncoding DNA was often described in the past as ~junk DNA." However, much evidence
is accumulating that this DNA plays important roles in the
cell, an idea supported by its persistence in diverse genomes
over many hundreds of generations. For example, comparison of the genomes of humans, rats, and mice has revealed
the presence of almost 500 regions of noncoding DNA that
are identical in sequence in all three species. This is a higher
level of sequence conservation than is seen for protein-coding regions in these species, strongly suggesting that the
noncoding regions have important functions. In this section,
we examine how genes and noncoding DNA sequences are
organized within genomes of multicellular eukaryotes, using
the human genome as our main example. Genome organiza434
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.... Figure 21.7 Types of DNA sequences in the human
genome. The gene sequences that code for proteins or are transcribed
into rRNA or tRNA molecules make up only about 1.5% of the human
genome (dark purple in the pie chartL while introns and regulatory
sequences associated with genes (light purple) make up about a quarter,
The vast majority of the human genome does not code for proteins or
give rise to known RNAs, and much of it is repetitive DNA (dark and light
green). Because repetitive DNA is the most difficult to sequence and
analyze. classification of some portions is tentative. and the percentages
given here may shift slightly as genome analysis proceeds, The genes that
are transcribed into miRNAs, which were recently discovered, are found
among unique noncoding DNA sequences and within inlrons; thus, they
are included in two segments of this chart.

Transposable Elements and Related Sequences
Both prokaryotes and eukaryotes have stretches of DNA that
can move from one location to another within the genome.

These stretches are known as transposable genetic elements,
or simply transposable elements. During the process called
transposition, a transposable element moves from onc site in
a cell's DNA to a different target site by a type of recombination process. Transposable elements are sometimes called
"jumping genes,n but the phrase is misleading because they
never completely detach from the cell's DNA. (The original
and new DNA sites are brought together by DNA bending.)

The first evidence for wandering DNA segments came
from American geneticist Barbara McClintock's breeding experiments with Indian corn (maize) in the 1940s and 1950s

(figure 21.8). As she tracked corn plants through multiple
generations, McClintock identified changes in the color of
corn kernels that made sense only if she postulated the existence of genetic elements capable of moving from other locations in the genome into the genes for kernel color, disrupting
the genes so that the kernel color was changed. McClintock's
discovery was met with great skepticism and virtually discounted at the time. Her careful work and insightful ideas
were finally validated many years later when transposable elements were found in bacteria and microbial geneticists
learned more about the molecular basis of transposition.

paste" mechanism, which removes the element from the original site, or by a Ucopy-and-paste" mechanism, which leaves a
copy behind (figure 21.9a).
Most transposable elements in eukaryotic genomes are of
the second type, rctrotransposons, which move by means of
an RNA intermediate that is a transcript ofthe retrotransposon
DNA. Retrotransposons always leave a copy at the original site
during transposition, since they are initially transcribed into an
RNA intermediate (Figure 21.9b). To insert at another site, the
RNA intermediate is first converted back to DNA by reverse
transcriptase, an enzyme encoded in the retrotransposon itself.
Thus, reverse transcriptase can be present in cells not infected
with retroviruses. (In fact, retroviruses, which were discussed in
Chapter 19, may have evolved from retrotransposons.) A cellular enzyme catalyzes insertion of the reverse-transcribed DNA
at a new site.

Transposon
DNA of
genome

Transposon!
is copied

New copy of
transposon

Insertion

Mobile transposon

Movement ofTransposons and Retrotransposons

(a) Transposon movement (-copy-and-paste- mechanism)

Eukaryotic transposable elements are of m'o types. The first
type are transposons, which move within a genome by means
ofa DNA intermediate. Transposons can move bya Ucut_and_

Retrotransposon

New copy of
retrotransposon

Insertion
Reverse
transcriptase

(b) Retrotransposon movement

... Figure 21.8 The effect of transposable elements on
corn kernel color. Barbara McClintock first proposed the idea of
mobile genetic elements alter observing variegations in corn kernel
color, Although her idea was met with skepticism when she proposed
it In the 1940s. it was later fully validated. She received the Nobel Prize
in 1983. at the age of 81. for her pioneering research

... Figure 21.9 Movement of eukaryotic transposable
elements. (a) Movement of transposons by either the cut-and-paste
mechanism or the copy-and-paste mechanism (shown here) involves a
double-stranded DNA intermediate that is inserted into the genome,
(b) Movement of retrotransposons begins with formation of a singlestranded RNA intermediate The remaining steps are essentially
identical to part of the retrovirus reprodudive cycle (see Figure 19,8), In
the movement of transposons by the copy-and'paste mechanism and
in the movement of retrotransposons. the DNA sequence remains in
the original site as well as appearing in a new site.
How would part (a) differ if it showed (he cut-and-paste
mechanism)
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Sequences Related to Transposable Elements
Multiple copies of transposable elements and sequences related to them are scattered throughout eukaryotic genomes.
A single unit is usually hundreds to thousands of base pairs
long, and the dispersed ucopies~ are similar but usually not
identical to each other. Some of these are transposable elements that can move; the enzymes required for this movement may be encoded by any transposable element, including
the one that is moving. Others are related sequences that have
lost the ability to move altogether. Transposable elements and
related sequences make up 25-50% of most mammalian
genomes (see Figure 21.7) and even higher percentages in amphibians and many plants.
In humans and other primates, a large portion of transposable element-related DNA consists of a family of similar
sequences called Alu elements. These sequences alone account for approximately 10% of the human genome. Alu elements are about 300 nucleotides long, much shorter than
most functional transposable elements, and they do not code
for any protein. However, many Alu elements are transcribed
into RNA; its cellular function, if any, is currently unknown.
An even larger percentage (17%) of the human genome is
made up of a type of retrotransposon called LINE- J, or LJ.
These sequences are much longer than Alu elements-about
6,500 base pairs-and have a low rate of transposition. \Vhat
might account for this low rate? Recent research has uncovered the presence of sequences within Ll that block progress
of RNA polymerase, which is necessary for transposition. An
accompanying genomic analysis found Ll sequences within
the introns of nearly 80% of the human genes that were analyzed, suggesting that Ll may help regulate gene expression.
Other researchers have proposed that Ll retrotransposons
may have differential effects on gene expression in developing
neurons, contributing to the great diversity of neuronal cell
types (see Chapter 48).
Although many transposable elements encode proteins,
these proteins do not carry out normal cellular functions.
Therefore, transposable elements are often included in the
unoncoding~ DNA category, along with other repetitive
sequences.

Other Repetitive DNA, Including
Simple Sequence DNA
Repetitive DNA that is not related to transposable elements
probably arises due to mistakes during DNA replication or recombination. Such DNA accounts for about 15% of the human genome (see Figure 21.7). About a third of this (5-6% of
the human genome) consists of duplications of long stretches
of DNA, with each unit ranging from 10,000 to 300,000 base
pairs. The large segments seem to have been copied from one
chromosomal location to another site on the same or a different chromosome.
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In contrast to scattered copies of long sequences, simple
sequence DNA contains many copies of tandemly repeated
short sequences, as in the following example (showing one
DNA strand only):
... GTTACGTTACGTTACGTTACGTTACGTTAC ...

In this case, the repeated unit (GTTAC) consists of five
nucleotides. Repeated units may contain as many as 500 nucleotides, but often contain fewer than 15 nucleotides, as seen
for this example. When the unit contains 2 to 5 nucleotides,
the series of repeats is called a short tandem repeat, or STR;
we discussed the use ofSTR analysis in preparing genetic profiles in Chapter 20. The number of copies of the repeated unit
can vary from site to site within a given genome. There could
be as many as several hundred thousand repetitions of the
GTTAC unit at one site, but only half that number at another.
The repeat number can also vary from person to person, producing the variation represented in the genetic profiles that
result from STR analysis. Altogether, simple sequence DNA
makes up 3% of the human genome.
The nucleotide composition of simple sequence DNA is
often different enough from the rest of the cell's DNA to
have an intrinsically different density. Ifgenomic DNA is cut
into pieces and centrifuged at high speed, segments of different density migrate to different positions in the centrifuge tube. Repetitive DNA isolated in this way was
originally called satellite DNA because it appeared as a
"satellite~ band in the centrifuge tube, separate from the rest
of the DNA. Now the term is often used interchangeably
with simple sequence DNA.
Much of a genome's simple sequence DNA is located at
chromosomal telomeres and centromeres, suggesting that this
DNA plays a structural role for chromosomes. The DNA at
centromeres is essential for the separation of chromatids in
cell division (see Chapter 12). Centromeric DNA, along with
simple sequence DNA located elsewhere, may also help organize the chromatin within the interphase nucleus. The simple sequence DNA located at telomeres, at the tips of
chromosomes, prevents genes from being lost as the DNA
shortens with each round of replication (see Chapter 16).
Telomeric DNA also binds proteins that protect the ends of a
chromosome from degradation and from joining to other
chromosomes.

Genes and Multigene Families
We finish our discussion of the various types of DNA sequences in eukaryotic genomes with a closer look at genes.
Recall that DNA sequences that code for proteins or give rise
to tRNA or rRNA compose a mere 1.5% ofthe human genome
(see Figure 21.7). If we include introns and regulatory sequences associated with genes, the total amount of generelated DNA-coding and noncoding-constitutes about 25%

of the human genome. Put another way, only about 6% (1.5%
out of25%) of the length of the average gene is represented in
the final gene product.
Like the genes ofbacteria, many eukaryotic genes are present
as unique sequences, with only one copy per haploid set ofchromosomes. But in the human genome and the genomes of many
other animals and plants, such solitary genes make up less than
halfofthe total transcribed DNA. The rest occurs in multigene
families, collections of two or more identical or very similar
genes.
In multigene families that consist of identical DNA sequences, those sequences are usually clustered tandemly and,
with the notable exception of the genes for histone proteins,
have RNAs as their final products. An example is the family of
identical DNA sequences that are the genes for the three
largest rRNA molecules (Figure 21.10a). These rRNA mole~
cules are transcribed from a single transcription unit that is repeated tandemly hundreds to thousands of times in one or
several clusters in the genome of a multicellular eukaryote.

The many copies of this rRNA transcription unit help cells to
quickly make the millions of ribosomes needed for active protein synthesis. The primary transcript is cleaved to yield the
three rRNA molecules. These are then combined with proteins and one other kind of rRNA (55 rRNA) to form ribosomal subunits.
The classic examples of multigene families of nonidentical
genes are tv.'o related families of genes that encode globins, a
group of proteins that include the a and ~ polypeptide subunits
of hemoglobin. One family, located on chromosome 16 in humans, encodes various forms ofa-globin; the other, on chromosome 11, encodes forms of ~-globin (Figure 21.10b). The
different forms of each globin subunit are expressed at different
times in development, allowing hemoglobin to function effectively in the changing environment of the developing animal. In
humans, for example, the embryonic and fetal forms of hemoglobin have a higher affinity for oxygen than the adult forms, ensuring the efficient transfer ofoxygen from mother to fetus. Also
found in the globin gene family clusters are several pseudogenes.
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(3) Part of the ribosomal RNA gene family. Three of the hundreds

of copies of rRNA transcription units in a salamander genome are
shown at the top (TEM). Each "feather" corresponds to a single
transcription unit being transcribed by about 100 molecules of RNA
polymerase (the dark dots along the DNA). moving left to right. The
growing RNA transcripts extend out from the DNA. In the diagram
below the TEM, one transcription unit is shown. It includes the
genes for three types of rRNA (blue), adjacent to regions that are
transcribed but later removed (yellow). A single transcript is made
and then processed to yield one molecule of each of the three
rRNA'>, which are crucial components of the ribosome. A fourth
rRNA (55 rRNA) is also found in the ribosome, but the gene
encoding it is not part of this transcription unit.

(b) The human a-globin and ji-globin gene families. Hemoglobin
is composed of two a-globin and two ~-globin polypeptide
subunits. The genes (dark blue) encoding a- and ~-globins are
found in two families, organized as shown here. The noncoding
DNA separating the functional genes within each family cluster
includes pseudogenes (green). nonfunctional verSions of the
fundional genes. Genes and pseudogenes are named with Greek
letters.

... Figure 21.10 Gene families.
in (a), how could you determine the direction of transwption if it wasn't indicated by the red
arrow?
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The arrangement of the genes in gene families has given biologists insight into the evolution of genomes. We will consider some of the processes that have shaped the genomes of
different spe<ies over evolutionary time in the next section.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

21.4

1. Discuss the characteristics of mammalian genomes
that make them larger than prokaryotic genomes.
2. How are introns, transposable elements, and simple
sequence DNA distributed differently in the genome?
3. Discuss the differences in the organization of the
rRNA gene family and the globin gene families. For
each, explain how the existence of a family of genes
benefits the organism.
4, M'J@iiIM Imagine you have found a DNA sequence similar to that of a known gene, but with quite
a few nucleotide differences. How would you determine whether the "gene" you found is functional?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;;:;~;:i~:~earrangement, and

way, thereby changing the organism's phenotype. The outcome of this accumulation of mutations may be the branching off of a new species, as happens often in plants (see
Chapter 24). Polyploid animals also exist, but they are rare.

Alterations of Chromosome Structure
Scientists have long known that sometime in the last 6 million
years, when the ancestors of humans and chimpanzees diverged as species, the fusion of two ancestral chromosomes in
the human line led to different haploid numbers for humans
(n = 23) and chimpanzees (n = 24). With the recent explosion
in genomic sequence information, we can now compare the
chromosomal organization of many different species on a
much finer scale. This information allows us to make inferences about the evolutionary processes that shape chromosomes and may drive speciation.
In one study, for example, researchers compared the DNA
sequence of each human chromosome with the whole genome
sequence of the mouse. Figure 21.11 shows the results of this
comparison for human chromosome 16: Large blocks of genes
on this chromosome are found on four mouse chromosomes,
indicating that the genes in each block stayed together during
the evolution ofthe mouse and human lineages. Performing the
same comparative analysis bern'een chromosomes of humans

mutation of DNA contribute to
genome evolution

The basis of change at the genomic level is mutation, which
underlies much of genome evolution. It seems likely that the
earliest forms of life had a minimal number of genes-those
necessary for survival and reproduction. If this were indeed
the case, one aspect of evolution must have been an increase
in the size of the genome, with the extra genetic material providing the raw material for gene diversification. In this section,
we will first describe how extra copies of all or part of a
genome can arise and then consider subsequent processes
that can lead to the evolution of proteins (or RNA products)
with slightly different or entirely new functions.

Human chromosome 16

Blocks of DNA
sequence

Blocks of similar sequences in four mouse chromosomes:
7

8
16

Duplication of Entire Chromosome Sets
An accident in meiosis can result in one or more extra sets of
chromosomes, a condition known as polyploidy. Although
such accidents would most often be lethal, in rare cases they
could facilitate the evolution of genes. In a polyploid organism, one set of genes can provide essential functions for the
organism. The genes in the one or more extra sets can diverge by accumulating mutations; these variations may persist if the organism carrying them survives and reproduces.
In this way, genes with novel functions can evolve. As long as
one copy of an essential gene is expressed, the divergence of
another copy can lead to its encoded protein acting in a novel
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.... Figure 21.11 Similar blocks of sequences on human and
mouse chromosomes. DNA sequences very similar to large blocks
of human chromosome 16 are found on mOUSe chromosomeS 7, 8,
16, and 17. This suggests that the DNA sequence in each block has
stayed together in the mouse and human lineages since the time they
diverged from a common ancestor.

and six other mammalian species allowed the researchers to reconstruct the evolutionary history of chromosomal rearrangements in these eight species. They found many duplications and
inversions of large portions ofchromosomes, the result of mistakes during meiotic recombination in which the DNA broke
and was rejoined incorrectly. The rate of these events seems to
have accelerated about 100 million years ago, around the time
large dinosaurs be<:ame extinct and the number of mammalian
species increased rapidly. The apparent coincidence is interesting because chromosomal rearrangements are thought to contribute to the generation of new species. Although two
individuals with different arrangements could still mate and
produce offspring, the offspring would have m'o nonequivalent
sets of chromosomes, making meiosis inefficient or even impossible. Thus, chromosomal rearrangements would lead to
tv.'o populations that could not successfully mate with each
other, a step on the way to their becoming two separate species.
(You'll learn more about this in Chapter 24.)
Somewhat unexpectedly, the same study also unearthed a
pattern with medical relevance. Analysis of the chromosomal
breakage points associated with the rearrangements showed
that they were not randomly distributed, but that specific sites
were used over and over again. A number of these recombination "hot spots~ correspond to locations of chromosomal rearrangements within the human genome that are associated
with congenital diseases. Researchers are, ofcourse, looking at
the other sites as well for their possible association with as yet
unidentified diseases.

Duplication and Divergence of Gene-Sized
Regions of DNA
Errors during meiosis can also lead to the duplication ofchromosomal regions that are smaller than the ones we've just discussed, including segments the length of individual genes.
Unequal crossing over during prophase I of meiosis, for instance, can result in one chromosome with a deletion and another with a duplication of a particular gene. As illustrated in
Figure 21.12, transposable elements in the genome can provide sites where nonsister chromatids can cross over, even
when their homologous sequences are not correctly aligned.
Also, slippage can occur during DNA replication, such that
the template shifts with respect to the new complementary
strand, and a part of the template strand is either skipped by
the replication machinery or used twice as a template. As a result, a segment of DNA is deleted or duplicated. It is easy to
imagine how such errors could occur in regions of repeats like
the simple sequence DNA described previously. The variable
number of repeated units of simple sequence DNA at a given
site, used for STR analysis, is probably due to errors like these.
Evidence that unequal crossing over and template slippage
during DNA replication lead to duplication of genes is found
in the existence of multigene families.

Transposable
element

Gene

Crossover

Incorred pairing
of two homolog,
during meiosis

... Figure 21.12 Gene duplication due to unequal crossing
over. One mechanism by which a gene (or other DNA segment) can
be duplicated is recombination during meiosis between copies of a
transposable element flanking the gene. Such recombination between
misaligned nonsister chromatids of homologous chromosomes
produces one chromatid with two copies of the gene and one
chromatid with no copy.

Evolution of Genes with Related Functions:
The Human Globin Genes
Duplication events can lead to the evolution of genes with related functions, such as those ofthe a-globin and ~-g1obin gene
families (see Figure 21.10b). A comparison of gene sequences
within a multigene family can suggest the order in which the
genes arose. This approach to re-creating the evolutionary history ofthe globin genes indicates that they all evolved from one
common ancestral globin gene that underwent duplication and
divergence into the a-globin and ~-globin ancestral genes about
450-500 million years ago (Figure 21.13, on the next page).
Each of these genes was later duplicated several times, and the
copies then diverged from each other in sequence, yielding the
current family members. In fact, the common ancestral globin
gene also gave rise to the oxygen-binding muscle protein myoglobin and to the plant protein leghemoglobin. The latter two
proteins function as monomers, and their genes are included in
a "globin superfamilY.
After the duplication events, the differences between the
genes in the globin families undoubtedly arose from mutations
that accumulated in the gene copies over many generations.
The current model is that the necessary function provided by
an a-globin protein, for example, was fulfilled by one gene,
while other copies of the a-globin gene accumulated random
mutations. Many mutations may have had an adverse effect on
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EYolution of Genes with Novel Functions

the organism and others may have had no effect, but a few mutations must have altered the function of the protein product
in a way that was advantageous to the organism at a particular
life stage without substantially changing the protein's oxygencarrying function. Presumably, natural selection acted on these
altered genes, maintaining them in the population.
The similarity in the amino acid sequences of the various aglobin and f3-globin polypeptides supports this model of gene
duplication and mutation (Table 21.2). The amino acid sequences ofthe f3-globins, for instance, are much more similar to
each other than to the a-globin sequences. Theexistence ofseveral pseudogenes among the functional globin genes provides
additional evidence for this model (see Figure 21.lOb): Random
mutations in these "genes" over evolutionary time have destroyed their function.

In the evolution of the globin gene families, gene duplication
and subsequent divergence produced family members whose
protein products performed similar functions (oxygen transport). Alternatively, one copy of a duplicated gene can undergo
alterations that lead to a completely new function for the protein product. The genes for lysozyme and a-lactalbumin are
good examples.
Lysozyme is an enzyme that helps protect animals against bacterial infection by hydrolyzing bacterial ceU walls; a-lactalbumin
is a nonenzymatic protein that plays a role in milk production
in mammals. The two proteins are quite similar in their amino
acid sequences and three-dimensional structures. Both genes
are found in mammals, whereas only the lysozyme gene is
present in birds. These findings suggest that at some time
after the lineages leading to mammals
and birds had separated, the lysozyme
gene underwent a duplication event in
the mammalian lineage but not in the
avian lineage. Subsequently, one copy of
the duplicated lysozyme gene evolved
into a gene encoding a-lactalbumin, a
protein with a completely different
function.
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.... Figure 21.13 Amodel for the evolution of the human «-globin and p-globin
gene families from a single ancestral globin gene.
The green elements are pseudogenes, Explain how they could have arisen after gene
D duplication.
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Percentage of Similarity in Amino Acid Sequence
Between Human Globin Proteins
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Rearrangement of existing DNA sequences within genes has also contributed
to genome evolution. The presence of introns in most genes of multicellular eukaryotes may have promoted theevolution
of new and potentially useful proteins by
facilitating the duplication or repositioning
of exons in the genome. Recall from
Chapter 17 that an exon often codes for a
domain, a distinct structural or functional
region of a protein
We've already seen that unequal crossing over during meiosis can lead to duplication of a gene on one chromosome and
its loss from the homologous chromosome (see Figure 21.12). By a similar
process, a particular exon within a gene
could be duplicated on one chromosome
and deleted from the other. The gene
with the duplicated exon would code for
a protein containing a second copy of the
encoded domain. This change in the protein's structure could augment its function by increasing its stability, enhancing

....
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Plasminogen gene with a
"kringle" exon (blue)

shuffling

Portions of ancestral genes

TPA

gene as it exists today

... Figure 21.14 Evolution of a new gene by exon
shuffling. bon shuffling could have moved exons from ancestral
forms of the genes for epidermal growth factor, fibronectin, and
plasminogen (left) into the evolving gene for tissue plasminogen
activator, TPA (right). The order in which these events might have
occurred is unknown. Duplication of the "kringle" exon from the
plasminogen gene after its movement could account for the two
copies of this exon in the TPA gene. Each type of exon encodes a
particular domain In the TPA protein
n How could rhe presence of rransposable elements in introns have
. . facilitated the exon shuffling shown here?

its ability to bind a particular ligand, or altering some other
property. Quite a few protein-coding genes have multiple copies
of related exons, which presumably arose by duplication and
then diverged. The gene encoding the extracellular matrix protein collagen is a good example. Collagen is a structural protein
with a highly repetitive amino acid sequence, which is reflected
in the repetitive pattern of exons in the collagen gene.
Alternatively, we can imagine the occasional mixing and
matching of different exons either within a gene or between
two nonallelic genes owing to errors in meiotic recombination. This process, termed exult shu.fJling, could lead to new
proteins with novel combinations of functions. As an example,
let's consider the gene for tissue plasminogen activator (TPA).
The TPA protein is an extracellular protein that helps control
blood clotting. It has four domains of three types, each encoded by an exon; one exon is present in 1\vo copies. Because
each type of exon is also found in other proteins, the gene for
TPA is thought to have arisen by several instances of exon
shuffling and duplication (Figure 21.14).

How Transposable Elements Contribute to
Genome Evolution
The persistence of transposable elements as a large fraction of
some eukaryotic genomes is consistent with the idea that they
play an important role in shaping a genome over evolutionary
time. These elements can contribute to the evolution of the
genome in several ways. They can promote recombination,

disrupt cellular genes or control elements, and carry entire
genes or individual exons to new locations.
Transposable elements of similar sequence scattered
throughout the genome facilitate recombination between different chromosomes by providing homologous regions for
crossing over. Most such alterations are probably detrimental,
causing chromosomal translocations and other changes in the
genome that may be lethal to the organism. But over the
course of evolutionary time, an occasional recombination
event of this sort may be advantageous to the organism.
The movement of a transposable element can also have direct consequences. For instance, if a transposable element
"jumps" into the middle of a protein-coding sequence, it will
prevent the production of a normal transcript of the gene. If a
transposable element inserts within a regulatory sequence, the
transposition may lead to increased or decreased production
of one or more proteins. Transposition caused both types of
effe<ts on the genes coding for pigment-synthesizing enzymes
in McClintock's corn kernels. Again, while such changes may
usually be harmful, in the long run some may prove beneficial
by providing a survival advantage.
During transposition, a transposable element may carry
along a gene or group of genes to a new position in the
genome. This mechanism probably accounts for the location
of the a-globin and ~-globin gene families on different human
chromosomes, as well as the dispersion of the genes of certain
other gene families. By a similar tag-along process, an exon
from one gene may be inserted into another gene in a mechanism similar to that of exon shuffling during recombination.
For example, an exon may be inserted by transposition into the
intron ofa protein·codinggene. Ifthe inserted exon is retained
in the RNA transcript during RNA splicing, the protein that is
synthesized will have an additional domain, which may confer
a new function on the protein.
A recent study reveals yet another way that transposable elements can bring about new coding sequences. This work
shows that anAfu element may hop into an intron in away that
creates a weak alternative splice site in the RNA transcript.
During processing of the transcript, the regular splice sites are
used more often, so that the original protein is made. On occasion, however, splicing occurs at the new weak site, with the
result that some of the Alu element ends up in the mRNA,
coding for a new portion of the protein. In this way, alternative
genetic combinations may be "tried out~ while the function of
the original gene product is retained.
Clearly, all the processes discussed in this section most often produce either harmful effects, which may be lethal, or no
effect at all. In a few cases, however, small beneficial changes
may occur. Over many generations, the resulting genetic diversity provides valuable raw material for natural selection.
Diversification of genes and their products is an important
factor in the evolution of new species. Thus, the accumulation
of changes in the genome of each species provides a record of
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its evolutionary history. To read this record, we must be able
to identify genomic changes. Comparing the genomes of different species allows us to do that and has increased our understanding of how genomes evolve. You will learn more
about these topics in the final section.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

21.5

1. Describe three examples of errors in cellular
processes that lead to DNA duplications.
2. Explain how multiple exons might have arisen in the
ancestral EGF and fibronectin genes shown in
Figure 21.14 (left).
3. What are three ways that transposable elements are
thought to contribute to genome evolution?
4. _'MUI 4 In 2005, Icelandic scientists reported
finding a large chromosomal inversion present in 20%
of northern Europeans, and they noted that Icelandic
women with this inversion had significantly more
children than women without it. What would you expect to happen to the frequency of this inversion in
the Icelandic population in future generations?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

~':~::~n~~~nome sequences

provides clues to evolution and
development

One researcher has likened the current state ofbiology to the
Age of Exploration in the 15th century after major improvements in navigation and the building of faster ships. In the
last 20 years, we have seen rapid advances in genome se·
quencing and data collection, new techniques for assessing
gene activity across the whole genome, and refined approaches for understanding how genes and their products
work together in complex systems. We are truly poised on
the brink of a new world.
Comparisons of genome sequences from different species
reveal much about the evolutionary history of life, from very
ancient to more recent. Similarly, comparative studies of the
genetic programs that direct embryonic development in different species are beginning to clarify the mechanisms that
generated the great diversity of life-forms present today. In
this final section of the chapter, we will discuss what has been
learned from these two approaches.

Comparing Genome,
The more similar in sequence the genes and genomes of two
species are, the more closely related those species are in their
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evolutionary history. Comparing genomes of closely related
species sheds light on more recent evolutionary events,
whereas comparing genomes of very distantly related species
helps us understand ancient evolutionary history. In either
case, learning about characteristics that are shared or divergent
bern'een groups enhances our picture of the evolution of lifeforms and biological processes. As you learned in Chapter 1,
the evolutionary relationships bern'een species can be represented by a diagram in the form of a tree (often turned sideways), where each branch point marks the divergence of two
lineages. Figure 21.15 shows the evolutionary relationships
ofsome groups and species we will be discussing. We will consider comparisons between distantly related species first.

Comparing Distantly Related Species
Analyzing which genes have remained similar-that is, are

highly conserved-in distantly related species can help clarify
evolutionary relationships among species that diverged from
each other long ago. Indeed, comparisons of the complete
genome sequences of bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes indicate that these three groups diverged between 2 and 4 billion
years ago and strongly support the theory that they are the
fundamental domains of life (see Figure 21.15).
In addition to their value in evolutionary biology, comparative genomic studies confirm the relevance of research on
model organisms to our understanding of biology in general
and human biology in particular. Genes that evolved a very
long time ago can stlll be surprisingly similar in disparate
species. As a case in point, several genes in yeast are so similar to certain human disease genes that researchers have deduced the functions of the disease genes by studying their
yeast counterparts. This striking similarity underscores the
common origin of these two distantly related species.

Comparing Closely Related Species
The genomes of two closely related species are likely to be organized similarly because of their relatively recent divergence.
As we mentioned earlier, this allows the fully sequenced
genome of one species to be used as a scaffold for assembling
the genomic sequences of a closely related species, accelerat·
ing mapping of the second genome. For instance, using the
human genome sequence as a guide, researchers were able to
quickly sequence the mouse genome.
The recent divergence of h\'o closely related species also underlies the small number ofgene differences that are fOlllld when
their genomes are compared. The particular genetic differences
can therefore be more easily correlated with phenotypic differences between the two species. An exciting application of this
type of analysis is seen as researchers compare the human
genome with the genomes of the chimpanzee, mouse, rat, and
other mammals. Identifying the genes shared by all of these
species but not by nonmammals should give clues about what it

and types of genes that differ between
humans and chimpanzees and comparMost recent
common
ing them with their counterparts in
ancestor
other mammals. This approach has reEukarya
of all liVIng
vealed a number ofgenes that are apparthings
ently changing (evolving) faster in the
(
Acoh",
human than in either the chimpanzee
or the mouse, Among them are genes in4
3
2
Billions of years ago
volved in defense against malaria and tuberculosis and at least one gene that
regulates brain size, \xrhen genes are
classified by function, the genes that
seem to be evolving the fastest are those
that code for transcription factors. This
Human r.>
is exciting news because transcription
factors regulate gene expression and
thus playa key role in orchestrating the
overall genetic program.
One transcription factor whose gene
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
shows evidence of rapid change in the
Millions of years ago
human lineage is called FOXP2, Several
lines ofevidence suggest that the FOXP2
... Figure 21.15 Evolutionary relationships of the three domains of life. This tree
diagram shows the ancient divergence of bacteria. archaea. and eukaryotes, A portion of the
gene functions in vocalization in verteeukaryote lineage is expanded in the inset to show the more recent divergence of three
brates, For one thing, mutations in this
mammalian species discussed in this chapter,
gene can produce severe speech and language impairment in humans. Moretakes to make a mammal, while finding the genes shared by chimover, the FOXP2 gene is expressed in the brains ofzebra finches
panzees and humans but not by rodents should tell us something
and canaries at the time when these songbirds are learning
about primates. And, of course, comparing the human genome
their songs. But perhaps the strongest evidence comes from a
with that of the chimpanzee should help us answer the tantaliz"knock-out" experiment in which Joseph Buxbaum and coling question we asked at the beginning of the chapter: What geleagues disrupted the FOXP2 gene in mice and analyzed the resulting phenotype (Figure 21.16, on the next page), The
nomic information makes a human or a chimpanzee?
homozygous mutant mice had malformed brains and failed to
An analysis of the overall composition of the human and
chimpanzee genomes, which are thought to have diverged
emit normal ultrasonic vocalizations, and mice with one faulty
copy of the gene also showed significant problems with vocalonly about 6 million years ago (see Figure 21.15), reveals some
ization. These results support the idea that the FOXP2 gene
general differences. Considering single base substitutions, the
product turns on genes involved in vocalization.
two genomes differ by only 1.2%. When researchers looked at
longer stretches of DNA, however, they were surprised to find
Expanding on this notion, researchers are exploring the
a further 2.7% difference due to insertions or deletions of
question of whether differences between the human and
larger regions in the genome of one or the other species; many
chimpanzee FOXP2 proteins could account for the ability of
ofthe insertions were duplications or other repetitive DNA, In
humans, but not chimpanzees, to communicate by speech.
fact, a third of the human duplications are not present in the
There are only two amino acid differences between the human
chimpanzee genome, and some of these duplications contain
and chimpanzee FOXP2 proteins, and the effect of these difregions associated with human diseases. There are more A/u
ferences on the function ofthe human protein is an intriguing
elements in the human genome than in that of the chimquestion, whose answer is not yet known.
The FOXP2 story is an excellent example of how different
panzee, and the latter contains many copies of a retroviral
provirus not present in humans, All ofthese observations proapproaches complement each other in uncovering biological
vide clues to the forces that might have swept the two genomes
phenomena of widespread importance. The experiment dealong different paths, but we don't have a complete picture yet.
scribed in Figure 21.16 uses mice as a model for humans beWe also don't know how these differences might account for
cause it would be unethical (as well as impractical) to carry out
the distinct characteristics of each species.
such an experiment in humans. Mice and humans diverged
To discover the basis for the phenotypic differences beabout 65.5 million years ago (see Figure 21.15) and share about
85% of their genes. This genetic similarity can be exploited in
tween the two species, biologists are studying specific genes
Bacteria
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What is the function of a gene (FOXP2) that is rapidly evolving in the human lineage?
EXPERIMENT
Severallm€s of eVidence support a role for the FOXP2 gene in the development of speech and language
in humans and of vocalization in other vertebrates. In 200S, Joseph Buxbaum and collaborators allhe Mount Sinai School of
Medicine and several other institutions set out to test the fundion of FOXP2. They used the mouse, a model organism in
which genes can be easily knocked out, as a representative vertebrate thai vocalizes. Mice produce ultrasonic squeaks,
referred to as whistles, to communicate stress. The researchers applied genetic engineering techniques to produce mice in
which one or both copies of FOXP2 were disrupted,

Wild type: two normal
copies of FOXP2

Heterozygote: one copy
of FOXP2 disrupted

Homozygote: both copies
of FOXP2 disrupted

They then compared the phenotypes of these mice, Two of the characters they examined are included here:
brain anatomy and vocalization,
Experiment 1: Researchers cut thin sections of brain and stained them with reagents,
allowing visualization of brain anatomy in a UV fluorescence microscope,

Experiment 2: Researchers separated
each newborn pup from its mother
and recorded the number of ultrasonic
whistles produced by the pup,

RESULTS

EKperiment 1: Disruption of both copies of FOXP21ed to brain abnormalities in which
the cells were disorganized, Phenotypic effects on the brain of heterozygotes, with
one disrupted copy, were less severe,

EKperiment 2: Disruption of both copies
of FOXP21ed to an absence of ultrasonic
vocalization in response to stress. The
effect on vocalization in the heterozygote was also extreme.
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FOXP2 plays a significant role in the development of functional communication systems in mice. The results augment evidence from studies of birds and humans. supporting the hypothesis that FOXP2 may act Similarly in diverse
organisms.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE
w. Shu et a1. Altered ultrasonic VO<:aI;zatlon In mt<e WIth a disruption In the Foxp} gene. Pnxeedi"9S of tile National Academy
of Science, 102:9643-9648 (2005),

MI@\llg Since the results support a role for mouse FQXP2 in vocalization, you might wonder whether the human FQXP2
protein is a key regulator of speech. If you were given the amino acid sequences of wild-type and mutant human FOXP2
proteins and the wild-type chimpanzee FOXP2 protein, how would you investigate this question? What further dues could
you obtain by comparing these sequences to that of the mouse FOXP2 protein?

studying other human genetic disorders. If researchers know
the organ or tissue that is affected by a particular genetic disorder, they can look for genes that are expressed in these locations in experiments using mice. This approach has revealed
several human genes of interest, including one that may contribute to Down syndrome.
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Further research efforts are under way to extend genomic
studies to many more microbial species, additional primates, and neglected species from diverse branches of the
tree of life. These studies will advance our understanding of
all aspects ofbiology, including health and ecology as well as
evolution,

Comparing Genomes Within a Species
Another exciting prospect that stems from our ability to analyze genomes is increasing our understanding of the spectrum
ofgenetic variation in humans. Because the history of the human species is so short-probably about 200,000 years-the
amount of DNA variation among humans is small compared
to that of many other species. Much of our diversity seems to
be in the form of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, described in Chapter 20), usually dete<ted by DNA sequencing.
In the human genome, SNPs occur on average about once in
100 to 300 base pairs.
Scientists have already identified the location of several
million SNP sites in the human genome and continue to find
more. In the course of this search, they have also found other
variations-including inversions, deletions, and duplications-that occur without apparent ill effect on the individual
carrying them. These variations, as well as SNPs, will be useful genetic markers for studying human evolution, the differences between human populations, and the migratory routes
of human populations throughout history. Such polymorphisms in human DNA will also be valuable markers for identifying genes that cause diseases or affect our health in more
subtle ways. As well as informing us about evolution, analysis
ofthe differences in individual genomes is likely to change the
practice of medicine later in the 21st century.

tebrates. The sequences are so similar between humans and
fruit flies, in fact, that one researcher has whimsically referred
to flies as "little people with wings:' The resemblance even extends to the organization ofthese genes: The vertebrate genes
homologous to the homeotic genes of fruit flies have kept the
same chromosomal arrangement (Figure 21.17). Homeoboxcontaining sequences have also been found in regulatory genes
of much more distantly related eukaryotes, including plants
and yeasts. From these similarities, we can deduce that the
homeobox DNA sequence evolved very early in the history of

Adult
fruit fly

Fruit fly embryo
(10 hours)

"chromosome

t

Comparing Developmental Processes
Biologists in the field of evolutionary developmental biology,
or evo-devo as it is often called, compare developmental
processes ofdifferent multicellular organisms. Their aim is to
understand how these processes have evolved and how
changes in them can modify existing organismal features or
lead to new ones. With the advent of molecular techniques
and the recent flood of genomic information, we are beginning to realize that the genomes of related spe<ies with strikingly different forms may have only minor differences in gene
sequence or regulation. Discovering the molecular basis underlying these differences in turn helps us understand the origin of the myriad diverse forms that cohabit this planet, thus
informing our study of evolution.

Moo",
chromosomes (

Mouse embryo
(12 days)

Adult mouse

Widespread Conservation of Developmental Genes
Among Animals
In Chapter 18, you learned about the homeotic genes in
Drosophila, which specify the identity of body segments in
the fruit fly (see Figure 18.18). Molecular analysis of the
homeotic genes in Drosophila has shown that they all include
a 180-nucleotide sequence called a homeobox, which specifies a 6O-amino-acid homeodomain in the encoded proteins.
An identical or very similar nucleotide sequence has been discovered in the homeotic genes of many invertebrates and ver-

... Figure 21.17 Conservation of homeotic genes in a fruit
fly and a mouse. Homeotic genes that control the form of anterior
and posterior structures of the body occur in the same linear sequence
on chromosomes in Drosophila and mice. Each colored band on the
chromosomes shown here represents a homeotic gene. In fruit flies, all
homeotlC genes are found on one chromosome. The mouse and other
mammals have the same or similar sets of genes on four chromosomes.
The color code indicates the parts of the embryos in which these genes
are expressed and the adult body regions that result. All of these genes
are essentially identical in flies and mice, except for those represented
by black bands, which are less Similar in the two animals.
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life and was sufficiently valuable to organisms to have been
conserved in animals and plants virtually unchanged for hundreds of millions of years.
Homeotic genes in animals were named Hox genes, short
for homeobox·containinggenes, because homeotic genes were
the first genes found to have this sequence. Other homeoboxcontaining genes were later found that do not act as homeotic
genes; that is, they do not directly control the identity of body
parts. However, most ofthese genes, in animals at least, are associated with development, suggesting their ancient and fundamental importance in that process. In Drosophila, for
example, homeoboxes are present not only in the homeotic
genes but also in the egg-polarity gene bicoid (see Chapter 18),
in several of the segmentation genes, and in a master regulatory gene for eye development.
Researchers have discovered that the homeobox·encoded
homeodomain is the part ofa protein that binds to DNA when
the protein functions as a transcriptional regulator. However,
the shape ofthe homeodomain allows it to bind to any DNA
segment; by itself it cannot select a specific sequence. Rather,
other domains in a homeodomain-containing protein, ones
that are more variable, determine which genes the protein regulates. Interaction ofthese latter domains with still other transcription factors helps a homeodomain-containing protein
recognize specific enhancers in the DNA. Proteins with
homeodomains probably regulate development by coordinat-

ing the transcription of batteries of developmental genes,
switching them on or off. In embryos ofDrosophila and other
animal species, different combinations ofhomeobox genes are
active in different parts of the embryo. This selective expression of regulatory genes, varying over time and space, is central to pattern formation.
Developmental biologists have found that in addition to
homeotic genes, many other genes involved in development
are highly conserved from species to species. These include
numerous genes encoding components ofsignaling pathways.
The extraordinary similarity among particular developmental
genes in different animal species raises a question: How can
the same genes be involved in the development of animals
whose forms are so very different from each other?
Current studies are suggesting answers to this question. In
some cases, small changes in regulatory sequences of particular
genes cause changes in gene expression patterns that can lead to
major changes in body form. For example, the differing patterns
ofexpression ofthe Hoxgenes along the body axis in insects and
crustaceans can explain the variation in number of leg-bearing
segments among these segmented animals (Figure 21.18).
Also, recent research suggests that the same Hox gene product
may have subtly dissimilar effects in different species, turning
on new genes or turning on the same genes at higher or lower
levels. In other cases, similar genes direct distinct developmental processes in different organisms, resulting in diverse body
shapes. Several Hox genes, for instance,
are expressed in the embryonic and larval stages of the sea urchin, a nonsegGenital
Thorax
segments
Abdomen
mented animal that has a body plan
'--~,~,---~'---~
quite different from those of insects and
mice. Sea urchin adults make the pincushion-shaped shells you may have seen
on the beach. They are among the organisms long used in classical embryological
studies (see Chapter 47).

Abdomen

Figure 21.18 Effect of differences in Hox gene expression during development
in crustaceans and insects. Changes in the expression patterns of four Hox genes have
occurred o~er e~olutionary time. These changes account in part for the different body plans of the
brine shrimp Artemla, a crustacean (top), and the grasshopper, an insect. Shown here are regions
of the adult body color-coded for expression of the Hox genes that determine formation of
particular body parts during embryonic de~elopment. Each color represents a specific HOll gene.
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Comparison of Animal and Plant
Development
The last common ancestor ofanimals and
plants was probably a single-celled eukaryote that lived hundreds of millions of
years ago, so the processes ofdevelopment
must have evolved independently in the
two multicellular lineages of organisms.
Plants evolved with rigid cell walls, which
rule out the morphogenetic movements of
cells and tissues that are so important in
animals. Instead, morphogenesis in plants
relies primarily on differing planes of cell
division and on selective cell enlargement.
{You will learn about these processes in

Chapter 35.) But despite the differences between animals and
plants, there are similarities in the molecular mechanisms of development, which are legacies oftheir shared unicellular origin.
In both animals and plants, development relies on a cascade of transcriptional regulators turning on or turning off
genes in a finely tuned series. For example, work on a small
flowering plant in the mustard family, Arabidopsis thaliana,
has shown that establishing the radial pattern of flower parts,
like setting up the head-to-tail axis in DrosophilLl, involves a
cascade of transcription factors. The genes that direct these
processes, however, differ considerably in animals and plants.
\Vhile quite a few of the master regulatory switches in
Drosophila are homeobox-containing Hox genes, those in
Arabidopsis belong to a completely different family of genes,
called the Mads-box genes. And although homeoboxcontaining genes can be found in plants and Mads-box genes
in animals, in neither case do they perform the same major
roles in development that they do in the other group. Thus,
molecular evidence supports the supposition that developmental programs evolved separately in animals and plants.
In this final chapter of the genetics unit, you have learned
how studying genomic composition and comparing the
genomes of different species can disclose much about how
genomes evolve. Further, comparing developmental programs,
we can see that the unity oflife is reflected in the similarity of

molecular and cellular mechanisms used to establish body pattern, although the genes directing development may differ
among organisms. The similarities between genomes reflect
the common ancestry of life on Earth. But the differences are
also crucial, for they have created the huge diversity of organisms that have evolved. In the remainder of the book, we expand our perspective beyond the level of molecules, cells, and
genes to explore this diversity on the organismallevel.
CONCEPT

CHECK

11.6

1. Would you expect the genome of the macaque (a
monkey) to be more similar to the mouse genome or
the human genome? Why?
2. The DNA sequences called homeoboxes, which help
homeotic genes in animals direct development, are
common to flies and mice. Given this similarity, explain why these animals are so different.
3. _',Il:f.illa There are three times as many Alu elements in the human genome as in the chimpanzee
genome. How do you think these extra Alu elements
arose in the human genome? Propose a role they
might have played in the divergence of these two
species.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A

-Ml·",.
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M'.'ilil'_ 21.1

Scientists use bioinformatics to analyze genomes and
their functions (pp. 429-432)

New approaches have accelerated the pace of genome
sequencing (pp. 427-429)

.. Centralized Resources for Analyzing Genome Sequences
Websites on the Internet provide centralized access to
genome sequence databases, analytical tools, and genomerelated information.

.. Three-Stage Approach to Genome Sequencing In linkage
mapping, the order of genes and other inherited markers in
the genome and the relative distances between them can be
determined from recombination frequencies. Next, physical
mapping uses overlaps between DNA fragments to order the
fragments and determine the distance in base pairs between
markers. Finally, the ordered fragments are sequenced, providing the finished genome sequence.

.. Identifying Protein-Coding Genes Within DNA Sequences Computer analysis of genome sequences helps researchers identify sequences likely to encode proteins.
Comparison of the sequences of "new" genes with those of
known genes in other species may help identify functions of
new genes. For a gene of unknown function, experimental inactivation of the gene and observation of the resulting phenotypic effects can provide clues to its function .

.. Whole-Genome Shotgun Approach to Genome
Sequencing The whole genome is cut into many small, overlapping fragments that are sequenced; computer software
then assembles the complete sequence. Correct assembly is
made easier when mapping information is also available.

.. Understanding Genes and Their Products at the Systems
Level Using the computer-based tools ofbioinformatics, scientists can compare genomes and study sets of genes and proteins
as whole systems (genomics and proteomics). Studies include
large-scale analyses of protein interactions.
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21.3

M4 lil4l'_

Genomes vary in size, number of genes, and gene
density (pp. 432-434)
Ar(haea

Bacteria

Genome

Most are 1-6 Mb

~ize

Number of
genes

1,500-7,500

Gene
den~ity

Higher than in eukaryotes
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None in
protein-coding
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some gene>

Most are 1()..4,OOO Mb, but a
lew are mLICh larger

5, OQO--.4.O, 000

lower than in prokaryote>
(VIIithin eukaryotes, lewer
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some spe<Jes
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Multicellular eukaryote,
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Other
non coding

Very tittle
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Eukarya

Can be large MIlounts:
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noncod.ng DNA ,n
multicellular eukaryotes

21.4

Multicellular eukaryotes have much noncoding DNA
and many multigene families (pp. 434-438)
.. Only 1.5% of the human genome codes for proteins or gives
rise to rRNAs or tRNAs; the rest is noncoding DNA, including repetitive DNA.
.. Transposable Elements and Related Sequenccs The most
abundant type of repetitive DNA in multicellular eukaryotes
consists of transposable elements and related sequences. Two
types of transposable elements occur in eukaryotes: transposons, which move via a DNA intermediate, and retrotrans·
posons, which are more prevalent and move via an RNA
intermediate. Each element may be hundreds or thousands of
base pairs long, and similar but usually not identical copies
are dispersed throughout the genome.
.. Othcr Repetitive DNA, Including Simple Sequence
DNA Short noncoding sequences that are tandemly repeated thousands of times (simple sequence DNA, which includes STRs) are especially prominent in centromeres and
telomeres, where they probably play structural roles in the
chromosome,
.. Genes and Multigene Families Though many eukaryotic
genes are present in one copy per haploid chromosome set,
others (most, in some species) are members of a family of related genes. The transcription unit corresponding to the three
largest rRNAs is tandemly repeated hundreds to thousands of
times at one or several chromosomal sites, enabling the cell to
quickly make the rRNA for millions of ribosomes. The multiple, slightly different genes in the two globin gene families encode polypeptides used at different developmental stages of
an animal.
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21.5

Duplication, rearrangementl and mutation of DNA
contribute to genome evolution (pp, 438-442)
.. Duplication of Entire Chromosome Sets Accidents in
cell division can lead to extra copies of all or part of a
genome. which may then diverge if one set accumulates
sequence changes.
.. Altcrations of Chromosomc Structurc The chromosomal
organization of genomes can be compared among species,
providing information about evolutionary relationships.
\Vithin a given species, rearrangements of chromosomes are
thought to contribute to the emergence of new species.
.. Duplication and Divergence of Gene-Sized Regions of
DNA The genes encoding the various globin proteins
evolved from one common ancestral globin gene, which du·
plicated and diverged into ce-globin and f3-globin ancestral
genes, Subsequent duplication and random mutation gave rise
to the present globin genes, all of which code for oxygenbinding proteins. The copies of some duplicated genes have
diverged so much that the functions of their encoded proteins
are now substantially different.
.. Rearrangements of Parts of Genes: bon Duplication
and bon Shuffling Rearrangement of exons within and between genes during evolution has led to genes containing
multiple copies of similar exons and/or several different exons
derived from other genes,
.. How Transposable Elements Contribute to Genome Evolution Movement of transposable elements or recombination
between copies of the same element occasionally generates
new sequence combinations that are beneficial to the organism. Such mechanisms can alter the functions of genes or
their patterns of expression and regulation.
Biology Lab. On·Une HcmoglobinLab

-4 'iI 4I'-21.6
Comparing genome sequences provides clues to
evolution and development (pp. 442-447)
.. Comparing Genomes Comparative studies of genomes
from widely divergent and closely related species provides
valuable information about ancient and more recent evolutionary history, respectively. Human and chimpanzee sequences show about 4% difference, mostly due to insertions,
deletions, and duplications in one lineage. Along with nu·
cleotide variations in specific genes (such as FOXP2, a gene
affecting speech), these differences may account for the distinct characteristics of the two species, Single nucleotide polymorphisms among individuals in a species can also yield
information about the history of that species.
.. Comparing Dcvclopmental Proccsses Homeotic genes
and some other genes associated with animal development
contain a homeobox region, whose sequence is identical or
similar in diverse species. Related sequences are present in
the genes of plants and yeasts. Other developmental genes
also are highly conserved among animal species, but they
may play different roles in the development of different
species. During embryonic development in both plants and
animals, a cascade of transcription regulators turns genes on
or off in a carefully regulated sequence. However, the genes
that direct analogous developmental processes differ considerably in sequence in plants and animals as a result of their
remote ancestry,

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. Bioinformatics includes all of the following except
a. using computer programs to align DNA sequences.
b. analyzing protein interactions in a species.
c. using molecular biology to combine DNA from two
different sources in a test tube.
d. development of computer-based tools for genome
analysis.
e. use of mathematical tools to make sense of biological
systems.
2. Which of the following has the largest genome and the fewest
genes per million base pairs?
a. Haemophilus influenzae (bacterium)
b. Saccharom}'Ces cerevisiae (yeast)
c. Arabidopsis thaliana (plant)
d. Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly)
e. Homo sapiens (human)
3. One of the characteristics of retrotransposons is that
a. they code for an enzyme that synthesizes DNA using an
RNA template.
b. they are found only in animal cells.
c. they generally move by a cut-and-paste mechanism.
d. they contribute a significant portion of the genetic
variability seen within a population of gametes.
e. their amplification is dependent on a retrovirus.
4. Multigene families are
a. groups of enhancers that control transcription.
b. usually clustered at the telomeres.
c. equivalent to the operons of prokaryotes.
d. sets of genes that are coordinately controlled.
e. sets of identical or similar genes that have evolved by gene
duplication.
5. Two eukaryotic proteins have one domain in common but are
otherwise very different. \Vhich of the following processes is
most likely to have contributed to this similarity?
a. gene duplication
b. RNA splicing
c. exon shuffling

d. histone modification
e. random point mutations

6. Homeotic genes
a. encode trJnscription factors that control the expression of
genes responsible for specific anatomical structures.
b. are found only in Drosophila and other arthropods.
c. are the only genes that contain the homeobox domain.
d. encode proteins that form anatomical structures in the fly.
e. are responsible for patterning during plant development.
7. ••@Wiil At the top of the next column are the amino acid
sequences (using the single-letter code; see Figure 5.17) of four
short segments of the FOXP2 protein from six spedes: chimpanzee, orangutan, gorilla, rhesus macaque, mouse, and

human. These segments contain all of the amino acid differences behl-'een the FOXP2 proteins of these species.

ATETI.. PK5S0.. T55TT

NARRO

2. ATE TI. .. PKSS E... TSSTT. .. NAR RO
3. ATETI .. PKSSO... TSSTT, .NARRO
4. ATETI .. PKSSO.. TSSNT .SARRO

5 ATETI.. PK5S0 .. T5STT

NARRO

6. VTETI.. PKSSO .. TSSTT, .NARRO
Use a highlighter to color any amino acid that varies among
the species. (Color that amino acid in all sequences.) Then
answer the following questions.
a. The chimpanzee, gorilla, and rhesus macaque (C, G, R)
sequences are identical. Which lines correspond to those
sequences?
b. The human sequence differs from that of the C, G, R
species at two amino acids. \Vhich line corresponds to the
human sequence? Underline the two differences.
c. The orangutan sequence differs from the C, G, R sequence
at one amino acid (having valine instead of alanine) and
from the human sequence at three amino acids. Which line
corresponds to the orangutan sequence?
d. How many amino acid differences are there between the
mouse and the C, G, R species? Circle the amino acid{s)
that differ(s) in the mouse. How many amino acid
differences are there between the mouse and the human?
Draw a square around the amino acid{s) that differ{s) in
the mouse.
e. Primates and rodents diverged between 60 and 100
million years ago, and chimpanzees and humans diverged
about 6 million years ago. Knowing that, what can you
conclude by comparing the amino acid differences
between the mouse and the C, G, R species with the
differences between the human and the C, G, R species?
For Self-Qui~ anJwtrs, Jee Appmdix A.

-51401".
Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.
EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. Genes important in the embryonic development of animals,
such as homeobox-containing genes, have been relatively well
conserved during evolution; that is, they are more similar
among different species than are many other genes. Why is this?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. The scientists mapping the SNPs in the human genome noticed that groups of SNPs tended to be inherited together, in
blocks known as haplotypes, ranging in length from S,OlXl to
200,0lXl base pairs. There are as few as four or five commonly
occurring combinations ofSNPs per haplotype. Propose an explanation for this observation, integrating what you've learned
throughout this chapter and this unit.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Scott V. Edwards
Birds-and the birds of Australia in
partkular-might seem a surprising focus
for a scientist who grew up in New York
City, but they are the main subjects of Scott
Edwards's research on evolution. A
graduate of Harvard College, with a Ph.D.
from the University of California, Berkeley,
and postdoctoral work at the University of
Florida, Dr, Edwards was at the University
of Washington until he returned to Harvard
in 2003 as Professor of Organismk and
Evolutionary Biology. Jane Reece and
Michael Cain interviewed Dr, Edwards at
Harvard's Museum of Comparative Zoology,
where he is Curator of Ornithology and the
head of an active research group.
How big is the bird collection herel
Since the Museum ofComparative Zoology
was founded in 1859, its collection of bird
specimens has grown to 350,000 specimens,
the largest university collection in the world,
Each specimen is tagged with data about the
location where it was obtained, the date, often
the bird's sex and weight, and other pertinent
information. The collection provides a
remarkable record of how bird species have
changed over the years, as environments have
changed. Using the oldest specimens here, we
can now compare the sizes, shapes, and genes
of birds from populations separated by more
than a century What's exciting now is that all
the information is Oi'ing digitized, so that we
can easilr look at large amounts ofdata from
multiple museums.
Were you interested in birds as a child?
When I was about six years old, we moved
from an urban neighborhood to Riverdale, in
the northwest corner of the Bronx. There were
actually trees there, and we were close to the
Hudson River. A few years later, a neighbor
took me bird watching-and the rest is history.
I'll never forget how impressed I was with my
first Northern Aicker; it was just remarkable to
450

me that this bizarrely colored woodpecker
lived right in my backyard.
Later, as an undergraduate biology major, I
really needed a break after taking organic
chemistry, and! was able to take a year off. I
volunteered at the Smithsonian for several
months and then at national parks in Hawaii
and California. [t was that first exposure to
fieldwork that showed me what biologists do.
And when [ came back to college, I was much
more focused and motivated. [ think it should
be mandatory for biology majors to work in
the field or in a lab for a few months, because
that's how you find out what science is all about.
How did you get interested in evolution?
! was impressed with the precision that molecular tools seemed to bring to the study of
evolution.! realize now that things are not as
precise as! thought, but the DNA code is still
a remarkable yardstick for comparing different species on the same scale.l actually didn't
like biochemistry or molecular biology until I
could connect them with evolution. But coming back from my year off, I worked in a lab
that helped me make the connection. The
world is very diverse biologicallr-there are
millions of species-and the fact that these
species can be compared at the DNA level was
a revelation to me.
What led you to study Australian birdsl
After entering grad school, I volunteered for a
research project on birds of paradise in New
Guinea; these are Aamooyant songbirds that
live in the rain forest. [was hunting around for a
project of my own. Several ornithologists
directed me to a group of songbirds called babblers, which mostly live in Australia, These
birds are fascinating: They live in family groups,
using large, domed nests with a hole on the side.
Eight or nine ofthem will clamber into one of
these nests. [t was very interesting to see the organization oftheir family groups in the wild and
also to study the birds on the DNA level. Were
they aU related to each other, or not? How different were different families in a single locality?
So Iended up doing my dissertation on babblers, comparing individuals within a family,

families within a region, and populations in different parts of the continent.
As a postdoc in Florida, you studied the
evolution of genes involved in disease resistance in birds. What were Ihese genes?
They're called MHC genes, for Major
Histocompatibility Complex. These genes are
important components ofthe immune systems
ofall vertebrates. [n humans, they are the genes
you try to match when looking for a compatible
donor for an organ transplant. The MHC genes
encode proteins that bind to fragments of
pathogens and other foreign cdls that have
been phagocytized. The MHC proteins then
move to the cell swface and present the
fragments tothe rest ofthe immune system,
sa}~ng, "Hey, [found something foreign." The
MHC is fascinating from an evolutionary
standpoint, because pathogens and parasites
seem to be major drivers ofevolutionary
change. Theyre constantly pla~~ng cat and
mouse with the host. In the pathogens, more
efficient w<lysofinfecting the host keep evolving. while evolving defenses keep pace in their
hosts. So MHC genes are under strong
selection by pathogens, and we can see signs of
that selection when we look at the DNA
sequences, [n mammals, these genes are wildly
diverse compared to typical "housekeeping"
genes. I was curious to see ifthey were as
diverse in bir<ls as they are in mammals.
How did SO much variation evolve in MHC
genes~

There are a couple of different hypotheses.
One comes from the idea that the primary
drivers of MHC diversity are pathogens. It
says that if you are heterozygous-if you have
two different alleles for each of these MHC
genes-you have a better surveillance system
for dealing with the pathogenic world. You're
going to be able to recognize at least twice as
many pathogens compared to a homozygous
individual. When you have a situation where
heterozygotes are more fit because they can
combat disease, it results in a lot of diversity.
The other hypothesis focuses on mating preferences, though it's not inconsistent with the

pathogen h~pothesis.lfit's true that being heterozygous is advantageous, then it would make
sense for females to choose mates ....nose MHC
alleles are different from theirs. Scientists in the
lab where Jwas a postdoc documented this in
lab mice. We're interested in documenting it in
birds, as well. Birds are good organisms for this
kind ofstudy because many bird populations
are being monitored in grt'at detail. For these
populations, researchers know ....no has mated
with whom, and they have blood samples from
offspring. So we can look at many different
pairings and see if the members of each pair
are significantly more different in MHC genes
than, say, random pairs in the human population. We have an ongoing project on MHC
genes and parasitism in red-winged blackbirds.

Zealand), and a garter snake. They make a great
system for doing comparative genomics.ln addition to looking at MHC genes, which seem to
be under strong selection, we also look at neutral markers, which aren't under selC(tion, to
track species through space and time.
I go to Australia pretty regularly. Australia
is a good natural laboratory for my work
because the geography and the geographic
ranges of birds are very consistent across different species. We're interested in using
genetic tools to understand the times of speciation in different groups of birds. When did
an eastern species diverge from the western
species? And are those times the same across
different species? We're comparing the evolution and geography of different species.

Does this research have relevance to
avian flu and other bird diseases that
threaten humans?
It certainly relates to the important question of
whether all individuals of a species are equally
susceptible to such a disease. For avian flu and
West Nile virus, this is being studied now in
chicken and songbird populations. We know
that many different species of birds are carrying the highly pathogenic type of flu virus, so a
logical next step is to compare different
individual birds, ooth susceptible and resistant,
to see if they differ in their MHC genes. One of
my postdocs is addressing this kind ofquestion
for a bacterial pathogen ofthe house finch.

What is a species?
You'd think that a concept like species would
be very well hammered out and agreed upon
by scientists, but it's actually one ofthe more
contentious areas ofbiology! I tend to be a
traditionalist in this matter; I regard species as
reproductively isolated groups of related individuals, as Ernst Mayr defined them in 1942
That is, individuals ofone species don't breed
with those ofother species. The isolation can
come about by many different mechanisms.
For example, it can result from divergence after a population has colonized a new area.
New species arise when gene flow (transfer)
betv,·een different populations mostly ceases.

What is some other research you're doing?
We want to understand how the MH( evolved
in the transition from early reptiles to birds,
which are in the reptilian family tree. We've
made genomic libraries of DNA from five different species: an emu (an Australian bird that
resembles an ostrich), an alligator, a turtle, a
tuatara (an ancient reptile that lives in New

Can evolutionary trees give insights into
mechanisms of evolution?
One way to use evolutionary trees to look at
mechanisms is to focus on the tempo of evolution and the shape of the tree. Do we see a
rapid burst of speciation, of many rapid
branchings toward the tips, for example? Or
do we see very tong branches that are un-

broken by speciation events? We try to link the
branching patterns in these trees to environmental events in the past. In Australia, we're
looking at related species in the east and west
of the continent, and if we know how long ago
these species separated, we may be able to link
their separation to specific events, such as intrusions of the sea near a coast or desert formation in inland areas. There are records of
such environmental changes going back several hundred thousand years in Australia.
Do you have evidence thai speciation can
be driven by sexual selection?
In sexual selection, individuals with certain
inherited traits-bright plumage, for
instance-are more likely than others to
obtain mates. We have a lot of indirect
evidence that sexual selection can playa role
in the formation of new species. \Vhen DNA
evidence shows that two species that look
very different are actually extremely closely
related, we can reasonably conclude that the
species evolved recently and that some sort of
selection was involved. We find this situation
in Australian birds of paradise, where different species may have different plumage,
different calls, and different behaviors, while
being very similar in the neutral components
of their genomes. So clearly some sort of
selection, probably sexual selection, has
driven the phenotypes apart. Birds of
paradise, which are fantastically diverse in
phenotype, have diverged into different
species in the blink of an eye.
Is it true Ihal all the world's songbirds got
their slarl in Australia?
Many lines ofevidence suggest that Australia
and nearby New Guinea may have been the cradle ofsongbird evolution. And more broadly,
Gondwana may have been the origin of many
groups ofbirds. Gondwana was an ancient
supercontinent that included most ofthe
landmasses that are now in the Southern Hemisphere. Some ofthe oldest fossil songbirds
have been found in Australia. Theevidence
suggests that many new groups ofsongbirds
arose in Australia around 55-65 million years
ago. They then spread around the globe. Also,
our North American cro\','S and F~'S trace their
roots back to Australia. It's interesting that taxonomists in the early 20th century thought that
Australian bird species were all just twigs of
evolutionary trees rooted in the Northern
Hemisphere. But really, it's the opposite.

Learn about an experiment by Scon Edw'ards
in Inquiry Figure 24.3 on page 489.
Left 10 right: Scott Edw'ards, Jane Reece,
Michael Cain
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Endless Forms Most Beautiful
he Onymacris unguicularis beetle lives in the coastal
Namib desert ofsouthwestern Africa, a land where fog
is common, but virtually no rain falls. To obtain the
water it needs to survive, the beetle relies on a pecullar uhead_
standing" behavior (Figure 22.1). Tilting head-downward, the
beetle faces into the winds that blow fog across the dunes.
Droplets of moisture from the fog collect on the beetle's body
and run down into its mouth.
This headstander beetle shares many features with the
more than 350,000 other beetle species on Earth, including six
pairs oflegs, a hard outer surface, and two pairs of wings. But
how did there come to be so many variations on the basic beetle theme? The headstander beetle and its many close relatives
illustrate three key observations about life: the striking ways in
which organisms are suited for life in their environments; the
many shared characteristics (unity) of life; and the rich diversity of life. A century and a half ago, Charles Darwin was inspired to develop a scientific explanation for these three broad
observations. When he published his hypothesis in The Origin
a/Species, Darwin ushered in a scientific revolution-the era of
evolutionary biology.
For now, we will define evolution as descent with modification, a phrase Darwin used in proposing that Earth's many
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.... Figure 22.1 How can this beetle survive in the desert.
and what is it doing?
species are descendants ofancestral species that were different
from the present-day species. Evolution can also be defined
more narrowly as a change in the genetic composition ofa population from generation to generation, as we'll explore in
Chapter 23. Whether it is defined broadly or narrowly, we can
view evolution in two related but different ways: as a pattern
and as a process. The pattern of evolutionary change is re·
vealed by data from a range of scientific disciplines, including
biology, geology, physics, and chemistry. These data are factsthey are observations about the natural world. The process of
evolution consists of the mechanisms that produce the observed pattern ofchange. These mechanisms represent natural
causes of the natural phenomena we observe. Indeed, the
power of evolution as a unifying theory is its ability to explain
and connect a vast array ofobservations about the living world.
As with all general theories in science, we continue to test
our theory of evolution by examining whether it can account
for new observations and experimental results. In this and the
following chapters, we'lJ examine how ongoing discoveries
shape our current understanding ofthe pattern and process of
evolution. To set the stage, we'll first retrace Darwin's quest to
explain the adaptations, unity, and diversity of life's "endless
forms most beautiful:'

r;~:t~:;w~~~~ revolution

challenged traditional views
of a young Earth inhabited
by unchanging species

What impelled Darwin to challenge the prevailing views of his
time about Eartl\ and its life? His revolutionary proposal
actually had its roots in the work of many other individuals
(Figure 22.2).

Linnaeus (classification)
Hutton (gradual geologic change)
lamarck (species can change)
Malthus (population limits)
Cuvier (fossils, extinction)
Lyell (modern geology)
Darwin (evolution, natural selection)
Wallace (evolution, natural selection)
American Revolution

. ....

1795 Hutton proposes his theory of gradualism.
17981 Malthus publishes "Essay on the Principle of Population."
18091 Lamarck publishes his hypothesis of evolutlon

I

1830 Lyell publishes Prindples of Geology.
1831-18361 Darwin travels around the world on HMS Beagle.
18371 Darwin begins his notebooks.
18441 Darwin writes his essay on descent with modification
18581 Wallace sends his hypothesis to Darwin.
18591 The Origin of Species is published.

... Figure 22.2 The historical context of Darwin's life and ideas. The dark blue bars represent
the lives of some individuals whose ideas contributed to Darwin's thinking about evolution.

Scala Naturae and Classification of Species
Long before Darwin was born, several Greek philosophers
suggested that life might have changed gradually over time.
But one philosopher who greatly influenced early Western
science, Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), viewed species as fixed (unchanging). Through his observations of nature, Aristotle recognized certain "affinities" among organisms. He concluded
that life-forms could be arranged on a ladder, or scale, of increasing complexity, later called the scala naturae ("scale of
nahlre"). Each form of life, perfect and permanent, had its all.otted nmg on this ladder.
These ideas coincided with the Old Testament account of
creation, which holds tllat species were individually designed
by God and therefore perfectln tlle 1700s, many scientists interpreted the often remarkable match of organisms to their
environment as evidence that the Creator had designed each
species for a particular purpose.
One such scientist was Carol.us Linnaeus (1707-1778), a
Swedish physician and botanist who sought to classify Me's diversity' in his words, "for the greater gl.ory of God:' Linnaeus
developed the two-part, or binomial, system of nanling
species (such as Homo sapiens for humans) that i stiU used today. In contrast to the linear hierarchy of the scala naturae,
Linnaeus adopted a nested classification system, grouping
similar species into increasingly general categorie . For example, similar species are grouped in the same genus, similar genera (plural of genus) are grouped in tlle same family, and so on
(see Figure 1.14).
Linnaeus did not ascribe the resemblances among species
to evolutionary kinship, but rather to the pattern of their cre-

ation. However, a century later his classification system would
playa role in Darwin's argument for evolution.

Ideas About Change over Time
Darwin drew many of his ideas from the work of scientists
studying fossils, the remains or traces of organisms from tl1e
past. Most fossils are found in sedimentary rocks formed from
the sand and mud that settle to the bottom of seas, lakes, and
swamps (Figure 22.3). New layers of sediment cover older
ones and compress them into superimposed layers of rock

oandRivers
carry sediment into seas
swamps. Over time, sedimentary
rock layers (strata) form under water.
Some strata contai n fossils.

GAs water
levels change and
the seafloor is
pushed upward,
the strata and their
fossils are exposed.
Younger stratum
with more recent
fossils
Older stratum
with older fossils
A

Figure 22.3 Formation of sedimentary strata with fossils.
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called strata (singular, stratum). The fossils in a particular
stratum provide a glimpse of some of the organisms that populated Earth at the time that layer formed. Later, erosion may
carve through upper (younger) strata, revealing deeper (older)
strata that had been buried.
Paleontology, the study of fossils, was largely developed
by French scientist Georges Cuvier (1769-1832). In examining strata near Paris, Cuvier noted that the older the stratum, the more dissimilar its fossils were to current
life-forms. He also observed that from one layer to the next,
some new species appeared while others disappeared. He
inferred that extinctions must have been a common occurrence in the history oflife. Yet Cuvier staunchly opposed the
idea of evolution. To explain his observations, he advocated
catastrophism, the principle that events in the past occurred suddenly and were caused by mechanisms different
from those operating in the present. Cuvier speculated that
each boundary between strata represented a catastrophe,
such as a flood, that had destroyed many of the species living at that time. He proposed that these periodic catastrophes were usually confined to local regions, which were
later repopulated by species immigrating from other areas.
In contrast, other scientists suggested that profound
change could take place through the cumulative effect ofslow
but continuous processes. In 1795, Scottish geologist James
Hutton (1726-1797) proposed that Earth's geologic features
could be explained by gradual mechanisms still operating. For
example, he suggested that valleys were often formed by rivers
wearing through rocks and that rocks containing marine fossils were formed when sediments that had eroded from the
land were carried by rivers to the sea, where they buried dead
marine organisms. The leading geologist of Darwin's time,
Charles Lyell (1797-1875), incorporated Hutton's thinking
into his principle of uniformitarianism, which stated that
mechanisms of change are constant over time. Lyell proposed that the same geologic processes are operating today as
in the past, and at the same rate.
Hutton and Lyell's ideas strongly influenced Darwin's thinking. Darwin agreed that if geologic change results from slow,
continuous actions rather than from sudden events, then Earth
must be much older than the widely accepted age ofa few thousand years. It would, for example, take a very long time for a
river to carve a canyon by erosion. He later reasoned that perhaps similarly slow and subtle processes could produce substantial biological change. Darwin was not the first to apply the
idea of gradual change to biological evolution, however.

time: French biologist Jean- Baptiste de Lamarck (1744-1829).
Alas, Lamarck is primarily remembered today not for his visionary recognition that evolutionary change explains patterns in fossils and the match of organisms to their
environments, but for the incorrect mechanism he proposed
to explain how evolution occurs.
Lamarck published his hypothesis in 1809, the year Darwin
was born. By comparing living species with fossil forms,
Lamarck had found what appeared to be several lines of descent, each a chronological series of older to younger fossils
leading to a living species. He explained his findings using two
principles. The first was use and disuse, the idea that parts of
the body that are used extensively become larger and stronger,
while those that are not used deteriorate. As an example, he
cited a giraffe stretching its neck to reach leaves on high
branches. The second principle, inheritance ofacquired characteristics, stated that an organism could pass these modifications to its offspring. Lamarck reasoned that the long,
muscular neck ofthe living giraffe had evolved over many generations as giraffes stretched their necks ever higher.
Lamarck also thought that evolution happens because organisms have an innate drive to become more complex. Darwin
rejected this idea, but he, too, thought that variation was introduced into the evolutionary process in part through inheritance
of acquired characteristics. Today, however, our understanding
of genetics refutes this mechanism: There is no evidence that
acquired characteristics can be inherited in the way proposed
by Lamarck (Figure 22.4).
Lamarck was vilified in his own time, especially by euvier,
who denied that species ever evolve. In retrospect, however,
Lamarck deserves credit for recognizing that the match of organisms to their environments can be explained by gradual
evolutionary change and for proposing a testable mechanism
for this change.

lamarck's Hypothesis of Evolution
During the 18th century, several naturalists (including Darwin's
grandfather, Erasmus Darwin) suggested that life evolves as
environments change. But only one ofCharles Darwin's predecessors proposed a mechanism for how life changes over
454
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.... Figure 22.4 Acquired traits cannot be inherited. This
bonsai tree was trained "to grow as a dwarf by pruning and shaping.
However. seeds from this tree would produce offspring of normal size.

CONCEPT

22.1

CHECK

!.

1. How did Hutton's and Lyell's ideas influence Darwin's
thinking about evolution?
2. -Wltn
In Chapter I, you read that scientific hypotheses must be testable and falsifiable. If you apply
these criteria, are Cuvier's explanation of the fossil
record and Lamarck's hypothesis of evolution scientific? Explain your answer in each case.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r~::~:~7~~h2modification

by natural selection explains
the adaptations of organisms
and the unity and diversity of life

As the 19th century dawned, it was generally believed that
species had remained unchanged since their creation. A few
clouds of doubt about the permanence of species were beginning to gather, but no one could have forecast the thundering
storm just beyond the horizon. How did Charles Darwin become the lightning rod for a revolutionary view ofHfe?

Darwin's Research
Charles Darwin (1809-1882) was born in Shrewsbury in
western England. Even as a boy, he had a consuming interest

in nature. When he was not reading nature books, he was fishing, hunting, and collecting insects. Darwin's father, a physician, could see no future for his son as a naturalist and sent
him to medical school in Edinburgh. But Charles found medicine boring and surgery before the days of anesthesia horrifying. He quit medical school and enrolled at Cambridge
University, intending to become a clergyman. (At that time in
England, many scholars of science belonged to the clergy.)
At Cambridge. Darwin became the protege ofthe Reverend
John Henslow, a botany professor. Soon after Darwin graduated, Henslow recommended him to Captain Robert fitzRoy,
who was preparing the survey ship HMS Beagle for a long
voyage around the world. Darwin would pay his own way and
serve as a conversation partner to the young captain. fitzRoy
accepted Darwin because of his education and because they
were of the same social class and about the same age.

The Voyage of the Beagle
Darwin embarked from England on the &agle in December
1831. The primary mission of the voyage was to chart poorly
known stretches ofthe South American coastline (Figure 22.5).
While the ship's crew surveyed the coast, Darwin spent most of
his time on shore, observing and collecting thousands of South
American plants and animals. He noted the characteristics of
plants and animals that made them well suited to such diverse
environments as the humid jungles of Brazil. the expansive
grasslands of Argentina. and the towering peaks ofthe Andes.
Darwin observed that the plants and animals in temperate
regions of South America more closely resembled species
living in the South American tropics than species living in

Darwin in 1840.
after his return
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voyage
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... Figure 22.5 The voyage of HMS Beagle.
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temperate regions of Europe. Furthermore, the fossils he
found, though clearly different from living species, were distinctly South American in their resemblance to the living organisms of that continent.
Darwin also spent much time thinking about geology during the voyage. Despite bouts of seasickness, he read Lyell's
Principles afGeology while aboard the Beagle. He experienced
geologic change firsthand when a violent earthquake rocked
the coast ofChile, and he observed afterward that rocks along
the coast had been thrust upward by several feet. Finding fossils of ocean organisms high in the Andes, Darwin inferred
that the rocks containing the fossils must have been raised
there by a series of many similar earthquakes. These observations reinforced what he had learned from Lyell: The physical
evidence did not support the traditional view of a static Earth
only a few thousand years old.
Darwin's interest in the geographic distribution of species
was further stimulated by the Beagle's stop at the Galapagos, a
group ofvolcanic islands located near the equator about 900 km
(540 miles)westofSouth America. Danvin was fascinated by the
unusual organisms he found there. The birds he collected on the
Galapagos included several kinds of mockingbirds that, although similar, seemed to be different species. Some were
unique to individual islands, while others lived on two or more
adjacent islands. Furthermore, although the animals on the
Galapagos resembled species living on the South American
mainland, most of the Galapagos species were not known from
anywhere else in the world. Darwin hypothesized that the Galapagos had been colonized by organisms that had strayed from
South America and then diversified, giving
rise to new species on the various islands.

essential to understanding evolution. As well explore further,
his explanation of how adaptations arise centered on natural
selection, a process in which individuals with certain inherited
traits leave more offspring than individuals with other traits.
By the early 18405, Darwin had worked out the major features of his hypothesis. He set these ideas on paper in 1844,
when he wrote a long essay on descent with modification and
its underlying mechanism, natural selection. Yet he was still reluctant to publish his ideas, apparently because he anticipated
the uproar they would cause. Even as he procrastinated, Darwin continued to compile evidence in support of his hypothesis. By the mid-1850s, he had described his ideas to Lyell and a
few others. Lyell, who was not yet convinced ofevolution, nevertheless urged Darwin to publish on the subject before someone else came to the same conclusions and published first.
In June 1858, Lyell's prediction came true. Darwin received a
manuscript from Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913), a British
naturalist working in the East Indies who had developed a hypothesis of natural selection similar to Darwin's. Wallace asked
Darwin to evaluate his paper and forward it to Lyell if it merited
publication. Darwin complied, writing to Lyell: uYourwords have
come true with a vengeance.... I never saw a more striking coincidence ... so all my originality, whatever it mayamount to, will
be smashed.~ Lyell and a colleague then presented Wallace's paper, along with extracts from Darwin's unpublished 1844 essay,
to the Linnean Society of London on July I, 1858. Darwin
quickly finished his book, titled On the Origin of Species by
Means ofNatural Selection (commonly referred to as The Origin
ofSpecies), and published it the next year. Although Wallace had

Darwin's Focus on Adaptation
During the voyage of the &agle, Darwin
observed many examples of adaptation.~,
characteristics of organisms that enhance
their survival and reproduction in specific
environments. Later, as he reassessed his
observations, he began to perceive adaptation to the environment and the origin
ofnew species as closely related processes.
Could a new species arise from an ancestral form by the gradual accumulation of
adaptations to a different environment?
From studies made years after Darwin's
voyage, biologists have concluded that this
is indeed what happened to the diverse
group of Galapagos finches we discussed
in Chapter 1(see Figure 1.22). The finches'
various beaks and behaviors are adapted
to the specific foods available on their
home islands (Figure 22.6). Darwin realized that explaining such adaptations was
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Cal (actus-eater. The long,
sharp beak of the cadus
ground finch (Geospiza
scandens) helps it tear
and eat cadus flowers
and pulp

(e) Seed-eater. The large ground

finch (Geospiza magnirostris)
has a large beak adapted for
cracking seeds that fall from
plants to the ground.

(bl Insect-eater. The green warbler
finch (Certl1idea olivacea) uses Its
narrow, pointed beak to grasp inseds.

... Figure 22.6 Beak variation in Galapagos finches. The Galapagos Islands are home to
more than a dozen species of closely related finches, some found only on a single island. The most
striking differences among them are their beaks. which are adapted for specific diets.

submitted his ideas for publication first, he admired Darwin and thought that Darwin had developed the idea of
natural selection so extensively that he should be known as
its main architect.
Within a de<ade, Darwin's book and its proponents
had convinced most biologists that life's diversity is the
product of evolution. Darwin succeeded where previous
evolutionists had failed, mainly because he had presented a plausible scientific mechanism with immaculate logic and an avalanche of evidence.
.. figure 22.7 "I think..."
In this 1837 sketch, Darwin
envisioned the branching
pattern of evolution.

The Origin of Species
In his book, Darwin developed two
main ideas: that descent with modification explains life's unity and diversity and that natural selection brings
about the match between organisms
and their environment.

Hyracoidea
(Hyraxes)
Sirema
(Manatees
and relatives)

Descent with Modification

MO€ritherium

In the first edition of The Origin oj
Species, Darwin never used the word
evolution (although the final word of the

Baryrherium

--
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book is "evolved"). Rather, he discussed

descent with modification, a phrase that
summarized his view oflife. Darwin perceived unity in life, which he attributed
to the descent of all organisms from an
ancestor that lived in the remote past. He
also thought that as the descendants of
that ancestral organism lived in various
habitats over millions of years, they had
accumulated diverse modifications, or
adaptations, that fit them to specific
ways of life. Darwin reasoned that over
long periods of time, descent with modification eventually led to the rich diversity of life we see today.
Darwin viewed the history of life as
a tree, with multiple branchings from
a common trunk out to the tips of the
youngest twigs (figure 22.7). The tips
ofthe twigs represent the diversity of organisms living in the present. Each fork
of the tree represents an ancestor of all
the lines of evolution that subsequently
branch from that point. As shown in the
tree diagram in figure 22.8, closely related species, such as the Asian elephant
and African elephants, are very similar
because they shared the same line of descent until a relatively recent split from
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... Figure 22.8 Descent with modification. This evolutionary tree of elephants and their
relatives is based mainly on fossils-their anatomy. order of appearance in strata. and geographic
distribution Note that most branches of descent ended in extinction. {Time line not to scale.}
n Based on the tree shown here. approximately when did the most recent ancestor shared by
. . Mammuthus (woolly mammoths), Asian elephants, and African elephants live?
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their common ancestor. Note that seven lineages related to elephants have become extinct over the past 30 million years. As
a result, there are no living species that fill the gap between the
elephants and their nearest relatives today, the manatees and
hyraxes. In fact, many branches of evolution, even some major
ones, are dead ends: Scientists estimate that over 9996 of all
species that have ever lived are now extinct.
In his efforts at classification, Linnaeus had realized that
some organisms resemble each other more closely than others, but he had not linked these resemblances to evolution.
Nonetheless, because he had recognized that the great diversity of organisms could be organized into "groups subordinate to groups" (Darwin's phrase), Linnaeus's system
meshed well with Darwin's hypothesis. To Darwin, the Linnaean hierarchy reflected the branching history of the tree
of life, with organisms at the various levels related through
descent from common ancestors.

Artificial Selection, Natural Selection, and Adaptation
Darwin proposed a mechanism, natural selection, to explain the observable patterns of evolution. He crafted his
argument carefully, to persuade even the most skeptical
readers. First he discussed familiar examples of selective
breeding of domesticated plants and animals. Humans
have modified other species over many generations by se·
lecting and breeding individuals that possess desired
traits-a process called artificial selection (Figure 22.9).

... Figure 22.10 Variation in a population. To the extent that
the variation in color and banding patterns in this snail population is
heritable. it can be acted on by natural selection
As a result of artificial selection, crop plants and animals
bred as livestock or pets often bear little resemblance to
their wild ancestors.
Darwin then described four observations of nature from
which he drew two inferences:

Observation #1: Members of a population often vary
greatly in their traits (Figure 22.10).
Observation #2: Traits are inherited from parents to
offspring.
Observation #3: All species are capable of producing
more offspring than their environment can support
(Figure 22.11).
Observation #4: Owing to lack of food or other resources, many of these offspring do not survive.

lateral
buds
Brussels sprouts

Inference #1: Individuals whose inherited traits give
them a higher probability of surviving and reproducing
in a given environment tend to leave more offspring than
other individuals.
Inference #2: This unequal ability of individuals to survive and reproduce will lead to the accumulation of favorable traits in the population over generations.

Flowers
_ _..J and stems

Broccoli

Kohlrabi

... Figure 22.9 Artificial selection. These different vegetables
have all been selected from one species of wild mustard. By selecting
variations in different parts of the plant, breeders have obtained these
divergent results.
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Darwin perceived an important connection between natural selection and the capacity oforganisms to "overreproduce:'
He began to make this conne<tion after reading an essay by
economist Thomas Malthus, who contended that much ofhuman suffering-disease, famine, and war-was the inescapable
consequence of the human population's potential to increase
faster than food supplies and other resources. Darwin realized
that the capacity to overreproduce was characteristic of all
species. Of the many eggs laid, young born, and seeds spread,
only a tiny fraction complete their development and leave offspring of their own. The rest are eaten, starved, diseased, un-

(a) Aflower mantid
in Malaysia

(b) A stick

mantid
in Africa

... Figure 22.11 Overproduction of offspring. A single
puffball fungus can produce billions of offspring. If all of these
offspring and their descendants survived to maturity, they would
carpet the surrounding land surface.

mated, or unable to tolerate physical conditions of the environment such as salinity or temperature.
An organism's traits can influence not only its own performance, but also how well its offspring cope with environmental challenges. For example, an organism might have a
heritable trait that gives its offspring an advantage in escaping
predators, obtaining food, or tolerating physical conditions.
When such advantages increase the number of offspring that
survive and reproduce, the traits that are favored will likely appear at a greater frequency in the next generation. Thus, over
time, natural selection imposed by factors such as predators,
lack of food, or adverse physical conditions can increase the
proportion of favorable traits in a population.
How rapidly do such changes occur? Darwin reasoned that
if artificial selection can bring about dramatic change in a relatively short period of time, then natural selection should be capable of substantial modification of species over many
hundreds ofgenerations. Even ifthe advantages ofsome heritable traits over others are slight, the advantageous variations will
gradually accumulate in the population, and less favorable variations will diminish. Over time, this process will increase the
frequency of individuals with favorable adaptations and hence
refine the match between organisms and their environment.

Natural Selection: A Summary
Let's now recap the main ideas of natural selection:
... Natural selection is a process in which individuals that have
certain heritable characteristics survive and reproduce at a
higher rate than other individuals.

... Figure 22.12 Camouflage as an example of evolutionary
adaptation. Related species of the insects called mantids have diverse
shapes and colors that evolved in different environments.

... Over time, natural selection can increase the match be·
tween organisms and their environment (Figure 22.12).
... If an environment changes, or if individuals move to a new
environment, natural selection may result in adaptation to
these new conditions, sometimes giving rise to new species
in the process.
One subtle but important point is that although natural se·
lection occurs through interactions between individual organisms and their environment, individuals do not evolve. Rather,
it is the population that evolves over time.
A second key point is that natural selection can amplify or
diminish only heritable traits-traits that are passed from organisms to their offspring. Though an organism may become
modified during its lifetime, and these acquired characteristics may even help the organism in its environment, there is
little evidence that such acquired characteristics can be inherited by offspring.
Third, remember that environmental factors vary from
place to place and over time. A trait that is favorable in one
place or time may be useless-or even detrimental-in other
places or times. Natural selection is always operating, but
which traits are favored depends on the environmental
context.
Next, we'll survey the wide range of observations that support a Darwinian view of evolution by natural selection.
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22.2

1. How does the concept of descent with modification
explain both the unity and diveTsity oflife?
2. Describe how overreproduction and heritable variation relate to evolution by natural selection.
3. _IMUI. If you discovered a fossil of an extinct
mammal that lived high in the Andes, would you predict that it would more closely resemble present-day
mammals from South American jungles or present-day
mammals that live high in African mountains? Explain,
For suggested answers, see Appendix A
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Can predation result in natural selection
for color patterns in guppies?
EXPERIMENT
John Endler, of the University of California,
Santa Barbara, studied wild guppies in the Aripo River system on
the Caribbean island of Trinidad. He transplanted 200 guppies
from pools containing pike-cichlids, intense guppy predators, to
pools containing killifish, less active predators of guppies. He
tracked the number of bright-colored spots and the total area of
those spots on male guppies in each generation.
Predator: Killifish; preys mainly
on juvenile guppies (which do
not express the color genes)
Guppies: Adult males have
brighter colors than those
in"pike-cichlid pools"

c--------'

an overwhelming amount
of scientific evidence

In The Origin ofSpecies, Darwin marshaled a broad range of
evidence to support the concept ofdescent with modification.
Still-as he readily acknowledged-there were instances in
which key evidence was lacking. For example, Darwin re~
ferred to the origin of flowering plants as an "abominable mys~
tery,~ and he lamented the lack of fossils showing how earlier
groups of organisms gave rise to new groups.
In the 150 years since, new discoveries have filled many ofthe
gaps that Darwin identified. The origin of flowering plants, for
example, is better understood (see Chapter 29), and many fos·
sils have been discovered that signify the origin of Ilew groups
of organisms (see Chapter 25). In this section, we'll consider
four types ofdata that document the pattern ofevolution and illuminate the processes by which it occurs: direct observations
of evolution, the fossil record, homology, and biogeography.

Direct Observations of Evolutionary Change
Biologists have documented evolutionary change in thousands of scientific studies. We'll examine many such studies
throughout this unit, but let's look here at two examples.

1

Predator: Pike-cichlid: preys mainly on adult guppies
,...~- ~

Guppies: Adult males are more drab in color
than those in "killifish pools"

RESULTS
After 22 months (15 generations), the number
and total area of colored spots on male guppies in the transplanted population had increased compared to those of males in
the source population.
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6
<1

1

o.LJL...L--oPredators (organisms that feed on other species, called prey)
are a potent force in shaping the adaptations of their food
source. The predator is most likely to feed on prey individuals
that are least able to avoid detection, escape, or defend themselves, As a result, such prey individuals are less likely to reproduce and pass their traits to their offspring than are
individuals whose traits help them evade predators.
For many years, John Endler, of the University of California, Santa Barbara, has studied the impact of predators on
guppies (Poeci/ia reticulata), small freshwater fish that you
may know as aquarium pets. He observed that among wild

"

_ n 10

10

Source
Trdn>planled
population population

o.LJL...L--o-

Source
Tram.planted
population population

CONCLUSION Endler concluded that the change in predator
resulted in different variations (brighter color patterns) being favored in the transplanted population. Over a relatively short time,
an observable evolutionary change occurred in this population.
SOURCE
J A. Endler. Naturill >election on color patterns In Poecilia
felKuJara, fllOlurion 34:76-91 (1980).

_IIIl:f.ill.

What would happen if. after 22 months, guppies
from the transplanted population were returned to the source pooP

guppy populations in Trinidad, the male guppies' color patterns are so variable that no two males look alike. These
highly variable colors are controlled by a number of genes
that, in the wild, are only expressed in adult males. Female
guppies are attracted to males with bright colors, choosing
them as mates more often than they choose males with drab
coloring. But the bright colors that attract females might also
make the males more conspicuous to predators. Thus, if a
guppy population contained both brightly colored and drab
males, we might predict that predators would tend to eat
more of the brightly colored fish.
Endler wondered how the trade-off between attracting
mates and attracting predators affects coloration in male guppies. In the field, he observed that the color patterns of male
guppies appeared to correspond to the intensity of predation.
In pools that had few predator species, male guppies tended to
be brightly colored, whereas in pools that had many predators,
males were less brightly colored. Based on these observations,
Endler hypothesized that intense predation caused natural selection in male guppies, favoring the traitofdrab coloration. He
tested this hypothesis by transferring brightly colored guppies
to a pool with many predators. As he predicted, over time the
transplanted guppy population became less brightly colored.
One guppy predator, the killifish, preys on juvenile guppies that have not yet displayed their adult coloration. Endler
predicted that ifguppies with drab colors were transferred to
a pool with only killifish, eventually the descendants of these
guppies would be more brightly colored (because females
prefer males with bright colors). Figure 22.13, on the facing
page, describes this experiment. Indeed, in their new environment, the guppy population rapidly came to feature
brighter colors, demonstrating that selection can cause
rapid evolution in wild populations.

The Evolution of Drug-Resistant HIV
An example of ongoing natural selection that affects our own
lives dramatically is the evolution of drug-resistant pathogens
(disease-causing organisms and viruses). This is a particular
problem with bacteria and viruses that reproduce rapidly, because individuals that are resistant to a particular drug can increase in number very quickly.
Consider the example of HIV (human immunodeficiency
virus), the virus that causes AIDS (see Chapters 19 and 43).
Researchers have developed numerous drugs to combat this
pathogen, but using these medications selects for viruses resistant to the drugs. A few drug-resistant viruses may be present by chance at the beginning of treatment. Those that
survive the early doses reproduce, passing on the alleles that
enable them to resist the drug. In this way, the frequency of resistant viruses increases rapidly in the population.
Figure 22.14 illustrates the evolution of HIV resistance to
the drug 3TC. Scientists designed 3TC to interfere with reverse
transcriptase. HIV uses this enzyme to make a DNA version of
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... Figure 22.14 Evolution of drug resistance in HIV. Rare
resistant viruses multiplied quICkly when each of these patients was
treated with the anti-HIV drug 3T(. Within just a few weeks. 3TCresistant organisms made up 100% of the virus population in each case.

its RNA genome, which is then inserted into the DNA of the
human host cell (see Figure 19.8). Because the 3TC molecule
is similar in shape to the cytosine-bearing (Cbearing) nucleotide of DNA, HIV's reverse transcriptase picks up a 3TC
molecule instead ofa C-bearing nucleotide and inserts the 3TC
into a growing DNA chain. This error terminates further elongation of the DNA and thus blocks reproduction ofHIV.
The 3TC-resistant varieties of HIV have versions of reverse transcriptase that are able to discriminate between the
drug and the normal C-bearing nucleotide. These viruses
have no advantage in the absence of3TC; in fact, they replicate more slowly than viruses that carry the typical version
of reverse transcriptase. But once 3TC is added to their
environment, it becomes a powerful selecting force, favoring
the survival of resistant viruses (see Figure 22.14).
Both the guppy example and the HIV example highlight
m'o key points about natural selection. First, natural selection
is a process of editing rather than a creative mechanism. A
drug does not create resistant pathogens; it selectsfor resistant
individuals that were already present in the population. Second, natural selection depends on time and place. It favors
those characteristics in a genetically variable population that
provide advantage in the current, local environment. What is
beneficial in one situation may be useless or even harmful in
another. In the guppy example, individuals that have drab colors are at an advantage in pools with fierce predators but at a
disadvantage in pools without them.

The Fossil Record
A second type of evidence for evolution comes from fossils.
The fossil record shows that past organisms differed from
present-day organisms and that many species have become
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....'IIlIIIIMl..l11!~pelvisand
hind limb
(c) Dorudon (fully aquatitl

Latham Shale dig site, San
Bernardino County, California
... Figure 22.15 Fossil evidence of evolution in a group
of trilobites. These fossils are just a few in a series discovered in the
latham Shale bed, which was deposited between 513 and 512 million
years ago The sequence shows change over time in the location and
angle of the spines of the head shield (the area marked by red dots).

extinct. Fossils also show the evolutionary changes that have occurred over time in various groups oforganisms (Figure 22.15).
Over longer time scales, fossils document the origins of major new groups of organisms. An example is the fossil record
of early cetaceans, the mammalian order that includes whales,
dolphins, and porpoises. The earliest cetaceans lived 50-60
million years ago. The fossil record indicates that prior to that
time, most mammals were terrestrial. Although scientists had
long realized that whales and other cetaceans must have originated from land mammals, few fossils had been found that revealed how cetacean limb structure had changed over time,
leading eventually to the loss of hind limbs and the development of flippers. In the past few decades, however, a series of
remarkable fossils have been discovered in Pakistan, Egypt,
and North America that document the transition from life on
land to life in the sea. Each organism shown in Figure 22.16
differs from present-day mammals, including present-day
whales, and is now extinct. Collectively, these and other early
fossils document the formation of new species and the origin
of a major new group of mammals, the cetaceans.
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(d) 8a/aena

(recent whale ancestor)
... Figure 22.16 The transition to life in the sea. The hypothesis
that whales and other cetaceans evolved from terrestrial organisms
predicts that cetacean ancestors were four-legged, Indeed. paleontologists
have unearthed fossils of elctinct cetaceans that had hind limbs. including
the four species whose skeletons are depicted here (not drawn to scale),
Additional fossils show that Pakicetus and Rodhocerus had a type of ankle
bone that is otherwise unique to a group of land mammals that includes
pigs. hippos. cows, camels. and deer. This similarity strongly suggests that
cetaceans are most closely related to this group of land mammals.

In addition to providing evidence of how life on Earth has
changed over time-the pattern of evolution-the fossil
record also can be used to test evolutionary hypotheses arising
from other kinds of evidence. For example, based on anatomical data, scientists think that early land vertebrates evolved
from a group of fishes and that early amphibians evolved from
descendants ofearly land vertebrates. Ifthese relationships are
correct, we would predict that the earliest fossils of fishes
should be older than the earliest fossils of land vertebrates.
Similarly, we would predict that the earliest fossil land vertebrates should be older than the earliest fossil amphibians.
These predictions can be tested using radioactive dating techniques (see Chapter 25) to determine the age of fossils. To
date, all of these predictions have been upheld, which suggests
that our understanding of the evolutionary relationships on
which the predictions were based is correct.

Homology
A third type of evidence for evolution comes from analyzing
similarities among different organisms. As we've discussed,

Pharyngeal
pouches

evolution is a process of descent with modification: Characteristics present in an ancestral organism are altered (by natural
selection) in its descendants over time as they face different environmental conditions. As a result, related species can have

Post-anal
tail

characteristics with an underlying similarity even though they
may have very different functions. Such similarity resulting
from common ancestry is known as homology.
Chick embryo (lM)

Anatomical and Molecular Homologies

The view ofevolution as a remodeling process leads to the prediction that closely related species should share similar features-and they do. Ofcourse, closely related species share the
features used to determine their relationship, but they also
share many other features. Some of these shared features
make little sense except in the context of evolution. For example, the forelimbs of all mammals, including humans, cats,
whales, and bats, show the same arrangement of bones from
the shoulder to the tips of the digits, even though these appendages have very different functions: lifting, walking, swimming, and flying (Figure 22.17), Such striking anatomical
resemblances would be highly unlikely if these structures had
arisen anew in each species. Rather, the underlying skeletons
ofthe arms, forelegs, flippers, and wings ofdifferent mammals
are homologous structures that represent variations on a
structural theme that was present in their common ancestor.
Comparing early stages of development in different animal
species reveals additional anatomical homologies not visible
in adult organisms. For example, at some point in their devel-

Human embryo

... Figure 22.18 Anatomical similarities in vertebrate
embryos. At some stage in their embryonic de~elopment, all
~ertebrates have a tail located posterior to the anus (referred to as a
post·anal taill. as well as pharyngeal (throat) pouches. Descent from a
common ancestor can explain such similarities.

opment, all vertebrate embryos have a tail located posterior to
(behind) the anus, as well as structures called pharyngeal
(throat) pouches (Figure 22.18). These homologous throat
pouches ultimately develop into structures with very different
functions, such as gills in fishes and parts ofthe ears and throat
in humans and other mammals.
Some of the most intriguing homologies concern "leftover"
structures ofmarginal, ifany, importance to the organism. These
vestigial structures are remnantsoffeatures that served important functions in the organism's ancestors. For instance, the
skeletons of some snakes retain vestiges of the pelvis and leg
bones of walking ancestors. Another example is the decreased
size and loss offunction in cetaceans' hind limbs as these organisms faced the challenges of life in water (see Figure 22.16). We
would not expect to see these vestigial structures if snakes and
whales had origins separate
from other vertebrate animals.
Biologists also observe similarities among organisms at
the molecular level. All forms
oflife use the same genetic language of DNA and RNA, and
the genetic code is essentially
universal (see Chapter 17).
Thus, it is likely that all species
Ulna---+-'
descended from common ancestors that used this code. But
Carpals _""'''''....
molecular homologies go beMetacarpals
yond a shared code. For examPhalanges
ple, organisms as dissimilar as
humans and bacteria share
genes inherited from a very
Human
Col
Whale
B"
distant common ancestor. Like
... Figure 22.17 Mammalian forelimbs: homologous structures. E~en though they ha~e become
the forelimbs of humans and
adapted for different functions, the forelimbs of all mammals are constructed from the same basic skeletal
whales, these genes have often
elements: one large bone (purple), attached to two smaller bones (orange and tan), attached to several small
bones (gold). attached to several metacarpals (green). attached to approximately five digits. or phalanges (blue).
acquired different functions.
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Some homologous characteristics, such as the genetic code,
are shared by all species because they date to the deep ancestral past. In contrast, homologous characteristics that evolved
more recently are shared only within smaller groups oforgan·
isms. Consider an example in the tetrapods (from the Greek
tetra, four, and pod, foot), the vertebrate group that consists of
amphibians, mammals, and reptiles (including birds-see
Figure 22.19). An tetrapods possess the same basic limb bone
structure illustrated in Figure 22.17, but the ancestors of
tetrapods do not. Thus, homologous characteristics form a
nested pattern: All life shares the deepest layer, and each successive smaller group adds their own homologies to those
they share with larger groups. This nested pattern is exactly
what we would expe<t to result from descent with modification from a common ancestor.
Biologists often represent the pattern of descent from com·
mon ancestors and the resulting homologies with an
evolutionary tree, a diagram that reflects evolutionary rela·
tionships among groups oforganisms. We will explore in detail
how evolutionary trees are constructed in Chapter 26, but for
now, let's consider how we can interpret and use such trees.
Figure 22.19 is an evolutionary tree of tetrapods and their
closest living relatives, the lungfishes. In this diagram, each
branch point represents the common ancestor of all species

Each branch point represents
the common ancestor of the
lineages beginning there or to
the right of it

\

-

lungfishes

I

Amphibians

0

that descended from it. For example, lungfishes and all
tetrapods descended from ancestor 0, whereas mammals,
lizards and snakes, crocodiles, and birds all descended from
ancestor 8. As expected, the three homologies shown on the
tree-tetrapod limbs, the amnion (a protective embryonic
membrane), and feathers-form a nested pattern. Tetrapod
limbs were present in common ancestor f) and hence are
found in all ofthe descendants ofthat ancestor (the tetrapods).
The amnion was present only in ancestor 8 and hence is
shared only by some tetrapods (mammals and reptiles). Feathers were present only in common ancestor 0 and hence are
found only in birds.
To explore "tree thinking" further, note that in Figure 22.19,
mammals are positioned closer to amphibians than to birds.
As a result, you might conclude that mammals are more
closely related to amphibians than they are to birds. However,
mammals are actually more closely related to birds than to
amphibians because mammals and birds share a more recent
common ancestor (ancestor 8) than do mammals and am·
phibians (ancestor f)).
Evolutionary trees are hypotheses that summarize our
current understanding of patterns of descent. Our confidence in these relationships, as with any hypothesis, depends
on the strength of the supporting data. In the case of
Figure 22.19, the tree is supported by a variety of independent data sets, including both anatomical and DNA sequence data. As a
result, biologists feel confident that it
accurately reflects actual evolutionary
history. As you will read in Chapter 26,
scientists can use such well-supported
evolutionary trees to make specific
and sometimes surprising predictions
about the biology of organisms.

»

Mammals

Convergent Evolution

T, trapod limbs
lizards
and snakes

Am?

Crocodiles
A hatch mark represents a
homologous characteristic
shared by all the groups
to the right of the mark.

Ostriches~
~

0

Feathers

Hawks and
other birds

... Figure 22.19 Tree thinking: information proVided in an evolutionary tree.
This evolutionary tree for tetrapods and their closest living relatives, the lungfishes. is based on
anatomical and DNA sequence data The purple bars indicate the origin of three important
homologies. each of whICh evolved only once Birds are nested Within and evolved from reptiles;
hence. the group of organisms called "reptiles" technically includes birds.
Are crocodiles more closely related to lizards or birds?
Explain your answer.
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Although organisms that are closely related share characteristics because of
common descent, distantly related or·
ganisms can resemble one another for a
different reason: convergent evolution,
the independent evolution of similar
features in different lineages. Consider
marsupial mammals, many of which
live in Australia. Marsupials are distinct
from another group of mammals-the
eutherians-that live elsewhere on
Earth. (Eutherians complete their embryonic development in the uterus,
whereas marsupials are born as embryos and complete their development
in an external pouch.) Some Australian

NORTHAMERICA
Sugar
glider

/

AUSTRALIA

Flying
squirrel
... Figure 22.20 Convergent evolution. The sugar glider is a
marsupial mammal that el'Olved in isolation on the island continent of
Australia. Although sugar gliders superlicially resemble the eutherian
flying squirrels of North America, the ability to glide through the air
evolved independently In these two distantly related groups of mammals.

marsupials have eutherian look-alikes with similar adaptations. For instance, a forest-dwelling Australian marsupial
called the sugar glider is superficially very similar to flying
squirrels, gliding eutherians that live in North American
forests (Figure 22.20). But the sugar glider has many other
characteristics that make ita marsupial, much more closely related to kangaroos and other Australian marsupials than to
flying squirrels or other eutherians. Once again, our understanding of evolution can explain these observations. Although they evolved independently from different ancestors,
these two mammals have adapted to similar environments in
similar ways. In such examples in which species share features
because ofconvergent evolution, the resemblance is said to be
analogous, not homologous.

Biogeography
A fourth type of evidence for evolution comes from
biogeography, the geographic distribution of species. The
geographic distribution of organisms is influenced by many
factors, including continental drift, the slow movement of
Earth's continents over time. About 250 million years ago,
these movements united all of Earth's landmasses into a single
large continent, called Pangaea (see Figure 25.13). Roughly
200 million years ago, Pangaea began to break apart; by 20
million years ago, the continents we know today were within
a few hundred kilometers of their present locations.
We can use our understanding ofevolution and continental
drift to predict where fossils of different groups of organisms

might be found. For example, as you will read in Chapter 25,
evolutionary biologists have constructed evolutionary trees
for horses based on anatomical data. Based on these trees and
on the ages of fossils of horse ancestors, researchers estimate
that present-day horse species originated 5 million years ago
in North America. At that time, North and South America
were close to their present locations, but they were not yet
connected to one another, making it difficult for horses to
travel between them. Thus, we would predict that the oldest
horse fossils should be found only on the continent on which
horses originated-North America. This prediction and others like it for different groups of organisms have been upheld,
providing more evidence for evolution.
We can also use our understanding of evolution to explain
biogeographic data. For example, islands generally have many
species of plants and animals that are endemic, which means
they are found nowhere else in the world. Yet, as Darwin described in The Origin of Species, most island species are
closely related to species from the nearest mainland or a
neighboring island. He explained this observation by suggesting that islands are colonized by species from the nearest
mainland. These colonists eventually give rise to new species
as they adapt to their new environments. Such a process also
explains why two islands with similar environments in different parts of the world are populated not by closely related
species but rather by species that resemble those of the nearest mainland, where the environment is often quite different.

What Is Theoretical About Darwin's
View of Life?
Some peopledismiss Darwin's ideasas Ujust a theorY. However,
as we have seen, the pattern ofevolution-the observation that
life has evolved over time-has been documented directly and
is supported by a great deal of evidence. In addition, Darwin's
explanation of the process ofevolution-that natural selection
is the primary cause of the observed pattern of evolutionary
change-makes sense of massive amounts of data. The effects
of natural selection also can be observed and tested in nature.
\Vhat, then, is theoretical about evolution? Keep in mind
that the scientific meaning of the term theory is very different
from its meaning in everyday use. The colloquial use of the
word theory comes close to what scientists mean by a hypothesis. In science, a theory is more comprehensive than a hypothesis. A theory, such as Darwin's theory of evolution by
natural selection, accounts for many observations and explains and integrates a great variety of phenomena. Such a unifying theory does not become widely accepted unless its
predictions stand up to thorough and continual testing by experiment and additional observation (see Chapter 1). As the
next three chapters demonstrate, this has certainly been the
case with the theory of evolution by natural selection.
The skepticism of scientists as they continue to test
theories prevents these ideas from becoming dogma. For
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example, although Darwin thought that evolution was a
very slow process, we now know that this isn't always true.
New species can form in relatively short periods of time (a
few thousand years or lessi see Chapter 24). Furthermore,
as we'll explore throughout this unit, evolutionary biologists now recognize that natural selection is not the only
mechanism responsible for evolution. Indeed, the study of
evolution today is livelier than ever as scientists find more
ways to test the predictions of Darwin's theory.
Although Darwin's theory attributes the diversity ofHfe to
natural processes, the diverse products ofevolution nevertheless remain elegant and inspiring. As Darwin wrote in the final sentence of The Origin a/Species, "There is grandeur in this
view of life ... [in which] endless forms most beautiful and
most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved."
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22.)

CHECK

1. Explain how the following statement is inaccurate:
"Anti-HlV drugs have created drug resistance in
the virus,n
2. How does evolution account for (a) the similar mammalian forelimbs with different functions shown in
Figure 22.17 and (b) the similar lifestyle of the two
distantly related mammals shown in Figure 22.20?
3. _@UIlIl The fossil record shows that dinosaurs
originated 200-250 million years ago. Would you expect the geographic distribution of early dinosaur fossils to be broad (on many continents) or narrow (on
one or a few continents only)? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

.. The Origin ofSpedes Darwin's book proposed that evolution occurs by natural selection:
Observations

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.i.lllil'_ 22.1
The Darwinian revolution challenged traditional
views of a young Earth inhabited by unchanging
species (pp. 452-455)

Individuals in a population
vary in their heritable
charaderistlCS

Inferences
Individuals that are well suited
to their environment tend to leave more
offspring than other individuals.

.. Scala Naturae and Classification of Species Darwin's proposal that life's diversity has arisen from ancestral species
through natural selection was a radical departure from the
prevailing views of Western culture.
.. Ideas About Change over Time In contrast to the principle
that events in the past occurred suddenly by mechanisms not
operating today, geologists Hutton and Lyell perceived that
changes in Earth's surface can result from slow, continuous
actions still operating at the present time.
.. Lamarck's Hypothesis of Evolution Lamarck hypothesized
that species evolve, but the mechanisms he proposed are not
supported by evidence.

.i.lilil'_ 22.2
Descent with modification by natural selection
explains the adaptations of organisms and the unity
and diversity of life (pp. 455-460)
.. Darwin's Research Darwin's experiences during the voyage
of the Beagle gave rise to his idea that new species originate
from ancestral forms through the accumulation of adaptations. He refined his theory for more than 20 years and finally
published it in 1859 after learning that Wallace had come to
the same idea.
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Organisms produce more
offspring than the
environment can support

"d
Over time, favorable traits
accumulate in the population.

_S'joIf.M
MP3 Tutor Natural Selection
Activity Darwin and the Gal:lj:>Jg<}s Islands
Activity The Voyage of the Beagle: Darwin's Trip ArQund the World

. i iili"_ 22.3
Evolution is supported by an overwhelming amount
of scientific evidence (pp. 460-466)
.. Direct Observations of Evolutionary Change Researchers
have directly observed natural selection leading to adaptive
evolution in many studies, including research on wild guppy
populations and on pathogens such as HI\'.
.. The Fossil Record Fossils show that past organisms differed
from living organisms, that many species have become extinct, and that species have evolved over long periods of time.

.. Homology Organisms share characteristics hecause of common descent (homology) or because natural selection affects
independently evolving species in similar environments in
similar ways (convergent evolution).
.. Biogeography The geographic distribution of organisms is
consistent with evolutionary theory.
.. What Is Theoretical About Darwin's View of life? The
theory of evolution by natural selection integrates diverse areas of study and stimulates many new questions.
Actl\'lty Reoonstructing Forelimbs
Investigation How D<J Environmental Changes Affect a Population?
Investigation What Are the Patterns of Antibiotic Resistance?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
J. Which of the following is not an observation or inference on
which natural selection is based?
a. There is heritable variation among individuals.
b. Poorly adapted individuals never produce offspring.
c. Species produce more offspring than the environment can
support.
d. Individuals whose characteristics are best suited to the
environment generally leave more offspring than those
whose characteristics are less suited.
e. Only a fraction of the offspring produced by an
individual may survive.
2. The upper forelimbs of humans and bats have fJirly similar
skeletal structures, whereas the corresponding bones in whales
have very different shapes and proportions. However, genetic
data suggest that all three kinds of organisms diverged from a
common ancestor at about the same time. \Vhich ofthe following is the most likely explanation for these data?
a. Humans and bats evolved by natural selection, and whales
evolved by Lamarckian mechanisms.
b. Forelimb evolution was adaptive in people and bats, but
not in whales.
c. Natural selection in an aquatic environment resulted in
significant changes to whale forelimb anatomy.
d. Genes mutate faster in whales than in humans or bats.
e. \Vhales are not properly classified as mammals.

4. Within a few weeks of treatment with the drug 3TC, a patient's
HIV population consists entirely of3TC-resistant viruses. How
can this result best he explained?
a. HIV can change its surface proteins and resist vaccines.
b. The patient must have become reinfected with 3TCresistant viruses.
c. HIV began making drug-resistant versions of reverse
transcriptase in response to the drug.
d. A few drug-resistant viruses were present at the start of
treatment, and natural selection increased their frequency.
e. The drug caused the HIV RNA to change.
5. DNA sequences in many human genes are very similar to the
sequences of corresponding genes in chimpanzees. The most
likely explanation for this result is that
a. humans and chimpanzees share a relatively recent
common ancestor.
b. humans evolved from chimpanzees.
c. chimpanzees evolved from humans.
d. convergent evolution led to the DNA similarities.
e. humans and chimpanzees are not closely related.
6. Which of the following pairs of structures is least likely to represent homology?
a. the wings of a bat and the arms of a human
b. the hemoglobin of a baboon and that of a gorilla
c. the mitochondria of a plant and those of an animal
d. the wings of a bird and those of an insect
e. the brain of a cat and that of a dog
For Self-Qui~ answ..rs, .I.... Appmdix A.

-MH',. Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. Explain why anatomical and molecular homologies generally fit
a similar nested pattern.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8.

3. Which of the following observations helped Darwin shape his
concept of descent with modification?
a. Species diversity declines farther from the equator.
b. Fewer species live on islands than on the nearest continents.
c. Birds can be found on islands located farther from the
mainland than the birds' maximum nonstop flight distance.
d. South American temperate plants are more similar to the
tropical plants of South America than to the temperate
plants of Europe.
e. Earthquakes reshape life by causing mass extinctions.

,.I;t-W'"

MosqUitoes resistant to the pesticide DDT first
appeared in India in 1959. but now are found throughout
the world. (a) Graph the data in the table below. (b) Examin·
ing the graph, hypothesize why the percentage of mosquitoes resistant to DDT rose rapidly. (c) Suggest an
explanation for the global spread of DDT resistance.

Month

o
8
12

Percentage of Mosquitoes
Resistant* to DDT
4%
45%
77%

*MOsquitocs we..., conside...,d ",sistant if they we..., not killed within
1 hour of ...,ceiving a dose of 4% DDT.
Source: C. F. Curtis et al.• Selection for and against insecticide resis·
tance and possible methodsofinhibiting the eV<)lution of resistance in
mosquitoe-s, Ewlogical Entomology 3:273-287 (1978).
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.... Figure 23.1 Is this finch evolving by natural selection"?
KEY

CONCEPTS

23.1 Mutation and sexual reproduction produce the
genetic variation that makes evolution possible
23.2 The Hardy-Weinberg equation can be used to
test whether a population is evolving
23.3 Natural selection, genetic drift, and gene (low
can alter allele frequencies in a population
23.4 Natural selection is the only mechanism that
consistently causes adaptive evolution

ne common misconception about evolution is that
individual organisms evolve. It is true that natural
selection acts on individuals: Each organism's combination of traits affects its survival and reproductive success compared to other individuals. But the evolutionary
impact of natural selection is only apparent in the changes
in a population of organisms over time.
Consider the medium ground finch (Geospiza fortis), a seedeating bird that inhabits the Galapagos Islands (Figure 23.1). In
1'f77, the G. fortis population on the island of Daphne Major
was decimated by a long period of drought Of some 1,200
birds, only 180 survived. Researchers Peter and Rosemary
Grantobserved that the surviving finches tended to have larger,
deeper beaks than others in the population. The Grants also observed that during the drought, small, soft seeds were in short
supply. The finches mostly fed on large, hard seeds that were
more plentiful. The birds with larger. deeper beaks were able to
crack these larger seeds, increasing their rate of survival compared to finches with smaller beaks. As a result, the average
beak size in the next generation of G. fortis was greater than it
had been in the pre-drought population. The finch population
had evolved by natural selection. However, the individual

O
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finches did not evolve. Each bird had a beak ofa particular size,
which did not grow larger during the drought. Rather, the proportion oflarge beaks in the population increased over generations: The population evolved, not its individual members.
Focusing on evolutionary change in populations, we can define evolution on its smallest scale, called microcvolution, as
change in allele frequencies in a population over generations.
As we will see in this chapter, natural selection is not the only
cause of microevolution. In fact. there are three main mechanisms that can cause allele frequency change: natural selection.
genetic drift (chance events that alter allele frequencies), and
gene flow (the transfer ofalleles between populations). Each of
these mechanisms has distinctive effects on the genetic composition of populations. However, only natural selection consistently improves the match between organisms and their
environment, thus bringing about the type of change we refer
to as adaptive evolution. Before we examine natural selection
and adaptation more closely, let's revisit how the variations that
are the raw material for evolutionary change arise.

r~"~'t:~7:n ~~d1sexual

reproduction produce
the genetic variation that
makes evolution possible

In The Origin ofSpecies, Darwin provided abundant evidence
that life on Earth has evolved over time, and he proposed natu·
ral selection as the primary mechanism for that change. Darwin
also emphasized the importance ofheritable differences among
individuals. He knew that natural selection could not cause
evolutionary change unless individuals differed in their inherited characteristics. But Darwin could not explain precisely
how organisms pass heritable traits to their offspring.

Just a few years after Darwin published The Origin ojSpecies,
Gregor Mendel wrote a groundbreaking paper on inheritance
in pea plants (see Chapter 14). In that paper, Mendel proposed
a particulate model ofinheritance, which stated that organisms
transmit discrete heritable units (now called genes) to their offspring. Although Darwin never learned about genes, Mendel's
paper set the stage for understanding the genetic differences on
which evolution is based. Here we'll examine such genetic differences along with two processes that produce them, mutation
and sexual reproduction.

Genetic Variation
You probably have no trouble recognizing your friends in a
crowd. Each person has a unique genotype, reflected in individual phenotypic variations such as facial features, height, and
voice. Indeed, individual variation occurs in all species. In addition to the differences that we can see or hear, species have
extensive genetic variation that can only beobserved at the molecular level. For example, you cannot identify a person's blood
group (A, B, AB, orO) from hisor her appearance, but this and
many other such inherited characters vary among individuals.
As you read in earlier chapters, however, some phenotypic
variation is not heritable (Figure 23.2 shows a striking example in a caterpillar of the southwestern United States). Phenotype is the product of an inherited genotype and many
environmental influences. In a human example, bodybuilders
alter their phenotypes dramatically but do not pass their huge
muscles on to the next generation. Only the genetic part of
variation can have evolutionary consequences.

Variation Within a Population
Characters that vary within a population may be discrete or
quantitative. Discrete characters, such as the purple or white

flower colors of Mendel's pea plants (see Figure 14.3), can be
classified on an either-or basis (each plant has flowers that are
either purple or white). Many discrete characters are deter·
mined by a single gene locus with different alleles that produce distinct phenotypes. However, most heritable variation
involves quantitative characters, which vary along a continuum within a population. Heritable quantitative variation usually results from the influence oftwo or more genes on a single
phenotypic character.
Whether considering discrete or quantitative characters,
biologists can measure genetic variation in a population at
both the whole-gene level (gene variability) and the molecular level of DNA (nucleotide variability). Gene variability
can be quantified as the average heterozygosity, the average percent of loci that are heterozygous. (Recall that a heterozygous individual has two different alleles for a given
locus, whereas a homozygous individual has two identical
alleles for that locus.) As an example, consider the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster, which has about 13,700 genes in
its genome. On average, a fruit fly is heterozygous for about
1,920 of its loci (l4%) and homozygous for all the rest. We
can therefore say that a D. melanogaster population has an
average heterozygosity of 14%.
Average heterozygosity is often estimated by surveying the
protein products of genes using gel electrophoresis (see
Figure 20.9). While useful, this approach cannot detect silent
mutations that alter the DNA sequence of a gene but not the
amino acid sequence of the protein (see Figure 17.23). To include silent mutations in their estimates of average heterozygosity, researchers must use other approaches, such as
PCR-based methods and restriction fragment analyses (see
Figures 20.8 and 20.10).
Nucleotide variability is measured by comparing the
DNA sequences of m'o individuals in a population and then

... Figure 23.2 Nonheritable variation. These caterpillars of the moth Nemoria arizonaria owe their
different appearances to chemicals in their diets, not to their genotypes. Caterpillars raised on a diet
of oak flowers resembled the flowers (a), whereas their siblings raised on oak leaves resembled oak twigs (b).
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averaging the data from many such comparisons. The
genome of D. melanogaster has about 180 million nucleotides,
and the sequences ofany two fruit flies differ on average by approximately 1.8 million (I %) oftheir nucleotides. Thus, the nucleotide variability of D. melanogaslerpopulations is about 1%.
As in this fruit fly example, gene variability (that is, average
heterozygosity) tends to be greater than nucleotide variability.
\'(fhy is this true? Remember that a gene can consist of thousands of nucleotides. A difference at only one of these nucleotides can be sufficient to make two alleles of that gene
different and thereby increase gene variability.

In addition to variation observed within a population,
species also exhibit geographic variation, differences in the
genetic composition of separate populations. Figure 23.3 illustrates geographic variation in populations of house mice
(Mus musculus) separated by mountains on the Atlantic island of Madeira. Inadvertently introduced by Portuguese
settlers in the 15th century, several populations of mice have
evolved in isolation from one another. Researchers have observed differences in the karyotypes (chromosome sets) of
these isolated populations. In some of the populations, a
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.. Figure 23.3 Geographic variation in isolated mouse
populations on Madeira. The number pairs represent fused
chromosomes. For example. "2.4" indicates fusion of chromosome
2 and chromosome 4. Mice in the areas indicated by the yellow dots
ha~e lhe set of fused chromosomes in the yellow box; mice in the
red-dot locales ha~e the set of fusions in the red box.
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.. Figure 23.4 A cline determined by temperature. In
mummichog fish, the frequency of the Ldh-B" allele for the enzyme
lactate dehydrogenase-B (which functions in metabolism) decreases
In fish sampled from Maine to Georgia. The Ldh-B" allele codes for
a form of the enzyme that is a better catalyst in cold water than are
other ~ersions of the enzyme. Individuals with the Ldh-SO allele can
swim faster in cold water than can individuals with other alleles.
number of the original chromosomes have become fused.
However, the patterns offused chromosomes differ from one
population to another. Because these chromosome-level
changes leave genes intact, their phenotypic effects on the
mice seem to be neutral. Thus, the variation between these
populations appears to have resulted from chance events
(drift) rather than natural selection.
Other examples of geographic variation occur as a dine, a
graded change in a character along a geographic axis. Some
clines are produced by a gradation in an environmental variable, as illustrated by the impact of temperature on the frequency of a cold-adaptive allele in mummichog fish (Fundulus
heteroclitus). Clines such as the one depicted in Figure 23.4
probably result from natural selection-otherwise there would
be no reason to expect a close association between the environmental variable and the frequency of the allele. But selection can only operate if multiple alleles exist for a given locus.
Such variation in alleles is the product of mutation, as we will
discuss next.

Mutation
The ultimate source of new alleles is mutation, a change in
the nucleotide sequence of an organism's DNA. A mutation is
like a shot in the dark-we cannot predict accurately which
segments of DNA will be altered or in what way. In multicellular organisms, only mutations in cell lines that produce
gametes can be passed to offspring. In plants and fungi, this is
not as limiting as it may sound, since many different cell lines
can produce gametes (see Figures 29.13, 30.6, and 31.17). But
in animals, most mutations occur in somatic cells and are lost
when the individual dies.

Point Mutations

Mutation Rates

A change of as little as one base in a gene-a "point
mutation"-can have a significant impact on phenotype, as in
sickle-cell disease (see Figure 17.22). Organisms reflect thousands of generations of past selection, and hence their phenotypes generally provide a close match to their environment. As
a result, it's unlikely that a new mutation that alters a phenotype will improve it. In fact, most such mutations are at least
slightly harmful. But much ofthe DNA in eukaryotic genomes
does not code for protein products, and point mutations in
these noncoding regions are often harmless. Also, because of
the redundancy in the genetic code, even a point mutation in
a gene that encodes a protein will have no effect on the protein's function if the amino acid composition is not changed.
Moreover, even if there is a change in an amino acid, this may
not affect the protein's shape and function. However-as we
will see-on rare occasions, a mutant allele may actually make
its bearer better suited to the environment, enhancing reproductive success.

Mutation rates tend to be low in plants and animals, averaging
about one mutation in every 100,000 genes per generation, and
they are often even lower in prokaryotes. But prokaryotes typically have short generation spans, so mutations can quickly
generate genetic variation in populations of these organisms.
The same is true of viruses. For instance, HIV has a generation
span of about two days. It also has an RNA genome, which has
a much higher mutation rate than a typical DNA genome be·
cause of the lack of RNA repair mechanisms in host cells (see
Chapter 19). For this reason, it is unlikely that a single-drug
treatment would ever be effective against HIV; mutant forms of
the virus that are resistant to a particular drug would no doubt
proliferate in relatively short order. The most effective AIDS
treatments to date have been drug "cocktails" that combine several medications. It is less likely that multiple mutations conferring resistance to all the drugs will occur in a short time period.

Mutations That Alter Gene Number or Sequence
Chromosomal changes that delete, disrupt, or rearrange
many loci at once are almost certain to be harmful. However,
when such large-scale mutations leave genes intact, their effects on organisms may be neutral (see Figure 23.3). In rare
cases, chromosomal rearrangements may even be beneficial.
For example, the translocation of part of one chromosome to
a different chromosome could link DNA segments in a way
that results in a positive effect.
An important source of variation begins when genes are
duplicated due to errors in meiosis (such as unequal crossing
over), slippage during DNA replication, or the activities of
transposable elements (see Chapters 15 and 21). Duplications
oflarge chromosome segments, like other chromosomal aberrations, are often harmful, but the duplication of smaller
pieces of DNA may not be. Gene duplications that do not have
severe effects can persist over generations, allowing mutations
to accumulate. The result is an expanded genome with new
loci that may take on new functions.
Such beneficial increases in gene number appear to have
played a major role in evolution. For example, the remote ancestors of mammals carried a single gene for detecting odors
that has been duplicated many times. As a result, humans today have about 1,000 olfactory receptor genes, and mice have
1,300. It is likely that such dramatic increases in the number of
olfactory genes helped early mammals by enabling them to detect faint odors and to distinguish among many different
smells. More recently, about 60% of human olfactory receptor
genes have been inactivated by mutations, whereas mice have
lost only 20% oftheirs. This dramatic difference demonstrates
that a versatile sense of smell is more important to mice than
it is to us!

Sexual Reproduction
In organisms that reproduce sexually, most of the genetic variation in a population results from the unique combination of
alleles that each individual receives. Of course, at the nucleotide level, all the differences among these alleles have originated from past mutations. But it is the mechanism of sexual
reproduction that shuffles existing alleles and deals them at
random to determine individual genotypes.
As described in Chapter 13, three mechanisms contribute
to this shuffling: crossing over, independent assortment of
chromosomes, and fertilization. During meiosis, homologous
chromosomes, one inherited from each parent, trade some of
their alleles by crossing over. These homologous chromosomes
and the alleles they carry are then distributed at random into
gametes. TIlen, because myriad possible mating combinations
exist in a population, fertilization brings together gametes of
individuals that are likely to have different genetic backgrounds. The combined effects of these three mechanisms ensure that sexual reproduction rearranges existing alleles into
fresh combinations each generation, providing much ofthe ge·
netic variation that makes evolution possible.
CONCEPT

CHECK

n.1

I. (a) Explain why genetic variation within a population
is a prerequisite for evolution. (b) What factors can
produce genetic variation among populations?
2. Of all the mutations that occur in a population, why
do only a small fraction become Widespread among
the population's members?
3. • i,il:til"g If a population stopped reproducing
sexually (but still reproduced asexually), how would
its genetic variation be affected over time? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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r;~;'~:;d~-;~inberg equation
can be used to test whether
a population is evolving

As we've seen, the individuals in a population must differ genetically for evolution to occur. But the presence of genetic

variation does not guarantee that a population will evolve. For
that to happen, one ofthe factors that cause evolution must be
at work. In this section, we'll explore how to test whether evolution is occurring in a population. The first step in this
process is to clarify what we mean by a population.

Gene Pools and Allele Frequencies
A population is a group of individuals of the same species that
live in the same area and interbreed, producing fertile offspring.
Different populations of a single species may be isolated geo·
graphically from one another, thus exchanging genetic material
only rarely. Such isolation is common for species that live on
widely separated islands or in different lakes. But not all populations are isolated, nor must populations have sharp boundaries (Figure 23,5). Still, members of a population typically
breed with one another and thus on average are more closely related to each other than to members of other populations.

Be~ufc>rt Se~

We can characterize a population's genetic makeup by describing its gene pool, which consists of all the alleles for all
the loci in all individuals of the population. If only one allele
exists for a particular locus in a population, that allele is said to
befixed in the gene pool, and all individuals are homozygous
for that allele. But if there are two or more alleles for a particular locus in a population, individuals may be either homozygous or heterozygous.
Each allele has a frequency (proportion) in the population.
For example, imagine a population of 500 wildflower plants
with two alleles, c! and W , for a certain locus that codes for
flower pigment These alleles show incomplete dominance (see
Chapter 14); thus, each genotype has a distinct phenotype.
Plants homozygous for the c! allele (c!c") produce red pigW
ment and have red flowers; plants homozygous for the C al~
w
lele (CwC ) produce no red pigment and have white flowers;
and heterozygotes (c!C"') produce some red pigment and have
pink flowers. In our population, suppose there are 320
plants with red flowers, 160 with pink flowers, and 20 with
white flowers. Because these are diploid organisms, there
are a total of 1,000 copies of genes for flower color in the
population of 500 individuals. The c! allele accounts for
800 of these genes (320 X 2 = 640 for c!c! plants, plus
160 x 1 = 160 for c!e w plants).
When studying a locus with two alleles, the convention is
to use p to represent the frequency of one allele and q to represent the frequency of the other allele. Thus, p, the frequencyofthe c! allele in the gene pool of this population, is
80011,000 = 0.8 = 80%. And because there are only two al·
leles for this gene, the frequency of the C W allele, represented by q, must be 20011,000 = 0.2 = 20%. For loci that
have more than two alleles, the sum of all allele frequencies
must still equal 1 (100%).
Next we'll see how allele and genotype frequencies can be
used to test whether evolution is occurring in a population.

e

The Hardy·Weinberg Principle

Fortymi!e

fJerd

r~rlge

One way to assess whether natural selection or other factors
are causing evolution at a particular locus is to determine
what the genetic makeup of a population would be if it were
not evolving at that locus. We can then compare that scenario
with data from a real population. If there are no differences,
we can conclude that the real population is not evolving. If
there are differences, we can conclude that the real population
is evolving-and then we can try to figure out why.

Hardy. Weinberg Equilibrium
... Figure 23.5 One species, two populations. These two
caribou populations in the Yukon are not totally isolated: they
sometimes share the same area, Nonetheless, members of either
population are more likely to breed with members of their own
population than with members of the other population,
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The gene pool of a population that is not evolving can be
described by the Hardy-Weinberg principle, named for
the British mathematician and German physician, respectively, who independently derived it in 1908. This principle
states that the frequencies of alleles and genotypes in a

population will remain constant from generation to generation, provided that only Mendelian segregation and recombination of alleles are at work. Such a gene pool is said
to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
To understand and use the Hardy-Weinberg principle, it is
helpful to think about alleles and genetic crosses in a new way.
Previously, we used Punnett squares to determine the genotypes of offspring in a genetic cross (see Figure 14.5). We can
take a similar approach here, but instead of considering the
possible allele combinations from one genetic cross, our focus
now is on the combination of alleles in all of the genetic
crosses in a population.
Imagine that alleles for a given locus from all of the individuals in a population could be mixed together in a large
bin (Figure 23.6). We can think of this bin as holding the
population's gene pool for that locus. ~Reproduction" occurs by selecting alleles at random from the bin; somewhat
similar events occur in nature when fish release sperm and
eggs into the water or when pollen (containing plant sperm)
is blown about by the wind. By viewing reproduction as a
random selection of alleles from the bin (the gene pool), we
are in effect assuming that mating occurs at random-that
is, that all male-female matings are equally likely.

OThe allele

frequencie~ of

the population
are 0.8 (80%)
ood 02(20%).

k

Frequencies of alleles
p" frequency of c R allele." 0.8

!

q" frequency of C W allele

,,0,2

Alleles in the population
Olf all Ofthese~
alleles could be
•
placed in a
large bin, 80%
•
would be c R and
••
20% would be cwo
•

o

•••
••• ••••
•

Assuming
mating is random,
each time two
gametes come
Gametes produced
together, there is
,<;::--c::Each
egg:
Each sperm:
an 80% chance the
egg carries a CR
allele and a 20%
80%
20%
80%
20%
chance it carries
chance chance
chance chance
a C W allele,

•

V

ochance
Likewise, each sperm has an 80%
of carrying a C allele and a
R

20% chance of carrying a C W allele.
... Figure 23.6 Selecting alleles at random from a gene pool.

Let's apply our bin analogy to the hypothetical wildflower
population discussed earlier. In that population, the frequency
of the allele for red flowers (C R) is p = O.B, and the frequency
w
ofthe allele for white flowers (C ) isq = 0.2. Thus, a bin holding all 1,000 flower-color alleles of the 500 wildflowers conR
W
tains BOO e alleles and 200 e alleles. Assuming that gametes
are formed by selecting alleles at random from the bin, the
R
W
probability that an egg or sperm contains a e or e allele is
equal to the frequency of these alleles in the bin. Thus, as
shown in Figure 23.6, each egg has an 80% chance of containR
W
allele and a 20% chance of containing a C allele; the
ing a
same is true for each sperm.
Using the rule ofmultiplication (see Chapter 14), we can now
calculate the frequencies of the three possible genotypes, assuming random unions ofsperm and eggs. The probability that
WiOC Ralleleswillcometogetherispxp = p2 = 0.BxO.8 = 0.64.
Thus, about 64% of the plants in the next generation will have
the genotype CRC R. The frequency of CWC Windividuals is expected to be aboutqx q = q2 = 0.2xO.2 = 0.04, or 4%. eRc W
heterozygotes can arise in two different ways. If the sperm provides the R allele and the egg provides the CWailele, the resulting heterozygotes will be p Xq = O.B xO.2 = 16% of the tota1.
If the sperm provides the CWailele and the egg the c! allele, the
heterozygous offspring will make up q x p = 0.2 x O.B = 16%.
The frequency ofheterozygotes is thus the sum of these possibilities: pq + qp = 0.16 + 0.16 = 0.32, or 32%.
As shown in Figure 23.7 on the next page, the genotype
frequencies in the next generation must add up to 1 (100%).
Thus, the equation for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium states
that at a locus with two alleles, the three genotypes will appear
in the following proportions:

e

e

p'
Expe(ted
frequency
ofgenotype
CRCR

+

2pq
Expected
frequency
ofgenotype
cReW

+

l' = I
Expected
frequency
of genotype
CWC W

Note that for a locus with two alleles, only three genotypes
are possible (in this case, c;Rc;R, c;Rc w, and CWC w). As a result, the sum of the frequencies of the three genotypes must
equal 1 (loo%) in any population-regardless of whether the
population is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. A population
is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium only if the genotype frequencies are such that the actual frequency of one homozygote is p2, the actual frequency of the other homozygote is
and the actual frequency of heterozygotes is 2pq. Finally, as
suggested by Figure 23.7, if a population such as our wildflowers is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and its members
continue to mate randomly generation after generation, allele
and genotype frequencies will remain constant. The system
operates somewhat like a deck ofcards: No matter how many
times the deck is reshuffled to deal out new hands, the deck

l,
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Gametes for each generation are drawn at random from
the gene pool of the previous generation, as in Figure 23.6:

Sperm

CW
(20%)

C'
(80%)

"'#
Co
•

~
~

~

"

i=:#
Co

'"

t, ~
..% (rl

16% (pq)

e·e·

~

::>

CRC W

16% (qp)

~

CRCW

~

If the gametes come together at random. the genotype
frequencies of this generation are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium:

64% CRC R, 32% CRCw.and 4% CWC W
\

J

I

Gametes of this generation:

R
R
64%C R
+ 16%C
= 80%CR =08=p
(from CRC plants)
(from CRCW plants)

w

w

4%C
+ 16%C
= 20%C w =O.2=q
(from CWC W plants)
(from CRCW plants)
With random mating, these gametes will result In the same
miK of genotypes in the ned generation:

y

... Figure 23.7 The Hardy·Weinberg principle. In our
wildflower population, the gene pool remains constant from one
generation to the neK1:. Mendelian processes alone do not alter
frequencies of alleles or genotypes,
If the frequency of the cR allele is 60%, predlc( the frequencies of
(he CRC R• cReW, and CWC W genotypes,

D

itself remains the same. Aces do not grow more numerous
than jacks. And the repeated shuffling of a population's gene
pool over the generations cannot, in itself, change the frequency of one allele relative to another.

Conditions for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
The Hardy-Weinberg principle describes a hypothetical population that is not evolving. But in real populations, the allele
and genotype frequencies often do change over time. Such
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changes can occur when at least one of the follOWing five conditions of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is not met:
1. No mutations. By altering alleles or (in large-scale
changes) deleting or duplicating entire genes, mutations modify the gene pool.
2. Random mating. If individuals mate preferentially
within a subset of the population, such as their close
relatives (inbreeding), random mixing of gametes
does not occur, and genotype frequencies change.
3. No natural selection. Differences in the survival
and reproductive success of individuals carrying different genotypes can alter allele frequencies.
4. Extremely large population size. The smaller the
population, the more likely it is that allele frequencies
will fluctuate by chance from one generation to the
next (genetic drift).
5. No gene flow. By moving alleles into or out of populations, gene flow can alter allele frequencies.
Departure from any of these conditions usually results in
evolutionary change, which, as we've already described, is
common in natural populations. But it is also common for natural populations to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for
specific genes. This apparent contradiction occurs because a
population can be evolving at some loci, yet simultaneously be
in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at other loci. In addition,
some populations evolve so slowly that the changes in their allele and genotype frequencies are difficult to distinguish from
those predicted for a nonevolving population.

Applying the Hardy- Weinberg Principle
The Hardy-Weinberg equation is often used to test whether evolution is occurring in a population (you'll encounter an example in
Concept O1eck 23.2, question 3). The equation also has medical
applications, such as estimating the percentage of a population
carrying the allele for an inherited disease. For example, phenylketonuria (PKUj, a metabolic disorder that results from homozygosity for a recessive allele, occurs in about one out of every
10,000 babies born in the United States. Left untreated, PKU results in mental retardation and other problems. (Newborns are
now tested for PKU, and symptoms can be lessened with a
phenylalanine-free diet. For this reason, products that contain
phenylalanine-diet colas, for example--carrywarning labels.)
To apply the Hardy-Weinberg equation, we must assume that
new PKU mutations are not being introduced into the population
(condition 1), and that people neither choose their mates on the
basis of whether or not they carry this gene nor generally mate
with close relatives (condition 2). We must also neglect any effects
of differential survival and reproductive success among PKU
genotypes (condition 3) and assume that there are no effects of
genetic drift (condition 4) or ofgene flow from other populations
into the United States (condition 5). These assumptions are rea-

sonable: The mutation rate for the PKU gene is low, inbreeding is
not common in the United States, selection occurs only against
the rare homozygotes (and then only if dietary restrictions are
not followed), the United States' population is very large, and
populations outside the country have PKU allele frequencies
simiJartothose seen in the United States. If all these assumptions
hold, then the frequency of individuals in the population born
with PKU will correspond to tl in the Hardy-Weinberg equation
(tl = frequency ofhomozygotes). Because the allele is recessive,
we must estimate the number of heterozygotes rather than
counting them directly as we did with the pink flowers. Since we
know there is one PKU occurrence per 10,000 births (tl =
0.0001), the frequency of the recessive allele for PKU is
q=

vu.oom = om

and the frequency of the dominant allele is

p = 1 - q = 1 - 0.01 = 0.99
The frequency of carriers, heterozygous people who do not
have PKU but may pass the PKU allele to offspring, is
2pq = 2 x 0.99 x 0.01 = 0.0198
(approximately 2% of the U.S. population)

Remember, the assumption of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium yields an approximation; the real number ofcarriers may
differ. Still, our calculations suggest that harmful recessive alleles at this and other loci can be concealed in a population because they are carried by healthy heterozygotes.
CONCEPT

CHECK

23.2

1. Suppose a population of organisms with 500 loci is
fixed at half of these loci and has two alleles at each of
the other loci. How many different alleles are found in
its entire gene pool? Explain.
2. If P is the frequency of allele A, which parts of the
Hardy-Weinberg equation correspond to the frequency of individuals that have at least one A allele?
3. _','!:tUla For a locus with two alleles (A and a) in
a population at risk from an infectious neurodegenerative disease, 16 people had genotype AA, 92 had
genotypeAa, and 12 had genotype aa. Use the
Hardy-Weinberg equation to determine whether this
population appears to be evolving.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~:;:~:~s~=~~onl genetic drift,
and gene flow can alter allele
frequencies in a population

Note again the five conditions required for a population to be in
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. A deviation from any of these

conditions is a potential cause of evolution. New mutations (violation of condition 1) can alter allele frequencies, but because
mutations are rare, the change from one generation to the next
is likely to be very small. Nevertheless, as we11 see, mutation ultimately can have a large effect on allele frequencies when it produces new alleles that strongly influence fitness in a positive or
negative way. Nonrandom mating (violation ofcondition 2) can
affect the frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous genotypes but by itselfusually has no effect on allele frequencies in the
gene pool. The three mechanisms that alter allele frequencies directly and cause most evolutionary change are natural selection,
genetic drift, and gene flow (violations of conditions 3-5).

Natural Selection
As you read in Chapter 22, Darwin's concept of natural selection is based on differential success in survival and reproduction: Individuals in a population exhibit variations in their
heritable traits, and those with traits that are better suited to
their environment tend to produce more offspring than those
with traits that are less well suited.
We now know that selection results in alleles being passed
to the next generation in proportions different from their proportions in the present generation. For example, the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster has an allele that confers resistance
to several insecticides, including DDT. This allele has a frequency of 0% in laboratory strains of D. melanogaster established from flies collected in the wild in the early 193Os, prior
to DDT usage. However, in strains established from flies collected after 1960 (follOWing 20 or more years of DDT usage),
the allele frequency is 37%. We can infer that this allele either
arose by mutation between 1930 and 1960 or that this allele
was present in the population in 1930, but was very rare. In any
case, the observed increase in the frequency ofthis allele most
likely occurred because DDT is a powerful poison that is a
strong selective force in exposed fly populations.
As the D. melanogaster example shows, an allele that confers insecticide resistance will increase in frequency in a population exposed to that insecticide. Such changes are not
coincidental. Instead, by consistently favoring some alleles over
others, natural selection can cause adaptive evolution (evolution that results in a better match between organisms and their
environment). We']] explore this process in more detail a little
later in this chapter.

Genetic Drift
If you flip a coin 1,000 times, a result of7oo heads and 300 tails
might make you suspicious about that coin. But if you flip a
coin 10 times, an outcome of7 heads and 3 tails would not be
surprising. The smaller the number of coin flips, the more
likely it is that chance alone will cause a deviation from the predicted result-in this case, the prediction is an equal number of
heads and tails. Chance events can also cause allele frequencies
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.. Figure 23.8 Genetic drift. This small wildflower population has a stable size of ten plants.
Suppose that by chance only five plants (those in white boxes) of generation 1 produce fertile
offspring, This could occur, for example. if only those plants happened to grow in a location that
provided enough nutrients to support the production of offspring. Again by chance. only two plants
of generation 2 lea~e fertile offspring. As a result, by chance alone, the frequency of the
allele first
increases in generation 2, then falls to zero in generation 3.

ew

to fluctuate unpredictably from one generation to the next, especially in small populations-a process called genetic drift.
Figure 23.8 models how genetic drift might affect a small
population ofour wildflowers. In this example, an allele is lost
from the gene pool, but it is purely a matter of chance that the
W
R
C allele is lost, not the C allele. Such unpredictable changes
in allele frequencies can be caused by chance events associated
with survival and reproduction. Perhaps a large animal such as
a moose stepped on the three C W C W individuals in generation
2, killing them and increasing the chance that only the CR allele would be passed to the next generation. Allele frequencies
can also be affected by chance events that occur during fertilization. For example, suppose two individuals of genotype
CRCwhad a small number ofoffspring. By chance alone, every
egg and sperm pair that generated offspring could happen to
have carried the CR allele, not the CWallele.
Certain circumstances can result in genetic drift having a
significant impact on a population. Two examples are the
founder effect and the bottleneck effect.

The Founder Effect
When a few individuals become isolated from a larger population, this smaller group may establish a new population
whose gene pool differs from the source population; this is
called the founder effect. The founder effect might occur, for
example, when a few members of a population are blown by a
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storm to a new island. Genetic drift-in which chance events
alter allele frequencies-occurs in such a case because the
storm indiscriminately transports some individuals (and their
alleles), but not others, from the source population.
The founder effect probably accounts for the relatively high
frequency of certain inherited disorders among isolated human populations. For example, in 1814, 15 British colonists
founded a settlement on Tristan da Cunha, a group of small islands in the Atlantic Ocean midway between Africa and South
America. Apparently, one of the colonists carried a recessive
allele for retinitis pigmentosa, a progressive form of blindness
that afflicts homozygous individuals. Of the founding colonists' 240 descendants on the island in the late 1960s, 4 had
retinitis pigmentosa. The frequency of the allele that causes
this disease is ten times higher on Tristan da Cunha than in
the populations from which the founders came.

The Bottleneck Effect
A sudden change in the environment, such as a fire or flood,
may drastically reduce the size ofa population. Asevere drop in
population size can cause the bottleneck effect, so named because the population has passed through a restrictive Ubottle·
neck~ in size (Figure 23,9), By chance alone, certain alleles may
be overrepresented among the survivors, others may be underrepresented, and some may be absent altogether. Ongoing genetic drift is likely to have substantial effects on the gene pool

Pre·bottleneck
(IllinOIS, 1820)

Post·bottleneck
(IllinOIS, 1993)

Greater prairie chicken
•

Original
population

•

Bottlenecking
event

•

Surviving
population

... Figure 23.9 The bottleneck effect. Shaking just a few marbles
through the narrow neck of a bottle is analogous to a drastic reduction
in the size of a population, By chance, blue marbles are overrepresented
in the surviving population and gold marbles are absent.

1

Range
of greater
prairie
chicken

Grasslands in which the
prairie chickens live once
covered most of the state

In 1993, with less than
1% of the grasslands
remaining, the prairie
chickens were found
in Just two locations.

(a) The Illinois population of greater prairie chickens dropped from
millions of birds in the 1800s to fewer than 50 birds in 1993

until the population becomes large enough that chance events
have less effect. But even ifa population that has passed through
a bottleneck ultimately recovers in size, it may have low levels of
genetic variation for a long period of time-a legacy of the genetic drift that occurred when the population was small.
One reason it is important to understand the bottleneck effect is that human actions sometimes create severe bottlenecks for other species. The following example illustrates the
impact of genetic drift on an endangered population.
Case Study: Impact of Genetic Drift

on the Greater Prairie Chicken
Millions of greater prairie chickens (Tympanuchus cupido)
once lived on the prairies of Illinois. As these prairies were
converted to farmland and other uses during the 19th and
20th centuries, the number of greater prairie chickens plummeted (Figure 23.10a). By 1993, only two Illinois populations
remained, which together harbored fewer than 50 birds. The
few surviving birds had low levels ofgenetic variation, and less
than 50% of their eggs hatched, compared to much higher
hatching rates of the larger populations in Kansas, Nebraska,
and Minnesota (Figure 23.10b).
These data suggest that genetic drift during the bottleneck
may have led to a loss of genetic variation and an increase in
the frequency of harmful alleles, To investigate this hypothesis, Juan Bouzat, of Bowling Green State University, Ohio, and
his colleagues extracted DNA from 15 museum specimens of
lllinois greater prairie chickens. Of the 15 birds, 10 had been
collected in the 1930s, when there were 25,000 greater prairie
chickens in Illinois, and 5 had been collected in the 1960s,
when there were 1,000 greater prairie chickens in Illinois. By
studying the DNA of these specimens, the researchers were
able to obtain a minimum, baseline estimate of how much genetic variation was present in the Illinois population before the
population shrank to extremely low numbers.

Population
size

Number
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per lotus

1,000-25,000

5.2

93

,50

3.7

,50

Kansas, 1998
(no bottleneck)

750,000

5.8

99

Nebraska. 1998
(no bottleneck)

75,000200,000

5.8

96

Minnesota. 1998
(no bottleneck)

4,000

5.3

85

lotation

Pertentage
of eggs
hatmed

Illinois
1930-1960s
1993

(b) As a consequence of the drastic redudion in the size of the Illinois
population, genetic drift resulted in a drop in the number of alleles
per locus (averaged across six loci studied) and a decrease in the
percentage of eggs that hatched.
... Figure 23.10 Bottleneck effect and reduction of genetic
variation.

The researchers surveyed six loci and found that the 1993
Illinois greater prairie chicken population had lost nine alleles
present in the museum specimens, The 1993 population also
had fewer alleles per locus than the pre-bottleneck lllinois or the
current Kansas, Nebraska, and Minnesota populations (see figure 23.1Gb). Thus, as predicted, drift had reduced the genetic
variation ofthe small 1993 population. Drift may also have increased the frequency of harmful alleles, leading to the low
egg-hatching rate. To counteract possible negative effects of
genetic drift, the researchers added a total of 271 birds from
neighboring states to the Illinois population over four years.
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This strategy succeeded. New alleles entered the population,
and the egg-hatching rate improved to over 90%. Overall, studies on the Illinois greater prairie chicken illustrate the powerful
effects of genetic drift in small populations and provide hope
that in at least some populations, these effects can be reversed.

Effects of Genetic Drift: A Summary
The examples we've described highlight four key points:

1. Genetic drift is significant in small populations.
Chance events can cause an allele to be disproportionately over- or underrepresented in the next generation. Although chance events occur in populations of
all sizes, they alter allele frequencies substantially only
in small populations.
2. Genetic drift can cause allele frequencies to change
at random. Because ofgenetic drift. an allele may increase
in frequency one year, then decrease the next; the change
from one year to the next is not predictable. Thus, unlike
natural selection, which in a given environment consistently favors some alleles over others, genetic drift causes
allele frequencies to change at random over time.
3. Genetic drift can lead to a loss of genetic variation
within populations. By causing allele frequencies to
fluctuate randomly over time, genetic drift can eliminate
alleles from a population (see Figures 23.8 and 23.10).
Because evolution depends on genetic variation, such
losses can influence how effectively a population can
adapt to a change in the environment.
4. Genetic drift can cause harmful alleles to become
fixed, Alleles that are neither harmful nor beneficial can
be lost or become fixed entirely by chance through genetic drift. In very small populations, genetic drift can
also cause alleles that are slightly harmful to become
fixed. \XThen this occurs, the population's survival can be
threatened (as for the Illinois greater prairie chicken).

Gene Flow
Natural selection and genetic drift are not the only phenomena
affecting allele frequencies. Allele frequencies can also change
by gene flow, the transfer of alleles into or out of a population
due to the movement of fertile individuals or their gametes. For
example, suppose that near our original hypothetical wildflower
population there is another population consisting primarily of
white-flowered individuals (CwC w). Insects carrying pollen
from these plants may fly to and pollinate plants in our original
population. The introduced CWaileles would modify our original population's allele frequencies in the next generation.
Because alleles are exchanged among populations, gene
flow tends to reduce the genetic differences between populations. Ifit is extensive enough, gene flow can result in neighboring populations combining into a single population with a
common gene pool. For example, humans today move much
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.... Figure 23.11 Gene flow and human evolution. The
migration of people throughout the world has increased gene flow
between populations that once were isolated from one another. The
computer-generated image on this magazine cover illustrates how
gene flow can homogenize the gene pools of such populations.
thereby reducing geographic variation in appearance,
more freely about the world than in the past. As a result, mating is more common between members of populations that
previously were quite isolated (Figure 23.11). The result is
that gene flow has become an increasingly important agent of
evolutionary change in human populations.
\XThen neighboring populations live in different environments, alleles transferred by gene flow may prevent a population from fully adapting to its environment. Consider the
example of bent grass (Agrostis tenuis) populations growing
next to copper mines. These mine soils have high concentrations of copper, causing toxic effects in nontolerant plants. If
alleles for copper tolerance are present in the bent grass population, these favorable alleles rapidly spread in the population. However, on nearby soils not contaminated with copper,
copper-tolerant plants reproduce poorly compared to nontolerant ones. Thus we might expect that the percentage of
plants that are copper tolerant would be close to 100% on
mine soils and close to 0% on nearby (uncontaminated) soils.
But bent grass is wind pollinated, and the wind can blow
pollen from one population to another, moving alleles in the
process. Thus, copper-tolerance alleles are transferred to
non-mine soils; likewise, alleles associated with copper nontolerance are transferred to mine soils (Figure 23.12).
Sometimes beneficial alleles are transferred very widely.
For example, gene flow has resulted in the worldwide spread
of several insecticide-resistance alleles in the mosquito Culex
pipiens, a vector of West Nile virus and malaria. Each of these
alleles has a unique genetic signature that allowed researchers

... Figure 23.12 Gene flow and selection. The bent grass in the
foreground of the photo is growing on the tailings of an abandoned mine
and is more copper tolerant than the bent grass In the pasture beyond the
fence. The graph shows the degree of copper tolerance at various locations
These data suggest that ongoing gene flow prevents each population from
adapting fully to its local conditions.
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to document that it arose by mutation in one or a few geographic locations. In their population oforigin, these alleles increased because they provided insecticide resistance. These
alleles were then transferred to new populations, where again,
their frequencies increased as a result of natural selection.
Tosum up, gene flow, like mutation, can introduce new alleles
into a population. But because it can occur at a higher rate than
mutation, gene flow is more likely than mutation to alter allele
frequencies directly. And once gene flow or mutation introduces a new allele to a population, natural selection may then
cause the new allele to increase in frequency (as in the insecticideresistance alleles in mosquitoes) or decrease in frequency (as in
the copper-tolerance alleles in bent grass in non-mine soil).
CONCEPT

CHECK

23.3

1. In what sense is natural selection more "predictable"
than genetic drift?
2. Distinguish genetic drift from gene flow in terms of
(a) how they occur and (b) their implications for fu·
ture genetic variation in a population.
3. _','MiliA Suppose two plant populations exchange
pollen and seeds. In one population, individuals of
genotype AA are most common (9,000 AA. 900 Aa,
100 aa), while the opposite is true in the other population (100 AA, 9OOAa, 9,000 aa). If neither allele has a
selective advantage, what will happen over time to the
allele and genotype frequencies ofthese populations?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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is the only
mechanism that consistently
causes adaptive evolution

Evolution by natural selection is a blend of chance and "sorting"-chance in the creation ofnew genetic variations (originally
by mutation) and sorting as natural selection favors some alleles
over others. Because ofthis sorting effect, only natural selection
consistently increases the frequencies of alleles tllat provide reproductive advantage and thus leads to adaptive evolution.

A Closer Look at Natural Selection
In examining how natural selection brings about adaptive
evolution, we'll begin with the concept of relative fitness and
the different ways that an organism's phenotype is subject to
natural selection.

Relative Fitness
The phrases "struggle for existence" and "survival of the fittest"
are commonly used to describe natural selection, yet these ex·
pressions are misleading if taken to mean direct competitive
contests among individuals. There are animal species in which
individuals, usually the males, lock horns or otherwise do combat to determine mating privilege. But reproductive success is
generally more subtle and depends on many factors besides
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outright battle. For example, a barnacle that is more efficient at
collecting food than its neighbors may have greater stores ofenergy and hence be able to produce a larger number of eggs. A
moth may have more offspring than other moths in the same
population because its body colors more effectively conceal it
from predators, improving its chance of surviving long enough
to produce more offspring. Theseexamples illustrate howadaptive advantage can lead to greater relative fitness: the contribution an individual makes to the gene pool of the next
generation, relative to the contributions of other individuals.
Although we often refer to the relative fitness ofa genotype,
remember that the entity that is subjected to natural selection
is the whole organism, not the underlying genotype. Thus, selection acts more directly on the phenotype than on the genotype; it acts on the genotype indirectly, via how the genotype
affects the phenotype. Furthermore, the relative fitness conferred by a particular allele depends on the entire genetic and
environmental context in which it is expressed. For example,
an allele that is slightly disadvantageous might increase in frequency by "hitchhiking,H that is, as a result of being located

... Figure 23.13 Modes of selection.
These cases describe three ways in which a
hypothetical deer mouse population with
heritable ~arlation in fur coloration from light
to dark might e~ol~e. The graphs show how
the frequencies of indi~iduals with different fur
colors change o~er time. The large white
arrows symbolize selecti~e pressures against
certain phenotypes

Onginal
population

Phenotypes (fur color)

j
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Natural selection can alter the frequency distribution of heritable traits in three ways, depending on which phenotypes in
a population are favored. These three modes of selection are
called directional selection, disruptive selection, and stabilizing selection.
Directional selection occurs when conditions favor individuals exhibiting one extreme of a phenotypic range, thereby
shifting the frequency curve for the phenotypic character in
one direction or the other (Figure 23.13a). Directional selection is common when a population's environment changes or
when members of a population migrate to a new (and different) habitat. For instance, fossil evidence indicates that the avo
erage size of black bears in Europe increased during each
frigid glacial period, only to decrease again during warmer interglacial periods. Larger bears, with a smaller surface-to-

'\------I---Original population

population

(a) Directional selection shifts the o~erall
makeup of the population by fa~orlllg
~ariants that are at one elctreme of the
distribution, In this case, darker mice are
fa~ored because they li~e among dark
rocks, and a darker fur color conceals
them from predators.

Directional, Disruptive, and Stabilizing Selection
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close to an allele at another locus that is strongly favored by
natural selection (see Chapter 15 to review how distance between genes affects their inheritance).
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(b) Disrupti~e selection fa~ors ~ariants
at both ends of the distribution, These
mICe ha~e colonized a patchy habitat
made up of light and dark rocks. with
the result that mice of an intermediate
color are at a disad~antage,

(c) Stabilizing

selection remo~es
eKlreme ~ariants from the population
and preserves intermediate types, If
the en~ironment consists of rocks of
an intermediate color. both light and
dark mice will be selected against.

volume ratio, are better at conserving body heat and surviving
periods of extreme cold.
Disruptive selection (Figure 23.13b) occurs when conditions favor individuals at both extremes of a phenotypic range
over individuals with intermediate phenotypes. One example is
a population ofblack-belHed seedcracker finches in Cameroon
whose members display two distinctly different beak sizes.
Small-billed birds feed mainly on soft seeds, whereas largebilled birds specialize in cracking hard seeds. It appears that
birds with intermediate-sized bills are relatively inefficient at
cracking both types ofseeds and thus have lower relative fitness.
Stabilizing selection (figure 23.13c) acts against both
extreme phenotypes and favors intermediate variants. This
mode of selection reduces variation and tends to maintain
the status quo for a particular phenotypic character. For example, the birth weights of most human babies lie in the
range of3-4 kg (6.6-8.8 pounds); babies who are either much
smaller or much larger suffer higher rates of mortality.
Regardless of the mode of selection, however, the basic
mechanism remains the same. Selection favors individuals
whose heritable phenotypic traits provide higher reproductive
success than do the traits of other individuals.

(a) Color-<hanging ability in cuttlefish. In a split second. this
cuttlefish can blend against its background. enabling it to hide from
predators and surprise Its prey_
The bones of the upper
jaw that are shown in
purple are movable.

The Key Role of Natural Selection
in Adaptive Evolution
The adaptations of organisms include many striking examples. Consider the ability of cuttlefish to rapidly change
color, enabling them to blend into different backgrounds
(Figure 23.14a). Another example is the remarkable jaws of
snakes (Figure 23.14b), which enable them to swallow prey
much larger than their own head (a feat analogous to a person
swallowing a whole watermelon). Other adaptations, such as
a version of an enzyme that shows improved function in cold
environments (see Figure 23.4), may be less visually dramatic
but just as important for survival and reproduction.
Such adaptations can arise gradually over time as natural selection increases the frequencies of alleles that enhance survival and reproduction. As the proportion of individuals that
have favorable traits increases, the match between a species
and its environment improves; that is, adaptive evolution occurs. However, as we saw in Chapter 22, the physical and biological components of an organism's environment may change
over time. As a result, what constitutes a "good match" between
an organism and its environment can be a moving target, making adaptive evolution a continuous, dynamic process.
And whatahout the hvo other important mechanisms ofevolutionary change in populations, genetic drift and gene flow?
Both can, in fact, increase the frequencies ofalleles that improve
the match between organisms and their environment-but neither does so consistently. Genetic drift can cause tlle frequency
of a slightly beneficial allele to increase, but it also can cause the
frequency ofsuch an allele to decrease. Similarly, gene flow may

(b) Movable jaw
bones in snakes.
The skull bones of
most terrestrial
vertebrates are
relatively rigidly
attached to one
another. limiting
jaw movement. In
contrast. most
snakes have
movable bones in
their upper jaw.
allowing them to
swallow food
much larger than
their head.

.... figure 23.14 Examples of adaptations.
introduce alleles that are advantageous or ones that are disadvantageous. Natural selection is the only evolutionary mechanism that consistently leads to adaptive evolution.

Sexual Selection
Charles Darwin was the first to explore the implications of
sexual selection, a form of natural selection in which individuals with certain inherited characteristics are more
likely than other individuals to obtain mates. Sexual selec·
tion can result in sexual dimorphism, marked differences
between the two sexes in secondary sexual characteristics,
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Do females select mates based on traits
indicative of "good genes"?
EXPERIMENT

Female gray tree frogs prefer to mate with
males that give long mating calls. Allison Welch and colleagues,
at the University of Missouri, tested whether the genetic makeup
of long-calling (LC) males is superior to that of short-calling (SC)
males. The researchers fertilized half the eggs of each female
with sperm from an LC male and fertilized the remaining eggs
with sperm from an SC male The resulting half-sIbling offspring
were raised in a common environment and tracked for two years.
Recording of LC
male's call

Recording of SC
male's call

.... Figure 23,15 Sexual dimorphism and sexual selection,
Peacocks and peahens show extreme sexual dimorphism. There is
intrasexual selection between competing males, followed by intersexual
selection when the females choose among the showiest males.
Female gray
tree frog

which are not directly associated with reproduction or survival (Figure 23.15), These distinctions include differences
in size, color, ornamentation, and behavior.
Howdoes sexual selection operate? There are several ways. In
intrasexual selection, meaning selection within the same sex,
individuals ofone sex compete directly for mates ofthe opposite
sex. In many species, intrasexual selection occurs among males.
For example, a single male may patrol a group offemales and prevent other males from mating with them. The patrolling male
may defend his status by defeating smaller, weaker, or less fierce
males in combat. More often, this male is the psychological victor in ritualized displays that discourage would-be competitors
but do not risk injury that would reduce his own fitness (see
Figure 51.22). But intrasexual selection has also been observed
among females in some species, including ring-tailed lemurs.
In intersexual selection, also called mate choice, individuals ofone sex (usually the females) are choosy in selecting their
mates from the other sex. In many cases, the female's choice
depends on the showiness of the male's appearance or behavior (see Figure 23.15). \X1hat intrigued Darwin about mate
choice is that male showiness may not seem adaptive in any
other way and may in fact pose some risk. For example, bright
plumage may make male birds more visible to predators. But
if such characteristics help a male gain a mate, and if this benefit outweighs the risk from predation, then both the bright
plumage and the female preference for it will be reinforced because they enhance overall reproductive success.
How do female preferences for certain male characteristics
evolve in the first place? One hypothesis is that females prefer
male traits that are correlated with "good genes.~ If the trait
preferred by females is indicative of a male's overall genetic
quality, both the male trait and female preference for it should
increase in frequency. Figure 23,16 describes one experiment
testing this hypothesis in gray tree frogs (Hyla versicolor).
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SC male gray
tree frog
~

LC male gray

~ tree frog

yy

SC sperm x

x LC sperm

Eggs

Offspring of
SC father

Offspring of
LC father

Fitness of these half-sIbling offspring compared
RESULTS

1995

Fitness Measure

1996

Larval growth

NSD

LCbdkr

Larval survival

LC better

NSD

Time to metamorphosis

I.C better
(shorter)

I.Cbetter
(shorter)

NSD = no significant difference; lC better = offspring oflC males
superior to offspring of SC males,
CONCLUSION Because offspring fathered by an LC male had
higher fitness than their half'siblings fathered by an SC male, the
team concluded that the duration of a male's mating call is indicati~e of the male's overall genetic quality. This result supports
the hypothesis that female mate choice can be based on a trait
that indicates whether the male has "good genes."
SOURCE

A.M. Wekh et

ai, C~II

dUf~llon ~s ~n

ind'Qllof 01 genellc

quality In male gray tree frogs, SOen<:e 280:1928-1930 (1998).

InquirY Action
Read and analyze the original paper in
Inquiry in Acrion: Interpreting Scientific Papers.

_1,I!:tuIA

Why did the researchers split each female frog's
eggs into two batches for fertilization by different males? Why
didn't they mate each female with a single male frog?

Other researchers have shown that in several bird species,
the traits preferred by females are related to overall male
health. Here, too, female preference appears to be based on
traits that reflect "good genes:' in this case alleles indicative of
a robust immune system.

The Preservation of Genetic Variation
What prevents natural selection from reducing genetic variation by culling all unfavorable genotypes? The tendency for
directional and stabilizing selection to reduce variation is
countered by mechanisms that preserve or restore it.

Frequencies of the
sickle-cell allele

D
D
D

Diploidy
Because most eukaryotes are diploid, a considerable amount of
genetic variation is hidden from selection in the form of recessive alleles. Recessive alleles that are less favorable than their
dominant counterparts, or even harmful in the current environment, can persist by propagation in heterozygous individuals. This latent variation is exposed to natural selection only
when both parents carry the same recessive allele and m'o
copies end up in the same zygote. This happens only rarely if
the frequency of the recessive allele is very low. Heterozygote
protection maintains a huge pool ofalleles that might not be favored under present conditions, but which could bring new
benefits if the environment changes.

Balancing Selection
Selection itself may preserve variation at some loci. Balancing
selection occurs when natural selection maintains two or
more forms in a population. This type ofselection includes heterozygote advantage and frequency-dependent selection.
Heterozygote Advantage If individuals who are heterozygous at a particular locus have greater fitness than do both
kinds of homozygotes, they exhibit heterozygote advantage.
In such a case, natural selection tends to maintain two or more
alleles at that locus. Note that heterozygote advantage is defined in terms of genotype, not phenotype. Thus, whether heterozygote advantage represents stabilizing or directional
selection depends on the relationship between the genotype
and the phenotype. For example, if the phenotype of a heterozygote is intermediate to the phenotypes of both homozygotes, heterozygote advantage is a form ofstabilizing selection.
There are relatively few well-documented examples ofheterozygote advantage. One such example occurs at the locus in
humans that codes for the 13 polypeptide subunit ofhemoglobin, the oxygen-carrying protein of red blood cells. In homozygous individuals, a certain recessive allele at that locus
causes sickle-cell disease. The red blood cells of people with
sickle-cell disease become distorted in shape (see Figure 5.22),
which can lead to serious complications, including damage to
the kidney, heart, and brain. However, heterozygotes are pro-

0-25%
2.5-5,0%
5.0-75%
7.5-10,0%

.10.0-125%
•
>125%

.. Figure 23.17 Mapping malaria and the sickle-cell allele.
The sickle-cell allele is most common in Africa, but it is not the only
case of heterozygote advantage providing protedion against malaria
Alleles at other loci are favored by heterozygote advantage in
populations near the Mediterranean Sea and in southeast Asia, where
malaria is also widespread.

tected against the most severe effects of malaria (although
they are not resistant to malarial infe<tion). This protection is
important in tropical regions where malaria is a major killer.
In such regions, selection favors heterozygotes over homozy·
gous dominant individuals, who are more susceptible to
malaria, and also over homozygous recessive individuals, who
develop sickle-cell disease. The frequency of the sickle-cell allele in Africa is generally highest in areas where the malaria
parasite is most common (Figure 23.17). In some populations, it accounts for 20% of the hemoglobin alleles in the gene
pool, a very high frequency for such a harmful allele.
Frequency-Dependent Seledion In frequency-dependent
selection, the fitness of a phenotype de<lines if it be<omes too
common in the population. Consider the scale-eating fish
(Perissodus micro/epis) of Lake Tanganyika in Africa. These fish
attack other fish from behind, darting in to remove a few scales
from the flank of their prey. Of interest here is a peculiar feature
of the scale-eating fish: Some are "left-mouthed and some are
"right-mouthed." Simple Mendelian inheritance determines
these phenotypes, with the right-mouthed allele being dominant
to the left-mouthed allele. Because their mouth twists to the left,
left-mouthed fish always attack their prey's right flank. (To see
why, twist your lower jaw and lips to the left and imagine trying
to take a bite from the left side of a fish, approaching it from behind.) Similarly, right-mouthed fish always attack from the left.
Prey species guard against attack from whatever phenotype of
scale·eating fish is most common in the lake. Thus, from year to
H
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Why Natural Selection Cannot Fashion
Perfect Organisms
Though natural selection leads to adaptation, there are several reasons why nature abounds with examples of organisms
that are less than ideally ~engineered" for their lifestyles.
1.0

•

1981 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88 '89 '90

Sample year
.... Figure 23.18 Frequency-dependent selection in scaleeating fish (Per;ssodus micro/epis). Michio Hari, of Kyoto
University, Japan, noted that the frequency of left-mouthed individuals
rises and falls in a regular manner, At each of three time periods when
the phenotypes of breeding adults were assessed, adults that
reproduced (represented by green dots) had the opposite phenotype of
that which was most common In the population, Thus. it appeared
that right-mouthed individuals were favored by selection when leftmouthed individuals were more common, and vice versa.

did the researchers measure determine which phenotype
D What
was favored by selection? Are any assumptions implied by this
10

choke' Explain

year, selection favors whichever mouth phenotype is least common. AJ:, a result, the frequency of left- and right-mouthed fish
oscillates over time, and balancing selection (due to frequency
dependence) keeps the frequency of each phenotype close to
5096 (Figure 23.18).

Neutral Variation
Much of the DNA variation in populations probably has little
or no impact on reproductive success, and thus natural selection does not affect this DNA. In humans, many of the nucleotide differences in noncoding sequences appear to confer
no selective advantage or disadvantage and therefore are considered neutral variation. Mutations that cause changes in
proteins also can be neutral. Data from Drosophila suggest
that roughly half of the amino-add-changing mutations that
arise and subsequently become fixed have little or no selective
effect because they have little effect on protein function and
reproductive fitness (see Figure 17.23). Over time, the frequencies of alleles that are not affected by natural selection
may increase or decrease as a result of genetic drift.
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1. Selection can act only on existing variations. Natural
selection favors only the fittest phenotypes among those
currently in the population, which may not be the ideal
traits. New advantageous alleles do not arise on demand.
2. Evolution is limited by historical constraints. Each
species has a legacy of descent with modification from
ancestral forms. Evolution does not scrap the ancestral
anatomy and build each new complex structure from
scratch; rather, evolution co-opts existing structures and
adapts them to new situations. We could imagine that if
a terrestrial animal were to adapt to an environment in
which flight would be advantageous, it might be best just
to grow an extra pair of limbs that would serve as wings.
However, evolution does not work in this way-itoperates on the traits an organism already has. Thus, in birds
and bats, an existing pair of limbs took on new functions for flight as these organisms evolved from walking
ancestors.
3. Adaptations are often compromises. Each organism
must do many different things. A seal spends part of its
time on rocks; it could probably walk better if it had legs
instead of flippers, but then it would not swim nearly as
well. We humans owe much of our versatility and athleticism to our prehensile hands and flexible limbs, but
these also make us prone to sprains, torn ligaments, and
dislocations: Structural reinforcement has been compromised for agility. Figure 23.19 depicts another example of evolutionary compromise.
4. Chance. natural selection, and the environment
interact. Chance events can affect the subsequent evo·
lutionary history of populations. For instance, when a
storm blows insects or birds hundreds of kilometers
over an ocean to an island, the wind does not necessarily transport those individuals that are best suited to
the new environment. Thus, not all alleles present in
the founding population's gene pool are better suited to
the new environment than the alleles that are uleft behind:' In addition, the environment at a particular location may change unpredictably from year to year, again
limiting the extent to which adaptive evolution results
in a close match between the organism and current environmental conditions.
Whh these four constraints, evolution cannot craft perfect
organisms. Natural selection operates on a "better than" basis.
We can, in fact, see evidence for evolution in the many imperfections of the organisms it produces.

CONCEPT

... Figure 23.19 Evolutionary compromise. The loud call that
enables a Tlingara frog to attract mates al:.o attracts more un>avory
characters in the neighlxxhood--ln this case, a bat about to seize a meal.

-$14·".- Go to the Study An:a at www.masteringbio.com for BioFliK
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For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

the other kind of homozygote, and 2pq is the frequency of
the heterozygous genotype.
in'·...tigation HowC.n the

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

23.4

I. What is the relative fitness of a sterile mule? Explain
your answer.
2. Explain why natural selection is the only evolutionary
mechanism that consistently leads to adaptive
evolution.
3, _','M"la Consider a population in which heterozygotes at a certain locus have an extreme phenotype (such as being much larger than homozygotes)
that also confers a selective advantage. Does such a
situation represent directional, disruptive. or stabilizing selection? Explain.

F"'quend~,

of Anel~s B~ C.kulat~d?

_i·li'il'_ 23.3

_i·i/ii,,_ 23.1

Natural selection, genetic drift, and gene flow can
alter allele frequencies in a population (pp. 475-479)

Mutation and sexual reproduction produce the genetic
variation that makes evolution possible (pp. 468-471)

... Natural Selection Differential success in reproduction results in certain alleles being passed to the next generation in
greater proportions than others.

... Genetic Variation Genetic variation includes variation among
individuals within a population in discrete and quantitative
characters, as well as geographic variation between populations.
... Mutation New alleles ultimately originate by mutation. Most
mutations are harmful or have no effect, but a few may be
beneficial.
... Sexual Reproduction In sexually reproducing organisms,
most of the genetic differences among individuals result from
crossing over, the independent assortment of chromosomes,
and fertilization.
Adi.ity

G~n~tk Variation

from Sexual

R~produ"ion

_i.iiii,,_ 23.2
The Hardy-Weinberg equation can be used to test
whether a population is evolving (pp. 472-475)
... Gene Pools and Allele Frequencies A population, a localized group of organisms belonging to one species, is united by
its gene pool, the aggregate of all the alleles in the population.
... The Hardy-Weinberg Principle The Hardy-Weinberg
principle states that the allele and genotype frequencies
of a population will remain constant if the population is
large, mating is random, mutation is negligible, there is no
gene flow, and there is no natural selection. For such a
population, if p and q represent the frequencies of the only
two possible alleles at a particular locus, then p2 is the
frequency of one kind of homozygote, q2 is the frequency of

... Genetic Drift Chance fluctuations in allele frequencies from
generation to generation tend to reduce genetic variation.
... Gene Flow Genetic exchange between populations tends to
reduce differences between populations over time.
Acth'ity CausesofholutionaryChange
Biology Labs On·Lin~ POl'ulatione;.,ncticsLab

_i ,I'il'_ 23.4
Natural selection is the only mechanism that
consistently causes adaptive evolution (pp. 479-485)
... A Closer look at Natural Selection One organism has
greater fitness than another if it leaves more fertile descendants. The modes of natural selection differ in how selection
acts on phenotype {arrows indicate selective pressure).
Original
population

Evolved
population

Directional
selection
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.. The Key Role of Natural Selection in Adaptive Evolution
Natural selection increases the frequencies of alleles that enhance survival and reproduction. thus improving the match
between organisms and their environment.
.. Sexual Selection Sexual selection leads to the evolution of
secondary sex characteristics, which can give individuals advantages in mating.
.. The Preservation of Genetic Variation Diploidy maintains a
reservoir of concealed recessive variation in heterozygotes. Genetic variation also can be maintained by balancing selection.
.. Why Natural Selection Cannot Fashion Perfect Organisms Natural selection can act only on available variation;
structures result from modified ancestral anatomy; adaptations are often compromises; and chance, natural selection,
and the environment interact.

-N·if.•
Biology labs On·lin~ Evolutionlab

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. A fruit fly population has a gene with two alleles, AJ and A2.
Tests show that 70% of the gametes produced in the population
contain the AJ allele. [f the population is in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium. what proportion ofthe flies carry both AJ and A1?
a.0.7 b. 0.49 c. 0.21 d. 0.42 e. 0.09
2. There are 40 individuals in population I, all of which have
genotype AlAI, and there are 25 individuals in population 2,
all of genotype A2A2. Assume that these populations are located far from one another and that their environmental conditions are very similar. Based on the information given here, the
observed genetic Y-Jriation is mostly likely an example of
a. genetic drift.
d. discrete variation.
b. gene flow.
e. directional selection.
c. disruptive selection.
3. Natural selection changes allele frequencies because some
_--,---,-survive and reproduce more successfully than others.
a. alleles
c. gene pools
e. individuals
b. loci
d. species
4. No t,,;o people are genetically identical, except for identical twins.
The chiefcause ofgenetic variation among human individuals is
a. new mutations that occurred in the preceding generation.
b. the reshuffling of alleles in sexual reproduction.
c. genetic drift due to the small size of the population.
d. geographic variation within the population.
e. environmental effects.
5. Sparrows with average-sized wings survive severe storms better than those with longer or shorter wings, illustrating
a. the bottleneck effect.
d. neutral variation.
e. disruptive selection.
b. stabilizing selection.
c. frequency-dependent selection.
For Self-Quiz answ~rs, se~ App~ndix A.

-N·if.• Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.(omfora
Practice Test
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION
6. How is the process of evolution revealed by the imperfections
of living organisms?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
7. I.!;!·W.II Richard Koehn, ofthe State University of New
York, Stony Brook, and Thomas Hilbish, of the University of
South Carolina, studied genetic Y-Jriation in the marine mussel
Mytillls edulis around umg Island, New York. They measured
the frequency of a particular allele (lnp94) for an enzyme involved
in regulating the mussel's internal salt-water balance. The resmrchers presented their data as a series of pie charts linked to
sampling sites within long Island Sound, where the salinity is
highly variable, and along the coast of the open ocean, where
salinity is constant:

Sampling sites

(1-8
",''''01 0 0
pairs of sites}

f)

0 0 0 0 0 0 lID

6)

Allele
frequencies

•

lap94 alleles

0,,".

Oat. from R,~ ~Ol'"n a"d lJ. H
The
A~x""'lis!75134-141It987)

o

Other iapalleles

odapll.... mpon.n<' ot g<'nl'IK ,",.. to".

Salinity increases toward the open ocean

l'oc 9 '>',cd
'\ S"cd

•

'l~
\\1 \Atlantic
Ocean

Create a data table for the 11 sampling sites by estimating the
frequency of lap94 from the pie charts. {Hint: Think of each pie
chart as a dock face to help you estimate the proportion ofthe
shaded area.) Then graph the frequencies for sites 1-8 to show
how the frequency of this allele changes with increasing salinity
in Long Island Sound (from southwest to northeast). How do
the data from sites 9-11 compare with the data from the sites
within the Sound?
Construct a hypothesis that explains the patterns you observe in the data and that accounts for the following observations: (I) the l ap94 allele helps mussels maintain osmotic balance
in water with a high salt concentration but is costiyto use in less
salty water; and (2) mussels produce larvae that can disperse
long distances before they settle on rocks and grow into adults.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ANO SOCIETY
8. To what extent are humans who live in a technological society
exempt from natural selection? Justify your answer.

The
ofS
KEY

CONCEPTS

•

... Figure 24.1 How did this flightless bird come to live on
the isolated Galapagos Islands?

24.1 The biological species concept emphasizes
reproductive isolation

24.2 Speciation can take place with or without
geographic separation
24.3 Hybrid zones provide opportunities to study
factors that cause reproductive isolation
24.4 Speciation can occur rapidly or slowly and can
result from changes in few or many genes

arwin came to the Galapagos Islands eager to explore landforms newly emerged from the sea. He
noted that these volcanic islands, despite their geologic youth, were teeming with plants and animals found
nowhere else in the world (figure 24.1). Later he realized
that these species, like the islands, were relatively new. He
wrote in his diary: "Both in space and time, we seem to be

D

brought somewhat near to that great fact-that mystery of
mysteries-the first appearance of new beings on this Earth.n
The "mystery of mysteries" that captivated Darwin is
speciation, the process by which one species splits into two or
more species. Speciation fascinated Darwin (and many biologists since) because it is responsible for the tremendous diversity of life, repeatedly yielding new species that differ from
existing ones. Speciation explains not only differences between
species, but also similarities bern'een them (the unity of life).
\Vhen one species splits, the species that result share many
characteristics because they are descended from this common
ancestral species. For example, DNA similarities indicate that
the flightless cormorant (Phalacrocorax harrisi) in Figure 24.1
is closely related to flying cormorant species found on the west
coast of the Americas. This suggests that the flightless cor-

morant may have originated from an ancestral cormorant
species that migrated from the mainland to the Gahipagos.
Speciation also forms a conceptual bridge between
microevolution, changes over time in allele frequencies in a
population, and macroevolution, the broad pattern of evolution over long time spans. An example of macroevolutionary
change is the origin ofnew groups of organisms, such as mammals or flowering plants, through a series ofspeciation events.
We examined microevolutionary mechanisms (mutation, natural selection, genetic drift, and gene flow) in Chapter 23, and
we'lJ turn to macroevolution in Chapter 25. In this chapter, we
will explore the "bridge"-the mechanisms by which new
species originate from existing ones. First, however, we need to
establish what we actually mean when we talk about "species:'

r;~:t:i:7o:~~~ species concept
emphasizes reproductive
isolation

The word species is Latin for "kind" or "appearance.n In daily
life, we commonly distinguish between various "kinds" of organisms-dogs and cats, for instance-from differences in
their appearance. But are organisms truly divided into the discrete units we call species, or is this classification an arbitrary
attempt to impose order on the natural world? To answer this
question, biologists compare not only the morphology (body
form) of different groups of organisms but also less obvious
differences in physiology, biochemistry, and DNA sequences.
The results generally confirm that morphologically distinct
species are indeed discrete groups, with many differences in
addition to morphological ones.
487

The Biological Species Concept
The primary definition of species used in this textbook is referred to as the biological species concept. According to this

concept, asclescribed in 1942 by biologist Ernst MayT, a species
is a group of populations whose members have the potential to
interbreed in nature and produce viable, fertile offspring-but
do not produce viable, fertile offspring with members of other
such groups (Figure 24.2). Thus, the members of a biological
species are united by being reproductively compatible, at least
potentially. All human beings, for example, belong to the same

(a) Similarity between different species. The eastern meadowlark
(Sturnel/a magna, left) and the western meadowlark (Sturnella

neglecra, right) have similar body shapes and colorations.
Nevertheless, they are distinct biological species because their
songs and other behaviors are different enough to prevent
interbreeding should they meet in the wild.

spe<ies. A businesswoman in Manhattan may be unlikely to
meet a dairy farmer in Mongolia, but ifthe two should happen
to meet and mate, they could have viable babies that develop
into fertile adults. In contrast, humans and chimpanzees remain distinct biological species even where they share territory, because many factors keep them from interbreeding and
producing fertile offspring.
What holds the gene pool of a species together, causing its
members to resemble each other more than they resemble
other species? To answer this question, we need to reconsider
an evolutionary mechanism discussed in Chapter 23: gene
flow, the transfer of alleles between populations. Members of
a species often resemble each other because their populations
are connected by gene flow. As you might expect, populations
located near one another exchange alleles relatively often.
But what about populations separated by long distances? Ev~
olutionary biologist Scott Edwards, interviewed on pages
450-451, examined this question for the grey-crowned babbler, Pomatostomus temporalis (Figure 24.3). His results
showed that a low level of gene flow occurred bern'een even
widely separated populations. Similar results have been
found for other animal species, as wen as for various fungi
and plants. Such results illustrate that gene flow has the potential to hold the gene pool of a species together, so long as
it is not outweighed by effects of selection or drift (either of
which can result in populations diverging). As we'll explore
in the next section, gene flow also plays a key role in the for~
mation of new species.

Reproductive Isolation

(b) Diversity within a species. As diverse as we may be in appearance.
all humans belong to a single biological species (Homo sapiens),
defined by our capacity to interbreed.
... Figure 24.2 The biological species concept is based on the
potential to interbreed rather than on physical similarity.
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Because biological species are defined in terms of reproductive compatibility, the formation of a new species hinges on
reproductive isolation-the existence of biological factors
(barriers) that impede members of two species from producing viable, fertile offspring. Such barriers block gene flow between the species and limit the formation of hybrids,
offspring that result from an interspeciflc mating. Although
a single barrier may not prevent all gene flow, a combination
of several barriers can effectively isolate a species' gene pool.
Oearly, a fly cannot mate with a frog or a fern, but the repro~
ductive barriers between more closely related species are not
so obvious. These barriers can be classified according to
whether they contribute to reproductive isolation before or af·
ter fertilization. Prczygotic barriers (~before the zygote~)
block fertilization from occurring. Such barriers typically act in
one of three ways: by impeding members of different species
from attempting to mate, by preventing an attempted mating
from being completed successfully, or by hindering fertilization if mating is completed successfully. If a sperm cell from
one species overcomes prezygotic barriers and fertilizes an
ovum from another species, a variety of postzygotic barriers
(~after the 7.ygote~) may contribute to reproductive isolation

•

F1~24.3

In ui

Does gene flow occur between widely separated populations?
EXPERIMENT

In many Species, individuals disperse only short distances from their parent population

Can gene flow unify the gene pool of a species with widespread populations? Scott Edwards. then at the
University of California, Berkeley, studied gl"ne flow in a bird thought to disperse only shorl distances, the
grl'y-cfowned babbler (Pomarostomu5 temporalis), Edwards sequenced a segment of DNA from birds in 12 widely
separated populations (named popula·
lions A-L) located throughout Australia
and Papua New Guinea He used these
data 10 constrUd gene trees. evolutionary
'f Example of a gene tree for population pair A·B
trees showing patterns of relatedness
among the alleles at the locus he studied.
Allele Population
Gene flow event,.f-_ _
If a gene tree showed that some birds in
B
1
one population had an allele that shared a
Allele 1 (found in population B) is more closely
recent common ancestor with alleles
related to alleles 2, 3. and 4 (found in population
A
2
found in a different population, Edwards
A) than it is to alleles 5, 6, and 7 (found in
reasoned that gene flow must have ocpopulation B).
curred between those populations (see
A
Inference: Gene flow (at least one event)
the example tree at right). In this way, Edoccurred.
wards analyzed allele relatedness for vari4
A
ous combinations of the 12 study
populations,
5
Alleles
and (found in population B) are
B
more closely related to one another than to
6
alleles found in population A.
Inference: No gene flow occurred.

,

B)

RESULTS

Pair of
populations
with detected
gene flow

7

B

7

Among the 12 study populations, Edwards inferred
that gene flow occurred in 7 population pairs.

5, 6,

Estimated minimum
number of gene flow
events to account for
genetic patterns

Distance between
populations (km)

5

340

,

720

2-'

1,390

2

1,190

2

760

2

1,110

1-2

1,310

CONCLUSiON
Because gene flow was detected between populations separated by over 1,000 km, Edwards
concluded that gene flow can potentially hold the grey-crowned babbler gene pool together even though indiViduals were thought to disperse only short distances The long~dlstance movement of alleles could result from a
series of shorter movements by individual birds, or from chance events such as a storm that transports birds to a
distant location,
SOURCE

S. 'I, Edwardl, Long·distaflce gene flow in d cooperative breeder delected in genealogie-; of mnochondrial DNA
Sl'ql!l''lCe-;, Proceeding'; of the !?oral Sociely of London. Serje-; B. Biological Science-; 252: 177-185 (1 9931.
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Do the data indicate that the gene flow event shown on the tree occurred as the transfer of an
allele from population A to population e, or the reverse? hplain,

after the hybrid zygote is formed. For example, developmental
errors may reduce survival among hybrid embryos. Or problems after birth may cause hybrids to be infertile or may de-

crease their chance of surviving long enough to reproduce.
Figure 24,4, on the next two pages, describes prezygotic and
postzygotic barriers in more detaiL
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• Figure 24.4

••

• Reproductive Barriers

............................................................................... Pre!Y90tic barriers impede mating or hinder fertiliution if mating does O(cur··················································

Habitat Isolation

Individuals
of

different

species

Behavioral Isolation

Mechanical Isolation

fIC\

\;:JI

Two species that occupy
different habitats within the
same area may encounter
each other rarely, if at all, even

though they are not isolated
by obvious physical harriers,
such as mountain ranges.

Example; Two species of garter
snakes in the genus Thamnophis
occur in the same geographic
areas, but one lives mainly in
water (a) while the other is
primarily terrestrial (b),
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Temporal Isolation
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Species that breed during
different times of the day,
different seasons, or different

years cannot mix their gametes.
Example: In North America, the

grographic ranges of the
eastern spotted skunk (Spl/ogale

putorius) (c) and the western
spotted skunk (Spilogale gracilis)
{d} overlap, but S. putorius
mates in late winter and S.
graciliS mates in late summer.

Mechanisms of Evolution

Courtship rituals that attrJct
mates and other behaviors
unique to a species are
effective reproductive barriers,
even between closely related
species. Such behavioral rituals
enable mate recognition-a
way to identify potential mates
ofthe same species.
Example; Blue-footed boobies,
inhabitants of the Galapagos,
mate only after a courtship
display unique to their species
Part of the "script" calls for the
male to high-step {e}, a behavior
that calls the female's attention
to his bright blue feel.

Mating is attempted, but
morphological differences
prevent its successful
completion.
Example; The shells of two
species of snails in the genus
Bradybaena spiral in different
directions: Moving inward to the
center, one spirals in a counterclockWIse direction (f,left), the
other in a clockwise direction
(f, right), As a result, the snails'
genital openings (indicated by
arrOW'S) are not aligned, and
mating cannot be completed.

.

................................... ~ ........." 'Pomygotic balTiers prevent a hybrid IYgote from developing into a viable. fertile adult· ..· ".~

Gametic Isolation

Reduced Hybrid Viability

Fertilization

Sperm of one species may not
be able to fertilize the eggs of
another species. For instance,
sperm may not be able to
survive in the reproductive
tract of females of the other
species, or biochemical
mechanisms may prevent the
sperm from penetrating the
membrane surrounding the
other species' eggs.
EKample; Gametic isolation
separates certain closely related
species of aquatic animals, such
as sea urchinS (g). Sea urchins
release their Sperm and eggs into
the surrounding water, where
they fuse and form zygot~,
Gametes of different species,
such as the red and purple
urchins shown here, are unable
to fuse because proteins on the
surfaces of the eggs and sperm
cannot bind to each other.

Reduced Hybrid Fertility

Hybrid Breakdown

Viable,
fertile
offspring

I

The genes of different parent
species may interact in ways
that impair the hybrid's
development or survival in its
environment.
EKample; Some S<llamander
subspecies of the gl'nus Ensalina
livl' in the same regions and
habitats, where they may
occasionally hybridize. But most
of the hybrids do not complete
development. and those that do
are frail (h).

Even if hybrids are vigorous,
they may be sterile. !fthe
chromosomes of the two
parent species differ in number
or structure, meiosis in the
hybrids may fail to produce
normal gametes. Since the
infertile hybrids cannot
produce offspring when they
mate with either parent
species, genes cannot flow
freely between the species.
Example; Thl' hybrid offspring of a
donkey (i) and a horse (j) is a mule
(k), which is robust but sterile,

CIiIloPTER TWENTY·fOU~

Some first-generation hybrids
are viable and fertile, but when
they mate with one another or
with either parent spedes,
offspring of the next
generation are feeble or sterile.
Example; Strains of cultivated rice
have accumulated different
mutant recessive allel~ at two loci
in the course of their divergence
from a common anc~tor_ Hybnds
between them are vigorous and
fertile (I, left and right), but plants
in the nex:!. generation that carry
too many of these recessive allel~
are small and sterile (I, center),
Although these rice strains are not
yet considered different species.
they have begun to be separated
by postzygotic barriers,
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Limitations of the Biological Species Concept
One strength of the biological species concept is that it directs
our attention to how speciation occurs: by the evolution of reproductive isolation. However, the number of species to
which this concept can be usefully applied is limited. There is,
for example, no way to evaluate the reproductive isolation of
fossils. The biological species concept also does not apply to
organisms that reproduce asexually all or most of the time,
such as prokaryotes. (Many prokaryotes do transfer genes
among themselves, as we will discuss in Chapter 27, but this
is not part of their reproductive process.) Furthermore, in the
biological species concept, species are designated by the
absence of gene flow. There are, however, many pairs of
species that are morphologically and ecologically distinct, and
yet gene flow occurs between them. As we'll see, natural selection can cause such species to remain distinct despite gene
flow. This observation has led some researchers to argue that
the biological species concept overemphasizes gene flow and
downplays the role of natural selection. Because of the limitations to the biological species concept, alternative species
concepts are useful in certain situations.

that are sufficiently different to be considered separate species.
Ofcourse, the difficulty with this species concept is determining
the degree of difference required to indicate separate species.
In addition to those discussed here, more than 20 other
species definitions have been proposed. The usefulness of
each definition depends on the situation and the research
questions being asked. For our purposes of studying how
species originate, the biological species concept, with its focus
on reproductive barriers, is particularly helpful.
CONCEPT

CHECK

24.1

1. (a) Which species concept(s) could you apply to both
asexual and sexual species? (b) Which would be most
useful for identifying species in the field? Explain.
2. _M,nIM Suppose you are studying two bird
species that live in a forest and are not known to inter~
breed. One species feeds and mates in the treetops and
the other on the ground. But in captivity, the birds can
interbreed and produce viable, fertile offspring. \Vhat
type of reproductive barrier most likely keeps these
species separate in nature? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Other Definitions of Species
While the biological species concept emphasizes the

separateness of species from one another due to reproductive
barriers, several other definitions emphasize the unity within
a species. For example, the morphological species concept
characterizes a species by body shape and other structural fea~
tures. The morphological species concept has several advantages. It can be applied to asexual and sexual organisms, and
it can be useful even without information on the extent ofgene
flow. In practice, this is how scientists distinguish most
species. One disadvantage, however, is that this definition relies on subjective criteria; researchers may disagree on which
structural features distinguish a species.
The ecological species concept views a species in terms
of its ecological niche, the sum of how members of the species
interact with the nonliving and living parts of their environ~
ment (see Chapter 54). For example, two species of amphib~
ians might be similar in appearance butdiffer in the foods they
eat or in their ability to tolerate dry conditions. Unlike the bi~
ological species concept, the ecological species concept can
accommodate asexual as well as sexual species; it also emphasizes the role of disruptive natural selection as organisms
adapt to different environmental conditions.
The phylogenetic species concept defines a species as the
smallest group of individuals that share a common ancestor,
forming one branch on the tree of life. Biologists trace the phylogenetic history of a species by comparing its characteristics,
such as morphology or molecular sequences, with those ofother
organisms. Such analyses can distinguish groups of individuals
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r;;::~;~o~~~~ take place

with or without geographic
separation

Now that we have a clearer sense of what constitutes a unique
species, let's return to our discussion of the process by which
such species arise from existing species. Speciation can occur
in two main ways, depending on how gene flow is interrupted
between populations of the existing species (Figure 24.5).

Allopatrie ("Other Country") Speciation
In allopatric speciation (from the Greek ai/os, other, and
palra, homeland), gene flow is interrupted when a population
is divided into geographically isolated subpopulations. For example, the water level in a lake may subside, resulting in two
or more smaller lakes that are now home to separated populations (see Figure 24.5a). Or a river may change course and
divide a population of animals that cannot cross it. Allopatric
speciation can also occur without geologic remodeling, such
as when individuals colonize a remote area and their descendants become geographically isolated from the parent population. The flightless cormorant shown in Figure 24.1 likely
originated in this way from an ancestral flying species that mi~
grated to the Galapagos Islands.

(a) Allopatric spedation. A population forms a new species
while geographically isolated
from its parent population.

(b) Sympatric speciation. A
small population becomes a
new species without geographic separation

... Figure 24.5 Two main modes of speciation.

Chapter 23. Different mutations arise, natural selection acts on
the separated organisms, and genetic drift alters allele frequencies. Reproductive isolation may then arise as a by~product of
selection or drift having caused the populations to diverge
genetically. For example, in the monkey flower Mimulus
guttatus, selection has favored the evolution of copper tolerance in populations living near copper mines. Soil copper
concentrations in these areas can reach levels that are lethal
to nontolerant individuals. \Vhen members ofcopper-tolerant
M. guttatus populations interbreed with individuals from
other populations, the offspring survive poorly. Genetic
analyses have shown that the gene for copper tolerance or an
allele genetically linked to the copper-tolerance gene is responsible for the poor survival of the hybrid offspring. Thus,
selection for copper tolerance appears to have had an impor·
tant but coincidental side effect: partial reproductive isola·
tion between M. guttatus populations.
The gene pools of highly isolated populations (such as those
on remote islands) experience very little gene flow and hence are
particularly likely to undergo allopatric speciation. For example,
in less than 2 million years, the few animals and plants from the
South and North American mainlands that colonized the Galapagos Islands gave rise to all the new species now found there.

The Process of Allopatric Speciation
How formidable must a geographic barrier be to promote allopatric speciation? The answer depends on the ability of the
organisms to move about. Birds, mountain lions, and coyotes
can cross rivers and canyons. Nor do such barriers hinder the
windblown pollen of pine trees or the seeds of many flowering plants. In contrast, small rodents may find a wide river or
a deep canyon a formidable barrier (Figure 24.6).
Once geographic separation has occurred, the separated
gene pools may diverge through the mechanisms described in

Evidence of Allopatric Speciation
Many studies provide evidence that speciation can occur in allopatric populations. For example, biogeographic and genetic
data together suggest that two present-day groups of frog
species, the subfamilies Mantellinae and Rhacophorinae, began to diverge about 88 million years ago, when what is now
the island of Madagascar started to separate from the Indian
landmass. It appears that these two frog groups shared a common ancestor that lived on the Madagascar-India landmass

... Figure 24.6 Allopatric speciation of antelope sqUirrels on opposite rims of the
Grand canyon. Harris's antelope squirrel i.Ammospermophilus harrisi) inhabits the canyon's south
rim (left). Just a few kilometers away on the north rim (right) lives the closely related white· tailed
antelope squirrel (Ammospermophilus kucurus). In contrast. birds and other organisms that can
disperse easily across the canyon have not diverged into different species on the two rims.
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.. Figure 24.7 Allopatric speciation in
frogs. The frog subfamilies Mantellinae and
Rhacophormae diverged when present-day
Madagascar separated from India. The maps
show the movement of Madagascar (red) and
India (blue) over time,
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before it began to break apart (Figure 24.7). Following the
breakup, allopatric speciation occurred within the separated
populations of this common ancestor. The result was the formation of many new spe<ies in each location.
The importance ofallopatric speciation is also suggested by
the fact that regions that are highly subdivided by geographic
barriers typically have more species than do regions with
fewer barriers. For example, an unusually large number ofbird
species are found in the mountainous regions of New Guinea,
and many unique plants and animals are found on the geographically isolated Hawaiian Islands (we'll return to the origin of Hawaiian species in Chapter 25).
Laboratory and field tests also provide evidence that reproductive isolation between two populations generally increases
as the distance between them increases. In one such study of
dusky salamanders (Desmognathus ochrophaeus), biologists
brought individuals from different populations into the laboratory and tested their ability to produce viable, fertile offspring
(Figure 24.8). The researchers observed little reproductive isolation in salamanders from neighboring populations. In contrast, salamanders from widely separated populations often
failed to reproduce. One possible explanation for these results
is that long·distance gene flow is not occurring between the
dusky salamander populations (unlike the grey-crowned babblers studied by Scott Edwards). Alternatively, long-distance
gene flow between the salamander populations may be outweighed by the effects of natural selection or genetic drift,
either of which can cause the populations to diverge. In other
studies, researchers have tested whether intrinsic reproductive
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barriers develop when populations are isolated experimentally
and subjected to different environmental conditions. In such
cases, too, the results provide strong support for allopatric speciation (Figure 24.9, on the facing page).
We need to emphasize here that although geographic isolation prevents interbreeding bet..."een allopatric populations,
separation itself is not a biological barrier to reproduction.
Biological reproductive barriers such as those described in
Figure 24.4 are intrinsic to the organisms themselves. Hence,
these barriers can prevent interbreeding when members of
different populations come into contact with one another.
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... Figure 24.8 Variation in reproductive isolation with
distance between populations of dusky salamanders.
The degree of reproductive isolation is represented here by an index
ranging from 0 (no isolation) to 2 (complete isolation).
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Sympatric ("Same Country") Speciation

Can divergence of allopatric populations lead
to reproductive isolation?
EXPERIMENT
Diane Dodd, then at Yale University, divided a
fruit fly population, raising some flies on a starch medium arld others
on a maltose medium. After onE' year (about 40 generatioos), natural

selection resulted in divergent Mution: Populations raised 00 starch
digested starch more efficiently, while those raised 00 maltose digested maltose more efficiently. Dodd then put flies from the ;arne Q(
different populations in mating cages and measured mating

frequencies.

A

Polyploidy

::::.

G
. ::",
.",::

~t'" P:;"'''~
of fruit flies
(Drosophila
pseudoobscura)

Some files

Some flies
raised on
maltose medium

raised on

slarch medium

Mating experiments
after 40 generations

RESULTS
When flies from "starch populations" were
mixed with flies from "maltose populations," the flies tended to
mate with like partners, But in the control group shown here, flies
from different populations adapted to starch were about as likely to
mate With each other as with flies from their own population; similar results were obtained for control groups adapted to maltose.

Female
Female
Starch Maltose

Sl~rch
popul~lion

St~rch

I

popul~lion

22

9

18

15

8

20

12

15

Mating frequencies
in experimental group

2

In the experimental group, the strong preference of "starch flies" and "maltose flies" to male with Iikeadapted flies indicates that a reproductive barrier was forming
between the divergent populations of flies, Although the barrier
was not absolute (some mating between starch flies and maltose
flies did occur), after 40 generations it appeared to be under way,
the result of differing selective pressures as these allopatric populations adapted to different environments,
SOURCE

A species may originate from an accident during cell division
that results in extra sets of chromosomes, a condition called
polyploidy. There are m'o distinct forms of polyploidy. An
autopolyploid (from the Greekautos, self) is an individual that
has more than two chromosome sets that are all derived from
a single species. For example, a failure of cell division could
double a cell's chromosome number from the diploid number
(2n) toa tetraploid number (4n) (figure 24.10). This mutation

Failure of cell division in a cell
of a growing diploid plant alter
chromosome duplication gives
rise to a tetraploid branch or
other tissue.

®
2n" 6

4n" 12

Mating frequencies
in (ontrol group

CONCLUSION

""ilPl~ d~rgence

In sympatric speciation (from the Greek syn, together), speciation occurs in populations that live in the same geographic
area. How can reproductive barriers form between sympatric
populations while their members remain in contact with each
other? Although such contact (and the ongoing gene flow
that results) makes sympatric speciation less common than
allopatric speciation, sympatric speciation can occur if gene
flow is reduced by such factors as polyploidy, habitat differentiation, and sexual selection. (Note that these factors can also
promote allopatric speciation.)

o. M. e, Dodd, ReprodLIC!M' l5d~tlOf1 il<;~ conseqLJeOCeof
on [XQSq)hi/.J P~fil, f~6on 431308-1311 (1989)

Gametes produced by flowers on
this tetraploid branch are diplOid.

"
Offspring with tetraploid
karyotypes may be Viable and
fertile-a new biological
species,

MIJI:f.iilM

How would the results have changed if in each generation a few flies from the starch population had been placed in
the maltose population and vice versa) Explain your prediction,

"

.. Figure 24.10 Sympatric speciation by autopolyploidy
in plants.
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causes the tetraploid to be reproductively isolated from diploid
plants of the original population, because the triploid (3n) offspring of such unions have reduced fertility. However, the
tetraploid plants can produce fertile tetraploid offspring by
self-pollinating or by mating with other tetraploids. Thus, in

Species A

2n = 6

(( ~

"

Meiotic error;
chromosome
number not
reduced from
2n to n

Normal gamete

Unreduced gamete
with 4 chromosomes

n=3

Hybrid with
7 chromosomes

Normal gamete

Unreduced gamete
with 7 chromosomes

n=3

Viable fertile hybrid
(allopolyploid)
2n = 10

.. Figure 24.11 One mechanism for allopolyploid
speciation in plants. Most hybrids are sterile because their
chromosomes are not homologous and cannot pair during meiosis,
However. such a hybrid may be able to reproduce asexually_ This
diagram traces one mechanism that can produce fertile hybrids
(allopolyploidsl as new species. The new species has a diploid
chromosome number equal to the sum of the diploid chromosome
numbers of the two parent species,
4%
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just one generation, autopolyploidy can generate reproductive
isolation without any geographic separation.
A second form of polyploidy can occur when two different
species interbreed and produce hybrid offspring. Most hybrids
are sterile because the set of chromosomes from one species
cannot pair during meiosis with the set of chromosomes from
the other species. However, an infertile hybrid may be able to
propagate itselfasexually (as many plants can do). In subsequent
generations, various mechanisms can change a sterile hybrid
into a fertile polyploid called an allopolyploid (Figure 24.11).
The allopolyploids are fertile when mating with each other but
cannot interbreed with either parent species; thus, they represent a new biological species.
Polyploid speciation occasionally occurs in animals; for example, the gray tree frog Hyla versicolor (see Figure 23.16) is
thought to have originated in this way. However, polyploidy is
far more common in plants. Botanists estimate that more than
80% of the plant species alive today are descended from ancestors that formed by polyploid speciation. One documented ex·
ample involves two new species of goatsbeard plants (genus
Tragopogon)thatoriginated in the Pacific Northwest in the mid1900s. Tragopogon first arrived in the region when humans introduced three European species in the early 1900s. These
species, T. dubius, T. prawnsis, and T. porrifolius, are now common weeds in abandoned parking lots and other urban sites. In
the 1950s, botanists identified two new Tragopogon species in
regions of Idaho and Washington, where all three European
species are also found. One new species, T miscellus, is a
tetraploid hybrid of T. dubius and T. pratensisj the other new
species, T mirus, is also an allopolyploid, but its ancestors are
T. dubius and T porrifolius. Although the T mirus population
grows mainly by reproduction of its own members, additional
episodes of hybridization between the parent species continue
to add new members to the T. mirus population-just one example ofan ongoing speciation process that can be observed.
Many important agricultural crops-such as oats, cotton,
potatoes, tobacco, and wheat-are polyploids. The wheat used
for bread, Triticum aestivum, is an allohexaploid (six sets of
chromosomes, two sets from each of three different species).
The first of the polyploidy events that eventually led to modern wheat probably occurred about 8,000 years ago in the
Middle East as a spontaneous hybrid of an early cultivated
wheat species and a wild grass. Today, plant geneticists generate new polyploids in the laboratory by using chemicals that
induce meiotic and mitotic errors. By harnessing the evolu·
tionary process, researchers can produce new hybrid species
with desired qualities, such as a hybrid that combines the high
yield of wheat with the hardiness of rye.

Habitat Differentiation
Sympatric speciation can also occur when genetic factors enable
a subpopulation to exploit a habitat or resource not used by the

parent population. Such is the case with the North American apple maggot fly (Rhagoletis pomollella). The fly's original habitat
was the native hawthorn tree, but about 2OOyearsago, some populations colonized apple trees that had been introduced by European settlers. As apples mature more quickly than hawthorn
fruit, natural selection has favored apple-feeding flies with rapid
development. These apple-feeding populations now show temporal isolation from the ha\\1:hom-feedingR. pomonella, providing a prezygotic restriction to gene flow between the two
populations. Researchers also have identified alleles that benefit the flies that use one host plant but harm the flies that use the
other host plant. As a result, natural selection operating on
these alleles provides a postzygotic barrier to reproduction, further limiting gene flow. Altogether, although the two populations are still classified as subspecies rather than separate
species, sympatric speciation appears to be well under way.

• !'!to!!! zo...
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Does sexual selection in dchlids result in
reproductive isolation?
Ole Seehausen and Jacques van Alphen. then
at the University of Leiden. placed males and females of
Pundami/ia pundamilia and P. ny€rerei together in two aquarium
tanks, one with natural light and one with a monochromatic orange lamp, Under normal light, the two species are noticeably different in male breeding coloration; under monochromatic orange
light. the two species are very similar in color. The researchers then
observed the mate choices of the females in each tank.

EXPERIMENT

Normal light

Monochromatic
orange light

,
pundamilia

Sexual Selection
There is evidence that sympatric speciation can also be driven
by sexual selection. Clues to how this can occur have been
found in cichlid fish from one of Earth's hot spots of animal
speciation, East Africa's Lake Victoria. This lake was once
home to as many as 600 species of cichlids. Genetic data indicate that these species originated within the last 100,000 years
from a small number of colonist species that arrived from
rivers and lakes located elsewhere. How did so many speciesmore than double the number offreshwater fish species known
in all of Europe-originate within a single lake?
One hypothesis is that subgroups ofthe original cichlid populations adapted to different food sources and that the resulting genetic divergence contributed to speciation in Lake
Victoria. But sexual selection, in which (typically) females select males based on their appearance (see Chapter 23), may also
have been a factor. Researchers have studied two closely related
sympatric species ofcichlids that differ mainly in the coloration
of breeding males: Breeding Pundamilia pundamilia males
have a blue-tinged back, whereas breeding Pundamilia
nyererei males have a red-tinged back (Figure 24,12). Their results suggest that mate choice based on male breeding coloration is the main reproductive barrier that normally keeps
the gene pools of these two species separate.

Allopatric and Sympatric Speciation:
A Review
Now let's recap the ty,'O main modes by which new species
form. In allopatric speciation, a new species forms in geographic isolation from its parent population. Geographic
isolation severely restricts gene flow. As a result, other reproductive barriers from the ancestral species may arise as a byproduct of genetic changes that occur within the isolated
population. Many different processes can produce such genetic
changes, including natural selection under different environ-

P. ny€rerei

Under normal light females of each species
strongly preferred males of their own species, But under orange
light females of each species responded indiscriminately to males
of both species, The resulting hybrids were viable and fertile,

RESULTS

Seehausen and van Alphen concluded that mate
choice by females based on male breeding coloration is the main
reprodudive barrier that normally keeps the gene pools of these
two species separate. Since the species can still interbreed when
this prezygotic behavioral barrier is breached in the laboratory. the
genetic divergence beween the species is likely to be small. This
suggests that speCIation in nature has occurred relatively recently.
CONCLUSION

SOURCE
o ~h~usen ~nd J J. M. v~n Alphen. The etfect of
male coloratIOn on female mate choice in closely related lake Victoria cichlids
(Haplochromi5 nyererej complex). Behavioral Ecologyand Sociobiology
42:1-.8 (1998)

-W:!·i1iA If changing the light to orange had not affeded the
mating behavior of the cichlids, how would the researchers' conclusion in this study have changed?

mental conditions, genetic drift, and sexual selection. Once
formed, intrinsic reproductive barriers that arise in al10patric
populations can prevent interbreeding with the parent population even if the populations come back into contact.
Sympatric speciation, in contrast, requires the emergence
of a reproductive barrier that isolates a subset of a population
from the remainder of the population in the same area.
Though rarer than allopatric speciation, sympatric speciation
can occur when gene flow to and from the isolated subpopulation is blocked. This can occur as a result of polyploidy, a
condition in which an organism has extra sets of chromosomes. Sympatric speciation also can occur when a subset of
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a population becomes reproductively isolated because of natural selection that results from a switch to a habitat or food
source not used by the parent population. Finally, sympatric
speciation can result from sexual selection. Having reviewed
the geographic context in which new species form, we'll next
explore in more detail what can happen when allopatric populations come back into contact.
CONCEPT

CHECK

24.2

1. Summarize key differences between allopatric and

sympatric speciation. Which type of speciation is
more common, and why?
2. Describe t......o mechanisms that can decrease gene
flow in sympatric populations, thereby making sympatric speciation more likely to occur.
3, _'m'UiM Is a1lopatric speciation more iikelyto occur on an island close to a mainland or on a more isolated island of the same size? Explain your prediction.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

r;;~;r~::02n~;~rovide

opportunities to study factors
that cause reproductive isolation

What happens if allopatric populations come back into contact with one another? One possible outcome is the formation
of a hybrid zone, a region in which members of different
species meet and mate, producing at least some offspring of
mixed ancestry. In this section, we'll explore hybrid zones and
what they reveal about factors that cause the evolution of reo
productive isolation.

Patterns Within Hybrid Zones
Hybrid zones exhibit a variety of structures. Some hybrid zones
form as narrow bands, such as the one depicted in Figure 24.13
for two species oftoads in the genus Bombina, the yellow-bellied
toad (8. variegata) and the fire-bellied toad (B. bombina). This

Fire-bellied toad,
Bombina bombina

.

Yellow-bellied toad,
Bombina variegata
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... Figure 24.13 A narrow hybrid zone for B. variegata and B. bombina in Europe.
The graph shows the pattern of allele frequency changes across the width of the zone near
Krakow, Poland.
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hybrid zone, represented by the thick red line on the map, extends for 4,000 km but is less than 10 km wide in most places.
Across a given "slice" ofthe hybrid zone, the frequency ofalleles
specific to yellow-bellied toads typically decreases from
close to 100% at the edge where only yellow-bellied toads are
found, to 50% in the central portion of the zone, to 0% at the
edge where only fire-bellied toads are found.
\Vhat causes such a pattern of allele frequencies across a
hybrid zone? We can infer that there is an obstacle to gene
flow-otherwise alleles from one parent species would also be
found in the gene pool of the other parent species. Are geographic barriers reducing gene flow? Not in this case, since the
toads move freely throughout the zone. A more important factor is that hybrid toads have increased rates of embryonic
mortality and a variety of morphological abnormalities,
including ribs that are fused to the spine and malformed tadpole mouthparts. Because the hybrids have poor survival and
reproduction, they produce few viable offspring with members of the parent species. As a result, hybrids rarely serve as
a stepping-stone from which alleles are passed from one
species to the other.
Other hybrid zones have more complicated spatial patterns.
Consider the hybrid zone between the ground crickets
Aflonemobius fasciatus and Allollemobius socius, both found
in the Appalachian Mountains in the eastern United States.
The environment has a powerful impact on the fitness of the
parent species. A.fasciatus is more successful than A. socius in
colder portions ofthe zone, and the reverse is true in warm 10-

OA barrier
OFour
populations
of a species
are connected

\

to gene flow
is established.

GThis population
begins to diverge
from the other
three populations.

cations. Thus A.fasciatus predominates in cooler sites (high elevation or north-facing locations), and A. socius predominates
in warmer sites (low elevation or south-facing locations). The
topography of this region is complex, with many hills and valleys, so there are many areas where patches of the ty.·o spe<ies
are closely interspersed. As a result, populations ofthe two parent species come into contact, and hybrids are formed. Unlike
the situation in the Bombina hybrid zone, where hybrid individuals are consistently less fit than individuals of either parent
species, the fitness of Allonemobius hybrids varies from year to
year and sometimes exceeds that of both parent species. As
we'll see, the differences in the fitness ofthe Bombina and AllOllemobius hybrids lead to different predictions regarding how
reproductive barriers for these species change over time.

Hybrid Zones over Time
Studying a hybrid zone is like observing a natural experiment
on speciation. \Vill the result be the rapid formation of a new
species, as occurred by polyploidy in the goatsbeard plants of
the Pacific Northwest? If not, there are three possible outcomes for the hybrid zone over time (Figure 24.14). Reproductive barriers between species may be strengthened over
time (limiting the formation of hybrids) or weakened over
time (causing the two species to fuse into a single species). Or
hybrids may continue to be produced, creating a long-term,
stable hybrid zone. Let's examine what the field evidence suggests about these three possibilities.

OSpeciation is
nearly complete.

gGene flow is
re-established in
a hybrid lone.
OThere are several possible
outcomes for hybrids:
Reinforcement
(strengthening
of reproductive
barriers-hybrids
gradually cease
to be formed)

•••

OR

...
I ··

~ ••'ro--

• •
.:
•
•
L..-""i'•••f."\-_"":,,,,
Gene flow
Population
(five individuals
are shown)

Fusion
(weakening of
reproductive
barriers-the
two species fuse)
OR

Barrier to
gene flow

Stability
(continued
production of
hybrid individuals)

.. Figure 24.14 Formation of a hybrid zone and possible outcomes for hybrids
over time. The thick colored arrows represent the passage of time
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What mighf happen if gene flow were re-established at step 3 in this process)
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Reinforcement: Strengthening Reproductive Barriers
When hybrids are less fit than members of their parent
species, as in the Bombina example, we might expect natural
selection to strengthen prezygotic barriers to reproduction,
thus reducing the formation of unfit hybrids. Because this
process involves reinforcing reproductive barriers, it is called
reinforcement. If reinforcement is occurring, we would pre~
diet that barriers to reproduction between species should be
stronger for sympatric species than for allopatric species.
As an example, let's consider the evidence for reinforcement
in rn'o closely related species of European flycatcher, the pied
flycatcher and the collared flycatcher. In allopatric populations
ofthese birds, males ofthe two species closely resemble one another. But in sympatric populations, the males ofthe two species
look very different: Male pied flycatchers are a dull brown,
whereas male collared flycatchers have enlarged patches of
white. Female pied and collared flycatchers do not select males
of the other species when given a choice between males from
sympatric populations, but they frequently do make mistakes
when selecting between males from allopatric populations
(Figure 24.15). Thus, barriers to reproduction appear to be
stronger in birds from sympatric populations than in birds from
allopatric populations, as predicted by the reinforcement hypothesis. Similar results have been observed in a number of organisms, including fishes, insects, plants, and other birds. But
interestingly, reinforcement does /lot appear to be at work in the
case of the Bombina toads, as we'll discuss shortly.

Fusion: Weakening Reproductive Barriers
Next let's consider the case in which rn'o species contact one
another in a hybrid zone, but the barriers to reproduction are
not strong. So much gene flow may occur that reproductive
barriers weaken further and the gene pools of the two species
become increasingly alike. In effect, the speciation process reverses, eventually causing the two hybridizing species to fuse
into a single species.
Such a situation may be occurring among some of the Lake
Victoria cichlids we discussed earlier. Many pairs of ecologi~
cally similar cichlid species are reproductively isolated by fe~
male mate choice-the females of one species prefer to mate
with males ofone color, while females of the other species prefer to mate with males of a different color (see Figure 24.12).
In the past 30 years, about 200 of the former 600 species of
Lake Victoria cichlids have vanished. Some of these species
were driven to extinction by an introduced predator, the Nile
perch. But many species not eaten by Nile perch also have disappeared. Researchers think that murky waters caused by pollution may have reduced the ability of females to use color to
distinguish males of their own species from males of closely
related species. If further evidence supports this hypothesis, it
would seem that pollution in Lake Victoria has produced a
cascade of related effects. First, by decreasing the ability of fe~
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.... Figure 24.15 Reinforcement of barriers to reproduction
in closely related species of European flycatchers.

males to distinguish males of their own species, pollution has
increased the frequency of mating between members of
species that had been isolated reproductively from one an~
other. Second, as a result of these matings, many hybrids have
been produced, leading to fusion of the parent species' gene
pools and a loss of species (Figure 24.16). TIlird, future speciation events in Lake Victoria cichlids are now less likely because female mate choice based on male breeding color, which
can promote speciation in these fish, is hindered.

Stability: Continued Formation of Hybrid Individuals
Many hybrid zones are stable in the sense that hybrids continue
to be produced-a result you might not expect. For example,
recall that hybrids are at a strong disadvantage in the Bombina
hybrid zone. As a result, the offspring of individuals that prefer
to mate with members of their own species should survive or

Pundamilia nyererei

Pundamilia pundamilia

Pundamifia "turbid water;"
hybrid offspring from a location
with turbid water

... Figure 24.16 The breakdown of reproductive barriers.
Increasingly cloudy water in lake Victoria over the past 30 years may
have weakened reprodudive barriers between P. nyererei and
P pundamilia. In areas of cloudy water, the two species have
hybridized extensively, causing their gene pools to fuse.

reproduce better than the unfit hybrid offspring of individuals
that mate indiscriminately with members of the other species.
This suggests that reinforcement should occur, strengthening
reproductive barriers and thereby limiting the production of
hybrid toads. But in more than 20 years of study, no evidence
for reinforcement has been found, and hybrids continue to be
produced. \xrhat could explain this surprising finding? One
possibility relates to the narrowness of the Bombina hybrid
zone. Perhaps extensive gene flow from outside the zone leads
to the continued production of hybrids and overwhelms sele<tion for increased reproductive isolation inside the hybrid
zone. If the hybrid zone were wider, this would be less likely to
occur, since the center ofthe zone would receive little gene flow
from distant populations outside the hybrid zone.
In the Allollemobius hybrid zone, hybrids sometimes have
higher fitness than the parent species. TIms, we might predict
that many hybrids would be formed, at least in some years. As
these hybrids mated with each other and with members of
both parent species, the gene pools of the parent species could
fuse, reversing the speciation process. However, although hybrids do continue to be formed, more than 20 years of data indicate that they are uncommon and that gene flow between
the parent species is not extensive. Why aren't hybrids more

common? Throughout much of the hybrid zone, the two parent species meet at locations where one or both of them are
near the limit of the environmental conditions that they can
tolerate. As a result, even a slight change in the local environment can cause one or the other of the parent species to disappear from that location. In a 14--year study, researchers
observed several such local extinctions. Thus, be<ause locations where hybrids are formed may appear and disappear rapidly, hybrids remain uncommon, and fusion of the Afasciatus
and A. socius gene pools may be prevented by insufficient time
for the reproductive barriers to break down.
In short, sometimes the outcomes in hybrid zones match
our predictions (European flycatchers and cichlid fishes),
and sometimes they don't (Bombina and A//onemobius). But
whether our predictions are upheld or not, events in hybrid
zones can shed light on how barriers to reproduction between
closely related species change over time. In the next se<:tion,
we'll examine how interactions bern'een hybridizing species
can also provide a glimpse into the speed and genetic control
of speciation.
CONCEPT

CHECK

24.)

1. What are hybrid zones, and why can they be viewed
as "naturallaooratories" in which to study speciation?
2. _I,'l:fUr. Consider two species that diverged
while geographically separated but resumed contact
before reproductive isolation was complete. Predict
what would happen over time if the two species
mated indiscriminately and (a) hybrid offspring survived and reproduced more poorly than offspring
from intraspecific matings or (b) hybrid offspring
survived and reproduced as well as offspring from
intraspecific matings.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;;::~:t~o~~~~ occur rapidly

or slowly and can result from
changes in few or many genes

Darwin faced many unanswered questions when he began to
ponder that "mystery of mysteries," speciation. As you read in
Chapter 22, he found answers to some of those questions
when he realized that evolution by natural selection helped to
explain both the diversity of life and the adaptations of organisms. But biologists since Darwin have continued to ask fundamental questions about speciation, such as, How long does
it take new species to form? and, How many genes change
when one species splits into two? Answers to these questions
are also beginning to emerge.
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The Time Course of Speciation
We can gather information about how long it takes new
species to form from broad patterns in the fossil record and

from studies that use morphological data (including fossils) or
molecular data to assess the time interval between speciation
events in particular groups of organisms.

Patterns in the Fossil Record
The fossil record includes many episodes in which new

species appear suddenly in a geologic stratum, persist essen~
tially unchanged through several strata, and then disappear.

Paleontologists Niles Eldredge, of the American Museum of
Natural History, and Stephen Jay GouJd (1941-2002), afHaryard University, coined the term punctuated equilibria to

describe these periods of apparent stasis punctuated by sudden change (figure 24.17a). Other species do not show a
punctuated pattern; instead, they change more gradually over
long periods of time (figure 24.17b).
What do punctuated and gradual patterns tell us about how
long it takes new species to form? Suppose that a species survived for 5 million years, but most of the morphological
changes that caused it to be designated a new species occurred
during the first 50,000 years of its existence-just 1% of its total lifetime. TIme periods this short (in geologic terms) often
cannot be distinguished in fossil strata, in part because the rate
of sediment accumulation is too slow to separate layers this
close in time. Thus, based on its fossils, the species would
seem to have appeared suddenly and then lingered with little
or no change before becoming extinct. Even though such a
species may have originated more slowly than its fossils suggest (in this case taking 50,000 years), a punctuated pattern indicates that speciation occurred relatively rapidly. For species

whose fossils change much more gradually, we also cannot tell
exactly when a new biological species forms, since information about reproductive isolation does not fossilize. However,
it is likely that speciation in such groups occurred relatively
slowly, perhaps taking millions of years.

Speciation Rates
The punctuated pattern suggests that once the process begins,
speciation can be completed relatively rapidly-a suggestion
confirmed by a growing number of studies.
For example, research conducted by Loren Rieseberg, then
at Indiana University, and colleagues suggests that rapid speciation produced the wild sunflower Helianthus anomalus. This
species is thought to have originated by the hybridization of
two other sunflower species, H. annuus and H. petiolaris. The
hybrid species H. anomalus is ecologically distinct and reproductively isolated from both parent species (figure 24.18).
Unlike allopolyploid speciation, in which there is a change in
chromosome number after hybridization, in these sunflowers
the t".'O parent species and the hybrid all have the same number of chromosomes (2n = 34). How then did speciation occur? In laboratory experiments designed to answer this
question, only 5% ofthe F] hybrids were fertile. However, after
just four more generations in which hybrids mated among
themselves and also mated with the parent species, the fertility
rose to more than 9096. To explain this finding, Rieseberg and
colleagues hypothesized that experimental hybrids whose
chromosomes contained blocks of DNA from the parent
species that were not compatible with one another failed to reproduce and thus were eliminated by selection. As a result, the
chromosomes of the experimental hybrids rapidly became
similar in composition to the chromosomes ofH. anomalus individuals from natural populations (see Figure 24.18).

~l------~

(a) In a punctuated pattern, ne-w species
change most as they branch from a parent
species and then change little for the rest of
their existence

Time---------------------------_.

(b) Other species diverge from Orle drlother
much more gradually over time.

... Figure 24.17 Two models for the tempo of speciation.
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The sunflower example, along with the apple maggot fly,
Lake Victoria cichlid, and fruit fly examples discussed earlier,
suggests that new species can form rapidly once divergence begins. But what is the total length of time betv,..een speciation
events? This interval consists of the time that elapses before
populations ofa newly formed species start to diverge from one
another plus the time it takes for spedation to be complete
once divergence begins. It turns out that the total time between
speciation events varies considerably. For example, in a survey
of data from 84 groups of plants and animals, the interval be-

tween speciation events ranged from 4,000 years (in cichlids of
Lake Nabugabo, Uganda) to 40 million years (in some beetles).
Overall, the time between speciation events averaged 6.5 mil·
lion years and rarely took tess than 500,000 years.
What can we learn from such data? First, the data suggest
that on average, millions of years may pass before a newly
formed species will itself give rise to another new species. As
we']] see in Chapter 25, this result has implications for how
long it takes Earth's life to recover from mass extinction
events. Second, the extreme variability in the time it takes new
species to form indicates that organisms do not have a "speciation clock" ticking inside them, causing them to produce new
species at regular time intervals. Instead, speciation begins
only after gene flow between populations is interrupted, perhaps by an unpredictable event such as a storm that transports
a few individuals to an isolated area. Furthermore, once gene
flow has been interrupted, the populations must diverge genetically to such an extent that they become reproductively
isolated-all before another event causes gene flow to resume,
reversing the speciation process (see Figure 24.16).

Studying the Genetics of Speciation

(a) The wild sunflower Helianthus anomalus li~es in dry sand dune
en~ironments. H. anomalus originated via the hybridization of two
other sunflowers. H annuus and H petio/aris. which li~e In nearby
but mOister en~ironments
H.

,,,m,'"

Chromosome 1
(

Experimental hybrid
H.

Chromosome 2
(

,,,m,'"

-" ..

-

-

Studies of ongoing speciation (as in hybrid zones) can reveal
traits that cause reproductive isolation. By identifying the
genes that control those traits, scientists can explore a fundamental question of evolutionary biology: How many genes
change when a new species forms?
In a few cases, the evolution of reproductive isolation is due
to a change in a single gene. Forexample, in Japanese snails ofthe
genus Euhadra, alleles of a single gene can induce a mechanical
barrier to reproduction. This gene controls the direction in
which the shells spiral (Figure 24.19). \xrhen their shells spiral in
different directions, the snails' genitals are oriented in a manner
that prevents mating (Figure 24.4fshows a similar example).
A major barrier to reproduction between two closely related
species of monkey flower, Mimulus lewisii and M. cardinalis,

Experimental hybrid
H.

,,,m,'"

Chromosome 3
(

Experimental hybrid
K.y

•

Region diagnostic for
•
Region diagnostic for
parent species H. petiolaris
parent species H. annuus
Region lacking information on parental origin

(b) The genetic composition of three chromosomes in H. anomalus
and in experimental hybrids. After a fi~e-generation experiment,
the chromosomes in the experimental hybrids were similar to the
chromosomes of naturally occurring H anomalus.
... Figure 24.18 Rapid speciation in a sunflower hybrid zone.

... Figure 24.19 Single-gene speciation. A mutation in one gene
causes the shell of the Japanese land snail (Euhadra) to spiral in the
opposite direction from others. Snails with opposite spirals cannot mate.
resulting in reprocluctive isolation .
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also appears to be influenced by a relatively small number of
genes. These two species are isolated both by prezygotic barriers (pollinator choice and partial gametic isolation) and by
postzygotic barriers (interspecific crosses produce fewer offspring than intraspecific crosses, and F I hybrids have reduced
fertility and survival). Of these barriers, pollinator choice accounts for most of the isolation: In a hybrid zone bem'een
M. lewisii and M. cardinalis, nearly 98% of poUinator visits were
restricted to one species or the other.
The m'o monkey flower species are visited by different pollinators: Bumblebees prefer the pink-flowered M. lewisii and
hummingbirds prefer the red-fioweredM. cardinalis. Douglas
Schemske, of Michigan State University, and colleagues have
shown that pollinator choice is affected by at least two loci in
the monkey flowers, one of which, the ~yellow upper," or )'up,
locus, influences flower color (Figure 24.20). By producing F I

hybrids and then performing repeated backcrosses to each
parent species, Schemske and colleagues succeeded in transferring the M. lewisii allele at this locus into M. cardinalis, and
vice versa. In a field experiment, M. lewisii plants with the
M. cardinalis ),up allele received 68-fold more visits from
hummingbirds than did wild-type M. lewisii. Similarly,
M. cardinalis plants with the M. lewisii )'up allele received
74-fold more visits from bumblebees than did wild-type
M. cardillaUs. Thus, a mutation at a single locus can influence
pollinator preference and hence contribute to reproductive
isolation in monkey flowers.
In other organisms, the speciation process is influenced by
larger numbers of genes and gene interactions. For example,
hybrid sterility between two subspecies of Drosophila
pseudoobscura results from gene interactions among at least
four loci, and postzygotic isolation in the sunflower hybrid
zone discussed earlier is influenced by at least 26 chromosomal segments (and an unknown number of genes). Overall,
studies conducted to date suggest that few or many genes can
influence the evolution of reproductive isolation and hence
the emergence of a new species-a new addition to the great
diversity of life.

From Speciation to Macroevolution

(a) Typical Mimulus lewisii

(b) M. lewisii with an M.

cardinalis flower-wlor
allele

As you've seen in this chapter's examples, speciation may begin with differences as seemingly small as the color on a cichlid's back. However, as speciation occurs again and again, such
differences can accumulate and become more pronounced,
eventually leading to the formation of new groups of organisms that differ greatly from their ancestors (as in the origin of
whales from land-dwelling mammals; see Figure 22.16). Furthermore, as one group of organisms increases in size by producing many new species, another group of organisms may
shrink, losing species to extinction. The cumulative effects of
many such speciation and extinction events have helped to
shape the sweeping evolutionary changes that are documented in the fossil record. In the next chapter, we turn to
such large-scale evolutionary changes as we begin our study
of macroevolution.
CONCEPT

(c) Typical Mimulus cardinalis

(d) M. cardinalis with an M.

lewisii flower-color allele
.. Figure 24.20 A locus that influences pollinator choice.
Pollinator preferences provide a strong barrier to reprodudion between
Mimulus/ewisii and M. cardina/is. After transferring the M lewisii
allele for a flower-color locus into M. cardinalis and vice versa.
researchers observed a shift in some pollinators' preferences.
IfM. cardinalis individuals that had the M. lewisii yup
allele were planted in an area that housed both monkey flower
species, how might the production of hybrid offspring be affected?

-m:n.iA
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1. Speciation can occur rapidly between diverging populations, yet the length of time between speciation
events is often more than a million years. Explain this
apparent contradiction.
2. -','MilIA Summarize experimental evidence that
the )'up locus acts as a prezygotic barrier to reproduction in two species of monkey flowers. Do these results demonstrate that the )'up locus alone controls
barriers to reproduction between these closely related
monkey flower species? Explain your answer.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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The biological species concept emphasizes
reproductive isolation (pp. 487-492)
... The Biological Species Concept A biological species is a
group of populations whose individuals have the potential to
interbreed and produce viable, fertile offspring with each
other but not with members of other species. The biological
species concept emphasizes reproductive isolation through
prezygotic and postzygotic barriers that separate gene pools.
... Other Definitions of Species Although helpful in thinking
about how speciation occurs, the biological species concept
has limitations. For instance, it cannot be applied to organisms
known only as fossils or to organisms that reproduce only
asexually. Thus, scientists use other species concepts, such as
the morphological species concept, in certain circumstances,
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••.,.".,- 24.2
Speciation can take place with or without geographic
separation (pp. 492-498)
... Allopatric ("Other Country") Speciation Evidence indio
cates that allopatric speciation can occur when two populations
of one species become geographically separated from each
other. One or both populations may undergo evolutionary
change during the period of separation, resulting in the estab·
lishment of prezygotic or postzygotic barriers to reproduction.
... Sympatric ("Same Country") Speciation A new species can
originate while remaining in a geographically overlapping area
with the parent species. Plant species (and, more rarely, animals)
have evolved sympatrically through polyploidy. Sympatric spedation can also result from habitat shifts and sexual selection,
... Allopatric and Sympatric Speciation: A Review
Original population

Allopatric speciation
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Sympatric speciation

.i,I",,_ 24.3
Hybrid zones provide opportunities to study factors
that cause reproductive isolation (pp. 498-501)
... Patterns Within Hybrid Zones Many groups of organisms
form hybrid zones in which members of different species meet
and mate, producing at least some offspring of mixed ancestry.
... Hybrid Zones over Time In many hybrid zones. a limited
number of hybrid offspring continue to be produced over
time. In others, reinforcement strengthens prezygotic barriers
to reproduction, thus decreasing the formation of unfit hybrids. In still other hybrid zones, barriers to reproduction may
weaken over time, resulting in the fusion of the species' gene
pools (reversing the speciation process).

·i·li'.,,- 24.4
Speciation can occur rapidly or slowly and can result
from changes in few or many genes (pp. 501-504)
... The Time Course of Speciation New species can form rapidly once divergence begins-but it can take millions of years
for that to happen. The time interv-Jl between speciation
events varies considerably, from a few thousand years to tens
of millions of years.
... Studying the Genetics of Speciation New developments in
genetics have enabled researchers to identify specific genes involved in some cases of speciation. Results show that speciation can be driven by few or many genes.
... From Speciation to Macroevolution Due to repeated
events, small differences between organisms can accumulate,
leading to the formation of new groups of organisms.
In ...,stigation How Do New Specie!; Arise by Genetic Isolation?
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. The largest unit within which gene flow can readily occur is a
a. population.
b. species.
c. genus,
d. hybrid.
e. phylum.
2. Bird guides once listed the myrtle warbler and Audubon's warbler as distinct species. Recently, these birds have been classified as eastern and western forms of a single species, the
yellow-rumpI'd warbler. Which ofthe following pieces of evidence, iftrue, would be cause for this reclassification?
a. The two forms interbreed often in nature, and their
offspring have good survival and reproduction.
b. The two forms live in similar habitats.
c. The two forms have many genes in common.
d. The two forms have similar food requirements.
e. The two forms are very similar in coloration.
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3. Males of different species of the fruit fly Drosophila that live in
the same parts of the Hawaiian Islands have different elaborate
courtship rituals that involve fighting other males and st}~ized
movements that attract females. What t}'Pe of reproductive
isolation does this represent?
a. habitat isolation
b. temporal isolation
c. behavioral isolation
d. gametic isolation
e. postzygotic barriers
4. \xrhich of the following factors would not contribute to allopatric speciation?
a. A population becomes geographically isolated from the
parent population.
b. The separated population is small, and genetic drift
occurs.
c. The isolated population is exposed to different selection
pressures than the ancestral population.
d. Different mutations begin to distinguish the gene pools of
the separated populations.
e. Gene flow between the two populations is extensive.
5. Plant species A has a diploid number of 12. Plant species B has
a diploid number of 16. A new species, C, arises as an allopolyploid from A and B. The diploid number for species C would
probably be
a. 12.
b. 14.
c. 16.

8. "]jOQiil In this chapter, you read that bread wheat
(Triticu11l aestivu11l) is an allohexaploid, containing two sets
of chromosomes from each of three different parent species.
Genetic analysis suggests that the three species picture<!
below each contributed chromosome sets to T. aestivulIl.
(The capital letters here represent sets of chromosomes
rather than individual genes.) Evidence also indicates that the
first polyploidy event was a spontaneous hybridization of the
early cultivated wheat species T. momXlXCII11l and a wild
grass species. Base<! on this information, draw a diagram of
one possible chain of events that could have produced the
allohexaploid T. aestil'um.
Ancestral species:

~

II
BB

00

Triticum
monococcum

Wild

Wild

Triticum

I tauschii

(2n", 14)

(2n", 14)

(2n", 14)

AA

e. 56.

d.28.

6. According to the punctuated equilibria model,
a. natural selection is unimportant as a mechanism of
evolution.
b. given enough time, most existing species will branch
gradually into new species.
c. most new species accumulate their unique features
relatively rapidly as they come into existence, then
change little for the rest of their dumtion as a
species.
d. most evolution occurs in sympatric populations.
e. speciation is usually due to a single mutation.
For &IFQlliz answers, see Appendix A.

-N·if.• Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. \xrhat is the biological basis for assigning all human populations to a single species? Can you think of a scenario by which a
second human species could originate in the future?
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ANO SOCIETY
9. In the Unite<! States. the rare red wolf (Canis lupus) has been
known to hybridize with coyotes (Canis latrans), which are
much more numerous. Although red wolves and coyotes differ
in terms of morphology, DNA. and behavior. genetic evidence
suggests that living red wolf individuals are actually hybrids.
Red wolves are designated as an endangered species and hence
receive legal protection under the Endangered Species Act.
Some people think that their endangered status should be
withdrawn because the remaining red wolves are hybrids. not
members of a "pure" species. Do you agree? \xrhy or why not?
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25.1 Conditions on early Earth made the origin of
life possible
25.2 The fossil record documents the history of life
25.3 Key events in life's history include the origins
of single-celled and multicelled organisms and
the colonization of land
25.4 The rise and fall of dominant groups reneet
continental drift, mass extinctions, and
adaptive radiations
25.5 Major changes in body form can result from
changes in the sequences and regulation of
developmental genes
25.6 Evolution is not goal oriented
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Lost Worlds

isitors to Antarctica today encounter one of Earth's
harshest, most barren environments. In this land of
extreme cold where there is almost no liquid water, life
is sparse and small-the largest fully terrestrial animal is a fly
5 mm long. But even as early antarctic explorers struggled to
survive, some of them made an astonishing discovery: fossil
evidence that life once thrived where it now barely exists. Fossils reveal that 500 million years ago, the ocean waters surrounding Antarctica were warm and teeming with tropical
invertebrates. Later, the continent was covered in forests for
hundreds of millions of years. At various times, a wide range
of animals stalked through these forests, including 3-metertall predatory "terror birds" and giant dinosaurs such as the
voracious Cryolophosaurus (Figure 25.1), a 7-meter-long relative of Tyrannosaurus rex.
Fossils discovered in other parts ofthe world tell a similar, ifnot
quite as surprising, story: Past organisms were very different from

V

... Figure 25.1 What does fossil evidence say about where
these dinosaurs lived?
those now alive. The sweeping
changes in life on Earth revealed by
fossils illustrate macroevolution,
the pattern of evolution over large
time scales. Specific examples of
macroevolutionary change include
the origin of key biochemical
processes such as photosynthesis,
the emergence ofthe first terrestrial
... CryolophosaUfUS skull
vertebrates, and the long-term impact of a mass extinction on the diversityoflife.
Taken together, such changes provide a grand view of the
evolutionary history of life on Earth. We'll examine that
history in this chapter, beginning with hypotheses regarding the origin of life. The origin of life is the most speculative topic of the entire unit, for no fossil evidence of that
seminal episode exists. We will then turn to the fossil
record and what it tells us about major events in the history
of life, paying particular attention to factors that have
helped to shape the rise and fall of different groups of organisms over time.

r~:~~~;i:n~5~~ early Earth made
the origin of life possible

The earliest evidence ofHfe on Earth comes from fossils of
microorganisms that are about 3.5 billion years old. But
when and how did the first living cells appear? Observations and experiments in chemistry, geology, and physics
have led scientists to propose one scenario that we'll examine here. They hypothesize that chemical and physical
processes on early Earth, aided by the emerging force of
507

natural selection, could have produced very simple cells
through a sequence of four main stages:
I. The abiotic (nonliving) synthesis of small organic molecules, such as amino acids and nucleotides
2, The joining of these sman molecules into macromolecules, including proteins and nucleic acids
3. The packaging of these molecules into "protobionts;'
droplets with membranes that maintained an internal
chemistry different from that of their surroundings
4. The origin of self~replicating molecules that eventually
made inheritance possible

Though speculative, this scenario leads to predictions that can
be tested in the laboratory. In this section, we will examine
some of the evidence for each stage.

Synthesis of Organic Compounds
on Early Earth
There is scientific evidence that Earth and the other planets of
the solar system formed about 4.6 billion years ago, condensing from a vast cloud of dust and rocks that surrounded the
young sun. For the first few hundred million years, life probably could not have originated or survived on Earth because
the planet was still being bombarded by huge chunks of rock
and ice left over from the formation of the solar system. TIle
collisions generated enough heat to vaporize the available water and prevent seas from forming. This phase likely ended
about 3.9 billion years ago.
As the bombardment of early Earth slowed, conditions on
the planet were extremely different from those of today. The
first atmosphere was probably thick with water vapor, along
with various compounds released by volcanic eruptions, including nitrogen and its oxides, carbon dioxide, methane, ammonia, hydrogen, and hydrogen sulfide. As Earth cooled, the
water vapor condensed into oceans, and much of the hydrogen quickly escaped into space.
In the 1920s, Russian chemist A. I. Oparin and British scientist J. B. S. Haldane independently hypothesized that Earth's
early atmosphere was a reducing (electron-adding) environment, in which organic compounds could have formed from
simple molecules. The energy for this organic synthesis could
have come from lightning and intense UV radiation. Haldane
suggested that the early oceans were a solution oforganic molecules, a "primitive soup" from which life arose.
In 1953, Stanley Miller and Harold Urey, of the University
of Chicago, tested theOparin-Haldane hypothesis by creating
laboratory conditions comparable to those that scientists at
the time thought existed on early Earth (see Figure 4.2). Their
apparatus yielded a variety of amino acids found in organisms
today, along with other organic compounds. Many laboratories have since repeated the experiment using different recipes
for the atmosphere. Some of these variations also produced
organic compounds.
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However, it is unclear whether the atmosphere of young
Earth contained enough methane and ammonia to be reducing.
Growing evidence suggests that the early atmosphere was made
up primarily of nitrogen and carbon dioxide and was neither re~
ducing nor oxidizing (electron removing). Some recent MiUerUrey-type experiments using such atmospheres have produced
organic molecules. In any case, it is likely that small "pockets~ of
the early atmosphere-perhaps near volcanic openings-were
reducing. Perhaps instead of forming in the atmosphere, the
first organic compounds formed near submerged volcanoes
and deep-sea vents, where hot water and minerals gush into the
ocean from Earth's interior (Figure 25.2). These regions are
also rich in inorganic sulfur and iron compounds, which are important in ATP synthesis by present~day organisms.
Miller~Urey-type experiments demonstrate that the abiotic
synthesis of organic molecules is possible. Support for this
idea also comes from analyses of the chemical composition of
meteorites. Among the meteorites that land on Earth are carbonaceous chondrites, rocks that are 1-2% carbon compounds by mass. Fragments of a fallen 4.5-bi11ion-year-old
chondrite found in Australia in 1969 contain more than 80
amino acids, some in large amounts. Remarkably, the proportions of these amino acids are similar to those produced in the
Miller-Urey experiment. The chondrite amino acids cannot

.... Figure 25.2 A window to early life? An instrument on the
research submarine Alvin samples the water around a hydrothermal vent
in the Sea of Cortes, More than 1,5 km below the surface, the vent
releases hydrogen sulfide and iron sulfide, which react and produce
pyrite (fool's gold) and hydrogen gas. Prokaryotes that live near the vent
use the hydrogen as an energy source Such environments are among
the most extreme in which life exists today, and some researchers favor
the hypothesis that life may have begun in similar regions of early Earth.

be contaminants from Earth because they consist of an equal
mix ofD and L isomers (see Chapter 4). Organisms make and
use only Lisomers, with a few rare exceptions.

Abiotic Synthesis of Macromolecules
The presence of small organic molecules, such as amino
acids, is not sufficient for the emergence ofHfe as we know it.
Every cell has a vast assortment of macromolecules, including enzymes and other proteins and the nucleic acids that are
essential for self-replication. Could such macromolecules
have formed on early Earth? By dripping solutions of amino
acids onto hot sand, clay, or rock, researchers have been able
to produce amino acid polymers. The polymers formed spontaneously, without the help of enzymes or ribosomes. But unlike proteins, these polymers are a complex mix ofHnked and
cross-linked amino acids. Nevertheless, it is possible that
such polymers may have acted as weak catalysts for a variety
of reactions on early Earth.

Protobionts

the mixture organize into a bilayer at the surface ofthe droplet,
much like the lipid bilayer of a plasma membrane. Liposomes
can ~reproduce!! (Figure 25.3a), and because their bilayer is selectively permeable, liposomes undergo osmotic swelling or
shrinking when placed in solutions of different solute concentrations. Some of these liposomes can perform simple metabolic reactions, another important step toward the origin of life
(Figure 25,3b),

Self-Replicating RNA and the Dawn
of Natural Selection
The first genetic material was most likely RNA, not DNA.
Thomas Cech, of the University of Colorado, and Sidney
Altman, of Yale University, found that RNA, which plays a
central role in protein synthesis, can also carry out a number
of enzyme-like catalytic functions. Cech called these RNA
catalysts ribozymcs. Some ribozymes can make complementary copies ofshort pieces of RNA, provided that they are supplied with nucleotide building blocks,
Natural selection on the molecular level has produced ribozymes capable of self-replication in the laboratory, How does
this occur? Unlike double-stranded DNA, which takes the
form of a uniform helix, single-stranded RNA molecules assume a variety ofspecific three-dimensional shapes mandated
by their nucleotide sequences. In a particular environment,
RNA molecules with certain base sequences are more stable
and replicate faster and with fewer errors than other se·
quences. The RNA molecule whose sequence is best suited to
the surrounding environment and has the greatest ability to
replicate itself will leave the most descendant molecules. Its
descendants will notbe a single RNA ~spedes" but instead will
be a family ofsequences that differ slightly because of copying

Two key properties of life are accurate replication and metabolism. Neither property can exist without the other. DNA
molecules carry genetic information, including the instructions needed to replicate themselves accurately. But the replication of DNA requires elaborate enzymatic machinery, along
with a copious supply of nucleotide building blocks that must
be provided by the cell's metabolism (see Chapter 16). While
Miller-Urey-type experiments have yielded some of the nitrogenous bases of DNA and RNA, they have not produced
anything like nucleotides. If building blocks of nucleic acids
were not part of the early organic soup, self-replicating molecules and a metabolism-like source of the building blocks
must have appeared together. How did
that happen?
20 11m
I
The necessary conditions may have
been met by protobionts, collections
of abiotically produced molecules surrounded by a membrane-like structure.
Protobionts may exhibit some properties of life, including simple reproduction and metabolism, as well as the
maintenanceofan internal chemical environment different from that of their
surroundings.
Laboratory experiments demonstrate
that protobionts could have formed
(a) Simple reproduction. This lipospontaneously from abiotically prosome is "giving birth' to smaller
duced organic compounds. For example,
liposomes (LM).
certain small membrane-bounded droplets called liposomes can form when lipids or other organic molecules are added
... Figure 25.3 Laboratory versions
to water. The hydrophobic molecules in
of liposome protobionts.

Glucose-phosphate

Phosphate

Maltose
(b) Simple metabolism. If enzymes-in this case,
phosphatase and amylase-are included in the
solution from which the droplets self-assemble,
some liposomes can carry out simple metabolic
readions and export the products
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errors. Occasionally, a copying error will result in a molecule
that folds into a shape that is e\'en more stable or more adept
at self-replication than the ancestral sequence. Similar selection events may have occurred on early Earth. Thus, the molecular biology of today may have been preceded by an ~RNA
world,~ in which small RNA molecules that carried genetic in·
formation ....'ere able to replicate and to store information
about the protobionts that carried them.
A protobiont with self-replicating, catalytic RNA would
differ from its many neighbors that did not carry RNA or
that carried RNA without such capabilities. If that protobiont could grow, split, and pass its RNA molecules to its
daughters, the daughters would have some of the properties
of their parent. Although the first such protobionts must
have carried only limited amounts of genetic information,
specifying only a few properties, their inherited characteristics could have been acted on by natural selection. The most
successful of the early protobionts would have increased in
number because they could exploit their resources effec,
tively and pass their abilities on to subsequent generations.
The emergence of such protobionts may seem unlikely, but
remember that there could have been trillions of protobionts
in bodies of water on early Earth. Even those with only a limited capacity for inheritance would have had a huge advantage over the rest.
Once RNA sequences that carried genetic information
appeared in protobionts, many further changes would have
been possible. For example, RNA could have provided the
template on which DNA nucleotides were assembled. Double-stranded DNA is a much more stable repository for genetic information than the more fragile single·stranded
RNA. DNA also can be replicated more accurately. Accurate
replication was a necessity as genomes grew larger through
gene duplication and other processes and as more proper·
ties of the protobionts became coded in genetic information. After DNA appeared, perhaps RNA molecules began
to take on their present-day roles as intermediates in the
translation of genetic programs, and the RNA world gave
way to a ~DNA world.~ The stage was now set for a blossoming of diverse life-forms-a change we see documented
in the fossil record.
CONCEPT

CHECk

25.1

I, \Vhat hypothesis did Miller and Urey test in their famous experiment?
2. How would the appearance of protobionts ha\'e represented a key step in the origin of life?
3. • i,il(fillii If scientists built a protobiont with selfreplicating RNA and metabolism under conditions
similar to those on early Earth, would this prove that
life began as in the experiment? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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Starting with the earliest traces of life, the fossil record opens
a window into the world of long ago and provides glimpses of
the evolution onife over billions ofyears. In this section, well
explore what the fossil record reveals about the major changes
in the history of life-what those changes have been and how
they may have occurred.

The Fossil Record
Recall from Chapter 22 that sedimentary rocks are the richest
source of fossils. As a result, the fossil record is based primarily on the sequence in which fossils have accumulated in sedimentary rock layers called strata (see Figure 22.3). Useful
information is also provided by other types of fossils, such as
insects preserved in amber (fossilized tree sap) and mammals
frozen in ice.
The fossil record shows that there have been great changes
in the kinds of organisms that dominated life on Earth at different points in time (Figure 25.4). Many past organisms
were unlike today's organisms, and many organisms that once
were common are now extinct. As well see later, fossils also
document how new groups of organisms arose from previously existing ones.
As substantial and significant as the fossil record is, keep in
mind that it is an incomplete chronicle ofe\'olutionarychange.
Many of Earth's organisms probably did not die in the right
place at the right time to be preserved as fossils. Of those fossils that were formed, many were destroyed by later geologic
processes, and only a fraction of the others have been discovered. As a result, the known fossil record is biased in favor of
species that existed for a long time, were abundant and widespread in certain kinds of environments, and had hard shel1s,
skeletons, or other parts that facilitated their fossilization.
Even with its limitations, ho.....ever, the fossil record is a remarkably detailed account of biological change over the vast
scale of geologic time. Furthermore, as shown by the recently
unearthed fossils of whale ancestors with hind limbs (see
Figure 22.16), gaps in the fossil record continue to be filled by
new discoveries.

How Rocks and Fossils Are Dated
Fossils are valuable data for reconstructing the history ofJife,
but only if we can determine .....here they fit in that unfolding
story. \Vhile the order of fossils in rock strata tells us the sequence in which the fossils were laid down-their relative
ages-it does not tell us their actual (absolute) ages. Examining the relative positions of fossils in strata is like peeling off
layers of wallpaper in an old house. You can determine the

... Figure 25.4 Documenting the history of life. These fossils
illustrate representative organisms from different points in time.

Present

... Rhomaleosaurus vietor, a plesiosaur. These large
marine reptiles were important predators from
200 million to 65.5 million years ago.

... Dimetrodon, the largest known carnivore of its day, was more closely
related to mammals than to reptiles. The spectacular "sail" on its back
probably functioned in temperature regulation

... Coccosteus cuspidalUs. a placoderm fish that had a bony
shield covering its head and front end.

... Casts of
ammoOlles, a
group of
molluscs that
lived from 400
million to 65
million years
ago and ranged
in size from a
fewcmto2m.

'" ... Hallucigenia, a
::;;
member of a
morphologically
~
diverse group of
animals found in
the Burgess Shale
fossil bed in the
Canadian Rockies.
.... Did:insonia
costara, a
member of the
Ediacaran biota.
an extinct group
of soft-bodied
organisms.

... Some prokaryotes
bind thin films of
sediments
together, producing layered rocks
called stromatolites, such as these
in Shark Bay. Australia.

g ... A unicellular
\D

&
8__

... A section through a
fossilized stromatolite.

eukaryote. the
alga Tappania,
from northern
Australia.
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sequence in which the layers were applied, but not the year
each layer was added.
How can we determine the absolute age of a fossil? (Note
that "absolute" dating does not mean errorless dating, but
only that an age is given in years rather than relative terms
such as before and after.) One of the most common techniques is radiometric dating, which is based on the decay of
radioactive isotopes (see Chapter 2). A radioactive "parent"
isotope decays to a "daughter" isotope at a constant rate. The
rate of decay is expressed by the half-life, the time required
for 50% of the parent isotope to decay (Figure 25.5). Each variety of radioactive isotope has a characteristic half-life,
which is not affected by temperature, pressure, or other such
environmental variables. For example, carbon-14 decays relatively quickly; it has a half-life of 5,730 years. Uranium-238
decays slowly; its half-life is 4.5 billion years.
Fossils contain isotopes of elements that accumulated in
the organisms when they were alive. For example, the carbon
in a living organism includes the most common carbon isotope, carbon-12, as well as a radioactive isotope, carbon-l4.
\'(fhen the organism dies, it stops accumulating carbon, and
the amount of carbon-12 in its tissues does not change over
time. However, the carbon-14 that it contains at the time of
death slowly decays and becomes another element, nitrogen14. Thus, by measuring the ratio of carbon-14 to carbon-12 in
a fossil, we can determine the fossil's age. This method works
for fossils up to about 75,000 years old; fossils older than that
contain too little carbon-14 to be detected with current techniques. Radioactive isotopes with longer half-lives are used to
date older fossils.
Determining the age of old fossils in sedimentary rocks can
be challenging. One reason is that organisms do not use ra-
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.. Figure 25.5 Radiometric dating. In this diagram, each
division of the clock face represents a half-life.
••I;t-WIII Relabel the x-axis (time) of this graph to illustrate the
radioactive decay of uranium·238 (half·life = 4.5 billion years).
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dioisotopes that have long half-lives, such as uranium-238, to
build their bones or shells. Moreover, the sedimentary rocks
themselves tend to be composed of sediments of differing
ages. Hence, we usually cannot date old fossils directly. However, geologists can apply an indirect method to infer the absolute age of fossils that are sandwiched between two layers of
volcanic rocks. For example, researchers might measure the
amount in each rock layer of the radioactive isotope potassium-40, which has a half-life of 1.3 billion years. If the two
surrounding rock layers were determined to be 525 million
and 535 million years old, the fossils likely represent organisms that lived about 530 million years ago.
The magnetism of rocks can also provide dating information. During the formation of volcanic and sedimentary rocks,
iron particles in the rock align themselves with Earth's magnetic field. When the rock hardens, the particles' orientation is
frozen in time. Measurements of the magnetism of various
rock layers indicate that Earth's north and south magnetic
poles have reversed repeatedly in the past. Because these magnetic reversals affect the entire planet at once, reversals in one
location can be matched with corresponding patterns elsewhere. This approach allows rocks to be dated when other
methods are not available. It also can be used to corroborate
ages estimated in other ways.
Now that we've seen how fossils can be dated, let's turn to
an example of what we can learn from them.

The Origin of New Groups of Organisms
Some fossils provide a detailed look at the origin of new
groups of organisms. Such fossils are central to our understanding of evolution; they illustrate how new features of organisms arise and how long it takes for such changes to occur.
We'll examine one such case here, the origin of mammals.
Along with amphibians and reptiles, mammals belong to the
group of animals called tetrapods (from the Greek tetra, four,
and pod, foot), named for having four limbs. Mammals have a
number of unique anatomical features that fossilize readily, allowing scientists to trace their origin. Forexample, the lower jaw
is composed of one bone (the dentary) in mammals but several
bones in other tetrapods. In addition, the lower and upper jaws
hinge betv.'een a different set ofbones in mammals than in other
tetrapods. As well explore in Chapter 34, mammals also have a
unique set of three bones that transmit sound in the middle ear
(the hammer, anvil, and stirrup), whereas other tetrapods have
only one such bone (the stirrup). Finally, the teeth of mammals
are differentiated into incisors (for tearing), canines (for piercing), and the multi-pointed premolars and molars (for grinding).
In contrast, the teeth of other tetrapods lISuaily consist of a row
of undifferentiated, single-pointed teeth.
As detailed in Figure 25.6, the fossil record shows that the
unique features of mammalian jaws and teeth evolved as a series ofgradual modifications. As you study Figure 25.6, bear in

~

Figure 25.6

••

• The Origin of Mammals

Over the course of 120 million years, mammals originated gradually
from a group of tetrapods called synapsids. Shown here are a few of
the many fossil organisms whose morphological features represent
intermediate steps between living mammals and their synapsid
ancestors. The evolutionary context of the origin of mammals is
shown in the tree diagram at right.
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Synapsids had multiple bones in the lower jaw and single-pointed teeth.
The jaw hinge was formed by the articular and quadrate bones. Synapsids
also had an opening called the temporal fenestra behind the eye socket.
Powerful cheek muscles for dosing the jaws probably passed through the
temporal fenestra. Over time, this opening enlarged and moved in front
of the hinge between the lower and upper jaws, thereby increasing the
power and precision with which the jaws could be closed (much as
moving a doorknob away from the hinge makes a door easier to close).

Later, a group of synapsids called therapsids appeared. Therapsids had
large dentary bones, long faces, and the first signs of specialized teeth,
large canines.

In early cynodont therapsids. the dentary was the largest bone in the
lower jaw, the temporal fenestra was large and positioned forward of the
jaw hinge, and teeth with several cusps first appeared (not visible in the
diagram). As in earlier synapsids, the jaw had an articular-quadrate hinge.

Later cynodonts had teeth with complex cusp patterns and their lower
and upper jaws hinged in two locations: They retained the original
articular-quadrate hinge and formed a new, second hinge between the
dentary and squamosal bones.

Very late cynodont (195 mya)
In the common ancestor of this very late cynodont and mammals, the
original articular-quadrate hinge was lost, leaving the dentarysquamosal hinge as the only hinge between the lower and upper jaws (as
in1iving mammals). The articular and quadrate bones migrated into the
ear region (not shown), where they functioned in transmitting sound. In
the mammal lineage, these two bones later evolved into the familiar
hammer and anvil (see Figure 34.31).
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mind that it includes just a few examples of the fossil skulls
that document the origin of mammals. If all the known fossils in the sequence were arranged by shape and placed side
by side, their features would blend smoothly from one group
to the next, reflecting how the features of a new group, the
mammals, gradually arose in a previously existing group, the
cynodonts.
CONCEPT

CHECI(
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Humans
Colonization
ofland---',-- ...
Origin of solar
system and
Earth

25.2

1. Your measurements indicate that a fossilized skull you

unearthed has a carbon-14/carbon-12 ratio about){6
that of the skulls of present-day animals. What is the
approximate age of the fossilized skull?
2. Describe an example from the fossil record that
shows how life has changed over time.
3. _IW.oI,. Suppose researchers discover a fossil of
an organism that lived 300 million years ago, but had
mammalian teeth and a mammalian jaw hinge. What
inferences might you draw from this fossil about the
origin of mammals and the evolution of novel skeletal
structures? Explain.

MUlticellular!
eukaryotes

For suggested answers. see Appendix A
Prokaryotes

Single-<elled
eukaryotes

r~;;t::e:t~~~~ifels

history
include the origins of singlecelled and multicelled organisms
and the colonization of land

The study of fossils has helped geologists to establish a
geologic record ofEarth's history, which is divided into three
eons (Table 25.1, on the facing page). The first two eons-the
Archaean and the Proterozoic-together lasted approximately 4 billion years. The Phanerozoic eon, roughly the last
half billion years, encompasses most of the time that animals
have existed on Earth. It is divided into three eras: the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic. Each era represents a distinct
age in the history of Earth and its life. For example, the Mesozoic era is sometimes called the ~age of reptiles~ because of its
abundance of reptilian fossils, including those of dinosaurs.
The boundaries between the eras correspond to major ex·
tinction events seen in the fossil record, when many forms of
life disappeared and were replaced by forms that evolved from
the survivors.
As we've seen, the fossil record provides a sweepingoverview
of the history of life over geologic time. Here we will focus on a
few major events in that history, returning to study the details in
Unit Five. figure 25.7 uses the analogy ofa clock to place these
events in the context ofthe geologic record. Thisclock will reap514
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Atmospheric
oxygen
... figure 25.7 Clock analogy for some key events in
Earth's history. The clock ticks down from the origin of Earth
46 billion years ago to the present.

pear at various points in this section as a quick visual reminder
of when the events we are discussing took place.

The First Single-Celled Organisms
The earliest evidence of life, dating
from 3.5 billion years ago, comes
from fossilized stromatolites (see
Figure 25.4). Stromatolites are layered rocks that form when certain
prokaryotes bind thin films of sediment together. Present-day stromatolites are found in a few warm,
shallow, salty bays. If microbial
communities complex enough to form stromatolites existed
3.5 billion years ago, it is a reasonable hypothesis that singlecelled organisms originated much earlier, perhaps as early as
3.9 billion years ago.
Early prokaryotes were Earth's sole inhabitants from at least
3.5 billion years ago to about 2.1 billion years ago. As we will
see, these prokaryotes transformed life on our planet.

Table 25.1

Relative
Duration
of Eons

The Geologic Record

,..

Ag.
Period

Epoch

Some Important
Events in the
History of Life

(Millions of
Years Ago)

Holocene

Historical time
0,01
lee ages; humans appear

Pleistocent

Phanerozoic

Neogene

1.8

Pliocene

5.3

Origin of genus Homo
Continutd radiation of mammals and
angiosperms; apelike ancestors of humans appear

Miocent
23

Cenozoic

Origim of many primate groups,
including apes

Oligocene
33.9
Paleogent

Angiosperm dominance increases; continued
radiation of most present-day mammalian orders

Eocene

'\ _I
-¥

55.8
Major radiation of mammals, birds,
and pollinating insects

Paleocene
65.5
Proterozoic

become extinct at end of period
145.5

Mesozoic

4'
..

Flowering plants (angiospffms) appear and diversify;
many groups oforganisms, including most dinosaurs,

Cretaceous

Gymnosperms continue as dominant
plants; dinosaurs abundant and diverse

Jurassic
199.6

Triassic
251

Cone-btaring plants (gymnosperms)
dominate landscape; dinosaurs evolve
and radiate; origin of mammals

\..

jI

Radiation of reptiles; origin of most
present-day groups of insects; extinction of
many marine and terrestrial organisms
at end of period

Permian
299

Exknsiw forests of vascular
plants form; first seed plants appear;
origin of reptiles; amphibians dominant

Carboniferous
359.1
Paleozoic

Diversification of bony
fishes; first tetrapods
and insects appear

Dt\'onian
416

Silurian

Di\'ersification ofearly vascular plants
443.7
Marine algae abundant; coloni,ation of
land by diverse fungi, plants, and animals

Ordovician
488.3
Archaean

Sudden increa.se in diversity of many ~ ~
animal phyla (Cambrian txplosion) ~ / •

Cambrian
542

lJil'erse algae and soft-bodied r1l"\
invertebrate animals appear ~I::Y

Ediacaran
635
2,100

Oldest fossils of eukaryotic cells
appear

t::\
VJ

2,500

2,700

Concentration of atmospheric oxygen begins to increase

3,500

Oldest fossils of cells (prokaryotes) appear

3,800

Oldest known rocks on Earth's surface

Approx,4,6OO

Origin of Earth
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Photosynthesis and the Oxygen Revolution
Most atmospheric oxygen gas (OJ is
ofbiological origin, produced during
the water-splitting step of photosyn·
thesis. When oxygenic photosynthesis first evolved, the free 0:2 it
produced probably dissolved in the
surrounding "''ater until it reached a
high enough concentration to react
with dissolved iron. This would have
caused the iron to precipitate as iron oxide, which accumulated
as sediments. These sediments were compressed into banded
iron formations, red layers ofrock containing iron oxide that are
a source of iron ore today (Figure 25.8). Once all of the dissolved iron had precipitated, additional 0:2 dissolved in the water until the seas and lakes became saturated with 02- After this
occurred, the O 2 finally began to·gas out" of the water and enter the atmosphere. This change left its mark in the rusting of
iron-rich terrestrial rocks, a process that began about 2.7 billion
years ago. This chronology implies that bacteria similar to today's cyanobacteria (oxygen·releasing. photosynthetic bacteria)
originated wel.l before 2.7 billion years ago.
The amount of atmospheric 0:2 increased gradually from
about 2.7 to 2.2 billion years ago, but then shot up relatively rapidly to more than 1001) of its present level nus ·oxygen revolution· had an enormous impact on life. In certain ofits chemical
forms, oxygen attacks chemical bonds and can inhibit enzymes
and damage cells. As a result the rising concentration of atmospheriC 0:2 probably doomed many prokaryotic groups. Some
species survived in habitats that remained anaerobic, where we
find their descendants living today (see Chapter 27). Among
other survi'1lrs, diverse adaptations to the changing atmosphere
evolved, including cellular respiration, which uses O2 in the
process of harvesting the energy stored in organic molecules.

... Figure 25.8 Banded iron formations: evidence of
oxygenic photosynthesis. The reddish streaks In thiS sedimentary
rock are bands of Iron ollde.
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As mentioned previously, the early, gradual rise in atmospheric O 2 levels was probably brought about by ancient
cyanobacteria. A few hundred million years later, the rise in
O2 accelerated. \Vhat caused this acceleration? One hypothesis is that this rise followed the evolution of eukaryotic cells
containing chloroplasts, as we will discuss in the next section.

The First fukaryotes
The oldest widely accepted fossils
of eukaryotic organisms are about
2.1 billion years old. Recall thal
eukaryotic cells have more complex
organization than prokaryotic cells:
Eukaryotic cells have a nuclear en~
velope, mitochondria, endoplasmic
reticulum, and other internal structures that prokaryoles lack. Also,
unlike prokaryotic cells, eukaryotic cells have a cytoskeleton,
a feature that enables eukaryotic cells to change their shape
and thereby surround and engulf other cells.
How did these eukaryotic features evolve from prokaryotic cells? A range of evidence supports a model called
endosymbiosis, which posits that mitochondria and plaslids (a general term for chloroplasts and related organelles)
were formerly small prokaryotes that began living within
larger cells. The term elldosymbiollt refers to a cell that lives
within another cell, called the host cell. The prokaryotic ancestors of mitochondria and plastids probably gained entry
to the host cell as undigested prey or internal parasites.
Though such a process may seem unlikely, scientists have directly observed cases in which endosymbionts that began as
prey or parasites came to have a mutually beneficial rela·
tionship with the host in as little as five years.
By whatever means the relationships began, ....'C can hypothesize howthe symbiosis could have become muruallybeneficial. A
heterotrophic host could use nutrients released from photosynthetic endosymbionts. And in a work! that was becoming increasingly aerobic, a host that was itsdfan anaerobe would ha,'C
benefited from endosymbionts that turned the oxygen to advantage. Over time, the host and endosymbionts would have become
a single organism, its parts inseparable. Although all eukaryotes
have mitochondria or remnants of these organelles, they do not
all have plastids. Thus, the model of serial cndosymbiosis supposes that mitochondria evolved before plastids through a
sequence ofendosymbioticevents (FIgUre 25.9).
Agreat deal of evidence supports the endosymbiotic origin
of mitochondria and plastids. The inner membranes of both
organelles have enzymes and transport systems that are homologous to those found in the plasma membranes of living
prokaryotes. Mitochondria and plastids replicate by a splitting
process that is similar to that of certain prokaryotes. In addition, each of these organelles contains a single, circular DNA

/Cytoplasm

molecule that, like the chromosomes of bacteria, is not associated with histones or large amounts of other proteins. As
might be expected of organelles descended from free-living
organisms, mitochondria and plastids also have the cellular
machinery (including ribosomes) needed to transcribe and
translate their DNA into proteins. Finally, in terms ofsize, nucleotide sequence, and sensitivity to certain antibiotics, the ribosomes of mitochondria and plastids are more similar to
prokaryotic ribosomes than they are to the cytoplasmic ribosomes of eukaryotic cells.

/ .....-DNA
Plasma ___
membrane ___
Ancestral

prokaryote

"'"

Infolding of ~~.fft'C"
plasma membrane

The Origin of Multicellularity

Engulfing

of aerobic
heterotrophic
prokaryote
Cell with nudeus
and endomem-

brane system

An orchestra can playa greater variety of musical compositions than a violin soloist can; the increased complexity of the
orchestra makes more variations possible. Likewise, the appearance of structurally complex eukaryotic cells sparked the
evolution ofgreater morphological diversity than was possible
for the simpler prokaryotic cells. After the first eukaryotes appeared, a great range of unicellular forms evolved, giving rise
to the diversity of single-celled eukaryotes that continue to
flourish today. Another wave of diversification also occurred:
Some single-celled eukaryotes gave rise to multicellular forms,
whose descendants include a variety of algae, plants, fungi,
and animals.

The Earliest Multicellular Eukaryotes

Engulfing of
photosynthetic
prokaryote by

some cells

Plastid

Ancestral photosynthetic

eukaryote

... Figure 25.9 A model of the origin of eukaryotes through
serial endosymbiosis. The proposed ancestors of mitochondria
were aerobic, heterotrophic prokaryotes (meaning they used oxygen to
metabolize organIC molecules obtained from other organisms). The
proposed ancestors of plastid, were photosynthetIC prokaryotes. Note
that the arrows represent change over evolutionary time.

Based on comparisons of DNA sequences, researchers have suggested that the common ancestor
of multicellular eukaryotes lived
1.5 billion years ago. This result is
in rough agreement with the fossil
record; the oldest known fossils of
multicellular eukaryotes are of relatively small algae that lived about
1.2 billion years ago. Larger and more diverse multicellular eukaryotes do not appear in the fossil record until about 565 million years ago (see Figure 25.4). These fossils, referred to as the
Ediacaran biota, were of soft-bodied organisms-some over
1 m long-that lived from 565 to 535 million years ago.
\Vhy were multicellular eukaryotes limited in size and diversity until the late Proterozoic? Geologic evidence indicates
that a series ofsevere ice ages occurred from 750 to 580 million
years ago. At various times during this period, glaciers covered
all of the planet's landmasses, and the seas were largely iced
over. The usnowball Earth" hypothesis suggests that most life
would have been confined to areas near deep-sea vents and hot
springs or to equatorial regions of the ocean that lacked ice
cover. The fossil record of the first major diversification ofmulticellular eukaryotes (beginning about 565 million years ago)
corresponds roughly to the time when snowball Earth thawed.
As that diversification came to a close about 30 million years
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later, the stage was set for another, even more spectacular burst
of evolutionary change.

The Cambrian Explosion
Many phyla of living animals appear
suddenly in fossils formed early in the
Amm<tls
Cambrian period (535-525 million
years ago), a phenomenon referred to
as the Cambrian explosion. Fossils
of at least three living animal phylaCnidaria (sea anemones and their
relatives), Porifera (sponges), and
Mollusca {molluscs)-appear in even
older rocks dating from the late Proterozoic (Figure 25.10).
Prior to the Cambrian explosion, all large animals were
soft-bodied. The fossils oflarge pre-Cambrian animals reveal
little evidence of predation. Instead, these animals appear to
have been herbivores (feeding on algae), filter feeders, or scavengers, not hunters. The Cambrian explosion changed all of
that. In a relatively short period of time (10 million years),
predators over 1 m in length emerged that had claws and other
features for capturing prey; simultaneously, new defensive
adaptations, such as sharp spines and heavy body armor, ap·
peared in their prey (see Figure 25.4). The safe, stow-moving

500

Early
Paleozoic

(a) Two-cell

stage

I

150l1 m

I

.. Figure 25.11 Proterozoic fossils that may be animal
embryos (SEM).
world that characterized larger forms of life before the Cambrian explosion was gone forever.
Although the Cambrian explosion had an enormous impact
on life on Earth, it is possible that many animal phyla originated
long before that time. Some DNA analyses suggest that most
animal phyla originated and began to diverge from one another
as early as 700 miUion to 1 billion years ago. Even if these esti·
mates are not correct, recent fossil discoveries in China suggest
that animals similar to members of living animal phyla were
present tens of millions ofyears before the Cambrian explosion.
The discoveries include 575-million-year-old fossils of beautifully preserved specimens interpreted by some scientists as animal embryos and by others as members of extinct groups
closely related to animals (Figure 25.11). Overall, as noted by
Cambridge University paleontologist Simon Conway Morris,
"the Cambrian explosion had a long fuse" -at least 40 million
years long, based on the Chinese fossils. The fuse may have been
hundreds of millions of years long if some animal phyla originated as far back as some DNA-based estimates suggest.

'"
(Cambrian

The Colonization of land

period)

ColonizatIOn of land

542

."

Proterozoic

'00

.. Figure 25.10 Appearance of selected animal phyla. The
yellow bars Indicate earliest appearances of these phyla in the fossil
record. although they could have originated earlier.
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(b) Later stage

Thecolonization ofland was another
milestone in the history ofHfe. There
is fossil evidence that cyanobacteria
and other photosynthetic prokaryotes coated damp terrestrial surfaces
well over a billion years ago. However, larger forms of life, such as
fungi, plants, and animals, did not
begin to colonize land until about
500 million years ago. This gradual
evolutionary venture out of aquatic environments was associated with adaptations that made it possible to reproduce on land
and that helped prevent dehydration. For example, many land
plants today have a vascular system for transporting materials
internally and a waterproof cooting of wax on their leaves that
stows the loss ofwater to the air. Early signs of these adaptations
were present 420 million years ago, at which time there were

r;~:tr~::a~:':11 of dominant

small plants (about 10 cm high) that had a vascular system but
lacked true roots or leaves. About 50 million years later, plants
had diversified greatly and included reeds and treelike plants
with true roots and leaves.
Plants colonized land in the company of fungi. Even today,
the roots of most plants are associated with fungi that aid in the
absorption ofwater and minerals from the soil (see Chapter 31).
These root fungi, in turn, obtain their organic nutrients from
the plants. Such mutually beneficial associations of plants and
fungi are evident in some of the oldest fossilized roots, dating
this relationship back to the early spread ofHfe onto land.
Although many animal groups are now represented in terrestrial environments, the most widespread and diverse land
animals are arthropods (particularly insects and spiders) and
tetrapods. The earliest tetrapods found in the fossil record
lived about 365 million years ago and appear to have evolved
from a group of lobe· finned fishes (see Chapter 34).
Tetrapods include humans, although we are late arrivals on
the scene. The human lineage diverged from other primates
around 6-7 million years ago, and our species originated
only about 195,000 years ago. If the clock of Earth's history
were rescaled to represent an hour, humans appeared less
than 0.2 second ago.
CONCEPT

CHECK

groups reflect continental
drift, mass extinctions,
and adaptive radiations

From its beginnings, life on Earth has seen the rise and fall of
groups of organisms. Anaerobic prokaryotes originated, flourished, and then declined as the oxygen content of the atmosphere rose. Billions of years later, the first tetrapods emerged
from the sea, giving rise to amphibians that went on to dominate
life on land for 100 million years-until other tetrapods (includ·
ing dinosaurs and later, mammals) replaced them as the domi·
nant terrestrial vertebrates. These and other major changes in
life on Earth have been influenced by large-scale processes such
as continental drift, mass extinctions, and adaptive radiations.

Continental Drift
If photographs of Earth were taken from space every 10,000
years and spliced together to make a movie, it would show
something many of us find hard to imagine: The seemingly
"rock solid" continents we live on move over time. Since the
origin of multicellular eukaryotes roughly 1.5 billion years
ago, there have been three occasions (1.1 billion, 600 million,
and 250 million years ago) in which all of the landmasses of
Earth came together to form a supercontinent, then later
broke apart. Each time they yielded a different configuration
of continents. Looking into the future, geologists estimate
that the continents will come together again and form a new
supercontinent roughly 250 million years from now.
The continents are part of great plates of Earth's crust that
essentially float on the hot, underlying portion of the mantle
(Figure 25.12a). These plates move over time in a process

15.3

1. The first appearance of free oxygen in the atmosphere
likely triggered a massive wave of extinctions among
the prokaryotes of the time. Why?
2. What evidence supports the hypothesis that mitochondria preceded plastids in the evolution of eukaryotic cells?
3. -',1Mil l" What would a fossil record of life today
look like?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

... Figure 25.12 Earth and
its continental plates.
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called continental drift. Geologists can measure the rate at
which the continental plates are moving today-usually only a
few centimeters per year. They can also infer the past locations
of the continents using the magnetic signal recorded in rocks
at the time of their formation. This method works because as a
continent shifts its position over time, the direction of magnetic north recorded in its newly formed rocks also changes.
Earth's major continental plates are shown in Figure 25.12b.
Many important geologic processes, including the formation
of mountains and islands, occur at plate boundaries. In some
cases, two plates are moving away from one another, as are the
North American and Eurasian plates, which are currently drifting apart at a rate of about 2 cm per year. In other cases, two
plates are sliding past one another, forming regions where
earthquakes are common. California's infamous San Andreas
Fault is part of a border where two plates slide past each other.
In still other cases, two plates are colliding. Typically, oceanic
plates (those found on the bottom ofthe ocean) are more dense
than terrestrial plates. As a result, when an oceanic plate collides with a terrestrial plate, the oceanic plate usually sinks below the terrestrial plate. \'(fhen tv.'o oceanic plates or two
terrestrial plates collide with one another, violent upheavals occur and mountains form along the plate boundaries. One spectacular example of this occurred 55 million years ago, when the
Indian plate crashed into the Eurasian plate, starting the formation of the Himalayan mountains.

Consequences of Continental Drift
Plate movements rearrange geography slowly, but their cu~
mulative effects are dramatic. In addition to reshaping the
physical features ofour planet, continental drift also has a major impact on life on Earth.
One reason for its great impact on life is that continental
drift alters the habitats in which organisms live. Consider the
changes shown in Figure 25.13. About 250 million years ago,
plate movements brought all the previously separated landmasses together into a supercontinent named Pangaea,
meaning "all land:' Ocean basins became deeper, which lowered sea level and drained shallow coastal seas. At that time, as
now, most marine species inhabited shallow waters, and the
formation of Pangaea destroyed a considerable amount ofthat
habitat. The interior of the vast continent was cold and dry,
probably an even more severe environment than that of central Asia today. Overall, the formation of Pangaea had a
tremendous impact on the physical environment and climate,
which drove some species to extinction and provided new opportunities for groups of organisms that survived the crisis.
Another effect of continental drift is the climate change
that results when a continent shifts northward or southward.
The southern tip of Labrador, Canada, for example, once was
located near the equator but has moved 40° to the north over
the last 200 million years. To appreciate the impact of such a
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By about 10 million years
ago, Earth's youngest
major mountain range,
the Himalayas. had formed
PresentT--f---':<~,.-"'T.f:--'-'i£:..--I as a result of India'S
collision wilh Eurasia
about 55 million years ago,
The continents continue
10 drilt today.
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... Figure 25,13 The history of continental drift during the
Phanerozoic eon.

shift, compare the climate of Wilmington, Delaware (about
40° north latitude), to that of Belem, Brazil {located near the
equator). In the winter, temperatures in Wilmington have
fallen as low as - 26·C (-15·Fj, while temperatures in Belem
have never dropped below IS o C (64'F). When faced with such
changes in climate, organisms adapt, move to a new location,
or become extinct (this last outcome occurred for most organisms stranded on Antarctica, such as Cry%phosaurus, de~
picted in Figure 25.1). The shifting positions of the continents
are also thought to have rerouted the world's ocean currents,
causing the global climate to be<:ome colder and contributing
to the formation ofpolar ice caps over the past 15 million years.
Continental drift also promotes allopatric speciation on a
grand scale, When supercontinents break apart, regions that
once were connected become geographically isolated. As the
continents drifted apart over the last 200 million years, each
became a separate evolutionary arena, with lineages of plants
and animals that diverged from those on other continents (see
Figure 24.6 for one example).

Finally, continental drift can help explain puzzles about the
geographic distribution of extinct organisms, such as why fossils ofthe same species ofPermian freshwater reptiles have been
discovered in both Brazil and the West African nation ofGhana.
These two parts of the world, now separated by 3,0CX> km of
ocean, were joined together when these reptiles were living.
Continental drift also explains much about the current distributions of organisms, such as why Australian fauna and flora
contrast so sharply with those ofthe rest of the world. Marsupial mammals fill ecological roles in Australia analogous to
those filled by eutherians (placental mammals) on other continents (see Figure 22.20). Marsupials probably originated in
what is now Asia and North America and reached Australia
via South America and Antarctica while the continents were
still joined. The subsequent breakup of the southern continents set Australia ~afloat" like a great ark of marsupials. In
Australia, marsupials diversified, and the few early eutherians
that lived there be<ame extinct; on other continents, most
marsupials became extinct, and the eutheriallS diversified.

Although extinction occurs on a regular basis, at certain
times disruptive global environmental changes have caused
the rate of extinction to increase dramatically. When this oc·
curs, a mass extinction results, in which large numbers of
species become extinct throughout Earth.

The "Big Five" Mass Extinction Events
Five mass extinctions are documented in the fossil record over
the past 500 million years (Figure 25.14). These events are particularly well documented for the decimation of hard-bodied
animals that lived in shallow seas, the organisms for which the
fossil record is most complete. in each mass extinction, 50%
or more of Earth's marine species became extinct.
Two mass extinctions-the Permian and the Cretaceoushave received the most attention. The Permian mass extinction, which defines the boundary between the Paleozoic and
Mesozoic eras (251 million years ago), claimed about 96% of
marine animal species and drastically altered life in the ocean.
Terrestrial life was also affected. For example, 8 out of 27
known orders of insects were wiped out. This mass extinction
occurred in less than 5 million years, possibly in a few thousands of years-an instant in the context of geologic time.
The Permian mass extinction occurred at the time of enormous volcanic eruptions in what is now Siberia. This period
was the most extreme episode of volcanism to have occurred
during the past halfbiUion years. Geologic data indicate that
2
an area of 1.6 million km (roughly half the size ofwestern Europe) was covered with a layer of lava hundreds to thousands
of meters thick. Besides spewing enormous amounts of lava
and ash, the eruptions may have produced enough carbon

Mass Extinctions
The fossil record shows that the overwhelming majority of
species that ever lived are now extinct. A species may become
extinct for many reasons. Its habitat may have been destroyed,
or its environment may have changed in a manner unfavorable to the species. For example, if ocean temperatures fall by
even a few degrees, species that are otherwise well adapted
may perish. Even if physical factors in the environment remain stable, biological factors may change-the origin of one
species can spell doom for another.
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.. Figure 25.14 Mass extinction and
the diversity of life. The li~e generally
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recognized mass extinction e~ents, indicated
by red arrows, represent peaks in the
extinction rate of marine ammal families (red
line and left ~ertical axis), These mass
extinctions interrupted the o~erall increase in
the number of marine animal families o~er
time (blue line and right ~ertical axis).
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dioxide to warm the global climate by an estimated 6"C. Reduced temperature differences between the equator and the
poles would have slowed the mixing of ocean water, which in
turn would have reduced the amount of oxygen available to
marine organisms. This oxygen deficit may have been a major
cause of the Permian extinction of marine life.
The Cretaceous mass extinction occurred about 65.5 million years ago and marks the boundary between the Mesozoic
and Cenozoic eras. This event extinguished more than half of
all marine species and eliminated many families of terrestrial
plants and animals, including most of the dinosaurs. One clue
to a possible cause of the Cretaceous mass extinction is a thin
layer ofclay enriched in iridium that separates sediments from
the Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras. Iridium is an element that is
very rare on Earth but common in many ofthe meteorites and
other extraterrestrial objects that occasionally fall to Earth.
Walter Alvarez and the late Luis Alvarez, of the University of
California, Berkeley, and their colleagues proposed that this
clay is fallout from a huge cloud ofdebris that billowed into the
atmosphere when an asteroid or large comet collided with
Earth. This cloud would have blocked sunlight and severely
disturbed the global climate for several months.
Is there evidence of such an asteroid or comet? Research
has focused on the Chicxulub crater, a 65-million-year-old
scar beneath sediments off the Yucatan coast of Mexico
(Figure 25.15). About 180 km in diameter, the crater is the
right size to have been caused by an object with a diameter of
10 km. Critical evaluation of this and other hypotheses for
mass extinctions continues.

Is a Sixth Mass Extinction Under Way?
As we will explore in Chapter 56, human actions, such as habitat destruction, are modifying the global environment to such
an extent that many species are threatened with extinction.
More than a thousand species have become extinct in the last
400 years. Scientists estimate that this rate is 100 to 1,000
times the typical background rate seen in the fossil record. Is
a sixth mass extinction now in progress?
This question is difficult to answer, in part be<ause it is hard
to document the total number of extinctions occurring today.
Tropical rain forests, for example, harbor many undiscovered
species. As a result, destroying tropical forest may drive species
to extinction before we even learn of their existence. Such uncertainties make it hard to assess the full extent of the current
extinction crisis. Even so, it is clear that losses to date have not
reached those of the "big five" mass extinctions, in which large
percentages of Earth's species became extinct. This does not in
any way discount the seriousness oftoday's situation. Monitoring programs show that many species are declining at an
alarming rate. Such data suggest that unless dramatic actions
are taken, a sixth (human-caused) mass extinction is likely to
occur within the next few centuries or millennia.

Consequences of Mass Extinctions
By removing large numbers of spedes, a mass extinction can
reduce a thriving and complex e<ological community to a pale
shadowofits former self. In addition, when an evolutionary lineage disappears, it cannot reappear. This changes the course of
evolution forever. Consider what would have happened if the
early primates living 66 million years ago had died out in the

NORTH
AMERICA
__ Chicxulub
Yucatan - crater
Peninsula

... Figure 25.15 Trauma for Earth and
its Cretaceous life. The 6S·million-year-old
Chicxulub impact crater is located in the
Caribbean Sea near the Yucatan Peninsula of
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Mexico. The horseshoe shape of the crater and
the panern of dl'bris in SE'dimentary rocks
indicate that an astl'roid or comet struck at a
low angll' from the southeast. This artist's

interpretation repreSE'nts the imp<let and its
immediate effect-a cloud of hot vapor and
debris that could have killl'd many of the plants
and animals in North Aml'rica within hours.
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nated shortly before the Triassic mass
extinction, oyster drills have since diversified into many new species. Finally, by
eliminating so many of Earth's species,
mass extinctions can pave the way for
adaptive radiations, in which new groups
of organisms rise to prominence.

After the Permian mass extinction. the
percentage of predators rose sharply
and then stabilized near 22%
for 150 million years-until it was
disrupted again by the Cretaceous
mass extinction

Adaptive Radiations
The fossil record indicates that the diversity of life has increased over the past 250
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change in which groups of organisms
form many new species whose adapta... Figure 25.16 Mass extinctions and ecology. The Permian and Cretaceous mass
tions allow them to fill different ecologiextindions (indicated by red arrows) altered the ecology of the oceans by increasing the percentage
of marine genera that were predators.
cal roles, or niches, in theircommunities.
Large-scale adaptive radiations occurred
Cretaceous mass extinction. Humans would not exist, and life
after each of the big five mass extinctions, when survivors beon Earth would differ greatly from how we know it.
came adapted to the many vacant ecological niches. Adaptive
The fossil record shows that it typically takes 5-10 million
radiations have also occurred in groups of organisms that posyears for the diversity of life to recover to previous levels after
sessed major evolutionary innovations, such as seeds or ara mass extinction. In some cases, it has taken much longer
mored body coverings, or that colonized regions in which they
faced little competition from other species.
than that: It took about 100 million years for the number of
marine families to recover after the Permian mass extinction
(see Figure 25.14). These data have sobering implications. If
Worldwide Adaptive Radiations
current trends continue and a sixth mass extinction occurs, it
will take millions of years for life on Earth to recover.
Fossil evidence indicates that mammals underwent a dramatic
Mass extinctions can also alter ecological communities by
adaptive radiation after the extinction of terrestrial dinosaurs
65.5 million years ago (Figure 25.17). Although mammals
changing the types oforganisms found in them. For example, after the Permian and Cretaceous mass extinctions, the percentoriginated about 180 million years ago, the mammal fossils
older than 65.5 million years are mostly small and not morage of marine organisms that were predators increased
substantially (Figure 25.16). A rise in the number of predator
phologically diverse. Many species appear to have been nocturnal based on their large eye sockets, similar to those in living
species can increase both the pressures faced by prey and the
competition among predators for food. In addition, mass exnocturnal mammals. A few early mammals were intermediate in
tinctions can remove lineages with highly
advantageous features. For example, in
the late Triassic a group of gastropods
Monotremes
Ancestral ,..
(snails and their relatives) arose that
mammal
(5 species)
could drill through the shells of bivalves
(such as dams) and feed on the animals
Marsupials
CYNODONT
(324
species)
inside. Although shell drilling provided
access to a new and abundant source of
food, this newly formed group was wiped
out during the mass extinction at the end
(placental
Eutherians
mammals;
of the Triassic (about 200 million years
5,010 species)
ago). Another 120 million years passed
~~--~--~--~--'50------jO
~
250
200
150
100
,IIT\,before another group of gastropods (the
Millions of years ago
oyster drills) exhibited the ability to drill
through shells. As their predecessors
... Figure 25.17 Adaptive radiation of mammals.
might have done if they had not origi-
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size, such as Repenomamusgiganlkus, a I-meter-Iong predator
that lived 130 million years ago-but none approached the size
ofmany dinosaurs. Early mammals may have been restricted in
size and diversity because they were eaten or outcompeted by
the larger and more diverse dinosaurs. With the disappearance
of the dinosaurs (except for birds, which are considered members of the same group; see Chapter 34), mammals expanded
greatly in both diversity and size, filling the ecological roles
once occupied by terrestrial dinosaurs.
The history oflife has also been greatly altered by radiations
in which groups of organisms increased in diversity as they
came to play entirely new ecological roles in their communities.
Examples include the rise of photosynthetic prokaryotes, the
evolution oflarge predators in the Cambrian explosion, and the
radiations following the colonization of land by plants, inse<ts,
and tetrapods. Each of these last three radiations was associated with major evolutionary innovations that facilitated life on
land. The radiation of land plants, for example, was associated

with key adaptations, such as stems that support plants against
gravity and a waxy coat that protects leaves from water loss. Finally, organisms that arise in an adaptive radiation can serve as
a new source of food for still other organisms. In fact, the diversification ofland plants stimulated a series of adaptive radiations in insects that ate or pollinated plants, helping to make
insects the most diverse group of animals on Earth today.

Regional Adaptive Radiations
Striking adaptive radiations have also occurred over more limited geographic areas. Such radiations can be initiated when a
few organisms make their way to a new, often distant location
in which they face relatively little competition from other organisms. The Hawaiian archipelago is one of the world's great
showcases ofthis type ofadaptive radiation (Figure 25.18). Located about 3,500 km from the nearest continent, the volcanic
islands are progressively older as one follows the chain toward

Close North American relati~e,
the tarweed Car/quistia muirii

5.1.

KAUAI

Dubautia laxa

mliloon

~."

Argyroxiphium sandwicense

Dubautia waia/ealae

Dubautia scabra

.. Figure 25.18 Adaptive radiation on the Hawaiian Islands. Molecular analysis
indicates that these remarkably ~aried Hawaiian plants. known collectively as the "silversword
alliance." are all descended from an ancestral tarweed that arrived on the islands about 5 million
years ago from North America, Members of the sil~ersword alliance ha~e since spread into different
habitats and formed new species with strikingly different adaptations,
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Dubautia linearis

the northwest; the youngest island, Hawaii, is less than a million years old and still has active volcanoes. Each island was
born "naked" and was gradually populated by stray organisms
that rode the ocean currents and winds either from far-distant
land areas or from older islands of the archipelago itself. The
physical diversity of each island, including immense variation
in elevation and rainfall, provides many opportunities for evolutionary divergence by natural selection. Multiple invasions
followed by speciation events have ignited an explosion of
adaptive radiation in Hawaii. Most of the thousands of species
that inhabit the islands are found nowhere else on Earth.
CONCEPT

CHECK

time), an evolutionary change in the rate or timing of developmental events. For example, an organism's shape depends
in parton the relative growth rates ofdifferent body parts during development. Figure 25.19a tracks how changes in such
growth rates alter human body proportions during development. Even slight changes in relative rates of growth can
change the adult form substantially, as seen in the contrasting
shapes of human and chimpanzee skulls (Figure 25.19b).
Heterochrony can also alter the timing ofreproductive development relative to the development of nonreproductive organs.
If reproductive-organ development accelerates compared to
other organs, the sexually mature stage of a species may retain

25.4

1. Explain consequences of continental drift for life
on Earth.
2. What factors promote adaptive radiations?
3. _',1110'14 If a mass extinction were caused by a
single, catastrophic event (such as an asteroid impact), what pattern would you expect regarding the
dates when formerly common species lost in the extinction are last observed in the fossil record?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

2

Newborn

r:'~j::';::~:S in body form

can result from changes in the
sequences and regulation of
developmental genes

The fossil record tells us what the great changes in the history
of life have been and when they occurred. Moreover, an understanding ofcontinental drift, mass extinction, and adaptive
radiation provides a picture ofhow those changes came about.
But we can also seek to understand the intrinsic biological
mechanisms that underlie changes seen in the fossil record.
For this, we turn to genetic mechanisms ofchange, paying particular attention to genes that influence development.

5
Age (years)

15

Adult

(a) Differential growth rates in a human. The arms and legs
lengthen more during growth than the head and trunk, as can
be seen in this conceptualization of an individual at different
ages all rescaled to the same height.

... ~i
/,'

L'
"

-

Chimpanzee fetus

Evolutionary Effects of Developmental Genes
As you read in Chapter 21, "evo-devo"-research at the interface between evolutionary biology and developmental biology-is illuminating how slight genetic divergences can
produce major morphological differences between species.
Genes that control development influence the rate, timing,
and spatial pattern of change in an organism's form as it develops from a zygote into an adult.

Changes in Rate and Timing
Many striking evolutionary transformations are the result of
heterochrony (from the Greek helero, different, and chronos,

Human fetus

Human adult

(b) Comparison of chimpanzee and human skull growth. The
fetal skulls of chimpanzees and humans are similar in shape.
However, growth in the jaw is accelerated in chimpanzees
relative to humans, producing the characteristic elongated skull
and sloping forehead of an adult chimpanzee.
... Figure 25.19 Relative growth rates of body parts.
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body features that were juvenile structures in an ancestral
species-a condition called paedomorphosis (from the Greek
paedos, ofa child, and morphosis, formation). For example, most
salamander species have aquatic larvae that undergo metamorphosis in be<aming adults. But some species grow to adult size
and become sexuaUy mature while retaining gills and other lar·
val features (Figure 25.20). Such an evolutionary alteration of
developmental timing can produce animals that appear very dif·

.... Figure 25.20 Paedomorphosis. The adults of somespecies retain
features that were juver1ile in ancestors, Thissalamander isan axok:ltl, an
aquatic species that grows to full size, becomes sexualty mature, and
reproduces while retaining certain larval (tadpole}characteristics. Including gills

Hypothetical vertebrate
ancestor (invertebrate)
With a single Hox cluster

Changes in Spatial Pattern
Substantial evolutionary changes can also result from alterations in genes that control the placement and spatial organization of body parts. For example, master regulatory genes called
homeotic genes (described in Chapters 18 and 21) determine
such basic features as where a pairofwings and a pair of legs will
develop on a bird or how a plant's flower parts are arranged.
The products of one class of homeotic genes, the Hox genes,
provide positional information in an animal embryo. This information prompts cells to develop into structures appropriate for
a particular location. Changes in Hox genes or in how they are
expressed can have a profound impact on morphology. For example, among crustaceans, a change in the location where two
Hox genes (Ubx and Scr) are expressed correlates with the con·
version ofa swimming appendage to a feeding appendage.
The evolution of vertebrates from invertebrate animals was
an even larger evolutionary change, and it, too, may have been
influenced by alterations in Hox genes and the genes that reg·
ulate them. Two duplications ofHox genes have occurred in the
vertebrate lineage, and all vertebrate genomes tested to date
have both of these duplications. As outlined in Figure 25.21,

~:::J(==:~~~~~~;;::'l genes
0 Most
have
one duster
homeotic
(theinvertebrates
Hox comple~),
shown
here asofbands
on a
~

'----First Hox
duplication

Hypothetical early
vertebrates fjawless)
with two Hox clusters

ferent from their ancestors, even though the overall genetic
change may be smalL Indeed, recent evidence indicates that a
change at a single locus was probably sufficient to bring about
paedomorphosis in the axolotl salamander, although other genes
may have contributed as well.

~

f

----

chromosome. Hox genes direct development of major
body parts.

1

f) A mutation (duplication) of the single Hox complex
occurred about 520 million years ago and may have
provided genetic material associated with the origin of
the first vertebrates,

~~~:~~~~:~~~~ 8

In an early vertebrate, the duplicate set of genes
took on entirely new roles, such as directing the
development of a backbone,

~
Second Hox '
duplication t

0
-j

A second duplication of the Hox complex, yielding
the four clusters found in most present-day vertebrates, occurred later, about 425 million years ago.
This duplication, probably the result of a polyploidy
event, may have allowed the development of even
greater structural complexity, such as jaws and limbs.

oof many
The vertebrate Hox complex contains duplicates
of the same genes as the single invertebrate
Vertebrates (with jaws)
with four Hox clusters

cluster, in virtually the same linear order on
chromosomes, and they direct the sequential
development of the same body regions. Scientists
infer that the four clusters of the vertebrate Hox
complex are homologous to the single cluster in
invertebrates.

... Figure 25.21 Hox mutations and the origin of vertebrates.
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these duplications may have been instrumental in the origin of
novel characteristics in the vertebrates. This hypothesis remains controversial, however, in part because in addition to the
Hox genes, many other genes (perhaps the entire genome) were
duplicated in the vertebrate ancestor. Thus, the origin of novel
characteristics cannot be ascribed solely to new Hox genes.

Hox gene 6

Hox gene 7

Hox gene 8

AbO"t400~

The Evolution of Development
The 565-million-year-old fossils of Ediacaran animals suggest that a set of genes sufficient to produce complex animals
existed at least 30 million years before the Cambrian explosion.1f developmental genes have existed for so long, how can
we explain the astonishing increases in diversity seen during
and since the Cambrian explosion?
Adaptive evolution by natural selection provides one answer to this question. As we've seen throughout this unit, by
sorting among differences in the sequence of protein-encoding
genes, selection can improve adaptations rapidly. In addition,
new genes (created by gene duplication events) may have
taken on a wide range of new metabolic and structural functions. Thus, adaptive evolution of new and existing genes may
have played a key role in shaping the great diversity of life.
Examples in the previous section suggest that developmental
genes may playa critical role. For the remainder of this section,
we'll focus on how new morphological forms arise by changing
the nucleotide sequences or regulation of developmental genes.

Changes in Genes
New developmental genes arising after gene duplication
events very likely facilitated the origin of new morphological
forms. But as we discussed regarding the possible role of new
Hox genes in the origin ofvertebrates, it can be difficult to establish causal links bety,'een genetic and morphological changes
that occurred in the past.
This difficulty was sidestepped in a recent study of developmental changes associated with the divergence ofsix-legged insects from crustacean-like ancestors that had more than six
legs. In insects, such as Drosophila, the Ubx gene is expressed
in the abdomen, while in crustaceans, such as Artemia, it is expressed in the main trunk of the body (Figure 25.22). When
expressed, the Ubx gene suppresses leg formation in insects
but not in crustaceans. To examine the workings of this gene,
researchers cloned the Ubx gene from Drosophila and
Artemia. Next, they genetically engineered fruit fly embryos to
express either the Drosophila Ubx gene or the Artemia Ubx
gene throughout their bodies. The Drosophila gene suppressed
100% of the limbs in the embryos, as expected, whereas the
Artemia gene suppressed only 15%.
The researchers then sought to uncover key steps involved
in the evolutionary transition from a crustacean Ubx gene to
an insect Ubx gene. Their approach was to identify mutations
that would cause the Artemia Ubx gene to suppress leg for-

Drosophila

Anemia

... Figure 25.22 Origin of the insect body plan. Expression of
the Hox gene Ubx suppresses the formation of legs in fruit flies
(Drosophila) but not in brine shrimp (Arremia), thus helping to build
the insed body plan. FrUit fly and brine shrimp Hox genes have evolved
independently for 400 million years

mation, thus making the crustacean gene act more like an insect Ubx gene. To do this, they constructed a series of~hybrid"
Ubx genes, each of which contained known segments of the
Drosophila Ubx gene and known segments of the Artemia
Ubx gene. By inserting these hybrid genes into fruit fly embryos (one hybrid gene per embryo) and observing their effects on leg development, the researchers were able to
pinpoint the exact amino acid changes responsible for the suppression of additional limbs in insects. In so doing, this study
provided experimental evidence linking a particular change in
the sequence ofa developmental gene to a major evolutionary
change-the origin of the six-legged insect body plan.

Changes in Gene Regulation
A change in the nucleotide sequence of a gene may affect its
function wherever the gene is expressed. In contrast, changes
in the regulation of gene expression can be limited to a single
cell type (see Chapter 18). Thus, a change in the regulation ofa
developmental gene may have fewer harmful side effects than
a change to the sequence of the gene. This line ofreasoning has
prompted researchers to suggest that changes in the form of
organisms often may be caused by mutations that affect the
regulation of developmental genes-not their sequence.
This idea is supported by studies in a variety of species, including three-spine stickleback fish. These fish live in the open
ocean and in shallow, coastal waters. In western Canada, theyalso
live in lakes formed when the coastline receded in the past 12,(XXl
years. David Kingsley, of Stanford University, and colleagues have
identified a key developmental gene, Pilxl, that influences
whether tlle fish have a set of large spines on their ventral (lower)
surface, in addition to the three dorsal spines that give them their
name. Marine populations have the ventral spines, which help to
deter some predators. However, the spines are reduced or absent
in lake populations. The loss of ventral spines may have been
CIlAPTER TWENTY·fIVE
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driven by natural selection because the lakes harbor large invertebrate predators, such as dragonfly larvae, which may at times
capture juvenile sticklebacks by grasping onto the spines.
Was the reduction ofspines dueto changes in the Pitxl gene
or due to changes in how the gene is expressed (Figure 25.23)?
The researchers' results indicate that the regulation ofgene ex-

.

pression has changed, not the DNA sequence ofthe gene. Furthermore, lake sticklebacks do express the Pitxl gene in tissues
not related to the production of spines (for example, the
mouth), illustrating how morphological change can be caused
by altering the expression of a developmental gene in some
parts of the body but not others.

In ui

What causes the loss of spines in lake stickleback fish?
EXPERIMENT

Marine populations of the three-spine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus acu/eatus)
have a set of protective spines on their lower (ventral) suriace; these spines are lost or reduced in
lake populations of this fish. Working at Stanford University. Michael Shapiro. David Kingsley. and
colleagues tested two hypotheses about the cause of this morphological change.
Hypothesis A: A change in the DNA sequence of a key developmental gene, Pitxl. caused the
loss of spines in lake populations, To test this idea, the team used DNA sequencing to compare
the coding sequence of the Pi(xl gene between marine and lake stickleback populations.
Hypothesis B: A change in the regulation of the expression of Pirxl caused the loss of spines,
To test this Idea. the researchers mOnitored where in the developing embryo the Pitxl gene is
expressed. They conducted whole·body in situ hybridization experiments (see Chapter 20) using
Pitxl DNA as a probe to detect Pitxl mRNA in the fish.

RESULTS

Test of Hypothesis A: Are there differences in the coding
sequence of the Pirxl gene in marine
and lake sticklebacks?

Test of Hypothesis B: Are there any differences in the
regulation of expression of Pirxl ~

Result:
No
-.:.:;:;......

Result:

V"

•

The 283 amino acids of the Pltxl protein are identical in
marine and lake stickleback populations.

Red arrows indICate regions of Pirxl gene expression In the
photographs below Pitxl IS expressed in the ventral spine and
mouth regions of developing marine sticklebacks but only in
the mouth region of developing lake sticklebacks.

Marine stickleback embryo

lake stickleback embryo

Close-up
of mouth

Close-up of ventral surface
CONCLUSION The loss or reduction of ventral spines in lake populations of three-spine
stickleback fish results from a change in the regulation of Pitxl gene expression, not from a
change in the gene's sequence.
SOURCE

M, D, SnaplfO Et al. GenetIC and dEvelopmental basis of evolutionary pelvic rEdl)(tion
spine s!lcklebac:ks, NaturE 428:717-723 (2004).

-V1:rU1iI
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Describe the set of results that would have led researchers to the conclusion that a
change in the coding sequence of the Pitxl gene was more important than a change in regulation
of gene expression.
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CONCEPT

CHECK

15.5

1. How can heterochrony cause the evolution of different body forms?
2. Why is it likely that Hox genes have played a major
role in the evolution of novel morphological forms?
3. • i,iIlO'IA Given that changes in morphology are
often caused by changes in gene regulation, predict
whether noncoding DNA is likely to be affected by
natural selection. (Noncoding DNA includes the sequences called control elements that regulate gene expression by binding to transcription factors.)

Pigmented cells
(photoreceptors)
.. ~ Epithelium

.......

~cells

/

[

Nerve fibers

Nerve fibers
(b) Eyecup. The slit shell
mollusc Pleurotomaria
has an eyecup.

(a) Patch of pigmented cells. The
limpet Patella has a simple
patch of photoreceptors.
FIUid-filied cavity
/.

Pigmented

Cellular
mass
(lens)

)pithelium

Cornea
/'

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
" ''-<§'Pigmented
layer (retina)

\Vhat does our study of macroevolution tell us about how evolution works? To paraphrase the Nobel Prize-winning geneticist Fran~ois Jacob, evolution is like tinkering-a process in
which new forms arise by the slight modification of existing
forms. Even large changes. like the ones that produced the first
mammals or the six-legged body plan of insects, can result
from the gradual modification of existing structures or the
slight modification of existing developmental genes.

Evolutionary Novelties
Fran~ois Jacob's view ofevolution harkens back to Darwin's concept of descent with modification. As new species form, novel
and complex structures can arise as gradual modifications of
ancestral structures. In many cases, complex structures have
evolved in increments from simpler versions that performed
the same basic function. For example, consider the human eye,
an intricate organ constructed from numerous parts that work
together in forming an image and transmitting it to the brain.
How could the human eye have evolved in gradual increments?
Some argue that if the eye needs all of its components to function, a partial eye could not have been of use to our ancestors.
TIle flaw in this argument. as Darwin himself noted, lies in the
assumption that only complicated eyes are useful. In fact, many
animals depend on eyes that are far less complex than our own
(Figure 25.24). The simplest eyes that we know ofare patches of
light-sensitive photoreceptor cells. These simple eyes appear to
have had a single evolutionary origin and are now found in a variety ofanimals, including small molluscs called limpets. Such eyes
have no equipment for focusing images, butthey do enable the an·
imal to distinguish light from dark. Limpets cling more tightly to
their rock ....often a shadow falls on them-a behavioral adaptation
that reduces the risk of being eaten. Because limpets have had a
tong evolutionary history, we can conclude that their "simple~ eyes
are quite adequate to support their survival and reproduction.

(e) Pinhole camera-type eye.
The Nautilus eye functions
like a pinhole camera
(an early type of camera
lacking a lens).

(d) Eye with primitive lens. The
marine snail Murex has a primitive
lens conSisting of a mass of
crystal-like cells. The cornea is a
transparent region of tissue
that protects the eye
and helps focus light.

-"'~-lens

'\·....~'r-Retina

(e) Complex camera-type eye. The squid Loligo has a complex
eye whose features (cornea. lens. and retinal. though similar to
those of vertebrate eyes, evolved independently.
... Figure 25.24 Arange of eye complexity among molluscs.

In the animal kingdom. complex eyes have evolved independently from such basic structures many times. Some molluscs, such as squids and octopuses, have eyes as complex as
those of humans and other vertebrates (see Figure 25.24). Although complex mollusc eyes evolved independently of vertebrate eyes, both evolved from a simple duster of photoreceptor
cells present in a common ancestor. In each case, the evolution
of the complex eye took place through a series of incremental
modifications that benefited the eyes' owners at every stage.
Evidence for these evolutionary paths comes from phylogenetic analysis of the genes that act as master regulators" of eye
development and are shared by all animals with eyes.
Throughout their evolutionary history, eyes retained their
basic function of vision. But evolutionary novelties can also
arise when structures that originally played one role gradually
acquire a different one. For example, as cynodonts gave rise to
early mammals, bones that formerly comprised the jaw hinge
(the articular and quadrate; see Figure 25.6) were incorporated
into the ear region of mammals, where they eventually took on
a new function: the transmission of sound (see Chapter 34).
U
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Structures that evolve in one context but become co-opted for
another function are sometimes called exaptations to distinguish them from the adaptive origin of the original structure.
Note that the concept of exaptation does not imply that a structure somehow evolves in anticipation of future use. Natural selection cannot predict the future; it can only improve a structure
in the context of its current utility. Novel features, such as the
new jaw hinge and ear bones of early mammals, can arise gradually via a series of intermediate stages, each of which has some
function in the organism's current context.

Evolutionary Trends
What else can we learn from patterns of macroevolution? Con·
sider evolutionary ~trends" observed in the fossil record. For instance, some evolutionary lineages exhibit a trend to\\'aJ"d larger
or smaller body size. An example is the evolution of the presentday horse (genus Equus), a descendant of the 55-million-yearold Hyracotherium (Figure 25.25). About the size ofa large dog,
Hyracotherium had four toes on its front feet, three toes on its
hind feet, and teeth adapted for browsing on bushes and trees. In

Recent
(!!,SOO ya)
Equus
Pleistocene
(1.8 mya)

iB~

Nannippus

1

P/iohippus

Pliocene
(5.3 mya)

Sinohippu5

Megahippus

Archaeohlppus

~

Merychippu5

Miocene
(23 mya)

Hypohlppus

Parahippus

Mlohippus

Oligocene
(33.9 mya)

MesohipPU5

Paleotherium

Epihlppus

Propalaeotherlum
Eocene
(55.8 mya)

Pachynolophus

Orohippus

K,y
•

Grazers
Browsers

.. Figure 25.25 The branched evoilltion of horses. Using yellOW' to trace the sequence of fossil
horses that are intermediate in fOfm bet;veen the present-day horse (Equus) and its Eocel1e ancestOf
Hyracotherium creates the illusion of a progressive trend tOW'ard larger size, reduced number of toes, and
teeth modified fOf grazing. In fact, EqUU5 is the only surviving twig of an evolutionary bush with many
divergent trends.
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comparison, present-day horses are larger, have only one toe on
each foot, and possess teeth modified for grazing on grasses.
Extracting a single evolutionary progression from the fossil
record can be misleading, however; it is like describing a bush
as growing toward a single point by tracing only the branches
that lead to that twig. For example, by selecting certain species
from the available fossils, it is possible to arrange a succession
of animals intermediate between Hyracotherium and living
horses that shows a trend toward large, single-toed species (follow the lineage highlighted in yellow in Figure 25.25). However,
ifwe consider all fossil horses known today, this apparent trend
vanishes. The genus Equus did not evolve in a straight line; it is
the only surviving twig of an evolutionary tree that is so
branched that it is more like a bush. Equus actually descended
through a series of speciation episodes that included several
adaptive radiations, not all of which led to large, one~toed, grazing horses. For instance, notice in Figure 25.25 that only
those lineages derived from Parahippus include grazers;
other lineages derived from Miohippus, all of which are now
extinct, remained multi-toed browsers for 35 million years.
Branching evolution can result in a real evolutionary trend
even ifsome species counter the trend. One model oflong-term
trends proposed by Steven Stanley, ofJohns Hopkins University,
views species as analogous to individuals: Speciation is their
birth, extinction is their death, and new species that diverge
from them are their offspring. In this model, Stanley suggests
that just as individual organisms undergo natural selection,
species undergo species selt:ction. The species that endure the
longest and generate the most new offspring species determine
the direction of major evolutionary trends. The species selection model suggests that ~differential speciation success" plays a

-W"'''.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

- •.llli"·25.1
Conditions on early Earth made the origin of life

role in macroevolution similar to the role of differential reproductive success in microevolution. Evolutionary trends can also
result directly from natural selection. For example, when horse
ancestors invaded the grasslands that spread during the midCenozoic, there was strong selection for grazers that could escape predators by running faster. This trend would not have
occurred without open grasslands.
Whatever its cause, an evolutionary trend does not imply
that there is some intrinsic drive toward a particular phenotype. Evolution is the result of the interactions between organisms and their current environments; if environmental
conditions change, an evolutionary trend may cease or even
reverse itself. The cumulative effect of these ongoing interactions between organisms and their environments is enormous: It is through them that the staggering diversity of
life-Darwin's ~endless forms most beautiful"-has arisen.
CONCEPT

CHECK

25.6

I. How can the Darwinian concept of descent with
modification explain the evolution of such complex
structures as the vertebrate eye?
2, .i,'!ltUljM The myxoma virus is highly lethal to
European rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus). In a naive
rabbit population (one with no previous exposure to
the virus), the virus kills up to 99.8% of infected rabbits. The virus is transmitted between living rabbits
by mosquitoes. Describe an evolutionary trend (in either the rabbits or the virus) that might occur after a
naive rabbit population first encounters the virus.
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

... Self-Replicating RNA and the Dawn of Natural Selection
The first genetic material may have been short pieces of RNA
capable of guiding polypeptide synthesis and self-replication.
Early protobionts containing such RNA would have been
more effective at using resources and would have increased in
number through natural selection.
In\'esllgalion How Did Life Begin on Early Earth?

possible (pp. 507-510)
... Synthesis of Organic Compounds on Early Earth Earth
formed about 4.6 billion years ago. Laboratory experiments
simulating a reducing atmosphere have produced organic
molecules from inorganic precursors. Amino acids have also
been found in meteorites.
... Abiotic Synthesis of Macromolecules Amino acids polymerize when added to hot sand, day, or rock.
... Protobionts Organic compounds can spontaneously assemble in the laboratory into protobionts, membrane-bounded
droplets that have some of the properties of cells.

_ ••I i l i " _

25.2

The fossil record documents the history of life
(pp.510-514)
... The Fossil Record The fossil record, based largely on fossils
found in sedimentary rocks, documents the rise and fJlI of
different groups of organisms over time.
... How Rocks and Fossils Are Dated Sedimentary strata reveal the relative ages of fossils. The absolute ages of fossils can
be estimated by radiometric dating and other methods.
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.. The Origin of New Groups of Organisms The fossil
record shows how new groups of organisms can arise via the
gradual modification of preexisting organisms.

_i li""_ 25.6
Evolution is not goal oriented (pp. 529-531)
.. Evolutionary Novelties Novel and complex biological structures can evolve through a series of incremental modifica·
tions, each of which benefits the organism that possesses it.

_',Iili"_ 25.3
Key events in life's history include the origins of singlecelled and multicelled organisms and the colonization
of land (pp. 514-519)
535-525 mya
Cdmbndn explo~on
(great in<rease
in dlVE'l'Slty ot
dnimdl formsl

1.2 bya'
First multi<enular eukd otel
2.1 bya'
First eukaryote<; (~ngIHelled)
3.5 billion yedfl ago (bya):
First prokdryofel (~'l9~-<elie<l)

500 mYd
ColonoZdllOn
of laoo by
tungl. pldnll.
and anomals

.. Evolutionary Trends Evolutionary trends can be caused by
factors such as natural selection in a changing environment or
species selection. like all aspects of evolution, evolutionary
trends result from interactions between organisms and their
current environments.
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_',IIIi"_ 25.4
The rise and fall of dominant groups reflect
continental drift, mass extinctions, and adaptive
radiations (pp. 519-525)
.. Continental Drift Continental plates move gradually over
time, altering the physical geography and climate of Earth;
these changes lead to extinctions in some groups of organisms
and bursts of speciation in others.
.. Mass Extinctions Evolutionary history has been punctuated
by five mass extinctions that radically altered the history of
life. Some of these extinctions may have been caused by
changes in continent positions, volcanic activity. or impacts
from meteorites or comets.
.. Adaptive Radiations large increases in the diversity of life
have resulted from adaptive radiations that followed mass ex·
tinctions. Adaptive radiations have also occurred in groups of
organisms that possessed major evolutionary innovations or
that colonized new regions in which there was little competi·
tion from other organisms.

_',11""_ 25.5
Major changes in body form can result from changes
in the sequences and regulation of developmental
genes (pp. 525-529)
.. Evolutionary Effects of Developmental Genes
Developmental genes affect morphological differences between
species by influencing the rate, timing, and spatial patterns of
change in an organism's form as it develops into an adult.
.. The Evolution of Development The evolution of new mor·
phological forms can be caused by changes in the nucleotide
sequences or regulation of developmental genes.
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UNIT fOUR

Mechanisms of Evolution

a. all date from 2.7 billion years ago.
b. formed around deep.sea vents.
c. resemble structures formed by bacterial communities that
are found today in some warm, shallow, salty bays.
d. provide evidence that plants moved onto land in the
company of fungi around 500 million years ago.
e. contain the first undisputed fossils of eukaryotes and date
from 2.1 billion years ago.
2. The oxygen revolution changed Earth's environment dramatically. Which of the following adaptations took advantage of the presence of free oxygen in the oceans and
atmosphere?
a. the evolution of cellular respiration, which used oxygen to
help harvest energy from organic molecules
b. the persistence of some animal groups in anaerobic habitats
c. the evolution of photosynthetic pigments that protected
early algae from the corrosive effects of oxygen
d. the evolution of chloroplasts after early protists
incorporated photosynthetic cyanobacteria
e. the evolution of multicellular eukaryotic colonies from
communities of prokaryotes
3. Select the fdctor most likely to have caused the animals and plants
oflndia to differ gre-ady from species in nearby southeast Asia.
a, The species have become separated by convergent evolution.
b. The dimates of the two regions are similar.
c. India is in the process of separating from the rest of Asia.
d. life in India was wiped out by ancient volcanic
eruptions,
e. India was a separate continent until 55 million years ago.
4. Adaptive radiations can be a direct consequence of four of the
following five factors. Select the exception.
a. vacant ecological niches
b. genetic drift
c. colonization of an isolated region that contains suitable
habitat and few competitor species
d. evolutionary innovation
e. an adaptive radiation in a group of organisms (such as
plants) that another group uses as food

5. A genetic change that caused a certain Hox gene to be expressed along the tip of a vertebrate limb bud instead of farther
back helped make possible the evolution of the tetrapod limb.
This type of change is illustrative of
a. the influence of environment on development.
b. paedomorphosis.
c. a change in a developmental gene or in its regulation that
altered the spatial organization of body parts.
d. heterochrony.
e. gene duplication.

6. Which of the following steps has not yet been accomplished by
scientists studying the origin oflife?
a. synthesis of small RNA polymers by ribozymes
b. abiotic synthesis of polypeptides
c. formation of molecular aggregates with selectively
permeable membranes
d. formation ofprotobionts that use DNA to direct the
polymerization of amino acids
e. abiotic synthesis of organic molecules
7. A swim bladder is a gas-filled sac that helps fish maintain buoyancy. The evolution of the swim bladder from lungs of an ancestral fish is an example of
a. an evolutionary trend.
d. paedomorphosis.
b. exaptation.
e. adaptive radiation.
c. changes in Hox gene expression.

8. '·!;foWlii Use the unlabeled clock diagram below to test
your memory of the sequence of key events in the history of life
described in this chapter by labeling the colored bars. As a visual aid to help you study, add labels that represent other significant events, including the Cambrian explosion, origin of
mammals, and Permian and Cretaceous mass extinctions.
cerio10k

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. Describe how gene flow, genetic drift, and natural selection all
can influence macroevolution.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. Herbivory (plant-eating) has evolved repeatedly in insects,
typically from meat-eating or detritus-feeding ancestors
(detritus is dead organic matter). Moths and butterflies, for
example, eat plants. whereas their "sister group" (the insect
group to which they are most closely related), the caddisflies.
feed on animals, fungi, or detritus. As illustrated in the
phylogenetic tree below, the combined moth/butterfly and
caddisfly group shares a common ancestor with flies and
fleas. like caddisflies. flies and fleas are thought to have
evolved from ancestors that did not eat plants.
There are 140,000 species of moths and butterflies and
7,000 species of caddisflies. State a hypothesis about the impact
of herbivory on adaptive radiations in insects. How could this
hypothesis be tested?
Flies and
fleas
Caddisflies

•
Herbivory

Moths and
butterflies

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
II. Experts estimate that human activities cause the extinction
of hundreds of species every year. In contrast, the natural
rate of extinction is thought to average only a few species per
year. If we continue to alter the global environment, especially by destroying tropical rain forests and altering Earth's
climate, the likely result will be a wave of extinctions that could
rival those at the end of the Cretaceous period. Considering
that life has endured five mass extinctions, should we be concerned that we may cause a sixth mass extinction? How
would such an extinction differ from previous extinctions?
\Xfhat might be some of the consequences for the surviving
species, including ourselves?
Biology Inquiry: A Workbook oflnvestlgath'e Cases Life on Earth has
gone through repeated cycles of mass e~tinction and diversification. Explore
the btler with the caS~ ·Unveiling the Carbonif~rous,·

For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A..

-61401 • Visit the Study Area at www.milsteringbio.(om for a
Practice
" Test.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Sean B. Carroll
Passionately committed to sharing the revelations of evo-devo with students and the
public, Sean Carroll is a popular speaker and
the author of several acclaimed trade
books-as well as a leading researcher on
the genetics and evolution of animal development. He completed his formal education
in record time, earning a B.A. in Biology at
Washington University and a Ph.D. in Immunology at Tufts University School of Medicine in less than six years. Dr. carroll is now
an investigator at the Howard Hughes Medicallnstitute and a professor of molecular
biology and genetics at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison. He is a member of the
National Academy of Sciences.
How did you gel inleresled in
l'volulionary biology?
As a kid, [ft'ally enjoyed f1ipping over logs and
seeing what was underneath. [was fascinated
by reptiles, snakes in particular, and also liked to
catch frogs and salamanders. That attraction
to wildlife has always nurtured my interest in
biology. At Washington University, students
like myself could get exposed to almost any·
thing in biology. r would go to seminars on
subjects ranging from wolf ecology to the
molecular biology ofviruses. There I started to
learn something about the big questions that
were being asked in various disciplines at the
time. [was smitten with immunology because
ofthe big questions still open in that field and
be£ause of its practical side-vaccines and the
treatment of infectious diseases.
But while working on my Ph.D. in im·
munology, I started reading a lot on my ownStephen lay Gould, for example-and going to
science talks all over the Boston area. [would
just hop on the subway and go to talks at any
ofthree or four different universities. The
unanswered questions in evolutiona!)' biology
drew me in that direction. At the time. the debate over punctuated equilibrium was fresh,
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and this new idea was changing interpretations
of the fossil record and raising questions about
the rate of morphological change. AJlthis
prompted a simple question in my mind: How
can we have this debate when we don't know
anything about how form is made? And how
can we start to get a grip on that?
At around that time, I came across some of
the early papers on the developmental genetics
of fruit f1ies, which described fascinating bodypattern mutants-homeotic mutants (see
Figure 18.181. I got it in my head that homeotic
genes were the ones that people would have to
study to understand the evolution oHorm. Despite advice to the contrary, I committed myself
to studying these kinds ofgenes in fruit flies.
lei's laU, aboul your book Endless Forms
Most Beautiful; The New Science of Evo
Devo and the Making of the Animal
Kingdom. What dOl'S the litle mean1
The first part of the title is borrowed from the
last sentence ofCharles Darwin's Origin of
Species: "from so simple a heginning endless
forms most beautiful ... have been and are
being evolved." The "most heautiful" part is
important to me hecause I think that part of
our attraction to nature is aesthetic. The book
tries to explain what the new science of the last
20 years-advances in developmental genetics
and the evolutionary study ofdevelopment-has
revealed about the generation ofthe physical
diversity of the animal kingdom.
There is an intimate conne£lion bem.·een
development and evolution. Development is
the process that gives rise to form, and so the
evolution of form comes about through the
evolution of development. Understanding
how development happens in the first place is
the starting point. Then we want to understand how changes in development can
evolve. Only a small percentage ofour genes
are devoted to building body form, mayhe a
couple ofthousand in us and six or seven hundred in a fruit fly. But when those genes are
disrupted by mutation, the effects can be
pretty catastrophic.

The book looks at the central ideas in evolutionary developmental biology-evo·devo, for
short. A few ofthe key discoveries in this area
were stunning. completely unanticipated. So the
book traces those discoveries and discusses how
they force us to look at the evolution of diversity
very differently from how previous generations
of evolutionary biologists did. The biggest discovery of evo-devo has heen that the genes that
build the bodies and body parts of fruit flies are
shared with us and with virtually every other
creature in the animal kingdom. That shows us
a deep conne£lion shared by all animals, no
matter how different the bodies are. Gene for
gene, we are essentially the same as a mouse, a
rat, or a dog, and especially a chimpanzee. And
the genes involved in building our eyes and our
hearts and our bones have been around for 500
million years. So much like astronomy did four
centuries ago, evo-devo is contributing to the
realization that humans are not the center of
ever)thing. The human species is a member of
the animal kingdom and not really above or
very distinct from the other members.
Whal are you doing research on now?
We're working on the question of how the
differences hetween animal species arise.
There has been an idea around biology for
a long time that to get new things you need
new genes-for new structures. for new capabilities. or for whole new types of animals. But
it doesn't look like that at all. Instead. it looks
like new things arise hecause very old genes
learn new tricks. We are focusing on understanding the me£hanisms of these changes.
This involves the question of how a gene in·
volved in setting up the basic body plan and
building body parts can change its roles with·
out the whole machine falling apart. How do
you change the car while the engine is running? [t turns out that body-building genes
have very sophisticated and extensive sets of
regulatory instructions-control elements in
the DNA nearby or embedded within the
genes. An individual gene might act in a dozen
places in the body in the course of develop-

ment, but its action in a particular body part at
a particular moment in development is controlled independently from its action in other
places. We are trying to understand how these
regulatory instructions are used, bcrause we
think that these are the hot spots of evolution.
It is becoming more clear how and why these
regulatory elements are the keys to understanding how so much diversity can be generated with a limited set of body-building genes.
The rules for the evolution of body form
and physiology are different: In the evolution
of physiological processes-for example, respiration, olfaction, or immunity-the evolution
of new protein-coding genes has been more
important. For example, the multiple types of
globins that act at different stages of our life
arose as genes were duplicated and the copies
then diverged,
Are you using fruit flies currently~
Yes. To get at some ofthegeneml rules about
the evolution ofform, we often studied animals
that are distant relatives; we might compare
a snake with a bird. But ifyou really want to
trace the specific genetic steps involved in the
evolution of form, you need to have greater
resolving power. The strategy we have taken is
to study closely related species, which share a
very recent common ancestor, [f you take two
such "sister" species, you can actually identify
the genetic changes that cause the differences
in the appearance and behavior of these animals. Fruit flies provide a great opportunity to
do that, becallse Drosophila melanogasler, the
familiar lab fruit fly, has hllndreds of relatives
out there in the wild, different species with all
sorts of differences in body appearance. For instance, there are Drosophila species where the
male has large black spots on the tips ofthe
wings that are used in a courtship display, Now,
genes that influence mating are among the

most important targets of natllral sele£tion, because whether the male passes his genes on depends on whether the female is induced to
mate. We can compare these flies with flies of
sister species that do not have these spots and
do not use the same mating rituaL Because the
relationship is close, we can pinpoint very
specifically the bits of regulatory DNA that
have changed. So we are looking at the smoking
guns ofevolution.
What can one learn about animal
phylogeny from DNA sequences versus
fossils and morphology?
It's useful to have both-independent but interscrting lines of evidence. There are things
you cannot see in fossils that you can learn
about by studying DNA, and there is a lot that
the molecules cannot tell you about the history
of life. You can't look at DNA and know that
the dinosaurs existed. Fossils tell you what animals roamed the earth, what structures existed, and even how the structures evolved, if
the fossil record is rich enough. When you
have extant species, the molecular re£ord is
good for figuring out other things. For example,
if you want to know whether annelids are more
closely related to molluscs or to arthropodsan issue that for a hundred-plus years was
argued on the basis of appearance-the
molecules now weigh in on the problem.
Sometimes the results from molecules are consistent with long-held notions, and sometimes
they throw the old notions for a loop.
What does evo·devo tell us ahoutlhe
Cambrian explosion?
Evo-devo tells us that the body-building genes
we've been talking about must have been in
place in the very early ancestors of most animals, in the ancestors ofthe animals seen in
fossils from the geologic period we call the

Cambrian. We can infer that the earliest bilateral animals-"bilaterians; which have left and
right sides-had a pretty sophisticated genetic
toolkit, and that those animals must have lived
prior to the Cambrian. The Cambrian comingout party may not have been so much a matter
of new genes as an ecologically driven explosion
ofdiversity. My personal view is that all the key
genes and circuits were probably in place
cryptically in small creatures before the
Cambrian. So evo-devo is a great window to
understanding the me£hanism ofdiversification, but there's a huge ecological story, too.
Going back before the Cambrian, when
did the first animals arise, and what did
they look like?
The first animals probably appeared about 600
million years ago, give or take a week. I tend to
believe that a lot of the early evolution of animals is cryptic because the earliest animals
were tiny, soft-bodied organisms and didn't
leave a good fossil record. These first animals
would have been, by today's standards, dlllllooking spongelike things. The first bilaterians
probably looked like worms. Also, because
there are significant differences between
sponges and cnidarians and cnidarians and bilaterians, I think there were all sorts of intermediate ph}1a that we don't know anything about.
Maybe some tremendous breakthrough in finding and analyzing microfossils will lead to discovel)' of some ofthe missing phyla.
Why should people who are nol going to
he evolutionary biologists learn about the
evolution of biological diversity?
I think the study of evolution and diversity is as
fundamental as studying the history of human
civilizations. That's just the last IO,OCXl years!
But our history as animals goes back some 600
million years and as organisms several billion
years. In addition, there are important practical
reasons. We humans are managing the natural
resources on the planet. If we don't understand
the basic principles ofevolutionary biology, we
cannot condllct those activities intelligently for
the long term. To take one example, what's the
effect of trawling for ocean fish with a 7-cm
mesh net? Organisms that are smaller than 7 em
escape and flourish, and ones that are larger
than 7 em are removed, How does that influence
the harvest ten years later? We have to understand the fundamental role that selection plays
in the real world and that we are a major agent
ofselection. We can foresee some ofthe consequences ofour activities from the first principles
ofevolutionary biology.

Learn about an eKperiment by Sean Carroll and
in Inquiry Figure 33.28 on page 684.

colleagu~
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... Figure 26.1 What is this organism'?
KEY

CONCEPTS

26.1 Phylogenies show evolutionary relationships
26.2 Phylogenies are inferred from morphological
and molecular data
26.3 Shared characters are used to construct
phylogenetic trees
26.4 An organism's evolutionary history is
documented in its genome
26.5 Molecular clocks help track evolutionary time
26.6 New information continues to revise our
understanding of the tree of life

Ook closely at the organism in Figure 26.1. Although
it resembles a snake, this animal is actually an Australian legless lizard known as the common scaly-foot
(Pygopus lepidopodus). Why isn't the scaly-foot considered
a snake? More generally, how do biologists distinguish and
categorize the millions of species on Earth?
An understanding ofevolutionary relationships suggests one
way to address these questions: We can decide in which ~con
tainer n to place a species by comparing its traits to those of potential dose relatives. For example, the scaly-foot does not have
a fused eyelid, a highly mobile jaw, or a short tail posterior to the
anus, three traits ofsnakes. These and other characteristics suggest that despite a superflcial resemblance, the scaly-foot is not
a snake. Furthermore, a survey of the lizards reveals that the
scaly-foot is not alone; the legless condition has e\Ulved repeated1y in lizards. Most legless lizards are burrowers or live in
grasslands, and like snakes, these species lost their legs over
generations as they adapted to their environments.
Snakes and lizards are part ofthe continuum oflife extending from the earliest organisms to the great variety of species
alive today. In this unit, we will survey this diversity and de-
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scribe hypotheses regarding how it evoh-ed. As we do so, our
emphasis will shift from the process of evolution {the evolutionary mechanisms described in Unit Four} to itspattem (observations of evolution's products over time).
To set the stage for our surveyoflife's di,-ersity, in thischapter we consider how biologists trace phylogeny, the evolutionary history ofa species or group ofspecies. A phylogeny of
lizards and snakes, for example, indicates that both the scalyfoot and snakes evolved from lizards with legs-but they
evolved from different lineages of legged lizards. Thus, it appears that their legless conditions evolved independently.
To construct a phylogeny such as that of lizards and snakes,
biologists utilize systematics, a discipline focused on classify·
ing organisms and determining their evolutionary relationships. Systematists use data ranging from fossils to molecules
and genes to infer evolutionary relationships (Figure 26.2).
This information is enabling biologists to construct a comprehensive tree of Hfe, which will continue to be refined as
additional data are collected.

... Figure 16.2 An unexpected family tl'H. lNhat are the
evoIutJOI'Iary relatIOnships between a human, a mushroom, and a tu~p?
A phylogeny based on DNA dala reveals that-desplte appearancesarumals (inckJding humans) and fungt (including mushrooms) are more
doseIy related to each other than either 15 to p1an~.

r;~;~:;:n~~;~ow

evolutionary relationships

As we discussed in Chapter 22, organisms share homologous
characteristics because of common ancestry. As a result, we
can learn a great deal about a species if we know its evolution-

ary history. For example, an organism is likely to share many of
its genes, metabolic pathways, and structural proteins with its
dose relatives. We'll consider practical applications ofsuch information at the close of this section, but first we'll examine

how organisms are named and classified, the scientific discipline oftaxonomy. We'll also look at how we can interpret and
use diagrams that represent evolutionary history.

Binomial Nomenclature
Common names for organisms-such as monkey, finch, and

lilac-convey meaning in casual usage, but they can also cause
confusion. Each of these names, for example, refers to more
than one species. Moreover, some common names do not accurately reflect the kind of organism they signify. Consider
these three "fishes": jellyfish (a cnidarian), crayfish (a small lobsterlike crustacean), and silverfish (an insect). And of course,
different languages have different words for various organisms.
To avoid ambiguity when communicating about their research, biologists refer to organisms by Latin scientific names.
The two-part format of the scientific name, commonly called a
binomial, was instituted in the 18th century by Carolus Linnaeus
(see Chapter 22). The first part ofa binomial is the name of the
genus (plural, genera) to which the species belongs. The second part, called the spedfie epithet, is unique for each species
within the genus. An example of a binomial is Panthera
pardus, the scientific name for the large cat commonly called
the leopard. Notice that the first letter of the genus is capitalized and the entire binomial is italicized. (Newly created scientific names are also "Iatinized": You can name an insect you
discover after a friend, but you must add a Latin ending.)
Many ofthe more than 11,000 binomials assigned by Linnaeus
are still used today, including the optimistic name he gave our
own species-Homo sapiens, meaning "wise man:'

the Linnaean system, places related genera in the same family,
families into orders, orders into classes, classes into phyla
(singular, phylum), phyla into kingdoms, and, more recently,
kingdoms into domains (Figure 26.3). The resulting biological classification of a particular organism is somewhat like a
postal address identifying a person in a particular apartment,
in a building with many apartments, on a street with many
apartment buildings, in a city with many streets, and so on.
The named taxonomic unit at any level of the hierarchy is
called a taxon (plural, Ulxa).ln the leopard example,Panthera
is a taxon at the genus level, and Mammalia is a taxon at the
class level that includes all the many orders of mammals. Note
that in the Linnaean system, taxa broader than the genus are
not italicized, though they are capitalized.
Oassifying spe<ies seems to come naturally to humans-it is
a way to structure our view of the world. We lump together
various species of trees to which we give the common name of
pines and distinguish them from other trees that we call firs.
Taxonomists have de<ided that pines and firs are different enough
to be placed in separate genera, yet similar enough to be grouped
into the same family, the Pineaceae. As with pines and firs,

Species:
Panthera
pardus

o

DO
Genus: Panthera

o

0

0

Family: Felidae

o

o0

Order:

0

0

Carni~ora

oDo8D 0

o

0"

00

Ph~um: Chordata

Hierarchical Classification
In addition to naming species, Linnaeus also grouped them
into a hierarchy of increasingly inclusive categories. The first
grouping is built into the binomial: Species that appear to be
closely related are grouped into the same genus. For example,
the leopard (Panthera pardus) belongs to a genus that also includes the African lion (Panthera leo), the tiger (Panthera
tigris), and the jaguar (Panthera oneal. Beyond genera, taxonomists employ progressively more comprehensive categories
of classification. The taxonomic system named after Linnaeus,

o

o

0

o

o

Kingdom: Animalla

DOD
DOD

Bacteria

DO

0

Domain: Eukarya

DOD
DO
Archaea

... Figure 26.3 Hierarchical classification. At each le~el of
the Linnaean classification system, species are placed into groups
belonging to more comprehensive groups.
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higher levels of classification are usually defined by particular
morphological characters chosen by taxonomists, rather than by
measurements applicable to all organisms. For this reason, the
larger categories often are not comparable between lineages; that
is, an order of snails does not exhibit the same degree of mor~
phological or genetic diversity as an order of mammals. Further·
more, as we'll see, the placement of species into orders, classes,
and so on, does not ne<:essarily reflect evolutionary history.

linking Classification and Phylogeny
The evolutionary history of a group of organisms can be represented in a branching diagram called a phylogenetic tree. The
branching pattern in some cases matches the hierarchical clas·
sification of groups nested within more inclusive groups
(Figure 26.4). in other situations, however, certain similari·
ties among organisms may lead taxonomists to place a species
within a group of organisms (for example, a genus or family)
other than the group to which it is most closely related. if systematists conclude that such a mistake has occurred, the organism may be reclassified (that is, placed in a different genus
or family) to accurately reflect its evolutionary history. in addition, the categories in the Linnaean classification system may
provide little information about phylogeny: We may distin·
guish 17 families oflizards, but that tells us nothing about their
evolutionary relationships to one another.
Order

Family Genus
~

~

•
•

•

,
,....-0;-;;--"-

•

Species

Panrhera
pardus

~

(leopard)
Taxidea
taxus

In fact, such difficulties in aligning Linnaean classification
with phylogeny have led some systematists to propose that
classification be based entirely on evolutionary relationships.
A recent example of this approach is the PhyloCode, which
only names groups that include a common ancestor and all of
its descendants. \Vhile PhyloCode would change the way taxa
are defined and recognized, the taxonomic names of most
species would remain the same. But species would no longer
necessarily have "ranks" attached to them, such as family, order, or class. Also, some commonly recognized groups would
become part of other groups previously of the same rank. For
example, because birds evolved from a group of reptiles, Aves
(the Linnaean class to which birds are assigned) would be con~
sidered a subgroup of Reptilia (also a class in the Linnaean sys~
tern). Although PhyloCode is controversial and still being
developed, many systematists are adopting the phylogenetic
approach on which it is based.
\\lhether groups are named according to PhyloCode or to
Linnaean classification, a phylogenetic tree represents a hy·
pothesis about evolutionary relationships. These relationships
often are depicted as a series of dichotomies, or two-way
branch points (Figure 26.S). Each branch point represents the
divergence of two evolutionary lineages from a common ancestor. For example, in Figure 26.5, branch point 0 represents the
common ancestor of taxa A, B, and C. The position of branch
point 0 to the right of branch point 0 indicates that taxa B
and C diverged after their shared lineage split from that oftaxon
A. Note that tree branches can be rotated around a branch point
without changing their evolutionary relationships.
in Figure 26.5, taxa Band C are sister taxa, groups of organisms that share an immediate common ancestor (branch
point 0) and hence are each other's closest relatives. Note
also that this tree, like most of the phylogenetic trees in this
book, is rooted, which means that a branch point within the

(American
IxIdger)

Branch point
(also called a node)

Lutra lutra

(European
otter)

Taxon A
Taxon

,Q
•

.
~

ANC ESTRAL -1
LINE AGE

-'-::1

~

;:;;.

Canis
lupus

• Figure 26.4 The contlection between classification aMi
phylogeny. Hierarchical classification is reflected in the progressively
liner branching of phylogenetic trees This tree traces possible evolutionary
relationships between some of the taxa within order Carnivora. itself a
branch of class Mammalia. The branch point 0 represents the most
recent common ancestor of all members of the weasel (Mustelidae) and
dog (Canidae) families. The branch point f) represents the most recent
common ancestor of coyotes and gray wolves
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Taxon D
Taxon E

(gray wolf)
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,} Sister
Taxon C taxa

This branch point
represents the most
recent common
ancestor of taxa A-F.

"'-

"

Taxon F

ThiS branch POint forms a
polytomy: an unresolved
pattern of divergence.

• Figure 26.5 How to read a phylogenetic tree.

•.I&W"I Redraw this tree. rotating the branches around branch

points f) and O. Does your new version tell a different story about
the evolutionary relationships between the taxa? Explain.

tree (typically, the one farthest to the left) represents the last
common ancestor of all taxa in the tree. Finally, the lineage
leading to taxa D-F includes a polytomy, a branch point
from which more than two descendant groups emerge. A
polytomy indicates that evolutionary relationships among
the descendant taxa are not yet clear.

What We Can and Cannot learn
from Phylogenetic Trees
Let's pause to summarize tv.·o key points about phylogenetic trees
and what they signify. First, the sequence of branching in a tree
does not ne<:essariJy indicate the actual (absolute) ages ofthe particular species. For example, the tree in Figure 26.4 does not indicate that the wolf evolved more recently than the European
otter; rather, the tree shows only that the most recent common
ancestor of the wolf and European otter (branch point 0) lived
before the most recent common ancestor of the wolfand coyote
(branch point fJ). To indicate when wolves and European otters
evolved, the tree would need to include additional divergences in
each evolutionary lineage, as well as the dates when those splits
occurred. More generally, unless given spe<ific information about
what the branch lengths in a phylogenetic tree mean-for example, that they are proportional to time or genetic change-we
should interpret the diagram solely in tenns of patterns of descent. No assumptions should be made about when particular
spe<ies evolved or how much genetic change occurred in each
evolutionary lineage.
Second, we cannot assume that a taxon on a phylogenetic
tree evolved from the taxon next to it. Figure 26.4 does not indicate that wolves evolved from coyotes or vice versa. We can
infer only that the lineage leading to wolves and the lineage leading to coyotes both evolved from the common ancestor fJ.

'~2U
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What is the species identity of food being
sold as whale meat?
C. S. Baker, at the University of Auckland, New
Zealand. and S. R. Palumbi. then at the UnIVersity of Hawaii, pur·
chased 13 samples of "whale meat" from several Japanese fish
markets. They sequenced a region with the mitochondrial DNA
from each sample and compared their results with the comparable
DNA sequence from known whale species, To infer the species
identity of their samples. Baker and Palumbi constructed a gene
tree. a phylogenetIC tree that shows patterns of relatedness
among DNA sequences rather than among taKa,

EXPERIMENT

RESULTS

Baker and Palumbi'S analysis yielded the follow-

Ing gene tree:
Minke
(Antarctica)
Minke
(Australia)
Unknown lila.
2,3.4.5.6.7.8

Mick,
(North Atlantic)
Unknown 119

Hompb,,'

(North Atlantic)
Humpback _
(North PaCifiC)
Unknown 1I1b

}

Gray
Blue
(North Atlantic)
Blue
(North Pacific)

Applying Phylogenies
\Vhy do biologists care about studying phylogenies? One reason is that a species' phylogeny provides an enormous amount
of information. Consider maize (corn), the second most important source of food worldwide (after wheat). From a phylogeny of maize based on DNA data, researchers identified two
species ofwild grasses that may be the dosest living relatives to
maize. These two dose relatives may prove useful as "reservoirs" of beneficial genes that can be transferred to cultivated
maize by plant breeding or genetic engineering. The phylogenetic analysis of maize also led to the identification of the gene
responsible for maize's unique fruiting body, the cob.
Phylogenetic trees have played a key role in a wide range of
other applications. One example is an investigation into
whether food sold as "whale meat" in Japan was illegally
harvested from whale species protected under international
law (Figure 26.6). Although it is legal to harvest some whales
for food, such as Minke whales that are caught in the Southern Hemisphere, this phylogeny indicated that meat from

}r

Unknown 1110.
11,12
Unknown 1113
Fin
(Mediterranean)
Fin (Iceland)

This analysis indicated that DNA sequences of
SIK of the unknown samples (in red) were most closely related to
DNA sequences of whales that are not legal to harvest.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE

c S. &tker ¥ld S R. Piliumbi, Wluchwh.lles~fe hu~ted) A
molec"'ar ~!lC approach to ITl(lIlltC<li"l9 wh.lI!ll9, 5dt:n<:e 265. 1538-1 539 (1994).

N'WU"N

What are some potential sources of error in this
study? How might the chances of reaching an erroneous conclusion be reduced?
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humpback, fin, and Minke whales caught in the Northern
Hemisphere was being sold illegally in fish markets.
Another newsworthy application of phylogeny relates to
bioterrorism. In fall 2001, several politicians and journalists
were sent envelopes containing anthrax bacteria. Researchers
used phylogenetic trees based on DNA data to identify the
strain of the bacterium used in the 200 1attacks-information
that may eventually help trace the source of the attacks.
How do researchers construct trees like those we've considered here? In the next section, we'll begin to answer that
question by examining the data used to estimate phylogenies.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

26.1

1. Which levels of the classification in Figure 26.3 do
humans share with leopards?
2, What does the phylogenetic tree in Figure 26.4
indicate about the evolutionary relationships of the
leopard, badger, and wolf?
3. \Vhich of the trees shown below depicts a different
evolutionary history for taxa A-D than the other two
trees? Explain.

~

r

:

r.f -:

~ [: J L.L:

(,)

4.

(b)

i. :

c=:

1<)

_I"!:tUIA If new evidence were uncovered indicating that taxon E in Figure 26.5 is the sister taxon of a
group that consists of taxa D and F, how would this
change the phylogeny? Redraw the tree to accommodate this new finding.

structure; this is an example of a morphological homology
(see Figure 22.17). In the same way, genes or other DNA
sequences are homologous if they are descended from sequences carried by a common ancestor.
In general, organisms that share very similar morphologies or
similar DNA sequences are likely to be more closely related than
organisms with vastly different structures or sequences. In some
cases, however, the morphological divergence between related
species can be great and their genetic divergence small (or vice
versa). Consider tlle Hawaiian silversword plants discussed in
Chapter 25. TIlese species vary dramatically in appearance
throughout the islands. Some are tall, twiggy trees, and others
are dense, ground-hugging shrubs (see Figure 25.18). Butdespite
these striking phenotypic differences, the silverswords' genes are
very similar. Based on these small mole<ular divergences, scientists estimate that the silversword group began to diverge 5 mil·
lion years ago, which is also about the time when the oldest ofthe
current islands formed. We'll discuss how scientists use molecular data to make such estimates later in this chapter.

Sorting Homology from Analogy
A potential red herring in constructing a phylogeny is similarity
due to convergent evolution-called analogy-rather than to
shared ancestry (homology). As you read in Chapter 22, con·
vergent evolution occurs when similar environmental pressures
and natural selection produce similar (analogous) adaptations
in organisms from different evolutionary lineages. For example,
the two mole-like animals illustrated in Figure 26.7 are very
similar in their external appearance. However, their internal
anatomy, physiology, and reproductive systems are very dissimilar. Australian ~molesn are marsupials; their young complete

For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

r;~;~:e~i~~;~ inferred from

morphological and molecular data

To infer phylogeny, systematists must gather as much information as possible about the morphology, genes, and biochemistry of the relevant organisms. It is important to focus
on features that result from common ancestry, because only
these features reflect evolutionary relationships.

Morphological and Molecular Homologies
Recall that similarities due to shared ancestry are called homologies. For example, the similarity in the number and
arrangement of bones in the forelimbs of mammals is due to
their descent from a common ancestor with the same bone
540
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... Figure 26.7 Convergent evolution of analogous
burrowing characteristics. An elongated body, enlarged front
paws, small eyes, and a pad of thickened skin that protects a tapered
nose all evolved independently in the marsupial Australian "mole"
(top) and a eutherian North American mole (bottom).

their embryonic development in a pouch on the outside of the
mother's body. North American moles, in contrast, are eutherianSj their young complete their embryonic development in the
uterus within the mother's body. Indeed, genetic comparisons
and the fossil record provide evidence that the common ancestor ofthese moles lived 14() million years ago, about the time the
marsupial and eutherian mammals diverged. This ancestor and
most ofits descendants were not mole-like, but analogous characteristics evolved independently in these two mole lineages as
tlley became adapted to similar lifestyles.
Distinguishing between homology and analogy is critical in
reconstructing phylogenies. To see why, consider bats and birds,
both of which have adaptations that enable Oight. This superficial resemblance might imply that bats are more closely related
to birds than they are to cats, which cannot fly. But a closer examination reveals thata bat's wing is far more similar to the forelimbs of cats and other mammals than to a bird's wing. Bats and
birds descended from a common tetrapod ancestor that lived
about 320 million years ago. This common ancestor could not
Oy. Thus, although the underlying skeletal systems of bats and
birds are homologous, their wings are not. Flight is enabled in
different ways-stretched membranes in the bat wing versus
feathers in the bird wing. Fossil evidence also documents that
bat wings and bird wings arose independently from the forelimbs of different tetrapod ancestors. Thus, with respect to
Oight, abat's wing is analngous, not homologous, to a bird's wing.
Analogous structures that arose independently are also called
homoplasics (from the Greek for "to mold in the same wa().
Besides corroborative similarities and fossil evidence, another clue to distinguishing between homology and analogy is
the complexity of the characters being compared. The more
points of resemblance that m'o complex structures have, the
more likely it is that they evolved from a common ancestor. For
instance, the skulls ofan adult human and an adult chimpanzee
both consist of many bones fused together. The compositions
of the skulls match almost perfectly, bone for bone. It is highly
improbable that such complex structures, matching in so many
details, have separate origins. More likely, the genes involved in
the development ofboth skulls were inherited from a common
ancestor. The same argument applies to comparisons at the
gene level. Genes are sequences of thousands of nucleotides,
each of which represents an inherited character in the form of
one of the four DNA bases: A (adenine), G (guanine), C (cytosine), or T (thymine). If genes in two organisms share many
portions of their nucleotide sequences, it is highly likely that
the genes are homologous.

Evaluating Molecular Homologies
Molecular comparisons of nucleic acids often pose technical
challenges for researchers. TIle first step after sequencing the
molecules is to align comparable sequences from the species
being studied. If the species are very closely related, the se-

quences probably differ at only one or a few sites. In contrast,
comparable nucleic acid sequences in distantly related species
usually have different bases at many sites and may have different lengths. This is because insertions and deletions accumulate over long periods of time (see Chapter 23).
Suppose, for example, that particular noncoding DNA sequences in a particular gene in two species are very similar, except that the first base ofthe sequence has been deleted in one of
the species. The effect is that the remaining sequence shifts back
one notch. Acomparison ofthe two sequences that does not take
this deletion into account would overlook what in fact is a very
good match. To address such problems, systematists have developed computer programs that estimate the best way to align
comparable DNA segments ofdiffering lengths (Figure 26.8).
Such molecular comparisons reveal that a large number of
base substitutions and other differences have accumulated between the comparable genes ofthe Australian mole and a North
American mole. The many differences indicate that their lineages have diverged greatly since their common ancestorj thus,
we say that the living species are not closely related. In contrast,
the high degree of gene sequence similarity among the silverswords supports the hypothesis that they are all very closely related, in spite of their considerable morphological differences.
Just as with morphological characters, it is necessary to
distinguish homology from analogy in evaluating molecular

o DNA
Ancestral homologous
segments are
identical as species 1 and
species 2 begin to diverge
from their common
ancestor,

e Deletion
and insertion
mutations shift what had
been matching sequences
in the two species.

o regions.
Of the three homologous
two (shaded
orange) do not align
because of these
mutations.

o Homologous
regions
realign after a computer
program adds gaps in
sequence 1.

CCATCAGAGT(C

2 CCATCAGAGTCC

~

~Deletion
C(ATCAGAGT(C

2 C(ATCAGAGT(C

GTA Insertion

~
CCATCAAGTC(

2 CCATGTACAGAGTCC

~
CCAT

CA

AGTCC

2 C(ATGTACAGAGTC(

... Figure 26.8 Aligning segments of DNA. Syitematists use
computer software to find and align similar sequences along DNA
segments from two species. (In this example, no bases have changed in
these sequences since divergence. and so the comparable sequences are
still identical once the length is adjusted.)
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CONCEPT

CHECK

26.2

1. Decide whether each of the following pairs of structures more likely represents analogy or homology,
and explain your reasoning: (a) a porcupine's quills
and a cactus's spines; (b) a cat's paw and a human's
hand; (c) an owl's wing and a hornet's wing.
2. •~J:t."IDI Suppose that species 1 and species 2
have similar appearances but very divergent gene
sequences and that species 2 and species 3 have very
different appearances but similar gene sequences.
Which pair of species is more likely to be closely
related: 1 and 2, or 2 and 3? Explain.

ACGGATAGTCCACTAGGCACTA
TCACCGA(AGGTCTTTGACTAG

.. Figure 26.9 A molecular homoplasy. These two DNA
sequences from organisms that are not closely related coincidentally
share 25% of their bases Statistical tools have been developed to
determine whether DNA sequences that share more than 25% of
their bases do so because they are homologous.
Why might you expect organisms that are not closely related to
nevertheless share roughly 25% of their bases?

D

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
similarities for evolutionary studies. Two sequences that resemble each other at many points along their length most
likely are homologous (see Figure 26.8). But in organisms
that do not appear to be closely related, the bases that their
otherwise very different sequences happen to share may simply be coincidental matches, called molecular homoplasies
(Figure 26.9). Scientists have developed statistical tools that
can help distinguish "distant" homologies from such coincidental matches in extremely divergent sequences.
Scientists have so far sequenced more than 100 billion bases'
worth ofnucleic acid data from thousands ofspecies. Thisenor·
mous ooUection of data has fed a boom in the study of phylogeny. The new data have supported earlier hypotheses
regarding many evolutionary relationships, such as that between the Australian and North American moles, and have
clarified other relationships, such as those betv.'een the various
silverswords. In the rest of this chapter and unit, you will see
many examples of the tremendous impact of molecular
systematics, the discipline that uses DNA and other molecular
data to determine evolutionary relationships.

r;~:;:::h~~;~ers are used to
construct phylogenetic trees

In reconstructing phylogenies, the first step is to distinguish
homologous features from analogous features (since only the
former reflect evolutionary history). Once that task is accomplished, biologists must choose a method of inferring phylogeny from these homologous characters. In this section, we'll
examine a widely used set of methods known as cladistics.

Cladistics
in the approach to systematics called cladistics, common an·
cestry is the primary criterion used to classify organisms. Us·
ing this methodology, biologists place species into groups
called clades, each of which includes an ancestral species and
all of its descendants (Figure 26.10a). Clades, like taxonomic

A

A

A

B Group I

B

B

c

C

c

D

D

D

E

E

F

f)

G

(a) Monophyletic group (clade). Group I.
consisting of three species (A. B. C) and
their common ancestorO. is a clade. also
called a monophyletic group, AmonophyletIC group consists of an ancestral
species and all of its descendants

Group II

F

F

G

G

(b) Paraphyletic group. Group II is paraphyletic. meaning that it consists of an
ancestral species and some of its
descendants (species D, E. F) but not all
of them (missing species G),

e

.. Figure 26.10 Monophyletic. paraphyletic. and polyphyletic groups.
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E

Group III

(c) Polyphyletic group. Group III is polyphyletic,
meaning that its members have different
ancestors, In this case, species Band Cshare
common ancestorO. but species Chas a
different ancestor:O.

ranks, are nested within larger clades. For example, the cat
group represents a clade within a larger clade that also includes the dog group. However, a taxon is equivalent to a
clade only if it is monophyletic (from the Greek meaning
~single tribe~), signifying that it consists of an ancestral
species and all its descendants (see Figure 26.lOa). Contrast this with a paraphylctic (~beside the tribe~) group,
which consists of an ancestral species and some, but not
all, of its descendants (Figure 26.10b), or a polyphyletic
("many tribes~) group, which includes taxa with different
ancestors (Figure 26.10c). Next we'll discuss how clades
are identified: using shared derived characters.

Shared Ancestral and Shared Derived Characters
As a result ofdescent with modification, organisms both share
characteristics with their ancestors and differ from them (see
Chapter 22). For example, all mammals have backbones, but
the presence of a backbone does not distinguish mammals
from other vertebrates because all vertebrates have backbones.
The backbone predates the branching of the mammalian clade
from other vertebrates. Thus, we say that for mammals, the
backbone is a shared ancestral character, a character that
originated in an ancestor of the taxon. In contrast, hair is a
character shared by all mammals but not found in their ancestors. Thus, in mammals, hair is considered a shared derived
character, an evolutionary novelty unique to a particular clade.
Note that a backbone can also qualify as a shared derived
character, but only at a deeper branch point that distinguishes
all vertebrates from other animals. Among vertebrates, a backbone is considered a shared ancestral character because it was
present in the ancestor common to all vertebrates.
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~
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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(a) Character table. A 0 indicates that a character is absent; a 1
indicates that a character is present.
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Salamander

Turtle

Four walking legs ~
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Hinged jaws

~

u

Shared derived characters are unique to particular clades. Because all features of organisms arose at some point in the history of life, it should be possible to determine the clade in
which each shared derived character first appeared and to use
that information to infer evolutionary relationships.
To see how this analysis is done, consider the set of characters shown in Figure 26.11a for each of five vertebratesa leopard, turtle, salamander, tuna, and lamprey (a jawless
aquatic vertebrate). As a basis of comparison, we need to select an outgroup. An outgroup is a species or group of
species from an evolutionary lineage that is known to have diverged before the lineage that includes the species we are
studying (the ingroup). A suitable outgroup can be determined based on evidence from morphology, paleontology,
embryonic development, and gene sequences. An appropriate outgroup for our example is the lancelet, a small animal
that lives in mudflats and (like vertebrates) is a member ofthe
Chordata. Unlike the vertebrates, however, the lancelet does
not have a backbone.
By comparing members of the ingroup to each other and
to the outgroup, we can determine which characters were derived at the various branch points of vertebrate evolution. For
example, all ofthe vertebrates in the ingroup have backbones:
This character was present in the ancestral vertebrate, but not
in the outgroup. Now note that hinged jaws are a character
absent in lampreys but present in other members of the ingrouPi this character helps us to identify an early branch
point in the vertebrate clade. Proceeding in this way, we can
translate the data in our table of characters into a phylogenetic tree (Figure 26.11 b).

column

0

~

u

Inferring Phylogenies Using Derived Characters

-{}Hair

~

leopard~

(b) Phylogenetic tree. Analyzing the distribution of these deri~ed
characters can pro~ide insight into ~ertebrate phylogeny.

... Figure 26.11 Constructing a phylogenetic tree.
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Phylogenetic Trees with
Proportional Branch Lengths
In the phylogenetic trees we have presented so far, the lengths
ofthe tree's branches do not indicate the degree ofevolutionary

change in each lineage. Furthermore, the chronology repre·
sented by the branching pattern of the tree is relative (earlier
versus later) rather than absolute (how many millions of years
ago). But in some tree diagrams, branch lengths are propor·
tiona! to amount ofevolutionary change or to the times at which
particular events occurred.
For example, the branch length of a phylogenetic tree can
reflect the number of changes that have taken place in a particular DNA sequence in that lineage (Figure 26.12). Note
that in Figure 26.12, the tota/length of the horizontal lines
from the base of the tree to the mouse is less than that of the

line leading to the outgroup species, the fruit fly Drosophila.
This implies that in the time since the mouse and fly diverged
from a common ancestor, more genetic changes have occurred in the Drosophila lineage than in the mouse lineage.
Even though the branches ofa phylogenetic tree may have different lengths, among organisms alive today, aU the different lineages that descend from a common ancestor have survived for
the same number ofyears. To take an extreme example, humans
and bacteria had a common ancestor that lived over 3 billion
years ago. Fossils and genetic evidence indicate that this ancestor
was a single-celled prokaryote. Even though bacteria have ap·
parently changed little in their structure since that common ancestor, there have nonetheless been 3 billion years of evolution
in the bacterial lineage, just as there have been 3 billion years of
evolution in the eukaryotic lineage that includes humans.

These equal spans of chronological time can be represented in a phylogenetic tree whose branch lengths are proportional to time (Figure 26.13). Such a tree draws on fossil
data to place branch points in the context ofgeologic time. Additionally, it is possible to combine these two types of trees by
labeling branch points with information about rates of genetic
change or dates of divergence.

Maximum Parsimony
and Maximum Likelihood
As the growing database ofDNA sequences enables us to study
more species, the difficulty of building the phylogenetic tree
that best describes their evolutionary history also grows. What
if you are analyzing data for 50 species? There are 3 x 1076 different ways to arrange 50 species into a tree! And which tree in
this huge forest reflects the true phylogeny? Systematists can
never be sure of finding the most accurate tree in such a large
data set, but they can narrow the possibilities by applying the
principles of maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood.
According to the principle of maximum parsimony, we
should first investigate the simplest explanation that is consistent with the facts. (The parsimony principle is also called
~Occam's razor" after William of Occam, a 14th-century
English philosopher who advocated this minimalist problemsolving approach of ~shaving awa( unnecessary complications.) In the case of trees based on morphology, the most
parsimonious tree requires the fewest evolutionary events, as
measured by the origin of shared derived morphological characters. For phylogenies based on DNA, the most parsimonious tree requires the fewest base changes.

r---------------------------------------

Drosophila

wncelel/
Zebrafish

Human

MOUse~
.. Figure 26.12 Branch lengths can indicate relative amounts of genetic chatlge. This
phylogenetic tree was constructed by comparing sequences of a homologous gene thai plays a role in
development The Drosophila gene was used as an outgroup_ The branch lengths are proportional to
the amount of genetic change in each lineage. Thus. the ~arying branch lengths indicate thai the gene
has evolved al slightly different rates in Ihe different lineages.
In which vertebrate lineage has the studied gene ewIved most rapidly? Explain.
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Drosophila

.

Lancelet

...

I!!!!-(•

Zebrafish .....

'Mouse

MESOZOIC

PALEOZOIC

542

;)..

CENOZOIC

251

65.5

Present

Millions of years ago

.. Figure 26.13 Branch lengths can indicate time. The relationships shown in this tree
are based on the same molecular data as the tree in Figure 26.12, Branch lengths were then drawn
to fit the dates of the different branch points based on fossil evidence. As a result, branch lengths
are proportional to time. Each evolutionary lineage has the same total length from the base of the
tree to the branch tip, indicating that all the lineages have diverged from the common ancestor for
equal amounts of time.

The principle of maximum likelihood states that given

certain rules about how DNA changes over time, a tree can be
found that reflects the most likely sequence of evolutionary
events. Maximum·likelihood methods are complex, but as a
simple example, let us return to the phylogenetic relationships
between a human, a mushroom, and a tulip. figure 26.14
shows two possible, equally parsimonious trees for this trio.
Tree 1 is more likely if we assume that DNA changes have occurred at equal rates along all the branches ofthe tree from the
common ancestor. Tree 2 requires assuming that the rates of
evolution slowed greatly in the mushroom lineage and sped up
greatly in the tulip lineage. Thus, assuming that equal rates are
more common than unequal rates, tree 1is more likely. We will
soon see that many genes do evolve at approximately equal
rates in different lineages. But note that ifwe find new evidence

Human

Human

Mushroom

Tulip

0

30%

40%

0

40%

I

Mushroom

0

Tulip
(a) Percentage differences between sequences

15%

5%

5%
15%

.. Figure 26.14 Trees with different likelikoods. Based on percentage
differences between gerles carried by a humarl, a mushroom, arid atulip (a). we
can construct two po5s4ble phylogenetic trees with the same total branch length
(b) The sum of the percentages from a point of divergence in a tree equals the
percentage differences as listed in (a) For example, In tree 1, the human-tulip
divergence is 15% + 5% + 20% '" 40%. In tree 2, this divergence also equals
40% (1 5% + 25%). Assuming that the genes have evolved at the same rate in
the different branches. tree 1 is more likely tharl tree 2.

10%

20%

Tree 1: More likely

Tree 2: less likely

(b) Comparison of possible trees
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Research Method

Applying Parsimony to a Problem in Molecular Systematics
APPLICATION

In considering possible phylogenies lor a group of species. systematists

compare molecular data for the species. An efficient way to begin is by identifying the most
parsimonious hypothesis-the one that requires the fewest evolutionary events (molecular

chang!',) to have occurred.
TECHNIQUE
Follow the numbered steps as we apply the
principle of parsimony to a hypothetical phylogenetIC problem
involving three closely related bird species,

Species I

o

Species II

Species III

Three phylogenetic hypotheses:

First, draw the three possible phylogenies for the species,
(Although only 3 trees are possible when ordering 3 species.
the number of possible trees increases rapidly with the
number of species: There are 15 trees for 4 speCies and
34,459,425 trees for 10 species.)

Site

2

3

4

Species I

C

T

A

T

Species II

C

T

T

C

Species III

A

G

A

C

Ancestral sequence

A

G

T

T

o Tabulate the molecular data fOf the spedes, In this simplified
example, the data represent a DNA sequence consisting of

JUst four nucleotide bases, Data from several outgroup species

(not shown) were used to infer the ancestral DNA sequence.

0

Now focus on site 1in the DNA sequence In the tree on the
left, a single base-change event. represented by the purple
hatchmark on the branch leading to species I and II (and
labeled lie. indicating a change at site 1to nucleotide C), is
suffident to account for the site 1data, In the other two
trees, two base-change events are necessary,

-e=1" -c:=:" -D"II"
"
lIC

lIC

III

lIC

lIA

lIC

lIA

2fl

III

0

Continuing the comparison of bases at sites 2. 3. and 4
reveals that each of the three trees requires a total of five
additional base-change events (purple hatchmarks).

4/C

"

III

III
3/A 41(

2fl

'/C
2fT 41C

"

2fT 3/A

III

RESULTS

To identify the most parsimonious tree, we
total all of the base-change events noted in steps 3 and 4. We
conclude that the first tree is the most parsimonious of the three
pOSSible phylogenies

"
6 events
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III

III

5%

"

7 events

"

7 events

of unequal rates, tree 2 might be more likely! The likelihood of
a tree depends on the assumptions on which it is based.
Many computer programs have been developed to search
for trees that are parsimonious and likely. When a large
amount ofaccurate data is available, the methods used in these
programs usually yield similar trees. As an example of one
method, Figure 26.15, on the facing page, walks you through
the process of identifying the most parsimonious molecular
tree for a three-species problem. Computer programs based
on parsimony estimate phylogenies in a similar way: Theyexhaustively examine an possible trees and select the tree or
trees that require fewest evolutionary changes.

Phylogenetic Trees as Hypotheses
This is a good place to reiterate that any phylogenetic tree represents a hypothesis about how the various organisms in the
tree are related to one another. The best hypothesis is the one
that best fits all the available data. A phylogenetic hypothesis
may be modified when new evidence compels systematists to
revise their trees. Indeed, while many older phylogenetic hypotheses have been supported, others have been changed or
rejected based on new morphological and molecular data.
Thinking of phylogenies as hypotheses also allows us to use
them in a powerful way: Wecan make and test predictions based
on the assumption that a phylogeny-our hypothesis-is correct. For example, in an approach known as phylogenetic
bracketing, we can predict (by parsimony) that features shared
by WlO groups of closely related organisms are present in their
common ancestor and all onts descendants, unless independent
data indicate otherwise. (Note that here the term prediction indudes past events, not only fuhlre evolutionary change.)
TIlisapproach has been used to make novel predictions about
dinosaurs. For example, there is evidence that birds descended
from the theropods, a group of bipedal dinosaurs within the
$aurischian clade. As seen in Figure 26.16, the closest living relatives of birds are crocodiles. Birds and crocodiles share numer-

Lizards
and snakes

01lS features:

They have four-chambered hearts, they "sing" to defend territories and attract mates (although a crocodile "song" is
more like a bellow), and they build nests. Both birds and crocodiles also care for their eggs by brooding, a behavior in which a
parent warms the eggs with its body. Birds brood by sitting on
their eggs, whereas crocodiles cover their eggs with their neck.
Reasoning that any feature shared by birds and crocodiles is likely
to have been present in their common ancestor (denoted by the
blue dot in Rgure 26.16) and all ofits descendants, biologists predicted that dinosaurs had four-chambered hearts, sang, built
nests, and exhibited brooding,
Internal organs, such as the heart, rarely fossilize, and it is,
ofcourse, difficult to test whether dinosaurs sang to defend territories and attract mates. However, fossilized dinosaur eggs
and nests have provided evidence supporting the prediction of
brooding in dinosaurs. First, a fossil embryo ofan Oviraptordinosaur was found, still inside its egg. This egg was identical to
those found in another fossil, one that showed an Oviraptor
adult crouching over a group ofeggs in a posture similar to that
in brooding birds today (Figure 26.17). Researchers suggested

Front limb

Hind limb

(a) Fossil remains of Qviraptor
and eggs, The orientation of
the bones, which surround
and cover the eggs, suggests
that the dinosaur died while
incubating or protecting its
eggs.

~

II

Crocodilians

Common
ancestor of
crocodilians.
dinosaurs,
and birds

Ornithischian
dinosaurs
Saurischian
dinosaurs
Birds

... Figure 26.16 A phylogenetic tree of birds and their
close relatives.

(b) Artist's reconstruction of the dinosaur's posture based on the
fossil findings.

... Figure 26.17 Fossils support a phylogenetic prediction:
Dinosaurs built nests and brooded tneir eggs.
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that the Oviraptordinosaur preserved in this second fossil died
while incubating or protecting its eggs. The broader conclusion
that emerged from this work-that dinosaurs built nests and
exhibited brooding-has since been supported by additional
fossil discoveries that show that other species ofdinosaurs built
nests and sat on their eggs. Finally, by supporting predictions
based on the phylogenetic hypothesis shown in Figure 26.16,
fossil discoveries of nests and brooding in dinosaurs provide in·
dependent data that suggest the hypothesis is correct.
CONCEPT

CHECK

26.3

1. To distinguish a particular clade of mammals within
the larger clade that corresponds to class Mammalia,
would hair be a useful character? \Vhy or why not?
2. Why might the most parsimonious tree not necessar·
ily be the most accurate in representing evolutionary
relationships for a particular group of species?
Draw a phylogenetic tree that includes
3.
the relationships from both Figure 25.6 and Figure
26.16. Traditionally, all the taxa shown besides birds
and mammals were classified as reptiles. Using a
cladistic approach, critique that classification.

_·,IIM".

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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rZ~':;;:n~:;~evolutionary
history is documented
in its genome

You have seen throughout this chapter that molecular sys·
tematics-using comparisons of nucleic acids or other mol·
ecules to deduce relatedness-is a valuable tool for tracing
evolutionary history. The molecular approach helps us to
understand phylogenetic relationships that cannot be determined by nonmolecular methods such as comparative
anatomy. For example, molecular systematics helps us uncover evolutionary relationships between groups that have
little common ground for morphological comparison, such
as animals and fungi. And molecular methods allow us to
reconstruct phylogenies among groups of present·day
prokaryotes and other microorganisms for which we have
no fossil record at all. Molecular biology has helped to ex·
tend systematics to evolutionary relationships far above and
below the species level, ranging from the major branches of
the tree ofHfe to its finest tv.'igs. Still, the findings are often
inconclusive, as in cases where several taxa diverged at
nearly the same time in the distant past. The differences
may be apparent, but not the order of their appearance.
Different genes evolve at different rates, even in the same
evolutionary lineage. As a result, molecular trees can repre548
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sent short or long periods of time, depending on what genes
are used. For example, the DNA that codes for ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) changes relatively slowly, and so comparisons ofDNA
sequences in these genes are useful for investigating relationships between taxa that diverged hundreds of millions ofyears
ago. Studies of rRNA sequences indicate, for example, that
fungi are more closely related to animals than to green plants
(see Figure 26.2). In contrast, mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
evolves relatively rapidly and can be used to explore recent
evolutionary events. One research team has traced the relationships among Native American groups through their
mtDNA sequences. The molecular findings corroborate other
evidence that the Pima of Arizona, the Maya of Mexico, and
the Yanomami of Venezuela are closely related, probably descending from the first of three waves of immigrants that
crossed the Bering land bridge from Asia to the Americas
about 13,000 years ago.

Gene Duplications and Gene Families
What does molecular systematics reveal about the evolu·
tionary history of genome change? Consider gene duplica·
hon, which plays a particularly important role in evolution
because it increases the number of genes in the genome,
providing more opportunities for further evolutionary
changes. Molecular techniques now allow us to trace the
phylogenies of gene duplications and the influence of these
duplications on genome evolution. These molecular phylogenies must account for repeated duplications that have resulted in gene families, groups of related genes within an
organism's genome (see Figure 21.10). Like homologous
genes in different species, these duplicated genes have a
common ancestor. We distinguish these types of homolo·
gous genes by different names: orthologous genes and para·
logous genes.
The term orthologous genes (from the Greek orthos,
straight) refers to homologous genes that are found in different species because of speciation (figure 26.18a). The cytochrome c genes (which code for an electron transport chain
protein) in humans and dogs are orthologous. Paralogous
genes (from the Greek para, beside) result from gene duplication, so they are found in more than one copy in the same
genome (Figure 26.18b). In Chapter 23, you encountered
the example of olfactory receptor genes, which have undergone many gene duplications in vertebrates. Humans and
mice both have huge families of more than 1,000 of these
paralogous genes.
It is possible to describe most of the genes that make up
genomes as representing one of these two types of homology.
Note that orthologous genes can only diverge after speciation
has taken place, with the result that the genes are found in
separate gene pools. For example, although the cytochrome
c genes in humans and dogs serve a similar function, the

Ancestral gene

~~
Ancestral species

I

Speciation with
di~ergence of gene

yeast cells-we have a large, complex brain and a body that
contains more than 200 different types of tissues. Evidence is
emerging that many human genes are more versatile than
those of yeast in that the proteins they encode carry out a
wider variety of tasks in various body tissues. Before us lies a
huge and exciting scientific challenge: unraveling the mechanisms that enable this genomic versatility.
CONCEPT

Species A

Orthologous genes

Species B

(a) Orthologous genes

16.4

CHECK

1. Explain how comparisons between the proteins of
two species can yield data about their evolutionary
relationship.
11 4 Suppose gene A is orthologous in
2.
species 1 and species 2, and gene B is paralogous to
gene A in species L Suggest a sequence of two evolutionary events that could result in the following: Gene
A differs considerably bet.....een species, yet gene A
and gene B show little sequence divergence from
each other.

_','11°

Species A

I

For suggested answers. see

Appendi~

A.

Paralogous genes
Species A after many generations
(b) Paralogous genes
... Figure 26.18 How two types of homologous genes
originate. The colored bands mark regions of the genes where
differences in base sequences ha~e accumulated.

gene's sequence in humans has diverged from that in dogs in
the time since these species last shared a common ancestor.
Paralogous genes, on the other hand, can diverge within a
species because they are present in more than one copy in the
genome. The paralogous genes that make up the olfactory receptor gene family in humans have diverged from each other
during our long evolutionary history. They now specify proteins that confer sensitivity to a wide variety of odors, ranging from various foods to sex pheromones.

Genome Evolution
Now that we can compare the entire genomes of different organisms, including our own, two remarkable facts have
emerged. First, orthologous genes are widespread and can extend over huge evolutionary distances. Ninety-nine percent of
the genes ofhumans and mice are detectably orthologous, and
50% of our genes are orthologous with those of yeast. This remarkable commonality demonstrates that all living organisms
share many biochemical and developmental pathways.
Second, the number of genes seems not to have increased
through duplication at the same rate as perceived phenotypic
complexity. Humans have only about four times as many
genes as yeast, a single-celled eukaryote, even though-unlike

One of the long-term goals of evolutionary biology is to understand the relationships among all organisms, including
those for which there is no fossil record. When we extend molecular phylogenies beyond the fossil record, however, we
must rely on an important assumption about how change occurs at the molecular level.

Molecular Clocks
We stated earlier that researchers have estimated that the
common ancestor of Hawaiian silverswords lived about 5 million years ago. How did they make this estimate? They relied
on the concept of a molecular dock, a yardstick for measuring the absolute time of evolutionary change based on the observation that some genes and other regions of genomes
appear to evolve at constant rates. The assumption underlying the molecular clock is that the number of nucleotide substitutions in orthologous genes is proportional to the time that
has elapsed since the species branched from their common
ancestor (divergence time). In the case of paralogous genes,
the number of substitutions is proportional to the time since
the genes became duplicated.
We can calibrate the molecular clock ofa gene that has a reliable average rate of evolution by graphing the number of genetic differences-for example, nucleotide, codon, or amino
acid differences-against the dates of evolutionary branch
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exact sequence of amino acids that a gene specifies is essential
to survival, most ofthe mutational changes will be harmful and
only a few will be neutral. As a result, such genes change only
slowly. But if the exact sequence of amino acids is less critical,
fewer of the new mutations will be harmful and more will be
neutral. Such genes change more quickly.
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Difficulties with Molecular Clocks
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Divergence time (millions of years)
.... Figure 26.19 A molecular clock for mammals. The number
of accumulated mutations in seven proteins increased over time in a

consistent manner for most mammal species. The three green data
points represent primate species. whose proteins appear to have
evolved more slowly than those of other mammals. The divergence
time for each data point was based on fossil evidence.
Use the dock to estimate the divergence time for a mammal with
a fOtal of 30 mutations in the seven proteins.

D

points that are known from the fossil record (Figure 26.19).
Such graphs can then be used to estimate the dates of evolu-

tionary episodes that cannot be discerned from the fossil
record, such as the origin ofthe silverswords discussed earlier.
Of course, no gene marks time with complete precision. In
fact, some portions of the genome appear to have evolved in
irregular fits and starts that are not at all clocklike. And even
those genes that seem to have reliable molecular clocks are ac·
curate only in the statistical sense of showing a fairly smooth
average rate of change. Over time, there may still be chance
deviations above and below that average rate. Furthermore,
the same gene may evolve at different rates in different groups
of organisms, making it necessary to calibrate and use molecular clocks with care. Finally, even among genes that are clocklike, the rate of the dock may vary greatly from one gene to
another; some genes evolve a million times faster than others.

Neutral Theory
The regularity of change that enables us to use some genes as
molecular clocks raises the possibility that many ofthe changes
in these sequences result from genetic drift (see Chapter 23)
and that the changes are mostly neutral-neither adaptive nor
detrimental. In the 1960s, Jack King and Thomas Jukes, at the
University of California, Berkeley, and Motoo Kimura, at the
Japanese National Institute of Genetics, published papers supporting this neutral theory-that much evolutionary change
in genes and proteins has no effect on fitness and therefore is
not influenced by Darwinian selection. Kimura pointed out
that many new mutations are harmful and are removed
quickly. But if most of the rest are neutral and have little or no
effect on fitness, then the rate of molecular change should in·
deed be regular like adock. Differences in the dock rate for dif·
ferent genes are a function of how important a gene is. If the
550
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In fact, molecular clocks do not run as smoothly as neutral
theory predicts. Many irregularities are likely to be the result of
natural selection in which certain DNA changes are favored
over others. Consequently, some scientists question the utility
of molecular clocks for timing evolution. Their skepticism is
part of a broader debate about the extent to which neutral genetic variation can account for some kinds of DNA diversity.
Indeed, evidence suggests that almost half the amino acid differences in proteins of two Drosophila species, D. simulans
and D. yakuba, are not neutral but have resulted from directional natural selection. But because the direction ofnatural selection may change repeatedly over long periods of time (and
hence may average out), some genes experiencing selection can
nevertheless serve as approximate markers ofelapsed time.
Another question arises when researchers attempt to ex·
tend molecular clocks beyond the time span documented by
the fossil record. Although some fossils are more than 3 billion
years old, these are very rare. An abundant fossil record ex·
tends back only about 550 million years, but molecular clocks
have been used to date evolutionary divergences that occurred
a billion or more years ago. These estimates assume that the
clocks have been constant for all that time. Such estimates are
highly uncertain.
In some cases, problems may be avoided by calibrating molecular clocks with many genes rather than just one or a few
genes (as is often done). By using many genes, fluctuations in
evolutionary rate due to natural selection or other factors that
vary over time may average out. For example, one group of reo
searchers constructed molecular clocks of vertebrate evolution from published sequence data for 658 nuclear genes.
Despite the broad period of time covered (nearly 6(X) million
years) and the fact that natural selection probably affected
some of these genes, their estimates of divergence times
agreed closely with fossil-based estimates.

Applying a Molecular Clock:
The Origin of HIV
Researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico used a molecular clock to date the origin of HIV infection
in humans. Phylogenetic analysis shows that HIV, the virus
that causes AIDS, is descended from viruses that infect chimpanzees and other primates. (The viruses do not cause any
AJDS-likediseases in nonhuman hosts.) When did HIV jump
to humans? There is no simple answer, because the virus has
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The discovery that the scaly-foot in Figure 26,1 evolved from
a different lineage of legless lizards than did snakes is one example of how systematics is used to reconstruct the evolutionary relationships ofhfe's diverse forms. In recent decades,
we have gained insight into even the very deepest branches of
the tree of life through molecular systematics.
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... Figure 26.20 Dating the origin of HIV·' M with a
molecular clock. The numerous data points in the upper right-hand
corner of this graph are based on DNA sequences for a specific HIV
gene in blood samples collected from patients at different known
times. If we project the relatively constant rate at which changes
occurred In this gene in the 1980s and 1990s back In time. we
intersed the x-axis of the graph in the 1930s,

spread to humans more than once. The multiple origins of
HIV are reflected in the variety ofstrains (genetic types) of the
virus. HIV's genetic material is made of RNA, and like other
RNA viruses, it evolves quickly.
The most widespread strain in humans is HIV-l M. To pinpoint the earliest HIV-l M infection, the researchers compared samples of the virus from various times during the
epidemic, including one sample from 1959. A comparison of
gene sequences showed that the virus has evolved in a clocklike fashion since 1959 (Figure 26.20). By extrapolating from
their molecular clock, the researchers concluded that the
HIV-l M strain first spread to humans during the 193Os.
CONCEPT

CHECK

16.5

I. What is a molecular clock? \'(fhat assumption underlies the use of a molecular clock?
2. Explain how numerous base changes could occur in
DNA, yet have no effect on an organism's fitness.
3, .i,'Mil l• Suppose a molecular clock dates the divergence of t'\'.'O taxa at 80 million years ago, but new
fossil evidence shows that the taxa diverged at least
120 million years ago. Explain how this could happen.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Early taxonomists classified all known species into two kingdoms: plants and animals. Even with the discovery of the diverse microbial world, the two-kingdom system persisted:
Noting that bacteria had a rigid cell wall, taxonomists placed
them in the plant kingdom. Eukaryotic unicellular organisms
with chloroplasts were also considered plants. Fungi, too,
were classified as plants, partly because most fungi, like most
plants, are unable to move about, and despite the fact that
fungi are not photosynthetic and have little in common structurallywith plants. In the m'o-kingdom system, unicellular organisms that move and ingest food-protozoans-were
classified as animals. Microorganisms such as Euglena that
move and are photosynthetic were claimed by both botanists
and zoologists and showed up in both kingdoms.
Taxonomic schemes with more than two kingdoms did not
gain broad acceptance until the late 1960s, when many biologists recognized five kingdoms: Monera (prokaryotes), Protista (a diverse kingdom consisting mostly of unicellular
organisms), Plantae, Fungi, and Animalia. This system highlighted the two fundamentally different types ofcells, prokaryotic and eukaryotic, and set the prokaryotes apart from all
eukaryotes by placing them in their own kingdom, Monera.
However, shortly after the widespread adoption of the fivekingdom approach, phylogenies based on genetic data began
to reveal a fundamental problem with this system: Some
prokaryotes differed as much from each other as they did from
eukaryotes. Such difficulties have led biologists to adopt a
three-domain system. The three domains-Bacteria, Archaea,
and Eukarya-are a taxonomic level higher than the kingdom
level. The validity of these domains has now been confirmed
by many studies, including an analysis of nearly 100 of the
many hundreds of completely sequenced genomes.
The domain Bacteria contains most ofthe currently known
prokaryotes, including the bacteria closely related to chloroplasts and mitochondria. The second domain, Archaea, consists of a diverse group ofprokaryotic organisms that inhabit a
wide variety ofenvironments. Some archaea can use hydrogen
as an energy source, and others were the chief source of the
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Eukarya

Dinoflagellates

Land plants
Green algae

,

Amoebas

Cellular slime molds ~::~:::;::. ...~1

Euglena
Trypanosomes
Leishmania

Animals'
Fungi

5ulfolobus

If -l"..,~:'_"':::'-"':::::::(Mitochondrion)

Thermophiles

Halophiles

COMMON
ANCESTOR
OF ALL
LIFE
Bacteria

Merhanobacrerium
Cyanobacteria
(Plastids, including
chloroplasts)

Arthaea

... Figure 26.21 The three domains of life. Based on rRNA gene sequences. all of life can be
grouped into three domains. Branch lengths are proportional to the amount of genetic change in
each lineage, (To simplify the figure. only some branches are labeled.) In this diagram, the lineages
within Eukarya that are dominated by multicellular organisms (plants. fungi. and animals) are shown
in red. All other lineages consist solely or primarily of single-celled organisms.
on this diagram. which domain was rhe fif5t to diverge) lNhich is the sisferdomain fO Eukarya)

118ased

natural gas deposits that are found throughout Earth's crust.
As you will read in Chapter 27, bacteria differ from archaea in
many structural, biochemical, and physiological characteristics.
The third domain, Eukarya, consists of all the organisms that
have cells containing true nuclei. This domain includes many
groups ofsingle-celled organisms (see Glapter 28) as well as mul·
ticellular plants (Chapters 29 and 30), fungi (Chapter 31), and
animals (Glapters 32-34). Figure 26,21 represents one pos·
sible phylogenetic tree forthe three domains and the many lin·
eages they encompass.
The three-domain system highlights the fact that much of
the history of life has been about single-celled organisms. The
t\'.'O prokaryotic domains consist entirely of single-celled organisms, and even in Eukarya, only the branches shown in red
(plants, fungi, and animals) are dominated by multicellular
organisms. Of the five kingdoms previously re<ognized by
552
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taxonomists, most biologists continue to recognize Plantae,
Fungi, and Animalia, but not Monera and Protista. The kingdom Monera is obsolete because it would have members in
two different domains. As you'll read in Chapter 28, the king~
dom Protista has also crumbled because it is polyphyletic-it
includes members that are more closely related to plants,
fungi, or animals than to other protists.

A Simple Tree of All Life
The evolutionary relationships shown in Figure 26.21 can be
summarized in a simpler tree (Figure 26.22). In this tree, the
first major split in the historyofJife occurred when the bacteria
diverged from other organisms. If this tree is correct, eukaryotes and archaea are more closely related to each other than
either is to bacteria.

Eukarya

o Most recerH common ancestor of all living things

e Gene
transfer between mitochondrial ancestor
and ancestor of eukaryotes
€) Gene transfer between chloroplast ancestor
and ancestor of green plants

Bacteria

Archaea

Bacteria

~

Archaea

4

3

2

o

... Figure 26.23 A ring of life. In this hypothesis. the earliest
organisms form a "ring of life" through horizontal gene transfer. Three
great domains (Bacteria, Eukarya, and Archaea) eventually emerged
from the ring and gave rise to the tremendous diversity of life we
observe today.

Billions of years ago
... Figure 26.22 The role of horizontal gene transfer in the
history of life. This tree shows two major episodes of horizontal
gene transfer, the dates of which are uncertain. It is known that many
more such events occurred

This reconstruction of the tree of life is based largely on sequence comparisons of rRNA genes, which COOl" for the RNA
parts of ribosomes. Because ribosomes are fundamental to the
workings ofthe cell, rRNA genes have evolved so slowly that homok~ies between distantly related organisms can still be detected-making these genes very useful for determining
evolutionary relationships among deep branches in the history
of life. However, other genes reveal a different set of relationships. For example, researchers have found that many of the
genes tllat influence metabolism in yeast (a single-celled eukaryote) are more similar to genes in the domain Bacteria than they
are to genes in the domain Archaea-a finding that suggests that
the eukaryotes may share a more recent common ancestor with
bacteria than with archaea.
Comparisons of complete genomes from the three domains
show that there have been substantial movements ofgenes between organisms in the different domains (see Figure 26.22).
These took place through horizontal gene transfer, a
process in which genes are transferred from one genome to
another through mechanisms such as exchange of transposable elements and plasmids, viral infection (see Chapter 19),
and perhaps fusions of organisms. Some biologists hypothesize that the first eukaryote may have arisen through a fusion
between an ancestral bacterium and an ancestral archaean.
Because phylogenetic trees are based on the assumption that
genes are passed vertically from one generation to the next,
the occurrence of such horizontal transfer events helps to explain why universal trees built using different genes can give
inconsistent results.

Is the Tree of life Really a Ring!
Some scientists have argued that horizontal gene transfers were
so common that the early history of life should be represented as
a tangled network of connected branches-not a simple, dichotomously branching tree like that in Figure 26.22. Others have
suggested that relationships among early organisms are best represented by a ring, not a tree (Figure 26.23). In an analysis based
on hundreds of genes, these researchers hypothesized that eukaryotes arose as an endosymbiosis between an early bacterium
and an early archaean. If correct, eukaryotes are simultaneously
most closely related to bacteria and archaea-an evolutionary relationship that cannot be depicted in a tree oflife, but can be depicted in a ringoflife.
Although scientists continue to debate whether early steps in
the history of life are best represented as a tree, a ring, or a tangled web, in recent decades there have been many exciting discoveries about evolutionary events that occurred later in time.
We'll explore such discoveries in the rest of this unit's chapters,
beginning with Earth's earliest inhabitants, the prokaryotes.
CONCEPT

CHECK

26.6

1. Why is the kingdom Monera no longer considered a
valid taxon?
2. Explain why phylogenies based on different genes can
yield different branching patterns for the universal
tree ofHfe.
3. _i,'!:tUI$l Draw the three possible dichotomously
branching trees showing evolutionary relationships
for the domains Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya. Two
of these trees have been supported by genetic data. Is
it likely that the third tree might also receive such
support? Explain your answer.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A
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Shared characters are used to construct phylogenetic

trees (pp. 542-548)
SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

... Cladistics Aclade is a monophyletic grouping that includes
an ancestral species and all of its descendants. Clades can be
distinguished by their shared derived characters.

_i,lliii'_ 26.1
Phylogenies show evolutionary relationships

Monophyletic group

(pp.537-540)

\

.. Binomial Nomenclature Linnaeus's system gives organisms
two-part names: a genus plus a spedt1c epithet.

A

A

A

B

B

B

(

(

(

D

D

D

.. Hierarchical Classification Linnaeus introduced a formal
system for grouping species in increasingly broad categories:
related genera are placed in the same family, families into or-

ders. orders into classes. classes into phyla. phyla into kingdoms, and (more recently) kingdoms into domains.
Ii>

E

Linking Classification and Phylogeny Systematists depict
evolutionary relationships as branching phylogenetic trees.
Some systematists propose that classification be based entirely on evolutionary relationships.
NOd"

"

Sister taxa

Taxon D
Taxon E
POlytom{
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Paraphyleti< group

Taxon (

,L"

Most
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ancestor

G

Taxon A
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-
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Taxon F

E

G

G

Polyphyletic group

... Phylogenetic Trees with Proportional Branch Lengths
Branch lengths can be drawn proportional to the amount of
evolutionary change or time.
... Maximum Parsimony and Maximum Likelihood Among
phylogenies, the most parsimonious tree is the one that requires the fewest evolutionary changes. The most likely tree is
the one based on the most likely pattern of changes.
.. Phylogenetic Trees as Hypotheses Well-supported phylogenetic hypotheses are consistent with a wide range of data.

-$IH',-

Innsligation How Is Phylogeny Determined by Coml'aring Proteins?

... What We Can and Cannot learn from Phylogenetic Trees
Unless branch lengths are proportional to time or genetic
change, a phylogenetic tree indicates only patterns of descent.

_i lilll._ 26.4

... Applying Phylogenies Much information can be learned
about a species from its evolutionary history; hence, phylogenies are useful in a wide range of applications.

its genome (pp. 548-549)

-N·if.Activity Oassilkation Schemes

_i,lliii'- 26.2
Phylogenies are inferred from morphological and
molecular data (pp. 540-542)
... Morphological and Molecular Homologies Organisms
that share very similar morphologies or DNA sequences are
likely to be more closely related than organisms with very different structures and genetic sequences.
... Sorting Homology from Analogy Homology (similarity
due to shared ancestry) must be sorted from analogy (similarity due to convergent evolution).
... Evaluating Molecular Homologies Computer programs
are used to align comparable nucleic acid sequences and to
distinguish molecular homologies from coincidental matches
between taxa that diverged long ago.
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An organism's evolutionary history is documented in
.. Gene Duplications and Gene Families Orthologous genes are
homologous genes found in different species because ofspeciation. Paralogous genes arise through duplication within a genome
and can diverge within a clade, often adding new functions.
.. Genome Evolution Distantly related species often have orthologous genes. The small variation in gene number in organisms of V"arying complexity suggests that genes are versatile
and may have multiple functions .

- i Illi'._ 26.5
Molecular clocks help track evolutionary time

(pp.549-551)
.. Molecular Clocks The base sequences ofsome regions of DNA
change at a rate consistent enough to allow dating of episodes in
past evolution. Other genes change in a less predictable way.
... Applying a Molecular Clock: The Origin of HIV A molecular clock analysis suggests that the most common strain of
HIV jumped from primates to humans in the 1930s.

-i·lilii'- 26.6
New information continues to revise our
understanding of the tree of life (pp. 551-553)
.. From Two Kingdoms to Three Domains Past classification systems have given W<lY to the current view ofthe tree oflife, which
consists ofthree great domains: Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukar)"<I.

.. A Simple Tree of All life Phylogenies based on rRNA genes
suggest that eukaryotes are most closely related to archaea, while
data from other genes suggest a closer relationship to bacteria.

.. Is the Tree of life Really a Ring? Genetic analyses suggest that
the earliest organisms may have formed a "ring of life" in which
eukaryotes are equally closely related to bacteria and to archaea.
TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
I. In Figure 26.4, which similarly inclusive taxon descended from
the same common ancestor as Canidae?
a. Felidae
d. Canis
b. Mustelidae
e. Lutra
c. Carnivora

c. the genes of amphibians and mice have only coincidental
homoplasies.
d. the homologous gene has evolved more slowly in mice.
e. the homologous gene has evolved more rapidly in mice.

7. To apply parsimony to constructing a phylogenetic tree,
a. choose the tree that assumes all evolutionary changes are
equally probable.
b. choose the tree in which the branch points are based on as
many shared derived characters as possible.
c. base phylogenetic trees only on the fossil record, as this
provides the simplest explanation for evolution.
d. choose the tree that represents the fewest evolutionary
changes, either in DNA sequences or morphology.
e. choose the tree with the fewest branch points.
For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-M4 if·_ Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.(omfora

2. Three living species X, Y, and Z share a common ancestor T, as
do extinct species U and V. Agrouping that includes species T,
X, Y, and Z makes up
a. a valid taxon.
d. a paraphyletic group.
b. a monophyletic clade.
e. a polyphyletic group.
e. an ingroup, with species U as the outgroup.

3. In a comparison of birds and mammals, having four appendages is
a. a shared ancestral character.
b. a shared derived character.
c. a character useful for distinguishing birds from mammals.
d. an example of analogy rather than homology.
e. a character useful for sorting bird species.

4. Based on this tree, which statement is not correct?
Salamander

-

6. The relative lengths of the anlphibian and mouse branches in
the phylogeny in Figure 26.12 indicate that
a. amphibians evolved before mice.
b. mice evolved before amphibians.

Lizard
Goat

Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. Darwin suggested looking at a species' close relatives to learn
what its ancestors may have been like. How does his suggestion
anticipate recent methods, such as phylogenetic bracketing and
the use of outgroups in cladistic analysis?
Biological Inquiry' A Workbook of In"estigatin Cases Explore the use of
outgroups aod other aspect, of cladi,tic analysi~ in "Tree Thinking."

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

9.••p.W"1 (a) Draw a phylogenetic tree based on the first
five characters in the table below. Place hatch marks on the
tree to indicate the origin(s) of each of the six characters.
(b) Assume that tuna and dolphins are sister species and redraw the phylogenetic tree accordingly, keeping other evolutionary relationships the same as in the first tree. Place hatch
marks on the tree to indicate the origin{s) of each of the six
characters. (c) How many evolutionary changes are required
in each tree? \Vhich tree is most parsimonious?

Human
a. The lineage leading to salamanders was the first to diverge
from the other lineages.
b. Salamanders are a sister group to the group containing
lizards, goats, and humans.
c. Salamanders are as closely related to goats as to humans.
d. Lizards are more closely related to salamanders than to
humans.
e. The group highlighted by shading is paraphyletie.
5. If you were using cladistics to build a phylogenetic tree of cats,
which of the following would be the best outgroup?
d. leopard
a. lion
b. domestic cat
e. tiger
c. wolf

SPECIES
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Character
Backbone
Hinged jaw
Four limbs
Amniotic egg
Milk
Dorsal fin
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1
1
1
1
1

'A1though adult dolphins have only two obvious limbs (their flippers). as
embryos they have two hind-limb buds, for a total of four limbs
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.... Figure 27.1 Why is this lakebed red?
KEY

CONCEPTS

27.1 Structural and functional adaptations
contribute to prokaryotic success
27.2 Rapid reproduction, mutation, and genetic
recombination promote genetic diversity in
prokaryotes
27.3 Diverse nutritional and metabolic adaptations
have evolved in prokaryotes
27.4 Molecular systematics is illuminating
prokaryotic phylogeny
27.5 Prokaryotes play crucial roles in the biosphere

27.6 Prokaryotes have both harmful and beneficial
impacts on humans

fter a heavy summer rain, California's Owens Lake can
contain waters so hot and salty that they would burn
and dehydrate your skin on contact. The salt concen~
tration can reach 32%, more than nine times that of seawater.
Yet despite these harsh conditions, the briny lakebed's reddish
color, shown in figure 27.1, is caused by organisms, not by
minerals or other nonliving sources. \Vhat organisms can live
in such an inhospitable environment, and how do they do it?
The pink color of Owens Lake comes from trillions of cells
of Halobacterium, a single-celled prokaryote in domain Archaea that is one of the few kinds of organisms living in the
lake. This archaean has a red membrane pigment, bacteriorhodopsin, that uses light energy to drive ATP synthesis.
Halobacterium is among the most salt-tolerant organisms on
Earth-it thrives in salinities that dehydrate and kill other
cells. This archaean compensates for osmotic water loss by
pumping potassium ions (K+) or other ions into the cell until
the ionic concentration inside the cell matches the concentra~
tion outside.

A
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Like Halobacterium, many other prokaryotes are master
adapters. Examples include Deinococcus radiodurans, which
can survive 3 million rads of radiation (3,000 times the dose fatal to humans), and Picrophilus oshimae, which can grow at a
pH of 0.03 (acidic enough to dissolve metal). Other prokaryotes live in environments that are too cold or too hot for most
other organisms, and some have even been found living in
rocks 3.2 km (2 miles) below Earth's surface.
Prokaryotic species are also very well adapted to more
"normar habitats-the lands and waters in which most other
species are found. Their ability to adapt to a broad range of
habitats helps to explain why prokaryotes are the most abundant organisms on Earth: Their collective biological mass
(biomass) is at least ten times that of all eukaryotes, and the
number of prokaryotes in a handful of fertile soil is greater
than the number of people who have ever lived. In this chapter, we'll examine the adaptations, diversity, ecological impact,
and importance to humans of these small but amazing organisms that comprise two of the three domains ofHfe.

r;~~~:~:;a~?~~ functional
adaptations contribute
to prokaryotic success

As we discussed in Chapter 25, the first organisms to inhabit
Earth are thought to have been prokaryotes. Throughout their
long evolutionary history, prokaryotic populations have been
(and continue to be) subjected to natural selection under
many different environmental conditions. This process ultimately has resulted in the great diversity of adaptations found
among prokaryotes today.
In this and the follOWing sections, well survey the biology of
prokaryotes. Most prokaryotes are unicellular, although some
species aggregate temporarily or permanently in colonies.

Prokaryotic cells typically have diameters in the range of
0.5-5 ~m, much smaller than the 10-100 ~m diameter ofmany
eukaryotic cells. (One notable exception is the giant prokaryote
Thiomargarita namibiensis, which is about750 11m in diameterjust visible to the unaided eye.) Prokaryotic cells have a variety of

shapes, the three most common ofwhich are spheres (cocci), rods
(bacilli), and spirals (Figure 27.2). Finally, although they are unicellular and small, prokaryotes are well organized, achieving all of
an organism's life functions within a single celL

Cell-Surface Structures

',m

',m
(a) Spherical (cocti)

(b) Rod·shaped
(bacilli)

(d Spiral

... Figure 27.2 The most common shapes of prokaryotes.
(a) Cocci (singular, coccus) are spherical prokaryotes. They occur
singly, in pairs (diplococci), in chains of many cells (streptococci,
shown here), and in clusters resembling bunches of grapes
(staphylococci). (b) Bacilli (singular, bacillus) are rod-shaped
prokaryotes. They are usually solitary, but in some forms the rods are
arranged in chams (streptobacilli). (c) Spiral prokaryotes include spirilla,
which range from comma-like shapes to long coils, and spirochetes
(shown here), which are corkscrew-shaped (colorized SEMs),

A key feature of nearly all prokaryotic ceUs is the cell wall, which
maintains cell shape, provides physical protection, and prevents
the cell from bursting in a hypotonic environment (seeChapter7).
In a hypertonic environment, most prokaryotes lose water and
shrink away from their wall (plasmolyze), like other walled cells.
Severewater loss inhibits cell reproduction. Salt thus can heused
to preserve foods because it causes prokaryotes to lose water.
The cell walls of prokaryotes differ in molecular composition and construction from those of eukaryotes. As you read
in Chapter 5, eukaryotic cell walls are usually made of cellulose or chitin. In contrast, most bacterial cell walls contain
peptidoglycan, a network of modified-sugar polymers cross·
linked by short polypeptides. This molecular fabric encloses
the entire bacterium and anchors other molecules that extend
from its surface. Archaeal cell walls contain a variety of polysaccharides and proteins but lack peptidoglycan.
Using a technique called the Gram stain, developed by the
nineteenth-century Danish physician Hans Christian Gram,
scientists can classify many bacterial species into two groups
based on differences in cell wall composition. Gram-positive
bacteria have simpler walls with a relatively large amount of
peptidoglycan (Figure 27.3a). Gram-negative bacteria have
less peptidoglycan and are structurally more complex, with an
outer membrane that contains lipopolysaccharides (carbohydrates bonded to lipids) (Figure 27.3b).

Carbohydrate por\lon
of lipopolysaccharide
C II II {peptidoglYCan
e wa layer
Plasma membrane { ...

_

{ ~~~~rane-{~1~~~~~

Peptidoglycan
layer
Plasma membrane { ............-"'<-,

Cell wall
'"

Gram-L_ _=,Jr
positive
J
bacteria

negative
bacteria
20).lm

(a) Gram-positive. Gram-positive bacteria have a thick cell wall made
of peptidoglycan that traps the crystal violet in the cytoplasm. The
alcohol rinse does not remove the crystal violet. which masks the
added red safranin dye,

(b) Gram-negative. Gram·negative bacteria have a thinner layer of
peptidoglycan, and it is located in a layer between the plasma
membrane and an outer membrane. The crystal violet is easily
rinsed from the cytoplasm, and the cell appears pink or red,

... Figure 27.3 Gram staining. Samples are first stained with crystal violet dye and iodine,
then rinsed in alcohol, and finally stained with a red dye such as safranin,The structure of a
bacterium's cell wall determines the staining response (LM).
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1200nml

Fimbriae
f-----<

200 nm
.... Figure 27.4 Capsule. The polysaccharide capsule around this
Streptococcus bacterium enables the prokaryote to attach to cells in
the respiratory tract-in this colorized TEM, a tonsil cell.

•

.... Figure 27.5 Fimbriae. These numerous appendages enable
some prokaryotes to attach to surfaces or to other prokaryotes
(colorized TEM),

Gram staining is a valuable tool in medicine for quickly
and more numerous than sex pili (singular, sex pilus), appendetermining if a patient's infection is due to gram-negative or to
dages that pull 1Y.'O cells together prior to DNA transfer from one
gram-positive bacteria. This information has treabnent implicacell to the other.
tions. The lipid portions ofthe lipopolysaccharides in the'wallsof
Motility
many gram-negative bacteria are toxic, causing fever or shock.
Furthermore, the outer membrane of a gram-negative bacAbout half of all prokaryotes are capable of directional moveterium helps protect it from the body's defenses. Gram-negative
ment. Some species can move at velocities exceeding
bacteria also tend to be more resistant than gram-positive
50 11m/sec-up to 50 times their body length per second. For
species to antibiotics because the outer membrane impedes enperspective, consider that a person 1.7 m tall moving that fast
try of the drugs. However, certain gram-positive species (for exwould be running 306 km (190 miles) per hour!
ample, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which causes tuberculosis)
Ofthe various structures that enable prokaryotes to move, the
have virulent strains that are resistant to oneor more antibiotics.
most common are flagella (Figure 27.6). Ragella (singular,
The effectiveness ofcertain antibiotics, such as penicillin, deflagellum) may be scattered over the entire surface of the cell or
rives from their inhibition of the peptidoglycan cross-linking.
concentrated at one or both ends. Prokaryotic flagella are oneThe resulting ceU wall may not be functional, particularly in
tenth the width of eukaryotic flagella and are not covered by an
gram-positive bacteria. Such drugs destroy many species ofpathogenic bacteria
without adversely affecting human ceUs,
Flagellum
which do not contain peptidoglycan.
The ceU wall of many prokaryotes is
covered by a capsule, a sticky layer of
Filament
polysaccharide or protein (Figure 27.4).
The capsule enables prokaryotes to adhere to their substrate or to other individCell wall
Hoo'
uals in a colony. Some capsules protect
against dehydration, and some shield
pathogenic prokaryotes from attacks by
their host's immune system.
Some prokaryotes stick to their substrate or to one another by means ofhairlike protein appendages called fimbriae
(singular, fimbria) (Figure 27.5); thus,
fimbriae are also known as attachment
.... Figure 27.6 Prokaryotic flagellum. The motor of the prokaryotic flagellum is the basal
pili. The bacterium that causes gonorapparatus, asystem of rings embedded in the cell wall and plasma membrane (TEM), ATP<hiven pumps
rhea, NeisseriagonorrllOeae, uses fimbriae
transport protons out of the cell. and the diffuSion of protons back Into the cell direct~ powers the basal
to fasten itself to the mucous membranes
apparatus, which turns a curved hook. The hook is attached to a filament composed of chains of f1agellin.
aglobular protein. (This diagram shows flagellar structures characteristic of gram-rtegative bacteria.)
of its host. Fimbriae are usually shorter
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extension ofthe plasma membrane (see Figures 6.24 and 6.25 to
review eukaryotic flagella). The flagella of prokaryotes are also
very different from those of eukaryotes in their molecular composition and their mechanism of propulsion.
In a relatively uniform environment, flagellated prokaryotes may move randomly. In a heterogeneous environment,
however, many prokaryotes exhibit taxis, movement toward
or away from a stimulus (from the Greek taxis, to arrange).
For example, prokaryotes that exhibit chemotaxis change
their movement pattern in response to chemicals. They may
move toward nutrients or oxygen (positive chemotaxis) or
away from a toxic substance (negative chemotaxis). Consider movement patterns in Escherichia coli, the well-studied
bacterial species that has been called the "lab rat of molecular biology:' In 2003, scientists at Princeton University and
the Institut Curie in Paris demonstrated that solitary E. coli
cells exhibit positive chemotaxis toward other members of
their species, enabling the formation of colonies.

Internal and Genomic Organization
The cells of prokaryotes are simpler than those of eukaryotes,
in both their internal structure and their genomic organization (see Figure 6.6). Prokaryotic cells lack the complex compartmentalization found in eukaryotic cells. However, some
prokaryotic cells do have specialized membranes that perform metabolic functions (Figure 27.7). These membranes
are usually infoldings of the plasma membrane.
The genome ofa prokaryote is structurally different from a eukaryoticgenome and in mostcases has considerably less DNA. In
the majority of prokaryotes, the genome consists of a circular
chromosome whose structure includes fewer proteins than
fotmd in the linear chromosomes of eukaryotes (Figure 27.8).
Also unlike eukaryotes, prokaryotes lack a membrane-bounded
nucleus; their chromosome is located in the nucleoid, a region of
cytoplasm that appears lighter than the surrounding cytoplasm

Chromosome

Plasmids

... Figure 27.8 A prokaryotic chromosome and plasmids. The
thin. tangled loops surrounding this ruptured E. coli cell are P<lrls of the cell"s
large. drcular chromosome (colorized TEM), Three of the cell's plasmids. the
much smaller rings of DNA are also shawn,

in electron micrographs. In addition to its single chromosome, a
typical prokaryotic cell may also have much smaller rings ofseparately replicating DNA called plasmids (see Figure 27.8), most
carrying only a few genes.
As explained in Chapters 16and 17, DNA replication, transcription, and translation are fundamentally similar processes
in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, although there are some differences. For example, prokaryotic ribosomes are slightly smaller
than eukaryotic ribosomes and differ in their protein and
RNA content. These differences allow certain antibiotics, such
as erythromycin and tetracycline, to bind to ribosomes and
block protein synthesis in prokaryotes but not in eukaryotes.
As a result, we can use these antibiotics to kill bacteria without harming ourselves.

Reproduction and Adaptation

".. w

Ca) Aerobic prokaryote

(b) Photosynthetic prokaryote

... Figure 27.7 Specialized membranes of prokaryotes.
(a) Infoldings of the plasma membrane, reminiscent of the cristae of

mitochondria. function in cellular respiration in some aerobic
prokaryotes (TEM). (b) Photosynthetic prokaryotes called cyanobacteria
have thylakoid membranes, much like those in chloroplasts (TEM).

Prokaryotes are highly successful in part because of their
potential to reproduce quickly in a favorable environment.
By binary fission (see Figure 12.11), a single prokaryotic cell
divides into 2 cells, which then divide into 4, 8, 16, and so
on. Under optimal conditions, many prokaryotes can divide every 1-3 hours; some species can produce a new generation in only 20 minutes. If reproduction continued
unchecked at this rate, a single prokaryotic cell could give
rise to a colony outweighing Earth in only three days!
In reality, ofcourse, prokaryotic reproduction is limited. The
cells eventually exhaust their nutrient supply, poison themselves
with metabolic wastes, face competition from other microorganisms, or are consumed by other organisms. Thus, E. coli,
which can divide as often as every 20 minutes under ideal conditions, more typically divides once every 12 to 24 hours in a
CHAPTER TWENTY·S EVEN
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Can prokaryotes evolve rapidly in response to
environmental change?
EXPERIMENT
Vaughn Cooper and Richard Lenski, of Michigan
State University, tested the ability of E. coli populations to adapt to a
nl"N en~ironment. They established 12 populations, each founded
by a single cell from an asewal strain of E. coli, and followed these
populations for 20,000 generations (3,000 days), To maintain a continual supply of resources, each day the researchers performed a
serial transfer They transferred 0.1 ml of each population to a
new tube containing 9.9 ml of fresh growth medium. The growth
medium used throughout the experiment represented a challenging en~ironment that contained only low le~els of glucose and
other resources needed for growth.
... Figure 27.9 An endospore. Ba<:illus anfhra<:is, the bacterium
that causes the disease anthraK, produces endospores (TEM), An
endospore's thick, protecti~e coat helps it sur~i~e in the soil for years.

human intestine. But whether cell division occurs every 20 min~
utes or every few days, reproduction in prokaryotes draws attention to three key features of their biology: They are small,
they reproduce by binaryfission, and they have short generation
times. As a result, prokaryotic populations can consist of many
trillions of individuals-far more than populations of multicellular eukaryotes, such as plants and animals.
The ability ofsome prokaryotes to withstand harsh conditions
also contributes to their success. Some, like Halobacterium,
have biochemical adaptations; others have structural adaptations. Certain bacteria, for example, develop resistant cells called
endosporcs when an essential nutrient is lacking (Figure 27.9),
The original cell produces a copy of its chromosome and surrounds it with a tough ",,'a1l, forming the endospore. Water is removed from the endospore, and its metabolism halts. The rest of
the original cell then disintegrates, leaving the endospore behind.
Most endospores are so durable that they can survive in boiling
water; killing them requires heating lab equipment to 121'C Wlder high pressure. In less hostile environments, endospores can
remain dormant but viable for centuries, able to rehydrate and resume metabolism when their environment improves.
Finally, in part because of their short generation times,
prokaryotic populations can evolve substantially in short pe~
riods of time. For example, in a remarkable study that
spanned 20,000 generations (roughly eight years) of evolu·
tion, Vaughn Cooper and Richard Lenski, of Michigan State
University, documented adaptive evolution in bacterial populations (Figure 27.10). The ability ofprokaryotes to adapt
rapidly to new conditions highlights the fact that although the
structure of their cells is simpler than that of eukaryotic cells,
prokaryotes are not "primitive~ or "inferior~ in an evolutionary sense. They are, in fact, highly evolved: For over 3.5 billion
years, prokaryotic populations have responded successfully
to many different types of environmental challenges. As we
will see, one reason for this is that their populations harbor
high levels of genetic diversity on which selection can act
560
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Daily serial transfer
0.1 mL
(population sample)
~

Old tube
(discarded
after
transfer)

New tube
(9,9 ml

growth
medium)

Samples were periodically remo~ed from the 12 populations and
grown in competition with the common ancestor in the eKperimental (low-glucose) en~ironment.
RESULTS

The fitness of the eKperimental populations, as
measured by the rate at which each population grew, increased
rapidly for the first S,OOO generations (two years) and more
slowly for the neKt 15,000 generations, The graph below shows
the averages for the 12 populations.

18

10

----------------------------

o

5.000

10.000
15,000
Generation

20.000

CONCLUSION Asewal populations of E. coli continued to accumulate beneficial mutations for 20,000 generations, allowing rapid
e~olution of improved performance in their new environment.
SOURCE
v, S, Cooper and R. f Lenski, The populatron ge'letlCs of
e<:oIogiCilI speaahzat'on in evolv1ng fS(heridl... coli populatIons, Nature
40773&-739 (10001

_1,muIA

Suggest possible functions of the genes whose sequence or expression was altered as the experimental populations
evol~ed in the low-glucose en~ironment.

CONCEPT

CHECK

27.1

1. Identify and explain at least two adaptations that enable prokaryotes to survive in environments too harsh
for other organisms.
2. Contrast the cellular and genomic organization of
prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
3. _i,il:f.ill£l Researchers discover bacterial endospores in silt at the bottom of a lake that has been contaminated with an industrial pollutant for 50 years.
This silt was deposited in annuallayersj thus, the age
of an endospore can be estimated from the layer in
which it is found. Predict how 40- and ISO-year-old
endospores each would grow if placed in flasks containing growth medium along with the pollutant.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r::;r;~:P~d~ction,

mutation,
and genetic recombination
promote genetic diversity
in prokaryotes

As we discussed in Unit Four, genetic variation is a prerequisite for natural selection to occur in a population. The fact that
prokaryotes exhibit such a range of adaptations suggests that
their populations must have considerable genetic variationand they do. For example, a ribosomal RNA gene differs more
bern·een two strains of E. coli than it does bern'een a human
and a platypus. In this section, we'll examine three factors that
give rise to high levels of genetic diversity in prokaryotes:
rapid reproduction, mutation, and genetic recombination.

Rapid Reproduction and Mutation
In sexually reproducing species, the generation of a novel allele by a new mutation is rare at any particular gene. Instead,
most of the genetic variation in sexual populations results
from the way existing alleles are arranged in new combinations during meiosis and fertilization (see Chapter 13).
Prokaryotes do not reproduce sexually, so at first glance their
extensive genetic variation may seem puzzling. A closer look,
however, reveals that prokaryotic populations may have large
amounts of genetic variation as a result of rapid reproduction
and mutation.
Consider a prokaryote reproducing by binary fission. After repeated rounds of division, most ofthe offspring cells are
genetically identical to the original parent cell. However, owing to insertions, deletions, and base-pair substitutions in
their DNA, some of the offspring cells may differ genetically.
The probability of a spontaneous mutation occurring in a

given E. coli gene averages only about one in 10 million
(1 x 10- 7 ) per cell division. But among the 2 x 10 10 new
E. coli cells that arise each day in a person's intestine, there
will be approximately (2 x 10 10 ) x (1 x 10- 7 ) = 2,000 bacteria that have a mutation in that gene. The total number of
mutations when all 4,300 E. coli genes are considered is
about 4,300 x 2,000 = 9 million per day per human host.
The important point is that new mutations, though individually rare, can greatly increase genetic diversity in species
like E. coli that have short generation times and large population sizes. This diversity, in turn, can lead to rapid evolution:
Individuals that are genetically better equipped for their local
environment tend to survive and reproduce more prolifically
than less fit individuals.

Genetic Recombination
Although new mutations are a major source of variation in
prokaryotic populations, additional diversity arises from genetic recombination, the combining of ONA from two sources.
In eukaryotes, the sexual processes ofmeiosis and fertilization
combine DNA from two individuals in a single zygote. But
meiosis and fertilization do not occur in prokaryotes. Instead,
three other processes-transformation, transduction, and
conjugation-can bring together prokaryotic DNA from different individuals.

Transformation and Transduction
In transformation, the genotype and possibly phenotype of a
prokaryotic cell are altered by the uptake offoreign DNA from its
surroundings. For example, bacteria from a harmless strain of
Streptococcus pneumoniae can be transformed to pneumoniacausing cells if they are placed into a medium containing dead,
broken-open cells ofthe pathogenic strain (see Figure 16.2). This
transformation occurs when a live nonpathogenic cell takes up a
piece of DNA carrying the allele for pathogenicity. The foreign
allele is then incorporated into the cell's chromosome, replacing
the existing nonpathogenic allele-an exchange of homologous
DNA segments. The cell is now a recombinant: Its chromosome
contains DNA derived from WiO different cells.
For many years after transformation was discovered in lab·
oratory cultures, most biologists thought the process to be too
rare and haphazard to play an important role in natural bacterial populations. But researchers have since learned that
many bacteria have cell-surface proteins that recognize DNA
from closely related species and transport it into the cell. Once
inside the cell, the foreign DNA can be incorporated into the
genome by homologous DNA exchange.
In transduction, bacteriophages (also called phages, the
viruses that infect bacteria) carry bacterial genes from one
host cell to anotherj transduction is a type of horizontal gene
transfer (see Chapter 26). For most phages, transduction results from accidents that occur during the phage reproductive
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Phage DNA

o allelesN
Phag~ inf~ct$ a bact~rial c~1I that ha<;
and

)

B+

f) Host DNA (brown) is fragmented. and
phage DNA and proteins are made.
This is the donor cell
Donor
cell
Sex pilus

€) Abacterial DNA fragment (in this case
a fragment with the A+ allele) may be
packaged in a phage capsid.

... Figure 27.12 Bacterial conjugation. The E. coli donor cell
(left) extends a sex pilus that attaches to a recipient cell. The two cells
will be drawn close together, allowing a mating bridge to form
between them (not shown). Through this bridge. the donor will
transfer DNA to the recipient (colorized TEM),
-W:f.jlljM In a rapidly changing environment. which population
would likely be more successful, one that Included Individuals capable
of conjugation or one that did not? Explain,

o donor
Phage with the A+ allele from the
cell infects a
A-er~cipient

cell. and recombination between
donor DNA (brown) and recipient
DNA (green) occurs at two
places (dotted lines).

I Recipient

+c~1I

species) that are temporarily joined. The DNA transfer is one~
way: One cell donates the DNA, and the other receives it. The
donor uses sex pili to attach to the recipient (Figure 27.12).
After contacting a recipient cell, each sex pilus retracts, pulling
the two cells together, much like a grappling hook. A tempo·
rary"mating bridge then forms bern'een the two cells, provid·
ing an avenue for DNA transfer.
In most cases, the ability to form sex pili and donate DNA
during conjugation results from the presence of a particular
piece of DNA called the F factor (F forfertility). The F factor
consists of about 25 genes, most required for the production
ofsex pili. The Ffactor can exist either as a plasmid or as a segment of DNA within the bacterial chromosome.
H

o The
genotype of the
recombinant cell (A+B-) differs from
r~sulting

the genotypes of both the donor
and the recipient (A-B-),

(A+B+)

Recombinant cell
... Figure 27.11 Transduction. Phages occasionally carry random
pieces of the host chromosome containing bacterial genes from one cell
(the donor) to another (the recipient), Recombination may cause the
transferred DNA to be incorporated into the genome of the recipient.

cycle (Figure 27.11). A virus that carries bacterial DNA may
not be able to reproduce because it lacks its own genetic material. However, the virus may be able to attach to another bacterium (a recipient) and inject the piece of bacterial DNA
acquired from the first cell (the donor). Some of this DNA may
subsequently replace the homologous region of the recipient
cell's chromosome by DNA recombination. In such a case, the
recipient cell's chromosome becomes a combination of DNA
derived from two cells; genetic recombination has occurred.

Conjugation and Plasmids
In a process called conjugation, genetic material is transferred between two bacterial cells (of the same or different
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The F Factor as a Plasmid The F factor in its plasmid form
is called the F plasmid. Cells containing the F plasmid, designated F+ cells, function as DNA donors during conjugation.
Cells lacking the F factor, designated F-, function as DNA re~
cipients during conjugation. The F+ condition is transferable
in the sense that an F+ cell converts an F- cell to F+ if a copy
of the entire F+ plasmid is transferred (Figure 27.13a).
The F Factor in the Chromosome Chromosomal genes can
be transferred during conjugation when the donor cell's F factor
is integrated into the chromosome. A cell with the F factor built
into its chromosome is called an Hfr cell (for highfrequency of
recombination). Like an F+ cell, an Hfr cell functions as a donor
during conjugation with an F- cell (Figure 27.13b). When
chromosomal DNA from an Hfr cell enters an F- cell, homologous regions ofthe Hfr and F- chromosomes may align, allowing

Fplasmid

Bacterial chromosome

o
o
e DNA
replication continues o The plasmid in the
recipient cell circularizes,
in both donor and recipient
cells, using the single parental strands 01 the Fplasmid
as templates to synthesize
complementary strands
(light blue).

Transfer and replication
result in a complete F
plasmid in each cell. Thus,
both cells are now F~.

(a) Conjugation and transfer of an Fplasmid

~;~~;;;;~

Hfr cell
Flador
"'"
rcell

o

'--...,;::':=;.;'

o In(darkan Hfrblue)cell,is integrated
the Ffactor
into the bacterial
chromosome, Since an
Hlr cell has all 01 the F
fador genes, it can form
a mating bridge with an
F- cell and transfer DNA.

Recombinant
F-baderium
- -.......

a

t) A single strand of the F
factor breaks and begins to
move through the bridge,
DNA replICation occurs in
both donor and recipient cells.
resulting in double-stranded
DNA (daughter strands shown
in lighter color),

e The
mating bridge usually breaks o The piece of DNA ending
before the entire chromosome
up outside the bacterial
is transferred. DNA recombination
(indicated by dotted lines) can
result in the exchange of
homologous genes between the
transferred fragment (brown) and
the recipient cel& chromosome
(green)

chromosome will
eventually be degraded
by the cell's enzymes The
recipient cell now contains
a new combination of
genes but no Flador; it
is a recombinant F- cell

(b) Conjugation and transfer of part of an Hfr bacterial chromosome, resulting in recombination
... Figure 27.13 Conjugation and recombination in E. coli. The DNA replication that
accompanies transfer of an Fplasmid or part of an Hfr bacterial chromosome is called roiling circle
replication. This is sometimes referred to as the "toilet paper model" because of the way the single
strand rolls off the donor cell DNA and moves into the recipient cell.

segments of their DNA to be exchanged. This results in the production of a recombinant bacterium that has genes derived
from two different cells-a new genetic varianton which evolution can act. Though these processes of horizontal gene transfer have so far been studied almost exclusively in bacteria, it is
assumed that they are similarly important in archaea.
R Plasmids and Antibiotic Resistance During the 1950s in
Japan, physicians started noticing that some hospital patients
with bacterial dysentery, which produces severe diarrhea, did not
respond to antibiotics that had generallybeen effective in the past.
Apparently, resistance to these antibiotics had evolved in certain
strains ofShigelltl, the bacterium that causes the disease.
Eventually, researchers began to identify the specific genes
that confer antibiotic resistance in Shigella and other pathogenic
bacteria. Sometimes, mutation in a chromosomal gene of the

pathogen can confer resistance. For example, a mutation in one
gene may make it less likely that the pathogen will transport a
particular antibiotic into the cell. Mutation in a different gene
may alter the intracellular target protein for an antibiotic mol·
ecule, reducing its inhibitory effect. In other cases, bacteria have
Uresistance genes; which code for enzymes that specifically destroy or otherwise hinder the effectiveness ofcertain antibiotics,
such as tetracycline or ampicillin. Such resistance genes are carried by plasmids known as Rplasmids (R for resistance).
Exposing a bacterial population to a specific antibiotic,
whether in a laboratory culture or within a host organism, will
kill antibiotic-sensitive bacteria but not those that happen to
have Rplasmids with genes that counter the antibiotic. The theory of natural selection predicts that under these circumstances, the fraction of the bacterial population carrying genes
for antibiotic resistance will increase, and that is exactly what
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happens. The medical consequences are also predictable: Resistant strains of pathogens are becoming more common, making
the treatment ofcertain bacterial infections more difficult. The
problem is compounded by the fact that many R plasmids, like
F plasmids, have genes that encode sex pili and enable plasmid
transfer from one bacterial cell to another by conjugation. Making the problem still worse, some R plasmids carry as many as
ten genes for resistance to that many antibiotics.
CONCEPT

CHECK

and carbon sources results in four major modes of nutrition, described here and summarized in Table 27.1.
I, Photoautotrophs are photosynthetic organisms that capture Hght energy and use it to drive the synthesis oforganic
compounds from CO 2 or other inorganic carbon compounds, such as bicarbonate (HCO)-). Cyanobacteria
and many other groups of prokaryotes are photoautotrophs, as are plants and algae.
2. Chemoautotrophs also need only an inorganic compound such as CO 2 as a carbon source. However, instead
of using light as an energy source, they oxidize inorganic
substances, such as hydrogen sulfide (H 25), ammonia
(NH 3), or ferrous ions (Fe2 +). This mode of nutrition is
unique to certain prokaryotes.
3, Photoheterotrophs harness energy from light but must
obtain carbon in organic form. This mode is unique to certain marine and halophilic (salt-loving) prokaryotes.
4. Chemoheterotrophs must consume organic molecules
to obtain both energy and carbon. This nutritional
mode is Widespread among prokaryotes. Fungi, animals,
most protists, and even some parasitic plants are also
chemoheterotrophs.

27.2

1. What features of prokaryotes make it likely that con-

siderable genetic variation will be added to their populations in each generation?
2, Distinguish bern'een the three mechanisms of transferring DNA from one bacterial cell to another.
3. _iWUIM If a nonpathogenic bacterium were to
acquire resistance to antibiotics, could this strain
pose a health risk to people? Explain. In general,
how does genetic recombination among bacteria
affect the spread of resistance genes?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A

The RoJe of Oxygen in Metabolism

r~~::;:e·n~~i~onaland

metabolic adaptations
have evolved in prokaryotes

The mechanisms discussed in the previous section-rapid repro-duction, mutation, and genetic recombination-underlie the extensive genetic variation fOlllld in prokaryotic populations. ntis
variation is reflected in the nutritional adaptations fOWld in
prokaryotes. like all organisms, prokaryotes can be categorized by
their nutrition-how they obtain energy and
thecarr)(ln used in building the organic molTl:ble 27,1 Major
ecules that make up cells. Nutritional diverMode of
sity is greater among prokaryotes than
Nutrition
among eukaryotes: Every type of nutrition
observed in eukaryotes is represented
Autotroph
among prokaryotes, along with some nutriPhotoautotroph
tional modes unique to prokaryotes.
Organisms that obtain energy from light
are called phototrophs, and those that obChemoautotroph
tain energy from chemicals are called
chemotrophs. Organisms that need only an
Heterotroph
inorganic compound such as CO 2 as a carPhotoheterotroph
bon source are called autotrophs. In contrast, heterotrophs require at least one
organic nutrient-such as glucose-to
make other organic compounds. Combining these possibilities for energy sources
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Prokaryotic metabolism also varies with respect to oxygen.
Obligate aerobes use O2 for cellular respiration (see Chapter 9)
and cannot grow without it. Obligate anaerobes, on the other
hand, are poisoned by 02' Some obligate anaerobes live exclusively by fermentation; others extract chemical energy by
anaerobic respiration, in which substances other than 02' such
as nitrate ions (N0 3 -) or sulfate ions (50/-), accept electrons at
the "downhill" end of electron transport chains. Facultative
anaerobes use O2 jfit is present but can also carry out anaerobic
respiration or fermentation in an anaerobic environment.

Nutritional Modes
Energy
Source

Carbon
Source

Light

CO,

Inorganic
chemicals

CO2

Organic
compounds
Chemoheterotroph Organic
Organic
compounds compounds

The Evolutionary History of Biological Diversity

Light

Types of Organisms

Photosynthetic prokaryotes (for example,
cyanobacteria); plants; certain protists
(for example, algae)
Certain prokaryotes (for example,
Sulfolobus)

Certain prokaryotes {for example,
Rhodobacter, Chloroflcxus)

Many prokaryotes (for example,
Clostridium) and protists; fungi;

animals; some plants

Nitrogen Metabolism
Nitrogen is essential for the production of amino acids and nucleic acids in all organisms. Whereas eukaryotes can obtain nitrogen from only a limited group of nitrogen compounds,

prokaryotes can metabolize nitrogen in a wide variety of forms.
For example, some cyanobacteria and some methanogens (a
group ofarchaea) convert abnospheric nitrogen (N 2) to ammonia (NH 3), a process called nitrogen fixation. TheceUscan then
incorporate this ~fixed" nitrogen into amino acids and other organic molecules. In terms of their nutrition, nitrogen-fixing
cyanobacteria are some of the most self-sufficient organisms,
since they need only light, COb N2 , water, and some minerals
to grow.
Nitrogen fixation by prokaryotes has a large impact on
other organisms. For example, nitrogen-fixing prokaryotes
can increase the nitrogen available to plants, which cannot use
atmospheric nitrogen but can use the nitrogen compounds
that the prokaryotes produce from ammonia. Chapter 55 discusses this and other essential roles that prokaryotes play in
the nitrogen cycles of ecosystems.

... Figure 27.14 Metabolic cooperation in a colonial
prokaryote. In the filamentous cyanobacterium Anabaena. cells
called heterocytes fix nitrogen, while the other cells carry out
photosynthesis (LM). Anabaena is found in many freshwater lakes.

I~

Metabolic Cooperation
Cooperation between prokaryotes allows them to use environmental resources they could not use as individual cells. In some
cases, this cooperation takes place between specialized cells of a
colony. For instance, the cyanobacterium Anabaena has genes
that encode proteins for photosynthesis and for nitrogen fixation, but asingleceU cannot carry out both processes at the same
time. The reason is that photosynthesis produces 02J which inactivates the enzymes involved in nitrogen fixation. Instead of
living as isolated cells, Anabaena forms filamentous colonies
(Figure 27.14). Most cells in afilamentcarryoutonlyphotosynthesis, while a few specialized cells called heterocytes (formerly
called fleteroe)'sts) carry out only nitrogen fixation. Each heterocyte is surrounded by a thickened cell wall that restricts entry of
Oz produced by neighboring photosynthetic cells. Intercellular
connections allow heterocytes to transport fixed nitrogen to
neighboring cells and to receive carbohydrates.
Metabolic cooperation between different prokaryotic
species often occurs in surface-coating colonies known as
biofilms (Figure 27.15). Cells in a biofilm secrete signaling
molecules that recruit nearby cells, causing the colonies to
grow. The cells also produce proteins that stick the cells to the
substrate and to one another. Channels in the biofilm allow nutrients to reach cells in the interior and wastes to be expelled.
Biofilms damage industrial and medical equipment, contaminate products, and contribute to tooth decay and more serious
health problems, altogether costing billions ofdollars annually.
In another example of cooperation betv.'een prokaryotes,
sulfate-consuming bacteria coexist with methane-consuming
archaea in ball-shaped aggregates on the ocean floor. The bacteria appear to use the archaea's waste products, such as organic

... Figure 27.15 A biofilm. The yellow mass in this colorized SEM
is dental plaque. a biofilm consisting of numerous bacterial species
that forms on tooth surfaces

compounds and hydrogen. In turn, the bacteria produce compounc1s that facilitate methane consumption by the archaea.
This partnership has global ramifications: Each year, these archaea consume an estimated 300 billion kilograms of methane,
a major contributor to the greenhouse effect (see Chapter 55).
CONCEPT

CHECK

27.3

I. Distinguish between the four major modes of nutrition, noting which are unique to prokaryotes.
2. A bacterium requires only the amino acid methionine
as an organic nutrient and lives in lightless caves.
What mode of nutrition does it employ? Explain.
nl • Describe what you might eat for a typi3.
cal meal ifhumans, like cyanobacteria, could fix
nitrogen.

_',m

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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is
illuminating prokaryotic phylogeny

Until the late 20th century, systematists based prokaryotic taxonomyon phenotypic criteria suchas shape, motility. nutritional
mode. and response to Gram staining. These criteria are still
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valuable in certain contexts, such as the rapid identification of
pathogenic bacteria cultured from a patient's blood. But when it
comes to prokaryotic phylogeny, comparing these characteristics does not reveal a clear evolutionary history. Applying mol·
e<ular systematics to the investigation ofprokaryotic phylogeny,
however, has led to some dramatic conclusions.

lessons from Molecu lar Systematics
As discussed in Chapter 26, microbiologists began comparing
the sequences of prokaryotic genes in the 19705. Using small·
subunit ribosomal RNA as a marker for evolutionary relationships, Carl Woese and his colleagues concluded that many
prokaryotes once classified as bacteria are actually more
closely related to eukaryotes and belong in a domain of their
own: Archaea. Microbiologists have since analyzed larger
amounts of genetic data-in some cases, entire genomesand have concluded that a few traditional taxonomic groups,
such as cyanobacteria, do appear to be monophyletic. However, other groups, such as gram-negative bacteria, are scattered throughout several lineages. Figure 27.16 shows one
phylogenetic hypothesis for some of the major taxa ofprokaryotes based on molecular systematics.
One lesson from studying prokaryotic phylogeny is that the
genetic diversity of prokaryotes is immense. \Vhen researchers
began to sequence the genes of prokaryotes, they could investigate only those species that could be cultured in the laboratorya small fraction ofall prokaryotic species. In the 1980s, Norman
Pace, of the University of Colorado, pioneered the use of the
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... Figure 27.16 Asimplified phylogeny of prokaryotes.
This phylogenetic tree based on molecular data highlights the
relationships between the major prokaryotic groups discussed in this
chapter. Within Archaea, the placement of the korarcheotes and
nanoarcheotes remains unclear.
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polymerase chain reaction (PeR; see Chapter 20) to analyze the
genes of prokaryotes collected directly from their environment
(such as from soil or water samples). Such "genetic prospe<ting"
is now widely used, and each year it adds new branches to the
tree of life. (Some researchers suggest that certain branches
represent entire new kingdoms.) While only about 6,300 prokaryotic species have been assigned scientific names, a single
handful ofsoil could contain 10,000 prokaryotic species, according to some estimates. You can see why taking full stock ofthis
diversity will require many years of research.
Another important lesson from molecular systematics is
the apparent significance of horizontal gene transfer in the
evolution of prokaryotes. Over hundreds of millions of years,
prokaryotes have acquired genes from even distantly related
species, and they continue to do so today. As a result, significant portions of the genomes ofmany prokaryotes are actually
mosaics of genes imported from other species. As we saw in
Chapter 26, horizontal gene transfer obscures the location of
the root of the tree of life. Still, it is clear that very early in the
history of life, the prokaryotes diverged into m'o main lineages, the archaea and the bacteria (see Figure 27.16).

Archaea
Archaea share certain traits with bacteria and
others with eukaryotes (Table 27.2). How, ,_ _ BilCleria
ever, archaea also have many unique characteristics, as we would expect in a taxon that has followed a
separate evolutionary path for so long.
The first prokaryotes assigned to domain Archaea live in
environments so extreme that few other organisms can survive
there. Such organisms are called extremophiles, meaning "lovers"
ofextreme conditions (from the Greek pllilos, lover), and include
extreme halophiles and extreme thermophiles.
Extreme halophiles (from the Greek halo, salt) live in
highly saline environments, such as the Great Salt Lake, the
Dead Sea, and Owens Lake (see Figure 27.1). Some species
merely tolerate salinity, while others require an environment
that is several times saltier than seawater (which has a salinity
of 3.5%). For example, the proteins and cell wall of
Halobacterium have unusual features that improve function
in extremely salty environments but render these organisms
incapable of survival if the salinity drops below 9%.
Extreme thermophiles (from the Greek lliennos, hot) thrive
in very hot environments (Figure 27.17). Forexample, archaea in
the genus Sulfolobus live in sulfur-rich volcanic springs as hot as
9<rc. At temperatures this high, the cells of most organisms die
be<ause their DNA does not stay together in a double helix, and
many of their proteins denature. Su/folobus and other extreme
thermophiles avoid this fate because their DNA and proteins
have adaptations that make them stable at high temperatures.
One extreme thermophile that lives near deep-sea hydrothermal
vents in the Pacific Ocean, Geogemma barossii, is informally
. . . . . . Eukarya

Archaea

'."27.2

A Comparison of the Three
Domains of Life

CHARACTER

Nuclear envelope

DOMAIN
Bacteria

Archaea

Eukarya

Absent

Absent

Present

Membrane-enclosed Absent
organelles

Absent

Present

Peptidoglycan in
cell wall

Present

Absent

Absent

Membrane lipids

Unbranched Some
Unbranched
hydrocarbons
hydrocarbons branched
hydrocarbons

RNA polymerase

One kind

Several kinds Several kinds

Initiator amino
acid for protein
synthesis

Formylmethionine

Methionine

Introns in genes

Very rare

Present in
some genes

Present

Response to the
antibiotics
streptomycin and
chloramphenicol

Growth
inhibited

Grov.'th not
inhibited

Grov.'th not
inhibited

Histones associated Absent
with DNA

Present in
some species

Present

Circular
chromosome

Present

Present

Absent

Growth at temperatures > 100'C

No

Somespedes No

Methionine

known as ~strain 121; since it can double its cell numbers even at
121°C. Another extreme thermophile, Pyrococcus furiosus, is
used in biotechnology as a source of DNA polymerase for the
PCR technique (see Chapter 20).
Other archaea live in more moderate environments. Some
ofthese are included among the methanogens, a group of archaea named for the unique way they obtain energy: They use
CO 2 to oxidize H2 , releasing methane as a waste product.
Among the strictest of anaerobes, methanogens are poisoned
by O 2 , Although some methanogens live in extreme environments, such as under kilometers of ice in Greenland, others
live in swamps and marshes where other microorganisms
have consumed all the O 2 , The ~marsh gas" found in such environments is the methane produced by these archaea. Other
species of methanogens inhabit the anaerobic environment
within the guts of cattle, termites, and other herbivores, playing an essential role in the nutrition of these animals.
Methanogens also have an important application as decomposers in sewage treatment facilities.
Many extreme halophiles and all known methanogens are
archaea in the clade Euryarchaeota (from the Greek eurys,
broad, a reference to the habitat range of these prokaryotes).

... Figure 27.17 Extreme thennophiles. Orange and yellO'N colonies
of thermophilic prokaryotes grO'N in the hot water of a Nevada gey>er,
How might the enzymes of thermophiles differ from those in
other organisms?

D

The euryarchaeotes also include some extreme thermophiles,
though most thermophilic species belong to a second clade,
Crenarchaeota (cren means ·spring;' such as a hydrothermal
spring). Recently, genetic prospecting has revealed many
species of euryarchaeotes and crenarchaeotes that are not extremophiles. These archaea exist in habitats ranging from farm
soils to lake sediments to the surface waters of the open ocean.
New findings continue to update the picture of archaeal
phylogeny. In 19%, researchers sampling a hot spring in Yellowstone National Park discovered archaea that do not appear
to belong to either Euryarchaeota or Crenarchaeota. They
placed these archaea in a new clade, Korarchaeota (from the
Greek koron, young man). In 2002, researchers exploring
hydrothermal vents off the coast of Iceland discovered archaeal cells only 0.4 11m in diameter attached to a much larger
crenarchaeote. The genome of the smaller archaean is one of
the smallest known of any organism, containing only 500,000
base pairs. Genetic analysis indicates that this prokaryote belongs to a fourth archaeal clade, called Nanoarchaeota (from
the Greek nanos, dwarf). \Vithin a year after this clade was
named, three other DNA sequences from nanoarchaeote
species were isolated: one from Yellowstone's hot springs, one
from hot springs in Siberia, and one from a hydrothermal vent
in the Pacific. As prospecting continues, it seems likely that
the tree in Figure 27.16 will undergo further changes.

Bacteria

II~= Eukarya

Examine Figure 27.18, on the following rn'o
pages, for a closer look at several major
groups of bacteria. Bacteria include the vast
majority ofprokaryotes that most people are aware of, from the
pathogenic species that cause strep throat and tuberculosis to
Archaea
Bacteria
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Exploring Major Groups of Baderia
PROTEOBACTERIA
This large and diverse clade of gram.negative bacteria includes photoautotrophs,
chemoautotrophs, and heterotrophs. Some proteobacteria are anaerobic, while others are

-(

aerobic. Molecular s)'Stematists currently recognize five subgroups of proteooocteria;
the phylogenetic tree at right shows their relationships based on molecular data.

Alpha

'et,
Gamma

I

Proteobadena

De"
EpSIlon

Subgroup: Alpha Proteobacteria
l\'lany of the species in this subgroup art' closely associated with eu1:aryotic hosts. For example.
Rhizobium species live in nodules within the roots of legumes (plants of the pealbean family),
",,11eTe the bacteria convert atmospheric N'l to compounds the host plant can use to make
proteins. Species in the genus Itgrobaeteriul1I produce tumors in plants; genetic engineers use
these bacteria to carry foreign DNA into the genomes of crop plants (see Figure 20.25). As
explained in Chapter 25, scientists hypothesize that mitochondria evolved from aerobic alpha
proteobacteria through endosymbiosis.

RhizotNum (arrows) inside a
root cell of a legume (TEM)

•I~

Subgroup: Beta Proteobacteria
This nutritionally diverse subgroup includes NitTosomonas, a genus of soil bacteria that play an
important role in nitrogen rec)'c1ing b)' oxidizing ammonium (NH.+), producing nitrite (NOt)
as a waste product.
Nitrosomonas (colorized TEM)

Subgroup: Gamma Proteobacteria
This subgroup's autotrophic members include sulfur bacteria such as Thiomargaritll namibiensis,
which obtain energy by oxidizing HzS, producing sulfur as a waste product (the small globules in
the photograph at right). Some heterotrophic gamma proteobacteria are pathogens; for example,
Legionella causes Legionnaires' disease, Salmonella is responsible for some cases of food
poisoning. and Vibrio eholerae causes cholenl. Escherichia coli, a common resident of the
intestines of humans and other mammals, normally is not pathogenic.

Thiomargarita namibiensis

contailling sulfur wastes (LM)

Subgroup: Delta Proteobacteria
This subgroup includes the slime-secreting myxobacteria (left).
When the soil dries out or food is scarce. the cells congregate into
a fruiting body that releases resistant "myxospores." These cells
found new colonies in favorable environments. Bdellovibrios
(right) are delta proteobacteria that attack other bacteria, charging
FrUiting bodies of Chondromyces
at up to 100 flm/sec (comparable to a human running 600 km/hr) crocatus, a myxobactenum (SEM)
and boring into their prey by spinning at 100 revolutions/sec.

Bdellovibrio bacteriophorus
anacking a larger bacterium
(colooze<! TEM)

Subgroup: Epsilon Proteobacteria
Most species in this subgroup are pathogenic to humans or other animals. Epsilon
proteobacteria include CAmpylobacter, which causes blood poisoning and intestinal
inflammation, and Helicobacter pylori, which causes stomach ulcers.
I-Wcobacter pylori (colonzed TEM)
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These parasites can survive only within animal cells, depending on their hosts for resources as
basic as ATP. The gram-negative walls of chlamydias are unusual in that they lack peptidoglycan.
One species, Chlamydia trachomatis, is the most common cause of blindness in the world and
also causes nongonococcal urethritis, the most common sexually transmitted disease in the
United States.

•
Chlamydia (arrows) inside an
ammal cell (colorized TEM)

I~

These helical heterotrophs spiral through their environment by means of rotating, internal, flagellumlike filaments. Many spirochetes are free-living, but others are notorious pathogenic parasites:
Treponema pallidum causes syphilis, and Borrelia burgdorferi causes Lyme disease (see Figure 27.21).

Leptospira, a spirochete
(colorized TEM)

These photoautotrophs are the only prokaryotes with plantlike, oxygen-generating
photosynthesis. (In fact, chloroplasts likely evolved from an endosymbiotic cyanobacterium; see
Chapter 25.) Both solitary and colonial cyanobacteria are abundant wherever there is water,
providing an enormous amount of food for freshwater and marine ecosystems. Some
filamentous colonies have cells specialized for nitrogen fixation, the process that incorporates
atmospheric N 2 into inorganic compounds that can be used in the synthesis of amino acids and
other organic molecules (see Figure 27.14).

Two species of Os<:illaroria.
filamentous cyanobacteria (LM)

GRAM·POSITIVE BACTERIA
Gram-positive bacteria rival the proteobacteria in diversity. Species in one subgroup, the
actinomycetes (from the Greek mykes, fungus, for which these bacteria were once mistaken),
form colonies containing branched chains of cells. Two species of actinomycetes cause
tuberculosis and leprosy. However, most actinomycetes are free-living species that help
decompose the organic matter in soil; their secretions are partly responsible for the ~earthy" odor
of rich soil. Soil-dwelling species in the genus Streptomyces (top) are cultured by pharmaceutical
companies as a source of many antibiotics, including streptomycin.
In addition to the colonial actinomycetes, gram-positive bacteria include many solitary
species, such as Bacillus anthracis (see Figure 27.9), which causes anthrax, and Clostridium
botulinum, which causes botulism. The various species of Staphylococcus and Streptococcus are
also gram-positive bacteria.
Mycoplasmas (bottom) are the only bacteria known to lack cell walls. They are also the tiniest
of all known cells, with diameters as small as O. I ~m, only about five times as large as a ribosome.
Mycoplasmas have remarkably small genomes-Mycoplasma genitalium has only 517 genes, for
example. Many mycoplasmas are free-living soil bacteria, but others are pathogens.

Streptomyces. the source of many
antibiotics (colorized SEM)

I~
Hundreds of mycoplasmas
covering a human fibroblast cell
(colorized SEM)
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the beneficial species used to make Swiss cheese and yogurt.
Every major mode of nutrition and metabolism is represented
among bacteria, and even a small taxonomic group of bacteria
may contain species exhibiting many different nutritional
modes. As we11 see, the diverse nutritional and metabolic capabilities of bacteria-and archaea-are behind the great im·
pact of these tiny organisms on Earth and its life.
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CHECK

27.4

1. Explain how molecular systematics has contributed to

our understanding of prokaryotic phylogeny.
2. How has genetic prospecting contributed to our understanding of prokaryotic diversity and phylogeny?
3.
What would the discovery of a bacterial species that is a methanogen imply about the
evolution ofthat metabolic pathway?

_'MUla

For suggested answers, see Appendix A,
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No
Strain 1 Strain 2 Strain 3
bacteria
Soil treatment
... Figure 27.19 Impact of bacteria on soil nutrient
availability. Pine seedlings grown msoils to which one of three
strams 01 the bacterium Burkholderia glarhei had been added absorbed
more potassium (K) than did seedlings grown in soil without any
bacteria, Other results (not shown) demonstrated that strain 3 increased
the amount of Kreleased from mineral crystals to the soil.
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If humans were to disappear from the planet tomorrow, life on
Earth would change for many species, but few would be
driven to extinction. In contrast, prokaryotes are so important
to the biosphere that if they were to disappear, the prospects
of survival for many other species would be dim.

Chemical Recycling
The atoms that make up the organic molecules in all living
things were at one time part of inorganic substances in the soil,
air, and water. Sooner or later, those atoms will return there.
Ecosystems depend on the continual recycling of chemical el·
ements between the living and nonliving components of the
environment, and prokaryotes playa major role in this process.
For example, chemoheterotrophic prokaryotes function as
decomposers, breaking down corpses, dead vegetation, and
waste products, and thereby unlocking supplies of carbon, nitrogen, and other elements. Without the actions of prokaryotes
and other decomposers such as fungi, all life would cease. (See
Chapter 55 for a detailed discussion ofchemical cycles.)
Prokaryotes also convert inorganic compounds to forms that
can be taken up by other organisms. Autotrophicprokaryoles, for
example, use CO 2 to make organic compounds, which are then
passed up through food chains. Cyanobacteria produce atmo·
spheric O 2, and avariety ofprokaryotes fix atmospheric nitrogen
(N2 ) into forms that other organisms can use to make the build·
ing blocks ofproteins and nucleic acids. Under some conditions,
prokaryotes can increase the availability of nutrients that plants
require for growth, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium
(Figure 27.19). Prokaryotes can also decrense the availability of
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Estimate the average uptake of K for seedlings in soils
with bacteria. What would you expect this average to be if bacteria
had no effect on nutrient availability'

key plant nutrients; this occurs when prokaryotes "immobilize"
nutrients by using them to synthesize molecules that remain
within their cells. Thus, prokaryotes can have complex effects on
soil nutrient concentrations. In marine environments, a 2005
study found that an archaean from the clade Crenarchaeota
can perform nitrification, a key step in the nitrogen cycle (see
Figure 55.14). Crenarchaeotes dominate the oceans by numbers,
comprising an estimated 1028 cells. The sheer abundance ofthese
organisms suggests that they may have a large impact on the
global nitrogen cycle; scientists are investigating this question.

Ecologicallnteraclions
Prokaryotes playa central role in many ecological interactions.
Consider symbiosis (from a Greek word meaning "living to·
gether"), an ecological telationship in which two species live in
close contact with one another. Prokaryotes are small, and they
often form symbiotic associations with much larger organisms.
In general, the larger organism in a symbiotic telationship is
known as the host, and the smaller is known as the symbiont.
There are many cases in which a prokaryote and its host participate in mutualism, an ecological interaction between two
species in which both benefit (Figure 27.20). In other cases, the
interaction takes the form ofcommensalism, an ecological relationship in which one species benefits while the other is not
harmed or helped in any significant way. For example, morethan
ISO bacterial species Jive on the surface of your body, covering
portions of your skin with up to 10 million cells per square centimeter. Some of these species are commensa1ists: You provide
them with food, such as the oils that exude from your pores, and
a place to live, while they do not harm or benefit you. Finally,
some prokaryotes engage in parasitism, an ecological relationship in which a parasite eats the cell contents, tissues, or body

r;::::~:t~?h~ve both harmful

and beneficial impacts on humans

Though the best-known prokaryotes tend to be the bacteria
that cause illness in humans, these pathogens represent only a
small fraction of prokaryotic species. Many other prokaryotes
have positive interactions with humans, and some play essential roles in agriculture and industry.

Pathogenic Bacteria
.. Figure 27.20 Mutualism: bacterial "headlignts. The
glowing oval below the eye of the flashlight fish (Phoroblepharon
palpebratus) is an organ harboring bioluminescent bacteria. The fish
uses the light to attract prey and to signal potential mates. The
bacteria receive nutrients from the fish.
H

fluids ofits host; as a group, parasites harm but usually do not kill
their host, at least not immediately (unlike a predator). Parasites
that cause disease are known as pathogens, many of which are
prokaryotic. (Well discuss mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism in greater detail in Chapter 54.)
The well-being of many eukaryotes-yourself indudeddepends on mutualistic prokaryotes. Human intestines are
home to an estimated 50) to 1,000species ofbacteriaj their ceUs
outnumber all human cells in the body by as much as ten times.
Different species live in different portions of the intestines, and
they vary in their ability to process different foods. Many of
these species are mutualists, digesting food that our own inlestines cannot break down. In 2003, scientists at Washington University in St. Louis published the first complete genome of one
of these gut mutualists, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron. The
genome includes a large array ofgenes involved in synthesizing
carbohydrates, vitamins, and other nutrients needed by humans. Signals from the bacterium activate human genes that
build the network of intestinal blood vessels necessary to absorb
nutrient molecules. Other signals induce human cells to produce antimicrobial compounds to which B. thetaiotaomicron is
not susceptible. This action may reduce the population sizes
of other, competing species, thus potentially benefiting both
B. thetaiotaomicron and its human host.
CONCEPT

CHECK

All the pathogenic prokaryotes known to date are bacteria, and
they deserve their negative reputation. Bacteria cause about half
of all human diseases. Roughly 2 million people a year die of
the lung disease tuberculosis, caused by Mycobacterium
tuberculosis. And another 2 million people die each year from
diarrheal diseases caused by various bacteria.
Some bacterial diseases are transmitted by other species,
such as fleas or ticks. In the United States, the most widespread pest-carried disease is Lyme disease, which infects
15,000 to 20,000 people each year (figure 27.21). Caused by
a bacterium carried by ticks that live on deer and field mice,
Lyme disease can produce debilitating arthritis, heart disease,
and nervous disorders if untreated.
Pathogenic prokaryotes usually cause illness by producing
poisons, which are classified as exotoxins or endotoxins.
Exotoxins are proteins secreted by certain bacteria and other
organisms. Cholera, a dangerous diarrheal disease, is caused
by an exotoxin secreted by the proteobacterium Vibrio
cholerae. The exotoxin stimulates intestinal cells to release
chloride ions into the gut, and water follows by osmosis. In another example, the potentially fatal disease botulism is caused
by botulinum toxin, an exotoxin secreted by the gram-positive
bacterium Clostridium botulinum as it ferments various foods,
including improperly canned meat, seafood, and vegetables.
Like other exotoxins, the botulinum toxin can produce disease

27.5

1. Explain how individual prokaryotes, though small,
can be considered giants in their collective impact on
Earth and its life.
2. Explain how the relationship betv.'een humans and
B. thetaiotaomicron is an example of mutualism.
3. _i,ij:f.jlijM If you suddenly and dramatically
changed your diet, how might this affect the diversity
of prokaryotic species that live in your intestine?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

.... Figure 27.21 Lyme disease. Ticks in the genus Ixodes spread the
disease by transmitting the spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi (colorized
SEM). A rash may d~elop at the site of the tick's bite; the rash may be
large and ring·shaped (as shown) or much less distinctive.
CHAPTER TWENTY·S EVEN
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even if the bacteria that manufacture it are not present. In one
such case, eight people contracted botulism after eating salted
fish that did not contain any C. botulinum bacteria, but did con·
tain the botulinum toxin. Even though the bacterium was no
longer present, at some point in the fish preparation process, the
bacterium had been able to grow and secrete the toxin.
Endotoxins are lipopolysaccharide components ofthe outer
membrane of gram-negative bacteria. in contrast to exotoxins,
endotoxins are released only when the bacteria die and their cell
walls break down. Examples of endotoxin-producing bacteria
include species in the genus SalmonellLl, which are not normally present in healthy animals. Salmonella lyphi causes typhoid fever, and several other Salmonella species, some of
which are frequently found in poultry, cause food poisoning.
Since the 19th century, improved sanitation systems in the in·
dustrialized world have greatly reduced the threat of pathogenic
bacteria. Antibiotics have saved a great many lives and reduced
the incidence of disease. However, resistance to antibiotics is
currently evolving in many bacterial strains. As you read earlier,
the rapid reproduction of bacteria enables genes conferring resistance to multiply quickly throughout bacterial populations as
a result of natural selection, and these genes can spread to other
species by horiwntal gene transfer.
Horizontal gene transfer can also spread genes associated
with virulence, turning normally harmless bacteria into lethal
pathogens. E. coli, for instance, is ordinarily a harmless symbiont
in the human intestines, but pathogenic strains that cause bloody
diarrhea have emerged. One of the most dangerous strains,
called 0157:H7, is a global threat; in the United States alone,
there are 75,0CX> cases of0 157:H7 infection per year, often from
contaminated beefor produce. In 2001, scientists sequenced the
genome of 0157:H7 and compared it with the genome of a
harmless strain of E. coli called K-12. They discovered that 1,387
out of the 5,416 genes in 0157:H7 have no counterpart in K-12.
Many of these 1,387 genes are found in chromosomal regions
that include DNA sequences related to bacteriophage DNA.
This result suggests that at least some ofthe 1,387 genes were incorporated into the genome of0157:H7 through bacteriophagemediated horizontal gene transfer (see Figure 27.11). Someofthe
genes found only in 0l57:H7 are associated with virulence, including genes that code for adhesive fimbriae that enable 0157:H7 to
attach itselfto the intestinal wall and extract nutrients.
Pathogenic bacteria pose a potential threat as weapons of
bioterrorism. For example, endospores of Bacillus anthracis
sent through the mail caused 18 people-5 of whom died-to
develop inhalation anthrax (see also Chapter 26). Such scenarios have stimulated intense research on pathogenic prokaryotic
species in the hope ofdeveloping new vaccines and antibiotics.

and yogurt. In recent years, our greater understanding of
prokaryotes has led to an explosion of new applications in
biotechnology; two examples are the use of E. coli in gene
cloning and of Agrobacterium lumefaciens in producing
transgenic plants such as Golden Rice (see Chapter 20).
Prokaryotes are the principal agents in biorcmcdiation,
the use oforganisms to remove pollutants from soil, air, or water. For example, anaerobic bacteria and archaea decompose
the organic matter in sewage, converting it to material that can
be used as landfill or fertilizer after chemical sterilization.
Other bioremediation applications include cleaning up oil
spills (Figure 27.22a) and precipitating radioactive material
(such as uranium) out of groundwater.
Bacteria may soon figure prominently in a major industry:
plastics. Globally, each yearabout350 billion pounds ofplastic are
produced from petroleum and used to make toys, storage con·
tainers, soft drink bottles, and many other items. These products
degrade slowly, creating environmental problems. Bacteria can
now be used to make natural plastics (Figure 27.22b). For example, some bacteria synthesize a type of polyester known as PHA
(polyhydroxyalkanoate), which theyuse to store chemical energy.
When these bacteria are fed sugars derived from corn, the PHA
tlley produce can be extracted, formed into pellets, and used to
make durable, biodegradable plastics.
Through genetic engineering, humans can now modify bacteria to produce vitamins, antibiotics, hormones, and other
products (see Chapter 20). Researchers are seeking to reduce
fossil fuel use by engineering bacteria that can produce ethanol
from various forms of biomass, including agricultural waste,
switchgrass, fast-growing woody plants such as willows, and
corn (Figure 27.22e). One radical idea for modifying bacteria

Prokaryotes in Research and Technology

fertilizers on an oil-soaked area stimulates grCM'lh of native baderia that
metabolize the oil, speeding the natural breakdown process up to fivefold.
(b) These bacteria synthesize and store the polyester PHA. The PHA can be
extracted and used to make biodegradable plastic products. (c) Current
research seeh to develop baderia that produce ethanol {E-85} fuel
efficiently from renewable plant products.

On a positive note, we reap many benefits from the metabolic
capabilities of both bacteria and archaea. For example, hu·
mans have long used bacteria to convert milk into cheese
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.... Figure 27.22 Some applications of prokaryotes. (a) Spraying

comes from Craig Venter, head of The Institute for Genomic
Research (TIGR). Venter and his colleagues are attempting to
build ~synthetic chromosomes~ for bacteria-in effect, producing new species from scratch. They hope to ~design" bacteria
that can perform specific tasks, such as producing large
amounts of hydrogen to reduce dependence on fossil fuels.
Some scientists, however, question whether this approach may
have unanticipated harmful effects.
The usefulness of prokaryotes largely derives from their diverse forms of nutrition and metabolism. All this metabolic
versatility evolved prior to the appearance of the structural
novelties that heralded the evolution of eukaryotic organisms,
to which we devote the remainder of this unit.
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Structural and functional adaptations contrihute to
prokaryotic success (pp. 556-561)

f;mb""'~
hairlike

appendage~
that help celi~

_

adhere to
other celli or
to a ~ubstrate

Cell wall: found in nearly all
prokaryote~; ~tructure differs
in gram·po<;itive and
gram-negative bacteria

Circular chromosome:
often accompanied
by smaller rings of
DNA called plasmids
Capsule: sticky layer of
poly~accharide or protein
that can help cell
adherence and/or evasion
of a host'~ immune ~y~tem
Internal organization: no
nucleus or other membranebounded organelles; usually no
compleK companmentali1.ation
Flagella: organ~ u~ed by most
motile bacteria for propulsion;
marlY speciel can move toward
or away from certain stimuli

Su pilus:
appendage
that facilitates
conjugation

CONCEPT

CHECK

27.6

I. Identify at least two ways that prokaryotes have affected you positively today.
2. A pathogenic bacterium's toxin causes symptoms that
increase the bacterium's chance of spreading from
host to host. Does this information indicate whether
the poison is an exotoxin or endotoxin? Explain.
In addition to horizontal gene transfer,
3.
propose another hypothesis that could account for
E. coli strain 0157:H7 having genes not found in
strain K-12. How could your hypothesis be tested?

_'''mUlA

For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.

- i iiiii'- 27.2
Rapid reproduction, mutation, and genetic
recombination promote genetic diversity in
prokaryote, (pp. 561-564)
... Rapid Reproduction and Mutation Because prokaryotes
can often proliferate rapidly, mutations can quickly increase a population's genetic variation, enabling adaptive
evolution.
... Genetic Recombination Genetic diversity in prokaryotes
also can arise by recombination of the DNA from two different cells (in bacteria, via transformation, transduction, or conjugation). By transferring advantageous alleles, such as those
for antibiotic resistance, genetic recombination can promote
adaptive evolution in prokaryotic populations.

-M§,jf.In''estigation What Ar~

th~ Patt~rn,

of Antibiotic

Re,istanc~?

Wi lilii'_ 27.3
Diverse nutritional and metaholic adaptations have
evolved in prokaryotes (pp. 564-565)
... Examples of all four modes of nutrition-photoautotrophy,
chemoautotrophy, photoheterotrophy, and chemoheterotrophyare found among prokaryotes.
... The Role of Oxygen in Metabolism Obligate aerobes require O 2, obligate anaerobes are poisoned by O 2• and facultative anaerobes can survive with or without O 2,
... Nitrogen Metabolism Prokaryotes can metabolize a wide variety of nitrogenous compounds. Some can convert atmospheric nitrogen to ammonia in a process called nitrogen
fixation,

... Metabolic Cooperation Many prokaryotes depend on the
... Reproduction and Adaptation Prokaryotes can reproduce
metabolic activities of other prokaryotes. In Anabaena, phoquickly by binary fission. Some form endospores, which can remain
tosynthetic cells and nitrogen-fixing cells exchange metabolic
viable in harsh conditions for centuries. Prokaryotic populations
products. Some prokaryotes form surface-coating biofilms,
can evolve in short periods ohime in response to changing environtypically including different species.
mental conditions.

-51401"Adi.ity Prokaryotic Cell Structure and Function
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c. The cell walls of archaea lack peptidoglycan.
d. Only bacteria have histones associated with DNA.
e. Only some archaea use CO 2 to oxidize H"b releasing methane.

Molecular systematics is illuminating prokaryotic
phylogeny (pp. 565-570)

.. Lessons from Molecular Systematics Molecular systematics is leading to a phylogenetic classification of prokaryotes,
allowing systematists to identify major new clades.
.. Archaea Archaea share certain traits with bacteria and other
traits with eukaryotes. Some archaea, such as extreme thermophiles and extreme halophiles, live in extreme environments.
Other archaea, including most methanogens and species in
soils, lakes, and oceans, live in moderate environments.

4. \xrhich of the following features of prokaryotic biology involves
metabolic cooperation among cells?
a. binary fission
d. biofilms
b. endospore formation
e. photoautotrophy
c. endotoxin release

5. \xrhich prokaryotic group is mismatched with its members?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

... Bacteria Diverse nutritional types are scattered among the
major groups of bacteria. The two largest groups are the
proteobacteria and the gram-positive bacteria.
ACllvity Classification ofProbryotes
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Prokaryotes play crucial roles in the biosphere

Proteobacteria-diverse gram-negative bacteria
Gram-positive bacteria-symbionts in legume root nodules
Spirochetes-helical heterotrophs
Chlamydias-intracellular parasites
Cyanobacteria-solitary and cotonial photoautotrophs

6. Plantlike photosynthesis that releases O~ occurs in
a. cyanobacteria.
d. actinomycetes.
e. chemoautotrophic bacteria.
b. chlamydias.
c. archaea.

(pp.570-571)
.. Chemical Recycling Decomposition by heterotrophic
prokaryotes and the synthetic activities of autotrophic and
nitrogen-fixing prokaryotes contribute to the recycling of elements in ecosystems .
... Ecologicallnleraclions Many prokaryotes have a symbiotic relationship with a host; the relationships between prokaryotes and
their hosts range from mutualism to commensalism to parasitism.

_',liI 4 " _
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Prokaryotes have both harmful and beneficial impacts
on humans (pp. 571-573)
... Pathogenic Bacteria Pathogenic bacteria typically cause
disease by releasing exotoxins or endotoxins and are potential
weapons ofbioterrorism. Horizontal gene transfer can spread
genes associated with virulence to harmless strains.
.. Prokaryotes in Research and Technology Experiments involving bacteria such as £ w1i andA. tumefaciens have led to important advances in DNA technology. Prokaryotes can be used in
bioremediation, production of biodegradable plastics, and the
synthesis ofvitamins, antibiotics, and other products.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. Genetic variation in bacterial populations cannot result from
a. transduction.
d. mutation.
e. meiosis.
b. transformation.
c. conjugation.

For Self-Qui: answers, see Appendix A.

-MHf.M Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. Health officials worldwide are concerned about antibiotic resistance in bacteria that cause disease. In patients infected with
nonresistant strains ofthe bacterium that causes tuberculosis,
antibiotics can relieve symptoms in a few weeks. However, it
takes much longer to halt the infection, and patients may discontinue treatment while bacteria are still present. How can bacteria
quickly cause symptoms again if they are not wiped out? How
might this result in the evolution ofdrug-resistant pathogens?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8.

'.!.P·w"l

The nitrogen-fixing bacterium Rhiwbillm infects
the roots of some plant species, forming a mutualism in which
the bacterium provides the plant with nitrogen, and the plant
provides the bacterium with carbohydrates. Scientists measured
how well one such plant species {Acacia irrorata) grew when its
roots were infected by six different Rhiwbillm strains.
(a) Graph the data. (b) Interpret your graph.

Plant mass (g) after
Rhizobium strain

0.91

2. Photoautotrophs use
a. light as an energy source and CO~ as a carbon source.
b. light as an energy source and methane as a carbon source.
c. N2 as an energy source and C01 as a carbon source.
d. CO 2 as both an energy source and a carbon source.
e. H2 S as an energy source and CO~ as a carbon source.
3. Which of the following statements is not true?
a. Archaea and bacteria have different membrane lipids.
b. Both archaea and bacteria generally lack membraneenclosed organelles.
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12 weeks of growth

2

0.06

3

1.56

4

1.72

5

0.14

6

1.03

Source: /./. Burdon. et al.. Variation in the effativcness of symbiotic asso·
ciations between native rhiwbia and temveratc Australian Acacia: within
species interactions.Journal ofAppli~d uology, 36:398-408 (1999).
In the absen"" of Rhiwb;um. after 12 weeks of growth, Acacia
plants ha'"e a mass of about (), 1 g.
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KEY

CONCEPTS

2B.1 Most eukaryotes are single-celled organisms
28.2 Excavates include protists with modified
mitochondria and protists with unique flagella
28.3 Chromalveolates may have originated by
secondary endosymbiosis
28.4 Rhizarians are a diverse group of protists
defined by DNA similarities
28.5 Red algae and green algae are the closest
relatives of land plants

28.6 Unikonts include protists that are closely
related to fungi and animals
28.7 Protists play key roles in ecological
relationships

}(

nowing that most prokaryotes are extremely small organisms, you might assume that Figure 28.1 depicts

six prokaryotes and one much larger eukaryote. But

in fact, only the organism immediately above the scale bar is a
prokaryote. The others are recently discovered members of diverse, mostly unicellular groups of eukaryotes informally
known as protists. Very small eukaryotes have intrigued scientists for more than 300 years, ever since the Dutch microscopist
Antoni van Leeuwenhoek first laid eyes on them. As he discovered, viewing a dropofpond water under a light microscopecan
reveal a fascinating world of unicellular protists and prokaryotes. Some protists propel themselves with whipping flagella,
while others creep along by means of blob-like appendages.
Some are shaped like tiny trumpets; others resemble miniature
jewelry. Recalling his observations, van Leeuwenhoek wrote,
UNo more pleasant sight has met my eye than this, of so many
thousands of living creatures in one small drop ofwater."

... Figure 28.1 Which of these organisms are prokaryotes
and which are eukaryotes?

Until recently, biologists thought that 300 years ofobservation had uncovered a representative sample of living protist
species. But in the last decade, genetic prospecting has turned
up a treasure trove of previously unknown protists within the
world of microscopic life. As shown in Figure 28.1, many of
these newly discovered species have cells just 0.5-2 ~m in
diameter-as small as many prokaryotes.
The surprising discovery of many species of minuscule
protists followed close on the heels of recent findings regarding protist phylogeny. All protists were once classified in a single kingdom, Protista, but advances in eukaryotic systematics
have caused the kingdom to crumble. It has become clear that
Protista is in fact polyphyletic (see Figure 26.10): Some protists are more closely related to plants, fungi, or animals than
they are to other protists. As a result, the kingdom Protista has
been abandoned, and various lineages of protists are now recognized as kingdoms in their own right. Most biologists still
use the term protist, but only as a convenient way to refer to
eukaryotes that are neither plants, animals, nor fungi.
In this chapter, you will become acquainted with some of
the most significant groups of protists. You will learn about
their structural and biochemical adaptations as well as their
enormous impact on ecosystems, agriculture, industry, and
human health.

r~'~7tJ::k~~~~es are

single-celled organisms

Protists, along with plants, animals, and fungi, are classified as
eukaryotesi they are in domain Eukarya, one of the three domains of life. Unlike the cells of prokaryotes, eukaryotic cells
have a nucleus and other membrane-bounded organelles, such
575

as mitochondria and the Golgi apparatus. Such organelles provide specific locations in which particular functions are accomplished, making the structure and organization of eukaryotic
cells more complex than that of prokaryotic cells.
We11 survey the diversity of eukaryotes throughout the rest
of this unit, beginning in this chapter with the protists. As you
explore this material, bear in mind that the organisms in most
eukaryotic lineages are protists, and most protists are unicellular. Thus, life differs greatly from what we commonly think
it is like. The large, multiceUular organisms that we know best
(plants, animals, and fungi) are the tips of just a few branches
on the great tree of life (see Figure 26.21).

Structural and Functional Diversity in Protists
Given the paraphyletic nature ofthe group once called Protista, it
isn't surprising that few general characteristics of protists can be
cited without exceptions. In fact, protists exhibit more structural
and functional diversity than any other group of eukaryotes.
Most protists are unicellular, although there are some colonial and multicellular species. Single-celled protists are justifi·
ably considered the simplest eukaryotes, but at the cellular
level, many protists are very complex-the most elaborate of
all cells. In multiceUular organisms, essential biological functions are carried out by organs. Unicellular protists carry out
the same essential functions, but they do so using subcellular
organelles, not multicellular organs. The organelles that protists use are mostly those discussed in Chapter 6, including the
nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, and lysosomes. Certain protists also rely on organelles not found in
most other eukaryotic cells, such as contractile vacuoles that
pump excess water from the protistan cell (see Figure 7.14).
Protists are more nutritionally diverse than other eukaryote groups. Some protists are photoautotrophs and contain
chloroplasts. Some are heterotrophs, absorbing organic mol·
ecules or ingesting larger food particles. Still others, called
mixotrophs, combine photosynthesis and heterotrophic
nutrition. Photoautotrophy, heterotrophy, and mixotrophy
have all arisen independently in many protist lineages.
Reproduction and life cycles also are highly varied among
protists. Some protists are exclusively asexual; others can also
reproduce sexually or at least employ the sexual processes of
meiosis and fertilization. All three basic types of sexual life cycles (see Figure 13.6) are represented among protists, alongwith
some variations that do not quite fit any of these types. We will
examine the life cycles of several protist groups later in this
chapter.

Endosymbiosis in Eukaryotic Evolution
\X!hat gave rise to the enormous diversity ofprotists that exist today? There is abundant evidence that much of protist diversity
has its origins in endosymbiosis, the process in which certain uni·
cellular organisms engulf other cells, which become endosym·
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bionts and ultimately organelles in the host cell. For example, as
we discussed in Chapter25,structural, biochemical, and DNA se·
quence data indicate that the first eukaryotes acquired mitochondria by engulfing an aerobic prokaryote (specifically, an
alpha proteobaeterium). The early origin of mitochondria is supported by the fact that aU eukaryotes studied so far either have mitochondria or show signs that their ancestors had them.
Much evidence also indicates that later in eukaryotic history,
one lineage of heterotrophic eukaryotes acquired an additional
endosymbiont-a photosynthetic cyanobacterium-that then
evolved into plastids. In the model illustrated in Figure 28.2,
this plastid-bearing lineage eventually gave rise to red algae and
green algae. These hypotheses are supported by the observation
that the DNA of plastid genes in red algae and green algae
closely resembles the DNA of cyanobacteria. In addition, plastids in red algae and green algae are surrounded by two memo
branes, which correspond to the inner and outer membranes of
the gram-negative cyanobacterial endosymbionts.
On several occasions during eukaryotic evolution, red algae
and green algae underwent secondary cndosymbiosis: They
were ingested in the food vacuole of heterotrophic eukaryotes
and became endosymbionts themselves. For example, protists
known as chlorarachniophytes likely evolved when a heterotrophic eukaryote engulfed a green alga. Biologists infer
that this process occurred relatively recently in evolutionary
time because the engulfed green alga still carries out photosynthesis with its plastids and contains a tiny vestigial nucleus
of its own, called a nucleomorph. Consistent with the hypothesis that chlorarachniophytes evolved from a eukaryote that en·
gulfed another eukaryote, their plastids are surrounded byfour
membranes. The two inner membranes originated as the inner
and outer membranes of the ancient cyanobacterium. The
third membrane is derived from the engulfed alga's plasma
membrane, and the outermost membrane is derived from the
heterotrophic eukaryote's food vacuole. In other protists, plastids acquired by secondary endosymbiosis are surrounded by
three membranes, indicating that one of the original four
membranes was lost during the course of evolution.

Five Supergroups of Eukaryotes
Our understanding of the evolutionary history of protists has
been in a state of flux in recent years. Not only has kingdom
Protista been abandoned, but a variety of other hypotheses
have been discarded as well. For example, in the early 1990s,
many biologists thought that the oldest lineage of living eukaryotes were the amitochondriate protists, a group lacking
conventional mitochondria and having fewer membranebounded organelles than other protist groups. But recent
structural and DNA data have undermined this hypothesis.
Many of the so-called amitochondriate protists have been
shown to have mitochondria-though reduced ones-and
some of these organisms are now classified in entirely differ-
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... Figure 28.2 Diversity of plastids produced by secondary endosymbiosis. Studies
of plastid-bearing eukaryotes suggest that all plastids evolved from a gram-negative cyanobaderium
that was engulfed by an anee)!ral heterotrophic eukaryote (primary endosymbiosis), That ancestor
then diversified into red algae and green algae. $Orne of which were subsequently engulfed by other
eukaryot~

(secondary endosymbiosisl.

ent groups. For example, microsporidians, once considered
amitochondriate protists, are now classified as fungi.
The ongoing changes in our understanding of the phylogeny of protists pose challenges to students and instructors
alike. Hypothesesabout these relationships are a hotbed ofscientific activity, changing rapidly as new data cause previous
ideas to be modified or discarded. in this chapter, our discussion is organized around one current hypothesis: the five supergroups of eukaryotes shown in Figure 28.3, on the next
two pages. Because the root of the eukaryotic tree is not
known, all five supergroups are shown as diverging simultaneously from a common ancestor-something that we know
is not correct, but we do not know which organisms were the
first to diverge from the others. in addition, bear in mind that
while some of the groups in Figure 28.3 are well supported by
morphological and DNA data, others are more controversial.
As you read this chapter, it may be helpful to focus less on the

specific names of groups of organisms and more on why the
organisms are important and how ongoing research is designed to elucidate their evolutionary relationships.
CONCEPT

CHECK

28.1

1. Cite at least four examples of structural and functional diversity among protists.
2. Summarize the role of endosymbiosis in eukaryotic
evolution.
3. •i,'!ltU1jM After studying Figure 28.3, on the next
two pages, draw a simplified version of the phylogenetic tree that shows only the five supergroups of
eukaryotes. Now sketch how the tree would look if
the unikonts were the first group of eukaryotes to
diverge from other eukaryotes.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A
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Exploring Protistan Diversity
In the phylogenetic hypothesis represented in the tree below, the eukaryote groups at
the branch tips are related in larger ·supergroups; labeled vertically at the far right of
the tree. The kingdoms Plantae (land plants), Fungi, and Animalia (animals) have
survived from the five-kingdom system of classification. Groups that were formerly
classified in the kingdom Protista are highlighted in yellow. Dotted lines indicate
evolutionary relationships that are uncertain or under active debate.
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I

Excavllta

Choanoflal}l!llates
Animals

... Giardia intestinalis, a
diplomonad parasite. This diplomonad
(colOrized SfM) can infect people when
they dnn\: water contaminated with feces
containing the cysts of the pilrasite, Orin\:Ing such water---even from a seemingly
pristine stream-<an cause se~ere diarmea.
BOlling the water \:llIs the parasite.

Chromalveolata

Archaeplastida

This group may have originated by an ancient secondary
endosymbiosis event. Chromalveolates include some of the most
important photosynthetic organisms on Earth, such as the
diatoms shown here. The group also includes the brown algae
that form underwater kelp "forests," as well as important
pathogens, such as
Plasmodium, which
causes malaria, and
Phytophthora, which
caused the devastating
potato famine in
19th-century Ireland.

This group of eukaryotes includes red algae and
green algae, along with land plants (kingdom
Plantae, discussed in Chapters 29 and 30). Red
algae and green algae include unicellular
species, colonial species (such as the green alga
Volvox), and multicellular species. Many ofthe
large algae known informally as "seaweeds" are
multicellular red or green algae. Protists in
Archaeplastida include key photosynthetic
species that form the base of the food web in
some aquatic communities.
... Volvox, a colonial freshwater green alga.

The colony IS a hollow ball whose wall is composed
of hundreds of biflagellated cells (see inset LM) embedded in a gelatinous matrix, The cells are usually
connected by cytoplasmic strands; if isolated, these
cells cannot reproduce, The large colonies seen here
will eventually release the small "daughter" colonies
WIthin them (LM).
20llm
l
1

Diatom diversity.
These beautiful singlecelled protists are impor-

tant photosynthetic
organisms In aquatic com·
muniti~

(LM).

SO 11m

Rhizaria
This group consists of species of amoebas, most of which
have pseudopodia that are threadlike in shape. Pseudopodia

are extensions that can bulge from any portion of the cell;
they are used in movement and in the capture of prey.

Unikonta
This group of eukaryotes includes amoebas that have lobe- or tubeshaped pseudopodia, as well as animals, fungi, and protists that are
closely related to animals or fungi. According to one current
hypothesis, the unikonts
may have been the first
group of eukaryotes to
diverge from other
eukaryotes (see Rgure 28.23);
however, this hypothesis
has yet to be widely
accepted.
... Globigerina, a foram in the supergroup
Rhizaria. Threadlike pseudopodia eKlend

through pores in the shell. m test (lM). The
inset SEM shows a fmam test, which contains
calcium carbonate that makes it hard.

... A unikont amoeba.

This amoeba (Amoeba
proteus) is using its
pseudopodia to engulf a
small green alga,
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r::;:~::s~~~~de protists with
modified mitochondria and
protists with unique flagella

(nromaf..eolata
RniLl.ia

Archaeplast,da

...

..... UnikonM

Now that we have examined some of the broad patterns in eu·
karyotic evolution, we will look more closely at the five main
groups of protists shown in Figure 28.3.
We begin this tour with Excavata (the excavates), a recently
proposed dade that has emerged from morphological studies

of the cytoskeleton. Some members of this diverse group also
have an "excavated" feeding groove on one side of the cell body.
The excavates include the diplomonads, the parabasalids,

and the euglenozoans. Molecular data indicate that each of
these three groups is monophyletic, but the data have neither
confirmed nor strongly refuted the monophyly of the excavate
supergroup. Although unique cytoskeletal features are shared
by many excavates, we cannot yet tell whether that is because
the excavates are monophyletic or because the common ancestor ofeukaryotes had those features. Overall, support for the excavate clade is relatively weak, making it one of the more
controversial ofthe five supergroups.

Diplomonads and Parabasalids
The protists in these two groups lack plastids and have modified
mitochondria (until recently, they were thought to lack mitochondria altogether). Most diplomonads and parabasalids are
found in anaerobic environments.
Diplomonads have modified mitochondria called mitosomes.
These organelles lack functional electron transport chains and
hence cannot use oxygen to help extract energy from carbohydrates and other organic molecules. Instead, diplomonads get the
energy they need from anaerobic biochemical pathways, such as
glycolysis (see Chapter 9).
Structurally, diplomonads have two equal-sized nuclei and
multiple flagella. Recall that eukaryotic flagella are extensions
of the cytoplasm, consisting of bundles of microtubules covered by the cell's plasma membrane (see Figure 6.24). They are
quite different from prokaryotic flagella, which are filaments
composed of the globular protein flagellin attached to the cell
surface (see Figure 27.6).
Many diplomonads are parasites. An infamous example is
Giardia intestinalis (also known as Giardia lamblia; see
Figure 28.3), which inhabits the intestines of mammals.
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Undulating membrane

.... Figure 28.4 The parabasalid Trichomonas vaginalis
(colorized SEM).

Parabasalids also have reduced mitochondria; called
hydrogenosomes, tllese organelles generate some energy anaerobically, releasing hydrogen gas as a by-product. The best-known
parabasalid is Trichomonas vaginalis, a sexually transmitted
parasite that infects some 5million people each year. T vaginalis
travels along the mucus-coated lining of the human reproductive
and urinary tracts by moving its flagella and by undulating partof
its plasma membrane (figure 28.4). In females, if the vagina's
normal acidity is disturbed, T. vagina/is can outcompete beneficial microorganisms there and infect the vagina. Trichomonas infections also can occur in the urethra of males, though often
without symptoms. Studies suggest that T. vaginalis acquired a
particular gene by horizontal gene transfer from bacterial parasites in the vagina. The gene allows T. mginalis to feed on the vaginallining, aiding the infection process.

Euglenozoans
Protists called cuglcnozoans belong to a diverse clade that includes predatory heterotrophs, photosynthetic autotrophs,
and parasites. The main morphological feature that distinguishes protists in this clade is the presence of a spiral or
crystalline rod of unknown function inside their flagella
(Figure 28.5). The two best-studied groups of euglenozoans
are the kinetoplastids and the euglenids.

I(inetoplastids
Protists called kinetoplastids have a single, large mitochondrion that contains an organized mass of DNA called a
kinetoplast. These protists include species that feed on prokaryotes in freshwater, marine, and moist terrestrial ecosystems, as
well as species that parasitize animals, plants, and other protists.
For example, kinetoplastids in the genus Trypanosoma cause
sleeping sickness in humans, a neurological disease that is invariably fatal if it is not treated. The trypanosomes infect

Ring of microtubules
... Figure 28.5 Euglenozoan flagellum. Most euglenozoans
have a crystalline rod inside one of their flagella (the TEM is a flagellum
shown in cross section), The rod lies alongside the 9 + 2 ring of
microtubules found in all eukaryotic flagella (compare with Figure 6,24),

humans via the bite of a vector (carrier) organism, the African
tsetse fly (Figure 28.6). Trypanosomes also cause Chagas' disease, which is transmitted by bloodsucking insects and can lead
to congestive heart failure.
Trypanosomes evade immune responses with an effective
"bait-and-switch~ defense. The surface of a trypanosome is
coated with millions ofcopies ofasingle protein. HO\','ever, before
the host's immune system can recognize the protein and mount
an attack, new generations of the parasite switch to another surface protein with a different molecular structure. Frequent
changes in the surface protein prevent the host from developing
immunity (see Figure 43.25). About a third of Trypanosoma's
genome is dedicated to producing these surface proteins.
fuglenids
A cuglcnid has a pocket at one end of the cell from which one
or two flagella emerge (Figure 28.7). Many species of the euglenid Euglena are mixotrophs: In sunlight they are autotrophic, but when sunlight is unavailable, they can become
heterotrophic, absorbing organic nutrients from their environment. Many other euglenids engulf prey by phagocytosis.
CONCEPT

... Figure 28.6 Trypanosoma, the kinetoplastid that causes
sleeping sickness. The purple, ribbon-shaped cells among these red
blood cells are the trypanosomes (colorized SEM),

... Figure 28.7 Euglena, a euglenid
commonly found in pond water.

CHECK

28.2

1. Why do some biologists describe the mitochondria of
diplomonads and parabasalids as "highly reduced~?
2. •',ill,nI 4 DNA sequence data for a diplomonad, a
euglenid, a plant, and an unidentified protist suggest
that the unidentified species is most closely related to
the diplomonad. Further studies reveal that the unknown species has fully functional mitochondria. Based
on these data, at what point on the phylogenetic tree in
Figure 28.3 did the mystery protist's lineage probably diverge from other eukaryote lineages? Explain.

Long flagellum

Eyespot: pigmented
organelle that
functions as a light
'-:!:of--_---1shield, allowing light
.:::;
from only a certain
direction to strike
the light detector

For suggested answers. see

Appendi~

A.

-

ShortflagellUm~
Contractile vacuole------P2

light detector: swelling near the
base of the long flagellum; detects
light that is not blocked by the
eyespot; as a result, Euglena moves
toward light of appropriate
intensity, an important adaptation
that enhances photosynthesis

Nucieus------,f'T
Chloroplast----,'Plasma membrane
Euglena (LM)

------A.~ the
Pellicle: protein bands beneath
plasma membrane that
provide strength and flexibility
(Euglena lacks a cell wall)
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r~'~;::~v~:I~es may have
originated by secondary
endosymbiosis

"'-----------"'1

plasma membrane (Figure 28.8). The function of the alveoli is
unknown; researchers hypothesize that they may help stabilize
the cell surface or regulate the cell's water and ion content.
The alveolates include three subgroups: a group of flagellates
(the dinoflagellates), a group of parasites (the apicomplexans),
and a group of protists that move using cilia {the ciliates}.

Dinoflagellates

ExCilliata

DinoflagellatM

Apitomple.,n~ 1JIil:ll!.ll:1lI
Ciliates

Diatoms
Golden algae

Brown algae

Oomy,ellM
Rhizarra
A,chaeplastida

L.

.. Unikonta

The supergroup Chromalveolata (the chromalveolates), a
large, extremely diverse clade of protists, has recently been proposed based on tv.·o lines of evidence. First, some (though not
all) DNA sequence data suggest that the chromalveolates form
a monophyletic group. Second, some data support the hypothesis that the chromalveolates originated

mOTe

The dinonageUates are characterized by cells that are reinforced
by cellulose plates. Two flagella located in perpendicular grooves
in this "armor" make dinoflagellates (from the Greek dinos,
whirling) spin as they move through the water (Figure 28.9).
Dinoflagellates are abundant components of both marine and
freshwater plankton, communities of microorganisms that live
near the water's surface. These dinoflagellates include some ofthe
most important photosynthetic species. However, many photo·
synthetic dinoflagellates are mixotrophic, and roughly halfof all
dinoflagellates are purely heterotrophic.
Dinoflagellate blooms-episodes of explosive population
growth-sometimes cause a phenomenon called "red tide" in

than a billion

years ago, when a common ancestor of the group engulfed a
single-celled, photosynthetic red alga. Because red algae are
thought to have originated by primary endosymbiosis (see figure 28.2), such an origin far the chromalveolates is referred to as
secondaryendosymbiosis.
How strong is the evidence that the chromalveolates origi·
nated by secondary endosymbiosis? Many species in the clade
have plastids whose struchtre and DNA indicate that they are of
red algal origin. Others have reduced plastids that seem to be derived from a red algal endosymbiont. Still other species lack plastids altogether-yet some of these species have plastid genes in
their nuclear DNA. Such data have led researchers to suggest
that the common ancestor ofthe chromalveolates had plastids of
red algal origin, but that later, some evolutionary lineages within
the group lost the plastids. Others question this idea, noting that
the entire genome has been sequenced for several chromalveo-lates that lack plastids, yet no evidence ofplastid genes has been
found. Overall, the endosymbiotic origin ofthe chromalveolates
is an interesting current hypothesis-but, like any scientific hy·
pothesis, new data may show it to be incorrect.
The chromalveolates are perhaps the most controversial of
the five supergroups we describe in this chapter. Even so, for
many scientists, this supergroup represents the best current
hypothesis for the phylogeny of the two large protist clades to
which we now turn: the alveolates and the stramenopiles.

Alveolate

I~
... Figure 28.8 Alveoli. These sacs under the plasma membrane are a
characteristic that distinguishes alveolates from other eukaryotes (rEM),

Flagella

Alveolates
The alvcolatcs are a group ofprotists whose monophyly is well
supported by molecular systematics. Structurally, species in this
group have membrane-bounded sacs (alveoli) just under the
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.... Figure 28.9 pfiester;., shumwayae, a dinoflagellate.
Beating of the spiral flagellum. which lies in a groove that encircles the
cell. makes this alveolate spin (colorized SEM),

coastal waters. The blooms appear brownish red or pink because of the presence of carotenoids, the most common pigments in dinoflagellate plastids. Toxins produced by certain
dinoflagellates (such as Karenia brevis, which inhabits the
Gulf of Mexico) have caused massive kills of invertebrates and
fishes. Humans who eat molluscs that have accumulated the
toxins are affected as well, sometimes fatally.

are not photosynthetic, recent data show that they retain a
modified plastid (apicoplast), most likely of red algal origin.
Most apicomplexans have intricate life cycles with both sexual and asexual stages. Those life cycles often require two or
more host species for completion. For example, Plasmodium,
the parasite that causes malaria, lives in both mosquitoes and
humans (Figure 28,10).
Historically, malaria has rivaled tuberculosis as the leading
cause of human death by infectious disease. The incidence of
malaria was greatly diminished in the 1960s by insecticides
that reduced carrier populations of Anopheles mosquitoes and
by drugs that killed Plasmodium in humans. But the emergence of resistant varieties ofboth Anopheles and Plasmodium
has led to a resurgence of malaria. About 300 million people
in the tropics are now infe<ted, and 2 million die each year.

Apicomplexans
Nearly all apicomplexans are parasites of animals, and some
cause serious human diseases. The parasites spread through
their host as tiny infectious cells called sporozoites. Apicomplexans are so named because one end (the apex) ofthe sporozoite cell contains a complex of organelles specialized for
penetrating host cells and tissues. Although apicomplexans

... Figure 28.10 The two-host life cycle of

omosquito
An infected Anopheles
bites a person,

Plasmodium, the apicomplexan that causes

malaria.

n Are morphological differences between sporoloites.
. . merOloites, and gameroqres caused by different
genomes or by differences in gene expression? Explain.

injecting Plasmodium
sporozoites in its saliva.

f) The sporozoites enter the person's
liver cells. After several days. the sporozoites
undergo multiple divisions and become
merozoites, which use their apical complex
to penetrate red blood cells (see rEM below).

InSide mosqUito
Merozoite
Sporozoites
(0)

GAn oocyst develops
from the zygote in the wall
of the mosquito's gut. The
oocyst releases thousands f-----,-c
of sporozoites, which
migrate to the mosquito's
salivary gland.
MEIOSIS

""'-Oocyst
Merozoite - - - ,
(0)

--Zygote
(20)

o Fertilization
occurs
in the mosquito's

I FERTILIZATION

digestive tract. and a
zygote forms.
Gametes

K,y
•

Haploid (n)
Diploid (2n)

0Gametes form from gametocytes; each male
gametocyte produces several slender male gametes.

~Gametocytes

8The merozoites divide
asexually inside the red
blood cells. At intervals of
48 or 72 hours (depending
on the species), large
numbers of merozoites
break out of the blood
cells, causing periodic chills
and fever. Some of the
merozoites infect other
red blood cells.

(0)

- - - - _ J O S o m e merozoites
l form gametocytes.

{) Another Anopheles mosquito bites the infected person
and picks up Plasmodium gametocytes along with blood.
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The search for malarial vaccines has been hampered by the
fact that Plasmodium lives mainly inside cells, hidden from the
host's immune system. And, like trypanosomes, Plasmodium
continually changes its surface proteins. The urgent need for
treatments inspired an ambitious effort to sequence
Plasmodium's genome. Researchers have now tracked the expression of most of the parasite's genes at numerous points in
its life cycle. This research could help identify vaccine targets.

Antibiotics that target the apicoplast are also in development.
This approach may be effective because the apicoplast, being
derived by secondary endosymbiosis from a prokaryote, has
metabolic pathways different from those in people.

Ciliates
Ciliates are a large, varied group of protists named for their
use of cilia to move and feed (Figure 28,11a). The cilia may

• Figure 28.11 Structure and function in the ciliate Paramecium caudatum.
Paramecium constantly takes in water
by osmosis from its hypotonic
environment. Bladderlike contractile
vacuoles accumulate excess water from
radial canals and periodically expel it
through the plasma membrane.

~lI;<,h,

Contractile
vacuole

Cilia along a funnel-shaped oral groove
move food (mainly bacteria) into the
cell mouth, where the food is engulfed
into food vacuoles by phagocytosis.

"';~~~e..1iii;---Oral

groove

,l----="",-----Cell mouth

k:::::::!%.,

Thousands of cilia cover the
surface of Paramecium. I

Micronucleus
Macronucleus

. :.

Food vacuoles fuse with Iysosomes (not
shown). As the food is digested, the
vacuoles follow a looping path through
the cell. Wastes are released when the
vacuoles fuse with a specialized region
of the plasma membrane that functions
as an anal pore.

(a) Feeding, waste removal, and water balance.

OTwo cells of compatible
mating strains align side
by side and partially fuse.

6Meiosis of micronuclei
produces four haploid
micronuclei in each cell.

€hhree micronuclei in each cell
disintegrate. The remaining micronucleus in each cell divides by mitosis.

ooneThemicronucleus.
cells swap

MEIOSIS

Haploid
micronucleus

Compatible
mates

MICRONUCLEAR
FUSION
0The cells
separate.

0Two rounds of
cytokinesis yield
four daughter cells.

OFour micronuclei become
macronuclei.

OThree rounds
of mitosis produce
eight micronuclei.

(b) Conjugation and reproduction.
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K.y

0The two
micronuclei fuse.

Conjugation
•

Reproduction

completely cover the cell surface or may be clustered in a
few rows or tufts. In certain species, rows of tightly packed
cilia function collectively in locomotion. Other ciliates
scurry about on leg-like structures constructed from many
cilia bonded together.
A distinctive feature of ciliates is the presence of two
types of nuclei: tiny micronuclei and large macronuclei. A
cell has one or more nuclei of each type. Genetic variation
results from conjugation, a sexual process in which two individuals exchange haploid micronuclei (Figure 28.11b).
Ciliates generally reproduce asexually by binary fission, during which the existing macronucleus disintegrates and a
new one is formed from the cell's micronuclei. Each
macronucleus typically contains multiple copies of the ciliate's genome. Genes in the macronucleus control the everyday functions of the cell, such as feeding, waste removal, and
maintaining water balance (see Figure 28.11a).

Hairy
flagellum
Smooth
flagellum

... Figure 28.12 Stramenopile flagella. Most stramenopiles.
such as Synura percrscnii. ha~e two flagella: one co~ered with fine.
stiff hairs and a shorter one that is smooth.

Stramenopiles
The stramcnopilcs are a group of marine algae that include
some of the most important photosynthetic organisms on the
planet, as well as several dades of heterotrophs. Their name
(from the Latin stramen, straw, and pilos, hair) refers to their
characteristic flagellum, which has numerous fine, hairlike projections. In most stramenopiles, this "hairyn flagellum is paired
with a shorter "smooth" (nonhairy) flagellum (Figure 28.12).

Diatoms

... Figure 28.13 A freshwater diatom (colorized SEM).

Diatoms are unicellular algae that have a unique glass-like wall
made of hydrated silica (silicon dioxide) embedded in an organic matrix. TIle wall consists of two parts that overlap like a
shoe box and its lid (Figure 28.13). These walls provide effective protection from the crushing jaws of predators: In 2003, researchers in Germany found that live diatoms can withstand
pressures as great as 1.4 million kglm 2 , equal to the pressure under each leg of a table supporting an elephant! Much of the diatoms' strength comes from the delicate lacework of holes and
grooves in their walls; if the walls were smooth, it would take
60% less force to crush them.
Most of the year, diatoms reproduce asexually by mitosis;
each daughter cell receives half of the parental cell wall and
generates a new halfthat fits inside it. Some species form cysts
as resistant stages. Sexual reproduction occurs but is not common in diatoms.
\Vith an estimated 100,000 living species, diatoms are a
highly diverse group of protists (see Figure 28.3). They are a
major component of plankton both in the ocean and in lakes:
One bucket of water scooped from the surface of the sea may
contain millions of these microscopic algae.
Like golden algae and brown algae, diatoms store energy in
the form ofa glucose polymer called laminarin. Some diatoms
also store energy in oil molecules.

Massive accumulations of fossilized diatom walls are major
constituents of the sediments known as diatomaceous earth,
which is mined for its quality asa filtering medium and for many
other uses. Diatoms also have an interesting application in the
field ofnanotechnology-the fashioning ofmicroscopic devices.
In building their shells, diatoms perform an intricate, threedimensional self-assembly of microscopic components. Nanoengineers are studying this process as a model for the manufacture
of miniature motors and medicine delivery systems.
Diatom populations may increase rapidly (bloom) when ample nutrients are available. Although typically eaten by a variety
of protists and invertebrates, during a bloom many diatoms escape this fate. When diatoms that are not eaten die, their bodies
sink to the ocean floor. This sinking process is part of a
biological carbon pump that begins during photosynthesis
when diatoms incorporate carbon into their bodies from carbon dioxide in the air. Diatoms that sink to the ocean floor are
not very likely to be broken down by bacteria and other decomposers. Hence, the carbon in their bodies is not returned to the
air in the form of carbon dioxide respired by decomposers; instead it is "pumped" to the ocean bottom. \Vith an eye toward
reducing global warming by lowering atmospheric carbon dioxide levels, some scientists advocate promoting diatom blooms by
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fertilizing the ocean with nutrients such as iron. Other scientists
question the wisdom of this strategy, noting that it is difficult to
predict the effects of such large~scale manipulations of ecologi~
cal communities.

Golden Algae
The characteristic color of golden algae results from their
yellow and brown carotenoids. The cells of golden algae are
typically biflagellated, with both flagella attached near one
end of the cell.
Many golden algae are components offreshwater and marine
plankton. \Vhile all golden algae are photosynthetic, some
species are mixotrophic. These mixotrophs can absorb dissolved
organic compounds or ingest food particles, including living
cells (eukaryotes and prokaryotes), by phagocytosis. Most
species are unicellular, but some, such as those in the freshwater
genus Dinobryon, are colonial (Figure 28.14). If environmental
conditions deteriorate, many species form protective cysts that
can survive for decades.

Brown Algae
The largest and most complex algae are brown algae. All are
multicellular, and most are marine. Brown algae are especially
common along temperate coasts, where the water is cool.
They owe their characteristic brown or olive color to the
carotenoids in their plastids.
Many of the species commonly called ~seaweeds~ are
brown algae. (Some large, multicellular species of red and
green algae are also referred to as seaweeds. We will examine
them later in this chapter.) Brown algae include species that
have the most complex multicellular anatomy of all algae;
some even have specialized tissues and organs that resemble

Flagellum

_

those in plants. But morphological and DNA evidence indicates that the similarities evolved independently in the algal
and plant lineages and are thus analogous, not homologous.
The term thallus (plural, thalli; from the Greek thallos,
sprout) refers to an algal body that is plantlike. Unlike the body
of a plant, however, a thallus lacks true roots, stems, and
leaves. A typical thallus consists of a rootlike holdfast, which
anchors the alga, and a stemlike stipe, which supports leailike
blades (Figure 28.15). The blades provide most of the alga's
photosynthetic surface. Some brown algae are equipped with
gas-filled, bubble-shaped floats, which help keep the blades up
near the water surface. Beyond the intertidal zone in deeper
waters live giant seaweeds known as kelps. The stipes ofthese
brown algae may be as long as 60 m-more than half the
length of a football field.
Brown algae that inhabit the intertidal zone must cope
with water churned by waves and wind, along with tow tides
that expose the algae to the drying atmosphere and intense
rays of the sun. Unique adaptations enable these seaweeds to
survive. For example, their cell walls are composed of cellulose and gel-forming polysaccharides that help cushion the
thalli from waves and reduce drying when the algae are
exposed.
Brown algae are important commodities for humans. Some
species are eaten, including Laminaria (Japanese "kombu"),
which is used in soups. In addition, the gel-forming substance
in the cell walls of brown algae, called algin, is used to thicken
many processed foods, including pudding, ice cream, and
salad dressing.

Blade

Outer container
Living cell
Stipe

Holdfast-

... Figure 28.14 Dinobryon, a colonial golden alga found
in fresh water (lM).
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.... Figure 28.15 Seaweeds: adapted to life at the ocean's
margins. The sea palm {Pastelsial lives on rocks along the coast of
the northwestern United States and western Canada. The thallus of
this brown alga is well adapted to maintaining a firm foothold despite
the crashing surf.

Alternation of Generations
A variety of life cycles have evolved among the multicellular
algae. The most complex life cycles include an alternation of
generations, the alternation of multicellular haploid and
diploid forms. Although haploid and diploid conditions alternate in all sexual life cycles-human gametes, for example, are
haploid-the term alternation ofgenerations applies only to
life cycles in which both haploid and diploid stages are multicellular. As you will read in Chapter 29, alternation of generations also evolved in plants.
The complex life cydeofthe brown alga Laminaria provides
an example of alternation of generations (Figure 28.16). The

diploid individual is called the sporophyte because it produces
spores. The spores are haploid and move by means of flagella;
the flagellated spores are called wosporcs. The zoospores develop into haploid male and female gametophytes, which produce gametes. The union of two gametes (fertilization, or
syngamy) results in a diploid zygote, which matures and gives
rise to a new sporophyte.
In Laminaria, the tv.'o generations are heteromorphic,
meaning that the sporophytes and gametophytes are structurally different. Other algal life cycles have an alternation of
isomorphic generations, in which the sporophytes and gametophytes look similar to each other, although they differ in
chromosome number.

ofound
The sporophytes are usually
in water just below the

l.--lI-.---j line of the lowest tides, attached
to rocks by branching holdfasts.

OCelis on the surface
of the blade develop
into sporangia.

€)Sporangia produce
zoospores by meiosis.

OThe zoospores are all
structurally alike, but
about half of them develop
into male gametophytes
_JI-~/ and half into female
gametophytes. The
-~..
gametophytes are short,
""t:-~~
branched filaments that
grow on subtidal rocks.

OThe zygotes
grow into new
sporophytes
while attached
to the remains
of the female
gametophyte.

I

~n---"'------,
Mature female
gametophyte

Eg\

(0)

K.y
•

Haploid (n)
Diploid (2n)

~[-

Sperm

OSperm fertilize
the eggs.

0Male gametophytes release sperm,
and female gametophytes produce eggs,
which remain attached to the female
gametophyte. Eggs secrete a chemical
signal that attracts sperm of the same
species, thereby increasing the
probability of fertilization in the ocean.

... Figure 28.16 The life cycle of the brown alga Laminaria: an example of
alternation of generations.
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Although oomycetes descended from plastid-bearing ancestors, they no longer have plastids and do not perform
photosynthesis. Instead, they typically acquire nutrients as de·
composers or parasites. Most water molds are decomposers
that grow as cottony masses on dead algae and animals, mainly
in freshwater habitats (see Figure 28.17). \Vhite rusts and
downy mildews generally live on land as plant parasites.
The ecological impact of oomycetes can be significant. For
example, the oomycete Phywphthora infestans causes potato
late blight, which turns the stalk and stem of potato plants to
black slime. Late blight contributed to the devastating Irish
famine of the 19th century, in which a million people died and
at least that many were forced to leave Ireland. The disease remains a major problem today, causing crop losses of typically
15% in North America and as high as 7096 in some parts ofRussia where farmers cannot afford pesticides.

Oomycetes (Water Molds and Their Relatives)
Oomycctes include the water molds, the white rusts, and the
downy mildews. Based on their morphology, these organisms
were previously classified as fungi (in fact, oomycete means ~egg
fungus~). For example, many oomycetes have multinucleate fila·
ments (hyphae) that resemble fungal hyphae (figure 28.17).
However, there are many differences between oomycetes and
fungi. Among the differences, oomycetes typically have cell walls
made ofcellulose, whereas the walls offungi consist mainly ofanother polysaccharide, chitin. Data from molecular systematics
have confirmed that oomycetes are not closely related to fungi.
Their superficial similarity is a case of convergent evolution. In
both oomycetes and fungi, the high surface-to-volume ratio of
filamentous structures enhances the uptake of nutrients from
the environment.

oon Encysted
zoospores land
a substrate and germinate,
growing into hyphae.

OSeveral days later,
the hyphae begin to
form sexual structures.

OMeiosis produces
eggs within oogonia
(singular, oogonium).

GOn separate branches of the
same or different individuals, meiosis
produces haploid sperm nuclei
contained within antheridial hyphae.
oOgOniUm

Germ tube

&
MEIOSIS

Antheridial
hypha with
sperm nuclei
(0)

o Each zoosporangium asexually

ASEXUAL
REPRODUalON

produces about
30 biflagellated
zoospores.

Zygote
germination

OThe ends
of hyphae
form tubular
zoosporangia.

SEXUAL
REPRODUCTION

Zoosporangium
(2n)

•

K"
•

Egg nucleus
(0)

Haploid (n)
Diploid (2n)
OThe zygotes
germinate and
form hyphae.

0A dormant period
follows, during which the
oogonium waH usually
disintegrates.
.... Figure 28.17 The life cycle of a water mold. Water molds help dewmpose dead insects.
fishes, and other animals in frem water. (Note the hyphal mass growing on the goldfish in the inset.)
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0Antheridial hyphae grow around
the oogonium and deposit their sperm
nuclei through fertilization tubes that
lead to the eggs. Following fertilization, the zygotes may develop resistant
walls but are also protected within
the oogonium.

To understand this pathogen better, molecular biologists
have isolated DNA from a specimen of P. infestans preserved from the Irish potato blight of the 184Os. Genetic
studies show that in recent decades, the oomycete has acquired genes that make it more aggressive and more resistant to pesticides. Scientists are looking within the genomes
of both Phytophthora and potatoes to identify new weapons
against the disease. In 2003, for example, a team of researchers engineered domestic potatoes that were resistant
to late blight by transferring genes from a blight-resistant
strain of wild potato.
CONCEPT

28.3

CHECK

1. Summarize the evidence for and against the hypothesis that the species currently classified as chromalveolates are members of a single clade.
2. Looking back to Chapter 13, which ofthe three life cycles in Figure 13.6 exhibits alternation ofgenerations?
How does it differ from the other two?
3• •',iMilIA Would you expect the plastid DNA of
photosynthetic dinoflagellates, diatoms, and golden
algae to be more similar to the nuclear DNA of plants
(domain Eukarya) or to the chromosomal DNA of
cyanobacteria (domain Bacteria)? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:·~ii::~:n~;:a diverse

group of protists defined
by DNA similarities

many distantly related eukaryotic taxa. Most ofthose that belong
to the clade Rhizaria are distinguished morphologically from
other amoebas by having threadlike pseudopodia.
Rhizarians include chlorarachniophytes (mentioned earlier
in the discussion ofsecondary endosymbiosis), and two larger
groups we'l1 examine here: forams and radiolarians.

Forams
The protists called foraminifcrans (from the Latin foramen, lit·
tle hole, andfirre, to bear), or forams, are named for their porous
shells, called tests (see Figure 28.3). Foram tests consist of a single piece of organic material hardened with calcium carbonate.
The pseudopodia that extend through the pores function in
swimming, test formation, and feeding. Many forams also derive
nourishment from the photosynthesis ofsymbiotic algae that live
within the tests.
Forams are found in both the ocean and fresh water. Most
species live in sand or attach themselves to rocks or algae, but
some are abundant in plankton. The largest forams, though
single-cel1ed, grow to a diameter of several centimeters.
Ninety percent ofall identified species of forams are known
from fossils. Along with the calcium-containing remains of
other protists, the fossilized tests of forams are part of marine
sediments, indudingsedimentary rocks that are now land formations. Foram fossils are excellent markers for correlating
the ages of sedimentary rocks in different parts of the world.

Radiolarians
The protists called radiolarians have delicate, intricately
symmetrical internal skeletons that are generally made of silica. The pseudopodia of these mostly marine protists radiate
from the central body (Figure 28.18) and are reinforced by
bundles of microtubules. The microtubules are covered by a

ExcaI'ata
ChromaNeo'ala

~1r.::::lchiOrar<lClmioPhytO!!i ~
fOfaminjf~rans

'1.'.....,Radiolanans
L.

~'

ii'
Archaeplast<da

... Unikonta

The clade Rhizaria has recently been proposed based on results from molecular systematics. Although its members vary
greatly in morphology, DNA evidence suggests that rhizarians
are a monophyletic group.
Manyspecies in Rhizaria are among the organisms referred to
as amoebas. Amoebas were formerly defined as protists that
move and feed by means of pseudopodia, extensions that may
bulge from almost anywhere on the cell surface. An amoeba
moves by extending a pseudopodium and anchoring the tip;
more cytoplasm then streams into the pseudopodium. However,
based on molecular systematics, it is now clear that amoebas do
not constitute a monophyletic group but are dispersed across

.. Figure 28.18 A radiolarian. Numerous threadlike pseudopodia
radiate from the central body of this radiolarian, which is found in the
Red Sea (LM).
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thin layer of cytoplasm, which engulfs smaller microorganisms that become attached to the pseudopodia. Cytoplasmic
streaming then carries the captured prey into the main part of
the celL After radiolarians die, their skeletons settle to the
seafloor, where they have accumulated as an ooze that is hundreds of meters thick in some locations.
CONCEPT

CHECK

28.4

1. Explain why forams have such a well-preserved fossil

species adapted to more shallow water have less phycoerythrin. As a result, red algal species may be greenish red in very
shallow water, bright red at moderate depths, and almost black
in deep water. Some species lack pigmentation altogether and
function heterotrophically as parasites on other red algae.
Red algae are the most abundant large algae in the warm
coastal "'..aters oftropical oceans. Their accessory pigments allow
them to absorb blue and green light, which penetrate relatively
far into the water. Aspecies of red alga has been discovered living

record.
2. -'''!:f.ilIA DNA evidence suggests that a newly
discovered amoeba is in the clade Rhizaria-yet its
morphology is more similar to amoebas in other eukaryotic groups. Suggest an explanation that could
account for these conflicting observations.

... 8onnemaisonia
hamifera. This red alga
has a filamentous form,

For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

r:;~':~:e2~: green algae
are the closest relatives
of land plants

1"'----------...

E.CiIv~t~

Chromalveolata
Rh,zana

,>

~~~(h~'O~':OP:h:~:'~'~:::: I"
Cha,ophytes

~
~

•

L.-

... Dulse (Pa/maria palmata).
This edible species has a
"leafy" form.

..... Unikonta

... Nori. The red alga Porphyra is the source of
a traditional Japanese food,
The seaweed is
grown on nets in
shallow coastal
waters.

As we described in Chapter 25, molecular systematics and studies of cell structure support the following scenario: More than a
biUion years ago, a heterotrophic protist acquired a cyanobacterial endosymbiont, and the photosynthetic descendants of this
ancient protist evolved into red algae and green algae. At least
475 miUion years ago, the lineage that produced green algae gave
rise to land plants. Together, red algae, green algae, and land
plants make up the fourth eukaryotic supergroup, which is called
Archaeplastida. Archaeplastida is a monophyletic group that descended from the ancient protist that engulfed acyanobacterium.
We will examine land plants in Chapters 29 and 30; here we
wi11100k at the diversity of their closest algal relatives, red algae and green algae.

The harvested
seaweed is spread
on bamboo screens
to dry

Red Algae
Many of the 6,000 known species of red algae (rhodophytes,
from the Greek rhodos, red) are reddish, owing to a photosynthetic accessory pigment called phycoerythrin, which
masks the green of chlorophyll (Figure 28.19). However,
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Paper-thin, glossy sheets of nori
make a mineral-rich wrap for rice,
seafood, and vegetables in sushi,
... Figure 28.19 Red algae.

near the Bahamas at a depth of more than 260 m. There are also
a small number of freshwater and terrestrial species.
Most red algae are multicellular. Although none are as big
as the giant brown kelps, the largest multicellular red algae are
included in the informal designation "seaweeds.n You may
have eaten one of these multicellular red algae, Porphyra
(fapanese "norn, as crispy sheets or as a wrap for sushi (see
Figure 28.19). The thalli of many red algae are filamentous, often branched and interwoven in lacy patterns. The base of the
thallus is usually differentiated as a simple holdfast.
Red algae have especially diverse life cycles, and alternation
ofgenerations is common. But unlike other algae, they have no
flagellated stages in their life cycle and depend on water currents to bring gametes together for fertilization.

part of their photosynthetic output to the food supply of their
hosts. Some chlorophytes have even adapted to one of the last
habitats you might expect to find them: snow. For example,
Chlamydomonas nivalis can form dense algal blooms on highaltitude glaciers and snowfields, where its reddish pigments produce an effect known as ~watermelon snow" (Figure 28.20).
These chJorophytes carry out photosynthesis despite subfreezing temperatures and intense visible and ultraviolet radiation.
They are protected by the snow itself, which acts as a shield, and
by radiation-blocking compounds in their cytoplasm. Other
chlorophytes contain similar protective compounds in their cell
wall or in a durable coat that surrounds the zygote.
Larger size and greater complexity evolved in chlorophytes
by three different mechanisms:
L The formation of colonies of individual cells, as seen in

Green Algae
The grass-green chloroplasts of green algae have an ultrastructure and pigment composition much like the chloroplasts
of land plants. Molecular systematics and cellular morphology
leave little doubt that green algae and land plants are closely related. In fact, some systematists now advocate including green
algae in an expanded ~plant" kingdom, Viridiplantae (from the
Latin viridis, green). Phylogenetically, this change makes sense,
since otherwise the green algae are a paraphyletic group.
Green algae are divided into two main groups, chlorophytes
(from the Greek ch/oros, green) and charophytes. More than
7,(0) species of chlorophytes have been identified. Most live in
fresh water, but there are also many marine and some terrestrial
species. The simplest chlorophytes are unicellular organisms
such as Chlamydomonas, which resemble the gametes and
zoospores of more complex chlorophytes. Various species of
unicellular chlorophytes exist as plankton or inhabit damp soil.
Some live symbiotically within other eukaryotes, contributing

Volvox (see Figure 28.3) and in filamentous forms that
contribute to the stringy masses known as pond scum
2. The formation of true multicellular bodies by cell division and differentiation, as seen in the seaweed U/va
(Figure 28.21a)
3. The repeated division ofnuclei with no cytoplasmic divi·
sion, as seen in the multinucleate filaments of Caulerpa
(Figure 28.21b)
:r.f:}j<"'::~;

(a) UI"a, or sea lettuce.
This edible seaweed
'i,.~:~~~
hasa multicellular
'~'l'J;<\,,~
thallus differentiated
..'
into leaflike blades,
Its rootlike holdfast
anchors the alga
against turbulent
wa~es and tides,

~~(fJ!:"'"

... Figure 28.20
Watermelon
snow. CarotenOid
pigments In some
snow-dwelling
chlorophyll's. such
as Chlamydomonas
niva/is, turn the
snow red

an
intertidal chlorophyte. The branched
filaments lack crosswalls and thus are
multinucleate. In
effect, the thallus is
one huge "supercell."

(b) Caulerpa,

... Figure 28.21 Multicellular chlorophytes.
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Most chlorophytes have complex life cycles, with both sexual and asexual reproductive stages. Nearly all species of
chlorophytes reproduce sexually by means of biflagellated
gametes that have cup~shaped chloroplasts (Figure 28.22).
Alternation of generations has evolved in the life cycles of
chlorophytes, including Ulva, in which the alternate generations are isomorphic.
The other main group of green algae, the charophytes, are
the algae most closely related to land plants. For that reason,
we will discuss them along with plants in Chapter 29.

CONCEPT

Cell wall ---,,;(,

28.5

1. Identify two ways in which red algae differ from
brown algae.
2. Why is it accurate to say that Wva has true multicel~
lularity but Cau/erpa does not?
3. _w:ru1fM Suggest a possible reason why species in
the green algal lineage were more likely to colonize
land than species in the red algal lineage.
For sugg~sted answers, see Appendix A.

Oln Chlamydomonas,
mature cells are haploid
and (ontain a singl~
cup-shaped chloroplast.

Flagella~=-=

CHECK

Oln response to a nutrient shortage,
drying of the enviroment, or oth~r
stress, cells develop into gam~tes.

Nucleus
OGametes of different
mating types (designated
+ and -) fuse (fertilization),
forming a diploid zygot~.

Cross.-""'J
section 01
cup·shaped
chloroplast

~~~~.

8Th~se daughter (ells develop
flagella and (ell walls and then emerge as
swimming zoospores from the parent cell.
The zoospores develop into matur~
haploid cells.

•

Haploid (n)
Diploid (2n)

Mature cell
(01

SEXUAL
REPRODUCTION

0When a mature cell reproduces asexually, it resorbs its
flagella and th~n undergoes two
rounds of mitosis, forming lour
(ells (more in some species).

OAfter a dormant period,
meiosis produces four haploid
individuals (two of each mating type)
that emerge and mature.

... Figure 28.22 The life cycle of Chlamydomonas, a unicellular chlorophyte.

'·MWliI

Circle rhe stage(s) in fhe diagram in which clones afe formed. producing additional
new daughter cells thar are genetically identical fa fhe parent (ell(s).
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OThe zygote secretes

a durable coat that
prot~cts th~ cell from
harsh (onditions.

r~~~~:~7s~~i~de protists

In a 2002 paper, Alexandra Stechmann and Thomas CavalierSmith, ofOxford University, described a different approach, reo
suits from which supported a radical new hypothesis about the
root of the eukaryotic tree (Figure 28.23). According to their
hypothesis, the unikonts were the first eukaryotes to diverge
from other eukaryotes. This hypothesis proposes that animals

that are closely related
to fungi and animals
Excavata
Chromafveolata

11r.:=::'Amoeboloans
Nudnriids

Rhizaria
Ar<:haeplastlda

~

Fungi
S"
Choanofl"!ll!llatn ~
Animals

Unikonta is a recently proposed, extremely diverse supergroup of eukaryotes that includes animals, fungi, and
some protists. There are two major
clades of unikonts, the amoebowans
and the opisthokonts (animals, fungi,
and closely related protist groups). Each
of these two major clades is strongly
supported by molecular systematics.
The close relationship between amoebozoans and opisthokonts is more
controversial. Support for this close relationship is provided bycomparisonsof
myosin proteins and by several studies
based on hundreds of genes, but not by
other studies based on single genes.
Another controversy involving the
unikonts concerns the root of the eukaryotic tree. Recall that the root of a
phylogenetic tree anchors the tree in
time: Branch points close to the root
are the oldest. At present, the root of
the eukaryotic tree is uncertain; thus,
we do not know which group of eu~
karyotes was the first to diverge from
other eukaryotes. Some hypotheses,
such as the amitochondriate hypothesis described earlier, have been abandoned, but researchers have yet to
agree on an alternative. If the root of
the eukaryotic tree were known, scientists could infer characteristics of the
common ancestor of all eukaryotesinformation that would help to resolve
some of the current debates about the
five supergroups of eukaryotes.
In efforts to root the eukaryotic tree,
phylogenies based on different sets of
genes have provided conflicting results.

~Inqui
What is the root of the eukaryotic tree?
eXPERIMENT
Responding to the difficulty in determining the root of the eukaryotic phylogenetic tree, Alexandra Stechmann and Thomas Cavalier-Smith, of Oxford University, proposed
a new approach, They studied two genes, one for the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR),
the other for the enzyme thymidylate synthase {TS}. Their approach took advantage of a rare
evolutionary event In some organisms, the DHFR and TS genes have fused, leading to the production of a single protein with both enzyme activities. Ste<:hmann and Cavalier-Smith amplified
(using PCR; se€ Figure 20,8) and sequenced OHFR and TS genes in nine specie> {one choanoflagellate; two amoebozoans; one euglenozoan; two chromalveolates; and three rhizarians}.
They combined their data with previously published data for species of bacteria, animals, plants,
and fungi

The bacteria studied all have separate DHFR and TS genes, suggesting that
this is the ancestral condition (red dot on the tree below). Other taxa with separate genes are
denoted by red type, Fused genes are a derived character, found in certain members (blue
type) of the supergroups Excavata, Chromalveolata, Rhizaria, and Archaeplastida:

RESULTS

Choanoflagellates
Anima)s
Unikonta
Fungi

Common
ancestor
of all
eukaryote>

J
J

Amoebozoans

~

Oiplomonads

Excavata

Euglenozoans
Alveolates

Chromalveolata

Stramenopiles

OHFR-~S

gene
fusion

Rhizarians

~ Rhizaria

Red algae

]

Green algae

Archaeplastida

Plants

These results place the root of the tree between the unikonts and all other
eukaryotes, suggesting that the unikonts may have been the first group of eukaryotes to
diverge, Because thiS conclUSion is based on only one trait-the fusion of the DHFR and
TS genes-more data are needed to evaluate its validity

CONCLUSiON

soURce

A. Stechmann and T. Cavalier·Smith, Rooting the eukal)'Ote
fusion. Science 297:89--91 (2002),

nee by using a denved gene

-W@lI lg

Stechmann and Cavaller·Smith wrote that their conclUSions are "valid only if
the genes fused just once and were never secondarily split." Why is this assumption critical
to their approach?
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and fungi belong to an early-diverging group of eukaryotes,
while protists that lack typical mitochondria (such as the
diplomonads and parabasalids) diverged much later in the history of life. The Stechmann and Cavalier-Smith hypothesis
remains controversial and will require more supporting
evidence to be widely accepted.

Amoeboloans
As already mentioned, amoebozoans form a clade that is wen
supported by molecular data. This clade includes many species
ofamoebas that have lobe- or tube-shaped, rather than threadlike, pseudopodia. Amoebozoans include slime molds, gymnamoebas, and entamoebas.

Slime Molds
Slime molds, or mycetowans (from the Latin meaning ufungus
animals"), were once thought to be nUlgi because, like fungi, they
produce fmiting bodies that aid in spore dispersaL However, the
resemblance between slime molds and fungi appears to be another example ofevolutionary convergence. Molecular systematics places slime molds in Amoebozoa and suggests that they
descended from unicellular ancestors. Slime molds have diverged
into tv.·o main branches, plasmodial slime molds and cellular slime
molds, distinguished in part by their unique life cycles.
Plasmodial Slime Molds Many plasmodial slime molds
are brightly colored, often yellow or orange (Figure 28.24).

OThe feeding stage
is a multinucleate
plasmodium that lives
on organic matter.

odivisions
Repeated mitotic
of the zygote's

f.)The mature plasmodium
takes a weblike form.

4

em

nucleus, without
cytoplasmic division, form
a feeding plasmodium.

olikeThepairs,cellsforming
fuse in
diploid zygotes.
Feeding
plasmodium
Mature
plasmodium
(preparing to fruit)

young-----~"".

Amoeboid cells
Flagellated
cells
(o)

OThe plasmodium
erects stalked fruiting
bodies (sporangia) when
conditions become harsh.

sporangium

(o)

t

Mature
sporangium

Germinating
spore
Spores
(o)

0The motile haploid cells
are either amoeboid or
flagellated; the two
forms readily convert
from one to the other.

f-,------;

1 mm

Stalk
0The resistant spores
germinate in favorable
conditions, releasing
motile cells.

OWithin the tip of the
sporangia, meiosis produces
haploid spores. which
disperse through the air.

.... Figure 28.24 The life cycle of a plasmodial slime mold. In most plasmodial slime
molds. the diploid condition is the predominant part of the life cycle,
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Haploid (n)
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Diploid (2n)

At one stage in their life cycle, they form a mass called a
plasmodium, which may grow to a diameter of many centimeters. (Don't confuse a slime mold's plasmodium with the
genus Plasmrxiium, which includes the parasitic apicomplexan
that causes maJaria.) Despite its size, the plasmodium is not multiceUuJar; it is a single mass of cytoplasm that is undivided by
plasma membranes and that contains many diploid nuclei. This
"superceU" is the product of mitotic nuclear divisions that are not
foUowed by cytokinesis.
\Xfithin the plasmodium, cytoplasm streams first one way,
then the other, in pulsing flows that are beautiful to watch
through a microscope. This cytoplasmic streaming apparently
helps distribute nutrients and oxygen. The plasmodium extends pseudopodia through moist soil, leaf mulch, or rotting

logs, engulfing food particles by phagocytosis as it grows. If the
habitat begins to dry up or there is no food left, the plasmodium stops growing and differentiates into fruiting bodies,
which function in sexual reproduction.
Cellular Slime Molds The life cycle of the protists called
cellular slime molds can prompt us to question what it
means to be an individual organism. The feeding stage ofthese
organisms consists of solitary cells that function individually,
but when food is depleted, the cells form an aggregate that
functions as a unit (figure 28.25). Although this mass ofcells
superficially resembles a plasmodiaJ slime mold, the cells remain separated by their individual plasma membranes. Cellular slime molds also differ from plasmodial slime molds in

ostage,In thesolitary
feeding
haploid
gin favorable
conditions. amoebas
emerge from the
spore coats and feed.

amoebas engulf bacteria.

OOuring sexual repro·
duction, two haploid
amoebas fuse and form
a zygote.

f)Spores
are released.
GOther
cells crawl
up the stalk
and develop
into spores.

ebecomes
The zygote
a giant

Emerging
amoeba
Spores
(0)

cell by consuming
haploid amoebas
(not shown). After
developing a
resistant wall, the
giant cell undergoes
meiosis followed by
several mitotic
divisions.

(0)

ASEXUAL
REPRODUCTION

oreleasing
The wall ruptures,
new
haploid amoebas.

Migrating
aggregate

"When food is depleted,
hundreds of amoebas
congregate in response to a
chemical attractant and form
a slug-like aggregate
(see photo).

"The aggregate migrates for a
while and then stops. Some of the
cells dry up after forming a stalk that
supports an asexual fruiting body.

K',
I

200 IJ.m

I

Haploid (n)
. . . Diploid (2n)

... Figure 28.25 The life cycle of Dictyostelium, a cellular slime mold. Cellular slime
molds differ from plasmodial slime molds in being haploid organisms (only the zygote is diploid).
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being haploid organisms (only the zygote is diploid) and in
having fruiting bodies that function in asexual rather than sexual reproduction.
Dict)'ostelium discoideum, a cellular slime mold commonly
found on forest floors, has become a model organism for studying the evolution of multicellularity. One line of research has focused on the slime mold's fruiting body stage. During this stage,
the cells that form the stalk die as they dry out, while the spore
cells at the top survive and have the potential to reproduce. Scientists have found that mutations to a single gene can turn individual Dict)'ostelium cells into Ucheaters~ that never become part
of the stalk. Because these mutants gain a strong reproductive
advantage over noncheaters, why don't all Dict)'osrelium cells
cheat?
In 2003, scientists at Rice University and the University of
Turin, Italy, discovered an answer to this question. Cheating
mutants lack a protein on their cell surface, and noncheating
cells can recognize this difference. Noncheaters preferentially
aggregate with other noncheaters, thus depriving cheaters of
the opportunity to exploit them. Such a recognition system
may have been important in the evolution of multicellular eukaryotes such as animals and plants.

Cymnamoebas
Gymnamoebas constitute a large and varied group of amoebozoans. These unicellular protists are ubiquitous in soil as
well as freshwater and marine environments. Most are heterotrophs that actively seek and consume bacteria and other
protists (see Figure 28.3). Some gymnamoebas also feed on
detritus (nonliving organic matter).

Entamoebas
Whereas most amoebozoans are free-living, those that belong
to the genus Entamoeba are parasites. They infect all classes
ofvertebrates as well as some invertebrates. Humans are host to
at least six species of Entamoeba, but only one, E. histol)'tica,
is known to be pathogenic. E. histol)'tica causes amebic dysentery and is spread via contaminated drinking water, food, or
eating utensils. Responsible for up to 100,000 deaths worldwide every year, the disease is the third-leading cause of death
due to eukaryotic parasites, after malaria (see Figure 28.10)
and schistosomiasis (see Figure 33.11).

Opisthokonts
Opisthokonts are an extremely diverse group of eukaryotes
that includes animals, fungi, and several groups of protists.
We will discuss the evolutionary history of fungi and animals
in Chapters 31-34. Of the opisthokont protists, we will discuss the nucleariids in Chapter 31 because they are more
closely related to fungi than they are to other protists. Similarly, we will discuss choanoflagellates in Chapter 32, since
they are more closely related to animals than they are to other
5%
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protists. The nucleariids and choanoflagellates illustrate why
scientists have abandoned the former kingdom Protista: A
monophyletic group that included these single-celled eukaryotes would also have to include the multicellular animals and
fungi that are closely related to them.
CONCEPT

CHECK

28.6

1. Contrast the pseudopodia of amoebowans and forams.
2. In what sense is "fungus animal" a fitting description
of a slime mold? In what sense is it not a fitting
description?
l•
If further evidence indicates that the root
3.
of the eukaryotic tree is as shown in Figure 28.23, would
this evidence support, contradict, or have no bearing on
the hypothesis that Excavata is monophyletic?

-'win

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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roles
in ecological relationships

Most protists are aquatic, and they are found almost anywhere there is water, including moist terrestrial habitats such
as damp soil and leaf litter. In oceans, ponds, and lakes, many
protists are bottom-dwellers that attach to rocks and other
substrates or creep through the sand and silt. Other protists
are important constituents of plankton. Well focus here on
two key roles that protists play in the varied habitats in which
they live: that of symbiont and that of producer.

Symbiotic Protists
Many protists form symbiotic associations with other species.
For example, photosynthetic dinoflagellates provide nourishment to their symbiotic partners, the coral polyps that build
coral reefs. Coral reefs are highly diverse ecological communities. That diversity ultimately depends on corals-and on
the mutualistic protist symbionts that provide corals with an
essential source of energy. Corals support reef diversity by
providing food to some species and habitat to many others.
Another example is termites, which cause over $3.5 billion
in damage annually to wood homes in the United States. Unaided, the termites cannot digest wood. It is only the large populations of wood-digesting protists inhabiting these termites'
gut that enable them to break down wood (Figure 28.26).
Symbiotic protists also include parasites that have compromised the economies of entire countries. Consider the malariacausing protist Plasmodium: Income levels in countries hard hit
by malaria are 33% lower than in similar countries free ofthe disease. Protists can have similar devastating effects in natural communities. Massive fish kills have been attributed to ryiesteria

... Figure 28.26
A protist
symbiont. This
organism is a
hypermastigote, a
member of a group
of parabasalids that
live in the gut of
termites and certain
cockroaches and
enable the hosts to
digest wood (SEM),
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consumers

/~
Herbivorous
plankton

11!
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~
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Carnivorous

Plankto~l

II- f'-II
absorbed by

... Figure 28.28 Protists are key producers in aquatic
communities. This simplified food web illustrates how organisms in an
aquatic community depend directly or indirectly on photosynthetic protists
for food. Blue arrow.> lead from food sources to the organisms that eat them.
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High risk
Moderate risk

•
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low risk
••• Nurseries with P ramorum infections (2004) on
other host plants (such as rhododendron)
... Figure 28.27 Risk map for sudden oak death in the
contiguous United States. Sudden oak death (SOD) is caused by
the parasitic oomycete PhylOphthora ramorum. Since 1995, this
disease has spread in the wild, killing more than 1 million trees in
coastal California and southern Oregon.

sllumwayae, a dinoflagellate parasite (see Figure 28.9) that attaches to its victims and eats their skin. Among species that parasitize plants, the oomycete protist Phytophthora ramorum has
emerged as a major new forest pathogen. This species causes sudden oak death (SOD), a disease that affects oaks and other trees
(Figure 28.27).

Photosynthetic Protists
Many protists are important producers, organisms that use energy from light (or inorganic chemicals) to convert carbon dioxide
to organic compounds. Producers form the base ofecological food
webs. In aquatic communities, the main producers are photosynthetic protists and prokaryotes. AU other organisms in the community depend on them for food, either directly (by eating them)
or indirectly (for example, by eating an organism that ate a producer) (figure 28.28). Scientists estimate that up to one-quarter

ofthe world's photosynthesis is performed by diatoms, dinoflagellates, multicellular algae, and other protists.
Because producers form the foundation of food webs, factors
that affect producers can dramatically affect their entire community. In aquatic environments, photosynthetic protists are often held in check by low concentrations ofnitrogen, phosphorus,
or iron. Various human actions can increase the concentrations
of these elements in aquatic communities. For example, when
fertilizer is applied to a field, some of the fertilizer may be
washed by rainfall into a river that drains into a lake or ocean.
\Vhen people add nutrients to aquatic communities in this or
other ways, the abundance of photosynthetic protists can increase spectacularly. Such increases can alter the abundance of
other species in the community, as we'll see in Chapter 55. Similar effects can occur on land, but there the base of food webs is
occupied not by protists but by land plants, which we will discuss in Chapters 29 and 30.
CONCEPT

CHECK

28.7

I. Justify the claim that photosynthetic protists are
among the most important organisms in the biosphere.
2, Discuss the range of symbiotic associations that include protists.
3. -'hUUI. High water temperatures and pollution
can cause corals to expel their dinoflagellate symbionts. Predict how such "coral bleaching" would
affect corals and other species in the community.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.",1111"- 28.1
Most cukaryotcs are single-celled organisms
(pp. 575-579)
.. Structural and Functional Diversity in Protists Protists are
more diverse than all other eukaryotes and are no longer classified in a single kingdom. Most :lre unicellular. Protists include
photoautotrophs, hetcrotrophs, and mixotrophs. Some species
are exclusively asexual; others can reproduce sexually.

Key Concept/Eukaryote
Supergroup
Concept 28.2

Major Clades

.. Endosymbiosis in Eukaryotic Evolution Mitochondria and
plastids are thought to be descendants of bacteria that were engulfed by other cells and became endosymbionts. The plastidbearing lineage eventually evolved into red algae and green algae.
Other protist groups evolved from secondary endosymbiosis
events in which red algae or green algae were themselves
engulfed.
.. Five Supergroups of Eukaryoles In one hypothesis, eukaryotes are grouped into five monophyletic clades: Excavata,
Chromalveolata, Rhizaria, Archaeplastida, and Unikonta.
Acti'ity Tentative Phylogeny ofEukaryotes

Key Morphological
Characteristics

Specific Examples

Diplomonads and
parabasalids

Modified mitochondria

Giardia,
Trichomonas

Euglenozoans
Kinetoplastids
Euglenids

Spiral or crystalline rod
inside flagella

Trypanosoma,
Euglena

Alwolates
Dinonagellates
Apicomplexans
Ciliates

Membrane-bounded sacs
(alveoli) beneath plasma
membrane

Pfiesteria.
Plasmodium.
Paramecium

Stramenopiles
Diatoms
Golden algae
Brown algae
Oomycetes

Hairy and smooth
flagella

Phywphchora,
Laminaria

Forams

Amoebas with threadlike
pseudopodia and a
porous shell

Globigerina

Radiolarians

Amoebas with threadlike
pseudopodia radiating
from central body

Concept 28.5

Red algae

Phycoerythrin
(accessory pigment)

Porphyra

Red algae and green algae are the
closest relatives of land plants
(pp.590-592-Archaeplastida)

Green algae

Plant-type
chloroplasts

Chlam)'domonas.
Uiva

Land plants

(See Chapters 29
and 30.)

Mosses. ferns, conifers.
flowering plants

Amoebozoans
Slime molds
Gymnamoebas
Entamoebas

Amoebas with lobe·
shaped pseudopodia

Amoeba,
Entamoeba,
Dictyostelium

Opisthokonts

(Highly variable; see
Chapters31-34.)

Nuc1eariids,
choanoflagellates.
animals, fungi

Ex<:avates indude protists with
modified mitOl:hondria and protists
with unique flagella (pp. 580-581)

Concept 28.3
Chromalveolates may have originated
by secondary endosymbiosis
(pp. 582-589)

Concept 28.4
Rhizarians are a diverse group of
protists defined by DNA similarities
(pp. 589-590)

Concept 28.6
Unikonts include protists that are
closely related to fungi and animals
(pp. 593-596)
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_',Ii'''''_ 28.7
Protists play key roles in ecological relationships
(pp. 59fi-597)
.. Symbiotic Protists Protists form a wide range of mutualistic
and parasitic relationships that affect their symbiotic partners
and many other members of the community.

... Photosynthetic Protists Photosynthetic protists are among
the most important producers in aquatic communities. Because they are at the base of the food web, factors that affect
photosynthetic protists affect many other species in the
community.

_Mjn.•
lnn.tigation What Kind, of Protists Do Various Habitats Support?

TE5TING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
J. Plastids that are surrounded by more than two membranes are
evidence of
a. evolution from mitochondria.
b. fusion of plastids.
c. origin of the plastids from archaea.
d. secondaryendosymbiosis.
e. budding of the plastids from the nuclear envelope.
2. Biologists suspect that endosymbiosis gave rise to mitochondria before plastids partly because
a. the products of photosynthesis could not be metabolized
without mitochondrial enzymes.
b. all eukaryotes have mitochondria (or their remnants),
whereas many eukaryotes do not have plastids.
c. mitochondrial DNA is less similar to prokaryotic DNA
than is plastid DNA.
d. without mitochondrial COl production, photosynthesis
could not occur.
e. mitochondrial proteins are synthesized on cytosolic
ribosomes, whereas plastids utilize their own ribosomes.
3. Which group is incorrectly paired with its description?
a. rhizarians-morphologically diverse group defined by
DNA similarities
b. diatoms-important producers in aquatic communities
c. red algae-acquired plastids by secondary endosymbiosis
d. apicomplexans-parasites with intricate life cycles
e. diplomonads-protists with modified mitochondria
4. Based on the phylogenetic tree in Figure 28.3, which of the following statements is correct?
a. The most recent common ancestor of Excavata is older
than that of Chromalveolata.
b. The most recent common ancestor of Chromalveolata is
older than that ofRhizaria.
c. The most recent common ancestor of red algae and land
plants is older than that of nucleariids and fungi.
d. The most basal (first to diverge) eukaryotic supergroup
cannot be determined.
e. Excavata is the most basal eukaryotic supergroup.

5. Which protists are in the same eukaryotic supergroup as
land plants?
a. green algae
b. dinoflagellates
c. red algae
d. brown algae
e. both a and c
6. In life cycles with an alternation of generations, multicellular
haploid forms alternate with
a. unicellular haploid forms.
b. unicellular diploid forms.
c. multicellular haploid forms.
d. multicellular diploid forms.
e. multicellular polyploid forms.
For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-tiN'·. Visit the Study Area at www.mClsteringbio.(omfora
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. ••!;t,W"1 Medical researchers seek to develop drugs that
can kill or restrict the growth of human pathogens yet have few
harmful effects on patients. These drugs often work by disrupting the metabolism of the pathogen or by targeting its structural features.
Draw and label a phylogenetic tree that includes an
ancestral prokaryote and the following groups of organisms:
Excavata, Chromalveolata, Rhizaria, Archaeplastida, and,
within Unikonta, amoebozoans, animals, choanoflagellates,
fungi, and nudeariids. Based on this tree, hypothesize
whether it would be most difficult to develop drugs to
combat human pathogens that are prokaryotes, protists,
animals, or fungi. (You do not need to consider the evolution
of drug resistance by the pathogen.)

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8. Applying the "If ... then" logic of science (see Chapter I), what
are a few of the predictions that arise from the hypothesis that
plants evolved from green algae? Put another way. how could
you test this hypothesis?

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
9. The ability of the pathogen Plasmodium to CV"ade the human
immune system is one reason developing a malaria vaccine is
so difficult. Another reason is that less money is spent on
malaria research than on research into diseases that affect far
fewer people, such as cystic fibrosis. What are possible reasons
for this imbalance in research effort?
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Plan
How

Col
.... Figure 19.1 How did plants change the world?
KEY

CONCEPTS

29.1 Land plants evolved from green algae
29.2 Mosses and other nonvascular plants have life
cycles dominated hy gametophytes
29.3 Ferns and other seedless vascular plants were
the first plants to grow tall

L

ooking at a lush landscape, such as the forest scene in

Figure 29.1 it is difficult to imagine the terrestrial en·
vironment without any plants or other organisms. Yet
for more than 3 billion years of Earth's history, the land surface was largely lifeless. Geochemical evidence suggests that
thin coatings of cyanobacteria existed on land about 1.2 billion years ago. But it was only within the last 500 million
years that small plants as well as fungi and animals joined
them ashore. Finally, by about 370 million years ago, some
plants appeared that could grow much taller, leading to the
formation of the first forests (though with a very different
set of species than those in Figure 29.1).
Since colonizing land, plants have diversified widely; today,
there are morethan 290,CXXJ known plant species. Plants inhabit
all but the harshest environments-some mountaintops, a few
desert areas, and the polar regions. A few plant species, such as
sea grasses, returned to aquatic habitats during their evolution,
but most present-day plants live in terrestrial environments.
Therefore, in this chapter we will refer to all plants as !Lmd
plants, even those that are now aquatic, to distinguish them
from algae, which are photosynthetic protists.
The presence ofland plants has enabled other life-formsincluding animals-to survive on land. Plant roots have cre~
ated habitats for other organisms by stabilizing landscapes.
Plants also supply oxygen and are the ultimate provider of
most of the food eaten by terrestrial animals.
600

This chapter traces the first 100 million years of plant evolu~
tion, including the emergence of seedless plants such as mosses
and ferns. Chapter 30 examines the later evolution ofseed plants.

As you read in Chapter 28, researchers have identified green
algae called charophytes as the closest relatives ofland plants.
What is the evidence for this relationship, and what does it
suggest about the algal ancestors ofland plants?

Morphological and Molecular Evidence
Many key characteristics of land plants also appear in a vari·
ety of protists, primarily algae. For example, plants are multi·
cellular, eukaryotic, photosynthetic autotrophs, as are brown,
red, and certain green algae (see Chapter 28). Plants have cell
walls made of cellulose, and so do green algae, dinoflagellates,
and brown algae. And chloroplasts with chlorophylls a and b
are present in green algae, euglenids, and a few dinoflagellates,
as well as in plants.
However, the charophytes are the only algae that share the
following four distinctive traits with land plants, strongly sug~
gesting that they are the closest relatives of plants:
~

Rosette-shaped cellulose-synthesizing complexes. The
cells of both land plants and charophytes have circular,
petal-shaped arrays of proteins in the plasma membrane
(Figure 19.1). These protein arrays synthesize the cellulose
microfibrils of the cell wall. In contrast, noncharophyte al~
gae have linear arrays of proteins that synthesize cellulose.
~ Peroxisome enzymes. The peroxisomes (see Figure 6.19)
of both land plants and charophytes contain enzymes that
help minimize the loss of organic products as a result of

... Chara species. a pond organism

... Figure 29.2 Rosette
cellulose-synthesizing
complexes. These rings of
proteins embedded in the
plasma membrane are found
only in land plants and
charophyte algae (SEM).

... Coleochaefe orbicularis. a

disk-shaped charophyte that
also lives in ponds (lM)

30 nm
photorespiration (see Chapter to). The peroxisomes of
other algae lack these enzymes.
... Structure of flagellated sperm. In species of land plants
that have flagellated sperm, the structure of the sperm
closely resembles that of charophyte sperm.
.. Formation of a phragmoplast. Particular details of cell division occur only in land plants and certain charophytes. including the genera Chara and CnleQChaete. For example, in
these organisms a group of microtubules known as the
phragmoplast forms between the daughter nuclei of a dividing cell. A cell plate then develops in the middle of the
phragmoplast, across the midline of the dividing cell (see
Figure 12.10). The cell plate, in turn, gives rise to a new cross
wall that separates the daughter cells.
Genetic evidence also supports the conclusion drawn
from these four morphological and biochemical traits. Analyses of nuclear and chloroplast genes from a wide range of
plants and algae indicate that charophytes-particularly
Chara and Coleochaete-are the closest living relatives of land
plants (Figure 29.3). Note that this does not mean that plants
are descended from these living algae; however, present-day
charophytes may tell us something about what the algal ancestors of plants were like.

Adaptations Enabling the Move to Land
Many species of charophyte algae inhabit shallow waters
around the edges of ponds and lakes, where they are subject
to occasional drying. In such environments, natural selection
favors individual algae that can survive periods when they are
not submerged in water. In charophytes, a layer of a durable
polymer called sporopollenin prevents exposed zygotes
from drying out. A similar chemical adaptation is found in the
tough sporopollenin walls that encase the spores of plants.
The accumulation of such traits by at least one population of
charophyte ancestors probably enabled their descendants-the
first land plants-to live permanently above the waterline.
Theseevolutionary novelties opened a new frontier: a terrestrial
habitat that offered enormous benefits. The bright sunlight was
unfiltered by water and plankton; the atmosphere offered more
plentiful carbon dioxide than did water; the soil was rich in mineral nutrients; and initially there were relatively few herbivores
and pathogens. But these benefits were accompanied by challenges: a relative scarcity ofwater and a lack ofstructural support
against gravity. (To appreciate why such support is important,

... Figure 29.3 Examples of charophytes, the closest algal
relatives of land plants.
picture how the soft body ofa jellyfish sags when it is taken out
ofwater.) Land plants diversified as adaptations evolved that enabled plants to thrive despite these challenges.
Today, what adaptations are unique to plants? The aJlS',','er to
this question depends on where you draw the boundary dividing land plants from algae (figure 29.4). Many biologists
equate the kingdom Plantae with embryophytes (plants with
embryos). Others propose that the boundaries ofthe plant kingdom should be expanded to include some or all of the green algae (kingdoms Streptophyta and Viridiplantae). Since the debate
is ongoing, this text retains the embryophyte definition of the
plant kingdom and uses Plantae as the formal name for the
taxon. In this context, let's now identify the derived traits that
separate land plants from their closest algal relatives.

Derived Traits of Plants
Many ofthe adaptations that appear to have emerged after land
plants diverged from their algal relatives facilitated survival and
reproduction on dry land. figure 29.5, on the next two pages,
depicts four key traits that appear in nearly all land plants but
not in the charophyte algae. These four traits of land plants

R'd"9"~
ANCESTRAL

Chlorophytes

ALGA

~

Embryophyte~
... figure 29.4 Three
possible "plant" kingdoms.
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• FIguro 29.5

Exploring Derived Traits of Land Plants
Alternation of Generations and Multicellular, Dependent Embryos
The life cycles of all land plants alternate
between two generations of multicellular
organisms: gametophytes and
sporophytes. As shown in the diagram.
each generation gives rise to the other, a

Gametophyte

process called alternation ofgenerations.

In)

This type of reproductive cycle evolved in
various groups of algae but does not
occur in the charophytes, the algae most
dosdy related to land plants.

OThe gametophyte produces
haploid gametes by mitosis.

0Thespores
develop into
multicellular
haploid
gametophytes.

Gamete from
another plant
Mitosis

Mitosis

~

n

Gamete

o

Two gametes
...._~ unite (fertilization)
and form a diploid
zygote.

Take care not to confuse the alternation
of generutions in plants with the haploid
FERTILIZATION
and diploid stages in the life cycles ofother
sexually reproducing organisms (see
FIgure 13.6). In humans, for example,
meiosis produces haploid gametes that
2n .... Zygote
OThe sporophyte
produces haploid
unite, forming diploid zygotes that divide
spores by meiosis.
and become multicellular. The haploid
€) The zygote develops
Mitosis
stage is represented only by single-celled
into a multicellular
diploid sporophyte.
gametes. In contrast, alternation of
generations is distinguished by the fact that
Sporophyte
(2n)
the life cycle includes both multicellular
haploid organisms and multicellular diploid
Alternation of generations; five generalized steps
organisms. The names ofthe two
multicellular generations of the plant life
cycle refer to the reproductive cells they produce. The haploid gamctophyte ("gameteproducing plant-) is named for its production by mitosis of haploid gametes-eggs and
sperm-that fuse during fertilization, forming diploid zygotes. Mitotic division of the
zygote produces a multicellular diploid sporophyte (·spore-producing plann. Meiosis
in a mature sporophyte produces haploid spores, reproductive cells that can develop
into a new haploid organism without fusing with another cell. Mitotic division of the
spore cell produces a new multicellular gametophyte, and the cycle begins again. In
many seedless plants, such as the fern in the diagram, the gametophyte and sporophyte
look like different types of plants, even though they are forms of the same species. In
seed plants, the gametophytes are microscopic; the familiar plants we see are the
sporophytes.

I

As part of a life cycle with alternation of generations,
multicellular plant embryos develop from zygotes that are retained
within tissues of the female parent (a gametophyte). The parental
tissues provide the developing embryo with nutrients, such as
sugars and amino acids. The embryo has specialized placental
tnutsfer cells, sometimes present in the adjacent maternal tissue as
well, which enhance the transfer of nutrients from parent to
embryo through elaborate ingrowths of the wall surface (plasma
membrane and ceil wall). This interface is analogous to the
nutrient·transferring embryo-mother interface of eutherian
(placental) mammals. The multicellular, dependent embryo of land
plants is such a significant derived trait that land plants are also
known as embryophytes.
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Embryo
Maternal tissue

_,.'!"f)",,~""'Placental transfer cell

.::

(outlined In blue)

Embryo (lM) and placental transfer (ell (rEM)
of MarchiJlltia (a liverwort)

Walled Spores Produced in Sporangia

.

~

Plant spores are haploid reproductive cells that can grow into
multicellular haploid gametophytes by mitosis. The polymer
sporopollenin makes the walls of plant spores tough and resistant
to harsh environments. This chemical adaptation enables spores
to be dispersed through dry air without harm.
The sporophyte has multicellular organs called sporangia
(singular, sporangium) that produce the spores. Within a
sporangium, diploid cells called sporocytes, or spore mother
cells, undergo meiosis and generate the haploid spores. The
outer tissues of the sporangium protect the developing spores
until they are released into the air. Multicellular sporangia that
produce spores with sporopollenin-enriched walls are key
terrestrial adaptations of land plants. Although charophytes also
produce spores, these algae lack multicellular sporangia, and
their flagellated, water-dispersed spores lack sporopollenin.

Spores
Sporangium ~r

J

~

:.

Gametophyte

Sporophytes and sporangia of Sphagnum (a moss)

Multicellular Gametangia
Female gametophyte

Archegonium
';:;With egg

Another feature distinguishing early land plants from their algal
ancestors was the production ofgametes within multicellular organs
called gametangia The female gametangia are called archegonia
(singular, archegonium). Each archegonium is a pear-shaped organ
that produces a single nonmotile egg retained within the bulbous part
of the organ (the top for the species shown here). Male gametangia,
called antherima (singular, antherUiium), produce sperm and release
them into the environment. In many groups of present-day plants, the
sperm have flagella and swim to the eggs through. water droplets or a
film of water. Each egg is fertilized within an archegonium, where the
zygote develops into an embryo. As you will see in Chapter 30, the
gametophytes ofseed plants are so reduced in size that the archegonia
and antheridia have been lost in some lineages.

"~' :

I'.Antheridium
'
with sperm

Archegonia and antheridia of Marchantia (a liverwort)

Apical Meristems
In terrestrial habitats, a photosynthetic organism finds
essential resources in two very different places. Light
and CO~ are mainly available above ground; water and
mineral nutrients are found mainly in the soil. Though.
plants cannot move from place to place, their roots and
shoots can elongate, increasing exposure to
environmental resources. This growth in length is
sustained throughout the plant's life by the activity of
apical meristems, localized regions of cell division at
the tips of shoots and roots. Cells produced by apical
meristems differentiate into the outer epidermis, which
protects the body, and various types of internal tissues.
Shoot apical meristems also generate leaves in most
plants. Thus, the complex bodies of plants have
specialized below· and aboveground organs.

ApICal
meristem
of shoot

v

Shoot

~~

Developin'g
~aves,)

, _

Apical meristems of plant shoots and
roots. The lMs are longitudinal sections at
\:; ~the tiPS of a shoot and root.
........

r------<
100 ~m
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Apical meristem
of root
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are alternation of generations (along with an associated
trait-multicellular, dependent embryos); walled spores produced in sporangia; multicellular gametangia; and apical
meristems. We can infer that these traits were absent in the
ancestor common to land plants and charophytes but instead evolved as derived traits of land plants. Note that some
of these traits are not unique to plants, having evolved inde·
pendently in other lineages. And not every land plant ex·
hibits all four of these traits; certain lineages of plants have
lost some traits over time.
In addition to the four traits shown in Figure 29.5, other derived traits that relate to terrestrial life have evolved in many
plant species. For example, the epidermis in many species has
a covering, the cuticle, which consists of polyester and wax
polymers. Permanently exposed to the air, land plants run a far
greater risk of desiccation (drying out) than their algal ances·
tors. The cuticle acts as waterproofing, helping prevent excessive water loss from the above-ground plant organs, while also
providing some protection from microbial attack.
Early land plants lacked true roots and leaves. \Vithout
roots, how did these plants absorb nutrients from the soil?
Fossils dating from 420 million years ago reveal an adaptation
that may have aided early plants in nutrient uptake: They
formed symbiotic associations with fungi similar in structure
to beneficial associations observed today between plants and
fungi. We'll describe these associations, called mycorrhizae,
and their benefits to both plants and fungi in more detail in
Chapter 31. For now, the main point is that mycorrhizal fungi
form extensive networks of filaments through the soil, enabling them to absorb nutrients more effectively than a plant
can on its own. The fungi transfer nutrients to their symbiotic
plant partner-a benefit that may have helped plants without
roots to colonize land.
Finally, many land plants produce molecules called secondary
compounds, so named because they are products of secondary
metabolic pathways-side branches off the primary metabolic
pathways that produce the lipids, carbohydrates, amino acids,
and other compounds common to all organisms. Secondary
compounds include alkaloids, terpenes, tannins, and phenolics
such as flavonoids. Various alkaloids, terpenes, and tannins have
a bitter taste, strong odor, or toxic effect that helps defend against
herbivores and parasites. Flavonoids absorb harmful UV radiation, and some other phenolics deter attack by pathogens. Humans also benefit from secondary compounds, many of which
are used in spices, medicines, and other products.

The Origin and Diversification of Plants
Paleobotanists seeking the evolutionary origin of plants have
long debated what constitutes the oldest fossil evidence of
land plants. In the 1970s, researchers found fossil spores dating to the Ordovician period, up to 475 million years old. Although the fossil spores resemble those of living plants, they
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(a) Fossilized spores.
Unlike the spores of
most living plants,
whICh are single
grains, these spores
found in Oman are
in groups of four
(left; one hidden)
and two (right).

(b) Fossilized
sporophyte tissue.
The spores were
embedded in tissue
that appears to be
from plants.

... Figure 29.6 Ancient plant spores and tissue (colorized SEMs),

also have some striking differences. For example, spores of
present-day plants are typically dispersed as single grains, but
the fossil spores are fused together in groups of two or four.
This difference raises the possibility that the fossil spores were
not produced by plants, but by some extinct algal relative. Furthermore, the oldest known fragments of plant body tissues
are 50 million years younger than the puzzling spores.
In 2003, scientists from Britain and the Middle Eastern
country of Oman shed some light on this mystery when they
extracted spores from 475-million-year-old rocks from Oman
(Figure 29.6a). Unlike previously discovered spores of this
age, these were embedded in plant cuticle material that is sim·
ilar to spore-bearing tissue in living plants (Figure 29.6b), After uncovering other small fragments of tissue that dearly
belonged to plants, the scientists concluded that the spores
from Oman represent fossil plants rather than algae.
\xrhatever the precise age of the first land plants, those ancestral species gave rise to the vast diversity of living plants.
Table 29.1 summarizes the ten extant phyla in the taxonomic
scheme used in this text. (Extant lineages are those that have
surviving members, not only extinct ones.) As you read the rest
of this section, look at Table 29.1 together with Figure 29.7,
which reflects a view of plant phylogeny based on plant mor·
phology, biochemistry, and genetics.
One way to distinguish plants is by whether or not they
have an extensive system of vascular tissue, cells joined into
tubes that transport water and nutrients throughout the plant
body. Most plants have a complex vascular tissue system and
are therefore called vascular plants. Plants that do not have
an extensive transport system-liverworts, hornworts, and
mosses-are described as "nonvascular~ plants, even though

some mosses do have simple vascular tissue. Nonvascular
plants are often informally called bryophytes (from the Greek
bryon, moss, and phyton, plant).
Although the term bryophyte is commonly used to refer to
all nonvascular plants, debate continues over the relationships
of Iiverworts, hornworts, and mosses to each other and to vascular plants. Whereas some molecular studies have concluded
that bryophytes do not form a monophyletic group (a dade;
see Figure 26.10), several recent analyses of amino acid sequences in chloroplasts assert that bryophytes do form a
dade. Whether or not bryophytes are monophyletic, they
share some derived traits with vascular plants, such as multicellular embryos and apical meristems, while lacking many innovations of vascular plants, such as roots and true leaves.
Vascular plants, which form a dade that comprises about
93% of all plant species, can be categorized further into
smaller dades. Two of these dades are the lycophytes (dub
mosses and their relatives) and the pterophytes (ferns and
their relatives). The plants in each of these dades lack seeds,
which is why collectively the two dades are often informaJly
called seedless vascular plants. However. notice in Figure 29.7
that seedless vascular plants are paraphyletic, not monophyletic. Groups such as the seedless vascular plants are sometimes referred to as a grade, a collection of organisms that
share a common level of biological organization or adaptation.

'."29.1 Ten Phyla of Extant Plants
Estimated
Number

Common
Name

of Species

Phylum Hepatophyta

Liverworts

9,000

Phylum Anthocerophyta

Hornworts

100

Phylum Bryophyta

Mosses

Nonvascular Plants
(Bryophytes)

15.000

Vascular Plants
Seedless Vascular Plants
Phylum lycophyta

lycophytes

1,200

Phylum Pterophyta

Pterophytes

12,000

Seed Plants
Gymnosperms

Phylum Ginkgophyta

Ginkgo

I

Phylum Cycadophyta

Cycads

130

Phylum Gnetophyta

Gnetophytes

Phylum Coniferophyta

Conifers

75

600

Angiosperms

Phylum Anthophyta

Flowering plants

250,000

o Origin of land plants (about 475 mya)
6 Origin of vascular plants (about 420 mya)

o Origin of extant seed plants (about 305 mya)
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Although grades can be informative by grouping organisms
according to key biological features (such as lack of seeds),
they can be misleading in other ways. Pterophytes, for example, share a more recent common ancestor with seed
plants than with lycophytes. As a result, we would expect
pterophytes and seed plants to share key traits not found in
lycophytes-and they do, as you'll read.
A third clade of vascular plants consists of seed plants,
which represent the vast majority of living plant species. A
seed is an embryo packaged with a supply of nutrients inside
a protective coat. Seed plants can be divided into two groups,
gymnosperms and angiosperms, based on the absence or
presence of enclosed chambers in which seeds mature.
Gymnosperms (from the Greek gymnos, naked, and sperm,
seed) are grouped together as "naked seed" plants because
their seeds are not enclosed in chambers. Living gymnosperm species, the most familiar of which are the conifers,
probably form a clade. Angiosperms {from the Greek
angion, container} are a huge clade consisting of all flowering
plants. Angiosperm seeds develop inside chambers called
ovaries, which originate within flowers and mature into
fruits. Nearly 90% of living plant species are angiosperms.
Note that the phylogeny depicted in Figure 29.7 focuses only
on the relationships bet\'t'een extant plant lineages. Paleobotanists have also discovered fossils belonging to extinct plant
lineages. Many of these fossils reveal intermediate steps in the
emergence of the distinctive plant groups found on Earth today.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

29.1

I. Why do researchers identify charophytes rather than
another group as the closest relatives of land plants?
2. Identify three derived traits that distinguish plants
from charophytes and facilitate life on land. Explain.
What would the human life cycle be like
3.
if we had alternation of generations? Assume that the
multicellular diploid stage is similar in form to an
adult human.

_iM"'I.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r:'~'::::~:~~her nonvascular

plants have life cycles dominated
by gametophytes

=

Nonv~s(ul~r pl~nts

(bryophytesl
Se«il~ss v~s<:u!ar plants
Gymnosperms
AngIOsperms

The nonvascular plants
(bryophytes) are represented today by three phyla
of small herbaceous (non-

woody) plants: liverworts (phylum Hepatophyta), hornworts
(phylum Anthocerophyta), and mosses (phylum Bryophyta).
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Liverworts and homworts are named for their shapes, plus the
suffix wolt (from the Anglo-Saxon for "herb"). Mosses are familiar to many people, although some plants commonly called
"mosses~ are not really mosses at alL These include Irish moss (a
red seaweed), reindeer moss (a lichen), club mosses (seedless vascular plants), and Spanish mosses (lichens in some regions and
flowering plants in others).
Note that the terms Bryophyta and bryophyte are not synony·
mous. Bryophyta is the formal taxonomic name for the phylum
that consists solely of mosses. As mentioned earlier, the term
bryophyte is used informally to refer to all nonvascular plantsliverworts, hornworts, and mosses. Systematists continue to debate the sequence in which the three phyla ofbryophytes evolved.
Liverworts, hornworts, and mosses acquired many unique
adaptations over the long course of their evolution. Nevertheless, living bryophytes likely reflect some traits of the earliest
plants. The oldest known fossils of plant fragments, for example, include tissues very similar to those inside liverworts. Researchers hope to discover more parts of these ancient plants
to see if this resemblance is reflected more broadly.

Bryophyte Gametophytes
Unlike vascular plants, in all three bryophyte phyla the gametophytes are the dominant stage of the life cycle: They are
larger and longer-living than the sporophytes, as shown in
the moss life cycle in Figure 29.8. Sporophytes are typically
present only part of the time.
When bryophyte spores are dispersed to a favorable habitat,
such as moist soil or tree bark, they may germinate and grow
into gametophytes. Germinating moss spores, for example,
characteristically produce a mass ofgreen, branched, one-cell·
thick filaments known as a protoncma (plural, protonemata;
from the Greek proto, first, and nema, threads). A protonema
has a large surface area that enhances absorption ofwater and
minerals. In favorable conditions, a protonema produces one
or more "buds." (Note that when referring to nonvascular
plants, we typically use quotation marks for structures similar
to the buds, stems, and leaves ofvascular plants because thedefinitions ofthese terms are based on vascular plant organs.) Each
ofthese bud-like growths has an apical meristem that generates
a gamete-producing structure known as a gamctophore ("gamete bearer"). Together, a protonema and one or more gametophores make up the body of a moss gametophyte.
Bryophyte gametophytes generally form ground-hugging car·
pets, partly because their body parts are too thin to support a tall
plant. A se<:ond constraint on the height of many bryophytes is
the absence ofvascular tissue, which would enable long-distance
transport ofwater and nutrients. The thin structure ofbryophyte
organs makes it possible to distribute materials without specialized vascular tissue. Some mosses, however, such as the genus
Polytrichum, have conducting tissues in the center of their
"stems~ A few of these mosses can grow as tall as 2 m as a result.

... Figure 29.8 The life cycle of a moss.
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dependent on the gametophyte.

Phylogenetic analyses suggest that in these and some other
bryophytes, conducting tissues similar to those ofvascular plants
arose independently by convergent evolution.
The gametophytes are anchored by delicate rhizoids, which
are long, tubular single cells (in liverworts and hornworts) or
filaments of cells (in mosses). Unlike roots. which are characteristic ofvascular plants, rhizoids are not composed oftissues.
Bryophyte rhizoids also lack specialized conducting cells and
do not playa primary role in water and mineral absorption.
Mature gametophytes form gametangia that produce gametes and are covered by protective tissue. Agametophyte may

have multiple gametangia. Eggs are produced singly in pearshaped archegonia, whereas each antheridium produces many
sperm. Some bryophyte gametophytes are bisexual, but in
mosses the archegonia and antheridia are typically carried on
separate female and male gametophytes. Flagellated sperm
swim through a film ofwater toward eggs, entering the archegonia in response to chemical attractants. Eggs are not released
but instead remain within the bases of archegonia. After fertilization, embryos are retained within the archegonia. Layers of
placental transfer cells help transport nutrients to the embryos
as they develop into sporophytes.
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• Figure 29.9

••

• Bryophyte Diversity
Liverworts (Phylum Hepatophyta)

This phylum's common and scientific names (from the Latin
hepaticus, liver) refer to the liver-shaped gametophytes of its
members, such as Marchantia, shown below. In medieval times,
their shape was thought to be a sign that the plants could help

treat liver diseases. Some liverworts, includingMarchantia, are
described as "thalloid" because of the flattened shape of their
gametophytes. (Re<:all from Chapter 28 that the body of a
multicellular alga is called a thallus.) Marchantia gametangia are
elevated on gametophores that look like miniature trees. You
would need a magnifying glass to see the sporophytes, which have
a short seta (stalk) with an oval or round capsule. Other liverworts,
such as PlagiQchila, below, are called "leafy" because their stemlike
gametophytes have many leatlike appendages. There are many
more species of leafy liverworts than thalloid liverworts.

Thallus

•",~--Foot

Plagiochi/a
deltoidea,

~::~---Seta

Marchantia polymorpha,
a -thalloid liverwort

a -leafyH
liverwort

Capsule
(sporangium)

H

E

Marchantia sporophyte (LM)

I~

Hornworts (Phylum Anthocerophyta)

Mosses (Phylum Bryophyta)

This ph}1wn's common and scientific nanles (from the Greek kerns,
horn) refer to the long, tapered shape ofthe s(Xlrophyte. A typical
sporophyte can grow to about 5 cm high. Unlike a liverwort or moss
sporophyte, a hornwort s(Xlrophyte lacks a seta and consists onlyofa
sporangium. The sporangium releases mature spores by splitting open,
starting at the tip ofthe horn. The gametophytes, which are usually
1-2 an in diameter, grow mostly horiwntally and often have multiple
sporophytes attached. Homworts are frequently among the first
species to colonize open areas with moist soils; a symbiotic
relationship with nitrogen-fixing cyanobacteria contributes to their
ability to do this (nitrogen isoften in short supply in such areas).

Moss gametophytes, which range in height from less than I mm to up
to 2 m, are less than 15 em in most species. The familiar carpet ofmoss
you observe consists mainly ofgametophytes. The blades oftheir
"leaves" are usually only one cell thick, but more complex "leaves" that
have ridges coated with cutidecan be found on the common hairy-cap
moss (Pvlytrichum, below) and its close relatives. Moss sporophytes
are typically elongated and visible to the naked eye, with heights
mnging up to about 20 em. Though green and photosynthetic when
young, they turn tan or brownish red when ready to release spores.

An Anthoceros
hornwort species

Sporophyte

---I

Polytrichum commune,
hairy-cap moss

u~a-Capsule

Seta

Sporophyte
(a sturdy
plant that
} takes months
to growl

Gametophyte
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Bryophyte sperm require a film of water to reach the eggs.
Given this requirement, it is not surprising that many
bryophyte species are found in moist habitats. The fact that
sperm must swim through water to reach the egg also means
that in species with separate male and female gametophytes
(most mosses), sexual reproduction is likely to be more successful when individuals are located close to one another. Many
bryophyte species can increase the number of individuals in a
local area through various methods of asexual reproduction.
For example, some mosses reproduce asexually by forming
brood bodies, small plantlets that detach from the parent plant
and grow into a new, genetically identical copy of their parent.

Bryophyte Sporophytes
Although bryophyte sporophytes are usually green and photosynthetic when young, they cannot live independently.
They remain attached to their parental gametophytes, from
which they absorb sugars, amino acids, minerals, and water.
Bryophytes have the smallest sporophytes of all extant
plant groups, consistent with the hypothesis that larger
sporophytes evolved only later, in the vascular plants. A typical bryophyte sporophyte consists of a foot, a seta, and a
sporangium. Embedded in the archegonium, the foot absorbs nutrients from the gametophyte. The seta (plural,
setae), or stalk, conducts these materials to the sporangium,
also called a capsule, which uses them to produce spores by
meiosis. One capsule can generate up to 50 million spores.
In most mosses, the seta becomes elongated, enhancing
spore dispersal by elevating the capsule. Typically, the upper
part of the capsule features a ring of interlocking, tooth-like
structures known as the pcristomc (see Figure 29.8). These
"teeth~ open under dry conditions and close again when it is
moist. This allows spores to be discharged gradually, via periodic gusts of wind that can carry them long distances.
Hornwort and moss sporophytes are larger and more complex than those of liverworts. Both hornwort and moss sporophytes also have specialized pores called stomata (singular,
stoma), which are also found in all vascular plants. These pores
support photosynthesis by allowing the exchange of CO 2 and
O 2 between the outside air and the sporophyte interior (see
Figure 10.3). Stomata are also the main avenues by which water evaporates from the sporophyte. In hot, dry conditions, the
stomata close, minimizing water loss.
The fact that stomata are present in mosses and hornworts
but absent in liverworts suggests three possible hypotheses for
their evolution. If liverworts are the deepest-branching lineage
ofland plants, as in Figure 29.7, then stomata may have evolved
once in the ancestor ofhornworts, mosses, and vascular plants.
Ifhomworts or mosses are the deepest-branching lineage, or if
bryophytes are monophyletic, stomata may have evolved once
and then been lost in the liverwort lineage. Finally, ifhornworts
are the deepest-branching lineage and mosses are the closest
relatives ofvascular plants, it is also possible that hornworts ac-

quired stomata independently of mosses and vascular plants.
This question is important to understanding plant evolution
be<ause stomata playa crucial role in the success of vascular
plants, as you wi111earn in Chapter 36.
Figure 29.9, on the facing page, shows some examples of
gametophytes and sporophytes in the bryophyte phyla.

The Ecological and Economic
Importance of Mosses
\'1ind dispersal of their lightweight spores has distributed
mosses throughout the world. These plants are particularly
common and diverse in moist forests and wetlands. Some
mosses colonize bare, sandy soil, where researchers have found
they help retain nitrogen in the soil (Figure 29.10). Other

~Inui
Can bryophytes reduce the rate at which key
nutrients are lost from soils?
EXPERIMENT

Soils in terrestrial ecosystems are often low in
nitrogen. a nutrient that is required for normal plant growth.
Richard Bowden, of Allegheny College, measured annual inputs
(gains) and outputs (losses) of nitrogen in a sandy-soil ecosystem
dominated by the moss Polytrichum. Nitrogen inputs to the
ecosystem were measured from ramfall (dissolved ions such as
nitrate, NO;-), biological Nl fixation, and wind deposition. Nitrogen losses were measured in leached water (dissolved ions, such
as N03 ) and gaseous emissions (such as NOl emitted by some
bactena) Bowden measured nitrogen losses for soils with
Polytrichum and lor soils where the moss had been removed two
months before the experiment began.
RESULTS
A total 0110.5 kg 01 nitrogen per hectare
(kglha) entered the ecosystem each year little nitrogen was lost
by gaseous emissions (010 kglha per year), The results 01 com·
paring nitrogen losses by leaching are shown below.

0-'-------"=----With moss
CONCLUSION The moss Po!ytrichum greatly reduced the loss
of nitrogen by leaching in this ecosystem, Each year, the moss
ecosystem retained over 95% of the 10.5 kglha 01 total nitrogen
inputs (only 0.1 kglha and 0.3 kglha were lost to gaseous emissions and leaching, respectively).
SOURCE
R 0, Bowden, Inputs, outpul~. dnd ilCcumulation of
nitrogen in an early ~lJ((essiondl moss (l'oIytflchum) ecOSystem. Ecological
Mooograph5 61 207-223 (1991).
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mosses inhabit such extreme environments as mountaintops,
tundra, and deserts. Many mosses are able to live in very cold
or dry habitats because they can survive the loss of most of
their body water, then rehydrate when moisture is available.
Few vascular plants can survive the same degree ofdesiccation.
One wetland moss genus, Sphagnum, or u peat moss; is especially widespread, forming extensive deposits of partially
decayed organic material known as peat (Figure 29.11a).
Boggy regions dominated by this moss are called peatlands.
Sphagnum does not decay readily, in part because of phenolic
compounds embedded in its cell walls. The low temperature,
pH, and oxygen level of peatlands also inhibit decay of mossand other organisms. As a result, some peatlands have preserved corpses for thousands of years (Figure 29.11b).
Peat has long been a fuel source in Europe and Asia, and it
is still harvested for fuel today, notably in Ireland and Canada.
In addition, peat moss is useful as a soil conditioner and for
packing plant roots during shipment because it has large dead

cells that can absorb roughly 20 times the moss's weight in water. Worldwide, an estimated 400 billion tons of organic carbon are stored in peat. These carbon reservoirs help stabilize
atmospheric CO 2 concentrations (see Chapter 55). Current
overharvesting of Sphagnum may reduce its beneficial ecological effe<:ts and contribute to global warming by releasing
stored CO 2 ,
CONCEPT

CHECK

29.2

1. How do bryophytes differ from other plants?
2. Give three examples of how structure fits function in
bryophytes.
3. _M,nIM For each hypothesis of stomatal evolution, label each gain and loss of stomata on the phylogenetic tree in Figure 29.7 (or a modified version).
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;:;~sJ:;d:Z~h~r seedless vascular
plants were the first plants to
grow tall

During the first 100 million
years of plant evolution.
= Seedless vascular plants
Gymnos.perms
bryophytes or bryophyteAngoospenns
like plants were the prevalent vegetation. But it is vascular plants that dominate most
landscapes today. Fossils and living seedless vascular plants
can provide insights into plant evolution during the Devonian and Carboniferous periods, when vascular plants began
to diversify but most groups of seed plants had not yet
evolved. Fossils show that lycophytes, ferns, and other seedless vascular plants had well-developed vascular systems by
the Devonian. As we'll see, this evolutionary innovation set
the stage for vascular plants to grow taller than their
bryophyte counterparts. As in nonvascular plants, however.
the sperm of ferns and all other seedless vascular plants are
flagellated and must swim through a film of water to reach
eggs. In part because of these swimming sperm, seedless vascular plants today are most common in damp environments.
Nonvas<:ular plants (bl)'Qp!lytes)

(a) Peat being harvested from a peatland

Origins and Traits of Vascular Plants

(b) ~Tollund Man,~ a bog mummy dating from 405-100 B.C.E.
The acidic. oxygen-poor conditions produced by Sphagnum can
preserve human or other animal bodies lor thousands of years.
.... Figure 29.11 Sphagnum. or peat moss: a bryophyte with
economic. ecological, and archaeological significance.
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Fossils of the forerunners of present-day vascular plants date
back about 420 million years. Unlike the nonvascular plants,
these species had branched sporophytes that were not dependent on gametophytes for nutrition (figure 29.12). Although these ancestors of vascular plants grew no taller than
about 50 em, their branching made possible more complex:
bodies with multiple sporangia. As their bodies be<:ame

increasingly complex, competition for space and sunlight
probably increased. As we'll see, that competition may have
stimulated still more evolution in vascular plants.
The ancestors of vascular plants already had some derived
traits of today's vascular plants, but they lacked roots and
some other adaptations that evolved later. This section describes the main traits that characterize living vascular plants:
life cycles with dominant sporophytes, transport in vascular
tissues called xylem and phloem, and well-developed roots
and leaves, including spore-bearing leaves called sporophylls.

.. Figure 29.12
Sporophytes of
Aglaophyton major,

an ancient relative of
present-day vascular
plants. This reconstruction
from fossils dating to about
420 million years ago exhibits
dichotomous (V-shaped)
branching with sporangia at
the ends of the branches.
Sporophyte branching
characterizes living vascular
plants but is lacking in living
nonvascular plants
(bryophytes).

Life Cycles with Dominant Sporophytes

Fossils suggest that the ancestors of vascular plants had
gametophytes and sporophytes that were about equal in
size. Among living vascular plants, however, the sporophyte
(diploid) generation is the larger and more complex plant in
the alternation of generations (Figure 29.13). In ferns, for
example, the familiar leafy plants are the sporophytes. You

•
o

Sporangia release spores.
Most fern species produce a single
type of spore that develops into a
bisexual photosynthetic gametophyte.

f) Although this illustration
shows an egg and sperm
from the same gametophyte,
a variety of mechanisms
promote cross-fertilization
between gametophytes.

'.y
Haploid (n)
Diploid (2n)

•

Spore
~

(n)

\

,

o

o

On the underside
of the sporophyte's
reproductive leaves
are spots called sori.
Each sorus is a
cluster of sporangia.

I.

... Figure 29.13 The life cycle of a fern.
If the ability to disperse sperm by wind

-'W,n

,

Sperm use flagella to
swim from the antheridia
to eggs in the archegonia.
Gametophyte

o

Azygote develops into a new
sporophyte, and the young plant
grows out from an archegonium
of its parent, the gametophyte.

evollled in a fern. how might its life cycle be affected?
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would have to get down on your hands and knees and search
the ground carefully to find fern gametophytes, which are
tiny structures that often grow on or just below the soil surface. Until you have a chance to do that, you can study the
sporophyte-dominant life cycle of seedless vascular plants in
Figure 29.13, which uses a fern as an example. Then, for reo
view, compare this life cycle with Figure 29.8, which repre·
sents a gametophyte·dominated life cycle typical of mosses
and other nonvascular plants. In Chapter 30, you will see that
gametophytes became even more reduced during the evolution of seed plants.

Transport in Xylem and Phloem
Vascular plants have two types of vascular tissue; xylem and
phloem. Xytcm conducts most of the water and minerals. The
xylem of most vascular plants includes tracheids, tube-shaped
cells that carrywater and minerals up from roots (see Figure 35.10).
(Tracheids have been lost in some highly specialized species,
such as WoUJia, a tiny aquatic angiosperm.) Because nonvascular plants lack tracheids, vascular plants are sometimes referred to as tracheophytes. The water-conducting cells in
vascular plants are lignified; that is, their cell walls are strengthened by the phenolic polymer lignin. The tissue called phloem
has cells arranged into tubes that distribute sugars, amino
acids, and other organic products (see Figure 35.10).
Lignified vascular tissue permitted vascular plants to grow
tall. Their stems became strong enough to provide support
against gravity, and they could transport water and mineral
nutrients high above the ground. The ability to grow tall was a
major evolutionary innovation: Tall plants could shade other
plants, reducing their access to the sunlight needed for photosynthesis. This gave vascular plants a competitive edge over
nonvascular plants, which rarely grow above 20 cm in height.
Competition for light among vascular plants also increased,
and taller growth forms were favored by natural sele<tionsuch as the treelike plants that formed the first forests about
370 million years ago.

Evolution of Roots
Lignified vascular tissue also provides benefits below ground.
Instead of the rhizoids seen in bryophytes, roots evolved in almost all vascular plants. Roots are organs that absorb water
and nutrients from the soil. Roots also anchor vascular plants,
hence allowing the shoot system to grow taller.
Root tissues ofliving plants closely resemble stem tissues of
early vascular plants preserved in fossils. This suggests that
roots may have evolved from the lowest belowground portions of stems in ancient vascular plants. It is unclear whether
roots evolved only once in the common ancestor of all vascular plants or independently in different lineages. Although the
roots of living members of these lineages of vascular plants
share many similarities, fossil evidence hints at convergent
612
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evolution. The oldest lycophyte fossils, for example, already
displayed simple roots 400 million years ago, when the ancestors offerns and seed plants still had none. Studying genes that
control root development in different vascular plant species
may help resolve this question.

Evolution of Leaves
Leaves increase the surface area of the plant body and serve
as the primary photosynthetic organ of vascular plants. In
terms of size and complexity, leaves can be classified as either microphylls or megaphylls. All of the lycophytes (the
oldest lineage of present-day vascular plants)-and only
the lycophytes-have microphylls, small, usually spine·
shaped leaves supported by a single strand of vascular tis·
sue. Almost all other vascular plants have mcgaphylls,
leaves with a highly branched vascular system; a few species
have reduced leaves that appear to have evolved from megaphylls. So named because they are typically larger than
microphylls, megaphylls support greater photosynthetic
productivity than microphylls as a result of the greater surface area served by their network of veins. Microphylls first
appear in the fossil record 410 million years ago, but megaphylls do not emerge until about 370 million years ago, near
the end of the Devonian period.
According to one model of leaf evolution, microphylls
originated from sporangia located on the side of the stem
(Figure 29.14a). Megaphylls, by contrast, may have evolved
from a series ofbranches lying close together on a stem. As one
of these branches came to grow above, or overtop, the others,
the lower branches became flattened and developed webbing
that joined them to one another. These joined branches thus
became a leaf attached to the branch that overtopped them
(Figure 29.14b). To better understand the origin ofleaves, scientists are exploring genetic control ofleaf development.

Sporophylls and Spore Variations
One milestone in the evolution of plants was the emergence of
sporophylls, modified leaves that bear sporangia. Sporophylls
vary greatly in structure. For example, fern sporophylls produce
clusters of sporangia known as sori (singular, svrus), usually on
the undersides ofthe sporophylls (see Figure 29.13). In many lycophytes and in most gymnosperms, groups of sporophylls
form cone-like structures called strobili (from the Greek
strobilvs, cone). In Chapter 30, you will see how sporophylls
form gymnosperm strobili and parts of angiosperm flowers.
Most seedless vascular plant species are homosporous:
they have one type of sporangium that produces one type of
spore, which typically develops into a bisexual gametophyte,
as in most ferns. In contrast, a heterosporous species has
two types of sporangia and produces two kinds of spores:
Megasporangia on megasporophylls produce megaspores,
which develop into female gametophytes; microsporangia on

Overtopping
growth
Vascular tissue

Sporangia

Megaphyll

Microphyll

- (a) Mkrophylls, such as those ollycophytes. may have originated
from sporangia supported by single, unbranched strands of
vascular tissue.

(b) Megaphylls, which have branched vascular systems. may have
evolved by the fusion of branched stems,

... Figure 29.14 Hypotheses for the evolution of leaves.

microsporophylls produce microsporcs, which develop into
male gametophytes. All seed plants and a few seedless vascular plants are heterosporous. The following diagram compares the two conditions:

Phylum l.ycophyta: Club Mosses, Spike Mosses,
and Quillworts

Homosporous spore production

>:

Typically a
Sporangium
Single
biseKual
on sporophyll ---+ type of spore ---+
gametophyte

the phylum Pterophyta, as we do in this chapter. Others refer to these groups as three separate phyla within a clade.
Figure 29.15, on the next page, describes the m'o main
groups of seedless vascular plants.

Eggs
Sperm

Heterosporous spore production
Female
---+ Eggs
gametophyte

Male
---+ Sperm
gametophyte

Classification of Seedless Vascular Plants
As we noted earlier, biologists recognize two clades ofliving seedless vascular plants: the lycophytes (phylum Lycophyta) and the pterophytes (phylum Pterophyta). The
Lycophytes include the club mosses, the spike mosses, and
the quillworts. The pterophytes include the ferns, the
horsetails, and the whisk ferns and their relatives. Because
they differ greatly in appearance, the ferns, horsetails, and
whisk ferns have long been considered separate phyla:
phylum Pterophyta (ferns), phylum Sphenophyta (horsetails), and phylum Psilophyta (whisk ferns and a related
genus). However, recent molecular comparisons provide
convincing evidence that all three groups form a clade. Accordingly, many systematists now classify them together as

Present-day species of lycophytes-the most ancient group of
vascular plants-are relicts of a far more impressive past. By
the Carboniferous period (359 to 299 million years ago), there
were two evolutionary lineages of lycophytes: one consisting
of small herbaceous plants and another consisting of giant
woody treelike plants with diameters of more than 2 m and
heights of more than 40 m. The giant "tree lycophytes" thrived
for millions ofyears in moist swamps, but they became extinct
when Earth's climate became drier at the end of the Carboniferous period. The small lycophytes survived, represented today by about 1,200 species. Though some are commonly
called club mosses and spike mosses, they are not true mosses
(which, as discussed earlier, are nonvascular plants).

Phylum Pterophyta: Ferns, Horsetails, and Whisk
Ferns and Relatives
Ferns radiated extensively from their Devonian origins and
grew alongside tree lycophytes and horsetails in the great Carboniferous swamp forests. Today, ferns are by far the most
widespread seedless vascular plants, numbering more than
12,000 species. Though most diverse in the tropics, many
ferns thrive in temperate forests, and some species are even
adapted to arid habitats.
As mentioned earlier, ferns and other pterophytes are
more closely related to seed plants than to lycophytes. As a
result, pterophytes and seed plants share traits that are not
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• Figure 29.15

••

• Seedless Vascular Plant Diversity
Lycophytes (Phylum Lycophyta)

Many lycophytes grow on tropical trees as epiphytes, plants that use other
plants as a substrate but are not parasites. Other species grow on temperate
forest floors. In some species, the tiny gametophytes live above ground and
are photosynthetic. Others live below
ground, nurtured by symbiotic fungi.
Selaginella apoda.
Sporophytes have upright stems with many
a spike moss
small leaves, as well as grotmd-hugging stems
that produce dichotomously branching roots.
Spike mosses are usuaUy relatively smaU and
often grow horizontally. In many club mosses
and spike mosses, sporophylls are clustered
into clulrshaped cones {strobili). Quillworts,
named for their leafshapc, foml a single genus
that lives in marshy areas. Oub mosses are all
homosporous, whereas spike mosses and
quiUworts are all heterosporous. Spores ofclub
mosses are released in clouds and are so rich in
oil that magicians and photographers once
ignited them to create smoke or flashes of light.

2.5 em

r----<
Isoetes
gunnii.

a quillwort

Diphasiastrum tristachyum, a club moss

Pterophytes (Phylum Pterophytal
Athyrium
filix-femina,

Equisetum
arvense.

Psi/atum
nudum,

lady fern

field
horsetail

a whisk
fern

vegetative stem
Strobilus on
fertile stem

Ferns

Horsetails

Whisk Ferns and Relatives

Unlike the lycophytes, ferns have megaphylls (see Figure 29.l4b). The sporophytes
typically have horizontal stems that give
rise to large leaves called fronds. often
divided into leaflets. A frond grows as its
coiled tip, the fiddlehead. unfurls.
Almost all species are homosporous. The
gametophyte in some species shrivels and
dies after the young sporophyte detaches
itselCln most species, sporophytes have
stalked sporangia with springlike devices
that catapult spores several meters.
Airborne spores can be carried far from
their origin. Some species produce more
than a trillion spores in a plant's lifetime.

The group's name refers to the brushy
appearance of the stems, which have a gritty
texture that made them historically useful as
"scouring rushes" for pots and pans. Some
species have sepanlte fertile (cone-bearing)
and vegetative stems. Horsetails are
homosporous, with cones releasing spores
that typically give rise to bisexual
gametophytes.
Horsetails are also called arthrophytes
(~iointed plants") because their stems have
joints. Rings of small leaves or branches
emerge from each joint, but the stem is the
main photosynthetic organ. Large air canals
carry oxygen to the roots, which often grow
in waterlogged soil.

Like primitive vascular plant fossils, the
sporophytes of whisk ferns (genus Psilotum)
have dichotomously branching stems but no
roots. Stems have scalelike outgrowths that
lack vascular tissue and may have evolved as
very reduced leaves. Each yellow knob on a
stem consists ofthree fused sporangia.
Species of the genus Tmesipteris, closely
related to whisk ferns and found only in the
South P'acific, also lack roots but have small,
leaflike outgrowths in their stems, giving
them a vine-like appearance. Both genera are
homosporous, with spores giving rise to
bisexual gametophytes that grow underground and are only about a centimeter long.
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found in lycophytes, including overtopping growth (see Figure 29.14b),
megaphyll leaves, and roots that can
branch at various points along the
length ofan existing root (in lycophytes,
by contrast, roots branch only at the
growing tip of the root by forming a Yshaped structure).
Horsetails were very diverse during
the Carboniferous period, some growing
as tall as 15 m. Today however, only about
15 species survive as a single, widely distributed genus, Equisetum, found in
marshy places and along streams.
Psi/otum (whisk ferns) and the closely related genus, Tmesipteris, form a
clade consisting mainly of tropical epiphytes. Plants in these two genera, the
only vascular plants lacking true roots,
... Figure 29.16 Artist's conception of a Carboniferous forest based on fossil
are called "living fossils" because of
evidence. Most of the large plants with straight trunks are tree lycophytes, The shorter, spiky
their striking resemblance to fossils of
plant near the middle of the scene is a horsetail. Animals. including giant dragonflies like the one in
ancient relatives of living vascular
the foreground. also thrived In the "coal forests" of the Carboniferous
plants (see Figures 29.12 and 29.15).
However, much evidence, including analyses of DNA seganic material turned to thick layers of peat, later covered by
quences and sperm structure, indicates that the genera
the sea. Marine sediments piled on top, and over millions of
Psilotum and Tmesipteris are closely related to ferns. This
years, heat and pressure converted the peat to coal. In fact,
hypothesis suggests that their ancestor's true roots were lost
Carboniferous coal deposits are the most extensive ever
during evolution. Today, plants in these two genera absorb
formed. Coal was crucial to the Industrial Revolution, and
water and nutrients through numerous absorptive rhizoids.
people worldwide still burn 6 billion tons a year. It is ironic that
coal, formed from plants that contributed to a global cooling,
now contributes to global warming by returning carbon to the
The Significance of Seedless
atmosphere (see Chapter 55).
Vascufar Plants
Growing along with the seedless plants in Carboniferous
swamps
were primitive seed plants. Though seed plants
The ancestors ofliving lycophytes, horsetails, and ferns, along
were not dominant at that time, they rose to prominence afwith their extinct seedless vascular relatives, grew to great
ter the swamps began to dry up at the end of the Carboniferheights during the late Devonian and early Carboniferous,
ous period. The next chapter traces the origin and
forming the first forests (Figure 29.16). How did their dradiversification
of seed plants, continuing our story of adapmatic growth affect Earth and its other life? With the evolutation to life on land.
tion of vascular tissue, roots, and leaves, these plants
accelerated their rate of photosynthesis, dramatically increasCONCEPT CHECK
ing the removal of CO 2 from the atmosphere. Scientists esti29.3
mate that CO 2 levels dropped by as much as a factor of five
I. List the key derived traits that are found in pteroduring the Carboniferous, causing global cooling that resulted
phytes and seed plants, but not in lycophytes.
in widespread glacier formation. Ancient CO 2 levels can be
2. How do the main similarities and differences between
estimated in several ways. These include counting the numseedless vascular plants and nonvascular plants influber of stomata in fossil leaves (data from living species show
ence function in these plants?
that this number increases as CO 2 levels drop) and measuring
3.
If (contrary to current evidence) lycocarbon isotope levels in fossils of plankton. Different methods
phytes and pterophytes formed a clade, what could
yield comparable results, suggesting that reconstructions of
you conclude about how members of this clade
past climates are accurate.
gained (or lost) traits shared by pterophytes and
The seedless vascular plants that formed the first forests
seed plants?
eventually became coal. In the stagnant waters of CarboniferFor suggested answers, see Appendix A.
ous swamps, dead plants did not completely decay. This or-
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,\echity Terrestrial Adapt.tions ofPl.nts
Activity Highlights ofPI.nt Phylogeny

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

_i,lliii'- 29.1
land plants evolved from green algae (pp. 600-606)
.. Morphological and Molecular Evidence Traits shared by
plants and charophytes include rosette cellulose-synthesizing
complexes, peroxisome enzymes, similarities in flagellated sperm
structure, and formation of phragmoplasts during cell division.
Similarities in nuclear and chloroplast genes also suggest that
charophytes are the closest living relatives of land plants.

.. Adaptations Enabling the Move to Land Sporopollenin
and other traits allow charophytes to tolerate occasional drying along the edges of ponds and lakes. Such traits may have
enabled the algal ancestors of plants to survive in terrestrial
conditions. opening the way to the colonization of dry land.
Although some biologists treat the plant kingdom as includ·
ing some or all green algae. this textbook uses the embryophyte definition of kingdom Plantae.

.. Derived Traits of Plants Derived traits that distinguish the
clade of land plants from charophytes. their closest algal relatives, include the four shown here:
ApKal menstem Developing
of shoot
leaves

Gametophyte

including nonvascular plants (bryophytes); seedless vascular
plants, such as lycophytes and ferns; and the two groups of
seed plants, gymnosperms and angiosperms.

Mitosis

Ai l i l i l ' .

29.2

Mosses and other nonvascular plants have life cycles
dominated by gametophytes (pp. 606-610)
.. The three phyla of bryophytes-liverworts, hornworts. and
mosses-may not form a clade.
.. Bryophyte Gametophytes Gametophytes are the dominant
generation and are typically most visible, such as those that
make up a carpet of moss. Rhizoids anchor gametophytes to
the substrate on which they grow. The flagellated sperm produced by antheridia require a film of water to travel to the
eggs in the archegonia.
.. Bryophyte Sporophytes Sporophytes grow out of archegonia and are attached to and dependent on the haploid gametophytes for nourishment. Smaller and simpler than vascular
plant sporophytes, they typically consist of a foot, seta (stalk).
and sporangium.
.. The Ecological and Economic Importance of Mosses
Peat moss (Sphagnum) covers large regions known as peatlands and has many practical uses, including as a fuel.
Activity Moss Life Cycle

®

Ai l i l i l ' .

29.3

Ferns and other seedless vascular plants were the first
plants to grow tall (pp. 610-615)

•

,-..
Sporophyte

•

Haploid
Diploid

o Alternation of generations
Archegonium
with egg

6 Apical meristems

Antheridium
with sperm

Sporangium

Spores

~ /~,..,,!?r;;;.•1.

II

~j
€t Multitellular gametangia

o Walled spores in sporangia

.. The Origin and Diversification of Plants Fossil evidence
indicates that plants were on land at least 475 million years
ago. Subsequently, plants diverged into several major groups,
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.. Origins and Traits of Vascular Plants Fossils of the forerunners of today's vascular plants date back about 420 million
years and show that these small plants had independent,
branching sporophytes. However, these ancestral species
lacked other derived traits ofliving vascular plants, such as a
life cycle with dominant sporophytes; lignified vascular tissue;
well-developed roots and leaves; and sporophylls.
.. Classification of Seedless Vascular Plants Seedless vascular
plants include ph}~um Lycophyta (club mosses, spike mosses. and
quillworts) and phylum Pterophyta (ferns, horsetails. and whisk
ferns and relatives). Ancient lycophytes included both small
herbaceous plants and large treelike plants. Present-day lycophytes are small herbaceous plants.
.. The Significance of Seedless Vascular Plants Seedless vascular plants dominated the earliest forests. Their growth may
have helped produce the major global cooling that characterized the end of the Carboniferous period. The decaying remnants of the first forests eventually became coal.
'\cchity Fern Life Cycle
In'·e~tigat;on What Are the Different Stage~of. Fern Life Cycle?

8. Identify each of the following structures as haploid or diploid:
a. sporophyte
d. zygote
b. spore
e. sperm
c. gametophyte

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. \Vhich ofthe following is not evidence that charophytes are the
closest algal relatives of plants?
a. similar sperm structure
b. similarities in chloroplast shape
c. similarities in cell wall formation during cell division
d. genetic similarities in chloroplasts
e. similarities in proteins that synthesize cellulose

2. Which of the following characteristics of plants is absent in
their closest relatives. the charophyte algae?
a. chlorophyll b
b. cellulose in cell walls
c. formation of a cell plate during cytokinesis
d. sexual reproduction
e. alternation of multicellular generations

For Self-Quiz Q"swers, see Appe"dix A.

-61401". Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. ••p,W"1 Draw a phylogenetic tree that represents our current understanding of evolutionary relationships between a
moss, a lycophyte, a fern, and a gymnosperm. Use a charophyte
alga as the outgroup. (See Chapter 26 to review phylogenetic
trees.) Label each branch point of the phylogeny with at least
one derived character unique to the clade descended from the
common ancestor represented by the bmnch point.

3. \Vhich ofthe following is not shared by all phyla of vascular
plants?
a. the development of seeds
b. alternation of generations
c. dominance of the diploid generation
d. xylem and phloem
e. the addition oflignin to cell walls

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. In April 1986. an accident at a nuclear power plant in Chernobyl. Ukraine. scattered mdioactive fallout for hundreds of
kilometers. In assessing the biological effects of the radiation,
researchers found mosses to be especially valuable as organisms for monitoring the damage. Radiation damages organisms
by causing mutations. Explain why the genetic effects of radiation can be observed sooner in bryophytes than in plants from
other groups.
Now imagine that you are conducting tests shortly after
a nuclear accident. Using potted moss plants as your experimental organisms, design an experiment to test the hypothesis that the frequency of mutations decreases with the
organism's distance from the source of radiation.

4. In plants, which of the following are produced by meiosis?
a. haplOid sporophytes
d. haploid spores
b. haploid gametes
e. diploid spores
c. diploid gametes
5. Microphylls are found in which of the following groups of
plants?
a. mosses
d. ferns
b. liverworts
e. hornworts
c. lycophytes
6. Which of the following is a land plant that produces flagellated
sperm and has a sporophyte-dominated life cycle?
a. moss
d. charophyte
b. fern
e. hornwort
c. liverwort
7. Suppose an efficient conducting system evolved in a moss that
could transport water and other materials as high as a tall tree.
Which of the following statements about "trees" of such a
species would not be true?
a. Fertilization would probably be more difficult.
b. Spore dispersal distances might increase but probably
would not decrease.
c. Females could produce only one archegonium.
d. Unless its body parts were strengthened, such a "tree"
might flop over.
e. Individuals could compete more effectively for access to light.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
II. Nonvascular plants (bryophytes) and seedless vascular plants

are common, and several of them have important economic
and ecological uses. Nevertheless, very few are important agriculturally. Why? What attributes do they lack that make a plant
useful in agriculture? What attributes limit their agricultural
utility?
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.. Figure 30.1 What human reproductive organ is
functionally similar to this seed?

30.1 Seeds and pollen grains are key adaptations for

life on land
30.2 Gymnosperms bear "naked" seeds, typically
on cones
30.3 The reproductive adaptations of angiosperms

include (Jowers and fruits
30.4 Human welfare depends greatly on seed plants

C

ontinuing the saga of how plants have transformed
Earth, this chapter follows the emergence and di·
versification of seed pl::l.nts. Fossils and comparative

studies of living plants offer clues about the origin of seed
plants some 360 million years ago. As this new group of
plants became established, they dramatically altered the
course of plant evolution. We'll begin our exploration of
how this occurred by looking at the innovation for which

seed plants are named: seeds (Figure 30.1).
Aseed consists ofan embryo and its food supply, surrounded
by aprotective coat. \'(!hen mature, seeds are dispersed from their
parent by wind or other means. Because it nourishes and protects
the embryo-yet can move away from the mother plant-a seed
is analogous to a detachable and mob~e version of a pregnant
woman's womb. As we11 see, seeds are a key adaptation that
helped seed plants to become the dominant producers on land
and to make up the vast majority of plant biodiversity today.
Seed plants have also had an enormous impact on human
society. Starting about 13,000 years ago, humans began to
cultivate wheat, figs, maize (commonly called corn in the
United States), bananas, and other wild seed plants. This
practice emerged independently in various parts of the
world, including the Near East, East Asia, Africa, and the
Americas. One piece of evidence, the well-preserved squash

61.

seed in Figure 30.1, was found in a cave in Mexico and dates
from between 8,000 and 10,000 years ago. This seed differs
from wild squash seeds, suggesting that squash was being
domesticated by that time. The domestication ofseed plants,
particularly angiosperms, produced the most important cultural change in human history, transforming most human
societies from roving bands of hunter-gatherers to permanent settlements anchored by agriculture.
In this chapter, we will first examine the general characteristics of seed plants. Then we will look at the distinguishing
features and evolution of gymnosperms and angiosperms.

r;:::;:~dl:~~en grains are key
adaptations for life on land

We begin with an overview of terrestrial adaptations that seed
plants added to those already present in nonvascular plants
(bryophytes) and seedless vascular plants (see Chapter 29). In
addition to seeds, the follOWing are common to all seed plants:
reduced gametophytes, heterospory, ovules, and pollen. As
you11 read, these adaptations provided new ways for seed
plants to cope with terrestrial conditions such as drought and
exposure to the ultraviolet (UV) radiation in sunlight. Novel
adaptations also freed seed plants from requiring water for
fertilization, enabling reproduction to occur under a brooder
range of conditions than in seedless plants.

Advantages of Reduced Gamelophyles
Mosses and other bryophytes have life cycles dominated by gametophytes, whereas fems and other seedless vascular plants
have sporophyte-dominated life cycles. The evolutionary trend

PLANT GROUP
Mosses and other
nonvascular plants

Gametophyte

Sporophyte

Dominant
Reduced, dependent on
gametophyte for nutrition

Ferns and other seedless
vascular plants

Seed plants (gymnosperms and angiosperms)

Reduced, independent
(photosynthetic and
free-living)

Reduced (usually microscopic), dependent on surrounding
sporophyte tissue for nutrition

Dominant

Dominant
Gymnosperm

Sporophyte

Angiosperm

Microscopic female
gametophytes (n) inside
ovulate cone

(2n)

Sporophyte
(2n)

Example

Microscopic male
gametophytes (n)
inside pollen
cone
Sporophyte (2n)

Gametophyte

~..........

{o{

Microscopic
male
A ..>1f
gametophytes
..
(n}inside
~
these parts
of flowers
Sporophyte (2n)

---~

... Figure 30.2 Gametophyte-sporophyte relationships in different
plant groups.
of gametophyte reduction continued further in the vascular
plant lineage that led to seed plants. While the gametophytes
of seedless vascular plants are visible to the naked eye, the gametophytes of seed plants are mostly microscopic.
This miniaturization allowed for an important evolutionary
innovation in seed plants: Their tiny gametophytes can develop
from spores retained within the sporangia of the parental
sporophyte. This arrangement protects the delicate female
(egg-containing) gametophytes from environmental stresses.
The moist reproductive tissues of the sporophyte shield the gametophytes from UV radiation and protect against drying out.
This relationship also enables the dependent gametophytes to obtain
nutrients from the SJXlrophyte. In oontrast, the free-living gametophytes of seedless plants must fend for themselves. Figure 30.2
contrasts the gametophyte-sporophyte relationships in nonvascular plants, seedless vascular plants, and seed plants.

Heterospory: The Rule Among Seed Plants
You read in dlapter 29 that nearly all seedless plants are homosporous-they produce one kind of spore, which usually gives

rise to a bisexual gametophyte. Theclosest relatives ofseed plants
are all homosporous, suggesting that seed plants had homosporous ancestors. At some point, seed plants or their ancestors
became heterosporous: Megasporangia produce megaspores
that give rise to female gametophytes, and microsporangia produce microspores that give rise to male gametophytes. Each
megasporangium has a single functional megaspore, whereas
each microsporangium contains vast numbers of microspores.
As we noted previously, the miniaturization of seed plant
gametophytes likely contributed to the great success of this
clade. Next we will look at the development of the female
gametophyte within an ovule and the development ofthe male
gametophyte in a pollen grain. Then we will follow the transformation of a fertilized ovule into a seed.

Ovules and Production of Eggs
Although a few species ofseedless plants are heterosporous, seed
plants are unique in retaining the megasporangium and megaspore within the parent sporophyte. A layer of sporophyte tissue
called integument envelops and protects the megasporangium.
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Integument

Female
gametophyte (n)

Seed coat
(derived from
integument)

~"",><

Spore wall

Egg nucleus (n)
Immature
female cone
Megasporangium
(2n)

Male gametophyte
(within a germinated
pollen grain) (n)
Micropyle

Megaspore (n)
(a)

Unfertilized ovule. In this longitudinal
section through the ovule of a pine (a
gymnosperm), a fleshy megasporangium
is surrounded by a protedive layer of
tissue called an integument. (Angiosperms
have two integuments,)

(b)

...

•

Food supply
(female
gametophyte
tissue) (n)

DISC harge d

sperm nucleus (n)

7 ~pollen grain

(n)

Fertilized ovule. A megaspore develops into a
multicellular female gametophyte, The micropyle,
the only opening through the integument, allows
entry of a pollen grain. The pollen grain contains a
male gametophyte, which develops a pollen tube
that discharges sperm, thereby fertiliZing the egg,

Embryo (2n)
(new sporophyte)
(c) Gymnosperm seed. Fertilization
initiates the transformation of the
ovule into a seed, which consists of a
sporophyte embryo. a food supply, and
a protective seed coat derived from the
Integument.

... Figure 30.3 From ovule to seed in a gymnosperm,
A gymnosperm seed contains cells from how many different plant generations? Identify the
cells and whether each IS haploid or diploid.

D

Gymnosperm megasporangia are surrounded by one integu~
ment, whereas those in angiosperms usually have two integu~
ments. The whole structure-megasporangium, megaspore, and
their integument(s)-is called an ovule (Figure 3D.3a). Inside
each ovule (from the Latin ovuJum, little egg), a female gametophyte develops from a megaspore and produces one or more
egg'.

Pollen and Production of Sperm
A microspore develops into a pollen grain that consists of a
male gametophyte enclosed within the pollen wall. The tough
pollen wall, which contains the polymer sporopollenin, protects
a pollen grain as it is transported from the parent plant by wind,
for example, or by hitchhiking on the body of an animal. The
transfer of pollen to the part of a seed plant that contains the
ovules is called pollination. If a pollen grain germinates (begins growing), it gives rise to a pollen tube thatdischargessperm
into the female gametophyte within the ovule, as shown in
Figure 3D.3b.
Recall that in nonvascular plants and seedless vascular
plants such as ferns, free-living gametophytes release flagellated sperm that must swim through a film of water to reach
eggs. The distance for this sperm transport rarely exceeds a few
centimeters. By contrast, in seed plants a sperm-producing
male gametophyte inside a pollen grain can be carried long
distances by wind or by animals, eliminating the dependence
on water for sperm transport. The sperm of seed plants also
do not require motility because sperm are carried directly to
the eggs by pollen tubes. Living gymnosperms provide evidence of the evolutionary transition to nonmotile sperm. The
sperm of some gymnosperm species (such as ginkgos and cycads, depicted a little later in Figure 30.5) retain the ancient
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flagellated condition, but flagella have been lost in the sperm
of most gymnosperms and all angiosperms.

The Evolutionary Advantage of Seeds
If a sperm fertilizes an egg of a seed plant, the zygote grows
into a sporophyte embryo. As shown in Figure 3D.3c, the
whole ovule develops into a seed: the embryo, along with a
food supply, packaged within a protective coat derived from
the integument(s).
Until the advent of seeds, the spore was the only protective stage in any plant life cycle. Moss spores, for example,
may survive even if the local environment becomes too
cold, too hot, or too dry for the mosses themselves to live.
Their tiny size enables the moss spores to be dispersed in a
dormant state to a new area, where they can germinate and
give rise to new moss gametophytes if and when conditions
are favorable enough for them to break dormancy. Spores
were the main way that mosses and other seedless plants
spread over Earth for the first 100 million years of plant life
on land.
Although mosses and other seedless plants continue to be
very successful today, seeds represent a major evolutionary iIUlOvation that contributed to the opening ofnewways oflife for seed
plants. What advantages do seeds provide over spores? Spores
are usually single-celled, whereas seeds have a multicellular layer
oftissue, the seed coat, that provides extra protection to the embryo. Unlike spores, seeds also have a supply ofstored food. This
enables aseed to remain dormant for days, months, oreven years
after being released from the parent plant. (Most spores have
much shorter lifetimes.) Under favorable conditions, the seed
can then germinate, with its stored food providing critical
support for growth as the sporophyte embryo emerges as a

seedling. Some seeds land close to their parent sporophyte plant;
others are transported long distances (up to hundredsofkilometers) by wind or animals.
CONCEPT

CHECK

... Figure 30.4 A
progymtlOsperm.
Archaeopteris. which
lived 380 million years

ago, produced wood
and was heterosporous,
but it did not produce
seeds. Growing up to
20 m tall, it had fernlike
leaves

30.1

I. Contrast sperm delivery in seedless vascular plants
with sperm delivery in seed plants.
2. What additional features of seed plants. not present
in seedless plants, have contributed to the enormous
success of seed plants on land?
If seed plants were homosporous, what
3.
aspects of their reproduction would change? Explain.

_','Mill.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~~:~:7p:~~~bear "naked"
seeds, typically on cones

Recall from Chapter 29 that
gymnosperms are plants
Gymnos~rms
that have "naked" seeds
Angiosperms
that are not enclosed in
ovaries. Their seeds are exposed on modified leaves (sporophylls) that usually form cones (strobili). (In contrast. angiosperm seeds are enclosed in fruits, which are mature
ovaries.) We turn now to the origin of gymnosperms and
other early seed plants.
NOf1vascular plan" (bryophytes)
Seedless ~asculaf plants

Gymnosperm Evolution
Fossil evidence reveals that by late in the Devonian period
(about 380 million years ago), some plants had begun to acquire adaptations characteristic of seed plants. For example,
Archaeopteris was a heterosporous tree that had a woody
stem (Figure 30.4). It did not, however, bear seeds. Such transitional species of seedless vascular plants are sometimes
called progymnosperms.
The first seed-bearing plants to appear in the fossil record
date from around 360 million years ago, more than 200 million
years before the first angiosperm fossils. These early seed
plants became extinct, as did several later lineages. Although
the relationships between extinct and surviving lineages of
seed plants remain uncertain, morphological and molecular
evidence places the surviving lineages of seed plants into
two monophyletic sister clades: the gymnosperms and the
angiosperms (see Figure 29.7).
The earliest fossils of gymnosperms are about 305 million
years old. These early gymnosperms lived in Carboniferous
ecosystems still dominated by lycophytes, horsetails, ferns,
and other seedless vascular plants. As the Carboniferous period gave way to the Permian, markedly drier climatic condi·

tions favored the spread ofgymnosperms. The flora and fauna
changed dramatically, as many groups of organisms disappeared and others became prominent (see Chapter 25).
Though most pronounced in the seas, the changeover also affected terrestrial life. For example, in the animal kingdom, amphibians decreased in diversity and were replaced by reptiles,
which were especially well adapted to the arid conditions.
Similarly, the lycophytes, horsetails, and ferns that dominated
the Carboniferous swamps were largely replaced by gymnosperms, which were more suited to the drier climate. Gymnosperms have the key terrestrial adaptations found in all seed
plants, such as seeds and pollen. In addition, some gymnosperms were particularly well suited to arid conditions because of the thick cuticles and relatively small surface areas of
their needle-shaped leaves.
Geologists consider the end of the Permian period, about
251 million years ago, to be the boundary between the Paleozoic ("old life~) and Mesozoic ("middle life~) eras. Life changed
profoundly as gymnosperms dominated terrestrial ecosystems throughout the Mesozoic, serving as the food supply for
giant herbivorous dinosaurs. The Mesozoic era ended with
mass extinctions of most of the dinosaurs and many other animal groups, and the planet gradually cooled. Although angiosperms now dominate most terrestrial ecosystems, many
gymnosperms remain an important part of Earth's flora. For
example, vast regions in northern latitudes are covered by
forests of cone-bearing gymnosperms called conifers, which
include spruce. pine. fir, and redwood (see Figure 52.21).
Of the ten plant phyla in the taxonomic scheme adopted by
this textbook (see Table 29.1). four are gymnosperms: Cycadophyta, Ginkgophyta, Gnetophyta, and Coniferophyta. The relationships of these four phyla to each other are uncertain.
Figure 30.5, on the next two pages, surveys the diversity ofextant gymnosperms.
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• Figure 30.5

••

• Gymnosperm Diversity
Phylum Cycadophyta

Phylum Ginkgophyta

Cycads are the next largest group of gymnosperms after the
conifers. They have large cones and palmlike leaves (true palm
species are angiosperms). Only about 130 species survive today,
but cycads thrived during the Mesozoic era, known as the age of
cycads as well as the age of dinosaurs.

Ginkgo hiloha is the only surviving species of this phylum. Also
known as the maidenhair tree, it has deciduous fanlike leaves
that turn gold in autumn. It is a popular ornamental tree in cities
because it tolerates air pollution well. Landscapers often plant
only pollen-producing trees because the fleshy seeds smell
rancid as they decay.

(yeas revo/uta

Phylum Gnetophyta
Plants in the ph}~um Gnctophyta, called gnetophytes, consist ofthrce
genera: Gnetum, Ephedra, and Welwitsehia. Some species are tropical,
whereas others live in deserts. Although verydiffcrent in appearance,
the genera are grouped together based on molecular data.

Welwitschia.
This genus
consists of one
speCies,

Welwirschia
mirabilis. a plant
that lives only in
the deserts of
southwestern
Africa. Its straplike
leaves are
among the largest
leaves known.
Ovulate cones
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Gnetum. This genus
includes about 35
species of tropical
trees, shrubs. and
vines, mainly native
to Africa and Asia.
Their leaves look
similar to those of
flowering plants, and
their seeds look
somewhat like fruits.

Ephedra. This genus includes about 40 species that inhabit
arid regions worldwide. These desert shrubs, commonly called
"Mormon tea," produce the compound ephedrine. whICh is used
medicinally as a
decongestant.

Phylum Coniferophyta
Phylum Coniferophyta is by far the largest of the gymnosperm
phyla, consisting of about 600 species of conifers (from the Latin
amus, cone, andferre, to carry), Many are large trees, such as
cypresses and redwoods. A few conifer species dominate vast

forested regions of the Northern Hemisphere, where the growing
season is relatively short because oflatitude or altitude.
Douglas fir. This

evergreen tree
(Pseudorsuga
menziesii) provides

more timber than
any other North
American tree
species. Some uses
include house
framing, plywood,
pulpwood for paper,
railroad ties, and
boxes and crates.

Most conifers are evergreens; they retain their leaves throughout
the year. Even during winter, a limited amount of photosynthesis
occurs on sunny days. \Vhen spring comes, conifers already have
fully developed leaves that can take advantage of the sunnier,
warmer days. Some conifers, such as the dawn redwood, tamarack,
and larch, are deciduous trees that lose leaves each autumn.
Common juniper,
The "berries" of the
common jUniper
(juniperus communis)

are actually ovuleproducing cones
conSisting of fleshy
sporophylls.

Wollemi pine, AsUlVillOr of a conifer group
once known only from fossils, living Wollemi
pines (Wollemia nobi/is) were discovered In 1994
in a national park only
1SO km from Sydney,
Australia. The species
consists of just 40
known Individuals in
two small groves. The
inset photo compares
the leaves of this
"living fossil" with
actual fossils

European larch.
The needle-like

leaves of this
deciduous conifer
(Larix decidua) turn
yellow before they
are shed in autumn.
Native to the moun-

tains of cenlral
Europe, Including

Switzerland's
Matterhorn, depicted
here, this species is

extremely cold·
tolerant. able
to survive winter
temperatures that plunge to _50°(,

Bristlecone pine,
This species (Pinus
longaeval. which is
found in the White
Mountains of
California, includes
some of the oldest
living organisms,
reaching ages of
more than 4,600
years. One tree
(not shown here) is
called Methuselah
because it may be
the world's oldest
liVing tree To
protect the tree,
scientists keep its
location a secret.

Sequoia. This giant
sequoia (5equoiadendron
giganteum) in California's
Sequoia National Park
weighs about 2,500 metric
tons, equivalent to about
24 blue whales (the largest
animals) or 40,000 people,
The giant sequoia is one of
the largest living organisms
and also among the most
anCient with some
individuals estimated to be
between 1,800 and 2,700
years old, Their cousins, the
coast redwoods (Sequoia
sempervirens), grow to
heights of more than 110m
(taller than the Statue of
Liberty) and are found only
in a narrow coastal strip of
northern California and
southern Oregon,
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oovules,
An ovulate cone scale has two
each containing a mega-

o

In most
conifer spe<ies,
each tree has
both ovulate
and pollen
cones,

sporangium. Only one ovule is shown.

ooccurs
Pollination
when a
pollen grain
reaches the ovule,
The pollen grain
then germinates,
forming a
pollen tube that
slowly digests its way
through the
megasporangium.

0Whilethe
pollen tube
develops, the
megasporocyte
undergoes meiosis,
producing four
haploid cells. One
survives as a
megaspore.

MEIOSIS

Microsporangium (2n)

eproducing
Microsporocytes divide by meiosis,
haploid microspores. A
microspore develops into a pollen
grain (a male gametophyte enclosed
within the pollen wall).
Archegonium

Female
--_~~"iIirgametophyte

OThe female gametophyte
develops within the megaspore
and contains two or three
archegonia, each of which
will form an egg.

Seed coat (2n)
Pollen
tube
Embryo :::=::;-~~f-.~v
(new sporophyte)
(2n)

K.y
Haploid (n)
•

Diploid (2n)

FERTILIZATION

opollination.
Fertilization usually occurs more than a year after
All eggs may be fertilized, but usually
only one zygote develops into an embryo. The ovule
becomes a seed, consisting of an embryo, food
supply, and seed coat.

.... Figure 30.6 The life cycle of a pine.
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By the time the eggs are mature,
two sperm cells have developed in the
pollen tube, which eKtends to the
female gametophyte. Fertilization occurs
when sperm and egg nuclei unite.

The Life Cycle of a Pine: A Closer Look
As you read earlier. seed plant evolution has included three

key reproductive adaptations: the increasing dominance of the

sporophyte; the advent of the seed as a resistant. dispersible
stage in the life cycle; and the appearance of pollen as an airborne agent that brings gametes together. Figure 30.6, on the
facing page, shows how these adaptations come into play during the life cycle of a pine, a familiar conifer.
The pine tree is the sporophyte; its sporangia are located on
scalelike structures packed densely in cones. Like all seed plants,
ronifers are heterosporous. In conifers, the two types of spores
are produced byseparate cones: small pollen cones arxllarge ovulate cones. In most pine species, each tree has both types ofcones.
In pollen cones, microsporocytes (microspore mother cells) unde<go meios;s, producing holpI..d mkrospores. E.rn mic=pore
develops into a pollen grain containing a male gametophyte. In
pines and other conifers, the yellow pollen is released in large
amounts and carried by the wind. dusting everything in its path.
Meanwhile, in ovulate cones, megasporocytes (megaspore
mother cells) undergo meiosis and produce hoqHoKi megaspores
inside the ovule. Surviving megaspores de\'eIop into female
gametophytes, ....>hich are retained within the sporangia.
From the time young pollen and ovulate cones appear on
the tree, it takes nearly three years for the male and female gametophytes to be produced and brought together and for mature seeds to form from the fertilized owles. The scales of
each ovulate cone then separate, and the seeds are dispersed
by the wind. A seed that lands in a suitable environment then
germinates, its embryo emerging as a pine seedling.

CONCEPT

CHECK

30.2

I. Use examples from Figure 30.5 to describe how vari-

called flowers and fruits. The name angiospenn (from the
Greek anglon, container) refers to seeds contained in fruits,
the mature ovaries. Today, angiosperms are the most diverse
and widespread of all plants, with more than 250,000 species
(about 90% of all plant species).

Characteristics of Angiosperms
All angiosperms are classified in a single phylum, Anthophyta
(from the Greek antJ/os, flower). Before considering the evolution of angiosperms, we will examine their key adaptationsflO\\'ers and fruits-and their roles in the angiospenn life cycle.
Flowers
The flower is an angiosperm structure specialized for .sexual
reproduction. In many angiosperm species, insects or other
animals transfer pollen from one flower to the .sex organs on
another flower, which makes pollination more directed than
the wind-dependent pollination of most gymnosperms. However, some angiosperms are wind- pollinated, particularly those
species that occur in dense populations, such as grasses and
tree species in temperate forests.
A flower is a specialized shoot that can have up to four rings
of modified leaves (sporophylls) called floral organs: sepals,
petals, stamens, and carpels (figure 30.7). Starting at the base
of the flower are the sepals, which are usually green and enclose the flower before it opens (think ofa rosebud). Interior to
the sepals are the petals, which are brightly colored in most
flowers and aid in attracting pollinators. flowers that are windpollinated, however, generally lack brightly colored parts. In all
angiosperms, the sepals and petals are sterile floral organs,
meaning that they are not directly involved in reproduction.
Within the petals are two whorls of fertile floral organs that
produce spores, the stamens and carpels. Stamens produce

ous gymnosperms are similar yet distinctive.
2. Explain how the pine life cycle (see Figure 30.6) reflects basic characteristics of seed plants.
3. _','I:gIIg Does the hypothesis that gymnosperms
and angiosperms are sister clades imply that these
two lineages originated at the same time? Explain.

Stigma

For suggested answers, see AppendiX A.

r;~:tr:~7o~~~~ve adaptations

of angiosperms include flowers
and fruits
Commonly known as flowering plants, angiosperms
are seed plants that produce
the reproductive structures

.. Figure 30.7 The structure of an idealized flower.
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microspores that develop into pollen grains containing male
gametophytes. A stamen consists of a stalk called the filament
and a terminal sac, the anther, where pollen is produced.
Carpels make megaspores and their products, female gameto·
phytes. Some flowers, such as pea blossoms, have a single
carpel, while others, such as the magnolia on the cover of this
book, have several separate carpels. At the tip of the carpel is a
sticky stigma that receives pollen. A style leads from the
stigma to the ovary at the base of the carpel; the ovary contains
one or more ovules. If fertilized, an ovule develops into a seed.

Fruits
A fruit typically consists of a mature ovary, although it can include other flower parts as welL As seeds develop from ovules
after fertilization, the wall of the ovary thickens. A pea pod is
an example ofa fruit, with seeds (mature ovules, the peas) encased in the ripened ovary (the pod).
Fruits protect dormant seeds and aid in their dispersaL Mature fruits can be either fleshy or dry (Figure 30.8). Oranges,

.. Figure 30.8 Some variations in fruit structure.
.. Tomato, a fleshy fruit with
soft outer and inner layers
of perlcarp (fruit wall)

.. Ruby grapefruit, a fleshy
fruit with a firm outer
layer and soft inner layer
of pericarp

plums, and grapes are examples of fleshy fruits, in which the
wall of the ovary becomes soft during ripening. Dry fruits
include beans, nuts, and grains. The dry, wind~dispersed
fruits of grasses, harvested while on the plant, are major staple foods for humans. The cereal grains of wheat, rice,
maize, and other grasses, though easily mistaken for seeds,
are each actually a fruit with a dry outer covering (the former wall of the ovary) that adheres to the seed coat of the
seed within.
Various adaptations of fruits help to disperse seeds
(Figure 30.9). The seeds of some flowering plants, such as
dandelions and maples, are contained within fruits that
function like parachutes or propellers, adaptations that
enhance dispersal by wind. Some fruits, such as coconuts,
are adapted to dispersal by water (see Figure 38.11). And
many angiosperms rely on animals to carry seeds. Some of
these plants have fruits modified as burrs that cling to animal fur (or the clothes of humans). Other angiosperms
produce edible fruits, which are usually nutritious, sweet
tasting, and vividly colored, advertising their ripeness.
When an animal eats the fruit, it digests the fruit's fleshy
part, but the tough seeds usually pass unharmed through
the animal's digestive tract. Animals may deposit the
seeds, along with a supply of natural fertilizer, many kilometers from where the fruit was eaten.

.. Figure 30.9 Fruit adaptations that enhance seed
dispersal.
~

~

Wings enable maple fruits
to be easily carried by the wind.

Nedarine. a fleshy
fruit with a soft
outer layer
and hard
inner layer
(pit) of pericarp
.. Seeds within berries and
other edible fruits are often
dispersed in animal feces.
.. Hazelnut, a dry
fruit that
remains closed
at maturity

... Milkweed, a dry
fruit that splits
open at maturity
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.. The barbs of cockleburs
facilitate seed dispersal
by allowing the fruits to
"hitchhike" on animals

duces a pollen tube. Each ovule, which develops in an ovary,
contains a female gametophyte, also known as an embryo
sac. The embryo sac consists of only a few cells, one of which
is the egg. (We will discuss gametophyte development in
more detail in Chapter 38.)
After its release from the anther, the pollen is carried to the
sticky stigma at the tip of a carpel. Although some flowers selfpollinate, most have mechanisms that ensure cross-poUi nation,
which in angiosperms is the transfer of pollen from an anther

The Angiosperm Life Cycle
You can follow a typical angiosperm life cycle in Figure 30.10.
The flower of the sporophyte produces microspores that
form male gametophytes and megaspores that form female
gametophytes. The male gametophytes are in the pollen
grains, which develop within microsporangia in the anthers.
Each male gametophyte has two haploid cells: a generative
cell that divides, forming two sperm, and a tube cell that pro-

OOn the anther, each
microsporangium contains
microsporophytes that divide by
meiosis, producing microspores.

K,y
Haploid (n)
•

Diploid (2n)

o

Microsporocytes (2n)

...

''':~t:'~ _-_j~

L----~'.

~.......

Male gametophyte
(in pollen gram)

101

Ovary

,mb'YO('J)Seed

Endosperm (3n)

o

The zygote
develops into an
embryo that is
packaged along
with food into a
seed. (The fruit
tissues surrounding the seed are
not shown).

into a pollen grain. The generative eel! of the gametophyte will divide, forming
two sperm. The tube cell
will produce the pollen tube.

Microsporangium

Anther

When a seed
germinates, the
embryo develops
into a mature
sporophyte.

f) A microspore develops

•

Stigma--<,rJ

Oln the megasporangium of each ovule, the
megasporocyte divides
by meiosis, producing
four megaspores. One
survives and forms a
female gametophyte.

n ....._Megasporangium

Pollen-7.C!1
tube

(2n)
Surviving
megaspore
(0)

Seed coat (20)

"N

Antipodal cells
Central cell
Female gametophyte (which has
(embryo sac)
two nuclei)

---<

Synergids

Style
Pollen
tube

:
•

Egg (n)-------r,.;;",,_Sperm
Nucleus of-,'-e,-.
developing
endosperm
(30)

(0)

OAfter pollination, eventually
two sperm cells
are discharged
in each ovule.

o

Double fertilization occurs. One
sperm fertilizes the egg, forming a
zygote. The other sperm fertilizes the
central cell, forming the endosperm
(a food supply, 3n in this example).

Discharged
sperm nuclei (n)

... Figure 30.10 The life cycle of an angiosperm.
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of a flower on one plant to the stigma of a flower on another
ary biologists. Angiosperms originated at least 14() million years
plant of the same species. Cross-pollination enhances genetic
ago, and during the late Mesozoic, the major branches ofthe clade
variability. In some cases, stamens and carpels ofa single flower
diverged from their common ancestor. By the mid-Cretaceous
may mature at different times, or they may be so arranged that
period (100 million years ago), angiosperms began to dominate
self-pollination is unlikely.
many terrestrial ecosystems. Landscapes changed dramatically
The pollen grain germinates after it adheres to the stigma ofa
as conifers, cycads, and other gymnosperms gave way to flowcarpel. The pollen grain's male gametophyte extends a pollen tube
ering plants in many parts of the world.
that grows down within the style ofthe carpel. After reaching the
The flowers and fruits of angiosperms distinguish them
markedly from Jiving gymnosperms, which makes the origins
ovary, the pollen tube penetrates through the micropyle, a pore
of angiosperms puzzling. To understand how the angiosperm
in the integuments of the ovule, and discharges h\'o sperm cells
into the female gametophyte (embryo sac). One sperm fertilizes
body plan emerged, scientists are studying fossils, refining anthe egg, forming a diploid zygote. The other sperm fuses with the
giosperm phylogeny, and elucidating developmental patterns
that underlie flowers and other angiosperm innovations. As
two nuclei in the large central cell ofthe femalegametophyte, producing a triploid cell. This type of double fertilization, in which
we'll see, much progress has been made toward solving Darone fertilization event produces a zygote and the other produces
win's mystery-but we still do not fully understand how an·
a triploid cell, is unique to angiosperms.
giosperms originated from earlier seed plants.
After double fertilization, the ovule matures into a seed. The
zygote develops into a sporophyte embryo with a rudimentary
Fossil Angiosperms
root and one or WiO seed leaves called cotyledons. The fertilized
nucleus of the central cell ofthe female gametophyte divides reIn the late 1990s, scientists in China discovered several inpeatedly and develops into endosperm, tissue rich in starch and
triguing fossils of 125-million-year-old angiosperms. These fosother food reserves that nourish the developing embryo.
sils, now named Archaefructus liaoningensis andArcho.efructus
What is the function of double fertilization in angiosperms?
sinensis (Figure 30.11), display both derived and ancestral
One hypothesis is that double fertilization synchronizes the detraits. Archaefructus sinensis, for example, has anthers and also
velopment of food storage in the seed with the development of
has seeds inside closed carpels but lacks petals and sepals. In
the embryo. Ifa particular Dower is not pollinated or sperm cells
2002, scientists completed a phylogenetic comparison of
are not discharged into the embryo sac, fertilization does not
A. sinensis with 173 living plants. (Archaefructus liaoningensis
occur, and neither endosperm nor embryo forms. So perhaps
was not included because its fossils are not as well preserved.)
double fertilization is an adaptation that prevents flowering
The researchers concluded that Archaefructus u••• may belong
plants from squandering nutrients on infertile ovules.
to the earliest-diverging group of angiosperms known.n
Another type of double fertilization
occurs in some gymnosperm species
belonging to the phylum Gnetophyta.
However, double fertilization in these
species gives rise to two embryos rather
than to an embryo and endosperm.
As you read earlier, the seed consists
of the embryo, endosperm, and a seed
coat derived from the integuments. An
ovary develops into a fruit as its ovules
become seeds. After being dispersed, a
seed may germinate if environmental
conditions are favorable. The coat ruptures and the embryo emerges as a
seedling, using food stored in the en(a) Archaefructus sinensis, a 125-milliondosperm and cotyledons.
year-old fossil. ThiS species may represent
the sister group 10 all other angiosperms.

Angiosperm Evolution
Clarifying the origin and early evolution
of angiosperms-what Charles Darwin
once called an ~abominable mystery"poses fascinating challenges to evolution628
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(b) Artist's reconstruction of
Archaefructus sinensis

... Figure 30.11 A primitive flowering plant?
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If Archaefruclus was indeed a very early angiosperm, that
would suggest that the ancestors of flowering plants were
herbaceous rather than woody. Archaefruclus was discovered
along with fish fossils and has bulbous structures that might be
aquatic adaptations, implying that angiosperms may have
originated as aquatic plants. The discoverers ofArchaefructus
have suggested that fast-growing herbaceous plants could
have returned to water and thrived there, escaping competition with other seed plants and then later taking over the land.
More recently, however, some paleobotantists have disputed this interpretation. They cite examples of angiosperms
from later-diverging lineages that became aquatic, and in
which simpler flowers evolved that resemble the ~primitiven
flowers of Archaefructus. Such debates, typical whenever a
seemingly transitional fossil is discovered, may be resolved
when more fossils and other types of evidence emerge.

and angiosperms lived at that time. Angiosperms may, in fact, be
most closely related to extinct seed plants such as the group called
Bennettitales, which had flowerlike structures that may have
been poUinated by insects (Figure 3D.12a). Systematists hope to
resolve this issue through phylogenetic studies that combine data
from fossil and living species of a wide range ofseed plants.
Making sense of the origin of angiosperms also depends on
working out the order in which angiosperm clades diverged
from one another. Here, dramatic progress has been made in
recent years. Molecular and morphological evidence suggests
that Amborella and water lilies are living representatives of
two of the most ancient angiosperm lineages (Figure 30.12b).
This information has already proved useful as researchers
seek to interpret new findings about plant development.

Angiosperm Phylogeny

Additional clues about the origin offlowering plants are emerging
from studies of plant development. For example, a 2006 study
demonstrated that in Amborella, eggs form from precursor cells
that differ from the egg precursor cells of most other living angiosperms.lntriguingly, the way in which eggs form inAmborella
has similarities to how eggs form in gymnosperms-a possible
link to the ancient common ancestor of gymnosperms and
angiosperms. Other studies suggest that in a variety ofearly an·
giosperms {as well as in Amborellal, the outer of the rn'o protective integuments appears to be a modified leaf that originates

To shed light on the body plan ofearly angiosperms, scientists have
long sought to identify which seed plants, including fossil species,
are most closely related to angiospenns. Molecular and morphological evidence suggests that living gymnosperms are a monophyletic group whose earliest lineages diverged from the ancestors
ofangiosperms about305 million years ago. Note that this does not
neeessarily imply that angiospemls originated 305 million years
ago-but that the most recentcommon ancestor ofgymnosperms

Developmental Patterns in Angiosperms

living
gymnosperms

............

..

.

Bennettitales
Amborel/a
Water Ijlies

Most recent common ancestor
of all living angiosperms

Star anise and
relatives
Monocots

~fr----

Magnolilds
Eudicots

300

250

200

150

100

50

a

Millions of years ago
(a) A possible ancestor of the angiosperms'?

This reconstruction shows a cross section
through the flowerlike structures found in the (b) Angiosperm phylogeny. This tree represents one current hypothesis of angiosperm
evolutionary relationships. based on morphological and molecular evidence, Angiosperms
Bennettitales. an eKtinct group of seed plants
originated at least 140 million years ago. The dotted line indicates the uncertain position of
hypothesized to be more closely related to
the Bennettitales. a pOSSible sister group to the angiosperms
angiosperms than to gymnosperms,
... Figure 30.12 Angiosperm evolutionary history.
Would the branching order of the phylogeny in (b) necessarily have to b€ redrawn if a
. . 150-million-year-old fossil monocor were discovered? Explain,

n
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separately from the inner integument. Because gymnosperms
have only one integument, scientists are curious exactly how the
second integument originated in angiosperms. FinaJly, in work
that holds great promise for deepening our understanding of the
origin of flowering plants, researchers are currently studying how
genes that control flower development in angiosperms are expressed in a range of gymnospenn and angiospernl species (see
Olapter 38).

Angiosperm Diversity
From their humble beginnings in the Mesozoic, angiosperms
have diversified into more than 250,000 living species. Until
the late 1990s, most systematists divided flowering plants
into two groups, based partly on the number of cotyledons, or
seed leaves, in the embryo. Species with one cotyledon were
called monocots, and those with two were called dicots.
Other features, such as flower and leaf structure, were also
used to define the two groups. For example, monocots typically have parallel leaf veins (think of a grass blade), while the
veins of most dicots have a netlike pattern (think of an oak
leaf). Some examples of monocots are orchids, palms, and
grain crops such as maize, wheat, and rice. Some examples of
dicots are roses, peas, sunflowers, and maples.

Recent DNA studies, however, indicate that the monocotdicot distinction does not completely reflect evolutionary
relationships. Current research supports the hypothesis
that monocots form a dade but reveals that the species traditionally called dicots are polyphyletic. The vast majority of
species once categorized as dicots form a large clade, now
known as cudicots ("true dicots). The rest ofthe former dicots are now grouped into several small lineages. Three of
these lineages are informally called basal angiosperms because they appear to include the flowering plants belonging
to the oldest lineages. A fourth lineage, called the magnoliids,
evolved later. Figure 30.13 provides an overview of angiosperm diversity.
H

Evolutionary links Between Angiosperms
and Animals
Ever since they colonized land, animals have influenced the
evolution of terrestrial plants, and vice versa. For example,
herbivores can reduce a plant's reproductive success by eating
its roots, leaves, or seeds. As a result, if a novel and effective
defense against herbivores originates in a group of plants,
those plants may be favored by natural selection-as will any
herbivores that can overcome this new defense.

• Figure 30.13

Exploring Angiosperm Diversity
Basal Angiosperms
Surviving basal angiosperms are currently thought to consist ofthree
lineages comprising only about 100 species. The oldest lineage seems
to be represented by a single species, Amborella trichQpoda. The
other surviving lineages diverged later: a clade that includes water
lilies and a clade consisting ofthe star anise and its relatives.

Water lily (Nymphaea '"Rene Gerard".
Water lilies are living members of a clade
that may be predated only by the
Amborel/a lineage.

Amborel/a trichopoda. This small shrub.
found only on the South Pacific island of
New Caledonia, may be the sole survivor
of a branch at the base of the angiosperm
tree Amborella lacks vessels, whICh are
present in angiosperms in later-diverging
lineages. Consisting of xylem cells
arranged in continuous tubes. vessels
transport water more efficiently than
tracheids. Their absence in Amborella
indicates they evolved after the lineage
that gave rise to Amborel/a diverged.

Magnoliids
Magnoliids consist of about 8.Ql)J species. most nombly magnolias.
laurels, and black pepper plants. They include both woody and
herbaceous species. Although they share some traits with basal
angiospenns, such as a typically spiral
rather than whorled arrangement offloral
organs. magnoliids are more closely
related to eudicots and monocots.
Southern magnolia (Magnolia
grandiflora). This member of the

Star anise (Illicium f1oridanum). This
species represents a third surviving
lineage of basal angiosperms.
630
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magnolia family is a woody magnoliid.
This variety of southern magnolia. called
"Goliath." has flowers that measure up
to about a foot across,

Manaeats

Eudieats

More than one-quarter of angiosperm species are monocots-about
7O,0CXl species. These examples represent some ofthe largest families.

More than two-thirds ofangiosperm species are eudicots-roughly
170,0CXl species. Below is a sampling of eudicot floral diversity.

Orchid
(Lemboglouum

fOuii'

Monocot

Eudicot

Characteristics

Characteristics

california
poppy
(Eschscholzia
califomica)

Embryos

Two cotyledons

One cotyledon

Pyrenean oak

leaf
venation

(Quercus

pyrenaic.a)

Vems usually
netllke

Yelns usually
parallel

Stems
Pygmy date palm (PhoeniK roebelenii)
Uly (Ulium
-Enchantment-)

Vascular tissue
usually arranged

Vascular tissue
scattered

In nng

Roots
Dog rose (Rosa canina), a wild rose

Barley (Hordeum vulgare), a grass

Taproot (main root)
usually present

Root system
usually fibrous
(no main root)

Snow pea
(Pisum

satil/um),
a legume

Pollen

Pollen grain WIth
one opening

Pollen grain with
three openings

Flowers

Floral organs
usually In
muhiples of WI'!'

Floral organs usually

multJplesof
lour or fIVe

Il"I

Zucchini
(Cucurbita
pepo)

flowers
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Can flower shape influence speciation rate?
EXPERIMENT
The shapes of bilaterally symmetrical flowers
can force pollinators seeking nedar to enter the flower from certain directions only, This facilitates the placement of pollen on particular parts of the pollinator's body, which in turn can increase
how effectively pollen is transferred between flowers of the ;arne
species, Such specificity in plant-pollinator relationships tends to
decrease gene flow between diverging plant populations and
hence could lead to increased rates of plant speciation. Risa Sargent, then at the University of British Columbia, tested this hypothesis by determining whether angiosperm families with bilaterally
symmetrical flowers contain more species than do closely related
families with radially symmetrical flowers She took this approach:

o Identify
as many cases as possible in which a dade of one or more
families 'Nith bilaterally syrnmetricaillow€rs is sister to a dade
o

whose members have radially symmetrical hers By definition.
such SISter clades share an immediate common ancestor and
hence had the ;arne amount of time to form new species,
Determine the number of species in each pair of sister clades.
The hypothesis would be supported if bilaterally symmetrical
clades consistently have more species than their radially
symmetrical sister clades.
Time since divergence
from common ancestor

,----A--, '·Bilateral" clade
Common
ancestor

"Radial" clade

7

compare
numbers
of species

RESULTS
Sargent identified 19 pairs of sister clades that
differed in flower shape, In 15 of these pairs, clades with bilateral
symmetry had more species than did clades with radial symmetry,
The difference in species number
is higher in pairs where bilateral
clades had more species than in
pairs where radial clades had
more species.

o.L----.L--'-

_

Bilateral
symmetry (N = 15)
Sargent's results supported the hypotheSIS that
flower shape affects the rate at which new species form. with
bilateral symmetry promoting increased rates of speciation,

Plant-pollinator and other mutually beneficial interactions
can have similar effects. Consider the evolutionary impact of
how flower petals are arranged. Flower petals can be symmetrical in one direction only (bilateral symmetry, as in the pea
blossom in Figure 30.13), or they can be symmetrical in all directions (radial symmetry, as in the dog rose in Figure 30.13).
On a flower with bilateral symmetry, an insect pollinator may
be able to obtain nectar only when it approaches the flower
from a certain direction. Such constraints can make it more
likely that as an insect moves from flower to flower, pollen is
placed on a part of the insect's body that will come into contact
with the stigma of a flower of the same species.
Because of this specificity of pollen transfer, gene flow may
be reduced more easily in diverging populations with bilateral
symmetry than in populations with radial symmetry. As a result, researchers have hypothesized that speciation should occur more rapidly in flowers with bilateral symmetry than in
flowers with radial symmetry (Figure 30.14). Working at the
University ofBritish Columbia, Risa Sargent tested this hypothesis and found that clades with bilaterally symmetrical flowers
do indeed have more species than do closely related clades with
radially symmetrical flowers. Overall, such effects of plant·
pollinator interactions are thought to have contributed to the
increasing dominance of flowering plants in the Cretaceous
period, helping to make angiosperms of central importance in
ecological communities and human societies.
CONCEPT

CHECK

30.3

1. It has been said that an oak is an acorn's way of mak-

ing more acorns. Write an explanation that includes
these terms: sporophyte, gametophyte, ovule, seed,
ovary, and fruit.
2. Compare and contrast a pine cone and a flower in
terms of structure and function.
3. • 'm UI1 4 If researchers discovered a 135-millionyear-old fossil angiosperm that had woody tissues as
well as sepals and petals, how would their findings af·
fect current interpretations of Archaefructus sinensis
fossils?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE
R. D. Sargent, Flor~ symmetry dffe<:ts speciation rdtes
in angiolpl'rms, Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological ScienCI3
271 :603-608 (2004)

r~:::~:~~~: depends
greatly on seed plants

InqUiry Action

Read and analyze the original paper in
Inquiry in Acrion: Interprering Scienrific Papers,

MII:f.i1 14

Does this study show that flower shape is
corre/ared wirh the rate at which new species form, or that
flower shape is responsible for this rate? Explain.
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Throughout this unit, we are highlighting the ways in which
humans depend on various organisms. In forests and on
farms, seed plants are key sources of food, fuel, wood products, and medicine. Our reliance on them makes the preservation of plant diversity critical.

Products from Seed Plants
Most of our food comes from angiosperms. Just six cropswheat, rice, maize, potatoes, cassava, and sweet potatoesyield 80% of all the calories consumed by humans. We also
depend on angiosperms to feed livestock: It takes 5-7 kg of
grain to produce 1 kg of grain-fed beef.
Today's crops are the products of a relatively recent burst of
genetic change, resulting from artificial selection after humans began domesticating plants approximately 13,000 years
ago. To appreciate the scale of the transformation, note how
the number and size of seeds in domesticated plants is greater
than those of their wild relatives, as in the case of maize and
teosinte (see Figure 38.16). At the genetic level, scientists can
glean information about domestication by comparing the
genes of crops with those of wild relatives. With maize, dramatic changes, such as increased cob size and loss of the hard
coating around teosinte kernels, may have been initiated by as
few as five mutations.
How did wild plants change 50 dramatically in such a relatively short time? For thousands of years, farmers have selected
the seeds of plants with desirable traits (large fruits, for example) to plant for the next year's crops. Humans mayalso have selected the traits of some plants indirectly, as in the case of wild
almonds. Almonds contain a bitter compound called amygdalin
that repels birds and other animals. Amygdalin breaks down
into cyanide, 50 eating a large number of wild almonds can be
fatal. But mutations can reduce the level of amygdalin, making
almonds sweet rather than bitter. \Vild birds eat almonds from
trees with such mutations. According to one hypothesis, humans may have observed birds eating the almonds and then
eaten the almonds themselves-ultimately using such seeds to
grow trees that produced sweeter, less dangerous almonds.
In addition to staple crops, flowering plants provide other
edible products. Two of the world's most popular beverages
come from tea leaves and coffee beans, and you can thank the
tropical cacao tree for cocoa and chocolate. Spices are derived
from various plant parts, such as flowers (cloves, saffron),
fruits and seeds (vanilla, black pepper, mustard, cumin), leaves
(basil, mint, sage), and even bark (cinnamon).
Many seed plants, both gymnosperms and angiosperms, are
sources of wood, which is absent in all living seedless plants.
Wood consists of an accumulation of tough-walled xylem cells
(see Chapter 35). Wood is the primary source of fuel for much
of the world, and wood pulp, typically derived from conifers
such as fir and pine, is used to make paper. Worldwide, wood
also remains the most widely used construction material.
For centuries, humans have also depended on seed plants for
medicines. Many cultures have a long tradition of using herbal
remedies, and scientific research has identified the relevant secondary compounds in many of these plants, leading to the synthesis of medicines. Willow leaves and bark, for instance, have
been used since ancient times in pain·relieving remedies, includ-

T."30.1 A Sampling of Medicines Derived

from Seed Plants
Example
of Use

Compound

Source

Atropine

Belladonna plant

Pupil dilator in eye
exams

Digitalin

Foxglove

Heart medication

Menthol

Eucalyptus tree

Ingredient in cough
medicines

Morphine

Opium poppy

Pain reliever

Quinine

Cinchona tree
{see below)

Malaria preventive

Taxol

Pacific yew

Ovarian cancer drug

Tubocurarine

Curare tree

Muscle relaxant
during surgery

Vinblastine

Periwinkle

Leukemia drug

Cinchona bark, source of qumine

ing prescriptions by the Greek physician Hippocrates. In the
18005, scientists traced the willow's medicinal property to the
chemical salicin. A synthesized derivative, acetylsalicylic acid, is
what we call aspirin. Although modern chemistry facilitates laboratory synthesis, plants remain an important direct source of
medicinal compounds. In the United States, for example, about
25% ofprescription drugs contain one or more active ingredients
extracted or derived from plants, typically from seed plants.
Other ingredients were first discovered in seed plants and then
synthesized artificially. Table 30.1 lists some medicinal uses of
secondary compounds of seed plants.

Threats to Plant Diversity
Although plants may be a renewable resource, plant diversity
is not. The exploding human population and its demand for
space and resources are extinguishing plant species at an extremely rapid rate. The problem is especially severe in the
tropics, where more than half the human population lives and
where population growth is fastest. Thirty-five million acres
of tropical rain forest, an area nearly the size of Iowa, are
cleared each year, a rate that would completely eliminate
Earth's tropical forests within 100 to 150 years. The most common cause of this destruction is slash-and-burn clearing of
forests for agricultural use (see Chapter 56). As forests disappear, so do thousands of plant species. Of course, once a
species becomes extinct, it can never return.
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The loss of plant species is often accompanied by the loss of
insects and other rain forest animals. Researchers estimate
that habitat destruction in rain forests and other ecosystems is
pushing hundreds of species toward extinction each year. If
current rates of loss in the tropics and elsewhere continue, scientists estimate that within the next 100 to 200 years, 50% or
more ofEarth's species will become extinct. Such losses would
constitute a global mass extinction, rivaling the Permian and
Cretaceous mass extinctions and forever changing the evolutionary history of land plants (and many other organisms).
Many people have ethical concerns about contributing to
the extinction of living forms. In addition, there are practical
reasons to be concerned about the loss of plant diversity. So
far, we have explored the potential uses of only a tiny fraction
of the more than 290,000 known plant species. For example,
almost all our food is based on the cultivation of only about
two dozen species of seed plants. And fewer than 5,000 plant

species have been studied as potential sources of medicines.
The tropical rain forest may be a medicine chest of healing
plants that could be extinct before we even know they exist. If
we begin to view rain forests and other ecosystems as living
treasures that can regenerate only slowly, we may learn to harvest their products at sustainable rates. \'V'hat else can we do to
preserve plant diversity? Few questions are as important, as
we'll explore more fully in Unit Eight (Ecology).

-&I4,jf.M Go to the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comforBioFlix
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land (pp. 618-621)
Five Derived Traits of Seed Plants

Heterospory

Microscopic male and
female gametophytes
(o) are nourished and
protected by the
sporophyte (2n)

M

0- gametophyte
'"
Female
gametophyte

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Gymnosperms bear I<naked" seeds, typically on cones
plant fossil record and dominated Mesozoic terrestrial ecosystems. Living seed plants can be divided into two monophyletic groups: gymnosperms and angiosperms. Extant
gymnosperms include cycads, Ginkgo biloba, gnetophytes,
and conifers.

_t,j4o!'.M
Acti'ity Pinc Lifc Cyclc

The reproductive adaptations of angiosperms include
flowers and fruits (pp. 625-632)

(,o~

Ovule
(gymnosperm) Megaspore (n)
{
Megasporanglum (2n)

sporophyte generation, the development of seeds from fertil·
ized ovules, and the role of pollen in transferring sperm to
ovules are key features of a typical gymnosperm life cycle.

- i lilil'_ 30.3

Megaspore (gives rise to--...o..,t::
a female gametophyte)
.

,o"gem",

1. Explain why plant diversity may be considered a nonrenewable resource.
2. -W: t.i1I A How could phylogenies be used to improve the efficiency with which researchers search for
novel medicines derived from seed plants?

II>- The Life Cycle of a Pine: A Closer Look Dominance of the

Microspore (gives rise to--V
a male gametophyte)

Ovules

30.4

II>- Gymnosperm Evolution Gymnosperms appear early in the

30.1

Seeds and pollen grains are key adaptations for life on

Reduced
gametophytes

CHECK

(pp.621-625)

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
_i,IIIiI'_

CONCEPT

•/

II>- Characteristics of Angiosperms Flowers generally consist

of four whorls of modified leaves: sepals, petals, stamens
(which produce pollen), and carpels (which produce ovules).
Ovaries ripen into fruits, which often carry seeds by wind,
water, or animals to new locations.
II>- Angiosperm Evolution An adaptive radiation of angio·

Pollen

Pollen grains make water
unnecessary for fertilization

Seeds

Seeds: survive
better than
unprotected
spores. can be
transported
long distances
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sperms occurred during the Cretaceous period. Fossils,
phylogenetic analyses, and developmental studies offer inSights into the origin of flowers.
II>- Angiosperm Diversity Several groups of basal angiosperms

have been identified. Other major clades of angiosperms include monocots, magnoliids, and eudicots.
II>- Evolutionary Links Between Angiosperms and Animals

Pollination and other interactions between angiosperms and

animals may have led to increased species diversity in both of
these groups.

MMN',_
Actl\'lty Angiospenn Life Cycle

Investigation How Are

Tr~s

Identined by Their l.ea"es'

6.••lit.W"1 Use the letters a-d to label where on the phylogenetic tree each of the following derived characters appeared.
a. flowers
b. embryos
c. seeds
d. vascular tissue

.',I'ii"-30.4
Human welfare depends greatly on seed plants
(pp. 632-634)
.... Products from Seed Plants Humans depend on seed plants
for food, wood, and many medicines.

Charophyte green algae

-

Mosses
Ferns

.... Threats to Plant Diversity Destruction of habitat threatens
the extinction of many plant species and the animal species
they support.

Gymnosperms
Angiosperms

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEOGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. \Vhere in an angiosperm would you find a megasporangium?
a. in the style of a flower
b. inside the tip of a pollen tube
c. enclosed in the stigma of a flower
d. within an ovule contained within an ovary of a flower
e. packed into pollen sacs within the anthers found on a
stamen
2. A fruit is most commonly
a. a mature ovary.
b. a thickened style.
c. an enlarged ovule.
d. a modified root.
e. a mature female gametophyte.
3. \Vith respect to angiosperms, which of the following is
incorrectly paired with its chromosome count?
a.egg-n
b. megaspore-2n
c. microspore-n
d. zygote-2n
e. sperm-n
4. Which of the following is not a characteristic that distinguishes
gymnosperms and angiosperms from other plants?
a. alternation of generations
b. ovules
c. integuments
d. pollen
e. dependent gametophytes
5. Gymnosperms and angiosperms have the following in common except
a. seeds.
b. pollen.
c. vascular tissue.
d. ovaries.
e. ovules.

For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

MM4,jf._ Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. The history oflife has been punctuated by several mass extinctions. For example, the impact of a meteorite may have wiped
out most of the dinosaurs and many forms of marine life at the
end ofthe Cretaceous period (see Chapter 25). Fossils indicate
that plants were less severely affected by this and other mass
extinctions. What adaptations may have enabled plants to
withstand these disasters better than animals?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8. ••I;f.W"1 As will be described in detail in Chapter 38, the
female gametophyte of angiosperms typically has seven cells,
one of which, the central cell, is diploid. After double fertilization, the central cell develops into endosperm, which is triploid.
Because all monocots, magnoliids, and eudicots have female
gametophytes with seven cells and triploid endosperm, scientists assumed that this was the ancestral state for angiosperms.
Consider, however, the following recent discoveries:
.... Our understanding of angiosperm phylogeny has
changed to that shown in Figure 30.l2b.
.... Amborella has eight-celled female gametophytes and
triploid endosperm.
.... Water lilies and star anise have four-celled female
gametophytes and diploid endosperm.
(a) Draw a phylogeny of the angiosperms (see Figure
30.12b), incorporating the data given above about the
number of cells in female gametophytes and the ploidy
of the endosperm. Assume that all of the star anise
relatives have four-celled female gametophytes and
diploid endosperm.
(b) What does your labeled phylogeny suggest about the
evolution of the female gametophyte and endosperm in
angiosperms?
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Fungi

KEY

CONCEPTS

31.1 Fungi are heterotrophs that feed by absorption
31.2 Fungi produce spores through sexual or asexual
life cycles
31.3 The ancestor of fungi was an aquatic, single-

celled, flagellated protist
31.4 Fungi have radiated into a diverse set of lineages

31.5 Fungi play key roles in nutrient cycling,
ecological interactions, and human welfare

H

iking through the Malheur National Forest in eastern

Oregon, you might notice a few clusters of honey
mushrooms (Armillaria ostoyae) scattered here and
there beneath the towering trees (Figure 31.1). Though the
trees appear to dwarfthe mushrooms, as strange as it sounds,
the reverse is actually true. All these mushrooms are just the
aboveground portion of a single enormous fungus. Its sub-

terranean network of filaments spreads through 965 hectares
of the forest-more than the area of 1,800 football fields.
Based on its current growth rate, scientists estimate that this
fungus, which weighs hundreds of tons, has been growing for
more than 1,900 years.
The inconspicuous honey mushrooms on the forest floor
are a fitting symbol of the neglected grandeur of the kingdom
Fungi. Most ofus are barely aware of these eukaryotes beyond
the occasional brush with athlete's foot or spoiled food. Yet
fungi are a huge and important component of the biosphere.
Their diversity is staggering: While about 100,000 species have
been described, it is estimated that there are actually as many
as 1.5 million species of fungi. Some fungi are exclusively singlecelled, but most have complex multicellular bodies, which in
many cases include the structures we know as mushrooms.
This diversity has enabled fungi to colonize just about every
636

.... Figure 31.1 Can you spot the largest organism in this
forest'?

imaginable terrestrial habitat; airborne spores have even been
found 160 km above ground.
Fungi are not only diverse and widespread, but they are also
essential for the well-being of most terrestrial ecosystems.
They break down organic material and recycle nutrients, al·
lowing other organisms to assimilate essential chemical elements. Humans benefit from fungi's services to agriculture
and forestry as well as their essential role in making products
ranging from bread to antibiotics. But it is also true that some
fungi cause diseases in plants and animals.
In this chapter, we will investigate the structure and evolutionary history offungi, survey the members ofkingdom Fungi,
and discuss their ecological and commercial significance.

r;:~;~:;e ~~:rotrophS
that

feed

by absorption

Despite their vast diversity, fungi share some key traits, most
importantly the way they derive nutrition. In addition, many
fungi grow by forming multicellular filaments, a body structure that plays an important role in how they obtain food.

Nutrition and Ecology
Like animals, fungi are heterotrophs-they cannot make their
own foodas plants and algae can. But tmIikeanimals, fungi do not
ingest (eat) their food. Instead, a nmgus absorbs nutrients from the
envirorunent outside of its body. Manyfungi accomplish this task
by secreting powerful hydrolytic enzymes into their surrotmdings.
These enzymes break down complex molecules to smaller organic compounds that the fungi can absorb into their bodies and
use. Other fungi use enzymes to penetrate the walls ofplant cells,
enabling the fungi to absorb nutrients from the plant cell.
Collectively, the different enzymes found in various fungal
species can digest compounds from a wide range of sources,

making feeding more efficient. Just 1cm3 of rich soil may contain as much as 1 km of hyphae with a total surface area of
300 cm 2 in contact with the soil. A fungal mycelium grows rapidly, as proteins and other materials synthesized by the fungus are
channeled through cytoplasmic streaming to the tips of the extending hyphae. The fungus concentrates its energy and resources on adding hyphal length and thus overall absorptive
surface area, rather than on increasing hyphal girth. Fungi are not
motile in the typical sense of the word-they cannot run, swim,
or fly in search offood or mates. However, as they grow, fungi can
move into new places, swiftly extending the tips of their hyphae
into previously unoccupied territory.
In most fungi, the hyphae are divided into cells by crosswalls, or septa (singular, septum) (Figure 31.3a). Septa generally have pores large enough to allow ribosomes, mitochondria,
and even nuclei to flow from cell to cell. Some fungi lack septa
(Figure 31.3b). Known as cocnocytic fungi, these organisms

living or dead. As a result, fungi take on many roles in ecological
communities, with different species living as decomposers, parasites, or mutualists. Decomposer fungi break down and absorb
nutrients from nonliving organic material, such as fallen logs, animal corpses, and the wastes of living organisms. Parasitic fungi
absorb nutrients from the cells of living hosts. Some parasitic
fungi are pathogenic. including species that infect human lungs
and other species that are responsible for about 8096 ofplant diseases. Murualistic fungi also absorb nutrients from a host organism, but they reciprocate with actions that benefit the host. For
example, murualistic fungi that live inside certain termite species
use their enzymes to break down wood, as do mutualistic protists in other termite species (see Figure 28.26).
The versatile enzymes that enable fungi to digest a wide
range of food sources are not the only reason for their ecological success. Another important factor is how their body structure increases the efficiency of nutrient absorption.

Body Structure
The most common fungal body structures
are multicellular filaments and single cells
(yeasts). Many species can grow as both
filaments and yeasts, but even more grow
only as filaments; relatively few species
grow only as yeasts. Yeasts often inhabit
moist environments, including plant sap
and animal tissues, where there is a ready
supply of soluble nutrients, such as sugars
and amino acids. Well discuss yeasts and
their particular importance to humans
later; here, we'll focus on the morphology of multicellular fungi.

Reproductive structure.
The mushroom produces
tiny cells called spores.
Hyphae. The mushroom and its
subterranean mycelium are a
continuous network of hyphae.

Fungal Morphology
The morphology of multicellular fungi
enhances their ability to grow into and absorb nutrients from their surroundings
(Figure 31.2). The bodies of these fungi
typically form a network oftiny ftlaments,
which are called hyphae (singular, hypha).
Hyphae consist of tubular cell walls surrounding the plasma membrane and cytoplasm ofthe cells. Unlike plant cell walls,
which contain cellulose, fungal cell walls
are strengthened by chitin. This strong
but flexible nitrogen-containing polysaccharide is also fOlUld in the external skeletons ofinsects and other arthropods.
Fungal hyphae form an interwoven
mass called a mycelium (plural, m)'celin)
that infiltrates the material on which the
fungus feeds. Amycelium'sstructure maximizes its surface area-to-volume ratio,

Mycelium
... Figure 31.2 Structure of a multicellular fungus. The top photograph shows the sexual
structures. In this case called mushrooms. of the penny bun fungus (Boletus edulisl. The bottom
photograph shows a mycelium growing on fallen conifer needles. The inset LM shows hyphae,
the mushrooms in the lOp photograph appear to be different individuals, could their
D Although
DNA be identical? Explain,

.. Figure 31.3 Two
forms of hyphae.

Cell wall

Cell wall

I

•
(al Septate hypha

(b)

Coenocytk hypha
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consist of a continuous cytoplasmic mass having hundreds or
thousands of nuclei. The coenocytic condition results from the
repeated division of nuclei without cytokinesis. This description
may remind you of the plasmodial slime molds you read about
in Chapter 28, which also consist of cytoplasmic masses con·
taining many nuclei. This similarity is one reason that slime
molds were once classified as fungi; molecular data have since
shown that slime molds and fungi belong to distinct clades.

Specialized Hyphae in Mycorrhizal Fungi
Some fungi have specialized hyphae that allow them to feed
on living animals (Figure 31.4a). Other fungal species have
specialized hyphae called haustoria, which the fungi use to
extract nutrients from-or exchange nutrients with-their
hosts (Figure 31.4b). Mutually beneficial relationships between such fungi and plant roots are called mycorrhizac
(the term means "fungus roots~).

Mycorrhizal fungi (fungi that form mycorrhizae) can improve delivery of phosphate ions and other minerals to plants
because the vast mycelial networks of the fungi are more efficient than the plants' roots at acquiring these minerals from
the soil. In exchange, the plants supply the fungi with organic
nutrients such as carbohydrates. There are several types of
mycorrhizal fungi. Ectomycorrhizal fungi (from the Greek
ektos, out) form sheaths of hyphae over the surface of a root
and also grow into the extracellular spaces of the root cortex
(see Figure 37.12a). Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (from the
Latin arbor, tree) extend their branching hyphae through the
root cell wall and into tubes formed by invagination (pushing
inward) of the root cell membrane (see Figure 37.12b).
Mycorrhizae are enormously important in natural ecosystems and agriculture. Almost all vascular plants have mycorrhizae and rely on their fungal partners for essential nutrients.
Many studies have demonstrated the significance of mycorrhizal" by comparing the growth of plants with and without
them (see Figure 37.13). Foresters commonly inoculate pine
seedlings with mycorrhizal fungi to promote growth. In the
absence of human intervention, mycorrhizal fungi colonize
soils by spore dispersal, a key component of how fungi reproduce and spread to new areas, as we discuss next.
CONCEPT
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(a) Hyphae adapted for trapping and killing prey. In Arthroborrys.
a soil fungus, portions of the hyphae are modified as hoops that
can constrict around a nematode (roundworm) in less than a
second. The fungus then penetrates its prey with hyphae and
digests the prey's inner tissues (SEM),

Plant cell
plasma
membrane

(b) Haustoria. Some mutualistic and parasitic fungi grow specialized
hyphae called haustoria that can extract nutrients from living plant
cells, Haustoria remain separated from a plant cell"s cytoplasm by
the plasma membrane of the plant cell (orange).

... Figure 31.4 Specialized hyphae.
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1. Compare and contrast the nutritional mode of a fungus with your own nutritional mode.
2. -Ql:f.i1 IA Suppose a certain fungus is a mutualist
that lives within its insect host, yet its ancestors were
parasites that grew in and on the insect's body. \Vbat
derived traits might you find in this mutualistic fungus?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;:~:r;7o~~~ spores through
sexual or asexual life cycles

Fungal hypha

Haustorium

CHECK
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Most fungi propagate themselves by producing vast numbers
of spores, either sexually or asexually. For example, puffballs,
the reproductive structures of certain fungal species, may re·
lease trillions of spores in cloud-like bursts (see Figure 31.18).
Spores can be carried long distances by wind or water. If they
land in a moist place where there is food, they germinate, producing new mycelia. To appreciate how effective spores are at
dispersing, leave a slice of melon exposed to the air. Even without a visible source of spores nearby, within a week or so, you
will likely observe fuzzy mycelia growing from the microscopic spores constantly falling onto the melon.
Figure 31.5 generalizes the many different life cycles that can
produce fungal spores. In this section, we will survey general

[
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Haploid (n)
•

Heterokaryotic
(unfused nuclei from
different parents)

•

Diploid (2n)

HeterokaryotIC
stage

Spore-producing
structures

Zygote
SEXUAL

Spor~

ASEXUAL
REPRODUCTION

Mycelium

REPRODUCTION

1 GERMINATION I

- ...r<.Spores
... Figure 31.5 Generalized life cycle of fungi. Many-but not all-fungi reproduce both
sexually and asexually. Some reproduce only sexually, others only asexually,

aspects ofthe sexual and asexual life cycles offungi. Later, we'll
examine more closely the life cycles of specific fungi.

Sexual Reproduction
The nuclei of fungal hyphae and the spores of most fungal

species are haploid, although many fungi have transient
diploid stages that form during sexual life cycles. Generally,
sexual reproduction begins when hyphae from two mycelia
release sexual signaling molecules called pheromones. If the
mycelia are of different mating types, the pheromones from
each partner bind to receptors on the other, and the hyphae
extend toward the source of the pheromones. When the hyphae meet, they fuse. In species with such a "compatibility
test;' this process contributes to genetic variation by preventing hyphae from fusing with other hyphae from the same
mycelium or another genetically identical mycelium.
The union of the cytoplasms of m'o parent mycelia is
known as plasmogamy. In most fungi, the haploid nuclei contributed by each parent do not fuse right away. Instead, parts
ofthe fused mycelium contain coexisting, genetically different
nuclei. Such a mycelium is said to be a heterokaryon (meaning "different nuclei"). In some species, the different nuclei
may even exchange chromosomes and genes in a process similar to crossing over (see Chapter 13). In other species, the
haploid nuclei pair off two to a cell, one from each parent.
Such a mycelium is dikaryotic (meaning "two nuclen. As a
dikaryotic mycelium grows, the two nuclei in each cell divide
in tandem without fusing. Because these cells retain m'o separate haploid nuclei, they differ from diploid cells, which have
pairs of homologous chromosomes within a single nucleus.

Hours, days, or (in some fUngi) even
centuries may pass bet".'een plasmogamy
and the next stage in the sexual cycle,
karyogamy. During karyogamy, the haploid nuclei contributed by the m-o parents
fuse, proo.ucing diploid ceUs. Zygotes and
other transient structures form during
karyogamy, the only diploid stage in most
fungi. Meiosis then restores the haploid
condition, leading to the formation of
spores that enable fungi to disperse.
The sexual processes of karyogamy
and meiosis generate extensive genetic
variation, a prerequisite for natural selection. (See Chapters 13 and 23 to reo
view how sex can increase genetic
diversity in a population.) The heterokaryotic condition also offers some
of the advantages of diploidy, in that
one haploid genome may compensate
for harmful mutations in the other.

Asexual Repyoduction
In addition to sexual reproduction, many fungi can reproduce
asexually. Some 20,000 fungal species are only known to reproduce asexually. As with sexual reproduction, the processes
of asexual reproduction vary widely among fungi.
Many fungi reproduce asexually by growing as filamentous fungi that produce (haploid) spores by mitosis; such
species are known informally as molds if they form visible
mycelia. Depending on your housekeeping habits, you may
have observed molds in your kitchen, forming furry carpets
on fruit, bread, and other foods (Figure 31.6). Molds typically

... Figure 31.6 Penicillium, a mold commonly encountered
as a decomposer of food. The bead-like clusters in the colorized
SEM are conidia, structures involved in

ase~ual

reproduction.
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grow rapidly and produce
many spores asexuallyenabling the fungi to colonize new sources of food.
Many species that produce
such spores can also reproduce sexually if they happen to contact a member of
their species of a different
mating type.
Other fungi reproduce
asexually by growing as
... Figure 31.7 The yeast
single-celled yeasts. Instead
Saccharomyces cerevisiae in
of
producing spores, asexseveral stages of budding
ual reproduction in yeasts
(SEM).
occurs byordinarycell divi·
sion or by the pinching of small "bud cells" off a parent cell
(Figure 31.7). As already mentioned, some fungi that grow as
yeasts can also grow as filamentous mycelia, depending on the
availability of nutrients.
Many yeasts and filamentous fungi have no known sexual
stage. Mycologists (biologists who study fungi) have traditionally called such fungi deuteromycetes (from the Greek
deutero, second, and m)'c£te, fungus). W'henever a sexual stage
is discovered for a so-called deuteromycete, the species is
reclassified in a particular phylum, depending on the type of
sexual structures it forms. In addition to searching for
little-known sexual stages of such unassigned fungi, mycologists can now use genetic techniques to determine the taxonomic status of a fungus.
CONCEPT

CHECK

31.2

I. In terms of haploidy versus diploidy, how do the life
cycles of humans and fungi differ?
2, ."mUIA Suppose that you sample the DNA of
two mushrooms on opposite sides of your yard and
find that they are identical. Propose two hypotheses
that could reasonably account for this result.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:·:~;:~;~f fungi was
an aquatic, single-celled,
flagellated protist

Data from both paleontology and molecular systematics offer
insights into the early evolution of fungi. As a result, systematists now recognize that the kingdoms Fungi and Animalia
are more closely related to each other than either is to plants
or most other eukaryotes.
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The Origin of Fungi
Phylogenetic systematics suggests that fungi evoh'ed from a
nagellated ancestor. While the majority of fungi lack flagella,
some of the earliest-diverging lineages of fungi (the chytrids,
discussed later in this chapter) do have nagella. Moreover, most
ofthe protists that share aclose common ancestor ....'ith animals
and fungi also have nageUa. DNA sequence data also indicate
that these three groups of eukaryotes-the fungi, the animals,
and their protistan relatives-form a clade (Figure 31.8). As
discussed in Chapter 28, members of this clade are called
opisthokonts, a name that refers to the posterior (opistho-)
location of the flagellum in these organisms.
DNA sequence data also indicate that fungi are more closely
related to several groups of single-celled protists than they are to
other opisthokonts, suggesting that the ancestor offungi was unicellular. One such group of unicellular protists, the nucleariids,
consists of amoebas that feed on algae and bacteria. Furthermore, DNA evidence indicates that animals are more closely related to a d.iJfrrent group of protists (the choanonagellates) than
they are to either fungi or nudeariids. Together, these results
suggest that multicel1ularity must have C\'Olved in animals and
fungi independently, from different single-<elJed ancestors.
Based on molecular clock analysis (see Chapter 26), scientists have estimated that the ancestors ofanimals and fungi diverged into separate lineages about one billion years ago.
However, the oldest undisputed fossils of fungi are only about
460 million years old (Figure 31.9). One possible explanation
AnImals (and thelf dose
protistan ~atlVe5)

UNICELLULAR,

Nuclearilds

fLAGELLATED

ANCESTOR

~r

Chytrlds
Other fungi

... figure 31.8 Fungi and their dose relatives. Molecular
evidence Indicates that the nudeanids, a group of single-<elled protists
are the closest living relatives of fungi The three parallel lines leading ,
to the dtytnds mdicate that thiS group may be paraphytetic:.
.... figure 31.9 Fossil fungal
hyphae and spores from the
Ordovician period (about
460 million years ago) (LM).
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... Figure 31.10 A eukaryotic cell infected by microsporidia.
A large vacuole inside this host eukaryotic cell contains spores and
developing forms of the parasite Encephalitozoon infestinalis (TEM).

for this discrepancy is that the microscopic ancestors of today's terrestrial fungi fossilized poorly.

Are Microsporidia Closely Relaled to Fungi?
In addition to animals and protists such as the nucleariids, another group of organisms, the microsporidia, may be closely
related to fungi. Microsporidia are unicellular parasites of animals and protists (Figure 31.10). They are often used to control insect pests. While microsporidia do not normally cause
illness in humans, they do pose a risk to people with AIDS and
other immune-compromised conditions.
In many ways, microsporidia are unlike most other eukaryotes. They do not have conventional mitochondria, for example.
As a result, microsporidia have been something of a taxonomic
mystery, thought by some researchers to be an ancient, deepbranching lineage of eukaryotes. In recent years, however, researchers have discovered that microsporidia actually have tiny
organelles derived from mitochondria. Meanwhile, some molecular comparisons indicate that microsporidia are closely related
to fungi, suggesting they are highly derived parasites. Other molecular evidence-including a 2006 analysis of DNA sequence
data from six genes in nearly 200 fungal species-indicates that
microsporidia may, in fact, be an early-diverging lineage of fungi.
Additional genetic data from species belonging to early-diverging
lineages offungi are needed to resolve whether microsporidia are
fungi or are a closely related but distinct group oforganisms.

The Move 10 land

CHECK

31.3

I. Why are fungi classified as opisthokonts despite the
fact that most fungi lack flagella?
2. Explain the evolutionary significance of the presence
of mycorrhizal" in the earliest vascular plants.
3. •i,il:O'I,. Iffungi had colonized land before
plants, where might the fungi have lived? What might
they have eaten?
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

r;:~:;~:v~r~~iated

into
a diverse set of lineages

The phylogeny of fungi is currently the subject of much research. In the past decade, molecular analyses have helped
clarify the evolutionary relationships between fungal groups,
although there are still areas of uncertainty. Figure 31.11, on
the next page, presents a simplified version ofone current hypothesis. In this section, we will survey each of the major fungal groups identified in this phylogenetic tree.

Chylrids
Fungi classified in the phylum Olytridiomycota, called chytrids, are ubiquiV-"IZygomycetes
Glomeromycetes
tous in lakes and soil. Some of the
A5comycetes
approximately 1,000 chytrid species are
1._.. BaSIdiomycetes
decomposers. while others are parasites
of protists, other fungi, plants, or animals. Still other chytrids are
important mutualists. For example, anaerobic chytrids that live in
the digestive tracts of sheep and cattle help to break down plant
matter, thereby contributing significantly to the animals' growth.
Molecular evidence supports the hypothesis that chytrids
diverged early in fungal evolution. Like other fungi, chytrids
have cell walls made of chitin, and they also share certain key
enzymes and metabolic pathways with other fungal groups.
Some chytrids form colonies with hyphae, while others exist
as single spherical cells. But chytrids are unique among fungi
in having flagellated spores. called zoospores (Figure 31.12).
Chytrid~

.. Figure 31.12 Flagellated chytrid
zoospore (TEM).

Much of the fungal diversity we observe today may have originated during an adaptive radiation that began when multicellular plants and animals colonized land. For example,
fossils of the earliest known vascular plants from the late
Silurian period (420 million years ago) contain evidence of
mycorrhizal relationships between plants and fungi. Plants
probably existed in this beneficial relationship with fungi
from the earliest periods of colonization ofland.
CHAPTE~ THI~TY·ONE
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• figure 31.11

Exploring Fungal Diversity
Most mycologists currently recognize five phyla of fungi, although at least the
chytrids are probably paraphyletic (as indicated by the parallel lines).

Hyphae

In chytrids such as Chytridium, the globular fruiting
body forms multicellular, branched hyphae (LM);
other species are single-celled. Chytrids are thought
to be one of the earliest fungal groups to diverge
from other fungi.

Zygomycetes (1.000 species)
The hyphae of some zygomycetes, including this
mold in the genus Mllcor (LM), grow rapidly into
foods such as fruits and bread. As such, the fungi
may act as decomposers (if the food is not alive) or
parasites; other species live as neutral (commensal)
symbionts.

Fungal hypha

Glomeromycetes (160 species)
The glomeromycetes (arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi)
are of great ecological importance. Many plants
form mycorrhizal associations with these fungi. This
LM shows glomeromycete hyphae (stained dark
blue) within a plant root.

Ascomycetes (65.000 species)
Also called sac fungi. members of this diverse group
are common to many marine, freshwater, and
terrestrial habitats. The cup-shaped ascocarp
(fruiting body) of the ascomycete shown here
(Afel/ria aurantia) gives this species its common
name: orange peel fungus.

Often important as decomposers and
ectomycorrhizal fungi, basidiomycetes, or club
fungi, are unusual in having a long-lived. dikaryotic
mycelium. The fruiting bodies-commonly called
mushrooms-of this fly agaric (Amanita IIIlIsearia)
are a familiar sight in coniferous forests of the
Northern Hemisphere.
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Until recently, systematists thought that fungi lost flagella
only once in their history, after chytrids had diverged from
other lineages. However, molecular data indicate that chytrids
are a paraphyletic group: Some "chytrids~ are actually more
closely related to another fungal group, the zygomycetes, than
they are to other chytrids. These data also suggest that flagella
have been lost several times during the evolution of fungi.

responsible for causing foods such as bread, peaches, strawberries, and sweet potatoes to rot during storage. Other zygomycetes live as parasites or as commensal (neutral) symbionts
of animals.
The life cycle of Rhizopus stolonifer (black bread mold) is
fairly typical of zygomycetes (Figure 31.13). Its hyphae spread
out over the food surface, penetrate it, and absorb nutrients.
The hyphae are coenocytic, with septa found only where reproductive cells are formed. In the asexual phase, bulbous
black sporangia develop at the tips of upright hyphae. Within
each sporangium, hundreds of haploid spores develop and are
dispersed through the air. Spores that happen to land on moist
food germinate, growing into new mycelia. Some zygomycetes,

Zygomycetes
Chytrid~

Zygomycetes
Glomeromycete,
Ascomycete,
_ . _ Elasidiomycetl'S

There are approximately 1,000 known
species of zygomycetes (fungi in the
phylum Zygomycota). Thisdiverse phylum includes the fast-growing molds
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Mycelium
.. Figure 31.13 The life cycle of the zygomycete
Rhizopus stolonifer (black bread mold).

OThe zygosporangium
develops a rough.
thick-walled coating
that can resist harsh
conditions for months.

GThe zygosporangium
germinates into a
sporangium on a short stalk.
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... Figure 31.14 Pilobolus aiming its sporangia. The sporebearing hyphae 01 this zvgomycete, which decomposes animal dung,
bend toward light. where grass is likely to grow The fungus then
launches Its sporangia In a jet of water as far as 2 m Grazing animals
ingest the fungi with the grass and then scatter the spores in feces.

... Figure 31.15 Arbuscular mycorrhizae. Glomeromycetes
form arbuscular mycorrhizae with plant roots, supplying minerals and
other nutrients to the roots. This SEM depicts the branched hyphaean arbuscule-ol Glomus mosseae bulging into a root cell by pushing
in the membrane (the root has been treated to remove the cytoplasm).

such as Pilobolus, can actually "aim" and then shoot their sporangia toward bright light (Figure 31.14),
Ifenvironmental conditions deteriorate-for instance, if the
mold consumes all its food-Rhizopus may reproduce sexually.
The parents in a sexual union are mycelia of different mating
types that possess different chemical markers, although they
may appear identical. Plasmogamy produces a sturdy structure
called a zygosporangium, in which karyogamy and then
meiosis occur. Note that while a zygosporangium represents
the zygote (2n) stage in the life cycle, it is not a zygote in the
usual sense (that is, a cell with one diploid nucleus). Rather, a
zygosporangium is a multinucleate structure, first heterokaryotic with many haploid nuclei from the two parents, then with
many diploid nuclei after karyogamy.
Zygosporangia are resistant to freezing and drying and are
metabolically inactive. When conditions improve, a zygosporangium undergoes meiosis, germinates into a sporangium,
and releases genetically diverse haploid spores that may colonize a new substrate.

structures known as arbuscules. About 9()";'l) of all plant species
have such mutualistic partnerships with glomeromycetes.

Ascomycetes
Mycologists have described 65,CXX)
species of ascomycetes (fungi in the
phylum Ascomycota) from a wide variAs<omycetes
ety of marine, freshwater, and terresL.__' BaSidiomycetes
trial habitats. The defining feature of
ascomycetes is the production of sexual spores in saclike asci
(singular, ascus); thus, they are commonly called sac fungi. Unlike zygomycetes, most ascomycetes bear their sexual stages in
Chytnds
ZY90myceles
Gklmeromyce1eS

... The edible ascocarp of Morchella
esculentiJ. the tasty morel.
is often found under trees
in orchards.

Glomeromycetes
The glomcromycctcs, fungi assigned
to the phylum Glomeromycota, were
Glomeromycetes
formerly thought to be zygomycetes.
Aswmyceles
But recent molecular studies, includ. . . . &lSldlOmycetes
ing a phylogenetic analysis of DNA sequence data from six genes in hundreds of fungal species,
indicate that glomeromycetes form a separate clade (monophyletic group). In spite of their small numbers-only 160
species have been identified to date-the glomeromycetes are
an ecologically significant group. Nearly all glomeromycetes
form arbuscular mycorrhizal" (Figure 31.15). The tips of the
hyphae that push into plant root cells branch into tiny treelike

... Tuber melanosporum is a

truffle species that forms
ectomycorrhizae with trees.
The ascocarp grows
underground and emits a
strong odor These
ascocarps have been dug
up and the middle one
sliced open.

Chytnds

Zygomycetes
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... Figure 31.16 Ascomycetes
(sac fungi).

n Ascomycetes vary greatly in morphology (see also Figure 31.11).
. . How could you confirm that a fungus is an ascomy(ete?

fruiting bodies, or ascocarps, which range in size from microscopic to macroscopic (figure 31.16, on the facing page). The
spore-forming asci are found in the ascocarps.
Ascomycetes vary in size and complexity from unicellular
yeasts to elaborate cup fungi and morels (see Figure 31.16).
They include some of the most devastating plant pathogens,
which we will discuss later. However, many ascomycetes are important decomposers, particularly of plant material. More than
40% ofall ascomycete species live with green algae or cyanobacteria in beneficial symbiotic associations called lichens. Some
ascomycetes form mycorrhizae with plants. Many others live
between mesophyll cells in leaves; some ofthese species release
toxic compounds that help protect the plant from insects.

o

Aswmycete mycelia
can reproduce asexually
by producing pigmented
haploid spores (conidia).

Although the life cycles of various ascomycete groups differ
in the details of their reproductive structures and processes,
we'll illustrate some common elements using the bread mold
Neurospora crassa (figure 31.17). Ascomycetes reproduce
asexually by producing enormous numbers of asexual spores
called conidia (singular, conidium). Conidia are not formed inside sporangia, as are the asexual spores of most zygomycetes.
Rather, they are produced externally at the tips of specialized
hyphae called conidiophores, often in clusters or long chains,
from which they may be dispersed by the wind.
Conidia may also be involved in sexual reproduction, fusing with hyphae from a mycelium ofa different mating type, as
occurs in Neurospora. Fusion of two different mating types is
f)Neurospora can also reproduce
sexually by producing specialized
hyphae. Conidia of the opposite
mating type fuse to these hyphae.

•

K,y
Haploid (n)
•

Dikaryotic (n + n)

•

Diploid (2n)

•
Germination

GThe dikaryotic hyphae
that result from
plasmogamy produce
many dikaryotic asci, two
of which are shown here.

'.
...
Mycelium

Dikaryotic
hyphae
C~

••

•

..

Germinatio~~·..

SEXUAL
REPRODUalON

•

• 0'Ispersa I
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. .. I",

•
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Karyogamy
occurs within each
ascus, producing a
diploid nucleus.

'Asci
Eight
ascospores

f) The ascospores
are discharged forcibly

from the asci through an
opening in the ascocarp.
Germinating ascospores
give rise to new mycelia.

'.
0Each diploid nucleus
divides by meiosis, yielding
four haploid nuclei.

0Each haploid nucleus divides
once by mitosis, yielding eight
nuclei. Cell walls develop around
the nuclei. forming ascospores (LM).

.. Figure 31.17 The life cycle of Neurospora crassa, an
ascomycete. Neurospora is a bread mold and research organism
that also grows in the wild on burned vegetation.
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followed by plasmogamy, resulting in the formation of dikaryotic cells, each with two haploid nuclei representing the two
parents. The cells at the tips ofthese dikaryotic hyphae develop
into many asci. \Vithin each ascus, karyogamy combines the
two parental genomes, and then meiosis forms four genetically
different nuclei. This is usually followed by a mitotic division,
forming eight ascospores. The ascospores develop in and are
eventually discharged from the ascocarp.
In contrast to the life cycle of zygomycetes, the extended
dikaryotic stage of ascomycetes (and also basidiomycetes)
provides increased opportunity for genetic recombination. In
Neurospora, for example, many dikaryotic cells can develop
into asci, recombining genomes and resulting in a multitude of
genetically different offspring from one mating event (see Figure31.17).
Neurospora has a significant history in biological research.
As we discussed in Chapter 17, biologists in the 1930s used
Neurospora in research that led to the one gene-one enzyme
hypothesis. Today, this ascomycete continues to serve as a
model research organism; in 2003, its entire genome was pub·
lished. With 10,000 genes, the genome of this tiny fungus is
about three-fourths the size ofthe DrosophilLl genome and half
the size of the human genome. The Neurospora genome is
relatively compact, having few of the stretches of noncoding
DNA that occupy much space in the genomes of humans and
many other eukaryotes. In fact, there is evidence that
Neurospora has a genomic defense system that prevents noncoding DNA such as transposons from accumulating.

.. Maiden veil fungus
(Dictyphoral. a
fungus with an odor
like rotting meat

.... Puffballs emitting
spores

Basidiomycetes
Approximately 30,000 species, including mushrooms, puffballs, and shelf
fungi, are called basidiomycetes and
are classified in the phylum BasidBasidiomyteles
iomycota (Figure 31.18). The phylum also includes mutualists that form mycorrhizae and two
groups of destructive plant parasites: rusts and smuts. The
name of the phylum derives from the basidium (Latin for "little pedestal"), a cell in which karyogamy occurs, followed immediately by meiosis. The club·like shape of the basidium
also gives rise to the common name club fungus.
Basidiomycetes are important decomposers of wood and
other plant materiaL Of all the fungi, certain basidiomycetes
are the best at decomposing the complex polymer lignin, an
abundant component of wood. Many shelf fungi break down
the wood of weak or damaged trees and continue to decompose the wood after the tree dies.
The life cycle ofa basidiomycete usually includes a long-lived
dikaryotic mycelium (figure 31.19). As in ascomycetes, this extended dikaryotic stage provides opportunities for many genetic
recombination events, in effect multiplying the result ofa single
mating. Periodically, in response to environmental stimuli, the
Chytnds
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.... Figure 31.18 Basidiomycetes (club fungi).

mycelium reproduces sexually by producing elaborate fruiting
bodies called basidiocarps. The common white mushrooms in
the supermarket are familiar examples ofa basidiocarp.
By concentrating growth in the hyphae of mushrooms, a basidiomycete mycelium can quickly erect its fruiting structures in
just a few hours; a mushroom pops up as it absorbs water and as
cytoplasm streams in from the dikaryotic mycelium. By this
process, a ring of mushrooms, popularly called a "fairy ring; may
appear literally overnight (figure 31.20). The mycelium below
the fairy ring expands outward at a rate ofabout 30 cm per year,
decomposing organic matter in the soil as it grows. Some giant
fairy rings are produced by mycelia that are centuries old.

f)A dikaryotic mycelium forms,
OTwo haploid mycelia

growing faster than, and ultimately
crowding out, the haploid parental mycelia.

of different mating types
undergo plasmogamy.
eEnvironmental cues
such as rain or change in
temperature induce the
dikaryotic mycelium to
form compact masses
that develop into
basidiocarps (mushrooms,
in this case).

Oln a suitable
environment, the
basidiospores
germinate and
grow into
short-lived
haploid mycelia.

Basidiocarp
(n+n)

8 When mature,
the basidiospores
are ejected and
then dispersed
by the wind .

1<0:---6
•

OThe basidiocarp
gills are lined with
terminal dikaryotic
cells called basidia.

Basidiospore

"Each diploid nucleus
yields four haploid
nuclei, each of which
develops into a
basidiospore (SEM).

K,y
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... Figure 31.19 The life cycle of a mushroom.forming basidiomycete.

... Figure 31.20 A fairy ring. According to legend, these

mushrooms spring up where fairies have danced in a ring on a moonlit
night. (The text provides a biological explanation of how fairy rings form.)

Karyogamy in each
basidium produces a
diploid nucleus, which
then undergoes meiosis.

Haploid (n)
•

Dikaryotic (n+n)

•

Diploid (2n)

The numerous basidia in a basidiocarp are the 5Ourcesofsexual spores called basidiospores. After a mushroom forms, its cap
supports and protects a large surface area of dikaryotic basidia
on gills. Duringkaryogamy, thetwo nuclei in each basidium fuse,
prooucingadiploid nucleus (see Figure 31.19). This nucleus then
undergoes meiosis, yielding four haploid nuclei. The basidium
then grows four appendages, and one haploid nucleus enters
each appendage and develops into a basidiospore. Large numbers of basidiospores are produced: The gills ofa common white
mushroom have a surface area ofabout 200 cm 2 and may release
a billion basidiospores, which drop from the bottom of the cap
and are blown away.
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

31.4

1. What feature of chytrids supports the hypothesis that
they represent an early-diverging fungal lineage?
2. Give different examples of how form fits function in
zygomycetes, glomeromycetes, ascomycetes, and
basidiomycetes.
3. _ImPUI , . Suppose that mutation of an as·
comycete changed its life cycle so that plasmogamy,
karyogamy, and meiosis occurred in quick succession.
How might this affect the ascospores and ascocarp?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

r;:~:~~7a~~~ roles in nutrient

cycling, ecological interactions,
and human welfare

EXPERIMENT
Endophytes are symbiotic fungi found within
the bodies of all plants examined to date. A, Elizabeth Arnold at the
University of Arizona, Tucson, and colleagues tested whether endophytes benefit the cacao tree (Theobroma cacao), This tree, whose
name means "food of the gods" in Greek, is the source of the
beans used to make chocolate, and it is cultivated throughout the
tropics, Endophytes were added to the leaves of some cacao
seedlings. but not others. (In cacao. endophytes colonize leaves after the seedling germinates,) The seedlings were then inoculated
with a virulent pathogen, the protist Phytophrhora (see Chapter 28),
RESULTS
Fewer leaves were killed by the pathogen in
seedlings with endophytes than in seedlings without endophytes,
Among leaves that survived, pathogens damaged less of the leaf
surface area in seedlings with endophytes than in seedlings without endophytes.

•

Endophyte not present; pathogen present (E-P+)

•

Both endophyte and pathogen present (E+P+)

~ IS

30

In our survey of fungal classification, we've touched on some of
the ways fungi influence other organisms, including ourselves.
We will now look more closely at these impacts, focusing on
how fungi act as decomposers, mutualists, and pathogens.

Fungi as Decomposers
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Fungi are well adapted as decomposers of organic material, including the cellulose and lignin ofplantcell walls. In fact, almost
any carbon-containing substrate-even jet fuel and house
paint-can be consumed by at least some fungi. As you might
expect, researchers are developing ways to use a variety of fungal species in bioremediation projects. In addition, fungi and
bacteria are primarily responsible for keeping ecosystems
stocked with the inorganic nutrients essential for plant growth.
\'(fjthout these decomposers, carbon, nitrogen, and other ele·
ments would remain tied up in organic matter. Plants and the
animals that eat them could not exist because elements taken
from the soil would not be returned (see Chapter 55). Without
decomposers, life as we know it would cease.

Fungi as Mutualists
Fungi may form mutualistic relationships with plants, algae,
cyanobacteria, and animals. All of these relationships have
profound ecological effects.

Fungus-Plant Mutualisms
We've already considered the enormous importance of the
mutualistic associations that most vascular plants form with
mycorrhizal fungLln addition, all plant species studied to date
appear to harbor symbiotic endophytcs, fungi that live inside
leaves or other plant parts without causing harm. Most endo·
phytes identified to date are ascomycetes. Endophytes have
648
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E-P+

E+P+

0

E-P+

E+P+

CONCLUSION The presence of endophytes appears to benefit
cacao trees by reducing the leaf mortality and damage caused by
Phytophthora,
SOURCE
damag~

A. E. Amold ~t al. fungal ~ndophyt~s ~mlt pathog~n
in a tropICilltrel!, Proceeding<; of 1M Naliondl AcadE'myo( Science<;

10015&49-15654 (2003).

-'III:f·"I"
Arnold and colleagues also performed control treatments, SuggestlwO controls they might have used, and explain haw
each would be helpful in interpreting the results described here,

been shown to benefit certain grasses and other nonwoody
plants by making toxins that deter herbivores or by increasing
host plant tolerance of heat, drought, or heavy metals. Seek·
ing to discover how endophytes affect a woody plant, re·
searchers tested whether leaf endophytes benefited seedlings
of the cacao tree, Theobroma cacao (Figure 31.21). Their
findings show that the endophytes of woody flowering plants
can play an important role in defending against pathogens.

Fungus-Animal Symbioses
As mentioned earlier, some fungi share their digestive services
with animals, helping break down plant material in the guts of
cattle and other grazing mammals. Many species of ants take
advantage of the digestive power of fungi by raising them in

... Figure 31.22 Fungus-gardening insects. These leaf-cutting
ants depend on fungi to convert plant material to a form the insects
can digest. The fungi. in turn, depend on the nutrients from the leaves
the ants feed them

comycete, but one glomeromycete and several basidiomycete
lichens are known. The fungus usually gives a lichen its overall
shape and structure, and tissues formed by hyphae account for
most ofthe lichen's mass. The algae or cyanobacteria generally occupy an inner layer below the lichen surface (Figure 31.24). The
merger of fungus and alga or cyanobacterium is so complete that
lichens are actuallygiven scientific names as though theywere sing1eorganisms. Morethan 13,500 species have been described, accounting for nearly one out of seven ofall known fungi.
In most lichens that have been studied, each partner provides
something the other could not obtain on its own. The algae provide carbon compounds; the cyanobacteria also fix nitrogen (see
Chapter 27) and provide organic nitrogen. The fungi provide
their photosynthetic partners with a suitable environment for
growth. The physical arrangement of hyphae allows for gas

... Crustose
(encrusting)
lichens

~farms:'

Leaf-cutter ants, for example,
scour tropical forests in search of leaves,
which they cannot digest on their own
but carry back to their nests and feed to
the fungi (Figure 31.22). As the fungi
grow, their hyphae develop specialized
swollen tips that are rich in proteins and
carbohydrates. The ants feed primarily
on these nutrient-rich tips. In effect, the
fungi break down plant leaves into substances the insects can digest, and they
also detoxify plant defensive compounds
that would otherwise kill or harm the
ants. In some tropical forests, the fungi
have helped these insects become the
major consumers of leaves.
The evolution of such farmer ants
and that of their fungal ~crops~ have
been tightly linked for over 50 million
years. The fungi have be<:ome so dependent on their caretakers that in many
cases they can no longer survive without
the ants, and vice versa.

... A foliose

(Ieaflike)
lichen

... Figure 31.23 Variation
in lichen growth forms.

Ascocarp of fungus

... Figure 31.24 Anatomy
of an ascomycete lichen
(colorized SEM).

~~A~

Lichens

11
"

A lichen is a symbiotic association bety,'een a photosynthetic microorganism
and a fungus in which millions of photosynthetic cells are held in a mass of fungal
hyphae. Lichens grow on the surfaces of
rocks, rotting logs, trees, and roofs in various forms (Figure 31.23). The photosynthetic partners are unicellular or
filamentous green algae or cyanobacteria.
The fungal component is most often an as-

Soredia

g[I
.•
, ............eo.::;
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exchange, protects the photosynthetic partner, and retains water
and minerals, most of which are absorbed either from airborne
dust or from rain. The fungi also secrete acids, which aid in the
uptake of minerals. Fungal pigments help shade the algae or
cyanobacteria from intense sunlight. Some fungal compounds
are toxic and prevent most lichens from being eaten by animals.
The fungi of many lichens reproduce sexually by forming
ascocarps or basidiocarps. Lichen algae reproduce independently of the fungus by asexual cell division. As might be
expected of "dual organisms;' asexual reproduction as a symbiotic unit also occurs commonly, either by fragmentation of
the parental lichen or by the formation ofsoredia, small clusters of hyphae with embedded algae (see Figure 31.24).
Lichens are important pioneers on newly cleared rock and soil
surfaces, such as burned forests and volcanic flows. They break
down the surface by physically penetrating and chemically attack~
ing it, and they trap windblown soil. Nitrogen-fixing lichens also
add organic nitrogen to some ecosystems. These processes make
it possible for a succession ofplants to grow (see Chapter 54).
As tough as lichens are, many do not stand up very well to air
pollution. Their passive mode of mineral uptake from rain and
moist air makes them particularly sensitive to sulfur dioxide and
other airborne poisons. TIle death ofsensitive lichens in an area
can be an early warning that air quality is deteriorating.

Fungi as Pathogens
About 30% ofthe 100,000 known species of fungi makea liv~
ing as parasites or pathogens, mostly ofplants (Figure 31.25).

(a) Corn smut on corn

(b) Tar spot

fungus on maple leaves

.... Figure 31.25 Examples of fungal diseases of plants.
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For example, Cryphonectria parasitica, the ascomycete fungus that causes chestnut blight, dramatically changed the
landscape of the northeastern United States. Accidentally
introduced on trees imported from Asia in the early 1900s,
spores of the fungus enter cracks in the bark of American
chestnut trees and produce hyphae, killing the tree. American
chestnuts once were common in many forests in eastern North
America, but now they typically persist only as sprouts from
the stumps of former trees. Another ascomycete, Fusarium
circinatum, causes pine pitch canker, a disease that threatens pines throughout the world. Fungi are also serious pests
of food crops. Between 10% and 50% of the world's fruit
harvest is lost each year to fungal attack. Grain crops also
suffer major losses each year from fungi such as the
basidiomycete Puccinia graminis, which causes black stem
rust on wheat.
Some of the fungi that attack food crops are toxic to humans.
For example, certain spedes of the ascomycete mold Aspergillus
contaminate improperly stored grain and peanuts by secreting
carcinogenic compounds called afIatoxins. Another example is
the ascomycete Claviceps purpurea, which grows on rye plants,
forming purple structures called ergots. If diseased rye is inadvertently milled into flour and then consumed, poisons from the
ergots can cause ergotism, a condition characterized by gangrene, nervous spasms, burning sensations, hallucinations, and
temporary insanity. An epidemic of ergotism around 944 c.E.
killed more than 40,000 people in France. One compound that
has been isolated from ergots is lysergic acid, the raw material
from which the hallucinogen LSD is made.

The Evolutionary History of Biological Diversity

(c) Ergots on rye

Animals are much less susceptible to parasitic fungi than
are plants. Only about 50 fungal species are known to parasitize animals, but these few species do considerable damage.
The general term for such a fungal infection is mycosis.
Skin mycoses include the disease ringworm, so named because it appears as circular red areas on the skin. The ascomycetes that cause ringworm can infect almost any skin
surface. Most commonly, they grow on the feet, causing the
intense itching and blisters known as athlete's foot. Though
highly contagious, athlete's foot and other ringworm infections can be treated with fungicidal lotions and powders.
Systemic mycoses, by contrast, spread through the body and
usually cause very serious illnesses. They are typically caused by
inhaled spores. For example, coccidioidomycosis is a systemic
mycosis that produces tuberculosis-like symptoms in the lungs.
Each year, hundreds ofcases in North America require treatment
with antifungal drugs, without which the disease would be fatal.
Some mycoses are opportunistic, occurring only when a
change in the body's microorganisms, chemical environment,
or immune system allows fungi to grow unchecked. Candida
alhicans, for example, is one of the normal inhabitants of
moist epithelia, such as the vaginal lining. Under certain circumstances, Candida can grow too rapidly and become pathogenic, leading to so-called "yeast infections.~ Many other
opportunistic mycoses in humans have become more common in recent decades, due in part to AIDS, which compromises the immune system.
Over the past few years, the alleged dangers of indoor
molds (including the ascomycete Stachyhotrys chartarum)
have been the subject of sensationalistic news reports. Indoor
molds thrive in damp buildings and have been implicated in
some studies as the cause ofa wide variety of diseases. As a result, entire ~sick buildings~ have been abandoned. Yet there is
no well-substantiated evidence linking the presence of indoor
molds to these diseases. Many other factors-including bacteria and human-made chemicals-may explain some of the
symptoms attributed to indoor molds.

which feed on them and disperse their spores. In some cases,
the odors mimic the pheromones (sex attractants) of certain
mammals. For example, several European truffles mimic the
pheromones released by male pigs, which explains why female
pigs have historically been used to help find these delicacies.
Humans have used yeasts to produce alcoholic beverages
and raise bread for thousands of years. Under what are typically anaerobic conditions, yeasts ferment sugars to alcohol
and CO:z, which leavens dough. Only relatively recently have
the yeasts involved been separated into pure cultures for more
controlled use. The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is the most
important of all cultured fungi (see Figure 31.7). It is available
as many strains of baker's yeast and brewer's yeast.
Many fungi have great medical value as welL For example, a
compound extracted from ergots is used to reduce high blood
pressure and to stop maternal bleeding after childbirth. Some
fungi produce antibiotics that are essential in treating bacterial
infections. In fact, the first antibiotic discovered was penicillin,
made by the ascomycete mold Penicillium (Figure 31.26).
Other examples ofpharmaceuticals derived from fungi include
cholesterol-lowering drugs and cyclosporine, a drug used to
suppress the immune system after organ transplants.
Fungi also figure prominently in research in molecular
biology and biotechnology. Researchers use the yeast
Saccharomyces to study the molecular genetics of eukaryotes
because its cells are easy to culture and manipulate. Scientists
are gaining insight into the genes involved in human diseases
such as Parkinson's disease and Huntington's disease by examining the interactions of homologous genes in Saccharomyces.
Genetically modified fungi hold much promise. Although
bacteria such as Escherichia coli can produce some useful proteins, they cannot synthesize glycoproteins because they lack enzymes that can attach carbohydrates to proteins. Fllllgi, on the
other hand, do produce such enzymes. In 2003, scientists succeeded in engineering a strain of S. cerevisiae that produces human glycoproteins, including insulin-like growth factor. Such

Practical Uses of Fungi
The dangers posed by fungi should not overshadow the immense benefits we derive from these remarkable eukaryotes.
We depend on their ecological services as decomposers and
recyclers of organic matter. \Vithout mycorrhizae, our agriculture would be far less productive.
Mushrooms are not the only fungi of interest for human
consumption. The distinctive flavors of certain kinds of
cheeses, including Roquefort and other blue cheeses, come
from the fungi used to ripen them. The soft drink industry uses
a species of Aspergillus to produce citric acid for colas. Morels
and truffles, the edible fruiting bodies of various ascomycetes,
are highly prized for their complex flavors (see Figure 31.16).
These fungi can sell for several hundred dollars a pound. Truffles release strong odors that attract mammals and insects,

... Figure 31.26 Fungal production of an antibiotic. The mold
Penicillium produces an antibiotic that inhibits the grOl'llh of Staphykx:occus
bacteria. resulting in the dear area between the mold and the bacteria.
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fungus-produced glycoproteins could treat people with medical
conditions that prevent them from producing these compounds.
Meanwhile, other researchers are sequencing the genome ofthe
wood-digesting basidiomycete Phanervchaete chrysosporium,
one of many ~white rot" fungi. They hope to dedpher the metabolic pathways by which white rot breaks down wood, with the
goal of harnessing these pathways to produce paper pulp.
Having now completed our survey of the kingdom Fungi,
wewi11 turn in the remaining chapters ofthis unit to the closely
related kingdom Animalia, to which we humans belong.

CONCEPT

CHECK

31.5

1. What are some of the benefits that lichen algae can
derive from their relationship with fungi?
2. What characteristics of pathogenic fungi result in
their being efficiently transmitted?
3. -QJ:t.\lla How might life on Earth differ from
what we know today if no mutualistic relationships
between fungi and other organisms had ever evolved?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

• i,II'i"_ 31.1

Fungi are heterotrophs that feed by absorption

.. Are Microsporidia Closely Related to Fungi? Unicellular
parasites called microsporidia may be protists that are dosely related to fungi, or they may be an early-diverging fungal lineage.
.. The Move to land Fungi were among the earliest colonizers
ofland, probably as symbionts with early land plants.

(pp. 636-638)
.. Nutrition and Ecology All fungi are heterotrophs (including
decomposers and symbionts) that acquire nutrients byabsorption. Many fungi secrete enzymes that break down complex
molecules in food to smaller molecules that can be absorbed.
.. Body Structure Most fungi grow as multicellular filaments;
relatively few species grow exclusively as single-celled yeasts.
In their multicellular form, fungi consist of mycelia, networks
of branched hyphae adapted for absorption. Mycorrhizal
fungi have specialized hyphae that enable them to form a mutually beneficial relationship with plants.
Acti\ity Fungal Reproduction and NUlrition

.i,l,ii"_ 31.2

Fungi produce spores through sexual or asexual life
cycles (pp. 638-640)
.. Sexual Reproduction The sexual cycle involves cytoplasmic fusion (plasmogamy) and nuclear fusion (karyogamy), with an intervening heterokaryotic stage in which cells have haploid nuclei
from two parents. The diploid phase resulting from karyogamy is
short-lived and undergoes meiosis, producing haploid spores.

Wi l i l i i ' -

(pp. 641-648)
Fungal
Phylum

Distinguishing Features of
Morphology and Life Cycles

Chytridiomycota
(chytrids)

Flagellated spores

Zygomycota
(zygote fungi)

Resistant
zygosporangium
as sexual stage

Glomeromycota
(arbuscular
mycorrhizal
fungi)

Form arbuscular
mycorrhizae
with plants

Ascomycota
(sac fungi)

Sexual spores {ascospores)
borne internally in sacs
called asci; ascomycetes
also produce vast numbers
of asexual spores {conidia)

Basidiomycota
(dub fungi)

Elaborate frUiting body
.:
(basidiocarp) containing
:. ~
many basidia that produce ..
sexual spores (basidiospores) -

.. Asexual Reproduction Many fungi can reproduce asexually
as filamentous fungi or yeasts. DNA sequence data now allow
mycologists to classify all fungi, even those lacking a known
sexual morphology.

.i,l,ii"_ 31.3

31.4

Fungi have radiated into a diverse set of lineages

The ancestor of fungi was an aquatic, single-celled,
flagellated protist (pp. 640-641)
.. The Origin of Fungi Molecular evidence supports the hypothesis that fungi and animals diverged from a common
ancestor that was unicellular and had a flagellum.
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_',Ii'''''_ 31.5
Fungi play key roles in nutrient cycling, ecological
interactions, and human welfare (pp. 648-652)
.. Fungi as Decomposers Fungi perform essential recycling of
chemical elements between the living and nonliving world.
... Fungi as Mulualists Some endophytes help protect plants
from herbivores and pathogens. while other fungi help certain
animals digest plant tissue. Lichens are highly integrated symbiotic associations of fungi and algae or cyanobacteria.
... Fungi as Pathogens About 30% of all known fungal species
are parasites, mostly of plants. Some fungi also cause human
diseases.
.. Practical Uses of Fungi Humans eat many fungi and use
others to make cheeses, alcoholic beverages, and bread. Antibiotics produced by fungi treat bacterial infections. Genetic
research on fungi is leading to applications in biotechnology.
In,'estigation How Docs the Fungus Pi/obolus Succeed as a Dffomposer?

6. Among the organisms listed here, which are thought to be the
closest relatives of fungi?
a. animals
d. brown algae
b. V3scular plants
e. slime molds
c. mosses
For Self-Qui~ answers, see Appendix A.

-t!j,It. • Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.tomfora
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. The fungus-alga symbiosis that makes up lichens is thought to
have evolved multiple times independently in different fungal
groups. However. lichens fall into three well-defined growth
forms (see Figure 31.23). \Vhat research could you perform to
test the following hypotheses?
Hypothesis I: Crustose, foliose, and fruticose lichens each
represent a monophyletic group.
Hypothesis 2: Each lichen growth form represents
convergent evolution by taxonomically diverse fungi.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. Ail fungi share which ofthe following characteristics?
a. symbiotic
d. pathogenic
b. heterotrophic
e. act as decomposers
c. flagellated
2. Which feature seen in chytrids supports the hypothesis that
they diverged earliest in fungal evolution?
a. the absence of chitin within the cell wall
b. coenocytic hyphae
c. flagellated spores
d. formation of resistant zygosporangia
e. parasitic lifestyle

3. \Vhich ofthe following cells or structures are associated with
asexual reproduction in fungi?
a. ascospores
d. conidiophores
b. basidiospores
e. ascocarps
c. zygosporangia
4. The adaptive advantage associated with the filamentous nature
of fungal mycelia is primarily related to
a. the ability to form haustoria and parasitize other
organisms.
b. avoiding sexual reproduction until the environment
changes.
c. the potential to inhabit almost all terrestrial habitats.
d. the increased probability of contact between different
mating types.
e. an extensive surface area well suited for invasive growth
and absorptive nutrition.
5. The photosynthetic symbiont ofa lichen is often
d. an ascomycete,
a. a moss.
b. a green alga.
e. a small vascular plant.
c. a brown alga.

8. ',I;t-Wli. The grass Dichanthelium languinosum lives in
hot soils and houses fungi of the genus Curvularia. Regina
Redman, of Montana State University, and colleagues performed field experiments to test the impact of Curvuwria on
the heat tolerance of this grass, They grew plants without (E-)
and with (E +) Curvuwria endophytes in soils of different temperatures and measured plant mass and the number of new
shoots the plants produced, Draw a bar graph of the results for
plant mass versus temperature and interpret it.

Soil
Temp.
30·C
35'C

Curvularia
Presence

EE+
EE+

4O'C
45'C

EE+
EE+

Plant
Mass (9)
16.2

Number of
New Shoots

22.8

32
60

21.7
28.4

43
60

8.8
22.2

10
37

O
15.1

24

0

Source: R. S, Redman et al.. Thermotoler.nce generated by pl. nt/fungal
symbiosis. Sdellu 298:1581 (2002).

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
9. As you read in the chapter, the ascomycete fungus that causes
chestnut blight and has killed an estimated 4 billion chestnut
trees in North America was accidentally imported from Asia.
More recently, the fungus DisH/la destructiva, introduced to
eastern North America in the 1980s, has killed more than 80%
of the eastern dogwood trees in some locations. Why are plants
particularly vulnerable to fungi imported from other regions?
What kinds of human activities might contribute to the spread
of plant diseases? Do you think introductions of fungal plant
pathogens are more or less likely to occur in the future? \Vhy?
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.... Figure 32.1 Which of these organisms are animals?
KEY

CONCEPTS

32.1 Animals are multicellular, heterotrophic
eukaryotes with tissues that develop from
embryonic layers
32.2 The history of animals spans more than half a
billion years
32.3 Animals can be characterized by Ilbody plans"
32.4 New views of animal phylogeny are emerging
from molecular data

r:~~~J~;a~~~ulticellular,

heterotrophic eukaryotes with
tissues that develop from
embryonic layers

Constructing a good definition of an animal is not straightforward, as there are exceptions to nearly every criterion for distinguishing animals from other life~forms. However, several
characteristics of animals, when taken together, sufficiently
define the group for our discussion.
eading the last few chapters, you may have felt like a
tourist among some unfamiliar organisms, such as
slime molds, whisk ferns, and sac fungi. You proba~
bly are more at home with the topic introduced in this
chapter-the animal kingdom, which of course includes
yourself. But animal diversity extends far beyond humans
and the dogs, cats, birds, and other animals we humans reg·
ularly encounter. For example, the diverse organisms in
Figure 32.1 are all animals, including those that appear to
resemble lacy branches, thick stems, and curly leaves. To
date biologists have identified 1.3 million extant (living)
species of animals. Estimates of the actual number of animal species run far higher. This vast diversity encompasses
a spectacular range of morphological variation, from corals
to cockroaches to crocodiles.
In this chapter, we embark on a tour ofthe animal kingdom
that will continue in the next two chapters. We will consider
the characteristics that all animals share, as well as those that
distinguish various taxonomic groups. This information is
central to understanding animal phylogeny, a topic that is cur·
rently a lively arena of biological research and debate. as you
will read.

R
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Nutritional Mode
Animals differ from both plants and fungi in their mode of nu~
trition. Plants are autotrophic eukaryotes capable ofgenerating
organic molecules through photosynthesis. Fungi are het·
erotrophs that grow on or near their food and that feed by ab·
sorption (often after they have released enzymes that digest the
food outside their bodies). Unlike plants, animals cannot construct all of their own organic molecules and so, in most cases.
they ingest them-either by eating other living organisms or by
eating nonliving organic material. But unlike fungi, most animals do not feed by absorption; instead, animals ingest their
food and then use enzymes to digest it within their bodies.

Cell Structure and Specialization
Animals are eukaryotes, and like plants and most fungi (but
unlike most protists), animals are multicellular. In contrast to
plants and fungi, however, animals lack the structural support
ofcell walls. Instead, animal cells are held together by structural
proteins, the most abundant being collagen (see Figure 6.30),
which is found only in animals.

Many animals have two types ofspecialized cells not seen in
other multicellular organisms: muscle cells and nerve cells. In
most animals, these cells are organized into muscle tissue and
nervous tissue, respectively, and are responsible for moving the
body and conducting nerve impulses. The ability to move and
conduct nerve impulses underlies many ofthe adaptations that
differentiate animals from plants and fungi, making muscle
and nerve cells central to what it means to be an animal.

OThe zygote of an animal
undergoes a series of L_(mitotic cell divisions I
called cleavage.
Zygote
"","Cleavage

Reproduction and Development
Most animals reproduce sexually, and the diploid stage usually
dominates the life cycle. In most spe<ies, a small, flagellated
sperm fertilizes a larger, nonmotile egg, forming a diploid zygote.
The zygote then undergoes cleavage, a succession of mitotic ceU
divisions without cell growth bern'een division cycles. During the
development of most animals, cleavage leads to the formation of
a multicellular stage called a blastula, which in many animals
takes the form ofa hollow ball (Figure 32.2). Following the blastula stage is the process of gastrulation, during which layers of
embryonic tissues that will develop into adult body parts are produced. The resulting developmental stage is called a gastrula.
Some animals, including humans, develop directly into
adults through transient stages of maturation, but the life cycles of many animals also include at least one larval stage. A
larva is a sexually immature form ofan animal that is morphologically distinct from the adult, usually eats different food,
and may even have a different habitat than the adult, as in the
case of the aquatic larva of a mosquito or a dragonfly. Animal
larvae eventually undergo metamorphosis, a developmental
transformation that turns the animal into a juvenile, which resembles an adult but is not yet sexually mature.
Although adult animals vary widely in morphology, the underlying genetic nern'ork that controls animal development is similar across a broad range of taxa. All eukaryotes have genes that
regulate the expression ofother genes, and many ofthese regulatory genes contain common sets of DNA sequences called
homeoboxes (see ampter 21). Animals share a unique homeoboxcontaining famUy ofgenes, knov>'I1 as Hox genes. Hox genes play
important roles in the development of animal embryos, controlling the expression ofdozens or even hundreds ofother genes that
influence animal morphology (see Chapter 25).
Sponges, which are among the simplest extant animals, have
Hox genes that regulate formation of water channels in the body
wall, a key feature ofsponge morphology (see Chapter 33). In the
ancestors of more complex animals, the Hox gene family underwent further duplications, yielding a more versatile "toolkit" for
regulating development. In vertebrates, insects, and most other
animals, Hox genes regulate patterning ofthe anterior-posterior
(front-to-back) axis, as well as other aspects ofdevelopment. The
same conserved genetic nety,'ork governs the development of
both a fly and a human, despite their obvious differences and hWldreds of millions of years of divergent evolution.

f) An eight-cell embryo

L_t-I'-_--'t'

isformed by three I
rounds of cell division.

Eight-cell stage
"","Cleavage

oresults
In most animals, cleavage
in the formation of
a multicellular stage called
a blastula. The blastula is
typically a hollow ball of
cells that surround a cavity
called the blastocoel.

Blastula

Blastocoel

o Most animals also
undergo gastrulation, a

Cross section
of blastula

process in which one end of
the embryo folds inward,
eKpands, and eventually fills
the blastocoel, producing
layers of embryonic tissues:
the ectoderm (outer layer)
and the endoderm
(inner layer).

Blastocoel
"The pouch formed
by gastrulation, called the l __j,~-S
archenteron, opens to the
"","';~Endoderm
outside via the blastopore.
Edoderm

r

oarchenteron
The endoderm of the
develops

Archenteron

into the tissue
lining the animal's
digestive tract.
... Figure 32.2 Early embryonic development in animals.
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

32.1

1. Summarize the main steps of animal development.
\Vhat family ofcontrol genes plays a major role?
2. _'*,.014 What animal characteristics would be
needed by an imaginary plant that could chase, capture, and digest its prey-yet could also extract nutrients from soil and conduct photosynthesis?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Neoproterozoic Era
(1 Billion-542 Million Years Ago)

r;~:'~i:~~2~:animals spans

more than half a billion years

The animal kingdom includes not only the great diversity of
living species, but also the even greater diversity of extinct
ones. (Some paleontologists have estimated that 99% of all animal species are extinct.) Various studies suggest that this
great diversity has its origins in evolutionary changes that occurred during the last billion years. For example, some estimates based on molecular clocks suggest that the ancestors of
animals diverged from the ancestors of fungi about a billion
years ago. Similar studies suggest that the common ancestor
of living animals may have lived sometime between 675
and 875 million years ago.
To learn what this common ancestor may have been like,
scientists have sought to identify protist groups that are
closely related to animals. As shown in Figure 32.3, a combi·
Figure 32.3 Three lines of evidence that
choanoflagellates are closely related to animals.
I!I Are the data described in 0 consistent with
. . predictions that could be made from the evidence
in 0 and 8? Explain.

nation of morphological and molecular evidence indicates that
choanoflagellates are among the closest living relatives of animals. Based on such results, researchers hypothesize that the
common ancestor ofliving animals may have been a stationary
suspension feeder, similar to present-day choanoflagellates. In
this section, we will survey the fossil evidence for how animals
evolved from their distant common ancestor over four geo·
logie eras (see Table 25.1 to review the geologic time scale.)

Despite the molecular data indicating an earlier origin of animals, the first generally accepted macroscopic fossils of animals range in age from 565 to 550 million years old. These
fossils are members of an early group of multicellular eukaryotes, known collectively as the Ediacaran biota. These softbodied organisms were named for the Ediacara Hills of
Australia, where they were first discovered (Figure 32,4).
Similar fossils have since been found on other continents.
Some are sponges, while others may be related to living
cnidarians. Still others of these fossil organisms have proved
difficult to classify, as they do not seem to be closely related to
any living animal or plant groups.
In addition to these macroscopic fossils, Neoproterozoic
rocks have also yielded what may be microscopic signs of early
animals. As you read in Chapter 25, 575-million-year-old microfossils discovered in China appear to exhibit the basic structural organization of present-day animal embryos. However,
debate continues about whether the fossil embryos are animals

'f

ochoanoflagetlate
Morphologically,
cells

)

and the collar cells (or

_ _- Ilchoanocytes) of
sponges are almost
indistinguishable.

Choonoflagellates

OTHER
EUKARYOTES

Sponges

,•
3
,•;

Collar cell
(choanocyte)
Other animals

oandDNA
sequence data indicate that choanoflageliates
animals are sister groups, In addition, signaling

f) Similar collar cells have been identified in other animals, including

and adhesion genes previously known only from
animals have been discovered in choanoflagellates.

cnidarians, flatworms, and echinoderms-but they have never been
observed in non-choanoflagellate protists or in plants or fungi.
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(a) Mawsonites spriggi

(b) Spriggina floundersi

... Figure 32.4 Ediacaran fossils. Fossils dating from 565-550
million years ago include animals (al with simple. radial forms and
(bl with many body segments,

or are members ofextinct groups that are closely related to animals (but are not actually animals). Though older fossils of animals may be discovered in the future, the fossil record as it is
known today strongly suggests that the end of the Neoproterozoic era was a time of increasing animal diversity.

Paleozoic Era (542-251 Million Years Ago)
Animal diversification appears to have accelerated dramatically from 535 to 525 million years ago, during the Cambrian
period of the Paleozoic era-a phenomenon often referred to
as the Cambrian explosion (see Chapter 25). In strata formed
before the Cambrian explosion, only a few animal phyla can be
recognized. But in strata that are 535 to 525 million years old,
paleontologists have found the oldest fossils of about half of all
extant animal phyla, including the first arthropods, chordates,
and echinoderms. Many of these distinctive fossils-which include the first animals with hard mineralized skeletons-look
quite different from most living animals (Figure 32.5). But for
the most part, paleontologists have established that these
Cambrian fossils are members of extant animal phyla-or at
least are close relatives.
What caused the Cambrian explosion? There are several current hypotheses. Some evidence suggests that new predator-prey
relationships that emerged in the Cambrian period generated diversitythrough natural selection. Predators acquired novel adaptations, such as forms of locomotion that helped them catch
prey, while prey species acquired new defenses, such as protective shells. Another hypothesis focuses on a rise in atmospheric
oxygen that preceded the Cambrian explosion. Greater oxygen
availability would have provided opportunities for animals with
higher metabolic rates and larger body sizes to thrive. Athird hypothesis proposes that the evolution of the Hox gene complex
provided the developmental flexibility that resulted in variations
in morphology. These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive,
however; predator-prey relationships, atmospheric changes, and
developmental flexibility may each have played a role.

... Figure 32.5 ACambrian seascape. This artist's reconstruction
depicts a diverse array of organisms found in fossils from the Burgess
Shale site in British Columbia. Canada, The animals include Pikaia
(swimming eel-like chordate). Hallucigenia (animal with toothpick-like
spikes). Anomalocaris (large animal with anterior grasping limbs and a
circular mouth). and Marella (arthropod swimming at left).
The Cambrian period was followed by the Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian periods, when animal diversity continued
to increase, although punctuated by episodes ofmass extinctions
(see Figure 25.14). Vertebrates (fishes) emerged as the top predators of the marine food. web. By 460 million years ago, groups
that diversified during the Cambrian period were making an impact on land. Arthropods began to adapt to terrestrial habitats,
as indicated by the appearance of millipedes and centipedes.
Fern galls-enlarged cavities that resident insects stimulate fern
plants to form, providing protection for the insects-date back
at least 302 million years, suggesting that insects and plants were
influencing each other's evolution by that time.
Vertebrates made the transition to land around 360 million
years ago and diversified into numerous terrestrial groups.
Two of these survive today: the amphibians (such as frogs and
salamanders) and the amniotes (reptiles and mammals). We
will explore these groups, known collectively as the tetrapods,
in more detail in Chapter 34.

Mesozoic Era (251--J;5.5 Million Years Ago)
No fundamentally new animal groups emerged during the
Mesozoic era. But the animal phyla that had evolved during the
Paleozoic now began to spread Into new ecological habitats. In
the oceans, the first coral reefs formed, providing other animals
with new marine habitats. Some reptiles returned to the water
and succeeded as large aquatic predators. On land, descent
with modification in some tetrapods led to the origin of wings
and other flight equipment in pterosaurs and birds. Large and
CHAPTER THIRTY·TWO
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small dinosaurs emerged, both as predators and herbivores. At
the same time, the first mammals-tiny nocturnal insecteaters-appeared on the scene. In addition, as you read in
Chapter 30, flowering plants (angiosperms) and insects both
underwent dramatic diversifications during the late Mesozoic.

Cenozoic Era

(65.5 Million Years Ago to the Present)
Mass extinctions of both terrestrial and marine animals ushered
in a new era, the Cenozoic. Among the groups ofspecies thatdisappeared were the large, nonflying dinosaurs and the marine
reptiles. The fossil record of the early Cenozoic documents the
rise of large mammalian herbivores and predators as mammals
began to exploit the vacated ecological niches. The global climate
gradually cooled throughout the Cenozoic, triggering significant
shifts in many animal lineages. Among primates, for example,
some species in Africa adapted to the open woodlands and savannas that replaced the former dense forests. The ancestors of
our own species were among those grassland apes.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

32.2

J. Put the following milestones in animal evolution in

chronological oTder from oldest to most recent: (a)
origin of mammals, (b) earliest evidence of terrestrial
arthropods, (c) Ediacaran fauna, (d) extinction of
large, nonflying dinosaurs.
2. _IWUI. Suppose the most recent common ancestor of fungi and animals lived 1 billion years ago. If
the first fungi lived 990 million years ago, would animals also have been alive at that time? Explain.

~Inui
Did fl-catenin play an ancient role in the
molecular control of gastrulation?
EXPERIMENT
In most animals. gastrulation leads to the formation of three layers of embryonic cells. In several species, the
protein l3-catenin marks the site of gastrulation and activates
the transcription of genes necessary for gastrulation. Athula
Wikramanayake and Mark Martindale, of the University of
Hawaii, and colleagues tested whether l3-catenin also helps to
control gastrulation in the sea anemone Nemarosrella vecrensis.
This species is in the phylum Cnidaria, a group that predates the
origin of animals whose embryos form three layers of cells.
RESULTS

o Indevelopment,
early stages of

~-catenin

(here labeled with green
fluorescent protein) is
found throughout the
N. vectensis embryo

I~

e By the 32-cell
stage,
is concentrated
~-catenin

on the side of the embryo
where gastrulation will
occur.

Site of
gastrulation

e In the earlyactivity
gastrula stage,
{here
~-catenin

stained a darker redj--occurs in the inner layer
of cells

Site of
gastrulation

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

rZ~~:Jz c~~·:e characterized by
"body plans"

Although animal species vary tremendously in morphology,
their great diversity in form can be categorized into a relatively
small number of major "body plans.~ A body plan is a set of
morphological and developmental traits, integrated into a
functional whole-the living animal. (Note that the term plan
here is not meant to imply that animal forms are the result of
conscious planning or invention.)
Like all features of organisms, animal body plans have
evolved over time. Some of the evolutionary changes appear to
have occurred early in the history ofanimal life. For example, recent research suggests that a key step in the molecular control
ofgastrulation has remained unchanged for more than 500 million years (Figure 32.6). Thisearlyevolutionary innovation was
of fundamental importance: Gastrulation explains why most
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o Incatenin
embryos in which ~
activity is blocked
(by a protein that binds to
~-cateninl. gastrulation
does not occur.

In N. vectensis,l3-catenin helps to determine
the site of gastrulation and is required for gastrulation to occur
The fossil record indicates that cnidarians diverged more than 500
million years ago from other species in which l3·catenin is known
to influence gastrulation, suggesting that l3-catenin played an
ancient role in the molecular control of gastrulation,
CONCLUSION

SOURCE
~'Ciltenin

A. rI, Wikr~lI1<Inay~ke et ~I.. An ~ncient role lor nuclear
in the e\lolullon 01 ~ .. ~I poli!nty il/1d germ layer 5egreg~llon, N<lture

426:445-450 (20031.

_IIIMilIA

p-catenin binds to DNA, thereby stimulating the
transcription of genes necessary for gastrulation. Based on this information, suggest a different experiment that could be used to
confirm the results in step 4, What would be the purpose of performing such an experiment?

animals are not a hollow ball of cells. But other aspects of animal body plans may have changed many times as various animal lineages evolved and diversified. As you explore the major
features of animal body plans, bear in mind that similar body
forms may have evolved independently in two different lineages. Consider, for example, the group of invertebrate animals
called gastropods (class Gastropoda). This group includes many
species that lack shells and are referred to as slugs, along with
many shelled species, such as snails. All slugs have a similar
body plan and hence belong to the same grade (a group whose
members share key biological features). However, phylogenetic
studies show that several gastropod lineages independently lost
their shells and became slugs. As illustrated by this example, a
grade is not necessarily equivalent to a clade (a group that includes an ancestral spe<ies and all of its descendants).

Symmetry
One very basic way that animals can be categorized is by tlle type
ofsymmetry oftheir bodies-or the absence ofsymmetry. Most
sponges, for example, lack symmetry altogether. Among the animals that do have symmetrical bodies, symmetry can take different forms. Some animals exhibit radial symmetry, the form
found in a flowerpot (Figure 32.7a). Sea anemones, for example,
have a top side (where the mouth is located) and a bottom side.
But they have no front and back ends and no left and right sides.
The two-sided symmetry seen in a shovel is an example
of bilateral symmetry (Figure 32.7b). A bilateral animal
has two axes of orientation: front to back and top to bottom.

(a) Radial symmetry. A radial animal. such as a sea anemone (phylum
Cnidaria), does not have a left side and a right side. Any imaginary
slice through the central axis divides the animal into mirror images.

(b) Bilateral symmetry. A bilateral animal. such as a lobster (phylum
Arthropoda), has a left side and a right side. Only one imaginary cut
divides the animal into mirror'lmage halves

... Figure 32.7 Body symmetry. The flowerpot and shovel are
included to help you remember the radial·bilateral distinction.

Thus, such animals have a dorsal (top) side and a ventral
(bottom) side, as well as a left side and a right side and an
anterior (front) end with a mouth and a posterior (back)
end. Many animals with a bilaterally symmetrical body plan
(such as arthropods and mammals) have sensory equipment
concentrated at their anterior end, including a central
nervous system ("brain") in the head-an evolutionary
trend called cephalization (from the Greek kephale, head).
The symmetry of an animal generally fits its lifestyle. Many
radial animals are sessile (living attached to a substrate) or
planktonic (drifting or weakly swimming, such as jellyfish,
more accurately called jellies). Their symmetry equips them to
meet the environment equally well from all sides. In contrast,
bilateral animals typically move actively from place to place.
Most bilateral animals have a central nervous system that enables them to coordinate the complex movements involved in
crawling, burrowing, flying, or swimming. Fossil evidence indicates that these two fundamentally different kinds of symmetry have been present for at least 550 million years.

Tissues
Animal body plans also vary according to the organization of
the animal's tissues. True tissues are collections of specialized
cells isolated from other tissues by membranous layers. Sponges
and a few other groups lack true tissues. In all other animals, the
embryo becomes layered through the process of gastrulation
(see Figure 32.2). As development progresses, these concentric
layers, called germ lLlyers, form the various tissues and organs of
the body. Ectoderm, the germ layer covering the surface of the
embryo, gives rise to the outer covering of the animal and, in
some phyla, to tlle central nervous system. Endoderm, the innermost germ layer, lines the developing digestive tube, or
archenteron, and gives rise to the lining of the digestive tract
(or cavity) and organs such as the liver and lungs ofvertebrates.
Animals that have only these tv.'o germ layers are said to be
diploblastic. Diploblasts include the animals called cnidarians
ijellies and corals, for example) as well as the comb jellies (see
Chapter 33). All bilaterally symmetrical animals have a third
germ layer, called the mesoderm, betv.'een the ectoderm and
endoderm. Thus, animals with bilateral symmetry are also said
to be triploblastic (having three germ layers). In triploblasts,
the mesoderm forms the muscles and most other organs between the digestive tract and the outer covering of the animal.
Triploblasts include a broad range of animals, from flatworms
to arthropods to vertebrates. (Although some diploblasts actually do have a third germ layer, it is not nearly as well developed
as the mesoderm of animals considered to be triploblastic.)

Body Cavities
Most triploblastic animals possess a body cavity, a fluid- or airfilled space separating the digestive tract from the outer body
wall. This body cavity is also known as acoelom (from the Greek
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koilos, hollow). A so-called "true" coelom forms from tissue derived from mesoderm. The inner and outer layers of tissue that
surround the cavity connect dorsally and ventrally and form
structures that suspend the internal organs. Animals that possess
a true coelom are known as coclomatcs (Figure n.aa).
Some triploblastic animals have a body cavity that is
formed from mesoderm and endoderm (Figure 32,8b). Such
a cavity is called a "pseudocoelom" (from the Greek pseudo,
false), and animals that have one are pseudocoelomates. Despite its name, however, a pseudocoelom is not false; it is a
fully functional body cavity. Finally, some triplobastic animals
lack a body cavity altogether (Figure 32.8c). They are known
collectively as acoelomates (from the Greek a, without).
A body cavity has many functions. Its fluid cushions the sus·
pended organs, helping to prevent internal injury. In soft-bodied
coelomates, such as earthworms, the coelom contains noncom-

Coelom

pressible fluid that acts like a skeleton against which muscles can
work. The cavity also enables the internal organs to grow and
move independently ofthe outer body wall. Ifit were not for your
coelom, for example, every beat of your heart or ripple of your
intestine would warp your body's surface.
Current phylogenetic research suggests that true coeloms
and pseudocoeloms have been gained or lost multiple times in
the course of animal evolution. Thus, the terms coelomates
and pseudocoelomates refer to grades, not clades.

Protostome and Deuterostome Development
Based on certain aspects of early development, many animals
can be categorized as having one oflv.'o developmental modes:
protostome development or deuterostome development.
These modes can generally be distinguished by differences in
cleavage, coelom formation, and fate of the blastopore.

Cleavage
Body covering
(from ectoderm)
Tissue layer
lining coelom
and suspending
internal organs
(from mesoderm)

(a) Coelomate. Coelomates such as earthworms have a true coelom,
a body cavity completely lined by tissue derived from mesoderm.
Body covering
(from ectoderm)
Muscle layer
(from
mesoderm)

(b) Pseudo<.oelomate. Pseudocoelomates such as roundworms
have a body cavity lined in part by tissue derived from mesoderm,
but also by tissue derived from endoderm.
Body covering
(from ectoderm)

Tissuefilled region
(from
mesoderm)

A pattern in many animals with protostome development is
spiral cleavage, in which the planes ofcell division are diagonal
to the vertical axis ofthe embryo; as seen in the eight-cell stage,
smaller cells lie in the grooves between larger, underlying cells
(Figure 32,9a, left). Furthermore, the so-called determinate
cleavage ofsome animals with protostome development rigidly
casts ("determines~) the developmental fate of each embryonic
cell very early. A cell isolated at the four-cell stage from a snail,
for example, after repeated divisions will form an inviable embryo that lacks many parts.
In contrast to the spiral cleavage pattern, deuterostome development is predominantly characterized by radial cleavage. The
cleavage planes are either parallel or perpendicular to the vertical
axis of the embryo; as seen in the eight-cell stage, the tiers ofcells
are aligned, one directly above the other (see Figure 32.9a, right).
Most animals with deuterostome development also have
indeterminate cleavage, meaning that each cell produced by
early cleavage divisions retains the capacity to develop into acorn·
plete embryo. For example, if the cells of a sea urchin embryo are
isolated at the four-cell stage, each will form acomplete larva. It is
the indeterminate cleavage ofthe human zygote t1lat makes identical twins possible. nlis characteristic also explains the developmental versatility of embryonic stem cells that may provide new
ways to overcome a variety ofdiseases (see Chapter 20).

Coelom Formation
Wall of digestive cavity
(from endoderm)
(cl Acoelomate. Acoelomates such as planarians lack a body cavity
betv\leen the digestive cavity and outer body wall,
.. Figure 32.8 Body cavities of triploblastic animals. The
various organ systems of a triploblastic animal develop from the three
germ layers that form in the embryo, Blue represents tissue derived
from ectoderm, red from mesoderm. and yellow from endoderm.
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Another difference betv·:een protostome and deuterostome development is apparent later in the process. During gastrulation,
an embryo's developing digestive tube initially forms as a blind
pouch, the archenteron, which becomes the gut (Figure 32.9b).
As the archenteron forms in protostome development, initially
solid masses of mesoderm split and form the coelom. In contrast, in deuterostome development, the mesoderm buds from
the wall ofthe archenteron, and its cavity becomes the coelom.

.. Figure 32.9 A comparison
of protostome and
deuterostome development.
These are useful general
distinctions, though there are many
variations and eKceptions to these
patterns.

Protostome development
(eKamples molluscs,
annelids)
Eight-cell stage

Eight-cell stage

Spiral and determinate

Radial and indeterminate

K.y
•
•

Coelom

Ectoderm
Mesoderm

-.,--i""--,Archenteron -i---

Endoderm

(a) Cleavage. In general,
protostome development
begins with spiral. determinate
cleavage. Oeuterostome
development is characterized
by radial, indeterminate
cleavage.

Blastopore!

Mesoderm
Solid masses of mesoderm
split and form coelom,

Mesoderm

Folds of archenteron
form coelom.
/Mouth

Digestive tUbe---jff--

.......... Mouth
Mouth develops from blastopore,

(b) Coelom formation. Coelom
formation begins in the
gastrula stage. In protostome
development. the coelom
forms from splits in the
mesoderm, In deuterostome
development, the coelom
forms from mesodermal
outpocketings of the
archenteron,

(c) Fate of the blastopore. In
protostome development,
the mouth forms from the
blastopore. In deuterostome
development. the mouth
forms from a secondary
opening,

.......... Anus
Anus develops from blastopore.

Fate of the Blastopore
Protostome and deuterostome development often differ in the
fate ofthe blastopore, the indentation that during gastrulation
leads to the formation of the archenteron (Figure 32.9c). After the archenteron develops, in most animals a second opening forms at the opposite end of the gastrula. Ultimately, the
blastopore and this second opening become the two openings
of the digestive tube (the mouth and the anus). In protostome
development, the mouth generally develops from the first
opening, the blastopore, and it is for this characteristic that the
term protostome derives (from the Greek protos, first, and
stoma, mouth). In deuterostome (from the Greek deuteros, second) development, the mouth is derived from the secondary
opening, and the blastopore usually forms the anus.
CONCEPT

CHECK

32.3

1. Distinguish the terms grade and clade.
2. Compare three aspects of the early development of a
snail (a mollusc) and a human (a chordate).
3. _I,ll:f.i'IA Evaluate this claim: Ignoring the details of
their specific anatomy, worms, humans, and almost all
other triploblasts are basically shaped like a doughnut.
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

r~::'~;~2~~nimalphylogeny
are emerging from molecular
data

Zoologists currently recognize about three dozen animal
phyla. But the relationships between these phyla continue to be
debated. Although it might be frustrating that the phylogenies
in textbooks cannot be memorized as set-in-stone truths, the
uncertainty inherent in these diagrams is a healthy reminder
that science is an ongoing, dynamic process of inquiry.
Researchers have long based their hypotheses about animal
phylogeny on morphological data. In the late 1980s, biologists
also began to study the molecular systematics of animals. Additional clues about animal phylogeny have come from new
studies of lesser-known phyla, along with fossil analyses that
can help clarify which traits are ancestral in various animal
groups and which are derived.
As you read in Chapter 26, phylogenetic systematists seek
to classify organisms based on common descent. Their goal is
to place organisms into groups that correspond to clades,
each of which includes an ancestral species and all of its
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descendants. Based on cladistic methods, a phylogenetic tree takes shape as a
hierarchy of clades nested within larger
clades-the finer branches and the thicker branches of the tree, respectively.
Clades are inferred from shared derived
characters that are unique to members
ofthe clade and their common ancestor.
For example, a clade might be inferred
from key anatomical and embryological
similarities that researchers conclude
are homologous. In recent years, molecular data such as DNA sequences
have provided another source of information for inferring common ancestry
and defining clades. But whether the
data used are "traditional" morphological characters or "new" molecular sequences or a combination of both, the
overall goal is the same-to reconstruct
the evolutionary history of life.
To get a sense of the debates that occur in animal systematics, we'll compare
a traditional view of animal phylogeny,
based primarily on morphological data
(figure 32.10), with a view based mainly
on molecular data (figure 32.11).

Points of Agreement
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... Figure 32.10 A view of animal
3
phylogeny based mainly on
morphological and developmental
comparisons. The bilatenans are divided
into deuterostomes and protostomes_ Agroup of
flatworms known as Acoela (see Figure 32,11) is not
shown in this tree because it was traditionally considered
a subgroup of Platyhelminthes,
n VVhich phylum is the sister group of Bilareria in this
. . tree? Is the sister phylum the same in Figure 32.11?

I. All animals share a common ancestor. Both trees
indicate that the animal kingdom is monophyletic,
representing a dade called Metazoa. In other words, if
we could trace all extant and extinct animal lineages
back to their origin, they would converge on a common
ancestor.
2. Sponges are basal animals. Among the extant taxa,
sponges (formerly, the phylum Porifera) branch from
the base of both animal trees. Some molecular analyses
suggest that sponges are paraphyletic, falling into at least
the two phyla shown in Figure 32.11.
3. Eumetazoa is a dade of animals with true tissues.
All animals except for sponges and a few other groups
belong to a clade of eumetazoans ("true animals"). True
tissues evolved in the common ancestor of living eumetazoans. Basal members of the eumetazoan clade include the phyla Ctenophora (comb jellies) and Cnidaria.
These basal eumetazoans are diploblastic and generally
feature radial symmetry.
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The morphological and molecular trees agree on a number of
major features of animal phylogeny. After reading each point,
see how the statement is reflected in the phylogenetic trees in
Figures 32.10 and 32.1l.
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Nematoda~

4. Most animal phyla belong to the dade Bilateria.
Bilateral symmetry and the presence of three germ layers are shared derived characters that help to define the
clade Bilateria. This clade contains the majority of animal phyla, and its members are known as biJatcrians.
The Cambrian explosion was primarily a rapid diversification of the bilaterians.
5. Chordates and some other phyla belong to the
dade Deuterostomia. The term deuterostome refers
not only to a mode of animal development, but also to
the members of a dade that includes vertebrates and
other chordates. (Note, however, that the traditional and
molecular views of animal phylogeny disagree as to
which other phyla are also deuterostomes.)

Progress in Resolving Silaterian Relationships
While evolutionary relationships inferred from traditional
morphological data and molecular data are similar in many
respects, there also are some differences. For example, the
morphology-based tree in Figure 32.10 divides the bilaterians into two clades: deuterostomes and protostomes. This
view assumes that these two modes of development reflect a

•S
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~
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bilaterians, not members of the phylum Platyhelminthes. Acoela's basal
position suggests that the bilaterians

Calcarea

ancestor that resembled living acoel
flatworms-that is, from an ancestor
that had a simple nervous system, a
saclike gut, and no excretory system.
As seen in Figure 32.11, the molecu-

~

Ctenophora

r;:3

m

.•
<

3

Cnidaria

2

Acoela

~

may have descended from a common

lar phylogeny assigns the animal phyla
o

•

.-;••
,.
•

Ie
••
3

EChinodermata'"
Chorda'aA

that are not in Deuterostomia to 1:\vo
taxa rather than one: the ecdysozoans
and the lophotrochozoans. The clade
name Ecdysozoa refers to a characteristic shared by nematodes, arthropods,

and some ofthe other ecdysozoan phyla
that are not included in our survey.
These animals secrete external skele-

tons (exoskeletons); the stiffcovering of
a cicada or cricket is an example. As the
animal grows, it molts, squirming out
of its old exoskeleton and secreting a
larger one. The process of shedding
Brachiopoda
the old exoskeleton is called ecdysis
(Figure 32.12). Though named for this
MOllllSca@
characteristic, the clade was proposed
based mainly on molecular data that
support the common ancestry of its
members. Furthermore, some taxa excluded from this clade by their molecuNematoda
lar data, such as certain species of
leeches, do in fact molt
The name Lophotrochowa refers to
two different feahtres observed in some
animals belonging to this clade. Some
lophotrochozoans, such as brachiopods, develop a structure
called a lophophore (from the Greek tophos, crest, and
pflereiu, to carry), a crown of ciliated tentacles that function in

Annelida~

m

.. Figure 32.11 A view of animal phylogeny
based mainly on molecular data. The bilaterians
are divided into three main lineages: dellterostomes.
lophotrochozoans. and ecdysozoans,

f©

Ie ArthCOPPd;~
•

phylogenetic pattern. Within the protostomes, Figure 32.10 indicates that arthropods (which include insects and crustaceans)
are grouped with annelids. Both groups have segmented bodies
(think of the tail of a lobster, which is an arthropod, and an
earthworm, which is an annelid).
A different view has emerged from molecular phylogenies
based on ribosomal genes, Hox genes, and dozens of other
protein·coding nuclear genes, as well as mitochondrial genes.
Collectively, these studies indicate that there are three major
clades of bilaterally symmetrical animals: Deuterostomia,
Lophotrochowa, and Ecdysozoa (see Figure 32.11). In contrast to the traditional morphological view, the molecular
phylogeny holds that the arthropods and annelids are not
closely related to one another. Note also that Figure 32.11 includes a group of acoelomate flatworms (Acoela) not shown
in Figure 32.10. Traditionally, acoel flatworms were classified
with other flatworms in the phylum Platyhelminthes. However, recent research indicates that acoel flatworms are basal

... Figure 32.12
Ecdysis. This
molting cicada is in
the process of
emerging from its
old exoskeleton.
The animal Will
now secrete a new.
larger exoskeleton.
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think that the tree shown in Figure 32.11 is more strongly
supported than is the tree shown in Figure 32.10. Of course,
as new information emerges, our understanding of the evolutionary relationships shown in these trees may change.

Apical tuit
of cilia

'I/f,'!"'----Anus
(a) An ectoproct which has a
lophophore (LM)

(b) Structure of a trochophore
larva

... Figure 32.13 Morphological characteristics found
among lophotrochozoans.

feeding (figure 32.13a}.lndividuals in other phyla, including
molluscs and annelids, go through a distinctive developmental
stage called the trochophore larva (Figure 32.13b)-hence
the name lophotrochozoan.

Future Directions in Animal Systematics
Like any area of scientific inquiry, animal systematics is a
work in progress. At present, most (but not all) systematists

if. - Go 10 the Study Area al www.masteringbio.comforBioFlix
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
_i,lili"_

32.1

Animals are multicellular, heterotrophic eukaryotes
with tissues that develop from embryonic layers

Researchers continue to conduct large-scale analyses of multiple genes across a wide sample ofanimal phyla. A better understanding of the relationships bern'een these phyla will
give scientists a clearer picture of how the diversity of animal
body plans arose. In Chapters 33 and 34, we will take a closer
look at the diverse phyla of extant animals and their evolutionary history.
CONCEPT

CHECK

32.4

1. Describe the evidence that cnidarians share a mOTe
recent common ancestor with otheT animals than
with sponges.
2. How do the phylogenetic hypotheses presented in
Figures 32.10 and 32.11 differ in structuring the major
branches within the clade Bilateria?
3. N'WU'I. If Figure 32.11 accurately reflects phylogeny, could both of the following be correct? (a) A
newly discovered arthropod fossil is 560 million years
old. (b) The most recent common ancestor of
Deuterostomia lived 535 million years ago. Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

- i iiiii'- 32.2
The history of animals spans more than half a billion
years (pp. 656-658)
... Neoproterozoic Era (1 Billion-542 Million Years Ago)
Early animal fossils include the Ediacaran fauna .
... Paleozoic Era (542-251 Million Years Ago) TheCambrian explOSion marks the earliest fossil appearance of many
major groups of living animals.

(pp. 654-656)

.. Mesozoic Era (251-65.5 Million Years Ago) Dinosaurs
were the dominant land vertebrates. Coral reefs emerged, providing marine habitats for other organisms.

.. Nutritional Mode Animals are heterotrophs that ingest
their food.

.. Cenozoic Era (65.5 Million Years Ago to the Present)
Mammalian orders diversified during the Cenozoic.

.. Cell Structure and Specialization Animals are multicellular eukaryotes. Their cells lack cell walls; instead, they are held
together by structural proteins such as collagen. Nervous tissue and muscle tissue are unique to animals.
.. Reproduction and Development In most animals, gastrulation follows the formation of the blastula and leads to
the formation of embryonic tissue layers. All animals, and
only animals, have Hox genes that regulate the development of body form. Although Hox genes have been highly
conserved, they can produce a wide diversity of animal
morphology.
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- i iiiii'_ 32.3
Animals can be characterized by "body plans"
(pp. 658-661)
.. Symmetry Animals may lack symmetry or may have radial or
bilateral symmetry. Bilaterally symmetrical animals have dorsal and ventral Sides, as well as anterior and posterior ends.
.. Tissues Eumetazoan embryos may be diploblastic (having
two germ layers) or triploblastic (having three germ layers).

... Body Cavities In triploblastic animals, a body cavity may be
present or absent. A body cavity can be a pseudocoelom (derived from both mesoderm and endoderm) or a true coelom
(derived only from mesoderm).
.. Protostome and Deuterostome Development These two
modes of development often differ in patterns of cleavage,
coelom formation, and fate of the blastopore.

••.•llil'_ 32.4
New views of animal phylogeny are emerging from
molecular data (pp. 661-664)
... Points of Agreement
... Progress in Resolving Bilaterian Relationships
Common ancestor
of all animals
Sponges
(basal animals)
Ctenophora

o

Cnidaria

~
o

m

3

True
tissues

Acoela (basal
bilaterians)
Deuterostomia

•

,.
o

Bilateral
symmetry
Three germ
layers

•

Lophotroch020<l ~

j.

Ecdyso2oa

g•

... Future Directions in Animal Systematics Phylogenetic
studies based on larger databases may provide further insights
into animal evolutionary history.

4. Acoelomates are characterized by
a. the absence of a brain.
b. the absence of mesoderm.
c. deuterostome development.
d. a coelom that is not completely lined with mesoderm.
e. a solid body without a cavity surrounding internal organs.
5. Which of the following was probably the least important factor
in bringing about the Cambrian explosion?
a. the emergence of predator-prey relationships among
animals
b. the accumulation of diverse adaptations, such as shells
and different modes oflocomotion
c. the movement of animals onto land
d. the evolution of Hox genes that controlled development
e. the accumulation of sufficient atmospheric oxygen to
support the more active metabolism of mobile animals
6. What is the main basis for placing the arthropods and nematodes in Ecdysozoa in one hypothesis of animal phylogeny?
a. Animals in both groups are segmented.
b. Animals in both groups undergo ecdysis.
c. They both have radial, determinate cleavage, and their
embryonic development is similar.
d. Fossils reveal a common ancestor of the two phyla.
e. Analysis of genes shows that their sequences are quite
similar, and these sequences differ from those of the
lophotrochozoans and deuterostomes.
For Self· Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-MH',. Vi,lt the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
Actl\'lty Animal Phylogfnetic Tree
Investigation How D<:> Molfcular Data Fit Traditional Phylogenies?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. Among the characteristics unique to animals is
a. gastrulation.
d. flagellated sperm.
b. multicellularity.
e. heterotrophic nutrition.
c. sexual reproduction.
2. The distinction between sponges and other animal phyla is
based mainly on the absence versus the presence of
a. a body cavity.
d. true tissues.
b. a complete digestive tract. e. mesoderm.
c. a circulatory system.
3. Which of these is a point ofconflict between the phylogenetic
analyses presented in Figures 32.10 and 32.11?
a. the monophyly of the animal kingdom
b. the relationship of taxa of segmented animals to taxa of
nonsegmented animals
c. that sponges are basal animals
d. that chordates are deuterostomes
e. the monophyly of the bilaterians

7. Some scientists suggest that the phrase "Cambrian fizzle" might
be more appropriate than "Cambrian explosion" to describe the
diversification ofanimals during that geologic period. Other sci·
entists have compared observing an explosion ofanimal diversity
in Cambrian strata to monitoring Earth from a satellite and
noticing the emergence of cities only when they are large enough
to be visible from that distance. What do these views imply
about the evolutionary history of animals during that time?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8. ••1&\1,1". Redraw the eumetazoan portion of Figure 32.11.
Using the information in the table below, label each branch that
leads to a phylum with 5, R, or I, depending on the cleavage
pattern of its members. \Vhat is the ancestral cleavage pattern?
How many times have cleavage patterns changed over the
course of evolution? Explain.

Cleavage Pattern Phyla
Spiral (S)

Mollusca, Platyhelminthes, Annelida

Idiosyncratic (I)

Acocla, Arthropoda

Radial {R)

All eumetazoan phyla not listed above
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Inver
KEY

.... Figure 33.1 What function do the red whorls of this
organism have?

CONCEPTS

33.1 Sponges are basal animals that lack true tissues
33.2 Cnidarians are an ancient phylum of
eumetazoans
33.3 lophotrocholoans, a clade identified by

the surrounding water. The tentacles emerge from a tube of
calcium carbonate secreted by the worm that protects and supports its soft body. Light-sensitive structures on the tentacles
can detect the shadow cast by a predator, triggering the worm
to contract muscles that rapidly withdraw the tentacles into
the tube.
Christmas tree worms are invertebrates-animals that
lack a backbone. Invertebrates account for 95% of known animal species. They occupy almost every habitat on Earth, from
the scalding water released by deep-sea hydrothermal vents to
the rocky, frozen ground of Antarctica. Adaptation to these
varied environments has produced an immense diversity of
forms, ranging from a species consisting simply ofa flat bilayer
of cells to other species with silk-spinning glands, pivoting
spines, dozens of jointed legs, or tentacles covered with suction cups, just to list a few.
In this chapter, we'll take a tour ofthe invertebrate world, using the phylogenetic tree in Figure 33.2 as a guide. Figure 33.3
on the next three pages, surveys 23 invertebrate phyla. As representatives of invertebrate diversity, many of those phyla are
explored in more detail in the rest of this chapter.

molecular data, have the widest range of
animal body forms
33.4 Ecdysoloans are the most species-rich animal
group
33.5 Echinoderms and chordates are deuterostomes

t first glance, you might mistake the organism shown

A

in Figure 33.1 for some type of seaweed. But this colorful inhabitant of coral reefs is actually an animal,
not an alga. Specifically, it is a species of segmented worm
known as a Christmas tree worm (Spirobranchus giganteus).
The two tree-shaped whorls are tentacles, which the worm
uses for gas exchange and for filtering small food particles from

... Figure 33.2 Review of animal
phylogeny. Except for sponges (basal
animals in phyla Calcarea and Silicea) and a
few other groups, all animals have tissues and
are in the clade Eumetazoa Most animals are
In the diverse clade Bilatena
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• Figure 33,3

Exploring Invertebrate Diversity
Kingdom Animalia encompasses 1.3 million known species, and estimates oftotal species range far higher.
Of the 23 phyla surveyed here, those illustrated with smaller-sized "preview" photographs are discussed
more fully in this chapter or another.

Animals in these phyla are informally
called "sponges." Sponges are sessile
animals that lack true tissues. They live as
suspension feeders, trapping particles that
pass through the internal channels of their
bodies (see Concept 33.1).
A sponge

Cnidaria (10,000 species)
Cnidarians include corals, jellies, and
hydras. These animals have a diplobastic,
radially symmetrical body plan that
includes a gastrovascular cavity with a
single opening that serves as both mouth
and anus {see Concept 33.2).

The single known species in
this phylum, Trichoplax
adhaercns, does not even look
like an animal. It consists of a
few thousand cells arranged
in a double-layered plate.
Trichoplax can reproduce by
dividing into two individuals
or by budding off many
multicellular individuals.

[-;;" ~.

A plawzoan (lM)

V(
A jelly

Acoel flatworms (lM)

Acoel flam'orms have a simple nervous
system and a saclike gut, and thus had
been placed in ph}~um Platyhelminthes.
Molecular analyses, however, indicate
Acoela is a separate lineage that diverged
before the three main bilaterian clades (see
Concept 32.4).

A denophore, or comb jelly

Ctenophores (comb jellies) are
diploblastic and radially
symmetrical like cnidarians,
suggesting that both phyla
diverged from other animals
very early. Comb jellies make up
much ofthe ocean's plankton.
They have many distinctive
traits, including eight "combs"
ofcilia that propel the animals
through the water. \X'hen a small

animal contacts the tentacles of
some comb jellies, spedalized cells burst open, covering the prey
with sticky threads.

LOPHOTROCHOZOANS

~helminthes (20,000 species)
--;...
•

.

'" '.:~\
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• •• .....,..-1
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A marine flatworm

Flatworms (including tapeworms,
planarians, and flukes) have bilateral
symmetry and a central nervous system
that processes information from sensory
structures. They have no body cavity or
organs for circulation (see Concept 33.3).

Despite their microscopic size, rotifers
have specialized organ systems, including
an alimentary canal {digestive tract). They
feed on microorganisms suspended in
water {see Concept 33.3).
A rotifer (LM)

Brachiopods, or lamp shells, may be easily
mistaken for clams or other molluscs.
However, most brachiopods have a unique
stalk that anchors them to their substrate
(see Concept 33.3).

Ectoprocts {also known as bryozoans) live
as sessile colonies and are covered by a
tough exoskeleton (see Concept 33.3).

Ectoprocts

A brachiopod

Continued on next page
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Acanthocephalans (from the

The only known species of
cycliophoran, Symbion pandora,
was discovered in 1995 on the

Greek acanthias, prickly, and
cephalo, head) are called spinyheaded worms because of the
curved hooks on the proboscis at
the anterior end of their body. All
species are parasites. Some
acanthocephalans manipulate
their intermediate hosts {generally
An acanthocephalan (lM)
arthropods) in ways that increase
their chances of reaching their final hosts (generally vertebrates).

For example, acanthocephalans that infect New Zealand mud
(nibs force their hosts to move to more visible areas on the beach,

where the crabs are more likely to be eaten by birds, the worms'
final hosts.

mouthparts ofa lobster. This
tiny, vase-shaped creature has a

A (ydiophoran (colorized SEM)

unique body plan and a
particularly bizarre life cycle.
Males impregnate females that
are still developing in their
mothers' bodies. The fertilized
females then escape, settle

elsewhere on the lobster, and release their offspring. The offspring
apparently leave that lobster and search for another one to which
they attach.

I I I

Proboscis worms, or ribbon
worms, swim through water or

Molluscs (including snails, clams, squids,
and octopuses) have a soft body that in

burrow in sand, extending a
unique proboscis to capture
prey. Like flatworms, they lack
a true coelom. However, unlike
flatworms, nemerteans have an

many species is protected by a hard shell
(see Concept 33.3).

alimentary canal and a closed
circulatory system in which the
blood is contained in vessels
and hence is distinct from fluid

•.

ies)

~~J
An octopus

Annelids, or segmented worms, are
distinguished from other worms by their
body segmentation. Earthworms are the
most familiar annelids, but the phylum
also includes marine and freshwater
species (see Concept 33.3).

A ribbon worm

in the body cavity.

A marine annelid

ECDYSOZOA

Loriciferans (from the Latin lorica,
corset, andferre, to bear) are tiny
animals that inhabit the deep-sea
bottom. A loriciferan can telescope
it.s head, neck, and thorax: in and
out of the lorica, a pocket formed
by six plates surrounding the
abdomen. Though the natural
history ofloricifenms is mostly a
mystery, at least some species
likely eat bacteria.
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A priapulan

Priapulans are worms with a
large, rounded proboscis at the
anterior end. (They are named
after Priapos, the Greek god of
fertility, who was symbolized by
a giant penis.) Ranging from
0.5 mm to 20 em in length, most
species burrow through seafloor
sediments. Fossil evidence
suggest.s that priapulans were
among the major predators
during the Cambrian period.

Tardigrades (colorized SEM)

Tardigrades (from the Latin
tardus, slow, and grOOus, step) are
sometimes caUed water bears for
their rounded shape, stubby
appendages, and lumbering,
bearlike gait. Most tardigrades are
less than 0.5 mm in length. Some
live in oceans or fresh water, while
others live on plants or animals.
AJ;, many as 2 million tardigrades
can be found on a square meter of

Onychophorans, also called
velvet worms, originated during
the Cambrian explosion (see
Chapter 32). Originally, they
thrived in the ocean, but at
some point they succeeded in
colonizing land. Today they live
only in humid forests.
Onychophorans have fleshy
antennae and several dozen
pairs of saclike legs.

An onychophoran

moss. Harsh conditions may cause tardigmdes to enter a state of
dormancy; while dormant, they can survive temperatures as low as
- 272'C, dose to absolute zero!

I I I

•.

Roundworms are enormously abundant
and diverse in the soil and in aquatic
habitats; many species parasitize plants
and animals. The most distinctive feature
of roundworms is a tough cuticle that
coats the body (see Concept 33.4).

The vast majority of known animal species,
including insects, crustaceans, and
arachnids, are arthropods. All arthropods
have a segmented exoskeleton and jointed
appendages (see Concept 33.4).

A roundworm

A scorpion
(an arachnid)

DEUTER05TOMIA

An acorn worm

like echinoderms and chordates,
hemichordates are members of the
deuterostome clade (see Chapter 32).
Hemichordates share some traits with
other chordates, such as gill slits and a
dorsal nerve cord. The largest group of
hemichordates are the enteropneusts, or
acorn worms. Acorn worms are marine
and generally live buried in mud or under
rocks; they may grow to more than 2 m
in length.

Chordata (52,000 species)

A sea urchin

Echinoderms, such as sand dollars, sea stars,
and sea urchins, are aquatic animals in the
deuterostome clade that are bilaterally
symmetrical as larvae but not as adults.
They move and feed by using a network of
internal canals to pump water to different
parts of their body (see Concept 33.5).

More than 90% of all known chordate species
have backbones (and thus are vertebrates).
However, the phylum Chordata also includes
three groups of invertebrates: lancelets,
tunicates, and hagfishes. See Chapter 34 for a
full discussion of this phylum.

t
A tunicate
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r;;:~:7 ?r=·~sal animals that
lack true tissues

Animals in the phyla Calcarea
and Silicea are known infor·
mally as "sponges:' (Previously,
all sponges were placed in a
lI..iIIiiii. Dl!IJterostomia
single phylum, Porifera, now
thought to be paraphyletic based on molecular data.) Among
the simplest of animals, sponges are sedentary and were mistaken for plants by the ancient Greeks. They range in size from
a few millimeters to a few meters and live in both fresh and maCalcarea and Silicea
C",dafla
Lophotrochozw
Ecdywzw

rine waters. Sponges are suspension fceders: They capture
food particles suspended in the water that passes through their
body, which in some species resembles a sac perforated with
pores. Water is drawn through the pores into a central cavity,
the spongococ1, and then flows out of the sponge through a
larger opening called the osculum (Figure 33.4). More complex sponges have folded body walls, and many contain
branched water canals and several oscula.
Sponges are basal animals; that is, they represent a lineage
that originates near the root of the phylogenetic tree of animals. Unlike nearly all other animals, sponges lack true tissues,

groups of similar cells that act as a functional unit and are isolated from other tissues by membranous layers. However, the
sponge body does contain several different cell types. For example, lining the interior of the spongocoel are flagellated
choanocytes, or collar cells (named for the membranous collar around the base of the flagellum). The similarity between
choanocytes and the cells of choanoflagellates supports molecular evidence suggesting that animals evolved from a
choanoflagellate-like ancestor (see Figure 32.3).
The body ofa sponge consists oftwo layers ofcells separated
by a gelatinous region called the mesohyl. Wandering through
the mesohyl are cells called amoebocytes, named for their use
ofpseudopodia. Amoebocytes have many functions. They take
up food from the water and from choanocytes, digest it, and
carry nutrients to other cells. They also manufacture tough
skeletal fibers within the mesohy!. In some groups of sponges,
these fibers are sharp spicules made from calcium carbonate or
silica. Other sponges produce more flexible fibers composed of
a protein called spongin; you may have seen these pliant skeletons being sold as fluffy brown bath sponges.
Most sponges are hermaphrodites, meaning that each individual functions as both male and female in sexual reproduction by producing sperm and eggs. Almost all sponges
exhibit sequential hermaphroditism, functioning first as one
sex and then as the other.

o

Choanocytes. The spongocoel is lined
with flagellated cells called choanocytes.
By beating flagella, the choanocytes create
a current that draws water in through the
pores and out through the osculum.
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\ • Coli"
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Spongocoel. Water ~
passing through pores
enters a cavity called the
spongocoel.

oepidermis
Pores. Water enters the
through pores
formed by doughnutshaped cells that span
the body wall.

olayerEpidermis.
The outer
consists of tightly
packed epidermal cells.

othisMesohyl.
The wall of
sponge consists of
two layers of cells separated
by a gelatinous matrix. the
mesohyl ("middle matter

r
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Phagocytosts of
food particles
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... Figure 33.4 Anatomy of a sponge.
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The movement of a choanocyte's
flagellum also draws water through its
collar of fingerlike projections. Food
particles are trapped in the mucus
coating the projections, engulfed by
phagocytosis, and either digested or
transferred to amoebocytes.

~
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Amoebocyte

o

W
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Choanocyte

Osculum

Azure vase sponge (Callyspongia
plicifera)

o

Flagellum
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1

fI Amoebocytes. These cells can
transport nutrients to other cells of
the sponge body, produce materials
for skeletal fibers (spicules), or
become any type of sponge cell
as needed.

Sponge gametes arise from choanocytes or amoebocytes.
Eggs reside in the mesohyl, but sperm are carried out of the
sponge by the water current. Cross-fertilization results from
some of the sperm being drawn into neighboring individuals.
Fertilization occurs in the mesohyl, where the zygotes develop
into flagellated, swimming larvae that disperse from the parent sponge. After settling on a suitable substrate, a larva develops into a sessile adult.
Sponges produce a variety of antibiotics and other defensive compounds. Researchers are now isolating these compounds, which hold promise for fighting human diseases. For
example, a compound called cribrostatin isolated from marine
sponges can kill penicillin-resistant strains of the bacterium
Streptococcus. Other sponge-derived compounds are being
tested as possible anticancer agents.
CONCEPT

CHECK

Polyp

Body
stalk

.. Figure 33.5 Polyp and medusa forms of cnidarians. The
body wall of a cnidarian has two layers of cells: an outer layer of
epidermis (from ectoderm) and an inner layer of gastrodermiS (from
endoderm), Digestion begins in the gastrovascular cavity and is
completed inside focxl vacuoles in the gastrodermal cells, Flagella on
the gastrodermal cells keep the contents of the gastrovascular cavity
agitated and help distribute nutrients. Sandwiched between the
epidermis and gastrodermis is a gelatinous layer, the mesoglea,

33.1

I. Describe how sponges feed.
2. -',1@il IA Some molecular evidence suggests that
the sister group of animals is not the choanoflagellates. but rather a group of parasitic protists. Mesomycetozoa. Given that these parasites lack collar
cells, can this hypothesis be correct? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

All animals except sponges
and a few other groups belong
Lophotrochozoa
to the clade Eumetazoa, aniEcdysozw
mals with true tissues (see
Deuterostom'a
Chapter 32). One of the oldest
lineages in this clade is the phylum Cnidaria. Cnidarians have
diversified into a wide range of sessile and motile forms, including hydras, corals, and jellies (commonly called "jellyfish").
Yet most cnidarians still exhibit the relatively simple, diploblastic, radial body plan that existed some 570 million years ago.
The basic body plan ofa cnidarian is a sac with a central digestive compartment, the gastrovascular cavity. A single
opening to this cavity functions as both mouth and anus. There
are m'o variations on this body plan: the sessile polyp and the
motile medusa (Figure 33.5). Polyps are cylindrical forms that
adhere to the substrate by the aboral end of their body (the end
opposite the mouth) and extend their tentacles, waiting for
prey. Examples of the polyp form include hydras and sea
anemones. A medusa is a flattened, mouth-down version of
the polyp. It moves freely in the water by a combination of passive drifting and contractions of its bell-shaped body. Medusae
include free-swimming jellies. The tentacles of a jelly dangle

from the oral surface, which points downward. Some cnidarians exist only as polyps or only as medusae; others have both a
polyp stage and a medusa stage in their life cycle.
Cnidarians are carnivores that often use tentacles arranged
in a ring around their mouth to capture prey and push the food
into their gastrovascular cavity, where digestion begins. Any
undigested remains are expelled through the mouth/anus.
The tentacles are armed with batteries of cnidocytcs, cells
unique to cnidarians that function in defense and prey capture
(Figure 33,6). Cnidocytes contain cnidae (from the Greek
cnide, nettle), capsule-like organelles that are capable of exploding outward and that give phylum Cnidaria its name. Specialized cnidae called nematocysts contain a stinging thread

Calcarea and Silicea
Cnidaria

~
Tentacle

Cuticle
of prey
Thread

Thread
discharges

•

I

Cnldocyte

Thread
(coiled)

.. Figure 33.6 A cnidocyte of a hydra. This type of cnidocyte
contains a stinging capsule, the nematocyst, which contains a coiled
thread, When a '"trigger" is stimulated by touch or by certain chemicals,
the thread ShOOIS out, puncturing and injecting poison into prey,
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that can penetrate the body wall of the cnidarian's prey. Other
kinds of cnidae have long threads that stick to or entangle
small prey that bump into the cnidarian's tentacles.
Contractile tissues and nerves occur in their simplest forms
in cnidarians. Cells of the epidermis (outer layer) and gastro~
dermis (inner layer) have bundles of microfilaments arranged
into contractile fibers (see Chapter 6). The gastrovascular cavity acts as a hydrostatic skeleton against which the contractile
cells can work. When a cnidarian closes its mouth, the volume
of the cavity is fixed, and contraction of selected cells causes
the animal to change shape. Movements are coordinated by a
nerve net. Cnidarians have no brain, and the noncentralized
nerve net is associated with sensory structures that are distributed radially around the body. Thus, the animal can detect
and respond to stimuli from all dire<tions.
As summarized in Table 33.1, the phylum Cnidaria is di~
vided into four major classes: Hydrozoa, Scyphozoa, Cubozoa,
and Anthozoa (Figure 33.7).

T"'33.1 Classes of Phylum Cnidaria

Class and Examples

Main Characteristics

Hydrozoa (Portuguese
man-of-wars, hydras,
Obelia, some corals; see
Figures 33.7a and 33.8)
Scyphozoa (jellies, sea
nettles; see Figure 33.7b)

Most marine, a few freshwater;
both polyp and medusa stages
in most species; polyp stage
often colonial
All marine; polyp stage absent
or reduced; free-swimming;
medusae up to 2 m in diameter
All marine; box-shaped
medusae; complex eyes; potent
venom

Cubozoa (box jellies, sea
wasps; see Figure 33.7c)
Anthozoa (sea anemones,
most corals, sea fans; see
Figure 33.7d)

(3) These

..

All marine; medusa stage
completely absent; most sessile;
many colonial

~

colonial polyps are members of
class Hydrozoa.

UNIT fiVE

Most hydrozoans alternate between polyp and medusa forms,
as in the life cycle of Obelia (Figure 33.8). The polyp stage, a
colony of interconnected polyps in the case of Obelia, is more
conspicuous than the medusa. Hydras, among the fewcnidarians found in fresh water, are unusual hydrowans in that they exist only in polyp form. \Vhen environmental conditions are
favorable, a hydra reproduces asexually by budding, fonning outgrowths that pinch off from the parent and live independently
(see Figure 13.2). \Vhen conditions deteriorate, hydras can reproduce sexually, forming resistant zygotes that remain dormant until conditions improve.

Scyphozoans
The medusa generally is the predominant stage in the life cycle
ofthe class Scyphozoa. The medusae of mostspe<ies live among
the plankton as jellies. Most coastal scyphozoans go through a
stage as small polyps during their life cycle, whereas those that
live in the open ocean generally lack the polyp stage altogether.

(ubozoans
As their name (which means "cube animals") suggests, cubozoans have a box-shaped medusa stage. Cubozoans can be distinguished from scyphozoans in other significant ways, such
as having complex eyes embedded in the fringe of their
medusae. They are comparatively strong swimmers and as a
result are less likely to be stranded on shore. Cubozoans,
which generally live in tropical oceans, are often equipped
with highly toxic cnidocytes. The sea wasp (Chironexfleckeri),
a cubozoan that lives off the coast of northern Australia, is
one of the deadliest organisms: Its sting causes intense pain
and can lead to respiratory failure, cardiac arrest, and death
within minutes. The poison of sea wasps isn't universally
fatal, however; sea turtles have defenses against it, allowing
them to eat the cubozoan in great quantities.

(b) Many jellies (class Scyphozoa) Cc) The sea wasp (Chironex
are bioluminescent. Food
fleekefl) is a member of class
captured by nematocyst(ubozoa. Its poison, which
bearmg tentacles is trans·
can subdue fish and other
ferred to specialized oral arms
large prey. is more potent
(that lack nematocysts) for
than cobra venom.
transport to the mouth .

.&. Figure 33.7 Cnidarians.
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Cd) Sea anemones and other
members of class Anthozoa
exist only as polyps.

epolyps,
Some of the colony's
equipped with

OMedusae swim
off, grow, and
reproduce sexually.

Gather polyps, specialized
for reproduction, lack
tentacles and produce tiny
medusae by asexual budding.

tentacles, are specialized
for feeding.

o

Acolony of
interconnected
polyps (inset,
LM) results
from asexual
reproduction
by budding.

j;

1--------1>.
Medusa

:r~erm

SEXUAL
Egg
REPRODUCTION

Portion of
a colony
of polyps

ASEXUAL
REPRODUCTION
(BUDDING)

De~eloping

polyp

I~

K,y

oandThedevelops
planula eventually settles
into a new polyp.

"The zygote de~elops into a
solid ciliated larva called a planula.

•

Haploid (nJ
Diploid (2n)

... Figure :n.8 The life cycle of the hydrozoan Obelia. The polyp stage is asewal, and the
medusa stage is sexual; these two stages alternate, one producing the other, Do not confuse this
with the alternation of generations that occurs in plants and some algae: In Obelia, both the polyp
and the medusa are diploid organisms, Typical of animals. only the single-celled gametes are haploid
By contrast. plants ha~e a multicellular haploid generation and a multicellular diploid generation
Suppose that Obelia medusae and gametes were haploid. but all other stages were
diploid. What aspects of its actual life cycle would have to change for this to occur?

-'moil.

Anthozoans
Sea anemones (see Figure 33.7d) and corals belong to the class
Anthozoa (meaning "flower animals n ). These cnidarians occur
only as polyps. Corals live as solitary or colonial forms, and
many species secrete a hard external skeleton of calcium carbonate. Each polyp generation builds on the skeletal remains of
earlier generations, constructing "rocksn with shapes characteristic of their species. It is these skeletons that we usually
think of as coral.
Coral reefs are to tropical seas what rain forests are to tropical land areas: They provide habitat for a wealth ofother species.
Unfortunately, like rain forests, coral reefs are being destroyed
at an alarming rate by human activity. Pollution and overfishing
are major threats, and global warming (see Chapter 55) may also

be contributing to their demise by raising seawater temperatures above the narrow range in which corals thrive.
CONCEPT

CHECK

33.2

1. Compare and contrast the polyp and medusa forms
of cnidarians.
2. Describe the structure and function of the stinging
cells for which cnidarians are named.
3. -','!lO"g If the common ancestor of cnidarians
were an open-ocean jelly, what might you infer about
evolutionary trends in the relative importance of the
polyp and medusa stages?

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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r~:;:::;c~:Z~~ns, a clade identified
by molecular data, have the widest
range of animal body forms
C~k~re~ ~nd Slll(e~
Crud~ri~

lophotro<hozoa
Ecdys.olO<l
Dl'uterostomia

The vast majority of animal
species belong to the dade
Bilateria, whose members ex-

T." 33.2

Classes of Phylum Platyhelminthes

Class and Examples

Main Characteristics

Turbellaria (mostly free· living
flatworms, such as Dugesia:
see Figures 33.9 and 33.10)

Most marine, some freshwater, a few terrestrial;
predators and scavengers;
body surface ciliated

Monogenea (monogeneans)

Marine and freshwater para·
sites; most infect external
SurfdCes of fishes; life history
simple; ciliated larva starts
infection on host

Trematoda [trematodes, also
calle<! flukes; see Figure 33.11)

Parasites, mostly of verte·
brates; two suckers attach to
host; most life cycles include
intermediate and final hosts

Cestoda [tapeworms;
see Figure 33.12)

Parasites of vertebrates;
scolex attaches to host;
proglottids produce eggs and
break off after fertilization; no
head or digestive system; life
cycle with one or more intermediate hosts

hibit bilateral symmetry and

triploblastic development (see
Chapter 32). Most bilaterians are also coelomates. \Vhile the se·
quence ofbilaterian evolution is a subject of active investigation,
most researchers think that the most recent common ancestor of
Hving bilaterians probably existed in the late Proterozoic eon

(about 575 million years ago). Most major groups of bilaterians
first appeared in the fossil record during the Cambrian explosion.
As you read in Chapter 32, molecular evidence suggests that
there are three major clades of bilaterally symmetrical animals:

Lophotrochozoa, Ecdysozoa, and Deuterostomia. This section
will focus on the first of these clades, the lophotrochozoans.
Concepts 33.4 and 33.5 will explore the other two clades.
Although the clade Lophotrochozoa was identified by molecular data, its name comes from features found in some ofits mem·
bers. Some lophotrochozoans develop a structure called a
lophophore, acrown ofciliated tentacles that functions in feeding,
while others go through a distinctive stage called the trochophore
larva (see Figure 3213). Other members ofthe group have neither
of these features. Few other unique morphological features are
widely shared within the group-in fact, the lophotrochozoans
are the most diverse bilaterian clade in terms of body plan. This
diversity in form is reflected in the number of phyla classified in
the group: Lophotrochozoo includes about 18 phyla, more than
twice the number in any other clade ofbilaterians.
Well now introduce six lophotrochozoan phyla: the flatworms, rotifers, ectoprocts, brachiopods, moUuscs, and annelids.

exchange and the elimination of nitrogenous waste (ammonia)
can occur by diffusion across the body surface. Flatworms have
no organs spedalized for gas exchange, and their relatively sim·
pIe excretory apparatus functions mainly to maintain osmotic
balance with their surroundings. This apparatus consists of
protoncphridia, networks of tubules with ciliated structures
called flame bulbs that pull fluid through branched ducts opening to the outside (see Figure 44.11). Most flarn'orms have a gastrovascular cavity with only one opening. Though flatworms
lack a circulatory system, the fine branches of the gastrovascular cavity distribute food directly to the animal's cells.
Flahvorms are divided into four classes (Table 33.2); Turbellaria (mostly free-living flarn'OTms), Monogenea (monogeneans),
Trematoda (trematodes, or flukes), and Cestoda (tapeworms).

Flatworms

Turbellarians

Flatworms (phylum Platyhelminthes) live in marine, freshwater, and damp terrestrial habitats. In addition to free· living
forms, flarn'orms include many parasitic species, such as
flukes and tapeworms. Flatworms are so named because they
have thin bodies that are flattened dorsoventrally (between
the dorsal and ventral surfaces); platyhelminth means "flat
worm." (Note that worm is not a formal taxonomic name but
a general term for animals with long, thin bodies.) The smallest flatworms are nearly microscopic free-living species, while
some tapeworms are more than 20 m long.
Although flatworms undergo triploblastic development,
they are acoelomates (animals that lack a body cavity). Their flat
shape places all their cells close to water in the surrounding environmentor in their gut. Because ofthis proximity to water, gas

Turbellarians are nearly all free-living and mostly marine
(Figure 33.9). The best-known freshwater turbellarians are
members ofthe genus Dugesia, commonly called planarians.
Abundant in unpolluted ponds and streams, planarians prey
on smaller animals or feed on dead animals. They move by using cilia on their ventral surface, gliding along a film of mucus
they secrete. Some other turbellarians also use their muscles
to swim through water with an undulating motion.
A planarian's head is equipped with a pair of light·sensitive
eyespots and lateral flaps that function mainly to detect specific
chemicals. The planarian nervous system is more complex and
centralized than the nerve nets of cnidarians (Figure 33.10).
Experiments have shown that planarians can learn to modify
their responses to stimuli.
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... Figure 33.10 Anatomy of
a planarian. a turbellarian.
Pharynx. The mouth is at the
tip of a muscular pharynK.
Digestive juices are spilled
onto prey, and the pharym
sucks small pieces of food
into the gastrovascular cavity,
where digestion continues.

Digestion is completed within
the cells lining the gastrovascular cavity, which has many
fine subbranches that provide
an e>rt.ensive surface area.
Undigested wastes
are egested

through the mouth.

Gastrovascular
caVity

... Figure 33.9 A marine flatworm (class Turbellarial.
';;"';Io,-Eyespots

Some planarians can reproduce asexually through fission.
The parent constricts roughly in the middle of its body, separating into a head end and a tail end; each end then regenerates
the missing parts. Sexual reproduction also occurs. Planarians
are hermaphrodites, and copulating mates typically crossfertilize each other.

Ventral nerve cords. From
the ganglia, a pair of
ventral nerve cords runs
the length of the body.

o Mature
flukes live in the blood vessels of the human
intestine A female fluke fits into a groove running

Monogeneans and Trematodes
Monogeneansand trematodes live as parasites in or on other animals. Many have
suckers thatattach to the internal organs or
outer surfaces of the host animal. A tough
covering helps protect the parasites within
their hosts. Reproductive organs occupy
nearly the entire interior ofthese worms.
As agroup, trematodes parasitize awide
range ofhosts, and most species have complex life cycles with alternating sexual and
asexual stages. Manytrematodes require an
intermediate host in which larvae develop
before infecting the final host (usuallya vertebrate), where the adult worms live. For example, trematodes that parasitize humans
spend part of their lives in snail hosts
(Figure 33.11). Around the world, some
200 million people are infected with blood.
flukes (Schistosoma) and suffer from schistosomiasis, a disease whose symptoms include pain, anemia, and dysentery.
Living within different hosts puts demands on trematodes that free-living animals don't face. Ablood. fluke, for instance,
must evade the immune systems of both
snails and humans. By mimicking the surface proteins of its hosts, the blood fluke
creates a partial immunological camou-

Ganglia. At the anterior end
of the worm, near the main sources
of sensory input, is a pair of ganglia,
dense clusters of nerve cells.

the length of the larger male's body, as shown in
the lM at right.

o These
larvae penetrate ~
the skin and blood
vessels of humans
working in fields
irrigated with water
contaminated with
infected
human
feces,

AI"

>----<
1 mm

e Blood
flukes reproduce
sexually in the human
host. The fertilized eggs
exit the host in feces.

o Ifpond
the feces reach a
or other source
of water, the eggs
develop into ciliated
larvae. These larvae
infect snails, the
intermediate hosts,

o within
AseKual reproduction
a snail results

In

another type of motile
larva, which escapes
from the snail host.

... Figure 33.11 The life cycle of a blood fluke (Schistosoma manson;), a trematode.
Snails eat algae, whose growth is stimulated by nutrients found in fertilizer. How
would the contamination of irrigation water with fertilizer likely affect the occurrence of
schistosomiasis? Explain,

_I,J:t.iI!.
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flage for itself. It also releases molecules that manipulate the
hosts' immune systems into tolerating the parasite's existence.
These defenses are so effective that individual blood flukes can
survive in humans for more than 40 years.
Most monogeneans, however, are external parasites of fish.
The monogenean life cycle is relatively simple; a ciliated, freeswimming larva initiates the infection of a host fish. Although
monogeneans have been traditionally aligned with
the trematodes, some structural and chemical evidence suggests they are more closely related to
tapeworms.

Tapeworms
Tapeworms (class Cestoda) are also parasitic
(figure 33.12). The adults live mostly inside
vertebrates, including humans. In many tapeworms, the anterior end, or scolex, is armed
with suckers and often hooks that the worm
uses to attach itself to the intestinal lining of
its host. Tapeworms lack a mouth and gas·
trovascular cavity; they absorb nutrients released by digestion in the host's intestine.
Absorption occurs across the tapeworm's
body surface.
Posterior to the scolex is a long ribbon of
units called proglottids, which are little more
than sacs of sex organs. After sexual reproduction, proglottids loaded with thousands
of fertilized eggs are released from the posterior end of a tapeworm and leave the host's
body in feces. In one type of life cycle, infected feces contaminate the food or water of
intermediate hosts, such as pigs or cattle,
and the tapeworm eggs develop into larvae

that encyst in muscles of these animals. A human acquires the
larvae by eating undercooked meat contaminated with cysts,
and the worms develop into mature adults within the human.
Large tapeworms can block the intestines and rob enough nutrients from the human host to cause nutritional deficiencies.
Doctors use an oraUy administered drug, niclosamide, to kill the
adult worms.

Roti!ers
Rotifers (phylum Rotifera) are tiny animals that inhabit freshwater, marine, and damp soil habitats. Ranging in size from
about SO Ilm to 2 mm, rotifers are smaller than many protists
but nevertheless are multicellular and have specialized organ
systems (Figure 33,13). in contrast to cnidarians and flatworms, which have a gastrovascular cavity, rotifers have an
alimentary canal, a digestive tube with a separate mouth and
anus. Internal organs lie within the pseudocoelom, a body cavitythat is not completely lined by mesoderm (see Figure 32.8b).
Fluid in the pseudocoelom serves as a hydrostatic skeleton
(see Chapter SO). Movement of a rotifer's body distributes the
fluid throughout the body, circulating nutrients.
The word rotifer, derived from Latin, means "wheel-bearer,"
a reference to the crown of cilia that draws a vortex of water
into the mouth. Posterior to the mouth, a region of the digestive tract called the pharynx bears jaws called trophi that grind
up food, mostly microorganisms suspended in the water.
Rotifers exhibit some unusual fonns of reproduction. Some
species consist only of females that produce more females from
wU'ertilized eggs, a type ofreproduction caUed parthenogenesis.
Other species produce two types of eggs that develop by
parthenogenesis. One type forms females while the other type
(produced when conditions deteriorate) develops into simplified males that cannot even feed themselves. These males survive only long enough to fertilize eggs, which form resistant

'I---'7Proglottids with
reproductive strUdures

Scolex

.... figure 33.12 Anatomy of a tapeworm. The inset shows a
close-up of the scolex (colorized SEM),
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.... Figure 33.13 A rotifer. These pseudocoelomates, smaller than
many protists, are generally more anatomically complex than
flatworms (lM).

zygotes that can survive when a pond dries up. When conditions are favorable, the zygotes break dormancy and develop
into a new female generation that reproduces by parthenogenesis until conditions become unfavorable again.
It is puzzling that so many rotifer species survive without
males. The vast majority of animals and plants reproduce sexually at least some of the time, and sexual reproduction has
certain advantages over asexual reproduction. For example,
species that reproduce asexually tend to accumulate harmful
mutations in their genomes faster than sexually reproducing
species. As a result, asexual species should experience higher
rates of extinction and lower rates of speciation.
Seeking to understand this unusual group, Nobel Prizewinning biologist Matthew Meselson, of Harvard Vniversity,
has been studying a class of asexual rotifers named Bdel1oidea.
Some 360 species ofbdel1oid rotifers are known, and all ofthem
reproduce by parthenogenesis without any males. Paleontologists have discovered bdel10id rotifers preserved in 35-mil1ionyear-old amber, and the morphology of these fossils resembles
only the female form, with no evidence of males. By comparing
the DNA ofbdelloids with that of their closest sexually reproducing rotifer relatives, Meselson and his colleagues concluded
that bdel10ids have likely been asexual for much longer than
35 million years. Howthese animals manage to flout the general
rule against long-lived asexuality remains a puzzle.

Lophophorates: Ectoprocts and Brachiopods
Bilaterians in the phyla Ectoprocta and Brachiopoda are among
those known as lophophorates. These animals have a
/ophophore, a crown of ciliated tentacles that surround the
mouth (see Figure 32. 13a). As the cilia draw water toward the
mouth, these tentacles trap suspended food particles. Other
similarities, such as a V-shaped alimentary canal and the absence of a distinct head, reflect these organisms' sessile existence. In contrast to flatworms, which lack a body cavity, and
rotifers, which have a pseudocoelom, lophophorates have a
true coelom that is completely lined by mesoderm (see
Figure 32.8a).
Ectoprocts (from the Greek ectv, outside, and procta, anus)
are colonial animals that superficially resemble clumps of
moss. (In fact, their common name, bryozoans, means ~moss
animals.~) In most species, the colony is encased in a hard
exoskeleton (external skeleton) studded with pores through
which the lophophores extend (Figure 33.14a). Most ectoproct species live in the sea, where they are among the most
widespread and numerous sessile animals. Several species are
important reef builders. Ectoprocts also live in lakes and rivers.
Colonies of the freshwater ectoproct Pectinate/ILl magnifica
grow on submerged sticks or rocks and can grow into a gelatinous, ball-shaped mass more than 10 em across.
Brachiopods, or lamp shells, superficially resemble clams
and other hinge-shelled molluscs, but the two halves ofthe bra-

(a) Ectoprocts, such as this sea mat (b) Brachiopods have a hinged
(Membranipora membranacea),
shell. The two parts of the
are coloniallophophorates.
shell are dorsal and ventral.
... Figure 33.14 Lophophorates.

chiopod shell are dorsal and ventral rather than lateral, as in
clams (Figure 33.14b). All brachiopods are marine. Most live
attached to the seafloor by a stalk, opening their shell slightly to
allow water to flow through the lophophore. The living brachiopods are remnants of a much richer past that included
30,000 species in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras. Some living
brachiopods, such as those in the genus Lingula, are nearly
identical to fossils of species that lived 400 million years ago.

Molluscs
Snails and slugs, oysters and clams, and octopuses and squids
are all molluscs (phylum Mollusca). Most molluscs are marine, though some inhabit fresh water, and some snails and
slugs live on land. Molluscs are soft-bodied animals (from the
Latin mol/uscus, soft), but most secrete a hard protective shell
made ofcalcium carbonate. Slugs, squids, and octopuses have
a reduced internal shell or have lost their shell completely during their evolution.
Despite their apparent differences, all molluscs have a similar body plan (Figure 33.15, on the next page). Molluscs are
coelomates, and their bodies have three main parts: a muscular foot, usually used for movement; a visceral mass containing most of the internal organs; and a mantle, a fold of tissue
that drapes over the visceral mass and secretes a shell (ifone is
present). In many molluscs, the mantle extends beyond the
visceral mass, producing a water-filled chamber, the mantle
cavity, which houses the gills, anus, and excretory pores.
Many molluscs feed by using a straplike rasping organ called a
radula to scrape up food.
Most molluscs have separate sexes, and their gonads (ovaries
or testes) are located in the visceral mass. Many snails, however,
are hermaphrodites. The life cycle of many marine molluscs includes aciliated larval stage, the trochophore (see Figure 32.13b),
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Heart. Most molluscs have an open circulatory
system. The dorsally located heart pumps
circulatory fluid called hemolymph through arteries
into sinuses (body spaces). The organs of the
mollusc are thus continually bathed in hemolymph.

Nephridium. Excretory organs
called nephridia remove metabolic
wastes from the hemolymph.

Visteral mass.
Coelom

The long digestive tract is
coiled in the visceral mass.

Intestine
Gonads

Mantle
cavity

(..."....~~!r:H

Anus
The nervous system
consists of a nerve
ring aroundfrom
the
esophagus,
which nerve cords
extend.

Gill

I~-==i:::::.,.-_":::!~!!~=E~~~;:'\
Mouth
Foot

Nerve
cords

Esophagus

Radula. The mouth
region in many
mollusc species
contains a rasp-like
feeding organ
called a radula. This
belt of backwardcurved teeth
repeatedly thrusts
outward and then
retracts into the
mouth, scraping
and scooping like a
backhoe.

... Figure 33.15 The basic body plan of a mollusc.

T."J:U Major Classes of Phylum Mollusca
Class and Examples

Main Characteristics

Polyplacophora (chitons;
see Figure 33.16)

Marine; shell with eight plates;
foot used for locomotion;
radula; no head

Gastropoda (snails, slugs;
see Figures 33.17 and 33.18)

Marine, freshwater, or terrestrial; head present; a symmetrical body, usually with a coiled
shell; shell reduced or absent;
foot for locomotion; radula

Bivalvia (dams, mussels,
scallops, oysters; see
Figures 33.19 and 33.20)

Marine and freshwater; flattened shell with two valves;
head reduced; paired gills; no
radula; most are suspension
feeders; mantle forms siphons

Cephalopoda (squids,
octopuses, cuttlefishes,
chambered nautiluses;
see Figure 33.21)

Marine; head surrounded by
grasping tentddes, usually
with suckers; shell external,
internal, or absent; mouth with
or without radula; locomotion
by jet propulsion using siphon
formed from foot

which is also characteristic of marine annelids (segmented
worms) and some other 10photrochozoans.
The basic body plan of molluscs has evolved in various ways
in the phylum's eight classes. We'll examine four ofthose classes here (Table 33.3): Polyplacophora (chitons), Gastropoda
(snails and slugs), Bivalvia (clams, oysters, and other bivalves),
and Cephalopoda (squids, octopuses, cuttlefishes, and cham~
bered nautiluses).
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.... Figure 33.16 A chiton. Note the eight-plate shell charaderistic
of molluscs in the class Polyplacophora.

Chitons
Chitons have an oval-shaped body and a shell divided into
eight dorsal plates (Figure 33.16). The chiton's body itself,
however, is unsegmented. You can find these marine animals
clinging to rocks along the shore during low tide. If you try to
dislodge a chiton by hand, you will be surprised at how well its
foot, acting as a suction cup, grips the rock. A chiton can also
use its foot to creep slowly over the rock surface. Chitons use
their radula to scrape algae off the rock surface.

Gastropods
About three-quarters of all living species of molluscs are gastropods (Figure 33.17). Most gastropods are marine, but
there are also many freshwater species. Some gastropods have
adapted to life on land, including garden snails and slugs.

A distinctive characteristic of class Gastropoda is a developmental process known as torsion. As a gastropod embryo develops, its visceral mass rotates up to 180', causing the animal's
anus and mantle cavity to wind up above its head (Figure 33.18).
After torsion, some organs that were bilateral may be reduced in
size, while others may be lost on one side of the body. Torsion
should not be confused with the formation of a coiled shell,
which is an independent developmental process.
Most gastropods have a single, spiraled shell into which the
animal can retreat when threatened. The shell is often conical
but is somewhat flattened in abalones and limpets. Many gastropods have a distinct head with eyes at the tips of tentacles.
Gastropods move literally at a snail's pace by a rippling motion
of their foot or by means of cilia, often leaving a trail of slime in
their wake. Most gastropods use their radula to graze on algae or
plants. Several groups, however, are predators, and their radula
has become modified for boring holes in the shells ofother molluscs or for tearing apart prey. In the cone snails, the teeth ofthe
radula act as poison darts that are used to subdue prey.
Terrestrial snails lack the gills typical of most aquatic gastropods. Instead, the lining of their mantle cavity functions as
a lung, exchanging respiratory gases with the air.

Bivalves
The moUuscs of class Bivalvia include many species of clams,
oysters, mussels, and scallops. Bivalves have a shell divided into
two halves (Figure 33.19). The halves are hinged at the middorsal line, and powerful adductor muscles draw them tightly
together to protect the animal's soft body. Bivalves have no distinct head, and the radula has been lost. Some bivalves have
eyes and sensory tentacles along the outer edge oftheir mantle.
The mantle cavity of a bivalve contains gills that are used for
gas exchange as well as feeding in most species (Figure 33.20).
Most bivalves are suspension feeders. They trap fine food particles in mucus that coats their gills, and cilia then convey those
particles to the mouth. Water enters the mantle cavity through
an incurrent siphon, passes over the gills, and then exits the
mantle cavity through an excurrent siphon.

... Figure 33.19 A bivalve. This scallop has many eyes (dark blue
spots) peering out from each half of its hirlged shell.
(a) A land snail

Hinge area

Coelom

,~;;ti::~G~",~
~

Heart

Adductor
muscle
ArluS

... Figure 33.17
Gastropods.

(b) A sea slug. Nudibranchs. or sea slugs, lost
their shell during their evolution.

11~~~~r1~~
.~
Stomach

Excurrent
iphon

Intestine

Mouth

Foot

... Figure 33.18 The results of torsion in a gastropod. Because
of torsion (twisting of the visceral mass) durirlg embryonic development. the
digestive tract is coiled and the anus is near the anterior end of the animal.

~;~:~=:t::;~

Mantle
cavity

Gonad

Gill

Water
flow
Incurrent
siphon

... Figure 33.20 Anatomy of a clam. Food particles suspended
in water that enters through the incurrent siphon are collected by the
gills and passed via cilia to the mouth.
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Most bivalves lead sedentary lives, a characteristic suited to
suspension feeding. Sessile mussels secrete strong threads that
tether them to rocks, docks, boats, and the shells of other ani~
mals. However, clams can pull themselves into the sand or
mud, using their muscular foot for an anchor, and scallops can
skitter along the seafloor by flapping their shells, rather like the
mechanical false teeth sold in novelty shops.

Cephalopods
Cephalopods are active predators (Figure 32.21). They use
their tentacles to grasp prey, which they then bite with beaklike jaws and immobilize with a poison found in their saliva.
The foot of a cephalopod has become modified into a muscular excurrent siphon and part of the tentacles. Squids dart
about by drawing water into their mantle cavity and then firing a jet of water through the excurrent siphon; they steer by
pointing the siphon in different directions. Octopuses use a
similar mechanism to escape predators.
A mantle covers the visceral mass of cephalopods, but the
shell is reduced and internal (in squids and cuttlefishes) or
missing altogether (in many octopuses). One small group of
shelled cephalopods, the chambered nautiluses, survives today.
Cephalopods are the only molluscs with a closed circulatory system. They also have well-developed sense organs and
.. Octopuses are considered
among the most
Intelligent invertebrates.

• Squids are speedy
carnivores with
beak-like Jaws and
well·developed eyes.

a complex brain. The ability to learn and behave in a complex
manner is probably more critical to fast-moving predators
than to sedentary animals such as clams.
The ancestors of octopuses and squids were probably
shelled molluscs that took up a predatory lifestyle; the shell
was lost in later evolution. Shelled cephalopods called
ammonites, some of them as large as truck tires, were the
dominant invertebrate predators of the seas for hundreds of
millions of years until their disappearance during the mass
extinction at the end of the Cretaceous period, 65.5 million
years ago (see Chapter 25).
Most species ofsquid are less than 75 cm long, but some are
considerably larger. The giant squid (Architeulhis dux) was for
a long time the largest squid known, with a mantle up to 2.25 m
long and a total length of 18 m. In 2003, however, a specimen
of the rare species Mesvnychoteuthis hami/toni was caught
near Antarctica; its mantle was 2.5 m long. Some biologists
think that this specimen was a juvenile and estimate that
adults of its species could be ty,'ice as large! Unlike A. dux,
which has large suckers and small teeth on its tentacles, M.
hamilton! has two rows ofsharp hooks at the ends ofits tentacles that can deliver deadly lacerations.
It is likely that A. dux and M. hamilton! spend most of their
time in the deep ocean, where they may feed on large fishes.
Remains of both giant squid species have been found in the
stomachs of sperm whales, which are probably their only natural predator. In 2005, scientists reported the first observations of A. dux in the wild, photographed while attacking
baited hooks at a depth of 900 m. M. hamiltvni has yet to be
observed in nature. Overall, these marine giants remain
among the great mysteries of invertebrate life.

Annelids
Annelida means "little rings; referring to the annelid body's re~
semblance to a series of fused rings. Annelids are segmented

Table lJ.4 Classes of Phylum Annelida

.. Chambered
nautiluses are
the only living
cephalopods with
an external shell
... Figure 33.21 Cephalopods.
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Class and Examples

Main Characteristics

Oligochaeta (freshwater, marine,
and terrestrial segmented
worms; see Figure 33.22)

Reduced head; no parapodia,
but chaetae present

Polychaeta (mostly marine
segmented worms; see
Figure 33.23)

Many have a well-developed
head; each segment usually
has parapodia with many
chaetae; free-living

Hirudinea (leeches; see
Figure 33.24)

Body usually flattened, with
reduced coelom and segmentation; chaetae usually absent;
suckers at anterior and posterior ends; parasites, predators, and SCAvengers

worms that live in the sea, in most freshwater habitats, and in
damp soil. Annelids are coelomates, and they range in length
from less than 1 mm to more than 3 m, the length ofa giant Australian earthworm.
The phylum Annelida can be divided into three classes
(Table 33,4, on the facing page): Oligochaeta (the earthworms and their relatives), Polychaeta (the polychaetes), and
Hirudinea (the leeches),

Each segment is surrounded by longitudinal muscle, which in
turn is surrounded by circular muscle. Earthworms coordinate
the contraction of these two sets of muscles to move
(see Figure 50.33). These muscles work against the noncompressible coelomic fluid, which acts as a hydrostatic skeleton.

Epidermis

Oligochaetes
Oligochaetes (from the Greek oligos, few, and cllaite, long hair)
are named for their relatively sparse chaetae, or bristles made of
chitin. TIlis class of segmented worms includes tlle earthworms
and a variety of aquatic species. Figure 33.22 provides a guided
tour ofthe anatomy of an earthwonn, which is representative of
annelids. Earthworms eat their way through the soil, extracting

Coelom. The coelom
of the earthworm is
partitioned by septa.

Septum
(partition
between
segments)

Many of the internal
structures are repeated
within each segment of
the earthworm.

Metanephridium. Each
segment of the worm
contains a pair of
excretory tubes, called
meta nephridia, with
ciliated funnel-shaped
openings called
nephrostomes. The
meta nephridia remove
wastes from the blood
and coelomic fluid
through exterior pores.

longitudinal
muscle
Dorsal--f!'lII
Chaetae. Each segment
vessel
has four pairs of
chaetae, bristles that I-~===:::
provide traction for
burrowing.

Fused
nerve
cords
Nephrostome

Venlral
vessel

Tiny blood
vessels are
abundant in the
earthworm's
--ii---Iskin, which
functions as its
respiratory organ. The blood
contains oxygencarrying
hemoglobin.

Clitellum
Metanephridium
Intestine
Giant Australian earthworm

Cerebral ganglia. The earthworm
nervous system features a brainlike pair of cerebral ganglia above
and in front of the pharynx. A
ring of nerves around the pharynx
connects to a subpharyngeal
ganglion, from which a fused pair
of nerve cords runs posteriorly.

L---"""""":~~~
Mouth

The circulatory system, a network of vessels,
is closed. The dorsal and ventral vessels are
linked by segmental pairs of vessels. The
dorsal vessel and five pairs of vessels that
circle the esophagus are muscular and
pump blood through the circulatory system.

Ventral nerve cords with segmental
ganglia. The nerve cords penetrate the
septa and run the length of the anima!,
as do the digestive tract and
longitudinal blood vessels.

... Figure 33.22 Anatomy of an earthworm, an oligochaete.
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nutrients as the soil passes through the alimentary canal Undigested material, mixed with mucus secreted into the canal, is
eliminated as fecal castings through the anus. Farmers value
earthworms because the animals till and aerate the earth, and
their castings improve the texture of the soil. (Charles Darwin
estimated that a single acre of British farmland contains about
SO,coo earth....,orms, producing 18 tons ofcastings per year.)
Earthworms are hermaphrodites, but they cross-fertilize.
Two earthworms mate by aligning themselves in opposite direclions in such a way that they exchange sperm (see figure 46.1),
and then they separate. The received sperm are stored temporarily while an organ called the c1itellum secretes a cocoon
of mucus. The cocoon slides along the worm, picking up the
eggs and then the stored sperm. The cocoon then slips off the
worm's head and remains in the soil while the embryos develop. Some earthworms can also reproduce asexually by fragmentation followed by regeneration.
Polychaeles
Each segment of a polychaete has a pair of paddle-like or
ridge-like structures called parapodia rnear feet") that function in locomotion (Figure 33.23). Each parapodium has numerous chaetae, so polychaetes usually have many more
chaetae per segment than do oligochaetes. In many polychaetes, the parapodia are richly supplied with blood vessels
and also function as gills.
Polychaetes make up a large and diverse class, most of
whose members are marine. A few species drift and swim
among the plankton, many crawl on or burrow in the seafloor,
and many others live in tubes. Some tube-d.....ellers, such as the
fan worms, build their tubes by mixing mucus with bits ofsand
and broken shells. Others, such as Christmas tree worms (see
Figure 33.1 l, construct tubes using only their own secretions.
Leeches
The majority of leeches inhabit fresh water, but there are also
marine species as well as terrestrial leeches found in moist
vegetation. Leeches range in length from about 1 to 30 cm.

.. Figure 33.24 A leech. A
nurse applied thIS medJonalleech
(Hirudo l'nf'didnaJisl to a patient's
SCH"e thumb 10 drain blood from a
hematoma (an abnormal
accumulation of blood around an
II'Iternal inJury).

Many are predators that feed on other invertebrates, but some
are parasites that suck blood by attaching temporarily to other
animals, including humans (Figure 33.24). Some parasitic
species use bladelike jaws to slit the skin oftheir host, whereas
others secrete enzymes that digest a hole through the skin.
The host is usually oblivious to this attack because the leech
secretes an anesthetic. After making the incision, the leech secretes another chemical, hirudin, which keeps the blood ofthe
host from coagulating near the incision. The parasite then
sucks as much blood as it can hold, often more than ten times
its own weight. After this gorging, a leech can last for months
without another meal.
Until this century, leeches were frequently used for bloodletting. Today they are used to drain blood that accumulates in tissues following certain injuries or surgeries. Researchers have
also investigated the potential use of hirudin to dissolve unwanted blood dots that form during surgery or as a result of
heart disease. Several recombinant forms of hirudin have been
developed, two ofwhich were recently approved fordinical use.
As a group, Lophotrocholoa encompasses a remarkable
range ofbody plans, as illustrated by members ofsuch phyla as
Rotifera, Ectoprocta, Mollusca, and Annelida. Next we'll explore the diversity of Ecdysoloa, a dominant presence on
Earth in terms of sheer number of speCies.
CONCEPT CHECI(

n.)

I. Explain how tapeworms can survive without a

.. Figure 33.23 A
polychaete. HesioIyra berg;
lives on the seafloor around
deep-sea hydrothermal vents.

coelom, a mouth, a digestive system, or an excretory
system.
2. How does the modification of the molluscan foot in
gastropods and cephalopods relate to their respecti\'e
lifestyles?
3. Annelid anatomy can be described as -a tube within a
tube:" Explain.
4. _lili','Ii* Relatively few free-living lophotrcchozoans live on land, above the surface of the soil.
Focusing on gravity, hypothesize why this is so.
for suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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r::;;:::o~~'~re the most
species-rich animal group
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Although defined primarily by
molecular evidence, the dade
Lopholnxhowa
Ecdysozoa includes animals
Ecdysozoa
that shed a tough external coat
Deuterostorma
(cuticle) as they grow; in fact,
the group derives its name from this process, which is called
molting, or ecdysis. Ecdysozoa consists of about eight animal
phyla and contains mOTe known species than all other protist,
fungus, plant, and animal groups combined. Here we'll focus
Calcarea and Silicea
Cmdana

on the two largest e<dysozoan phyla, the nematodes and
arthropods, which are among the most successful and abun-

dant of all animal groups.

Nematodes
Some of the most ubiquitous animals, nematodes (phylum
Nematoda), or roundworms, are found in most aquatic habitats,
in the soil, in the moist tissues of plants, and in the body fluids
and tissues of animals. In contrast to annelids, nematodes do
not have segmented bodies. The cylindrical bodies of nematodes range from less than 1 mm to more than a meter in length,
often tapering to a fine tip at the posterior end and to a more
blunt tip at the anterior end (Figure 33.25). A nematode's body
is covered by a tough cuticle; as the worm grows, it periodically
sheds its old cuticle and secretes a new, larger one. Nematodes
have an alimentary canal, though they lack a circulatory system.
Nutrients are transported throughout the body via fluid in the
pseudocoelom. The body wall muscles are all longitudinal, and
their contraction produces a thrashing motion.
Nematodes usually reproduce sexually, by internal fertilization. In most species, the sexes are separate and females are
larger than males. A female may deposit 100,000 or more fertilized eggs (zygotes) per day. The zygotes of most species are
resistant cells that can survive harsh conditions.

Multitudes ofnematodes live in moist soil and in decomposing organic matter on the bottoms of lakes and oceans. While
25,000 species are known, perhaps 20 times that number actually exist. It has been said that if nothing but nematodes remained on Earth, they would still preserve the outline of the
planet and many onts features. These free-living worms play an
important role in decomposition and nutrient cycling, but little
is known about most species. One species of soil nematode,
Caellorhabditis elegalls, however, is very well studied and has
become a model research organism in biology (see Chapter 21).
Ongoing studies on C. elegans are revealing some of the mechanisms involved in aging in humans, among other findings.
Phylum Nematoda includes many significant agricultural
pests that attack the roots ofplants. Other species of nematodes
parasitize animals. Humans are hosts to at least 50 nematode
species, including various pinworms and hookworms. One notorious nematode is Trichinella spiralis, the worm that causes
trichinosis (Figure 33.26). Humans acquire this nematode by
eating raw or undercooked pork or other meat (including wild
game such as bear or walrus) that has juvenile worms encysted
in the muscle tissue. \'(!ithin the human intestines, the juveniles
develop into sexually mature adults. Females burrow into the
intestinal muscles and produce more juveniles, which bore
through the body or travel in lymphatic vessels to other organs,
including skeletal muscles, where they encyst.
Parasitic nematodes have an extraordinary molecular
toolkit that enables them to redirect some of the cellular functions of their hosts and thus evade their immune systems.
Plant-parasitic nematodes inject molecules that induce the
development of root cells, which then supply nutrients to the
parasites. Trichinella controls the expression of specific
muscle-cell genes that code for proteins that make the cell elastic enough to house the nematode. Additionally, the infected
muscle cell releases signals that attract blood vessels, which

Encysted juveniles

Muscle tissue

... Figure 33.26 Juveniles of the parasitic nematode
.. Figure 33.25 Afree-living nematode (colorized SEM),

Trichinella spiralis encysted in human muscle tissue (LM).
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then supply the nematode with nutrients. These extraordinary
parasites have been dubbed "animals that act like viruses."

• FI

Arthropods

Hox genes?

33.28

•

Did the arthropod body plan result from new
18

Zoologists estimate that there are about a billion billion (10 )
arthropods living on Earth. More than 1 million arthropod
species have been described, most ofwhich are insects. In fact,
two out of every three known species are arthropods, and
members ofthe phylum Arthropoda can be found in nearly all
habitats of the biosphere. By the criteria of species diversity,
distribution, and sheer numbers, arthropods must be reo
garded as the most successful of all animal phyla.

Arthropod Origins
Biologists hypothesize that the diversity and success of
arthropods is related to their body plan-their segmented
bodies, hard exoskeleton, and jointed appendages (arthropod
means "jointed feet"). The earliest fossils with this body plan
are from the Cambrian explosion (535-525 million years
ago), indicating that the arthropods are at least that old.
Along with arthropods, the fossil record of the Cambrian
explosion contains many species of lvbopods, an extinct group
from which arthropods may have evolved. Lobopods such as
Hallucigenia (see Figure 25.4) had segmented bodies, but most
of their body segments were identical to one another. Early
arthropods, such as the trilobites, also showed little variation
from segment to segment (Figure 33.27). As arthropods continued to evolve, the segments tended to fuse and become
fewer, and the appendages became specialized for a variety of
functions. These evolutionary changes resulted not only in
great diversification but also in an efficient body plan that permits the division oflabor among different body regions.
What genetic changes led to the increasing complexity of
the arthropod body plan? Arthropods today have two unusual
Hox genes, both of which influence segmentation. To test
whether these genes could have driven the evolution of increased body segment diversity in arthropods, Sean Carroll
(see pages 534-535) and colleagues studied Hox genes in onychophorans, dose relatives of arthropods (Figure 33.28).

EXPERIMENT
How did the highly successful arthropod body
plan arise? One hypothesis suggests that it resulted from the origin (by a gene duplication event) of two unusual Hox genes found
in arthropods: Ultrabithorax (Vbx) and abdominal-A (abd-A). To
test this hypothesis, Sean Carroll, of the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, and colleagues turned to the onychophorans, a group of
invertebrates closely related to arthropods. Unlike many living
arthropods, onychophorans have a body plan in which most body
segments are identical to one another, Thus, Carroll and colleagues reasoned that if the origin of the Ubx and abd-A Hox
genes drove the evolution of body segment diversity in arthropods, these genes probably arose on the arthropod branch of the
evolutionary tree:

-

Other
ecdysoloans

Origin of ubx and
abd-A Hoxg~?

r--"'I-.-

Arthropods

Common ancestor Of/ ...- - - - - Onychophorans
onychophorans and arthropods
As the hypothesis depided above suggests, Ubx and abd-A
would not have been present in the common ancestor of arthropods and onychophorans. and hence. onychophorans should not
have these genes. To find out whether this was the case. Carroll
and colleagues eKamined the Hox genes of the onychophoran
Acanrhokara kaputensis.
RESULTS
The onychophoran A. kaputensis has all
arthropod Hox genes, including Ubx and abd·A,
Red indicates the
body regions of this
onychophoran embryo
in which Ubx or
abd~A genes were
expressed. (The
inset shows this
area enlarged.)
Ant", antenna
J '" jaws
L1-L15 '" body segments

.. Figure 33.27 A trilobite
fossil. Trilobites were common
denlzens of the shallow seas
throughout the PaleozoIC era but
disappeared with the great
Permian extindions about 250
million years ago. Paleontologists
have described about 4,000
trilobIte species.

CONCLUSION Since A. kaputensis, an onychophoran, has the
arthropod Hox genes, the evolution of increased body segment diversity in arthropods must not have been related to the origin of neY\'
Hax genes,
SOURCE

J K. Grenier. 5

C~rroll

et

~I,

Evolution 01 tfle entire

~rthropod Hox gene >et predated the ongln and r~diatlon 01 the
onjl(hophor~rv'~rthropod d~de. CUflf'flt Biology 7547-553 (1997),

.i,lI:tU!£W

If Carroll and colleagues had found that A kaputen·
sis did nor have the Ubx and abd-A Hox genes, how would their
conclusion have been affected? Explain.
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Their results indicate that arthropod body plan diversity did
not arise from the acquisition of new Hox genes. Instead, the
evolution of body segment diversity in arthropods may have
been driven by changes in the sequence or regulation of existing Hox genes. (See Chapter 25 for a discussion of how
changes in form can result from changes in the sequence or
regulation of developmental genes such as Hox genes.)

ter. Arthropods began to diversify on land following the colonization of land by plants in the early Paleozoic. Evidence includes a 428-million-year-old fossil of a millipede found in
2004 by an amateur fossil hunter in Scotland. Fossilized tracks
of other terrestrial arthropods date from about 450 million
years ago.
Arthropods have well-developed sensory organs, including
eyes, olfactory (smell) receptors, and antennae that function in
both touch and smell. Most sensory organs are concentrated
at the anterior end of the animal.
Like many molluscs, arthropods have an open circulatory
system, in which fluid called hemolymph is propelled by a
heart through short arteries and then into spaces called sinuses surrounding the tissues and organs. (The term blood is
generally reserved for fluid in a dosed circulatory system.) Hemolymph reenters the arthropod heart through pores that are
usually equipped with valves. The hemolymph-filled body sinuses are collectively called the hemocoel, which is not part of
the coelom. Although arthropods are coelomates, in most
species the coelom that forms in the embryo becomes much
reduced as development progresses, and the hemocoel becomes the main body cavity in adults. Despite their similarity,
the open circulatory systems of molluscs and arthropods
probably arose independently.
A variety of specialized gas-exchange organs have evolved in
arthropods. These organs allow the diffusion ofrespiratory gases
in spite of the exoskeleton. Most aquatic species have gills with
thin, feathery extensions that place an extensive surface area in
contact with the surrounding water. Terrestrial arthropods generally have internal surfaces specialized for gas exchange. Most
insects, for instance, have tracheal systems, branched air ducts
leading into the interior from pores in the cuticle.

General Characteristics ofArthropods

Over the course ofevolution, the appendages of some arthropods have become modified, specializing in functions such as
walking, feeding, sensory reception, reproduction, and defense. Figure 33.29 illustrates the diverse appendages and
other arthropod characteristics of a lobster.
The body of an arthropod is completely covered by the cuticle, an exoskeleton constructed from layers of protein and the
polysaccharide chitin. The cuticle can be thick and hard over
some parts of the body and paper-thin and flexible over others,
such as the joints. The rigid exoskeleton protects the animal and
provides points ofattachment for the muscles that move the appendages. But it also means that an arthropodcannotgrowwithout occasionally shedding its exoskeleton and producing a larger
one. This molting process is energetically expensive. A molting
or recently molted arthropod is also vulnerable to predation and
other dangers until its new, soft exoskeleton hardens.
\Vhen the arthropod exoskeleton first evolved in the sea, its
main functions were probably protection and anchorage for
muscles, but it later additionally enabled certain arthropods to
live on land. The exoskeleton's relative impermeability to water helped prevent desiccation, and its strength solved the
problem of support when arthropods left the buoyancy ofwa-

... Figure 33.29 External anatomy of
an arthropod. Many of the distlndive
Cephalothorax

Abdomen

features of arthropods are apparent in this
dorsal view of a lobster. along with some
uniquely crustacean characteristics. The body
is segmented. but this charaderistic is obvious
only In the abdomen The appendages
(including antennae. pincers. mouthparts,
walking legs, and swimming appendages) are
Jointed, The head bears a pair of compound
(multilens) eyes, each situated on a movable
stalk, The whole body, including appendages.
is covered by an exoskeleton
Swimming appendages
(one pair located
under each
abdominal segment)

U"-.

Walking legs
Pincer (defense)

Mouthparts (feeding)
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T.'.:n.5 Subphyla of Phylum Arthropoda
Subphylum
and Examples

Main Characteristics

Cheliceriformes
(horseshoe cnlbs,
spiders, scorpions,
ticks, mites; see
Figures 33.30-33.32)

Myriapoda (millipedes
and centipedes; see

Figures 33.33 and 33.34)

Body having one or two main
parts; six pairs of appendages

(chelicerae, pedipalps, and four
pairs ofwalking legs); mostly
terrestrial or marine
Distinct head bearing antennae
and chewing mouthparts;
terrestrial; millipedes are her-

bivorous and have two pairs of

walking legs per trunk segment;
centipedes are carnivorous and

have one pair of walking legs per
trunk segment and poison claws
on first body segment
Hexapoda (insects,

springtails; see
Figures 33.35-33.37)

Crustacea (crabs,
lobsters. crayfishes,
shrimps; see

Figures 33.29 and 33.38)

Body divided into head, thorax,
and abdomen; antennae present;
mouthparts modified for chewing,
sucking, or lapping; three pairs of
legs and usually two pairs of
wings; mostly terrestrial

.... Figure 33.30 Horseshoe crabs (Umulus polyphemus).

Common on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, these
"living fossils" have changed little in hundreds of millions of years.
They are surviving members of a rich diversity of cheliceriforms that
once filled the seas.

Body of two or three parts;
antennae present; chewing
mouthparts; three or more
pairs of legs; mostly marine and
freshwater

Morphological and molecular evidence suggests that living
arthropods consist offour major lineages that diverged early in
the evolution of the phylum (Table 33.5): cheliceriforrns (sea
spiders, horseshoe crabs, scorpions, ticks, mites, and spiders);
myriapods (centipedes and millipedes); hexapods (insects
and their wingless, six~legged relatives); and crustaceans
(crabs, lobsters, shrimps, barnacles, and many others).

.. Scorpions have pedipalps
that are pincers specialized for defense and the
capture of food. The tip of
the tail bears a poisonous
stinger.

Cheliceriforms
Cheliceriforms (subphylum Cheliceriformes; from the Greek
c1wilQs, lips, and cheir, arm) are named for clawlike feeding appendages called chelicerae, which serve as pincers or fangs.
Cheliceriforms have an anterior cephalothorax and a poste~
rior abdomen. They lack antennae, and most have simple eyes
(eyes with a single lens).
The earliestcheliceriforms were curyptcrids, or water scor·
pions. These marine and freshwater predators grew up to 3 m
long; it is thought that some species could have walked on land,
much as land crabs do today. Most ofthe marine cheliceriforms,
including all of the eurypterids, are extinct. Among the marine
cheliceriforms that survive today are the sea spiders (pycnogonids) and horseshoe crabs (Figure 33.30).
The bulk ofmodem cheliceriforms are arachnids, a group that
includes scorpions, spiders, ticks, and mites (Figure 33.31). TIcks
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.. Dust mites are ubiquitous
scavengers in human
dwellings but are harmless
except to those people who
are allergic to them
(colorized SEM),

<Ill

.... Figure 33.31 Arachnids.

Web-building spiders are
generally most active
during the daytime.

and many mites are among a large group of
Stomach
Intestine
parasitic arthropods. Nearly all ticks are
Heart
bloodsucking parasites that live on the
Digestive
bodysurfaces ofreptiles or mammals. Pargland
asitic mites live on or in a wide variety of
vertebrates, invertebrates, and plants.
Ovary
Arachnids have a cephalothorax that
has six pairs ofappendages: the chelicerae;
a pair ofappendages calledpedipalps that
function in sensing, feeding, or reproduction; and four pairs of walking legs
(Figure 33.32). Spiders use their fangAnus
like chelicerae, which are equipped with
poison glands, to attack prey. As the cheSpinnerets
Chelicera
Sperm
licerae pierce the prey, the spider secretes
Silk gland
receptacle
digestive juices onto the prey's torn tis... Figure 33.32 Anatomy of a spider.
sues. The food softens, and the spider
sucks up the liquid meal.
In most spiders, gas exchange is carried out by book lungs, stacked platelike structures contained
in an internal chamber (see Figure 33.32). The extensive surface area of these respiratory organs is a structural adaptation
that enhances the exchange of O2 and CO 2 between the hemolymph and air.
A unique adaptation of many spiders is the ability to catch
insects by constructing webs of silk, a liquid protein produced
by specialized abdominal glands. The silk is spun by organs
called spinnerets into fibers that then solidify. Each spider engineers a web characteristic of its species and builds it perfectly
on the first try. This complex behavior is apparently inherited.
Various spiders also use silk in other ways: as droplines for
rapid escape, as a cover for eggs, and even as ~gift wrap~ for food
that males offer females during courtship. Many small spiders
also extrude silk into the air and let themselves be transported
... Figure :n.:n A millipede.
by wind, a behavior known as uballooning~

Brain

Poison
gland

Pedipalp

Myriapods
Millipedes and centipedes belong to the subphylum Myriapoda,
the myriapods. All living myriapods are terrestrial. The myriapod head has a pair of antennae and three pairs of appendages
modified as mouthparts, including the jaw-like mandibles.
Millipedes (class Diplopoda) have a large number of
legs, though fewer than the thousand their name implies
(Figure 33.33). Each trunk segment is formed from two
fused segments and bears two pairs of legs. Millipedes eat
decaying leaves and other plant matter. They may have been
among the earliest animals on land, living on mosses and
primitive vascular plants.
Unlike millipedes, centipedes (class Chilopoda) are carnivores. Each segment ofa centipede's trunk region has one pair
oflegs (Figure 33.34). Centipedes have poison claws on their
foremost trunk segment that paralyze prey and aid in defense.

... Figure 33.34 A centipede.
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The insect body has three regions: head,
thorax, and abdomen. The segmentation
of the thorax and abdomen are obvious,
but the segments that form the head are fused.
Abdomen

..

Thorax

Head

...............

Compound eye

~::::::>Antennae

Heart. The insect heart
drives hemolymph
through an open
circulatory system.

~~~

Cerebral ganglion. The two nerve
cords meet in the head, where the
ganglia of several anterior segments
are fused into a cerebral ganglion
(brain, colored white below). The
antennae, eyes, and other sense
organs are concentrated on the head.

Anus
Malpighian tubules.
Metabolic wastes are
removed from the

Vagina

excretorYf.--_====~~:::)~1!~~~7~~1"~'il~~~

hemolymph
organs
called byMalpighian
tubules, which are
out-pocketings of the
digestive tract.

Tracheal tubes. Gas exchange in insects is
accomplished by a tracheal system of branched.
chitin-lined tubes that infiltrate the body and
carry oxygen directly to cells. The tracheal
system opens to the outside of the body
through spiracles, pores that can control air
flow and water loss by opening or closing .

''JI:~~

Nerve cords. The insect
nervous system
consists of a pair of
ventral nerve cords
with several
segmental ganglia.

Insect mouthparts are formed from
several pairs of modified appendages.
The mouthparts include mandibles,
which grasshoppers use for chewing.
In other insects, mouthparts are
specialized for lapping, piercing,
or sucking.

... Figure 33.35 Anatomy of a grasshopper, an insect.

Insects
Insects and their relatives (subphylum Hexapoda) are more
species-rich than all other forms of life combined. They live in
almost every terrestrial habitat and in fresh water, and flying insects fill the air. Insects are rare, though not absent, in marine
habitats, where crustaceans are the dominant arthropods. The
internal anatomy of an insect includes several complex organ
systems, which are highlighted in Figure 33.35.
The oldest insect fossils date from the Devonian period,
which began about 416 million years ago. However, when
flight evolved during the Carboniferous and Permian periods,
it spurred an explosion in insect diversity. Afossil record ofdiverse insect mouthparts indicates that specialized feeding on
gymnosperms and other Carboniferous plants also contributed to early adaptive radiations of insects. Later, a major
increase in insect diversity appears to have been stimulated by
the evolutionary expansion of flowering plants during the
mid-Cretaceous period (about 90 million years ago). Although
insect and plant diversity decreased during the Cretaceous
mass extinction, both groups rebounded over the next 65 million years. Studies indicate that rebounds of particular insect
groups often were associated with radiations of the flowering
plants on which they fed.
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Flight is obviously one key to the great success of insects. An
animal that can fly can escape many predators, find food and
mates, and disperse to new habitats much faster than an animal
that must crawl about on the ground. Many insects have one or
two pairs of wings that emerge from the dorsal side of the thorax. Because the wings are extensions ofthe cuticle and not true
appendages, insects can fly without sacrificing any walking legs.
By contrast, the flying vertebrates-birds and bats-have one
of their two pairs of walking legs modified into wings, making
some of these species clumsy on the ground.
Inse<t wings may have first evolved as extensions of the cuticle that helped the inse<t body absorb heat, only later becoming organs for flight. Other hypotheses suggest that wings
allowed terrestrial insects to glide from vegetation to the
ground or that they served as gills in aquatic insects. Still another hypothesis is that insect wings functioned for swimming
before they functioned for flight.
Morphological and molecular data indicate that wings
evolved only once in insects. Dragonflies, which have two similar pairs of wings, were among the first insects to fly. Several
insect orders that evolved later than dragonflies have modified
flight equipment. The wings of bees and wasps, for instance,
are hooked together and move as a single pair. Butterfly wings

operate in a similar fashion because the anterior pair overlaps
the posterior wings. In beetles, the posterior wings function in
flight, while the anterior ones are modified as covers that prote<t the flight wings when the beetle is walking on the ground
or burrowing.
Many insects undergo metamorphosis during their development. In the incomplete metamorphosis of grasshoppers
and some other inse<t groups, the young (called nymphs) resemble adults but are smaller, have different body proportions,
and lack wings. The nymph undergoes a series of molts, each
time looking more like an adult. With the final molt, the insect
reaches full size, acquires wings, and becomes sexually mature.
Insects with complete metamorphosis have larval stages specialized for eating and growing that are known by such names
as caterpillar, maggot, or grub. The larval stage looks entirely
different from the adult stage, which is specialized for dispersal
and reproduction. Metamorphosis from the larval stage to the
adult occurs during a pupal stage (Figure 33.36).
Reproduction in insects is usually sexual, with separate male
and female individuals. Adults come together and re<ognize
each other as members of the same species by advertising with
bright colors (as in butterflies), sound (as in crickets), or odors
(as in moths). Fertilization is generally internal. In most species,
sperm are deposited directly into the female's vagina at the time
ofcopulation, though insome species the male deposits a sperm

packet outside the female, and the female picks it up. An internal structure in the female called the spermathe<a stores the
sperm, usually enough to fertilize more than one batch of eggs.
Many insects mate only once in a lifetime. After mating, a female often lays her eggs on an appropriate food source where
the next generation can begin eating as soon as it hatches.
Insects are classified in morethan 30 orders, IS ofwhich are
presented in Figure 33.37, on the next two pages.
Animals as numerous, diverse, and widespread as insects
are bound to affect the lives of most other terrestrial organisms, including humans. We depend on bees, flies, and many
other insects to pollinate our crops and orchards. On the other
hand, insects are carriers for many diseases, including African
sleeping sickness (spread by tsetse flies that carry the protist
Trypanosoma; see Figure 28.6) and malaria (spread by mosquitoes that carry the protist Plasmodium; see Figure 28.10).
Furthermore, inse<ts compete with humans for food. In parts
of Africa, for instance, insects claim about 75% of the crops. In
the United States, billions ofdollars are spent each year on pesticides, spraying crops with massive doses ofsome ofthe deadliest poisons ever invented. Try as they may, not even humans
have challenged the preeminence of insects and their arthropod kin. As Cornell University entomologist Thomas Eisner
puts it: "Bugs are not going to inherit the Earth. They own it
now. So we might as well make peace with the landlord."

(b) Pupa
(d) Emerging adult
... Figure 33.36 Metamorphosis of a butterfly. (a) The larva (caterpillar) spends its
time eating and growing. molting as it grows, (b) After several molts. the larva de~elops
into a pupa, (c) Within the pupa. the larval tissues are broken down. and the adult is built
by the di~ision and differentiation of cells that were quiescent in the larva, (d) Eventually,
the adult begins to emerge from the pupal cuticle (e) Hemolymph is pumped into veins of
the wings and then withdrawn. leaving the hardened ~eins as struts supporting the wings.
The insect will fly off and reproduce, deri~ing much of its nourishment from the food
reserves stored by the feeding lar~a.

(e) Adult
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Exploring Insect Diversity
,

Approximate
Order

Main Characteristics

Number of

Examples

Species
8lattodea

4,""

Cockroaches ha\'c a dorso\'entrally l1att~ body, with lqs
modified for rapid running. Forewings hen present, are leath·
ery, ",ilereas hind wings are fan6J.:e. F w than 40 cockroKh
§Ilt'cies moe in houses; the rest exploit habitUs r.lnging from
tro~

350.000

Coleoptera

German
cockroach

forest floors to caves and descn.s.

BcrtIcs comprise the most specks-rich Ofdcr of ins«u. Thqha\'e ''''-0 pairs of ",;ngs, one of.....hich is thick and stiff, the
other membranous. lbty h;l\'e an armomi nosktltton and
mouthPMU adapled for biting and ehe",;ng. BertIes undergo
complete metamorphosis.

1.200

DermaptcnII

151,000

Diptera

85,000

Hemiptera

Hymenopten

lsoptcra
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Earwigs are generally nocturnal Ka\'mgers. Sotmo species are
'o\ingless, while others ha...e Iwo p,airs of"'ings, one of ....hich is
thick and koathery, the other membranous. EalVoigs have biting
mouthparts and large posterior pincer" They undergo incomplete metamorphosis.

Diptl"I'1UIS ha.\T one pair of ..... ings;!.he SCCOlld pair has be<:OITK'
modined into balancing organs called haltcrtS. Their mouthpam are adapll'd for sucking, piercing. or lapping. Dipll."rans
undergo complete metamorphosis. Flies and mosquitoes are
among the best·known dipterans, which live as scavengers.
predators. and parasites.

Hemipterans are so-called "true bugs; including bed bugs, u·
sassin bugs, and chinch bugs. ([nsects in other orders are some·
times erroneously called bugs.) Hemipterans have t..... o pairs of
wings, one pair partly leathery. the other membranous. They
have piercing or sucking mouthparts and undergo incomplete
metamorphosis.

Ants, bees, and wasps are generally highly social insects. They
have two pairs of membranous wings. a mobile head. and
chewing or sucking mouthparts. The females of many spe<ies
have a posterior stinging organ. Hymenopterans undergo complete metamorphosis.

Termites are Widespread social ins«ts that produce enormous
colonies. It has been estimated that there are 700 kg oftet'mites
for every per50Il on Earth! Some termites ha,'e t"'·o pairs of
membranous ....ings, .....hile others are ....ingless. They f«d on
.....ood. ....ith the aid of microbial symbionts carried in spe<ial.izcd
chambers in their hindgut.690
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Earwig

Horsefly

Leaffooted

bog

Cicad<l-killer wasp

Terrmte

Order

Approximate
Number of

Examples

Main Characteristics

Species
Lepidoptera

120.000

Butterflies and moths arc amOllg the best-known insects.
They have two J»irs of ""ings covered ....ith tiny SQlI('$. To
feed, they uncoil ill long proboscis. Most ft'rd on n«ur, but
$Orne species feed on other substan<:es. including animal
blood or tears.

Odonala

5.000

SwallowtaIl
butterfly

Dragonflies and damselflies han' two J»irs of large. mem~
nous '>lings. They N'''' an dongakd abdomen. Large. compound ~. and cheo.ooing mouthparts. They undcrgo
incompktt metamorphosis and arc active predators.

Dragoofty

Orthopl~ra

13.000

Grasshoppers. crickcu. and their rdatin'$ alt' mostly herbr.'Orous. They have Large hind Iq;s adapted for jumping. '....0 pairs
of.... ings (one leathery, one membnnous), and biting orcbewing mouthparts. Males commonly make courtship sounds by
rubbing togelht-r body palU. such as ill ridge on their hind legs.
Orthopterans undergo incomplete mrtamorphosis.

Stick inserts and leaf insects are exquisite mimics of plants.

Phasmalodea

l"he eggs of some sjX'Cies e"en mimic seeds orthe plants on
....hich the insects live. Their body iscylindrkal or natlenro
dorsoventrally. They lack foreWings but have fanlike hind
\dngs. Their mouthparts arc adapted for biting or chewing.

Phthiraplcr<i

Siphonaplel'll

Katydid

2.400

2.400

450

Commonly called sucking lice, these insects spend their entire
life as an ectoparasite feeding on the hair or feathers of a single
host. Their legs, equipped with clawlike tarsi, are adapted for
clinging to their hosts. They lack wings and have reduced eyes.
Sucking lice undergo incomplete metamorphosis.

Stick insect

Human
body
louse

fleas are bloodsucking ectoparasites on birds and mammals.
Their body is Wingless and laterally compressed. Their legs are
modified for clinging to their hosts and for long-distance jumping. They undergo complete metamorphosis.

f~
,

~.

Flea

Silverfish arc small, Wingless insects with a nauenM body and
reduced eycs. They live inleaflittl'l" or under Inri:. Theyan
also infest buildings, whl'l"e they can become pests.

Silverfish
Trichapten

7.100

The larvae of caddistlies lin' in streams, ,,'here they make
house'S from sand gr;AiRS•..-ood fragments. or ot.hef material
held tosether by silk. Adults haw f',Hl pairs of hairy wings and
chOling or lapping mouthpalU. They undtrgo complete metamorphosis.
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Crustaceans
\Vhjle arachnids and insects thrive on land, crustaceans, for the
most part. have remained in marine and freshwater environ-

ments. Crustlre.ms (subph~um Crustlce,) typically M" highly
specialized appendages. Lobsters and crayfIShes, for instance.
have a toolkit of 19 pairs of appendages (~Figure 33.29). The
anteriormost appendages are antennae; crustaceans are the
only arthropods with two pairs. Three or more pairs of appendages are modified as mouthparts. including the hard
mandibles. Walking legs are present on the thorax, and, unlike
insects, crustaceans also have appendages on their abdomen.
A lost appendage can be regenerated at next molt.
Small crustaceans exchange gases across thin areas of the
cuticle; larger species have gills. Nitrogenous ....'astes also diffuse through thin areas of the cuticle. but a pair of glands regulates the salt balance of the hemolymph.
Sexes are separate in most crustaceans. In the case of lobsters and crayfish. the male uses a specialized pair of abdominal appendages to transfer sperm to the reproductive pore of
the female during copulation. Most aquatic crustaceans go
through one or more swimming larval stages.
One ofthe largest groups ofcrustaceans (numbering about
IO,lXX') species) is the isopods, which include terrestrial. fresh·
water, and marine species. Some isopod species are abundant
in habitats at the bottom of the deep ocean. Among the ter·
restrial isopods are the pill bugs. or wood lice. common on the
undersides of moist logs and leaves.
Lobsters. crayfishes. crabs. and shrimpsare all relati\'t~ly large
crust:aceanscalleddecapods (Figure 33.38a). Thecuticleofdecapods is hardened by calcium carbonate; the portion that covers the dorsal side ofthe cephalothorax forms a shield called the
carapace. Most decapod species are marine. Crayfishes, however, live in fresh water, and some tropical crabs live on land.
Many small crustaceans are important members of marine
and freshwater plankton communities. Planktonic crustaceans
include many species ofcopcpods, which are among the most
numerous of all animals, as well as the shrimplike krill, which
grow to about 5 cm long (Figure 33.38b). A major food source
for baleen whales (indudingblue whales. humpbacks, and right
whales), krill are now being harvested in great numbers by humans for food and agricultural fertilizer. The larvae of many
larger-bodied crustaceans are also planktonic.
Barnacles are a group of mostly sessile austaceans ....t\ose cutide is hardened into a sheI.I containing ca.kium carbonate
(FtgUre 33.38c). Most bamades anchor tIlernseh'eS to rocks, boat
hulls, pilings, ,00 othe< sub"""ll"d...raa.. Thek nalur.l! _ .
is as strong as synthetic glues. To feed. these barnacles extend appendages from their shell to strain food from the wat:el: Bamades
were not rerogniz.ed as crustaceans until the I~ when naturoJ·
ists discovered that bamacIe larvae resemble the larvae of other
crustaceans. The remarkable mix of unique traits and crustarean
homologies fourKI. in barnacles was a major inspiration to Oiarles
Darwin as he developed his theory ofevolution.
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(a) Ghost crabs live on sandy ocean beaches worldwide. Pnmarily
nocturnal. they take shelter In burrows dunng the day_

(b) Planktonic crustaceans known
as I:::rin are consumed In vast
quantities by some whales.

(el The JOinted appendages
prOjectlng from the shells
of these barnacles capture
organISms and organic
partlCles suspended in
the water.

• Figure 33.38 Crustaceans.

CONCEPT

CHECK

33.4

I. How do nematode and annelid body plans differ?
2. In contrast to our jaws. which move up and down, the
mouthparts of arthropods move side to side. Explain
this feature ofarthropods in terms of the origin of
their mouthparts.
3. Describe two adaptations that have enabled insects to
thrive on land.
4.
i1iM Traditionally. annelids and arthropods
were thought to be closely related because both
groups show body segmentation. Yet molecular data
indicate that annelids belong to one clade
(Lophotrochozoa) and arthropods to another
(Ecdysozoa). Could traditional and molecular hypotheses be tested by studying the expression of Hox
genes that control body segmentation? Explain.

-lim

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

-..J

Deuterostomia is defined primarily by DNA similarities-not
developmental similarities.

r;:~~::;e~~;~nd chordates are

Echinoderms

deuterostomes

C~IQlfe~ ~Md Sili(e~
!~P.;;;;;;;;! Cmdana
Lopholrochozoa
Ecdysozoa
Deuterostomia

Sea stars and most other echinoderms (from the Greek echin,
spiny, and derma, skin) are slow-moving or sessile marine animals. A thin epidermis covers an endoskeleton of hard calcareous plates. Most echinoderms are prickly from skeletal
bumps and spines. Unique to echinoderms is the water
vascular system, a network of hydraulic canals branching into
extensions called tube feet that function in locomotion, feeding, and gas exchange (Figure 33.39). Sexual reproduction of
echinoderms usually involves separate male and female individuals that release their gametes into the water.
The internal and external parts of most adult echinoderms
radiate from the center, often as five spokes. However, echinoderm larvae have bilateral symmetry. Furthermore, the symmetry of adult echinoderms is not truly radial. For example,
the opening (madreporite) ofa sea star's water vascular system
is not central but shifted to one side.

Sea stars, sea urchins, and other
e<hinoderms (phylum Echino~
dermata) may seem to have lit-

tle in common with phylum
Chordata, which includes the
vertebrates-animals that have a backbone. In fact, however,
echinoderms and chordates share features characteristic of a
deuterostome mode of development, such as radial cleavage
and formation of the mouth at the end of the embryo opposite
the blastopore (see Figure 32.9). Molecular systematics has reinforced Deuterostomia as a clade of bilaterian animals. But
molecular evidence also indicates that some animal phyla with

members that have deuterostome developmental features, including ectoprocts and brachiopods, are not in the deuterostome dade (see Chapter 32). Hence, despite its name, the clade

The surface of a sea star is
covered by spines that help
defend against predators, as
well as by small gills that
provide gas exchange.

Ashort digestive tract runs from the
mouth on the bottom of the central
disk to the anus on top of the disk.

~

Central disk. The central disk
has a nerve ring and nerve
cords radiating from the ring
into the arms.

r

Madreporite. Water
can flow in or out
of the water vascular
system into the
surrounding water
through the
madreporite.

Digestive glands secrete
digestive juices and aid in the
absorption and storage
of nutrients.

/

Radial canal. The water vascular
system consists of a ring canal in the
central disk and five radial canals,
each running in a groove down the
entire length of an arm. Branching
from each radial canal are hundreds
of hollow, muscular tube feet filled
with fluid.

Each tube foot consists of a bulb-like ampulla and a podium (foot
portion). When the ampulla squeezes. water is forced into the podium,
which expands and contacts the substrate. Adhesive chemicals are then
secreted from the base of the podium, attaching it to the substrate. To
detach the tube foot, de-adhesive chemicals are secreted and muscles
in the podium contract, forcing water back into the ampulla and
shortening the podium. As it moves, a sea star leaves an observable
Nfootprint of adhesive material on the substrate.
H

... Figure 33.39 Anatomy of a sea star, an echinoderm.
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''''33.6 Classes of Phylum Echinodermata
Class and Examples

Main Characteristics

Asteroidea (sea stars; see
Figure 33.39 and
Figure 33.4Oa)

Star.shaped body with multiple
arms; mouth directed to substrate

Ophiuroidea (brittle stars;
see Figure 33.4Ob)

Distinct central disk; long, flexible
arms; incomplete digestive system

Echinoidea (sea urchins,
sand dollars; see
Figure 33.4Oc)

Roughly spherical or disk-shaped;
no arms; five rows of tube feet,
enabling slow movement; mouth
ringed by complex, jaw-like
structure

Crinoidea (sea lilies,
feather stars; see
Figure 33.4Odl

Feathered arms surrounding
upward-pointing mouth;
suspension feeders

Holothuroidea (sea
cucumbers; see
Figure 33.4Oe)

Cucumber-shaped body; five rows
of tube feet; tube feet around the
mouth are modified as feeding
tentacles; reduced skeleton;
no spines

Concentricycloidea (sea
daisies; see Figure 33.4Of)

Armless, disk-shaped body ringed
with small spines: incomplete
digestive system; live on submerged wood

Living echinoderms are divided into six classes (Table 33.6;
Figure 33.40): Asteroidea (sea stars), Ophiuroidea (brittle
stars), Echinoidea (sea urchins and sand dollars), Crinoidea
(sea lilies and feather stars), Holothuroidea (sea cucumbers),
and Concentricycloidea (sea daisies).

Sea Stars
Sea stars have multiple arms radiating from a central disk,
the undersurfaces of which bear tube feet. By a combination
of muscular and chemical actions, the tube feet can attach to
or detach from a substrate. The sea star adheres firmly to
rocks or creeps along slowly as its tube feet extend, grip, release, extend, and grip again. Although the base of a sea star
tube foot has a flattened disk that resembles a suction cup, the
gripping action results from adhesive chemicals, not suction
(see Figure 33.39). Sea stars also use their tube feet to grasp
prey, such as clams and oysters. The arms of the sea star embrace the closed bivalve, clinging tightly with the tube feet.
The sea star then turns part of its stomach inside out, everting
it through its mouth and into the narrow opening between the
halves of the bivalve's shell. The digestive system of the sea
star secretes juices that begin digesting the soft body of the
mollusc within its own shell.
Sea stars and some other echinoderms have considerable
powers of regeneration. Sea stars can regrow lost arms, and
694
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members of one genus can even regrow an entire body from a
single arm if part of the central disk remains attached.

Brittle Stars
Brittle stars have a distinct central disk and long, flexible arms.
They move primarily by lashing their arms in serpentine
movements. The base of a brittle star tube foot lacks the flattened disk found in sea stars but does secrete adhesive chemicals. Hence, like sea stars and other echinoderms, brittle stars
can use their tube feet to grip substrates. Some species are
suspension feeders; others are predators or scavengers.

Sea Urchins and Sand Dollars
Sea urchins and sand dollars have no arms, but they do have
five rows of tube feet that function in slow movement. Sea
urchins also have muscles that pivot their long spines, which
aid in locomotion as well as protection. The mouth of a sea
urchin is ringed by highly complex, jaw-like structures that
are well adapted to eating seaweed. Sea urchins are roughly
spherical, whereas sand donars are flat disks.

Sea Lilies and Feather Stars
Sea lilies live attached to the substrate by a stalk: feather stars
crawl about by using their long, flexible arms. Both use their
arms in suspension feeding. The arms encircle the mouth,
which is directed upward, away from the substrate. Crinoidea
is an ancient class whose evolution has been very conservative;
fossilized sea lilies some 500 million years old are extremely
similar to present-day members of the class.

Sea Cucumbers
On casual inspection, sea cucumbers do not look much like
other echinoderms. They lack spines, and their endoskeleton
is much reduced. They are also elongated in their oral-aboral
axis, giving them the shape for which they are named and further disguising their relationship to sea stars and sea urchins.
Closer examination, however, reveals that sea cucumbers
have five rows of hlbe feet. Some of the tube feet around the
mouth are developed as feeding tentacles.

Sea Daisies
Sea daisies were discovered in 1986, and only three species are
known (one near New Zealand, a second in the Bahamas, and
a third in the North Pacific). All live on submerged wood. A
sea daisy's body is armless and is typically disk-shaped; it has
a five-sided organization and measures less than a centimeter
in diameter. The edge of the body is ringed with small spines.
Sea daisies absorb nutrients through the membrane surrounding their body. The relationship of sea daisies to other
echinoderms remains unclear; some systematists consider sea
daisies the sister group of sea stars.

(a) Asea star (class Asteroidea)

(b) Abrittle star (class Ophiuroidea)

«) Asea urchin (class E(hinoidea)

(d) Afeather star (class Crinoidea)

(e) Asea cucumber (class Holothuroidea)

(f) A sea daisy (class Con(entricycloidea)

.. Figure 33.40 Echinoderms.

Chordales
Phylum Chordata consists of m'o subphyla of invertebrates as
well as the hagfishes and the vertebrates. Chordates are bilaterally symmetrical coelomates with segmented bodies. The
dose relationship between echinoderms and chordates does
not mean that one phylum evolved from the other. In fact,
echinoderms and chordates have evolved independently of
one another for at least 500 million years. We will trace the
phylogeny ofchordates in Chapter 34, focusing on the history
of vertebrates.

CONCEPT

CHECK

33.5

1. Describe how sea star tube feet attach to substrates.
2. Are characteristics shared by a sea star and a sea daisy
homologous or analogous? Explain.
3. •i,il:O'I,. The insect Drosophila me/anogasler and
the nematode Caenurhabditis e/egans are prominent
model organisms. Are these species the most appropriate invertebrates for making inferences about humans and other vertebrates in Deuterostomia? Explain.
For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.
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The table below summarizes the groups of animals surveyed in this chapter.

Selected Animal Phyla
Key Concept

Phylum

Description

Concept 33.1

Calcarea, Silicea
(sponges)

Lack true tissues; have choanocytes
(collar cells-flagellated cens that ingest
bacteria and tiny food particles)

Sponges are basal animals
that lack true tissues
(pp.670-671)

Concept 33.2
Cnidarians are an ancient
phylum of eumetaloans

Cnidaria (hydras. jellies,
sea anemones, corals)

(pp.671-673)

Concept 33.3
LQphotrochOloans, a clade
identified by molecular
data, have the widest range
of animal body forms

Unique stinging structures (nematocysts)
housed in specialized cells (cnidocytes);
diploblastic; radially symmetrical;
gastrovascular cavity (digestive
compartment with a single opening)

Platyhelminthes
(flatworms)

Dorsoventrally flattened, unsegmented
acoelomates; gastrovascular cavity or no
digestive tract

Rotifera (rotifers)

Pseudocoelomates with alimentary canal
(digestive tube with mouth and anus);
jaws (trophi) in pharynx; head with
ciliated crown

Lophophorates:
Ectoprocta, Brachiopoda

Coelomates with lophophores (feeding
structures bearing ciliated tentacles)

Mollusca (clams, snails,
squids)

Coelomates with three main body parts
(muscular foot, visceral mass, mantle);
coelom reduced; most have hard shell
made of calcium carbonate

Annelida (segmented
worms)

Coelomates with segmented body wall
and internal organs (except digestive
tract, which is unsegmented)

Nematoda (roundworms)

Cylindrical. unsegmented
pseudocoelomates with tapered ends;
no circulatory system; undergo ecdysis

Arthropoda (crustaceans,
insects, spiders)

Coelomates with segmented body,
jointed appendages, and exoskeleton
made of protein and chitin

Echinodermata (sea stars,
sea urchins)

Coelomates with bilaterally symmetrical
larvae and five-part body organization as
adults; unique water vascular system;
endoskeleton

Chordata (lancelets,
tunicates, vertebrates)

Coelomates with notochord; dorsal,
hollow nerve cord; pharyngeal slits;
post-anal tail (see Chapter 34)

(pp.674-682)

Concept 33.4

-"

Ec:dysoloans are the most
species.rich animal group
(pp.683-692)

In\'estigation How Ar~ Insect
Specic-< Identified?

Concept 33.5
Ec:hinoderms and chordates are deutcrostomes
(pp.693-695)
,\etl\ity Oar.cter;stics of
Invertcbrat~s
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. \Vhich two main clades branch from the most recent common
ancestor of the eumetazoans?
a. Calcarea and $ilicea
b. Lophotrochozoa and Ecdysozoa
c. Cnidaria and Bilateria
d. Rotifera and Deuterostomia
e. Deuterostomia and Bilateria
2. A land snail, a clam. and an octopus all share
a. a mantle.
d. embryonic torsion,
b. a radula.
e. distinct cephalization.
c. gills.

3. \Vhich phylum is characterized by animals that have a segmented body?
d. Arthropoda
a. Cnidaria
b. Platyhelminthes
e. Mollusca
c. Silicea
4. Which of the following characteristics is probably most responsible for the great diversification of insects on land?
a. segmentation
d. bilateral symmetry
b. antennae
e. exoskeleton
c. eyes
5. The water vascular system of echinoderms
a. functions as a circulatory system that distributes nutrients
to body cells.
b. functions in locomotion, feeding, and gas exchange.
c. is bilateral in organization, even though the adult animal is
not bilaterally symmetrical.
d. moves water through the animal's body during suspension
feeding.
e. is analogous to the gastrovascular cavity of flatworms.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
7. ••I;f.W"1 Draw a phylogenetic tree ofBilateria that includes
the ten phyla ofbilaterians discussed in detail in this chapter.
Label each br,lllch that leads to a phylum with a C, P, or A, depending on whether members of the phylum are coelomates
(C), pseudocoelomates (P), or acoelomates (A). Use your labeled tree to answer the following questions:
(a) For each of the three major clades of bilaterians, what (if
anything) can be inferred about whether the common
ancestor of the clade had a true coelom?
(b) To what extent has the presence of a true coelom in
animals changed over the course of evolution?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
8. A marine biologist has dredged up an unknown animal from
the seafloor. Describe some of the characteristics she should
look at to determine the ph}~um to which the animal should
be assigned.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
9. Construction of a dam and irrigation canals in an African
country has enabled fJrmers to increase the amount of food
they can grow. In the past, crops were planted only after spring
floods; the fields were too dry the rest of the year. Now fields
can be watered year-round. But improved crop yields have had
an unexpected cost-a tremendous increase in the incidence of
schistosomiasis. Imagine that your Peace Corps assignment is
to help local health officials control the disease. Reviewing the
blood fluke life cycle in Figure 33.11, why do you think the irrigation project increased the incidence of schistosomiasis? It is
difficult and expensive to control this disease with drugs. Suggest three other methods that could be tried to prevent people
from becoming infected.

6. Which of the following combinations of phylum and description is incorrect?
a. Echinodermata-bilateral symmetry as a larva, coelom
present
b. Nematoda-roundworms, pseudocoelomate
c. Cnidaria-radial symmetry, polyp and medusa body forms
d. Platyhelminthes-flatworms, gastrovascular cavity,
acoelomate
e. Calcarea-gastrovascular cavity, coelom present
For Self-Quiz tlnSWer.l, sec Appendix A.

-$14",,- Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.
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Verte
KEY

CONCEPTS

34.1 Chordates have a notochord and a dorsal,
hollow nerve cord
34.2 Craniates are chordates that have a head
34.3 Vertebrates arc craniates that have a backbone
34.4 Gnathostomes are vertebrates that have jaws
34.5 Tetrapods are gnathostomes that have limbs

34.6 Amniotes are tetrapods that have a terrestrially
adapted egg
34.7 Mammals are amniotes that have hair and
produce milk
34.8 Humans arc mammals that have a large brain
and bipedal locomotion

r:~;:";~ion Years of Backbones
arly in the Cambrian period, some 530 million years
ago, an immense variety of animals inhabited Earth's
oceans. Predators used sharp claws and mandibles
to skewer their prey. Many animals had protective spikes or
armor as well as modified mouthparts that enabled their
bearers to filter food from the water. Worms slithered in
the bottom muck, feeding on organic matter. Amidst this bus·
tie, it would have been easy to overlook certain slender,
3-cm-long creatures gliding through the water (Figure 34,1):
Myllokunmingiafengjiaoa. Although lacking armor and appendages, these animals would leave behind a remarkable
legacy. They gave rise to one of the most successful groups
ofanimals ever to swim, walk, slither, or fly: the vertebrates,
which derive their name from vertebrae, the series of bones
that make up the vertebral column, or backbone.
For nearly 200 million years, vertebrates were restricted to
the oceans, but about 360 million years ago, the evolution of
limbs in one lineage of vertebrates set the stage for these ver-

E
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.... Figure 34.1 Are humans among the descendants of this
ancient organism?

tebrates to colonize land. There they diversified into amphibians, reptiles (including birds), and mammals.
There are approximately 52,000 species of vertebrates, a
relatively small number compared to, say, the 1 million insect
species on Earth. But what vertebrates lack in species diversity
they make up for in disparity, showing a wide range of differences in characteristics such as body mass. Vertebrates include the heaviest animals ever to walk on land, plant-eating
dinosaurs as massive as 40,000 kg (more than 13 pickup
trucks). They also include the biggest animal ever to exist on
Earth, the blue whale, which can exceed a mass of 100,000 kg.
On the other end of the spectrum, a fish discovered in 2004
is just 8.4 mm long and has a mass roughly 100 billion times
smaller than that of a blue whale.
In this chapter, you will learn about current hypotheses regarding the origins of vertebrates from invertebrate ancestors.
We wlll track the evolution of the vertebrate body plan, from
a notochord to a head to a mineralized skeleton. We'11 also explore the major groups ofvertebrates (both living and extinct),
as we11 as the evolutionary history of our own species.

r~'~::~:7e~~~~e a notochord and
a dorsal, hollow nerve cord

Vertebrates are members of the phylum Chordata, the chor·
dates. Chordates are bilaterian (bilaterally symmetrical) ani·
mals, and within Bilateria, they belong to the clade of animals
known as Deuterostomia (see Chapter 32). The best-known
deuterostomes, aside from vertebrates, are the echinoderms, the
group that includes sea stars and sea urchins. However, as shown
in Figure 34.2, two groups of invertebrate deuterostomes, the
cephalochordatesand the urochordates, are more closely related

Echinodermata
(sister group to chordates)

-

Cephalochordata
(Iancelets)

ANCESTRAL
DEUTEROSTOME

9o

a
•

Urochordata
(tunicates)

Not"h;

Common
ancestor of chordates

~

Myxini
(haglishes)

H:t

Petromyzontida
(lampreys)
Chondrichthyes
~
(sharks. rays, chimaeras) "..",.,..

Vertebral COI±

Actinopterygii
..-....
(ray·finned fishes) ~

Jaws. mineralized skel±

Actinistia
't~~ ..
(coelacanths) ..

lungs or lung deriva±

LObed~

Dipnoi

,

~

•

(Iungfishes~

-

.. Figure 34.2 Phylogeny of living chordates. This
phylogenetic hypothesis shows the major clades of chordates in
relation to the other main deuterostome clade. Echinodermata (see
Chapter 33). For selected clades. some 01 the derived characters
are listed; for example. all chordates. and only chordates. have
a notochord.

Amphibia (frogs~
salamanders) '.-Q

:t 'j; +

Am"ioti'

to vertebrates than to other invertebrates. Along with the hagfishes and the vertebrates, they make up the chordates.

Milk

•

Reptilia _
(turtles. snakes,
crocodiles. birds)

!
••
3
,

Mammalia
(mammals)

•

o·
;

Dorsal,
hollow
nerve cord

Muscle
segments

Derived Characters of Chordates
All chordates share a set of derived characters, though many
species possess some of these traits only during embryonic
development. Figure 34.3 illustrates four key characters of
chordates: a notochord; a dorsal, hollow nerve cord; pharyngeal slits or clefts; and a muscular, post-anal tail.

~

Notochord

Mu5tular,
post-anal tail

Anus

Pharyngeal
slits or clefts

Notochord
Chordates are named for a skeletal structure, the notochord,
present in all chordate embryos as well as in some adult chordates. The notochord is a longitudinal, flexible rod located
behveen the digestive tube and the nerve cord. It is composed
of large, fluid-filled cells encased in fairly stiff, fibrous tissue.
TIle notochord provides skeletal support throughout most of
the length of a chordate, and in larvae or adults that retain it,
it also provides a firm but flexible structure against which

.4 Figure 34.3 Chordate characteristics. All chordates possess
the lour highlighted structural trademarks at some point during their
development.

muscles can work during swimming. In most vertebrates, a
more complex, jointed skeleton develops around the ancestral
notochord, and the adult retains only remnants of the embryonic notochord. In humans, the notochord is reduced to gelatinous disks sandwiched between the vertebrae.
(IlP,PTH TIlIRTY·fOUR
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Dorsal, Hollow Nerve Cord
The nerve cord of a chordate embryo develops from a plate of
ectoderm that rolls into a tube located dorsal to the notochord. The resulting dorsal, hollow nerve cord is unique to
chordates. Other animal phyla have solid nerve cords, and in
most cases they are ventrally located. The nerve cord of a
chordate embryo develops into the central nervous system:
the brain and spinal cord.

Pharyngeal Slits or Clefts
The digestive tube ofchordates extends from the mouth to the
anus. The region just posterior to the mouth is the pharynx.
In all chordate embryos, a series of pouches separated by
grooves forms along the sides of the pharynx. In most chordates, these grooves (known as pharyngeal clefts) develop
into slits that open to the outside of the body. These
pharyngeal slits allow water entering the mouth to exit the
body without passing through the entire digestive tract. Pha·
ryngeal slits function as suspension-feeding devices in many
invertebrate chordates. In vertebrates (with the exception of
vertebrates with limbs, the tetrapods), these slits and the
structures that support them have been modified for gas exchange and are known as gill slits. In tetrapods, the pharyngeal clefts do not develop into slits. Instead, they play an
important role in the development of parts of the ear and
other structures in the head and neck.

Muscular, Post-Anal Tail
Chordates have a tail that extends posterior to the anus, although in many species it is greatly reduced during embryonic development. In contrast, most nonchordates have a
digestive tract that extends nearly the whole length of the

.. Figure 34.4 The lancelet
Branchiostoma, a cephalochordate.
This small invertebrate displays all four main
chordate charaders Water enters the mouth
and passes through the pharyngeal slits into
the atrium, a chamber that vents to the
outside via the atriopore; large particles are
blocked from entering the mouth by
tentacle-like projedlons called cirri Smaller
food particles that enter are trapped by
mucus and are swept by cilia into the
digestive tract. The serially arranged
segmental muscles produce the lancelel's
undulatory (wavelike) swimming movements.

body. The chordate tail contains skeletal elements and muscles, and it helps propel many aquatic species in the water.

lancele!'

r,!!!!!!!!:=::;

The animals called lancelets
(Cephalochordata) get their
MYXlnl
name from their bladelike
Petromyzontlda
shape (Figure 34.4). As larChondrKhthyes
vae, lancelets develop a notoActinopterygii
Acllnistl~
chord, a dorsal, hollow nerve
DlpnOl
cord, numerous pharyngeal
Amphibl~
slits, and a post-anal tail. The
Reptilia
Mammalia
larvae feed on plankton in
the water colunm, alternat·
ing between upward swimming and passive sinking. As the larvae
sink, they trap plankton and other suspended particles in their
Cephalochordata
Urod10fd.Jt~

pharynxAdult lancelets can reach 5 em in length. They retain key
chordate traits, closely resembling the idealized chordate shown
in Figure 34.3. Following metamorphosis, an adult lancelet
swims down to the seafloor and wriggles backward into the sand,
leaving only its anterior end exposed. Cilia draw seawater into
the lancelet's mouth. A net of mucus secreted across the pharyngeal slits removes tiny food particles as the water passes
through the slits, and the trapped food enters the intestine. The
pharynx and pharyngeal slits playa minor role in gas exchange,
which occurs mainly across the external body surface.
A lancelet frequently leaves its burrow to swim to a new location. Though feeble swimmers, these invertebrate chordates
display, in a simple form, the swimming mechanism of fishes.
Coordinated contraction of muscles arranged like rows of
chevrons ««<) along the sides of the notochord flexes the
notochord, producing side-to-side undulations that thrust the

Mouth

1~~=~Pharyngeal
~

Dorsal. hollow
nerve cord

slits

Atrium

/Atriopore
Segmental
muscles
Anus

-
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body forward. This serial arrangement of muscles is evidence
of the lancelet's segmentation. The muscle segments develop
from blocks of mesoderm called svmites, which are found
along each side of the notochord in all chordate embryos.
Globally, lancelets are rare, but in a few regions (including
Tampa Bay, along the Florida coast) they occasionally reach
densities in excess of 5,000 individuals per square meter.

Tunicates
Contrary to what was formerly thought, recent molUrochordata
MYl'tni
ecular studies suggest that
Petromyzontlda
the tun.icatcs (Urochordata)
Chondrichthyes
are
more closely related to
Actlrloptel)'g.i
Actinistia
other chordates than are
Olp'lOi
lancelets. TIle chordate
Amphibia
of tunicates are
characters
Reptilia
most
apparent
during their
. . . . . . . . Mammalia
larval stage, which may be as
brief as a few minutes. In many species, the larva uses its tail
muscles and notochord to swim through water in search of a
suitable substrate on which it can settle, guided by cues it receives from light- and gravity-sensitive cells.
Once a tunicate has settled on a substrate, it undergoes a
radical metamorphosis in which many of its chordate characters disappear. Its tail and notochord are resorbed; its nervous
system degenerates; and its remaining organs rotate 90'. As an
adult, a tunicate draws in water through an incurrent siphon;
the water then passes through the pharyngeal slits into a chamber called the atrium and exits through an excurrent siphon
(Figure 34.5). Food particles are filtered from the water by a

I'!!'!!'!!'!!'!!'!!'!!'!!'!!'! Cephalochordata

Incurrent
siphon
to mouth

mucous net and transported by cilia to the esophagus. The
anus empties into the excurrent siphon. Some tunicate species
shoot a jet of water through their excurrent siphon when attacked, earning them the informal name of~sea squirts7
The degenerate adult stage of tunicates appears to have
evolved only after the tunicate lineage branched offfrom other
chordates. Even the tunicate larva appears to be highly derived, rather than a faithful reproduction of the body plan of
early chordates. For example, tunicates have 9 Hox genes,
whereas all other chordates studied to date-including the
early-diverging lancelets-share a set of 13 Hvx genes. The apparent loss of4 Hvx genes during their evolution indicates that
tunicates have an unusual developmental program with dif·
ferent genetic controls than other chordates.

Early Chordale Evolution
Although lancelets and tunicates are relatively obscure animals, they occupy key positions in the history of life. Possessing many-but not all-of the derived characters shared by
vertebrates, they can provide clues about the evolutionary origin of vertebrates.
As you have read, lancelets display a number of chordate
characters as adults, and their lineage branches from the base
of the chordate phylogenetic tree. These findings suggest that
the ancestral chordate may have looked something like a
lancelet-that is, it had an anterior end with a mouth; a notochord; a dorsal, hollow nerved cord; pharyngeal slits; and a
post-anal tail. As for tunicates, their genome has been completely sequenced and can be used to identify genes likely to
have been present in early chordates. Researchers taking this
approach have suggested that ancestral chordates had genes

Water flow

Notochord

~--j.~

Excurrent
Siphon

Dorsal. hollow
nerve cord

Excurrent
siphon
_

Pharynx
with
numerOUS
slits

Intestine
•r"~~)J~:Stomach
Esophagus
Stomach

(a) An adult tunicate, or sea squin, is a

sessile animal (photo is approximately
life·sized)

(b) In the adult, prominent pharyngeal slits

function In suspension feeding, but other
chordate characters are not obvious

~"""'~'Atrium

Pharynx with slits

(el A tunicate larva is a free·swimming but
nonfeeding "tadpole" in which all four
chief characters of chordates are eVIdent.

... Figure 34.5 A tunicate, a urochordate.
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BF1
Hox3
Nerve cord of lancelet embryo

~

---Hox3

evolution was the appearance ofa head. Chordates with a head
are known as craniates (from the word cranium, skull). The
origin ofa head-consisting ofa brain at the anterior end ofthe
dorsal nerve cord, eyes and other sensory organs, and a skullenabled chordates to coordinate more complex movement and
feeding behaviors. (Note that heads evolved independently in
other animal lineages as well, as described in Chapter 33.)

Brain of vertebrate embryo

(shown straightened)

Derived Characters of Craniates
Forebrain Midbrain Hindbrain

... Figure 34.6 Expression of developmental genes in
lancelets and vertebrates. Hox genes (including BF1, Otx. and
Hox3) control the development of major regions of the vertebrate

brain. These genes afe expressed in the same anterior-la-posterior
order in lancelets and vertebrates.

associated with vertebrate organs such as the heart and thyroid gland. These genes are found in tunicates and vertebrates
but are absent from nonchordate invertebrates. In contrast,

tunicates lack many genes that in vertebrates are associated
with the tong-range transmission of nerve impulses. This result suggests that such genes arose in an early vertebrate and
are unique to the vertebrate evolutionary lineage.
Finally, research on lancelets has revealed important clues
about the evolution of the chordate brain. Rather than a fullfledged brain, lancelets have only a slightly swollen tip on the
anterior end of their dorsal nerve cord. But the same Hox
genes that organize major regions of the forebrain, midbrain,
and hindbrain of vertebrates express themselves in a corresponding pattern in this small cluster of cells in the lancelet's
nerve cord (Figure 34.6). This suggests that the vertebrate
brain is an elaboration of an ancestral structure similar to the
lancelet's simple nerve cord tip.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

Living craniates share a set of derived characters that distinguish them from other chordates. On a genetic level, they pos·
sess two clusters of Hox genes (lancelets and tunicates have
only one). Other important families ofgenes that produce signaling molecules and transcription factors are also duplicated
in craniates. This additional genetic complexity may have
made it possible for craniates to develop more complex morphologies than those of tunicates and lancelets.
One feature unique to craniates is the neural crest, a collection ofcells that appears near the dorsal margins ofthe closing neural tube in an embryo (Figure 34.7). Neural crest cells
disperse throughout the body, where they give rise to a variety
of structures, including teeth, some of the bones and cartilage
ofthe skull, the inner layer of skin (dermis) ofthe facial region,
several types of neurons, and the sensory capsules in which
eyes and other sense organs develop.
In aquatic craniates, the pharyngeal clefts evolved into gill
slits. Unlike the pharyngeal slits of lancelets, which are used
primarily for suspension feeding, gill slits are associated with
muscles and nerves that allow water to be pumped through

Neural
crest

Neural
tube

34.1

1. How do pharyngeal slits function during feeding in

lancelets and tunicates?
2. You are a chordate, yet you lack most of the main derived characters of chordates. Explain.
3. -'MUI 4 Suppose lancelets lacked a gene found
in tunicates and vertebrates. Would this imply that
the chordates' most recent common ancestor also
lacked this gene? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

(a) The neural crest consists of
(b) Neural crest cells migrate to
bilateral bands of cells near
distant sites in the embryo.
the margins of the embryonic
folds that form the neural tube.

(c) The migrating neural crest
cells give rise to some of the
anatomical structures unique to
vertebrates, including some of the
bones and cartilage of the skull.
After the evolution of the basic chordate body plan, that seen
in lancelets and tunicates, the next major transition in chordate
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... Figure 34.7 The neural crest, embryonic source of many
unique craniate characters.

the slits. This pumping can assist in sucking in food, and it facilitates gas exchange. (In terrestrial craniates, the pharyngeal
clefts develop into other structures, as we'll explain later.)
Craniates, which are more active than tunicates and lancelets,
also have a higher metabolic rate and a much more extensive
muscular system. Muscles lining their digestive tract aid digestion by moving food through the tract. Craniates also have a
heart with at least rn'o chambers, red blood ceUs with hemoglobin, and kidneys that remove waste products from the blood.

In other Cambrian rocks, paleontologists have found fossils of more advanced chordates, such as Myllokunmingia
(see Figure 34. I). About the same size as Haikouella,
Myllokunmingia had ear capsules and eye capsules, parts of
the skull that surround these organs. Based on these and
other characters, paleontologists have identified Myflokunmingia as a true craniate.

Hagfishes

F'' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

The Origin of Craniates
In the late 1990s, paleontologists working in China discovered
a vast supply of fossils of early chordates that appear to straddle the transition to craniates. The fossils were formed during
the Cambrian explosion 530 million years ago, when many
groups of animals were diversifying (see Chapter 32).
The most primitive ofthe fossils are the 3-cm-long Haikouella
(Figure 34.8). In many ways, Haikouella resembled a lancelet.Its
mouth structure indicates that, like lancelets, it probably was a
suspension feeder. However, Haikouella also had some of the
characters of craniates. For example, it had a large and wel1~
formed brain, small eyes, and muscle segments along the body
as do the vertebrate fishes. It also had respiratory gills in its
pharynx, which all the more-basal chordates lack. However,
Haikouella did not have a skull or ear organs, suggesting that
these characters emerged with further innovations to the chordate nervous system.

The least derived craniate
lineage that still survives
My~ini
is Myxini, the hagfishes
Petromyzontlda
(Figure 34,9). Hagfishes
Cnondrid1thyes
have
a skull made of cartiActlnopterygLi
ACllrllstia
lage, but they lack jaws and
Olpnoi
vertebrae. They swim in a
Amphibia
snakelike
fashion by using
Reptilia
their
segmental
muscles to
. . . . . . . . Mammalia
exert force against their notochord, which they retain in adulthood as a strong, flexible
rod of cartilage. Hagfishes have a small brain, eyes, ears, and a
nasal opening that connects with the pharynx. Their mouths
contain tooth-like formations made of the protein keratin.
All of the 30 living species of hagfishes are marine. Measuring up to 60 em in length, most are bottom-dwelling scavengers
that feed on worms and sick or dead fish. Rows of slime glands
on a hagfish's flanks secrete a substance that absorbs water,
forming a slime that may repulse other scavengers when a hagfish is feeding (see Figure 34.9). When attacked by a predator, a
hagfish can produce several liters ofslime in less than a minute.
The slime coats the gills of the attacking fish, sending it into retreat or even suffocating it. Several teams of biologists and engineersare investigating the propertiesofhagfish slime in hopes
of producing an artificial slime that could act as a space-filling
gel. Such a gel might be used, for instance, to curtail bleeding
during surgery.
Cephalocnordata
Urochordata

Segmented muscles

Pharyngeal slits
... Figure 34.8 Fossil of an early chordate. Discovered in 1999
in southern China. Haikouella had eyes and a brain but lacked a skull,
a derived trait of craniates, The colors in the illustration are fanciful.

... Figure 34.9 A hagfish.
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34.2

1. What characteristics do hagfishes have that lancelets

and tunicates lack?
2. Which extinct chordate is more closely related to
humans, Myllokunmingia or Haikouella? Explain
your answer.
3. _imPUI , . In several different animal lineages, organisms with heads first appeared roughly 530 million
years ago. Does this finding constitute proof that having a head is favored by natural selection? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A,

During the Cambrian period, a lineage of craniates gave rise
to vertebrates. With a more complex nervous system and a
more elaborate skeleton than those of their ancestors, verte~
brates became more efficient at m'o essential tasks: capturing
food and avoiding being eaten.

Derived Characters of Vertebrates
After vertebrates branched off from other craniates, they underwent another gene duplication, this one involving a group of
transcription factor genes called the Dlx family. The resulting
additional genetic complexity may be associated with innova~
tions in the vertebrate nervous system and skeleton, including a
more extensive skull and a backbone composed ofvertebrae. In
some vertebrates, the vertebrae are little more than small
prongs ofcartilage arrayed dorsally along the notochord. In the
majority of vertebrates, however, the vertebrae enclose the
spinal cord and have taken over the mechanical roles ofthe notochord. Aquatic vertebrates also acquired dorsal, ventral, and
anal fins stiffened by fin rays, which provide thrust and steering
control when swimming after prey or away from predators.
Faster swimming was supported by other adaptations, including a more efficient gas exchange system in the gills.

Lampreys

I- ; : : : : : Ctphalochofdata
Urochordata
M>f~Jm

Petromyzontida
ChondrJehthyes
Adloopterygi,

AC!lnis('a
Dipm)l

Amphib,a
Reptilia
. . . . . . . . Mammalia
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Lampreys (Petromymntida)
represent the oldest living
lineage of vertebrates. Like
hagfishes, lampreys may of·
fer clues to early chordate
evolution but have also acquired unique characters.
Thereareabout35species
of lampreys inhabiting varl-
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.. Figure 34.10 A sea lamprey. Most lampreys use their mouth
(enlarged. right) and tongue to bore a hole in the Side of a fish The
lamprey then ingests the blood and other tissues of its host.

ous marine and freshwater environments (Figure 34.10). Most
are parasites that feed by clamping their rowld, jawless mouth onto the flank of a live fish. They then use their rasping tongue to
penetrate the skin ofthe fish and ingest the fish's blood..
As larvae, lampreys live in freshwater streams. The larva is
a suspension feeder that resembles a lancelet and spends
much of its time partially buried in sediment. Some species of
lampreys feed only as larvae; following several years in
streams, they mature sexually, reproduce, and die within a few
days. Most lampreys, however, migrate to the sea or lakes as
they mature into adults. Sea lampreys (Petromyzon marinus)
have invaded the Great Lakes over the past 170 years and have
devastated a number of fisheries there.
The skeleton of lampreys is made of cartilage. Unlike the
cartilage found in most vertebrates, lamprey cartilage contains
no collagen. Instead, it is a stiff protein matrix. The notochord
of lampreys persists as the main axial skeleton in the adult, as
it does in hagfishes. However, lampreys also have a cartilaginous pipe around their rodlike notochord. Along the length of
this pipe, pairs ofcartilaginous projections related to vertebrae
extend dorsally, partially enclosing the nerve cord.

Fossils of Early Vertebrates
After the ancestors of lampreys branched off from other vertebrates during the Cambrian period, many other lineages of
vertebrates emerged. Like lampreys, the early members of
these lineages lacked jaws, but the resemblance stopped there.
Conodonts ",,,ere slender, soft-bodied vertebrates with promi~
nenteyescontrolled by numerous muscles. Attheanteriorend of
their mouth, they had a set of barbed hooks made of dental tissues that were mineralized (composed of minerals such as calcium that provide rigidity) (Figure 34.11). Most conodonts were
3-10 em in length, although some may have been as long as 30
em. They probably hunted with the help of their large eyes, impaling prey on their mouth hooks. The food was then passed back
to the pharynx, where adifferent set ofdental elements sliced and
crushed the food.
Conodonts were extremely abundant for over 300 million
years. Their fossilized dental elements are so plentiful that they

Origins of Bone and Teeth

... Figure 34.11 A conodont. Conodonts were early ~ertebrates
that li~ed from the late Cambrian until the late Triassic. Unlike
lampreys. conodonts had mineralized mouthparts, which they used for
either predation or sca~enging.

The human skeleton is heavily mineralized bone, whereas cartilage plays a fairly minor role. But this was a later development in the history of vertebrates. As we've seen, the
vertebrate skeleton evolved initially as a structure made of unmineralized cartilage. Its mineralization began only after lampreys diverged from other vertebrates.
What initiated the process of mineralization in vertebrates? One hypothesis is that mineralization was associated with a transition in feeding mechanisms. Early
chordates probably were suspension feeders, like lancelets,
but over time they became larger and were therefore able to
ingest larger particles, including some small animals. The
earliest known mineralized structures in vertebratesconodont dental elements-were an adaptation that may
have allowed these animals to become scavengers and predators. The armor seen in later jawless vertebrates was derived from dental mineralization. Thus, mineralization of
the vertebrate body may have begun in the mouth. Only in
more derived vertebrates did the endoskeleton begin to
mineralize, starting with the skull. As you'll learn in the next
section, more recent lineages ofvertebrates underwent even
further mineralization.
CONCEPT

Pteraspis
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1. How are differences in the anatomy of lampreys and
conodonts reflected in each animal's feeding method?
2. •"jIIOIl,. Suggest key roles that mineralized bone
might have played in early vertebrates.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Pharyngolepis

... Figure 34.12 Jawless armored vertebrates. Pteraspis and
Pharyngolepis were two of many genera of )awless ~ertebrates that
emerged during the Ordo~ician. Silurian. and De~onian periods.

r~~:~~::t~:~~ are vertebrates
that have jaws

have been used for decades by petroleum geologists as guides to
theage ofrock layers in which they search for oil. (These elements
also gave conodonts their name, which means "cone teeth:')
Vertebrates with additional innovations emerged during
the Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian periods. These vertebrates had paired fins and an inner ear with m'o semicircular
canals that provided a sense of balance. Although they, too,
lacked jaws, they had a muscular pharynx, which they may
have used to suck in bottom-dwelling organisms or detritus.
They were also armored with mineralized bone, which covered varying amounts of their body (Figure 34.12). The armor, which in some species included spines, may have offered
protection from predators. Although there were many species
of these jawless, armored swimming vertebrates, they all became extinct by the end of the Devonian period.

Hagfishes and lampreys are survivors from the early Paleozoic era, when jawless craniates were common. Since then,
jawless vertebrates have been far outnumbered by jawed vertebrates, known as gnathostomes. Living gnathostomes are
a diverse group that includes sharks and their relatives, rayfinned fishes, lobe-fins, amphibians, reptiles (including
birds), and mammals.

Derived Characters of Gnathostomes
Gnathostomes ("jaw mouth") are named for their jaws, hinged
structures that, especially with the help of teeth, enable
gnathostomes to grip food items firmly and slice them. According to one hypothesis, gnathostome jaws evolved by modification of the skeletal rods that had previously supported the
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,. Figure 34.13 Hypothesis
for the evolution of
vertebrate jaws. The skeleton
of the Jaws and their supports
may have evolved from two pairs
of skeletal rods (red and green)
located between gill slits near
the mouth, Pairs of rods anterior
to those that formed the jaws
were either lost or incorporated
into the cranium or jaws,

+

• Figure 34.14 Fossil of an early gnathostome. The
placoderm Dunkleosteus grew up to 10m in length, A 2006 analysis
of its jaw structure concluded that Dunkleosteus could eKert a force of
8.000 pounds per square inch atlhe lip of its Jaws,

anterior pharyngeal (gill) slits (Figure 34.13). The remaining
gill slits, no longer required for suspension feeding, remained
as the major sites of respiratory gas exchange with the external
environment.
Gnathostomes share other derived characters besides jaws.
The common ancestors ofall gnathostomes underwent an additional duplication of Hox genes, such that the single cluster
present in early chordates became four. Other gene clusters
also duplicated, and together these genetic changes probably
allowed further complexity in the development of gnathostome embryos. The gnathostome forebrain is enlarged compared to that of other craniates, mainly in association with
enhanced senses of smell and vision. An additional characteristic of aquatic gnathostomes (early versions of which were
present in the head shields of some jawless vertebrates) is the
lateral line system. These organs, which form a row along
each side of the body, are sensitive to vibrations in the surrounding water.

Fossil Gnathostomes
Gnathostomes appeared in the fossil record in the midOrdovician period, about 470 million years ago, and steadily
became more diverse. Their success probably lies in two features of their anatomy: Their paired fins and tail allowed them
to swim efficiently after prey, and their jaws enabled them to
grab prey or simply bite off chunks of flesh.
706
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The earliest gnathostomes in the fossil record are an extinct
lineage of armored vertebrates called placoderms, which
means ~plate-skinned:' Most placoderms were less than a meter long, though some giants measured more than 10 m
(Figure 34.14). Another group of jawed vertebrates called
acanthodians radiated during the Devonian period, and
many new forms evolved in fresh and salt water. Acanthodians
had disappeared by the end ofthe Devonian period, about 360
million years ago, and placoderms became extinct a few million years later, early in the Carboniferous.

Chondrichthyans (Sharks, Rays, and Their
Relatives)

ii;;;

Sharks, rays, and their relatives include some of the
Myxin'
biggest and most successful
Petromyron1ida
vertebrate
predators in the
Chondri<hlhyes
oceans.
They
belong to
A<lInopterygi,
Aa,nislla
the clade Chondrichthyes,
Dipnoi
which means "cartilage fish~
Amphibla
As their name indicates,
Rep1i1ia
Mammalla
the chondrichthyans have
a skeleton composed predominantly ofcartilage, though often impregnated with calcium.
\Vhen the name Chondrichthyes was first coined in the
1800s, scientists thought that chondrichthyans represented an
early stage in the evolution of the vertebrate skeleton and that
mineralization had evolved only in more derived lineages (such
as "bony fishes"). However, as conodonts and armored jawless
vertebrates demonstrate, the mineralization of the vertebrate

i

Cephalochordata
Urochordata

skeleton had already begun before the chondrichthyan lineage
branched off from other vertebrates. Moreover, bonelike tissues have been found in early chondrichthyans, such as the fin
skeleton of a shark that lived in the Carboniferous period.
Traces of bone can also be found in living chondrichthyansin their scales, at the base oftheir teeth, and, in some sharks, in
a thin layer on the surface of their vertebrae. Such findings
strongly suggest that the restricted distribution of bone in the
chondrichthyan body is a derived condition, emerging after
chondrichthyans diverged from other gnathostomes.
There are about 750 species of living chondrichthyans. The
largest and most diverse group consists of the sharks, rays, and
skates (Figure 34.15a and b). Asecond group is composed of
a few dozen species ofratfishes, or chimaeras (Figure 34.15c).
Most sharks have a streamlined body and are swift swimmers, but they do not maneuver very well. Powerful movements
of the trunk and the caudaJ (tail) fin propel them forward. The
dorsal fins function mainly as stabilizers, and the paired pectoral
(fore) and pelvic (hind) fins provide lift when the shark swims.
Although a shark gains buoyancy by storing a large amount ofoil
in its huge liver, the animaJ is still more dense than water, and if
it stops swimming it sinks. ContinuaJ swimming also ensures
that water flows into the shark's mouth and out through the giUs,
where gas exchange occurs (sharks do not have lungs). However,
some sharks and many skates and rays spend a good deal oftime
resting on the seafloor. When resting, they use muscles of their
jaws and pharynx to pump water over the gills.
The largest sharks and rays are suspension feeders that consume plankton. Most sharks, however, are carnivores that
swallow their prey whole or use their powerful jaws and sharp
teeth to tear flesh from animals too large to swallow in one
piece. Sharks have severaJ rows ofteeth that gradually move to
the front ofthe mouth as old teeth are lost. The digestive tract
of many sharks is proportionately shorter than that of many
other vertebrates. \Vithin the shark intestine is a spiral valve, a
corkscrew-shaped ridge that increases surface area and prolongs the passage of food through the digestive tract.
Acute senses are adaptations that go along with the active,
carnivorous lifestyle ofsharks. Sharks have sharp vision but cannot distinguish colors. The nostrils of sharks, like those of most
aquatic vertebrates, open into dead-end cups. They function
only for olfaction (smelling), not for breathing. Sharks also have
a pair ofregions in the skin of their head that can detect electric
fields generated by the muscle contractions of nearby animaJs.
Like all (nonmammaJian) aquatic vertebrates, sharks have no
eardrums, structures that terrestriaJ vertebrates use to transmit
sound waves in airtothe auditory organs. Sound reaches ashark
through water, and the animal's entire body transmits the sound
to the hearing organs of the inner ear.
Shark eggs are fertilized internally. The maJe has a pair of
claspers on its pelvic fins that transfer sperm into the reproductive tract of the female. Some species of sharks are oviparous;
they lay eggs that hatch outside the mother's body. These sharks

(a) Blatktip reef shark (Carcharhinus melanopterus). Fast swimmers
with acute senses. sharks have paired pectoral and pelvic fins,

(b) Southern stingray (Dasyatis americana). Most rays are bottom·
dwellers that feed on molluscs and crustaceans. Some rays cruise in
open water and scoop food into their gaping mouth.

(t) Spotted rattish (Hydro/agus colliel). Ratfishes, or chimaeras,

typically live at depths greater than 80 m and feed on shrimps.
molluscs. and sea urchins. Some species have a poisonous spine at
the front of their first dorsal fin.

.. Figure 34.15 Chondrichthyans.
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release their eggs after encasing them in protective coats. Other
species are ovoviviparous; they retain the fertilized eggs in the
oviduct. Nourished by the egg yolk, the embryos develop into
young that are born after hatching within the uterus. A few
species are viviparous; the young develop within the uterus and
obtain nourishment prior to birth by re<:eiving nutrients from
the mother's blood through a yolk sac placenta, by absorbing a
nutritious fluid produced by the uterus, or by eating other eggs.
The reproductive tract of the shark empties along with the excretory system and digestive tract into the cloaca, a common
chamber that has a single opening to the outside.
Although rays are closely related to sharks, they have
adopted a very different lifestyle. Most rays are bottom-dwellers
that feed by using their jaws to crush molluscs and crustaceans.
They have a flattened shape and use their greatly enlarged pectoral fins like water wings to propel themselves through the water. The tail of many rays is whiplike and, in some species, bears
venomous barbs that function in defense.
Morphologically, chondrichthyans have changed little in over
300 million years. Today, however, they are severely threatened
with overfishing: A recent report indicated that shark stocks in
the northwest Atlantic had declined 75% over a is-year period.

Ray-Finned Fishes and Lobe-Fins
The vast majority of vertebrates belong to the clade
of gnathostomes called Osteichthyes. Like many other
taxonomic names, the name
Osteichthyes ("bony fish")
was coined long before the
advent of phylogenetic systematics. When it was originally defined, tlle group
excluded tetrapods, but we now know that such a taxon would
actually be paraphyletic (see Figure 34.2). Therefore, systematists

Spinal cord

Swim
bladder

today include tetrapods along with bony fishes in the clade Osteichthyes. Clearly, the name ofthe group does not accurately describe all of its members.
Unlike chondrichthyans, nearly all living osteichthyans
have an ossified (bony) endoskeleton with a hard matrix ofcalcium phosphate. As discussed earlier, several lines of evidence
suggest that the common ancestor of both chondrichthyans
and osteichthyans was already highly ossified and that chondrichthyans subsequently lost much of this bone. However,
some scientists dispute this conclusion, and until more fossils
ofearly chondrichthyans and osteichthyans are unearthed, the
question will remain open.
In this section, we'll discuss the aquatic osteichthyans
known informally as fishes. Most fishes breathe by drawing water over four or five pairs of gills located in chambers covered
by a protective bony flap called the operculum (Figure 34.16).
Water is drawn into the mouth, through the pharynx, and out
bern'een the gills by movement of the operculum and contraction of muscles surrounding the gill chambers.
Most fishes can control their buoyancy with an air sac
known as a swim bladder. Movement ofgases from the blood
to the swim bladder increases buoyancy, making the animal
rise; transfer ofgas back to the blood causes the animal to sink.
Charles Darwin proposed that the lungs of tetrapods evolved
from swim bladders, but, strange as it may sound, the opposite seems to be true. Osteichthyans in many early-branching
lineages have lungs, which they use to breathe air as a supplement to gas exchange in their gills. The weight of evidence indicates that lungs arose in early osteichthyans; later, swim
bladders evolved from lungs in some lineages.
In nearly all fishes, the skin is covered by flattened, bony
scales that differ in structure from the tooth-like scales of
sharks. Glands in the skin secrete a slimy mucus over the skin,
an adaptation that reduces drag during swimming. Like the
ancient aquatic gnathostomes mentioned earlier, fishes have a
lateral line system, which is evident as a row of tiny pits in the
skin on either side of the body.
Dorsal fin

Brain

Gills

Anus
Kidney

... Figure 34.16 Anatomy
of a trout. a ray-finned fish.
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The details offish reproduction vary extensively. Most species
are oviparous, reproducing by external fertilization after the female sheds large numbers of small eggs. However, internal fertilization and birthing characterize other species.

Ray-Finned Fishes
Nearly all the aquatic osteichthyans familiar to us are among
the over 27,000 species of ray-finned fishes (Actinopterygii)
(Figure 34.17). The fins, supported mainly by bony rays for
which the group is named, are modified for maneuvering, defense, and other functions.

(a) Yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacaresl, a fast-swimming, schooling
fish that is commercially important worldwide

Ray-finned fishes appear to have originated in fresh water
and spread to the seas. (Adaptations that address the osmotic
problems associated with the move to salt water are discussed
in Chapter 44.) Numerous spedes of ray-finned fishes returned to fresh water at some point in their evolution. Some of
them, including salmon and certain trout, replay their evolutionary round-trip from fresh water to seawater and back to
fresh water during their life cycle.
Ray-finned fishes serve as a major source of protein for humans, who have harvested them for thousands of years. However, industrial-scale fishing operations appear to have driven
some of the world's biggest fisheries to collapse. For example,
after decades of abundant harvests, in the 1990s the catch of
cod (Gadus morhua) in the northwest Atlantic plummeted to
just 5% of its historic maximum, bringing codfishing there to a
near halt. Despite ongoing restrictions on the fishery, cod populations have yet to recover to sustainable levels. Ray-finned
fishes also face other pressures from humans, such as the diversion of rivers by dams. Changing water flow patterns can
hamper the fishes' ability to obtain food and interferes with migratory pathways and spawning grounds.

Lobe·Fins

(b) Clownfish (Amphiprion ocellarisl, a mutualistlC symbiont of sea
anemones

(e) Sea horse (Hippocampus

ramu!osus), unusual in the
animal kingdom in that the
male carries the young during
their embryonic development

Ray-finned fishes evolved during the Devonian period, along
with another major lineage of osteichthyans, the lobe-fins
(Sarcopterygii). The key derived character oflobe-fins is the
presence of rod-shaped bones surrounded by a thick layer of
muscle in their pectoral and pelvic fins. During the Devonian, many lobe-fins lived in brackish waters, such as in
coastal wetlands. There they probably used their lobed fins
to swim and uwalk" underwater across the substrate. Some
Devonian lobe-fins were gigantic predators. It is not uncommon to find spike-shaped fossils of Devonian lobe-fin teeth
as big as your thumb.
By the end of the Devonian period, lobe-fin diversity was
dwindling, and today only three lineages survive. One lineage, the coelacanths (Actinistia), was thought to have become extinct 75 million years ago (Figure 34.18). However,

(d) Fine-spotted moray eel

(Gymnothorax dovil), a
predator that ambushes
prey from crevices in its
coral reel habitat

... Figure 34.17 Ray-finned fishes (class Actinopterygii).

... Figure 34.18 A coelacanth (tatimeria). These lobe-fins were
found living off the coasts 01 southern Africa and Indonesia .
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in 1938, fishermen caught a living coelacanth off the Comoros
Islands in the western Indian Ocean. Coelacanths were found
only in that area until 1999, when a second population was
identified in the eastern Indian Ocean, near Indonesia. The
Indonesian population may represent a second species.
The second lineage of living lobe-fins, the lungfishes (Dipnoi), is represented today by six species in three genera, all of
which are found in the Southern Hemisphere. Lungfishes
evolved in the ocean but today are found only in fresh water,
generally in stagnant ponds and swamps. They surface to gulp
air into lungs connected to their pharynx. Lungfishes also
have gills, which are the main organs for gas exchange in Australian lungfishes. When ponds shrink during the dry season,
some lungfishes can burrow into the mud and estivate (wait in
a state of torpor; see Chapter 40).
The third lineage of lobe-fins that survives today is far more
diverse than the coelacanths or the lungfishes. During the
mid-Devonian, these organisms adapted to life on land and
gave rise to vertebrates with limbs and feet, called tetrapodsa lineage that includes humans. The tetrapod clade is the topic
of the next section.
CONCEPT

CHECK

34.4

1. What derived characters do sharks and tuna share?

What are some characteristics that distinguish tuna
from sharks?
2, Describe key adaptations of aquatic gnathostomes.
3, -'WPUI" Imagine we could replay the history of
life. Is it possible that a group of vertebrates that colonized land could have arisen from aquatic gnathostomes other than the lobe-fins? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A

weight on land and feet with digits that allow them to transmit
muscle-generated forces to the ground when they walk.
Life on land brought numerous other changes to the tetrapod body plan. In tetrapods, the head is separated from the
body by a ned that originally had one vertebra on which the
skull could move up and down. Later, with the origin of a second vertebra in the neck, the head could also swing from side
to side. The bones ofthe pelvic girdle, to which the hind legsare
attached, are fused to the backbone, permitting forces generated by the hind legs against the ground to be transferred to the
rest of the body. Living tetrapods do not have gill slits; during
embryonic development, the pharyngeal clefts instead give rise
to parts of the ears, certain glands, and other structures.
As you will see, some of these characters were dramatically
altered or lost in various lineages of tetrapods. In birds, for example, the pectoral limbs became wings, and in whales, the
entire body converged toward a fishlike shape.

The Origin ofTetrapods
As you have read, the Devonian coastal wetlands were home
to a wide range of lobe-fins. Those that entered particularly
shallow, oxygen-poor water could use their lungs to breathe
air. Some species probably used their stout fins to help them
move across logs or the muddy bottom. Thus, the tetrapod
body plan did not evolve "out of nowhere" but was simply a
modification of a preexisting body plan.
In one lineage of lobe-fins, the fins became progressively
more limb-like while the rest of the body retained adaptations
for aquatic Bfe. Consider Acanthostega, which lived in Greenland 365 million years ago and had fully formed legs, ankles,
and digits (Figure 34.19). This species was a close relative of
tetrapods, yet it also retained adaptations for the water. It had

One of the most significant events in vertebrate history took
place about 360 million years ago, when the fins of some lobefins evolved into the limbs and feet of tetrapods. Until then, all
vertebrates had shared the same basic fishlike anatomy. After
tetrapods moved onto land, they took on many new forms,
from leaping frogs to flying eagles to bipedal humans.

Derived Characters ofTetrapods
The most significant character of tetrapods gives the group its
name, which means "four feet" in Greek. In place of pectoral
and pelvic fins, tetrapods have limbs that can support their
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.. Figure 34.19 Acanthostega, a Devonian relative of
tetrapods. Along With the derived appendages of tetrapods.
Acanthostega retained primitive aquatic adaptations. such as gills.

Amphibians

bones that supported gills, and its tail contained rays supporting a delicate fin that propelled it through water. Its pectoral
and pelvic girdles and vertebrae were too weak to carry its body
on land: Acanthostega may have slithered out of the water
from time to time, but for the most part it was aquatic.
Extraordinary fossil discoveries over the past 20years have allowed paleontologists to reconstruct with confidence the origin
of tetrapods (Figure 34.20). A great diversity of tetrapods
emerged during the Devonian and Carboniferous periods, and
some species reached 2 m in length. Judging from the morphology and locations of their fossils, most of these early tetrapods
probably remained tied to the water, a feature they share with
some members ofa group ofliving tetrapods called amphibians.

The amphibians (class Amphibia) are represented today
by about 6,150 species of
Petromyzont,da
salamanders (order Urodela,
Chondri(hthyes
"tailed ones~), frogs (order
Actinopterygii
Anura, "tail-less ones~), and
Actinistia
Olpnoi
caecilians(orderApoda, "legAmphjbi~
less ones").
Reptll,~
There are only about
. . . . . ._ Mamm~ll~
550 species of urodeles.
Some are entirely aquatic, but others live on land as adults or
throughout life. Most salamanders that live on land walk with
Cephalochordata
Urochord.lta
M)"'lni

.. Figure 34.20 The origin of
tetrapods. The white bars on the branches
of this diagram place known fossils in time;
arrowheads indicate lineages that extend to
today. The drawings of extinct forms are based
on fossilized skeletons. but the colors are
fanciful.
Mi,ijif.jlljM If the most recent common
ancestor of Hynerpeton and later tetrapods
originated 380 mil/ion years ago, what range
of dates would include the origin of
amphibians)

, , - - - - Ray-finned fishes . .
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Panderichthys
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a side-to-side bending of the body, a trait inherited from the
early terrestrial tetrapods (Figure 34.21a). Paedomorphosis is
common among aquatic salamanders; the axolotl, for instance,
retains larval features even when it is sexually mature (see
Figure 25.20).
Anurans, numbering about 5,420 spe<ies, are more spe~
cialized than urodeles for moving on land (Figure 34.21b).
Adult frogs use their powerful hind legs to hop along the terrain. A frog nabs insects and other prey by flicking out its long,
sticky tongue, which is attached to the front of the mouth.
Frogs display a great variety of adaptations that help them
avoid being eaten by larger predators. Their skin glands secrete distasteful or even poisonous mucus. Many poisonous
species have bright coloration, which predators apparently associate with danger (see Figure 54.5b). Other frogs have color
patterns that camouflage them (see Figure 54.5a).
Apodans, the caecilians (about 170 species), are legless and
nearly blind, and superficially they resemble earthworms
(Figure 34.21c). Their absence of legs is a secondary adaptation, as they evolved from a legged ancestor. Caecilians inhabit
tropical areas, where most species burrow in moist forest soil.
A few South American species live in freshwater ponds and
streams.
Amphibian (derived from amphibious, meaning ~both
ways of life") refers to the life stages of many frog species that
live first in water and then on land (Figure 34.22). The larval
stage ofa frog, called a tadpole, is usually an aquatic herbivore
with gills, a lateral line system resembling that of aquatic vertebrates, and a long, finned tail. The tadpole initially lacks

(a) Order Urodela.
Urodeles (salamanders) retain
their tail as adults,

(b) Order Anura.
Anurans. such as
this poison dart
frog. lack a tail as
adults.

(c) Order Apoda.

Apodans, or
caecilians. are legless, malnty burrowing
amphibians,

.... Figure 34.21 Amphibians.

(a) The tadpole is an
aquatic herbi~Ofe
with a fishlike tail
and internal gills.

(b) During metamorphosis. the gills
and tail are resorbed. and walking
legs develop. The adult frog will live
on land

.... Figure 34.22 The "dual life" of a frog (Rana temporaria).
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(c) The adults return to water to mate, The male grasps the female.
stimulating her to release eggs. The eggs are laid and fertilized in
water. They ha~e a jelly COdt but lack a shell and would desiccate in air.

legs; it swims by undulating its tail. During the metamorphosis that leads to the "second life;' the tadpole develops legs,
lungs, a pair of external eardrums, and a digestive system
adapted to a carnivorous diet. At the same time, the gills disappear; the lateral line system also disappears in most species.
The young frog crawls onto shore and becomes a terrestrial
hunter. In spite of their name, however, many amphibians do
not live a dual-aquatic and terrestrial-life. There are some
strictly aquatic or strictly terrestrial frogs, salamanders, and
caecilians. Moreover, salamander and caecilian larvae look
much like the adults, and typically both the larvae and the
adults are carnivorous.
Most amphibians are found in damp habitats such as
swamps and rain forests. Even those adapted to drier habitats
spend much of their time in burrows or under moist leaves,
where humidity is high. Amphibians generally rely heavily on
their moist skin for gas exchange with the environment. Some
terrestrial species lack lungs and breathe exclusively through
their skin and oral cavity.
Fertilization is external in most amphibians; the male
grasps the female and spills his sperm over the eggs as the
female sheds them (see Figure 34.22c). Amphibians typically
lay their eggs in water or in moist environments on land.
The eggs lack a shell and dehydrate quickly in dry air. Some
amphibian species lay vast numbers of eggs in temporary
pools, and egg mortality is high. In contrast, other species
lay relatively few eggs and display various types of parental
care. Depending on the species, either males or females may
house eggs on their back (Figure 34.23), in their mouth, or
even in their stomach. Certain tropical tree frogs stir their
egg masses into moist, foamy nests that resist drying. There

are also some ovoviviparous and viviparous species that retain the eggs in the female reproductive tract, where em·
bryos can develop without drying out.
Many amphibians exhibit complex and diverse social
behaviors, especially during their breeding seasons. Frogs
are usually quiet, but the males of many species vocalize to
defend their breeding territory or to attract females. In
some species, migrations to specific breeding sites may involve vocal communication, celestial navigation, or chemical signaling.
Over the past 25 years, zoologists have documented a
rapid and alarming decline in amphibian populations in
locations throughout the world. There appear to be several
causes, including habitat loss, the spread of a fungal
(chytrid) pathogen, climate change, and pollution. These
and other factors have not only reduced populations, they
have led to extinctions. A 2004 study indicates that since
1980, at least 9 amphibian species have become extinct. An
additional 113 species have not been seen since that time
and are considered "possibly extinct.~
CONCEPT

CHECK

34.5

I. Describe the origin of tetrapods and identify some of
their key derived traits.
2, Some amphibians never leave the water, whereas others can survive in relatively dry terrestrial environments. Contrast the adaptations that facilitate these
two lifestyles.
3. •i.'!lfUI 4 Scientists think that amphibian populations may provide an early warning system of environmental problems. What features of amphibians
might make them particularly sensitive to environmental problems?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

rZ:~~:t:s~~;~etrapOdS

that have
a terrestrially adapted egg

The amniotes are a group oftetrapods whose extant members
are the reptiles (including birds) and mammals (Figure 34.24,
on the next page). During their evolution, amniotes acquired a
number of new adaptations to life on land.
.. Figure 34.23 A mobile nursery. Afemale pygmy marsupial
frog, FlecfonotU5 pygmaeu5, incubates her eggs In a pouch of skin on
her back, helping to proteclthe eggs from predators, When the eggs
hatch, the female deposits the tadpoles in water where they begin life
on their own,

Derived Characters of Amniotes
Amniotes are named for the major derived character of the
clade, the amniotic egg, which contains four specialized membranes: the amnion, the chorion, the yolk sac, and the allantois
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... Figure 34.24 A phylogeny of amniotes. Extant groups are named at the tips of the
branches in boldface type. The dotted line of the turtle branch indicates the uncertain relationship
of turtles to other reptiles. Turtles may be a sister group to parareptiles (as indicated by some
morphological data), or they may be diapsids more closely related to lepidosaurs (as indicated by
other morphological analyses) or to archosaurs (as indicated by many molecular studies).

(Figure 34.25). Called extraembryonic membranes because
they are not part of the body of the embryo itself, these membranes develop from tissue layers that grow out from the embryo. The amniotic egg is named for the amnion, which
encloses a compartment of fluid that bathes the embryo and
acts as a hydraulic shock absorber. The other membranes in
the egg function in gas exchange, the transfer of stored nutri·
ents to the embryo, and waste storage. The amniotic egg was
a key evolutionary innovation for terrestrial life: It allowed the
embryo to develop on land in its own private "pond," hence reducing the dependence of tetrapods on an aqueous environment for reproduction.
In contrast to the shell-less eggs of amphibians, the amniotic eggs of most reptiles and some mammals have a shell. The
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shells of bird eggs are calcareous (made of calcium carbonate)
and inflexible, while the eggshells of many other reptiles are
leathery and flexible. Either kind ofshell significantly slows dehydration of the egg in air, an adaptation that helped amniotes
to occupy a wider range of terrestrial habitats than amphibians, their closest living relatives. (Seeds played a similar role
in the evolution of land plants, as we discussed in Chapter 30.)
Most mammals have dispensed with the eggshell over the
course of their evolution, and the embryo avoids desiccation
by developing within the mother's body.
Amniotes acquired other key adaptations to life on land. For
example, amniotes use their rib cage to ventilate their lungs.
This method is more efficient than throat-based ventilation,
which amphibians use as a supplement to breathing through

Extraembryonic membranes
Allantois. The allantois is a disposal
sac for certain metabolic wastes produced by the embryo. The membrane
of the allantois also functions with
the chorion as a respiratory organ.
Amnion. The amnion protects
the embryo in a fluid-filled
cavity that cushions against
mechanical shock.

Chorion. The chorion and the membrane of
the allantois exchange gases between the
embryo and the air. Oxygen and carbon
dioxide diffuse freely across the shell.

.. Figure 14.25 The amniotic egg. The
embryos of reptiles and mammals form four
extraembryonic membranes: the amnion.
chorion. yolk sac, and allantOIS This diagram
shows these membranes in the shelled egg of
a reptile.

Yolk sac. The yolk sac contains the
yolk, a stockpile of nutrients. Blood
vessels in the yolk sac membrane
transport nutrients from the yolk
into the embryo. Other nutrients are

.;?b,m"

(",gg wh;"")

Embryo
Amniotic cavity
with amniotic fluid
Yolk (nutrients)

Albumen

their skin. The increased efficiency of rib cage ventilation may
have allowed amniotes to abandon breathing through their skin
and develop less permeable skin, thereby conserving water.

Early Amniotes
The most recent common ancestor of living amphibians and
amniotes likely lived about 370 million years ago. No fossils of
amniotic eggs have been found from that time, which is not
surprising given how delicate they are. Thus, it is not yet possible to say when the amniotic egg evolved, although it must
have existed in the last common ancestor of living amniotes,
which all have amniotic eggs.
What is evident from fossils of early amniotes and their
closest relatives is that they could live in drier environments
than did the first tetrapods. Some early amniotes were herbivores, as evidenced by their grinding teeth and other features;
others were clearly predators.

none can serve as a straightforward model for the earliest reptiles, which lived some 320 million years ago. Nevertheless, comparative studies allow us to infer some of the derived characters
that likely distinguished early reptiles from other tetrapods.
For example, unlike amphibians, reptiles have scales that
contain the protein keratin (as does a human nail). Scales help
protect the animal's skin from desiccation and abrasion. In addition, most reptiles lay their shelled eggs on land (Figure
34.26). Fertilization must occur internally, before the eggshell
is secreted. Many species of snakes and lizards are viviparous;
in such species, the extraembryonic membranes form a kind

Reptiles
Cephalochordata
Urochordilta
Myxmi
Pelromyzonllda
Chondrichthyes
Actinopte fY9 li
Actinistia
O,pnoi
AmphIbia
Reptilia
Mammalia

The reptile clade includes
tuataras, lizards, snakes, turtles, crocodilians, and birds,
along with a number of extinct groups, such as plesiosaurs and ichthyosaurs
(see Figure 34.24). Because
all of the living reptile lineages are highly derived,

... Figure 34.26 Hatching reptiles. These bushmaster snakes
(Lachesis muta) are breaking out of their parchment-like shells, a
common type of shell among living reptiles other than birds.
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of placenta that enables the embryo to obtain nutrients from
its mother.
Reptiles such as lizards and snakes are sometimes described
as "cold~blooded" because they do not use their metabolism ex~
tensively to control their body temperature. However, they do
regulate their body temperature by using behavioral adaptations. For example, many lizards bask in the sun when the air is
cool and seek shade when the air is too warm. A more accurate
description of these reptiles is to say that they are ectothermic,
which means that they absorb external heat as their main source
of body heat. (TIlis topic is discussed in more detail in Chapter
40.) By warming themselves directly with solar energy rather
than through the metabolic breakdown of food, an ectothermic reptile can survive on less than 10% of the food energy required by a mammal of the same size. The reptile clade is not
entirely ectothermic; birds are endothermic, capable of main~
taining body temperature through metabolic activity.

The Origin and Evolutionary Radiation of Reptiles
The oldest reptilian fossils, found in rocks from Nova Scotia,
date from the late Carboniferous period, about 310 million
years ago. One of the first major groups of reptiles to emerge
were the parareptiles, which were mostly large, stocky,
quadrupedal herbivores. Some parareptiles had plates on
their skin that may have provided them with defense against
predators. Parareptiles died out by about 200 million years
ago, at the end of the Triassic period.
As parareptiles were dwindling, another ancient clade of
reptiles, the diapsids, was diversifying. One of the most obvious derived characters ofdiapsids is a pair ofholes on each side
of the skull, behind the eye socket. The diapsids are composed
of two main lineages. One lineage gave rise to the lepidosaurs,
which include tuataras, lizards, and snakes. This lineage also
produced a number of marine reptiles, including the giant
mososaurs. Some of these marine species rivaled today's
whales in length; all of them are extinct. (We1l say more about
living lepidosaurs shortly.)
The other diapsid lineage, the archosaurs, produced the
crocodilians (which we'll discuss later), pterosaurs, and dinosaurs. Ptcrosaurs, which originated in the late Triassic,
were the first tetrapods to exhibit flapping flight. The
pterosaur wing was completely different from the wings of
birds and bats. It consisted of a collagen-strengthened membrane that stretched between the trunk or hind leg and a very
long digit on the foreleg. Well-preserved fossils show evidence
of muscles, blood vessels, and nerves in the wing membranes,
suggesting that pterosaurs could dynamically adjust their
membranes to assist their flight.
The smallest pterosaurs were no bigger than a sparrow, and
the largest had a wingspan of nearly II m. They appear to have
converged on manyofthe ecological roles later played by birds;
some were insect-eaters, others grabbed fish out of the ocean,
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and still others filtered small animals through thousands of
fine needle·like teeth. But by the end of the Cretaceous period
65 million years ago, pterosaurs had become extinct.
On land, the dinosaurs diversified into a vast range of
shapes and sizes, from bipeds the size ofa pigeon to 45-m-long
quadrupeds with necks long enough to let them browse the
tops of trees. One lineage of dinosaurs, the ornithischians,
were herbivores; they included many species with elaborate
defenses against predators, such as tail clubs and horned
crests. The other main lineage of dinosaurs, the saurischians,
included the long-necked giants and a group called the
theropods, which were bipedal carnivores. Theropods included the famous Tyrannosaurus rex as well as the ancestors
of birds.
There is continuing debate about the metabolism of dinosaurs. Some researchers have pointed out that the Mesozoic climate over much of the dinosaurs' range was relatively
warm and consistent, and they have suggested that the low
surface-to-volume ratios of large dinosaurs combined with
behavioral adaptations such as basking may have been sufficient for an ectotherm to maintain a suitable body temperature. However, some anatomical evidence supports the
hypothesis that at least some dinosaurs were endotherms.
Furthermore, paleontologists have found fossils of dinosaurs
in both Antarctica and the Arctic; although the climate in
these areas was milder when dinosaurs existed than it is today,
it was cool enough that small dinosaurs may have had difficulty maintaining a high body temperature through ectothermy. The dinosaur that gave rise to birds was certainly
endothermic, as are all birds.
Traditionally, dinosaurs were considered slow, sluggish
creatures. Since the early 1970s, however, fossil discoveries
and research have led to the conclusion that many dinosaurs
were agile, fast moving, and, in some cases, social. Paleontologists have also discovered evidence that some dinosaurs
built nests and brooded their eggs, as birds do today (see
Figure 26.17).
All dinosaurs except birds became extinct by the end of the
Cretaceous period. Their extinction may have been caused at
least in part by the asteroid or comet impact you read about in
Chapter 25. Some analyses of the fossil record are consistent
with this idea in that they show a sudden decline in dinosaur
diversity at the end of the Cretaceous. However, other analyses indicate that the number of dinosaur species had begun to
decline several million years before the Cretaceous ended.
Further fossil discoveries and new analyses will be needed to
resolve this debate.

Lepidosaurs
One surviving lineage of lepidosaurs is represented by two
species of lizard-like reptiles called tuataras (Figure 34.27a).
Fossil evidence indicates that tuatara relatives lived at least

220 million years ago. These organisms thrived on many continents well into the Cretaceous period, reaching up to a meter in length. Today, however, tuataras are found only on 30
islands off the coast of New Zealand. When humans arrived
in New Zealand 750 years ago, the rats that accompanied
them devoured tuatara eggs, eventually eliminating the reptiles on the main islands. The tuataras that remain on the out-

... Figure 34.27 Extant reptiles (other than birds).

(b) Australian

thorny devil
lizard (Moloch
horridus)

lying islands are about 50 cm long and feed on insects, small
lizards, and bird eggs and chicks. They can live to be over 100
years old. Their future survival depends on whether their reo
maining habitats are kept rat·free.
The other major living lineage oflepidosaurs consists ofthe
lizards and snakes, or squamates, which number about 7,900
species. Lizards are the most numerous and diverse reptiles
(apart from birds) alive today (Figure 34.21b). Most lizards are
small; the Jaragua lizard, discovered in the Dominican Republic in 2001, is only 16 mm long-small enough to fit comfortably on a dime. In contrast, the Komodo dragon of Indonesia
can reach a length of 3 m. It hunts deer and other large prey,
delivering pathogenic bacteria with its bite. As its wounded
prey weakens from the infection, the lizard slowly stalks it.
Snakes are legless lepidosaurs whose closest living relatives
include the Komodo dragon (Figure 34.21c). Today, some
species of snakes retain vestigial pelvic and limb bones, which
provide evidence of their ancestry.
Despite their lack of legs, snakes are quite proficient at
moving on land, most often by producing waves of lateral
bending that pass from head to tail. Force exerted by the bends
against solid objects pushes the snake forward. Snakes can
also move by gripping the ground with their belly scales at several points along the body, while the scales at intervening
points are lifted slightly off the ground and pulled forward.
Snakes are carnivorous, and a number of adaptations aid
them in hunting and eating prey. They have acute chemical
sensors, and though they lack eardrums, they are sensitive to
ground vibrations, which helps them detect the movements of
prey. Heat-detecting organs between the eyes and nostrils of
pit vipers, including rattlesnakes, are sensitive to minute temperature changes, enabling these night hunters to locate warm
animals. Poisonous snakes inject their toxin through a pair of
sharp, hollow or grooved teeth. The flicking tongue is not poisonous but helps fan odors toward olfactory (smell) organs on
the roof of the mouth. Loosely articulated jawbones and elastic skin enable most snakes to swallow prey larger than the diameter of the snake's head (see Figure 23.14).

(d) Eastern box turtle
(Terrapene carolina
carolina)

(e) Ameritan alligator
(Alligator mississippiensis)
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Turtles
Turtles are one of the most distinctive group of reptiles alive
today. All turtles have a boxlike shell made of upper and lower
shields that are fused to the vertebrae, clavicles (collarbones),
and ribs (Figure 34.27d). Most of the 307 known species of
turtles have a hard shell, providing excellent defense against
predators. The earliest fossils ofturtles, dating from about 220
million years ago, have fully developed shells. In the absence
of transitional fossils, dues to the origin of the turtle shell can
be found in molecular data. Molecular analyses to date suggest that turtles are closely related to crocodiles and other Triassic archosaurs-organisms that had bony plates along their
backbones and sometimes over their bodies. These plates may
have become more extensive in the ancestors of turtles, over
time resulting in a shell. Ifturtles are not closely related to archosaurs (the legend of Figure 34.24 discusses other possible
relationships), new fossil discoveries will be needed to shed
light on the origin of the turtle shell.
The earliest turtles could not retract their head into their
shell, but mechanisms for doing so evolved independently in
two separate branches of turtles. The side-necked turtles
(pleurodires) fold their neck horizontally, while the vertical·
necked turtles (cryptodires) fold their neck vertically.
Some turtles have adapted to deserts, and others live almost entirely in ponds and rivers. Still others have returned
to the sea. Sea turtles have a reduced shell and enlarged forelimbs that function as flippers. They include the largest Hving
turtles, the deep-diving leatherbacks, which can exceed a
mass of 1,500 kg and feed on jellies. Leatherbacks and other
sea turtles are endangered by being caught in fishing nets, as
well as by development of the beaches where the turtles lay
their eggs.

Alligators and Crocodiles
Alligators and crocodiles (collectively called crocodilians) belong
to a lineage that reaches backtothe late Triassic (Figure 34.27e).
The earliest members of this lineage were small terrestrial
quadrupeds with long, slender legs. Later species became
larger and adapted to aquatic habitats, breathing air through
their upturned nostrils. Some Mesozoic crocodilians grew as
long as 12 m and may have attacked dinosaurs and other prey
at the water's edge.
The 23 known species ofliving crocodilians are confined to
warm regions of the globe. Alligators in the southeastern
United States have made a comeback after spending years on
the endangered species list.

Birds
There are about 10,000 species of birds in the world. Like crocodilians, birds are archosaurs, but almost every feature of their
anatomy has been modified in their adaptation to flight.
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Derived Characters of Birds Many of the characters of
birds are adaptations that facilitate flight, including weightsaving modifications that make flying more efficient. For example, birds lack a urinary bladder, and the females of most
species have only one ovary. The gonads of both females and
males are usually small, except during the breeding season,
when they increase in size. Living birds are also toothless, an
adaptation that trims the weight of the head.
A bird's most obvious adaptations for flight are its wings
and feathers (Figure 34.28). Feathers are made of the protein
p-keratin, which is also found in the scales of other reptiles.
The shape and arrangement of the feathers form the wings
into airfoils, and they illustrate some of the same principles of
aerodynamics as the wings of an airplane. Power for flapping
the wings comes from contractions of large pectoral (breast)
muscles anchored to a keel on the sternum (breastbone).
Some birds, such as eagles and hawks, have wings adapted for
soaring on air currents and flap their wings only occasionally
(see Figure 34.28); other birds, including hummingbirds, must
flap continuously to stay aloft. Among the fastest birds are the
appropriately named swifts, which can fly up to 170 km/hr.
Flight provides numerous benefits. It enhances hunting
and scavenging; many birds consume flying insects, an abundant, highly nutritious food resource. Flight also provides
ready escape from earthbound predators and enables some
birds to migrate great distances to exploit different food resources and seasonal breeding areas.
Flying requires a great expenditure of energy from an active
metabolism. Birdsareendothermic; theyuse theirown metabolic
heat to maintain a high, constant body temperature. Feathers and
in some species a layer offat provide insulation that enables birds
to retain body heat. The lungs have tiny tubes leading to and from
elastic air sacs that improve airflow and oxygen uptake. This efficient respiratory system and a circulatory system with a fourchambered heart keep tissues well supplied with oxygen and
nutrients, supporting a high rate ofmetabolism.
Flight also requires both acute vision and fine muscle control. Birds have excellent eyesight. The visual and motor areas
of the brain are well developed, and the brain is proportionately larger than those of amphibians and nonbird reptiles.
Birds generally display very complex behaviors, particularly
during breeding season, when they engage in elaborate courtship
rituals. Because eggs have shells by the time they are laid, fertilization must be internaL Copulation usually involves contact betv·,'een the mates' vents, the openings to their cloacas. After eggs
are laid, the avian embryo must be kept warm through brooding
by the mother, the father, or both, depending on the species.
The Origin of Birds Oadistic analyses of birds and of reptilian fossils indicate that birds belong to the group of bipedal
saurischians called theropods. Since the late 1990s, Chinese paleontologists have unearthed a spectacular trove of feathered
theropod fossils that are shedding light on the origin of birds.

(b) Bone structure

(c) Feather structure

Several species ofdinosaurs closely related to birds had feathers
with vanes, and a wider range of species had filamentous feathers. Such findings imply that feathers evolved long before powered flight. Among the possible functions ofthese early feathers
were insulation, camouflage, and courtship display.
How did flight evolve in the theropods? In one scenario,
feathers may have enabled small, running dinosaurs chasing
prey or escaping predators to gain extra lift as they jumped
into the air. Or, small dinosaurs could have gained traction as
they ran up hills by flapping their feathered fore limbs-a behavior seen in some birds today. In a third scenario, some dinosaurs could have climbed trees and glided, aided by
feathers. Whether birds took to the air from the ground up
or the trees down, an essential question being studied by scientists ranging from paleontologists to engineers is how
their efficient flight stroke evolved.
By 150 million years ago, feathered theropods had evolved
into birds. Archaeopteryx, which was discovered in a German
limestone quarry in 1861, remains the earliest known bird
(Figure 34.29). It had feathered wings but retained ancestral
characters such as teeth, clawed digits in its wings, anda long tail.
Archaeopteryx flew weU at high speeds, but tmlike a present-day
bird, it could not takeofffrom a standing position. Fossils oflater
birds from the Cretaceous show a gradual loss of certain ancestral dinosaur features, such as teeth and clawed forelimbs,
as wen as the acquisition of innovations found in extant birds,
including a short tail covered by a fan of feathers.

.... Figure 34.28 Form fits function: the
avian wing and feather. (a) A wing is a
remodeled version of the tetrapod forelimb. (b) The
bones of many birds have a honeycombed internal
structure and are filled with air. (c) A feather
consists of a central an·filled shaft. from which
radiate the vanes. The vanes are made up of barbs.
which bear small branches called barbules. Birds
have contour feathers and downy feathers. Contour
feathers are stiff and contribute to the aerodynamic
shapes of the wings and body. Their barbules have
hooks that cling to barbules on neighboring barbs.
When a bird preens. It runs the length of each
contour feather through its bill, engaging the hoob
and uniting the barbs into a precise shape. Downy
feathers lack hooks, and the free·form arrangement
of their barbs produces a fluffiness that provides
insulation by trapping air
Toothed beak

... Figure 34.29 Artist's reconstruction of Archaeopteryx,
the earliest known bird. Fossil evidence indicates that
Archaeopteryx was capable of powered flight but retained many
characters of nonbird dinosaurs.

living Birds Clear evidence of Neornithes, the clade that includes the 28 orders of living birds, can be found before the
Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary65.5 million years ago. Several
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(a) Emu. This ratite lives in Australia.

groups ofliving and extinct birds include one or more llightless
species. The ratites (order Struthioniformes), which consist of
the ostrich, rhea, kiwi, cassowary, and emu, are all flightless. In
ratites (from the Latin ratitus, flat-bottomed), the sternal keel is
absent, and the pectoral muscles are not greatly enlarged
(Figure 34.30a). Penguins make up the flightless order
Sphenisciformes, but, like flying birds, they have powerful pectoral muscles. They use these muscles to "fly" in the water: As
they swim, they flap their flipper-Jikewlngs in a manner that resembles the flight stroke ofa more typical bird. Certain species
of rails, ducks, and pigeons are also flightless.
Although the demands of flight have rendered the general
body forms of many flying birds similar to one another, experienced bird-watchers can distinguish spedes by their profile, flying style, behavior, colors, and beak shape (Figure 34.30b-d).
During avian evolution, the beak has taken on a variety of
shapes suited to different diets. Foot structure, too, shows considerable variation. Various birds use their feet for perching on
branches, grasping food, defense, swimming or walking, and
even courtship (see Figure 24.4e).
CONCEPT

(b) Mallards. like many bird species. the mallard exhibits pronounced
color differences between the sexes

CHECK

34.6

1. Describe three key amniote adaptations for life on land.

2. Identify four avian adaptations for flight.
3.
Suppose turtles are more closely related to
lepidosaurs than to other reptiles. Redraw Figure 34.24
to show this relationship, and mark the node that represents the most recent common ancestor shared by all
living reptiles. Defining the reptile clade as consisting of
all descendants ofthat ancestor, list the reptiles.

N'mu'l.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

(e) Laysan albatrosses. like most birds. laysan albatrosses have

specific mating behaviors. such as this courtship ritual.
...- - - -... CephalexhordaM
Urod1O'di!ta
MYXlnl
Petromyzontlda

ChondrKhthyes
AQlnopterygii
AQlnistla
DlpnOl
Amphib'a
Reptilia
Mammalia

(d) Barn swallows. The barn swallow is a member 01 the order
Passerilormes. Species in this order are called perching birds
because the toes 01 their leet can lock around a branch or wire.
enabling the bird to rest in place for long periods.
... Figure
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34.30 A small sample of living birds.
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The reptiles we have been
discussing represent one of
two great lineages of ammotes. The other amniote
lineage is our own, the
mammalsl_MunmaHa).
Today, there are more than
5,300 known species of
mammals on Earth.

Derived Characters of Mammals
The distinctive character from which mammals derive their
name is their mammary glands, which produce milk for offspring. All mammalian mothers nourish their young with

milk, a balanced diet rich in fats, sugars, proteins, minerals,
and vitamins. Hair, another mammalian characteristic, and a
fat layer under the skin help the body retain heat. Like birds,
mammals are endothermic. and most have a high metabolic

eled as mammalian features arose gradually in successive lineages of earlier synapsids (see Figure 25.6), In addition, t\'...o of
the bones that formerly made up the jaw joint were incorporated into the mammalian middle ear (Figure 34.31).
Synapsids evolved into large herbivores and carnivores
during the Permian period, and for a time they were the dominant tetrapods. However, the Permian-Triassic extinctions
took a heavy toll on them, and their diversity fell during the
Triassic. Increasingly mammal-like synapsids emerged by the
end of the Triassic 200 million years ago. While not true mammals, these synapsids had acquired a number of the derived
characters that distinguish mammals from other amniotes.
They were small and probably hairy, and they likely fed on insects at night. Their bones show that they grew faster than
other synapsids, suggesting that they probably had a relatively
high metabolic rate; however, they still laid eggs.
During the lurassic period, the first true mammals arose
and diversified into a number of lineages, many of which are
extinct. Yet throughout the Mesozoic era, most mammals remained about the size of today's shrews. One possible explanation for their small size is that dinosaurs already occupied
ecological niches oflarge-bodied animals.
By the early Cretaceous, the three major lineages of living
mammals emerged: monotremes (egg-laying mammals), marsupials (mammals with a pouch), and eutherians (placental
mammals). After the extinction oflarge dinosaurs, pterosaurs,
and marine reptiles during the late Cretaceous period, mammals underwent an adaptive radiation, giving rise to large
predators and herbivores as well as flying and aquatic species.

rate. Efficient respiratory and circulatory systems (including a
fouT-chambered heart) support a mammal's metabolism. A

sheet ofmuscle called the diaphragm helps ventilate the lungs.
Like birds, mammals generally have a larger brain than
other vertebrates of equivalent size, and many species are capable learners. And as in birds, the relatively long duration of
parental care extends the time for offspring to learn important
survival skills by observing their parents.
Differentiated teeth are another important mammalian
trait. Whereas the teeth of reptiles are generally uniform in
size and shape, the jaws of mammals bear a variety of teeth
with sizes and shapes adapted for chewing many kinds of
foods. Humans, like most mammals, have teeth modified for
shearing (incisors and canine teeth) and for crushing and
grinding (premolars and molars; see Figure 41.18).

Early Evolution of Mammals
Mammals belong to a group ofamniotes known as synapsids.
Early nonmammalian synapsids lacked hair, had a sprawling
gait, and laid eggs. A distinctive characteristic of synapsids is
the single temporal fenestra, a hole behind the eye socket on
each side of the skull. Humans retain this feature; your jaw
muscles pass through the temporal fenestra and anchor on
your temple. Fossil evidence shows that the jaw was remodBiarmosuchus.
an early
synapsid

Key

Temporal~=~~~~~

fenestra

Jaw joint

J

•
•

Articular
Quadrate

•
•

Oentary
Squamosal

... Figure 34.31 The evolution of the
mammalian ear bones. Biarmosuchus
was an early synapsld. a lineage that
eventually gave rise to the mammals. Bones
that transmit sound in the ear of mammals
arose from the modification of bones in the
Jaw of nonmammalian synapsids,

(a) In Biarmosuchus, the articular and quadrate bones formed
the jaw join\.
Middle ear
Eardrum
Stapes

Eardrum

Inner ear

Middle ear

",,\Jt.l'e
l ' ., •
'

Inner ear

".' .. :.;

Stapes

\
(;

,.....

~.... ''J~(l"~~lncus(quadrate)

...

S und

Malleus (articular)

Present-day reptile

Present-day mammal

(b) During the evolutionary remodeling of the mammalian skull, a new jaw joint formed between
the dentary and squamosal bones (see Figure 25,6), No longer used in the Jaw. the quadrate
and articular bones became incorporated into the middle ear as two of the three bones that
transmit sound from the eardrum to the inner ear,
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.... Figure 34.32 Short-beaked echidna (Tachyglossus
acu/eatus), an Australian monotreme. Monotremes have hair
and produce milk. but they lack nipples. Monotremes are the only
mammals that lay eggs (inset),

(a) A young brushtail possum. The young of marsupials are bom very
early in their development. They finish their growth while nursing
from a nipple (in their mother's pouch in most species).

Monotremes
Monotremes are found only in Australia and New Guinea
and are represented by one species of platypus and four
species of echidnas (spiny anteaters). Monotremes lay eggs, a
character that is ancestral for amniotes and retained in most
reptiles (Figure 34.32). Like all mammals, monotremes have
hair and produce milk, but they lack nipples. Milk is secreted
by glands on the belly of the mother. After hatching, the baby
sucks the milk from the mother's fur.

Marsupials
opossums, kangaroos, and koalas are examples of marsupials.
Both marsupials and eutherians share derived characters not
found among monotremes. They have higher metabolic rates
and nipples that provide milk, and they give birth to live young.
The embryo develops inside the uterus of the female's reproductive tract. The lining ofthe uterus and the extraembryonic memo
branes that arise from the embryo form a placenta, a structure in
which nutrients diffuse into the embryo from the mother's blood.
A marsupial is born very early in its development and completes its embryonic development while nursing. In most species,
the nursing young are held within a maternal pouch caUed a marsupium (Figure 34.33a). A red kangaroo, for instance, is about
the size of a honeybee at its birth, just 33 days after fertilization.
Its back legs are merely buds, but its front legs are strong enough
for it to crawl from the exit of its mother's reproductive tract to a
pouch that opens to the front of her body, a journey that lasts a
few minutes. In other species, the marsupium opens to the rear
of the mother's body; in bandicoots this protects the young as
their mother burrows in the dirt (Figure 34.33b).
Marsupials existed worldwide during the Mesozoic era, but
today they are found only in the Australian region and in North
722
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(b) long-nosed bandkoot. Most bandicoots are diggers and
burrowers that eat mainly insects but also some small vertebrates
and plant material. Their rear-opening pouch helps protect the
young from dirt as the mother digs. Other marsupials, such as
kangaroos, have a pouch that opens to the front.
.... Figure 34.33 Australian marsupials.

and South America. The biogeography of marsupials is an example ofthe interplay between biological and geologic evolution
(see Chapter 25). After the breakup of the supercontinent Pangaea, South America and Australia be<ame island continents,
and their marsupials diversified in isolation from the eutherians
that began an adaptive radiation on the northern continents.
Australia has not been in contact with another continent since
early in the Cenozoic era, about 65 million years ago. In Australia, convergent evolution has resulted in a diversity of marsupials that resemble eutherians in similar ecological roles in other
parts of the world (Figure 34.34). In contrast, although South
America had a diverse marsupial fauna throughout the Paleogene, it has experienced several migrations ofeutherians. One of
the most important migrations occurred about 3 million years
ago, when North and South America joined at the Panamanian
isthmus and extensive two-way traffic ofanimals took place over

Marsupial
mammals

Euthenan
mammals

Plantigale

the land bridge. Today, only three families ofmarsupials live outside the Australian region, and the only marsupials found in the
wild in North America are a few species ofopossum.

Deer mouse

Eutherians (Placental Mammals)
.'~

Eutherians are commonly called placental mammals because
their placentas are more complex than those of marsupials.
Eutherians have a longer pregnancy than marsupials. Young
eutherians complete their embryonic development within the
uterus, joined to their mother by the placenta. The eutherian
placenta provides an intimate and long-lasting association bern'een the mother and her developing young.
The major groups of living eutherians are thought to have diverged from one another in a burst of evolutionary change. The
timing of this burst is uncertain: It is dated to 100 miUion years
ago by molecular data and 60 million years ago by morphological data. Figure 34.35, on the next two pages, explores the major
eutherian orders and their possible phylogenetic relationships
with each other as well as with the monotremes and marsupials.

Marsupial mole

Sugar glider

Flying squirrel

Primates

wombat
Woodchuck

Wol~erine

Tasmanian devil

Kangaroo

Patagonian cavy

... Figure 34.34 Evolutionary convergence of marsupials
and eutherians (placental mammals). (Drawings are not
to scale.)

The mammalian order Primates includes the lemurs, the tarsiers, the monkeys, and the apes. Humans are members of the
ape group.
Derived Characters of Primates Most primates have
hands and feet adapted for grasping, and their digits have flat
nails instead of the narrow claws of other mammals. There
also are other characteristic features of the hands and feet,
such as skin ridges on the fingers (which account for human
fingerprints). Relative to other mammals, primates have a
large brain and short jaws, giving them a flat face. Their
forward-looking eyes are close together on the front of the
face. Primates also exhibit relatively well-developed parental
care and complex social behavior.
The earliest known primates were tree-dwellers, and many
of the characteristics of primates are adaptations to the demands ofliving in the trees. Grasping hands and feet allow primates to hang onto tree branches. All living primates, except
humans, have a big toe that is widely separated from the other
toes, enabling them to grasp branches with their feet. All pri·
mates also have athumb that is relatively moveable and separate
from the fingers, but monkeys and apes have a fully opposable
thumb; that is, they can touch the ventral surface (fingerprint
side) of the tip of all four fingers with the ventral surface of the
thumb of the same hand. In monkeys and apes other than humans, the opposable thumb functions in a grasping "power
grip." In humans, a distinctive bone structure at the base of the
thumb allows it to be used for more precise manipulation. The
unique dexterity of humans represents descent with modification from our tree-dwelling ancestors. Arboreal maneuvering
also requires excellent eye-hand coordination. The overlapping
(Il ... PTH TIlIRTY·fOUR
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Exploring Mammalian Diversity
Phylogenetic Relationships of Mammals
Evidence from numerous fossils and molecular analyses indicates that monotremes diverged
from other mammals about 180 million rears ago aIld that m~pials diverged from eutherians
(placental mammals) about 140 minion rears ago. Molecular systematics has helped to clarify
the evolutionary relationships between the eutherian orders, though there is still no broad con·
sensus on a ph)1ogenetic tree. One current hypothesis. represented by the tree shown below,
dusters the eutherian orders into four main clades.

"'~
.0
u,
r - - - ••
~ ~------- Monotremata

-.
~

This clade of eutherians
evolved in Africa when
the continent was isolated
from other landmasses. It
includes Earth's largest
living land animal (the
African elephant), as well
as spe<:ies that weigh less
than 10 g.

Marsupialia

ANCESTRAL
MAMMAL

Proboscidea
Sirenia

Tubulidentata
Hyracoidea

All members of this clade,
which underwent an
adaptive radiation in South
America, belong to the
order Xenarthra. One
species, the nine-banded
armadillo, is found in
the southern United States.

Afrosoricida (golden moles
and tcorea)
Macroscelidea (elephant
shrews)
Xenarthra

This is the largest

eutherian dade. It

Rodentia
Lagomorpha

Primates

Possible phylogenetic tree of mammals.
All 10 elCtant Ofders of mammals are lisled OIl the
right of the tree. The orders in bold type
ate SUfi/eyed on the laCing page.

Dermoplera (ftylng lemurs)
Scandentia (tree shrev.rs)
,-
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which make up the

largest mammalian order

by far, with about 1,770
species. Humans belong
to the order Primates.

carnivora
Cetartiodactyla
Perissodactyla
Chiroptera
Eulipotyphla
Phohdota (pangolins)
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includes the rodents,
~

This diverse clade includes
terrenrial and marine
mammals as well as bats,
the only Hying mammals. A
growing body of evidence,
including Eocene fossils of
whales with feet, supports
putting whales in the same
order (Cetartiodactyla)
as pigs, cows, and hippos.

Orders

and Examples
Monotremata
Platypuses,
echidnas

Main
Characteristics
Lay eggs; no nipples;
young suck milk from
fur of mother

Orders

and Examples
Marsupialia
Kangaroos,
opossums,
koalas

'It

Echidna
Proboscidea
Elephants

Tubulidentata
Aardvarks

African elephant

Teeth consisting of
many thin tubes
cemented together; eats
ants and termites
Aardvark

Aquatic; finlike
forelimbs and no hind
limbs; herbivorous

Hyracoidea
Hyraxes

Short legs; stumpy tail;
herbivorous; complex,
multichambered
stomach
Rock hyrax

Manatee
Reduced teeth or no
teeth; herbivorous
{sloths) or carnivorous
{anteaters, armadillos)

Xenarthra
Sloths,
anteaters,
armadillos

Red squirrel
Chisel·like incisors;
hind legs longer than
forelegs and adapted for
running and jumping;
herbivorous

Primates
Lemurs,
monkeys,
chimpanzees,
gorillas,
humans

Sharp, pointed canine
teeth and molars for
shearing; carnivorous

Perissodactyla

Jackrabbit
Carnivora
Dogs, wolves,
bears, cats,
weasels, otters,
seals, walruses
Cetartiodactyla
Artiodactyls
Sheep, pigs,
cattle, deer,
giraffes

Chisel-like, continuously
growing incisors worn
down by gnawing;
herbivorous

Rodentia
Squirrels, beavers,
nlts, porcupines,
mice

Tamandua
Lagomorpha
Rabbits,
hares, picas

Embryo completes
development in pouch
on mother

Koala
Long, muscular trunk;
thick, loose skin; upper
incisors elongated as
tusks

Sirenia
Manatees,
dugongs

Main
Characteristics

Ho=',
zebras, tapirs,
rhinoceroses

(oyote

"
Golden lion
tamann

....

~~ 'f i',
~

Opposable thumbs;
forward-facing eyes;
well-developed cerebral
cortex; omnivorous

Hooves with an odd
number of toes on each
foot; herbivorous

Indian rhinoceros
Hooves with an even
number of toes on each
foot; herbivorous

Chiroptera
Bats

Frog-eatlOg bat

Adapted for flight; broad
skinfold that extends from
elongated fingers to body
and legs; carnivorous or
herbivorous

Bighorn sheep

Cetaceans
\Vhales,
dolphins,
porpoises
PaCifIC whiteSided porpOISE'

Aquatic; streamlined bod}~
paddle-like forelimbs and
no hind limbs; thick layer
ofinsulating blubber;
carnivorous

Eulipotyphla
"Core insectivores"; some
moles, some
shrews

Diet consists mainly of
insects and other small
invertebrates
Star-nosed
mole
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visual fields of the two forward-facing eyes enhance depth perception, an obvious advantage when brachiating (traveling by
swinging from branch to branch in trees).

living Primates There are three main groups of living primates: (1) the lemurs of Madagascar (Figure 34.36) and the
lorises and pottos of tropical Africa and southern Asia; (2) the
tarsiers, which live in Southeast Asia; and (3) the anthropoids,
which include monkeys and apes and are found worldwide. The
first group-lemurs, lorises, and pottos-probably resemble
early arboreal primates. The oldest known anthropoid fossils,
discovered in China in mid-Eocene strata about 45 million years
old, indicate that tarsiers are more closely related to anthropoids
than to the lemur group (Figure 34.37). You can see in Figure
34.37 that monkeys do not constitute a monophyletic group.
Both New and Old World monkeys are thought to have originated in Africa or Asia. The fossil record indicates that New
World monkeys first colonized South America roughly 25 mil·
lion years ago. By that time, South America and Africa had drifted
apart, and monkeys may have reached South America by rafting
on logs or other debris from Africa. What is certain is that New
World monkeys and Old World monkeys underwent separate
adaptive radiations during their many millions ofyears ofseparation (Figure 34.38). All species of New World monkeys are arboreal, whereas Old World monkeys include grotmd-dwelling as
well as arboreal species. Most monkeys in both groups are diurnal (active during the day) and usually live in bands held together
by social behavior.

... Figure 34.36
CoquereJ's
sifakas
(Propithecus
verreaux;
coquereli), a
type of lemur.

4!J/

lemurs, lorises.
and patios
.,.
ANCESTRAL.
PRIMATE

Tarsiers

NewWor

Gibbons

.... Figure 34.37 A phylogenetic tree of primates. The fossil
record indicates that anthropoids began diverging Irom other primates
about 50 million years ago. New World mookeys. Old World monkeys.
and apes (the clade that includes gibbons. orangutans. gorillas.
chimpanzees. and humans) have been evolving as separate lineages
for over 20 million years. The lineages leading to humans branched off
from other apes sometime between 5 and 7 million years ago.
Taxonomists currently recognize two species in the genus Pan'

....

-

II

chimpanzees and bonobos. Some scientists have commented
that visitors from outer space would likely consider humans a third
species in this genus. Is the phylogeny shown here consistent with
that view?
60

50

40

30

Time (millions of years ago)
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... Figure 34.38 New World monkeys
and Old World monkeys.

Cal New World monkeys, such as spider
monkeys (shown here), squirrel monkeys,
and capuchins, have a prehensile tail and
nostrils that open to the sides

(a) Gibbons, such as this
Muller's gibbon, are
found only in southeastern Asia Their very
long arms and fingers
are adaptations for
brachiating (swinging
by the arms from
branch to branch).

(b) Old World monkeys lack a prehensile tail,
and their nostrils open downward, This
group includes macaques (shown here),
mandrils, baboons, and rhesus monkeys

The other group of anthropoids o:msists
of primates infonnally cilled apes (Figure
34.39). The ape group includes the genera Hy/obates (gibbons), PvnffJ (orangutans),
Gorilla (gorillas), Pan (chimpanzees and
bonohos), and Homo (hwnans). The apes
diverged from Old World monkeys about
20-25 million yean; ago. Today, nonhwnan
apes are fOlmd exclusively in tropiatl regions
ofthe Old World. \'(Iith the exception of gibboIlS, livingapesare larger than either New or
Old World monkeys. All living apes have
relatively long arms, short legs, and no tail
Although all nonhuman apes spend time
in trees, onlygibbonsand orangutans are primarily arboreal Social organization varies
among the apes; gorillas and chimpanzees
are highly social. Fmally, oompared to other
primates, apes have a larger brain in proportion to their body size, and their behavior is
more flexible. These tvm characteristics are
especially prominent in the next group weU
consider, the hominins.

(b) Orangutans are shy apes that live in the rain
forests of Sumatra and Borneo, They spend
most of their time in trees; note the foot
adapted lor grasping and the opposable thumb.

(c) Gorillas are the

largest apes;
some males are
almost 2 m tall
and weigh about
200 kg. Found
only in Africa,
these herbivores
usually live in
groups of up
to about 20
individuals.

(d) Chimpanzees live in
tropical Afflca. They
feed and sleep in trees
but also spend a great
deal of time on the
ground. Chimpanzees
are intelligent. commu·
nicative, and social.

(e) Bonobos are in the same genus (Pan) as

... Figure 34.39 Nonhuman apes.

chimpanzees but are smaller. They survive today
only in the African nation of Congo.
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CONCEPT

CHECK

34.7

1. Contrast monotremes, marsupials, and eutherians in

terms of how they bear young.
2. Identify at least five derived traits of primates.
3.
\llg Develop a hypothesis to explain why the

am'

diversity of mammals increased in the Cenozoic. Your
explanation should consider mammalian adaptations
as well as factors such as mass extinctions and continental drift.
For suggested answel'>, see AppendIX A.

r~:::~: '=:ammals that have
a large brain and bipedal
locomotion

In our tour of Earth's biodiversity, we come at last to our own
species, Homo sapiens, which is about 200,000 years old
\Vhen you consider that life has existed on Earth for at least
3.5 billion years, we are clearly evolutionary newcomers.

Derived Characters of Humans
Many characters distinguish humans from other apes. Most
obviously, humans stand upright and are bipedal (walk on two
legs). Humans have a much larger brain and are capable oflan~
guage, symbolic thought, and the manufacture and use of
complex tools. Humans also have reduced jawbones and jaw
muscles, along with a shorter digestive tract.
At the molecular level, the list of derived characters of hu·
mans is growing as scientists compare the genomes of humans
and chimpanzees. Although the two genomes are99% identical,
a disparity of 1%can trans1::lte into a large number ofdifferences
in a genome that contains 3 billion base pairs. Furthermore,
changes in a small number ofgenes can have large effects. This
point was highlighted by recent results showing that humans
and chimpanzees differ in the expression of 19 regulatory genes.
These genes turn other genes on and offand hence may account
for many differences between humans and chimpanzees.
Bear in mind that such genomic differences-and whatever
derived phenotypic traits they code for-separate humans
from other living apes. But many of these new characters first
emerged in our ancestors, long before our own species appeared. We will consider some of these ancestors to see how
these characters originated.

The Earliesl Hominins
The study of human origins is known as paleoanthropology.
Paleoanthropologists have unearthed fossils ofapproximately
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20 extinct species that are more closely related to humans
than to chimpanzees. These species are known as hominins
(Figure 34.40). (Although a majority of anthropologists now
use the term hominin, its older synonym, hominid, continues
to be used by some). Since 1994, fossils of four hominin
species dating from more than 4 million years ago have been
discovered. The oldest of these hominins, Sahelanthropus
tchadmsis, lived about 6-7 million years ago.
Sahelallthropus and other early hominins shared some ofthe
derived characters of humans. For example. they had reduced
canine teeth, and some fossils suggest that they had relatively
flat faces. They also show signs ofhaving been more upright and
bipedal than other apes. One due to their uprightstanee can be
found in the foramen magnum, the hole at the base of the sl:ull
through which the spinal cord exits. In chimpanzees, the foramen magnum is relatively far back on the skull, ",+tile in early
hominins (and in humans), it is located underneath the sl..-ull.
This position allows us to hold our head directly over our
body, as apparently early hominins did as well. Leg bones of
Australopithecus a1U~mensis, a hominin that Ih'ed 4.5--4 million
years ago, also suggest that early hominins were increasingly
bipedal. (We will return to the subject of bipedalism later.)
Note that the characters that distinguish humans from
other living apes did not all evolve in tight unison. \Vhile early
hominins were showing signs of bipedalism, their brains remained small-about 400-450 cm3 in volume, compared with
an average of 1,300 cm3 for Homo sapiens. The earliest hominins were also small overall (the 4.5- million-year-old Ardipithecus ramidu$ is estimated to have weighed only 40 kg) but
had relatively large teeth and a lower jaw that projected beyond
the upper part of their face. (Humans, in contrast, have a relatively flat face; compare your own face with those of the chim·
panzees in Figure 34.39d.)
It's important to avoid two common misconceptions when
considering these early hominins. One is to think of them as
chimpanzees. Chimpanzees represent the tip of a separate
branch of evolution, and they acquired derived characters of
their own after they diverged from their common ancestor
with humans.
Another misconception is to think of human evolution as a
ladder leading directly from an ancestral ape to Homo sapiens.
This error is often illustrated as a parade of fossil species that
become progressively more like ourselves as they march across
the page. If human evolution is a parade, it is a very disorderly
one, with many groups breaking away to wander other evolutionary paths. At times, several hominin species coexisted.
These species often differed in sl.:ull shape, body size, and diet
(as inferred from their teeth). Ultimately, all but one Iineagethe one that gave rise to Homo sapie'lS-ended in extinction.
But when the characteristics ofall hominins that Iiwd O\'er the
past 6 million years are considered, H. sapiens appears not as
the end result of a straight evolutionary path, but rather as the
only surviving member ofa highly branched evolutionary tree.
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... Figure 34.40 A timeline for some selected hominin species. Most of these fossils
come from sites In eastern and southern AfrICa Note that at most times In hominin history, two or
more hominin spedes were contemporaries. Some 01 the species are contro~ersial. reflecting
phylogenetic debates about the interpretation of skeletal details and biogrography.

Australopiths
The fossil record indicates that hominin diversity increased
dramatically between 4 million and 2 million years ago. Many
of the hominins from this period are collectively called australopiths. Their phylogeny remains unresolved on many
points, but as a group, they are almost certainly paraphyletic.
Australopithecus anamensis, mentioned earlier, links the australopiths to older hominins such as Ardipithecus ramidus.
Australopiths got their name from the 1924 discovery in
South Africa of Australopithecus ajricanus ("southern ape of
Africa which lived between 3 and 2.4 million years ago. With
the discovery of more fossils, it became dear that A. africanus
walked fully erect (was bipedal) and had human-like hands
and teeth. However, its brain was only about one-third the size
of the brain of a present-day human.
H

),

In 1974, in the Afar region of Ethiopia, paleoanthropologists
discovered a 3.2-million-year-old Australopithecus skeleton that
was 40% complete. "Lucy;' as the fossil was named, was shortonly about 1m tal!. Lucyand similar fossils have been considered
sufficiently different from Austrawpitltecus africanus to be designated as a separate species, Austrawpithecus afarensis (for the
Afar region). Fossils discovered in the early 1990s show that
A. afarensis existed as a species for at least 1 million years.
At the risk ofoversimplifying, one could say that A. afarensis
had fewer of the derived characters of humans above the neck
than below. Lucy's head was the size of a softball, indicating a
brain size about the same as that ofa chimpanzee of Lucy's body
size. A. afarensis skulls also have a long lower jaw. Skeletons
of A. afarensis suggest these hominins were capable of arboreal
locomotion, with arms that were relatively long in proportion to
(Il ... PTH TIlIRTY·fOUR
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body size (compared to the proportions in humans). However,
fragments of pelvic and skull bones indicate that A. afarensis
walked on two legs. Fossilized footprints in Laetoli, Tanzania,
corroborate the skeletal evidence that hominins living at the
time of A. afarensiswere bipedal (Figure 34.41).
Another lineage of australopiths consisted of the "robust"
australopiths. These hominins, which included species such
as Paranthropus boisei, had sturdy skulls with powerful jaws
and large teeth, adapted for grinding and chewing hard, tough
foods. They contrast with the "gracile" (slender) australopiths,
including A. afarensis and A. africanus, which had lighter
feeding equipment adapted for softer foods.
Combining evidence from the earliest hominins with the
much richer fossil record oflater australopiths makes it possible
to formulate hypotheses about significant trends in hominin

evolution. Let's consider two of these trends: the emergence of
bipedalism and tool use.

Bipedalism
Our anthropoid ancestors of30-35 million years ago were still
tree-dwellers. But by about 10 million years ago, the Himalayan
mountain range had formed, thrust up in the aftermath of the
Indian plate'scollision with the Eurasian plate (see Figure 25.13).
The climate became drier, and the forests of what are now
Africa and Asia contracted. The result was an increased area of
savanna (grassland) habitat, with fewer trees. Fordecades, paleoanthropologists have seen a strong connection between the rise
of savannas and the rise of bipedal hominins. According to one
hypothesis, tree-dwelling hominins could no longer move
through the canopy, so natural selection favored adaptations
that made moving over open ground more efficient.
Although some elements ofthis hypothesis survive, the picture now appears somewhat more complex. Although all recently discovered fossils of early hominins show some
indications of bipedalism, none of these hominins lived in savannas. Instead, they lived in mixed habitats ranging from
forests to open woodlands. Furthermore, whatever the selec·
tive pressure that led to bipedalism, hominins did not become
more bipedal in a simple, linear fashion. Australopiths seem to
have had various locomotor styles, and some species spent
more time on the ground than others. Only about 1.9 million
years ago did hominins begin to walk long distances on two
legs. These hominins lived in more arid environments, where
bipedal walking requires less energy than walking on all fours.

Tool Use

(a) lucy, a 3,24·million-yearold skeleton, represents
the hominin species
Ausfralopitl1ecus afarensis

(b) The Laetoli footprints, more than
3.5 million years old, confirm
that upright posture evolved
quite early in hominin history.

(e) An artist's reconstruction of what A afarensis may have looked like.

... Figure 34.41 Upright posture predates an enlarged
brain in human evolution.
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As you read earlier, the manufacture and use ofcomplex tools
is a derived behavioral character of humans. Determining the
origin of tool use in hominin evolution is one of paleoanthropology's great challenges. Other apes are capable of surprisingly sophisticated tool use. Orangutans, for example, can
fashion sticks into probes for retrieving insects from their
nests. Chimpanzees are even more adept, using rocks to
smash open food and putting leaves on their feet to walk over
thorns. It's likely that early hominins were capable of this sort
of simple tool use, but finding fossils of modified sticks or
leaves that were used as shoes is practically impossible.
The oldest generally accepted evidence of tool use by hominins is 2.5-million-year-old cut marks on animal bones
found in Ethiopia. These marks suggest that hominins cut
flesh from the bones of animals using stone tools. Interestingly, the hominins whose fossils were found near the site
where the bones were discovered had a relatively small brain.
If these hominins, which have been named Australopithecus
gar/Ii, were indeed the creators of the stone tools used on the
bones, that would suggest that stone tool use originated before
the evolution of large brains in hominins.

Early Homo
The earliest fossils that paleoanthropologists place in our
genus, Homo, are those of the species Homo habilis. These

fossils, ranging in age from about 2.4 to 1.6 million years, show
dear signs of certain derived hominin characters above the
neck. Compared to the australopiths, H. habilis had a shorter
jaw and a larger brain volume, about 600-750 cm3 . Sharp stone
tools have also been found with some fossils of H. haNlis (the
name means "handy man'/.
Fossils from 1.9 to 1.5 million years ago mark a new stage in

hominin evolution. A number ofpaJeoanthropologists recognize
these fossils as those of a distinct species, Homo eTEflster. Homo
ergaster had a substantially larger brain than H. habilis (over
900 cm3), as well as long, slender legs with hip joints well adapted
for long-distance walking (Figure 34.42). The fingers were relatively short and straight, suggesting that H. ergasrerdid notdimb
trees like earlier hominins. Homo ergaster fossils have been discovered in far more arid environments than earlier hominins and
have been associated with more sophisticated stone tools. Its

smaller teeth also suggest that H ergastereither ate different foods
than australopiths (more meat and less plant material) or pre·
pared some of its food before chewing, perhaps by cooking or
mashing the food.
Homo ergaster marks an important shift in the relative sizes of
the sexes. In primates, a size difference between males and females is a major component of sexual dimorphism (see dlapter
23). On average, male goriUas and orangutans weigh about twice
as much as females oftheir species. In chimpanzees and bonobos,
males are only about 1.35 times as heavy as females, on average.
InAustralopilhecus afarensis, males were 1.5 times as heavy as females. But in early Homo, sexual dimorphism was significantly
reduced, and this trend continues through our own species: Human males average about 1.2 times the weight of females.
The reduced sexual dimorphism may offer some clues to
the social systems of extinct hominins.1n extant primates, ex·
treme sexual dimorphism is associated with intense male·
male competition for multiple females. In species that
undergo more pair-bonding (including our own), sexual dimorphism is less dramatic. Male and female H. ergasler may
therefore have engaged in more pair-bonding than earlier hominins did. This shift may have been associated with longterm care ofthe young by both parents. Human babies depend
on their parents for food and protection much longer than do
the young of other apes.
Fossils now generally recognized as H. ergaster were originally
considered early members ofanother species, Homo ereclus, and
some paleoanthropologists still hold this position. Homo erectus
originated in Africa and was the first hominin to migrate out of
Africa. The oldest fossils ofhominins outside Africa, dating back
1.8 miUion years, were discovered in 2CXX> in the former Soviet
Republic of Georgia. Homo erectus eventually migrated as far as
the Indonesian archipelago. Comparisons of H erectus fossils
with humans and studies ofhuman DNA indicate that H ereclus
became extinct sometime after 200,000 years ago.

Neanderthals

.. Figure 34.42 Fossil and
artist's reconstruction of Homo
ergaster. This 1.7·million-year·old
fossil from Kenya belongs to a young
male Homo ergaster. This individual
was tall, slender. and fully bipedal, and
he had a relatively large brain.

In 1856, miners discovered some mysterious human fossils in
a cave in the Neander Valley in Germany. The 4O,OOO-year-old
fossils belonged to a thick-boned hominin with a prominent brow. The hominin was named Homo neanderthalensis
and is commonly called a Neanderthal. Neanderthals were living
in Europe and the Near East by 2oo,CXX> years ago, but never
spread outside that region. They had a brain as large as that of
present-day humans, buried their dead, and made hunting
tools from stone and wood. But despite their adaptations and
culture, Neanderthals apparently became extinct about 28,000
years ago.
At one time, many paleoanthropologists considered Neanderthals to be a stage in the evolution of Homo erectus into
Homo sapiens. Now most have abandoned this view. One reason for this change concerns evidence from the analysis of
CHAPTER THIRTY·fOUR
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mitochondrial DNA (figure 34.43). The results suggest that
Neanderthals may have contributed little to the gene pool of
H. sapiens. However, preliminary results from a 2006 study that
compared Neanderthal and human nuclear DNA appear to be
consistent with limited gene flow between the m'o species. In
addition, some researchers have argued that evidence of gene

~Inui
Did Neanderthals give rise to European
humans?
EXPERIMENT

People have long been fascinated by Neanderthals and their relationship to Homo sapiens. Several fossils discovered in Europe have been interpreted by some researchers as
showing a mixture of Neanderthal and human features. leading to
the suggestion that European humans bred with or descended
from Neanderthals. Igor Ovchinnikov and William Goodw'in, then
at the University of Glasgow. and their team used genetic methods
to assess the relationship between Neanderthals and H. sapiens.
The team extracted mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from a Neanderthal fossil (Neanderthal 1) and compared its sequence to an
mtDNA sequence that other researchers had obtained three years
earlier from a different Neanderthal fossil (Neanderthal 2). Mitochondrial DNA sequences were also obtained for a number of living humans from Europe. Africa. and Asia The researchers then
used Neanderthal and H. sapiens mtDNA sequences to construct a
phylogenetic tree for Neanderthals and humans; data from chimpanzees were used to root the tree. This approoch permitted the
researchers to test the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis; Neanderthals gave rise to European humans.
Expected
phylogeny:

RESULTS

~

Chimpanzees
Neanderthals
living Europeans
Other living humans

The two Neanderthal mtDNA sequences differed at 3.5% of the bases. whereas on average. the Neanderthal
and H. sapiens mtDNA differed at 24% of the bases. The phylogenetic analysis yielded the following tree:
Chimpanzees
Neanderthal 1
Neanderthal 2
European and other
living humans

CONCLUSION The Neanderthals form one clade. and living
humans form another. separate clade. Thus, it IS not likely that
Neanderthals gave rise to European humans. More generally.
the results suggest that Neanderthals contributed little to the
H. sapiens gene pool.
SOURCE
I. v. Qvcn'nrI,kov et ~I. Molecul~r ~n~lysis of Ne~nderth~1
DNA from the northern Cau<asus. Nature 404:490-493 (2000)

.i,ll:f.illA DNA obtained from fossils can break down over
time (obscuring the original sequence) or be contaminated by the
DNA of other organisms. 00 you think it is likely that these potential sources of error could have significantly affected the results obtained in this study? Explain.
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flow can be found in fossils that show a mixture of H. sapiens
and Neanderthal characteristics. Further genetic analyses and
fossil discoveries will be needed to resolve the ongoing debate
over the extent of genetic exchange between the two species.

Homo Sapiens
Evidence from fossils, archaeology, and DNA studies has led
to a compelling hypothesis about how our own species, Homo
sapiens, emerged and spread around the world.
Fossil evidence indicates that the ancestors of humans originated in Africa. Older species (perhapsH. ergasteror H. erectus)
gave rise to later species, ultimately including H. sapiens. Furthermore, the oldest known fossils ofour own species have been
found at two different sites in Ethiopia and include specimens
that are 195,000 and 160,000 years old (figure 34.44). These
early humans lacked the heavy browridges of H. erectus and
Neanderthals and were more slender than other hominins.
The Ethiopian fossils support inferences about the origin of
humans from molecular evidence. As you saw in Figure 34.43,
DNA analyses indicate that all living humans are more closely
related to one another than to Neanderthals. Other studies on
human DNA show that Europeans and Asians share a relatively recent common ancestor and that many African lineages branched offmore ancient positions on the human family
tree. These findings strongly suggest that all living humans
have ancestors that originated as H. sapiens in Africa, which is
further supported by analysis of mitochondrial DNA and Y
chromosomes from members of various human populations.
The oldest fossils of H. sapiens outside Africa are from the
Middle East and date back about 115,000 years. Studies of the
human Y chromosome suggest that humans spread beyond
Africa in one or more waves, first into Asia and then to Europe
and Australia. TIle date ofthe first arrival ofhumans in the New
World is uncertain, although the oldest generally accepted evidence puts that date at sometime before 15,000 years ago.
New findings continually update our understanding of the
evolution of H. sapiens. For example, in 2004, researchers reported an astonishing find: skeletal remains of adult hominins
dating from just 18,000 years ago and representing a previously unknown species, which they named Homojloresiensis.
Discovered in a limestone cave on the Indonesian island of
Flores, the individuals were much shorter and had a much
smaller brain volume than H. sapiens-more similar, in fact, to
an australopith. The researchers who discovered these fossils
argue that the skeletons also display many derived traits, including skull thickness and proportions and teeth shape, suggesting the species is descended from the larger H. erectus.
Not convinced, some researchers argued that the fossils represent a small H. sapiens who had a deformed, miniature
brain, a condition called microcephaly.
However, a 2007 study found that the wrist bones ofthe Flores
fossils are similar in shape to those of nonhuman apes and early
hominins, but different from those of Neanderthals and of

.. Figure 34.44 A
160,ooo-year-old
fossil of Homo
sapiens. This skull.
discovered in
Ethiopia in 2003.
differs little from the
skulls of living
humans.

... Figure 34.45 Art. a human hallmark. The engravings on this
77,OOO-year-old piece of ochre, discovered in South Africa's Blombos
Cave. are among the earliest signs of symbolic thought in humans.

H. sapiens. These researchers concluded that the Flores fossils
represent a species whose lineage branched off before the origin
ofthe clade that includes Neanderthals and hwnans. Iffurther evidence supports the designation of H. floresiensis as a nev.' hominin, one intriguing explanation for this species' apparent
"shrinkage~ is that isolation on the island may have resulted in selection for greatly reduced size. Such dramatic size reduction is
well Shldied in other dwarf mammalian species that are endemic
to islands; these include primitive pygmy elephants found in the
same vicinity as the H. jloresiensis specimen. Compelling questions that may yet be answered from the cache ofanthropological
and archeological finds on Aores include how H. floresiensis originated and whether it ever encountered H sapiens, which also
lived in Indonesia during the late Pleistocene.
The rapid expansion of our species (and the replacement of
Neanderthals) may have been spurred by changes in human
cognition as H sapiens evolved in Mrica. Evidence of sophisticated thought in H. sapiens includes a 2002 discovery in South
Africa of 77,ooo-year-old art-geometric markings made on
pieces of ochre (Figure 34.45). And in 2004, archaeologists
working in southern and eastern Africa found 75,000-year-old
ostrich eggs and snail shells with holes neatly drilled through
them. By 36,000 years ago, humans were producing spectacular
cave paintings (see Figure 56.25a).
Clues to the cognitive transformation of humans can also
be found within the human genome. For example, the gene
FOXP2 is thought to playa key role in human language. People who inherit mutated versions of the gene suffer from
language impediments and have reduced activity in Broca's
area in the brain (see Chapters 21 and 49). In 2002, geneticists compared the FOXP2 gene in humans with the homologous gene in other mammals. They concluded that the
gene experienced intense natural selection after the ancestors of humans and chimpanzees diverged. By comparing
mutations in regions flanking the gene, the researchers estimated that this bout of natural selection occurred within the
past 200,000 years. Of course, the human capacity for lan-

guage involves many regions of the brain, and it is almost
certain that many other genes are essential for language. But
the evolution of FOXP2 may be one genetic clue as to how
our own species came to play its unique role in the world.
Our discussion of humans brings this unit on biological
diversity to an end. But this organization isn't meant to imply that life consists of a ladder leading from lowly microorganisms to lofty humanity. Biological diversity is the
product of branching phylogeny, not ladderlike "progress;'
however we choose to measure it. The fact that there are
more species of ray-finned fishes alive today than all other
vertebrates combined is a clear indication that our finned
relatives are not outmoded underachievers that failed to
leave the water. The tetrapods-amphibians, reptiles, and
mammals-are derived from one lineage of lobe-finned
vertebrates. As tetrapods diversified on land, fishes continued their branching evolution in the greatest portion of the
biosphere's volume. Similarly, the ubiquity of diverse
prokaryotes throughout the biosphere today is a reminder
of the enduring ability of these relatively simple organisms
to keep up with the times through adaptive evolution. Biology exalts life's diversity, past and present.
CONCEPT

CHECK

34.8

I. Identify some characters that distinguish and contrast
apes and hominins.
2. Provide an example in which different features of organisms in the hominin evolutionary lineage evolved
at different rates.
3. MI,ij;rUljM Some genetic studies suggest that the
most recent common ancestor of Homo sapiens that
lived outside ofMrica spread from Mrica about SO,OOO
years ago. Compare this date to the dates of fossils
given in the text. Can both the genetic results and the
dates ascribed to the fossils be correct? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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Key Concept

Clade

Description

Concept 34.1

Cephalochordata
(lancelets)

Basal chordates; marine suspension
feeders that exhibit four key derived
characters of chordates

Urochordata
(tunicates)

Marine suspension feeders; larvae dis·
play the derived traits of chordates

Myxini
(hagfishes and
relatives)

lawless marine organisms; have head
that includes a skull and brain. eyes.
and other sensory organs

Petromyzontida
(lampreys)

lawless vertebrates; typically feed by
attaching to a live fish and ingesting
its blood

Chondrichthyes
(sharks, rays,
skates, ratfishes)

Aquatic gnathostomes; have
cartilaginous skeleton secondarily
evolved from an ancestral mineralized
skeleton

Chordates have a
notochord and a dorsal,
hoUownen'e cord
(pp.698-702)

Concept 34.2
Craniates are chordates
that have a head
(pp.702-704)

Concept 34.3
Vertebrates are
craniates that have a
backbone (pp. 704-705)

Concept 34.4
Gnathostomcs are
vertebrates that have
jaws (pp. 705-710)

Actinopterygii
{ray-finned fishes}

Actinistia
(coelacanths)
Dipnoi
(lungfishes)

Concept 34.5
Tetrapods are
gnathostomes that
have limbs
(pp.710-713)

Concept 34.6
Amniotes are
tetrapods that have a
terrestrially adapted
egg {pp. 713-720)

-314",In\'estlgatlon HoI<' Does
Rone Structure She<! Ught
on the Origin of Birds?

,,
"
~

Amphibia
(salamanders,
frogs, caecilians)

,"
.",. :g5

Mamillais are
amniotes that have
hair and produce milk
(pp.720-728)

0

i

~

~

~
••
•

Reptilia
(tuataras, lizards
and snakes, turtles,
crocodilians, birds)

•
"",, ~
"••
~" •

..- :§
.~0

,

<

Mammalia
(monotremes.
marsupials.
eutherians)

-314",Acth'ity Cllaracteristics of

Chordates
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~

Aquatic gnathostomes; have bony
skeleton and maneuverable fins
supported by rays
Ancient lineage of aquatic lobe·fins
still surviving in Indian Ocean
Freshwater lobe-fins ....~th both lungs
and gills; sister group of tetrapods
Have four limbs descended from
modified fins; most have moist skin
that functions in gas exchange; many
live both in water (as larvae) and on
land (as adults)
One of two groups of living amniotes;
have amniotic eggs and rib-cage
ventilation, which are key adaptations
for life on land

Evolved from synapsid ancestors;
include egg-laying monotremes
(echidnas. platypus); pouched
marsupials (such as kangaroos,
opossums); and eutherians (placental
mammals such as rodents, primates)

_',Iili"_ 34.8
Humans are mammals that have a large brain and
bipedal locomotion (pp. 728-733)
... Derived Characters of Humans Humans are bipedal and
have a larger brain and reduced jaw compared to other apes.
... The Earliest Hominins Hominins-humans and species that
are more closely related to humans than to chimpanzeesoriginated in Africa at least 6-7 million years ago. Early hominins had a small brain but probably walked upright.
... Australopiths Australopiths lived 4-2 million years ago. Some
species walked upright and had human-like hands and teeth.
... Bipedalism Hominins began to walk long distances on two
legs about 1.9 million years ago.
... Tool Use The oldest evidence of tool use-cut marks on ani·
mal bones-is 2.5 million years old.

... Early Homo Homo ergaster\l'3.S the first fuUy bipedal, large-brained
hominin. Homo erectus WdS the first hominin to leave Africa.
... Neanderthals Neanderthals lived in Europe and the Near
East about 200,000-28,000 years ago.

... Homo Sapiens Homo sapiens appeared in Africa by about
195,000 years ago. Its spread to other continents about 115,000
years ago may have been preceded by genetic changes that enabled language and other aspects of cognition. Research into the
origins and contemporaries of Homo sapiens is a lively area.

b.
c.
d.
e.

descent from a common amniotic ancestor.
a dorsal, hollow nerve cord.
an archosaur common ancestor.
an amniotic egg.

5. Unlike eutherians, both monotremes and marsupials
a. lack nipples.
b. have some embryonic development outside the mother's uterus.
c. lay eggs.
d. are found in Australia and Africa.
e. include only insectivores and herbivores.
6. Which clade does not include humans?
a. synapsids
d. craniates
b. lobe-fins
e. osteichthyans
c. diapsids
7. As hominins diverged from other primates, which of the following appeared first?
a. reduced jawbones
d. the making of stone tools
b. language
e. an enlarged brain
c. bipedal locomotion
For Self-Quiz tIIlSwers, see Appendix A.

-tlN',-

Visit the 5tudy Arca at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION

Acti'ity Human Evolution

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SelF-QUIZ
I. Vertebrates and tunicates share
a. jaws adapted for feeding.
b. a high degree of cephalization.
c. the formation of structures from the neural crest.
d. an endoskeleton that includes a skull.
e. a notochord and a dorsal, hollow nerve cord.
2. Some animals that lived 530 million years ago resembled lancelets
but had a brain and a skull. These animals may represent
a. the first chordates.
b. a "missing link" between urochordates and cephalochordates.
c. early craniates.
d. marsupials.
e. nontetrapod gnathostomes.
3. Which of the follOWing could be considered the most recent
common ancestor ofliving tetrapods?
a. a sturdy-finned. shallow-water lobe-fin whose appendages
had skeletal supports similar to those ofterrestrial vertebrates
b. an armored, jawed placoderm with two pairs of appendages
c. an early ray-finned fish that developed bony skeletal
supports in its paired fins
d. a salamander that had legs supported by a bony skeleton
but moved with the side-to-side bending typical of fishes
e. an early terrestrial caecilian whose legless condition had
evolved secondarily
4. Mammals and living birds share all of the following characteristics except
a. endothermy.

8. Identify one characteristic that qualifies humans for membership in each of the following clades: eukaryotes, animals,
deuterostomes, chordates, vertebrates, gnathostomes, amniotes, mammals, primates.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. ',I;f.W"1 As a consequence of size alone, organisms that are
large tend to have larger bmins than organisms that are small.
However, some organisms have bmins that are considembly
larger than expected for an animal oftheir size. There are high
costs associated with the development and maintenance of
brains that are large relative to body size.
(\1) The fossil record documents trends in which brains that are
large relative to body size evolved in certain lineages. including
hominins. In such lineages, what can you infer about the relative magnitude of the costs and benefits of large brains?

(b) Hypothesize how natural selection might favor the evolution
of large brains despite the high maintenance costs ofsuch brains.
(c) Data for 14 bird species are listed below. Graph the data, placing deviation from expected brain size on the x-axis and mortality rate on the y-axis. What can you conclude about the
relationship bet,,"een brain size and mortality?
De'iatlon
from
hp«ted
BralnSiu'
Mortality
Rate

-2.4 -2,12.0 -1.8 -1.0 0,0 0.3 0.7 1.2 1.32.02.33.03.2
0.9 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.4 0,7 0.8 0.4 0,8 0.3 0.6 0,6 0,3 0.6

·~,galiv. ,... Iu"" indiall< brain si,,,,, .moll" th.n txp«:ttd: p<>siti'.. ",I""" indiclt' brain
,i,,, Iargrrth.n exp«:trd
Sour<., D, Sol el .1.• 8ig_brainrd bird••urvi,'. betler in n.ture. Proardjnfl oftl!< R"""i

SlKitfJ 8 274,763-769 (2007),

Ul ... PTH T~IRTY-fOUR
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Patricia C. Zambryski
Pat Zambryski opened the door to genetic
engineering in plants by distovering how
the bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens
transfers DNA into the plants it infects, and
her lab continues to provide insights into
this process. She also has a second major
researth area: plasmodesmata, the channels
through plant cell walls. Her work in this
area is shedding light on cell-to-cell
communication, plant development and
defenses against pathogens. Dr. lambryski
grew up in Montreal. canada. where she
graduated from McGill University, and she
earned her Ph.D. from the University of
Colorado. After postdoctoral researth at the
University of california. san Francisco
(UCSF). she spent five years as a senior
investigator at Ghent University in Belgium.
A member of the National Academy of
Sciences. Dr. Zambryski is currently a
professor of plant and microbial biology at
the University of California. Berkeley.
What were the subjecls of your early
research, leading up to your work with

Agrobdclerium?
[n grad school at the University of Colorado, [
worked on bacteriophage T4. To learn how to
evaluate data and pose new questions in
biology, it's good to work with a simple
s}'stem like a phage or bacterium because you
can do an experiment in one day and get the
answer quickly. Especially in those da)'S.
before genetic engineering, if you were
working with a multicellu[ar eukaryote. a
research project could take a long. long time.
I used gel electrophoresis to separate and
identify all the different proteins that this
phage made, and I determined that specific
groups of proteins were made at different
times during infection.
Then I went to UCSF to doa post-doc. I
"'0lS interested in working ",ith animal tumor
viruses. But after a few years I realized that
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there were thousands of people in that fieldall working on the same small viruses, with
tiny genomes that encoded just a few proteins!
And [didn't fed like I could contribute something novel with so many people working on
the same thing.
At the time. there WOlS a powerful new
method for using twc>-dimensional electrophoresis to separate all the proteins from
cdI extracts, and I was looking at the proteins
made in a number ofdifferent bioiogiCllI5)'S·
tems. I was invited to visit a lab OIt Ghent Universirr to use these 2-D gels to try to figure
out what might be the gene product that enabled Agrobacterium tumefaciens to Clluse tumors in plants. While I was there, it occurred
to me that this would be a very good biological system to study. Uttle was known a!>out it,
and it was a fascinating system of genetic
transfer from a prokaryote to a eukaryote. 50
I got involved with tumors after all-but tu·
mors in plants rather than animals!
It had already been discovered that there
was a piece of DNA that Agrobacterium transferred into the plant it infected, but we didn't
know the exact composition of that DNA, the
nature of its !>orders with surrounding DNA,
or how the transfer happened. Meanwhile,
back at UC5F, ~ople were just starting to do
DNA cloning using phage lambda. When Ire·
turned there, my project was to clone the piece
of Agrobaclerium DNA that was inserted into
the plant genome-the T DNA-and find out
what the ends of the T DNA were.
I would spend summers in Ghent learning
the biology of Agrobacterillm and then return
to UCSF to work on cloning the T DNA. finally, after one summer, I decided to stay, and [
spent the next five years at Ghent University.
That's where a really big thing hap~ned. I had
figured oot what the T-DNA ends were, and in
Ghent I discovered that any DNA inserted between these ends (by recombinant DNA technolGg)') would be transferred to plant cells and
staIK), integrated into their genomes. It ....as the
birth ofgenetic engineering in plants. [See figure 20.25 to revit'Vo· how T DNA is used.)

For lhe genelic engill('t"ring of plants, how

does lhe Agrobacterium system compare
with a "gene gun"?
People genera1ty prefer to use the Agrobactnium
5)'Stem bea.use aU the DNA carried bet.....e en
the ends of the T element is precisely integrated
into the plant cell's DNA. Agrobacterium DNA
transfer is more precise and signifiCllndy more
efficient than shooting foreign DNA into plant
cells using a gene gun, ....ilich fires tiny pellets
coate<l ....'ith DNA. But for plants that are not
susceptible to Agrobacterium infection. you
have to use a gene gun.
WhOl! have you been studying recently in

Agrob.Jclerium!
Bacteria have various molecular systems that
allow them to transport things out of the cell
(secretion) or take things up. A major focus of
our current research is one specific bacterial
secretion system, called type IV, which is used
by Agrobacterium. This system is used for
translocating both DNA, as in bacterial conjugation, and proteins.tn Agrabac/erium, generation of a transferable T-DNA segment and
expression of the type IV secretion system
have evolved to occur only in the presence of
a wounded plant cell. The wounded cell then
is the recipient for DNA and protein transPOri. [t turns out that type IV secretion systems are also used to secrete toxins into host
cells b)' bacteria that are pathogenic for humans, such as those that cause whooping
cough, stomach ulcers, and Legionnaires' disease. The system probably evolved first as a
bacterial conjugation system and later developed the ability to transfer DNA and proteins
to eubryotic hosts. causing disease. Recall
that in nature Agrobatluium causes diseasetumorous growths on plants.
How did you bKome interested in plasmodesmalOl, your other major area
of research?
Although my background ....as mostly in
microbiology. I was hired by a plant biolog)'
department. here at Berkeler So I said to

myself, this is cool-maybe I should do some
experiments with plants! But knowing almost
nothing about plants, r decided to work on
something about which little was known. So r
started to work on plasmodesmata because
] thought [could contribute to the field of
plant intercellular communication.] didn't
want to start with a well-studied system
like photosynthesis!
What are plasmodesma]a, and what is
currently known ahout their function?
When adjacent plant cells need to communicate, information must be transferred across
the thick cell walls that lie outside the plasma
membrane. Plasmodesmata are plant-specific
communication channels that span the cell
walls and link the cytoplasm of adjacent cells;
the plasma membrane of the two cells is continuous in these places. At first, it was thought
that plasmodesmata were a fixed size, with
apertures so narrow that only ions and small
molecules such as sugan; and hormones could
pass through. However, it was also known that
plant viruses could commandeer plasmodesmata, and it was discovered that these viruses
encode proteins that open the channels
enough to allow passage of the virus.
The big breakthrough in recent years has
been the discovery that, even in plants not
infected with a virus, the apertures of
plasmodesmata are dynamic. And the
apertures can open wide enough to allow the
transport not only of small molecules but also
of macromolecules such as RNA or protein.
Also, the aperture size can change during
development, both during embryonic
development and during the development of
new tissues and organs from regions of
mature plants called meristems. This
discovery has tremendous implications for

how plant development proceeds. Immature
tissues such as those found in embryos and
meristems have very dilated plasmodesmata,
suggesting that plasmodesma-mediated
communication between cells is likely to be
involved in the initiation and coordination of
developmental processes.
What do you wanl to find out about
plasmodesmata now?
We want to unden;tand how the structure and
function of plasmodesmata are regulated, both
during embryonic development and in the life
of the mature plant. To get at this, we have
been searching for the genes that are responsible for this regulation. We've collected mutants
that are deficient in regulating transport between cells of the embryo. We reasoned that
we could not screen for mutants in mature
plants because plasmodesmata are so important that any mutant would be a dead plant.
Thus, we assay plasmodesmata function in socalled embryo defective lines that can be propagated as heterozygotes. The seedpods of
heterozygote plants contain both wild-type and
homozygous mutant embryos that develop
enough to allow us to assay for plasmodesmamediated transport. Once we identify the gene
products affected by the mutations, we can
study how these proteins affect the regulation
of plasmodesmata in older plants, as well.
Fluorescent tracers are key tools in our research. Tracers of small moll'(ular weight can
move from cell to cell during all embryonic
stages. However, larger tracen; move freely
only during the earlier stages. That means
there is "down regulation" of plasmodesma
apertures during embryonic development. So
we used the large fluorescent tracers in a genetic screen for mutants that continued to
traffic it at late embryonic stages. We screened

5,000 mutants in this way to find about 10
embryo-defective mutants of the sort we were
looking for! Now we·re cloning the genes affected, trying to identify their products, and
seeing how they affect plasmodesmata.
How does Ihe regulation of plasmodesma
size benefillhe plant?
In a tiny embryo, it makes sense for all the cells
to be in communication with each other so that
development is properly coordinated. Then, as
cells differentiate and tissues and organs develop, groups ofcells with related functions
need to be in communication. Later, as cells
and tissues develop unique functions, they may
lose communication with adjacent regions. Cell
differentiation occun; by regulation ofgene expression, but development requires another
layer of control on top of that-the control of
what gene products can move cell to cell via
plasmodesmata, which in turn coordinates development throughout the plant hodr
Why do you and most other plant molecular
biologists usc Arabidopsis thaliana as a
research organism?
You can grow thousands of these small plants
in a small space, and they go from seed to
seed in six weeks. Arabidopsis has a small
genome, less than one twentieth the size of
the corn or human genomes, making it easy to
clone its genes. Its genome has been
sequenced. The genetics are fabulous. Almost
every gene has been tagged by T-DNA
insertions to make mutants with particular
phenotypes and to facilitate cloning of their
affected genes. This plant is very convenient
to work with for those reasons and more.
Along with lahoratory research, do you
enjoy leaching?
When] started teaching, [taught only graduate students, but I've found that] really enjoy
teaching undergraduates, too. [ teach a class
with no prerequisites called "The Secret Life
of Plants." ] want the students to realize that
plants are absolutely critical to our lives and
also interesting in their own right. I want students to have enough understanding
of science to read the popular press and form
decisions about important issues such as
global warming and genetically modified organisms (GMOs). We talk about basic biology
that is unique to plants, but also about global
warming, GMOs, biofuels, and medicinal
plants, among other applied topics. Teaching
that course is one of the most rewarding
things] do.

Learn about an eKperiment by Pat Zambry>ki and
colleagues in Inquiry Figure 36,22 on page 782.
Jane Reece (left) and Pat Zambryski
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.... Figure 35.1 Why does this plant have two types of leaves?
KEY

CONCEPTS

35.1 The plant body has a hierarchy of organs,
tissues, and cells
35.2 Meristems generate cells for new organs
35.3 Primary growth lengthens roots and shoots
35.4 Secondary growth adds girth to stems and
roots in woody plants
35.5 Growth, morphogenesis, and differentiation
produce the plant body

lthough the graceful fanwort (Cabomba caroliniana)

A

(Figure 35.1) is an attractive addition to many aquari·

urns, its most striking feature is its extreme develop·
mental plasticity-its ability to alter its form in response to
local environmental conditions. The underwater leaves are
feathery, an adaptation that protects them from damage by
lessening their resistance to moving water. In contrast, the surface leaves are pads that aid in flotation. Both leaftypes have genetically identical cells, but dissimilar environments result in
the turning on or off of different genes during leaf development. Such extreme developmental plasticity is much more
common in plants than in animals and may help compensate
for plants' inability to escape adverse conditions by moving.
In addition to structural responses by an individual plant to
a specific environment, entire species have by natural selection accumulated adaptations in morphology, or external
form, that vary little among plants within the species. For example. most cactus species, regardless of local environment,
have leaves that are so highly reduced-to spines-that the
stems are the primary photosynthetic organs. This adaptation
in leaf morphology enhances the survival and reproductive
success of cacti because with reduced leaf surface areas, these
desert plants lose less water.
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Both genetic and environmental factors influence form in
plants and animals, but the effect of environment is greater in
plants. Consequently. plants typically vary much more within
a species than do animals. All lions, for example. have four legs
and are roughly the same size at maturity. In contrast, ginkgo
trees vary greatly in the numbers, sizes, and positions of their
roots, branches, and leaves. Lacking mobility, plants must be
adapted to their environment in other ways. Thus, plant form
is central to understanding how plants compete in nature.
This chapter focuses on how the body of a plant is formed,
setting the stage for the rest of this unit on plant biology.
Chapters 29 and 30 described the evolution and characteristics
of nonvascular plants, seedless vascular plants, gymnosperms,
and angiosperms (flowering plants). Here, in Unit Six, we'll focus primarily on vascular plants-especially angiosperms. because they account for about 90% of plant species and are of
great importance to humans. As the world's population increases. the need for plants to supply food, fuel. fiber, medicine.
lumber, and paper has never been greater, heightening the importance of understanding how plants grow and develop.

r;~:i:I:~t~~d~ has a hierarchy
of organs, tissues, and cells

Plants, like most animals, have organs composed of different
tissues, which in turn are composed of cells of different types.
A tissue is a group ofcells with a common function. structure.
or both. An organ consists of several types of tissues that together carry out particular functions. In looking at the hierarchy of plant organs, tissues, and cells, we begin with organs
because they are the most familiar and easily observed plant
structures. As you learn about the hierarchy of plant structure, keep in mind how natural selection has produced plant
forms, at all levels of organization, that fit plant function.

The Three Basic Plant Organs:
Roots, Stems, and Leaves
The basic morphology of most vascular plants reflects their evolutionary history as terrestrial organisms that inhabit and draw
resources from two very different environments-below ground
and above ground. They must absorb water and minerals from
below the ground surface and C~ and light from above the
ground surface. The ability to acquire these resources arose from
the eo.-olution of three basic organs-roots, stems, and leaves.
These organs form a root system and a shoot system. the latter
consisting of stems and leaves (Figure 35.2). With few exceptions, angiosperms and other vaseuIar plants rely rompletel:y on
both systems for survival. Roots are typically nonphotosynthetic
and stan-e unless photosylldrates. the sugars and other carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis, are imported from the
shoot system. Conversely, the shoot system depends on the water and minerals that roots absorb from the soil
Vegetative growth-production of nonreproductive leaves.
stems, and roots-is only one stage in a plant's life. Manyplants
also undergo reproductive growth. In angiosperms, reproduc·
tive shoots bear flowers, which are composed oflea\'eS that are
highly modified for sexual reproduction. Later in this chapter,

Reproduct....e shoot (flower)
Apical budl-----,---..Ij

Apical---'t

b,'

Vegelati~e ----'llt.

Shoot
system

shoot

{Blade·-=i~~~~~

Leaf petiol~

Axillary

b,'

we'll discuss the transition from vegetative shoot formation to
reproductive shoot formation.
In describing plant organs, we'll draw examples mainly
from the two major groups of angiosperms: monocots and
eudicots (see Figure 30.13).

Roots
A root is a multicellular organ that anchors a vascular plant in
the soil, absorbs minerals and water, and often stores carbohydrates. Most eudicots and gymnosperms have a taproot system, consisting of one main vertical root, the taproot, that
develops from an embryonic root. The taproot gives rise to
lateral roots, also called branch roots (see Figure 35.2). in
many angiosperms, the taproot stores sugars and starches
that the plant will consume during flowering and fruit production. For this reason, root crops such as carrots, turnips,
and beets are harvested before they flower. Taproot systems
generally penetrate deeply and are therefore well adapted to
deep soils where the groundwater is not close to the surface.
In seedless vascular plants and in most monocots, such as
grasses, the embryonic root dies and does not give rise to a
main root. Instead, many small roots grow from the stem. Such
rootsare said to beadvelltitiOUS (from the Latin advelltiCUS, extraneous), a term describing a plant organ that grows in an unusual location, such as roots arising from stems or lea\'eS. Each
small root forms its own lateral roots. The result is a fibrous
root system-a mat of generally thin roots spreading oul below
the soil surface, with no root functioning as the main one (see
Figure 30.13). Fibrous root systems usually do not penetrate
deeply and are therefore best adapted to shallow soils or regions where rainfall is light and does not moisten the soil much
below the surface layer. Most grasses have shallow roots, con·
centrated in the upper few centimeters of the soil. Because
these shallow roots hold the topsoil in place, grass makes excellent ground cover for preventing erosion.
Although the entire root system helps anchor a plant, in most
plants the absorption of water and minerals occurs primarily
near the tips of roots, where vast numbers of tiny root hairs increase the surface area of the rool enormously (Figure 35.3).

",m--::::;;;;o;;;;;OOiiiiiiiiii

<II Figure 35.3 Root hairs of
a radish seedling. Root halTS
grt;MI by the thousands Just
behind the tip of each root. By
Increasing the root~ surface area,
they greatly enharn:e the
absorption of water and mlneraJs
from the SOlI.

S

Root

system

~ Figure 35.2 An overview of a flowering plant. The plant
body IS dMded Into a root S)'5tem and a shoot system, connected by
vascular IlSSUe (purple strands In thIS diagram) that IS contmuous
throughout the plant The plant shown is an idealized eudicot.
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Root hairs are short-lived and constantly replaced. A root hair
is a thin, tubular extension of a root epidermal cell. It should
not be confused with a lateral root, which is a multicellular or~
gan. Despite their great surface area, root hairs, unlike lateral
roots, contribute little to plant anchorage. Their main function is absorption.
Many plants have modified roots (Figure 35.4). Some of
these arise from roots, and others are adventitious, developing
.... Figure 35.4 Modified roots.
... Prop roots. The aerial roots
of maize (corn) are eKdmples
of prop roots, so named
because they support tall,
top-hea"i' plants. All roots of
a mature maize plant are
adventitiOUs after the anginal
roots die, The emerging roots
shown here will eventually
penetrate the soil.

from stems or, in rare cases, leaves. Some modified roots provide more support and anchorage, whereas others store water
and nutrients or absorb oxygen from the air.

Stems
Astem is an organ consisting of an alternating system of nodes,
the points at which leaves are attached, and internodes, the stem
segments betv.'een nodes (see Figure 35.2). In the upper angle
(axil) formed by each leaf and the stem is an axillary bud, a
structure that can form a lateral shoot, commonly called a
branch. Most axillary buds of a young shoot are dormant (not
growing). Thus, elongation of a young shoot is usually concentrated near the shoot tip, which consists ofan apical bud, or terminal bud, with developing leaves and a compact series ofnodes
and internodes.
The proximity ofthe axillary buds to the apical bud is partly
responsible for their dormancy. The inhibition ofaxillary buds
by an apical bud is called apical dominance. By concentrating resources on elongation, the evolutionary adaptation of

... "Strangling" aerial roots.

... Storage roots. Many plants, such as
the common beet. store food and water
in their roots.

The seeds of this strangler fig
germinate in Ihe branches of
talilrees of other species and
send numerous aerial roots to
the ground, These snake·like
roots gradually wrap around
the host tree and objects such
as this Cambodian temple ruin,
Eventually, the host tree dies of
shading by the fig leaves.

.... Buttress roots. Aerial roots
that look like buttresses
supporllhe tall trunks of some
tropical trees, such as this
ceiba tree in Central America,

" Pneumatophores. Also known as air roots, pneumatophores are
produced by trees such as mangroves that inhabit tidal swamps By
projecting above the water's surface, they enable the root system to
obtain oxygen, which is lacking in the thick, waterlogged mud.
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apical dominance increases the plant's exposure to light. If an
animal eats the end of the shoot, or ifshading results in the light
being more intense to the side ofa plant than directly above, axillary buds break dormancy; that is, they start growing. Agrowing axillary bud gives rise to a lateral shoot, complete with its
own apical bud, leaves, and axillary buds. Removing the apical
bud usually stimulates the growth of axillary buds, resulting in
more lateral shoots. That is why pruning trees and shrubs and
pinching back houseplants will make them bushier.
Some plants have stems with additional functions such as
food storage and asexual reproduction. These modified stems,
which include rhizomes, bulbs, stolons, and tubers, are often
mistaken for roots (Figure 35.5).
,. Figure 35.5 Modified stems.
,. Rhizomes. The base of this iris plant is an example of a rhizome. a
horizontal shoot that grows just below the surface. Vertical shoots
emerge from
axillary buds
on the rhizome.

leaves
In most vascular plants, the leaf is the main photosynthetic
organ, although green stems also perform photosynthesis.
Leaves vary extensively in form but generally consist of a flattened blade and a stalk, the petiole, which joins the leaf to the
stem at a node (see Figure 35.2). Grasses and many other
monocots lack petioles; instead, the base of the leaf forms a
sheath that envelops the stem.
Monocots and eudicots differ in the arrangement of veins,
the vascular tissue ofleaves. Most monocots have parallel major veins that run the length of the blade. Eudicots generally
have a branched network of major veins (see Figure 30.13).
In identifying angiosperms according to structure, taxonomists rely mainly on floral morphology, but they also use variationsin leafmorphology, such as leafshape, the branching pattern
ofveins, and the spatial arrangement ofleaves. Figure 35.6 illustrates a difference in leaf shape: simple versus compound. Many

Ca) Simple leaf. A simple leaf
has a single, undivided
blade. Some simple leaves
are deeply lobed.

.. Bulbs. Bulbs are vertical underground
shoots consisting mostly of the
enlarged bases of leaves that store
food. You can see the many layers
of modified leaves attached to the
short stem by slicing an onion bulb
lengthwise.
Storage leaves

Petiole

.,.&:;::- Axillary bud

.. Stolons. Shown
here on a strawberry plant, stolons
are horizontal
shoots that grow
along the surface.
These "runners"
enable a plant to
reproduce asexually,
as plantlets form at
nodes along each
runner.

(b) Compound leaf. In a
compound leaf, the blade
consists of multiple leaflets.
Notice that a leaflet has no
axillary bud at its base.

... Tubers. Tubers. such as
these red potatoes, are
enlarged ends of
rhizomes or stolons
specialized for storing
food. The "eyes" of a
potato are clusters of
axillary buds that mark
the nodes

(c) Doubly compound leaf.
In a doubly compound leaf,
each leaflet is divided into
smaller leaflets.

... Figure 35.6 Simple versus compound leaves. One can
distinguish simple leaves from compound leaves by looking for axillary
buds. leaves have axillary buds: leaflets do not.
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very large leaves are compound or doubly compound. This structural adaptation may enable large leaves to withstand strong wind
with less tearing. It may also confine some pathogens (diseasecausing organisms and viruses) that invade the leaf to a single
leaflet, rather than allowing them to spread to the entire leaf.
Almost all leaves are specialized for photosynthesis. However, some species have leaves with adaptations that enable
them to perform additional functions, such as support, protection, storage, or reproduction (Figure 35.7).
.... Figure 35.7 Modified leaves.
... Tendrils. The tendrils by which this pea plant clings to a support
are modified lea~es. After it has "lassoed" a support, a tendril forms
a coil that brings the plant closer to the support. Tendrils are typically
modified
leaves. but
some tendrils
are modified
stems, as in
grape~mes,

,

\

Dermal, Vascular, and Ground Tissues
Each plant organ-root, stem, or leaf-has dermal, vascular, and
ground tissues. Each of these three categories forms a tissue
system, a functional unitconne<ting all ofthe plant'sorgans. Although each tissue system is continuous throughout the plant,
specific characteristics of the tissues and their spatial relationships to one another vary in different organs (Figure 35.8).
The dermal tissue system is the plant's outer prote<tive
covering. Like our skin, it forms the first line of defense against
physical damage and pathogens. In nonwoody plants, it is usually a single tissue called the epidermis, a layer oftightly packed
cells. In leaves and most stems, the cuticle, a waxy coating on
the epidermal surface, helps prevent water loss. In woody
plants, protective tissues called periderm replace the epidermis
in older regions ofstems and roots. In addition to protecting the
plant from water loss and disease, the epidermis has specialized
characteristics in each organ. For example, a root hair is an extension of an epidermal cell near the tip of a root. Tridwmes,
hairlike outgrowths of the shoot epidermis, reduce water loss
and reflect excess light. Theycan also provide defense against insects by forming a barrier or by se<reting sticky fluids and toxic

.. Storage
leaves. Most
succulents,
such as this
ice plant

..
•-.-•
@

ha~e lea~es

modified for
stoflng water,

... Reproductive leaves.
The leaves 01 some succulents, such as Kalanchoe
daigremontiana, produce
ad~entitious plantlets,
which fall oflthe leaf
and take root in the soil.

Dermal
tissue
Ground
tissue

... Bracts. Often mistaken
for petals, the red parts of
the poinsettia are actually
modified lea~es called
bracts that surround a
group oillowers. Such
brightly colored leaves
attract pollinators,
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Vascular
tissue

... Figure 35.8 The three tissue systems. The dermal tissue
system (blue) provides a pfOtecti~e co~er lor the entire body of a plant.
The vascular tissue system (purple), which transports materials between
the root and shoot systems. is also continuous throughout the plant but
IS arranged differently in each organ. The ground tissue system (yellow).
which is responsible for most of the plant's metabolic functions, is
located between the dermal tissue and the vascular tissue in each organ.

compounds. For instance, the trichomes on aromatic leaves
such as mint secrete oils that protect the plants from herbivores
and disease. Figure 35.9 describes an investigation of the relationship between trichome density on soybean pods and damage by beetles.

.~35.9

In ui

Do soybean pod trichomes deter herbivores?
EXPERIMENT
Bean leaf beetles (Cerotoma trifurcata) feed 00
developing legume pods. causing pod scarring and decreased seed
quality, W. K, Lam and l. P. Pedigo, of Purdue University, investigated
whether the stiff trichomes on soybean pods (Glycine max) physically
deter these beetles. The researchers placed hungry beetles in muslin
bags and sealed the bags around the pods of adjacent plants eKpressing different pod hairiness, The amount of damage to the pods
was assessed after 24 hours

Very hairy pod
(10 trichomesl
mm<)

Slightly hairy pod
(2 trichomes!
mm 2)

Bald pod
(no trichomes)

The vascular tissue system carries out long-distance transport of materials between the root and shoot systems. The h·...o
types of vascular tissues are xylem and phloem. Xylem conducts water and dissolved minerals upward from roots into the
shoots. Phloem transports sugars, the products of photosynthesis, from where they are made (usually the leaves) to where
they are needed-usually roots and sites ofgrowth, such as developing leaves and fruits. The vascular tissue of a root or stem
is collectively called the stele (the Greek word for "pillar~). The
arrangement of the stele varies, depending on the species and
organ. In angiosperms, for example, the root stele is a solid central vQSCulLlrcylinderof xylem and phloem, whereas the stele of
stems and leaves consists of vasculLlr bundles, separate strands
containing xylem and phloem (see Figure 35.8). Both xylem
and phloem are composed of a variety of cell types, including
cells that are highly specialized for transport or support.
TIssues that are neither dermal nor vascular are part of the
ground tissue system. Ground tissue that is internal to the vascular tissue is known as pith, and ground tissue that is external
to the vascular tissue is called cortex. The ground tissue system
is not just filler. It includes various cells specialized for functions
such as storage, photosynthesis, and support.

Common Types of Plant Cells
RESULTS

Beetle damage to very hairy soybean pods was
much lower compared with the other pod types.

Very hairy pod'
10% damage

Slightly hairy pod:
25% damage

Bald pod'
40% damage

Like any multicellular organism, a plant is characterized by
cellular differentiation, the specialization of cells in structure
and function. Cellular differentiation may involve changes
both in the cytoplasm and its organelles and in the cell wall.
Figure 35.10, on the next two pages, focuses on the major
types of plant cells: parenchyma cells, collenchyma cells, sclerenchyma cells, the water-conducting cells of the xylem, and
the sugaNonducting cells of the phloem. Notice the structural adaptations in the different cells that make their specific
functions possible. You may also wish to review Figures 6.9
and 6.28, which show basic plant cell structure.
CONCEPT

CONCLUSiON

Soybean pod trichomes protect against beetle

damage.
SOURCE
W F. Llm and L P Ped'go, Efleet of trichome denSllyon
soybean pod feeding by adult bean INf beel15 (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidael.
JOOmiJl of fc()fl(Jtrlk fntomo!ogy94(6):14S9-t463 (20011.

M'Wti\lIiM The pod trichomes of most soybean varieties are
white, but some varieties have tawny-colored trichomes. Suppose
that the effects of trichome density on beetle feeding were observed only in tawny·haired varieties. What might this finding
suggest about how these trichomes deter beetles?

CHECK

35.1

1. How does the vascular tissue system enable leaves
and roots to function together in supporting growth
and development of the whole plant?
2. When you eat the following, what plant structure are
you consuming? (a) brussels sprouts; (b) celery sticks;
(c) onions; (d) carrot sticks
3, Characterize the role of each of the three tissue systems in a leaf.
4, Describe at least three specializations in plant organs
and plant cells that are adaptations to life on land.
5, Mi,'!ltU1iM lfhumans were photoautotrophs,
making food by capturing light energy for photosynthesis, how might our anatomy be different?
For suggested answers. see AppendlK A
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• Figure 35.10

••

• Examples of Differentiated Plant Cells
Parenchyma Cells
Mature parenchyma cells have primary walls that are relatively thin and flexible, and most lack
secondary walls. (See Figure 6.28 to review primary and secondary cell walls.) \Vhen mature,
parenchyma cells generally have a large central vacuole. Diagrams of "typical" plant cells often
depict parenchyma cells because they are the least specialized structurally. Parenchyma cells
perform most of the metabolic functions of the plant, synthesizing and storing various organic
products. For example, photosynthesis occurs within the chloroplasts of parenchyma cells in
the leaf. Some parenchyma cells in stems and roots have colorless plastids that store starch. The
fleshy tissue of many fruits is composed mainly of parenchyma cells. Most parenchyma cells
retain the ability to divide and differentiate into other types of plant cells under particular
conditions-during wound repair, for example. It is even possible for scientists to grow an entire
plant from a single parenchyma cell.

Parenchyma cells In Elodea leaf.
with chloroplasts (lM)

Collenchyma Cells
Grouped in strands or cylinders, collenchyma cells help support young parts of the plant
shoot. Collenchyma cells have thicker primary walls than parenchyma cells, though the walls
are unevenly thickened. Young stems and petioles often have strands of collenchyma cells
just below their epidermis (for example, the "strings" of a celery stalk, which is a petiole). Collenchyma cells lack secondary walls, and the hardening agent lignin is absent from their primary walls. Therefore, these cells provide flexible support without restraining growth. At
maturity, collenchyma cells are living and flexible, elongating with the stems and leaves they
support-unlike sclerenchyma cells, which we discuss next.

Collenchyma cells (in Helianthus stem) (lM)

Sclerenchyma Cells

Sclereid cells in pear (lM)

Cell wall

Fiber cells (cross section from ash tree) (lM)
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Also functioning as supporting elements in the plant, but with
thick secondary walls that are usually strengthened by lignin,
sclercnchyma cells are much more rigid than collenchyma cells.
Mature sclerenchyma cells cannot elongate, and they occur in regions of the plant that have stopped growing in length. Sclerenchyma cells are so specialized for support that many are dead
at functional maturity, but they produce secondary walls before
the protoplast (the living part of the cell) dies. The rigid walls remain as a "skeleton" that supports the plant, in some cases for
hundreds of years.
Two types of sclerenchyma cells, known as sclcrcids and
fibers, are specialized entirely for support and strengthening.
Sclereids, which are shorter than fibers and irregular in shape,
have very thick, lignified secondary walls. Sclereids impart the
hardness to nutshells and seed coats and the gritty texture to pear
fruits. Fibers, which are usually arranged in threads, are long,
slender, and tapered. Some are used commercially, such as hemp
fibers for making rope and flax fibers for weaving into linen.

Water-Conducting Cells of the Xylem
The two types of water-conducting cells, tracheids and ,"essel elements,
are tubular, elongated cells that are dead at functional maturity. Tracheids
are found in the xylem of nearly all vascular plants. In addition to tracheids, most angiosperms, as .....ell as a few gymnospenns and a few seedless vascular plants. have vessel elements. \'<'hen the living cellular
contents of a tracheid or vessel. element disintegrate, the ceIJ's thickened
walls remain behind. forming a nonliving conduit through "''hich water
can flow. The secondary walls of tracheids and vessel dements are often
interrupted by pits, thinner regions where only primary walls are present
(see Figure 628 to review primary and secondary waIls). Water can migrate laterally between neighboring cells through pits.
Tracheids are long. thin cells with tapered ends. Water moves from
cell to cell mainly through the pits, where it does not ha\1~ to cross thick

I

100l!m

I

secondary walls. The secondary walls of tracheids are hardened with
lignin.....itich prevents collapse under the tensions ofwater transport and Tracheids and vessels

also provides support.
Vessel elements are generally wider, shorter, thinner walled, and less
tapered than the tracheids. They are aligned end to end, forming long
micropipes known as '·essels. The end walls of the vessel elements have
perforation plates that enable water to flow freely through the vessels.

(co'onzed SEM)

Periorat

""Ie

Vessel elements. with
perforated end walls

Sugar-Conducting Cells of the Phloem
Sieve-tube elements:
Unlike the water-conducting cells of the xylem, the sugarlongitudinal view (lM)
conducting cells of the phloem are alive at functional maturity.
In seedless vascular plants and gymnospenns, sugars and other
organic nutrients are transported through long, narrow cells
Gilled sieve cells. In the phloem of angiosperms, these nutrients
are tnmsported through sieve tubes, which consist of chains of
Sieve plate
cells called sieve-tube c1ement~, or sieve-tube members.
Though alive, sieve-tube elements lack a nucleus, ribosomes, a Sieve-tube element (left)
Companion
distinct vacuole, and eytoskeletal elements. This reduction in cell and companion cell:
cells
contents enables nutrients to pass more easily through the celL cross section (TEM)
The end walls between sieve-tube elements, called sieve plates,
_+~~_Sieve-tube~=I'-,-.;.e
haw pores that facilitate the flow of fluid from cell to cell along the
elements
sieve tube. Alongside each sieve-tube element is a nonconducting
cell called a companion cel~ which is connected to the sieve-tube
Plasmodesma
element by numerous channels, plasmodesmata (see Figure6.28).
The nucleus and ribosomes of the companion cell setW not only
that cell itself but also the adjacent sieve-tube ekment In.some
plants, companion cells in leaves also help load sugars into the
sieve-tube elements, which then transport the sugars to other

\ f---fl---

""" of"" pbnL

WI---Nudeus of
CompaOlOO

"n
8ioFlix Vislt the Study Area
at www.masteringbio.com
fa the Bdb: 3-D AnIfTlatlOn
called Tour of a P\;Int Cel.

Sieve-tube elements:
longitudinal view
CHAH(1 THIUY·flV(

Sieve plate with pores (SEM)
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r~"~:~:~:~~~~erate cells
for new organs

So far, we have looked at the structure and arrangement ofplant
tissues and cells in mature organs. How does this organization
arise? A major difference between plants and most animals is
that plant growth is not limited to an embryonic or juvenile period. Instead, growth occurs throughout the plant's life, a
process known as indeterminate growth. At any given time, a
typical plant consists of embryonic, developing, and mature organs. Except for dormant periods, most plants grow continuously. In contrast, most animals and some plant organs-such

as most leaves, thorns, and flowers-undergo determinate
growth; that is, they stop growing after reaching a certain size.
Although plants continue to grow throughout their lives, they
do die, ofcourse. Based on the length oftheir life cycle, flowering
plants can be categorized as annuals, biennials, or perennials.
Annuals complete their life cycle-from germination to flower·
ing to seed production to death-in a single year or less. Many
wildflowers are annuals, as are most staple food crops, including
legumes and cereal grains such as wheat and rice. Biennials generally require two growing seasons to complete their life cycle,
flowering and fruiting only in their second year. Radishes and
carrots are biennials, though they are usually harvested after the
first year. Perennials live many years and include trees, shrubs,
and some grasses. Some buffalo grass of the North American
plains is thought to have been growing for IO,CXXl years from
seeds that sprouted at the close ofthe last ice age. When a peren-

nial dies. it is usually not from old age but from an infection or
some environmental trauma, such as fire or severe drought.
Plants are capable of indeterminate growth because they
have perpetually embryonic tissues called mcristems. There
are two main types: apical meristems and lateral meristems
(Figure 35.11). Apical mcristems, located at the tips of roots
and shoots and in the axillary buds ofshoots, provide additional
cells that enable the plant to grow in length, a process known as
primary growth. Primary growth allows roots to extend
throughout the soil and shoots to increase their exposure to light.
In herbaceous (nonwoody) plants, primary growth produces all,
or almost all. of the plant body. Woody plants. however, also
grow in girth in the parts ofstems and roots that no longer grow
in length. This growth in thickness, known as secondary
growth, is caused by the activity oflateral meristems called the
vascular cambium and cork cambium. These cylinders ofdividing cells extend along the length of roots and stems. The
vascular cambium adds layers ofvascular tissue called second·
ary xylem (wood) and secondary phloem. The cork cambium
replaces the epidermis with the thicker, tougher periderm.
The cells within meristems divide relatively frequently, gen·
erating additional cells. Some of these new cells remain in the
meristem and produce more cells, while others differentiate
and are incorporated into tissues and organs of the growing
plant. Cells that remain as sources of new cells are called
initials. The new cells displaced from the meristem, called
derivatives, continue to divide until the cells they produce become specialized within developing tissues.
The relationship between primary and secondary growth is
dearly seen in the winter twig ofa deciduous tree. At the shoot
Primary growth in stems
Epidermis
Cortex

Apical
meristems
add primary
growthgrowth in
length.

:• .-1- Primary phloem

In woody plants. lateral
meristems add secondary
growth. increasing the
girth of roots and stems.

Primary rylem
Pith

Vascular cambiUm} lateral
Cork cambium
meristems

Secondary growth in stems
Periderm
cork adds
cambium
cambium
~~;;~~<:::iC~O~'k~"!---jThe
secondary
Cortex

dermal tissue.

Primary phloem
Primary
rylem
Secondary
xylem
Vascular cambium

... Figure 35.11 An overview of primary and secondary growth.
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Secondary phloem
The vas<:ular cambium adds
secondary xylem and phloem.

r;;::::;g~:~~h

Apical bud
Bud scale

lengthens
roots and shoots

......f---,Axillary buds
This year's growth
(one year old)

One-year-old side
branch formed
from aXillary bud
near shoot tip
last year's growth
(two years old)

Leaf scar
J---Stem
Jlr--Bud scar left by apical
bud scales of previous
winters

Growth of two
years ago
(three years old)

leaf scar

As you have learned, primary growth is growth in length, produced by apical meristems. Collectively, the results of this
growth are called the primary plant body. In herbaceous
plants, it is usually the entire plant. In woody plants, it consists
only of the youngest parts, which are not yet woody. Although
apical meristems lengthen both roots and shoots, there are
differences in the primary growth of these two systems.

Primary Growth of Roots
The tip of a root is covered by a thimble-like root cap, which
protects the delicate apical meristem as the root pushes
through the abrasive soil during primary growth. The root cap
also secretes a polysaccharide slime that lubricates the soil
around the tip ohhe root. Growth occurs just behind the tip
in three zones of cells at successive stages of primary growth.
Moving away from the tip, they are the zones of cell division,
elongation, and differentiation (Figure 35.13).

... Figure 35.12 Three years' growth in a winter twig.
Cortex
tip is the dormant apical bud, enclosed by scales that protect
its apical meristem (Figure 35.12).ln spring, the bud sheds its
scales and begins a new spurt of primary growth, producing a
series of nodes and internodes. Along each growth segment,
nodes are marked by scars that were left when leaves fell.
Above each leaf scar is an axillary bud or a branch formed by
an axillary bud. Farther down the twig are bud scars from the
whorls of scales that enclosed the apical bud during the previous winter. During each growing season, primary growth extends the shoots, and secondary growth thickens the parts
that formed in previous years.
CONCEPT

CHECK

K.y
to labels

•

Vascular cylinder

Zone of
differentiation

Dermal
Ground
Vascular

Zone of
elongation

35.2

1. Distinguish between primary and secondary growth.
2. Cells in lower layers of your skin divide and replace
dead cells sloughed from the surface. Why is it inaccurate to compare such regions of cell division to a
plant meristem?
3. Roots and stems grow indeterminately, but leaves do
not. How might this benefit the plant?
4. _1,11:''''1£1 Suppose a gardener picks some radishes
and finds that they are too small. Since radishes are
biennials, the gardener leaves the remaining plants in
the ground, thinking that they will grow larger during
their second year. Is this a good idea? Explain.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Zone of cell
division

100llm
... Figure 35.13 Primary growth of a root. The light micrograph
and diagram reveal the anatomical features of the tip of an ooion root.
Mitosis is concentrated in the zone of cell dil'ision, where the apical
menstem and its immediate growth products are located. The apical
menstem also maintains the root cap by generating new cells that replace
those that are sloughed off. Most lengthening of the root occurs in the
zone of elongation. Cells become functionally mature in the zone of
differentiatioo. The zones grade into one another without sharp boundaries.
CIlAPTE ~ TIlIRlY·fIVE
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The three zones grade together, with no sharp boundaries.
The ume ofcell division includes the root apical meristem and
its derivatives. New root cells are produced in this region, in·
cluding the root cap. Typically, about a millimeter behind the
tip of the root is the zone ofelongation, where root cells elan·
gate, sometimes to more than ten times their original length.
Cell elongation in this zone pushes the tip farther into the soil.
Meanwhile, the root apical meristem keeps adding cells to the
younger end of the zone of elongation. Even before the root
cells finish lengthening, many begin specializing in structure
and function. In the zone ofdifferentiation, or zone of maturation, cells complete their differentiation and become distinct
cell types.
The primary growth of a root produces its epidermis,
ground tissue, and vascular tissue. Figure 35.14 shows in

cross section the three primary tissue systems in the young
roots of a eudicot (Ranunculus, buttercup) and a monocot
(Zea, maize). Water and minerals absorbed from the soil must
enter through the root's epidermis. Root hairs, which account
for much of this absorption, enhance this process by greatly
increasing the surface area of epidermal cells.
In most roots, the stele is a vascular cylinder, a solid core
of xylem and phloem (Figure 35.14a). In most eudicot
roots, the xylem has a starlike appearance and the phloem
occupies the indentations between the arms of the xylem
Ustar~ In many monocot roots, the vascular tissue consists of
a central core of parenchyma cells surrounded by a ring of
xylem and a ring of phloem (Figure 35.14b). The central region is often called pith but should not be confused with
stem pith, which is ground tissue.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Epidermls
_-----cortex
Endodermis
Vascular
----cylinder
----Pericycle
Core of
parenchyma
cells

f-;

100llm

Xylem
Phloem

f-;

100llm

(a) Root with xylem and phloem in the center
(typical of eudicots). In the roots of typical
gymnosperms and eudicots. as well as some
monocots, the stele is a vascular cylinder
consisting of a lobed core of KYIem with
phloem between the lobes.

(b) Root with parenchyma in the center (typical of
monocots). The stele of many monocot roots
is a vascular cylinder with a core of parenchyma
surrounded by a ring of KYIem and a ring of phloem

~~~~t:~~~~~~~~l=Endodermis

••y

to labels

Pericycle

Dermal
Ground
•

Vascular

:L'lt7Tt---1Phloem

50 Ilm
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... Figure 35.14 Organization of primary tissues in young roots. Parts (a) and (b)
show cross sections of the roots of Ranuncu/us (buttercup) and lea (maize), respectively. These
represent two basic patterns of root organization. of which there are many variations, depending
on the plant species (alllMs).

Emerging
lateral
'oot

Corte~

Vascular
cylinder

o
.. Figure 35.15 The formation of a lateral root. A lateral root originates in the pericyde,
the outermost layer of the vascular cylinder of a root, and grows out through the corte~ and
epidermis. In this series of light micrographs, the view of the original root is a cross section. while
the view of the lateral root is a longitudinal section.
The ground tissue of roots, consisting mostly ofparenchyma
cells, fills the cortex, the region between the vascular cylinder
and epidermis. Cells within the ground tissue store carbohydrates, and their plasma membranes absorb water and minerals
from the soiL The innermost layer of the cortex is called the
endodermis, a cylinder one cell thick that forms the boundary
with the vascular cylinder. As you will see in Chapter 36, the endodermis is a selective barrier that regulates passage of substances from the soil into the vascular cylinder.
Lateral roots arise from the pcricyclc, the outermost cell
layer in the vascular cylinder, which is adjacent to and just inside
the endodermis (see Figure 35.14). A lateral root pushes through
the cortex and epidermis until it emerges from the established
root (Figure 35,15). A lateral root cannot originate near the
root's surface because its vascular system must be continuous
with the vascular cylinder at the center of the established root.

Shoot apical meristem

leaf primordia

Young
leaf

Developing
vascular
strand

bud
meristems

A~illary

Primary Growth of Shoots
A shoot apical meristem is a dome-shaped mass of dividing
cells at the shoot tip (Figure 35.16). Leaves develop from leaf
primordia (singular, primordium), finger-like projections
along the sides of the apical meristem. Axillary buds develop
from islands of meristematic cells left by the apical meristem
at the bases of the leaf primordia. Axillary buds can form lateral shoots at some later time (see Figure 35.12).
\Vithin a bud, leaf primordia are spaced close together because the internodes are very short. Most shoot elongation is
due to the lengthening ofinternode cells below the shoot tip. In
some plants, including grasses, a few leafcells are produced by
areas of meristematic tissue separated from the apical meristem. These areas, called intercalary meristems, remain at the
base of leaf blades and stem internodes. This morphological
feature helps grasses tolerate grazing because the elevated part
ofthe leaf blade can be removed without stopping growth.

0.25 mm

.. Figure 35.16 The shoot tip. Leal primordia arise from the
flanks of the dome of the apical meristem. This is a longitudinal section
of the shoot tip of Coleus (LM).

Tissue Organization of Stems
The epidermis covers stems as part of the continuous dermal
tissue system. Vascular tissue runs the length of a stem in vascular bundles. Unlike lateral roots, which arise from vascular
tissue deep within a root and disrupt the vascular cambium,
cortex, and epidermis as they emerge (see Figure 35.15), lateral shoots develop from axillary bud meristems on the stem's
surface and disrupt no other tissues (see Figure 35.16). The
vascular bundles ofthe stem converge with the root's vascular
cylinder in a zone of transition located near the soil surface.
CIlAPTE ~ TIlIRlY·fIVE
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Epidermis

Vascular
bundle
1 mm
(3) Cross section of stem with vascular bundles forming a
ring (typical of eudicots). Ground tissue toward the
inside is called pith, and ground tissue toward the outside is

Vascular

Dermal

•

bundles

Ground

Vascular

f------<

1 mm
(b) Cross section of stem with scattered vascular bundles

(typical of monaco!s). In such an arrangement, ground tissue is

not partitioned into pith and cortex (LM).

called cortex (lM).
.... Figure 35.17 Organization of primary tissues in young stems.

II Why aren't the terms pith and cortex used to describe the ground tissue of monocot stems?
In most eudicot species, the vascular tissue consists of vascular bundles arranged in a ring (figure 35.17a). The xylem
in each vascular bundle is adjacent to the pith, and the phloem
in each bundle is adjacent to the cortex. In most monocot
stems, the vascular bundles are scattered throughout the
ground tissue, rather than forming a ring (Figure 35.17b). In
the stems of both monocots and eudicots, the ground tissue
consists mostly of parenchyma cells. However, collenchyma
cells just beneath the epidermis strengthen many stems. Scle·
renchyma cells, especially fiber cells, also provide support in
those parts of the stems that are no longer elongating.

Tissue Organization of Leaves
Figure 35.18 provides an overview of leaf structure. The epidermal barrier is interrupted by stomata (singular, stoma),
which allow gas exchange between the surrounding air and
the photosynthetic cells inside the leaf. In addition to regulating CO 2 uptake for photosynthesis, stomata are major avenues for the evaporative loss of water. The term stoma can
refer to the stomatal pore or to the entire stomatal complex
consisting of a pore flanked by two guard cells, which regu·
late the opening and closing of the pore. We'll discuss stomata
in detail in Chapter 36.
The ground tissue of a leaf, a region called the mcsophyll
(from the Greek mesos, middle, and phyll, leaf), is sandwiched between the upper and lower epidermal layers. Mes750
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ophyll consists mainly of parenchyma cells specialized for
photosynthesis. The leaves of many eudicots have two distinct areas: palisade mesophyll and spongy mesophyll. The
palisade mesophyll consists of one or more layers of elongated parenchyma cells on the upper part of the leaf. The
spongy mesophyll is below the palisade mesophyll. These
parenchyma cells are more loosely arranged, with a labyrinth
of air spaces through which CO 2 and oxygen circulate
around the cells and up to the palisade region. The air spaces
are particularly large in the vicinity of stomata, where gas exchange with the outside air occurs.
The vascular tissue of each leaf is continuous with the vascular tissue of the stem. Leaftraces, connections from vascular bundles in the stem, pass through petioles and into leaves.
Veins are the leaf's vascular bundles, which subdivide repeatedly and branch throughout the mesophyll. This network
brings xylem and phloem into close contact with the photosynthetic tissue, which obtains water and minerals from the
xylem and loads its sugars and other organic products into the
phloem for transport to other parts of the plant. The vascular
structure also functions as a skeleton that reinforces the shape
ofthe leaf. Each vein is enclosed by a protective bundle sheath,
consisting of one or more layers of cells, usually parenchyma
cells. Bundle sheath cells are particularly prominent in leaves
of plants that undergo C1- photosynthesis (see Chapter lO).
Unlike stems and roots, leaves rarely undergo secondary
growth, which is the topic of the next section.

~

Figure 35.18 Leafanatomy.

Guard
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(b) Surface view of a spiderwort
(rradescantia) leaf (LM)
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(a) Cutaway drawing of leaf tissues

CONCEPT

CHECK

35.3

I. Describe how roots and shoots differ in branching.
2. Contrast primary growth in roots and shoots.
3. When grazing animals are removed from grasslands,
eudicots often replace grasses. Suggest a reason why.
4, _i,ij:f.jlijM If a leaf is vertically oriented, would you
expect its mesophyll to be divided into spongy and
palisade layers? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r;::;~~:r~~;:wth adds girth to

stems and roots in woody plants

As you have seen, primary growth arises from apical meristems
and involves the production and elongation of roots, stems, and
leaves. In contrast. secondary growth, the growth in thickness
produced by lateral meristems, occurs in stems and roots of
woody plants, but rarely in leaves. The secondary plant body
consists of the tissues produced by the vascular cambium and
cork cambium. The vascular cambium adds secondary xylem
(wood) and secondary phloem, increasing vascular flow and support for the shoot system. The cork cambium produces a tough,

thick covering consisting mainly of wax-impregnated ceUs that
protect the stem from ..','ater loss and from invasion by insects,
bacteria, and fungi. All gymnosperm species and many eudicot
species have secondary growth, but it is rare in monocots.
Primary growth and secondary growth occur simultaneously. As primary growth adds leaves and lengthens stems and
roots in the younger regions of a plant, secondary growth
thickens stems and roots in older regions where primary
growth has stopped. The process is similar in shoots and
roots. Figure 35.19, on the next page, provides an overview of
growth in a woody stem.

The Vascular Cambium and Secondary
Vascular Tissue
The vascular cambium is a cylinder of meristematic cells, often only one cell thick. It increases in circumference and also
adds layers of secondary xylem to its interior and secondary
phloem to its exterior. Each layer has a larger diameter than
the previous layer (see Figure 35.19). In this way, the vascular
cambium thickens roots and stems.
In a typical woody stem, the vascular cambium consists of
a continuous cylinder ofundifferentiated parenchyma cells, located outside the pith and primary xylem and to the inside
of the cortex and primary phJoem. In a typical woody root, the
vascular cambium forms to the exterior of the primary xylem
and interior to the primary phloem and pericyde.
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o Primary growth from the adivity of the

(a) Primary and secondary growth
in a two-year-old stem

apical meristem is nearing completion.
The vascular cambium has just formed,

e

Epidermis

Pit/
Primary ~ylem
Vascular cambium
Primary phloem

ConeK---+
Primary--+phloem

Epidermis
Corte~

Vascular
cambium
Primary--+Kylem

e

e "y

Vascular

Pith---+

Although primary growth continues in
the apical bud, only secondary growth
occurs in this section. The stem thickens
as the vascular cambium forms
secondary ~ylem to the inside and
secondary phloem to the outside.

Some initials of the vascular cambium
give rise to vascular rays (see ne~t page),

o As the vascular cambium's diameter

increases. the secondary phloem and
other tissues e~ternal to the cambium
can't keep pace because their cells no
longer divide, As a result, these
tissues, including the epidermis, will
eventually rupture. A second lateral
meristem, the cork cambium, develops
from parenchyma cells in the cortex.
The cork cambium produces cork cells,
which replace the epidermis.

Primary
rylem
Secondary rylem
Vascular cambium
Secondary phloem
{ Pflmary phloem
First cork cambium

o

Cork

Periderm(mainly cork
cambia
and cork)

01n year 2 of secondary growth, the
vascular cambium produces more
secondary xylem and phloem, and
the cork cambium produces more cork.

e

Primary
phloem

As the stem's diameter increases. the
outermost tissues exterior to the cork
cambium rupture and are sloughed off,

o In many cases, the cork cambium

Secondary
phloem

Secondary
Kylem

Secondary
Kylem (two
years of
production)
Vascular cambium
Secondary phloem

Primary
Kylem

OMost recent
cork cambium

Vascular
cambium

re-forms deeper in the corteK. When
none of the cortex is left, the cambium
develops from phloem parenchyma cells.

o Each cork cambium and the tissues it
produces form a layer of periderm,

Cork

o

Bark consists of all tissues exterior to
the vascular cambium.

Pith
Secondary phloem
Vascular cambium
Secondary ~Ylem{Late wood
Early wood

em'
cambium} Periderm
Cork

... Figure 35.19 Primary and secondary
growth of a stem. The progress of secondary
growth can be tracked by e~amining the sections
through sequentially older parts of the stem,
How does the vascular cambium cause some
tissues to rupture?
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Vascular ray Growth ring
(b) Cross section of a three-yearold Tilia (linden) stem (LM)

Vascular cambium

6

~P Although this diagram shows

XX

1

Most of the thickening is
from secondary xylem.

+- Growth--+

XX

P

...
p

~~

~

secondary xytem and secondary
phloem being added in equal
amounts, cambial initials usually
produce much more xylem.

Vascular
cambium

j,m

Secondary

Secondary
xylem

'"

Acambial initial can divide to form an initial
and either a secondary xylem cell (X) or
secondary phloem cell (P).

Alter one year
of growth

------J Acambial initial (q can divide to form two cambial initials,

·--l increasing the circumference of the vascular cambium.

After two years
of growth

.... Figure 35.20 Secondary growth produced by the vascular cambium.

•
Viewed in cross section, the vascular cambium appears as
a ring of initials. As these meristematic cells divide, they increase the circumference of the vascular cambium and also
add secondary xylem to the inside of the cambium and secondary phloem to the outside (Figure 35.20). Some initials
are elongated and are oriented with their long axis parallel to
the axis ofthe stem or root. They produce cells such as the tracheids, vessel elements, and fibers of the xylem, as well as the
sieve-tube elements, companion cells, parenchyma, and fibers
of the phloem. The other initials are shorter and are oriented
perpendicular to the axis of the stem or root. They produce
vasculLlr rays-radial files of cells that connect the secondary
xylem with the se<ondary phloem. The cells of a vascular ray
move water and nutrients between the secondary xylem and
phloem, store carbohydrates, and aid in wound repair.
As secondary growth continues over many years, layers of
se<:ondary xylem (wood) accumulate, consisting mainly of tracheids, vessel elements, and fibers (see Figure 35.10). Gymnosperms have only tracheids, whereas almost all angiosperms
have both tracheids and vessel elements. The walls ofsecondary
xylem cells are heavily lignified and account for the hardness
and strength ofwood. In temperate regions, wood that develops
early in the spring, known as early wood, usually consists ofsecondary xylem cells with relatively large diameters and thin cell
walls (see Figure 35.l9b). This structure maximizes delivery of
water to new, growing leaves. Wood produced later in the growing season, during late summer or early fall, is known as late
wood. It is composed ofthick-walled cells that do not transport
as much water but contribute more to stem support
In temperate regions, the vascular cambium becomes dormant during winter, and after growth resumes in spring, there
is a marked contrast between the large cells of the new early
wood and the smaller celts of the late wood of the previous
growing season. A year's growth appears as a distinct ring in
cross sections of most tree trunks and roots. Therefore, researchers can estimate a tree's age by counting its annual rings.
Dendrochronology (from the Greek dendron, trees) is the science of analyzing tree ring growth patterns. Rings can vary in
thicknesses, depending on seasonal growth. Trees grow well in

APPLICATION
Dendrochronology. the science of analyzing
tree rings, is useful in studying climate change, Most scientists attribute recent global warming to the burning of fossil fuels and
release of CO 2 and other greenhouse gases, whereas a minority
think it IS a natural variation. Studying climate patterns reqUires
comparing past and present temperatures. but instrumental c1i·
mate records span only the last two centuries and apply only to
some regions. By examining growth rings of Mongolian conifers
dating back to the mid-1500s. G, C. Jacoby and Rosanne D'Arrigo,
of the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, and colleagues sought
to learn whether Mongolia experienced similar warm periods in
the past.

Researchers can analyze patterns of rings in
living and dead trees. They can even study wood used for building long ago by matching samples with those from naturally situated specimens of overlapping age. Core samples. each about the
diameter of a pencil. are taken from the bark to the center of the
trunk. Each sample is dried and sanded to reveal the rings, By
comparing. aligning. and averaging many samples from the Mongolian conifers. the researchers compiled a chronology. In this
way, the trees served as a chronicle of environmental change.
TECHNIQUE
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This graph summarizes a composite record of ring-width indexes for
the Mongolian conifers from 1550 to 1993, Higher indexes indicate
wider rings and warmer temperatures. The highest grcwth period
was from 1974 to 1993. and 17 of the 20 highest-growth years occurred since 1946. suggesting unusual warming during the 1900s

wet and warm years but may grow hardly at all in cold or dry
years. Because a thick ring indicates a warm year and a thin ring
indicates a cold or dry one, scientists can use ring patterns to
study climate changes (Figure 35.21).
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As a tree or woody shrub ages, the older layers of secondary xylem no longer transport water and minerals (a solution
called xylem sap). These layers are called heartwood because
they are closer to the center of a stem or root (Figure 35.22).
The newest, outer layers of secondary xylem still transport
xylem sap and are therefore known as sapwood. That is why a
large tree can survh'e e\'en if the center of its trunk is hollow
(Figure 35.23). Because each new layer of secondary xylem
has a larger circumference, secondary growth enables the
xylem to transport more sap each year, supplying an increasing number of leaves. Heartwood is generally darker than sapwood because of resins and other compounds that permeate
the cell cavities and help protect the core of the tree from
fungi and wood-boring insects.
Only the youngest secondary phloem, closest to the vascular cambium, functions in sugar transport. As a stem or root
increases in circumference, the older secondary phloem is
sloughed off, which is why secondary phloem does not accumulate as extensively as does secondary xylem.

Growth_.....,.

009

,.,

Vascular

""-

"'-~ {

xylem

Sapwood

Vascular cambIum
Secondary phloem
Bark

{

layers of periderm ---~.;;;

.....'""''''

• Figure 35.22 Anatomy of a tree trunk.

i

<OIl Figure ]5.23 Is this tree
living or dead? The W<N.ooa

SeqIJOla lumel ., YOSMlrle
NatJ:w'lal Part:., California was CUI
.,1881 as a toul15t attraction. ThIS
gaant 5eq1JOla (5equoiadendron
~reum) iYed for another
88 ye.1f5 before rl fel during a
~ WInter. It was 71.3 m tal
and estrnated to be 2,100 yeaf5
old Though Conserv<ltlon poioes
loday ~Id forbid the mutilation
of such an important specimen.
the W~a Sequoia did teach a
valuable botanICal lesson: Trees do

nOl need heartwood to SUMoie.

The Cork Cambium and the Production
of Periderm
During the early stages of secondary growth, the epidermis is
pushed outward, causing it to split, dry, and fall off the stem
or rooL It is replaced by two tissues produced by the first cork
cambium, a cylinder of dividing cells that arises in the outer
cortex ofstems (see Figure 35.193) and in the outer layer ofthe
pericycle in roots. One tissue, called phe/Loderm, is a thin layer
ofparenchyma cells that forms to the interior ofthe cork cambium. The other tissue consists of cork cells that accumulate
to the exterior ofthe cork cambium. As cork cells mature, they
deposit a waxy material called suberin in their walls and then
die. The cork tissue then functions as a barrier that helps protect the stem or root from water loss, physical damage, and
pathogens. Each cork cambium and the tissues it produces
comprise a layer of periderm.
Because cork cells have suberin and are usually compacted
together, most of the periderm is impermeable to water and
gases, unlike the epidermis. In most plants, therefore, water
and minerals are absorbed primarily in the youngest parts of
roots. The older parts of roots anchor the plant and transport
water and solutes between the soil and shoots. Dotting the
peridenn are small, raised areas called lenticels, in which there
is more space between cork cells, enabling living ceUs within a
woody stem or root to exchange gases with the outside air.
Lenticels often appear as slits, as shown in Figure 35.19a.
The thickening of a stem or root often splits the first cork
cambium, which loses its meristematic activity and differenti·
ates into cork cells. A new cork cambium forms to the inside,
resulting in another layer of periderm. As this process continues, older layers of periderm are sloughed off, as you can see
in the cracked, peeling bark of many tree trunks.
Many people think that bark is only the protective outer
covering of a woody stem or root. Actually, bark includes all
tissues external to the vascular cambium. In an outward direction, its main components are the secondary phloem (produced by the vascular cambium), the most recent periderm,
and all the older layers of periderm (see Figure 35.22).
CONCEPT

(HECI(

U.4

I. A sign is hammered into a tree 2 m from the tree's

base. If the tree is 10 m tall and elongates 1 m each
year, how high will the sign be after 10 years?
2. Stomata and lenticels are both involved in gas exchange. \Vhy do stomata need to be able to close, but
lenticels do not?
3. Would you expect a tropical tree to have distinct
growth rings? \Vhy or why not?
4. MI,II)"'I. If a complete ring of bark is removed
around a tree trunk (a process called girdling), the
tree usually dies. Explain why.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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DNA or RNA metabolism (1%)
Signal transduction (2%)
Development (2%)
Energy pathways (3%)

and differentiation produce
the plant body

Cell division and
organization (3%)
Transport (4%)

...'>.-__ Transcription

So far, we have described the development of the plant body
from meristems. Here we will move from a description of

~::::::::::::?t~{4 %)

::::

plant growth and development to the mechanisms that un-

Response to
environment
(4%)

derlie these processes.
Consider that a typical small plant may consist of billions
ofcells-some large, some small, some highly specialized and
others not. The growth that occurs during the life of the plant
results from both cell division and cell expansion. But what
controls these rn'o processes? Why do leaves stop growing
upon reaching a certain size, whereas the cells ofapical meristems keep dividing? Also, what controls cell specialization
and the development of recognizable tissues and organs?
Leaves arise from nodes; roots usually do not. Epidermis
forms on the exterior of the leaf, and vascular tissue in the interior-never vice versa.
Each cell in the plant contains the same set of genes. The
different patterns of gene expression among various cells
cause the cellular differentiation that creates a diversity of cell
types (see Chapter 18). Other processes lead to the development of body form and organization, called morphogenesis.
The three developmental processes of growth, morphogenesis, and cellular differentiation act in concert to produce the
body of a plant.

Molecular Biology: Revolutionizing
the Study of Plants
Modern molecular techniques are helping plant biologists explore how growth, morphogenesis, and cellular differentiation
give rise to a plant. In the current renaissance in plant biology,
new laboratory methods and a focus on model organisms have
catalyzed a research explosion. A major research focus is
Arabidopsis thaliana, a weed of the mustard family that is
small enough to allow researchers to cultivate thousands of
plants in a few square meters oflab space. Its short generation
span, about six weeks from germination to flowering, makes
Arabidopsis an excellent model for genetic studies. It also has
among the smallest genomes of all known plants. Arabidopsis
was the first plant to have its entire genome sequenced-a
six-year, multinational effort (Figure 35.24). More recently,
rice, a species of poplar, the common grape, and maize
have had their entire genomes sequenced, too.
Arabidopsis has about 26,700 protein-encoding genes, but
many of these are duplicates. There are probably fewer than
15,000 different types ofgenes, a number similar to that found
in the fly Drosophila. Determiningthe function of many Arabidopsis genes has greatly expanded our understanding ofplant

Protein
metabolism
(7%)

Other biological
processes (II %)

... Figure 35.24 Arabidopsis thaliana gene functions. Due to
its small size. rapid life cycle. and small genome. Arabidops!swas the first
plant to have its entire genome sequenced (containing about 26.700
genes). The pie chart represents the proportion of Arabic/apsis genes in
different functional categories. (Data from TAIR. The Arabic/apsis
Information Resource. 2007.)

development. To fill the gaps in our knowledge, plant biologists have launched an ambitious quest to determine the function of everyone of the plant's genes. Toward this goal, they
are attempting to create mutants for every gene in the genome
of this species. We will discuss some of these mutants shortly,
as we take a closer look at the molecular mechanisms that underlie growth, morphogenesis, and cellular differentiation. By
identifying each gene's function and tracking every biochemical pathway, researchers aim to establish a blueprint for how
plants develop, a major goal ofsystems biology. It may one day
be possible to create a computer-generated "virtual plant~ that
enables researchers to visualize which plant genes are activated in different parts of the plant during the entire course of
development.

Growth: Cell Division and Cell Expansion
By increasing cell number, cell division in meristems increases
the potential for growth. However, it is cell expansion, partie·
ularly cell elongation, that accounts for increase in size. The
process of plant cell division is described more fully in
Chapter 12 (see Figure 12.10), and Chapter 39 discusses the
process of cell elongation (see Figure 39.8). Here we are more
concerned with how these processes contribute to plant form.

The Plane and Symmetry of Cell Division
The plane (direction) and symmetry of cell division are immensely important in determining plant form. Imagine a single
cell that is ready to undergo mitosis. If the planes of division of
its descendants are parallel to the plane of the first cell division,
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a single file of cells will be produced
Division continues
(Figure 35.25a). At the other extreme, if
in same plane
the planes vary randomly, a disorganized
clump of cells results. Meanwhile, even
Single file of cells forms
I
though chromosomes are allocated to
Nucleus
Plane of
Divisions continue in two more planes
daughter cells equally during mitosis, the
cell division
cytoplasm may divide asymmetrically.
Asymmetrical cell division, in which one
daughter cell receives more cytoplasm
than the other during mitosis, is fairly
common in plant cells and usually signals
Cube forms
a key event in development. For example,
(a) Cell dIVisions in the same plane produce a single file of cells. whereas cell divisions in three
the formation of guard cells typically inplanes give rise to a cube.
volves both an asymmetrical cell division
and a change in the plane of cell division.
DeveiOPing
Asymmetrical
guard cells
An epidermal cell divides asymmetrically,
I
cell division
/
'\
\
forming a large cell that remains an unUnspecialized
Unspecialized Guard cell
Unspecialized
specialized epidermal cell and a small cell
epidermal cell
epidermal cell "mother cell" epidermal cell
that becomes the guard cell "mother cell~
(b) An asymmetrical cell division precedes the development of epidermal guard cells, the cells
Guard cells form when this small mother
that border stomata (see Figure 35,18),
cell divides in a plane perpendicular to
the first cell division (Figure 35.25b).
.. Figure 35.25 The pla"e a"d symmetry of cell division influence development
of form.
The plane in which a cell divides is determined during late interphase. The
first sign of this spatial orientation is a rearrangement of the cytoskeleton. Microtubules in the cytoplasm become concentrated into a ring that is called the
prcprophasc band (Figure 35.26). The band disappears be·
fore metaphase, but it predicts the future plane of cell division.
The "imprint~ consists of an ordered array of actin microfilaments that remain after the microtubules disperse.

,

,

•

I

•

•

7

•

Orientation of Cell Expansion

Before discussing how cell expal15ion contributes to plant form,
it is useful to consider the difference in cell expansion between
plants and animals. Animal cells grow mainly by synthesizing
protein-rich cytoplasm, a metabolically expensive process.
Growing plant cells also produce additional protein-rich material in their cytoplasm, but water uptake typically accounts for
about 90% of expal15ion. Most of this water is packaged in the
large central vacuole. Vacuolar sap is very dilute and nearly devoid of the energetically expensive macromolecules that are
found in great abundance in the rest of the cytoplasm. Large
vacuoles are therefore a "cheapH way of filling space, enabling a
plant to grow rapidly and economically. Bamboo shoots, for
il15tance, can elongate more than 2 m per week. Rapid extensibility of shoots and roots was an important evolutionary adaptation that increased their exposure to light and soil.
In a growing cell, enzymes weaken the cross-links in the cell
wall, allowing it to expand as water diffuses into the vacuole by
osmosis. Loosening ofthe wall occurs when hydrogen ions secreted by the cell activate cell wall enzymes that break the
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Preprophase bands
of microtubules

_it---\- Nuclei
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.. Figure 35.26 The preprophase band and the plane of
cell division. The location of the preprophase band predicts the
plane of cell division Although the cells shown on the left and right
are similar in shape, they will divide in different planes. Each cell is
represented by two light micrographs, one (top) unstained and the
other (bottom) stained with a fluorescent dye that binds specifically to
microtubules, The stained microtubules form a "halo" (preprophase
band) around the nucleus in the outer cytoplasm.

... Figure 35.27 The orientation of
plant celt expansion. Growing plant cells
expand mainly through water upta~e, In a
growing celt enzymes wea~en cross-links In
the cell wall, allowing it to expand as water
diffuses into the ~acuole by osmosis; at the
same time. more microfibrils are made, The
orientation of cell growth is mainly in the plane
perpendicular to the orientation of cellulose
mlcrofibrils in the wall, The microfibrils are
embedded in a matrix of other (noncellulose)
polysaccharides. some of which form the crosslin~s visible in the micrograph (rEM).
cross-links between polymers in the wall. This reduces constraint on the turgid cell, which can take up more water and
expand. Small vacuoles, which accumulate most of this water,
coalesce and form the cell's central vacuole.
Plant cells rarely expand equally in all directions. Their greatest expansion is usually oriented along the plant's main axis. For
example, cells near the tip ofthe root may elongate up to 20 times
their original length, with relatively little increase in width. The
orientation ofcellulose microfibrils in the innermost layers ofthe
cell wall causes this differential growth. The microfibrils do not
stretch, so thecell expands mainly perpendicular to the ~grainH of
the microfibrils, as shown in Figure 35.27.
As with the plane of cell division, microtubules playa key
role in regulating the plane of cell expansion. It is the orientation of microtubules in the cell's outermost cytoplasm that determines the orientation of cellulose microfibrils, the basic
structural units of the cell wall.

Cellulose,-_-o;:
microfibrils

•

arrangements oftissues and organs. The development ofspecific
structures in specific locations is called pattern formation.
Many developmental biologists postulate that pattern formation is determined by positional information in the form of
signals that continuously indicate to each cell its location within
a developing structure. According to this hypothesis, each cell
within a developing organ responds to positional information
from neighboring cells by differentiating into a particular cell
type, oriented in a particular way. Biologists have accumulated

T

Microtubules and Plant Growth
Studies ofJass mutants of Arabidopsis have confirmed the importance of cytoplasmic microtubules in cell division and expansion. The Jass mutants have unusually squat cells with
seemingly random planes of cell division. Their roots and
stems have no ordered cell files and layers. Despite these abnormalities,jass mutants develop into tiny adult plants, but
their organs are compressed longitudinally (Figure 35.28).
The stubby form and disorganized tissue arrangement can
be traced to the abnormal organization of microtubules. During interphase, the microtubules are randomly positioned,
and preprophase bands do not form prior to mitosis (see Figure 35.26). As a result, there is no orderly "grain" of cellulose
microfibrils in the cell wall to determine the direction of elongation (see Figure 35.27). This defect gives rise to cells that expand in all directions and divide haphazardly without respect
to orientation.

E
E

~

o

1
(b) (ass seedling

T
E
E

I
(3) Wild-type seedling

Morphogenesis and Pattern Formation
A plant's body is more than a collection ofdividing and expanding cells. Morphogenesis must occur for development to proceed properly; that is, cells must be organized into multicellular

(c) Mature (ass mutant

... Figure 35.28 The (ass mutant of Arabidopsis confirms
the importance of cytoplasmic microtubules in plant
growth. The squat body of the fass mutant results from cell division
and cell elongation being oriented randomly instead of in the direction
of the normal plant axis.
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evidence that gradients ofspecific molecules, such as hormones,
proteins, or mRNAs, provide positional information. For example, the diffusion of a growth-regulating molecule produced in
the shoot apical meristem may "inform" the cells below of their
distance from the shoot tip. Cells possibly"gauge" their radial positions within the developing organ by detecting a second chemical signal from the outermost cells. The gradients of these two
substances would be sufficient for each cell to "get a fix" on its position relative to the longihidinal and radial axes of the developing organ. This hypothesis of diffusible chemical signals is just
one that developmental biologists are testing.
One type ofpositional information is associated with polarity,
the condition ofhaving structural or chemical differences at opposite ends of an organism. Plants typically have an axis, with a
root end and a shoot end. Such polarity is most obvious in morphological differences, but it is also manifest in physiological
properties, including the unidirectional movement of the hormone auxin (see Chapter 39) and the emergence ofadventitious
roots and shoots from "cuttings:' Adventitious roots form
within the root end of a stem cutting, and adventitious shoots
arise from the shoot end of a root cutting.
The first division of a plant zygote is normally asymmetrical,
initiating polarization of the plant body into shoot and root.
Once this polarity has been induced, it becomes exceedingly
difficult to reverse experimentally. Therefore, the proper establishment of axial polarity is a critical step in a plant's morphogenesis. In the gnom mutant of Arabidopsis, the establishment
of polarity is defective. The first cell division of the zygote is abnormal because it is symmetrical, and the resulting ball-shaped
plant has neither roots nor leaves (Figure 35.29).
Morphogenesis in plants, as in other multicellular organisms, is often under the control of homeotic genes, master regulatory genes that mediate many of the major events in an
individual's development, such as the initiation of an organ
(see Chapter 21). For example, the protein product of the
homeotic gene KNOTTED- J, found in many plant species, is
important in the development of leaf morphology, including
the production of compound leaves. If the KNOTTED- J gene

... Figure 35.29 Establishment of
axial polarity. The normal Arabidopsis
seedling (left) has a shoot end and a root
end, In the gnom mutant (right), the first
division of the zygote was not asymmetrical;
as a result, the plant is ball-shaped and
lacks leaves and roots, The defect in
gnom mutants has been traced to an
mability to transport the hormone auxin
in a polar manner.
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... Figure 35.30 Overexpression of a homeotic gene in leaf
formation. KNOTTED-! is a homeotic gene involved in leaf and leaflet
formation, An increase in its expresslon in tomato plants results in leaves
that are "super-compound" (right) compared with normal leaves (left),

is expressed in greater quantity in the genome of tomato
plants, the normally compound leaves become "supercompound" (Figure 35.30).

Gene Expression and Control
of Cellular Differentiation
Cells of a developing organism can synthesize different proteins and diverge in struchire and function even though they
share a common genome. Ifa mahire cell removed from a root
or leaf can dedifferentiate in tissue culture and give rise to the
diverse cell types of a plant, then it must possess all the genes
necessary to make any kind of plant cell (see Figure 20.16). This
means that cellular differentiation depends, to a large extent,
on the control of gene expression-the regulation of transcription and translation, resulting in the production ofspecific proteins. Researchers are beginning to unravel the molecular
mechanisms that switch specific genes on and off at critical
times during cellular differentiation (see Chapter 18).
The activation or inactivation of specific genes involved in
cellular differentiation depends, to a large extent, on positional
information-where a particular cell is located relative to
other cells. For example, two distinct cell types are formed in
the root epidermis of Arabidopsis: root hair cells and hairless
epidermal cells. Cell fate is associated with the position of the
epidermal cells. The immature epidermal cells that are in contact with two underlying cells of the root cortex differentiate
into root hair cells, whereas the immature epidermal cells in
contact with only one cortical cell differentiate into mature
hairless cells. Differential expression ofa homeotic gene called
GLABRA-2 (from the Latin glaber, bald) is required for appropriate root hair distribution. Researchers have demonstrated this by coupling the GLABRA-2 gene to a "reporter
gene~ that causes every cell expressing GLABRA-2 in the root
to him pale blue following a certain treatment (Figure 35.31).
The GLABRA-2 gene is normally expressed only in epidermal
cells that will not develop root hairs.

When epidermal cells border a single cortical
cell, the homeotic gene GLABRA-2 is selecti....ely
expressed, and these cells will remain hairless.
(The blue color in this light micrograph indicates

CortiCa".,~>.,c,:,~"~,~;".w;:,h:":h~G:L~A~8~R:A:-2:;:':':'P:'~'="='=d".I

cells r

_

among cells derived from different lineages. Such exceptions indicate that meristematic cells are not dedicated early to forming
specific tissues and organs. Instead, the cell'sjinal position in an
emerging organ determines what kind of cell it will become.

Shifts in Development: Phase Changes
Here an

epidermal cell
borders two

cortical cells.
GLABRA-2 is
not expressed,
and the cell
T

E

will develop
a root hair.

~

~L_,,':'.L~""""~'--'L__--'
The root cap cells external to the
epidermal layer will be sloughed

off before root hairs emerge.
.&.

Figure 35.31 Control of root hair differentiation by a

homeotic gene (lM).
_'MniM What would the fOOfS look like ifGLABRA-2 were

Multicellular organisms generally pass through developmental phases. In humans, these are infancy, childhood, adolescence, and adulthood, with puberty as the dividing line
between the nonreproductive and reproductive phases.
Plants also pass through phases, developing from a juvenile
phase to an adult vegetative phase to an adult reproductive
phase. In animals, these developmental changes take place
throughout the entire organism, such as when a larva devel·
ops into an adult animaL In contrast, plant developmental
phases occur within a single region, the shoot apical meristem. The morphological changes that arise from these transitions in shoot apical meristem activity are called phase
changes. During the transition from a juvenile phase to an
adult phase, the most obvious morphological changes typically occur in leaf size and shape (Figure 35.32). Juvenile

rendered dysfunctional by a mutation?

Location and a Cell's Developmental Fate
In the process ofshaping an organ, patterns ofcell division and
cell expansion affect the differentiation ofcells by placing them
in specific locations relative to other cells. Thus, positional information underlies all the processes of development: growth,
morphogenesis, and differentiation. One way to study the relationshipsamong these processes is clonal analysis, in which the
cell lineages derived from each cell in an apical meristem are
mapped during organ development. Researchers use mutations to distinguish a specific meristematic cell from the neighboring cells in the shoot tip. All cells derived from the mutant
cell by cell division will thereby be "marked:' For example, a single cell in the meristem may have a mutation that prevents
chlorophyll synthesis. This cell and all of its descendants will be
"albino," and they will appear as a linear file of"albino" cells running down the long axis ofthe otherwise green shoot.
How early is a cell's developmental fate determined by its
position in an embryonic structure? To some extent, the developmental fates of cells in the shoot tip are predictable very
early. For example, clonal analysis has shown that almost all
the cells derived from the outermost meristematic cells become part of the dermal tissue. However, we cannot pinpoint
which meristematic cells will give rise to specific tissues and
organs. Apparently random changes in rates and planes ofcell
division can reorganize the meristem. For example, the outermost cells usually divide perpendicularly to the surface of the
shoot tip, adding cells to the surface layer. Occasionally, however, one of the outermost cells divides parallel to the surface of
the shoot tip, placing one daughter cell beneath the surface,

Leaves produced
by adult phase
of apical meristem

leaves produced
by ju....enile phase
of apical meristem

... Figure 35.32 Phase change in the shoot system of
Acacia koa. This nati....e of Hawaii has compound ju.. . enile leaves,
consisting of many small leaflets, and simple mature "leaves"
(technically. highly modified petioles). This dual foliage reflects a phase
change in the de.. . elopment of the apical meristem of each shoot. Once
a node forms, the developmental phase-ju....enile or adult-is fiKed:
that is, compound lea.. . es do not mature into simple lea.. . es.
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nodes and internodes retain their juvenile status even after
the shoot continues to elongate and the shoot apical meristem has changed to the adult phase. Therefore, any new
leaves that develop on branches that emerge from axillary
buds at juvenile nodes will also be juvenile, even though the
apical meristem of the stem's main axis may have been pro·
ducing mature nodes for years.
Phase changes are examples of developmental plasticity.
The transition from juvenile to adult leaves is only one type of
phase change. The transition in the fanwort (see Figure 35.1)
from feathery underwater leaves to fan-shaped floating leaves
is another example. Next well examine a common but nevertheless remarkable phase change-the transition of a vegetative shoot apical meristem into a floral meristem.

Genetic Control of Flowering

(see Figure 18.18), a mutation in a plant organ identity gene
can cause abnormal floral development, such as petals growing in place of stamens, as shown in Figure 35.33.
By studying mutants with abnormal flowers, researchers
have identified and cloned three classes of floral organ identity genes, and their studies are beginning to reveal how
these genes function. The ABC model of flower formation,
diagrammed in Figure 35.34a, identifies how these three
classes of genes direct the formation of the four types of flo·
ral organs. According to the ABC model, each class of organ
identity genes is switched on in two specific whorls ofthe floral meristem. Normally, A genes are switched on in the two
outer whorls (sepals and petals); B genes are switched on in
the two middle whorls (petals and stamens); and C genes are
switched on in the two inner whorls (stamens and carpels).
Sepals arise from those parts ofthe floral meristems in which
only A genes are active; petals arise where A and B genes are
active; stamens where Band C genes are active; and carpels
where only C genes are active. The ABC model can account
for the phenotypes of mutants lacking A, B, or C gene activ·
ity, with one addition: Where gene A activity is present, it in·
hibits C, and vice versa. If either A or C is missing, the other
takes its place. Figure 35.34b shows the floral patterns of
mutants lacking each of the three classes of organ identity

Flower formation involves a phase change from vegetative
growth to reproductive growth. This transition is triggered by a
combination of environmental cues, such as day length, and in·
ternal signals, such as hormones. (You wiJIlearn more about the
roles of these signals in flowering in Chapter 39.) Unlike vegeta·
tive growth, which is indeterminate, floral growth is determinate: The production of a flower by a shoot apical meristem
stops the primary growth ofthat shoot. The transition from vegetative growth to flowering is associated with the switching on of floral meristem
identity genes. The protein products of these
genes are transcription factors that regulate the
genes required forthe conversion ofthe indeterminate vegetative meristems to determinate floral
meristems.
When a shoot apical meristem is induced to
flower, the relative position of each primordium
determines its development into a specific type
of floral organ-a sepal, petal, stamen, or carpel
(see Figure 30.7 to review basic flower structure). Viewed from above, the floral organs develop in four concentric circles, or whorls:
(a) Normal Arabidopsis flower. Arabidopsis
Sepals form the fourth (outermost) whorl;
normally has four whorls of flower parts: sepals
petals form the third; stamens form the second;
(Se). petals {Pel. stamens (St). and carpels (Ca).
and carpels form the first (innermost) whorl.
Plant biologists have identified several organ
identity genes that regulate the development of
this characteristic floral pattern. Organ identity
genes, also called plant homeotic genes, code
for transcription factors. Positional information
(b) Abnormal Arabidopsis flower. Researchers have
identified several mutations of organ identity
determines which organ identity genes are exgenes that cause abnormal flowers to develop.
pressed in a particular floral organ primordium.
This flower has an extra set of petals in place of
The result is the development of an emerging
stamens and an internal flower where normal
plants have carpels.
floral primordium into a specific floral organ.
And just as a mutation in a fruit fly homeotic
... Figure 35.33 Organ identity genes and pattern formation in flower
development.
gene can cause legs to grow in place of antennae
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... Figure 35.34 The ABC hypothesis for the functioning of organ identity genes
in flower development.

Petals
Stamens

(a) A schematic diagram of the ABC

•

.. 8
gene
activity

B+C
gene
activity -:...c::~",Jr,

hypothesis. Studies of plant mutations
reveal that three classes of organ identity
genes are responsible lor the spatial pattern
oilloral parts. These genes, designated A.
B, and C. regulate expression of other genes
responsible lor development of sepals, petals,
stamens, and carpels. Sepals develop from
the meristematic region where only A genes
are active. Petals develop where both A and
B genes are expressed. Stamens arise where
Band Cgenes are active. Carpels arise where
only Cgenes are expressed.

Carpel

A gene

adivity

,........:'~Sepal

Adive
genes:

BB
BB
AACCCCAA

BB
BB
CCCCCCCC

Whorls:

IIIIII:I

ITIIIIIIJ

AACCCCAA

AA
AA
ABBAABBA

IIJJIII

Carpel
Stamen

Wild type

Petal

Mutant lacking A

Mutant lacking B

Mutant lacking C

(b) Side view of flowers with organ identity mutations. The phenotype of mutants lacking a
lunctional A. B, or Corgan identity gene can be explained by combining the model in part (a)
with the flJle that if A or Cactivity is missing, the other activity occurs through all four whorls.

genes and depicts how the model accounts for the floral phenotypes. By constructing such hypotheses and designing experiments to test them, researchers are tracing the genetic
basis of plant development.
In dissecting the plant to examine its parts, as we have done
in this chapter, we must remember that the whole plant functions as an integrated organism. In the following chapters,
you'll learn more about how materials are transported within
vascular plants (Chapter 36), how plants obtain nutrients
(Chapter 37), how plants reproduce (Chapter 38, focusing on
flowering plants), and how plant functions are coordinated
(Chapter 39). Remembering that structure fits function and
that plant anatomy and physiology reflect evolutionary adaptations to the challenges of living on land will enhance your
understanding of plants.

CONCEPT

CHECK

35.5

1. What attributes of the weed Arabidopsis thaliana
make it such a useful research organism?
2. How can two cells in a plant have vastly different
structures even though they have the same genome?
3. Explain how the/ass mutation in Arabidopsis
results in a stubby plant rather than a normal
elongated one.
In some species, such as the magnolia
4,
on the cover of this book, sepals look like petals, and
both are collectively called "tepals:' Suggest an extension to the ABC model that could hypothetically
account for the origin of tepaIs.

_','!lfUI.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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Primary growth lengthens roots and shoots
(pp.747-751)

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.i.IIIiI'_ 35.1

The plant body has a hierarchy of organs, tissues, and
cells (pp. 738-745)
.. The Three Basic Plant Organs: Roots, Stems, and Leaves
Roots anchor the plant, absorb and conduct water and minerals,
and store food. Shoots consist of stems, leaves, and (in angio·
sperms) flowers. l.eaves are attached to the nodes of the stem
and are the primary organs of photosynthesis. Axillary buds, located in axils of leaves and stems, give rise to shoot branches.
Plant organs may be modified for specialized functions.
.. Dermal, Vascular, and Ground Tissues Dermal tissue (epidermis and periderm), vascular tissue (xylem and phloem),
and ground tissue are continuous throughout the plant, although in the various plant organs the three tissues differ in
arrangement and in some specialized functions. Vascular tissues integrate the parts of the plant. Water and minerals move
up from roots through the xylem. Sugar is exported from
leaves or storage organs through the phloem.
.. Common Types of Plant Cells Parenchyma cells, relatively
unspecialized cells that retain the ability to divide. perform
most of the plant's metabolic functions of synthesis and storage. Collenchyma cells, which have unevenly thickened walls.
support young. growing parts of the plant. Sclerenchyma
cells-fibers and sc1ereids-have thick, lignified walls that
help support mature, nongrowing parts of the plant. Tracheids and vessel elements. the water-conducting cells of
xylem. have thick walls and are dead at functional maturity.
Sieve-tube elements are the sugar-transporting cells of
phloem in angiosperms. Though alive at functional maturity,
sieve-tube elements depend on neighboring companion cells.

.. Primary Growth of Roots The root apical meristem is
located near the tip of the root. where it generates cells for the
growing root axis and the root cap.
.. Primary Growth of Shoots The apical meristem of a shoot
is located in the apical bud. where it gives rise to a repetition
of internodes and leaf-bearing nodes.
,\echity Root. Stem. and Lear~ctions
In''e~tigalion What Are Functions of Monocot

· i l i l i " - 35.4

Secondary growth adds girth to stems and roots in
woody plants (pp. 751-754)
.. The Vascular Cambium and Secondary Vascular Tissue
The vascular cambium develops from parenchyma cells into a
meristematic cylinder that produces secondary xylem and
secondary phloem. Older layers of secondary xylem (heartwood) become inactive, while younger layers (sapwood) still
conduct water. Only the youngest secondary phloem is active
in conducting sugars.
.. The Cork Cambium and the Production of Periderm The
cork cambium gives rise to the secondary plant body's protective covering, or periderm, which consists of the cork cam·
bium plus the layers of cork cells it produces. Bark consists of
all the tissues external to the vascular cambium: secondary
phloem and periderm.
,\echity Primary and Se<:ondary Growth

_&!4.if.•
. i lilliJ-

BioFlix 3-D Animation Tour of a Plant Cdl

35.5

Growth, morphogenesis, and differentiation produce

.i.IIIiI'_ 35.2

the plant body (pp. 755-761)

Meristems generate cells for new organs (pp. 746--747)
Shoot tip,-----11J
(shoot apical ~
merlstem and "'-"';,l/;g
young leaves)

'1'1

r~r7"'>.'!,11

"'~"'''i
Axillary bud
meristem

n&Su~s?

vaSCUlar}
cambium Lateral
Cork
cambium

merlstems

.. Molecular Biology: Revolutionizing the Study of Plants
New techniques and model systems, including Arabidopsis,
are catalyzing progress in understanding plants. Arabidopsis
was the first plant to have its genome sequenced.
.. Growth: Cell Division and Cell Expansion Cell division
and cell expansion are the primary determinants of growth
and form. A preprophase band determines where a cell plate
will form in a diViding cell. Cytoskeleton orientation affects
the direction of cell elongation by controlling the orientation
of cellulose microfibrils in the cell wall.
.. Morphogenesis and Pattern Formation Development of
tissues and organs in specific locations depends on cells responding to positional information, such as polarity.
Homeotic genes often control morphogenesis.
.. Gene Expression and Control of Cellular Differentiation
Despite having identical genomes. plant cells differentiate because of differential gene activation.
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.. location and a Cell's Developmental Fate The way in
which a plant cell differentiates is determined largely by the
cell's position in the developing plant body.
.. Shifts in Development: Phase Changes Internal or environmental cues may cause a plant to switch from one developmental phase to another-for example, from developing
juvenile leaves to developing mature leaves. Such morphological changes are called phase changes.
.. Genetic Control of Flowering Research on organ identity
genes in developing flowers provides a model system for
studying pattern formation. The ABC model identifies how
three classes of organ identity genes control formation of
sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEOGE

b. Removal of an apical meristem causes ce11 division to
become disorganized, as in the fass mutant of Arabidopsis.
c. Removal of an apical meristem allows more nutrients to
be delivered to floral meristems.
d. Removal of an apical meristem causes outgrowth oflateral
buds that produce extra branches, which ultimately
produce flowers.
e. Removal of an apical meristem allows the periderm to
produce new lateral branches.

8. Which of these are not produced by the vascular cambium?
a. sderenchyma cells
b. parenchyma cells
c. sieve-tube elements

d. root hairs
e. vessel elements

9. The type of mature cell that a particular embryonic plant cell
will be<:ome appears to be determined mainly by

SElF·QUIZ
I. Which structure is incorrectly paired with its tissue system?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

root hair-dermal tissue
palisade mesophyll-ground tissue
guard cell-dermal tissue
companion cell-ground tissue
tracheid-vascular tissue

2. In a root, a vessel element completes its development in which
area of growth?
a. zone of cell division
b. zone of elongation
c. zone of differentiation

d. root cap
e. apicalmeristem

3. Heartwood and sapwood consist of
a. bark.
d. secondary phloem.
b. periderm.
e. cork.
c. secondary xylem.

4. Which of the following is not part of an older tree's bark?
d. secondary xylem
a. cork
b. cork cambium
e. secondary phloem
c. lenticels
5. The phase change of an apical meristem from the juvenile to
the mature vegetative phase is often revealed by
a. a change in the morphology of the leaves produced.
b. the initiation of secondary growth.
c. the formation of lateral roots.
d. a change in the orientation of preprophase bands and
cytoplasmic microtubules in lateral meristems.
e. the activation of floral meristem identity genes.
6. Which of the following arise from meristematic activity?
a. secondary xylem
d. tubers
b. leaves
e. all of the above
c. dermal tissue
7. Pinching off the tops of snapdragons causes the plants to make
many more flowers than they would ifleft alone. Why does the
removal of the top cause more flowers to form?
a. Removal of an apical meristem causes a phase transition
from vegetative to floral development.

a. the selective loss of genes.
b. the cell's final position in a developing organ.
c. the cell's pattern of migration.
d. the cell's age.
e. the cell's particular meristematk lineage.
10. Based on the ABC model, what would be the structure of a
flower that had normal expression of genes A and C and
expression of gene B in all four whorls?
a. carpel-petal-petal-carpel
b. stamen-stamen-petal-petal
c. sepal-carpel-carpel-sepal
d. sepal-sepal-carpel-carpel
e. carpel-carpel-carpel-carpel

II. ••@WIII On this cross
section from a woody eudicot, label a growth ring,
late wood, early wood, and
a vessel element. Then
draw an arrow in the pithto-cork direction.

For Self-Quiz 1IIl$wers, see Appendix A.

em If_ Visit the Study Alea at www.masteringbio.comlora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
12. Evolutionary biologists have coined the term exaptation
to describe a common occurrence in the evolution oflife: A limb
or organ originally has a particular function but later fulfills a new
function. What are some examples of exllptltions in plant organs?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
t3. Write a paragraph explaining why mutants are useful for investigating the regulation of plant development. Include at least one
specific example.
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Vasfil'1-l~
.... Figure 36.1 Plants or pebbles7
KEY

CONCEPTS

36.1 Land plants acquire resources both above and
below ground
36.2 Transport occurs by short-distance diffusion or
active transport and by long-distance bulk flow
36.3 Water and minerals are transported from roots
to shoots
36.4 Stomata help regulate the rate of transpiration
36.5 Sugars are transported from leaves and other
sources to sites of use or storage
36.6 The symplast is highly dynamic

he Kalahari Desert of southern Africa receives only
about 20 em of precipitation a year, almost exclusively during the summer months, when daytime
temperatures reach a scorching 35-4So C (95-113'F). Many
animals escape the desert heat by seeking shelter underground. A peculiar genus of perennial plants called stone
plants (Lithops) has a similar, mostly subterranean lifestyle
(Figure 36.1). Except for the tips of two succulent leaves that
are exposed to the surface, a stone plant lives entirely below
ground. Each leaf tip has a region of dear, lens-like cells that
allow light to penetrate to the photosynthetic tissues underground. These adaptations enable stone plants to conserve
moisture and avoid the potentially harmful temperatures
and high light intensities of the desert.
The remarkable growth habit of Lithops reminds us that the
success of plants depends largely on their ability to gather and
conserve resources from their environment. Through natural
selection, many plant species have become highly proficient in
acquiring resources that are especially limited in their environment, but there are often trade-offs in such specializations.
For example, the mostly subterranean lifestyle of stone plants

T
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is good for the net acquisition of water but not for photosynthesis. As a result, stone plants grow very slowly.
This chapter begins by examining structural features ofshoot
and root systems that increase their efficiency in acquiring resources. Resource acquisition, however, is not the end of the
story but only the beginning. Once acquired, resources must be
transported to those parts of the plant where they are needed.
The transport of materials, therefore, is critical for the integrated
functioning ofthewhole plant. A central theme ofthis chapter is
how three basic transport mechanisms-diffusion, active transport, and bulk flow-work together in vascular plants to transfer water, minerals, and the products of photosynthesis (sugars).

r~:~:j;:n~~~:quire resources

both above and below ground

Land plants typically inhabit two worlds-above ground, where
their shoot systems acquire sunlight and CO;v and below
ground, where their root systems acquire water and minerals.
Without adaptations that allow acquisition and transport of
these resources from these dual sites, plants could not have colonized land.
The algal ancestors of land plants absorbed water, minerals,
and CO 2 directly from the water in which they lived. Transport in these algae was relatively simple because each cell was
dose to the source ofthese substances. TIle earliest land plants
were nonvascular plants that grew photosynthetic shoots
above the shallow fresh water in which they lived. These leafless shoots had waxy cuticles and few stomata, which allowed
them to avoid excessive water loss while still permitting gas exchange for photosynthesis. The anchoring and absorbing
functions ofearly land plants were assumed by the base of the
stem or by threadlike rhizoids (see Figure 29.8).

As land plants evolved and increased in number, competition for light, water, and nutrients intensified. Taller plants with
broad, flat appendages had an advantage in absorbing light.
This increase in surface area, however, resulted in more evaporation and therefore a greater need for water. Larger shoots also
required more anchorage. These needs favored the production
of multicellular, branching roots. Meanwhile, as greater shoot
heights further separated the top of the photosynthetic shoot
from the nonphotosynthetic parts below ground, natural selection favored plants capable of efficient long-distance transport of water, minerals, and products of photosynthesis.
The evolution of vascular tissue consisting of xylem and
phloem made possible the development of extensive root
and shoot systems that carry out long-distance transport (see
Figure 35.10). The xylem transports water and minerals from
roots to shoots. The phloem transports products of photosynthesis from where they are made or stored to where they are
needed. Figure 36.2 provides an overview of resource acquisition and transport in a vascular plant.
Because plant success depends on photosynthesis, evolution has resulted in many mechanisms for acquiring light from
the sun, CO2 from the air, and water from the ground. Perhaps
just as important, land plants must minimize evaporative loss
of water, particularly in environments where water is scarce.
TIle adaptations of each species represent compromises between enhancing photosynthesis and minimizing water loss in

the species' particular habitat. Later in the chapter, we'll discuss how plants minimize water loss. Here, we'll examine how
the basic architecture of shoots and roots helps plants acquire
resources.

Shoot Architecture and Light Capture
In shoot systems, stems serve as supporting structures for
leaves and as conduits for the transport of water and nutrients. Variations in shoot systems arise largely from the
form and arrangement of leaves, the outgrowth of axillary
buds, and the relative growth in stem length and thickness.
Leaf size and structure account for much of the outward
diversity we see in plant form. Leaves range in length from
the minuscule 1.3-mm leaves of the pygmy weed (Crassula
erecta), a native weed of dry, sandy regions in the western
United States, to the 20-m leaves of the palm Raphia regalis,
a native of African rain forests. These species represent extreme examples of a general correlation observed between
water availability and leaf size. The largest leaves are generally found in tropical rain forests, and the smallest are usually found in dry or very cold environments, where liquid
water is scarce and evaporative loss from leaves is potentially
more problematic.
TIle arrangement ofleaves on a stem, known as phyUotaxy, is
an architectural feature of immense importance in light capture.

Through stomata, leaves take in CO 2 and release 02'

Sugars are produced by photosynthesis in the leaves.

Transpiration, the loss of water
H 0 --..c
2
from leaves (mostly through I----~~_
stomata), creates a force within
leaves that pulls xylem sap upward.

Phloem sap can flow both ways
between shoots and roots. It
moves from sites of sugar
production (usually leaves) or
storage (usually roots) to sites of
sugar use or storage.

Water and minerals are
transported upward from
roots to shoots as xylem sap.

Water and minerals
in the soil are
absorbed by roots.

O2

Hp
"d

Roots exchange gases with the

'~;i~~:":...---t air spaces of soil, taking in 02 and
:
discharging CO 2,
co,

minerals

... Figure 36.2 An overview of resource acquisition aJ1d transport in a vascular plant.
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Ground Mea

(0Yef!d by plant
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A·'

'r "

...
Plant A
leaf area" 40%
of ground area
(leaf area index" 0.4)
~

Figure 36.3 Emerging phyllotaxy of Norway spruce. ThIS
SEM, taken from above a shoot tip. shows the paltern of emergence
of leaves. The leaves are numbered. WIth 1 bemg the youngest (Some
numbered leaves are nol VISible m the close-up.)
~ith}oWr finger, trace the progression of ledf ernerg&I(e. starring
WIth leaf number 29. What is the pattern?
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PhyUotaxy is determined by the shoot apical meristem and is specific to each species (Figure 36.3). A species may ha\'e one leaf
per node (alternate, or spiral, phyllotaxy), two lea\'eS per node
(oppos;le phyllo<axy), ... more (whorled phyllolaxy). Most angiospenns have alternate phyllotaxy, with leaves arranged in an
ascending spiral around the stem, each successive leaf emerging
about 137Sfrom the site ofthe previous one. Why 137.5"?Mathematical analyses suggest that this angle allows each leafto get the
maximum exposure to light and reduces shading of the lower
1e,l\'eS by those above. In environments where intense sunlight
ern hann leo"" the grea'" "'",ling pnMded by oppos;'dy
arr.mged 1ea\'eS may be advantageous.
Plant features that reduce self-shading increase light capture. A useful measurement in this regard is the leafarea index, the ratio of the total upper leaf surface of a single plant or
an entire crop divided by the surface area ofthe land on which
the plant or crop grows (Figure 36.4). Leaf area index values
ofup to 7 are common for many mature crops, and there is little agricultural benefit to leaf area indexes higher than this
value. Adding more leaves increases shading oflower leaves to
the point that they respire more than photosynthesize. When
this happens, the nonproductive leaves or branches undergo
programmed cell death and are eventually shed, a process
called self-pruning.
Another factor affecting light capture is leaf orientation.
Some plants ha\'e horizontally oriented leaves; others, such as
grasses, have Iea\'es that are\'erticallyoriented In low-light conditions, horizontal leaves capture sunlight much more effectively than vertical leaves. In grasslands or other sunny regions,
however, horizontal orientation may expose upper leaves to intense light, injuring leaves and reducing photosynthesis. But ifa
plant's leaves are nearly vertical, light rays are essentially paral;66
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Plant B
leaf area" 80%
of ground area
~eaf area index" 0.8)

~ Figure 36.4 Leaf area index. The leaf area Index of a SIngle
plant IS the ratIO of the lotal area of the lop surfaces of the leaves 10
the area of ground (OW'red by the plant, as shown In this illusllallOn of
two plants viewed from the lop.
Wouk1 a higher led! area index always increase the amount of
photosynthesis? Explain.
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lei to the leaf surfaces, so no leaf receives too much light, and
light penetrates more deeply to the lower lea\'eS.
Some other factors that contribute greatly to the outy,'ard
appearance and ecological success of plants are bud outgrowth and stem elongation. Carbon dioxide and sunlight are
resources that are more effectively exploited by branching.
However, some plants, such as palms, generally do nOl branch,
whereas others, such as grasses, have short stems with many
branches. \Vhy is there so much variation in shoot architecture? The reason is that plants ha\'e a finite amount of energy
to devote to shoot growth. Ifthey put most ofthat energy into
branching, they have less to devote toward growing tall, and
they are at increased risk of being shaded by taller plants. If
they put all of their energy into being tall, they are not optimally exploiting the resources above ground. Natural selection has produced shoot architectures that optimize light
absorption in the ecological niche plants naturally occupy.
P1.ant species also vary in stem thickness. Most tall plants
require thick stems, which enable greater vascular now to the
leaves and mechanical support for them. Vines are an exception, relying on other structures (usually other plants) to raise
their leaves higher. In woody plants, stems become thicker
through secondary growth (see Figure 35.11).

Root Architecture and Acquisilion of
Water and Minerals
Just as carbon dioxide and sunlight are resources exploited by
the shoot system, soil contains resources mined by the root sys_
tem. The evolution of root branching enabled land plants to
more effectively acquire waler and nutrients from the soil, while
also providing strong anchorage. The tallest plant species, including gymnospenns and eudicots, are typically anchored by

strong taproot systems with numerous branches (see Figure 35.2).
Although there are exceptions, such as palms, most monocots
do not reach treelike heights because their fibrous root systems
do not anchor a tall plant as strongly as a taproot system (see
Figure 30.13).
Recent evidence suggests that physiological mechanisms reduce competition within the root system of a plant. Cuttings
from the stolons ofbuffalo grass (Bm.:hloe dactyloides) developed
fewer and shorter roots in the presence ofcuttings from the same
plant than they did in the presence ofcuttings from another buffalo grass plant. Moreover, when cuttings from the same node
were separated, their root systems eventually began competing
with each other. Although the mechanism underlying this ability to distinguish self from nonselfis unknown, avoiding competition between roots ofthe same plant for the same limited pool
of resources certainly seems beneficial.
Evolution of mutualistic associations between roots and
fungi was a critical step in the successful colonization of land
by plants, especially given the poorly developed soils available
at that time. The very specialized mutualistic associations bet\wen roots and fungi are called mycorrhizae (Figure 36.5).
About 80% of extant land plant species form mycorrhizal associations (discussed in Chapters 31 and 37). Mycorrhizal hyphae endow the fungus and plant roots with an enormous
surface area for absorbing water and minerals, particularly
phosphate. As much as 3 m of hyphae can extend from each
centimeter along a root's length, facilitating access to a far
greater volume of soll than the root alone could penetrate.
Once acquired, resources must be transported to other
parts ofthe plant that need them. In the next section, we'll examine the processes that enable resources such as water, minerals, and sugars to be transported throughout the plant.

CONCEPT

CHECK

36.1

I. Why is long-distance transport important for vascular
plants?
2, What architectural features influence self-shading?
3. Why might a crop develop a mineral deficiency after
being treated with a fungicide?
4. Some plants can detect increased levels of light reflected from leaves of encroaching neighbors. This
detection elicits stem elongation, production of erect
leaves, and reduced lateral branching. How do these
responses help the plant compete?
5• •;,'MUIA If you prune a plant's shoot tips, what
will be the short-term effect on the plant's branching
and leaf area index?
For suggested answers, see AppendlK A

r;~:~:~:7t~~~~rs by short-distance
diffusion or active transport and
by long-distance bulk flow

Like animals, plants need to transport water and nutrients from
one part of their body to another. How do they do this without
a pumping mechanism like a heart? To answer this question, we
must first look at the basic transport processes of plants.
Transport begins with the absorption of resources by plant
cells. As in any organism, the selective permeability of the
plasma membrane controls the movement of substances into
and out of the cell. We examined the transport of solutes and
water across plasma membranes in detail in Chapter 7. Here
we'll review diffusion and active transport in the context of
short-distance transport in plant cells, and then we'll look at
long-distance transport through bulk flow.

Diffusion and Active Transport of Solutes

... Figure 36.5 A mycorrniza. a mutualistic association of
fungi and roots. The white mycelium of the fungus ensheathes
these roots of a pine tree The branched. club'shaped roots are often
charaderistic of this association, The fungal hyphae provide an
eKtensive surface area for the absorption of water and minerals,

Recall from Chapter 7 that a solute tends to diffuse down its
electrochemical gradient, the combined effect of the solute's
concentration gradient and the voltage (charge difference)
across the membrane. Diffusion across a membrane is called
passive transport because it happens without the cell directly
using metabolic energy. Active transport is the pumping of a
solute across a membrane against its electrochemical gradi·
ent. It is called ~activen because the cell must expend energy,
usually in the form ofATp, to transport a solute counter to the
net direction in which the solute diffuses.
Most solutes cannot diffuse across the phospholipid bilayer
of the membrane directly. Instead, they must pass through
transport proteins embedded in the membrane. Transport
proteins involved in active transport require energy to function,
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Figure 36.6 Proton pumps provide energy for solute
transport. By pumping H' out of the ceO, proton pumps produce an
W gradient and a charge separation called a membrane potential.
These two forms of potential energy can dnve the transport of solutes.
~

whereas thoseengaged in passive transport do not..ln some cases,
transport proteins bind seleetkely to a solute on one side of the
membrane and then change shape, releasing the solute on the opposite side. Other transport proteins provide selective channels
across the membrane. For example, membranes of most plant
celk have potassium channels that allow potassium ions (K+) to
pass but not other cations, such as sodium (Na+). Some channels are gated, opening or closing in response to stimuli such as
chemicals, pressure, or voltage. Later in thischapter, ....-e1l discuss
how
channels in guard cells function in opening and dosing
stomata.
In active transport in plant cells, the most important transport proteins are proton pumps, which use energy from ATP
to pump protons (H+) out of the cell. This movement results in
an H+ gradient (proton gradient), with a higher H+ concentration outside the cell than inside (Figure 36.6). The H+ gradient across the membrane is a form ofpotential (stored) energy,
and the flow of H+ back into the cell can be harnessed to do
work. The movement of H+ out of the cell also makes the inside of the cell negative in charge relative to the outside. This
charge separation across the membrane contributes to a voltage called a membrane potential, another form of potential
energy that can be harnessed to perform cellular work.
Plant cells use the energy in the H+ gradient and membrane potential to drive the active transport of many different
solutes. For example, the membrane potential generated by
proton pumps contributes to the absorption of K+ by root
cells (Figure 36.7a). In the mechanism called cotransport, a
transport protein couples the diffusion of one solute (H+)
with acth'e transport of another (NO J - in Figure 36.7b).
The ~coattail~ effect of cotransport is also responsible for
absorption of neutral solutes, such as the sugar sucrose, by
plant cells (Figure 36.7c). A sucrose-H+ cotransporter couples mO\'ement of sucrose against its concentration gradient
with movement of H+ down its electrochemical gradient.

r

Diffusion of Waler (Osmosis)
To .survr.-e, plants must balance water absorption and loss. The
net absorption or loss of water by a cell 0CCl.U'S by osmosis, the
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(e) Cotransport of a neutral solute with W
... Figure 36.7 Solute transport in plant cells.
diffusion ofwater across a membrane (see Figure 7.12). \xrhatdetermines the direction of water movement? In an animal cell, if
the plasma membrane is impermeable to the solutes, water will
move from the solution with the lower solute concentration to
the solution with the higher solute concentration. But a plant cell
has an almost rigid cell wall, which adds another factor that affects osmosis: the physical pressure ofthe cell wall pushing back
against the expanding protoplast (the living part of the ceU, consisting of the nucleus, cytoplasm, and plasma membrane). The
combined effects of solute concentration and physical pressure
are incorporated into a quantity called the water potential
Water potential determines the direction of ....'ater movement. The primary idea to keep in mind is that free waterwater that is not bound to solutes or surfaces-moves from
regions ofhigher water potential to regiollS iflower water J»
tential if there is no barrier to its flow. For example, if a plant
cell is immersed in a solution that has a higher water potential
than the cell, water will move into the cell. As it moves, w,lter
can perform woric:, such as cell expansion. The word potential

in the term waterpotential refers to water's potential energywater's capacity to perform work when it moves from a region
of higher water potential to a region of lower water potential.
Water potential is abbreviated by the Greek letter It' (psi,
pronounced ~sigh~). Plant biologists measure It' in units ofpressure called mcgapascals (abbreviated MPa). Physicists have
assigned the value of zero (IV = 0 MPa) to the water potential
of pure water in a container open to the atmosphere under
standard conditions (at sea level and at room temperature).
One MPa is equal to about 10 atmospheres of pressure. (An atmosphere is the pressure exerted at sea level by the volume of
air extending through the entire height of the atmosphereabout 1 kg of pressure per square centimeter.) The internal
pressure of a plant cell is approximately 0.5 MPa, about twice
the air pressure inside an inflated car tire.

lowers water potential, and the It's of a solution is always negative. A 0.1 M solution of a sugar, for example, has a It's of
-0.23 MPa.
Pressure potential ('VI') is the physical pressure on a solution. Unlike It's> It'1' can be positive or negative relative to atmospheric pressure. For example, the water in the nonliving
xylem cells (tracheidsand vessel elements) ofa plant is often under a negative pressure potential (tension) ofless than - 2 MPa.
Conversely, much like the air in a balloon, the water in living
cells is usually under positive pressure. Specifically, the cell
contents press the plasma membrane against the cell wall, and
the cell wall, in turn, presses against the protoplast, producing
what is called turgor pressure.

Measuring Water Potential
Now let's put the water potential equation to use. We'll apply
it to an artificial model and then to a living plant celL
A V-shaped tube can be used to demonstrate water movement across a selectively permeable membrane (figure 36.8).
As you consider this model, keep in mind the key point: Water

How Solutes and Pressure Affect Water Potential
Both pressure and solute concentration can affect water potential, as expressed in the water potential equation:
It' = IVs + It'P

movesfrom regions ofhigher water potential to regions of/ower
water potential. The two arms of the V·tube are separated by

where It' is the water potential, It's is the solute potential (osmotic potential), and It'p is the pressure potential. The solute
potential ('Vs) of a solution is proportional to its molarity.
Solute potential is also called osmotic potential because
solutes affect the direction of osmosis. Solutes are dissolved
chemicals, which in plants are typically mineral ions and sugars.
By definition, the 'Vs of pure water is O. But what happens when
solutes are added? The solutes bind water molecules, reducing
the number of free water molecules and lowering the capacity of
the water to move and do work. TIlUS, adding solutes always
(.)

(b)

j Positive

0.1 M
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t

N'9'~'"

pressure

(to,,'ool •

00

.:8°""

. "
: 88
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l¥p = 0
l¥s = -0,23
l¥ - -0,23 MPa

(d)

•

•,

l¥p =0
l¥s =0
l¥ -OMPa

«I

fl""

~j• •
Pure
water

a membrane (shown as a vertical dashed line) that is permeable to water but not to solutes. If the right arm of the tube
contains a 0.1 M solution (lVs = -0.23 MPa) and the left arm
contains pure water (It's = 0), and there is no physical pressure
(that is, IVr = 0), the water potential 'V is equal to'Vs. Thus, the
'V of the right arm is -0.23 MPa, whereas the It' of the left arm
(pure water) is 0 MPa. Because water moves from regions of
higher water potential to regions of lower water potential, the
net water movement will be from the left arm of the tube to

l¥p =0
l¥s =0
l¥ 0 MPa

... Figure 36.8 Water potential and
water movement: an artificial model.
In this U-shaped apparatus. a membrane
separates pure water (left arm) from a 0.1 M
solution (right arm) containing a solute that
cannot pass freely across the membrane. The
values for 1jI, l¥5' and l¥p in the left and

8

l¥p = 0.23
l¥s = -0,23
l¥ = OMPa

l¥p = 0
Ij's = 0
l¥ =OMPa

l¥p = 0,30
l¥s = -0.23
l¥ = 007 MPa

right arms of the U-tube are given for initial
conditions, before any net movement of
water. (a) If no pressure is applied. "I's
determines net movement of water.
(b) Positive pressure (increased IjIp) on the
right raises l¥ on the right. here making Ij'
the same in both arms. so eventually there is
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-030
l¥s = 0
IjI = 0,30 MPa
IjIp =

IjIp
IjIs

IjI

= 0
= -0,23
0,23 MPa

no net water movement. (e) Further
Increasing positive pressure on the right
causes net water movement to the left
(d) Negative pressure reduces l¥p. In this
case, negative pressure on the left decreases
l¥ on the left. causing net water movement
to the left.
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the right arm, as shown in Figure 36.8a. But applying a positive
physical pressure of +0.23 MPa to the solution in the right arm
raises its water potential from a negative value to 0 MPa (IV =
-0.23 + 0.23). As shown in Figure 36.8b, there is now no net
flow of water between this pressurized solution and the com·
partment of pure water. If we increase IVp to +0.30 MPa in the
right arm, as in Figure 36.&, then the solution has a water potentialof +0.07 MPa (IV = -0.23 + 0.30), and this solution will
actually lose water to a compartment containing pure water.
Whereas applying positive pressure increases IV, applying negative pressure (tension) reduces IV, as shown in Figure 36.8d. In
this case, a negative pressure potential of -0.30 MPa reduces
the IV of the water compartment enough so that water is drawn
from the solution on the right side.
Now let's consider how water potential affects absorption
and loss of water by a living plant celL First, imagine a cell that
is flaccid (limp) as a result of losing water. The cell has a IVI' of
oMPa. Suppose this flaccid cell is bathed in a solution ofhigher
solute concentration (more negative solute potential) than the
cell itself(Figure 36.9a). Sincetheextemal solution has the lower
(more negative) water potential, water diffuses out of the cell.
The cell's protoplast undergoes plasmolysis-that is, it shrinks
and pulls away from the cell wall. Ifwe place the same flaccid cell
in pure water (", = 0 MPa) (Figure 36.9b), the cell, because it
contains solutes, has a lower water potential than the water, and
water enters the cell by osmosis. The contents of the cell begin
to swell and press the plasma membrane against the cell walL
The partially elastic wall, exerting turgor pressure, pushes back
against the pressurized protoplast \Vhen this pressure is enough
to offset the tendency for water to enter because ofthe solutes in
the cell, then IVI' and IVs are equal, and IV = O. This matches the

water potential ofthe extracellular environment: in this example,
oMPa. Adynamic equilibrium has been reached, and there is no
further net movement ofwater.
In contrast to a flaccid cell, a walled cell with a greater solute
concentration than its surroundings is turgid, or very firm.
\Vhen turgid cells in a nonwoody tissue push against each
other, the tissue is stiffened. The effects of turgor loss are seen
during wilting, when leaves and stems droop as a result of
cells losing water (Figure 36.10).

.... Figure 36.10 A wilted Impatiens plant regains its
turgor when watered.

Initial flaccid cell:
0.4 M sucrose solution:
'¥p'" 0
'is'" -0,9

V

-0.9 MPa

Plasmolyzed cell
at osmotIC equilibrium
with its surroundings

•

'¥p'" 0
'¥s'" -0.9
'" '" -0.9 MPa

'¥p'" 0
'¥s'" -0.7
If '" -0.7 MPa

.'-'~. ~

f

(a) Initial conditions: cellular '¥ > environmental \II. The cell
loses water and plasmolyzes, Alter plasmolysis is complete. the
water potentials of the cell and its surroundings are the same.
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'¥p'" 0
'Vs'" 0

'" ",OMPa

I

.... ..

Turgid cell
at osmotic eqUilibrium
with its surroundings
'Vp'" 0.7
'¥s'" -0.7
If '" OMPa

(b) Initial conditions: cellular 'i < environmental \II. There is a
net uptake of water by osmosis, causing the cell to become
turgid. When thiS tendency lor water to enter is offset by the
back pressure of the elastic wall. water potentials are equal for
the cell and its surroundings, (The volume chang!' of the cell is
exaggerated in this diagram,)

.... Figure 36.9 Water relations in plant cells. In these experiments, identical cells, initially
flaccid, are placed in two environments, (Protoplasts oillaccid cells are in contact with their walls
but lack turgor pressure.) Blue arrows indicate initial net water movement.
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Pure water:

Aquaporins: Facilitating Diffusion of Water
A difference in water potential determines the direction ofwater movement across membranes, but how do water molecules actually cross the membranes? Water molecules are
small enough to diffuse across the phospholipid bilayer, even
though the middle zone is hydrophobic (see Figure 7.2), but
their movement is too rapid to be explained by unaided diffusion. Indeed, transport proteins called aquaporins facilitate
the diffusion (see Chapter 7). These selective channels, which
have been found most commonly in plants, affect the rate at
which water diffuses down its water potential gradient. Evidence is accumulating that the rate of water movement
through these proteins is regulated by phosphorylation of the
aquaporin proteins, which can be induced by increases in cytoplasmic calcium ions or decreases in cytoplasmic pH. Recent evidence suggests that aquaporins may also facilitate
absorption of CO 2 by plant cells.

Three Major Pathways ofTransport

route, water and solutes move out of one cell, across the cell
wall, and into the neighboring cell, which may pass them to the
next cell in the same way. The transmembrane route requires
repeated crossings of plasma membranes as water and solutes
exit one cell and enter the next. Substances may use more than
one route. Scientists are debating which route, if any, is responsible for the most transport.

Bulk Flow in Long-Distance Transport
Diffusion and active transport are fairly efficient for shortdistance transport within a cell and between cells. However,
these processes are much too slow to function in long-distance
transport within a plant. Although diffusion from one end of
a cell to the other takes just seconds, diffusion from the roots
to the top ofa giant redwood would take decades or longer. Instead, long-distance transport occurs through bulk flow, the
movement of a fluid driven by pressure.
\Vi.thin tracheids and vessel elements ofthe xylem and within
the sieve-rube elements (also called sieve-rube members) ofthe
phloem, water and dissolved solutes move together in the same
direction by bulk flow. The strucrures of these conducting cells
ofthe xylem and phloem help to make bulk flow possible. Ifyou
have ever dealt with a partially clogged drain, you know that the
volume offlow depends on the pipe's diameter. Gogs reduce the
effective diameter of the drainpipe. Such experiences help us

Transport within plants is also regulated by the compartmental
strucrure of plant cells (Figure 36.11a). Outside the protoplast
is a cell wall (see Figures 6.9 and 6.28), consisting of a mesh of
polysaccharides through which mineral ions diffuse readily.
Because every plant cell is separated from its neighboring
cells by cell walls, ions can diffuse across a tissue (or be carried passively by water flow) entirely
through the apoplast (Figure 36.11b),
Transport proteins in
Transport proteins in
Cell wall
the continuum formed by cell walls, exthe plasma membrane
_
the vacuolar
Cytosol
tracellular spaces, and the dead interiors
_j----!----jmembrane regulate
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understand how the structures of plant cells specialized for
bulk flow fit their function. As you learned in Chapter 35, mature tracheids and vessel elements are dead cells and therefore
have no cytoplasm, and the cytoplasm of sieve-tube elements
is almost devoid of internal organelles (see Figure 35.10). Like
unplugging a kitchen drain, loss of cytoplasm in a plant's
uplumbing~ allows for efficient bulk flow through the xylem
and phloem. Bulk flow is also enhanced by the perforation
plates at the ends ofvessel elements and the porous sieve plates
connecting sieve-rube elements.
Diffusion, active transport, and bulk flow act in concert to
transport resources throughout the whole plant. For example,
bulk flow due to a pressure difference is the mechanism of
long-distance transport of sugars in the phloem, but active
transport of sugar at the cellular level maintains this pressure
difference. In the next three sections, we'll examine in more
detail the transport of water and minerals from roots to
shoots, the control ofevaporation, and the transport ofsugars.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

36.2

1. If a plant cell immersed in distilled water has a

"'S of

-0.7 MPa and a '" of 0 MPa, what is the cell's "'p? If
you put it in an open beaker of solution that has a '"
of -0.4 MPa, what would be its "'p at equilibrium?
2. How would an aquaporin deficiency affect a plant
cell's ability to adjust to new osmotic conditions?
3. How would the long-distance transport of water be
affected if vessel elements and tracheids were alive at
marurity? Explain.
4, _ImPUI,. \Vhat would happen if you put plant
protoplasts in pure water? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Picture yourselfstruggling to carry a very large container ofwater up several flights of stairs. Then consider the fact that water
within a plant is transported effortlessly against the force of
gravity. Up to 800 L (BOO kg or 1,760 lb) of water reach the top
of an average-sized tree every day. But trees and other plants
have no pumping mechanism. So how is this feat accomplished?
To answer this question, we'll follow each step in the journey of
water and minerals from the tips of roots to the tips of shoots.

Absorption of Water and Minerals
by Root Cells
Although all living plant cells absorb nutrients across their
plasma membranes, the cells near the tips of roots are partic772
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ularly important because most of the water and mineral absorption occurs there. In this region, the epidermal cells are
permeable to water, and many are differentiated into root
hairs, modified cells that account for much of the absorption
of water by roots (see Figure 35.3). The root hairs absorb the
soil solution, which consists of water molecules and dissolved
mineral ions that are not bound tightly to soil particles. The
soil solution flows into the hydrophilic walls of epidermal cells
and passes freely along the cell walls and the extracellular
spaces into the root cortex. This flow enhances the exposure
of the cells of the cortex to the soil solution, providing a much
greater membrane surface area for absorption than the surface area of the epidermis alone. Although the soil solution
usually has a low mineral concentration, active transport enables roots to accumulate essential minerals, such as K+, to
concentrations hundreds of times higher than in the soil.

Transport of Water and Minerals
into the Xylem
Water and minerals that pass from the soO into tlle root cortex
cannot be transported to the rest oftlle plant untl1 they enter tlle
xylem ofthe stele, or vascular cylinder. The endodennis, the innermost layer of cells in the root cortex, surrounds the stele and
functions as a last checkpoint for the selective passage of minerals from the cortex into the vascular tissue (Figure 36.12). Minerals already in the symplast when they reach the endodermis
continue through the plasmodesmata of endodermal cells and
pass into the stele. These minerals were already screened by the
plasma membrane they had to cross to enter the symplast in the
epidermis or cortex. Those minerals that reach the endodermis
via the apoplast encounter a dead end that blocks their passage
into the stele. This barrier, located in the transverse and radial
walls ofeach endodermal cell, is tlle Casparian strip, a belt made
of suberin, a waxy material impervious to water and dissolved
minerals (see Figure 36.12). Thus, water and minerals cannot
cross the endodermis and enter the vascular tissue via the
apoplast. The Casparian strip forces water and minerals that are
passively moving through the apoplast to cross the plasma membrane ofan endodermal cell and enter the stele via the symplast
The endodermis, with its Casparian strip, ensures that no
minerals can reach the vascular tissue of the root without
crossing a selectively permeable plasma membrane. The endodermis also prevents solutes that have accumulated in the
xylem from leaking back into the soil solution. The structure
of the endodermis and its strategic location fit its function as
an apoplastic barrier between the cortex and the stele. The endodermis helps roots to transport certain minerals preferentially from the soil into the xylem.
The last segment in the soil-to-xylem pathway is the passage
of water and minerals into the tracheids and vessel elements of
the xylem. These water-conducting cells lack protoplasts when
mature and therefore are part of the apoplast. Endodermal
cells, as well as living cells within the stele, discharge minerals

... Figure 36.12 Transport of water and minerals
from root hairs to the xylem.
n How does the (asparian strip force water and minerals to
. . pass through the plasma membranes ofendodermal cells)
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hydrophilic walls of root hairs
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Water and minerals can then
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o The
endodermis: controlled entry to the stele. Within the transverse and
radial walls of each endodermal cell is the Casparian strip, a belt of waxy
material (purple band) that blocks the passage of water and dissolved minerals.
Only minerals already in the symplast or entering that pathway by crOSSing the
plasma membrane of an endodermal cell can detour around the Casparian strip
and pass into the stele. the ~ascular cylinder.

from their protoplasts into their own cell walls. Both diffusion
and active transport are involved in this transfer ofsolutes from
symplast to apoplast, and the water and minerals are now free
to enter the tracheids and vessels, where they are transported
to the shoot system by bulk flow.

Bulk Flow Driven by Negative Pressure
in the Xylem
Water and minerals from the soil enter the plant through the
epidermis of roots, cross the root cortex, and pass into the
stele. From there the xylem sap, the water and dissolved minerals in the xylem, gets transported long distances by bulk
flow to the veins that branch throughout each leaf.
As noted earlier, bulk flow is much faster than diffusion or active transport. Peak velocities in the transport of xylem sap can
range from 15 to 45 m/hr for trees with wide vessels. Leaves depend on this efficient delivery system for their supply of water.
Plants lose an astonishing amount ofwater by transpiration, the
loss ofwater vapor from leaves and other aerial parts ofthe plant.
Consider the example of maize {commonly called corn in the

Cortex

o Transport
in the Kylem. Endodermal cells and also
cells within the stele discharge water and
li~ing

minerals into their walls (apoplastl. The Kylem vessels
then transport the water and minerals upward into the
shoot system.

United States). Asingle planttranspires60 L(60 kg) ofwater during a growing season. A maize crop growing at a typical density
of 6O,0Xl plants per hectare transpires almost 4 million Lofwater per hectare every growing season (about 4OO,CXXl gallons of
water per acre per growing season). Urness the transpired water
is replaced by water transported up from the roots, the leaves will
wilt, and the plants will eventually die. The flow ofxylem sap also
brings mineral nutrients to the shoot system.
Xylem sap rises to heights of more than 100 m in the tallest
trees. Is the sap mainly pushed upward from the roots, or is it
mainly pulled upward by the leaves? Let's evaluate the relative
contributions of these two mechanisms.

Pushing Xylem Sap: Root Pressure
At night, when there is almost no transpiration, root cells continue pumping mineral ions into the xylem of the stele. Meanwhile, the endodermis helps prevent the ions from leaking
out. The resulting accumulation of minerals lowers the water
potential within the stele. Water flows in from the root cortex,
generating root pressure, a push ofxylem sap. The root pressure
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Pulling Xylem Sap: The Transpiration-CohesionTension Mechanism
Material can be moved upward by positive pressure from below or negative pressure from above. Here we'll focus on how
water is pulled by negative pressure potential in the xylem. As
we investigate this mechanism of transport, we'll see that
transpiration provides the pull and that the cohesion of water
due to hydrogen bonding transmits the pull along the entire
length of the xylem to the roots.

.... Figure 36.13 Guttation. Root pressure IS forcing excess water
from this strawberry leal.
sometimes causes more water to enter the leaves than is transpired, resulting in guttation, the exudation of water droplets
that can be seen in the morning on the tips or edges ofsome plant
leaves (Figure 36.13). Guttation fluid should not be confused
with dew, which is condensed atmospheric moisture.
In most plants, root pressure is a minor mechanism driving
the ascent of xylem sap, at most pushing water only a few meters. The positive pressures produced are simply too weak to
overcome the gravitational force of the water column in the
xylem, particularly in tall plants. Many plants do not generate
any root pressure. Even in plants that display guttation, root
pressure cannot keep pace with transpiration after sunrise. For
the most part, xylem sap is not pushed from below by root
pressure but pulled by the leaves themselves.

otheWater
from the xylem is pulled into
surrounding cells and air spaces to

7

replace the water that was lost.
Cuticle
Upper
epidermis--

Xyl,m

Mlcrofibrils in
cell wall of
mesophyli cell

Mesophyll

lower
epidermis--':.r-~o'
Cuticle

Transpirational Pull Stomata on a leaf's surface lead to a
maze of internal air spaces that expose the mesophyll cells to
the CO 2 they need for photosynthesis. The air in these spaces
is saturated with water vapor because it is in contact with the
moist walls of the cells. On most days, the air outside the leaf
is drier; that is, it has a lower water potential than the air inside
the leaf. Therefore, water vapor in the air spaces of a leaf diffuses down its water potential gradient and exits the leaf via
the stomata. It is this loss of water vapor from the leaf by diffusion and evaporation that we call transpiration.
But how does loss of water vapor from the leaf translate into
a pulling force for upward movement of water through a plant?
The negative pressure potential that causes water to move up
through the xylem develops at the surface ofmesophyil cell walls
in the leaf (Figure 36.14). The cell wall acts like a very fine capillary network. Water adheres to the cellulose microfibrils and
other hydrophilic components of the cell wall. As water evaporates from the water film that covers the cell walls of mesophylJ
cells, the air-water interface retreats farther into the cell wall.
Because ofthe high surface tension ofwater, the curvature ofthe

OThe increased surface tension
shown in stepf) pulls water from
surrounding cells and air spaces.

€) The evaporation of the water film causes the
air-water interface to retreat farther into the cell wall
~:J::;;<1 and to become more curved. This curvature increases
,the surface tension and the rate of transpiration.

OAt first. the water vapor lost by transpiration is
replaced by evaporation from the water film that
coats mesophyll cells.

~\Stoma

o In transpiration. water vapor (shown as blue dots)
diffuses from the moist air spaces of the leaf to the
drier air outside via stomata

Microfibril Water Air-water
(cross section) film Interface

.. Figure 36.14 Generation of transpirational pull. Negative pressure (tension) at the airwater interlace in the leaf is the basis of transpirational pull. which draws water out of the xylem.
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interface induces a tension, or negative pressure potential, in the
water. As more water evaporates from the cell wall, the curvature
of the air-water interface increases and the pressure of the water
becomes more negative. Water molecules from the more hydrated parts ofthe leafare then pulled toward this area to reduce
the tension. These pulling forces are transferred to the xylem because each water molecule is cohesively bound to the next by hydrogen bonds. Thus, transpirational pull depends on several of
the properties of water discussed in Chapter 3: adhesion, cohesion, and surface tension.
The role of negative pressure potential in transpiration is
consistent with the water potential equation because negative
pressure potential (tension) wwers water
potential (see Figure 36.8d). Because water moves from areas of higher water potential to areas of lower water potential,
Outside air If'
the more negative pressure potential at
= -100,0 MPa
the air-water interface causes water in
xylem cells to be upulied into mesophyll
Leaf 'I' (air spaces)
= -7,0 MPa
cells, which lose water to the air spaces,
where it diffuses out through stomata. In
Leaf 'I' (cell walls)
this way, the negative water potential of
=-1.0MPa
leaves provides the "pulr in transpirational pul1.

sion, their thick secondary walls prevent them from collapsing,
much as wire rings maintain the shape of a vacuum-cleaner
hose. The tension produced by transpirational pull lowers water potential in the root xylem to such an extent that water flows
passively from the soil, across the root cortex, and into the stele.
Transpirational pull can extend down to the roots only
through an unbroken chain ofwater molecules. Cavitation, the
formation of a water vapor pocket, breaks the chain. It is more
common in wide vessels than in tracheids and can occur during
drought stress or when xylem sap freezes in winter. The air bubbles resulting from cavitation expand and block water channels
of the xylem. The rapid expansion of air bubbles produces
Xylem

"p
Mesophyll
cells
Stoma

M

Water

L.,-.-"'-"....--""molecule
Atmosphere

Xylem

Cohesion and Adhesion in the Ascent
of Xylem Sap The transpirational pull
on xylem sap is transmitted all the way
from the leaves to the root tips and even
into the soil solution (Figure 36.15). Cohesion and adhesion facilitate this longdistance transport by bulk flow. The
cohesion ofwater due to hydrogen bonding makes it possible to pull a column of
xylem sap from above without the water
molecules separating. Water molecules
exiting the xylem in the leaf rug on adjacent water molecules, and this pull is relayed, molecule by molecule, down the
entire column of water in the xylem.
Meanwhile, the strong adhesion ofwater
molecules (again by hydrogen bonds) to
the hydrophilic walls of xylem cells helps
offset the downward force of gravity.
The upward pull on the sap creates
tension within the xylem vessels and tracheids, which are like elastic pipes. Positive pressure causes an elastic pipe to
swell, whereas tension pulls the walls of
the pipe inward. On a warm day, a decrease in the diameter ofa tree trunk can
even be measured. As transpirational pull
puts the vessels and tracheids under ten-

Adhesion
by hydrogen
bonding
Cell

;~...,;"~I,I',","",,7t\f"

Trunk xylem 'I'
= -0.8 MPa

L..ll-i.f"'''''''---=",-,

:I Cohesion and
• adhesion in
~ the Kylem

It
•
•

wall

Cohesion
by hydrogen
bonding

Water
molecule
Root
hair

Trunk xylem 'I'
= -0.6 MPa

Soil
particle

Soil 'I'
= -0.3 MPa

Water
Water uptake
from soil

.. Figure 36.15 Ascent of xylem sap. Hydrogen bonding forms an unbroken chain of water
molecules extending from leaves to the soil The force driving the ascent of xylem sap is a gradient
of water potential (~)_ For bulk flow over long distance, the ~ gradient IS due mainly to a gradient
of the pressure potential (~p), Transpiration results in the ~p at the leal end of the xylem being
lower than the ~p at the root end, The ~ values shown at the left are a usnapshol." During
daylight, they may vary, but the direction of the IjI gradient remains the same,

BlOFlix Visit the Study Area
at www.masteringbio.com
for the BioFlix 3-0 Animation on
Water Transport in Plants.
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clicking noises that can be heard by placing sensitive microphones at the surface of the stem.
Root pressure enables small plants to refill blocked vessels
in spring. In trees, though, root pressure is insufficient to push
water to the top, so a vessel with a water vapor pocket usually
cannot function in xylem sap transport. However, the chain of
molecules can detour around the pocket through pits between
adjacent tracheids or vessels. In addition, secondary growth
adds a layer of new xylem each year. Only the youngest, outermost secondary xylem transports water. Although the older
secondary xylem no longer transports water, it does provide
support for the tree (see Figure 35.22).

Xylem Sap Ascent by Bulk Flow: A Review
The transpiration-cohesion-tension mechanism that transports xylem sap against gravity is an excellent example of how
physical principles apply to biological processes. In the longdistance transport of water from roots to leaves by bulk flow,
the movement of fluid is driven by a water potential difference
at opposite ends of xylem tissue. The water potential difference is created at the leaf end of the xylem by the evaporation
of water from leaf cells. Evaporation lowers the water potential at the air-water interface, thereby generating the negative
pressure (tension) that pulls water through the xylem.
Bulk flow in the xylem differs from diffusion in some key
ways. First, it is driven by differences in pressure potential
('tip); solute potential ('tis) is not a factor. Therefore, the water
potential gradient within the xylem is essentially a pressure
gradient. Also, the flow does not occur across plasma membranes of living cells, but instead within hollow, dead cells.
Furthermore, it moves the entire solution together-not just
water or solutes-and at much greater speed than diffusion.
The plant expends no energy to lift xylem sap by bulk flow. Instead, the absorption of sunlight drives most of transpiration by
causing water to evaporate from the moist walls of mesophyll
cells and by lowering the water potential in the air spaces within
a leaf. Thus, the ascent of xylem sap is ultimately solar powered.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

r;~:::~;~~~~egulate the rate
of transpiration

Leaves generally have large surface areas and high surface-tovolume ratios. The large surface area enhances light absorption
for photosynthesis. TIle high surface-to-volume ratio aids in
CO 2 absorption during photosynthesis as well as in the release
of ~ as a by-product of photosynthesis. Upon diffusing
through the stomata, CO 2 enters a honeycomb of air spaces
formed by the spongy mesophyll cells (see Figure 35.18). Because of the irregular shapes of these ceils, the leaf's internal
surface area may be 10 to 30 times greater than the external
surface area.
Although large surface areas and high surface-to-volume
ratios increase the rate of photosynthesis, they also increase
water loss by way of the stomata. Thus, a plant's tremendous
requirement for water is largely a negative consequence of the
shoot system's need for ample gas exchange for photosynthesis. By opening and closing the stomata, guard cells help balance the plant's requirement to conserve water with its
requirement for photosynthesis (Figure 36.16).

Stomata: Major Pathways for Water loss
About 95% ofthe water a plant loses escapes through stomata,
although these pores account for only 1-2% of the external
leafsurface. The waxy cuticle limits water loss through the remaining surface of the leaf. Each stoma is flanked by a pair of
guard cells. Guard cells control the diameter of the stoma by
changing shape, thereby widening or narrowing the gap between the guard cell pair. Under the same environmental conditions, the amount of water lost by a leaf depends largely on
the number of stomata and the average size of their pores.
The stomatal density of a leaf, which may be as high as
20,000 per square centimeter, is under both genetic and environmental controL For example, as a result of evolution by

36.3

1. How do xylem cells facilitate long·distance transport?
2. A horticulturalist notices that when Zinnia flowers are
cut at dawn, a small drop of water collects at the surface of the stump. However, when the flowers are cut
at noon, no drop is observed. Suggest an explanation.
3. A scientist adds a water-soluble inhibitor of photosynthesis to a plant's roots, but photosynthesis is not
reduced. Why?
4.
Suppose anArabidopsis mutant lacking
functional aquaporins has a root mass three times greater
than that ofwild-type plants. Suggest an explanation.

-'m,nIM

For suggested answers. see Appendix A
.. Figure 36.16 An open stoma (left) and c1o~ stoma (LMs).
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natural selection, desert plants have lower stomatal densities
than do marsh plants. Stomatal density, however, is a developmentally plastic feature of many plants. High light exposures
and low CO 2 levels during leaf development lead to increased
density in many species. By measuring stomatal density ofleaf
fossils, scientists have gained insight into the levels of atmospheric CO 2 in past climates. A recent British survey found
that stomatal density of many woodland species has decreased
since 1927, when a similar survey was made. This survey is
consistent with other findings that atmospheric CO2 levels increased dramatically during the 1900s.

Mechanisms of Stomatal Opening and Closing
When guard cells take in water from neighboring cells by osmosis, they become more turgid. In most angiosperm species,
the cell walls of guard cells are uneven in thickness, and the
cellulose microfibrils are oriented in a direction that causes
the guard cells to bow outward when turgid (Figure 36.17a).
This bowing outward increases the size of the pore between
the guard cells. When the cells lose water and become flaccid,
they become less bowed, and the pore closes.
The changes in turgor pressure in guard cells result primarily from the reversible absorption and loss of K+. Stomata
open when guard cells actively accumulate K+ from neighboring epidermal cells (Figure 36.17b). The flow of K+ across
the plasma membrane of the guard cell is coupled to the generation of a membrane potential by proton pumps. Stomatal
opening correlates with active transport of H+ out of the
guard cell. The resulting voltage (membrane potential) drives
K+ into the cell through specific membrane channels (see
Figure 36.7a). The absorption ofK+ causes the water potential
to become more negative within the guard cells, and the cells
become more turgid as water enters by osmosis. Because most
of the K+ and water are stored in the vacuole, the vacuolar
membrane also plays a role in regulating guard cell dynamics.
Stomatal closing results from a loss of K+ from guard cells to
neighboring cells, which leads to an osmotic loss of water.
Aquaporins also help regulate the osmotic swelling and
shrinking of guard cells.

Stimuli for Stomatal Opening and Closing
In general, stomata are open during the day and closed at
night, preventing the plant from losing water under conditions when photosynthesis cannot occur. At least three cues
contribute to stomatal opening at dawn: light, CO 2 depletion,
and an internal uclock" in guard cells.
The light stimulates guard cens to accumulate K+ and become turgid. This response is triggered by illumination of
blue-light receptors in the plasma membrane of guard cells.
Activation of these receptors stimulates the activity of proton
pumps in the plasma membrane ofthe guard cells, in turn promoting absorption of K+.

Guard cells turgid/Stoma open Guard cells flaccid/Stoma closed
Radially oriented
cellulose microfibrils
Cell
wall

Vacuole
Guard cell
(a) Changes in guard cell shape and stomatal opening and closing
(surface view). Guard cells of a typical angiosperm are illustrated in
their turgid (stoma open) and flaccid (stoma closed) states, The radial
orientation of cellulose microfibrils in the cell walls causes the guard
cells to increase more In length than width when turgor Increases
Since the two guard cells are tightly joined at their tips. they bow
outward when turgid. causing the stomatal pore to open,

.

,

. H0

...
(b) Role of potassium in stomatal opening and closing. The trans·
port of K~ (potassium ions, symbolized here as red dots) across the
plasma membrane and vacuolar membrane causes the turgor
changes of guard cells The uptake of anions. such as malate and
chloride ions (not shown), also contributes to guard cell swelling.
.. Figure 36.17 Mechanisms of stomatal opening
and closing.
The stomata also open in response to depletion of CO 2
within the leaf's air spaces as a result of photosynthesis. As
CO 2 concentrations decrease during the day, the stomata progressively open if sufficient water is supplied to the leaf.
A third cue, the internal "clock" in the guard cells, ensures
that stomata continue their daily rhythm of opening and closing. This rhythm occurs even if a plant is kept in a dark location. AU eukaryotic organisms have internal clocks that
regulate cyclic processes. Cycles with intervals of approximately 24 hours are called circadian rhythms, which you']]
learn more about in Chapter 39.
Environmental stresses, such as droughts, can cause stomata
to close during the daytime. When the plant has a water deficiency, guard cells may lose turgor and dose stomata. In addition, a hormone called abscisic acid, produced in roots and
leaves in response to water deficiency, signals guard cells to
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close stomata. This response reduces wilting but also restricts
CO 2 absorption, thereby slowing photosynthesis. Since turgor
is necessary for cell elongation, growth ceases. These are some
reasons why droughts reduce crop yields.
Guard cells control the photosynthesis-transpiration compromise on a moment-to-moment basis by integrating a variety ofinternal and external stimuli. Even the passage ofa cloud
or a transient shaft of sunlight through a forest can affect the
rate of transpiration.

Effects ofTranspiration on Wilting
and LeafTemperature

slightly wilted as cells lose turgor pressure (see Figure 36.10).
Although plants respond to such mild drought stress by rapidly closing stomata, some evaporative water loss still occurs
through the cuticle. Under prolonged drought conditions,
leaves can become severely wilted and irreversibly injured.
Transpiration also results in evaporative cooling, which can
lower a leaf's temperature by as much as lOT compared with
the surrounding air. This cooling prevents the leaf from reaching temperatures that could denature enzymes involved in
photosynthesis and other metabolic processes.

Adaptations That Reduce Evaporative

As long as most stomata remain open, transpiration is greatest on a day that is sunny, warm, dry, and windy because these
environmental factors increase evaporation. If transpiration
cannot pull sufficient water to the leaves, the shoot becomes

Water Loss
Plants that are adapted to deserts and other regions with little
moisture are called xerophytes (from the Greek xeYo, dry).
The stone plants in Figure 36.1 are an example. Figure 36.18

... Figure 36.18 Some xerophytic adaptations.
.... Ocotillo (Fouquieria
splendens) is common in
the southwestern region
of the United States and
northern Mexico. It is
leafless during most of
the year, thereby a~oiding
excessive water loss
(right). Immediately after
a heavy rainfall, it
produces smalllea~es
(below and inset), As the
soil dries, the leaves
quickly shrivel and die.

,- Oleander (Nerium oleander). shown in the inset. is commonly found
in arid climates, Its leaves ha~e a thick cuticle and multiple-layered
epidermal tissue that reduce water loss, Stomata are recessed in
cavities called "crypts," an adaptation that reduces the rate of
transpiration by protecting the stomata from hot dry wind
Trichomes help millimize transpiration by breaking up the flow of
air, allowing the chamber of the crypt to ha~e a higher humidity
than the surrounding atmosphere (LM).
Cuticle

Upper epidermal tissue

!

:r-Trichomes
("hairs")

.... This is a close-up
view of stems of old
man cactus
(Cepha/ocereus
sen/lis), a Mexican
desert plant. The
long, white. hairlike
bristles help reflect
the sun,
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Crypt

Stomata

lower epidermal
tissue

shows others. Rain comes infrequently in deserts, but when it
arrives the vegetation is transformed. Many species of desert
plants avoid drying out by completing their short life cycles
during the brief rainy seasons. Longer-lived species have unusual physiological or morphological adaptations that enable
them to withstand the harsh desert conditions. Xerophytes
are also found in other environments where access to liquid
fresh water is problematic, such as frozen regions and
seashores. Many xerophytes, such as cacti, have highly reduced leaves that resist excessive water loss; they carry out
photosynthesis mainly in their stems. The stems of many xerophytes are fleshy because they store water for use during
prolonged dry periods. Another adaptation to arid habitats is
crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM), a specialized form of
photosynthesis found in succulents of the family Crassulaceae and several other families (see Figure 10.20). Because
the leaves of CAM plants take in CO 2 at night, the stomata
can remain closed during the day, when evaporative stresses
are greater.
As we have seen, plants face a dilemma: how to acquire as
much CO2 from the air as they can and at the same time retain
as much water as possible. Stomata are the most important
mediators of the conflicting demands of CO 2 acquisition and
water retention.
CONCEPT

CHECK

36.4

1. What are the stimuli that control the opening and
closing of stomata?
2. The pathogenic fungus Fusicoccum amygdali secretes a toxin called fusicoccin that activates the
plasma membrane proton pumps of plant cells and
leads to uncontrolled water loss. Suggest a mechanism by which the activation of proton pumps could
lead to severe wilting.
If you buy cut flowers, why might the
3.
florist recommend cutting the stems underwater and
then transferring the flowers to a vase while the cut
ends are still wet?

_',mn,.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;:;:;:=r:~;~sportedfrom
leaves and other sources
to sites of use or storage

You have read how water and minerals are absorbed by root
cells, transported through the endodermis, released into the
vessels and tracheids of the xylem, and carried to the tops of
plants by the bulk flow driven by transpiration. However,
transpiration cannot meet all the long-distance transport

needs of the plant. The flow of water and minerals from soil to
roots to leaves is largely in a direction opposite to the direction necessary for transporting sugars from mature leaves to
lower parts of the plants, such as root tips that require large
amounts of sugars for energy and growth. It is another tis·
sue-the phloem-that transports the products of photosynthesis, a process called translocation,

Movement from Sugar Sources to Sugar Sinks
In angiosperms, the specialized cells that are conduits for
translocation are the sieve-tube elements. Arranged end to
end, they form long sieve tubes (see Figure 35.10). Between
these cells are sieve plates, structures that allow the flow ofsap
along the sieve tube.
Phloem sap, the aqueous solution that flows through sieve
tubes, differs markedly from xylem sap. By far the most preva·
lent solute in phloem sap is sugar, typically sucrose in most
species, The sucrose concentration may be as high as 30% by
weight, giving the sap a syrupy thickness, Phloem sap may also
contain amino acids, hormones, and minerals,
In contrast to the unidirectional transport of xylem sap
from roots to leaves, phloem sap moves from sites of sugar
production to sites of sugar use or storage (see Figure 36.2). A
sugar source is a plant organ that is a net producer of sugar,
by photosynthesis or by breakdown of starch. A sugar sink is
an organ that is a net consumer or depository of sugar. Growing roots, buds, stems, and fruits are sugar sinks. Although expanding leaves are sugar sinks, fully grown leaves, if well
illuminated, are sugar sources. A storage organ, such as a tu·
ber or a bulb, may be a source or a sink, depending on the sea·
son. \'(fhen stockpiling carbohydrates in the summer, it is a
sugar sink. After breaking dormancy in the spring, it is a sugar
source because its starch is broken down to sugar, which is
carried to the growing shoot tips.
Sinks usually receive sugar from the nearest sugar sources.
The upper leaves on a branch, for example, may export sugar
to the growing shoot tip, whereas the lower leaves may export
sugar to the roots. A growing fruit may monopolize the sugar
sources that surround it. For each sieve tube, the direction of
transport depends on the locations of the sugar source and
sugar sink that are connected by that tube. Therefore, neigh·
boring sieve tubes may carry sap in opposite directions if they
originate and end in different locations.
Sugar must be transported, or loaded, into sieve-tube elements before being exported to sugar sinks. In some species, it
moves from mesophyll cells to sieve-tube elements via the
symplast, passing through plasmodesmata. In other species, it
moves by symplastic and apoplastic pathways. In maize leaves,
for example, sucrose diffuses through the symplast from photosynthetic mesophyll cells into small veins. Much of it then
moves into the apoplast and is accumulated by nearby sievetube elements, either directly or through companion cells
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Mewphyll cell
Cell walls (apoplast)
Plasma membrane
Plasmodesmata

[

Key

Apoplast
Symplast

Mesophyll cell

BundlePhloem
sheath cell parenchyma cell

Low W concentration

(a) Sucrose manufactured in mesophyll cells can travel via
the symplast (blue arrows) to sieve·tube elements. In
some species, sucrose exits the symplast near sieve
... Figure 36.19
tubes and travels through the apoplast (red arrow), It is
loading of sucrose
then adively accumulated from the apoplast by
into phloem.
sieve·tube elements and their companion cells

(b) A chemiosmotic mechanism is responsible for the
active transport of sucrose into companion cells and
sieve-tube elements, Proton pumps generate an W
gradient. which drives sucrose accumulation with the
help of a cotransport protein that couples sucrose
transport to the diffusion of W back into the cell.

..(Figure 36.19a). In some plants, the walls of the companion
cells feature many ingrowths, enhancing solute transfer be·
rn'een apoplast and symplast. Such modified cells are called
transfer cells (see Figure 29.5).
In many plants, sugar movement into the phloem requires
active transport because sucrose is more concentrated in
sieve-tube elements and companion cells than in mesophyll.
Proton pumping and cotransport enable sucrose to move
from mesophyll cells to sieve-tube elements (Figure 36.1gb).
Sucrose is unloaded at the sink end of a sieve tube. The
process varies by species and organ. However, the concentration of free sugar in the sink is always lower than in the sieve
tube because the unloaded sugar is consumed during growth
and metabolism of the cells of the sink or converted to insoluble polymers such as starch. As a result of this sugar concentration gradient, sugar molecules diffuse from the phloem into
the sink tissues, and water follows by osmosis.

Vessel
(xylem)

Bulk Flow by Positive Pressure: The Mechanism
ofTranslocation in Angiosperms

0

Phloem sap flows from source to sink at rates as great as 1 m/hr,
much faster than diffusion or cytoplasmic streaming, the circular flow of cytoplasm within cells. in studying angiosperms, researchers have concluded that phloem sap moves through a
sieve tube by bulk flow driven by positive pressure, known as
pressure flolV (Figure 36.20). The building of pressure at the
source end and reduction of that pressure at the sink end cause
water to flow from source to sink, carrying the sugar along.
The pressure flow hypothesis explains why phloem sap flows
from source to sink, and experiments build a strong case for
pressure flow as the mechanism oftranslocation in angiosperms
(Figure 36.21). However, studies using electron microscopes
suggest that in nonflowering vascular plants, the pores between
phloem cells may be too small or obstructed to permit pressure
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... Figure 36.20 Bulk flow by positive pressure (pressure
flow) in a sieve tube.

flow. Thus, it is not known if the model applies to all other
vascular plants.
Sinks vary in energy demands and capacity to unload sugars. Sometimes there are more sinks than can be supported by
sources. In such cases, a plant might abort some flowers, seeds,
or fruits-a phenomenon called self-thinning. Removing sinks
can also be a horticulturally useful practice. For example, since
large apples command a much better price than small ones,
growers sometimes remove flowers or young fruits so that
their trees produce fewer but larger apples.

•

FI~36.21

In ui

Does phloem sap contain more sugar near
sources than sinks?
EXPERIMENT

The pressure !I(IIN hypothesis predicts that
phloem :.ap near sources should ha~e a higher sugar content than
phloem sap near sinks. To test this aspect of the hypothesis. S. Rogers
and A. J. Peel, at the University of Hull in England, used aphids that
feed on phloem sap. An aphid probes with a hypodermic-like

mouthpart called a stylet that penetrates a sieve-tube element.
As sieve-tube pressure forced out phloem into the stylets, the

researchers separated the aphids from the stylets, which then
acted as taps eKuding sap for hours. Researchers measured the
sugar concentration of sap from stylets at different points
between a source and sink.

Although we have been discussing transport in mostly physical terms, almost like the flow of solutions through pipes,
plant transport is a dynamic process. That is, the transport
needs of a plant cell typically change during its development.
A leaf, for example, may begin as a sugar sink but spend most
of its life as a sugar source. Also, environmental changes may
trigger marked responses in plant transport processes. Water
stress may activate signal transduction pathways that greatly
alter the membrane transport proteins governing the overall
transport of water and minerals. Because the symplast is living tissue, it is largely responsible for the dynamic changes in
plant transport processes.

Plasmodesmata: Continuously
Changing Structures

Aphid feeding

Stylet in sieve-tube
element

Separated stylet
E'wding S<lp

RESULTS

The closer the stylet was to a sugar source, the
higher its sugar concentration was
The results of such experiments support the
pressure flow hypothesis, which predicts that sugar concentrations should be higher in sieve tubes closer to sugar sources,

CONCLUSiON

SOURCE
S Rogers ~nd A J Peel. Some evidence for the existence
of turgor pressure In tfIE sieve tutles of willow (SiJ/iJt). Planl~ 126, no
3:259-267 (975),

_!J@iiI 4

Spittle bugs are xylem S<lp feeders that use strong
muscles to pump xylem sap through their guts. Could you isolate
rylem S<lp from the excised stylets of spittle bugs?

CONCEPT

CHECK

36.5

1. Compare and contrast the forces that move phloem
sap and xylem sap over long distance.
2. Identify plant organs that are sugar sources, organs that
are sugar sinks, and organs that might be either. Explain.
3. Why can xylem transport water and minerals using
dead cells, whereas phloem requires living cells?
4, -1,#"'14 Apple growers in Japan sometimes
make a nonlethal spiral slash around the bark of trees
destined for removal after the growing season. This
practice makes the apples sweeter. Why?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Plasmodesmata provide an example of the dynamic nature of
the symplast Biologists formerly thought of plasmodesmata as
unchanging pore-like structures, based mostly on tlle static images from electron microscopy. Recently, however, new techniques have revealed that plasmodesmata are highly dynamic
structures that can change in permeability and number. They
can open or close rapidly in response to changes in turgor pressure, cytoplasmic calcium levels, or cytoplasmic pH. Although
some form during cytokinesis, they can also form much later.
Moreover, loss of function is common during differentiation.
For example, as a leaf matures from a sink to a source, its plasmodesmata either close or are eliminated, causing phloem unloading to cease.
Early studies by plant physiologists and pathologists came
to differing conclusions regarding pore sizes of plasmodesmata. Physiologists injected fluorescent probes of different
molecular sizes into cells and recorded whether the molecules
passed into adjacent cells. Based on these observations, they
concluded that the pore sizes were approximately 2.5 nmtoo small for macromolecules such as proteins to pass. In contrast, pathologists provided electron micrographs showing
evidence of passage of viral particles with diameters of 10 nm
or greater. One hypothesis to explain these discordant findings was that viruses can greatly dilate plasmodesmata.
Subsequently, it was learned that plant viruses produce viral
movement proteins that do cause plasmodesmata to dilate, enabling viral RNA to pass bew,'een cells. More recent evidence
shows that plant cells themselves regulate plasmodesmata as
part ofa dynamic communication network. Viruses subvert this
network by mimicking tlle cell's regulators of plasmodesmata.
A high degree of cytoplasmic interconnectedness exists only
within certain groups of cells and tissues, known as symplastic
dnmains. Informational molecules, such as proteins and RNAs,
coordinate development between cells within each symplastic
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domain. If symplastic communication is altered by mutation,
development can be grossly affected, as was shown by Patricia
Zambryski and colleagues at the University ofCalifomia, Berkeley
(Figure 36.22). (Seethe interview on pages 736-737.)

Electrical Signaling in the Phloem
Rapid, long-distance electrical signaling through the phloem
is another dynamic feature of the symplast. Electrical signaling has been studied extensively in plants that have rapid leaf
movements, such as the sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica) and
Venus flytrap (Dionaea muscipula). However, its role in other
species is less clear. Some studies have revealed that a stimulus in one part of a plant can trigger an electrical signal in the
phloem that affects another part, such as eliciting a change in
gene transcription, respiration, photosynthesis, phloem unloading, or hormonal levels. Thus, the phloem can serve a
nerve-like function, allowing for swift electrical communication between widely separated organs.

• FI

36.22

Do alterations in symplastic communication
affect plant development?
EXPERIMENT
Patricia Zambry:;ki and colleagues at the UniversJty
of California, Berkeley. loaded large and >mall fluorescent probes at
the base of the cotyledoo and the root tip of developing Arabidopsis
embryos. Studies of wild-type embryos had revealed a period in the
middle of embryogel"leSis when symplastic transport of the large
probes ceased but transpon of small probes continued, The researchers screened for mutants that still transported the large probes
during this peri<xl and then analyzed their growth into seedlings. The
light micrographs below contraS1. the movemer"ll of the large probes
(green f1ucxescence) in awild-type embryo and mutant embryo,

Base of
cotyledon

Root tip

Phloem: An Information Superhighway
In addition to transporting sugars and conducting electrical
signals, the phloem is a usuperhighway~ for the systemic transport of macromolecules and viruses. Systemic changes are
those that spread throughout the body, affecting many or all of
the body's systems or organs. Macromolecules translocated
through the phloem include proteins and various types ofRNA
that enter the sieve tubes through plasmodesmata. Although
plasmodesmata are often likened to the gap junctions between
animal cells, their ability to traffic proteins and RNA is unique.
Systemic communication through the phloem helps integrate the functions of the whole plant. One classic example is
the delivery of a flower-inducing signal from leaves to vegetative meristems. Another is a defensive response to localized
infection, in which signals traveling through the phloem activate defense genes in noninfected tissues.
The coordinated transport of materials and information is
central to plant survival. Plants acquire only so many resources in the course of their lifetimes. If these resources are
not distributed and used in an optimal manner, the plant will
not be able to compete well. Ultimately, the successful acquisition and conservation of resources and the integrated functioning of the whole plant are the most critical determinants
of whether the plant will compete successfully.
CONCEPT

CHECK

36.6

1. What factors influence symplastic communication?
2. How do plasmodesmata differ from gap junctions?
3. _IMUIA If plants were genetically modified to be
unresponsive to viral movement proteins, would this
be a good way to prevent spread of infection? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.
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Wild-type embryo

Mutant embryo

RESULTS
As shown in the scanning electron micrograph
on the left. about half of the cell files in the wild type consisted of
differentiated cells without root hairs (examples marked with yellow Xs). The mutant seedlings were developmentally retarded.
with less cell differentiation than the wild-type seedlings. All cell
files in a mutant seedling's root epidermis developed root hairs
(examples marked with red circles),

I~~
Wild-type seedling root tip

I~~
Mutant seedling root tip

CONCLUSiON
Isolation of the mutant and demonstration of
its altered development support the hypothesis that maintaining
symplastic domains is critical for proper plant development.
SOURCE
I. Kim. F. Hempel. K. Sh~, J pfluger. and P Zambryskl.
IdentificatIon of a developrn+:'ntal tran~lIOn In pla$ll1ode$ll1atallunctIOl1 dUring
embryogenesis in Aubidop5i5 rhali.Jn.J. DeveIopmf'nr 125:1261-1272 aoo2).

_I,IIItUIA

SUppose it was found that the mutatIOn caused overproduction of an enzyme that deaved the fluorescent molecule off
the large probe midw'ay through embryogenesis, Would you ir"llerpret
the results differently?

-61401". Go to the Study Area at www.milsteringbio.com for BioFlix
3-D Animations, MP3 Tutors, Videos. Practice Tests. an eBook. and more,

... Bulk Flow Driven by Negative Pressure in the Xylem
Transpiration lowers IV in the leafbyprodudng a negative pressure
potential (tension). This low IV draws water from the xylem. Cohesion and adhesion ofwater transmit the pulling force to the roots.
... Xylem Sap Ascent by Bulk Flow: A Review Transpiration
maintains movement of xylem sap against gravity.

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

- 61 401',•

••.111""·36.1
land plants acquire resources both above and below
ground (pp. 7&4-7&7)
... Shoot Architecture and
light Capture
Arrangement and size of
leaves. branching, and
stem thickness help shoots
acquire CO 2 and light.
... Root Architecture and
Acquisition of Water
and Minerals
Elongation, branching,
and mycorrhizae help
roots mine the soil for
water and minerals.

.....i".'·36.2
Transport occurs by short-distance diffusion or active
transport and by long-distance bulk flow (pp. 767-772)
... Diffusion and Active Transport of Solutes Diffusion is the
spontaneous movement down concentration gradients.
Transport proteins aid diffusion across membranes. Proton
pumps generate an H+ gradient used to transport solutes.
... Diffusion of Water (Osmosis) Osmosis is the spontaneous
movement of free water down its concentration gradient. Water flows across membranes from regions with higher water
potential (IV) to regions with lower IV. Solutes decrease IV.
Pressure may increase or decrease IV.
... Three Major Pathways ofTransport The symplast is the
cytoplasmic continuum linked by plasmodesmata. The
apoplast is the continuum of cell walls and extracellular
spaces.
... Bulk Flow in long-Distance Transport Bulk flow is due to
pressure differences at opposite ends ofvessel elements and
tracheids (for xylem sap) or sieve tubes (for phloem sap).

."'1'''''_ 36.3

Water and minerals are transported from roots
to shoots (pp. 772-77&)

... Absorption of Water and Minerals by Root Cells Root
hairs and the extensive surface area of cortical cell membranes
enhance uptake of water and minerals.
... Transport of Water and Minerals into the Xylem Water
can cross the cortex via the symplast or apoplast. but minerals
moving via the apoplast must finally cross the selective membranes of endodermal cells. The Casparian strip blocks
apoplastic transfer of minerals to the stele.

BloFlix 3-D Animation Water Transport in Plants
MP3 Tutor Transpiration
Acthity Transport of Xylem Sap

.....11i.'·36.4
Stomata help regulate the rate of transpiration
(pp. 77&-779)
... Stomata: Major Pathways for Water loss Guard cells
widen or narrow the diameter of stomatal pores. Genetic
and environmental factors influence stomatal density.
... Mechanisms of Stomatal Opening and Closing When
guard cells take up K+, they bow outward, widening the pore.
Stomatal dosing involves the loss of K+.
... Stimuli for Stomatal Opening and Closing Stomatal
aperture is controlled by light, CO 2, water availability, the
hormone absdsic add, and circadian rhythm.
... Effects of Transpiration on Wilting and leaf Temperature
If water lost by transpiration is not replaced by absorption
from roots, the plant will wilt. Cooling by transpiration can
lower leaf temperature.
... Adaptations That Reduce Evaporative Water loss
Reduced leaves and CAM photosynthesis are examples of
adaptations to arid environments.

-M4if.•
In,·,,,,tigation How Is the Rate of Transpiration Calculated'

••,I'''". 36.5

Sugars are transported from leaves and other sources
to sites of use or storage (pp. 779-781)
... Movement from Sugar Sources to Sugar Sinks Mature
leaves are the main sources, though storage organs can be seasonal sources. Meristems and developing fruits and seeds are
examples of sinks. Phloem loading and unloading depend on
active transport of sucrose. Sucrose is cotransported with H+,
which diffuses down a gradient generated by proton pumps.
... Bulk Flow by Positive Pressure: The Mechanism of
Translocation in Angiosperms Loading of sugar at the
source and unloading at the sink maintain a pressure difference that keeps sap flowing through a sieve tube.
Aeth'ily Translocation ofPhluem Sap

• •.•I.i.,·36.6
The symplast is highly dynamic (pp. 781-782)

... Plasmodesmata: Continuously Changing Structures
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Plasmodesmata can change in munber. When dilated, they can provide a passageway for macromolecules such as RNA and proteins.
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... Electrical Signaling in the Phloem The phloem can conduct nerve-li[;e electrical signals that propagate through the
symplast and help to integrate whole-plant function.
Ii> Phloem: An Information Superhighway Phloem helps in-

tegrate whole-plant fundion by tnmsporting proteins, RNAs,
and other macromolecules over long distances.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ
I. W'hich of the following does not affect self-shading?
a. leaf area index
d. stem thickness
b. ph)1lotaxy
e. leaf orientation

c. self-pruning
2. What \\1>Uld enhance water uptake by a plant cell?
a. decreased 1j/ of the surrounding solution
b. an increase in pressure exerted by the aU wall

c. the loss of solutes from the cell
d. an increase in 'fI of the cytoplasm
e. positive pressure on the surrounding solution
3. A plant cell with a

"S of - 0.65 MPa maintains a constant

volume when bathed in a solution that has a 1jIs of -0.30 MPa

d. photol)'sis, the water-splitting step of photosynthesis,
cannot occur when there is a water deficiency.
e. accumulation of CO 2 in the leaf inhibits enzymes.
8. Stomata open when guard cells
a. sense an increase in C~ in the air spaces of the leaf.
b. open because of a decrease in turgor pressure.
c. become more turgid because of an addition of K1-,
followed by the osmotic entry of water.
d. dose aquaporins, preventing uptake of water.
e. accumulate water b)' active transport.
9. l\'1ovement of phloem sap from a source to a sink
a. occurs through the apoplast of sieve-tube elements.
b. may tnlnslocate sugars from the breakdown of stored
starch in a root up to developing shoots.
c. depends on tension, or negative pressure potential.
d. depends on pumping water into siew tubes at the source.
e. results mainly from diffusion.
10. Which of these is not transported via the symplast?
a. sugars
d. proteins
b. mRNA
e. viruses
c. DNA
II. •• !.tWIlI

and is in an open container. The cell has a
a.lf'pof+O.65MPa.
d. ljI"pof+O.30MPa.
b. If' of -0.65 MPa.
e. Ip' of 0 MPa.
c. If'p of +0.35 MPa.
4. \X'hich structure or compartment is not part ofthe apoplast?
a. the lumen of a xylem vessel
b. the lumen of a sieve tube
c. the cell wall of a mesophrll cell
d. an extracellular air space
e. the cell wall of a root hair

5. Which of the following is an adaptation that enhances the
uptake of water and minerals by roots?
a. mycorrhizae
b. cavitation
c. active uptake by vessels
d. rhythmic contractions by cortical cells
e. pumping through plasmodesmata
6. Which of the following is not part of the transpirationcohesion-tension mechanism for the ascent of xylem sap?
a. loss of water from the mesophyll cells, which initiates a
pull of water molecules from neighboring cells
b. transfer of transpirational pull from one water molecule to
the next, due to cohesion by h)'drogen bonds
c. hydrophilic walls of tracheids and vessels that help
maintain the column of water against gravity
d. active pumping of water into the xylem of roots
e. lowering oflp' in the surface film of mesophyll cells due to
transpiration

7. Photosynthesis ceases when leaves wilt, mainly because
a. the chlorophyll of wilting leaves breaks down.
b. flaccid mesophyll cells are incap<lble of photosynthesis.
c. stomata dose, preventing C~ from entering the leaf.
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Practice Test.
EVOLUTION CONNECTION
12. Large brown algae called kelpsc.m grow as taU as 25 m. Kelps consist ofa holdfast anchored to the ocean floor, blades that float at the
surface and collect light, and a long stalk connecting the blades to
the hokIfust (see Figure 28.15). Specialized cells in the stalk, although
nonvascular, transport sugar. Suggest a reason wh)' these structures
analogous to siC'Ve'tube elements might have evolved in kelps.
SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
13. Tomato and cotton plants wilt within a few hours of flooding
their roots. Rooding leads to low ox}'gen conditions, increases
in cytoplasmic calcium, and decreases in cytoplasmic pH. Suggest a hypothesis to explain how it leads to wilting.
SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY. AND SOCIETY
14. In the arid southwestern United Statl'S, there has been growing
criticism ofwater use for lawns and golf courses. Should such
use be limited or even banned? Explain.

Soil a

l1Wll

Nutri~
... Figure 37.1 Could this happen again?
KEY

CONCEPTS

37.1 Soil is a living, finite resource
37.2 Plants require essential elements to complete

their life cycle
37.3 Plant nutrition often involves relationships
with other organisms

r;~;~;'~j~~on

that Destroys Its
Soil Destroys Itself"

resident Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote these words in
1937 in referring to an ecological and human disaster
that ravaged the southwestern Great Plains, a region
that came to be called the Dust Bowl. The series of devastating dust storms was caused by a massive drought and
decades of inappropriate farming techniques. Before the arrival of farmers, the Great Plains had been covered by hardy
grasses that held the soil in place in spite of recurring
droughts and torrential rains. But in the late 1800s and early
19OOs, many homesteaders settled in the region, planting
wheat and raising cattle. These land uses left the soil exposed to erosion by winds. A few years of drought made the
problem worse. During the 1930s, huge quantities of fertile
soil were blown away in "black blizzards,~ rendering millions
of hectares of farmland useless (Figure 37.1). In one of the
worst dust storms, clouds of dust blew eastward to Chicago,
where soil fell like snow, and even reached as far east as New
York City and Washington, D.C. Hundreds of thousands of
people in the Dust Bowl region were forced to abandon their
homes and land, a plight immortalized in John Steinbeck's
novel The Grapes of Wrath.
Soil mismanagement in various forms has been a recurrent
problem throughout human history and continues to this day.

P

More than 30% of the world's farmland has reduced productivity stemming from poor soil conditions, such as chemical
contamination, mineral deficiencies, acidity, salinity, and poor
drainage. As the world's population continues to grow, the demand for food increases. Because soil quality is a major determinant of crop yield, the need to manage soil resources
prudently has never been greater.
Healthy soil improves plant growth by enhancing plant
nutrition, the process by which an organism takes in and
makes use of food substances. As discussed in Chapter 36,
plants obtain nutrients from both the atmosphere and the soiL
Using sunlight as an energy source, plants produce organic nutrients by reducing carbon dioxide to sugars through the
process of photosynthesis. Land plants also take up water and
various mineral nutrients from the soil through their root systems. In this chapter, we discuss the basic physical properties
ofsoils and the factors that govern soil quality. We then explore
why certain inorganic nutrients are essential for plant function.
Finally, we examine some nutritional adaptations that have
evolved in plants, often in relationships with other organisms.

The upper layers of the soil, from which plants absorb nearly
all of the water and minerals they require, contain a wide
range of living organisms that interact with each other and
with the physical environment This complex ecosystem may
take centuries to form but can be destroyed by human mismanagement in just a few years. To understand why soil must
be conserved and why particular plants grow where they do,
we must appreciate the basic physical properties of soil: its
texture and composition.

785

Soil Texture
The texture ofsoil depends on the sizes o[its particles. Soil particles can range from coarse sand (0.02-2 mm in diameter) to silt
(0.002-0.Q2 mm) to microscopic clay particles (less than 0.002
mm). These different~sized particles arise ultimately from the
weathering of rock. Water freezing in the crevices of rocks
causes mechanical fracturing, and weak acids in the soil break
rocks down chemically. \Vhen organisms penetrate the rock,

they accelerate breakdown by chemical and mechanical means.
Plant roots, for example, secrete acids that dissolve the rock, and
their growth in fissures leads to mechanical fracturing. The mineral particles released by weathering become mixed with living
organisms and humus, the remains ofdead organisms and other
organic matter, forming topsoil. The topsoil and other distinct
soil layers, or soil horizons, are often visible where there is a road
cut or deep hole (figure 37.2). The topsoil, or A horizon, can
range in depth from millimeters to meters. We focus mostly on
the properties of topsoil because it is the most important soil
layer for the growth of most plants.
In the topsoil, plants are nourished by the soil solution, the
water and dissolved minerals in the pores between soil parti·
cles. The pores also contain air pockets. Mter a heavy rainfall,
water drains away from the larger spaces in the soil, but smaller
spaces retain water because water molecules are attracted to
the negatively charged surfaces of clay and other soil particles.
The topsoils that are the most fertile-supporting the most
abundant growth-are loams, which are composed of roughly
equal amounts ofsand, silt, and clay. Loamy soils have enough
small silt and clay particles to provide ample surface area for the
adhesion and retention of minerals and water. Meanwhile, the

The A horizon is the topsoil.
a mixture of broken-down
rock of various textures,
living organisms. and
decaying organic matter.

The B horizon contains much
less organic matter than the
A horizon and is less
weathered.
The C horizon, composed
mainly of partially
broken-down rock, serves as
the ~parent" material for the
upper layers of soil.

large spaces between sand particles enable efficient diffusion of
oxygen to the roots. Sandy soils generally don't retain enough
water to support vigorous plant growth, and clayey soils tend
to retain too much water. \Vhen soil does not drain adequately,
the air is replaced by water, and the roots suffocate from lack of
oxygen. Typically, the most fertile topsoils have pores that are
about halfwater and halfair, providing a good balance bern'een
aeration, drainage, and water storage capacity. The physical
properties ofsoils can be adjusted by adding soil amendments,
such as peat moss, compost, manure, or sand.

Topsoil Composition
Asoil's composition encompasses its inorganic (mineral) and organic chemical components. The organic components include
the many life-forms that inhabit the soil.

Inorganic Components
The surface charges of soil particles determine their ability to
bind many nutrients. Most soil particles are negatively charged.
Positively charged ions (cations)-such as potassium (K+), cal·
cium (Ca2+), and magnesium (Mg2+)-adhere to these particlesand are therefore not easily lost by leaching, the percolation
of water through the soil. Roots, however, do not absorb mineral cations directly from soil particles. Instead, they become
available in the soil solution, through cation exchange. In this
process, mineral cations are displaced from soil particles by
other cations, particularly H+, and enter the soil solution,
which is then absorbed by root hairs (Figure 37.3). A soil's capacity to exchange cations is determined by the number of

,.

Soil particle

a~~ a~
Ca 2+

,.

Mg'·

~,.
a~

\\'~:

Root hair

\ Cell wall

.. Figure 37.3 Cation exchange in soil.
IE'I Which are more likely to be leached from the soil by heal')'

.. Figure 37.2 Soil horizons.
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. . rams-cations or anions? Explain,

cation adhesion sites and by the pH. Soils with higher capacities generally have a larger reserve of mineral nutrients.
Negatively charged ions (anions)-such as the plant nutrients nitrate (N0 3 -), phosphate (H 2 P0 4 -j, and sulfate
(SO/-)-are not bound tightly to the negatively charged soil
particles and are therefore easily released. During heavy rain
or irrigation, they are leached into the groundwater, making
them unavailable for uptake by roots.

Organic Components
Humus is a major organic component of topsoil, consisting of
organic material produced by the decomposition ofdead organisms, feces, fallen leaves, and other organic matter by bacteria
and fungi. Humus prevents clay particles from packing together and forms a crumbly soil that retains water but is still
porous enough to aerate roots adequately. Humus also increases the soil's capacity to exchange cations and serves as a
reservoir of mineral nutrients that return gradually to the soil
as microorganisms decompose the organic matter.
Topsoil is also home to an astonishing number and variety
of organisms. A teaspoon of topsoil has about 5 billion bacteria that cohabit with fungi, algae and other protists, insects,
earthworms, nematodes, and plant roots. The activities of all
these organisms affect the soil's physical and chemical properties. Earthworms, for example, consume organic matter and
derive their nutrition from the bacteria and fungi growing on
this material. They excrete wastes and move large amounts of
material to the soil surface. In addition, they move organic
matter into deeper layers of the soil. In
effect, earthworms mix and clump the
soil particles, allowing for better gaseous
diffusion and retention of water. Plant
roots also affect soil texture and composition. For example, by binding the soil,
they reduce erosion, and by excreting
acids, they lower soil pH.

and food surpluses enabled some members of these early communities to specialize in nonfarming occupations. In short, soil
management, by fertilization and other practices, helped prepare the way for the establishment of modern societies.
In this section, we'll discuss how farmers irrigate and modify
soil to maintain good crop yields. The goal is sustainable
agriculture, a commitment embracing a variety of farming
methods that are conservation minded, environmentally safe,
and profitable. We will also examine how problems such as
erosion, soil compaction, and soil contamination are causing
global soil degradation.

Irrigation
Because water is often the limiting factor in plant growth, perhaps no technology has increased crop yield as much as irrigation. However, irrigation is a huge drain on freshwater
resources. Globally, about 75% of all freshwater use is devoted
to agriculture. Many rivers in the southwestern United States
have been reduced to trickles by the diversion of water for irrigation. The primary source of irrigation water, however, is
not surface waters, such as rivers and lakes, but underground
water reserves called aquifers. In some parts of the world, the
rate of water removal is exceeding the natural refilling of the
aquifers. The result is land subsidence, a gradual settling or
sudden sinking of Earth's surface (Figure 37.4). Land subsidence alters drainage patterns, causes damage to humanmade structures, promotes loss of underground springs, and
increases the risk of flooding.
.. To emphasize the dramatic effects
of land subsidence in California's
San Joaquin Valley, geologist
Joseph F. Poland (shown here in
1977) had signs posted to represent
approximate altitudes of the land
surface in 1925 and 1955.

Soil Conservation and
Sustainable Agriculture
Ancient farmers recognized that yields
on a particular plot of land decreased
over the years. Moving to uncultivated
areas, they observed the same pattern of
reduced yields over time. Eventually,
they realized that soil-if fertilizedwas a renewable resource that enabled
crops to be cultivated season after season at a fixed location. This sedentary
agriculture facilitated a new way of life.
Humans began to build permanent
dwellings-the first villages. They also
stored food for use between harvests,

... Sudden land subsidence resulting from the overuse of
groundwater for irrigation triggered the formation of
this sinkhole in Florida.

.. Figure 37.4 Land subsidence caused by excessive removal of groundwater.
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Irrigation, particularly from groundwater, can also lead to soil
salinization-formation of soil too salty for cultivating plants.
Salts dissolved in irrigation water accumulate in the soil as the
water evaporates, making the water potential ofthe soil solution
more negative. Thewater potential gradient from soil to roots is
lowered, reducing water uptake (see Chapter 36).
Many forms of irrigation, such as the flooding of fields, are
wasteful because much of the water evaporates. In order to use
water efficiently, farmers must understand the water-holding
capacity of their soil, the water needs of their crops, and the
appropriate irrigation technology. One popular technology is
drip irrigation, the slow release ofwater to soil and plants from
perforated plastic tubing placed directly at the root zone. Because drip irrigation requires less water and reduces salinization, it is used in many arid agricultural regions.

Fertilization

Adjusting Soil pH
Soil pH is another important factor influencing mineral availability because it affects cation exchange and the chemical
form of minerals. Depending on the soil pH, a particular mineral may be bound too tightly to clay particles or may be in a
chemical form that the plant cannot absorb. Most plants prefer slightly acidic soil because the high H+ concentrations can
displace positively charged minerals from soil particles, making them more available for absorption. Adjusting soil pH for
optimal crop growth is tricky because a change in H+ concentration may make one mineral more available but another
mineral less available. At pH 8, for instance, plants can absorb
calcium, but iron is almost completely unavailable. The soil pH
should be matched to a crop's mineral needs. If the soil is too
alkaline, adding sulfate will lower tl\e pH. Soil that is too acidic
can be adjusted by adding lime (calcium carbonate or calcium
hydroxide).
When the soil pH dips to 5 or lower, toxic aluminum ions
(AI3+) become more soluble and are absorbed by roots, stunting
root growth and preventing the uptake of calcium, a needed
plant nutrient Some plants can cope with high AI3+ levels by secreting organic anions that bind the Ar3+ and render it harmless.
However, low soil pH and A]3+ toxicity continue to pose serious
problems, especially in tropical regions, where growing populations and food production pressures are often most acute.

In natural ecosystems, mineral nutrients are usually recycled
by the decomposition of dead organic material and by the excretion of animal wastes. Agriculture, however, is unnatura1.
The lettuce in your salad, for example, contains minerals extracted from a farmer's field. As you excrete wastes, these
minerals are now deposited far from their original source.
Over many harvests, the farmer's field will become depleted of
nutrients if they are not restored. Nutrient depletion is a major
cause of global soil degradation. Farmers must reverse nutrient
Controlling Erosion
depletion by fertilization, the addition of mineral nutrients to
As happened most dramatically in the Dust Bowl, water and
the soil.
wind erosion can remove considerable amounts of topsoil.
Today, most farmers in industrialized nations use fertilizers
Erosion is a major cause of soil degradation because soil nucontaining minerals that are either mined or prepared by energytrients are carried far away by wind and streams. To limit erointensive processes. These fertilizers are usually enriched in
sion, farmers can take precautions such as planting rows of
nitrogen (N), phosphorus (Pl, and potassium (K)-the nutrients
trees as windbreaks, terracing hillside crops, and cultivating
most commonly deficient in depleted soils. You may have seen
fertillzers labeled with a three-number code, called the N-P-K
in a contour pattern (figure 37.5). Crops such as alfalfa and
wheat provide good ground cover and protect the soil better
ratio. Afertilizer marked uI5-10-57 for instance, is 15% N (as ammonium or nitrate), 10% P (as phosphoric acid), and
5% K(as the mineral potash).
Manure, fishmeal, and compost are called "organic
fertilizers be<ause they are of biological origin and contain decomposing organic material. Before plants can
use organic material, however, it must be decomposed
into the inorganic nutrients that roots can absorb.
\\lhether from organic fertilizer or a chemical factory,
the minerals a plant extracts are in the same form.
However, organic fertilizers release them gradually,
whereas minerals in commercial fertilizers are immediately available but may not be retained by the soil for
long. Minerals not absorbed by roots are often leached
from the soil by rainwater or irrigation. To make matters worse, mineral runoff into lakes may lead to explo... Figure 37.5 Contour tillage. These crops in Wisconsin are planted in rows
sions in algal populations that can deplete oxygen
that go around. rather than up and down, the hills. COr"ltour tillage helps slow
water runoff and topsoil erosiOr"l after heavy rains,
levels and de<imate fish populations.
U
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than maize and other crops that are usually planted in more
widely spaced rows.
Erosion can also be reduced by a plowing technique called
no-till agriculture. In traditional plowing, the entire field is
tilled, or turned over. Although this practice helps control
weeds, it also disrupts the meshwork of roots that holds the
soil in place, leading to increased surface runoff and erosion.
In no-till agriculture, a specialized plow creates narrow furrows for seeds and fertilizer. In this way, the field can be seeded
with minimal disturbance of the soil, while also requiring less
fertilizer.

CONCEPT

CHECK

37.1

I. Explain how the phrase "too much of a good thing"
can apply to watering and fertilizing plants.
2. Some lawn mowers collett clippings for easy disposal
and to prevent clumps from inhibiting photosynthesis. What is a possible drawback of this practice with
respect to plant nutrition?
3. _',ImUIA How would adding clay to loamy soil affect the soil's capacity to exchange cations and retain
water? Explain.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Preventing Soil Compaction
Large heavy farm equipment causes a problem called soil compaction: Soil particles are pressed together, reducing pore
space between them. Heavily compacted soils contain few large
pores and have reduced rates ofwater absorption and drainage
because the small pores that remain are less effective in moving water through the soil. Compaction also slows down gas exchange between roots and the soil. In addition, compaction
reduces root growth by making it harder for them to penetrate
the soil, thereby decreasing absorption of water and nutrients.
The best cure for soil compaction is to avoid it by not farming
soil that is too wet and by redesigning agricultural equipment
with more and broader tires to redistribute the weight.

Phytoremediation
Some land areas are unfit for cultivation because toxic
heavy metals or organic pollutants have contaminated the
soil or groundwater. Traditionally, soil remediation, the
detoxification of contaminated soils, has focused on
nonbiological technologies, such as removing and storing
contaminated soil in landfills, but these techniques are very
costly and often disrupt the landscape. Phytoremediation
is a nondestructive biotechnology that harnesses some
plants' ability to extract soil pollutants and concentrate
them in portions of the plant that can be easily removed
for safe disposal. For example, alpine pennycress (Thlaspi
caerulescens) can accumulate zinc in its shoots at concentrations 300 times higher than most plants can tolerate.
The shoots can then be harvested and the contaminating
zinc removed. Such plants show promise for cleaning up
areas contaminated by smelters, mining operations, or
nuclear testing. Phytoremediation is one form of the more
general technology of bioremediation, which also includes the use ofprokaryotes and protists to detoxify polluted sites (see Chapters 27 and 56).
In this section, we have discussed the importance of soil
conservation for sustainable agriculture. Mineral nutrients are
major factors contributing to soil fertility, but which minerals
are most important, and why do plants need them? These are
the topics of the next section.

Watch a large plant grow from a tiny seed, and you cannot
help wondering where all the plant mass comes from. Aristotle hypothesized that plants "ate" soil because they were
seen to arise from the ground. In the 1640s, the Belgian physiologist Jan Baptista van Helmont tested the hypothesis that
plants grow by consuming soil. He planted a small willow in
a pot that contained 90.9 kg of soil. After five years, the plant
weighed 76.8 kg, but only 0.06 kg of soil had disappeared
from the pot. He concluded that the willow had grown
mainly from the water he had added. A century later, the
English physiologist Stephen Hales. armed with knowledge
from recent advances in physics and chemistry that air is a
substance with mass, postulated that plants are nourished
mostly by air.
There is some truth to all three hypotheses because soil,
water, and air all contribute to plant growth. The water content of a plant can be measured by comparing the mass of
plant material before and after it is dried. Typically, 80-90% of
a plant's fresh mass is water. We can also analyze the chemical
composition of the dry residue. Organic substances generally
account for about 96% ofthe dry mass. Thus, the inorganic nutrients from the soil, although essential for plant survival, contribute very little to the plant's total mass. The majority of a
plant's dry mass is derived neither from water nor from soil
minerals but from the CO 2 that is assimilated from the air during photosynthesis. Water also supplies most of the hydrogen
atoms and some of the oxygen atoms incorporated into organic compounds by photosynthesis (see Figure 10.4). Most of
the organic material of plants is carbohydrate, including the
cellulose of cell walls. Thus, the components of carbohydrates-carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen-are the most abundant elements in a dried plant. Be<:ause many macromolecules
contain nitrogen, sulfur, or phosphorus, these elements are
also relatively abundant in plants.
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Macronutrients and Micronutrients
The inorganic substances in plants contain more than 50 chemical elements. In studying the chemical composition of plants,
we must distinguish elements that are essential from those that
are merely present in the plant. Achemical element is considered
an essential clement only ifit is required for a plant to complete
its life cycle and produce another generation.
To determine which chemical elements are essential, reo
searchers use hydroponic culture, in which plants are grown
in mineral solutions instead ofsoil (Figure 37.6). Such studies
have helped identify 17 essential elements needed by all plants
(Table 37.1). Hydroponic culture is also used on a small scale
to grow some greenhouse crops.
Nine of the essential elements are called macronutrients
because plants require them in relatively large amounts. Six of
these are the major components of organic compounds forming a plant's structure: carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,
phosphorus, and sulfur. The other three macronutrients are
potassium, calcium, and magnesium. Of all the mineral nutrients, nitrogen contributes the most to plant growth and crop
yields. Plants require nitrogen as a component of proteins, nu·
cleic acids, chlorophyll, and other important organic molecules.
The remaining eight essential elements are known as
micronutrients because plants need them in tiny quantities. They are chlorine, iron, manganese, boron, zinc, copper, nickel, and molybdenum. In some cases, sodium may be
a ninth essential micronutrient: Plants that use the C4 and
CAM pathways of photosynthesis (see Chapter 10) require
sodium ions to regenerate phosphophenolpyruvate, which
is the CO 2 acceptor in these two types of carbon fixation.
Micronutrients function in plants mainly as cofactors, nonprotein helpers in enzymatic reactions (see Chapter 8). Iron, for
example, is a metallic component of cytochromes, the proteins
in the electron transport chains of chloroplasts and mitochon·
dria. It is because micronutrients generally play catalytic roles
that plants need only tiny quantities. The requirement for
molybdenum, for instance, is so modest that there is only one
atom of this rare element for every 60 million atoms of hydrogen in dried plant material. Yet a deficiency of molybdenum or
any other micronutrient can weaken or kill a plant.

Symptoms of Mineral Deficiency
The symptoms of a deficiency depend partly on the mineral's
function as a nutrient. For example, a deficiency of magnesium,
a component of chlorophyll, causes chlorosis, yellowing of the
leaves. In some cases, the relationship between a mineral deficiency and its symptoms is less direct. For instance, iron deficiency can cause chlorosis even though chlorophyll contains
no iron, because iron ions are required as a cofactor in one of
the enzymatic steps of chlorophyll synthesis.
Mineral deficiency symptoms depend not only on the role of
the nutrient but also on its mobility within the plant. Ifa nutrient
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Hydroponic Culture
APPLICATION In hydropOniC culture. plants are grown in minerai solutions without soil. One use of hydroponic culture is to
identify essential elements in plants.

Plant roots are bathed in aerated solutions of
known mineral composition, Aerating the water provides the
roots with orygen for cellular respiration, (Note: The flasks would
normally be opaque to prevent algal growth.) A mineral, such as
potassium, can be omitted to test whether it is ~sential.

TECHNIQUE

Control: Solution
containing all minerals

Experimental: Solution
without potassium

If the omitted mineral is essential, mineral deficiency symptoms occur, such as stunted growth and discolored
leaves, By definition, the plant would not be able to complete its
life cycle. Deficiencies of different elements may have different
symptoms, which can aid in diagnosing mineral deficiencies in soil.
RESULTS

moves about freely, symptoms appear first in older organs because young, growing tissues have more ~drawing power" for nutrients that are in short supply. For example, magnesium is
relatively mobile and is shunted preferentially to young leaves.
Therefore, a plant deficient in magnesium first shows signs of
chlorosis in its older leaves. The mechanism for preferential routing is the source-to-sink translocation in phloem, as minerals
move along with sugars to the growing tissues (see Figure 36.20).
In contrast, adeficiency ofa mineral that is relatively immobileaffects young parts of the plant first. Older tissues may have adequate amounts that they retain during periods ofshort supply. For
example, iron does not move freely within a plant, and an iron deficiency causes yellowing of young leaves before any effect on
older leaves is visible. The mineral requirements of a plant may
also change with the time of the year and the age of the plant.
Young seedlings, for example, rarely show mineral deficiency
symptoms because their mineral requirements are met largely by
minerals released from stored reserves in the seed itsel(

'_'.37.1 Essential Elements in Plants
Element

Form Available
to Plants

% Mass in
Dry Tissue

Major Functions

Macronutrients
45%

Major component ofplant's organic compounds

Oryg"

Co,
Co,

45%

Major component ofplant's organic compounds

Hydrogen

H,O

6%

Major component ofplant's organic compounds

Nitrogen

N03-,NH 4 +

1.5%

Component ofnucleic acids, proteins, hormones, chlorophyll, coenzymes

Potassium

K'

1.0%

Cofactor that functions in protein synthesis; major solute functioning in water
balance; operation ofstomata

CakiW11

ci-

0.5%

Important in formation and stability ofcell walls and in maintenance of membrane structure and permeability; activates some enzymes; regulates many
responses ofcells to stimuli

Magnesium

MgH

0.2%

Component of chloroph}~l; activates many enzymes

Phosphorus

H2P04 ,HPO/

0.2%

Component of nucleic acids, phospholipids, ATr. several coenzymes

SO,'

0.1%

Component ofproteins, coenzymes

0.01%

Required for water-splitting step of photosynthesis; functions in water balance

0.01%

Component ofcytochromes; activates some enzymes

Mn2+

0.005%

Active in formation of amino acids; actiV'dtes some ellzyn1es; required for
water-splitting step ofphotosynthesis

Boron

H2B0:J

0.002%

Cofactor in chlorophyll synthesis; may be involved in carbohydmte transport
and nucleic acid synthesis; role in cell wall function

Zinc

ZnH

0.002%

Active in formation ofchlorophyll; activates some enzymes

Carbon

Sulfur

Micronutrients

a-

Chlorine
Iron
Manganese

Copper
Nickel
Molybdenum

3

H

Fe +, Fe

Cu+, Cu

H

0.001%

Component of many redox and lignin-biosynthetic enzymes

NiH

0.001%

Cofactor for an enzyme functioning in nitrogen metabolism

MoO/-

0.0001%

Essential for mutualistic relationship with nitrogen-fixing bacteria;
cofactor in nitrate reduction

Deficiencies of phosphorus, potassium, and especially nitrogen are most common. Micronutrient shortages are less
common and tend to occur in certain geographic regions because of differences in soil composition. The symptoms of a
mineral deficiency may vary between species but are often distinctive enough for a plant physiologist or farmer to diagnose
the cause (Figure 37.7). One way to confirm a diagnosis is to
analyze the mineral content ofthe plant or soil. The amountof
a micronutrient needed to correct a deficiency is usually quite
small. For example, a zinc deficiency in fruit trees can usually
be cured by hammering a few zinc nails into each tree trunk .
.. Figure 37.7 The most common mineral deficiencies, as seen
in maize leaves. Mineral deficiency symptoms may vary in different

species. In maize, phosphate-deficient plants have reddish purple margins.
particularly in young leaves, Potassium-deficient maize plants eKhibit
"firing," or drying, along tips and margins of older leaves, Nitrogen
deficiency is evident in a yellowing that starts at the tip and moves along
the center (midrib) of older leaves.

Nitrogen-deficient
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Moderation is important because overdoses of many nutrients can be detrimental or toxic to plants. Too much nitrogen,
for example, can lead to excessive vine growth in tomato
plants at the expense of good fruit production.

Improving Plant Nutrition by Genetic
Modification: Some Examples
In exploring plant nutrition so far, we have discussed how
farmers use irrigation, fertilization, and other means to tailor
the soil to fit the needs of a crop. An opposite approach involves tailoring the plant by genetic engineering to better fit
the soil. Here we highlight a few examples of how genetic engineering is improving plant nutrition and fertilizer usage.

No phosphorus
defiCiency

Beginning
phosphorus
deficiency

Well-developed
phosphorus
deficiency
H

... Figure 37.8 Deficiency warnings from "smart plants.
Some plants have been genetically modified to signal an impending
nutrient deficiency before irreparable damage occurs, For example,
after laboratory treatments, the research plant Arabidopsis develops a
blue color in response to an imminent phosphate deficiency.

Resistance to Aluminum Toxicity
As previously discussed, aluminum in acidic soils damages roots
and greatly reduces crop yields. The major mechanism of aluminum resistance is the secretion oforganic acids (such as malic
acid and citric acid) by roots. These acids bind to free aluminum
ions and lower aluminum levels in the soil. Luis HerreraEstrella and colleagues, at the Research and Advanced Studies
Center in Mexico, altered tobacco and papaya plants by introducing a citrate synthase gene from a bacterium into the plants'
genomes. The resulting overproduction ofcitric acid increased
aluminum resistance in these two crops.

Flood Tolerance
Waterlogged soil not only deprives roots of oxygen but also
can injure plants as ethanol and other toxic products of alcoholic fermentation by soil microbes accumulate. In Asian
countries, flooding during the monsoon season often destroys
rice crops. Although most varieties of rice die after being submerged for a week, some types can survive weeks of flooding.
A gene called Submergence IA-I (SubIA-I) is the main source
of submergence tolerance in flood-resistant rice. SublA-l
proteins regulate the expression of genes that are normally activated under anaerobic conditions, such as those that code for
alcohol dehydrogenase, an enzyme that breaks down ethanol.
The heightened expression of SublA-l in flooding-intolerant
varieties of rice increased the alcohol dehydrogenase levels of
the plants and conferred tolerance to submergence.

Agricultural researchers are developing ways to maintain
crop yields while reducing fertilizer use. One approach is to
genetically engineer Usmart~ plants that signal when a nutrient deficiency is imminent-but before damage has occurred.
One type of smart plant takes advantage of a promoter (a
DNA sequence that indicates where the transcription of a
gene starts) that more readily binds RNA polymerase (the
transcription enzyme) when the phosphorus content of the
plant's tissues begins to decline. This promoter is linked to a
UNIT SIX
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CHECK

37.2

1. Explain how Table 37.1 supports Stephen Hales's
hypothesis.
2. Are some essential elements more important than
others? Explain.
The element silicon (Si) is absorbed by
3.
plants and increases the quality and yield of agricultural crops. Would this be sufficient evidence to consider it an essential plant nutrient?

_@U'I.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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"reporter" gene that leads to production of a light blue pigment in the leaf celts (Figure 37.8). When leaves of these
smart plants develop a blue tinge, the farmer knows it is time
to add phosphate-containing fertilizer.
So far, you have learned that soil, to support vigorous plant
growth, must have an adequate supply ofmineral nutrients, sufficient aeration, good water-holding capacity, low salinity, and a
pH near neutrality. It must also be free of toxic concentrations
of minerals and other chemicals. These physical and chemical
features of soil, however, are just half the story. To understand
soil fully, we must also consider its living components.

Plant Form and Function

To this point, we have portrayed plants as exploiters of soil resources. But plants and soil have a two-way relationship. Dead
plants provide much of the energy needed by soil-dwelling
microorganisms, while secretions from living roots support a
wide variety of microbes in the near-root environment. Here
we'll focus on some mutualistic, or mutually beneficial, relationships between plants and soil bacteria or fungi. Then we'll
look at some unusual plants that form nonmutualistic relationships with other plants or, in a few cases, with animals.

Soil Bacteria and Plant Nutrition

Bacteria in the Nitrogen Cycle

Some beneficial bacteria are found predominantly in the
rhizosphere, the soil layer that is bound to the plant's roots.

Plants also have murualistic relationships with several groups of
bacteria that help make nitrogen more available. From a global
perspective, no mineral nutrient is more limiting to plant
growth than nitrogen, which is required in large amounts as a
component of proteins and nucleic acids. The nitrogen cycle,
discussed in Chapter 55, describes transformations of nitrogen
and nitrogenous compounds in nature. Here we focus on
processes leading directly to nitrogen assimilation by plants.
Unlike other soil minerals, ammonium ions (N}-4 +) and
nitrate ions (N0 3-) are not derived from the weathering of
rocks. Although lightning produces small amounts of N0 3that get carried to the soil in rain, most soil nitrogen comes from
the activity of bacteria (Figure 37.9). Ammollifying bacteria,
which are usually decomposers living in humus-rich soil,
release ammonia (NH 3) by breaking down proteins and other
organic compounds in humus. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria convert
gaseous nitrogen (N2 ) into NH.1o in a process well discuss
shortly. In either case, the NH 3 produced picks up another H+
in the soil solution to form ~ +, which plants can absorb.
However, plants acquire nitrogen mainly in the form of N0 3 -.
Soil N0 3 - is largely formed by a two-step process called
nitrification, which consists of the oxidation of NH 3 to nitrite
(N02 -), followed by oxidation of nitrite to nitrate (N03-). Different types of nitrifying bacteria mediate each step. After the
roots absorb N0 3 -, a plant enzyme reduces it back to ~ +,
which other enzymes incorporate into amino acids and other organic compounds. Most plant species export nitrogen from
roots to shoots via the xylem as N03 - or organic compounds
synthesized in the roots. Some soil nitrogen is lost, particularly
in anaerobic soils, when denitrifying bacteria convert N0 3- to
Nz, which diffuses into the atmosphere.

Others are decomposers, deriving nutrition from decaying
organic material (humus) in the topsoil. Yet another class of
important nitrogen-providing bacteria grow inside roots.

Rhizobacteria
Rhizobactcria are soil bacteria with especially large popula-

tions in the rhizosphere. Different soils vary greatly in the types
and number of rhizobacteria they harbor. Microbial activity
within a plant's rhizosphere is 10 to 100 times higher than in
unbound soil because the roots secrete nutrients such as sugars, amino acids, and organic acids. Up to 20% of a plant's photosynthetic production fuels the organisms in this miniature
ecosystem. As a result of diverse plant-microbe interactions,
the composition of this microbial population often differs
greatly from the surrounding soil and the rhizospheres ofother
plant species. Each rhizosphere contains a unique and complex
cocktail of root secretions and microbial products.
Some rhizobacteria, known as plant·growth·promoting
rhizobacteria, enhance plant growth by a variety of mechanisms. Some produce chemicals that stimulate plant growth.
Others produce antibiotics that protect roots from disease. Still
others absorb toxic metals or make nutrients more available to
roots. Inoculation of seeds with plant-growth-promoting
rhizobacteria can increase crop yield and reduce the need for
fertilizers and pesticides. How do the bacteria benefit by interacting with plants? Root secretions supply most of the energy
in the rhizosphere, so bacterial adaptations that help a plant
thrive and secrete nutrients also help the bacteria.
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.. Figure 37.9 The roles of soil bacteria
in the nitrogen nutrition of plants.
Ammonium is made available to plants by two
types of soil bacteria: those that fix atmospheric

Nl (nitrogen·fixing bacteria) and those that

decompose organic material (ammonifying
bacteria). Although plants absorb some
ammonium from the soil, they absorb mainly

nitrate, which IS produced from ammonium by
nitrifying bacteria. Plants reduce nitrate back to
ammonium before incorporating the nitrogen
into organic compounds.
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Nitrogen.Fixing Bacteria: A Closer look
Although Earth's atmosphere is 79% nitrogen, plants cannot
use free gaseous nitrogen (N z) because there is a triple bond
between the two nitrogen atoms, making the molecule almost
inert. For atmospheric N 2 to be of use to plants, it must be reduced to NH 3 by a process called nitrogen fixation. All Nr
fixing organisms are prokaryotes, and some that carry out this
process are free living (see Figure 37.9). In the particular case
ofN z fixation by the bacterium Rhizobium, the bacteria form
an intimate association with the roots of legume plants (such
as peas, soybeans, alfalfa, and clover) and markedly alter root
structure. Although Rhizobium bacteria can be free living in
the soil, they cannot fix N z in their free state, nor can legume
roots fix N 2 without the bacteria.
The conversion of N 2 to NH 3 is a complicated, multistep
process, but the reactants and products in nitrogen fixation
can be summarized as follows:

The enzyme complex nitrogenase catalyzes the entire reaction
sequence, which reduces N z to NH 3 by adding electrons and
H+. Because the process of nitrogen fixation requires eight
ATP molecules for each NH 3 synthesized, nitrogen-fixing
bacteria require a rich supply of carbohydrates from decaying
material, root seaetions, or (in the case of Rhizobium) the vas~
cular tissue of roots.
The specialized mutualism between Rhizobium bacteria
and legume roots involves dramatic changes in root structure.
Alonga legume's roots are swellings called nodules composed

of plant cells that have been ~infected" by Rhizobium (~root living") bacteria (figure 37.10a). Inside the nodule, Rhizobium
bacteria assume a form called bacteroids, which are contained within vesicles formed in the root cell (figure 37.10b).
Legume-Rhizobium relationships generate more usable nitro~
gen for plants than all industrial fertilizers used today, and the
mutualism provides the right amount of nitrogen at the right
time at virtually no cost to the farmer. In addition to supplying
the legume with nitrogen, this nitrogen fixation significantly
reduces spending on fertilizers for subsequent crops.
The location of the bacteroids inside living, nonphotosynthetic cells is conducive to nitrogen fixation, which requires
an anaerobic environment. Lignified external layers of root
nodules also limit gas exchange. Some root nodules appear
reddish because of a molecule called leghemoglobin (leg- for
"legume"), an iron-containing protein that binds reversibly to
oxygen (it is similar to the hemoglobin in human red blood
cells). This protein is an oxygen "buffer," reducing the concen·
tration offree oxygen and thereby providing an anaerobic en·
vironment for nitrogen fixation while regulating the oxygen
supply for the intense cellular respiration required to produce
ATP for nitrogen fixation.
Each legume species is associated with a particular
strain of Rhizobium. figure 37.11 describes how a root nodule develops after bacteria enter through an ~infection thread7
The symbiotic relationship between a legume and nitrogenfiXing bacteria is mutualistic in that the bacteria supply the host
plant with fixed nitrogen while the plant provides the bacteria
with carbohydrates and other organic compounds. The root
nodules use most of the ammonium produced to make amino

... figure 37.10 Root nodules on
legumes. The coordinated activities of the

Bacteroids
within
vesicle

Nodules

Roots

(a) Pea plant root. The bumps on
this pea plant root are nodules
containing Rhizobium bacteria.
The bacteria fix nitrogen and
obtain photosynthetic products
supplied by the plant.
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(b) Bacteroids in a soybean root
nodule. In this TEM, a cell from
a root nodule of soybean is filled
with bacteroids in vesicles. The
cells on the left are uninfected.

legume and the Rhizobium bactena depend on
a chemICal dialogue between the mutuallstic
partners.
n How is the relationship between legume
. . plants and Rhizobium bacteria mutualistic?

o Roots emit chemical signals that

Rhizobium
attract Rhizobium bacteria. The Infection
bacteria Dividing cells
bacteria then emit signals that thread
in root cortex
stimulate root hairs to elongate ~:::::::"'--f(,
and to form an infection thread
by an invagination of the
plasma membrane.

f) The bacteria penetrate the cortex
within the infection thread. Cells of
the cortex and pericycle begin
dividing, and vesicles containing the
bacteria bud into cortical cells from
the branching infection thread. This
process results in the formation
of bacteroids.

1m~~~~j~~~:--Dividing
~

perlcycle

cells in

eGrowth continues in
the affected regions of
the cortex and pericycle.
and these two masses
of dividing cells fuse,
forming the nodule.
OThe nodule develops vascular
tissue that supplies nutrients to
the nodule and carries nitrogenous
compounds into the vascular
cylinder for distribution
throughout the plant.

... Figure 37.11 Development of a soybean root nodule.

II What plant tissue systems are modified by nodulation?

acids, which are then transported up to the shoot through
the xylem.
How does a legume species recognize a certain strain of
Rhizobium among the many bacterial strains in the soil? And
how does an encounter with that specific Rhizobium strain
lead to development of a nodule? These t\'.'O questions have
led researchers to uncover a chemical dialogue between the
bacteria and the root. Each partner responds to chemical signals from the other by expressing certain genes whose products contribute to nodule formation. By understanding the
molecular biology underlying the formation of root nodules,
researchers hope to learn how to induce Rhizobium uptake
and nodule formation in crop plants that do not normally
form such nitrogen-fixing mutualistic relationships.

legume encounters its specific Rhizobium strain, the seeds are
soaked in a culture of the bacteria or dusted with bacterial
spores before sowing. Instead of being harvested, the legume
crop is often plowed under so that it will decompose as "green
manure," reducing the need for manufactured fertilizers.
Many plant families besides legumes include species that
benefit from mutualistic nitrogen fixation. For example, alder
trees and certain tropical grasses host gram-positive bacteria
of the actinomycete group (see Figure 27.18). Rice, a crop of
great commercial importance, benefits indirectly from mutualistic nitrogen fixation. Rice farmers culture a free-floating
aquatic fern, Azolla, which has mutualistic cyanobacteria that
fix nitrogen. The growing rice eventually shades and kills the
Azolla, and decomposition ofthis nitrogen-rich organic material increases the paddy's fertility.

Nitrogen Fixation and Agriculture
The agricultural benefits of mutualistic nitrogen fixation underlie most types of crop rotation. In this practice, a nonlegume such as maize is planted one year, and the following
year alfalfa or some other legume is planted to restore the concentration of fixed nitrogen in the soil. To ensure that the

Fungi and Planl Nulrition
Certain species of soil fungi also form mutualistic relationships with roots and playa major role in plant nutrition.
Mycorrhizac ("fungus roots") are mutualistic associations
of roots and fungi (see Figures 31.15 and 36.5). The host
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plant provides the fungus with a steady supply of sugar.
Meanwhile, the fungus increases the surface area for water
uptake and also supplies the plant with phosphate and other
minerals absorbed from the soil. The fungi of mycorrhizae
also secrete growth factors that stimulate roots to grow and
branch, as well as antibiotics that help protect the plant from
pathogens in the soil.
Mycorrhizae are not oddities; they are formed by most
plant species. In fact, this plant-fungus mutualism might have
been one of the evolutionary adaptations that helped plants
initially colonize land (see Chapter 29). Indeed, fossilized
roots from some of the earliest plants include mycorrhizae. In
early terrestrial ecosystems, the soil was probably poor in nutrients. The fungi of mycorrhizae, which are more efficient at
absorbing minerals than the roots themselves, would have
helped nourish the pioneering plants.

The Two Main Types of Mycorrhizae
The major mutualistic symbioses of fungi and plants consist
of m'o types: ectomycorrhizae and arbuscular mycorrhizae
(sometimes called endomycorrhizae). In ectomycorrhizae,
the mycelium (mass of branching hyphae; see Chapter 31)
forms a dense sheath, or mantle, over the surface of the root
(Figure 37.12a). Fungal hyphae extend from the mantle into
the soil, greatly increasing the surface area for water and min-

(a) Ectomycorrhizae. The mantle of
the fungal mycelium ensheathes
the root. Fungal hyphae extend
from the mantle into the soil,
absorbing water and minerals,
especially phosphate. Hyphae
also extend into the extracellular
spaces of the root cortex,
providing extensi~e surface area
for nutrient exchange between
the fungus and its host plant

(b) Arbuscular mycorrhizae
(endomycorrhizae). No mantle
forms around the root. but
microscopic fungal hyphae extend
into the root. Within the root
cortex, the fungus makes
extensive contact with the plant
through branching of hyphae that
form arbuscules, pro~iding an
enormous surface area for
nutrient swapping. The hyphae
penetrate the cell walls. but not
the plasma membranes, of cells
within the cortex,

... Figure 37.12 Mycorrhizae.
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eral absorption. Hyphae also grow into the root cortex. These
hyphae do not penetrate the root cells but form a network in
the apoplast, or extracellular space, that facilitates nutrient exchange bem'een the fungus and the plant. Compared with "uninfected" roots, ectomycorrhizae are generally thicker, shorter,
and more branched. They typically do not form root hairs,
which would be superfluous given the extensive surface area of
the fungal mycelium. About 10% of plant families have species
that form ectomycorrhizae, and the vast majority of these
species are woody, including members of the pine, spruce, oak,
walnut, birch, willow, and eucalyptus families.
In contrast, arbuscular mycorrhizae do not have a dense
mantle ensheathing the root (Figure 37.12b). Mycorrhizal associations start when microscopic soil hyphae respond to the presence of a root by growing toward it, establishing contact, and
growing along its surface. Hyphae penetrate between epidermal
cells and then enter the root cortex. These hyphae digest small
patches of the cortical cell walls, but they do not actually pierce
the plasma membrane and enter the cytoplasm. Instead, a hypha
grows into a tube formed by invagination ofthe rootceU's membrane. The process is analogous to poking a finger gently into a
balloon without popping it; your finger is like the fungal hypha,
and the balloon skin is like the root cell's membrane. After the
fungal hyphae have penetrated in this way, some branch densely,
forming structures called arbuscules ("little trees"), which are
important sites of nutrient transfer between the fungus and the

~
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plant. Within the hyphae themselves, oval vesicles may form,
possibly serving as food storage sites for the fungus. To the unaided eye, arbuscular mycorrhizae look like "normal" roots with
root hairs, buta microscope reveals a mutualistic relationship of
enormous importance to plant nutrition. Arbuscular mycorrhizae are much more common than ectomycorrhizae and are
found in over 85% of plant species, including crop plants such as
maize, wheat, and legumes.

Agricultural and fcologicallmportance
of Mycorrhizae
Roots can form mycorrhizal symbioses only if exposed to the
appropriate species of fungus. In most ecosystems, these
fungi are present in the soil, and seedlings develop mycorrhizae. But if seeds are collected in one environment and
planted in foreign soil, the plants may show signs of malnutrition (particularly phosphorus deficiency) resulting from the
absence of mycorrhizal partners. Treating seeds with spores
of mycorrhizal fungi can sometimes help seedlings to form
mycorrhizae and improve crop yield.
Mycorrhizal associations are also important in understanding ecological relationships. Invasive exotic plants sometimes colonize areas by disrupting interactions bern'een native
organisms. For example, garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata),
introduced into New England from Europe during the lBOOs,
has invaded woodlands throughout the eastern and middle
United States, suppressing tree seedlings and other native
plants. Kristina Stinson, of Harvard University, and colleagues
have produced compelling evidence that its invasive properties may be related to an ability to slow the growth of other
plant species by preventing the growth of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (figure 37.13).

Epiphytes, Parasitic Plants,
and Carnivorous Plants
Almost all plant species have mutualistic symbiotic relationships with soil fungi or bacteria or both. Though rarer, there
are also plant spe<ies with nutritional adaptations that use
other organisms in nonmutualistic ways. figure 37.14, on the
next page, provides an overview of three unusual adaptations:
epiphytes, parasitic plants, and carnivorous plants.
CONCEPT

CHECK

37.3

I. Why is the study of the rhizosphere critical to understanding plant nutrition?
2. How do soil bacteria and mycorrhizal' contribute to
plant nutrition?
3. _','!:tnl. A peanut farmer finds that the older
leaves of his plant are turning yellow fonowing a long
period of wet weather. Suggest a reason why.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

..

Fl~37.13

In ui

Does the invasive weed garlic mustard disrupt
mutualistic associations between native tree
seedlings and arbus(ular mycorrhizal fungi?
EXPERIMENT

Kristina Stinson, of
Harvard University, and colleagues investi·
gated the effect of invasive garlK: mustard
on the growth of native tree seedlings and
associated mycotThizal fungi. In one experiment, they grew seedlings of three North
American trees---sugar maple. red maple.
and white ash-in four different solis, Two
of the soil samples were collected from a
location where garlK: mustard was growing,
and one of these samples was sterilized, The
other two soil samples were collected from a
location devoid of garlK: mustard, and one
was then sterilized. After four months of growth, the researchers harvested the shoots and roots and determined the dried biomass. The
roots were also analyzed for percent colonization by amuscular mycorrhizal fungi.

RESULTS
Native tree seedlings grew more slowly and
were less able to form mycorrhizal associations when grown either in sterilized soil Of in unsterilized soil collected from a location that had been invaded by garlic mustard.
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CONCLUSION The data support the hypotheSIS that garlIC
mustard suppresses growth of native trees by affecting the soil in
a way that disrupts mutualistic associations between the trees
and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi,
SOURCE

K A, Stinson et aI., Invasive plant lupPfes>e<; the growth
ot natIVe tree ~dhngs by d,srupMg belowground mutual,sms. floS BIOi
(Public Ubfdfyol Science: BioIogy)4lS): e140 (2006)

Inquiry ActiOl1
Read and analyze the original paper in
Inquiry in Action' Interpreting Scientific Papers

_'WU".
What effect would applying inorganic phosphate to
soil invaded by garlic mustard have on the plant's ability to outcompete native species?
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• Figure 37.14

••

• Unusual Nutritional Adaptations in Plants

An epiphyte (from the Greek epi, upon, and
phyton, plant) nourishes itself but grows on
another plant, usually anchored to branches or
trunks of living trees. Epiphytes absorb water
and minerals from rain, mostly through leaves
rather than roots. Some examples are staghorn
ferns, bromeliads, and many orchids.

Staghorn fern, an epiphyte. This tropical
fern (genus Platycerium) grows on large rocks,
cliffs, and trees. It has two types of fronds:
branched fronds resembling antlers and
circular fronds that form a collar around the
base of the fern

Parasitic Plants
Unlike epiphytes, parasitic plants absorb sugars and minerals from
their living hosts, although some parasitic species are photosynthetic.

Many species have roots that function as haustoria, nutrient·
absorbing projections that enter the host plant.

Host's phloem
Haustoria

Mistletoe, a photosynthetic parasite. Tacked
above doorways during the holiday season,
mistletoe (genus Phoradendron) lives in nature
as a parasite on oaks and other trees.

Dodder, a nonphotosynthetit parasite.
Dodder (genus Cuscuta), the orange "strings"
on this pickleweed, draws its nutrients from
the host. The cross section shows haustoria
tapping the hosl's phloem (LM).

Indian pipe, a nonphotosynthetic parasite.
Also called the ghost flower, this species
(Monotropa uniflora) absorbs nutrients from the
fungal hyphae of mycorrhizal" of green plants.

Carnivorous Plants
Carnivorous plants are photosynthetic but obtain some nitrogen and
minerals by killing and digesting insects and other small animals.

Venus flytrap. Triggered by electrical
impulses from sensory hairs, two leaf lobes
close in half a second, Despite its common
name, Dionaea muscipula usually catches
ants and grasshoppers,
798
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Carnivorous plants live in acid bogs and other habitats where soils
are poor in nitrogen and other minerals. Various insect traps consist
of modified leaves, usually equipped with glands that secrete
digestive enzymes. Fortunately for animals, such turnabouts are rJre!

Pitcher plants, Nepenthes, 5arracenia, and
other genera have water·filled funnels. The
insects drown and are digested by enzymes,

Sundew>. Sundews (genus Drosera) exude
a sticky fluid that glitters like dew. Insects get
stuck to the leaf hairs, which enfold the prey.

~l 1.E:3DI4~j~'·!•• Go to the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comforBioFlix
....,I
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Plants satisfy most of their huge needs for nitrogen from
the bacterial decomposition of humus and the fixation of
gaseous nitrogen.

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
_i,ilii"_

37.1

Soil is a living, finite resource (pp. 785-789)
... Soil Texture Particles of various sizes derived from the

breakdown of rock are found in soil. Soil particle size affects
the availability of water, oxygen, and minerals in the soil.
... Topsoil Composition A soil's composition refers to its inor-

ganic and organic components. Topsoil is a complex ecosystem teeming with bacteria, fungi, protists, animals, and the
roots of plants.

... Soil Conservation and Sustainable Agriculture Some
agricultural practices can deplete the mineral content of soil,
tax water reserves, and promote erosion. The goal of soil
conservation is to minimize this damage.

-51401"-

Acthity How Plants Obtain Mineral~ from Soil
ln~estjgatlon How Does Acid Pre<:ipitation Affect Mineral Deficiency?
Graphlt! Global Soil Degradation

_ ••I l l i , , _

37.2

Plants require essential elements to complete their life
cycle (pp. 789-792)
... Macronutrients and Micronutrients Macronutrients, elements required in relatively large amounts, include carbon,
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and other major ingredients of
organic compounds. Micronutrients, elements required in
very small amounts, typically have catalytic functions as
cofactors of enzymes.
... Symptoms of Mineral Deficiency Deficiency of a mobile
nutrient usually affects older organs more than younger ones;
the reverse is true for nutrients that are less mobile within a
plant. Macronutrient deficiencies are most common, particularly deficiencies of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium.
... Improving Plant Nutrition by Genetic Modification:
Some Examples Rather than tailoring the soil to match
the plant, genetic engineers are tailoring the plant to match
the soil.

• • •l l l i , , _

37.3

Plant nutrition often involves relationships with other
(pp. 792-798)

organisms

... Soil Bacteria and Plant Nutrition Many soil bacteria are
decomposers, living on decaying organic material. Other soil
bacteria, called rhizobacteria, derive their energy from the
rhizosphere, a microbe-enriched ecosystem intimately associated with roots. Plant secretions support the energy needs of
the rhizosphere. Some rhizobacteria produce antibiotics,
whereas others make nutrients more available for plants.
Most are free-living, but some live inside plants.

I

Organic
material (humus)

Roo.

Nitrogen-fixing bacteria convert atmospheric N2 to
nitrogenous minerals that plants can absorb as a nitrogen
source for organic synthesis. The most efficient mutualism
between plants and nitrogen-fixing bacteria occurs in the
nodules formed by Rhizobium bacteria grOWing in the
roots of legumes. These bacteria obtain sugar from the
plant and supply the plant with fixed nitrogen. In agriculture, legume crops are rotated with other crops to restore
nitrogen to the soil.
... Fungi and Plant Nutrition Mycorrhizae are mutualistic
associations of fungi and roots. The fungal hyphae of both
ectomycorrhizae and arbuscular mycorrhizae absorb water
and minerals, which they supply to their plant hosts.
... Epiphytes, Parasitic Plants, and Carnivorous Plants
Epiphytes grow on the surfaces of other plants but acquire
water and minerals from rain. Parasitic plants absorb nutrients from host plants. Carnivorous plants supplement their
mineral nutrition by digesting animals.

-51401"-

Acthity The Nitrogen Cycle

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
1. Most ofthe mass of organic material of a plant comes from
a. water.
b. carbon dioxide.
c. soil minerals.
d. atmospheric oxygen.
e. nitrogen.
2. Micronutrients are needed in very small amounts because
a. most of them are mobile in the plant.
b. most serve mainly as cofactors of enzymes.
c. most are supplied in large enough quantities in seeds.
d. they play only a minor role in the growth and health of the
plant.
e. only the most actively grOWing regions of the plants
require micronutrients.
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3. The rhizosphere would best be described as
a. legume root swellings that are involved in nitrogen
fixation.
b. the part of the topsoil that supplies carbohydrates to
plants.
c. soil that is bound to roots and differs from the
surrounding soil in containing many more microbes.
d. the spherical soil horizon in which roots typically grow.
e. all of the living organisms that inhabit the soil.
4. Some of the problems associated with intensive irrigation
include all but
a. mineral runoff.
b. overfertilization.
c. land subsidence.
d. aquifer depletion.
e. soil salinization.
5. A mineral deficiency is likely to affect older leaves more than
younger leaves if
a. the mineral is a micronutrient.
b. the mineral is very mobile within the plant.
c. the mineral is required for chlorophyll synthesis.
d. the mineral is a macronutrient.
e. the older leaves are in direct sunlight.
6. Two groups of tomatoes were grown under laboratory conditions, one with humus added to the soil and one a control without humus. The leaves of the plants grown without humus
were yellowish (less green) compared with those of the plants
grown in humus-enriched soil. The best explanation for this
difference is that
a. the healthy plants used the food in the decomposing
leaves of the humus for energy to make chlorophyll.
b. the humus made the soil more loosely packed, so water
penetrated more easily to the roots.
c. the humus contained minerals such as magnesium and
iron, needed for the synthesis of chlorophyll.
d. the heat released by the decomposing leaves of the humus
caused more rapid growth and chlorophyll synthesis.
e. the healthy plants absorbed chlorophyll from the humus.
7. The specific relationship between a legume and its mutualistic
RhizobiulII strain probably depends on
a. each legume having a chemical dialog with a fungus.
b. each Rhizobium strain having a form of nitrogenase that
works only in the appropriate legume host.
c. each legume being found where the soil has only the
Rhizobium specific to that legume.
d. specific recognition bel;\l.·een the chemical signals and signal
receptors ofthe Rhizobium strain and legume species.
e. destruction of all incompatible Rhizobium strains by
enzymes secreted from the legume's roots.
8. Mycorrhizae enhance plant nutrition mainly by
a. absorbing water and minerals through the fungal hyphae.
b. providing sugar to the root cells, which have no
chloroplasts of their own.
c. converting atmospheric nitrogen to ammonia.
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d. enabling the roots to parasitize neighboring plants.
e. stimulating the development of root hairs.
9. We would expect the greatest difference in plant health
between two groups of plants of the same species, one group
with mycorrhizae and one group without mycorrhizae, in an
environment
a. where nitrogen-fixing bacteria are abundant.
b. that has soil with poor drainage.
c. that has hot summers and cold winters.
d. in which the soil is relatively deficient in mineral
nutrients.
e. that is near a body of water, such as a pond or river.
10. Carnivorous adaptations of plants mainly compensate for soil
that has a relatively low content of
a. potassium.
b. nitrogen.
c. calcium.
d. water.
e. phosphate.
11 . •• I/WIII Dmw a simple sketch of cation exchange, showing
a root hair, a soil particle with anions, and a hydrogen ion
displacing a mineral cation.
For &IFQuiz answers, see Appendix A.

-$1401',- Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.(omfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
12. Imagine taking the plant out of the picture in Figure 37.9. Write
a paragraph explaining how soil bacteria could sustain the recycling of nitrogen before land plants evolved.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
13. Acid precipitation has an abnormally high concentmtion ofhydrogen ions (H r). One effect of acid precipitation is to deplete
the soil of nutrients such as calcium (Ca H l, potassium (K + l,
and magnesium (Mg"2+). Suggest a hypothesis to explain how
acid precipitation washes these nutrients from the soil. How
might you test your hypothesis?

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ANO SOCIETY
14. About 10% ofVoS. cropland is irrigated. Agriculture is by far
the biggest user of water in arid western states, including
Colorado, Arizona, and California. As the populations of these
states grow, there is ongoing connict between cities and farm
regions over water. To ensure adequate water supplies for
urban growth, cities are bUying water rights from farmers. This
is often the least expenSive way to obtain more water, and it
is possible for some farmers to make more money by selling
water rights than by growing crops. Discuss the possible
consequences of this trend. Is this the best way to allocate
water? \Vhy or why not?
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3B.1 Flowers, double fertilization, and fruits are
unique features of the angiosperm life cycle
38.2 Flowering plants reproduce sexually, asexually,
or both
38.3 Humans modify crops by breeding and genetic
engineering

M

ale wasps of the s(>edes Campsoscolia ciliata often

attempt to copulate with the flowers ofthe Mediterranean orchid Ophrys speculum (Figure 38.1). During this encounter, a sac of pollen becomes glued to the insect's
body. Evenhlally frustrated, the wasp flies off and deposits the
pollen onto another Ophrys flower that has become the object
of his misplaced ardor. Ophrys flowers offer no reward such as
nectar to the male wasps, only sexual frustration. $0 what makes
the male wasps so enamored of this orchid? The traditional answer has been that the shape of the orchid's largest petal and the
frill of orange bristles around it vaguely resemble the female
wasp. These visual cues, however, are only partofthe deception:
Ophrys orchids also emit chemicals with a scent similar to that
produced by sexually receptive female wasps.
This orchid and its wasp pollinators are one example of the
amazing ways in which angiosperms (flowering plants) reproduce sexually with spatially distant members of their own
species. Sex, however, is not their only means of reproduction.
Many species also reproduce asexually, creating offspring that
are genetically identical to the parent.
An unusual aspect of the orchid and wasp example is that
the insect does not profit from interacting with the flower. In
fact, by wasting time and energy trying to copulate with it, the
wasp is probably rendered less fit. More typically, a plant lures
an animal pollinator to its flowers not with offers of sex but
with rewards ofenergy-rich nectar or pollen. Thus, both plant

... Figure 38.1 Why is this wasp trying to mate with this
flower?

and pollinator benefit; that is, the symbiotic relationship is
mutualistic. Participating in mutualistic relationships with
other organisms is very common in the plant kingdom. In fact,
in recent evolutionary times, some flowering plants have
formed mutualistic relationships with an animal that not only
disperses their seeds but also provides the plants with water
and mineral nutrients and vigorously protects them from encroaching competitors, pathogens, and predators. In return
for these favors, the animal typically gets to eat a fraction ofthe
plants' seeds and fruits. The plant symbionts involved in these
remarkable mutualistic interactions are called crops; the animal symbionts are called humans.
Since the origins of crop domestication over 10,000 years
ago, plant breeders have genetically manipulated the traits ofa
few hundred wild angiosperm species by artificial selection,
transforming them into the crops we grow today. Genetic engineering has dramatically increased the variety of ways and
the speed with which we can now modify plants.
In Chapters 29 and 30, we approached plant reproduction
from an evolutionary perspective, tracing the descent of land
plants from algal ancestors. Here, we'll explore the reproductive biology offlowering plants in much greater detail because
they are the most important group ofplants in most terrestrial
ecosystems and in agriculture. After discussing the sexual and
asexual reproduction of angiosperms, we'll examine the role
of humans in genetically altering crop species, as well as the
controversies surrounding modern plant biotechnology.

r;;::::: :~'~e

fertilization, and
fruits are unique features of the
angiosperm life cycle

The life cycles of plants are characterized by an alternation of
generations, in which multicellular haploid (n) and diploid (2n)
801

generations take turns producing each other (see Figures 29.5
and 30.10). The diploid plant, the sporophyte, produces haploid
spores by meiosis. These spores divide by mitosis, giving rise to
the multicellular gametophytes, the male and female haploid
plants that produce gametes (sperm and eggs). Fertilization, the
fusion ofgametes, results in diploid zygotes, which divide by mitosis and form new sporophytes. In angiosperms, the sporophyte is the dominant generation: It is larger, more conspicuous,
and longer-lived than the gametophyte. Over the course of seed
plant evolution, gametophytes became reduced in size and
whoUy dependent on the sporophyte for nutrients. Angiosperm
gametophytes are the most reduced of all plants, consisting of
only a few cells. figure 38.2 reviews the angiosperm life cycle,
which is shown in more detail in Figure 30.10. The key derived
traits of the angiosperm life cycle can be remembered as the
"three Fs"-flowers, double fertilization, and fruits. Since
angiosperms, along with gymnosperms, are seed plants, a knowledge of seed structure and function is also critical to understanding the angiosperm life cycle.

are sterile. Sepals, which enclose and protect the floral bud before it opens, are usually green and more leatlike in appearance
than the other floral organs. In many species, petals are more
brightly colored than sepals and advertise the flower to insects
and other pollinators.
Astamen consists of a stalk called the filament and a terminal structure called the anther; within the anther are chambers
called microsporangia (pollen sacs) that produce pollen. A
carpel has an ovary at its base and a long, slender neck called
the style. At the top of the style is a generally sticky structure
called the stigma that serves as a landing platform for pollen.
Within the ovary are one or more ovules; the number ofovules
depends on the species. The flower shown in Figure 38.2 has a
single carpel, but many species have multiple carpels. In most
spedes, two or more are fused into a single structure; the result
is an ovary with two or more chambers, each containing one or
more ovules. The term pistil is sometimes used to refer to a
single carpel or a group of fused carpels.
Complete nowers have all four basic floral organs (see
Figure 38.2a). Some species have incomplete nowcrs, lacking sepals, petals, stamens, or carpels. For example, most grass
flowers lack petals. Some incomplete flowers are sterile, lacking
functional stamens and carpels; others are unisexual, lacking either stamens or carpels. Flowers also vary in size, shape, color,
odor, organ arrangement, and time ofopening. Some are borne
singly, while others are arranged in showy dusters called
inflorescences. For example, a sunflower's central disk consists
ofhundreds oftiny incomplete flowers, and what look like petals
are actually sterile flowers (see Figure 1.3). Much of floral diversity represents adaptation to specific pollinators.

Flower Structure and Function
Flowers, the reproductive shoots of angiosperm sporophytes,
are typically composed of four whorls of modified leaves called
floral organs, which are separated by short internodes. Unlike
vegetative shoots, flowers are determinate shoots. That is, they
cease growing after the flower and fruit are formed.
Floral organs-sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels-are
attached to a part of the stem called the receptacle. Stamens
and carpels are reproductive organs, whereas sepals and petals

Anther
Stigma

Stamen ;0:nther

~ilam~ent

Carpel

Style
Pollen tube

",,---Germinated pollen grain (n)
(male gametophyte) on stigma

--+-+1

O~ary
O~ule

Embryo sac (n)
(female gametophyte)

...~-~~Sepal

(a) Structure of an
idealized flower

[

K.y
Haploid (n)

•

... Figure 38.2
An oven/iew of
angiosperm reproduction.
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(b) Simplified angiosperm
life cycle. See Figure
30.10 for a more detailed verSion
of the life cycle. including meiosis.
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Simple fruit (develops from o~ary)

Development of Male Gametophytes in Pollen Grains

rates of 1 cm/hr or more. As a pollen tube elongates through
thestyle, the generative cell usuallydivides and produces tv.'O sperm
rells, which remain inside the tube rell (see Figure 30.10). The
pollen tube grows through the style and into the ovary, where it releases the sperm rells in the vicinity ofthe female gametophyte.

Each anther contains four microsporangia, also known as pollen
sacs. \Xfithin the microsporangia are many diploid cells called microsporocytes, or microspore mother rells (Figl.l"e 38.3a). Each
mkrosporocyte undergoes meiosis, forming four haploid
microsporcs, each ofwhich eventually gives rise to a haploid male
gametophyte. Each microspore then undergoes mitosis, producing
a male gametophyte consisting ofonly tv.·o cells: thegenerativecdJ
and the tube cell. Together, these two cells and the spore wall constitute a pollen grain. The spore wall, which consists of material
produced by both the microspore and the anther, usually exhibits
an elaborate pattern wlique to the species. During maturation of
the male gametophyte, the generative cell passes into the tube cell
and the spore wall is completed. The tube cell now has a completely
free-standing cell inside it. After the microsporangium breaks
open and releases the pollen, a pollen grain may be transferred to
a receptive surfare of a stigma. There, the tube cell pnxl.uces the
pollen tube, a long cellular protuberanre that delivers sperm to
the female gametophyte. Pollen tubes can grow very quickly, at

Development of Female Gametophytes (Embryo Sacs)
Among angiosperm species, there are over 15 variations in the
development of the female gametophyte, also known as an
embryo sac. \'le'll focus on just one. The entire process occurs
within the carpel's ovary, in a tissue within each ovule called the
megasporangium. Two integuments (layers of protective sporophytic tissue that will develop into the seed coat) surround each
megasporangium except at a gap called the micropyle. Female
gametophyte development begins when one cell in the megasporangium of each ovule, the megasporocyte (or megaspore
mother cell), enlarges and undergoes meiosis, producing four
haploid megaspores (Figure 38.3b). Only one megaspore survives; the others disintegrate.

(a) Development of a male gametophyte
(in pollen grain). Pollen grains develop
within the microsporangia (pollen sacs) of
anthers at the tips of the stamens.

(b) Development of a female gametophyte
(embryo sat). The embryo sac develops
within an ovule, itself enclosed by the ovary
at the base of a carpel.

Microsporangium
(pollen sac)

o Each
of the
microsporangla
contains diploid
mlcrosporocytes
(microspore
mother cells).

f) Each microsporo·
cyte divides by
meiosis, producing
four haploid
microspores. each
of which develops
into a pollen grain.

Microsporocyte

Microspores (4)

Each of 4
microspores

I

I
••
I

MEIOSIS

is a large diploid
cell called the
megasporocyte
(megaspore
mother cell).

I

0

f) The megasporocyte divides by
meiosis and gives
rise to four haploid
cells, but in most
species only one of
these survives as
the megaspore.

Surviving
megaspore

®

I

j

MITOSIS

I

€) Within a pollen
grain, the male
gametophyte
becomes mature
when its generative nucleus divides,
forming two sperm,
This usually occurs
after a pollen grain
lands on the stigma
of a carpel and the
pollen tube begins
to grow. (See
Figure 38,2b,}
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... Figure 38.3 The development of male and female gametophytes in angiosperms.
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The surviving megaspore continues to grow, and its nucleus divides by mitosis three times without cytokinesis, resulting in one large cell with eight haploid nuclei. Membranes
then partition this mass into a multicellular female gametophyte-the embryo sac. Three of the cells within the embryo
sac are near the micropyle: the egg cell and tv,'O cells called synergids. The synergids flank the egg cell and help attract and

guide the pollen tube to the embryo sac. At the opposite end
of the embryo sac are three antipodal cells of unknown function. The remaining two nuclei, called polar nuclei, are not
partitioned into separate cells but instead share the cytoplasm
of the large central cell of the embryo sac. The ovule, which
will eventually become a seed, now consists of the embryo sac
and m'o surrounding integuments.

• Figure 38A

Exploring Flower Pollination
Some angiosperm species can self-pollinate, but such species are limited to
inbreeding in nature. Most angiosperm spedes rely on a living (biotic) or
nonliving (abiotic) pollinating agent that can move pollen from the anther
of a stamen of a flower on one plant to the stigma of a carpel of a flower on
another plant. Approximately 80% of all angiosperm pollination is biotic,
employing animal go-betweens. Among abiotically pollinated species, 98%
rely on wind and 2% on WJter.

Abiotic Pollination by Wind
About 20% of all angiosperm species are wind-pollinated. Since their
reproductive success does not depend on attracting pollinators, there
was no selective pressure favoring colorful or scented flowers.
Accordingly, the evolution of wind-pollinated species has resulted in
flowers that are often small, green, and inconspicuous, and they
produce neither nectar nor scent. Most temperate trees and grasses are
wind-pollinated. The flowers of hazel (Cory/us avellana shown here)
and many other temperate, wind-pollinated trees appear in the early
spring, when leaves are not present to interfere with pollen movement.
The relative inefficiency of wind pollination is compensated for by
production of copious amounts of pollen grains. \X'lnd tunnel studies
reveal that wind pollination is often more efficient than it appears because
floral structures can create eddy currents that aid in pollen capture.

,r
••

... Common dandelion under normal light

.. Common dandelion under
ultra~iolet light
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... Hazel carpellate flower
(carpels only)

Pollination by Bees
About 65% of all flowering plants require insects for pollination; the percentage is
even greater for major crops. Bees are the most important insect pollinators, and
there is great concern in Europe and North America that honeybee populations
have shrunk. Pollinating bees depend on nectar and pollen for food. Typically, beepollinated flowers have a delicate,
sweet fragrance. Bees are attracted
to bright colors, primarily yellow
and blue. Red appears dull to them,
but they can see ultraviolet
radiation. Many bee-pollinated
flowers, such as the common
dandelion (Taraxacum vulgare),
have markings called "nectar
guides" that help insects locate the
nectaries but are only visible to
human eyes under ultraviolet light.

Pollination
In angiosperms, pollination is the transfer ofpollen from an anther to a stigma, It is accomplished by wind, water, or animals
(Figure 38.4). In wind-pollinated species, including grasses and
many trees, the release of enormous quantities of pollen compensates for the randomness ofdispersal by the wind. At certain
times of the year, the air is loaded with pollen grains, as anyone

who is plagued with pollen allergies can attest. Some species
of aquatic plants rely on water to disperse pollen, Most angiosperm species, however, depend on insects, birds, or
other animal pollinators to transfer pollen directly from one
(lower to another (lower. If pollination is successful, a pollen
grain produces a poUen tube, which then grows down into
the ovary via the style.

Pollination by Flies
Moths and butterflies detect odors,
and the flowers they pollinate are
often sweetly fragrant. Butterflies
perceive many bright colors, but
moth-pollinated flowers are usually
white or yellow, which stand out in
low light (as at night). A yucca plant ... Moth on yucca flower
(shown here) is typically pollinated
by a single species of moth with appendages that pack pollen onto the
stigma. The moth then deposits eggs directly into the ovary. The larvae
eat some developing seeds, but this cost is outweighed by the benefit of
an efficient and reliable pollinator. If a moth deposits too many eggs,
the flower aborts and drops off, selecting against individuals that
overexploit the plant.

Pollination by Birds

Fly-pollinated fl()\\'ers are reddish and fleshy, with an odor like
rotten meat. Blowflies visiting carrion flowers (StapeJia
species) mistake the
flo",~r for a rotting
corpse and lay their
eggs on it. In the
process, the
blowflies become
dusted with pollen
that they carry to
other flowers, When
the eggs hatch, the
larvae find no
carrion to eat and
Fly egg
therefore die,
... Blowfly on camon flower

Pollination by Bats

Bird-pollinated flowers, such as pora flowers, are usually large and bright
red or yellow, hut they have little odor. Since birds often do not have a
well-developed sense of smell, there was no selective pressure favoring
scent production. However, the flowers produce copious nectar that
helps meet the high energy demands of the pollinating birds. Nectar is a
sugary solution produced by nectaries at the base of many flowers.
Nectar's primary
function is to
"reward" the
pollinator. The
petals ofsuch
flowers often fuse,
forming a bent
floral tube that fits
the curved beak of
the bird.

Bat·pollinated flowers, like moth-pollinated flowers, are lightcolored and aromatic, attracting their nocturnal pollinators.
The lesser long-nosed bat {Leptonycteris curasoae
yerbabuenae) feeds on the nectar and pollen of agave and
cactus flowers in the southwestern United States and Mexico.
In feeding, the bats transfer pollen from plant to plant. Ulllg'
nosed bats are on the federal list of endangered species.

... Hummingbird drinking nectar of poro flower

a

Whal are the benefits and dangers
a highly specific
animal pollinator)
. . 10 a plant of having

... long-nosed bat feeding on cactus flower at night
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Double Fertilization
At the time ofpollination, the living pollen grain typically consists of only the tube cell and the generative cell. After a pollen
grain lands on a suitable stigma, it absorbs water and germinates by producing a pollen tube, which grows between the
cells of the style toward the ovary (Figure 38.5). The nucleus
of the generative cell divides by mitosis and forms two sperm.
Directed by a chemical attractant produced by the m'o synergids flanking the egg, the tip of the pollen tube enters the
ovule through the micropyle and discharges its two sperm
near or within the female gametophyte (embryo sac). Agradient in gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), a chemical that
functions as a neurotransmitter in animal cells, may be the
critical signal for attracting the pollen tube (Figure 38.6).

Stigma

_______ f.----pollen
grain

Pollen tube

----t

-=::::::=~~i---~Ogerminates,
If a pollen grain
a pollen tube
Style -------1
grows down the style
toward the o....ary,
2 sperm

O ary

_

O ule (containing
the female
gametophyte, or
embryo sac)

Upon reaching the female gametophyte, one sperm fertilizes the egg, forming the zygote. The other sperm combines
with the two polar nuclei, forming a triploid (311) nucleus in the
center of the large central cell of the female gametophyte. This
large cell will give rise to the endosperm, a food·storing tissue
of the seed. The union of m'o sperm cells with different nuclei
ofthe female gametophyte is called double fertilization. Dou·

~In

UI

Do GABA gradients playa role in directing
pollen tubes to the eggs in Arabidopsis?
EXPERIMENT
Researchers at the University of Chicago found
an Arabidopsis mutant (carrying a mutation called pop2) that
failed to produce viable seeds because pollen tubes couldn't seem
to "find" the egg, In wild-type Arabidopsis, the pollen tubes
(thick red lines in the LMs below) have little trouble finding the
egg, but in pop2 mutants none of the numerous pollen tubes
turn down the seed stalk toward the micropyle and the egg The
pop2 mutation was mapped, and the wild-type allele was identified as coding for a protein related to gamma·aminobutyric acid
(GABA) transaminase, an enzyme that breaks down GABA, The
researchers tested the hypothesis that GABA plays a role in pollen
tube guidance by measuring GABA levels In the flowers of pop2
and wild-type flowers and by examining the effects of GABA on
pollen tube growth in vitro,
Wild-type Arabidopsis
Micropyle Ovule

popl mutant Arabidopsis

Ovule

",,=!'I,-__ Polar
nuclei

Egg
Micropyle

O....ule

/"~

...

Polar nuclei
Egg

Synergid -c::~;::""r.
2 sperm ~~""~~
about to be
discharged

edischarges
The pollen tube
two sperm into
the female gametophyte
(embryo sac) within an
o....ule.

€) One sperm fertilizes
the egg, forming the
zygote. The other sperm
combines with the two
polar nuclei of the
"'~I"+.b'embryo sac's large central
cell, forming a triploid
2ygote (2n) -,--'''''''':!'ti~
cell that de elops into
(egg plus sperm)
the nutriti e tissue called
endosperm.
Endosperm
nucleus (3n)
(2 polar nuclei
plus sperm)

... Figure 38.5 Growth of the pollen tube and double
fertilization.
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Seed stalk

Pollen tube
growing toward
micropyle

Many pollen
tubes outside
seed stalk

Seed stalk

RESULTS
GABA levels were 113-fold higher in pop2
flowers than in wild-type flowers. Other intermediates in the
GABA pathway were unaffected by pop2. Measurements of
GABA content in wild-type flowers revealed a gradient from the
stigma (low) to the ovary (high), but this gradient was disrupted
in the pop2 mutant. In vitro. GABA stimulated pollen tube
growth, although vast excesses were inhibitory,
CONCLUSION
A GABA gradient helps guide the pollen tube
to the egg in Arabidopsis flowers,
SOURCE
R, Pallnrvelu et al. Pollen tube growth and gUIdance IS
regulated by POn, an Afdbidopsis gene that controls GABA levels, cen 114
47-59 (Z(lIB)

-'mU'l.

What phenotypic effects would occur in a mutant
that could not synthesize any GABA in its flowers?

ble fertilization ensures that the endosperm will develop only
in ovules where the egg has been fertilized, thereby preventing
angiosperms from squandering nutrients.
The tissues surrounding the female gametophyte have prevented researchers from directly observing fertilization in
plants grown under normal conditions. Scientists have, however, isolated sperm from germinated pollen grains and eggs
from female gametophytes and have observed the merging of
plant gametes in vitro (in an artificial environment). The first
cellular event that takes place after gamete fusion is an increase in the levels of cytoplasmic calcium ions (Ca2+) in
the egg, as also occurs during animal gamete fusion (see
Chapter 47). Another similarity to animals is the establishment of a block to polysperm)\ the fertilization of an egg by
multiple sperm. Thus, sperm cannot fuse with zygotes even in
vitro. In maize (Zea mays), for example, this barrier to
polyspermy is established as early as 45 seconds after the initial sperm fusion with the egg.

DVlJle
Endosperm
nucleus

Zygote

f

(9

.

"..-- Terminal cell

~Basalcell

Seed Development, Form, and Function

\

After double fertilization, each ovule develops into a seed, and
the ovary develops into a fruit enclosing the seed(s). As the
embryo develops from the zygote, the seed stockpiles proteins, oils, and starch to varying degrees, depending on the
species. This is why seeds are such major sugar sinks-sites of
sugar use and storage (see Chapter 36). Initially, these nutrients are stored in the seed's endosperm, although later in seed
development, the main nutrient-storage sites for most species
are the swelling cotyledons, or seed leaves, of the embryo.

!

PcO<'mboo

•

.

Suspensor

. "'(,~ ...
:

Basal cell--•

Cotyledons

Endosperm Development
Endosperm usually develops before the embryo does. After
double fertilization, the triploid nucleus of the ovule's central
cell divides, forming a multinucleate ~superceliH that has a
milky consistency. This liquid mass, the endosperm, becomes
multicellular when cytokinesis partitions the cytoplasm by
forming membranes between the nuclei. Eventually, these
~nakedH cells produce cell walls, and the endosperm becomes
solid. Coconut umilk Hand ~meat'· are examples of liquid and
solid endosperm, respectively. The white fluffy part of popcorn is also solid endosperm.
In grains and most other species of monocots, as well as
many eudicots, the endosperm stores nutrients that can be
used by the seedling after germination. In other eudicot seeds
(including those ofbeans), the food reserves ofthe endosperm
are completely exported to the cotyledons before the seed
completes its development; consequently, the mature seed
lacks endosperm.

Embryo Development
The first mitotic division of the zygote splits the fertilized egg
into a basal cell and a terminal cell (Figure 38.7). The termi-

Shoot
apex

.-/

,

(

Root
apex
Seed coat
Suspensor

Endosperm

... Figure 38.7 The development of a eudicot plant
embryo. By the time the ovule becomes a mature seed and the
integuments harden and thicken into the seed coat, the zygote has
given rise to an embryonic plant with rudimentary organs.

nal cell eventually gives rise to most of the embryo. The basal
cell continues to divide, producing a thread of cells called the
suspensor, which anchors the embryo to the parent plant. The
suspensor helps in transferring nutrients to the embryo from
the parent plant and, in some species of plants, from the endosperm. As the suspensor elongates, it pushes the embryo
deeper into the nutritive and protective tissues. Meanwhile,
the terminal cell divides several times and forms a spherical
proembryo (early embryo) attached to the suspensor. The
cotyledons begin to form as bumps on the proembryo. A
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eudicot, with its two cotyledons, is heart-shaped at this stage.
Only one cotyledon develops in monocots.
Soon after the rudimentary cotyledons appear, the em~
bryo elongates. Cradled between the two cotyledons is the
embryonic shoot apex, which includes the shoot apical
meristem. At the opposite end of the embryo's axis, where
the suspensor attaches, is the embryonic root apex, which
includes the root apical meristem. After the seed germi·
nates-indeed, for the rest of the plant's life-the apical
meristems at the tips of shoots and roots sustain primary
growth (see Figure 35.11).

Seed coat

4~,-_~-Epicotyl

l;j---+Hypocotyl
Radicle ~--I
-~>'Cotyledons

(a) Common garden bean, a eudicot with thick cotyledons. The
fleshy cotyledons store food absorbed from the endosperm before
the seed germinates.

I~",/Seed coat
Endosperm

Structure of the Mature Seed
During the last stages of its maturation, the seed dehydrates
until its water content is only about 5-15% of its weight. The
embryo, which is surrounded by a food supply (cotyledons,
endosperm, or both), enters dormancy; that is, it stops grow·
ing and its metabolism nearly ceases. The embryo and its food
supply are enclosed by a hard, protective seed coat formed
from the integuments of the ovule. In some species, dormancy is imposed by the presence ofan intact seed coat rather
than by the embryo itself.
You can take a closer look at one type of eudicot seed by
splitting open the seed ofa common garden bean. The embryo
consists ofan elongate structure, the embryonic axis, attached
to fleshy cotyledons (Figure l8.8a). Below where the cotyledons are attached, the embryonic axis is called the hypocotyl
(from the Greek hypo, under). The hypocotyl terminates in the
radicle, or embryonic root. The portion ofthe embryonic axis
above where the cotyledons are attached and below the first
pair of miniature leaves is the cpicotyl (from the Greek epi, on,
over). The epicotyl, young leaves, and shoot apical meristem
are collectively called the plumule.
The cotyledons of the common garden bean are packed
with starch before the seed germinates because they absorbed carbohydrates from the endosperm when the seed
was developing. However, the seeds of some eudicot species,
such as castor beans (Ricinus communis), retain their food
supply in the endosperm and have very thin cotyledons
(Figure 38.8b). The cotyledons absorb nutrients from the
endosperm and transfer them to the rest of the embryo when
the seed germinates.
The embryo of a monocot has a single cotyledon
(Figure 38.8c). Members of the grass family, including maize
and wheat, have a specialized cotyledon called ascutellum (from
the Latin scutel1o., small shield, a reference to its shape). TIle
scutellum, which has a large surface area, is pressed against the
endosperm, from which it absorbs nutrients during germination. The embryo of a grass seed is enclosed by two protective
sheathes: a coleoptile, which covers the young shoot, and a
coleorhiza, which covers the young root.
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Cotyledons
Epicotyl

HYPOcotyl_~::::'};
\.;;7--Radicle --'~,,"I'
(b) Castor bean, a eudicot with thin cotyledons. The narrow,
membranous cotyledons (shown in edge and flat views) absorb
food from the endosperm when the seed germinates.

Scutellum
(cotyledon)
Coleoptile
Coleorhlza

~Pericarpfused
with seed coat

'II

"

~

- - Endosperm
_ _ Epicotyl

~-'_Hypocotyl

i!-"?"-Radicle

(c) Maize, a monocot. Like all monacots, maize has only one
cotyledon. Maize and other grasses have a large cotyledon called a
scutellum. The rudimentary shoot is sheathed in a strudure called
the coleoptile. and the coleorhiza covers the young root.

.... Figure 38.8 Seed structure.

Seed Dormancy: An Adaptation for Tough Times
Dormancy (from the Latin word meaning "to sleep") is a condition of extremely low metabolic rate and suspension of
growth and development. Environmental conditions required
to break dormancy vary among species. Seeds ofsome species
germinate as soon as they are in a suitable environment. Oth·
ers remain dormant, even if sown in a favorable place, until an
environmental cue causes them to break dormancy.
The requirement for specific cues to break seed dormancy increases the chances that germination will occur at
a time and place most advantageous to the seedling. Seeds
of many desert plants, for instance, germinate only after a
substantial rainfalL If they were to germinate after a mild
drizzle, the soil might soon become too dry to support the
seedlings. Where natural fires are common, many seeds re-

quire intense heat or smoke to break dormancy; seedlings
are therefore most abundant after fire has cleared away
competing vegetation. Where winters are harsh, seeds may
require extended exposure to cold. Seeds sown during
summer or fan do not germinate until the fonowing spring,
ensuring a long growth season before the next winter. Some
small seeds, such as those of some lettuce varieties, require
light for germination and will break dormancy only if
buried shallow enough for the seedlings to poke through
the soil surface. Some seeds have coats that must be weakened by chemical attack as they pass through an animal's
digestive tract and thus are usually carried a considerable
distance before being defecated.
The length of time a dormant seed remains viable and capable ofgerminating varies from a few days to decades or even
longer, depending on the plant species and environmental
conditions. Most seeds are durable enough to last a year or h·...o
until conditions are favorable for germinating. Thus, the soil
has a bank of ungerminated seeds that may have accumulated
for several years. This is one reason vegetation reappears so
rapidly after a fire, drought, flood, or other environmental
disruption.

----,r-:l

Foliage leaves
Cotyledon
Hypocotyl

(a) Common garden bean. In common garden beans. straightening of
a hook in the hypocotyl pulls the cotyledons from the soil.

Coleoptile

Seed Germination and Seedling Development
Germination depends on imbibition, the uptake of water
due to the low water potential of the dry seed. Imbibing water causes the seed to expand and rupture its coat and also
triggers metabolic changes in the embryo that enable it to resume growth. Following hydration, enzymes begin digesting
the storage materials of the endosperm or cotyledons, and
the nutrients are transferred to the growing regions of the
embryo.
The first organ to emerge from the germinating seed is the
radicle, the embryonic root. Next, the shoot tip must break
through the soil surface. In garden beans and many other eudieots, a hook forms in the hypocotyl, and growth pushes the
hook above ground (figure 38.9a). Stimulated by light, the
hypocotyl straightens, raising the cotyledons and epicotyl.
Thus, the delicate shoot tip and bulky cotyledons are pulled
upward rather than being pushed tip-first through the abrasive soil. The epieotyl now spreads its first foliage leaves, which
are true leaves, as distinguished from the cotyledons, or seed
leaves. The foliage leaves expand, become green, and begin
making food by photosynthesis. The cotyledons shrivel and
fall away from the seedling, their food reserves having been exhausted by the germinating embryo.
Some monocots, such as maize and other grasses, use a different method for breaking ground when they germinate
(figure 38.9b). The coleoplile, the sheath enclosing and protecting the embryonic shoot, pushes upward through the soil
and into the air. The shoot tip then grows straight up through

\)l
Radicle

(b) Maize. In maize and other grasses. the shoot grows straight up
through the tube of the coleoptile.

... Figure 38.9 Two common types of seed germination.
do bean and maize seedlings proteo their shoot systems as
D How
they push through the soil?

the tunnel provided by the tubular coleoptile and eventually
breaks out through the coleoptile's tip.

Fruit Form and Function
While the seeds are developing from ovules, the ovary of the
flower is developing into a fruit, which protects the enclosed
seeds and, when mature, aids in their dispersal by wind or animals. Fertilization triggers hormonal changes that cause the
ovary to begin its transformation into a fruit. If a flower has
not been pollinated, fruit typieally does not develop, and the
entire flower usually withers and falls away.
During fruit development, the ovary wall becomes the pericarp, the thickened wall of the fruit. As the ovary grows, the
other parts of the flower usually wither and are shed. For example, the pointed tip of a pea pod is the withered remains of
the pea flower's stigma.
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blackberry, strawberry)
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Pineapple fruit
(cl Multiple fruit. Amultiple
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carpels of the many
flowers that form an
inflorescence (examples:
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Apple fruit
(d) Accessory fruit. An
accessory fruit develops
largely from tissues other
than the ovary. In the apple
fruit. the ovary is embedded
in a fleshy receptacle.

Figure 38.10 Developmental origin of fruits.

Fruits are classified into several types, depending on their
developmental origin. Most fruits are derived from a single
carpel or several fused carpels and are called simple fruits
(Figure 38.10a). Some simple fruits are dry, such as a pea pod
or a nut, whereas others are fleshy, such as a nectarine (see
Figure 30.8). An aggregate fruit results from a single flower
that has more than one separate carpel, each forming a small
fruit (Figure 38.10b). These ufruitlets" are clustered together
on a single receptacle, as in a raspberry. A multiple fruit develops from an inflorescence, a group of flowers tightly clustered together. When the walls of the many ovaries start to
thicken, they fuse together and become incorporated into one
fruit, as in a pineapple (Figure 38.10c).
In some angiosperms, other floral parts in addition to ovaries
contribute to what we commonly call the fruit. Such fruits are
called accessory fruits. In apple flowers, for example, the ovary
is embedded in the receptacle, and the fleshy part ofthis simple
fruit is derived mainly from the enlarged receptade;only the apple core develops from the ovary (Figure 38.10d). Another example is the strawberry, an aggregate fruit consisting of an
enlarged receptacle embedded with tiny one-seeded fruits.
A fruit usually ripens about the same time that its seeds
complete their development. Whereas the ripening of a dry
fruit, such as a soybean pod, involves the aging and drying
out offruit tissues, the process in a fleshy fruit is more elab·
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orate. Complex interactions of hormones result in an edible
fruit that entices animals that help spread the seeds. The
fruit's upulpH becomes softer as a result of enzymes digesting
components of the cell walls. The color usually changes
from green to another color, such as red, orange, or yellow.
The fruit becomes sweeter as organic acids or starch molecules are converted to sugar, which may reach a concentration ofas much as 20% in a ripe fruit. Figure 38.11 examines
some mechanisms of fruit dispersal in more detail.
In this section, you have learned about the unique features
of sexual reproduction in angiosperms-flowers, fruits, and
double fertilization. As you will learn in the next section, many
angiosperms also reproduce asexually.
CONCEPT

CHECK

38.1

I. Distinguish between pollination and fertilization.
2. What is the advantage of seed dormancy?
3. Explain why the four types of fruits described in
Figure 38.10 are not completely separate categories.
4. MIUII. If flowers had shorter styles, pollen tubes
would more easily reach the embryo sac. Suggest an
explanation for why very long styles have nevertheless
evolved in most flowering plants.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

• figure B.11

••

...

. Fruit and Seed Dispersal

A plant's life depends on finding fertile ground. But a
seed that falls and sprouts beneath the parent plant
stands little chance of competing successfully for
nutrients. To prosper, seeds must be widely dispersed.
Plants use biotic dispersal agents as well as abiotic agents
such as water and wind.

',. .-

-"

... Some buoyant seeds and fruits
can survive months or years at
sea. In coconut. the seed embryo
and fleshy ",,,tHte "meat"
(enc\ospefml are Within a hard
layer (endocdrp) surrounded
by a thick and buoyant fibrous husk,

Dispersal by Wind
... The WInged seed of the
tropical AsIan d,mblO9
gourd AkonutfiJ
maaocarpa gbdes
through the all' of the rain
forest In WJc\e ordes
when released

... Some seeds and fruits

have "parachutes" wrth
an umbrella-like crown of
Intricately branched halts,
often prodLlCed III puffy
dusters. such as these
dandetlOl'l seeds, The
slightest gust carnes them
aloft.

... The winged fruits of maples spin like
helicopter blades. slowing descent and
increaSing the chance of being carried
farther by hOrizontal winds.
... Some tumbleweeds break off at
the ground and tumble across the
terrain. scattering their seeds.

•

Dispersal by Animals
... The sharp. tack-like
spines on the frUits of
puncture ~me (Tribulus
terresrris) can pierce bicycle
tires and injure animals,
includmg humans. When
these painful "tacks" are
removed and discarded, the
seeds are dispersed

... Seeds in edible frUits
ale often dispersed In
feces. such as the black
bear feces shown here.
Such dispersal may carry
seeds far from the ~rent
plant.

... Ants are chemically attracted to seeds
wrth food bodies rKh If1 fany aods. ammo

aads, and sugars. The ants carry the seed
to their underground nest where the
food body (the Ilghter-eolored portIOn
shcmn here) IS ~ and fed to larvae
Due to the seed's sileo ut'lWleldy shape,
or hard cootlng. the remamdef IS usually
left Iltaelll the nest, when! It geannates.

... Some anrmals. such as
SQUIrrels. hoard seeds or

fruIts ,n underground
caches If the anImal dies or
for9f!ts the cache's IocatlOl'l.
the seeds may germmate
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~i:::;~::~~ts reproduce
sexually, asexually, or both

Imagine chopping offyour finger and watching it develop into
an exact copy of you. If this could actually occur, it would be
an example of asexual reproduction, in which offspring are
derived from a single parent without genetic recombination.

The result would be a clone, an asexually produced, genetically identical organism. Asexual reproduction is common in
angiosperms, as well as in other plants, and for some plant
species it is the predominant mode of reproduction.

Mechanisms of Asexual Reproduction
Asexual reproduction in plants is typically an extension of the
capacity for indeterminate growth. Plants, remember, have
meristems, tissues of dividing, undifferentiated cells that can
sustain or renew growth indefinitely. In addition, parenchyma
cells throughout the plant can divide and differentiate into
more specialized types of cells, enabling plants to regenerate
lost parts. Detached vegetative fragments of some plants can
develop into whole offspring; a severed stem, for instance,
may develop adventitious roots and become a whole plant.
Such fragmentation, the separation ofa parent plant into parts
that develop into whole plants, is one of the most common
modes of asexual reproduction. The adventitious plantlets on
Kalal1choe leaves exemplify an unusual type of fragmentation
(see Figure 35.7). In another form of asexual reproduction in
some species, the root system of a single parent gives rise to
many adventitious shoots that become separate shoot systems. The result is a clone formed by asexual reproduction
from one parent (figure 38.12). Such asexual propagation
has produced the oldest of all known plant clones, a ring of

.. Figure 38.12 Asexual reproduction in aspen trees. Some
aspen groves. such as those shown here. actually consist of thousands
of trees descended by asexual reprodudion. Each grove of trees derives
from the root system of one parent. Notice that genetic differences
between groves descended from different parents result in different
timing for the development of fall color and the loss of leaves.
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creosote bushes in the Mojave Desert of California, estimated
to be at least 12,000 years old.
An entirely different mechanism of asexual reproduction
has evolved in dandelions and some other plants. These plants
can sometimes produce seeds without pollination or fertilization. This asexual production of seeds is called apomixis
(from the Greek words meaning "away from the act of mixing") because there is no joining or, indeed, production of
sperm and egg. Instead, a diploid cell in the ovule gives rise to
the embryo, and the ovules mature into seeds, which in the
dandelion are dispersed by windblown fruits. Thus, these
plants clone themselves by an asexual process but have the advantage of seed dispersal, usually associated with sexual reproduction. Introducing apomixis into hybrid crops is a goal
of great interest to plant breeders because apomixis would allow hybrid plants to pass on their desirable genomes intact to
their offspring.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Asexual Versus
Sexual Reproduction
An important advantage of asexual reproduction is that there
is no need for a pollinator. This may be beneficial in situations
where plants of the same species are sparsely distributed and
unlikely to be visited by the same pollinator. Asexual reproduction also allows the plant to pass on all of its genetic legacy
intact to its progeny. In contrast, when reproducing sexually,
a plant passes on only half of its alleles. If a plant is superbly
suited to a stable environment, asexual reproduction can be
advantageous. A vigorous plant that is well adapted to its environment can clone many copies of itself, and if the environmental circumstances remain stable, these clones will also be
genetically well adapted to the same environmental conditions under which the parent flourished.
Generally, the clones produced by asexual reproduction are
not as frail as seedlings produced by sexual reproduction. The
clones usually arise from mature vegetative fragments from
the parent plant, which is why asexual reproduction in plants
is also known as vegetative reproduction. In contrast, seed
germination is a precarious stage in a plant's life. The tough
seed gives rise to a fragile seedling that is exposed to predators,
parasites, wind, and other hazards. In the wild, only a small
fraction of seedlings endure long enough to become parents
themselves. Production of enormous numbers of seeds compensates for the odds against individual survival and gives natural selection ample genetic variations to screen. However,
this is a very expensive means of reproduction in terms of the
resources consumed in flowering and fruiting.
Sexual reproduction generates variation in offspring and
populations and can therefore be advantageous in unstable
environments where evolving pathogens and fluctuating variables affect survival and reproductive success. In contrast, the
genotypic uniformity of asexually produced plants puts them

at great risk of local extinction if there is a catastrophic environmental change, such as a new strain of disease. Moreover,
seeds (which are almost always produced sexually) facilitate
the dispersal of offspring to more distant locations. Finally,
seed dormancy allows growth to be suspended until environmental conditions become more favorable.
\Vhile the great advantage of sexual reproduction is that it
increases the genetic diversity ofoffspring, some flowers, such
as garden peas, self-fertilize. This process, called "selfing;' can
be a desirable attribute in some crop plants because it ensures
that a seed will develop. In many angiosperm species, however, mechanisms have evolved that make it difficult or impossible for a flower to fertilize itself, as we'll discuss next.

Mechanisms That Prevent Self-Fertilization
The various mechanisms that prevent self-fertilization contribute to genetic variety by ensuring that sperm and eggs
come from different parents. In the case of dioecious species,
plants cannot self-fertilize because different individuals have
either staminate flowers (lacking carpels) or carpellate flowers
(lacking stamens) (Figure 38.13a). Other plants have flowers
with functional stamens and carpels that mature at different
times or are structurally arranged in such a way that it is unlikely that an animal pollinator could transfer pollen from an

(a) Some species, such as sagitlaria laMolia (common arrowhead), are
dioecious. having plants that produce only staminate flowers (left)
or carpellate flowers (right)

Thrum flower
Pin flower
(b) Some species. such as Oxalis alpina (alpine woodsorrel). produce
two types of flowers on different individuals: "thrums." which have
short styles and long stamens. and "pins," which have long styles
and short stamens. An insect foraging for nectar would collect
pollen on different parts of its body; thrum pollen would be
deposited on pin stigmas. and vice versa.
.&. Figure 38.13 Some floral adaptations that prevent
self·fertilization.

anther to a stigma of the same flower (Figure 3a.13b). However, the most common anti-selfing mechanism in flowering
plants is self-incompatibility, the ability of a plant to reject
its own pollen and sometimes the pollen of closely related individuals. If a pollen grain lands on a stigma of a flower on the
same plant, a biochemical block prevents the pollen from
completing its development and fertilizing an egg.
Researchers are unraveling the molecular mechanisms involved in self-incompatibility. This plant response is analogous
to the immune response ofanimals in that both are based on the
ability to distinguish the cells of "seW from those of "nonself'
The key difference is that the animal immune system rejects
nonself, as when the system mounts a defense against a
pathogen or rejects a transplanted organ (see Chapter 43). Selfincompatibility in plants, in contrast, is a rejection of self.
Recognition of "self" pollen is based on genes for selfincompatibility, called 5-genes. In the gene pool of a plant
population, there can be dozens of alleles of an 5-gene. If a
pollen grain has an allele that matches an allele ofthe stigma on
which it lands, the pollen tube fails to grow. Depending on the
species, self-recognition blocks pollen tube growth by one of
two molecular mechanisms: gametophytic self-incompatibility
or sporophytic self-incompatibility.
In gametophytic self-incompatibility, the 5-allele in the
pollen genome governs the blocking of fertilization. For example, an 5 j pollen grain from an 5 152 parental sporophyte
will fail to fertilize eggs of an Sl52 flower but will fertilize an
S:J3 flower. An 52 pollen grain will not fertilize either flower.
Self-recognition of this kind involves the enzymatic destruction of RNA within a pollen tube. RNA-hydrolyzing enzymes
are produced by the style and enter the poJlen tube. If the
pollen tube is a "self" type, these enzymes destroy its RNA.
In sporophytic self-incompatibility, fertilization is blocked
by 5-allele gene products in tissues of the parental sporophyte
that adhere to the pollen wall. For example, neither an 51 nor 52
pollen grain from an 5 152 parental sporophyte will fertilize eggs
of an 5 lS2 flower or S:J3 flower, due to the Sj52 parental tissue
attached to the pollen grain wall. Sporophytic incompatibility
involves a signal transduction pathway in epidermal cells ofthe
stigma that prevents germination of the pollen grain.
Some crops, such as peas, maize, and tomatoes, routinely
self-poUinate with satisfactory results. However, plant
breeders frequently hybridize different varieties of a crop
plant to combine the best traits of the varieties and counter
the loss of vigor that can often result from excessive inbreeding (see Chapter 14). To obtain hybrid seeds, plant
breeders today must prevent self-fertilization either by laboriously removing the anthers from the parent plants that provide
the seeds or by developing male-sterile plants. The latter option
is increasingly common. Eventually, it may also be possible to impose self-incompatibility genetically on crop species that are
normally self-compatible. Basic research on mechanisms of
self-incompatibility may thus have agricultural applications.
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Vegetative Propagation and Agriculture
With the objective of improving crops and ornamental plants,
humans have devised various methods for asexual propaga-

tion of angiosperms. Most of these methods are based on the
ability of plants to form adventitious roots or shoots.
Clones from Cuttings

Most houseplants, woody ornamentals, and orchard trees are
asexually reproduced from plant fragments called cuttings. In

some cases, shoot cuttings are used. At the cut end ofthe shoot,
a mass of dividing, undifferentiated cells called a callus forms,
and adventitious roots then develop from the callus. If the
shoot fragment includes a node, then adventitious roots form
without a callus stage. Some plants, including African violets,
can be propagated from single leaves rather than stems. For
other plants, cuttings are taken from specialized storage stems.
For example, a potato can be cut up into several pieces, each
with a vegetative bud, or "eye; that regenerates a whole plant.

Grafting
In a modification of vegetative reproduction from cuttings, a
twig or bud from one plant can be grafted onto a plant of a
closely related species or a different variety of the same
species. Grafting makes it possible to combine the best qualities of different species or varieties into a single plant. The
graft is usually done when the plant is young. The plant that
provides the root system is called the stock; the twig grafted
onto the stock is referred to as the scion. For example, scions
from French varieties of vines that produce superior wine
grapes are grafted onto root stocks of American varieties,
which are more resistant to certain soil pathogens. The genes
of the scion determine the quality ofthe fruit, so the quality is
not diminished by the genetic makeup of the stock. In some
cases ofgrafting, however, the stock can alter the characteris·
tics of the shoot system that develops from the scion. For example, dwarf fruit trees, which allow for easier harvesting of
the fruit, are made by grafting normal twigs onto stocks of
dwarf varieties that retard the vegetative growth of the shoot
system. Because seeds are produced by the part of the plant
derived from the scion, they give rise to plants of the scion
species when planted.

Test- Tube Cloning and Related Techniques
Plant biologists have adopted in vitro methods to create and
clone novel plant varieties. It is possible to grow whole plants
by culturing small pieces of tissue cut from the parent or even
single parenchyma cells on an artificial medium containing
nutrients and hormones (figure 38.14a). The cultured cells
divide and form an undifferentiated callus. When the hormonal balance is manipulated in the culture medium, the callus can sprout shoots and roots with fully differentiated cells
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(a) Just a few parenchyma cells
from a carrot gave rise to
this callus. a mass of
undifferentiated cells.

(b) The callus differentiates into an
entire plant, with leaves,
stems, and roots.

... Figure 38.14 Test-tube cloning of carrots. (See also
Figure20.16)
(Figure 38.14b). The test- tube plantlets can then be transferred to soil, where they continue their growth. A single
plant can be cloned into thousands ofcopies by dividing cal·
luses as they grow. This method is now used for propagating
orchids and also a wide variety of horticulturally important
trees and shrubs.
Plant tissue culture also facilitates genetic engineering.
Most techniques for the introduction of foreign genes into
plants require small pieces of plant tissue or single plant cells
as the starting material. In plant biology, the term transgenic
is used to describe genetically modified (GM) organisms that
have been engineered to express a gene from another species.
Test-tube culture makes it possible to regenerate GM plants
from a single plant cell into which the foreign DNA has been
incorporated. The techniques of genetic engineering are discussed in more detail in Chapter 20.
Some researchers couple a technique known as protoplast
fusion with tissue culture methods to invent new plant varieties
that can be doned. Protoplasts are plant cells with their cell
walls removed by treatment with enzymes (cellulases and pectinases) isolated from fungi (figure 38.15). Before protoplasts

... Figure 38.15
Protoplasts. These wall-less
plant cells are prepared by
treating cells or tissues with
wall-degrading enzymes
isolated from certain types of
fungi. Researchers can fuse
protoplasts from different
species to make hybrids and
can also culture the hybrid cells
to produce a new plant (LM).

are cultured, they can be screened for mutations that may improve the plant's agricultural value. In some cases, it is possible
to fuse two protoplasts from different plant species that would
otherwise be reproductively incompatible and then culture the
hybrid protoplasts. Each protoplast can regenerate a wall and
eventually form a hybrid plantlet. One success of this method
is a hybrid between a potato and a wild relative called black
nightshade. The nightshade is resistant to an herbicide commonly used to kill weeds. The hybrids are also resistant, making it possible to "weed" a field with the herbicide without
killing potato plants.
The in vitro culturing of plant cells and tissues is fundamental to most types of plant biotechnology. The other basic
process is the production oftransgenic plants through various
methods ofgenetic engineering. In the next section, we take a
closer look at plant biote<hnology.
CONCEPT

CHECK

... Figure 38.16 Maize: a product of artificial selection.
Modern maize (bottom) was derived from teosinte (top). Teosinte kernels
are tiny, and each raw has a husk that must be removed to get at the
kernel. The seeds are loose at maturity, allowing dispersal, which probably
made harvesting difficult for early farmers. Neolithic farmers selected for
larger cob and kernel size as well as the permanent attachment of seeds
to the cob and the encasing of the entire cob by a tough husk.

38.2

I. Explain how both asexual and sexual "strategies"
contribute to the reproductive success of plants.
2, The seedless banana, the world's most popular fruit,
is losing the battle against two fungal epidemics. Why
do such epidemics generally pose a greater risk to
asexually propagated crops?
3. Given the seeming disadvantages of selfing as a reproductive "strategy" in nature, it is surprising that about
20% of angiosperm species primarily rely on selfing.
Although fairly common in nature, self-fertilization
has been called an "evolutionary dead end:' Suggest a
reason why selfing might be selected for in nature and
yet still be an evolutionary dead end.
4. -Will. Potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) and
tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum) are fairly closely related species. If you managed to cross the two, would
it be possible to have a hybrid that makes potato-like
tubers and tomato-like fruits on the same plant?

tough, overlapping leaf sheathes (the "husk") (Figure 38.16).
These attributes arose by artificial selection by humans. (See
Chapter 22 to review the basic concept of artificial selection.)
Despite having no understanding of the scientific principles
underlying plant breeding, Neolithic (late Stone Age) humans
domesticated most of our crop species over a relatively short
period about 10,000 years ago. But genetic modification began
long before humans started altering crops by artificial selection. For example, the wheat species we rely on for much of
our food evolved by the natural hybridization bern'een different species ofgrasses. Such hybridization is common in plants
and has long been exploited by breeders to introduce genetic
variation for artificial selection and crop improvement.

Plant Breeding

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~:::~7 :d~Y crops by
breeding and genetic
•
•
engmeermg

Humans have intervened in the reproduction and genetic
makeup of plants since the dawn of agriculture. Indeed, it is
no exaggeration to say that maize is an unnatural monster created by humans. Left on its own in nature, maize would soon
become extinct for the simple reason that it cannot spread its
seeds. Maize kernels are not only permanently attached to the
central axis (the "cob") but also permanently protected by

The art of recognizing valuable traits is important in plant
breeding. Breeders scrutinize their fields carefully and travel
to other countries searching for domesticated varieties orwild
relatives with desirable traits. Such traits occasionally arise
spontaneously through mutation, but the natural rate of mutation is too slow and unreliable to produce all the mutations
that breeders would like to study. Breeders sometimes hasten
mutations by treating large batches of seeds or seedlings with
X-rays, radiation, or chemicals.
\Vhen a desirable trait is identified in a wild species, the wild
species is crossed with a domesticated variety. Generally, those
progeny that have inherited the desirable trait from the wild parent have also inherited many traits that are not desirable for agriculture. The progeny that express the desired trait are again
crossed with members of the domesticated species and their
progeny examined for the desired trait. This process is continued
until the progeny Witll the desired wild trait resemble the original domesticated parent in their other agricultural attributes.
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While most breeders cross-pollinate plants of a single
species, some breeding methods rely on hybridization between two distant species of the same genus. For example, a
cross between two species ofthe genus Musa produced the familiar Cavendish banana. Distant crosses often result in the
abortion of the hybrid seed during development. Very often
the embryo begins to develop, but the endosperm does not.
Hybrid embryos are sometimes rescued by surgically removing them from the ovule and culturing them in vitro.
Less commonly, distant hybridization is carried out between members of two different genera. A cross between
wheat (Triticum aestivum) and rye (Secale areale), for example, produced a novel grain called triticale, which contains a
copy of all the chromosomes from both species. \'V'hen triticale
was first produced in the 1870s, it was considered little more
than a botanical oddity. In the mid·l900s, however, plant
breeders realized that triticale could potentially be developed
into a crop with the yield and quality of bread wheat and with
rye's tolerance of cold stress, moisture stress, and acidic soils.
The early triticales were plagued with problems. These tall,
late-maturing plants tended to fall over, were partially sterile,
and were low yielding. They typically produced shriveled seeds
that germinated poorly and were ofpoor quality for milling and
baking. But through continued artificial selection, these problems were overcome, and triticale is now grown on more than
1 million hectares worldwide (1 ha = 2.47 acres). Some 600,000
ha are on the sandy, acidic soils of Poland, where the grain is
used primarily for animal feed. It is nutritionally superior to
rye, and the flour blends better with wheat in the baking of
bread. Triticale grows well on marginal land, agriculturally inferior land that usually yields a poor return. Ifwe are to feed the
burgeoning world population in the 21st century, such marginallands will have to become increasingly productive.

Plant Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering
Plant biotechnology has two meanings. In the general sense,
it refers to innovations in the use of plants (or substances obtained from plants) to make products of use to humans-an
endeavor that began in prehistory. In a more specific sense,
biotechnology refers to the use of GM organisms in agriculture and industry. Indeed, in the last two decades, genetic engineering has become such a powerful force that the terms
genetic engineering and biotechnology have become synonymous in the media.
Unlike traditional plant breeders, modern plant biotechnologists, using techniques ofgenetic engineering, are not limited to
the transfer ofgenes between closely related species or varieties
of the same species. For example, traditional breeding techniques could not be used to insert a desired gene from daffodil
into rice because the many intermediate species between rice
and daffodil and their common ancestor are extinct. In theory, if
breeders had the intermediate species, over the course ofseveral
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centuries they could probably introduce a daffodil gene into rice
by traditional hybridization and breeding methods. Withgenetic
engineering, however, such gene transfers can be done more
qUickly and without the need for intermediate species.
In the remainder of this chapter, we expand on discussions
in Chapter 20 by examining the prospects and the controversies surrounding the use of genetically modified crops. The
advocates of plant biotechnology believe that the genetic engineering of crop plants is the key to overcoming some of the
most pressing problems of the 21st century, including world
hunger and fossil fuel dependency.

Reducing World Hunger and Malnutrition
Currently, 800 million people on Earth suffer from nutritional
deficiencies, with 40,000 dying each day of malnutrition, half
of them children. There is much disagreement about the
causes of such hunger. Some argue that food shortages arise
from inequities in distribution and that the dire poor simply
cannot afford food. Others regard food shortages as evidence
that the world is overpopulated-that the human species has
exceeded the carrying capacity of the planet (see Chapter 53).
Whatever the social and demographic causes of malnutrition,
increasing food production is a humane objective. Because
land and water are the most limiting resources, the best option is to increase yields on the available land. Indeed, there is
very little "extra" land that can be farmed, especially if the few
remaining pockets ofwilderness are to be preserved. Based on
conservative estimates of population growth, farmers will
have to produce 40% more grain per hectare to feed the human population in 2030. Plant biotechnology can help make
these crop yields possible.
The commercial use oftransgenic crops has been one ofthe
most dramatic examples of rapid technology adoption in the
history of agriculture. These crops include varieties and hybrids of cotton, maize, and potatoes that contain genes from
the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis. These "transgenes" encode a protein (Bt toxin) that is toxic to insect pests. The use
of such plant varieties greatly reduces the need for chemical
insecticides. The Bt toxin used in crops is produced in the
plant as a harmless protoxin that only becomes toxic if activated by alkaline conditions, such as occur in the guts of insects. Because vertebrates have highly acidic stomachs,
protoxin consumed by humans or farm animals is destroyed
without becoming active.
Considerable progress has also been made in developing
transgenic plants of cotton, maize, soybeans, sugar beets, and
wheat that tolerate certain herbicides. The cultivation of these
plants may reduce production costs by enabling farmers to
"weed" crops with herbicides that do not damage the transgenic crop plants instead of by heavy tillage, which can cause
soil erosion. Researchers are also engineering plants with enhanced resistance to disease. In one case, a transgenic papaya

.. Figure 38.17 Genetically
modified papaya. A ring spot
virus has devastated papaya
cultivation worletwide. However.
a tran~eni( papaya variety
rescued the industry in Hawaii.
The genetically engineered
papaya on the left is more
resistant to ring spot virus than
the nontransgenic papaya on
the right

.. Figure 38.18 "Golden Rice" and prevention of blindness
associated with vitamin A deficiency. Some 250,000 to
500,000 children go blind each year because of vitamin A defiCiencies.
The onset of blindness, indicated by a cloudy white spot in the eye, is a
sign of severe underlying health problems: More than half of these
children die within a year of becoming blind. The golden color and
increased nutritional value of Golden Rice are attributable to its ability
to make beta-carotene (provitamin A)

resistant to a ring spot virus was introduced into Hawaii,
thereby saving its papaya industry (Figure 38.17).
The nutritional quality of plants is also being improved.
"Golden Rice," a transgenic variety carrying two daffodil genes,
produces grain containing beta-carotene, a precursor ofvitamin
A. This rice was developed to prevent the blindness that occurs
in those ofthe world's poor whose diet is deficient in vitamin A
(Figure 38.18). Recently, scientists have developed a new
variety with much more beta-carotene than the original.

Reducing Fossil Fuel Dependency
Global sources ofinexpensive fossil fuels, particularly oil, are rapidly being depleted. Moreover, climatologists attribute global
warming mostly to the rampant burning of fossil fuels, such as
coal and oil, and the resulting release ofgreenhouse gases. How

can the world meet its energy demands in the 21st century in an
economical and nonpolluting way? In certain localities, wind or
solar power may become e<anomically viable, but such alternative energy sources are unlikely to fill all the energy demands of
the planet. Many scientists predict that the biomass from extremely fast-growing plants, such as switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) and poplar (Populus trichocarpa), could produce a sizable
fraction ofthe world's energy needs in the not-tao-distant future.
Under optimal conditions, poplars can grow 3-4 m each
year, and switchgrass grows well under a wide variety of conditions found in regions where most types of agriculrure are not
economically viable. Scientists do not envisage the plant biomass being burned directly. Instead, the polymers in cell walls,
such as cellulose and hemicellulose, which constitute the most
abundant organic compounds on Earth, would be broken down
into sugars by enzymatic reactions. These sugars, in turn,
would be fermented into alcohol and distilled to yield biofucls.
The use of biofuels from plant biomass would reduce the
net emission of the greenhouse gas CO 2, Whereas burning
fossil fuels increases atmospheric CO 2 concentrations, biofuel
crops reabsorb by photosynthesis the CO 2 emitted when biofuels are burned, creating a cycle that is carbon neutraL Plant
breeders are trying to genetically engineer faster-growing
poplar trees that produce more readily convertible biomass.
Biofuel technology does have its critics. For example,
ecologist David Pimentel, of Cornell University, and geoengineer Tad Patzek, of UC Berkeley, have published estimates that more energy may be required to produce biofuels
than would be produced from combustion of these prod·
ucts. Biofuel advocates, in turn, have questioned the accuracy of the data underlying these estimates.

The Debate over Plant Biotechnology
Much of the debate about GM organisms in agriculture is political, social, economic, or ethical and outside the scope of this
hook. But we sllOuld consider the biological concerns about GM
crops. TI\ere are some biologists, particularly ecologists, who are
concerned about the unknown risks associated with the release
of GM organisms (GMOs) into the environment. The debate
centers on the extent to which GMOs could harm human health
or the environment. Those who want to proceed more slowly
with agricultural biotechnology (or end it) are concerned about
the unstoppable nature of the "experiment:' If a drug trial produces unanticipated harmful results, the trial is stopped.. But we
may not be able to stop the "trial" ofintroducing novel organisms
into the biosphere.
Glapter 20 introduced the key concerns regarding biotechnology in general. Here we take a closer look at some issues as
they relate to plant biotechnology. Laboratory and field studies continue to examine the possible consequences of using
GM crops, including the effects on human health and nontarget organisms and the potential for transgene escape.
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Issues of Human Health
Many GMO opponents worry that genetic engineering may
inadvertently transfer allergens, molecules to which some humans are allergic, from a species that produces an allergen to
a plant used for food. However, biotechnologists are engaged
in removing genes that encode allergenic proteins from soybeans and other crops. So far, there is no credible evidence
that GM plants specifically designed for human consumption
have adverse effects on human health. In fact, some GM foods
are potentially healthier than non-GM foods. For example, Bt
maize (the transgenic variety with the Bt toxin) contains 90%
less of a cancer-causing and birth defect-causing mycotoxin
than non-Bt maize. Called fumonisin, this toxin is highly resistant to degradation and has been found in alarmingly high
concentrations in some batches of processed maize products,
ranging from cornflakes to beer. Fumonisin is produced by a
fungus (Fusarium) that infects insect-damaged maize. Because Bt maize generally suffers less insect damage than nonGM maize, it contains much less fumonisin.
Nevertheless, because of health concerns, GMO opponents lobby for the clear labeling of all foods containing products of GMOs. Some also argue for strict regulations against
the mixing of GM foods with non·GM foods during food
transport, storage, and processing. Biotechnology advocates,
however, note that similar demands were not made when
Utransgenic" crops produced by traditional plant-breeding
techniques were put on the market. There are, for example,
some commercially grown varieties ofwheat derived by traditional plant-breeding techniques that contain entire chromosomes (and thousands of genes) from rye.

Possible Effects on Nontarget Organisms
Many ecologists are concerned that the growing of GM crops
might have unforeseen effects on nontarget organisms. One
laboratory study indicated that the larvae (caterpillars) of
monarch butterflies responded adversely and even died after
eating milkweed leaves (their preferred food) heavily dusted
with pollen from transgenic Bt maize. nlis study has since
been discredited and affords a good example of the selfcorrecting nature of science. As it turns out, when the original researchers shook the male maize inflorescences onto the
milkweed leaves in the laboratory, the filaments of stamens,
opened microsporangia, and other floral parts also rained
onto the leaves. Subsequent research found that it was these
other floral parts, not the pollen, that contained Bt toxin in
high concentrations. Unlike pollen, these floral parts would
not be carried by the wind to neighboring milkweed plants
when shed under natural field conditions. Only one Bt maize
line, accounting for less than 2% of commercial Bt maize pro·
duction (and now discontinued), produced pollen with high
Bt toxin concentrations.
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In considering the negative effects of Bt pollen on monarch
butterflies, one must also weigh the effects ofan alternative to
the cultivation of Bt maize-the spraying ofnon-Bt maize with
chemical pesticides. Recent studies have shown that such
spraying was much more harmful to nearby monarch populations than was Bt maize production. Although the effects of Bt
maize pollen on monarch butterfly larvae appear to be minor,
the controversy has emphasized the need for accurate field
testing of all GM crops and the importance of targeting gene
expression to specific tissues to improve safety.

Addressing the Problem ofTransgene Escape
Perhaps the most serious concern raised about GM crops is
the possibility of the introduced genes escaping from a trans·
genic crop into related weeds through crop-to-weed hybridization. The fear is that the spontaneous hybridization
between a crop engineered for herbicide resistance and a wild
relative might give rise to a ~superweedu that would have a selective advantage over other weeds in the wild and would be
much more difficult to control in the field. Some crops do hybridize with weedy relatives, and crop-to-weed transgene escape is a possibility. Its likelihood depends on the ability ofthe
crop and weed to hybridize and on how the transgenes affect
the overall fitness of the hybrids. A desirable crop trait-a
dwarf phenotype, for example-might be disadvantageous to
a weed growing in the wild. In other instances, there are no
weedy relatives nearby with which to hybridize; soybean, for
example, has no wild relatives in the United States. However,
canola, sorghum, and many other crops do hybridize readily
with weeds.
Many different strategies are being pursued with the goal of
preventing transgene escape. For example, if male sterility
could be engineered into plants, these plants would still produce seeds and fruit if pollinated by nearby nontransgenic
plants, but they would produce no viable pollen. A second approach involves genetically engineering apomixis into transgenic crops. When a seed is produced by apomixis, the
embryo and endosperm develop without fertilization. The
transfer of this trait to transgenic crops would therefore mini·
mize the possibility of transgene escape via pollen because
plants could be male-sterile without compromising seed or
fruit production. A third approach is to engineer the transgene
into the chloroplast DNA of the crop. Chloroplast DNA in
many plant species is inherited strictly from the egg, so transgenes in the chloroplast cannot be transferred by pollen (see
Chapter 15 to review maternal inheritance). A fourth approach for preventing transgene escape is to genetically engineer flowers that develop normally but fail to open.
Consequently, self-pollination would occur, but pollen would
be unlikely to escape from the flower. This solution would reo
quire modifications to flower design. Several floral genes have
been identified that could be manipulated to this end.

The continuing debate about GMOs in agriculture exemplifies one of this textbook's recurring ideas: the relationship
of science and technology to society. Technological advances
almost always involve some risk of unintended outcomes. In
plant biotechnology, zero risk is probably unattainable. Therefore, scientists and the public must assess on a case-by-case
basis the possible benefits of transgenic products versus the
risks that society is willing to take. The best scenario is for
these discussions and decisions to be based on sound scientific
information and rigorous testing rather than on reflexive fear
or blind optimism.
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CONCEPT

CHECK

38.3

I. Compare traditional plant-breeding methods with
genetic engineering.
2, Explain some benefits and risks of GM crops.
3. Why does Bt maize have less fumonisin than nonGM maize?
4. am''''I. In a few species, chloroplast genes are
inherited only from sperm. How might this affect
efforts to prevent transgene escape?
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

W,'il"'_ 38.2
Flowering plants reproduce sexually, asexually, or both

(pp.812-815)
SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.. Mechanisms of Asexual Reproduction Modes of asexual
reproduction include fragmentation and the production of
adventitious shoots.

_',llii"_ 38.1
Flowers, double fertilization, and fruits are unique
features of the angiosperm life tyde (pp. 801-811)
.. The sporophyte, the dominant generation, produces spores
that develop within flowers into male gametophytes (in pollen
grains) and female gametophytes (embryo sacs).
.. Flower Structure and Function Flowers function in sexual
reproduction. The four floral organs are sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels. Pollen develops from microspores within
the microsporangia of anthers; female gametophytes develop
from megaspores within ovules. Pollination, which precedes
fertilization, is the placing of pollen on the stigma of a carpel.
.. Double Fertilization
The polIen tube discharges two sperm into
the female gametophyte:
one sperm fertilizes the
egg, while the other combines with the polar nuclei, giving rise to
food-storing endosperm.

Endosperm
nucleus (3n)
(2 polar nuclei
plus sperm)

>c~,JiJ'- Zygote (2n)
(egg plus sperm)

.. Seed Development,
Form, and Function The seed coat encloses the embryo
along with a food supply stocked in either the endosperm or
the cotyledons. Seed dormancy ensures that seeds germinate
only when conditions for seedling surviv-al are optimal. The
breaking of dormancy often requires environmental cues,
such as temperature or lighting changes.
.. Fruit Form and Function The fruit protects the enclosed
seeds and aids in wind dispersal or in the attraction of seeddispersing animals.

-mit.•
"11'3 Tutor From Flower to Fruit
Actl\'lty Angiospenn Life Cycle
In\'estlgatlon What Tells Desert S~ds When to Germinate?
Acti\ity See<:! and Fruit De,'c1opment

.. Advantages and Disadvantages of Asexual Versus Sexual
Reproduction Asexual reproduction enables successful
clones to spread: sexual reproduction generates the genetic
variation that makes evolutionary adaptation possible.
.. Mechanisms That Prevent Self-Fertilization Some plants
reject pollen that has an S·gene matching an allele in the
stigma cells. Recognition of~self" pollen triggers a signal transduction pathway leading to a block in growth of a pollen tube.
.. Vegetative Propagation and Agriculture Cloning plants
from cuttings is an ancient practice. Plants can be cloned
from single cells, which can be genetically manipulated before
being allowed to develop into a plant.

A'

'1.,.,- 38.3

Humans modify crops by breeding and genetic
engineering (pp. 815-819)
.. Plant Breeding Interspecific hybridization of plants is common in nature and has been used by breeders, ancient and
modern, to introduce new genes into crops. After two plants
are successfully hybridized, plant breeders select those
progeny that have the desired traits.
.. Plant Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering In genetic
engineering, genes (rom unrelated organisms are incorporated into plants. Genetically modified (GM) plants have
the potential of increasing the quality and quantity of food
worldwide and may also become increasingly important as
biofuels.
.. The Debate over Plant Biotechnology There are concerns
about the unknown risks of releasing GM organisms into the
environment, but the potential benefits of transgenic crops
need to be considered.

-MJIt··
Acthity Making Decision< About DNA Technology: Golden Rice
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
I. A plant that has small, green petals is most likely to be
a. bee-pollinated.
d. wind~pollinated.
b. bird-pollinated.
e. moth~pollinated.
c. bat-pollinated.
2. A seed develops from
a. an ovum.
b. a pollen grain.
c. an ovule.

d. an ovary.
e. an embryo.

3. A fruit is
a. a mature ovary.
d. a fused carpel.
b. a mature ovule.
e. an enlarged embr)'o sac.
c. a seed plus its integuments.
4. Double fertilization means that
a. flowers must be pollinated twice to yield fruits and seeds.
b. every egg must receive two sperm to produce an embrro.
c. one sperm is needed to fertiliu the egg. and a second
sperm is needed to fertiliu the polar nuclei.
d. the egg of the embryo sac is diploid.
e. every sperm has two nuclei.

5. Some dioecious species ha\'e the XY genotype for male and
xx for female. After double fertilization, wtut would be the
genotypes of the embryos and endosperm nuclei?
a. embryo X and endosperm XX or embryo Yand
endosperm XV
b. embryo XX and endosperm XX or embryo XY and
endosperm XV
c. embrro XX and endosperm XXX or embryo XY and
endosperm XYV
d. embryo XX and endosperm XXX or embryo XYand
endosperm XXV
e. embryo XV and endosperm XXX or embryo XX and
endosperm XXV
6. \'(fhich statement concerning grafting is correct?
a. Stocks and scions refer to twigs of different species.
b. Stocks come from vines, but scions come from trees.
c. Stocks provide root systems for grafting.
d. Grafting creates new spe<:ies.
e. Stocks and scions must come from unrelated species.
7. Plant biotechnologists use protoplast fusion mainly to
a. culture plant cells in vitro.
b. asexually propagate desirable plant varieties.
c. introduce bacterial genes into a plant genome.
d. study the early events following fertilization.
e. produce new hybrid species.
8. The basal cell from the zygote's first division develops into
a. the suspensor that anchors the embryo and transfers
nutrients.
b. the proembryo.
c. the endosperm that nourishes the developing embryo.
d. the root apex ofthe embrro.
e. two cotyledons in eudicots, but one in monocots.
820
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9, The development of Bt crops raises concerns because
a. Bt CTOpS have been shown to be toxic to humans.
b. pollen from these crops is harmful to monarch butterfly
larvae in the field.
c. if genes for Bt toxin "escape" to related weed species, the
hybrid weeds could have harmful ecological effects.
d. Bacillus thllringiensis is a pathogen of humans.
e. Bt toxin reduces the nutritional quality of crops.
10. "Golden Rice- is a tmnsgenic variety that
a. is resistant to various herbicides, making it pmcticalto
weed rice fields with those herbicides.
b. is resistant to a virus that commonly attacks rice fields.
c. includes bacterial genes that produce a toxin that reduces
damage from insect pests.
d. produces larger, golden grains that increase crop yields.
e. contains daffodil genes that increase vitamin A content.
II . ••ui tt" . Omw and label the partsofa flowet'o

_t,lj.,,_ VISIt the Study Area at _.maueringbio.com for a
PractICe Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTiON
12. \Vtth respect to sexual reproduction, some plant species
are full)' self-fertile. others are full')' self-incompatible, and
some exhibit a "mixed strategy~ with partial seIfincompatibility. These reproductive stmtegies differ in their
implications for evolutionary potential. How, for example,
might a self-incompatible species fare as a small founder
population or remnant population in a severe population
bottleneck (see Chapter 23), as compared with a self-fertile
species?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
13. Critics ofGM foods have argued that foreign genes may
disturb normal cellular functioning, causing unexpected
and potentially harmful substances to appear inside cells.
Toxic intermediary substances that normally occur in very
small amounts may arise in larger amounts, or new substances may appear. The disruption may also lead to loss of
substances that help maintain normal metabolism. !fyou
were your nation's chief scientific advisor, how would you
respond to these criticisms?
Biologlcal [nqlllry: A WorLIH:tok of In,·estl&atlve Cases E:.pIo« GM crops
furthfr with the cu"" "Com Under Construction."

SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY. AND SOCIETY
14. Humans have engaged in genetic manipulation for millennia,
producing plant and animal varieties through selective breeding and hybridization processes that significantly modify the
genomes oforganisms. Why do rou think modern genetic
engineering. which often entails introducing or modifying only
one or a few genes, has met with so much public opposition?
Should some forms ofgenetic engineering be ofgreater concern than others? Explain.

Plant
to Int~ ~
ExterA;H j
... Figure 39.1 Can flowers tell you the time of day?
KEY

CONCEPTS

39.1 Signal transduction pathways link signal
reception to response
39.2 Plant hormones help coordinate growth,

development, and responses to stimuli
39.3 Responses to light arc critical for plant success
39.4 Plants respond to a wide variety of stimuli

other than light
39.5 Plants respond to attacks by herbivores and

pathogens

r~~::;;:d a Stationary Life
arolus Linnaeus, the father oftaxonomy, wasa keen naturalist and observer of plants. Unnaeus noted that certain plants opened and dosed their flowers at particular
times of the day, with these times varying from species to
species. Therefore, one could deduce the approximate time of

C

day according to which species had opened or closed its flowers. If the times of opening and closing were arranged in sequence, they could serve as a kind of floral clock, or huru/ogium
florae, as Linnaeuscalled it. Figure 39.1 shows a modern simplified representation as a 12-hour clock face. \Vhy does the
timing vary? The time at which flowers open presumably reflects the time when their insect pollinators are most active, just
one of many environmental factors that a plant must sense to
compete successfully. Contrary to the common notion of plants
as being almost inanimate, a plant's morphology and physiology are constantly tuned to its surroundings by complex interactions between environmental stimuli and internal signals.
This chapter focuses on how plants respond to external and
internal cues. At the organismal level, plants and animals respond to environmental stimuli by very different means. Animals, being mobile, respond mainly by behavioral mechanisms,

moving toward positive stimuli and away from negative stimuli. Being stationary, a plant generally responds to environmental cues by adjusting its individual pattern of growth and
development. For this reason, plants of the same species vary
in body form much more than do animals of the same species.
Before a plant can initiate growth responses to environmental
signals, it must first detect the change in its environment. At
the cellular level, the processes by which plants perceive environmental changes are as complex as those used by animal cells
and are often homologous to them.

r;~;~·~At~a~~·~tion pathways

link signal reception to response

All organisms receive specific signals and respond to them in
ways that enhance survival and reproductive success. For example, bees, which have UV-sensitive photoreceptors in their
eyes, can discern nectar-guiding patterns on flower petalspatterns that are completely invisible to humans (see Figure 38.4).
Plants, too, have cellular re<eptors that they use to detect important changes in their internal or external environments,
whether the change is an increase in the concentration of a
growth hormone, an injury from a caterpillar munching on
leaves, or a decrease in day length as winter approaches.
For a stimulus to elicit a response, an organism must have
cells with an appropriate receptor, a molecule affected by the
stimulus. For example, humans' inability to see UV-reflecting
floral patterns is due to our eyes lacking UV photoreceptors.
Upon receiving a stimulus, a receptor initiates a signal transduction pathway, a series of biochemical steps that couples reception to response (see Chapter 11 to review general concepts
of signal transduction). Plants are sensitive to a wide range of
stimuli, each initiating a spe<ific signal transduction pathway.
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(a) Before exposure to light. A (b) After a week's exposure to
dark-grown potato has tall,
natural daylight. The potato
spindly stems and nonexpanded
plant begins to resemble a
leaves-morphological
typical plar"lt with broad green
adaptations that enable the
leaves, short sturdy stems, and
shoots to penetrate the soil The
long roots This transformation
roots are short, but there is little
begins with the reception of
light by a specific pigment,
need for water absorption
because little water is lost by
phytochrome.
the shoots.
... Figure 39.2 Light-induced de-etiolation (greening) of
dark-grown potatoes.

Consider a forgotten potato in the back corner of a kitchen
cupboard. This modified underground stem, or htber, has
sprouted shoots from its ueyesu (axillary buds). These shoots,
however, scarcely resemble those of a typical plant. Instead of
sturdy stems and broad green leaves, these plants have ghostly
pale stems and unexpanded leaves, as well as short, stubby roots
(Figure 39.2a). These morphological adaptations for growing
in darkness, collectively referred to as etiolation, make sense if
we consider thata young potato plant in nahtre usually encounters continuous darkness when sprouting underground. Under
these circumstances, expanded leaves would be a hindrance to
soil penetration and would be damaged as the shoots pushed
through the soil. Because the leaves are unexpanded and underground, there is little evaporative loss ofwater and little requirement for an extensive root system to replace the water lost by
transpiration. Moreover, the energy expended in producing
green chlorophyll would be wasted because there is no light for
photosynthesis. Instead, a potato plant growing in the dark allocates as much energy as possible to elongating its stems. This
adaptation enables the shoots to break ground before the nutrient reserves in the tuber are exhausted. The etiolation response
is one example ofhow a plant's morphology and physiology are
tuned to its surroundings by complex interactions bern'een environmental and internal signals.
When a shoot reaches the sunlight, the plant undergoes
profound changes, collectively called de-etiolation (informally known as greening). Stem elongation slows; leaves expand; roots elongate; and the shoot produces chlorophyll. In
short, it begins to resemble a typical plant (Figure 39.2b). In
this section, we will use this de-etiolation response as an example of how a plant cell's reception of a signal-in this case,
light-is transduced into a response (greening). Along the
822
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Relay proteins and
...........................
second messengers

Activation
of cellular
responses

~ Receptor
Hormone or
environmental
stimulus

- - Plasma membrane

... Figure 39.3 Review of a general model for signal
transduction patnways. As discussed in Chapter 11, a hormone
or other kind of stimulus interacting with a specific receptor protein
can trigger the sequential adivation of relay proteins and also the
production of second messengers that participate in the pathway. The
signal is passed along, ultimately bringing about cellular responses. In
this diagram, the receptor is Or"l the surface of the target cell; ir"l other
cases, the stimulus interacts with receptors inside the cell,
way, we will explore how studies of mutants provide insights
into the molecular details of the stages of cen-signal processing: reception, transduction, and response (Figure 39.3),

Reception
Signals are first detected by receptors, proteins that undergo
changes in shape in response to a specific stimulus. The receptor involved in de-etiolation is a type of phytochrome, a photoreceplor that well examine more closely later in the chapter.
Unlike most receptors, which are buill into the plasma membrane, the phytochrome that functions in the de-etiolation response is located in the cytoplasm. Researchers demonstrated
the requirement for phytochrome in de-etiolation through
studies of the tomato, a close relative of the potato. The aurea
mutant tomato, which has lower-than-normallevels of phytochrome, greens less than wild-type tomatoes when exposed
to light. (The name aurea comes from the Latin for "goldcolored." In the absence of chlorophyll, the yellow plant
pigments called carotenoids are more obvious.) Researchers
produced a normal de-etiolation response in individual aurea
leaf cens by injecting phytochrome from other plants and then
exposing the cells to light. Such experiments indicate that phytochrome functions in light detection during de-etiolation.

Transduction
Receptors can be sensitive to very weak environmental or
chemical signals. Some de-etiolation responses are triggered
by extremely low levels of light. For example, light levels equivalent to a few seconds of moonlight are sufficient to slow stem
elongation in dark-grown oat seedlings. How is the information from these extremely weak signals amplified, and how is

their reception transduced into a specific response by the
plant? The answer is second messengers-small molecules
and ions in the cell that amplify the signal and transfer it from
the re<eptor to other proteins that carry out the response. In
de-etiolation, for example, each activated phytochrome molecule may give rise to hundreds of molecules of a se<ond messenger, each ofwhich may lead to the activation of hundreds of
mole<ules ofa specific enzyme. By such mechanisms, a second
messenger in a signal transduction pathway rapidly amplifies
the signal. In Chapter 11, we discussed several kinds of second
messengers in general (see Figures 11.11 and 11.13). Here, we
examine the particular roles of second messengers in deetiolation. Refer to Figure 39.4 frequently as you read the following description of this complex process.
Light causes phytochrome to undergo a change in shape
that leads to increases in levels of the second messengers
cyclic GMP (cGMP) and Ca2+. One function ofGMP is the
activation of protein kinases, a diverse class of enzymes that
influence the activation of other proteins by phosphorylation, a modification in which a phosphate group is attached
to the protein ata specific site. Injection of cGMP intoaurea
tomato leaf cells induces a partial de-etiolation response,

_---'O=-R_._,,~p_t;_O_" __ II'___

even without the addition of phytochrome, via the upper
pathway in the figure. Changes in cytosolic Ca2+ levels also
play an important role in phytochrome signal transduction.
The concentration of Ca2+ is generally very low in the cytosol (about 10- 7 M). But phytochrome activation can open
Ca2+ channels and lead to a transient loo-fold increase in
cytosolic Ca2+ levels. In other cases of signal transduction,
both cGMP and cytosolic Ca2+ can influence the activity of
specific ion channels, cytoskeletal proteins, and enzymes,
including protein kinases.

Response
Ultimately, a signal transduction pathway leads to regulation of
one or more cellular activities. In most cases, these responses
involve the increased activity of particular enzymes. There are
two main mechanisms bywhich a signaling pathway can enhance
an enzymatic step in a biochemical pathway: transcriptional
regulation and post-translational modification. Transcriptional
regulation increases or de<reases synthesis of the mRNA that
codes for the enzyme. Post-translational modification activates
existing enzyme mole<ules.
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second messenger that activates
a specific protein kinase. The
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... Figure 39.4 An example of signal transduction in plants: the role of
phytochrome in the de-etiolation (greening) response.
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Transcriptional Regulation
As discussed in Chapter 18, the proteins we call specific transcription factors bind to specific regions of DNA and control
the transcription of specific genes (see Figure 18.9}.ln the case
of phytochrome-induced de-etiolation, several such transcription factors are activated by phosphorylation in response
to the appropriate light conditions. The activation of some of
these transcription factors depends on cGMP, whereas the activation of others requires Ca2+.
The mechanism by which a signal promotes a new develop·
mental course may depend on transcription factors that are activators (which increase transcription of specific genes) or
repressors (which decrease transcription) or both. For example,
consider Arabidopsis mutants that, except for their pale color,
have a light-grown morphology when grown in the dark; they
have expanded leaves and short, sturdy stems but are not green
because the final step in chlorophyll production requires light directy. These mutants have defects in a repressor that inhibits the
expression ofother genes normally activated by light. When the
repressor is eliminated by mutation, the pathway that it normally
blocks proceeds. Thus, these mutants appear to have been
grown in the light, except for their pale color.

Post· Translational Modification of Proteins
Although the syntheses of new proteins by transcription and
translation are important molecular events associated with
de-etiolation, so are post-translational modifications of existing proteins. Most often, existing proteins are modified by the
phosphorylation of specific amino acids, which alters the protein's hydrophobicity and activity. Many second messengers,
including cGMP, and some receptors themselves, including
some forms of phytochrome, activate protein kinases directly.
Often, one protein kinase will phosphorylate another protein
kinase, which then phosphorylates another, and so on (see
Figure 11.9). Such kinase cascades may link initial stimuli to
responses at the level of gene expression, usually via the phosphorylation of transcription factors. By such mechanisms,
many signal pathways ultimately regulate the synthesis of new
proteins, usually by turning specific genes on or off.
Signal pathways must also have a means for turning off
when the initial signal is no longer present, such as when a
sprouting potato is put back into the cupboard. Protein phosphatases, enzymes that dephosphorylate specific proteins, are
important in these Uswitch_offu processes. At any moment, a
cell's activities depend on the balance ofactivity of many types
of protein kinases and protein phosphatases.

De-Etiolation ("Greening") Proteins
What types of proteins are either newly transcribed or activated by phosphorylation during the de-etiolation process?
Many are enzymes that function in photosynthesis directly;
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others are enzymes involved in supplying the chemical precursors necessary for chlorophyll production; still others affect the levels of plant hormones that regulate growth. For
example, the levels of auxin and brassinosteroids, hormones
that enhance stem elongation, decrease following phytochrome activation. That decrease explains the slowing of stem
elongation that accompanies de-etiolation.
We have discussed the signal transduction involved in the
de-etiolation response of a potato plant in some detail to give
you a sense of the complexity of biochemical changes that underlie this one process. Every plant hormone and every environmental stimulus triggers one or more signal transduction
pathways of comparable complexity. As with the aurea mutant tomato, techniques of molecular biology combined with
genetic studies of mutants are helping researchers identify
these various pathways. But molecular biology builds on a
long history of careful physiological and biochemical investigations into how plants work. As you will read in the next section, classical experiments provided the first clues that
transported signaling molecules called hormones are internal
regulators of plant growth.
CONCEPT

CHECK

39.1

1. What are the morphological differences between

dark- and light-grown plants?
2. Explain how etiolation helps a seedling compete
successfully.
3. Cycloheximide is a drug that inhibits protein synthe·
sis. Predict what effect cycloheximide would have on
de-etiolation.
4. _@UIl4 The sexual dysfunction drug Viagra inhibits an enzyme that breaks down cyclic GMP. If
tomato leaf cells have a similar enzyme, would applying Viagra cause a normal de-etiolation of aurea mutant tomato leaves?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r;i:~t~;r~~~~s help coordinate
growth, development, and
responses to stimuli

A hormone, in the original meaning of the term, is a signaling
molecule that is produced in tiny amounts by one part of an organism's body and transported to other parts, where it binds to a
specific receptor and triggers responses in target cells and tissues.
In animals, hormones are usually transported through the circulatory system, acriterion often included in definitions ofthe term.
The hormone concept originated from studies of animals
and was adopted by plant physiologists in the early 19OOs. Many

modern plant biologists, however, argue that it is too limiting to
describe plant physiological processes using the narrow definitions established by animal physiologists. For example, plants
don't have blood or a circulatory system to transport hormonelike signaling molecules. Moreover, some signaling molecules
that are considered plant hormones act only locally. Finally,
there are some signaling molecules in plants, such as sucrose,
which typically occur in plants at concentrations that are hundreds of thousands times greater than a typical hormone. Nevertheless, they are transported through plants and activate signal
transduction pathways that greatly alter the functioning ofplants
in a manner similar to a hormone. Thus, many plant biologists
prefer the broader term plant growth regulator to describe organic compounds, either natural or synthetic, that modify or
control one or more specific physiological processes within a
plant. At this point in time, the terms plant hormone and plant
growth regulator are used about equally, but for historical continuity we will use the term plant hormone and adhere to the criterion that plant hormones are active at very low concentrations.
Virtually every aspect of plant growth and development is
under hormonal control to some degree. A single hormone
can regulate an amazingly diverse array of cellular and developmental processes. Conversely, multiple hormones can influence a single process.

.~Jt.5
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What part of a grass coleoptile senses light,
and how is the signal transmitted?
EXPERIMENT
In 1880, Charles and Francis Darwin removed
and covered parts of grass coleoptiles to determine what part
senses light. In 1913. Peter Boysen-Jensen separated coleoptiles
with different materials to determine how the signal for phototropism is transmitted,
RESULTS

Shaded

coleoptile
~~~~~side
of

Control

li9~

,

Illuminated
side of
coleoptile

Darwin and Darwin: Phototropism occurs
only when the tip is illuminated.

l~

The Discovery of Plant Hormones
The idea that chemical messengers exist in plants emerged from
a series ofclassic experiments on how stems respond to light. As
you know, the shoot ofahouseplant on awindowsill grows toward
light. Ifyou rotate the plant, it soon reorients its growth until its
leaves again face the window. Any growth response that results in
plant organs curving toward or away from stimuli is called a
tropism (from the Greek tropos, turn). The growth ofa shoot toward light or away from it is called phototropism; tlle former is
positive phototropism, the latter negative phototropism.
In a forest or other natural ecosystem where plants may be
crowded, phototropism directs growing seedlings toward the
sunlight that powers photosynthesis. What is the mechanism
for this adaptive response? Much of what is known about
phototropism has been learned from studies ofgrass seedlings,
particularly oats. The shoot ofa sprouting grass seedling is enclosed in a sheath called the coleoptile (see Figure 38.9b),
which grows straight upward if the seedling is kept in the dark
or if it is illuminated uniformly from all sides. If the growing
coleoptile is illuminated from one side, it grows toward the
light. This response results from a differential growth of cells
on opposite sides of the coleoptile; the cells on the darker side
elongate faster than the cells on the brighter side.
Charles Darwin and his son Francis conducted some of the
earliest experiments on phototropism in the late lSOOs
(figure 39.5). They observed that a grass seedling could bend
toward light only if the tip of the coleoptile was present. If the

Site of
curvature
covered by
opaque
shield
Boysen-Jensen: Phototropism occurs when the tip is separated
by a permeable barrier but not an impermeable barrier.

li9h~
Tip separated
by gelatin
(permeable)

Tip separated
by mica
(impermeable)

CONCLUSION The Darwins' experiment suggested that only
the tip of the coleoptile senses light. The phototropic bending.
however. occurred at a distance from the site of light perception
(the tip). Boysen-Jensen's results suggested that the signal for the
bending is a light-activated mobile chemical,
SOURCE

C, R, Darwin, The power of mClllement in plants, John
Murr")'. London (880) P Boysen·jensen, Conceming the performance of
phototropic stimu~ on the AI'O'flit coleoptile, Betidlreder Deu&:hen BolaniKhen
GeseII'iChiJlf (Reports of the German 60tilniCilI Society) 31 :559-566 (1913),
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How could you experimentally determine which
colors of light cause the most phototropic bending?
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tip was removed, the coleoptile did not curve. The seedling
also failed to grow toward light if the tip was covered with an
opaque cap; but neither a transparent cap over the tip nor an
opaque shield placed below the coleoptile tip prevented the
phototropic response. It was the tip of the coleoptile, the
Darwins concluded, that was responsible for sensing light.
However, they noted that the differential growth response that
led to curvature of the coleoptile occurred some distance below the tip. The Darwins postulated that some signal was
transmitted downward from the tip to the elongating region of
the coleoptile. A few decades later, the Danish scientist Peter
Boysen-Jensen demonstrated that the signal was a mobile
chemical substance. He separated the tip from the remainder
of the coleoptile by a cube of gelatin, which prevented cellular
contact but allowed chemicals to pass. These seedlings responded normally, bending toward light. However, if the tip
was experimentally separated from the lower coleoptile by an
impermeable barrier, such as the mineral mica, no phototropic response occurred.
In 1926, Frits Went, a Dutch graduate student, extracted
the chemical messenger for phototropism by modifying the
experiments of Boysen-Jensen (Figure 39.6). Went removed
the coleoptile tip and placed it on a cube of agar, a gelatinous
material. The chemical messenger from the tip, Went reasoned, should diffuse into the agar, and the agar block should
then be able to substitute for the coleoptile tip. Went placed
the agar blocks on decapitated coleoptiles that were kept in
the dark. A block that was centered on top of the coleoptile
caused the stem to grow straight upward. However, when the
block was placed off center, the coleoptile began to bend away
from the side with the agar block, as though growing toward
light. Went concluded that the agar block contained a chemical produced in the coleoptile tip, that this chemical stimulated growth as it passed down the coleoptile, and that a
coleoptile curved toward light because ofa higher concentration of the growth-promoting chemical on the darker side of
the coleoptile. For this chemical messenger, or hormone,
Went chose the name auxin (from the Greek auxein, to increase). Auxin was later purified by Kenneth Thimann, at the
California Institute of Technology, and its chemical structure
found to be indoleacetic acid (IAA).
The classical hypothesis for what causes grass coleoptiles to
grow toward light, based on the work ofthe Darwins, BoysenJensen, and Went, is that an asymmetrical distribution of
auxin moving down from the coleoptile tip causes cells on the
darker side to elongate faster than cells on the brighter side.
But studies of phototropism by organs other than grass
coleoptiles provide less support for this idea. There is no evidence that illumination from one side causes asymmetrical
distribution ofauxin in stems of sunflowers or other eudicots.
There is, however, asymmetrical distribution of certain substances that may act as growth inhibitors, and these substances are more concentrated on the lighted side of a stem.
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Does asymmetrical distribution of a growthpromoting chemical cause a coleoptile to grow
toward the light?
EXPERIMENT
In 1926, Frits Went's experiment identified
how a growth-promoting chemical causes a coleoptile to grow
toward light. He placed coleoptiles in the dark and removed their
tips, putting some tips on agar cubes that he predicted would absorb the growth-promoting chemical. On a control coleoptile, he
placed a cube that lacked the chemical. On others, he placed
cubes containing the chemICal. either centered on top of the
coleoptile to distribute the chemical evenly or offset to increase
the concentration on one side.

RESULTS
The coleoptile grew straight if the growthpromoting chemical was distributed evenly. If the chemICal was
distributed unevenly, the coleoptile curved away from the side
with the cube, as if growing toward light. even though it was
grown in the dark.

Excised tip placed
on agar cube

(\~

Growth-promoting
chemical diffuses
into agar cube

1
L

Control

Control
(agar cube
lacking
chemical)
has no
effect

j

Agar cube
with chemical
stimulates growth

(
CONCLUSION Went concluded that a coleoptile curved toward light because its dark side had a higher concentration of the
growth-promoting chemical, which he named auxin.
SOURCE

F. Went. Agrowth ~bst~rICe ~nd growth. Recuei/5 de5
Tr<lvaux Bot~nique5 Neerlandais ((olle<lIOns of Dutch Botanu:al Works)
25-1-116 (l92B).

.',ili!"I. Trliodobenzoic acid (liSA) inhibits auxin transport_ If

a tiny agar bead containing TISA were placed off center on the
tip of an intact coleoptile, which way would the coleoptile bend:
toward the side with the bead or away from it? Explain.

A Survey of Plant Hormones
The early studies on phototropism that we have just discussed provided the basis for subsequent research on
plant hormones. Table ]9.1 previews some major classes
of plant hormones: auxin, cytokinins, gibberellins, brassinasteroids, abscisic acid, and ethylene. Many molecules in
plants that function in defense against pathogens are probably plant hormones as well. (These molecules will be discussed later in the chapter.)
Plant hormones are produced in very low concentrations,
but a tiny amount of hormone can have a profound effect on
the growth and development of a plant organ. This implies
that the hormonal signal must be amplified in some way. A
hormone may act by altering the expression of genes, byaffecting the activity of existing enzymes, or by changing properties of membranes. Any of these actions could redirect the
metabolism and development of a cell responding to a small
number of hormone molecules. Signal transduction path-

ways amplify the hormonal signal and connect it to a cell's
specific responses.
In general, hormones control plant growth and development by affecting the division, elongation, and differentiation
ofcells. Some hormones also mediate shorter-term physiological responses of plants to environmental stimuli. Each hormone has multiple effects, depending on its site of action, its
concentration, and the developmental stage of the plant.
Response to a hormone usually depends not so much on
the amount of that hormone as on its relative concentration
compared with other hormones. It is hormonal balance,
rather than hormones acting in isolation, that may control
growth and development. These interactions will become apparent in the following survey of hormone function.

Auxin
The term auxin is used for any chemical substance that promotes elongation of coleoptiles, although auxins have multiple

'_'.39.1 Overview of Plant Hormones
Hormone

Where Produced or Found in Plant

Major Functions

Auxin (IAA)

Shoot apical meristems and young leaves are the
primary sites of auxin synthesis. Root apical
meristems also produce auxin, although the root
depends on the shoot for much of its auxin. Developing seeds and fruits contain high levels of
auxin, but it is unclear whether it is newly synthesized or transported from maternal tissues.

Stimulates stem elongation (low concentration
only); promotes the formation of lateral and
adventitious roots; regulates development of fruit;
enhances apical dominance; functions in phototropism and gravitropism; promotes vascular
differentiation; retards leaf abscission.

Cytokinins

These are synthesized primarily in roots and
transported to other organs, although there are
many minor sites of production as well.

Regulate cell division in shoots and roots; modify
apical dominance and promote lateral bud growth;
promote movement of nutrients into sink tissues;
stimulate seed germination; delay leaf senescence.

GibbereIIins

Meristems of apical buds and roots, young leaves,
and developing seeds are the primary sites of production.

Stimulate stem elongation, pollen development,
pollen tube growth, fruit growth, and seed development and germination; regulate sex determination
and the transition from juvenile to adult phases.

Brassinosteroids

These compounds are present in all plant tissues,
although different intermediates predominate in
different organs. Internally produced brassinosteroids act near the site of synthesis.

Promote cell expansion and cell division in shoots;
promote root growth at low concentrations; inhibit
root growth at high concentrations; promote xylem
differentiation and inhibit phloem differentiation;
promote seed germination and pollen tube elongation.

Abscisic acid (A BA)

Almost all plant cells have the ability to synthesize abscisic acid, and its presence has been detected in every major organ and living tissue; may
be transported in the phloem or xylem.

Inhibits growth; promotes stomatal closure during
drought stress; promotes seed dormancy and inhibits early germination; promotes leaf senescence;
promotes desiccation tolerance.

Ethylene

This gaseous hormone can be produced by almost all parts of the plant. It is produced in high
concentrations during senescence, leaf abscission,
and the ripening of some types of fruits. Synthesis
is also stimulated by wounding and stress.

Promotes ripening of many types of fruit, leaf abscission, and the triple response in seedlings (inhibition of stem elongation, promotion of lateral
expansion, and horizontal growth); enhances the
rate of senescence; promotes root and root hair formation; promotes flowering in the pineapple family.
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functions in flowering plants. The natural auxin in plants is indoleacetic acid, or IAA, but several other compounds, including some synthetic ones, have auxin activity. Throughout this
chapter, however, the term auxin is used specifically to refer to
JAA. Although JAA was the first plant hormone to be discovered, much remains to be learned about auxin signal transduction and the regulation of auxin biosynthesis.
Auxin is transported down the stem from the shoot apex at
a speed of about 10 mm/hr, much too fast for diffusion, although slower than translocation in phloem. Auxin seems to
be transported directly through parenchyma tissue, from one
cell to the next. In the shoot, it moves only from tip to base, not
in the reverse direction. This unidirectional transport ofauxin
is called polar transport. Polar transport has nothing to do
with gravity; experiments have shown that auxin travels upward when a stem or coleoptile segment is placed upside
down. Rather, the polarity of auxin movement is attributable
to the polar distribution ofauxin transport protein in the cells.
Concentrated at the basal end of a cell, the auxin transporters
move the hormone out of the cell. The auxin can then enter
the apical end ofthe neighboring cell (Figure 39.7). Auxin has
a variety of effects, including stimulating cell elongation and
lateral root formation.
The Role of Auxin in Cell Elongation Although auxin affects several aspects of plant development, one of its chief
functions is to stimulate elongation of cells within young developing shoots. The apical meristem of a shoot is a major site
of auxin synthesis. As auxin from the shoot apex moves down
to the region ofcell elongation (see Figure 35.16), the hormone
stimulates cell growth, probably by binding to a re<eptor in the
plasma membrane. Auxin stimulates growth only over a certain concentration range, from about 10- 11 to 10- 4 M. At
higher concentrations, auxin may inhibit cel! elongation,
probably by inducing production of ethylene, a hormone that
generally inhibits elongation. We will return to this hormonal
interaction when we discuss ethylene.
According to a model called the acidgrowth hypothesis, proton pumps playa major role in the growth response of cells to
auxin. In a shoot's region of elongation, auxin stimulates the
plasma membrane's proton (H+) pumps. This pumpingofH+ increases the voltage across the membrane (membrane potential)
and lowers the pH in the cell walJ within minutes (Figure 39.8).
Acidification of the wall activates enzymes called cxpansins
that break the cross-links (hydrogen bonds) bety,'een cellulose
microfibrils and other cell wall constituents, loosening the
wall's fabric. (Expansins can even weaken the integrity of filter
paper made of pure cellulose.) Increasing the membrane potential enhances ion uptake into the cell, which causes osmotic
uptake ofwater and increased turgor. Increased turgor and increased cell wall plasticity enable the cell to elongate.
Auxin also rapidly alters gene expression, causing cells in
the region of elongation to produce new proteins within min828
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What causes polar movement of auxin from
shoot tip to base?
EXPERIMENT

To investigate how auxin is transported unidirectionally. Leo Galweiler and colleagues designed an experiment to identify the location of the auxin transport protein, They
used a greenish yellow fluorescent molecule to label antibodies
that bind to the auxin transport protein. Then they applied the
antibodies to longitudinally sectioned Arabidopsis stems.

RESULTS
The light micrograph on the left shows that
auxin transport proteins are not found in all stem tissues, but only
in the xylem parenchyma, In the light micrograph on the right, a
higher magnification reveals that these proteins are primarily
localized at basal ends of the cells

CONCLUSiON The results support the hypothesis that concentration of the auxin transport protein at the basal ends of cells
mediates the polar transport of auxin.
SOURCE
L G~lweiler el ~I. Regul~tlon of pol~f ~"JXIn tr~nsport by
AlPIN! In A,abidopst vas<:ula, tls.....e. S<:;ern:e 282.2226-2230 (1998).

_1,'Mil l •

If auxin transport proteins were equally distributed at
both ends of the cells. would polar auxin transport still be possible?
Explain.

utes. Some of these proteins are short-lived transcription factors that repress or activate the expression of other genes. For
sustained growth after this initial spurt, cells must make more
cytoplasm and wall material. Auxin also stimulates this sustained growth response.
lateral and Adventitious Root Formation Auxins are used
commercially in the vegetative propagation of plants by cuttings. Treating a detached leaf or stem with rooting powder
containing auxin often causes adventitious roots to form near
the cut surface. Auxin is also involved in the branching ofroots.
Researchers found that an Arabidopsis mutant that exhibits extreme proliferation of lateral roots has an auxin concentration
17-fold higher than normal.

Cell wall-loosening
enzymes

f) Wedge-shaped expansins, activated by low pH,
separate cellulose microfibrils from cross-linking
polysaccharides. The exposed cross-linking polysaccharides
are now more accessible to cell wall-loosening enzymes.
Expansin

Cross-linking
polysaccharides

CELl WALL

OThe enzymatic cleaving of
cross-linking polysaccharides
allows cellulose microfibrils
to slide. The extensibility of
the cell wall is increased.
Turgor causes the cell to
expand.

Cellulose
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_ r--lJ

the
activity of
proton pumps.
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Cell
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wall
membrane

8The cell wall
becomes more
acidic.

increa~e.s

... Figure 39.8 Cell
elongation in response to
auxin: the acid growth
hypothesis.
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Auxins as Herbicides Certain synthetic auxins, including 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacteic acid (2,4-0), are widely used as
herbicides. Monocots, such as maize and turfgrass, can rapidly
inactivate such synthetic auxins. However, eudicots cannot
and therefore die from hormonal overdose. Spraying cereal
fields or turf with 2,4--0 eliminates eudicot (broadleaf) weeds.
Other Effects of Auxin In addition to stimulating cell elongation during primary growth, auxin affects secondary growth
by increasing cambial activity and influencing the differentiation of cambial initials (see Figure 35.20).
Developing seeds produce auxin, which promotes fruit
growth. In greenhouses, seed production is often poor because
of the lack of insect pollinators, resulting in poorly developed
tomato fruits. However, spraying synthetic auxins on greenhouse-grown tomato vines induces normal fruit development
without pollination, making the greenhouse-cultivated tomato
fruits commercially viable.

Cytokinins
Trial-and-error attempts to find chemical additives that would
enhance the growth and development ofplantcells in tissue culture led to the discovery of cytokinins. In the 1940s, Johannes
van Overbeek, working at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in
New York, found he could stimulate the growth of plant embryos by adding coconut milk, the liquid endosperm of a coconut's giant seed, to his culture medium. A decade later, Folke
Skoog and Carlos 0. Miller, at the University of \Visconsin,

~

0With the cellulose loosened.
the cell can elongate.

Madison, induced cultured tobacco cells to divide by adding degraded DNA samples. The active ingredients of both experimental additives turned out to be modified forms of adenine, a
component of nucleic acids. These growth regulators were
named cytokinins because they stimulate cytokinesis, or cell division. The most common naturaJ cytokinin is zeatin, so named
because it was discovered first in maize (Zea mays). Although
much remains to be learned about cytokinin synthesis and signal
transduction, the effects ofcytokinins on cell division and differentiation, apical dominance, and aging are well documented.
Control of Cell Division and Differentiation Cytokinins
are produced in actively growing tissues, particularly in roots,
embryos, and fruits. Cytokinins produced in roots reach their
target tissues by moving up the plant in the xylem sap. Acting in
concert with auxin, cytokinins stimulate cell division and influence the pathway ofdifferentiation. The effects ofcytokinins on
cells growing in tissue culture provide clues about how this class
of hormones may function in an intact plant. When a piece of
parenchyma tissue from a stem is cultured in the absence of cytokinins, the cells grow very large but do not divide. But if
cytokinins are added along with auxin, the cells divide. Cytokinins alone have no effect. The ratio of cytokinins to auxin
controls cell differentiation. When the concentrations of these
m'o hormones are at certain levels, the mass ofcells continues to
grow, but it remains acluster ofundifferentiated cells called acallus (see Figure 38.14). Ifcytokinin levels increase, shoot buds develop from the callus. If auxin levels increase, roots form.
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Control of Apical Dominance Cytokinins, auxin, and other
factors interact in the control of apical dominance, the ability of
the apical bud to suppress the development of axillary buds
(Figure 39.9a). Until recently, the leading hypothesis to explain
the hormonal regulation ofapical dominance-the direct inhibition hypothesis-proposed that auxin and cytokinins act antagonistically in regulating axillary bud growth. According to this
view, auxin transported down the shoot from the apical bud directly inhibits axillary buds from growing, causing a shoot to
lengthen at the expense of lateral branching. Meanwhile, cytokinins entering the shoot system from roots counter the action
of auxin by signaling axillary buds to begin growing. Thus, the
ratio of auxin and cytokinins was viewed as the critical factor in
controlling axillary bud inhibition.
Many observations are consistent with the direct inhibition
hypothesis. If the apical bud, the primary source of auxin, is removed, the inhibition of axillary buds is removed and the plant
becomes bushier (Figure 39.9b). Applying auxin to the cut surface of the decapitated shoot resuppresses the growth of the lateral buds (Figure 39.9c). Mutants that overproduce cytokinins or
plants treated with cytokinins also tend to be bushier than normal. However, one prediction of the direct inhibition hypothesis
nOl supported by experiment is that decapitation, by removing
the primary source ofauxin, should lead to adecrease in the auxin
levels of axillary buds. Biochemical studies have in fact revealed
the opposite: Auxin levels actually increase in the axillary buds of
decapitated plants. The direct inhibition hypothesis, therefore,

does not account for all experimental findings. It is likely that
plant biologists have not uncovered all the pieces ofthis puzzle.
Anti-Aging Effects Cytokinins retard the aging of certain
plant organs by inhibiting protein breakdown, stimulating
RNA and protein synthesis, and mobilizing nutrients from
surrounding tissues. Ifleaves removed from a plant are dipped
in a cytokinin solution, they stay green much longer than
otherwise. Cytokinins also slow the deterioration of leaves on
intact plants. Because of this anti-aging effect, florists use cytokinin sprays to keep cut flowers fresh.

Cibberellins
In the early 19OOs, farmers in Asia noticed that some rice
seedlings in their paddies grew so tan and spindly that they
toppled over before they could mature and flower. In 1926,
Japanese plant pathologist Ewiti Kurosawa discovered that a
fungus of the genus Gibberella caused this "foolish seedling
disease.~ By the 193Os, Japanese scientists had determined
that the fungus caused hyperelongation of rice stems by secreting a chemica\' which was given the name gibberellin.
In the 1950s, researchers discovered that plants also produce
gibberellins (GAs). Since that time, scientists have identified
more than 100 different gibberellins that occur naturally in
plants, although a much smaller number occur in each plant
species. "Foolish rice" seedlings, it seems, suffer from an overdose of gibberellins normally found in
plants in lower concentrations. Gibberellins have a variety of effects, such as
stem elongation, fruit growth, and seed
germination.

(b) Apkal bud removed

(a) Apkal bud intact (not shown in photo)

(c) AUKin added to decapitated stem

.... Figure 39.9 Apical dominance. (a) The inhibition of growth of axillary buds, possibly
influenced by auxin from the apical bud. favors elongation of the shoot's main axis. (b) Removal of
the apical bud from the same plant enables lateral branches to grow. (c) Applying a gelatin capsule
containing auxin to the stump prevents the lateral branches from growing,
830
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Stem Elongation Themajorsitesofgibberellin production are roots and young
leaves. Gibberellins stimulate stem and
leaf growth but have little effect on roots.
In stems, they stimulate cell elongation
and cell division. One hypothesis proposes
that they activate enzymes that loosen cell
walls, facilitating entry of expansin pro-teins. Thus, gibberellins act in concert with
auxin to promote stem elongation.
The effects of gibberellins in enhancing stem elongation are evident when certain d\\wf (mutant) varieties of plants are
treated with. gibberellins. For instance,
some dwarf pea plants (including the variety Mendel studied; see Chapter 14)
grow tall if treated with gibberellins. But
there is often no response if the gibberelHns are applied to wild-type plants.
Apparently, these plants already produce

an optimal dose ofthe hormone. The most dramatic example of
gibberellin-induced stem elongation is bolting, rapid growth of
the floral stalk (Figure 39.10a).
Fruit Growth In many plants, both auxin and gibberellins
must be present in order for fruit to develop. The most important commercial application of gibberellins is in the spray-

(b) The Thompson seedless
grape bunch on the left is
from an untreated control
vine. The bunch on the right
is growing from a vine that
was sprayed with gibberellin
during fruit development.

ing of Thompson seedless grapes (Figure 39.10b). The hormone makes the individual grapes grow larger. a trait valued
by the consumer. The gibberellin sprays also make the internodes of the grape bunch elongate, allowing more space for
the individual grapes. By enhancing air circulation between
the grapes, this increase in space also makes it harder for
yeasts and other microorganisms to infect the fruits.
Germination The embryo of a seed is a rich source of gibberellins. After water is imbibed, the release of gibberellins
from the embryo signals the seed to break dormancy and germinate. Some seeds that require particular environmental
conditions to germinate, such as exposure to light or low temperatures, break dormancy if they are treated with gibberellins. Gibberellins support the growth of cereal seedlings
by stimulating the synthesis of digestive enzymes such as
a-amylase that mobilize stored nutrients (Figure 39.11).

Brassinosteroids

Brassinosteroids are steroids and therefore chemically similar to cholesterol and the sex hormones of animals. They induce cell elongation and division in stem segments and
seedlings at concentrations as low as 10- 12 M. They also retard leaf abscission (leaf drop) and promote xylem differenti... Figure 39.10 Effects of
ation. These effects are so qualitatively similar to those of
gibberellins on stem
auxin that it took several years for plant physiologists to deterelongation and fruit
mine that brassinosteroids were not types of auxins.
growth.
Evidence from molecular biology established brassinosteroids as plant hormones. Joanne Chory and colleagues at
8 The aleurone responds to
Sugars and other
the Salk Institute in San Diego were inGA by synthesizing and
nutrients absorbed
terested
in mutant Arabidopsis with
secreting digestive enzymes
from the endosperm
morphological features similar to those
that hydrolyze nutrients stored
by the scutellum
(cotyledon) are consumed
in the endosperm. One example
of light-grown plants, even though the
is (X·amylase, which hydrolyzes
during growth of the
mutants were grown in the dark. The restarch.
embryo into a seedling.
searchers discovered that the mutation
affects a gene that normaJJy codes for
an enzyme similar to one involved in
steroid synthesis in mammals. They also
found that this brassinosteroid-deficient
mutant could be restored to the wildtype phenotype by applying brassinosteroids in the lab.

(a) Some plants develop In a
rosette form. low to the ground
with very short internodes, as in
the Arabidopsis plant shown at
the left. As the plant switches
to reprodudive growth. a surge
of gibberellins induces bolting:
Internodes elongate rapidly.
elevating floral buds that
develop at stem tips (right).

o

After a seed
imbibes water, the
embryo releases
gibberellin (GA),
which sends a signal
to the aleurone. the
thin outer layer
of the endosperm.

e

Aleurone

Abscisic Acid

Water

... Figure 39.11 Mobilization of nutrients by gibberellins during the germination
of grain seeds such as barley.
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<Ill Red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle)

Ironically, ABA is no longer thought to playa primary role in
bud dormancy or leaf abscission, but it is very important in
other functions. Unlike the growth·stimulating hormones we
have studied so far-auxin, cytokinins, gibberellins, and
brassinosteroids-ABA slows growth. ABA often antagonizes
the actions of growth hormones, and the ratio of ABA to one
or more growth hormones determines the final physiological
outcome. We will consider here rn'o of ABA's many effects:
seed dormancy and drought tolerance.
Seed Dormancy Seed dormancy increases the likelihood
that seeds will germinate only when there are sufficient
amounts oflight, temperature, and moisture for the seedlings
to survive (see Chapter 38). What prevents seeds dispersed in
autumn from germinating immediately, only to die in the win·
ter? What mechanisms ensure that such seeds do not germi·
nate until spring? For that maUer, what prevents seeds from
germinating in the dark, moist interior of the fruit? The an·
swer to these questions is ABA. The levels of ABA may in·
crease HX)·fold during seed maturation. The high levels of
ABA in maturing seeds inhibit germination and induce the
production of certain proteins that help the seeds withstand
the extreme dehydration that accompanies maturation.
Many types of dormant seeds germinate when ABA is re-.
moved or inactivated. The seeds of some desert plants break
dormancy only when heavy rains wash ABA out ofthem. Other
seeds require light or prolonged exposure to cold to inactivate
ABA. Often, the ratio of ABA to gibberellins determines
whether the seed remains dormant or germinates, and adding
ABA to seeds that are primed to germinate makes them dor·
mant again. Inactivated ABA or low levels of ABA can lead to
precocious (early) germination (Figure 39.12). For example, a
maize mutant with grains that germinate while still on the cob
lacks a functional transcription factor required for ABA to induce expression of certain genes. Precocious germination of
red mangrove seeds, due to low ABA levels, is actually an
adaptation that helps the young seedlings to plant themselves
in the soft mud below the parent tree.
Drought Tolerance ABA is the primary internal signaling
molecule that enables plants to withstand drought. When a
plant begins to wilt, ABA accumulates in leaves and causes
stomata to close rapidly, reducing transpiration and preventing further water loss. By affecting second messengers such as
calcium, ABA causes potassium channels in the plasma mem·
brane ofguard cells to open, leading to a massive loss ofpotassium ions from the cells. The accompanying osmotic loss of
water reduces guard cell turgor and leads to closing of the
stomatal pores (see Figure 36.17). In some cases, water shortage stresses the root system before the shoot system, and ABA
transported from roots to leaves may function as an ~early
warning system:' Many mutants that are especially prone to
wilting are deficient in ABA production.
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seeds produce only low levels 01 ABA.
and their seeds germinate while still
on the tree, In this case, early
germination is a useful adaptation,
When released, the radicle of the
dart·like seedling deeply penetrates
the soft mudflats in which the
mangroves grow.

... Precocious germination in this
maize mutant is caused by lack
of a functional transcription
factor required lor ABA action,

... Figure 39.12 Precocious germination of wild-type
mangrove and mutant maize seeds.

Ethylene
During the 1800s, when coal gas was used as fuel for streetlights, leakage from gas pipes caused nearby trees to drop
leaves prematurely. In 1901, the Russian scientist Dimitry
Neljubow demonstrated that the gas ethylene was the active
factor in the coal gas. The idea that ethylene is a plant hormone was not widely accepted, however, until the advent of
gas chromatography simplified identification.
Plants produce ethylene in response to stresses such as
drought, flooding, mechanical pressure, injury, and infection.
Ethylene is also produced during fruit ripening and pro·
grammed cell death and in response to high concentrations of
externally applied auxin. Indeed, many effects previously ascribed to auxin, such as inhibition of root elongation, may be
due to auxin-induced ethylene production. We will focus here
on four of ethylene's many effects: response to mechanical
stress, senescence, leaf abscission, and fruit ripening.
The Triple Response to Mechanical Stress Imagine a pea
seedling pushing upward through the soil, only to come up
against a stone. As it pushes against the obstacle, the stress in its
delicate tip induces the seedling to produce ethylene. The hormone then instigates a growth maneuver known as the triple
response that enables the shoot to avoid the obstacle. The three

parts ofthis response are a slowing ofstem elongation, a thickening of the stem (which makes it stronger), and a curvature that
causes the stem to start growing horizontally. As the effects ofthe
initial ethylene pulse lessen, the stem resumes vertical growth. If
it again contacts a batTier, another burst of ethylene is released,
and horizontal growth resumes. However, if the upward touch
detects no solid object, then ethylene production decreases, and
the stem, now clear of the obstacle, reSWlles its normal upward
growth. It is ethylene that induces the stem to grow horizontally
rather than the physical obstruction itself; when ethylene is applied to normal seedlings growing free of physical impediments,
they still undergo the triple response (Figure 39.13).
Studies of Ambidopsis mutants with abnormal triple responses are an example of how biologists identify a signal transduction pathway. Scientists isolated ethylene-insensitive (ein)
mutants, which fail to undergo the triple response afterexposure
to ethylene (Figure 39.14.1). Some types of ein mutants are insensitive to ethylene because they lack a functional ethylene receptor. Mutants of a different sort undergo the triple response
even out ofsoil, in the air, where there are no physical obstacles.
Some ofthese mutants have a regulatory defect that causes them
to produce ethylene at rates 20 times normal. The phenotype of
such ethylene-overproducing (eto) mutants can be restored to
wild-type by treating the seedlings with inhibitors of ethylene
synthesis. Other mutants, called constitutive triple-response
(cir) mutants, undergo the triple response in air but do not respond to inhibitors ofethylene synthesis (Figure 39.14b). (Constitutive genes are genes that are continually expressed in all cells
of an organism.) In cir mutants, ethylene signal transduction is
permanently turned on, even though ethylene is not present
The affected gene in ctr mutants codes for a protein kinase.
The fact that this mutation activates the ethylene response
suggests that the normal kinase product ofthe wild-type allele
is a negative regulator of ethylene signal transduction. Here is
one hypothesis for how the pathway works in wild-type plants:
Binding of the hormone ethylene to the ethylene receptor
leads to inactivation of the kinase; and inactivation of this negative regulator allows synthesis of the proteins required for the
triple response.
Senescence Consider the shedding of a leaf in autumn or
the death of an annual after flowering. Or think about the final step in differentiation of a vessel element, when its living
contents are destroyed, leaving a hollow tube behind. Such
events involve senescence-the programmed death of certain cells or organs or the entire plant. Cells, organs, and plants
genetically programmed to die on a schedule do not simply
shut down cellular machinery and await death. Instead, at the
molecular level, the onset of programmed cell death, called
apoptosis, is a very busy time in a cell's life, requiring new
gene expression (see Figure 11.19). During apoptosis, newly
formed enzymes break down many chemical components, including chlorophyll, DNA, RNA, proteins, and membrane

Ethylene concentration (parts per million)

... Figure 39.13 The ethylene-induced triple response. In
response to ethylene. a gaseous plant hormone. germinating pea
seedlings grown in the dark undergo the triple response-slowing of
stem elongation, stem thickening. and horizontal stem growth. The
response is greater with increased ethylene concentration.

ein mutant

ar mutant

(a) ein mutant. An ethyleneinsensitive (ein) mutant fails to
undergo the triple response in
the presence of ethylene.

(b) efr mutant. Aconstitutive
triple-response (rtr) mutant
undergoes the triple response
even in the absence of ethylene

... Figure 39.14 Ethylene triple-response Arabidopsis
mutants.
lipids. The plant salvages many of the breakdown products. A
burst of ethylene is almost always associated with the programmed destruction of cens, organs, or the whole plant.
leaf Abscission The loss ofleaves from deciduous trees helps
prevent desiccation during seasonal periods of climatic stress
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that severely limit the availability ofwater to the roots. Before dying leaves abscise, many essential elements are salvaged from
them and stored in stem parenchyma cells. These nutrients are
recycled back to developing leaves the following spring. Autumn
leafcolor is due to newly made red pigments as well as yellow and
orange carotenoids (see Chapter 10) that were already present in
the leaf and are rendered visible by the breakdown of the dark
green chlorophyll in autumn.
When an autumn leaffalls, the breaking point isan abscission
layer that develops near the base of the petiole (Figure 39.15).
The small parenchyma cells ofthis layer have very thin walls, and
there are no fiber cells around the vascular tissue. The abscission
layer is further weakened when enzymes hydrolyze polysaccharides in the cell walls. Finally, the weight ofthe leaf, with the help
ofwind, causes a separation within the abscission layer. Even before the leaf falls, a layer of cork forms a protective scar on the
twig side of the abscission layer, preventing pathogens from invading the plant.
A change in the ratio of ethylene to auxin controls abscission. An aging leaf produces less and less auxin, rendering the
cells oCthe abscission layer more sensitive to ethylene. As the
influence of ethylene on the abscission layer prevails, the cells
produce enzymes that digest the cellulose and other components of cell walls.

I O.Smm I

Fruit Ripening Immature fleshy fruits are generally tart,
hard, and green-features that help protect the developing
seeds from herbivores. After ripening, the mature fruits help
attract animals that disperse the seeds (see Figures 30.8 and
30.9). In many cases, a burst ofethylene production in the fruit
triggers the ripening process. The enzymatic breakdown of
cell wall components softens the fruit, and the conversion of
starches and acids to sugars makes the fruit sweet. The production of new scents and colors helps advertise ripeness to
animals, which eat the fruits and disperse the seeds.
A chain reaction occurs during ripening: Ethylene triggers
ripening, and ripening triggers more ethylene production-a
rare example ofpositive feedback in physiology (see Figure 1.13).
The result is a huge burst in ethylene production. Because ethylene is a gas, the signal to ripen spreads from fruit to fruit. If
you pick or buy green fruit, you may be able to speed ripening
by storing the fruit in a paper bag, allowing ethylene to accumulate. On a commercial scale, many kinds of fruits are
ripened in huge storage containers in which ethylene levels are
enhanced. In other cases, fruit producers take measures to
slow ripening caused by natural ethylene. Apples, for instance,
are stored in bins flushed with carbon dioxide. Circulating the
air prevents ethylene from accumulating, and carbon dioxide
inhibits synthesis of new ethylene. Stored in this way, apples
picked in autumn can still be shipped to grocery stores the following summer.
Given the importance of ethylene in the postharvest physiology offruits, the genetic engineering of ethylene signal transduction pathways has potential commercial applications. For
example, by engineering a way to block the transcription ofone
of the genes required for ethylene synthesis, molecular biologists have created tomato fruits that ripen on demand. These
fruits are picked while green and will not ripen unless ethylene
gas is added. As such methods are refined, they will reduce
spoilage of fruits and vegetables, a problem that ruins almost
half the produce harvested in the United States.

Systems Biology and Hormone Interactions

Protective layer
'-----~.r--~'

Abscission layer
L'----.r---~

Stem

Petiole

... Figure 39.15 Abscission of a maple leaf. Abscission is
controlled by a change in the ratio of ethylene to auxin. The
abscission layer is seen in thiS longitudinal section as a vertical band at
the base of the petiole, After the leaf falls. a prolKtive layer of cork
becomes the leaf scar that helps prevent pathogens from invading the
plant (lM).
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As we have discussed, plant responses often involve the interactions of many hormones and their signal transduction
pathways. The study of hormone interactions can be a complex problem. For example, flooding of deepwater rice leads
to a 50-fold increase in internal ethylene levels and rapid
stem elongation. But ethylene's role in this response is a
small part of the story. Flooding also leads to an increase in
sensitivity to gibberellins that is mediated by a decrease in
ABA levels. Thus, stem elongation results from an interaction of these three hormones and their signal transduction
pathways.
Imagine yourself as a molecular biologist assigned the task
of genetically engineering a deepwater rice plant so that it
grows even faster when submerged. Would the best molecu-

tar target for genetic manipulation be an enzyme that inactivates ABA? An enzyme that produces more gibberellins? An
ethylene receptor? It is difficult to predict. And this is by no
means an unusual problem. Virtually every plant response discussed in this chapter is of comparable complexity. Because of
this pervasive and unavoidable issue of complex interactions,
many plant biologists are promoting a new, systems-based approach to plant biology.
Chapter 1 provided a general description of systems biology, which attempts to discover and understand biological
properties that emerge from the interactions of many system
elements (for example, mRNAs, proteins, hormones, and
metabolites). Using genomic techniques, biologists can now
identify all the genes in a plant. As of early 2008, the genomes
of several plant species have been sequenced, including the
research plant Arabidopsis, rice (Oryza sativa), a species
of poplar (Populus trichocarpa), grape (Vitus villi/era), and
maize (Zea mays). Moreover, using microarray and proteomic
techniques (see Chapters 20 and 21), scientists can determine
which genes are activated or inactivated during development
or in response to an environmental change. However, simply
identifying all the genes and proteins (system elements) in an
organism is comparable to listing all the parts of an airplane.
Although such a list provides a catalog ofcomponents, it is not
sufficient for understanding the complexity underlying the integrated system. What plant biologists really need to know is
how all these system elements interact.
Asystems-based approach may greatly alter how plants are
studied. One vision is laboratories equipped with highthroughput robotic scanners that record which genes in a
plant's genome are activated in which cells and under what
conditions. New hypotheses and avenues of research will
emerge from analysis of these comprehensive data sets. Ultimately, one goal ofsystems biology is to model an entire living
plant. Armed with such detailed knowledge, a biologist attempting to genetically engineer faster stem elongation in rice
could proceed much more efficiently. The ability to model a
living plant could make it possible to predict the result of a genetic manipulation before setting foot in the laboratory.

r:::;:~7e~~;~ght are critical for
plant success

Light is an especially important environmental factor in the
lives of plants. In addition to being required for photosynthesis, light cues many key events in plant growth and development. Effects of light on plant morphology are what plant
biologists call photomorphogenesis. Light reception also allows plants to measure the passage of days and seasons.
Plants can detect not only the presence of light but also its direction, intensity, and wavelength (color). Agraph called an action
spectrum depicts the relative effectiveness of different wave·
lengths of radiation in driving a particular process. For example,
the action spectrwn for photosynthesis has two peaks, one in red
lightand onein bluelight(see Figure 1O.9b). Thisis becausechlorophyll absorbs light primarily in the red and blue portions ofthe visible spectrwn. Action spectra are useful in studying any process
that depends on light, such as phototropism (Figure 39.16). By
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1. Suggest a physiological reason for the old adage "One
bad apple spoils the bunch:'
2. Suggest a reason why cut flowers such as carnations
are often treated with cytokinins prior to shipping.
3. Fusicoccin is a fungal toxin that stimulates the plasma
membrane H+ pumps of plant cells. How may it affect
the grov.1h of isolated stem sections?
4. •'.'!:tnl. If a plant has the double mutation elr
and ein, what would be its triple-response phenotype?
Explain your answer.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

SSO

600

Wavelength (nm)
(a) This action spectrum illustrates that only light wavelengths below
500 nm (blue and violetlightl induce curvature
light

CONCEPT

500

~

Time = 0 min
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Time = 90 min
(b) These photographs of coleoptiles were taken before and after
90-minute exposures to light sources of the colors indicated,
... Figure 39.16 Action spectrum for blue.light.stimulated
phototropism in maize coleoptiles. Phototropic bending
toward light is controlled by phototropin. a photoreceptor sensitive to
blue and violet light. particularly blue light.
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comparing action spectra of various plant responses, researchers
determine which responses are mediated by the same photoreceptor (pigment). They also compare action spectra with air
sorption spectra of pigments; a close correspondence for a given
pigment suggests that the pigment is the photoreceptor mediating
the response. Action spectra reveal that red and blue light are the
most important colors in regulating a plant's photomorphogenesis. These observations led researchers to 1\'>'0 major classes oflight
receptors: blue-light photoreceptors and phytochromes, photoreceptors that absorb mostly red light.

Blue-light Pholoreceplors
Blue light initiates a variety of responses in plants, including
phototropism, the light-induced opening of stomata (see
Figure 36.16), and the light-induced slowing of hypocotyl elongation that occurs when a seedling breaks ground. The biochemical identity ofthe blue-light photoreceptor was so elusive that in
the 1970s, plant physiologists began to call this putative receptor
~cryptochrome~ (from the Greek kryptos, hidden, and chrom,
pigment). In the I990s, molecular biologists analyzing
Arabidopsis mutants found that plants use at least three differ·
ent types of pigments to detect blue light. Cryptochromes, mol·
ecular relatives of DNA repair enzymes, are involved in the
blue-light-induced inhibition of stem elongation that occurs, for
example, when a seedling first emerges from the soil. Phototropin
is a protein kinase involved in mediating phototropic curvatures,
such as those studied in grass seedlings by the Darwins, and in
chloroplast movements in response to light. There is currently
much debate about whether phototropin or a carotenoid-based
photoreceptor called zeaxanthin is the major blue-light photoreceptor involved in blue-light-mediated stomatal opening.

Phytochromes as Photoreceptors
When introducing signal transduction in plants earlier in the
chapter, we discussed the role of the plant pigments called
phytochromes in the de-etiolation process. Phytochromes
regulate many plant responses to light. Let's look at rn'o more
examples: seed germination and shade avoidance.

• FI

39.17

•

How does the order of red and far-red
illumination affect seed germination?
EXPERIMENT
Scientists at the U.s Department of Agriculture briefly exposed batches of lettuce seeds to red light or far-red
light to test the effects on germination. After the light exposure.
the seeds were placed in the dark. and the results were compared
with control seeds that were not exposed to light.
RESULTS
The bar below each photo indicates the sequence of red light exposure. far-red light exposure. and darkness.
The germination rate increased greatly in groups of seeds that
were last exposed to red light (left). Germination was inhibited in
groups of seeds that were last exposed to far-red light (right).

Dark (control)

m:I

Dark

m:.

Dark

CONCLUSION Red light stimulated germination. and far-red
light inhibited germination. The final light exposure was the determining factor. The effects of red and far-red light were reversible.
SOURCE

H. Borthw,ck et ~I.. Areversible pl101ore<tetlOn controlhng
>eed germlnallon. Proceedings of tile National Acack!my of Sciences, USA

38-662--{;66 (1952).

.,,111,"1£1
Phytochromes and Seed Germination
Studies of seed germination led to the discovery of phyto·
chromes. Because of limited nutrient reserves, many types of
seeds, especially small ones, germinate only when the light environment and other conditions are near optimal. Such seeds
often remain dormant for many years until light conditions
change. For example, the death of a shading tree or the plowing of a field may create a favorable light environment.
In the 1930s, scientists at the U.S. Department ofAgriculture
determined the action spectrum for light-induced germination
of lettuce seeds. They exposed water-swollen seeds to a few
minutes of monochromatic (single-colored) light of various
836
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Phytochrome responds faster to red light than to farred. If the seeds had been placed in white light instead of the
dark after their red and far-red light treatments. would the results
have been different?

wavelengths and then stored the seeds in the dark. After two days,
the researchers counted the number ofseeds that had germinated
under each light regimen. Theyfound thatred light ofwavelength
660 run increased the germination percentage of lettuce seeds
maximally, whereas far-red light-that is, light of wavelengths
near the upper edge ofhuman visibility (730 nm)-inhibited germination compared with dark controls (figure 39.17). What
happens when the lettuce seeds are subjected to a flash of red

Two identical subunits. Each subunit has two domains.

Chromophore
Photoreceptor activity. In each
subunit, one domain, which functions
as the photoreceptor, is covalently
bonded to a nonprotein pigment,
or chromophore.
~_--j

Kinase activity. The other domain
has protein kinase activity. The
photoreceptor domains interact
with the kinase domains, linking
light reception to cellular
responses triggered by the kinase.

.. Figure 39.18 Structure of a phytochrome.

light followed by a flash of far-red light or, conversely, to far-red
light followed by red light? The last flash oflight determines the
seeds' response. In other words, the effects of red and far-red
light are reversible.
The photoreceptors responsible for the opposing effects of
red and faHed light are phytochromes. A phytochrome has
two identical subunits, each consisting of a polypeptide component covalently bonded to a nonpolypeptide chromophore,
the light-absorbing part of the subunit (Figure 39,18). So far,
researchers have identified five phytochromes in Arabidopsis,
each with a slightly different polypeptide component.
The chromophore of a phytochrome is photoreversible, reverting back and forth between two isomeric forms, depending
on the color oflight provided (see Figure 4.7 to review isomers).
In its Pr isomer form, a phytochrome absorbs red (r) light maximally, whereas in its Prr isomer form, it absorbs far-red (fr) light:
Red light

~

P" \P

f

,

This P,~ Prr- interconversion is a switching mechanism that
controls various light-induced events in the life of the plant
(Figure 39,19). Pfr is the form of phytochrome that triggers
many ofa plant's developmental responses to light. Forexample,
Pr in lettuce seeds exposed to red light is converted to Pr,., stimulating the cellular responses that lead to germination. When redilluminated seeds are then exposed to far-red light, the Pfr is
converted back to Pr> inhibiting the germination response.
How does phytochrome switching explain light-induced
germination in nature? Plants synthesize phytochrome as P"
and if seeds are kept in the dark, the pigment remains almost
entirely in the PTform (see Figure 39.19). Sunlight contains
both red light and faHed light, but the conversion to Pr, is
faster than the conversion to PT' Therefore, the ratio ofP fT to
P, increases in the sunlight. \Vhen seeds are exposed to adequate sunlight, the production and accumulation of Prr will
trigger their germination.

Phytochromes and Shade Avoidance
The phytochrome system also provides the plant with information about the qualityoflight. Because sunlight includes both red
and far-red radiation, during the day the PT===P fr interconversion
reaches a dynamic equilibriwn, 'with the ratio of the m'o phytochrome forms indicating the relative amounts of red and farred light. This sensing mechanism enables plants to adapt to
changes in light conditions. Consider, for example, the ushade
avoidance uresponse ofa treethat requires relatively high light intensity. If other trees in a forest shade this tree, the phytochrome
ratio shifts in favor of Pr bffause the forest canopy screens out
more red light than faNed light. This is because the chlorophyll
pigments in the leaves of the canopy absorb red light and allow
far-red light to pass. The shift in the ratio ofred to far-red light induces the tree to allocate more of its resources to growing taller.
In contrast, direct sunlight increases the proportion of Pfr, which
stimulates branching and inhibits vertical growth.
In addition to helping plants detect light, phytochrome helps
a plant to keep track of the passage of days and seasons. To understand phytochrome's role in these timekeeping processes,
we must first examine the nature ofthe plant's internal dock.

Far-red light

.. Figure 39.19 Phytochrome: a molecular switching
mechanism. Absorption of red light causes the Pr to change to
the PI,. Far-red light reverses this conversion. In most cases, it is
the Ptr form of the pigment that SWItches on physiological
Synthesis_
and developmental responses in the plant.

P,
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•

" ' - Slow conversion
in darkness
(some plants)
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Biological Clocks and Circadian Rhythms
Many plant processes, such as transpiration and the synthesis of
certain enzymes, oscillate during the course of a day. Some of
these cyclic variations are responses to the changes in light levels, temperature, and relati\-e humidity that accompany the 24hour cyde of day and night One can control these external
factors by growing plants in growth chambers under rigidly
maintained conditions of light, temperature, and humidity. But
even under artificially constant conditions, many physiological
processes in plants. such as the opening and dosing ofstomata
and the production of photosynthetic enzymes, continue to osdilate with a frequency of about 24 hours. For example. many
legumes lower their leaves in the evening and raise them in the
morning (Figure 39.20). A bean plant continues these ~sleep
movements" even ifkept in constant light or constant darkness;
the leaves are not simply responding to sunrise and sunset. Such
cycles, with a frequency ofabout 24 hours and not directly controlled by any known environmental variable, are called
circadian rhythms (from the Latin circa, approximately, and
dies, day), and they are common to all eukaryotic life. Your pulse
rate. blood pressure, temperature, rate ofcell division, blood cell
count, alertness, urine composition, metabol.ic rate. sex drive.
and response to medications all fluctuate in a circadian manner:
Current research indicates that the molecular-gears- ofthe
circadian clock are internal, rather than a daily response to
some subtle but pervasive environmental cycle. such as geomagnetism or cosmic radiation. Organisms, including plants
and humans, continue their rhythms even when placed in
deep mine shafts or when orbited in satellites, conditions that
alter these subtle geophysical periodicities. However, daily signals from the environment can entrain (set) the circadian
clock to a period of precisely 24 hours.
Ifan organism is kept in a constant environment, its circadian
rhythms deviate from a 24-hour period (a period is the duration
ofone cycle). These free-running periods, as they are called, vary
from about 21 to 27 hours, depending on the particular rhythmic
response. Thesleep movements ofbean plants, for instance, have

a period of26 hours when the plants are kept in the free-running
condition ofconstant darkness. Deviation ofthe free- running period from exactly 24 hours does not mean that biological dodcs
drift emtically. Free-ntnning docks are still keeping perfect time.
but they are not synchronized with the outside ....,ork\.
How do biological clocks work? In attempting to aJ\S\','er
this question. we must distinguish between the clock and the
rhythmic processes it controls. For example. the leaves of the
bean plant in Figure 39.20 are the clock's -hands- but are not
the essence of the clock itself. If bean leaves are restrained for
several hours and then released, they will reestablish the position appropriate for the time ofday. We can interfere with a biological rhythm, but the underlying clockwork continues.
Researchers are tracing the clock to a molecular mechanism that may be common to all eukaryotes. A leading hypothesis is that biological timekeeping may depend on the
synthesis of a protein that regulates its own production
through feedback control. This protein may be a transcription
factor that inhibits transcription of the gene that encodes the
transcription factor itself. The concentration of this transcription factor may increase during the first half of the circadian
cycle and then decline during the s«ond halfas a result of inhibiting its own production.
Researchers have recently used a novel technique to identify
dock mutants of Ambidapsis. One prominent circadian rhythm
in plants is the daily production of certain photosynthesisrelated proteins. Molecular biologists traced the cause of this
rhythm to the promoter that initiates the transcription of the
genes for these photosynthesis proteins. To identify clock mubnts, scientists spliced the gene for an enzyme responsible for
the bioluminescence of fireflies. called luciferase, to the promoter. \VIlen the biological clock turned on the promoter in
the Arabidopsis genome, it also turned on the production of
luciferase. The plants began to glow with a circadian periodicity. Clock mutants were then isolated by selecting specimens
that glowed for a longer or shorter time than normaL The
genes altered in some of these mutants affect proteins that
normally bind photoreceptors. Perhaps these particular mutations disrupt a light-dependent mechanism that sets the biological clock.

'I

The Effect of light on the Biological Clock
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Mtdnlght

... Figure 39.20 Sleep movements of a bean plant
(Phaseolus vulgaris). The movements are caused by reve~ible

changes in the turgor pressure of celis on oppoSing Sides of the pulvini.
motor organs of the leaf.
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As we have discussed, the free-running period of the circadian
rhythm of bean leaf movements is 26 hours. Consider a bean
plant placed at dawn in a dark cabinet for n hours: Its leaves
would not rise again until 2 hours after natural dawn on the
second day. 4 hours after natural dawn on the third day. and so
on. Shut off from environmenbl cues, the plant becomes desynchronized Desynchronization happens to humans when
we cross several time wnes in an airplane; when we reach our
destination, the clocks on the wall are not synchronized with
our internal clocks. All eukaryotes are probably prone to jet lag.

The factor that entrains the biological clock to precisely 24
hours every day is light. Both phytochrome and blue-light
photoreceptors can entrain circadian rhythms in plants, but
our understanding of how phytochrome does this is more
complete. The mechanism involves turning cellular responses
on and off by means of the Pr=Pr,switch.
Consider again the photoreversible system in Figure 39.19.
In darkness, the phytochrome ratio shifts gradually in favor of
the P, form, partly as a result of turnover in the overall phytochrome pool. The pigment is synthesized in the P, form, and
enzymes destroy more Pr, than Pro In some plant species, Prr
present at sundown slowly converts to Pr' In darkness, there is
no means for the P, to be reconverted to Pfr> but upon illumination, the Pr, level suddenly increases again as Pr is rapidly
converted. This increase in Pr,each day at dawn resets the biological clock: Bean leaves reach their most extreme night position 16 hours after dawn.
In nature, interactions bern'een phytochrome and the biological clock enable plants to measure the passage of night and
day. TIle relative lengths of night and day, however, change
over the course of the year (except at the equator). Plants use
this change to adjust activities in synchrony with the seasons.

Photoperiodism and Responses to Seasons
Imagine the consequences if a plant produced flowers when
pollinators were not present or if a deciduous tree produced
leaves in the middle of winter. Seasonal events are of critical
importance in the life cycles of most plants. Seed germination,
flowering, and the onset and breaking of bud dormancy are all
stages that usually occur at specific times of the year. The environmental stimulus that plants use most often to detect the
time of year is the photoperiod, the relative lengths of night
and day. A physiological response to photoperiod, such as
flowering, is called photoperiodism.

of plants flower only when the light period is longer than a certain number ofhours. These long-day plants generally flower
in late spring or early summer. Spinach, for example, flowers
when days are 14 hours or longer. Radishes, lettuce, irises, and
many cereal varieties are also long-day plants. Day-neutral
plants, such as tomatoes, rice, and dandelions, are unaffected
by photoperiod and flower when they reach a certain stage of
maturity, regardless of day length.
Critical Night length In the 1940s, researchers learned that
flowering and other responses to photoperiod are actually controlled by night length, not day length. Many of these scientists
worked with cocklebur (Xallthium st1'UmLlrium), a short-day
plant that flowers only when days are 16 hours or shorter (and
nights are at least 8 hours long). TIlese researchers found that if
the daytime portion of the photoperiod is broken by a briefexposure to darkness, there is no effect on flowering. However, if
the nighttime part of the photoperiod is interrupted by even a
few minutes ofdim light, cocklebur will not flower, and this turned
out to be true for other short-day plants as well (Figure 39.21a).
Cocklebur is unresponsive to day length, but it requires at least
8 hours of continuous darkness to flower. Short-day plants are
really long-night plants, but the older term is embedded firmly
in the jargon of plant physiology. Similarly, long-day plants are
actually short-night plants. A long-day plant grown on photoperiods of long nights that would not normally induce flowering will flower if the period of continuous darkness is
interrupted by a few minutes of light (Figure 39.21b). Notice
that we distinguish long-day from short-day plants not by
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Photoperiodism and Control of Flowering
An early clue to how plants detect seasons came from a mutant variety of tobacco, Maryland Mammoth, which grew tall
but failed to flower during summer. It finally bloomed in a
greenhouse in December. After trying to induce earlier flowering by varying temperature, moisture, and mineral nutrition, researchers learned that the shortening days of winter
stimulated this variety to flower. If the plants were kept in
light-tight boxes so that lamps could manipulate Uday~ and
"night,~ flowering occurred only ifthe day length was 14 hours
or shorter. It did not flower during summer because at Maryland's latitude, the summer days were too long.
The researchers called Maryland Mammoth a short-day
plant because it apparently required a light period shorter
than a critical length to flower. Chrysanthemums, poinsettias,
and some soybean varieties are also short-day plants, which
generally flower in late summer, fall, or winter. Another group
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(a) Short-day (long-night)
plant. Flowers when night
exceeds a critical dark
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(b) Long-day (short-night)

plant. Flowers only if the
night is shorter than a
critical dark period, A brief
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interrupts a long dark
period, thereby inducing
flowering,
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.. Figure 39.21 Photoperiodic control of flowering.
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an absolute night length but by whether the critical night length
sets a maximum (long-day plants) or minimum (short-day
plants) number of hours of darkness required for flowering. In
both cases, the actual number of hours in the critical night
length is specific to each species of plant.
Red light is the most effective color in interrupting the
nighttime portion of the photoperiod. Action spectra and
photoreversibility experiments show that phytochrome is the
pigment that detects the red light (Figure 39.22). For example,
if a flash of red (R) light during the dark period is followed bya
flash of far-red (FR) light, then the plant detects no interruption of night length. As in the case of phytochrome-mediated
seed germination, red/far-red photoreversibility occurs.
Plants detect night length very precisely; some short-day plants
will not fkw.,·er if night is even 1 minute shorter than the critical
length. Some plant species always flower on the same day each
year. It appears that plants use their biological clock, entrained by
night length with the help ofphytochrome, toteU the season ofthe
year. The floriculture (flower-growing) industry applies this
knowledge to produce flowers out of season. Chrysanthemums,
for instance, are short-day plants that normally bloom in fall, but
their blooming can be stalled until Mother's Day in May by punctuating each long night with a flash oflight, thus turning one long
night into tv.'o short nights.
Some plants bloom after a single exposure to the photoperiod required for flowering. Other species need several successive days of the appropriate photoperiod. Still other plants
respond to a photoperiod only ifthey have been previously ex-
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dark period. A subsequent flash of far-red (FR) light cancels the red
flash's effect.
How would a single flash of full-spectrum light affect each plant?
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Although flowers form from apical or axillary bud meristems,
it is leaves that detect changes in photoperiod and produce
signaling molecules that cue buds to develop as flowers. In
many short-day and long-day plants, exposing just one leaf to
the appropriate photoperiod is enough to induce flowering.
Indeed, as long as one leaf is left on the plant, photoperiod is
detected and floral buds are induced. Ifall leaves are removed,
the plant is insensitive to photoperiod.
Oassic experiments revealed that the floral stimulus could
move across a graft from an induced plant to a noninduced plant
and bigger flowering in the latter. Moreover, the flowering stimulus appears to be the same for short-day and long-day plants,
despite the differing photoperiodic conditions required for
leaves to send this signal (Figure 39.23). The hypothetical signaling molecule for flowering, called florigen, is still unidentified after 70 years, possibly because plant scientists had focused
on small hormone-like molecules. As discussed in Chapter 36, large
macromolecules, such as mRNA and proteins, can move by the
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Short-day
plant

long-day plant
grafted to
short-day plant

Long-day
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... Figure 39.22 Reversible effects of red and far-red light
on photoperiodic response. Aflash of red (R) light shortens the
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long-day
(long-night) (short-night)
plant
plant

D

posed to some other environmental stimulus, such as a period
of cold temperatures. Winter wheat, for example, will not
flower unless it has been exposed to several weeks of temperatures below lQ0e. The use of pretreatment with cold to induce flowering is called vernalization (from the Latin for
Uspring~). Several weeks after winter wheat is vernalized, a
photoperiod with long days (short nights) induces flowering.

... Figure 39.23 Experimental evidence for a flowering
hormone. If grown individually under short-day conditions, a shortday plant will flower and a long-day plant will not. However, both will
flower if grafted together and exposed to short days. ThiS result
indicates that a flower-inducing substance (f1origen) is transmitted across
grafts and induces flowering in both short-day and long-day plants.

-'mu".

If flowering were inhibited in both paris of the grafted
plants, what would you conclude?

symplastic route via plasmodesmata (see Figure 36.11) and regulate plant development. Could florigen be a macromolecule?
Plant biologists are now excited about this possibility. Arabidopsis
is a long~day plant that requires a functional CONSTANS gene to
flower under long days. Brian Ayre and Robert Turgeon, of CorneU University, noted thatArabidopsis plants flowered only when
CONSTANS was expressed in the leaf; a finding consistent with
the observation that florigen is made only in leaves. They provided further evidence for a role for the CONSTANS protein in
floral signaling when they grafted Arabidopsis plants that contained no CONSTANS protein onto plants synthesizing CONSTANS in their leaves. This elegant experiment showed that
CONSTANS, or another factor that it interacts with, can move
through the graft junction to signal flowering in the parts of the
plant that formerly were devoid of the protein. More recent
evidence suggests that CONSTANS turns on a gene called
FLOWERING LOCUS T{FT) in the leafand that the IT protein
travels to the shoot apical meristem and initiates flowering.

Meristem Transition and Flowering
\xrhatever combination of environmental cues (such as photoperiod or vernalization) and internal signaling molecules (such as
the IT protein) is necessary for flowering, the outcome is the
transition ofa bud's meristem from a vegetative state to a flowering state. This transition requires changes in the expression of
genes that regulate pattern formation. Meristem identity genes
that induce the bud to form a flower instead ofa vegetative shoot
must first be switched on. Then the organ identity genes that
specify the spatial organization ofthe floral organs-sepals, petals,
stamens, and carpels-are activated in the appropriate regions of
the meristem (see Figure 35.34). Research on flower development
is progressing rapidly, and one goal is to identify the signal transduction pathways that link such cues as photoperiod and hormonal changes to the gene expression required for flowering.
CONCEPT

CHECK

r;;:~t:':s~~~: to a wide variety
of stimuli other than light

Plants can neither migrate to a watering hole when water is
scarce nor seek shelter from wind. A seed landing upside down
in the soil cannot maneuver itself into an upright position. Because of their immobility, plants must adjust to a wide range of
environmental circumstances through developmental and
physiological mechanisms, and natural selection has refined
these responses. Light is so important in the life of a plant that
we devoted the entire previous section to a plant's reception of
and response to this one environmental factor. In this section,
we examine responses to some ofthe other environmental stim·
uti that a plant commonly encounters.

Gravity
Because plants are solar-powered organisms, it is not surprising that mechanisms for growing toward sunlight have
evolved. But what environmental cue does the shoot of a
young seedling use to grow upward when it is completely un·
derground and there is no light for it to detect? Similarly, what
environmental factor prompts the young root to grow downward? The answer to both questions is gravity.
Place a plant on its side, and it adjusts its growth so that the
shoot bends upward and the root curves downward. In their
responses to gravity, or gravitropism, roots display positive
gravitropism (figure 39.24a) and shoots exhibit negative

39.3

1. If an enzyme in field-grown soybean leaves is most
active at noon and least active at midnight, is its activity under circadian regulation?
2. A guard absentmindedly turns on the lights in a
greenhouse one night, but the plants still flower on
schedule. Suggest two reasons why they were not affected by the interruption of darkness.
3. Some vine seedlings grow toward darkness until
reaching an upright structure. This adaptation helps
them "find" a shaded object to climb. How might you
test whether this negative phototropism is mediated
by blue-light photoreceptors or by phytochrome?
nl • If a plant flowers in a controlled cham4.
ber with a daily cycle of 10 hours of light and 14 hours
of darkness, is it a short-day plant? Explain.

_',m

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

(a)

O~er the course 01 hours,
a horizontally oriented
primary root 01 maize
bends gra~itropically until
its growing tip becomes
~ertically oriented (lMs).

... figure 39.24 Positive
gravitropism in roots:
the statolith hypothesis.
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(b) Within minutes alter the
root is placed horizontally.
pla~tids called statoliths
begin settling to the lowe~t sides of root cap cells.
This settling may be the
gra~ity-~ensing mechanism
that lead~ to redistribution
of auxin and differing rates
of elongation by cells on
opposite sides 01 the root (lMs),
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gravitropism. Gravitropism occurs as soon as a seed germinates, ensuring that the root grows into the soil and the shoot
grows toward sunlight, regardless of how the seed is oriented
when it lands. Auxin plays a key role in gravitropism.
Plants may detect gravity by the settling of statoliths, specialized plastids containing dense starch grains, to the lower
portions of cells (Figure 39.24b, on the previous page). In
roots, statoliths are located in certain cells of the root cap. According to one hypothesis, the aggregation of statotiths at the
low points of these cells triggers redistribution of calcium,
which causes lateral transport of auxin within the root. The
calcium and auxin accumulate on the lower side of the root's
zone of elongation. Because these chemicals are dissolved,
they do not respond to gravity but must be actively transported to one side ofthe root. At high concentration, auxin inhibits cell elongation, an effect that slows growth on the root's
lower side. The more rapid elongation of cells on the upper
side causes the root to curve as it grows. This tropism continues until the root grows straight down.
Plant physiologists are refining the "fatting statotith~ hypothesis of root gravitropism, based on new experiments. For
example, mutants of Arabidopsis and tobacco that lack statoliths are still capable of gravitropism, though the response is
slower than in wild-type plants. It could be that the entire cell
helps the root sense gravity by mechanically pulling on proteins that tether the protoplast to the cell wall, stretching the
proteins on the "up~ side and compressing the proteins on the
"down" side of the root celts. Dense organelles, in addition to
starch granules, may also contribute by distorting the cytoskeleton as they are pulled by gravity. Statoliths, because of
their density, may enhance gravitational sensing by a mechanism that works more slowly in their absence.

Mechanical Stimuli
A tree growing on a windy mountain ridge usuatly has a shorter,
stockier trunk than a tree ofthe same species growing in a more
sheltered location. The advantage ofthis stunted morphology is
that it enables the plant to hold its ground against strong gusts
of wind. The term thigmomorphogenesis (from the Greek
thigma, touch) refers to the changes in form that result from
mechanical perturbation. Plants are very sensitive to mechanical stress: Even the act of measuring the length of a leaf with a
ruler alters its subsequent growth. Rubbing the stems of a
young plant a couple of times daily results in plants that are
shorter than controls (Figure 39.25). Mechanical stimulation
activates a signal transduction pathway involving an increase
in cytosolic Ca2+ that mediates the activation of specific
genes, some of which code for proteins that affect cett wall
properties.
Some plant species have become, over the course of their
evolution, "touch specialists.~ Acute responsiveness to mechanical stimuli is an integral part of these plants' "life strategies."
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.... Figure 39.25 Altering gene expression by touch in

Arabidopsis. The shorter plant on the left was rubbed twice a day.
The untouched plant (right) grew much taller.

Most vines and otherc1imbing plants have tendrils that coil rapidly around supports (see Figure 35.7). These grasping organs
usuatly grow straight until they touch something; the contact
stimulates a coiling response caused by differential growth of
cells on opposite sides of the tendriL TIlis directional growth in
response to touch is called thigmotropism, and it allows the
vine to take advantage of whatever mechanical supports it
comes across as it climbs upward toward a forest canopy.
Other examples of touch specialists are plants that undergo
rapid leaf movements in response to mechanical stimulation.
For example, when the compound leaf of the sensitive plant
Mimosa pudica is touched, it collapses and its leaflets fold together (Figure 39.26). This response, which takes only a second or two, results from a rapid loss of turgor in cells within
pulvini, specialized motor organs located at the joints ofthe leaf.
The motor cells suddenly become flaccid after stimulation because they lose potassium, which causes water to leave the cells
by osmosis. It takes about 10 minutes for the cells to regain their
rurgor and restore the "unstimulated" form ofthe leaf. TIle function ofthe sensitive plant's behavior invites speculation. Perhaps
by folding its leaves and reducing its surface area when jostled
by strong winds, the plant conserves water. Or perhaps because
the collapse of the leaves exposes thorns on the stem, the rapid
response ofthe sensitive plant discourages herbivores.
A remarkable feature of rapid leaf movements is the mode
oftransmission ofthe stimulus through the plant. Ifone leaflet
on a sensitive plant is touched, first that leaflet responds, then
the adjacent leaflet responds, and so on, until all the leaflet
pairs have folded together. From the point of stimulation, the
signal that produces this response travels at a speed of about
1 em/sec. An electrical impulse, traveling at the same rate, can

ecosystems, plants that cannot tolerate
an environmental stress either will succumb or will be outcompeted by other
plants, and they will become locally extinct. Thus, environmental stresses are
an important factor in determining the
geographic ranges of plants. Here, we
will consider some ofthe more common
abiotic (nonliving) stresses that plants
encounter. In the last section of this
chapter, we will examine the defensive
responses of plants to common biotic
(living) stresses, such as pathogens and
herbivores.

(al Unstimulated state (leaflets spread apart) (b) Stimulated state (leaflets folded)

Side of pulvinus with
flaccid cells
Leaflets
after
stimulation

Drought

On a bright, warm, dry day, a plant may
be stressed by a water deficiency because it is losing water by transpiration
Vein
Pulvinus
faster than the water can be restored by
(motor
uptake from the soiL Prolonged drought
organ)
can stress crops and the plants of natural ecosystems for weeks or months. Severe water deficit, of course, will kill a
plant, as you may know from experience
(c) Cross section of a leaflet pair in the stimulated state (lM). The curvature of a
with neglected houseplants. But plants
pulvinus (motor organ) is caused when motor cells on one side of the pulvinus lose water
have control systems that enable them
and become flaccid while cells on the opposite side retain their turgor.
to cope with less extreme water deficits.
... Figure 39.26 Rapid turgor movements by the sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica).
Many of a plant's responses to water
deficit help the plant conserve water by
reducing the rate of transpiration. Water
be detected by attaching electrocles to the leaf. These impulses,
deficit in a leaf causes guard cells to lose turgor, a simple concalled action potentials, resemble nerve impulses in animals,
trol mechanism that slows transpiration by closing stomata
(see Figure 36.17). Water deficit also stimulates increased synthough the action potentials of plants are thousands of times
thesis and release of abscisic acid in the leaf; this hormone
slower. Action potentials, which have been discovered in many
helps keep stomata closed by acting on guard cell membranes.
species of algae and plants, may be widely used as a form of internal communication. For example, in the Venus flytrap
Leaves respond to water deficit in several other ways. Because
(Dionaea muscipula), action potentials are transmitted from
cell expansion is a turgor-dependent process, water deficits insensory hairs in the trap to the cells that respond by closing the
hibit the growth of young leaves, as does the accumulation of
abscisic acid. TI\is response minimizes the transpirationalloss
trap (see Figure 37.14). In the case of Mimosa pudica, more violent stimuli, such as touching a leaf with a hot needle, causes
of water by slowing the increase in leaf surface. When the
all the leaves and leaflets on a plant to droop, but this systemic
leaves of many grasses and other plants wilt from a water
deficit, they roll into a shape that reduces transpiration byexresponse involves the spread of signaling molecules released
posing less leafsurface to dry air and wind. Although these leaf
from the injured area to other parts of the shoot.
responses conserve water, they reduce photosynthesis, which
is one reason why a drought diminishes crop yield.
Environmental Stresses
Root growth also responds to water deficit. During a drought,
Occasionally, certain factors in the environment change sethe soil usually dries from the surface down. This inhibits the
verely enough to have a potentially adverse effect on a plant's
growth ofshallow roots, partly because cells cannot maintain the
turgor required for elongation. Deeper roots surrounded by soil
survival, growth, and reproduction. Environmental stresses,
that is still moist continue to grow. Thus, the root system prolifsuch as flooding, drought, or extreme temperatures, can have
a devastating impact on crop yields in agriculture. In natural
erates in a way that maximizes exposure to soil water.
Side of pulvinus with
turgid cells
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Flooding
Too much water is also a problem for a plant. An overwatered
houseplant may suffocate because the soil lacks the air spaces
that provide oxygen for cellular respiration in the roots. Some
plants are structurally adapted to very wet habitats. For example, the submerged roots of mangroves, which inhabit coastal
marshes, are continuous with aerial roots exposed to oxygen
(see Figure 35.4). But how do less specialized plants cope with
oxygen deprivation in waterlogged soils? Oxygen deprivation
stimulates the production of ethylene, which causes some cells
in the root cortex to undergo apoptosis. The destruction of
these cells creates air tubes that function as "snorkels;' providing oxygen to the submerged roots (Figure 39.27).

Salt Stress
An excess of sodium chloride or other salts in the soil threatens plants for two reasons. First, by lowering the water potential of the soil solution, salt can cause a water deficit in plants
even though the soil has plenty of water. As the water potential of the soil solution becomes more negative, the water potential gradient from soil to roots is lowered, thereby reducing
water uptake (see Chapter 36). The second problem with
saline soil is that sodium and certain other ions are toxic to
plants when their concentrations are relatively high. The selectively permeable membranes of root cells impede the up·
take of most harmful ions, but this only aggravates the
problem of acquiring water from soil that is rich in solutes.
Many plants can respond to moderate soil salinity by producing solutes that are well tolerated at high concentrations:
These mostly organic compounds keep the water potential of
cells more negative than that of the soil solution without ad-

mitting toxic quantities of salt. However, most plants cannot
survive salt stress for long. The exceptions are halophytes, salttolerant plants with adaptations such as salt glands that pump
salts out across the leaf epidermis.

Heat Stress
As is true for other organisms, excessive heat harms and even
kills a plant by denaturing its enzymes and damaging its metabolism. One function of transpiration is evaporative cooling. On a warm day, for example, the temperature ofa leafmay
be 3-IO'C below the ambient air temperature. Hot, dry
weather also tends to dehydrate many plants; the closing of
stomata in response to this stress conserves water but then
sacrifices evaporative cooling. This dilemma is one reason
why very hot, dry days take a toll on most plants.
Most plants have a backup response that enables them to
survive heat stress. Above a certain temperature-about 4O'C
for most plants in temperate regions-plant cells begin synthesizing heat-shock proteins, which help protect other proteins from heat stress. This response also occurs in
heat·stressed animals and microorganisms. Some heat-shock
proteins are chaperone proteins (chaperonins), which function in unstressed cells as temporary scaffolds that help other
proteins fold into their functional shapes (see Chapter 5). In
their roles as heat-shock proteins, perhaps these molecules
bind to other proteins and help prevent their denaturation.

Cold Stress

One problem plants face when the temperature of the environment falls is a change in the fluidity of cell membranes. Recall
from Chapter 7 that a biological membrane is a fluid mosaic,
with proteins and lipids moving laterally
in the plane of the membrane. \Vhen a
membrane cools below a critical point, it
loses its fluidity as the lipids become
locked into crystalline structures. This alters solute transport across the membrane and also adversely affects the
functions of membrane proteins. Plants
respond to cold stress by altering the lipid
composition oftheir membranes. For example, membrane lipids increase in their
proportion of unsaturated fatty acids,
which have shapes that help keep membranes fluid at lower temperatures by impeding crystal formation (see Rgure 7.5b).
~
Such
membrane modification requires
lO0J.lm
from
several
hours to days, which is one
(b) Experimental root (nonaerated)
(a) Control root (aerated)
reason why unseasonably cold tempera.... Figure 39.27 A developmental response of maize roots to flooding and
tures are generally more stressful to plants
oxygen deprivation. (a) A cross section of a control root grown In an aerated hydroponic
than the more gradual seasonal drop in air
medium, (b) A root grown in a nonaerated hydroponic medium. Ethylene-stimulated apoptosis
(programmed cell death) creates the air tubes (SEMs),
temperature.
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Freezing is a more severe version of cold stress. At subfreezing temperatures, ice forms in the cell walls and intercellular spaces of most plants. The cytosol generally does
not freeze at the cooling rates encountered in nature because it contains more solutes than the very dilute solution
found in the cell wall, and solutes lower the freezing point of
a solution. The reduction in liquid water in the cell wall
caused by ice formation lowers the extracellular water potential, causing water to leave the cytoplasm. The resulting
increase in the concentration of ions in the cytoplasm is
harmful and can lead to cell death. Whether the cell survives
depends largely on how well it resists dehydration. In regions with cold winters, native plants are adapted to cope
with freezing stress. For example, before the onset of winter,
the cens of many frost-tolerant species increase cytoplasmic
levels of specific solutes, such as sugars, that are well tolerated at high concentrations and that help reduce the loss of
water from the cell during extracellular freezing. The unsaturation of membrane lipids also increases, thereby maintaining proper levels of membrane fluidity.
CONCEPT

CHECK

39.4

I. Thermal images are photographs of the heat emitted
by an object. Researchers have used thermal imaging
of plants to isolate mutants that overproduce abscisic
acid. Suggest a reason why these mutants are warmer
than wild-type plants under conditions that are normally nonstressful.
2. A greenhouse worker finds that potted chrysanthemums nearest to the aisles are often shorter than
those in the middle of the bench. Explain this 4 edge
effect;' a common problem in horticulture.
3. Plants normally subjected to drought stress are often
more resistant to freezing stress than plants that are
not drought adapted. Suggest a reason why.
nl • If you removed the root cap from a root,
4.
would the root still respond to gravity? Explain.

subject to infection by diverse viruses, bacteria, and fungi that can
damage tissues or even kill the plant. Plants counter these threats
with defense systems that deter herbivory and prevent infection
or combat pathogens that infect the plant

Defenses Against Herbivores
Herbivory-animals eating plants-is a stress that plants face in
any ecosystem. Plants prevent excessive herbivory by using both
physical defenses, such as thorns, and chemical defenses, such as
the production of distasteful or toxic compounds. For example,
some plants produce an unusual amino acid called canavanine,
named for oneofitssources, thejackbean (Canavalia ensiformis).
Canavanine resembles arginine, one of the 20 amino acids that
organisms incorporate into their proteins. Ifan insect eats a plant
containing canavanine, the molecule is incorporated into the insect's proteins in place of arginine. Because canavanine is different enough from arginine to adversely affect the shape and hence
the function of the proteins, the insect dies.
Some plants even "recruit" predatory animals that help defend
the plant against specific herbivores. For example, insects called
parasitoid wasps inject their eggs into their prey, including caterpillars feeding on plants (see Figure 54.1). The eggs hatch within
the caterpillars, and the larvae eat through their organic containers from the inside out. The plant, which benefits from the destruction ofthe herbivorous caterpillars, has an active role in this
drama. A leaf damaged by caterpillars releases volatile compounds that attract parasitoid wasps. The stimulus for this response is a combination of physical damage to the leaf caused by
the munching caterpillar and aspecific compound in the caterpillar's saliva (figure 39.28).

o Recruitment
of
parasitoid wasps
that lay their eggs
Within caterpillars
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For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

o release
Synthesis and
of

r~;:~t:'~S~~~: to attacks by

volatile attractants
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•
•
••
•
••

herbivores and pathogens

Plants do not exist in isolation but interactwith many other species
in their communities. Some interspecific interactions-for example, the associations of plants with fungi in mycorrhizae (see
Figure 37.12) or with pollinators (see Rgure 38.4)-are mutually
beneficial. Most of a plant's interactions with other organisms,
however, do not benefit the plant. As primary producers, plants
are at the base of most food webs and are subject to attack by a
wide range of plant-eating (herbivorous) animals. A plant is also

... Figure 39.28 A maize leaf Hrecruiting" a parasitoid
wasp as a defensive response to an armyworm caterpillar.
an herbivore.
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The volatile molecules a plant releases in response to herbivore damage can also function as an ~early warning system"
for nearby plants of the same species. For example, lima bean
plants infested with spider mites release a cocktail of volatile
chemicals, including methyljasmonic acid, that signal ~news"
of the attack to neighboring, noninfested lima bean plants. In
response to these chemicals, noninfested lima bean leaves express defense genes. Volatile chemicals released from leaves
that are mechanically wounded in experiments do not have
the same effect. As a result of the activation of specific genes
by these released volatile chemicals, noninfested neighbors
become less susceptible to spider mites and more attractive to
another species of mite that preys on spider mites. Iris Kappers and her colleagues at Wageningen University, in the
Netherlands, transgenically engineered Arabidopsis plants to
produce two volatile chemicals that normally are not made by
Arabidvpsis but which have been found to attract carnivorous
predatory mites in other plants. The predatory mites were
now also attracted to the genetically modified Arabidvpsis, a
finding that could have implications for the genetic engineering of insect resistance in crop plants.

Defenses Against Pathogens
A plant's first line ofdefense against infection is the physical barrier presented by the epidermis of the primary plant body and
the periderm of the secondary plant body (see Figure 35.19).
This first defense system, however, is not impenetrable. Viruses,
bacteria, and the spores and hyphae of fungi can still enter the
plant through wounds or through the natural openings in the
epidermis, such as stomata. Once a pathogen invades, the plant
mounts a chemical attack as a second line of defense that destroys the pathogens and prevents their spread from the site of
infection. This second defense system is enhanced by the plant's
ability to recognize certain pathogens.
Plants can recognize invading pathogens and defend
against them. Successful pathogens cause disease because
they evade recognition or suppress the host's defense mechanisms. Pathogens against which a plant has little specific defense are said to be virulent pathogens. They are the
exceptions, for if they were not, then hosts and pathogens
would soon perish together. A kind of ~compromisen has
evolved bern'een plants and most of their pathogens. In such
cases, the pathogen gains enough access to its host to enable it
to perpetuate itself without severely damaging or killing the
plant. Strains ofpathogens that only mildly harm but do not kill
the host plant are said to be avirulent pathogens.
Gene-far-gene recognition is a widespread form of plant
disease resistance that involves recognition of pathogenderived molecules by the protein products of specific plant
disease resistance (R) genes. There are many pathogens, and
plants have many R genes-Arabidopsis has at least several
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hundred. An R protein usually recognizes only a single corresponding pathogen molecule that is encoded by one of a
pathogen's avirulence (Avr) genes. Despite their name, Avr
proteins are harmful to the plant; they are thought to redirect
the host's metabolism to the advantage of the pathogen. The
recognition of pathogen-derived molecules called elicitors by
R proteins triggers signal transduction pathways leading to the
activation of an arsenal of defense responses. These include
the hypersensitive response-the genetically programmed
death of infected cells-as well as tissue reinforcement and antibiotic production at the infection site. Pathogen invasion can
also trigger systemic acquired resistance, a long-lasting systemic response that primes the plant for resisting a broad
spectrum of pathogens. Local and systemic responses to
pathogens require extensive genetic reprogramming and
commitment ofcellular resources. Therefore, a plant activates
these defenses only after detecting an invading pathogen.

The Hypersensitive Response
The hypersensitive response is a defense response that causes
cell and tissue death near the infection site, thereby restricting
the spread of a pathogen. After the cells at the infe<tion site
mount a chemical defense and seal off the area, they destroy
themselves. The hypersensitive response is initiated when
pathogen elicitors bind to R proteins, altering the selective
permeability of the plasma membrane and stimulating the
production of phytoalexins, which are toxic compounds with
general fungicidal and bactericidal properties. The hypersensitive response also induces production of PR proteins
(pathogenesis-related proteins), many of which are enzymes
that hydrolyze components in the cell walls of the pathogens.
Infection also stimulates the cross-linking of molecules within
the cell wall and the deposition of lignin, responses that set up
a local barricade that slows the spread of the pathogen to
other parts of the plant.
We can see the resultofa hypersensitive response as lesions
n
on a leaf. As "sick as such a leaf appears, it will still survive,
and its defensive response will help protect the rest ofthe plant
(Figure 39.29).

Systemic Acquired Resistance
The hypersensitive response is localized and specific, a containment response based on gene-for-gene (R-Avr) re<ognition
bern'een host and pathogen. However, as noted previously,
pathogen invasions can also produce signaling molecules that
n
"sound the alarm ofinfection to the whole plant. The resulting
systemic acquired resistance, which is associated with the systemic expression of defense genes, is nonspe<ific, providing
protection against a diversity of pathogens that lasts for days.
The search for a signaling molecule that moves from the infection site to elicit the systemic acquired resistance led to the

fit Before they die,
Infected cells release
the signahng molecule
methyisalicylK acid.

o Inresponse.
a
plant

h~sitiYe

cells prodlKe antImlcrobtal molecules.
seal off Infl'Ctl'd
areas by modifymg
their walls, and
then destroy
themselves. This
locahzed response
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and protects other
parts of an infected
leal
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pathway.
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step
triggers a
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o resistance
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agamst a dlVefSlty
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based on the
binding of molecules
from the palhogen
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cells.

Systemic acquired
resistance

R-Avr re<ognition and
hypersensitive response

... Figure 39.29 Defense responses against an avirulent pathogen.

identification of metiryislllicylic acid as the most likely candidate. Methylsalicylic acid is produced around the infection site
and carried by the phloem throughout the plant, where it is
converted to salicylic acid in areas remote from the sites of infection. Salicylic acid activates a signal transduction pathway
that induces the production of PR proteins and resistance to
pathogen attack (see Figure 39.29).
A modified form of salicylic acid, acetylsalicylic acid, is the
active ingredient in aspirin. Centuries before aspirin was sold
as a pain reliever, some cultures had learned that chewing the
bark of a willow tree (Salix) would lessen the pain of a
toothache or headache. \'(Iith the discovery of systemic acquired resistance, biologists ha\'e finally learned one function
of salicylic acid in plants. Aspirin is a natural medicine in the
plants that produce it, but with effects entirely different from
the medicinal action in humans who consume the drug.
Plant biologists investigating disease resistance and other
evolutionary adaptations of plants are getting to the heart of
how a plant responds to internal and external signals. These
scientists, along with thousands of other plant biologists
working on other questions and millions of students experimenting with plants in biology courses, are all extending a
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centuries-old tradition ofcuriosity about the green organisms
that feed the biosphere.
(ONCEPT

CHECK

39.5

I, What are some drawbacks of spraying fields with
general-purpose insecticides?
2. Chewing insects mechanically damage plants and
lessen the surface area of leaves for photosynthesis. In
addition, these insects make plants more vulnerable
to pathogen attack. Suggest a reason why.
3. Many fungal pathogens get their food by causing
plant ceUs to become leaky, thereby releasing nutrients into the intercellular spaces. Would it benefit the
fungus to kill the host plant in a way that results in all
the nutrients leaking out?
4. -via 51i£, Suppose a scientist finds that a population of plants growing in a breezy location is more
prone to herbivory by insects than a population of the
same species growing in a sheltered area. Suggest a
hypothesis to account for this observation.
For suggested answers, see AppendiX A.
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Signal transduction pathways link signal reception to
response (pp. 821-824)
CYTOPLASM

CELl
WALL

I0

- - Plasma membrane

Reception

H8

Hormone or
environmental
stimulus

H 8 Response I

........................
Relay proteins and

r""""
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Transduction

second messengers

Activation
of cellular
responses

39.2

Plant hormones help coordinate growth, development,
and responses to stimuli (pp. 824-835)
.. The Discovery of Plant Hormones Researchers discovered
auxin by identifying the compound responsible for transmitting a signal downward through coleoptiles, from the tips to
the elongating regions, during phototropism.
.. A Survey of Plant Hormones Auxin, produced primarily in
the apical meristem of the shoot, stimulates cell elongation in
different target tissues. Cytokinins stimulate cell division.
Gibberellins, produced in roots and young leaves, stimulate
growth in leaves and stems. Brassinosteroids, chemically similar to the sex hormones of animals, induce cell elongation and
division. Abscisic acid maintains dormancy in seeds. Ethylene
helps control fruit ripening.
.. Systems Biology and Hormone Interactions Interactions
between hormones and their signal transduction pathways
make it difficult to predict what effect a genetic manipulation
will have on a plant. Systems biology seeks a comprehensive
understanding of plants that will permit successful modeling
of plant functions.

Responses

.. Biological Clocks and Circadian Rhythms Free-running
circadian cycles are approximately 24 hours long but are
entrained to exactly 24 hours by the day/night cycle.
.. The Effect of Ught on the Biological Clock Phytochrome
conversion marks sunrise and sunset, providing the clock with
environmental cues.
.. Photoperiodism and Responses to Seasons Some developmental processes, including flowering in many species, require a certain photoperiod. A critical night length sets a
minimum (in short-day plants) or maximum (in long.day
plants) number of hours of darkness required for flowering.
Acti\ity Flowering Lab

Ai lili"_

39.4

Plants respond to a wide variety of stimuli other than
light (pp. 841-845)
.. Gravity Gravitropism is a growth response to gmvity. Roots show
positive gmvitropism, and stems show negative gmvitropism. Plastids called statoliths may enable plant roots to detect gmvity.
.. Mechanical Stimuli Growth in response to touch is called
thigmotropism. Rapid leaf movements involve transmission of
electrical impulses called action potentials.
.. Environmental Stresses During drought, plants respond to
water deficit by reducing transpiration. Enzymatic destruction
of cells creates air tubes that help plants survive oxygen depri·
vation during flooding. Plants respond to salt stress by producing solutes tolerated at high concentrations, keeping the
water potential of cells more negative than the soil solution.
Heat-shock proteins help plants survive heat stress. Altering
lipid composition of membranes is a response to cold stress.
Wi

'ili"- 39.5

Plants respond to attacks by herbivores and pathogens
(pp.845-847)

Acti\ity l.eaf AbsciliS;on
Inn.ligation What Plant Hormone. Affect Organ Formation?

Mi,'ili"_

39.3

Responses to light are critical for plant success
(pp. 835-841)
.. Blue-Ught Photoreceptors Various blue·light photorecep·
tors control the responses of hypocotyl elongation, stomatal
opening, and phototropism.
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.. Defenses Against Herbivores In addition to physical defenses such as thorns, plants defend themselves chemically by
producing distasteful or toxic compounds, as well as airborne
attractants that bring animals that destroy herbivores.
.. Defenses Against Pathogens A pathogen is avirulent if it
has a specific Avr gene corresponding to a particular R allele
in the host plant. A hypersensitive response against an avirulent pathogen seals off the infection and destroys both
pathogen and host cells in the region of the infection. Systemic acquired resistance is a generalized defense response in
organs distant from the infection site.

c. the role of statoliths in gravitropism
d. the role oflight in gravitropism
e. the role of differential growth in gravitropic bending

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF·QUIZ
I. Which of the following does not occur in a signal transduction
pathway?
a. stimulation of the receptor by a relay molecule
b. production of second messengers such as cGMP
c. expression of specific genes
d. activation of protein kinases
e. phosphorylation of transcription factors
2. Auxin enhances cell elongation in all of these ways except
a. increased uptake of solutes.
b. gene activation.
c. acidification of the cell wall, causing denaturation of
growth-inhibiting cell wall proteins.
d. increased activity of plasma membrane proton pumps.
e. cell wall loosening.

9. How maya plant respond to severe heat stress?
a. by orienting leaves to increase evaporative cooling
b. by producing ethylene, which kills some cortex cells and
creates air tubes for ventilation
c. by initiating a systemic acquired resistance response
d. by increasing the proportion of unsaturated fatty acids in
cell membranes, reducing their fluidity
e. by producing heat-shock proteins, which may protect the
plant's proteins from denaturing
10. In systemic acquired resistance. salicylic add probably
a. destroys pathogens directly.
b. activates defenses throughout the plant before infection
spreads.
c. closes stomata, thus preventing the entry of pathogens.
d. activates heat-shock proteins.
e. sacrifices infected tissues by hydrolyzing cells.

3. Charles and Francis Darwin discovered that
a. auxin is responsible for phototropic curvature.
b. auxin can pass through agar.
c. light destroys auxin.
d. light is perceived by the tips of coleoptiles.
e. red light is most effective in causing phototropic
curvatures.

II. "P.W'"

Indicate the response to each condition by drawing a straight seedling or one with the triple response.

Control

4. Which hormone is incorrectly paired with its function?
a. auxin-promotes stem growth through cell elongation
b. cytokinins-initiate programmed cell death
c. gibberellins-stimulate seed germination
d. abscisic acid-promotes seed dormancy
e. ethylene-inhibits cell elongation

Ethylene
added

Ethylene
synthesis
inhibitor

Wild-type
Ethylene insensitive
(ein)

Ethylene
overproducing (era)

5. The hormone that helps plants respond to drought is
a. auxin.
d. ethylene.
b. gibberellin.
e. abscisic acid.
c. cytokinin.

Constitutive triple
response (err)
For Self-Quiz t1nSWefs, see Appendix A.

6. The signaling molecule for flowering might be released earlier
than normal in a long-day plant exposed to flashes of
a. far-red light during the night.
b. red light during the night.
c. red light followed by far-red light during the night.
d. far-red light during the day.
e. red light during the day.
7. lfa long-day plant has a critical night length of9 hours, which
24-hour cycle would prevent flowering?
a. 16 hours lightl8 hours dark
b. 14 hours lightllO hours dark
c. 15.5 hours light/8.5 hours dark
d. 4 hours lightl8 hours dark/4 hours light/8 hours dark
e. 8 hours lightl8 hours darkflight flashf8 hours dark
8. If a scientist discovers an Arabidopsis mutant that does not
store starch in plastids but has normal gravitropic bending,
what aspect of our understanding ofgravitropism would need
to be reevaluated?
a. the role of auxin in gravitropism
b. the role of calcium in gravitropism

401',-

- 61
Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
12. Coevolution is defined as the evolution of reciprocal adaptations in two species. with each species adapting its interaction
with the other. In this context, explain the coevolutionary
relationship between a plant and an avirulent pathogen.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
13. A plant biologist observed a peculiar pattern when a tropical
shrub was attacked by caterpillars. After a caterpillar ate a leaf,
it would skip over nearby leaves and attack a leaf some distance
aWJy. Simply removing a leaf did not deter caterpillars from
eating nearby leaves. The biologist suspected that an insectdamaged leaf sent out a chemical that signaled nearby leaves.
How could the researcher test this hypothesis?

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
14. Describe how our knowledge about the control systems of plants is
being applied to agriculture or horticulture, giving three examples.

C~APTE~ T~ IRH·'lI'l E
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Masashi Yanagisawa
While still in graduate school, Masashi
Yanagisawa became famous for discovering
endothelins, local regulators that are the
most potent constrictors of blood vessels
known. Later he discovered orexins, which
regulate food intake and wakefulness. He
received his M.D. and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of Tsukuba, Japan. Since
1996, Dr. Yanagisawa has been a professor
and Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas, where he
holds the Patrick E, Haggerty Distinguished
Chair in Basic Biomedical science, The recipient of many awards, he is also a member of
the National Academy of Sciences.
How did you gel 10 he a medical scientist?
Even as a small child, [wanted to be a scientist.
And in lapan, you really have to decide what you
want to do before college; it's a European-style
system. My decision to enter medical school,
which is a 6-year undergraduate program there,
was influenced by something my father told me.
He said-this was the late 1970s-that biolog)'
would be very exciting in the coming era and
that if I wanted to do biology, going to medical
school was not a bad choice. I believed him, and
[decided to go to medical schooL
Until then, basic biology hadn't genuinely
excited me, partly because of a bias at that time
in Japan, where biology was regarded as a science discipline for "humanities people~ And
high-school biology mostly meant traditional
taxonomy and lots of memorization. But in
medical school, [was exposed to cutting·edge
biology and found it very exciting, and [ did
some informal research internships that con·
firmed my interest in basic research. Clinical
medicine excited me as well-it's impressive to
see a patient improve dramatically,
The decision about what to do after medical
school VI'aS probably the most difficult I've faced
in my life. Should [continue with clinical training
or go directly into basic research? An experience I
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had toward the end of medical school helped me
make up my mind. When I was on rotation in the
OB·GYN department, there was a patient-a
young woman-suffering from a terminal case of
ovarian cancer. Her abdominal cavity was full of
cancer cells; no surgery could help, The doctors
were discussing how aggressively to treat her VI~th
chemotherapy, At that time in lapan, most terminal cancer patients were not told oftheir condition. So this patient didn't know about her own
condition and certainly didn't know about heroptions.lmmediately after that, I had a chance to go
to Australia in an exchange program, and there I
was assigned to surgery and oncology. Their philosophywas totally different: The patient was at
the center. The young me was very moved. [fl
had been a more aggressive person, I might have
decided to try to change clinical practice in Japan,
but I wasn't like that. Ijust decided not to go
through clinical training, but instead to enroll in a
Ph.D. program in pharmacology.
Why did you choose pharmacology?
Actually, pharmacology itself didn't matter. [
was considering various programs all over
lapan, but eventually r realized that I wanted to
work under Tomoh Masaki, who happened to
be a professor in pharmacology at Tsukuba,
It was his open style of running his lab that
appealed to me. I felt I could be a semiindependent researcher in his lab. My fin.t
research project was in Masaki's lifelong
research area, the biochemistry of contractile
proteins in muscles. My specific goal was to
done the gene for the large polypeptide subunit
of the muscle protein myosin. [was sent offto
another institution for almost a year to learn
DNA cloning and other molecular techniques.
I finished the myosin project, but I strongly
wanted to do something more medically oriented, So [ started to look for an interesting
topic. Many researchers were talking about
a newly identified factor made by the endothelium (lining) of blood vessels that caused
the vessel walls to relax. This was clearly a hot
topic. I went to the library to browse through
the scientific literature. (Remember, this was the
pre·lnternet era, so browsing meant actually

flipping pages-very time·consuming!) I was
lucky to find one abstract describing a mysterious vascular constricting factor that was secreted
into culture medium when endothelial cells were
cultured. This seemed interesting-and a prom·
ising research topic for me because the abstract
authors hadn't gone on to identify the factor. [
thought [could do this. In my lab and neighboring labs, I had all the techniques and teachers [
needed for the project.
The great thing about my mentor, Masaki, is
that he supported me in this project, even
though it was outside his field; he gave me half a
year to try it. Amazingly, within a few months I
had purified the factor, a 21·amino-acid peptide.
When [sequenced the peptide, it turned out to
be previously unknown. When we injected the
peptide into rats, their blood pressure shot up,
because their blood vessels were being constricted. We called the peptide endothelin. It's a
local regulator, a signaling molecule that acts on
muscle cells lying just outside the blood-vessel
endothelium. Endothelin recogniZes its target
cells by means of specific receptor proteins on
the target cell surface. The binding of endothe·
lin, the "ligand," to its receptor triggers a signaltransduction pathway that leads to muscle cell
contraction. [stayed on as a post-doc and
cloned the gene for the endothelin receptor,
which is a G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR).
(See Chapter II to review cell signaling.]
How did all Ihe publicity arising from your
work influence your career palhf
Mr endothelin discoveries had attracted attention to me. [realized that [wanted to be in the
United States, which seemed to be the center of
the world for biology. I also wanted more inde·
pendence as a researcher. Unfortunately, to be
head of a laboratory in lapan, you had to be a full
professor, which meant 37 years old at least. [
was then about 27, and 10 years seemed too long
to wait! This department offered me a lot ofsupport, and it was an easy decision to come here.
What did you work on once you gol herd
I wanted to learn more about how endothelin
functioned, so we genetically engineered strains

of mice each lacking a component ofthe endothelin system-"knock-out" mice. We got some
surprising results. The effects ofendothelin go
way beyond the vascular system. We learned
that this protein has a fundamental role in certain stages of embryonic development. [n the
embryo, it's made by cells derived from a structure called the neural crest and is necessary for
normal development ofthe intestine and several other organs. [n adults, genes for endothelins (there are actually several) and their
receptors are expressed in many, many places,
and they seem to be doing a variety of things
outside the vascular system.
Let's talk about the orphan receptor project,
which led to orexin. Why is your approach
called "reverse" pharmacology?
In the past, scientists usually went from the discovery of an intercellular signaling molecule,
such as a hormone, to the eventual discovery of
its receptor and the pathway leading to the response in target cells. For example, insulin was
discovered years ago as a blood sugar-lowering
hormone, and it was only later that the insulin
receptor and the cellular pathway were identified. But the sequencing of the human genome
has made the reverse approach possible. Now
we can directly identify the genes for receptor
proteins, especially for GPCRs, which all have
very similar sequences. The human genome has
more than 1,000 such genes. Many encode sensory receptors, especially for smell, but there
are probably 400 or so encoding receptors that
sense something internally. Out of these receptors, the ligands of more than 100 haven't been
identified yet-these are the "orphan" receptors.
The genes encoding the ligands we're interested in-the peptides called neuropeptides because they are often made by neurons-can be
extremely hard to find. We decided to search
for novel neuropeptides that, like endothelin,

had GPCRs. We developed a strategy to screen
orphan receptors for peptide ligands-and we
had beginners'luck. Orexin was found as the
ligand for one of the first receptors we tested.
How did you find out what orexin did in
the body?
The first clue ....'as that both the orexin gene and
its receptor gene are expressed only in the brain,
and orexin is produced by neurons located only
in the lateral hypothalamus. This part ofthe
brain was known to playa role in appetite,
which was immediately very exciting. Our next
experiment was to inject orexin into the brains
of mice, which then ate much more than the
control mice. Shortly afterwards, we discovered
that when you withhold a mouse's food, more
orexin mRNA is made in its lateral hypothalamus. So that seemed to be the story: The animal
gets hungry, somehow signals to its orexin neurons, more orexin is made, and the animal eats
more. We got the name orexin from the Greek
word for appetite.
Next, as usual, we engineered mice with the
orexin gene or orexin receptor gene knocked
oul. Our hypothesis was that a mouse without
orexin would have less appetite and become
leaner. But we were wrong. [t turned out that
the mice lacking orexin were, ifanything, chubbier. Nowwe know the reason was that orexin
knock-out mice had a reduced appetite but also
an even more reduced metabolic rate, so the net
effect was that they became fatter.
That's when my instinct as a whole-animal
physiologist kicked in. The orexin system must
be doing something more important than the
subtle effect we'd seen, I thought. Then [ realized that observing the mice during the day was
probably a mistake. Physiological research is
usually done in the daytime for human convenience. But mice are nocturnal, so observing
them during the day and concluding anything

about their behavior is like sneaking into someone's home at night and concluding that humans are a lazy, sleepy species. So to observe
the eating behavior ofour mice at night, we set
up a night-vision camera. And we discovered a
weird phenomenon: A mouse would be running
around, and all ofa sudden it would fall to the
side and stop moving for a minute or tv.'o and
then suddenly gel up and behave as if nothing
had happened.
This strange behavior and subsequent tests
told us that the mice had the sleep disorder
called narcolepsy, which until then had been a
mystery. People with narcolepsy have normal
24-hour sleep-wake cycles, but their wakeful
periods are fragmented, and they go into REM
sleep suddenly and inappropriately. My standard joke is this: When I'm giving a boring
seminar in a dimly lit room, it's normal for a
few in the audience to doze off. But if I start to
doze offduring my own talk, that's abnormal.
That kind of thing can happen to a narcolepsy
patient without medication. What's fundamentally abnormal is the regulation of sleep-state
transitions. It turns out that people with narcolepsy don't have orexin-secreting neurons;
these neurons disappear during adolescence,
presumably from an autoimmune attack. Their
orexin genes are OK.
So what's the connection between appetite
regulation and sleep regulation?
It's well known that when animals are hungry
they are more active; that's an important physiological adaptation. When an animal is hungry,
it has to go out and hunt or seek for food, while
protecting itself from danger. In the lab, if you
don't feed a mouse, it becomes more awake and
active. BUI an orexin·deficient animal doesn't
do that, suggesting that orexin may be a crucial
part of a connection betv.'een the brain's roles in
regulating feeding and sleep.
What advice do you have for students
aspiring to be biologists?
I always say that identifying a good research
question is more difficult than solVing it. The
question should be important and feasible to
answer. Something else IteU my students is
this: In every class rou attend, try to ask at least
one meaningful question. If rou can't come up
with one, then you're nol taking the class seriously enough. That's a mode of study very different from just knowledge absorption. To be a
scientist, )"ou have to question everything.

Learn about an e~periment by Masashi
Yanagisawa and colleagues In InqUiry Figure
42.12 on page 908,
Left to right: Steve Wasserman, Masashi
Yanagisawa, Jane Reece
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40.1 Animal form and function are correlated at all

levels of organization
40.2 Feedback control loops maintain the internal
environment in many animals
40.3 Homeostatic processes for thermoregulation

involve form, function, and behavior
40.4 Energy requirements are related to animal size,

activity, and environment

r~~::;:;\';:rmsl
Common Challenges
he outer ears of the jackrabbit (Lepus alieni) in
Figure 40.1 are thin and remarkably large. They provide this hare with an acute sense of hearing, a primary defense against predators. The ears also help the
jackrabbit shed excess heat. Blood flowing through each
ear's network of vessels transfers heat to the surrounding air.
At times, however, blood flow in the ear could be a liability.
When the air is hot, blood passing through the ears could
absorb heat, raising body temperature to dangerous levels.
So how does a big·eared jackrabbit survive in the midday
desert heat? To answer this question, we need to look more
closely at the biological form, or anatomy, of the animal.
Over the course of its life, a jackrabbit faces the same fundamental challenges as any other animal, whether hydra,
hawk, or human. All animals must obtain oxygen and nutrients, fight off infection, and produce offspring. Given that
they share these basic requirements, why do species vary so
enormously in makeup, complexity, organization, and appearance? The answer is that natural selection favors, over
many generations, the variations appearing in a population
that best meet the animal's needs. The solutions to the chal·

T
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.... Figure 40.1 How does a jackrabbit keep from
overheating?

lenges of survival vary among environments and species, but
for the jackrabbit and other animals, they frequently result in
a dose match of form to function.
Because form and function are correlated, examining
anatomy often provides clues to physiology-biological function. In the case ofthe jackrabbit, researchers noted that its large
pink-tinged ears turn pale when the air temperature exceeds
4O'C (104°F), the normal temperature of the jackrabbit's body.
The color change reflects a temporary narrowing of blood vessels in response to a hot environment. With their blood supply
reduced, the ears can absorb heat without overheating the rest
of the body. \Vhen the air cools, blood flow resumes, and the
large ears again help release excess heat.
In this chapter, we wHi begin our study of animal form and
function by examining the levels of organization in the animal
body and the systems for coordinating the activities of distinct
body parts. Next, we will discuss how animals regulate their internal environment, using body temperature regulation to introduce and illustrate the concept of homeostasis. Finally, we will
explore how anatomy and physiology relate to an animal's interactions with the environment and its management ofenergy use.

rZ~~~J~~o~~~~d function

are correlated at all levels
of organization

An animal's size and shape are fundamental aspects of form
that significantly affect the wayan animal interacts with its environment. Although we may refer to size and shape as elements of a "body plan~ or "design;' this does not imply a
process of conscious invention. The body plan of an animal is
the result of a pattern of development programmed by the
genome, itself the product of millions of years of evolution.

Physical Constraints on Animal Size and Shape
Many different body plans have arisen during the course of
evolution, but the variations fall within certain bounds. Phys-

icallaws that govern strength, diffusion, movement, and heat
exchange limit the range of animal forms.
As an example of how physical laws constrain evolution, let's
consider how some properties ofwater limit the possible shapes
for animals that are fast swimmers. Water is about a thousand
times denser than air and also far more viscous. Thus, any bump
on an animal's body surface that causes drag impedes a swimmer more than it would a runner or flyer. Tuna and other fast
ray-finned fishes can swim at speeds up to 80 km/hr (SO mph).
Sharks, penguins, dolphins, and seals are also fast swimmers. As
apparent in the examples in Figure 40.2, such animals share a
streamlined body contour: a shape that is fusiform, meaning tapered on both ends. The similar shape found in these speedy
fishes, birds, and mammals is an example of convergent evolution (see Chapter 22). Natural selection often shapes similar
adaptations when diverse organisms face the same environmental challenge, such as the resistance of water to fast travel.
Physical laws also influence animal body plans with regard to
maximum size. As body dimensions increase, thicker skeletons
are required to maintain adequate strength. This limitation affects internal skeletons, such as those ofvertebrates, as weU as external skeletons, such as those of insects and other arthropods.
In addition, as bodies increase in size, the muscles required for
locomotion must represent an ever-larger fraction of the total
body mass. At some point, mobility becomes limited. Byconsid-

ering the fraction of body mass in leg muscles and the effective
force such muscles generate, scientists can estimate maximum
running speed for a wide range of body plans. Such calculations
indicate that the dinosaur Tyrannosaurus rex, over 6 m tall,
probably could reach speeds of 30 km/hr (19 mph), as fast as a
professional soccer player but not quite the thunderous sprint
depicted in the movie Jurassic Park.

Exchange with the Environment
Animals need to exchange materials with their environment,
and this need imposes limitations on their body plans (as it
does for all other multicellular organisms). Exchange occurs as
substances dissolved in an aqueous medium move across the
plasma membrane of each cell. The rates of exchange for nutrients, waste products, and gases are proportional to membrane surface area. In contrast, the amount of material that
must be exchanged to sustain life is proportional to volume.
The opportunity for exchange is strongly influenced by cell
number. A single-celled organism, such as the amoeba in
figure 40.3a, has a sufficient membrane surface area in contact with its environment to carry out all necessary exchange.
In contrast, an animal is composed of many cells, each with its
own plasma membrane across which exchange must occur. A
multicellular organization therefore works only if every cell
has access to a suitable aqueous environment, either inside or
outside of the animal's body.
Many animals with asimple internal organization have body
plans that enable direct exchange bern'een the external environment and nearly all cells. For example, a pond-dwelling hydra, which has a saclike body plan, has a body wall only two cell
layers thick (Figure 4O.3b). Be<:ause its gastrovascular cavity
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(a) Single tell

(c) Seal

.. Figure 40.2 Convergent evolution in fast swimmers.

.....

(b) Two layers of tells

.. Figure 40.3 Contact with the environment. (a) In a singlecelled organism. such as an amoeba, the entire surface area contacts
the environment. (b) Although all animals are multicellular, some have
a simple organization In which all or nearly all cells contact the
environment. For example. a hydra's body consists of two layers of
cells, As fluid moves in and out of the hydra'S mouth, every body cell
can exchange material directly with the aqueous environment.
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opens to the external environment, both the outer and inner
layers of cells are constantly bathed by pond water. Another
common design that maximizes exposure to the surround~
ing medium is a flat body shape. Consider, for instance, a
parasitic tapeworm, which can reach several meters in length
(see Figure 33.12). A thin, flat shape places most cells of the
worm in direct contact with its specialized environment-the
nutrienHich intestinal fluid of a vertebrate host.
Most animals have a much more complex internal organization than that of a hydra or a tapeworm. Composed of compact masses ofcells, these animals have outer surfaces that are
relatively small compared with their volumes. As cell number
increases, the ratio ofthe outer surface area ofthe animal to its
total volume steadily decreases (see Figure 6.8). As an extreme
comparison, the ratio ofouter surface to volume for a whale is
hundreds of thousands of times smaller than that for a water
flea (Daphnia). Nevertheless, every cell in the whale must be
bathed in fluid and have access to oxygen, nutrients, and other
resources. How is this accomplished?

In whales and most other animals, extensively branched or
folded surfaces are the evolutionary adaptation that enables
sufficient exchange with the environment (Figure 40.4). In al·
most all cases, these surfaces lie within the body, protecting
delicate exchange tissues from abrasion or dehydration and al·
lowing for streamlined body contours. In humans, the diges·
tive, respiratory, and circulatory systems rely on exchange
surfaces within the body that in each system have a total area
more than 25 times that of the skin.
Internal body fluids link exchange surfaces to body cells. In
all animals, the spaces between cells are filled with fluid, often
n
called interstitial fluid (from the Latin for "stand between ).
Complex body plans also include a circulatory fluid, such as
blood. Exchange between the interstitial fluid and circulatory
fluid enables cells throughout the body to obtain nutrients and
get rid of wastes (see Figure 40.4).
Despite the greater challenges of exchange with the environ·
ment, complex body plans have distinct benefits over simple
ones. For example, an external skeleton can protect against

External environment

Food
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Mouth:;.Il1'"":"~~jj,,~

Respiratory
system
0.5 cm
f------;

, ,
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A microscopic view of the lung reveals
that it is much more sponge·li~e than
balloon~like This construction provides
an expansive wet surface for gas
exchange With the environment (SEM),

lOllm
r----i

Digestive
system

The lining of the small intestine, a digestive organ, has finger·like projections that
expand the surface area for nutrient
absorption (cross section, SEM),

Unabsorbed
matter (feces)
... Figure 40.4 Internal exchange
surfaces of complex animals. This diagram
provides an overview of chemical exchange
between an animal body and the environment.
Most animals have surfaces that are speCialized
for exchanging chemicals with the surroundings.
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Metabolic waste products
(nitrogenous waste)

These exchange surfaces are usually internal but
are connected to the environment via openings
on the body surface (the mouth, for example).
The exchange surfaces are finely branched or
folded, giving them a very large area, The
digestive, respiratory, and excretory systems all

Inside a ~idney is a mass at microscopic
tubules that exhange chemicals with
blood flOWing through a web of tiny
vessels called capillaries (SEM).
have such exchange surfaces. The circulatory
system carries chemicals transported across these
surfaces throughout the body,
n In what sense are exchange surfaces such
. . as the lining of the digestive system both
internal and external?

predators, and sensory organs can provide detailed information
on the animal'ssurroundings.lnternal digestive organs can break
down food gradually, controlling the release of stored energy. In
addition, specialized filtration systems can adjust the composition ofthe internal fluid that bathes the animal's body cells. In this
way, an animal can maintain a relatively stable internal environment while living in a variable external environment. A complex
body plan is especially advantageous for animals living on land,
where the external environment may be highly variable.

Just as viewing the hierarchy of the body's organization
from the "bottom up" (from cells to organ systems) reveals
emergent properties that underlie organ systems, a view ofthe
hierarchy from the "top down" makes dear the multilayered
basis of specialization. Consider the digestive system, which in
humans consists of the mouth, pharynx, esophagus, stomach,
small and large intestines, accessory organs, and anus. Each
organ has specific roles in digestion. One important function
of the stomach, for example, is to initiate the breakdown of
proteins. This process requires a churning powered by stomach muscles, as well as digestive juices secreted by the stomach lining. Production of digestive juices, in turn, requires
several highly specialized cell types, one of which generates
concentrated hydrochloric acid.
The specialization characteristic of complex body plans is
based on varied combinations of a limited set of cell and tissue
types. For example, lungs and blood vessels have distinct func·
tions but are lined by tissues that are ofthe same basic type and
therefore share many properties. To introduce these shared
properties, we next survey the major tissue types in vertebrates. in later chapters, we'll discuss how the tissues described here contribute to the functions of each organ system.

Hierarchical Organization of Body Plans
Cells form an animal's body through their emergent properties.
Recall from Chapter 1 that emergent properties arise through
successive levels ofstructural and functional organization. Cells
are organized into tissues, groups ofcells ofsimilar appearance
and a common function. In all but the simplest animals (such as
sponges), different tissues are further organized into functional
units called organs. Groups of organs that work together provide an additional level of organization and coordination and
make up an organ system (Table 40.1). Thus, for example, the
skin is an organ of the integumentary system, which protects
against infection and helps regulate body temperature.
Organs often contain tissues with distinct physiological
roles. In some cases, the roles are different enough that we
consider the organ to belong to more than one organ system.
The pancreas, for instance, produces enzymes critical to the
function of the digestive system and also regulates the level of
sugar in the blood as a vital part of the endocrine system.

"'le4O.1

Tissue Structure and Function
Animal tissues fall into four main categories: epithelial tissue,
connective tissue, muscle tissue, and nervous tissue. We explore the structure and function of each type in Figure 40.5
and in the accompanying text, on the next four pages.

Organ Systems: Their Main Components and Functions in Mammals

Organ System

Main Components

Main Functions

Digestive

Mouth, pharynx, esophagus, stomach,
intestines, liver, pancreas, anus

Food processing (ingestion, digestion, absorption,
elimination)

Circulatory

Heart, blood vessels, blood

Internal distribution of materials

Respiratory

Lungs, trachea, other breathing tubes

Gas exchange (uptake ofoxygen; disposal of carbon dioxide)

Immune and lymphatic

Bone marrow, lymph nodes, thymus,
spleen, lymph vessels, white blood cells

Body defense (fighting infections and cancer)

Excretory

Kidneys, ureters, urinary bladder, urethra

Disposal of metabolic wastes; regulation of osmotic
balance of blood

Endocrine

Pituitary, thyroid, pancreas, adrenal, and
other hormone-secreting glands

Coordination of body activities (such as digestion and
metabolism)

Reproductive

Ovaries or testes, and associated organs

Reproduction

Nervous

Brain, spinal cord, nerves, sensory organs

Coordination of body activities; detection of stimuli
and formulation of responses to them

Integumentary

Skin and its derivatives (such as hair, claws,
skin glands)

Protection against mechanical injury, infection, drying
out: thermoregulation

Skeletal

Skeleton (bones, tendons, ligaments, cartilage)

Body support, protection of internal organs, movement

Muscular

Skeletal muscles

Locomotion and other movement
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Epithelial Tissue
Occurring as sheets of cells, epithelial tissue covers the outside of the body and lines organs and cavities within the body.
The dose packing of epithelial cells, often involving tight
junctions (see Figure 6.32), enables epithelial tissue to function as a barrier against mechanical injury, pathogens, and
fluid loss. The cells ofan epithelial tissue, or epithelium (plu~
ral, epithelia), also form active interfaces with the environ~
ment. For example, the epithelium that lines the nasal
passages has a critical function in olfaction, the sense of smell.

Epithelial cell shape may be cuboidal (like dice), columnar
(like bricks standing on end), or squamous (like floor tiles). In
addition, cells may be arranged in a simple epithelium (single
cell layer), a stratified epithelium (multiple tiers of cells), or a
pseudostratified epithelium (a single layer of cells varying in
height). As shown in Figure 40.5, different cell shapes and
arrangements correlate with distinct functions. For example,
columnar epithelia, which have cells with relatively large cyto~
plasmic volumes, are often located where seaetion or active
absorption is important.

... Figure 40.5

Exploring Structure and Function in Animal Tissues
Epithelial Tissue
Cuboidal epithelium,

Simple co/umnarepithelium

Pseudostratified ciliated

with dice-shaped cens
specialized for seaetion,
makes up the epithelium
of kidney tubules and
many glands. including
the thyroid gland and
salivary glands.

lines the intestines. This
epithelium secretes digestive
juices and absorbs nutrients.

columnar epithelium forms
a mucous membrane that
lines portions of the
respiratory tract of many
vertebrates. The beating
cilia move the film of mucus along the surface.

Stratified squamous
epithelium regenerates
rapid~ by cell division near
the basal lamina (see below).
The new cells are pushed
outward,
replacing
cells that
""';""9"7 t'"-~f-------~~=~J are
sloughed
off. This

~

epithelium is commonly
found on surfaces subject to
abrasion, such as the outer
skin and linings of the
esophagus, anus, and vagina.

Simple squamous
epithelium, which is thin
and leaky, functions in the
exchange of material by diffusion. This type of epithelium lines blood vessels and
the air sacs of the lungs,
where diffusion of nutrients
and gases is critical.

Apical surface

Basal surface
Basal lamina

All epithelia are polarized, meaning that they have two different sides.
The apical surface faces the lumen (cavity) or outside of the organ and
is therefore exposed to fluid or air. It is this surface that is often covered
with specialized projections. For example, the epithelium of the small
intestine is covered with microvilli, projections that increase the surface
area available for absorbing nutrients (see Figure 40.4). The opposite
side of each epithelium is the basal surface. The basal surface is attached
to a basal lamina, a dense mat of extracellular matrix, which separates
the epithelium from the underlying tissue.
(All photos in figure are LMs,j
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Connective Tissue
The most common functions of connective tissues are to
bind and support other tissues in the body (see Figure 40.5).
Connective tissue consists of a sparse population of cells scattered through an extracellular matrix. The matrix generally
consists of a web of fibers embedded in a uniform foundation
that may be liquid, jellylike, or solid. This variation in matrix
structure is reflected in the six major types of connective tissue in vertebrates: loose connective tissue, cartilage, fibrous
connective tissue, adipose tissue, blood, and bone.

Connective tissue fibers, which are made of protein, are of
three kinds: collagenous, elastic, and reticular. Collo.genousfthers
provide strength combined with flexibility. They are made ofcollagen, probably the most abundant protein in the animal kingdom. Collagenous fibers are nonelastic and do not tear easily
when pulled lengthwise. Elasticfibers are easily stretched but are
also resilient, snapping back to their original length when tension
is released. Shaped as long threads, elastic fibers are made of a
protein called elastin. Reticulo.rfibers are very thin and branched.
Composed of collagen and continuous with collagenous fibers,

Connective Tissue
The most widespread connective tissue in the vertebrate body is loose
connective tissue. Collagenous, elastic, and reticular fibers in this tissue
~.>:,,~..' type bind epithelia to underlying
tissues and hold organs in place.

cartilage has an abundance of collagenous fibers embedded in a rubbery matrix made of a protein~arbohydrate compleK called chondroitin sulfate. Cells called chondrocytes secrete the collagen and
chondroitin sulfate that make cartilage a strong yet flexible support
material. Many vertebrate embryos have cartilaginous skeletons, but
most of the cartilage is replaced by bone as
the embryo matures. Cartilage is retained in
some locations, such as the disks that act as
cushions between vertebrae.

••
•

~~. Ioo§.

Chondrocytes ~

Chondroitin sulfate
fibrous connective
tissue is dense with
collagenous fibers.
The fibers form parallei bundles, which
~
maKimize nonelastic
strength. Fibrous conneaive tissue is found
in tendons, which attach muscl5 to bones, and
in ligaments, wtlich connect bones at joints.

sI
"

Central canal
The skeleton of most vertebrates is made of bone, a
mineralized conneaive tissue. Bone-forming cells called
•
osteoblasts deposit a matrix
of collagen. calcium, magneo ,....
sium, and phosphate ions combine into a
R ..
~
hard mineral within the matrix. The combination of hard mineral and flexible collagen makes bone harder than
cartilage without being brittle. The microscopic structure of hard mammalian bone consists of repeating units called osteons. Each osteon has
concentric layers of the mineralized matrix, which are deposited around
a central canal containing blood vessels and nerves.

§.I

Blood, which functions differently from other connective tissues, has a liquid eKtraceliular
matrix called plasma. Consisting
of water, salts, and dissolved proteins,
plasma contains erythrocytes (red blood
cells), leukocytes (white blood cells),
and cell fragments called platelets. Red
cells carry oxygen; white cells function
in defense; and platelets aid in blood
clotting.
Continued on next page
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they form a tightly woven fabric that joins connective tissue to
adjacent tissues. If you pinch a fold of skin on the back of your
hand, the collagenous and reticular fibers prevent the tissue from
being pulled far from the bone; the elastic fibers then restore the
skin to its original shape when you release your grip.
The connective tissue that holds many tissues and organs
together and in place contains scattered cells of varying function. Of these cells, rn'o types predominate: fibroblasts and
macrophages. Fibroblasts secrete the protein ingredients of
the extracellular fibers. Macrophages are cells that roam the
maze of fibers, engulfing both foreign particles and the debris
of dead cells by phagocytosis (see Chapter 6).

Muscle Tissue
The tissue responsible for nearly all types of body movement
is muscle tissue. All muscle cells consist of filaments containing the proteins actin and myosin, which together enable mus-

l'

c1es to contract. Muscle is the most abundant tissue in many
animals, and muscle activity accounts for much of the energyconsuming cellular work in an active animal. Figure 40.5
shows the three types of muscle tissue in the vertebrate body:
skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscle.

Nervous Tissue
The function of nervous tissue is to sense stimuli and transmit
signals in the form of nerve impulses from one part ofthe animal to another. Nervous tissue contains neurons, or nerve
cells, which have extensions called axons that are uniquely specialized to transmit nerve impulses (see Figure 40.5). It also indudes different forms ofglial cells, or g1ia, which help nourish,
insulate, and replenish neurons. In many animals, a concentration of nervous tissue forms a brain, an information-processing
center. As we will discuss next, neurons have a critical role in
managing many of the animal's physiological functions.

Figure 40.5 (continued)

Exploring Structure and Function in Animal Tissues
Muscle Tissue
Attached to bones by tendons, skeletal muscle is responsible for voluntary
movements. Skeletal muscle consists of bundles of long cells called muscle
fibers. The arrangement of contractile units, or sarcomeres, along the length
of the fibers gives the cells a striped (striated) appearance under the microscope. For this reason, skeletal muscle is also called striated muscle. Adult
mammals have a fixed number of muscle cells; building muscle does not in·
crease the number of cells but rather enlarges those already present.

Muscle fiber

l"",_""_';;':'::::;.iiii:;~~;~"'~-

Sarcomere

I 100 11m I

cardiac muscle forms the contractile wall of the heart. It is striated
like skeletal muscle and has contractile properties similar to those of
skeletal muscle. Unlike skeletal muscle,
~
..~~~:-~!:---lhowever,cardiac
Il£
muscle carries out an
unconscious task:
contraction of the
heart. cardiac muscle
fibers branch and interconnect via intercalated disks, which
Nucleus
Intercalated
relay signals from cell
disk
to cell and help synchronize the heartbeat.

"'-;r"''''-or

Smooth muscle, so named because it lacks striations, is found in the walls of the
digestive tract, urinary bladder, arteries, and other internal organs. The cells are
spindle-shaped. Controlled by different kinds of nerves than those controlling
skeletal muscles, smooth muscles are responsible for involuntary body activities,
such as churning of the stomach or constriction of arteries.
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Muscle
fibers

Coordination and Control
An animal's tissues, organs, and organ systems must act in conjunction with one another. For example, during long dives the

harbor seal in Figure 40.2 slows its heart rate, collapses its
lungs, and lowers its body temperature while propelling itself
forward wilh its hind nippers. Coordinating activity across an
animal's body in this way requires communication. \Vhat signals are used? How do the signals move within the body? There
are two sets of answers to these questions, reflecting the two
major systems for control. and. coordination: the endocrine system and the nervoussystem (Figure 4O.6).ln theendocrinesystern, signaling molecules released into the bloodstream by
endocrine cells reach all locations in the body. In the nervous systern, neurons lransmit information between specific locations.
The signaling molecules broadcast throughout the body by
the endocrine system are called hormones. Different hormones cause distinct effects. and only cells that have receptors

for a particular hormone respond (Figure 4O.6a). Depending
on which cells have receptors for lhat hormone, the hormone
may have an effect in just a single location or in sites throughout the body. Cells, in turn, can express more than one receptor type. Thus, cells in the ovaries and testes are regulated not
omy by sex hormones but also by metabolic hormones. Such
hormones include insulin, which controls the level of glucose
in the blood by binding to and regulating virtuaUy every cell
outside of the brain.
Hormones are relatively slow acting. It takes many seconds
for insulin and other hormones to be released into the bloodstream and be carried throughout the body. Hormone effects
are often long·lasting, however, because hormones remain in
the bloodstream and target tissue for seconds, minutes, or
even hOUTS.

-"',,'"

51''1r--,---,---,

Hormone/

Signal travels
along axon to

SIgnal travels
everywhere
via the
bloodstream.

Nerve cells (neurons) are the
basic units of the nervous system. A neUfon consists of a cell
body and two Of more elrtensions called dendrites and
axons. Dendrites transmit signals from their tips toward the
rest of the neuron. Axons,
which are often bundled together into nerves, transmit
signals toward another neuron
or toward an effector, a structure such as a muscle cell that
carries out a body response.
The supporting glial cells help
neurons function property.

40).tm
I

•
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as~rli(

location.

. .• •

•

Axons

o
o

(a) Signaling by hormones

•(ConIOColl W)

(51'' '

~

(b) Signaling by neurons

... Figu~ 40.6 Signaling in the endocrine and nervous
systems. Endocrine cells secrete specific hormonf'S-Sl9naling
moletules (shown as red dotsHnto the bloodstream. Only cells
expressing the corre5POf\ding receptor receIVe and respond to the
SIgnal Nerve cells (neurons) generate SIgnals that travel along axons.
Only cells that form a speoallzed JUfKbOn wrth the axon of an
actIVated neuron receIVe and respond 10 the SIgnal.
>----l
15).tffi
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In the nervous system, asignal is not broadcast throughout the
entire body. Instead, each signal, called a nerve impulse, travels to
a target cell along a dedicated communication line, cOllSisting
mainly of the neuron extensions called axons (Figure 4O.6b).
Four types ofcells receive nerve impulses: other neurollS, muscle
cells, endocrine cells, and exocrine cells. Unlike the endocrine
system, the nervous system conveys information by the pathway
the signal takes. For example, a person can distinguish different
musical notes because each notes frequency activates different
neurons connecting the ear to the brain.
Signaling in the nervous system usually im'ol\'es more than
one type of signal. Nerve impulses tra\'el within axons, sometimes over long distances, as changes in voltage. But in many
cases, passing signals from one neuron to another involves
very short-range chemical signals. Overall, transmission is extremely fast; nerve impulses take only a fraction ofa second to
reach the target and last only a fraction of a second.
Because the two major communication systems ofthe body
differ in signal type, transmission, speed, and duration, they
are adapted to different functions. The endocrine system is
well suited for coordinating gradual changes that affect the entire body, such as growth and development, reproduction,
metabolic processes, and digestion. The nervous system is
well suited for directing immediate and rapid responses to the
environment, especially in controlling fast locomotion and behavior. Both systems contribute to maintaining a stable internal environment, our next topic of discussion.
CONCEPT

CHECK

Managing the state of the internal environment is a major
challenge for the animal body. Faced with environmental fluctuations, animals manage their internal environment by either
regulating or conforming.

Regulating and Conforming
An animal is said to be a regulator for a particular environmental variable if it uses internal control mechanisms to regulate internal change in the face of external fluctuation. For
example, the river otter in Figure 40.7 is a regulator for temperature, keeping its body at a temperature that is largely independent of that of the water in which it swims.
An animal is said to be a conformer for a particular environmental variable if it allo....'S its internal condition to conform to external changes in the variable. For instance, the
largemouth bass in Figure 40.7 conforms to the temperature
ofthe lake in which it li\'eS. As the water warms or cools, so do
the cells of the bass. Some animals conform to more constant
environments. For example, many marine itwertebrates, such
as spider crabs of the genus Lihinia, let their internal solute
concentration conform to the relatively stable solute concentration (salinity) of their ocean environment.
Regulating and conforming represent extremes on a continuum. An animal may regulate some internal conditions
while allowing others to conform to the environment. For example, even though the bass conforms to the temperature of
the surrounding water, the solute concentration in its blood

40.1

I. \Vhat properties are shared by all types of epithelia?
2. Under what temperature conditions would it benefit a jackrabbit to flatten its ears against its body?
Explain.
3, _'W fUi • Suppose you are standing at the edge of
a cliff and you suddenly slip-you barely manage to
keep your balance to keep from falling. As your heart
races, you feel a burst of energy, due in part to a surge
of blood into dilated (widened) vessels in your muscles
and an upward spike in the level of glucose in your
blood. Why might you expect that this ufight_or_flight n
response requires both the nervous system and the
endocrine system?

40

•
•
• •River otter (temperature
regulator)

•

30

Largemouth bass
(temperature conformer)
10

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:::;::;k~~~~olloops

maintain
the internal environment
in many animals

Lmagine that your body temperature soared every time you
took a hot shower or drank a freshly brewed cup of coffee.
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Ambtent (enVlroomental) temperature (0C)

... Figure 40.7 The relationship between body and
environmental temperatures in an aquatic temperature
regulator and an aquatic temperature conformer. The mer
oner regulates ItS body temperature. k:eeptng 1\ stable da055 a wide
range of efMronmeotli temperatures. The largemouth bass, meanwhile,
ailow5l1S IIlternal environment to conform to the water temperature

and interstitial fluid differs from the solute concentration of
the fresh water in which it lives. This difference occurs because the fish's anatomy and physiology enable it to regulate
internal changes in solute concentration. (You will learn more
about the mechanisms of this regulation in Chapter 44.)

Homeostasis
The steady body temperature of a river otter and the stable
concentration of solutes in a freshwater bass are examples of
homeostasis, which means Usteady state," or internal balance.
In achieving homeostasis, animals maintain a relatively constant internal environment even when the external environment changes significantly.
Like many animals, humans exhibit homeostasis for a
range of physical and chemical properties. For example, the
human body maintains a fairly constant body temperature of
about 37'C (98.6'F) and a pH of the blood and interstitial
fluid within 0.1 pH unit of 7.4. The body also regulates the
solute concentration of glucose in the bloodstream so that it
does not fluctuate for long from about 90 mg of glucose per
100 mL of blood.

I

Feedback Loops in Homeostasis
Like the regulatory circuit shown in Figure 40.8, homeostasis
in animals relies largely on negative feedback, a response
that reduces, or "damps," the stimulus. For example, when you
exercise vigorously, you produce heat, which increases body
temperature. Your nervous system detects this increase and

<

off

Room

Stimulus:
Control center
(thermostat)
reads too hot

temperature
decreases

j

Sot

point:
20°'

Stimulus:
Control center
(thermostat)
reads too cold

Room

temperature
Increases

Mechanisms of Homeostasis
Before exploring homeostasis in animals, let's first consider a
nonliving example: the regulation of room temperature
(Figure 40,8). Let's assume we want to keep a house at 20'C
(68'F), a comfortable temperature for normal activity. We adjust a control device-the thermostat-to 20'C and allow a
thermometer in the thermostat to monitor temperature. If the
room temperature falls below 20'C, the thermostat responds
by turning on the heating system. Heat is produced until the
room reaches 20'C. at which point the thermostat switches off
the heater. Whenever the temperature in the room again drifts
below 20'C, the thermostat activates another heating cycle.
Like a home heating system, an animal achieves homeostasis by maintaining a variable, such as body temperature or
solute concentration, at or near a particular value, or set point
Fluctuations in the variable above or below the set point serve
as the stimulus. A receptor, orscnsor, detects the stimulus and
triggers a response, a physiological activity that helps return
the variable to the set point In the home heating example, a
drop in temperature below the set point acts as a stimulus, the
thermometer serves as the sensor, and the heater produces the
response.

eater
turned

\\\\\1 II

Response:
Heater
turned

... Figure 40.8 A nonliving example of negative feedback:
control of room temperature. Regulating room temperature
depends on a control center (a thermostat) that detects temperature
change and activates mechanisms that reverse that change.
How would adding an air conditioner to the system contribute to
homeostasis)

D

triggers sweating. As you sweat, the evaporation of moisture
from your skin cools your body, helping return your body
temperature to its set point
Homeostasis is a dynamic equilibrium, the interplay between external factors that tend to change the internal environment and internal control mechanisms that oppose such
changes. Note that physiological responses to stimuli are
not instantaneous, just as switching on a furnace does not
immediately warm a house. As a result, homeostasis reduces but doesn't eliminate changes in the internal environment Additional fluctuation occurs if a variable has a
normal range-an upper and lower limit-rather than a
single set point This is equivalent to a heating system that
begins producing heat when the room temperature drops to
190C (66'F) and stops heating when the temperature reaches
21"C (70'F). Regardless of whether there is a set point or a
normal range, homeostasis is enhanced by mechanisms that
reduce fluctuations, such as insulation in the case of temperature and physiological buffers in the case of pH.
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Although positive-feedback loops also occur in animals,
these circuits do not usually contribute to homeostasis. Unlike
negative feedback, positive feedback triggers mechanisms
that amplify rather than diminish the stimulus. During childbirth, for instance, the pressure of the baby's head against reo
ceptors near the opening ofthe mother's uterus stimulates the
uterus to contract. These contractions result in greater pressure against the opening of the uterus, heightening the contractions and thereby causing even greater pressure, until the
baby is born. In this way, the positive feedback helps drive
processes to completion.

Alterations in Homeostasis
The set points and normal ranges for homeostasis can change
under various circumstances. In fact, so-called regulated
changes in the internal environment are essential to normal
body functions. For example, many animals have a lower body
temperature when asleep than when awake. Some regulated
changes are associated with a particular stage in life, such as
the radical shift in hormone balance that occurs during puberty. Other regulated changes are cyclic, such as the varia·
tion in hormone levels responsible for women's menstrual
cycles (see Figure 46.14). Over the short term, homeostatic
mechanisms maintain the set point in effect during a particular interval. Over the longer term, homeostasis allows regulated change in the set point and therefore in the body's
internal environment.
One way in which the normal range of homeostasis may
change is through acclimatization, the process by which an
animal adjusts to changes in its external environment. For
example, when an elk or other mammal moves from sea level
to a much higher elevation, changes that occur over several
days facilitate activity at lowered oxygen concentrations.
These changes include increased blood flow in the lungsand
increased production of red blood cells that carry oxygen.
Note that acclimatization, a temporary change during an animal's lifetime, should not be confused with adaptation, a
process of change in a population brought about by natural
selection acting over many generations.
CONCEPT

CHECK

40.2

1. Is it accurate to define homeostasis as a constant internal environment? Explain.
2. Describe the difference between negative feedback
and positive feedback.
3.
If you were dedding where to locate the
thermostat in a house, what considerations would
govern your decision? How do these factors relate
to the location of many homeostatic control sensors
in the human brain?

-'wall"

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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thermoregulation involve form,
function, and behavior

In this section, we will examine the regulation of body temperature as an example of how form and function work together in regulating an animal's internal environment. Later
chapters in this unit will discuss other physiological systems
involved in maintaining homeostasis.
Thermoregulation is the process by which animals maintain an internal temperature within a tolerable range. Thermoregulation is critical to survival because most biochemical
and physiological processes are very sensitive to changes in
body temperature. For every lOoe (lS·F) decrease in temperature, the rates of most enzyme-mediated reactions decrease
two- to threefold. Increases in temperatures speed up reactions but cause some proteins to become less active. For instance, the oxygen carrier molecule hemoglobin becomes less
effective at binding oxygen as temperature increases. Membranes can also change properties, becoming increasingly
fluid or rigid as temperatures rise or fall, respectively.
Each animal species has an optimal temperature range.
Thermoregulation helps keep body temperature within that
optimal range, enabling cells to function effe<tively even as the
external temperature fluctuates.

Endothermy and Eclothermy
Internal metabolism and the external environment provide the
sources of heat for thermoregulation. Birds and mammals are
mainly endothermic, meaning that they are warmed mostly by
heat generated by metabolism. A few nonavian reptiles, some
fishes, and many insect species arealso mainly endothermic. In
contrast, amphibians, lizards, snakes, turtles, many fishes, and
most invertebrates are mainly ectothermic, meaning that they
gain most of their heat from external sources.
Animals that are mainly endothermic are known as endotherms; those that are mainly ectothermic are known
as ectotherms. Keep in mind, though, that endothermy and
ectothermy are not mutually exclusive modes of thermoregulation. For example, a bird is mainly endothermic, but it
may warm itself in the sun on a cold morning, much as an
ectothermic lizard does.
Endothermic animals can maintain stable body temperatures
even in the face oflarge environmental temperature fluctuations.
For example, few ectotherms are active in the below-freezing
weather that prevails during winter over much of Earth's surface,
but many endotherms function very well in these conditions
(Figure 40.9a). In a cold environment, an endotherm generates
enough heat to keep its body substantially warmer than its surroundings. In a hot environment, endothermic vertebrates have

(a) A walrus. an endotherm

temperature. For example, many ectothermic marine fishes
and invertebrates inhabit waters with such stable temperatures
that their body temperature varies less than that ofendotherms
such as humans and other mammals. Conversely, the body
temperature of a few endotherms varies considerably. For example, bats and hummingbirds may periodically enter an inactive state in which they maintain a lower body temperature.
It is a common misconception that ectotherms are "coldblooded~ and endotherms are "warm-blooded:' Ectotherms
do not necessarily have low body temperatures. In fact, when
sitting in the sun, many ectothermic lizards have higher body
temperatures than mammals. Thus, the terms cold-blooded
and warm-blooded are misleading and have been dropped
from the scientific vocabulary.

Balancing Heat loss and Gain
Thermoregulation depends on an animal's ability to control the
exchange of heat with its environment. Any organism, like any
object, exchanges heat by four physical processes: conduction,
convection, radiation, and evaporation. Figure 40.10 distinguishes these processes, which account for the flow of heat

(b) A lizard, an ectotherm
... Figure 40.9 Endothermy and ectothermy.

mechanisms for cooling the body, enabling them to withstand
heat loads that are intolerable for most ectotherms.
Because their heat source is largely environmental, ectotherms generally need to consume much less food than endotherms of equivalent size-an advantage if food supplies are
limited. Ectotherms also usually tolerate larger fluctuations in
their internal temperatures. Although ectotherms do not generate enough heat for thermoregulation, many adjust body
temperature by behavioral means, such as seeking out shade
or basking in the sun (Figure 40.9b). Overall, ectothermy is
an effective and successful strategy in most environments, as
shown by the abundance and diversity ofectothermic animals.

Radiation is the emission of
electromagnetic waves by all
objects warmer than absolute
zero. Radiation can transfer
heat between objects that
are not in direct contact, as
when a lizard absorbs heat
radiating from the sun.

Evaporation is the removal of
heat from the surface of a
liquid that is losing some of its
molecules as gas. Evaporation
of water from a lizard's moist
surfaces that are exposed to
the environment has a strong
cooling effect.

\ \\L------'--------,-------

~

Variation in Body Temperature
Animals can have either a variable or a constant body temperature. An animal whose body temperature varies with its environment is called a poikilotherm (from the Greek poikilos,
varied). In contrast, a homeotherm has a relatively constant
body temperature. For example, the largemouth bass is a poikilotherm, and the river otter isa homeotherm (see Figure40.7).
From the descriptions of ectotherms and endotherms, it
might seem that all ectotherms are poikilothermic and all endotherms are homeothermic. Actually, there is no fixed relationship between the source of heat and the stability of body

Convection is the transfer of
heat by the movement of air or
liquid past a surface. as when a
breeze contributes to heat loss
from a lizard's dry skin, or
blood moves heat from the
body core to the extremities.

Conduction is the direct
transfer of thermal motion
(heat) between molecules of
objects in direct contact with
each other, as when a lizard
sits on a hot rock.

... Figure 40.10 Heat exchange between an organism and
its environment.
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thereby increasing the insulating power of
the furor feather layer. To repel water that
would reduce the insulating capacity of
feathers or fur, some animals secrete oily
substances, such as the oils that birds apply to their feathers during preening.
_ _"",::---"-j,:-t~-i':;::::;::Hair
Lacking feathers or fur, humans must rely
primarily on fat for insulation. "Goose
bumps~
are a vestige of hair raising inherSweat
pore
ited from our furry ancestors.
Insulation plays a particularly imporDermis
tant role in thermoregulation by marine
I---l'-J""i-/;;~I-I--Nerve
mammals, such as whales and walruses.
These animals swim in water colder
,li,;nl~Hc-I+-Sweat
gland
than their body core temperature, and
Hypodermis
many species spend at least part of the
year in nearly freezing polar seas. The
Adipose lissue--'~
problem of thermoregulation is made
worse by the fact that the transfer ofheat
Blood vessels--~C ~::~~!!t:1'
Oil gland
to water occurs 50 to 100 times more
Hair follicle
rapidly than heat transfer to air. Just
... Figure 40.11 Mammalian integumentary system. The skin and its derivatives serve
under the skin, marine mammals have
important fundions in mammals, including protedion and thermoregulation.
a very thick layer of insulating fat
called blubber. The insulation blubber
provides
is
so
effective
that marine mammals maintain body
both within an organism and bern'een an organism and its excore temperatures of about 36-38·C (97-100'F) without reternal environment. Note that heat is always transferred from
quiring much more food energy than land mammals of siman object of higher temperature to one oflower temperature.
ilar size.
The essence of thermoregulation is maintaining rates of
heat gain that equal rates of heat loss. Animals do this through
mechanisms that either reduce heat exchange overall or that
Circulatory Adaptations
favor heat exchange in a particular direction. In mammals, several of these mechanisms involve the integumentary system,
Circulatory systems provide a major route for heat flow between
the outer covering of the body, consisting of the skin, hair, and
the interior and exterior of the body. Adaptations that regulate
nails (claws or hooves in some species). A key organ ofthis systhe extent of blood flow near the body surface or that trap heat
tem is the skin, which consists ofthe epidermis and the dermis
within the body core playa significant role in thermoregulation.
(Figure 40.11). The epidermis is the outermost layer of skin
In response to changes in the temperature of their surroundings,
many animals alter the amount ofblood (and hence
and is composed mostly ofdead epithelial cells that continually
heat) flOWing between their body core and their skin. Nerve
flake and fall off. New cells pushing up from lower layers resignals that relax the muscles of the vessel walls result in vasoplace the cells that are lost. The inner layer, the dermis, contains
hair follicles, oil and sweat glands, muscles, nerves, and blood
dilation, an increase in the diameter ofsuperficial blood vessels
(those near the body surface). As a consequence ofthe increase
vessels. Beneath the skin lies the hypodermis, a layer ofadipose
in vessel diameter, blood flow in the skin is elevated. In en·
tissue that includes fat-storing cells as well as blood vessels.
dotherms, vasodilation usually warms the skin and increases
the transfer of body heat to the environment by radiation, conInsulation
duction, and convection (see Figure 40.10). The reverse
A major thermoregulatory adaptation in mammals and birds
process, vasoconstriction, reduces blood flow and heat transfer
is insulation, which reduces the flow of heat bem'een an ani·
by decreasing the diameter of superficial vessels. It is vasoconmal and its environment. Sources of insulation include hair,
striction in blood vessels of the ear that allows the jackrabbit
shown in Figure 40.1 to avoid overheating on hot desert days.
feathers, and layers of fat formed by adipose tissue.
Many animals that rely on insulation to reduce overall heat
Like endotherms, some ectotherms control heat exchange
exchange also adjust their insulating layers to help thermoreguby regulating blood flow. For example, when the marine
iguana of the Galapagos Islands swims in the cold ocean, its
late. Most land mammals and birds, for example, react to cold by
raising their fur or feathers. TIlisaction traps a thicker layer ofair,
superficial blood vessels will undergo vasoconstriction. This
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process routes more blood to the central core ofthe body, conserving body heat.
In many birds and mammals, reduction of heat loss relies
on countcrcurrcnt cxchangc, the flow of adjacent fluids in
opposing directions that maximizes transfer rates of heat or
solutes. Heat transfer involves an anti parallel arrangement
of blood vessels called a countercurrent heat exchanger.
\Vhen tissues are organized this way, arteries and veins are
located adjacent to each other. As warm blood passes
through arteries, it transfers heat to the colder blood returning from the extremities in the veins. Because the arteries and veins have countercurrent blood flow-blood
flowing in opposite directions-heat transfer occurs along
the entire length of the exchanger. figure 40.12 illustrates
countercurrent heat exchange in a goose and dolphin.
Certain sharks, bony fishes, and insects also usecountercurrent heat exchange. Although most sharks and fishes are temperature conformers, countercurrent heat exchangers are
found in some large, powerful swimmers, including great white
sharks, bluefin tuna, and swordfish. By keeping the main swimming muscles several degrees warmer than tissues near the animal's surface, this adaptation enables the vigorous, sustained
activity that is characteristic of these animals. Similarly, many
endothermic insects (bumblebees, honeybees, and some

Canada goose

moths) have a countercurrent exchanger that helps maintain a
high temperature in the thorax, where flight muscles are located.
In controlling heat gain and loss, some species regulate the
extent of blood flow to the countercurrent exchanger. By allowing blood to pass through the heat exchanger or diverting it
to other blood vessels, these animals alter the rate of heat loss
as their physiological state or environment changes. For example, insects flying in hot weather run the risk ofoverheating because of the large amount of heat produced by working flight
muscles. In some species, the countercurrent mechanism can
be Ushut down; allowing muscle-produced heat to be lost from
the thorax to the abdomen and then to the environment.

Cooling by Evaporative Heat Loss
Many mammals and birds live in places where thermoregula·
tion requires cooling as well as warming. If environmental
temperature is above body temperature, animals gain heat
from the environment as well as from metabolism, and evaporation is the only way to keep body temperature from rising
rapidly. Terrestrial animals lose water by evaporation across
the skin and when they breathe. Water absorbs considerable
heat when it evaporates (see Chapter 3); this heat is carried
away from the body surface with the water vapor.

Bottlenose dolphin

o down
Arteries carrying warm blood
the legs of a goose or
the flippers of a dolphin are in close
contact with veins conveying cool blood in the
opposite direction. back toward the trunk of
the body, This arrangement facilitates heat
transfer from arteries to veins (black arrows)
along the entire length of the blood vessels.

o

Blood flow

't\~t::~l=vein
,
Artery

f) Near the end of the leg or flipper. where
30'

27'

20'

18'

10'

9'

anerial blood has been cooled to far below
the animal's core temperature. the anery
can still transfer heat to the even colder
blood of an adjacent vein The blood In the
veins continues to absorb heat as it passes
warmer and warmer blood traveling in the
opposite direction in the arteries.

€) As the blood in the veins approaches the
center of the body. it IS almost as warm as
the body core. minimizing the heat lost as a
result of supplying blood to body parts
immersed in cold water.

In the flippers of a dolphin, each artery is
surrounded by several veins in a
countercurrent arrangement, allowing
efficient heat exchange between blood
in the arteries and veins,

... Figure 40.12 Counter<.urrent heat exchangers. A countercurrent exchange system traps heat In the body
core. thus reducing heat loss from the extremities, particularly when they are immersed in cold water or in contad with
ice or snow, In essence, heat in the anerial blood emerging from the body core is transferred directly to the returning
venous blood instead of being lost to the environment.
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Thermoregulation in some animals is aided by adaptations
that can greatly augment this cooling effect. Panting is important in birds and many mammals. Some birds have a pouch
richly supplied with blood vessels in the floor of the mouth;
fluttering the pouch increases evaporation. Pigeons, for example, can use evaporative cooling to keep body temperature
close to 4O'C (l04'F) in air temperatures as high as 6O'C
(I4lfF), as long as they have sufficient water. Sweating or
bathing moistens the skin and enhances evaporative cooling.
Many terrestrial mammals have sweat glands controlled by
the nervous system (see Figure 40.11).

.. Figure 40.13
Thermoregulatory
behavior in a dragonfly.
This dragonfly's "obelisk"
posture is an adaptation that
minimizes the amount of body
surface exposed to the sun. This
posture helps reduce heat gain
by radiation.

Behavioral Responses
Both endotherms and ectotherms control body temperature
through behavioral responses. Many ectotherms maintain a
nearly constant body temperature through relatively simple behaviors. More extreme behavioral adaptations in some animals
include hibernation or migration to a more suitable climate.
All amphibians and most reptiles other than birds are ectothermic. Therefore, these organisms control body temperature mainly by behavior. When exposed to air, most amphibial15
lose heat rapidly by evaporation from their moist body surfaces,
making it difficult to keep sufficiently warm. However, an amphibian can maintain a satisfactory body temperature simply by
moving to a location where solar heat is available. \Vhen the surroundings are too warm, amphibians seek shady spots or other
cooler microenvironments.
Like amphibians, reptiles other than birds use behavior as
their dominant means of thermoregulation. When cold, they
seek warm places, orienting themselves toward heat sources
and expanding the portion of their body surface exposed to
the heat source (see Figure 4O.9b). When hot, they move to
cool areas or turn in another direction. Many reptiles keep
their body temperatures very stable over the course ofa day by
shuttling back and forth between warm and cool spots.
Many terrestrial invertebrates can adjust internal temperature by the same behavioral mechanisms used by vertebrate
ectotherms. The desert locust, for example, must reach a certain temperature to become active, and on cold days it orients
in a direction that maximizes the absorption of sunlight.
Other terrestrial invertebrates have certain postures that en·
able them to maximize or minimize their absorption of heat
from the sun (Figure 40.13).
Honeybees use a thermoregulatory mechanism that depends on social behavior. In cold weather, they increase heat
production and huddle togetl\er, thereby retaining heat. They
maintain a relatively constant temperature by changing how
densely they huddle. Individuals move between the cooler
outer edges of the cluster and the warmer center, thus circulating and distributing the heat. Even when huddling, honeybees must expend considerable energy to keep warm during
long periods of cold weather, and this is the main function of
storing large quantities of fuel in the hive in the form of honey.
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Honeybees also control the temperature oftheir hive by transporting water to the hive in hot weather and fanning with their
wings, promoting evaporation and convection. Thus, a colony
of honeybees uses many of the mechanisms of thermoregulation seen in individual organisms.

Adjusting Metabolic Heat Production
Because endotherms generally maintain body temperatures
considerably higher than that of the environment, they must
counteract constant heat loss. Endotherms can vary heat pro·
duction to match changing rates of heat loss. For example, heat
production-therm~enesis-is increased by such muscle activity as moving or shivering. In some mammals, certain hormones can cause mitochondria to increase their metabolic
activity and produce heat il15tead ofATP. This nonshiveringther·
mogenesis takes place throughout the body, but some mammals
also have a tissue called brown filt in the neck and bem'een the
shoulders that is specialized for rapid heat production. Through
shivering and nonshivering thermogenesis, mammals and birds
in cold environments can increase their metabolic heat production by as much as five to ten times the levels that occur in warm
conditions. For example, chickadees, birds with a body mass of
only 20 g, can remain active and hold body temperature nearly
constant at 4lfC (l04'F) in environmental temperatures as low
as -4O'C (-4lfF), as long as they have adequate food.
A few large reptiles become endothermic in particular circumstances. In the early 1960s, Herndon Dowling, at the
Bronx Zoo in New York, documented this phenomenon for a
female Burmese python (Python molurus bivittatus). Placing
temperature-recording devices along the snake's coils, Dowling
found that the snake maintained a body temperature roughly
6"C (IO'F) above that of the surrounding air during the month
when she was incubating eggs. Where did the heat come
from? To answer this question, Dowling carried out studies together with a graduate student, Allen Vinegar, and his research
supervisor, Victor Hutchison (Figure 40.14). What they
found was that pythons, like mammals, can generate heat
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How does a Burmese python generate heat
while incubating eggs?
EXPERIMENT
Herndon Dowling and colleagues at the Bronx
Zoo in New York obser~ed that when a female Burmese python
incubated eggs by wrapping her body around them, she raised
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her body temperature and frequently contracted the muscles in
her coils. To learn if the contractions were elevating her body

temperature, they placed the python and her eggs in a chamber.
They varied the chamber's temperature and monitored the
python's muscle contractions and her orygen uptake, a measure
of her rate of cellular respiration.
RESULTS
The python's oxygen consumption increased
when the temperature in the chamber decreased. Her orygen
consumption also changed with the rate of muscle contraction:
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... Figure 40.15 Preflight warm-up in the hawkmoth. The
hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) is one of many insect species that use a
shivering-like mechanism for preflight warm-up of thoracic flight
muscles. Warming up helps these muscles produce enough power to
let the animal take off. Once airborne, flight muscle activity maintains
a high thoracic temperature.
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CONCLUSiON Because oxygen consumption generates heat
through cellular respiration and increases linearly with the rate of
muscle contraction, the researchers concluded that the muscle
contractions. a form of shivering. were the source of the Burmese
python'S elevated body temperature.
SOURCE

V. H, Hutchison, H,G Dowling, and A. Vinegar, Thermoregulation In a brooding female Indian python. Pythoo moJUfUS bivirtatus, Science 151-69<H;96 (1966),
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Suppose you varied air temperature and measured
orygen consumption for a female Burmese python without a
clutch of eggs, Since she would not show shivering behavior, how
would the snake's oxygen consumption vary with environmental
temperature)

through spasmodic muscle contraction-in other words, shivering, These findings and others have led to new insights into
thermoregulation in reptiles and contributed to the idea, still
under debate, that certain groups ofdinosaurs were endothermic (see Chapter 34).
As mentioned earlier, many species of flying inSe<ts, such
as bees and moths, are endothermic-the smallest of all endotherms. The capacity ofsuch endothermic insects to elevate
body temperature depends on powerful flight muscles, which

generate large amounts of heat when operating. Many endothermic insects warm up by shivering before taking off. As
they contract their flight muscles in synchrony, only slight
wing movements occur, but considerable heat is produced.
Chemical reactions, and hence cellular respiration, speed up
in the warmed-up flight "motors," enabling these insects to fly
even on cold days or at night (Figure 40.15).

Acclimatization in Thermoregulation
Acclimatization contributes to thermoregulation across many
animal species. In birds and mammals, acclimatization to seasonal temperature changes often includes adjusting the
amount of insulation-by growing a thicker coat of fur in the
winter and shedding it in the summer, for example. These
changes help endotherms keep a constant body temperature
throughout the year.
Acclimatization in ectotherms often includes adjustments at
the cellular level. Cells may produce variants ofenzymes that have
the same function but different optimal temperatures. Also, the
proportions of saturated and unsaturated lipids in membranes
may change; unsaturated lipids help keep membranes fluid at
lower temperatures (see Figure 7.5). Some ectotherms that experience subzero body temperatures protect themselves by producing "antifreeze" compounds that prevent ice formation in the
ceUs. In the Arctic and Southern (Antarctic) oceans, these compounds in the body fluids of certain fishes enable survival where
water temperatures can be as low as - 2'C (28'F), below the freezing point of tmprote<ted body fluids (about -1"C, or 3O'F).
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Physiological Thermostats and Fever
The regulation ofbody temperature in humans and other mammals is brought about by a complex system based on feedback

mechanisms. The sensors for thermoregulation are concentrated in a brain region called the hypothalamus. The hypo-

thalamus contains a group of nerve cells that functions as a
thermostat, responding to body temperatures outside a normal
range by activating mechanisms that promote heat loss or gain
(Figure 40.16). Warm receptors signal the hypothalamic ther·
mostat when temperatures increase; cold receptors signal when
temperatures decrease. At body temperatures below the normal range, the thermostat inhibits heat loss mechanisms and
activates heat-saving ones such as the constriction of certain

,

Sweat glands secrete

sweat, which evaporates,
cooling the body,

Body temperature
decreases;
thermostat
shuts off cooling
mechanisms,

Blood vessels
in skin dilate;
capillaries fill
with warm blood;
heat radiates from
skin surface.

Thermostat in
hypothalamus
activates cooling
mechanisms,

Increased body
temperature (such
as when exercising
or in hot
surroundings)

Homeostasis:
Internal body temperature
of approximately 36--38°(
Decreased body
temperature
(such as when
in cold
surroundings)

Body temperature
increases;
thermostat
shuts off warming
mechanisms,
Blood vessels in skin
constrict, diverting blood
from skin to deeper tissues
and reducing heat loss
from skin surface.

Skeletal muscles rapidly
contract. causing shivering,
which generates heat.
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CONCEPT

CHECK

40.3

1. What mode of heat exchange is involved in "wind
chill;' when moving air feels colder than still air at the
same temperature?
2. Flowers differ in how much sunlight they absorb.
Why might this matter to a hummingbird seeking
nectar on a cool morning?
3. N,mh'14 Suppose at the end of a hard run on a
hot day you find that there are no drinks left in the
cooler. If, out of desperation, you dunk your head into
the cooler, how might the ice-cold water affect the
rate at which your body temperature returns to
normal?

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:~:;;;7e:~;:ments
Thermostat in
hypothalamus
activates
warming
mechanisms,

.... Figure 40.16 The thermostatic function of the
hypothalamus in human thermoregulation.
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blood vessels and the raising of fur, while stimulating heatgenerating mechanisms (shivering and nonshivering thermogenesis). In response to elevated body temperature, the
thermostat shuts down heat retention mechanisms and promotes body cooling by vasodilation, sweating, or panting. Because the same blood vessel supplies the hypothalamus and
ears, an ear thermometer records the temperature detected by
the hypothalmic thermostat.
In the course of certain bacterial and viral infections, mammals and birds develop fever, an elevated body temperature. A
variety of experiments have shown that fever reflects an increase in the set point for the biological thermostat. For example, artificially raising the temperature ofthe hypothalamus
in an infected animal reduces fever in the rest of the body.
Although only endotherms develop fever, lizards exhibit a
related response. When infected with certain bacteria, the
desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis) seeks a warmer environment and then maintains a body temperature that is elevated
by 2-4'C (4-TF). Similar observations in fishes, amphibians,
and even cockroaches indicate broad evolutionary conservation of this response to certain infections.
Having explored thermoregulation in depth, we'll now consider some other energy-consuming processes and the different ways that animals allocate, use, and conserve energy.

are related
to animal size, activity,
and environment

Like other organisms, animals require chemical energy for
growth, repair, activity, and reproduction, The overall flow and
transformation of energy in an animal-its bioenergeticsdetermines nutritional needs and is related to an animal's size,
activity, and environment.
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... Figure 40.18 Measuring rate of oxygen consumption in
a running pronghorn. Aresearcher collects r~piratory data from a
pronghorn running on a treadmill at 40 kmlhr.
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Heat

... Figure 40.17 Bioenergetics of an animal: an overview.

Energy Allocation and Use
As we have discussed in other chapters, organisms can be
classified by how they obtain chemical energy_ Most autotrophs, such as plants, use light energy to build energy-rich
organic molecules and then use those organic molecules for
fuel. Heterotrophs, such as animals, must obtain their chemi-

cal energy from food, which contains organic molecules synthesized by other organisms.
Animals use chemical energy harvested from the food they
eat to fuel metabolism and activity (Figure 40.17). Food is digested by enzymatic hydrolysis (see Figure 5.2b), and nutrients
are absorbed by body cells. Most energy-containing molecules
are used to generate ATP. ATP produced by cellular respiration and fermentation (see Chapter 9) powers cellular work,
enabling cells, organs, and organ systems to perform the functions that keep an animal alive. Energy in the form of ATP is
also used in biosynthesis, which is needed for body growth
and repair, synthesis of storage material such as fat, and production ofgametes. The production and use of ATP generates
heat, which the animal eventually gives offto its surroundings.

Quantifying Energy Use
How much of the total energy an animal obtains from food
does it need just to stay alive? How much energy must be ex-

pended to walk, run, swim, or fly from one place to another?
What fraction of the energy intake is used for reproduction?
Physiologists answer such questions by measuring the rate at
which an animal uses chemical energy and how this rate
changes in different circumstances.
The amount of energy an animal uses in a unit of time is
called its metabolic rate-the sum ofall the energy-requiring
biochemical reactions over a given time interval. Energy is
measured in joules or in calories (cal) and kilocalories (kcal). (A
kilocalorie equals 1,000 calories. The unit Calorie, with a capital Co as used by many nutritionists, is aChtally a kilocalorie.)
Metabolic rate can be determined in several ways. Because
nearly all of the chemical energy used in cellular respiration
eventually appears as heat, metabolic rate can be measured by
monitoring an animal's rate of heat loss. For this approach, researchers use a calorimeter, which is a closed, insulated chamber equipped with a device that records an animal's heat loss.
Metabolic rate can also be determined from the amount of
oxygen consumed or carbon dioxide produced by an animal's
cellular respiration (Figure 40.18). To calculate metabolic
rate over longer periods, researchers record the rate of food
consumption, the energy content of the food (about 4.5-5 kcal
per gram of protein or carbohydrate and about 9 kcal per gram
of fat), and the chemical energy lost in waste products (feces
and nitrogenous waste).

Minimum Metabolic Rate
and Thermoregulation
Animals must maintain a minimum metabolic rate for basic
functions such as cell maintenance, breathing, and heartbeat. Researchers measure this minimum metabolic rate
differently for endotherms and ectotherms. The minimum
metabolic rate of a nongrowing endotherm that is at rest,
has an empty stomach, and is not experiencing stress is
called the basal metabolic rate (BMR). BMR is measured
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under a "comfortable" temperature range-a range that
requires no generation or shedding of heat above the minimum. The minimum metabolic rate of ectotherms is determined at a specific temperature because changes in the
environmental temperature alter body temperature and
therefore metabolic rate. The metabolic rate of a fasting,
nonstressed ectotherm at rest at a particular temperature is
called its standard metabolic rate (SMR).
Comparisons of minimum metabolic rates reveal that endothermy and ectothermy have distinct energy costs. The
BMR for humans averages 1,600-1,800 kcal per day for adult
males and 1,300-1,500 kcal per day for adult females. These
BMRs are about equivalent to the rate of energy use by a
75-watt light bulb. In contrast, SMR calculations reveal that
an American alligator at rest consumes only about 60 kcal per
day at 2Q'C (68'F). Since this represents less than ~ the energy
used by a comparably sized adult human, the lower energetic
requirement of ectothermy is readily apparent.
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Metabolic rate is affected by many factors besides whether the
animal is an endotherm or an ectotherm. Some key factors are
age, sex, size, activity, temperature, and nutrition. Here we'll
examine the effects of size and activity.
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(a) Relationship of basal metabolic rate (BMR) to body size lor various
mammals, From shrew to elephant. size increases 1 millionfold,
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An intriguing, yet largely unanswered, question in animal biology has to do with the relationship between body size and
metabolic rate. Larger animals have more body mass and
therefore require more chemical energy. Remarkably, the relationship between overall metabolic rate and body mass is
constant across a wide range of sizes and forms, as illustrated
for various mammals in Figure 40.19a. For creatures ranging
in size from bacteria to blue whales, metabolic rate is roughly
proportional to body mass to the three-quarter power (m 3l·).
The relationship of metabolic rate to size profoundly affects energy consumption by body cells and tissues. As
shown in Figure 40.19b, the energy it takes to maintain
each gram of body weight is inversely related to body size.
Each gram of a mouse, for instance, requires about 20 times
as many calories as a gram of an elephant, even though the
whole elephant uses far more calories than the whole
mouse. The smaller animal's higher metabolic rate per gram
demands a greater rate of oxygen delivery. Correlated with
its higher metabolic rate per gram, the smaller animal has a
higher breathing rate, blood volume (relative to its size), and
heart rate. Also, it must eat much more food per unit of
body mass.
The reason for the inverse relationship of metabolic rate
per unit of body mass to body size is still a subject of debate.
One hypothesis is that for endotherms the smaller the animal,
the greater the energy cost of maintaining a stable body tem-
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.... Figure 40.19 The relationship of metabolic rate to
body size.

perature. In effect, the smaller an animal is, the greater its
surface-to-volume ratio is and thus the faster it loses heat to
(or gains heat from) the surroundings. Logical as this hypothesis seems, it does not explain the fact that the inverse relationship between metabolic rate per gram and size is also
observed in ectotherms, which do not use metabolic heat to
maintain body temperature.
Bioenergetic considerations associated with body size provide a clear example of how trade-offs shape the evolution of
body plans. As body size becomes smaller, each gram of tissue
increases in energy cost. As body size increases, energy costs
per gram of tissue lessen, but an ever-larger fraction of body
tissue is required for exchange, support, and locomotion.

Activity and Metabolic Rate

nine months ofpregnancy and several months ofbreast-feeding
is only 5-8% of the mother's annual energy requirements.
A male penguin spends the largest fraction of his energy for
activity because he must swim to catch food. Being well insulated
and fairly large, he has relatively low costs ofthermoregulation in
spite of living in the cold Antarctic. His reproductive costs, about
6%ofannual energy expenditures, come mainly from incubating
eggs (brooding) and bringing food to his chicks. Like most birds,
penguins do not grow after they become adults.
Despite living in a temperate climate, the female deer mouse
spends a large fraction ofher energy budget for temperature regulation. Because of the high surface-to-volume ratio that goes
with small size, deer mice lose body heat rapidly and must constantly generate metabolic heat to maintain body temperature.
In contrast with these endothermic animals, the ectothermic snake has no thermoregulation costs. Like most snakes,
she grows continuously throughout her life. In the example in
Figure 40.20, the snake added about 750 g of new body tissue
in a year. She also produced about 650 g of eggs. The snake's
economical ectothermic strategy is revealed by her very low
energy expenditure, only l'o the energy expended by the similarly sized endothermic penguin.
For all the animals in Figure 40.20, locomotion and other
activities are a major part of the energy budget. Some animals
can conserve energy by temporarily decreasing their activity
to a very low level, a process we will consider next.

For both ectotherms and endotherms, activity greatly affects
metabolic rate. Even a person reading quietly at a desk or an

insect twitching its wings consumes energy beyond the BMR
or SMR. Maximum metabolic rates (the highest rates of ATP
use) occur during peak activity, such as lifting heavy weights,

sprinting, or high-speed swimming. In general, the maximum
metabolic rate an animal can sustain is inversely related to the
duration of activity.
For most terrestrial animals, the average daily rate of energy
consumption is 2 to 4 times BMR (forendotherms) or SMR (for
ectotherms). Humans in most developed countries have an unusually low average daily metabolic rate of about 1.5 times
BMR-an indication of their relatively sedentary lifestyles.

Energy Budgets
As we have seen, the ways in which animals use the chemical
energy of food depend on environment, behavior, size, and thermoregulation. To understand how these influences affect bioenergetics in animal bodies, let's consider typical annual energy
"budgets~ of four terrestrial vertebrates varying in size and thermoregulatory strategy: a 6O-kg female human, a 4-kg male
Adelie penguin, a 25-g (OmS-kg) female deer mouse, and a 4-kg
female eastern indigo snake (figure 40.20). Reproduction is included in these energy budgets because it can greatly influence
energy allocation and is critical to spedes survival.
The female human, an endothermic mammal, spends the
largest fraction of her annual energy budget for BMR and relatively little for activity and thermoregulation. The small amount
ofgrowth, about 1%, is equivalent to adding about 1kgofbody fat
or 5-6 kg of other tissues. (Growth is not shown in the budgets
for the penguin and deer mouse because these animals don't typically gain Vt'eight year to year after tlley are adults.) The cost of

Torpor and Energy Conservation
Despite their many adaptations for homeostasis, animals may
encounter conditions that severely challenge their abilities to balance their heat, energy, and materials budgets. For exanlple, at
certain seasons or times of day, temperatures may be extremely
high or low, or food may be unavailable. Torpor, a physiological
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... figure 40.20 Energy budgets for four animals. The slices of the pie charts indicate annual energy
for various functions.
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state in which activity is low and metabolism decreases, is an
adaptation that enables animals to save energy while avoiding
difficult and dangerous conditions.
Hibernation is long-term torpor that is an adaptation to winter cold and food scarcity. When vertebrate endotherms (birds
and mammals) enter hibernation, their body temperatures decline as their body's thermostat is turned down. The temperature
reduction may be dramatic: Some hibernating mammals cool to
as lowas 1-2"C (34-3S0F), and a few even drop slightly belowO'C
(32"F) in asupercooled (unfrozen) state. The resultingenergysavings are huge; metabolic rates during hibernation can be much
lower than ifthe animal attempted to maintain normal body temperatures of 36-38"'C (97-100'F). Consider, for example, a Belding's ground squirrel (Spermophilus beldingl) living in the high
mountains ofCalifornia (Figure 40.21). Instead ofspending ISO
kcal per day to maintain body temperature in winter weather, a
hibernating squirrel spends an average of only S-S kcal per day.
As a result, hibernators such as the ground squirrel can survive
through the winter on limited supplies of energy stored in the
body tissues or as food cached in aburrow. Similarly, the slow metabolism and inactivity of estivation, or summer torpor, enables
animals to survive long periods of high temperatures and scarce
water supplies.
Many small mammals and birds exhibit a daily torpor
that seems to be adapted to feeding patterns. For instance,
some bats feed at night and go into torpor in daylight.
Chickadees and hummingbirds feed during the day and often go into torpor on cold nights; the body temperature of
chickadees drops as much as WOC (ISOF) at night, and the
.. Figure 40.21 Body temperature
and metabolism during hibernation
in Belding's ground squirrels.
M111:f.\llifI Propose two different
hypotheses about the environmental change
that triggers hibernation. Then suppose that.
during one year, the outside temperatures
dropped steadily a month earlier than normal,
For each hypothesis. what effect on the
timing of hibernation would you expece
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temperature of hummingbirds can fall 25'C (45'F) or more.
All endotherms that use daily torpor are relatively small;
when active, they have high metabolic rates and thus very
high rates of energy consumption.
From discussing body shape to considering energy conservation, this chapter has focused on the whole animal. We explored common tissue types that make up organs and organ
systems. We also investigated how body plans provide for exchange, how size affects metabolic rate, and how some animals maintain a constant internal environment. For much of
the rest of this unit, we'll see how specialized organs and organ systems enable animals to meet the basic challenges oflife.
CONCEPT

CHECK

40.4

1. If a mouse and a small lizard of the same mass (both
at rest) were placed in experimental chambers under
identical environmental conditions, which animal
would consume oxygen at a higher rate? Explain.
2. Which animal must eat a larger proportion ofits
weight in food each day: a house cat or an African
lion caged in a zoo? Explain.
3.
If you monitored energy allocation in the
penguin in Figure 40.20 for just a few months, the
"growth" category might now be a significant part of
the pie chart, even though adult penguins don't change
in size from year to year. What limitation in such energy budget studies does this lead you to consider?

M,mu'iifl

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
••.IIIiI'_ 40.1
Animal form and function are correlated at all levels
of organization (pp. 852-860)
... Physical Constraints on Animal Size and Shape The ability to perform certain actions, such as fast swimming, depends on an animal's size and shape. Convergent evolution
reflects different species' independent adaptations to a similar
environmental challenge.

I

Response/effector

Stimulus:
Penurbationlstress

I

Control center

... Exchange with the Environment Each cell of an animal
must have access to an aqueous environment. Simple twolayered sacs and flat shapes maximize exposure to the surrounding medium. More complex body plans have highly
folded internal surfaces specialized for exchanging materials.
... Hierarchical Organization of Body Plans Animals are
composed of cells. Groups of cells with a common structure
and function make up tissues. Different tissues make up organs, which together make up organ systems.
... TIssue Structure and Function Epithelial tissue covers the
outside of the body and lines internal organs and cavities.
Connective tissues bind and support other tissues. Muscle tissue contracts in response to nerve Signals. Nervous tissue
transmits nerve signals throughout the animal.
... Coordination and Control The endocrine and nervous
systems function as the two means of communication between distinct locations in the body. The endocrine system
broadcasts signaling molecules called hormones everywhere
via the bloodstream, but only certain cells are responsive.
The nervous system uses dedicated cellular circuits involving
electrical and chemical signals to send information to specific locations.

_M§.If.M
Actl\'lty
Acti.ity
Acti.ity
Acthity
Acthity

Overview of Anim.llissues
Epithelial Tissue
Connective TIssue
Muscle lissue
Nervous lissue

••.IIIiI'_ 40.2
Feedback control loops maintain the internal
environment in many animals (pp. 860-862)
... Regulating and Conforming Animals cope with environmental fluctuations by regulating certain internal variables
while allowing others to conform to external changes.
... Homeostasis Homeostasis describes an animal's internal
steady state. It is a balance between external changes and the
animal's internal control mechanisms that oppose the
changes. The interstitial fluid surrounding an animal's cells is
usually very different from the external environment. Homeostatic mechanisms moderate changes in the internal environ-

I

I
Sensor/receptor

Regulated change in the internal environment is essential to normal body functions. Acclimatization involves temporary changes
in homeostasis in response to alterations in the environment.
Acthity Regulation: Negative and Positive feedback

.,.IIIi"_ 40.3
Homeostatic processes for thermoregulation involve
form, function, and behavior (pp. 862-868)
... An animal maintains its internal temperature within a
tolerable range by processes of thermoregulation.
... Endothermy and Ectolhermy Endotherms are warmed
mostly by heat generated by metabolism. Ectotherms get most
of their heat from external sources. Endothermy requires an
animal to expend more energy.
... Variation in Body Temperature Body temperature varies in
poikilotherms and is relatively constant in homeotherms.
... Balancing Heat loss and Gain Conduction, convection,
radiation, and evaporation account for heat exchange. Thermoregulation involves physiological and behavioral adjustments that balance heat gain and loss. Insulation,
vasodilation, vasoconstriction, and countercurrent heat exchange alter the rate of heat exchange. Panting, sweating,
and bathing increase evaporation, cooling the body. Both
ectotherms and endotherms adjust the rate of heat exchange
with their surroundings by behavioral responses. Some animals can even adjust their rate of metabolic heat production.
... Acclimatization in Thermoregulation Many mammals and
birds adjust the amount of body insulation in response to changes
in environmental temperature. Ectotherms undergo a variety of
changes at the cellular level to acclimatize to shifts in temperature.
... Physiological Thermostats and Fever Mammals regulate
their body temperature by complex negative-feedback
mechanisms that involve several organ systems, including
the nervous, circulatory, and integumentary systems.
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M.,IIIiI'- 40.4
Energy requirements are related to animal size,
activity, and environment (pp. 868-872)
.. Energy Allocation and Use Animals obtain chemical
energy from food, storing it for short-term use in ATP.
... Quantifying Energy Use An animal's metaholic rate is the
total amount of energy it uses in a unit of time. Metabolic
rates for birds and mammals, which maintain a fairly constant body temperature using metabolic heat (endothermy),
are generally higher than those for most fishes, nonavian
reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates, which rely mostly on
external sources of heat for maintaining body temperature
(ectothermy).
... Minimum Metabolic Rate and Thermoregulation Under
similar conditions and for animals ofthe same size, BMR, the
minimum metabolic rate of endotherms, is substantially
higher than SMR, the standard metabolic rate of ectotherms.
... Influences on Metabolic Rate Minimum metabolic rate
per gram is inversely related to body size among similar animals. Activity increases metabolic rate.
... Energy Budgets Animals use energy for basal (or standard)
metabolism, activity, homeostasis (such as temperature regulation), growth, and reproduction,
... Torpor and Energy Conservation Torpor involves a decrease
in metabolic rate, conserving energy during environmental extremes. Animals may enter torpor in winter (hibernation), summer (estivation), or during sleep periods (daily torpor).

5. Consider the energy budgets for a human, an elephant, a penguin, a mouse, and a snake. The
would have
the highest total annual energy expenditure, and the
_ _ _ _ _ _ would have the highest energy expenditure
per unit mass.
a. elephant; mouse
b. elephant; human
c. human; penguin

d. mouse; snake
e. penguin; mouse

6. An animal's inputs of energy and materials would exceed its
outputs
a. if the animal is an endotherm, which must always take in
more energy because of its high metabolic rate.
b. if it is actively foraging for food .
e. if it is hibernating.
d. if it is growing and increasing its mass.
e. never; homeostasis makes these energy and material
budgets always balance.
7• •• l;t-WIII Draw a model ofthe controlloop(s) required for
driving an automobile at a fairly constant speed over a hilly
road. Assuming that either the driver or a cruise control device
is the control center, indicate each feature that represents a
sensor, input, or response.
For Self-Quiz amwers, su Appendix A.

-Slj.".-

Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
PractICe Test.

Investigation How Does Temperature Affect Metabolic Rate in Dar/mia?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. Compared with a smaller cell, a larger cell of the same shape has
a. less surface area.
b. less surface area per unit of volume.
c. the same surface-to-volume ratio.
d, a smaller average distance between its mitochondria and
the external source of oxygen,
e. a smaller cytoplasm-to-nucleus ratio.
2. The epithelium best adapted for a hody surface subject to
abnlsion is
d. stratified columnar.
a. simple squamous.
e. stratified squamous,
b. simple cuboida1.
c, simple columnar.
3. \xrhich of the following is not an adaptation for reducing the
rate of heat exchange between an animal and its environment?
a. feathers or fur
b. V"Jsoconstriction
c. nonshivering thermogenesis
d. countercurrent heat exchanger
e. blubber or fat layer
4. \xrhich of the following animals uses the highest percent of its
energy budget for homeostatic regulation?
a. a hydra
d. a desert insect
b. a marine jelly (an invertebrate) e. a desert bird
c. a snake in a temperate forest
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. The biologist C. Bergmann noted that mammals and birds living at higher latitudes are on average larger and bulkier than related species found at lower latitudes, Suggest an evolutionary
hypothesis for this observation,

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. Eastern tent caterpillars (Malacosoma americanum) live in
large groups in silk nests, or tents, which they build in trees.
They are among the first insects to be active in early spring,
when daily temperature fluctuates from freezing to very hot.
Over the course of a day, they display striking differences in
behavior: Early in the morning, they rest in a tightly packed
group on the tent's east-facing surface. In midafternoon, they
are on its undersurface, each caterpillar hanging by a few of
its legs. Propose a hypothesis to explain this behavior. How
could you test it?

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
10. Medical researchers are investigating artificial substitutes
for various human tissues. Why might artificial blood or
skin be useful? What characteristics would these substitutes need in order to function well in the body? Why do
real tissues work better? Why not use the real tissues if
they work better? What other artificial tissues might be
useful? What problems do you anticipate in developing and
applying them?

Ani a
Nu ritlon
... Figure 41.1 How does a lean fish help a bear make fat"?
KEY

CONCEPTS

41.1 An animal's diet must supply chemical energy,
organic molecules, and essential nutrients
41.2 The main stages of food processing are
ingestion, digestion, absorption, and elimination
41.3 Organs specialized for sequential stages of
food processing form the mammalian digestive
system
41.4 Evolutionary adaptations of vertebrate
digestive systems correlate with diet
41.5 Homeostatic mechanisms contribute to an
animal's energy balance

r,ijjia•• 'JIJM

The Need to Feed
innertime has arrived for the Kodiak bear in
Figure 41.1 (and for the salmon, though in quite a
different sense). The skin, muscles, and other parts
of the fish will be chewed into pieces, broken down by acid
and enzymes in the bear's digestive system, and finally absorbed as small molecules into the body of the bear. Such
a process is what is meant by animal nutrition: food being
taken in, taken apart, and taken up.
Although a diet of fish plucked from a waterfall is not com~
mon, all animals eat other organisms-dead or alive, piecemeal
or whole. Unlike plants, animals rely on their food for both the
energy and the organic molecules used to assemble new molecules, cells, and tissues. Despite this shared need, animals have
diverse diets. Herbivores, such as cattle, parrotflsh, and termites, dine mainly on plants or algae. Carnivores, such as
sharks, hawks, and spiders, mostly eat other animals. Bears and
other omnivores (from the Latin omni, all) don't in fact eat
everything, but they do regularly consume animals as well as
plants or algae. We humans are typically omnivores, as are
cockroaches and crows.

D

The terms herbivore, carnivore, and omnivore represent the
kinds of food an animal usually eats. Keep in mind, however,
that most animals are opportunistic feeders, eating foods outside their standard diet when their usual foods aren't available.
For example, deer are herbivores, but in addition to feeding on
grass and other plants, they occasionally eat insects, worms, or
bird eggs. Note as well that microorganisms are an unavoidable "supplement in every animal's diet.
Animals must eat. But to survive and reproduce, they must
also balance their consumption, storage, and use of food. Bats,
for example, store energy, largely in the form of body fat, for
periods of hibernation. Eating too little food, too much food,
or the wrong mixture of foods can endanger an animal's
health. In this chapter, we will survey the nutritional requirements of animals, explore some of the diverse evolutionary
adaptations for obtaining and processing food, and investigate
the regulation of energy intake and expenditure.
M

rZ~:~~;a~:d~et must

supply chemical energy,
organic molecules,
and essential nutrients

The activities of cells, tissues, organs, and whole animals depend on sources of chemical energy in the diet. This energy,
after being converted to ATP, powers processes ranging from
DNA replication and cell division to vision and flight. To meet
the continuous requirement for ATP, animals ingest and digest nutrients, such as carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids, for
use in cellular respiration and energy storage.
In addition to providing fuel for ATP production, an
animal's diet must supply the raw materials needed for
875

biosynthesis. To build the complex molecules it needs to
grow, maintain itself, and reproduce, an animal must obtain two types of organic precursors from its food. Animals need a source of organic carbon (such as sugar) and
a source of organic nitrogen (usually amino acids from the
digestion of protein). Starting with these materials, ani·
mals can construct a great variety of organic molecules.
The materials that an animal's cells require but cannot
synthesize are called essential nutrients. Obtained from
dietary sources, these nutrients include both minerals
and preassembled organic molecules. Some nutrients are
essential for all animals, whereas others are needed only
by certain species. For instance, ascorbic acid (vitamin C)
is an essential nutrient for humans and other primates,
guinea pigs, and some birds and snakes, but not for most
other animals.
Overall, an adequate diet thus satisfies three nutritional
needs: chemical energy for cellular processes, organic building
blocks for carbohydrates and other macromolecules, and es·
sential nutrients.

Essentiill i1mino i1cids for i1dults
MethIOnine
Valine

Beans
and other
legumes

Threonine
Phenylalanine
leucine
Corn (maize)
and other grains

Isoleucine
Tryptophan

.... Figure 41.2 Essential amino acids from a vegetarian
diet. In combination. corn and beans provide an adult human with all
essential amino acids,

Essential Nutrients
There are four classes of essential nutrients: essential amino
acids, essential fatty acids, vitamins, and minerals.

Essential Amino Acids
Animals require 20 amino acids to make proteins. The
majority of animal species can synthesize about half of
these amino acids, as long as their diet includes organic
nitrogen. The remaining amino acids must be obtained
from food in prefabricated form and are therefore called
essential amino acids. Most animals, including adult humans, require eight amino acids in their diet (infants also
need a ninth, histidine).
A diet that provides insufficient amounts ofone or more essential amino acids causes protein deficiency, the most common type of malnutrition among humans. The victims are
usually children, who, if they survive infancy, often have impaired physical and sometimes mental development.
The proteins in animal products such as meat, eggs, and
cheese are ~complete:' which means that they provide all the
essential amino acids in their proper proportions. In con·
trast, most plant proteins are ~incomplete,~ being deficient in
one or more essential amino acids. Corn (maize), for exam·
pIe, is deficient in tryptophan and lysine, whereas beans are
lacking in methionine. To prevent protein deficiency, vegetarian diets must therefore include combinations of plant
products that together provide all of the essential amino
acids (Figure 41.2).
Some animals have adaptations that help them through periods when their bodies demand extraordinary amounts of
protein. In penguins, for example, muscle protein provides a
876
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... Figure 41.3 Storing protein for growth. Penguins. such as
this Adelie from Antarctica. must make an abundance of new protein
when they molt (grow new feathers). Because of the temporary loss of
their Insulating coat of feathers. pengUinS cannot swim-or feedwhen molting. What is the source of amino acids for production of
feather protein? Before molting. a penguin greatly increases its muscle
mass, The penguin then breaks down the extra muscle protein. which
supplies the amino acids for growing new feathers,
source of amino acids for making new proteins when feathers
are replaced after molting (Figure 41.3).

Essential Fatty Acids
Animals can synthesize most, but not all, ofthe fatty acids they
nee<!. The essential fatty acids, the ones they cannot make,
are certain fatty acids that are unsaturated (containing one or
more double bonds; see Figure 5.12). For example, humans require linoleic acid to make some membrane phospholipids.
Because seeds, grains, and vegetables in the diets of humans
and other animals generally furnish ample quantities of essential fatty acids, deficiencies in this class of nutrients are rare.

Vitamins
Vitamins are organic molecules with diverse functions that
are required in the diet in very small amounts. Vitamin B2, for
example, is converted In the body to FAD, a coenzyme used In
many metabolic processes, including cellular respiration (see
Figure 9.12). For humans, 13 essential vitamins have been
identified. Depending on the vitamin, the required amount
ranges from about 0.01 to 100 mg per day.
Vitamins are classified as water~soluble or fat~soluble
(Table 41.1). The water-soluble vitamins include the Bcomplex,
which are compounds that generally function as coenzymes, and
vitamin Co which is required to produce connective tissue.

Among the fat-soluble vitamins are vitamin A, which is incorporated into visual pigments of the eye, and vitamin K, which
functions in blood clotting. Another is vitamin D, which aids in
caldum absorption and bone formation. Our dietary requirement for vitamin D is variable because we synthesize this vitamin from other molecules when the skin is exposed to sunlight.
For people with poorly balanced diets, taking vitamin supplements that provide recommended daily levels is certainly reason·
able. It is much less clear whether massive doses of vitamins
confer any health benefits or are, in fact, safe. Moderate overdoses
of\\'ater-soluble vitamins are probably harmless because excesses
of these vitamins are excreted in urine. However, excesses of

,..1.41.1 Vitamin Requirements of Humans

Vitamin

Major Dietary
Sources

Water-Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin B1 (thiamine)
Pork, legumes, peanuts,
whole grains
Dairy products, meats,
Vitamin Bz (riboflavin)
enriched grains, vegetables
Nuts, meats, grains
Niacin (B:J

Major Functions
in the Body

Symptoms of Deficiency
or Extreme Excess

Coenzyme used in removing
CO 2 from organic compounds

Beriberi (nerve disorders,
emaciation, anemia)

Component of coenzymes
FAD and FMN

Skin lesions such as cracks at
corners of mouth

Component of coenzymes
NAD- andNADP+

Skin and gastrointestinal lesions,
nervous disorders Liver damage
Irritability, convulsions, muscular
twitching, anemia Unstable gait,
numb feet, poorcoordination

VItamin B6 (pyridoxine)

Meats, vegetables,
whole grains

Coenzyme used in amino acid
metabolism

Pantothenic acid (8 5)

Most foods: meats, dairy
products, whole grains, etc.

Component of coenzyme A

Folic acid (folacin) (~)

Green vegetables, oranges,
nuts, legumes, whole grains

Coenzyme in nucleic acid and
amino acid metabolism

VItamin BI2

Meats, eggs, dairy products

Coenzyme in nucleic acid
metabolism; matunltion of
red blood cells

Anemia, nervous system disorders

Biotin

Legumes, other vegetables,
meats
Fruits and vegetables,
especially citrus fruits,
broccoli, cabbage,
tomatoes, green peppers

Coenzyme in synthesis of fat,
glycogen, and amino acids
Used in collagen synthesis (such
as for bone, cartilage, gums);
antioxidant; aids in detoxification:
improves iron absorption

Scaly skin inflammation,
neuromuscular disorders
Scurvy (degeneration of skin, teeth,
blood vessels), weakness, delayed
wound healing, impaired immunity
Gastrointestinal upset

Provitamin A (beta-carotene) Component of visual pigments;
in deep green and orange
maintenance ofepithelial tissues;
vegetables and fruits; retinal
antioxidant; helps prevent damage
in dairy products
to cell membranes

Blindness and increased death rate
Headache, irritability, vomiting,
hair loss, blurred vision, liver and
bone damage

VItamin D

Dairy products, egg yolk;
also made in human skin in
presence of sunlight

Aids in absorption and use of
calcium and phosphorus;
promotes bone growth

Rickets (bone deformities) in children,
bone softening in adults Brain,
cardiovascular, and kidney damage

VItamin E(tocopherol)

Vegetable oils, nuts, seeds

Antioxidant; helps prevent damage
to cell membrdlles

Degenemtion ofthe nervous system

VItamin K(phylloquinone)

Green vegetables, tea; also
made by colon bacteria

Important in blood clotting

Defective blood clotting
Liver damage and anemia

VItamin C (ascorbic acid)

Fat-Soluble Vitamins
VItamin A(retinol)

Fatigue, numbness, tingling ofhands
and feet
Anemia, birth defects
May mask deficiency ofvitamin B12
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fat-soluble vitamins are deposited in body fat, so overconsumption may result in accumulating toxic levels ofthese compounds.

Minerals
Dietary minerals are inorganic nutrients, such as zinc and
potassium, that are usually required in small amounts-from
less than 1 mg to about 2,SOO mg per day (Table 41,2). Mineral
requirements vary among animal species. For example, humans and other vertebrates require relatively large quantities of
calcium and phosphorus for building and maintaining bone. In

addition, calcium is necessary for the functioning ofnerves and
muscles, and phosphorus is an ingredient of ATP and nucleic
acids. Iron is a component of the cytochromes that function in
cellular respiration (see Figure 9.13) and of hemoglobin, the
oxygen-binding protein of red blood cells. Many minerals are
cofactors built into the structure of enzymes; magnesium, for
example, is present in enzymes thatsplitATP. Vertebrates need
iodine to make thyroid hormones, which regulate metabolic
rate. Sodium, potassium, and chloride ions are important in the
functioning of nerves and in maintaining osmotic balance between cells and the surrounding body fluid.

Table 41.2 Mineral Requirements of Humans

Major Dietary
Sources

Major Functions
in the Body

Symptoms
of Deficiency·

Cllcium (Ca)

Dairy products, dark green
vegetables, legumes

Bone and tooth formation, blood
clotting, nerve and muscle function

Retarded growth, possibly loss of
bone mass

Phosphorus (P)

Dairy products, meats, grains

Bone and tooth formation, acid-base
balance, nucleotide synthesis

\X'eakness, loss of minerals from
bone, calcium loss

Mineral

,,
,,"

~

Sulfur (5)

Proteins from many sources

Component of certain amino acids

Symptoms of protein deficiency

"0

••
E

Potassium (K)

Meats, dairy products, many
fruits and vegetables. grains

Add-base balance, water balance.
nerve function

Muscular weakness, paralysis.
nausea. heart fuilure

8

Chlorine (Cl)

Table salt

Acid-base balance, fomlation of gastric
juice, nerve function, osmotic balance

Muscle cramps, reduced appetite

Sodium (Na)

Table salt

Acid-base balance, water balance,
nerve function

Muscle cramps, reduced appetite

Magnesium (Mg)

\'Vhole grains, green leafy
vegetables

Cofactor; ATP bioenergetics

Nervous system disturbances

Iron (Fe)

Meats, eggs, legumes, whole
grains, green leafy vegetables

Component of hemoglobin and of
electron carriers in energy metabolism;
enzyme cofactor

Iron-deficiency anemia,
weakness, impaired immunity

Fluorine (F)

Drinking wdter, tea, seafood

Maintenance oftooth (and probably bone)
structure

Higher fre<juency oftooth decay

Zinc (Zn)

Meats, seafood, grains

Component of certain digestive enzymes
and other proteins

Growth fdilure, skin
abnormalities, reproductive
failure, impaired immunity

Copper (Cu)

Seafood, nuts, legumes,
organ meats

Enzyme cofactor in iron metabolism,
melanin synthesis, electron transport

Anemia, cardiovascular
abnormalities

Manganese (Mn)

Nuts, grains, vegetables, fruits, tea

Enzyme cofactor

Abnormal bone and cartilage

Iodine (I)

Seafood, dairy products,
iodized salt

Component of thyroid hormones

Goiter (enlarged thyroid)

Cobalt (Co)

Meats and dairy products

Component of vitamin BI2

None, except as 8 12 deficiency

Selenium (Se)

Seafood. meats, whole grains

Enzyme cofactor; antioxidant functioning
in close association with vitamin E

Muscle pain. possibly heart
muscle deterioration

Chromium (Cr)

Brewer's yeast. liver. seafood,
meats, some vegetables

Involved in glucose and energy
metabolism

Impaired glucose metabolism

Molybdenum (Mo)

Legumes. grains. some vegetables

Enzyme cofactor

Disorder in excretion of
nitrogen-containing compounds
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Ingesting large amounts of some minerals can upset
homeostatic balance and cause toxic side effects. For example,
liver damage due to iron overload affects as much as 10% ofthe
population in some regions of Africa where the water supply
is especially iron-rich. Many individuals in these regions have
a genetic alteration in mineral metabolism that increases the
toxic effects ofiron overload. In a different example, excess salt
(sodium chloride) is not toxic but can contribute to high blood
pressure. This is a particular problem in the United States,
where the typical person consumes enough salt to provide
about 20 times the required amount of sodium. Packaged
(prepared) foods often contain large amounts of sodium chloride, even if they do not taste very salty.

Dietary Deficiencies
Diets that fail to meet basic needs can lead to either undernourishment or malnourishment. Undernourishment is the
result of a diet that consistently supplies less chemical energy
than the body requires. In contrast, malnourishment is the
long-term absence from the diet of one or more essential nutrients. Both have negative impacts on health and survival.

Undernourishment
When an animal is undernourished, a series of events unfold:
The body uses up stored fat and carbohydrates; the body begins breaking down its own proteins for fuel; muscles begin to
decrease in size; and the brain may become protein-deficient.
If energy intake remains less than energy expenditures, the
animal will eventually die. Even if a seriously undernourished
animal survives, some of the damage may be irreversible.
Because adequate amounts ofjusta single staple such as rice
or corn can provide sufficient calories, human undernourishment is most common when drought, war, or another crisis severely disrupts the food supply. In sub-Saharan Africa, where
the AIDS epidemic has crippled both rural and urban communities, approximately 200 million children and adults cannot
obtain enough food.
Sometimes undernourishment occurs within well-fed populations as a result of eating disorders. For example, anorexia
nervosa leads individuals, usually female, to starve themselves
compulsively.

Malnourishment
The potential effects of malnourishment include deformities, disease, and even death. For example, cattle, deer, and
other herbivores may develop fragile bones if they graze on
plants growing in soil that lacks phosphorus. Some grazing
animals obtain the missing nutrients by consuming concentrated sources of salt or other minerals (Figure 41.4).
Among carnivores, recent experiments reveal that spiders
can adjust for dietary deficiencies by switching to prey that
restores nutritional balance.

... Figure 41.4 Obtaining essential nutrients by eating
antlers. A caribou, an arctic herbivore, chews on discarded antlers
from another animal. Because antlers contain calcium phosphate, this
behavior is common among herbivores living where soils and plants are
deficient in phosphorus. Animals require phosphorus to make ATP.
nucleic aCids, phospholipids. and components of bones

Like other animals, humans sometimes suffer from malnourishment. Among populations subsisting on simple rice
diets, individuals are often afflicted with vitamin A deficiency,
which can cause blindness or death. To overcome this problem, scientists have engineered a strain of rice to synthesize
beta-carotene, the orange-colored source of vitamin A that is
abundant in carrots. The potential benefit of this uGolden
Rice~ is enormous because, at present, 1 to 2 million young
children worldwide die every year from vitamin A deficiency.

Assessing Nutritional Needs
Determining the ideal diet for the human population is an important but difficult problem for scientists. As objects of study,
people present many challenges. Unlike laboratory animals, humans are genetically diverse. They also live in settings far more
varied than the stable and uniform environment that scientists
use to facilitate comparisons in laboratory experiments. Ethical
concerns present an additional barrier. For example, it is not acceptable to investigate the nutritional needs ofchildren in a way
that might harm a child's growth or development.
The methods used to study human nutrition have changed
dramatically over time. To avoid harming others, several of the
researchers who discovered vitamins a century ago used themselves as subject animals. Today, an important approach is the
study ofgenetic defects that disrupt food uptake, storage, or use.
For example, a genetic disorder called hemochromatosis causes
iron buildup in the absence of any abnormal iron consumption
or exposure. Fortunately, this common disorder is remarkably
easy to treat: Drawing blood regularly removes enough iron
from the body to restore homeostasis. By studying the defective
genes that can cause the disease, scientists have learned a great
deal about the regulation ofiron absorption.
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Many insights into human nutrition have come from
epidemiology, the study of human health and disease at the
population level. By tracking the causes and distribution of a
disease among many individuals, epidemiologists can identify
potential nutritional strategies for preventing and controlling
diseases and disorders. For example, researchers discovered
that dietary intake of the vitamin folic acid substantially re·
duces the frequency of neural tube defects, which are a serious
and sometimes fatal type of birth defect
Neural tube defects occur when tissue fails to enclose the
developing brain and spinal cord. In the 19705, studies revealed
that these defects were more frequent in children born to
women of low socioeconomic status. Richard Smithells, of the
University of Leeds, thought that malnutrition among these
women might be responsible. As described in Figure 41.5, he
found that vitamin supplementation greatly reduced the risk of
neural tube defects. In other studies, he obtained evidence that

~Inui
Can diet influence the frequency
of birth defects?

folic acid (~) was the specific vitamin responsible, a finding
confirmed by other researchers. Based on this evidence, the
FDA in 1998 began to require that folic acid be added to en~
riched grain products used to make bread, cereals, and other
foods. Follow-up studies have documented the effectiveness of
this program in reducing the frequency of neural tube defects.
Thus, at a time when microsurgery and sophisticated diagnos·
tic imaging dominate the headlines, simple dietary changes
such as folic acid supplements or consumption of Golden Rice
may be among the greatest contributors to human health.
CONCEPT

41.1

1. All 20 amino acids are needed to make animal proteins. Why aren't they all essential to animal diets?
2. Explain why vitamins are required in much smaller
amounts than carbohydrates.
3. •~J:t.\I!" If a zoo animal shows signs of malnutrition, how might a researcher determine which nutrient is lacking?
For suggested

EXPERIMENT
RIChard Smlthell~. of the University of Leed~, ex·
amined the effect of vitamin ~upplementation on the ri~k of neural
tube defects. Women who had had one or more IxIbies with such
a defect were put into two study groups. The experimental group
conslsted of those who were planning a pregnancy and began taking a multivitamin at least four weeks before attempting concep·
tion. The control group. who were not given vitamin~, included
women who dedined them and women who were already pregnant. The numbers of neural tube defects resulting from the pregnancies were recorded for each group.

CHECK

answer~.

see Appendix A.

r;~:4~:: ~~~~s of food

processing are ingestion,
digestion, absorption,
and elimination

RESULTS

Group

Number of
infants/fetuses
studied

Infants/fetuses
with a neural
tube defect

Vitamin supplements
(experimental group)

141

1 (0.7%)

No vitamin
supplements
(control group)

204

12 (5.9%)

CONCLUSION Thi~ ~tudy provided evidence that vitamin ~upplementation protect~ again~t neural tube defects, at least in
pregnancies after the first. Follow-up trials demonstrated that
folic acid alone provided an equivalent protective effect.
SOURCE

RW, Sm'thells €I ~I. PoSSIble prevent'on of neu,i!I tulle

defe<:!\ by pern:oncep\lOni!l Vltam,n supplementa\lOn. Lance' 339-340 (1 980).

InqUiry Action
Read and analyze the original paper in
Inquiry in Acrion: Interprering Scienrific Papers.
Subsequent studies were de~igned to learn if folic
acid supplements prevent neural tube defects during firsHime
pregnancies. To determine the required number of subjects, what
additional information did the researchers need?

.IBD'I,.
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In this section, we turn from nutritional requirements to the
mechanisms by which animals process food. Food process·
ing can be divided into four distinct stages: ingestion, digestion, absorption, and elimination. The first stage, ingestion,
is the act of eating. Food can be ingested in many liquid and
solid forms. Figure 41.6 surveys and classifies the principal
feeding mechanisms that have evolved among animals.
Given the variation in food sources, it is not surprising that
strategies for extracting resources from food also differ
widely among animal species. We will focus, however, on the
shared processes, pausing periodically to consider some
adaptations to particular diets or environments.
In digestion, the second stage of food processing, food is
broken down into molecules small enough for the body to absorb. This stage is necessary because animals cannot directly
use the proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, fats, and phospholipids in food. One problem is that these molecules are too
large to pass through membranes and enter the cells ofthe animal. In addition, the large molecules in food are not all identical
to those the animal needs for its particular tissues and functions. \Vhen large molecules in food are broken down into their
components, however, the animal can use these smaller mol-

• Figure 41.6

••

• Four Main Feeding Mechanisms of Animals

Caterpillar

Feces

Substrate feeders are animals
that live in or on their food
source. This leaf miner caterpillar, the larva of a moth, is eating
through the soft tissue of an oak
leaf, leaving a dark trail of feces
in its wake. Some other substrate
feeders include maggots (fly larvae), which burrow into animal
carcasses.

Many aquatic animals are suspension feeders, which sift small
food particles from the water. For example, attached to the upper
jaw of this humpback whale are comb-like plates called baleen,
which strain small invertebrates and fish from enormous volumes
of water. Clams and oysters are also suspension feeders. They use
their gills to trap tiny morsels; cilia then sweep the food particles to
the mouth in a film of mucus.

Auid feeders suck nutrient-rich
fluid from a living host. This
mosquito has pierced the skin of
its human host with hollow,
needle-like mouthparts and is
consuming a blood meal (colorized SEM). Similarly, aphids
are fluid fceders that tap the
phloem sap of plants. In contrast to such parasites, some fluid fceders aetuallybenefit their hosts. For example, hummingbirds and bees
move pollen between flowers as they fluid-feed on nectar.

Most animals, including humans, are bulk feeders, which eat
relatively large pieces of food. Their adaptations include
tentacles, pincers, claws, poisonous fangs, jaws, and teeth that
kill their prey or tear off pieces of meat or vegetation. In this
amazing scene, a rock python is beginning to ingest a gazelle it
has captured and killed. Snakes cannot chew their food into

pieces and must swallow it whole-even if the prey is much
bigger than the diameter of the snake. They can do so because
the lower jaw is loosely hinged to the skull by an elastic ligament
that permits the mouth and throat to open very wide. After
swallowing its prey, which may take more than an hour, the
python will spend two weeks or more digesting its meal.
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Small
molecules •

... Figure 41.7 The four
stages of food processing.

Intracellular Digestion

•

Food vacuoles-cellular organelles in
which hydrolytic enzymes break down
Pieces
. . .' •••••
food-are the simplest digestive comof food:...",_
••• "
"
partments. The hydrolysis of food inside
.J ".....
••
•
,,.. Chemical digestion
Nutrient
vacuoles, called intraceUular digestion,
Mechanical
(enzymatic hydrolysis) molecules
begins after a cell engulfs solid food by
digestion
enter body
phagocytosis or liquid food by pinocyta-~
cells
sis (see Figure 7.20). Newly formed food
• Undigested
Food
vacuoles fuse with lysosomes, organelles
• • material
containing hydrolytic enzymes. This fu·
sion of organelles brings food together
with the enzymes, allowing digestion to
f)Digestion
Q Elimination
Glngestion
Absorption
occur safely within a compartment enclosed by a protective membrane. A few
ecules to assemble the large molecules it needs. For example,
animals, such as sponges, digest their food entirely by this intraalthough fruit flies and humans have very different diets, both
cellular mechanism (see Figure 33.4).
convert proteins in their food to the same 20 amino acids from
Extracellular Digestion
which they assemble all ofthe proteins specific for their species.
Recall from Chapter 5 that a cell makes a macromolecule or
In most animals, at least some hydrolysis occurs by
fat by linking together smaller components; it does so by reo
extracellular digestion, the breakdown of food in compartmoving a molecule of water for each new covalent bond
ments that are continuous with the outside of the animal's
formed. Chemical digestion by enzymes reverses this process
body. Having one or more extracellular compartments for diby breaking bonds with the addition of water (see Figure 5.2).
gestion enables an animal to devour much larger sources of
This splitting process is called enzymatic hydrolysis. A varifood than can be ingested by phagocytosis.
ety of enzymes catalyze the digestion of large molecules in
Many animals with relatively simple body plans have a di~
food. Polysaccharides and disaccharides are split into simple
gestive compartment with a single opening (Figure 41.8).
sugars; proteins are broken down into amino acids; and nuThis pouch, called a gastrovascular cavity, functions in dicleic acids are cleaved into nucleotides. Enzymatic hydrolysis
gestion as well as in the distribution of nutrients throughout the
also releases fatty acids and other components from fats and
body (hence the vascular part of the term). The carnivorous
phospholipids. Such chemical digestion is typically preceded
by mechanical digestion-by chewing, for instance. Mechan~
ical digestion breaks food into smaller pieces, increasing the
surface area available for chemical processes.
The last rn'o stages of food processing occur after the food
is digested. In the third stage, absorption, the animal's cells
Gastrovascular
Food
cavity
take up (absorb) small molecules such as amino acids and simple sugars. Elimination completes the process as undigested
material passes out of the digestive system. Figure 41.7 reviews the four stages of food processing.

_. ..

• .,I'f ..,I/f ••

•

e

Digestive Compartments
In our overview of food processing, we have seen that diges~
tive enzymes hydrolyze the same biological materials (such as
proteins, fats, and carbohydrates) that make up the bodies of
the animals themselves. How, then, are animals able to digest
food without digesting their own cells and tissues? The evo·
lutionary adaptation found across a wide range of animal
species is the processing of food within specialized compartments. Such compartments can be intracellular, in the form
of food vacuoles, or extracellular, as in digestive organs and
systems.
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Epidermis
Gastrodermis
.... Figure 41.8 Digestion in a hydra. Digestion beginS in the
gastrovascular cavity and is completed intracellularly after small food
particles are engulfed by specialized cells of the gastrodermis.

cnidarians called hydras provide a good example of how a gastrovascular cavity works. A hydra uses its tentacles to stuff captured prey through its mouth into its gastrovascular cavity.
SpeciaJized gland cells of the hydra's gastrodermis, the tissue
layer that lines the cavity, then secrete digestive enzymes that
break the soft tissues of the prey into tiny pieces. Other cells of
the gastrodermis engulfthese food particles, and most ofthe actuaJ hydrolysis of macromolecules occurs intracellularly, as in
sponges. After a hydra has digested its meal, undigested materials that remain in the gastrovascular cavity, such as exoskeletons of small crustaceans, are eliminated through the same
opening by which food entered. Many flatworms also have a
gastrovascular cavity with a single opening (see Figure 33.10).
In contrast with cnidarians and flatworms, most animals
have a digestive tube extending between two openings, a
mouth and an anus. Such a tube is called a complete digestive
tract or, more commonly, an alimentary canal. Because food
moves along the alimentary canal in a single direction, the
tube can be organized into specialized compartments that

Crop
Esophagus

Gizzard

J.....;"'''''"'

Intestine

Anus

carry out digestion and nutrient absorption in a stepwise fashion (figure 41.9). An animal with an alimentary canal can ingest food while earlier meals are still being digested, a feat that
is likely to be difficult or inefficient for animals with gastrovascular cavities. In the next section, we1l explore the spatial and functional organization of an alimentary canal.
CONCEPT

CHECK

41.2

I. Distinguish the overall structure of a gastrovascular
cavity from that of an alimentary canal.
2. In what sense are nutrients from a recently ingested
meal not really "inside" your body prior to the absorption stage of food processing?
3. • ',illOIIA Thinking in broad terms, what similarities can you identify between digestion in an animal
body and the breakdown of gasoline in an automobile? (You don't have to know about auto mechanics.)
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

(al Earthworm. The alimentary canal of an earthworm includes a
muscular pharynx that sucks food in through the mouth. Food
passes through the esophagus and is stored and moistened in
the crop. Mechanical digestion occurs in the muscular gizzard.
which pulverizes food with the aid of small bits of S<lnd and
gravel. Further digestion and absorption occur in the intestine.
which has a dorS<l1 fold. the typhlosole, that increases the surface
area for nutnent absorption

Typhlosole

(b) Grasshopper, A grasshopper has several digestive chambers
grouped into three main regions: a foregut. with an esophagus and
crop: a midgut; and a hindgut. Food is moistened and stored In the
crop, but most digestion occurs in the midgut. Gastric cecae,
(singular, cecal, pouches extending from the beginning of the
midgut, function in digestion and absorption.

Esophagus

Mouth

GastrIC cecae
(c) Bird. Many birds have three separate chambers-the crop,
stomach, and gizzard-where food is pulverized and churned
before passing Into the intestine. A blrd's crop and gizzard function
very much like those of an earthworm. In most birds. chemical
digestion and absorption of nutrients occur in the intestine.

.. Figure 41.9 Variation in alimentary canals,
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r~~;:~:~p~~i~ized for sequential

The Oral Cavity, Pharynx, and Esophagus

Because most animals, including mammals, ha\'e an alimentary
canal we can use the mammalian digestive system as a representative example of the general principles of food processing.
In mammals, the digestive system consists of the alimentary
canal and various accessory glands that secrete digestive juices
through ducts into the canal (Figure 41.10). The accessory
glands ofthe mammalian digestive system are three pairs ofsalivary glands, the pancreas, the liver, and the gallbladder.
Food is pushed along the alimentary canal by peristalsis,
alternating waves of contraction and relaxation in the smooth
muscles lining the canal. It is peristalsis that enables us to
process and digest food even while lying down. At some ofthe
junctions between specialized compartments, the muscular
layer forms ringlike valves called sphincters. Acting like
drawstrings to close off the alimentary canal, sphincters regulate the passage of material between compartments.
Using the human digestive system as a model, let's now folIowa meal through the alimentary canal. As we do so, we'll ex-

Ingestion and the initial steps ofdigestion occur in the mouth,
or oral cavity. Mechanical digestion beginsas teeth ofvarious
shapes cut. smash, and grind food. making the food easier to
swallow and increasing its surface area. Meanwhile, the presence of food stimulates a nervous reflex that causes the
salivary glands to deliver saliva through ducts to theoraJ cavity. Saliva may also be released before food enters the mouth,
triggered by a learned association between eating and the
time of day, a cooking odor, or another stimulus.
Saliva initiates chemical digestion while also protecting the
oral cavity. Amylase. an enzyme in saliva, hydrolyzes starch (a
glucose polymer from plants) and glycogen (a glucose polymer
from animals) into smaller polysaccharides and the disaccharide maltose. Mucin, a slippery glycoprotein (carbohydrateprotein complex) in saliva. protects the lining of the mouth
from abrasion. Mucin also lubricates food for easier swallowing. Additional components of saliva include buffers, which
help prevent tooth decay by neutralizing acid, and antibacterial agents (such as lysozyme; see Figure 5.19), which protect
against microorganisms that enter the mouth with food.

amine in more detail what happens to the food in each digestive compartment along the way.

stages of food processing form
the mammalian digestive system

Tongue - - - - - - - - , f \

Salivary glands~

SalIVary
glands

Sphincter

~====~f~~:t==ora' caVIty

Mouth
Esophagus

Sphinder

Liver

Stomach
Ascending
portlOtl of
large Intestme

Stomach

Gallbladder

Small
Intestine

Pancreas
Small

r~'f:;·;L;.l--Sm,n

Duodenum of
smaR Intestine

Pancreas

large
mtesllne

intestIne

tnteslJne

\::~(lrL--"'''"
Il'ltestIrJe

t

....- - - - A < M

Rectum

""''----''''"'
A schematic diagram of the

human digestive system

• Figure 41.10 The human digestive system. After food IS chewed and swallowed. it takes 5-10 seconds
for 1I to pass down the esophagus and into the stomach. where it spends 2-6 hours belng partially digested. Fnal
digestion and nutrient absorpUOll occur r1 the small intestine over a peood of 5-6 hours. In 12-24 hours. any
undigested material passes through the large intestine, and feces are expelled through the anus.
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Much as a doorman screens and assists people entering a
building, the tongue aids digestive processes by evaluating ingested material and then enabling its further passage. When
food arrives at the oral cavity, the tongue plays a critical role
in distinguishing which foods should be processed further
(see Chapter 50 for a discussion of the sense of taste). After
food is deemed acceptable and chewing commences, tongue
movements manipulate the food, helping shape it into a ball
called a bolus. During swallowing, the tongue provides further help, pushing the bolus to the back of the oral cavity and
into the pharynx.
The pharynx, or throat region, opens to two passageways: the esophagus and the trachea (windpipe). The
esophagus connects to the stomach, whereas the trachea
leads to the lungs. Swallowing must therefore be carefully
choreographed to keep food from entering and blocking
the airway. When you swallow, a flap of cartilage called
the epiglottis prevents food from entering the trachea by
covering the glottis-the vocal cords and the opening between them. Guided by the movements of the larynx, the
upper part of the respiratory tract, this swallowing
mechanism directs each bolus into the entrance of the
esophagus (Figure 41.11, steps 1-4). If the swallowing reflex fails, food or liquids can reach the windpipe and cause
choking, a blockage of the trachea. The resulting lack of

airflow into the lungs can be fatal if the material is not dislodged by vigorous coughing or a forced upward thrust of
the diaphragm (the Heimlich maneuver).
The esophagus contains both striated and smooth muscle
(see Figure 40.5). The striated muscle is situated at the top of
the esophagus and is active during swallowing. Throughout
the rest of the esophagus, smooth muscle functions in peristalsis. The rhythmic cycles of contraction move each bolus to the
stomach (see Figure 41.11, step 6). As with other parts ofthe digestive system, the form of the esophagus fits its function and
varies among species. For example, fishes have no lungs to bypass and therefore have a very short esophagus. And it will
come as no surprise that giraffes have a very long esophagus.

Digestion in the Stomach
The stomach is located just below the diaphragm in the up·
per abdominal cavity. A few nutrients are absorbed from the
stomach into the bloodstream, but the stomach primarily
stores food and continues digestion. \Vith accordion-like
folds and a very elastic wall, it can stretch to accommodate
about 2 L of food and fluid. The stomach secretes a digestive
fluid called gastric juice and mixes this secretion with the
food through a churning action. This mixture of ingested
food and digestive juice is called chyme.

osphincter
The esophageal
relaxes,

Bolus of food

allowing the
bolus to enter the
esophagus.

Epiglottis
Pharynx~l--~--:"f

"P

Glottis-----+-t

,
To lungs

V

Esophageal
sphincter
relaxed

Esophagus

To stomach

oswallowing,
When a person is not
the esophageal
sphincter muscle is contracted,
the epiglottis is up. and the
glottis is open, allowing air
to flow through the trachea
to the lungs.

Glottis
down
and open

•
Epiglottis
down

larynx -------'t-t

Epiglottis

"P

f) The swaflowing

tl The larynx, the

reflex is triggered
when a bolus of
food reaches the
pharynx.

upper part of the
respiratory tract,
moves upward and
the epiglottis tips
over the glottis,
preventing food
from entering the
trachea .

o After the food
has entered the
esophagus. the
larynx moves
downward and
opens the
breathing
passage.

f--nu.,..,

Esophageal
sphincter
contracted

o Waves
of
muscular
contraction
(peristalsis) move
the bolus down
the esophagus
to the stomach.

... Figure 41.11 From mouth to stomach: the swallOWing reflex
and esophageal peristalsis.
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Chemical Digestion in the Stomach
Two components ofgastric juice carry outchemical digestion.
One is hydrochloric acid (HO), which disrupts the extracellu~
lar matrix that binds cells together in meat and plant materia1.
The concentration ofHCI is so high that the pH ofgastric juice
is about 2, acidic enough to dissolve iron nails. This low pH not
only kills most bacteria but also denatures (unfolds) proteins
in food, increasing exposure of their peptide bonds. The exposed bonds are attacked by the second component of gastric
juice-a protease, or protein-digesting enzyme, called pepsin.
Unlike most enzymes, pepsin works best in a strongly acidic
environment. By breaking peptide bonds, it cleaves proteins
into smaller polypeptides. Further digestion to individual
amino acids occurs in the small intestine.
Why doesn't gastric juice destroy the stomach cells that
make it? The answer is that the ingredients ofgastric juice are
kept inactive until they are released into the lumen (cavity) of
the stomach. The components of gastric juice are produced
by cells in the gastric glands of the stomach (Figure 41.12).
Parietal cells secrete hydrogen and chloride ions, which form
hydrochloric acid (HCI). Using an ATP-driven pump, the

parietal cells expel hydrogen ions into the lumen at very high
concentration. There the hydrogen ions combine with chloride ions that diffuse into the lumen through specific membrane channels. Meanwhile, chiefcells release pepsin into the
lumen in an inactive form called pepsinogen. HCI converts
pepsinogen to active pepsin by clipping off a small portion of
the molecule and exposing its active site. Through these
processes, both HCl and pepsin form in the lumen of the
stomach, not within the cens of the gastric glands.
After hydrochloric acid converts a small amount ofpepsinogen to pepsin, a second chemical process helps activate the remaining pepsinogen. Pepsin, like HC\, can dip pepsinogen to
expose the enzyme's active site. This generates more pepsin,
which activates more pepsinogen, forming more active enzyme. This series of events is an example of positive feedback.
When HCI and pepsin form within the stomach lumen, why
aren't the cells that line the stomach damaged? Actually, these
cells are vulnerable to gastric juice as well as to acid-tolerant
pathogens in food. However, the stomach lining protects against
self-digestion by secreting mucus, a viscous and slippery mixture ofglycoproteins, ceUs, salts, and water. In addition, cell divi·
sion adds a new epithelial layer every three days, replacing cells

,. Figure 41.12 The stomach
and its secretions. The
micrograph (colorized SEM) shows
a gastric pit on the interior surface
of the stomach. through which
digestive juices are secreted.

Sphincter----.lr;
Stomach

Folds of
epithelial
tissue

Interior surface of stomach.
The interior surface of the
stomach wall is highly folded and fI.-{,:,~-""
dotted with pits leading into
tubular gastric glands.
Gastric gland. The gastric glands
have three types of cells that
secrete different components of
the gastric juice: mucus cells,
chief cells, and parietal cells.
Mucus celis secrete mucus,
which lubricates and protects
the cells lining the stomach.
Chief celis secrete pepsinogen,
an inactive form of the
digestive enzyme pepsin.
Parietal cells secrete
hydrochloric acid (HCll,
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o arePepsinogen
and HCI
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lumen of the stomach

f) HCI converts
pepsinogen to pepsin.

e Pepsin
then activates
more pepsinogen,

CI-

starting a chain
reaction, Pepsin
begins the chemical
digestion of proteins.
Chief cell

eroded by digestive juices. Despite these defenses, damaged areas
of the stomach lining called gastric ulcers may appear. For
decades, scientists thought they were caused by psychological
stress and resulting excess acid secretion. In 1982, however, researchers Barry Marshall and Robin Warren, at Royal Perth Hospital in Australia, reported that infection by the acid-tolerant
bacterium Helicoba£ter pylori causes ulcers. They also demonstrated that an antibiotic treatment could cure most gastric ulcers.
For these findings, they were awarded the Nobel Prize in 2005.

Stomach Dynamics
Chemical digestion by gastric juice is accompanied by the churning action ofthe stomach. This coordinated series ofmuscle contractions and relaxations mixes the stomach contents about every
20 seconds. As a result ofmixing and enzyme action, what begins
as a recently swallowed meal becomes the acidic, nutrient-rich
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broth known as chyme. Most of the time, the stomach is closed
off at both ends (see Figure 41.10). The sphincter between the
esophagus and the stomach normally opens only when abolusar·
rives. Occasionally, however, a person experiences acid reflux, a
backflow of chyme from the stomach into the lower end of the
esophagus. The resulting irritation ofthe esophagus is commonly
but inaccurately called "heartburn:'
The sphincter located where the stomach opens to the
small intestine helps regulate the passage of chyme into the
small intestine, allowing only one squirt at a time. The mixture
ofacid, enzyme, and partially digested. food typically leaves the
stomach 2-6 hours after a meal.

Digestion in the Small Intestine
Most enzymatic hydrolysis of macromolecules from food occurs in the small intestine (Figure 41.13). Over 6 m long in
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... Figure 41.13 Enzymatic hydrolysis in the human digestive system.
Pepsin is resistant to the denaturing effect of the low pH environment of the stomach. Thinking about the
. . different digestive processes that occur in the small intestine, what adaptation do you think the digestive enzymes
in that compartment share?
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... Figure 41.14 Hormonal
control of digestion. Many
animals go for long intervals
between meals and do not need
their digestive systems to be
adive continuously, Hormones
released by the stomach and
duodenum help ensure that
digestive secretions are present
only when needed. Like all
hormones, they are transported
through the bloodstream, In the
case of gastrin. the target is the
organ that secretes the hormone,
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Amino acids or fatty acids trigger the release of
cholecystokinin (CCK), which stimulates
release of enzymes from the pancreas and of
bile from the gallbladder.

humans, the small intestine is the alimentary canal's longest
compartment. Its name refers to its small diameter, compared
with that of the large intestine. The first 25 cm or so of the
small intestine forms the duodenum, a major crossroad in di·
gestion. It is here that chyme from the stomach mixes with di·
gestive juices from the pancreas, liver, and gallbladder, as well
as from gland cells of the intestinal wall itself. Hormones released by the stomach and duodenum control the digestive secretions into the alimentary canal (Figure 41.14).

The liver has many vital functions in addition to bile production. As we shall see shortly, it also breaks down toxins that
enter the body and helps balance nutrient utilization. Bile production itself is integral to another task of the liver: the destruction of red blood cells that are no longer fully functional.
In producing bile, the liver incorporates some pigments that
are by-products of red blood cell disassembly. These bile pigments are then eliminated from the body with the feces.

Secretions of the Small Intestine
Pancreatic Secretions
The pancreas aids chemical digestion by producing an alka·
line solution rich in bicarbonate as well as several enzymes.
The bicarbonate neutralizes the acidity of chyme and acts as a
buffer. Among the pancreatic enzymes are trypsin and chymotrypsin, proteases secreted into the duodenum in inactive
forms (see Figure 41.13). In a chain reaction similar to activation of pepsin, they are activated when safely located in the
extracellular space within the duodenum.

The epithelial lining of the duodenum is the source of several
digestive enzymes (see Figure 41.13). Some are secreted into
the lumen of the duodenum, whereas others are bound to the
surface of epithelial cells.
While enzymatic hydrolysis proceeds, peristalsis moves the
mixture ofchyme and digestive juices along the small intestine.
Most digestion is completed in the duodenum. The remaining
regions of the small intestine, called the jejunum and ileum,
function mainly in the absorption of nutrients and water.

Bile Production by the Liver

Absorption in the Small Intestine

Digestion of fats and other lipids begins in the small intestine
and relies on the production ofbilc, a mixture of substances
that is made in the liver. Bile contains bile salts, which act as
detergents (emulsifiers) that aid in digestion and absorption of
lipids. Bile is stored and concentrated in the gallbladder.

To reach body tissues, nutrients in the lumen must first cross
the lining of the alimentary canal. Most of this absorption
occurs in the small intestine. This organ has a huge surface
area-300 m 2, roughly the size of a tennis court. Large folds in
the lining have finger-like projections called villi. In turn, each
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• Figure 41.15 The structure of the small intestine.
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Tapeworms sometimes infect humans, anchoring themselves to the
. . wall of the small intestine. Based on how digestion is
compartmentalized along the alimentary canal, what digestive functions
would you expect these parasites to have?

epithelial cell of a villus has on its apical surface many microscopic appendages, or microvilli, that are exposed to the intestinallumen (Figure 41.15). The many side-by-side microvilli
give the intestinal epithelium a brush-like appearance-reflected
in the name brush border. The enormous surface area presented
by microvilli is an adaptation that greatly increases the total capacity for nutrient absorption.
Depending on the nutrient, transport across the epithelial
cells can be passive or active. The sugar fructose, for example,
moves by facilitated diffusion down its concentration gradient
from the lumen of the small intestine into the epithelial cells.
From there, fructose exits the basal surface and is absorbed
into microscopic blood vessels, or capillaries, at the core of
each villus. Other nutrients, including amino acids, small peptides, vitamins, and most glucose molecules, are pumped
against concentration gradients by the epithelial cells of the
villus. This active transport allows much more absorption of
nutrients than would be possible with passive diffusion alone.
Although many nutrients leave the intestine through the
bloodstream, some products offat (triglyceride) digestion take a
different path. After being absorbed by epithelial cells, fatty acids
and monoglycerides (glycerol joined to asingle fatty acid) are recombined into triglycerides within those cells. These fats are
then coated with phospholipids, cholesterol, and proteins, forming water-soluble globules called chylomicrons (Figure 41.16).
These globules are too large to pass through the membranes of
capillaries. Instead, they are transported into a lacteal, a vessel
at the core ofeach villus (see Figures 41.15 and 41.16). Lacteals
are part of the vertebrate lymphatic system, which is a network
of vessels that are filled with a dear fluid called lymph. Starting
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... Figure 41.16 Absorption of fats. Because fats are insoluble in
water, adaptations are needed to digest and absorb them. Bile salts
maintain a small droplet size. exposing more surface for enzymatic
hydrolysis to fatty acids and monoglycerides. These molecules can
diffuse into epithelial cells. where fats are reassembled and
incorporated into water-soluble chylomicrons that enter the
bloodstream ~ia the lymphatic system,
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at the lacteals, lymph containing the chylomicrons passes into
the larger vessels of the lymphatic system and eventually into
large veins that return the blood to the heart.
In contrast with the lacteals, the capillaries and veins that
carry nutrient-rich blood away from the villi all converge into
the hepatic portal vein, a blood vessel that leads directly to the
liver. From the liver, blood travels to the heart and then to other
tissues and organs. This arrangement serves rn'o major functions. First, it allows the liver to regulate distribution ofnutrients
to the rest of the body. Because the liver can interconvert many
organic molecules, blood that leaves the liver may have a very
different nutrient balance than the blood that entered via the
hepatic portal vein. For example, blood exiting the liver usually
has a glucose concentration very close to 90 mg per 100 mL, regardless of the carbohydrate content of a meal. Second, the
arrangement allows the liver to remove toxic substances before
the blood circulates broadly. The liver is the primary site for the
detoxification of many organic molecules, including drugs, that
are foreign to the body.

Absorption in the Large Intestine
The alimentary canal ends with the large intestine, which includes the colon, cecum, and rectum. The small intestine connects to the large intestine at a T-shaped junction, where a
sphincter controls the movement ofmateriaL Onearm ofthe T is
the 1.5-m-Iong colon (Figure 41.17), which leads to the rectum and anus. The other arm forms a pouch called the
cecum (see Figure 41.10). The cecum is important for fermenting ingested material, especially in animals that eat large
amounts of plant material. Compared with many other mammals, humans have a relatively small cecum. The appendix, a
finger-like extension ofthe human cecum, has a minor and dispensable role in immunity.
A major function of the colon is to recover water that has
entered the alimentary canal as the solvent of digestive juices.
About 7 L of fluid are secreted into the lumen of the alimentary canal each day. Together, the small intestine and colon re-

.. Figure 41.17
Digital image of
a human colon.
This CAT scan
image was
produced by
integrating twodimensional
sectional views of
the large intestine.

absorb about 90% of the water that enters the alimentary
canal. Since there is no biological mechanism for active transport of water, water absorption in the colon occurs by osmosis that results when ions, particularly sodium, are pumped
out of the lumen.
The feces, the wastes of the digestive system, become increasingly solid as they are moved along the colon by peristalsis.
It takes approximately 12-24 hours for material to travel the
length ofthe colon. If the lining of the colon is irritated-by a viral or bacterial infection, for instance-less water than normal
may be reabsorbed, resulting in diarrhea. The opposite problem, constipation, occurs when the feces move along the colon
too slowly. An excess of water is reabsorbed, and therefore the
feces become compacted.
A rich flora of mostly harmless bacteria resides in the human
colon, contributing approximately one-third ofthe dry weight of
feces. One inhabitant is Escherichia coli, a favorite research organism of molecular biologists (see O1apter 18). Because E. coli
is so common in human digestive systems, its presence in lakes
and streams is a useful indicator ofcontamination by untreated
sewage. Within the intestine, E. coli and other bacteria live on
unabsorbed organic material. As by-products of their metabolism, many colon bacteria generate gases, including methane and
hydrogen sulfide, which has an offensive odor. These gases and
ingested air are expelled through the anus. Some of the bacteria
produce vitamins, such as biotin, vitamin K, and several Bvitamins, including folic acid. These vitamins, absorbed into the
blood, supplement our dietary intake of vitamins.
Besides bacteria, feces contain undigested material, including cellulose fiber. Although it has no caloric value to humans,
fiber helps move food along the alimentary canal.
The terminal portion of the large intestine is the rectum,
where feces are stored until they can be eliminated. Bern'een
the rectum and the anus are rn'o sphincters, the inner one being involuntary and the outer one being voluntary. Periodically
(once a day or so in most individuals), strong contractions of
the colon create an urge to defecate.
We have followed a meal from one opening (the mouth) of
the alimentary canal to the other (the anus). Next we'll see how
some digestive adaptations may have evolved.
CONCEPT

CHECK

41.)

1. In the zero-gravity environment ofspace, how does food
swallowed by an astronaut reach his or her stomach?
2. What step in food processing occurs more readily for
fats than for proteins and carbohydrates?
3. _@U'III Some early experiments involved
obtaining samples of digestive juices and observing
digestion outside the body. If you mixed gastric juice
with crushed food, how far would the process of
digestion proceed?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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of vertebrate digestive systems
correlate with diet

The digestive systems of mammals and other vertebrates are
variations on a common plan, but there are many intriguing
adaptations, often associated with the animal's diet. To highlight how form fits function, we'll examine a few of them.

cessing different kinds of food is one of the major reasons
mammals have been so successful. Nonmammalian verte·
brates generally have less specialized dentition, but there are
interesting exceptions. For example, poisonous snakes, such
as rattlesnakes, have fangs, modified teeth that inject venom
into prey, Some fangs are hollow, like syringes, whereas others drip the poison along grooves on the surfaces of the
teeth. Other teeth are absent. Combined with an elastic ligament that permits the mouth to open very wide, these
anatomical adaptations allow prey to be swallowed whole,
as in the astonishing scene in Figure 41.6.

Some Dental Adaptations
Dentition, an animal's assortment of teeth, is one example of
structural variation reflecting diet. Consider the dentition
of carnivorous, herbivorous, and omnivorous mammals in
Figure 41.18. The evolutionary adaptation of teeth for pro-

Premolars

Stomach and Intestinal Adaptations
Large, expandable stomachs are common in carnivorous vertebrates, which may go for a long time between meals and
must eat as much as they can when they do catch prey. A 200-kg
African lion can consume 40 kg of meat in one meal!
The length of the vertebrate digestive system is also correlated with diet. In general, herbivores and omnivores have
longer alimentary canals relative to their body size than do carnivores (Figure 41.19). Vegetation is more difficult to digest
than meat because it contains cell walls. Alonger digestive tract
furnishes more time for digestion and more surface area for the
absorption of nutrients.

(al Carnivore. Carnivores, such as members of the dog and cat
families, generally have pointed incisors and canines that can be
used to kill prey and rip or cut away pieces of flesh The jagged
premolars and molars crush and shred food.

Small intestine
Stomach _ _,<',jJ'(~<":::)c)
Small
intestine
(b) Herbivore. In contrast. herbivorous mammals. such as horses and
deer. usually have teeth with broad, ridged surfaces that grind
tough plant material. The incisors and canines are generally
modified for biting off pieces of vegetation. In some herbivorous
mammals. canines are absent.

7---(olon
{large

carnivore
(c) Omnivore. Humans. being omnivores adapted for eating both
vegetation and meat, have a relatively unspecialized dentition
consisting of 32 permanent (adult) teeth. From the midline to the
back along one side of one Jaw, there are two bladelike incisors for
biting, a pointed canine for tearing, two premolars for grinding,
and three molars for crushing.
... Figure 41.18 Dentition and diet.

Herbivore

... Figure 41.19 The alimentary canals of a carnivore
(coyote) and herbivore (koala). Although these two mammals
are about the same size, the koala's intestines are much longer,
enhancing processing of fibrous, protein-poor eucalyptus leaves from
which it obtains virtually all its food and water. Extensive chewing
chops the leaves into tiny pieces. increaSing exposure to digestive
juices. In the long cecum, symbiotic bacteria convert the shredded
leaves to a more nutritious diet.
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Mutualistic Adaptations
Some digestive adaptations involve mutualistic symbiosis, a
mutually beneficial interaction between two species (see

Chapter 54). For example, microorganisms help herbivores digest plants. Much of the chemical energy in herbivore diets
comes from the cellulose of plant cell walls, but animals do not
produce enzymes that hydrolyze cellulose. Instead, many vertebrates (as well as termites, whose wood diets are largely cellulose) house large populations of mutualistic bacteria and
protists in fermentation chambers in their alimentary canals.
These microorganisms ha\'e enzymes that can digest cellulose
to simple sugars and other compounds that the animal can absorb. In many cases, the microorganisms also use the sugars
from digested cellulose to produce a variety of nutrients essential to the animal, such as vilamins and amino acids.
The location of mutualistic microbes in alimentary canals

...

...

...

varies, depending on the type of herbivore. For example:
... The hoatzin, an herbivorous bird that lives in the South
American rain forests, has a large, muscular crop (an
esophageal pouch; see Figure 41.9) that houses mutualistic
microorganisms. Hard ridges in the wall of the crop grind

...

plant leaves into small fragments, and the microorganisms
break down cellulose.
Horses and many other herbivorous mammals house mutualistic microorganisms in a large cecum, the pouch where
the small and large intestines connect.
In rabbits and some rodents, mutualistic bacteria live in the
large intestine as well as in the cecum. Since most nutrients
are absorbed in the small intestine, nourishing by-products
of fermentation by bacteria in the large intestine are initially lost with the feces. Rabbits and rodents recm-er these
nutrients by coprophagy (from the Greek, meaning ~dung
eating"), feeding on some of their feces and then passing
the food through the alimentary canal a second time. The
familiar rabbit ·peIlets~ which are not reingested, are the
feces eliminated after food has passed through the digestive
tract Mice.
The koala, an Australian marsupial, also has an enlarged
cecum, where mutualistic bacteria ferment finely shredded
eucalyptus leaves (see Figure 41.19).
The most elaborate adaptations for an herbivorous diet have
evolved in the animals called ruminants, which include
deer, sheep, and cattle (Figure 41.20).

o

Rumen. When the cow first chews and
swallows a mouthful of grass, boluses
(green arrows) enter the rumen.

o

Reticulum. Some boluses also enter the
reticulum. In both the rumen and the
reticulum, mutualistic prokaryotes and
protists (mainly ciliates) go to work on the
cellulose-rich meal. As by'products of their
metabolism, the microorganisms secrete
fatty acids. The cow periodically
regurgitates and rechews the cud (red
arrows), which further breaks down the
fibers, making them more accessible to
further microbial action.

ogreatAbomasum.
The cud, containing
numbers of microorganisms,
finally passes to the abomasum
for digestion by the cow's own
enzymes (black arrows).

o

Omasum. The cow then reswallows
the cud (blue arrows), which moves to
the omasum, where water is removed.

... Figure 41.20 Ruminant digestion. The stomach of a ruminant hcl5 lour chambers
Because of the mlCtobtal actIOn In the chambers. the diet from which a ruminant actually aDsorbs
Its nutnents is much ocher than the grass the ammal onglnally eats. In fact. a rummant eating
grass or hay obtains many of Its nutnents by dll}!'stmg the mutualistlC ffilCroorgamsms, which
reproduce rapidly enough In the rumen to mamtain a stable populatIOn.
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Although we have focused our diSCL1SSion on vertebrates,
adaptations related to digestion are also widespread among
other animals. Some of the most remarkable examples are the
giant tubeworms that live at deep~sea hydrothermal vents (see
Figure 52.18). Theseworms, which thrive at pressures as high as
260 atmospheres in water that reaches a remarkable 4OO'C
(752'F), have no mouth or digestive system. instead, they rely
entirely on mutualistic bacteria to generate energy and nutrients from the carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, and nitrate available at the vents. Thus, for invertebrates and vertebrates
alike, mutualistic symbiosis has evolved as a general strategy for
expanding the sources of nutrition available to animals.
Having examined how animals optimize their extraction of
nutrients from food, we will next turn to the challenge ofbalancing the use of these nutrients.
CONCEPT

CHECK

Insulin enhances the transport
of glucose into body cells and
stimulates the liver and muscle
cells to store glucose as
glycogen. As a result, blood
glucose level drops,

The pancreas secretes
the hormone insulin into
the blood.

Stimulus:
Blood glucose
level rises
after eating,
Homeostasis:
90 mg glucose!
100 mL blood
Stimulus:
Blood glucose
level drops
below set POint.

41.4

I. What are the two advantages of a longer alimentary
canal for processing plant material that is difficult to
digest?
2, What features of an animal's digestive system make it
an attractive habitat for mutuaJistic microorganisms?
nl • ~Lactose-intolerant" people have a
3.
shortage oflactase, the enzyme that breaks down lactose in milk. As a result, they sometimes develop
cramps, bloating, or diarrhea after consuming dairy
products. Suppose such a person ate yogurt, which
contains bacteria that produce lactase. Why might
you expect that eating yogurt would provide at best
only temporary relief of the symptoms?

_',m

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~~:::7t:~·~echanisms
contribute to an animal's
energy balance

As discussed in Chapter 40, the energy obtained from food
balances the expenditure of energy for metabolism, activity,
and storage. In concluding our overview of nutrition, we'll examine some ways in which animals achieve this balance.

Energy Sources and Stores
in deriving energy from their diet, animals make use ofcertain
fuel sources before others. Nearly all of an animal's ATP generation is based on the oxidation of energy-rich organic
molecules-carbohydrates, proteins, and fats-in cellular respiration. Although any of these substances can be used as fuel,
most animals ~burn" proteins only after exhausting their supply
of carbohydrates and fats. Fats are especially rich in energy; oxi-

Glucagon promotes the
breakdown of glycogen in
the liver and the release of
glucose into the blood.
increasing blood glucose
level.

The pancreas secretes the
hormone glucagon into
the blood.

... Figure 41.21 Homeostatic regulation of cellular fuel.
After a meal is digested, glucose and other monomers are absorbed
into the blood from the digestive tract. The human body regulates the
use and storage of glucose, a major cellular fuel. NotICe that these
regulatory loops are examples of the negative feedback control
described in Chapter 40.

dizing a gram of fat liberates about twice the energy liberated
from a gram ofcarbohydrate or protein.
\'<'hen an animal takes in more energy-rich molecules than
it breaks down, the excess is converted to storage molecules.
in humans, the primary sites of storage are liver and muscle
cells, Excess energy from the diet is stored there in the form of
glycogen, a polymer made up of many glucose units (see
Figure 5.6b), \Vhen fewer calories are taken in than are expended-perhaps because of sustained heavy exercise or lack
of food-glycogen is oxidized. The hormones insulin and
glucagon maintain glucose homeostasis by tightly regulating
glycogen synthesis and breakdown (Figure 41.21).
Adipose (fat) cells represent a secondary site ofenergy storage in the body. If glycogen depots are full and caloric intake
exceeds caloric expenditure, the excess is usually stored as fat.
When more energy is required than is generated from the diet,
the human body generally expends liver glycogen first and
then draws on muscle glycogen and fat. Most healthy people
have enough stored fat to sustain them through several weeks
without food.
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... Figure 41.22
Fat cells from the
abdomen ota
human. Strands of
coonective tissue
(yellow) hold the fatstoring adipose cells in
place (colorized SEM),

Overnourishment and Obesity
Overnourishment, the consumption of more calories than
the body needs for normal metabolism, causes obesity, the excessive accumulation of fat (Figure 41.22). Obesity, in turn,
contributes to a number of health problems, including the
most common type of diabetes (type 2), cancer of the colon
and breast, and cardiovascular disease that can lead to heart
attacks and strokes. It is estimated that obesity is a factor in
about 300,000 deaths per year in the United States alone.

Researchers have discovered several homeostatic mechanisms that help regulate body weight. Operating as feedback circuits, these mechanisms control the storage and metabolism of
fat. Several hormones regulate long-term and short-term appetite by affecting a "satiety center~ in the brain (Figure 41.23).
A network ofneurons relays and integrates information from the
digestive system to regulate hormone release.
Mutations that cause mice to be chronically obese played a
key role in advancing our understanding of the satiety pathway. Mice with mutations in the vb or db gene eat voraciously
and become much more massive than normal. Doug Coleman, a researcher at the Jackson Laboratory in Maine, investigated how vb and db mutations disrupt normal control of
appetite (Figure 41.24). Based on his experiments, Coleman
deduced that the vb gene is required to produce the satiety factor, and the db gene is required to respond to the factor.
Cloning ofthe vb gene led to the demonstration that it produces a hormone, now known as leptin (from the Greek lepta,
thin). The db gene encodes the leptin receptor. Leptin and the
leptin receptor are key components of the circuitry that regulates appetite over the long term. Leptin is a product of adipose cells, so levels rise when body fat increases, cuing the

Produced by adipose (fat) tissue,
leptin suppresses appetite as its
level increases. When body fat
decreases, leptin levels fall, and
appetite increases.

The hormone PYY, secreted
by the small intestine after meals,
acts as an appetite suppressant
that counters the appetite
stimulant ghrelin.

.... Figure 41.23 A few of the appetite"regulating hormones. Secreted by various

organs and tissues. the hormones reach the brain via the bloodstream. The hormones ad on a
region of the brain that in turn controls the "satiety center," which generates the nervous impulses
that make us feel either hungry or satiated ("full"). The green arrow indicates an appetite
stimulant; red arrows represent appetite suppressants.
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Secreted by the stomach
wall, ghrelin is one of the signals
that triggers feelings of hunger
as mealtimes approach. In
dieters who lose weight, ghrelin
levels increase, which may be
one reason it's so hard to stay
on a diet.

A rise in blood sugar level after a
meal stimulates the pancreas to
secrete insulin (see Figure 41.21).
In addition to its other functions,
insulin suppresses appetite by
i1ding on the brain.

•
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What are the roles of the ob and db genes
in appetite regulation?
EXPERIMENT
Margaret
Dickie, Katherine Hummel, and
Doug Coleman, of the Jackson
laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine,
discovered that mice with a mu-

tant ob gene or a mutant db
gene eat voraciously and grow
much more massive than mice
with the wild-type (nonmutant)

ob gene (left) next to wild-type

forms of both genes (designated

mOllse,

Obese mouse with mutant

brain to suppress appetite (see Figure 41.23). Conversely, loss
offat decreases leptin levels, signaling the brain to increase appetite. In this way, the feedback signals provided by leptin
maintain body fat levels within a set range.
Our understanding of leptin may lead to treatments for
obesity, but uncertainties remain. For one thing, leptin has
complex functions, including a role in how the nervous system
develops. Also, most obese people have an abnormally high
leptin level, which somehow fails to elicit a response from the
brain's satiety center. Clearly, there is much to learn in this important area of human physiology.

ab', db').

Obesity and Evolution

To explore further the roles of the two genes. Coleman
measured the body masses of pairs of young mice with various
genotypes and then surgically linked the circulatory systems of
each pair. This procedure ensured that any factor circulating in
the bloodstream of either mouse would be transferred to the
other, After several weeks, he again measured the mass of each
mouse

Though fat hoarding can be a health liability, it may have been
an advantage in our evolutionary past. Our ancestors on the
African savanna were hunter-gatherers who probably survived mainly on seeds and other plant products, a diet only
occasionally supplemented by hunting game or scavenging
meat from animals killed by other predators. In such a feastor-famine existence, natural selection may have favored those
individuals with a physiology that induced them to gorge on
rich, fatty foods on those rare occasions when such treats were
abundantly available. Such individuals with genes promoting
the storage of high-energy molecules during feasts may have
been more likely than their thinner friends to survive famines.
So perhaps our present-day taste for fats is partly an evolutionary vestige of less nutritious times.
The relationship between fat storage and evolutionary
adaptation in animals is sometimes complex. Consider the
plump offspring of the seabirds called petrels (Figure 41.25).
Their parents must fly long distances to find food. Most of
the food that they bring to their chicks is very rich in lipids.
The fact that fat has twice as many calories per gram as other

RESULTS

Genotype pairing
(red type indicates
mutant genes; bar
indicates pairing)

Average body mass (9)

Starting

Ending

20.3

23.6

ob+, db+

20.8

21.4

ob, db+

27.6

47.0

~b+

26.6

44.0

ob, db+

29.4

39.8

ob+, db+

22.S

2S.5

ob, db+

33.7

18.8

30.3

33.2

ob+, db+
I

ob,

I

I

ob+, db

CONCLUSiON
8ecause an ob mouse gains less weight when
surgically joined wilh an ob+ mouse than when Joined with an
ob mouse. Coleman concluded that the ob mouse fails to make
a satiety fador but can respond to the factor when it is present.
To explain the weight loss in an ob mouse that receives circulating fadors from a db mouse, he reasoned that the db mutation
blocks the response to the satiety factor but not its production,
Subsequent molecular studies demonstrated the validity of both
parts of Coleman's conclusion, The ob I gene product is leptin,
the satiety factor. whereas the db+ gene product is the leptin
receptor, Thus. mice with the ob mutation cannot produce leptin, and mice with the db mutation produce leptin but cannot
respond to it.
SOURCE
bell'S

~nd

D l. Coleman, Effects of parabiosis of obese WIth di~
normal mice, Diabetologia 9:294-298 (1973),

_MOliN

Suppose you collected blood from a wild-type
mouse and a db mouse, Which would you expect to have a
higher concentration of leptin, the satiety faclor, and why?

... Figure 41.25 A plump petrel. Too heavy to fly. the petrel chick
(right) will have to lose weight before it takes wing, In the meantime,
its stored fat provides energy during times when its parent fails to
bring enough food,
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fuels minimizes the number of foraging trips. However,
growing baby petrels need lots of protein for building new
tissues, and there is relatively little in their oily diet. To get all
the protein they need, young petrels have to consume many
more calories than they burn in metabolism and consequently become obese. Their fat depots nevertheless help
them survive periods when parents cannot find enough
food. When food is not scarce, chicks at the end of the
growth period weigh much more than their parents. The
youngsters must then fast for several days to lose enough
weight to be capable of flight.
In the next chapter, we'll see that obtaining food, digesting
it, and absorbing nutrients are parts of a larger story. Provisioning the body also involves distributing nutrients (circulation) and exchanging respiratory gases with the environment.

CONCEPT

CHECK

41.5

1. Explain how people can become obese even if their
intake of dietary fat is relatively low compared with
carbohydrate intake.
2. After reviewing Figure41.23, explain how PYY and lep·
tin complement each other in regulating body weight.
3. •~J:t."IDI Suppose you were studying two groups
of obese people with genetic abnormalities in the leptin pathway. In one group, the leptin levels are abnormally high; in the other group, they are abnormally
low. How would each group's leptin levels change if
both groups were placed on a low-calorie diet for an
extended period? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
.. Animals have diverse diets. Herbivores mainly eat plants; carnivores mainly eat other animals; and omnivores eat both.
Animals must balance consumption, storage, and use of food.

_i,liiiil_ 41.1
An animal's diet must supply chemical energy, organic
molecules, and essential nutrients (pp. 875-880)
.. Animals need fuel to produce ATr, carbon skeletons for
biosynthesis, and essential nutrients-nutrients that must be
supplied in preassembled form.
.. Essential Nutrients Essential nutrients include essential
amino acids, essential fatty acids, vitamins, and minerals.
Essential amino acids are those an animal cannot synthesize.
Essential fatty acids are unsaturated. Vitamins are organic
molecules required in small amounts. Minerals are inorganic
nutrients, usually required in small amounts.

.. Suspension feeders sift small particles from the water. Substrate feeders eat as they tunnel through their food. Fluid
feeders suck nutrient-rich fluids from a living host. Most animals are bulk feeders, eating large pieces of food .
.. Digestive Compartments In intracellular digestion. food particles are engulfed by endocytosis and digested within food vacuoles that have fused with lysosomes. Most animals use
extracellular digestion: Enzymatic hydrolysis occurs outside cells
in a gastrovascular cavity or alimentary canal.

-t,j4ol,.•
Acti\;ty

F~eding Mechanisms

of Animals

Wi li'iil- 41.3
Organs specialized for sequential stages of food
processing form the mammalian digestive system
(pp. 884-890)
Bloodstredm

-

.. Dietary Deficiencies Undernourished animals have diets
deficient in calories. Malnourished animals are missing one or
more essential nutrients.

-

Lipids

.. Assessing Nutritional Needs Studies of genetic defects and
the study of disease at the population level help researchers
determine human dietary requirements.

-&IN·it.•
Activity Analyzing Food Labels
Linge

_',II'lil_ 41.2
The main stages of food processing are ingestion,
digestion, absorption, and elimination (pp. 880-883)

-t,j4ol,.•

.. Food processing in animals involves ingestion (eating), digestion (enzymatic breakdown oflarge molecules), absorption
(uptake of nutrients by cells), and elimination (passage of
undigested materials out of the body in feces).

MP3 Tutor Th~ Human Digesliv~ System
Acthity Digestive System Function
In\'~stjgatjon What Role Does Amyl.se Play in Digestion?
Activity Hormon.1 Control of Digestion
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Intestine
SKrellonS from the
pancreas and the liver

Re<:lum

_',Ii'''''_ 41.4
Evolutionary adaptations of vertebrate digestive
systems correlate with diet (pp. 891-893)
.. Some Dental Adaptations Dentition generally correlates
with diet
... Stomach and Intestinal Adaptations Herbivores generally
have longer alimentary canals than carnivores, retlecting the
longer time needed to digest vegetation.
... Mulualistic Adaptations Many herbivores have fermentation chambers where microorganisms digest cellulose.

-',111""-41.5
Homeostatic mechanisms contribute to an animal's
energy balance (pp. 893-896)
... Energy Sources and Stores Vertebrates store excess calories
as glycogen in the liver and muscles and as fat These energy
stores can be tapped when an animal expends more calories
than it consumes.
... Overnourishment and Obesity Overnourishment, the
consumption of more calories than the body needs for normal
metabolism, can lead to the serious health problem of obesity.
Several hormones regulate appetite by affecting the brain's
satiety center. Studies of the hormone leptin may lead to treatments for obesity.
... Obesity and Evolution The problem of maintaining a
healthy weight partly stems from our evolutionary past, when
fat hoarding may have been important for survival.

-51401"·

Acthity Case Studies of Nutritional Disorders

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

5. \X'hich of the following organs is incorrectly paired with its
function?
a. stomach-protein digestion
b. oral cavity-starch digestion
c. large intestine-bile production
d. small intestine-nutrient absorption
e. pancreas-enzyme production

6. After surgical removal of an infected gallbladder, a person must
be especially careful to restrict dietary intake of
a. starch.
d. fat.
b. protein.
e. water.
c. sugar.
7. The mutualistic microorganisms that help nourish a ruminant
live mainly in specialized regions ofthe
a. large intestine.
d. pharynx.
b. liver.
e. stomach.
c. small intestine.

8. If you were to jog a mile a few hours after lunch, which stored
fuel would you probably tap?
a. muscle proteins
b. muscle and liver glycogen
c. fat stored in the liver
d. fat stored in adipose tissue
e. blood proteins

9.

"P.ii,""

Make a flowchart of the events that occur after
partially digested food leaves the stomach. Use the following
terms: bicarbonate secretion, circulation, decrease in acid,
secretin secretion, increase in acid, signal detection. Next to
each term, indicate the compartment(s) involved. You may use
a term more than once.

SELF-QUIZ
For Self'Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

I. Individuals whose diet consists primarily ofcorn would likely
become
a. obese.
d. undernourished.
b. anorexic.
e. malnourished.
c. overnourished.

2. Which of the following animals is incorrectly paired with its
feeding mechanism?
a. lion-substrate feeder
b. baleen whale-suspension feeder
c. aphid-tluid feeder
d. clam-suspension feeder
e. snake-bulk feeder
3. The mammalian trachea and esophagus both connect to the
a. large intestine.
d. rectum.
b. stomach.
e. epiglottis.
c. pharynx.
4. Which of the follOWing enzymes works most effectively at a
very low pH?
a. salivary amylase
d. pancreatic amylase
b. trypsin
e. pancreatic lipase
c. pepsin

-MH'·. Visit the Study Area at www.milsteringbio.com for a
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
10. The human esophagus and trachea share a passage leading
from the mouth and nasal passages. After reviewing vertebrate
evolution in Chapter 34, explain the historical (evolutionary)
basis for this "imperfect" anatomy.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
II. In adult populations of northern European origin, the disorder
called hemochromatosis causes excess iron uptake from food
and affects one in 200 individuals. Men are ten times more
likely to suffer symptoms than are women. Given that only
women menstruate, devise a hypothesis for the difference in
the disease between the two genders.
Biological Inquiry' A Workbook oflnn.tigatin Case. Explore severa'
mammalian mechanisms for ,tarch dige,tion in the case 'Galloper's Gut."
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EXCHttt~
KEY

I

CONCEPTS

42.1 Circulatory systems link exchange surfaces
with cells throughout the body
42.2 Coordinated cycles of heart contraction drive
double circulation in mammals
42.3 Patterns of blood pressure and flow reflect the
structure and arrangement of blood vessels
42.4 Blood components function in exchange,
transport, and defense
42.5 Gas exchange occurs across specialized
respiratory surfaces

42.6 Breathing ventilates the lungs
42.7 Adaptations for gas exchange include pigments
that bind and transport gases

T

he animal in Figure 42.1 may look like a creature
from a science fiction film, but it's actually an axo-

lotl, a salamander native to shallow ponds in central
Mexico. The feathery red appendages jutting out from the
head of this albino adult are gills. Although external gills are
uncommon in adult animals, they help satisfy the need shared
by all animals to exchange substances with their environment.
Exchange behwen an axolotl or any other animal and its
surroundings ultimately occurs at the cellular level. The resources that animal cells require, such as nutrients and oxygen
(0 2), enter the cytoplasm by crossing the plasma membrane.
Metabolic by-products, such as carbon dioxide (C0 2 ), exit the
cell by crossing the same membrane. In unicellular organisms,
exchange occurs directly with the external environment. For
most multicellular organisms, however, direct exchange between every cell and the environment is not possible. Instead,
these organisms rely on specialized systems that carry out ex898

.... Figure 42.1 How does a feathery fringe help this
animal survive'?

change with the environment and that transport materials between sites of exchange and the rest of the body.
The reddish color and branching structure of the axolotl's
gills reflect the intimate association between exchange and
transport. Tiny blood vessels lie close to the surface ofeach fil·
ament in the gills. Across this surface, there is a net diffusion
of0 2 from the surrounding water into the blood and ofe0 2
from the blood into the water. The short distances involved allow diffusion to be rapid. Pumping of the axolotl's heart propels the oxygen-rich blood from the gill filaments to all other
tissues of the body. There, more short-range exchange occurs,
involving nutrients and O 2 as well as CO 2 and other wastes.
Because internal transport and gas exchange are functionally related in most animals, not just axolotls, we will examine
both circulatory and respiratory systems in this chapter. We
will explore the remarkable variation in form and organization
of these systems by considering examples from a number of
species. We will also highlight the roles of circulatory and respiratory systems in maintaining homeostasis under a range of
physiological and environmental stresses.

r~~;~':I:~o~~~~tems link

exchange surfaces with cells
throughout the body

The molecular trade that animals carry out with their environment-gaining O 2 and nutrients while shedding CO 2 and
other waste products-must ultimately involve every cell in
the body. As you learned in Chapter 7, small, nonpolar molecules such as O 2 and CO 2 can move between cells and their
immediate surroundings by diffusion. But diffusion is very
slow for distances of more than a few millimeters. That's because the time it takes for a substance to diffuse from one

place to another is proportional to the square of the distance.
For example, if it takes 1 second for a given quantity ofglucose
to diffuse 100 11m, it will take 100 seconds for the same quantity to diffuse I mm, and almost 3 hours to diffuse I em. This
relationship between diffusion time and distance places a substantial constraint on the body plan of any animal.
Given that diffusion is rapid only over small distances, how
does each cell of an animal participate in exchange? Natural
selection has resulted in two general solutions to this problem. TIle first solution is a body size and shape that keep many
or all cells in direct contact with the environment. Each cell
can thus exchange materials directly with the surrounding
medium. This type of body plan is found only in certain invertebrates, including sponges, cnidarians, and flatworms.
The second solution, found in all other animals, is a circulatory system that moves fluid between each cell's immediate
surroundings and the tissues where exchange with the environment occurs.

Gastrovascular Cavities
Let's begin by looking at animals that lack a distinct circulatory system. In hydras and other cnidarians, a central gastrovascular cavity functions both in digestion and in the
distribution of substances throughout the body. As was
shown for a hydra in Figure 41.8, a single opening maintains
continuity between the fluid inside the cavity and the water
outside. As a result, both the inner and outer tissue layers are
bathed by fluid. Only the cells of the inner layer have direct access to nutrients, but since the body wall is a mere two cells
thick, the nutrients must diffuse only a short distance to reach
the cells of the outer layer. Thin branches of a hydra's gas-

trovascular cavity extend into the animal's tentacles. Some
cnidarians, such as jellies, have gastrovascular cavities with a
much more elaborate branching pattern (Figure 42.2a).
Planarians and most other flatworms also survive without
a circulatory system. Their combination of a gastrovascular
cavity and a flat body is well suited for exchange with the environment (Figure 42.2b). A flat body optimizes diffusional
exchange by increasing surface area and minimizing diffusion
distances.

Open and Closed Circulatory Systems
For animals ,,~th many cell layers, diffusion distances are too
great for adequate exchange of nutrients and wastes by a gastrovascular cavity. In these organisms, a circulatory system minimizes the distances that substances must diffuse to enter or
leave a cell. By transporting fluid throughout the body, the circulatory system functionally connects the aqueous environment of
the body cells to the organs that exchange gases, absorb nutrients, and dispose of wastes. In mammals, for example, O 2 from
inhaled air diffuses across only two layers ofcells in the lungs before reaching the blood. The circulatory system, powered by the
heart, then carries the oxygen-rich blood to all parts ofthe body.
As the blood streams throughout the body tissues in tiny blood
vessels, O 2 in the blood again diffuses only a short distance before entering the interstitial fluid that directly bathes the cells.
A circulatory system has three basic components: a circulatory fluid, a set of interconnecting tubes, and a muscular
pump, the heart. The heart powers circulation by using metabolic energy to elevate the hydrostatic pressure of the circulatory fluid, which then flows through a circuit of vessels and
back to the heart.

Circular
canal

\ \Mocth
Pharynx

I 2 mm I
(a) The moon jelly Aurelia, a cnidarian. The Jelly is viewed here from its underside (oral surface),
The mouth leads to an elaborate gastrovascular cavity that consists of radial arms (canals)
leading to and from a circular canal Ciliated cells lining the canals C1fculate fluid within the
cavity as indicated by the arrows.

(b) The planarian Dugesia, a flatworm. The
mouth and pharynx on the ventral side lead
to the highly branched gastrovascular cavity.
stained dark brown in this specimen (LM),

... figure 42.2 Internal transport in gastrovascular cavities.

-'mU '1 4

Suppose a gastrQvascular cavity were open at two ends, with fluid entering one
end and leaving the other How would this affect the gastrovascular cavity's function)
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Heart
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Hemolymph in sinuses
surrounding organs

Tubular heart
(a) An open circulatory system. In an open circulatory system, such as
that of a grasshopper, the circulatory fluid, called hemolymph. is the
same as interstitial fluid. The heart pumps hemolymph through
vessels into sinuses. fluid-filled spaces where materials are exchanged
between the hemolymph and cells Hemolymph returns to the heart
through pores, which are equipped with valves that close when the

heart contracts,

Auxiliary hearts

Ventral vessels

(b) A closed circulatory system. Closed circulatory systems circulate
blood entirely within vessels, so the blood is distinct from the
interstitial fluid. Chemical exchange occurs between the blood and
the interstitial fluid, as well as between the interstitial fluid and body
cells In an earthworm. the dorsal vessel functIOns as the main heart.
pumping blood forward by peristalsis. Near the worm's anterior end,
five pairs of vessels loop around the digestive tract and function as
auxiliary hearts.

.... Figure 42.3 Open and closed circulatory systems.

Arthropods and most mollusks have an open circulatory
system, in which the circulatory fluid bathes the organs di·
rectly (Figure 42,3a). In these animals, the circulatory fluid,
called hemolymph, is also the interstitial fluid. Contraction of
one or more hearts pumps the hemolymph through the circulatory vessels into interconnected sinuses, spaces surrounding
the organs. Within the sinuses, chemical exchange occurs between the hemolymph and body cells. Relaxation of the heart
draws hemolymph back in through pores, and body movements help circulate the hemolymph by periodically squeezing
the sinuses. The open circulatory system of larger crustaceans,
such as lobsters and crabs, includes a more extensive system of
vessels as well as an accessory pump.
In a closed circulatory system, blood is confined to vessels and is distinct from the interstitial fluid (Figure 42.3b).
One or more hearts pump blood into large vessels that branch
into smaller ones coursing through the organs. Materials are
exchanged between the smallest vessels and the interstitial
fluid bathing the cells. Annelids (including earthworms),
cephalopods (including squids and octopuses), and all vertebrates have closed circulatory systems.
The fact that both open and closed circulatory systems are
widespread among animals suggests that there are advantages
900
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to each system. The lower hydrostatic pressures associated
with open circulatory systems make them less costly than
closed systems in terms of energy expenditure. In some invertebrates, open circulatory systems serve additional functions.
For example, in spiders, the hydrostatic pressure generated by
the open circulatory system provides the force used to extend
the animal's legs.
The benefits of closed circulatory systems include relatively high blood pressures, which enable the effective delivery of ~ and nutrients to the cells of larger and more active
animals. Among the molluscs, for instance, closed circulatory
systems are found in the largest and most active species, the
squids and octopuses. Closed systems are also particularly
well suited to regulating the distribution of blood to different
organs, as you'll learn later in this chapter. In examining
closed circulatory systems in more detail, we will focus on the
vertebrates.

Organization of Vertebrate
Circulatory Systems
The closed circulatory system ofhumans and othervertebrates
is often called the cardiovascular system. Blood circulates to

and from the heart through an amazingly extensive network of
vessels: The total length of blood vessels in an average human
adult is twice Earth's circumference at the equator!
Arteries, veins, and capillaries are the three main types of
blood vessels. Within each type, blood flows in only one direction. Arteries carry blood away from the heart to organs
throughout the body. \'(fithin organs, arteries branch into
arterioles, small vessels that convey blood to the capillaries.
Capillaries are microscopic vessels with very thin, porous
walls. Networks of these vessels, called capillary beds, infiltrate each tissue, passing within a few cell diameters of every
cell in the body. Across the thin walls ofcapillaries, chemicals,
including dissolved gases, are exchanged by diffusion between the blood and the interstitial fluid around the tissue
cells. At their ~downstream" end, capillaries converge into
venules, and venu[es converge into veins, the vessels that
carry blood back to the heart.
Arteries and veins are distinguished by the direction in
which they carry blood, not by the O 2 content or other characteristics of the blood they contain. Arteries carry blood
from the heart toward capillaries, and veins return blood to
the heart from capillaries. There is one exception: the portal
veins, which carry blood between pairs of capillary beds. The
hepatic portal vein, for example, carries blood from capillary
beds in the digestive system to capillary beds in the liver (see
Chapter 41). From the liver, blood passes into the hepatic
veins, which conduct blood toward the heart.
Natural selection has modified the cardiovascular systems
ofdifferent vertebrates in accordance with their level of activity. For example, animals with higher metabolic rates generally have more complex circulatory systems and more
powerful hearts than animals with lower metabolic rates.
Similarly, within an animal, the complexity and number of
blood vessels in a particular organ correlate with that organ's
metabolic requirements.
The hearts ofall vertebrates contain two or more muscular
chambers. The chambers that receive blood entering the heart
are called atria (singular, atrium). The chambers responsible
for pumping blood out of the heart are called ventricles. The
number of chambers and the extent to which they are separated from one another differ substantially among groups of
vertebrates, as we will discuss next. These important differences reflect the close fit of form to function.

Single Circulation
In bony fishes, rays, and sharks, the heart consists oftwo chambers: an atrium and a ventricle. The blood passes through the
heart once in each complete circuit, an arrangement called
single circulation (Figure 42.4). Blood entering the heart collects in the atrium before transfer to the ventricle. Contraction
of the ventricle pumps blood to the gills, where there is a net
diffusion of O 2 into the blood and of CO 2 out of the blood. As

Artery

Heart

Ventricle
{

Atrium

Vein

Systemic capillaries

.. Figure 42.4 Single circulation in fishes. Fishes have a twochambered heart and a single circuit of blood flow,
blood leaves the gills, the capillaries converge into a vessel that
carries oxygen-rich blood to capillary beds throughout the
body. Blood then returns to the heart.
In single circulation, blood that leaves the heart passes
through two capillary beds before returning to the heart.
When blood flows through a capillary bed, blood pressure
drops substantially, for reasons we will explain shortly. The
drop in blood pressure in the gills ofa bony fish, ray, or shark
limits the rate of blood flow in the rest of the animal's body.
As the animal swims, however, the contraction and relaxation of its muscles help accelerate the relatively sluggish
pace of circulation.

Double Circulation
As shown in Figure 42.5, on the next page, the circulatory systems of amphibians, reptiles, and mammals have two distinct
circuits, an arrangement called double circulation. The
pumps for the two circuits serve different tissues but are combined into a single organ, the heart. Having both pumps within
a single heart simplifies coordination of the pumping cycles.
One pump, the right side ofthe heart, delivers oxygen-poor
blood to the capillary beds of the gas exchange tissues, where
there is a net movement of O 2 into the blood and of CO 2 out
ofthe blood. This part ofthe circulation is called a pulmonary
circuit if the capillary beds involved are all in the lungs, as in
reptiles and mammals. It is called a pulmocutancous circuit
if it includes capillaries in both the lungs and the skin, as in
many amphibians.
After the oxygen-enriched blood leaves the gas exchange
tissues, it enters the other pump, the left side ofthe heart. Contraction of the heart propels this blood to capillary beds in organs and tissues throughout the body. Following the exchange
of O 2 and C02> as well as nutrients and waste products, the
CHAPTER FORTY·TWO
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Figure 42.5

••

• Double Circulation in Vertebrates
Reptiles (Except Birds)

Amphibians

Lizards, snakes, and turtles
have a thrfe-chambered
heart, with a septum
partial~ dividing the
single ventricle. In
crocodilians, the septum is complete and
the heart is four-chambered.

Amphibians have a
three-<:hambered heart
and two circuits of blood
flow: pulmocutaneous
and systemic.

Lung and skin capillaries

Mammals and Birds
Mammals and
birds have a fourchambered heart
In birds, the majO!"
vessels near the
heart are slightly
different than shown, but the panern of
double circulation is essentially the same.
Lung capillaries

lung capillaries

Right
systemic
aorta
Atrium (A)

Atrium (Al41f-+
Ventricle (V)

left
systemic
aorta

Systemic capillaries

Systemic capillaries

V

Right
Systemic
circuit

Systemic capillaries

Syrtemic circuits include all body tissues except the primary gas exchange tissues. Note that
circulatory systems are depicted as if the animal is facing you: The right side of the heart is shown
on the left, and vice versa.

now oxygen-poor blood returns to the heart, completing the
systemic circuit.
Double circulation provides a vigorous flow of blood to the
brain, muscles, and other organs because the heart repressurizes the blood destined for these tissues after it passes through
the capillary beds of the lungs or skin. Indeed, blood pressure
is often much higher in the systemic circuit than in the gas ex·
change circuit. This contrasts sharply with single circulation, in
which, as you read earlier, blood flows directly from the respiratory organs to other organs, under reduced pressure.

poor blood from the right atrium into the pulmocutaneous
circuit and most of the oxygen-rich blood from the left
atrium into the systemic circuit. When underwater, a frog
adjusts its circulation, for the most part shutting off blood
flow to its temporarily ineffective lungs. Blood flow continues to the skin, which acts as the sole site of gas exchange
while the frog is submerged.

Having considered the general properties of double circula·
tion, let's examine the adaptations found in the hearts of dif·
ferent vertebrate groups that have this type of circulation. As
you read, refer to the illustrations in Figure 42.5.

Reptiles (Except Birds) Turtles, snakes, and lizards have a
three-chambered heart, with a septum partially dividing the
ventricle into separate right and left chambers. In alligators,
caimans, and other crocodilians, the septum is complete, but
the pulmonary and systemic circuits are connected where the
arteries exit the heart. When a crocodilian is underwater, arterial valves divert most of the blood flow from the pulmonary
circuit to the systemic circuit through this connection.

Amphibians Frogs and other amphibians have a heart
with three chambers: two atria and one ventricle. A ridge
within the ventricle diverts most (about 90%) of the oxygen-

Mammals and Birds In all mammals and birds, the ventricle is completely divided, such that there are two atria and two
ventricles. The left side of the heart receives and pumps only

Adaptations of Double Circulatory Systems
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oxygen-rich blood, while the right side receives and pumps
only oxygen-poor blood.
A powerful fouNhambered heart is a key adaptation that
supports the endothermic way oflife characteristic ofmammals
and birds. Endotherms use about ten times as much energy as
equal-sized ectotherms; therefore, their circulatory systems
need to deliver about ten times as much fuel and ~ to their tissues (and remove ten times as much CO 2 and other wastes).
This large traffic of substances is made possible by separate and
independently powered systemic and pulmonary circuits and
by large hearts that pump the necessary volume ofblood. As we
discussed in Chapter 34, mammals and birds descended from
different tetrapod ancestors, and their four-chambered hearts
evolved independently-an example of convergent evolution.
CONCEPT

CHECK

42.1

I. How is the flow of hemolymph through an open circulatory system similar to the flow of water through
an outdoor fountain?
2. Three-chambered hearts with incomplete septa were
once viewed as being less adapted to circulatory function than mammalian hearts. What advantage of such
hearts did this viewpoint overlook?
3. _i,'!:f."l. The heart ofa human fetus has a hole betv.'een the left and right ventricles. In some cases, this
hole does not close completely before birth. Ifthe hole
weren't surgically corrected, how would it affect the O 2
content ofthe blood entering the systemic circuit from
the heart?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

e

blood to the lungs via
the pulmonary arteries. As the blood
flows through 0 capillary beds in the left and right lungs, it
loads O 2 and unloads CO 2, Oxygen-rich blood returns from
the lungs via the pulmonary veins to 0 the left atrium of the
heart. Next, the oxygen-rich blood flows into 0 the left ventricle, which pumps the oxygen-rich blood out to body tissues
through the systemic circuit. Blood leaves the left ventricle via
() the aorta, which conveys blood to arteries leading throughout the body. The first branches from the aorta are the coronary arteries (not shown), which supply blood to the heart
capillary beds in the
muscle itself. Then branches lead to
head and arms (forelimbs). The aorta then descends into the
abdomen, supplying oxygen-rich blood to arteries leading to
capillary beds in the abdominal organs and legs (hind
limbs). Within the capillaries, there is a net diffusion of 0 1
from the blood to the tissues and of CO 2 produced by cellular respiration into the blood. Capillaries rejoin, forming
venules, which convey blood to veins. Oxygen-poor blood
from the head, neck, and forelimbs is channeled into a large
vein, 0 the superior vena cava. Another large vein, ~ the
inferior vena cava, drains blood from the trunk and hind
limbs. The two venae cavae empty their blood into ~ the
right atrium, from which the oxygen-poor blood flows into
the right ventricle.

e

o

Superior
vena cava

Capillaries of
head and
forelimbs

Pulmonary
artery

r~:::~~~a:~·~c1es of heart
contraction drive double
circulation in mammals

The timely delivery of O 2 to the body's organs is critical:
Brain cells, for example, die within just a few minutes if their
O 2 supply is interrupted. How does the mammalian cardiovascular system meet the body's continuous but variable demand for 01? To answer this question, we need to consider
how the parts of the system are arranged and how each part
functions.

o
Pulmonary
vein
Right atrium
Right ventricle
inferior
vena cava

Pulmonary
vein
Left atrium
Left ventricle
f---Aorta

Capillaries of
abdominal organs
and hind limbs

Mammalian Circulation
Let's first examine the overall organization of the mammalian
cardiovascular system, beginning with the pulmonary circuit.
(The circled numbers refer to corresponding locations in
Figure 42.6). 0 Contraction of the right ventricle pumps

... Figure 42.6 The mammalian cardiovascular system: an
overview. Note that the dual circuits operate simultaneously, not in
the serial fashion that the numbering in the diagram suggests, The two
ventricles pump almost in unison; while some blood is traveling in the
pulmonary circuit, the rest of the blood is flowing in the systemic circuit.
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.... Figure 42.7 The mammalian heart: a closer look. Notice
the locations althe valves. which prevent backflow of blood within the
heart, Also notice how the atria and left and right ventricles differ in
the thickness of their muscular walls.

flaps ofconnective tissue, the valves open when pushed from one
side and close when pushed from the other. An atrioventricular
(AV) valve lies between each atrium and ventricle. The AV valves
are anchored by strong fibers that prevent them from turning in·
side out. Pressure generated by the powerful contraction of the
ventricles closes the AV valves, keeping blood from flowing back
into the atria. Scmilunarvalves are located at the two exitsofthe
heart: where the aorta leaves the left ventricle and where the pulmonary artery leaves the right ventricle. These valves are pushed
open by the pressure generated during contraction of the ventricles. When the ventricles relax, pressure built up in the aorta closes
the semilunar valves and prevents Significant backflow. You can
follow these events either with a stethoscope or by pressing your
ear tightly against the chest of a friend (or a friendly dog). The
sound pattern is '1ub-dup, lub·dup, lub-dup:' The first heart sound
('1ub'') is created by the recoil of blood against the closed AV
valves. The second sound ("dup") is produced by the recoil of
bloocl against the closed semilunar valves.
Ifblood squirts backward through a defective valve, it may
produce an abnormal sound called a heart murmur. Some

The Mammalian Hearl: A Closer Look
Using the human heart as an example, let's now take a closer
look at how the mammalian heart works (figure 42.7). Located
behind the sternum (breastbone), the human heart is about the
size ofa clenched fist and consists mostly ofcardiac muscle (see
Figure40.5). The two atria have relatively thin walls and serve as
collection chambers for blood returning to the heart. Much of
the blood entering the atria flows into the ventricles while all
heart chambers are relaxed. Contraction of the atria transfers
the remainder before the ventricles begin to contract. The ventricles have thicker walls and contract much more forcefully
than the atria-especially the left ventricle, which pumps blood
to all body organs through the systemic circuit. Although the
left ventricle contracts with greater force than the right ventricle, it pumps the same volume of blood as the right ventricle
during each contraction.
The heart contracts and relaxes in a rhythmic cycle. \Vhen it
contracts, it pumps blood; when it relaxes, its chambers fill with
blood. One complete sequence of pumping and ftlling is referred
to as the cardiac cycle. The contraction phase ofthe cycle is called
systole, and the relaxation phase is called diastole (Figure 42.8).
The volume of blood each ventricle pumps per minute is the
cardiac output Two factors determine cardiac output: the rate of
contraction, or heart rate (number ofbeats per minute), and the
stroke volume, the amount of blood pumped by a ventricle in a
single contraction. The average stroke volume in humans is about
70 mL. Multiplying this stroke volume by a resting heart rate of72
beats per minute yields a cardiac output of5 Umin-about equal
to the total volume ofblood in the human body. During heavy exercise, cardiac output increases as much as fivefold.
Fourvalves in the heart prevent backflowand keep blood moving in the correct direction (see FIgures 42.7 and 42.8). Made of
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Semilunar
valves
closed

o ventricular
Atrial and
diastole

8 Ventricular systole;
atrial diastole

... Figure 42.8 The cardiac cycle. For an adult human at rest with
a heart rate of about 72 beats per minute, one complete cardiac cycle
takes about 0.8 second. 0 During a relaxation phase (atria and
ventricles in diastole). blood returning from the large veins flows into
the atria and ventricles through the AV valves, f) A brief period of
atrial systole then forces all blood remaining in the atria into the
ventricles. 0 During the remainder of the cycle, ventricular systole
pumps blood into the large arteries through the semilunar valves. Note
that during all but 0 1 second of the cardiac cycle. the atria are relaxed
and are filling with blood returning via the veins.

people are born with heart murmurs; in
others, the valves may be damaged by
infection (from rheumatic fever, for instance). When a valve defect is severe
enough to endanger health, surgeons
may implant a mechanical replacement
valve. However, not all heart murmurs
are caused by a defect, and most valve
defects do not reduce the efficiency of
blood flow enough to warrant surgery.

Maintaining the Heart's
Rhythmic Beat

o Pacemaker

generates wave of
signals to contract.

6

Signals are delayed

at AV node.

() Signals pass
to heart apex,

Bundle
branches

ECG~

fit Signals spread
throughout
ventricles.

Heart

~

In vertebrates, the heartbeat originates in
the heart itself. Some cardiac muscle cells
are autorhythmic, meaning they contract
... Figure 42.9 The control of heart rhythm. The sequence of electrICal events in the heart
is shown at the top: the corresponding components of an electrocardiogram (ECG) are highlighted
and relax repeatedly without any signal
below in gold, In step 4, the portion of the ECG to the right of the gold "spike" represents
from the nervous system. You can even
electrical activity that reprimes the ventricles for the next round of contraction.
see these rhythmic contractions in tissue
that has been removed from the heart
function like the spurs and reins used in riding a horse: One set
and placed in a dish in the laboratory! Because each ofthese cells
speeds up the pacemaker, and the other set slows it down. For
has its own intrinsic contraction rhythm, how are their conexample, when you stand up and start walking, the sympathetic
tractions coordinated in the intact heart? The answer lies in a
nerves increase your heart rate, an adaptation that enables your
group of autorhythmic cells located in the wall of the right
atrium, near where the superior vena cava enters the heart. This
circulatory system to provide the additional O2 needed by the
cluster ofcells is called the sinoatrial (SA) nodc, or pacemaker,
muscles that are powering your activity.lfyou then sit down and
relax, the parasympathetic nerves decrease your heart rate, an
and it sets the rate and timing at which all cardiac muscle cells
adaptation that conserves energy. Hormones secreted into the
contract. (In contrast to vertebrates, some arthropods have
blood also influence the pacemaker. For instance, epinephrine,
pacemakers located in the nervous system, outside the heart.)
the "fight-or-flight" hormone secreted by the adrenal glands,
The SA node generates electrical impulses much like those
causes the heart rate to increase. A third type of input that afproduced by nerve cells. Because cardiac muscle cells are
fects the pacemaker is body temperature. An increase of only
electrically coupled through gap junctions (see Figure 6.32),
I'e raises the heart rate by about 10 beats per minute. This is
impulses from the SA node spread rapidly within heart tissue.
the reason your heart beats faster when you have a fever.
In addition, these impulses generate currents that are conHaving examined the operation of the circulatory pump,
ducted to the skin via body fluids. The medical test called an
electrocardiogram (ECG or, sometimes, EKG) uses elecwe turn in the next section to the forces and structures that influence blood flow in the vessels of each circuit.
trodes placed on the skin to detect and record these currents.
The resulting graph has a characteristic shape that represents
CONCEPT CHECK
42.2
the stages in the cardiac cycle (Figure 42.9).
Impulses from the SA node first spread rapidly through the
1. Explain why blood in the pulmonary veins has a
walls of the atria, causing both atria to contract in unison. Durhigher O 2 concentration than blood in the venae
ing atrial contraction, the impulses originating at the SA node
cavae, which are also veins.
reach other autorhythmic cells that are located in the wall be2. Why is it important that the AV node delay the electween the left and right atria. These cells form a relay point
trical impulse moving from the SA node and the atria
called the atrioventricular (AV) node. Here the impulses are
to the ventricles?
delayed for about 0.1 second before spreading to the walls ofthe
3. _','11° 11 4 After exercising regularly for several
ventricles. This delay allows the atria to empty completely bemonths, you find that your resting heart rate has defore the ventricles contract. Then, the signals from the AV node
creased. Given that your body now requires fewer
are conducted throughout the ventricular walls by specialized
cardiac cycles in a given time, what other change in
muscle fibers called bundle branches and Purkinje fibers.
the function of your heart at rest would you expect to
Physiological cues alter heart tempo by regulating the SA
find? Explain.
node. Two sets of nerves, the sympathetic and parasympathetic
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
nerves, are largely responsible for this regulation. TIlese nerves
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r;;~~:~~;o~~i~od pressure and

tractions. Signals from the nervous system and hormones
circulating in the blood act on the smooth muscles in ar~
teries, controlling blood flow to different parts of the
body. The thinner·walled veins convey blood back to the
heart at a lower velocity and pressure. Valves in the veins
maintain a unidirectional flow of blood in these vessels
(see Figure 42.10).

flow reflect the structure and
arrangement of blood vessels

The vertebrate circulatory system enables blood to deliver

oxygen and nutrients and remove wastes throughout the

Blood Flow Velocity

body. In doing so, the circulatory system relies on a branching network of vessels much like the plumbing system that
delivers fresh water to a city and removes its wastes. Furthermore, the same physical principles that govern the op·
eration of plumbing systems apply to the functioning of

To understand how blood vessel diameter influences blood
flow, consider how water flows through a thick hose connected to a faucet. When the faucet is turned on, water flows
at the same velocity everywhere in the hose. However, ifa narrow nozzle is attached to the end of the hose, the water will
exit the nozzle at a much greater velocity. Because water doesn't
compress under pressure, the volume of water moving
through the nozzle in a given time must be the same as the
volume moving through the rest of the hose. The cross·
sectional area of the nozzle is smaller than that of the hose, so
the water speeds up in the nozzle.

blood vessels.

Blood Vessel Structure and Function
Blood vessels contain a central lumen (cavity) lined with an
endothelium, a single layer of flattened epithelial cells. The
smooth surface of the endothelium minimizes resistance to

the flow of blood. Surrounding the endothelium are layers of
tissue that differ among capillaries, ar·
teries, and veins, reflecting the specialized functions of these vessels.
Capillaries are the smallest blood
vessels, having a diameter only slightly
greater than that of a red blood cell
(Figure 42.10). Capillaries also have
very thin walls, which consist of just
the endothelium and its basal lamina.
This structural organization facili~
tates the exchange of substances be~
tween the blood in capillaries and the
interstitial fluid.
The walls of arteries and veins have
a more complex organization than
those of capillaries. Both arteries and
veins have two layers of tissue surrounding the endothelium: an outer
layer of connective tissue containing
elastic fibers, which allow the vessel to
stretch and recoil, and a middle layer
containing smooth muscle and more
elastic fibers. However, arteries and
veins differ in important ways. For a
given blood vessel diameter, an artery
has a wall about three times as thick as
that of a vein (see Figure 42.10). The
thicker walls of arteries are very strong,
accommodating blood pumped at high
pressure by the heart, and their elastic
recoil helps maintain blood pressure
when the heart relaxes between con906
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An analogous situation exists in the circulatory system,
but blood slows as it moves from arteries to arterioles to capillaries. Why? The reason is that the number of capillaries is
enormous. Each artery conveys blood to so many capillaries
that the total cross-sectional area is much greater in capillary
beds than in the arteries or any other part of the circulatory
system (Figure 42.11). The result is a dramatic decrease in
velocity from the arteries to the capillaries: Blood travels 500
times slower in the capillaries (about 0.1 cmlsec) than in the
aorta (about 48 cm/sec).
The reduced velocity of blood flow in capillaries is critical to the function of the circulatory system. Capillaries are
the only vessels with walls thin enough to permit the transfer of substances between the blood and interstitial fluid.
The slower flow of blood through these tiny vessels allows
time for exchange to occur. After passing through the capillaries, the blood speeds up as it enters the venules and
veins, which have smaller total cross-sectional areas (see
Figure 42.11).
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Blood, like all fluids, flows from areas ofhigher pressure to areas of lower pressure. Contraction of a heart ventricle generates blood pressure, which exerts a force in all dire<tions. The
force dire<ted lengthwise in an artery causes the blood to flow
away from the heart, the site of highest pressure. The force ex·
erted against the elastic wall of an artery stretches the wall,
and the recoil of arterial walls plays a critical role in maintaining blood pressure, and hence blood flow, throughout the cardiac cycle. Once the blood enters the millions oftiny arterioles
and capillaries, the narrow diameter ofthese vessels generates
substantial resistance to flow. This resistance dissipates much
of the pressure generated by the pumping heart by the time
the blood enters the veins.

Changes in Blood Pressure During the Cardiac Cycle
Arterial blood pressure is highest when the heart contracts
during ventricular systole. The pressure at this time is called
systolic pressure (see Figure 42.11). The spikes in blood
pressure caused by the powerful contractions of the ventricles stretch the arteries. By placing your fingers on your wrist,
you can feel a pulse-the rhythmic bulging ofthe artery walls
with each heartbeat. The surge of pressure is partly due to the
narrow openings of arterioles impeding the exit of blood
from the arteries. Thus, when the heart contracts, blood enters the arteries faster than it can leave, and the vessels stretch
from the rise in pressure. During diastole, the elastic walls of
the arteries snap back. As a consequence, there is a lower but
still substantial blood pressure when the ventricles are relaxed (diastolic pressure). Before enough blood has flowed
into the arterioles to completely relieve pressure in the arteries, the heart contracts again. Because the arteries remain
pressurized throughout the cardiac cycle (see Figure 42.11),
blood continuously flows into arterioles and capillaries.

Regulation of Blood Pressure
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.. Figure 42.11 The interrelationship of cross-sectional
area of blood vessels. blood flow velocity, and blood
pressure. Owing to an increase in total cross-sectional area. blood
flow velocity deueases markedly in the arterioles and is lowest in the
capillaries, Blood pressure, the main force driving blood from the heart
to the capillaries, is highest in the aorta and other arteries.

Blood pressure fluctuates over two different time scales.
The first is the oscillation in arterial blood pressure during
each cardiac cycle (see bottom graph in Figure 42.11). Blood
pressure also fluctuates on a longer time scale in response
to signals that change the state of smooth muscles in arteriole walls. For example, physical or emotional stress can
trigger nervous and hormonal responses that cause smooth
muscles in arteriole walls to contract, a process called
vasoconstriction. When that happens, the arterioles narrow, thereby increasing blood pressure upstream in the arteries. When the smooth muscles relax, the arterioles
undergo vasodilation, an increase in diameter that causes
blood pressure in the arteries to fall.
Vasoconstriction and vasodilation are often coupled to
changes in cardiac output that also affect blood pressure. This
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coordination of regulatory mechanisms maintains adequate
blood flow as the body's demands on the circulatory system
change. During heavy exercise, for example, the arterioles in
working muscles dilate, causing a greater flow of oxygen-rich
blood to the muscles. By itself, this increased flowto the muscles
... FI

42.12

•

How do endothelial cells control
vasoconstriction?
EXPERIMENT

In 1988, Masashi Yanagisawa set out to identify the endothelial factor that triggers vasoconstriction mmammals. He isolated endothelial cells from blood vessels and grew
them in liquid medium. Then he collected the liquid, which contained substances secreted by the cells, Next, he bathed a small
piece of an artery in the liquid, The artery tissue contracted, indicating that the cells grown in culture had secreted a factor that
causes vasoconstriction Using biochemical procedures, Yanaglsawa separated the substances in the fluid on the basis of size,
charge, and other properties, He then tested each substance for
its ability to cause arterial contraction, After several separation
steps and many tests, he purified the vasoconstriction factor,
RESULTS

The vasoconstriction factor, which Yanagisawa
named endothelin, is a peptide that contains 21 amino acids, Two
disulfide bridges between cysteines stabilize the peptide structure,
Endothelin
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is e

I

I
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(00-

Using the amino acid sequence of the peptide as a guide,
Yanagisawa identified the endothelin gene. The polypeptide
encoded by the gene is much longer than endothelm, containing
203 amino aCids The amino aCids in endothelm extend from
position S3 ((ys) to position 73 (Trp) in the longer polypeptide:
(ys

Trp
Parent polypeptide

Endothelin

203

Yanaglsawa also showed that treating endothelial cells with other
substances already known to promote vasoconstriction, such as
the hormone epinephrine, led to increased production of
endothelin mRNA,
Endothelial cells produce and translate endo·
thelin mRNA in response to signals, such as hormones. that circulate in the blood, The resulting polypeptide is cleaved to form
active endothelin, the substance that triggers vasoconstriction,
Yanagisawa and colleagues subsequently demonstrated that endothelial cells also make the enzyme that catalyzes this cleavage.
CONCLUSION

SOURCE
pept,de prodllCed

M. Yanag'\aWa el al .• A novel potent oaSOCOllSlrJCtor

by oas<:ular endothelial cells. NafUte 331:411-.415 (19M)

-mrU1iI

Given what you know about epithelial tissue organization (see Figure 40.5) and the function of endothelin, what
would you predict about the location of endothelin seuetion with
regard to endothelial cell surfaces?
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would cause a drop in blood pressure (and therefore blood flow)
in the body as a whole. However, cardiac output increases at the
same time, maintaining blood pressure and supporting the necessary increase in blood flow.
Recent experiments have identified the mole<ules that serve as
signals for vasodilation and vasoconstriction. Three scientists in
the United States-Robert Furchgott, Louis Ignarro, and Ferid
Murad-demonstrated that the gas nitric oxide (NO) serves as a
major inducer ofvasodilation in the cardiovascular system. Their
research was honored with a Nobel Prize in 1998. Independent
studies by Masashi Yanagisawa, then a graduate student at the
University ofTsukuba in Japan, identified a peptide, endothelin,
as a potent inducer of vasoconstriction (Figure 42.12). As discussed in the interview with Dr. Yanagisawa on pages 850-851,
his findings led to fundamental discoveries about signals that regulate not only blood vessel diameter but also the embryonic development ofthe digestive system.

Blood Pressure and Gravity
Blood pressure is generally measured for an artery in the arm
at the same height as the heart (Figure 42.13). For a healthy
20-year-old human at rest. arterial blood pressure in the systemic circuit is typically about 120 millimeters of mercury
(mm Hg) at systole and 70 mm Hg at diastole, a combination
designated 120/70. (Arterial blood pressure in the pulmonary
circuit is six to ten times lower.)
Gravity has a significant effect on blood pressure. \Vhen you
are standing, for example, your head is roughly 0.35 m higher
than your chest, and the arterial blood pressure in your brain
is about 27 mm Hg less than that near your heart. If the blood
pressure in your brain is too low to provide adequate blood flow,
you will likely faint. By call5ing your body to collapse to the grolUld,
fainting effectively places your head at the level of your heart.
quickly increasing blood flow to your brain.
The challenge ofpumping blood against gravity is particularly
great for animals with very long necks. A giraffe, for example, requires a systolic pressure of more than 250 mm Hg near the
heart. \'(!hen a giraffe lowers its head to drink, one-way valves
and sinuses, along with feedback me<hanisms that reduce cardiac output, prevent this high pressure from damaging its brain.
We can calculate that a dinosaur with a neck nearly 10 m long
would have required even greater systolic pressure-nearly
760 mm Hg-to pump blood to its brain when its head was
fully raised. However, calculations based on anatomy and inferred metabolic rate suggest that dinosaurs did not have a
heart powerful enough to generate such high pressure. Based
on this evidence as well as studies of neck bone structure, some
biologists have concluded that the long-necked dinosaurs fed
close to the ground rather than on high foliage.
Gravity is also a consideration for blood flow in veins, especially those in the legs. Although blood pressure in veins is relatively low, several mechanisms assist the return of venous blood
to the heart. First, rhythmic contractions of smooth muscles in

ogauge,
A sphygmomanometer, an inflatable cuff attached to a pressure
measures blood pressure in an artery. The cuff is inflated until the
pressure closes the artery, so that no blood flows past the cuff. When this
occurs, the pressure exerted by the cuff exceeds the pressure in the artery.
Blood pressure reading: 120/70
Pressure in cuff
greater than
120 mm Hg

Pressure in cuff
drops below
120 mm Hg

Rubber
cuff
inflated
with air

Pressure in
cuff below
70 mm Hg

120

Artery
closed

eThe cuff is allowed to deflate gradually. When
the pressure exerted by the cuff falls just below
that in the artery, blood pulses into the forearm,
generating sounds that can be heard with the
stethoscope. The pressure measured at this point
is the systolic pressure.

8The cuff is allowed to deflate
further, just until the blood flows
freely through the artery and the
sounds below the cuff disappear.
The pressure at this point is the
diastolic pressure.

.. Figure 42.13 Measurement of blood pressure. Blood pressure is recorded as two numbers
separated by a slash. The first number is the systolic pressure; the second is the diastolic pressure.

the walls ofvenulesand veins aid in the
movement of the blood. Second, and
more important, the contraction of
skeletal muscles during exercise
squeezes blood through the veins to\\wd the heart (Figure 42.14). This is
why periodically walking up and down
the aisle during a long airplane flight
helps prevent potentially dangerous
blood clots from forming in veins.
Third, the change in pressure within
the thoracic (chest) cavity during inhalation causes the venae cavae and
other large veins near the heart to expand and fill with blood.
In rare instances, runners and
other athletes can suffer heart failure if
they stop vigorous exercise abruptly.
\Vhen the leg muscles suddenly cease
contracting and relaxing, less blood
returns to the heart, which continues
to beat rapidly. If the heart is weak or
damaged, this inadequate blood flow
may cause the heart to malfunction.
To reduce the risk of stressing the
heart excessively, athletes are encouraged to follow hard exercise with
moderate activity, such as walking, to
~cool down" until their heart rate approaches its resting level.

Capillary Function
Direction of blood flow----iltL
in vein (toward heart)
';--,-----Valve (open)

Skeletal muscle

~~-Valve

(closed)

.. Figure 42.14 Blood flow in veins. Skeletal muscle
contraction squeezes and constricts veins. Flaps of tissue within the
veins act as one-way valves that keep blood moving only toward the
heart. If you sit or stand too long. the lack of muscular activity may
cause your feet to swell as blood pools in your veins.

At any given time, only about 5-10% of the body's capillaries have blood flowing through them. However, each tissue
has many capillaries, so every part of the body is supplied
with blood at all times. Capillaries in the brain, heart, kidneys, and liver are usually filled to capacity, but at many
other sites the blood supply varies over time as blood is diverted from one destination to another. For example, blood
flow to the skin is regulated to help control body temperature, and blood supply to the digestive tract increases after
a meal. During strenuous exercise, blood is diverted from
the digestive tract and supplied more generously to skeletal
muscles and skin. This is one reason why exercising heavily
immediately after eating a big meal may cause indigestion.
Given that capillaries lack smooth muscles, how is blood
flow in capillary beds altered? There are two mechanisms, both
of which rely on signals that regulate flow into capillaries. One
mechanism involves contraction of the smooth muscle in the
wall ofan arteriole, which reduces the vessel's diameter and decreases blood flow to the adjoining capillary beds. \Vhen the
smooth muscle relaxes, the arterioles dilate, allowing blood to
enter the capillaries. The other mechanism for altering flow,
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.. Figure 42.15 Blood flow in capillary beds. Precapillary
sphincters regulate the passage of blood into capillary beds. Some
blood flows directly from arterioles to ~enules through capillaries called
thoroughfare channels. which are always open.
shown in Figure 42.15, involves the action of precapillary
sphincters, rings of smooth muscle located at the entrance to
capillary beds. The signals that regulate blood flow include
nerve impulses, hormones traveling throughout the bloodstream, and chemicals produced locally. For example, the chemical histamine released by cells at a wound site causes smooth
muscle relaxation, dilating blood vessels and increasing blood
flow. The dilated vessels also provide disease~fighting white
blood cells greater access to invading microorganisms.
As you have read, the critical exchange of substances bern'een the blood and interstitial fluid takes place across the
thin endothelial walls of the capillaries. Some substances are
carried across the endothelium in vesicles that form on one
side by endocytosis and release their contents on the opposite side by exocytosis. Small molecules, such as O2 and CO 2 ,
simply diffuse across the endothelial cells or through the
openings within and between adjoining cells. These openings also provide the route for transport ofsmall solutes such
as sugars, salts, and urea, as well as for bulk flow of fluid into
tissues driven by blood pressure within the capillary.
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Venous end

... Figure 42.16 Fluid eKchange between capillaries and tke
interstitial fluid. This diagram shows a hypothetical capillary in which
osmotIC pressure is constant along its length, At the arterial end. where
blood pressure exceeds osmotic pressure. fluid flows out of the capillary
into the interstitial fluid. At the venous end. the blood pressure is less
than osmotic pressure. and fluid flows from the interstitial fluid into the
capillary, In many capillaries. blood pressure may be higher or lower than
osmotIC pressure throughout the entire length of the capillary,
\Vhile blood pressure tends to drive fluid out of the capillaries, the presence of blood proteins tends to pull fluid back into
the capillaries. Many blood proteins (and all blood cells) are too
large to pass readily through the endothelium, and they remain
in the capillaries. The proteins, especially albumin, create an osmotic pressure difference between the capillary interior and the
interstitial fluid. In places where the blood pressure is greater
than the osmotic pressure difference, there is a net loss of fluid
from thecapillaries. In contrast, where the osmotic pressure dif~
ference exceeds the blood pressure, there is a net movement of
fluid from the tissues into the capillaries (Figure 42.16).

Fluid Return by the Lymphatic System
Throughout the body, only about 85% of the fluid that
leaves the capillaries because of blood pressure reenters
them as a result of osmotic pressure. Each day, this imbalance results in a loss of about 4 L of fluid from capillaries
to the surrounding tissues. There is also some leakage of
blood proteins, even though the capillary wall is not very
permeable to large molecules. The lost fluid and proteins
return to the blood via the lymphatic system, which

includes a network of tiny vessels intermingled among capillaries of the cardiovascular system. After entering the
lymphatic system by diffusion, the fluid is called lymph; its
composition is about the same as that of interstitial fluid.
The lymphatic system drains into large veins of the circulatory system at the base of the neck (see Figure 43.7). As
you read in Chapter 41, this joining of the lymphatic and
circulatory systems functions in the transfer of lipids from
the small intestine to the blood.
The movement of lymph from peripheral tissues to the
heart relies on much the same mechanisms that assist blood
flow in veins. Lymph vessels, like veins, have valves that prevent the backflow of fluid. Rhythmic contractions of the vessel
walls help draw fluid into the small lymphatic vessels. In addition, skeletal muscle contractions playa role in moving lymph.
Disorders that interfere with the lymphatic system highlight its role in maintaining proper fluid distribution in the
body. Disruptions in the movement of lymph often cause
edema, swelling resulting from the excessive accumulation of
fluid in tissues. Severe blockage of lymph flow, as occurs when
certain parasitic worms lodge in lymph vessels, results in extremely swollen limbs or other body parts, a condition known
as elephantiasis.
Along a lymph vessel are organs called lymph nodes. By filtering the lymph and by housing cells that attack viruses and
bacteria, lymph nodes play an important role in the body's defense. Inside each lymph node is a honeycomb of connective
tissue with spaces filled by white blood cells. When the body
is fighting an infection, these cells multiply rapidly, and the
lymph nodes become swollen and tender (which is why your
doctor may check for swollen lymph nodes in your neck,
armpits, or groin when you feel sick). Because lymph nodes
have filtering and surveillance functions, doctors may examine the lymph nodes of cancer patients to detect the spread of
diseased cells.
In recent years, evidence has appeared suggesting that the
lymphatic system also has a role in harmful immune responses, such as those responsible for asthma. Because of
these and other findings, the lymphatic system, largely ignored until the 1990s, has become a very active and promising
area of biomedical research.
CONCEPT

CHECK

42.J

I. What is the primary cause of the low velocity ofblood
flow through capillaries?
2. What short-term changes in cardiovascular function
might best enable skeletal muscles to help an animal
escape from a dangerous situation?
3. _',IMilly If you had additional hearts distributed
throughout your body, what would be one likely advantage and one likely disadvantage?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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function in
exchange, transport, and defense

As we discussed earlier, the fluid transported by an open circulatory system is continuous with the fluid that surrounds all of
the body cells and therefore has the same composition. In contrast, the fluid in a closed circulatory system can be much more
highly specialized, as is the case for the blood of vertebrates.

Blood Composition and Function
Vertebrate blood is a connective tissue consisting of cells suspended in a liquid matrix called plasma. Dissolved in the
plasma are ions and proteins that, together with the blood
cells, function in osmotic regulation, transport, and defense.
Separating the components ofblood using a centrifuge reveals
that cellular elements (cells and cell fragments) occupy about
45% of the volume of blood (Figure 42.17, on the next page).
The remainder is plasma.

Plasma
Among the many solutes in plasma are inorganic salts in the
form of dissolved ions, sometimes referred to as blood
electrolytes (see Figure 42.17). Although plasma is about 90%
water, the dissolved salts are an essential component of the
blood. Some of these ions buffer the blood, which in humans
normally has a pH of 7.4. Salts are also important in maintaining the osmotic balance of the blood. In addition, the concentration of ions in plasma directly affects the composition
of the interstitial fluid, where many of these ions have a vital
role in muscle and nerve activity. To serve all of these functions, plasma electrolytes must be kept within narrow concentration ranges, a homeostatic function we will explore in
Chapter 44.
Plasma proteins act as buffers against pH changes, help
maintain the osmotic balance between blood and interstitial
fluid, and contribute to the blood's viscosity (thickness). Particular plasma proteins have additional functions. The immunoglobulins, or antibodies, help combat viruses and other
foreign agents that invade the body (see Chapter 43). Others
are escorts for lipids, which are insoluble in water and can
travel in blood only when bound to proteins. A third group of
plasma proteins are clotting factors that help plug leaks when
blood vessels are injured. (The term serum refers to blood
plasma from which these clotting factors have been removed.)
Plasma also contains a wide variety of other substances in
transit from one part of the body to another, including nutrients, metabolic wastes, respiratory gases, and hormones.
Plasma has a much higher protein concentration than interstitial fluid, although the two fluids are otherwise similar. (Capillary walls, remember, are not very permeable to proteins.)
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Constituent

Major functions

Water

Solvent fO(
carrying other
substances

Ions (blood electrolytes)
Sodium
Potassium
Calcium
Magnesium
Chloride
BICarbonate

OsmotiC balance.
pH buffering. and
requlallon of
membrane
permeability

Cellular elements 45%
Cell type

'----v---'
Separated
blood
elements

Number
per Jll (mml) of blood

functions

Erythrocytes
(red blood cells)

.e,

5-6 mdbon

Transport oxygen
and help transport
carbon dioxide

leukocytes
(white blood cells)

5,000-10,000

Defense and
ImmUnity

Plasma proteins
Albumin

OsmollC balance
pH buffering

Flbnnogen

Clotting

Immunoglobulins
(antIbodies)

Defense

Substances transported by blood
Nutrients (such as glucose, fatty aods, VitaminS)
Waste products of metabolM1
Respiratory gases (01 and COl)

lymphocyte

Monocyte
Blood donlng

"""""""

• Figure 42,17 The composition of mammalian blood.

Cellular Elements
Suspended in blood plasma are two classes of cells: red blood
cells, which transport ~ and white blood cells, which function in
defense (see Rgure 4217). Blood also contLins platelets, frag·
ments ofcells that are involved in the clotting process.
Erythrocytes Red blood cells, or erythrocytes, are by far the
most numerous blood cells. Each microliter (ilL, or mm 3) of
human blood contains 5-6 million red cells, and there are
about 25 trillion of these cells in the body's 5 Lof blood. Their
main function is ~ transport, and their structure is closely related to this function. Human erythrocytes are small disks (7-8
11m in diameter) that are biconcave-thinner in the center than
at the edges. This shape increases surface area, enhancing the
rate ofdiffusion ofO2 across their plasma membranes. Mature
mammalian erythrocytes lack nuclei. This unusual characteristic leaves more space in these tiny cells for hemoglobin, the
iron-containing protein that transports O2 (see Figure 5.21).
Erythrocytes also lack mitochondria and generate their ATP
exclusively by anaerobic metabolism. Oxygen transport wouk!
be less efficient if erythrocytes were aerobic and consumed
some of the O2 they carry.
Despite its small size, an erythrocyte contains about 250
million molecules of hemoglobin. Because each molecule of
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hemoglobin binds up to four moleculesofO:z, one erythrocyte
can transport about a billion ~ molecules. As erythrocytes
pass through the capillary beds of lungs, gills, or other respiratory organs, ~ diffuses into the erythrocytes and binds to
hemoglobin. In the systemic capillaries, O2 dissociates from
hemoglobin and diffuses into body celts.
Leukocytes The blood contains five major types of white
blood cells, or leukocytes. Their function is to fight infections. Some are phagocytic, engulfing and digesting microorganisms as well as debris from the body's own dead cells. As
we '",ill see in Chapter 43, other leukocytes, called lymphocytes, develop into specialized Bcells and T cells that mount
immune responses against foreign substances. Normally, 1ilL
of human blood contains about 5,000-1O,lXXl leukocytes;
their numbers increase temporarily whenever the body is
fighting an infection. Unlike erythrocytes, leukocytes are also
found outside the circulatory system, patrolling both interstitial fluid and the lymphatic system.
Platelets Platelets are pinched-offcytoplasmic fragments of
specialized bone marrow cells. They are about 2-3 11m in diameter and have no nuclei. Platelets serve both structural and
molecular functions in blood clolting.

o The clotting process begins when the e The platelets
endothelium of a vessel is damaged,
exposing connective tissue in the
vessel wall to blood. Platelets adhere
to collagen fibers in the connective
tissue and release a substance that
makes nearby platelets sticky.

form a plug that
provides emergency
protection agamst
blood loss.

Platelet releases chemicals
that make nearby platelets sticky

{) This seal is remforced by a clot of fibrin when vessel damage
is severe. Fibrin is formed via a multistep process: Clotting
factors released from the clumped platelets or damaged cells
mix with clotting factors in the plasma, forming an activation
cascade that converts a plasma protem called prothrombm to
its active form, thrombin, Thrombin itself is an enzyme that
catalyzes the final step of the clotting
process. the conversion of fibrinogen
to fibrin The threads of fibrm become
interwoven into a clot (see colorized
SEM below),

Platelet
plug

Fibrin clot

Red blood cell

Clotting factors from:
Platelets
_~=:::1: Damaged cells
Plasma (factors include calcium, vitamin K)

l

Prothrombin

--L
Fibrinogen

Thrombin

-L

Fibrin

... Figure 42.18 Blood clotting.

•

Blood Clotting
The occasional cut or scrape is not life-threatening because
blood components seal the broken blood vessels. A break in a
blood vessel wall exposes proteins that attract platelets and initiate coagulation, the conversion ofliquid components ofblood
to a solid dot. The coagulant, or sealant, circulates in an inactive form called fibrinogen. Clotting involves the conversion of
fibrinogen to its active form, fibrin, which aggregates into
threads that form the framework of the dot. The formation of
fibrin is the last step in a series of reactions triggered by the release ofclotting factors from platelets (Figure 42,18). A genetic
mutation that affects any step of the clotting process causes
hemophilia, a disease characterized by excessive bleeding and
bruising from even minor cuts and bumps.
Anticlotting factors in the blood normally prevent spontaneous dotting in the absence of injury. Sometimes, however,
clots form within a blood vessel, blocking the flow of blood.
Such adot is called a thrombus. We will explore howa thrombus forms and the danger that it poses later in this chapter.

Stem Cells and the Replacement of Cellular Elements
Erythrocytes, leukocytes, and platelets all develop from a common source: multipotent stem cells that are dedicated to replenishing the body's blood cell populations (Figure 42.19).

Stem cells
(in bone marrow)

+

lymphoid
stem cells

• •

Myeloid
stem cells

+

lymphocytes
Bcells

,.

Tcells

Erythrocytes

Neutrophils

Eosinophils
Monocytes

Basophils

.. Figure 42.19 Differentiation of blood cells. Some of the
multipotent stem cells differentiate mto lymphoid stem cells. whICh
then develop mto Bcells and Tcells, two types of lymphocytes that
function in the immune response (see Chapter 43). All other blood
cells differentiate from myeloid stem cells.
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The stem cells that produce blood cells are located in the red
marrow of bones, particularly the ribs, vertebrae, sternum, and
pelvis. Multipotent stem cells are so named because they have
the ability to form multiple types of cells-in this case, the
myeloid and lymphoid cell lineages. \Vhen any stem cell divides,
one daughter ceU remains a stem cell while the other takes on a
specialized function.
Throughout a person's life, erythrocytes, leukocytes, and
platelets formed from stem cell divisions replace the worn-out
cellular elements of blood. Erythrocytes, for example, usually
circulate for only three to four months before being replaced;
the old cells are consumed by phagocytic cells in the liver and
spleen. The production of new erythrocytes involves recycling
of materials, such as the use of iron scavenged from old erythrocytes in new hemoglobin molecules.
A negative-feedback mechanism, sensitive to the amount of
O2 reaching the body's tissues via the blood, controls erythrocyte production. Ifthe tissues do not receive enough 02' the kidneys synthesize and secrete a hormone called erythropoietin
(EPO) that stimulates erythrocyte production. If the blood is
delivering more O2 than the tissues can use, the level of EPO
falls and erythrocyte production slows. Physicians use synthetic
EPO to treat people with health problems such as anemia, a
condition of lower-than-normal hemoglobin levels. Some athletes inject themselves with EPO to increase their erythrocyte
levels, although this practice, a form of blood doping, has been
banned by the International Olympic Committee and other
sports organizations. In recent years, a number of well-known
runners and cyclists have tested positive for EPO-related drugs
and have forfeited both their records and their right to participate in future competitions.

Cardiovascular Disease
More than half of all human deaths in the United States are
caused by cardiovascular diseases-disorders of the heart and
blood vessels. Cardiovascular diseases range from a minor disturbance of vein or heart valve function to a life-threatening

... Figure 42.20 Atherosclerosis. These
light micrographs contrast (a) a cross sedion
of a normal (healthy) artery with (b) that of an
artery partially blocked by an atherosclerotic
plaque, Plaques consist mostly of fibrous
connective tissue and smooth muscle cells
Illfiltrated with lipids.

disruption of blood flow to the heart or brain. The tendency to
develop particular cardiovascular diseases is inherited but is
also strongly influenced by lifestyle. Smoking, lack of exercise,
and a diet rich in animal fat each increase the risk of a number
of cardiovascular diseases.

Atherosclerosis
One reason cardiovascular diseases cause so many deaths is
that they often aren't detected until they disrupt critical blood
flow. An example is atherosclerosis, the hardening of the arteries by accumulation of fatty deposits. Healthy arteries have
a smooth inner lining that reduces resistance to blood flow.
Damage or infection can roughen the lining and lead to inflammation. Leukocytes are attracted to the damaged lining
and begin to take up lipids, including cholesterol. A fatty deposit, called a plaque, grows steadily, incorporating fibrous
connective tissue and additional cholesterol. As the plaque
grows, the walls of the artery become thick and stiff, and the
obstruction of the artery increases (Figure 42.20).
Atherosclerosis sometimes produces warning signs. Partial
blockage of the coronary arteries, which supply oxygen-rich
blood to the heart muscle, may cause occasional chest pain, a
condition known as angina pectoris. The pain is most likely to
be felt when the heart is laboring hard during physical or emotional stress, and it signals that part of the heart is not receiving
enough 02' However, many people with atherosclerosis are
completely unaware oftheir condition until catastrophe strikes.

Heart Attacks and Stroke
If unrecognized and untreated, the result of atherosclerosis is
often a heart attack or a stroke. A heart attack, also called a
myocardial infarction, is the damage or death ofcardiac muscle tissue resulting from blockage ofone or more coronary arteries. Because the coronary arteries are small in diameter,
they are especially vulnerable to obstruction. Such blockage
can destroy cardiac muscle quickly because the constantly
beating heart muscle cannot survive long without 02' If the

(onnectlve
Endothelium

Plaque

,

.

_ " Ot
(a) Normal artery
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heart stops beating, the victim may nevertheless survive if a
heartbeat is restored by cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
or some other emergency procedure within a few minutes of
the attack. A stroke is the death of nervous tissue in the brain
due to a lack of 02' Strokes usually result from rupture or
blockage ofarteries in the head. The effects of a stroke and the
individual's chance of survival depend on the extent and location of the damaged brain tissue.
Heart attacks and strokes frequently result from a thrombus that dogs an artery. A key step in thrombus formation is
the rupture of plaques by an inflammatory response, analogous to the body's response to a cut infected by bacteria (see
Figure 43.8). A fragment released by plaque rupture is swept
along in the bloodstream, sometimes lodging in an artery. The
thrombus may originate in a coronary artery or an artery in
the brain, or it may develop elsewhere in the circulatory system and reach the heart or brain via the bloodstream.

CONCEPT

CHECK

42.4

I. Explain why a physician might order a white cell
count for a patient with symptoms of an infection.
2. Clots in arteries can cause heart attacks and strokes.
Why, then, does it make sense to treat hemophiliacs
by introducing clotting factors into their blood?
3. • ,,'!:tUla Nitroglycerin (the key ingredient in dynamite) is sometimes prescribed for heart disease patients. Within the body, the nitroglycerin is converted
to nitric oxide. Why would you expect nitroglycerin
to relieve chest pain in these patients?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~::j::~~~~50ccurs across

specialized respiratory surfaces

Treatment and Diagnosis of Cardiovascular Disease
One major contributor to atherosclerosis is cholesterol. Cholesterol travels in the blood plasma mainly in the form of particles consisting of thousands of cholesterol molecules and
other lipids bound to a protein. One type of particlelow-density lipoprotein (tOt), often called "bad cholesteroris associated with the deposition of cholesterol in arterial
plaques. Another type-high-dcnsity lipoprotein (HOL), or
"good cholesterol"-appears to reduce the deposition ofcholesterol. Exercise de<:reases the LDLlHDL ratio. Smoking and consumption ofcertain processed vegetable oils called transfats (see
Chapter 5) have the opposite effect. Many individuals at high risk
for cardiovascular disease are treated with drugs called statins,
which lower LDL levels and thereby reduce the frequency of
heart attacks.
The recent recognition that inflammation has a central role
in atherosclerosis and thrombus formation is changing the diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease. For example,
aspirin, which blocks the inflammatory response, has been
found to help prevent the recurrence of heart attacks and
stroke. Researchers have also focused attention on C-reactive
protein (CRP), which is produced by the liver and found in the
blood during episodes ofacute inflammation. Like a high level
of LDL cholesterol, the presence of significant amounts of
CRP in blood is a useful predictor of cardiovascular disease.
Hypertension (high blood pressure) is yet another contributor to heart attack and stroke as well as other health problems.
According to one hypothesis, chronic high blood pressure
damages the endothelium that lines the arteries, promoting
plaque formation. The usual definition of hypertension in
adults is a systolic pressure above 140 mm Hg or a diastolic
pressure above 90 mm Hg. Fortunately, hypertension is simple
to diagnose and can usually be controlled by dietary changes,
exercise, medication, or a combination of these approaches.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will focus on the process
of gas exchange. Although this process is often called respiratory exchange or respiration, it should not be confused with
the energy transformations of cellular respiration. Gas exchange is the uptake of molecular O 2 from the environment
and the discharge of CO 2 to the environment.

Partial Pressure Gradients in Gas Exchange
To understand the driving forces for gas exchange, we must
calculate partial pressure, which is simply the pressure exerted by a particular gas in a mixture of gases. To do so, we
need to know the pressure that the mixture exerts and the
fraction of the mixture represented by a particular gas. Let's
consider O 2 as an example. At sea level, the atmosphere exerts
a downward force equal to that of a column of mercury (Hg)
7fiJ mm high. Therefore, atmospheric pressure at sea level is
7fiJ mm Hg. Since the atmosphere is 21% O 2 by volume, the
partial pressure of0 2 is 0.21 x 7fiJ, or about lfiJ mm Hg. This
value is called the partial pressure of O 2 (abbreviated P~) because it is the portion ofatmospheric pressure contributed by
O 2, The partial pressure of CO 2 , Pc~, is much less, only 0.29
mm Hg at sea level.
Calculating partial pressure for a gas dissolved in liquid,
such as water, is also straightforward. \'X'hen water is exposed
to air, the amount of a gas that dissolves in the water is proportional to its partial pressure in the air and its solubility in water.
Equilibrium is reached when gas molecules enter and leave the
solution at the same rate. Atequilibrium, the partial pressure of
the gas in the solution equals the partial pressure of the gas in
the air. Therefore, the P0:2 in water exposed to air at sea level
must be lfiJ mm Hg, the same as that in the atmosphere. However, the concentrations of O 2 in the air and water differ substantially because O 2 is much less soluble in water than in air.
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Once we have calculated partial pressures, we can readily
predict the net result of diffusion at gas exchange surfaces: A
gas always diffuses from a region of higher partial pressure to
a region oflower partial pressure.

very efficient in gas exchange. Many of these adaptations involve the organization of the surfaces dedicated to exchange.

Respiratory Media

Specialization for gas exchange is apparent in the structure of
the respiratory surface, the part of an animal's body where gas
exchange occurs. Like all living cells, the cells that carry out
gas exchange have a plasma membrane that must be in contact with an aqueous solution. Respiratory surfaces are therefore always moist.
The movement of ~ and CO2across moist respiratory surfaces takes place entirely by diffusion. The rate of diffusion is
proportional to the surface area across which it occurs and inversely proportional to the square ofthe distance through which
molecules must move. In other words, gas exchange is fastwhen
the area for diffusion is large and the path for diffusion is short.
As a result, respiratory surfaces tend to be large and thin.
The structure of a respiratory surface depends mainly on
the size of the animal and whether it lives in water or on land,
but it is also influenced by metabolic demands for gas exchange. Thus, an endotherm generally has a larger area of respiratory surface than a similar-sized lXtotherm.
In some relatively simple animals, such as sponges, cnidarians, and flatworms, every cell in the body is close enough to the
external environment that gases can diffuse quickly between all

The conditions for gas exchange vary considerably, depending
on whether the respiratory medium-the source of 02-is air
or water. Asalready noted, O2is plentiful in air, making upabout
21 %of Earth's atmosphere by volume. Compared to water, air is
much less dense and less viscous, so it is easier to move and to
force through small passageways. As a result, breathing air is relatively easy and need not be particularly efficient. Humans, for
example, extract only about 25% of the O 2in the air we inhale.
Gas exchange with water as the respiratory medium is much
more demanding. The amount of ~ dissolved in a given volume ofwater varies but is always less than in an equivalent volume of air: Water in many marine and freshwater habitats
contains only 4-8 mL of dissolved O2 per liter, a concentration
roughly 40 times less than in air. The warmer and saltier the water is, the less dissolved O2itcan hold. Water's lower O2content,
greater density, and greater viscosity mean that aquatic animals
such as fishes and lobsters must expend considerable energy to
carry out gas exchange. In the context ofthese challenges, adaptations have evolved that in general enable aquatic animals to be

Respiratory Surfaces

Parapodium (functions as gill)
(a) Marine worm. Many polychaetes (marine
worms of the phylum Annelida) have a pair
of flanened appendages called parapodia
on each body segment. The parapodia
serve as gills and also function in crawling
and swimming,

(b) Crayfish. Crayfish and other crustaceans
have long, feathery gills covered by the
exoskeleton, Specialized body appendages
drive water over the gill surfaces,

... Figure 42.21 Diversity in the structure of gills, external body surfaces that
function in gas exchange.
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(c) Sea star. The gills of a sea star are simple

tubular prOjections of the skin, The hollow
core of each gill is an extension of the
coelom (body cavity), Gas exchange occurs
by diffusion across the gill surfaces. and
fluid in the coelom circulates in and out of
the gills, aiding gas transport, The surfaces
of a sea star's tube feet also function in
gas exchange,

cells and the environment. In many animals, however, the bulk
of the body's cells lack immediate access to the environment.
The respiratory surface in these animals is a thin, moist epithelium that constitutes a respiratory organ.
The skin serves as a respiratory organ in some animals, including earthworms and some amphibians. Just below the
skin, a dense nern'ork of capillaries facilitates the exchange of
gases between the circulatory system and the environment.
Because the respiratory surface must remain moist, earthworms and many other skin-breathers can survive for extended periods only in damp places.
The general body surface of most animals lacks sufficient
area to exchange gases for the whole organism. The solution is
a respiratory organ that is extensively folded or branched,
thereby enlarging the available surface area for gas exchange.
Gills, tracheae, and lungs are three such organs.

imals either move their gills through the water or move water
over their gills. For example, crayfish and lobsters have paddle·
like appendages that drive a current of water over the gills,
whereas mussels and clams move water with cilia. Octopuses
and squids ventilate their gills by taking in and ejecting water,
with the side benefit of locomotion by jet propulsion. Fishes use
the motion of swimming or coordinated movements of the
mouth and gill covers to ventilate their gills. In both cases, a current ofwater enters the mouth, passes through slits in the pharynx, flows over the gills, and then exits the body (Figure 42.22).
The arrangement of capillaries in a fish gill allows for
countercurrent exchange, the exchange of a substance or
heat between two fluids flOWing in opposite directions. In a
fish gill, this process maximizes gas exchange efficiency. Because blood flows in the direction opposite to that of water
passing over the gills, ateach point in its travel blood is less saturated with O2 than the water it meets (see Figure 42.22). As
blood enters a gill capillary, it encounters water that is com·
pleting its passage through the gill. Depleted of much ofits dissolved O 2, this water nevertheless has a higher Paz than the
incoming blood, and O2 transfer takes place. As the blood
continues its passage, its Paz steadily increases, but so does
that of the water it encounters, since each successive position
in the blood's travel corresponds to an earlier position in the
water's passage over the gills. Thus, a partial pressure gradient
favoring the diffusion of O 2 from water to blood exists along
the entire length of the capillary.

Gills in Aquatic Animals
Gills are outfoldings of the body surface that are suspended in
the water. As illustrated in Figure 42.21, on the facing page,
the distribution of gills over the body can vary considerably.
Regardless of their distribution, gills often have a total surface
area much greater than that of the rest of the body.
Movement of the respiratory medium over the respiratory
surface, a process called ventilation, maintains the partial pressure gradients of O 2 and CO 2 across the gill that are necessary
for gas exchange. To promote ventilation, most gill-bearing an-

Fluid flow
Oxygen-poor blood " -

Anatomy of gills

through
gill filament

Oxygen-rich blood
Gill
arch
Gill filament
organization

"

1I'!r:::=O~Blood

~essels

Operculum

... Figure 42.22 The structure and
function of fish gills. A fish continuously
pumps water through its mouth and o~er gill
arches, using coordinated mo~ements of the jaws
and operculum (gill cover) lor this ~entilation. (A
SWimming fish can simply open its mouth and let
water flow pa)\ its gills,) Each gill arch has two
rows of gill filaments, composed of flattened
plates called lamellae. Blood flowing through
capillaries within the lamellae picks up O2 from
the water. Notice that the countercurrent flow of
water and blood maintains a partial pressure
gradient down which O2 diffuses from the water
into the blood over the entire length 01 a capillary.

r-__,POl (mm Hg) icc,W.'_te_'_ _-",Gill filaments

Net diffusion of O2
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Countercurrent exchange mechanisms are remarkably efficient. In the fish gill, more than 8O'i'6 of the O2 dissolved in the
water is removed as it passes over the respiratory surface. Countercurrent exchange also contributes to temperature regulation
(see Chapter 40) and to the functioning of the mammalian kidney, as we will see in Chapter 44.
Gills are generally unsuitable for an animal living on land An
expansive surface of wet membrane exposed directly to air currents in the environment would lose too much water by evaporation. Furthermore, the gills would collapse as their fine filaments,
no longer supported by water, would cling together. In most terrestrial animals, respiratory surfaces are enclosed within the
body, exposed to the atmosphere through narrow tubes.

Tracheal Systems in Insects
Although the most familiar respiratory structure among terrestrial animals is the lung, the most common is actually the
tracheal system of insects. Made up of air tubes that branch
throughout the body, this system is one variation on the theme
of an internal respiratory surface. The largest tubes, called tracheae, open to the outside (Figure 42.23a). The finest branches
extend close to the surface of nearly every cell, where gas is ex'f

Figure 42.23 Tracheal systems.

changed by diffusion across the moist epithelium that lines the
tips of the tracheal branches (Figure 42.23b). Because the tracheal system brings air within a very short distance of virtually
all body cells in an insect, it can transport O2 and CO 2 without
the participation of the animal's open circulatory system.
For small insects, diffusion through the tracheae brings in
enough O2 and removes enough CO2 to support cellular respiration. Larger insects meet their higher energy demands by ventilating their tracheal systems with rhythmic body movements that
compress and expand the air tubes like bellows. For example, an
insect in flight has a very high metabolic rate, consuming 10 to
200 times more ~ than it does at rest. In many flying insects, alternating contraction and relaxation ofthe flight muscles pumps
air rapidly through the tracheal system. The flight muscle cells are
packed with mitochondria that support the high metabolic rate,
and the tracheal tubes supply each of these ATP-generating or·
ganelles",~th ample~ (Figure 42.23c). Thus,adaptationsoftracheal systems are directly related to bioenergetics.

Lungs
Unlike tracheal systems, which branch throughout the insect
body, lungs are localized respiratory organs. Representing an
infolding of the body surface, they are typically subdivided
into numerous pockets. Because the respiratory surface of a
lung is not in direct contact with all other parts of the body,
the gap must be bridged by the circulatory system, which
transports gases between the lungs and the rest of the body.
Lungs have evolved in organisms with open circulatory systems, such as spiders and land snails, as well as in vertebrates.
Among vertebrates that lack gills, the use of lungs for gas
exchange varies. Amphibian lungs, when present, are relatively
small and lack an extensive surface for exchange. Amphibians

Tracheoles
(a) The respiratory system
of an insect conSists of
branched internal tubes
that deliver air directly
to body cells. Rings of
chitin reinforce the
largest tubes. called
tracheae, keeping them
from collapsing.
Enlarged portions of
tracheae form air sacs
near organs that reqUire
a large supply
of oxygen.

~

Body
cell

-"''--'''0'-

Tracheole ------'~

Body wall
(b) Air enters the tracheae through openings on the
insect's body surface and passes into smaller tubes
called tracheoles. The tracheoles are closed. and their
terminal ends contain fluid (blue'gray), When the
animal is active and using more 0 1, most of the fluid is
withdrawn into the body. This increases the surface
area of air-filled tracheoles in contact with cells.
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(c) The micrograph above shows cross sections of
tracheoles in a tiny piece of insect flight muscle
(TEM). Each of the numerous mitochondria in the
muscle cells lies within about 5 11m of a tracheole.

... Figure 42.24 The mammalian respiratory system. From the
nasal cavity and pharynx, inhaled air passes through the larynx, trachea,
and bronchi to the bronchioles. which end in microscopIC alveoli lined by
a thin. moist epithelium. Branches of the pulmonary arteries convey
oxygen-poor blood to the alveoli; branches
of the pulmonary veins transport
oxygen-rich blood from the alveoli
back to the heart. The left
micrograph shows the dense
capillary bed that envelops the
alveoli. The right micrograph
is a cutaway view of alveoli.
.,"'-"f--Nasal
1'-::;;;'
cavity

Branch
Branch

of

of

pulmonary
artery
(oxygen-poor
blood)

pulmonary
vein
(oxygen-rich
blood)
Terminal
bronchiole

Pharynx - - - - - Larynx---(Esophagus)
Trachea------j
Right lung

---------,r

Bronchus-,-----+-i""L~

Bronchiole ---'-----j,r

Diaphragm-----+-~,.

S'M

instead rely heavily on diffusion across other body surfaces,
such as the skin, to carry out gas exchange. In contrast, most
reptiles (including all birds) and all mammals depend entirely
on lungs for gas exchange. Turtles are an exception; they supplement lung breathing with gas exchange across moist epithelial surfaces continuous with their mouth or anus. Lungs
and air breathing have evolved in a few aquatic vertebrates (including lungfishes) as adaptations to living in oxygen-poor
water or to spending part of their time exposed to air (for instance, when the water level of a pond recedes).
In general, the size and complexity of lungs are correlated
with an animal's metabolic rate (and hence its rate of gas exchange). For example, the lungs of endotherms have a greater
area ofexchange surface than those ofsimilar-sized ectotherms.

Mammalian Respiratory Systems: A Closer Look
In mammals, a system of branching ducts conveys air to the
lungs, which are located in the thoracic cavity (Figure 42,24),
Air enters through the nostrils and is then filtered by hairs,
warmed, humidified, and sampled for odors as it flows
through a maze of spaces in the nasal cavity. The nasal cavity
leads to the pharynx, an intersection where the paths for air
and food cross. When food is swallowed, the larynx (the upper part of the respiratory tract) moves upward and tips the

150 IJ.m I Colorjzed SEM

epiglottis over the glottis (the opening of the trachea, or
windpipe), This allows food to go down the esophagus to the
stomach (see Figure 41.11). The rest of the time, the glottis is
open, enabling breathing.
From the larynx, air passes into the trachea. Cartilage reinforcing the walls of both the larynx and the trachea keeps this
part of the airway open. In most mammals, the larynx also
functions as a voice box. Exhaled air rushes by the vocal
cords, a pair of elastic bands of muscle in the larynx. Sounds
are produced when muscles in the voice box are tensed,
stretching the cords so they vibrate. High-pitched sounds reo
suit from tightly stretched cords vibrating rapidly; low·pitched
sounds come from less tense cords vibrating slowly.
From the trachea fork two bronchi (singular, bronchus), one
leading to each lung, \Vithin the lung, the bronchi branch repeatedly into finer and finer tubes called bronchioles. The entire system of air ducts has the appearance of an inverted tree,
the trunk being the trachea. The epithelium lining the major
branches ofthis respiratory tree is covered by cilia and a thin film
of mucus. The mucus traps dust, pollen, and other particulate
contaminants, and the beating cilia move the mucus upward to
the pharynx, where itcan beswallowed into the esophagus. This
process, sometimes referred to as the "mucus escalator,' plays a
critical role in cleansing the respiratory system.
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Gas exchange occurs in alveoli (singular, alveolus; see
Figure 42.24), air sacs clustered at the tips of the tiniest bronchioles. Human lungs contain millions of alveoli, which together
have a surface area of about 100 m2, fifty times that of the skin.
Oxygen in the air entering the alveoli dissolves in the moist film
lining their inner surfaces and rapidly diffuses across the epithelium into a web of capillaries that surrounds each alveolus. Carbon dioxide diffuses in the opposite direction, from the capillaries
across the epitheHum of the alveolus and into the air space.
Alveoli are so small that specialized secretions are required
to relieve the surface tension in the fluid that coats their surface. These secretions, called surfactants, contain a mixture
of phospholipids and proteins. In their absence, the alveoli collapse, blocking the entry of air. A lack of lung surfactants is a
major problem for human babies born very prematurely. Sur·
factants typically appear in the lungs after 33 weeks of embryo
onic development. Among infants born before week 28, half
suffer serious respiratory distress. Artificial surfactants are
now used routinely to treat such preterm infants.
Lacking cilia or significant air currents to remove particles
from their surface, alveoli are highly susceptible to contamination. White blood cells patrol alveoli, engulfing foreign particles.
However, if too much particulate matter reaches the alveoli, the
defenses can break down, leading to diseases that reduce the efficiency of gas exchange. Coal miners and other workers exposed to large amounts of dust from rock are susceptible to
silicosis, a disabling, irreversible, and sometimes fatal lung disease. Cigarette smoke also brings damaging particulates into
the alveoli.
Having surveyed the route that air follows when we breathe,
we will turn next to the process of breathing itself.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

42.5

1. Why is the position oflung tissues within the body an

advantage for terrestrial animals?
2. After a heavy rain, earthworms come to the surface.
How would you explain this behavior in terms of an
earthworm's requirements for gas exchange?
3, _ImP.)Il. The walls of alveoli contain elastic fibers
that allow the alveoli to expand and contract with
each breath. If alveoli lost their elasticity, how might
gas exchange be affected? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Like fishes, terrestrial vertebrates rely on ventilation to maintain
high O 2 and low CO 2 concentrations at the gas exchange surface. The process that ventilates lungs is breathing, the alter920
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nating inhalation and exhalation ofair. A variety of mechanisms
for moving air in and out oflungs have evolved, as we will see by
considering breathing in amphibians, mammals, and birds.

How an Amphibian Breathes
An amphibian such as a frog ventilates its lungs by positive
pressure breathing, inflating the lungs with forced airflow. During the first stage ofinhalation, muscles lower the floor of an amphibian'soral cavity, drawing in air through its nostrils. Next, with
the nostrils and mouth closed, the floor of the oral cavity rises,
forcing air down the trachea. Duringexhalation, air is forced back
out by the elastic recoil of the lungs and by compression of the
muscular body wall. \Vhen male frogs puff themselves up in aggressive or courtship displays, they disrupt this breathing cycle,
taking in air several times without allowing any release.

How a Mammal Breathes
Unlike amphibians, mammals employ negative pressure
breathing-puUing, rather than pushing, air into their lungs
(Figure 42.25). Using muscle contraction to actively expand the
thoracic cavity, mammals lower air pressure in their lungs below
that ofthe air outside their body. Because gas flows from a region
of higher pressure to a region of lower pressure, air rushes
through the nostrils and mouth and down the breathing tubes to
the alveoli. During exhalation, the muscles controlling the thoracic cavity relax, and the volume ofthe cavity is reduced. The increased air pressure in the alveoli forces airup the breathing tubes
and out ofthe body. Thus, inhalation is always active and requires
work, whereas exhalation is usually passive.
Expanding the thoracic cavity during inhalation involves the
animal's rib muscles and the diaphragm, a sheet ofskeletal muscle that forms the bottom ....wl of the cavity. Contracting the rib
muscles expands the rib cage, the front waU ofthe thoracic cavity,
by puUing the ribs upward and the sternum outward. At the same
time, the diaphragm contracts, expanding the thoracic cavity
downward. The effect of the descending diaphragm is similar to
that ofa pltmger being drawn out of a syringe.
Within the thoracic cavity, a double membrane surrounds
the lungs. The inner layer of this membrane adheres to the
outside of the lungs, and the outer layer adheres to the wall of
the thoracic cavity. A thin space filled with fluid separates the
t....'o layers. Surface tension in the fluid causes the two layers to
stick together like two plates of glass separated by a film ofwater: The layers can slide smoothly past each other, but they
cannot be pulled apart easily. Consequently, the volume ofthe
thoracic cavity and the volume of the lungs change in unison.
Depending on activity level, additional muscles may be recruited to aid breathing. The rib muscles and diaphragm are
sufficient to change lung volume when a mammal is at rest.
During exercise, other muscles ofthe neck, back, and chest increase the volume of the thoracic cavity by raising the rib cage.
In kangaroos and some other species, locomotion causes a

Air
inhaled

Air
eKhaled

Because the lungs in mammals do
not completely empty with each breath,
and because inhalation occurs through
the same airways as exhalation, each inhalation mixes fresh air with oxygendepleted residual air. As a result, the
maximum P0:2 in alveoli is always considerably less than in the atmosphere.

Lung

How a Bird Breathes
Diaphragm

Ventilation is both more efficient and
more complex in birds than in mamINHALATION
mals. When birds breathe, they pass
Diaphragm contract~
air
over the gas exchange surface in
(moves down)
only one direction. Furthermore, incoming, fresh air does not mix with air
.. Figure 42.25 Negative pressure breathing. Amammal breathes by changing the air
that has already carried out gas expressure within Its lungs relative to the pressure of the outside atmosphere
change. To bring fresh air to their
lungs, birds use eight or nine air sacs
situated
on either side of the lungs
Air
Anterior
(figure 42.26). The air sacs do not
air sac~
function directly in gas exchange but
act as bellows that keep air (lowing
through the lungs. Instead of alveoli,
which are dead ends, the sites of gas
exchange in bird lungs are tiny channels called parabronchi. Passage of air
through the entire system-lungs and
air sacs-requires two cycles of inhalation and exhalation. In some passageways, the direction in which air moves
alternates (see Figure 42.26). Within
the parabronchl, however, air always
.. Figure 42.26 The avian respiratory system. Inflation and deflation of the air sacs (red
(lows in the same direction.
arrows) ventilates the lungs. forcing air in one direction through tiny parallel tubes in the lungs
called parabronchi (inset, SEM), During inhalation, both sets of air sacs inflate. The posterior sacs
Because the air in a bird's lungs is refill with fresh air (blue) from the outside, while the anterior sacs fill with stale air (gray) from the
newed
with every exhalation, the maxilungs. During eKhalation, both sets of air sacs deflate, forcing air from the posterior sacs into the
mum p0:2 in the lungs is higher in birds
lungs, and air from the anterior sacs out of the system via the trachea. Gas eKchange occurs across
the walls of the parabronchi, Two cycles of inhalation and eKhalation are required for the air to
than in mammals. This is one reason
pass all the way through the system and out of the bird.
birds function better than mammals at
high altitude. For example, humans
have great difficulty obtaining enough O2 when climbing
rhythmic movement of organs in the abdomen, including the
Earth's highest peaks, such as Mount Everest (8,850 m), in the
stomach and liver. The result is a piston-like pumping motion
Himalayas. But bar-headed geese and several other bird
that pushes and pulls on the diaphragm, further increasing the
species easily fly over the Himalayas during migration.
volume of air moved in and out of the lungs.
The volume of air inhaled and exhaled with each breath is
called tidal volume. It averages about 500 mL in resting huControl of Breathing in Humans
mans. The tidal volume during maximal inhalation and exhaAlthough you can voluntarily hold your breath or breathe
lation is the vital capacity, which is about 3.4 Land 4.8 L for
faster and deeper, most of the time your breathing is regulated
college-age women and men, respectively. The air that reby involuntary mechanisms. These control mechanisms enmains after a forced exhalation is called the residual volume.
sure that gas exchange is coordinated with blood circulation
As we age, our lungs lose their resilience, and residual volume
and with metabolic demand.
increases at the eKpense of vital capacity.
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o A breathing control center
in the medulla sets the basic
rhythm, and a control center
in the pons moderates it,
smoothing out the
transitions between
inhalations and eXhalations.I~""":::::::::"'!i!=~

f) Nerves from the medulla's
control center send impulses
to the diaphragm and fib

Breathing

o Sensors in the medulla detect changes
in the pH (reflecting

CO~

concentration)

the blood and cerebrospinal fluid
~~ =:;~~---l ofbathing
the surface of the brain.

control ~'::':"-1ff=---centers ""
Medulla
oblongata

muscles, stimulating them to r~"":::::==----A
contract and causing
inhalation.

~

~~~~=:::~t:::=""

o Sensors in major blood vessels

...J

1-----J~~Carotid

arteries

detect changes in blood pH and send
nerve impulses to the medulla. In
response, the medulla's control center
alters the rate and depth of breathing,
increasing both if CO~ levels rise or
decreasing both if CO< levels fall.

Aorta

Q

In a person at rest, these
nerve impulses result in
about 10 to 14 inhalations
per minute. Between
inhalations, the muscles
relax and the person exhales.

o

Other sensors in the aorta and
carotid arteries signal the medulla to
increase the breathing rate when
O~ levels in the blood become very low.

.... Figure 42.27 Automatic control of breathing.

Networks of neurons that regulate breathing, called
breathing control centers, are located in two brain regions, the
medulla oblongata and the pons (Figure 42.27). Control circuits
in the medulla establish the breathing rhythm, while neurons in
the pons regulate its tempo. (The number and location ofthe circuits in the medulla is a subject of active research.) When you
breathe deeply, a negative-feedback mechanism prevents the
lungs from overexpanding: During inhalation, sensors that detect stretching ofthe lung tissue send nerve impulses to the control circuits in the medulla, inhibiting further inhalation.
In regulating breathing, the medulla uses the pH of the sur·
rounding tissue fluid asan indicator ofblood CO 2 concentration.
The reason pH can be used in this way is that blood CO2 is the
main determinant ofthe pH of arebrospina/fluid, the fluid sur·
rounding the brain and spinal cord. Carbon dioxide diffuses from
the blood to the cerebrospinal fluid, where it reacts with water
and forms carbonic acid (H 2C03). The H 2C03 can then dissociate into a bicarbonate ion (HC0:J-) and a hydrogen ion (H+):
CO 2

+ H20

~ H2 C0 3 ~ HC0 3 -

+ H+

Increased metabolic activity, such as occurs during exercise,
lowers pH by increasing the concentration ofCOl in the blood..
In response, the medulla's control circuits increase the depth
and rate ofbreathing. Both remain high until the excess CO2 is
eliminated in exhaled air and pH returns to a normal value.
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The O 2 concentration in the blood usually has little effect
on the breathing control centers. However, when the O 2 level
drops very low (at high altitudes, for instance), O 2 sensors in
the aorta and the carotid arteries in the neck send signals to
the breathing control centers, which respond by increasing the
breathing rate.
Breathing control is effective only if it is coordinated with
control of the cardiovascular system so that ventilation is
matched to blood flow through alveolar capillaries. During exercise, for instance, an increased breathing rate, which enhances O 2 uptake and CO 2 removal, is coupled with an
increase in cardiac output.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

42.6

I. How does an increase in the CO 2 concentration in the
blood affect the pH of cerebrospinal fluid?
2. A slight decrease in blood pH causes the heart's pacemaker to speed up. What is the function of this control mechanism?
3.
Suppose that you broke a rib in a fall. If
the broken end of the rib tore a small hole in the
membranes surrounding your lungs, what effect on
lung function would you expect?

N'mu".

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

rZ~i:~~::o~~f~r gas exchange
include pigments that bind
and transport gases

The high metabolic demands of many animals necessitate the
exchange of large quantities of O 2 and CO 2 , Here we'll examine how blood molecules called respiratory pigments facilitate
this exchange through their interaction with O2 and CO 2 , We
will also investigate physiological adaptations that enable ani-

mals to be active under conditions of high metabolic load or
very limiting P~. As a basis for exploring these topics, let's
summarize the basic gas exchange circuit in humans.

Coordination of Circulation and Gas Exchange
The partial pressures of O2 and CO 2 in the blood vary at different points in the circulatory system, as shown in Figure 42.28.

Blood arriving at the lungs via the pulmonary arteries has a
lower P~anda higher Pc~ than theairin the alveoli. As blood
enters the alveolar capillaries, CO 2 diffuses from the blood to
the air in the alveoli. Meanwhile, O2 in the air dissolves in the
fluid that coats the alveolar epithelium and diffuses into the
blood. By the time the blood leaves the lungs in the pulmonary
veins, its p~ has been raised and its Pc~ has been lowered. After returning to the heart, this blood is pumped through the systemic circuit.

Alveolus

The low solubility of O2 in water (and thus in blood) poses a
problem for animals that rely on the circulatory system to deliver
Oz. For example, a person requires almost 2 Lof O2 per minute
during intense exercise, and all of it must be carried in the blood
from the lungs to the active tissues. At normal body temperature
and air pressure, however, only 4.5 mL of Ch can dissolve into a
liter of blood in the lungs. Even if 8096 of the dissolved O2 were
delivered to the tissues (an unrealistically high percentage), the
heart would still need to pump 555 Lof blood per minute!
In fact, animals transport most of their O 2 bound to certain
proteins called respiratory pigments. Respiratory pigments
circulate with the blood or hemolymph and are often contained within specialized cells. The pigments greatly increase
the amount of O2 that can be carried in the circulatory fluid
(to about 200 mL of O 2 per liter in mammalian blood). In our

... Figure 42.28 loading and unloading
of respiratory gases.

_','M'II.

If you consciously forced more
air out of your lungs each time you exhaled,
how would that affect the values shown in
these diagrams)

Pco1 ",40mmHg

-

-

•

••

Body tissue

•
(a) Oxygen

Respiratory Pigments

Alveolus

POJ '" 100 mm Hg

•

In the tissue capillaries, gradients of partial pressure favor
the diffusion of O 2 out of the blood and CO 2 into the blood.
These gradients exist because cellular respiration in the mitochondria of cells near each capillary removes O2 from and
adds CO 2 to the surrounding interstitial fluid. After the blood
unloads O2 and loads CO:u it is returned to the heart and
pumped to the lungs again.
Although this description faithfully characterizes the driving forces for gas exchange in different tissues, it omits the critical role of the specialized carrier proteins we will discuss next.

• •

•

•

Pcol <::46mmHg

•

••
B~dy tissue

(b) carbon dioxide
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example of an exercising human with an O 2 delivery rate of
80%, the presence of respiratory pigments reduces the cardiac
output necessary for O 2 transport to a manageable 12.5 L of
blood per minute.
A variety of respiratory pigments have evolved among the
animal taxa. \Vith a few exceptions, these molecules have a dis·
tinctive color (hence the term pigment) and consist of a protein
bound to a metal. One example is the blue pigment hemocyanin,
which has copper as its oxygen-binding component and is
found in arthropods and many molluscs. The respiratory pigment ofalmost all vertebrates and many invertebrates is hemoglobin. In vertebrates, it is contained in the erythrocytes.
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O2 unloaded
to tissues
at rest
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0, unloaded
to tissues
during exercise
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,
•""
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0
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0
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Hemoglobin
Vertebrate hemoglobin con~
II Chains
sists of four subunits (poly~
peptide chains), each with a
cofactor called a heme group
that has an iron atom at its
center. Each iron atom binds
one molecule of Ob hence, a
single hemoglobin molecule
can carry four molecules of
O 2 , Like all respiratory pigments, hemoglobin binds
Chams
O 2 reversibly, loading O 2 in
Hemoglobin
the lungs or gills and unloading it in other parts of the body.
This process depends on cooperativity between the hemoglo~
bin subunits (see Chapter 8). \Vhen O 2 binds to one subunit,
the others change shape slightly, increasing their affinity for
~. \Vhen four O 2 molecules are bound and one subunit un·
loads its 02' the other three subunits more readily unload, as
an associated shape change lowers their affinity for 02'
Cooperativity in O 2 binding and release is evident in the dissociation curve for hemoglobin (Figure 42.29a). Over the
range of p~ where the dissociation curve has a steep slope,
even a slight change in p~ causes hemoglobin to load or unload a substantial amount of O 2 , Notice that the steep part of
the curve corresponds to the range of P~ found in body tissues. \'V'hen cells in a particular location begin working
harder-during exercise, for instance-P~ dips in their vicin~
ity as the O 2 is consumed in cellular respiration. Because ofthe
effect ofsubunit cooperativity, a slight drop in P~ causes a rei·
atively large increase in the amount of O 2 the blood unloads.
The production of CO2 during cellular respiration pro·
motes the unloading of O 2 by hemoglobin in active tissues. As
we have seen, CO 2 reacts with water, forming carbonic acid,
which lowers the pH of its surroundings. Low pH, in turn, decreases the affinity of hemoglobin for O 2, an effect called the
Bohr shift (Figure 42.29b). Thus, where CO 2 production is
greater, hemoglobin releases more 02.0 which can then be used
to support more cellular respiration.
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Tissues
at rest
Po,(mm Hg)

Lungs

(a) Po, and hemoglobin dissociation at pH 7.4. The curve
shows the relative amounts of O2 bound to hemoglobin
exposed to solutions with different Po:· At a Po: of 100 mm Hg.
typical in the lungs. hemoglobin is about 98% saturated with
02. At a Po, of 40 mm Hg, common in the vicinity of tissues
at rest. hemoglobin is about 70% saturated. Hemoglobin can
release additional 0, to metabolically very active tissues. such
as muscle tissue during exercise.

---.....

{l

924

100

80

Hemoglobin
retains less
02 at lower pH
{higher (02
concentration)

60

80

100

Po:(mm Hg)
(b) pH and hemoglobin dissociation. Because hydrogen ions
affect the shape of hemoglobin, a drop in pH shifts the 0,
dissociation curve toward the right (the Bohr shih), At a given
POl' say 40 mm Hg, hemoglobin gives up more 02 at pH 7.2
than at pH 7,4, the normal pH of human blood. The pH
decreases in very active tissues because the (0, produced by
cellular respiration reacts with water, forming carbonic acid.
Hemoglobin then releases more 02, which supports the
increased cellular respiration in the active tissues,

... Figure 42.29 Dissociation wrves for hemoglobin at 37·C.

Carbon Dioxide Transport
In addition to its role in O 2 transport, hemoglobin helps transport CO2 and assists in buffering the blood-that is, preventing harmful changes in pH. Only about 7% ofthe CO 2 released

by respiring cells is transported in solution in blood plasma. Another 23%
binds to the amino ends of the hemoglobin polypeptide chains, and about
70% is transported in the blood in the
form of bicarbonate ions (HC0 3-).
As shown in Figure 42.30, carbon
dioxide from respiring cells diffuses
into the blood plasma and then into
erythrocytes. There the CO 2 reacts
with water (assisted by the enzyme carbonic anhydrase) and forms H2 C03,
which dissociates into H+ and HC0 3-.
Most of the H+ binds to hemoglobin
and other proteins, minimizing the
change in blood pH. The HC0 3 - diffuses into the plasma.
When blood flows through the lungs,
the relative partial pressures of CO 2 favor the diffusion of CO 2 out of the
blood. As CO 2 diffuses into alveoli, the
amount of CO 2 in the blood decreases.
This decrease shifts the chemical equilibrium in favor of the conversion of
HC0 3- to C0 2J enabling further net diffusion of CO 2 into alveoli.
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f) Over 90% of the CO 2 diffuses
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forming carbonic acid (H 2C0 3),
a reaction catal'(2ed by
carbonic anhydrase contained
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and a
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shift.
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CO 2 transport
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Elite Animal Athletes
For some animals, such as long-distance
runners and migratory birds and mammals, the O 2 demands of daily activities
would overwhelm the capacity of a typical respiratory system. Other animals,
such as diving mammals, are capable of
being active underwater for extended
periods without breathing. \'(fhat evolutionary adaptations enable these animals to perform such feats?

Most of the HC03 - diffuses
into the plasma, where it is
carried in the bloodstream to
the lungs,

() In the lungs, HC03 - diffuses
from the plasma into red blood
cells, combining with H+
released from hemoglobin and
forming H2C0 3.
Hemoglobin
releases
CO 2 and W

o toCarbonic
acid is converted back
CO and water, CO is also
2

2

unloaded from hemoglobin,

iil CO2 diffuses into the plasma
and the interstitial fluid.

The Ultimate Endurance Runner
The elite animal marathon runner may
be the pronghorn, an antelope-like mammal native to the grasslands of North
America. Second only to the cheetah in
top speed for a land vertebrate, pronghorns are capable of running as fast as
100 km/hr and can sustain an average
speed of65 km/hr over long distances.
Stan Lindstedt and his colleagues at
the University of Wyoming and the University of Bern were curious about how
pronghorns achieve their combination

co,

-

1,

CO (ID

ct,~

mCO

2 diffuses into the alveolar
space, from which it is expelled
during exhalation. The reduction of CO 2 concentration in
the plasma drives the breakdown of H2C0 3 into CO 2 and
water in the red blood cells
(see step 9), a reversal of the
reaction that occurs near body
tissues (see step 4)

Alveolar space in lung
... Figure 42.30 Carbon dioxide transport in the blood.
Din what three forms Is CO2 transported in the bloodstream?
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ofexceptional speed and endurance. The researchers exercised
pronghorns on a treadmill to estimate their maximum rate of
O 2 consumption (see Figure 40.18). The results were surprising: Pronghorns consume O 2 at three times the rate predicted
for an average animal of their size. Normally, as animals increase in size, their rate of Oz consumption per gram of body
mass declines. One gram of shrew tissue, for example, consumes as much Oz in a day as a gram of elephant tissue consumes in an entire month. But the rate of Oz consumption per
gram of tissue by a pronghorn turned out to be as high as that
of a lO-g mouse!
What adaptations enable the pronghorn to consume
Oz at such a high rate? To answer this question, Lindstedt
and his colleagues compared various physiological characteristics of pronghorns with those of domestic goats,
which lack great speed and endurance (Figure 42.31).
They concluded that the pronghorn's unusually high Oz
consumption rate results from enhancements of normal
physiological mechanisms at each stage of Oz metabolism. These enhancements are the result of natural selection, perhaps exerted by the predators that have chased
pronghorns across the open plains of North America for
more than 4 million years.

•
What is the basis for the pronghorn's unusually
high rate of O2 consumption?
EXPERIMENT
Stan Lindstedt and colleagues had demonstrated that the pronghorn's maximal rate of Ol consumption
(VOl max) is five times that of a domestic goat, a similar-sized
mammal adapted to c1imbmg rather than running, To discover the
physiological basis for this difference, they measured the following parameters in both animals: lung capacity (a measure of 0l
uptake). cardiac output (a measure of O2 delivery), muscle mass,
and muscle mitochondrial volume, (The last two parameters are
measures of the muscles' potential O2 use,)
RESULTS
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Diving Mammals
Animals vary greatly in their ability to temporarily inhabit environments in which there is no access to their normal respiratory medium-for example, when an air-breather swims
underwater. Whereas most humans, even well-trained divers,
cannot hold their breath longer than 2 or 3 minutes or swim
deeper than 20 m, the Weddell seal of Antarctica routinely
plunges to 200-500 m and remains there for about 20 minutes
(sometimes for more than an hour). (Humans can remain
submerged for comparable periods, but only with the aid of
specialized gear and compressed air tanks.) Some sea turtles,
whales, and other species of seals make even more impressive
dives. Elephant seals can reach depths of 1,500 m-almost a
mile-and stay submerged for as long as 2 hours! One elephant seal carrying a recording device spent 40 days at sea,
diving almost continuously with no surface period longer
than 6 minutes.
One adaptation of diving mammals to prolonged stays underwater is an ability to store large amounts of Oz. Compared
with humans, the Weddell seal can store about twice as much
Oz per kilogram of body mass. About 36% of our total Oz is in
our lungs, and 51% is in our blood. In contrast, the Weddell
seal holds only about 5% of its O 2 in its relatively small lungs
(and may exhale before diving, which reduces buoyancy),
stockpiling 70% in the blood. The seal has about twice the volume of blood per kilogram of body mass as a human. Diving
mammals also have a high concentration ofan oxygen-storing
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The dramatic difference in V0, max between
the pronghorn and the goat reflects comparable differences at
each stage of O2 metabolism: uptake, delivery, and use,

CONCLUSION

SOURCE
~ntelope, N~ture

S. L. Lindstedt et ~I , Running energetICs in the pronghorn
3S3:748-750 (1991).

Mi,ij:f.jlijM Suppose you measured Vo max among a large group
of humans, To what extent would you Jxpect those with the
highest values to be the fastest runners)

protein called myoglobin in their muscles. The Weddell seal
can store about 25% of its O 2 in muscle, compared with only
13% in humans.
Diving mammals not only have a relatively large Oz stockpile but also have adaptations that conserve Oz. They swim
with little muscular effort and glide passively upward or
downward by changing their buoyancy, Their heart rate and
Oz consumption rate decrease duringa dive. At the same time,
regulatory mechanisms route most blood to the brain, spinal

cord, eyes, adrenal glands, and, in pregnant seals, the placenta.
Blood supply to the muscles is restricted or, during the longest
dives, shut off altogether. During dives of more than about 20
minutes, a Weddell seal's muscles deplete the O 2 stored in
myoglobin and then derive their ATP from fermentation instead of respiration (see Chapter 9).
The unusual abilities of the Weddell seal and other airbreathing divers to power their bodies during long dives showcase two related themes in our study of organisms-the
response to environmental challenges over the short term by
physiological adjustments and over the long term as a result of
natural selection.

-6140"'. Go to the Study Area at www.milsteringbio.(om for BioFliK
3-D Animations. MP3 Tutors. Videos. Practice Tests. an eBook. and more,

CONCEPT

42.7

CHECK

I. What determines whether 0 1 and CO2 diffuse into or
out of the capillaries in the tissues and near the alveoli? Explain,
2. How does the Bohr shift help deliver O 2 to very active
tissues?
3, _',IMilla A doctor might use bicarbonate
(HC0 3 -) to treat a patient who is breathing very rapidly. What assumption is the doctor making about the
blood chemistry of the patient?
For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.

left atrium and is pumped to the body tissues by the left ventricle. Blood returns to the heart through the right atrium.
Inhaled air

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

_ i·iliii'_ 42.1
Circulatory systems link exchange surfaces with cells
throughout the body Ipp. 898-903)

AI~eolar

epithelial cells

hhaled air

Lr __
CO,

Pulmonary arteries

Pulmonary ~eins

... Gastrovascular Cavities Gastrovascular cavities in small
animals with simple body plans mediate eKchange between
the environment and cells that can be reached by short-range
diffusion.
... Open and Closed Circulatory Systems Because diffusion
is slow over all but short distances, most complex animals
have internal transport systems. These systems circulate fluid
between cells and the organs that exchange gases, nutrients,
and wastes with the outside environment. In the open circulatory systems of arthropods and most molluscs, the circulating
fluid bathes the organs directly. Closed systems circulate fluid
in a closed network of pumps and vessels.
... Organization of Vertebrate Circulatory Systems In vertebrates. blood flows in a closed cardiovascular system consisting of blood vessels and a two- to four-chambered heart.
Arteries convey blood to capillaries, the sites of chemical exchange between blood and interstitial fluid. Veins return
blood from capillaries to the heart. Fishes, rays, and sharks
have a single pump in their circulation. Air-breathing vertebrates have two pumps combined in a Single heart. Variations
in ventricle number and separation reflect adaptations to different environments and metabolic needs.

_i·iliii'_ 42.2
Coordinated cycles of heart contraction drive double
circulation in mammals (pp. 903-905)
... Mammalian Circulation Heart valves dictate a one-way
flow of blood through the heart. The right ventricle pumps
blood to the lungs. where it loads O2 and unloads CO 2,
Oxygen-rich blood from the lungs enters the heart at the

Systemic veins

f

SystemiC arteries
Heart

... The Mammalian Heart: A Closer Look The pulse is a
measure of the number of times the heart beats each minute.
The cardiac cycle. one complete sequence of the heart's pumping and filling. consists of a period of contraction. called systole, and a period of relaxation, called diastole. Cardiac output
is the volume of blood pumped by each ventricle per minute.
... Maintaining the Hearl's Rhythmic Beat Impulses originating
at the sinoatrial (SA) node (pacemaker) of the right atrium pass
to the atrioventricular (AV) node. After a delay, they are conducted along the blUldle branches and Purkinje fibers. The pacemaker is influenced by nerves, hormones, and body temperature.
- 61 401.

Acthity Mammalian Cardiovascular System Structure
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_i.I·'i"- 42.3
Patterns of blood pressure and flow reflect the structure
and arrangement of blood vessels (pp. 906-911)

.. Respiratory Surfaces Animals require large, moist respiratory surfaces for the adequate diffusion of O 2 and CO 2 between their cells and the respiratory medium, either air or
water.

.. Blood Vessel Structure and function Capillaries have narrow diameters and thin walls that facilitate exchange. Arteries
contain thick elastic walls that maintain blood pressure. Veins
contain one-way valves that contribute to the return of blood
to the heart.
.. Blood Flow Velocity Physical laws governing the movement
of fluids through pipes influence blood flow and blood pressure. The velocity of blood flow varies in the circulatory system, being lowest in the capillary beds as a result of their large
total cross-sectional area.
.. Blood Pressure Blood pressure is altered by changes in cardiac output and by variable constriction of arterioles .
.. Capillary Function Transfer of substances between the
blood and the interstitial fluid occurs across the thin walls of
capillaries.
.. Fluid Return by the lymphatic System The lymphatic system returns fluid to the blood and parallels the circulatory
system in its extent and its mechanisms for fluid flow under
low hydrostatic pressure. It also plays a vital role in defense
against infection.
Act;\ity (>;)lh of Blood Flow in Mammal~
Acthity Mammalian Cardiovascular System Function
Biology lab, On-lin~ CardioLlb

_i.lili"_

42.4

Acti\;ty The Human Respiratory System

_i lilil'_ 42.6
Breathing ventilates the lungs (pp,

920-922)

.. How an Amphibian Breathes An amphibian ventilates its
lungs by positive pressure breathing, which forces air down
the trachea.
.. How a Mammal Breathes Mammals ventilate their lungs
by negative pressure breathing, which pulls air into the lungs.
Lung volume increases as the rib muscles and diaphragm
contract.

Blood components function in exchange, transport,
and defense (pp. 911-915)

.. How a Bird Breathes Besides lungs, birds have eight or nine
air sacs that act as bellows, keeping air flOWing through the
lungs in one direction only. Every exhalation completely renews the air in the lungs.

.. Blood Composition and Function \X'hole blood consists of
cellular elements (cells and cell fragments called platelets)
suspended in a liquid matrix called plasma. Plasma proteins
influence blood pH, osmotic pressure, and viscosity and function in lipid transport, immunity (antibodies), and blood clotting (fibrinogen). Red blood cells. or erythrocytes, transport
O 2, Five types of white blood cells, or leukocytes, function in
defense against microbes and foreign substances in the blood.
Platelets function in blood dotting, a cascade of reactions that
converts plasma fibrinogen to fibrin .

.. Control of Breathing in Humans Control centers in the
medulla oblongata and pons of the brain regulate the rate and
depth of breathing. Sensors detect the pH of cerebrospinal
fluid {reflecting CO 2 concentration in the blood), and the
medulla adjusts breathing rate and depth to match metabolic
demands. Secondary control over breathing is exerted by sensors in the aorta and carotid arteries that monitor blood levels
of O 2 and CO 2 and blood pH.

.. Cardiovascular Disease The deposition of lipids and tissues
on the lining of arteries is a prime contributor to cardiovascular disease that can result in life-threatening damage to the
heart or brain.

-.m.

It. •

Inn'tlgatlon How I, Cardiov.scular

Fitnes~ Measured?

-i·II'i"- 42.5
Gas exchange occurs across specialized respiratory
surfaces (pp. 915-920)
.. Partial Pressure Gradients in Gas Exchange At all sites of
gas exchange, gases diffuse from where their partial pressures
are higher to where they are lower.
.. Respiratory Media Air is more conducive to gas exchange
because of its higher O 2 content. lower density. and lower
viscosity.
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Adaptations for gas exchange include pigments that
bind and transport gases (pp. 923-927)
.. Coordination of Circulation and Gas Exchange In the
lungs, gradients of partial pressure favor the diffusion of O 2
into the blood and CO 2 out of the blood. The opposite situation exists in the rest of the body.
.. Respiratory Pigments Respiratory pigments transport 02'
greatly increasing the amount of O 2 that blood or hemolymph
can carry. Many arthropods and molluscs have coppercontaining hemocyanin; vertebrates and a wide variety of
invertebrates have hemoglobin. Hemoglobin also helps
transport CO 2 and assists in buffering.
.. Elite Animal Athletes The pronghorn's high O 2 consumption rate underlies its ability to run at high speeds over long
distances. Deep-diving air-breathers stockpile O 2 and deplete
it slowly.

-51401"-

l\cthity Transpon of RcspiraloryGases
8ioiollY Labs On-Lint HemoglobinLab

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
I. Which of the following respiratory systems is not closely asso-

ciated with a blood supply?
a. the lungs of a vertebrate
b. the gills of a fish
c. the tracheal system of an insect
d. the skin of an earthworm
e. the parapodia of a polychaete worm

8. \X'hich of the following reactions prevails in red blood cells
traveling through alveolar capillaries? (Hb = hemoglobin)
a. Hb + 4 O 2 ---> Hb(02)~
b. Hb(02)~ ---> Hb + 4 O2
c. CO 2 + H20 ---> H2CO:~
d. H2C0 3 ---> W + HC0 3 e. Hb + 4 CO 2 ---> Hb(C02)~
9. •• p.\i,i", Draw a pair of simple diagrams comparing the
essential features of single and double circulation.
For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-51401"- ViSit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com lor a
Practice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
2. Blood returning to the mammalian heart in a pulmonary vein

drains first into the
a. vena cava.
b. left atrium.
e. right atrium.
3. Pulse is a direct measure of
a. blood pressure.
b. stroke volume.
c. cardiac output.

d. left ventricle.
e. right ventricle.

d. heart rate.
e. breathing rate.

4. The conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin
a. occurs when fibrinogen is released from broken platelets.
b. occurs within red blood cells.
e. is linked to hypertension and may damage artery walls.
d. is likely to occur too often in an individual with
hemophilia.
e. is the final step of a clotting process that involves multiple
clotting factors.

5. In negative pressure breathing, inhalation results from
a. forcing air from the throat down into the lungs.
b. contracting the diaphragm.
c. relaxing the muscles of the rib cage.
d. using muscles of the lungs to expand the alveoli.
e. contracting the abdominal muscles.
6. \Vhen you hold your breath, which of the following blood gas
changes first leads to the urge to breathe?
a. rising O2
d. falling CO 2
b. falling O2
e. rising CO 2 and falling O2
e. rising CO 2
7. Compared with the interstitial fluid that bathes active muscle
cells, blood reaching these cells in arteries has a
a. higher P02'
b. higher Peo:>'
c. greater bicarbonate concentration.
d.lowerpH.
e. lower osmotic pressure.

10. One of the many mutant opponents that the movie monster
Godzilla contends with is Mothra, a giant mothlike creature
with a wingspan of several dozen feet. Science fiction creatures
like these can be critiqued on the grounds ofbiomechanical
and physiological principles. \Vhat problems of respiration and
gas exchange would Mothra face? The largest insects that have
ever lived are Paleozoic dragonflies with half.meter wingspans.
Why do you think truly giant insects are improbable?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
11. The hemoglobin ofa human fetus differs from adult hemoglobin. Compare the dissociation curves of the two hemoglobins
in the graph below. Propose a hypothesis for the function of
this difference between these two versions of hemoglobin.
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
12. Hundreds of studies have linked smoking with cardiovascular
and lung disease. According to most health authorities. smoking is the leading cause of preventable, premature death in the
United States. Antismoking and health groups have proposed
that cigarette advertising in all media be banned entirely. \%at
are some arguments in favor of a total ban on cigarette advertising? What are arguments in opposition? Do you favor or oppose such a ban? Defend your position.
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43.1 In innate immunity, recognition and response
rely on shared traits of pathogens
43.2 In acquired immunity, lymphocyte receptors
provide pathogen-specific recognition
43.3 Acquired immunity defends against infection of
body cells and fluids
43.4 Disruptions in immune system function can
elicit or exacerbate disease

r;:::~i~::sance, Recognition,
and Response

nimals are constantly under attack by pathogens, infectious agents that cause disease. For a pathogen, an
animal body is a nearly ideal habitat, offering a ready

A

source of nutrients, a protected setting for growth and reproduction, and a means of transport to new hosts and envi-

ronments. Seizing this opportunity, pathogens-mostly
viruses, bacteria, protists, and fungi-infect a wide range of
animals, including humans. In response, animals fight back
in various ways. Dedicated immune cells patrol the body fluids of most animals, searching out and destroying foreign
cells. For example, as shown in the colorized scanning electron micrograph in Figure 43.1, an immune cell called a
macrophage (blue) engulfs a yeast cell (green). Additional responses to infection take many forms, including proteins
that punch holes in bacterial membranes or block viruses
from entering body cells. These and other defenses make up
an immune system, which enables an animal to avoid or
limit many infections.
An animal's most basic defense against pathogens is a barrier. An outer covering, such as skin or a shell, provides a significant obstacle to invasion by the microbes that are present
930

J. Figure 43.1 How do immune cells of animals recognize
foreign cells?

on the body. Sealing off the entire body surface is impossible,
however, because gas exchange, nutrition, and reproduction
require openings to the environment. Additional barrier defenses, such as chemical secretions that trap or kill microbes,
guard the body's entrances and exits.
If a pathogen breaches the barrier defenses and enters the
animal's body, the problem of how to fend off attack changes
substantially. Housed within the body fluids and tissues, the
invader is no longer an outsider. To fight pathogens within the
body, the animal's immune system must detect foreign particles and cells. In other words, an immune system must carry
out recognition, distinguishing nonself from self.
In identifying pathogens, animal immune systems use receptors that specifkally bind molecules from foreign cells or
viruses. There are two general strategies for such molecular
recognition, each forming the basis for a particular system for
immunity. One defense system, innate immunity, is found in
all animals. Innate immune responses are active immediately
upon infection and are the same whether or not the pathogen
has been encountered previously. Innate immunity includes
the barrier defenses (for example, skin), as well as defenses
that combat pathogens after they enter the body (see, for example, Figure 43.1). The activation of many of these internal
defenses relies on re<ognition of pathogens. Innate immune
cells produce a small preset group of receptor proteins that
accomplish this task. Each innate immune receptor binds a
molecule or structure that is absent from animal bodies but is
common to a large class of microbes. In this way, innate immune systems detect a very broad range of pathogens.
A second defense system, found only in vertebrates, is
acquired immunity, also known as adaptive immunity. Acquired (adaptive) immune responses are activated after innate
immune defenses take effect and develop more slowly. The
name acquired reflects the fact that this immune response is
enhanced by previous exposure to the infecting pathogen. Ex-

Pathogens
(microorganisms
and viruses)

in which innate immunity serves both as an immediate defense against infection and as the foundation for acquired
immune defenses.

Innate Immunity of Invertebrates
INNATE IMMUNITY
• Recognition of traits shared
by broad ranges of
pathogens, using a small
set of receptors
• Rapid response

ACQUIRED IMMUNITY
• Recognition of traits
specific to particular
pathogens, using a vast
array of receptors

Barrier defenses:
Skin
Mucous membranes
Secretions
Internal defenses:
Phagocytic cells
Antimicrobial proteins
Inflammatory response
Natural killer cells
Humoral response:
Antibodies defend against
infection in body fluids.
Cell·mediated response:
Cytotoxic lymphocytes defend
against infection in body cells.

• Slower response

... Figure 43.2 Overview of animal immunity. Immune
responses in animals can be divided into innate and acquired immunity.
Some components of innate immunity contribute to activation of
acquired immune defenses.
amples of acquired responses include the synthesis ofproteins
that inactivate a bacterial toxin and the targeted killing of a
virally infected body cell. Animals with acquired immunity
produce a large arsenal of receptors. Each acquired immune
receptor recognizes a feature typically found only on a particular part of a particular molecule in a particular microbe. Accordingly, an acquired immune system detects pathogens with
tremendous specificity.
Figure 43.2 provides an overview ofthe basic properties of
innate and acquired immune systems. In this chapter, you will
learn how each type of immune system protects animals from
disease. You will also examine how pathogens can avoid or
overwhelm an immune system and how defects in an immune
system can imperil an animal's health.

r~~lii"~~:: ~~~nitYI recognition
and response rely on shared
traits of pathogens

Innate immune systems are found among all animals (as well
as in plants). In exploring innate immunity, we will begin
with invertebrates, which repel and fight infection with only
this type of immune system. We will then turn to vertebrates,

The great success of insects in terrestrial and water habitats
teeming with diverse assortments of microbes highlights the
effectiveness of an innate immune system. In each ofthese environments, insects rely on their exoskeleton as a first line of
defense against infection. Composed largely of the polysaccharide chitin, the exoskeleton provides an effective barrier
defense against most pathogens. A chitin-based barrier is also
present in the insect intestine, where it blocks infection by
many microbes ingested with food. Lysozyme, an enzyme
that digests microbial cell walls, and a low pH further protect
the insect digestive system.
Any pathogen that breaches an insect's barrier defenses
encounters a number of internal immune defenses. Immune
cells called hemocytes circulate within the hemolymph, the
insect equivalent of blood. Some hemocytes carry out a cel·
lular defense called phagocytosis, the ingestion and digestion of bacteria and other foreign substances (Figure 43.3).
Other hemocytes trigger the production of chemicals that
kill microbes and help entrap multicellular parasites. Encounters with pathogens in the hemolymph also cause hemocytes and certain other cells to secrete antimicrobial
peptides. The antimicrobial peptides circulate throughout
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... Figure 43.3 Phagocytosis. This schematic depicts events in the
ingestion and destruction of a microbe by a typical phagocytic cell.
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Can a single antimicrobial peptide protect fruit
flies against infection?
In 2002, Bruno lemaitre and colleagues in
France devised a novel strategy to test the fundion of a single antimicrobial peptide, They began with a mutant fruit fly strain in
which pathogens are recognized but the signaling that would
normally trigger innate immune responses is blocked. As a result.
the mutant flies do not make any antimicrobial peptides, The re·
searchers then genetically engineered some of the mutant fruit
flies to express significant amounts of a single antimicrobial peptide, either drosomycin or defensin. The scientists infected the
various flies with the fungus Neurospora crassa and monitored
survival over a five-day period, They repeated the procedure for
infection by the baderium Micrococcus luteus
EXPERIMENT

RESULTS

100 rllO::::::\~~~ . . . .o:::~~W~;:Id:':Ype=::

."_> 75

... Figure 43.4 An inducible innate immune response. These
fruit flies were engineered to express the green fluorescent protein
(GFP) gene upon activation of the innate immune response. The fly on
the top was injected with bacteria: the fly on the bottom was stabbed
but not infected, Only the infected fly adivates antimicrobial peptide
genes, expresses GFP, and glows a bright green under fluorescent light.
the body of the insect (Figure 43.4) and inactivate or kill
fungi and bacteria by disrupting their plasma membranes.
In recognizing foreign cells, immune response cells of in·
seds rely on unique molecules in the outer layers of fungi and
bacteria. Fungal cell walls contain certain unique polysaccha·
rides, while bacterial cell walls have polymers containing combinations ofsugars and amino acids not found in animal cells.
Such macromolecules serve as identity tags in the process of
pathogen recognition. Insect immune cells secrete specialized
recognition proteins, each of which binds to the macromolecule specific to a particular type of fungus or bacterium.
Immune responses are distinct for different classes of
pathogens. For example, when the fungus Neurospora crassa infects a fruit fly, pie<es of the fungal cell wall bind a re<ognition
protein that activates the protein Toll, a receptor on the surface
ofimmune response cells. Signal transduction from the Toll
receptor to the cell nucleus leads to synthesis of a particular set
of antimicrobial peptides. If the fly is infected by the bacterium
Micrococcus luteus, a different recognition protein is activated,
and the fly produces a different set of antimicrobial peptides.
Because fruit flies secrete many different antimicrobial
peptides in response to a single infection, it is difficult to
study the activity ofanyone peptide. To get around this problem, Bruno Lemaitre and fellow researchers in France used
modern genetic techniques to reprogram the fly immune sys·
tern (Figure 43.5). They found that the synthesis of a single
932
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Each of the two antimicrobial peptides provided
a protective immune response. Funhermore, the different peptides
defended against different pathogens. Drosomycin was effective
against N. (fassa, and defensin was effective against M luteus

CONCLUSION

SOURCE
P Tzou, J RelChfwt. ~nd 6. Lem~ltre, Const'tutllle
e,presslon of a )Ingle ant,mlCrobiai peptide <an restore w,ld-type re)lstance to
infection ,n immunodeficient Drosophila mutants, Proceedings of rhe Narional
Ac.wemyof 5Oen<:e5, USA 992152 (l(Xll)
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Even if a particular antimicrobial peptide showed no
beneficial effect in such an experiment, why might it still be beneficial to flies?

antimicrobial peptide in the fly's body can provide an effective
and specific immune defense against a particular pathogen.

EXTRACELLULAR
FLUID

Helper
protein

Innate Immunity of Vertebrates
In vertebrates, innate immune defenses coexist with the more
re<ently evolved system of acquired immunity. We'll focus
here on mammals because most of the recent discoveries regarding vertebrate innate immunity have come from studies
of mice and humans. First we'll outline the innate defenses
that are similar to those found among invertebrates: barrier
defenses, phagocytosis, and antimicrobial peptides. Then
we'll examine two unique aspects of vertebrate innate immunity: the inflammatory response and natural killer cells.

Lipopolysaccharide

TLR4

Flagellin

WHITE
BLOOD

CEll

Barrier Defenses
In mammals, epithelial tissues block the entry of many
pathogens. These barrier defenses include not only the skin
but also the mucous membranes lining the digestive, respiratory, urinary, and reproductive tracts. Certain cells of the
mucous membranes produce mucus, a viscous fluid that
enhances defenses by trapping microbes and other particles.
In the trachea, ciliated epithelial cells sweep mucus and any
entrapped microbes upward, helping prevent infection of the
lungs, Saliva, tears, and mucous secretions that bathe various
exposed epithelia provide a washing action that also inhibits
colonization by microbes.
Beyond their physical role in inhibiting microbe entry,
body secretions create an environment that is hostile to many
microbes. Lysozyme in saliva, mucous secretions, and tears
destroys susceptible bacteria as they enter the upper respiratory tract or the openings around the eyes. Microbes in food
or water and those in swallowed mucus must also contend
with the acidic environment of the stomach, which kills most
microorganisms before they can enter the intestines. Similarly, secretions from sebaceous (oil) glands and sweat glands
give human skin a pH ranging from 3 to 5, acidic enough to
prevent the growth of many microorganisms,

Cellular Innate Defenses
Pathogens that make their way into the body are subject to
detection by phagocytic white blood cells (leukocytes).
These cells recognize microbes using receptors that are very
similar to the Toll receptor of insects. Each mammalian
Toll-like receptor, or TLR, recognizes fragments of molecules characteristic of a set of pathogens (Figure 43.6), For
example, TLR4, located on immune cell plasma membranes,
recognizes lipopolysaccharide, a type of molecule found on
the surface of many bacteria. Similarly, TLR3, on the inner
surface of vesicles formed by endocytosis, is the sensor for
double· stranded RNA, a form of nucleic acid characteristic
of certain viruses. In each case, the recognized macromol-

ds RNA

.. Figure 43.6 TLR sig"aling. Each human TolI·like receptor (TLR)
recognizes a molecular pattern characteristic of a group of pathogens
lipopolysaccharide, f1agellin, CpG DNA (DNA containing unmethylated
CG sequences), and double-stranded (ds) RNA are all found in
microorganisms or viruses, but not in animal cells. Together with other
recognition and response factors. TLR proteins trigger internal innate
immune defenses
Some TLR proteins are on the cell surface. whereas others are
inside vesicles. Suggest a possible benefit of this distribution.

D

ecule is normally absent from the vertebrate body and is an
essential component of a class of microbes.
As in insects, recognition by a TLR triggers a series of internal defenses, beginning with phagocytosis. A white blood
cell recognizes and engulfs invading microbes, trapping them
in a vacuole. The vacuole then fuses with a lysosome (see figure 43.3), leading to destruction of the microbes in two ways.
First, nitric oxide and other gases produced in the lysosome
poison the engulfed microbes. Second, lysozyme and other
enzymes degrade microbial components.
The most abundant phagocytic cells in the mammalian body
are neutrophils (see Figure 42.17). Signals from infected tissues
attract neutrophils, which then engulf and destroy microbes.
Macrophages ("big eaters~), like the one shown in Figure 43.1,
provide an even more effective phagocytic defense. Some of
these large phagocytic cells migrate throughout the body, while
others reside permanently in various organs and tissues.
Macrophages in the spleen, lymph nodes, and other tissues of
the lymphatic system are particularly well positioned to combat
pathogens. Microbes in the blood become trapped in the spleen,
CHAPTE~ fO~TY·lH~H
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... Figure 43.7 The huma" lymphatic system. The lymphatic system consists of lymphatic
vessels, through which lymph travels. and various structures that trap "foreign" molecules and
particles, These structures include the adenoids, tonsils. lymph nodes, spleen, Peyer's patches, and
appendix. Steps 1-4 trace the flow of lymph,

whereas microbes in interstitial fluid flow into lymph and are
trapped in lymph nodes. In either location, they encounter resident macrophages. Figure 43.7 provides an overview of the
lymphatic system and its role in the body's defenses.
Two other types of phagocytes-eosinophils and dendritic
cells-play more limited roles in innate defense. Eosinophils
have low phagocytic activity but are important in defending
against multicellular invaders, such as parasitic worms.
Rather than engulfing such parasites, eosinophils position
themselves against the parasite's body and then discharge de·
structive enzymes that damage the invader. Dendritic cells
populate tissues that are in contact with the environment.
They mainly stimulate development of acquired immunity
against microbes they encounter, a function we will explore
later in this chapter.

Antimicrobial Peptides and Proteins
Pathogen recognition in mammals triggers the production
and release ofa variety of peptides and proteins that attack microbes or impede their reproduction. Some of these defense
molecules function like the antimicrobial peptides of insects,
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damaging broad groups of pathogens by disrupting membrane integrity. Others, including the interferons and complement proteins, are unique to vertebrate immune systems.
Interferons are proteins that provide innate defense
against viral infections. Virus-infected body cells secrete interferons, inducing nearby uninfected cells to produce substances that inhibit viral reproduction. In this way, interferons
limit the cell-to-cell spread ofviruses in the body, helping control viral infections such as colds and influenza. Some white
blood cells secrete a different type of interferon that helps activate macrophages, enhancing their phagocytic ability. Pharmaceutical companies now mass-produce interferons by
recombinant DNA technology for treating certain viral infections, such as hepatitis C.
The complement system consists of roughly 30 proteins
in blood plasma that function together to fight infections.
These proteins circulate in an inactive state and are activated
by substances on the surface of many microbes. Activation results in a cascade of biochemical reactions leading to lysis
(bursting) of invading cells. The complement system also
functions in inflammation, our next topic, as well as in the acquired defenses discussed later in the chapter.

Inflammatory Responses
The pain and swelling that alert you to a splinter under your
skin are the result of a local inflammatory response, the
changes brought about by signaling molecules released upon
injury or infection. One important inflammatory signaling
molecule is histamine, which is stored in mast cells, connective tissue cells that store chemicals in granules for secretion.
Figure 43.8 summarizes the progression of events in local inflammation, starting with infection from a splinter. Histamine
released by mast cells at sites of tissue damage triggers nearby
blood vessels to dilate and become more permeable. Activated macrophages and other cells discharge additional signaling molecules that further promote blood flow to the
injured site. The resulting increase in local blood supply
causes the redness and heat typical of inflammation (from the
Latin inflammare, to set on fire). Capillaries engorged with
blood leak fluid into neighboring tissues, causing swelling.
During inflammation, cycles of signaling and response
transform the infection site. Enhanced blood flow to the injury
site helps deliver antimicrobial proteins. Activated complement proteins promote further release of histamine and help
attract phagocytes. Nearby endothelial cells secrete signaling
molecules that attract neutrophils and macrophages. Taking
advantage of increased vessel permeability to enter injured
tissues, these cells carry out additional phagocytosis and inactivation of microbes. The result is an accumulation of pus, a
fluid rich in white blood cells, dead microbes, and cell debris.
A minor injury causes local inflammation, but severe tissue
damage or infection may lead to a response that is systemic
(throughout the body)-such as an increased production of

white blood cells. Cells in injured or infected tissue often secrete molecules that stimulate the release of additional neu·
trophils from the bone marrow. In a severe infection, such as
meningitis or appendicitis, the number of white blood cells in
the blood may increase several-fold within a few hours.
Another systemic inflammatory response is fever. Some
toxins produced by pathogens, as well as substances called
pyrogens released by activated macrophages, can reset the
body's thermostat to a higher temperature (see Chapter 40).
The benefits of the resulting fever are still a subject of debate.
One hypothesis is that an elevated body temperahtre may enhance phagocytosis and, by speeding up chemical reactions,
accelerate tissue repair.
Certain bacterial infections can induce an overwhelming
systemic inflammatory response, leading to a life-threatening
condition called septic shock. Characterized by very high fever,
low blood flow, and low blood pressure, septic shock occurs
most often in the very old and the very young. It is fatal in
more than one-third of cases.

Natural Killer Cells
Natural killer (NK) cells help recognize and eliminate certain diseased cells in vertebrates. \'1ith the exception of red
blood cells, all cells in the body normally have on their surface
a protein called a class I MHC molecule (we will say much
more about this molecule shortly). Following viral infection or
conversion to a cancerous state, cells sometimes stop expressing this protein. The NK cells that patrol the body attach to
such stricken cells and release chemicals that lead to cell
death, inhibiting further spread of the virus or cancer.
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... Figure 43.8 Major events in a local inflammatory response.
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Innate Immune System Evasion by Pathogens
Adaptations have evolved in some pathogens that enable
them to avoid destruction by phagocytic cells. For example,

the outer capsule that surrounds certain bacteria hides the
polysaccharides of their cell walls, preventing recognition.

One such bacterium, Streptococcus pneumvniae, played acritical role in the discovery that DNA can convey genetic information (see Figure 16.2). Among bacteria that do not avoid
recognition, some are resistant to breakdown within Iyso·
somes following phagocytosis. One example is the bacterium
that causes tuberculosis (TB). Rather than being destroyed

within the host's cells, such microbes grow and reproduce, effectively hidden from the innate immune defenses ofthe body.
These and other mechanisms that prevent destruction by the
innate immune system make the microbes that possess them
substantial pathogenic threats: TB kills more than a million
people a year worldwide.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

43.1

I. What are the main advantages and disadvantages of
relying on a physical barrier against infection?
2. Although pus is often seen simply as a sign of infection, it is also an indicator of immune defenses in action. Explain.
3. -'MUI 4 If a microbe grew optimally at low pH,
how might this affect its ability to act as a human
pathogen? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

r~~Ii::~:7r~3i~munitYf

lymphocyte receptors provide
pathogen-specific recognition

Vertebrates are unique among animals in having acquired immunity in addition to innate immunity. Bcells and T cells, types
ofwhite blood cells called lymphocytes (see Figure 42.17), are
critical for this acquired immune defense. Like ail blood
cells, lymphocytes originate from stem cells in the bone mar~
row. Lymphocytes that migrate from the bone marrow to the
thymus, an organ in the thoracic cavity above the heart, mature into T cells (''T'' for thymus). Lymphocytes that mature
in the bone marrow develop as B cells. (The "B" stands for
the bursa of Fabricius, a bird organ where B cells were first
discovered. But you can think of "B" as standing for bone
marrow, where Bcells mature in most vertebrates.)
Bcells and T cells recognize and inactivate foreign cells and
molecules. Both types ofcells also contribute to immunological
memory, an enhanced response to a foreign molecule encoun~
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tered previously. Immunological memory, which can persist
for many decades, is responsible for the protection we obtain
against chickenpox and many other diseases from either a prior
infection or vaccination. Its existence was apparent to the
Greek historian Thucydides almost 2,400 years ago: He noted
that individuals who had recovered from the plague could
safely care for those who were sick or dying, "for the same man
was never attacked twice-never at least fatall(
Although Bcells and T cells function only in the acquired immune system, innate immunity and acquired immunity are not
independent. At the start of an infection, signaling molecules
from phagocytic cells carrying out innate immune responses activate lymphocytes, setting the stage for the slower-developing
acquired response. For example, as macrophages and dendritic
cells ingest microbes, these phagocytic cells secrete cytokines,
proteins that help recruit and activate lymphocytes.
Macrophages and dendritic cells also have a direct role in
pathogen recognition by Bcells and T cells, as you will seeshortiy.

Acquired Immunity: An Overview
The basic facts of acquired immunity can be summarized by
the following set of statements. Each Bcell or T cell has on its
surface many receptor proteins that can each bind a particular foreign molecule. The receptor proteins on a single lymphocyte are all the same, but there are millions of
lymphocytes in the body that differ in the foreign molecules
that their receptors recognize. When an animal is infected, B
and T cells with receptors that can recognize the microbe are
activated for particular roles in the immune response. In the
activation process, the Band T cells interact with fragments
of microbes displayed on the surface of cells. Activated lymphocytes undergo cell division, with a set ofdaughter cells be~
ing set aside to fight any future infections of the host by the
same microbe. Some T cells assist in activating other Iympho~
cytes. Other T cells detect and kill infected host cells. Specialized B cells secrete soluble receptor proteins that attack
foreign molecules and cells circulating in body fluids.
Although the preceding paragraph is a fair summary of acquired immunity, it raises many questions: How are millions of
different receptors made? How does infection activate the very
lymphocytes that fight that infection? How does the immWle system distinguish selffrom nonselP. The answers to these questions
and others will become clear as we explore acquired immunity in
more detail, beginning with the process of recognition.

Antigen Recognition by Lymphocytes
Any foreign molecule that is specifically recognized by lymphocytes and elicits a response from them is called an antigelL Most
antigens are large molecules, either proteins or polysaccharides.
Some antigens, such as toxins secreted by bacteria, are released
into the extracellular fluid. Many other antigens protrude from
the surface of pathogens or other foreign cells.

B cells and T cells recognize antigens using the antigenspecific receptors embedded in their plasma membranes
(Figure 43.9). A single Bor T lymphocyte has about l()(),OOO
of these antigen receptors on its surface. B cells sometimes
give rise to plasma cells that secrete a soluble form of the
antigen receptor. This secreted protein is called an antibody,
or immunoglobulin (Ig).
Antigen receptors and antibodies recognize just a small, accessible portion of an antigen that is called an epitope, or
antigenic determinant. A single antigen usually has several different epitopes, each capable of inducing a response from a
lymphocyte that recognizes the epitope (Figure 43.10).
All of the antigen receptors on a single lymphocyte are
identical; that is, they recognize the same epitope. Each

of the body's lymphocytes thus displays specificity for a
particular epitope. Consequently, each lymphocyte defends against any pathogen that produces molecules containing that epitope.

The Antigen Receptors of B Cells and T Cells
Each B cell receptor for an antigen is a V-shaped molecule
consisting of four polypeptide chains: two identical heavy
chains and two identical light chains, with disulfide bridges
linking chains together (Figure 43.9a). A transmembrane region near one end ofeach heavy chain anchors the receptor in
the cell's plasma membrane. A short tail region at the end of
the heavy chain extends into the cytoplasm.
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(a) A Bcell receptor consists of two identical heavy chains and
two identical light chains linked by disulfide bridges.

Cytoplasm of T cell
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(b) A Tcell receptor consists of one (l chain and one
~ chain linked by a disulfide bridge.

.. Figure 43.9 Antigen receptors on lymphocytes. All the antigen receptors on a
particular Bcell or T cell are identical and bind identical antigens. The variable M regions of
receptors vary extensively from cell to cell. accounting for the different binding specificities of
individual lymphocytes: the constant (C) regions vary little or not at all

.. Figure 43.10 Epitopes
(antigenic determinants). Only
small, specific regions on antigens, called
epitopes, are bound by the antigen
receptors on lymphocytes and by
secreted antibodies. In this example,
three different antibody molecules bind
to different epitopes on the same large
antigen molecule. Note that epitopes
and antigen-binding sites are typically
irregular in shape, as illustrated for the
antibody molecule on the left but are
often represented in a simplified,
symmetrical manner, as illustrated for the
antibodies on the right.
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The light and heavy chains each have a constant (C) region,
where amino acid sequences vary little among the receptors
present on different Bcells. The C region includes the cyto~
plasmic tail and transmembrane region ofthe heavy chain and
all of the disulfide bridges. Within the two tips of the Yshape,
the light and heavy chains each have a variable (V) region, so
named because its amino acid sequence varies extensively
from one Bcell to another. Together, parts of a heavy·chain V
region and a light-chain V region form an asymmetrical binding site for an antigen. As shown in Figure 43.9a, each Bcell receptor has two identical antigen-binding sites.
Antibodies have the same overall organization as Bcell receptors, except that they lack the transmembrane region and
cytoplasmic tail (see Figures 43.9 and 43.10). As a result, antibodies are secreted rather than membrane-bound, a difference
associated with distinct functions that we will discuss shortly.
Each T cell receptor for an antigen consists of two different
polypeptide chains, an (( chain and a 13 chain, linked by a disul~
fide bridge (Figure 43.9b). Despite having two rather than four
chains, T cell receptors have many features in common with B
cell receptors. Near the base of the T cell receptor is a trans·
membrane region that anchors the molecule in the cell's plasma
membrane. At the outer tip of the molecule, the (( and 13 chain
variable (V) regions form a single antigen-binding site. The remainder ofthe molecule is made up ofthe constant (C) regions.
Bcell and T cell receptors have closely related but distinct
functions. Both types of receptors bind to antigens via noncovalent bonds that stabilize the interaction between an epitope
and the binding surface. In this manner, Bcell receptors recog~
nize and bind to an intact antigen, whether that antigen is free
or on the surface of a pathogen. In contrast, T cell receptors
bind only to antigen fragments that are displayed, or presented,
on the surface of host cells. Each of the genes in a group called
the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) produces a
host cell protein that can present an antigen fragment to T cell
receptors in this way. The simultaneous interaction of an antigen fragment, an MHC molecule, and a T cell receptor is a central event in acquired immunity and is our next topic.
The Role of the MHC

Antigen recognition by T cells begins with a pathogen either in~
fecting or being engulfed by a host cell. Once the pathogen is in~
side a host cell, enzymes in the cell cleave the pathogen proteins
into smaller pieces, called peptide antigens or antigen frag·
ments. These antigen fragments then bind to an MHC molecule inside the cell. Movement ofthe MHC molecule and bound
fragment to the cell surface results in antigen presentation,
the display of the antigen fragment on the cell surface (Figure
43.11). If an antigen-presenting cell encounters a T cell, the receptors on the T cell can bind to the antigen fragment.
Antigen presentation by MHC proteins either activates immune responses against the antigen or targets for destruction
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.. Figure 43.11 Antigen presentation by an MHC
molecule. Aclass IMH( molecule extending from the plasma
membrane displays a bound antigen fragment for recognition by the
antigen receptor of a lymphocyte. The enlarged view is of the MH(
surface that binds and presents an antigen fragment.
an infected cell displaying the antigen fragment. The type of
cell that presents the antigen determines which kind of response occurs. When a phagocyte or lymphocyte that has en~
gulfed a pathogen displays an antigen, it signals the immune
system that an infection is under way. The immune system responds by increasing its response to that antigen and the
pathogen that produces it. \Vhen a cell that has been invaded
by a pathogen displays an antigen, itsignals the immune system
that the cell is infected. The immune system responds by eliminating such cells, disrupting further spread of the infection.
To recognize the type of cell displaying an antigen, the immune system relies on two classes of MHC molecules:
... Class I MHC molecules are found on almost all cells ofthe
body (the notable exceptions being non-nucleated cells,
such as red blood cells). Class I MHC molecules bind to
peptide fragments of foreign antigens synthesized within
the cell. Any body cell that becomes infected or cancerous
can synthesize foreign antigens and display antigen fragments by virtue of its class I MHC molecules (Figure
43.12a). Class I MHC molecules displaying bound antigen
fragments are recognized by a subgroup of T cells called
cytotoxic T cells. The term cytotoxic refers to their use of
toxic gene products to kill infected cells.
... Class II MHC molecules are made by justa few cell types,
mainly dendritic cells, macrophages, and B cells. In these
cells, class II MHC molecules typically bind to antigen fragment derived from foreign materials that have been internalized through phagocytosis or endocytosis (Figure
43.12b). Dendritic cells, macrophages, and B cells are
known as antigen-presenting ceDs because of their key
role in displaying such internalized antigens. Antigenpresenting cells display antigens for recognition by cytotoxic T cells and helper T cells, a group ofT cells that assist
both Bcells and cytotoxic T cells.
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... Figure 43.12 The interaction of
Tcells with antigen-presenting cells.
(a) (lass IMH( molecules display fragments
of antigens to cytotoxIC Tcells
(b) Class II MH( molecules display fragments
of antigens to both cytotoxic T cells and, as
shown here, helper T cells.
In both (a) and (b), the T cell receptor binds
With an MH( molecule-antlgen fragment
complex, (lass IMHC molecules are made by
most nucleated cells, whereas class II MHC
molecules are made primarily by antigenpresenting cells (macrophages, dendritic cells,
and Bcells)
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Lymphocyte Development
Now that you know how lymphocytes recognize antigens, let's
consider three major properties of the acquired immune system. First, the tremendous diversity of receptors ensures that
even pathogens never before encountered will be recognized
as foreign. Second, this ability to recognize vast numbers of
foreign molecules coexists with a lack of reactivity against the
molecules that make up the animal's own cells and tissues.
Third, the response to an antigen that has been encountered
previously is stronger and more rapid than the initial response-a feature called immunological memory.
Three events in a lymphocyte's life provide the basis for receptor diversity, lack of self-reactivity, and immunological
memory. The first two events take place as a lymphocyte matures. The third important event happens when a mature lymphocyte encounters and binds a specific antigen. Let's
consider these three events in the order in which they occur.

Generation of Lymphocyte Diversity
by Gene Rearrangement
Differences in the amino acid sequence of the variable region
account for the specificity of antigen receptors on lymphocytes. Recall that a single B or T cell displays about 100,000
antigen receptors, all identical. If we randomly selected any
two Bcells or T cells, it is highly unlikely that they would have
the same antigen receptor. Instead, the variable regions at the
tip of a particular antigen receptor would differ in their amino
acid sequence from one cell to the other. Because the variable
regions form the antigen-binding site, a particular amino acid
sequence generates specificity for a certain epitope.
Each person has more than 1 million different Bcells and 10
million different T cells, each with a particular antigen-binding
specificity. Yet there are only about 20,500 protein-coding
genes in the human genome. How, then, do we generate such
remarkable diversity in antigen receptors? The answer lies in a

variety of combinations. Think of selecting a car with a choice
ofthree interior colors and six exterior colors. There are 18
(3 x 6) color combinations to consider. Similarly, by combining
variable elements, the immune system assembles many different receptors from a much smaller collection of parts.
To understand the origin ofreceptor diversity, let's consider
an immunoglobulin (lg) gene that encodes the light chain of
secreted antibodies (immunoglobulins) and membranebound Bcell receptors. Although we'll analyze only a single Ig
light-chain gene, all B cell antigen receptor and T cell antigen
receptor genes undergo very similar transformations.
The capacity to generate diversity is built into the structure of
the Ig light-chain gene. A receptor light chain is encoded by three
gene segments: a variable (V) segment, a joining (J) segment, and
a constant (C) segment. The V and! segments together encode
the variable region ofthe receptor chain, while the Csegment encodes the entire constant region. ONAsequencing reveals that the
light-chain gene contains a single C segment, 40 different V segments, and 5 different!segments.111ese alternative copies of the
Vand! segments are arranged within the gene in a series (Figure
43.13, on the next page). Because a functional gene is built from
one copy of each type of segment, the pieces can be combined in
200 (40 V x 5J x 1 C) different ways. (The number of different
heavy-chain genes is even greater.)
Assembling a functional light-chain gene requires rearranging the DNA. Early in B cell development, a set of
enzymes collectively called recombinase links one V gene
segment to one! gene segment. This recombination event
eliminates the long stretch of DNA between the segments,
forming a single exon that is part Vand part f. Because there
is only an intron between theJ and CDNA segments, no further DNA rearrangement is required. Instead, the!and C segments will be joined after transcription by splicing out the
intervening RNA (see Figure 17.10 to review RNA splicing).
Recombinase acts randomly, linking anyone ofthe 40 V gene
segments to anyoneofthe 5 Jgene segments. Heavy-chain genes
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undergo a similar rearrangement. In any given cell, however,
only one light-chain gene and one heavy-chain gene are rearranged. Furthermore, the rearrangements are permanent and
are passed on to the daughter cells when the lymphocyte divides.
After both the light- and heavy-chain genes have rearranged. antigen receptors can be synthesized. The rearranged genes are transcribed, and the transcripts are
processed for translation. Following translation. the light chain
and heavy chain assemble together, forming an antigen receptor (see Figure 43.13). Each pair of randomly rearranged heavy
and light chains results in a different antigen-binding surface.
For the total population of B cells in a human body, the number of such combinations has been calculated as 1.65 x 106 •
Furthermore, mutations introduced during VI recombination
add additional variation, making the number of possible
antigen-binding specificities even greater.

Origin of Self· Tolerance
Because antigen receptor genes are randomly rearranged,
some immature lymphocytes produce receptors specific for
epitopes on the body's own molecules. If these self-reactive
lymphocytes were not eliminated or inactivated, the immune
system could not distinguish self from nonself and would attack body proteins, cells, and tissues. Instead, as lymphocytes
mature in the bone marrow or thymus, their antigen receptors
are tested for self-reactivity. Lymphocytes with receptors specific for the body's own molecules are typically either deUNIT SEVEN
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... Figure 43.13
Immunoglobulin
(antibody) gene
rearrangement. The
Joining of randomly selected
V and 1 gene segments (V39
and 1s in this example)
results in a functional gene
that encodes the light-chain
polypeptide of a Bcell
receptor. Transcription,
splicing, and translation
result in a light chain that
combines with a polypeptide produced from an
independently rearranged
heavy-chain gene to form
a functional receptor.
Mature Bcells (and Tcells)
are exceptions to the
generalization that all body
cells have exactly the same

Bcell receptor

Bcell----:''"
strayed by apoptosis or rendered nonfunctional, leaving only
those that react to foreign molecules. Since the body normally
lacks mature lymphocytes that can react against its own components, the immune system is said to exhibit self-tolerance.
As you will read later, failure of self-tolerance can lead to
autoimmune diseases, such as multiple sclerosis.

Amplifying Lymphocytes by Clonal Selection
Because the body contains an enormous variety of antigen receptors, only a tiny fraction are specific for the epitopes on a
given antigen. As a result, it is very rare for an antigen to encounter a lymphocyte with a receptor specific for that antigen.
How, then, can the acquired immune response be so effective?
The answer lies in the changes in cell number and behavior
triggered by the binding of antigen to lymphocyte.
The binding ofan antigen receptor to its specific antigen initiates events that activate the lymphocyte. Activated Bcells or T
cells amplify the response by dividing many times, forming two
types of dones: effector cells and memory cells. Effector cells,
which are short-lived, attack the antigen and any pathogens producing that antigen. Memory cells, which are long-lived but
less numerous, bear receptors spedfic for the antigen.
The proliferation of a lymphocyte into a clone of cells in
response to binding an antigen is called donal selection
(Figure 43.14). This concept is so fundamental to understanding acquired immunity that it is worth restating: The presentation of an antigen to specific receptors on a lymphocyte
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leads to repeated rounds of cell division. The result is a donal
population of thousands of cells, all specific for that antigen.
Prior exposure to an antigen alters the speed, strength, and
duration of the immune response. The production of effector
cells from a done oflymphocytes during the first exposure to
an antigen represents the primary immune response. The
primary response peaks about 10 to 17 days after the initial exposure. During this time, selected B cells generate antibodysecreting effector B cells, called plasma cells, and selected
T cells are activated to their effector forms, consisting of
helper cells and cytotoxic cells. If an individual is exposed
again to the same antigen, the response is faster (typically
peaking only 2 to 7 days after exposure), ofgreater magnitude,
and more prolonged. This is the secondary immune response. Measures of antibody concentrations in blood serum
over time dearly show the difference bern'een primary and
secondary immune responses (Figure 43.15).
The secondary immune response relies on the reservoir of
T and B memory cells generated following initial exposure to
an antigen. Because these cells are long-lived, they provide the
basis for immunological memory that can span many decades.
Ifand when an antigen is encountered again, memory cells specific for that antigen enable the rapid formation oflarge dones
of effector cells and thus a greatly enhanced immune defense.
Although the processes for antigen recognition, donal selection, and immunological memory are similar for Bcells and
T cells, these two dasses oflymphocytes fight infection in different ways and in different settings, as we will explore next.
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.... Figure 43.14 Clonal selection of B cells. In response to its
specific antigen and immune cell signals. a Bcell divides and forms a
clone of cells. Some of these cells become memory Bcells; others
become antibody-secreting plasma cells. Tcells specific for the antigen
undergo a similar process. generating memory T cells and effector
Tcells. lymphocytes with a different antigen specificity (represented in
this figure by different shapes and colors of the receptors) do not
respond.
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B produces antibodies to B.
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.... Figure 43.15 The specificity of immunological memory.
long·lived memory cells generated in the primary response to antigen
A give rise to a heightened secondary response to the same antigen,
but do not affect the primary response to a different antigen (B).
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1. "]jO'tiil Sketch a B cell receptor. Label the V and
C regions of the light and heavy chains. Now mark
the positions of the antigen-binding sites, disulfide
bridges, and transmembrane regions. How do the
positions of these features relate to the location of
the variable and constant regions?
2. Explain two advantages of having memory cells when
a pathogen is encountered for a second time.
3. - '..Mill. Ifboth copies of a light-chain gene and a
heavy-chain gene recombined in each B cell, how
would this affect Bcell development?

infection of body cells and fluids

Acquired immunity is based on both a humoral immune response and a cell-mediated immune response (figure 43.16).
The humoral immune response involves the activation and
clonal selection of effector B cells, which secrete antibodies
that circulate in the blood and lymph. The humoral response
is so named because blood and lymph were long ago cailed
body humors. It is also called the antibody-mediated response
because of the key role of antibodies. The predominant
cell-mediated immune response involves the activation and

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

Humoral (antibody-mediated) immune response

Ceil-mediated immune response

K.,

Ant,gen (lst exeosure)

. . . . Stimulates

~ Gives rise to
Antigen-

presenting (el!

B cell

Helper T cell

o

o

o

)
•

Cytotoxic T cell

Memory
Helper T cells

•.~

Antigen (2nd exposure)
Plasma cells

Memory B cells

_.~*'--...

t

~secreted~

~~iidie~

Defend against extracellular pathogens by binding to ant'gens.
thereby neutralizing pathogens or makmg them better targets
for phagocytes and complement proteins.

• Figure 43.16 An overview of the acquired immune response.

II Identify each black or brown arrow as representing part of the primary or secondary response
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!

Defend against intracellular pathogens
and cancer by binding to and lysing the
infected cells or cancer cells.

clonal selection of cytotoxic T cells, which identify and destroy the target cells. A third population of lymphocytes, the

helper T cells, aids both responses. As we examine the cellular interactions that underlie the acquired immune response,
you can refer to the diagram in Figure 43.16 to appreciate how
these interactions work together.

Helper TCells: AResponse to Nearly All Antigens
Activated by encounters with antigen-presenting cells, helper
T cells playa central role in enhancing humoral and cell-

mediated responses. The helper T cell proliferates after interacting with antigen fragments displayed by antigen-presenting
cells (usually dendritic cells). The resulting clone ofcells differentiates into activated helper T cells and memory helper
T cells. Activated helper T cells secrete cytokines that stimulate the activation of nearby B cells and cytotoxic T cells.
A helper T cell and the antigen-presenting cell displaying its
specific epitope have a complex interaction (Figure 43.17). The
T cell receptors on the surface ofthe helper T cell bind to the antigen fragment that is held by a class II MHC molecule on the antigen-presenting cell. At the same time, aprotein called eD4, found
on the surface of most helper T cells, binds to the class II MHC
mole<:ule. CD4 helps keep the helper T cell and antigen-presenting cell joined. As the WiO ceUs interact, signals in the form of cytokines are exchanged in both directions. For example, cytokines
secreted from adendritic cell act in combination with the antigen
to stimulate the helper T cell, causing it to produce its own set of
cytokines. The net result is activation of the helper T cell.
The three principal types of antigen-presenting cellsdendritic cells, macrophages, and Bcells-interact with helper
T cells in different contexts. Dendritic cells are particularly important in triggering a primary immune response. They serve

o engulfs
After an antigen-presenting cell
and degrades a bacterium.
it displays bacterial antigen fragments (peptides) complexed with a
class II MHC mole{Ule on the cell
surface. A specific helper Tcell
binds to the displayed complex via
Its TCR with the aid of CD4. This
interadion promotes secretion of
cytokines by the antigenpresenting cell,

Humoral
Immunity
(secretion of
antibodies by
plasma cells)

Cytotoxic T Cells: A Response to Infected Cells
Cytotoxic T cells are the effector cells in a cell-mediated immune response. To become active, they require signaling molecules from helper T cells as well as interaction with an
antigen-presenting cell. Once activated, they can eliminate
cancerous body cells and body cells infected by viruses or
other intracellular pathogens. Fragments of nonself proteins
synthesized in such target cells associate with class I MHC
molecules and are displayed on the cell surface, where they
can be recognized by cytotoxic T cells (Figure 43.18, on the
next page). A surface protein called CD8, found on most cytotoxic T cells, enhances the interaction between a target cell
and a cytotoxic T cell. Binding ofeDS to a class I MHC molecule helps keep the two cells in contact while the cytotoxic T
cell is activated. Thus, the roles ofclass I MHC molecules and
CDS are similar to those of class II MHC molecules and CD4.
The targeted destruction of an infected cell by a cytotoxic
T cell involves the secretion of proteins that cause cell rupture
and cell death (see Figure 43.18). TIle death of the infected cell
not only deprives the pathogen ofa place to reproduce but also
exposes it to circulating antibodies, which mark it for disposal.
After destroying an infected cell, the cytotoxic T cell may
move on and kill other cells infected with the same pathogen.

6
Antigenpresenting
cell

Baderium,.iii;;;:::::~

,.18
..::.:.,

,'.", ";
...... ;.,

CYtoki",'(~
~

as sentinels in the epidermis and other tissues frequently exposed to foreign antigens. After dendritic cells capture antigens, they migrate from the infection site to lymphoid tissues.
There they present antigens, via class II MHC molecules, to
helper T cells (see Figure 43.17). Macrophages play the key
role in initiating a secondary immune response by presenting
antigens to memory helper T cells, while the humoral response
relies mainly on B cells to present antigens to helper T cells.

,;':.:;." f)

Proliferation of the helper T cell,
stimulated by cytokines from both
the antigen-presenting cell and the
helper T cell itself. gives rise to a
clone of adivated helper T cells (not
shown), all with receptors for the
same MHC-antigen fragment complex,

Class II MHC mole{Ule

CD4
Hf----TCR (T cell receptor)

Helper T cell

)

t ,,'::':."

~~:~~:{f:;\\1:~t~(~~:~·!·:
.. ,;::.•:..... ,'.

0
f)

•
Cytoto~ic Tcell

o Following
proliferation, helper Tcells secrete other cytokines.
whICh help adivate 8 cells and cytotoxic T cells_

-

Cell-mediated
immulllly
(attack on
infected cells)

J. Figure 43.17 The central role of helper T cells in humoral and cell·mediated
immune responses.
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G An activated cytotoxic Tcell binds to a

f) The T cell releases perforin molecules,

class I MHC-antigen fragment complex
on a target cell via its TCR with the aid
of the protein CDB.

which form pores in the target cell
membrane, and granzymes, enzymes
that break down proteins. Granzymes
enter the target cell by endocytosis,

o The
granzymes initiate apoptosis within the
target cell, leading to fragmentation of the
nucleus and cytoplasm and eventual cell death.
The released cytotoxic Tcell can attack other
target cells,
"1I..---Released cytotoxic T cell

Cytotoxic T cell
Perforin
Granzymes

0

o

C08

Class! MHC
molecule

Target
cell

•

"l,o,-,''''_. "Pore

•

.'•

•

<

Dying target cell

•
Antigen
fragment

... Figure 43.18 The killing action of cytotoxic T cells. An activated cytotoxic T cell
releases molecules that make pores in a target cell's membrane and enzymes that break down
proteins, promoting the cell's death,

G Alter an antigen-presenting cell engulfs and
degrades a bacterium, it displays an antigen
fragment (peptide) complexed with a class 11
MHC molecule A helper T cell that recognizes
the complex is activated with the aid of cytokines
secreted from the antigen-presenting cell, forming
a clone of activated helper T cells (not shown).
Antigen-presenting cell

e internalizes
A Bcell with receptors for the same peptide
the antigen and displays it on the
cell surface in a complex with a class II MHC
protein, An activated helper Tcell bearing receptors specific for the displayed antigen fragment
binds to the Bcell. This interaction, with the aid
of cytokines from the T cell, activates the Bcell.

OThe activated 8 cell proliferates
and differentiates into antibodysecreting plasma cells and memory
Bcells The secreted antibodies
are specific for the same bacterial
antigen that initiated the response.

Bacterium
Antigen 8 "
fragment ce

Clone of plasma cells

Secreted antibody
molecules

r

Helper Tcell

Activated
helper T cell

Clone of memory
8 cells

... Figure 43.19 B cell activation in the humoral immune response. Most protein antigens
require activated helper Tcells to trigger a humoral response. Either a macrophage (shown here) or a dendritic
cell can act as an antigen-presenting cell and activate helper Tcells. The TEM of a plasma cell reveals
abundant endoplasmic reticulum, a common feature of cells dedicated to making proteins for secretion,
Since the primary function of effector Bcells (plasma cells) is to secrete antibodies, why is it
important that memo/}' Bcells have cell-surface antigen receptors)

D

BCells: A Response to Extracellular Pathogens
The secretion of antibodies by clonally selected B cells is the
hallmark ofthe humoral response (Figure 43.19). Activation of
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this response typically involves Bcells and helper T cells, as well
as proteins on the surface of bacteria. As depicted in Figure
43.19, B cell activation by an antigen is aided by cytokines se-

creted from helper T cells that have encountered the same antigen. Stimulated by both an antigen and cytokines, the Bcell proliferates and differentiates into a clone of antibody-secreting
plasma cells and a clone of memory B cells.
The pathway for antigen processing and display in B cells
differs from that in other antigen-presenting cells. A macrophage or dendritic cell can present fragments from a wide variety of protein antigens, whereas a B cell presents only the
antigen to which it specifically binds. When an antigen first
binds to receptors on the surface of a B cell, the cell takes in a
few of the foreign molecules by receptor-mediated endocytosis (see Figure 7.20). The B cell then presents an MHC-antigen
fragment complex to a helper T cell. This achieves the direct
cell-to-cell contact that is usually critical to B cell activation
(see step 2 in Figure 43.19).
B cell activation leads to a robust humoral response: An
activated B cell gives rise to a clone of thousands of plasma
cells, each of which secretes approximately 2,000 antibody
molecules every second ofthe cell's 4- to 5-day life span. Furthermore, most antigens recognized by B cells contain multiple epitopes. An exposure to a single antigen therefore
normally activates a variety ofB cells, with different clones of
plasma cells directed against different epitopes on the common antigen.
For antigens, including polysaccharides, that contact multiple receptors on a single cell, a B cell response can occur
without the involvement of cytokines or helper T cells. Although such responses generate no memory B cells, they play
an important role in defending against many bacteria.

Antibody Classes
For a given Bcell, the antibodies produced differ from the B cell
receptor only in the constant (C) region of the heavy chain. In
place of a transmembrane region and cytoplasmic tail, the
heavy chain contains sequences that determine where the antibody is distributed and how it mediates antigen disposal.
The five major types of heavy-chain C regions determine
five major classes of antibodies. Figure 43.20 summarizes
the structures and functions of these antibody classes.
Changes in the heavy-chain gene that switch B cells from production of one antibody class to another occur only in response to antigen stimulation and to specific regulatory
signals from T cells.
The power of antibody specificity and antigen·antibody
binding has been harnessed in laboratory research and clinical diagnosis. Some antibody tools are po/)'clonal: They are the
products of many different clones of B cells, each specific for a
different epitope. Antibodies produced following exposure to
a microbial antigen are polyclonal. In contrast, other antibody
tools are mOlloclonal: They are prepared from a single clone of
B cells grown in culture. All the monoclonal antibodies produced by such a culture are identical and specific for the same
epitope on an antigen. Monoclonal antibodies are particularly

Class of Immunoglobulin (Antibody)

Distribution

Function

I,M
(pentamer)

First 19 class
produced alter
initial eKposure to
antigen; then its
concentration in
the blood declines

Promotes neutralization and crosslinking of antigens;
very effective in
complement system
activation (see
Figure 43,21)

I,G
(monomer)

Most abundantlg
dass in blood;
also present in
tissue fluids

Promotes opsonization, neutralization,
and cross·linking of
antigens; less effective in activation of
complement system
than IgM (see
Figure 4321)

y

Only 19 class that
crosses placenta,
thus conferring
passive immunity
on fetus
I,A
(dimer)

Present in
secretions such
as tears, saliva,
mucus, and
breast milk

Provides localized
defense of mucous
membranes by
cross-linking and
neutralization of
antigens (see
Figure 43,21)
Presence in breast
milk confers
passive Immunity
on nursing infant

Secretory
component
19 E
(monomer)

y
'9 D
(monomer)

Present in blood
at low concentratlons

Triggers release from
mast cells and
basophils of histamine and other
chemICals that cause
allergic reactions
(see Figure 43,23)

Present primarily
on surface of
Bcells that have
not been eKposed
to antigens

Acts as antigen
receptor in the
antigen·stlmulated
proliferation and
differentiation of
Bcells (donal
selection)

membrane
region

... Figure 43,20 The five antibody, or immunoglobulin
(19), classes. All antibody classes consist of similar V-shaped
molecules in which the tail region determines the distribution and
funC\lons characteristic of each class IgM and IgA antibodies contain
a J cham (unrelated to the j gene segment) that helps hold the
subunits together, As an IgA antibody is secreted across a mucous
membrane, it acquires a secretory component that protects it from
cleavage by enzymes,
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useful for tagging specific molecules. For example, home pregnancy kits use monoclonal antibodies to detect human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG). Because HCG is produced as soon
as an embryo implants in the uterus (see Chapter 46), the presence ofthis hormone in a woman's urine provides a reliable in·
dicator for a very early stage of pregnancy.

The Role of Antibodies in Immunity
The binding ofantibodies to antigens can interfere with pathogen
function in many ways, some of which are diagrammed in
Figure 43.21. In the simplest of these, neutralization, antibodies
bind to surface proteins of a virus or bacterium, thereby
blocking the pathogen's ability to infect a host cell. Similarly,
antibodies sometimes bind to and neutraJize toxins released in
body fluids. In a process called opsonization, the antibodies
bound to antigens present a readily recognized structure for
macrophagesand therefore increase phagocytosis. Because each
antibody has two antigen·binding sites, antibodies can also facil·
itate phagocytosis by linking bacterial cells, virus particles, or
antigens into aggregates.
Antibodies sometimes work together with the proteins ofthe
complement system to dispose of pathogens. (The name
complement reflects the fact that these proteins increase the effectiveness ofantibody-directed attacks on bacteria.) Binding of
antigen-antibody complexes on a microbe or foreign cell to one

Viral neutralization

Opsonization

of the complement proteins triggers a cascade in which each
protein of the complement system activates the next. Ultimately, activated complement proteins generate a membrane
attack complex that forms a pore in the membrane of the for·
eign cell. Ions and water rush into the cell, causing it to swell and
lyse (see Figure43.21, right). \Vhether activated as part ofinnate
or acquired defenses, this cascade ofcomplement protein activity results in the lysis of microbes and produces factors that promote inflammation or stimulate phagocytosis.
\Vhen antibodies facilitate phagocytosis (see Figure 43.21,
middle), they also help fine-tune the humoral immune response. Recall that phagocytosis enables macrophages and
dendritic cells to present antigens to and stimulate helper T
cells, which in turn stimulate the very B cells whose antibodies contribute to phagocytosis. This positive feedback between the innate and acquired immune systems contributes to
a coordinated, effective response to infection.
Although antibodies are the cornerstones of the response
in body fluids, there is also a mechanism by which they can
bring about the death of infected body cells. When a virus uses
a cell's biosynthetic machinery to produce viral proteins, these
viral products can appear on the cell surface. Ifantibodies specifk for epitopes on these viral proteins bind the exposed proteins, the presence of bound antibody at the cell surface can
recruit a natural killer cell. The NK cell then releases proteins
that cause the infected cell to undergo apoptosis.

Activation of complement system and pore formation

Baderium

~""_~'i=::::,,,_complemenl proteins
Virus
Formation of
membrane
attack complex

\

Flow of water
and ions

\

\ /

Foreign
cell

II
Antibodies bound to
antigens on the surface
of a virus neutralize
it by blocking its ability
to bind to a host cell.

Binding of antibodies to
antigens on the surface
of bacteria promotes
phagocytosis
by macrophages.

I

Binding of antibodies to
antigens on the surface
of a foreign cell activates
the complement system.

.... Figure 43.21 Antibody-mediated mechanisms of antigen disposal. The binding of antibOOies
to antigens marks microbes. foreign particles, and soluble antigens for inactivation or destruction.
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Following activation of the
complement system. the
membrane attack complex
forms pores in the foreign cell's
membrane, allowing water and
ions to rush in. The cell swells
and eventually lyses.

Active and Passive Immunization
Our discussion ofacquired immunity has to this point focused
on the defenses that arise when a particular microbe infects the
body. In response to infe<tion, clones of memory cells form,
providing active immunity. In contrast, a distinct type of immunity results when the IgG antibodies of a pregnant woman
cross the placenta to her fetus. The transferred antibodies are
poised to immediately help destroy any pathogens for which
they are specific. This protection is called passive immunity
because the antibodies provided by the mother guard against
microbes that have never infe<ted the newborn. Because passive immunity does not involve the recipient's Band T cells, it
persists only as long as the transferred antibodies last (a few
weeks to a few months). However, 19A antibodies are passed
from a mother to her infant in breast milk (Figure 43.22).
These antibodies provide additional protection against infection while the infant's immune system develops.
Both active immunity and passive immunity can be induced artificially. Active immunity can develop from the introduction of antigens into the body through immunization,
often called vaccination. The virus causing cowpox, a mild
disease usually seen in cows, was used over hvo centuries
ago as the first vaccine (from the Latin vacca, cow). Vaccination with cowpox was significant because it enhanced the
immune response to the closely related and far more dangerous smallpox virus. Today, many sources of antigen are
used to make vaccines, including inactivated bacterial toxins, killed microbes, parts of microbes, weakened microbes
that generally do not cause illness, and even genes encoding
microbial proteins. Because all of these agents induce a primary immune response and immunological memory, an encounter with the pathogen from which the vaccine was
derived triggers a rapid and strong secondary response.
Vaccination programs have been successful against many
infectious diseases that once killed, crippled, or incapacitated
large numbers of people. A worldwide vaccination campaign
led to eradication of smallpox in the late 1970s. In industrialized countries, routine active immunization of infants and
children has dramatically reduced the incidence of sometimes
devastating diseases, such as polio, measles, and whooping
cough. Unfortunately, not all pathogens are easily managed by
vaccination. Furthermore, some vaccines are not readily available in impoverished areas of the globe. Even in developed
countries, the failure of some parents to immunize children
with available vaccines has led to sporadic outbreaks of serious but fully preventable diseases. For example, a decline in
vaccination rates within the former Soviet Union led to an
outbreak of diphtheria during the mid-l990s that resulted in
over 5,000 deaths.
In artificial passive immunization, antibodies from an immune animal are injected into a nonimmune animal. For example, humans bitten by venomous snakes are sometimes

.. Figure 43.22
Passive immunization
of an infant occurs
during breast-feeding.

treated with antivenin, a serum from sheep or horses that have
been immunized against the venom of one or more species of
poisonous snakes. When injected immediately after a
snakebite, the antibodies in antivenin can neutralize toxins in
the venom before the toxins do massive damage.

Immune Rejection
Like pathogens, cells from another person can be recognized
and attacked by immune defenses. For example, skin transplanted from one person to a genetically nonidentical person
will look healthy for a week or so but will then be destroyed
(reje<ted) by the recipient's immune response. (It remains
something ofa puzzle why a pregnant woman does not reject
her fetus as nonself tissue.) Keep in mind that the body's hostile reaction to a transplant of other tissues or whole organs or
to an incompatible blood transfusion is the expected reaction
of a healthy immune system exposed to foreign antigens.

Blood Croups
To avoid harmful immune reactions in human blood transfusions, ABO blood groups must be taken into account. As discussed in Chapter 14, red blood cells are designated as type A
if they have A antigen molecules on their surface. Similarly,
the Bantigen is found on type B red blood cells; both A and B
antigens are found on type AB red blood cells; and neither
antigen is found on type red blood cells (see Figure 14.11).
To understand how ABO blood groups affect transfusions,
let's consider the immune response of someone with type A
blood. It turns out that certain bacteria normally present in the
body haveepitopes very similar to the A and Bblood group antigens. By responding to the bacterial epitope similar to Bantigen,
a person with type A blood makes antibodies that can react with
Bantigen. No antibodies are made against the bacterial epitope
similar to A antigen, since lymphocytes reactive with self antigens are inactivated or eliminated during development. If the

a
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person with type A blood receives a transfusion of type Bblood,
that person's anti-B antibodies cause an immediate and devastating transfusion reaction. The transfused red blood. cells undergo lysis, which can lead to chills, fever, shock, and kidney
malfunction. By the same token, anti-A antibodies in the donated type B blood can act against the recipient's type A red
blood cells.

Tissue and Organ Transplants
In the case of tissue and organ transplants, or grafts, it is MHC
molecules that stimulate the immune response that leads to
rejection. Each vertebrate species has many different alleles
for each class I and class II MHC gene, enabling presentation
of antigen fragments that vary in shape and charge. This diversity ofMHC molecules almost guarantees that no two peo·
pie, except identical twins, will have exactly the same set.
Thus, in the vast majority of graft and transplant recipients,
some MHC molecules on the donated tissue are foreign to the
recipient. To minimize rejection, physicians try to use donor
tissue bearing MHC molecules that match those of the recipient as closely as possible. In addition, the recipient takes medicines that suppress immune responses. However, these
medicines can leave the recipient more susceptible to infections during the course of treatment.
In a bone marrow transplant between individuals, the
problem of rejection is reversed: The donor tissue can reject
the recipient's body tissues. Bone marrow transplants are used
to treat leukemia and other cancers as well as various hemato·
logical (blood cell) diseases. Prior to receiving transplanted
bone marrow, the recipient is typically treated with radiation
to eliminate his or her own bone marrow cells, thus destroying the source of abnormal cells. This treatment effectively
obliterates the recipient's immune system, leaving little chance
of graft rejection. However, lymphocytes in the donated marrow may react against the recipient. This graft versus host
reaction is limited if the MHC molecules of the donor and recipient are well matched. Bone marrow donor programs continually seek volunteers because the great variability of MHC
molecules makes a diverse pool of donors essential.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

43.3

I. If a child were born without a thymus, what cells and
functions would be deficient? Explain.
2. Treatment of antibodies with a particular protease
clips the heavy chains in half, releasing the two arms
of the Y-shaped molecule. How might the antibodies
continue to function?
Suppose that a snake handler bitten by a
3.
particular venomous snake species was treated with
antivenin. Why might the treatment for a second
such bite be different?

_'W"'I.

For suggested answers. see Appendi~ A.
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system function can elicit
or exacerbate disease

Although acquired immunity offers significant protection
against a wide range of pathogens, it is not fail-safe. In this last
section of the chapter, we'll first examine the problems that
arise when the acquired immune system is blocked or misregulated. We'll then turn to some of the evolutionary adaptations of pathogens that diminish the effectiveness of host
immune responses.

Exaggerated, Self-Directed, and Diminished
Immune Responses
The highly regulated interplay among lymphocytes, body cells,
and foreign substances generates an immune response that
provides extraordinary protection against many pathogens.
When allergic, autoimmune, or immunodeficiency disorders
disrupt this delicate balance, the effects are frequently severe
and sometimes life-threatening.

Allergies
Allergies are exaggerated (hypersensitive) responses to certain
antigens called allergens. The most common allergies involve
antibodies of the IgE class (see Figure 43.20). Hay fever, for instance, occurs when plasma cells secrete IgE antibodies specific
for antigens on the surface of pollen grains (Figure 43.23).
Some of these antibodies attach by their base to mast cells in
connective tissues. Later, when pollen grains again enter the
body, they attach to the antigen·binding sites of IgE on the
surface of mast cells. Interaction with the large pollen grains
cross-links adjacent IgE molecules, inducing the mast cell to
release histamine and other inflammatory agents from granules (vesicles), a process called degranulation. Recall that histamine causes dilation and increased permeability of small
blood vessels. Such vascular changes lead to typical allergy
symptoms: sneezing, runny nose, tearing eyes, and smooth
muscle contractions that can result in breathing difficulty.
Drugs called antihistamines diminish allergy symptoms (and
inflammation) by blocking receptors for histamine.
An acute allergic response sometimes leads to anaphylactic
shock, a whole·body, life·threatening reaction that can occur
within seconds ofexposure to an allergen. Anaphylactic shock
develops when widespread mast cell degranulation triggers
abrupt dilation of peripheral blood vessels, causing a precipitous drop in blood pressure. Death may occur within minutes.
Allergic responses to bee venom or penicillin can lead to anaphylactic shock in people who are extremely allergic to these
substances. Likewise, people very allergic to peanuts, fish, or
other foods can die from ingesting only tiny amounts of these

~Allergen

@@f)

\.

o IgEresponse
antibodies produced in e On subsequent exposure o Degranulation of the cell,
to initial exposure
triggered by cross-linking of
to the same allergen, IgE
to an allergen bind to
receptors on mast cells.

molecules attached to a
mast cell recognize and
bind the allergen.

adjacent IgE molecules. releases
histamine and other chemicals,
leading to allergy symptoms.

... Figure 43.23 Mast cells, IgE. and tne allergic response.

allergens. People with severe hypersensitivities often carry syringes containing the hormone epinephrine, which counteracts this allergic response.

Autoimmune Diseases
In some people, the immune system turns against particular moleculesofthe body, causing an autoimmune disease. This loss of
self-tolerance can take many forms. In systemic lupus erythematosus, commonly called lupus, the immune system generates
antibodies against histones and DNA released by the normal
breakdown of body cells, These self-reactive antibodies cause
skin rashes, fever, arthritis, and kidney dysfunction. Another
antibody-mediated autoimmune disease, rheumatoid arthritis,
leads to damage and painful inflammation of the cartilage and
bone of joints (Figure 43,24). In Type J diabetes mellitus, the
insulin-producing beta cells of the pancreas are the targets of
autoimmune cytotoxic T cells. The most common chronic
neurological disorder in developed countries is an autoimmune
disease-multiple sclerosis. In
this disease, T cells infiltrate
the central nervous system,
leading to destruction of the
myelin sheath that surrounds
parts of many neurons (see
Figure 48.12).
Gender, genetics, and envirorunent aU influence susceptibility to autoimmune
disorders. For example, members of certain families show
an increased susceptibility to
particular autoimmune disorders. In addition, many
... Figure 43.24 X-ray of a
autoimmune diseases afflict
hand deformed by
rheumatoid arthritis.
females more often than

males. Women are tv.'o to three times as
likely as men to suffer from multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis and nine
times more likely to develop lupus. There
has been substantial progress in the field of
autoimmunity. Forexample, we now know
that regulatory T ceUs ordinarily help prevent attack by any self-reactive lymphocytes that remain functional in adults.
Nevertheless, much remains to be learned
about these often devastating disorders.

Exertion, Stress, and the Immune
System

Many forms of exertion and stress influence immune system function. Consider,
for example, susceptibility to the common cold and other infections of the upper respiratory tract.
Moderate exercise improves immune system function and significantly reduces the risk of these infections. In contrast, exercise to the point ofexhaustion leads to more frequent infections
and to more severe symptoms. Studies of marathon runners
support the conclusion that exercise intensity is the critical variable. Such runners get sick less often than their more sedentary
peers during training, a time of moderate exertion, but have a
marked increase in illness in the period immediately following
the grueling race itself, Similarly, psychological stress has been
shown to disrupt immune system regulation by altering the
interplay of the hormonal, nervous, and immune systems.

Immunodeficiency Diseases
A disorder in which the ability of an immune system to protect against pathogens is defective or absent is called an
immunodeficiency, An inborn immunodeficiency results from
a genetic or developmental defect in the immune system An
acquired immunodeficiency develops later in life following exposure to chemical or biological agents. \'V'hatever its cause and
nature, an immunodeficiency can lead to frequent and recurrent infections and increased susceptibility to certain cancers.
Inborn immunodeficiencies result from defects in the development of various immune system cells or defects in the production of specific proteins, such as antibodies or the proteins
of the complement system, Depending on the specific genetic
defect, either innate or acquired defenses-or both-may be
impaired, In severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), functionallymphocytes are rare or absent Lacking an acquired immune response, scm patients are susceptible to recurrent
infections, such as pneumonia and meningitis, that can cause
death in infancy. Treatments include bone marrow and stem
cell transplantation.
Exposure to certain agents can cause immunodeficiencies
that develop later in life. Drugs used to fight autoimmune
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diseases or prevent transplant rejection suppress the immune
system, leading to an immunodeficient state. The immune
system is also suppressed by certain cancers, especially
Hodgkin's disease, which damages the lymphatic system. Acquired immunodeficiencies range from temporary states that
may arise from physiological stress to the devastating
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, or AIDS, which is
caused by a virus. We will discuss AIDS further in the next
section, which focuses on how pathogens escape the acquired immune response.

Just as immune systems that ward off pathogens have evolved
in animals, mechanisms that thwart immune responses have
evolved in pathogens. Using human pathogens as examples,
we'll examine some common mechanisms: antigenic varia·
tion, latency, and direct attack on the immune system.

one human host after another, the human influenza virus mutates. Because any change that lessens re<ognition by the immune system provides a selective advantage, the virus steadily
accumulates such alterations. These changes in the surface proteins of the influenza virus are the reason that a new flu vaccine
must be manufactured and distributed each year. Of much
greater danger, however, is the fact that the human virus occasionally exchanges genes with influenza viruses that infe<t domesticated animals, such as pigs or chickens. \Vhen this occurs,
influenza can take on such a radically different appearance that
none of the memory cells in the human population completely
re<ognize the new strain. Such an event caused the influenza
outbreak of 1918-1919, which killed more than half a million
people in the United States. Worldwide more than 20 million
people died, a greater number than had died in World War I.
Today, a very potent form of an avian influenza virus poses the
threat of another devastating outbreak (see Chapter 54).

Antigenic Variation

Latency

One me<hanism for escaping the body's defenses is for a
pathogen to alter how it appears to the immune system. ImmWlOlogicai memory is a re<ord of the foreign epitopes an ani·
mal has encountered. If the pathogen that expressed those
epitopes no longer does so, it can reinfect or remain in a host
without triggering the rapid and robust response that memory
ceOs provide. Such changes in epitope expression, which are
called antigenic variation, are regular events for some viruses and
parasites. The parasite that causes sleeping sickness (trypanosomiasis) provides one example. By periodically switching at random among l,exx> different versions of the protein found over its
entire sutface, this pathogen can persist in the body without facing an effective acquired immune response {Figure 43.25}.
Antigenic variation is the major reason the influenza, or "flu;'
virus remains a major public health problem. As it replicates in

Some viruses remain in a host without activating immune defenses, ceasing production ofviral products targeted by lymphocytes. In this largely inactive state called latency, there are typically
no free virus particles. Instead, the viral genome persists in the
nuclei of infected cells, either as a separate small DNA molecule
or as a copy integrated into the host genome. Latency typically
persists until conditions arise that are favorable for viral trans·
mission or unfavorable for host survival. Such circumstances trig·
ger the synthesis and release ofparticles that can infe<t new hosts.
Herpes simplex viruses, which establish themselves in human
sensory neurons, provide a good example of latency. The type 1
virus causes most oral herpes infe<tions, whereas the type 2virus
is responsible for most cases of genital herpes. Because sensory
neurons express relatively few MHC I molecules, the infe<ted
cells are inefficient at presenting viral antigens to circulating lymphocytes. Stimuli such as fever, emotional stress, or menstrua·
tion reactivate the virus and infection of surrounding epithelial
tissues. Activation ofthe type 1virus can result in blisters around
the mouth that are inaccurately called "cold sores. The type 2
virus can cause genital sores, but people infected with either type
1or type 2 virus often lack any apparent symptoms. Infections of
the type 2 virus, which is sexually transmitted, pose a serious
threat to the babies of infected mothers and can increase transmission of HI V, the virus that causes AIDS.

Acquired Immune System Evasion by Pathogens
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• Figure 43.25 Antigenic variation in the parasite that
causes sleeping sickness. Blood samples taken from a patient
during a chronic infection of sleeping sickness reveal cyclic variation in
the surface coat protein of the parasite. The infection has become
chronic because this weekly variation allows the parasite to evade the
acquired immune response,
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Attack on the Immune System: HIV
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the pathogen that
causes AIDS, both escapes and attacks the acquired immune response. Once introduced into the body, HIV infects helper T
cells with high efficiency. To infect these cells, the virus binds
specifically to the cell's CD4 molecules. However, HIV also infects some cell types that have low levels of CD4, including
macrophages and brain cells. Within the cell, the HIV RNA

genome is reverse-transcribed, and the product DNA is integrated into the host cell's genome. In this form, the viral genome
can direct production of new virus particles (see Figure 19.8).
Although the body responds to HIV with an aggressive immune response sufficient to eliminate most viral infections,
some HIV invariably escapes. One reason HIV persists is antigenic variation. The virus mutates at a very high rate during
replication. Altered proteins on the surface of some mutated
viruses prevent recognition and elimination by the immune system. Such viruses survive, proliferate, and mutate further. The
virus thus evolves within the body. The continued presence of
HlV is also helped by latency. When the viral DNA integrates
into the chromosome of an infected cell but does not produce
new virus proteins or particles, it is shielded from surveillance by
the immune system. This inactive, or latent, viral DNA is also
protected from antiviral agents currently used against HIV because they attack only actively replicating viruses.
Over time, an untreated HIV infection not only avoids the
acquired immune response but also abolishes it (Figure 43.26).
The damaging effects ofviral reproduction and cell death triggered by the virus leads to loss ofT cells, impairing both humoral and cell-mediated immune responses. The result is a
susceptibility to infections and cancers that a healthy immune system would most of the time defeat. For example,
Pneumocystis carinii is a common fungus that does not cause
disease in healthy individuals but can result in severe pneumonia in people with AIDS. Likewise, the Kaposi's sarcoma
herpes virus causes a cancer among AIDS patients that is extremely rare in individuals not infected with HIV. Such opportunistic diseases, as well as nerve damage and body wasting,
are the primary cause of death in AIDS patients.
At present, HIV infection cannot be cured, although certain
drugs can slow HIV reproduction and the progression to
AIDS. Mutations that occur in each round of viral reproduction can generate strains ofHIVthat are drug resistant. TIle impact of such viral drug resistance is reduced by the use of a
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Cancer and Immunity
The relationship benwen the immune response and cancer
remains only partially understood. It is clear that the frequency of certain cancers increases when the immune response is impaired. This observation has led to the suggestion
that the immune system normally attacks body cells that become cancerous. However, there is an alternative explanation.
Impairment of the immune response leaves the body open to
infection, which causes inflammatory responses. Inflammation, in turn, is now known to be a condition contributing to
the development of many cancers. Therefore, it may be that
the immune system does not fight cancer effectively, and its
impairment leads to increased cancer as the result of increased
inflammation. Determining how cancer and immunity are
linked and whether passive or active immunization can be
used to fight cancer remain active areas of investigation.
CONCEPT
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AIDS
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combination of drugs; viruses newly resistant to one drug can
be defeated by another. But the appearance of strains resistant
to multiple drugs reduces the effectiveness ofmultidrug "cock·
tails~ in some patients. Frequent mutations in HIV surface antigen genes also have hampered efforts to develop an effective
vaccine. Worldwide, the AIDS epidemic continues to grow. In
2006, more than 2.5 million people died of AIDS, with the disease now being the leading cause of death in Africa.
Transmission ofHIV requires the transfer ofvirus particles or
infected cells from person to person via body fluids such as semen or blood. Unprotected sex (that is, without a condom) and
transmission via HIV-contaminated needles (typically among
intravenous drug users) account for nearly all HIV infections.
The virus can enter the body through the mucosal linings of the
vagina, vulva, penis, or rectum during intercourse or via the
mouth during oral sex. The likelihood of transmission is in·
creased by factors that may damage these linings, especially
other sexually transmitted infections that cause ulcers or inflanlmation. People infected with HIV transmit the disease most
readily in the first few weeks of infection, before they express
HIV-specific antibodies that can be detected in a blood test.
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CHECK
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1. In myasthenia gravis, antibodies bind to and block
acetylcholine receptors at neuromuscular junctions,
preventing muscle contraction. Is this disease best
classified as an immunodeficiency disease, an autoimmune disease, or an allergic reaction? Explain.
2. People with herpes simplex type 1 viruses often get
mouth sores when they have a cold or similar infection. How might this location benefit the virus?
3. •;,'Iltnt • How would a macrophage deficiency
likely affect a person's innate and acquired defenses?
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A

.. Figure 43.26 The progress of an untreated HIV infection.
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In innate immunity, recognition and response rely on
shared traits of pathogens (pp. 931-936)

.. Innate Immunity of Invertebrates Invertebrates are protected by physical and chemical harriers as well as cell-based
defenses. In insects, microbes that penetrate harrier defenses

Elimination of
self-reactive
Bcells

I

•

~ntigen

I

are ingested by cells in the hemolymph that also release an·
timicrobial peptides. Activation of innate immune responses
to a pathogen class relies on recognition proteins.

Clonal selection

.. Innate Immunity of Vertebrates Intact skin and mucous
membranes form barriers to microbes. Mucus produced by
membrane cells, the low pH of the skin and stomach, and
degradation by lysozyme also deter pathogens, Microbes that
penetrate barrier defenses are ingested by phagocytes, which
help trigger an inflammatory response. Complement proteins,
interferons, and other antimicrobial proteins also act against
microbes. In local inflammation, histamine and other chemicals released from injured cells promote changes in blood vessels that allow fluid, more phagocytes, and antimicrobial
proteins to enter tissues. Natural killer (NK) cells can induce
the death of virus-infected cells.
... Innate Immune System Evasion by Pathogens The outer
capsule of some bacteria prevents recognition. Some bacteria
are resistant to breakdown within lysosomes.

.',IIIiI'_ 43.2
In acquired immunity, lymphocyte receptors provide
pathogen-specific recognition (pp. 936-942)
.. Acquired immunity relies on lymphocytes that arise from
stem cells in the bone marrow and complete their maturation
in the bone marrow (B cells) or in the thymus (T cells).
.. Acquired Immunity: An Overview Lymphocytes have cellsurface receptors for foreign molecules. All receptor proteins
on a single lymphocyte are the same, but there are millions of
lymphocytes in the body that differ in the foreign molecules
that their receptors recognize. Upon infection, Band T cells
specific for the microbe are activated. Some T cells help other
lymphocytes; others kill infected host cells. B cells produce
soluble receptor proteins that inhibit foreign molecules and
cells, Some activated lymphocytes defend against future infections by the same microbe.
... Antigen Recognition by Lymphocytes Variable regions of
receptors bind to small regions of an antigen (epitopes). B
cells recognize epitopes in intact antigens. T cells recognize
epitopes in small antigen fragments (peptides) complexed
with cell-surface proteins called major histocompatibility
(MHC) molecules. Class I MHC molecules, located on all nucleated cells, display antigen fragments to cytotoxic T cells,
Class II MHC molecules, located mainly on dendritic cells.
macrophages, and B cells (antigen-presenting cells), display
antigen fragments to helper T cells and cytotoxic T cells.
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Acquired immunity defends against infection of body
cells and fluids (pp. 942-948)
.. Infection of body fluids and infection of body cells are subject
to humoral and cell-mediated responses, respectively.
.. HelperT Cells: A Response to Nearly All Antigens
Helper T cells make CD4, a surface protein that enhances their
binding to class 11 MHC molecule-antigen fragment complexes
on antigen-presenting cells. Activated helper T cells secrete different cytokines that stimulate other lymphocytes.
... CytotoxicT Cells: A Response to Infected Cells Cytotoxic
T cells make CD8. a surface protein that enhances their binding to class I MHC molecule-antigen fragment complexes on
infected cells and cancerous cells. Activated cytotoxic T cells
secrete proteins that initiate destruction of their target cells.
.. B Cells: A Response to Extracellular Pathogens The
clonal selection of B cells generates antibody-secreting plasma
cells, the effector cells of the humoral immune response. The
five major antibody classes differ in their distributions and
functions within the body. Binding of antibodies to antigens
on the surface of pathogens leads to elimination of the microbes by phagocytosis and complement-mediated lysis,
... Active and Passive Immunization Active immunity develops naturally in response to an infection; it also develops artificially by immunization (vaccination). In immunization, a
nonpathogenic form of a microbe or part of a microbe elicits
an immune response to and immunological memory for that

microbe. Passive immunity, which provides immediate, shortterm protection, is conferred naturally when IgG crosses the
placenta from mother to fetus or when IgA passes from
mother to infant in breast milk. It also can be conferred artificially by injecting antibodies into a nonimmune person.
.... Immune Rejection Certain antigens on red blood cells determine whether a person has type A, B, AB, or 0 blood. Because antibodies to nonselfblood antigens already exist in the body,
tmnsfusion with incompatible blood leads to destruction of the
tmnsfused cells. MHC molecules are responsible for stimulating
the rejection oftissue grafts and organ transplants. The chances of
successful trJllsplantltion are increase<! if the donor and recipient
MHC tissue types are well matched and if immunosuppressive
drugs arc given to the recipient. Lymphocytes in bone marrow
trnnsplants may cause a gnlft versus host reaction in recipients.

_Mj.lt.M
MP3 Tutor The Hum.n Immune System
Acti,-ity Immune Responses

·""""-43.4
Disruptions in immune system function can elicit
or exacerbate disease (pp. 948-951)
... Exaggerated, Self·Directed, and Diminished Immune
Responses In localized allergies, IgE attached to receptors on
mast cells induces the cells to release histamine and other mediators that cause vascular changes and allergic symptoms. Loss of
normal self-tolenmce can lead to autoimmune diseases, such as
multiple sclerosis. Inborn immunodefidencb result from
hereditary or congenitll defects that interfere with innate, humoral, or cell-mediated defenses. AIDS is an acquired immunodeficiency caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).

.... Acquired Immune System Evasion by Palhogens
Pathogens use antigenic variation, latency, and direct assault
on the immune system to thwart immune responses. HIV in·
fection destroys helper T cells, leaving the patient prone to
disease due to deficient humoral and cell-mediated immunity.
... Cancer and Immunity Although cancers are more common
with immunodeficiencies, it is unclear whether this reflects
reduced immune response or an increase in infections that
contribute to cancer development through inflammation.

-MN'·M
Acthity HIV Reproductive Cyde
In'-estill.tion What Causes Infections in AIDS Patient,?
IMe,till.tion Why Do AIDS Rate, Differ Across the U.S.?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SElF-QUIZ
1. Which of these is nOl part of insect immunity?
a. enzyme activation of microbe-killing chemicals
b. activation of natural killer cells
c. phagocytosis by hl'mocytes
d. production of antimicrobial peptides
e. a protective exoskeleton
2. What is a characteristic of early stages oflocal inflammation?
a. anaphylactic shock
b. fever
c. attack by cytotoxic T cells
d. release of histamine
e. antibody- and complement-mediated lysis of microbes

3. An epitope associates with which part of an antibody?
a. the antibody-binding site
b. the heavy-chain constant regions only
c. Variable regions of a heavy chain and light chain combined
d. the light-chain constant regions only
e. the antibody tail

4. Which of the following is not true about helper T cells?
a. They function in cell-mediated and humoral responses.
b. They are activated by polysaccharide fragments.
c. They bear surface CD4 molecules.
d. They are subject to infection by HIV.
e. When activated, they secrete cytokines.
5. \X'hich statement best describes the difference in responses of
effector B cells (plasma cells) and cytotoxic T cells?
a. B cells confer active immunity; cytotoxic T cells confer
passive immunity.
b. B cells kill viruses directly; cytotOXic T cells kill virusinfected cells.
c. B ceUs secrete antibodies against a virus; cytotOXic T ceUs
kill virus-infected cells .
d. B cells accomplish the cell-mediated response; cytotoxic T
cells accomplish the humoml response.
e. B cells respond the first time the invader is present;
cytotoxic T cells respond subsequent times.

6. Which of the following results in long-term immunity?
a. the passage of maternal antibodies to a developing fetus
b. the inflammatory response to a splinter
c. the injection of serum from people immune to rabies
d. the administration of the chicken pox vaccine
e. the passage of maternal antibodies to a nursing infant

7. HIV targets include all of the following except
a. macrophages.
b. cytotoxic T cells.
e. brain cells.
d. cells bearing CD4.

c. helper T cells.

8. 1'P.'i,!'" Consider a pencil-shaped protein with two epitopes, Y (the "eraser" end) and Z (the "point~ end). They are
recognized by antibodies A 1 and A2, respectively. Draw and
label a picture showing the antibodies linking proteins into
a complex that could trigger endocytosis by a macrophage.
For Self-Qlliz answers, sec Appendix A.
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Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. Describe one invertebrate defense mechanism and discuss how
it is an evolutionary adaptation retained in vertebrntes.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. To test for tuberculosis in AIDS patients, why wouldn't you
inject purified bacterial antigen and assess signs of immune
system reaction several days later?
Biological Inquiry: A Workbookofln~estigati\'e Cases Explore the immune response to flu vathogens with the case ·Pandemic Flu (Past and
Possible).-
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J. Figure 44.1 How does an albatross drink saltwater
KEY

CONCEPTS

44.1 Osmoregulation balances the uptake and loss
of water and solutes
44.2 An animal's nitrogenous wastes reflect its
phylogeny and habitat
44.3 Diverse excretory systems are variations on a
tubular theme
44.4 The nephron is organized for stepwise
processing of blood filtrate
44.5 Hormonal circuits link kidney function, water
balance, and blood pressure

W

ith a wingspan that can reach 3.5 m, the largest of
any living bird, a wandering albatross (Diomedea
exulans) soaring over the ocean is hard not to no-

without ill effect?

body water. Despite a quite different environment, albatrosses
and other marine animals also face the potential problem of
dehydration. Success in such circumstances depends critically
on conserving water and, for marine birds and bony fishes,
eliminating excess salts. In contrast, freshwater animals live in
an environment that threatens to flood and dilute their body
fluids. These organisms survive by limiting water uptake, conserving solutes, and absorbing salts from their surroundings.
In safeguarding their internal fluid environment, animals must
also deal with a hazardous metabolite produced by the dismantling of proteins and nucleic acids. Breakdown of nitrogenous
(nitrogeIHontaining) molecules releases ammonia, a very toxic
compound. Several different mechanisms have evolved for
excretion, the process that rids the body of nitrogenous metabolites and otller waste products. Because systems for excretion and
osmoregulation are structurally and functionally linked in many
animals, we will consider both of these processes in this chapter.

tice (Figure 44.1). Yet the albatross commands attention for

more than just its size. This massive bird remains at sea day and
night throughout the year, returning to land only to reproduce.
A human with only seawater to drink would die ofdehydration,
but under the same conditions the albatross thrives.
In surviving without fresh water, the albatross relies on
osmoregulation, the general process by which animals control solute concentrations and balance water gain and loss. In
the fluid environment of cells, tissues, and organs, osmoregulation is essential. For physiological systems to function properly, the relative concentrations of water and solutes must be
kept within fairly narrow limits. In addition, ions such as
sodium and calcium must be maintained at concentrations
that permit normal activity of muscles, neurons, and other
body cells. Osmoregulation is thus a process of homeostasis.
A number of strategies for water and solute control have
evolved, reflecting the varied and often severe osmoregulatory
challenges presented by an animal's surroundings. Desert animals live in an environment that can quickly deplete their
954
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balances
the uptake and loss of water
and solutes

Just as thermoregulation depends on balancing heat loss and
gain (see Chapter 40), regulating the chemical composition of
body fluids depends on balancing the uptake and loss of water
and solutes. This process of osmoregulation is based largely on
controlled movement ofsolutes bety,..een internal fluids and the
external environment. Because water follows solutes by osmosis, the net effect is to regulate both solute and water content.

Osmosis and Osmolarity
All animals-regardless of phylogeny, habitat, or type ofwaste
produced-face the same need for osmoregulation. Over time,

selectively permeable
membrane

~

---Water

Hyperosmotic side:

Hypoosmotic: side:

Higher solute concentration
lower free H20 concentration

lower solute concentratIOn
Higher free H20 concentration

.. Figure 44.2 Solute concentration and osmosis.
water uptake and loss must balance. If water uptake is exces·
sive, animal cells swell and burst; if water loss is substantial,
they shrivel and die (see Figure 7.13).
Water enters and leaves cells by osmosis. Recall from
Otapter 7 that osmosis. a special case ofdiffusion, is the movement of water across a selectively permeable membrane. It occurs whenever WiO solutions separated by the membrane differ
in osmotic pressure. or osmolarity (total solute concentration
expressed as molarity, or moles of solute per liter of solution).
The unit of measurement for osmolarity used in this chapter is
milliOsmoles per liter (mOsm/L); 1 mOsm/L is equivalent to a
total solute concentration of 10- 3 M. The osmolarity of human
blood is about 300 mOsm/L, while seawater has an osmolarity
ofabout l,ool mOsm/L.
Iftwo solutions separated by a selectively permeable membrane have the same osmolarity, they are said to be isoosmotic.
Under these conditions. water molecules continually cross the
membrane. but they do so at equal rates in both directions. In
other words, there is no net movement ofwater by osmosis between isoosmotic solutions. When two solutions differ in osmolarity, the one with the greater concentration of solutes is
said to be hyperosmotic, and the more dilute solution is said to
be hypoosmotic (Figure 44.2). Water nows by osmosis from a
hypoosmotic solution to a hyperosmotic one.-

Osmotic Challenges
An animal can maintain water balance in !'n'0 ways. One is to
be an osmoconformcr. which is isoosmotic with its surroundings. The second is to be an osmoregulator, which controls its
internal osmolarity independent of that of its environment.

.. Figure 44.3 Sockeye salmon (Oncorltyndlus ner"').
euryhaline osmoregulators.

All osmoconformers are marine animals. Because an osmoconformer's internal osmolarity is the same as that of its environment, there is no tendency to gain or lose water. Many
osmoconformers live in water that has a stable composition
and hence have a constant internal osmolarity.
Osmoregulation enables animals to Ih'e in environments that
are uninhabitable for osmoconformers. such as freshwater and
terrestrial habitats. It also allows many marine animals to maintain an internal osmolarity different from that of seawater. To
survive in a hypoosmotic environment, an osmoregulator must
discharge excess water. In a hyperosmotic environment, an osmoregulator must instead take in water to offset osmotic loss.
Most animals, whether osmoconformers or osmoregulators, cannot tolerate substantial changes in external osmolarity
and are said to be stenohaline (from the Greekstellos, narrow,
and haliJs, salt). In contrast, euryhaline animals (from the
Greek eurys. broad), which include certain osmoconformers
and osmoregulators, can survive large fluctuations in external
osmolarity. Many barnacles and mussels covered and uncovered by ocean tides are euryhaline osmoconformers; familiar
examples of euryhaline osmoregulators are the striped bass
and the various species of salmon (Figure 44.3).
Next we'll examine some adaptations for osmoregulation
that have evolved in marine, freshwater, and terrestrial animals.

Marine Animals
Most marine invertebrates are osmoconformers. Their osmolarity (the sum of the concentrations of all dissolved substances) is the same as that of sea....'ater. They therefore face no
substantial challenges in water balance. Howe\'er, because
they differ considerably from seawater in the concentrations
of specific solutes, they must actively transport these solutes
to maintain homeostasis.
Many marine vertebrates and some marine invertebrates
are osmoregulators. For most of these animals, the ocean is a
strongly dehydrating environment. For example, marine bony
C""'UK 'OllTY·fOUlI
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(a) Osmoregulation in a saltwater fish

(b) Osmoregulation in a freshwater fish

... Figure 44.4 Osmoregulation in marine and freshwater bony fishes: a comparison.
fishes, such as the cod in Figure 44,4a, constantly lose water
by osmosis. Such fishes balance the water loss by drinking
large amounts of seawater. They then make use of both their

gills and kidneys to rid themselves of salts. In the gills, specialized chloride cells actively transport chloride ions (en out,
and sodium ions (Na +) follow passively. In the kidneys, excess
calcium, magnesium, and sulfate ions are excreted with the
loss of only small amounts of water.
A distinct osmoregulatory strategy evolved in marine
sharks and most other chondrichthyans (cartilaginous ani~
mals; see Chapter 34). Like bony fishes, sharks have an inter·
nal salt concentration much less than that of seawater, so salt
tends to diffuse into their bodies from the water, especially
across their gills. Unlike bony fishes, however, marine sharks
are not hypoosmotic to seawater. The explanation is that
shark tissue contains high concentrations of urea, a nitrogenous waste product of protein and nucleic acid metabolism
(see Figure 44.9). Their body fluids also contain trimethylamine oxide (TMAO), an organic molecule that protects proteins from damage by urea. Together, the salts, urea, TMAO,
and other compounds maintained in the body fluids of sharks
result in an osmolarity very close to that of seawater. For this
reason, sharks are often considered osmoconformers. How~
ever, because the solute concentration in their body fluids is
actually somewhat greater than 1,000 mOsm/L, water slowly
enters the shark's body by osmosis and in food (sharks do not
drink). This small influx of water is disposed of in urine produced by the shark's kidneys. The urine also removes some of
the salt that diffuses into the shark's body; the rest is lost in feces or is excreted by an organ caned the rectal gland.

Freshwater Animals
The osmoregulatory problems of freshwater animals are the
opposite of those of marine animals. The body fluids of fresh·
956
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water animals must be hyperosmotic because animal cells cannot tolerate salt concentrations as low as those of lake or river
water. Having internal fluids with an osmolarity higher than
that oftheir surroundings, freshwater animals face the problem
ofgaining water by osmosis and losing salts by diffusion. Many
freshwater animals, including fishes, solve the problem of water balance by drinking almost no water and excreting large
amounts ofvery dilute urine. At the same time, salts lost by diffusion and in the urine are replenished by eating. Freshwater
fishes, such as the perch in Figure 44.4b, also replenish salts by
uptake across the gills. Chloride cells in the gills of the fish actively transport CI- into the body, and Na + follows.
Salmon and other euryhaline fishes that migrate between
seawater and fresh water undergo dramatic changes in osmoregulatory status. \Vhile living in the ocean, salmon carry
out osmoregulation like other marine fishes by drinking seawater and excreting excess salt from their gills. When they migrate to fresh water, salmon cease drinking and begin to
produce large amounts of dilute urine. At the same time, their
gills start taking up salt from the dilute environment-just like
fishes that spend their entire lives in fresh water.

Animals That Live in Temporary Waters
Extreme dehydration, or desiccation, is fatal for most animals.
However, a few aquatic invertebrates that live in temporary
ponds and in films of water around soil particles can lose almost all their body water and survive. These animals enter a
dormant state when their habitats dry up, an adaptation called
anhydrobiosis ("life without water"). Among the most striking
examples are the tardigrades, or water bears (Figure 44.5).
Less than 1 mm long, these tiny invertebrates are found in marine, freshwater, and moist terrestrial environments. In their
active, hydrated state, they contain about 85% water byweight,
but they can dehydrate to less than 2% water and survive in an
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Land Animals
The threat of dehydration is a major regulatory problem for
terrestrial plants and animals. Humans, for example, die if they
lose as little as 12% oftheir body water (desert camels can withstand approximately twice that level of dehydration). Adaptations that reduce water loss are key to survival on land. Much
as a waxy cuticle contributes to the success ofland plants, the
body coverings of most terrestrial animals help prevent dehydration. Examples are the waxy layers of insect exoskeletons,
the shells of land snails, and the layers of dead, keratinized skin
cells covering most terrestrial vertebrates, including humans.
Many terrestrial animals, especially desert-dwellers, are nocturnal, which reduces evaporative water loss because of the
lower temperature and higher relative humidity of night air.
Despite these and other adaptations, most terrestrial animals lose water through many routes: in urine and feces,
across their skin, and from moist surfaces in gas exchange organs. Land animals maintain water balance by drinking and
eating moist foods and by producing water metabolically
through cellular respiration. A number of desert animals, including many insect-eating birds and other reptiles, are well

Derived from
metabolism (250)

Feces (0,09)

... Figure 44.5 Anhydrobi05is. Tardigrades (water bears) inhabit
temporary ponds and droplets of water in soil and on moist plants (SEMs).

inactive state, dryas dust, for a decade or more. Just add water,
and within hours the rehydrated tardigrades are moving about
and feeding.
Anhydrobiosis requires adaptations that keep cell membranes intact. Researchers are just beginning to learn how
tardigrades survive drying out, but studies of anhydrobiotic
roundworms (phylum Nematoda) show that desiccated individuals contain large amounts of sugars. In particular, a disaccharide called trehalose seems to protect the cells by replacing
the water that is normally associated with proteins and membrane lipids. Many insects that survive freezing in the winter
also use trehalose as a membrane protectant, as do some
plants resistant to desiccation.

Ingested
in food (750)
Ingested
in liquid
(1.500)

Water
gain
(ml)

(a) Hydrated tardigrade

Water
balance in
a human
(2.500 mUday)

Feces (100)
Urine
(1.500)

Urine
(0.45)

Evaporation (146)

Evaporation (900)

... Figure 44.6 Water balance in two terrestrial mammals.
Kangaroo rats. which live in the American Southwest, eat mostly dry
se€ds and do not drink water, A kangaroo rat gains water mainly from
cellular metabolism and loses water mainly by evaporation during gas
exchange, In contrast. a human gains water in food and drink and
loses the largest fraction of it in urine.

enough adapted for minimizing water loss that they can survive without drinking. A noteworthy example is the kangaroo
rat: It loses so little water that 90% is replaced by water generated metabolically (Figure 44.6); the remaining 10% comes
from the small amount of water in its diet of seeds.

Energetics of Osmoregulation
When an animal maintains an osmolarity difference bern'een
its body and the external environment, there is an energy cost.
Because diffusion tends to equalize concentrations in a system, osmoregulators must expend energy to maintain the osmotic gradients that cause water to move in or out. They do
so by using active transport to manipulate solute concentrations in their body fluids.
The energy cost of osmoregulation depends on how different an animal's osmolarity is from its surroundings, how easily water and solutes can move across the animal's surface, and
how much work is required to pump solutes across the membrane. Osmoregulation accounts for 5% or more ofthe resting
metabolic rate of many freshwater and marine bony fishes. For
brine shrimp, small crustaceans that live in Utah's Great Salt
Lake and other extremely salty lakes, the gradient bern'een internal and external osmolarity is very large, and the cost ofosmoregulation is correspondingly high-as much as 30% ofthe
resting metabolic rate.
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The energy cost to an animal of maintaining water and salt
balance is minimized by a body fluid composition adapted to
the salinity of the animal's habitat. Comparing closely related
species reveals that the body fluids of most freshwater animals
have lower solute concentrations than the body fluids of their
marine relatives. For instance, whereas marine molluscs have
body fluids with a solute concentration ofapproximately 1,000
mOsm/L, some freshwater mussels maintain the solute concentration of their body fluids as low as 40 mOsm/L. The reduced osmotic difference between body fluids and the
surrounding environment (about 1,000 mOsm/L for seawater
and 0.5-15 mOsm/L for fresh water) decreases the energy the
animal expends for osmoregulation.

• FI

44.1

How do seabirds eliminate excess salt from
their bodies?
EXPERIMENT
Knut Schmidt·Nielsen and colleagues. at the
Mount Desert Island Laboratory, Maine. gave captive marine birds
nothing but seawater to drink. However, only a small amount of
the salt the birds consumed appeared in their urine. The remainder was concentrated in a clear fluid dripping from the tip of the
birds' beaks. Where did this salty fluid come from? The researchers focused their attention on the nasal glands. a pair of
structures found in the heads of all birds. The nasal glands of
seabirds are much larger than those of land birds, and SchmidtNielsen hypothesized that the nasal glands function in salt elimination. To test this hypothesis, the researchers inserted a thin
tube through the dud leading to a nasal gland and Withdrew
fluid.

Transport Epithelia in Osmoregulation
The ultimate function of osmoregulation is to maintain the
composition ofthe cellular contents, but most animals do this
indirectly by managing the composition of an internal body
fluid that bathes the cells. In insects and other animals with an
open circulatory system, this fluid is the hemolymph (see
Chapter 42). In vertebrates and other animals with a closed
circulatory system, the cells are bathed in an interstitial fluid
that contains a mixture of solutes controlled indirectly by the
blood. Maintaining the composition ofsuch fluids depends on
structures ranging from cells that regulate solute movement
to complex organs, such as the vertebrate kidney.
In most animals, osmotic regulation and metabolic waste
disposal rely on one or more kinds oftransport cpithcliumone or more layers of specialized epithelial cells that regulate
solute movements. Transport epithelia move specific solutes
in controlled amounts in specific directions. Transport epithelia are typically arranged into complex tubular networks
with extensive surface areas. Some transport epithelia face the
outside environment directly, while others line channels connected to the outside by an opening on the body surface.
The transport epithelium that enables the albatross to survive on seawater remained undiscovered for many years.
Some scientists suggested that marine birds do not actually
drink water, asserting that although the birds take water into
their mouths they do not swallow. Questioning this idea, Knut
Schmidt-Nielsen and colleagues carried out a simple but informative experiment (figure 44.7).
As Schmidt-Nielsen demonstrated, the adaptation that enables the albatross and other marine birds to maintain internal
salt balance is a specialized nasal gland. In removing excess
sodium chloride from the blood, the nasal gland relies on countercurrent exchange (figure 44.8). Recall from Chapter 40 that
countercurrent exchange occurs between two fluids separated
by one or more membranes and flowing in opposite directions.
In the albatross's nasal gland, the net result is the secretion of
fluid much saltier than the ocean. Thus, even though drinking
seawater brings in a lot ofsalt, the bird achieves a net gain ofwa958
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RESULTS
The fluid drawn from the nasal glands of the
captive marine birds was a nearly pure solution of NaG The salt
concentration was 5%, nearly twice as salty as seawater (and
many times saltier than human tears). Control samples of fluid
drawn from other glands in the head revealed no other location
of high salt concentration
CONClUSION Marine birds utilize their nasal glands to eliminate excess salt from the body. It is these organs that make life at
sea possible for species such as gulls and albatrosses. Similar
structures. called salt glands, provide the identical function in sea
turtles and marine iguanas
1(, S<:hmldt·Niel~n et ~I. E'lr~ren~1 Sillt excret<OI1 in
bJrds. Ame,ican JoonW of Physiology 193101-107 (1958)

SOURCE
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The nasal glands enable marine birds to eliminate
excess salt they gain from consuming prey as well as from drink·
ing salt water. How would the type of animal prey that a marine
bird eats influence how much salt it needs to eliminate?

ter. By contrast, humans who drink a given volume of seawater
must use a greater volume ofwater to excrete the salt load, with
the result that they become dehydrated.
Transport epithelia that function in maintaining water balance also often function in disposal of metabolic wastes. We
will see examples of this coordinated function in our upcoming consideration of earthworm and insect excretory systems
as well as the vertebrate kidney.
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Figure 44.8 Countercurrent exchange in salt.excreting
nasal glands.
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CHECK

44.1

I. The movement of salt from the surrounding water to

the blood of a freshwater fish requires the expenditure of energy in the form of ATP. Why?
2. Why aren't any freshwater animals osmoconformers?
3. -','!:f.'IIM Researchers found that a camel standing in
the sun required much more water when its fur was
shaved off, although its body temperature remained the
same. What can you conclude about the relationship bety,.~n osmoregulation and the insulation provided by fur?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

nitrogenous breakdown products of proteins and nucleic acids
(Figure 44.9). \Vhen proteins and nucleic acids are broken
apart for energy or converted to carbohydrates or fats, enzymes
remove nitrogen in the form of ammonia (NH 3 l. Ammonia is
very toxic, in part because its ion, ammonium (N~ +), interferes with oxidative phosphorylation. Although some animals
excrete ammonia directly, many spe<ies expend energy to convert it to less toxic compounds prior to excretion.

Forms of Nitrogenous Waste
Animals excrete nitrogenous wastes as ammonia, urea, or uric
acid. These different forms vary significantly in their toxicity
and the energy costs of producing them.
Ammonia

r:~i1:~~;a~~~rogenous wastes

reflect its phylogeny and habitat

Because most metabolic wastes must be dissolved in water to
beexcreted from the body, the type and quantity ofwaste products may have a large impact on an animal's water balance. In
this regard, some of the most significant waste products are the

Because ammonia can be tolerated only at very low concentrations, animals that excrete nitrogenous wastes as ammonia need
access to lots of water. Therefore, ammonia excretion is most
common in aquatic species. Being highly soluble, ammonia molecules easily pass through membranes and are readily lost by diffusion to the surrounding water. In many invertebrates, ammonia
release occurs across the whole body surface. In fishes, most of
the ammonia is lost as NH4 + across the epithelium ofthe gills; the
kidneys excrete only minor anlOunts of nitrogenous waste.
CHAPTH fORTY·fOUR
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Urea

Although ammonia excretion works well in many aquatic
species, it is much less suitable for land animals. Ammonia is so
toxic that it can be transported and excreted only in large volumes of very dilute solutions. As a result, most terrestrial animals and many marine species (those that tend to lose water to
their environment by osmosis) simply do not have access to sufficient water to routinely excrete ammonia. Instead, mammals,
most adult amphibians, sharks, and some marine bony fishes
and turtles mainly excrete a different nitrogenous waste, urea.
Produced in the vertebrate liver, urea is the product of a metabolic cycle that combines ammonia with carbon dioxide.
TIle main advantage of urea is its very low toxicity. Animals
can transport urea in the circulatory system and store it safely
at high concentrations. Furthermore, much less water is lost
when a given quantity of nitrogen is excreted in a concentrated
solution ofurea than would be in a dilute solution ofammonia.
The main disadvantage ofurea is its energy cost: Animals must
expend energy to produce urea from ammonia. From a bioenergetic standpoint. we would predict that animals that spend part
oftheir lives in water and part on land \\rould switch between excreting ammonia (thereby saving energy) and excreting urea (reducing excretory water loss). Indeed, many amphibians excrete
mainly ammonia when they are aquatic tadpoles and switch
largely to urea excretion when they bemme land-dwelling adults.

Uric Acid
Insects, land snails, and many reptiles, including birds, excrete uric acid as their primary nitrogenous waste. Uric acid
is relatively nontoxic and does not readily dissolve in water.
It therefore can be excreted as a semisolid paste with very
little water loss. This is a great advantage for animals with
little access to water, but there is a cost: Uric acid is even
more energetically expensive to produce than urea, requiring considerable ATP for synthesis from ammonia.
Many animals, including humans, produce a small amount
of uric acid as a product of purine breakdown. Diseases that
disrupt this process reflect the problems that can arise when a
metabolic product is insoluble. For example, a genetic deff<"t
in purine metabolism predisposes dalmatian dogs to form uric
acid stones in their bladder. Humans may develop gout, a
painful inflammation of the joints caused by deposits of uric
acid crystals. Meals containing purine-rich animal tissues can
increase the inflammation. Some dinosaurs appear to have
been similarly affected: Fossilized bones of the carnivore
Tyrawwsourus rex exhibit joint damage characteristic ofgout.

The Influence of Evolution and Environment
on Nitrogenous Wastes
In general, the kind ofnitrogenous wastes excreted depend on an
animal's evolutionary history and habitat, especially the avail960
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ability of water. For example, terrestrial turtles (which often live
in dry areas) excrete mainly uric acid, whereas aquatic turtles excrete both urea and ammonia. In addition, reproductive mode
seems to have been an important factor in determining which
type ofnitrogenous waste has become the major form during the
evolution of a particular group of animals. For example, soluble
wastes can diffuse out ofa shell-less amphibian egg or be carried
away from a mammalian embryo by the mother's blood. However, the shelled eggs produced by birds and other reptiles are
permeable to gases but not to liquids, which means that soluble
nitrogenous wastes released by an embryo would be trapped
within the egg and couk! accumulate to dangerous levels. (Although urea is much less harmful than ammonia, it does become
toxic at very high concentrations.) The e\'OIution of uric acid as
a waste product conveyed a selective advantage because it precipitates out of solution and can be stored within the egg as a
harmless solid left behind when the animal hatches.
Regardless of the type of nitrogenous waste, the amount pro.duced by an animal is coupled to the energy budget. Endotherms,
which use energy at high rates, eat more food and produce more
nitrogenous waste than ectothenns. The amount ofnitrogenous
waste is also linked to diet. Predators, which deri...e much oftheir
energy from protein, excrete more nitrogen than animals that rely
mainly on lipids or carbohydrates as energy sources.
Having surveyed the forms of nitrogenous waste and their
interrelationship with evolutionary lineage, habitat, and energy consumption, we will tum next to the processes and systems animals use to excrete these and other wastes.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

44.2

I. \'1hat advantage does uric acid offer as a nitrogenous

waste in arid environments?
2. Et:t+iliii Suppose a bird and a human are both
suffering from gout. Why might reducing the amount
of purine in the diet help the human much more than
the bird?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;;~::;:e·e:;~ory systems are
variations on a tubular theme

\'1hether an animal lives on land, in salt water, or in fresh water, water balance depends on the regulation of solute movement between internal fluids and the external environment.
Much of this mo\'ement is handled by excretory systems.
These systems are central to homeostasis because they dispose of metabolic wastes and control body fluid composition.
Before we describe particular excretory systems, let's consider
the basic process ofexcretion.

Excretory Processes

Survey of Excretory Systems

Animals across a wide range of species produce a fluid waste
called urine through the basic steps shown in Figure 44.10. In
the first step, body fluid (blood, coelomic fluid, or hemolymph)
is brought in contact with the selectively permeable membrane
of a transport epithelium. In most cases, hydrostatic pressure
(blood pressure in many animals) drives a process of filtration.
CeUs, as well as proteins and other large molecules, cannot cross
the epithelial membrane and remain in the body fluid. In contrast, water and small solutes, such as salts, sugars, amino acids,
and nitrogenous wastes, cross the membrane, forming a solution
called the filtrate.
The filtrate is converted into a waste fluid by the specific transport of materials into or oul of the filtrate. The process of selective reabsorption recovers useful molecules and water from the
filtrate and returns them to the body fluids. Valuable solutesincluding glucose, certain saJts, vitamins, hormones, and amino
acids-are reabsorbed by active transport Nonessential solutes
and wastes are left in the filtrate or are added to it by selective
secretion, which also occurs by active transport. The pumping
ofvarious solutes adjusts the osmotic movement ofwater into or
out of the filtrate. In the last step-excretion-the processed filtrate is released from the body as urine.

The systems that perform the basic excretory functions vary
widely among animal groups. However, they are generally
built on a complex network oftubules that provide a large sur·
face area for the exchange of water and solutes, including ni·
trogenous wastes. We'll examine the excretory systems of
flarn'orms, earthworms, insects, and vertebrates as examples
of evolutionary variations on tubule networks.

G Filtration. The excretory
Capillary

tubule collects a filtrate from
the blood. Water and solutes
are forced by blood pressure
across the selectively permeable
membranes of a cluster of
capillaries and into the
excretory tubule.
Excretory
tubule

Protonephridia
Flatworms (phylum Platyhelminthes), which lack a coelom or
body cavity, have excretory systems called protonephridia (singular, prownephridium). The protonephridia form a netv.'ork
of dead-end tubules connected to external openings. As shown
in Figure 44.11, the tubules branch throughout the body. Cellular units called flame bulbs cap the branches of each protonephridium. Formed from a tubule cell and a cap cell, each
flame bulb has a hlft of cilia projecting into the tubule. During
filtration, the beating of the cilia draws water and solutes from
the interstitial fluid through the flame bulb, releasing filtrate
into the tubule network. (The moving cilia resemble a flickering
flame; hence the name jInme bulb.) The processed filtrate then
moves outward through the tubules and empties as urine into
the external environment. The urine excreted by freshwater
flatworms hasa low solute concentration, helping to balance the
osmotic uptake ofwater from the environment.

... Figure44.11
Protonephridia: the flame
bulb system of a planarian.
Protonephridia are branching
internal tubules that function
mainly in osmoregulation,

Nucleus ~,,- ~
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Excretion. The altered
(urine) leaves the system
and the body.
... Figure 44.10 Key functions of excretory systems: an
overview. Most excretory systems produce a filtrate by pressurefiltering body fluids and then modify the filtrate's contents, This
diagram is modeled after the vertebrate excretory system.
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Protonephridia are also found in rotifers, some annelids,
mollusc larvae, and lancelets (see Figure 34.4). Among these
animals, the function of the protonephridia varies. In the freshwater flatworms, protonephridia serve mainly in osmoregulation. Most metabolic wastes diffuse out ofthe animal across the
body surface or are excreted into the gastrovascular cavity and
eliminated through the mouth (see Figure 33.lO). However, in
some parasitic flatworms, which are isoosmotic to the surrounding fluids of their host organisms, the main function of
protonephridia is the disposal of nitrogenous wastes. Natural
selection has thus adapted protonephridia to distinct tasks in
different environments.

Melanephridia
Most annelids, such as earthworms, have metanephridia (singular, metanephridium), excretory organs that open internally to
the coelom (Figure 44.12). Each segment ofa ....,orm has a pair of
metanephridia. ....fuch are immersed in coelomic fluid and en",lop«! by ,cap;llary ",,"uri<. A ciliated funnel ~ the
internal opening. As the cilia beat, fluid is drawn into a collecting
tubule, which includes astorage bladder that opensto the ootside.
The metanephridia of an earthworm have both excretory
and osmoregulatory functions. As urine moves along the
tubule, the transport epithelium bordering the lumen reabsorbs most solutes and rehlrns them to the blood in the capillaries. Nitrogenous wastes remain in the tubule and are
excreted to the outside. Earthworms inhabit damp soil and
usually experience a net uptake of water by osmosis through

their skin. Their metanephridia balance the water influx by
producing urine that is dilute (hypoosmotic to body fluids).

Malpighian Tubules
Insects and other terrestrial arthropods have organs called
Malpighian tubules that remove nitrogenous wastes and also
function in osmoregulation (Figure 44.13). The Malpighian
tubules extend from dead-end tips immersed in hemolymph
(circulatory fluid) to openings into the digestive tract. The filtration step common to other excretory systems is absent Instead,
the transport epithelium that lines the tubules secretes certain
solutes, including nitrogenous wastes, from the hemolymph into
the lumen ofthe tubule. Water follows the solutes into the tubule
by osmosis, and the fluid then passes into the rectum. There,
most solutes are pumped back into the hemolymph. and water
reabsorption by osmosis follows. The nitrogenous wastesmainly insoluble uric acid-are eliminated as nearly dry matter
along with the feces. Capable of conserving water very effectively, the insect excretory system is a key adaptation contributing to these animals' tremendous success on land.

Kidneys
In vertebrates and some other chordates, a specialized organ
called the kidney functions in both osmoregulation and excretion. Like the excretory organs of most animal phyla,
kidneys consist oftubules.The numerous tubules ofthese compact organs are arranged in a highly organized manner and
closely associated with a network ofcapillaries. The vertebrate
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... Figure 44.12 Metanephridia of an earthworm. Each
segment of the WOfm contaIns a pall" of metanephndid, wtuch collect
coe!orTllc flUJd from the adjacent antffiOf segment. (Only one
metanephnd,um of each pair IS shown here.)
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... Figure 44.13 Malpighian tubules of insects. Malp'9hlan
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excretory system also includes ducts and other structures that
carry urine from the tubules out of the kidney and, eventually,
the body.
Vertebrate kidneys are typically nonsegmented. But hagfishes, which are invertebrate chordates, have kidneys with
segmentally arranged excretory tubules; so, the excretory
structures of vertebrate ancestors may have been segmented.

Structure of the Mammalian Excretory System
As a prelude to exploring kidney function, let's take a closer look
at the routes that fluids follow in the mammalian excretory sys-

tern. The excretory system of mammals centers on a pair of kidneys. In humans, each kidney is about 10 em long and is supplied
with blood by a renal artery and drained by a renal vein (Figure
44.14a). Blood flow through the kidneys is voluminous. The kidneys account for less than I% of human body mass but receive
roughJy 25% of the blood exiting the heart. Urine exits each kidney through a duct called the ureter, and both ureters drain into
a common urinary bladder. During urination, urine is expelled
from the bladder through a tube called the urethra, which empties to the outside near the vagina in females and through the penis in males. Urination is regulated by sphincter muscles dose to
the junction ofthe urethra and the bladder.
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Figure 44.14 The mammalian excretory system.
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The mammalian kidney has an outer renal cortex and an
inner renal medulla (Figure 44.14b). Microscopic excretory
tubules and their associated blood vessels pack both regions.
Weaving back and forth across the cortex and medulla is the
nephron, the functional unit of the vertebrate kidney. A
nephron consists of a single long tubule as well as a ball
of capillaries called the glomerulus (Figure 44.14c and d).
The blind end of the tubule forms a cup-shaped swelling,
called Bowman's capsule, which surrounds the glomerulus.
Each human kidney contains about a million nephrons, with a
total tubule length of 80 km.

Filtration of the Blood
Filtration occurs as blood pressure forces fluid from the blood
in the glomerulus into the lumen of Bowman's capsule (see
Figure 44.14d). The porous capillaries and specialized cells of
the capsule are permeable to water and small solutes, but not to
blood cells or large molecules such as plasma proteins. Thus, the
filtrate in Bowman's capsule contains salts, glucose, amino acids,
vitamins, nitrogenous wastes, and other small molecules. Because filtration of small molecules is nonselective, the mixture
mirrors the concentrations ofthese substances in blood plasma.

Pathway of the Filtrate
From Bowman's capsule, the filtrate passes into the proximal
tubule, the first of three major regions of the nephron. Next
is the loop of Henle, a hairpin turn with a descending limb
and an ascending limb. The distal tubule, the last region of
the nephron, empties into a collecting duct, which receives
processed filtrate from many nephrons. This filtrate flows
from all of the collecting ducts of the kidney into the renal
pelvis, which is drained by the ureter.
Among the vertebrates, only mammals and some birds have
loops of Henle. In the human kidney, 85% of the nephrons are
cortical nephrons, which have short loops of Henle and are almost entirely confined to the renal cortex. The other 15%, the
juxtamedullary nephrons, have loops that extend deeply into
the renal medulla. It is the juxtamedullary nephrons that enable mammals to produce urine that is hyperosmotic to body
fluids, an adaptation that is extremely important for water
conservation.
The nephron and the collecting duct are lined by a transport epithelium that processes the filtrate, forming the urine.
One of this epithelium's most important tasks is reabsorption
of solutes and water. Under normal conditions, approximately
1,600 L of blood flows through a pair of human kidneys each
day, a volume about 300 times the total volume of blood in the
body. From this enormous traffic of blood, the nephrons and
collecting ducts process about 180 L of initial filtrate. Of this,
about 99% of the water and nearly all of the sugars, amino
acids, vitamins, and other organic nutrients are reabsorbed
into the blood, leaving only about 1.5 L of urine to be voided.
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Blood Vessels Associated with the Nephrons
Each nephron is supplied with blood by an afferent arteriole, an
offshoot of the renal artery that branches to form the capillaries
ofthe glomerulus (see Figure44.l4d). The capillaries converge as
they leave the glomerulus, forming an efferent arteriole.
Branches of this vessel form the perihtbular capillaries, which
surround the proximal and distal tubules. A third set of capillaries extend downward and form the vasa recta, hairpinshaped capillaries that serve the long loop of Henle of
juxtamedullary nephrons.
The direction ofblood flow within the capillaries ofthe vasa
recta is opposite that of the filtrate in the neighboring loop of
Henle (see Figure 44.14d). Said another way, each ascending
portion of the vasa recta lies next to the descending portion of
a loop of Henle, and vice versa. Both the tubules and capillaries
are immersed in interstitial fluid, through which various substances diffuse between the plasma within capillaries and the
filtrate within the nephron tubule. Although they do nol exchange materials directly, the vasa recta and the loop of Henle
function together as part of a countercurrent system that enhances nephron efficiency, a topic we will explore further in the
next se<tion.
CONCEPT

CHECK

44.J

1. Compare and contrast the different ways that metabolic waste products enter the excretory systems of
flatworms, earthworms, and insects.
2. What is the function of the filtration step in excretory
systems?
3.
Kidney failure is often treated by
hemodialysis, in which blood diverted out of the
body is filtered and then allowed to flow on one
side of a semipermeable membrane. Fluid called
dialysate flows in the opposite direction on the
other side of the membrane. In replacing the reabsorption and secretion of solutes in a functional
kidney, the makeup of the starting dialysate is
critical. What initial solute composition would
work well?

_@'UI.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:t::;h:~·i~ organized for
stepwise processing of blood
filtrate

We'll continue our exploration ofthe nephron with a discussion
offiltrate processing. We will then focus further on how tubules,
capillaries, and surrounding tissue function together.

From Blood Filtrate to Urine: A Closer took

(N}-4 +). The more acidic the filtrate, the more ammonia the cells
produce and secrete, and a mammal's urine usually contains
some ammonia from this source (even though most nitrogenous
waste is excreted as urea). The proximal tubules also reabsorb
about 90% of the buffer bicarbonate (HC0 3 -) from the filtrate,
contributing further to pH balance in body fluids.
As the filtrate passes through the proximal tubule, materials to be excreted become concentrated. Many wastes leave
the body fluids during the nonselective filtration process and
remain in the filtrate while water and salts are reabsorbed.
Urea, for example, is reabsorbed at a much lower rate than are
salt and water. Some other toxic materials are actively secreted
into filtrate from surrounding tissues. For example, drugs and
toxins that have been processed in the liver pass from the peritubular capillaries into the interstitial fluid. These molecules
then enter the proximal tubule, where they are actively secreted from the transport epithelium into the lumen.

In this section, we will follow filtrate along its path in the
nephron and collecting duct, examining how each region con-

tributes to the stepwise processing of filtrate into urine. The
circled numbers correspond to the numbers in Figure 44.15.

o

Proximal tubule. Reabsorption in the proximal tubule is
critical for the recapture of ions, water, and valuable nutrients
from the huge initial filtrate volume. NaCl (salt) in the filtrate
diffuses into the cells ofthe transport epithelium, where Na + is
actively transported into the interstitial fluid. This transfer of
positive charge out of the tubule drives the passive transport of
0-. As salt moves from the filtrate to the interstitial fluid, water follows by osmosis. The salt and water then diffuse from the
interstitial fluid into the peritubular capillaries. Glucose, amino
acids, potassium ions (K+), and other essential substances are
also actively or passively transported from the filtrate to the interstitial fluid and then into the peritubular capillaries.
Processing of filtrate in the proximal tubule helps maintain a
relatively constant pH in body fluids. Cells of the transport epithelium secrete H+ but also synthesize and secrete ammonia,
which acts as a buffer to trap H+ in the form ofammonium ions

--

S Descending limb of the loop of Henle. Reabsorption of
water continues as the ftltrate moves into the descending limb of
the loop of Henle. Here numerous water channels formed by
aquaporin proteins make the transport epithelium freely permeable to water. In contrast, there is a near absence ofchannels for

--
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salt and other small solutes, resulting in a very low permeability
for these substances.
For water to move out of the tubule by osmosis, the interstitial fluid bathing the tubule must be hyperosmotic to the filtrate. This condition is met along the entire length of the
descending limb, because the osmolarity of the interstitial
fluid increases progressively from the outer cortex to the inner
medulla ofthe kidney. As a result, the filtrate undergoes a loss
of water and an accompanying increase in solute concentration at every point in its downward journey along the descending limb.

cause of the high urea concentration in the filtrate at this
point, some urea diffuses out of the duct and into the interstitial fluid. Along with NaCl, this urea contributes to the high
osmolarity of the interstitial fluid in the medulla. The net result is urine that is hyperosmotic to the general body fluids.
In producing dilute rather than concentrated urine, the kidney actively reabsorbs salts without allowing water to follow
by osmosis. At these times, the epithelium lacks water channels, and NaClis actively transported out of filtrate. As we will
see shortly, the state of the collecting duct epithelium is controlled by hormones that together maintain homeostasis for
osmolarity, blood pressure, and blood volume.

9

Ascending limb of the loop of Henle. The filtrate
reaches the tip of the loop and then travels within the ascending limb as it returns to the cortex. Unlike the descending
limb, the ascending limb has a transport epithelium that contains ion channels, but not water channels. Indeed, this memo
brane is impermeable to water. Lack of permeability to water
is very rare among biological membranes and is critical to the
function of the ascending limb.
The ascending limb has two specialized regions: a thin segment near the loop tip and a thick segment adjacent to the distal tubule. As filtrate ascends in the thin segment, NaG, which
became concentrated in the descending limb, diffuses out of
the permeable tubule into the interstitial fluid. This movement of NaCi out of the tubule helps maintain the osmolarity
of the interstitial fluid in the medulla. The movement ofNaCi
out of the filtrate continues in the thick segment of the ascending limb. Here, however, the epithelium actively transports NaCI into the interstitial fluid. As a result of losing salt
but not water, the filtrate becomes progressively more dilute as
it moves up to the cortex in the ascending limb of the loop.

o

Distal tubule. The distal tubule plays a key role in regulating the K+ and NaG concentration ofbody fluids. This regulation involves variation in the amount of the K+ that is
secreted into the filtrate, as well as the amount of NaCl reabsorbed from the filtrate. Like the proximal tubule, the distal
tubule contributes to pH regulation by the controlled secretion ofH+ and reabsorption of HC0 3 -.

o

Collecting duct. The collecting duct carries the filtrate
through the medulla to the renal pelvis. As filtrate passes along
the transport epithelium ofthe collecting duct, hormonal con·
trol of permeability and transport determines the extent to
which the urine becomes concentrated.
When the kidneys are conserving water, aquaporin channels in the collecting duct allow water molecules to cross the
epithelium. At the same time, the epithelium remains impermeable to salt and, in the renal cortex, to urea. As the collecting duct traverses the gradient of osmolarity in the kidney, the
filtrate becomes increasingly concentrated, losing more and
more water by osmosis to the hyperosmotic interstitial fluid.
In the inner medulla, the duct becomes permeable to urea. Be966
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Solute Gradients and Water Conservation
The mammalian kidney's ability to conserve water is a key
terrestrial adaptation. In humans, the osmolarity of blood is
about 300 mOsm/L, but the kidney can excrete urine up to
four times as concentrated-about 1,200 mOsm/L. Some
mammals can do even better: Australian hopping mice, which
live in dry desert regions, can produce urine with an osmolarity of9,300 mOsm/L, 25 times as concentrated as the animal's
blood.
In a mammalian kidney, the production of hyperosmotic
urine is possible only because considerable energy is expended for the active transport of solutes against concentration gradients. The nephrons-particularly the loops of
Henle-can be thought of as energy-consuming machines
that produce an osmolarity gradient suitable for extracting
water from the filtrate in the collecting duct. The two primary
solutes affecting osmolarity are NaG, which is deposited in
the renal medulla by the loop of Henle, and urea, which passes
across the epithelium of the collecting duct in the inner
medulla (see Figure 44.15).

The Two-Solute Model
To better understand the physiology of the mammalian kidney as a water-conserving organ, let's retrace the flow of filtrate through the excretory tubule. This time, let's focus on
how the juxtamedullary nephrons maintain an osmolarity
gradient in the tissues that surround the loop of Henle and
how they use that gradient to excrete a hyperosmotic urine
(Figure 44.16). Filtrate passing from Bowman's capsule to the
proximal tubule has an osmolarity of about 300 mOsm/L, the
same as blood. A large amount of water and salt is reabsorbed
from the filtrate as it flows through the proximal tubule in the
renal cortex. As a result, the filtrate's volume decreases substantially, but its osmolarity remains about the same.
As the filtrate flows from cortex to medulla in the descending limb of the loop of Henle, water leaves the tubule by osmosis. Solutes, including NaG, become more concentrated,
increasing the osmolarity of the filtrate. The highest osmolarity (about 1,200 mOsm/L) occurs at the elbow of the loop of

... Figure 44.16 How the human
kidney concentrates urine: the twosolute model. Two solutes contribute to
the osmolarity of the interstitial fluid: NaCI
and urea, The loop of Henle maintains the
interstitial gradient of NaCl, which increases in
the descending limb and decreases in the
ascending limb. Urea diffuses into the
interstitial fluid of the medulla from the
collecting dUd (most of the urea in the filtrate
remains in the collecting dUd and is excreted).
The filtrate makes three trips between the
cortex and medulla: first down, then up, and
then down again in the colleding duo. As the
filtrate flows in the collecting duo past
interstitial fluid of increasing osmolarity. more
water moves out of the duo by osmosis,
thereby concentrating the solutes, including
urea, that are left behind in the filtrate.
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Henle. This maximizes the diffusion ofsalt out of the tubule as
the filtrate rounds the curve and enters the ascending limb,
which is permeable to salt but not to water. NaCI diffusing
from the ascending limb helps maintain a high osmolarity in
the interstitial fluid of the renal medulla.
Notice that the loop of Henle has several qualities ofa countercurrent system, such as those mechanisms that maximize
oxygen absorption by fish gills (see Figure 42.22) or reduce heat
loss in endotherms (see Figure 40.12). In those cases, the countercurrent mechanisms involve passive movement along either
an oxygen concentration gradient or a heat gradient. In contrast, the countercurrent system involving the loop of Henle
expends energy to actively transport NaG from the filtrate in
the upper part of the ascending limb of the loop. Such countercurrent systems, which expend energy to create concentration gradients, are called countercurrent multiplier systems.
The countercurrent multiplier system involving the loop of
Henle maintains a high salt concentration in the interior of the
kidney, enabling the kidney to form concentrated urine.
\Vhat prevents the capillaries of the vasa recta from dissipating the gradient by carrying away the high concentration of
NaCi in the medulla's interstitial fluid? As we noted earlier (see
Figure 44.l4d), the descending and ascending vessels of the
vasa recta carry blood in opposite directions through the kid-
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ney's osmolarity gradient. As the descending vessel conveys
blood toward the inner medulla, water is lost from the blood
and NaCI is gained by diffusion. These fluxes are reversed as
blood flows back toward the cortex in the ascending vessel,
with water reentering the blood and salt diffusing out. Thus,
the vasa recta can supply the kidney with nutrients and other
important substances carried by the blood without interfering
with the osmolarity gradient that makes it possible for the kidney to excrete hyperosmotic urine.
The countercurrent-like characteristics of the loop of
Henle and the vasa recta help to generate the steep osmotic
gradient between the medulla and cortex. However, diffusion
will eventually eliminate any osmotic gradient within animal
tissue unless gradient formation is supported by an expenditure ofenergy. In the kidney, this expenditure largely occurs in
the thick segment of the ascending limb of the loop of Henle,
where NaCl is actively transported outofthe tubule. Even with
the benefits of countercurrent exchange, this process-along
with other renal active transport systems-consumes considerable ATP. Thus, for its size, the kidney has one of the highest metabolic rates of any organ.
As a result ofactive transport ofNaCl out ofthe thick segment
ofthe ascending limb, the filtrate is actually hypoosmotic to body
Ouids by the time it reaches the distal tubule. Now the filtrate
(HAPTH fORTY·fOUR
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descends again toward the medulla, this time in the collecting
duct, which is permeable to water but not to salt. Therefore, osmosis extracts water from the filtrate as it passes from cortex to
medulla and encounters interstitial fluid of increasing osmolar~
ity. This process concentrates salt, urea, and other solutes in the
filtrate. Some urea passes out ofthe lower portion ofthe collect·
ing duct and contributes to the high interstitial osmolarity ofthe
inner medulla. (This urea is recycled by diffusion into the loop of
Henle, but continual leakage from the collecting duct maintains
a high interstitial urea concentration.) \Vhen the kidney COllCentrates urine maximally, the urine reaches 1,200 mOsm/L, the osmolarity of the interstitial fluid in the inner medulla. Although
isoosmotic to the inner medulla's interstitial fluid, the urine is
hyperosmolic to blood and interstitial fluid elsewhere in the
body. This high osmolarity allows the solutes remaining in the
urine to be excreted from the body with minimal water loss.

Adaptations of the Vertebrate Kidney
to Diverse Environments
Vertebrate animals occupy habitats ranging from rain forests
to deserts and from some of the saltiest bodies of water to the
nearly pure waters of high mountain lakes. Variations in
nephron structure and function equip the kidneys of different
vertebrates for osmoregulation in their various habitats. The
adaptations of the vertebrate kidney are made apparent by
comparing species that inhabit a wide range of environments
or by comparing the responses of different vertebrate groups
to similar environmental conditions.

Mammals
The juxtamedullary nephron, with its urine-concentrating
features, is a key adaptation to terrestrial life, enabling mammals to get rid ofsalts and nitrogenous wastes without squan~
dering water. As we have seen, the remarkable ability of the
mammalian kidney to produce hyperosmotic urine depends
on the precise arrangement ofthe tubules and collecting ducts
in the renal cortex and medulla. In this respect, the kidney is
one of the clearest examples of how the function of an organ
is inseparably linked to its structure.
Mammals that excrete the most hyperosmotic urine, such as
Australian hopping mice, North American kangaroo rats, and
other desert mammals, have loops of Henle that extend deep
into the medulla. Long loops maintain steep osmotic gradients
in the kidney, resulting in urine becoming very concentrated as
it passes from cortex to medulla in the collecting ducts.
In contrast, beavers, muskrats, and other aquatic mammals
that spend much of their time in fresh water and rarely face
problems of dehydration have nephrons with relatively short
loops, resulting in a much lower ability to concentrate urine.
Terrestrial mammals living in moist conditions have loops of
Henle of intermediate length and the capacity to produce
urine intermediate in concentration to that produced by freshwater and desert mammals.
968
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.... Figure 44.17 Tne roadrunner (GeococcyJl' californianus),
an animal well adapted for conserving water.

Birds and Other Reptiles
Most birds, including the albatross (see Figure 44.1) and the
roadrunner (Figure 44.17), live in environments that are dehydrating. Like mammals, birds have kidneys with juxtamedullary nephrons that specialize in conserving water.
However, the nephronsofbirds have 100psofHenie that extend
less far into the medulla than those of mammals. Thus, bird
kidneys cannot concentrate urine to the high osmolarities
achieved by mammalian kidneys. Although birds can produce
hyperosmotic urine, their main water conservation adaptation
is having uric acid as the nitrogen waste molecule. Since uric
acid can be excreted as a paste, it reduces urine volume.
The kidneys ofother reptiles, having only cortical nephrons,
produce urine that is isoosmotic or hypoosmotic to body fluids.
However, the epithelium ofthe chamber called the cloaca helps
conserve fluid by reabsorbing some ofthe water present in urine
and feces. Also like birds, most other reptiles excrete their
nitrogenous wastes as uric acid.

Freshwater Fishes and Amphibians
Freshwater fishes are hyperosmotic to their surroundings, so
they must excrete excess water continuously. In contrast to
mammals and birds, freshwater fishes produce large volumes
of very dilute urine. Their kidneys, which contain many
nephrons, produce filtrate at a high rate. Freshwater fishes
conserve salts by reabsorbing ions from the filtrate in their
distal tubules, leaving water behind.
Amphibian kidneys function much like those of freshwater
fishes. When in fresh water, the kidneys of frogs excrete dilute
urine while the skin accumulates certain salts from the water
by active transport. On land, where dehydration is the most
pressing problem of osmoregulation, frogs conserve body
fluid by reabsorbing water across the epithelium of the uri·
nary bladder.

Marine Bony Fishes
The tissues of marine bony fishes gain excess salts from their
surroundings and lose water. These environmental challenges
are opposite to those faced by their freshwater relatives. Compared with freshwater fishes, marine fishes have fewer and
smaller nephrons, and their nephrons lack a distal tubule. In
addition, their kidneys have small glomeruli, and some lack
glomeruli entirely. In keeping with these features, filtration
rates are low and very little urine is excreted.
The main function of kidneys in marine bony fishes is to
get rid ofdivalent ions (those with a charge of2+ or 2-) such
as calcium (CaH ), magnesium (Mi+), and sulfate (50/-).
Marine fishes take in divalent ions by incessantly drinking seawater. They rid themselves of these ions by secreting them into
the proximal tubules of the nephrons and excreting them in
urine. Secretion by the gills maintains proper levels of monovalent ions (charge of 1+ or 1-) such as Na+ and cr.
CONCEPT

CHECK

44.4

I. What do the number and length of nephrons indicate

about the habitat of fishes? How do these features
correlate with rates of urine production?
2. Many medications make the epithelium of the collecting duct less permeable to water. How would taking
such a drug affect kidney output?
3. •',i!;pUla Ifblood pressure in the afferent arteriole
leading to a glomerulus decreased, how would the
rate of blood filtration within Bowman's capsule be affected? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r~~~::~a~;~uits link kidney
function, water balance, and
blood pressure

In mammals, both the volume and osmolarity of urine are adjusted according to an animal's water and salt balance and its
rate of urea production. In situations of high salt intake and
low water availability, a mammal can excrete urea and salt in
small volumes ofhyperosmotic urine with minimal water loss.
If salt is scarce and fluid intake is high, the kidney can instead
get rid of the excess water with little salt loss by producing
large volumes of hypoosmotic urine. At such times, the urine
can be as dilute as 70 mOsm/L, compared with an osmolarity
of300 mOsm/L for human blood.
The South American vampire bat shown in Figure 44.18 illustrates the versatility of the mammalian kidney. Bats of this
species feed at night on the blood of large birds and mammals.
The bats use their sharp teeth to make a small incision in the

... Figure 44.18 A vampire bat (Desmodus rotundas), a
mammal with a unique excretory situation.
prey's skin and then lap up blood from the wound (the prey animal is typically not seriously harmed). Anticoagulants in the
bat's saliva prevent the blood from dotting. Because vampire
bats often search for hours and fly long distances to locate asuitable victim, they benefit from consuming as much blood as possible when they do find prey-so much that after feeding, a bat
could be too heavy to fly. However, the bat's kidneys offload
much of the water absorbed from a blood meal by excreting
large volumes ofdilute urine as it feeds, up to 24% ofbody mass
per hour. Having lost enough weight to take off, the bat can fly
back to its roost in acave or hollow tree, where it spends theday.
In the roost, the bat faces a different regulatory problem.
Most of the nutrition it derives from blood comes in the form
of protein. Digesting proteins generates large quantities of
urea, but roosting bats lack access to the drinking water necessary to dilute it Instead, their kidneys shift to producing
small quantities of highly concentrated urine (up to 4,600
mOsm/L), an adjustment that disposes of the urea load while
conserving as much water as possible. The vampire bat's ability to alternate rapidly between producing large amounts ofdilute urine and small amounts of very hyperosmotic urine is an
essential part of its adaptation to an unusual food source.

Antidiuretic Hormone
A combination of nervous and hormonal controls manages the
osmoregulatory function ofthe mammalian kidney. One key hormane in this regulatory circuitry is antidiuretic hormone
(ADH), also called vasopressin. ADH is produced in the hypo·
thalamus of the brain and stored in the posterior pituitary gland,
located just below the hypothalamus. Osmoreceptor cells in the
hypothalamus monitor the osmolarity of blood and regulate release ofADH from the posterior pituitary.
To llilderstand the role ofADH, let's considerwhat occurswhen
blood osmolarity rises, such as after ingesting salty food or losing
water through sweating. In response to an increase in osmolarity
above the set point of300 mOsm/L, more ADH is released into the
(HAPTH fORTY·fOUR
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bloodstream (figure 44.19a). When ADH reaches the kidney, its
main targets are the distal tubules and coUecting ducts. There,
ADH brings about changes that make the epithelium more permeable to water. The resulting increase in water reabsorption concentrates urine, reduces urine volume, and lov.-ers blood
osmolarity back toward the set point. (Only the gain of additional
water in food and drink can bring osmolarity all the v,'ay back to
300 mOsm/L.) As the osmolarity ofthe blood subsides, a negativefeedback mechanism reduces the activity ofosmoreceptor cells in
the hypothalamus, and ADH secretion is reduced.
A reduction in blood osmolarity below the set point has the
opposite set ofeffects. For example, intake of a large volume of
water leads to a decrease in ADH secretion to a very low level.
The resulting decrease in permeability of the distal tubules
and collecting ducts reduces water reabsorption, resulting in
discharge of large volumes of dilute urine. (Diuresis refers to
increased urination, and ADH is called antidiuretic hormone
because it opposes this state.)
ADH influences water uptake in the kidney by regulating
the water-selective channels formed byaquaporins. Binding of
ADH to receptor molecules leads to a temporary increase in
the number of aquaporin molecules in the membranes of col-

Thirst

r:;::::-

lecting duct cells (figure 44.1gb). Additional channels recapture more water, reducing urine volume.
Mutations that prevent ADH production or that inactivate
the ADH re<eptor gene block the increase in channel number
and thus the ADH response. The resulting disorder can cause
severe dehydration and solute imbalance due to production of
urine that is abnormally large in volume and very dilute. These
symptoms give the condition its name: diabetes insipidus
(from the Greek for "to pass through~ and "having no flavor~).
Dutch researcher Bernard van Oost and his colleagues wondered whether mutations in an aquaporin gene itself might also
cause diabetes insipidus. Having found aquaporin gene mutations in a patient, they set out to determine whether the alterations led to nonfunctional water channels (figure 44.20).
Taken together with previous studies, the experiments of the
Dutch researchers demonstrate that awide variety ofgenetic defects can disrupt ADH regulation of water balance in the body.
Even in the absence of such genetic changes, certain substances
can alter the regulation of osmolarity. For example, alcohol can
disturb water balance by inhibiting ADH release, leading to excessive urinary water loss and dehydration (which may cause
some of the symptoms of a hangover). Normally, blood osmoCOLLECTING
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... Figure 44.19 Regulation of fluid retention by antidiuretic
hormone (ADH).

'~4UO

larity, ADH release, and water reabsorption in the kidney are all
linked in a feedback loop that contributes to homeostasis.

In ui

Can aquaporin mutations cause diabetes
insipidus?

The Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone System

EXPERIMENT
Bernard van Dost and colleagues at the UnivffiJty
of Nijmegen, in the Netherlands. were studying a P<ltienl who had diabetes insipidus. but whose ADH recepttx gene was normal. sequencing
of the patient's DNA revealed two different mutations, one in each copy
of an aquaporin gene. To determine whether each mutation blocked
channel formation, they studied the mutant proteins in acell that could
be manipulated and studied outside the 00dy, The cell they chose was
the frog oocyte. which can be collected in large numbef5 from an adult
female and will express foreign genes. The researchers S'f1theslZed messenger RNA from dones of the wild-type and mutant aquatxJl'in genes
and injected the synthetic RNA into oocytes. Within the oocytes, the
cellular machinery translated the RNA into aquaponn proteins, To determine if the mutant aquaporin proteins made functional water chanru~ls.
the investigator> transferred the oocytes from a 200-m0sm to a 10mOsm soIutioo. They the!1 measured swelling by light microscopy and
cakulated the permeability of the oocytes to water,
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A second regulatory mechanism that helps to maintain homeostasis is the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system
(RAAS). The RAAS involves a specialized tissue called the
juxtaglomerular apparatus OGA), located near the afferent
arteriole that supplies blood to the glomerulus (Figure 44.21).
When blood pressure or blood volume in the afferent arteriole drops (for instance, as a result of blood loss or reduced intake ofsalt), the IGA releases the enzyme renin. Renin initiates
chemical reactions that cleave a plasma protein called angiotensinogen, yielding a peptide called angiotensin II.
Functioning as a hormone, angiotensin II raises blood pressure by constricting arterioles, which decreases blood flow to
many capillaries, including those of the kidney. Angiotensin II
also stimulates the adrenal glands to release a hormone called
aldosterone. This hormone acts on the nephrons' distal
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STIMULUS:
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Because each mutation inactivates aquaporin as
a water channel, the patient's disorder can be attributed to these
mutations.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE
ch~nnel i1qu~porin·2

p, M T. Deen et ill,. Requirement of human renill w~!er
for v~sopfessin·dependent concentr~t'on of unne, xierlce

Homeostasis:
Blood pressure.
volume

26492-95(1994).

_iW"'I. If you measured ADH levels in patients with ADH receptor mutations and in patients with aquaporm mutations. what
would you expect to find. compared with wild-type subjects?

... Figure 44.21 Regulation of blood volume and pressure
by the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS).
(HAPTH fORTY·fOUR
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tubules, making them reabsorb more sodium (Na +) and water
and increasing blood volume and pressure.
Because angiotensin II acts in several ways that increase
blood pressure, drugs that block angiotensin 1I production are
\\lidely used to treat hypertension (chronic high blood pressure).
Many of these drugs are specific inhibitors of angiotensin con\oong enzyme (ACE), which catalyzes the second step in the
production ofan angiotensin II. Asshown in Figure44.21, renin
released from the JGA acts on a circulating substrate, angiotensinogen. forming angiotensin I. ACE in vascular endothelium, particularly in the lungs, then splits off t.....o amino
acids from angiotensin I, forming acti\'e angiotensin II. Blocking ACE activity with drugs prevents angiotensin 1I production
and thereby often lo~'ers blood pressure into the normal range.

Homeoslatic Regulation of the Kidney
The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system operates as part of
a complex feedback circuit that results in homeostasis. Adrop
in blood pressure and blood volume triggers renin release
from the JGA.ln turn, the rise in blood pressure and ....olume
resulting from the various actions ofangiotensin II and aldosterone reduces the release of renin.
The functions of ADH and the RAAS may seem to be redundant, but this is not the case. Both increase water reabsorption, but they counter different osmoregulatory problems. The
release ofADH is a response toan increase in blood osmolarity,
as when the body is dehydrated from excessive water loss or inadequate water intake. However, a situation that causes an excessive loss of both salt and body fluids-a major wOlUld, for
example, or severe diarrhea-will reduce blood volume withollt
increasing osmolarity. This will not affect ADH release, but the
RAAS will respond to the drop in blood volume and pressure by
increasing water and Na + reabsorption. Thus, ADH and the

(;II 1.1Clx!~j'i11It!l'-. Go (0 the Sl\.Idy Area ill _.millsteringbio.(om for BioFlix
.....,/

3-D Anlmallons. MP3 Tutors. Videos, Practice Tests. an eBook, and more.

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

••.1/""-44.1
Osmoregulation balances the uptake and loss of water
and solutes (pp. 954-959)
... Osmoregulation is based largely on the controlled movement of solutes between internal Ouids and the external environment, as well as the movement of water, which follows
by osmosis.
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RAAS are partners in homeostasis. ADH alone would lower
blood Na + concentration by stimulating water reabsorption in
the kidney, but the RAAS helps maintain the osmolarity ofbody
fluids at the set point by stimulating Na + reabsorption.
Another hormone, atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP), opposes the RAAS. The walls of the atria of the heart release
ANP in response to an increase in blood volume and pressure.
A rp inhibits the release of renin from the JGA, inhibits NaCI
reabsorption by the collecting ducts, and reduces aldosterone
release from the adrenal glands. These actions lower blood
volume and pressure. Thus, ADH, the RAAS, and ANP provide an elaborate system of checks and balances that regulate
the kidney's ability to control the osmolarity, salt concentration, volume, and pressure of blood. The precise regulatory
role of A?\TP is an area of active research.
In all animals, certain of the intricate physiological machines we call organs work continuously in maintaining solute
and water balance and excreting nitrogenous wastes. The details that we have reviewed in this chapter only rnntat the great
complexity of the neuraJ and hormonal mechanisms involved
in regulating these homeostatic processes.

CONCEPT

CHECK

44.5

I, How does akohol affect regulation ofwater balance

in the body?
2. Why could it be dangerous to drink a very large
amount of water in a short period of time?
3, _i*, II
Conn's syndrome is a condition caused by
tumors of the adrenal cortex that secrete high amOlUlts
of aldosterone in an unregulated maimer. %at would
you expect to be the major symptom of this disorder?

i.

for suggested answers, see Appendix A.

... Osmosis and Osmolarity Cells require a balance be1v.'een
osmotic gain and loss of water. Water uptake and loss are bal·
anced by various mechanisms of osmoregulation in different
environments.
... Osmotic Challenges Osmoconformers, ali ofwhich are marine animals, are isoosmotic with their surroundings and do
nOI regulate their osmolarity. Among marine animals, most
invertebrates are osmoconformers.
... Energetics of Osmoregulation Osmoregulators expend energy to control ....'3ter uptake and loss in a hypoosmotic or
hyperosmolic environment, respectively. Sharks have an osmolarity slightly higher than seawater because they retain
urea. Terreslrial animals combat desiccation through behavioral adaptations, water-conserving excretory organs, and
drinking and eating food with high water content. Animals in
temporary waters may be anhydrobiotic.

Animal

Inflow/Outflow

Freshwater
fish. Lives in
water less
concentrated
than body
fluids; fish
tends to gain
water. lose salt

Does not drink water
Salt in
H20 in
(active trans'
port by gills)

~

Urine
... large volume
of urine
... Urine is less
concentrated
than body
fluids

t

Salt out
Marine bony
fish. Lives in
water more
concentrated
than body
fluids; fish
tends to lose
water. gain salt

Drinks water
Salt in
H20 out

~

... Small volume
of urine
... Urine is
slightly less
concentrated
than body
fluids

j
Salt out (active
transport by gills)

Terrestrial
vertebrate.
Terrestrial
environment;
tends to lose
body water
to air

Drinks water
Salt in
(by mouth)

/

... Moderate
volume
of urine
... Urine is
more
concentrated
than body
fluids

... Transport Epithelia in Osmoregulation Water balance and
waste disposal depend on transport epithelia, layers of specialized epithelial cells that regulate the solute movements required
for waste disposal and for tempering changes in body fluids.

_i.'I'ii'_ 44.2
An animal's nitrogenous wastes reflect its phylogeny
and habitat (pp. 959-960)
... Forms of Nitrogenous Waste Protein and nucleic acid
metabolism generates ammonia, a toxic waste product. Most
aquatic animals excrete ammonia across the body surface or
gill epithelia into the surrounding water. The liver of mammals and most adult amphibians converts ammonia to the less
toxic urea, which is carried to the kidneys, concentrated, and
excreted with a minimal loss of water. Uric acid is a slightly
soluble nitrogenous waste excreted in the paste-like urine of
land snails. insects. and many reptiles. including birds.
... The Influence of Evolution and Environment on Nitrogenous Wastes The kind of nitrogenous waste excreted depends on an animal's evolutionary history and habitat. The
amount of nitrogenous waste produced is coupled to the animal's energy budget and amount of dietary protein.

_ •.llli.'_ 44.3

Diverse excretory systems are variations on a tubular
theme (pp. 960-964)
... Excretory Processes Most excretory systems produce urine
by refining a filtrate derived from body fluids. Key functions

of most excretory systems are filtration (pressure filtering of
body fluids, producing a filtrate); production of urine from
the filtrate by selective reabsorption (reclaiming valuable
solutes from the filtrate); and secretion (addition of toxins and
other solutes from the body fluids to the filtrate).
... Survey of Excretory Systems Extracellular fluid is filtered into
the protonephridia of the flame bulb system in flatworms; these
tubules excrete a dilute fluid and may also function in osmoregulation. Each segment of an earthworm has a pair ofopen-ended
metanephridia that collect coelomic fluid and produce dilute
urine. In insects. Malpighian tubules function in osmoregulation
and removal of nitrogenous w.lstes from the hemolymph. Insects produce a relatively dry waste matter, an important adaptation to terrestrial life. Kidneys, the excretory organs of
vertebrates, function in both excretion and osmoregulation.
... Structure of the Mammalian Excretory System Excretory
tubules (consisting of nephrons and collecting ducts) and associated blood vessels pack the kidney. Filtration occurs as
blood pressure forces fluid from the blood in the glomerulus
into the lumen of Bowman's capsule. Filtration of small molecules is nonselective, and the filtrate initially contains a mixture of small molecules that mirrors the concentrations of
these substances in blood plasma. Fluid from several
nephrons flows into a collecting duct. The ureter conveys
urine from the renal pelvis to the urinary bladder.
Acthily Structure of the Human hcretory System

- . liiiil_ 44.4
'»Ie nephron is organized for stepwise processing of
blood filtrate (pp. 964-969)
... From Blood Filtrate to Urine: A Closer Look Nephrons
control the composition of the blood by filtration, secretion,
and reabsorption. Secretion and reabsorption in the proximal
tubule substantially alter the volume and composition of filtrate. The descending limb of the loop of Henle is permeable
to water but not to salt; water moves by osmosis into the hrperosmotic interstitial fluid. The ascending limb is permeable
to salt. but not to water, with salt leaving as the filtrate ascends first by diffusion and then by active transport. The distal tubule and collecting duct play key roles in regulating the
K-t and NaCl concentration of body fluids. The collecting
duct carries the filtrate through the medulla to the renal pelvis
and can respond to hormonal signals to reabsorb water.
... Solute Gradients and Water Conservation In a mammalian kidney, the cooperative action of the loops of Henle
and the collecting ducts is largely responsible for the osmotic
gradient that concentrates the urine. A countercurrent multiplier system involving the loop of Henle maintains the gradient of salt concentration in the interior of the kidney, which
enables the kidney to form concentrated urine. The urine can
be further concentrated by water exiting the filtrate by osmosis in the collecting duct. Urea, which diffuses out ofthe collecting duct as it traverses the inner medulla. contributes to
the osmotic gradient of the kidney.
... Adaptations of the Vertebrate Kidney to Diverse Environments The form and function of nephrons in various vertebmtes
are related primarily to the requirements for osmoregulation in
the animal's habitat. Desert mammals. which excrete the most hyperosmotic urine, have loops of Henle that extend deep into the
kidney medulla. whereas mammals living in moist or aquatic
habitats have shorter loops and excrete less concentmted urine.
Although birds can produce a hyperosmotic urine, the main Wolter conservation adaptation of birds is removal of nitrogen as uric
acid, which can be excreted as a paste. Most other terrestrial
(HAPTH fORTY·fOUR
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reptiles excrete uric acid. Freshwater fishes and amphibians produce large volumes of very dilute urine. The kidneys of marine
bony fishes have low filtration rates and excrete very little urine.

ACllvity Nephron Function

-i·lliii'- 44.5
Hormonal circuits link kidney function, water balance,
and blood pressure (pp. 969-972)
.. Antidiuretic Hormone ADH is released from the posterior
pituitary gland when the osmolarity of blood rises above a set
point. ADH increases epithelial permeability to water in the
distal tubules and collecting ducts of the kidney. The permeability increase in the collecting duct results from an increase
in the number of water channels in the membrane.
.. The Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone System When blood
pressure or blood volume in the afferent arteriole drops, renin released from the juxtaglomerular apparatus (JGA) initiates conversion of angiotensinogen to angiotensin II. Functioning as a
hormone. angiotensin II raises blood pressure by constricting arterioles and triggering release ofthe hormone aldosterone. The rise
in blood pressure and volwue in turn reduces the release of renin.
.. Homeostatic Regulation of the Kidney ADH and the
RAAS have overlapping but distinct functions. Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) opposes the action of the RAA$.

_&!4.if.•
Aclivity Control ofWatcr Reabsorption
In\"~.ligalion What Affects Urine Production?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
t. Unlike an earthworm's metanephridia, a mammalian nephron
a. is intimately associated with a capillary network.
b. forms urine by changing fluid composition inside a tubule.
c. functions in both osmoregulation and excretion.
d. receives filtrate from blood instead of coelomic fluid.
e. has a transport epithelium.
2. Which of the following is not a normal response to increased
blood osmolarity in humans?
a. increased permeability of the collecting duct to water
b. production of more dilute urine
c. release of ADH by the pituitary gland
d. increased thirst
e. reduced urine production
3. The high osmolarity of the renal medulla is maintained by all of
the following except
a. diffusion of salt from the thin segment of the ascending
limb of the loop of Henle.
b. active transport of salt from the upper region of the
ascending limb.
c. the spatial arrangement of juxtamedullary nephrons.
d. diffusion of urea from the collecting duct.
e. diffusion of salt from the descending limb of the loop of
Henle.
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4. Natural selection should favor the highest proportion of juxtamedullary nephrons in which of the following species?
a. a river otter
b. a mouse species living in a tropical rain forest
c. a mouse species living in a temperate broadleaf forest
d. a mouse species living in a desert
e. a beaver
5. Which process in the nephron is least selective?
a. filtration
d. secretion
b. reabsorption
e. salt pumping by the loop of Henle
c. active transport
6. Which of the following animals generally has the lowest
volume of urine production?
a. a marine shark
b. a salmon in freshwater
c. a marine bony fish
d. a freshwater bony fish
e. a shark inhabiting freshwater Lake Nicaragua
7. African lungfish, which are often found in small stagnant pools
of fresh water, produce urea as a nitrogenous waste. What is
the advantage of this adaptation?
a. Urea takes less energy to synthesize than ammonia.
b. Small stagnant pools do not provide enough water to
dilute the toxic ammonia.
c. The highly toxic urea makes the pool uninhabitable to
potential competitors.
d. Urea forms an insoluble precipitate.
e. Urea makes lungfish tissue hypoosmotic to the pool.
8. '.j;H~11I Using Figure 44.4 as an example, sketch the
exchange of salt (Nael) and water between a shark and its
marine environment.
For Selj.Qlliz answers, see Appendix A.
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. Merriam's kangaroo rats (DipodQIllYs merriami) live in North
American habitats ranging from moist, cool woodlands to hot
deserts. Assuming that natural selection has resulted in differences in water conservation between D. merriamj populations,
propose a hypothesis concerning the relative rates ofevaporative water loss by populations that live in moist versus dry environments. Using a humidity sensor to detect evaporative water
loss by kangaroo rats, how could you test your hypothesis?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. You are exploring kidney function in kangaroo rats. You measure
urine volume and osmolarity, as well as the amount of chloride
(CI-) and urea in the urine. If the water source provided to the
animals were switched from tap water to a 2% NaCl solution,
what change in urine osmolarity would rou expect? How would
you determine if this change was more likely due to a change in
the excretion of CI- or Ul"e',l?
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... Figure 45,1 What role do hormones play in

KEY

CONCEPTS

45.1 Hormones and other signaling molecules bind to
target receptors, triggering specific response
pathways
45.2 Negative feedback and antagonistic hormone pairs
are common features of the endocrine system
45.3 lhe endocrine and nervous systems act individually
and together in regulating animal physiology
45.4 Endocrine glands respond to diverse stimuli in
regulating metabolism, homeostasis,
development, and behavior
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long-Distance
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n becoming an adult, a butterfly like the anise swallowtail
(PapiliQ zelicaon) in Figure 45.1 is dramatically trans-

formed. The plump, crawling caterpillar that encases itself
in a cocoon bears little resemblance to the delicate free-flying
butterfly that emerges days later. Within the cocoon, specialized groups of cells assemble into the adult tissues and organs
while most other tissues of the caterpillar break down,
A caterpillar's complete change of body form, called
metamorphosis, is one of many biological processes controlled by hormones, In animals, a hormone (from the Greek
horman, to excite) is a molecule that is secreted into the
extracellular fluid, circulates in the blood or hemolymph, and
communicates regulatory messages throughout the body. In
the case of the caterpillar, communication by hormones regu·
lates the timing of metamorphosis and ensures that different
parts of the insect's adult body develop in unison.
Although the circulatory system allows a hormone to reach
all cells of the body, only its target cells have the re<:eptors that
enable a response. Ahormone elicits a specific response-such
as a change in metabolism-from its target cells, whereas cells
lacking a receptor for that particular hormone are unaffected,

transforming a caterpillar (below) into a butterfly?

Chemical signaling by hormones is the function of the
endocrine system, one of the
two basic systems for communication and regulation throughout the body, Hormones secreted by endocrine cells regulate reproduction, development,
energy metabolism, growth, and
behavior. TIle other major communication and control system is the nervous system, a network of spe<:ialized cells-neurons-that transmit signals along
dedicated pathways. These signals in turn regulate other cells, including neurons, muscle cells, and endocrine cells. Because signaling by neurons can regulate the release of hormones, the
nervous and endocrine systems often overlap in function.
In this chapter, we'll begin with an overview of the different
types of chemical signaling in animals. We will then explore
how hormones regulate target cells, how hormone secretion is
regulated, and how hormones help maintain homeostasis. We
will also look at how the activities ofthe endocrine and nervous
systems are coordinated. We'll conclude by examining the role
of hormones in regulating growth, development, and reproduction, topics we'll return to in Chapters 46 and 47,

r~:~::~e~~~~ other signaling
molecules bind to target
receptors, triggering specific
response pathways

Hormones, the focus of this chapter, are one of several types
of secreted chemicals that transmit information between animal cells, Let's consider the similarities and differences in the
functions of these signaling molecules,
975

Types of Secreted Signaling Molecules
Hormones and other signaling molecules trigger responses by
binding to specific receptor proteins in or on target cells, Only
cells that have receptors for a particular secreted molecule are
target cells; other cells are unresponsive to that molewle. Molealles used in signaling are often classified by the type ofsecreting cell and the route taken by the signal in reaching its target.

Hormones
As illustrated in Figure 45.2a, hormones secreted into extracellular fluids by endocrine cells reach target cells via the
bloodstream (or hemolymph). Some endocrine system cells
are found in organs that are part ofother organ systems. Forexample, within the digestive and excretory systems, the stomach
and kidney both contain endocrine cells. Other endocrine cells
are grouped in ductless organs called endocrine glands.
Like isolated endocrine cells, endocrine glands secrete hormones directly into the surrounding fluid. Endocrine glands
thus contmst with exocrine glands, such as salivary glands,
which have ducts that carry secreted substances onto body surfaces or into body cavities. This distinction is reflected in their
names: The Greek endo (\\~thin) and exo (out of) reflect secretion into or out of body fluids, while crine (from the Greek for
"sepamte~) reflects movement away from the secreting cell.
Hormones serve a range offunctions in the body. They maintain homeostasis; mediate responses to environmental stimuli;
and regulate growth, development, and reproduction. For example, honnones coordinate the body's responses to stress, dehydration, or low blood glucose. They also control the appearance
ofcharacteristics that distinguish a juvenile animal from an adult.

cells, such as other neurons and muscle cells, at specialized
junctions known as synapses. At many synapses, neurons secrete molecules called neurotransmitters that diffuse a very
short distance to bind receptors on the target cells (Figure
45.2d). Neurotmnsmitters are central to sensation, memory,
cognition, and movement, as we will explore in Chapters 48-50.
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(a) In endocrine signaling, secreted mole<ules diffuse into the bloodstream and trigger responses in target cells anywhere in the body_
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(b) In paracrine signaling, se<reted mole<ules diffuse locally and
trigger a response in neighboring cells.
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Secreted molecules also have a critical role in the transmission
of information by neurons. Neurons communicate with target
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(cl In autocrine signaling, se<reted mole<ules diffuse locally and trigger
a response in the cells that se<rete them,
Synapse

-'....
....
...,...-'- I

~

O--Neuron

Neurotransmitters and Neurohormones

•

• •
• •
•

Local Regulators
Many types of cells produce local regulators, secreted molecules that act over short distances and reach their target cells
solely by diffusion. In Chapter43, we saw how immune cells communicate with each other by local regulatorscalled cytokines (see
Figures 43.17 and 43.19). As we will discuss shortly, local regulators play roles in many other processes, including blood pressure
regulation, nervous system function, and reproduction.
Local regulators function in paracrine and autocrine signaling.
[n paracrinesignaling (from the Greek para, to one side of), target cells lie near the secreting cell (Figure 45.2b). In autocrine
signaling (from the Greek auto, self), the secreted molecules act
on the secreting cell itself (Figure 45.1c). Some secreted molecules have both pamoine and autocrine activity. Although the
definition ofhonnones can be broadened to include local regulators, in this chapter we use hormone to refer to chemicals that
reach target cells through the bloodstream.
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(d) In synaptic signaling, neurotransmitters diffuse across synapses
and trigger responses in cells of target tissues (neurons, muscles,
or glands)
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(e) In neuroendocrine signaling, neurohormones diffuse into the
bloodstream and trigger responses in target cells anywhere in
the body,
.. Figure 45.2 Intercellular communication by secreted
molecules. In each type of signaling, Se<reted mole<ules bind to a
spe<ific receptor protein expressed by target cells Re<eptors are
sometimes located inside cells, but for simplicity all are drawn here on
the cell surface,
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In neuroendocrine signaling, neurosecretory cells, specialized
neurons typically found in the brain, secrete molecules that diffuse from nerve cell endings into the bloodstream (Figure 45.2e).
These molecules, which travel through the bloodstream to reach
target ceUs, are a class ofhormones called ncurohormoncs. One
example is ADH (vasopressin), a honnone critical to kidney function and water balance (see Chapter 44).

Pheromones
Not all secreted signaling molecules act within the body.
Members of the same animal species sometimes communicate with pheromones, chemicals that are released into the
external environment. Pheromones serve many functions, including marking trails leading to food, defining territories,
warning of predators, and attracting potential mates.

Chemical Classes of Hormones
Having distinguished hormones from other secreted signaling molecules based on the type and location ofcells involved,
we turn now to the chemical composition ofhormones. Based
on their structure and pathway for synthesis, hormones are

Water-soluble

Lipid·soluble

OH
CH3

0,8 nm

o

Polypeptide:
Insulin

Steroid:
Cortisol
Hooe

HO~~/
HO

Amine:
Epinephrine

NH2

,-d

CH,

yOH

0
OH

o

'

'-Q
HO

'
Amine:
Thyroxine

... Figure 45.3 Hormones differ in form and solubility.
Structures of insulin. a polypeptide hormone; epinephrine and thyroxine.
amine hormones; and cortisol. a steroid hormone. Insulin and
epinephrine are water-soluble; thyroxine and cortisol are lipid-soluble.

often divided into three groups: polypeptides (proteins and
peptides), amines, and steroids.
Figure 45.3 displays examples ofeach major hormone class.
The polypeptide hormone insulin is made up of WiO polypeptide chains. Like most hormones in this group, insulin is formed
by cleavage of a longer protein chain. Epinephrine and thyroxine are amine hormones, which are synthesized from a single
amino acid, either tyrosine or tryptophan. Steroid hormones,
such as cortisol, are lipids that contain four fused carbon rings.
All are derived from the steroid cholesterol (see Figure 5.15).
As Figure 45.3 also indicates, hormones vary in their solubility
in aqueous and lipid-rich environments. Polypeptides and many
amine hormones are water-soluble. Being insoluble in lipids,
these hormones cannot pass through the plasma membranes of
cells. In contrast, steroid hormones, as well as other largely nonpolar hormones, such as thyroxine, are lipid-soluble and can pass
through cell membranes readily. A5 we \\ill discuss next, whether
or not a hormone is able to cross cell membranes correlates \\ith
a difference in the location of receptors in target cells.

Hormone Receptor Location:
Scientific Inquiry
In studying hormone receptors, biologists needed to find out
where they are located and where they functionally interact
with hormones. To learn how they answered these questions,
let's review some of the critical experiments.
Evidence that receptors for steroid hormones are located inside
target ceUs came from studying the vertebrate hormone estradiol,
a form ofestrogen. For most mammals, including humans, estrogens are necessary for the normal development and function of
the female reproductive system. In experiments conducted in the
early 1960s, female rats were treated with radioactive forms of
estradiol. When the researchers examined cells from the rats' reproductive systems, they found that the hormone had accumulated within the nuclei. In contrast, estradiol failed to accumulate
in the cells oftissues that are not responsive to estrogens.
\Vhen scientists later identified the receptors for estrogens,
they confirmed that the receptor molecules were located inside cells. Other steroid hormones and lipid-soluble hormones such as thyroxine also had intracellular receptors. But
what about water-soluble hormones? Because these hormones cannot diffuse across a lipid bilayer, researchers hypothesized that their receptors would be located on the cell
surface. Studies demonstrating that radioactive hormones
bind to isolated cell membranes supported this model. Nevertheless, some biologists wondered whether water-soluble hormones could also initiate signaling from within cells.
In the I97Os, John Horowitz and colleagues at the University
ofCalifornia, Davis, investigated whether receptors for a watersoluble hormone are exclusively on the cell surface. In frogs,
melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH) controls the location
of pigment granules in skin cells. To determine where the
hormone is active, the investigators used microinjection, a
(HAPTH fORTY·fIVE
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Where in the cell is the receptor for
melanocyte-stimulating hormone?
of California. Davis. were studying how melanocyte-stimulating
hormone (MSH), a peptide hormone, triggers chang~ in the skin
color of frogs. Skin cells called melanocytes contain the dark
brown pigment melanin in cytoplasmic organelles called
melanosomes, The skin appears light when melanosomes cluster
tightly around the melanocyte nucleI. When a frog encounters a
dark environment, increased production of MSH causes
melanosomes to disperse throughout the cytoplasm, darkening
the skin and making the frog less visible to predators. To identify
the location of the receptors that control melanosome clustering,
the researchers microinJected MSH into the melanocytes or Into
the surrounding interstitial fluid.
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John Horowitz and colleagues at the University
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These results provided evidence that MSH interacts with a receptor on the outside surface of the cell to induce a
response.
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RESULTS

Microinjecting MSH into individual melanocytes
did not induce melanosome dispersion. However, microinJection
into the interstitial fluid (blue) surrounding the melanocytes
caused the melanosomes to disperse

\

c).-Watersoluble

&

NUCLEUS

(b) Receptor in cell nucleus

CONCLUSiON

SOURCE

J. HoroWltz Et ai, thE rEspcm-.e of smgle m€lanopllOfES
to E~tracElluiar and intracellular iontophorEtic injl'Ction of melanocytEstlmufatlng hormone. Endocnnology 106770-777 (1980)

_mtUlji What result would you expect if you carried out the
same experiments with a lipid-soluble hormone that had a receptor in the nucleus? Explain.

technique that can introduce tiny amounts ofa substance into a
cell or surrounding fluid (Figure 45.4). Their experiments revealed that MSH triggered a response only ifit was injected into
the interstitial fluid, allowing it to bind to cell-surface receptors.

Cellular Response Pathways
Receptor location is one ofseveral differences between the response pathways for water-soluble and lipid-soluble hormones (figure 45.5). Water-soluble hormones are secreted
by exocytosis, travel freely in the bloodstream, and bind to
cell-surface signal receptors. Binding of such hormones to receptors induces changes in cytoplasmic molecules and sometimes alters gene transcription (synthesis of messenger RNA
molecules). In contrast, lipid-soluble hormones diffuse out
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.. figure 45.5 Receptor location varies with hormone
type. (a) A water-soluble hormone binds to a signal receptor protein on
the surface of a target cell. This interaction triggers events that lead to
either a change in cytoplasmic function or a change in gene
transcription in the nucleus, (b) A lipid-soluble hormone penetrates the
target cell's plasma membrane and binds to an intracellular signal
receptor, either in the cytoplasm or in the nucleus (shown here), The
hormone-receptor comple~ acts as a transcnption factor, typically
activating gene expression.
Suppose you were studying a celts response to a particular
hormone, and you observed that the cell continued to respond to

D

the hormone even when treated with a chemical that blocks transcription.
INhat could you surmise about the hormone and its receptor?

across the membranes of endocrine cells and travel in the
bloodstream bound to transport proteins. Upon diffusing into
target cells, they bind to intracellular signal receptors and trigger changes in gene transcription.
To understand the distinct cellular responses to watersoluble and lipid-soluble hormones, we'll examine each further.

Pathway for Water-Soluble Hormones
The binding of a water-soluble hormone to a signal receptor
protein triggers events at the plasma membrane that result in
a cellular response. The response may be the activation of an
enzyme, a change in the uptake or secretion of specific molecules, or a rearrangement of the cytoskeleton. In addition,

Epinephrine
G protein

-

G protein-coupled
receptor

Inhibition of
glycogen synthesis
Promotion of
glycogen breakdown

Hormone-(estradiol)

Adenylyl
cyclase

EXTRACELLULAR
FLUID

""(

Estradiol
(estrogen)
receptor

I

-

I

Plasma
membrane
Hormone-receptor
complex

CYTOPLASM

DNA

Vitellogenm

.. Figure 45.6 Cell-surface hormone receptors trigger
signal transduction.

some cell-surface receptors cause proteins in the cytoplasm to
move into the nucleus and alter transcription ofspecific genes.
The series of changes in cellular proteins that converts the
extracellular chemical signal to a specific intracellular response
is called signal transduction. As described in Chapter 11, a
signal transduction pathway typically involves multiple steps,
each involving specific molecular interactions.
To explore how signal transduction contributes to hormone signaling, let's consider one response to shorHerm
stress. When you find yourself in a stressful situation, perhaps running to catch a bus, your adrenal glands secrete
epinephrine. When epinephrine reaches liver cells, it binds
to a G protein-coupled receptor in the plasma membrane, as
discussed in Chapter 11 and reviewed in Figure 45,6. The
binding of hormone to receptor triggers a cascade of events
involving synthesis of cyclic AMP (cAMP) as a short-lived
second messenger, Activation of protein kinase A by cAMP
leads to activation of an enzyme required for glycogen
breakdown and inactivation of an enzyme necessary for
glycogen synthesis. The net result is that the liver releases
glucose into the bloodstream, providing the fuel you need to
chase the departing bus.

Pathway for Lipid.Soluble Hormones
Intracellular receptors usually perform the entire task of
transducing a signal within a target cell. The hormone activates the receptor, which then directly triggers the cell's response. In most cases, the response to a lipid-soluble hormone
is a change in gene expression,
Steroid hormone receptors are located in the cytosol prior
to binding to a hormone, When a steroid hormone binds to its

".

mRNA

\

for vltellogenin

"*..

.. Figure 45,7 Steroid hormone receptors directly
regulate gene expression,

cytosolic receptor, a hormone-receptor complex forms, which
moves into the nucleus. There, the receptor portion of the
complex interacts with DNA or with a DNA-binding protein,
stimulating transcription ofspecific genes. For example, estradiol has a specific receptor in the liver cells of female birds and
frogs. Binding of estradiol to this receptor activates transcription ofthe gene for the protein vitellogenin (Figure 45.7), Following translation of the messenger RNA, vitellogenin is
secreted and transported in the blood to the reproductive system, where it is used to produce egg yolk
Thyroxine, vitamin D, and other lipid-soluble hormones
that are not steroid hormones have receptors that are typically
located in the nucleus. These receptors bind hormone molecules that diffuse from the bloodstream across both the
plasma membrane and nuclear envelope. Once bound by a
hormone, the receptor binds to specific sites in the cell's DNA
and stimulates the transcription of specific genes,
Recent experiments indicate that lipid-soluble hormones
can sometimes trigger responses at the cell surface without
first entering the nucleus, How and when these responses
arise are currently the subjects of active investigation.

Multiple Effects of Hormones
Many hormones elicit more than one type of response in the
body, The effects brought about by a particular hormone can
vary if target cells differ in the molecules that receive or produce the response to that hormone. Consider the effects of
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epinephrine in mediating the body's response to short-term
stress (Figure 45,8). Epinephrine simultaneously triggers
glycogen breakdown in the liver, increased blood flow to
major skeletal muscles, and decreased blood flow tothe di·
gestive tract. These varied effects enhance the rapid reactions of the body in emergencies.
TIssues vary in their response to epinephrine because they
vary in their receptors or signal transduction pathways. Target

cell recognition of epinephrine involves G protein-coupled receptors. The epinephrine receptor of a liver cell is called a ~
type receptor. It acts through protein kinase A to regulate
enzymes in glycogen metabolism (Figure 45.8a). In blood yes·
sels supplying skeletal muscle, the same kinase activated by the
same epinephrine receptor inactivates a muscle-specific enzyme (Figure 45.8b). The result is smooth muscle relaxation
and hence increased blood flow. In contrast, intestinal blood
vessels express an a-type epinephrine reSame receptors but different
ceptor (Figure 45.Sc). Rather than actiintracellular proteins (not shown)
vate protein kinase A, the a receptor
triggers a distinct signaling pathway involving a different G protein and different
_ _ _
_
A
different
cellular
responses
different cellular responses
enzymes. The result is smooth muscle
contraction and restricted blood flow.
Lipid·soluble hormones often exert
_Epinephrine
_Epinephrine
_Epinephrine
different effects on different target cells
receptor
bareceptor
as well. For example, the estrogen that
" , ' '. '
stimulates a bird's liver to synthesize the
-:;;;::,,"Glycogen
:::' ~:...:..: ] deposits
yolk protein vitellogenin also stimulates
its reproductive system to synthesize
proteins that form the egg white.
Vessel
Glycogen
In some cases, a given hormone has
~tes.
constnds,
~ breaks down
different
effects in different species. For
<!1',....J-_
and glucose
: ............... is released
instance, thyroxine produced by the thy,
from cell.
roid gland regulates metabolism in frogs,
humans, and other vertebrates. However,
(a) liver cell
(b) Skeletal muscle
(c) Intestinal blood
thyroxine has an additional and distinct
blood vessel
vessel
effect in frogs, stimulating resorption of
the tadpole's tail in its metamorphosis
... Figure 45.8 One hormone. different effects, Epinephrine. the primary "fight-or-fllght"
hormone. produces different responses in different target cells. Target cells with the $ame receptor
into an adult (Figure 45,9).
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exhibit different responses if they have different signal transduction pathways and/or effector
proteins [compare (a) with (b)l. Responses of target cells may also difler il they have different
receptors lor the hormone [compare (b) with (c)).

Signaling by local Regulators

... Figure 45.9 Specialized role of a hormone in frog metamorphosis. The hormone
thyroxine is responsible for the resorption of the tadpole's tail (a) as the frog develops into its adult
lorm (b)

Recall that local regulators are secreted
molecules that link neighboring cells
(paracrine signaling) or that provide feedback to the secreting cell (autocrine signaling). Once secreted, local regulators
act on their target cells within seconds or
even milliseconds, eliciting responses
more quickly than do hormones. Nevertheless, the pathways by which local regulators trigger responses are the same as
those activated by hormones.
Several types of chemical compounds function as local regulators.
Polypeptide local regulators include
cytokines, which playa role in immune
responses (see Chapter 43), and most
growth factors, which stimulate cell
proliferation and differentiation. Many
types of cells grow, divide, and develop
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normally only when growth factors are present in their extracellular environment.
The gas nitric oxide (NO), which consists of nitrogen
double-bonded to oxygen, serves in the body as both a neurotransmitter and a local regulator. When the level of oxygen (02) in the blood falls, endothelial cells in blood vessel
walls synthesize and release NO. Nitric oxide activates an
enzyme that relaxes the neighboring smooth muscle cells,
resulting in vasodilation, which improves blood flow to tissues. In human males, the ability of NO to promote vasodilation enables sexual function by increasing blood flow into
the penis, producing an erection. Highly reactive and potentially toxic, NO usually triggers changes in a target cell
within a few seconds of contact and then breaks down. The
drug Viagra (sildenafil citrate), a treatment for male erectile
dysfunction, sustains an erection by interfering with this
breakdown of NO.
Agroup oflocal regulators called prostaglandins are modified fatty acids. They are so named because they were first discovered in prostate gland secretions that contribute to semen.
Prostaglandins are produced by many cell types and have varied activities. In semen that reaches the reproductive tract of
a female, prostaglandins stimulate the smooth muscles of the
female's uterine wall to contract, helping sperm reach an egg.
At the onset of childbirth, prostaglandin-secreting cells of the
placenta cause the nearby muscles of the uterus to become
more excitable, helping to induce labor (see Figure 46.18).
In the immune system, prostaglandins promote fever
and inflammation and also intensify the sensation of pain.
The anti-inflammatory and pain-relieving effects of aspirin
and ibuprofen are due to the inhibition of prostaglandin
synthesis by these drugs. Prostaglandins also help regulate
the aggregation of platelets, one step in the formation of
blood clots. Because blood clots can cause a heart attack by
blocking blood flow in vessels that supply the heart (see
Chapter 42), some physicians recommend that people at
risk for a heart attack take aspirin on a regular basis. However, because prostaglandins also help maintain a protective
lining in the stomach, long-term aspirin therapy can cause
debilitating stomach irritation.
CONCEPT

CHECK

45.1

I. How do the mechanisms that induce responses in target cells differ for water-soluble hormones and lipidsoluble hormones?
2. In what way does one activity described for
prostaglandins resemble that of a pheromone?
3. -i,ij:f.j.14 Which explanation of the distinct effects of epinephrine in different tissues might best
account for the distinct effects of hormones in different species? Explain your answer.

r~:~:~:: :~d~ack and

antagonistic hormone pairs are
common features of the
endocrine system

So far, we have explored the chemical nature of hormones and
other signaling molecules and gained a basic understanding of
their activities in cells. We turn now to considering how regulatory pathways that control hormone secretion are organized. For these and later examples taken from the human
endocrine system, Figure 45.10 provides a useful point of reference for locating endocrine glands and tissues.

Simple Hormone Pathways
In response to an internal or environmental stimulus, endocrine cells secrete a particular hormone. The hormone
travels in the bloodstream to target cells, where it interacts
with its specific receptors. Signal transduction within target
cells brings about a physiological response. Finally, the response leads to a reduction in the stimulus and the pathway
shuts off.
Major endocrine
glands:
Hypothalamus----~

Organs containing
Thyroid gland ~::;;:;~~~

endocrine cells;

~\_-=~'\~--

Parathyroid glands
(behind thyrOid)

I

Thymus
Heart
Liver

Adrenal
glands
(atop
kidneys)

Stomach

pancrea";~=:i~:#~~

Kidney

Kidney Ovaries

intestine

!->-~>::>--:J:cUi\-\--Small

(female)I--i'1R~~;';~~

Testes
(male)

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

.. Figure 45.10 Major human endocrine glands.
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In the example shown in Figure 45.11, acidic stomach
contents released into the duodenum (the first part of the
small intestine) serve as the stimulus. Low pH in the small intestine stimulates certain endocrine cells of the duodenum,
called S cells, to secrete the hormone secretin. Secretin enters
the bloodstream and reaches target cells in the pancreas, a
gland located behind the stomach (see Figure 45.10), causing
them to release bicarbonate, which raises the pH in the duodenum. The pathway is self-limiting because the response to secretin (bicarbonate release) reduces the stimulus (low pH).
A feedback loop ronnecting the response to the initial stimulus
is characteristic ofcontrol path '3ys. For secretin and many other
hormones, the response path '3y involves negathoe feedback, a
loop in which the response reduces the initial stimulus. By decreasing or abolishing hormone signaling, negative-feedback regulation prevents excessive pathway activity. Negative-feedback
loops are an essential part of many hormone pathways, especially
those involved in maintaining homeostasis.
Simple hormone pathways are widespread among ani·
mals. Some homeostatic control systems rely on sets of simple hormone pathways with coordinated activities. One
common arrangement is a pair of pathways, each counterbalancing the other. To see how such control systems operate, we'll consider the regulation of blood glucose levels.

Pathway

r°:.......1 StlmulU5
• ••
•.'

Example
lcm pH In
duodenum

S cells of duodenum
secrete se<retln (el

Insulin and Glucagon: Control of Blood
Glucose
In humans, metabolic balance depends on a blood glucose
concentration at or very near 90 mg/IOO mL. Because glucose
is a major fuel for cellular respiration and a key source of carbon skeletons for biosynthesis. maintaining blood glucose
concentrations near this set point is a critical bioenergetic and
homeostatic function.
Two antagonistic hormones, insulin and glucagon, regulate the concentration ofglucose in the blood (Figure 45.12).
Each hormone operates in a simple endocrine pathway regulated by negative feedback. \'(!hen blood glucose rises above
the set point, release of insulin triggers uptake of glucose
from the blood, decreasing the blood glucose concentration.
When blood glucose drops below the set point, the release of
glucagon promotes the release of glucose into the blood, increasing the blood glucose concentration. Because insulin
and glucagon have opposing effects, the combined activity of
these two hormones tightly controls the concentration of
glucose in the blood.
Glucagon and insulin are produced in the pancreas. Scattered throughout the pancreas are dusters of endocrine cells
known as the islets of Langerhans. Each islet has alpha c£lls,
which make glucagon, and beta celis, which make insulin. Like
all hormones, insulin and glucagon are secreted into the interstitial fluid and enter the circulatory system.
(h'erall, hormone-secreting cells make up only 1-2% of the
mass of the pancreas. Other cells in the pancreas produce and
secrete bicarbonate ions and digesthoe enzymes. These secretions are released into small ducts that empty into the pancreatic duct, which leads to the small intestine (see Figure 41.14).
Thus, the pancreas is both an endocrine gland and an exocrine
gland with functions in the endocrine and digestive systems.

~

~
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~
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Target Tissues for Insulin and Glucagon

•

Insulin lowers blood glucose levels by stimulating nearly all
body cells outside the brain to take up glucose from the blood.
(Brain cells can take up glucose without insulin, so the brain
almost always has access to circulating fue!.) Insulin also decreases blood glucose by slowing glycogen breakdown in the
liver and inhibiting the conversion ofamino acids and glycerol
(from fats) to glucose.
Glucagon influences blood glucose levels through its effects
on target cells in the liver. The liver, skeletal muscles, and adipose tissues store large amounts of fuel. The liver and muscles
store sugar as glycogen, whereas cells in adipose tissue convert
sugars to fats. Ofthese tissues, only those in the liver are sensitive to glucagon. \Vhen the blood glucose level decreases to or
below the set point (approXimately 90 mg/tOO mLl, glucagon
signa.ls the liver cells to increase glycogen hydrolysis, convert
amino acids and glycerol to glucose, and release glucose into

"

,

~

z•

Target
cells

,I
''"''''"''

Pancreas

BICarbonate release

~ Figure 45.11 A simple endocrine pathway. A change in
some Internal or external vanable-the stlmulus-caU5t'5 the endocnne
cell to secrete a hormone (red dots). Upon reaching Its target cell via
the bloodstream. the hormone binds to It5 receptor, tnggenng signal
transdUdlOn that results in a speCIfic response. secretin Signaling is an
example of a Simple endOCrine pathway.
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Body cells
take up more
glucose.

Diabetes Mellitus

Insulin

A disruption in glucose homeostasis can
be quite serious, affecting the heart,
Beta cells of
blood vessels, eyes, and kidneys. One
pancreas
release Insulin
such disorder, diabetes mellitus, is
into the blood.
caused by a deficiency of insulin or a decreased response to insulin in target tisliver takes
up glucose
sues. Blood glucose levels rise, but cells
and stores it
are unable to take up enough glucose to
as glycogen.
meet metabolic needs. Instead, fat beSTIMULUS:
comes the main substrate for cellular
Blood glucose level
Blood glucose
respiration. In severe cases, acidic
rises (for instance, after
level declines.
metabolites formed during fat breakeating a carbohydraterich meal).
down accumulate in the blood, threatening life by lowering blood pH and
depleting sodium and potassium ions
from the body.
Homeostasis:
Blood glucose level
In people with diabetes mellitus, the
(about 90 mg/I 00 ml)
high level of glucose in blood exceeds the
capacity of the kidneys to reabsorb this
nutrient. Glucose that remains in the filSTIMULUS'
Blood glucose level
trate is excreted. For this reason, the presBlood glucose
falls (for instance, after
ence of sugar in urine is one test for this
level rises.
skipping a meal).
disorder. As glucose is concentrated in the
urine, more water is excreted along with
it, resulting in excessive volumes of urine.
Diabetes (from the Greek diabainein, to
Alpha cells of pancreas
pass through) refers to this copious urinarelease glucagon into
tion; and mellitus (from the Greek meli,
the blood.
Liver breaks
honey) refers to the presence of sugar in
down glycogen
urine. (Diabetes insipidus, discussed in
and releases
glucose into
Chapter 44, is a rare disorder of kidney
Glucagon
the blood.
function that results in large volumes of
dilute
urine but no major disruption in
... Figure 45.12 Maintenance of glucose homeostasis by insulin
glucose metabolism.)
and glucagon. The antagonistic effects of insulin and glucagon help maintain
the blood glucose level near its set point.
There are two main types of diabetes
mellitus. Each is marked by high blood
glucose, but with very different causes.
Type 1 diabetes, or insulin-dependent
diabetes, is an autoimmune disorder in
the bloodstream. The net effect is to restore the blood glucose
level to the set point.
which the immune system destroys the beta cells of the panThe antagonistic effects of glucagon and insulin are vital
creas. Type 1 diabetes, which usually appears during childto managing fuel storage and consumption by body cells.
hood, destroys the person's ability to produce insulin.
For both hormones, the liver is a critical target. As discussed
Treatment consists of insulin, typically injected several times
daily. In the past, insulin was extracted from animal panin Chapter 41, nutrients absorbed by blood vessels of the
creases,
but now human insulin can be obtained from genetismall intestine are transported directly to the liver by the
cany engineered bacteria, a relatively inexpensive source (see
hepatic portal vein. Within the liver, glucagon and insulin
regulate nutrient processing in ways that support glucose
Figure 20.2). Stem cell research may someday provide a cure
homeostasis. However, glucose homeostasis also relies on
for type 1 diabetes by generating replacement beta cells that
responses to glucagon and insulin elsewhere in the body as
restore insulin production by the pancreas.
Type 2 diabetes, or non-insulin-dependent diabetes, is
well as responses to other hormones-growth hormone and
glucocorticoids-discussed later in this chapter.
characterized by a failure oftarget cells to respond normally to
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insulin. Insulin is produced, but target cells fail to take up glucose from the blood, and blood glucose levels remain elevated.
Although heredity can playa role in type 2 diabetes, excess
body weight and lack ofexercise significantly increase the risk.
This form of diabetes generally appears after age W, but even
children who are overweight and sedentary can develop the
disease. More than 90% of people with diabetes have type 2.
Many can control their blood glucose levels with regular exercise and a healthy diet; some require medications. Nevertheless, type 2 diabetes is the seventh most common cause of
death in the United States and a growing public health problem worldwide.
CONCEPT

CHECK

45.2

1. In a glucose tolerance test, periodic measurements of
blood glucose level are taken after a person drinks a
glucose-rich solution. In a healthy individual, blood
glucose rises moderately at first but falls to near normal within 2-3 hours. Predict the results of this test
in a person with diabetes mellitus. Explain your
answer.
2. \Vhat property of a stimulus might make negative
feedback less important for a hormone pathway?
3. -'MUI 4 Consider a diabetes patient who has a
family history of type 2 diabetes but is active and not
obese. To identify genes that might be defective in the
patient, which genes would you examine first?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:j:::o:~~: and nervous

systems act individually and
together in regulating animal
physiology

Our discussion to this point has focused on the structure of
hormones and the organization of hormone pathways.
We'll now consider how signals from the nervous system
initiate and regulate endocrine signaling. We will begin
with examples from invertebrates and then turn to the vertebrate brain and endocrine system.

Coordination of Endocrine and Nervous
Systems in Invertebrates
In all animals but the simplest invertebrates, the endocrine
and nervous systems are integrated in the control of reproduction and development. In the sea slug Aplysia, for instance, specialized nerve cells secrete egg-laying hormone,
which stimulates the animal to lay thousands of eggs. This
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neurohormone further enhances the sea slug's reproductive
success by inhibiting feeding and locomotion, activities that
might disrupt egg-laying.
To explore neurohormone function in insects, let's return
to the example ofthe caterpillar in this chapter's Overview. Before hormones stimulate the metamorphosis ofthe caterpillar,
a larva, into the adult butterfly, they regulate development of
a newly hatched egg into the fully grown larva. During its development, the larva grows in stages. Because its exoskeleton
cannot stretch, the larva must periodically molt, shedding the
old exoskeleton and secreting a new one.
The signals that direct molting and metamorphosis in insects originate in the brain (Figure 45.13). There, neurosecretory cells produce prolhoracicolropic hormone (PTTH),
a peptide neurohormone. In response to PTTH, the prothoracic glands, a pair of endocrine glands just behind the brain,
release ecdysone. Ecdysone promotes each successive molt,
as well as the metamorphosis ofthe caterpillar into a butterfly
during the final molt.
Because ecdysone causes both molting and metamorphosis, what determines when metamorphosis takes place? The
answer is found in a pair ofsmall endocrine glands just behind
the brain. Called the corpora allata (singular, corpus allatum),
they secrete a third signaling molecule, juvenile hormone. As
its name suggests, one of the many functions of juvenile hormone is to maintain larval Uuvenile) characteristics.
Juvenile hormone influences development indirectly by
modulating the activity of ecdysone. In the presence of high
levels of juvenile hormone, ecdysone stimulates molting that
results in a larger larva. At the end of the larval stage, the level
of juvenile hormone wanes. When the juvenile hormone level
is low, ecdysone-induced molting produces the cocoon, or pupal form, within which metamorphosis occurs.
Knowledge of insect neurohormone and hormone signaling has important agricultural applications. For example,
synthetic versions of juvenile hormone are used as a biological pest control method to prevent insects from maturing
into reproducing adults.

Coordination of Endocrine and Nervous
Systems in Vertebrates
In vertebrates, the hypothalamus plays a central role in integrating the endocrine and nervous systems. One ofseveral endocrine glands located in the brain (Figure 45,14), the
hypothalamus receives information from nerves throughout
the body and from other parts of the brain, In response, it initiates endocrine signaling appropriate to environmental conditions. In many vertebrates, for example, nerve signals from
the brain pass sensory information to the hypothalamus
about seasonal changes and the availability of a mate. The hypothalamus, in turn, regulates the release of reproductive hormones required for breeding.

o Neurosecretory
cells In the brain produce
prothoracicotropic hormone (PITH),

Brain

which is stored in the corpora cardiaca
(singular, corpus cardiacum) until release,
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hormone ecdysone.
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Ecdysone
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Juvenile hormone (JH), secreted by the corpora allata.
determines the result of the molt At relatively high concentrations of JH, ecdysone-stimulated molting produces another
larval stage because JH suppresses metamorphosis. But when
levels of JH fall below a certain concentration, a pupa forms at
the next ecdysone-Induced molt The adult Insect emerges
from the pupa,
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the prothoracic
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each release stimulating
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ADULT

• Figure 45,13 Hormonal regulation of insect
development. Most Insects go through a series of larval stages, with
each molt (shedding of the old exoskeleton) leading to a larger larva,
Molting of the final larval stage gives rise to a pupa, in which
metamorphosis produces the adult form of the insect. Hormones
control the progression of stages, as shown here.

Cerebrum
Thalamus

Pineal
gland

Signals from the hypothalamus travel to the pituitary
gland, a gland located at its base. Roughly the size and shape
ofa lima bean, the pituitary has discrete posterior and anterior
parts (lobes), which are actually t\'...o glands, the posterior pituitary and the anterior pituitary (see Figure 45.14). These
glands initially develop in separate regions of the embryo. Although they fuse together later in development, their functions are distinct.
The posterior pituitary, or neurohypophysis, is an extension
of the hypothalamus that grows downward toward the mouth
during embryonic development. The posterior pituitary stores
and secretes two hormones made by the hypothalamus.
The anterior pituitary, or adenohypopllysis, develops from
a fold of tissue at the roof of the embryonic mouth; this tissue
grows upward toward the brain and eventually loses its connection to the mouth. Hormones released by the hypothalamus regulate secretion of hormones by the anterior pituitary.

; -_ _ Hypothalamus

Cerebellum

~-"'----Pituitary

gland
Spinal cord

... Figure 45.14
Endocrine glands in
the human brain. This
side view of the brain
indicates the position of Posterior
pituitary
the hypothalamus, the
pituitary gland. and the
pineal gland, which plays
a role in regulating
biorhythm,
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Under the control ofthe hypothalamus, the anterior pituitary
and posterior pituitary produce a set ofhormones central to endocrine signaling throughout the body, as evident in Table 45,1.
(This table will also bea useful reference later.) Well consider the
posterior pituitary, which releases just two hormones, first.

Posterior Pituitary Hormones
The posterior pituitary releases two neurohormones, oxytocin and antidiuretic hormone (ADH). Synthesized in the hypothalamus, these hormones travel along the long axons of
neurosecretory cells to the posterior pituitary (Figure 45.15).
There they are stored, to be released as needed.
One function of oxytocin in mammals is to regulate milk
release during nursing; this function is mediated by a simple
neurohormone pathway (Figure 45.16). [n such pathways, a
stimulus received by a sensory neuron stimulates a neurosecretory cell. The neurosecretory cell then secretes a neurohormone, which diffuses into the bloodstream and travels to
target cells. In the case of the oxytocin pathway, the initial
stimulus is the infant's suckling. Stimulation of sensory nerve
cells in the nipples generates signals in the nervous system that
reach the hypothalamus. A nerve impulse from the hypothalamus then triggers the release of oxytocin from the posterior pituitary gland. In response to circulating oxytocin, the
mammary glands secrete milk.

The oxytocin pathway regulating the mammary gland provides an example ofa positive-feedback mechanism. Unlike negative feedback, which dampens a stimulus, positive feedback
reinforces a stimulus, leading to an even greater response. Thus,
oxytOCin stimulates milk release, which leads to more suckling
and therefore more stimulation. Activation ofthe pathway is sustained until the baby stops suckling.
Oxytocin has several additional roles related to reproduction. When mammals give birth, it induces target cells in the
uterine muscles to contract. This pathway, too, is characterized by positive-feedback regulation, such that it drives the
birth process to completion. Oxytocin also functions in regulating mood and sexual arousal in both males and females.
The second hormone released by the posterior pituitary,
antidiuretic hormone (ADH), or vasopressin, helps regulate
blood osmolarity. As you read in Chapter 44, ADH is one of
several hormones that regulate kidney function. In particular,
ADH increases water retention in the kidneys, thus decreasing urine volume.

Pathway
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Hypothalamus
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HORMONE
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t
Kidney tubules

t
Mammary glands,
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.. Figure 45.15 Production and release of posterior
pi1uilary hormones. The posterior pituitary gland is an extension

of the hypothalamus. Certain neurosecretory cells in the hypothalamus
make antidiuretic hormone (AOH) and oxytocin, which are transported
to the posterior pituitary, where they are stored. Nerve signals from the
brain trigger release of these neurohormones (red dots).
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"II

Target
cells

Smooth muscle in
breasts

Response

Milk release

.. Figure 45.16 A simple neurohormone pathway. In this
example, the stimulus causes the hypothalamus to send a nerve impulse
to the posterior pitUitary, which responds by secreting a neurohormone
(red squaresl. Upon reaching its target cell via the bloodstream, the
neurohormone binds 10 its re<eptor, triggering signal transduction that
results in a specific response. In the neurohormone pathway for
oxytocin signaling, the response increases the stimulus, formmg a
positive·feedback loop that amplifies signaling in the pathway.
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'."45.1 Major Human Endocrine Glands and Some of Their Hormones
Gland

Hormone

Hypothalamus

Honnones released from the pOO:erior pituitary and
hormones that regulate the anterior pituitary (see below)

Posterior pituitary
gland (release-;
nl'Urohonnones made
in hypothalamus)

Anterior pituitary
gJ.nd

Thyroid gland

Parathyroid glands

Pancreas

I
I
(

W

Chemical Class

Representative
Actions

Regulated By

Oxytocin

Peptide

Stimulates contraction
of uterus and mammar),
gland cells

Nervoussystem

Antidiuretic hormone
{ADH)

Peptide

Promotes retention of
""mer by kidneys

Water/salt balance

Growth honnone (GH)

Protein

Hypothalamic

Prolactin (PRL)

Protein

Follicle-stimulating
hormone {FSH)

Glycoprotein

Luteinizing hormone
(LH)

Glycoprotein

Stimulates growth {e;pectaUy
bones) and metabolic
functions
Stimulate; milk production
and secretion
Stimulates prodllCtion of
ova and sperm
Stimulates ovaries and testes

Thyroid-stimulating
hormone {TSH)

Glycoprotein

Stimulates thyroid gland

Adrenocorticotropic
hormone{ACTH)

Peptide

Stimulates adrenal cortex 10
secrete glucocorticoids

Triiodothyronine (Til
and thyroxine (T4)

Amine

Stimulate and maintain
metabolic processt'S

Calcitonin

Peptide

Lowen; blood calciwn II'Ve!

Calcium in blood

Parathyroid hormone {PTH)

Peptide

Raises blood calcium level

Calcium in blood

ho~""

Hypothalamic
ho~""

Hypothalamic
hormones
Hypothalamic
hormones
Hypothalamic
ho~""

Hypothalamic

~""
TSH

Insulin

Protein

Lowen; blood glucose II'Ve!

Glucose in blood

GI"""",

Protein

Raises blood glucose level

Glucose in blood

Adrenal medulla

Epinephrine and
norepinephrine

Amines

Raise blood glucose level;
increase metabolic activitie;;
constrict certain blood

Nervous ~)~tem

Adrenal cortex

Glucocorticoids
Mineralocorticoids

Steroid
Steroid

Raise blood glucose level
Promote reabsorption of
Na+ and excretion ofK+
in kidneys

T_

Androgens

Steroid

Cl=i~

"'""'~

Steroid

FSH and LH

Progestins

Steroid

Support ~1JffITl formation;
promote de\ldopment and
maintenance of male secondary
sex characteristics
Stimulate uterine lining growth;
promote development and
maintenance of female
secondary sex characteristics
Promote uterine lining growth

Melatonin

AmIDe

lrwolved in biological rh~thms

Ught/dark cycles

Adrenal glands

-"

"""""

11ineal gland
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... Figure 45.17

Tropic effects only:
FSH (follicle-stimulating hormone)
LH (luteinizing hormone)
TSH (thyroid-stimulating hormone)
ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone)

Neurosecretory cells
of the hypothalamus

Nontropic effects only;
Prolactin
MSH (melanocyte-stimulating hormone)
Nontropic and tropic effects;
GH (growth hormone)

Hypothalamic
releasing and
inhibiting
hormones
(red dots)

l?1f;~"J~" Endocrine cells of

the anterior pituitary

Posterior pituitary

(
HORMONE

FSH and LH

TARGET

Testes or
ovaries

~

TSH

~

Thyroid

. . .iE~~::~~~~~

ACTH

~

Adrenal
cortex

Prolactin

~

Mammary
glands

Anterior Pituitary Hormones
The anterior pituitary synthesizes and secretes many different
hormones and is itself regulated by hormones secreted by the
hypothalamus (Figure 45.17). Each hypothalamic hormone is
either a releasing IlOnnollcor an inhibilinghonnone, reflecting its
role in promoting or inhibiting release of one or more specific
hormones by the anterior pituitary. Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH), for example, is a product of the hypothalamus that
stimulates the anterior pituitary to secrete thyrotropin, also
known as thyroid-stimulating honnone (TSH). Every anterior pi·
tuitary homlOne is controUed by at least one releasing hormone.
Some have both a releasing hormone and an inhibiting hormone.
The hypothalamic releasing and inhibiting hormones
are secreted near capillaries at the base of the hypothalamus.
The capillaries drain into short blood vessels, called portal
vessels, which subdivide into a second capillary bed within
the anterior pituitary. In this way. the releasing and inhibiting hormones have direct access to the gland they
control.

Pltuitary hormones
(blue dots)

MSH

~

Melanocytes

Production and release
of anterior pituitary
hormones. The release of
hormones synthesized in
the anterior pituitary gland
is controlled by
hypothalamic releasing and
inhibiting hormones. The
hypothalamic hormones are
seueted by neurosecretory
cells and enter a capillary
network within the
hypothalamus, These
capillaries drain into portal
vessels that connect with a
second capillary network in
the anterior pituitary.

GH

~

Liver, bones.
other tissues

acts on a target endocrine tissue, stimulating secretion of
yet another hormone that exerts systemic metabolic or developmental effects.
To learn how a hormone cascade pathway works, let's
consider activation of the thyroid gland when an infant is
exposed to cold (see Figure 45.18). When a young child's
body temperature drops. the hypothalamus secretes TRH.
TRH targets the anterior pituitary, which responds by secreting TSH. TSH acts on the thyroid gland to stimulate release of thyroid hormone. As it accumulates, thyroid
hormone increases metabolic rate, releasing thermal energy
that raises body temperature.
Like simple hormone pathways, hormone cascade path·
ways typically involve negative feedback. In the case of the
thyroid hormone pathway, thyroid hormone itself carries out
negative feedback. Because thyroid hormone blocks TSH release from the anterior pituitary and TRH release from the
hypothalamus. the negative-feedback loop prevents overproduction of thyroid hormone. Overall, the hormone cascade pathway brings about a self-limiting response to the
original stimulus in the target cells.

Hormone Cascade Pathways
Sets of hormones from the hypothalamus, the anterior pituitary, and a target endocrine gland are often organized into
a hormone cascade pathway (Figure 45.18). Signals to the
brain stimulate the hypothalamus to secrete a hormone that
in turn either stimulates or inhibits release of a particular
anterior pituitary hormone. Theanteriorpituitary hormone
988
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Tropic Hormones
TSH is an example of a tropic hormone-a hormone that regulates the function ofendocrine cells or glands. Three other anterior pituitary hormones act primarily or exclusively as tropic
hormones: follide-stimulating hormone (FSH). luteinizing
hormone (LH). and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH).

Pathway

Example

Stimulus

Cold

I

~

o

-Sensory

~ neuron
Hypothalamus

Hypothalamus secretes
thyrotropin-releasing
hormone (TRH.)

Neurosecretory
cell

o
Anterior
pituitary

Anterior pitUitary secretes
thyroid-stimulating
hormone (TSH
or thyrotropin_)

Thyroid gland secretes
thyroid hormone
(T 3 andT 4 "')

,
Target
cells

I
Response

Body tissues

Increased cellular
metabolism

... Figure 45.18 A hormone cascade pathway. In response to
the stimulus, the hypothalamus secretes a releasing hormone (red
squares) that targets the anterior pituitary. The anterior pituitary
responds by secreting a second tropic hormone (red dots), which
travels through the bloodstream to an endocrine gland. In response to
this tropic hormone. the endocrine gland secretes a hormone (red
triangles) that travels to target cells. where it induces a response. In the
eKample of thyroid hormone regulation, thyroid hormone eKerts
negative feedback on the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary. This
feedback inhibits release of TRH and TSH, preventing overreaction to
the stimulus (such as low temperature in the case of a human infant)
n Suppose a lab test of two patients. each diagnosed with excessive
. . thyroid hormone production, revealed elevated levels of TSH in
one but not the other Was the diagnosis of one patient necessarily
incorrect? Explain.

FSH and LH stimulate the activities of the male and female
gonads, the testes and ovaries, respectively. For this reason, FSH
and LH are also known asgonadotropins. In Chapter %, 'I'll' will
discuss how these hormones regulate reproductive functions.
ACTH stimulates the production and secretion of steroid
hormones by the adrenal cortex. We will take a closer look at
the hormone pathway involving ACTH later in this chapter.

Nontropic Hormones
Two major hormones ofthe anterior pituitary target nonendocrine tissues and are thus nontropic. They are prolactin and
melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH).
Prolactin (PRL) is remarkable for the diversity ofits effects
among vertebrate species. For example, prolactin stimulates
mammary gland growth and milk synthesis in mammals, regulates fat metabolism and reproduction in birds, delays metamorphosis in amphibians, and regulates salt and water
balance in freshwater fishes. These varied roles suggest that
prolactin is an ancient hormone with functions that have diversified during the evolution of vertebrate groups.
As you saw in Figure45.4, melanocyte-stimulating hormone
(MSH) regulates the activity of pigment-containing cells in the
skin ofsome amphibians (as well as fishes and reptiles). In mammals, MSH appears to act on neurons in the brain, inhibiting
hunger;

Growth Hormone
Growth hormone (GH), which is secreted by the anterior pituitary, stimulates growth through tropic and nontropic effects. A
major target, the liver; responds to GH by releasing insulin-like
growth !ocwrs (lGFs), which circulate in the blood and directly
stimulate bone and cartilage growth. (lGFs also appear to playa
key role in aging in many animal species.) In the absence of GH,
the skeleton ofan immature animal stops growing. GH aIsoexerts
diverse metabolic effects that tend to raise blood glucose levels,
thus opposing the effects of insulin.
Abnormal production of GH in humans can result in several
disorders, depending on when the problem occurs and whether
it involves hypersecretion (too much) or hyposecretion (too little). Hypersecretion of GH during childhood can lead to gigantism, in which the person grows unusually tall-as tall as 2.4 m
(8 feet)-though body proportions remain relatively normal. Excessive GH production in adulthood stimulates bony growth in
the few tissues that are still responsive to the hormone. Because
remaining target cells are predominantly in the face, hands, and
feet, the result is an overgrowth of the extremities called
acromegaly (from the Greek aeros, extreme, and mega, large).
Hyposecretion ofGH in childhood retards long-bone growth
and can lead to pituitary dwarfism. Individuals with this disorder
are for the most part properly proportioned but generally reach
a height ofonly about 1.2 m (4 feet). Ifdiagnosed before puberty,
pituitary dwarfism can be treated successfully with human GH.
(HAPTH fORTY·fIVE
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Since the mid-1980s, scientists have produced human GH from
bacteria programmed with DNA encoding the hormone (see
Chapter 20). Treatment with this genetically engineered GH is
now fairly routine for children with pituitary dwarfism.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

45.3

1. How do the two fused glands of the pituitary gland
differ in function?
2. Suggest a reason why hypothalamic control of oxytocin involves only an inhibiting factor.
3. -'MUI 4 Propose an explanation for why people
with defects in specific endocrine pathways typically
have defects in the final gland in the pathway rather
than in the hypothalamus or pituitary.
For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

r:~:::::~;:dS

respond to
diverse stimuli in regulating
metabolism, homeostasis,
development, and behavior

Having seen how endocrine glands in the brain initiate hormone cascade pathways, we return here to the broader question of how endocrine signaling regulates animal physiology.
We'll focus on metabolism, homeostasis, development, and
behavior, leaving the topic of reproduction largely for later
chapters. We will discuss more examples of hormone regulation by metabolic stimuli, by nervous system input, and by hormones of the anterior pituitary. To begin, let's explore a
pathway introduced in Figure 45.18, the hormone cascade
leading to thyroid hormone production.

Thrroid Hormone: Control of Metabolism
and Development
Among the vertebrates, thyroid hormone, secreted by the thyroid gland, regulates both homeostasis and development. In
humans and other mammals, thyroid hormone regulates
bioenergetics; helps maintain normal blood pressure, heart
rate, and muscle tone; and regulates digestive and reproductive
functions. In these animals, the thyroid gland consists of two
lobes on the ventral surface ofthe trachea (see Figure 42.24). In
many other vertebrates, the two halves of the gland are separately located on the two sides of the pharynx.
The term thyroid hormone actually refers to a pair of very
similar hormones derived from the amino acid tyrosine.
Triiodothyronine (T 3) contains three iodine atoms, whereas
tetraiodothyronine, or thyroxine (T 4 ), contains four iodine
atoms (see Figure 45.3). In mammals, the same receptor binds
990
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.... Figure 45.19 Thyroid scan. A tumor in one lobe of the thyroid
gland caused the accumulation of radioadive iodine.

both hormones. The thyroid secretes mainly T4' but target
cells convert most of it to T] by removing one iodine atom. Because iodine in the body is dedicated to the production ofthyroid hormone, radioactive forms of iodine are often used to
form images of the thyroid gland (Figure 45.19).
Too much or too little thyroid hormone in the blood can
result in serious metabolic disorders. In humans, excessive
secretion of thyroid hormone, known as hyperthyroidism,
can lead to high body temperature, profuse sweating, weight
loss, irritability, and high blood pressure. The most common
form of hyperthyroidism is Graves' disease. In this autoimmune disorder, the immune system produces antibodies that
bind to the receptor for TSH and activate sustained thyroid
hormone production. Protruding eyes, caused by fluid accumulation behind the eyes, are a typical symptom. Hypothyroidism, a condition of too little thyroid function, can
produce symptoms such as weight gain, lethargy, and intolerance to cold in adults.
Proper thyroid function requires dietary iodine. Although iodine is readily obtained from seafood or from iodized salt, people
in many parts of the world suffer from inadequate iodine in their
diet. Without sufficient iodine, the thyroid gland cannot synthesize adequate amounts ofT] and T4' and the resulting low blood
levels ofT] and T 4 cannot exert the usual negative feedback on
the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary (see Figure 45.18). As a
consequence, the pituitary continues to secrete TSH. Elevated
TSH levels cause an enlargement ofthe thyroid that results in goiter, a characteristic sweUing of the neck (see Figure 2.4).
Among the vertebrates, thyroid hormones have a variety of
roles in development and maturation. A striking example is
the thyroid control of the metamorphosis of a tadpole into a
frog, which involves massive reorganization of many different

tissues (see Figure 45.9). All vertebrates require thyroid hormones for the normal functioning of bone-forming cells and
the branching of nerve cells during embryonic development of
the brain. In humans, congenital hypothyroidism, an inherited
condition of thyroid deficiency, results in markedly retarded
skeletal growth and poor mental development. These defects
can often be prevented, at least partially, iftreatment with thyroid hormones begins early in life. Iodine deficiency in childhood causes the same defects, but it is fully preventable if
iodized salt is used in food preparation.

Parathyroid Hormone and Vitamin D:
Control of Blood Calcium

fishes, rodents, and some other animals, calcitonin is required
for Ca 2 + homeostasis. In humans, however, it is apparently
needed only during the extensive bone growth of childhood.

Adrenal Hormones: Response to Stress
The adrenal glands of vertebrates are in each case associated
with the kidneys (the renal organs). In mammals, each adrenal
gland is actually made up of two glands with different cell types,
functions, and embryonic origins: the adrenal cortex, the outer
portion, and the adrenal medulla, the central portion. The adrenal cortex consists of true endocrine cells, whereas the secretory
cells ofthe adrenal medulla derive from neural tissue during embryonic development. Thus, like the pituitary gland, each adrenal gland is a fused endocrine and neuroendocrine gland.

Be<ausecalcium ions (Ca2+) are essential to the normal functioning of all cells, homeostatic control of blood calcium level
Catecholamines from the Adrenal Medulla
is critical. If the blood Ca 2 + level falls substantially, skeletal
Imagine that while walking in the woods at night you hear a
muscles begin to contract convulsively, a potentially fatal condition called tetany. If the blood Ca2 + level rises substantially,
growling noise nearby. ~A bear?n you wonder. Your heart beats
precipitates of calcium phosphate can form in body tissues,
faster, your breath quickens, your muscles tense, and your
thoughts speed up. These and other rapid responses to perleading to widespread organ damage.
ceived danger comprise the "fight-or-f1ight~ response. This
In mammals, the parathyroid glands, a set of four small
coordinated set of physiological changes is triggered by two
structures embedded in the posterior surface ofthe thyroid (see
Figure 45.10), playa major role in blood Ca2+ regulation. When
hormones ofthe adrenal medulla, epinephrine (also known as
adrenaline) and norepinephrine (noradrenaline). Both are
blood CaH falls belowaset point ofabout lOmgllOOmL, these
catecholamines, a class of amine hormones synthesized
glands release parathyroid hormone (PTH).
PTH raises the level of blood Ca2+ by direct and indirect effrom the amino acid tyrosine.
fects (Figure 45.20). In bone, PTH causes the mineralized maThe adrenal medulla secretes epinephrine and norepinephtrix to de<ompose and release Ca2+ into the blood. In the
rine in response to stress-whether extreme pleasure or lifekidneys, PTH dire<t1y stimulates reabsorption of Ca2+ through the renal
Active
2
tubules. PTH also has an indire<t effect
vitamin D
Stimulates Ca •
on the kidneys, promoting the conver~ uptake in kidneys
Increases
sion of vitamin D to an active hormone.
Ca2~ uptake
in int~lInes
An inactive form of vitamin D, a steroidderived molecule, is obtained from food
or synthesized in the skin when exposed
to sunlight. Vitamin D activation begins
in the liver and is completed in the kid·
neys, the process stimulated by PTH. The
active form of vitamin D acts directly on
Parathyroid gland
the intestines, stimulating the uptake of
Stimulates
(behind thyroid)
2• release
Ca
Ca2+ from food and thus augmenting the
from bones
effect of PTH. As blood CaH rises, a
negative-feedback loop inhibits further
STIMULUS:
Blood Ca 2+
Falling blood
release of PTH from the parathyroid
level rises.
Ca 2• level
glands (not shown in figure).
The thyroid gland can also contribute
Homeostasis:
to calcium homeostasis. If blood Ca2+
Blood Ca 2• level
rises above the set point, the thyroid
(about 10 mgll00 mL)
gland releases calcitonin, a hormone
that inhibits bone resorption and en... Figure 45.20 The roles of parathyroid hormone (PTH) in regulating blood
hances Ca 2 + release by the kidney. In
calcium levels in mammals.
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threatening danger. A major activity ofthese hormones is to increase the amount of chemical energy available for immediate
use. Both epinephrine and norepinephrine increase the rate

stronger effect on heart and metabolic rates, while the primary
role of norepinephrine is in modulating blood pressure.
Nerve signals carried from the brain via involuntary (autonomic) neurons regulate secretion by the adrenal medulla. In
response to a stressful stimulus, nerve impulses travel to the adrenal medulla, where they trigger the release of catecholamines
(Figure 45.21a). Acting on target tissues, epinephrine and norepinephrine each function in a simple neurohormone pathway.
As we will see in Chapter 48, epinephrine and norepinephrine
also function as neurotransmitters.

of glycogen breakdown in the liver and skeletal muscles, promote glucose release by liver cells, and stimulate the release of
fatty adds from fat cells. The released glucose and fatty acidscir·
culate in the blood and can be used by body cells as fuel.
In addition to increasing the availability of energy sources,
epinephrine and norepinephrine exert profound effects on the
cardiovascular and respiratory systems. For example, they increase both the heart rate and stroke volume and dilate the bronchioles in the lungs, actions that raise the rate of oxygen delivery
to body cells. For this reason, doctors may prescribe epinephrine
as a heart stimulant or to open the airways during an asthma attack. The catecholamines also alter blood flow, causing constriction ofsome blood vessels and dilation ofothers (see Figure45.8).
The overall effect is to shunt blood away from the skin, digestive
organs, and kidneys, while increasing the blood supply to the
heart, brain, and skeletal muscles. Epinephrine generaUy has a

,
Spinal cord
(cross section)

Adrenal medulla
secretes epinephrine
and norepinephrine.

Nerve
signals

Hormones from the adrenal cortex also function in the body's
response to stress. But in contrast to the adrenal medulla,
which reacts to nervous input, the adrenal cortex responds to
endocrine signals. Stressful stimuli cause the hypothalamus to
secrete a releasing hormone that stimulates the anterior pituitary to release the tropic hormone ACTH. \'(fhen ACTH
reaches the adrenal cortex via the bloodstream, it stimulates

~
- - - - \ Hypothalamus
- Releasmg

y

~

Steroid Hormones from the Adrenal Cortex

hormone
Nerve
cell

of
••

Anterior pituitary

0,
o

• o'

/ - Nerve cell

•••••
ACj" •
•• ••

Blood

~essel

ACTH

Adrenal
gland

)

i

Kidney

(al Short-term stress response

(bllong-term stress response

Effects of epinephrine and norepinephrine:

Effects of
mineralocorticoids:

Effects of
glucocorticoids:

1. Retention of sodium
ions and water by
kidneys

1. Proteins and fats broken down
and con~erted to glucose. leading
to increased blood glucose

2. Increased blood
volume and blood
pressure

2. Possible suppression of
immune system

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Glycogen broken down to glucose; increased blood glucose
Increased blood pressure
Increased breathing rate
Increased metabolic rate
Change in blood flow patterns, leading to increased
alertness and decreased digesti~e, excretory, and
reproducti~e system activity

.. Figure 4S.21 Stress and the adrenal gland. Stressful stimuli cause the hypothalamus to
acti~ate (a) the adrenal medulla ~ia nerve impulses and (b) the adrenal cortex ~ia hormonal signals
The adrenal medulla mediates short-term responses to stress by secreting the catecholamine
hormones epinephrine and norepinephrine, The adrenal cortex controls more prolonged responses
by secreting corticosteroids,
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the endocrine cells to synthesize and secrete a family of
steroids called corticosteroids (Figure 45.21b). The two
main types of corticosteroids in humans are glucocorticoids
and mineralvcorticoids.
As refle<ted in their name, glucocorticoids have a primary
effect on glucose metabolism. Augmenting the fuel~mobilizing
effects of glucagon from the pancreas, glucocorticoids promote glucose synthesis from noncarbohydrate sources, such as
proteins, making more glucose available as fuel. Glucocorticoids, such as cortisol (see Figure 45.3), act on skeletal muscle,
causing the breakdown of muscle proteins. The resulting
amino acids are transported to the liver and kidneys, where
they are converted to glucose and released into the blood. The
synthesis of glucose from muscle proteins provides circulating
fuel when the body requires more glucose than the liver can
mobilize from its glycogen stores.
When glucocorticoids are introduced into the body at levels above those normally present, they suppress certain com~
ponents of the body's immune system. Be<ause of this
anti-inflammatory effect, glucocorticoids are sometimes used
to treat inflammatory diseases such as arthritis. However,
long-term use can have serious side effects, reflecting the potent activity of glucocorticoids on metabolism. For these reasons, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), such
as aspirin or ibuprofen, generally are preferred for treating
chronic inflammatory conditions.
Mineralocorticoids, named for their effects on mineral metabolism, act principally in maintaining salt and water
balance. For example, the mineralocorticoid aldosterone functions in ion and water homeostasis ofthe blood. Low blood volume or pressure leads to production of angiotensin II, which
stimulates the secretion of aldosterone (see Figure 44.21).
Aldosterone, in turn, stimulates cells in the kidneys to reabsorb sodium ions and water from filtrate, raising blood pressure and volume. Aldosterone also functions in the body's
response to severe stress. In these circumstances, a rise in
blood ACTH levels increases the rate at which the adrenal
cortex secretes aldosterone as well as glucocorticoids.
The corticosteroid products of the adrenal cortex include
small amounts of steroid hormones that function as sex hormones. All steroid hormones are synthesized from cholesterol,
and their structures differ in only minor ways (see Figure 4.9).
However, these small structural differences are associated with
major differences in effects. The sex hormones produced by
the adrenal cortex are mainly ~maleH hormones (androgens),
with small amounts of ~female" hormones (estrogens and
progestins). There is evidence that adrenal androgens account
for the sex drive in adult females, but otherwise the physiological roles of the adrenal sex hormones are not well understood.

Gonadal Sex Hormones
Sex hormones affect growth, development, reproductive cycles,
and sexual behavior. \Vhereas the adrenal glands secrete small

quantities of these hormones, the testes of males and ovaries of
females are their principal sources. The gonads produce and se·
crete three major categories of steroid hormones: androgens,
estrogens, and progestins. All three types are found in both
males and females but in significantly different proportions.
The testes primarily synthesize androgens, the main one
being testosterone. Testosterone first functions before birth,
as shown in the 1940s by French researcher Alfred Jost. He
was interested in how hormones determine whether an individual develops as a male or female. Working with rabbits, Jost
carried out a surgical study that provided a simple and unexpected answer (Figure 45.22). His studies established that for
mammals (but not all animals), female development is the default process in embryos.
Androgens have a major role again at human puberty, when
they are responsible for the development of human male secondary sex characteristics. High concentrations of androgen
lead to a low voice and male patterns of hair growth, as well as
increases in muscle and bone mass. The muscle-building, or anabolic, action of testosterone and related steroids has enticed

What role do hormones play in making a
mammal male or female?
EXPERIMENT

Alfred Jost, at the College de France in Paris,
wondered whether gonadal hormones instruct an embryo to de·
velop as male or female in accord with its chromosome set. Working with rabbit embryos still in the mother's uterus, at a stage
before sex differences are observable, he surgically remo~ed the
portion of each embryo that would form the o~aries or testes,
When the baby rabbits were born, Jost made note of both chromosomal sex and the sexual differentiation of the genital structures.

RESULTS
Appearance of Genitals
Chromosome Set
XV (male)
XX (female)

No surgery

Embryonk
gonad removed

Male

Female

Female

Female

CONCLUSION In rabbits, male development requires a hormonal signal from the male gonad. In the absence of this signal. all
embryos develop as female Jost later demonstrated that embryos
developed male genitals if the surgically removed gonad was replaced with a crystal of testostl'rone, In fact, the process of sex
dl'termination occurs in a highly similar manner in all mammals,
including humans.
SOURCE

A.kW. RecherOOl'J Ia diffet'l!f'(ia!lC':l sexueIe de rembryon
de lapin (StLJdies 00 tfle sexual differmlliltion of the r<lbba embryo), AidlM3
rfAmtomieM~etde~~t<!le36271-316('947)

N'mu". What rl'sult would J05t ha~e obtainl'd if female
development also required a signal from the gonad?
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some athletes to take them as supplements, despite prohibitions
against their use in nearly all sports. Use of anabolic steroids,
while effective in increasing muscle mass, can cause severe acne
outbreaks and liver damage. In addition, anabolic steroids have
a negative-feedback effect on testosterone production, causing
significant decreases in sperm count and testicular size.
Estrogens, of which the most important is estradiol, are responsible for the maintenance ofthe female reproductive system
and the development offemale secondary sex characteristics. In
mammals, progestins, which include progesterone, are primarily involved in preparing and maintaining tissues of the uterus
required to support the growth and development ofan embryo.
Androgens, estrogens, and progestins are components of
hormone cascade pathways. Synthesis of these hormones is
controlled by gonadotropins (FSH and LH) from the anterior
pituitary gland (see Figure 45.17). FSH and LH secretion is in
turn controlled by a releasing hormone from the hypothalamus, GnRH (gonadotropin-releasing hormone). We will examine the feedback relationships that regulate gonadal steroid
secretion in detail in Chapter 46.

Melatonin and Biorhythms
We conclude our discussion of the vertebrate endocrine system with the pineal gland, a sman mass oftissue near the center of the mammalian brain (see Figure 45.14). The pineal
gland synthesizes and secretes the hormone melatonin, a
modified amino acid. Depending on the species, the pineal
gland contains light·sensitive cells or has nervous connections from the eyes that control its secretory activity.
Melatonin regulates functions related to light and to seasons
marked by changes in day length. Although melatonin affects

skin pigmentation in many vertebrates, its primary functions
relate to biological rhythms associated with reproduction.
Melatonin is secreted at night, and the amount released depends on the length of the night. In winter, for example, when
days are short and nights are long, more melatonin is secreted.
Recent evidence suggests that the main target of melatonin is a
group of neurons in the hypothalamus called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which functions as a biological clock.
Melatonin seems to decrease the activity of the SCN, and this
effect may be related to its role in mediating rhythms. We win
consider biological rhythms further in Chapter 49, where we
will analyze experiments on SCN function.
In the next chapter, we will look at reproduction in both
vertebrates and invertebrates. There we will see that the endocrine system is central not only to the survival of the individual, but also to the propagation of the species.
CONCEPT

CHECK

45.4

I, How does the fact that two adrenal hormones act as
neurotransmitters relate to the developmental origin
of the adrenal gland?
2, How would a decrease in the number of corticosteroid
receptors in the hypothalamus affect levels of corticosteroids in the blood?
3. N,mU"4 Suppose you receive an injection of cortisone, a glucocorticoid, in an inflamed joint. What
aspects of glucocorticoid activity would you be exploiting? If a glucocorticoid pill were also effective at
treating the inflammation, why would it still be
preferable to introduce the drug locally?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

.i,ll.i,,_ 45.1
Hormones and other signaling molecules bind to
target receptors, triggering specific response pathways
(pp.975-981)
.. Types of Secreted Signaling Molecules Hormones are secreted into extracellular fluids by endocrine cells or ductless
glands and reach target cells via the bloodstream. Local regulators act on neighboring cells in paracrine signaling, and on
the secreting cell itself in autocrine signaling. Neurotransmitters also act locally, but some nerve cells secrete neurohor994
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mones that can act throughout the body. Signaling molecules
called pheromones are released into the environment for
communication between animals of the same species.
.. Chemical Classes of Hormones Hormones can be
polypeptides, amines, or steroids and can be water-soluble or
lipid-soluble.
.. Hormone Receptor location: Scientific Inquiry
Peptide/protein hormones and most hormones derived from
amino acids bind to receptors embedded in the plasma membrane. Steroid hormones and thyroid hormones enter target
cells and bind to specific protein receptors in the cytosol or
nucleus.
.. Cellular Response Pathways Binding of water-soluble hormones to cell-surface receptors triggers intracellular signal
transduction, leading to specific responses in the cytoplasm
or changes in gene expression. Complexes of a lipid-soluble
hormone and its receptor act in the nucleus to regulate transcription of specific genes.

.. Multiple Effects of Hormones The same hormone may have
different effeds on target cells that have different receptors for
the hormone or different signal transduction pathways.
... Signaling by local Regulators l.ocal regulators include cytokines and growth factors (proteins/peptides), nitric oxide (a
gas), and prostaglandins (modified fatty adds),

... Coordination of Endocrine and Nervous Systems in Vertebrates The hypothalamus, on the underside of the brain,
contains sets of neurosecretory cells. Some produce directacting hormones that are stored in and released from the posterior pituitary. Other hypothalamic cells produce hormones
that are transported by portal blood vessels to the anterior pituitary. These hormones either promote or inhibit the release
of hormones from the anterior pituitary.

Actl\'lty Overview of Cell Signaling
Adi\ity Peptide Hormone Act;on
Acti,ity Steroid Hormone Ad;on

_',llii"_ 45.2
Negative feedback and antagonistic hormone pairs are
common features of the endocrine system (pp. 981-984)
... Simple Hormone Pathways
Pathway

o

Example

Stimulus

low blood glucose

I

r.-.

Pancreas secretes

'1::'.:
i Endocrine

~

••

• •

glucagon (.)

cell

Response

Glycogen

... Posterior Pituitary Hormones The two hormones released
from the posterior pituitary act directly on nonendocrine tissues. Oxytocin induces uterine contractions and release of
milk from mammary glands, and antidiuretic hormone
(ADH) enhances water reabsorption in the kidneys.
... Anterior Pituitary Hormones Hormones from the hypothalamus act as releasing or inhibiting hormones for hormone secretion by the anterior pituitary. Most anterior pituitary hormones
are tropic, acting on endocrine tissues or glands to regulate hormone secretion. Often, anterior pituitary hormones act in a C.IScadI'. In the case ofthyrotropin, or thyroid-stimulating hormone
{TSH), TSH secretion is regulated by thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH), and TSH in tum regulates secretion of thyroid hormone. Like TSH, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), luteinizing
hormone (LH), and adrenocorticotropic hormone {ACTH) are
tropic. Prolactin and melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH) are
nontropic anterior pituitary hormones. Prolactin stimulates milk
production in mammals but has diverse effects in different vertebrates. MSH influences skin pigmentation in some vertebrates
and fat metabolism in mammals. Growth hormone (GH) promotes growth directly and has diverse metabolic effects; it also
stimulates the production ofgrowth f.lctors by other tissues.

• ',11""-45.4

liver

I

... Coordination of Endocrine and Nervous Systems in
Invertebrates Diverse hormones regulate different aspects
of homeostasis in invertebrates. In insects, molting and development are controlled by prothoracicotropic hormone
(PTTH), a tropic neurohormone; ecdysone, whose release is
triggered by PTTH; and juvenile hormone.

Endocrine glands respond to diverse stimuli in
regulating metabolism, homeostasis, development, and
brea~down,

glucose release
into blood

... Insulin and Glucagon: Control of Blood Glucose Insulin
(from beta cells of the pancreas) reduces blood glucose levels
by promoting cellular uptake of glucose, glycogen formation
in the liver, protein synthesis, and fat storage. Glucagon (from
alpha cells of the pancreas) increases blood glucose levels by
stimulating conversion of glycogen to glucose in the liver and
breakdown of fat and protein to glucose. Diabetes mellitus,
which is marked by elevated blood glucose levels, results from
inadequate production of insulin (type I) or loss of responsiveness of target cells to insulin (type 2).

.',11""-45.3
The endocrine and nervous systems act individually
and together in regulating animal physiology
(pp. 984-990)
... The endocrine and nervous systems often function together
in maintaining homeostasis, development, and reproduction.

behavior (pp. 990-994)
... Thyroid Hormone: Control of Metabolism and Development The thyroid gland produces iodine-containing hormones
(T 3 and T4) that stimulate metabolism and influence development and maturation. Secretion ofT 3 and T4 is controlled by
the hypothalamus and pituitary in a hormone cascade pathway.
... Parathyroid Hormone and Vitamin D: Control of Blood
Calcium Parathyroid hormone (PTH), secreted by the
parathyroid glands, causes bone to release Ca11 into the
blood and stimulates reabsorption of CaH in the kidneys.
PTH also stimulates the kidneys to activate vitamin D, which
promotes intestinal uptake of Ca H from food. Calcitonin, secreted by the thyroid, has the opposite effects in bones and
kidneys as PTH. Calcitonin is important for calcium homeostasis in adults of some vertebrates, but not humans.
... Adrenal Hormones: Response to Stress Neurosecretory cells
in the adrenal medulla release epinephrine and norepinephrine
in response to stress-activated impulses from the nervous system. These hormones mediate various fight-or-flight responses.
The adrenal cortex releases three functional classes of steroid
hormones. Glucocorticoids, such as cortisol, influence glucose
metabolism and the immune system; mineralocorticoids,
primarily aldosterone, help regulate salt and W.lter balance. The
adrenal cortex also produces small amounts of sex hormones.
CHAPTER fORlY·fIVE
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Gonadal Sex Hormones The gonads-testes and ovariesproduce most of the body's sex hormones: androgens, estrogens, and progestins. All three types are produced in males
and females but in different proportions.

~

Melatonin and Biorhythms The pineal gland, located within
the brain, secretes melatonin. Release of melatonin is controlled by light/dark crcles. Its primary functions appear to be
related to biological rhythms associated with reproduction.

-m·ltHu~n

EndocrineGbnds and H()I'TnOnf:t:
In>titlptioa How Do ThY'"O"i~ and TSH AIJ«t Md3boIism?
Actl>ity

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
I. \'(Ihich of the following is not an accurate statement?

a. Hormones are chemical messengers that tniVel to target
cells through the circulatory system.
b. Hormones often regulate homeostasis through
antagonistic functions.
c. Hormones of the same chemical class usually have the
same function.
d. Hormones are secreted by specialized cells usually located
in endocrine glands.
e. Hormones are often regulated through feedback loops.
2. A distinctive feature of the mechanism of action of thyroid

hormones and steroid hormones is that
a. these hormones are regulated by feedback loops.
b. target cells react more rapidly to these hormones than to
local regulators.
c. these hormones bind with specific receptor proteins on
the plasma membrane of target cells.
d. these hormones bind to receptors inside cells.
e. these hormones affect metabolism.

3. Growth factors are local regulators that
a. are produced by the anterior pituitary.
b. are modified fatty acids that stimulate bone and cartilage
growth.
c. are found on the surface of cancer cells and stimulate
abnormal cell division.
d. are proteins that bind to cell-surface receptors and
stimulate growth and development of target cells.
e. convey messages between nerve cells.
4. Which hormone is inrorndly paired with its action?

a.
b.
c.
d.

oxytocin-stimulates uterine contractions during childbirth
thyroxine-stimulates metabolic processes
insulin-stimulates glycogen breakdown in the liver
ACTH-stimulates the release of g1ucocorticoids by the
adrenal cortex
e. melatonin-affects biological rhythms, seasonal Il.'production

S. An example ofantagonistic hormones controlling homeostasis is
a. thyroxine and parathyroid hormone in calcium balance.
b. insulin and glucagon in glucose metabolism.
c. progestins and estrogens in sexual differentiation.
d. epinephrine and norepinephrine in fight-or-flight responses.
e. oxytocin and prolactin in milk production.
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6. \'(Ihich of the following is the most likely explanation for
h)'JXlthyroidism in a patient whose iodine level is normal?
a. a disproportionate production ofT3 to T4
b. hyposecretion ofTSH
c. h)'persecretion ofTSH
d. h)'persecretion of MSH
e. a decrease in the thyroid secretion of calcitonin

1. The nuin target organs for tropic hormones all'
a. muscles.
d. kidneys.
b. blood vessels.
e. nerves.
c. endocrine glands.
8. The relationship between the insect hormones ecdysone and
PITH
a. is an example of the interaction between the endocrine
and nervous systems.
b. illustrates homeostasis achieved by positive feedback.
c. demonstrates that peptide-derived hormones have more
widespread effects than steroid hormones.
d. illustrates homeostasis maintained by antagonistic homlOnes.
e. demonstrates competitive inhibition for the hormone receptor.
9. ••I;t Will In mammals, milk production by mammary glands
is controlled by prolactin and prolactin-releasing hormone.
Draw a simple sketch of this pathWll)', induding glands and tissues, hormones. routes for hormone movement, and effects.
FOI' &l/-Quu IlIlP'aS, Sft Ap~,",ixA
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION
10. The intracellular receptors used by all the steroid and thyroid
hormones are similar enough in structure that they are all considered members of one ·superfamil( of proteins. Propose a
hypothesis for how the genes encoding these receptors may
have evolved. (Hint: See Figure 21.13.) How could you test your
hypothesis using DNA sequence data?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
J J. Ommically high levels ofglucororticoids, called OJshing's syndrome, can result in obesity, muscle weakntss, and depression.
Excessive activit)' ofeither the pituitary or the adrenal gland can
be the cause.. To determine which gland has abnormal activity in a
particular patient. doctors use the drug da:arnetha.sone. a S)'Ilthetic glucocorticoid that bb:ks ACTH rdease. Based on the
graph, which gland is affected in patient X?

•
•

Normal

Patient X

Nodrug
Dexamethasone

Ani

Re
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CONCEPTS

46.1 Both asexual and sexual reproduction occur in
the animal kingdom
46.2 Fertilization depends on mechanisms that bring
together sperm and eggs of the same species
46.3 Reproductive organs produce and transport
gametes
46.4 The timing and pattern of meiosis in mammals
differ for males and females
46.5 The interplay of tropic and sex hormones
regulates mammalian reproduction

46.6 In placental mammals, an embryo develops
fully within the mother's uterus

r;:~~~~~j;;p for Sexual
Reproduction

he two earthworms (genus Lumbricus) in Figure 46.1
are mating. If not disturbed, they will remain above
ground and joined like this for several hours. Sperm
will be transferred, and fertilized eggs will be produced. A
few weeks later, sexual reproduction will be complete. New
worms will hatch, but which parent will be the mother? The
answer is simple yet probably unexpected: Both will.
As humans, we tend to think of reproduction in terms of
the mating of males and females and the fusion of sperm and
eggs. Animal reproduction, however, takes many forms. In
some species, individuals change their sex during their lifetime, while in others, such as earthworms, an individual is
both male and female at the same time. There are animals
that can fertilize their own eggs, as well as others that can
reproduce without any form of sex. For certain species, such
as honeybees, reproduction is limited to a few individuals
within a large population.

T

... Figure 46.1 How can each of these earthworms be both
male and female?

The many aspects ofanimal form and function we have studied in earlier chapters can be viewed, in the broadest context, as
adaptations contributing to reproductive success. Individuals
are transient. A population transcends the finite life spans of its
members only by reproduction, the generation of new individuals from existing ones. In this chapter, we will compare the diverse reproductive mechanisms that have evolved in the animal
kingdom. We will then examine details of mammalian reproduction, particularly that of humans. Deferring the cellular and
molecular details of embryonic development until the next
chapter, we will focus here on the physiology of reproduction,
mostly from the perspective of the parents.

r::;~j:s:x~~·:nd sexual

reproduction occur in the
animal kingdom

There are two principal modes of animal reproduction. In
sexual reproduction, the fusion of haploid gametes forms a
diploid cell, the zygote. The animal that develops from a zygote
can in turn give rise to gametes by meiosis (see Figure 13.8).
The female gamete, the egg. is a large, nonmotile cell. The male
gamete, the sperm, is generally a much smaller, motile cell.
Asexual reproduction is the generation of new individuals
without the fusion of egg and sperm. In most asexual animals,
reproduction relies entirely on mitotic cell division.

Mechanisms of Asexual Reproduction
A number ofdistinct forms ofasexual reproduction are found
among the invertebrates. Many invertebrates can reproduce
asexually by fission, the separation of a parent organism into
997

loid adults that arise by parthenogenesis. In contrast, female
honeybees, including both the sterile workers and the fertile
queens, are diploid adults that develop from fertilized eggs.
Among vertebrates, parthenogenesis is observed in roughly
one in every thousand species. Recently discovered examples
include the Komodo dragon and a species of hammerhead
shark. In both cases, zookeepers were surprised to find offspring that had been parthenogenetically produced when females were kept apart from males of their species.

Sexual Reproduction: An Evolutionary Enigma

... Figure 46.2 Asexual reproduction of a sea anemone
(Anthopleura elegantissima). The individual in the center of this
photograph is undergoing fission, a type of asexual reproduction. Two
smaller individuals will form as the parent divides approximately in half,
Each offspring will be a genetic copy of the parent

The vast majority ofeukaryotic species reproduce sexually. Sex
must enhance reproductive success or survival, because it
would otherwise rapidly disappear. To see why, consider an animal population in which half the females reproduce sexually
and half reproduce asexually (Figure 46.3). We'll assume that
the number of offspring per female is a constant, two in this
case. The two offspring of an asexual female would both be
daughters that are each able to give birth to more reproductive
daughters. In contrast, half ofa sexual female's offspring will be
male. The number of offspring will remain the same at each
generation, because both a male and a female are required to reproduce. Thus, the asexual condition will increase in frequency
at each generation. Yet despite this "twofold cost;' sex is maintained even in animal species that can also reproduce asexually.
What advantage does sex provide? The answer remains elusive. Most hypotheses focus on the unique combinations of
parental genes formed during meiotic recombination and fertilization. By producing offspring ofvaried phenotypes, sexual reproduction may enhance the reproductive success of parents
when environmental factors, such as pathogens, change relatively rapidly. In contrast, asexual reproduction is expected to be
most advantageous in stable, favorable environments because it
perpetuates successful genotypes faithfully and precisely.

two individuals of approximately equal size (Figure 46,2).
Also common among invertebrates is budding, in which new
individuals arise from outgrowths ofexisting ones. For example, in certain species of coral and hydra, new individuals
grow out from the parent's body (see Figure 13.2). Stony
corals, which can grow to be more than 1 m across, are
cnidarian colonies of several thousand connected individuals. In another form of asexual reproduction, some invertebrates, including certain sponges, release specialized groups
of cells that can grow into new individuals.
A two-step process of asexual reproduction involves
fragmentation, the breaking ofthe body into several pie<:es, followed by regeneration, the regrowth oflost body parts. If more
than one piece grows and develops into a complete animal, the
net effect is reproduction: In sea stars (starfish) of the genus
Linckia, an arm that is broken off the
body can regenerate an entire sea star.
AseKual reproduction
Suual reproduction
(Many other species of sea star can grow
Generation 1
a new arm to replace a lost one, but do
Female~
Female
not create new individuals by regeneration.) Numerous sponges, cnidarians,
Generation 2
bristle worms, and sea squirts reproduce
by fragmentation and regeneration.
Male
Parthenogenesis is a form of asexual
reproduction in which an egg develops
Generation 3
without being fertilized. The progeny of
parthenogenesis can be either haploid
or diploid. If haploid, the offspring develop into adults that produce eggs or
Generation 4
sperm without meiosis. Reproduction by
parthenogenesis occurs in certain species
... Figure 46.3 The "reproductive handicap" of sex. These diagrams contrast the reproductive
of bees, wasps, and ants. In the case of output of females (blue circles) over four generations for asexual versus sexual reproduction, as>Uming
\lNO surviving offspring per female, The asexual population rapidly outgrows the sexual one,
honeybees, males (drones) are fertile hap-
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There are a number of reasons why the unique gene combinations formed during sexual reproduction might be advantageous. One is that beneficial gene combinations arising through
recombination might speed up adaptation. Although this idea
appears straightforward, the theoretical advantage is significant
only when the rate of beneficial mutations is high and population size is small. Another idea is that the shuffling ofgenes during sexual reproduction might allow a population to rid itself of
sets of harmful genes more readily. Experiments to test these
and other hypotheses are ongoing in many laboratories.

Reproductive Cycles and Patterns
Most animals exhibit cycles in reproductive activity, often related to changing seasons. In this way, animals conserve resources, reproducing only when sufficient energy sources or
stores are available and when environmental conditions favor
the survival of offspring. For example, ewes (female sheep)
have a reproductive cycle lasting 15-17 days. Ovulation, the
release of mature eggs, occurs at the midpoint of each cycle. A
ewe's cycles generally occur only during fall and early winter,
and the length of any resulting pregnancy is five months. Thus,
most lambs are born in the early spring, the time when their
chances ofsurvival are optimal. Even in such relatively unvarying habitats as the tropics or the ocean, animals generally reproduce only at certain times of the year. Reproductive cycles
are controlled by hormones, which in turn are regulated by environmental cues. Common environmental cues are changes
in day length, seasonal temperature, rainfall, and lunar cycles.
Animals may reproduce exclusively asexually or sexually, or
they may alternate between the two modes. In aphids, rotifers,
and water fleas (genus Daphnia), a female can produce eggs of
m'o types. One type of egg requires fertilization to develop, but
the other type does not and develops instead by parthenogenesis. In the case of Daphnia, the switch between sexual and
asexual reproduction is often related to season. Asexual reproduction occurs when conditions are favorable, whereas sexual
reproduction occurs during times of environmental stress.
Several genera of fishes, amphibians, and reptiles reproduce exclusively by a complex form of parthenogenesis that
involves the doubling of chromosomes after meiosis, producing diploid offspring. For example, about 15 species of whiptail lizards in the genus Aspidoscelis reproduce exclusively by
parthenogenesis. There are no males in these species, but the
lizards carry out courtship and mating behaviors typical of
sexual species of the same genus. During the breeding season,
one female ofeach mating pair mimics a male (Figure 46.4a).
Each member of the pair alternates roles two or three times
during the season (Figure 46.4b). An individual adopts female behavior prior to ovulation, when the level of the female
sex hormone estradiol is high, then switches to male-like behavior after ovulation, when the level of progesterone is highest. Ovulation is more likely to occur if the individual is

mounted during the critical time of the hormone cycle; isolated liw.rds lay fewer eggs than those that go through the motions ofsex. Apparently, these parthenogenetic lizards evolved
from species having two sexes and still require certain sexual
stimuli for maximum reproductive success.
Sexual reproduction that involves encounters between members of the opposite sex presents a problem for sessile (stationary) animals, such as barnacles; burrowing animals, such as
clams; and some parasites, including tapeworms. One evolutionary solution to this problem is hermaphroditism, in which
each individual has both male and female reproductive systems
(the term hermapl/rodite is derived from the names Hermes and

Ca) Both lizards in this photograph are A. uniparens females. The one
on top is playing the role of a male. Every two or thr~ weeks
during the breeding season, individuals switch se~ roles.
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(b) The sexual behavior of A. uniparens is correlated with the cycle of
ovulation mediated by se~ hormones, As the blood level of
estradiol rises, the ovaries grow, and the lizard behaves as a
female, After ovulation, the estradiol level drops abruptly, and the
progesterone level nses; these hormone levels correlate with
male-like behavior,

.. Figure 46.4 sexual behavior in parthenogenetic lizards.
The desert-grassland whiptaillizard (Aspidoscelis uniparens) is an allfemale species. These reptiles reproduce by parthenogenesis, the
development of an unfertilized egg, Nevertheless, ovulation is
stimulated by mating behavior,
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Aphrodite, a Greek god and goddess). Because each hermaphrodite reproduces as both a male and a female, any two individuals can mate. Each animal donates and receives sperm during
mating, as the earthworms in Figure 46.1 are doing. In some
species, hermaphrodites are also capable of self-fertilization.
Another reproductive pattern involves sex reversal, in which
an individual changes its sex during its lifetime. The bluehead
wrasse (Thalassoma bifasciatum), a coral reef fish, provides a
well-shldied example. These wrasses live in harems consisting
of a single male and several females. When the male dies, the
largest (and usually oldest) female in the harem becomes the
new male. Within a week, the transformed individual is producing sperm instead of eggs. Because the male defends the
harem against intruders, a larger size may be more important
for males than females in ensuring successful reproduction.
Certain oyster species provide an example of sex reversal
from male to female. By reproducing as males and then later
reversing sex, these oysters become female when their size is
greatest. Since the number of gametes produced generally increases with size much more for females than for males, sex
reversal in this direction maximizes gamete production. The
result is enhanced reproductive success; Because oysters are
sedentary animals and simply release their gametes into the
surrounding water, more gametes result in more offspring.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

46.1

1. Compare and contrast the outcomes of asexual and
sexual reproduction.
2, Parthenogenesis is the most common form of asexual
reproduction in animals that at other times reproduce
sexually. What characteristic of parthenogenesis
might explain this observation?
3. -'WUI 4 If a hermaphrodite self-fertilizes, will
the offspring be identical to the parent? Explain.

A moist habitat is almost always required for external fertilization, both to prevent the gametes from drying out and to
allow the sperm to swim to the eggs. Many aquatic invertebrates simply shed their eggs and sperm into the surroundings, and fertilization occurs without the parents making
physical contact. However, timing is crucial to ensure that mature sperm and eggs encounter one another.
Among some species with external fertilization, individuals
clustered in the same area release their gametes into the water
at the same time, a process known as spawning. In some cases,
chemical signals that one individual generates in releasing gametes trigger others to release gametes. In other cases, environmental cues, such as temperature or day length, cause a
whole population to release gametes at one time. For example,
the paloloworm, native to coral reefs ofthe South Pacific, times
its spawn to both the season and the lunar cycle. In October or
November, when the moon is in its last quarter, palolo worms
break in half, releasing tail segments engorged with sperm or
eggs. These packets rise to the ocean surface and burst in such
vast numbers that the sea surface turns milky with gametes.
The sperm quickly fertilize the floating eggs, and within hours,
the palolo's once-a-year reproductive frenzy is complete.
\Xfhen external fertilization is not synchronous across a
population, individuals may exhibit specific mating behaviors
leading to the fertilization of the eggs of one female by one
male (Figure 46.5). Such "courtship" behavior has two important benefits: It allows mate selection (see Chapter 23) and,
by triggering the release of both sperm and eggs, increases the
probability of successful fertilization.
Internal fertilization is an adaptation that enables sperm to
reach an egg efficiently, even when the environment is dry. It
typically requires cooperative behavior that leads to copulation,

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r;:~~~I~::i:~d~pends on

mechanisms that bring
together sperm and eggs
of the same species

Fertilization-the union ofsperm and egg-can be either external or internal. In species with external fertilization, the
female releases eggs into the environment, where the male
then fertilizes them. Other species have internal fertilization:
Sperm are deposited in or near the female reproductive tract,
and fertilization occurs within the tract. (We'll discuss the cellular and molecular details of fertilization in Chapter 47.)
WOO
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.... Figure 46.5 External fertilization. Many amphibians reproduce
by eKternal fertilization, In most species. behavioral adaptations ensure
that a male is present when the female releases eggs, Here, a female frog
(on bonom) has released a mass of eggs in response to being clasped by
a male. The male released sperm (not visible) at the same time, and
external fertilization has already occurred in the water,

as well as sophisticated and compatible reproductive systems.
Male copulatory organs deliver sperm, and the female reproductive tract often has re<eptacles for storage and delivery of
sperm to mature eggs.
No matter how fertilization occurs, the mating animals
may make use of pheromones, chemicals released by one organism that can influence the physiology and behavior of
other individuals of the same species (see Chapter 45).
Pheromones are small, volatile or water-soluble molecules
that disperse into the environment and, like hormones, are active in tiny amounts. Many pheromones function as mate attractants, enabling some female insects to be detected by
males from as far as a mile away. (We will discuss mating behavior and pheromones further in Chapter 51.)

Ensuring the Survival of Offspring
All spe<ies generally produce more offspring than can survive
to reproduce. Species with external fertilization tend to produce
very large numbers of gametes, but the fraction of zygotes that
survive is often quite small. Internal fertilization usually produces fewer zygotes, and is also often associated with a variety
of mechanisms that provide greater protection of the embryos
and parental care of the young. For example, the internally fertilized eggs of many species of terrestrial animals exhibit adaptations that protect against water loss and physical damage
during their external development. In the case of birds and
other reptiles, as well as monotremes (egg-laying mammals),
the zygotes consist of eggs with calcium- and protein-containing
shells and a series of internal membranes (see Chapter 34). In
contrast, the fertilized eggs of fishes and amphibians have only
a gelatinous coat and lack membranes within them.
Rather than secreting a protective eggshell, some animals retain the embryo for some portion of its development within the
female's reproductive tract. Embryos of marsupial mammals,
such as kangaroos and opossums, spend only a short period in
the uterus; the embryos then crawl out and complete fetal development attached to a mammary gland in the mother's pouch.
However, the embryos of eutherian (placental) mammals, such
as humans, remain in the uterus throughout fetal development.
There they are nourished by the mother's blood supply through
a specialized temporary organ, the placenta. The embryos of
some fishes and sharks also complete development internally, although typically the embryo and mother in such species lack any
cOlmection dedicated to nutrient exchange.
\Vhen a baby eagle hatches out of an egg or when a human
is born, the newborn is not yet capable of independent existence. Instead, adult birds feed their young and mammals
nurse their offspring. Parental care is in fact much more widespread than you might suspect. For example, there are many invertebrates that provide parental care (Figure 46.6). Among
vertebrates, the gastric brooding frogs (genus Rheobatrachus) of
Australia provided a particularly unusual example prior to their

.. Figure 46.6 Parental care in an invertebrate. Compared
with many other inseds. giant water bugs of the genus Belostoma
produce relati~ely few offspring, but offer much greater parental
protection, Following internal fertilization, the female glues her
fertilized eggs to the back of the male (shown here). The male carries
them for da]'S, frequently fanning water over them to keep the eggs
moist, aerated, and free of parasites,

extinction in the 1980s. During reproduction, the female frog
would carry the tadpoles in her stomach until they underwent
metamorphosis and hopped out of her mouth as young frogs.

Gamete Production and Delivery
Sexual reproduction in animals relies on sets ofcells that serve
as precursors for ova and sperm. A group of cells dedicated to
this purpose is often established very early in embryogenesis
and remains in an inactive state while the overall body plan develops. Cycles of growth and mitosis then increase, or amplify,
the number of cells available for making eggs or sperm.
In producing gametes from the amplified precursor cells and
making them available for fertilization, animals employ a variety
of reproductive systems. The simplest systems do not even include discrete gonads, the organs that produce gametes in most
animals. The palolo and most other polychaete worms (phylum
Annelida) have separate sexes but do not have distinct gonads;
rather, the eggs and sperm develop from undifferentiated cells
lining the coelom (body cavity). As the gametes mature, they are
released from the body wall and fill the coelom. Depending on
the species, mature gametes may be shed through the excretory
opening, or the swelling mass of eggs may split a portion of the
body open, spilling the eggs into the environment.
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Accessory
gland

o Testis

o Ovary

e Ejaculatory
duct

n"'~'---- f) Ovidud
Spermatheca

o Vagina

f) Vas deferens
eSeminal
vesicle
(a) Male honeybee (drone). Sperm form in the testes. pass through the
sperm ducts (vas deferensl. and are stored in the seminal vesicles The
male ejaculates sperm along with fluid from the accessory glands.
(Males of some species of inseds and other arthropods have
appendages called claspers that grasp the female during copulation,)

Accessory
gland
(b) Female honeybee (queen). Eggs develop in the ovaries and then
pass through the OVlduds and into the vagina. A pair of accessory
glands (only one is shown) add protective secretions to the eggs
in the vagina, After mating. sperm are stored in the spermatheca.
a sac connected to the vagina by a short duet,

... Figure 46.7 Insect reproductive anatomy.
Circled numbers indicate sequences of sperm and egg movement

More elaborate reproductive systems include sets of accessory tubes and glands that carry, nourish, and protect the gametes and sometimes the developing embryos. Most insects,
for example, have separate sexes with complex reproductive
systems (Figure 46.7). In the male, sperm develop in a pair of
testes and are passed along a coiled duct to two seminal vesicles for storage. During mating, sperm are ejaculated into the
female reproductive system. There, eggs develop in a pair of
ovaries and are conveyed through ducts to the vagina, where
fertilization occurs. In many insect species, the female repro·
ductive system includes a spcrmathcca, a sac in which sperm
may be stored for extended periods, a year or more in some
species. Because the female releases male gametes from the
spermatheca only in response to the appropriate stimuli, fertilization occurs under conditions likely to be well suited to embryonic development. Even more complex reproductive systems
can be found in some animals whose body plans are otherwise
fairly simple, such as parasitic flatworms (Figure 46.8).
The basic plans of all vertebrate reproductive systems are
quite similar, but there are some important variations. In
many nonmammalian vertebrates, the digestive, excretory,
and reproductive systems have a common opening to the outside, the cloaca, a structure that was probably also present in
the ancestors of all vertebrates. In contrast, mammals gener·
ally lack a cloaca and have a separate opening for the digestive
tract. In addition. most female mammals have separate openings for the excretory and reproductive systems. Among most
vertebrates, the uterus is partly or completely divided into two
chambers. However, in humans and other mammals that produce only one or a few young at a time, as well as in birds and
many snakes, the uterus is a single structure. Male reproduc1002
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Genital
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(Gastrovascular
cavity)

Male organs:

Female organs:

e seminal---I--H::t; 7\--- e

Uterus

~---Yolk gland

vesicle

H---Yolk duct
e Sperm duct-+-:lI1::i"!
(vas deferens)

f) Vas efferens

f) Oviduct

.LL+-_ 0 Ovary
Seminal
receptacle

o Testis - - - - - \ " j
, , " ' - - - - - (Excretory pore)

... Figure 46.8 Reproductive anatomy of a hermaphrodite.
Most flatworms (phylum Platyhelminthes) are hermaphrodites, In this
parasitic liver fluke. both male and female reproductive systems open to
the outside via the getlltal pore Sperm, made in the testis. travel as
shown by the numbered sequence to the seminal vesicle. which stores
them, During copulation. sperm are ejaculated into the female system
(usually of another individual) and then move through the uterus to the
seminal receptacle, Eggs from the ovary pass into the oviduct, where
they are fertilized by sperm from the seminal receptacle and coated with
yolk and shell material secreted by the yolk glands. From the oviduct. the
fertilized eggs pass into the uterus and then out of the body.

tive systems differ mainly in the copulatory organs. Many nonmammalian vertebrates lack a well-developed penis and instead ejaculate sperm by turning the cloaca inside out.

.~

.... In ui

Why is sperm usage biased when female fruit

flies mate twice?
EXPERIMENT
When a female fruit fly mates with two different
males. 80% of the offspring result from the second mating. Some

scientists had postulated that ejaCulate from the second male displaces stored sperm from the first mating, To test this hypothesis.
Rhonda Snook, at the University of Sheffield, and David Hosken, at
the University of Zurich, took advantage of mutations that alter the
male reproductive system, "No-ejaculate" males mate, but do not
transfer any sperm or fluid to females. "No-sperm" males mate and
ejaculate. but make no sperm. The researchers allowed females to
mate twice, first with wild-type males and then with either wildtype males, no-sperm males, or no-ejaculate males. As a control,
some females were mated only once The scientists then dissected
each female under a microscope and recorded whether sperm were
absent from the spermatheca, the sperm storage organ.
RESULTS

working in the United Kingdom and Switzerland, respectively.
Studying female fruit flies that copulated with one male and then
another, the researchers traced the fate ofsperm transferred in the
first mating. Asshown in Figure 46.9, they found that female fruit
flies playa major role in determining the reproductive outcome of
multiple matings. Nevertheless, the processes by which gametes
and individuals compete during reproduction are only partly Wlderstood and remain a vibrant research area.
CONCEPT

CHECK

46.2

1. How does internal fertilization facilitate life on land?
2. What mechanisms have evolved in animals with

(a) external fertilization and (b) internal fertilization
that help ensure that offspring survive to adulthood?
3. • '.'110 '1• Suppose you were analyzing chemicals
found in the ejaculate of male fruit flies and discovered
a peptide that kills microbes. \Vhat hypotheses might
you formulate as to the function of this peptide?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;:;~~::c~~:~rgansproduce
Control;
001

remated

Remated to
"no-eJaculate"
males

Because mating reduces sperm storage when no
sperm or fluids are transferred, the hypothesis that ejdCuiate from a
second mating displaces stored sperm is incorrect. Instead, it appears that females sometimes get nd of stored sperm in response to
mating, ThiS might represent a way for females to replace stored
sperm, possibly of diminished fitrless, with fresh sperm.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE
R, R. Snook and 0 J HoskEn, SpErm dEath and dumping
in Drosophila, Mnure 428 939-94t (2004)

MlJl:f.iil.

Suppose the males in the first mating had a mutant
allele for the dominant trait of reduced eye size. Predict what
fraction, jf any. of the females would produce some offspring
with smaller eyes.

Although fertilization involves the union of a single egg and
sperm, animals often mate with more than one member of the
other sex. Indeed, monogamy, the sustained sexual partnership of
two individuals, is relatively rare among animals, including most
mammals other than humans. Mechanisms have evolved, however, that enhance the reproductive success of a male \',~th a particular female and diminish the chance of that female mating
successfully with another partner. For example, some male insects
transfer secretions that make a female less receptive to courtship,
reducing the likelihood of her mating again. Can females also influence the relative reproductive success oftheir mates? ntis question intrigued Rhonda Snook and David Hosken, collaborators

and transport gametes

Having surveyed some of the general features of animal reproduction, we will focus the rest of the chapter on humans, beginning with the anatomy ofthe reproductive system in each sex.

Female Reproductive Anatomy
The female's external reproductive structures are the clitoris
and two sets oflabia, which surround the clitoris and vaginal
opening. The internal organs are the gonads, which produce
both eggs and reproductive hormones, and a system of ducts
and chambers, which receive and carry gametes and house
the embryo and fetus (Figure 46.10 on the next page).

Ovaries
The female gonads are a pair ofovaries that flank the uterus and
are held in place in the abdominal cavity by ligaments, The outer
layer ofeach ovary is packed with follicles, each consisting ofan
oocyte, a partially developed egg, surrounded by a group of
support cells. The surrounding cells nourish and protect the
oocyte during much of oogenesis, the formation and development ofan ovum, Although at birth the ovaries together contain
about 1-2 million follicles, only about 500 follicles fully mature
between puberty and menopause. During a typical 4-week
menstrual cycle, one follicle matures and expels its egg, a
process called ovulation. Prior to ovulation, cells of the follicle
produce the primary female sex hormone, estradiol (a type of
CIlAPTH fORTY·SIX
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... Figure 46.10 Reproductive anatomy of the human female. Some
nonreproductive structures are labeled in parentheses lor orientation purposes.

D

Oviduct
- , ; \ - _ - - - - - : Ovary
Uterus

A

(Rectum)

----;r-"""""

(Urinary bladder)

/_~(PUbIC bone)
~.

Cervix -----7--'-~;---'-+

Urethra

epithelial Hningoftheduct help collect the
egg by drawing fluid from the body cavity
into the oviduct. Together with wavelike
contractions of the oviduct, the cilia convey the egg down the duct to the uterus,
also known as the womb. The uterus is a
thick, muscular organ that can expand
during pregnancy to accommodate a 4-kg
fetus. The inner lining of the uterus, the
endometrium, is richly supplied with
blood vessels. The neck ofthe uterus is the
cervix, which opens into the vagina.

Vagina and Vulva
Vagina - -_ _-'--_ _~_~.,..

_-+~Shalt

The vagina is a muscular but elastic
chamber that is the site for insertion of
Prepuce
the penis and deposition of sperm durlabia minora
ing copulation. The vagina, which also
serves as the birth canal through which
labia majora
Vaginal opening
a baby is born, opens to the outside at
the vulva, the collective term for the
external female genitals.
Oviduct
A pair of thick, fatty ridges, the labia
Ovaries
majora, encloses and protects the rest of
the vulva. The vaginal opening and the
separate opening of the urethra are located within a cavity bordered by a pair of
slender skin folds, the labia minora. A
Corpus luteum
thin piece of tissue called the hymen
Uterine wall
Uterus---....partly covers the vaginal opening in huEndometrium
mans at birth, and usually until sexual intercourse or vigorous physical activity
ruptures it. Located at the upper intersec(ervix----llk
tion of the labia minora, the clitoris consists ofa short shaftsupporting a rounded
.,-;:1--- Vagina
glans, or head, covered by a small hood of
skin, the prepuce. During sexual arousal,
the clitoris, vagina, and labia minora aU
engorge with blood and enlarge; in fact, the clitoris consists
estrogen). After ovulation, the residual follicular tissue grows
largely of erectile tissue. Richly supplied with nerve endings, it is
within the ovary, forming a mass called the corpus luleum
one of the most sensitive points of sexual stimulation. Sexual
("yellow bodl). The corpus [uleum secretes additional estraarousal also induces glands located near the vaginal opening to
diol, as well as progesterone, a hormone that helps maintain
secrete lubricating mucus, thereby facilitating intercourse.
the uterine lining during pregnancy. If the egg cell is not fertilized, the corpus luteum degenerates, and a new follicle maMammary Glands
tures during the next cycle.

'--J'---Glans

D

If't--

Oviducts and Uterus
An oviduct, or fallopian tube, extends from the uterus toward
each ovary. The dimensions of this hlbe vary along its length,
with the inside diameter near the uterus being as narrow as a human hair. At ovulation, the egg is released into the abdominal
cavity near the funnel-like opening of the oviduct. Cilia on the
1004
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Mammary glands are present in both sexes but normally
produce milk only in females. Though not part of the reproductive system, the female mammary glands are important to
reproduction. Within the glands, small sacs ofepithelial tissue
secrete milk, which drains into a series of ducts opening at the
nipple. The breasts contain connective and fatty (adipose) tissue in addition to the mammary glands. Because the low level

of estradiol in males limits the development of the fat deposits, male breasts usually remain small.

Male Reproductive Anatomy
The human male's external reproductive organs are the scrotum and penis, The internal reproductive organs consist of
gonads that produce both sperm and reproductive hormones,
accessory glands that secrete products essential to sperm
movement, and ducts that carry the sperm and glandular secretions (figure 46.11).

Testes

During this passage, the sperm complete their maturation and become motile, although they acquire the ability to fertilize an egg
only when exposed to the chemical environment ofthe female reproductive system. During ejaculation, the sperm are propelled
from each epididymis through a muscular duct, the vas deferens.
Each vas deferens (one from each epididymis) extends around and
behind the urinary bladder, where it joins a duct from the seminal
vesicle. forming a short ejaculatory duct. The ejaculatory ducts
open into the urethra, the outlet tube for both the excretory system and the reproductive system. The urethra rwlS through the
penis and opens to the outside at the tip ofthe penis.

Accessory Glands

The male gonads, ortcstcs (singular, testis), consist ofmany highly
coiled tubes surrounded by several layers of colmective tissue.
l1lese tubes are the seminiferous tubules, where sperm form.
TIle Leydig cells, scattered bet:\'t'een the seminiferous tubules,
produce testosterone and other androgens (see Chapter 45).
For most mammals, sperm production occurs properly only
when the testes are cooler than normal body temperature. In humans and many other mammals, the scrotum, a fold ofthe body
wall, maintains testis temperature about 2"C below that in the
abdominal cavity. The testes develop high in the abdominal cavity and descend into the scrotum just before birth; a testis within
a scrotum is often termed a testicle. In many rodents, the testes
are drawn back into the abdominal cavity bern'een breeding seasons, interrupting sperm maturation. Some mammals whose
body temperature is low enough to allow sperm maturationsuch as monotremes, whales, and elephants-retain the testes
within the abdominal cavity at all times.

Three sets of accessory glands-the seminal
vesicles, the prostate gland, and the bulbourethral

Seminal
vesicle - - - \
(behind
bladder)
(Urinary
bladder)
f--"t-----'Prostate gland
'i7--'I-----Bulbourethral
gland

Urethra----I-T~~J~----,

Ducts

Erectile tissue
of penis

\---Vas deferens

From the seminiferous tubules ofa testis, the sperm pass into the
coiled tubules ofthe epididymis. In humans, it takes 3 weeks for
spem1 to pass through the 6-m-long tubules of each epididymis.

Epididymis
I---Testis

./J---:f-----{Urinary
bladder)
Seminal vesicle _-!~i-'~'----'-'-~F

.J,~~~-''-------{Urinary
duet)

{Rectum)------1~7---

-,-,f-:::-"""I-----{Pubic bone)

Vas deferens----\,--~/

~::::::o=-Erectile

Ejaculatory duct----'''-/

tissue

Prostate gland - - - ' - - /
Bulbourethral gland

L/

i\\----Urethra
Penis

Vas deferens
Epididymis ---IH-

... figure 46.11 Reproductive anatomy of the
human male. Some nonreproductive structures are

Testis ----il-"tr

labeled in parentheses for orientation purposes.

Scrotum ---"'~2:~'
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glands-produce secretions that combine with sperm to form
semen, the fluid that is ejaculated. Two seminal vesicles contribute about 6096 ofthe volume ofsemen. The fluid from the seminal vesicles is thick, yellowish, and alkaline. Itcontains mucus, the
sugar fructose (which provides most of the sperm's energy), a c0agulating enzyme, ascorbic acid, and local regulators called
prostaglandins (see Chapter 45).
The prostate gland secretes its products directly into the
urethra through several small ducts. This fluid is thin and
milky; it contains anticoagulant enzymes and citrate (a sperm
nutrient). The prostate gland is the source ofsome of the most
common medical problems of men over age 40. Benign (noncancerous) enlargement of the prostate occurs in more than
half of all men in this age-group and in almost all men over 70.
In addition, prostate cancer, which most often afflicts men 65
and older, is one of the most common human cancers.
The bulbourethralg/ands are a pair of small glands along
the urethra below the prostate. Before ejaculation, they secrete clear mucus that neutralizes any acidic urine remaining in the urethra. Bulbourethral fluid also carries some
sperm released before ejaculation, which is one reason for
the high failure rate of the withdrawal method of birth control (coitus interruptus).

Penis
The human penis contains the urethra, as well as three cylinders
of spongy erectile tissue. During sexual arousal, the erectile tissue, which is derived from modified veins and capillaries, fills
with blood from the arteries. As this tissue fills, the increasing
pressure seals off the veins that drain the penis, causing it to engorge \\ith blood. The resulting erection enables the penis to be
inserted into the vagina. Alcohol consumption, certain drugs,
emotional issues, and aging all can cause a temporary inability to
achieve an erection (erectile dysfunction). For individuals with
long-term erectile dysfunction, drugs such as Viagra promote
the vasodilating action ofthe local regulator nitric oxide (NO; see
Chapter 45); the resulting relaxation of smooth muscles in the
blood vessels of the penis enhances blood flow into the erectile
tissues. Although all mammals rely on penile erection for mating, the penis of rodents, raccoons, walruses, whales, and several
other mammals also contains a bone, the baculum, which probably further stiffens the penis for mating.
The main shaft of the penis is covered by relatively thick
skin. The head, or glans, of the penis has a much thinner covering and is consequently more sensitive to stimulation. The
human glans is covered by a fold of skin called the prepuce, or
foreskin, which may be removed by circumcision.

Human Sexual Response
As mentioned earlier, many animals exhibit elaborate mating
behavior. The arousal of sexual interest in humans is particu1006
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lady complex, involving a variety of psychological as well as
physical factors. Reproductive structures in the male and female that are quite different in appearance often serve similar
functions, reflecting their shared developmental origin. For
example, the same embryonic tissues give rise to the glans of
the penis and the clitoris, the scrotum and the labia majora,
and the skin on the penis and the labia minora.
The general pattern of human sexual response is similar in
males and females. Two types of physiological reactions predominate in both sexes: vasocongestion, the filling ofa tissue
with blood, and myotonia, increased muscle tension. Both
skeletal and smooth muscle may show sustained or rhythmic
contractions, including those associated with orgasm.
The sexual response cycle can be divided into four phases:
excitement, plateau, orgasm, and resolution. An important
function of the excitement phase is to prepare the vagina and
penis for coitus (sexual intercourse). During this phase, vasacongestion is particularly evident in erection of the penis and
clitoris; enlargement of the testicles, labia, and breasts; and
vaginal lubrication. Myotonia may occur, resulting in nipple
erection or tension of the arms and legs.
In the plateau phase, these responses continue as a result of
direct stimulation ofthe genitals. In females, the outer third of
the vagina becomes vasocongested, while the inner two-thirds
slightly expands. This change, coupled with the elevation of
the uterus, forms a depression for receiving sperm at the back
of the vagina. Breathing increases and heart rate rises, sometimes to 150 beats per minute-not only in response to the
physical effort of sexual activity, but also as an involuntary response to stimulation of the autonomic nervous system (see
Figure 49.8).
Orgasm is characterized by rhythmic, involuntary contractions ofthe reproductive structures in both sexes. Male orgasm has two stages. The first, emission, occurs when the
glands and ducts of the reproductive tract contract, forcing semen into the urethra. Expulsion, or ejaculation, occurs when
the urethra contracts and the semen is expelled. During female orgasm, the uterus and outer vagina contract, but the inner two-thirds of the vagina does not. Orgasm is the shortest
phase of the sexual response cycle, usually lasting only a few
seconds. In both sexes, contractions occur ataboutO.8-second
intervals and may also involve the anal sphincter and several
abdominal muscles.
The resolution phase completes the cycle and reverses the
responses of the earlier stages. Vasocongested organs return
to their normal size and color, and muscles relax. Most ofthe
changes of resolution are completed within 5 minutes, but
some may take as long as an hour. Following orgasm, the
male typically enters a refractory period, lasting anywhere
from a few minutes to hours, during which erection and orgasm cannot be achieved. Females do not have a refractory
period, making possible multiple orgasms within a short period of time.

CONCEPT

CHECK

46.)

1. In the human sexual response, which organs undergo
vasocongestion?
2. In theory, using a hot tub frequently might make it
harder for a couple to conceive a child. Why?
3. • i,il:tJ'IA Suppose each vas deferens in a male was
surgically sealed off. \Vhat changes would you expect
in sexual response and ejaculate composition?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

complete before birth, and the production of mature gametes
ceases at about age 50. Third, spermatogenesis produces mature sperm from precursor cells in a continuous sequence,
whereas oogenesis has long interruptions.
CONCEPT

I

~

r;~:~~~7n~~~ pattern of

meiosis in mammals differ for
males and females

Reproduction in mammals involves two distinct types of gametes. Sperm are small and motile. In contrast, eggs, which
provide the initial food stores for the embryo, are typically
much larger. For embryonic development to be successful,
eggs must mature in synchrony with the tissues of the female
reproductive system that support the fertilized embryo. Reflecting these differences, egg and sperm development involve
distinct patterns of meiotic division. We will highlight these
distinctions, as well as several basic similarities, as we explore
gametogenesis, the production of gametes.
Spermatogenesis, the formation and development of
sperm, is continuous and prolific in adult males. To produce
hundreds of millions ofsperm each day, cell division and maturation occur throughout the seminiferous tubules coiled
within the two testes. On page 1008, Figure 46.12 details the
steps and organization of spermatogenesis in humans. For a
single sperm, the process takes about seven weeks from start
to finish.
Oogenesis, the development of mature oocytes (eggs), is
a prolonged process in the human female. Immature eggs
form in the ovary of the female embryo but do not complete
their development until years, and often decades, later.
Page 1009 describes oogenesis in the human ovary. Be sure
to study Figure 46.12 before proceeding.
Spermatogenesis differs from oogenesis in three significant ways. First, only in spermatogenesis do all four products of meiosis develop into mature gametes. In oogenesis,
cytokinesis during meiosis is unequal, with almost all the
cytoplasm segregated to a single daughter cell, the secondary oocyte. This large cell is destined to become the egg; the
other products of meiosis, smaller cells called polar bodies,
degenerate. Second, spermatogenesis, including the mitotic
divisions of stem cells and differentiated spermatogonia, occurs throughout adolescence and adulthood. During oogenesis in human females, mitotic divisions are thought to be

CHECK

46.4

1. How does the difference in size and cellular contents
between sperm and eggs relate to their specific functions in reproduction?
2. Oogenesis is often described as the production of a
haploid ovum, or egg, by meiosis; but in some animals, including humans, this is not an entirely accurate description. Explain.
3. • i,ilifnIA Suppose you are analyzing the DNA
from the polar bodies formed during human oogenesis. If the mother has a mutation in a known human
disease gene, would analyzing the polar body DNA allow you to infer whether the mutation is present in
the mature oocyte? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:~~~:;~·:f tropic and sex

hormones regulates mammalian
reproduction

In both males and females, the coordinated actions of hormones
from the hypothalamus, anterior pituitary, and gonads govern
human reproduction. The hypothalamus secretes gonadotropinreleasing hormone (GnRH), which directs the anterior pituitary
to secrete the gonadotropins, foUicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)
and luteinizing hormone (LH) (see Figure45.l7). These two hormones regulate gametogenesis directly, through target tissues in
the gonads, as well as indirectly, by regulating sex hormone production. The principal sex hormones are steroid hormones: in
males, androgens, especially testosterone; in females, estrogens,
especially estradiol, and progesterone. Like the gonadotropins,
the sex hormones regulate gametogenesis directly and indirectly.
Sex hormones serve many functions in addition to promoting gamete production. In many vertebrates, androgens are responsible for male vocalizations, such as the territorial songs of
birds and the mating calls offrogs. During human embryogenesis, androgens promote the development of the primary sex
characteristics of males, the structures directly involved in reproduction. These include the seminal vesicles and other
ducts, as well as external reproductive anatomy. At puberty, sex
hormones in botl\ males and females induce formation of secondary sex characteristics, the physical and behavioral features
that are not directly related to the reproductive system. In
males, androgens cause the voice to deepen, facial and pubic
(Il ... PTH fORTY·SIX
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• Figure 46.12

••

• Human Gametogenesis
Spermatogenesis
These drawings correlate the mitotic and meiotic divisions in sperm development with the microscopic structure ofseminiferous tubules. The initial or primordial genn cells of the embryonic testes divide and differentiate into stem cells that divide
mitotically to form spermatogonia, which in tum genemte spermatocytes, also by mitosis. Each spermatocyte gives rise to
fOur spermatids through meiotic cell divisions that reduce the chromosome number from diploid (211 = 46 in humans) to haploid (n = 23). Spennatids undergo extensive changes in cell shape and organization to differentiate into spenn.
\X'ithin the seminiferous tubules. there is a concentric organization of the steps
of spermatogenesis. Stem cells are situated near the outer edge of the tubules. As
spermatogenesis proceeds, cells move steadily inward as they pass through the spermatocyte and spermatid stages. In the last step, mature sperm are released into the
lumen of the tubule. The sperm pass from the lumen into the epididymis, where
they become motile.
The structure of a sperm cell fits its function. In hwuans, as in most species, a
head
containing the haploid nucleus is tipped with a special vesicle, the acrosome,
(ross sedion /
which
contains enzymesthat help the speml penetrate the egg. Behind the head, the
of seminiferous
speml cell contains large numbers ofmitochondria (or asingle large mitochondrion
tubule
in some species) that provide ATP for movement ofthe tail, which is a flagellum.
Primordial germ cell in embryo
Mitotic divisions

~\

Spermatogonial
stem cell

'dm." ""mot",,,

Secondary spermatocyte

Spermatids
(at two stages of
differentiation)
Plasma membrane y/-"o;;:,

Sperm cell
Nucleus
Acrosome
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Oogenesis begins in the female embryo with the
production of oogonia from primordial germ
cells. The oogonia divide mitotically to form cells
that begin meiosis, but stop the process at
prophase l. Contained within small follicles (cavities lined with prote<:tive cells), these primary
oocytes arrest development before birth. Beginning at puberty, follicle-stimulating hormone
(FSH) periodically stimulates a small group of
follicles to resume growth and development.
Typically, only one follicle fully matures each
month, with its primary oocyte completing
meiosis L The second meiotic division begins,
but stops at metaphase. Thus arrested in meiosis
II, the 5ei:ondaryoocyte is released at ovulation,
when its follicle breaks open. Only if a sperm
penetrates the oocyte does meiosis 11 resume.
(In other animal species, the sperm may enter
the oocyte at the same stage. earlier, or later.)
Each of the two meiotic divisions involves unequal cytokinesis, with the smaller cells be<:oming polar bodies that eventually degenerate (the
first polar body mayor may not divide again).
Thus, the functional product of complete oogenesis is a single mature egg already containing a
sperm head; fertilization is defined strictly as the
fusion of the haploid nuclei of the sperm and
secondary oocyte, although we often use it
loosely to mean the entry ofthe sperm head into
the egg.
The ruptured follicle left behind afterovulation
develops into the corpus luteum. If the released
oocyte is not fertilized and does not complete
oogenesis. the corpus luteum degenerates.
It was long thought that women and most
other female mammals are born with all the primary oocytes they will ever have. In 2004. however, researchers reported that multiplying
oogonia exist in the ovaries of adult mice and
can develop into oocytes. Scientists are now
looking for similar cells in human ovaries. It is
possible that the marked decline in fertility that
occurs as women age results from a depletion of
oogonia in addition to the degeneration of aging
oocytes.

Completion of meiosis II

Fertilized egg
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hair to develop, and muscles to grow (by stimulating protein
synthesis). Androgens also promote specific sexual behaviors
and sex drive, as well as an increase in general aggressiveness.
Estrogens similarly have multiple effects in females. At puberty,
estradiol stimulates breast and pubic hair development. Estradiol also influences female sexual behavior, induces fat deposition in the breasts and hips, increases water retention, and
alters calcium metabolism.
Gametogenesis involves the same basic set of hormonal
controls in males and females. In examining these hormonal
circuits, we will begin with the simpler system found in males.

Hormonal Control of the Male
Reproductive System
In males, the FSH and LH secreted in response to GnRH are
both required for normal spermatogenesis. Each acts on a distinct type of cell in the testis (figure 46.13). FSH promotes
the activity of Sertoli cells. Within the seminiferous tubules,
these cells nourish developing sperm (see Figure 46.12). LH
regulates Leydig cells, cells located in the interstitial space bet\','een the seminiferous tubules. In response to LH, Leydig cells
se<rete testosterone and other androgens, which promote
spermatogenesis in the tubules. Both androgen secretion and
spermatogenesis occur continuously from puberty onward.
Two negative-feedback mechanisms control sex hormone
production in males (see Figure 46.13). Testosterone regulates
blood levels of GnRH, FSH, and LH through inhibitory effects

o

Hypothalamus

o

Anterior pituitary

Sertoli cells

\

SpermatogeneSiS" Testosterone

Testis

• Figure 46.13 Hormonal control of the testes.
Gonadotropin·releaslng hormone (GnRH) from the hypothalamus
stimulates the anterior pituitary to secrete two gonadotropins. folliclestimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH), FSH acts on
Sertoli cells. which nourish de~eloping sperm. LH acts on Leydig cells.
which produce androgens. chiefly testosterone, Negati~e feedback by
testosterone on the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary regulates
blood le~els of GnRH. LH. and FSH FSH secretion is also subje<:t to
negati~e feedback by inhibin secreted by Sertoli cells.
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Upon reaching sexual maturity, human males carry out gametogenesis continuously, whereas human females produce gametes in cycles. Ovulation occurs only after the endometrium
(lining of the uterus) has started to thicken and develop a rich
blood supply, preparing the uterus for the possible implantation of an embryo. If pregnancy does not occur, the uterine
lining is sloughed off, and another cycle begins. The cyclic
shedding ofthe endometrium from the uterus, which occurs in
a flow through the cervix and vagina, is called menstruation.
There are two closely linked reproductive cycles in human females. The changes in the uterus define the menstrual cycle, also
called the uterine cycle. Menstrual cycles average 28 days in
length (although cycles vary, ranging from about 20 to 40 days).
The cyclic events that occur in the ovaries define the ovarian
cycle. Hormone activity links the two cycles, synchronizing ovarian follicle growth and ovulation with the establishment ofa uterine lining that can support embryonic development.
Let's examine the reproductive cycle of the human female
in more detail (figure 46.14). Although the ovaries produce
inhibin, we will omit this hormone from our discussion, since
its function in females is unclear. Well begin with the series of
events that occur before the egg is fertilized.

The reproductive cycle begins 0 with the release from the
hypothalamus of GnRH, which f) stimulates the anterior pituitary to secrete small amounts ofF$H and LH.
Follicle·
stimulating hormone (as its name implies) stimulates follicle
growth, aided by LH, and 0 the cells of the growing follicles
start to make estradiol. Notice that there is a slow rise in the
amount of estradiol secreted during most of the follicular
phase, the part of the ovarian cycle during which follicles
grow and oocytes mature. (Several follicles begin to grow with
each cycle, but usually only one matures; the others disintegrate.) The low levels of estradiol inhibit secretion of the pituitary hormones, keeping the levels of F$H and LH relatively
low. During this portion of the cycle, regulation of the hormones controlling reproduction closely parallels the regulation observed in males (see Figure46.l3).
" When estradiol se<retion by the growing follicle begins
to rise steeply, " the F$H and LH levels increase markedly.
Whereas a low level of estradiol inhibits the seaetion of pituitary gonadotropins, a high concentration has the opposite effect: It stimulates gonadotropin secretion by acting on the
hypothalamus to increase its output of GnRH. The effect is

e

Leydig cells

,\

Inhibin

The Reproductive Cycles of Females

The Ovarian Cycle

GnRH

o

on the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary. In addition,
inhibin, a hormone that in males is produced by Sertoli cells,
acts on the anterior pituitary gland to reduce FSH secretion.
Together, these negative-feedback circuits maintain androgen
production at optimal levels.
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greater for LH because the high concentration of estradiol increases the GnRH
sensitivity ofLH-releasing cells in the pituitary. In addition, follicles respond
more strongly to LH at this stage because
more of their cells have receptors for this
hormone.
The increase in LH concentration
caused by increased estradiol secretion
from the growing foUicle is an example of
positive feedback. The result is final maturation of the follicle. 8 The maturing
follicle, which contains an internal fluidfilled cavity, grows very large, forming a
bulge near the surface of the ovary. The
follicular phase ends at ovulation, about
a day after the LH surge. In response to
the peak in LH levels, the follicle and adjacentwall ofthe ovary rupture, releasing
the secondary oocyte. There is some·
times a distinctive pain in the lower ab·
domen at or near the time of ovulation;
this pain localizes to the left or right side,
corresponding to whichever ovary has
matured a follicle during that cycle.
The luteal phase of the ovarian cycle
follows ovulation. 0 LH stimulates the
follicular tissue left behind in the ovary to
transform into the corpus luteum, a glandular structure. Under continued stimulation by LH, the corpus luteum secretes
progesterone and estradiol. As proges·
terone and estradiol levels rise, the combi·
nation of these steroid hormones exerts
negative feedback on the hypothalamus
and pituitary, reducing the secretion of
LH and FSH to very low levels. Near the
end of the luteal phase, low gonadotropin
levels cause the corpus luteum to disintegrate, triggering a sharp decline in estradiol and progesterone concentrations.
The decreasing levels of ovarian steroid
hormones liberate the hypothalamus and
pituitary from the negative·feedback ef·
feet ofthese homlOnes. The pituitary can
then begin to secrete enough FSH to stirn·
ulate the growth of new follicles in the
ovary, initiating the next ovarian cycle.
The Uterine (Menstrual) Cycle

Prior to ovulation, ovarian steroid hor·
mones stimulate the uterus to prepare
for support of an embryo. Estradiol se-
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... Figure 46.14 The reproductive cycle of the human female. This figure shQINS how {clthe
ovanarl cycle arld (e) the utenne (menstrual) cycle are regulated by changirlg hormone levels irl the blood.
depicted irl p;lrts (a). (b). arld (d). The time scale at the bonom of the figure applies to p;lrts (bHe),
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creted in increasing amounts by growing follicles signals the
endometrium to thicken. In this way, the follicular phase ofthe
ovarian cycle is coordinated with the proliferative phase of
the uterine cycle. After ovulation, 0 estradiol and proges~
terone secreted by the corpus luteum stimulate continued development and maintenance of the uterine lining, including
enlargement of arteries and growth of endometrial glands.
These glands secrete a nutrient fluid that can sustain an early
embryo even before it implants in the uterine lining. Thus, the
luteal phase of the ovarian cycle is coordinated with what is
called the secretory phase of the uterine cycle.
«!) Upon disintegration of the corpus luteum, the rapid
drop in ovarian hormone levels causes arteries in the endometrium to constrict. Deprived of its circulation, much of
the uterine lining disintegrates, and the uterus, in response to
prostaglandin secretion, contracts. Small blood vessels in the
endometrium constrict, releasing blood that is shed along
with endometrial tissue and fluid. The result is menstrua~
tion-the menstrual flow phase of the uterine cycle. During
menstruation, which usually persists for a few days, a new
group of ovarian follicles begin to grow. By convention, the
first day of menstruation is designated day 1 of the new uterine (and ovarian) cycle.
Cycle after cycle, the maturation and release of egg cells
from the ovary are integrated with changes in the uterus, the
organ that must accommodate an embryo if the egg cell is fertilized.lfan embryo has not implanted in the endometrium by
the end ofthe secretory phase ofthe uterine cycle, a new men~
strual flow commences, marking the start of the next cycle.
Later in the chapter, you will learn about override mechanisms
that prevent disintegration ofthe endometrium in pregnancy.
About 7% of women of reproductive age suffer from
endometriosis, a disorder in which some cells of the uterine
lining migrate to an abdominal location that is abnormal, or
ectopic (from the Greek ektopos, away from a place). Having
migrated to a location such as an oviduct, ovary, or large intestine, the ectopic tissue still responds to stimulation by hormones in the bloodstream. Like the uterine endometrium, the
ectopic tissue therefore swells and breaks down each ovarian
cycle, resulting in pelvic pain and bleeding into the abdomen.
Treatments, involving hormonal therapy or surgery, focus on
lessening discomfort, while ongoing research seeks to determine why endometriosis occurs.

Menopause
After about 500 cycles, a woman undergoes menopause, the
cessation of ovulation and menstruation. Menopause usually
occurs bern'een the ages of 46 and 54. During these years, the
ovaries lose their responsiveness to FSH and LH, resulting in
a decline in estradiol production by the ovary.
Menopause is an unusual phenomenon; in most other
species, both females and males retain their reproductive
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capacity throughout life. Is there an evolutionary explanation for menopause? One intriguing hypothesis proposes
that during early human evolution, undergoing menopause
after bearing several children allowed a mother to provide
better care for her children and grandchildren, thereby in·
creasing the survival of individuals who share much of her
genetic makeup.

Menstrual Versus Estrous Cycles
All female mammals undergo a thickening of the en~
dometrium prior to ovulation, but only humans and certain
other primates have menstrual cycles. Other mammals have
estrous cycles, in which in the absence of a pregnancy, the
uterus reabsorbs the endometrium and no extensive fluid
flow occurs. \Vhereas human females may engage in sexual
activity at any point in their menstrual cycle, mammals with
estrous cycles typically copulate only during the period surrounding ovulation. This period of sexual activity, called estrus (from the Latin oestrus, frenzy, passion), is the only time
the female is receptive to mating. Estrus is sometimes called
heat, and indeed, the female's body temperature increases
slightly.
The length and frequency of reproductive cycles vary
widely among mammals. Bears and wolves have one estrous
cycle per year; elephants have several. Rats have estrous cycles
throughout the year, each lasting only 5 days.
CONCEPT

CHECK

46.5

1. FSH and LH get their names from events of the female reproductive cycle, but they also function in
males. How are their functions in females and males
similar?
2. How does an estrous cycle differ from a menstrual
cycle, and in what animals are the two types of
cycles found?
3. -'l@JlIDI If a human female begins taking estradiol and progesterone immediately after the start of a
new menstrual cycle, what effect on ovulation should
she expect? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r~~I!;~:::n:~~~mmals,

an
embryo develops fully within
the mother's uterus

Having surveyed the ovarian and uterine cycles of human females, we turn now to reproduction itself, beginning with the
events that transform an egg into a developing embryo.

Conception, Embryonic Development,
and Birth
During human copulation, 2-5 mL of semen is transferred,

with 70-130 million sperm in each milliliter. The alkalinity of
the semen helps neutralize the acidic environment of the
vagina, protecting the sperm and increasing their motility.
When first ejaculated, the semen coagulates, which may serve
to keep the ejaculate in place until sperm reach the cervix.
Soon after, anticoagulants liquefy the semen, and the sperm

begin swimming through the uterus and oviducts.
Fertilization-also called conception in humans-occurs
when a sperm fuses with an egg (mature oocyte) in the oviduct
(Figure 46.15a). About 24 hours later, the resulting zygote begins dividing, a process called cleavage. After another 2-3
days, the embryo typically arrives at the uterus as a ball of 16
cells. By about 1 week after fertilization, cleavage has produced an embryonic stage called the blastocyst, a sphere of
cells surrounding a central cavity.
Several days after blastocyst formation, the embryo implants into the endometrium {Figure 46.15bl. Only after implantation can an embryo develop into a fetus. The implanted

embryo secretes hormones that signal its presence and regulate the mother's reproductive system. One embryonic hormone, human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), acts like
pituitary LH in maintaining secretion of progesterone and estrogens by the corpus luteum through the first few months of
pregnancy. In the absence of this hormonal override during
pregnancy, the corpus luteum would deteriorate and progesterone levels would drop, resulting in menstruation and loss of
the embryo. Levels of hCG in the maternal blood are so high
that some is excreted in the urine, where its presence is the basis of a common early pregnancy test
The condition of carrying one or more embryos in the
uterus is called pregnancy, or gestation. Human pregnancy
averages 266 days (38 weeks) from fertilization of the egg, or
40 weeks from the start of the last menstrual cycle. Duration
of pregnancy in other placental mammals correlates with
body size and the maturity of the young at birth. Many rodents have gestation periods of about 21 days, whereas those
of dogs are closer to 60 days. In cows, gestation averages 270
days (almost the same as in humans), while in elephants it
lasts more than 600 days.

OCleavage (cell division) begins
in the oviduct as the embryo is
moved toward the
uterus by peristalsis I
•
and the movements
•
of cilia.

OCieavage continues. By the
time the embryo reaches the
uterus, it is a ball of cells. It floats
in the uterus for
several days,

L_--t:

nourished by
endometrial
secretions. It
becomes a
blastocyst.

f.) Fertilization occurs. A sperm
enters the oocyte; meiosis of the
oocyte is completed; and the nuclei
of the oocyte and
the sperm fuse,
III
producing
a zygote.

•

•

G'
.....
.

o

The blastocyst implants in
the endometrium about
7 days after
conception.
OOvulation releases
a secondary oocyte,
which enters the
oviduct.
Endometrium

(a) From ovulation to implantation

(b) Implantation of blastocyst
... Figure 46.15 Formation of the zygote and early post-fertilization events.
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Not all fertilized eggs are capable of completing development. Many pregnancies terminate spontaneously as a result
of chromosomal or developmental abnormalities. Much less
often, a fertilized egg lodges in the oviduct (fallopian tube), resulting in a tubal, or ectopic, pregnancy. Such pregnancies
cannot be sustained and may rupture the oviduct, resulting in
serious internal bleeding. A number of conditions, including
endometriosis, increase the likelihood of tubal pregnancy.
Bacterial infections arising during childbirth, from medical
procedures, or as a sexually transmitted disease can also scar
the oviduct, making ectopic pregnancy more likely.

First Trimester
Human gestation can be divided for convenience into three
trimesters of about three months each. The first trimester is
the time of most radical change for both the mother and the
embryo. Let's take up our story where we left off, at implanta·
tion. The endometrium responds to implantation by growing
over the blastocyst. The embryo's body structures now begin
to differentiate. (You will learn much more about embryonic
development in Chapter 47,)
During its first 2-4 weeks of development, the embryo obtains nutrients directly from the endometrium. Meanwhile,

the outer layer ofthe blastocyst, called the trophoblast, grows
outward and mingles with the endometrium, eventually helping form the placenta. This disk-shaped organ, containing
both embryonic and maternal blood vessels, can weigh close
to 1 kg. Material diffusing between the maternal and embryonic circulatory systems supplies nutrients, provides immune
protection, exchanges respiratory gases, and disposes of meta·
bolic wastes for the embryo. Blood from the embryo travels to
the placenta through the arteries of the umbilical cord and returns via the umbilical vein (Figure 46.16).
Splitting of the embryo during the first month of development can result in identical, or monozygotic (one-egg), twins.
Fraternal, or dizygotic, twins arise in a very different way: Two
follicles mature in a single cycle, followed by independent fertilization and implantation oftv"o genetically distinct embryos.
The first trimester is the main period of organogenesis,
the development of the body organs (Figure 46.17). It is during organogenesis that the embryo is most susceptible to damage, such as from radiation or drugs, that can lead to birth
defects, At 8 weeks, all the major structures of the adult are
present in rudimentary form, and the embryo is called a fetus.
The heart begins beating by the 4th week; a heartbeat can be
detected at 8-10 weeks. At the end of the first trimester, the
fetus, although well differentiated, is only 5 cm long.
Maternal
veins

Maternal
arteries
Placenta

I----Maternal portion
of placenta
1lI==''t<+--7-Umbilical cord
Chorionic villus,-1~""r,;;
containing fetal
capillaries

Fetal portion of
placenta (chorion)

Fetal arteriole
Fetal venule----'
Umbilical cord -------"'~

... Figure 46.16 Placental circulation.
From the 4th week of development until birth, the
placenta. a combination of maternal and
embryonic tissues, transports nutnents. respiratory
gases, and wastes between the embryo or fetus
and the mother. Maternal blood enters the
placenta in arteries, flows through blood pools in
the endometrium, and leaves via veins. Embryonic
or fetal blood, which remains in vessels. enters the
1014
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placenta through arteries and passes through
capillaries in lingerlike choriooic villi. where oxygen
and nutrients are acquired, As indicated in the
drawing, the fetal (or embryonic) capillaries and
villi project into the maternal portioo of the
placenta, Fetal blood leaves the placenta through
veins leading back to the fetus. Materials are
exchanged by diffUSIOn, actIVe transport. and
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1~===Umbilical

r

arteries
Umbilical vein

selective absorption between the fetal capillary
bed and the maternal blood pools.
n In a very rare genetic disorder. the absence
. . of a particular enzyme leads to increased
testosterone production. When the fetus has
this disorder, the mother develops a male.like
pat/ern of body hair during the pregnancy.
Explain.

(a) 5 weeks.

Limb buds, eyes, the heart, the
liver, and rudiments of all other organs
have started to develop in the embryo,
which is only about 1 cm long,

(b) 14 weeks. Growth and development of
the offspring, now called a fetus, continue during the second trimester. This
fetus is about 6 em long,

(c) 20 weeks. Growth to nearly 20 cm in

length requires adoption of the fetal
position (head at knees) due to the
limited space available,

... Figure 46.17 Human fetal development.

Meanwhile, the mother is also undergoing rapid changes.
High levels ofprogesterone initiate changes in her reproductive
system: increased mucus in the cervix forms a plug to protect
against infection, the maternal part of the placenta grows, the
uterus gets larger, and (by negative feedback on the hypothalamus and pituitary) ovulation and menstrual cycling stop. The
breasts also enlarge rapidly and are often quite tender. About
three-fourths of all pregnant women experience nausea, misleadingly called Umorning sickness,~ during the first trimester.

Oxytocin
from
ovaries

o

Induces o~ytocin
receptors on uterus
Stimulates uterus
to contract
Stimulates
placenta to make

Second Trimester
During the second trimester, the uterus grows enough for the
pregnancy to become obvious. The fetus itselfgrows to about
30 cm in length and is very active. The mother may feel fetal
movements as early as one month into the second trimester;
fetal activity is typically visible through the abdominal wall
one to two months later. Hormone levels stabilize as hCG declines; the corpus luteum deteriorates; and the placenta completely takes over the production of progesterone, the
hormone that maintains the pregnancy.

Third Trimester
During the final trimester, the fetus grows to about 3-4 kg in
weight and 50 cm in length. Fetal activity may decrease as the
fetus fills the available space. As the fetus grows and the uterus
expands around it, the mother's abdominal organs become
compressed and displaced, leading to frequent urination, digestive blockages, and strain in the back muscles.
A complex interplay of local regulators (prostaglandins)
and hormones (chiefly estradiol and oxytocin) induces and
regulates labor, the process by which childbirth occurs
(figure 46.18). A series of strong, rhythmic uterine contrac-

Stimulate more
contractions
of uterus
... Figure 46.18 A model for the induction of labor.
What would happen if a pregnant woman were given a single
dose of oxytoCin at the end of 39 weeks gestation?

D

tions during the three stages of labor bring about birth, or

parturition. The first stage is the opening up and thinning of
the cervix, ending with complete dilation. The second stage is
expulsion, or delivery, of the baby. Continuous strong contractions force the fetus out of the uterus and through the
vagina. The final stage of labor is delivery of the placenta.
Figure 46.19 on the next page summarizes these three stages.
Lactation is an aspect of postnatal care unique to mammals.
In response to suckling by the newborn, as well as changes in
estradiol levels after birth, the hypothalamus signals the anterior pituitary to secrete prolactin, which stimulates the mammary glands to produce milk. Suckling also stimulates the
(Il ... PTH fORTY·SIX
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II"':;~"':-----!-----Placenta
,-------~Umbilical

cord

'.--------Ulerus

c-:'-----

Cervix

person? One intriguing clue comes from the relationship between certain autoimmune disorders and pregnancy. It is
known, for example, that the symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis, an autoimmune disease of the joints, become less severe
during pregnancy. Thus, the overall regulation of the immune
system appears to be altered by the reproductive process. Sorting out these changes and how they might protect the developing fetus is an active area of research for immunologists.

Contraception and Abortion

o Dilation of the cervix

f.) Expulsion: delivery of the infant

-;:----c:-----~Uterus

\-------~Placenta

(detaching)

o Delivery of the placenta
... Figure 46.19 The three stages of labor.

secretion ofa posterior pituitary hormone, oxytocin, which triggers release ofmilk from the mammaryglands(see Figure 45.15).

Maternal Immune Tolerance
of the Embryo and Fetus
Pregnancy is an immunological puzzle. Half of the embryo's
genes are inherited from the father; thus, many ofthe chemical
markers present on the surface ofthe embryo are foreign to the
mother. 'Why, then, does the mother not reject the embryo as a
foreign body, as she would a tissue or organ graft from another
1016
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Contraception, the deliberate prevention of pregnancy, can
be achieved in a number of ways. Some contraceptive methods prevent gamete development or release from female or
male gonads; others prevent fertilization by keeping sperm
and egg apart; and still others prevent implantation of an embryo (Figure 46.20). The following brief introduction to the
biology of the most often used methods makes no pretense of
being a contraception manual. For more complete information, you should consult a health-care provider.
Fertilization can be prevented by abstinence from sexual intercourse or by any of several barriers that keep live sperm from
contacting the egg. Temporary abstinence, often called the
rhythm method of birth control or natural family planning.
depends on refraining from intercourse when conception is most
likely. Because the egg can survive in the oviduct for24-48 hours
and sperm for up to 5 days, a couple practicing temporary abstinence should not engage in intercourse for a number of days
prior and subsequent to ovulation. The most effective methods
for timing ovulation combine several indicators, including
changes in cervical mucus and body temperature during the
menstrual cycle. Thus, natural family planning requires that the
couple be knowledgeable about these physiological signs. A
pregnancy rate of 10-20% is typically reported for couples practicing natural family planning. (Pregnancy rate is the average
number ofwomen who become pregnant during a year for every
100 women using a particular pregnancy prevention method, expressed as a percentage.) Some couples use ovulation-timing
methods to increase the probability ofconception.
As a method ofpreventing fertilization, coitus interrnptus, or
withdrawal (removal of the penis from the vagina before ejaculation), is unreliable. Sperm from a previous ejaculate may be
transferred in secretions that precede ejaculation. Furthermore,
a split-second lapse in timing or wiUpower can result in tens of
millions ofsperm being transferred before withdrawal.
The several barrier methods of contraception that block
the sperm from meeting the egg have pregnancy rates of less
than 10%. The condom is a thin, latex rubber or natural membrane sheath that fits over the penis to collect the semen. For
sexually active individuals, latex condoms are the only contraceptives that are highly effective in preventing the spread of
sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS. (This protection is, however, not absolute.) Another common barrier
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... Figure 46.20 Mechanisms of several contraceptive
methods. Red arrows indicate where these methods. devices. or
products interfere with events from the production of sperm and
primary oocytes to an implanted. developing embryo,

device is the diaphragm, a dome-shaped rubber cap inserted
into the upper portion of the vagina before intercourse. Both
ofthese devices have lower pregnancy rates when used in conjunction with a spermicidal (sperm-killing) foam or jelly.
Other barrier devices include the cervical cap, which fits
tightly around the opening of the cervix and is held in place by
suction, and the vaginal pouch. or "female condom.n
Except for complete abstinence from sexual intercourse, the
most effective means of birth control are sterilization, intrauterine devices (IUDs), and hormonal contraceptives. Steril-

ization (discussed later) is almost 100% effective. The IUD has a
pregnancy rate of 1%or less and is the most commonly used reversible method of birth control outside the United States.
Placed in the uterus by a doctor, the IUD interferes with fertilization and implantation. Hormonal contraceptives, most often
in the form of birth control pills, also have pregnancy rates of
l%or less.
The most commonly prescribed birth control pills are a
combination of a synthetic estrogen and a synthetic progestin
(progesterone-like hormone). nlis combination mimics negative feedback in the ovarian cycle, stopping the release ofGnRH
by the hypothalamus and thus of FSH and LH by the pituitary.
The prevention ofLH release blocks ovulation. In addition, the
inhibition ofFSH secretion by the low dose of estrogens in the
pills prevents follicles from developing. A similar combination
of hormones is also available as an injection, in a ring inserted
into the vagina, and as a skin patch. Combination birth control
pills can also be used in high doses as "morning-after~ pills.
Taken within 3 days after unprotected intercourse, they prevent
fertilization or implantation with an effectiveness ofabout 75%.
A different type of hormone-based contraceptive contains
only progestin. Progestin causes thickening of a woman's cervical mucus so that it blocks sperm from entering the uterus.
Progestin also decreases the frequency of ovulation and
causes changes in the endometrium that may interfere with
implantation if fertilization occurs. Progestin can be administered in several ways: time-release, match-sized capsules that
are implanted under the skin and last for five years, injections
that last for three months, and tablet (minipill) form taken
daily. Pregnancy rates for progestin treatment are very low.
Hormone-based contraceptives have both beneficial and
harmful side effects. For women taking a combination pill, cardiovascular problems are the most serious concern. Women
who smoke cigarettes regularly face a three to ten times greater
risk of dying from cardiovascular disease if they also use oral
contraceptives. Among nonsmokers. birth control pills slightly
raise a woman's risk ofabnormal blood dotting, high blood pressure, heart attack. and stroke. Although oral contraceptives increase the risk for these cardiovascular disorders, they eliminate
the dangers of pregnancy; women on birth control pills have
mortality rates about one-half those of pregnant women. Also,
the pill de<:reases the risk ofovarian and endometrial cancers.
One elusive research goal has been a reversible chemical
contraceptive for men. Recent strategies have focused on hormone combinations that suppress gonadotropin release and
thereby block spermatogenesis. Testosterone included in such
combinations has two desirable effects: inhibiting reproductive functions of the hypothalamus and pituitary and maintaining secondary sex characteristics. Although there have
been some promising results, hormonal male contraceptives
are still in the testing stage.
Sterilization is the permanent prevention ofgamete release.
Tubal ligation in women usually involves cauterizing or tying
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off (ligating) a section of each oviduct to prevent eggs from
traveling into the uterus. Similarly, vasectomy in men is the
tying off or excision of a small section of each vas deferens to
prevent sperm from entering the urethra. Both male and female sterilization procedures are relatively safe and free from
harmful effects. Sex hormone secretion and sexual function
are unaffected by both procedures, with no change in menstrual cycles in females or ejaculate volume in males. However,
the procedures are difficult to reverse, so each should be considered permanent.
Abortion is the termination of a pregnancy in progress.
Spontaneous abortion, or miscarriage, is very common; it occurs in as many as one-third of all pregnancies, often before
the woman is even aware she is pregnant. In addition, each
year about 850,000 women in the United States choose to have
an abortion performed by a physician.
A drug called mifepristone, or RU486, enables a woman to
terminate pregnancy nonsurgically within the first 7 weeks.
RU486 blocks progesterone receptors in the uterus, thus preventing progesterone from maintaining pregnancy. It is taken
with a small amount of prostaglandin to induce uterine
contractions.

Modern Reproductive Technologies
Recent scientific and technological advances have made it
possible to address many reproductive problems, including
genetic diseases and infertility.

Detecting Disorders During Pregnancy
Many genetic diseases and developmental problems can now
be diagnosed while the fetus is in the uterus. Ultrasound imaging, which generates images using sound frequencies above the
normal hearing range, is commonly used to analyze the fetus's
size and condition. Amniocentesis and chorionic villus sampling are techniques in which a needle is used to obtain fetal
cells from fluid or tissue surrounding the embryo; these cells
then provide the basis for genetic analysis (see Figure 14.18).
An alternative technique for obtaining fetal tissue relies on the
fact that a few fetal blood cells leak across the placenta into the
mother's bloodstream. A blood sample from the mother
yields fetal cells that can be identified with specific antibodies
(which bind to proteins on the surface offetal cells) and then
tested for genetic disorders.
Diagnosing genetic diseases in a fetus poses ethical questions. To date, almost all detectable disorders remain untreatable in the uterus, and many cannot be corrected even after
birth. Parents may be faced with difficult decisions about
whether to terminate a pregnancy or to raise a child who may
have profound defe<ts and a short life expe<tancy. These are
complex issues that demand careful, informed thought and
competent genetic counseling.
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Treating Infertility
Infertility-an inability to conceive offspring-is quite common, affecting about one in ten couples both in the United
States and worldwide. The causes ofinfertility are varied, with
the likelihood of a reproductive defect being nearly the same
for men and women. For women, however, the risk of reproductive difficulties, as well as genetic abnormalities of the fetus, increases steadily past age 35; evidence suggests that the
prolonged period of time oocytes spend in meiosis is largely
responsible.
Reproductive technology can help with a number of fertility
problems. Hormone therapy can sometimes increase sperm or
egg production, and surgery can often correct ducts that have
failed to form properly or have become blocked. Many infertile
couples turn to assisted reproductive technologies, procedures that generally involve surgically removing eggs (secondary
oocytes) from a woman's ovaries after hormonal stimulation, fertilizing the eggs, and returning them to the woman's body. Unused eggs, sperm, and embryos from such procedures are
sometimes frozen for later pregnancy attempts.
For in vitrQ fertilization (IVF), oocytes are mixed with
sperm in culture dishes. Fertilized eggs are incubated until
they have formed at least eight cells and are then typically
transferred to the woman's uterus for implantation. If mature
sperm are defective, of low number (less than 20 million per
milliliter ofejaculate), or even absent, fertility is often restored
by a technique termed intracytoplasmic sperm injection
(ICSI). In this form of rVE the head of a spermatid or sperm
is drawn up into a needle and injected directly into an oocyte
to achieve fertilization.
Though costly, lVF procedures have enabled hundreds of
thousands of couples to conceive children. In some cases,
these procedures are carried out with sperm or eggs from
donors. To date, evidence indicates that abnormalities arising
as a consequence of IVF procedures are rare.
Once conception and implantation have occurred, a developmental program unfolds that transforms the zygote into a
baby. The mechanisms of this development in humans and
other animals are the subject of Chapter 47.
CONCEPT

CHECK

46.6

1. Why does testing for hCG (human chorionic gonadotropin) work as a pregnancy test early in pregnancy but not late in pregnancy? What is the function
of hCG in pregnancy?
2. In what ways are tubal ligation and vasectomy
similar?
3. -WJ:t.)llg If a spermatid nucleus were used for
ICSI, what normal steps of gametogenesis and conception would be bypassed?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

-tiNt,. Go to the Study Area al www.masteringbio,comforBlofllx
3-D Animations, MP3 Tutors, Videos, Practice Tests, an eBook, and more.
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46.1

Both asexual and sexual reproduction occur in the
animal kingdom (pp. 997-1000)
... Sexual reproduction requires the fusion of male and female
gametes, forming a diploid zygote. Asexual reproduction is
the production of offspring without gamete fusion.
... Mechanisms of Asexual Reproduction Fission, budding,
fragmentation with regeneration, and parthenogenesis are
mechanisms of asexual reproduction in various invertebrates.

... Male Reproductive Anatomy External reproductive structures of the human male are the scrotum and penis. The male
gonads, or testes, are held in the scrotum, where they are kept
at the lower temperature necessary for mammalian spermatogenesis. The testes possess hormone-producing cells and
sperm-forming seminiferous tubules that successively lead
into the epididymis, vas deferens, ejaculatory duct, and urethra, which exits at the tip of the (>Cnis.
... Human Sexual Response Both males and females experience the erection of certain body tissues due to vasocongestion and myotonia, culminating in orgasm.

-tiNt,.
MP3 Tutor Thr Frm.lr Rrproductiyr Cycle
Activity Reproductivr Sy>trm oflhr Hum.n Femalr
Acti,ity Reproductive System of the Hum.n M.le
Innstill"lion Wh.t Might Ob,truct thr M.le Urethra?

... Sexual Reproduction: An Evolutionary Enigma
Facilitating selection for or against scts of genes may explain
why sexual reproduction is widespread among animal species.
... Reproductive Cycles and Patterns Most animals reproduce
exclusively sexually or asexually; but some alternate between
the two. Variations on these two modes are made possible
through parthenogenesis, hermaphroditism, and sex reversal.
Hormones and environmental cues control reproductive cycles.

. 4 li'4j'_

46.2

Fertilization depends on mechanisms that bring together
sperm and eggs of the same species (pp. 1000-1003)

•••,••".46.4
The timing and pattern of meiosis in mammals
differ for males and females (p. 1007)
... Gametogenesis, or gamete production, consists of oogenesis
in females and spermatogenesis in males. Sperm develop continuouslr, whereas oocyte maturation is discontinuous and
eydic. Meiosis generates one large egg in oogenesis, but four
sperm in spermatogenesis.
Gametogenesis

... In external fertilization, sperm fertilize eggs shed into the external environment. In internal fertilization, egg and sperm
unite within the female's body. In either case, fertilization requires coordinated timing, which may be mediated byenvironmental cues, pheromones, or courtship behavior, Internal
fertilization requires behavioral interactions between males
and females, as well as compatible copulatory organs.
... Ensuring the Survival of Offspring The production of relatively few offspring by internal fertilization is often associated
with greater protection of embryos and parental care.
... Gamete Production and Delivery Reproductive s~'Stems
range from undifferentiated cells in the body cavity that produce gametes to complex assemblages of male and female gonads with accessory tubes and glands that carry and protect
gametes and developing embryos. Although sexual reproduction involves a partnership, it also provides an opportunity for
competition between individuals and between gametes.

•
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46.3

Reproductive organs produce and transport gametes
(pp. 1003-1007)
... FC'male RC'productive Anatomy Externally, the human female has the labia majora, labia minora, and clitoris, which form
the vulva surrounding the openings of the vagina and urethra.
Internally, the vagina is connected to the uterus, which connects to two oviducts. Two ovaries (female gonads) are stocked
with follicles containing oocytes. After ovulation, the remnant
of the follicle forms a corpus luteum, which secretes hormones
for a variable duration, depending on whether pregnancy
occurs. Although separate from the reproductive system, the
mammary glands evolved in association with parental care.
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b. The endometrial lining is shed in menstrual cycles but
reabsorbed in estrous cycles.
c. Estrous cycles occur more often than menstrual cycles.
d. Estrous cycles are not controlled by hormones.
e. Ovulation occurs before the endometrium thickens in
estrous cycles.

The interplay of tropic and sex hormones regulates
mammalian reproduction (pp. 1007-1012)
.. Hormonal (antral of the Male Reproductive System
Androgens (chieny testosterone) from the testes cause the
development of primary and secondary sex characteristics
in the male. Androgen secretion and sperm production are
both controlled by hypothalamic and pituitary hormones.
... The Reproductive Cycles of Females Cyclic secretion of
GnRH from the hypothalamus and ofFSH and LH from the
anterior pituitary orchestrate the female reproductive cycle.
FSH and LH bring about changes in the ovary and uterus via
estrogens. primarily estradiol, and progesterone. The developing follicle produces estradiol. and the corpus luteum secretes progesterone and estradiol. Positive and negative
feedback regulate hormone levels and coordinate the cycle.
Estrous cycles differ from menstrual C)'c1es in that the endometriallining is reabsorbed rather than shed and in the
limitation of sexual receptivity to a heat period.

.'.Iili"_ 46.6
In placental mammals, an embryo develops fully
within the mother's uterus (pp. 1012-1018)
... Conception, Embryonic Development, and Birth Afterfertilization and the completion of meiosis in the oviduct, the zygote undergoes cleavage and devclops into a blastocyst before
implantation in the endometrium. Human pregnancy can be divided into three trimesters. All major organs start deveklping by
8 ...."eeks. Positive feedback involving prostaglandins and the hormones estradiol and oxytocin regulates labor.
... Maternal Immune Tolerance of the Embryo and Fetus A
pregnant woman's acceptance of her "foreign" offspring likely
reflects partial suppression of the maternal immune response.
... Contraception and Aborlion Contraceptive methods may
prevent release of mature gametes from the gonads, fertilization, or implantation of the embryo.
... Modern Reproductive Technologies Available technologies can help detect problems before birth and assist infertile
couples by hormonal methods or in vitro fertilization.
TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
l. Which ofthe following characterizes parthenogenesis?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

An individual may change its sex during its lifetime.
Specialized groups of cells grow into new individuals.
An organism is first a male and then a female.
An egg develops without being fertilized.
Both mates have male and female reproductive organs.

2. In male mammals, excretory and reproductive systems share

a. the testes.
b. the urethra.
c. the seminal vesicle.

d. the vas deferens.
e. the prostate.

3. Which of the following is not properly paired?
a. seminiferous tubule-cervix d. labia majora-scrotum
b. Sertoli cells-follicle cells
e. vas deferens-oviduct
c. testosterone-estradiol
4. Which of the following is a true statement?

a. All mammals have menstrual C}"c1es.
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5. Peaks ofLH and FSH production occur during
a. the menstrual !low phase of the uterine cycle.
b. the beginning of the follicular phase of the ovarian cycle.
c. the period just before ovulation.
d. the end of the luteal phase of the ovarian cyde.
e. the secretory phase of the menstrual cycle.

6. For which of the following is the number the same in spermatogenesis and oogenesis?
a. interruptions in meiotic divisions
b. functional gametes produced by meiosis
c. meiotic divisions required to produce each gamete
d. gametes produced in a given time period
e. different cell types produced by meiosis
7. During human gestation, rudiments of all organs develop

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

in the first trimester.
in the serond trimester.
in the third trimester.
while the embl')'O is in the oviduct.
during the blastocyst stage.

8. Which statement about human reproduction is false?
a. Fertilization occurs in the oviduct.
b. Effective hormonal contraceptives are currently available
only for females.
c. An oocyte completes meiosis after a sperm penetrates it.
d. The earliest stages of spermatogenesis occur dosest to the
lumen of the seminiferous tubules.
e. Spem1atogenesis and oogenesis require different temperatures.
9.

"UW"I In human spermatogenesis. mitosis of a stem
cell gives rise to one cell that remains a stem cell and one cell
that becomes a spermatogonium. (a) Draw four rounds of
mitosis for a stem cell. and label the daughter cells. (b) For
one spermatogonium, draw the cells it would produce from
one round of mitosis followed by meiosis. Label the cells, and
label mitosis and meiosis. (c) What would happen if stem
cells divided like spermatogonia?

For &1f-Qllh dnSwtrl, Ut Apptnd;x A.

-SiN·it. VISit the Study Area at _.masteringbio.com for a
PractICe Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
10. Hermaphroditism is often found in animals that are fixed to a
surface. Motile species are less often hennaphroditk. Why?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
II. You discO\-er a new egg-laying ....u rm species. You dissect four
adults and find both oocytes and sperm in each. Cells outside the
gonad amtain five chromosome pairs. Lading genetic variants.
how would}'OU determine whether the ....urms can seIf·fertilize?
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.... Figure 47.1 How did this complex embryo form from a
single cell?

47.1 After fertilization, embryonic development

proceeds through cleavage, gastrulation, and
organogenesis
47.2 Morphogenesis in animals involves specific
changes in cell shape, position, and adhesion
47.3 The developmental fate of cells depends on
their history and on inductive signals

footsteps could see that embryos took shape in a series of progressive stages, and epigenesis displaced preformation as the favored explanation among embryologists.
An organism's development is orchestrated by a genetic
program involving not only the genome of the zygote but also
molecules placed into the egg by the mother. These molecules,
which include proteins and RNAs, are called cytoplasmic
determinants. As the zygote divides, differences arise between early embryonic cells due to the uneven distribution
of cytoplasmic determinants and to signals from neighboring cells. These differences set the stage for distinct
he 7-week-old human embryo in Figure 47.1
programs of gene expression to be carried out in each
cell and its descendants. As cell division continues
has already achieved an astounding number
of milestones in its development. Many of its
during embryonic development, the specific pattern
organs are in place: Its digestive tract traverses the
of gene expression in particular cells sends them down
length of its body, and its heart (the red spot in the cenunique paths toward their ultimate fates in the fully
formed organism. This process of cell specialization in
ter) is pulsating. Its brain is forming at the upper left, and
the blocks of tissue that will construct the vertebrae are
structure and function is called cell differentiation. Along
lined up along its back. How did this intricately detailed emwith cell division and differentiation, development involves
bryo develop from a single-celled zygote no bigger than the
morphogenesis, the process by which an organism takes
period at the end of the previous sentence?
shape and the differentiated cells occupy their appropriate
The question of how a zygote becomes an animal has inlocations.
trigued scientists for centuries. In the I700s, the prevailing noBy combining molecular genetics with classical approaches
to embryology, developmental biologists have learned a great
tion was preformation: the idea that the egg or sperm contains
an embryo-a preformed, miniature infant, or ~homunculus~
deal about the transformation ofa fertilized egg into an animal
that simply becomes larger during development (Figure 47.2).
with multiple tissues and organs. Because animals display a
wide variety of body plans, it is not surprising that embryonic
The competing explanation of embryonic development was
development occurs by different schemes. Studies of numerepigenesis: the idea that the form of an animal emerges graduous species, however, have revealed that animals share many
ally from a relatively formless egg. Epigenesis was originally
basic mechanisms of development and use a comproposed 2,000 years earlier by Aristotle, who had
....
Figure
47.2
A
mon genetic toolkit.
snipped open a window in the shell of a chicken egg
and observed the developing embryo daily during its "homunculus"' inside
In Chapter 18, we described the development of
the head of a human
three-week incubation. As microscopy improved sperm. This engraving
the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster). Drosophila
during the 1800s, biologists follOWing in Aristotle's was made in 1694,
is well suited to genetic analysis because mutants

T
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are easy to obtain in this species, so its genetic program is probably the best understood ofany animal. Drosophila is a good example of a model organism, a species that lends itself to the
study ofa particular question, is representative ofa larger group,
and is easy to grow in the lab. In this chapter, we will concentrate
mainly on model organisms that have been the subject of classical embryological studies as well as more recent molecular
analyses: the sea urchin, the frog, the chick, and the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans. We will also explore some aspects of
human embryonic development; even though humans are not
model organisms, we are, of course, intensely interested in our
own species.
We will begin with a description ofthe basic stages ofembryonic development common to most animals. Then we will look
at the cellular and molecular mechanisms that result in generation of the body form. Finally, we will consider the process by
which embryonic cells travel down differentiation pathways that
enable them to play their roles in a fully functional animal.

rZ;~::j;e7t~~~~on,

embryonic
development proceeds through
cleavage, ga~trulation, and
organogenesIs

Important processes regulating development occur during fertilization and the three stages that begin to build the body of
most animals. During the first stage, called cleavage, cell division creates a hollow ball of cells, the blastula, from the zygote.
The second stage, gastrulation, rearranges the blastula into a
three·layered embryo, the gastrula. During the third stage,
organogenesis, interactions and movements of the three layers
generate rudimentary organs from which adult structures grow.
In our discussion, we will focuson afew species that have been
used to investigate each ofthese processes. For each stage ofdevelopment, we first consider the species about which the most is
known and then compare the same process in other species. We
begin by looking at the fertilization ofan egg by a sperm.

Fertilization
A complex series of developmental events in the gonads of
the parents produces sperm and eggs (gametes), the highly
specialized cen types that unite during fertilization (see Figure 46.12). The main function offertilization is the combining
of haploid sets of chromosomes from two individuals into a
single diploid cell, the zygote. Contact of the sperm with the
egg's surface also initiates metabolic reactions within the egg
that trigger the onset of embryonic development, thus "activating" the egg.
Fertilization has been studied most extensively in sea urchins.
Their gametes can simply be combined in seawater in the lab·
1022
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oratory, and subsequent events are easily observed. Although sea
urchins (members of phylum Echinodermata) are not vertebrates or even chordates, they share with those two groups the
characteristic of deuterostome development (see Figure 32.9).
Despite differences in the details, fertilization and early development in sea urchins provide good general models for similar
events in vertebrates.

The Acrosomal Reaction
The eggs of sea urchins are fertilized externally after the animals release their gametes into the surrounding seawater. The
jelly coat that surrounds the egg exudes soluble molecules that
attract the sperm, which swim toward the egg.
\'(fhen the head of a sea urchin sperm contacts the jelly coat
of a sea urchin egg, molecules in the egg's coat trigger the
acrosomal reaction in the sperm (Figure 47.3). This reaction begins when a specialized vesicle at the tip of the sperm,
called the acrosome, discharges hydrolytic enzymes. These
enzymes digest the jelly coat, enabling a sperm structure
called the acrosomal process to elongate, penetrating the coat.
Molecules of a protein on the tip of the acrosomal process
then adhere to specific sperm receptor proteins that extend
from the egg plasma membrane through the surrounding
meshwork of extracellular matrix, called the vitelline layer. In
sea urchins and many other animals, this "Iock-and-ke(
recognition of molecules ensures that eggs will be fertilized
only by sperm of the same species. Such specificity is especially important when fertilization occurs externally in water,
which may be teeming with gametes of other species.
Contact of the tip of the acrosomal process with the egg
membrane leads to the fusion of sperm and egg plasma membranes. The sperm nucleus then enters the egg cytoplasm.
Contact and fusion of the membranes causes ion channels to
open in the egg's plasma membrane, allowing sodium ions to
flow into the egg and change the membrane potential (see
Chapter 7). This change in membrane potential, called depolarization, is a common feature of fertilization in animals. Occurring within about 1-3 seconds after asperm binds to an egg,
depolarization prevents additional sperm from fusing with the
egg's plasma membrane. Without this fast block to
polyspermy, multiple sperm could fertilize the egg, resulting
in an aberrant number of chromosomes in the zygote.

The Cortical Reaction
The membrane depolarization lasts for only a minute or so,
thus blocking polyspermy only in the short term. However,
fusion of the egg and sperm plasma membranes also triggers
a series of changes in the egg that cause a longer-lasting block.
Key players in the longer-lasting block are numerous vesicles Iyingjust beneath the egg plasma membrane, in the rim of
cytoplasm known as the cortex. Within seconds after a sperm
binds to the egg, these vesicles, called cortical granules, fuse

e

o

Contact. The
sperm contacts the
egg's jelly coat,
triggering exocytosis of the sperm's
acrosome.

Acrosomal reaction. Hydrolytic
enzymes released from the acrosome make a hole in the jelly coat.
Growing actin filaments form the
acrosomal process, which protrudes
from the sperm head and penetrates the jelly coat. Proteins on the
surface of the acrosomal process
bind to receptors in the egg plasma
membrane.

f) Contact and fusion of
sperm and egg membranes.
Fusion triggers depolarization of the membrane,
which acts as a fast block to
polyspermy.

o

Cortical reaction. Cortical
granules in the egg fuse with
the plasma membrane. The
secreted contents clip off
sperm-binding receptors and
cause the fertilization envelope
to form. This acts as a slow
block to polyspermy.

Sperm plasma
membrane

onucleus.
Entry of sperm

Fertilization
envelope

Sperm-binding ~o::::::::j~
receptors

EGG CYTOPLASM

... Figure 47.3 The acrosomal and cortical reactions during sea urchin
fertilization. The events following contact of a single Spel"m and egg ensure that the
nucleus of only one sperm enters the egg cytoplasm. The icon at left is asJmplified drawing
of an adult sea urchin. Throughout the chapter, this and other icons of an adult frog. chicken,
and human indicate the animals whose embryos are featured in certain figures.

with the egg plasma membrane, initiating the cortical reaction
(see Figure 47.3, step 4). Cortical granules contain a treasure
trove of molecules that are now secreted into the perivitelline
space, which lies between the plasma membrane and the
vitelline layer. The secreted enzymes and other macromolecules
together push the vitelline layer away from the egg and harden
the layer, forming a protective fertilization envelope that resists the entry of additional sperm nuclei. Another enzyme
clips offand releases the external portions ofthe remaining receptor proteins, along with any attached sperm. The fertilization envelope and other changes in the egg's surface function
together as a longer-term slow block to polyspermy.
Experimental evidence. including the results described in
Figure 47,4 on the next page, indicates that a high concentration of calcium ions (Ca2+) in the egg is essential for the cortical reaction to occur. Sperm binding activates a signal
transduction pathway that causes Ca2+ to be released from the
egg's endoplasmic reticulum into the cytosol (see Figure 11.12).
The elevated Ca2+ levels then cause cortical granules to fuse
with the plasma membrane. Although understood in greatest
detail in sea urchins, the cortical reaction triggered by
Ca 2 + also occurs in vertebrates such as fishes and mammals.

Activation of the Egg
Another outcome of the sharp rise in ea2+ concentration in the
egg's cytosol is a substantial increase in the rates ofceUular respiration and protein synthesis by the egg, known as egg actimlion.
Although egg activation is normally triggered by the binding and
fusion of sperm, the unfertilized eggs of many species can be artificially activated by the injection of Ca2+ or by various mildly
injurious treatments, such as temperature shock. Artificial
activation switches on the metabolic responses of the egg and
causes it to begin developing by parthenogenesis (without fertilization by a sperm; see Glapter 46). It is even possible to artificially activate an egg that has had its own nucleus removed. This
finding shows that proteins and mRNAs present in the cytoplasm
of the unfertilized egg are sufficient for egg activation.
About 20 minutes after it enters the egg, the sperm nucleus
merges with the egg nucleus, creating the diploid nucleus of
the zygote. DNA synthesis begins, and the first cell division
occurs after about 90 minutes in the case of sea urchins and
some frogs, marking the end of the fertilization stage.
Fertilization in other species shares many features with the
process in sea urchins. However, the timing of events differs
CIiAPTER fORTY·SEVEN
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among species, as does the stage of meiosis the egg has reached by the time it is
fertilized. When they are released from
the female, sea urchin eggs have completed meiosis. In other spe<ies, the eggs
are arrested at a specific stage of meiosis;
upon fertilization, meiosis is quickly
completed along with many ofthe events
already described. Human eggs, for example, are arrested at metaphase of
meiosis II (see Figure46.12) until they are
fertilized in the female reproductive tract.

In ui

15 the distribution of Ca2+ in an egg correlated with formation
of the fertilization envelope?
EXPERIMENT

During lertilizatlOfl. fusion of cortical granules WIth the egg plasma membrane

causes the fertilization en~elope to rise and spread around the egg from the point of sperm binding.

10 sec after
fertilization

25 sec

35

sec

r---<

1 min

500

~m

Knowing that calcium ion (Ca 2 +) signaling is in~ol~ed in exocytosis, Rick Steinhardt, Gerald
Schallen, and colleagues. then at the University of California at Berkeley, hypothesized that
an Increase in (a2+ levels triggers cortical granule fUSion. To test this hypothesis. they tracked
the release of free Ca2+ in sea urchin eggs alter sperm binding to see if it correlated with for-

mation of the fertilization envelope. Afluorescent dye that glows when it binds free Ca H
was injected into unfertilized eggs. The researchers then added sea urchin sperm and observed the eggs with a fluorescence microscope, Schalten and colleaguE'S later repeated the
experiment using a more sensitive dye. producing the results shown here
RESULTS
Arise in cytosolic Ca H concentration began at the point of sperm entry
and spread in a wave to the other side of the egg, Soon after the wave passed. the fertilization envelope rose,

I

I

500j.lm

CONCLUSION
The researchers concluded that Ca H release is correlated with cortICal
granule exocytosis and formation of the fertilization envelope. supporting their hypothesis
that an increase in Cal+ levels triggers cortical granule fusion,

/ Point of
Spreading
sperm
wave of (a 2+
~ nucleus ~I"f,..,,;:,--entry

g

Ferlilization
--. /

enveloP~

SOURCES
R, $te,nflardt et al. Intracellular calcium release at fen,hzat'on in the sea urchin egg.
Developmental Biology 58:185-197 (1977), M Hafner et al,. W;we of free calaum at fertilization in the sea urchin
eg9 VIsualized W1th fura·2. Cell Motility and the Cytmkeleton 9271-277 (1988)

-mf·ilijl Suppose you were given a chemical compound that could enter the egg and
bind to Cal+, blocking its fundion, How would you use this compound to further test the
hypothesis that a rise in Cal~ levels triggers exocytosis?
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Fertilization in Mammals
In contrast to the external fertilization of
sea urchins and most other marine invertebrates, fertilization in terrestrial animals, including mammals, is generally
internal. This ensures a moist environment through which the sperm can move
toward the egg. Secretiol15 in the mammalian female reproductive tract are responsible for an increase in sperm
motility. In humal15, this enhancement of
sperm function requires about 6 hours of
exposure to the female reproductive tract.
The mammalian egg is cloaked by fol·
licle cells released along with the egg
during ovulation. A sperm must travel
through this layer of follicle cells before
it reaches the zona pclJucida, the extracellular matrix of the egg. One component of the zona pellucida functions as a
sperm receptor. Binding of a sperm to
this receptor induces an acrosomal reaction similar to that of sea urchin sperm,
facilitating sperm passage through the
zona pellucida to the egg and exposing a
protein on the sperm that binds with the
egg plasma membrane. At this point, the
two cells fuse (Figure 47.5).
As in sea urchin fertilization, the
binding of a sperm to the egg triggers
changes within the egg that lead to a cortical reaction, the release of enzymes
from cortical granules to the outside of
the cell via exocytosis. The released enzymes catalyze changes in the zona
pellucida, which then functions as the
slow block to polyspermy. (No fast block
to polyspermy is known to exist in
mammals.)

After the egg and sperm membranes fuse, the whole sperm,
tail and all, is taken into the egg. The centriole that acted as the
basal body of the sperm's flagellum ultimately generates the
mitotic spindle for the first cell division. The haploid nuclei of
the mammalian sperm and egg do not fuse immediately as
they do in sea urchin fertilization. Instead, the envelopes of
both nuclei disperse, and the two sets of chromosomes (one
set from each gamete) share a common spindle apparatus during the first mitotic division ofthe zygote. Thus, only after this
first division do the chromosomes from the two parents coex-

Zona pellucida
Follicle cell

Sperm
basal body

Cortical
granules

... Figure 47.5 Fertilization in mammals. The sperm
shown here has traveled through the follicle cells and zona
pellucida and has fused with the egg. The cortical reaction
has begun, initiating events that ensure that only one sperm
nucleus enters the cytoplasm of the egg.

ist in a true diploid nucleus with a nuclear membrane. Fertilization is much slower in mammals than in sea urchins: The first
cell division occurs 12-36 hours after sperm binding in mammals, compared with about 90 minutes in sea urchins. This cell
division marks the beginning of the next stage, cleavage.

Cleavage
Once fertilization is completed, a succession of rapid cell divisions ensues in many species. During this period, called
cleavage, the cells carry out the S(DNA synthesis) and M (mitosis) phases ofthe cell cycle; however, they often virtuallyskip
the G] and G2 (gap) phases, and little or no protein synthesis
occurs (see Figure 12.5 for a review of the cell cycle). As a result, the embryo does not enlarge significantly during this
period of development. Cleavage simply partitions the
cytoplasm of one large cell, the zygote, into many smaller cells
called blastomcrcs, each with its own nucleus, as depicted for
an echinoderm embryo in Figure 47.6.
The first five to seven divisions produce a cluster of cells,
within which a fluid-filled cavity called the blastocoel begins
to form. The blastocoel is fully formed in the blastula (pluraL
blastulae), which is thus a hollow ball ofcells. During cleavage,
different regions of cytoplasm present in the original undivided egg end up in separate blastomeres. Because the regions
may contain different cytoplasmic determinants, such as specific mRNAs and proteins, in many species this partitioning
sets the stage for subsequent developmental events.
The eggs and zygotes ofsea urchins and other animals, with
the possible exception ofmammals, have a definite polarity, established as the egg developed within the motherduringoogenesis. During cleavage in such organisms, the planes of division

•

(a) Fertilized egg. Shown here is
the zygote shortly before the
first cleavage division,
surrounded by the fertilization
envelope,

(b) Four-cell stage. Remnants of
the mitotic spindle can be seen
between the two pairs of cells
that have just completed the
second cleavage division.

(c) Early blastula. Alter further

cleavage divisions, the embryo
is a multicellular ball that is still
surrounded by the fertilization
envelope. The blastocoel has
begun to form in the center.

(d) Later blastula. A single layer of
cells surrounds a large blastocoel.
Although not visible here, the
fertilization envelope is still
present; the embryo will soon
hatch from it and begin
swimming.

... Figure 47.6 Cfeavage in an echinoderm embryo. Cleavage is a series of mitotIC cell
divisions that transform the zygote into a blastula, a hollow ball composed of cells called
blastomeres, These light micrographs show the embryonic stages of a sand dollar, which are
virtually identical to those of a sea urchin.
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follow a specific pattern relative to the poles of the zygote. The
polarity is defined by the uneven distribution of substances in
the cytoplasm, including not only cytoplasmic determinants
but also yolk (stored nutrients). In frogs and many other ani~
mals, the distribution ofyolk is a key factor influencing the pattern of cleavage. Yolk is often concentrated toward one pole of
the egg, called the vegetal pole; the yolk concentration decreases significantly toward the opposite pole, the animal
pole. The animal pole is also the site where the polar bodies of
oogenesis bud from the cell (see Figure 46.12).
Establishment of the three body axes occurs early in development (Figure 47.7a). This process has been well studied in particular frog species where the animal and vegetal
hemispheres of the zygote, named for their respective poles,
can be distinguished by color. The animal hemisphere is a
deep gray because dark~colored melanin granules are embed~
ded in the cortex in this region. The lack of melanin granules
in the vegetal hemisphere allows the yellow color of the yolk
to be visible.
The animal-vegetal axis of the egg determines the anteriorposterior (head-tail) axis of the embryo, so we can consider
the anterior-posterior axis to be already in place in the egg.
(Note, however, that these two axes are not equivalent: The
head does not form where the animal pole is.) Following fusion of the egg and the sperm, rearrangement of the amphibian egg cytoplasm establishes the dorsal-ventral (back~belly)
axis (Figure 47.7b). The plasma membrane and associated
cortex rotate with respect to the inner cytoplasm, a movement
called cortical rotation. The animal hemisphere cortex moves
toward the vegetal inner cytoplasm on the side where the
sperm nucleus entered, which is always in the animal hemi~
sphere. The vegetal hemisphere cortex across from the side of
sperm nucleus entry moves toward the inner cytoplasm ofthe
animal hemisphere.
Cortical rotation allows molecules in the unpigmented
vegetal cortex on the side opposite sperm nucleus entry,
placed there during oogenesis, to interact with molecules in
the inner cytoplasm of the animal hemisphere. These interactions activate previously inactive proteins of the vegetal
cortex. This in turn leads to the formation of cytoplasmic
determinants that will later affect gene expression in the
cells that inherit them, initiating development of dorsal
structures. In this way, cortical rotation establishes the dor~
sal-ventral axis of the zygote. In some species, this rotation
also exposes a light gray region of cytoplasm, the gray crescent, that had previously been covered by the pigmented
animal cortex near the equator of the egg (see Figure 47.7b).
Located on the side opposite sperm nucleus entry, the gray
crescent serves as a marker for the future dorsal side of the
embryo. The lighter pigment of the gray crescent can persist
through many rounds of cell division.
Figure 47.8 shows the cleavage planes during the initial cell
divisions in frogs. The first two divisions in frogs are merid1026
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(a) The three aKes of the fully developed embryo.

o determines
The polarity of the egg
the

Animal pole
Animal
hemisphere

I

anterior'posterior axis
before fertilization.
Vegetal-hemisphere

I

Vegetal pole

f) At fertilization, the
pigmented cortex slides
over the underlying
cytoplasm toward the
point of sperm nucleus
entry. This rotation (black
arrows) exposes a region
of lighter·colored cyto·
plasm, the gray crescent,
which is a marker of the
future dorsal side.

9

The first cleavage division
bisects the gray crescenl Once
the anterior-posterior and
dorsal-ventral axes are defined,
so is the left-right axis.

Point of
sperm
nucleus .I
entry~'

A

/Pigmented
cortex
Future
dorS<l1
side

Gray/
crescent

First
cleavage

(b) Establishing the axes. The polarity of the egg and cortical
rotation are critical in setting up the body axes.

... Figure 47.7 The body axes and their
establishment in an amphibian. All three axes are
established before the zygote begins to undergo cleavage.
To srudy axis establishment, researchers can block
cortical rotation or force it to occur in a specific
direction. One such study resulted in a two-headed embryo
because the ~back~ developed on both sides. What do you
think the researchers did to obtain such an embryo?

D

ional (vertical), resulting in four blastomeres of equal size,
each extending from the animal pole to the vegetal pole. The
third division is equatorial (horizontal), producing an eightcelled embryo. However, the highly uneven distribution of
yolk in the frog zygote displaces the mitotic apparatus and
eventual cytokinesis toward the animal end of the dividing
cells in equatorial divisions. As a result, the four blastomeres
in the animal hemisphere are smaller than those in the vegetal

... Figure 47.8 Cleavage in a frog embryo.
The cleavage planes in the first and second divisions
extend from the animal pole to the vegetal pole. but
the third cleavage is perpendicular to the polar axis.

gion of the egg lacking yolk undergoes
cleavage. This incomplete division of a
yolk-rich egg is known as meroblastic
Zygote
cleavage.
In birds, for example, the part of the
j
egg we commonly call the yolk is actually the entire egg cell, swollen with yolk
nutrients. If you crack open a chicken
2-cell
egg
and observe the yolk, you may see a
stage
forming
0.25 mm
small whitish area, which is a pool of
r-----<
cytoplasm located at the animal pole.
8-cell stage (viewed from
j
Cleavage of the fertilized egg is rethe animal pole). The large
amount of yolk displaces the third
stricted to this yolk-free cytoplasm; the
cleavage toward the animal pole.
dense yolk remains uncleaved. Early
4-cell
forming two tiers of cells. The four
cleavage divisions in a bird embryo procells near the animal pole (closer.
stage
in this view) are smaller than the
forming
duce a cap ofcells that rest on the undiother four cells (SEM).
vided yolk and sort into upper and
lower layers. The cavity between these
j
m'o layers is the avian version of the
8-cell
blastocoel, and this embryonic stage is
stage
0.25 mm
the avian equivalent of the blastula, alr-----<
though its form is different from the
Blastula (at least 128 cells). As
hollow ball ofan early sea urchin or frog
cleavage continues. a fluid-filled
embryo.
cavity. the blastocoel. forms within
Vegetal pole
the embryo, Because of unequal
In insects such as Drosophila, the
Blastocoel
cell division due to the large
zygote's nucleus is situated within a
amount of yolk in the vegetal
hemisphere. the blastocoel IS
mass of yolk. Cleavage begins with the
located in the animal hemisphere.
nucleus undergoing mitotic divisions
Blastula
Both the drawing and the SEM
(cross
that
are not accompanied by cytokishow cross sections of a blastula
section)
with about 4.000 cells
nesis. In other words, no cell membranes form around the early nuclei.
The first several hundred nuclei are
spread throughout the yolk and later
hemisphere at the eight-cell stage. The displacing effect of the
migrate to the outer edge of the embryo. After several more
yolk persists in subsequent divisions, which produce a blasrounds of mitosis, a plasma membrane forms around each
nucleus, and the embryo, now the equivalent of a blastula,
tula. In frogs, this unequal cell division causes the blastocoel to
be located in the animal hemisphere.
consists of a single layer of about 6,000 cells surrounding a
Although the eggs of sea urchins and some other animals
mass of yolk.
have less yolk than frog eggs, they still have an animal-vegetal
axis, owing to uneven distribution of other substances. WithGastrulation
out the restraint imposed by yolk, however, the blastomeres
formed during cleavage are more likely to be of similar size,
After cleavage, the rate of cell division slows dramatically.
particularly during the first few divisions (see Figure 47.6).
Groups of cells then undergo the morphogenetic process
Nonetheless, the general cleavage pattern in frogs is seen in
called gastrulation, taking up new locations that will allow
sea urchins and other echinoderms, in most chordates, and inthe later formation of tissues and organs. During this
deed in most deuterostomes. In animals whose eggs contain
process, the embryo is called a gastrula (plural, gastrulae).
relatively little yolk, the blastocoel is centrally located, and the
For organisms with a two-layered body plan, such as the
cnidarian Hydra, this rearrangement can be fairly simple. For
cleavage furrow passes all the way through the cells, a pattern
called holoblastic cleavage.
most animals, however, gastrulation is a dramatic rearrangement of the cells of the blastula that produces a three-layered
Yolk is most plentiful and has its most pronounced effect
embryo with a primitive digestive tube. Although gastrulaon cleavage in the eggs of birds, other reptiles, many fishes,
tion differs in detail from one animal group to another, the
and insects. In these species, the volume of yolk is so great
that cleavage furrows cannot pass through it, and only the reprocess is driven by the same general mechanisms in all

~j
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species: changes in cell motility, changes in cell shape, and
Gastrulation in sea urchins produces an embryo with a
changes in cellular adhesion to other cells and to molecules
primitive digestive tube and three germ layers, which deof the extracellular matrix. The result of gastrulation is that
velopmental biologists commonly color-code in diasome cells at or near the surface of the blastula move to an
grams: blue for ectoderm, red for mesoderm, and yellow
interior location, and three cell [ayers are established. The
for endoderm (see Figure 47.9). This three-layered body
plan is characteristic of most animal phyla and is estabpositioning of the three cell layers in the fully developed gaslished very early in development. In the sea urchin, the
trula allows cells to interact with each other in new ways,
leading to the generation of the body's organs.
gastrula develops into a ciliated larva that drifts in ocean
The three layers produced by gastrulation are embryonic tissurface waters as zooplankton, feeding on bacteria and
sues collectively called the embryonic germ layers. In the late
unicellular algae. Eventually, the larva metamorphoses
gastrula, the ectoderm forms the outer layer, the endoderm
into the adult form of the sea urchin, which takes up residence on the ocean floor.
lines the embryonic digestive tract, and the mesoderm partly
fills the space between the ectoderm and
the endoderm. Eventually, these three cell
layers develop into aU the tissues and organsofthe adult animal. Hereweexamine
Future ectoderm
the events that occur during gastrulation
The blastula consists of
Future mesoderm
a single layer of ciliated
in the sea urchin, frog, and chick.
Future endoderm
cells surrounding the
Figure 47.9 outlines gastrulation in a
blastocoel. Gastrulation
Blastocoel-__
sea urchin embryo. The sea urchin blastula
begins with the migration
of mesenchyme cells from
consists of a single layer of cells enclosing
Mesenchyme
the vegetal pole into the
cells
the central blastocoel. Gastrulation begins
blastocoel.
at the vegetal pole, where individual cells
detach from the blastocoel wall and envegetal----vCegetal
f.) The vegetal plate
invaginates (buckles
plate
pole
ter the blastocoel as migratory cells
inward). Mesenchyme cells
called mesenchyme cells. The remaining
migrate throughout the
cells near the vegetal pole flatten slightly
blastocoel.
Blastocoel
and form a vegetal plate that buckles
Endoderm cells form
inward as a result of cell shape changes
the archenteron (future
we will discuss later. This process is
digestive tube). New
called invagination. The buckled vegemesenchyme cells at the
tip of the tube begin to
tal plate then undergoes extensive resend out thin extensions
arrangement of its cells, transforming
(filopodia) toward the
the shallow invagination into a deeper,
blastocoel wall (left, LM).
narrower, blind-ended tube called the
archenteron. The open end of the arch() The filopodia then
enteron, which will become the anus, is
Blastopore
50).lm
contract, dragging the
called the blastopore. A second openarchenteron across the
ing, which will become the mouth,
Blastocoel
blastocoel.
forms when the opposite end of the
Ectoderm~-.:~LV
Archenteron
0 Fusion of the archenarchenteron touches the inside of the
teron
with the blastocoel
ectoderm and the two layers fuse, proBlastopore
wall completes formation
Mouth-----'
ducing a rudimentary digestive tube. As
.~------------1 of the digestive tube,
which now has a mouth
you learned in Chapter 32, the developand an anus. The gastrula
Mesenchyme
Digestive tube (endoderm)
mental mode of animals can be catego(mesoderm
has three germ layers and
rized in part by whether the mouth is
Anus (from blastopore)
forms future
is covered with cilia, which
will function later in
skeleton)
the first opening formed (protostome
feeding and movement.
development) or the second (deutero... Figure 47.9 Gastrulation in a sea urchin embryo. The movement of cells
stome development). Sea urchins and
during gastrulation forms an embryo with a primitive digestive tube and three germ
other echinoderms have deuterostome
layers, Some of the mesodermal mesenchyme cells that migrate inward (step 0) will
development, as do chordates like oureventually secrete calcium carbonate and form a simple internal skeleton. Embryos in
selves and other vertebrates.
steps 0-0 are viewed from the front, those in 0 and 0 from the side,
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In the frog, gastrulation also produces a three-layered embryo with an archenteron. The mechanics of gastrulation are
more complicated in a frog, however, because of the large,
yolk~laden cells of the vegetal hemisphere and because the
wall of the blastula is more than one cell thick in most species.
Gastrulation begins on the dorsal side of the blastula when a
group of cells begins to invaginate-change shape and push
inward-forming a crease along the region where the gray
crescent formed in the zygote (see Figure 47.7). It may help to

SURFACE VIEW

o Gastrulation
begins when a small
indented crease. the blastopore. appears
on the dorsal side of the late blastula The
crease is formed by cells changing shape
and pushing inward from the surface
(invagination). Sheets of outer cells then
roll inward over the dorsal lip (involution)
and move into the interior (shown by the
dashed arrow), where they will form
endoderm and mesoderm. Meanwhile,
cells at the animal pole, the future
ectoderm. change shape and begin
spreading over the outer surface.

think of this crease as the site where two thin lips are pressed
together. The part above this crease becomes the dorsal side of
the blastopore, called the dorsal lip (Figure 47.10). Like a
slowly widening frown, the blastopore extends at each end of
the crease as new cells push inward. Finally, the two ends ofthe
blastopore meet on the ventral side. The blastopore is now a
complete circle.
As the blastopore is forming, future endoderm and mesoderm cell layers on the surface of the embryo roll over the edge

CROSS SECTION

Blastocoel

Dorsal lip
of blastopore

Dorsal lip
of blastopore

Blastopore
Early
gastrula

f) The blastopore extends around both sides

Vegetal pole

Blastocoel
shrinking

of the embryo (red arrows), as more cells
invaginate. When the ends finally meet on
the other side, the blastopore forms a
circle that becomes smaller as ectoderm
spreads downward over the surface.
Internally, continued involution expands
the endoderm and mesoderm, and the
archenteron begins to form; as a result.
the blastocoel becomes smaller.

o archenteron
Late in gastrulation, the endoderm-lined
has completely replaced the

Archenteron

Ectoderm

blastocoel and the three germ layers are
in place. The circular blastopore surrounds
a plug of yolk-filled cells.

Blastocoel
remnant

Mesoderm
Endoderm

Archenteron

K.y
•

Future ectoderm

•

Future mesoderm
Future endoderm

Blastopore
Late
gastrula

Blastopore - - - Yolk plug

... Figure 47.10 Gastrulation in a frog embryo.
In the frog blastula. the blastocoel is displaced tOl'lard the animal pole and is surrounded by
a wall several cells thick. The cell movements that begin gastrulation occur on the dorsal
side of the blastula, where the gray crescent was located in the zygote (see Figure 47.7b).
Although still visible as gastrulation begins, the gray crescent is not shown here.
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of the lip into the interior of the embryo, a process called
involution. Once inside the embryo, these cells move away
from the blastopore toward the animal pole and become or~
ganized into layers of endoderm and mesoderm, with the en~
doderm on the inside. The blastocoel collapses during this
process, displaced by the archenteron that is formed by the
tube of endoderm. As gastrulation is completed, the circular
lip of the blastopore encircles a yolk plug consisting of the
outer nutrient-laden cells; these protruding cells will move
inward as expansion of the ectoderm causes the blastopore
to shrink further. At this point, the cells remaining on the
surface make up the ectoderm, the tube of endoderm is the
innermost layer, and the mesoderm lies between them. As in
the sea urchin, the frog's anus develops from the blastopore,
and the mouth eventually breaks through at the opposite end
of the archenteron after it extends to the ventral side near the
animal pole.
Gastrulation in the chick is similar to frog gastrulation in
that it involves cells moving from the surface of the embryo to
an interior location. In birds, however, the inward movement
ofcells during gastrulation is affected by the large mass ofyolk
pressing against the bottom of the embryo. Recall that cleav-
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Various regions of the three embryonic germ layers de~
velop into the rudiments of organs during the process of
organogenesis. \Vhereas gastrulation involves mass movements of cells, organogenesis involves more localized shape
changes in both tissues and individual cells. The first evidence of organ building is the appearance of tissue folds
and splits and dense clustering (condensation) of cells.
Figure 47.12 shows some events during early organogenesis in a frog. The organs that begin to take shape first in the
embryos of frogs and other chordates are the neural tube and
the notochord, the skeletal rod characteristic of all chordate
embryos. The notochord is formed from dorsal mesoderm
that condenses when cells associate tightly as a group just
above the archenteron (Figure 47.12a). The ectoderm above
the notochord becomes the neural plate in response to a
number of signaling molecules secreted by mesodermal and
other tissues. Changes in cell shape then cause the neural
plate to curve inward, rolling itself into the neural tube,
which runs along the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo
(Figure 47.12b). The neural tube will become the animal's
central nervous system-the brain in the head and the spinal
cord down the rest of the body. The signaling received by the
ectoderm is a good example of a process seen often during
organogenesis: One germ layer sends molecular signals to
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Ventral

,

Epiblas

,z-"'
'
'
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... Figure 47.11 Gastrulation in a chick embryo.
The chick blastula consists of an upper layer of cells, the
epiblast. and a lower layer, the hypoblast, with a space (the
blastocoel) lying between them. This is a cross section at a
right angle to the primitive streak, looking toward the
anterior end of a gastrulating embryo. During gastrulation,
some cells of the epiblast migrate (arrows) into the interior
of the embryo through the primitive streak. Some of these
cells move downward and form endoderm, pushing aside
the hypoblast cells, while others migrate laterally and form
mesoderm. The cells left behind on the surface of the
embryo at the end of gastrulation will become edoderm.
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age in the chick results in a stage equivalent to the blastula.
This stage, called the blastoderm, consists of upper and lower
layers-the epiblast and hypoblast-lying atop the yolk mass.
All the cells that will form the embryo come from the epiblast.
During gastrulation, some epiblast cells move toward the midline of the blastoderm and then detach and move inward toward the yolk (Figure 47.11). The pileup of cells moving
inward at the blastoderm's midline produces a thickening
called the primitive streak, which runs along the embryo's
anterior-posterior axis. The primitive streak is functionally
equivalent to the blastopore in the frog, but the two structures
are oriented differently in the two embryos. Some of the
inward-moving epiblast cells displace hypoblast cells and form
the endoderm; other epiblast cells move laterally once they are
midway into the blastocoel, forming the mesoderm. The epi~
blast cells that remain on the surface give rise to the ectoderm.
Although the hypoblast contributes no cells to the embryo, it
seems to help direct the formation of the primitive streak before the onset of gastrulation and is required for normal development. The hypoblast cells later segregate from the
endoderm and eventually form portions of a sac that surrounds the yolk and a stalk that connects the yolk mass to the
embryo.
Despite variations in how the three germ layers form in different species, once they are in place, gastrulation is complete.
Now is the time when the embryo's organs begin to form.

Eye

Neural folds

Somites

Neural plate

1
Neural crest
cells

Coelom

Notochord
Ectoderm

Endoderm

Neural crest
cells

(a) Neural plate formation. By this stage,
the notochord has developed from
dorsal mesoderm, and the dorsal
ectoderm has thickened, forming the
neural plate, In response to signals
from other embryonic tissues The
neural folds are the two ridges that
form the lateral edges of the neural
plate, These folds are visible in the LM
of a whole embryo.

1. ·

Archenteron
(digestive
cavity)

Outer layer
of ectoderm

Mesoderm

(b) Neural tube formation. Infolding
and pinching off of the neural plate
generates the neural tube.
Note the neural crest cells, which will
migrate and give rise to numerous
structures, (See also Figure 34,7.)

(c) Somites. The SEM is a side view of the
whole embryo at the tail·bud stage. Part
of the ectoderm has been removed to
reveal the somltes, blocks of tissue that
will give nse to segmental structures
such as vertebrae The drawing shows a
similar-stage embryo after formation of
the neural tube, as if the embryo in the
SEM were cut and viewed in cross
section. By this time, the lateral
mesoderm has begun to separate into
two tissue layers that line the coelom, or
body cavity, The somltes, formed from
mesoderm, flank the notochord,

F;gure 47.12 Ea.,y o.g.nogeno,;, ;n. '<og emb",o.

another, thereby affecting gene expression and determining
the fate of the second.
In vertebrate embryos, a band ofcells called the neural crest
develops along the borders where the neural tube pinches off
from the ectoderm. Neural crest cells subsequently migrate
to various parts of the embryo, forming peripheral nerves,
parts of teeth, skull bones, and so many other different cell
types that some developmental biologists have suggested that
the neural crest could be considered a fourth germ layer.
Other condensations of cells occur in strips of mesoderm
lateral to the notochord, which separate into blocks called
somites (Figure 47.l2c). The somites are arranged serially on
both sides along the length of the notochord. Parts of the
somites dissociate into mesenchyme cells, which migrate individually to new locations. Note that these cells are both

mesodermal and mesenchymal (migratory). (Be careful not to
confuse the two terms.) Some mesenchyme cells gather
around the notochord and form the vertebrae. Parts of the notochord between the vertebrae persist as the inner portions of
the vertebral disks in adults. (These are the disks that can "slip;'
causing back pain.) Somite cells that become mesenchymal
later also form the muscles associated with the vertebral column and the ribs. Note that serially repeating structures of the
embryo (somites) form repeated structures in the adult. The
serial origin of the vertebral column, ribs, and their muscles
reinforces the idea that chordates are basically segmented animals, although the segmentation becomes less obvious later
in development. Lateral to the somites, the mesoderm splits
into two layers that form the lining of the body cavity, or
coelom (see Figure 32.8).
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Notochord

... Figure 47.13
Organogenesis in
a chick embryo.
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(a) Early organogenesis. The archenteron forms when lateral folds

pinch the embryo away from the yolk. The embryo remains open
to the yolk, attached by the yolk stalk, about midway along its
length. as shown in this cross section The notochord, neural
tube, and somites subsequently develop much as they do in the
frog. The germ layers lateral to the embryo itself form
extraembryonic membranes (to be discussed later).

As organogenesis progresses, morphogenesis and cell differentiation continue to refine the organs that arise from the
three embryonic germ layers; many of the internal organs are
derived from two of the three layers. Embryonic development
of the frog leads to a larval stage, the tadpole, which hatches
from the jelly coat that originally protected the egg and de~
veloping embryo. Later, metamorphosis transforms the frog
from the aquatic, herbivorous tadpole to the terrestrial, car~
nivorous adult.
Organogenesis in the chick is quite similar to that in the
frog. After the three germ layers are formed, the borders of
the blastoderm fold downward and come together, pinching
the embryo into a three-layered tube joined under the middle of the body to the yolk (Figure 47.lla). Neural tube formation, development of the notochord and somites, and
other events in organogenesis occur much as in the frog embryo. The rudiments of the major organs are evident in a
2- to 3-day-old chick embryo (Figure 47.13bl.
... Figure 47.14 Adult derivatives of
the three embryonic germ layers in
vertebrates.
Given what you know about the rhree
germ layers and morphogenesis,
propose an explanation for how rhe epithelial
linings of the mouth and anus are formed

D
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(b) late organogenesis. Rudiments of most major
organs have already formed in this chick embryo,
which is about 56 hours old and about 2-3 mm
long. The extraembryonic membranes
eventually are supplied by blood vessels
extending from the embryo; several major blood
vessels are seen here (lM),

In invertebrates, organogenesis is somewhat different,
which makes sense, given that their body plans diverge significantly from those of vertebrates. The underlying mechanisms, however, involve many of the same cellular activities:
cell migration, cell condensations, cell signaling between different tissues, and cell shape changes generating new organs.
For example, in flies and other insects, tissues of the nervous
system form when ectoderm along the anterior-posterior axis
rolls into a tube inside the embryo, like the vertebrate neural
tube. Interestingly, however, the tube ison the ventral side ofthe
fly embryo rather than the dorsal side, where it is in vertebrates.
In spite ofthe different locations, the molecular signaling pathways that bring about the events in the two groups areverysimilar, underscoring their ancient shared evolutionary history.
Specifying the location ofthe three germ layers in a gastrula
is quite straightforward, but during organogenesis, as you can
see, the layers move and change shape, defying generalization.
Figure 47.14 summarizes organogenesis by listing the germ

ENDODERM
• Epidermis of skin and its
derivatives (including sweat
glands, hair follicles)
• Epithelial lining of mouth
and anus
• Cornea and lens of eye
• Nervous system
• Sensory receptors in
epidermis
• Adrenal medulla
• Tooth enamel
• Epithelium of pineal and
pituitary glands
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notochord
Skeletal system
Muscular system
Muscular layer of
stomach and intestine
Excretory system
Circulatory and lymphatic
systems
Reproductive system
(except germ cells)
Dermis of skill
Lining of body cavity
Adrenal cortex

• Epithelial lining of
digestive tract
• Epithelial lining of
respiratory system
• lining of urethra, urinary
bladder. and reproductive
system
• liver
• Pancreas
• Thymus
• Thyroid and parathyroid
glands

layers that produce the major organs and tissues in frogs,
chicks, and other vertebrates.

Developmental Adaptations of Amniotes
All vertebrate embryos require an aqueous environment for
development. In the case of fishes and amphibians, the egg is
usually laid in the surrounding sea or pond and needs no special watedilled enclosure. The movement ofvertebrates onto
land could occur only after the evolution of structures that
would allow reproduction in dry environments. Two such
structures exist today: (1) the shelled egg of birds and other
reptiles, as well as a few mammals (monotremes), and (2) the
uterus of marsupial and eutherian mammals. Inside the shell
or uterus, the embryos of these animals are surrounded by
fluid within a sac formed by a membrane called the amnion.
Reptiles (including birds) and mammals are therefore called
amniotes (see Chapter 34).

Amnion. The amnion protects
the embryo in a fluid-filled
cavity that prevents
dehydration and cushions
mechanical shock.

Allantois. The allantois
functions as a disposal sac for
certain metabolic wastes
produced by the embryo. The
membrane of the allantois
also functions with the
chorion as a respiratory organ.

Embryo
Amniotic
cavity
with
amniotic
fluid

Albumen

Shell
Yolk
(nutrients)

Chorion. The chorion and the
membrane of the allantois
exchange gases between the
embryo and the surrounding
air. Oxygen and carbon
dioxide diffuse freely across
the egg's shell.

Yolk sac. The yolk sac surrounds
the yolk, a stockpile of
nutrients stored in the egg.
Blood vessels in the yolk sac
membrane transport nutrients
from the yolk into the embryo.
Other nutrients are stored in
the albumen (the "egg
white").

.. Figure 47.15 Extraembryonic membranes in
birds and other reptiles. There are four extraembryonic membranes: the amnion, the allantois, the
chorion, and the yolk sac. Each membrane is a sheet of
cells that develops from portions of two germ layers that
are outside the embryo (see Figure 47, 13a),

You have already seen that embryonic development of the
chick, an amniote, is very similar to that of the frog, a vertebrate that lacks an amnion. However, in the chick, development also includes the formation of extraembryonic
membranes, membranes located outside the embryo. Notice
in Figure 47.13a that only part of each germ layer contributes
to the embryo itself. The parts of the germ layers located outside the embryo proper develop into four extraembryonic
membranes, each a sheet of cells derived from two germ layers (Figure 47.15). The chorion, which completely surrounds
the embryo and the other extraembryonic membranes, functions in gas exchange. The amnion eventually encloses the
embryo in a protective, fluid-filled amniotic cavity. Below the
developing embryo proper, the yolk sac encloses the yolk,
which provides nutrients until the time of hatching. The
allantois disposes of waste products and contributes to gas
exchange. These four extraembryonic membranes provide a
"life-support system~ for further embryonic development
within the shelled egg or the uterus of an amniote.
We will discuss mammalian extraembryonic membranes
next as we describe early development in mammalian embryos. Formation of the placenta, a structure found only in
marsupial and eutherian mammals, is an important part of
this process.

Mammalian Development
In contrast with the large, yolky eggs of birds, other reptiles,
and monotremes, mammalian eggs are typically quite small,
storing little in the way of food reserves. In most mammalian
species, fertilization takes place in the oviduct, and the earliest stages of development occur while the embryo completes
its journey down the oviduct to the uterus (see Figure 46.15).
As already mentioned, the mammalian egg and zygote have
not yet been shown to exhibit polarity with respect to cytoplasmic contents, and cleavage ofthe zygote, which lacks yolk,
is holoblastic. Despite the lack of yolk, however, mammalian
gastrulation and early organogenesis follow a pattern similar
to that of birds and other reptiles.
Because ethical concerns preclude experimentation on human embryos, knowledge about human development has
been based partly on what we can extrapolate from other
mammals, such as the mouse, and partly on observation of
very early human development following in vitro fertilization.
In humans, the first division is complete about 36 hours after
fertilization, the second division at about 60 hours, and the
third division at about 72 hours. The blastomeres are equal in
size. At the eight-cell stage, the blastomeres become tightly adhered to one another, causing the outer surface of the embryo
to take on a smooth appearance. Figure 47.16, on the next
page, depicts development of the human embryo starting
about 6 days after fertilization. Our description in the text follows the numbers in the figure.
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Endometrial
epithelium
(uterine lining)

0

Inner cell mass
Trophoblast
Blastocoel

o Blastocyst

reaches uterus.
Expanding
region of
trophoblast

6

Epiblast
Hypoblast
Trophoblast

8

Blastocyst implants
(7 days alter fertilization),

Expanding
region of
trophoblast
Amniotic
cavity
Epiblast
Hypoblast
Yolk sac (from
hypoblast)

o start
EKlraembryonic membranes
to form (10-11 days), and

!

o

EKlraembryonic
mesoderm cells
(from epiblast)
Chorion (from
trophoblast)

gastrulation begins (13 days),
Amnion
Chorion
Ectoderm
Mesoderm
Endoderm
Yolk sac
Extraembryonic
mesoderm
Allantois

o Gastrulation
has produced a threelayered embryo with four
extraembryonic membranes.

.... Figure 47.16 Four stages in early embryonic
development of a human. The epiblast giv~ rise to
the three germ layers. which form the embryo proper,
See the text for a d~cription of each stage,
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At the completion of cleavage, the embryo has more
than 100 cells arranged around a central cavity and has
traveled down the oviduct to the uterus. This embryonic
stage, the blastocyst, is the mammalian version of a
blastula. Clustered at one end of the blastocyst cavity is
a group of cells called the inner cell mass, which will
subsequently develop into the embryo proper and form
or contribute to all the extraembryonic membranes. It is
the cells of the very early blastocyst stage that are the
source of embryonic stem cell lines.
The trophoblast, the outer epithelium ofthe blastocyst,
does not contribute to the embryo itself but instead provides support services. First, it initiates implantation by
secreting enzymes that break down molecules of the endometrium, the lining of the uterus. This allows the blastocyst to invade the endometrium. Then, as the
trophoblast thickens through cell division, it extends fingerlike projections into the surrounding maternal tissue,
which is rich in blood vessels. Invasion by the trophoblast leads to erosion of capillaries in the endometrium, causing blood to spill out and bathe
trophoblast tissues. Around the time of implantation,
the inner cell mass ofthe blastocyst forms a flat disk with
an upper layer of cells, the epiblast, and a lower layer, the
hypoblast, which are homologous to the epiblast and hypoblast of birds. As in birds, the human embryo develops almost entirely from epiblast cells.
As implantation is completed, gastrulation begins. Cells
move inward from the epiblast through a primitive
streak and form mesoderm and endoderm, just as in the
chick (see Figure 47.11). At the same time, extraembryonic membranes begin to form. The trophoblast continues to expand into the endometrium. The invading
trophoblast, mesodermal cells derived from the epiblast,
and adjacent endometrial tissue all contribute to formation of the placenta (see Figure 46.16). The placenta is a
vital organ that mediates exchange of nutrients, gases,
and nitrogenous wastes between the embryo and the
mother. The placenta also produces hormones and protects the embryo from a maternal immune response.
By the end of gastrulation, the embryonic germ layers
have formed. The three-layered embryo is now surrounded by proliferating extraembryonic mesoderm
and the four extraembryonic membranes.

The extraembryonic membranes in mammals are homologous to those of birds and other reptiles (see Figure 47.15) and
develop in a similar way. Gas exchange occurs across the
chorion, and the amnion cushions the developing embryo. TIle
fluid from the amniotic cavity is the "water" expelled from the
mother's vagina when the amnion breaks just prior to childbirth. Below the developing mammalian embryo, the yolk sac
encloses more fluid. Although this cavity contains no yolk, the
membrane that surrounds it is given the same name as the ho-

mologous membrane in birds and other reptiles. The yolk sac
membrane of mammals is a site of early formation of blood
cells, which later migrate into the embryo proper. The allantois
in mammals is incorporated into the umbilical cord. Here it
forms blood vessels that transport oxygen and nutrients from
the placenta to the embryo and rid the embryo of carbon dioxide and nitrogenous wastes. Thus, the extraembryonic membranes ofshelled eggs, where embryos are nourished with yolk,
were conserved in mammals as they diverged from reptiles in
the course of evolution, but with modifications adapted to development within the reproductive tract of the mother.
As you learned in Chapter 46, identical (monozygotic)
twins can arise when embryonic cells become separated. The
timing of the separation determines the nature of the twins'
arrangement in the uterus with regard to their extraembryonic
membranes. If the separation occurs quite early, before the trophoblast and inner cell mass become differentiated, then two
embryos will grow, each with its own chorion and amnion. This
is the case in about a third of nvin births. In most of the remainder, the separation occurs a little later, after the chorion
forms but before the amnion forms. The two embryos that develop therefore share a chorion but have separate amnions. In
very rare cases, two groups ofcells become separated even later,
and the two embryos share a common chorion and amnion.
In this section, you have learned about the main events ofembryonic development in animals. Next, we will address the cellular and molecular mechanisms by which these events occur.
CONCEPT

CHECK

47.1

I. How does the fertilization envelope form in sea
urchins? What is its function?
2. A frog zygote and frog blasmla are nearly the same
size. Explain this observation.
3. Contrast the effects of cleavage and gastrulation on
development of the embryo.
4. Explain how the neural tube forms and how neural
crest cells arise.
5. • i,'!lful¥M Predict what would happen if you in·
jected Ca 2 + into an unfertilized sea urchin egg.
6. • i,'!lful¥M How many chorions and amnions are
present in the case of conjoined ("Siamese") rn'ins?
(These twins are always monozygotic.)
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

pIes have emerged as being fundamental to the development of
all animals. Morphogenesis is a major aspect of development
in both animals and plants, but only in animals does it involve
the movement of cells. The rigid cell wall that surrounds plant
cells prevents complex movements like those occurring during
gastrulation. In animals, movement of parts of a cell can bring
about changes in cell shape or enable a cell to migrate from one
place to another within the embryo. Changes in both cell shape
and cell position are involved in cleavage, gastrulation, and
organogenesis. Here we consider some of the cellular components and behaviors that contribute to these events.

The Cytoskeleton, Cell Motility, and
Convergent Extension
O1anges in the shape ofacell usually involve reorganization ofthe
cytoskeleton (see Table 6.1). Consider, for example, how the cells
ofthe neural plate form the neural tube (figure 47.17), First, microtubules oriented parallel to the dorsal-ventral axis of the embryo apparently help lengthen the cells in that direction. At the
dorsal end of each cell is a parallel array of microfilaments (actin
filaments) oriented crosswise. These microfilaments contract,
giving the cells a wedge shape that forces the ectoderm layer to

Ectoderm
\

Neural
plate '"

0
I

0
I

OCuboidal ecto,'..!, -.:. .....
"'~..Jdermal cells
,~- 1.- ,; '.'
form a continuoussheet

llllll\ ~\~

eActin fila·
ments at the
dorsal end of
the cells may
then contract,
deforming the
cells into wedge
shapes.

• ~\'l

j

involves specific changes in cell
shape, position, and adhesion

Although biologists are far from fully understanding cellular
and molecular developmental mechanisms, several key princi-

OCeti wedging

,~""-H;"
th, 0"0';"
~ ',,"""'"
direction causes

======

III

--=:;:::; III

r:"~";;~:g:n~~~ in animals

GMicrotubules
help elongate
the cells of the
neural plate.

the ectoderm to
form a Hhinge.
H

QPinching off
_ - - - - - - - - - - of the neural
plate forms the
neural tube.

I

... figure 47.17 Change in cell shape during
morphogenesis. Reorganization of the cytoskeleton

IS associated
with morphogenetic changes in embryonic tissues, as shown here for
the formation of the neural tube in vertebrates.
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bend inward. Similar changes in cell shape occur throughout development in other places, such as the hinge regions where the
neural tube is pinching off from the ectoderm and sites where
evaginations (outpocketings) of tissue layers form.
The cytoskeleton also drives cell migration, the active
movement of cells from one place to another in developing animals. Cells ~crawl~ within the embryo by using cytoskeletal
fibers to extend and retract cellular protrusions. This type of
motility is akin to the amoeboid movement described in
Figure 6.27b; but in contrast with the thick pseudopodia of
some amoeboid cells, the cellular protrusions of migrating
embryonic cells are usually nat sheets (Iamellipodia) or spikes
(filopodia).
During gastrulation in some organisms, invagination begins when cuboidal cells on the surface ofthe blastula be<ome
wedge-shaped. However, the movement of cells deeper into
the embryo involves the extension of filopodia by cells at the
leading edge of the migrating tissue. The cells that first move
through the blastopore and up along the inside of the blastocoel wall drag others behind them, thus helping direct movement of the entire sheet of cells from the embryo's surface into
appropriate locations in the blastocoel. The involuted sheet
then forms the endoderm and mesoderm of the embryo (see
Figure 47.10). There are also many situations in which cells
migrate individually, as when the cells of a somite or the neural crest disperse to various parts of the embryo. In fact, during gastrulation in many species, the mesoderm moves into
the embryo as individual cells. We have seen two such examples thus far, in the sea urchin and the chick.
Cell crawling is also involved in convergent extension, a
type ofmorphogenetic movement in which the cells ofa tissue
layer rearrange themselves so that the sheet becomes narrower (converges) while it becomes longer (extends). It's as ifa
crowd of people waiting to enter a theater for a concert were
told that the doors would not open until they formed a singlefile line; the line would become much longer as it narrowed. In
the embryo, the cells elongate, with their ends pointing in the
direction they will move, and they wedge between each other
into fewer columns of cells (figure 47.18). \'V'hen many cells
converge this way, the tissue can extend dramatically. Convergent extension is important in early embryonic development.
It occurs, for example, as the archenteron elongates in the sea
urchin embryo and during involution in the frog gastrula. In
the latter case, convergent extension is responsible for changing the spherical shape of the gastrula to the rounded rectangular shape of the frog embryo seen in Figure 47. 12c.

... Figure 47.18 Convergent extension
of a sheet of cells. In this simplified
diagram. the cells elongate in a particular
direction and crawl between each other
(convergence). as the sheet becomes longer
and narrower (extension)
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Role of Cell Adhesion Molecules and the
Extracellular Matrix
Scientists are refining their understanding of the signaling
pathways that trigger and guide cell movement and cell interactions during morphogenesis. A key group of proteins that
contribute to cell migration and stable tissue structure are glycoproteins called cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), transmembrane cell-surface proteins that bind to CAMs on other
cells. CAMs vary in amount, chemical identity, or both from
one type of cell to another. These differences help regulate
morphogenetic movements and tissue building.
One important class of CAMs is the cadherins, which require calcium ions outside the cell for proper function. There
are many different cadherins, and the gene for each cadherin
is expressed in specific locations at spe<ific times during embryonic development. Janet Heasman, Chris Wylie, and colleagues have vividly demonstrated the importance of one
particular cadherin in the formation of the frog blastula
(figure 47.19). Cadherins are also involved in the tight adhesion of cells in the mammalian embryo that first occurs at the
eight-cell stage, when cadherin production begins.
The processes ofcell migration and tissue organization also
involve the extracellular matrix (ECM), the meshwork of secreted glycoproteins and other macromolecules lying outside
the plasma membranes of cells (see Figure 6.30). The ECM
helps to guide cells in many types of morphogenetic movements, such as migration ofindividual cells or shape changes of
cell sheets. On the cells that undergo movement, membrane
proteins act as receptors that bind specific ECM molecules. An
organized array of ECM fibers may function as tracks, directing migrating cells along particular routes. Other substances in
the ECM keep cells on the correct paths by inhibiting migration
off the path. Thus, nonmigratory cells along migration pathways may promote or inhibit movement of other cells, depending on the specific molecules they secrete into the ECM.
Several kinds of extracellular glycoproteins, such as fibronectin, promote cell migration by providing specific molecular anchorage for moving cells. For example, fibronectin
plays such a role at the leading edge of the involuting tissue
during frog gastrulation. Fibronectin fibers line the roofofthe
blastocoel, and as the future mesoderm moves into the interior of the embryo, the cells at the free edge of the involuting
sheet migrate along the fibers (see Figure 47.10). Researchers
can prevent the attachment of cells to fibronectin by injecting
embryos with antibodies against either fibronectin or the

•
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Is cadherin required for development of the
blastula?

Is an organized fibronectin matrix required for
convergent extension?

EXPERIMENT
In 1994. Janet Heasman, Chris Wylie. and
colleagues, then at the WeilcomelCRC Institute in Cambridge.
England. injected frog eggs with nucleic acid complementary to the
mRNA encoding a cadru~rin knovom as EP cadherin. This "antisense"
nucleic acid leads to destruction of EP cadherin mRNA, so no EP cadherin protein is produced. Frog sperm were then added to experimen-

EXPERIMENT

tal ~njededl eggs and to (oolrol (noninjectedl eggs. The embryos
that developed were observed with a scanning electron microscope.
RESULTS
As shown in these SEMs of cut-open embryos,
fertilized control eggs developed into normal blastulae, but fertilized experimental eggs did not. In the absence of EP cadherin,
the blastocoel did not form properly, and the cells were arranged
in a disorganized fashion.
0.25 mm
0.25 mm
r----<
r----<

Mungo Marsden and Doug DeSimone. at the
of Virginia, wondered whether an organized fibronedin matrix was essential for con~ergent extension. Into
the blastocoels of frog blastulae, they injected molecules that
would block the interaction offibronectin with its receptor protein on cell surfaces, knowing from pre~ious work that this
would block organization of the fibronectin matrix. As a control.
they injected a ~ery similar molecule that did not block matrix
assembly. They compared con~ergent extension in matrixblocked and control embryos in a series of experiments, two of
which are shown here.
Uni~ersity

Experiment 1: In whole embryos. a probe was used to detect
the presence of an mRNA that marks tissues normally undergoing con~ergent extension.

Experiment 2: Certain tissues that normally undergo con~er
gent extension were remo~ed from embryos, placed between
glass co~er slips, allowed to de~elop, and observed through a
microscope.

RESULTS
Control embryo

Embryo without EP cadherin

CONCLUSION During embryonic de~elopment in the frog, the
cell adhesion molecule EP cadherin is required for proper cell organization in the blastula.
SOURCE
J. Heasm<ln et al , A fundlonaltest for maternally
inherited Cildherin in Xenopus shC/WS It, Importance in cell <>dhesoOll at the
blastula slilge, Development 12049-57 tI91}4).
_imP"'l. What do you predict would be the effect on embryos if you placed frog blastulae in water from WhiCh all the calcium had been remo~ed?

receptors that bind fibronectin at the cell surface. Either treatment prevents the crawling of mesoderm.
A wealth of evidence supports the conclusion that moving
cells engage in an ongoing dialogue with the ECM and other
cells in the vicinity. As migrating cells move along specific
paths, a variety of receptor proteins on their surfaces pick up
directional cues from the immediate environment. Such signaling molecules, which may be ECM molecules or small
soluble factors (see Chapter 11), can initiate intracellular
signaling pathways that direct the orientation of cytoskeletal elements so that the cell moves in the proper direction.
Such signaling may also affect the expression or function of
other proteins involved in the migration.
Based on previous studies, Mungo Marsden and Doug
DeSimone were intrigued by the possibility that cell-ECM and
cell-cell binding systems might affect each other during convergent extension. Figure 47.20 describes their initial experi-

Experiment 1: The
marked tissue in the
matrix-blocked whole
embryo was shorter
and wider than that
in the control
embryo.
Matrix blocked

Control
Experiment 2: Cells
(nuclei marked by
yellow arrowheads)
were tightly packed in
a column in the control
tissues but not in the
matrix-blocked tissues.
(Red arrows indicate
column widths)

-- ,

.

•
Control

Matrix blocked

CONCLUSION Fibronectin matnx assembly is crucial for the
cell behaVIors underlying convergent extenSion.

soURce
M, Marsden and D, W. DeSlI"none. Integnn-ECM
Interactions regulate Cildherin·dependent cell adhesion and are required for
convergent e<lension In Xenopus. Currenl Biology 13,1182-1191 (2003)

_'mu'l.
Suppose you wanted to determine if convergent extension can occur on a preexisting fibroneetin matrix or if it requires a matrix formed during con~ergent extension. If you could
make an artificial fibronectin matri~ on glass cover slips, how
would you design an experiment to ask thiS question)

ments to investigate this possibility. The results of their full
study support a model in which fibronectin binding to its
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receptor provides a molecular signal to the cell that ultimately
affects the function of cadherins. [eM molecules and cadherins thus appear to be linked in a single pathway driving
convergent extension.
As you have seen, cell behavior and the molecular mechanisms underlying it are crucial to the morphogenesis of the
embryo. In the next section, you'll learn that the same basic
cellular and genetic processes ensure that the various types of
cells end up in the right places in each embryo.
CONCEPT

CHECK

47.2

1. During formation of the neural tube, cube-shaped
cells change to wedge-shaped cells. Describe the roles
of microtubules and microfilaments in this process.
2. In the frog embryo, convergent extension is thought
to elongate the notochord along the anteriorposterior axis. Explain how the words convergent
and extension apply to this process.
3, -'MUI. Predict what would happen if, just before neural tube formation, you treated embryos with
a drug that blocks the function of microfilaments.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A,

r;~;·;;:I::~~ntal fate of cells

depends on their history and on
inductive signals

Coupled with the morphogenetic changes that give an animal
and its parts their characteristic shapes, development also requires the timely differentiation of many kinds of cells in specific locations. In Chapter 20, you learned about the principle
of genomic equivalence: Virtually every cell in an organism
has the same genome. However, different cell types make different sets of proteins because they end up expressing different sets of genes. Therefore, during differentiation, some
mechanism must send cells down different pathways of gene
expression. Two general principles integrate our current
knowledge of the genetic and cellular mechanisms that underlie differentiation during embryonic development.
First, during early cleavage divisions, embryonic cells must
somehow become different from one another. In many animal
species, initial differences behveen cens result from the uneven distribution of cytoplasmic determinants in the unfertilized egg. By partitioning the heterogeneous cytoplasm of a
polarized egg, cleavage parcels out different mRNAs, proteins,
and other molecules to blastomeres in a type of asymmetrical
cell division (see Figure 18.15a). These cytoplasmic determinants are in many cases transcription factors, DNA-binding
proteins that activate one set of genes rather than another.
1038
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Thus, the resulting differences in the cells' cytoplasmic composition help specify the body axes and influence the expression of genes that affect the cells' developmental fate. In
amniotes, local environmental differences play the principal
role in establishing early differences between embryonic cells.
For example, cells of the inner cell mass are located internally
in the early human embryo, whereas trophoblast cells are located on the outside surface of the blastocyst. The different
environments ofthese two groups ofcells appear to determine
their very different fates.
Second, once initial cell asymmetries are set up, subsequent

interactions among the embryonic cells influence theirfate, usually by causing changes in gene expression. This mechanism,
called induction, eventually brings about the differentiation of
the many specialized cell types making up an animal. Induction
may be mediated by diffusible signaling molecules or, if the
cells are in contact, by cell-surface interactions.
It will help to keep these two principles in mind as we delve
into the molecular and ceJlular mechanisms of differentiation
and morphogenesis during embryonic development of the
species we're focusing on in this chapter. But to ask questions
about how the fate ofan early embryonic cell is determined, we
need to know what that fate is. So let's first look at some historic experiments that provided early researchers with information about cell fates.

Fate Mapping
Biologists have studied the early development of many
species, carefully scrutinizing each cell division, in an attempt
to follow the fate and trace the ancestry of each embryonic
cell. These labor-intensive studies have produced extremely
useful territorial diagrams of embryonic development, called
fate maps.
In classic studies performed in the 1920s, German embryologist Walther Vogt charted fate maps for the different regions of early amphibian embryos. Vogt's results were among
the earliest indications that the lineages of cells making up the
three germ layers created by gastrulation are traceable to cells
in the blastula, before gastrulation has begun (figure 47.21a).
Later researchers developed techniques that allowed them to
mark an individual blastomere during cleavage and then fol·
low the marker as it was distributed to all the mitotic descendants of that cell (Figure 47.21 b).
Perhaps the ultimate approach to fate mapping has been carried out on the soil-dwelling nematode Caellorhabditis elegans.
This worm is easily raised in the laboratory in petri dishes. It is
about 1 mm long, has a simple transparent body with only a few
types of cells, and grows from zygote to mature adult in only
3~ days. Most individuals are hermaphrodites, producing both
eggs and sperm, which has advantages for genetic studies.
The attributes of C. elegolls allowed Sydney Brenner,
Robert Horvitz, and Jonathan Sulston to determine the complete

Epidermis
Central
nervous
system

64-cell embryos

Notochord
Blastomeres
injected with dye

Mesoderm
----Endoderm
Blastula

larvae

Neural tube stage
(transverse section)

(a) Fate map of a frog embryo. The fates of groups of cells in a frog
blastula (left) were determined in part by marking different regions
of the blastula surface with nontoxic dyes of various colors. The
embryos were sectioned at later stages of development, such as the
neural tube stage shown on the right. and the locations of the dyed
cells determined. The two embryonic stages shown here represent
the result of numerous such experiments,

(b) Cell lineage analysis in a tunicate, In lineage analysis, an
individual blastomere is injected with a dye during cleavage, as
indicated in the drawings of 54-cell embryos of a tunicate, an
invertebrate chordate (top). The dark regions in the light
micrographs of larvae (bottom) correspond to the cells that
developed from the two different blastomeres indicated in
the drawings,

.. Figure 47.21 Fate mapping for two chordates.

cell lineage ofthis organism, using a multipronged approach. Every adult hermaphrodite of the species has exactly 959
somatic cells, which arise from the zygote
in virtually the same way forevery individuaL Careful microscopic observations
during the entire period of development,
coupled with experiments in which particular cells or groups ofcells were destroyed
by a laser beam or through mutations, resulted in the cell lineage diagram shown in
Figure 47.22. In 2002, these researchers
shared a Nobel Prize for their accomplishment, which led to C. elegans becoming
the model organism of choice for many
developmental biologists.
Developmental biologists have combined fate-mapping studies with experimental manipulation ofparts ofembryos
to ascertain whether a cell's fate can be
changed. Starting with the normal embryo's fate map, researchers can examine
how the differentiation of cells is altered
in experimental situations or in mutant
embryos. Two important conclusions
have emerged. First, in most animals,
specific tissues of the older embryo are
the products of certain early "founder
celts" that contain unique factors as the
result ofasymmetrical cell divisions. Second, as development proceeds, a cell's
developmental potential-the range of
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.. Figure 47.22 Cell lineage in Caenorhabditis elegans. The C. elegans embryo is
transparent. making it possible for researchers to trace the lineage of every cell, from the zygote to
the adult worm (LM), The diagram shows a detailed lineage only for the intestine, which is derived
exclusi~ely from one of the first four cells formed from the zygote. The eggs will be fertilized
internally and released through the ~ul~a.
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structures that it can give rise to-becomes restricted. Let's look
more closely at these two aspects by which cell fates are determined. (For review of cell fate determination, see Chapter 18.)

posite to their normal fates. In mammals, no polarity is obvious
until after cleavage. However, the results of recent experiments
suggest that the orientation of the egg and sperm nuclei before
they fuse influences the location of the first cleavage plane and
thus may playa role in establishing the embryonic axes.

Establishing Cellular Asymmetries
To understand at the molecular level how embryonic cells acquire their fates, it is helpful to think first about how the basic
axes ofthe embryo are established. This can often be traced to
a specific event in early development that sets up a particular
cellular asymmetry, thus beginning to layout the body plan.

Restriction of the Developmental Potential of Cells
In many species that have cytoplasmic determinants, only
the zygote is totipotent-that is, capable of developing into
all the different cell types of that species. In these organisms,
the first cleavage is asymmetrical, with the two blastomeres

The Axes of the Basic Body Plan
As you have learned, a bilaterally symmetrical animal has an anterior-posterior
axis, a dorsal-ventral axis, and left and
right sides (see Figure47.7a). Establishing
this basic body plan is the first step in
morphogenesis and a prerequisite for the
development of tissues and organs.
In nonamniote vertebrates, basic instructions for forming the body axes are
established early, during oogenesis or fertilization. For example, in many frogs, including the species we've discussed, the
locations of melanin and yolk in the unfertilized egg define the animal and vegetal
hemispheres, respectively. The animalvegetal axis indirectly determines the
anterior-posterior body axis. Fertilization
then triggers cortical rotation, which establishes the dorsal-ventral axis and at the
same time leads to the appearance of
the gray crescent, whose position marks
the dorsal side (see Figure 47.7b). Once
any two axes are established, the third (in
this case, the left-right) axis is specified by
default. (Of course, specific molecular
mechanisms must then establish which
side is left and which is right.)
In amniotes, the body axes are not
fully established until later. In chicks,
gravity is apparently involved in establishing the anterior-posterior axis as the
egg travels down the hen's oviduct before being laid. Later, pH differences be·
tween the two sides of the blastoderm
cells establish the dorsal-ventral axis. If
the pH is artificially reversed above and
below the blastoderm, the part facing
the egg white will turn into the belly
(ventral side) and the side facing the yolk
will turn into the back (dorsal side), op1040
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How does distribution of the gray crescent affect the
developmental potential of the first two daughter cells?
EXPERIMENT
Hans Spemann, at the University of Freiburg-im-Breisgau in Germany, carried out the following experiment in 1938 to test whether substances were located asymmetrically in the gray crescent.

Control egg
(dorsal view)

I

hpermental egg
(side view)

(!l Control group:

m> Experimental

Fertilized
salamander eggs
were allowed to
divide normally,
resulting in the
gray crescent being
evenly divided
between the two
blastorneres

group: Fertilized
.- Gray
eggs were constricted . . . . _J crescent
by a thread, causing
the first cleavage to
occur at the thread.
The thread was placed
so that the gray
crescent was on one
side of the thread,
and only one blastoV~-Thread
mere received the
gray crescent.

8
RESULTS

j
Normal

I

In each group, the two blastomer/"
were then separated and allowed
to develop.

\

8elly piece

\
Normal

Blastomeres that received half or all of the material in the gray crescent developed into normal embryos. but a blastomere that received none of the gray crescent gave rise to an abnormal embryo without dorsal structures. Spemann called it a "belly piece."
CONCLUSION The developmental potential of the two blastomeres normally formed during the first cleavage division depends on their acquisition of cytoplasmic determinants localized in the gray crescent.
SOURCE

H. Spemann, fmbfyooic DeYe/opmf>fII dfld Inrlocrion, Yale UniveMy Press, New Haven (1938).

In a similar experiment 40 years earlier. embryologist Hans Roux allowed the first
cleavage to occur and then used a needle to kill just one blastomere. The embryo that developed from the remaining blastomere (plus remnants of the dead cell) was abnormal, resembling a half-embryo. Propose a hypothesis to explain why Roux's result differed from the
control result in Spemann's experiment.

receiving different cytoplasmic determinants. However,
even in species that have cytoplasmic determinants, the first
cleavage may occur along an axis that produces two identical
blastomeres, which then have equal developmental potential. This occurs in amphibians, for instance, as demonstrated in 1938 in an experiment by German zoologist Hans
Spemann (Figure 47.23). Thus, the fates of embryonic cells
can be affected not only by the distribution of cytoplasmic
determinants but also by how this distribution relates to the
zygote's characteristic pattern of cleavage.
In contrast with the embryonic cells of many other animals,
the cells of mammalian embryos remain totipotent until the
16-cell stage, when their location determines whether they will
give rise to cells of the trophoblast or of the inner cell mass of
the blastocyst, thus establishing their ultimate fates. Through
the 8-cell stage, the blastomeres of a mammalian embryo all
look alike, and each can form a complete embryo if isolated.
Researchers have taken this as evidence that the early blastomeres of mammals probably receive equivalent amounts of
cytoplasmic components from the egg. Recent work, however,
suggests that the very early cells (even the first two) are not actually equivalent in a normal embryo, and their ability to form
a complete embryo if isolated shows that they may be able to
regulate their fate, depending on their environment. The jury
is still out on this matter, which is an area ofgreat interest to researchers.
Regardless of how similar or different early embryonic cells
are in a particular species, the progressive restriction ofdevelopmental potential is a general feature of development in all
animals. In some species, the cells of the early gastrula retain
the capacity to give rise to more than one kind of cell, though
they have lost their totipotency. If left alone, the dorsal ectoderm of an early amphibian gastrula will develop into a neural
plate above the notochord. And if the dorsal ectoderm is experimentally replaced with ectoderm from some other location in the same gastrula, the transplanted tissue will form a
neural plate. But if the same experiment is performed on a
late-stage gastrula, the transplanted ectoderm will not respond to its new environment and will not form a neural plate.
In general, the tissue-specific fates of cells in a late gastrula are
fixed. Even when they are manipulated experimentally, these
cells usually give rise to the same types of cells as in the normal embryo, indicating that their fate is already determined.

Cen Fate Determination and Pattern
Formation by Inductive Signals
Once embryonic cell division creates cells that differ from
each other, the cells begin to influence each other's fates by induction. At the molecular level, the response to an inductive
signal is usually to switch on a set of genes that make the receiving cells differentiate into a specific tissue. Here we examine two examples of induction, an essential process in the
development of many tissues in most animals.

The NOrganizerN of Spemann and Mangold
The importance of induction during development of amphibians was dramatically demonstrated in transplantation experiments performed by Hans Spemann and his student Hilde
Mangold in the 1920s. Basedon the results oftheir most famous
experiment, summarized in Figure 47.24, they concluded that

• £ltN!! .7.K
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Can the dorsal lip of the blastopore induce cells
in another part of the amphibian embryo to
change their developmental fate?
EXPERIMENT
In 1924, Hans Spernann and Hilde Mangold, at
the University of Freiburg-im·Breisgau in Germany. transplanted a piece
of the dorsal lip from
Dorsal lip of
a pigmented newt
blastopore
gastrula to the veI1tral
side of a nonpigmented newt gastrula
to investigate the inductive ability of the
dorsal lip, Cross sections of the gastrulae
are shO'M1 here.

Pigmented gastrula
(donor embryo)
Nonpigmented gastrula
(recipient embryo)

RESULTS
The recipient embryo formed a second notochord and neural tube in the region of the transplant. and eventually most 01 a second embryo developed, Examination of the
interior of the double embryo revealed that the secondary structures were formed partly, but not wholly, from recipient tissue,
Primary embryo

\

-

~SeCOndary/
(induced) embryo

Primary structures:
::::S:-Neural tube
Notochord
Secondary structures:

,,:;:~=Notochord (pigmented cells)
Neural tube (mostly nonpigmented
cells)
CONCLUSiON The transplanted dorsal lip was able to induce
cells in a different region of the recipient to form structures different from their normal fate. In effect the transplanted dorsal lip
"organized" the later development of an entire extra embryo.
SOURCE
H. Spemann and H. Mangold. Indl,lClIOn of embryonoc
pnmordia by Implanlauon of organizers from a different species, Trans. v,
Hamburger (t924) Repnnled m Inlefn.l11Ofl<l1 joumal of De~ta18101ogy
45:13-38(2001)

_@'UI.

Because the transplanted dorsal lip caused the recipient tissue to become something it would not otherwise have become, a signal of some sort must have passed from the dorsal lip.
II you identified a protein candidate lor the signaling molecule,
how could you test whether it actually functions in signaling)
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the dorsal lip of the blastopore in the early gastrula functions as
an "organizer" ofthe embryo's body plan by initiating a chain of
inductions that results in the formation of the notochord, the
neural tube, and other organs.
Developmental biologists are still working intensively to
identify the molecular basis of induction by Spemann's or·
ganizer(also called the gastrula organizer or simply the orga·
nizer). An important clue has come from studies of a growth
factor called bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP-4). (Bone
morphogenetic proteins, a family of related proteins with a
variety ofdevelopmental roles, derive their name from members of the family that are important in bone formation.) In
amphibians, a high concentration of BMP-4 signals cells on
the ventral side of the gastrula to travel down the pathway toward formation of ventral structures. One major function of
the cells of the organizer seems to be to inactivate BMP-40n
the dorsal side of the embryo by producing proteins that
bind to BMP-4, rendering it unable to signal. This inactivation, along with signaling by other molecules not yet identified, promotes formation of dorsal structures such as the
notochord and neural tube. In tissues bern'een the dorsal and
ventral sides, a lower concentration of BMP-4 results in lateral structures appropriate for the specific location along the
dorsal-ventral axis. The varying concentration of BMP-4
along this axis is an example of a morphogen gradient (see
Chapter 18). Proteins related to BMP-4 and its inhibitors are
also found in other animals, including invertebrates such as
the fruit fly, where they also regulate the dorsal-ventral axis.
The ubiquity of these molecules suggests that they evolved
long ago and may participate in the development of many
different organisms.
The induction by BMP-4 of ventral and lateral structures is
only one example of many cell-cell interactions that transform
the three germ layers into organ systems. Many inductions
seem to involve a sequence of inductive steps from different
surrounding tissues that progressively determine the fate of
cells. In the eye, for example, lens formation by ectodermal
cells involves precisely timed inductive signals from ectodermal, mesodermal, and endodermal cells.

Formation of the Vertebrate Limb
The action of the gastrula organizer is a classic example of induction, and we can see that the organizer induces cells to take
on their fates in appropriate locations relative to each other.
Thus, inductive signals playa major role in pattern formationthe development of an animal's spatial organization, the
arrangement of organs and tissues in their characteristic
places in three-dimensional space. The molecular cues that
control pattern formation, called positional information, tell
a cell where it is with respect to the animal's body axes and
help to determine how the cell and its descendants will respond to molecular signaling.
1042
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Anterior
limb bud

AER

ZPA
limb buds

Posterior

50 Jlm

(a) Organizer regions. Vertebrate limbs develop from protrusions
called limb buds. each consisting of mesoderm cells covered by a
layer of edoderm. Two regions in each limb bud. the apical
ectodermal ridge (AER, shown in this SEM) and the zone of
polarizing activity (ZPA), play key roles as organizers in limb
pattern formation,

3

ProKimal

_----:*"---_

Distal

Dorsal
Posterior
(b) Wing of ,hkk embryo. As the bud develops into a limb, a specific
pattern of tissues emerges. In the chick wing, for example, the
digits are always present in the arrangement shown here Pattern
formation requires each embryonic cell to receive some kind of
positional information indicating location along the three aKCS of
the limb, The AER and ZPA secrete molecules that help provide this
information, (Numbers are assigned to the digits based on a
convention established lor vertebrate limbs The chicken wing has
only four digits: the first digit points backward and is not shown in
the diagram,)

... Figure 47.25 Vertebrate limb development.

In Chapter 18, we discussed pattern formation in the development of Drosophila. For the study of pattern formation
in vertebrates, a classic model system has been limb development in the chick. The wings and legs of chicks, like all vertebrate limbs, begin as limb buds, bumps of mesodermal
tissue covered by a layer of ectoderm (Figure 47.25a). Each
component of a chick limb, such as a specific bone or muscle, develops with a precise location and orientation relative
to three axes; the proximal-distal axis (the "shoulder-tofingertip" axis), the anterior-posterior axis (the "thumbto-little finger" axis), and the dorsal-ventral axis (the
~knuckle-to-palm" axis). The embryonic cells within a limb
bud respond to positional information indicating location
along these three axes (Figure 47.25b).
Two critical organizer regions in a limb bud have profound
effects on the limb's development. These regions are present in
all vertebrate limb buds, including those that will develop into
forelimbs (such as wings or arms) and those destined to become
hind limbs. The cells ofthese regions secrete proteins that provide key positional information to the other cells ofthe bud.
One limb-bud organizer region is the apical cctodermal
ridge (AIR), a thickened area ofectoderm at the tip of the bud
(see Figure 47.25a). Removing the AER blocks outgrowth of
the limb along the proximal-distal axis. The cells of the AER
secrete several protein signals in the fibroblast growth factor
(FGF) family that promote limb-bud outgrowth.lfthe AER is
surgically removed and beads soaked with FGF are put in its
place, a nearly normal limb will develop. In 2006, researchers
identified an FGF·secreting AER that appears to be responsible for building a shark's unpaired (median) fins. This finding
suggests that the AER may have predated the appearance of
paired limbs in the vertebrate lineage, giving the AER a longer
evolutionary history than previously thought.
The second major limb-bud organizer region is the zonc of
polarizing activity (ZPA), a block of mesodermal tissue located underneath the ectoderm where the posterior side ofthe
bud is attached to the body (see Figure 47.25a). The ZPA is
necessary for proper pattern formation along the anteriorposterior axis ofthe limb. Cells nearest the ZPA give rise to the
posterior structures, such as the most posterior of the chick's
three digits (positioned like our little finger); cells farthest
from the ZPA form anterior structures, including the most anterior digit (like our thumb).
The tissue transplantation experiment outlined in
Figure 47.26 supports the hypothesis that the ZPA produces
an inductive signal that conveys positional information indicating "posterior:" Indeed, researchers have discovered that the
cens of the ZPA secrete an important protein growth factor
called Sonic hedgehog.- These cens set up a gradient of Sonic
hedgehog and other growth factors that Sonic hedgehog causes
to be expressed. If cells genetically engineered to produce large
amounts ofSonic hedgehog are implanted in the anterior region
of a normal limb bud, a mirror-image limb results-just as if a

..
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What role does the zone of polarizing activity
(ZPA) play in limb pattern formation in
vertebrates'?
In 1985. Dennis Summerbell and lawrence
Honig, then at the National Institute for Medical Research in Mill
Hill, near London. were eager to investigate the nature of the
zone of polariZing adivity, They transplanted ZPA tissue from a
donor chick embryo under the edoderm in the anterior margin of
a limb bud in another chick (the host).

EXPERIMENT

Anterior

Donor
limb
bod

/"

"

. ....

New

ZPA

'

ZPA----.- .'.'"
Posterior

Host
limb
bod

•

RESULTS

The host limb bud developed extra digits from
host tissue in a mirror-image arrangement to the normal digits.
which also formed (compare with Figure 47.25b, which shows a
normal chick wing).

The mirror·image duplication observed in this
experiment suggests that ZPA cells secrete a signal that diffuses
from its source and conveys positional information indicating
"posterior." As the distance from the ZPA increases. the signal
concentration decreases, and hence more anterior digits develop.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE

L. S, Hooig and 0, Summerbell. Maps 01 strength of
posltlondl SIgnaling actl"ly In the developing chid wIng bud. JOI.Ir~1 of
Embty%gy aM E.perimel1fd! Morphology 87: 163-174 (1985).

.'mu.liI

Suppose you learned that the ZPA forms alter the
AER. leading you to develop the hypothesis that the AER is neces·
sary for formation of the ZPA. Given what you know about molecules expressed in the AER and ZPA (see the text). how could
you test your hypothesis?

ZPA had been grafted there. Shldies of the mouse version of
Sonic hedgehog suggest that extra toes in mice-and perhaps
also in humans-can result when the wrong amounts of this
protein are produced in part of the limb bud.
- Sonic hedgeltog gets its name from two sources, its similarity to a Drosophila
protein called Hedgehog, which is involved in segmentation of the fly embryo.
and a video game character,
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The Hox genes that you learned about in Chapter 21 also
seem to play various roles at several distinct points during
limb pattern formation. The importance of these genes in hu~
mans is illustrated by a condition called polysyndactyly
("many digits joined together~), which is caused by a specific
mutation in a Hox gene named HoxDJ3 (Figure 47.27).
Such observations, along with experiments like those previously described, support the notion that pattern formation
requires cells to receive and interpret environmental cues that
vary from one location to another. These cues, acting together
along three axes, often in gradients, tell cells where they are in
the three-dimensional realm of a developing organ. For instance, we now know that in vertebrate limb development,
specific proteins serve as some ofthese cues and that organizer
regions such as the AER and the ZPA function as signaling
centers. Researchers have recently established that these two
regions also interact with each other by way of signaling molecules and signaling pathways that influence each other's developmental fates. Such mutual signaling interactions
between mesoderm and ectoderm also occur during formation of the neural tube and many other tissues and organs.

What determines whether a limb bud develops into a forelimb or a hind limb? The cells receiving the signals from the
AER and ZPA respond according to their developmental his~
tories. Before the AER or ZPA issues its signals, earlier developmental signaling has set up patterns of Hox gene expression
that distinguish the future forelimbs from the future hind
limbs and the different regions within a limb from each other.
These differences cause cells of the forelimb and hind limb
buds-and cells in different parts of each limb bud-to react
differently to the same positional cues.
Thus, constructing the fully formed animal involves a sequence ofevents that include many steps ofsignaling and differentiation. Initial cell asymmetries allow different types of cells to
influence each other, resulting in the expression of specific sets
ofgenes. The products of these genes then direct cells to differentiate into specific types. Coordinated with morphogenesis,
various path\\'aYs of pattern formation occur in aU the different
parts ofthe developing embryo. These processes ultimately produce a complex arrangement of multiple tissues and organs,
each functioning in its appropriate location and each coordinated with the other tissues and organs of tlle whole organism.
CONCEPT

CHECK

47.3

1. Although there are three body axes, only two must be
determined during development. Why?
2. _M,nIM If the ventral cells of an early frog gastrula are experimentally induced to express large
amounts of a protein that inhibits BMP-4, could a
second embryo develop? Explain.
3. •~J:t."!M If you removed the ZPA from a limb
bud and then placed a bead soaked in Sonic hedgehog
in the middle of the limb bud, what would be the
most likely result?

... Figure 47.27 Human polysyndactyly in a baby's foot
due to a homozygous mutation in a Hox gene.
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For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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releases hydrolytic enzymes that digest material surrounding
the egg. Gamete contact andfor fusion depolarizes the egg celi
membrane and sets up a fast block to polyspermy in many animals. Sperm-egg fusion also initiates the cortical reaction:

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
.i,lllill_

47.1

After fertilization, embryonic development proceeds
through cleavage, gastrulation, and organogenesis
(pp.1022-1035)
.. Fertilization Fertilization brings together the nuclei of
sperm and egg, forming a diploid zygote, and activates the
egg, initiating embryonic development. The acrosomal reaction, which is triggered when the sperm meets the egg,
1044
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Sperm-egg fusion olnd depolari~oltion
of egg membrane (fast block to
polyspermy)

j
Cortical granule releaSl!
(cortical readion)

j
Formation of fertilization envelope
(slow block to polyspermy)

In mammalian fertilization, the cortical reaction modifies the
zona pellucida as a slow block to polyspermy.
... Cleavage Fertilization is
hell
followed by cleavage, a pestage
dod of rapid cell division
forming
without growth, which results in the production of
I
Animal pole
a large number of cells
called blastomeres.
g·cell
Cleavage planes usually
stage
follow a specific pattern
relative to the animal and
vegetal poles of the zygote.
In many species, cleavage
creates a multicellular ball
'-=:;'-_IBlastocoei
called the blastula, which
Blastula
contains a fluid-filled cavity, the blastocoel.
Holoblastic cleavage (division of the entire egg) occurs in species whose eggs have little
or moderate amounts of yolk (as in sea urchins, frogs, and
mammals). Meroblastic cleavage (incomplete division of the
egg) occurs in species with yolk-rich eggs (as in birds and
other reptiles).
... Gastrulation Gastrulation transforms the blastula into a gas·
trula, which has a primitive digestive cavity (the archenteron)
and three embryonic germ layers: the ectoderm (blue), mesoderm (red), and endoderm (yellow).

... Mammalian Development The eggs of marsupial and eu·
therian mammals are small and store few nutrients. They exhibit holoblastic cleavage and show no obvious polarity.
Gastrulation and organogenesis, however, resemble the
processes in birds and other reptiles. After fertilization and
early cleavage in the oviduct, the blastocyst implants in the
uterus. The trophoblast initiates formation of the fetal portion
of the placenta, and the embryo proper develops from a single
layer of cells, the epiblast, within the blastocyst. Extraembryonic membranes homologous to those of birds and other reptiles function in intrauterine development.

-$IN',·

Acth'ity Sea Urd'in Devdopmenl
In'·...tigation What Dderrnines Cen Differentiation in the Sea Urchin?
Acti'ity Frog Development

."

Neural tube

Neural tube

Coelom

... Developmental Adaptations of Amniotes The embryos of
birds, other reptiles, and mammals develop within a fluid·
filled sac that is contained within a shell or the uterus. In
these organisms, the three germ layers give rise not only to
embryonic tissue but also to the four extraembryonic membranes: the amnion, chorion, yolk sac, and allantois.

1'-47.2

Morphogenesis in animals involves specific changes in
cell shape, position, and adhesion (pp. 1035-1038)
... The Cytoskeleton, Cell Motility, and Convergent Exten·
sion Cytoskeletal rearrangements are responsible for changes
in both the shape and position of cells. Both kinds of changes
are involved in tissue invaginations, as occurs in gastrulation,
for example. In convergent extension, cell movements cause a
sheet of cells to become narrower and longer.
... Role of Cell Adhesion Molecules and the Extracellular
Matrix Cell adhesion molecules such as cadherins help hold
cells together in tissues. Fibers of the extracellular matrix provide anchorage for cells and also help guide migrating cells toward their destinations. Fibronectin and other glycoproteins
located on cell surfaces are important for cell migration and
appear to affect cadherin function.

-"

... Organogenesis The organs of the animal body develop from
specific portions of the three embryonic germ layers. Early
events in organogenesis in vertebrates include formation of
the notochord by condensation of dorsal mesoderm, formation of the coelom from splitting of lateral mesoderm, and development of the neural tube from infolding of the ectodermal
neural plate:

114

"1'-47.3

1

The developmental fate of cells depends on their
history and on inductive signals (pp. 1038-1044)
... Fate Mapping Experimentally derived fate maps of embryos
have shown that specific regions of the zygote or blastula develop into specific parts of older embryos. The complete cell
lineage has been worked out for C. elegans.
... Establishing Cellular Asymmetries In nonamniotes, unevenly distributed cytoplasmic determinants in the egg are
important in establishing the body axes and in setting up differences between the blastomeres resulting from cleavage of
the zygote. Cells that receive different cytoplasmic determinants undergo different fates. In amniotes, local environmental differences play the major role in establishing initial
differences between cells and later the body axes. As embry·
onic development proceeds, the developmental potential of
cells becomes progressively more limited in all species.
... Cell Fate Determination and Pattern Formation by Inductive Signals Cells in a developing embryo receive and respond
to positional information that varies with location. This information is often in the form of signaling molecules secreted by
cells in special "organizer" regions of the embryo, such as the
dorsal lip of the blastopore in the amphibian gastrula and the
AER and ZPA of the vertebrate limb bud. The signaling molecules influence gene expression in the cells that receive them,
leading to differentiation and the development of particular
structures.
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF-QUIZ

8. •• !;t-S','''I Fill in the blanks in the figure below, and draw
arrows showing the movement of ectoderm, mesoderm, and
endoderm.

I. The cortical reaction of sea urchin eggs functions directly in
a.
b.
e.
d.
e.

the formation of a fertilization envelope.
the production of a fast block to polyspermy.
the release of hydrolytic enzymes from the sperm.
the generation of an electrical impulse by the egg.
the fusion of egg and sperm nuclei.

2. \xrhich of the following is common to the development of both
birds and mammals?
a. holoblastic cleavage
b. epiblast and hypoblast
c. trophoblast

d. yolk plug
e. gray crescent

3. The archenteron develops into
a. the mesoderm.
d. the placenta.
e. the lumen of the digestive tract.
b. the blastocoel.
e. the endoderm.

Species:

_

Stage:

_

For Self·Qlliz answtrs, Stt Appmdix A.

-MfI·!t·. Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for il
Prdctice Test

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
4. In a frog embryo, the blastocoel is
a. completely obliterated by yolk.
b. lined with endoderm during gastrulation.
e. located in the animal hemisphere.
d. the cavity that becomes the coelom.
e. the cavity that later forms the archenteron.
5. \xrhat structural adaptation in chickens allows them to lay their
eggs in arid environments, rather than in water?
a. extraembryonic membranes
b. yolk
e. cleavdge
d. gastrulation
e. development of the brain from ectoderm
6. In an amphibian embryo, a group ofcells called neuml crest cells
a. rolls up and forms the neural tube.
b. develops into the main sections of the brain.
c. produces cells that migrate to form teeth, skull bones, and
other structures in the embryo.
d. has been shown by experiments to be the organizer region
of the developing embryo.
e. induces the formation of the notochord.
7. In the early development of an amphibian embryo, Spemann's
·organizer" is located in the
a. neural tube.
b. notochord.
c. archenteron roof.
d. dorsal ectoderm.
e. dorsal lip of the blastopore.
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9. Evolution in insects and vertebrates has involved the repeated duplication of body segments, followed by fusion ofsome segments
and spedalization oftheir structure and function. \'<'hat parts of
vertebrate anatomy reflect the vertebrate segmentation pattern?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. The "snout" of a frog tadpole bears a sucker. A salamander tadpole has a mustache-shaped structure called a balancer in the
same area. Suppose that you perform an experiment in which
you transplant ectoderm from the side of a young salamander
embryo to the snout of a frog embryo. The tadpole that develops has a balancer. \xrhen you transplant ectoderm from the
side of a slightly older salamander embryo to the snout of a frog
embryo, the frog tadpole ends up with a patch of salamander
skin on its snout. Suggest a hypothesis to explain these results
in terms of developmental mechanisms. How might you test
your hypothesis?

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
II. Many scientists think that fetal tissue transplants offer great
potential for treating Parkinson's disease, epilepsy, diabetes,
Alzheimer's disease, and spinal cord injuries. \xrhy might tissues from a fetus be particularly useful for replacing diseased
or damaged cells in patients with such conditions? Some people would allow only tissues from miscarriages to be used in
fetal transplant research. However, most researchers prefer to
use tissues from surgically aborted fetuses. \xrhy? Explain your
position on this controversial issue.
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48.1 Neuron organization and structure reflect

function in information transfer
48.2 Ion pumps and ion channels maintain the
resting potential of a neuron
48.3 Action potentials are the signals conducted

byaxons
48.4 Neurons communicate with other cells
at synapses

he tropical cone snail (Conusgeographus) in Figure 48.1 is
both beautiful and dangerous. A carnivore, this marine
snail hunts, kills, and dines on fish. Injecting venom
with a hollow, harpoon-like part of its mouth, the cone snail
paralyzes its free-swimming prey in seconds. The cone
snail's venom is so potent that a single injection has killed
scuba divers unaware of the danger within its intricately patterned shell. What makes cone snail venom so fast acting
and lethal? The answer is a mixture of molecules that disable
neurons, the nerve cells that transfer information within the
body. Because the venom almost instantaneously disrupts
neuronal control of vital functions, such as locomotion and
respiration, an animal attacked by the cone snail can neither
defend itself nor escape.
Communication by neurons largely consists oftwo distinct
types of signals: long-distance electrical signals and shortdistance chemical signals. The specialized structure of neurons allows them to use pulses of electrical current to receive,
transmit, and regulate the flow of information over long distances within the body. In transferring information from one
cell to another, neurons often rely on chemical signals that act
over very short distances. The cone snail's venom is particu-

T

... Figure 48.1 What makes this snail such a deadly
predator?

larly potent because it interferes with both electrical and
chemical signaling by neurons.
Neurons transfer many different types of information. They
transmit sensory information, control heart rate, coordinate
hand and eye movement, record memories, generate dreams,
and much more. All of this information is transmitted within
neurons as an electrical current, consisting ofthe movement of
ions. The connections made by a neuron specify what information is transmitted. Interpreting signals in the nervous system
therefore involves sorting a complex set of neuronal paths and
connections. In more complex animals, this higher-order processing is carried out largely in groups ofneurons organized into
a brain or into simpler dusters called ganglia.
In this chapter, we examine the structure of a neuron and
explore the molecules and physical principles that govern signaling by neurons. In Chapter 49, we will look at the organization of nervous systems and at higher-order information
processing in vertebrates. In Chapter SO, we will investigate
systems that detect environmental stimuli and systems that
carry out the body's responses to those stimuli. Finally, in
Chapter 51, we will consider how these nervous system functions are integrated into the activities and interactions that
make up animal behavior.

r~:~r:'n·o~g~~~zation

and
structure reflect function in
information transfer

Before delving into the activity of an individual neuron, let's
take an overall look at how neurons function in the flow ofinformation through the animal body. We'll use as our example
the squid, an organism that has some extraordinarily large
nerve cells that are well suited for physiological studies.
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... Figure 48.3 Summary of information processing.

... Figure 48.2 Overview of the squid nervous system.
Signals travel from the brain to the muscular mantle along giant axons.
nerve cell extensions of unusually large diameter.

Introduction to Information Processing
Like the cone snail in Figure 48.1, the squid in Figure 48.2 is
an active predator. Using its brain to process information captured by its image-forming eyes, the squid surveys its environment. When the squid spots prey, signals traveling from its
brain to neurons in its mantle cause muscle contractions that
propel the squid forward.
The squid's hunting activity illustrates the three stages in information processing: sensory input, integration, and motor
output. In all but the simplest animals, specialized populations
of neurons handle each stage. Sensory neurons transmit information from eyes and other sensors that detect external stimuli
(light, sound, touch, heat, smell, and taste) or internal conditions (such as blood pressure, blood carbon dioxide level, and
muscle tension). This information is sent to processing centers
in the brain or in ganglia. Neurons in the brain or ganglia integrate (analyze and interpret) the sensory input, taking into account the immediate context and the animal's experience. The
vast majority of neurons in the brain are interncurons, which
make only local connections. Motor output relies on neurons
that extend out of the processing centers in bundles called
nerves and generate output by triggering muscle or gland activity. For example, motor neurons transmit signals to muscle
cells, causing them to contract.
In many animals, the neurons that carry out integration are organized in a central nervous system (CNS), which includes the
brain and a longitudinal nerve cord. The neurons tllat carry information into and out of the eNS constitute the peripheral
nervous system (PNS). Figure 48.3 summarizes CNS and PNS
function in information flow within the nervous system. In exploring how this transmission of information occurs, well begin
with the unique structure of neurons.
1048
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Neuron Structure and Function
The ability ofa neuron to receive and transmit information is based
on a highly specialized cellular organization (Figure 48.4). Most of
a neuron's organelles, including its nucleus, are located in the cell
body. A typical neuron has numerous dendrites (from the Greek
dendron, tree), highly branched extensions that receive signals from
other neurons. A neuron also has a single axon, an extension that
transmits signals to other cells. Axons are often much longer than
dendrites, and some, such as those that reach from the spinal cord
ofa giraffe to the muscle cells in its feet, are over a meter long. The
cone-shaped region ofan axon where it joins the cell body is called
the axon hillock; as we will see, this is typically the region where
the signals that travel down the axon are generated. Near its other
end, the axon usually divides into several branches.
Each branched end of an axon transmits information to another cell at a junction called a synapse (see Figure 48.4). The
part ofeach axon branch that forms this specialized junction is
a synaptic terminal. At most synapses, chemical messengers
called neurotransmitters pass information from the transmitting neuron to the receiving cell. In describing a synapse, we refer to the transmitting neuron as the presynaptic cell and the
neuron, muscle, or gland cell that receives the signal as the
postsynaptic cell. Depending on the number of synapses a
neuron has with other cells, its shape can vary from simple to
quite complex (Figure 48.5). Some interneurons have highly
branched dendrites that take part in about 100,000 synapses. In
contrast, neurons with simpler dendrites have far fewer
synapses.
To function normally, the neurons ofvertebrates and most invertebrates require supporting ceUscalledglial cells, or gJia (from
a Greek word meaning ~glue''). Depending on the type, glia may
nourish neurons, insulate the axons of neurons, or regulate the
extracellular fluid surrounding neurons. Overall, glia outnwnber
neurons in the mammalian brain 10- to SO-fold. We will examine
functions ofspecific glia later in this chapter and in Gmpter 49.

~~~_---;7Dendrites

CONCEPT

CHECK

48.1

I. Describe the basic pathway of information flow
through neurons that cause you to turn your head

when someone calls your name.
2. One cone snail species is nicknamed the cigarette
snail because the victim is said to have just enough
time to smoke one cigarette before dying. What properties of the nervous system account for the rapid action of cone snail venom?
3. -·,1Wil IA How would severing an axon affect the
flow of information in a neuron? Explain.

Presynaptk

cell
Axon

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

II

5i9'"
direction \

Synapse
Synaptic terminals

....

Synaptic terminals

Neurotransmitter
j.

Figure 48.4 Neuron structure and organization.

Cell

body

J

Portion
of axon
Sensory neuron

Cell bodies of overlapping
neurons with moderate
branching (fluorescently
labeled laser confocal image)

Interneurons

Motor neuron

.. Figure 48.5 Structural diversity of neurons. In the drawings, cell bodies and dendrites
are black and axons are red The sensory neuron, unlike the other neurons here. has a cell body
located partway along the axon that conveys signals from the dendrites to the axon's terminal
branches. The micrograph shows tissue from a rat brain, with interneurons labeled green, glia red,
and DNA blue (revealing locations of cell nuclei). These interneurons are the same type as those in
the bottom drawing.
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r~~I~'~ju':p~~~~ ion channels

case of mammalian neurons, the concentration of K+ is 140
millimolar (mM) inside the cell, but only 5 mM outside. The Na +
concentration gradient is nearly the opposite: 150 mM outside
and only 15 roN! inside (Figure 48.Ga). These Na + and K+ gradients are maintained by sodium-potassium pwnps in the plasma
membrane. As discussed in Chapter 7, these ion pwnps use the
energy of ATP hydrolysis to actively transport Na+ out ofthe ceIJ
and K+ into the ceIJ (Figure 48.6b). (There are also concentration gradients for chloride ions (0-) and other anions, but ....'e will
ignore these for the moment)
Theconcentration gradientsofr and Na + across the plasma
membrane represent a chemical fonn of potential energy. Converting this chemical potential to an electrical potential involves
ion channels, pores formed by d~ of specialized proteins
that span the membrane. Ion channels allow ions to diffuse back
and forth across the membrane. As ions diffuse through channels, they carry with them units of electrical charge. Any resulting net movement of positi\'e or negati\<e charge will generate a
\'OItage, or potential, across the membrane.
The ion channels that establish the membrane potential
have selectil'e penueJJbility, meaning that they allow only certain ions to pass. For example, a potassium channel allo....'S K+
to diffuse freely across the membrane. but not other ions. such
as Na +. As shown in Figure 48.6b, a resting neuron has many
open potassium channels, but very few open sodium channels.

maintain the resting potential
of a neuron

As you read in Chapter 7, all cells ha\'e a membrane potential,
a voltage (difference in electrical charge) across their plasma

membrane. In neurons, inputs from other neurons or specific
stimuli cause changes in this membrane potential that act as

signals, transmitting and processing information. Rapid
changes in membrane potential are what enable us to see a

flower. read a book, or climb a tree. Thus, to understand how
neurons function, we first need to examine how membrane

potentials are formed, maintained, and altered..
The membrane potential of a resting neuron-one that is not
sending signals-is its resting potential and is typically between
-60 and -80 mV (millivolts). The minus sign indicates that the
insideofa neuron at rest is negative relative to the outside.

Formation of the Resting Potential
Potassium ions (K+) and sodium ions (Na+) play critical roles in
the fonnation ofthe resting potential For each, there is aconcentration gradient across the plasma membrane of a neuron. In the
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In m~llmoles per Iller (mM) for Klns In the HUlds within and
surrounding a mamfT\dhan neuron: [K·] = potassium
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concentrallOn; and IA-] = other amons.

.. Figure 48.6 The basis of the membrane potential.
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(b) The sodium-potassium pump generates and maintains the ionic gradients of
Na' and t:::. shOlNflln (a) The pump uses AlP to actively transport Na' out of
the cell and t:::. Into the cell. Ahhough there IS a substanlJal concentratIOn
gradient of sodTum across the membrane. very Illtle net dIffusion of Na· occurs
because there are very few open sodium channels. In contrast the large
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8ecdUse the membrane IS only weakly permeable to chlonde and other anions.
thIS outflow of t:::' results., a net negative charge inSIde the cell.

the membrane, there will be an excess of negative charge in
the inner chamber.
\Vhen our model neuron reaches equilibrium, the electrical gradient will exactly balance the chemical gradient, such
that no further net diffusion of K+ occurs across the membrane. The magnitude ofthe membrane voltage at equilibrium
for a particular ion is called that ion's equilibrium potential
(£;on)' For a membrane permeable to a single type of ion, Eion
can be calculated using a formula called the Nernst equation.
At human body temperature (37"C) and for an ion with a net
charge of 1+, such as K+ or Na+, the Nernst equation is

The diffusion of K+ through open potassium channels is
critical for formation of the resting potential. In the resting
mammalian neuron, these channels allow K+ to pass in either
direction across the membrane. Because the concentration of
K+ is much higher inside the cell, the chemical concentration
gradient favors a net outflow of K+. However, since the potassium channels allow only K+ to pass, 0- and other anions inside the cell cannot accompany the K+ across the membrane.
As a result, the outflow of K+ leads to an excess of negative
charge inside the cell. This buildup of negative charge within
the neuron is the source of the membrane potential.
What prevents the buildup of negative charge from increasing indefinitely? The answer lies in the electrical potential itself. The excess negative charges inside the cell exert an
attractive force that opposes the flow of additional positively
charged potassium ions out of the cell. The separation of
charge (voltage) thus results in an electrical gradient that
counterbalances the chemical concentration gradient of K+.

E

The net flow ofK+ out of a neuron proceeds until the chemical and electrical forces are in balance. How well do just these
two forces account for the resting potential in a mammalian
neuron? To answer this question, let's consider a simple model
consisting of two chambers separated by an artificial memo
brane (Figure 48.7a). To begin, imagine that the membrane
contains many open ion channels, all of which allow only K+
to diffuse across. To produce a concentration gradient for K+
like that ofa mammalian neuron, we place a solution of140 1111\1
potassium chloride (KCl) in the inner chamber and 5 mM KCl
in the outer chamber. The potassium ions (K+) will diffuse
down their concentration gradient into the outer chamber.
But because the chloride ions (O-) lack a means of crossing
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Plugging the K+ concentrations into the Nernst equation reveals that the equilibrium potential for K+ (Eld is -90 mV (see
Figure 48.7a). The minus sign indicates that K+ is at equilibrium when the inside of the membrane is 90 mV more negative than the outside.
Although the equilibrium potential for K+ is -90 mY, the
resting potential of a mammalian neuron is somewhat less
negative. This difference reflects the small but steady movement ofNa+ across the few open sodium channels in a resting
neuron. Because the concentration gradient of Na+ has a direction opposite to that of K+, Na+ diffuses into the cell and
thus makes the inside of the cell less negative. If we model a
membrane in which the only open channels are selectively
permeable to Na+, we find that a tenfold higher concentration
ofNa+ in the outer chamber results in an equilibrium potential (EN.) of +62 mV (Figure 48.7b). The resting potential of
an actual neuron is -60 to -80 mY. The resting potential is
much closer to EK than to EN. in a neuron because there are
many open potassium channels but only a small number of
open sodium channels.

Modeling of the Resting Potential
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(b) Membrane selectively permeable to Na+
Nernst equation for Na+ equilibrium potential
at 37°(:
150mM)
E~=62mV ( log lSmM =+62mV
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.. Figure 48.7 Modeling a mammalian
neuron. Each container IS divided into two
chambers by an artificial membrane, Ion
channels allow free diffusion for particular
ions, resulting in the net ion flow represented
by arrows, (a) The presence of open
potassium channels makes the membrane
selectively permeable to K+. and the Inner
chamber contains a l8-fold higher
concentration of K+ than the outer chamber;
at equilibrium, the inside of the membrane is
-90 mV relative to the outside, (b) The
membrane is selectively permeable to Na +.
and the inner chamber contains a tenfold
lower concentration of Na+ than the outer
chamber; at equilibrium, the inside of the
membrane is +62 mV relative to the outside,

_1.lMilIA Adding channels speCifIC for
one type of ion to the membrane in (b) would
alter the membrane potential. Which ion passes
through these channels. and in what direction
would the membrane potential change?
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Because neither K+ nor Na+ is at equilibrium in a resting
neuron, each ion has a net flow (a current) across the mem·
brane. The resting potential remains steady, which means that
the K+ and Na+ currents are equal and opposite. Ion concentrations on either side of the membrane also remain steady because the charge separation needed to generate the resting
potential is extremely small (about 10- 12 mole/cm 2 of membrane). This represents the movement of far fewer ions than
would be required to alter the chemical concentration gradient.
Under conditions that allow Na+ to cross the membrane
more readily, the membrane potential will move toward ENa
and away from EK• As we will see in the next section, this is
precisely what happens during the transmission of a nerve im·
pulse along an axon.
CONCEPT

CHECK

For suggested answers, see Appendi~ A.

r:;i:::;O~=~~IS are the signals
conducted by axons

We saw in the previous section that the resting potential results
from the fact that the plasma membrane of a resting neuron
contains many open potassium channels but only a few open
sodium channels. However, when neurons are active, membrane permeability and membrane potential change. The
changes occur because neurons contain gated ion channels,
ion channels that open or close in response to stimuli. This
gating of ion channels forms the basis of nearly all electrical
signaling in the nervous system. The opening or closing of ion
channels alters the membrane's permeability to particular
ions, which in turn alters the membrane potential. How have
scientists studied these changes? The technique of intraceI~
lular recording provides a readout of the state ofa single neu·
ron in real time (Figure 48.8).
To begin exploring gated channels, let's consider what hap·
pens when gated potassium chalmels that are closed in a resting
neuron open. Opening more potassium channels increases the

U"11 SEVE"

•

Intracellular Recording
APPLICATION Electrophysiologists use intracellular recording
to measure the membrane potential of neurons and other cells.
TECHNIQUE
A microelectrode is made from a glass capillary
tube filled with an electrically conductive salt solution. One end of
the tube tapers to an extremely fine tip (diameter <llJm). While
looking through a microscope. the experimenter uses a micro·
positioner to insert the tip of the microelectrode into a cell. A I'Oltage
recorder (usually an oscilloscope or a computer-based system)
measures the voltage between the microelectrode tip inside the cell
and a reference electrode placed in the solution outside the cell.

48.2

1. Under what circumstances could ions flow through
ion channels from regions of low ion concentration to
regions of high ion concentration?
2. -'mOil. Suppose a cell's membrane potential shifts
from -70 mV to -SO mY. What changes in the cell's
permeabiHty to K+ or Na+ could cause such a shift?
3. -'MUI. Suppose you treated a neuron with
ouabain, an arrow poison and drug that specifically
disables the sodium-potassium pump. What change in
the resting potential would you expect to see? Explain.
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membrane's permeability to K+, increasing the net diffusion of
K+ out ofthe neuron. In other words, the inside ofthe membrane
becomes more negative (Figure 48.9a). As the membrane potential approachesEK (-90 mV at 37C), the separation ofcharge,
or polarity, increases. Thus, the increase in the magnitude of the
membrane potential is called a hyperpolarization. In general,
hyperpolarization results from any stimulus that increases either
the outflow of positive ions or the inflow of negative ions.
Although opening potassium channels causes hyperpolar~
ization, opening some other types of ion channels has an op~
posite effect, making the inside ofthe membrane less negative
(Figure 48.9b). This reduction in the magnitude of the mem·
brane potential is called a depolarization. Depolarization in
neurons often involves gated sodium channels. If the gated
sodium channels open, the membrane's permeability to Na+
increases, causing a depolarization as the membrane potential
shifts toward ENa (+62 mV at 37'C).
The types of hyperpolarization and depolarization we have
considered so far are called graded potentials because the
magnitude of the change in membrane potential varies with
the strength ofthe stimulus. A larger stimulus causes a greater
change in permeability and thus a greater change in the membrane potential. Graded potentials are not the actual nerve signals that travel along axons, but they have a major effect on the
generation of nerve signals.

Production of Action Potentials
Many of the gated ion channels in neurons are voltage-gated
ion channels; that is, they open or dose in response to a
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... Figure 48.9 Graded potentials and an action potential in a neuron.

change in the membrane potential. If a depolarization opens
voltage-gated sodium channels, the resulting flow ofNa + into
the neuron results in further depolarization. Because the
sodium channels are voltage gated, an increased depolarization in turn causes more sodium channels to open, leading to
an even greater flow of current. The result is a very rapid
opening of all the voltage-gated sodium channels. Such a series of events triggers a massive change in membrane voltage
called an action potential (Figure 48.9c).
Action potentials are the nerve impulses, or signals, that
carry information along an axon. Before we can discuss how
these signals move, or propagate, along an axon, we must first
understand more about the changes in membrane voltage that
accompany an action potential.
Action potentials occur whenever a depolarization increases
the membrane voltage to a particular value, called the threshold.
For mammalian neurons, the threshold is a membrane potential
ofabout -55 mY. Once initiated, the action potential has a magnitude that is independent ofthe strength ofthe triggering stimulus. Because action potentials occur fully or not at all, they
represent an all-or-none response to stimuli. This all-or-none
property reflects the fact that depolarization opens voltagegated sodium chatmels, and the opening of sodium channels
causes further depolarization. This positive-feedback loop ofdepolarization and channel opening triggers an action potential
whenever the membrane potential reaches the threshold.

Generation of Action Potentials: A Closer Look
In most neurons, an action potential lasts only 1-2 milliseconds (msec). Because action potentials are so brief, a neuron can produce hundreds of them per second. Furthermore,
the frequency with which a neuron generates action potentials can vary in response to input. Such differences in action
potential frequency convey information about signal strength.
In hearing, for example, louder sounds are reflected by more
frequent action potentials in neurons connecting the ear to
the brain.
The characteristic shape of the graph ofan action potential
(see Figure 48.9c) reflects the large change in membrane potential resulting from ion movement through voltage-gated
sodium and potassium channels. Membrane depolarization
opens both types ofchannels, but they respond independently
and sequentially. Sodium channels open first, initiating the action potential. As the action potential proceeds, the sodium
channels become inactivated: A loop of the channel protein
moves, blocking ion flow through the opening. Sodium channels remain inactivated until after the membrane returns to
the resting potential and the channels close. Potassium channels open more slowly than sodium channels, but remain
open and functional throughout the action potential.
To understand further how voltage-gated channels shape
the action potential, we'll consider the process as a series of
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stages (Figure 48.10). 0 At the resting potential, most voltage-gated sodium channels are closed. Some potassium channels are open, but most voltage-gated potassium channels are
closed. fJ When a stimulus depolarizes the membrane, some
gated sodium channels open, allowing more Na + to diffuse
into the cell. The Na + inflow causes further depolarization,
which opens still more gated sodium channels, allowing even
more Na + to diffuse into the cell. f) Once the threshold is
crossed, this positive-feedback cycle rapidly brings the membrane potential close to ENa • This stage is called the rising
phase. 0 However, two events prevent the membrane potential from actually reaching ENa : Voltage-gated sodium chan-

nels inactivate soon after opening, halting Na + inflow; and
most voltage-gated potassium channels open, causing a rapid
outflow of K+. Both events quickly bring the membrane potential back toward EI(. This stage is called the falling phase.
In the final phase of an action potential, called the
undershoot, the membrane's permeability to K+ is higher than
at rest, so the membrane potential is closer to Ef( than it is at
the resting potential. The gated potassium channels eventually dose, and the membrane potential returns to the resting
potential.
The sodium channels remain inactivated during the falling
phase and the early part of the undershoot. As a result, if a
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some potassium channels are still open. As these
potassium channels close and the sodium
channels become unblocked, the membrane
returns to its resting state

Ungated:::els (not shown) maintain the resting potential.
.... Figure 48.10 The role of voltage-gated ion channels in the generation of an
action potential. The circled numbers on the graph in the center and the colors of the action
potential phases correspond to the fi~e diagrams showing ~oltage-gated sodium and potassium
channels in a neuron's plasma membrane. (Ungated ion channels are not illustrated.)
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second depolarizing stimulus occurs during this period, it
n
will be unable to trigger an action potential. The "downtime
following an action potential when a second action potential
cannot be initiated is called the refractory period. This interval sets a limit on the maximum frequency at which action
potentials can be generated. As we will discuss shortly, the refractory period also ensures that all signals in an axon travel
in one direction, from the cell body to the axon terminals.
Note that the refractory period is due to the inactivation of
sodium channels, not to a change in the ion gradients across
the plasma membrane. The flow of charged particles during
an action potential involves far too few ions to change the concentration on either side of the plasma membrane.

Conduction of Action Potentials
An action potential functions as a long-distance signal by regenerating itself as it travels from the cell body to the synaptic
terminals, much like a flame traveling along a lit fuse. At the
site where an action potential is initiated (usually the axon
hillock), Na + inflow during the rising phase creates an electrical current that depolarizes the neighboring region of the
axon membrane (Figure 48.11). The depolarization in the
neighboring region is large enough to reach the threshold,
causing the action potential to be reinitiated there. This
process is repeated over and over again as the action potential
travels the length of the axon. At each position along the axon,
the process is identical, such that the shape and magnitude of
the action potential remain constant.
Immediately behind the traveling zone of depolarization
due to Na+ inflow is a zone of repolarization due to K+ outflow. In the repolarized zone, the sodium channels remain inactivated. Consequently, the inward current that depolarizes
the axon membrane ahead of the action potential cannot produce another action potential behind it. This prevents action
potentials from traveling back toward the cell body. Thus, an
action potential that starts at the axon hillock moves in only
one dire<tion-toward the synaptic terminals.
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o The depolarization-repolarization process is repeated in the

next region of the membrane. In this way, local currents of ions

across the plasma membrane cause the action potential to be

Conduction Speed
Several factors affe<t the speed at which action potentials are
conducted. One is axon diameter: Wider axons conduct action
potentials more rapidly than narrow ones because resistance to
electrical current flow is inversely proportional to the crosssectional area ofa conductor (such as a wire or an axon).1ust as
a wide hose offers less resistance to the flow ofwater than a narrow hose does, a wide axon provides less resistance to the current associated with an action potential than a narrow axon
does. Therefore, the resulting depolarization can spread farther
along the interior ofa wide axon, bringing more distant regions
of the membrane to the threshold sooner. In invertebrates, conduction speed varies from several centimeters per second in
very narrow axons to about 30 mlsec in the giant axons ofsome

propagated along the length of the axon.

... Figure 48.11 Conduction of an action potential. The three
parts of this figure show events that occur in an axon at three
successive times as an action potential passes from left to right. At
each point along the awn, voltage·gated ion channels go through the
sequence of changes described in Figure 48.1 0, The colors of
membrane regions shown here correspond to the adion potential
phases in Figure 48.1 0

arthropods and molluscs (see Figure 48.2), These giant axons
(up to 1 mm wide) function in rapid behavioral responses, such
as the muscle contraction that propels a squid toward its prey.
Vertebrate axons have narrow diameters but can still conduct action potentials at high speed. How is this possible? The
adaptation that enables fast conduction in narrow axons is a
myelin sheath, a layer of electrical insulation that surrounds
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... Figure 48.12 Schwann cells and the myelin sheath. In the PNS. glia called Schwann
cells wrap themselves around axon" forming layers of myelin. Gaps between adjacent Schwann
cells are called nodes of Ranvier. The TEM shows a cross section through a myelinated axon.
~ Figure 48.13 Saltatory conduction. In a
myelinated axon, the depolarizing current during an
action potential at one ncxle of Ranvier spreads along the
interior of the axon to the next node (blue arrows), where
it will reinitiate itself. Thus, the action potential jumps
from node to node as it travels along the axon (red

O.l/1 m

Schwann cell

arrows),

Myelin
sheath
Axon

vertebrate axons (Figure 48.12). Myelin sheaths are produced
by two types of glia-oligodendrocytes in the eNS and
Schwann cells in the PNS. During development, these specialized glia wrap axons in many layers of membrane. The
membranes forming these layers are mostly lipid, which is a
poor conductor of electrical current. Thus, the myelin sheath
provides electrical insulation for the axon, analogous to the
plastic insulation that covers many electrical wires.
The insulation provided by the myelin sheath has the same
effect as increasing the axon's diameter: It causes the depolarizing current associated with an action potential to spread farther along the interior of the axon, bringing more distant
regions of the membrane to the threshold sooner. The great
advantage of myelination is its space efficiency. A myelinated
axon 20 11m in diameter has a conduction speed faster than
that of a squid giant axon that has a diameter 40 times greater.
Furthermore, more than 2,000 of those myelinated axons can
be packed into the space occupied by just one giant axon.
In a myelinated axon, voltage-gated sodium channels are restricted to gaps in the myelin sheath called nodes of Ranvier
(see Figure 48. 12). The extracellular fluid is in contact with the
axon membrane only at the nodes. As a result, action potentials
are not generated in the regions between the nodes. Rather, the
inward current produced during the rising phase of the action
potential at a node travels all the way to the next node, where it
depolarizes the membrane and regenerates the action potential
(Figure 48.13). This mechanism is called saltatory conduction
1056
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(from the Latin saltare, to leap) because the action potential appears to jump along the axon from node to node.
CONCEPT

CHECK

48.3

1. How does an action potential differ from a graded
potential?
2. In the disease multiple sclerosis (from the Greek skleros,
hard), myelin sheaths gradually harden and deteriorate.
How would this affect nervous system function?
3. -@,nIM Suppose that a mutation caused gated
sodium channels to remain inactivated for a longer
time following an action potential. How would such a
mutation affect the maximum frequency at which action potentials could be generated? Explain.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A

In most cases, action potentials are not transmitted from neurons to other cells. However, information is transmitted, and
this transmission occurs at the synapses. Some synapses, called
electrical synapses, contain gap junctions (see Figure 6.32),

which do allow electrical current to flow directly from one neuron to another. In both vertebrates and invertebrates, electrical
synapses synchronize the activity of neurons responsible for
certain rapid, unvarying behaviors. For example, electrical
synapses associated with the giant axons ofsquids and lobsters
facilitate the swift execution of escape responses. There are
also many electrical synapses in the vertebrate brain.
The majority ofsynapses are chemicalsynnpses, which involve
the release ofa chemical neurotransmitter by the presynaptic neuron. The cell body and dendrites ofone postsynaptic neuron may
receive inputs from chemical synapses with hundreds or even
thousands ofsynaptic terminals (Figure 48.14). At each terminal,
the presynaptic neuron synthesizes the neurotransmitter and
packages it in multiple membrane-hounded compartments called
synaptic vesicles. The arrival ofan action potential at a synaptic
terminal depolarizes the plasma membrane, opening voltagegated channels that allow Ca2+ to diffuse into the terminal
(Figure 48.15). The resulting rise in ea 2 + concentration in the
terminal causes some of the synaptic vesicles to fuse with the
terminal membrane, releasing the neurotransmitter. The neuroPresynaptic
cell

transmitter then diffuses across the synaptic cleft, the narrow gap
that separates the presynaptic neuron from the postsynaptic cell.
Information transfer is much more readily modified at
chemical synapses than at electrical synapses. Avariety of factors can affect the amount of neurotransmitter that is released
or the responsiveness of the postsynaptic cell. Such modifications underlie an animal's ability to alter its behavior in response to change and form the basis for learning and memory,
as you will learn in Chapter 49.

Postsynaptic
neuron

Synaptic
terminals
of pre·
synaptic
neurons

Postsynaptic cell
... Figure 48.14 Synaptic terminals on the cell body of a
postsynaptic neuron (colorized SEM).

11l--- NeuroSynaptic vesicles
containing

transmitter

,.:.4---/"--
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}

Postsynaptic
membrane

"'--==- gated
Ligandion channel

Voltage-gated
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-

Postsynaptic
membrane

o

Ligand·gated
ion channels
... Figure 48.15 A chemical synapse.
When an action potential depolarizes the
plasma membrane of the synaptic terminal. it
opens voltage-gated calcium channels in
the membrane, triggering an influK of Ca 2 '
The elevated Ca 2 ' concentration in the
terminal causes synaptic vesicles to fuse with
the presynaptic membrane 0 The vesicles

o
e
o

••
•••

release neurotransmitter into the synaptic cleft.
The neurotransmitter binds to the receptor
portion of ligand-gated ion channels in the
postsynaptic membrane, opening the channels.
In the synapse illustrated here, both Na + and
K+ can diffuse through the channels. " The
neurotransmitter is released from the receptors,
and the channels close SynaptIC transmission

o

I

ends when the neurotransmitter diffuses out of the
synaptic cleft. is taken up by the synaptic terminal
or by another cell, or is degraded by an enzyme.
.'·mUIA If all the (aH in the fluid
surrounding a neuron were removed, how
would this affect the transmission of
information within and between neurons?
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Generation of Postsynaptic Potentials

Summation of Postsynaptic Potentials

At many chemical synapses, as in Figure 48.15, ligand-gated ion
channels capable ofbinding to the neurotransmitter are clustered

Unlike action potentials, which are all-or-none events, postsynaptic potentials are graded; their magnirude varies with a number offactors, including the amount of neurotransmitter released
by the presynaptic neuron. Furthermore, postsynaptic potentials
usually do not regenerate as they spread along the membrane ofa
ceU; they become smaller with distance from the synapse. Recall
that most synapses on a neuron are located on its dendrites or ceU
body, whereas action potentials are generally initiated at the axon
hillock. Therefore, a single EPSP is usually too small to trigger an
action potential in a postsynaptic neuron (Figure 48.16a).
On some occasions, two EPSPs occur at a single synapse in
such rapid succession that the postsynaptic neuron's membrane potential has not returned to the resting potential before the arrival of the second EPSP. When that happens, the
EPSPs add together, an effect called temporal summation
(Figure 48.16b). Moreover, EPSPs produced nearly simultaneously by different synapses on the same postsynaptic neuron can also add together, an effect called spatial summation
(Figure 48.16c). Through spatial and temporal summation,
several EPSPs can depolarize the membrane at the axon hillock
to the threshold, causing the postsynaptic neuron to produce
an action potential. Summation applies as well to IPSPs: Two
or more IPSPs occurring nearly simultaneously or in rapid
succession have a larger hyperpolarizing effect than a single
IPSP. Through summation, an IPSP can also counter the effect
of an EPSP (Figure 48.16d).
The interplay between multiple excitatory and inhibitory
inputs is the essence of integration in the nervous system. The

in the membrane of the postsynaptic cell, dire<tly opposite the
synaptic terminaL Binding ofthe neurotransmitter to a particular
part ofthe channel opens the channel and allows spedfic ions to
diffuse across the postsynaptic membrane. The result is generally
a postsyntlptk potential, a change in the membrane potential of
the postsynaptic cell. At synapses like the one in the figure, the
neurotransmitter binds toa type ofchannel through which both
K+ and Na + can diffuse. When those channels open, the postsynaptic membrane depo[arizes as the membrane potential approaches a value roughly midway between EK and EN;,. Because
these depolarizations bring the membrane potential toward
threshold, they are called excitatory postsynaptic potentials
(EPSPs). At other synapses, a different neurotransmitter binds
to channels that are selectively permeable for only K+ or 0-.
\X'hen those channels open, the postsynaptic membrane hyperpolarizes. Hyperpolarizations produced in this manner are
called inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) because
they move the membrane potential farther from threshold.
Various mechanisms rapidly clear neurotransmitters from
the synaptic cleft, terminating their effect on postsynaptic
cells. Certain neurotransmitters may be actively transported
into the presynaptic neuron, to be repackaged into synaptic
vesicles, or they may be transported into glia, to be metabolized as fuel. Other neurotransmitters are removed from the
synaptic cleft by simple diffusion or by an enzyme that catalyzes hydrolysis of the neurotransmitter.

Terminal branch
of presynaptIC
neuron

E,

E,

E,

Postsynaptic - -.... ,~,
neuron

,c

Axon
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~
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•

Adion
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Threshold of axon of
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~ot~~t~~

j

Adlon
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_
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E, E,
(a) Subthreshold, no
summation

(b) Temporal summation

.. Figure 48.16 Summation of
postsynaptic potentials. These graphs trace
changes in the membrane potential at a
postsynaptic neuron's axon hillock. The arrows
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(c) Spatial summation

indicate times when postsynaptic potentials
occur at two excitatory synapses (E 1 and E<,
green in the diagrams above the graphs) and at
one inhibitory synapse (I, red). like most EPSPs,
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(d) Spatial summation
of EPSP and IPSP

those produced at E1 or E1 do not reach the
threshold at the axon hillock without
summation,

axon hillock is the neuron's integrating center, the region where
the membrane potential at any instant represents the summed
effect of all EPSPs and IPSPs. Whenever the membrane potential at the axon hillock reaches the threshold, an action potential is generated and travels along the axon to its synaptic
terminals. After the refractory period, the neuron may produce
another action potential, provided the membrane potential at
the axon hillock once again reaches the threshold.

Modulated Synaptic Transmission
So far, we have focused on synapses containing ligand-gated
ion channels, in which a neurotransmitter binds directly to an
ion channel, causing the channel to open. However, there are
also synapses in which the re<:eptor for the neurotransmitter is
not part of an ion channel. Instead, binding of the neurotransmitter to its receptor in the postsynaptic cell activates a signal
transduction pathway involving a second messenger (see
Chapter 11). Compared with the postsynaptic potentials produced by ligand-gated channels, the effects of these secondmessenger systems have a slower onset but last longer (minutes

TIlb'e48.1

or even hours). Second messengers modulate the responsiveness of postsynaptic neurons to inputs in diverse ways, such as
by altering the number of open potassium channels.
A variety ofsignal transduction pathways playa role in mod·
ulating synaptic transmission. One of the best-studied path·
ways involves cyclic AMP (cAMP) as a second messenger. For
example, when the neurotransmitter norepinephrine binds to
its re<:eptor, the neurotransmitter-re<:eptor complex activates a
G protein, which in turn activates adenylyl cyclase, the enzyme
that converts ATP to cAMP (see Figure ILl 1). Cyclic AMP activates protein kinase A, which phosphorylates specific channel proteins in the postsynaptic membrane, causing them to
open or close. Because of the amplifying effe<:t of the signal
transduction pathway, the binding of a neurotransmitter molecule to a single receptor can open or close many channels.

Neurotransmitters
There are more than 100 known neurotransmitters. However,
nearly all ofthese fall into one of a few groups based on chemical structure. As shown in Table 48.1, the major classes of

Major Neurotransmitters

Neurotransmitter

Structure

Functional Class

Secretion Sites

Excitatory to vertebrate
skeletal muscles; excitatory
or inhibitory at other sites

CNS; PNS; vertebrate
neuromuscular junction

Norepinephrine

ExCitatory or inhibitory

CNS;PNS

Dopamine

Generallyexcitatory; may
be inhibitory at some sites

CNS;PNS

Generally inhibitory

CNS

Inhibitory

CNS; invertebrate
neuromuscular junction

EXCitatory

CNS; invertebrate
neuromuscular junction

Inhibitory

CNS

Acetylcholine

Biogenic Amines

Serotonin

'°0I ,"
:;;.'"

-C-CH-CH-NH

:::,..,

II

'

,

,

...CH

Amino Adds
GABA (gamma.
aminobutyric acid)
Glutamate

H N-CH-CH-CH-COOH
1

I

1

1

COO,

Glycine

H,I'l-CH,COOH

Neuropeptides (a very diverse group, only two of which are shown)
Substance]>

A.rg-PIO -lr.; -Pro -GI~-GI~ -PJ,e -P~ -GIy-L!1J -Met

EXcitatory

CN$;i'N$

Met-enkephalin
(an endorphin)

Tyr-Gly-Glv-Phe-Mel

Generally inhibitory

CNS

N=O

Excitatory or inhibitory

PNS

Gases
Nitric oxide
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neurotransmitters are acetylcholine, biogenic amines, amino
acids, neuropeptides, and gases.
A single neurotransmitter may have more than a dozen dif~
ferent re<eptors. Furthermore, the receptors for a specific
neurotransmitter can vary significantly in their effe<ts on
postsynaptic cells. For this reason, many drugs used to treat
nervous system diseases or affect brain function are targeted
to specific receptors rather than particular neurotransmitters.

Acetylcholine
One of the most common neurotransmitters in both invertebrates and vertebrates is acetylcholine. Except in the heart,
vertebrate neurons that form a synapse with muscle cells release acetylcholine as an excitatory transmitter. Acetylcholine
binds to receptors on ligand-gated channels in the muscle cell,
producing an EPSP. Nicotine, a chemical found in tobacco and
tobacco smoke, binds to the same receptors, which are also
found elsewhere in the PNS and in the CNS. Nicotine's effects
as a physiological and psychological stimulant result from its
affinity for this type of acetylcholine receptor. Acetylcholine
activity is terminated by acetylcholinesterase, an enzyme in
the synaptic cleft that hydrolyzes the neurotransmitter.
Certain bacteria produce a toxin that specifically inhibits
presynaptic release of acetylcholine. This toxin is the cause of
a rare but severe form of food poisoning called botulism. Untreated botulism is typically fatal because muscles required for
breathing fail to contract when acetylcholine release is
blocked. Recently, the same botulinum toxin has become a
controversial tool in a cosmetic procedure. Injections of the
toxin, known by the trade name Botox, minimize wrinkles
around the eyes or mouth by blocking transmission at
synapses that control particular facial muscles.
In regulating vertebrate cardiac (heart) muscle, acetylcholine has inhibitory rather than excitatory effects. In the
heart, acetylcholine released by neurons activates a signal
transduction pathway. The G proteins in the pathway inhibit
adenylyl cyclase and open potassium channels in the muscle
cell membrane. Both effects reduce the rate at which cardiac
muscle cells contract.

Biogenic Amines
Riogenic amines are neurotransmitters derived from amino
acids. The biogenic amine serotonin is synthesized from tryp·
tophan. Several other biogenic amines, the catecholamines, are
derived from tyrosine. One catecholamine, dopamine, acts
only as a neurotransmitter. Two others-epinephrine and
norepinephrine-act both as neurotransmitters and as hormones (see Chapter 45).
In the PNS ofvertebrates, norepinephrine is one oftwo major neurotransmitters, the other being acetylcholine. Acting
through a G protein-coupled receptor (see Chapter 11), nor-
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epinephrine generates EPSPs in the autonomic nervous system, a branch of the PNS discussed in Chapter 49.
In the CNS, the biogenic amines are often involved in modulating synaptic transmission. Dopamine and serotonin are
released at many sites in the brain and affect sleep, mood, attention, and learning. Some psychoactive drugs, including
LSD and mescaline, apparently produce their hallucinatory
effects by binding to brain receptors for serotonin and
dopamine.
Biogenic amines have a central role in a number of nervous
system disorders and treatments (see Chapter 49). The degenerative illness Parkinson's disease is associated with a lack of
dopamine in the brain. In addition, depression is often treated
with drugs that increase the brain concentrations of biogenic
amines. Prozac, for instance, enhances the effect of serotonin
by inhibiting its reuptake after release.

Amino Acids
Two amino acids serve as the major neurotransmitters in the
vertebrate CNS: gamma-aminobutyric acid (GARA) and
glutamate. GABA, which appears to be the neurotransmitter
at most inhibitory synapses in the brain, produces IPSPs by in~
creasing the permeability of the postsynaptic membrane to
ct-. In contrast, glutamate, the most common neurotransmitter in the brain, is always excitatory. A third amino acid,
glycine, acts at inhibitory synapses in parts of the CNS that lie
outside of the brain.

Neuropeptides
Several neuropeptides, relatively short chains ofamino acids,
serve as neurotransmitters that operate via signal transduction pathways. Such peptides are typically produced by cleavage of much larger protein precursors. The neuropeptide
substance P is a key excitatory neurotransmitter that mediates our perception of pain, while other neuropeptides, called
endorphins, function as natural analgesics, decreasing pain
perception.
In the 1970s, Candace Pert, then a graduate student at Johns
Hopkins University, and her research supervisor, Solomon Snyder,
discovered endorphins as an outcome of their research on the
biochemistry of behavior. Previous studies had indicated that
the brain contains specific receptors for opiates, painkilling
drugs such as morphine and heroin. To find these receptors,
Pert and Snyder had the insight to apply existing knowledge
about the activity of different drugs in the brain (Figure 48.17).
In a single, straightforward experiment, they provided the first
demonstration that opiate receptors exist. Setting out to identify molecules normally present in the brain that could also activate these re<eptors, they discovered endorphins.
Endorphins are produced in the brain during times ofphysical
or emotional stress, such as childbirth. In addition to relieving

Inrn"I'!'!!"m In ui
Does the brain have a specific protein receptor
for opiates?
EXPERIMENT

In 1973, Candace Pert and Solomon Snyder, of

Johns Hopkins University, were searching for an opiate receptor in the
mammalian brain. It was known that the drug naloxone antagonizes
(opposes) the narcotic effect of opiates. Pert and Snyder reasoned
that naloxone ads as an opiate antagonist by binding tightly to the
opiate receptor without actIVating the receptor. They first prepared

radioactive naloxone and then incubated it with a protein mixture
prepared from rodent brains. If proteins that could bind naloxone

were pr~nt. the radioactivity would become stably associated with
the protein mixture. Furthermore, the researchers could determine
whether aspecific receptor was present by examining the ability of
different drug molecules to Interfere with the binding activity.

Radioactive
naloxone

!~rug
Protein '-...
mixture
.........

\
proteinsb Measure naloxone
trapped
bound to proteins
on filter
on each filter
RESULTS

Morphine

y"

Concentration That Blocked
Nalollone Binding
6xlO- 9 M

Methadone

y"

2 x 10

levorphanol

y"

2x10- 9 M

Phenobarbital

No

No effect at 10- 4 M

Atropine

No

No effect at 10

No

No effect at 10- 4 M

Drug

Serotonin

Opiate

8

M

4

M

Because opiates interfere with naloxone binding, but unrelated drugs do not, the binding activity had the specificity expected of the opiate receptor. Pert and Snyder also found
that the binding activity was present in tissue from regions of the
brain involved in the sensation of P<lin, but not in tissue from the
cerebellum, a brain region that coordinates motor activity.
CONCLUSION

SOURCE

pain, they decrease urine output, depress respiration, and produce euphoria, as well as other emotional effects. Because opiates
bind to the same receptor proteins as endorphins, opiates mimic
endorphins and produce many of the same physiological effects
(see Figure 2.18).

C. B. fieri and S H. Snyder, Op,ale re<:eplor

demonltrallOn in nervous tissue, Sdence 179 1011-1014 (1973).

-Vl:f.iilM How would the results have been affected if the researchers had used a radioactive opiate rather than a radioactive
opiate antagonist?

Gases
In common with many other types of cells, some neurons in
vertebrates release dissolved gases, notably nitric oxide
(NO; see Chapter 45), that act as local regulators. For example, during sexual arousal, certain neurons in human males
release NO into the erectile tissue of the penis. In response,
smooth muscle cells in the blood vessel walls of the erectile
tissue relax, which causes the blood vessels to dilate and fill
the spongy erectile tissue with blood, producing an erection. As you read in Chapter 45, the erectile dysfunction
drug Viagra increases the ability to achieve and maintain an
erection by inhibiting an enzyme that terminates the action
ofNQ.
Unlike most neurotransmitters, NO is not stored in cytoplasmic vesicles but is instead synthesized on demand. NO diffuses into neighboring target cells, produces a change, and is
broken down-all within a few seconds. In many of its targets,
including smooth muscle cells, NO works like many hormones, stimulating an enzyme to synthesize a second messenger that directly affects cellular metabolism.
Although inhaling air containing the gas carbon monoxide
(CO) can be deadly, the vertebrate body produces small
amounts of CO, some of which acts as a neurotransmitter.
Carbon monoxide is generated by the enzyme heme oxyge'
nase, one form ofwhich is found in certain populations ofneu·
rons in the brain and PNS. In the brain, CO regulates the
release of hypothalamic hormones. In the PNS, it acts as an inhibitory neurotransmitter that hyperpolarizes intestinal smooth
muscle cells.
In the next chapter, we will consider how the cellular and
biochemical mechanisms we have discussed contribute to
nervous system function on the system leve1.
CONCEPT

CHECK

48.4

I. How is it possible for a particular neurotransmitter to
produce opposite effects in different tissues?
2, Organophosphate pesticides work by inhibiting
acetylcholinesterase. the enzyme that breaks down
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Explain how these
toxins would affect EPSPs produced by acetylcholine.
3. MI,'!ltUIM If a drug mimicked the activity of
GABA in the CNS, what general effect on behavior
might you expect? Explain.
For suggested answers. see AppendiX A
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_i,liiiil_ 48.1
Neuron organization and structure reflect function in
information transfer (pp.l047-1049)
.. Introduction to Information Processing Nervous systems
process information in three stages: sensory input, integration, and motor output to effector cells. Nervous systems are
often divided into a central nervous system (eNS) that indudes the brain and nerve cord and a peripheral nervous system (PNS).

.. Neuron Structure and Funclion Most neurons have highly
branched dendrites that receive signals from other neurons.
They also typically have a single axon that transmits signals to
other cells at synapses. Neurons have a wide variety of shapes
that reflect their input and output interactions and depend on
glia for supporting functions.

potential to the threshold, many voltage-gated Na + channels
open, triggering an inflow ofNa that rapidly brings the membrane potential to a positive value. The membrane potential is
restored to its normal resting value by the inactivation of
sodium channels and by the opening of many voltage-gated
potassium channels, which increases K+ outflow.
T

-t,l4olP,·
,\eIMtr Ner'"e Signals: Action Potentials
In\'e~tigation What Triggers Nen'e Impulses?

.. Generation of Action Potentials: A Closer Look A refractory period follows the action potential, corresponding to the
interval when the sodium channels are inactivated.
Adion potential
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Ion pumps and ion channels maintain the resting
potential of a neuron (pp. 1050-1052)
.. Formation of the Resting Potential Every living cell has a
voltage across its plasma membrane called a membrane potential. The inside of the cell is negative relative to the outside.
.. Modeling of the Resting Potential The membrane potential depends on ionic gradients across the plasma membrane:
The concentration of Na f is higher in the extracellular fluid
T
than in the cytosol, while the reverse is true for K • A neuron
that is not transmitting signals contains many open potassium
channels and few open sodium channels in its plasma membrane. The diffusion of K and Na + through these channels
leads to the separation of charges across the membrane, producing the resting potential.
T

.i,iiiii'_ 48.3

Action potentials are the signals conducted byaxons
(pp.10S2-1056)
.. Neurons have gated ion channels that open or close in response to stimuli, leading to changes in membrane potential.
A change in the membrane potential toward a more negative
value is a hyperpolarization; a change toward a more positive
value is a depolarization. Changes in membrane potential that
vary with the strength of a stimulus are known as graded
potentials.
.. production of Action Potentials An action potential is a
brief, all-or-none depolarization of a neuron's plasma membrane. \Vhen a graded depolarization brings the membrane
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.. Conduction of Action Potentials An action potential travels from the axon hillock to the synaptic terminals by regenerating itself along the axon. The speed of conduction of an
action potential increases with the diameter of the axon and,
in many vertebrate axons, with myelination. Action potentials
in myelinated axons jump between the nodes of Ranvier, a
process called saltatory conduction.

Ni Illi"_ 48.4

Neurons communicate with other cells at synapses
(pp.10S6-1061)
.. In an electrical synapse, electrical current flows directly from
one cell to another via gap junctions. In a chemical synapse,
depolarization of the synaptic terminal causes synaptic vesicles to fuse with the terminal membrane and release neurotransmitter into the synaptic deft.
.. Generation of Postsynaptic Potentials At many synapses,
the neurotransmitter binds to ligand-gated ion channels in the
postsynaptic membrane, producing an excitatory or inhibitory postsynaptic potential (EPSP or IPSP). After release,
the neurotransmitter diffuses out of the synaptic cleft, is taken
up by surrounding cells, or is degraded by enzymes.
.. Summation of Postsynaptic Potentials A single neuron has
many synapses on its dendrites and cell body. Whether it generates an action potential depends on the temporal and spatial
summation ofEP$Ps and IP$Ps at the axon hillock.

.. Modulated Synaptic Transmission The binding of neurotransmitter to some receptors activates signal transduction
pathways, which produce slowly developing but long-lasting
effects in the postsynaptic cell.
.. Neurotransmitters The same neurotransmitter can produce
different effects on different types of cells, depending on the
receptor type. Major known neurotransmitters include acetylcholine; biogenic amines (serotonin, dopamine, epinephrine,
and norepinephrine); the amino acids GABA, glutamate, and
glycine; neuropeptides; and gases such as nitric oxide.
Acthity Signal Transmission.t. Ch~mical Syn.l's~

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
J. What happens when a neuron's membrane depolarizes?
a. There is a net diffusion of Na ~ out of the cel1.
b. The equilibrium potential for K~ (Ed becomes more
positive.
c. The neuron's membrane voltage becomes more positive.
d. The neuron becomes less likely to generate an action
potentia1.
e. The inside of the cell becomes more negative relative to
the outside.
2. Why are action potentials usually conducted in only one direction along an axon?
a. The nodes of Ranvier can conduct potentials in only one
direction.
b. The brief refractory period prevents reopening of voltagegated Na-t channels.
c. The axon hillock has a higher membrane potential than
the terminals of the axon.
d. Ions can flow along the axon in only one direction.
e. Voltage·gated channels for both Na-t and K-t open in only
one direction.
3. A common feature of action potentials is that they
a. cause the membrane to hyperpolarize and then
depolarize.
b. can undergo temporal and spatial summation.
c. are triggered by a depolarization that reaches the
threshold.
d. move at the same speed along all axons.
e. result from the diffusion of Na-t and K-t through ligandgated channels.
4. \Vhich ofthe following is a direct result of depolarizing the
presynaptic membrane of an axon terminal?
a. Voltage-gated calcium channels in the membrane open.
b. Synaptic vesicles fuse with the membrane.
c. The postsynaptic cell produces an action potentia1.
d. Ligand·gated channels open, allowing neurotransmitters
to enter the synaptic cleft.
e. An EPSP or IP$P is generated in the postsynaptic cel1.

5. Where are neurotransmitter receptors located?
a. on the nuclear membrane
b. at nodes of Ranvier
c. on the postsynaptic membrane
d. on the membranes of synaptic vesicles
e. in the myelin sheath

6. Temporal summation always involves
a. both inhibitory and excitatory inputs.
b. synapses at more than one site.
c. inputs that are not simultaneous.
d. electrical synapses.
e. multiple inputs at a single synapse.
For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

MM4·W_ Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test

7. l.p,jl,I,,' Suppose a researcher inserts a pair of electrodes
at two different positions along the middle of an axon dis·
sected out of a squid. By applying a depolarizing stimulus,
the researcher brings the plasma membrane at both posi·
tions to threshold. Using the drawing below as a starting
point, create one or more drawings that illustrate where each
action potential would terminate.

===;:=~!==E1='d"d'=1!===k
~

l

Squid axon

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. An action potential is an all-or-none event. This on/off signaling is an evolutionary adaptation of animals that must sense
and act in a complex environment. It is possible to imagine a
nervous system in which the action potentials are graded,
with the amplitude depending on the size ofthe stimulus.
What advantage might on/off signaling have over a graded
(continuously variable) kind of signaling?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. From what you know about action potentials and synapses,
propose two or three hypotheses for how various anesthetics
might prevent pain.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
10. Nervous system damage from accidents or disease can cause
pain that is sensed as a constant burning, an electrical shock, or
shooting pain. Researchers are conducting studies to determine
whether cone snail toxins can be used to treat these types of
pain. How would you envision these toxins being used? What
risks might there be for the patient? Could such toxins pose a
risk for large-scale bioterrorist attacks?
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KEY

CONCEPTS

49.1 Nervous systems consist of circuits of neurons
and supporting cells
49.2 The vertebrate brain is regionally specialized
49.3 The cerebral cortex controls voluntary
movement and cognitive functions
49.4 Changes in synaptic connections underlie
memory and learning
49.5 Nervous system disorders can be explained in
molecular terms

r~:::: and Control Center
hat happens in your brain when you picture
something with your ~mind's eye~? Until quite
recently. scientists had little hope of answering
that question. The human brain contains an estimated 1011
(100 billion) neurons. The circuits that interconnect these
brain cells are more complex than those of even the most
powerful supercomputers. Yet except for rare glimpses,
such as during brain surgery, even the large-scale circuitry
of the living human brain has been hidden from view. That's
no longer the case, thanks in part to recent technologies that
can record brain activity from outside a person's skull
(Figure 49.1).
The image in Figure 49.1 was produced by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fM.RI). During an fM.RI, the subject
lies with his or her head in the center of a large. doughnutshaped magnet. When the brain is scanned with electromagnetic waves, changes in blood oxygen where the brain is active
generate a signal that can be recorded. A computer then uses
the data to construct a three-dimensional map of the subject's
brain activity, like the one shown in Figure 49.1. These recordings can be made while the subject is doing various tasks, such

W
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.... Figure 49.1 How do scientists map activity within the
human brain?

as speaking, moving a hand, looking at pictures, or forming a
mental image of a person's face. Scientists can then look for a
correlation between a particular task and activity in specific
regions of the brain.
The ability to sense and react originated billions of years
ago with prokaryotes that could detect changes in their environment and respond in ways that enhanced their survival and
reproductive success. For example, bacteria keep moving in a
particular direction as long as they encounter increasing concentrations of a food source. Later, modification of simple
recognition and response processes provided multicellular organisms with a mechanism for communication between cells
of the body_ By the time ofthe Cambrian explosion more than
500 million years ago (see Chapter 32), systems of neurons allowing animals to sense and move rapidly were present in essentially their current forms.
In this chapter, we will discuss the organization and evolution ofanimal nervous systems, exploring how groups of neurollS function in specialized circuits dedicated to specific
tasks. First we'll focus on specialization in regions of the vertebrate brain. We will then turn to the ways in which brain activity makes information storage and organization possible.
Finally. we'll consider several disorders of the nervous system
that are the subject of intense research today.

~:;:::7 ~~~~s consist of
circuits of neurons and
supporting cells

In most animals with nervous systems, clusters of neurons perform specialized functions. However, such clustering is absent
in the cnidarians, the simplest animals with nervous systems.
Hydras, jellies, and other cnidarians have radially symmetrical

bodies organized around a gastrovascular cavity (see Figure 33.5).
In most cnidarians, a series of interconnected nerve cells form
a diffuse nerve net (Figure 49.2a), which controls the contraction and expansion of the gastrovascuIar cavity.
In more complex animals, the axons of multiple nerve cells
are often bundled together, forming nerves. These fibrous
structures channel and organize information flow along specific routes through the nervous system. For example, sea stars
have a set of radial nerves connecting to a central nerve ring
(figure 49.2b). Within each arm, the radial nerve is linked to
a nerve net from which it receives input and to which it sends
signals controlling motor activity. Such an arrangement is better suited to controlling elaborate movements than a single
diffuse nerve net.
Animals with elongated, bilaterally symmetrical bodies
have even more specialized nervous systems. Such animals exhibit cephalization, an evolutionary trend toward a clustering
of sensory neurons and interneurons at the anterior (front)
end. One or more nerve cords extending toward the posterior
(back) end connect these structures with nerves elsewhere in
the body. In nonsegmented worms, such as the planarian
shown in figure 49.2c, a small brain and longitudinal nerve
cords constitute the simplest clearly defined central nervous
system (eNS). In some such animals, the entire nervous system is constructed from only a small number ofcells, as shown
by studies of another nonsegmented worm, the nematode
C. e/egans. In this species, an adult worm has exactly 302 neu-

Radial-"t\'"
nerve
Nerve
nng

rons, no more and no fewer. More complex invertebrates, such
as segmented worms (annelids; Figure 49.2d) and arthropods
(Figure 49.2e), have many more neurons. The behavior of
such animals is regulated by more complicated brains and by
ventral nerve cords containing ganglia, segmentally arranged
clusters of neurons.
\VJthin an animal group, nervous system organization often
correlates with lifestyle. Forexample, the sessile and slow-moving
molluscs, such as clams and chitons, have relatively simple
sense organs and little or no cephalization (figure 49.2f). In
contrast, active predatory molluscs, such as octopuses and
squids (Figure 49.2g), have the most sophisticated nervous
systems of any invertebrates, rivaling even those of some vertebrates. With large image-forming eyes and a brain containing
millions of neurons, octopuses can learn to discriminate between visual patterns and to perform complex tasks.
In vertebrates (Figure 49.2h), the brain and the spinal cord
form the CNS; nerves and ganglia comprise the peripheral
nervous system (PNS). Regional specialization is a hallmark of
both systems, as we will examine further in the remainder of
this chapter.

Organization of the Vertebrate
Nervous System
The brain and spinal cord of the vertebrate CNS are tightly
coordinated. The brain provides the integrative power that

Brain----,iil

Brain
Nerve
cords

Ventral
nerve
cord
Segmental
ganglia

(a) Hydra (cnidarian)

(b) Sea star (echinoderm)

(c) Planarian (flatworm)

(d) Leech (annelid)
Brain

Brain----l,---~

Ventral-=="i':
nerve cord

Anterior--,f
nerve ring

Spinal _ _r~
cord
(dorsal
nerve
cord)

Brain--'\---f

Longitudinal
nerve cords

Ganglia

(f) Chiton (mollusc)

(g) Squid (mollusc)

Sensory
ganglia

Segmental
ganglia
(e) Insect (arthropod)

(h) Salamander (vertebrate)

... Figure 49.2 Nervous system organization. (a) A hydra contains individual neurons
(purple) organized in a diffuse nerve net. (b-h) Animals with more sophisticated nervous systems
contain groups of neurons (blue) organized into nerves and often ganglia and a brain.
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f) Sensors detect
a sudden stretch in
the quadriceps.

Quadriceps
muscle

f) Sensory neurons
convey the information
to the spinal cord.

omotor
In response to signals from the sensory neurons,
neurons convey signals to the quadriceps,
causing it to contract and jerking the lower leg forward.
Gray
matter

Cell body of
sensory neuron in
dorsal root
ganglion

OThe reflex is initiated
artificially by tapping the
tendon connected to the
quadriceps muscle.

~

"Sensory neurons
also communicate
with interneurons
in the spinal cord.

Whitematter

Hamstring
muscle
Spinal cord --''''''-,
(cross sec\lon)

l

0The interneurons inhibit
motor neurons that lead to
the hamstring muscle.
This inhibition prevents
contraction of the hamstring,
which would resist the
action of the quadriceps.

.... Sensory neuron
... Motor neuron
.... Interneuron
... Figure 49.3 The knee-jerk reflex. Many neurons are involved in the reflex, but for
simplicity, only a few neurons are shown.
underlies the complex behavior ofvertebrates. The spinal cord,
which runs lengthwise inside the vertebral column (spine),
conveys information to and from the brain and generates basic
patterns of locomotion. The spinal cord also acts indepen~
dently of the brain as part of the simple nerve circuits that pro~
duce reflexes, the body's automatic responses to certain
stimuli.
A reflex protects the body by triggering a rapid, involuntary
response to a particular stimulus. For example, if you put your
hand on a hot burner, a reflex begins to pull your hand back
well before the sensation of pain has been processed in your
brain. Similarly, ifyour knees buckle when you pick up a heavy
object, the tension across your knees triggers a reflex that contracts the thigh muscles, helping you stay upright and support
the load. During a physical exam, your doctor may trigger this
knee-jerk reflex with a mallet to help assess nervous system
function (Figure 49.3).
Unlike the ventral nerve cord of many invertebrates, the
spinal cord of vertebrates runs along the dorsal side of the
body (Figure 49.4). Although the vertebrate spinal cord does
not contain segmental ganglia, such ganglia are present just
outside the spinal cord. Furthermore, an underlying segmental organization is apparent in the arrangement of neurons
within the spinal cord.
The brain and spinal cord of vertebrates are derived from
the dorsal embryonic nerve cord, which is hollow-a hallmark ofchordates (see Chapter 34). During development, the
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Central nervous
system (CNS)

Peripheral nervous
system (PNS)

Brain----f~:

....,"--

Spinal cord----'

:------=-~Cranial

nerves
",,:c::::===~-Ganglia

outSide
eNS

-=\===_-spinal
nerves

... Figure 49.4 The vertebrate nervous system. The central
nervous system consists of the brain and spinal cord (yellow). Cranial
nerves, spinal nerves, and ganglia outside the central nervous system
make up the peripheral nervous system (dark gold),

hollow cavity of the embryonic nerve cord is transformed
into the narrow central canal of the spinal cord and the
ventricles of the brain (Figure 49.5). Both the central canal
and the four ventricles are filled with cerebrospinal nuid,
which is formed by filtration of arterial blood in the brain.
The cerebrospinal fluid circulates slowly through the central
canal and ventricles and then drains into the veins, supplying
different parts of the brain with nutrients and hormones and
carrying away wastes. In mammals, the cerebrospinal fluid

Gray matter

White
matter

also cushions the brain and spinal cord by circulating between [ayers of connective tissue that surround the CNS.
In addition to these fluid-filled spaces, the brain and the
spinal cord contain gray matter and white matter. Gray matter
consists mainly of neuron cell bodies, dendrites, and unmyelinated axOllS. In contrast, white matter consists of bundled axons that have myelin sheaths, which give the axons a whitish
appearance. White matter in the spinal cord lies on the outside, consistent with its function in linking the CNS to sensory
and motor neurons of the PNS. As shown in Figure 49.5, white
matter in the brain is instead predominantly on the inside, reflecting the role of signaling between neurons of the brain in
learning, feeling emotions, processing sensory information,
and generating commands.

Glia in the eNS

The glia present throughout the vertebrate brain and spinal
cord fall into a number of different categories, many ofwhich
are illustrated in Figure 49.6. Ependymal cells line the ventricles and have cilia that promote circulation of the cerebrospinal fluid. Microglia protect the nervous system from
invading microorganisms. Oligodendrocytes function in
axon myelination, a critical activity in the vertebrate nervous
... Figure 49.5 Ventricles, gray matter, and white matter.
system (see Chapter 48). (Schwann cells perform this funcVentricles de€p in the brain's interior contain cerebrospinal fluid, Most of the
gray matter is on the surlace of the brain, surrounding the white maner,
tion in the PNS.)
Among the different types of glia,
astrocytes
appear to have the most dieNS
PNS
verse set of functions. They provide
structural support for neurons and regulate the extracellular concentrations of
ions and neurotransmitters. Astrocytes
can respond to activity in neighboring
neurons by facilitating information transfer at synapses and in some instances releasing neurotransmitters. Astrocytes
Schwann cells
adjacent to active neurons cause nearby
~Microglial
blood vessels to dilate, increasing blood
,.cell
flow to the area and enabling the neurons
to obtain oxygen and glucose more quickly.
(a) The glia in vertebrates include ependymal
During development, astrocytes induce
cells, astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocytes,
~~I
cells that line the capillaries in the CNS to
and Schwann cells,
~,
form tight junctions (see Figure 6.32). The
result is the blood-brain barrier, which
restricts the passage of most substances
into the CNS. The existence ofthis barrier
permits tigllt control of the extracellular
(b) In this section through a mammalian
chemical
envirorunent of the brain and
cerebral cortex. the green cells are
astrocytes labeled with a fluorescent
spinal cord.
antibody, The blue dots are the nuclei of
Radial glia (not shown) playa critical
astrocytes and other cells labeled with a
role in development of the nervous sysDNA·binding dye. The term astrocyte refers
to the starlike shape of the cells (LM),
tem. In an embryo, radial glia form tracks
along which newly formed neurons
... Figure 49.6 Glia in the vertebrate nervous system.
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migrate from the neural tube, the structure that gives rise to the
CNS (see Figures 47.12 and 47.13). Both radial glia and astrocytes can also act as stem cells, generating neurons and additional glia. Researchers view these multipotent precursors as a
potential way to replace neurons and glia that are lost to injury
or disease, a topic we'll explore further in Concept 49.5.

As shown in Figure 49.7, the efferent branch of the PNS con·
sists ofm·o functional components: the motor system and the autonomic nervous system. The motor system consists of neurons
that carry signals to skeletal muscles, mainly in response to
external stimuli. Although the motor system is often considered
voluntary because it is subject to conscious control, much skeletal
muscle activity is actually controlled by the brainstem or by reflexes mediated by the spinal cord. The autonomic nervous
The Peripheral Nervous System
system regulates tlle internal envirorunent by controlling smooth
and cardiac muscles and the organs of the digestive, cardiovascuThe PNS transmits information to and from the CNS and plays
a large role in regulating an animal's movement and internal
lar, excretory, and endocrine systems. This control is generally inenvironment (Figure 49.7). Sensory information reaches the
voluntary. Three divisions-sympathetic, parasympathetic, and
CNS along PNS neurons designated asafferent (from the Latin,
enteric-together make up the autonomic nervous system.
meaning "to bring toward') Following information processing
The sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the auto-within the CNS, instructions then travel to muscles, glands,
nomic nervous system have largely antagonistic (opposite) funcand endocrine cells along PNS neurons designated as efferent
tions in regulating organ function (Figure 49.8). Activation ofthe
sympathetic division corresponds to arousal and energy genera(from the Latin, meaning "to carry oW).
tion (the "fight-or-flight" response). For example, the heart beats
Structurally, the vertebrate PNS consists ofleCt-right pairs of
cranial and spinal nerves and their associated ganglia (see
faster, digestion is inhibited, the liver converts glycogen to glucose,
Figure 49.4). The cranial nerves connect the brain with locaand secretion of epinephrine (adrenaline) from the adrenal
tions mostly in organs of the head and upper body. The spinal
medulla is stimulated (see Chapter 45). Activation of the
nerves run between tlle spinal cord and parts of the body beparasympathetic division generally causes opposite responses
low the head. Most of the cranial nerves and all of the spinal
that promote calming and a return to self-maintenance functions
nerves contain both afferent and efferent neurons. A few craand digest''). For example, increased activity in the parasymnial nerves are afferent only. For example, the olfactory nerve,
pathetic division lowers heart rate, enhances digestion, and inwhich extends betv.'een the nose and the brain, is dedicated to
creases glycogen production. In regulating reproductive activity,
conveying sensory information for olfaction, the sense ofsmell.
however, the parasympathetic division complements rather than
antagonizes the sympathetic division (see
Figure 49.8). The overall functions of the
PNS
sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions
are reflected in the location of neurons in
each division and the neurotransmitters
that these neurons release (Table 49,1).
Efferent
Afferent
(sensory) neurons
neurons
The enteric division of the PNS consists ofnetworks ofneurons in the digestive
tract, pancreas, and gallbladder. WIthin
these organs, neurons of the enteric diviHearing
sion control secretion, and they also control the smooth muscles that produce
peristalsis (see Chapter 41). Although the
enteric division can function independently, it is normally regulated by the symSympathetic
Enteric
pathetic and parasympathetic divisions.
Locomotion
division
division
The motor and autonomic nervous
systems often cooperate in maintaining
homeostasis. In response to a drop in
body temperature, for example, the hypothalamus signals the autonomic nervous system to constrict surface blood
vessels, reducing heat loss. At the same
Hormone
action
time, the hypothalamus signals the motor
Gas eKchange
Circulation
Digestion
system to cause shivering, which in... Figure 49.7 Functional hierarchy of the vertebrate peripheral nervous system.
Representative organs and activities are illustrated for each branch.
creases heat production.

erest
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Parasym~thetic

division

Sympathetic division

Action on target organs:

Action on target organs:

Constricts pupil
of eye

}-o'

Dilates pupil
of eye

Stimulates salivary
gland secretion

>-

Inhibits salivary
gland secretion

'~-:::::';;="

Constricts
bronchi in lungs

Sympathetic
ganglia

Cervical

RelaKes bronchi
in lungs

Slows heart

Accelerates heart

Stimulates activity
of stomach and
intestines

Inhibits activity
of stomach and
intestines

~

Stimulates activity
of pancreas

,...

Stimulates
gallbladder

,...

Thoracic

.. Figure 49.8 The parasympathetic
and sympathetic divisions of the
autonomic nervous system. Most
pathways in each division conSist of
preganglionic neurons (having cell bodies in
the eNS) and postganglionic neurons (having
cell bodies in ganglia in the PNS).
n Most tissues regulated by the autonomic
. . nervous system receive both sympafhetic
and parasympathetic input from postganglionic
neurons, Responses are typically local. In
contrast, the adrenal medulla receives input
only from the sympathetic division and only
from preganglionic neurons, yet responses are
observed throughout the body Explain

Inhibits activity
of pancreas
Stimulates glucose
release from liver;
inhibits gallbladder
Stimulates
adrenal medulla

Promotes emptying
of bladder
Promotes erection
of genitals

MI. 49.1

_

.~

Inhibits emptying
of bladder

>-,

~Promotes eJaculallOn and

>f!J,::--,----..-'
Synapse

vaginal contractions

Properties of Parasympathetic
and Sympathetic Neurons
Parasympathetic
Division

Sympathetic
Division

Location

Brainstem, sacral
segments of
spinal cord

Thoracic and
lumbar
segments of
spinal cord

Neurotransmitter
released

Acetylcholine

Acel)1choline

Location

Ganglia close to or
within target organs

Ganglia dose to
target organs or
chain ofganglia
near spinal cord

Neurotransmitter
released

Acetylcholine

Norepinephrine

Preganglionk Neurons

Postganglionic Neurons

CONCEPT

CHECK

49.1

1. Which division of your autonomic nervous system
would likely be activated if you learned that an exam
you had forgotten about would start in 5 minutes?
Explain your answer.
2. The parasympathetic and sympathetic divisions of the
PNS (see Figure 49.8 and Table 49.1) use the same
neurotransmitters at the axon terminals of preganglionic neurons, but different transmitters at the axon
terminals of postganglionic neurons. How does this
difference correlate with the function of the axons
bringing signals into and out of the ganglia in the
two divisions?
3. _lm,nIM Suppose you had an accident that severed a small nerve required to move some of the fingers of your right hand. Would you also expect an
effect on sensation from those fingers?
For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.
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Having considered the organization of the spinal cord and PNS,
we turn now to the brain. In discussing brain organization, biologists often refer to subdivisions that are apparent at particular stages of embryonic development. In all vertebrates, three
anterior bulges of the neural tube-the forebrain, midbrain,
and hindbrain-become evident as the embryo develops
(Figure 49.9a). By the 5th week of embryonic development in
humans, there are five brain regions (Figure 49.9b). Three of
these regions-those derived from the midbrain and hind~
brain-give rise to the brainstem, a set ofstructures that form the
lower part ofthe brain (Figure 49.9c). The hindbrain also gives
rise to a major brain center, the cerebellum, that is not part of
the brainstem.
As embryogenesis proceeds, the most profound changes in
the human brain occur in the telencephalon, the region of the
forebrain that gives rise to the adult cerebrum. Rapid, expansive growth of the telencephalon during the 2nd and 3rd
months causes the outer portion of the cerebrum, called the

cerebral cortex, to extend over and around much of the rest
ofthe brain. Major centers that develop from the diencephalon
are the thalamus, hypothalamus, and epithalamus.
As we survey the function of the structures in the adult
brain, we'll periodically refer to Figure 49.9 and to the embry·
onic history of a particular region.

The Brainstem
The brainstcm functions in
homeostasis, coordination of
movement, and conduction of
information to and from higher
brain centers. Sometimes called
the "lower brain;' it forms a stalk
with cap-like swellings at the anterior end of the spinal cord. The
adult brainstem consists of the midbrain, the pons, and the
medulla oblongata (commonly called the medulla).
The transfer of information between the PNS and the mid~
brain and forebrain is one of the most important functions of
the medulla and pons. All axons carrying sensory information
to and motor instructions from higher brain regions pass

Embryonic brain regions

Brain structures present in adult

r-------.~-----______,,,~----~.~----____,

Forebrain

Mi

-=-<=:::::==:=::::=

r in

Telencephalon
Diencephalon

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cerebrum (includes cerebral cortex, white maller,
basal nuclei)

'c

Diencephalon (thalamus, hypothalamus, epithalamus)
Mi

Mesenccph Ion

rin{prt f rintm}

~ MO"""ph,',, - - - - - - - Pons {part of brainstem}, cerebellum

Hmdbrain

Myo'oc"ph,'o" - - - - - - - Medulla oblongata (part of bramstem)
Cerebrum

Mesencephalon
Metencephalon

Diencephalon'
Hypothalamus
Thalamus

Midbrain

Pineal gland
(part of epithalamus)

Diencephalon

Hindbrain

Brainstem:
Midbrain
Pons

Spinal cord

"-----Medulla
oblongata

Pituitary
gland

Telencephalon

Spinal cord

Cerebellum

Central canal
(a) Embryo at 1 month

(b) Embryo at 5 weeks

.. Figure 49,9 Development of the human brain.
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(c)

Adult

through the brainstem. The medulla and pons also help coordinate large-scale body movements, such as running and climbing. In carrying instructions about these movements from cell
bodies in the midbrain and forebrain to synapses in the spinal
cord, mostaxons cross in the medulla from one side ofthe CNS
to the other. As a result, the right side ofthe brain controls much
of the movement of the left side of the body, and vice versa.
The midbrain contains centers for receiving and integrating several types of sensory information. It also sends coded
sensory information along neurons to specific regions of the
forebrain. All sensory axons involved in hearing either terminate in the midbrain or pass through it on their way to the
cerebrum. In nonmammalian vertebrates, portions of the
midbrain form prominent optic lobes that in some cases are
the animal's only visual centers. In mammals, vision is integrated in the cerebrum, not the midbrain. The midbrain instead coordinates visual reflexes, such as the peripheral vision
reflex: The head turns toward an object approaching from the
side without the brain having formed an image of the object.
Signals from the brainstem affect attention, alertness, appetite, and motivation. The medulla contains centers that control several automatic, homeostatic functions, including
breathing, heart and blood vessel activity, swallowing, vomiting, and digestion. The pons also participates in some of these
activities; for example, it regulates the breathing centers in the
medulla (see Figure 42.27). These activities of the brainstem
rely on axons that reach many areas of the cerebral cortex and
cerebellum, releasing neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine, dopamine, serotonin, and acetylcholine.

Arousal and Sleep
As anyone who has drifted off to sleep listening to a lecture (or
reading a book) knows, attentiveness and mental alertness can
change rapidly. Such transitions are regulated by the brainstem
and cerebrum, which control both arousal and sleep. Arousal is
a state ofawareness ofthe external world. Sleep is a state in which
external stimuli are received but not consciously perceived.
The brainstem contains several centers for controlling arousal
and sleep. One such regulator is the reticular formation, a diffuse
network of neurons in the core of the brainstem (Figure 49.10).
Acting as a sensory filter, the reticular formation determines
....ohich incoming information reaches the cerebral cortex. The
more information the cortex receives, the more alert and aware a
person is, although the brain often ignores certain stimuli while actively processing other inputs. Sleep and wakefulness are also regulated by specific parts of the brainstem: The pons and medulla
contain centers that cause sleep when stimulated, and the midbrain has a center that causes arousal.
All birds and mammals show characteristic sleep/wake cycles. Melatonin, a hormone produced by the pineal gland, appears to play an important role in these cycles. As you read in
Chapter 45, peak melatonin secretion occurs at night. Mela-

==--- ofInputearsfrom nerves

Ey,
Reticular formation
Input from touch, - - - - - - - \ \
pain. and temperature
receptors

... Figure 49.10 The reticular formation. This system of
neurons distributed throughout the core of the brainstem filters
sensory input (blue arrows), blocking familiar and repetitive
information that constantly enters the nervous system. It sends the
filtered input to the cerebral cortex (green arrows).

tonin has been promoted as a dietary supplement to treat sleep
disturbances, such as those associated with jet lag, insomnia,
seasonal affective disorder, and depression. Melatonin is synthesized from serotonin, which itself may be the neurotransmitter of the sleep-producing centers. Serotonin in turn is
synthesized from the amino acid tryptophan. Although the
protein in milk contains relatively high levels of tryptophan, it
remains uncertain whether drinking milk at bedtime increases
production of serotonin and melatonin, thus aiding sleep.
Although we know very little about the function ofsleep, it
is clear that sleep is essential for survival. Contrary to appearances, sleep is an active state, at least for the brain. By placing
electrodes at multiple sites on the scalp, we can record patterns of electrical activity called brain waves in an electroencephalogram (EEG). These recordings reveal that brain
wave frequencies change as the brain progresses through distinct stages of sleep. One hypothesis is that sleep and dreams
are involved in consolidating learning and memory: Experi·
ments show that regions ofthe brain activated during a learning task can become active again during sleep.
Some animals display evolutionary adaptations that allow for
substantial activity during sleep. Bottlenose dolphins, for exampie, swim while sleeping, rising to the surface to breathe air on
a regular basis. How do they manage this feat? A critical clue
came from American physiologist John Lilly, who in 1%4 observed that dolphins sleep with one eye open and one closed. As
in humans and other mammals, the forebrain of dolphins is
physically and functionally divided into two halves, the right
and left hemispheres. Lilly suggested that a dolphin sleeping
with one eye closed could mean that just one side of the brain
was asleep. In 1977, Russian scientist Lev Mukhametov set out
to test Lilly's hypothesis by colle<ting EEG recordings from each
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Mlow-frequency waves characteristic of sleep

"""" High-frequency waves characteristic of wakefulness
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left
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Right
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... Figure 49.11 Dolphins can be asleep and awake at the

same time. EEG recordings were made separately for the two sides
of a dolphin's brain. low-frequency activity was recorded in one
hemisphere while higher-frequency activity typical of being awake was
recorded in the other hemisphere

hemisphere ofsleeping dolphins (Figure 49.11). Mukhametov's
findings demonstrate that dolphins do in fact steep with one
brain hemisphere at a time.

Biological Clock Regulation by the Hypothalamus

The Cerebellum
The cerebellum, which develops
from part of the hindbrain (see
Figure 49.9), coordinates movements and balance. The cerebellum receives sensory information
about the position of the joints
and the length of the muscles, as
well as input from the auditory
(hearing) and visual systems. It also monitors motor commands
issued by the cerebrum. Information from the cerebrum passes
first to the pons and from there to the cerebellum. The cerebel·
lum integrates this information as it carries out coordination
and error checking during motor and perceptual functions.
Hand-eye coordination is an example ofcerebellar control; if the
cerebellum is damaged, theeyescan follow a moving object, but
they will not stop at the same place as the object. Hand movement toward the object will also be erratic. The cerebellum also
helps in learning and remembering motor skills.

The Diencephalon
The embryonic diencephalonthe forebrain division that
evolved earliest in vertebrate
history-develops into three
adult brain regions: the thalamus, hypothalamus, and epithalamus (see Figure 49.9). The
thalamus and hypothalamus are
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major integrating centers that act as relay stations for information flow in the body. Theepithalamus includes the pineal gland,
the source ofmelatonin. Italso contains one ofseveral clusters of
capillaries that generate cerebrospinal fluid from blood.
The thalamus is the main input center for sensory information going to the cerebrum. incoming information from all
the senses is sorted in the thalamus and sent to the appropriate cerebral centers for further processing. The thalamus also
receives input from the cerebrum and other parts of the brain
that regulate emotion and arousal. The thalamus is formed by
two masses, each roughly the size and shape of a walnut.
Much smaller even than the thalamus, the hypothalamus
is one of the most important brain regions for the control of
homeostasis. As discussed in Chapters 40 and 45, the hypothalamus contains the body's thermostat, as well as centers for
regulating hunger, thirst, and many other basic survival mechanisms. The hypothalamus is the source of posterior pituitary
hormones and of releasing hormones that act on the anterior
pituitary (see Figures 45.15 and 45.17). In addition, hypothalamic centers playa role in sexual and mating behaviors, the
fight-or-flight response, and pleasure.

Animal Form and Function

Specialized nerve cells in the hypothalamus regulate circadian
rhythms, daily cycles of biological activity. Such cycles occur
in organisms ranging from bacteria to fungi, plants, insects,
birds, and humans (see Chapters 39and 51). In mammals, the
cycles controlled by the hypothalamus influence a number of
physiological processes, including sleep, body temperature,
hunger, and hormone release. As in other organisms, circadian rhythms in mammals rely on a biological dock, a molecular mechanism that directs periodic gene expression and
cellular activity. Although biological clocks are typically synchronized to the cycles of light and dark in the environment,
they can maintain a roughly 24-hour cycle even in the absence
of environmental cues. For example, humans kept in a constant environment exhibit a cycle length of 24.2 hours, with
very little variation among individuals.
In mammals, circadian rhythms are coordinated by a
group of neurons in the hypothalamus called the
suprachiasmatic nucleus, or SeN. (Certain clusters of neurons in the CNS are referred to as "nuclei.") In response to transmission of sensory information by the eyes, the SCN acts as a
pacemaker, synchronizing the biological clock in cells throughout the body to the natural cycles ofday length. By surgically removing the SCN from laboratory animals, scientists
demonstrated that the SCN is required for circadian rhythms:
Animals without an SeN lack rhythmicity in behaviors and in
electrical activity ofthe brain. These experiments did not, however, reveal whether rhythms originate in the SCN or elsewhere.
In 1990, Michael Menaker and colleagues at the University of
Virginia answered this question with the aid ofa mutation that

changes the circadian rhythm of hamsters (Figure 49.12). By
transplanting brain tissue between normal and mutant hamsters, these scientists were able to show that the SeN determines the circadian rhythm of the whole animaL
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Which cells control the circadian rhythm
in mammals?
EXPERIMENT
The r (tau) mutation alters the period of the
C1fcadian rhythm in hamsters Whereas wild-type hamsters have a
cycle lasting 24 hours in the absence of external cues, hamsters
homozygous for the t mutation have a circadian cycle lasting only
about 20 hours. To determine if the SCN controls circadian
rhythm, Michael Menaker and colleagues surgically removed the
SCN from wild-type and r hamsters, Several weeks later, each of
these hamsters received an SCN transplanted from a hamster of
the opposite genotype,
RESULTS
In 80% of the hamsters in which the SCN had
been destroyed, an SCN transplant restored rhythmic activity, For
hamsters in which rhythm was restored. the net effect of the two
procedures (SCN destruction and replacement) on circadian
rhythm is graphed below, Each of the eight lines represents the
change in the observed circadian cycle for an individual hamster.
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Cells associated with the suprachiasmatic
nucleus determine the period of circadian rhythm.
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The Cerebrum
In mammals, information processing is largely centered in the
cerebrum. The cerebrum develops from the embryonic telencephalon, an outgrowth of the
forebrain that arose early in vertebrate evolution as a region
supporting olfactory reception
as well as auditory and visual processing. The cerebrum is divided into right and left cerebral hemispheres. Each hemisphere consists of an outer covering of gray matter, the
cerebral cortex; internal white matter; and groups of neurons
collectively called basal nuclei that are located deep within the
white matter (Figure 49.13). The basal nuclei are important
centers for planning and learning movement sequences.
Damage in this brain region during fetal development can result in cerebral palsy, a defect disrupting how motor commands are issued to the muscles.
The cerebral cortex is particularly extensive in mammals,
where it is vital for perception, voluntary movement, and
learning. In humans, it accounts for about 80% of total brain
mass and is highly convoluted (see Figure 49.13). The convolutions allow the cerebral cortex to have a large surface area
and still fit inside the skull: Less than 5 mm thick, it has a surface area of approximately 1,000 cm 2•
Like the rest of the cerebrum, the cerebral cortex is divided
into right and left sides, each of which is responsible for the
opposite half of the body. The left side of the cortex receives
information from, and controls the movement of, the right
side of the body, and vice versa. A thick band ofaxons known
as the corpus callosum enables the right and left cerebral cortices to communicate (see Figure 49.13).
Ifdamage occurs to the cerebrum early in development, the
normal functions of the damaged area are frequently redirected elsewhere. A dramatic example of this phenomenon results from a treatment for the most extreme cases ofepilepsy, a
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left
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Corpus ---+.,....~~
callosum
Cerebral--~
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~~~~===~-Basal
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supril(h,asmati( nlJClell$ determines circadian period, Sdence 247'

975--978 (1990).
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Suppose you identified a hamster mutant that
lacked rhythmic activity. How might you use this mutant in transplant experiments with wild-type or r mutant hamsters to
demonstrate that the mutation affected the pacemaker function
of the SCN?

... Figure 49.13 The human brain viewed from the rear. The
corpus callosum and basal nuclei are not visible from the surface
because they are completely covered by the left and right cerebral
hemispheres. The lighter blue structure is the cerebellum.
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Cerebrum

Cerebellum

... Figure 49.14 Comparison of regions
for higher cognition in avian and
human brains. Although structurally
different. the pallium of the avian brain (left
cross section) and the cerebral cortex of the
human brain (right cross section) have similar
roles in higher cognitive activities and make
many similar connections with other brain
structures.

Thalamus

Thalamus

Midbrain

Midbrain
Hindbrain
Avian brain

Avian brain
to scale

Hindbrain
Human brain

condition causing episodes of electrical disturbance, or
seizures, in the brain. In those rare infants who are severely affected and do not respond to medication, an entire cerebral
hemisphere is sometimes surgically removed. Amazingly, recovery is nearly complete. The remaining hemisphere eventually assumes most of the functions normally provided by the
entire cerebrum, although one side of the body is much weaker
than the other. Even in adults, damage to a portion of the cerebral cortex can trigger the development or use ofnew brain cir~
cuits, leading in some cases to recovery of function.

Evolution of Cognition in Vertebrates
In humans, the outermost part of the cerebral cortex forms
the neocortex, six parallel layers of neurons arranged tangential to the brain surface. It was long thought that a large, highly
convoluted neocortex was required for advanced cognition,
the perception and reasoning that constitute knowledge. Both
primates and cetaceans (whales, dolphins, and porpoises)
possess an extensively convoluted neocortex. Be<ause birds
lack such a structure, they were thought to have substantially
lower intellectual capacity. In recent years, however, this viewpoint has been shown to be wrong: There are now abundant
examples of sophisticated information processing by birds.
Western scrub jays (Aphelocoma califarnica) can remember
the relative period of time that has passed since they stored
and hid specific food items. New Caledonian crows (Corvus
moneduloides) are highly skilled at making and using tools, an
ability otherwise well documented only for humans and some
other apes. African gray parrots (Psittacus erithacus) understand relational concepts that are numerical or abstract, distinguishing between "same~ and "different~ and grasping the
conceptof"none~

The sophisticated cognitive ability of birds is based on an
evolutionary variation on the architecture of the pallium, the
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top orouter portion ofthe brain. \Vhereas the human palliumthe cerebral cortex-contains flat sheets ofcells in six layers, the
avian pallium contains neurons clustered into nuclei. It is likely
that the common ancestor ofbirds and mammals had a pallium
in which neurons were organized into nuclei, as is still found in
birds. Early in mammalian evolution, this nuclear organization
was transformed into a layered one. Connectivity was maintained during this transformation such that, for example, the
pallium of both mammals and birds receives sensory inputsights, sounds, and touch-from the thalamus. The result was
two different arrangements, each of which supports complex
and flexible brain function (Figure 49.14).
Although scientists are just starting to investigate the avian
pallium, the cerebral cortex of mammals has been studied extensively for many decades. We'll consider the current state of
knowledge about this remarkable structure in the next section.
CONCEPT

CHECK

49.2

I. When you wave your right hand, what part of your
brain initiates the action?
2. When a police officer stops a driver for driving erratically and suspects that the person is intoxicated, the
officer may ask the driver to close his or her eyes and
touch his or her nose. What can you deduce from
this test about alcohol's effect on a particular part of
the brain?
Suppose you examine individuals with
3.
damage to the eNS that has resulted in either coma (a
prolonged state of unconsciousness) or general paralysis (a loss of muscle function throughout the body).
Relative to the position of the reticular formation,
where would you predict the site of injury to lie in
each group of patients? Explain.

N'mu'l.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:4::r:b~~'~rtex controls

As you will learn further in Chapter 50, the cerebral cortex
receives sensory input from two types of sources. Some input is received from dedicated sensory organs, such as the
eyes and nose. Other sensory input relies on receptors in the
hands, scalp, and elsewhere. These somatosensory receptors
(from the Greek soma, body) provide information about
touch, pain, pressure, temperature, and the position of muscles and limbs.

Most sensory information coming into the cortex is directed via the thalamus to primary sensory areas within the
brain lobes. The thalamus directs different types of input to
distinct locations: visual information to the occipital lobe; auditory input to the temporal lobe; and somatosensory information to the parietal lobe (see Figure 49.15). Information
about taste also goes to the parietal lobe, but to a region separate from that for somatosensory input. Olfactory information
is sent first to regions ofthe cortex that are similar in mammals
and reptiles and then via the thalamus to an interior part of the
frontal lobe.
Information received at the primary sensory areas is passed
along to nearby association areas, which process particular
features in the sensory input. In the occipital lobe, for example, some groups of neurons in the primary visual area are
specifically sensitive to rays oflight oriented in a particular direction. In the visual association area, information related to
such features is combined in a region dedicated to recognizing
complex images, such as faces.
Integrated sensory information passes to the frontal association area, which helps plan actions and movement. The
cerebral cortex may then generate motor commands that
cause particular behaviors-moving a limb or saying heno, for
example. These commands consist of action potentials produced by neurons in the motor cortex, which lies at the rear of
the frontal lobe (see Figure 49.15). The action potentials travel
along axons to the brainstem and spinal cord, where they excite motor neurons, which in turn excite skeletal muscle cells.
In both the somatosensory cortex and the motor cortex,
neurons are distributed in an orderly fashion according to the
partofthe body that generates the sensory inputor receives the

Frontal lobe

Parietal lobe

voluntary movement and
cognitive functions

Each side of the cerebral cortex is customarily described as
having four lobes, called the frontal, temporal, occipital, and
parietal lobes (each lobe is named for a bone of the skull).
Researchers have identified a number offunctional areas within each lobe (Figure 49.15). These include primary sensory
areas, each of which receives and processes a spedfic type of
sensory information, and association areas, which integrate
the information from various parts of the brain.
During mammalian evolution, most of the increase in size
of the cerebral cortex was due to an expansion of the association areas. Whereas a rat's cerebral cortex contains mainly primary sensory areas, the human cerebral cortex consists largely
of association areas responsible for more complex behavior
and learning.

Information Processing in the Cerebral Corlex

-1.

Fron,tal
as>ociation

.. Figure 49.15 The human cerebral
cortex. Each side of the cerebral corteK is
divided into four lobes, and each lobe has
specialized functions. Some of the association
areas on the left side of the brain (shown here)
have different fundions from those on the
right side (not shown).
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• Figure 49.16 Body part representation in the primary motor and primary

somatosensory cortices. In these cross-sectional maps of the cortices, the cortICal surface area
devoted 10 each body part is represented by the

relati~e

size of that part in the cartoons.

motor commands (Figure 49.16). For example, neurons that

process sensory information from the legs and feet are located
in the region of the somatosensory cortex that lies closest to the
midline. Neurons that control muscles in the legs and feet are
located in the corresponding region of the motor cortex. Notice in Figure 49.16 thallhe cortical surface area devoted to
each body part is not proportional to the size of the part. In-

stead, surface area correlates with the extent of neuronal control needed for muscles in a particular body part (for the motor
cortex) or with the number ofsensory neurons that extend axons to that part (for the somatosensory cortex). Thus, the surface area of the motor cortex devoted to the face is much larger
than that devoted to the trunk, renecting in large part how extensively facial muscles are involved in communication.

Language and Speech
The mapping of higher cognitive functions to specific brain areas began in the lSOOs when physidans learned that damage to
particular regions of the cortex by injuries, strokes, or tumors
can produce distinctive changes in a person's behavior. The
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French physician Pierre Broca conducted postmortem (after
death) examinations of patients who had been able to understand language but unable to speak. He discovered that many
of these patients had defects in a small region ofthe left frontal
lobe. That region, now known as Broca's area, is located in
frontofthe part ofthe primary motor cortex that controls muscles in the face. The German physician Karl Wernicke also conducted examinations and found that damage to a posterior
portion of the left temporal lobe, now called Wernicke's area,
abolished the ability to comprehend speech but not the ability
to speak. Over a century later, studies of brain activity using
(MRI and positron-emission tomography (PET; see Otapter 2)
have confirmed that Broca's area is acti\'e during speech generation (Figure 49.17, lower left image) and. Wernicke's area is
active when speech is heard (Figure 49.17, upper left image).
Broca's area and Wemicke's area are part of a much larger
network of brain regions involved in language. Reading a
printed word without speaking activates the visual cortex
(Figure 49.17, upper right image), whereas reading a printed
word out loud activates both the visual cortex and Broca's area.

The two hemispheres normally work together harmoniously,
trading information back and forth through the fibers ofthe cor·
pus callosum. The importance ofthis exchange is revealed in patients whose corpus callosum has been surgically severed. As
with removal ofa cerebral hemisphere, this procedure is a treatment of last resort for the most extreme forms of epilepsy. Individuals with a severed corpus callosum exhibit a Usplit-brain"
effect. When they see a familiar word in their left field ofvision,
they cannot read the word: The sensory information that travels
from the left field of vision to the right hemisphere cannot reach
the language centers in the left hemisphere. Each hemisphere in
such patients functions independently ofthe other.

Emotions
... Figure 49.17 Mapping language areas in the cerebral
cortex. These PET images show regions with different activity levels in
one person's brain during four activities, all related to speech,

Frontal and temporal areas become active when meaning must
be attached to words, such as when a person generates verbs to
gowith nouns or groups related words or concepts (Figure49.17,
lower right image).

Lateralization of Cortical Function

The generation and experience of emotions involve many regions of the brain. One such region, shown in Figure 49.18,
contains the limbic system (from the Latin limbus, border), a
group of structures surrounding the brainstem in mammals.
The limbic system, which includes the amygdala, the hippocampus, and parts ofthe thalamus, is not dedicated to a single function. Instead, structures within the limbic system have
diverse functions, including emotion, motivation, olfaction,
behavior, and memory. Furthermore, parts of the brain outside the limbic system also participate in generating and experiencing emotion. For example, emotions that manifest
themselves in behaviors such as laughing and crying involve
an interaction of parts ofthe limbic system with sensory areas
of the cerebrum. Structures in the forebrain also attach emotional "feelings" to basic, survival-related functions controlled
by the brainstem, including aggression, feeding, and sexuality.
Emotional experiences are often stored as memories that can
be n~called by similar circumstances. In the case of fear, emotional memory is stored separately from the memory system
that supports explicit recall of events. The focus of emotional

Although each cerebral hemisphere in humans has sensory
and motor connections to the opposite side of the body, the
rn'o hemispheres do not have identical functions. For example,
the left side ofthe cerebrum has a dominant role with regard to
language, as reflected in the location of both Broca's area and
Wernicke's area in the left hemisphere. There are also subtler
distinctions in the functions of the two hemispheres. For example, the left hemisphere is more adept at math and logical
operations. In contrast, the right hemisphere appears to be
dominant in the recognition of faces and
patterns, spatial relations, and nonverbal
Hypothalamus
thinking. The establishment ofthese differences in hemisphere function in humans is called lateralization.
At least some lateralization relates to
handedness, the preference for using one
hand for certain motor activities. Across
human populations, roughly 90% ofindividuals are more skilled with their right
hand than with their left hand. Studies
using fMRI have revealed how language
processing differs in relation to handedness. \Vhen subjects thought of words
Olfactory
without speaking out loud, brain activity
bulb
was localized to the left hemisphere in
Amygdala
96% of right-handed subjects but in only
76% ofleft-handed subjects.
... Figure 49.18 The limbic system.
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memory is the amygdala, which is located in the temporal lobe
(see Figure 49.18). To study the function ofthe human amygdala,
researchers sometimes present adult subjects with an image, followed by an unpleasantexperience, such as a mild electrical shock.
After several trials, study participants experience autonomic
arousal-as measured by increased heart rate or sweating-if
they see the image again. People with brain damage confined to
the amygdala can recall the image, because their explicit memory is intact, but do not exhibit autonomic arousal.
The prefrontal cortex, a part of the frontal lobes critical for
emotional experience, is also important in temperament and
decision making. This combination of functions was discovered in 1848 from the remarkable medical case of Phineas
Gage. Gage was working on a railroad construction site when
an explosion drove a meter-long iron rod through his head.
The rod, which was more than 3 cm in diameter at one end,
entered his skull just below his left eye and exited through the
top of his head, damaging large portions of his frontal lobe.
Astonishingly, Gage recovered, but his personality changed
dramatically. He became emotionally detached, impatient,
and erratic in his behavior.
Tumors that develop in the frontal lobe sometimes cause
the same combination of symptoms that Gage experienced.
Intellect and memory seem intact, but decision making is
flawed and emotional responses are diminished. In the 20th
century, the same problems were also observed as a consequence of frontal lobotomy, a surgical procedure that severs
the connection between the prefrontal cortex and the limbic
system. Once a common treatment for severe behavioral disorders, frontal lobotomy later was abandoned as a medical
practice. Behavioral disorders are now typically treated with
medications, as discussed later in this chapter.

Consciousness
The study of human consciousness was long considered outside the province of science, more appropriate as a subject for
philosophy or religion. One reason for this view is that consciousness is both broad-encompassing our awareness of
ourselves and our experiences-and subjective. Over the past
few decades, however, neuroscientists have begun studying
consciousness using brain-imaging te<hniques such as fMRI
and PET scans (see Figures 49.1 and 49.17). It is now possible
to compare activity in the human brain during different states
of consciousness-for example, before and after a person is
aware of seeing an object. These imaging techniques can also
be used to compare the conscious and unconscious processing of sensory information. Such studies do not pinpoint a
Uconsciousness center~ in the brain; rather, they offer an increasingly detailed picture of how neuronal activity correlates
with conscious experiences.
Support is growing for the hypothesis that consciousness is
an emergent property (see Chapter 1) of the brain, and that it
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recruits activities in many areas of the cerebral cortex. Several
models postulate the existence of a sort of "scanning mecha·
nism" that repetitively sweeps across the brain, integrating
widespread activity into a unified, conscious moment. Still, a
well-supported theory of consciousness may have to wait until brain-imaging technology becomes more sophisticated.
CONCEPT

CHECK

49.3

1. How is the study of individuals with damage to a particular part of the brain used to provide insight into
the normal function of that region?
2. Two brain areas important in the generation or perception of speech are Broca's area and Wernicke's
area. How is the function of each area related to the
activity of the surrounding portion of the cerebral
cortex?
3. •~J:t.\I!" If a woman with a severed corpus callosum viewed a photograph of a familiar face, first in
the left field of vision and then in the right field, why
would it be difficult for her to put a name to the face
in either field?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

~'~:~;e: :~;~aPtic connections
underlie memory and learning

During embryonic development, regulated gene expression
and signal transduction establish the overall structure of the
nervous system (see Chapter 47). Two processes then dominate the remaining development of the nervous system. The
first is a competition among neurons for survival. Neurons
compete for growth-supporting factors, which are produced
in limited quantities by tissues that direct neuron growth.
Cells that don't reach the proper locations fail to receive such
factors and undergo programmed cell death. The competition
is so severe that half of the neurons formed in the embryo are
eliminated. The net effect is the preferential survival of neurons that are located properly within the nervous system.
Synapse elimination is the second major process that
shapes nervous system development in the embryo. A developing neuron forms numerous synapses, more than are required for its proper function. The activity of that neuron then
stabilizes some synapses and destabilizes others. By the end of
embryogenesis, neurons on average have lost more than half
of their initial synapses, leaving behind the connections that
survive into adulthood.
Together, neuron and synapse elimination set up the network of cells and connections within the nervous system required throughout life.

Neural Plasticity
Although the basic architecture ofthe eNS is established during embryonic development, it can change after birth. This

capacity for the nervous system to be remodeled, especially in
response to its own activity, is called neural plastidty.
Much of the reshaping of the nervous system occurs at
synapses. \Vhen activity ata synapse correlates with that ofother
synapses, changes may occur that reinforce that synaptic connection. Conversely, when the activity ofa synapse fails to correlate with that of other synapses, the synaptic connection
sometimes becomes weaker. Figure 49.19a mustrates how
these processes can result in either the addition or loss of a

synapse. If you think ofsignals in the nervous system as traffic on
a highway, such changes are comparable to adding or removing
an entrance ramp. The net effect is to increase signaling bet\.."een
particular pairs of neurons and decrease signaling at other sites.
As shown in Figure 49.19b, changes can also strengthen or
weaken signaling at a synapse. In our traffic analogy, this would
be equivalent to widening or narrowing an entrance ramp.
Remodeling and refining of the nervous system occur in
many contexts. For example, these processes are necessary

(3) Synapses are strengthened or weakened in response to activity.
High-level activity at the synapse of the postsynaptic neuron with
presynaptic neuron N,leads to recruitment of additional axon
terminals from that neuron Lack of activity at the synapse with
presynaptic neuron N1leads to loss of functional connections with
that neuron.

(b) If two synapses on the same postsynaptIC cell are often active at the
same time. the strength of the postsynaptic response may increase
at both synapses.

... Figure 49.19 Neural plasticity. Synaptic connections can
change over time, depending on the activity level at the synapse.

steps in how we develop the ability to sense our surroundings,
a topic covered in Chapter 50. They are also critical to the
nervous system's limited ability to recover from injury or disease. Remodeling and refinement also underlie memory and
learning, our next topic.

Memory and Learning
Though we may not be aware of it, we are constantly checking
what is happening against what just happened a few moments
ago. We hold information for a time in short-term memory
locations and then release it if it becomes irrelevant. Ifwe wish
to retain knowledge of a name, phone number, or other fact,
the mechanisms of long-term memory are activated. If we
later need to recall the name or number, we fetch it from longterm memory and return it to short-term memory.
Scientists have long wondered where in the brain shortterm and long-term memories are located. We now know that
both types of memory involve the storage of information in
the cerebral cortex. In short-term memory, this information is
accessed via temporary links or associations formed in the
hippocampus. When memories are made long-term, the links
in the hippocampus are replaced by more permanent connections within the cerebral cortex itself. The hippocampus is
thus essential for acquiring new long-term memories, but not
for maintaining them. For this reason, people who suffer damage to the hippocampus are to some extent trapped in the past:
They cannot form any new lasting memories but can freely reo
call events from before their injury.
\Vhat evolutionary advantage might be offered by organizing short-term and long-term memories differently? Current
thinking is that the delay in forming connections in the cerebral cortex allows long-term memories to be integrated gradually into the existing store of knowledge and experience,
providing a basis for more meaningful associations. Consistent with this idea, the transfer of information from shortterm to long-term memory is enhanced by the association of
new data with data previously learned and stored in long-term
memory. For example, it's easier to learn a new card game if
you already have ~card sense" from playing other card games.
Motor skills, such as walking, tying your shoes, or writing,
are usually learned by repetition. You can perform these skills
without consciously recalling the individual steps required to
do these tasks correctly. Learning skills and procedures, such
as those required to ride a bicycle, appears to involve cellular
mechanisms very similar to those responsible for brain
growth and development. In such cases, neurons actually
make new connections. In contrast, memorizing phone numbers, facts, and places-which can be very rapid and may require only one exposure to the relevant item-may rely mainly
on changes in the strength of existing neuronal connections.
Next we wiII consider one way that such changes in strength
can take place.
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CHECK

mation between two neurons in adults is increased.
2. Individuals with localized brain damage have been
very useful in the study of many brain functions. Why
is this unlikely to be true for consciousness?
3. •
Suppose that a person with damage to
the hippocampus is unable to acquire new long-term
memories. Why might the acquisition of short-term
memories also be impaired?

~~

, .'

• ••
•~

CONCEPT

1. Outline two mechanisms by which the (low of infor-

(b) Establishing LTP. Activity at nearby synapses depolarizes the
postsynaptic membrane. causing Mg2+ release from NMDA
receptors. The unblocked receptors respond to glutamate by
allowing an influx of Na~ and Ca 2+ The Ca2+ influx triggers
insertion of stored AMPA glutamate receptors into the
postsynaptic membrane,

'.

Researchers have identified several processes that can alter a
synaptic connection, making the (low of communication either
more efficient or less efficient. We will focus here on long-term
potentiation (LTP), a lasting increase in the strength of synaptic transmission. LTp, which was first characterized in tissue
slices from the hippocampus, involves a presynaptic neuron that
releases the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate. For LTP to
occur, there must be a brief high-frequency series of action potentials in this presynaptic neuron. In addition, these action potentials must arrive at the synaptic terminal at the same time that
the postsynaptic ceU receives a depolarizing stimulus.
LTP involves 1:\':0 types ofglutamate receptors, each named for
a molecule-NMDA or AMPA-that artificially activates that
particular receptor. As shown in figure 49.20, the set ofreceptors
present on the postsynaptic membranes changes in response to an
active synapse and a depolarizing stimulus. The result is LTP-a
stable increase in the size of the postsynaptic potentials at the
synapse. Because LTP can last for days or weeks in dissected tissue, it is thought to represent one ofthe fundamental processes by
which memories are stored and learning takes place.

~

~ _ _ Action
Q

potential

Synapse exhibiting LTP. Glutamate release activates AMPA
re<:eptors that trigger depolarization. unblocking NMDA receptor.;,
Together. the AMPA and NMDA receptors trigger postsynaptic
potentials strong enough to initiate action potentials without input
from other synapses Additional me<:hanisms (not shown) contribute to LTP. including receptor modification by protein kinases,

... Figure 49.20 Long-term potentiation in the brain.
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~:;:::7 ~~~~ disorders can be
explained in molecular terms

Disorders of the nervous system, including schizophrenia, depression, drug addiction, Alzheimer's disease, and Parkinson's
disease, are a major public health problem. Together, they result in more hospitalizations in the United States than do heart
disease or cancer. Until recently, hospitalization was typically
the only available treatment, and many affected individuals
were institutionalized for the rest of their lives. Today, many
disorders that alter mood or behavior can be treated with medications, reducing average hospital stays for these disorders to
only a few weeks. At the same time, societal attitudes are
changing as awareness grows that nervous system disorders often result from chemical or anatomical changes in the brain.

Many challenges remain, however, especially for Alzheimer's
and other diseases that lead to nervous system degeneration.
Major research efforts are under way to identify genes that
cause or contribute to disorders of the nervous system. Identifying such genes offers hope for identifying causes, predicting outcomes, and developing effective treatments. For most
nervous system disorders, however, genetic contributions
only partially account for which individuals are affected. The
other significant contribution to disease comes from environmental factors. Unfortunately, environmental contributions
are typically very difficult to identify.
To distinguish between genetic and environmental variables, scientists often carry out family studies. In such studies,
researchers track how family members are related genetically,
which individuals are affected, and which family members
grew up in the same household. These studies are especially
informative when one of the affected individuals has a genetically identical twin or an adopted sibling who is genetically unrelated. The results of family studies indicate that certain
nervous system disorders, such as schizophrenia, have a very
strong genetic component (Figure 49.21).

Schizophrenia
About 1% ofthe world's population suffer from schizophrenia,
a severe mental disturbance characterized by psychotic episodes

in which patients have a distorted perception of reality. People
with schizophrenia typically suffer from hallucinations (such as
"voices~ that onJy they can hear) and delusions (for example, the
idea that others are plotting to harm them). Despite the commonly held notion, schizophrenia does not necessarily result in
multiple personalities. Rather, the name schizophrenia (from the
Greek schizo, split, and phren, mind) refers to the fragmentation
ofwhat are normally integrated brain functions.
Two lines ofevidence suggest that schizophrenia affects neuronal pathways that use dopamine as a neurotransmitter. First,
the drug amphetamine ("speed"), which stimulates dopamine
release, can produce the same set of symptoms as schizophrenia. Second, many of the drugs that alleviate the symptoms of
schizophrenia block dopamine receptors. Schizophrenia may
also alter glutamate signaling, since the street drug "angel
dust," or PCP, blocks glutamate receptors and induces strong
schizophrenia-like symptoms.
Fortunately, medications frequently can alleviate the major
symptoms of schizophrenia. Although the first treatments developed often had substantial negative side effects, newer medications are equally effective and much safer to use. Ongoing
research aimed at identifying the genetic mutations responsible for schizophrenia may yield new insights about the causes
of the disease and lead to even more effective therapies.

Depression
so

"i

40

Genes shared with relatives of
person with schizophrenia
12.5% (3rd-degree relative)
•
25% (2nd-degree relative)
•
50% (1st-degree relative)
•

100%

Relationship to person with schizophrenia
... Figure 49.21 Genetic contribution to schizophrenia. First
cousins. uncles. and aunts of a person with schizophrenia have twice
the risk of unrelated members of the population of developing the
disease, The risks for closer relatives are many times greater.

Depression is a disorder characterized by depressed mood, as
well as abnormalities in sleep, appetite, and energy level. Two
broad forms of depressive illness are known: major depressive
disorder and bipolar disorder. Individuals affected by major
depressive disorder undergo periods-often lasting many
months-during which once enjoyable activities provide no
pleasure and provoke no interest. One of the most common
nervous system disorders, major depression affects about one in
every seven adults at some point, and twice as many women as
men. Bipolar disorder, or manic-depressive disorder, involves
swings of mood from high to low and affects about 1% of the
world's population. Like schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression have genetic and environmental components.
In bipolar disorder, the manic phase is characterized by high
self-esteem, increased energy, a flow of ideas, overtalkativeness,
and increased risk taking. In its milder forms, this phase is sometimes associated with great creativity, and some weU-known artists,
musicians, and literary figures (including Vincent Van Gogh,
Robert Schumann, Virginia Woolf, and Ernest Hemingway, to
name a few) have had very productive periods during manic
phases. The depressive phase comes with lowered ability to feel
pleasure, loss of motivation, sleep disturbances, and feelings of
worthlessness. These symptoms can be so severe that affected individuals attempt suicide. Nevertheless, some patients prefer to
endure the depressive phase rather than take medication and risk
losing the enhanced creative output oftheir manic phase.
CHAPTER FORTY·NINE
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Major depressive and bipolar disorders are among the
nervous system disorders for which available therapies are
most effective. Many drugs used to treat depressive illness, in~
cluding fluoxetine (Prozac), increase the activity of biogenic
amines in the brain. Depressive disorders are also sometimes
treated with anticonvulsant drugs or lithium.

Nicotine
stimulates
dopamine'
releasing
VTA neuron.

Drug Addiction and the Brain Reward System
Drug addiction is a disorder characterized by compulsive con~
sumption ofa drug and loss of control in limiting intake. Any of
a number of drugs that vary considerably in their effects on the
eNS can be addictive. For example, cocaine and amphetamine
act as stimulants, whereas heroin is a pain·relieving sedative.
However, all of these drugs, as well as alcohol and nicotine, are
addictive for the same reason: Each increases activity of the
brain's reward system, neural circuitry that normally functions
in pleasure, motivation, and learning. In the absence ofdrug addiction, the reward system provides motivation for activities
that enhance survival and reproduction, such as eating in response to hunger, drinking when thirsty, and engaging in sexual
activity when aroused. In addicted individuals, ~wanting" is in~
stead directed toward further drug consumption.
Scientists have made enormous progress in learning how
the brain's reward system works and how particular drugs af·
fect its function. Laboratory animals have proved especially
useful. Rats, for example, will provide themselves with co·
caine, heroin, or amphetamine when given a dispensing system linked to a lever in their cage. Furthermore, they exhibit
addictive behavior in such circumstances, continuing to selfadminister the drug rather than seek food, even to the point of
starvation. These and other studies have led to the identification of both the organization of the reward system and its key
neurotransmitter, dopamine.
Inputs to the reward system are received by neurons in a re·
gion near the base ofthe brain called the ventral tegmentalarea
(VTA). \Vhen activated, these neurons direct action potentials
along axons that synapse with neurons in specific regions ofthe
cerebrum. There, the axon terminals release dopamine.
Addictive drugs affect the reward system in several 'ways. First,
each drug has an immediate effect that enhances the activity ofthe
dopamine pathway (Figure 49.22). As addiction develops, there
are also long-lasting changes in the reward circuitry. TIle result is
a craving for the drug that is present independent ofany pleasure
associated with consumption. As scientists continue to expand
their knowledge about both the reward system and addiction,
there is hope that the insights will lead to more effective preven·
tion measures and treatments.

Alzheimer's Disease
Alzheimer's disease is a mental deterioration, or dementia,
characterized by confusion, memory loss, and a variety ofother
symptoms. Its incidence is age related, rising from about 109b at
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r<~_-Oopamine

releasing
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Opium and heroin
decrease activity
of inhibitory
neuron.

Cocaine and
amphetamines
\"'!C;~"''"'-Nblock removal
of dopamine
from synaptic
cleft,

Cerebral
neuron of
reward
pathway

_----z-

Reward
system
response

... Figure 49.22 Effects of addictive drugs on the reward
pathway of the mammalian brain. Addictive drugs alter the

transmission of signals in the pathway formed by neurons of the
ventral tegmental area (VTA)
n If you depolarized the cell bodies in the ventral tegmental area.
. . what effect would you expect?

age 65 to about 35% at age 85. The disease is progressive, with
patients gradually becoming less able to function and eventually
needing to be dressed, bathed, and fed by others. There are also
personality changes, almost always for the worse. Patients often
lose their ability to recognize people, including their immediate
family, and may treat them with suspicion and hostility.
Alzheimer's disease leads to the death of neurons in many
areas of the brain, including the hippocampus and cerebral
cortex. As a result, there is often massive shrinkage of brain
tissue. Although visible with brain imaging, this shrinkage is
not enough to positively identify the disease. Furthermore,
many symptoms of Alzheimer's disease are shared with other
forms of dementia. It is therefore difficult for doctors to diagnose Alzheimer's disease with certainty while the patient is
alive. \Vhat is diagnostic is the postmortem finding of tv.'o
features-amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles-in remaining brain tissue (Figure 49.23).
The plaques are aggregates of ~-amyloid, an insoluble peptide that is cleaved from a membrane protein found in neurons.
Membrane enzymes, called secretases, catalyze the cleavage,
causing ~-amyloid to accumulate in plaques outside the neurons. It is these plaques that appear to trigger the death of surrounding neurons.

Amyloid plaque

Neurofibrillary tangle

20).lm

I

deep-brain stimulation, and drugs such as L-dopa, a molecule
that can cross the blood-brain barrier and be converted to
dopamine in the CNS. One potential cure is to implant
dopamine-secreting neurons, either in the midbrain or in the
basal nuclei. Laboratory studies of this strategy show promise:
In rats with an experimentally induced condition that mimics
Parkinson's disease, implanting dopamine-secreting neurons
can lead to a recovery of motor control. \\lhether this regenerative approach can also work in humans is one of many important questions in modern brain research.

Stem Cell·Based Therapy
... Figure 49.23 Microscopic signs of Alzheimer's disease.
Ahallmark of Alzheimer's disease is the presence in brain tissue of
neurofibrillary tangles surrounding plaques made of l3-amyloid (LM).
The neurofibrillary tangles observed in Alzheimer's disease
are primarily made up of the tau protein. (This protein is unrelated to ther (tau) mutation that affects circadian rhythm in hamsters; see Figure 49.12.) The normal function oftau in neurons is
to help regulate the movement of nutrients along microtubules.
In Alzheimer's disease, tau undergoes changes that cause it to
bind to itself, resulting in neurofibrillary tangles. There is evidence that changes in tau are associated with the appearance of
Alzheimer's disease in relatively young individuals.
An enormous effort has led to the recent development of
drugs that are partially effective in relieving the symptoms of
Alzheimer's disease, but there is currently no cure.

Parkinson's Disease
A motor disorder, Parkinson's disease is characterized by difficulty in initiating movements, slowness of movement, and rigidity. Patients often have muscle tremors, poor balance, a flexed
posture, and a shuffling gait. Their facial muscles become rigid,
making them less able to vary their expressions. Like Alzheimer's
disease, Parkinson's disease is a progressive brain illness and is
more common with advancing age. The incidence ofParkinson's
disease is about 1% at age 65 and about 5% at age 85. In the U.S.
population, approximately 1million people are afflicted.
The symptoms of Parkinson's disease result from the death
of neurons in the midbrain that normally release dopamine at
synapses in the basal nuclei. As with Alzheimer's disease, protein aggregates accumulate. Most cases of Parkinson's disease
lack an identifiable cause; however, a rare form of the disease
that appears in relatively young adults has a clear genetic basis. Molecular studies of mutations linked to this early-onset
Parkinson's disease reveal disruption ofgenes required for certain mitochondrial functions. Researches are investigating
whether mitochondrial defects also contribute to the more
frequent form of the disease in older patients.
At present there is no cure for Parkinson's disease. Approaches used to manage the symptoms include brain surgery,

A major current research effort is directed at finding ways to replace brain tissue that has ceased to function properly. Unlike the
PNS, the mammalian CNS cannot fully repair itself when damaged or diseased. Surviving neurons in the brain can make new
connections and sometimes compensate for damage, as in the
remarkable recoveries of some stroke victims. Generally speaking, however, brain and spinal cord injuries, strokes, and disorders that destroy CNS neurons, such as Alzheimer's disease and
Parkinson's disease, have devastating and irreversible effects.
The possibility of repairing a damaged or diseased brain with
new nerve cells became much more plausible after a groundbreaking 1998 report that the adult human brain produces new
neurons. This finding, which overturned a widely held idea, resulted from research carried out by Fred Gageat the Salk Institute
in California and Peter Ericksson at the Sahlgrenska University
Hospital in Sweden. TIle evidence that new neurons form in the
brains of adults came from a group of terminally ill cancer patients who had agreed to donate their brains for research upon
their death. To monitor their tumor growth, the patients were
given bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), an altered nucleotide that is
incorporated into DNA during replication. DNA containing
BrdU can be readily detected and thus marks cells that grow and
divide after BrdU enters the body. Gage and Ericksson reasoned
that BrdU would mark not only the growing tumor but also any
ceUs in the brain that had recently divided. When the patients
were examined postmortem, there was evidence ofnewly divided
neurons in the hippocampus of each brain (Figure 49.24).
The discovery of dividing neurons in the adult brain indicated the presence ofstem cells. Recall from Chapters 20 and 46

I~
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... Figure 49.24 A
newly born neuron in
the hippocampus of a
human adult. All the red
cells in this lM ale neurons.
The cell that is both red
and green is a neuron that
has incorporated BrdU,
indicating that it resulted
from a recent cell di~ision.
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that stem cells retain the ability to divide indefinitely. While

some of their progeny remain undifferentiated, others differen-

tiate into specialized cells. In the brain, the stem cells are called
neural progenitor cells and are committed to becoming either
neurons or gEa. One goal of researchers is to find a way to induce the body's own neural progenitor cells to differentiate into
specific types of neurons or glia when and where they are
needed. Another quest is to restore function in a damaged eNS

by transplantation ofcultured neural progenitor cells.
Having surveyed eNS organization and function, we will
examine in the next chapter how sensory systems gather the
signals processed by the eNS and how the responses initiated
by the eNS lead to muscle contraction and locomotion.

CONCEPT

CHECK

49.5

1. Compare Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease.
2. Dopamine is a key neurotransmitter of the nervous
system. How is dopamine activity related to schizophrenia, addiction, and Parkinson's disease?
3. _w:ruliM Suppose that scientists found a way to
detect Alzheimer's disease at a very early stage. Do
you think they would observe the same types of
changes in the brain, although less extensive, as those
seen in autopsies of patients who die of this disease?
Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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The vertebrate brain is regionally specialized
(pp.1070-1074)

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

___ Cerebral
cortex

.i,I.'i"·49.1
Nervous systems consist of circuits of neurons and
supporting cells (pp. 1064-1069)
.. Invertebrate nervous systems range in complexity from simple
nerve nets to highly centralized nervous systems having complicated brains and ventral nerve cords. In vertebrates, the
central nervous system (CNS) consists of the brain and the
spinal cord, which is located dorsally. The CNS integrates information. while the nerves of the peripheral nervous system
(PNS) transmit sensory and motor signals between the CNS
and the rest of the body.
.. Organization of the Vertebrate Nervous System The
simplest circuits in the vertebrate nervous system are found in
reflex responses in which sensory input is linked to motor
output without involvement of the brain. Neurons in vertebrates are supported by several types of glia, including astrocytes, oligodendrocytes. Schwann cells. ependymal cells, and
radial glia.
.. The Peripheral Nervous System The PNS consists of
paired cranial and spinal nerves and associated ganglia. Signals reach the CNS along afferent neurons and leave the CNS
via efferent neurons. The efferent neurons function in either
the motor system, which carries signals to skeletal muscles, or
the autonomic nervous system, which regulates the primarily
automatic, visceral functions of smooth and cardiac muscles.
The autonomic nervous system has three divisions: the sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions, which usually have
antagonistic effects on target organs, and the enteric division,
which controls the activity of the digestive tract, pancreas,
and gallbladder.

_N·if.M
Activity Neuron Structure
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.. The Brainstem The pons and medulla serve as relay stations
for information traveling between the PNS and the higher
brain. The reticular formation, a network of neurons within
the brainstem. regulates sleep and arousaL
.. The Cerebellum The cerebellum helps coordinate motor,
perceptual, and cognitive functions, It also is involved in
learning and remembering motor skills.
.. The Diencephalon The thalamus is the main center through
which sensory and motor information passes to the cerebrum.
The hypothalamus regulates homeostasis and basic survival behaviors. In addition, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the
hypothalamus acts as the pacemaker for circadian rhythms.
.. The Cerebrum The cerebrum has two hemispheres, each of
which consists of cortical gray matter overlying white matter
and basal nuclei, which are important in planning and learning
movements, In mammals, the convoluted cerebral cortex is also
called the neocortex. A thick band ofaxons. the corpus cal1o-

sum, provides communication between the right and left cerebral cortices,
... Evolution of Cognition in Vertebrates The region of the
avian brain called the pallium contains clustered nuclei that
carry out functions similar to those performed by the mammalian cerebral cortex.

_ •.Iilil'_
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The cerebral cortex controls voluntary movement and
cognitive functions (pp. 1075-1078)
... Each side of the cerebral cortex has four lobes-frontal, temporal, occipital, and parietal-that contain primary sensory
areas and association areas.
... Information Processing in the Cerebral Cortex Specific
types of sensory input enter the primary sensory areas. Adjacent association areas process particular features in the sensory input and integrate information from different sensory
areas. In the somatosensory cortex and the motor cortex,
neurons are distributed according to the part of the body that
generates sensory input or receives motor commands.
... language and Speech Portions of the frontal and temporal
lobes, including Broca's area and \Verniclce's area, are essential
for generating and understanding language.
... lateralization of Cortical Function The left cerebral hemisphere has a dominant role with regard to language and is often the focus of math and logic operations. The right
hemisphere appears to be stronger at pattern recognition and
nonverbal thinking. At least some of this lateralization of
functions relates to handedness.
... Emotions The generation and experience of emotions involve many regions of the brain, with the amygdala playing a
key role in recognizing and recalling a number of emotions.
... Consciousness Modern brain-imaging techniques suggest
that consciousness may be an emergent property of the brain
based on activity in many areas of the cortex.

_ •.l l l i l , _
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Changes in synaptic connections underlie memory and

learning (pp.l078-1080j
... During development, more neurons and synapses form than
are needed. The programmed death of neurons and elimination of synapses in embryos establish the basic structure of
the nervous system.
... Neural Plasticity Reshaping of the adult nervous system often occurs at synapses. Changes can involve the loss or addition of a synapse or the strengthening or weakening of
signaling at a synapse.
... Memory and learning Short-term memory relies on temporary associations in the hippocampus. In long-term memory, these temporary links are replaced by connections within
the cerebral cortex. This transfer of information from shortterm to long-term memory is enhanced by the association of
new data with that already in long-term memory.
... long-Term Potentiation LIP is a lasting increase in the
strength of synaptic transmission and appears to be an important process in memory storage and learning,
ActMty Signal Transmission at a Ch~mical Synapse
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Nervous system disorders can be explained in
molecular terms (pp. 1080-1084)

... Schizophrenia Schizophrenia, which is characterized by hallucinations, delusions, and other symptoms, affects neuronal
pathways that use dopamine as a neurotransmitter.
... Depression Bipolar disorder, characterized by manic (highmood) and depressive (low-mood) phases, and major depression, in which patients have a persistent low mood, are often
treated with drugs that increase the activity of biogenic
amines in the brain.
... Drug Addiction and the Brain Reward System The com·
pulsive drug use that characterizes addiction reflects altered
activity of the brain's reward system, which normally provides
motivation for actions, such as eating, that enhance survival
or reproduction.
... Alzheimer's Disease Alzheimer's disease is an age-related
dementia in which neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid
plaques form in the brain.
... Parkinson's Disease Parkinson's disease is a motor disorder
caused by the death of dopamine-secreting neurons and associated with the presence of protein aggregates.
... Stem Cell·Based Therapy The adult human brain contains
stem cells that can differentiate into mature neurons. The induction of stem cell differentiation and the transplantation of
cultured stem cells are potential methods for replacing neurons lost to trauma or disease.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. Wakefulness is regulated by the reticular formation, which is
present in the
a. basal nuclei.
b. cerebral cortex.
c. brainstem.
d. limbic system.
e. spinal cord,
2. Which of the following structures or regions is incorrectly
paired with its function?
a. limbic system-motor control of speech
b. medulla oblongata-homeostatic control
c. cerebellum-coordination of movement and balance
d. corpus callosum-communication between the left and
right cerebral cortices
e. hypothalamus-regulation of temperature, hunger, and thirst
3. What is the neocortex?
a. a primitive brain region that is common to reptiles and
mammals
b. a region deep in the cortex that is associated with the
formation of emotional memories
c. a central part of the cortex that receives olfactory
information
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d, an additional outer layer of neurons in the cerebral cortex
that is unique to mammals
e. an association area of the frontal lobe that is involved in
higher cognitive functions

4. Patients with damage to Wernicke's area have difficulty
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

coordinating limb movement.
generating speech.
recognizing faces.
understanding language.
experiencing emotion.

5. The sympathetic division of the autonomic portion of the PNS
does all of the following except
a. relaxing bronchi in lungs.
b, inhibiting bladder emptying.
c. stimulating glucose release.
d, accelerating heart rate.
e. stimulating the salivary glands.
6. The cerebral cortex plays a major role in all of the following

except
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

short-term memory.
long-term memory.
circadian rhythm.
foot-tapping rhythm.
breath holding.

7. •• I/Will Draw a simple circuit for the pain withdrawal reflex that pulls your hand away when you prick your finger on a
sharp object. {a) Using a circle to represent the spinal cord, label
the types of neurons, the direction of information flow in each,
and the locations of synapses. (b) Draw a simple diagram of the
brain indicating where pain would eventually be perceived.
For &IFQuiz answers, see Appendix A.

-$iN·If·. Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.(om for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. Scientists often use measures of "higher-order thinking" to assess intelligence in other animals, For example, birds are judged
to have sophisticated thought processes because they can use
tools and make use of abstract concepts. What problems do
you see in defining intelligence in these ways?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. Consider an individual who had been fluent in American Sign
Language before suffering damage to the left cerebral hemisphere. After the injury, this person could still understand
signs, but could not readily generate signs that represented his
thoughts. What two hypotheses might explain this finding, and
how might you distinguish between them?

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
10. With increasingly sophisticated methods for scanning brain activity, scientists are rapidly developing the ability to detect an
individual's particular emotions and thought processes from
outside the body. What benefits and problems do you envision
when such technology becomes readily available?
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... Figure 50.1 Can a moth evade a bat in the dark?
KEY

CONCEPTS

50.1 Sensory receptors transduce stimulus energy
and transmit signals to the central nervous
system
50.2 The mechanoreceptors responsible for hearing
and equilibrium detcct moving fluid or settling
particles
50.3 The senses of taste and smell rely on similar
sets of sensory receptors
50.4 Similar mechanisms underlie vision throughout
the animal kingdom
50.5 The physical interaction of protein filaments is
required for muscle function

50.6 Skeletal systems transform muscle contraction
into locomotion

flaSh of light reveals an instant in a nighttime confrontation (Figure 50.1). A bat, patrolling the summer air in search of food, is on the verge of catching
an insect. Startled from its flight, the moth has only a fraction of a second to escape death. What will happen?
Both predator and prey rely on sensation and response. The
bat produces pulses of sound and uses the returning echoes to
direct its flight toward the moth. At the same time, the bat's ultrasonic chirps activate vibration sensors in the abdomen of
the moth. The moth most likely detects the bat at 30 m, a dis~
tance ten times that at which the bat could sense the moth. Altering the motor output to its wing muscles, the moth begins
an evasive maneuver. The bat, however, flies much faster than
the moth. In this encounter, the insect is unlikely to survive.

A

The detection and processing of sensory information and
the generation of motor output provide the physiological basis for all animal activity. Although it is customary to think of
behavior as a linear sequence ofsensing, analyzing, and acting,
this is not the case. When animals are in motion, they are con·
stantly probing the environment, sensing changes and using
the information to generate the next action. This is a continuous cycle rather than a linear sequence, with sensation directing output and action altering sensory input.
In this chapter, we will explore the processes of sensing and
acting in both invertebrate and vertebrate groups. We will start
with sensory processes that convey information about the external and internal environment to the brain. We will then consider the structure and function of muscles and skeletons that
carry out movements as instructed by the brain. Finally, we will
investigate various mechanisms of animal movement.

r;:~:;;;r~~~~ors transduce

stimulus energy and transmit
signals to the central nervous
system

All stimuli represent forms of energy. Sensation involves converting this energy to a change in the membrane potential of
sensory receptor cells and thereby regulating the output ofaction potentials to the central nervous system (eNS).

Sensory Pathways
We'll begin our consideration ofsensory systems with the sensory pathway controlled by the stretch receptor of a crayfish
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.. Figure 50.2 A simple sensory pathway: Response of a crayfish stretch
receptor to bending.

(Figure 50.2). This and other sensory pathways have in com-

mon four basic functions: sensory reception, transduction,
transmission, and perception.

Sensory Reception and Transduction
A sensory pathway begins with sensory reception, the detection of a stimulus by sensory ceUs. Most sensory cells are specialized neurons or epithelial cells. Some exist singly; others are
found collected in sensory organs, such aseyes and ears. Sensory
cells and organs, as well as the structures within sensory cells that
respond to specific stimuli, are called sensory receptors. Many
sensory receptors detect stimuli from outside the body, such as
heat, light, pressure, and chemicals, but there are also receptors
for stimuli from within the body, such as blood pressure and
body position.
In the case of the crayfish, bending of body muscle stimulates stretch-sensitive dendrites in the stretch receptor cell to
open ion channels (see Figure 50.2). In other sensory receptors, channels open or dose when substances outside the cell
bind to proteins on the membrane or when pigments in the
sensory receptor absorb light. The resulting flow ofions across
the plasma membrane generates a membrane potential.
The conversion of a physical or chemical stimulus to a
change in the membrane potential of a sensory receptor is
called sensory transduction, and the change in membrane
J088
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potential itself is known as a receptor potential. Receptor potentials are graded potentials; their magnitude varies with the
strength of the stimulus (see Figure 50.2).
One remarkable feature of many sensory receptors is their
extreme sensitivity: They can detect the smallest possible
physical unit of stimulus. Thus, most light receptors can detect a single quantum (photon) of tight, and chemical receptors can detect a single molecule.

Transmission
Sensory information is transmitted through the nervous system in the form of nerve impulses, or action potentials. For
many sensory receptors, transducing the energy in a stimulus
into a receptor potential initiates transmission of action potentials to the CNS. Some sensory receptor cells, such as the
crayfish stretch receptor, are neurons that produce action
potentials; they have an axon that extends into the CNS (see
Figure 50.2). As we will see shortly, other sensory receptor
cells release neurotransmitters at synapses with sensory (afferent) neurons. At almost all such synapses, the receptor releases an excitatory neurotransmitter. (One exception is in the
vertebrate visual system, discussed in Concept 50.4.)
The magnitude of a receptor potential controls the rate at
which action potentials are produced by a sensory receptor. If
the receptor is a sensory neuron, a larger receptor potential

results in more frequent action potentials (see Figure 50.2). If
the receptor is not a sensory neuron, a larger receptor potential causes more neurotransmitter to be released, which
usually increases the production of action potentials by the
postsynaptic neuron.
Many sensory neurons spontaneously generate action potentials at a low rate. In these neurons, a stimulus does not
switch the production of action potentials on or off, but does
change how often an action potential is produced. In this manner, such neurons are also able to alert the CNS to changes in
stimulus intensity.
Processing ofsensory information can occur before, during,
and after transmission ofaction potentials to the CNS. In many
cases, the integration of sensory information begins as soon as
the information is received. Receptor potentials produced by
stimuli delivered to different parts ofa sensory re<eptor cell are
integrated through summation, as are postsynaptic potentials
in sensory neurons that synapse with multiple receptors (see
Figure 48.16). As we will discuss shortly, sensory structures
such as eyes also provide higher levels of integration, and the
CNS further processes all incoming signals.

Perception
When action potentials reach the brain via sensory neurons, circuits of neurons process this input, generating the perception
of the stimuli. Perceptions-such as colors, smells, sounds,
and tastes-are constructions formed in the brain and do not
exist outside it. If a tree falls and no animal is present to hear
it, is there a sound? The fall certainly produces pressure waves
in the air, but if sound is defined as a perception, then there is
none unless an animal senses the waves and its brain perceives them.
Action potentials are all-or-none events (see Figure 48.9c).
An action potential triggered by light striking the eye has the
same properties as an action potential triggered by air vibrating in the ear. How, then, do we distinguish sights, sounds, and
other stimuli? The answer lies in the connections that link sensory receptors to the brain. Action potentials from sensory receptors travel along neurons that are dedicated to a particular
stimulus; these dedicated neurons synapse with particular
neurons in the brain or spinal cord. As a result, the brain distinguishes sensory stimuli such as sight or sound solely by
where in the brain the action potentials arrive.

Amplification and Adaptation
The transduction of stimuli by sensory receptors is subject to
two types of modification-amplification and adaptation.
Amplification refers to the strengthening of stimulus energy
during transduction. The effect can be considerable. For example, an action potential conducted from the eye to the human brain has about 100,000 times as much energy as the few
photons of light that triggered it. Amplification that occurs in

sensory receptor cells often requires signal transduction pathways involving sc<ond messengers. Because these pathways include enzyme-catalyzed reactions, they amplify signal strength
through the formation of many product molecules by a single
enzyme molecule. Amplification may also take place in accessory structures ofa complex sense organ, as when sound waves
are enhanced by a factor of more than 20 before reaching receptors in the innermost part of the ear.
Upon continued stimulation, many receptors undergo a decrease in responsiveness termed sensory adaptation (not to
be confused with the evolutionary term adaptation). \XTithout
sensory adaptation, you would be constantly aware of feeling
every beatofyour heart and every bitofclothing on your body.
Adaptation also enables you to see, hear, and smell changes in
environments that vary widely in stimulus intensity.

Types of Sensory Receptors
A sensory cell typically has a single type of receptor specific
for a particular stimulus, such as light or cold. Often, distinct
cells and receptors are responsible for particular qualities of a
sensation, such as distinguishing red from blue. Before exploring these specializations, let's consider sensory receptor
function at a more basic level. We can classify sensory receptors into five categories based on the nature ofthe stimuli they
transduce: mechanoreceptors, chemoreceptors, electromagnetic receptors, thermoreceptors, and pain receptors.

Mechanoreceptors
Mechanoreceptors sense physical deformation caused by
forms of mechanical energy such as pressure, touch, stretch,
motion, and sound. Mechanoreceptors typically consist of
ion channels that are linked to external cell structures, such
as hairs, as well as internal cell structures, such as the cytoskeleton. Bending or stretching of the external structure generates tension that alters the permeability of the ion channels.
This change in ion permeability alters the membrane potential, resulting in a depolarization or hyperpolarization (see
Chapter 48).
The vertebrate stretch receptor, like that of the crayfish (see
Figure 50.2), is a me<hanoreceptor that detects muscle movement. The mechanoreceptors in this case are dendrites ofsensory neurons that spiral around the middle of small skeletal
muscle fibers. Groups of about 2 to 12 of these fibers, formed
into a spindle shape and surrounded by connective tissue, are
distributed throughout the muscle, parallel to other muscle
fibers. When the muscle is stretched, the spindle fibers are
stretched, depolarizing sensory neurons and triggering action
potentials that are transmitted to the spinal cord. The familiar
knee-jerk reflex (see Figure 49.3) relies on just this type of interaction between spindle fibers and stretch receptors.
The mammalian sense oftouch also relies on me<hanoreceptors that are the dendrites of sensory neurons. Touch receptors
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... Figure 50.3 Sensory receptors in human skin. Most
receptors in the dermis are encapsulated by connective tissue.
Receptors in the epidermis are naked dendrites, as are hair movement
receptors that wind around the base of hairs in the dermis.

are often embedded in layers ofcOimective tissue. The structure of
the connective tissue and the location of the receptors dramatically affect the type ofmechanical energy (light touch, vibration, or
strong pressure) that best stimulates them (Figure SO.3). Receptors that detect a light touch or vibration are close to the surface of
the skin; they transduce very slight inputs of mechanical energy
into receptor potentials. Receptors that respond to stronger pressure and vibrations are in deep skin layers. Other receptors sense
movement ofhairs. For example, cats and many rodents have extremely sensitive mechanoreceptors at the base of their whiskers.
Because deflection of different whiskers triggers action potentials
that reach different cells in the brain, an animal's whiskers provide
detailed information about nearby objects.

Chemoreceptors
Chcmorcccptors include both general receptors-those that
transmit information about total solute concentration-and
specific receptors-those that respond to individual kinds of
molecules. Osmoreceptors in the mammalian brain, for example, are general receptors that detect changes in the total solute
concentration of the blood and stimulate thirst when osmolarity increases (see Figure 44.19). Most animals also have receptors for specific molecules, including glucose, oxygen, carbon
dioxide, and amino acids. Two ofthe most sensitive and specific
chemoreceptors known are found in the antennae of the male
1090
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... Figure SO.4 Chemoreceptors in an insect. The antennae of
the male silkworm moth Bombyx mori are covered with sensory hairs,
visible in the SEM enlargement. The hairs have chemoreceptors that
are highly sensitive 10 the sex pheromone released by the female

silkworm moth (Figure 50.4); they detect the two chemical
components ofthe female moth sex pheromone. In all these examples, the stimulus molecule binds to the specific chemoreceptor on the membrane of the sensory cell and initiates
changes in ion permeability.

Electromagnetic Receptors
Electromagnetic receptors detect various forms of electromagnetic energy, such as visible light, electricity, and magnetism.
Photoreceptors, electromagnetic receptors that detect energy in
the form oflight, are often organized into eyes. Some snakes have
very sensitive infrared receptors that detect the body heat ofprey
(figure 50.Sa). Some fishes generate electrical currents and use
electroreceptors to locate objects, such as prey, that disturb those
currents. The platypus, a monotreme mammal, has electroreceptorson its bill that probably detect electric fields generated by
the muscles of crustaceans, frogs, small fish, and other prey.
Many animals appear to use Earth's magnetic field lines to orient
themselves as they migrate (Figure 50.5b). The iron-containing
mineral magnetite is found in the skulls of many vertebrates (including salmon, pigeons, sea turtles, and humans), in the abdomen of bees, in the teeth of some molluscs, and in certain
protists and prokaryotes that orient to Earth's magnetic field.
Once collected by sailors to make compasses for navigation,
magnetite may be part ofan orienting mechanism in manyanimals (see Chapter 51).

long to the TRP (transient receptor potential) family of ion
channel proteins. Remarkably, the TRP·type receptor specific
for temperatures below 28"C can be activated by menthol, a
plant product that we perceive to have a "cool" flavor.

Pain Receptors

(a) This rattlesnake and other pit vipers have a pair of infrared
receptors, one anterior to and Just below each eye. These organs are
sensitive enough to detect the infrared radiation emitted by a
warm mouse a meter away. The snake moves its head from side
to Side until the radiation is detected equally by the two receptors,
indicating that the mouse is straight ahead.

(b) Some migrating animals, such as these beluga whales, apparently
sense Earth's magnetic field and use the information, along with
other cues, for orientation .

Extreme pressure or temperature, as well as certain chemicals,
can damage animal tissues. To detect stimuli that reflect such
noxious (or harmful) conditions, animals rely on nociceptors
(from the Latin nocere, to hurt), also called pain receptors.
By triggering defensive reactions, such as withdrawal from
danger, the perception of pain serves an important function.
Rare individuals who are born without the ability to perceive
pain may die from conditions such as a ruptured appendix
because they cannot feel the associated pain and are unaware
of the danger.
In humans, certain naked dendrites detect noxious thermal, mechanical, or chemical stimuli (see Figure 50.3). The
capsaicin receptor, which acts as a thermoreceptor, is thus also
a nociceptor. Although nociceptor density is highest in skin,
some pain receptors are associated with other organs.
Chemicals produced in an animal's body sometimes enhance the perception of pain. For example, damaged tissues
produce prostaglandins, which act as local regulators of inflammation (see Chapters 43 and 45). Prostaglandins worsen
pain by increasing nociceptor sensitivity to noxious stimuli.
Aspirin and ibuprofen reduce pain by inhibiting the synthesis of prostaglandins.

... Figure 50.5 Specialized electromagnetic receptors.
CONCEPT

Thermoreceptors
Thermoreceptors detect heat and cold. Located in the skin
and in the anterior hypothalamus, thermoreceptor cells send
information to the body's thermostat, located in the posterior
hypothalamus. The key to understanding how sensory cells
detect temperature initially came from the dinner table, not
the laboratory. Jalapeno and cayenne peppers taste "hot" because they contain a natural product called capsaicin. It turns
out that exposing sensory neurons to capsaicin triggers an influx of calcium ions. When scientists identified the receptor
protein that opens a calcium channel upon binding capsaicin,
they made a fascinating discovery: The receptor responds not
only to the chemical capsaicin, but also to hot temperatures
(42"C or higher). In essence, we describe spicy foods as "hot"
because they activate the same sensory receptors as do hot
soup and coffee.
Mammals have a number of kinds of thermoreceptors,
each specific for a particular temperature range. The capsaicin
receptor and at least five other types of thermoreceptors be-

CHECK

50.1

I, Which one of the five categories of sensory receptors
is primarily dedicated to external stimuli?
2. Why does eating food containing ~hot" peppers
sometimes cause you to sweat?
3. -MU'i. If you stimulated a sensory neuron electrically, how would that stimulation be perceived?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:'~:~h~~~~ecePtors

responsible for hearing and
equilibrium detect moving fluid
or settling particles

Hearing and the perception of body equilibrium, or balance,
are related in most animals. For both senses, mechanoreceptor cells produce receptor potentials when settling particles
or moving fluid cause deflection of cell surface structures.
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Sensing of Gravity and Sound
in Invertebrates
To sense gravity and maintain equilibrium, most invertebrates rely on sensory organs called statocysts (Figure 50.6).
A common type of statocyst consists of a layer of ciliated re-

ceptor cells surrounding a chamber that contains one or more
statoliths, which are grains of sand or other dense granules.
Gravity causes the statoliths to settle to the low point in the
chamber, stimulating mechanoreceptors in that location. Such

statocysts can be found at the fringe ofjellies and at the base of
antennuJes in lobsters and crayfish. In experiments in which

statoliths were replaced with metal shavings, researchers
"tricked" crayfish into swimming upside down by using mag-

nets to pull the shavings to the upper end of the statocysts.
Many (perhaps most) insects have body hairs that vibrate in
response to sound waves. Hairs of different stiffnesses and
lengths vibrate at different frequencies. Often, hairs are tuned
to frequencies of sounds produced by other organisms. For ex·
ample, some caterpillars have vibrating body hairs that can detect the buzzing wings of predatory wasps, warning the
caterpillars of the danger. Similarly, fine hairs on the antennae
of a male mosquito vibrate in a specific way in response to the
hum produced by the beating wings of flying females. In this
way, the male mosquito can locate a potential mate. The importance of this sensory system for mosquitoes in mate attraction can be demonstrated very simply: A tuning fork
vibrating at the same frequency as a that of a female's wings
will by itself attract males.
Many insects also detect sound by means of ears" consisting of a tympanic membrane (eardrum) stretched over an internal air chamber (Figure 50.7). Sound waves vibrate the
tympanic membrane, stimulating receptor cells attached to the
U

i@i;'e---'Cilia

Statolith

~-=~=_ Sensory

- - nerve fibers

.... Figure 50.6 The statocyst of an invertebrate. The settling
of statoliths to the low point in the chamber bends cilia on receptor
cells in that location, providing the brain with information about the
orientation of the body with respect to gravity,
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... Figure 50.7 An insect "ear"--on its leg. The tympanic
membrane, visible in this SEM of a cricket's front leg, vibrates in
response to sound waves. The vibrations stimulate mechanoreceptors
attached to the inSide of the tympanic membrane.

inside of the membrane and resulting in nerve impulses that
are transmitted to the brain. As discussed at the beginning of
the chapter, this sensory system allows some moths to perceive
the high-pitched sounds produced by bats, potentially helping
the moth to escape. Similarly, a cockroach's ability to detect vibrations caused by a descending human foot often provides
enough warning for the insect to avoid being crushed.

Hearing and Equilibrium in Mammals
In mammals, as in most other terrestrial vertebrates, the sensory organs for hearing and equilibrium are closely associated.
Figure 50.8 explores the structure and function of these organs in the human ear.

Hearing
Vibrating objects, such as a plucked guitar string or the vocal
cords ofyour instructor, create pressure waves in the surrounding air. In hearing, the ear converts the energy of these waves to
nerve impulses that the brain perceives as sound. To hear music, speech, or noise in our environment, we rely on sensory receptors that are hair cells, a type ofmechanoreceptor. Before the
vibration waves reach the hair cells, however, they are amplified
and transformed by several accessory structures.
The first steps in hearing involve structures in the ear that
convert the vibrations of moving air to pressure waves in fluid.
Upon reaching the outer ear, moving air causes the tympanic
membrane to vibrate. The three bones ofthe middle ear trans·
mit the vibrations to the oval window, a membrane on the
cochlea's surface. When one of those bones, the stapes, vi·
brates against the oval window, it creates pressure waves in the
fluid inside the cochlea.
Upon entering the vestibular canal, the fluid pressure waves
push down on the cochlear duct and basilar membrane. In response, the basilar membrane and attached hair cells vibrate up
and down. The hairs projecting from the moving hair cells are

• Figure 50.8

••

• The Structure of the Human Ear

1 Overview of Ear Structure The outer ear consists of the external pinna and the
auditory canal, which collect sound waves and channel them to the tympanic membrane
(eardrum), separating the outer and middle ear. In the middle ear, three small bones-the malleus
(hammer), incus (anvil), and stapcs (stirrup) transmit vibrations to the oval window, which is a
membnme beneath the stapes. The middle ear also opens into the Eustachian tube, which
connects to the pharynx and equalizes pressure between the middle ear and the atmosphere. The
inner ear consists of fluid-filled chambers, including the semicircular canals, which function in
equilibrium, and the coiled cochlea (Latin, "snail"), which is involved in hearing.
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of rod-shaped "hairs; each containing a core of actin
filaments. Vibration of the basilar membrane in response to
sound raises and lowers the hair cells, bending the hairs
against the surrounding fluid and the tectorial membrane.
Displacement of the hairs within the bundle activates
mechanoreceptors, changing the hair cell membrane
potential.

duct. the basilar membrane. bears the organ of Corti,
which contains the mechanoreceptors of the ear, hair cells
with hairs projecting into the cochlear duct. Many of the
hairs are attached to the tectorial membrane, which hangs
over the organ of Corti like an awning. Sound waves make
the basilar membrane vibrate, which results in bending of
the hairs and depolarization of the hair cells.
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deflected by the tectorial membrane that lies in a fixed position
immediately above (see Figure SO.8). \Vith each vibration, the
hairs projecting above the hair cells bend first in one direction
and then the other. Mechanoreceptors in the hair cells respond
to the bending byopening or closing ion channels in the plasma
membrane. As shown in Figure 50.9, bending in one direction
depolarizes hair cells, increasing neurotransmitter release and
the frequency of action potentials directed to the brain along
the auditory nerve. Bending the hairs in the other direction hyperpolarizes the hair cells, reducing neurotransmitter release and
the frequency of auditory nerve sensations.
What prevents pressure waves from reverberating within the
ear and causing prolonged sensation? Once pressure waves travel
through the vestibular canal, they pass around the apex (tip) ofthe
cochlea. The waves then continue through the tympanic canal,
dissipating as they strike the round window (Figure 5O.10a).
This damping ofsound waves resets the apparatus for the next vibrations that arrive.
The ear conveys information to the brain about two important sound variables: volume and pitch. Volume (loudness) is determined by the amplitude, or height, of the sound wave. A
large-amplitude sound wave causes more vigorous vibration of
the basilar membrane, greater bending of the hairs on hair cells,
and more action potentials in the sensory neurons. Pitch is a
function of a sound wave's frequency, the number of vibrations
per unit time. High-frequency waves produce high-pitched
sounds, whereas low-frequency waves produce low-pitched

sounds. Pitch is commonly expressed in cycles per second, or
hertz (Hz). Healthy young humans can hear in the range of
20-20,000 Hz; dogs can hear sounds as high as 4O,<XXl Hz; and
bats can emit and hear clicking sounds at frequencies above
lOO,<XXl Hz, using this ability to locate objects.
The cochJea can distinguish pitch because the basilar membrane is not uniform along its length: It is relatively narrow and
stiffat the base ofthe cochJea near the oval window and wider and
more flexible at the apex. Each region ofthe basilar membrane is
tuned toa particular vibration frequency (Figure SO.10b). At any
instant, the region of the membrane vibrating most vigorously
triggers the highest frequency of action potentials in the neuronal pathway leading to the brain. There, within the cerebral
cortex, the actual perception of pitch occurs. Axons in the auditory nen'e project into auditory areas of the cerebral cortex according to the region ofthe basilar membrane in which the signal
originated. \Vhen a particular site in our cortex is stimulated, we
perceive the sound of a particular pitch.

Equilibrium
Several organs in the irmer ear ofhumans and most other mammals detect body movement, position, and balance. Situated in a
vestibule behind the oval window, the utricle and saccule allow
us to perceive position with respect to gravity or linear movement
(Figure 50.11). Each of these chambers contains a sheet of hair
cells that project into a gelatinous material. Embedded in this gel
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.. Figure 50.9 Sensory reception by hair cells. Vertebrate hair cells required for hearing
and balance have "hairs" formed into a bundle that bends when surrounding fluid moves Each
hair cell releases an excitatory neurotransmitter at a synapse with a sensory neuron. which
conducts adion potentials to the CNS. Bending of the bundle in one direction depolarizes the hair
cell. causing it to release more neurotransmitter and increasing the frequency of action potentials
in the sensory neuron. Bending in the other direction has the opposite ellect.
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(a) For purposes of illustration, the cochlea is shown partially uncoiled.
Vibrations of the stapes against the oval window produce pressure
waves in the fluid (perilymph) of the cochlea. The waves (black
arrows) travel to the apex of the cochlea through the vestibular
canal and back toward the base through the tympanic canal. The
energy in the waves causes the basilar membrane (pink) to vibrate,
stimulating hair cells.
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(b) Variation in the stiffness of the baSilar membrane (pink) along its length
"tunes" specific regions to speCific frequencies. As a result. different
frequencies of pressure waves in the cochlea cause different portions of
the basilar membrane to vibrate, stimulating particular hair cells and
sensory neurons. The selective stimulation of hair cells is perceived in the
brain as sound of a certain pitch

... Figure 50.10 Transduction in the cochlea.
A musical chord consists of several notes, each formed by a sound wave of different
. . frequency. When you hear a chord, where in your body are these notes combmed?

-=-

The semicircular canals, arranged in three
spatial planes, detect angular movements
of the head. Each canal has at its base a
swelling containing a cluster of hair cells.

The hairs of the hair cells project
into a gelatinous cap called the
cupula. When the head starts or
stops rotating, fluid in the semicircular canals presses against the
cupula, bending the hairs.

Vestibular nerve

Vestibule

Nerve
fibers
Utricle

Body movement
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The utricle and saccule teU the brain
which way is up and inform it of the
body's position or linear acceleration.

Bending of the hairs increases the
frequency of action potentials in
sensory neurons in direct
proportion to the amount of
rotational acceleration.

... Figure 50.11 Organs of equilibrium in the inner ear.
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are many small calcium carbonate particles calJed otoliths (Uear stones~). \'(fhen
you tilt your head, the otoliths press on the
hairs protruding into the gel. Through the
hair cell receptors, this deflection of
the hairs is transformed into a change in
the output of sensory neurons, signaling
the brain that your head isat an angle. The
otoliths are also responsible for your ability to perceive acceleration, as, for example, when a stationary carin which you are
sitting pulls forward. Because the ubicle is
oriented horizontally and the saccule is
positioned vertically, you can detect motion in either the forward-and-back or upand-down direction.
TIlree semicircular canals cotmected to
the utricle detect turning of the head and
other forms of angular acceleration (see
Figure SO.H). Within each canal the hair
cells form a single cluster, with the hairs
projecting into a gelatinous cap called the
cupula. Because the three canals are
arranged in the three spatial planes, they
can detect angular motion of the head in
any direction. For example, ifyou turn your
head from left to right, the fluid within the
horizontal canal pushes against the cupula,
deflecting the hairs. The brain interprets
the resulting changes in impulse production by the sensory neurons as turning of
the head. If you spin in place, the fluid and
canal eventuaUy come to equilibrium and
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remain in that state until you stop. At that point the moving fluid
encounters astationary cupula, triggering the false sensation ofangular motion that we call dizziness.

Hearing and Equilibrium in Other Vertebrates
Unlike the mammallan hearing apparatus, the ear of a fish
does not open to the outside of the body and has no eardrum
or cochlea. The vibrations ofthe water caused by sound waves
are conducted through the skeleton of the head to a pair of inner ears, setting otoliths in motion and stimulating hair cells.
The fish's air-filled swim bladder (see Figure 34.16) also vibrates in response to sound. Some fishes, including catfishes
and minnows, have a series of bones that conduct vibrations
from the swim bladder to the inner ear.
As discussed in Chapter 34, most fishes and aquatic amphibiansalso have a lateral line system along both sides oftheir
body (Figure 50.12). The system contains mechanoreceptors
Lateral line

that detect low-frequency waves by a mechanism similar to that
of the mammalian inner ear. Water from the animal's surroundings enters the lateral line system through numerous
pores and flows along a tube past the mechanoreceptors. As in
our semicircular canals, receptors are formed from a cluster of
hair cells whose hairs are embedded in a gelatinous cap, the
cupula. Water movement bends the cupula, depolarizing the
hair cells and leading to action potentials that are transmitted
along the axOI15 ofsensory neurons to the brain. In this way, the
fish perceives its movement through water or the direction and
velocity ofwater currents flowing over its body. The lateral line
system also detects water movements or vibrations generated
by prey, predators, and other moving objects.
In terrestrial vertebrates, the inner ear has evolved as the
main organ of hearing and equilibrium. Some amphibians
have a lateral line system as tadpoles, but not as adults living
on land. In the ear ofa terrestrial frog or toad, sound vibrations
in the air are conducted to the inner ear by a tympanic membrane on the body surface and a single middle ear bone. Birds,
like mammals, have a cochlea. However, as in amphibians,
sound is conducted from the tympanic membrane to the inner ear by a single bone.
CONCEPT

CHECK

50.2

1. How are statocysts adaptive for animals that burrow
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lateral line canal
Epidermis

underground or live deep in the ocean?
Opening of
lateral line canal

~I

-t

I

Segmental muscles
Fish body wall

hairs

Supporting-----"j
cell

• ---'-----Hair cell
_

... Figure 50.12 The lateral line system in a fish. Water
flowing through the system bends hair cells. The hair cells transduce
the energy into receptor potentials, triggering action potentials that
are conveyed to the brain. The lateral line system enables a fish to
monitor water currents, pressure waves produced by moving objects,
and low-frequency sounds conducted through the water
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your cochlea causes a vibration of the basilar membrane that moves gradually from the apex toward the
base. How would your brain interpret this stimulus?
3. M:UII. If the stapes became fused to the other
middle ear bones or to the oval window, how would
this condition affect hearing? Explain.

lateral nerve

+=~=-- Sensory
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M:fill. Suppose a series of pressure waves in

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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and smell rely
on similar sets of sensory
receptors

Many animals use their chemical senses to find mates (as
when male silk moths respond to pheromones emitted by
females), to recognize territory that has been marked by
some chemical substance (as when dogs and cats sniff
boundaries that have been staked out by their spraying
neighbors), and to help navigate during migration (as when
salmon use the unique scent of their streams of origin to return for breeding). Animals such as ants and bees that live
in large social groups rely extensively on chemical "conversation:' In all animals, chemical senses are important in

feeding behavior. For example, a hydra
retracts its tentacles toward its mouth
when it detects the compound glutathione, which is released from prey
captured by the tentacles.
The perceptions of gustation (taste)
and olfaction (smell) both depend on
chemoreceptors that detect specific
chemicals in the environment In the
case of terrestrial animals, taste is the
detection of chemicals called tastants
that are present in a solution, and smell
is the detection of odorants that are
carried through the air. There is no distinction between taste and smell in
aquatic animals.
The taste receptors ofin.sects are located within sensory hairs called sensilla, which are located on the feet and
in mouthparts. These animals use their
sense of taste to select food. A tasting
hair contains several chemoreceptors,
each especially responsive to a particular class of tastant, such as sugar or salt.
Insects are also capable of smelling airborne odorants using olfactory hairs,
usually located on the antennae (see
Figure 50.4).

oto aAreceptor
sugar molKule binds
protein on
the sensory receptor cell.
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Binding initiates a
signal transduction
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G protein and
phospholipase C.

_ _ Phospholipase (

SENSORY
RECEPTOR
CEll

ogenerates
Phospholipase ( activity
the second

Taste in Mammals
The receptor cells for taste in mammals
are modified epithelial cells organized
into taste buds, which are scattered in
several areas of the tongue and mouth
(figure 50.13). Most taste buds on the
tongue are associated with nippleshaped projections called papillae. The
receptors in taste buds are responsible
for recognizing five types of tastants.
Four represent the familiar taste
perceptions-sweet, sour, salty, and bitter. The fifth, called umami (Japanese
for "delicious"), is elicited by the amino
acid glutamate. Often used as a flavor
enhancer, monosodium glutamate
(MSG) occurs naturally in foods such as
meat and aged cheese, imparting a
quality sometimes described as S3\'ory.
Any region of the tongue with taste
buds can detect any of the five types of
taste. (The frequently reproduced taste
maps of the tongue are thus incorrect.)
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oactivates
Depolarization
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neuron through a
process not fully
understood.

.. Figure SO.13 Sensory transduction by a sweet receptor.
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Researchers have identified the receptor proteins for all of
the tastes except salty. The receptors fall into two categories,
each evolutionarily related to receptors for other senses.
The sensation of sweet, umami, and bitter tastes requires
a G protein-coupled receptor, or GPCR (see Figure 11.7). In
humans, there are more than 30 different receptors for bitter
taste, each able to recognize multiple bitter tastants. In contrast, humans have one type of sweet receptor and one type
of umami receptor, each assembled from a different pair of
GPCR proteins. Other GPCR proteins are critical for the
sense of smell, as we will discuss shortly. Signal transduction
to sensory neurons occurs similarly for all GPCR-type receptors; Figure 50.13 illustrates this process for the sweet receptor. Binding of the receptor to the tastant molecule-in this
case, a sugar-triggers a signal transduction pathway involving a G protein, the enzyme phospholipase C and the second
messengers IP 3 and Ca2+. These second messengers cause
opening of an ion channel, allowing an influx of Na + that
depolarizes the membrane. Scientists are currently exploring
how this depolarization leads to sensory neuron activation.
Unlike the other identified taste receptors, the receptor for
sour tastants belongs to the TRP (transient receptor potential)
family. Formed from a pair ofTRP proteins, the sour receptor
is similar to the capsaicin receptor and other thermoreceptor proteins. In taste buds, the TRP proteins of the sour receptor assemble into a channel in the plasma membrane of the
taste celL Binding of an acid or other sour-tasting substance to
the receptor triggers a change in the ion channel. Depolarization occurs, resulting in activation of a sensory neuron.
For decades, many researchers assumed that a taste cell
could have more than one type of receptor. An alternative idea
is that each taste cell has a single receptor type, programming
the cell to recognize only one of the five tastes. \Vhich hypothesis is correct? In 2005, Ken Mueller, a graduate student at the
University of California at San Diego, set out to answer this
question. Working in the laboratory of Professor Charles Zuker,
Mueller had identified the family ofbitter taste receptors. Using
a cloned bitter receptor, he was able to genetically reprogram
gustation in a mouse (Figure 50.14). Based on these and other
experiments, the researchers concluded that an individual taste
cell expresses a single receptor type and transmits action potentials to the brain representing only one of the five tastes.

Smell in Humans
In olfaction, unlike gustation, the sensory cells are neurons. Olfactory receptor cells line the upper portion of the nasal cavity
and send impulses along their axons directly to the olfactory
bulb ofthe brain (Figure 50.15). The receptive ends ofthe cells
contain cilia that extend into the layer of mucus coating the
nasal cavity. When an odorant diffuses into this region, it binds
to a specific GPCR protein called an odorant receptor (OR) on
the plasma membrane of the olfactory cilia. These events
1098
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•
How do mammals detect different tastes?
EXPERIMENT

To investigate the basIs of mammalian taste
perception, Ken Mueller. Nick Ryba, and Charles Zuker used a
chemical called phenyl-I3'D-glucopyranoside (PBOG), Humans find
the taste of PBOG extremely bitter. Mice, however, appear to lack
a receptor for PBOG, Whereas mice avoid drinking water containing other bitter tastants. they show no aversion to water that contains PBOG.
Using a molecular cloning strategy, Mueller generated mice
that made the human PBDG re<:eptor in celis that normally make
either a sweet receptor or a bitter receptor, The mice were given
a choice of two bottles, one filled with pure water and one filled
with water containing PBDG at varying concentrations. The researchers then observed whether the mice had an attraction or
an aversion to PBDG,
RESULTS
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Relative consumption == (Fluid intake from bottle containing
PBOG.;. Total fluid intake) x 100%
CONCLUSION
The researchers found that the presence of a
bitter receptor in sweet taste celis is sufficient to cause mice to be
attracted to a bitter chemical. They concluded that the mammalian brain must therefore perceive sweet or bitter taste solely
on the basis of which sensory neurons are activated
SOURCE
K, l. Mueller et al. Tfle re<:eptors and c<XIong logiC for
biller taste, Ndture 434:225-229 (2005).

-MU'i.

Suppose instead of the PBDG receptor the researchers had used a receptor specific for a sweetener that humans crave but mice ignore, How would the results of the
experiment have differed?

trigger signal transduction leading to the production of cyclic
AMP. In olfactory cells, cyclic AMP opens channels in the
plasma membrane that are permeable to both Na + and Ca2+.
The flow of these ions into the receptor cell leads to depolarization of the membrane, generating action potentials.
Humans can distinguish thousands of different odors, each
caused byastructu.ralIydistinct odorant. This level ofsensory discrimination requires many different ORs.In 1991, Richard Axel
and Linda Buck, working at Columbia University, discovered a
family of more than 1,000 OR genes-about 3% of all human

Brain
"ction potentials -.......

Olfactory bulb

Bone
Epithelial cell
Odorant
receptors

'-'---f- Chemoreceptor
o0

Plasma
membrane

Odorants-1====:~~~~

.:ti".

... Figure 50.15 5mell in humans. Odorant molecules bind to specific receptor proteins
in the plasma membrane of olfadory receptor cells, triggering adion potentials,
If you spray an "air freshener in a musty room, would you be affecting detection,
N

transmiSSIon, or perception of the odorants responsible for the musty smell?

genes, Each olfactory receptor cell appears to express one OR
gene. Cells with different odorant selectivities are interspersed in
the nasal cavity. Thosecells that express the same OR gene transmit action potentials to the same small region of the olfactory
bulb. In 2004, Axel and Buck shared a Nobel Prize for their studies ofthe gene family and receptors that function in olfaction.
Although the receptors and brain pathways for taste and
smell are independent, the two senses do interact. Indeed,
much of the complex flavor we experience when eating is due
to our sense ofsmell. Ifthe olfactory system is blocked, as by a
head cold, the perception of taste is sharply reduced.
CONCEPT

CHECK

50.3

1. Explain why some taste receptor cells and all olfactory

receptor cells use G protein-coupled receptors, yet
only olfactory receptor cells produce action potentials.
2. Pathways involving G proteins provide an opportunity for an increase in signal strength in the course of
signal transduction, a change referred to as amplification. How might this be beneficial in olfaction?
3. • mUIIM If you discovered a mutation in mice
that disrupted the ability to taste sweet, bitter, and
umami, but not sour or salty, what might you predict
about the identity of the signaling pathway used by
the sour receptor?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:~:~:~?h~isms underlie

vision throughout the animal
kingdom

Many types of light detectors have evolved in the animal kingdom, from simple dusters of cells that detect only the direction and intensity oflight to complex organs that form images.

Vision in Invertebrates
Most invertebrates have some kind of light-detecting organ.
One of the simplest is the ocellus (plural, ocelli) of planarians
(Figure 50.16). A pair of ocelli, which are sometimes called
eyespots or eyecups, are located in the head region. The ocelli
are surrounded on three sides by a layer of darkly pigmented
cells that block light. Light shining on the planarian stimulates
light-sensitive cells called photoreceptors in each ocellus only
through the opening where there are no pigmented cells. Be·
cause the opening of one ocellus faces left and slightly forward
and the other ocellus faces right and forward, light shining
from one side of the planarian only stimulates the ocellus on
that side. The planarian brain compares the rate of action potentials coming from the two ocelli and directs turning movements that minimize the rates of stimulation for both ocelli.
The result is that the planarian moves away from the light
CHfJ,PTER fifTY
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(a) The plananan\ bram directs the body to turn until the sensatlon5
from the two ocelli are equal and minimal. caU51ng the animal to
move away from hght

(a) The faceted eye5 on the head of a fly,
photographed With a stereomu05Cope.

I!

Com" }
Cry5t.lUine lens

OCellu5
",>hl

"""
NefVe to

VISUal pigment

bram
SCteeomg

OCeDU5'---t===~~~,:::-_~P'9:m~"'=IJ

PhotOfe<:eptor

(b) Wherea51ight stnlal"l9 the front of an ocellu5 excite5the
photoreceptor, hght5trikmg the back i5 blod:ed by the weening

pigment. In th15 way, the ocel~ Indteate the directIOn of a light
5OUrce, triggering the light aVOIdance behaVlOf.

... Figure 50.16 OCelli and orientation behaviorofa
planarian.
source until it reaches a shaded location, where a rock or other
object is likely to hide the animal from predators.
Two major types of image-forming eyes have evolved in invertebrates: the compound eye and the single-lens eye.
Compound eyes are found in insects and crustaceans (phylum Arthropoda) and in some polychaete worms (phylum Annelida). A compound eye consists of up to several thousand
light detectors called ommatidia (the "facets ofthe eye), each
with its own light-focusing lens (Figure 50.17). Each ommatidium detects light from a tiny portion of the visual field. A
compound eye is very effective at detecting movement, an important adaptation for flying insects and small animals constantly threatened with predation. \'\'hereas the human eye
can only distinguish about 50 flashes of light per second, the
compound eyes of some insects can detect flickering at a rate
six times faster. (If they slipped into a movie theater, these insects could easily resolve each frame of the film being projected as a separate still image). Insects also have excellent
color vision, and some (including bees) can see into the ultraviolet (UV) range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Bffause
UV light is invisible to us, we miss seeing differences in the environment that bees and other insects detect. In studying animal behavior, we cannot extrapolate our sensory world to
other species; different animals have different sensitivities and
different brain organizations.
H
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Ommatidium
(b) The cornea and cry5talhne cone of each ommatidium logether

functIOn as a lens that focuses light on the rhabdom, a stack of
Pl9mented plate5 of mlcrovllh extending Inward from a circle of
photore<:eptor5. The rhabdom trap5 hght. serving a5 the photosen51tive part of the ommatidium. Information gathered from
dlfferentlnten~tle5 of hght entering the many ommatidia from
different angle5 is u5ed to form a visual image.

... Figure 50.17 Compound eyes.

Among invertebrates, single-lens eyes are found in some
jellies and polychaetes, as well as spiders and many molluscs.
A single-lens eye works on a camera-like principle. The eye of
an octopus or squid, for example, has a small opening, the
pupil, through which light enters. Like a camera's adjustable
aperture, the iris contracts or expands, changing the diameter
of the pupil to let in more or less light. Behind the pupil, a single lens focuses light on a layer of photoreceptors. Similar to a
camera's action, muscles in an invertebrate's single-lens eye
move the lens forward or backward, focusing on objects at different distances.

The Vertebrate Visual System
We turn next to the eyes ofvertebrates, ....ohich differ from the
single-lens eyes of invertebrates in several respects. Although
the eye is the first stage in vision, remember that it is actually
the brain that ·sees~ Thus, to understand vision, we must examine how action potentials arise in the vertebrate eye and

then follow these signals to the visual centers of the brain,
where images are perceived.

Structure of the Eye
TIle globe of the vertebrate eye, or eyeball, consists of the
sclera, a tough white outer layer of connective tissue, and a
thin, pigmented inner layer catled the choroid (Figure 50.18).
At the front of the eye, the sclera becomes the transparent
cornea, which lets light into the eye and acts as a fixed lens.
Also at the front of the eye, the choroid forms the doughnutshaped iris, which gives the eye its color. By changing size, the
iris regulates the amount of light entering the pupil, the hole in
the center of the iris. Just inside the choroid, the retina forms
the innermost layer of the eyeball and contains layers of neu-

Sclera

Choroid
Retina

Ciliary body
Suspensory
ligament
Cornea
Iris--f+...
Pupil
Aqueous
humor
Lens
Vitreous humor
Optic disk
(blind spot)
... Figure 50.18 Structure of the vertebrate eye. In this
longitudinal sedion of the eye, the jellylike ~itreous humor is illustrated
only in the lower half of the eyeball. The conJundi~a, a mucous
membrane that surrounds the sclera, is not shown.

rons and photoreceptors. Information from the photoreceptors leaves the eye at the optic disk, a spot on the lower outside
of the retina where the optic nerve attaches to the eye. Because
there are no photoreceptors in the optic disk, it forms a "blind
spot~: Light focused onto that part of the retina is not detected.
The lens and ciliary body divide the eye into m'o cavities,
an anterior cavity bem'een the cornea and the lens and a much
larger posterior cavity behind the lens. The ciliary body constantly produces the clear, watery aqueous humor that fills the
anterior cavity. Blockage of the ducts that drain the aqueous
humor can produce glaucoma, a condition in which increased
pressure in the eye damages the optic nerve, causing vision loss
and sometimes blindness. The posterior cavity, filled with the
jellylike vitreous humor, constitutes most ofthe volume ofthe
eye. The lens itself is a transparent disk of protein. Many fishes
focus by moving the lens forward or backward, as do squids
and octopuses. Humans and other mammals, however, focus
by changing the shape of the lens (Figure 50.19). \'1hen focusing on a close object, the lens becomes almost spherical.
When viewing a distant object, the lens is flattened.
The human retina contains rods and cones, two types of
photoreceptors that differ in shape and in function. Rods are
more sensitive to light but do not distinguish colors; they enable us to see at night, but only in black and white. Cones provide color vision, but, being less sensitive, contribute very little
to night vision. There are three types of cones. Each has a different sensitivity across the visible spectrum, providing an optimal response to red, green, or blue light.
The relative numbers of rod and cones in the retina varies
among different animals, correlating to some degree with the
extent to which an animal is active at night. Most fishes, amphibians, and reptiles, including birds, have strong color vision. Humans and other primates also see color well, but are
among the minority of mammals with this ability. Many mammals are nocturnal, and having a high proportion of rods in the
retina is an adaptation that gives these animals keen night vision. Cats, for instance, are usually most active at night; they
have limited color vision and probably see a pastel world during the day.

Ciliary muscles relax,
and border of choroid
moves away from lens.

Ciliary muscles contract,
pulling border of
choroid toward lens.
Choroid
Suspensory ligaments
relax.

Retina

Suspensory ligaments
pull against lens.

Lens becomes thicker
and rounder, focusing
on nearby objects.

Lens becomes flatter,
focusing on distant
objects.

(a) Near vision (accommodation)

(b) Distance vision
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... Figure 50.19
Focusing in the
mammalian eye.
Ciliary muscles control
the shape of the lens,
which bends light and
focuses It on the
retina. The thicker the
lens. the more sharply
the light is bent.
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The distribution of rods and cones varies across the human
retina. Overall, the human retina contains about 125 million rods
and about6 million cones. Thefovea, thecenter ofthe visual field,
has no rods, but has a very high density ofcones-about 150,000
cones per square millimeter. The ratio of rods to cones increases
with distance from the fovea, with the peripheral regions having
only rods. In daylight, you achieve your sharpest vision by looking directly at an object, such that light shines on the tightly
packed cones in your fovea. At night, looking directly at a dimly
lit object is ineffective, since the rods-the more sensitive light
receptors-are found outside the fovea. Thus, for example, you
see a dim star best by focusing on a point just to one side of it.

Sensory Transduction in the Eye
Each rod or cone in the vertebrate retina contains visual pigments that consist of a light-absorbing molecule called retinal
(a derivative ofvitamin A) bound to a membrane protein called
an opsin. The opsin present in rods, when combined with reti·
nal, makes up the visual pigment rhodopsin (Figure 50.20).
Absorption oflight by rhodopsin shifts one bond in retinal from
a cis to a trans arrangement, converting the molecule from an
angled shape to a straight shape (see Chapter 2). This change in
configuration destabilizes and activates rhodopsin. Because it
changes the color of rhodopsin from purple to yellow, light activation of rhodopsin is called "bleaching."

Following light absorption, signal transduction in photoreceptor cells closes sodium channels. In the dark, the binding of cyclic GMP to these sodium channels causes them to
remain open. Breakdown of cyclic GMP in response to light
allows sodium channels to close, hyperpolarizing the
photoreceptor cell. Figure 50.21 illustrates the pathway link·
ing light to cyclic GMP breakdown in a rod cell: Activated
rhodopsin activates a G protein, which in turn activates the
enzyme that hydrolyzes cyclic GMP.
Rhodopsin returns to its inactive state when enzymes convert retinal back to the cis form. In very bright light, however,
rhodopsin remains bleached, and the response in the rods becomes saturated. Ifthe amount of light entering eyes decreases
abruptly, the bleached rods do not regain full responsiveness
for several minutes. This is why you are temporarily blinded if
you pass abruptly from the bright sunshine into a movie theater or other dark environment.
The perception of color in humans is based on three types
of cones, each with a different visual pigment-red, green, or
blue. The three visual pigments, called photopsins, are formed
from binding of retinal to three distinct opsin proteins. Slight
differences in the opsin proteins are sufficient for each photopsin to absorb light optimally at a distinct wavelength. Although the visual pigments are designated as red, green, or
blue, their absorption spectra in fact overlap. For this reason,
the brain's perception of intermediate hues depends on the
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(a) Roos contain the visual pigment rhodopsin. which is embedded
in a stack of membranous disks in the rod's outer segment.
Rhodopsin consists of the light'absorbing molecule retinal
bonded to opsin, an integral membrane protein. Opsin has
seven Cl helices that span the disk membrane.

... Figure 50,20 Activation of rhodopsin by light.
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(b) Retinal exists as two isomers. Absorption of light
converts the cis isomer to the trans isomer, which
causes opsin to change its conformation (shape).
After a few minutes, retinal detaches from opsin. In
the dark, enzymes convert retinal back to its cis form,
which recombines with opsin, forming rhodopsin.
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.. Figure 50.21 Receptor potential production in a rod cell. Note that in rods (and
cones) the receptor potential is a hyperpolarization. not a depolarization.

differential stimulation oftwo or more classes ofcones. For example, when both red and green cones are stimulated, we may
see yellow or orange, depending on which class is more
strongly stimulated.
Abnormal color vision typically results from alterations
in the genes for one or more photopsin proteins. Because
the genes for the red and green pigments are located on the
X chromosome, a single defective copy of either gene can disrupt color vision in males (see Figure 15.7 to review the genetics ofsedinked traits). For this reason, color blindness is more
common in males than females and nearly always affects perception of red or green (the blue pigment gene is on human
chromosome 7).

Dark Responses

Light Responses

Rhodopsm mactive

Rhodopsin active

Na+ channels open-

- Na+ channels closed

Processing of Visual Information
The processing of visual information begins in the retina itself, where both rods and cones form synapses with neurons
called bipolar cells (Figure 50.22). In the dark, rods and
cones are depolarized and continually release the neurotransmitter glutamate (see Table 48.1) at these synapses. Some
bipolar cells depolarize in response to glutamate, whereas
others hyperpolarize. Which of the two responses a bipolar
cell exhibits depends on the type of glutamate receptor present on its surface at the synapse. When light strikes the rods
and cones, they hyperpolarize, shutting off their release of
glutamate. In response, the bipolar cells that are depolarized
by glutamate hyperpolarize, and those that are hyperpolarized by glutamate depolarize.

Glutamate----,
released
Bipolar cell elther--depolarized or
hyperpolarized,
dependmg on
glutamate receptors

Bipolar cell either
hyperpolarized or
depolarized,
depending on
glutamate receptors

.. Figure 50.22 Synaptic activity of rod cells in light and
dark.
Like rOOs. cone cells are depolarized when rhodopsin is inactive.
In the case of a cone, why might It be misleading to call this a
dark response?
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In addition to bipolar cells, information processing in the
retina requires three other types of neurons-ganglion, horizontal, and amacrine cells (Figure 50.23). Ganglion cells
synapse with bipolar cells and transmit action potentials to the
brain via axons in the optic nerve. Horizontal cells and
amacrine cells function in neural pathways that integrate vi·
sual information before it is sent to the brain. For all of the
photoreceptors and neurons in the retina, the patterns of
functional organization are reflected in an ordered and layered
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.... Figure 50.23 Cellular organization of the vertebrate

retina. Light must pass through several relati~ely transparent layers of
cells before reaching the rods and cones. These photoreceptors
communicate via bipolar cells with ganglion cells. which have axons that
transmit VIsual sensations (action potentials) to the brain. Each bipolar
cell receives information from se~eral rods or cones. and each ganglion
cell from se~eral bipolar cells, Horizontal and amacrine cells integrate
information across the retina, Red arrows indicate the pathway of visual
information from the photoreceptors to the optic nerve,
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arrangement ofcell bodies and synapses (see Figure 50.23). Because of this physical arrangement, light must pass through
several layers of neurons to reach the photoreceptors. Light
intensity is not Significantly diminished, however, since the
neurons in the retina are relatively transparent.
Signals from rods and cones can follow several different
pathways in the retina. Some information passes directly from
photoreceptors to bipolar cells to ganglion cells. In other
cases, horizontal cells carry signals from one rod or cone to
other photoreceptors and to several bipolar cells. When an illuminated rod or cone stimulates a horizontal cell, the horizontal cell inhibits more distant photoreceptors and bipolar
cells that are not illuminated. The result is that the tight spot
appears lighter and the dark surroundings even darker. This
form of integration, called lateral inhibition, sharpens edges
and enhances contrast in the image. Amacrine cells distribute
some information from one bipolar cell to several ganglion
cells. Lateral inhibition is repeated by the interactions of the
amacrine cells with the ganglion celts and occurs at aU levels of
visual processing in the brain.
A single ganglion celt receives information from an array of
rods and cones, each ofwhich responds to light coming from a
particular location. Together, the rods or cones that feed information to one ganglion cell define a receptivefield-the part of
the visual field to which the ganglion can respond. The fewer
rods or cones that supply a single ganglion cell, the smaller the
receptive field. A smaller re<eptive field results in a sharper image, be<ause the information as to where light struck the retina
is more precise. The ganglion cells of the fovea have very small
receptive fields, so visual acuity (sharpness) in the fovea is high.
Axons ofganglion cells form the optic nerves that transmit
sensations from the eyes to the brain (Figure 50.24). The m'o
optic nerves meet at the optic chiasm near the center of the
base of the cerebral cortex. Axons in the optic nerves are
routed at the optic chiasm such that sensations from the left
visual field ofboth eyes are transmitted to the right side of the
brain, and sensations from the right visual field are transmitted to the left side of the brain. (Note that each visual field,
whether right or left, involves input from both eyes.)
Within the brain, most ganglion cell axons lead to the
lateral geniculate nuclei, which have axons that reach the
primary visual cortex in the cerebrum (see Figure 50.24). Additional neurons carry the information to higher-order visual
processing and integrating centers elsewhere in the cortex.
Point-by-point information in the visual field is projected along neurons onto the visual cortex. How does the
cortex convert a complex set of action potentials representing two-dimensional images focused on the retina to
three-dimensional perceptions of our surroundings? Researchers estimate that at least 30% of the cerebral cortex,
comprising hundreds of millions of neurons in perhaps
dozens of integrating centers, takes part in formulating
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mice alters their ability to reset their circadian rhythm in reo
sponse to light. The effect of melanopsin on circadian
rhythms and light responses in humans is a subject of active
investigation.
CONCEPT

CHECK

50.4

1. Contrast the light-detecting organs of planarians and
flies. How is each organ adaptive for the lifestyle of
the animal?
2. In a condition called presbyopia, the eye's lenses lose
much of their elasticity and maintain a flat shape.
Explain how this condition affects a person's
vision.
3. _MfniM If you perceive an object floating across
your field of view, how might you determine whether
the image represents a real object or a disturbance in
your eye or a neural circuit of your brain?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

'"

Primary-==----->o:lol;;..:U:~ ' ...........
visual cortex

.. Figure 50.24 Neural pathways for vision. Each optic nerve
contains about a million axons that synapse with Interneurons In the
lateral geniculate nuclei. The nuclei relay sensations to the primary
visual cortex, one of many brain centers that cooperate in construding
our visual perceptions.

what we actually "see." Determining how these centers integrate such components of our vision as color, motion,
depth, shape, and detail is the focus of much exciting
research.

Evolution of Visual Perception
Despite their diversity, all photoreceptors contain similar pigment molecules that absorb light. Furthermore, animals as diverse as flatworms, annelids, arthropods, and vertebrates
share genes associated with the embryonic development of
photoreceptors. Thus, the genetic underpinnings ofan photoreceptors likely evolved in the earliest bilateral animals.
Recent research indicates that there are other photoreceptors in the vertebrate retina in addition to rods and cones.
In particular, a visual pigment called melanopsin is found in
retinal ganglion cells. Inactivating the melanopsin gene in

r;~:';~;i~~·i~teraction of

protein filaments is required for
muscle function

Throughout our discussions of sensory mechanisms, we have
seen how sensory inputs to the nervous system result in specific behaviors: the escape maneuver of a moth that detects a
bat's sonar, the upside-down swimming of a crayfish with manipulated statocysts, the feeding movements of a hydra when
it tastes glutathione, and the movement of planarians away
from light. Underlying the diverse forms of behavior in animals are common fundamental mechanisms. Flying, swimming, eating, and crawling all require muscle activity in
response to nervous system input.
Muscle cell function relies on microfilaments, which are
the actin components of the cytoskeleton. Recall from
Chapter 6 that microfilaments, like microtubules, function in
cell motility. In muscles, microfilament movement powered
by chemical energy brings about contraction; muscle extension occurs only passively. To understand how microfilaments
contribute to muscle contraction, we must analyze the structure of muscles and muscle fibers. We will begin by examining
vertebrate skeletal muscle and then turn our attention to other
types of muscle.

Vertebrate Skeletal Muscle
Vertebrate skeletal muscle, which is attached to the bones
and is responsible for their movement, is characterized by a
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hierarchy of smaller and smaller units (Figure 50.25). Most
skeletal muscles consist of a bundle of long fibers running
parallel to the length of the muscle. Each fiber is a single cell
with multiple nuclei, reflecting its formation by the fusion of
many embryonic cells. A muscle fiber contains a bundle of
smaller myofibrils arranged longitudinally. The myofibrils,
in turn, are composed of thin filaments and thick filaments.
Thin filaments consist of rn'o strands of actin and rn'o
strands of a regulatory protein (not shown here) coiled

Muscle

around one another. Thick filaments are staggered arrays of
myosin molecules.
Skeletal muscle is also called striated muscle because the
regular arrangement of the filaments creates a pattern of
light and dark bands. Each repeating unit is a sarcomere, the
basic contractile unit of the muscle. The borders of the sarcomere are lined up in adjacent myofibrils and contribute to
the striations visible with a light microscope. Thin filaments
are attached at the Z lines and project toward the center of
the sarcomere, while thick filaments are attached at the M
lines centered in the sarcomere. In a muscle fiber at rest,
thick and thin filaments only partially overlap. Near the edge
of the sarcomere are only thin filaments, whereas the zone in
the center contains only thick filaments. This arrangement is
the key to how the sarcomere, and hence the whole muscle,
contracts.

The Sliding-Filament Model of Muscle Contraction
Bundle 0 1 - - - muscle libers

"'~c-/Nuclei
Single muscle l i b e r - - - - - - - - - - j
(cell)
Plasma membrane
Myofibril
Z line

TEM

....- -

M line

'~M

~
~

,~

~

Thick
filam
(myo sin)
Thin
filam
(aeti 0)

Zh 0 e

----Sarcomere

.... Figure 50.25 The structure of skeletal muscle.
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We can explain much of what happens during contraction of a
whole muscle by focusing on a single sarcomere (Figure 50.26).
According to the sliding-filament model of muscle contraction, neither the thin filaments nor the thick filaments change
in length when the sarcomere shortens; rather, the filaments
slide past each other longitudinally, increasing the overlap of
the thin and thick filaments.
The sliding of the filaments is based on the interaction between the actin and myosin molecules that make up the thick
and thin filaments. Each myosin molecule consists of a long
n
"tail" region and a globular "head region extending to the
side. The tail adheres to the tails of other myosin molecules
that form the thick filament. The head is the center of bioenergetic reactions that power muscle contractions. It can
bind ATP and hydrolyze it into ADP and inorganic phosphate. As shown in Figure 50.27, hydrolysis of ATP converts
myosin to a high-energy form that can bind to actin, form a
cross-bridge, and pull the thin filament toward the center of
the sarcomere. TIle cross-bridge is broken when a new molecule ofATP binds to the myosin head. In a repeating cycle, the
free head cleaves the new ATP and attaches to a new binding
site on another actin molecule farther along the thin filament.
Each ofthe approximately 350 heads ofa thick filament forms
and reforms about five cross-bridges per second, driving filaments past each other.
A typical muscle fiber at rest contains only enough ATP for
a few contractions. The energy needed for repetitive contractions is stored in two other compounds: creatine phosphate and
glycogen. Creatine phosphate can transfer a phosphate group
to ADP to synthesize additional ATP. The resting supply ofcreatine phosphate is sufficient to sustain contractions for about
15 seconds. Glycogen is broken down to glucose, which can be
used to generate ATP by either aerobic respiration or glycolysis
(and lactic acid fermentation; see Chapter 9). Using the glucose

.. Figure 50.26 The
sliding-filament
model of muscle
contraction. The
drawings on the left
show that the lengths
of the thick (myosin)
filaments (purple) and
thin (actin) filaments
(orange) remain the
same as a muscle fiber
contracts,
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... Figure 50.27 Myosin-actin interactions underlying muscle fiber contraction.
When ATP binds, what prevents the filaments from sliding back into their original positions)
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from a typical muscle fiber's glycogen store, glycolysis can support about 1 minute of sustained contraction, whereas aerobic
respiration can power contractions for nearly an hour.

The Role of Calcium and Regulatory Proteins
Calcium ions (ea2+) and proteins bound to actin playa critical
role in muscle cell contraction and relaxation. Tropomyosin, a
regulatory protein, and the troponin complex, a set ofadditional
regulatory proteins, are bound to the actin strands of thin Hlaments. In a muscle fiber at rest, tropomyosin covers the myosinbinding sites along the thin filament, preventing actin and myosin
from interacting (figure 50.28a). \'\'hen ea2+ accumulates in the
cytosol, it binds to the troponin complex, causing the proteins
bound along the actin strands to shift position and expose the
myosin-binding sites on the thin filament (Figure SO.2ab). Thus,
when the ea2+ concentration rises in the cytosol, the thin and
thick filaments slide past each other, and the muscle fiber contracts. \'(!hen the ea2+ concentration falls, the binding sites are
covered, and contraction stops.
Motor neurons cause muscle contraction by triggering release of Ca2+ into the cytosol of muscle cells with which they
form synapses. This regulation ofCa2+ concentration is a multistep process involving a network of membranes and compartments within the muscle cell. As you read the following
description, refer to the overview and diagram in Figure 50.29.
The arrival ofan action potential at the synaptic terminal of
a motor neuron causes release ofthe neurotransmitter acetyl-

Ca 2+·binding

Tropomyosin

Adm

sites

Troponin complex

choline. Binding of acetylcholine to receptors on the muscle
fiber leads to a depolarization, triggering an action potential.
Within the muscle fiber, the action potential spreads deep into
the interior, following infoldings of the plasma membrane
called transverse (T) tubules. From the T tubules, the action
potential spreads even farther, entering a specialized endoplasmic reticulum, the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). \Vithin
the SR, the action potential opens Ca2+ channels, allowing
Ca2+ stored in the interior of the SR to enter the cytosol. finally, Ca2+ binds to the troponin complex, triggering contraction of the muscle fiber.
When motor neuron input stops, the muscle cell relaxes.
During this phase, proteins in the cell reset the muscle for the
next cycle of contraction. Relaxation begins as transport proteins in the SR pump Ca2+ out of the cytosol. When the Ca 2 +
concentration in the cytosol is low, the regulatory proteins
bound to the thin filament shift back to their starting position,
once again blocking the myosin-binding sites. At the same
time, the Ca2+ pumped from the cytosol accumulates in the
SR, providing the stores needed to respond to the next action
potential.
Several diseases cause paralysis by interfering with the excitation of skeletal muscle fibers by motor neurons. In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), also called Lou Gehrig's
disease, motor neurons in the spinal cord and brainstem degenerate, and the muscle fibers with which they synapse atrophy. ALS is progressive and usually fatal within five years after
symptoms appear; currently there is no cure or treatment.
Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune disease in which a person produces antibodies to the acetylcholine receptors on
skeletal muscle fibers. As the number of these receptors decreases, synaptic transmission bem'een motor neurons and
muscle fibers declines. Fortunately, effective treatments are
available for this disease.

Neryous Control of Muscle Tension
(a) Myosin·binding sites blocked

e e e e e e

~ca2+

e e
Myosin-

e e

e

binding site

e
e

e e

(b) Myosin-binding sites exposed
.... Figure 50.28 The role of regulatory proteins and
calcium in muscle fiber contraction. Each thin filament consists
of two strands of actin, tropomyosin. and the troponin complex.
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Whereas contraction of a single skeletal muscle fiber is a brief
all-or-none twitch, contraction of a whole muscle, such as the
biceps in your upper arm, is graded; you can voluntarily alter
the extent and strength of its contraction. There are two basic
mechanisms by which the nervous system produces graded
contractions of whole muscles: (1) by varying the number of
muscle fibers that contract and (2) byvarying the rate at which
muscle fibers are stimulated. Let's consider each mechanism
in turn.
In avertebrate skeletal muscle, each muscle fiber is controlled
by only one motor neuron, but each branched motor neuron
may form synapses with many muscle fibers. There may be hundreds of motor neurons controlling a muscle, each with its own
pool ofmuscle fibers scattered throughout the muscle. A motor
unit consists of a single motor neuron and all the muscle fibers
it controls. When a motor neuron produces an action potential,

• fIgun 5G.29

Exploring The Regulation of Skeletal Muscle Contraction
The electrical, chemical, and molecular events
regulating skeletal muscle contraction are shown in a
cutaway view of a muscle cell and in the enlarged cross
section below. Action potentials (red arrows) triggered
by the motor neuron sweep across the muscle fiber
and into it along the transverse (T) tubules, initiating
the movements of calcium (green dots) that regulate
muscle activity.
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.... Figure 50.31 Summation of twitches. This graph compares
the tenSion developed in a muscle fiber in response to a smgle action
potential in a motor neuron, a pair of adion potentials, and a series of
adion potentials. The dashed lines show the tension that would have
developed if only the first action potential had occurred.
Muscle

Muscle fibers
Tendon
.... Figure 50.30 Motor units in a vertebrate skeletal
muscle. Each muscle fiber (cell) has a single synapse with one motor
neuron, but each motor neuron typically synapses with many muscle
fibers, A motor neuron and all the muscle fibers it controls constitute a
motor unit

all the muscle fibers in its motor unit contract as a group
(Figure 50.30). The strength of the resulting contraction de-

pendson how many muscle fibers the motor neuron controls. In
most muscles, the number of muscle fibers in different motor
units ranges from a few to hundreds. The nervous system can
thus regulate the strength of contraction in a muscle by determining how many motor units are activated at a given instant
and by selecting large or small motor units to activate. The force
(tension) developed by a muscle progressively increases as more
and more of the motor neurons controlling the muscle are activated, a process called recruitment of motor neurons. Depending on the number of motor neurons your brain recruits and the
size of their motor units, you can lift a fork or something much
heavier, like your biology textbook.
Some muscles, especially those that hold up the body and
maintain posture, are almost always partially contracted. In
such muscles, the nervous system may alternate activation
among the motor units, reducing the length of time anyone
set of fibers is contracted. Prolonged contraction can result in
muscle fatigue due to the depletion of ATP and dissipation of
ion gradients required for normal electrical signaling. Although accumulation oflactate (see Figure 9.18) may also con1110
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tribute to muscle fatigue, recent research actually points to a
beneficial effect of lactate on muscle function.
The second mechanism by which the nervous system pro-duces graded whole-musdecontractions is by varying the rate of
muscle fiber stimulation. A single action potential produces a
twitch lasting about tOO msec or less. If a second action potential
arrives before the muscle fiber has completely relaxed, the two
twitches add together, resulting in greater tension (Figure 50.31).
Further summation occurs as the rate of stimulation increases.
\X'hen the rate is high enough that the muscle fiber cannot relax
at all betv·:een stimuli, the twitches fuse into one smooth, sustained contraction called tetanus (not to be confused with the
disease of the same name). Motor neurons usually deliver their
action potentials in rapid-fire volleys, and the resulting summation oftension results in the smooth contraction typical oftetanus
rather than the jerky actions of individual ty,~tches.
The increase in tension during summation and tetanus occurs because muscle fibers are connected to bones via tendons
and connective tissues. When a muscle fiber contracts, it
stretches these elastic structures, which then transmit tension
to the bones. In a single ty,'itch, the muscle fiber begins to relax before the elastic structures are fully stretched. During
summation, however, the high-frequency action potentials
maintain an elevated concentration of CaH in the muscle
fiber's cytosol, prolonging cross-bridge cycling and causing
greater stretching of the elastic structures. During tetanus, the
elastic structures are fully stretched, and all of the tension generated by the muscle fiber is transmitted to the bones.

Types of Skeletal Muscle Fibers
Our discussion to this point has focused on the general properties of vertebrate skeletal muscles. There are, however, several
distinct types of skeletal muscle fibers, each ofwhich is adapted

to a particular set of functions. Scientists typically classify these
varied fiber types either by the source of ATP used to power
muscle activity or by the speed ofmuscle contraction. We'll consider each of the two classification schemes.
Oxidative and Glycolytic Fibers Fibers that rely mostly on
aerobic respiration are called oxidative fibers. Such fibers are
specialized in ways that enable them to make use of a steady
energy supply: They have many mitochondria, a rich blood
supply, and a large amount of an oxygen-storing protein called
myoglobin. Myoglobin, a brownish red pigment, binds oxygen more tightly than does hemoglobin, so it can effectively
extract oxygen from the blood. Asecond class offibers use glycolysis as their primary source ofATP and are called glycolytic
fibers. Having a larger diameter and less myoglobin than oxidative fibers, glycolytic fibers fatigue much more readily. The
two fiber types are readily apparent in the muscle of poultry
and fish: The light meat is composed of glycolytic fibers, and
the dark meat is made up ofoxidative fibers rich in myoglobin.
Fast-Twitch and Slow-Twitch Fibers Muscle fibers vary in
the speed with which they contract, with fast-twitch fibers deveJoping tension two to three times faster than slow-twitch
fibers. Fast fibers are used for brief, rapid, powerful contractions. Slow fibers, often found in muscles that maintain posture,
can sustain long contractions. Aslow fiber has less sarcoplasmic
reticulum and pumps ea2+ more slowly than a fast fiber. Because Ca2+ remains in the cytosol longer, a muscle twitch in a
slow fiber lasts about five times as long as one in a fast fiber.
The difference in contraction speed bet....een slow-twitch
and fast-twitch fibers mainly reflects the rate at which their
myosin heads hydrolyze ATr. However, there isn't a one-toone relationship between contraction speed and ATP source.
Whereas all slow-twitch fibers are oxidative, fast-twitch fibers
can be either glycolytic or oxidative.
Most human skeletal muscles contain both fast- and slowtwitch fibers, although the muscles ofthe eye and hand are exclusively fast twitch. In a muscle that has a mixture of fast and
slow fibers, the relative proportions of each are genetically determined. However, if such a muscle is used repeatedly for activities requiring high endurance, some fast glycolytic fibers
can develop into fast oxidative fibers. Because fast oxidative
fibers fatigue more slowly than fast glycolytic fibers, the result
will be a muscle that is more resistant to fatigue.
Some vertebrates have skeletal muscle fibers that twitch at
rates fur faster than any human muscle. For example, both the
rattlesnake's rattle and the dove's coo are produced by superfast muscles that can contract and relax every 10 msec.

Other Types of Muscle
Although all muscles share the same fundamental mechanism
of contraction-actin and myosin filaments sliding past each

other-there are many different types of muscle. Vertebrates,
for example, have cardiac muscle and smooth muscle in addition to skeletal muscle (see Figure 40.5).
Vertebrate cardiac muscle is found in only one placethe heart. Like skeletal muscle, cardiac muscle is striated.
However, structural differences between skeletal and cardiac muscle fibers result in differences in their electrical
and membrane properties. \Vhereas skeletal muscle fibers
do not produce action potentials unless stimulated by a
motor neuron, cardiac muscle cells have ion channels in
their plasma membrane that cause rhythmic depolarizations, triggering action potentials without input from the
nervous system. Action potentials of cardiac muscle cells
last up to 20 times longer than those of the skeletal muscle
fibers. Plasma membranes of adjacent cardiac muscle cells
interlock at specialized regions called intercalated disks,
where gap junctions (see Figure 6.32) provide direct electrical coupling between the cells. Thus, the action potential
generated by specialized cells in one part of the heart
spreads to all other cardiac muscle cells, causing the whole
heart to contract. A long refractory period prevents summation and tetanus.
Smooth muscle in vertebrates is found mainly in the walls
of hollow organs, such as blood vessels and organs of the digestive tract. Smooth muscle cells lack striations because their
actin and myosin filaments are not regularly arrayed along the
length of the cell. Instead, the thick filaments are scattered
throughout the cytoplasm, and the thin filaments are attached
to structures called dense bodies, some of which are tethered
to the plasma membrane. There is less myosin than in striated
muscle fibers, and the myosin is not associated with specific
actin strands. Some smooth muscle cells contract only when
stimulated by neurons of the autonomic nervous system.
Others can generate action potentials without input from
neurons-they are electrically coupled to one another.
Smooth muscles contract and relax more slowly than striated
muscles.
Although smooth muscle contraction is regulated by ea1+,
the mechanism for regulation is different from that in skeletal
and cardiac muscle. Smooth muscle cells have no troponin
complex or T tubules, and their sarcoplasmic reticulum is not
well developed. During an action potential, ea 2 + enters the
cytosol mainly through the plasma membrane. Calcium ions
cause contraction by binding to the protein calmodulin, which
activates an enzyme that phosphorylates the myosin head, en·
abling cross-bridge activity.
Invertebrates have muscle cells similar to vertebrate skeletal and smooth muscle cells, and arthropod skeletal muscles
are nearly identical to those of vertebrates. Howe\'er, the
flight muscles of insects are capable of independent, rhythmic contraction, so the wings of some insects can actually
beat faster than action potentials can arrive from the central
nervous system. Another interesting evolutionary adaptation
(MAHER FIfTY
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has been discovered in the muscles that hold a clam's shell
closed. The thick filaments in these muscles contain a protein
called paramyosin that enables the muscles to remain con~
tracted for as long as a month with only a low rate of energy
consumption.

maintain its shape. In many animals, a hard skeleton also protects soft tissues. For example, the vertebrate skull protects the
brain, and the ribs of terrestrial vertebrates form a cage around
the heart, lungs, and other internal organs.

Types of Skeletal Systems
CONCEPT

CHECK

50.5

1. How can the nervous system cause a skeletal muscle
to produce the most forceful contraction it is capable of?
2. Contrast the role of Ca2+ in the contraction of a
skeletal muscle fiber and a smooth muscle cell.
3. _1MilIM Why are the muscles of an animal that
has recently died likely to be stiff?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:~~:~s~~;:s transform
muscle contraction into
locomotion

So far we have focused on muscles as effectors for nervous system output. To
move an animal in part or in whole,
muscles must work in concert with the
skeleton. Unlike the softer tissues in an
animal body, the skeleton provides a
rigid structure to which muscles can at·
tach. Because muscles exert force only
during contraction, moving a body part
back and forth typically requires two
muscles attached to the same section of
the skeleton. We can see such an
arrangement of muscles in the upper
portion of a human arm or grasshopper
leg (Figure 50.32). Although we call
such muscles an antagonistic pair, their
function is actually cooperative, coordi~
nated by the nervous system. For exam~
pie, when you extend your arm, motor
neurons trigger your triceps muscle to
contract while the absence of neuronal
input allows your biceps to relax.
Skeletons function in support and protection as well as movement. Most land
animals would sag from their own weight
if they had no skeleton to support them.
Even an animal living in water would be a
formless mass without a framework to
1112
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Although we tend to think of skeletons only as interconnected
sets of bones, skeletons come in many different forms. Hardened support structures can be external (as in exoskeletons),
internal (as in endoskeletons), or even absent (as in fluidbased or hydrostatic skeletons).

Hydrostatic Skeletons
A hydrostatic skeleton consists of fluid held under pressure
in a closed body compartment. This is the main type of skeleton in most cnidarians, flatworms, nematodes, and annelids
(see Chapter 33). These animals control their form and move·
ment by using muscles to change the shape offluid-filled com·
partments. Among the cnidarians, for example. a hydra
elongates by closing its mouth and using contractile cells in its
body wall to constrict its central gastrovascular cavity.

Human

Grasshopper

Extensor
muscle
relaxes

Triceps
relaxes

Flexor
muscle
contracts

Forearm
flexes

Extensor
muscle
contracts

Forearm
extends
Triceps
contracts

'x

Tibia
extends

"Flexor
muscle
relaxes

... Figure 50.32 The interaction of muscles and skeletons in movement. Back-and·
forth movement of a body pari is generally accomplished by antagonistic muscles. This arrangement
works with either an internal skeleton, as in mammals, or an external skeleton, as in insects.
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Because water cannot be compressed very much, decreasing
the diameter of the cavity forces the cavity to become longer.
Worms use hydrostatic skeletons in diverse ways to move
through their environment. In planarians and other flatworms, the interstitial fluid is kept under pressure and functions as the main hydrostatic skeleton. Planarian movement
results mainly from muscles in the body wall exerting localized forces against the hydrostatic skeleton. Nematodes
(roundworms) hold fluid in their body cavity, which is a
pseudocoelom (see Figure 32.8b). Contractions oflongitudinal muscles move the animal forward by undulations, or
wavelike motions, of the body. In earthworms and other annelids, the coelomic fluid functions as a hydrostatic skeleton.
The coelomic cavity in many annelids is divided by septa between the segments, allowing the animal to change the shape

Longitudinal
muscle relaxed
(extended)

Circular
muscle
contraded

,

Bristles

-

Circular
muscle
relaxed

Longitudinal
muscle
contraded

I

•
Head end

(a) At the moment depided. body segments at the earthworm's
head end and just in front of the rear end are short and thick
(longitudinal muscles contracted; circular muscles relaxed) and
are anchored to the ground by bristles. The other segments are
thin and elongated (CIfcular muscles contracted: longitudinal
muscles relaxed).

Head end

of each segment individually, using both circular and longitudinal muscles. Such annelids use their hydrostatic skeleton
for peristalsis, a type of movement produced by rhythmic
waves of muscle contractions passing from front to back
(Figure 50.33).
Hydrostatic skeletons are well suited for life in aquatic en·
vironments. They may also cushion internal organs from
shocks and provide support for crawling and burrowing in terrestrial animals. However, a hydrostatic skeleton cannot support terrestrial activities in which an animal's body is held off
the ground, such as walking or running.

Exoskeletons
An exoskeleton is a hard encasement deposited on an animal's
surface. For example, most molluscs are enclosed in a calcium
carbonate shell secreted by the mantle, a sheetlike extension
of the body wall (see Figure 33.15). As the animal grows, it enlarges its shell by adding to the outer edge. Clams and other
bivalves close their hinged shell using muscles attached to the
inside of this exoskeleton.
The jointed exoskeleton of arthropods is a cuticle, a nonliving coat secreted by the epidermis. Muscles are attached to
knobs and plates of the cuticle that extend into the interior of
the body. About 30-50% of the arthropod cuticle consists of
chitin, a polysaccharide similar to cellulose (see Figure 5.10).
Fibrils of chitin are embedded in a protein matrix, forming a
composite material that combines strength and flexibility.
Where protection is most important, the cuticle is hardened
with organic compounds that cross-link the proteins of the
exoskeleton. Some crustaceans, such as lobsters, harden portions of their exoskeleton even more by adding calcium salts.
In contrast, there is little cross-linking of proteins or inorganic salt deposition in places where the cuticle must be thin
and flexible, such as leg joints. With each growth spurt, an
arthropod must shed its exoskeleton (molt) and produce a
larger one.

Endoskeletons
(b) The head has moved forward because circular muscles in the
head segments have contraded. Segments behind the head and
at the rear are now thick and anchored. thus preventing the
worm from slipping backward,

Head end

(c) The head segments are thick again and anchored in their new
positions, The rear segments have released their hold on the
ground and have been pulled forward.

... Figure 50.33 Crawling by peristalsis. Contradion of the
longitudinal muscles thickens and shortens the earthworm; contraction
of the circular muscles constricts and elongates it.

An endoskeleton consists of hard supporting elements, such
as bones, buried within the soft tissues of an animal. Sponges
are reinforced by hard needlelike structures of inorganic material (see Figure 33.4) or by softer fibers made of protein.
Echinoderms have an endoskeleton of hard plates called ossi·
cles beneath their skin. The ossicles are composed of magnesium carbonate and calcium carbonate crystals and are
usually bound together by protein fibers. \'(fhereas the ossicles
of sea urchins are tightly bound, the ossicles of sea stars are
more loosely linked, allowing a sea star to change the shape of
its arms.
Chordates have an endoskeleton consisting of cartilage,
bone, or some combination ofthese materials (see Figure40.5).
The mammalian skeleton is built from more than 200 bones,
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Q Pivot joints allow us to rotate our forearm at the
elbow and to move our head from side to side.

.. Figure 50.34 Bones and joints of the human skeleton.
some fused together and others connected at joints by ligaments that allow freedom of movement (Figure 50.34).

Size and Scale of Skeletons
In analyzing the structure and function of any animal skeleton,
it is useful to consider the effects ofsize and scale as they might
apply for an engineer designing a bridge or building. For example, the strength ofa building support depends on its crosssectional area, which increases with the square ofits diameter.
In contrast, the strain on that support depends on the building's weight, which increases with the cube of its height or
other linear dimension. In common with the structure of a
bridge or building, an animal's body structure must support its
size. Consequently, a large animal has very different body pro1114
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portions than a small animal. If a mouse were scaled up to an
elephant's size, its slender legs would buckle under its weight.
In simply applying the building analogy, we might predict
that the size of an animal's leg bones should be directly proportional to the strain imposed by its body weight. However,
our prediction would be inaccurate; animal bodies are complex and nonrigid, and the building analogy only partly explains the relationship between body structure and support.
An animal's leg size relative to its body size is only part of the
story. It turns out that body posture-the position ofthe legs
relative to the main body-is more important in supporting
body weight, at least in mammals and birds. Muscles and tendons (connective tissue that joins muscle to bone), which hold
the legs of large mammals relatively straight and positioned
under the body, bear most of the load.

Types of Locomotion
Movement is a hallmark ofanimals. Even sessile animals move
their body parts: Sponges use beating flagella to generate water

currents that draw and trap small food particles, and sessile
cnidarians wave tentacles that capture prey (see Chapter 33).
Most animals, however, are mobile and spend a considerable
portion of their time and energy actively searching for food, as
well as escaping from danger and looking for mates. OUT focus
here is locomotion, or active travel from place to place.
Animals have diverse modes of locomotion. Most animal

phyla include species that swim. On land and in the sediments
on the floor of the sea and lakes, animals crawl, walk, run, or
hop. Active flight (in contrast to gliding downward from a tree

or elevated ground) has evolved in only a few animal groups:
insects, reptiles (including birds), and, among the mammals,
bats. A group of large flying reptiles died out millions of years
ago, leaving birds and bats as the only flying vertebrates.
In all its modes, locomotion requires that an animal expend
energy to overcome two forces that tend to keep it stationary:
friction and gravity. Exerting force requires energy-consuming
cellular work.

Swimming
Because most animals are reasonably buoyant in water, overcoming gravity is less ofa problem for swimming animals than
for species that move on land or through the air. On the other
hand, water is a much denser and more viscous medium than
air, and thus drag (friction) is a major problem for aquatic animals. A sleek, fusiform (torpedo-like) shape is a common
adaptation of fast swimmers (see Figure 40.2).
Animals swim in diverse ways. For instance, many insects
and four-legged vertebrates use their legs as oars to push
against the water. Squids, scallops, and some cnidarians are
jet-propelled, taking in water and squirting it out in bursts.
Sharks and bony fishes swim by moving their body and tail
from side to side, while whales and dolphins move by undulating their body and tail up and down.

Locomotion on Land
In general, the problems of locomotion on land are the opposite of those in water. On land, a walking, running, hopping,
or crawling animal must be able to support itself and move
against gravity, but air poses relatively little resistance, at least
at moderate speeds. When a land animal walks, runs, or hops,
its leg muscles expend energy both to propel it and to keep it
from falling down. With each step, the animal's leg muscles
must overcome inertia by accelerating a leg from a standing
start. For moving on land, powerful muscles and strong skeletal support are more important than a streamlined shape.
Diverse adaptations for traveling on land have evolved in various vertebrates. For example, kangaroos have large, powerful
muscles in their hind legs, suitable for locomotion by hopping

.. Figure 50.35 Energy-efficient locomotion on land.
Members of the kangaroo family travel from place to place mainly by
leaping on their large hind legs, Kinetic energy momentarily stored in
tendons after each leap provides a boost for the neKl leap, In fact. a
large kangaroo hopping at 30 kmlhr uses no more energy per minute
than it does at 6 kmlhr. The large tail helps balance the kangaroo
when it leaps as well as when it sits.

(Figure 50.35). As a kangaroo lands after each leap, tendons in
its hind legs momentarily store energy. The farther the animal
hops, the more energy the tendons store. Analogous to theenergy
in a compressed spring, the energy stored in the tendons is available forthe next jump and reduces thetotal amount ofenergy the
animal must expend to trave1. The legsofan insect, a dog, or a human also retain some energy during walking or running, although
a considerably smaller share than do those ofa kangaroo.
Maintaining balance is another prerequisite for walking,
running, or hopping. A kangaroo's large tail helps balance its
body during leaps and also forms a stable tripod with its hind
legs when the animal sits or moves slowly. Illustrating the
same principle, a walking cat, dog, or horse keeps three feeton
the ground. Bipedal animals, such as humans and birds, keep
part of at least one footon the ground when walking. When an
animal runs, all four feet (or both feet for bipeds) may be off
the ground briefly, but at running speeds it is momentum
more than foot contact that keeps the body upright.
Crawling poses a very different situation. Because much of
its body is in contact with the ground, a crawling animal must
exert considerable effort to overcome friction. You have read
how earthworms crawl by peristalsis. Many snakes crawl by
undulating their entire body from side to side. Assisted by
large, movable scales on its underside, a snake's body pushes
against the ground, propelling the animal forward. Boa constrictors and pythons creep straight forward, driven by muscles that lift belly scales off the ground, tilt the scales forward,
and then push them backward against the ground.

Flying
Gravity poses a major problem for a flying animal because its
wings must develop enough lift to overcome gravity's downward
CHP.PTER fifTY
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force. The key to flight is wing shape. All types of wings are airfoils-structures whose shape alters air currents in a way that
helps animals or airplanes stay aloft. As forthe body to which the
wings attach, a fusiform shape helps reduce drag in air as itdoes
in water.
Flying animals are relatively light, with body masses ranging from less than a gram for some insects to about 20 kg for
the largest flying birds. Many flying animals have structural
adaptations that contribute to low body mass. Birds, for example, have no urinary bladder or teeth and have relatively
large bones with air-filled regions that help lessen the bird's
weight (see Chapter 34).

Energy Costs of locomotion
During the 1960s, three scientists at Duke University-Dick
Taylor, Vance Tucker, and Knut Schmidt-Nielsen-became
interested in the bioenergetics of locomotion. Physiologists
typically determine an animal's rate of energy use during locomotion by measuring oxygen consumption or carbon dioxide production (see Chapter 40). To apply such a strategy to
flight, Tucker trained parakeets to fly in a wind tunnel while
wearing a face mask (Figure 50.36). By connecting the mask
to a tube that collected the air the bird exhaled as it flew, Tucker
could measure rates of gas exchange and calculate energy expenditure. in the meantime, Taylor and Schmidt-Nielsen
measured energy consumption at rest and during locomotion
for animals ofwidely varying body sizes.
in 1971, Schmidt-Nielsen was invited to give a lecture at a scientific meeting in Germany. In preparation for his speech, he set
out to compare the energy cost ofdifferent forms oflocomotion.
Hedecided to express energy costas the amount offuel it takes to
transport a given amount of body weight over a set distance. By
converting data from many studies of animal locomotion to this
common framev."ork, Schmidt-Nielsen drew important conclusions about energy expenditure and locomotion (Figure SO.37).
Schmidt-Nielsen's calculations demonstrated that the energy
cost of locomotion depends on the mode oflocomotion and the
environment. Running animals generally expend more energy
per meter traveled than equivalently sized swimming animals,

partly because running and walking require energy to overcome
gravity. Swimming is the most energy-efficient mode of locomotion (assuming that an animal is specialized for swimming).
And if we compare the energy consumption per minute rather
than per meter, we find that flying animals use more energy than
swimming or running animals with the same body mass.
The studies described in Figure 50.37 also provide insight
into the relationship of size to energy expenditure during locomotion. The downward slope of each line on the graph
shows that a larger animal travels more efficiently than a
smaller animal specialized for the same mode oftransport. For
example, a 450-kg horse expends less energy per kilogram of
body mass than a 4-kg cat running the same distance. Of
course, the total amount ofenergy expended in locomotion is
greater for the larger animal.

.,. FISt'!! 50.37

In ui

What are the energy costs of locomotion?
EXPERIMENT

Knut Schmidt-Nielsen wondered whether there
were general principles governing the energy costs of different
types of locomotion among diverse animal speCies. To answer this
question. he drew on his own studies as well as the scientific literature for measurements made when animals swam in water
flumes. ran on treadmills. or flew in wind tunnels, He converted all
of these data to a common set of units and graphed the results.
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This graph plots the energy cost, in calories per kilogram of body
mass per meter traveled, against body weight for animals specialized for running. flying. and swimming. Note that both axes are
plotted on logarithmic scales.
CONClUSION
For most animals of a given body mass, swimming is the most energy-efficient and running the least energyefficient mode of locomotion, In addition, a small animal typically
expends more energy per kilogram of body mass than a large animal. regardless of the type of locomotion used.
SOURCE

K, S<:hmidt·Nlellen. Locomotion: Energy cost of
swimmirtg, flymg, and runni'lg, Science 177:222-228 (1972),

.... Figure 50.36 Measuring energy usage during flight.
The tube connected to the plastic face mask collects the gases this
parakeet exhales during flight in a wind tunnel,
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If you plotted the efficiency of a duck as a swimmer
on this graph, where might you expect it to fall. and why?

Energy from food that is used for locomotion is unavailable for other activities, such as growth and reproduction.
Therefore, structural and behavioral adaptations that maximize the efficiency of locomotion increase the evolutionary fitness of an organism.
Although we have discussed sensory receptors and muscles
separately in this chapter, they are part of a single integrated
system linking together brain, body, and the external world. An
animal's behavior is the product of this system. In Chapter 51,
we'JJ discuss behavior in the context of animal form and function and also link it to ecology, the study of interactions between organisms and their environment.

em If·. Go to the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for BioFlix
3-D Anim<ltions, MP3 Tutors, Videos, Pr<lcltce Tests, an eBook, and more,

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
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Sensory receptors transduce stimulus energy and
transmit signals to the central nervous system

CONCEPT

I. In what way are septa an important feature of the
earthworm skeleton?
2. Contrast swimming and flying in terms of the main
problems they pose and the adaptations that allow animals to overcome those problems.
3. • tIl,UI. Suppose you wanted to extend your
arm from the elbow by controlling your biceps muscle rather than your triceps. How could you manage
this feat?
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

... Types of Sensory Receptors Mechanoreceptors respond to
stimuli such as pressure, touch, stretch, motion, and sound.
Chemoreceptors detect either total solute concentrations or
specific molecules. Electromagnetic receptors detect different
forms of electromagnetic radiation. Various types of thermoreceptors signal surface and core temperatures of the body.
Pain is detected by a group of diverse receptors that respond
to excess heat, pressure, or specific classes of chemicals.

t

(pp.1087-1091)
... Sensory Pathways Sensory receptors are usually specialized
neurons or epithelial cells that detect external or internal
stimuli. Sensory reception, the detection of a stimulus by sen·
sory cells, precedes transduction, the conversion of stimulus
energy to a change in the membrane potential of a sensory receptor. The resulting receptor potential controls transmission
of action potentials to the CNS, where sensory information is
integrated to generate perceptions. Signal transduction pathways in receptor cells often amplify the signal, which causes
the receptor cell either to produce action potentials or to release neurotransmitter at a synapse with a sensory neuron.
To CNS
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The mechanoreceptors responsible for hearing and
equilibrium detect moving fluid or settling particles
(pp.1091-1096)

Stimulus

(a) Receptor is afferent neuron, (b) Receptor regulates afferent neuron.

Ii'"

Sensing of Gravity and Sound in Invertebrates Most invertebrates sense their orientation with respect to gravity by
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means of statocysts. Many arthropods sense sounds with
body hairs that vibrate and with localized "ears," consisting of
a tympanic membrane and receptor cells.
.. Hearing and Equilibrium in Mammals The tympanic
membrane (eardrum) transmits sound waVeS to three small
bones of the middle ear, which transmit the waves through
the oval window to the fluid in the coiled cochlea of the inner
ear. Pressure waves in the fluid vibrate the basilar membrane,
depolarizing hair cells and triggering action potentials that
travel via the auditory nerve to the brain. Each region of the
basilar membrJne vibrates most vigorously at a particular frequency and leads to excitation of a specific auditory area of
the cerebral cortex. Receptors in the saccule, utricle, and three
semicircular canals of the inner ear function in balance and
equilibrium.
.. Hearing and Equilibrium in Other Vertebrates The detection of water movement in fishes and aquatic amphibians
is accomplished by a lateral line system containing clustered
hair cells.

.i,'IIiI'_ 50.3
The senses of taste and smell rely on similar sets of
sensory receptors (pp. 1096-1099)
.. Taste in Mammals Both taste and smell depend on the stimulation of chemoreceptors by small dissolved molecules that
bind to proteins on the plasma membrane. In humans, taste
receptors are organized into taste buds on the tongue and in
the mouth. Sensory cells within taste buds express a single receptor type specific for one of the five taste perceptionssweet, sour, salty, bitter, and umami (elicited by glutamate).
.. Smell in Humans Olfactory receptor cells line the upper
part of the nasal cavity. Their axons extend to the olfactory
bulb of the brain. More than 1,000 genes code for membrane
proteins that bind to specific classes of odorants, and each receptor cell appears to express only one of those genes.

Mi,'ili"_
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Similar mechanisms underlie vision throughout the
animal kingdom (pp. 1099-1105)
.. Vision in Invertebrates The light detectors of invertebrates
include the simple light-sensitive eyespots of planarians; the
image-forming compound eyes of insects, crustaceans, and
some polychaetes; and the single-lens eyes of some jellies,
polychaetes, spiders, and many molluscs.
.. The Vertebrate Visual System The main parts of the vertebrate eye are the sclera, which includes the cornea; the
choroid, which includes the iris; the retina, which contains the
photoreceptors; and the lens, which focuses light on the
retina. Photoreceptors (rods and cones) contain a pigment,
retinal, bonded to a protein {opsin). Absorption of light by
retinal triggers a signal transduction pathway that hyperpolarizes the photoreceptors, causing them to release less neurotransmitter. Synapses transmit information from
photoreceptors to bipolar cells and then to ganglion cells.
whose axons in the optic nerve convey action potentials to the
brain. Other neurons in the retina integrate information before it is sent to the brain. Most axons in the optic nerves go
to the lateral geniculate nuclei, which relay information to the
primary visual cortex.

-$14"'-

Activity Structure and Function of the Eye
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The physical interaction of protein filaments is
required for muscle function (pp. 1105-1112)
.. Vertebrate Skeletal Musde Vertebrate skeletal muscle consists of a bundle of muscle cells (fibers), each of which contains myofibrils composed of thin filaments of (mostly) actin
and thick filaments of myosin. Myosin heads, energized by the
hydrolysis of ATp, bind to the thin filaments, forming crossbridges. Bending of the myosin heads exerts force on the thin
filaments. When ATP binds to the myosin heads, they release,
ready to start a new cycle. Repeated cycles cause the thick
and thin filaments to slide past each other, shortening the
sarcomere and contracting the muscle fiber.
A motor neuron initiates contraction by releasing acetylcholine, which depolarizes the muscle fiber. Action potentials
travel to the interior of the muscle fiber along the T tubules,
stimulating the release of Ca 2T from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The Ca 2 + repositions the tropomyosin-troponin complex on the thin filaments, exposing the myosin-binding sites
on actin and allowing the cross-bridge cycle to proceed. A
motor unit consists of a motor neuron and the muscle fibers it
controls. Recruiting multiple motor units results in stronger
contmctions. A twitch results from a single action potential in
a motor neuron. More rapidly delivered action potentials produce a graded contraction by summation. Tetanus is a state of
smooth and sustained contraction produced when motor
neurons deliver a volley of action potentials. Skeletal muscle
fibers can be slow-twitch oxidative, fast-twitch oxidative. or
fast-twitch glycolytic.
.. Other Types of Muscle Cardiac muscle, found only in the
heart, consists of striated cells that are electrically connected
by intercalated disks and that can generate action potentials
without input from neurons. In smooth muscles, contractions
are slow and may be initiated by the muscles themselves or by
stimulation from neurons in the autonomic nervous system.

-MitBioFlix 3-0 Animation Muscle Contraction
Acti>ity Skeletal Muscle Structure
Acti>ily Muscle Contraction
In>'estlgation How Do Electrical Stimuli Affect Musde Contraction?
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Skeletal systems transform muscle contraction into
locomotion (pp. 1112-1117)

.. Skeletal muscles, often present in antagonistic pairs, provide
movement by contracting and pulling against the skeleton.
.. Types of Skeletal Systems A hydrostatic skeleton, found
in most cnidarians, flatworms, nematodes, and annelids,
consists of fluid under pressure in a closed body compartment Exoskeletons, found in most molluscs and arthropods, are hard coverings deposited on the surface of an
animal. Endoskeletons, found in sponges, echinoderms, and
chordates, are rigid supporting elements embedded within
an animal's body.
.. Types of Locomotion Swimming, locomotion on land, and
flying each present particular challenges. Overcoming friction
is a major problem for swimmers. Gravity is less of a problem
for swimming animals than for those that move on land or fly.
Walking, running. hopping, or cmwling on land requires an
animal to support itself and to move against gravity. Flight requires that wings develop enough lift to overcome the downward force of gravity.

b. depolarizes the rod, causing it to release the
neurotransmitter glutamate, which excites bipolar cells.
c. hyperpolarizes the rod, reducing its release of glutamate,
which excites some bipolar cells and inhibits others.

MmlfW
Adi\ity Human Skeleton

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SELF·QUIZ
I. Which of the following sensory receptors is incorrectly paired
with its category?
a. hair cell-mechanoreceptor
b. muscle spindle-mechanoreceptor
c. taste receptor-chemoreceptor
d. rod-electromagnetic receptor
e. olfactory receptor-electromagnetic receptor
2. Some sharks close their eyes just before they bite. Although they
cannot see their prey, their bites are on target. Researchers have
noted that sharks often misdirect their bites at metal objects and
that sharks can find batteries buried under the sand ofan aquarium. This evidence suggests that sharks keep track oftheir prey
during the split second before they bite in the same way that
a. a rattlesnake finds a mouse in its burrow.
b. a male silkworm moth locates a mate.
c. a bat finds moths in the dark.
d. a platypus locates its prey in a muddy river.
e. a flatworm avoids light places.
3. The transduction ofsound WJves into action potentials takes place
a. within the tectorial membrane as it is stimulated by the
hair cells.
b. when hair cells are bent against the tectorial membrane,
causing them to depolarize and release neurotransmitter
that stimulates sensory neurons.
c. as the basilar membrane becomes more permeable to
sodium ions and depolarizes, initiating an action potential
in a sensory neuron.
d. as the basilar membrane vibrates at different frequencies
in response to the varying volume of sounds.
e. within the middle ear as the vibrations are amplified by
the malleus, incus, and stapes.
4. Which of the following is an incorrect statement about the vertebrate eye?
a. The vitreous humor regulates the amount of light entering
the pupil.
b. The transparent cornea is an extension of the sclera.
c. The fovea is the center of the visual field and contains only
cones.
d. The ciliary muscle functions in accommodation.
e. The retina lies just inside the choroid and contains the
photoreceptor cells.
5. \Vhen light strikes the rhodopsin in a rod, retinal isomerizes,
initiating a signal transduction pathway that
a. depolarizes the neighboring bipolar cells and initiates an
action potential in a ganglion cell.

d. hyperpolarizes the rod, increasing its release of glutamate,
which excites amacrine cells but inhibits horizontal cells.
e. converts cGMP to GMp, opening sodium channels and
hyperpolarizing the membrane, causing the rhodopsin to
become bleached.
6. During the contraction of a vertebrate skeletal muscle fiber, calcium ions
a. break cross-bridges by acting as a cofactor in the
hydrolysis of ATP.
b. bind with troponin, changing its shape so that the myosinbinding sites on actin are exposed.
c. transmit action potentials from the motor neuron to the
muscle fiber.
d. spread action potentials through the T tubules.
e. reestablish the polarization of the plasma membrane
following an action potential.
7. • MM.M Based on the information in the text, fill in the following graph. Use one line for rods and another line for cones.

-45'

0'

45'
I Optic
Fovea disk
Position along retina (in degrees away from fovea)
For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

MMj IfW Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.comfora
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
8. In general, locomotion on land requires more energy than locomotion in water. By integrating what you have learned
throughout these chapters on animal functions, discuss some
of the evolutionary adaptations of mammals that support the
high energy requirements for moving on land.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
9. Although skeletal muscles generally fatigue fairly rapidly, clam
shell muscles have a protein called paramyosin that allows
them to sustain contraction for up to a month. From your
knowledge of the cellular mechanism of contraction, propose a
hypothesis to explain how paramyosin might work. How would
you test your hypothesis experimentally?
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.... Figure 51.1 Why do cranes dance?
KEY

CONCEPTS

51.1 Discrete sensory inputs can stimulate both
simple and complex behaviors
51.2 Learning establishes specific links between
experience and behavior
51.3 80th genetic makeup and environment
contribute to the development of behaviors
51.4 Selection for individual survival and
reproductive success can explain most behaviors
51.5 Inclusive fitness can account for the evolution
of altruistic social behavior
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Shall We Dance?
ed-crowned cranes (Grus japonensis), at one and a half
meters in height, tower over the marshes and bogs of
East Asia. Using their sharp eyesight, they pinpoint a
variety of prey, including insects, fish, amphibians, and small
rodents. Often, when the cranes gather in pairs or groups,
they also prance, stretch, bow, and leap: In short, they dance
(Figure 51.1). How do cranes decide that it is time to dance?
Moreover, why do they dance at all?
Animal behavior, be it solitary or social, fixed or variable, is
based on physiological systems and processes. An individual
behavior is an action carried out by muscles or glands under
control ofthe nervous system in response to a stimulus. Examples of behavior include an animal using muscles in its chest
and throat to produce a song, or releasing a particular scent to
mark its territory. Behavior is an essential part ofacquiring nutrients for digestion and of finding a partner for sexual reproduction. Behavior also contributes to homeostasis, as in
honeybees huddling to produce and conserve heat (see
Chapter 40). In short, all of animal physiology contributes to
behavior, and animal behavior influences all of physiology.

R
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Being essential for survival and reproduction, behavior is
subject to substantial natural selection over time. Selection
that acts on behavior also affects anatomy because body form
and appearance contribute directly to the recognition and
communication that underlie many behaviors. For example,
the dance ofthe red-crowned crane enables males and females
to form lifelong mating pairs. The birds' distinctive body
shape, striking coloration, and characteristic pattern of vocalizations are adaptations that enable potential mates to recognize and communicate with each other during courtship.
In this chapter, we'll examine how behavior is controlled,
how it develops during an animal's life, and how it is influenced by both genes and the environment. We'll also explore
the ways in which behavior evolves over many generations. In
moving from our study ofan animal's inner workings to its interactions with the outside world, we also provide a transition
to the broader study of ecology, the focus of Unit Eight.

r~~~";;;: ~~~~ry inputs can
stimulate both simple and
complex behaviors

Collectively, an animal's behavior is the sum of its responses to
external and internal stimuli. Consider, for example, the male
silky anole lizard (Norops sericeus) shown in Figure 51.2: He is
extending his dewlap, a brightly colored skin flap beneath the
throat. At various times, male anoles appear to use dewlaps to
facilitate recognition by members of their own species, to establish territories, and to attract mates. Given the variety of
stimuli and functions potentially associated with this and
other animal behaviors, how can biologists determine how animal behaviors arose and exactly what functions they serve?

Let's begin by exploring behavioral responses to welldefined stimuli, starting with an example from linbergen's work.

Fixed Action Pallerns

... Figure 51.2 A male silky anole with dewlap extended.
To address this question, pioneering behavioral biologists in
the mid-l900s developed ethology, the scientific study of how
animals behave, particularly in their natural environments.
One early ethologist, Niko TInbergen, of the Netherlands, suggested that understanding any behavior requires answering
four questions, which can be summarized as follows:

A type ofbehavior directly linked toa simple stimulus is the fixed
action pattern, a sequence of unlearned acts that is essentially
unchangeable and, once initiated, usually carried to completion.
The trigger is an external cue known as a sign stimulus.
Tinbergen studied what has become a classic example of a sign
stimulus and fixed action pattern in the male three-spined stickle·
back fish (Gasterosteus aculeatus). Male sticklebacks, which
have red bellies, attack other males that invade their nesting territories, linbergen noticed that his sticklebacks also behaved aggressivelywhen a red truck passed in front oftheir tank. Inspired
by this chance observation, he carried out experiments showing
that the red color ofan intruder's underside normally triggers the
attack behavior, A male stickleback will not attack a fish lacking
red coloration (note that female sticklebacks never have red bellies), but will attack even unrealistic models if they contain areas
of red color (Figure 51.3),

I. What stimulus elicits the behavior, and what physiological mechanisms mediate the response?
2. How does the animal's experience during growth and
development influence the response?
3. How does the behavior aid survival and reproduction?
4. \V11at is the behavior's evolutionary history?
The first two questions ask about proximate causation:
"how" a behavior occurs or is modified. The last two ask
about ultimate causation: ~wh( a behavior occurs in the
context of natural selection.
To understand the distinction between proximate and ultimate
causation, let's return to the red-crowned cranes in Figure 51.1.
Having formed a mating pair, the cranes breed in spring and
early summer. A question about proximate causation is to ask
how seasonal changes influence when red-crowned cranes
mate. This question might lead us to examine the effect of day
length on the crane's production of and responses to particular
hormones. In contrast, asking why red-crowned cranes reproduce in spring and summer relates to ultimate causation. One
hypothesis is that in those seasons parents are more likely to
find food for rapidly growing offspring, which would increase
reproductive success relative to breeding in other seasons,
Today, the ideas of proximate and ultimate causation underlie behavioral ecology, the study of the ecological and evolutionary basis for animal behavior. AJ;, we'll see shortly, TInbergen,
along with Austrian ethologists Karl von Frisch and Konrad
Lorenz, not only provided a conceptual foundation for studying
animal behavior but also applied these ideas to the study ofspecific behaviors. In recognition of their achievements, the three
shared a Nobel Prize in 1973.

•

(a) A male stICkleback fish attacks other male sticklebacks that in~ade
its nesting territory. The red belly of the intruding male (left) acts as
the sign stimulus that releases the aggressi~e beha~ior.

•
(b) The realistic model at the top, without a red underside, produces
no aggressi~e response in a male three-spined stickleback. The
other models, with red undersides, produce strong responses.

... Figure 51.3 5ign stimuli in a classic fixed action pattern,
an explanation for why this behavior evolved (ultimate
D Suggest
causation).
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Oriented Movement
Environmental cues not only trigger some simple behaviors but
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In changing locations, some animals rely on kinesis, a change
in activity or turning rate in response to a stimulus. For example, sow bugs (genus Oniscus) exhibit a kinesis in response to

variation in humidity. These terrestrial crustaceans become

... Figure 51.4 A kinesis. Movements that vary with humidity may
Increase the chance that a sow bug will encounter and stay In a moist
environment

more active in dry areas and less active in humid areas. They
do not move toward or away from specific conditions, but
their increased movement under dry conditions makes it
more likely that they will leave a dry area and encounter a
moist area, where they survive better (figure 51.4).

In contrast to a kinesis, a taxis is an oriented movement toward (positive taxis) or away from (negative taxis) some stimulus.
For example, trout and many other river fIShes automatically
swim or orient themselves in an upstream direction (toward the
current). This taxis keeps the fish from being swept away and
keeps it facing the direction from which food will come.

Migration
Migration-a regular, long-distance change in location-is
observed in a wide variety of birds, fishes, and other animals
(Figure 51.5). In migrating, many animals pass through environments they have not previously encountered. How, then,
do they find their way? Many migrating animals track their
position relative to the sun, but there are problems with this
approach. For one, the sun's position relative to Earth changes
throughout the day. Many studies have demonstrated that animals adjust for these changes by means of a circadian clock,
an internal mechanism that maintains a 24-hour activity
rhythm or cycle (see Chapter 49). For example, experiments
with controlled cycles of light and dark reveal that birds orient differently relative to the sun at distinct times of the day.
Nocturnal animals can instead use the North Star, which has
a constant position in the night sky. But there remains a second problem: Clouds can obscure both sun and stars. A simple experiment with homing pigeons demonstrates how
animals can overcome this obstacle. On an overcast day, placing a small magnet on the head of a homing pigeon prevents
it from returning efficiently to its roost. By sensing their posi·
tion relative to Earth's magnetic field, pigeons and other animals can navigate without solar or celestial cues.
There are two competing hypotheses as to how animals detect Earth's magnetic field in navigating long-distance movements. One idea is based on the discovery of bits of magnetite, a
magnetic iron ore, in the heads of migrating fIShes and birds.
Some scientists hypothesize that Earth's pull on magnetitecontaining structures triggers transmission ofnerve impulses to
1122
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... Figure 51.5 Migration. Each spring, western sandpipers
(Ca/idris maur!) migrate from their wintering grounds, which may be as
far south as Peru, to their breeding grounds in Alaska. In the autumn,
they return to their wintering grounds.

the brain. However, animals may instead be guided by the effects
of Earth's magnetic field on photoreceptors in the visual system.
Experiments supporting this idea that animals "see" the magnetic field reveal that birds require light ofparticular wavelengths
in their daytime or nighttime environment to orient themselves
in a magnetic field.

Behavioral Rhythms
Although the circadian clock plays a small but significant role in
navigation by some migrating species, it has a major role in the
daily activity of all animals. As discussed in Chapter 49, the output ofthe clock is a circadian rhythm, a daily cycle ofrest and activity with far-reaching effects on behavioral physiology. The
clock is normally synchronized with the light and dark cycles of
the environment but can maintain rhythmic activity under con·
stant environment conditions, such as during hibernation. Hav·
ing unraveled the basic molecular mechanism underlying this
biological clock, scientists are now turning their attention to how
signals from the clock regulate and coordinate daily behaviors.
Some behaviors, such as migration and reproduction, reflect
biological rhythms with a longer cycle, or period, than the circadian rhythm. Behavioral rhythms linked to the yearly cycle ofseasons are called circannual rhythms. Although migration and

reproduction typically correlate with food availability, these
behaviors are not a direct response to changes in food intake.
Instead, circannual rhythms, like circadian rhythms, are influenced by the periods ofdaylightand darkness in the environment
For example, studies with several bird species have shown that an
artificial environment with extended daylight can induce out-ofseason migratory behavior.
Not all biological rhythms are linked to the light and dark cycles in the environment. Consider, for instance, the fiddler crab
(genus Uca). Male fiddler crabs have a distinctive asymmetry:
One claw grows to giant proportions, half the mass of the entire
body (figure 51.6). (The name fiddler comes from the crab's appearance during feeding, when the smaller front claw moves to
and from the mouth in front ofthe enlarged claw.) Theadult male
crabs live in burrows in mudflats or sand that are covered and uncovered by the tides. During courtship, a male positions himself
at the entrance to his burrow, waving his enlarged claw to attract
apotential mate. Once he lures a female to his burrow, he seals her
in with mud or sand in preparation for mating. Thiscourtship behavior is linked not to day length but to the timing ofthe new and
full moon; TIming behavior to the lunar cycle links the crab's
reproduction to the times of greatest tidal movement. The tides
disperse larvae to deeper waters, where they complete early
development in relative safety before returning to the tidal flats.

Animal Signals and Communication
Claw waving by fiddler crabs during courtship is an example
of one animal (the male crab) generating the stimulus that
guides the behavior of another animal (the female crab). A
stimulus transmitted from one animal to another is called a
signal. The transmission and reception of signals constitute
animal communication, an essential element of interactions
between individuals.
As an introduction to the common modes of animal communication, let's consider the courtship behavior of the fruit

... figure 51.6 Male fiddler crab beckoning to potential
mates. The behavioral cycles of the fiddler crab are linked to the tides
that cover and uncover its burrow.

fly (Drosophila melanogaster). Courtship in these flies constitutes a stimulus·response chain, in which the response to each
stimulus is itself the stimulus for the next behavior.
Fruit fly courtship begins with a male identifying and orienting
toward a female of the same species (figure 51.7a). When the
male sees the female, he relies on visual communication, the flow
ofinformation to the visual system. In addition, the male'ssense of
smell, or olfactory system, detects chemicals released into the air
by the female. This is an example of chemical rommunicalion, the
transmission and re<eption ofsignals in the form ofspecific mol·
ecules. Having recognized the female, the male approaches and
taps the female with a foreleg (figure 51.7b). This touching, or

Male visually
recognizes female

Female releases
chemicals detected
by the male's sense
of smell.

(a) Orienting

Male extends and
vibrates wing,
prodUcing a
courtship song.

Male taps female's
abdomen with a
foreleg.
(b) Tapping

(c)

~Singin9~

... figure 51.7 Courtship behavior of the fruit fly. Fruit fly courtship involves a fixed set
of behaviors that follow one another in fixed order.
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tactile communication, alerts the female to the male's presence.

direction and distance of the food source from the hive
(Figure 51.Be). The angle of the straight run relative to the
hive's vertical surface is the same as the horizontal angle ofthe
food in relation to the sun. For example, if the returning bee
runs at a 30' angle to the right of vertical, the follower bees
leaving the hive fly 30' to the right of the horizontal direction
of the sun. A dance with a longer straight run, and therefore
more abdominal waggles per run, indicates a greater distance
to the food source. As follower bees exit the hive, they fly almost directly to the area indicated by the waggle dance. By
using flower odor and other clues, they locate the food source
within this area.

In the process, chemicals on her abdomen are transferred to the
male, providing further chemical confirmation ofher spe<ies identity. In the third stage ofcourtship, the male extends and vibrates his
wing, producing a specific courtship song (Figure 51.7c). This
singing, an example of auditory communication, informs the female that the male is of the same species. Only if all of these
forms ofcommunication are successful will a receptive female allow the male to attempt copulation.
The form ofcommunication used to transmit information
is closely related to an animal's lifestyle and environment. For
example, most terrestrial mammals are nocturnal. which
makes visual displays relatively ineffective. Instead, these species use olfactory
and auditory signals, which work as
well in the dark as in the light. In contrast, most birds are diurnal (active
mainly in daytime) and communicate
primarily by visual and auditory signals. Unlike most mammals, humans
are diurnal and, like birds, use primarily visual and auditory communication.
We can thus detect and appreciate the
songs and bright colors used by birds to
communicate but miss many chemical
cues on which other mammals base
their behavior.
The information content of animal
communication varies considerably. One
(a) Worker bees cluster around a bee that
(b) The round dance indirecently returned from a foraging trip.
cates that food IS near.
remarkable example is the symbolic language by which honeybees share informa(c) The waggle dance, performed
tion about the location of food sources.
when food is distant. resembles
a figure eight (below), Distance
The language was discovered in the 19405
is indicated by the duration of
by Karl von Frisch, who watched individeach waggle run or dance and
the number of abdominal
ual European honeybees (Apis mellifera)
waggles performed per waggle
as they returned to hives modified for obrun. Direction is indicated by
servation. A returning bee quickly bethe angle (in relation to the
vertical surface of the hive)
comes the center of attention for other
of the straight-run part of
bees, called followers (Figure 51.8a).lfthe
the dance,
food source is close to the hive (less than
50 m away), the returning bee moves in
tight circles while waggling its abdomen
from side to side (Figure 51.8b). This behavior, called the "round dance;' motivates
the follower bees to leave the hive and
search for nearby food.
When the source of food is farther
from the nest, the returning bee instead
performs a "waggle dance." This dance,
Location
Food source
location 0: Food source location 8 Food source
is in same direction as sun. is in direction opposite sun. is 30° to right of sun,
consisting of a half-circle swing in one
direction, a straight run, and a halfcircle swing in the other direction, com... Figure 51.8 Honeybee dance language. Honeybees returning to the hive communicate
the location of food sources through the symbolic language of a dance.
municates to the follower bees both the

e
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Pheromones

CONCEPT

Many animals that communicate through odors emit chemical
substances called pheromones. Pheromones are especially common among mammals and insects and often relate to reproductive behavior. For example, pheromones are the basis for the
chemical communication in fruit fly courtship (see Rgure 51.7).
Pheromones are not limited to short~distancesignaling, however. Researchers have shown that the pheromones from a female moth can attract a mate from several kilometers away.
Once the moths are together, pheromones also trigger specific
courtship behaviors.
The context of a pheromone can be as important as the
chemical itself. In a honeybee colony, pheromones produced
by the queen and her daughters, the workers, maintain the
hive's complex social order. When male honeybees (drones)
are outside the hive, where they can mate with a queen, they
are attracted to her pheromone; when drones are inside the
hive, they are unaffected by the queen's pheromone.
Pheromones also function in nonreproductive behavior. For
example, when a minnow or catfish is injured, an alarm substance
released from the fish's skin disperses in the water, inducing a
fright response in other fish. These nearby fish become more vigilant and form tightly packed schools, often near the bottom,
where they are safer from attack (Figure 51.9). Pheromones can
be very effective at remarkably low concentrations. For instance,
2
just 1 cm of skin from a fathead minnow contains sufficient
alarm substance to induce a reaction in 58,<XXl L ofwater.
(a) Minnows are
widely dispersed
in an aquarium
before an alarm
substance is
introduced.

CHECK

51.1

I. If an egg rolls out of the nest, a mother graylag goose
will retrieve it by nudging it with her beak and head. If
researchers remove the egg or substitute a ball during
this process, the goose continues to bob her beak and
head while she moves back to the nest. What type of
behavior is this? Suggest a proximate and an ultimate
explanation.
2. How is migration based on circannual rhythms
poorly suited for adaptation to global climate
change?
3• •;,'MUI. Suppose you exposed various fish
species to the alarm substance from minnows. Suggest why some species might respond like minnows,
some might increase activity, and some might show
no change.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~:~7~~~ :~;~lishes specific

links between experience and
behavior

For many behaviors we have discussed-such as fixed action
patterns, taxis, and pheromone signaling-nearly all individuals in a population exhibit virtually the same behavior, despite
internal and environmental differences during development
and throughout life. Behavior that is developmentally fixed in
this way is called innate behavior. In other cases, behavior is
variable, depending on experience. One of the most powerful
ways that environmental conditions can influence behavior is
through learning, the modification of behavior based on specific experiences.

Habituation
(b) Within seconds
of the alarm
substance being
introduced.
minnows aggregate near the
bottom of the
aquarium and
reduce their
movement.

j.

Figure 51.9 Minnows responding to the presence of an

alarm substance.

One of the simplest forms of learning is habituation, a loss
of responsiveness to stimuli that convey little or no new information. For example, many mammals and birds recognize alarm calls of members of their species, but eventually
stop responding if these calls are not followed by an actual
attack (the "cry-wolf" effect). Habituation allows an animal's
nervous system to focus on stimuli that signal the presence
offood, a mate, or real danger, rather than waste time or en·
ergy on stimuli that are irrelevant to the animal's survival
and reproduction. In this way, habituation may increase an
individual's fitness-its contribution to the gene pool of the
next generation (see Chapter 23).
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Imprinting
A type of behavior that includes both learned and innate components is imprinting, the formation at a specific stage in life

of a long-lasting behavioral response to a particular individual
or object. Imprinting is distinguished from other types of
learning by having a sensitive period, also called a critical period, a limited developmental phase when certain behaviors
can be learned. During the sensitive period, the young imprint
on their parent and learn the basic behaviors of their species,
while the parent [earns to recognize its offspring. Among gulls,
for instance, the sensitive period for a parent to bond with its
young lasts one to two days.lfbonding does not occur, the parent will not care for the infant, leading to death for the offspring
and a decrease in reproductive success for the parent.
But how do the young know on whom-or what-to imprint? For example, how do young birds know that they should
follow their mother? The tendency to respond is innate in the
birds; the outside world provides the imprinting stimulus,
something to which the response will be directed. Experi·
ments with many species of waterfowl indicate that they have
no innate recognition ofUmother.' They respond to and identify
with the first object they encounter that has certain key charac·
teristics. In classic experiments done in the 1930s, Konrad
Lorenz showed that the principal imprinting stimulus in greylag geese (Anser anser) is a nearby object that is moving away
from the young. \xrhen incubator-hatched goslings spent their
first few hours with Lorenz rather than with a goose, they imprinted on him and steadfastly followed him from then on
(Figure 51.10a). Furthermore, they showed no recognition of
their biological mother or other adults of their own species.
Cranes also imprint as hatchlings, creating both problems and
opportunities in efforts to save endangered crane species. For in·
stance, in an experiment, a group of 77 whooping cranes (Grns
amerKalUJ), ....ohich are endangered, were hatched and raised by
sandhill cranes (Grns canadensis). Because the whooping cranes
imprinted on theirfoster parents, none formed a mating pair·bond
with another whooping crane. Therefore, captive breeding programs now isolate young cranes and expose them to the sights and
sounds ofmembers oftheir own species. To aid crane conservation
further, young whooping cranes have been imprinted on humans
in ucrane suits" and taught to follow these "parents" flying ultralight
aircraft along new migration routes (Figure 51.10b).lmportantly,
these cranes still fonn mating pair-bonds with other whooping
cranes, indicating that the crane costumes had the features required to direct ~normal" imprinting.

Spatial learning
Every natural environment shows some spatial variation, such
as in the locations of nest sites, hazards, food, and prospective
mates. Consequently, an organism's fitness may be enhanced
by the capacity for spatial learning, the establishment of a
memory that reflects the environment's spatial structure.
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(a) These young greylag geese imprinted on ethologist Konrad Lorenz,

(b) A pilot wearing a crane suit and flying an ultralight plane ads as a
surrogate parent to direct the migration of whooping cranes,

.... Figure 51.10 Imprinting. Imprinting can be altered to
(a)

in~e$tigate

_','l:f

animal

beha~ior

or (b) direct animal behavior,

ill "

Suppose the geese following Lorenz were bred fo each
other. How might their imprinting on Lorenz affect their offspring?
Explain,

Ethologist Niko TInbergen studied spatial learning while a
graduate student in 1932 in the Netherlands. TInbergen was intrigued by the behavior of the female digger wasp (Phiianthus
triangulum), which nests in small burrows dug into sand dunes.
He noticed that when a wasp left her nest to go hunting, she covered the entrance with sand. Upon her return, she flew directly to

her hidden nest, despite the presence of hundreds of other burrows in the area. TInbergen hypothesized that a wasp locates her
nest by learning its position relative to visible landmarks, or location indicators. To test this hypothesis, linbergen carried out
an experiment in the natural habitat ofthe wasps (Figure 51.11).
By manipulating objects around nest entrances, linbergen
demonstrated that digger wasps engage in visual leaming. This
experiment was so simple and informative that it could be summarized very concisely. in fact, at 32 pages, TInbergen's PhD. thesis is still the shortest ever approved at Leiden University.

Cognitive Maps
Some animals guide their activity by a cognitive map, a representation in the nervous system of the spatial relationships between objects in an animal's surroundings. Rather than relying
solely on moving from landmark to landmark, animals using cognitive maps can navigate more flexibly and efficiently by relating
landmark positions to one another.
One striking example of cognitive mapping is found in the
Clark's nutcracker (Nucifraga columbiana). Nutcrackers are
corvids, the bird family that also includes ravens, crows, and
jays. In the fall, a single nutcracker stores as many as 30,000
pine seeds in thousands of hiding places called caches, distributed over an area as large as 35 km 2. During the winter, the
birds relocate many of their caches. By experimentally varying
the distance behveen landmarks, researchers demonstrated
that birds can identify the halfway point between landmarks.
Such behavior suggests that nutcrackers employ an abstract
geometric rule, which we can approximate as "Seed caches are
found halfway between particular landmarks." Such rules, a
fundamental property ofcognitive maps, reduce the amount of
detail required to remember an object's location. As we discussed in Chapter49, corvidsalso display other forms ofhigher
nervous system function.

..

Fl~51.11

Does a digger wasp use landmarks to find her
nest?
EXPERIMENT
A female digger wasp covers the entrance to
her nest while foraging for food. but finds the correct wasp
nest reliably upon her return 30 minutes or more later. To test
the hypothesis that a wasp learns visual landmarks that mark
her nest before she leaves on hunting trips, Niko Tinbergen
marked one nest with a ring of pinecones while the wasp was
in the burrow. He returned two days later. shifted the ring of
pinecones away from the nest, and waited to observe the
wasp's behavior.

••••
•
'.;.

Pinecone

RESULTS
When the wasp returned, she flew to the
center of the pinecone circle instead of to the nearby nest. Re·
peating the experiment with many wasps. Tinbergen obtained
the same results.

-

Nest

Associative Learning
Learning also involves making associations between experiences. Consider, for example, a white-footed mouse that bites
into the brightly colored caterpillar of a monarch butterfly,
only to get a mouthful ofdistasteful fluid. Following this experience, the mouse may avoid attacking insects of similar appearance. The ability to associate one environmental feature
(such as a color) with another (such as a foul taste) is called
associative learning.
Associative learningcan be divided into two types: classical conditioning and operant condition.ing. In classical conditioning. an
arbitrary stimulus becomes associated with a particular outcome. Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov carried out early experiments in classical conditioning, demonstrating that ifhe always
rang a bell just before feeding a dog, the dog would eventually
salivate at the bell's sound alone, in anticipation of food. In
operant conditioning, also called trial-and-error learning, an

In ui

••••
.,i'l

CONCLUSION The experiment supported the hypothesis that
digger wasps use visual landmarks to keep track of their nests.
SOURCE

N Tinbergen, T/lf> Study of Imtind, ClafendOll Press,

Oxford (19S1).

N'mu". Suppose the digger wasp had returned to her origi-

nal nest site, despite the pinecones having been moved. What alternative hypotheses might you propose regarding how the wasp
finds her nest and why the pinecones didn't misdirect the wasp?

animal learns to associate one ofits own behaviors with a reward
or punishment and then tends to repeat or avoid that behavior.
For instance, a predator may learn to avoid certain kinds of potential prey if they are associated with painful experiences
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.. Figure 51.12 Operant conditioning. Having received a face
full of quills. a young coyote has probably learned to avoid porcupines.

.. Figure 51.13 A young chimpanzee learning to crack oil
palm nuts by observing an experienced elder.

(Figure 51.12). B. F. Skinner, an American pioneer in the study
ofoperant conditioning, explored this typeoflearning in the laboratory by, for example, training a rat through repeated trials to
obtain food by pressing a lever.
Animalscannot learn to link just any stimulus with a given be-havior, however. For example, pigeons can learn to associate dan·
ger with a particular sound but not with a particular color. The
pigeons' inability to associate a color with danger does not reflect
an inability to distinguish visual dues because pigeons can learn
to associate a color with food. Rather, the development and organization of the pigeon nervous system apparently restrict the
associations that can be formed. Such restrictions are not limited
to birds. Rats, for example, can learn to avoid illness-inducing
food on the basis ofsmells but not sights or sounds.
The associations readily formed by an animal often reflect
relationships likely to occur in nature. In the case ofa rat's diet,
for example, a harmful food is far more likely to have a certain
odor than to be associated with a particular sound. For this
reason, experiments regarding associative learning need to be
interpreted carefully: \'(That we define in the laboratory as a
limitation in learning may be oflittle or no consequence to the
animal in its natural habitat.

warded for flying into the arm that had a different color than the
sample. \'(Then these bees were tested in mazes with the bars, they
chose the arm that differed from the sample. Honeybees thus can
apparently distinguish on the basis of~same" and ~different~
The information· processing ability of a nervous system can
also be revealed in problem solving, the cognitive activity of
devising a method to proceed from one state to another in the
face of real or apparent obstacles. For example, if a chimpanzee
is placed in a room with several boxes on the floor and a banana
hung high outofreach, the chimp can Usize up" the situation and
stack the boxes, enabling it to reach the food. Such problemsolving behavior is highly developed in some mammals, especially primates and dolphins. Notable examples have also been
observed in some bird species, especially ravens, crows, and
jays. In one study, ravens were confronted with food hanging
from a branch by a string. After failing to grab the food in flight,
one raven flew to the branch and alternately pulled up and
stepped on the string until the food was within reach. A number ofother ravens eventually arrived at similar solutions. Nevertheless, some ravens failed to solve the problem, indicating
that problem-solving success in this species, as in others, varies
with individual experience and abilities.
Many animals learn to solve problems by observing the behavior of other individuals. Young wild chimpanzees, for example, learn how to crack oil palm nuts with two stones by
copying experienced chimpanzees (Figure 51.13).

Cognition and Problem Solving
The most complex forms of learning involve cognition-the
process of knowing represented by awareness, reasoning, rerol·
lection, and judgmenlin addition to primates, many groups ofan·
imals, including insects, appear to exhibit cognition in controlled
laboratory studies. In one experiment, honeybees were shown a
color and then presented with a Y-shaped maze in which one arm
was the same color. Ifthe bees flew into tllat arm ofthe maze, they
\\-'ere rewarded. Theywere then shown a black-and-white sample
with either vertical or horizontal bars and tested in a maze that had
vertical bars in one arm and horizontal bars in the other. They
most often chose the arm with bars oriented in the same way as
the sample. Another set ofbees trained in the color mazes were re-1128
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Development of Learned Behaviors
Most ofthe acquired behaviors we have discussed involve learning that takes place over a relatively short time. Development of
some other behaviors, such as singing in some bird species, occurs in distinct stages. The first stage ofsong learning for whitecrowned sparrows takes place early in life. Ifa fledgling sparrow
is prevented from hearing real sparrows or re<ordings of
sparrow songs during the first 50 days of Me, it fails to develop
the adult song of its species. Although the young bird does not

sing during the sensitive period, it memorizes the song of its
species by listening to other white-crowned sparrows sing. During the sensitive period, fledglings chirp more in response to
songs oftheir own species than to songs of other species. Thus,
although young white-crowned sparrows learn the songs they
will sing as adults, learning appears to be bounded by genetically
controlled preferences.
The sensitive period when a white-crowned sparrow memorizes its species' song is followed by a second learning phase
when the juvenile bird sings tentative notes called a subsong.
The juvenile bird hears its own singing and compares it with
the song memorized during the sensitive period. Once a sparrow's own song matches the one it memorized, the song "crystallizes" as the final song, and the bird sings only this adult
song for the rest of its life.
There are important exceptions to the song-learning scenario seen in white·crowned sparrows. Canaries, for example,
do not have a single sensitive period for song learning. A
young canary begins with a subsong, but the full song the canary develops is not crystallized in the same way as it is in
white-crowned sparrows. Bern'een breeding seasons, the song
becomes flexible again, and an adult male may learn new song
"syllables~ each year, adding to the song it already sings.
These examples of song learning illustrate how experience
and genetics influence development of a behavior. We'll examine this subject more extensively in the next section, exploring how variation in environment and genetic makeup
influence animal behavior.
CONCEPT

CHECK

51.2

1. How might associative learning explain why unrelated
distasteful or stinging insects have similar colors?
2, Clark's nutcrackers hide tens of thousands of seeds each
fall, some of which they never retrieve. \Vhy might
there be an evolutionary advantage for the species if
individuals forget the location of some caches?
3. _','Mi"y Suppose you designed a laboratory environment using just a few objects as landmarks. How
might you position and manipulate the objects to determine whether an animal could use a cognitive map to
remember the location of a food source?

instructions for the development of behavior, many factorsincluding the environment of the fertilized egg and the animal's diet, social interactions, and surroundings-modify
how these instructions are carried out. This fact contrasts
sharply with the popular conception that behavior is due
either to genes (nature) or to environment (nurture). In this
section, we'll explore how scientists determine to what extent
differences in genetic makeup and environment underlie differences in animal behavior.

Experience and Behavior
One informative approach to identifying environmental contributions to behavior is a cross-fostering study, in which the
young of one species are placed in the care of adults from another species. The extent to which the offspring's behavior
changes in such a situation is one measure of how the social
and physical environment influences behavior.
The males of certain mouse species have behavioral differences that are well suited for cross-fostering experiments. Male
California mice (Peromyscus ca/ijornicus) are highly aggressive
toward other mice and provide extensive parental care. In con·
trast, male white-footed mice (Perom)'scus leucopus) are less ago
gressiveand engage in little parental care. \Vhen the pupsofeach
species were placed in the nests of the other species, the crossfostering altered the behavior of both species (Table 51.1). For
instance, male California mice raised by white-footed mice were
less aggressive toward intruders. Experience during development thus can have a strong influence on aggressive behavior in
these rodents. However, the cross-fostering affected a wider
range ofbehaviors for California mice than for white-footed mice.
The mouse cross-fostering experiments reveal that the influence of experience on behavior need not be confined to a
single generation. When the cross·fostered California mice
became parents, they spent less time retrieving their offspring
than California mice raised by their own species. Thus, experience during development can modify physiology in a way

TIlbIe 51.1 Influence of Cross-Fostering

on Male Mice *
Aggression
Toward
an Intruder

Aggression
in Neutral
Situation

Paternal
Behavior

California mice
fostered by
white·footed
mice

Reduced

No difference

Reduced

White-footed
mice fostered
by California
mice

No difference

Increased

No difference

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Species

r::;~J:e:~~~akeup and

environment contribute to the
development of behaviors

Animal behavior, like anatomy and physiology, is governed by
complex interactions between genetic and environmental factors. Although the DNA sequence of the genome provides

·Comparisons arc with mice raised by parents oft""ir own specie"
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that alters parental behavior, extending the influence of environment to a subsequent generation.
For humans, the influence of genetics and environment
on behavior can be explored by a twin study, in which researchers compare the behavior of identical twins raised
apart with those raised in the same household. As discussed
in Chapter 49, twin studies have been instrumental in studying human behavioral disorders, such as schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, and alcoholism. These investigations have
revealed that the degree of susceptibility governed by genetic
differences between individuals varies among mental disorders but is almost always greater than 20% and less than
80%. Both environment and genetics therefore contribute
significantly to the behaviors that characterize these disorders in humans.

Regulatory Genes and Behavior
So far, we have talked about how experience can influence the
genetic regulation of behavior. But how do genes direct behavior? As a field of research, behavioral genetics is still in its
infancy. Nevertheless, we already know a great deal about
some behaviors, such as courtship in certain insects.
The courtship behavior of the male fruit fly shown in Figure 51.7 involves a complex series of actions in response to
multiple sensory stimuli. Nevertheless, recent evidence indicates that a single gene calledfru controls the entire male
courtship rituaL Males lacking a functional fru gene fail to
court and mate with females. (The name fru is short for
fruitless, reflecting the absence of offspring from the mutant
males.) Normal male and female flies express distinct forms
of thefru gene. When females are genetically manipulated
to express the male form offru, they court other females,
performing the role normally played by the male. How can
a single gene control so many behaviors and actions? The
explanation lies in the fact that fru is a master regulatory
gene that directs the expression and activity of many genes
with narrower functions. Together, genes that are controlled
by the fm gene bring about sex-specific development of the
fly nervous system. In effect,fm programs the fly for male
courtship behavior by overseeing a male-specific wiring of
the central nervous system.
Further evidence of genetic influence on insect courtship
comes from studies of the courtship song ofthe green lacewing.
Found throughout central to northern Eurasia and North America, these insects include at least 15 species, identical in appearance but having different courtship songs. For the last three
decades, Charles Henry, at the University ofConnecticut, has explored the genetic basis for these differences. First, he showed
that lacewings reared in isolation in the laboratory performed
the song specific to their species. Thus, the courtship song must
be genetically controlled. Henry then crossed different green
lacewing species in the laboratory and analY"'.ed the songs
1130
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produced by the hybrid offspring (figure 51.14). These experiments demonstrated that each component or property of the
courtship song is governed by a different gene. Furthermore, the

51.14

•

Are the songs of green lacewing species under
the control of multiple genes?
EXPERIMENT
Charles Henry. Lucia Martinez, and Kent
Holsinger crossed males and females of Chry50perla plorabunda
and Chrysoperla johnsoni. two morphologically identical species
of lacewings that sing different courtship songs,

SOUND RECORDINGS

Chry50perla p/orabunda parent:

H~t tffi ~rp""d
Standard
repeating unit

Vibration
volleys
crossed
with

Chrysoperla johnsoni parent:
Volley period

,
Standard repeating unit
The researchers compared the songs of the male and female parents with those of the hybrid offspring that had been raised in
Isolation from other lacewings
RESULTS
The F1 hybrid offspring sing a song in which
the length of the standard repeating unit is similar to that sung
by the Chrysoperla plorabunda parent. but the volley period-the
interval between vibration volleys-is more similar to that of the
Chrysoperla johmoni parent.

F1hybrids. typICal phenotype'

~

1 +_ITVOII,YP,dOd

Standard
repeating unit
Since the song of the hybrid offspring has features of the songs of both parents, the results indicate that the
songs sung by Chrysoperla plorabunda and Chrysoperla johnsoni
are under the control of more than one gene.

CONCLUSION

SOURCE

c. S Henry et al. The inhentance of mallng SOngl in two

CrypIlC, sitllinglao:ewlng lpeoel, Generica 116269-289 aD02),

Mlm,n"M

Suppose the hybrids generated in this experiment
were fertile. Would the appearance of the hybrid song shown in
the figure be likely to lead to the formation of a new species?
Explain your answer.

distinct courtship song of each green lacewing species reflects
genetic differences at multiple, independent loci.

Genetically Based Behavioral Variation in
Natural Populations
Behavioral differences between closely related species, such as
green lacewings, are common. Though often less obvious, significant differences in behavior can also be found within a
species. When behavioral variation between populations of a
species corresponds to variation in environmental conditions,
it may be evidence of past evolution.
Case Study:

Variation in Migratory Patterns

One species well suited to the study of behavioral variation is
the blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla), a small migratory warbler.
Blackcaps that breed in Germany generally migrate southwest to Spain and then south to Africa for the winter. In the
195Os, a few blackcaps began to spend their winters in Britain,
and over time the population of blackcaps wintering in
Britain grew to many thousands. Leg bands show that some
of these birds had migrated westward from central Germany.
Why were there now two patterns of migration from Germany? To answer this question, Peter Berthold, at the Max
Planck Research Center in Radolfzell, Germany, devised a
strategy to study migratory orientation in the laboratory
(Figure 51.15). The results demonstrated that the two patterns of migration reflect genetic differences between the two
populations.
Berthold's study indicates that the change in migratory behavior in western European blackcaps occurred both recently
and rapidly. Before 1950, there were no known westwardmigrating blackcaps in Germany. By the 1990s, westward migrants made up 7-11% ofthe blackcap populations ofGermany.
Once westward migration began, it persisted and increased in
frequency, perhaps due to the widespread use of winter bird
feeders in Britain, as well as shorter migration distances.
Case Study:

..

Fl~51.15

In ui

Are differences in migratory orientation within
a species genetically determined?
EXPERIMENT
Peter Berthold and colleagues in southern
Germany raised two sets of young birds for their study. One group
consisted of the offspring of blackcaps captured while wintering in
Britain and then bred in Germany in an outdoor cage. The other
group cons4sted of young birds collected from nests near the laboratory and then raised in cages. In the autumn, Berthold's team
placed the blackcaps captured in Bntain and the young birds raised
in cages in large, glass-covered funnel cages lined with carboncoated paper for 1.5-2 hours. When the funnels were placed outside at night, the birds moved around, making marks on the paper
that indicated the direction in which they were trying to "migrate."

Scratch
marks

RESULTS

The wintering adult birds captured in Britain
and their laboratory-raised offspring both attempted to migrate
to the west. In contrast. the young birds colleded from nests in
southern Germany attempted to migrate to the southwest.

W

Gf'~ 5

"

N

Variation in Prey Selection

Another well· known example of genetically based behavioral
variation within a species involves prey selection by the western garter snake (Thamnophis elegans). The natural diet of
this species differs widely across its range in California.
Coastal populations feed on salamanders, frogs, and toads,
but predominantly on banana slugs (Ariolimus californicus).
Inland populations feed on frogs, leeches, and fish, but not on
banana slugs. In fact, banana slugs are rare or absent in the inland habitats.
\Vhen researchers offered banana slugs to snakes from each
wild population, most coastal snakes readily ate them, whereas
inland snakes tended to refuse. To what extent do experience
and genetics contribute to a snake's fondness for banana slugs?

~~
E8

Yo",
from SW
Germany

Adults from
E Britain and
offspring
of British
"dults

'11t;..

W~E
S

CONCLUSION The young of the British blackcaps and the
young birds from Germany (the control group) were raised under
similar conditions but showed very different migratory orientations, indicating that migratory orientation has a genetic basis.
SOURCE

P. Benoold et al., Rapid miuoevolullOn of mlgralol)'
behilVior in a wild bird species, /laMe 360:668-690 (1992).

_"lh UI1 4

Suppose the birds had not shown a difference in
orientation in these eKperiments. Could you conclude that the
behavior was not genetically based? bplain.
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... Figure 51.17
A pair of prairie
voles (Microtus
ochrogaster)
huddling. Male
North American
prairie ~oles
associate closely
With their mates,
as shown here. and
contribute
substantially to the
care of young,

.. Figure 51.16 Western garter snake from a coastal
habitat eating a banana slug. Experiments Indicate that the
preference of these snakes for banana slugs may be influenced mainly
by genetics rather than by en~ironment.

To answer this question, pregnant snakes were collected from
each wild population and housed in separate cages in the laboratory. \Vhile still very young, the offspring were offered a
small piece of banana slug on each often days. More than 609b
of the young snakes from coastal mothers ate banana slugs on
eight or more ofthe ten days. In contrast, fewer than 20% of the
young snakes from inland mothers ate a piece of banana slug
even once. Perhaps not surprisingly, banana slugs thus appear
to be a genetically acquired taste (Figure 51.16).
How did a genetically determined difference in feeding preference come to match the snakes' habitats so well? It turns out
that the coastal and inland populations also vary with respect to
their ability to recognize and respond to odor molecules produced by banana slugs. Researchers believe that when inland
snakes colonized coastal habitats more than 1O,CXX) years ago,
some of them could recognize banana slugs by scent Be<ause
these snakes took advantage ofthis food source, they had higher
fitness than snakes in the population that ignored the slugs. Over
hundreds or thousands ofgenerations, the capacity to recognize
the slugs as prey increased in frequency in the coastal population. The marked variation in behavior observed today between
the coastal and inland populations is evidence of this past evolutionary change.

Influence of Single-Locus Variation
Many scientists think that in most cases behavior is shaped by
a large number of genes that individually have small effe<ts.
This does not imply, however, that variation at a single gene
cannot have observable effects. In some cases, differences at a
single locus can cause dramatic differences in behavior, even if
the behavior requires the activity of many other genes. One
striking example is the behavior of two closely related species
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of voles, which are small, mouse-like rodents. Male meadow
voles (Microtus pennsylvanicus) are solitary and do not form
lasting relationships with mates. Following mating, they pay little attention to their pups. In contrast, male prairie voles
(Microtus ochrogaster) form a strong attachment, or pair-bond,
with a single female after they mate (Figure 51.17). Male
prairie voles hover over their young pups, licking them and carrying them, while acting aggressively toward intruders.
Research suggested that a neurotransmitter released dur·
ing mating is critical for the partnering and parental behavior
of male voles. Known as vasopressin or ADH (see Chapter 44),
this peptide binds to a specific receptor in the central nervous
system. When male prairie voles are treated with a drug that
inhibits the brain receptor for vasopressin, they fail to form
pair-bonds after mating. Scientists have also observed that the
vasopressin receptor gene of prairie voles is highly expressed
in the brain, whereas that of meadow voles is not.
To test whether the amount of the vasopressin receptor
present in the brain regulates the postmating behavior of
voles, researchers inserted the vasopressin receptor gene from
prairie voles into male meadow voles. The meadow voles car·
rying this gene not only developed brains with higher levels of
the vasopressin receptor but also showed many of the same
mating behaviors as male prairie voles, such as pair-bonding.
Thus, although many genes influence pair-bond formation
and parenting among voles, the level of the vasopressin receptor alone determines which behavioral pattern develops.
When such strong Single-locus effects occur, they provide an
excellent opportunity to investigate behavioral evolution, as
we'll see in the next section.

CONCEPT

CHECK

51.3

1. Explain why geographic variation in garter snake prey
choice might indicate that the behavior evolved by
natural selection.
2. \Vhy is it easier to identify mutations affecting
courtship than those affecting other essential behaviors?
3. _i,il:f.i'l£l Suppose that a pair of identical twins
reared apart behave identically 80% of the time when
performing a particular activity. \Vhat additional in·
formation would you need to draw a conclusion
about the genetic basis of the behavior?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;:;::~~:n ~:;~ndividual survival
and reproductive success can
explain most behaviors

The genetic components of behavior, like all other aspects of
phenotype, evolve through natural selection for traits that
enhance survival and reproductive success in a population.
Two behaviors that can affect fitness most directly are foraging and mate choice.

Foraging Behavior
Because adequate nutrition is essential to an animal's survival
and reproductive success, we should expe<:t natural selection
to refine behaviors that enhance the efficiency of feeding.
Food-obtaining behavior. or foraging. includes not only eating but also any activities an animal uses to search for. recognize, and capture food items.
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... Figure 51.18 Evolution of foraging behavior by
laboratory populations of Drosophila melanogaster. After
74 generations of living at low population density, D, me/anogaster
larvae (populations Rl-R3) followed foraging paths significantly
shorter than those of D, me/anogaster larvae that had lived at high
density (populations Kl-K3)

densities. The larvae from the two samples dearly diverged in
behavior, as measured by differences in average length of their
foraging path (Figure 51.18). Larvae maintained for many
generations at a low density foraged over shorter distances
than those kept at high density. Furthermore, genetic tests indicated that the for' allele had increased in frequency in the
low-density populations, whereas thefol allele had increased
in frequency in the high-density group. These changes make
sense. At low population density, short-distance foraging
yields sufficient food, while long-distance foraging would result in unnecessary energy expenditure. Under crowded conditions, however, long-distance foraging could enable larvae
to move beyond areas of food depletion. In summary, there
was an observable and interpretable evolutionary change in
behavior in the laboratory populations.

Evolution of Foraging Behavior
The fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) has provided scientists with an opportunity to examine how genetic variation
might contribute to the evolution of foraging behavior. Variation in a gene called forager (for) dictates the food search behavior of fruit fly larvae. On average, larvae carrying the fol
("Rover") allele travel nearly twice as far while feeding as larvae with the for ("sitter") allele. Experiments revealed that the
enzyme encoded by the forager locus is more active in fo?
than infv/larvae. Because this type of enzyme typically is involved in signal transduction pathways (see Chapter 45), these
results indicate that changes in processing of environmental
information can substantially alter behavior.
Both the fol and for alleles are present in natural populations. \Vhat circumstances might favor one or the other allele?
The answer became apparent in experiments when flies were
kept for many generations at either low or high population

Optimal Foraging Model
To study the proximate and ultimate causation of diverse
foraging strategies, behavioral ecologists sometimes apply a
type of cost-benefit analysis used in economics. This idea
proposes that foraging behavior is a compromise between
the benefits of nutrition and the costs of obtaining food.
These costs might include the energy expenditure of forag·
ing as well as the risk of being eaten while foraging. Accord·
ing to this optimal foraging model, natural selection should
favor a foraging behavior that minimizes the costs of foraging and maximizes the benefits.
As an example of how the optimal foraging model can be
applied, let's consider the feeding behavior of the Northwestern crow (Corvus caurinus). On islands off British Columbia,
these crows search rocky tide pools for gastropod molluscs
called whelks_ After spotting a whelk, the crow picks the whelk
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up in its beak, flies upward, and drops the whelk onto the
rocks. If the drop is successful, the shell breaks and the crow
can dine on the whelk's soft parts. If not, the crow flies up and
drops the whelk again and again until the shell breaks. What
determines how high the crow flies? The higher the crow flies,
the greater the force with which the whelk strikes the rocks, increasing the chance the shell will break. Flying higher, however, means consuming more energy.
If energetic considerations dominated selection for the
crow's foraging behavior, the average drop height might reflect
a trade-off between the cost of flying higher and the benefit of
more frequent success. To test this idea, researchers dropped
whelks from different heights and noted the number of drops
required to break a shell. For each height, they calculated the
average number of drops and the average tolalflight height, the
drop height times the average number ofdrops (Figure 51.19).
A drop height of about 5 m turned out to be optimal, breaking
the shells with the lowest total flight height-in other words,
with the least work. The actual average flight height for crows
in their whelk-eating behavior is 5.23 m, very close to the prediction based on an optimal trade-off between energy gained
(food) versus energy expended.
The close agreement between the predicted and actual
flight heights suggests that the foraging model reflects the selective forces shaping the evolution of this behavior. However,
other models could explain the findings equally well. For example, the average flight height could minimize the average
time necessary to break open a whelk. Further experiments are
needed to evaluate these possibilities.
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... Figure 51.19 Energy costs and benefits in foraging
behavior. Experimental results indicate that dropping shells from a
height of 5 mresults in breakage with the least amount of work. The
actual drop height preferred by crows corresponds almost exactly to
the height that minimizes total flight height.
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Balancing Risk and Reward
One of the most significant potential costs to a forager is risk
of predation. Maximizing energy gain and minimizing energy
costs are of little benefit if the behavior makes the forager a
likely meal for a predator. It seems logical, therefore, that predation risk would influence foraging behavior. Such appears
to be the case for the mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), which
lives in the mountains ofwestern North America. Researchers
found that the food available for mule deer was fairly uniform
across the potential foraging areas, although somewhat lower
in open, nonforested areas. In contrast, the risk of predation
differed greatly; mountain lions (Puma concolor), the major
predator, killed large numbers of mule deer at forest edges and
only a small number in open areas and forest interiors.
How does mule deer foraging behavior reflect the differences in predation risk in particular areas? Mule deer feed predominantly in open areas. Thus, it appears that mule deer
foraging behavior reflects the large variation in predation risk
and not the smaller variation in food availability. This result
underscores that behavior often reflects a compromise be·
tween competing selective pressures.

Mating Behavior and Mate Choice
Mating behavior, which includes seeking or attracting mates,
choosing among potential mates, and competing for mates, is
the product ofa form ofnatural selection called sexual selection
(see Chapter 23). How mating behavior enhances reproductive
success varies, depending on the species' mating system.

Mating Systems and Parental Care
As we saw for voles, the mating relationship bet\veen males and
females varies a great deal from species to species. In many
species, mating is promiscuous, with no strong pair-bonds or
lasting relationships. In species in which the mates remain together for a longer period, the relationship may be monogamous
(one male mating with one female) or polygamous (an individual ofone sex mating with several ofthe other). Polygamous rela~
tionships most often involve a single male and many females, a
system called polygyny, though some species exhibit polyandry,
in which a single female mates with several males. Among
monogamous species, males and females are often so much alike
morphologically that they may be difficult or impossible to distinguish based on external characteristics (Figure 51.20a).
Polygynous species are generally dimorphic, with males being
showier and often larger than females (Figure 51.20b). Polyandrous species are also dimorphic, but in this case, females are generally more ornamented and larger than males (Figure 51.2Dc).
The needs of the young are an important factor constraining
the evolution of mating systems. Most newly hatched birds, for
instance, cannot care for themselves. Rather, they require a
large, continuous food supply, a need that is difficult for a single

(a) In monogamous species, such as these trumpeter swans, males
and females are difficult to distinguish using Hternal
characteristics only.

(b) Among polygynous species. such as elk. the male (left) is often
highly ornamented.

(c) In polyandrous species, such as these Wilson's phalaropes, females
(top) are generally more ornamented than males.
... Figure 51.20 Relationship between mating system and
male and female forms.

parent to meet. In such cases, a male that stays with and helps a
single mate may ultimately have more viable offspring than it
would by going off to seek additional mates. This may explain
why most birds are monogamous. In contrast, for birds with
young that can feed and care for themselves almost immediately
after hatching, the males derive less benefit from staying with
their partner. Males of these species, such as pheasants and
quail, can maximize their reproductive success by seeking other
mates, and polygyny is relatively common in such birds. In the
case of mammals, the lactating female is often the only food
source for the young; males usually play no role in raising the
young. In mammalian species where males protect the females
and young, such as lions, a male or small group of males typically takes care of many females at once in a harem.
Another factor influencing mating behavior and parental
care is certainty of paternity. Young born to or eggs laid by a
female definitely contain that female's genes. However, even
within a normally monogamous relationship, a male other
than the female's usual mate may have fathered that female's
offspring. The certainty of paternity is relatively low in most
species with internal fertilization because the acts of mating
and birth (or mating and egg laying) are separated over time.
This could explain why exclusively male parental care has
evolved in very few species of birds and mammals. However,
the males of many species with internal fertilization engage in
behaviors that appear to increase their certainty of paternity.
These behaviors include guarding females, removing any
sperm from the female reproductive tract before copulation,
and introducing large quantities of sperm to displace the
sperm of other males. Certainty of paternity is much higher
when egg laying and mating occur together, as in external fer·
tilization. This may explain why parental care in aquatic invertebrates, fishes, and amphibians, when it occurs at all, is at
least as likely to be by males as by females (Figure 51.21; see

... Figure 51.21 Paternal care by a male jawfish. The male
jawfish, which lives in tropical marine environments. holds the eggs it
has fertilized in its mouth. keeping them aerated and protecting them
from egg predators until the young hatch.
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also Figure 46.6). Male parental care occurs in only 7% offish
and amphibian families with internal fertilization, but in 69%
of families with external fertilization.
It is important to point out that certainty ofpaternity does
not mean that animals are aware of those factors when they
behave a certain way. Parental behavior correlated with certainty of paternity exists because it has been reinforced over
generations by natural selection. Nevertheless, the relationship between certainty of paternity and male parental care remains an area of active research, enlivened by controversy.

Sexual Selection and Mate Choice
As you read in Chapter 23, the degree of sexual dimorphism
within a species results from sexual selection, a form of natural
selection in which differences in reproductive success among individuals are a consequence ofdifferences in mating success. Recall from that chapter that sexual selection can take the form of
intersexual selection, in which members ofone sex choose mates
on the basis ofparticular characteristics ofthe other sex, such as
courtship songs, or intrasexual selei:tion, which involves competition bety,.·een members of one sex for mates. Let's look next at
some experimental evidence for sexual selection.
Male Choice by Females Mate preferences by females may
playa central role in theevolution ofmale behavior and anatomy
through intersexual selection. As an example, let's consider the
courtship behavior ofstalk-eyed flies. The eyes ofthese insects
are at the tips of stalks, which are longer in males than in females (Figure 51.22). During courtship, a male presents himself to a female, front end on. Researchers have shown that
females are more likely to mate with males that have relatively
long eyestalks. \xrhy would females favor this seemingly arbitrary trait? As discussed in Chapter 23, ornaments such as long
eyestalks in these flies and bright coloration in male birds cor·
relate in general with the male's health and vitality. A female

.... Figure 51.22 Male stalk-eyed flies. Male eye span plays a
role in ritualized contests between males, as shown here, and in mate
selection by females.
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.... Figure 51.23 Appearance of zebra finches in nature. The
male zebra finch (left) IS more patterned and colorful than the female
zebra finch.

that chooses a healthy male is likely to produce more offspring
that survive to reproduce.
Experiments carried out with zebra finches reveal that imprinting can also contribute to mate choice. Both male and female
zebra finches normally lack any feather crest on their head
(Figure 51.23). To explore whether parental appearance affects
mate preference in offspring independent of any genetic influence, researchers provided zebra finches with artificial ornamen·
tation. A 25-cm·long red feather was taped to the forehead
feathers of either or both zebra finch parents when their chicks
were 8 days old, approximately 2 days before they opened their
eyes. A control group ofzebra finches were raised by unadorned
parents. When the chicks matured, they were presented with
prospective mates that were either artificially ornamented with a
red feather or non-ornamented (Figure 51.24). Males showed
no preference for either ornamented or non-ornamented mating
partners. Females raised by non-ornamented parents or by parents in which only the female was ornamented also showed no
preference. However, females raised by parents that were both
ornamented or by a pair in which the male was ornamented
preferred ornamented males as their own mates. Thus, female
finches apparently take cues from their fathers in choosing mates.
Male Competition for Mates The previous examples show
how female choice can select for one best type of male in a
given siruation, resulting in low variation among males. Male
competition for mates is a source of sexual selection that also
can reduce variation among males. Such competition may involve agonistic behavior, an often ritualized contest that determines which competitor gains access to a resource, such as
food or mates (Figure 51.25). The outcome of such contests
may be determined by strength, size, or the effective use of
horns, teeth, and so forth, but the consequences may be psychological rather than physical (see Figure 51.22).

Experimental Groups of Parental Pairs
Both parents
ornamented

Males
ornamented

Mate preference of female offspring:
ornamented male

Females
ornamented

Control Group
Parents not
ornamented

Mate prelerence 01 female offspring:
none

Despite the potential for male competition to select for reduced variation,
behavioral and morphological variation
in males is extremely high in some vertebrate spedes, including species of fish
and deer, as well as in a wide variety of
invertebrates. In some species, sexual
selection has led to the evolution of alternative male mating behavior and
morphology. How do scientists analyze
situations where more than one mating
behavior can result in successful reproduction? One approach relies on the
rules that govern games.

Applying Came Theory

Often, the fitness of a particular behavioral phenotype is influenced by other
behavioral phenotypes in the population.In studying such situations, behavioral ecologists use a range of tools,
including game theory. Developed by
... Figure 51.24 Sexual selection influenced by imprinting. Experiments demonstrated
American mathematician John Nash
that lemale zebra finch chicks that had Imprinted on artificially ornamented lathers preferred
and others to model human economic
ornamented males as adult mates. For all experimental groups, male offspring showed no
preference for either ornamented or non-ornamented lemale mates,
behavior, game theory evaluates alternative strategies in situations where the outcome depends on
the strategies of all the individuals involved.
As an example of applying game theory to mating behavior,
let's consider the side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana) of
California. Males can have orange, blue, or yellow throats
(Figure 51.26). Each throat color is associated with a different
pattern of behavior. Orange-throat males are the most aggressive and defend large territories that contain many females.
Blue-throat males are also territorial but defend smaller territories and fewer females. Yellow·throats are nonterritorial males
that mimic females and use "sneaky" tactics to gain the chance
to mate. \\fithin a population, the fraction of males belonging to
each genetically determined type varies over time. In one study
population, the most frequent throat coloration changed over a

... Figure 51.2S Agonistic interaction. Male eastern grey
kangaroos (Maaopus giganreus) often "box" in contests that
determine whICh male is most likely to mate with an available lemale
Typically, one male snorts loudly belore striking the other around the
head and throat with his forelimbs, Further snorting and cuffing, as
well as grappling. often follow, If the male under attack does not
retreat, the light may escalate, with each male balancing on his tail
while attempting to kick his rival with the sharp toenails of a hind leg,

... Figure 51.26 Male polymorphism in the side-blot<hed
lizard (Uta rtansburianal. An orange-throat male, left a blue-throat
male, cente"; a yellow-throat male, right.
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period of several years from blue to orange to yellow and back
to blue. Evidence indicates that the mating success of each
male type is influenced by the relative abundance of the other
types in the population, an example of frequency-dependent
selection.
By comparing the competition between side-blotched
lizard males to the children's game of rock-paper-scissors, scientists devised an explanation for the cycles ofvariation in the
lizard population. in the game, paper defeats rock, rock defeats scissors, and scissors defeats paper. Each hand symbol
thus wins one matchup but loses the other. Similarly, each type
of male lizard has an advantage over one other type, but not
the other. \Xfhen blue-throats are abundant, they can defend
the few females in their territories from the advances of the
sneaky yellow-throat males. However, blue-throats cannot defend their territories against the hyperaggressive orangethroats. Once the orange-throats become the most abundant,
the larger number of females in each territory provides the opportunity for the yellow-throats to have greater mating success. The yellow-throats become more frequent, but then give
way to the blue-throats, whose tactic of guarding small territories once again allows them the most success.
Game theory provides a way to think about complex evolutionary problems in which relative performance, not absolute
performance, is the key to understanding the evolution of behavior. This makes game theory an important tool because the
relative performance of one phenotype compared with others
is a measure of Darwinian fitness.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

51.4

J. Why does the mode of fertilization correlate to a
large degree with the presence or absence of male
parental care?
2. Why was it important that the starting population
R
for the fly-foraging experiments had both for and
for alleles?
3. -'MUI 4 Suppose a virus that infected a sideblotched lizard population killed many more males
than females. How would the infection immediately
affect the competition among the males for reproductive success?

in species in which individuals do not engage in agonistic behavior, most adaptations that benefit one individual will indirectly harm others. For example, superior foraging ability by
one individual may leave less food for others. It is easy to understand the pervasive nature of selfishness if natural selection shapes behavior. Behavior that maximizes an individual's
survival and reproductive success is favored by selection, regardless of how much damage such behavior does to another
individual, a local population, or even an entire species. How,
then, can we explain observed examples ofwhat appears to be
uunselfish~ behavior?

Altruism
On occasion, some animals behave in ways that reduce their
individual fitness but increase the fitness of other individuals
in the population; this is our functional definition ofaltruism,
or selflessness. Consider the Belding's ground squirrel, which
lives in some mountainous regions of the western United
States and is vulnerable to predators such as coyotes and
hawks. A squirrel that sees a predator approach often gives a
high-pitched alarm call that alerts unaware individuals to retreat to their burrows. Note that for the squirrel that warns
others, the conspicuous alarm behavior increases the risk of
being killed because it brings attention to the caller's location.
Another example of altruistic behavior occurs in honeybee
societies, in which the workers are sterile. The workers themselves never reproduce, but they labor on behalfofa single fertile
queen. Furthermore, the workers sting intruders, a behavior that
helps defend the hive but results in the death of those workers.
Altruism is also observed in naked mole rats (Heterocephalus
glaber), highly social rodents that live in underground chambers
and tunnels in southern and northeastern Africa. The naked mole
rat, which is almost hairless and nearly blind, lives in colonies of
75 to 250 or more individuals {Figure 51.27}. Each colony has
only one reproducing female, the queen, who mates with one to
three males, called kings. The rest of the colony consists of nonreproductive females and males who forage for undergroWld

For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

r~~"~~~:~: ~~~~ss can account for
the evolution of altruistic social
behavior

Many social behaviors are selfish; that is, they benefit the individual at the expense ofothers, especially competitors. Even
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.... Figure 51.27 Naked mole rats, a species of colonial
mammal that exhibits altruistic behavior. Pictured here is a
queen nursing offspring while surrounded by other members of the colony,

roots and tubers and care for the queen, the kings, and new offspring. The nonreproductive individuals may sacrifice their own
lives in trying to protect the queen or kings from snakes or other
predators that invade the colony.

Inclusive Fitness
How can a Belding's ground squirrel, a worker honeybee, or a
naked mole rat enhance its fitness by aiding members of the
population that may be its closest competitors? How can altruistic behavior be maintained by evolution ifitdoes not enhance
the survival and reproductive success of the self-sacrificing
individuals?
The selection for altruistic behavior is most readily apparent
in the act of parents sacrificing for their offspring. \Vhen parents sacrifice their own well-being to produce and aid offspring, this actually increases the fitness of the parents because
it maximizes their genetic representation in the population.
However, individuals sometimes help others who are not their
offspring.
Biologist William Hamilton proposed that an animal could
increase its genetic representation in the next generation by
~altruistically" helping close relatives other than its own offspring. Like parents and offspring, full siblings have half their
genes in common. Therefore, selection might also favor helping siblings or helping one's parents produce more siblings.
This idea led to Hamilton's idea ofindusive fitness, the total
effect an individual has on proliferating its genes by producing its own offspring and by providing aid that enables other
close relatives, who share many of those genes, to produce
offspring.

of drowning. We can then calculate the cost of the altruistic
act as 0.25 times 2, the number of offspring expected if the altruist had stayed on shore: C= 0.25 X 2 = 0.5. Finally, we note
that full siblings who are not identical twins share half their
genes on average (r = 0.5). One way to see this is in terms of
the segregation of homologous chromosomes that occurs during meiosis of gametes (Figure 51.28; see also Chapter 13).
\Ve can now use values of B, C, and r to evaluate whether
natural selection would favor the altruistic act in our imaginary scenario. For our swimming brothers, rB = 0.5 X 2 = 1
and C = 0.5. This satisfies Hamilton's rule; thus, natural selection would favor this altruistic act of one brother saving another. Averaging over many individuals and generations, any
particular gene in the altruist will be passed on to more offspring if he risks the rescue than if he does not. Furthermore,
among those genes propagated in this way may be some that
contribute to altruistic behavior. The natural selection that favors altruistic behavior by enhancing reproductive success of
relatives is called kin selection.
Kin selection weakens with hereditary distance. Siblings
have an r of 0.5, but between an aunt and her niece, r = 0.25
(Xl, and between first cousins, r = 0.125 ('1). Notice that as the
degree of relatedness decreases, the rB term in the Hamilton
inequality also decreases. Would natural selection favor rescuing a cousin? Not unless the surf were less treacherous. For
the original conditions, rB = 0.125 X 2 = 0.25, which is only

Parent A

x

Hamilton's Rule and Kin Selection
According to Hamilton, the three key variables in an act of altruism are the benefit to the recipient, the cost to the altruist,
and the coefficient of relatedness. The benefit, B, is the average number of extra offspring that the beneficiary of an altruistic act produces. The cost, C, is how many fewer offspring
the altruist produces. The coefficient of relatedness, r,
equals the fraction of genes that, on average, are shared. Natural selection favors altruism when the benefit to the redpient multiplied by the coefficient of relatedness exceeds the
cost to the altruist-in other words, when rB > C. This inequality is called Hamilton's rule.
To better understand Hamilton's rule, let's apply it to a human population in which the average individual has two children. We'll imagine that a young man is close to drowning in
heavy surf, and his brother risks his life to swim out and pull
his sibling to safety. Had the young man drowned, his reproductive output would have been zero; but now, if we use the
average, he can father two children. The benefit to the recipient of this altruistic act is thus two offspring (B = 2). Let's say
that in this kind of surf an average swimmer has a 25% chance

Parent B

j~

~~

'11(0.5)
probability
Sibling 1

'/dO.5)
probability

Sibling 2

... Figure 51.28 The coefficient of relatedness between
siblings. The red band indicates a particular allele (version of a gene)
present on one chromosome, but not its homolog, in parent A, Sibling
1 has inherited the allele from parent A. There is a probability of ~ that
sibling 2 will also inherit this allele from parent A. Any allele present on
one chromosome of either parent will behave similarly, The coefficient
of relatedness between the two siblings is thus~, or 0.5,
-1Mil l• The coefficient of relatedness of an individual to a full
(nontwin) sibling or 10 either parent is the same, 0.5. Does this value
also hold true in the cases of polyandry and polygyny?
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... Figure 51.29 Kin selection and altruism in Belding's
ground squirrels. This graph helps explain the male-female
difference in altruistic behavior of ground squirrels. Once weaned

(pups are nursed lor about one month), females are more likely than
males to live near close relations. Alarm calls that warn these relativE's
increase the inclusive fitness of the female altruist.

half the value of C (0.5). British geneticist J. 8. S. Haldane appears to have anticipated these ideas when he jokingly stated
that he would not lay down his life for one brother, but would
do so for two brothers or eight cousins.
If kin selection explains altruism, then the examples of un·
selfish behavior we observe among diverse animal species
should involve close relatives. This is in fact the case, but often
in complex ways. Like most mammals, female Belding's ground
squirrels settle close to their site of birth, whereas males settle
at distant sites (Figure 51.29). Since nearly all alarm calls are
given by females, they are most likely aiding close relatives. In
the case ofworker bees, who are all sterile, anything they do to
help the entire hive benefits the only permanent member who
is reproductively active-the queen, who is their mother.
In the case of naked mole rats, DNA analyses have shown
that all the individuals in a colony are closely related. Genetically, the queen appears to be a sibling, daughter, or mother of
the kings, and the nonreproductive mole rats are the queen's
direct descendants or her siblings. Therefore, when a nonreproductive individual enhances a queen's or king's chances of
reproducing, the altruist increases the chance that some genes
identical to its own will be passed to the next generation.

invoked to explain altruism that occurs between unrelated
humans. Reciprocal altruism is rare in other animals; it is limited largely to species (such as chimpanzees) with social
groups stable enough that individuals have many chances to
exchange aid. It is generally thought to occur when individuals are likely to meet again and when there would be negative
consequences associated with not returning favors to individuals who had been helpful in the past, a pattern of behavior
that behavioral ecologists refer to as "cheating:'
Since cheating may benefit the cheater substantially, how
could reciprocal altruism evolve? Game theory provides a possible answer in the form of a behavioral strategy called tit for
tat. In the tit-for-tat strategy, an individual treats another in the
same way it was treated the last time they met. Individuals
adopting this behavior are always altruistic, or cooperative, on
the first encounter with another individual and will remain so
as long as their altruism is redprocated. When their cooperation is not reciprocated, however, individuals employing tit for
tat will retaliate immediately but return to cooperative behavior as soon as the other individual becomes cooperative. TIle titfor-tat strategy has been used to explain the few apparently
reciprocal altruistic interactions observed in animals-ranging
from blood sharing between nonrelated vampire bats to social
grooming in primates.

Social Learning
Earlier in the chapter, you read that some young chimpanzees
learn to crack palm nuts by copying the behavior of more experienced individuals (see Figure 51.13). This type oflearning
through observing others is called sodal learning. Social
learning forms the roots ofculture, which can be defined as a
system of information transfer through social learning or
teaching that influences the behavior of individuals in a population. Cultural transfer of information can alter behavioral
phenotypes and thereby influence the fitness of individuals.
Culturally based changes in phenotype occur on a much
shorter time scale than changes resulting from natural selection. Because we recognize social learning most easily in Immans, we may take the process for granted or assume that
social learning occurs only in humans. However, it can be seen
in animal lineages that diverged from ours very long ago, some
of which we describe next.

Case Study: Mate-Choice Copying

Reciprocal Altruism
Some animals occasionally behave altruistically toward others
who are not relatives. A baboon may help an unrelated companion in a fight, or a wolf may offer food to another wolfeven
though they share no kinship. Such behavior can be adaptive
if the aided individual returns the favor in the future. This sort
of exchange of aid, called reciprocal altruism, is commonly
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Mate-choice copying. a behavior in which individuals in a
population copy the mate choice of others, has been studied in
the guppy PoeciUa reticulata. When a female guppy chooses between males with no other females present, the female almost
always chooses the male with more orange coloration. To explore if the behavior of other females could influence this preference, an experiment was set up using both Hving females and

Control Sample

Male guppies

•rx:::;::::~\~

with varying
~"degrees of
".... coloration

.'

Female guppies prefer
males with more orange
coloration

Experimental Sample

d

~

-G
.. ~).,'-,

I

•

<f

Female model
in mock
courtship with
less orange
male

Female guppies prefer males that
are aSSOCIated with another female.
... Figure 51.30 Mate choice copying by female guppies
(Poeci/ia reticu/ata). Female guppies generally choose the males with
more orange coloration. But when males were matched for orange or
differed in amount of orange by 12% or 24%. females in the
expenmental group chose the less orange male that was presented with a
model female. Females ignored the apparent choice of the mcxfel female
only where the alternative male had 40% more orange coloration.

could be modified through social learning. Vervet monkeys,
which are about the size of a domestic cat, produce a complex
set of alarm calls. Amboseli vervets give distinct alarm calls
when they see leopards, eagles, or snakes, all of which prey on
vervets. \Vhen a vervet sees a leopard, it gives a loud barking
sound; when it sees an eagle, it gives a short double-syllabled
cough; and the snake alarm call is a "chutter:' Upon hearing a
particular alarm call, other vervets in the group behave in an
appropriate way: They run up a tree on hearing the alarm for
a leopard (vervets are nimbler than leopards in the trees); look
up on hearing the alarm for an eagle; and look down on hearing the alarm for a snake (figure 51.31).
Infant vervet monkeys give alarm calls, but in a relatively
undiscriminating way. For example, they give the "eagle" alarm
on seeing any bird, including harmless birds such as bee-eaters.
With age, the monkeys improve their accuracy. In fact, adult
vervet monkeys give the eagle alarm only on seeing an eagle belonging to either of the two species that eat vervets. Infants
probably learn how to give the right call by observing other
members of the group and receiving social confirmation. For
instance, if the infant gives the call on the right occasion-for
instance, an eagle alarm when there is an eagle overheadanother member ofthe group will also give the eagle call. But if
the infant gives the call when a bee-eater flies by, the adults in
the group are silent. Thus, vervet monkeys have an initial, unlearned tendency to give calls on seeing potentially threatening
objects in the environment. Learning fine· tunes the call so that
by adulthood, vervets give calls only in response to genuine
danger and are prepared to fine· tune the alarm calls ofthe next
generation. However, neithervervets nor any other nonhuman

artificial model females (figure 51.30). If a female guppy observed the model "courting" a male with less extensive orange
markings, she often copied the preference ofthe model female.
That is, the female chose the male that had been presented in
association with a model female rather than a more orange alternative. The exceptions were also informative. Mate-choice
behavior typically did not change when the difference in coloration was particularly large. Mate-choice copying can thus
mask genetically controlled female preference below a certain
threshold of difference, in this case for male color.
Mate-choice copying, a form of social learning, has also
been observed in several other fish and bird species. What is
the selective pressure for such a mechanism? One possibility
is that a female that mates with males that are attractive to
other females increases the probability that her male offspring
will also be attractive and have high reproductive success.

Case Study: Social Learning of Alarm Calls
Studies of the vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aelhiops) in
Amboseli National Park, Kenya, demonstrated that a behavior

... figure 51.31 Vervet monkeys learning correct use of
alarm calls. On seeing a python (foreground), vervet monkeys give a
distinct ·snake'· alarm call (inset). and the members of the group
stand upright and look down.
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,. Figure 51.32
Both genes and
culture build
human nature.
Teaching of a
younger generation
by an older
generation is one
of the basic ways in
which all cultures
are transmitted,

species comes close to matching the social learning and cul~
tural transmission that occurs among humans (Figure 51.32).

Evolution and Human Culture
Human culture is related to evolutionary theory in the discipline
ofsociobiology. The main premise ofsociobiology is that certain
behavioral characteristics exist because they are expressions of
genes that have been perpetuated by natural selection. In hissem·
inal 1975 book Sociobiology: The New Synthesis, E. O. \Vilson
speculated about the evolutionary basis ofcertain kinds ofsocial
behavior. By including a few examples from human culture, he
sparked a debate that remains heated today.
The spectrum of human social behaviors may be influenced
by our genetic makeup, but this is very different from saying that
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

••.',ii"_
51.1
Discrete sensory inputs can stimulate both simple and
complex behaviors (pp. 1120-1125)
.. Behavior is the sum of responses to external and internal stimuli and includes muscular as well as nonmuscular activity.
Ethology is the scientific study of animal behavior, particularly
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genes are rigid determinants of behavior. This distinction is at
the core ofthe debate about evolutionary perspectives on human
behavior. Skeptics fear that evolutionary interpretations of hu·
man behavior could be used to justify the status quo in human
society, thus rationalizing current social injustices. Evolutionary
biologists argue that this is a gross oversimplification and misunderstandingofwhatthedata teU usabout human biology. Evolutionary explanations of human behavior do not reduce us to
robots stamped out of rigid genetic molds. Just as individuals
vary extensively in anatomical features, we should expect inherent variations in behavior as wen. Environment intervenes in the
pathway from genotype to phenotype for physical traits and even
more so for behavioral traits. And because of our capacity for
learning and our versatility, human behavior is probably more
plastic than that ofany other animal. Over our recent evolution~
ary history, we have built up a diversity of structured societies
with governments, laws, cultural values, and religions that define
what is acceptable behavior and what is not, even when unacceptable behavior might enhance an individual's Darwinian fitness. Perhaps it is our social and cultural institutions that make
us distinct and that provide those qualities in which there is the
least continuum between humans and other animals.
CONCEPT

CHECK

51.5

1. What is a possible explanation for cooperative behav-

ior among nonrelated animals?
2. •','@ilIA If an animal were unable to distinguish
close from distant relatives, would the concept of
inclusive fitness still be applicable? Explain.
3. •~J:t.\lIA Suppose you applied Hamilton's logic to
a situation in which one individual was past reproductive age. Could there still be a selection for an
altruistic act?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A,

in natural environments. The mid-2Oth-century ethologists developed a conceptual framework defined by a set of questions
that highlight the complementary nature of two perspectives.
Proximate, or "how; questions focus on the environmental
stimuli, if any, that trigger a behavior, as well as the genetic,
physiological, and anatomical mechanisms underlying a behavioral act. Ultimate, or "why," questions address the evolutionary
significance of a behavior.
.. Fixed Action Patterns Fixed action patterns are largely
invariant behaviors triggered by simple cues known as sign
stimuli.
.. Oriented Movement Animal movements in response to
external stimuli include kinesis, a behavior involving a change
in activity or turning rate, and taxis, an oriented movement

toward or away from some stimulus. Migratory movements
involve navigation, which can be based on orientation relative
to the sun. the stars, or Earth's magnetic field.
.. Behavioral Rhythms Animals behavior is sometimes synchronized to the daily, or circadian, cycle of light and dark in the environment or to the annual changes in that cycle over the seasons.
.. Animal Signals and Communication The transmission and reception ofsignals constitute animal communication. Animals use
visuaL auditory, chemical (usuallyolfaet:ory), and tactile signals.
Otemical substances caUe<I pheromones are sometimes used to
transmit species-speci6c infonnation through the environment.

- 61
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Acthity Honeybee Waggle Dance Video
Investigation How Can Pillbug Responses to Environments Be Tested?

.. Genetically Based Behavioral Variation in Natural
Populations When behavioral variation within a species
corresponds to variation in environmental conditions. it
may be evidence of past evolution. Field and laboratory
studies have documented the genetic basis for a change in
migratory behavior in migratory birds over a period of a few
decades. Studies with garter snakes reveal behavioral differences that correlate with geographic variation in prey
availability.
.. Influence of Single-locus Variation Research has revealed
that variation in a single gene underlies the differences in
mating and parental behavior between two species of voles.

Mi '1'••,- 51.4
Selection for individual survival and reproductive
success can explain most behaviors (pp. 1133-1138)

.'.liAI,_ 51.2
learning establishes specific links between experience
and behavior (pp. 1125-1129)

Imprinting

~

I ••••

problem solving \

• • •"

learning and

Spatial learning
Cognition

.. Foraging Behavior Laboratory studies of Drosophila populations raised in high- and low-density conditions show a
clear divergence in behavior linked to specific genes. An optimal foraging model is based on the idea that natural selection
should favor foraging behavior that minimizes the costs of
foraging and maximizes the benefits.
.. Mating Behavior and Mate Choice How mate choice
enhances reproductive success varies, depending on the
species' mating system. The mating relationship between
males and females, which includes monogamous, polygynous, and polyandrous mating systems, varies a great deal
from species to species. Certainty of paternity has a significant influence on mating behavior and parental care. Mate
preferences by females may playa central role in the evolution of male behavior and anatomy. Male competition for
mates is a source of selection that also can reduce variation
among males. Sexual selection can lead to the evolution of
alternative male mating behavior and morphology. Game
theory provides a way of thinking about evolution in
situations where the fitness of a particular behavioral
phenotype is influenced by other behavioral phenotypes
in the population.

Mi '1'."- 51.5
Inclusive fitness can account for the evolution of
altruistic social behavior (pp. 1138-1142)
.. Altruism On occasion, animals behave in altruistic ways that
reduce their individual fitness but increase the fitness of the
recipient of the behavior.

••.1'''.'-51.3
80th genetic makeup and environment contribute to
the development of behaviors (pp_ 1129-1133)
... Biologists study the ways both genes and the environment
influence the development of behavioral phenotypes.
... Experience and Behavior The cross-fostering studies of
California mice and white-footed mice have uncovered an
influence of social environment on the aggressive and
parental behaviors of these mice.
... Regulatory Genes and Behavior Genetic studies in insects
have revealed the existence of master regulatory genes that
control complex behaviors. Within the underlying hierarchy,
multiple genes influence specific behaviors.

.. Inclusive Fitness Altruistic behavior can be explained by the
concept of inclusive fitness, the total effect an individual has
on prolifenlting its genes by producing its own offspring and
by providing aid that enables close relatives to produce offspring. Kin selection favors altruistic behavior by enhancing
the reproductive success of relatives. Altruistic behavior
toward unrelated individuals can be adaptive if the aided
individual returns the favor in the future, an exchange of aid
called reciprocal altruism.
... Social Learning Social learning forms the roots of culture,
which can be defined as a system of information transfer
through observation or teaching that influences the behavior
of individuals in a population.
... Evolution and Human Culture Human behavior, like that
of other species, is the result of interactions between genes
and environment.
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
I. Which of the following is true of innate behaviors?
a. Genes have very little influence on the expression of
innate behaviors.
b. Innate behaviors tend to vary considerably among
members of a population.
c. Innate behaviors are limited to invertebrate animals.
d. Innate behaviors are expressed in most individuals in a
population across a wKIe range of environmental oonditions.
e. Innate behaviors occur in invertebrates and some
vertebrates but not in mammals.
2. Researchers have found that a region ofthe canary forebrain
shrinks during the nonbreeding season and enlarges when
breeding season begins. This annual enlargement ofbrain
tissue is probolbly assocUted with the annual
a. addition of new s)1labies to a canary's song repertoire.
b. crystallization of subsong into adult songs.
c. sensitive period in which canary parents imprint on new
offspring.
d. renewal of mating and nest-building behaviors.
e. elimination of the memorized template for songs sung the
previous year.
3. Although many chimpanzee populations live in environments
containing oil palm nuts, members of only a few populations
u.se stones to crack open the nuts. The most likely explanation
for this behavioral difference between populations is that
a. the behavioral difference is caused by genetic differences
between populations.
b. members of different populations have different
nutritional requirements.
c. the cultural tradition of using stones to crack nuts has
arisen in only some populations.
d. members of different populations differ in learning ability.
e. members of different populations differ in manual dexterity.

4. Which of the follOWing is Ilot required for a behavioral trait to
evolve by naturdl selection?
a. In each individual, the form of the behavior is determined
entirely by genes.
b. The behavior varies among individuals.
c. An individual's reproductive success depends in part on
how the behavior is performed.
d. Some component of the behavior is genetically inherited.
e. An individual's genotype influences its behavioral phenotype.

5. Female spotted sandpipers aggressively court males and, after
mating, leave the dutch ofyoung forthe male to incubate. This
sequence may be repeated several times with different males until
no available males renlllin, forcing the female to incubate her last
dutch. Which of the following terms best describes this behavior?
a. monogamy
b. polygyny
c. polyandry
d. promiscuity
e. certainty of paternity

6. According to Hamilton's rule,
a. natural selection does not favor altruistic behavior that
causes the death of the altruist.
b. natuml selection favors altruistic acts when the resulting
benefit to the beneficiary, correct for relatedness, exceeds
the cost to the altruist.
c. natural selection is more likely to favor altruistic behavior
that benefits an offspring than altruistic behavior that
benefits a sibling.
d. the effects of kin selection are larger than the effects of
direct natural selection on individuals.
e. altruism is always reciprocal.
7. The core idea of sociobiology is that
a. human behavior is rigidly determined b}' inheritance.
b. humans cannot choose to change their sodal behavior.
c. much human behavior has evolved by natural selection.
d. the social behavior of humans has many similarities to
that of social insects such as honeybees.
e. the environment pla)'s a larger role than genes in shaping
human behavior.
8. I.M W'II You are considering t"oo optimal foraging models
for the behavior of a mussel-feeding shorebird, the oystercatcher. In model A, the energetic reward increases solely with
mussel size. In lllodel B, you take into consideration that larger
mussels are more difficult to open. Draw a graph of reward
(energy benefit on a scale of 0-10) versus mussel length (scale
of 0-70 mm) for each model. Assume that mussels under
10 mm provide no benefit and are ignored by the birds. Also
assume that mussels start becoming difficult to open when
they reach 40 mOl in length and impossible to open when
70 mm long. Considering the graphs you have drawn, how
could you distinguish between the models by obselV"dtion and
measurement in the oystercatcher's habitat?
For &1J-QIli: on$~rl, S« Ap~ndixA.

-Si4·it. VISIt !he Study Area at _.masteringbio.(om for a
PractICe Test.
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Animal Fonn and Function

EVOLUTION CONNECTION

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY

9. We often explain our behavior in terms ofsubjective feelings,
motives, or reasons, but evolutionary explanations are based on
reproductive fitness. What is the relationship bern'een the two
kinds ofexplanation? For instance, is a human explanation for
behavior, such as "falling in love;' incompatible with an evolutionary explanation? Does falling in love become more meaningful or less meaningful (or neither) if it has an evolutionary basis?

11. Researchers are very interested in studying identical twins sep-

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY

arated at birth and raised apart. So far, the data suggest that
such twins are much more alike than researchers predicted;
they frequently have similar personalities, mannerisms, habits,
and interests. What general question do you think researchers
hope to answer by studying such twins? Why do identical twins
make good subjects for this research? What are the potential
pitfalls of this research? What abuses might occur if the studies
are not evaluated critically and if the results are carelessly cited
to support a social agenda?

10. Scientists studying scrub jays found that "helpers" often assist mated pairs of birds in raising their young. The helpers
lack territories and mates of their own. Instead, they help the
territory owner gather food for their offspring. Propose a
hypothesis to explain what advantage there might be for the
helpers to engage in this behavior instead of seeking their
own territories and mates. How would you test your hypothesis? If it is correct, what results would you expect your tests
to yield?
8iologicalln'llliry: A Workbook ofln,·e.tigalh·e Cases hplore the behav·
ior of a large gull population in a marina. and human auempts to control the
population, in thc case "Ilack to the 8ay~

CHAPH~ flfTY·ONE

Animal Behavior
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

Why arl' nematodes of inll'f1'St to ecologists?

Diana H. Wall

Although many people know nematodes as
harmful parasites of animals or plants, most
nematodes are good guys, espedally the freeliVing ones in soil. As part of my work in the
desert, [got interested in free-liVing soil nematodes, whicll feed on fungi or bacteria, or sometimes on smaller animals. The "good" nematodes
accelerate the turnover of organic matter by
feeding on soil microbes and tllen releasing
compounds of caroon and nitrogen to tile soil.
Experiments have shown that soils without
nematodes have slower rates ofdecomposition.
Nematodes are everywhere: in soils, in
streams, in ocean sediments, and in many animals and plants. It's been estimated that four
out of five animals on Earth are nematodes! The
geographic distribution of different species of
nematodes is something we're studying. We're
doing a global-scale "latitudinal gradient" experiment, where we take soil samples at different latitudes-for example, from Sweden to
South Africa. We're going into places that are
hotspots of biodiversity above ground-and
McoldspDts" as well-and looking at what's below ground. We're classifying the nematodes to
see how many spedes there are in the soil and
how spedes distribution differs with latitude.

As a past president of the Ecological Society
of America and the American Institute of Biological Sciences, and in many other national
and international roles, Diana Wall has made
major contributions to science and the public
interest. She has also distinguished herself as
a researcher on carbon cycling and other
ewsystem processes, focusing on the tiny
roundworms called nematodes, Dr, Wall has
B,A, and Ph,D, degrees from the University of
Kentucky, She was a professor at the University of california, Riverside before coming to
Colorado State University, where she is a professor of biology and senior research scientist
at the Natural Resource Ecology laboratory,
She does much of her fieldwork in Antarctica.
How did you get slarted in ecology?
[n graduate school, in plant pathology, I studied the interactions between two species of
nematodes and the plant roots they parasitize.
Later, as a post-doc at UC Riverside, [participated in the International Biological Program
(161'). My job was to go to deserts in the west·
ern U.S. and try to find out how soil nematodes contributed to the energy balance in
those ecosystems.
What was the International Biological
Program?
The IBP was the first truly global research
project in ecology. The overall goal was to understand Earth's productiVity by taking
comparable measurements across different
ecosystems. (ProductiVity is the amount of
new material-biomass-that's produced in
an ecosystem.) Grassland researchers from all
around the world were measuring the same
things, desert researchers were measuring the
same things, and so forth, enabling us to combine all the data and make global comparisons. It was a jump for me from studying the
interactions between two species to be asking
how such interactions fit into the global
scheme of things.

What impact have modern molecular
methods had on this kind of study?
They've been great for research on the diversity
of all kinds of microscopic organisms. We can
now go beyond asking general questions about
what such organisms do in the soil and ask exactly what they are. With soil invertebrates such
as nematodes and mites, it can be very difficult
to tell species apart morphologically. Now we
can look at DNA sequences and say, whoa, this
one is really different from that one, or, hey, this
one is endemic to Antarctica but it's got a really
close relative hanging out in Argentina.
Why is soil biodiversity important?
From a practical perspective, soil biodiversitythe number and abundance of different species
living in soils-is probably critically important
for soil fertility, and soil fertility is crucial for

feeding and clothing the world's people. There's
still much to be learned about the role of soil
biodiversity in soil fertility. Simply how soils
differ over the range from a forest to a desert is
still a big question. Based on climate, geologic
history, and biology, there are about 13,000 kinds
ofsoil (called "series") in the United States alone.
Each is a distinct habitat where microscopic
soil creatures have evolved, and so not every
species is widespread. Where the species are
different, can you scale up from a difference
between two farms, say, or between a farm and
a nearby forest, and generalize about the connections between soil biodiversity and soil fertility? How do species that are just about
everywhere contribute to soil fertility? Those
questions are wide open for more research.
Another important question is whether
there's a correlation between biodiversity ahove
ground and below ground. Can we predict that
an area ofgreat biodiversity above ground will
have a great diversit)' of mites, nematodes, and
so forth below ground? And will their functions
in the ecosystem be predictable, to0 7 Because I
don't want to go around digging up all the soils
in the worldl Once we understand something
about that issue, we can start to think about the
relationship between diversity and soil fertility.
My big push now is to persuade people that )'ou
can't think ofsoil biodiversity as being unrelated
towhafs above ground. We used to think ofthe
ocean as a dark garbage can, and we ~tilltend to
think of the soil that way. But we found out
there are a lot oforganisms in the ocean that
carry out processes that benefit us, even if we
don't have names for all ofthem. I think the
same is true for soils.
How did you begin doing research in
Antarctica? And what do you study there?
After the IBP, [continued working in hot
deserts. They're a simpler system than a forest,
for example, and therefore are more suitable for
working out the factors that determine different
food webs in the soil. To tease out the contribution of organisms other than plants, we would
compare areas with and without plants. But
that's hard to do, because plant roots seem to go

everywhere, even in the desert. I wanted to find
an even simpler s~'Stem, with fewer variablessoils where there are no plant roots. I wrote to a
colleague who was in Antarctica, and he sent
me some soil for analysis. It certainly didn't
have plant roots, and it did have nematodes.
But when [searched the scientific literature,
I read that the soils of the Antarctic Dry Valleys, where my sample had come from, were
sterile, with no organisms at all, not even prokaryotes! Only in melt streams had some life
been found. Researchers had looked for bacteria
in the soil, but only by trying to culture them,
and nothing had shown up. This was before
molecular methods had been developed for
identifying microorganisms from DNA alone.
We went down to Antarctica for the first
time in 1989. Only 2% of Antarctica is actually
soil; the rest is rock and ice. And the Dry Valleys area has no visible vegetation; when you fly
in, it looks like Mars. We had enough financial
support for only one field season-so only tv.'o
months to find out what lived in the soil there.
We adapted our hot-desert methods for this
cold desert, which has precipitation the equivalent of less than 3 cm of rain per year. And as
we'd hoped, we soon saw that there was an
abundance of life in the soil. as much as in the
Chihuahuan Desert in New Mexico. We could
not believe that other people had missed it.
Our method was simple: We would take a
handful of soil, about 100 g, stir it up with a
sugar solution, and centrifuge it. The nematodes float in the solution, and the rock particles sink. After rinsing off the nematodes, we
count them and determine their species. [t was
amazing to me to see these animals, knowing
that they spend nine months of the year in a
hard, frozen, and dark environment. It turned
out that they live in water films around soil
pores, and use survival mechanisms similar to
those of hot-desert nematodes. When they

receive certain environmental cues, such as
dryness, they shrink their long bodies and curl
up in a spiral, losing 99% of their water. When
they're that small, they can disperse in wind.
So this is a mechanism for spreading, as well as
for surviving in a particular location.
These nematodes participate in very, very
simple food chains, with only one to three tiers.
For example, we have one chain with only two
species of nematode: The one at the bottom
eats bacteria, and the one above it may eat the
bacteria-eater. It's remarkably simple compared with what is found in the soils up here.
In the last two years, we've been looking
more closely at the different habitats. We've
found that one species is almost everywhere in
the valleys, Scottnema lindsa)'ae; it's really
tough, our "Rambo." But if there's too much salt
in the soil or too much water, it's not present.
We now have a model enabling us to predict
where this species will be found around the valleys. In Antarctica, unlike elsewhere, 1can look
at individual nematode species and see that
they have different niches; there's little overlap.
How is climate change affecling Antarctica?
Antarctica is the only continent that hasn't on
average shown warming yet. The Antarctic
Peninsula is warming rapidly, but the Dry Valleys are cooling, at least partly an indirect effect
of ocean currents. Some prople have made a
big fuss about this cooling in attempts to disprove global warming. What we emphasize is
that, while the continent as a whole is not
warming, various regions are undergoing major
changes, and there is warming and cooling occurring in different regions. [n the Dry Valleys,
we're seeing changes in every component of the
ecosystem. For instance, we're seeing a decline in
the abundance of the widespread S. lindsayae.
To look at this decline over a period oftime,
we've set up experiments in each valley basin.

We've made the soil wetter in places-because if
an unusual amount of melting occurs when climate warms in this region, that's going to be the
biggest driver of change. We want to see what
that does to the S. lindsayae population and to
the turnover of carbon in the soil. Because it's
the only nematode species in many Dry Valley
areas, we can easily use a carbon-isotope tracer
to see how much carbon that one species is assimilating. The nematode population has very
low biomass compared to what you see in the
grassland here in Colorado, but it assimilates a
greater percentage of organic carbon from the
soil than do all the species here together. So it's a
very important player in the ecosystem.
[n places where we've manipulated the environment in the past, we're looking at how
long it takes the soils to return to their original
states. We've also looking at the effects ofhuman trampling because the numbers of scientists and tourists are increasing tremendously.
\'({hat we see is that human movement along a
path disturbs the soil enough to cause a significant decline in nematodes. Furthermore, new,
potentially invasive organisms are coming in
on people's shoes and and clothing.
Antarctica is not isolated from the rest of
the planet. The continents are all connected by
ocean and atmosphere, and there is much
more movement than we once thought. So future changes are something to worry about.
What is it like doing ecological researcM
It's fun. You have an idea, you come up with a
hypothesis, and then rou get to test it in the
lab or field. But as rou test the hypothesis, you
learn new things, and there are unexpected
challenges. You have to try and fit everything
you learn into a bigger picture. The process is
like gathering all the blocks in a playpen and
building a structure-without having the
whole thing fall over.
Fieldwork has other kinds of pleasures.
When you're in the field, you get to focus on
one question that really interests you-during
the Antarctic summer, there's a temptation to
work 24 hours a day! At the same time, you
usuallr have colleagues with different specialties there, and it's a great opportunity for freewheeling discussion and new insights. There's
a great feeling of camaraderie.
Of course, there are frustrations, too. Collecting your data may be uncomfortable or boring. And you can spend a lot oftime in the field
that's not very productive or even a total failure. But the result of analyzing the data from a
successful field trip can be a satisfying contribution to what we know about the world.

Learn about an eKperiment by Diana Wall and a
colleague in Inquiry Fgufl' 54, 19 on page 1210,
Leit to right: Diana Wall, Jane Reece, Rob Jackson
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.... Figure 52.1 Why do gray whales migrate?
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CONCEPTS

52.1 Ecology integrates all areas of biological
research and informs environmental decision
making
52.2 Interactions between organisms and the
environment limit the distribution of species
52.3 Aquatic biomes are diverse and dynamic
systems that cover most of Earth
52.4 The structure and distribution of terrestrial
biomes arc controlled by climate and
disturbance
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The Scope of Ecology

igh in the sky, a series of satellites circle Earth.
These satellites aren't relaying the chatter of cell
phones. Instead, they are transmitting data on
the annual migration of gray whales (Figure 52.1). Leaving their calving grounds near Baja California, adult and
newborn gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) swim side
by side on a remarkable 8,000-km journey. They are
headed to the Arctic Ocean to feed on the crustaceans,
tube worms, and other creatures that thrive there in summer. The satellites also help biologists track a second
journey, the recovery of the gray whales from the brink of
extinction. A century ago, whaling had reduced the population to only a few hundred individuals. Today, after 70
years of protection from whaling, more than 20,000 travel
to the Arctic each year.
What environmental factors determine the geographic
distribution of gray whales? How do variations in their
food supply affect the size of the gray whale population?
Questions such as these are the subject of ecology (from
the Greek oikos, home, and logos, to study), the scientific
study of the interactions between organisms and the en-
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vironment. These interactions occur at a hierarchy of
scales that ecologists study, from organismal to global
(Figure 52.2).

In addition to providing a conceptual framework for understanding the field of ecology, Figure 52.2 provides the organizational framework for our final unit. This chapter begins
the unit by describing the breadth of ecology and some of the
factors, both living and nonliving, that influence the distribution and abundance oforganisms. The next three chapters examine population, community, and ecosystem ecology in
detail. In the final chapter, we'll explore both landscape ecology and global ecology as we consider howecologists apply biological knowledge to predict the global consequences of
human activities, to conserve Earth's biodiversity, and to restore our planet's ecosystems.

r:;:~::;i~~~~ates all areas of

biological research and informs
environmental decision making

Ecology's roots are in discovery science (see Chapter 1). Naturalists, including Aristotle and Darwin, have long observed
organisms in nature and systematically recorded their observations. Because extraordinary insight can be gained through
this descriptive approach, called natural history, it remains a
fundamental part of the science of ecology. Present-day ecologists still observe the natural world, albeit with genes-toglobe tools that would astound Aristotle and Darwin.
Modern ecology has become a rigorous experimental scienceas well. Ecologists generate hypotheses, manipulate the environment, and observe the outcome. Scientists interested in
the effects ofelimate change on tree survival, for instance, might
create drought and wet conditions in experimental plots instead

~

Figure 52.2

••

• The Scope of Ecological Research

Ecologists work at different levels of the biological hierarchy, from individual organisms to the
planet. Here we present a sample research question for each level in the biological hierarchy.

1 Organismal Ecology
Organismal ecology, which includes the subdisciplines of physiological, evolutionary, and behavioral &ology, is concerned with
how an organism's structure, physiology, and (for animals) behavior meet the challenges posed by its environment.
... How do hammerhead sharks select a mare?

2 Population Ecology
A population is a group of individuals of the same species living
in an area. Population ecology analyzes factors that affect population size and how and why it changes through time.
... What environmental factors affect the reproductive rate of deer
mice?

3 Community Ecology
A community is a group of populations ofdifferent species in an area.
Community ecology examines how interactions between species,
such as predation and competition, affect community structure and
organization.
... What factors influence the diversity of SpeciB that make up a forBt?

4 Ecosystem Ecology
An ecosystem is the community of organisms in an area and the
physical factors with which those organisms interact. Ecosystem
ecology emphasizes energy flow and chemical cycling between
organisms and the environment.
... What factors control photosynthetic productivity in a temperate
grassland ecosY5tem?

5 Landscape Ecology
A landscape (or seascape) is a mosaic of connected ecosystems. Research in landscape ecology focuses on the factors
controlling exchanges of energy, materials, and organisms
across multiple ecosystems.
... To what extent do the trees lining a river serve as corridors of
dispersalforanima~?

6 Global Ecology
The biosphere is the global ecosystem-the sum of all the planet's ecosystems and landscapes. Global ecology examines how the regional exchange
of energy and materials influences the functioning and distribution of organisms across the biosphere.
... How does ocean circularion affect the global distribution of crustaceans?
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Troughs collect one-third
of precipitation that falls
on "dry" plot.

Pipes carry water from
"dry" plot to "wet" plot.

"Ambient" plot receives
natural amounts of
rainfall.

.... Figure 52.3 Studying how a forest responds to altered precipitation. At the
Walker Branch Watershed in Tennessee, researchers used a system of troughs and pipes to create
artificial "dry" and "wet" conditions within parts of a forest.

of waiting decades for the dry or wet years that could be representative of future rainfaU. Paul Hanson and colleagues, at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee, used just such an experimental approach in a Herculean study that lasted more than
ten years. In one large plot of native forest, they collected onethird ofthe incoming precipitation and moved it to a second plot,
while leaving a third plot unchanged as a control (Figure 52.3).
By comparing the growth and survival of trees in each plot, the
researchers found that flowering dogwoods (Comus florida)
were more likely to die in drought conditions than were memo
bers ofany other woody species examined.
Throughout this unit, you will encounter many more examples of ecological field experiments, whose complex challenges have made ecologists innovators in the areas of
experimental design and statistical inference. As these examples also demonstrate, the interpretation of ecological experiments often depends on a broad knowledge of biology.

linking Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
AJ:, wediscussed in Chapter 23, organisms adapt to their environment over many generations through the process of natural selection; this adaptation occurs over many generations-the time
frame of evolutionary time. The differential survival and repr<r
duction of individuals that leads to evolution occurs in ecological
time, the minute-to-minute time frame of interactions bern'een
organisms and the envirOlIDlent. One example of how events in
ecological time have led to evolution was the selection for beak
size in Galapagos finches (see Figure 23.1). Finches with bigger
beaks were better able to eat the large, hard seeds available during
the drought. Smaller-beaked birds, which required smaller, softer
seeds that were in short supply, were less likely to survive.
We can see the link between ecology and evolution all
around us. Suppose a farmer applies a new fungicide to protect
a wheat crop from a fungus. The fungicide works well at first,
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reducing the population size of the
fungus-an ecological effect-and allowing the farmer to obtain higher yields from
the crop. After a few years, however, the
farmer has to apply higher and higher
doses of the fungicide to obtain the same
protection. The fungicide has altered the
gene pool of the fungus-an evolutionary
effect-by selecting for individuals that are
resistant to the chemical. Eventually, the
fungicide works so poorly that the farmer
must find a different, more potent chemical to control the fungus.

Ecology and Environmental
Issues

Ecology and evolutionary biology help us
understand the emergence ofpesticide-resistant organisms and
many other environmental problems. Ecology also provides the
scientific understanding needed to help usconserve and sustain
life on Earth. Because of ecology's usefulness in conservation
and environmental efforts, many people associate ecology with
environmentalism (advocating the protection of nature).
Ecologists make an important distinction between science
and advocacy. Many ecologists feel a responsibility to educate
legislators and the public about environmental issues. How
society uses ecological knowledge, however, depends on
much more than science alone. If we know that phosphate
promotes the growth of algae in lakes, for instance, policymakers may weigh the environmental benefits of limiting the
use of phosphate-rich fertilizers against the costs of doing so.
This distinction between knowledge and advocacy is clear in
the guiding principles of the Ecological Society of America, a
scientific organization that strives to "ensure the appropriate
use of ecological science in environmental decision making:'
An important milestone in applying ecological data to environmental problems was the publication of Rachel Carson'sSilcnt Spring in 1962 (Figure 52.4). In her book, which
.... Figure 52.4
Rachel Carson.

was seminal to the modern environmental movement, Carson (1907-1964) had a broad message: "The 'control of nature' is a phrase conceived in arrogance, born of the
Neanderthal age ofbiology and philosophy, when it was supposed that nature exists for the convenience of man:' Recognizing the network of connections among species, Carson
warned that the widespread use of pesticides such as DDT
was causing population declines in many more organisms
than the insects targeted for control. She applied ecological
principles to recommend a less wasteful, safer use of pesticides. Through her writing and her testimony before the U.S.
Congress, Carson helped promote a new environmental
ethic to lawmakers and the public. Her efforts led to a ban on
DDT use in the United States and more stringent controls on
the use of other chemicals.

CONCEPT

CHECK

52.1

I. Contrast the terms ecology and environmentalism.
How does ecology relate to environmentalism?
2. How can an event that occurs on the ecological time
scale affect events that occur on an evolutionary time
scale?
3. -','!:f.jIIM A wheat farmer tests four fungicides on
small plots and finds that the wheat yield is slightly
higher when all four fungicides are used together than
when anyone fungicide is used alone. From an evolutionary perspective, what would be the likely long-term
consequence of applying ail four fungicides together?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Kangarooslkm 2
0-0.1
.0.1-1

•
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r;~";::::~o~~·~tweenorganisms
and the environment limit the
distribution of species

Earlier we introduced the range of scales at which ecologists
work and explained how ecology can be used to understand,
and make decisions about, our environment. In this section,
we will examine how ecologists determine what controls the
distribution of species, such as the gray whale in Figure 52.1.
In Chapter 22, we explored biogeography, the study of the
past and present distribution of species, in the context of
evolutionary theory. Ecologists have long recognized global
and regional patterns in the distribution of organisms. Kan·
garoos, for instance, are found in Australia but nowhere else
on Earth, Ecologists ask not only where species occur, but
also why species occur where they do: What factors determine their distribution? In seeking to answer this question,
ecologists focus on two kinds of factors: biotic, or living,
factors-all the organisms that are part of the individual's
environment-and abiotic, or nonliving, factors-all the
chemical and physical factors, such as temperature, light,
water, and nutrients, that influence the distribution and
abundance of organisms.
Figure 52,5 presents an example of how both kinds of factors might affect the distribution ofa species, in this case the red
kangaroo (Macropus rufus), As the figure shows, red kangaroos
are most abundant in a few areas in the interior of Australia,
where precipitation is relatively sparse and variable, They are
not found around most ofthe periphery ofthe continent, where

Climate in northern
Australia is hot and wet.
with seasonal drought.

Red kangaroos occur in
most semi-arid and arid
regions of the interior,
where precipitation is
relatively tow and variable
from year to year.

Southern Australia has
cool, moist winters and
warm, dry summers.

Southeastern Australia
has a wet, cool climate.

1-5
5-10

•

10-20

•

>20

limits of
distribution

... Figure 52.5 Distribution and
abundance of the red kangaroo in
Australia. based on aerial surveys.
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Why is species X absent
from an area?

I
Does disper5al
limit its
distribution?

~ Area inaccessible

or insufficient time

No

Yes
r..
Habitat selection

Does behavior
limit its
distribution?

•

No

Do biotic factors
(other spe<ies)
limit its
distribution?

~ Predation, parasitism,

competition, disease

No

... Figure 52.6 Flowchart of factors limiting geographic distribution. As ecologists
study the factors limiting a species' distribution, they often consider a series of questions like the
ones shown here,
How might the importance of various abiotic factors differ for aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems)

Chemical

factors

Do abiotic factors
limit its
distribution?

Physical

factors

Water
Oxygen
Salinity
pH
5011 nutrients, etc.

Temperature
light
Soil structure
Fire
Moisture. elc.

D

the climate ranges from moist to wet. At first glance, this distribution might suggest that an abiotic factor-the amount and
variability of precipitation-directly determines where red kangaroos live. However, it is also possible that climate influences
red kangaroo populations indirectly through biotic factors,
such as pathogens, parasites, predators, competitors, and food
availability. Ecologists generally need to consider multiple factors and alternative hypotheses when attempting to explain the
distribution of species.
To see how ecologists might arrive at such an explanation,
let's work our way through the series of questions in the flowchart in Figure 52.6.

Florida by 1960(Figure 52.7). Today they have breeding populations as far west as the Pacific coast of the United States
and as far north as southern Canada.
Natural range expansions clearly show the influence of dispersal on distribution, but opportunities to observe such dispersal directly are rare. As a consequence, ecologists often
turn to experimental methods to better understand the role of
dispersal in limiting the distribution of species.

Dispersal and Distribution
The movement of individuals away from their area of origin or
from centers of high population density, called dispersal, contributes to the global distribution oforganisms. A biogeographer
might consider dispersal in hypothesizing why there are no kangaroos in North America; Kangaroos could not get there because a barrier to their dispersal existed. While land-bound
kangaroos have not reached North America under their own
power, other organisms that disperse more readily, such as some
birds, have. The dispersal oforganisms is critical to understanding both geographic isolation in evolution (see Chapter 24) and
the broad patterns ofcurrent geographic distributions ofspecies.

Natural Range Expansions
The importance of dispersal is most evident when organisms
reach an area where they did not exist previously. For instance,
200 years ago, the cattle egret was found only in Africa and
southwestern Europe. But in the late 1800s, some of these
strong-flying birds managed to cross the Atlantic Ocean and
colonize northeastern South America. From there, cattle
egrets gradually spread southward and also northward
through Central America and into North America, reaching
1152
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... Figure 52.7 Dispersal of the cattle egret in the Americas.
Native to Africa, canle egrets were first reported in South America in 1877.

Species Transplants
To determine if dispersal is a key factor limiting the distribution of a species, ecologists may observe the results of intentional or accidental transplants of the species to areas where it
was previously absent. For a transplant to be considered successful, some of the organisms must not only survive in the
new area but also reproduce there. If a transplant is successful, then we can conclude that the potential range of the
species is larger than its actual range; in other words, the
species could live in certain areas where it currently does not.
Species introduced to new geographic locations often disrupt
the communities and ecosystems to which they have been introduced and spread far beyond the area of intended introduction
(see Chapter 56). Consequently, ecologists rarely conduct transplant experiments across geographic regions. Instead, they document the outcome when a species has been transplanted for other
purposes, such as to introduce game animals or predators ofpest species, or when a
~~52"
species has been accidentally transplanted.

Behavior and Habitat Selection
As transplant experiments show, some organisms do not occupy all oftheir potential
range, even though they may be physically
able to disperse into the unoccupied areas.
To follow our line of questioning from
Figure 52.6, does behavior playa role in
limiting distribution in such cases? When
individuals seem to avoid certain habitats,
even when the habitats are suitable, the or·
ganism's distribution may be limited by
habitat selection behavior.
Although habitat selection is one ofthe
least understood ofall ecological processes,
some instances in insects have been
closely studied. Female insects often deposit eggs only in response to a very narrow set of stimuli, which may restrict
distribution of the insects to certain host
plants. Larvae ofthe European corn borer,
for example, can feed on a wide variety of
plants but are found almost exclusively on
corn because egg-laying females are attracted by odors produced by the corn
plant. Habitat selection behavior clearly
restricts the plant species on which the
corn borer is found.

Biotic Factors
!fbehavior does not limit the distribution
of a species, our next question is whether
biotic factors-that is, other species-are

responsible (see Figure 52.6). In many cases, a species cannot
complete its full life cycle if transplanted to a new area. This inability to survive and reproduce may be due to negative interactions with other organisms in the form of predation,
parasitism, or competition. Alternatively, survival and reproduction may be limited by the absence of other species on
which the transplanted species depends, such as pollinators for
many flowering plants. Predators (organisms that kill their
prey) and herbivores (organisms that eat plants or algae) are
common examples of biotic factors that limit the distribution
of species. Simply put, organisms that eat can limit the distribution of organisms that get eaten.
Let's examine one specific case of an herbivore limiting
the distribution of a food species (Figure 52.8). In certain
marine ecosystems, there is often an inverse relationship between the abundance of sea urchins and seaweeds (large marine algae, such as kelp). Where sea urchins that graze on

In ui

Does feeding by sea urchins limit seaweed distribution?
EXPERIMENT

W. J. Fletcher, of the University of Sydney, Australia, reasoned that if sea
urchinS are a limiting biotIC factor. then more seaweeds should Invade an area from which
sea urchins have been removed. To isolate the effect of sea urchins from that of another
seaweed-eating animal. the limpet. he removed only urchins, only limpets. or both from
study areas adjacent to a control site.

RESULTS
Fletcher observed a large difference in seaweed growth between areas
with and without sea urchins_
Removing both
limpets and
urchins or
removing only
urchins increased
seaweed cover
dramatically.
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Only limpets removed
Control (both urchins
and limpets present)
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August
1983

Almost no
seaweed grew
in areas where
both urchins and
limpets were
present, or where
only limpets were
removed.

February
1984

CONCLUSION Removing both limpets and urchins resulted in the greatest increase in seaweed cover, indicating that both species have some influence on seaweed distribution, But
since removing only urchins greatly increased seaweed growth while removing only limpets
had little effect. Fletcher concluded that sea urchins have a much greater effect than limpets
in limiting seaweed distribution
SOURCE

W, J. fletcher, Interd(tions among subtidal Australian sea urchins, gastropods, and algae
effects of experimental removals, fcoIogiciJI Morographs 57:89-109 (1989),

_Qllf.iIiM Seaweed cover increased the most when both urchins and limpets were removed. How might you explain this result?
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seaweeds and other algae are common, large stands of seaweeds do not become established. Thus, sea urchins appear
to limit the local distribution of seaweeds. This kind of interaction can be tested by "removal and addition~ experiments. In studies near Sydney, Australia, WI. J. Fletcher tested
the hypothesis that sea urchins are a biotic factor limiting
seaweed distribution. Because there are often other herbivores in the habitats where seaweeds may grow, Fletcher performed a series of manipulative field experiments to isolate
the influence of sea urchins on seaweeds in his study area
(see Figure 52.8). By removing sea urchins from certain plots
and observing the dramatic increase in seaweed cover, he
showed that urchins limited the distribution of seaweeds.
In addition to predation and herbivory, the presence or absence of food resources, parasites, pathogens, and competing
organisms can act as biotic limitations on species distribution.
Some of the most striking cases of limitation occur when humans accidentally or intentionally introduce exotic predators
or pathogens into new areas and wipe out native species. You
will encounter examples ofthese impacts in Chapter 56, which
discusses conservation ecology.

Water
The dramatic variation in water availability among habitats is
another important factor in species distribution. Species living at the seashore or in tidal wetlands Can desiccate (dry out)
as the tide recedes. Terrestrial organisms face a nearly constant threat of desiccation, and the distribution of terrestrial
species reflects their ability to obtain and conserve water.
Desert organisms, for example, exhibit a variety of adaptations for acquiring and conserving water in dry environments,
as described in Chapter 44.

Salinity
As you learned in Chapter 7, the salt concentration ofwater in
the environment affects the water balance of organisms
through osmosis. Most aquatic organisms are restricted to either freshwater or saltwater habitats by their limited ability to
osmoregulate (see Chapter 44). Although many terrestrial organisms can excrete excess salts from specialized glands or in
feces, salt flats and other high-salinity habitats typically have
few species of plants or animals.

Abiotic Factors

Sunlight

The last question in the flowchart in Figure 52.6 considers
whether abiotic factors, such as temperature, water, salinity,
sunlight, or soil, might be limiting a species' distribution. Ifthe
physical conditions at a site do not allow a species to survive
and reproduce, then the species wm not be found there.
Throughout this discussion, keep in mind that the environment is characterized by both spatial heterogeneity and
temporal heterogeneity; that is, most abiotic factors vary in
space and time. Although two regions of Earth may experience different conditions at any given time, daily and annual
fluctuations of abiotic factors may either blur or accentuate
regional distinctions. Furthermore, organisms can avoid
some stressful conditions temporarily through behaviors such
as dormancy or hibernation.

Sunlight absorbed by photosynthetic organisms provides the
energy that drives most ecosystems, and too little sunlight can
limit the distribution of photosynthetic species. In forests,
shading by leaves in the treetops makes competition for light
especially intense, particularly for seedlings growing on the
forest floor. In aquatic environments, every meter of water
depth selectively absorbs about 45% of the red light and about
2% of the blue light passing through it. As a result, most photosynthesis in aquatic environments occurs relatively near the
surface.
Too much light can also limit the survival oforganisms. The
atmosphere is thinner at higher elevations, absorbing less
ultraviolet radiation, so the sun's rays are more likely to damage
DNA and proteins in alpine environments (Figure 52,9). In
other ecosystems, such as deserts, high light levels can increase
temperature stress if animals are unable to avoid the light or to
cool themselves through evaporation (see Chapter 40).

Temperature
Environmental temperature is an important factor in the distribution of organisms be<ause of its effect on biological
processes. Cells may rupture ifthe water they contain freezes (at
temperatures below (fC), and the proteins of most organisms
denature at temperatures above 45'C. In addition, feworganisms can maintain an active metabolism at very low orvery high
temperatures, though extraordinary adaptations enable some
organisms, such as thermophilic prokaryotes (see Chapter 27),
to live outside the temperature range habitable by other life.
Most organisms function best within a specific range of environmental temperature. Temperatures outside that range may
force some animals to expend energy regulating their internal
temperature, as mammals and birds do (see Chapter 40).
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Rocks and Soil
The pH, mineral composition, and physical structure of
rocks and soil limit the distribution of plants and thus of
the animals that feed on them, contributing to the patchiness of terrestrial ecosystems. The pH of soil and water can
limit the distribution of organisms directly, through extreme acidic or basic conditions, or indirectly, through the
solubility of nutrients and toxins. In streams and rivers,
the composition of the substrate (bottom surface) can affect water chemistry, which in turn influences the resident
organisms. In freshwater and marine environments, the

The sun's warming effect on the atmosphere, land, and water establishes the temperature variations, cycles of air movement,
and evaporation of water that are responsible for dramatic latitudinaJ variations in climate. Figure 52.10, on the next WiO
pages, summarizes Earth's climate patterns and how they are
formed.

Regional, Local, and Seasonal Effects on Climate
Proximity to bodies of water and topographic features such
as mountain ranges create regional climatic variations, and
smaller features of the landscape contribute to local climatic
variation. Seasonal variation is another influence on climate.

.. Figure 52.9 Alpine tree. Organisms living at high elevations are
exposed to high levels of ultraviolet radiation They face other
challenges as well. including freezing temperatures and strong winds,
which increase water loss and inhibit the growth of limbs on the
windward side of trees.

structure of the substrate determines the organisms that
can attach to it or burrow into it.
Now that we have surveyed some ofthe abiotic factors that
affect the distribution of organisms, let's focus on how those
factors vary with climate, as we consider the major role that
climate plays in determining species distribution.

Climate
Four abiotic factors-temperature, precipitation, sunlight, and
wind-are the major components of climate, the long-term,
prevailing weather conditions in a particular area. Climatic factors, particularly temperature
and water availability, have a
major influence on the distribution ofterrestrial organisms. We
Labrador
can describe climate patterns on current
two scaJes: macroclimate, patGulf
terns on the global, regional, and
stream
local level; and microclimate,
very fine patterns, such as those
encountered by the community
of organisms that live beneath
a fallen log. First let's consider
Earth's macroclimate.

Global Climate Patterns
Earth's global climate patterns
are determined largely by the input of solar energy and the
planet's movement in space.

Bodies of Water Ocean currents influence climate along
the coasts of continents by heating or cooling overlying air
masses, which may then pass across the land. Coastal regions
are also generally moister than inland areas at the same latitude. The cool, misty climate produced by the cold CaJifornia
current that flows southward along the western United States
supports a coniferous rain forest ecosystem in the Pacific
Northwest and large redwood groves farther south. Similarly,
the west coast of northern Europe has a mild climate because
the Gulf Stream carries warm water from the equator to the
North Atlantic, driven in part by the "great ocean conveyor
belt" (Figure 52.11). As a result, northwest Europe is warmer
during winter than New England, which is farther south but is
cooled by the Labrador Current flowing south from the coast
of Greenland.
Because of the high specific heat ofwater (see Chapter 3),
oceans and large lakes tend to moderate the climate of
nearby land. Duringa hot day, when the land is warmer than
the nearby body of water, air over the land heats up and

o

•

water

)'
..

.. Figure 52.11 The great ocean conveyor belt. Water is warmed at the equator and flows along the
ocean surface to the North Atlantic, where it cools, becomes denser, and sinks thousands of meters. The deep,
cold water may not return to the ocean surface for as long as 1,000 years.
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Exploring Global Climate Patterns
Latitudinal Variation in Sunlight Intensity
Earth's curved shape causes latitudinal
variation in the intensity of sunlight.
Because sunlight strikes the tropics
(those regions that lie between 23.5"
north latitude and 23.5" south latitude)
most directly, more heat and light per
unit of surface area are delivered there.
At higher latitudes, sunlight strikes
Earth at an oblique angle, and thus the
light energy is more diffuse on Earth's

surface.
low angle of lncomll19 S1Jnlight

Seasonal Variation in Sunlight Intensity
March equinox: Equator faces sun dIrectly:
neither pole tilts toward sun; all regions on Earth
e~penence

June solstice: Northern

Hemisphere lilts toward sun
and has longest day and
shortest night; Southern
Hemisphere tilts away from
sun and has shortest day
and longest night.

0° (equator)

'!II.lb.~1

12 hours of daylight and 12 hours of

darkness.

~o.s

December solstice: Northern
Hemisphere tilts iIWay from sun
and has shortest day and longest
night; Southern HemISPhere lilts
toward sun and has longest day
and shortest night.
September equinox: Equator faces sun
directly; neither pole tilts toward sun; all
re(jlons on Earth eXpener1ce 12 hours of
daylight and 12 hours of darkness.

Earth's tilt causes seasonal variation in the intensity of solar radiation. Because the planet is tilted
on its axis by 23S relative to its plane oforbit around the sun, the tropics experience the greatest
annual input of solar rndiation and the least seasonal variation. The seasonal variations of light and
temperature increase toward the poles.
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Global Air Circulation and Precipitation Patterns

30 0 N

Descending
dry air

Descending
dry air

absorbs

0° (equator)

Ascending
moist air

moisture

absorbs
moisture

releases
moisture

30°5

30" 23Y
Arid

0'
Tropics

zone

23.5° 300
Arid

zone

Intense solar radiation near the equator initiates a global pattern of air circulation and
precipitation. High temperatures in the tropics evaporate water from Earth's surface and cause
warm, wet air masses to rise (blue arrows) and flow toward the poles. The rising air masses
release much of their water content, creating abundant precipitation in tropical regions. The
high-altitude air masses, now dry, descend (brown arrows) toward Earth, absorbing moisture
from the land and creating an arid climate conducive to the development of the deserts that are
common at latitudes around 30' north and south. Some of the descending air then flows toward
the poles. At latitudes around 60' north and south, the air masses again rise and release abundant
precipitation (though less than in the tropics). Some of the cold, dry rising air then flows to the
poles, where it descends and flows back toward the equator, absorbing moisture and creating the
comparatively rainless and bitterly cold climates of the polar regions.

Global Wind Patterns

-"",,,,,'-

Westerlies.

..//

Air flowing close to Earth's surface
creates predictable global wind patterns.
As Earth rotates on its axis, land near
the equator moves faster than that at
the poles, deflecting the winds from the
vertical paths shown above and creating
more easterly and westerly flows.
Cooling trade winds blow from east to
west in the tropics; prevailing westerlies
blow from west to east in the temperate
zones, defined as the regions between
the Tropic of Cancer and the Arctic
Circle and between the Tropic of
Capricorn and the Antarctic Circle.

~
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e

Air cools at
high elevation.

o Cooler
air sinks
over water.

OWarmair

over land rises.

o

Cool air over water
moves inland, replacing
rising warm air over land.

(--------=;.;?--J
.4 Figure 52.12 Moderating effects of a large body of water
on climate. This figure illustrates what happens on a hot summer day_

rises, drawing a cool breeze from the water across the land
(Figure 52,12), At night, air over the now warmer water
rises, drawing cooler air from the land back out over the water, replacing it with warmer air from offshore. The moderation of climate may be limited to the coast itself, however. In
certain regions, such as southern California, cool, dry ocean
breezes in summer are warmed when they contact the land,
absorbing moisture and creating a hot, rainless climate just a
few miles inland (see Figure 3.5). This climate pattern also occurs around the Mediterranean Sea, which gives it the name

Mediterranean climate.
Mountains Mountains affect the amount
of sunlight reaching an area and consequently the local temperature and rainfall.
South-facing slopes in the Northern Hemisphere receive more sunlight than nearby
north-facing slopes and are therefore
warmer and drier. These abiotic differences
influence species distribution; for example,
in many mountains of western North
America, spruce and other conifers occupy
the cooler north-facing slopes, whereas
shrubby, drought-resistant plants inhabit
the south-facing slopes. In addition, every
l,{X)}.m increase in elevation produces a
temperature drop of approximately 6·C,
equivalent to that produced by an 88O-km
increase in latitude. This is one reason the
biological communities of mountains are
similar to those at lower elevations but farther from the equator.
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When warm, moist air approaches a mountain, the air rises
and cools, releasing moisture on the windward side ofthe peak
(Figure 52.13). On the leeward side, cooler, dry air descends,
absorbing moisture and prodUcing a "rain shadow," Deserts
commonly occur on the leeward side of mountain ranges, a
phenomenon evident in the Great Basin and the Mojave
Desert of western North America, the Gobi Desert of Asia,
and the small deserts found in the southwest corners of some
Caribbean islands.
Seasonality As described earlier, Earth's tilted axis of rotation and its annual passage around the sun cause strong seasonal cycles in middle to high latitudes (see Figure 52.10). In
addition to these global changes in day length, solar radiation, and temperature, the changing angle ofthe sun over the
course of the year affects local environments. For example,
the belts ofwet and dry air on either side ofthe equator move
slightly northward and southward with the changing angle of
the sun, producing marked wet and dry seasons around 20'
north and 20· south latitude, where many tropical deciduous
forests grow. In addition, seasonal changes in wind patterns
produce variations in ocean currents, sometimes causing the
upwelling of cold water from deep ocean layers. This nutrient-rich water stimulates the growth of surface-dwelling
phytoplankton and the organisms that feed on them.

Microclimate
Many features in the environment influence microclimates by
casting shade, affecting evaporation from soil, or changing
wind patterns. For example, forest trees frequently moderate
the microclimate below them. Consequently, cleared areas
generally experience greater temperature extremes than the

othe Asocean
moist air moves in off
and encounters
mountains, it flows upward, cools
at higher altitudes, and drops a
large amount of water as precipitation.

e

On the leeward side of
the mountains, there is little
precipitation. As a result of
this rain shadow, a desert is
often present.

1-

Leeward side
of mountain

Mountain
range
Ocean

.4

Figure 52.13 How mountains affect rainfall.

forest interior because ofgreater solar radiation and wind currents that are established by the rapid heating and cooling of
open land. Within a forest, low·lying ground is usually wetter
than high ground and tends to be occupied by different
species of trees. A log or large stone can shelter organisms
such as salamanders, worms, and insects, buffering them
from the extremes of temperature and moisture. Everyenvironment on Earth is similarly characterized by a mosaic of
small-scale differences in the abiotic factors that influence the
local distributions of organisms.

•

D

o

Current
range
Predicted
range
Overlap

(a)4,SOC warming over
next century

Long-Term Climate Change
If temperature and moisture are the most important factors
limiting the geographic ranges of plants and animals, then the
global climate change currently under way will profoundly affect the biosphere (see Chapter 55). One way to predict the
possible effects of climate change is to look back at the
changes that have occurred in temperate regions since the last
ice age ended.
Until about 16,000 years ago, continental glaciers covered much of North America and Eurasia. As the climate
warmed and the glaciers retreated, tree distributions expanded northward. A detailed record of these migrations
is captured in fossil pollen deposited in lakes and ponds. (It
may seem odd to think of trees "migrating;' but recall from
Chapter 38 that wind and animals can disperse seeds,
sometimes over great distances.) 1£ researchers can determine the climatic limits of current geographic distributions for organisms, they can make predictions about how
distributions will change with climatic warming. A major
question when applying this approach to plants is whether
seed dispersal is rapid enough to sustain the migration of
each species as climate changes. For example, fossils suggest that the eastern hemlock was delayed nearly 2,500
years in its movement north at the end of the last ice age.
This delay in seed dispersal was partly attributable to the
lack of"wings n on the seeds, causing the seeds to fall close
to their parent tree.
Let's look at a specific case of how the fossil record of
past tree migrations can inform predictions about the biological impact of the current global warming trend.
Figure 52.14 shows the current and predicted geographic
ranges of the American beech (Fagus grandifolia) under
two different climate-change models. These models predict that the northern limit of the beech's range will move
700-900 km northward in the next century, and its southern range limit will move northward an even greater distance. If these predictions are even approximately correct,
the beech must move 7-9 km per year northward to keep
pace with the warming climate. However, since the end of
the last ice age, the beech has migrated into its present
range at a rate of only 0.2 km per year. Without human as-

(b)6'soC warming over
next century

... Figure 52.14 Current range and predicted range for the
American beech (Fagus grandifolia) under two scenarios
of climate change.
The predicted range in each scenario is based on climate factors
alone. Whal other factors might alter the distribution of this species?

D

sistance in moving into new ranges where they can survive as the climate warms, species such as the American
beech may have much smaller ranges and may even become extinct.
CONCEPT

CHECK

52.2

I, Give examples of human actions that could expand a
species' distribution by changing its (a) dispersal or
(b) biotic interactions.
2. Explain how the sun's unequal heating of Earth's surface influences global climate patterns.
3.
You suspect that deer are restricting the
distribution of a tree species by preferentially eating
the seedlings of the tree. How might you test that
hypothesis?

_','!ifni.

For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

rz~~:~r;b~:~~s are diverse
and dynamic systems that
cover most of Earth

We have seen how both biotic and abiotic factors influence the
distribution of organisms on Earth, Combinations ofthese factors determine the nature of Earth's many biomes, major terrestrial or aquatic life zones, characterized by vegetation type in
terrestrial biomes or the physical environment in aquatic biomes. Well begin by examining Earth's aquatic biomes.
Aquatic biomes account for the largest part of the biosphere in terms of area, and all types are found around the
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globe (Figure 52.15), Ecologists distinguish between fresh·
water biomes and marine biomes on the basis of physical and
chemical differences. For example, marine biomes generally
have salt concentrations that average 3%, whereas freshwater
biomes are usually characterized by a salt concentration ofless
than 0.1%.

The oceans make up the largest marine biome, covering
about 75% of Earth's surface. Because of their vast size, they
have an enormous impact on the biosphere, The evaporation
of water from the oceans provides most of the planet's rainfall, and ocean temperatures have a major effect on world climate and wind patterns. In addition, marine algae and
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lakes

•

Coral reefs
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Oceanic pelagic
and benthic zones
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... Figure 52.15 The distribution of major aquatic biomes.
Intertidal zone

• ••

Oceanic zone

•

Photic zone
200 m ----cl-'\"~-'<~""::::::.=cn
Continental
Pelagi
shelf
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Aph,'"

Photic
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j

Pelagic
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Aphotic
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(a) Zonation in a lake. The lake environment IS generally classified
on the basis of three physical CrIteria: light penetration (photic
and aphotic zones), distance from shore and water depth (littoral
and limnetic zones), and whether it is open water (pelagic zone)
or bottom (benthic zone),

... Figure 52.16 Zonation in aquatic environments.
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2,000-6,000 m------;~:::;~:J.:::b
Abyssal zone
(deepest regions of ocean floor)

(b) Marine zonation. like lakes. the marine environment is
generally claSSIfied on the basis of light penetration (photic
and aphotic zones), distance Irom shore and water depth
(intertidal, neritic, and oceanic zones), and whether it is open
water (pelagic zone) or bottom (benthic and abyssal zones).

photosynthetic bacteria supply a substantial portion of the
world's oxygen and consume large amounts of atmospheric
carbon dioxide.
Freshwater biomes are closely linked to the soils and biotic
components of the terrestrial biomes through which they
pass or in which they are situated. The particular characteristics of a freshwater biome are also influenced by the patterns
and speed of water flow and the climate to which the biome
is exposed.

Winter

Stratification of Aquatic Biomes

Spring

Many aquatic biomes are physically and chemically stratified
(layered), as illustrated for both a lake and a marine environment in Figure 52.16, on the facing page. Light is absorbed by
both the water itself and the photosynthetic organisms in it,
so its intensity decreases rapidly with depth, as mentioned
earlier. Ecologists distinguish between the upper photic zone,
where there is sufficient light for photosynthesis, and the
lower aphotic zone, where little light penetrates. At the bottom of all aquatic biomes, the substrate is called the benthic
zone. Made up of sand and organic and inorganic sediments,
the benthic zone is occupied by communities of organisms
collectively called the benthos. A major source of food for
many benthic species is dead organic matter called detritus,
which "rains" down from the productive surface waters of the
photic zone. In the ocean, the part of the benthic zone that lies
between 2,000 and 6,000 m below the surface is known as the
abyssal zone.
Thermal energy from sunlight warms surface waters to
whatever depth the sunlight penetrates, but the deeper waters remain quite cold. In the ocean and in most lakes, a narrow layer ofabrupt temperature change called a thermocline
separates the more uniformly warm upper layer from more
uniformly cold deeper waters. Lakes tend to be particularly layered with respect to temperature, especially during
summer and winter, but many temperate lakes undergo a
semiannual mixing of their waters as a result of changing temperature profiles (Figure 52.17). This turnover, as
it is called, brings oxygenated water from a lake's surface
to the bottom and nutrienHich water from the bottom to
the surface in both spring and autumn. These cyclic
changes in the abiotic properties of lakes are essential for
the survival and growth of organisms at all levels within
this ecosystem.
In both freshwater and marine environments, communities are distributed according to water depth, degree of light
penetration, distance from shore, and whether they are
found in open water or near the bottom. Marine communities, in particular, illustrate the limitations on species distribution that result from these abiotic factors. Plankton and many
fish species occur in the relatively shallow photic zone (see
Figure 52.16b). Because water absorbs light so well and the

o water
In winter. the coldest
the lake (O"()
In

lies Just below the
surface ice; water is
progressively warmer at
deeper levels of the
lake, typically 4"( at the
bottom.

,.
,.,.

f) In spring. as the sun
melts the ice. the surface
water warms to 4"( and
sinks below the cooler
layers immediately below,
eliminating the thermal
stratification. Spring winds
mix the water to great
depth, bringing oxygen
to the bottom waters and
nutrients to the surface.

() ,f'

f) In summer, the lake

Summer

regains a distindive
thermal profile, with
warm surface water
separated from cold
bottom water by a
narrow vertical zone of
abrupt temperature
change, called a
thermocline.
Thermocline

o water
In autumn, as surface
cools rapidly, it

Autumn

,

() ,./'

Sinks below the
underlying layers.
remixing the water until
the surface begins to
freeze and the winter
temperature profile is
reestablished.

... Figure S2.17 Seasonal turnover in lakes with winter ice
cover. Because of the seasonal turnover shown here, lake waters are
well oxygenated at all depths in spring and autumn; in winter and
summer, when the lake IS stratified by temperature. oxygen
concentrations are lower in deeper waters and higher near the surface
of the lake.

ocean is so deep, most of the ocean volume is virtually devoid
of light (the aphotic zone) and harbors relatively little life, except for microorganisms and relatively sparse populations of
fishes and invertebrates. Similar factors limit species distribution in deep lakes as well.
Figure 52.18, on the next four pages, surveys the major
aquatic biomes.
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• Figure 52.18
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• Aquatic Biomes
Lakes

Physical Environment Standing bodies of water range from ponds a
few square meters in area to lakes covering thousands of square kilometers.
Light decreases with depth, creating stratification (see Figure 52.16<1).
Temperate lakes may have a seasonal thermocline (see Figure 52.17); tropical
lowland lakes have a themlocline year-round.

Chemical Environment The salinity, oxygen
concentration, and nutrient content differ greatly among
lakes and can vary with season. Oligotrophic lakes are
nutrient-poor and generally oxygen-rich: eutrophi<:
lakes are nutrient-rich and often depleted of oxygen in
the deepest zone in summer and if ice covered in winter.
The amount of decomposable organic matter in bottom
sediments is low in oligotrophic lakes and high in
eutrophic lakes; high rates of decomposition in deeper
layers of eutrophic lakes cause periodic oxygen depletion.
Geologic Features Oligotrophic lakes may become
more eutrophic over time as runoff adds sediments and
nutrients. They tend to have less surface area relative to
their depth than eutrophic lakes have.
Photosynthetic Organisms Rooted and floating
aquatic plants live in the littoral zone, the shallow, welllighted waters close to shore. Farther from shore, where
water is too deep to support rooted aquatic plants, the
limnetic zone is inhabited by a variety of phytoplankton
and cyanobacteria.
Heterotrophs In the limnetic zone, small drifting
heterotrophs, or zooplankton, graze on the phytoplankton.
The benthic zone is inhabited by assorted invertebrates
whose species composition depends partly on oxygen
levels. Fishes live in all zones with sufficient oxygen.

An oligotrophic lake in Grand Teton
National Park, Wyoming

A eutrophIC lake
Delta, Botswana

In

the Okavango

Human Impact Runofffrom fertilized land and
dumping of wastes leads to nutrient enrichment, which
can produce algal blooms, oxygen depletion, and fish kills.

Ph)'5ical Environment A wetland is a habitat that is inundated by
water at least some of the time and that supports plants adapted to
water-saturated soil. Some wetlands are inundated at all times,
whereas others flood infrequently.
cnemical Environment Becauseofhigh organic production by plants
and decomposition by microbes and other organisms, both the water and
the soils are periodically low in dissolved oxygen. Wetlands have a high
capacity to filter dissolved nutrients and chemical pollutants.
Geologic Features Basin wetlands develop in shallow basins, ranging
from upland depressions to filled-in lakes and ponds. Riverine wetlands
develop along shallow and periodically flooded banks of rivers and
streams. Fringe wetlands occur along the coasts of large lakes and seas,
where water flows back and forth because of rising lake levels or tidal
action. Thus, fringe wetlands include both freshwater and marine biomes.
Photosynthetic Organisms Wetlands are among the most
productive biomes on Earth. Their water-saturated soils favor the
growth of plants such as floating pond lilies and emergent cattails,
many sedges, tamarack, and black spruce, which have adaptations
enabling them to grow in water or in soil that is periodically anaerobic
owing to the presence of unaerated water. Woody plants dominate the
vegetation of swamps, while bogs are dominated by sphagnum mosses.

from crustaceans and aquatic insect larvae to muskrats, consume
algae, detritus, and plants. Carnivores are also varied and may
include dragonflies, otters, alligators, and owls.

Heterotrophs Wetlands are home to a diverse community of
invertebrates, which in tum support a wide variety of birds. Herbivores,

Human Impact Draining and filling have destroyed up to 90% of
wetlands, which help purify water and reduce peak flooding.
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Okefenokee National Wetland Reserve in Georgia

Streams and Rivers
Municipal, agricultural, and industrial pollution
degrade water quality and kill aquatic organisms. Damming and
flood control impair the natural functioning of stream and river
e<:osystems and threaten migratory species such as salmon.

Human Impact

The most prominent physical
characteristic of streams and rivers is their current. Headwater
streams are generally cold, clear, turbulent, and swift. Farther
downstream, where numerous tributaries may have joined,
forming a river, the water is generally warmer and more turbid
because of suspended sediment. Streams and rivers are
stratified into vertical zones.

Physical Environment

Chemical Environment The salt and nutrient content of
streams and rivers increases from the headwaters to the mouth.
Headwaters are generally rich in oxygen. Downstream water
may also contain substantial oxygen, except where there has
been organic enrichment. A large fraction of the organic matter
in rivers consists of dissolved or highly fragmented material
that is carried by the current from forested streams.

Headwater stream channels are often
narrow, have a rocky bottom, and alternate between shallow
sections and deeper pools. The downstream stretches of rivers
are generally wide and meandering. River bottoms are often silty
from sediments deposited over long periods of time.
Geologic Features

Photosynthetic Organisms Headwater streams that flow
through grasslands or deserts may be rich in phytoplankton or
rooted aquatic plants.

A great diversity of fishes and invertebrates
inhabit unpolluted rivers and streams, distributed according to,
and throughout, the vertical wnes. In streams flowing through
temperate or tropical forests, organic matter from terrestrial
vegetation is the primary source of food for aquatic consumers.
Heterotrophs

...

--

A headwater stream in the Great
Smoky Mountains

The Mississippi River far from its
headwaters

An estuary is a transition area between
river and sea. Seawater flows up the estuary channel during a
rising tide and flows back down during the falling tide. Often,
higher-density seawater occupies the bottom of the channel and
mixes little with the lower-density river water at the surface.

Physical Environment

Salinity varies spatially within estuaries,
from nearly that of fresh water to that of seawater. Salinity also
varies with the rise and fall of the tides. Nutrients from the river
make estuaries, like wetlands, among the most productive biomes.

Chemical Environment

Geologic Features Estuarine flow patterns combined with the
sediments carried by river and tidal waters create a complex
network of tidal channels, islands, natural levees, and mudflats.

Saltmarsh grasses and algae,
including phytoplankton, are the major producers in estuaries.

Photosynthetic Organisms

Estuaries support an abundance of worms,
oysters, crabs, and many fish spe<:ies that humans consume, Many
marine invertebrates and fishes use estuaries as a breeding ground
or migrate through them to freshwater habitats upstream, Estuaries
are also crucial feeding areas for waterfowl and some marine
mammals.

Heterotrophs

Pollution from upstream, and also filling and
dredging, have disrupted estuaries worldwide.

Human Impact

Continued on next page

An estuary in a low coastal plain 01 Georgia
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• Figure 52.18 (continued)

••

• Aquatic Biomes

Chemical Environment Oxygen and nutrient levels are
generally high and are renewed with each turn of the tides.
Geologic Features The substrates of intertidal zones,
which are generally either rocky or sandy, select for
particular behavior and anatomy among intertidal
organisms. The configuration of bays or coastlines
influences the magnitude of tides and the relative exposure
of intertidal organisms to wave action.
Pnotosyntnetic Organisms A high diversity and biomass
of attached marine algae inhabit rocky intertidal zones,
especially in the lower zone. Sandy intertidal zones exposed
to vigorous wave action generally lack attached plants or
algae, while sandy intertidal zones in protected bays or
lagoons often support rich beds of sea grass and algae.

Rocky intertidal zone on the Oregon coast
Ph)'5ical Environment An intertidal zone is periodically
submerged and exposed by the tides, twice daily on most marine
shores. Upper zones experience longer exposures to air and
greater variations in temperature and salinity. Changes in
physical conditions from the upper to the lower intertidal zones
limit the distributions of many organisms to particular strata, as
shown in the photograph.

Heterotropns Many of the animals in rocky intertidal
environments have structural adaptations that enable them to
attach to the hard substrate. The composition, density, and
diversity of animals change markedly from the upper to the
lower intertidal wnes. Many of the animals in sandy or muddy
intertidal zones, such as worms, clams, and predatory
crustaceans, bury themselves and feed as the tides bring
sources of food. Other common animals are sponges, sea
anemones, echinoderms, and small fishes.
Human Impact Oil pollution has disrupted many intertidal
areas.

Oceanic Pelagic Zone
Physical Environment The oceanic pelagic zone is a vast
realm of open blue water, constantly mixed by wind-driven
oceanic currents. Because of higher water clarity, the photic zone
extends to greater depths than in coastal marine waters.
Chemical Environment Oxygen levels are generally high.
Nutrient concentrations are generally lower than in coastal waters.
Because they are thermally stratified year-round, some tropical
areas of the oceanic pelagic lOne have lower nutrient
concentrations than temperate oceans. Turnover
between fall and spring renews nutrients in the photic
zones of temperate and high-latitude ocean areas.

Heterotrophs The most abundant heterotrophs in this biome
are zooplankton. These protists, worms, copepods, shrimp-like
krill, jellies, and the small larvae of invertebrates and fishes graze
on photosynthetic plankton. The oceanic pelagic zone also
includes free-swimming animals, such as large squids, fishes, sea
turtles, and marine mammals.
Human Impact Overfishing has depleted fish stocks in all
Earth's oceans, which have also been polluted by waste dumping.

Geologic Features This biome covers approximately
70% of Earth's surface and has an average depth of
nearly 4,000 m. The deepest point in the ocean is more
than 10,000 m beneath the surface.
Photosynthetic Organisms The dominant
photosynthetic organisms are phytoplankton,
including photosynthetic bacteria, that drift with the
oceanic currents. Spring turnover and renewal of
nutrients in temperate oceans produces a surge of
phytoplankton growth. Because of the large extent
of this biome, photosynthetic plankton account for
about half of the photosynthetic activity on Earth.
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Open ocean off the island of Hawaii

Physical Environment Coral reefs are formed largely from
the calcium carbonate skeletons of corals. Shallow reef-building
corals live in the photic zone of relatively stable tropical
marine environments with high water clarity, primarily on
islands and along the edge of some continents. They are
sensitive to temperatures below about 18-20'C and above
30·C. Deep-sea coral reefs, found between 200 and 1,500 m
deep, are less known than their shallow counterparts but
harbor as much diversity as many shallow reefs do.
Chemical Environment Corals require high oxygen levels and
are excluded by high inputs of fresh water and nutrients.
Geologic Filatures Corals require a solid substrate for
attachment. A typiCll coral reef begins as a fringing reef on a young,
high island, forming an offshore harrier reef later in the history of
the island and becoming a coral atoll as the older island submerges.
Photosynthetic Organisms Unicellular algae live within the
tissues of the corals, forming a mutualistic relationship that
provides the corals with organic molecules. Diverse
multicellular red and green algae growing on the reef also
contribute substantial amounts of photosynthesis.

A coral reef in the Red Sea

Heterotrophs Corals, a diverse group of cnidarians (see
Chapter 33), are themselves the predominant animals on coral reefs.
However, fish and invertebrate diversity is exceptionally high.
Overall animal diversity on coral reefs rivals that of tropical forests.

Human Impact Collecting of coral skeletons and overfishing
have reduced populations of corals and reef fishes. Global
warming and pollution may be contributing to large-scale coral
death. Development of coastal mangroves for aquaculture has
also reduced spawning grounds for many species of reef fishes.

Marine Benthic Zone
Physical Environment The marine benUtic lOne consists ofthe
seafloor below the surface waters ofthe coastal, or neritic, zone and
the offshore, pelagic zone (see Figure 52.16b). Except for shallow,
near-coastal areas, the marine benthic zone receives no sunlight.
Water temperature declines with depth, while pressure increases. As a
result, organisms in the verydecp benthic, or abyssal, zone are
adapted to continuous cold {about 3'C) and very high water pressure.
Chemical Environment Except in some areas of organic
enrichment, oxygen is present at sufficient concentrations to
support a diversity of animals.

Geologic Features Soft sediments cover most of the benthic
lone. However, there are areas of rocky substrate on reefs,
submarine mountains, and new oceanic crust.
Autotrophs Photosynthetic organisms, mainly seaweeds and
filamentous algae, are limited to shallow benthic areas with sufficient
light to support them. Unique assemblages oforganisms, such as
those shown in the photo, are found near deep-sea hydrothennal
vents on mid-ocean ridges. In these dark, hot environments, the food
producers are chemoautotrophic prokaryotes {see Chapter 27) that
obtain energy by oxidizing H~ formed by a reaction ofthe hot water
with dissolved sulfate (50/-).
Heterotrophs Neritic benthic communities include
numerous invertebrates and fishes. Beyond the photic
zone, most consumers depend entirely on organic
matter raining down from above. Among the animals of
the deep-sea hydrothermal vent communities are giant
tube worms (pictured at left), some more than I m long.
They are nourished by chemoautotrophic prokaryotes
that live as symbionts within their bodies. Many other
invertebrates, including arthropods and echinoderms,
are also abundant around the hydrothermal vents.
Human Impact Overfishing has decimated important
benthic fish populations, such as the cod of the Grand
Banks off Newfoundland. Dumping of organic wastes has
created oxygen-deprived benthic areas.

A deep-sea hydrothermal vent community
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ity) that changes a community, removing organisms from it
and altering resource availability. Frequent fires, for instance,
can kill woody plants and keep a savanna from becoming the
woodland that climate alone would otherwise support.

The first two questions refer to Figure 52.18.
1. Many organisms living in estuaries experience freshand saltwater conditions each day with the rising and
falling of tides. What challenge does this pose for the
physiology of the organisms?
2. Why are phytoplankton, and not benthic algae or
rooted aquatic plants, the dominant photosynthetic
organisms of the oceanic pelagic zone?
3. -'*,.)114 Water leaving a reservoir behind a dam
is often taken from deep layers of the reservoir.
Would you expect fish found in a river below a dam in
summer to be species that prefer colder or warmer
water than fish found in an undammed river? Explain.

Climate and Terrestrial Biomes
We can see the great impact of climate on the distribution of
organisms by constructing a climograph, a plot of the temperature and precipitation in a particular region. For example,
Figure 52.20 is a dimograph of annual mean temperature
and precipitation for some of the biomes found in North
America. Notice that the range of precipitation in northern
coniferous forests is similar to that in temperate forests, but
the temperature ranges are different. Grasslands are generally
drier than either kind of forest, and deserts are drier still.
Factors other than mean temperature and precipitation
also playa role in determining where biomes exist. For example, certain areas in North America with a particular combination of temperature and precipitation support a temperate
broadleaf forest, but other areas with similar values for these
variables support a coniferous forest. How do we explain this
variation? First, remember that the climograph is based on annual averages. Often, however, the pattern of climatic variation is as important as the average climate. For example, some
areas may receive regular precipitation throughout the year,
whereas other areas with the same annual precipitation have
distinct wet and dry seasons. A similar phenomenon may occur with respect to temperature. Other environmental characteristics, such as the type of bedrock in an area, may greatly
affect mineral nutrient availability and soil structure, which in
turn affect the kind of vegetation that can grow.

For suggested answers. see Appendix A

r;~::~;:c~~~~nd distribution of
terrestrial biomes are controlled
by climate and disturbance

All the abiotic factors discussed in this chapter, but especially
climate, are important in determining why a particular terrestrial biome is found in a certain area. Because there are latitudinal patterns ofclimate over Earth's surface (see Figure 52.10),
there are also latitudinal patterns of biome distribution
(Figure 52.19). These biome patterns in turn are modified by
disturbance, an event (such as a storm, fire, or human activ-

.
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.. Figure 52.19 The distribution of major terrestrial biomes. Although biomes are mapped
here with >harp boundaries. biomes actually grade into one another, sometimes over large areas
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... Figure 52.20 A c1imograph for some major types of
biomes in North America. The areas plotted here encompass the
range of annual mean temperature and precipitation in the biomes.

General Features ofTerrestrial Biomes
and the Role of Disturbance
Most terrestrial biomes are named for major physical or climatic features and for their predominant vegetation. Temperate grasslands, for instance, are generally found in middle
latitudes, where the climate is more moderate than in the
tropics or polar regions, and are dominated by various grass
species (see Figure 52.19). Each biome is also characterized by
microorganisms, fungi, and animals adapted to that particular environment. For example, temperate grasslands are more
likely than forests to be populated by large grazing mammals.
Although Figure 52.19 shows distinct boundaries between
the biomes, in actuality, terrestrial biomes usually grade into
each other without sharp boundaries. The area of intergradation, called an ecotone, may be wide or narrow.
Vertical layering isan important feature ofterrestrial biomes,
and the shapes and sizes ofplants largely define that layering. In
many forests, for example, the layers from top to bottom consist
of the upper canopy, the low-tree layer, the shrub understory,
the ground layer of herbaceous plants, the forest floor (litter
layer), and the root layer. Nonforest biomes have similar, though
usually less pronounced, layers. Grasslands have an herbaceous
layer of grasses and forbs (small broadleaf plants), a litter layer,
and a root layer. Layering of vegetation provides many different
habitats for animals, which often occupy well-defined feeding
groups, from the insectivorous birds and bats that feed above
canopies to the small mammals, numerous worms, and arthropods that search for food in the litter and root layers.
The species composition ofeach kind ofbiome varies from
one location to another. For instance, in the northern conifer-

ous forest (taiga) of North America, red spruce is common in
the east but does not occur in most other areas, where black
spruce and white spruce are abundant. In an example of con·
vergent evolution (see Figure 26.7), cacti living in North American deserts appear very similar to plants called euphorbs
found in African deserts, although cacti and euphorbs belong
to different evolutionary lineages.
Biomes are dynamic, and disturbance rather than stability tends to be the rule. For example, hurricanes create
openings for new species in tropical and temperate forests.
In northern coniferous forests, gaps are produced when old
trees die and fall over or when snowfall breaks branches.
These gaps allow deciduous species, such as aspen and
birch, to grow. As a result, biomes usually exhibit extensive
patchiness, with several different communities represented
in any particular area.
In many biomes, the dominant plants depend on periodic
disturbance. For example, natural wildfires are an integral
component of grasslands, savannas, chaparral, and many
coniferous forests. However, fires are no longer common
across much of the Great Plains because tallgrass prairie
ecosystems have been converted to agricultural fields that
rarely burn. Before agricultural and urban development,
much of the southeastern United States was dominated by a
single conifer species, the longleaf pine. Without periodic
burning, broadleaf trees tended to replace the pines. Forest
managers now use fire as a tool to help maintain many
coniferous forests.
Figure 52.21, on the next four pages, summarizes the mao
jor features of terrestrial biomes. As you read about the characteristics ofeach biome, remember that humans have altered
much of Earth's surface, replacing original biomes with urban
and agricultural ones. Most of the eastern United States, for
example, is classified as temperate broadleafforest, but little of
that original forest remains.
Throughout this chapter, you have seen how the distributions of organisms and biomes depend on both abiotic and biotic factors. In the next chapter, we will begin to work our way
down the hierarchy outlined in Figure 52.2, focusing on how
abiotic and biotic factors influence the ecology of populations.
CONCEPT

CHECK

52.4

I. Based on the climograph in Figure 52.20, what mainly
differentiates dry tundra and deserts?
2. Identify the natural biome in which you Jive and summarize its abiotic and biotic characteristics. Do these
reflect your actual surroundings? Explain.
UI •
If global warming increases average
3.
temperatures on Earth by 4'C in this century, predict
which biome is most likely to replace tundra in some
locations as a result. Explain your answer.

-','Ilf

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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• Figure 52.21
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• Terrestrial Biomes
Tropical Forest
Distribution Equatorial and
subequatorial regions.
Precipitation In tropical rain
forests, minfJll is relatively constant, about 200-4OCl cm annually. In tropical dry forests,
precipitation is highly seasonal,
about 150-200 cm annually, with
a six- to seven-month dry season.
Temperature Air temperatures are high year-round, averaging 25-29·C with little
seasonal variation.
Plants Tropical forests are vertically layered, and competition
for light is intense. Layers in rain
forests include emergent trees
that grow above a closed canopy,
the canopy trees, one or m'o layers of subcanopy trees, and
shrub and herb layers. There are
generally fewer layers in tropical
dry forests. Broadleaf evergreen
trees are dominant in tropical
min forests, whereas tropical dry
forest trees drop their leaves during the dry season. Epiphytes

such as bromeliads and orchids
generally cover tropical forest
trees but are less abundant in dry
forests. Thorny shrubs and succulent plants are common in
some tropical dry forests.
Animals Earth's tropical
forests are home to millions of
species, including an estimated
5-30 million still undescribed
species of insects, spiders, and
other arthropods. In fJct, animal diversity is higher in tropical forests than in any other
terrestrial biome. The animals,
including amphibians, birds and
other reptiles, mammals, and
arthropods, are adapted to the
vertically layered environment
and are often inconspicuous.
Human Impact Humans long
ago established thriving communities in tropical forests.
Rapid population growth leading to agriculture and development is now destroying some
tropical forests.

Desert
Distribution Deserts occur in
bands near 30· north and south
latitude or at other latitudes in
the interior of continents (for instance, the Gobi Desert of north
central Asia).
Precipitation Precipitation is
low and highly variable, generally
less than 30 cm per year.
Temperature Temperature is
variable seasonally and daily.
Maximum air temperature in hot
deserts may exceed 50"C; in cold
deserts air temperature may fall
below -30T.
Plants Desert landscapes are
dominated by low, widel}'scattered
vegetation: the proportion ofbare
ground is high compared with other
terrestrial biomes. The plants include succulents such as cacti,
deeply rooted shrubs, and herbs
that grow during the infrequent
moist periods. Desert plant adaptations include heat and desiccation
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tolerance, water storage, and reduced leafsurface area. Physical defenses, such as spines, and chemical
defenses, such as toxins in the leaves
ofshrubs, are common. Many ofthe
plants exhibit C4 or CAM photo-synthesis (see Chapter 10).
Animals Common desert animals include many kinds of
snakes and lizards, scorpions,
ants, beetles, migratory and resident birds, and seed-eating
rodents. Many species are
nocturnal. Water conservation is
a common adaptation, with some
species surviving on water from
metabolic breakdown of carbohydrates in seeds.
Human Impact Long-distance
transport ofwater and deep
groundwater wells have allowed
humans to maintain substantial
populations in deserts. Conversion
to irrigated agriculture and urbanization have reduced the natural
biodiversity ofsome deserts.

Savanna
Distribution Equatorial and
subequatorial regions,
Precipitation

Rainfall, which

is seasonal, averages 30-50 cm

per )'ear. The dl'}' season can last
up to eight or nine months.
Temperature The U\"anna is
warm year.round, averaging
24-29"C, but with somewhat
more seasonal variation than in
tropical forests.
Plants The scattered trees
found at diff~t densities in the
savanna often are thorny and
have smalllea\'es, an apparent
adaptation to the re!ati\'ely dry
conditions. Fires are common in
the dry season, and the dominant
plant species are fire-adapted and
tolerant of seasonal drought.
Grasses and forbs, which make
up most of the ground cover.

grow rapidly in response to sea·
sonal rains and are tolerant of
grazing b)' large mammals and
other herbivores.
Animals large plant·eating
mammals. such as wildebeests
and bison. and predators, includ·
ing lions and hyenas, are common inhabitants. However, the
dominant herbivores are actually
insects, especially termites. Our·
ing seasonal droughts. grating
mammals often migrate to parts
ofthe savanna with more forage
and scattered watering holes.
Human Impact There is evi·
denee that the earliest humans

.....

A savaTla 11 Kenya

lived in savannas. Fires set b}' hu·
mans may help maintain this
biome. Calde ranching and overhunting hm'!ed to declines in
large-mammal populations.

Chaparral
Distribution This biome occurs in midlatitude coastal regions on several continents, and
its many names reflect its farflung distribution: chaparral in
North America, matorral in
Spain and Chile, ganglle and
maquis in southern France, and
fynbos in South Africa.
Precipitation Precipitation is
highly seasonal, with rainy winters
and long, dry summers. Annual
precipitation generally falls within
the range of30-50cm.
Temperature Fall, winter, and
spring are cooL with average
temperatures in the range of
Io-ITC. Average summer temperature can reach 3O"C, and
daytime maximum temperature
can exceed 40"<:.
Plants 01aparraI isdominated
b)' shrubs and smaU trees, along
with a man)' kinds of grasses and
herbs. Pbnt ~t)' is high, ...ith
nuny species confmed 10 a specifIC.

relatively small geographic area.
Adaptations to drought include the
tough evergreen leaves ofwoody
plants, which reduce ",,-ater loss.
Adaptations to fire are also prominent. Some ofthe shrubs produce
seeds that will genninate only after
a hot fire; food reserves stOTed in
their fire-resistant roots enable
them to resprout quickly and use
nutrients released by the fire.
Animals Native mammals include browsers. such as deer and
goats, that feed on twigs and
buds of woody vegetation, and a
high diversity of small mammals.
Chaparral areas also support
many species of amphibians,
birds and other reptiles, and
insects.

Human Impact Chaparral
areas have been heavily settled
and reduced through conversion
to agriculture and urbaniution.
Humans contribute to the fires
that sweep across the chaparraL
(H.unl f."Y_TWO
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• Figure 52.21 (continued)
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• Terrestrial Biomes
Temperate Grassland
Distribution The veldts of
South Africa, the puSZla of Hungary, the pampas of Argentina
and Uruguay, the steppes of Russia, and the plains and prairies of
central North America are all
temperate grasslands.

have adaptations that help them
survive periodic, protracted
droughts and fire: For example,
grasses can sprout qUickly following fire. Grazing by large mammals helps prevent establishment
of woody shrubs and trees.

Precipitation Precipitation is
often highly seasonal, with relatively dry winters and wet summers. Annual precipitation
generally averages between 30
and 100 em. Periodic drought is
common.

Animals Native mammals indude large grazers such as bison
and wild horses. Temperate
grasslands are also inhabited by a
wide variety of burrowing mammals, such as prairie dogs in
North America.

Temperature Winters are generally cold, with average temJ}Cratures frequently falling well below
Summers, with average
temJ}Cratures often approaching
3Q'e, are hot.

Human Impact Deep, fertile
soils make temperate grasslands
ideal places for agriculture, especially for growing grains. As a
consequence, most grassland in
North America and much of
Eurasia has been converted 10
farmland. In some drier grasslands, cattle and other grazers
have helped change parts of the
biome into desert.

-W·e.

Plants The dominant plants
are grasses and forbs, which vary
in height from a few centimeters
to 2 m in lallgrass prairie. Many

Northern Coniferous Forest
Distribution Extending in a
broad band across northern
North America and Eurasia to
the edge of the arctic tundra, the
northern coniferous forest, or
taiga, is the largest terrestrial
biome on Earth.
Precipitation Annual precipitation generally ranges from 30
to 70 em, and periodic droughts
are common. However, some
coastal coniferous forests of the
U.S. Pacific Northwest are temperate rain forests that may receive over 3()() em of annual
precipitation.
Temperature Winters are usually cold and long; summers may
be hot. Some areas of coniferous
forest in Siberia typically range in
temperature from -50'C in winter to over 20'C in summer.
Plants Cone-bearing trees, such
as pine, spruce, fir, and hemlock,
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dominate northern coniferous
forests. The conical shape of many
conifers prevents too much snow
from accumulating and breaking
their branches. The diversity of
plants in the shrub and herb layers
of these forests is lower than in
temperate broadleafforests.
Animals While many migratory birds nest in northern coniferous foft'sts, other species reside
there year-round. The mammals
of this biome, which include
moose, brown bears, and Siberian
tigers, are diverse. Periodic outbreaks of insecIs thai feed on the
dominant trees can kill vast tracts
oftrees.
Human Impact Although they
have not been heavily settled by
human populations, northern
coniferous fore~ts aft' being logged
at an alarming rate, and the oldgrowth stands of these trees may
soon disappear.

Temperate Broadleaf Forest
Distribution

Found mainly at

midlatiludes in the Northern

Hemisphere, with smaller areas
in New Zealand and Australia.
Precipttation Precipitation can
a\-erage from about 70 IOO\"er200
em annually. Significant amounts
faU during aU seuons. including
summer r1lin and. in some foresu.
....i nter snow.

Temperature Winter temperatures average around O'c.
Summers, with maximum tempt'r2tures near 35"<:. a~ hot and

humid.
Plants

A mature tempcl'llltc

broadleafforesl has distinct '"eTticallarers. including a dosed

canopy, one or tv.·o strata of understor)'trtes, a shrub larer, and
an herbaceous stratum. There are
few epiphytes. The dominant
plants in the Northern Hemi-

sphere are de<:iduous tTee$,

which drop their leaves before
winter, when low temperatures
would reduce photosynthesis and

make 'A'ilter uptake from frozen
soil difficult. In Austr.dia, evergreen eucalyptus dominate these
forests.

Animals In the Northern
Hemisphere, many nu.mnu.ls hibernate in winter, ....'hile man}'
bird species migrate to .....armer
dimates, The mammills, birds,
ilnd insects make use of ill verti·
allarers ofthe focest.

Human Impact TempeT'ilte
broildleafforest hilS been heilvily
settled on illl continents, Logging
ilnd land clearing for agriculture
ilnd urban development destrored virtuilly :ill the original
deciduous forests in North
AmeriCll. Ho.....ever, owing to
their Cllpildty for recovery, these
forests are returning over much
of their former range.

Tundra
Distribution Tundra covers
expansive areas of the Arctic,
amounting to 20% of Earth's land
surface. High winds and low temperatures create similar planl
communities, called alpine tundra, on very high mountaintops
at all latitudes, including the
tropics.
Precipitation Precipitation averages from 20 to 60 cm annually
in arctic tundra but may exceed
100 cm in alpine tundra.
Temperature Winters are
long and cold, with averages in
some areas below - 3O'C. Summen are short with low temperatures, generally averaging less
than Hrc.

Plants The vegetation oftundra
is mostly hemaceous, consisting of
a mixture of mosses, grasses, and
forbs, along with some dwarf
shrubs and trees and lichens. A
permanently frozen layer of soil
called permafrost restricts the
gro'Nth of plant roots.
Animals large grazing musk
oxen are resident, while caribou
and reindeer are migratory.
Predators include bears, wolves,
and foxes. Many bird species mi·
grate to the tundra for summer
nesting.
Human Impact Tundra is
sparsely settled but has become the
focus of signiflCllllt mineral and oil
extraction in recent rears.
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- i l i l i " - 52.3
Aquatic biomes are diverse and dynamic systems that
cover most of Earth (pp. 1159-1166)

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

52.1

_i,liiiii_

Ecology integrates all areas of biological research and
informs environmental decision making (pp. 1148-1151)

.. Stratification of Aquatic Biomes Aquatic biomes account
for the largest part of the biosphere in terms of area and are
generally stratified (layered) with regard to light penetration,
temperature, and community structure. Marine biomes have a
higher salt concentration than freshwater biomes.

-$1401',·
Activity Aquatic Biomes

.. Linking Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Events that occur in ecological time affect life in evolutionary time.
.. Ecology and Environmental Issues Ecologists distinguish
hetween the science of ecology and environmental advocacy.
Ecology provides a scientific basis for solving environmental
problems, but policymakers must also balance social, economic, and political factors in reaching their decisions.
ACllvity Science. Te<:hnology, and Society: DDT

52.2

_i,liiiii-

Interactions between organisms and the environment
limit the distribution of species (pp. 1151-1159)

- i liliii- 52.4
The structure and distribution of terrestrial biomes are
controlled by climate and disturbance (pp. 1166-1171)
.. Climate and Terrestrial Biomes Climographs show that
temperature and precipitation are correlated with biomes, but
because biomes overlap, other abiotic factors playa role in
biome location.
.. Ceneral Features ofTerreslrial Biomes and the Role of
Disturbance Terrestrial biomes are often named for major
physical or climatic factors and for their predominant vegetation. Vertical layering is an important feature of terrestrial
biomes. Disturbance, both natural and human induced, influences the type of vegetation found in biomes.

-$1401',·

Why iSlp('oes X arn.ent from an area?

+
Does di'>Pffi<ll

~m't

Activity Terrestrial Biomes

,ts dlstnbution?

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Does behavior ~ml1l11 distnbution?

Do biotic filCtors (other spe<:ie<;)
I,mlt It5 distribution)

SElF·QUIZ

",

--"''--'•• Habitat selection

Yes

~ Predat'on. paraSItism.
compe1ltion, disease

I. Which of the following areas of study focuses on the exchange
of energy, organisms, and materials between ecosystems?
a. population ecology
d. ecosystem ecology
e. community ecology
b. organismal ecology
c. landscape ecology
2.

ChemICal
filCtors

Do abiotic filCtorsliml1,ts dimibullOn)

-C
f'hyslCal
factors

Water. oXJ'gen. saI,nlty, pH,
soil nutnents, etc.
Temperature. light, soil
struaure, lire. mOisture. etc.

.. Climate Global climate patterns are largely determined by
the input of solar energy and Earth's revolution around the
sun. Bodies of water, mountains, and the changing angle of
the sun over the year exert regional, local, and seasonal effects
on climate. Fine-scale differences in abiotic factors determine
microclimates.
AClivity Adaptations to Biotic and Abiotic Factor!;
Innstlgatlon How Do Abiotic Factors Affe<:t Distribution of Organisms?
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If Earth's axis of rotation suddenly became perpendicular to the plane ofits orbit, the most predictable effect
would be
a. no more night and day.
b. a big change in the length of the year.
c. a cooling of the equator.
d. a loss of seasonal variation at high latitudes.
e. the elimination of ocean currents.

3. When climbing a mountain, we can observe transitions in biological communities that are analogous to the changes
a. in biomes at different latitudes.
b. at different depths in the ocean.
c. in a community through different seasons.
d. in an ecosystem as it evolves over time.
e. across the United States from east to west.

4. The oceans affect the biosphere in all of the following ways

that shows how otter density depends on kelp abundance,
using the data shown below. Then formulate a hypothesis to
explain the pattern you observed.

except
a.
b.
c.
d.

producing a substantial amount of the biosphere's oxygen.
removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
moderating the climate of terrestrial biomes.
regulating the pH of freshwater biomes and terrestrial
groundwater.
e. being the source of most of Earth's rainfalL

5. Which lake zone would be absent in a very shallow lake?
a. benthic zone
d. littoral zone
b. aphotic zone
e. limnetic zone
c. pelagic zone
6. Which of the following is true with respect to oligotrophic
lakes and eutrophic lakes?
a. Oligotrophic lakes are more subject to oxygen depletion.
b. Rates of photosynthesis are lower in eutrophic lakes.
c. Eutrophic lake water contains lower concentrations of
nutrients.
d. Eutrophic lakes are richer in nutrients.
e. Sediments in oligotrophic lakes contain larger amounts of
decomposable organic matter.
7. Which of the following is characteristic of most terrestrial
biomes?
a. annual average rainfall in excess of250 cm
b. a distribution predicted almost entirely by rock and soil
patterns
c. clear boundaries between adjacent biomes
d. vegetation demonstrating stratification
e. cold winter months

Kelp Abundance
(% cover)

(# sightings per day)

75

98

2

15

18

3

60

85

4

25

36

Site

Otter Density

For Self-Quiz Q"swers, see Appe"dix A.

MM#,jf._ Visit the Study Area al www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
II. Discuss how the concept of timI' applies to ecological situations
and evolutionary changes. Do ecological time and evolutionary
time ever overlap? If so, what are some examples?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
12. lens Clausen and colleagues, at the Carnegie Institution ofWashington, studied howthe size of yarrow plants (Achillea lanulosa)
growing on the slopes ofthe Sierra Nevada varied with elevation.
They found that plants from low elevations were generally taller
than plants from high elevations, as shown below:

8. \Vhich ofthe following biomes is correctly paired with the description ofits climate?
a. savanna-low temperature, precipitation uniform during
the year
b. tundra-long summers, mild winters
c. temperate broadleaf forest-relatively short growing
season, mild winters
d. temperate grasslands-relatively warm winters, most
rainfall in summer
e. tropical forests-nearly constant day length and
temperature

100

0

:g

9. Suppose that the number of bird species is determined mainly
by the number of vertical strata found in the environment. If
so, in which of the following biomes would you find the greatest number of bird species?
a. tropical rain forest
d. temperate broadleaf forest
b. savanna
e. temperate grassland
c. desert
10. 1.@N'iI After reading the experiment ofW J. Fletcher described in Figure 52.8, you decide to study feeding relationships
among sea otters, sea urchins, and kelp on your own. You know
that sea otters prey on sea urchins and that urchins eat kelp. At
four coastal sites, you measure kelp abundance. Then you
spend one day at each site and mark whether otters are present
or absent every 5 minutes during daylight hours. Make a graph

,•

3,000
2,000

Sierra Nevada

~

;;•

1,000

Great 8asin
Plateau

0
Seed collection sites

Source' J Clausen et .11. Experimental studies on the nature of species. III.
Environmental responses of climatic races of Achillea, Carnegie
Institution of Washington Publication No. 581 (1948).

dausen and colleagues proposed two hypotheses to explain this
v.uiation within a species: (I) There are genetic differences bem'een populations of plants found at different elev<1tions. (2)
The species has developmentall1exibility and can assume tall or
short growth forms, depending on local abiotic factors. If you
had seeds from yarrow plants found at low and high elevations,
what experiments would you perform to test these hypotheses?
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KEY

CONCEPTS

53.1 Dynamic biological processes influence
population density, dispersion, and demographics
53.2 life history traits are products of natural
selection
53.3 The exponential model describes population

growth in an idealized, unlimited environment
53.4 The logistic model describes how a population
grows more slowly as it ncars its carrying capacity
53.5 Many factors that regulate population growth
are density dependent

53.6 The human population is no longer growing
exponentially but is still increasing rapidly
r,ijji"'i~'.

Counting Sheep

"

the rugged Scottish island of Hirta, ecologists
have been studying a population of sheep for more
than 50 years (Figure 53.1). What makes these ani·
mals worth studying for such a long time? Soay sheep are a
rare and ancient breed, the closest living relative of the domesticated sheep that lived in Europe thousands of years
ago. To help preserve the breed, in 1932 conservationists
captured sheep on Soay Island, at the time the animals' only
home, and released them on nearby Hirta. There, the sheep
became valuable for a second reason: They provided an ideal
opportunity to study how an isolated population of animals
changes in size when food is plentiful and predators are ab~
sent. Surprisingly, ecologists found that the number of sheep
on Hirta swung dramatically under these conditions, sometimes changing by more than 50% from one year to the next.
Why do populations ofsome species fluctuate greatly while
populations of other species do not? To answer this question,
we turn to the field of population ecology, the study of pop·
ulations in relation to their environment. Population ecology

0
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.... Figure 53.1 What causes a sheep population to
fluctuate in size?

explores how biotic and abiotic factors influence the density,
distribution, size, and age structure of populations.
Our earlier study of populations in Chapter 23 emphasized
the relationship between population genetics-the structure
and dynamics of gene pools-and evolution. Evolution remains a central theme as we now view populations in the con·
text of ecology. in this chapter, we will first examine some of the
structural and dynamic aspects of populations. We will then
explore the tools and models ecologists use to analyze populations and the factors that regulate the abundance of organisms.
Finally, we will apply these basic concepts as we examine recent
trends in the size and makeup of the human population.

~~~4:~:~~~~gical processes

influence population density,
dispersion, and demographics

A population is a group of individuals of a single species living in the same general area. Members of a population rely on
the same resources, are influenced by similar environmental
factors, and are likely to interact and breed with one another.
Populations can evolve as natural selection acts on heritable
variations among individuals and changes the frequencies of
various traits over time (see Chapter 23).
Three fundamental characteristics of a population are its
density, dispersion, and demographics.

Density and Dispersion
At any given moment, a population has specific boundaries and
a specific size (the number of individuals living within those
boundaries). Ecologists usually begin investigating a population
by defining boundaries appropriate to the organism under

study and to the questions being asked. A
population's boundaries may be natural
ones, as in the case of the sheep on Hirta
Island, or they may be arbitrarily defined
by an investigator-for example, the oak
trees within a specific county in Minnesota. Once defined, the population can
be described in terms of its density and
dispersion. Density is the number of individuals per unit area or volume: the
number ofoak trees per square kilometer
in the Minnesota county or the number
of Escherichia coli bacteria per milliliter
in a test tube. Dispersion is the pattern of
spacing among individuals within the
boundaries of the population.

Density: A Dynamic Perspective
In rare cases, population size and density
can be determined by counting all individuals within the boundaries ofthe population. We could count all the Soay
sheep on Hirta Island or all the sea stars
in a tide pool, for example. Large mammals that live in herds, such as buffalo or
elephants, can sometimes be counted accurately from airplanes. In most cases,
however, it is impractical or impossible
to count all individuals in a population.
Instead, ecologists use a variety of sampling techniques to estimate densities
and total population sizes. For example,
they might count the number of oak
trees in several randomly located 100 x
100 m plots (samples), calculate the average density in the samples, and then extrapolate to estimate the population size
in the entire area. Such estimates are
most accurate when there are many sample plots and when the habitat is fairly
homogeneous. In other cases, instead of
counting individual organisms, popula·
tion ecologists estimate density from an
index (indicator) of population size, such
as the number of nests, burrows, tracks,
or fecal droppings. Ecologists also use
the mark-recapture method to estimate the size of wildlife populations
(figure 53.2).
Density is not a static property but
changes as individuals are added to or removed from a population (figure 53.3).

•
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Research Method

Determining Population Size Using the Mark-Recapture Method
APPLICATION Ecologists cannot count all the indio
viduals in a population if the organisms move too
quickly or are hidden from view. In such cases, researchers often use the mark-recapture method to estimate population size. Andrew Gormley and colleagues
at the University of Otago applied this methocl to a
population of endangered Hector's dolphins
(Cephalorhynchu5 heaori) near Banks Peninsula, in
Ne-w Zealand,
TeCHNIque
SCientists typically begin by capturing
a random sample of individuals in a population, They
tag, or "mark," each individual and then release it. With
some species. researchers can Identify Individuals without
physically capturing them For example, Gormley and
colleagues identified 180 Hector's dolphins by photoHector's dolphins
graphing their distinctive dorsal fins from boats,
After waiting for the marked or otheMiise identified individuals to mi~ back into the population,
usually a few days or weeks, scientists capture or sample a second set of individuals, At Banks
Peninsula. Gormley's team encountered 44 dolphins in their second sampling. 7 of which they had
photographed before The number of marked animals recaptured in the second sampling (x)
divided by the total number of individuals recaptured (n) should equal the number of individuals
marked and released in the first sampling (m) divided by the estimated population size (N):
Of,

solving for population size.

,

N= mn

The methocl assumes that marked and unmarked individuals have the same prolxlbility of being
captured or sampled, that the marked organisms have mi~ed completely back into the population,
and that no individuals are born, die, immigrate, or emigrate during the resampling interval.
Based on these initial data, the estimated population size of Hector's dolphins at Banks Peninsula would be 180 x 44f7 = 1.131 individuals Repeated sampling by
Gormley and colleagues suggested a true population size closer to 1,100.

RESULTS

SOURce

A M Gormley et al , Capwre·recaplure estimates of Hector's dolphin abundance at Banks
Perunsula, New Zealillld, Marine MammiJl Science Zl :204-216 (20051,

Births

Deaths and emigration
remove Individuals
from a population.

Binhs and immigration
add Individuals to
a population,

Immigration

Emigration

.. figure 53.3 Population dynamics.
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Additions occur through birth (which we will define in this context to include all forms of reproduction) and immigration, the
influx of new individuals from other areas. The factors that remove individuals from a population are death (mortality) and
emigration, the movement of individuals out ofa population.
While birth and death rates influence the density ofall populations, immigration and emigration also alter the density of
many populations. For example, long-term studies of Belding's
ground squirrels (Spermophilus beldingi) in the vicinity of
Tioga Pass, in the Sierra Nevada of California, show that some
of the squirrels move nearly 2 km from where they are born,
making them immigrants to other populations. Paul Sherman
and Martin Morton, then at Cornell University and Occidental College, respectively, estimated that immigrants made up
1-8% ofthe males and 0.7-6% ofthe females in the study population. Although these immigrant percentages may seem
small, they represent biologically significant exchanges between populations over time.

...•.

.....·..
(a) Clumped. Many animals, such as these sea stars, group
together where food is abundant

Patterns of Dispersion
Within a population's geographic range, local densities may vary
substantially. Variations in local density are among the most important characteristics for a population ecologist to study, since
they provide insight into the environmental associations and
social interactions of individuals in the population. Environmental differences-even at a local level-contribute to variation in population density; some habitat patches are simply
more suitable for a species than are others. Social interactions
betv·:een members of the population, which may maintain patterns of spacing between individuals, can also contribute to
variation in population density.
The most common pattern ofdispersion is dumped, with the
individuals aggregated in patches. Plants and fungi are often
dumped where soil conditions and other environmental factors
favor germination and growth. Mushrooms, for instance, may be
clumped \\ithin and on top of a rotting log. Insects and salamanders may be clumped under the same log because of the
higher humidity there. Oumping ofanimals may also be associated with mating behavior. Mayflies, which survive only a day or
two as mating adults, often swarm in great numbers, a behavior
that increases their chance ofmating. Sea stars group together in
tide pools, where food is readily available and where they can
breed successfully (Figure 53.4a). Forming groups may also increase the effectiveness ofcertain predators; for example, a wolf
pack is more likely than a single wolfto subdue a moose or other
large prey animaL
A uniform, or evenly spaced, pattern ofdispersion may result
from direct interactions between individuals in the population.
For exanlple, some plants se<:rete chemicals that inhibit the germination and growth of nearby individuals that could compete
for resources. Animals often exhibit uniform dispersion as a result of antagonistic social interactions, such as territorialitythe defense of a bounded physical space against encroachment
1176
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(b) Uniform. Birds nesting on small islands. such as these king

penguins on South Georgia Island in the South Atlantic
Ocean, often exhibit uniform spacing, maintained
by aggressive interactions between neighbors.

·.
(c) Random. Many plants, such as these dandelions, grow

from windblown seeds that land at random and later
germinate

.... Figure 53.4 Patterns of dispersion within a
population's geographic range.
.'I:U'•• Patterns of dispersion somefimes depend on rhe scale
of the observation. How might the dispersion of the penguins look to
you if you were flying in an airplane over the ocean?

by other individuals (Figure 53.4b). Uniform patterns are not
as common in populations as clumped patterns are,
In random dispersion (unpredictable spacing), the position of
each individual is independent ofother individuals. This pattern

occurs in the absence of strong attractions or repulsions among
individuals of a population or where key physical or chemical
factors are relatively homogeneous across the study area. For example, plants established by windblown seeds, such as dandelions, may be randomly distributed in a fairly consistent habitat
(Figure 53Ac), Random patterns are not as common in nature
as one might expect; most populations show at least a tendency
toward a clumped distribution.

Demographics
The factors that influence population density and dispersion
patterns-e<ological needs of a species, structure of the environment, and interactions between individuals within the
population-also influence other characteristics of populations. Demography is the study of the vital statistics of populations and how they change over time. Of particular interest
to demographers are birth rates and how they vary among individuals (specifically among females, as you'll read shortly)
and death rates. A useful way of summarizing some of the vital statistics of a population is with a life table.

Life Tables
About a century ago, when life insurance first became available,
insurance companies began to estimate how long, on average,
individuals of a given age could be expected to live. To do this,

demographers developed life tables, age-spedfic summaries
of the survival pattern of a population. Population e<ologists
adapted this approach to the study of nonhuman populations.
The best way to construct a life table is to follow the fate of
a cohort, a group of individuals ofthe same age, from birth until all are dead, To build the life table, we need to determine the
number of individuals that die in each age-group and calculate
the proportion ofthe cohort surviving from one age to the next.
Sherman and Morton's studies of the Belding's ground squirrels near Tioga Pass produced the life table in Table 53.1. The
table reveals many things about the population. For instance,
the third and eighth columns list, respe<tively, the proportions
offemales and males in the cohort that are still alive at each age.
A comparison of the fifth and tenth columns reveals that males
have higher death rates than females.

Survivorship Curves
A graphic method of representing the data in a life table is a
survivorship curve, a plot of the proportion or numbers in a
cohort still alive at each age. As an example, let's use the data
for Belding's ground squirrels in Table 53.1 to construct a survivorship curve for this population. Generally, a survivorship
curve is constructed beginning with a cohort of a specified
size-say, 1,000 individuals. We can do this for the Belding's
ground squirrel population by multiplying the proportion

MI. 53.1 Life Table for Belding's Ground Squirrels (Spermophilus beldingi) at Tioga Pass,

in the Sierra Nevada of California*
FEMALES

Age
(years)

MALES

Average
Number Proportion Number
Additional
Alive at of Deaths
life
Alive at
Start of
During Death Expectancy
Start of
Rate f
(years)
Year
Year
Year

Number
Alive at
Start of
Year

Average
Proportion Number
Additional
Alive at of Deaths
Life
Start of
During
Death Expectancy
Rate!
Year
Year
(years)

0-1

337

1.000

207

0.61

1.33

349

1.000

227

0.65

1.07

1-2

252 tt

0.386

125

0.50

1.56

248 11

0.350

140

0.56

1.12

2-3

127

0.197

60

0.47

1.60

108

0.152

74

0.69

0.93

3-4

67

0.106

32

0.48

1.59

34

0.Q48

23

0.68

0.89

4-5

35

0.054

16

0.46

1.59

II

0.015

9

0.82

0.68

5-6

19

0.029

10

0.53

1.50

2

0.003

a

1.00

0.50

6-7

9

0.014

4

0.44

1.61

0

7-8

5

0.008

I

0.20

1.50

8-9

4

0.006

3

0.75

0.75

9-10

I

0.002

I

1.00

0.50

• Female~ and males have different nlOrlalily schedules, so they are tallied separately.
'Tile death rate is the proportion of individual, d~ing during the specific time interval.
"Include, 122 females and 126 male!; first captured as I·year·old, and therefore not included in the rount of squirrcls age 0-1,
Sourc~ P.

W, Sherman and M. L. Morton. Demography ofBdding's ground squirrel, frology 65,1617-1628 (l984).
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.. Figure 53,5 Survivorship curves for male and female
Belding's ground squirrels, The logarithmic scale on the y-axis
allows the number of survivors to be visible across the entire range
(2-1,000 individuals) on the graph.

alive at the start of each year (the third and eighth columns of
Table 53.1) by 1,000 (the hypothetical beginning cohort). The
result is the number alive at the start of each year. Plotting
these numbers versus age for female and male Belding's
ground squirrels yields Figure 53.5. The relatively straight
lines of the plots indicate relatively constant rates of death;
however, male Belding's ground squirrels have a lower survival
rate overall than females have.
Figure 53.5 represents just one of many patterns of survivorship exhibited by natural populations. Though diverse,
survivorship curves can be classified into three general types
(Figure 53,6). A Type I curve is flat at the start, reflecting low
death rates during early and middle life, and then drops steeply
as death rates increase among older age-groups. Many large
mammals, including humans, that produce few offspring but
provide them with good care exhibit this kind of curve. In contrast, a Type III curve drops sharply at the start, reflecting very
high death rates for the young, but flattens out as death rates
decline for those few individuals that survive the early period
of die-off. This type of curve is usually associated with organisms that produce very large numbers of offspring but provide
little or no care, such as long-lived plants, many fishes, and
most marine invertebrates. An oyster, for example, may release
millions ofeggs, but most offspring die in the larval stage from
predation or other causes. Those few that survive long enough
to attach to a suitable substrate and begin growing a hard shell
tend to survive for a relatively long time. Type II curves are intermediate, with a constant death rate over the organism's life
span. This kind of survivorship occurs in Belding's ground
squirrels (see Figure 53.5) and some other rodents, various invertebrates, some lizards, and some annual plants.
Many species fall somewhere between these basic types of
survivorship or show more complex patterns. In birds, for ex·
ample, mortality is often high among the youngest individuals
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0

100

Percentage of maximum life spiln
.. Figure 53.6 Idealized survivorship curves: Types I, II, and
III. The y-axis is logarithmic and the x-axis is on a relative scale, so that

species with widely varying life spans can be presented together on the
same graph.

(as in a Type 1lI curve) but fairly constant among adults (as in
a Type II curve). Some invertebrates, such as crabs, may show
a Ustair-stepped" curve, with brief periods ofincreased mortality during molts, followed by periods of lower mortality when
their protective exoskeleton is hard.
In populations not experiencing immigration or emigration, survivorship is one of the two key factors determining
changes in population size. The other key factor determining
population trends in such populations is reproductive rate.

Reproductive Rates
Demographers who study sexually reproducing species gen·
erally ignore the males and concentrate on the females in a
population because only females produce offspring. Therefore, demographers view populations in terms of females giving rise to new females. The simplest way to describe the
reproductive pattern of a population is to ask how reproductive output varies with the ages of females.
A reproductive table, or fertility schedule, is an agespecific summary ofthe reproductive rates in a population. It is
constructed by measuring the reproductive output of a cohort
from birth until death. For a sexual species, the reproductive
table tallies the number of female offspring produced by each
age-group. Table 53,2 illustrates a reproductive table for Belding's ground squirrels. Reproductive output for sexual organisms such as birds and mammals is the product of the
proportion of females of a given age that are breeding and the
number of female offspring of those breeding females. Multiplying these numbers gives the average number of female offspring for each female in a given age-group (the last column in
Table 53.2). For Belding's ground squirrels, which begin to
reproduce at age 1 year, reproductive output rises to a peak at
4 years of age and then falls off in older females.

1."53.2

Reproductive Table for Belding's
Ground Squirrels at Tioga Pass

Mean
Mean
Proportion
Size of
Number
Average
of Females
litters
of
Number
Age
Weaning (Males + Females of Female
(years) a litter
Females) in a litter Offspring*
0-1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1-2

0.65

3.30

1.65

1.07

2-3

0.92

4.05

2.03

1.87

3-4

0.90

4.90

2.45

2.21

4-5

0.95

5.45

2.73

2.59

5-6

1.00

4.15

2.08

2.08

6-7

1.00

3M

1.70

1.70

7-8

1.00

3.85

1.93

1.93

8-9

1.00

3.85

1.93

1.93

9-10

1.00

3.15

1.58

1.58

'The a"eragc number offcmalc offsl""ing is the proportion weaning a litter
multiplied by the mean numl>croffcmales in a litter,
Source: P, W. Sherman and M. L. Morton, Demography ofBclding's
ground squirrel, £cofogy65:1617-1628 (198")'

Natural selection favors traits that improve an organism's
chances ofsurvival and reproductive success. In every species,
there are trade-offs between survival and traits such as
frequency of reproduction, number of offspring produced
(number of seeds produced by plants; litter or clutch size for
animals), and investment in parental care. The traits that affect an organism's schedule of reproduction and survival
(from birth through reproduction to death) make up its life
history. A life history entails three basic variables: when reproduction begins (the age at first reproduction or age at maturity), how often the organism reproduces, and how many
offspring are produced during each reproductive episode.
\'1ith the important exception of humans, which we will
consider later in the chapter, organisms do not choose con·
sciously when to reproduce or how many offspring to have.
Rather, organisms' life history traits are evolutionary outcomes
reflected in their development, physiology, and behavior.

Evolution and Life History Diversity
Reproductive tables vary greatly, depending on the species.
Squirrels have a litter of m'o to six young once a year for less
than a decade, whereas oak trees drop thousands of acorns
each year for tens or hundreds ofyears. Mussels and other invertebrates may release hundreds of thousands of eggs in a
spawning cycle. Why a particular type of reproductive pattern evolves in a particular population-one of many questions at the interface of population ecology and evolutionary
biology-is the subject ofHfe history studies, the topic of the
next section.

CONCEPT

CHECK

The fundamental idea that evolution accounts for the diversity
oflife is manifest in a broad range ofHfe histories found in nature.
Pacific salmon, for example, hatch in the headwaters ofa stream
and then migrate to the open ocean, where they require one to
four years to mature. The salmon eventually return to the fresh·
water stream to spawn, producing thousands of eggs in a single
reproductive opportunity before they die. This "one-shot" pattern of big-bang reproduction, or semelparity (from the
Latin semel, once, and parere, to beget), also occurs in some
plants, such as the agave, or "century plan( (figure 53.7).

53.1

I. One spedes of forest bird is highly territorial, while a
second lives in flocks. Predict each species' likely pattern of dispersion, and explain.
2.••!;t.W"1 Each female of a particular fish species
produces millions of eggs per year. Draw and label the
most likely survivorship curve for this spedes, and explain your choice.
3. _1,II:O'ly As noted in Figure 53.2, an important
assumption of the mark-recapture method is that
marked individuals have the same probability of being
recaptured as unmarked individuals. Describe a situation where this assumption might not be valid, and
explain how the estimate of population size would be
affected.

For suggesled answers, see Appendix A.

... Figure 53.7 An agave
(Agave americana), an

example of big-bang
reproduction. The lea~es of
the plant are ~isible at the base
of the giant flowering stal~,
which is produced only at the
end of the agave's life,
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Agaves generally grow in arid climates with unpredictable
rainfall and poor soils. An agave grows for years, accumulating nutrients in its tissues, until there is an unusually wet year.
It then sends up a large flowering stalk, produces seeds, and
dies. This life history is an adaptation to the agave's harsh
desert environment.
In contrast to semel parity is iteroparity (from the Latin
iterare, to repeat), or repeated reproduction. Some lizards,
for example, produce a few large eggs during their second
year of life and then reproduce annually for several years.
What factors contribute to the evolution of semelparity
versus iteroparity? A current hypothesis suggests that there
are two critical factors: the survival rate of the offspring and
the likelihood that the adult will survive to reproduce again.
Where the survival rate of offspring is low, typically in highly
variable or unpredictable environments, the prediction is that
big-bang reproduction (semelparity) will be favored. Adults
are also less likely to survive in such environments, so producing large numbers of offspring should increase the probability
that at least some of those offspring will survive. Repeated reproduction (iteroparity) may be favored in more dependable
environments where adults are more likely to survive to breed
again and where competition for resources may be intense. In
such cases, a few relatively large, well-provisioned offspring
should have a better chance ofsurviving until they are capable
of reproducing.
Nature abounds with life histories that are intermediate between the two extremes of semelparity and iteroparity. Oak
trees and sea urchins are examples of organisms that can live
a long time but repeatedly produce relatively large numbers of
offspring.

"Trade·offs" and Life Histories
Natural selection cannot maximize all reproductive variables
simultaneously. We might imagine an organism that could
produce as many offspring as a semelparous species, provision
them well like an iteroparous species, and do so repeatedly,
but such organisms do not exist. Time, energy, and nutrients
limit the reproductive capabilities of all organisms. In the
broadest sense, there is a trade·offbetween reproduction and
survival. A study of red deer in Scotland showed that females
that reproduced in a given summer were more likely to die
during the next winter than females that did not reproduce. A
study of European kestrels also demonstrated the survival cost
to parents of caring for young (Figure 53.8).
Selective pressures influence the trade-off between the
number and size ofoffspring. Plants and animals whose young
are subject to high mortality rates often produce large numbers of relatively small offspring. Plants that colonize disturbed environments, for example, usually produce many
small seeds, only a few of which may reach a suitable habitat.
Small size may also increase the chance of seedling establish1180
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53.8

How does caring for offspring affect parental
survival in kestrels?
EXPERIMENT
Cor Dijkstra and colleagues in the Netherlands
studied the effects of parental caregiving in European kestrels o~er
fi~e years, The researchers transferred chicks among nests to produce reduced broods (three or four chicks). normal broods (fi~e or
six), and enlarged broods (se~en or eight). They then measured the
percentage of male and female parent birds that survi~ed the follOWIng winter (Both males and females pro~ide care for chicks)
RESULTS
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CONClUSION The lower survi~al rates of kestrels with larger
broods indicate that caring for more offspring negati~ely affects
survi~al of the parents,
SOURCE
C. OljkmJ et ai" Brood Slze manlpulationl in the kestrel
(Fako tinnunculus): effects 0/1 offspring and parent suMllal, joumal of Animal
Ecology 59:269-285 (1990),

_1,lIIfn!.

The males of many bird species pro~ide no parental
care. If this were true for the European kestrel, how would the
experimental results differ from those shown above?

ment by enabling the seeds to be carried longer distances to a
broader range of habitats (Figure 53.9a). Animals that suffer
high predation rates, such as quail, sardines, and mice, also
tend to produce large numbers of offspring.
In other organisms, extra investment on the part of the parent greatly increases the offspring's chances of survival. Walnut trees and coconut palms both provision large seeds with
energy and nutrients that help the seedlings become established (Figure 53.9b). In animals, parental investment in offspring does not always end after incubation or gestation. For
instance, primates generally bear only one or two offspring at
a time. Parental care and an extended period oflearning in the
first several years of life are very important to offspring fitness
in these species.

r;~:j::;~:;t~al

model describes
population growth in an
idealized, unlimited environment

Cal Most weedy plants, such as this dandelion, grow Quickly and
produce a large number of seeds, ensuring that at least some will
grow into plants and eventually produce seeds themselves

Cb) Some plants, such as this coconut palm, produce a moderate
number of very large seeds. Each seed's large endosperm provides
nutrients for the embryo. an adaptation that helps ensure the
success of a relatively large fradion of offspring.

... Figure 53,9 Variation in the size of seed crops in plants,

CONCEPT

CHECK

53.2

I. Consider two rivers: One is spring fed and has a constant water volume and temperature year-round; the
other drains a desert landscape and floods and dries
out at unpredictable intervals. Which river would you
predict is more likely to support many species of
iteroparous animals? Why?
2. In the fish called the peacock wrasse (Symphodus
tinca), females disperse some of their eggs widely and
lay other eggs in a nest. Only the latter receive
parental care. Explain the trade-offs in reproduction
that this behavior illustrates.
Mice that cannot find enough food or
3,
that experience other forms of stress will sometimes
abandon their young. Explain how this behavior
might have evolved in the context of reproductive
trade-offs and life history.

-waUl.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

Populations of all species, regardless of their life histories,
have the potential to expand greatly when resources are
abundant. To appreciate the potential for population in·
crease, consider a bacterium that can reproduce by fission
every 20 minutes under ideal laboratory conditions. There
would be 2 bacteria after 20 minutes, 4 after 40 minutes, and
8 after 60 minutes. If reproduction continued at this rate,
with no mortality, for only a day and a half, there would be
enough bacteria to form a layer a foot deep over the entire
globe. At the other life history extreme, an elephant may produce only 6 offspring in a loo-year life span. Still, Charles
Darwin once estimated that the descendants of a single pair
of mating elephants would number 19 million within only
750 years. Darwin's estimate may not have been precisely
correct, but such analyses led him to recognize the tremendous capacity for growth in all populations. Although unlimited growth does not occur for long in nature, studying
population growth in an idealized, unlimited environment
reveals the capacity of species for increase and the conditions under which that capacity may be expressed.

Per Capita Rate of Increase
Imagine a population consisting ofa few individuals living in an
ideal, unlimited environment. Under these conditions, there
are no restrictions on the abilities of individuals to harvest en·
ergy, grow, and reproduce, aside from the inherent biological
limitations of their life history traits. The population will increase in size with every birth and with the immigration of individuals from other populations, and it will decrease in size
with every death and with the emigration of individuals out of
the population. We can thus define a change in population size
during a fixed time interval with the following verbal equation:

0>,""
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For simplicity here, we will ignore the effects of immigration and emigration, although a more complex formulation
would certainly include these factors. We can also use math·
ematical notation to express this simplified relationship
more concisely. If N represents population size and t represents time, then t1,N is the change in population size and t1,t
is the time interval (appropriate to the life span or generation time of the species) over which we are evaluating population growth. (The Greek letter delta, t1" indicates change,
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such as change in time.) We can now rewrite the verbal
equation as

aN
-=B-D

include immigration or emigration. Most ecologists prefer to
use differential calculus to express population growth instantaneously, as growth rate at a particular instant in time:

at

where B is the number of births in the population during the
time interval and D is the number of deaths.
Next, we can convert this simple model into one in which
births and deaths are expressed as the average number of births
and deaths per individual (per capita) during the specified time
interval. The per capita birth rate is the number of offspring
produced per unit time by an average member of the popula~
tion. If, for example, there are 34 births per year in a population
of 1,000 individuals, the annual per capita birth rate is 34/1,000,
orO.034. Ifwe know the annual per capita birth rate (symbolized
by b), we can use the formulaB = bNto calculate the expected
number ofbirths per year in a population ofany size. For example, if the annual per capita birth rate is 0.034 and the population size is 500,

B=bN
B = 0.034 X 500
B = 17 per year
Similarly, the per capita death rale (symbolized by d) allows
us to calculate the expected number of deaths per unit time in
a population ofany size, using the formula D = dN. Ifd = 0.016
per year, we would expect 16 deaths per year in a population of
1,000 individuals. For natural populations or those in the labo~
ratory, the per capita birth and death rates can be calculated
from estimates of population size and data in life tables and re~
productive tables (for example, Tables 53.1 and 53.2).
Now we can revise the population growth equation again,
this time using per capita birth and death rates rather than the
numbers of births and deaths:

In this case r;nst is simply the instantaneous per capita rate of increase. Ifyou have not yet studied calculus, don't be intimidated
by the form of the last equation; it is similar to the previous one,
are very short and are exexcept that the time intervals
pressed in the equation as dt.ln fact, as becomes shorter, the
discrete rapproaches the instantaneous riml in value.

at

at

Exponential Growth
Earlier we described a population whose members all have access to abundant food and are free to reproduce at their physiological capacity. Population increase under these ideal
conditions is called exponential population growth, also
known as geometric population growth. Under these conditions, the per capita rate of increase may assume the maximum rate for the species, denoted as r'M"" The equation for
exponential population growth is

dN

dt = r"",xN
The size of a population that is growing exponentially in~
creases at a constant rate, resulting eventually in a J-shaped
growth curve when population size is plotted over time
(Figure 53.10). Although the maximum rate of increase is
constant, the population accumulates more new individuals
per unit of time when it is large than when it is small; thus, the

2.000

aN =bN-dN

at

One final simplification is in order. Population ecologists are
most interested in the difference between the per capita birth
rate and per capita death rate. This difference is the per capita
rate a/increase, or r:

r=b-d
The value of r indicates whether a given population is growing
(r> 0) or declining (r < 0). Zero population growth (ZPG)
occurs when the per capita birth and death rates are equal
(r = 0). Births and deaths still occur in such a population, of
course, but they balance each other exactly.
Using the per capita rate of increase, we can now rewrite
the equation for change in population size as

t1.N =rN

at

Remember that this equation is for a discrete, or fixed, time interval (often one year, as in the previous example) and does not
1182
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• Figure 53.10 Population growth predicted by the
exponential model. This graph compares growth in two
populations with different ~alues of I"""" Increasing the ~alue from 0.5
to 1.0 increases the rate of rise in population size o~er time, as reflected
by the relative slopes of the CUtves at any gi~en population size,
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.. Figure 53. l' Exponential growth in the African elephant
population of Kruger National Park. 50uth Africa.
curves in Figure 53.10 get progressively steeper over time.
This occurs because population growth depends on N as well
as r",ax' and larger populations experience more births (and
deaths) than small ones growing at the same per capita rate. It
is also clear from Figure 53.10 that a population with a higher
maximum rate of increase (dN/dt = 1.0N) will grow faster
than one with a lower rate of increase (dNldt = 0.5N).
The J-shaped curve ofexponential growth is characteristic of
some populations that are introduced into a new environment
or whose numbers have been drastically reduced by a catastrophic event and are rebounding. For example, the population
of elephants in Kruger National Park, South Africa, grew exponentially for approximately 60 years after they were first protected from hunting (figure 53.11). The increasingly large
number ofelephants eventually caused enough damage to vegetation in the park that a collapse in their food supply was likely.
To protect other species and the park ecosystem before that
happened, park managers began limiting the elephant population by using birth control and exporting elephants to other
countries.
CONCEPT

CHECK

53.3

1. Explain why a constant rate of increase (r",..x) for a
population produces a growth graph that is J-shaped
rather than a straight line.
2. \'(fhere is exponential gro\\1h by a plant population
more likely-on a newly formed volcanic island or in
a mature, undisturbed rain forest? Why?
3, -','!:tU1jM In 2006, the United States had a population ofabout 300 million people. If there were 14
births and 8 deaths per 1,000 people, what was the
country's net population growth that year (ignoring
immigration and emigration, which are substantial)?
Do you think the United States is currently experiencing exponential population growth? Explain.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

The exponential growth model assumes that resources are
unlimited, which is rarely the case in the real world. As population density increases, each individual has access to fewer
resources. Ultimately, there is a limit to the number of individuals that can occupy a habitat. Ecologists define carrying
capacity, symbolized as K, as the maximum population size
that a particular environment can sustain. Carrying capacity
varies over space and time with the abundance of limiting resources. Energy. shelter. refuge from predators, nutrient
availability, water, and suitable nesting sites can all be limiting factors. For example, the carrying capacity for bats may be
high in a habitat with abundant flying insects and roosting
sites, but lower where there is abundant food but fewer suitable shelters.
Crowding and resource limitation can have a profound effect on population growth rate. If individuals cannot obtain
sufficient resources to reproduce, the per capita birth rate (b)
will decline. If they cannot consume enough energy to maintain themselves, or if disease or parasitism increases with
density, the per capita death rate (d) may increase. A decrease in b or an increase in d results in a lower per capita rate
of increase (r).

The logistic Growth Model
We can modify our mathematical model to incorporate
changes in growth rate as the population size nears the carrying capacity. In the logistic population growth model, the per
capita rate of increase approaches zero as the carrying capacity
is reached.
To construct the logistic model, we start with the exponential population growth model and add an expression that reduces the per capita rate of increase as N increases. If the
maximum sustainable population size (carrying capacity) is K,
then K - N is the number of additional individuals the environment can support, and (K - N)I K is the fraction of K that
is still available for population growth. By multiplying the exponential rate of increase r",axNby (K - N)I K. we modify the
change in population size as N increases:

dN

(K -N)

----::it = r",..x N - K -

\'(fhen N is small compared to K, the term (K - N)I K is large,
and the per capita rate of increase, r",,,,,(K - N)IK, is close to
the maximum rate of increase. But when N is large and resources are limiting, then (K - N)IKis small, and so is the per
capita rate of increase. When N equals K. the population stops
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Logistic Growth of a
Hypothetical Population

Exponential

2,000

= 1.500)

(K

Popu- Intrinsic
lation Rate of
Size Increase

Per Capita
Rate of
Increase:

K-N (K - N)
K '- K

Population
Growth Rate:'
,~,.N

(K-K- N)

(N)

(r~Jf)

25

1.0

0.98

0.98

100

1.0

0.93

0.93

+93

250

1.0

0.83

0.83

+208

500

1.0

0.67

0.67

+333

+25

750

1.0

0.50

0.50

+375

1,000

1.0

0.33

0.33

+333

1,500

1.0

0.00

0.00

0

'Rounded tu the

ne~rei\

whole number.

growing. Table 53.3 shows cakulations of population growth
rate for a hypothetical population growing according to the
logistic model, with T......., "" 1.0 per individual per year. Notice
that the overall population gro....rth rate is highest, +375 individuals per year, when the population size is 750, or half the
carrying capacity. At a population size of 750, the per capita
rate of increase remains relati\'e1y high (one-half the maximum rate), but there are more reproducing individuals (NJ in
the population than at lower population sizes.
The logistic model of population growth produces a sigmoid (S-shaped) growth curve when N is plotted over time
(the red line in Figure 53,12). New individuals are added to
the population most rapidly at intermediate population sizes,
when there is not only a breeding population of substantial
size, but also lots of available space and other resources in the
environment. The population growth rate slows dramatically
as N approaches K.
Note that we haven't said anything yet about why the population growth rate slows as N approaches K For a population's
growth rate to decrease, either the birth rate b must decrease,
the death rate d must increase, or both. Later in the chapter, we
will consider some of the factors affecting these rates.

The logistic Model and Real Populations
The growth of laboratory populations of some small animals,
such as beetles and crustaceans, and of some microorganisms, such as paramecia, yeasts, and bacteria, fits an S·shaped
curve fairly well under conditions of limited resources
(Figure S3.13a). These populations are grown in a constant
environment lacking predators and competing species that
may reduce growth of the populations, conditions that rarely
occur in nature.
1184
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• Figure 53.12 Population growth predicted by the
logistic model. The rate of populatIOn growth slows as population
size lM approaches the wrying capaCity (K) of the environment. The
red line shows logistic growth In a populatIOn where rnYl( == 1.0 and
K .. 1,500 individuak. for comparison, the blue line illustrates a
populattOO contlnuing to grow exponentially wrth the same r",.,..

Some of the basic assumptions built into the logistic model
clearly do not apply to aU populations. The logistic model assumes that populations adjust instantaneously to growth and
approach carrying capacity smoothly. In reality, there is often
a lag time before the negative effects of an increasing population are realized.lffood becomes limiting for a population, for
instance. reproduction will decline eventually, but females
may use their energy reserves to continue reproducing for a
short time. This may cause the population to overshoot its carrying capacity temporarily, as shown for the water fleas in
Figure S3.13b. If the population then drops below carrying
capacity, there will be a delay in population growth until the
increased number of offspring are actually born. Still other
populations fluctuate greatly, making it difficult even to define
carrying capacity. We will examine some possible reasons for
such fluctuations later in the chapter.
The logistic model also incorporates the idea that regardless of population density, each individual added to a population has the same negative effect on population growth rate.
However, some populations show an Allee effect (named
after W. C. Allee, of the University of Chicago, who first described it), in which individuals may have a more difficult
time surviving or reproducing if the population size is too
small. For example, a single plant may be damaged by excessive wind ifit is standing alone, but it would be protected in
a clump of individuals.
The logistic model is a useful starting point for thinking
about how populations grow and for constructing more complex models. The model is also important in conservation
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(b) A Daphnia population in the lab. The growth of a population of water fleas (Daphnia) in a smalilaboralory culture

(black dots) does not correspond well to the logistic model
(red curve), This population overshoots the carrying capacity
of its anificial environment before it settles down to an

approximately stable population size.

biology for predicting how rapidly a particular population
might increase in numbers after it has been reduced to a small
size and for estimating sustainable harvest rates for fish and
wildlife populations. Conservation biologists can use the
model to estimate the critical size below which populations of
certain organisms, such as the northern subspecies of the
white rhinoceros (Ceralotllerium simum), may become extinct (figure 53.14). Like any good starting hypothesis, the logistic model has stimulated research that has led to a better
understanding of the factors affecting population growth.

The Logistic Model and Life Histories
The logistic model predicts different per capita growth rates
for populations of low or high density relative to the carrying

... Figure 53.14 White rhinoceros mother and calf. The two
animals pictured here are members of the southern subspecies, which
has a population of more than 10.000 individuals. The northern
subspecies is critically endangered. with a population of fewer than
25 individuals.

capacity of the environment. At high densities, each individual has few resources available, and the population grows
slowly. At low densities, per capita resources are relatively
abundant, and the population grows rapidly. Different life history features are favored under each condition. At high population density, selection favors adaptations that enable
organisms to survive and reproduce with few resources. Competitive ability and efficient use of resources should be favored
in populations that are at or near their carrying capacity.
(Note that these are the traits we associated earlier with
iteroparity.) At low population density, adaptations that promote rapid reproduction, such as the production of numerous, small offspring, should be favored.
Ecologists have attempted to connect these differences in favored traits at different population densities with the logistic
growth model. Selection for life history traits that are sensitive
to population density is known as K-selection, or densitydependent selection. In contrast, selection for life history
traits that maximize reproductive success in uncrowded environments (low densities) is called r-selection, or densityindependent selection. These names follow from the variables
ofthe logistic equation. K-selection is said to operate in populations living at a density near the limit imposed by their resources
(the carrying capacity, Kj, where competition among individuals is relatively strong. Mature trees growing in an old-growth
forest are an example of K-selected organisms. In contrast,
r-selection is said to maximize r, the per capita rate of increase,
and occurs in environments in which population densities are
well below carrying capacity or individuals face little competition. Such conditions are often found in disturbed habitats.
Like the concepts ofsemelparity and iteroparity, the concepts
of K- and r-selection represent two extremes in a range ofactual
life histories. The framework of K- and r-selection, grounded in
the idea of carrying capacity, has helped ecologists to propose
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alternative hypotheses oflife history evolution. These alternative
hypotheses, in turn, have stimulated more thorough smdy of
how factors such as disturbance, stress, and the frequency ofopportunities for successful reproduction affect the evolution oflife
histories. They have also forced ecologists to address the importantquestion we alluded to earlier: \Vhydoes population gro\\1:h
rate decrease as population size approaches carrying capacity?
Answering this question is the focus of the next section.
CONCEPT

CHECK

5J.4

Population regulation is an area of ecology that has many
practical applications. In agriculture, a farmer may want to reduce the abundance ofinsect pests or stop the growth ofan invasive weed that is spreading rapidly. Conservation ecologists
need to know what environmental factors create favorable
feeding or breeding habitats for endangered species, such as
the white rhinoceros and the whooping crane. Management
programs based on population-regulating factors have helped
prevent the extinction of many endangered species.

Population Change and Population Density

1. Explain why a population that fits the logistic growth

model increases more rapidly at intermediate size
than at relatively small or large sizes.
2. When a farmer abandons a field, it is quickly colonized by fast-growing weeds. Are these species more
likely to be K-selected or ,-selected species? Explain.
3. _'MUI 4 Add rows to Table 53.3 for three cases
where N > K: N = 1,600, 1,750, and 2,000. What is
the population growth rate in each case? In which
portion of Figure 53.13b is the Daphnia population
changing in a way that corresponds to the values you
calculated?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

r:i~:;~:c~~;~hat

regulate
population growth are
density dependent

In this section, we will apply biology's unifying theme of
feedback reguiLltion (see Chapter 1) to populations, \Vhat environmental factors keep populations from growing indefinitely?
Why are some populations fairly stable in size, while others,
such as the Soay sheep on Hirta Island, are not (see Figure 53.1)?

To understand why a population stops growing, it is helpful to
study how the rates of birth, death, immigration, and emigration change as population density rises. If immigration and
emigration offset each other, then a population grows when
the birth rate exceeds the death rate and declines when the
death rate exceeds the birth rate.
A birth rate or death rate that does not change with population density is said to be density independent. In a classic
study of population regulation, Andrew Watkinson and John
Harper, of the University of Wales, found that the mortality of
dune fescue grass (Vulpia membranacea) is mainly due to
physical factors that kill similar proportions of a local population, regardless of its density. For example, drought stress that
arises when the roots of the grass are uncovered by shifting
sands is a density-independent factor. In contrast, a death rate
that rises as population density rises is said to be density
dependent, as is a birth rate that falls with rising density.
Watkinson and Harper found that reproduction by dune fescue declines as population density increases, in part because
water or nutrients become more scarce. Thus, in this grass
population, the key factors regulating birth rate are density
dependent, while death rate is largely regulated by densityindependent factors. Figure 53.15 models how a population
may stop increasing and reach equilibrium as a result ofvarious
combinations of density-dependent and density-independent
regulation.

DenSity-dependent
birth rate
Densityindependent
death rate

Equilibrium
density

Equilibrium
density

Population denSity
(a) Both birth rate and death rate change with
population density.

Population density_

(b) Birth rate changes with population density
while death rate is constant.

(c) Death rate changes with population density
while birth rate is constant.

.. Figure 53.15 Determining equilibrium for population density. This simple model considers
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Equilibrium
density

Population density_

onbj birth and death rates (immlgration and emigration rates are assumed to be either zero or equaQ,
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(a) Cheetahs stake out their territories with a chemical marker 10 urine

... Figure 53.16 Decreased reproduction at high
population densities. Reproduction by juvenile Soay sheep on
Hirta Island drops dramatically as population size increases.

Density-Dependent Population Regulation
\Vithout some type of negative feedback between population
density and the vital rates of birth and death, a population
would never stop growing. Density-dependent regulation
provides that feedback, operating through mechanisms that
help to reduce birth rates and increase death rates, halting
population growth.

Competition for Resources
In a crowded population, increasing population density intensifies competition for declining nutrients and other resources,
resulting in a lower birth rate. Crowding can reduce reproduction by plants, as discussed earlier for dune fescue. Many
animal populations also experience internal competition for
food and other resources. On Hirta Island, ecologists have
closely monitored the relationship between Soay sheep density and reproduction for many years. Their results show that
the effects of increasing density on birth rate are strongest for
the youngest sheep that reproduce, typically I-year-old juveniles (Figure 53.16).

(b) Gannets nest virtually a peck apart and defend their territories by
calling and pecking at one another.
... Figure 53.17 Territoriality. In some animals, defense olterritories provides negative leedback on population density,
nest site, but beyond that threshold, few additional birds
breed successfully. Birds that cannot obtain a nesting spot do
not reproduce. The presence of surplus, or nonbreeding, individuals is a good indication that territoriality is restricting
population growth, as it does in many bird populations.

Disease
Territoriality
In many vertebrates and some invertebrates, territoriality
can limit population density. In this case, territory space becomes the resource for which individuals compete. Cheetahs, for example, are highly territorial, using chemical
communication to warn other cheetahs of their territorial
boundaries (Figure 53.17a). Maintaining a territory increases the likelihood that a cheetah will capture enough
food to reproduce. Oceanic birds, such as gannets, often nest
on rocky islands to avoid predators (Figure 53.17b). Up to a
certain population density, most gannets can find a suitable

Population density can also influence the health and thus the
survival of organisms. If the transmission rate of a particular
disease depends on a certain level of crowding in a population,
the disease's impact may be density dependent. Among plants,
the severity of infection by fungal pathogens is often greater in
locations where the density of the host plant population is
higher. Animals, too, can experience an increased rate of infection by pathogens at high population densities. Steven Kohler
and Wade Hoiland, of the Illinois Natural History Survey,
showed that in caddis flies (Brachycentrus americanus, a
stream·dwelling insect), peaks in disease·related mortality
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followed years of high insect abundance, leading to cyclic fluctuations in the density of the caddis fly population. In humans,
the lung disease tuberculosis, which is caused by bacteria that
spread through the air when an infe<ted person sneezes or
coughs, strikes a greater percentage of people living in densely
populated cities than those in rural areas.

Predation
Predation may be an important cause of density-dependent
mortality if a predator encounters and captures more food as
the population density of the prey increases. As a prey population builds up, predators may feed preferentially on that
species, consuming a higher percentage of individuals. For example, trout may concentrate for a few days on a particular
species of insect that is emerging from its aquatic larval stage
and then switch to eating another insect species as it becomes
more abundant.

Toxic Wastes
The accumulation of toxic wastes can contribute to densitydependent regulation of population size. In laboratory cultures of microorganisms, metabolic by-products accumulate
as the populations grow, poisoning the organisms within this
limited, artificial environment. For example, ethanol accumulates as a by-product of yeast fermentation. The alcohol content of wine is usually less than 13% be<ause that is the
maximum concentration ofethanol that most wine-producing
yeast cells can tolerate.

Intrinsic Factors
For some animal species, intrinsic (physiological) factors,
rather than the extrinsic (environmental) factors we've just
discussed, appear to regulate population size. For instance,
white-footed mice in a small field enclosure will multiply, but
eventually their reproductive rate will decline until the population ceases to grow. This drop in reproduction is associated
with aggressive interactions that increase with population
density, and it occurs even when food and shelter are provided
in abundance. High population densities in mice can induce a
stress syndrome in which hormonal changes delay sexual
maturation, cause reproductive organs to shrink, and depress
the immune system. In this case, high densities cause an increase in mortality and a decrease in birth rates. Similar effects
of crowding occur in other wild rodent populations.
These various examples of population regulation by negative feedback show how increased densities cause population
growth rates to decline by affecting reproduction, growth, and
survivorship. But although negative feedback helps explain
why populations stop growing, it does not address why some
populations fluctuate dramatically while others remain relatively stable. This is the topic we address next.
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Population Dynamics
All populations for which we have long-term data show some
fluctuation in numbers. These fluctuations from year to year or
place to place influence the seasonal or annual harvest of fish
and other commercially important species. They also give e<ologists insight into what controls population size. The study of
population dynamics focuses on the complex interactions between biotic and abiotic factors that cause variation in the size
of populations.

Stability and Fluctuation
Populations of[arge mammals were once thought to remain relatively stable over time, but long-term studies have challenged
that idea. The numbers ofSoay sheep on Hirta Island fluctuate
greatly, rising or falling by more than half from one year to the
next (Figure 53.18). \Vhat causes the size of this population to
change so dramatically? The most important factor appears to
be the weather. Harsh weather, particularly cold, wet winters,
weakens the sheep and decreases food availability, leading to a
decrease in the size ofthe population. \Vhen sheep numbers are
high, other factors, such as an increase in the density of parasites, also cause the population to shrink. Conversely, when
sheep numbers are low and the weather is mild, food is readily
available and the population grows quickly.
Like the Soay sheep population on Hirta, the moose population on Isle Royale in Lake Superior also fluctuates over time.
In the case ofthe moose, predation is an additional factor that
regulates the population. Moose from the mainland colonized
the island around 1900 by walking across the frozen lake.
Wolves, which rely on moose for most of their food, followed
around 1950. Because the lake has not frozen over in recent
years, both populations have been isolated from immigration
and emigration. Despite this isolation, the moose population
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.. Figure 53.18 Variation in size of the Soay sheep
population on Hirta Island. 1955-2002.
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.. Figure 53.19 Fluctuations in moose and wolf
populations on Isle Royale, 1959-2006.
n The first several moose reached Isle Royale in the early 19005, and
. . by 1925 the population on the island had grown to 2,000. Why
do you think it was able to grow 50 quickly? What growth model best
describes this initial growth?
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which increased the energy needs of the animals and made it
harder for the moose to find food under the deep snow.

Population Cycles: Scientific Inquiry
While many populations fluctuate at unpredictable intervals,
others undergo regular boom-and-bust cycles. Some small
herbivorous mammals, such as voles and lemmings, tend to
have 3- to 4-year cycles, and some birds, such as ruffed grouse
and ptarmigans, have 9- to II-year cycles.
One striking example of population cycles is the lO-year cycling of snowshoe hares (Lepus americanus) and lynx (Lynx
canadensis) in the far northern forests of Canada and Alaska.
Lynx are predators that spedalize in preying on snowshoe hares,
so it is not surprising that lynx numbers rise and fall with the
numbers of hares (figure 53.20). But why do hare numbers rise
and fall in lO-yearcycles? Three main hypotheses have been proposed. First, the cycles may be caused by food shortage during
winter. Hares eat the terminal twigs ofsmall shrubs such as willow and birch in winter, although why this food supply might cycle in lO-year intervals is uncertain. Second, the cycles may be
due to predator-prey interactions. Many predators other than
lynx eat hares, and they may overexploit their prey. Third, the
size ofthe hare population may vary with sunspot activity, which
also undergoes cyclic changes. When sunspot activity is low,
slightly less atmospheric ozone is produced, and slightly more
UV radiation reaches Eartll's surface. In response, plants produce
more UV-blocking chemicals and fewer chemicals tllat deter
herbivores, increasing the quality ofthe hares' food.
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experienced two major increases and collapses during the last
45 years (Figure 53.19). The first collapse coincided with a
peak in the numbers of wolves from 1975 to 1980. The second
collapse, around 1995, coincided with harsh winter weather,
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... figure 53.20 Population cycles in the snowshoe hare
and lynx. Population counts are based on the number of pelts sold
by trappers to the Hudson Bay Company.

n What do you observe about the relative timing of the peaks in lynx
. . numbers and hare numbers) What might explain this observation)

Let's consider the evidence for the hypotheses. lfhare cycles
are due to winter food shortage, then they should stop if extra
food is provided to a field population. Researchers have conducted such experiments in the Yukon for 20 years-over two
hare cycles. They have found that hare populations in the areas
with extra food have increased about threefold in density but
have continued to cycle in the same way as the unfed control
populations. Thus, food supplies alone do not cause the hare cycle shown in Figure 53.20, so we can reject the first hypothesis.
Using radio collars, ecologists have tracked individual hares
to determine why they died. Predators killed almost 90% ofthe
hares in such studies, and none of the hares appeared to have
died of starvation. These data support the second hypothesis.
When ecologists excluded predators from one area with electric fences and excluded predators and provided food in another area, they found that the hare cycle is driven largely by
excessive predation but that food availability also plays an important role, particularly in the winter. Perhaps better-fed
hares are more likely to escape from predators.
To test the third hypothesis, ecologists compared the timing
of hare cycles and sunspot activity. As predicted, periods oflow
sunspot activity were followed by peaks in the hare population.
The results of all of these experiments suggest that both predation and sunspot activity may regulate the cycling of hare numbers and that food availability plays a less important role.
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The availability of prey is the major factor influencing population changes for predators such as lynx, great-horned owls,
and weasels, each of which depends heavily on a single prey
spe<ies. \'1hen prey become scarce, predators often turn on one
another. Coyotes kill both foxes and lynx, and great-horned
owls kill smaller birds ofprey as well as weasels, accelerating the
collapse of the predator populations. Long-term experimental
studies help to unravel the causes of such population cycles.

Immigration, Emigration, and Metapopulations
So far our discussion of population dynamics has focused
mainly on the contributions of births and deaths. However,
immigration and emigration also influence populations,
particularly when a number of local populations are linked,
forming a metapopulation. For example, immigration and
emigration link the Belding's ground squirrel population we
discussed earlier to other populations of the species, all of
which make up a metapopulation.
Local populations in a metapopulation can be thought of as
occupying discrete patches of suitable habitat in a sea of unsuitable habitat. The patches vary in size, quality, and isolation from
other patches, factors that influence how many individuals
move among the populations. Patches with many individuals,
for instance, can supply more emigrants to other patches. Ifone
population becomes extinct, the patch it occupied can be re<:olonized by immigrants from another population.
The Glanville fritillary (Melitaea cinxia) illustrates the
movement of individuals benwen
populations (Figure 53.21). This

butterfly is found in about 500 meadows across the Aland Islands of Finland, but its potential habitat in the islands is much
larger, approximately 4,000 suitable patches. New populations
of the butterfly regularly appear and existing populations become extinct, constantly shifting the locations of the 500 colonized patches. The species persists in a balance ofextinctions
and recolonizations.
The metapopulation concept underscores the significance
of immigration and emigration in the butterfly populations. It
also helps ecologists understand population dynamics and
gene flow in patchy habitats, providing a framework for the
conservation ofspecies living in a network ofhabitat fragments
and reserves.
CONCEPT

CHECl(

53.5

I. Identify three density-dependent factors that limit
population size, and explain how each exerts negative
feedback.
2. Describe three attributes of habitat patches that could
affect population density and rates of immigration
and emigration.
3. -Mn'li- If you were studying an endangered
species that, like the snowshoe hare, has a lO-year
population cycle, how long would you need to study
the species to determine if its population size is
declining? Explain.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;~:t~::a~3;~pulation

is no
longer growing exponentially
but is still increasing rapidly

In the last few centuries, the human population has grown at
an unprecedented rate, more like the elephant population in
Kruger National Park (see Figure 53.11) than the fluctuating
populations weconsidered in Concept 53.5. No population can
grow indefinitely, however, and humans are no exception. In
this last section ofthe chapter, we'll apply the concepts of population dynamics to the specific case of the human population.

a
• Occupied patch
• Unoccupied patch

.... Figure 53.21 The Glanville fritillary: a meta population.
On the Aland Islands. local populations of this butterfly (filled circles)
are found in only a fraction of the suitable habitat patches (open
circles) at any gi~en time. Indi~iduals can mo~e between local
populations and colonize unoccupied patches,
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The Global Human Population
TIle exponential growth model in Figure 53.10 approximates the
human population explosion since 1650. Ours is a singular case;
it is unlikely that any other population of large animals has ever
sustained so much growth for so long (Figure 53.22). TIle human population increased relatively slowly until about 1650, at
which time approximately 500 million people inhabited Earth.
Our population doubled to 1 billion within the next m'o centuries, doubled again to 2 billion between 1850 and 1930, and
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So far we have described changes in the global population, but
population dynamics vary widely from region to region. In a
stable regional human population, birth rate equals death rate
(disregarding the effects of immigration and emigration). Two
possible configurations for a stable population are
Zero population growth = High birth rate - High death rate

Zero population growth = Low birth rate - Low death rate
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has slowed in recent decades. mainly as a result of decreased birth
rales throughout the world.
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... Figure 53.22 Human population growth (data as of
2006). The global human population has grown almost continuously
throughout history, but it skyrocketed after the Industrial Revolution.
Though it is not apparent at this scale, the rate of population growth

a city the size of Amarillo, Texas, or Madison, \Visconsin. It
takes only about four years for world population growth to add
the equivalent of another United States. Population ecologists
predict a population of7.8-1O.8 billion people on Earth by the
year 2050.
Though the global population is still growing, the rate of
growth began to slow during the 1960s (Figure 53.23). The an~
nual rate of increase in the global population peaked at 2.2% in
1962; by 2005, it had dedi ned to 1.15%. Current models project
a continued decline in the annual growth rate to just over 0.4%
by 2050, a rate that would still add 36 million more people per
year if the population climbs to a projected 9 billion. The reduction in growth rate over the past four decades shows that
the human population has departed from true exponential
growth, which assumes a constant rate. This departure is the
result of fundamental changes in population dynamics due to
diseases, including AIDS, and to voluntary population control.
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doubled still again by 1975 to more than 4 billion. The global
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... Figure 53.23 Annual percent increase in the global
human population (data as of 2005). The sharp dip in the
1960s is due mainly to a famine in China in which about 60 million
people died.
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... Figure 53.24 Demographic transition in Sweden and
Mexico, 1750-2050 (data as of 2005).
The movement toward the second configuration is called
the demographic transition. Figure 53.24 compares the demographic transition in one of the most industrialized countries, Sweden, and in a less industrialized country, Mexico.
The demographic transition in Sweden took about 150 years,
from 1810 to 1960, when birth rates finally approached death
rates; in Mexico, the changes are projected to continue until
sometime after 2050, almost the same length of time as they
took in Sweden. Demographic transition is associated with an
increase in the quality of health care and sanitation as well as
improved access to education, especially for women.
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aspirations of women in many cultures encourage women to
delay marriage and postpone reproduction. Delayed reproduction helps to decrease population growth rates and to move a
society toward zero population growth under conditions oflow
birth rates and low death rates. However, there is a great deal
ofdisagreement among world leaders as to how much support
should be provided for global family planning efforts.

After 1950, death rates declined rapidly in most developing
countries, but birth rates have declined in a more variable
manner. The fall in birth rate has been most dramatic in
China. In 1970, the Chinese birth rate predicted an average of
5.9 children per woman per lifetime (total fertility rate); by
2004, largely because of the government's strict one-child policy, the expected total fertility rate was 1.7 children. In some
countries of Africa, the transition to lower birth rates has also
been rapid, though birth rates remain high in most of subSaharan Africa. In India, birth rates have fallen more slowly.
How do such variable birth rates affect the growth of the
world's population? In industrialized nations, populations are
near equilibrium (growth rate about 0.1% per year), with reproductive rates near the replacement level (total fertility rate
= 2.1 children per female). In many industrialized countries,
including Canada, Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom,
total reproductive rates are in fact be/vw replacement. These
populations will eventually decline if there is no immigration
and if the birth rate does not change. In fact, the population is
already declining in many eastern and central European coun·
tries. Most of the current global population growth (L 15% per
year) is concentrated in less industrialized countries, where
about 80% of the world's people now live.
A unique feature of human population growth is our potential ability to control it with family planning and voluntary contraception. Reduced family size is the key to the demographic
transition. Social change and the rising educational and career
Rapid growth
Afghanistan
Male
Female

Age Structure
One important demographic variable in present and future
growth trends is a country's age structure, the relative number
of individuals of each age in the population. Age structure is
commonly graphed as "pyramids" like those in Figure 53.25.
For Afghanistan, the pyramid is bottom-heavy, skewed toward
young individuals who will grow up and may sustain the explosive growth with their own reproduction. The age structure
for the United States is relatively even until the older, postreproductive ages, except for a bulge that corresponds to the
"baby boom~ that lasted for about two decades after the end of
World War II. Even though couples born during those years
have had an average of fewer than two children, the nation's
overall birth rate still exceeds the death rate because so many
"boomers~ and their offspring are still of reproductive age.
Moreover, although the current total reproductive rate in the
United States is 2.1 children per woman-approximately replacement rate-the population is projected to grow slowly
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.. Figure 53.25 Age-structure pyramids for the human population of three
countries (data as of 2005). As of 2007, the annual rate of population growth was
approximately 2.6% in Afghanistan, 0.9% in the United States, and 0.0% in Italy.
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through 2050 as a result of immigration. For Italy, the pyramid
has a small base, indicating that individuals younger than
reproductive age are relatively underrepresented in the population. This situation contributes to the projection ofa population decrease in Italy.
Age-structure diagrams not only predict a population's
gro\\1h trends but can also illuminate social conditions. Based
on the diagrams in Figure 53.25, we can predict, for instance,
that employment and education opportunities will continue
to be a significant problem for Afghanistan in the foreseeable
future. The large number of young entering the Afghan population could also be a source of continuing social and political
unrest, particularly if their needs and aspirations are not met.
In Italy and the United States, a decreasing proportion of
younger working-age people will soon be supporting an increasing population of retired "boomers.n In the United States,
this demographic feature has made the future of Social Security and Medicare a major political issue. Understanding age
structures can help us plan for the future.

Infant Mortality and Life Expectancy

Infant mortality, the number of infant deaths per I,M live
births, and life expectancy at birth, the predicted average length
of life at birth, vary widely among different human populations.
These differences reflect the quality of life faced by children at
birth and influence the reproductive choices parents make. Ifinfant mortality is high, then parents are likely to have more children to ensure that some ofthem reach adulthood. figure 53.26
contrasts average infant mortality and life expectancy in the industrialized and less industrialized countries of the world in
2005. \Vhile these averages are markedly different, they do not
capture the broad range ofthe human condition. In 2005, for example, the infant mortality rate was 163 (16.3%) in Afghanistan
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No ecological question is more important than the future size
of the human population. The projected worldwide population size depends on assumptions about future changes in
birth and death rates. As we noted earlier, population ecologists project a global population of approximately 7.8-10.8
billion people in 2050. In other words, without some catastrophe, an estimated 1-4 billion people will be added to the
population in the next four decades because of the momentum of population growth. But just how many humans can the
biosphere support? Will the world be overpopulated in 2050?
Is it already overpopulated?

Estimates of Carrying Capacity
For over three centuries, scientists have attempted to estimate the
human carrying capacity of Earth. The first known estimate, 13.4
billion, was made in 1679 by Anton van LeeUVt'enhoek, the discoverer of protists (see Chapter 28). Since then, estimates have
varied from less than 1 billion to more than 1,000 billion (1 trillion), with an average of 10-15 billion.
Carrying capacity is difficult to estimate, and the scientists
who provide these estimates use different methods to get their
answers. Some current researchers use curves like that produced
by the logistic equation (see Figure 53.12) to predict the future
maximum ofthe human population. Others generalize from existing "maximum" population density and multiply this number
by the area of habitable land. Still others base their estimates on
a single limiting factor, such as food, and consider many variables, including the amount of available farmland, the average
yield of crops, the prevalent diet-vegetarian or meat-basedand the number of calories needed per person per day.

Limits on Human Population Size
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but only 3 (0.3%) in Japan, while life expectancy at birth was 43
years in Afghanistan and 81 years in Japan. Although global life
expectancy has been increasing since about 1950, more recently
it has dropped in a number ofregions, including countries ofthe
former Soviet Union and in sub-Saharan Africa. In these regions,
the combination ofsocial upheaval, decaying infrastructure, and
infectious diseases such as AIDS and tuberculosis is reducing life
expectancy. In the South AfricancountryofAngola, for instance,
life expectancy in 2005 was approximately 39 years, about half
that in Japan, Sweden, Italy, and Spain.

Industrialized
countries

less industrialized
countries

... Figure 53.26 Infant mortality and life expectancy at
birth in industrialized and less industrialized countries
(data as of 2005).

A more comprehensive approach to estimating the carrying capacity of Earth is to recognize that humans have multiple constraints: We need food, water, fuel, building materials, and other
resources, such as clothing and transportation. The ecological
footprint concept summarizes the aggregate land and water
area required by each person, city, or nation to produce all the
resources it consumes and to absorb all the waste it generates.
CHAPTER flfTY·THREE
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One way to estimate the ecological footprint of the entire human population is to add up all the ecologically productive land
on the planet and divide by the population. This calculation
yields approximately 2 hectares (ha) per person (I ha = 2.47
acres). Reserving some land for parks and conservation means
reducing this allotment to 1.7 ha per person-the benchmark
for comparing actual ecological footprints. Anyone who con·
sumes resources that require more than 1.7 ha to produce is
said to be using an unsustainable share of Earth's resources. A
typical ecological footprint for a person in the United States is
about 10 ha.
Ecologists sometimes calculate ecological footprints using
other currencies besides land area. For instance, the amount of
photosynthesis that occurs on Earth is finite, constrained by
the amount of land and sea area and by the sun's radiation. Scientists recently studied the extent to which people around the
world consume seven types of photosynthetic products: plant
foods, wood for building and fuel, paper, fiber, meat, milk, and
eggs (the last three based on estimates of how much plant mao
terial goes into their production). Figure 53,27 shows that areas with high population densities, such as China and India,
have high consumption rates. However, areas of much lower
population density but higher per capita consumption, such as
parts of the United States and Europe, have equally high rates,
as much as 400 times the rate at which photosynthetic products are produced locally. The combination of population density and resource use per person determines our global
ecological footprint.
We can only speculate about Earth's ultimate carrying capacity for the human population or about what factors will
eventually limit our growth. Perhaps food will be the main fac-

tor. Malnutrition and famine are common in some regions, but
they result mainly from unequal distribution of food rather
than inadequate production. So far, technological improvements in agriculture have allowed food supplies to keep up with
global population growth. However, the principles of energy
flow through ecosystems (explained in Chapter 55) tell us that
environments can support a larger number of herbivores than
carnivores. Ifeveryone ate as much meat as the wealthiest peo·
pie in the world, less than half of the present world population
could be fed by current food harvests.
Perhaps we humans will eventually be limited by suitable
space, like the gannets on oceanic islands. Certainly, as our
population grows, the conflict over how space is utilized will
intensify, and agricultural land will be developed for housing. There seem to be few limits, however, on how closely
humans can be crowded together, as long as adequate food
and water are provided to them and space is available to dispose of their waste.
Humans could also run out of nonrenewable resources,
such as certain metals and fossil fuels. The demands of many
populations have already far exceeded the local and even regional supplies of one renewable resource-fresh water. More
than 1 billion people do not have access to sufficient water to
meet their basic sanitation needs. It is also possible that the
human population will eventually be limited by the capacity of
the environment to absorb its wastes. In such cases, Earth's
current human occupants could lower the planet's long-term
carrying capacity for future generations.
Some optimists have suggested that because of our ability
to develop technology, human population growth has no practical limits. Technology has undoubtedly increased Earth's

log (g carbon/year)
13.4
9.8
5.8

CJ Not analyzed
... Figure 53.27 The amount of photosynthetic products that humans use around
the world. The unit of measurement is the logarithm of the number of grams of photosynthetic
products consumed each year. The greatest usage is in places where population density is high or
where people consume the most resources indi~idually (high per capita consumption).
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carrying capacity for humans, but as we have emphasized, no
population can continue to grow indefinitely. After reading
this chapter, you should realize that there is no single carrying
capacity for the human population on Earth. How many people our planet can sustain depends on the quality of life each
of us enjoys and the distribution of wealth across people and
nations, topics of great concern and political debate. Unlike
other organisms, we can decide whether zero population
growth will be attained through social changes based on human choices or through increased mortality due to resource
limitation, plagues, war, and environmental degradation.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

Dynamic biological processes influence population
density, dispersion, and demographics (pp. 1174-1179)
... Density and Dispersion Population density-the number of
individuals per unit area or volume-results from the interplay
of births, deaths, immigration, and emigration. Environmental
and social factors influence the dispersion of individuals.
Patterns of dispersion
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CHECK

53.6

I. How does a human population's age structure affect
its growth rate?
2. How has the growth of Earth's human population
changed in recent decades? Give your answer in
terms of growth rate and the number of people added
each year.
3. -·,1M"IA What choices can you make that influence your own ecological footprint?
For suggested answers, see AppendiK A.

... "Trade-offs" and life Histories Ufe history traits such as
brood size, age at maturity, and parental caregiving represent
trade-offs between conflicting demands for time, energy, and
nutrients.

_"Iili"_ 53.3
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CONCEPT

The exponential model describes population growth in
an idealized, unlimited environment (pp. 1181-1183)
... Per Capita Rate of Increase Ifimmigration and emigration
are ignored, a population's growth rate (the per capita rate of
increase) equals birth rate minus death rate.
... Exponential Growth The exponential growth equation
dNldt == r",axN represents a population's potential growth in
an unlimited environment, where r""'" is the maximum per
capita, or intrinsic, rate of increase and N is the number of
individuals in the population.

.'

,

.'

Clumped

Uniform

Random

... Demographics Populations increase from births and immi·
gration and decrease from deaths and emigration. Life tables,
survivorship curves, and reproductive tables summarize specific demographic trends.
Act""ty Tedniques for Estimating Population Innsity and Size
Acti.ity Investigating Survivorship Curves
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53.2

Life history traits are products of natural selection
(pp.1179-1181)
... Ufe history traits are evolutionary outcomes reflected in the
development, physiology, and behavior of an organism.
... Evolution and life History Diversity Big-bang, or semelparous, organisms reproduce once and die. Iteroparous
organisms produce offspring repeatedly.

Number of generations

_"Ii""_ 53.4

The logistic model describes how a population
grows more slowly as it nears its carrying capacity
(pp.1183-1186)
... Exponential growth cannot be sustained for long in any population. A more realistic population model limits growth by incorporating carrying capacity (K), the maximum population
size the environment can support.
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.. The Logistic Growth Model According to the logistic equation dN/dt = r m"",N(K - N)/ K, growth levels off as population
size approaches the carrying capacity.

S

.~

•c

K "" carrying capacity

-----------;;------

:§,
o
~

Number of generations

.. The Logistic Model and Real Populations The logistic
model fits few real populations perfectly, but it is useful for
estimating possible growth.
.. The Logistic Model and life Histories Two hypothetical
but controversial life history patterns are K-selection, or
density-dependent selection, and r-selection, or densityindependent selection.

-'.11"'1- 53.5
Many factors that regulate population growth are
density dependent (pp. 1186-1190)
.. Population Change and Population Density In densitydependent population regulation, death rates rise and birth
rates fall with increasing density. In density-independent population regulation, birth and death rates do not change with
increasing density.
.. Density-Dependent Population Regulation Densitydependent changes in birth and death rates curb population
increase through negative feedback and can eventually stabilize a population near its carrying capacity. Density-dependent
limiting factors include intraspecific competition for limited
food or space, increased predation, disease. stress due to
crowding. and buildup of toxic substances.
.. Population Dynamics Because changing environmental
conditions periodically disrupt them, all populations exhibit
some size fluctuations. Many populations undergo regular
boom-and-bust cycles that are influenced by complex interactions between biotic and abiotic factors. A metapopulation is
a group of populations linked by immigration and emigration.

_@.if.M
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- •.11""- 53.6
The human population is no longer growing exponentially
but is still increasing rapidly (pp. 1190-1195)
.. The Global Human Population Since about 1650, the global
human population has grown exponentially, but within the last
40 years, the rate ofgrowth has fallen by nearly 50%. Differences
in age structure show that while some nations' populations are
growing rapidly. those ofothers are stable or declining in size. Inf,mt mortality rates and life expectancy at birth differ markedly
between industrialized and less industrialized countries.
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.. Global Carrying Capacity The carrying capacity of Earth
for humans is uncertain. Ecological footprint is the aggregate
land and water area needed to produce all the resources a person or group of people consume and to absorb all of their
waste. It is one measure of how close we are to the carrying
capacity of Earth. \Vith a world population of more than
6.6 billion people, we are already using many resources in
an unsustainable manner.

Ecology

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
t. The observation that members of a population are uniformly
distributed suggests that
a. the size of the area occupied by the population is
increasing.
b. resources are distributed unevenly.
c. the members of the population are competing for access
to a resource.
d. the members of the population are neither attracted to
nor repelled by one another.
e. the density of the population is low.
2. Population ecologists follow the fate of same-age cohorts to
a. determine a population's carrying capacity.
b. determine if a population is regulated by densitydependent processes.
c. determine the birth rate and death rate of each group in a
population.
d. determine the factors that regulate the size of a
population.
e. determine if a population's growth is cydic.
3. According to the logistic growth equation

dN

dt =

(K -N)
r",uN -K--

a. the number of individuals added per unit time is greatest
when N is close to zero.
b. the per capita growth rate (r) increases as N
approaches K.
c. population growth is zero when N equals K.
d. the population grows exponentially when K is small.
e. the birth rate (b) approaches zero as N approaches K.
4. A population's carrying capacity
a. can be accurately calculated using the logistic growth
model.
b. generally remains constant over time.
c. increases as the per capita growth rate (r) decreases.
d. may change as environmental conditions change.
e. can never be exceeded.

5. Which pair ofterms most accurately describes life history traits
for a stable population of wolves?
a. semelparous; r-selected
b. semelparous; K-selected
c. iteroparous; r-selected
d. iteroparous; K-selected
e. iteroparous; N-selected
6. During exponential growth, a population always
a. grows by thousands of individuals.
b. grows at its maximum per capita rate.
c. quickly reaches its carrying capacity.
d. cycles through time.
e. loses some individuals to emigration.
7. Scientific study of the population cycles of the snowshoe hare
and its predator, the lynx, has revealed that
a. the prey population is controlled by predators alone.
b. hares and lynx are so mutually dependent that each
species cannot survive without the other.
c. multiple biotic and abiotic factors contribute to the
cycling of the hare and lynx populations.
d. both hare and lynx populations are regulated mainly by
abiotic factors.
e. the hare population is r-selected and the lynx population
is K-selected.
8. Based on current growth rates, Earth's human population in
2010 will be closest to
a. 2 million.
d. 7 billion.
b. 3 billion.
e. lO billion.
c. 4 billion.
9. Which of the following statements about human population in
industrialized countries is incorrect?
a. Average family size is relatively small.
b. The population has undergone the demographic
transition.
c. Life history is r-selected.
d. The survivorship curve is Type I.
e. Age distribution is relatively uniform.
10. A recent study of ecological footprints concluded that
a. Earth's carrying capacity for humans is about lO billion.
b. Earth's carrying capacity would increase if per capita meat
consumption increased.
c. current demand by industrialized countries for resources is
much smaller than the ecological footprint ofthose countries.
d. the ecological footprint of the United States is large
because per capita resource use is high.
e. it is not possible for technological improvements to
increase Earth's carrying capacity for humans.

II. "P.W'"

To estimate which age cohort in a population of
females produces the most female offspring, you need information about the number of offspring produced per capita within
that cohort and the number of individuals alive in the cohort.
Make this estimate for Belding's ground squirrels by multiplying the number of females alive at the start of the year {column
2 in Table 53.1) by the average number offemale offspring produced per female {column 5 in Table 53.2). Draw a bar graph
with female age in years on the x-axis (0-1, 1-2, and so on) and
total number of female offspring produced for each age cohort
on the y-axis. \Vhich cohort of female Belding's ground squirrels produces the most female young?

For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-51401". Visit the Study Area at www.milsteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
12. Write a paragraph contrasting the conditions that favor the
evolution ofsemelparous (one-time) reproduction versus
iteroparous (repeated) reproduction.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
13. You are testing the hypothesis that the population density of a
particular plant species influences the rate at which a pathogenic fungus infects the plant. Because the fungus causes visible scars on the leaves, you can easily determine whether a
plant is infected. Design an experiment to test your hypothesis. Include your experimental treatments and control, the
data you will collect, and the results expected if your hypothesis is correct.

SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY. ANO SOCIETY
14. Many people regard the rapid population growth of less industrialized countries as our most serious environmental problem.
Others think that the population growth in industrialized
countries, though smaller, is actually a greater environmental
threat. \Xfhat problems result from population growth in
(a) less industrialized countries and (b) industrialized nations?
\Xfhich do you think is a greater threat, and why?
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54,1 Community interactions are classified by
whether they help, harm, or have no effect
on the species involved
54.2 Dominant and keystone species exert strong
controls on community structure
54.3 Disturbance influences species diversity
and composition
54.4 Biogeographic factors affect community
biodiversity
54.5 Community ecology is useful for understanding
pathogen life cycles and controlling
human disease

"

your next walk through a park or in the woods, or
even across campus, look for evidence of interactions between different species. You may observe
birds using trees as nesting sites, bees pollinating flowers,
spiders trapping insects in their webs, or ferns growing in
shade provided by trees-a tiny sample of the many interactions between species that exist in any ecological theater.
Some ecological interactions are more obvious than others.
At first glance, Figure 54.1 depicts a simple interaction be·
tween an herbivore, a hornworm caterpillar, and its preferred
food, a tomato plant. But the white objects on the caterpillar's
back are telltale signs of an interaction between the caterpillar
and a third species, a parasitic wasp. The wasp lays its eggs inside the caterpillar, and the larvae that emerge from the eggs
feed on the caterpillar's tissues. The larvae then develop into
adult wasps inside the white cocoons on their host's back. This
interaction will eventually kill the caterpillar.
In Chapter 53, you learned how individuals within a population can affect other individuals of the same species. This

0
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J. Figure 54.1 How many interactions between species
are occurring in this scene?

chapter will examine ecological interactions between populations of different species. A group of populations of different
species living dose enough to interact is called a biological
community. Ecologists define the boundaries of a particular
community to fit their research questions: They might study
the community of decomposers and other organisms living on
a rotting log, the benthic community in Lake Superior, or the
community of trees and shrubs in Shenandoah National Park.
We begin this chapter by exploring the kinds of interactions
that occur between species in a community. We then consider
several of the factors that are most significant in structuring a
community-in determining how many species there are,
which particular species are present, and the relative abundance
of these species. Finally, we will apply some of the principles of
community ecology to the study of human disease.

~'::::n~~i~teractions

are
classified by whether they help,
harm, or have no effect on the
species involved

Some key relationships in the life of an organism are its interactions with individuals ofother species in the community. These
interspecific interactions include competition, predation, herbivory, and symbiosis (including parasitism, mutualism, and
commensalism). In this section, we ""ill define and describe each
of these interactions, recognizing that ecologists do not always
agree on the precise boundaries ofeach type of interaction.
We will use the symbols + and - to indicate how each interspeciflc interaction affects the survival and reproduction
of the two species engaged in the interaction. For example,

predation is a +1- interaction, with a positive effect on the
survival and reproduction of the predator population and a
negative effect on that of the prey population. Mutualism is a
+1+ interaction because the survival and reproduction of
each species is increased in the presence of the other. A 0 indicates that a population is not affected by the interaction in
any known way.
Historically, most ecological research has focused on interactions that have a negative effect on at least one species, such
as competition and predation. However, positive interactions
are ubiquitous, and their contributions to community structure are the subject of considerable study today.

Competition
Interspecific competition is a -1- interaction that occurs
when individuals of different species compete for a resource
that limits their growth and survival. For instance, weeds
growing in a garden compete with garden plants for soil nutrients and water. Grasshoppers and bison in the Great Plains
compete for the grass they both eat. Lynx and foxes in the
northern forests of Alaska and Canada compete for prey such
as snowshoe hares. In contrast, some resources, such as oxygen, are rarely in short supply; thus, although most species use
this resource, they do not usually compete for it.

plain the niche concept: If an organism's habitat is its "address;'
the niche is the organism's "profession:' Put another way, an organism's niche is its ecological role-how it "fits into" an
ecosystem. For example, the niche ofa tropical tree lizard consists of, among many components, the temperature range it
tolerates, the size of branches on which it perches, the time of
day when it is active, and the sizes and kinds of insects it eats.
We can use the niche concept to restate the principle of
competitive exclusion: Two species cannot coexist permanently in a community if their niches are identical. However,
ecologically similar species can coexist in a community if there
are one or more significant differences in their niches. When
competition between species with identical niches does not
lead to local extinction ofeither species, it is generally because
one species' niche becomes modified. In other words, evolution by natural selection can result in one of the species using
a different set of resources. The differentiation of niches that
enables similar species to coexist in a community is called
resource partitioning (Figure 54.2). You can think of resource partitioning in a community as "the ghost of competition past" -the indirect evidence of earlier interspecific
competition resolved by the evolution ofniche differentiation.
As a result of competition, a species' fundamental niche,
which is the niche potentially occupied by that species, is often
different from its realized niche, the portion ofits fundamental
niche that it actually occupies in a particular environment.

Competitive Exclusion
What happens in a community over time when two species
directly compete for limited resources? In 1934, the Russian
ecologist G. F. Gause studied this question in laboratory experiments with m'o closely related species of ciliated protists,
Paramecium aurelia and Paramecium caudatum. He cultured the species under stable conditions, adding a constant
amount of food every day. When Gause grew the two species
in separate cultures, each population grew rapidly and then
leveled off at what was apparently the carrying capacity of the
culture (see Figure 53.13a for an illustration of the logistic
growth of P aurelia). But when Gause cultured the two
species together, P caudatum was driven to extinction in the
culture. Gause inferred that P. aurelia had a competitive edge
in obtaining food, and he concluded that two species competing for the same limiting resources cannot coexist in the same
place. In the absence of disturbance, one species will use the
resources more efficiently and thus reproduce more rapidly
than the other. Even a slight reproductive advantage will eventually lead to local elimination of the inferior competitor, an
outcome called competitive exclusion.

Ecological Niches
The sum ofa species' use ofthe biotic and abiotic resources in
its environment is called the species' ecological niche. American ecologist Eugene Odum used the following analogy to ex-

A. distichus perches on fence

posts and other sunny surfaces,

A. insolitus usually perches
on shady branches,

... Figure 54.2 Resource partitioning among Dominican
Republic lizards. Se~en species of Anolis lizards li~e in close
proximity, and all feed on insects and other small arthropods, Howe~er,
competition for food is reduced because each lizard species has a
different preferred perch, thus occupying a distinct niche.
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Ecologists can identify the fundamental niche of a species by
testing the range of conditions in which it grows and reproduces in the absence of competitors. They can also test
whether a potential competitor limits a species' realized niche
by removing the competitor and seeing if the first spe<ies expands into the newly available space (Figure 54.3). The classic

54.3

l'

•

Can a species' niche be influenced by
interspecific competition?
EXPERIMENT
Ecologist JOSE'ph ConnE'1i studied two barnaclE'
speciE's- CIltllamalus stellatus and Balanus balanoides-that
have a stratifiE'd distribution on rocks along the coast of Scotland.
Chfhama/us IS usually found higher on the rocks than Balanus To
detf'fmine whE'ther thE' distribution of Chthamalus is the rE'sult of
interspE'cific competition with Balanus, ConnE'1i rE'moved Balanus
from thE' rocks at seYE'ral sitE's.

High tide

~ Chthamalus

+

I) Balanus

t

experiment depicted in the figure clearly showed that competition from one barnacle spe<ies kept a second barnacle species
from occupying part of its fundamental niche.

Character Displacement
Closely related species whose populations are sometimes allopatric (geographically separate; see Chapter 24) and sometimes sympatric (geographically overlapping) provide more
evidence for the importance of competition in structuring
communities. In some cases, the allopatric populations of
such species are morphologically similar and use similar resources. By contrast, sympatric populations, which would
potentially compete for resources, show differences in body
structures and in the resources they use. This tendency for
characteristics to diverge more in sympatric populations of
two species than in allopatric populations of the same two
species is called character displacement. An example of
character displacement is the variation in beak size between
different populations of the Galapagos finches Geospiza
ju/iginosa and Geospizajortis (Figure 54.4).

Chthamalus
rE'ahzed niche

t

G fuliginosa

G. fortis

Balanus
----reahzE'd niche
Ocean

I
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dE'pth

Low tide
60

RESULTS
Chrhama/us sprE'ad into thE' rE'gion formerly
occupiE'd by Balanus.
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CONCLUSION IntE'rspE'cific compE'tition makE's thE' realizE'd
nichE' of Chthamalus much smallE'r than its fundamE'ntal nichE',
SOURCE

J. H, Connell, The influence of in1~rweofic compell11on
and olh~f faclors on the dlstnbution of lh~ bamad~ ChrlMmalus srel~M.
Ecology42:71o-n3 (1961).

.'@il i•

OthE'r observalions showed that Balanus cannot
survivE' high on thE' rocks bE'cause it driE'S out during low tides,
How would Balanus's rE'alizE'd nichE' compare with its fundamental niche?
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.. Figure 54.4 Character displacement: indirect evidence
of past competition. Allopatric populations of Geospiza fuliginosa
and Geosplza fortis on Los Hermanos and Daphne Islands havE' similar
beak morphologiE's (top two graphs) and presumably eat similarly sized
SE'E'ds. However, whE're the two speciE'S are sympatric on Santa Maria
and San Cristobal. G, fuliginosa has a shallower, smallE'f bE'ak and G.
fortis a dE'E'per. larger one (bottom graph). adaptations that favor
eating differE'nt sizE'S of seE'ds
n
Suppose that the symparric populations of both finch spe<ies
. . colonized a new island that contained seeds of only one size.
What would you expect to happen to tile differences in beak size over
time? Explain your reasoning.

Predation
Predation refers to a +1- interaction between species in
which one species, the predator, kills and eats the other, the
prey. Though the term predation generally elicits such images

as a lion attacking and eating an antelope, it applies to a wide
range of interactions. An animal that kills a plant by eating the
plant's tissues can also be considered a predator. Because eating and avoiding being eaten are prerequisite to reproductive
success, the adaptations of both predators and prey tend to be
refined through natural selection.
Many important feeding adaptations of predators are both
obvious and familiar. Most predators have acute senses that
enable them to locate and identify potential prey. In addition,
many predators have adaptations such as claws, teeth, fangs,
stingers, or poison that help them catch and subdue the or... Figure 54.5 Examples of defensive coloration in animals.
(a) Cryptic
coloration
.. Canyon tree frog

(b) Aposematic
coloration
.. Poison dart frog

(cl Batesian mimicry: A harmless species mimics a harmful one.

ganisms on which they feed. Rattlesnakes and other pit vipers,
for example, find their prey with a pair of heat-sensing organs
located between their eyes and nostrils (see Figure 5O.5a), and
they kill small birds and mammals by injecting them with toxins through their fangs. Predators that pursue their prey are
generally fast and agile, whereas those that lie in ambush are
often disguised in their environments.
Just as predators possess adaptations for capturing prey,
prey animals have adaptations that help them avoid being
eaten. Some common behavioral defenses are hiding, fleeing,
and forming herds or schools. Active self-defense is less common, though some large grazing mammals vigorously defend
their young from predators such as lions. Other behavioral defenses include alarm calls that summon many individuals of
the prey species, which then mob the predator.
Animals also display a variety of morphological and physiological defensive adaptations. For example, cryptic coloration,
or camouflage, makes prey difficult to spot (Figure 54.Sa). Other
animals have mechanical or chemical defenses. For example,
most predators are strongly discouraged by the familiar defenses of porcupines and skunks. Some animals, such as the
European fire salamander, can synthesize toxins, whereas others passively acquire a chemical defense by accumulating toxins
from the plants they eat. Animals with effective chemical defenses often exhibit bright aposematic coloration, or warning
coloration, such as that of the poison dart frog (Figure 54.Sb).
Aposematic coloration seems to be adaptive: There is evidence
that predators are particularly cautious in dealing with potential
prey having bright color patterns (see Chapter 1).
Some prey spe<ies gain significant protection by mimicking the appearance of other species. In Satesian mimicry, a
palatable or harmless species mimics an unpalatable or harmful model. For example, the larva of the hawkmoth
Hemeroplanes ornatus puffs up its head and thorax when disturbed, looking like the head of a small poisonous snake
(Figure 54.5c).ln this case, the mimicry even involves behavior;
the larva weaves its head back and forth and hisses like a snake.
In Mullerian mimicry, two or more unpalatable species, such
as the cuckoo bee and yellow jacket, resemble each other
(Figure 54.5d). Presumably, each species gains an additional
(d) Mullerian mimicry: Two unpalatable species
mimic each other.
.. Cuckoo bee
... Yellow Jacket
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advantage because the more unpalatable prey there are, the
more quickly and effectively predators adapt, avoiding any prey
with that particular appearance. The shared appearance thus be~
comes a kind ofaposematic coloration. In an example of conver~
gent evolution, unpalatable animals in several different taxa have
similar patterns of coloration: Black and yellow or red stripes
characterize unpalatable animals as diverse as yellow jackets and
coral snakes (see Figure 1.25).
Predators also use mimicry. For example, some snapping
turtles have tongues that resemble a wriggling worm, thus luring small fish. Any fish that tries to eat the "bait" is itself
quickly consumed as the turtle's strong jaws snap closed. Anglerfish also lure prey with their own bait, in this case a modified bone of the dorsal fin that luminesces in some species.

Herbivory
Ecologists use the term herbivory to refer to a +1- interaction in which an organism eats parts of a plant or alga. While
large mammalian herbivores such as cattle, sheep, and water
buffalo may be most familiar, most herbivores are actually invertebrates, such as grasshoppers and beetles. In the ocean,
herbivores include snails, sea urchins, some tropical fishes,
and certain mammals, such as the manatee (Figure 54.6).
Like predators, herbivores have many specialized adapta~
tions. Many herbivorous insects have chemical sensors on their
feet that enable them to distinguish bety,'een toxic and nontoxic
plants as well as between more nutritious and less nutritious
plants. Some mammalian herbivores, such as goats, use their
sense ofsmell to examine plants, rejecting some and eating others. They may also eat just a specific part of a plant, such as the
flowers. Many herbivores also have specialized teeth or digestive systems adapted for processing vegetation (see Chapter41).
Unlike prey animals, plants cannot run away to avoid being
eaten. Instead, a plant's arsenal against herbivores may feature
chemical toxins or structures such as spines and thorns.

.... Figure 54.6 A West Indies manatee (Trichechus
manatus) in Florida. The animal in this photo is feeding on water
hyacinth, an introduced species.
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Among the plant compounds that serve as chemical weapons
are the poison strychnine, produced by the tropical vine
Strychnos taxifera; nicotine, from the tobacco plant; and tannins, from a variety of plant species. Plants in the genus As·
traga/us accumulate selenium toxins; they are known as
"locoweeds" because the cattle and sheep that eat them wander aimlessly in circles and may even die. Compounds that are
not toxic to humans but may be distasteful to many herbivores
are responsible for the familiar flavors of cinnamon, cloves,
and peppermint. Certain plants produce chemicals that cause
abnormal development in some insects that eat them.

Symbiosis
When individuals oftwo or more species live in direct and in·
timate contact with one another, their relationship is called
symbiosis. This text adopts a general definition of symbiosis
that includes all such interactions, whether harmful, helpful,
or neutra1. Some biologists define symbiosis more narrowly
as a synonym for mutualism, in which both species benefit.

Parasitism
Parasitism is a +1- symbiotic interaction in which one or·
ganism, the parasitc, derives its nourishment from another or·
ganism, its host, which is harmed in the process. Parasites that
live within the body oftheir host, such as tapeworms, are called
cndoparasites; parasites that feed on the external surface of a
host, such as ticks and lice, are called ectoparasites. In one
particular type of parasitism, parasitoid insects-usually small
wasps-lay eggs on or in living hosts (see Figure 54.1). The larvae then feed on the body of the host, eventually killing it.
Some ecologists have estimated that at least one-third of all
species on Earth are parasites.
Many parasites have complex life cycles involving multiple
hosts. For instance, the life cycle ofthe blood fluke, which cur·
rently infects approximately 200 million people around the
world, involves two hosts: humans and freshwater snails (see
Figure 33.11). Some parasites change the behavior of their
hosts in a way that increases the probability of the parasite being transferred from one host to another. For instance, the
presence of parasitic acanthocephalan (spiny-headed) worms
leads their crustacean hosts to engage in a variety of atypical
behaviors, including leaving protective cover and moving into
the open. As a result of their modified behavior, the crus~
taceans have a greater chance of being eaten by the birds that
are the second host in the parasitic worm's life cycle.
Parasites can significantly affect the survival, reproduction, and density of their host population, either directly or
indirectly. For example, ticks that live as ectoparasites on
moose weaken their hosts by withdrawing blood and causing
hair breakage and loss, increasing the chance that the moose
will die from cold stress or predation by wolves. Some of the
declines of the moose population on Isle Royale, Michigan,
have been attributed to tick outbreaks (see Figure 53.19).

Mutualism
Mutualistic symbiosis, or mutualism, is an interspecific interaction that benefits both species (+ I +). We have described
many examples of mutualism in previous chapters: nitrogen
fixation by bacteria in the root nodules of legumes; the digestion ofcellulose by microorganisms in the digestive systems of
termites and ruminant mammals; the exchange of nutrients in
mycorrhizae, associations of fungi and the roots of plants; and
photosynthesis by unicellular algae in corals. The interaction
between termites and the microorganisms in their digestive
system is an example of obligate mutua/ism, in which at least
one spedes has lost the ability to survive without its partner. In
facultative mutualism, as in the acacia-ant example shown in
Figure 54.7, both species can survive alone.
Mutualistic relationships sometimes involve the evolution
of related adaptations in both species, with changes in either
species likely to affect the survival and reproduction of the

(al Certain species of acacia trees in Central and South America ha~e
hollow thorns that house stinging ants of the genus Pseudomyrmex.
The ants feed on nectar produced by the tree and on protein-rich
swellings (orange in the photograph) at the tips of leaflets.

other. For example, most flowering plants have adaptations
such as nectar or fruit that attract animals that function in pollination or seed dispersal (see Chapter 38). In turn, many animals have adaptations that help them find and consume nectar.

Commensalism
An interaction between species that benefits one of the
spedes but neither harms nor helps the other (+ /0) is called
commensalism. Commensal interactions are difficult to
document in nature because any close association between
species likely affects both species, even ifonly slightly. For instance, ~hitchhiking~ species, such as algae that live on the
shells of aquatic turtles or barnacles that attach to whales, are
sometimes considered commensal. The hitchhikers gain a
place to grow while having seemingly little effect on their ride.
However, the hitchhikers may in fact slightly decrease the reproductive success of their hosts by reducing the hosts' efficiency of movement in searching for food or escaping from
predators. Conversely, the hitchhikers may provide a benefit
in the form of camouflage.
Some associations that are possibly commensal involve
one species obtaining food that is inadvertently exposed by
another. For instance, cowbirds and cattle egrets feed on insects flushed out of the grass by grazing bison, cattle, horses,
and other herbivores. Because the birds increase their feeding
rates when following the herbivores, they clearly benefit from
the association. Much of the time, the herbivores may be un·
affected by the relationship (Figure 54.8). However, they, too,
may sometimes derive some benefit; the birds tend to be opportunistic feeders that occasionally remove and eat ticks and
other ectoparasites from the herbivores. They may also give
warning to the herbivores of a predator's approach.
All four types of interactions that we have discussed so farcompetition, predation, herbivory, and symbiosis-strongly
influence the structure of communities. You will see other examples of these interactions throughout this chapter.

(b) The acacia benefits because the pugnacious ants. whICh attack anything that touches the tree, remo~e fungal spores, small herbi~ores,
and debris, and clip ~egetation that grows close to the acacia.
.. Figure 54.7 Mutualism between acacia trees and ants.

... Figure 54.8 A possible example of commensalism
between cattle egrets and water buffalo.
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54.1

1. Explain how interspecific competition, predation, and
mutualism differ in their effects on the interacting

populations of two species.
2. According to the principle of competitive exclusion,
what outcome is expected when two species with
identical niches compete for a resource? Why?
Suppose you live in an agricultural area.
3,
What examples of the four types of community interactions (competition, predation, herbivory, and symbiosis) might you see in the growing or use of food?

-',11M".

For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

Community 1
A: 25% B: 25% C: 25% D: 25%

r~::~~:n~:~: keystone species
exert strong controls on
community structure

Although the interactions of many species influence biological
communities, sometimes a few species exert strong control on
a community's structure. particularly on the composition. relative abundance, and diversity of its species. Before examining
the effects ofthese particularly influential species. we first need
to consider two fundamental features of community structure:
species diversity and feeding relationships.

Species Diversity
The species diversity ofa community-the variety ofdifferent
kinds of organisms that make up the community-has two
components. One is species richness, the number of different
species in the community. The other is the relative abundance
ofthe different species, the proportion each species represents
of all individuals in the community. For example, imagine two
small forest communities, each with 100 individuals distributed among four tree species (A, B. C, and D) as follows:
Community 1: 25A, 25B, 25C, 250
Community 2: 80A, 5B, 5C, 100
The species richness is the same for both communities because they both contain four species of trees, but the relative abundance is very different (Figure 54.9). You would
easily notice the four types of trees in community 1, but
without looking carefully, you might see only the abundant species A in the second forest. Most observers would
intuitively describe community 1 as the more diverse of
the two communities.
Ecologists use many tools to quantitatively compare the diversity of different communities across time and space. They
often calculate an index of diversity based on species richness
1204
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Community 2
A: 80% B: 5% C: 5% D: 10%

.... Figure 54.9 Which forest is more diverse? Ecologists would
~y that community 1 has greater species diversity. a measure that
includes both species richness and relative abundance.

and relative abundance. One widely used index is the Shannon
diversity (H):

H = -[(PA InpA)

+ (PB In Pu) + (Pc In pel +... J

where A, B, C ... are the species in the community, P is the reI·
ative abundance ofeach species, and In is the natural logarithm.
Let's use this equation to calculate the Shannon diversity ofthe
two communities in Figure 54.9. For community 1, P = 0.25 for
each community, soH = -4 x (0.25 In 0.25) = 1.39. For community 2, H = - [(0.8 In 0.8) + (0.05 In 0.05) + (0.05 In 0.05)
+ (0.1 In O.1)J = 0.71. These calculations confirm our intuitive description of community 1 as more diverse.
Determining the number and relative abundance ofspecies
in a community is easier said than done. Many sampling techniques can be used, but since most species in a community are
relatively rare, it may be hard to obtain a sample size large
enough to be representative. It is also difficult to census the
highly mobile or less visible members ofcommunities, such as
mites, nematodes, and microorganisms. The small size of microorganisms makes them particularly difficult to sample. so
ecologists now use molecular tools to help determine microbial diversity (Figure 54.10). Although measuring species diversity is often challenging. it is essential not only for
understanding community structure but for conserving biodiversity, as you will read in Chapter 56.

•

FI~

•

54.10

Quaternary
consumers

Determining Microbial Diversity Using
Molecular Tools
APPLICATION
Ecologists are Increasingly uSing molecular
techniques. such as the analysis of restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFlPs), to determine microbial diversity and richness in environmental samples. As used in this application, RFlP
analysis produces a DNA fingerprint for microbial taxa based on
sequence variations in the DNA that encodes the small subunit of
ribosomal RNA. Noah Fierer and Rob Jackson, of Duke University,
used this method to compare the diversity of soil baderia in 98
habitats across North and South America to help identify environmental variables associated with high bacterial diversity.

TEcHNIque
Researchers first extract and purify DNA from
the microbial community in each sample, They use the polymerase chain reaction {PCR} to amplify the ribosomal DNA and label the DNA with a fluorescent dye (see Chapter 20). Restridion
enzymes then cut the amplified. labeled DNA into fragments of
different lengths, which are separated by gel electrophoresis. The
number and abundance of these fragments characterize the DNA
fingerprint of the sample,
Based on their RFlP analYSiS, Fierer and Jackson calculated the
Shannon diversity (H) of each sample, They then looked for a
correlation between H and several environmental variables,
including vegetation type, mean annual temperature and rainfall,
and acidity and quality of the soil at each site,

Carnivore
Tertiary
consumers
Carnivore

Carnivore

+
Secondary
consumers

Carnivore

+
Primary
consumers
Herbivore

Zooplankton

+
Primary
producers

RESULTS

The diversity of bacterial communities in soils
across North and South America was related almost exclusively to
soil pH, with the Shannon diversity being highest 10 neutral soils
and lowest in acidic SOils. Amazonian rain forests, which have extremely high plant and animal diversity, had the most acidic soils
and the lowest bacterial diversity of the samples tested,
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A terrestrial food chain

A marine food chain

... Figure 54.11 Examples of terrestrial and marine food
chains. The arrows trace energy and nutrients that pass through the
trophic levels of a community when organisms feed on one another,
Decomposers, which "feed" on organisms from all trophic levels, are
not shown here,

Food Webs

2.2

3

Phytoplankton

The structure and dynamics ofa community depend to a large
extent on the feeding relationships between organisms-the
trophic structure of the community. The transfer of food energy up the trophic levels from its source in plants and other
autotrophic organisms (primary producers) through herbivores (primary consumers) to carnivores (secondary, tertiary,
and quaternary consumers) and eventually to decomposers is
referred to as a food chain (figure 54.11).
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b'09W9raphyof soil b<tcteri<ll communlt'es. f'nXeed''''l> of Ihe Nalional
Academy of Science; USA 103626-631 (2006).
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In the 19205, Oxford University biologist Charles Elton recognized that food chains are not isolated units but are linked together in food webs. An ecologist can summarize the trophic
relationships of a community by diagramming a food web with
arrows linking species according to who eats whom. In an
antarctic pelagic community, for example, the primary producers are phytoplankton, which serve as food for the dominant
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Smaller
toothed
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Baleen
whales

Sperm
whales

Leopard
seals

r

- Fishes

.. - Birds

Euphausids
(krill)

....

"j
Zooplankton
Squids 1!CII:~~

-----

Copepods

Phytoplankton

.. Figure 54.12 An antarctic marine food web. Arrows follow
the transfer of food from the producers (phytoplankton) up through
the trophic levels For simplicity. this diagram omits decomposers
grazing zooplankton, especially euphausids (krill) and copepods, both ofwhich are crustaceans (Figure 54.12). These zooplankton species are in turn eaten by various carnivores,
including other plankton, penguins, seals, fishes, and baleen
whales. Squids, which are carnivores that feed on fishes as well
as zooplankton, are another important link in these food webs,
as they are in turn eaten bysealsand toothed whales. During the
time when whales were commonly hunted for food, humans became the top predator in this food web. Having hunted many
whale species to low numbers, humans are now harvesting at
lower trophic levels, catching krill as well as fishes for food.
How are food chains linked into food webs? First, a given
species may weave into the web at more than one trophic level.
For example, in the food web shown in Figure 54.12, euphausids
feed on phytoplankton as well as on other grazing zooplankton,
such as copepods. Such "nonexclusive" consumers are also
found in terrestrial communities. For instance, foxes are omni1206
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Juvenile striped bass

\).1

t
Crab-eater
seals

Sea nettle

.. Figure 54.13 Partial food web for the Chesapeake Bay
estuary on the U.S. Atlantic coast. The sea nettle (Chrysaora
quinquecirrha) and juvenile striped bass (Morone saxarilis) are the main
predators of fish larvae (bay anchovy and several other species). Note
that sea nettles are secondary consumers (black arrows) when they eat
zooplankton. but tertiary consumers (red arrows) when they eat fish
larvae. which are themselves secondary consumers of zooplankton,
vores whose diet includes berries and other plant materials, herbivores such as mice, and other predators, such as weasels. Humans are among the most versatile of omnivores.
Food webs can be very complicated, but we can simplify
them for easier study in two ways. First, we can group species
with similar trophic relationships in a given community into
broad functional groups. For example, in Figure 54.12, more
than 100 phytoplankton spe<ies are grouped as the primary
producers in the food web. A second way to simplify a food
web for closer study is to isolate a portion of the web that interacts very little with the rest ofthe community. Figure 54.13
illustrates a partial food web for sea nettles (a type of cnidarian) and juvenile striped bass in Chesapeake Bay.

Limits on Food Chain Length
Each food chain within a food web is usually only a few links
long. In the antarctic web of Figure 54.12, there are rarely more
than seven links from the producers to any top-level predator,
and most chains in this web have fewer links. In fact, most food
webs studied to date have chains consisting offive or fewer links.
Why are food chains relatively short? There are two main
hypotheses. One, the energetic hypothesis, suggests that the
length of a food chain is limited by the inefficiency of energy
transfer along the chain. As you will read in Chapter 55, only
about 10% of the energy stored in the organic matter of each
trophic level is converted to organic matter at the next trophic
level. Thus, a producer level consisting of 100 kg of plant material can support about 10 kg of herbivore biomass (the total
mass of all individuals in a population) and I kg of carnivore

biomass. The energetic hypothesis predicts that food chains
should be relatively longer in habitats ofhigher photosynthetic
production, since the starting amount ofenergy is greater than
in habitats with lower photosynthetic production.
A second hypothesis, the dynamic stability hypothesis,
proposes that long food chains are less stable than shortchains.
Population fluctuations at lower trophic levels are magnified at
higher levels, potentially causing the local extinction of top
predators. In a variable environment, top predators must be
able to recover from environmental shocks (such as extreme
winters) that can reduce the food supply all the way up the food
chain. The longer a food chain is, the more slowly top predators can recover from environmental setbacks. This hypothesis predicts that food chains should be shorter in unpredictable
environments.
Most of the data available support the energetic hypothesis.
Forexample, ecologists have used tree-hole communities in tropical forests as experimental models to test the energetic hypothesis. Many trees have small branch scars that rot, forming holes in
the tree trunk. The tree holes hold water and provide a habitat for
tiny communities consisting of microorganisms and insects that
feed on leaflitter, as well as predatory insects. figure 54.14 shows
the results ofexperiments in which researchers manipulated productivity (leaflitter falling into the tree holes). As predicted by the
energetic hypothesis, holes with the most leaf litter, and hence
the greatest total food supply at the producer level, supported the
longest food chains.
Another factor that may limit food chain length is that carnivores in a food chain tend to be larger at successive trophic
levels. The size of a carnivore and its feeding mechanism put
some upper limit on the size of food it can take into its mouth.
And except in a few cases, large carnivores cannot live on very
small food items because they cannot procure enough food in
a given time to meet their metabolic needs. Among the ex-

High (control):
natural rate of
litter fall

Medium: 1/'0
natural rate

Low: '/100
natural rate

ProdUdiVlly
... figure 54.14 Test of the energetic hypothesis for the
restriction of food chain length. Researchers manipulateclthe
productivity of tree·hole communities in Queensland. Australia. by
providing leaf litter input at three levels. Reducing energy input reduced
food chain length, a result consistent with the energetic hypothesis.
E'I According to the dynamic stability hypothesis, which productivity

. . treatment should have the most stable food cham? Explain.

ceptions are baleen whales, huge suspension feeders with
adaptations that enable them to consume enormous quanti·
ties of krill and other small organisms (see Figure 41.6).

Species with a large Impact
Certain species have an especially large impact on the structure of entire communities either because they are highly
abundant or because they playa pivotal role in community dy·
namics. The impact of these species can occur either through
their trophic interactions or through their influences on the
physical environment.

Dominant Species
Dominant species are those species in a community that are
the most abundant or that collectively have the highest biomass. As a result, dominant species exert a powerful control
over the occurrence and distribution of other species. For example, the abundance of sugar maples, the dominant plant
species in many eastern North American forest communities,
has a major impact on abiotic factors such as shading and soil,
which in turn affect which other species live there.
There is no single explanation for why a species becomes
dominant in a community. One hypothesis suggests that dominant species are competitively superior in exploiting limited
resources such as water or nutrients. Another explanation is
that dominant spe<ies are most successful at avoiding preda·
tion or the impact ofdisease. This latter idea could explain the
high biomass attained in some environments by invasive
species, organisms (typically introduced by humans) that take
hold outside their native range. Such species may not face the
natural predators and agents of disease that would otherwise
hold their populations in check.
One way to discover the impact of a dominant species is to
remove it from the community. This type of experiment has
been carried out many times by accident. The American
chestnut was a dominant tree in deciduous forests of eastern
North America before 1910, making up more than 40% of mature trees. Then humans accidentally introduced the fungal
disease chestnut blight to New York City via nursery stock imported from Asia. Between 1910 and 1950, this fungus killed
all the chestnut trees in eastern North America. In this case,
removing the dominant species had a relatively small impact
on some species but severe effects on others. Oaks, hickories,
beeches, and red maples that were already present in the forest increased in abundance and replaced the chestnuts. No
mammals or birds seemed to have been harmed by the loss of
the chestnut, but seven species of moths and butterflies that
fed on the tree became extinct.
The American chestnut story is only one example ofa community response to the loss of a dominant species. More research is needed before we can generalize about the overall
effects of such losses.
CHAPTER FlfTY·FOUR
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• F
15 Pisaster ochraceus a keystone predator?
EXPERIMENT

In rocky intertidal communities of western

North America. the relatively uncommon sea star Pi5ilster
ochraceus preys on mussels such as Mytilu5 califormanus, a dominant spl'cies and strong competitor for space. Robert Paine, of
the University of Washington, removed Pisasrer from an area in
the intertidal zone and examined the effect on species richness.
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RESULTS

In the absence of Pisaster, species richness de~
(lined as mussels monopolized the rock face and eliminated most
other invertebrates and algae. In a control area where Pisaster
was not removed, species richness changed very little.

With Pisaster (control)

1963'64 '65 '66 '67 '68 '69 '70 '71 '72 '73
Year

CONCLUSION Pisaster acts as a keystone species, exerting an
influence on the community that is not reflected in its abundance.
SOURCE

R, T. P~lne. food web compleXIty ~nd $pe<:1e$ dlver>lty,
(1966)

Ame,ic~n N~ru'alisI1()():6S-7S

Mi,iI:f.\lljI Suppose that an invasive fungus killed most individuals of Mytilus at these sites What do you think would happen to
species richness if Pisaster were then removed?

oL,-~\-~

1972

1985

1989
Year

1993 1997

Food
chain

(c) Total kelp density
.. Figure 54.16 Sea otters as keystone predators in the
North Pacific. The graphs correlate changes over time in sea oller
abundance (a) With changes In sea urchin biomass (b) and changes in
kelp density (c) in kelp forests al Adak Island (part of the Aleutian
Island chain). The vertical diagram on the right represents Ihe food
chain afler orcas (top) entered the chain.

keystone species in maintaining the diversity of an intertidal
community.
The sea otter, a keystone predator in the North Pacific, offers another example (figure 54.16). Sea otters feed on sea
urchins, and sea urchins feed mainly on kelp. In areas where
sea otters are abundant, sea urchins are rare and kelp forests
are well developed. \xrhere sea otters are rare, sea urchins are
common and kelp is almost absent. Over the last 20 years, orcas have been preying on sea otters as the whales' usual prey
has dedined. As a result, sea otter populations have declined
predpitously in large areas off the coast of western Alaska,
sometimes at rates as high as 25% per year. The loss ofthis keystone species has allowed sea urchin populations to increase,
resulting in the loss of kelp forests.

Keystone Species
In contrast to dominant species, keystone species are not
necessarily abundant in a community. They exert strong control on community structure not by numerical might but by
their pivotal ecological roles, or niches. One way to identify
keystone species is by removal experiments like the one described in Figure 54.15, which highlights the importance ofa
1208
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Foundation Species (Ecosystem "Engineers")
Some organisms exert their influence on a community not
through their trophic interactions but by causing physical
changes in the environment. Such organisms may alter the
environment through their behavior or their large collective
biomass.

Species that dramatically alter their physical environment
on a large scale are called ecosystem ~engineers" or, to avoid implying conscious intent, ~foundation species:' A familiar foundation species is the beaver (Figure 54.17), which, through tree
felling and dam building, can transform landscapes. The effects
of foundation species on other species can be positive or negative, depending on the needs ofthe other species.
By altering the structure or dynamics of the environment,
foundation species sometimes act as facilitators: They have
positive effects on the survival and reproduction of other
species in the community. For example, by modifying soils, the
black rush /uncus gerardi increases the species richness in
some zones of New England salt marshes./uncus helps prevent salt buildup in the soil by shading the soil surface, which
reduces evaporation (Figure 54.18a)./uncus also prevents
the salt marsh soils from becoming oxygen depleted as it
transports oxygen to its belowground tissues. Sally Hacker
and Mark Bertness, of Brown University, uncovered some of
/uncus's facilitation effects by removing /uncus from study
plots. Their experiment suggested that without/uncus, the up-

... Figure 54.17 Beavers as ecosystem "engineers:' By
felling trees. building dams. and creating ponds. beavers can transform
large areas of forest into flooded wetlands.
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... Figure 54.18 Facilitation by black rush (Juncus gerard;)
in New England salt marshes. Black rush facilitates the
occupation of the middle upper zone of the marsh. which increases
local plant speCies richness.

per middle intertidal zone would support 50% fewer plant
species (Figure 54.18b).

Bottom-Up and Top-Down Controls
Simplified models based on relationships between adjacent
trophic levels are useful for discussing community organization. For example, let's consider the three possible relationships between plants (Vfor vegetation) and herbivores (H):

V-->H

V<-H

The arrows indicate that a change in the biomass of one
trophic level causes a change in the other trophic level. V ~ H
means that an increase in vegetation will increase the numbers
or biomass of herbivores, but not vice versa. In this situation,
herbivores are limited by vegetation, but vegetation is not limited by herbivory. In contrast, V f- H means that an increase
in herbivore biomass will decrease the abundance of vegetation, but not vice versa. A double-headed arrow indicates that
feedback flows in both directions, with each trophic level sensitive to changes in the biomass of the other.
Two models of community organization are common: the
bottom-up model and the top-down model. The V -7 H linkage suggests a bottom-up model, which postulates a unidirectional influence from lower to higher trophic levels. In
this case, the presence or absence of mineral nutrients (N)
controls plant (V) numbers, which control herbivore (H)
numbers, which in turn control predator (P) numbers. The
simplified bottom-up model is thus N -7 V ~ H ~ P. To
change the community structure of a bottom-up community,
you need to alter biomass at the lower trophic levels, allowing
those changes to propagate up through the food web. For example, ifyou add mineral nutrients to stimulate growth ofvegetation, then the higher trophic levels should also increase in
biomass. If you add predators to or remove predators from a
bottom-up community, however, the effect should not extend
down to the lower trophic levels.
In contrast, the top-down model postulates the opposite:
Predation mainly controls community organization because
predators limit herbivores, herbivores limit plants, and
plants limit nutrient levels through their uptake of nutrients
during growth and reproduction. The simplified top-down
model, N f- V f- H f- P, is also called the trophic cascade
modeL For example, in a lake community with four trophic
levels, the model predicts that removing the top carnivores
will increase the abundance of primary carnivores, in turn decreasing the number of herbivores, increasing phytoplankton
abundance, and decreasing concentrations of mineral nutrients. If there were only three trophic levels in a lake, removing
primary carnivores would increase the number of herbivores
and decrease phytoplankton abundance, causing nutrient levels to rise. The effects of any manipulation thus move down
the trophic structure as alternating +/- effects.
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Diana Wall (see interview on pages 1146-1147) and Ross Virginia investigated whether bottom-up or top-down factors are
more important in a community of soil nematodes in the deserts
of Antarctica. They chose this extreme environment because its
nematode community contains only two or three species and is
therefore easier to manipulate and study than other more speciesrich communities. Their experiment, described in Figure 54.19,
showed that top-down factors appear to control the organization
of this simple community.
The top-down model has practical applications. For example, ecologists have applied the top-down model to improve water quality in polluted lakes. This approach, called
biomanipulation, attempts to prevent algal blooms and eutrophication by altering the density of higher-level consumers
in lakes instead of using chemical treatments. In lakes with
three trophic levels, for example, removing fish should improve water quality by increasing zooplankton and thereby
decreasing algal populations. In lakes with four trophic levels,
adding top predators should have the same effect. We can
summarize this scenario with the following diagram:

Fish

Polluted State

Restored State

Abundant

Rare

• 'I

•

54.19

Are soil nematode communities in Antarctica
controlled by bottom-up or top-down factors?
EXPERIMENT

Previous research in the deserts of Antardica
had shown that the predatory nematode Eudorylaimus antareticus
becomes I~s abundant in drier soils, but its prey speci~. the
nematode Smttnema lindsayae, does not. To determine whether
bottom-up or top-down factors control interactions in these communities, Diana Wall and Ross Virginia, then both of Colorado
State University, decreased the abundance of E antareticus in seleded plots by warming and drying the soil. They placed clear
plastic chambers over the ground for a year to trap the heat from
sunlight and warm the soil by SoC,
RESULTS
The density of E. antareticus in the warmed
plots dropped to one-quarter of the density in control plots. In
contrast. the density of S. Iindsayae increased by one·siKth.

•

Control plots
Warmed plots

n

a "-------:cJ..-'....--~:--'--'--Zooplankton

Rare

Abundant

Algae

Abundant

Rare

Ecologists used biomanipulation on a large scale in Lake
Vesijarvi in southern Finland. Lake Vesijarvi is a large (llO km2 l,
shallow lake that was polluted with city sewage and industrial
wastewater until 1976. After pollution controls reduced these
inputs, the water quality of the lake began to improve. By 1986,
however, massive blooms of cyanobacteria started to occur in
the lake. These blooms coincided with a dense population of
roach, a fish that had benefited from the mineral nutrients that
the pollution provided over many years. Roach eat zooplankton,
which otherwise keep the cyanobacteria and algae in check. To
reverse these changes, ecologists removed nearly a million kilograms of fish from Lake Vesijarvi between 1989 and 1993, reducing roach to about 20% of their former abundance. At the
same time, the ecologists stocked the lake with pike perch, a
predatory fish that eats roach. This added a fourth trophic level
to the lake, which kept down the population of roach. Biomanipulation was a success in Lake Vesijarvi. TIle water became
dear, and the last cyanobacterial bloom was in 1989. The lake
remains dear even though roach removal ended in 1993.
As these examples show, communities vary in their degree
of bottom-up and top-down control. To manage agricultural
landscapes, parks, reservoirs, and fisheries, we need to understand each particular community's dynamics.
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5 Imdsayae

E antarC(lCUS

CONCLUSiON The prey species' increase in density as the
predator density declined suggests that this soil nematode community is controlled by top-down factors.
SOURCE

D

W~II-Frl.'Ckm~n ~nd

R. A.

Virg,n,~, Low·d'ver~ty

Antar(ll( wil nematode <ommUml,es. distr,butoon and response to d,sturbance,
Ecology 78:363-369 (1997),

_','11° 11, . Suppose a second predatory species eKISted

In this
community and that its abundance was unaffected by soil
warming, How would you eKpect the density of S. lindsayae to
change if the eKperiment were repeated under these conditions? hplain.

CONCEPT

CHECK

54.2

L What two components contribute to species diversity? Explain how two communities that contain the
same number of species can differ in species diversity.
2. Describe two hypotheses that explain why food
chains are usually short, and state a key prediction of
each hypothesis.
3. _w:ru1fM Consider a grassland with five trophic
levels: plants, grasshoppers, snakes, raccoons, and bobcats. If you released additional bobcats into the grassland, how would plant biomass change ifthe bottom-up
model applied? If the top-down model applied?
For suggested answers. see AppendiK A.

Decades ago, most ecologists favored the traditional view that
biological communities are in a state of equilibrium, a more or
less stable balance, unless seriously disturbed by human activities. The "balance of nature" view focused on interspecific
competition as a key factor determining community composition and maintaining stability in communities. Stability in
this context refers to a community's tendency to reach and
maintain a relatively constant composition of species.
One of the earliest proponents of this view, F. E. Clements,
ofthe Carnegie Institution ofWashington, argued in the early
1900s that the community of plants at a site had only one state
of equilibrium, controlled solely by climate. According to
Clements, biotic interactions caused the species in this climax
community to function as an integrated unit-in effect, as a superorganism. His argument was based on the observation that
certain species of plants are consistently found together, such
as the oaks, maples, birches, and beeches in deciduous forests
of the northeastern United States.
Other ecologists questioned whether most communities
were at equilibrium or functioned as integrated units. A. G.
Tansley, of Oxford University, challenged the concept of a climax community, arguing that differences in soils, topography,
and other factors created many potential communities that
were stable within a region. H. A. Gleason, ofthe University of
Chicago, saw communities not as superorganisms but more as
chance assemblages of species found in the same area simply
because they happen to have similar abiotic requirementsfor example, for temperature, rainfall, and soil type. Gleason
and other ecologists also realized that disturbance keeps many
communities from reaching a state of equilibrium in species
diversity or composition. A disturbance is an event, such as a
storm, fire, flood, drought, overgrazing, or human activity,
that changes a community by removing organisms from it or
altering resource availability.
This recent emphasis on change has produced the
nonequilibrium model, which describes most communities
as constantly changing after being affected by disturbances.
Even where relatively stable communities do exist, they can be
rapidly transformed into nonequilibrium communities. Let's
now take a look at the ways disturbances influence community
structure and composition.

munitieSi in fact, chaparral and some grassland biomes require
regular burning to maintain their structure and species composition. Freezing is a frequent occurrence in many rivers,
lakes, and ponds, and many streams and ponds are disturbed
by spring flooding and seasonal drying. A high level of distur·
bance is generally the result of a high intensity and high frequency of disturbance, while low disturbance levels can result
from either a low intensity or low frequency of disturbance.
The intermediate disturbance hypothesis states that moderate levels of disturbance can create conditions that foster
greater species diversity than low or high levels of disturbance.
High levels of disturbance reduce species diversity by creating
environmental stresses that exceed the tolerances of many
species or by subjecting the community to such a high frequency
of disturbance that slow-growing or slow-colonizing species are
excluded. At the other extreme, low levels ofdisturbance can reduce species diversity by allowing competitively dominant
species to exclude less competitive species. Meanwhile, intermediate levels ofdisturbance can foster greater species diversity
by opening up habitats for occupation by less competitive
species. Such intermediate disturbance levels rarely create conditions so severe that they exceed the environmental tolerances
of or rate of recovery by potential community members.
The intermediate disturbance hypothesis is supported by
many terrestrial and aquatic studies. In one such study, ecologists in New Zealand compared the richness of invertebrate
taxa living in the beds of streams exposed to different frequencies and intensities of flooding (Figure 54.20). When
floods occurred either very frequently or rarely, invertebrate
richness was low. Frequent floods made it difficult for some
species to become established in the streambed, while rare
floods resulted in species being displaced by superior competitors. Invertebrate richness peaked in streams that had an
intermediate frequency or intensity of flooding, as predicted
by the intermediate disturbance hypothesis.
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Characterizing Disturbance
The types of disturbances and their frequency and severity
vary from community to community. Storms disturb almost all
communities, even those in the oceans, through the action of
waves. Fire is a significant disturbance in most terrestrial com-

... Figure $4.20 Testing the intermediate disturbance
hypothesis. Researchers identified the taxa (species or genera) of
in~ertebrates at two locations in each of 27 New Zealand streams.
They assessed the intensity of flooding at each location using an index
of streambed disturbance. The number of in~ertebrate taxa peaked
when the intensity of flooding was at Intermediate levels
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Although moderate levels of disturbance appear to maximize species diversity, small and large disturbances can have
important effects on community structure. Small-scale disturbances can create patches of different habitats across a
landscape, which can be a key to maintaining diversity in a
community. Large-scale disturbances are also a natural part of
many communities. Much of Yellowstone National Park, for
example, is dominated by lodgepole pine, a tree that requires
the rejuvenating influence of periodic fires. Lodgepole cones
remain closed until exposed to intense heat. \Vhen a forest fire
burns the trees, the cones open and the seeds are released. The
new generation of lodgepole pines can then thrive on nutrients released from the burned trees and in the sunlight that is
no longer blocked by taller trees.
In the summer of 1988, extensive areas of Yellowstone
burned during a severe drought. By 1989, burned areas in the
park were largely covered with new vegetation, suggesting that
the species in this community are adapted to rapid recovery
after fire (Figure 54.21). In fact, large-scale fires have periodically swept through the lodgepole pine forests of Yellowstone
and other northern areas for thousands of years. In contrast,
more southerly pine forests were historically affected by frequent but low-intensity fires. In these forests, a century ofhuman intervention to suppress small fires has allowed an
unnatural buildup of fuels and elevated the risk of large, severe
fires to which the species are not adapted.
Studies of the Yellowstone forest community and many
others indicate that they are nonequilibrium communities,
changing continually because of natural disturbances and the
internal processes of growth and reproduction. Mounting evidence suggests that nonequilibrium conditions resulting
from disturbance are in fact the norm for most communities.

(3) Soon after fire. The burn left a patchy landscape, Note the
unburned trees in the far distance,

Ecological Succession
Changes in the composition and structure of terrestrial communities are most apparent after some severe disturbance,
such as a volcanic eruption or a glacier, strips away all the existing vegetation. The disturbed area may be colonized by a
variety of species, which are gradually replaced by other
species, which are in turn replaced by still other species-a
process called ecological succession.
When this process begins in a virtually lifeless area where soil
has not yet formed, such as on a new volcanic island or on the
rubble (moraine) left by a retreating glacier, it is called primary
succession. Often the only life-forms initially present are autotrophic prokaryotes and heterotrophic prokaryotes and protists.
Lichens and mosses, which grow from windblown spores, are
commonly the first macroscopic photosynthesizers to colonize
such areas. Soil develops gradually as rocks weather and organic
matter accumulates from the decomposed remains of the early
colonizers. Once soil is present, the lichens and mosses are usually
overgrown by grasses, shrubs, and trees that sprout from seeds
blown in from nearby areas or carried in by animals. Eventually, an
area is colonized by plants that become the commwlity's prevalent
form of vegetation. Producing such a commWlity through primary succession may take hundreds or thousands of years.
Secondary succes....ion occurs when an existing community
has been cleared by some disturbance that leaves the soil intact,
as in Yellowstone following the 1988 fires (see Figure 54.21).
Sometimes the area begins to return to something like its original state. For instance, in a forested area that has been cleared
for farming and later abandoned, the earliest plants to recolonize are often herbaceous species that grow from windblown
or animal-borne seeds. If the area has not been burned or

(b) One year after fire. The community has begun to recover, A variety
of herbaceous plants, different from those in the former forest, cover
the ground,

.... Figure 54.21 Recovery following a large-scale disturbance. The 1988 Yellowstone
National Park fires burned large areas of forests dominated by lodgepole pines,
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heavily grazed, woody shrubs may in time replace most of the
herbaceous species, and forest trees may eventually replace
most of the shrubs.
Early arrivals and later-arriving species may be linked in one
of three key processes. The early arrivals may facilitate the appearance of the later species by making the environment more
favorable-for example, by increasing the fertility ofthe soil. Alternatively, the early species may inhibit establishment of the
later species, so that successful colonization by later species occurs in spite of, rather than because of, the activities of the early
species. Finally, the early species may be completely independent
of the later species, which tolerate conditions created early in
succession but are neither helped nor hindered by early species.
Let's look at how these various processes contribute to primary succession on glacial moraines. Ecologists have conducted the most extensive research on moraine succession at
Glacier Bay in southeastern Alaska, where glaciers have retreated more than 100 km since 1760 (Figure 54.22). By studying the communities on moraines at different distances from
the mouth of the bay, ecologists can examine different stages in
succession. 0 The exposed moraine is colonized first by pioneering spedes that include liverworts, mosses, fireweed, scat-

tered Dryas (a mat-forming shrub), willows, and cottonwood.
After about three decades, Dryas dominates the plant community.
A few decades later, the area is invaded by alder,
which forms dense thickets up to 9 m tall. In the next two centuries, these alder stands are overgrown first by Sitka spruce
and later by a combination ofwestern hemlock and mountain hemlock. In areas of poor drainage, the forest floor of this
spruce-hemlock forest is invaded by sphagnum moss, which
holds large amounts of water and acidifies the soil, eventually
killing the trees. Thus, by about 300 years after glacial retreat,
the vegetation consists ofsphagnum bogs on the poorlydrained
flat areas and spruce-hemlock forest on the well-drained slopes.
How is succession on glacial moraines related to the environmental changes caused by transitions in the vegetation?
The bare soil exposed as the glacier retreats is quite basic, with
a pH of8.0-8.4 due to the carbonate compounds in the parent
rocks. The soil pH falls rapidly as vegetation develops. Decomposition ofacidic spruce needles in particular reduces the
pH of the soil from 7.0 to approximately 4.0. The soil concentrations of mineral nutrients also change with time. Because
the bare soil after glacial retreat is low in nitrogen content, almost all the pioneer plant species begin succession with poor
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... Figure 54.22 Glacial retreat and primary succession at Glacier Bay, Alaska. The different
shades of blue on the map show retreat of the glacier since 1760. based on historical descriptions,
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... Figure 54.23 Changes in soil nitrogen content during

succession at Glacier Bay.

growth and yellow leaves due to inadequate nitrogen supply.
The exceptions are Dryas and, particularly, alder; these species

.... Figure 54.24 Disturbance of the ocean floor by
trawling. These photos show the seafloor off northwestern Australia
before (top) and after (bonom) deep'sea trawlers have passed.

have symbiotic bacteria that fix atmospheric nitrogen (see

Chapter 37). Soil nitrogen content increases rapidly during the
alder stage of succession and continues to increase during the
spruce stage (Figure 54.23). By altering soil properties, pioneer plant species permit new plant species to grow, and the

new plants in turn alter the environment in different ways, contributing to succession.

Human Disturbance
Ecological succession is a response to disturbance of the environment, and one of the strongest agents of disturbance today
is human activity. Of all animals, humans have the greatest impact on biological communities worldwide. Agricultural development has disrupted what were once the vast grasslands ofthe
North American prairie. Logging and clearing for urban development, mining, and farming have reduced large tracts of
forests to small patches ofdisconnected woodlots in many parts
of the United States and throughout Europe. After forests are
cleaHut, weedy and shrubby vegetation often colonizes the
area and dominates it for many years. This type ofvegetation is
also found in agricultural fields that are no longer under culti·
vation and in vacant lots and construction sites.
Human disturbance of communities is by no means limited
to the United States and Europe; nor is it a recent problem.
Tropical rain forests are quickly disappearing as a result of
clear-cutting for lumber, cattle grazing, and farmland. Centuries of overgrazing and agricultural disturbance have contributed to famine in parts of Africa by turning seasonal
grasslands into vast barren areas.
Humans disturb marine ecosystems just as extensively as
terrestrial ones. The effects ofocean trawling, where boats drag
weighted nets across the seafloor, are similar to those of clear~
1214
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cutting a forest or plowing a field (figure 54.24). The trawls
scrape and scour corals and other life on the seafloor and in its
sediments. In a typical year, ships trawl 15 million km 2 ofocean
floor, an area about the size of South America and 150 times
larger than the area of forests that are clear-cut annually.
Because human disturbance is often severe, it reduces
species diversity in many communities. In Chapter 56, we will
take a closer look at how community disturbance by human
activities is affecting the diversity of life.
CONCEPT

CHECK

54.3

1. Why do high and low levels of disturbance usually

reduce species diversity? \Xfhy does an intermediate
level of disturbance promote species diversity?
2. During succession, how might the early species facilitate the arrival of other species?
3. •ImU'liII Most prairies experience regular fires,
typically every few years. How would the species di·
versity of a prairie likely be affected if no burning occurred for 100 years? Explain your answer.
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:';~";::;~~i: factors affect
community biodiversity

So far we have examined relatively small-scale or local factors
that influence the diversity of communities, including the effects of species interactions, dominant species, and many

types ofdisturbances. Ecologists also recognize that large-scale
biogeographic factors contribute to the tremendous range of
diversity observed in biological communities. The contributions oftwo biogeographic factors in particular-the latitude of
a community and the area it occupies-have been investigated
for more than a century.

Area Effects
In 1807, naturalist and explorer Alexander von Humboldt described one ofthe first patterns ofbiodiversity to be recognized,
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Latitudinal Gradients
In the 185Os, both Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace
pointed out that plant and animal life was generally more
abundant and diverse in the tropics than in other parts of the
globe. Since that time, many researchers around the world
have confirmed this observation. For example, one study
found that a 6.6-hectare (1 ha = 10,000 m 2 ) plot in tropical
Malaysia contained 711 tree species, while a 2-ha plot of deciduous forest in Michigan typically contains just 10 to 15 tree
species. Moreover, in all of western Europe north of the Alps
there are only 50 tree species. Many groups of animals show
similar latitudinal gradients. For instance, there are more than
200 species of ants in Brazil but only 7 in Alaska.
The two key factors in latitudinal gradients of species richness are probably evolutionary history and climate. Over the
course of evolutionary time, species diversity may increase in a
community as more speciation events occur. Tropical communities are generally older than temperate or polar com munities.
This age difference stems partly from the fact that the growing
season is about five times as long in tropical forests as in the
tundra communities of high latitudes. In effect, biological time,
and hence intervals between speciation events, run about five
times as fast in the tropics as near the poles. And many polar
and temperate communities have repeatedly "started over~ as
a result of major disturbances in the form of glaciations.
Climate is likely the primary cause of the latitudinal gradient in biodiversity. In terrestrial communities, the two main
climatic factors correlated with biodiversity are solar energy
input and water availability, both of which are relatively high
in the tropics. These factors can be considered together by
measuring a community's rate of evapotranspiration, the
evaporation of water from soil plus the transpiration of water
from plants. Evapotranspiration, a function of solar radiation,
temperature, and water availability, is much higher in hot areas with abundant rainfall than in areas with low temperatures
or low precipitation. Potential evapotranspiration, a measure
of potential water loss that assumes that water is readily available, is determined by the amount of solar radiation and temperature and is highest in regions where both are plentiful.
The species richness of plants and animals correlates with
both measures of evapotranspiration (Figure 54.25).
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... Figure 54.25 Energy, water, and species richness. (a) Species
richness of NOrlh American trees increases most predictably with actual
evapotranspiration, while (b) verlebrate species richness in North America
increases most predictably with potential evapotranspiration.
Evapotranspiration values are expressed as rainfall equivalents.

the species-area curve; All other factors being equal, the larger
the geographic area ofacommunity, the more species it has. The
likely explanation for this pattern is that larger areas offer a
greater diversity of habitats and microhabitats than smaller areas. In conservation biology, developing species-area curves for
the key taxa in acommunity helpsecotogists predict how the potentialloss of a certain area of habitat is likely to affect the communitys biodiversity.
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... Figure 54.26 Species-area curve for North American
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with 625 species.
Figure 54.26 is a species-area curve for North American
breeding birds (birds with breeding populations in the
mapped area, as opposed to migrant populations). The slope
indicates the extent to which species richness increases with
community area, While the slopes of different species-area
curves vary, the basic concept of diversity increasing with increasing area applies in a variety of situations, from surveys of
ant diversity in New Guinea to the number of plant species on
islands ofdifferent sizes. In fact, island biogeography provides
some of the best examples of species-area curves, as we will
discuss next.

1

Island Equilibrium Model
Because oftheir isolation and limited size, islands provide excellent opportunities for studying the biogeographic factors
that affect the species diversity of communities. By ~islands:'
we mean not only oceanic islands, but also habitat islands on
land, such as lakes, mountain peaks separated by lowlands, or
natural woodland fragments surrounded by areas disturbed
by humans-in other words, any patch surrounded by an environment not suitable for the "island" species. In the 1960s,
American ecologists Robert MacArthur and E. O. Wilson developed a general model of island biogeography identifying
the key determinants of species diversity on an island with a
given set of physical characteristics (figure 54.27).
Consider a newly formed oceanic island that receives colonizing species from a distant mainland. Two factors that determine the number of species on the island are the rate at
which new species immigrate to the island and the rate at
which species become extinct on the island. At any given time,
an island's immigration and extinction rates are affected by the
number of species already present. As the number of species
on the island increases, the immigration rate of new species
decreases, because any individual reaching the island is less
likely to represent a species that is not already present. At the
same time, as more species inhabit an island, extinction rates
on the island increase because of the greater likelihood of
competitive exclusion.
Two physical features of the island further affect immigration and extinction rates: its size and its distance from the
mainland. Small islands generally have lower immigration
rates because potential colonizers are less likely to reach a
small island. For instance, birds blown out to sea by a storm
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(b) Effect of island size. Large islands may
ultimately ha~e a larger equilibrium number of species than small islands because
immigration rates tend to be higher and
extinction rates lower on large islands.

... figure 54.27 The equilibrium model of island biogeography. Black triangles
represent equilibrium numbers of species.
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(c)

Effect of distance from mainland.
Near islands tend to ha~e larger
equilibrium numbers of species than
far islands because immigration rates
to near islands are higher and extinction
rates ICMler.

are more likely to land by chance on a larger island than on a
small one. Small islands also have higher extinction rates, as
they generally contain fewer resources and less diverse habitats for colonizing species to partition. Distance from the
mainland is also important; for two islands of equal size, a
closer island generally has a higher immigration rate than one
farther away. Because of their higher immigration rates,
closer islands also have lower extinction rates, as arriving
colonists help sustain the presence of a species on a near island and prevent its extinction.
These relationships make up MacArthur and Wilson's
model ofisland biogeography (see Figure 54-.27). Immigration
and extinction rates are plotted as a function of the number
of species present on the island. This model is called the
island equilibrium model because an equilibrium will eventually be reached where the rate of species immigration
equals the rate of species extinction. The number of species
at this equilibrium point is correlated with the island's size
and distance from the mainland. Like any ecological equilibrium, this species equilibrium is dynamic; immigration and
extinction continue, and the exact species composition may
change over time.
MacArthur and Wilson's studies of the diversity of plants
and animals on many island chains, including the Galapagos
Islands, support the prediction that species richness increases
with island size, in keeping with the island equilibrium model
(figure 54.28). Species counts also fit the prediction that the
number of species decreases with increasing remoteness of
the island.
The island equilibrium model's predictions of equilibria in
the species composition of communities may apply in only a
limited number of cases and over relatively short periods,
where colonization is the main process affecting species composition. Over longer periods, abiotic disturbances such as
storms, adaptive evolutionary changes, and speciation generally alter the species composition and community structure on
islands. Nonetheless, the model is widely applied in conservation biology, particularly for the design of habitat reserves and
for providing a starting point for predicting the effects ofhabitat loss on species diversity.
CONCEPT

CHECK

54.4

1. Describe tv.'o hypotheses that explain why species diversity is greater in tropical regions than in temperate
and polar regions.
2. Describe how an island's size and distance from the
mainland affect the island's species richness.
3.
Based on MacArthur and \Vi.lson's
model of island biogeography, how would you expect
the richness of birds on islands to compare with the
richness of snakes or mammals? Explain.
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For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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How does species richness relate to area?
fiELD STUDY
Ecologists Robert MacArthur and E. O. Wilson
studied the number of plant species on the Galapagos Islands,
which vary greatly in size, in relation to the area of each island,
RESULTS
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CONCLUSION
Plant species richness increases with island size.
supporting the island equilibrium model.
SOURCE
R. fl, Ma<:Arthur and E, 0 Wilson, The Tlieoryof Island
Biogeography, PrirKeton University Press, Princeton, Nt (1967).
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Four islands In this study ranging in area from about
40 to 10,000 ha all contained about 50 plant species, What does
such variation tell you about the simple assumptions of the island
equilibrium model?

r~::::n~~~~ology

is useful
for understanding pathogen
life cycles and controlling
human disease

Now that we have examined several important factors that
structure ecological communities, let's finish the chapter by
examining community interactions involving pathogensdisease-causing microorganisms, viruses, viroids, or prions (viroids and prions are infectious RNA molecules and proteins,
respectively; see Chapter 19). Scientists have recently come to
appreciate how universal the effects of pathogens are in ecological communities. Pathogens can alter community structure
quickly and extensively, as you saw in the discussion ofchestnut
blight and the fungus that causes it (see Concept 54.2). Ecologists are also applying ecological knowledge to help track and
control the pathogens that cause human diseases.
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Pathogens and Community Struclure
In spite of the potential of pathogens to limit populations,

pathogens have until recently been the subject of relatively few
ecological studies. This imbalance is now being addressed as
dramatic events highlight the ecological importance ofdisease.
Coral reef communities are increasingly susceptible to the
influence of newtydiscovered pathogens. \'(!hite-band disease,
caused by an unknown pathogen, has resulted in dramatic
changes in the structure and composition of Caribbean reefs.
The disease kills corals by causing their tissue to slough off in
a band from the base to the tip ofthe branches (Figure 54.29),
Because of the disease. stagham coral (Acropora cervicornis)
has virtually disappeared from the Caribbean since the 1980s.
In the same region, populations of elkhorn coral (Acropora

palmata) have also been decimated. Such corals provide key
habitat for lobsters as well as snappers and other fish species.
When the corals die, they are quickly overgrown by algae. Surgeonfish and other herbivores that feed on algae come to dominate the fish community. Eventually. the corals topple because
ofdamage from storms and other disturbances. The complex,
three-dimensional structure of the reefdisappears, and diversity plummets.
Pathogens also influence community structure in terrestrial
ecosystems. In the forests and savannas of California. trees of
se\'Crai species are dying from sudden oak death (SOD). This
recently discovered disease is caused by the fungus-like protist
Phytoplltltora ramorum (see Chapter 28). SOD was first described in California in 1995 when hikers noticed trees dying
around San Francisco Bay. By 2007. it had spread more than
650 km. During that time. it killed more than a million oaks
and other trees from the central California coast to southern
Oregon. The loss of these oaks led to a decrease in the abundance of at least five bird species, including the acorn woodpecker and the oak titmouse, that rely on the oaks for food and
habitat. Although there is currently no cure for SOD. scientists

.. Figure 54.29 White-band disease visible on a coral.
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recently sequenced the genome of P. ramorum in hopes of
finding a way to fight the pathogen.
One reason ecologists now study pathogens is that human
activities are transporting pathogens around the world at unprecedented rates. Genetic analyses using simple sequence
DNA (see Chapter21) suggest that the fungus that causes SOD
likely came from Europe through the horticulture trade. Similarly. the pathogens that cause human diseases are spread by
our global economy. A person tra\'Cling by airplane can quickly
introduce a pathogen to a new location; this mechanism may
ha\'e been how the West Nile virus arrived in North America
in 1999. Many diseases are becoming more common. and
community ecology is needed to help study and combat them.

Community Ecology and Zoonotic Diseases
Three-quarters of today's emerging human diseases, including hantavirus and mad cow disease (see Chapter 19), and
many historically important ones. such as malaria (see
Chapter 28). are caused by 'Zoonotic pathogens. Zoonotic
pathogens are defined as those that are transferred from other
animals to humans, either through direct contact with an infected animal or by means ofan intermediate species, called a
vector. The \MOrs that spread zoonotic diseases are often
parasites, including ticks. lice, and mosquitoes. Community
ecologists can help prevent zoonotic diseases by identifying
key species interactions involving pathogens and their vectors
and by tracking pathogen spread.
Understanding parasite life cycles enables scientists to devise ways to control zoonotic diseases. The disease river blindness. for instance, is caused by a nematode transmitted by
blackflies. \Vhen the World Health Organization began a
global fight against river blindness. doctors had no medical
treatments for the disease. Scientists focused instead on controlling the blackflies that spread the pathogenic nematodes.
They llsed airplanes to spray biodegradable insecticides
(which were monitored to minimize harm to aquatic communities). Ivermectin, a drug that kills the nematodes, was developed in 1987, and since then the combination ofvector control
and ivermectin use has saved the sight ofan estimated 3OO.lXX)
people. However, research published in 2007 suggests that the
nematodes are developing resistance to ivermectin, so blackfly
control remains a key part of the program to fight the disease.
Ecologists also use their knowledge ofcommunity interactions to track the spread of zoonotic diseases. A timely example is ecological research on the spread of avian flu. Avian Au
is caused by highly contagious viruses transmitted through the
saliva and fecesofbirds (see Chapter 19). Most ofthese viruses
affect wild birds mildly, but they often cause stronger symptoms in domesticated birds, the most common source of human infections. Since 2003, one particular viral strain. called
HSN1. has killed hundreds of millions of poultry and more
than 150 people. Millions more people are at risk of infection.

the Americas. The most likely place for infected wild birds to
enter the Americas is Alaska, the entry point for ducks, geese,
and shorebirds that migrate across the Bering Sea from Asia
each year. Ecologists are studying the potential spread of the
virus by trapping and testing migrating and resident birds in
Alaska (Figure 54.30). These ecological detectives are trying to
catch the first wave ofthe disease entering North America.
Community ecology provides the foundation for understanding the life cycles of pathogens and their interactions
with hosts. Pathogen interactions are also greatly influenced
by changes in the environment. To control pathogens and the
diseases they cause, scientists need an ecosystem perspective-an intimate knowledge of how the pathogens interact
with other species and with their environment. Ecosystems
are the subject of Chapter 55.
CONCEPT

... Figure 54.30 Tracking avian flu. Graduate student Travis
Booms, of the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, bands a young gyrfalcon
(Fa/co rusticolus) as part of a project to monitor the spread of the disease,
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54.5

I. \Vhat are pathogens?
2. Some parasites require contact with at least m'o host
species to complete their life cycle. Why might this
characteristic be important for the spread of certain
zoonotic diseases?
n
Suppose a new zoonotic disease
3.
emerges from a tropical rain forest. Doctors have no
way yet to treat the disease, so preventing infections is
particularly important. As a community ecologist,
how might you help prevent the spread of the disease?

_',m

Control programs that quarantine domestic birds or monitor their transport may be ineffective if avian flu spreads naturally through the movements ofwild birds, From 2003 to 2006,
the H5Nl strain spread rapidly from southeast Asia into Europe
and Africa, but by late 2007 it had not appeared in Australia or

CHECK
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Interspecific
Interaction

Description

Competition (- 1-)

SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

_',llii"_ 54.1
Community interactions are classified by whether they
help, harm, or have no effect on the species involved
(pp.1198-1204)
... Populations are linked by interspecific interactions that
affect the survival and reproduction of the species that
engage in them. These interactions include competition,
predation, herbivory, and symbiosis. Parasitism,
mutualism, and commensalism are types of symbiotic
interactions.

-Mit.•
Acti'ity Interspe<:ific Interactions
Biology Labs On-line PopuiationEcologyLab

Two or more species compete for a resource
that is in short supply. The competitive exclu·
sion principle states that two specks cannot
coexist in the same community if their niches
(ecological roles} are identical.
Predation (+1-)
One species, the predator, kills and eats the
other, the prey. Predation has led to diverse
adaptations, including mimicry.
Herbivory (+ 1-)
An herbivore eats part ofa plant or alga.
Plants have various chemical and mechanical
defenses against herbivory, and herbivores
have spedalized adaptations for feeding.
Symbiosis
Individuals of two or more spedes live in dose
contact with one another. Symbiosis includes
parasitism, mutualism, and commensalism.
Parasitism (+1-)
The parasite derives its nourishml'fit from a
second organism, its host, which is harmed.
Mutualism (+1+)
Both sp<x:ies benefit from the interaction.
Commensalism (+ 10) One species benefits from the interaction,
while the other is unaff<x:ted by it.
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54.2

_. lil""_ 54.4

Dominant and keystone species exert strong controls
on community structure (pp. 1204-1210)

(pp.1214-1217)

.. Species Diversity Species diversity measures the number of
species in a community-its species richness-and their relative abundance. A community with similar abundances of
species is more diverse than one in which one or two species
are abundant and the remainder are rare.

.. latitudinal Gradients Species richness generully declines
along a latitudinal gradient from the tropics to the poles. The
greater age of tropical environments may account for the greater
species richness of the tropics. Oimate also influences the biodiversity gradient through energy (heat and light) and water.

.. Trophic Structure Trophic structure is a key factor in community dynamics, Food chains link the trophic levels from
producers to top carnivores. Branching food chains and complex trophic interactions form food webs. The energetic hypothesis suggests that the length of a food chain is limited by
the inefficiency of energy transfer along the chain. The dynamic stability hypothesis proposes that long food chains are
less stable than short chains.

.. Area Effects Species richness is directly related to a community's geographic size, a principle formalized in the speciesarea curve.

.. Species with a Large Impact Dominant species and keystone species exert strong controls on community structure.
Dominant species are the most abundant species in a community, and their dominance is achieved by having high competitive ability. Keystone species are usually less abundant species
that exert a disproportionate influence on community structure because of their ecological niche. Ecosystem "engineers;
also called foundation species, exert influence on community
structure through their effects on the physical environment.
.. Bottom-Up and Top-Down Controls The bottom-up
model proposes a unidirectional influence from lower to
higher trophic levels, in which nutrients and other abiotic factors are the main determinants of community structure, including the abundance of primary producers. The top-down
model proposes that control of each trophic level comes from
the trophic level above, with the result that predators control
herbivores, which in turn control primary producers,
In\"~.tigation How Ar~ Impacts on Community Div~rsity M~asured?
Activity Food Webs

_",'ili"_ 54.3
Disturbance influences species diversity and
composition (pp. 1211-1214)
.. Characterizing Disturbance More and more evidence suggests that disturbance and lack of quilibrium, rather than stability and equilibrium, are the norm for most communities.
According to the intermediate disturbance hypothesis, moderate levels of disturbance can foster higher species diversity
than can low or high levels of disturbance.
.. Ecological Succession Ecological succession is the sequence
of community and ecosystem changes after a disturbance. Primary succession occurs where no soil exists when succession
begins; secondary succession begins in an area where soil remains after a disturbance. Mechanisms that produce community change during succession include facilitation and
inhibition.
.... Human Disturbance Humans are the most widespread
agents of disturbance, and their effects on communities often
reduce species diversity. Humans also prevent some naturally
occurring disturbances, such as fire. which can be important
to community structure.
Acti\ity Primary Succession
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Biogeographic factors affect community biodiversity

.. Island Equilibrium Model Species richness on islands depends on island size and distance from the mainland, The island
eqUilibrium model maintains that species richness on an ecological island reaches an equilibrium where new immigrations are
balanced by extinctions. This model may not apply over long periods, during which abiotic disturbances, evolutionary changes,
and speciation may alter community structure.

-t,j4o!,.•
Acti\ity Exploring Island Biogoogral'hy
Graphlt! S[>"Cies·Area Effect and lsland Biogeography

_ .. 'i'il"_ 54.5
Community ecology is useful for understanding
pathogen life cycles and controlling human disease

(pp.1217-1219)
.. Pathogens and Community Structure Recent work has
highlighted the role that pathogens play in structuring terrestrial and marine communities.
.. Community Ecology and Zoonotic Diseases Zoonotic
diseases, caused by pathogens transferred from other animals
to humans, are the largest class of emerging human diseases.
Community ecology provides the framework for understanding the species interactions associated with such pathogens
and for our ability to track and control their spread.

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
I. The feeding relationships among the species in a community
determine the community's
a. secondary succession,
b. ecological niche.
c. trophic structure.
d. species-area curve.
e. species richness.
2. The principle of competitive exclusion states that
a. two species cannot coexist in the same habitat.
b. competition between two species always causes extinction
or emigration of one species.
c. competition in a population promotes survival of the bestadapted individuals.
d. two species that have exactly the same niche cannot
coexist in a community,
e. two species will stop reproducing until one species leaves
the habitat.

3. Keystone predators can maintain species diversity in a communityifthey
a. competitively exclude other predators.
b. prey on the community's dominant species.
c. allow immigration of other predators.
d. reduce the number of disruptions in the community.
e. prey only on the least abundant species in the community.
4. Food chains are sometimes short because
a. only a single species of herbivore feeds on each plant species.
b. local extinction of a species causes extinction of the other
species in its food chain.
c. most of the energy in a trophic level is lost as it passes to
the next higher level.
d. predator species tend to be less diverse and less abundant
than prey species.
e. most producers are inedible.
5. Based on the intermediate disturbance hypothesis, a community's spe<:ies diversity is
a. increased by frequent massive disturbance.
b. increased by stable conditions with no disturbance.
c. increased by moderate levels of disturbance.
d. increased when humans intervene to eliminate disturbance.
e. increased by intensive disturbance by humans.
6. Which of the following could qualify as a top-down control on
a gmssland community?
a. limitation of plant biomass by rainfall amount
b. influence of temperature on competition among plants
c. influence of soil nutrients on the abundance of grasses
versus wildflowers
d. effect ofgrazing intensity by bison on plant species diversity
e. effect of humidity on plant growth mtes
7. The most plausible hypothesis to explain why species richness
is higher in tropical than in temperate regions is that
a. tropical communities are younger,
b. tropical regions generally have more available water and
higher levels of solar radiation,
c. higher temperatures cause more rapid speciation.
d. biodiversity increases as evapotranspiration decreases.
e. tropical regions have very high rates of immigration and
very low rates of extinction.
8. According to the equilibrium model of island biogeography,
spe<:ies richness would be greatest on an island that is
a. small and remote.
b. large and remote.
c. large and close to a mainland.
d. small and close to a mainland.
e. environmentally homogeneous.
9. Community 1 contains 100 individuals distributed among four
spe<:ies (A, B. C, and D). Community 2 contains 100 individuals
distributed among three species (A, B, and C).
Community 1: SA, 5B. 85C, 5D
Community 2: 30A, 4OB. 30C
Calculate the Shannon diversity (11) for each community.
Which community is more diverse?

10.

I'P.,I.',,'

Figure 54.13 presents a partial food web for the
Chesapeake Bay estuary. Another important species in Chesapeake Bay is the blue crab (Callinectcs sapidus). It is an omnivore, eating eelgrass and other primary producers as well as
clams. Blue crabs are also cannibals. In turn, the crabs are a
preferred food source for the endangered Kemp's Ridley sea
turtle and, of course, for people. Based on this information,
draw a food web that includes the blue crab. Assuming that
the top-down model holds for this system, what would happen
to the abundance of eelgrass if people were banned from catching crabs?

For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

-51401". Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Pra<tice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
II. Explain why adaptations of particular organisms to interspecific competition may not necessarily represent instances of
character displacement. What would a researcher have to
demonstmte about two competing spe<:ies to make a convincing case for character displacement?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
12. An e<:ologist studying plants in the desert performed the following experiment. She staked out two identical plots, each of
which included a few sagebrush plants and numerous small
annual wildflowers. She found the same five wildflower
species in roughly equal numbers on both plots. She then enclosed one of the plots with a fence to keep out kangaroo rats.
the most common grain-eaters of the area. After two years,
four of the wildflower species were no longer present in the
fenced plot. but one species had increased drastically, The
control plot had not changed in spe<:ies diversity. Using the
principles of community ecology, propose a hypothesis to explain her results. What additional evidence would support
your hypothesis?

SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY. AND SOCIETY
13. By 1935, hunting and trapping had eliminated wolves from
the United States except for Alaska. Because wolves have
since been protected as an endangered species, they have
moved south from Canada and have become reestablished
in the Rocky Mountains and northern Great Lakes region.
Conservationists who would like to speed up wolf recovery
have reintroduced wolves into Yellowstone National Park,
Local ranchers are opposed to bringing back the wolves because they fear predation on their cattle and sheep. What
are some reasons for reestablishing wolves in Yellowstone
National Park? What effects might the reintroduction of
wolves have on the ecological communities in the region?
What might be done to mitigate the conflicts between
ranchers and wolves?
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Ecos~~

.... Figure 55.1 What makes this ecosystem dynamic"?
KEY

CONCEPTS

55.1 Physical laws govern energy flow and chemical

cycling in ecosystems
55.2 Energy and other limiting factors control

primary production in ecosystems
55.3 Energy transfer between trophic levels is

typically only 10% efficient
55.4 Biological and geochemical processes cycle
nutrients between organic and inorganic parts
of an ecosystem
55.5 Human activities now dominate most chemical
cycles on Earth

itting beside a mountain lake, you watch the last rays
of the sun reflected on its surface (Figure 55.1). While
enjoying the tranquil scene, you begin to sense that the
lake is much more dynamic than you first thought. Small
rings form where fish snatch insects that have fallen to the
lake's surface. A stream flows into the lake, delivering a
bounty of mineral nutrients and organic matter. A slight
breeze carries the lake's scent, shaped by microorganisms
whose activities affect the composition of Earth's atmosphere. More than just a body of water, the lake is an
ecosystem, the sum of all the organisms living within its
boundaries and all the abiotic factors with which they interact
An ecosystem can encompass a vast area, such as a forest,
or a microcosm, such as the space under a fallen log or a small
pool (figure 55.2). As with populations and communities,
the boundaries of ecosystems sometimes are not discrete.
Many e<ologists view the entire biosphere as a global ecosys~
tem, a composite of all the local ecosystems on Earth.
Regardless of an ecosystem's size, its dynamics involve two
processes that cannot be fully described by population or

S
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community phenomena: energy flow and chemical cycling.
Energy enters most ecosystems as sunlight. It is converted to
chemical energy by autotrophs, passed to heterotrophs in the
organic compounds of food, and dissipated as heat Chemical
elements, such as carbon and nitrogen, are cycled among abiotic and biotic components of the ecosystem. Photosynthetic
organisms assimilate these elements in inorganic form from
the air, soil, and water and incorporate them into their biomass, some of which is consumed by animals. The elements
are returned in inorganic form to the environment by the metabolism of plants and animals and by other organisms, such
as bacteria and fungi, that break down organic wastes and
dead organisms.
Both energy and matter are transformed in ecosystems
through photosynthesis and feeding relationships. Unlike matter, however, energy cannot be recycled. Therefore, an ecosys·
tem must be powered by a continuous influx ofenergy from an
external source-in most cases, the sun. Energy flows through
ecosystems, whereas matter cycles within and through them.

.... Figure 55.Z A cave pool. This small ecosystem is home to a
complex microbial commUnity.

Resources critical to human survival and welfare, ranging
from the food we eat to the oxygen we breathe, are products of
ecosystem processes. In this chapter, we will explore the dynamics of energy flow and chemical cycling, emphasizing the
results of ecosystem experiments. One way to study ecosystem processes is to alter environmental factors, such as temperature or the abundance of nutrients, and study how
ecosystems respond. We will also consider some of the impacts ofhuman activities on energy flow and chemical cycling.
Those impacts are evident not just in human-dominated
ecosystems, such as cities and farms, but in the most remote
ecosystems on Earth.

r;~;:~:71~~;~overn energy
flow and chemical cycling
in ecosystems

In Unit Two, we saw how cells transform energy and matter,
subject to the laws of thermodynamics. Like cell biologists,
ecosystem ecologists study the transformations of energy and
matter within a system and measure the amounts ofboth that
cross the system's boundaries. By grouping the species in a
community into trophic levels of feeding relationships (see
Chapter 54), we can follow the transformations ofenergy in an
ecosystem and map the movements of chemical elements.

Conservation of Energy
Because ecosystem ecologists study the interactions of organisms with the physical environment, many ecosystem approaches are based on well-established laws of physics and
chemistry. The first law of thermodynamics, which you studied
in Chapter 8, states that energy cannot be created or destroyed
but only transferred or transformed. Thus, we can potentially
account for the transfer of energy through an ecosystem from
its input as solar radiation to its release as heat from organisms.
Plants and other photosynthetic organisms convert solar energy
to chemical energy, but the total amount of energy does not
change: The total amount ofenergy stored in organic molecules
plus the amounts reflected and dissipated as heat must equal
the total solar energy intercepted by the plant. One area of
ecosystem ecology involves computing such energy budgets
and tracing energy flow through ecosystems in order to understand the factors that control these energy transfers. Such transfers help determine how many organisms a habitat can support
and the amount of food humans can harvest from a given site.
One implication of the second law of thermodynamics,
which states that every exchange of energy increases the entropy of the universe, is that energy conversions cannot be
completely efficient; some energy is always lost as heat (see
Chapter 8). This idea suggests that we can measure the effi-

ciency of ecological energy conversions in the same way we
measure the efficiency of light bulbs and car engines. Energy
flowing through ecosystems is ultimately dissipated into space
as heat, so if the sun were not continuously providing energy
to Earth, most ecosystems would vanish.

Conservation of Mass
Matter, like energy, cannot be created or destroyed. This law
of conservation of mass is as important to ecosystem ecologists as the laws of thermodynamics are. Because mass is conserved, we can determine how much of a chemical element
cycles within an ecosystem or is gained or lost by that ecosystem over time.
Unlike energy, chemical elements are continually recycled
within ecosystems. A carbon atom in CO 2 is released from the
soil by a decomposer, taken up by a grass through photosynthesis, consumed by a bison or other grazer, and returned to
the soil in the bison's waste. The measurement and analysis of
such chemical cycling within ecosystems and in the biosphere
as a whole are an important aspect of ecosystem ecology.
Although elements are not lost on a global scale, they move
between ecosystems as inputs and outputs. In a forest ecosystem, for example, most mineral nutrients-the essential elements that plants obtain from soil-enter as dust or as solutes
dissolved in rainwater or leached from rocks in the ground.
Nitrogen is also supplied through the biological process of nitrogen fixation (see Figure 37.9). On the output side, gases return elements to the atmosphere, and water carries materials
away. Like organisms, ecosystems are open systems, absorbing
energy and mass and releasing heat and waste products.
Most inputs and outputs are small compared to the amounts
recycled within ecosystems. Still, the balance between inputs
and outputs determines whether an ecosystem is a source or a
sink for a given element. If a mineral nutrient's outputs exceed
its inputs, it will eventually limit production in that system. Human activities often change the balance of inputs and outputs
considerably, as we will see later in this chapter.

Energy, Mass, and Trophic levels
As you read in Chapter 54, ecologists assign species to trophic
levels on the basis of their main source of nutrition and energy. The trophic level that ultimately supports all others consists of autotrophs, also called the primary producers of the
ecosystem. Most autotrophs are photosynthetic organisms
that use light energy to synthesize sugars and other organic
compounds, which they then use as fuel for cellular respiration and as building material for growth. Plants, algae, and
photosynthetic prokaryotes are the biosphere's main autotrophs, although chemosynthetic prokaryotes are the primary producers in certain ecosystems, such as deep-sea
hydrothermal vents (see Figure 52.18) and some spring-fed
pools in caves (see Figure 55.2).
CHAPTH flFTY·fIVE
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.. Figure 55.3 Fungi decomposing
a dead tree.
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.. Figure 55.4 An overview of energy and nutrient dynamics in an ecosystem.
Energy enters. flows through. and exits an ecosystem, whereas chemICal nutrients cycle primarily
within it. In this generalized scheme, energy (dark orange arrows) enters from the sun as radiation,
moves as chemical energy transfers through the food web, and exits as heat radiated into space.
Most transfers of nutrients (blue arrows) through the trophic levels lead eventually to detritus; the
nutrients then cycle back to the primary producers.

Organisms in trophic levels above the primary producers
are heterotrophs, which directly or indirectly depend on the
biosynthetic output of primary producers. Herbivores,
which eat plants and other primary producers, are primary
consumers. Carnivores that eat herbivores are secondary
consumers, and carnivores that eat other carnivores are
tertiary consumers.
Another important group of heterotrophs consists of the
detritivores. Detritivores, or decomposers, are consumers
that get their energy from detritus, which is nonliving organic
material, such as the remains of dead organisms, feces, fallen
leaves, and wood. Many detritivores are in turn eaten by secondary and tertiary consumers. Two important groups of detritivores are prokaryotes and fungi (figure 55.3). These
organisms secrete enzymes that digest organic material; they
then absorb the breakdown products, linking the consumers
and primary producers in an ecosystem. In a forest, for example, birds eat earthworms that have been feeding on leaf litter
and its associated prokaryotes and fungi.
Even more important than this channeling of resources
from producers to consumers is the role that detritivores play
in recycling chemical elements back to primary producers.
Detritivores convert organic materials from all trophic levels
to inorganic compounds usable by primary producers, closing
the loop of an ecosystem's chemical cycling. Producers can
then recycle these elements into organic compounds. If decomposition stopped, all life on Earth would cease as detritus
piled up and the supply of chemical ingredients for the syn1224
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thesis of new organic matter was exhausted. Figure 55.4 summarizes the trophic relationships in an ecosystem.
CONCEPT

CHECK

55.1

I. Why is the transfer of energy in an ecosystem referred
to as energy flow, not energy cycling?
2. How does the second law of thermodynamics explain
why an ecosystem's energy supply must be continually
replenished?
3. 4#"1. You are studying nitrogen cycling on the
Serengeti Plain in Africa. During your experiment, a
herd of migrating wildebeests grazes through your
study plot. What would you need to know to measure
their effect on nitrogen balance in the plot?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:~:;;;:n~5~~er limiting factors
control primary production in
ecosystems

The amount of light energy converted to chemical energy (organic compounds) by autotrophs during a given time period
is an ecosystem's primary production. This photosynthetic

product is the starting point for studies of ecosystem metabolism and energy flow.

Ecosystem Energy Budgets
Most primary producers use light energy to synthesize energyrich organic molecules, which are subsequently broken down to
generate ATP (see Chapter 10). Consumers acquire their organic fuels secondhand (or even third- or fourthhand) through
food webs such as those in Figures 54.12 and 54.13. Therefore,
the amount of all photosynthetic production sets the spending
limit for the entire e<:osystem's energy budget.

The Global Energy Budget
Every day, Earth's atmosphere is bombarded by about 1022
joules ofsolar radiation (1 , = 0.239 cal). This is enough energy
to supply the demands of the entire human population for approximately 25 years at 2006 consumption levels. As described
in Chapter 52, the intensity of the solar energy striking Earth
varies with latitude, with the tropics receiving the greatest input. Most incoming solar radiation is absorbed, scattered, or
reflected by clouds and dust in the atmosphere. TIle amount of
solar radiation that ultimately reaches Earth's surface limits the
possible photosynthetic output of ecosystems.
Furthermore, only a small fraction of the solar radiation
that makes it to Earth's surface is used in photosynthesis.
Much of the radiation strikes materials that don't photosynthesize, such as ice and soil. Of the radiation that does reach
photosynthetic organisms, only certain wavelengths are absorbed by photosynthetic pigments; the rest is transmitted, reflected, or lost as heat. As a result, only about 1% of the visible
light that strikes photosynthetic organisms is converted to
chemical energy by photosynthesis. Nevertheless, Earth's primary producers collectively create about ISO billion metric
tons (lSO x 10 12 kg) of organic material each year.

Gross and Net Primary Production

Net primary production can be expressed as energy per
unit area per unit time (J/m 2 'yr) or as biomass (mass ofvegetation) added to the ecosystem per unit area per unit time
(g/m 2·yr). (Note that biomass is usually expressed in terms of
the dry mass of organic material.) An ecosystem's net primary
production should not be confused with the total biomass of
photosynthetic autotrophs present at a given time, a measure
called the standing crop. Net primary production is the
amount of new biomass added in a given period of time. Although a forest has a very large standing crop, its net primary
production may actually be less than that of some grasslands,
which do not accumulate much vegetation because animals
consume the plants rapidly and because grasses and herbs decompose more quickly than trees do.
Satellites provide a powerful tool for studying global patterns
of primary production (Figure 55.5). Images produced from
satellite data show that different ecosystems vary considerably in

•

•

Determining Primary Production with Satellites
APPLICATION
Because chlorophyll captures visible light (see
Figure 10,9), photosynthetic organisms absorb more visible wavelengths (about 380-750 nm) than near-Infrared wavelengths
(750-1,100 nm). Scientists use this difference in absorption to
estimate the rate of photosynthesis in different regions of the
globe using satellites,
TECHNIQU E
Most satellites determine what they "see" by
comparing the ratios of wavelengths reflected back to them. Vegetation reflects much more near-infrared radiation than visible radiation. producing a reflectance pattern very different from that
of snow. clouds. soil, and liquid water,
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Total primary production in an ecosystem is known as that
ecosystem's gross primary production (GPPl-the amount
oflight energy that is converted to chemical energy by photosynthesis per unit time. Not all of this production is stored as
organic material in the primary producers because they use
some ofthe mole<:ules as fuel in their own cellular respiration.
Net primary production (NPP) is equal to gross primary
production minus the energy used by the primary producers
for respiration (R);
NPP = GPP - R
In many ecosystems, NPP is about one-half ofGPP. To ecologists, net primary production is the key measurement because
it represents the storage of chemical energy that will be available to consumers in the ecosystem.
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RESULTS
Scientists use the satellite data to help produce
maps of primary production like that in Figure 55,6,
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Iflight were the main variable limiting
primary production in the ocean, we
would expect production to increase
along a gradient from the poles toward
the equator, which receives the greatest
intensity oflight. However, you can see in
Figure 55.6 that there is no such gradient.
Another factor must influence primary
production in the ocean.

Nutrient limitation
More than light, nutrients limit primary
production in different geographic regions
of the ocean and in lakes. A limiting
nutrient is the element that must be
Net primary production (kg C<lrbonlm 2.yr)
added for production to increase. The nu~
trient most often limiting marine production is either nitrogen or phosphorus.
o
2
3
Concentrations of these nutrients are
... Figure 55.6 Global net primary production in 2002. The map is based on data. such
very low in the photic wne because they
as chlorophyll activity, collected by satellites. Note that tropical areas on land have the highest rates
are
rapidly taken up by phytoplanktonand
of production (yellow and red on the map).
1:1 Does this global map accurately reflect the importance of some highly productive habitats.
because detritus tends to sink.
a such as wetlands. coral reefs. and coastal zones? Explain.
A5 detailed in Figure 55.7, nutrient enrichment experiments confirmed that nitrogen was limiting phytoplankton growth offthe south shore of
their net primary production (Figure 55.6). Tropical rain forests
Long
Island, New York. Practical applications of this work in~
are among the most productive terrestrial ecosystems and con~
dude
preventing algal "blooms" caused by nitrogen pollution
tribute a large portion of the planet's overall net primary prothat fertilizes the phytoplankton. Eliminating phosphates from
duction. Estuariesandcoral reefs also have very high net primary
sewage,
once thought to bethe cause ofthe problem, will not help
production, but their contribution to the global total is relatively
prevent
algal blooms unless nitrogen pollution is also controlled.
small because these ecosystems cover only about one-tenth the
Several large areas of the ocean, however, have low phytoarea covered by tropical rain forests. One striking aspect of
plankton
densities in spite of relatively high nitrogen concenFigure 55.6 is how unproductive the oceans are per unit area comtrations.
For
example, the Sargasso Sea, a subtropical region of
pared to tropical forests and some other ecosystems. Because of
the
Atlantic
Ocean,
has some of the dearest water in the world
their vast size, however, the oceans altogether contribute as much
because of its very low density of phytoplankton. A series of
global net primary production as terrestrial systems do.
nutrient
enrichment experiments revealed that the availability
What limits primary production in ecosystems? To ask this
of
the
micronutrient
iron can limit primary production there
question another way, what factors could we change to in(Table
55.1).
Windblown
dust from the land is the main input
crease or decrease primary production for a given ecosystem?
of
iron to the ocean, but relatively little windblown dust
We'll address this question first for aquatic ecosystems.
reaches the center of oceans.
The finding that iron limits production in some oceanic
Primary Production in Aquatic Ecosystems
ecosystems encouraged marine ecologists to carry out recent
In aquatic (marine and freshwater) ecosystems, both light and
large-scale experiments in the Pacific Ocean. In one study,
nutrients are important in controlling primary production.
researchers spread low concentrations of dissolved iron over
72 km1 of ocean and then measured the change in phytoplankLight Limitation
ton density over a seven-day period. A massive phytoplankton
Because solar radiation drives photosynthesis, you might exbloom occurred, as indicated by increased chlorophyll concentration in the water. Adding iron stimulates growth ofcyanobacpect that light is a key variable in controlling primary production in oceans. Indeed, the depth of light penetration affects
teria that fix atmospheric nitrogen (see Chapter 27), and the
primary production throughout the photic zone of an ocean
extra nitrogen stimulates proliferation of phytoplankton.
or lake (see Figure 52.16). About half of the solar radiation is
Areas ofupwelling, where nutrient-rich deep waters circulate
absorbed in the first 15 m of water. Even in ~dear" water, only
to the ocean surface, have exceptionally high primary produc5-10% of the radiation may reach a depth of75 m.
tion, which supports the hypothesis that nutrient availability
1226
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1'IIb1e 55.1 Nutrient Enrichment Experiment

Which nutrient limits phytoplankton production
along the coast of Long Island?
EXPERIMENT

Pollution from duck farms concentrated near

for Sargasso Sea Samples
Nutrients Added to
Experimental Culture

Relative Uptake
of 14C by Cultures*

Moriches Bay adds both nitrogen and phosphorus to the
coastal water off long Island, New York. To determiru" which
nutrient limits phytoplankton growth in this area, John Ryther
and William Dunstan, of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti·

None (controls)

1.00

Nitrogen (N) + phosphorus (P) only

1.10

N + P + metals (excluding iron)

1.08

tution, cultured the phytoplankton Nannochloris aramus with
water collected from several sites (labeled A-G on the map be-

N + P + metals (including iron)

12.90

N+P+iron

12.00

low). They added either ammonium
(P0 4 l -) to some of the cultures.

(NH4~)

or phosphate

·"c uptake by cultures measures prim.ry production,
Source: D. W. Menzel and J. H. Ryther, Nutrients limiting the productiOll
of phytoplankton in the Sargasso s"a, with 'pedal reference to iron, Deep
Sea Researc/r 7,276-281 (1961).

E
Moriches Bay
Atlantic Ocean

A. ---..--
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RESULTS

The addition of ammonium caused heavy phy-

toplankton growth in the cultures, but the addition of phosphate
did not.
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determines marine primary production. Because the steady
supply of nutrients stimulates growth of the phytoplankton
populations that form the base ofmarine food webs, upwelling
areas are prime fishing locations. The largest areas of upwelling occur in the Southern Ocean (also called the Antarctic Ocean) and the coastal waters off Peru, California, and
parts of western Africa.
Nutrient limitation is also common in freshwater lakes.
During the 1970s, scientists showed that sewage and fertilizer runoff from farms and yards added large amounts of nutrients to lakes. Cyanobacteria and algae grow rapidly in
response to these added nutrients, ultimately reducing the
oxygen concentration and clarity of the water. This process,
known as eutrophication (from the Greek eutrophos, well
nourished), has many ecological impacts, including the
eventual loss ofall but the most tolerant fish species from the
lakes (see Figure 52.18). Controlling eutrophication requires
knowing which polluting nutrient is responsible; nitrogen is
rarely the limiting factor for primary production in lakes. A
series of whole-lake experiments conducted by ecologists
showed that phosphorus availability limited cyanobacterial
growth. This and other research led to the use of phosphatefree detergents and other important water quality reforms.

Collection site

Primary Production in Terrestrial Ecosystems
CONClUSION
Since adding phosphorus, which was already in
rich supply, had no effect on Nannochloris growth, whereas
adding nitrogen increased phytoplankton density dramatically, the
researchers concluded that nitrogen is the nutnent that limits
phytoplankton growth in this ecosystem.
SOURCE
j H. Ryth€r and w M. Dunstan. Nitrogen, pnosphOl1JS, and
eutrophication in the coastal marine envlronment, 5deoce 171.1008-1013 (1971),

M:rUIN

How would you exped the results of this experiment to change if new duck farms subSlantially increased the
amount of pollution in the water? Explain your reasoning.

On a large geographic scale, temperature and moisture are the
main factors controlling primary production in terrestrial
ecosystems. Note again in Figure 55.6 that tropical rain forests,
with their warm, wet conditions that promote plant growth,
are the most productive of all terrestrial ecosystems. In contrast, low-productivity terrestrial ecosystems are generally
dry-for example, deserts-or cold and dry-for example, the
arctic tundra. Between these extremes lie the temperate forest
and grassland ecosystems, which have moderate climates and
intermediate productivity. These contrasts in climate can be
represented by a measure called actual evapotranspiration,
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Actual evapotranspiration (mm H20lyr)

.... Figure 55.8 Relationship between net primary
production and actual evapotranspiration in six terrestrial
ecosystems.

which is the annual amount of water transpired by plants and
evaporated from a landscape, usually measured in millimeters.
Actual evapotranspiration increases with the amount of precipitation in a region and the amount of solar energy available
to drive evaporation and transpiration. Figure 55.8 shows the
positive relationship between net primary production and actual eV3potranspiration in selected ecosystems.
On a more local scale, mineral nutrients in the soil can limit
primary production in terrestrial ecosystems. As in aquatic
ecosystems, nitrogen and phosphorus are most often the nutrients limiting terrestrial production. Adding a nonlimiting
nutrient, even one that is scarce, will not stimulate production.
Conversely, adding more of the limiting nutrient will increase
production until some other nutrient becomes limiting.
Studies relating nutrients to terrestrial primary production
have practical applications in agriculture. Farmers maximize
their crop yields by using fertilizers with the right balance of
nutrients for the local soil and the type of crop.
CONCEPT

CHECK

r:~:;;;7r;~f:r

between
trophic levels is typically
only 10% efficient

Theamount ofchemical energy in consumers' food that iscon·
verted to their own nev.' biomass during a gi\'en time period is
called the secondary production of the ecosystem. Consider
the transfer of organic matter from primary producers to herbivores. the primary consumers. In most ecosystems, herbivores eat only a small fraction of plant material produced.
Moreover, they cannot digest all the plant material that they dQ
eat, as anyone who has walked through a dairy farm will attest.
Thus, much of primary production is not used by consumers.
Let's analyze this process of energy transfer more closely.

Production Efficiency
Rrst let's examine secondary production in an individual organism-a caterpillar. \'<'hen a caterpillar feeds on a plant leaf. only
about 33 Jout of2fX) J(48 cal), or one-sixth of the energy in the
leaf. is used for secondary production, or growth (Figure 55.9).
The caterpillar uses some of the remaining energy for cellular
respiration and passes the rest in its feces. TIle energy contained
in the feces remains in the ecosystem temporarily, but most of it
is lost as heat after the feces are consumed by detritivores. The
energy used for the caterpillar's respiration is also lost from the
ecosystem as heal This is why energy is said to flow through, not
cycle within, ecosystems. Only the chemical energy stored by

55.2

I. \'<'hy is only a small portion of the solar energy that

strikes Earth's atmosphere stored by primary producers?
2. How can ecologists experimentally determine the factor that limits primary production in an ecosystem?
3. elf U !. As part ofa science project, a student is
trying to estimate total primary production of plants
in a prairie ecosystem for a year. Once each quarter.
the student cuts a plot ofgrass with a lawnmower and
then collects and weighs the cuttings to estimate plant
production. \'<'hat components of plant primary production is the student missing with this approach?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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Cellular
respiration

Growth (new biomass)
.... Figure 55.9 Energy partitioning within a link of the
food chain. less than 17% of the caterpillar's food ~ actually used
for secondary production (growth).

herbivores as biomass (through growth or the production ofoffspring) is available as food to secondary consumers.
We can measure the efficiency of animals as energy transformers using the following equation:
Production efficiency =

Net secondary production X 100%
Assimilation of primary production

Netsecondary production is the energy stored in biomass represented by growth and reproduction. Assimilation consists ofthe
total energy taken in and used for growth, reproduction, and respiration. Production efficiency, therefore, is the percentage of
energy stored in assimilated fOCK!. that is nOl used for respiration.
For the caterpillar in Figure 55.9, production efficiency is 33%; 67 ,
ofthe 100 , ofassimilated energy is used for respiration. (Note that
the energy lost as undigested material in feces does not count toward assimilation.) Birds and mammals typically have low production efficiencies, in the range of 1-3%, because they use so
much energy in maintaining a constant, high body temperature.
Fishes, which are ectothem1s{seeChapter40), have production efficiencies arOlmd 10%. Insects and microorganisms are even more
efficient, with production efficiencies averaging 40% or more.

Trophic Efficiency and Ecological Pyramids
Let's scale up now from the production efficiencies of individual consumers to the flow of energy through trophic levels.
Trophic efficiency is the percentage of production transferred from one trophic level to the next. Trophic efficiencies
must always be less than production efficiencies because they
take into account not only the energy lost through respiration
and contained in feces, but also the energy in organic material
in a lower trophic level that is not consumed by the next
trophic level. Trophic efficiencies are generally about 10% and
range from approximately 5% to 20%, depending on the type
of ecosystem. In other words, 90% of the energy available at
one trophic level typically is not transferred to the next. This
loss is multiplied over the length ofa food chain. For example,
if 10% ofavailable energy is transferred from primary producers to primary consumers, and 10% of that energy is transferred to secondary consumers, then only 1%of net primary
production is available to secondary consumers (10% of 10%).
The progressive loss of energy along a food chain severely
limits the abundance oftop-level carnivores that an ecosystem
can support. Only about 0.1% of the chemical energy fixed by
photosynthesis can flow all the way through a food web to a
tertiary consumer, such as a snake or a shark. This explains
why most food webs include only about four or five trophic
levels (see Chapter 54).
The loss of energy with each transfer in a fOCK!. chain can be
represented by a pyramid ofnet production, in which the trophic
levels are arranged in tiers (Figure 55.10). The width ofeach tier
is proportional to the net production, expressed in joules, ofeach
trophic level. The highest level, which represents top-level pred-

ators, contains relatively few individuals. Because populations of
top predators are typically small and the animals may be widely
spaced within their habitats, many predator species are highly
susceptible to extinction (as well as to the evolutionary consequences of small population size, discussed in Chapter 23).
One important ecological consequence of low trophic efficiencies is represented in a biomass pyramid, in which each tier
represents the standing crop (the total dry mass ofall organisms)
in one trophic level Most biomass pyramids narrow sharply
from primary producers at the base to top-level carnivores at the
apex because energy transfers between trophic levels are so inefficient (Figure 55.11a). Certain aquatic ecosystems, however,

Tertiary
consumers

Secondary
consumers

Primary
consumers
Primary
producers

10,000 J

1,000,000 J of sunlight

... Figure 55.10 An idealized pyramid of net production.
This example assumes a trophic efficiency of 10% for each link in the
food chain, Notice that primary producers convert only about 1% of
the energy available to them to net primary production,

Dry mass

Trophic level

(gfm 1)

Tertiary consumers
Secondary consumers
Primary consumers
Primary producers

1.5
11
37
809

(a) Most biomass pyramids show a sharp decrease in biomass at
succeSSively higher trophic levels, as Illustrated by data from a
Florida bog,

Dry mass
(gfm 2)

Trophic level
Primary consumers (zooplankton)
Primary producers (phytoplankton)

21
4

(b) In some aquatic ecosystems, such as the English Channel,
a small standing crop of primary producers (phytoplankton)
supports a larger standing crop of primary consumers
(zooplankton),

... Figure 55.11 Pyramids of biomass (standing crop).
Numbers denote the dry mass of all organisms at each trophic level.
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have inverted biomass pyramids: Primary consumers outweigh
the producers (figure 55.11b). Such inverted biomass pyra-

mids occur because the producers-phytoplankton-grow,
reproduce, and are consumed so qUickly by the zooplankton
that they never develop a large population size, or standing
crop. In other words, the phytoplankton have a short
turnover time, which means they have a small standing crop
compared to their production:

.
Turnover time =

.S=",=n=d,=ng"-c=m=,p"I,,,g/=m,-,-'l
Production (glm 2 'day)

-

Because the phytoplankton continually replace their biomass
at such a rapid rate, they can support a biomass of zooplankton bigger than their own biomass. Nevertheless, because phytoplankton have much higher production than zooplankton,
the pyramid of prodl«-tion for this ecosystem is still bottom~
heavy, like the one in Figure 55.10.

The dynamics of energy flow through ecosystems have im·
portant implications for the human population. Eating meat is
a relatively inefficient way of tapping photosynthetic production. A person obtains far more calories by eating grains directly as a primary consumer than by eating the same amount
of grain fed to an animal. Worldwide agriculture could, in fact,
successfully feed many more people and require less cultivated
land ifhumans all fed more efficiently-as primary consumers,
eating only plant material. Consequently, estimates of Earth's
human carrying capacity (see Chapter 53) depend greatly on
our diet and on the amount of resources each of us consumes.

The Green World Hypothesis
Earlier in this book, you learned why the world is green: Plants
reflect more green light than red or blue light (see Figure 10.9).
Land plants store approximately 70 x 10 10 metric tons of carbon, and global terrestrial primary production is about 6 x 10 10
metric tons per year. However, herbivores annually consume
less than one~sixth the global NPP by plants (Figure 55.12).

... Figure 55.12 A green
ecosystem. Most terrestrial
ecosystems have large standing
crops of vegetation despite the
large number of reSident
herbivores The green world
hypothesis offers possible
explanations for this observation.
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Most of the rest is eventually consumed by detritivores. Thus,
despite occasional outbreaks of pests, herbivores are generally
only a minor nuisance to plants.
Why do herbivores consume such a small fraction of plants'
net primary production? According to the green world
hypothesis, terrestrial herbivores are held in check by a vari·
ety of factors. Plant defenses, such as spines or noxious chem·
icals (see Chapter 39), limit the success of herbivores. Low
nutrient concentrations in plant tissues mean that large quantities of biomass are needed to support each herbivore. Other
factors also limit the number of herbivores, including abiotic
pressures, such as temperature and moisture extremes; intraspecific competition, including territorial behavior; and interspecific competition, particularly from predators, parasites,
and pathogens (as in the top~down model of community struc~
ture, which you learned about in Chapter 54).
In the next section, we will look at how the transfer of nutrients along with energy through food webs is part of a larger
picture of chemical cycling in ecosystems.
CONCEPT

CHECK

55.!

1. If an insect that eats plant seeds containing 100 J of

energy uses 30 J of that energy for respiration and excretes 50 J in its feces, what is the insect's net secondary production? What is its production efficiency?
2. Tobacco leaves contain nicotine, a poisonous compound that is energetically expensive for the plant to
make. What advantage might the plant gain by using
some of its resources to produce nicotine?
3. E:fUIN As part of a new reaEty show on television, a group of overweight people are trying to safely
lose in one month as much weight as possible. In addition to eating less, what could they do to decrease their
production efficiency for the food they eat?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r:·t:I:·;~a~:~: geochemical

Reservoir A

Reservoir B
Organic
matenals
unavailable

processes cycle nutrients
between organic and inorganic
parts of an ecosystem

as nutrients
Fossilization
Coal. oil.
peat

Although most ecosystems receive an abundant supply of solar energy, chemical elements are available only in limited
amounts. (The meteorites that occasionally strike Earth are
the only extraterrestrial source of new matter.) Life on Earth
therefore depends on the recycling of essential chemical elements. While an organism is alive, much of its chemical stock
is replaced continuously as nutrients are assimilated and waste
products released. When the organism dies, the atoms in its
complex molecules are returned in simpler compounds to the
atmosphere, water, or soil by the action of decomposers. Decomposition replenishes the pools of inorganic nutrients that
plants and other autotrophs use to build new organic matter.
Because nutrient cycles involve both biotic and abiotic components, they are called biogeochemical cycles.

Reservoir C

t!

Reservoir 0

Inorganic
materials

Inorganic
materials

Assimilation,
photosynthesis

'"pi"tioo.
decomposition.
excretion

available

as nutrients
Atmosphere,
soil, water

•

Weathering,
erosion

Formation of
sedimentary rock

unavailable

as nutrients

•

Minerals
in rocks

... Figure 55.13 A general model of nutrient cycling. Arrows
indicate the processes that move nutrients between reservoirs.
IE'II Recent evidence suggests (hat mycorrhizal fungi can release acids

Biogeochemical Cycles

. . that dissolve some minerals, including cakium phosphate. Where
does (his fungal 3c1ivity fit into the model 7

An element's specific route through a biogeochemical cycle depends on the element and the trophic structure ofthe ecosystem.
We can, however, recognize two general categories of biogeochemical cycles: global and local. Gaseous forms of carbon, oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen occur in the atmosphere, and cycles of
these elements are essentially global. For example, some of the
carbon and oxygen atoms a plant acquires from the air as CO2
may have been released into the atmosphere by the respiration of
an organism in a distant locale. Other elements, including phosphorus, potassium, and calcium, are too heavy to occur as gases
at Earth's surface. In terrestrial ecosystems, these elements cycle
more locally, absorbed from the soil by plant rootsand eventually
returned to the soil by decomposers. In aquatic systems, however,
they cycle more broadly as dissolved forms carried in currents.
Before examining the details of individual cycles, let's look
at a general model of nutrient cycling that includes the main
reservoirs of elements and the processes that transfer elements between reservoirs (Figure 55.13). Each reservoir is
defined by two characteristics: whether it contains organic or
inorganic materials and whether or not the materials are directly available for use by organisms.
The nutrients in living organisms themselves and in detritus
(reservoir A in Figure 55.13) are available to other organisms
when consumers feed and when detritivores consume nonliving
organic matter. Some material moved from the living organic
reservoir to the fossilized organic reservoir (reservoir B) long
ago, when dead organisms were converted to coal, oil, or peat
(fossil fuels). Nutrients in these deposits generally cannot be assimilated directly.

Inorganic materials (elements and compounds) that are
dissolved in water or present in soil or air (reservoir C) are
available for use. Organisms assimilate materials from this
reservoir directly and return chemicals to it through the relatively rapid processes ofcellular respiration, excretion, and de·
composition. Although most organisms cannot directly tap
into the inorganic elements tied up in rocks (reservoir DJ,
these nutrients may slowly become available through weathering and erosion. Similarly, unavailable organic materials
move into the available reservoir of inorganic nutrients when
fossil fuels are burned, releasing exhaust into the atmosphere.
How have ecologists worked out the details of chemical cycling in various ecosystems? Two common methods use isotopes-either by adding tiny amounts of radioactive isotopes of
specific elements and tracking their progress or by following
the movement of naturally occurring, nonradioactive isotopes
through the biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem. For
example, scientists have been able to trace the flow into ecosystems of radioactive carbon (,4C) released into the atmosphere
during atom bomb testing in the 1950s and early 1960s. This
"spike" of 14C can be used to date the age of bones and teeth, to
measure the turnover rate of soil organic matter, and to foUow
changes in many other carbon pools in the environment.
figure 55.14, on the next two pages, provides a detailed
look at the cycling ofwater, carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus.
Examine these four biogeochemical cycles closely, considering the major reservoirs of each chemical and the processes
that drive the movement of each chemical through its cycle.
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• Figure 55.14

••

• Nutrient Cycles
The Water Cycle

Biological importance \Vater is essential to all organisms {see
Chapter 3), and its availability influences the rates of ecosystem
processes, particularly primary production and decomposition
in terrestrial ecosystems.

Transport
over land

Forms available to life Liquid water is the primary physical
phase in which water is used, though some organisms can harvest water vapor. Freezing of soil water can limit water availability to terrestrial plants.
Reservoirs The oceans contain 97% of the water in the biosphere. Apprm::imately 2% is bound in glaciers and polar ice caps,
and the remaining 1% is in lakes, rivers, and groundwater, with a
negligible amount in the atmosphere.

Solar energy

Net mo~ement of
water vapor by wind

Predpitatio
over ocean

E~aporation

from ocean

Key processes The main processes driving the water cycle are

evaporation of liquid water by solar energy, condensation ofwater
vapor into clouds, and precipitation. Transpiration by terrestrial
plants also moves significant volumes ofwater into the atmosphere.
Surface and groundwater flow can return water to the oceans, completing the water cycle. The widths ofthe arrows in the diagram reflect the relative contribution of each process to the movement of
water in the biosphere.

Runoff and
groundwater

The Carbon Cycle
Biological importance Carbon forms the framework of the organic molecules essential to all organisms.
Forms available to life Photosynthetic organisms utilize CO 2
during photosynthesis and convert the carbon to organic forms
that are used by consumers. including animals, fungi. and heterotrophic protists and prokaryotes.
Reservoirs The major reservoirs of carbon include fossil fuels,
soils, the sediments of aquatic ecosystems, the oceans (dissolved
carbon compounds), plant and animal biomass, and the atmosphere (C0 2). The largest reservoir is sedimentary rocks such as
limestone; however, this pool turns over very slowly.
Key processes Photosynthesis by plants and phytoplankton re-

c::::;.c.::::.J
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moves substantial amounts of atmospheric CO 2 each year. This
quantity is approximately equaled by CO 2 added to the atmosphere through cellular respiration by producers and consumers.
Over geologic time, volcanoes are also a substantial source of
CO 2• The burning of fossil fuels is adding significant amounts of
additional CO 2 to the atmosphere. The widths of the arrows reflect the relative contribution of each process.

The Terrestrial Nitrogen Cycle
Biological importance Nitrogen is part of amino acids, proteins, and nucleic acids and is often a limiting plant nutrient.
Forms available to life Plants can use two inorganic forms of
nitrogen-ammonium (NH 4 +) and nitrate (N0 3 )-and some
organic forms, such as amino acids. Various bacteria can use all
of these forms as well as nitrite (N0 2 ). Animals can use only organic forms of nitrogen.

Reservoirs The main reservoir of nitrogen is the atmosphere.
which is 80% nitrogen gas (N 2 ). The other reservoirs are soils and
the sediments oflakes, rivers, and oceans (bound nitrogen); surface water and groundwater (dissolved nitrogen); and the biomass ofliving organisms.
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Key processes The major pathway for nitrogen to enter an
ecosystem is via nitrogenfixation. the conversion ofN 2 by bacteria to forms that can be used to synthesize nitrogenous organic
compounds (see Chapter 37). Some nitrogen is also fixed by
lightning. Nitrogen fertilizer, precipitation, and blowing dust can
also provide substantial inputs of NH4 + and N0 3 - to ecosystems. Ammonification decomposes organic nitrogen to NH 4 +.
In nitrification, NH 4 + is converted to N0 3 - by nitrifying bacteria. Under anaerobic conditions, denitrifying bacteria use N0 3 in their metabolism instead of O 2, releasing N 2 in a process
known as denitrification. The widths of the arrows reflect the
relative contribution of each process.

The Phosphorus Cycle
Biological importance Organisms require phosphorus as a
major constituent of nucleic acids. phospholipids. and ATP and
other energy-storing molecules and as a mineral constituent of
bones and teeth.

Forms available to life The most biologically important inorganic form of phosphorus is phosphate (P0 43 -). which plants
absorb and use in the synthesis of organic compounds.
Reservoirs The largest accumulations of phosphorus are in sedimentary rocks of marine origin. There are also large quantities of
phosphorus in soils, in the oceans (in dissolved form), and in organisms. Because humus and soil particles bind phosphate, the
recycling of phosphorus tends to be quite localized in ecosystems.
3

Key processes Weathering of rocks gradually adds P04 to soil;
some leaches into groundwater and surface water and may eventually reach the sea. Phosphate taken up by producers and incorporated into biological molecules may be eaten by consumers and
distributed through the food web. Phosphate is returned to soil or
water through either decomposition of biomass or excretion by consumers. Because there are no signific-.mt phosphorus-containing
gases. only relatively small amounts ofphosphorus move through the
atmosphere, usually in the formsof dust and sea spmy. Thewidths of
the arrows reflect the relative contribution ofeach process.
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Plankton
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Decomposition and Nutrient Cycling Rates

• Fi

The diagrams in Figure 55.14 illustrate the essential role that
decomposers (detritivores) play in recycling carbon, nitrogen,

How does temperature affect litter
decomposition in an ecosystem?

and phosphorus. The rates at which these nutrients cycle in
different ecosystems are extremely variable, mostly as a result

EXPERIMENT

of differences in rates of decomposition.
Decomposition is controlled by the same factors that limit
primary production in aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems (see
Concept 55.2). Those factors include temperature, moisture,

55.15

•

Researchers with the Canadian Forest Service
placed identical samples of organic material on the ground in 21
sites across Canada (marked by letters on the map below). Three
years later, they returned to see how much of each sample had
decomposed.
Ecosystem type

and nutrient availability. Decomposers usually grow faster and
decompose material more quickly in warmer ecosystems

Arctic
Subarctic

(Figure 55.15). In tropical rain forests, for instance, most or-

ganic material decomposes in a few months to a few years,
while in temperate forests, decomposition takes four to six
years, on average. The difference is largely the result of the
higher temperatures and more abundant precipitation in
tropical rain forests.
Because decomposition in a tropical rain forest is rapid,
relatively little organic material accumulates as leaflitter on
the forest floor; about 75% ofthe nutrients in the ecosystem
is present in the woody trunks of trees, and about 10% is
contained in the soil. Thus, the relatively low concentrations of some nutrients in the soil of tropical rain forests result from a short cycling time, not from a lack of these
elements in the ecosystem. In temperate forests, where decomposition is much slower, the soil may contain as much
as 50% of all the organic material in the ecosystem. The nutrients that are present in temperate forest detritus and soil
may remain there for fairly long periods before plants as·
similate them.
Decomposition on land is also slower when conditions
are either too dry for decomposers to thrive or too wet to
supply them with enough oxygen. Ecosystems that are
both cold and wet, such as peatlands, store large amounts
of organic matter; decomposers grow poorly most of the
year there, and net primary production greatly exceeds
decomposition.
In aquatic ecosystems, decomposition in anaerobic muds
can take 50 years or more. Bottom sediments are comparable to the detritus layer in terrestrial ecosystems; however,
algae and aquatic plants usually assimilate nutrients directly
from the water. Thus, the sediments often constitute a nu·
trient sink, and aquatic ecosystems are very productive only
when there is interchange between the bottom layers of water and the surface (as in the upwelling regions described
earlier).

Case Study: Nutrient Cycling in the
Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest
In one of the longest-running ecological research experiments
in North America, ecologists Herbert Bormann, Eugene Likens,
and their colleagues have been studying nutrient cycling in a
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RESULTS
litter mass decreased four times faster in
warmer ecosystems than in colder ones.
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CONCLUSION

SOURCE
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forests, Globitl Change Biology 5:75-82 (1999).
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What factors other than temperature might also
have varied across these 21 sites? How might this variation have
affected the interpretation of the results)

forest ecosystem since 1%3. Their study site, the Hubbard
This study demonstrated that the amount of nutrients leavBrook Experimental Forest in the White Mountains of New
ing an intact forest ecosystem is controlled mainly by the
Hampshire, is a dedduous forest with several valleys, each
plants. The effects ofdeforestation occur within a few months
drained by a small creek that is a tributary of Hubbard Brook.
and continue as long as living plants are absent.
Bedrock impenetrable to water is close to the surface of the
The 45 years of data from Hubbard Brook reveal some
other trends. For instance, in the last half century, acid rain
soil, and each valley constitutes a watershed that can drain
and snow have dissolved most of the Ca2+ in the forest soil,
only through its creek.
The research team first determined the mineral budget for
and the streams have carried it away. By the 19905, the forest
each of six valleys by measuring the input and outflow of sevbiomass at Hubbard Brook had stopped increasing, appareral key nutrients. They collected rainfall at several sites to
ently because of a lack ofCaH . To test this idea, ecologists at
measure the amount ofwater and dissolved minerals added to
Hubbard Brook began a massive experiment in 1998. They
the ecosystem. To monitor the loss ofwater and minerals, they
first established a control and an experimental watershed,
constructed a small concrete dam with a V-shaped spillway
which they monitored over two years before using a helicopter to add Ca 2 + to the experimental watershed_ By 2006, sugar
across the creek at the bottom ofeach valley (Figure 55.16a).
maple trees growing in the CaH -enriched location had higher
About 60% of the water added to the ecosystem as rainfall and
CaH concentrations in their foliage, healthier crowns, and
snow exits through the stream, and the remaining 40% is lost
by evapotranspiration.
Preliminary studies confirmed that
internal cycling within a terrestrial
ecosystem conserves most of the mineral nutrients. For example, only about
0.3% more calcium (Ca2+) left a valley
via its creek than was added by rainwater, and this small net loss was probably
replaced by chemical decomposition of
the bedrock. During most years, the
forest actually registered small net
gains of a few mineral nutrients, including nitrogen.
(a) Concrete dams and weirs
built across streams at the
In one experiment, the trees in one
bottom of watersheds
valley were cut down and then the valenabled researchers to
ley was sprayed with herbiddes for
monitor the outflow of
water and nutrients from
three years to prevent regrowth of
the ecosystem
plants (Figure 55.16b). All the origi(b) One watershed was c1ear-wt to study the effects of the loss of
nal plant material was left in place to
vegetation on drainage and nutrient cycling.
decompose. The inflow and outflow of
water and minerals in this experimen80
tally altered watershed were compared
60
with those in a control watershed.
.'=
40
Over the three years, water runoff
o
.§:_ 20
from the altered watershed increased
~~
o E
by 30-40%, apparently because there
Completion of
e4
o
were no plants to absorb and transpire
8
3
Control
t~'1U;"g
water from the soil. Net losses of min2
erals from the altered watershed were
.~
z
huge. The concentration ofCa2+ in the
creek increased 4-fold, for example,
1965
1966
1967
1968
and the concentration of K+ increased
by a factor of 15. Most remarkable was
(c) The concentration of nitrate in runoff from the deforested watershed was 60 limes greater than
the loss of nitrate, whose concentrain a control (unloggedl watershed.
tion in the creek increased 6O-fold,
reaching levels considered unsafe for
... Figure 55.16 Nutrient cycling in the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest: an
drinking water (Figure 55.16c).
example of long-term ecological research.

,
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greater seedling establishment than those growing in the control watershed. These data suggest that sugar maple declines
in the northeastern United States and southern Canada are
attributable at least in part to the consequences of soil acidification.
The Hubbard Brook studies, as well as many other longterm ecological research projects funded by the National Science Foundation, assess natural ecosystem processes and
provide important insight into the mechanisms by which human activities affect these processes.
CONCEPT

CHECK

55.4

1. • l.f.MiM For each of the four biogeochemical cycles
detailed in Figure 55.14, draw a simple diagram that
shows one possible path for an atom or molecule of that
chemical from abiotic to biotic reservoirs and back.
2. Why does deforestation of a watershed increase the
concentration of nitrates in streams draining the
watershed?
3. e:t ill • Why is nutrient availability in a tropical
rain forest particularly vulnerable to logging?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A,

-...J

r:;:::~·a~t~:i~ies now dominate
most chemical cycles on Earth

As the human population has grown rapidly in size (see Concept 53.6), our activities and technological capabilities have disrupted the trophic structure, energy flow, and chemical cycling
of ecosystems. In fact, most chemical cycles are now influenced more by human activities than by natural processes.

Agriculture and Nitrogen Cycling
After natural vegetation is cleared from an area, the existing
reserve of nutrients in the soil is sufficient to grow crops for
some time. In agricultural ecosystems, however, a substantial
fraction of these nutrients is exported from the area in crop
n
biomass. The "free period for crop production-when there
is no need to add nutrients to the soil-varies greatly. When
some of the early North American prairie lands were first
tilled, good crops could be produced for decades because the
large store of organic materials in the soil continued to decompose and provide nutrients. By contrast, some cleared
land in the tropics can be farmed for only one or two years because so little of the ecosystems' nutrient load is contained in
the soil. Despite such variations, in any area under intensive
agriculture, the natural store of nutrients eventually becomes
exhausted.
Nitrogen is the main nutrient lost through agriculture;
thus, agriculture has a great impact on the nitrogen cycle.
Plowing mixes the soil and speeds up decomposition of organic matter, releasing nitrogen that is then removed when
crops are harvested. Applied fertilizers make up for the loss of
usable nitrogen from agricultural ecosystems (Figure 55.17).
In addition, as we saw in the case of Hubbard Brook, without
plants to take up nitrates from the soil, the nitrates are likely to
be leached from the ecosystem.
Recent studies indicate that human activities have more
than doubled Earth's supply of fixed nitrogen available to primary producers. Industrial fertilizers provide the largest additional nitrogen source. Fossil fuel combustion also releases
nitrogen oxides, which enter the atmosphere and dissolve in
rainwater; the nitrogen ultimately enters ecosystems as nitrate. Increased cultivation of legumes, with their nitrogenfixing symbionts, is a third way in which humans increase the
amount of fixed nitrogen in the soil.

Nutrient Enrichment
Human activity often removes nutrients from one part of the
biosphere and adds them to another. On the simplest level,
someone eating a piece of broccoli in Washington, DC, consumes nutrients that only days before were in the soil in Cal·
ifornia; a short time later, some of these nutrients will be in
the Potomac River, having passed through the person's digestive system and a local sewage treatment facility. On a larger
scale, nutrients in farm soil may run off into streams and
lakes, depleting nutrients in one area, increasing them in another, and altering chemical cycles in both. Furthermore, humans have added entirely novel materials-some of them
toxic-to ecosystems.
Humans have altered nutrient cycles so much that we can
no longer understand any cycle without taking these effects
into account. Let's examine a few specific examples of how humans are impacting the biosphere's chemical dynamics.
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.... Figure 55.17 Fertilization of a corn (maize) crop. To
replace the nutrients removed in crops, farmers must apply fertilizerseither organic, such as manure or mulch, or synthetic. as shown here,

... Figure 55.18 The dead zone arising
from nitrogen pollution in the
Mississippi basin. In these satellite images
from 2004. red and orange represent high
concentrations of phytoplankton and ri~er
sediment in the Gulf of Mexico. This dead zone
extends much farther from land in summer than
in winter.

Winter

Summer

Contamination ofAquatic Ecosystems
The key problem with excess nutrients is the critical load, the
amount of added nutrient, usually nitrogen or phosphorus,
that can be absorbed by plants without damaging ecosystem
integrity. For example, nitrogenous minerals in the soil that exceed the critical load eventually leach into groundwater or run
off into freshwater and marine ecosystems, contaminating water supplies and killing fish. Nitrate concentrations in groundwater are increasing in most agricultural regions, sometimes
exceeding safe levels for drinking.
Many rivers contaminated with nitrates and ammonium
from agricultural runoff and sewage drain into the Atlantic
Ocean, with the highest inputs coming from northern Europe
and the central United States. The Mississippi River carries nitrogen pollution to the Gulf of Mexico, fueling a phytoplankton bloom each summer. When the phytoplankton die, their
decomposition creates an extensive ~dead zone~ of low oxygen
availability along the coast (Figure 55.18). Fish, shrimp, and
other marine animals disappear from some of the most economically important waters in the country. To reduce the size
ofthe dead zone, farmers have begun using fertilizers more efficiently, and managers are restoring wetlands in the Mississippi watershed, two changes stimulated by the results of
ecosystem experiments.
Nutrient runoffcan also lead to the eutrophication of lakes,
as you learned in Concept 55.2. The bloom and subsequent
die-off of algae and cyanobacteria and the ensuing depletion
of oxygen are similar to what occurs in a marine dead zone.
Such conditions threaten the survival of organisms. For example, eutrophication of Lake Erie coupled with overfishing
wiped out commercially important fishes such as blue pike,
whitefish, and lake trout by the 1960s. Since then, tighter regulations on waste dumping into the lake have enabled some
fish populations to rebound, but many native species of fishes
and invertebrates have not recovered.

Acid Precipitation
The burning ofwood and of fossil fuels, including coal and oil,
releases oxides of sulfur and nitrogen that react with water in
the atmosphere, forming sulfuric and nitric acid, respectively.

The acids eventually fall to Earth's surface as acid precipitation-rain, snow, sleet, or fog that has a pH less than 5.2. Acid
precipitation lowers the pH of streams and lakes and affects
soil chemistry and nutrient availability. Although acid precipitation has been occurring since the Industrial Revolution, the
emissions that cause it have increased during the past century,
mainly from ore smelters and electrical generating plants.
Acid precipitation is a regional problem arising from local
emissions. Smelters and generating plants are built with exhaust
stacks more than 300 m high that reduce pollution at ground level
but export it far downwind. Sulfur and nitrogen pollutants may
drift hundreds of kilometers before falling as acid precipitation.
In the l%Os, ecologists determined that lake-dwelling organisms in eastern Canada were dying because ofair pollution
from factories in the midwestern United States. Lakes and
streams in southern Norway and Sweden were losing fish because of acid rain from pollutants generated in Great Britain
and central Europe. By 1980, the pH of precipitation in large
areas of North America and Europe averaged 4.0-4.5 and occasionally dropped as low as 3.0.
In terrestrial ecosystems, such as the deciduous forests of
New England, the change in soil pH due to acid precipitation
causes calcium and other nutrients to leach from the soil (see
the Hubbard Brook studies in Concept 55.4). The nutrient deficiencies affect the health of plants and limit their growth.
Acid precipitation can also damage plants directly, mainly by
leaching nutrients from leaves.
Freshwater ecosystems are particularly sensitive to acid
precipitation. The lakes in North America and northern Europe that are most readily damaged by acid precipitation are
those that have a low concentration ofbicarbonate, an important buffer (see Chapter 3). Fish populations have declined in
thousands of such lakes in Norway and Sweden, where the pH
of the water has dropped below 5.0. In Canada, newly hatched
lake trout, a keystone predator, die when the pH drops below
5.4. When the trout are replaced by acid-tolerant fish, the dynamics of food webs change dramatically.
Several large ecosystem experiments have been carried out
to test the feasibility ofreversing the effects ofacid precipitation.
One is the ea2+ addition experiment at Hubbard Brook discussed earlier in this chapter. Another is a 17-year experiment
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.... Figure 55.19 Changes in the pH of precipitation at
Hubbard Brook. Although still very acidic. the precipitation in this
northeastern U.S. forest has been increasing in pH for more than

three decades.

in Norway in which scientists built a glass roofover a forest and
then showered the forest with precipitation from which acids
had been removed. This "clean" precipitation quickly increased
the pH and decreased the nitrate, ammonium, and sulfate concentrations in stream water in the forest Results from this and
other experiments helped convince leaders of more than 40
European nations to sign a treaty to reduce air pollution.
Environmental regulations and new industrial technologies
have enabled many developed countries to reduce sulfur diox~
ide emissions during the past 40 years. In the United States, for
example, sulfur dioxide emissions decreased 31% between
1993 and 2002. As a result, precipitation in the northeastern
United States is gradually becoming less acidic (Figure 55.19).
However, ecologists estimate that it will take decades for
aquatic ecosystems in this region to recover, even ifsulfur dioxide emissions continue to decrease. Meanwhile, emissions of
nitrogen oxides are increasing in the United States, and emissions of sulfur dioxide and acid precipitation continue to damage forests in central and eastern Europe.

Toxins in the Environment
Humans release an immense variety of toxic chemicals, including thousands of synthetic compounds previously unknown in nature, with little regard for the ecological
consequences. Organisms acquire toxic substances from the
environment along with nutrients and water. Some ofthe poisons are metabolized and excreted, but others accumulate in
specific tissues, especially fat. One of the reasons accumu~
lated toxins are particularly harmful is that they become more
concentrated in successive trophic levels of a food web, a
process called biological magnification. Magnification occurs because the biomass at any given trophic level is produced from a much larger biomass ingested from the level
1238
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below (see Concept 55.3). Thus, top-level carnivores tend to
be the organisms most severely affected by toxic compounds
in the environment.
One class of industrially synthesized compounds that have
demonstrated biological magnification are the chlorinated
hydrocarbons, which include the industrial chemicals called
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) and many pesticides, such
as DDT. Current research implicates many of these compounds in endocrine system disruption in a large number of
animal species, including humans. Biological magnification of
PCBs has been found in the food web of the Great Lakes,
where the concentration of PCBs in herring gull eggs, at the
top of the food web, is nearly 5,000 times that in phytoplank~
ton, at the base of the food web (Figure 55.20).
An infamous case of biological magnification that harmed
top-level carnivores involved DDT, a chemical used to control
insects such as mosquitoes and agricultural pests. In the
decade after World War II, the use afOOT grew rapidly; its
ecological consequences were not yet fully understood. By the
1950s, scientists were learning that DDT persists in the environment and is transported by water to areas far from where
it is applied. One of the first signs that DDT was a serious en-

Herring
gull eggs
124 ppm

Smelt

?~
Zooplankton
0.123 ppm

Phytoplankton
0,025 ppm

... Figure 55.20 Biological magnification of PCBs in a
Great Lakes food web.

vironmental problem was a decline in the populations of pelicans, ospreys, and eagles, birds that feed at the top of food
webs. The accumulation of DDT (and DOE, a product of its
breakdown) in the tissues of these birds interfered with the
deposition of calcium in their eggshells. When the birds tried
to incubate their eggs, the weight of the parents broke the
shells ofaffected eggs, resulting in catastrophic declines in the
birds' reproduction rates. Rachel Carson's book Silent Spring
helped bring the problem to public attention in the 1960s (see
Chapter 52), and DDT was banned in the United States in
1971. A dramatic recovery in populations of the affected bird
species followed.
In much of the tropics, DDT is still used to control the
mosquitoes that spread malaria and other diseases. Societies
there face a trade~off between saving human lives and protecting other species. The best approach seems to be to apply
DDT sparingly and to couple its use with mosquito netting
and other low-technology solutions. The complicated history
of DDT illustrates the importance of understanding the ecological connections between diseases and communities (see
Concept 54.5).
Many toxins cannot be degraded by microorganisms and
persist in the environment for years or even decades. In other
cases, chemicals released into the environment may be relatively harmless but are converted to
more toxic products by reaction with
other substances, by exposure to light,
or by the metabolism of microorgan390
isms. For example, mercury, a by~product
ofplastic production and coal-fired power
'80
generation, has been routinely expelled
into rivers and the sea in an insoluble
form. Bacteria in the bottom mud convert the waste to methylmercury
(CH3 Hg+), an extremely toxic soluble
c
compound that accumulates in the tis-2 350
~
sues of organisms, including humans
c
~
who consume fish from the contamic '40
nated waters.
8

feet ecosystems. Although global warming will likely bring some
benefits to people, it will also bring enormous costs to humans
and to many other species on Earth.

Rising Atmospheric CO 2 Levels
Since the Industrial Revolution, the concentration of CO 2 in
the atmosphere has been increasing as a result of the burning
offossil fuels and deforestation. Scientists estimate that the average CO 2 concentration in the atmosphere before 1850 was
about 274 ppm. In 1958, a monitoring station began taking
very accurate measurements on Hawaii's Mauna Loa peak, a
location far from cities and high enough for the atmosphere to
be well mixed. At that time, the CO 2 concentration was 316
ppm (Figure 55.21). Today, it exceeds 380 ppm, an increase of
about 40% since the mid-19th century. If CO 2 emissions con·
tinue to increase at the present rate, by the year 2075 the atmospheric concentration of this gas will be more than double
what it was at the start of the Industrial Revolution.
Increased productivity by plants is one predictable consequence of increasing CO 2 levels. In fact, when CO 2 concentrations are raised in experimental chambers such as greenhouses,
most plants grow faster. Because C 3 plants are more limited
than C4 plants by CO2 availability (see Chapter 10), one effect of
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Human activities release a variety of
gaseous \\'aste products. People once
thought that the vast atmosphere could
absorb these materials indefinitely, but we
now know that such additions can cause
fundamental changes to the atmosphere
and to its interactions with the rest of the
biosphere. In this section, we will examine
how increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration and global warming af-
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... Figure 55.21 Increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration at Mauna
loa, Hawaii, and average global temperatures. Aside from normal seasonal fluctuations.
the (0 2 concentration (blue curve) has increased steadily from 1958 to 2007. Though average
global temperatures (red curve) fluctuated a great deal over the same period. there IS a clear
warming trend.
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increasing global CO 2 concentration may be the spread of C 3
species into terrestrial habitats that currently favor C4 plants.
Such changes could influence whether corn (maize), a C4 plant
and the most important grain crop in the United States, will be
replaced by wheat and soybeans, C3 crops that could outproduel' corn in a CO 2-enriched environment. To predict the grad·
ual and complex effects ofrising CO2 levels on productivity and
species composition, scientists are turning to long-term field
experiments.

How Eleyated CO 2 Leyels Affect Forest Ecology:
The FACTS·' Experiment
To assess how the increasing atmospheric concentration ofCO 2
might affect temperate forests, scientists at Duke University began the Forest·Atmosphere Carbon Transfer and Storage
(FACTS-I) experiment in 1995. The researchers are manipulating the concentration of CO 2 to which trees are exposed. The
FACTS-I experiment includes six plots in an SO-hectare (200acre) tract of loblolly pine within the university's experimental
forest. Each plot consists of a circular area, approximately 30 m
in diameter, ringed by 16 towers (Figure 55.22). In three of the
six plots, the towers produce air containing about I~ times
present-day CO 2 concentrations. Instruments on a tall tower
in the center of each plot measure the direction and speed of
the wind, adjusting the distribution of CO 2 to maintain a

.... Figure 55.22 Large.scale experiment on the effects of
elevated Cal concentration. Rings of towers in the Duke
University bperimental Forest emit enough carbon dioxide to raise and
maintain CO 2 levels 200 ppm above present·day concentrations in half
of the experimental plots.
1240
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stable CO 2 concentration. All other factors, such as temperature, precipitation, and wind speed and direction, vary normally for both experimental plots and adjacent control plots
exposed to atmospheric CO 2 .
The FACTS·I study is testing how elevated CO 2 levels influence tree growth, carbon concentration in soils, insect populations, soil moisture, the growth of plants in the forest
understory, and other factors. After ten years, trees in the ex·
perimental plots produced about 15% more wood each year
than those in the control plots. This increased growth is im·
portant for timber production and carbon storage but is far
lower than predicted from the results of greenhouse experiments. The availability of nitrogen and other nutrients apparently limits the ability of the trees to use the extra CO 2 .
Researchers at FACTS·l began removing this limitation in
2005 by fertilizing half of each plot with ammonium nitrate.
In most of the world's ecosystems, nutrients limit ecosystem productivity and fertilizers are unavailable. The results of
FACTS-I and other experiments suggest that increased at·
mospheric CO 2 levels will increase plant production somewhat, but far less than scientists predicted even a decade ago.

The Greenhouse Effect and Climate
Rising concentrations of long-lived greenhouse gases such as
CO 2 are also changing Earth's heat budget. Much of the solar
radiation that strikes the planet is reflected back into space. AI·
though CO:b water vapor, and other greenhouse gases in the at·
mosphere are transparent to visible light, they intercept and
absorb much of the infrared radiation the Earth emits, rereflecting some of it back toward Earth. This process retains
some ofthe solar heat.lfit were not for this greenhouse effect,
the average air temperature at Earth's surface would be a frigid
-18'C (-2.4'F), and most life as we know it could not exist.
The marked increase in the concentration of atmospheric
CO 2 over the last 150 years concerns scientists because of its
link to increased global temperature. For more than a century,
scientists have studied how greenhouse gases warm Earth
and how fossil fuel burning could contribute to the warm·
ing. Most scientists are convinced that such warming hasal·
ready begun and will increase rapidly this century (see
Figure 55.21).
Global models predict that by the end of the 21st century,
the atmospheric CO 2 concentration will more than double, increasing average global temperature by about 3'C (5'F). Supporting these models is a correlation between CO 2 levels and
temperatures in prehistoric times. One way climatologists estimate past CO 2 concentrations is to measure CO 2 levels in
bubbles trapped in glacial ice, some ofwhich are halfa million
years old. Prehistoric temperatures are inferred by several
methods, including analysis of past vegetation based on fossils
and the chemical isotopes in sediments and corals. An in·
crease ofonly L3'C would make the world warmer than at any
time in the past 100,000 years.

The ecosystems where the largest warming has already occurred are those in the far north, particularly northern coniferous forests and tundra. As snow and ice melt and uncover
darker, more absorptive surfaces, these systems reflect less radiation back to the atmosphere and warm further. Arctic sea
ice in the summer of2oo7 covered the smallest area on record.
Climate models suggest that there may be no summer ice
there by the end of this century, decreasing habitat for polar
bears, seals, and seabirds. Higher temperatures also increase
the likelihood of fires. In boreal forests of western North
America and Russia, fires have burned twice the usual area in
recent decades.
A warming trend would also alter the geographic distribution of precipitation, making major agricultural areas of
the central United States much drier, for example. However,
the various mathematical models disagree about the details
of how climate in each region will be affected. By studying
how past periods of global warming and cooling affected
plant communities, ecologists are trying to predict the consequences of future temperature changes. Analysis of fossilized pollen indicates that plant communities change
dramatically with changes in temperature. Past climate
changes occurred gradually, though, and plant and animal
populations had time to migrate into areas where abiotic
conditions allowed them to survive. Many organisms, especially plants that cannot disperse rapidly over long distances, may not be able to survive the high rates of climate
change projected to result from global warming. Furthermore, many habitats today are much more fragmented than
they were in the past (see Chapter 56), further limiting the
ability of many organisms to migrate.
We will need many tools to slow global warming. Quick
progress can be made in using energy more efficiently and in
replacing fossil fuels with renewable solar and wind power
and, more controversially, with nuclear power. Today, coal,
gasoline, wood, and other organic fuels remain central to industrialized societies and cannot be burned without releasing
CO2 , Stabilizing CO 2 emissions will require concerted international effort and the acceptance ofchanges in both personal
lifestyles and industrial processes. Many e<ologists think that
effort suffered a major setback in 200 1, when the United States
pulled out of the Kyoto Protocol, a 1997 pledge by industrialized nations to reduce their CO 2 output by about 5%. Such a
reduction would be a first step in the journey to stabilize atmospheric CO 2 concentrations.

Depletion of Atmospheric Ozone
Life on Earth is protected from the damaging effects of ultraviolet (UV) radiation by a layer of ozone mole<ules (03 ) located
in the stratosphere 17-25 km above Earth's surface. However,
satellite studies of the atmosphere show that the ozone layer
has been gradually thinning since the mid-1970s (Figure
55,23). The destruction of atmospheric ozone results mainly
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... Figure 55.23 Thickness of the ozone layer over
Antarctica in units called Dobsons.

o Chlorine
from CFCs interacts with ozone (03),
forming chlorine monoxide (CIO) and
Chlorine atom

oxygen (Ol)'
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... Figure 55.24 How free chlorine in the atmosphere
destroys ozone.
from the accumulation of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), chemicals used in refrigeration and in manufacturing. When the
breakdown products from these chemicals rise to the stratosphere, the chlorine they contain reacts with ozone, reducing it
to mole<ular O 2 (figure 55.24). Subsequent chemical reactions liberate the chlorine, allowing it to react with other ozone
molecules in a catalytic chain reaction.
The thinning of the ozone layer is most apparent over
Antarctica in spring, where cold, stable air allows the chain
reaction to continue. The magnitude of ozone depletion and
the size of the ozone hole have generally increased in recent
years, and the hole sometimes extends as far as the southernmost portions ofAustralia, New Zealand, and South America
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(a)

September 1979

(b) September 2006

.... Figure 55.25 Erosion of Earth's ozone shield. The ozone
hole over Antarctica is visible as the dark blue patch in these images
based on atmospheric data.

(Figure 55.25). At the more heavilypopuJated middle latitudes,
ozone levels have decreased 2-10% during the past 20 years.
Decreased ozone levels in the stratosphere increase the
intensity of UV rays reaching Earth's surface. The consequences of ozone depletion for life on Earth may be severe
for plants, animals, and microorganisms. Some scientists
expect increases in both lethal and nonlethal forms of skin
cancer and in cataracts among humans, as well as unpredictable effects on crops and natural communities, especially the phytoplankton that are responsible for a large
proportion of Earth's primary production.
To study the consequences of ozone depletion, ecologists
have conducted field experiments in which they use filters to
decrease or block the UV radiation in sunlight. One such experiment, performed on a scrub ecosystem near the tip of
South America, showed that when the ozone hole passed
over the area, the amount of UV radiation reaching the
ground increased sharply, causing more DNA damage in
plants that were not protected by filters. Scientists have
shown similar DNA damage and a reduction in phytoplank-

ton growth when the ozone hole opens over the Southern
Ocean each year.
The good news about the ozone hole is how quickly many
countries have responded to it. Since 1987, approximately 190
nations, including the United States, have signed the Montreal
Protocol, a treaty that regulates the use of ozone-depleting
chemicals. Many nations, again including the United States,
have ended the production of CFCs. As a consequence of
these actions, chlorine concentrations in the stratosphere
have stabilized and ozone depletion is slowing. Even if all
CFCs were globally banned today, however, chlorine molecules that are already in the atmosphere would continue to influence stratospheric ozone levels for at least 50 years.
The partial destruction of Earth's ozone shield is one more
exampleofhow much humans have been able to disrupt the dynamics of ecosystems and the biosphere. It also highlights our
ability to solve environmental problems when we set our minds
to it. In this book's final chapter, we will explore how scientists
in the fields ofconservation biology and restoration ecology are
studying the effects of human activities on Earth's biodiversity
and are using ecological knowledge to reduce those effects.
CONCEPT

CHECK

55.5

1. How can the addition of excess nutrients to a lake
threaten its fish population?
2. In the face of biological magnification of toxins, is it
healthier to feed at a lower or higher trophic level?
Explain.
3. MIUIIM There are vast stores oforganic matter in
the soils of northern coniferous forests and tundra
around the world. Based on what you learned about
decomposition from Figure 55.15, suggest an explanation for why scientists who study global warming are
closely monitoring these stores.
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.
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Physical laws govern energy now and chemical cycling
in ecosystems (pp.1223-1224)
.. Conservation of Energy An ecosystem consists of all the organisms in a community and all the abiotic factors with which
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they interact. The laws of physics and chemistry apply to
ecosystems, particularly in regard to the flow of energy. Energy is conserved but degraded to heat during ecosystem
processes.
.. Conservation of Mass Ecologists study how much of a
chemical element enters and leaves an ecosystem and cycles
within it. Inputs and outputs are generally small compared to
recycled amounts, but their balance determines whether the
ecosystem gains or loses an element over time.

_.,1:1..., - 55.4

... Energy, Mass, and Trophic levels

Biological and geochemical processes cycle nutrients
between organic and inorganic parts of an ecosystem

(pp.1231-1236)
... Biogeochemical Cycles
Organic
matenals

Organic
materials

ava,lable

unavaIlable

as nutrients

as nutrients
Fossilization

"'........~t_...:':'~:;o Prod""":'":':"_t'~~

Key
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•
ChemiC<l1 cycling
•
Energyflow

~
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_',Ii'''''_ 55.2
Energy and other limiting factors control primary
production in ecosystems (pp. 1224-1228)
... Ecosystem Energy Budgets Primary production sets the
spending limit for the global energy budget. Gross primary
production is the total energy assimilated by an ecosystem in
a given period. Net primary production, the energy accumu·
lated in autotroph biomass, equals gross primary production
minus the energy used by the primary producers for respiration. Only net primary production is available to consumers.
... Primary Production in Aquatic Ecosystems In marine and
freshwater ecosystems, light and nutrients limit primary production. Within the photic zone, the factor that most often
limits primary production is a nutrient such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, or iron.
... Primary production in Terrestrial Ecosystems In terrestrial ecosystems, climatic factors such as temperature and
moisture affect primary production on a large geographic
scale. More locally, a soil nutrient is often the limiting factor
in primary production.

-mit.•
Innstillation How Do Temperature and Light Affect Primary Production?
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Graphlt! Animal Food Production Efficiency and Food Policy
"11'3 Tutor Energy Flow in Ecosy1;tems

Minerals
in rocks

... Case Study: Nulrient Cycling in the Hubbard Brook Experimenlal forest Nutrient cycling is strongly regulated by
vegetation. The Hubbard Brook study showed that logging increases water runoff and can cause large losses of minerals. It
also demonstrated the importance oflong-term ecological
measurements in documenting the occurrence of and recov·
ery from environmental problems.
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... Decomposition and Nutrient Cycling Rates The propor·
tion of a nutrient in a particular form and its cycling time in
that form vary among ecosystems, largely because of differences in the rate of decomposition.

Acthity Energy Flow and Chemical Cycling

Acthity Pyramids of Production

unavaIlable

as nutrients

Water moves in a global cycle driven by solar energy. The car·
bon cycle primarily reflects the reciprocal processes of photosynthesis and cellular respiration. Nitrogen enters ecosystems
through atmospheric deposition and nitrogen fixation by
prokaryotes, but most of the nitrogen cycling in natural
ecosystems involves local cycles between organisms and soil
or water. The phosphorus cycle is relatively localized.

Energy transfer between trophic levels is typically only

... The Green World Hypolhesis According to the green world
hypothesis, herbivores consume only a small percentage of vegetation because predators, pathogens, competition, nutrient
limitations, and other factors keep their populations in check.

Coal. oil,
peat

~~r~~~~Sltion .

10% efficient (pp. 1228-1230)
... Production Efficiency The amount of energy available to
each trophic level is determined by the net primary production and the efficiency with which food energy is converted to
biomass at each link in the food chain. The percentage of energy transferred from one trophic level to the next, called
trophic efficiency, is generally 5-20%, with 10% being the typical value. Pyramids of net production and biomass reflect low
trophic efficiency.

•

Acthity The Carbon Cycle
Acthity The Nitrogen Cycle

_i,IIli"_

55.5

Human activities now dominate most chemical cycles
on Earth (pp. 1236-1242)
... Nutrient Enrichment Agriculture removes nutrients from
ecosystems, so large supplements are usually required. The
nutrients in fertilizer can pollute groundwater and surfacewater aquatic ecosystems, where they can stimulate excess algal growth (eutrophication).
... Acid Precipitation Burning of fossil fuels is the main cause
of acid precipitation. North American and European ecosystems downwind from industrial regions have been damaged
by rain and snow containing nitric acid and sulfuric acid.
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.. Toxins in the Environment Toxins can become concentrated in successive trophic levels of food webs. The release of
toxic wastes has polluted the environment with harmful substances that often persist for long periods and become concentrated along the food chain by biological magnification.
.. Greenhouse Gases and Global Warming Because of the
burning of wood and fossil fuels and other human activities,
the atmospheric concentration of CO 2 has been steadily increasing. The ultimate effects include significant global
warming and other climate changes.
.. Depletion of Atmospheric Ozone The ozone layer reduces
the penetration of UV radiation through the atmosphere. Human activities. including release of chlorine-containing pollutants, are eroding the ozone layer. but government policies are
helping to solve the problem.

-w".-

ACllvity Waler Pollution from Nitrales
AClivity The Gr~nhouse Effect
Graphlt! Almospherk CO, and Temperature Changes
MP3 Tutor Global Warming

TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF-QUIZ
I. Which of the following organisms is incorrectly paired with its
trophic level?
a. cyanobacterium-primary producer
b. grasshopper-primary consumer
c. zooplankton-primary producer
d. eagle-tertiary consumer
e. fungus-detritivore
2. Which of these ecosystems has the lowest net primary production per square meter?
a. a salt marsh
d. a grassland
b. an open ocean
e. a tropical rain forest
c. a coral reef

c. deforestation increased water runoff.
d. the nitrate concentration in waters draining the deforested
area became dangerously high.
e. calcium levels remained high in the soil of deforested areas.
6. \xrhich of the following is a consequence of biological magnification?
a. Toxic chemicals in the environment pose greater risk to
top-level predators than to primary consumers.
b. Populations of top-level predators are generally smaller
than populations of primary consumers.
c. The biomass of producers in an ecosystem is generally
higher than the biomass of primary consumers.
d. Only a small portion of the energy captured by producers
is transferred to consumers.
e. The amount of biomass in the producer level of an ecosystem decreases if the producer turnover time increases.
7. The main cause of the increase in the amount of CO2 in Earth's
atmosphere over the past ISO years is
a. increased worldwide primary production.
b. increased worldwide standing crop.
c. an increase in the amount of infrared radiation absorbed
by the atmosphere.
d. the burning of larger amounts of wood and fossil fuels.
e. additional respiration by the rapidly growing human
population.
8. • ],'''''liM Using Figure 55.21 as a starting point, extend
the x-axis to the year 2100. Then extend the CO 2 curve, assuming that the CO 2 concentration continues to rise as fast as
it did from 1974 to 2007. What will be the approximate CO 2
concentration in 2100? What ecological factors and human
decisions will influence the actual rise in CO 2 concentration?
How might additional scientific data help societies predict
this value?
For Self-Quiz answers, see Appendix A.

3. Nitrifying bacteria participate in the nitrogen cycle mainly by
a. converting nitrogen gas to ammonia.
b. releasing ammonium from organic compounds, thus
returning it to the soil.
c. converting ammonia to nitrogen gas, which returns to the
atmosphere.
d. converting ammonium to nitrate, which plants absorb.
e. incorporating nitrogen into amino acids and organic
compounds.
4. Which of the following has the greatest effect on the rate of
chemical cycling in an ecosystem?
a. the ecosystem's rate of primary production
b. the production efficiency of the ecosystem's consumers
c. the rate of decomposition in the ecosystem
d. the trophic emciency of the ecosystem
e. the location of the nutrient reservoirs in the ecosystem
5. The Hubbard Brook watershed deforestation experiment
yielded all of the following results except that
a. most minerals were recycled within a forest ecosystem.
b. the flow of minerals out of a natural watershed was offset
by minerals flowing in.
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EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. Some biologists have suggested that ecosystems are emergent,
"living" systems capable of evolving. One manifestation ofthis
idea is environmentalist James l.ovelock's Gaia hypothesis,
which views Earth itself as a living, homeostatic entity-a kind
of superorganism. Use the principles of evolution you have
learned in this book to critique the idea that ecosystems and
the biosphere can evolve. If ecosystems are capable of evolving,
is this a form of Darwinian evolution? Why or why not?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. Using two neighboring ponds in a forest as your study site, design a controlled experiment to measure the effect offa11ing
leaves on net primary production in a pond.
8iologicalinquiry' A Workbook of [n,·e.tigative Ca.u Explore how
change. to the Che,apeake affect ,hellfi,hing with the case "Back to
the Bay."
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KEY

CONCEPTS

56.1 Human activities threaten Earth's biodiversity
56.2 Population conservation focuses on population
size, genetic diversity, and critical habitat
56.3 landscape and regional conservation aim to
sustain entire biotas
56.4 Restoration ecology attempts to restore
degraded ecosystems to a morc natural state
56.5 Sustainable development seeks to improve the
human condition while conserving biodiversity

rOI"j".".",.
Striking Gold
ucking its wings, a bird lands on a branch deep inside
a tropical jungle. Sensing the motion, a conservation
biologist scans the branch through binoculars, a
glimpse of golden orange stopping her short. Staring back is
a smoky honeyeater, a species that had never been described
before {Figure 56.1). In 2005, a team of American, Indonesian, and Australian biologists experienced many moments
like this as they spent a month cataloging the living riches
hidden in a remote mountain range in Indonesia. In addition
to the honeyeater, they discovered dozens of new frog, butterfly, and plant species, including five new palms.
To date, scientists have described and formally named
about 1.8 million species of organisms. Some biologists think
that about 10 million more species currently exist; others estimate the number to be as high as 100 million. Some of the
greatest concentrations ofspecies are found in the tropics. Unfortunately, tropical forests are being cleared at an alarming
rate to make room for and support a burgeoning human population. Rates of deforestation in Indonesia are among the
highest in the world (Figure 56.2). What will become of the
smoky honeyeater and other newly discovered species in Indonesia if such deforestation continues unchecked?

T

... Figure 56.1 What will be the fate of this newly
described bird species?
Throughout the biosphere, human activities are altering
trophic structures, energy flow, chemical cycling, and natural
disturbance-ecosystem processes on which we and all other
species depend (see Chapter 55). We have physically altered nearly
half of Earth's land surface, and we use over half of all accessible
surface fresh watet: In the oceans, stocks of most major fisheries
are shrinking because of overharvesting. By some estimates, we
are pushing more species toward extinction than the large asteroid or comet that triggered the mass extinctions at the close ofthe
Cretaceous period 65.5 million years ago (see Figure 25.16).
Biology is the science ofHfe. Thus, it is fitting that our final
chapter focuses on two disciplines that seek to preserve life.
Conservation biology integrates ecology, physiology, molecular biology, genetics, and evolutionary biology to conserve
biological diversity at all levels. Efforts to sustain ecosystem
processes and stem the loss ofbiodiversity also connect the life
sciences with the social sciences, economics, and humanities.

... Figure 56.2 Tropical deforestation in West Kalimantan,
an Indonesian province.
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Restoration ecology applies ecological principles to return
ecosystems that have been disturbed by human activity to a
condition as similar as possible to their natural state.
In this chapter, we will take a closer look at the biodiversity
crisis and examine some of the conservation and restoration
strategies being adopted to slow the rate of species loss.

~:::~:~t~·i~ies threaten
Earth's biodiversity

Extinction is a natural phenomenon that has been occurring
since life first evolved; it is the rate of extinction that is responsible for today's biodiversity crisis (see Chapter 25). Because we
can only estimate the number of species currently existing, we
cannot determine the exact rate ofspecies loss. However, wedo
know for certain that the extinction rate is high and that human
activities threaten Earth's biodiversity at all levels.

Three levels of Biodiversity
Biodiversity-short for biological diversity-can be considered at three main levels: genetic diversity, species diversity,
and ecosystem diversity (Figure 56.3).

Genetic Diversity
Genetic diversity comprises not only the individual genetic variation within a population, but also the genetic variation between
populations that is often associated with adaptations to local
conditions (see Chapter 23). Ifone population becomes extinct,
then a species may have lost some of the genetic diversity that
makes microevolution possible. This erosion of genetic diversity in turn reduces the adaptive prospects ofthe species.
The loss of genetic diversity throughout the biosphere also
affects human welfare. If we lose ",~ld populations of plants
closely related to agricultural species, we lose genetic resources
that could be used to improve crop qualities, such as disease reo
sistance, through plant breeding. For example, plant breeders
responded to devastating outbreaks ofthe grassy stunt virus in
rice (Oryza sativa) by screening 7,000 populations of this
species and its dose relatives for resistance to the virus. One
population of a single relative, Indian rice (Oryza nivara),
demonstrated resistance to the virus, and scientists succeeded
in breeding the resistant trait into commercial rice varieties.
Today, the original disease-resistant population has apparently
become extinct in the wild.

Species Diversity
Public awareness of the biodiversity crisis centers on species
diversity-the variety of species in an ecosystem or throughout the biosphere (see Chapter 54). As more species are lost to
extinction, species diversity decreases. The U.S. Endangered
12%
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Community and ecosystem diversity
across the landscape of an entire region

... Figure 56.3 Three levels of biodiversity. The oversized
chromosomes in the top diagram symbolize the genetic variation
within the population.

Species Act (ESA) defines an endangered species as one that
is "in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range:' Also defined for protection by the ESA,
threatened species are those that are considered likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future. The following are
just a few statistics that illustrate the problem of species loss:
~

According to the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), 12% of the nearly
10,000 known species of birds and at least 20% of the nearly
5,000 known species of mammals are threatened.
~ A survey by the Center for Plant Conservation showed that
of the nearly 20,000 known plant species in the United
States, 200 have become extinct since such records have
been kept, and 730 are endangered or threatened.

.. About 20% of the known species of freshwater fishes in the
world have either become extinct during historical times or
are seriously threatened. In North America, 123 freshwater
animal species have become extinct since 1900, and hundreds more species are threatened. The extinction rate for
North American freshwater fauna is about five times as
high as that for terrestrial animals.
... According to a 2004 report in the journal Science that was
based on a global assessment of amphibians by more than
500 scientists, 32% of all known amphibian species are either very near extinction or endangered.
Extinction of species may be local; for example, a species may
be lost in one river system but survive in an adjacent one.
Global extinction of a species means that it is lost from all the
ecosystems in which it lived, leaving them permanently impoverished (Figure 56.4).
(al Philippine eagle

Ecosystem Diversity
The variety of the biosphere's ecosystems is a third level ofbiological diversity. Because of the network of community interactions among populations of different species within an
ecosystem, the local extinction of one species can have a negative impact on the overall species richness of the community
n
(see Figure 54.15). For instance, bats called ~f1ying foxes are
important pollinators and seed dispersers in the Pacific Islands, where they have been subject to increasing pressure
from hunters, who sell them as luxury foods (Figure 56.5).
Conservation biologists fear that the extinction of flying foxes
would also harm the native plants of the Samoan islands,
where more than 79% of the trees depend on flying foxes for
pollination or seed dispersal.
Some ecosystems have already been heavily impacted by
humans, and others are being altered at a rapid pace. For example, since European colonization, more than 50% of wetlands in the contiguous United States have been drained and
converted to other ecosystems, primarily agricultural ones. In
California, Arizona, and New Mexico, approximately 90% of
native riparian communities have been affected by overgrazing, flood control, water diversions, lowering of water tables,
and invasion by non-native plants.

Biodiversity and Human Welfare
\Vhy should we care about the loss of biodiversity? Perhaps the
purest reason is what E. O. Wilson calls bivphilia, our sense of
connection to nature and other forms of life. The belief that
other species are entitled to life is a pervasive theme of many religions and the basis ofa moral argument that we should protect
biodiversity. There is also a concern for future human generations: Is it fair to deprive them of Earth's species richness? Paraphrasing an old proverb, G. H. Brundtland, a former prime
minister ofNorway, said: "We must consider our planet to be on

... Figure 56.4 A hundred heartbeats from extinction.
These are just three of the members of what Harvard biologist E. O.
Wilson grimly calls the Hundred Heartbeat Club. species with fewer
than 100 individuals remaining on Earth. The Yangtze River dolphin
has not been seen since 2004 and may already be eKlinct.
To document thaI a species has actually become extincl, what
spatial and temporal factors would you need to consider)

D

... Figure 56.5 The endangered Marianas "flying fox" bat
(Pteropus mariannus), an important pollinator.
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loan from our children, rather than being a gift from our ancestors:' In addition to such philosophical and moral justifications,
species and genetic diversity bring us many practical benefits.

Benefits of Species and Genetic Diversity
Many species that are threatened could potentially provide
crops, fibers, and medicines for human use, making biodiversity
a crucial natural resource. In the United States, about 25% ofthe
prescriptions dispensed from pharmacies contain substances
originally derived from plants. In the 1970s, researchers discovered that the rosy periwinkle, which grows on the island of
Madagascar, off the coast of Africa, contains alkaloids that in·
hibit cancer cell growth (Figure 56.6). This discovery led to
treatments for rn'o deadly forms of cancer, Hodgkin's disease
and a form of childhood leukemia, resulting in remission in
most cases. Madagascar is also home to five other species of
periwinkles, one of which is approaching extinction. The loss
of these species would mean the loss of any possible medicinal benefits they might offer.
Each loss of a species means the loss of unique genes, some
of which may code for enormously useful proteins. Consider
the example of Taq polymerase, a DNA polymerase first extracted from the bacterium Thermus aquaticus in hot springs
at Yellowstone National Park. This enzyme is an essential part
of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) because it is stable at
the high temperatures required for PCR (see Figure 20.8).
DNA from many other species of prokaryotes in a variety of
environments is used in the mass production of proteins for
new medicines, foods, petroleum substitutes, industrial
chemicals, and other products. However, because millions of
species may become extinct before we even know about them,
we stand to lose irretrievably the valuable genetic potential
held in their unique libraries of genes.

Ecosystem Services
The benefits that individual species provide to humans are often substantial, but saving individual species is only part ofthe

(catharanthus

rose us), a plant
that saves lives.
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Three Threats to Biodiversity
Many different human activities threaten biodiversity on local, regional, and global scales. The threats posed by these activities are of three major types: habitat loss, introduced
species, and overexploitation.

Habitat Loss
Human alteration ofhabitat is the single greatest threat to biodiversity throughout the biosphere. Habitat loss has been
brought about by agriculture, urban development, forestry,
mining, and pollution. Global warming is already altering
habitats today and will have an even larger effect later this century (see Chapter 55). When no alternative habitat is available
or a species is unable to move, habitat loss may mean extinction. The IUCN implicates destruction of physical habitat for
73% of the species that have become extinct, endangered, vulnerable, or rare in the last few hundred years.
Habitat loss and fragmentation may occur over immense
regions. For instance, approximately 98% of the tropical dry
forests ofCentral America and Mexico have been cleared (cut
down). Clearing of tropical rain forest in the state of Veracruz,

,. Figure 56.6
The rosy
periwinkle
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rationale for saving ecosystems. Humans evolved in Earth's
ecosystems, and we rely on these systems and their inhabitants for our survival. Ecosystem services encompass all the
processes through which natural ecosystems help sustain human life on Earth. Ecosystems purify our air and water. They
detoxify and decompose our wastes and reduce the impacts of
extreme weather and flooding. The organisms in ecosystems
pollinate our crops, control pests, and create and preserve our
soils. Moreover, ecosystems provide all these services and
countless others for free.
Perhaps because we don't attach a monetary value to the
services ofnatural ecosystems, we generally undervalue them.
In a controversial 1997 article, ecologist Robert Costanza and
his colleagues estimated the value of Earth's ecosystem services at $33 trillion per year, nearly twice the gross national
product of all the countries on Earth at that time ($18 trillion).
It may be more realistic, and more meaningful, to do the accounting on a smaller scale. In 1996, New York City invested
more than $1 billion to buy land and restore habitat in the
Catskill Mountains, the source of much of the city's fresh water. This investment was spurred by increasing pollution ofthe
water by sewage, pesticides, and fertilizers. By harnessing
ecosystem services to purify its water naturally, the city saved
$8 billion it would have otherwise spent to build a new filtration plant and $300 million a year to run the plant.
There is growing evidence that the functioning of ecosystems, and hence their capacity to perform services, is linked to
biodiversity. As human activities reduce biodiversity, we are
reducing the capacity of the planet's ecosystems to perform
processes critical to our own survival.

Ecology

Introduced Species

... Figure 56.7 Habitat fragmentation in the foothills of
Los Angeles. Development in the valleys may confine the organisms
that inhabit the narrow strips of hillside.

Introduced species, also called non-native or exotic species,
are those that humans move, either intentionally or accidentally, from the species' native locations to new geographic regions. Rapid human travel by ship and airplane has
accelerated the transplant of species. Free from the predators,
parasites, and pathogens that limit their populations in their
native habitats, such transplanted species may spread very
rapidly through a new region.
Some introduced species that gain a foothold disrupt their
adopted community, often by preying on native organisms or
outcompeting them for resources. The brown tree snake was
accidentally introduced to the island of Guam as a "stowaway"
in military cargo after World War II (Figure 56.Sa). Since
then, 12 species of birds and 6 species oflizards on which the
snakes prey have become extinct on Guam. The devastating
zebra mussel was introduced into the Great Lakes of North
America in 1988, most likely in the ballast water of ships arriving from Europe. Efficient suspension-feeding molluscs
that form dense colonies, zebra mussels have extensively disrupted freshwater ecosystems, threatening native aquatic
species. Zebra mussels have also dogged water intake structures, disrupting domestic and industrial water supplies and
causing billions of dollars in damage.
Humans have deliberately introduced many species
with good intentions but disastrous effects. For example,
an Asian plant called kudzu, which the U.S. Department
of Agriculture once introduced in the southern United
States to help control erosion, has taken over large areas
of the landscape there (Figure 56.8b). The European starling, brought intentionally into New York's Central Park
in 1890 by a citizens' group intent on introducing all the
plants and animals mentioned in Shakespeare's plays,
quickly spread across North America, increasing to a population of more than 100 million and displacing many native songbirds.
Introduced species are a worldwide problem, contributing
to approximately 40% of the extinctions recorded since 1750

Mexico, mostly for cattle ranching, has resulted in the loss of
approximately 91% ofthe original forest, leaving a fragmented
archipelago ofsmall forest islands. Other natural habitats have
also been fragmented by human activities (figure 56.7).
In almost all cases, habitat fragmentation leads to species
toss, since the smaller populations in habitat fragments have a
higher probability of local extinction. The prairies of North
America are an example: Prairie covered about 800,000
hectares of southern \Visconsin when Europeans first arrived,
but now occupies less than 0.1% of its original area. Plant diversity surveys of 54 \Visconsin prairie remnants were conducted in 1948-1954 and then repeated in 1987-1988. During
the three decades between the surveys, the various prairie
fragments lost between 8% and 60% of their plant species.
Though most studies have focused on terrestrial ecosystems, habitat loss is also a major threat to aquatic biodiversity,
especially along continental coasts and around coral reefs.
About 93% of coral reefs, among Earth's most species-rich
aquatic communities, have been damaged by human activities.
At the current rate of destruction,
40-50% of the reefs, home to one-third
ofmarine fish species, could disappear in
the next 30 to 40 years. Freshwater habitats are also being lost, often as a result of
the dams, reservoirs, channel modification, and flow regulation now affecting
most of the world's rivers. For example,
the more than 30 dams and locks built
along the Mobile River basin, in the
southeastern United States, changed
(a) Brown tree snake, Introduced to
(b) Introduced kudzu thriving in South Carolina
river depth and flow and thereby helped
Guam in cargo
drive more than 40 species of endemic
mussels and snails to extinction.
... figure 56.8 Two introduced species.
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and costing billions of dollars annually in damage and control
efforts. There are more than 50,000 introduced species in the
United States alone.

OverexpJoitation
The term overexploitntion refers generally to the human harvesting ofwild organisms at rates exceeding the ability ofpopulations of those species to rebound. Species with restricted
habitats, such as small islands, are particularly vulnerable to
overexploitation. One such species was the great auk, a large,
flightless seabird found on islands in the North Atlantic
Ocean. By the 1840s, humans had hunted the great auk to extinction to satisfy demand for its feathers, eggs, and meat.
Also susceptible to overexploitation are large organisms
with low intrinsic reproductive rates, such as elephants,
whales, and rhinoceroses. The decline of Earth's largest extant
terrestrial animals, the African elephants, is a classic example
of the impact of overhunting. Largely because of the trade in
ivory, elephant populations have been declining in most of
Africa during the last 50 years. An international ban on the
sale of new ivory resulted in increased poaching (illegal hunting), so the ban had little effect in much of central and eastern
Africa. Only in South Africa, where once-decimated herds
have been well protected for nearly a century, have elephant
populations been stable or increasing (see Chapter 53).
Conservation biologists increasingly use the tools of molecular genetics to track the origins of tissues harvested from
threatened and endangered species. For instance, Samuel
Wasser and colleagues, at the University of Washington, created a DNA reference map for the African elephant using
DNA isolated from elephant dung. By comparing this reference map with DNA isolated from a small sample ofivory harvested either legally or by poachers, they can determine where
the elephant was killed to within a few hundred kilometers.
Similarly, biologists using phylogenetic analyses of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) showed that some whale meat sold in
Japanese fish markets came from illegally harvested species,
including fin and humpback whales, which are endangered
(see Figure 26.6).
Many populations of commercially important marine
fishes, once thought to be inexhaustible, have been dramatically reduced by overfishing. The exploding human population's increasing demand for protein, coupled with new
harvesting technologies, such as long-line fishing and modern
trawlers, have reduced these fish populations to levels that
cannot sustain further exploitation. The fate of the North Atlantic bluefin tuna is just one example. Until the past few
decades, this big tuna was considered a sport fish of little commercial value-just a few cents per pound for cat food. Then,
in the 1980s, wholesalers began airfreighting fresh, iced
bluefin to Japan for sushi and sashimi.ln that market, the fish
now brings up to $100 per pound (Figure 56.9). With the in1250
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.. Figure 56.9 Overexploitation. North Atlantic blue/in tuna are
auctioned In a Japanese fish market.

creased harvesting spurred by such high prices, it took just ten
years to reduce the western North Atlantic bluefin population
to less than 20% of its 1980 size. The collapse of the northern
cod fishery off Newfoundland in the 19905 is a more recent example of how it is possible to overharvest what was formerly a
very common species.
CONCEPT

CHECk

56.1

1. Explain why it is too narrow to define the biodiversity
crisis as simply a loss of species.
2. Identify the three main threats to biodiversity and explain how each damages diversity.
Imagine two populations of a fish
3.
species, one in the Mediterranean Sea and one in the
Caribbean Sea. Now imagine two scenarios: (1) The
populations breed separately, and (2) adults of both
populations migrate to the North Atlantic to interbreed. Which scenario would result in a greater loss
of genetic diversity if the Mediterranean population
were harvested to extinction? Explain your answer.

N'mu'l.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r;:;:~:~o~~~~servation focuses
on population size, genetic
diversity, and critical habitat

Biologists focusing on conservation at the population and species
levels follow m'o main approaches: the small-population approach and the declining-population approach.

Small-Population Approach
A species is designated as endangered when its populations are
very small. Small populations are particularly vulnerable to

overexploitation, habitat loss, and the other threats to biodiversity that you read about in Concept 56.1. After such factors
have taken their toll on population size, a population's smallness itself can drive it to extinction. Conservation biologists
who adopt the small-population approach study the processes
that cause extinctions once population sizes have been severely reduced.

The Extinction Vortex
A small population is prone to positive-feedback loops of inbreeding and genetic drift that draw the population down an
extinction vortex toward smaller and smaller population size
until no individuals exist (Figure 56.10). One key factor driving the extinction vortex is the loss of the genetic variation
necessary to enable evolutionary responses to environmental
change, such as the appearance of new strains of pathogens.
Both inbreeding and genetic drift can cause a loss of genetic
variation (see Chapter 23), and the effects of both processes
become more significant as a population shrinks. Inbreeding
often reduces fitness because offspring are more likely to be
homozygous for harmful recessive traits.
Not all small populations are doomed by low genetic diversity, and low genetic variability does not automatically
lead to permanently small populations. For instance, over-

Small
population

hunting of northern elephant seals in the 1890s reduced the
species to only 20 individuals-clearly a bottleneck with reduced genetic variation. Since that time, however, the northern elephant seal populations have rebounded to about
150,000 individuals today, though their genetic variation remains relatively low. Furthermore, a number of plant species
seem to have inherently low genetic variability. For example,
many populations of cord grass (Spartina anglica), which
thrives in salt marshes, are genetically uniform at many loci.
S. anglica arose from a few parent plants only about a century
ago by hybridization and allopolyploidy (see Figure 24.11).
Having spread by doning, this species now dominates large
areas of tidal mudflats in Europe and Asia. Thus, in rare
cases, low genetic diversity has not impeded population
growth.

Case Study: The Greater Prairie Chicken
and the Extinction Vortex
When Europeans arrived in North America, the greater
prairie chicken (Tympanuchus cupido) was common from
New England to Virginia and all across the western prairies of
the continent. As you read in Chapter 23, land cultivation for
agriculture fragmented the populations of this species, and its
abundance decreased drastically. In Illinois, there were millions of greater prairie chickens in the 19th century, but fewer
than 50 were left by 1993. Researchers found that the decline
in the Illinois population was associated with a decrease in
fertility. As a test of the extinction vortex hypothesis, the scientists imported genetic variation by transplanting 271 birds
from larger populations elsewhere (figure 56.11, on the next
page). TIle Illinois population rebounded, confirming that it
had been on its way down the extinction vortex until rescued
by the transfusion of genetic variation.

Minimum Viable Population Size

Reduction in
individual
fitness and
population
adaptability

... Figure 56.10 Processes culminating in an extinction
vortex.

How small does a population have to be before it starts down
an extinction vortex? The answer depends on the type of organism and other factors. For example, large predators that
feed high on the food chain usually require very large individ·
ual ranges, resulting in very low population densities. Therefore, not all rare species concern conservation biologists. All
populations, however, require some minimum size in order to
remain viable.
TIle minimal population size at which a species is able to sustain its numbers and survive is known as the minimum viable
population (MVP). MVP is usually estimated for a given
species using computer models that integrate many factors. The
calculation may include, for example, an estimate of how many
individuals in a small population are likely to be killed by some
natural catastrophe such as a storm. Once in the extinction vortex, two or three years in a row ofbad weather could finish offa
population that is already below MVP.
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Effective Population Size

What caused the drastic decline of the Illinois
greater prairie chicken population?
EXPERIMENT

Researchers had observed that the population
collapse of the greater prairie chicken was mirrored in a redudion
in fertility, as measured by the hatching rate of eggs. Comparison
of DNA samples lrom the Jasper County, Illinois, population with
DNA from leathers in museum specimens showed that genetic
variation had declined in the study population (see Figure 23,10),
In 1992. Ronald Westemeier, Jeffrey Brawn. and colleagues began transplanting prairie chickens from Minnesota, Kansas, and
Nebraska in an attempt to increase genetic variation,

Genetic variation is the key issue in the small-population approach. The total size of a population may be misleading because only certain members of the population breed
successfully and pass their alleles on to offspring. Therefore, a
meaningful estimate ofMVP requires the researcher to determine the effective population size, which is based on the
breeding potential of the population.
The following formula incorporates the sex ratio of breeding individuals into the estimate of effective population size,
abbreviated Ne ;

RESULTS
Alter translocation (blue arrow), the viability of
eggs rapidly Increased. and the population rebounded.
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CONCLUSION Reduced genetic variation had started the
Jasper County population of prairie chickens down the extlndion
vortex.
SOURCE

R, L Westeme,er et al. Trackln9the long·term ded,ne
and rl!CCM!ry of an isolated population, SciMc" 282:1695-1698 (1998),

InqUiry ActiOfl
Read and analyze the original paper in Inquiry
in Action' Interpreting Scientific Papers

Mlil:f.\lljI Given the success of using transplanted birds as a
tool lor increasing the percentage 01 hatched eggs in Illinois, why
wouldn't you transplant additional birds immediately to Illinois)
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where
and N", are, respectively, the number of females
and the number of males that successfully breed. If we apply
this formula to an idealized population whose total size is
1,000 individuals, Ne will also be 1,000 if every individual
breeds and the sex ratio is 500 females to 500 males. In this
case, Ne = (4 X 500 X 500)/(500 + 500) = 1,000. Any deviation from these conditions (not all individuals breed or
there is not a 1;1 sex ratio) reducesNe. For instance, if the total population size is 1,000 but only 400 females and 400 males
breed, then Ne = (4 X 400 X 400)/(400 + 400) = 800, or 80%
of the total population size. Numerous life history traits can
influence Ne, and alternative formulas for estimating Ne take
into account family size, age at maturation, genetic relatedness among population members, the effects of gene flow
between geographically separated populations, and popula·
tion fluctuations.
In actual study populations, Ne is always some fraction of
the total population. Thus, simply determining the total num·
ber of individuals in a small population does not provide a
good measure of whether the population is large enough to
avoid extinction. Whenever possible, conservation programs
attempt to sustain total population sizes that include at least
the minimum viable number of reproductively active individuals. The conservation goal of sustaining effective population
size (Ne) above MVP stems from the concern that populations
retain enough genetic diversity to adapt as their environment
changes.
The MVP of a population is often used in population via·
bility analysis. The objective ofthis analysis is to predict a pop·
ulation's chances for survival, usually expressed as a specific
probability of survival (for example, a 95% chance) over a particular time interval (for instance, 100 years). Such modeling
approaches allow conservation biologists to explore the potential consequences of alternative management plans. Because modeling depends on reliable information about the
populations under study, conservation biology is most robust
when theoretical modeling is combined with field studies of
the managed populations.

Case Study: Analysis of Grizzly Bear Populations
One of the first population viability analyses was conducted in
1978 by Mark Shaffer, of Duke University, as part of a longterm study of grizzly bears in Yellowstone National Park and
its surrounding areas (Figure 56.12). A threatened species in
the United States, the grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis) is
currently found in only 4 of the 48 contiguous states. Its populations in those states have been drastically reduced and
fragmented: In 1800, an estimated 100,000 grizzlies ranged
over about 500 million hectares of mostly continuous habitat,
while today only about 1,000 individuals in six relatively isolated populations range over less than 5 million hectares.
Shaffer attempted to determine viable sizes for the Yellowstone grizzly populations. Using life history data obtained for
individual Yellowstone bears over a 12-year period, he simulated the effects of environmental factors on survival and reproduction. His models predicted that, given a suitable
habitat, a Yellowstone grizzly bear population of70 to 90 individuals would have about a 95% chance of surviving for 100
years, whereas a population of 100 bears would have a 95%
chance of surviving for twice as long, about 200 years.
How does the actual size of the Yellowstone grizzly population compare with Shaffer's estimates of MVP? A current estimate puts the total grizzly bear population in the greater
Yellowstone ecosystem at about 400 individuals. The relationship ofthis estimate to the effective population size, Nt:' depends
on several factors. Usually, only a few dominant males breed,
and it may be difficult for them to locate females, since individuals inhabit such extensive areas. Moreover, females may reproduce only when there is abundant food. As a result, N e is only
about 25% of the total population size, or about 100 bears.
Because small populations tend to lose genetic variation
over time, a number of research teams have analyzed proteins,

mtDNA, and short tandem repeats (see Chapter 21) to assess
genetic variability in the Yellowstone grizzly bear population.
All results to date indicate that the Yellowstone population has
less genetic variability than other grizzly bear populations in
North America. However, the isolation and decline in genetic
variability in the Yellowstone grizzly bear population were
gradual during the 20th century and not as severe as feared:
Museum specimens collected in the early 1900s demonstrate
that genetic variability among the Yellowstone grizzly bears
was low even then.
How might conservation biologists increase the effective
size and genetic variation ofthe Yellowstone grizzly bear population? Migration between isolated populations of grizzlies
could increase both effective and total population sizes.
Computer models predict that introducing only two unre·
lated bears each decade into a population of 100 individuals
would reduce the loss of genetic variation by about half. For
the grizzly bear, and probably for many other species whose
populations are very small, finding ways to promote dispersal
among populations may be one of the most urgent conservation needs.
This case study and that of the greater prairie chicken
bridge small-population models to practical applications in
conservation. Next, we look at an alternative approach to understanding the biology of extinction.

Declining-Population Approach
The declining-population approach focuses on threatened
and endangered populations that show a downward trend,
even if the population is far above MVP. The distinction between a declining population (which is not always small) and
a small population (which is not always declining) is less important than the different priorities of the two basic conser·
vation approaches. The small-population approach emphasizes
smallness itselfas an ultimate cause ofa population's extinction,
especially through loss ofgenetic diversity. In contrast, the declining-population approach emphasizes the environmental
factors that caused a population decline in the first place. If,
for example, an area is deforested, then species that depend on
trees will decline in number and become locally extinct,
whether or not they retain genetic variation.

Steps for Analysis and Intervention

... Figure 56.12 Long-term monitoring of a grizzly bear
population. The ecologist is fitting this tranquilized bear with a radio
collar so that the bear's movements can be compared with those of
other individuals in the Yellowstone National Park population.

The declining-population approach requires that population
declines be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, with researchers
carefully dissecting the causes of a decline before taking steps
to correct it. If, for example, the biological magnification of a
toxic pollutant is harming some top-level consumer such as a
predatory bird (see Chapter 55), then managers need to reduce
or eliminate the pollutant in the environment to restore vulnerable populations of the bird. Although most situations are
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more complex, we can use the following steps for analyzing declining populations:
I. Confirm, using population data, that the species is
presently in decline or that it was formerly more widely
distributed or more abundant.
2. Study the natural history of this and related species, including reviewing the research literature, to determine
the species' environmental requirements.
3. Develop hypotheses for all possible causes ofthe decline,
including human activities and natural events, and list
the predictions of each hypothesis.
4. Because many factors may be correlated with the decline, test the most likely hypothesis first. For example,
remove the suspected agent of decline to see if the experimental population rebounds compared to a control
population.
5. Apply the results of the diagnosis to manage the threatened species and monitor recovery.

The following case study is an example of how the decliningpopulation approach has been applied in recent years to one
endangered species.

Case Study: Decline of the Red-Cockaded
Woodpecker
The red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis) is an endangered species endemic to the southeastern United States.
This species requires mature pine forests, preferably ones
dominated by the longleaf pine, for its habitat. Most woodpeckers nest in dead trees, but the red-cockaded woodpecker

(a) Forests that can sustain red-cockaded woodpeckers ha~e

low undergrowth.

drills its nest holes in mature, living pine trees. Red-cockaded
woodpeckers also drill small holes around the entrance to
their nest cavity, which causes resin from the tree to ooze
down the trunk. The resin seems to repel certain predators,
such as corn snakes, that eat bird eggs and nestlings.
Another critical habitat factor for this woodpecker species
is that the understory of plants around the pine trunks must
be low (Figure 56.13a). Breeding birds tend to abandon nests
when vegetation among the pines is thick and higher than
about 4.5 m (Figure 56.Bb). Apparently, the birds require a
clear flight path between their home trees and the neighboring feeding grounds. Periodic fires have historically swept
through longleaf pine forests, keeping the undergrowth low.
One factor leading to decline of the red-cockaded woodpeder is the destruction or fragmentation of suitable habitats
by logging and agriculture. By recognizing key habitat factors,
protecting some longleaf pine forests, and using controlled
fires to reduce forest undergrowth, conservation managers
have helped restore habitat that can support viable populations. However, designing a recovery program was complicated by the birds' social organization. Red-cockaded
woodpeckers live in groups ofone breeding pair and up to four
uhelpers,~ mostly males (an example of altruism; see Chapter
51). Helpers are offspring that do not disperse and breed but
remain behind to help incubate eggs and feed nestlings. They
may eventually attain breeding status within the flock when
older birds die, but the wait may take years, and even then,
helpers must compete to breed. Young birds that do disperse
as members of new groups also have a tough path to reproductive success. New groups usually occupy abandoned territories or start at a new site and excavate nesting cavities, which

(b) Forests that cannot sustain red-cockaded woodpeders have high.

dense undergrowth that impacts the woodpeckers' access to
feeding grounds.

.... Figure 56.13 Habitat requirements of the red-cockaded woodpecker.
How is habitat disturbance absolutely necessary for the long-term survival of
the woodpecker?

D
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can take several years. Individuals generally have a better
chance of reproducing by remaining behind than by dispersing
and expending the effort to excavate homes in new territories.
To test the hypothesis that this social behavior contributes to
the decline of the reckockaded woodpecker, Carole Copeyon,
Jeffrey Walters, and Jay Carter, of North Carolina State University, constructed cavities in pine trees at 20 sites. The results
were dramatic: Cavities in 18 of the 20 sites were colonized by
red-cockaded woodpeckers, and new breeding groups formed
only in these sites. The experiment supported the hypothesis
that this woodpecker species had been leaving much suitable
habitat unoccupied because ofa lack ofbreeding cavities. Based
on this experiment, conservationists initiated a habitat maintenance program that included controlled burning and excavation of new breeding cavities, enabling this endangered species
to begin to recover.

Weighing Conflicting Demands
Determining population numbers and habitat needs is only
part of the effort to save species. Scientists also need to weigh
a species' biological and ecological needs against other conflicting demands. Conservation biology often highlights the
relationship between science, technology, and society. For example, an ongoing, sometimes bitter debate in the U.S. Pacific
Northwest pits habitat preservation for northern spotted owl,
timber wolf, grizzly bear, and bull trout populations against job
opportunities in the timber, mining, and other resource extraction industries. Programs to restock wolves in Yellowstone
National Park were opposed by some recreationists concerned
for human safety and by many ranchers concerned with potentialloss of livestock.
Large, high-profile vertebrates are not always the focal
point in such conflicts, but habitat use is almost always the issue. Should work proceed on a new highway bridge if it destroys the only remaining habitat of a species of freshwater
mussel? If you were the owner of a coffee plantation growing
varieties that thrive in bright sunlight, would you be willing to
change to shade-tolerant varieties that produce less coffee per
area but can grow beneath trees that support large numbers
of songbirds?
Another important consideration is the ecological role of a
species. Because we will not be able to save every endangered
species, we must determine which species are most important
for conserving biodiversity as a whole. Identifying keystone
species and finding ways to sustain their populations can be
central to maintaining communities and ecosystems.
Management aimed at conserving a single species carries
with it the possibility of negatively affecting populations of
other species. For example, management of open pine forests
for the red-cockaded woodpecker might impact migratory
birds that use later-successional broadleaf forests. To test for
such impacts, ecologists compared bird communities near

clusters of nest cavities in managed pine forests with communities in forests not managed for the woodpeckers. Contrary
to expectations, the managed sites supported higher numbers
and a higher diversity of other birds than the control forests.
In this case, managing for one bird species increased the diversity of an entire community of birds. In most situations,
conservation must look beyond single species and consider
the whole community and ecosystem as an important unit of
biodiversity.
CONCEPT

CHECK

56.2

1. Why does the reduced genetic diversity of small populations make them more vulnerable to extinction?
2. Consider a hypothetical population of 100 greater
prairie chickens, a species in which females choose a
mate from a group of displaying males. What is the
effective population size if35 females and 10 males of
this species breed?
3. _i,'!:tUI$l In 2005, at least ten grizzly bears in the
greater Yellowstone ecosystem were killed through
contact with people. Three things caused most of
these deaths: collisions with automobiles, hunters
(not of grizzly bears) shooting when charged by a female with cubs nearby, and conservation managers
killing bears that attacked livestock repeatedly. If you
were a conservation manager, what steps might you
take to minimize such encounters in Yellowstone?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r~:~~:;:p:~~: regional

conservation aim to sustain
entire biotas

Preservation efforts historically focused on saving individual
species, but efforts today often aim to sustain the biodiversity
of entire communities, ecosystems, and landscapes. Such a
broad view requires understanding and applying the princi·
pIes of community, ecosystem, and landscape ecology as well
as the principles of human population dynamics and economics. The goals of landscape ecology (see Chapter 52), of
which ecosystem management is a part, include understanding past, present, and future patterns of landscape use and
making biodiversity conservation part ofland-use planning.

landscape Structure and Biodiversity
The biodiversity ofa given landscape is in large part a function
of the structure of the landscape. Understanding landscape
structure is critically important in conservation because many
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species use more than one kind of ecosystem, and many live
on the borders between ecosystems.

Fragmentation and Edges
The boundaries, or edges, between ecosystems-such as between a lake and the surrounding forest or between cropland
and suburban housing tracts-are defining features of landscapes (figure 56.14). An edge has its own set of physical
conditions, which differ from those on either side of it. The
soil surface of an edge between a forest patch and a burned
area receives more sunlight and is usually hotter and drier
than the forest interior, but it is cooler and wetter than the soil
surface in the burned area.

Some organisms thrive in edge communities because they
gain resources from both adjacent areas. The ruffed grouse
(Bonasa umbe//atus) is a bird that needs forest habitat for
nesting, winter food, and shelter, but it also needs forest openings with dense shrubs and herbs for summer food. Whitetailed deer also thrive in edge habitats, where they can browse
on woody shrubs; deer populations often expand when forests
are logged and more edges are exposed.
The proliferation of edge species can have positive or negative effects on biodiversity. A 1997 study in Cameroon comparing edge and interior populations of the little greenbul (a
tropical rain forest bird) suggested that forest edges may be important sites of speciation. On the other hand, communities in
which edges arise from human alterations often have reduced
biodiversity because the relatively large percentage of edge
habitat leads to a preponderance of edge-adapted species. For
example, the brown-headed cowbird (M%thrus ater) is an
edge-adapted species that lays its eggs in the nests of other
birds, particularly migratory songbirds. Cowbirds need forests,
where they can parasitize the nests of other birds, and also
open fields, where they forage on insects. Thus, their populations are growing where forests are being cut and fragmented,
creating more edge habitat and open land. Increasing cowbird
parasitism and loss of habitat are correlated with declining
populations of several of the cowbird's host species.
The influence of fragmentation on the structure ofcommunities has been explored since 1979 in the long-term Biological
Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project. Located in the heart of
the Amazon River basin, the study area consists of isolated
fragments of forest separated from surrounding continuous
tropical rain forest by distances of 80-1,000 m (figure 56.15).
Researchers from all over the world have clearly documented

(a) Natural edges. Grasslands give way 10 foresl ewsyslems in
Yellowstone National Park.

(b) Edges created by human activity. Pronounced edges (roads)
surround c1ear-culS in this photograph of a heavily logged rain
forest in Malaysia.
... figure 56.14 Edges between ecosystems.
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... Figure 56.15 Amazon rain forest fragments created as
part of the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments
Project.

the physical and biological effects of this fragmentation in taxa
ranging from bryophytes and beetles to birds. They have consistently found that species adapted to forest interiors show the
greatest dedines in the smallest fragments, suggesting that
landscapes dominated by small fragments will support fewer
species, mainly due to a loss of species adapted to the interior.

Corridors That Connect Habitat Fragments
In fragmented habitats, the presence ofa movement corridor,
a narrow strip or series of small clumps of habitat connecting
otherwise isolated patches, can be extremely important for
conserving biodiversity. Streamside habitats often serve as
corridors, and in some nations, government policy prohibits
altering these riparian areas. In areas of heavy human use, artificial corridors are sometimes constructed. Bridges or tunnels, for instance, can reduce the number of animals killed
trying to cross highways (Figure 56.16).
Movement corridors also can promote dispersal and reduce inbreeding in declining populations. Corridors have

been shown to increase the exchange of individuals in many
organisms, including butterflies, voles, and aquatic plants.
Corridors are especially important to species that migrate be·
tween different habitats seasonally. However, a corridor can
also be harmful-as, for example, in the spread ofdisease. In a
2003 study, Agustin Estrada-Pena, of the University of
Zaragoza, Spain, showed that habitat corridors facilitate the
movement of disease-carrying ticks among forest patches in
northern Spain. All the effects of corridors are not yet understood, and their impact is an area of active research in conservation biology and restoration ecology.

Establishing Protected Areas
Conservation biologists are applying their understanding of
community, ecosystem, and landscape dynamics in establishing protected areas to slow biodiversity loss. Currently, governments have set aside about 7% of the world's land in
various forms of reserves. Choosing where to place and how
to design nature reserves poses many challenges. Should the
reserve be managed to minimize the risks of fire and predation to a threatened species? Or should the reserve be left as
natural as possible, with such processes as fires ignited by
lightning allowed to play out on their own? This is just one of
the debates that arise among people who share an interest in
the health of national parks and other protected areas. In deciding which areas are of highest conservation priority, biologists often focus on hot spots of biological diversity.

Finding Biodiversity Hot Spots

.. Figure 56.16 An artificial corridor. This bridge in Banff
National Park, Canada, helps animals cross a human-created barrier.

•

A biodiversity hot spot is a relatively small area with an exceptional concentration of endemic species and a large number of endangered and threatened species (Figure 56.17).
Nearly 30% ofall bird species are confined to only about 2% of
Earth's land area. Approximately 50,000 plant species, or
about one-sixth of all known plant species, inhabit just 18 hot

Terrestrial
biodiversity
hot spots
• Marine
biodiversity
hot spots

... Figure 56.17 Earth's
terrestrial and marine
biodiversity hot spots.

•
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spots covering 0.5% of the global land surface. Together, the
"hottest" ofthe terrestrial biodiversity hot spots total less than
1.5% of Earth's land but are home to more than a third of all
species of plants, amphibians, reptiles (including birds), and
mammals. Hot spots also include aquatic ecosystems, such as
coral reefs and certain river systems.
Biodiversity hot spots are obviously good choices for nature
reserves, but identifying them is not always simple. One problem is that a hot spot for one taxonomic group, such as butterflies, may not be a hot spot for some other taxonomic
group, such as birds. Designating an area as a biodiversity hot
spot is often biased toward saving vertebrates and plants, with
less attention paid to invertebrates and microorganisms. Some
biologists are also concerned that the hot-spot strategy places
too much emphasis on such a small fraction of Earth's surface.
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Philosophy of Nature Reserves
Nature reserves are biodiversity islands in a sea of habitat degraded to varying degrees by human activity. Protected "is_
lands~ are not isolated from their surroundings, however, and
the nonequilibrium model we described in Chapter 54 applies
to nature reserves as well as to the larger landscapes in which
they are embedded.
An earlier policy-that protected areas should be set aside
to remain unchanged forever-was based on the concept that
ecosystems are balanced, self-regulating units. As we saw in
Chapter 54, however, disturbance is a functional component
of all ecosystems, and management policies that ignore natu~
ral disturbances or attempt to prevent them have generally
failed. For instance, setting aside an area of a fire-dependent
community, such as a portion of a tallgrass prairie, chaparral,
or dry pine forest, with the intention of saving it is unrealistic
if periodic burning is excluded. \Vi.thout the dominant disturbance, the fire-adapted species are usually outcompeted and
biodiversity is reduced.
Because human disturbance and fragmentation are increasingly common landscape features, the dynamics of disturbances, populations, edges, and corridors are all important for
designing and managing protected areas. An important con~
servation question is whether to create fewer large reserves or
more numerous small reserves. One argument for extensive re~
serves is that large, far-ranging animals with low-density populations, such as the grizzly bear, require extensive habitats.
More extensive areas also have proportionately smaller
perimeters than smaller areas and are therefore less affected by
edges. As conservation biologists learn more about the requirements for achieving minimum viable populations for endangered species, they realize that most national parks and
other reserves are far too small. For example, the area needed
for the long-term survival of the Yellowstone grizzly bear population is more than ten times the combined area of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks (Figure 56.18). Given
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.... Figure 56.18 Biotic boundaries for grizzly bears in
Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks. The biotic
boundaries (solid and dashed red lines) surround Ihe areas needed to
support minimum viable populations of 50 and 500 bears, Even the
smaller of these areas is larger than the two parks.

political and economic realities, many existing parks will not be
enlarged, and most newly created reserves will also be too
small. Areas of private and public land surrounding reserves
will likely have to contribute to biodiversity conservation. On
the other side of the argument, smaller, unconnected reserves
may slow the spread of disease throughout a population.
In practical terms, land use by humans may outweigh all
other considerations and ultimately dictate the size and shape
of protected areas. Much of the land left for conservation efforts is useless for exploitation by agriculture or forestry. But
in some cases, as when reserve land is surrounded by commercially viable property, the use of land for agriculture or
forestry must be integrated into conservation strategies.

Zoned Reserves
Several nations have adopted a wned reserve approach to landscape management. A zoned reserve is an extensive region that
includes areas relatively undisturbed by humans surrounded by
areas that have been changed by human activity and are used for
economic gain. The key challenge of the zoned reserve approach is to develop a social and economic climate in the sur~
rounding lands that is compatible with the long-term viability of
the protected core. These surrounding areas continue to be
used to support the human population, but with regulations
that prevent the types of extensive alterations likely to impact
the protected area. As a result, the surrounding habitats serve as
buffer zones against further intrusion into the undisturbed area.

The small Central American nation ofCosta Rica has become
a world leader in establishing zoned reserves (Figure 56.19). An
agreement initiated in 1987 reduced Costa Rica's international
debt in return for land preservation there. The agreement resulted in eight zoned resen'es, called "conservation areas;' that
contain designated national park land. Costa Rica is making
progress toward managing its zoned reserves, and the buffer
zones provide a steady, lasting supply of forest products, water,
and hydroelectric power and also support sustainable agriculture and tourism. An important goal is providing a stable economic base for people living there. AJ;, University ofPennsylvania
ecologist Daniel Janzen, a leader in tropical conservation, has
said, "The likelihood of long-term survival of a conserved wildland area is directly proportional to the economic health andstability of the society in which that wildland is embedded:'
Nicaragua

~i)Jr---;1i

o
o

CARIBBEAN SEA

National park land
Buffer zone

PACIFIC OCEAN

Destructive practices that are not compatible with long-term
ecosystem conservation and from which there is often little local profit, such as massive logging, large-scale single-crop
agriculture, and extensive mining, are ideally confined to the
outermost fringes of the buffer zones and are gradually being
discouraged.
Costa Rica relies on its zoned reserve system to maintain at
least8O% onts native species, but the system is notwithoutproblems. A 2003 analysis of land cover change between 1960 and
1997 showed negligible deforestation within Costa Rica's national parks and a gain in forest cover in the l-km buffer around
the parks. However, significant losses in forest cover were discovered in the ID-km buffer zones around all national parks,
which threaten to turn the parks into isolated habitat islands.
Although marine ecosystems have also been heavily impacted by human exploitation, reserves in the ocean are far
less common than reserves on land. Many fish populations
around the world have collapsed as increasingly sophisticated
equipment puts nearly all potential fishing grounds within human reach. In response, Fiona Gell and Callum Roberts, ofthe
University of York, England, have proposed establishing marine reserves around the world that would be offlimits to fishing. Gell and Roberts present strong evidence that a
patchwork of marine reserves can serve as a means of both increasing fish populations within the reserves and improving
fishing success in nearby areas. Their proposed system is a
modern application of a centuries-old practice in the Fiji Islands in which some areas have historically remained closed to
fishing-a traditional example of the zoned reserve concept.
The United States adopted such a system in establishing the
Rorida Keys National Marine Sanctuary in 1990 (Figure 56.20).
Populations of marine organisms, including fishes and lobsters,
recovered quickly after harvests were banned in the 9,500_km 2
reserve. Larger and more abundant fish now produce larvae that

(a) Boundaries of the zoned reserves are indicated by black outlines.
GULF OF MEXICO

(b) Local schoolchildren marvel at the diversity of life in one of
Costa Rica's reserves

... Figure 56.19 Zoned reserves in Costa Rica.

... Figure 56.20 A diver measuring coral in the Florida
Keys National Marine Sanctuary.
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help repopulate reefs and improve fishing outside the sanctuary. The increased marine life within the sanctuary also makes
it a favorite for recreational divers, increasing the economic
value of this zoned reserve.
CONCEPT

CHECI(

56.3

L What is a biodiversity hot spot?
2. How do zoned reserves provide economic incentives
for long-term conservation of protected areas?
3. -'MUI 4 Suppose a developer proposes to clearcut a forest that serves as a corridor between two
parks. To compensate, the developer also proposes to
add the same area of forest to one of the parks. As a
professional ecologist, how might you argue for
retaining the corridor?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

r::;:;~~i:n6;~IOgy attempts to

restore degraded ecosystems to a
more natural state

Given enough time, biological communities can recover naturally from most disturbances through the stages of ecological succession that we discussed in Chapter 54. Sometimes
that recovery takes centuries, though, particularly when lmmans degrade the environment. Degraded habitats are increasing in area because the natural rate of recovery by
successional processes is often slower than the rate of degradation by human activities. The soils of many tropical areas
quickly become unproductive and are soon abandoned after

(a) In 1991, before restoration

being cleared for farming. Mining activities may last for several decades, but the lands are then abandoned in a degraded
state. Many ecosystems are also damaged inadvertently by the
dumping of toxic chemicals or such mishaps as oil spills.
Restoration ecology seeks to initiate or speed up the recovery of degraded ecosystems. One of its basic assumptions is
that environmental damage is at least partly reversible. This
optimistic view must be balanced by a second assumptionthat ecosystems are not infinitely resilient. Restoration ecologists therefore work to identify and manipulate the processes
that most limit the speed of recovery of ecosystems from disturbances. Where disturbance is so severe that restoring all of
a habitat is impractical, ecologists try to reclaim as much of a
habitat or ecological process as possible, within the limits of
the time and money available to them.
In extreme cases, the structure of a site may first need to be
restored before biological restoration can occur. Ifa stream was
straightened to channel water quickly through a suburb,
restoration ecologists may reconstruct a meandering channel to
slow down the flow ofwater eroding the stream bank. To restore
an open-pit mine, engineers may first grade the site with heavy
equipment to reestablish a gentle slope, spreading topsoil when
the slope is in place (Figure 56.21). Once such physical reconstruction is complete-or when it is not needed-biological
restoration is the next step.
Two key strategies in restoration ecology are bioremediation and biological augmentation.

Bioremediation
The use oforganisms, usually prokaryotes, fungi, or plants, to
detoxify polluted ecosystems is known as bioremediation
(see Chapter 27). Some plants adapted to soils containing
heavy metals can accumulate high concentrations of potentially toxic metals such as zinc, nickel, lead, and cadmium in

(b) In 2000, near the completion of restoration

... Figure 56.21 A gravel and clay mine site in New Jersey before and
after restoration.
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(a) Wastes containing uranium were dumped in these lour unlined pits
for more than 30 years. contaminating soils and groundwater,
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(b) After ethanol was added. microbial activity decreased the
concentration of soluble uranium in groundwater near the pits.

.. Figure 56.22 Bioremediation of groundwater contaminated with uranium at
Oak Ridge National laboratory. Tennessee.
their tissues. Restoration ecologists can use such plants to
revegetate sites polluted by mining and other human activities
and then harvest the plants to remove the metals from the
ecosystem. Researchers in the United Kingdom discovered a
lichen species that grows on soil polluted with uranium dust
left over from mining. The lichen concentrates uranium in a
dark pigment, making it useful as a biological monitor and potentially as a remediator.
Ecologists are examining the abilities of many prokaryotes
to carry out bioremediation of soils and water. Scientists have
sequenced the genomes of at least seven prokaryotic species
specifically for their bioremediation potential. One of the
species, the bacterium Shewane/la oneidensis, appears particularly promising. It can metabolize more than ten elements
under aerobic and anaerobic conditions to generate its energy.
For instance, it converts soluble uranium, chromium, and nitrogen to insoluble forms that are less likely to leach into
streams or groundwater. Wei-Min Wu and colleagues, at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, in Tennessee, stimulated the
growth of Shewanella and other uranium-reducing bacteria
by adding ethanol to groundwater contaminated with uranium; over five months, the concentration of soluble uranium
dropped by 80% (figure 56.22). In the future, genetic engineering may become increasingly useful as a tool for improving the performance of prokaryotes and other organisms as
bioremediators.

Biological Augmentation
In contrast to bioremediation, which is a strategy for removing harmful substances, biological augmentation uses organisms to add essential materials to a degraded ecosystem.
Augmenting ecosystem processes requires determining what

factors, such as chemical nutrients, have been removed from
an area and thus limit its rate of recovery. Encouraging the
growth of plants that thrive in nutrient-poor soils often
speeds up the rate of successional changes that can lead to recovery of damaged sites. In alpine ecosystems of the western
United States, nitrogen-fixing herbs such as lupines are often
planted to bolster nitrogen concentrations in soils disturbed
by mining and other uses. Once these nitrogen-fixing plants
become established, other native species are better able to obtain enough nitrogen from the soil to survive. In other systems
where the soil has been severely disturbed or where topsoil is
missing entirely, plant roots may lack the mycorrhizal symbionts that help them meet their nutritional needs (see
Chapter 31). Ecologists restoring a tallgrass prairie in Minnesota recognized this limitation and significantly accelerated
the recovery of native species by adding mycorrhizal symbionts to the soil they seeded.

Exploring Restoration
Because restoration ecology is a relatively new discipline and
because ecosystems are complex, restoration ecologists generally learn as they go. Many restoration ecologists advocate
adaptive management: experimenting with several promising
types of management to learn what works best.
The long-term objective of restoration is to speed the
reestablishment of an ecosystem as similar as possible to the
predisturbance ecosystem. figure 56.23, on the next two
pages, identifies several ambitious and successful restoration
projects around the world. The great number ofsuch projects,
the dedication of the people engaged in them, and the successes that have been achieved suggest that restoration ecology will continue to grow as a discipline for many years.
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• Figure 56.23

••

• Restoration Ecology Worldwide

The examples highlighted on these pages are just a few of the many restoration e<:ology
projects taking place around the world. The color-coded dots on the map indicate the
locations of the proje<:ts.

Equator

• Truckcc Rivcr, Ncvada. Damming and water diversions during
the 20th century reduced flow in the Truckee River, Nevada, leading
to declines in riparian forests. Restoration ecologists worked with water managers to ensure that sufficient water would be released during
the short season of seed release by the native cottonwood and willow
trees for seedlings to become established. Nine years of controlledflow release led to the result shown here: a dramatic recovery of
cottonwood-willow riparian forest .

• Kissimmee River. Florida. The Kissimmee River was converted from a meandering river to a 9O-km canal, threatening
many fish and wetland bird populations. Kissimmee River restoration has filled 12 km of drainage canal and reestablished 24 km of
the original 167 km of natural river channel. Pictured here is a section of the Kissimmee canal that has been plugged (wide, light
strip on the right side of the photo). diverting flow into remnant
river channels in the center of the photo. The project will also restore the natural flow regime, which will foster self-sustaining
populations of wetland birds and fishes.
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• Tropical dry forest. Costa Rica. Clearing for agriculture.
mainly for livestock grazing, eliminated approximately 98% of
tropical dry forest in Central America and Mexico. Reversing this
trend, tropical dry forest restoration in Costa Rica has used domestic livestock to disperse the seeds of native trees into open
grasslands. The photo shows one of the first trees (right center).
dispersed as seed by livestock, to colonize former pastureland.
This project is a model for joining restoration ecology with the local economy and educational institutions.

Rhine River, Europe. Centuries of dredging and channeling for
navigation (see the barges in the wide, main channel on the right side
of the photo) have straightened the once-meandering Rhine River and
disconnected it from its floodplain and associated wetlands. The
countries along the Rhine, particularly France, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Switzerland, are cooperating to reconnect
the river to side channels, such as the one shown on the left side of the
photo. Such side channels increase the diversity of habitats available to
aquatic biota, improve water quality, and provide flood protection.

• Succulent Karoo, South Africa. In this desert region of southern Africa, as in many arid regions, overgrazing by livestock has
damaged vast areas. Reversing this trend, private landowners and
government agencies in South Africa are restoring large areas of this
unique region, revegetating the land and employing more sustainable resource management. The photo shows a small sample of the
exceptional plant diversity of the Succulent Karoo; its 5,000 plant
species include the highest diversity ofsucculent plants in the world.

• Coastal Japan. Seaweed and seagrass beds are important nursery grounds for a wide variety of fishes and shellfish. Once extensive
but now reduced by development, these beds are being restored in
the coastal areas ofJapan. Techniques include constructing suitable
seafloor habitat, transplanting from natural beds using artificial
substrates, and hand seeding (shown in this photograph).

Maungatautari, New Zealand. Weasels, rats, pigs, and other introduced species pose a serious threat to New Zealand's native plants
and animals, including the kiwi, a flightless, ground-dwelling bird. The
goal of the Maungatautari restoration project is to exclude all exotic
mammals from a 3,400-ha reserve located on a forested volcanic cone.
A specialized fence around the resen'e eliminates the need to continue
setting traps and using poisons that can harm native wildlife. In 2006,
a pair of critically endangered takahe (a species of flightless rail) were
released into the reserve in hopes of reestablishing a breeding population of this colorful bird on New Zealand's north island.
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CONCEPT

CHECI(

56.4

1. What are the goals of restoration ecology?
2. How do bioremediation and biological augmentation
differ?
3, _"ll:f.jjl. In what way is the Kissimmee River
project a more complete ecological restoration than
the Maungatautari project (see Figure 56.23)?
For suggested answers. see Appendix A.

r::~"t:~~;b~e6d~velopment seeks

to improve the human condition
while conserving biodiversity

With the increasing loss and fragmentation of habitats, we
face difficult trade-offs in how to manage Earth's resources.
Preserving all habitat patches isn't feasible, so biologists must
help societies set conservation priorities by identifying which
habitat patches are most crucial. Ideally, implementing these
priorities should also improve the quality of life for local people. Ecologists use the concept of sustainability as a tool to establish long-term conservation priorities.

Sustainable Biosphere Initiative
We must understand the complex interconnections of the
biosphere to protect species from extinction and to improve
the quality of human life. To this end, many nations, scientific
societies, and other groups have embraced the concept of
sustainable development, development that meets the
needs of people today without limiting the ability of future
generations to meet their needs. The forward·looking Eco·
logical Society of America, the world's largest organization of
professional ecologists, endorses a research agenda called the
Sustainable Biosphere Initiative. The goal ofthis initiative is to
define and acquire the basic ecological information needed to
develop, manage, and conserve Earth's resources as responsibly as possible. The research agenda includes studies of global
change, including interactions between climate and ecological processes; biological diversity and its role in maintaining
ecological processes; and the ways in which the productivity
of natural and artificial ecosystems can be sustained. This initiative requires a strong commitmentofhuman and economic
resources.
Achieving sustainable development is an ambitious goal.
To sustain ecosystem processes and stem the loss ofbiodiver·
sity, we must connect life science with the social sciences, economics, and humanities. \Y/e must also reassess our personal
values. Those of us living in wealthier nations have a larger
ecological footprint than do people living in developing na-
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tions (see Chapter 53). By reducing our orientation toward
short-term gain, we can learn to value the natural processes
that sustain us. The following case study illustrates how the
combination of scientific and personal efforts can make a significant difference in creating a truly sustainable world.

Case Study: Sustainable Development
in Costa Rica
The success of conservation in Costa Rica that we discussed
in Concept 56.3 has involved an essential partnership between the national government, nongovernment organiza·
tions (NGOs), and private citizens. Many nature reserves
established by individuals have been recognized by the gov·
ernment as national wildlife reserves and given significant tax
benefits. However, conservation and restoration ofbiodiversity make up only one facet of sustainable development; the
other key facet is improving the human condition.
How have the living conditions of the Costa Rican people
changed as the country has pursued its conservation goals? As
we discussed in Chapter 53, two of the most fundamental indicators of living conditions are infant mortality rate and life
expectancy. From 1930 to 2007, the infant mortality rate in
Costa Rica declined from 170 to 9 per 1,000 live births; over
the same period, life expectancy increased from about 43
years to 77 years (Figure 56.24). Another indicator of living
conditions is literacy rate. The 2004 literacy rate in Costa Rica
was 96%, compared to 97% in the United States. Such statistics
show that living conditions in Costa Rica have improved
greatly over the period in which the country has dedicated itself to conservation and restoration. While this result does not
prove that conservation causes an increase in human welfare,
we can say with certainty that development in Costa Rica has
attended to both nature and people.
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... Figure 56.24 Infant mortality and life expectancy at
birth in Costa Rica.

Despite the successes in Costa Rica, many problems remain. One of the challenges that the country faces is maintaining its commitment to conservation while its population
grows. Costa Rica is in the middle of a rapid demographic
transition (see Chapter 53), and even though birth rates are
dropping rapidly, its population is growing at about 1.5% annually (compared to 0.9% gro\\1h in the United States). Costa
Rica's population, which is currently about 4 million, is predicted to continue to grow until the middle of this century,
when it is projected to level off at approximately 6 million. If
recent success is any guide, the people of Costa Rica will overcome the challenge of population growth in their quest for
sustainable development.

The Future of the Biosphere
Our modern lives are very different from those of early humans, who hunted and gathered to survive. Their reverence
for the natural world is evident in the early murals of wildlife
they painted on cave walls (Figure 56.25a) and in the stylized visions of life they sculpted from bone and ivory
(Figure 56.25b).
(a) Detail of animals in a 36,OOO·year-old cave painting,
lascaux, France

Our lives reflect remnants of our ancestral attachment to
nature and the diversity of life-the concept of biophilia that
we introduced early in this chapter. We evolved in natural environments rich in biodiversity, and we still have an affinity for
such settings (Figure 56.25c). E. O. \Vilson makes the case
that our biophilia is innate, an evolutionary product of natural
selection acting on a brainy species whose survival depended
on a close connection to the environment and a practical appreciation of plants and animals.
Our appreciation of life guides the field of biology today.
We celebrate life by deciphering the genetic code that makes
each species unique. We embrace life by using fossils and
DNA to chronicle the march of evolution through time. We
preserve life through our efforts to classify and protect the
millions ofspecies on Earth. We respect life by using nature responsibly and reverently to improve human welfare.
Biology is the scientific expression ofour desire to know nature. We are most likely to protect what we appreciate, and we
are most likely to appreciate what we understand. By learning
about the processes and diversity ofHfe, we also become more
aware of ourselves and our place in the biosphere. We hope
this book serves yOll well in this lifelong adventure.
CONCEPT

CHECK

56.5

1. What is meant by the term sustainable development?
2. How might biophilia influence us to conserve species
and restore ecosystems?
3. • i,IlIfu!£i Suppose a new fishery is discovered,
and you are put in charge of developing it sustainably.
What ecological data might you want on the fish population? What criteria would you apply for the fishery's development?
For suggested answers, see Appendix A.

(b) A 30,OOO·year-old ivory
carving of a water bird,
found In Germany

(c) Biologist Carlos RIVera Gonzales
examining a tiny tree frog in Peru

... Figure 56.25 Biophilia. past and present.
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SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
Mi,lili"_

~ Weighing Conflicting Demands Conserving species often

56.1

requires resolving conflicts between the habitat needs of endangered species and human demands.

Human activities threaten Earth's biodiversity
(pp.124(""1250)

w' li"I'. 56.3

.. Three Levels of Biodiversity

landscape and regional conservation aim to sustain
entire biotas (pp. 1255-12(0)
~

Genetic diversity: source of

Declining-Population Approach The declining-population
approach focuses on the environmental factors that cause decline, regardless of absolute population size. It follows a stepby-step proactive conservation strategy.

~arlatlons

landscape Structure and Biodiversity The structure of a
landscape can strongly influence biodiversity. As habitat fragmentation increases and edges become more extensive, biodiversity tends to decrease. Movement corridors can promote
dispersal and help sustain populations.

~ Establishing Protected Areas Biodiversity hot spots are also

that enable

hot spots of extinction and thus prime candidates for protection. Sustaining biodiversity in parks and reserves requires
management to ensure that human activities in the surrounding landscape do not harm the protected habitats. The zoned
reserve model recognizes that conservation efforts often involve working in landscapes that are greatly affected by human activity.

populations to adapt to environmental changes

w' li"I'. 56.4
Restoration ecology attempts to restore degraded
ecosystems to a more natural state (pp. 12&0-12&4)
~ Bioremediation Restoration ecologists harness organisms to

detoxify polluted ecosystems.
~ Biological Augmentation Ecologists also use organisms to

add essential materials to ecosystems.
~

.....
1

~E;"~"fs'to';;~:;:;',versity: Provide life-sustaining services

J

Exploring Restoration The newness and complexity of
restoration ecology require scientists to consider alternative
solutions and adjust approaches based on experience.

as nutrient cycling and waste dewmposil'tio""'''''. . . .

Inn.ligation How Are Potentiall'rairie Re.toration Site< Analyzed?

w, 11111'- 56.5
Sustainable development seeks to improve the human
condition while conserving biodiversity
(pp.1264-1265)

Mi,lili"_

56.2

Population conservation focuses on population size,
genetic diversity, and critical habitat (pp. 1250-1255)
.. Small· Population Approach When a population drops beIowa minimum viable population (MVP) size, its loss of genetic variation due to nonrandom mating and genetic drift
can trap it in an extinction vortex.
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~

Sustainable Biosphere Initiative The goal of the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative is to acquire the ecological information needed for the development. management. and
conservation of Earth's resources.

~

Case Study: Sustainable Development in Costa Rica
Costa Rica's success in conserving tropical biodiversity has
involved partnerships between the government. other
organizations, and private citizens. Human living conditions in Costa Rica have improved along with ecological
conservation.

~ The Future of the Biosphere By learning about biological

processes and the diversity of life, we become more aware of
our close connection to the environment and the value of
other organisms in it.

-51401"·
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE

SELF·QUIZ
1. Ecologists conclude there is a biodiversity crisis because
a. biophilia causes humans to feel ethically responsible for
protecting other species.
b. scientists have at last discovered and counted most of
Earth's species and can now accurately calculate the
current extinction rate.
c. current extinction rates are very high and many spedes
are threatened or endangered.
d. many potential life-saving medicines are being lost as
species evolve.
e. there are too few biodiversity hot spots.
2. Which of the following would be considered an example of
bioremediation?
a. adding nitrogen-fixing microorganisms to a degraded
ecosystem to increase nitrogen aV'dilability
b. using a bulldozer to regrade a strip mine
c. identifying a new biodiversity hot spot
d. reconfiguring the channel of a river
e. adding seeds of a chromium-accumulating plant to soil
contaminated by chromium
3. What is the effective population size (N,) of a population of SO
strictly monogamous swans (40 males and 10 females) if every
female breeds successfully?
b. 40
c. 30
d. 20
e. 10
a. SO
4. One characteristic that distinguishes a population in an extinction vortex from most other populations is that
a. its habitat is fragmented.
b. it is a rare, top-level predator.
c. its effective population size is much lower than its total
population size.
d. its genetic diversity is very low.
e. it is not well adapted to edge conditions.
5. The discipline that applies ecological principles to returning
degraded ecosystems to more natural states is known as
a. population viability analysis.
b. landscape ecology.
c. conservation ecology.
d. restoration ecology.
e. resource conservation.
6. \'Vhat is the single greatest threat to biodiversity?
a. overexploitation of commercially important species
b. introduced species that compete with or prey on native
species
c. pollution of Earth's air, water, and soil

d. disruption of trophic relationships as more and more prey
species become extinct
e. habitat alteration, fragmentation, and destruction
7. Which of the following strategies would most rapidly increase
the genetic diversity of a population in an extinction vortex?
a. Capture all remaining individuals in the population for
captive breeding followed by reintroduction to the wild.
b. Establish a reserve that protects the population's habitat.
c. Introduce new individuals transported from other
populations of the same species.
d. Sterilize the least fit individuals in the population.
e. Control populations of the endangered population's
predators and competitors.
8. Of the following statements about protected areas that have been
established to preserve biodiversity, which one is not correct?
a. About 25% of Earth's land area is now protected.
b. National parks are one of many types of protected area.
c. Most protected areas are too small to protect species.
d. Management of a protected area should be coordinated
with management of the land surrounding the area.
e. It is especially important to protect biodiversity hot spots.
For Self-Quiz ll"$Wers, see Appe"dix A.

-51401". Visit the Study Area at www.masteringbio.com for a
Practice Test.

EVOLUTION CONNECTION
9. One FJctor Favoring rapid population growth by an introducecl
species is the absence of the predators. parasites, and pathogens that
controlled its population in the region where it evolvecl. Over the
long term, how should evolution by natural selection influence the
rate at which the native predators, parasites, and pathogens in a region ofintroduction attack an introducecl species?

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
10. ••Ijl.W"1 Suppose that you are in charge of planning a forest
reserve, and one of your goals is to help sustain local populations of woodland birds suffering from parasitism by the brownheaded cowbird. Reading research reports, you note that female
cowbirds are usually reluctant to penetrate more than about 100
m into a forest and that nest parasitism is reduced for woodland
birds nesting in denser, more central forest regions. The
forested area you have to work with extends about 6,000 m from
east to west and 1,000 m from north to south. Intact forest surrounds the reserve everywhere but on the ....'est side, where the
reserve borders deforested pastureland, and in the southwest
m. Your
corner, where it borders an agricultural field for
plan must include space for a small maintenance building,
which you estimate to take up about 100 m l . It will also be necessary to build a road, 10 m by 1,000 m, from the north to the
south side of the reserve. Draw a map of the reserve, showing
where you would construct the road and the building to minimize cowbird intrusion along edges. Explain your reasoning.

sao
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Answers
Concept Check 1.3

CHAPTER 1
Figure Queslions
Figure 1.3 Of the properties sho¥.'Jl in this figure, the 1.a....'Jl!llO\\l'!" dlo....l1 only
order. regulation.andenergyproces.sing. Fig...-e 1.6 Thearnngemenloflingers and opposabIlo thwnb in the human hand. combined ....i th fingernails and ~
complex S)'5tem of nen'\'$ and muscles, allows the hand 10 grasp and manipuiale
ob;ects .....ithgreat:dexterity. Figure 1.13 Substance B.....Ollld bernadfocontinuousIy and ....~ aceumu1ale in Iargt amounts. Neither C new D ouId be made.
Figure 1.27 The percent:aseoCbro,m artDdaI snakes aruacked 'OllId probably
be higher than the perctnbge 0{ artifICial kin:gsnakcs attrled in aD areas
(....M her or 001 inhabited byconlsnakrs). Figure 1.28 The hok-...tJuldaJb,o,·
some mixing of blood bttv.ftn the 1";0 \'01tridcs. As ~ resull. some of the blood
~ from tht left. \'011ric1e to the bodywould noI have recei\'l:'d I.H}-gtn in the
lmgs, and some of tilt blood pumped to the lungs ...tJUId already any oxygen.

Concept Ched 1.1
1. Examples: A molecule consists 0{ /ltoms bonded togethlor. Each organelko
has an orderly arrangement of nwheu/n. Photosynthctjc plant «Us contain
organtlks called chloroplaslS. A ti~ consists of a group ofsimilar uUs. Or·
gans such as the heart a~ conSlructed from st\'erallissues.. A complex mul·
ticeUular organism, s.uch as a plant. has severallypCS of organs, such as 1e:l\'t"S
and rooIS. A population is a SCI of OIfanisms of !he same species. A communilyconsists of popul/ltionsofttK> \'lIrious species inhabiting a specifIC area.
An ccosyslem consists of a biological communiry along ....ith the nonliving
factors important to lire. such as air. soil, and ....'lIter. The biosphere is made
upo{ all orEarth'swn,sums. 2. (a) StTUctureand function ~recorrelated.
(b) Cells are an organism's oosic units. /lnd the continuity or lire is baSl'd. on
heritable information in thl' rorm or DNA. (c) Organisms interact wi!h their
environments, l'xchanging mauer ~nd energy. 3. Some possible ans.....ers:
Evolution: All planlS have chloroplaslS, indicating their dcscl'nt rrom a common ancestor. Emergenl properlies: The ability of a human heart to pump
blood requires an intact heart; it is not a capability of any of the heart's tis·
sues or cells working alonl'. Excha/lge ofmarrerand e/lerg)' with the elll'ironment; A moult' eats food, then uses the nutrients ror growth and the
generation orl'nergy for its activities; some orthe rood material is expelled in
urine and feces, and some of the energy returns to thc environment as heat.
Structure a/ld fU/lctiuIJ: The strong, sharp teeth of a wolf arc well suited to
grasping and dismembering its prey. Cells; The digestion of food is made
possible by chemicals (chiefly enzymes) made by cells o( the digestive tract.
DNA: Human eye color is determined by the combination of genes inherited
from the two parents. Feedback regulaliol1: When your stomach is full, it sig·
nals your brain to decrease your appetite.

1. Inductive reasooing derives generalizations from specific cases; deducti\l'
reasoning predicts specific outcomes from gcncr.a.l premises.. 2. Compared
to a hypothesis. a sdmtiflC lhtory is U5W1JIy more general and substantiated by
a much greater amount of t'Yickntt. Natur.Jol scIeclion is an explanatory idea
that IppUes to all kinds of orpnisrns and is supported by vast: amounts of evidena of various kinch. 3. Based on the results dloY.T1 in FIgUl'l' 127, )'OU
might predict that the coIocfuJ artificial ~ ....~ be anaded mort' often
than the bro¥>TI ones, simply ~ thc-y an' a5KT to SC'e. This prcdjction assumes thai the area in \'if!inia ....-hen-)'OU an' ",orting has predators thai attack
~kes but no poisonous snakes that resemble the: coIocfuJ artificial snakes.

Self-Quiz
1. b 2. d 3. a 4. c 5. c 6. c 7. c 8. d 9. b 10. c
11. Your figuruhould show: (I) For the biosphere, the Earth ¥dth an arrow
coming oul of a tropical ocean; (2) for the e«lS)'Stem, a distant view of a coral
M; (3) for tM community, a colkction of reef animals and algae. with
conls, fish, some sea.... ud. and any other organisms you Gin think of; (4)
for the population. a group of fish of the same sp!'CK-s; (5) for the organism,
one ftsh from your popubtion; (6) for the organ, the fish's stomach. and for
the organ system, the whole dlgesth'c traci (sec Chapter 41 for help); (7)

for a tissue, a group of similar cdls from lile 5tOmach; (8) for ~ cdl, one «II
from the tissue, shovoing its nucleusand ~ fewOlherorganelles; (9) foran organelle, ttK> nucleus, ....'here most ofttK> cetrs DNA is located; and (10) for a
molecule, ~ DNA double helix. Your skctchcs can be ,try rough!

CHAPTER 2
Figure Questions
Figure 2.2 The most significant dif(eren~ in thl' results .....ould be that the
two CtdT"l'la saplings inside each gardl'n would sh()\l,' similar amounts o( dy·
ing leaf tissue becauS(' a poisonous chemical released rrom!he Duroia trees
would presumably reach the saplings via the air or soil and would not be
blocked by the insect barrier. The Cedrela saplings planted outside the gar·
dens .....ould not show damage unless Duroia trees were nearby. Also, any ants
present on the unprotected Cedrela saplings inside the gardens would probably not be observed making injections into the leaves. However, formic acid
would likely still be found in the ants' glands, as for most speeies of ants.
Figure 2.9 Atomic number = 12; 12 protons, 12 electrons; three electron
shells; 2 electrons in the valence shell
Figure 2.16

Concept Check 1.2
1. An address pinpoints a location by tracking from broader to nano....·er
categories-a state, dty, zip. street, and building number. This is analogous
to the groups·subordinate-to-groups structure of biological taxonomy.
2. Natural selection staTU with the naturally occurring heritable variation in
a population and thl'n "edits" the population as individuals with heritable
traits better suiled to theenvironmenl survive and reproduu more successfully than Olhers.

,.

r------"....

Figure 2.19 The plant is submergN in .....ater (H:z<), in ....tlich the COz is
dissoh'ed. l1Kosun's l"nergy is used to make sugar. which is found in theplant
and can act as food for the pbnl itse!r, as .....ell as (or animals that eat the
plant. The oxygl'n (Oz) is present in the bubbles.

Concept Check 2.1
L . . - - A.....

A·I

1_ Table salt is INdt up of sodium and chlorine. We are able to tat tht compound. sho¥.ing!hat it hasdifftrmt properties from those of a metal and a poi.
sonousps. 2. Yes, becauseanorganism requirestral:edements,l'\'l"I1 though

only in small amounts. 3. A person with an iron defICiency will probably show
effects oflow oxygen in the blood, such as fatigue. (The condition is called anemia andean also result from too few red. blood cclIsor abnormal hemoglobin.)
Concept Check 2.2
1.7 2. '~N 3. gelectrons;twoclectronshells;ls,2s,2p(threeorbitals);
I electron is needed to fill the valence shell. 4. The elements in a row all
have the same number of electron shells. In a column, all the elements have
the same number of electrons in their vaknce shells.
Concept Check 2.3
1. Each carbon atom has only three covalent bonds instead of the required
four. 2. The attractions bctween oppositely charged ions form ionic
bonds. 3. If researchers can synthesize molecules that mimic these
shapes, they may be able to treat diseases or conditions caused by the inability of affected. individuals to synthesize such molecules.
Concept Check 2.4

1.
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2. At equilibrium, the forward and reverse reactions occur at the same rate.
3. C;H 120 6 + 6 O 2 ---> 6 CO2 + 6 H 20 + Energy. Glucose and oxygen react
to fonn carbon dioxidc, water, and energy. We breathe in oxygcn because we
need it for this reaction to occur, and we breathe out carbon dioxide because it
is a by-product of this reaction. By the way, this reaction is called. cellular respiration, and you will learn more about it in Chapter 9.

Self.quiz
1. a 2. b

9.

3. b 4. e S. b 6. a 7. b 8. b
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would freeze. The krill could not survive. Figure 3.7 Heating the solution
would cause the water to evaporate faster than it is evaporating at room temperature. AI a certain point, there wouldn't be enough water molecules to solubilizc the salt ions. The salt would start coming out of solution and re-forming
crystals. Ewntually, all the ",ater would evaporate, leaving behind a pile of salt
Iikc the original pile. Figure 3.11 Given that Ca2+ and C032 - must in·
teract to form CaC03 , you would pred.iet that (Ca 2 +1 would also have an ef·
fect on the calcification rate, and this result is observed in the current study.
Under natural conditions in the oceans, the [CaHJ remains relatively constant, so the [COJ2-J has a much more important effect on calcification rate.
Concept Check 3.1
1. Electronegativity is the attraction of an alom for the electrons of a covalent bond. Because oxygen is more ekctronl:gative than hydrogen, the oxy·
gen atom in H2 0 pulls electrons toward itself, resulting in a partial negative
charge on the oxygen atom and partial positive charges on the hydrogen
atoms. Oppositely charged ends of water molecules are attracted. to each
other, forming a hydrogen bond. 2. The hydrogen atoms of one molecule,
with their partial positive charges. would repel the hydrogen atoms of the adjacent molecule. 3. Water molecules would not be polar, and they would
not form hydrogm bonds with each other.
Concept Check 3.2
1. Hydrogen bonds hold neighboring water molecules together. This cohl>
sion helps the molecules resist gravity. Adhesion between water molecules and
the walls of water-conducting cells also counters gravity. As water C'Vaporates
from leaves, the chain of water molecules in water-conducting cells moves upward. 2. High humidity hampers cooling by suppressing the evaporation of
sweat. 3. As waterfreacs. it expands becauscwater molecules move farther
apart in forming icc crystals. When there is water in a crevice of a boulder, expansion due to freezing may crack the rock. 4. The molecular massofNaCI
is 58.5 daltons. A mole would hal'e a massof585 g, so you would measure out
0.5 mol, or 29.3 g.. of NaCI and gradually add water, stirring until it is dissolved..
You would add ",ater to bring the final volume to 1 L. 5. The hydrophobic
substance repels water, perhaps helping to keep the ends of the legs from becoming coatl'd with water and breaking through the surface. If thc legs wcre
coated with a hydrophilic substance. water would be drawn up them, possibly
making it more difficult for the water strider to walk on water.
Concepl Check 3.3
1. Hr, or 100,000 2. [WI =
M = 10- 2 M, so pH = 2
3. CH3COOH ~ CH 3COO- + W. CH 3COOH is the acid (the H+
donor) and CH 3COO- is the base (the H+ acceptor). 4. The pH of the water
should go from 7 to about 2; the pH of the acetic acid solution will only
decrease a smaJl amount, lx'Cause the reaction shown for question 3 will shift
to the left, with CH 3COO accepting the influx of H + and bt'Coming
CH 3COOH molecules.
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Self-Quiz

1. d 2. c 3. b 4. c 5. c 6. d 7. c 8. c
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CHAPTER 3
Figure Questions
Figure 3.6 Without h)"drogen bonds, water would behave like other small
molecules, and the solid phase (icc) would be denser than liquid water. The
ice would sink to the bottom, and because it would no longer insulate the
whole body of water, it could freeze. Freezing would take a longer time be·
cause the Antarctic is an ocean (the Southern Ocean), not a pond or lake, but
the average annual temperature at the South Pole is -5O'C, so ewntualJy it

CHAPTER 4
Figure Questions
Figure 4.2 Because the concentration of the reactants influences the equilibrium (as discussed in Chapter 2), there might be more HCN relative to
CH 20, since there would be a higher concentration of the reactant gas that
contains nitrogen.
Figure 4.4

Na:
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·s:
Answers
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Figure 5.18

Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.10 Molecule b, because there are not only Ihe two electronegative
oxygms of the carboxyl group, but also an oxygen on the next (carbonyl) carbon. All of theS(' oxygcns hdp make the bond belween the 0 and H of the
-OH group more polar, thus making the dissociation of H- more likely.
~

Concept Check 4. t

..

gases ofthe primitive aunosphereon Earth demonstrated that Iife's molecules cook!
initially have been synthesized from nonliving molecules. 2. The spark provides

•~
C

1. Amino acids are essential molecules for living organisms. Their synthesis from

energy needed for the inorganic molecules in the atmosphere to reacl with roch
other. (You] learn more about encrg)' and cnemicalrt:aclions in Chaptcr8.}

Concept Check 4.2
1. H
H
/

,

H'"

'\-I

Concept Check 4.3
1. II has both an amino group (-NH 2), which makes it an amine, and a carboxyl group (-COO H), which makes it a carboxylic acid. 2. The ATP
molecule loses a phosphate, becoming ADP.
3. 0
H
0 A chemical group that can act as a base has
~
I "y
been replaced wilh a group that can act as an
C- C-C
acid, increasing the acidic properties of Ihe
I
\ \
molecule. The shape of the molecule would
HO
H
OH also change.likdychanging the molecules with
which it can interact.

Self-Quiz
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Figure 5.25 The green spiral is an

7. d

Si has four valence electrom, the.same number ascarbon. Therefore,
silicon would be able to form long chains, induding branches,
that could act as skektons for organic molecules. It would dearly
do this much better than neon (with no valence electrons} or aluminum (with three valence electrons).

Figure Questions
Figure 5.4

helix.

lipids, and nucleic acids 2. Nine, with one
water required to hydrolyze each connected pair of monomers 3. The
amino acids in the green bean protein are released in hydrolysis reactions
and incorporated into other proteins in dehydration reactions.

Concept Check 5.2

1. Both have a g1rcerol molecule attached to fatty acids. The glrcerol of a fat
has Ihree fatty acids attached, whcreas the glycerol of a phospholipid is attached to two fatty acids and one phosphate group. 2. Human sex hor·
mones are steroids. a type of hydrophobic compound. 3. The oil droplet
membrane could consiSI of a single layer of phospholipids rather than a bilayer, because an arrangement in which the hydrophobic tails of Ihe membrane pbospholipids were in contact with the hydrocarbon regions of the oil
molccules would be more stable.

Concept Check 5.4
1. Thc function of a protein is a consequence of its specific shape, which is
lost when a protein becomes denatured. 2. Secondary structure involves
hydrogen bonds between atoms of the polypeptide backbone. Tertiary structure involves bonding between aloms of the R groups of the amino acid subunits. 3. Primary structure, the amino acid sequence, affecls the secondary
structure, which affects Ihe tertiary structure, which affects the quaternary
structure (if any). In short, Ihe amino acid s<'{juence affects the shape of the
protein. Because the function of a protein depends on its shape, a change in
primary structure can destroy a protein's function.

Concept Check 5.5
1.

•

5' end

•

Unear Form
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1
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Four carbons are in the fructose ring. and tv.:o arc not (The latter two carbons
are hanging off carbom 2 and 5, which are in the ring.) This form differs from
glucose, which has fIve carbons in the ring and one that is not. (Note that the
orientation of this fructose molecule is flipped relative 10 Ihe one in Figure 5.5b.)
Appendix A

0:

Concept Check 5.1
1. Proteins, carbohydrates,

CHAPTERS

A-3

'

A

Concept Check 5.3

wrsity in Ihe atoms. It can't fonn structural isomers lx'Causdhere is only onl' way
for thr'l.'C carbons to attach to each othl'f (in a line). There arc no double bonds, so
geometric isomers are not possible. Each carbon has at least tv.·o hydrogcm attached to it. so the molecule is symmetrical and cannot haveenantiometic isomers.

•

1

3. The absence of these prokaryotes would
hamper the cow's ability to obtain energy from food and could lead to weight
loss and possibly dealh.

C=c

1. b 2. d 3. a 4. b 5. b 6. a

SH

CH,

CHI

1. C:JH 60 3 2. C'2HUO"

2. The forms of C 4 H,o in (b) are structural isomers. as are the butenes in (c).
3. Both comist largely o£hydrocarbon chains. 4. No. There is nol enough di-

8.

AmJrIt>
~(tIIlP

CHI

OH

3' end

Concept Check b.l

2. S'·TAGGCCf-3'
3'-ATCCGGA-5'

5'-T ArilG C CT-3'

1. Stains used for light microsc:opy are colored moIemles that bind to cell components, affecting the light passing through, while stains used for electron microscopy involve hl'3vy metals that affect the !'x.'ams of ek-etrons passing through.
2. (a) Light microscope, (b) scanningeh:tron microscope, (c) transmission ele<:·
tmn microscope

3/-A T\0C

Concepl Check b.l

3. (3)

Mi5P'1O..+c.h

C;

6 A-Sf

1. See Figure 6.9.
(b)

2.

Jol

J

3'-A T T C G GA-5'
Self-Quiz
1. d 2. c 3. a 4. b 5. a 6. d 7. b
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CHAPTER 6
Figure Questions
Figure 6.7 A phospholipid is

<I

lipid. consisting of a glycerol molecule

joined to two fatty acids and one phosphate group. Together, the glycerol and
phosphate end of the phospholipid form is the "head," which is hydrophilic.

while the hydrocarbon chains on the fatty acids form hydrophobic "tails."
Tbe presence in a single molecule of both a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic
region makes the molecule ideal as the main building block of a membrane.
Figure 6.22 Each centriole has 9 sets of3 microtubulcs, so the entire centrosome has 54. Each microtubule consists of a helical array of tubulin
dimers (as shown in Table 6.1).

This cell would havc the same volume as the cells in columns 2 and 3 but proportionally more surface area than thaI in column 2 and less than that in column 3. Thus, the surface-to-volume ratio should be greater than 1.2 but less
than 6. To obtain the surface area, you'd have to add the area of the six sides
(the top, bottom, sides, and ends): 125 + 125 + 125 + 125 + 1 + 1 = 502.
Thc surface-to-volume ratio equals 502 dividcd by a volume of 125, or 4.0.

Concept Check 6.3
1. Ribosomes in the cytoplasm translate the genetic message, carried from
the DNA in the nucleus by mRNA, into a polypeptide chain. 2. Nucleoli
consist of DNA and the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) made according to its instructions, as well as proteins imported from the cytoplasm. Together, the
rRNA and proteins are assembled into large and small ribosomal subunits.
(These are exported through nuclear pores to the cytoplasm, wheretheywill
participate in polypeptide synthesis.) 3. The information in a gene (on a
chromosome in thc nucleus) is used to synthesize an mRNA that is then
transported through a nuclear pore to the cytoplasm. There it is translated
into protein, which is transported back through a nuclear pore into the nucleus, where it joins other proteins and DNA, forming chromatin.

Concepl Check 6.4
1. The primary distinction between rough and smooth ER is the presence of
bound ribosomes on the rough ER. \'(!hile both types of ER make phospholipids, membranl' proteins and secretory proteins arc all produced on the rio
bosomes of the rough ER. Thl' smooth ER also functions in detoxification,
carbohydrate metabolism, and storage of calcium ions. 2. Transport vesicles move membranes and substances they enclose between other components of the endomembrane system. 3. The mRNA is synthesized in the
nucleus and then passes out through a nuclear pore to be translated on a
bound ribosome, attached to the rough ER. The protein is synthesized into
thl' lumen of the ER and perhaps modified there. A transport vesicle carries
the protein to the Golgi apparatus. After further modification in the Golgi,
another transport vesicle carries it back to the ER, where it will perform its
cellular function.

Concepl Check 6.5
1. Both organelles are involved in encrgytransfonnation, mitochondria in cellular respiration and chloroplasts in photosynthesis. They both have multiple membranes that separate their interiors into compartments. In both organeUes, the
innermost membranes-cristae, or infoldings of the irmer membrane, in mito·
chondria, and the thylakoid membranes in chloroplasts-have large surface areas
with embedded enzymes that carry out their main functions. 2. Mitochondria,
chloroplasts, and peroxisomes are not derived from the ER, nor arc they connected physically or via transport vesicles to organelles of the endomembrane
system. Mitochondria and chloroplasts are structurally quite different from vesicles derived from the ER, which are bounded by a single membrane.

Concept Check b.6

Figure 6.29 The microtubules would reorient. and based on the earlier results, the cellulose synthase proteins would also change their path, orienting
along the repositioned microtubules. (This is, in fact, what was observed.)

1. Both systems of movement involve long filaments that are moved in relation to each other by motor proteins that grip, release, and grip again adjacl.'Jlt
polymers. 2. Dynein arms, powered by ATP, move neighboring doublets of
microtubules relative toone another. Because they are anchored within the organelle and with respect to each other. the doublets bend instead of sliding past
one another. 3. Such individuals have defects in the microtubule-based
movement of cilia and flagella. Thus, the sperm can't move because of malfunctioning flageUa; the airways ar(' compromised; and signaling events during
embryogenesis do not occurcorn'Ctly due to malfunctioning cilia.

Answers
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Concept Che<:k &.7
1. The most obvious difference is the presence of direct cytDplasmic oonnecoons
between cells of plants (plasmodesmata) and animals (gap junctions). These 0011ncctions r'l'SUIt iI1 the cytoplasm Ixing continuous bctwcrn adjacent ceUs. 2. The
cell would not lx, able to function properly and would probably soon die, as the cell
wall or ECM must be penneable to allow the exchange of matter bctv.·een the cell
and its external environment. Molecules involved with energy production and use
must be aDoo,ed entry, as well as those that provide information about the cell's environment. Othcr molecules, such as products synthesized by the cell forexportand
the by-products of ceUuIar respiration, must be aDowed to exit.

taken up at a particular time; pinocytosis takes up substances in a nonspecific manner.
Self-Quiz

1. b 2. c 3. a 4. d S. b
6. a.

-Cell---l;--0.03 M ;oxrose

Self-Quiz

,02 M glucose

1. c 2. b 3. d 4. d 5. b 6. c 7. e 8. a
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9. See Figure 6.9.
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CHAPTER 7

'1-1:...0

Figure Queslions
Figure 7.6 You couldn't rule out mOl'('ment of proteins within the cell membrane of the same spedes. You might speculate that the membrane lipids and
proteins from one species weren't able to mingle with those from the other
species because of some incompatibility. Figure 7.9 A transmembrane
protein like the intcgrin dimer iI1 (f) might chang., its shape upon binding to a
particular ECM molecule. The new shape might enable the iI1terior portion of
the protein to bind to a second, cytoplasmic protein that would relay the message to the inside of the cell, as shown in (c). Figure 7.12 The orange solute
would be evenly distributed throughout the solution on both sides of the membrane. The solution levels would not be affeded because the orange solute can
diffuse through the membrane and l"qualizc its concentration. Thus, no additional osmosis of water would take place in either direction.

Concept Check 7.1
1. They arc on the inner side of the transport wsielc ml'TTlbrane. 2. Plants
adapted to cold environments would be expected to hal'(' more unsaturated fatty
acids in their membranes because those remain fluid at 10000'er temperatures. Plants
adapted to hot elwironments would beexpected to have more saturated fatty acids,
....n ich would aDO\'" the fatty acids to ·stack" more eloscly, making the membranes
less fluid and therefore helping them to stay intact at higher tempcrawres.

Concept Che<:k 7.2
1. O 2 and CO 2 are both small nonpolar molecules that can easily pass
through the hydrophobic core of a mcmbrane. 2. Water is a polar mokcule. so it cannot pass very rapidly through the hydrophobic region in the
middle of a phospholipid bilayer. 3. The hydronium ion is charged, while
glycerol is not. Charge is probably more significant than size as a basis forexelusion by the aquaporin channel.

Concept Che<:k 7.3
1. CO 2 is a small nonpolar molecule that can diffuse through the plasma
membrane. As long as it diffuses away so the concentration remains low outside the cell, it will continu.' to exit the cdl in this way. (This is the opposite
ofth., case for 02' described in this section.) 2. The water is hypotonic to
the plant cells, so they take up water and the cells of the vegetable remain
turgid. rather than plasmolyzing. The vegetable (for example, lettuce or
spinach) remains crisp and not wilted. 3. The activity of the Paramecium's
contractile vacuole will decrease. The vacuole pumps out excess water that
flows into the cell; this flow occurs only in a hypotonic environment.

Concept Check 7.4
1. The pump uses ATP. To establish a voltage, ions have to be pumped
against their gradients, which rcquires energy. 2. Each ion is being transported against its electrochemical gradient. If either ion were flOWing down
its electrochemical gradient, this WQuld be considered cotransport. 3.
Even if proton pumps were still using ATP and moving protons, no proton
gradient would become established. This would have serious consequences
forthecells, because processes Uke the cotranspon of sucrose (as wellassynthcsis of ATP) dep<'nd on establishment of a proton gradient.

Concept Check 7.S
1. Exocytosis. When a transport vesicle fuses with the plasma membrane,
the vesicle membrane becomes part of the plasma membrane. 2. Receptormediated endocytosis. In this case, one specific kind of molecule needs to be

A-S

Appendix A

b. The solution outside is hypotonic. It has less sucrose, which is a nonpenetrating solute.
e. See answer for (a).
d. Th., artificial cell will become more turgid.
e. Eventually, the two solutions will have the same solute concentrations.
Even though sucrose can't move through the membrane, water flow (osmosis} will lead to isotonic conditions.

CHAPTER 8
Figure Questions
Figure 8.14

Figure 8.18
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Figure 8.21 Because the affinity of the caspase for the inhibitor is very low (as
is expected of an allosterically iI1hibited enzyme), the inhibitor is likely to diffuse
away. &'Cause no additional source of the inhibitory compoUJ1d is present (the
concentration of inhibitor is very10\','), the iI1hibitor is unlikely to biI1d again to the
enzyme once the covalent linkage is broken. Thus, normal activity of the enzyme
would most likely not be affected. (This test was performed by the researchers,
and enzyme activity was observed to be normal upon release of the inhibitor.)

Concept Ched 8.1
1. The second law is the trend toward randomness. Equal concentrations of
a substance on both sides of a membrane is a more random distribution than
unequal concentrations. Diffusion of a substance to a region where it is initially less conccntrated increascs entropy, as described by thc second law.
2. The apple has potential energy in its position hanging on the tree, and the
sugars and other nutrients it contains have chemical energy. The apple has
kinetic energy as it fans from the tree to the ground. Finally, when the apple
is digested and its molecules broken down, some of the chemical energy is
used to do work, and the rest is lost as thermal energy. 3. The sugar crystals become less ordered (entropy increases} as they dissolw and become
randomly spread out in the water, Over time, the water evaporates, and the
crystals form again because the water volume is insufficient to keep them in
solution. While the reappearance of sugar crystals may represent a "spontaneous" increase in order (decrease in entropy), it is balanced by the decrease
in order (increase in entropy} of the water molecules, which changed from a
relatively compact arrangemcnt in liquid water to a much more dispersed
and disordered form in water vapor.

Concept Cheel< 8.2
1. Cenular respiration is a spontaneous and exergonic p = Theenergy released
from glucose is used todo work in thecell or is lost as heat. 2. Hydrogen ions can

petform wor{.; only iftheirconcentrntions on each side ofa membrane differ. When
the H+ concentrations are the same, the ~tem is at equilibrium and can do 110
wor{.;. 3. The reaction is exergonic because it releases energy-in thiscase, in the
form ofUght. (This is a chmlical wrsion of the bioluminescence St.'t.'T1 in Figure RI.}

Conn'pl Check 8.3
1. ATr transfers energy to endergooic processes by phosphorylating (adding
phosphalC groups to) other moh:ules. (Exergonic processes phosphorylate ADr
to regenerate ATP.) 2. A set of coopled reactions can transform the first combination into the second. Since, overall, this is an exergonic process, JlG is negative and the first group must have more free energy. (See Figure RIO.}
Conn'pl Check 8.4
1. A spontaneous reaction is a reaction that is exergonic. However, if it has a
high activation energy that is rarely attained, the rate of the reaction may be low.
2. Only the spedflc substrate(s) wiU fit properly into the active site of an en~yme, the part of the enzyme that carries out catalysis. 3. Increase the con·
centration of the normal substrate (succinate} and see whether the rate of
reaction increases. If it does, malonate is a competitive inhibitor.
Concepl Check 8.5
1. The activator binds in such a way that it stab~i1.CS the active form ofan enzyme,
whereasthe inhibitor stabilizes the inactive form. 2. You might choose Ioscreen
chemicalcompounds that bind allosterically to tbe enzyme, because allosteric reg.
ulatory sill'S are less likely to share similarity lJctv,'l'Cn diffl'fCnt enzyml"S.
Self-Quiz

1. b 2. c 3. b 4. a 5.

I'

6. c 7. c

Scientific Inquiry
9.
t ~ A: The substrate molecules are entering the cells,
~
so no product is made yet.
1-~
D B: There is sufficient substrate, so the reaction is
&.
B
proceeding at a maximum rate.
<ti;:
C: As the substrate is used up, the rate falls.
A "Tt""f. --+ D: The line is flat because no new substrate remains and thus no new product appears.

r

CHAPTER 9
Figure Questions
Figure 9.7 Because an enzyme is catalyzing this reaction and tbere is no ex·
ternal source of energy, it must be C};ergonic, and the reactants must be at a
higher energy Icvc1 than the products. Figure 9.9 It would probably stop
glycolysis, or at least slow it down, since this would tend to push the equilibrium for this step toward the left. If less (or no) glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
were made, step 6 would slow down (or be unable to occur). Figure 9.15
Rotation in the opposite direction (blue bars} would be C};pccted to hydrol)'"ll'
some of the ATr present, lowering ATr concentration below the background
kvel. Thus, the blue bars would be expected to be lower than the gray bars,
which is not what the researchers observed. (A possible explanation: In the article, the researchers explained that when they endosed ATP synthases in a
chamber for this assay, a number o( the complexes adhered to the chamber
ceiling instead of the nickel plate. The enzymes adhering to the chamber ceiling would be expl'Cted to spin in an opposite dirl'Ction to those on the nickel
plate on the floor. When the floor-based enzymes produce AT!' during a particular spin ()'ellow bars), those on the ceiling would be expected to consume
ATP, which would make the yellow bars lower than they would have be<-n if all
enzymes werefloor·based. Theopposite isalso true: When thefloor·based enzymes hydrol)'"ll' ATr (blue bars), the ceiling-based enzymes would be synthesizing ATP, which would make the blue bars higher than if all enzymes w<'re
floor-based. Evidmceofthis phenomenon is shown in the graph: Th<'spins npected to hydrolyze ATP (blue bars) result in higher AT!' levels than those
with no rotation (gray bars), suggesting that there are probably some "upsidedown" ceiling-based complexes generntingATr while the rest are floor-based and
are hydrolyzing ATP.) Figure 9.16 At first, some ATr could be made, since
ekctron transport could procel-d as far as compk'X 111, and a small H' gradient
could be built up. Soon, how<'Ver, no more electrons could lx, p3SSl-d to compk'X
III because it could not be reoxidized by passing its electrons to complex IV.

Concept Check 9.1
1. Both processes include glycolysis, the citric acid cycle, and oxidative
phosphorylation. In aerobic respiration, the final electron acceptor is molecular oxygen (Oz), whereas in anaerobic respiration, the final electron aca:plor is a different substance. 2. C1 H6 0 5 would be oxidized and NAD+
would be reduced.
Concepl Check 9.2
1. NAD+ actsas the oxidizing agent in step6, accepting electrons from glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, which thus acts as the redUcing agent. 2. Since the
o....erall process of glycolysis results in net production of ATr, it would make sense
for the process toslow dm'irl ....-hen ATr revels have increased substantially. Thus
we would expect A11' to allosterically inhibit phosphofructokinase.
Concept Check 9.3
1. NADH and FADH2l they will donate electrons to the electron transport
chain. 2. CO 2 is released from the pyruvate that is formed during glycolysis, and CO2 is also released during the citric acid cyele. 3. In both cases,
the precursor molecule loses a CO 2 molecule and then donates electrons to
an electron carrier in an oxidation step. Also, the product has been activated
due to the attachment of a CoA group.
Concept Check 9.4
1. Oxidative phosphorylation would stop entirely, resulting in no ATr production by this process. Without oxygen to "pull" electrons down the electron transport chain, H' would not be pumped into the mitochondrion's
intermembrane space and chemiosmosis would not occur. 2. Decreasing
the pH is the addition of H+.tt would establish a proton gradient even without the (unction of the electron transport chain, and we would expect ATP
synthase to function and synthesize ATr. (In fact, it was experiments like this
that provided support (orchemiosmosis as an energy-coupling mechanism.)
Concept Check 9.5
1. A derivative of pyruvate-such as acetaldehyde during alcohol
fermentation-or pyruvate itself during lactic acid fermentation; oxygen.
2. The cell would need to consume glucose at a rate about 19 times the consumption rate in the aerobic environment (2 ATP are generated by fermentation versus up to 38 ATr by cellular respiration).
Concept Check 9.6
1. The fat is much more reduced; it has many -CH 2- units, and in all these
bonds the electrons are equally shared. The electrons present in a carbohydrate
molecule are already somewhat oxidized (shared unequally in bonds), as quite
a few of them are bound to oxygen. 2. When we consume more food than
necl'SSary for mclaboUc processes, our body synthesizes fat as a way of storing
energy for later use. 3. AMI' will accumulate, stimulating phosphofructokinase, which increases the ratcof glycolysis. Since oxygen is not present, the cen
will convert pyruvate to lactate in lactic acid (ermentation, providing a supply
ofATP.
Self-Quiz

1. b 2. d 3. c 4. c

5. a

6. a

7. d 8. b 9. b

10.

Time_

CHAPTER 10
Figure Questions
Figure 10.9 Red, but not violet-blue, wavelengths would pass through the mter. so the bacteria would not congregate where the violet-blue light normally
comes through. Therefore, the left "peak" of bacteria would not be present, but
the right peak would be observed because the red wavelengths passing through
the filter would be used for photosynthesis. Figure 10.11 In the leaf, most
of the chlorophyll electrons excited by photon absorption arc USl-d to po....w
the reactions of photosynthesis.

Answers

A-6

The AT? would end up outside the thylakoid. The chloroplasts were able to make
ATP in the dark because the researchers set up an artiticial proton concentration
gradient across the thylakoid membr.me: thus, the light reactions ".iere not necessary to establish the H' gradicnt requirt.xt for ATPsynthesis by ATP synthase.

Figure 10.18

CHAPTER 11
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Three carbon atoms enter the cycle, one by one, as individual CO 2 molecules, and
leave thecyc1c in one three-<:arbon mokculc (G31') pcrthrt.'C turns ofthecyc1e.
Concept Check 10.1
1. CO 2 enters leaves via stomata, and water enters via roots and is carried to
leaves through veins. 2. Using lBO, a h("avy isotope of oxygen, as a labd,
van Niel was able to show that the oxygen produced during photosynthesis
originates in water, not in carbon dioxide. 3. The light reactions could not
keep producingNADI'H and ATP without the NADI'+, ADP,and
that the
Calvin cycle generates. The two cycles are interdependent.

®;

Concept Che<:k 10.2
1. Green, because green light is mostly transmitted and reflected-not absorbed-by photosynthetic pigments 2. In chloroplasts, light.excited
clc<:trons arc trapped by a primary electron acceptor, which prevents them
from dropping back to the ground state. In isolated chlorophyll, then' is no
elc<:tron acceptor, so the photoexcited electrons immediately drop back
down to the ground state, with the emission of light and heat. 3. Water
(H 2 0} is the initial electron donor; NADI'+ accepts electrons at the end of
the electron transport chain, becoming reduced to NADI'H. 4. In this experiment, the rate of AT? synthesis would slow and eventually stop. Because
the added compound would not allow a proton gradient to build up across
the membrane, ATP synthase could not catalyze ATP production,

Concept Che<:k 10.3
1. 6, 18, 12 2. The more potential energy a molecule stores, the more energy
and rNucing power is required for the formation of that molewle. Glucose is a
valuable energy source because it is highly reduced, storing lots of potential energy
in its electrons. To reduce CO 2 to glucose, much energy and reducing power are
fC{juircd in the fonn oflarge numbersofAT? and NADPH molecules, reslX'Ctivdy.
3. The light reoctions require ADP and NADP', which would not lx, formed in
suffICient quantities from ATP and NADPH if the Calvin cyclestopped.

Concept Che<:k 10.4
1. I'hotorespiration decreases photosynthctic output by adding oxygen, instead of carbon dioxide, to the Calvin cycle. As a result, no sugar is generated
(no carbon is fixed), and O 2 is used rather than generated. 2. Without I'S
II, no O 2 is generated in bundle-sheath cells. This avoids the problem of O 2
competing with CO 2 for binding to cubisco in these cells. 3, C 4 and CAM
spc<:ics would replace many of the C:! species.
Self-Quiz
1. d 2. b

3. b

4. c

5, d

6. d

7. c

Figure Questions
Figure 11,6 Epinephrine is a signaling molecule: presumably it binds to a cell·
surface receptor protein. Figure 11.8 The testosterone molecule is hydrophobicandcan therdore pass dircctJythrough the lipid bUayl'Tofthe plasma ml'fllbfanc
into the cell. (Hydrophilic molecules cannot do this.} Figure 11.9 The active
form of protein kinase 2 Figure 11.10 The signaling molecule (cAMP) would
remain in its active fonn and would continue to Signal. Figure 11,16 In the
model. the directionality of gro....t h isdetermined by the association ofFus3 ",ith the
membrane ncar thl' site of rt.'Ceptor activation. Thus, the devdopm('T1t of stmlOOS
would be 8l.'vercly compromi8lxt, and the affl'Cted ceO would likely resemble the
~Fus3 and Monnin cells.

Concept Check 11,1
1. The two cells of opposite mating type (ill and al each secrete a certain signal.
ing molecule, which can only be bound by receptors carried on cells of the orr
posite mating type. Thus, the a mating factor cannot bind to another a cell and
cause it to grow toward the first a cell Only an a cell can 'receive" the signaling
moh:ule and respond by direcllxt gro....t h (see Figure 11.16 for more information}. 2, The secretion of neurotransmitter molc<:ules at a synapse is an exampleoflocal signaling. Theelectrical signal that travels along a very long nerve
cell and is p<lssed to the next nerve cell can be considered an example of longdistance signaling. (Note, however, that local signaling at the synapse between
two cells is necessary for the signal to pass from one cell to the next.) 3. GlucoseI-phosphate is not gl'fK'l'allxt, lx'Cause the activation of the enzyme requires an intact cell, ....i th an intact receptor in the ml'fllbrane and an intact signal transduction
pathway. The enzyme cannot be activated directly by interaction with the signaling
molecule in the test tube. 4. Glycogen phosphorylase acts in the third stage, the
response to epinephrine signaling.

Concept Check 11.2
1. The water-soluble NGF molecule cannot p<lss through the lipid membrane
to reach intracellular receptors, as steroid hormones can. Therefore, you'd expect the NGF receptor to be in the plasma membrane-which is, in fact, the
case. 2. The cell ....i th the faulty recl'ptor would not be able to respond appropriately to the signaling mol~ule when it was present. This .....ould most
likely have dire consequences for the cell, since regulation of the cell's activities
by this r~eptor would not occur appropriately.

Concept Check 11,3
1. A protein kinase is an enzyme that transfers a phosphate group from ATP
toa protein, usually activating that protein (often a second type of protein kinase). Many signal transduction pathways include a series of such interac·
tions, in which each phosphorylated protl'in kinase in turn phosphorylates
the next protein kinase in the series. Such phosphorylation cascades carry a
signal from outside the cell to the cellular protein(s) that will carry out the
response. 2. Protein phosphatases reverse the effects of the kinases.
3. Information is transduced by way of sequential protein· protein interactions that change protein shapes, causing them to function in a way that
passes the signal along. 4, The IP 3 -gated channel opens, allowing calcium
ions to flow out of the ER, which raises the cytosolic Ca H concentration.

Scientific Inquiry

Concept Check 11,4

9.

1. Ateach step in acascade ofsequential activations, one molecule orion may
activate numerous molecules functioning in the next step, 2. Scaffolding
proteins hold molecular components of signaling p<lthways in a complex with
each other. Different scaffolding proteins would assemble different collections
of proteins, leading to different cellular responses in the two cells.

~-----

Concept Check 11.5
1. In formation of the hand or paw in mammals, cens in the regions between
the digits are programmed to undergo apoptosis. This serves to shape the digitsofthe hand orp<lw so that they arc not wl-bblxt. 2. If a Tl'CCplor protein for
a death·signaling molecule was defective so that it was activated for signaling
even in the absence of the death signal, this would lead to apoptosis when it

A-7

Appendix A

wouldn't normally occur. Similar defects in any of the proteins in the signaling
pathway, which would activate these relay or response proteins in the absence
of interaction with the previous protein or second messenger in the pathway,
would have the same effect. Conversely, if any protein in the path,,-ay were defectil'e in its ability to respond to an interaction with an early prOlein or other
molecule or ion, apoptosis would not occur when it nonnally should. For example. a receptor protein for a death-signaling ligand might not be able to be
activated, even when ligand was bound. This would stop the signal from being
transduced into the cell.
Sclf-Quiz
1. c 2. d 3. a 4. c 5. c 6. b 7. a 8. d
9. This is one possible drawing of the pathway. (Similar drawings would also
be correct.)

would not have occurred until the S and

G~

phases had been completed.

Figure 12.15 The cell would divide under conditions where it was inappropriate to do so. If the daughter cells and their descendants also ignored
the checkpoint and divided, there would soon b.' an abnormal mass of cells.
(This type of inappropriate cell division can contribute to the development
of cancer.) Figure 12.16 Given that control experiments showed that
the aie2 protein kinase was the primary source of kinase activity detected
in this experiment, there would be virtually no kinase activity. The percentage of cells dividing would be zero because the cells would be unable
to undergo mitosis without thc ede2 kinase. Figure 12.18 Th., cells in
the vessel with PDGF would not be able to respond to the growth factor sig·
nal and thus would not divide. The culture would resemble that without the
added PDGF.
Concept Check T2.1
1. 32 cells 2. 2 3. 39; 39; 78

~

Concept Check 12.2
1. 6; 12 2. Cytokinesis results in
genetically identical daughter cells in
both plant cells and animal cells, but the mechanism ofdi\~ding the cytoplasm
is different in animals and plants. In an animal cell, cytokinesis occurs by cleavage, which divides the parent cell in two with a contractile ring of actin filaments. [n a plant cell, a cell plate forms in the middle of theeI'll and grows until
its membrane fuses with the plasma membrane of the parent celL A new cell
wall gro",; inside the cell plate. 3. They elongate the cell during anaphase.
4. Sample answer. Each type of chromosome consists of a single molecule of
DNA with attached proteins. If stretched out, the molcrules of DNA would be
many timl'S longer than the cells in which they reside. Ouringcell division, the
two copies of each type of chromosome actively move apart, and one copy ends
up in each of the two daughter cells. Chromosome movement in both types of
cells may involve similar cytoskeletal proteins. 5. During eukaryotic cell division, tubulin is involved in spindle formation and chromosome movement,
while actin functions during cytokinesis. [n bacterial binary fission, it's theopposite: Tubulin-Iike molecules ar.' thought to act in daughter cell separation,
and actin· like molecules are thought 10 move the daughter bacterial chromosomes to opposite ends of the cell. 6. From the end ofS phase in interphase
through the end of metaphase in mitosis

""0

CHArnR12
Figure Questions
Figure 12.4

Circling the other chromatid instead would also be corre<:t. The chromosome has four arms. Figure 12.6 12: 2; 2; I
Figure 12.7

Concept Check 12.3
1. The nucleus on the right was originally in theG, phase; therefore, it had not
yet duplicated its chromosome. The nucleus on the left was in the M phase, so
it had already duplicated its chromosome. 2. A sufficient amount of MPF
has to build up for a cell to pass the Gz checkpoint. 3. Most body cells are
in a nondividing state called Go> 4. Both types of tumors consist of abnormalcells. A benign tumor stays at the original site and can usually be surgically
removed. Cancer cells from a malignant tumor spread from the original site by
metastasis and may impair the functions of one or more organs. 5. The cells
might divide even in th., absence of PDGf, in which case they would not stop
when the surface of the culture vessel was oover.'d; they .....ould continue to divide, piling on top of one another.
Self.Quiz

1. b 2. a 3. a 4. c 5. c 6.

I'

7. a 8. b

9. See Figure 12.6 for a description of major events.
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Figure 12.8 The mark would have moved toward the nearer pole. The
lengths of fluorescent microtubules between that pole and the mark would
have decreased, while the lengths between the chromosomes and the mark
would have remained the same. Figure 12.131n both cascs, the G 1 nucleus would have remained in G 1 until the time it normally would have en·
tered the S phase. Chromosome condensation and spindle formation

Answers
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genome (in the absence of mutation}. 3. She should done it. Breeding it
would generate offspring that have additional variation, which she no longer
desires now that she has obtained her ideal orchid.

Concepl Ched;: 13.2
1. A female has two Xchromosomes: a male has an X and a Y. 2. In meiosis, the
chromosome COllIlt is reduced from diploid to haploid; the union of two haploid gao
mctes in fcrrilization r'l'Storl'S the diploid chromosome count. 3. The haploid
numbcr(n) is 7; the diploid numbcr(2n) is 14. 4. Thisorganism hasthe lifecyck:
sho.....n in Rgure 13.6c. Therefore, it must be a fungus or a protist, perhaps an alga.
Concept Ched< 13.3
1. The chromosomes arc similar in that each is composed oft.....o sisterchro·
matids, and the individual chromosomes are positioned similarly on the
metaphase plate. The chromosomes differ in that in a mitotically dividing
cell. sister chromatids of each chromosome are genetically identical, but in a
meiotically dividing cdl, sister chromatids arc genetically distinct because of
crossing over in meiosis 1. Moreover, the chromosomes in metaphase of mitosis can be a diploid set or a haploid set, but the chromosomes in metaphase
of meiosis 11 always consist of a haploid set. 2. If crossing over did not occur, the two homologs would not be associated in anyway. This might result
in incorrect arrangement of homo logs during metaphase I and ultimately in
formation of gametes with an abnormal number of chromosomes.

~
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Concepl Ched;: 13.4

1. Mutations in a gene lead to the different versions (alleles) ofthat gene.
2. Without crossing over, independent assortment of chrornosoml'S during

CHAPTER 13
Figure Queslions
Figure 13.4 The haploid number, n, is 3. A set is alwa~ haploid. Figure 13.7
A short strand of DNA is shown here for simplicity, but each chromosome or

chromatid contains a very long coiled and folded DNA mok·culc.

meiosis I theoretically can generate 2" possible haploid gametes, and random
fertilization can produce 2" x 2" possible diploid zygotes. Because the haploid
number (n) of grasshoppers is 23 and that of fruit flies is 4, two grasshoppers
would be expected to produce a greater variety of zygotes than would two fruit
flies. 3. If the segments of the maternal and paternal chromatids that un·
dergo crossing over arl' genetically identical and thus have the saml' two alleles
for every gene, then the recombinant chromosomes will be gendically l'quivalent to the p3rental chromosomes. Crossing over contributes to genetic varia·
tion only when it involves the rearrangement of different aUeles.
Self.Quiz

1. a 2. d 3. b 4. a 5. d 6. c 7. d 8. This cdl must be undergoing meiosis because homologous chromosomes are associated with
each other; this does not occur in mitosis. 9. Metaphase I

10.
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Figure 13.9 Yes, Each of the chromosomes shown in telophase [ has one
nonrecombinant chromatid and one recombinant chromatid. Therefore.
eight possible sets of chromosomes can be generated for the cell on the left

and eight for the cell on the right.
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Figure 13.10 The chromosomes aris-

ing from chromatids oflhe unlabeled chromosome would be expected to be-

have exactly like thoS<' of the labdcd chromosome. Therefore, the graph
would look identical to the one shown in the figure.

CHAPTER 14

Concept Check 13.1

Figure Questions
Figure 14.3 All offspring would have purple flowers. (Thl' ratio would be
one purple to zero white.) The I' generation plants are true· breeding, so mat·
ing two purple-flowered plants produces the same result as self-po11ination:
All the offspring have the same trait.

1. Pan:nts pass genes to their offspring; the genes program cells to make
specific enzymes and other proteins, whose cumulative action produces an
individual's inherited traits. 2. Such organisms reproduce by mitosis,
which generates offspring whose genomes are exact copies of the parent's

A-9

Appendix A

The majority of individuals have intermediate phenotypes (skin color in the
middle range), while fewer individuals have phenotypes at either end (very dati;
orvery light skin). (As you may know, this is called a "bell curve" and represents
a "normal distribution.") Figure 14.16 In the l'unnett square, two ofth.·
three individuals with normal coloration arc carriers, so the probability is7\.

Concepl Check 14,1
1. A cross of Ii x ii would
yield offspring with a
genotypic ratio of Iii: 1 ii
(2:2 is an equivalent ans....-er) and a plK"T1otypic
ratio of 1 inllatcd: 1 constricted (2:2 is equivalent).
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Yes, this cross would also have allowed Mendel to make different predictions
for the two hypotheses, thereby allowing him to distinguish the correct one.
Figure 14.10 Your elassmate would probably point out that the F) generation hybrids show an intermediate phenotype between those of the homozygous parents, which supports the blending hypothesis. You could respond
that crossing the F, hybrids results in the reappearance of the white phenotype, rather than identical pink offspring, which fails to support the idea of
blending traits during inheritanee. Figure 14.11 Both the t'- and I B al·
leles arc dominant to the i allele, which results in no attached carbohydrate.
The ,'" and alleles arc codominant; both arc expressed in the phenotype of
''''I Bheterozygotes, who have type AB blood.
Figure 14.13

2. According to the law
of independent assortment' 25 plants (y,. of the
offspring) ar<' predick'd
to be aatt, or recessive
for both characters. The
actual result is likely to
differ slightly fnHll this
value.
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3. The plant could make eight different gametes (YR', YRi, Yr!, Yri, yRI, yRi,
yr!, and yri). To fit all the possible gametes in a self-pollination, a Punnett
square would need 8 rows and 8 columns. It would have spaces for the 64
possible unions of gametes in the offspring.
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Concept Check T4.2
1. ~ homozygous dominant (CC j, 0 homozygous recessive (ee), and ~ heterozygous (Ce) 2. 'I. BBDD; 'Ii BbDD; 'I. BBDd; 'Ii BbDd 3. The geno·
types that fulfill this condition arc ppyyli, ppYyii, Ppyyii, ppITii, and ppyyii.
Use the multiplication rule to find the probability of getting each genotype.
and then use the addition rule to find the overall probability of meeting the
conditions of this problem:

I~
I~

pp~~ r; ~ Ir""LW'IJ<f/l'ldl; Ill" l> Iii) = +.
ffYjii Y;Llpfh.l1l.(YJh(~(ii)
-=hPf~~i"

ffYlfL'~'.
ff!1~j.l.

V1(PpJ.d~(~:f.X%.(iiJ

!J1CfFx v.,o(yy)", 'h.fii)
Y.z.(pp)'>C V'+(~~))C VuiiJ

h-a.cfion prtdided. -tv h4>1e 'tt Iet1.ST
jw, 'lctM;lIe +rOods

-= h,
=k
'=

=-

*
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Answers
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Concept Che<:k 14.3
1. Incomplete dominance describes the relationship between two alleles of
a single gene, whereas epistasis relates to the genetic relationship between
two g<>nes (and the respl'Ctive alleles of each). 2. Half of the children
would be cxpl'Cted to have type A blood and half type B blood. 3. The
black and white alleles are incompletely dominant, with heterozygotes being
gray in color. A cross between a gray rOOSler and a black hen should yield approximately equal number.; of gray and black offspring.

Concept Che<:k 14.4
1. :0 (Since cystic fibrosis is caused bya recessive allele, Beth and Tom's siblings
who have CF must be homozygous recessive. Therefore, each parent must be a
carrier ofthe rc<:essive allele. Since neither Beth nor Tom has CF, this means they
each have a lo: chance ofbeinga carrier.lfthq' are both carriers, there is al(chance
that they will have a child with CF. Xx Xx)( = »); 0 (Both Beth and Tom would
have to be carriers 10 produce a child with the disease.) 2. Joan's genotype is
Dd. Because the allele for polydactyly (D) is dominant to the allele for five digits
per appendage (d), the trait is expressed in people with either the DD or Dd
genotype. But becausc Joan's father doc'S not have polydactyly, his genotype must
hedd, which means Joan inherited adaUde from him. Therefore Joan, who docs
have the trait, must be heterozygous. 3. Since polydactyly is a dominant trait,
one of the parents of an affeded individual should show the trait. Therefore, this
must be an extremely rare casc of a mutation that occurred during formation of
one of the gametes involved in the fertilization that created Peter.

Gem'tics Problems
1. Gene, I. Allele, e. Character, g. Trait, b. Dominant allele, j. Recessive allele,
a. Genotype, k. Phenotype, h. Homozygous, c. Heterozygous, f. Testcross, i.
Monohybrid cross, d.

2.
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3. Parental cross is MCIlC Il xaaCwCW. F[ genotype isAaCIl C W, phenotype

is all axial-pink. F2 genotypes are I AAC II C ll : 2 AACIlC W : I AACwC w : 2
AaCIlC Il :4AaC II C w : 2AaC wC w : laaCIIC II : 2aaC II C w : laaCwCW:
F2 phenotypcsarc3axial-RxI; 6axial-pink : 3axial-white: 1 terminal-red: 2
tenninal-pink : I tenninal-white.
4. a. ',.
b. '..

c. "
d. '"
5. Albino (b) is a recessive trait; black (8) is dominant. First cross: parents
BB x bb; gametes Band b; offspring all Bb (black coat}. Second cross: parents
Bb x bb; gametes Y, Band Y, b (heterozygous parent) and b; offspring Y, Bb
and \'i bb.
6. a. PPLl x ppu. PPLl x PpLl, or PPLl x ppLl.

b. ppLl x ppLl.
c. PPLL x any ofthl' 9 possible genotypes or pp{l x ppLL.
d. PpLi x Ppll.
e. PpLi x PpU.

A-II

Appendix A

f\

7. Man

\\"oman fJi; child ii. Other genotypes for children are Y,

r,B,

y,ri,Y,fi.
8. a.Y,x'Y.x%=""
b.I-')'"=",,

c. Y,xv.xY,

,.

= '..

d.l-Y"=",,

, ',.

b.
L

d.

'"
',.
'"

e. '",

10.

,.

b '"
e. "
d.

"

11. "
12. Matings of the original mutant cat with true-brl-eding noncurl cats will
produce both curl and noncurl F] offspring if the curl allele is dominant, but
only noncurl offspring if the curl allele is recessive. You would obtain some
true-breeding offspring homozygous for the curl allele from matings between
the F1 cats resulting from the original curl x noncurl crosses whether the curl
trait is dominant or recessive. You know that cats are true-breeding when curl
x curl matings produce onlycurl offspring. As it turns out, the allele that causes
curled cars is dominant. 13. '.. 14. 25% will he cross-eyed; all of the
cross-e)'ed offspring will also be white. 15. The dominant allele' is epista·
tic to the Pip locus, and thus the genotypic ratio for the F, generation will be 9
1]_ (colorless): 3Cpp{colorless): 3iiP_(purple): I iipp {red}. Overall, the phenotypic ratio is 12 colorless: 3 purple: I red 16. Rcu'SSivc. All affc<:te<! individuals (Arlene, Tom, Wilma, and Carla} arc homozygous R'U'SSivc aa. George is
Aa, sincesome ofhis children with Arlene are affected. Sam, Ann, Daniel, and Alan
are each All, since they are an unaffected children \\"ith one affected parent.
Michael also isAa, since he has an affected child (Carla) with his heterozygous wife
Ann. Sandra, Tma, and Christophercan each have theAA or Aa genotype. 17.
" 18.', 19. 9 B_A_ (agouti): 3B_aa (black): 3bbA_ (white): I bbaa (white}.
Ovl'l'all, 9 agouti: 3 black: 4 white.

CHAPTER 15

Figure Questions
Figure 15.2 The ratio would be I yellow-round: 1green-round: I yellowwrinkled: I green-wrinkled. Figure 15.4 About Y. of the F2 offspring
would have red eyes and about 'I. would have white eyes. About half of the
white-eyed flies would be female and half would be male; about half of the
red-eyed flies would he female. Figure 15.7 All the males would becolorblind, and all the females would be carriers. Figure 15.9 The two largest
classes would still be the parental-type offspring, but now they would be
gray-vestigial and black-normal bc<:ause those were the spc<:if1c allele combinations in the P generation. Figure 15.10 The two chromosomes below,
left are like the two chromosomes inherited by the Fj female, one from each
P generation ny. They arc passed by the F] female intact to the offspring and
thus could be called "parental" chromosomes. The other two chromosomes re·
suIt from crossing over during meiosis in the F] female. Because they have
combinations of alleles not seen in either of the F, female'schromosomes, they
can be called "recombinant" chromosomes.
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Concepl Check 15.1
1. The law of segregation relates to the inheritance of alleles for a single
character. The law of independent assortment of alleles relates to the inheritance of alleles for t\\"o characters. 2. The physical basis for the law of

segregation is the separation of homologs in anaphase L The physical basis
for the law of independent assortment is the alternative arrangements of
homologous chromosome pairs in metaphase 1. 3. To show the mutant
phenotype, a mak needs to possess only one mutant allek. If this gene had
been on a pair of autosomes, two mutant alleles would have had to be present for an individual to show the mutant phenotype, a much less probable
situation.

6.
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Concept Check 15.2
1. Because the gene for this eye-color character is located on the X chro·
mosome, all female offspring will be red·eyed and heterozygous
wt W
(X
X ); all male offspring will inherit a Ychromosome from the father and
be white-eyed (Xwy). 2.)1,; ~ chance that the child will inherit a Y chro·
mosome from the father and be male x Y, chance that he will inherit the
X carrying the diseaSl.' allek from his mother. If the child is a boy, there is a
\Ii chance he will have the disease; a female would have zero chance (but
\Ii chance of being a carrier). 3. The cells in the eye responsible for color
vision must come from multiple cells in the early embryo. The descendants
of half of those cells express the allele for normal color vision and half the allele for color blindness. Having half the number of mature eye cells expressing the normal anele must be sufficient for normal color vision.

Concept Check 15.3
1. Crossing over during meiosis 1in the heterozygous parent produces some
gametes with re<:ombinant genotypes for the two genes. Offspring with a recombinant phenotype arise from fertilization of the recombinant gametes by
homozygous recessive gametes from the double-mutant parent. 2. In
each case, the alleles contributed by the female parent determine the pheno·
type of the offspring because the male contributes only recessive alleles in
this cross. 3. No. Theordercould beA-C-B or C-A-B. Todetermine which
pOSSibility is correct, you need to know the recombination fr({juency between Band C.

Concept Check 15.4
1. At some point during development. one of the embryo's cells may have
failed to carry out mitosis after duplicating its chromosomes. Subsequent nor·
mal cell cyek'S would produce genetic copies of this tetraploid cell. 2. In
meiosis, a combined 14-21 chromosome will behave as one chromosome. If
a gamete receives the combined 14-21 chromosome and a normal copy of
chromosome 21, trisomy 21 will result when this gamete combines with a
normal gamete during fertilization. 3. No. The child can be either JAr'i or
could result from nondisjunction in the faii. A sperm of genotype
ther during meiosis [I, while an egg with the genotype ii could result from
nondisjunction in the mother during either meiosis I or meiosis 11.

,A
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Concept Check 15.5
1. Inactivation of an X chromosome in females and genomic imprinting. Because of X inactivation, the effective dose of genes on the X chromosome is the
same in males and females. As a result of genomic imprinting, only one allele
of certain genes is phenotypically expressed. 2. The genes for leaf coloration arc located in plastids within the cytoplasm. Normally, only the maternal parent transmits plastid genes to offspring. Since varkgated offspring
are produced only when the female parent is of the B variety, we can conclude
that variety B contains both the wild-type and mutant alleles of pigment
genes, producing variegated leaves. 3. The situation is similar to that for
chloroplasts. Each cell contains numerous mitochondria, and in affe<:ted in·
dividuals, most cells contain a variable mixture of normal and mutant mitochondria. The normal mitochondria carry out mough cellular respiration for
survival.

Genetics Problems
1, 0; \Ii,)I"
2. Recessive; if the disorder were dominant, it would affl'Ct at
least one parent of a child born with the disorder. The disorder's inheritance
is sex·linked because it is seen only in boys. For a girl to have the disorder,
she would have to inherit recessive alleles from both parents. This would be
very rare, since males with the recessive allele on their X chromosome die in
their early teens. 3, Y. for each daughter (Yi chance that child will be female
x \Ii chance of a homozygous recessive genotype); \Ii for first son. 4, 17%
5. 6%. Wild typl' (heterozygous for normal wings and red eyes) x recessive
homozygote with vestigial wings and purple eyes
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d. 41.5% gray hody, vestigial wings
41.5% black body, normal wings
8.5% gray body, normal wings
8.5% black body, vestigial wings
7. The disorder would always be inherited from the mother. 8. The inactivation of two X chromosomes in XXX women would leave them with one
genetically active X, as in women wilh the normal number of chromosomes.
Microscopy should reveal two Barr hodies in XXX women. 9. D-A-B-C
10. Fifty percent of the offspring would show phenotypes that resulted from
crossovers. These results would be the same as those from a cross where A
and B were not linked. Further crosses involving other genes on the same
chromosome would reveal the linkage and map distances. 11. Between T
and A, 12%; between A and 5, 5% 12. Bern'een T and 5, 18%: sequence of
genes is T-A-5 13. 450each of blue-oval and white-round (parentals) and
50 each of blue-round and white-oval (recombinants) 14. About onethird of the distance from the vestigial-wing locus to the brown·eye locus
15. Because bananas are triploid, homologous pairs cannot line up during
meiosis. Therefore, it is not possible to generate gametes that can fuse to produce a zygote with th(' triploid number of chromosomes.

CHAPTER 16
Figure Questions
Figure 16.2 The living S cells found in the blood sample ""ere able to reproduce
to yield more S cells, illdicating that the S trait is a permanent, heritable change,
rather than just a one-time use of the dead Scells' capsules. Figure 16.4 The radioactivity would have been found in the pellet when proteins ""ere labeled (batch
I) because proteins would have had tocntcrthe bacterial cells to program them with
genetic ins01.lCtions.lt"s hard for us to imagine now, but the DNA might have played
a structural role that allowed some of the proteins to be injected while it remained
outside the bact('rial cell (thus no radioactivity in the pellet in batch 2}.
Figure 16.11 Thetube from the first replication would look the S3JTll', with a middle band of hybrid 1'N_ 14 N DNA, hut the second tube ""(II-lid not have the upper
band oftwo light blue strands. Instead it would have a bottom band of two dad blue
strands, ~ke the bottonl band in the result predicted afterone replication ill the COIlservative model. Figure 16.12 In the bubble at the top in (b), arrows should be
dral'Tl pointing left and right to indicate the rn"O replication fods. Figure 16.14
Looking at any of the DNA strands, ,,-c sec that one end is calk-d the 5' end and the
other the 3' end If we proceed from the 5' end to the 3' end on the left·most strand,
for example. we list the components in this order: phosphate group > 5' C of the
sugar .3' C • phosphate • S' C • 3' C. Going in the opposite direction on the
same strand. the componrnts proceed in the reverse order: 3' C > 5' C • phosphate. Thus, thern'o dircctionsarl'distinguishable, which is what we mean when
we say that the strands have diR'Ctionality. (Review Figure 165 if necessary.)
Figure 16.22 The cens in the mutant would probably have the same defects in
meiosis that were seen in this experiment, such as the failureofconderu;in to beconcentrated in a small region in the nucleus. Thc defect in the rn'o mutants is essentially the same: In the mutant described ill the experiment, the kinase doesn't
function PTOpl-rly; ill the n,'wly diSCOVl1'ed mutant, the kinase could not phosphorylate the correct amino add because that amino add is missing.

Answers

A-12
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Concept Ch~k 16.1
1. Chargaffs rules state that in DNA, the percentages of A and T and of G
and Care l'SS<'ntially the same. and the fly data are consistent with those rules.
(Slight V;lriations arc most likely due to limitations of analytical tc<hnique.)
2. In the Watson·Crick model, each A hydrogen.bonds to a T, so in a DNA
dooble helill:, their numbeTs are equal; the same is true for G and C. 3.
The mouse injccted with the mixture ofheat-killed S cells and liVing Rcells
woold have survived, since neither type of cell alone could have killed the

Concept Check 17.1
1. A polypeptide made up of 10 Gly (glycine) amino acids

2. Tet'llrlAtl! Stt(u.l!oct.
(fnmprllblt:.nV:

"-TTCI6Tc6T-S'

Nontt!lllpktte ~UlU·

0'- ANSTCAGO.-3'

mRNA sequer'IU:

5' -A1'rI6IJCA6CA -3'

~~.

Concept Check 16.2
1. Complementary base pairing ensun:'S lhat me tv.u daughter molecules are
exact copies of the parent molecult-. WNon the tv.u str.mds of the parent rnoIecult- separ1lk, each serves as a tl'mpialC' 00 which nucleotides are arranged. by
the base-pairing rules. into new complemrotarystrands. 2. DNA pol III c0valently adds nuclwtides to new DNA strands and proofreads each added nucleotide lOr correct base pairing. 3. S)nthesisofthe leading strand is initialed
by an RNA primer, ...itidl must bercmOlled and replaced ...ith DNA,a task that
cooJd not be: performed if the- cdl's DNA poll ....ere nonfunctional In the
(J\·crv~.... box in figure 16.17. just to the- Irft ofthe- top origin of reptica.tion, a
ru~l DNA poll ....ould. rtpbtt the RNA primer of the leading strand
(WM'Tl in red) ...ith DNA nudeoddes (blue).
Concrpt Ched: 16.3
1. A nucleosome is made up of right histone proteins, t....o each offour dif·
fermt types, around ....hich DNA is ....ound. Unker DNA runs from one nudeosome to the next. 2. Euchromatin is chromatin that becomes less
compacted dUring interphase and is w::essible to the cel.Iular machinery reo
sponsible fOf gene activity. Heterochromatin, on the other hand, remains
quite condensed during interphase and contains gene'S that are largdy inac·
cessible to this machinery. 3. Uke histones, the: £. roti proteins ....ould be
expected to cOlltain many basic (positi\'dy charged) amino acids, such iII5
lysine and arginine, ...-hich can form ....eak bonds ....ith the negatiwly
charged phosphate groups on the sugar· phosphate backbone of the DNA
molecule.

self-Quiz
1. c 2. d 3. b 4. c 5. b 6. d 7. a 8. c
10.
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CHAPTER 17
Figure Qucstions
Figure 17.2 The previously presumed path....ay ....ould have been ....rong. The
ne.... results ....ould support this path....ay: precursor • citrulline • ornithine '
arginine.1bcy ....(MI1d also indica~ thai class I mutants have a defect in the sec·
ond step and class II mutanlS have a defect in the first step. Figure 17.8
The RNA polymerase ....ould bind direcdy to the promoter, rather than de·
pending on the previous binding of other factors. Figure 17.24 The
mRNA on the right (the longest one) started transcription first. The ribosome
at the top, doscst to the DNA. started tnnslating firs! and thus has me longest
polypeptide.

A·I)

AppendiX A

The nontemplate and mRNA base sequences are the same, except there is T
in the nontemplate str1lnd of DNA ....hel"('\"t'r there is U in the mRNA.

3. It!"mplde'E£quen£e'''(~ rlotlttmplah:!B{uetlle i" prlIbfem,
writttn 3' -+ S"}.
3'-AC&ACT6-AA-S"
6'-l/6CltGACUU-3'

(Remember that the mRNA is antiparallet to the DNA strand) A protein
tr1lnstated from the nontemplate sequence .... ouk! ha\"t' a completdy different
amino acid sequence and ....ould su~1y be nonfunctiorulL (It ...'OUki also be
shorter be<auseofthe- stop signal shown in the mRNA sequenceabo\'e-and
pouibly othen earlier in the mRNA sequence.)
Concept Ched: 17.2
1. 80th assemble nucleic acid chains from Il"IOf"IOf\l('! nudecJtides ...-hose ordeT
is dctcnnined by complcmentary base pairing to a template strand. Both S)"Il'
thesizc in the 5' • 3' direction. antipamlet to the template. DNA polymer;Ise
requires a primer. but RNA poIymcnsc can start a nudcotide chain from
scratch. DNA poIymense uses nucleotides ....ith the sugardeoxyribose and the
base T, ...-hereas RNA poIymens.e uses nuclcotides IOith me sugarribose and the
base U. 2. The promoter is the region of DNA to ....hich RNA polymerase
binds to begin tr1lnscription. and it is at me upsueam end of the gme (tran·
scription unit). 3. In a bacterial cel.I, RNA polymerase ~ the gene's
promoter and binds to illn a cuk.aryotic cell, tnnseription factors mediate the
binding ofRNA poIymer1lse to the promoter. 4. The transcription factor that
recognizes the TATA sequence ....oold be unable to bind. so RNA polymerase
could not bind and tr1lnscription of that gene probably ",'ould not occur.
Concept Check 17.3
1. The 5' cap and poly.A tail facilitate mRNA export from the nucleus, prevent
the mRNA from beingdegraded by hydrolytic enzymes, and facilitate ribosome
attachment. 2. In editing a video, Sl'gments arc cut out and discarded (like
introns), and the remaining segments are joined together (like nons) so that
the regions of joining ("splicing") are not noticeable. 3. Six different forms
could be made b«ausc altern~tivesplicing could generate six different ml{NAs
(two possibilities for non 4 x three possibilities forexon 7).
Concept Check 17.4
1. First, each aminoacyt.tRNA synthetase specifically recognizes a single amino
acid and attaches it only to an appropriate tRNA. Seoond, a tRNA charged with its
specifIC aminoacid bindsonlytoan mRNA codon for that amino acid. 2. Polyri·
bosomcscnablc the cdl t.o produce multiple copies of a poIypcptidcvcryquiddy.
3. Asignal peptide on the leading end of the polypeptide being synthesiled is rec·
ognized bya signal.m:ognition particle that brings the ribosome to the ER memo
br.mc. There the ribosome attaches and continues t.o synthesize me polypeptide,
depositing it in me ER lumen. 4. The structure and function of the rixJsome
sa'TTl t.o depend more on the rRNAs than on the ribosomal protI.'ins. BecallSol' it is
single·str.mded. an RNA moI«uIccan hydrogen.bond ...ith itselfand ...ith other
RNA molecules. RNA molecules mal;e up the interface bet....een the 1\'1"0 rilosomal subunits, so presumably RNA·RNA bindinghclps hold the ribosome togethtt
The bindingsite br mRNA in the ribosomecoukl include rRNA dial can bind the
mRNA. (In bet. this !UrnS out to be: me case) Also, complementary bonding
...ithin an RNA molecule ano...-s it tOa55WT1l" a particular ~ shape.
and.aIong ...ith the RNA's hmctionaI groups, ~mabIes rRNA tocatalyze
peptide bond bmation during rransIation.

Conn'pl Check 17.5
1. In the mRNA, the reading frame downstream from the deletion is shifted,
leading to a long string of incorrect amino acids in the polypeptide and, in
most cases, a stop codon will arise, leading to premature termination.
The polypeptide will most likely be nonfunctional.

2. Norm<\l Dt-JA 5O{.lltf'U.
(templlX1e 5trlu"d is ((I"ttJp):

;l'- TA.C.TTGTCCb"T ATC-5"'

5' ~A.TGAAC..AGGCTATAG-3'
5'- AUErA.A.CAGGC.UAUA6-:"

Mut<lfl!'d DNA-se.,.aerce

(-remp"" strand "",top)

3~TACTTGTCCAATATC-~
S/-ATGA ",cAGGTrATAG-3'

mRtJA se.tu~nce:
~i"o a.cid U'tu.ence:

The amino acid sequence is Met·Asn.Arg-l.eu both before and after the mu·
tation because the mRNA codons S··eUA·3' and S'·UUA·3' both code for
U>u. (The fifth codon is a stop codon.)

Conn'pl Check 17.&
1. No, transcription and translation are separated in space and time in a
eukaryotic cell, a result of the eukaryotic cell's nudear compartment.
2. When one ribosome terminates translation and dissociak's, the two subunits
would be veryclost'to theap. Thiscould facilitate their rebinding and initiating
synthesis of a new polypeptide, thus increasing the elfleiency of translation.
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(HAPTER 18

Figure Questions
Figure 18.3 As the concentration of tryptophan in the cell falls, eventually
there will be none bound to repressor moll'Cules. These will then take on their
inactive shapes and dissociate from the operator, allowing transcription of the
operon to resume. The enzymes for tryptophan synthesis will be made, and they
will begin to synthesize tryptophan again in the cell. Figure 18.10 The albumin gene enhancer has the threeoontrol elements colored yellow, gray, and red.
The sequences in the two cells would be identical, since the cells are in the same
organism. Figure 18.16 Even if the mutant MyoD protein couldn't activate
the myoD gene, it could still tum on genes for the other proteins in the pathway
(other transcription factors, which would tum on the genl'S for muscle-specific
proteins, for example). Therefore, some differentiation would occur. But unless

there were other activators that could compensate for the loss of the MyoD pro·
tein's activation of the I1l)'oD gene, the cell would not be able to maintain its dif·
ferentiated state. Figure 18.19 Nomlal Bicoid protein would be made in the
anterior end and compensate for the presence of mutant bicoid mRNA put into
the egg by the mother. Development should be normal, with a head present.
Figure 18.21 The mutation is likely to be recessive because it is more likely to
have an effect ifboth copies of the gene are mutated and code for nonfunctional
proteins. If one normal copy of the gene is present, its product could inhibit the
cell cycle. (However, there arc also known cases of dominant p53 mutations.)

Concept Check 18.1
1. Binding by the trp corepressor (tryptophan) activates the trp rt'pfl'Ssor,
shutting off transcription of the trp operon: binding by the lac inducer (allolactose) inactivates the lac repressor, leading to transcription of the lac operon.
2. The cell would continuously produce ~'galactosidase and the two other en·
zymes for lactose utilization, even in the absence of lactose, thus wasting cell
resources. 3. With glucose scarce, cAMP would be bound to CAP and CAP
would be bound to the promoter, favoring the binding of RNA polymerase.
However, in the absence of lactose, the repressor would be bound to the oper·
ator, blocking RNA polymerase binding to the promoter. The operon genes
would therefore not be transcribed. If another sugar were present and the
genes encoding enzymes for its breakdown were in an operon regulated like
the lac operon, we might expect to find active transcription of those genes.

Concept Check T8.2

1. Histone acetylation is generally associated with gene expression, while DNA
methylation is generally associated with lack of expression. 2. General tran·
scription factors function in assembling the transcription initiation compb at
the promoters for all genes. Specific transcription factors bind to control
elements associated with a particular gene and, once bound, either increase
(activators} or decrease (repressors) transcription of that gene. 3. The three
genes should have some similar or identical sequences in the control elements
of their enhancers. Bl'CaUSC of this similarity, the same sJX-cific transcription
factors could bind to th<' enhancers of all thrt'e genes and stimulate their expression coordinately. 4. Degradation of the mRNA, regulation of transla·
tion, activation of the protein (by chemical modification, for example), and
protein degradation 5. Expression of the gene encoding the yellow activator
(YA) must be regulated at one of the steps shown in Figure 18.6. The YA gene
might be transcribed only in liver cells oc.:ause tht, necessary activators for tht,
enhancer of the YA gene are found only in liver cells.

Concepl Check 18.3

1. Both miRNAs and siRNAs arc small, single-stranded RNAs that associate
with a complex of proteins and then can base-pair with mRNAs that have a
complementary sequence, This base pairing leads to either degradation of the
mRNA or blockage of its translation. Some siRNAs, in association with other
proteins, can bind back to the chromatin in a certain region, causing chromatin
changes that affect transcription. Both miRNAs and siRNAs are processed from
double-stranded RNA precursors by the enzyme Dicer. However, miRNAs art'
encoded bygenes in thecell'sgenome, and the singletranscript folds back on it·
selfto form one or more double-stranded hairpins, each of which is processed
into an miRNA. In contrast, siRNAs arise from a longer stretch of double·
stranded RNA, which may be introduced into the cell by a virus or an experi·
menter. In some cases, a cellular gene codes for one RNA strand of the
prt-cursor molecule, and an enzyme then synthesizes the complementary
strand. 2. The mRNA "''QuId persist and be translated into the cell divi·
sion-promoting protein, and the cell would probably divide. If the intact
miRNA is nl'Cessaryfor inhibition ofcell di\~sion, then division ofthis cell might
be inappropriate. Uncontrolled cdl division could lead to formation of a mass
of cells (tumor} that prevents proper functioning of the organism.
Concepl Check T8.4
1. Cells undergo differentiation during embryonic development. bl'Com·
ing different from each other; in the adult organism, there are many highly
specialized cell types. 2. By binding to a receptor on the receiving cell's
surface and triggering a signal transduction pathway that affects gene ex·
pression 3. Because their products, made and deposited into the egg by
the mother, determine the head and tail ends, as well as the back and belly,
of the embryo (and eventually the adult fly} 4. The lower cell is synthe.
sizing signaling molecules because the g<'ne encoding them is activated,
meaning that the appropriate specific transcription factors are binding to
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the gene's enhancer. The genes encoding these specific transcription {actoN; are
also being expressed in thisce]] because the transcriptional activatoNi that can
turn them on were expressed in the precursor to this celL A similar explana-

tion also applks to the cells expressing the receptor proteins. This scenario lx,gan with specific cytoplasmic determinants localized in specific regions oftbe
egg. These cytoplasmic determinants were distributed unevenly to daughter
cells, resulting in cells going down different developmental pathways.

Concept (hed, 18.5
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1. The protein product of a proto-oncogene is usually involved in a pathway
that stimulates cell division. The protein product of a tumor-suppressor gene
is usually involved in a p;lthway that inhibits cell division. 2. When an individual has inherited an oncogene or a mutant allele of a tumor-suppressor
gene 3. A cancer-causing mutation in a proto-oncogene usually makes the
gene product overactive, whereas a cancer-causing mutation in a tumor·
suppressor gene usually makes the gene product nonfunctional.

ConeepI Ched:: 19.2
1. Lytic phages can only carry out Iysisofthe host cell, whereas lysogenic phages
may either lyse the host cell or integrate into the host chromosotTll'. In the latter
case, the viral DNA (prophage) is simply replicated along with the host chromosome. Under certain conditions, a prophage may exit the host chromosomc'and
initiate a lytic C)"(le. 2. The genetic material of these viruses is RNA, which is
replicated inside the infected cell by enzymes encoded by the virus, The viral
genome (or acompletTll'ntarycopyofit} serves as mRNA for the synthesisofviral proteins. 3. Because it synthesizes DNA from its RNA genome. This is the
reverse rretro"} of the usual DNA • RNA information flow. 4. There arc
many steps that could be interferc-d with: binding of the virus to the cd!. reverse
transcriptase function, integration into the host cell chromosome, genome synthesis (in this case. transcription of RNA from the integrated provirus), assembly of the virus inside the cell, and budding ofthe virus. (Many. if not all, of these
arc targets of actual medical strategies to block progress of the infection in HIVinfectc-d (K'Ople.)

Self.Quiz

ConeepI Ched:: 19.3

1. d 2. a 3. d 4. a 5. c 6. I' 7. a 8. c 9. b 10. b
11. a,
Promoter
EnhdrKCr

1. Mutations can lead to a new strain of a virus that can no longer be effectivcly

Gene 1
Gene2

Gene4
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Gene 5

The purple, blue, and red activator proteins would be present.

b

Enhancer

Promoter

Gene 2
Gene 3

fought by the immune system, even if an animal had been exposed to the orig·
inal strain; a \~rus can jump from one species to a new host; and a rare virus can
spread if a host population becomes less isolated. 2. In horizontal transmission, a plant is infected from an external source of \~rus, which could enter
through a break in the plant's epidermis due to damage by herbivores. In vertical transmission, a plant inherits viruses from its parent either via infc'Cted seeds
(sexual reproduction} or via an inf~ted cutting (asexual reproduction). 3.
Humans are not within the host range ofTM\'. so they can't be infected by the
virus. 4. It is unlikely that human air travel could have spread the virus, since
cxistingstrains of the \~rus do not seem to be transmissible from human to hu·
man. It is conceivable but unlikely that an infected human traveling from Asia
passed the virus to birds in Africa and Europe. It is possible that domc'Stic birds
carried the virus, perhaps in shipments of poultry. The likeliest scenario of all
may be that migratory wild birds carried the virus during their migrations and
passed it to domestic and wild birds in the new locations. To test these latter hypotheses. the timing of the outbreaks should be analyzed to sec if they correlate
with recent poultry shiptTll'nts or known wild bird migrations. Any such migratory birds should be tested for the prc'SCnce of the African or European strain
of the virus, based on the nucleotide sequences of their genomes.

Self.Quiz
Gene 5

Co

Only gene 4 would be transcribed.
In nerve cells, the orange, blue, green, and black activators would
have to be present. thus activating transcription of genes I, 2, and 4.
In skin cells, the red, black, purpk, and blue activators would have to
be present, thus activating genes 3 and 5.

CHAPTER 19
Figure Queslions
Figure 19.2 Beijerinck might have concluded that the agent was a toxin
produced by the plant that was able to pass through a f1Iter but that be·
came more and more dilute. In this case, he would have concluded that the
infectious agent could nol reproduce. Figure 19.4 Top vertical arrow:
Infection. Left upper arrow: Replication. Right upper arrow: Transcription. Right middk arrow: Translation. Lower left and right arrows: Sdfassembly. Bottom middle arrow: Exit. Figure 19.7 Any class V virus,
including the viruses that cause influenza (flu), measles, and mumps.

Concept Check 19.1
1. TMV consists ofone molecule of RNA surrounded by a helical arrayofproleins. The influenza virus has eight moI~ules of RNA, each surrounded by a
helical array of proteins. similar to the arrangement of the single RNA molecule in TMV. Another difference is that the influenza virus has an outer envelope. 2. One of the argumenls for regarding virusc'Sas nonliving is that they
cannot perfonn any activity characteristic of living organisms unless they arc
inside a host cell. This virus challenges that generalization because the virus
can change its shape without haVing access to host cell proteins. (Further
anal~is suggested that the proj~tions contain proteins related to intermediate filaments that may polymerize spontaneously under certain conditions.)
A-IS

Appendix A

1. d 2. b 3. c 4. d S. c
6. As shown below, the viral genome would be translated into capsid proteins
and envelope glycoproteins directly, rather than after a complementary RNA
copy was made. A complementary RNA strand would still be made. however,
that could be used as a template for many new copies of the viral genome.
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CHAPTER 20

atic cell (probably by inducing expression of pancreas-specific regulatory genes
in the cell).

Figure Questions

Concept Check 20.4

Figure 20.3

5'JAA Gcnll'
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Figure 20.4 Cells containing no plasmid at all would be able to grow; these
colonies would be white because they would lack functional lacZ genes.
Figure 20,10 Grow each clone of cells in culture. Isolate the plasmids from
each and cut them with the restriction enzyme originally used to make the
clone (see Figure 20.4). Run each sample on an elfftrophoretic gel, and recover the DNA of the insert from the gel band. Figure 20,16 The reo
searchers might have concluded that differentiated cells are irreversibly
changed so that they can make only one type oftissu.' in the plant. (This result would support the idea that cloning isn·t possible.) Figure 20.17
None of the eggs with the transplanted nuclei would have developed into a
tadpole. Also. the result might include only some of the tissues of a tadpole
which might differ depending on which nucleus was transplanted. (This as·
sumes that there ...i as some way to tell the four cells apart, as one can in some
frog species.)

1. Stern cells continue to reproduce themselves. 2. Herbieide resistance,
pest resistance, disease resistance, salinity resistance, delayed ripening, and
improved nutritional value 3. Because hepatitis A is an RNA virus, you
could isolate RNA from the blood and try to detectcopiesofhepatitis A RNA
by one of three methods. first, you could run the RNA on a gel and then do
a Northern blot using probes complementary to hepatitis A genome sequences. A second approach would be to use reverse transcriptase to make
cDNA from th., RNA in the blood, run th., cDNA on a gcl, and do a South·
ern blot using the same probe. However, neither of these methods would be
as sensitive as RT·PCR, in which you would reverse transcribe the blood
RNA into cDNA and then use PCR to amplify the cDNA, using primers specific to hepatitis A sequences. If you then ran the products on an electrophoretic gel, the presence of a band would support your hypothesis.

Self-Quiz
1. b 2. b 3.
9.

1. The covalent sugar-phosphate bonds of the DNA strands
will cut the molffule
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Concept Check 20.1
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3. Some human genes are too large to be incorporated into bacterial plasmids.
Bacterial cells lack the means to process RNA transcripts into mRNA, and
even if the need for RNA processing is avoid,'d by using cDNA. bacteria lack
enzymes to catalyze the post-translational processing that many human proteins require to function properly. 4, S'·CGGT-3' and S'-CCTT·3'

Concept Check 20.2
1. Any restriction enzyme will cut genomic DNA in many places, generating
such a large number of fragments that they would appear as a smear rather
than distinct bands when the gel is stained after electrophoresis. 2. In
Southern blotting, Northern blotting, and microarray analysis, the labeled probe
binds only to the s(K'Cifk targd Sl.'quence owing to complemenlary nucleic acid
hybridization (DNA-DNA hybridization in Southern blotting and microarray
analysis, DNA·RNA hybridization in Northern blotting}. In DNA sequencing,
primers base-pair to the template, allOWing DNA synthesis to slart. In RT-PCR,
the primers must base-pair withtheirtargetsequencesin the DNA mixture. 3.
If a spot is green, the gene represented on that spot is expressed only in normal
tissue. If red, the gen.' is expressed only in cancerous tissue. If yellow, the gene is
exprCSSl.-cl in both. And ifblack, the gen.' isexpreSSl.-cl in neither type of tissue. AI,
a researcher interested in cancer development, you would want to study genes
represented by spots that are green or red because these are genes for which the
expression level differs between the two types of tissues. Some of these genes
may be expressed differendy as a result of cancer, but others might playa role in
causing cancer.

Concept Check 20.3
1. No, primarily bffause of subtle (and perhaps not so subtle) differences in
their environments 2. The state of chromatin modification in the nucleus
from the intestinal ccll .....a s undoubtedly less similar to that of a nucleus from a
fertilized egg, explaining why many fewer of these nuclei were able to be reprogrammed. In contrast, the chromatin in a nucleus from a cell at the four-cell
stage would have been much more like that of a nucleus in a fertilized egg and
therefore much more easily programmed to direct development. 3. A tech·
nique would have to be work.'d out for turning a human iI'S cell into a pancre-

~
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10. A cDNA library, made using mRNA from human lens cells, which
would be expected to contain many copies of crystallin mRNAs

CHAPTER 21
Figure Questions
Figure 21.3 The fragments in stage 2 of this figure are like those in stage 2 of
figure 21.2, but in this figure theirorrler relative to each other is not known and
wm be dt1.cnnincd later by computer. The orckr of thcfragments in Figure 21.2 is
completely kno.....n before sequencing begins. (Determining the order takes longer
but makes the eventual sequence assembly much easier.) Figure 21,9 The
transposon would be cutout of the DNA at the original sill' rather than copied,
so part (a}would showthe original stretch of DNA without thetransposon after
the mobile transposon had been cut out. Figure 21.10 The RNA transcripts
exl<"nding from the DNA in each transcription unit are shorter on the left
and longer on the right. This means that RNA polymerase must be starting
on the left end of the unit and moving toward the right. Figure 21.13
Pseudogenes are nonfunctional They could have arisen by any mutations in
the second copy that made the gene product unable to function. Examples
would be base changes that introduce stop codons in the sequence, alter
amino acids, or chang., a region of the g.'ne promo,,"r so that the gen.'can no
longer be expressed. Figure 21.141.et's say a transposable element (TEl
existed in the intron to the left of the indicated EGf exon in the EGF gene,
and the same TE was present in the intron to the left of the indicated F exon
Answers
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in the fibronfftin gene. During meiotic recombination, these TEs could
cause nonsister chromatids on the same chromosome to pair up incorrectly,
as seen in Figure 21.12. One gene might end up with an Fexon nexttoan EGF
exon. Further mistakes in pairing over many generations might result in
these twoexons being separated from the rest of the gene and placed next to
a single or duplicated Kexon. In general, the presence of repeated sequences
in introns and between genes facilitates these processes because it allows incorrect pairing of nonsister chromatids, leading to novel eJion combinations.
Figure 21.16 Since you know that chimpanzees do not speak but humans
do, you'd probably want to know how many amino acid differences there arc
between the human wild-type FOXP2 protein and that of the chimpanzee
and whether these changes affect the function of the protein. (As we explain
later in the teJit, there are two amino acid differences.) You know that humans with mutations in this gene have severe language impairment. You
would want to learn more about the human mutations by checking whether
they affIXt the same amino acids in the gene product that the chimpanzl'l' sequence differences affect. If so, those amino acids might play an important
role in the function of the protein in language. Going further, you could analyze the differences between the chimpanzee and mouse FOXP2 proteins.
You might ask: Are they more similar than the chimpanzee and human proteins? (It turns out that the chimpanzee and mouse proteins have only one
amino acid difference and thus are more similar than the chimpanzee and
human proteins, which have two differences, and than the human and mouse
proteins, which have three differences.)

Concept Ched, 21.1
1. In a linkage map. genes and other markers are ordered with respect to
each other, but only the relative distances between them are known. In a
physical map, the actual distances between markers, expressed in base pairs,
are known. 2. The three-stage approach employed in the Human Genome
Project involves linkage mapping, physical mapping, and then sequencing of
short, overlapping fragments that preViously have been ordered relative to
each other (see Figure 21.2). The whole-genome shotgun approach eliminates
the linkage mapping and physical mapping stages; instead, shon fragments
generated by multiple restriction enzymes are sequenced and then ordered by
computer programs that identify overlapping regions (set· Figure 21.3).
3. Because the two mouse species are very closely related, their genome sequences are expected to be very similar. This means that the field mouse
genome fragments could be compared with the assembled lab moose genome,
providing valuable information to use in placing the field mouse genome fragments in the corrfft order. In a sense, the lab mouse genome could be used as
a rough map for the field mouse genome, removing tht· nt-.:essity to carry out
complete genetic and physical mapping for the field mouse.

Concept Check 21.2
1. The Internet allows centralization of databases such as GenBank and
softwart· resources such as BLAST, making them freelyaccessib1e. Havingall
the data in a central database, easily aceessibleon the Internet, minimizes the
possibility oferrors and of researchers working with different data. It streamlines the process ofscience, since all researchers are able to use the same software programs, rather than each having to obtain their own sofrn'are. It
speeds up dissemination of data and ensures as much as possible that errors
arecorreded in a timely fashion. These are just a few answers; you can probably think of more. 2. Cancer is a disease caused by multiple factors. To
focus on a single gene or a single deffft would ignore other factors that may
influence the cancer and even the behavior of the single gene being studied.
The systems approach, because it takes into account many factors at the
same time, is more likely to lead to an understanding of the causes and most
useful treatments for cancer. 3. The DNA would first be sequenced and analyzed for whether the mutation is in the coding region for a gene or in a promoterorenhancer, affecting the eJipression of a gene. Ineithercase, the nature
of the gene product could be explored by searching the protein database for
similar proteins. If similar proteins have known functions, that would provide
a clue about the function of your protein. Otherwise, biocbt'mical and othcr
methods could provide some ideas about possible function, Software could be
used to compare what is known about your protein and similar proteins.

Concept Check 21.3
1. Alternative splicing of RNA transcripts from a gene and post-translational
processing of polypeptides 2. The total number of completed genomes is
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found by clicking on "Published Complete Genomes." Add the figures for bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic "ongoing genomes" to get the number "in
progress." Finally, look at the topofthe Published Completc Genomes page to
get numb,'fS of completed genomes for each domain. (Nole: You can dck on
the "Size" column and the table will be re-sorted by genome size, Scroll down
to get an idea of relative sizes of genomes in the three domains. Remember,
though, that most of the se<[uenced genomes are bacterial.) 3. Prokaryotes
are generally smaller cells than eukaryotic cells, and they reproduce by binary
fission. The evolutionary process involved is natural selfftion for more
quickly reproducing cells: The (aster they can replicate their DNA and dividc,
the more likely they will be able to dominate a population ofprokaryotes. The
less DNA they have to replicate, then, the faster they will reproduce.

Concept Check 21.4
1. The number of genes is higher in mammals, and the amount of noncoding DNA is greater. Also, the presence ofintrons in mammalian genes makes
them longer, on average, than prokaryotic genes. 2. Introns are interspersed within the coding sequences of genes. Many copies of each transposable element arc seattered throughout the genome. Simple Se<[uence
DNA is concentrated at the centromeres and telomeres and is dustered in
other locations. 3. In the rRNA gene family, identical transcription units
for the three different RNA products are present in long, tandemly repeated
arrays. The large number of copies of the rRNA genes enable organisms to
produce the rRNA for enough ribosomes to carry out actiV<o protcin synthesis, and the single transcription unit ensures that the relative amounts of the
different rRNA molecules produced are correct. Each globin gene family
consists of a relatively small number of nonidentical genes. The differences
in the globin proteins encoded by these genes result in production ofhemoglobin molecules adapted to particular developmental stages of the organ·
ism. 4. First, you could chIXk the St'quence by translating it into a
predicted amino add sequence and see if there are multiple stop codons. If
there aren't, the next step would be to see whether the gene is expressed,
probably by carrying out a Northern blot or in situ hybridization to look for
the mRNA in the cells that express the gene.

Concept Check 21.5
1. If meiosis is faulty. two copies of the entire genome can end up in a single cell. Errors in crossing over during meiosis can lead to one segment being duplicated while another is deleted. During DNA replication, slippage
backward along the template strand can result in a duplication. 2. For either gene, a mistake in crossing over during meiosis could have occurred
between the two copies of that gene, such that one ended up with a duplicated non. This could have happened several times, resulting in the multiple copies of a particular exon in each gene. 3. Homologous
transposable elements scalierI'd throughout the genome provide sites
wh,'re fl.·combination can occur between different chromosomes. Movement of these elements into coding or regulatory sequences may change
expression of genes, Transposable elements also can carry genes with
them, leading to dispersion of genes and in some cases different patterns of
expression. Transport of an exon during transposition and its insertion
into a gene may add a new functional domain to the originally encoded protcin, a type of non shuffling. 4. Because more offspring arc born to
women who have this inversion, it must provide some advantage. It would
be expected to persist and spread in the population. (In fact, evidence in
the study allowed the researchers to conclude that it has been increasing in
proportion in the population. You'll learn more about population genetics
in the next unit.)

Concepl Check 21.6
1. Because both humans and macaques are primates, their genomes are
expffted to be more similar than the macaque and mouse genomes are.
The mouse lineage diverged from the primate lin"age before the human
and macaque lineages diverged. 2. Homeotic genes differ in their
nonhomeobox sequences, which determine the interactions of homeotic
gene products with other transcription factors and hence which genes are
regulated by the homeotic genes. These nonhomeobox sequences differ in
the two organisms, as do the expression patterns of the homeobox genes.
3. Alu clements must have undcrgone transposition moreactivcly in th.· human genome for some reason. Their increased numbers may have then
allowed more rffombination errors in the human genome, resulting in more

or different duplications. The divergence of the organization and content of
the m'o genomes presumably accelerated divergence of the two species by
making matings less and less likely to result in fertile offspring.
Sl'lf-Quiz
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population exhibit a range of heritable variations. some of which make it
likely that their bearers will leave more offspring than other individuals (for
example, the bearer may escape predators more effcrtively or be more tolerant of the physical conditions of the environment). Owr time, natural selection imposed by factors such as predators, lack of food, or the physical
conditions of the environment can increase the proportion of individuals
with favorable traits in a population (evolutionary adaptation}. 3. The fossil mammal species (or its ancestors) would most likely have colonized the Andes from within South America, whereas ancestors of mammals currently
found in African mountains would most likely have coloniJ:<'d those mountains
from other parts of Africa. As a result, the Andes fossil species would share a
more rcrcnt common ancestor with South American mammals than with
mammals in Africa. Thus, for many of its traits, the fossil mammal species
would probably more closely resemble mammals that live in South American
jungles than mammals that live on African mountains.

a. Lines I, 3, and 5 are the C. G. R species.
b. Line 4 is the human sequence.

Concept Check 22.3
1. An environmental factor such asa drug does not create new traits such as

C. Line 6 is the orangutan scquence.
d. There isone amino acid diffcrence between thc mouse (line 2) and the
C. G, R species; there are three amino acid differences between the
mouse and the human.
e. Bcrause only one amino acid difference arose during the 60-100 mil·
lion years since the mouse and C. G, R species diverged, it is somewhat surprising that two additional amino acid diffen:nces resulted
during th., 6 million years since chimpanzees and humans diverged.
This indicates that the FOXP2gene has been evolVing faster in the human lineage than in the lineages of other primates.

drug resistance, but rather sclcrts for traits among those that arc already prcsent in the population. 2. (a) Despite their different functions, the forelimbs
of different mammals are structurally similar bcrause they all represent modifications of a structure found in the common ancestor. (b) Convergent evolution: The similarities between the sugar glider and flying squirrel indicate
that similar environments sckcted for similar adaptations despite different
ancestry.
3. At the time that dinosaurs originated, Earth's landmasses formed a single large continent, Pangaea. Because many dinosaurs were large and mobile,
it is Ukelythat early members of these groups lived on many different parts of
Pangaea. When Pangaea broke apart, fossils of these organisms would have
moved with the rocks in which theywcredeposited. As a result, we would predict that fossils of early dinosaurs would have a broad geographic distribution
(this prediction has been upheld).

(HAPTER 22
Figure Questions
Figure 22,8 More than 5.s million years ago. Figure 22.13 The original
pool of the transplanted guppy population contains pike·cichlids, a potent
predator of adult guppies. Brightly colored adult males would be at a disadvantage in this pooL Thus, it is likely that color patterns in the guppy popu·
lation would become more drab if they were returned to their original pooL
Figure 22.19 Based on this evolutionary tree, crocodiles arc more closely
related to birds than to lizards because they share a more recent common ancestor wilh birds (ancestor") than with lizards (ancestor

Self.Quiz
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Concept Ched 22.1
1. Hutton and Lyell proposed that events in the past were caused by the same
processes operating today. This principle suggested that Earth must be much
older than a few thousand years, the age that was widely accepted at that time.
Hulton and Lyell also thought that geologic change occurs gradually, stimulating Darwin to reason that the slow accumulation of small changes could ultimately produce the profound changes documented in the fossil rcrord. In
this context, the age of Earth was important to Darwin, bcrause unless Earth
was very old, he could not envision how there would have been enough time
for evolution to occur. 2. By these criteria, Cuvier's explanation of the fos·
sil rl'COrd and Lamarck's hypothesis of .'volution arc both scientific. Cuvier
suggested that catastrophes and the resulting extinctions were usually confined to local regions, and that such regions were later repopulated by a dif·
ferent set of species that immigrated from other areas. These assertions can
be tested against the fossil record (they have been found to be false). With reo
sped to Lamarck, his principle of use and disuse can be used to make testable
prcdictions for fossils of groups such as whale anccstors as thl'y adapt to a new
habitat.l.amarck·s principle of the inheritance of acquired characteristics can
be tested dircrtly in liVing organisms (it has been found to be false).

Concept Check 22.2
1. Organ isms share characteristics (the unity oflife) because they share com·
mon ancestors; the great diversity of life occurs because new species have repeatedly formed when descendant organisms gradually adapted to different
environments, becoming different from their ancestors. 2. All species have
the potential to produce more offspring (ovcrreproduce) than can be supported by the environment. This ensures th.'re will be what Darwin called a
"struggle for existence· in which manyofthe offspring are eaten, starved, diseased, or unable to reproduce for a variety of other reasons. Members of a
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(b) The rapid risc in the pcrcl'lltageof mosquitoes resistant to DDT was most
likely caused by natural sckction in which mosquitoes resistant to DDT
could survive and reproduce while other mosquitoes could not. (c} In Indiawhere DDT resistance first appeared-natural selection would have caused
the frequency of resistant mosquitoes to increase over time. If resistant mosquitoes then migrated from India (for example, transported by wind or in
planes, trains, or ships} to other parts of the world, the frequency of DDT resistance would increase there as well.

CHAPTER 23
Figure Questions

Figure 23.7 The predicted frequencies are 36% c!c!, 48% c!C w, and 16%
CwC w. Figure 23.12 Bl'Causc such a shift in prevailing winds would increase the transfcr of alleles (gene now) from plants living on mine soils to
plants living at the location marked by the arrow, the change would probably
lead to an increase in the index of copper tolerance of plants at thaI location.
Figure 23.16 Crossing a single female's eggs with both an SC and an LC
male's sperm allowed the researchers to directly compare the effects of the
maks' contribution to the next gencration, since both batches of offspring
had the same maternal contribution. This isolation of the male's impact enabled researchers to draw conclusions about differences in genetic "quality·
between the SC and LC males. Figure 23.18 The researchers measured
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the percentages of successfully reproducing adults out of the breeding adult
population that had each phenotype. This approach of determining which
phenotype was favored by selection assumes that reproduction was a sufficient indieator of relative fitness (as opposed to counting thl' numbl'r of eggs
laid or offspring hatched, for example) and that mouth phenotype was the
driving factor determining the fishes' ability to reproduce.

Concept Check 23.1
1. (a) Within a population, genetic differenct'S among individuals provide the
raw material on ",-hich natural sekction and other mechanisms can act. Without
such differences, allele frequencies could not change over time-and hence the
population could not evolve. (b} Genetic variation among populations can arise
by natural selection if selection favors different alleles in different populations;
this might occur, forexa.mple, if the different populations experienced different
environmental conditions. Genetic variation among populations can also arise
by genetic drift when the genetic differences between populations are selectively
neutral. 2. Many mutations occur in somatic cells that do not produce gametes and so are lost when the organism dies. Of mutations that do occur in cell
lines that produce gametes, many do not have a phenotypic effect on which
natural selection can act. Others have a harmful effect and are thus unlikely to
inerease in frequency bt'C3use they dt'Crease the reproductive success of their
bearers. 3. Its genetic variation (whether measured at the level of the gene
or at the level of nucleotide sequences} would probably drop over time. During meiosis, crossing over and the independent assortment of chromosomes
produce many new combinations of alleles. In addition, a population contains
a vast numbcr of possible mating combinations, and fertilization brings together the gametes of individuals with different genetic backgrounds. Thus. via
crossing over. independent assortment of chromosomes, and fertilization. sexual reproduction reshuffles alleles into fresh combinations each generation.
Without sexual reproduction, new sources of genetic variation would be reduced, causing the overall amount of genetic variation to drop.

Concept Check 23.2
1. 750. Halfthe loci (250) are fixed, meaning only one allele exists for each locus: 250 x I '" 250. There aretwo alleles each for the other loci: 250 x 2 '" 500.
250 + 500 = 750. 2. p2 + 2pq;
represents homozygotes with two A alleles, and 2pq represents heterozygotes with one A allele. 3. There are 120
individuals in the population. so there are 240allcles. Oftht'SC. there are 124 A
alleles-32 from the l6AA individuals and 92 from the92Aa individuals. Thus.
the frequency of the A allele is p '" 124/240 '" 052; hence. the frequency of the
a allele is q '" 0.4$. Based on the Hardy-Weinberg equation. if the population
were not evolving, the frequency of genotype AA should be = 052 x 052 =
0.27; the frequency of genotype Aa should be 2pq = 2 x 0.52 x 0.48 = 05; and
the frequencyofgenorypeaa should be = 0.4$ xO.48 = 0.23. In a population
of 120 individuals, these expected genotype frequencies lead us to predict that
there would be 32AA individuals (0.27 x 120). 60Aa individuals (05x 120). and
28 atJ individuals (0.23 x 120). The actual numbers for the population (16 AA,
92 Aa. 12 aa) dt'Viate from these expectations (fl'"..cr homozygotes and more
heterozygoles than expcckd). This suggests that thl' population is not in HardyWeinberg equilibrium and hence is evolVing.

i
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Concepl Check 23.4
1. Zero. because fitness includes reproductive contribution 10 the next generation, and a sterile mule cannot produce offspring. 2. Although both
gcnl' 110w and genetic drift can increase thl' frequency of advantageous alleles
in a population, they can also decrease the frequency of advantagt'Ous alldes
or increase the frequency of harmful alleles. Only natural selection coflSistc/lliy
results in an increase in the frequency of alleles that enhance survival or reproduction. Thus, natural selection is the only mechanism that consistently
causes adaptive evolution. 3. The three modes of natural selection (directional, stabilizing, and disruptive} are defined in terms of the selective ad·
vantage of diffcrent phenotypes. not different genotypes. Thus. the typl' of
selection represented by heterozygote advantage depends on the phenotype
of the heterozygotes. In this question. because heterozygous individuals have
a more extreme phenotype than either homozygote. heterozygote advantage
represents directional selection.
Self-Quiz

1. d 2. a 3.
4. b 5. b
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7. The frequency of the I4 p 'J' allele forms a cline. decreasing as onc moves
from southwest to northeast across Long Island Sound.
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A hypothesis that explains the clinl' and accounts for the observations stated
in the question is that the cline is maintained by an interaction between se·
lection and gene 110w. Under this hypothesis. in the southwest portion of the
Sound. salinity is relatively low, and selection against the lap 94 allele is strong.
Moving toward thc northeast and into the open ocean, whl're salinity is relatively high, selection favors a high frequency of the lap 94 allele. However.
because mussel larvae disperse long distances, gene flow prevents the lap'JI
allele from becoming fixed in the open ocean or from declining to zero in the
southwestern portion of Long Island Sound.

Concept Check 23.3
1. Natural selection is more ·predictable" in that it altcrs allele f{<'{jul'neies
in a nonrandom way: It tends to increase the frequency of alleles that increase the organism's reproductive success in its environment and decrease
the frequency of alleles that decrease the organism's reproductive success.
Alleles subject to genetic drift increase or decrease in frequency by chance
alone. whether or not they are advantageous. 2. Genetic drift results from
chance events that cause allek frequencies to nuctuate at random from gcneration to generation; within a population, this process tends to decrease genetic variation over time. Gene now is the exchange of alleles between
populations: a process that can introduce new alleles to a population and
hence may increase its genetic variation (albeit slightly, since rates of gene
110w are often low}. 3. Selection is not important at this locus; furthermore. the populations arc reasonably largc. and hene<' thl' effects of genetic
drift should not be pronounced. Gene now is occurring via the movement of
pollen and seeds. Thus. anele and genotype frequencies in these populations
should become more similar over time as a result of gene 110w.
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Appendix A

(HAPTER 24

Figure Questions
Figure 24.3 Allele I (found in some birds in I'opulation B) is more closely
related to alleles found in Population A than to other alleles found in Population B. This implies that the ancestral allele from which allele I descended existed in Population A. Hence, the direction of gene now was
from Population A to Population B. Figure 24.9 This change would
have thc effect of incrl'asing gcne now between thl' populations. which
would make the evolution of reproductive isolation more difficult.
Figure 24.12 Such results would suggest that mate choice based on coloration does not provide a reproductive barrier between these two cichlid
species. Figure 24.14 Because the populations had only just begun to
diverge from onl' anothcr at this point in the process, it is likely that any existing barriers to reproduction would weaken over time. Figure 24.20
The presence of M. cardinails plants that carry the M. lewisii yup allele

would make it more likely that bumblebees would transfer pollen hetween
the two monkey Oower spl'(:ies. As a result, we would eXpl'(:t the number
of hybrid offspring to increase.

might enhance the effect of the )'UP lows (by modifying !lower color) or cause
entirely different barriers to reproduction (for example, gametic isolation or a
postlygotic barrier).

Concept Check 24.1
1. (a) All except the biological species concept Gin be applied to both asex·
ual and sexual species because they define spedes on the basis of characteristics other than ability to reproduce. In contrast, the biological species
concept can he applied only to sexual spl'(:ies. (b} Theeasiest spl'(:ies concept
to apply in the field would he the morphological species concept because it
is based only on the appearance of the organism. Additional information
about its ecological habits, evolutionary history, and reproduction are not reo
quired. 2. Because these birds live in fairly similar environments and can
breed successfully in captivity, the reproductive barrier in nature is probably
prezygotic; given the species differences in habitat preference, this barrier
could result from habitat isolation.

Self-Quiz

Concept Check 24.2
1. In allopatric spl'(:iation, a new species forms while in geographic isolation
from its parent species; in sympatric speciation, a new spl'(:ies forms in the
absence of geographic isolation. Geographic isolation greatly reduces gene
flow between populations, whereas ongoing gene flow is more likely in sym·
patry. Asa result, sympatric speciation is less common than allopatric speciation. 2. Genc flow betwcen subsets of a population that live in the samc
area can he reduced in a variety of ways. In some species-especially plantschanges in chromosome numher can block gene Oow and establish reproductive isolation in a single generation. Gene Oow can also he reduced in sympatric
populations by habitat differentiation (as seen in the apple maggot fly,
Rhagolelis} and sexual selcction (as seen in Lake Victoria cichlids). 3. AIlopatric speciation would be less likely to occur on a nearby island than on
an isolated island of the same size. The reason we expect this result is that
continued gene Oow hetween mainland populations and those on a nearby
island reduces the chance that enough genetic divergence will take place for
allopatric speciation to occur.
Concept Check 24.3
1. Hybrid wnes are regions in which memhersof different species meet and
mate, producing some offspring of mixed ancestry. Such regions are "natural
laboratories' in which to study speciation because scientists can directly ob·
serve factors that cause (or fail to cause) reproductive isolation. 2. (a) If
hybrids consistently survive and reproduce poorly compared to the off·
spring of intraspecific matings, it is possible that reinforcement would occur. If it did, natural selection would cause prezygotic barriers to
reproduction between the parent species to strengthen over time, decreasing the production of unfit hybrids and leading to a completion of the spe·
ciation process. (b) lfhybrid offspring survive and reproduce as well as the
offspring of intraspl'(:ific matings, indiscriminate mating hetween the parent spl'(:ies would lead to the production of large numbers of hybrid offspring. As these hybrids mated with each other and with members of both
parent species, the gene pools of the parent species could fuse over time,
reversing the speciation process.
Concept Check 24.4
1. The time hem'een speciation events includes (I} the length of time that it
takes for populations of a newly formed species to begin diverging reproductively from one another and (2) the time it takes for speciation to be com·
plete once this divcrg,'nce bl'gins. Although speciation can occur rapidly
once populations have begun to diverge from one another, it may take millions of years for that divergence to begin. 2. Investigators transferred alleles at the )'up locus (which influences flower color} from each parent
species to the other. M. lewisii plants with an M. cardinalis YIIP allele reo
ceived many more visits from hummingbirds than usual; hummingbirds
usually pollinate M. eardinalis but avoid M. lewisii. Similarly, M. cardinalis plants with an M. lewisii YIIP allele received many more visits from
bumblebees than usual; bumblebees usually pollinate M. lewisii and avoid
M. cardinalis. Thus. alleles at the yup locus can inOuence pollinator choice.
which in these species provides the primary barrier to interspecific mating.
Nevertheless, the experiment does not prove that the YIIP locus alone con·
trois barriers to reproduction between M. lewisii and M. cardinalis; other genes
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CHAPTER 25
Figure Questions
Figure 25.5 Becauseuranium-2J8hasa half-life of4.5 billion years,thex-axis
would be relabeled (in billions of rears) as:4.5, 9, 13.5, and 18. Figure 25.23
The coding St'{juence of the Pitxl gene would differ bdween the marine and
lake populations, but patterns of gene expression \\"oold not.
Concept Check 25.1
1. The hypothesis that conditions on early Earth could have permitted the
synthesis of organic molecules from inorganic ingredients 2. In contrast
to random mingling of molecules in an open solution, segregation of molecular systems by membranes could concentrate organic molecules, assisting
biochemical reactions. 3. No. Such a result would only show that life could
have begun as in the experiment.
Concepl Check 25.2
1. 22,920 years (four half-lives: 5,730 x 4) 2. The fossil record shows that
different groups of organisms dominated life on Earth at different points in
time and that many organisms once alive are now extinct; specific examples
of these points can be found in Figure 25.4. The fossil record also indicates
that new groups of organisms can arise via the gradual modification of previously existing organisms, as illustrated by fossils that document the origin
of mammals from cynodont ancestors. 3, The discowry of such a (hypothetical} fossil organism would indicate that aspects of our current understanding of the origin of mammals are not correct because mammals are
thought to have originated much more recently (see Figure 25.6). For example, such a discovery could suggest that the dates of previous fossil discoveries are not correct or that the lineages shown in Figure 25.6 shared features
with mammals but were not their direct ancestors. Such a discovery would
also suggest that radical changes in multiple aspects of the skeletal structure of organisms could arise suddenly-an idea that is not supported by the
known fossil record.
Concept Check 25.3
1. Free oxygen attacks chemical bonds and can inhibit enzymes and damage
cells. 2. All eukaryotes have mitochondria or remnants of these organelles, but not all eukaryotes have plastids. 3. A fossil record of life today would include many organisms with hard body parts (such as H'rtebrates
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and many marine invertebrates), but might not indude some species we are
very familiar with, such as those that have small geographic ranges and/or
small population sizes (for example, all five rhinoceros spedes).
Concept Check 25.4
1. Continental drift alters the physical geography and climate of Earth, as well
as the extent to which organisms are geographically isolated. Because these factors affect extinction and spedation rail'S. continental drift has a major impact
on tifeon Earth. 2. Mass extinctions; major evolutionary innovations; the diversification of another group of organisms (which can provide new !iOurces of
food); migration to new locations where few competitor species exist 3.
Their fossils should be present right up to the time of the catastrophic evem,
then disappear. Reality is a bit more complicated because the fossil record is not
perft'Ct. So the most fl'CCnt fossil for a species might be a million years before
the mass extinction. even if the species did not become extinct until the mass
extinction.
Concept Check 25.5
1. Heterochrony can cause a variety of morphological changes, For example, iftheonset of sexual maturity changes, a retention of juvenile characteristics (paedomorphosis) may result. Paedomorphosis can be caused by small
genetic changes that result in large changes in morphology, as seen in the axolotl salamander. 2. In animal embryos. Hm genes inf1uence the development of structurt'S such as limbs or feeding appendages. As a result, changes
in these genes-or in the regulation of these genes-are likely to have major
effects on morphology. 3. From genetics, we know that gene regulation is
altered by how well transcription factors bind to noncoding DNA sequences
called control clements. Thus, if changes in morphology arc often caused by
changes in gene regulation, portions of noncoding DNA that contain control
elements arc likely to be strongly afft'Cted by natural selection.
Concept Chc£k 25.6
1. Complex structures do not evolve all at once. but in increments. with natural seledion selecting for adaptive variants of the earlier versions. 2. Although the myxoma virus is highly lethal, initially some of the rabbits are
resistant (0.2% of inft'Cted rabbits are not killed). Thus, assuming resistance is
an inherited trait. we would expect the rabbit population to show a trend for increased resistance to the virus. We would also expect the virus to show an evolutionarytrend toward reduced lethality. We would expect this trend because a
rabbit infected with a less lethal virus would be more likely to live long enough
for a mosquito to bite it and hence potentially transmit the virus to another rabbit. (A virus that kills its rabbit host before a mosquito transmits it to another
rabbit dies with its host.)

CHAPTER 26
Figure Questions
Figure 26.5 This new version
docs not alter any of the evolutionary relationships sho.....n in
Figure 26.5. For example. Band
C remain sister taxa, taxon A is
still as dosely related to taxon B
as it is to taxon C. and so on.
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Figure 26.6 Mistakes can occur while performing the experiment (such as errors in DNA sequencing) and analyzing the results (such as misaligning the
DNA sequences of different species). But an erroneous condusion-such as
concluding that a sample was from a humphack whale when in fact it came from
a gray whale-could be reached even if no such errors were made. A particular
humpback whale might. for example, happen to have a DNA sequence that was
rare for its species. yet common for another spt'Cies. To rt'(\uce the chance that
such events could lead to an erroneous conclusion. gene trees could be con·
structed for multiple genes; if similar results emerged from aU of these gene
trees. there would be little rea!iOn to doubt the conclusions. Figure 26.9
There arc four possible bases (A, C. G, I) at each nucleotide position. If the base
at each position depends on chance, not common descent. we would cxpt'Ct
roughly one out offour (25%) of them to be the same. Figure 26.12 The lebrafish lineage; of the five vertebrate lineages shown. its branch length is the
longest. Figure 26.19 The molecular clock indicates that the divergence
time is roughIy45-50 million years. Figure 26.21 Bacteria was the first to
emerge. Archaea is the sister domain to Eukarya.
Concept Check 26.1
1. We are classified the same down to the class level; both the leopard and
human arc mammals. Leopards belong to order Carnivora. whereas humans
do not. 2. The branching pattern of the tree indicates that the badger and
the wolf share a common ancestor that is more recent than the ancestor that
these two animats share with the leopard. 3. The tree in (c) shows a different pattern of evolutionary relationships. In (c), C and B arc sister taxa.
whereas C and D arc sister taxa in (a) and (b).
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Concept Check 26.2
1. (a) Analogy, since porcupines and cacti are not closely related and since
most other animals and plants do not have similar structures; (b) homology.
since cats and humans are both mammals and have homologous forelimbs.
of which the hand and paw are the lower part; (c) analogy. since owls and hor·
nets are not closely related and since the structure of their wings is very different. 2. Species 2 and 3 are more likely to be closely related. Small
genetic changes (as between species 2 and 3) can produce divergent physical
appearances. whereas if genes have diverged greatly (as in spt'Cics 1 and 2).
that suggests that the lineages have been separate for a long time.
Concept Cheel< 26.3
1. No; hair isa shared ancestral character common toall mammals and thus is
not helpful in distinguishing different mammalian subgroups. 2. The princi·
pleof maximum parsimony states that the hypothesis about nature we investigate first should be the simplest explanation found to be consistent with the
facts. Actual evolutionary relationships may differ from those inferred by

parsimony owing to complicating factors such as convergent evolution.

9. l.tl
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3. The traditiooal classification providesa poor match toevolutionary history, thus
violating the basic principle of cladistics-that classification should be based on

(c."rt'lf)
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common descent. Both birds and mammals originated from groups traditionally
designated as reptiles, making reptiles as traditionally delineated a paraphyletic
group. These problems can be addressed by removing Dimetro@llandcynodonts
from the reptiles, and by considering birds as a group of reptiles (specifically. as a
group of dinosaurs).
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1. A molecular clock is a method of estimating the actual time of evolutionary events based on numbers of base changes in orthologous genes. It is
based on the assumption that the regions of genomes being compared evolve
at constant rates. 2. There are many portions of the genome that do not
code for genes; many base changes in these n-gions could accumulate through
drift without affecting an organism's fitness. Even in coding regions of the
genome, some mutations may not have a critical effect on genes or proteins,
3. The gene (or genes) used for the molecular clock may have evolved more
slowly in these two taxa than in the species used to calibrate the clock: as a
result, the clock would underestimate the time at which the taxa diverged
from one another.

Conn'pt Check 26.6
1. The kingdom Monera included bacteria and archaea, but we now know
that these organisms are in separate domains. Kingdoms are subsets of domains, so a single kingdom (like Monera) that includes taxa from different
domains is not valid (it is polyphyletic). 2. Because of horizontal gene
transfer, some genes in eukaryotes are more closely related to bacteria, while
others are more closely related to archaea; thus, depending on which genes
are used, phylogenetic trees constructed from DNA data can yield conflict·
ing results.
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The third tree, in which the eukaryotic lineage diverged first, is not likely to
receive support from genetic data because the fossil record shows that
prokaryotes originated long before eukaryotes.

Self.Quiz
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Concept Check 26.5
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1. Proteins are gene products. Their amino acid sequences are determined
by the nucleotide sequences of the DNA that codes for them. Thus, differences between comparable proteins in tv.'o species reflect underlying genetic
differences. 2. These observations suggest that the evolutionary lineages
leading to species 1 and species 2 diverged from one another before a gene
duplication event in species 1 produced gene B from gene A.
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(c) The tree in (a) requires seven evolutionary changes, while the tree in (b)
re<juires nine evolutionary changes. Thus, the tree in (a) is the most parsi·
monious, since it requires fewer evolutionary changes.

(HAPTER 27
Figure Questions
Figure 27.10 It is likely that the expression or sequence of genes that affect
glucose metabolism may have changed: genes for metabolic processes no
longer needed by the cell also may have changed. Figure 27.12 The pop.
ulation that includl'd individuals capable of conjugation would probably be
more successful, since some of its members could form recombinant cells
whose new gene combinations might be advantagrous in a novel environment. Figure 27.17 Thermophiles live in very hot environments, so it is
likely that their enzymes can continue to function normally at much highrr
temperatures than do the enzymes of other organisms. At low temperatures,
however, thl' enzymes of thermophiles may not function as well as the en·
zymes of other organisms. Figure 27.19 From the graph, plant uptake
can be estimated as 0.7, 0,6, and 0,95 (mg K) for strains I, 2, and 3, respectively. These values average to 0.75 mg K. If bacteria had no effect. the average plant uptake of potassium forstrains 1,2, and 3 should be close to 0.5 mg
K, thl' value observed for plants grown in bacteria-free soil.

Concept Check 27.1
1. Adaptations include the capsule (shields prokaryotes from host's immune
system) and mdospores (enable cells to survive harsh conditions and to revive when the environment becomes favorable). 2. i>rokaryotic cells generally lack the internal compartmentalization of eukaryotic cells. Prokaryotic
genomes have much less DNA than eukaryotic genomes, and most of this
DNA is contained in a single ring-shaped chromosome located in the nucleoid rather than within a true membrane-bounded nucleus. In addition,
many prokaryotes also have plasm ids, small ring-shaped DNA molecules
containing a few genes. 3. Bl'Causc prokaryotic populations evolve rapidly
in response to their environment, it is likely that bacteria from endospores
that formed 4tl years ago would already be adapted to the polluted conditions. Hence, at least initially, these bacteria would probably grow better than
bacteria from endospores that formed ISO years ago, when the lake was not
polluted.
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Concept Che<:k 27.2
1. Prokaryotes have extremely large population sizes, in part because they
have short generation times. The large number of individuals in prokaryotic
populations makes it likely that in each generation there will be thousands of
individuals that have new mutations at any particular gene, thereby adding
considerable genetic diversity to the population. 2. In transformation,
naked, foreign DNA from the environment is taken up by a bacterial celL In
transduction, phages carry bacterial genes from one bacterial ceHto another.
In conjugation, a bacterial cell directly transfers plasmid or chromosomal
DNA to another cell via a mating bridge that temporarily connects the tv.'o
cells. 3. Yes. Genes for antibiotic resistance could be transferred (by trans·
formation, transduction, or conjugation) from the nonpathogenic bacterium
to a pathogenic bacterium; this could make the pathogen an even greater
threat to human health. In general, transformation, transduction, and conjugation tend to increase the spread of resistance genes.
Concept Che<:k 27.3
1. A phoIntroph derr,'l5 its energy fron11ight. v.ttile a dlemorroph gets itsenergy &001
chemical sources. All autotroph derives itscarbon fiun in~ sources (dtcn C00,
while a heterotroph gets itselrlxJn fiun organic sources. Thus. there are k>ur nubitional
modes: phcroautdrophic, phoInhcU'rotrophic (Wlique 10 prokaryotes), chemoautotrophic (unique to prokaryotes), and chemohcterotrophic. 2. Otemoheteroouphy; the bacterium must rely on chemiell SOUlU'S of energy, since it is not
exposed to light, and it must be a heteroouph if it requires an organic SOlllU' of carbon rather than COz (or anothcr inotpnic SOlllU', like bicarbonate). 3. If hu·
mans could fix nitrogen, we could build proteins using atmospheric N2 and lK'Ilce
would not need toeat high-protein foods such as meat or fish. Ourdiet would, however, need to include a sourceofcarbon, along with minerals and water. Thus, a typical meal might consist ofcarbohydratl'S as a carbon source, along with fruits and
vegetables to provide essential minerals (and additional carbon).
Concept Che<:k 27.4
1. Before molecular systematics, taxonomists classified prokaryotes according 10
phenotypic characters that did not clarify t'volutionary relationships. Moh:ular
oomparisons-ofDNA in particular-indielte key divergences in prokaryotic lineages. 2. By not requiring that organisms becultured in the laboratory, genetic
prospecting has revealed an immense diversity of previously unknown prokaryotic
species. Over time, the ongoing discovery of new species by genetic prospecting is
likely to alter our understanding of prokaryotic phylogeny greatly. 3. At present, all knov.'Il methanogens are archaca in the clade Euryarchat'Ota; this suggests
that this unique metabolic pathway arose in anQ'Stral species within Eur·
yarchaeota. Since Bacteria and Archaea have been separate evolutionary lineages
for billions of years, the discovery of a mcthanogen from the domain Bacteria
\'«)IIld suggest that adaptations that enabled the use of CO 2to oxidize H 2 evolved
at least twice-once in Archaea (within Euryarchaeota) and once in Bacteria.
Concept Che<:k 27.5
1. Although prokaryotes are small, their large numbers and metabolic abilities
enable them to play key roles in ecosystems by decomposing wastes, recycling
chemicals, and affecting the concentrations of nutrients available to other organisms. 2. Bacteroifks thctawuwmicrol1, which lives inside the human intestine, benefits by obtaining nutrients from the digestive system and by
receiving protection from competing bacteria from host-produced antimicrobialcompounds to which it is not sensitive.1be human host benefits because the
bacterium manufacturcscarbohydratcs, vitamins, and other nutrients. 3. Some
of the many differt'llt species of prokaryott'S that he in the human gut compete
with one another for resources (in the food )'Ou eat). Because different prokaryotic
species have different adaptations, a change in diet may alter which species can
grow most rapidly, thus altering species abundance.
Concept Che<:k 27.6
1. Sample answers: eating fermented foods such as yogun, sourdough bread, or
cheese; receiving clean water from sewage trl'atmenl; taking medicines produced
by bacteria. 2. No. If the poison is secreted as an aotoxin,livc bactt'l'ia could be
transmitit'd to another person. But the same is true ifthe poison is an endotoxinonly in this case, the live bacteria that are transmitted may be descendants of the
(n()\',··dead) bacteria that produced the poison. 3. Strain 1(-12 may have lost
genes by deletion mutations. A phylogenetic analysis would help distinguish betv.-een these hypotheses-if some of the genes found in 0157:H7 but not in 1(·12
are present in the common ancestor of the tv.'O strains, that would suggest that
strain K-1210st tht'SC gent'S O\'t'l" the course of its evolution.
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(b) Some Rhizobium slrains are much more effective at promoting plant
growth than are other Rhizobium strains; the most ineffc<:tive strains have
little positive effect (plant growth with these strains differs little from plant
growth in the absence of Rhizobium). The ineffective strains may transfer relatively little nitrogen to their plant host, hence limiting plant growth.

(HAPTER 28
Figure Questions
Figure 28.10 Merozoites are produced by the asexual (mitotic) cen division
of haploid sporowites; similarly, gametocytes are produced by the asexual cell
division of merozoites. Hence, it is likely that individuals in tht'SC three stages
have the same complement of gent'S and that morphological differenct'S between them result from changes in gene expression. Figure 28.22 The fol·
lOWing stage should be circled: step 6, where a maturc cell undergoes mitosis
and forms four or more daughter cens. In step 7, the zoospores eventually grow
into mature haploid cells, but they do not produce new daughter cells. likewise, in step 2, a mature cell develops into a gamete, but it does not produce
new daughter cells. Figure 28.23 If the assumption is correct, then thcir
results indicate that the DHFR-TS gene fusion maybe a derived trait shared by
members of four supergroups of eukaryotes (Excavata, Chromalveolata,
Rhizaria, and Archaeplastida). However, if the assumption is not correct, the
presence or absence of the gene fusion may tell little about phylogenetic his·
tory. For example, if the genes fused multiple times, groups could share the
trait hccause of convergent evolution rather than common descent. If the
genes were ~ondarily split, a group with such a split could be placed (incor·
rectly) in Unikonta rather than its correct placement in one of the other four
supergroups.
Concept Cheel< 28.1
1. Sample response: Protists inelude unicellular, colonial, and multicellular
organisms; photoautotrophs, heterotrophs, and mixotrophs; species that reproduce asexually, sexually, or both ways; and organisms with diverse physi.
cal forms and adaptations. 2. Strong evidence shows that eukaryotes
acquired mitochondria after an early eukaryote first engulfed and then
formed an endosymbiotic association with an alpha proteobacterium. Similarly, chloroplasts in red and green algae appear to have descended from a
photosynthetic cyanobacterium that was engulfed by an ancient heterotrophic eukaryote. Secondary endosymbiosis also played an important
role: Various protist lineages acquired plastids by engulfing unicellular red or
green algae. 3. The modified tree would look as follo","-s:
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Conn'pt Check 28.2
1. Their mitochondria do not have an electron transport chain and so cannot
function in aerobic respiration. 2. Since the unknown protist is more closely
related to diplomonads than to euglenids, it must have evolved after the
diplomonads and parabasalids divergl-d from the euglcnozoans. In addition,
since the unknown species has fully functional mitochondria-yet both
diplomonads and parabasalids do not-it is likely that the unknown spedes
evolved before the last common ancestor of the diplomonads and parabasalids.

Concept Check 28.3
1. Some DNA data indicate that Chromalveolata is a monophyletic group, but
other DNA data fail to support this result. In support of monophyly, for many
species in the group, the structure of their plastids and the st:quence oftheir plastid DNA suggest that the grouporiginated by a Sl'COndary endosymbiosis event
(in which a red alga was engulfed). However, other species in the group lack plastids entirely, making the secondary endosymbiosis hypothesis difficult to test.
2. Figure 13.6b. Algae and plants with alternation of generations have a multicellular haploid stage and a multicellular diploid stage. In the other hm life cycles, either the haploid stage or the diploid stage is unicellular. 3. The plastid
DNA would likely be more similar to the chromosomal DNA of cyanobacteria
based on the well-supported hypothesis that eUkaryotic plastids (such as those
found in the eukaryotic groups listed) originated by an endosymbiosis event in
which a eukaryote engulfed a cyanobacterium. If the plastid is derived from the
cyanobacterium, its DNA would be derived from the bacterial DNA.

Concept Check 28.4
1. Because foram tests are hardened with calcium carbonate, they form longlasting fossils in marine sediments and sedimentary rocks. 2. Convergent
evolution. The different organisms have corne to display similar morphological adaptations over time owing to their similar lifestyles.

Concept Check 28.5
1. Many red algae contain an accessory pigment calk-d phycoerythrin, which
gives them a reddish color and allows them to carry out photosynthesis in relativelydeep coastal water. Also unlike brown algae, red algae have no tlagellated
stages in their life cycle and must depend on water currents to bring gametes together for fertilization. 2. llll'a's thallus contains many cells and is differentiated into leaflike blades and a rootlike holdfast. Caulerpa's thallus is composed
of multinucleate filaments without cross-walls, so it is essentially ont' large cell
3. Red algae have no flagellated stages in their life cycle and hence must depend
on water currents to bring their gametes together. This feature of their biology
might increase the diftkulty of reproducing on land. In contrast, the gametes of
green algae are flagellated, making it possible for them to swim in thin films of
water. [n addition, a varicty of grecn algae contain compounds in their cytoplasm, cell wall, or zygok coat that protect against intense sunlight and other terrestrial conditions. Such compounds may have increased the chance that
descendants of green algae could survive on land

be available for fishes and other species that eat cora!. Asa result. populations
of these species may decline, and that, in rum, might cause populations of
their prcdators to d"dine.
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Pathogens that share a relatively recent common ancestor with humans
should also share metabolic and structural characteristics with humans. Because drugs target the pathogcn's metabolism or structure, developing drugs
that harm the pathogen but not the patient should be most difficult for
pathogens with whom we share the most recent evolutionary history. Working backward in time, we can use the phylogenetic tree to determine the order in which humans shared a common ancestor with pathogens in different
taxa. This process leads to the prediction that it should be hardest to develop
drugs to combat animal pathogens, follo.....cd by choanoflagellatc pathogens,
fungal and nudeariid pathogens, amocbozoans, other protists, and finally
prokaryotes.

(HAPTER 29

Figure Questions
Figure 29.7
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Concept Check 28.6
1. Amochozoans have lobe-shaped pSl'Udopodia, whereas for.lms havl' threadlike pseudopodia. 2. Slime molds are fungus-like in that they produce fruiting
bodies that aid in the dispersal of spores, and they are animal-like in that they are
motile and ingest food. However. slime molds are more closely related to gymnamoebas and entamoehas than to fungi or animals.
3. Support. Unikonts
lack the unique cytoskeletal features shared by many excavates (seeConcept 28.2).
Thus, if the unikonts wcre the fIrst group of cukaryok's to diverge from other eukaryotes (as sho.....n in Figure 28.23}, it would be unlikely that the eukaryote common ancestor had the c)'toskeletal features found today in many excavates. Such
a result would strengthen the case that many excavates share cytoskeletal features
because they are members of a monophyletic group, the Excavata.

Conn'pt Check 28.7
1. Because photosynthetic protists lie at the base of aquatic food webs, many
aquatic organisms depend on them for food, either directly or indirectly. (In
addition, a substantial percentage of the oxygen produced in photosynthesis
on Earth is made by photosynthetic protists.) 2. Protists form mutualistic
and parasitic associations with other organisms. Examples include
parabasalids that form a mutualistic symbiosis with termites. as well as the
oom}'cete Phytophthora ramorum, a parasite of oak trees. 3. Corals de·
pend on their dinoflagellate symbionts for nourishment. so coral blcaching
would be expected to cause the corals to die. As the corals die, less food will

Figure 29.10 Because the moss reduces nitrogen loss from the ecosystem,
species that typically colonize the soils after the moss probably experience
higher soil nitrogen levels than they otherwise would-an effect that may
bencfit thesc species, since nitrogen is an essential nutrient that often is in
short supply. Figure 29.13 A fern that had wind-dispersed sperm would
not require water for fertilization, thus removing a difficulty that ferns face
when they live in arid environments. The fern would also be under strong selection to produce sperm above ground (as opposed to the current situation,
where some fern gametophytes arc located below ground).

Concept Check 29.1
1. Land plants share some key traits only with charophytes: rosette cellulose-synthesizing complexes, presence of peroxisome enzymes, similarity in spenn structure, and the formation of a phragmoplast in cell division. GHnparisons of nuclear
and chloroplast gtonl'S also point to a common ana'Stry. 2. Spore walls toughened by sporopollenin (protects against harsh enlironmental conditions}; multicellular, dependent embryos (provides nutrients and protection to the developing
embryo); cuticle (reduces waterloss). 3. The multicellular diploid stage of the life
cycle ....uu1d not reproduce sexually. Instead both males and females would produce
haploid spores by meiosis. These spores would give rise to multicellular male and
[(wale haploid stages-a major change from the single-celled haploid stages (spenn

Answers
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and eggs) that we actuaUy have. The multicenular haploid stages woukl produce gametes and reproduce sexually. An individual at the multicellular haploid stage ofthe
human life cycle might look Uke us, or it might look completely different.

Concept Check 29.2
1. Bryophytes do not have an extensive vascular transport system, and their life
cycle is dominated by gametophytl'S rather than sporophytes.

2. Answers

may include the following: Larg" surface area of protoncma enhances absorption of water and minerals; the vase-shaped archegonia protect eggs during fertilization and transport nutrients 10 the embryos via placental transfer cells; the
stalk-like seta conducts nutrients from the gametophyte to the capsule, where
spores are produced; the peristome enables gradual spore discharge; stomata

enable C02i'Oz exchange wbile minimizing water loss; lightweight sporl'S are
rcadilydispcrscd by wind.
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1. Lycophytes have microphylls. whereas seed plants and pterophytes (ferns
and their relatives) have megaphylls. Pterophytes and seed plants also share
other traits not found in lycophytes. such as overtopping growth and the initiation of new root branches at various points along the length of an existing
root. 2. Both seedless vascular plants and bryophytes have flagellated
sperm that re<juire moisture for fertilization; this shared similarity poses
challenges for these species in arid regions. With respect to key differences.
seedless vascular plants have lignified, well-developed vascular tissue, a trait
that enables the sporophyte to grow tall and that has transformed life on
Earth (via th(' formation of forests). Secdkss vascular plants also have true
leaves and roots, which, when compared to bryophytes, provides increased
surface area for photosynthesis and improves their ability to extract nutrients
from soil. 3. If lycophytes and pterophytes formed a clade, the traits
shared by pterophytes and seed plants might have been present in the com·
mon ancestor of all vascular plants, but lost in the lycophytes. Alternatively,
the common ancestor of all vascular plants may have lacked the traits shared
by pterophytes and seed plants; in this case, pterophytes and seed plants
would share these traits as a result of convergent evolution.

Self-Quiz
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9. Based on our current understanding of the evolution of major plant
groups, thl' phylogeny has thl' four branch points shown here:
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Derived characters unique to the charophyte and land plant dade (indicated
by branch point I} include rosette cellulose-synthesizing complexes, perox·
isome enzymes, flagellated sperm structure, and a phragmoplast. Derived
characters unique to the land plant clade (branch point 2) include apical
mcristems, alternation of generations, walled spores produced in sporangia,
and multicellular gametangia. Derived characters unique to the vascular
plant clade (branch point 3) include life cycles with dominant sporophytes,
complex vascular systems (xylem and phloem}, and well·developed roots
and leaves. Derived characters unique to the pterophyte and seed plant dade
(branch point 4} include megaphylls and overtopping growth.

CHAPTER 30
Figure Questions
Figure 30.3 Three: (I) the current sporophyte (cells of ploidy 2n, found in
the integum('nt, or sel'd coat); (2} thl' female gametophyte (cens of ploidy n,
found in the food supply}; and (3) the sporophyte of the next generation (cells
of ploidy 2/1, found in the embryo). Figure 30.12 No. The branching or·
der shown could still be correct if Amborella and other early angiosperms
had originated prior to ISO million years ago but angiosperm fossils ofthat
age had not yet been discovered. In such a situation, the 140.million-year-old
date for the origin ofth(' angiosperms shown on the phylogeny would be incorrect. Figure 30.14 This study establishes a correlation between the
type of floral symmetry and the rate of plant speciation-but it is possible
that floral symmetry is correlated with another factor that was the actual
cause of the observed results. Note, however, that floral symmetry was associated with increased speciation rates in a variety of different plant lineages.
This suggests-but does not establish-that differences in floral symmetry
cause differences in speciation rates. In general, strong evidence for causa·
tion can come from controlled, manipulative experiments, but such experi·
ments are usually not possible for studies of past evolutionary events.

Concept Check 30.1
1. To have any chance of reaching the eggs, the flagellated sperm of seedless
vascular plants must swim through a film of water, usually over a distance of
no more than a few centimeters. In contrast, the sperm of seed plants do not
A-25
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require water because they are produced within pollen grains that can be
transported long distances by wind or by animal pollinators. Although flagellated in some spedes, the sperm of seed plants do not require mobility because pollen tubes convey them from the point at which the pollen grain is
deposited (near the ovules) dill,'(;tly to the eggs. 2. The reduced gametophytesof seed plants art nurtured by sporophytes and protected from stress,
such as drought conditions and UV radiation. Pollen grains have tough protective walls. S«ds ha\1! one or two la}...n of protectiw tissue, the Sl"I.'d coat.
that improve survival by prO\;ding more protection from en\;ronmental
Sl~ than do the- walls of spores. Seeds also contOlin a stored supply of
food, Ito'hich mabltS ~ to U\'e longer thlJn sportS and provides dC\'eloping
tmbryos with nourishment for grolto'th. 3. If seed plants \O'ere homosporous. OIlly one typt ofspore would be produced-as opposed to the actual
situation in which microspores &"\" rise to sperm crUs '<Iithin pollen grains,
and megaSporC5 gk"l' rise to eggs within O\-wes. Thus, if structurl'5like pollen
grains and seeds were produced. they would arist in a .·ery different way
from how they now are formed..

Conctpt Chedc 30.2
1_ Although gymnosptnns are similar in not having their ~ enclosed in
ow.ries and fruits, their seed-bearing structures vary greatly. For installtt,

cycads hlJ<.'C la~ conn, ",tlneas some gylTlflO!ip<'"llS such as Gint,o and
Gndum, ha\'C small cones that look SOIIlI'Yoitat like berries. r ..en though they
are not fruiu. ~af shlJpe also varies greatly, from the nttdIes of many
conifers to the palmlike lea\·n ofcycads to G~lum leaVI'5 that look like those
of flowtring planu. 2. 1lle life cycle iUustratn heterospory, as ovulate
cones produce mtgasports and pollen conn produce microspores. The reduced gametophytes are tvident in the form ofthe microscopic pollen gnins
and the microscopic female gametopbyte '<Iithin the megaspore. The egg is
shown de\·eIoping within an O\'Ule, and a pollen tube issoown con'TYing the
sperm. The figure also shows the protectk'C and nutriti\"e features of a Sl"l'd.
3. No. Fossil tvidtnce indicates that gymnosperms originated at least 305
million years ago, but this does not mean that angiosperms are that oldonly that the most recent common ancestor of gymnosperms and angiosperms must be that old.
Concept Cked 30.3
1. In the oak·s life cycle, the tree (the sporophyte) produces flowers, '<I-hich
contain gametophytes in pollen grains and ovules; the eggs in ovules are fertilized: the mature ovaries develop into dry fruits called acorns. We can view
the oak's life cycle as starting when the acorn seeds germinate, resulting in
embryos giving rise to seedlings and finally to mature trees, which produce
flowers-and then more acorns. 2. Pine cones and flowers both have
sporophylls, modified leaves that produce spores. Pine trees have separate
pollen conl'S (with pollen grains) and ovulate cones (with ovules inside cone
scales}. In flowers, pollen grains are produced by the anthers of stamens, and
ovules are within the ovaries ofcarpels. Unlike pinecones, many flowers pro·
duce both pollen and ovules. 3. Such a discovery would remove support
for the idea, based on 12S.million-year-old Archaefructus sinensis fossils,
that the earliest angiosperms may haVl' been herbaceous, aquatic plants.
Concept Checl.: 30.4
1. Because extinction is irreversible, it dl'Creases the total diversity of plants,
many of which may ha\"l' brought important l>el1l'fits to humans. 2. A detailed phylogeny of the seed plants would identify many different monophyletic
groups of seed plants. Using this phylogeny. researchers could look for clades
that contained species in '<I-hich medicinally useful compounds had already
been disco\'et"l'd. IdentifICation of such clades would alJow researchers to concentrate their search for new medicinal compounds among dade members-as
opposed toSol'arChing for newoompounds in species that were selected at random from the more than 250.000 existing species ofseed plants.
Self-Quiz
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(b) 1lle phylogeny indicales thaI basal angiosperms differed from other an·
giosperms in ttrmS of the number of cells in femak gametophytes and tilt
ploidy of tilt endosperm. The ancestral Slate of tilt angiosperms cannot be:
determined from these data alone. It is possible that the common ancestor of
angiosperms had SC\'Cf'I-cel1ed female gamctoph)11'5 and [riploid endosperm
and helltt that tilt eight·celled and four--<elled conditions found in basal angiosperms I'eprCSCnt <!em'ed traits for those lineages. A1temati\"l'!y, either
tilt dght-cel~01'" four·ceIled condition may rtpreSellt tht ancestral state.

CHAffiRJl
Figure Q~tions
Figure 31.2 DNA from each of these mushrooms would be: identicaJ ifeach
mushroom is part of a single hyphal nmo·ark. as is likely. Figure 31.16
One or both of the following would apply to each specin: DNA analyses
I"oold I"l'\'eal that it is a member ofthe ascomycetes clade, or aspects ofits sex·
uallife cycle would indicate that it is an ascomycete (foc enmple, it would
produce asci and ascospores). Figure 31.21 T....o possible controls would
be: E- p- and E+P-. Rnults from an E-P- control could be:compared with
results from tht E- P+ experiment, and results from an E+ P- control could
be: compared with results from the E+ P+ experiment; together, these two
comparisons would indicate whether the addition of the pathogen causes an
Incrt'ase in leaf mortality. Results from an E-P- experiment could also be
compart'd with results from the second control (E+P-) to determine
whether adding tht endophytes has a negative effect on the plant.
Concept Check 31.1
1. Both a fungus and a human arc heterotrophs. Many fungi digest their
food nternally by secreting enzymes into the food and then absorbing the
small molecules that result from digestion. Other fungi absorb such small
molecules dir~tly from their <,nvironment. In contrast, humans (and most
other animals) ingest relatively large pi~esoffood and digest the food within
their bodies. 2. The ancestors of such a mutualist most likely secreted
powerful enzymes to digest the body oftheir ins~t host. Since such enzymes
would harm a living host, It Is likely that the mutualist would not produce
such enzymes or would restrict their secretion and use.
Concepl Check 31.2
1. The majority of the fungal life cycle is spent in the haploid stage, whereas
the majority of the human life cycle is spent in the diploid stage. 2. The
two mushrooms might be reproductive structures ofthe same mycelium (the
same organism). Or they might be parts oft.....o separate organisms that have
arisen from a single parent organism through aso:ual reproduction and thus
carry the same genetic information.
Concept Checlr 31.3
1. DNA evidence indicates that fungi. animals, and their protistan relatiyes
fonn a c1adt. tht! opisthokonts. Furthermore, an early-dk'Cl'ging fungal lint·
agt. the Ch)1rids. hlJI'e posterior flagelb, as do most other opisthokonts. This
suggests that othtr fungallintage:s lost their flagella after di\·erging from
ch)'uids. 2. This indicates that fungi hlJd already established muwalistic
relationships ""ith plants by the date the fossils of the earliest \'asCU1ar plants
had formed. 3. Fungi are heterotrophs. Priorto thecoloniution ofland by
plants. ttTTt$lrial fungi could ha\'Cli\"ed only where other organisms (or their
remains) were present and provided a wurcr offood Thus, iHungi had colonized land btfol'e plants. they couJd have fed on any prokaryotes or protists
that Jr,"ed on land or by the water's edge-but not 011 the plants oc animal.s on
.....hich many fungi feed today.
Aos'<l'Crs
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Concept Che<:k 31.4
1. Flagellated spores 2. Possible answers include the following: In zygomycetes, the sturdy, thick-walled zygosporangium can withstand harsh
conditions and then undergo karyogamy and meiosis when the environment
is favorabk for reproduction. In glomeromyeetes, the hyphae have a specialized morphology that enables the fungi to form arbuscular mycorrhizal.' with
plant roots. In ascomycetes, the asexual spores (conidia) are often produced
in chains or clusters at the tips of conidiophores, where they are easily dispersed by wind. The often cup-shaped ascocarps house the sexual sporeforming asci. In basidiomycetes, the basidiocarp supports and protects a
large surface area of basidia, from which spores arc dispersed. 3. Such a
change to the life cycle of an ascomycete would reduce the number and ge·
netic diversity of ascospores that result from a mating event. Ascospore
number would drop because a mating event would lead to the formation of
only one ascus. Ascospore genetic diversity would also drop because in ascomycetes, one mating event leads to the formation of asci by many different
dikaryotic cells. As a result, genetic rl'Combination and meiosis occurs independently many different times-which could not happen if only a single ascus was formed. It is also likely that if such an ascomycete formed an
ascocarp, the shape of the ascocarp would differ considerably from that
found in its close relatives.
Concept Che<:k 31.5
1. A suitable environment for growth, retention of water and minerals, protl'Ction from intense sunlight. and protection from being eaten 2. A hardy
spore stage enables dispersal to host organisms through a variety of mechanisms; their ability to grow rapidly in a favorable new environment enables
them to capitalize on the host's resources. 3. Many different outcomes
might have occurred. Organisms that currently form mutualisms with fungi
might have gained the ability to perform the tasks currently done by their
fungal partners, or they might have formed similar mutualisms with other
organisms (such as bacteria). Alternatively, organisms that currently form
mutualisms with fungi might be less effective at liVing in their present envi·
ronments. For example, the colonization of land by plants might have bffn
more difficult. And if plants did eventually colonize land without fungal mutualists, natural selection might have favored plants that formed more highly
divided and cxtensive root systems (in part replacing mycorrhizae).
Self-Quiz
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As indicated by the raw data and bar graph, grass plants with endophytes
(E +) produced more new shoots and had greater biomass than did grass
plants that lacked endophytes (E -). These differences were especially pronounced at thl' highest soil temperature, wherl' E- grass plants producl'd no
new shoots and had a biomass of zero (indicating they wl're dead).

CHAPTER 32
Figure Queslions

0

Figure 32.3 As described in
and f), choanotlagellates and a broad
range of animals have collar cells. Since collar cells have never been observed
in plants. fungi, or non-choanotlagellate protists, this suggests that
choanollagellates may be more closely related to animals than to other eukaryotes. If choanotlagellates are morl' closely related to animals than is any
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other group of eukaryotes, choanollagellates and animals should share other
traits that are not found in other eukaryotes. The data described in Oare
consistent with this prediction. Figure 32.6 The sea anemone embryos
could be infused with a protein that can bind to l3-catenin's DNA-binding
site, thereby limiting the extent to which l3-catenin activates the transcrip·
tion of genes necessary for gastrulation. Such an experiment would provide
an independent check of the results shown in step 4. Figure 32.10
Ctenophora is the sister phylum in this figure, while Cnidaria is the sister
phylum in Figure 32.11.
Concepl Check 32.1
1. In most animals, the zygote undergoes cleavage, which leads to the formation of a blastula. Next, in gastrulation, one end of the embryo folds in·
ward, producing layers of embryonic tissue. As the cells of these lay<'rs
differentiate, a wide variety of animal forms result. Despite the diversity of
animal forms, animal development is controlled by a similar set of Hox genes
across a broad range of taxa. 2. The imaginary plant would require tissues
composed of cells that were analogous to the muscle and nerve cells found in
animals: "muscle" tissue would be necessary for the plant to chase prcy, and
"nerve" tissue would be required for the plant to coordinate its movements
when chasing prey. To digest captured prey, the plant would need to either
secrete enzymes into one or more digestive cavities (which could be modified leaves, as in a Venus'llytrap), or secrete enzymes outside of its body and
feed by absorption. To extract nutrients from the soil-yet be able to chase
prey-the plant would nced something othcr than fixed roots, perhaps retraetabk "roots" or a way to ingest soil. Toconduct photosynthesis, the plant
would require chloroplasts. Overall, such an imaginary plant would be very
similar to an animal that had chloroplasts and retractable roots.
Concept Ched< 32.2
1. c, b, a, d 2. We cannot infer whether animals originated before or after
fungi. If correct, the date provided for the most recent common ancestor of
fungi and animals would indicate that animals originated some time within
the last billion years. The fossil record indicates that animals originated at
least 565 million years ago. Thus, we could conclude only that animals originated some time between 565 million years ago and I billion years ago.
Concept Check 32.3
1. Grade·level characteristics are those that multiple lineages share regardless
of evolutionary history. Some grade-level characteristics may have evolved
multiple times independently. Featufl'S that unite c1adl'S arc derived charac·
teristics that originated in a common ancestor and were passed on to the var·
ious descendants. 2. A snail has a spiral and determinate cleavage pattern; a
human has radial, indeterminate cleavage. In a snail, the coelomic cavity is
formed by splitting of mesoderm masSI'S; in a human, the coelom forms from
folds of archenteron. In a snail, the mouth forms from the blastopore; in a human, the anus develops from the blastopore. 3. Most codomate triploblasts
have two openings to their digestive tract, a mouth and an anus. As such, their
bodies have a structure that is analogous to that of a doughnut: The digestive
tract (the hole of the doughnut) runs from the mouth to the anus and is surrounded by various tissues (the solid part of the doughnut). The doughnut
analogy is most obvious at early stages of development (sec Figure 32.9<:).
Concepl Chl'ck 32.4
1. Cnidarians possess true tissues, while sponges do not. Also unlike sponges,
cnidarians exhibit body symmetry, though it is radial and not bilateral as in
other animal phyla. 2. The morphology-bas<'« tree dividl'S Bilateria into two
major clades: Deuterostomia and Protostomia. The molecular·bascd tree recog·
nizes three major clades: Deuterostomia, Ecdysozoa, and Lophotrochozoa. 3.
Both statements could be correct. Figun:' 32.11 shows that the lineage leading to
Deuterostomia was the first to diverge from the other two main bilaterian line·
ages (those leading to Lophotrochozoa and Ecdysozoa). By itself, however, this
information docs not indicate whether the most fl'<Xnt common anCl'Stor ofthe
Deuterostomia lived before or after the first arthropods. For example, the an·
cestors of Deuterostomia could have diverged from the ancestors of Lophotrochozoa and Ecdysozoa S70 million years ago; it could have then taken 35 million
years for the clade Deuterostomia to originate, but only 10 million years for first
Ecdysozoa and thm the arthropod clades tooriginate.
Self-Quiz

1. a 2. d 3. b 4. e S. c 6. e
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would suggest that the life cycle of basal cnidarians was probably dominated
by the medusa stage. Over time. the polyp stage arne to be increasingly important in some groups. such as Hydrozoa. which alternate bctv.·ccn medusa
and polyp stages. and Anthozoa. which lack the medusa stage entirely.

Concept Check 33.3
1. Tapeworms can absorb food from their environment and release ammonia
into their environment through their body surface bca.usc their body is w:ry nat.
due in part to the lack 0( a coelom. 2. The function of the foot reflects the !().
mmotion required in each cbss. Gastropods usc their foot as a hoIdfast or to
mall,' sJov,1y on the substrate. In cephalopods, the foot fwJctions as a siphon and
tentades.. 3. The inner tube is the alimentary cmaI, ....hich runs the length of
the body. The outer tube is the body ...oill. The t....o rubes are separated by the
coelom.. 4. Many \opho(roctlozoans lack skeIrtons 01' other stnJctures that
could support their toft. bodies against the ba: ~ pity. making it difficult for
them to Ir.'e abct.'e the surface of the soil Sor'ne species, sud! as ectoprocts (bryozoans). ha\'e a sturdyexoskdeton, but thl-yare5tolliorwyand so ....ould fin1 it dif·
ficuk to capture food on land (Note that thorie Iopbotrochowan! that do Ir.'e
aOO.'e the soil ~, such as slugs. 113\" some bm ofhydmstatic skdeton.)

Concepl Ched: 33.4

rtbtionships IO.ithin I..opbotrochclw all' not
resolved, we cannot estimate me precist nurnberoC times mat cleavage patterns
hzo,,. changed 0\'eI' lhe course of CYOlution. If. for example. P1aryhelmin~
Mollusca. and Annelida form 11 clade. it would bl' reasonabIl' 10 infer t1m.'t'
cleavage pattern changn (one in Acocb., 00l' in the anctStoc of this hypothetical dade. and one in Arthropoda~ Various other possibk- rdationships 1IIOOng
Iophotrochozoans !t'ad to ~ ~imales.

1. Nemalodes bd: body segments and a true coelom; annelids ha\'e both.
2. Arthropod mouthparU all' modified appendagcs, which are bilaterally
paill'd. 3. The arthropod ooskeleton. ...tlich had alll'ady ~'(l/\'ed in the
ocean, allo....ed terrestrial 5peOet: to ll'Uin w:roter and support their bodies on
Land. Wings allO"'ed them to disperse quickly to 0C\f0' habitats and to fmd food
and mates. 1M tracheal system alJo.,.-s for efficient gas exdlange despite the
presence of an e:xosl;deton. 4. YC'$. Under the tnditional hypothesis.....e
....ould Olp«t body 5CglT1OltaOOn to be mntrolled by similar Hox genes in annelids and arthropod$. Hew.'cver. ifannelids are in l.ophotnxho:roa and arthropods are in Ealysowa. body segmentation may ha\'e C\vl\'ed independently in
these tv.v groups. In soch a case. "'"c might expect thai different Hox genes
"''QU1d control the de\"Clopment ofbody segmentation in the 1'.1"0 clades.

CHAPTER 33

Concept Check 33.5

I

From lhc phylogeny. it a~ duol mw cJnv..r.gc is the ancestral condition for
tuJl'lel:aZo;,f1S,. H~"tWr, btallSC:

Figure Questions
Figure 33.8 Within a reproductive polyp. a cell that gives rise toa medusa
....ould have to divide by meiosis. A resulting haploid cell would then divide
repeatedly (by mitosis), forming a haploid medusa. Later. cells in the

mcduSOl's gonads would divide by mitosis, forming the haploid e-ggs and
sperm.

Figure 33.11 Adding fertilizer to the ....'ater supply would proba-

bly increase the abundance of algae. This. in tum, might increase the abundance of both snails (which eat algae) and blood flukes (which require snails
as an intermediate host). As a result, the occurrence ofschistosomiasis might
increase, Figure 33.28 Such a result would be consistent with the Ubx
and nbd-A Ho:rgenes having played a major role in the evolution ofincreased
body segment diversity in arthropods. However. by itself, such a result would
simply show that the presence of the Ubx and afxf-A Hox genes was
correlated with an increase in body segment diversity in arthropods; it would
not provide direct experimental evidence that the acquisition of the Ubx and
ndb-A genes caused an in(rease in arthropod body segment diversity,

1. Each tube foot mnsists of an ampulla and a podiwn. When the ampulla
squeez.cs. it IOrces ....ater inlO the podium.....hich causes the podium to expand
and contact the substrate. Adl\csr.'t' chemicals are then secreted from the base
of the podium. thereby attaching the podium to the substrate. 2. These tv.·o
organisms look very different from one another. bUI they share features found
in all echinoderms. such as a water vascular system and rube fed. Hence, their
shared characteristics probably result from homology. not analogy. 3. Both
insects and nematodes are ml'lllbcl'$ ofEcdysowa. one of the thrce major clades
oIbilatt'Tians. Therefore. achal'1lClcristicsharcd by Drosophila and Cm!/lorhafxfitis
may be informative for other members of their clade-but not necessarily for
ml'mbers of Deuterostomia. Instead. Figure 33.2 suggests that a species within
Echinodermata or Chordata might be a more appropriate invertebrate modd organism from which to draw inferences about humans and othervertebratcs.

Self-Quiz
1. c 2. a 3. d 4. e 5. b 6.
7.
A

Concept Checlc 33.1

-f':..c

1. Thl' flagella of choonocytcs draw water through their collars, which trap
food particles. The partic~ arl' engulfl'd by phagocytosis and digested.dtller
by choonocytcs 01' by amoebocytes. 2. The collar cells of spongcs (and other
animals-Sl'<' Chapter 32) bear a striking resemblance to a choonoflageUate
cell This suggests that the last common ancestor of animals and their protist
sister group may have resembled a choanollagellate. Ne\'Crthelcs.s, mesomycetozoans could still be the sistcr group of animals. If this is the case. the lack of
collar cells in mcsom)'l::etozoans would indicatl' that 0\T'r time their structure
C'o'olved in ways that auscd it to 1"10 longer resemble a choanoflagcllate cell.

Concept Ched: 33.2
1. Both the polyp and the medll$l an' compo5l'd ofan outer epidermis and an
inner pstrodennis separated by a gelatinous layer. the mesogIea. The polyp is
a cyUndrical form that adheres to the substr.r.te by its aboral end; the medllSal is
a flattened. mouth-dO"ll form that mc....es frcdy in the w:roter: 2_ Cnidarian
stinging cells (cnidocytes) function in defense and pay captun'. They contl.in
capsule-like organeIJcs (cniclae)....i\kh in rum ronbin coiled threads. The
threads either inject poison or stick to and entangle small prey. 3_ This
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(a) Both ph)1a in Dcutero5tOmia afl'coeIomaus, su~ that their most mrnt
common aI'IC£StOf had a true codom.l..opbottodJozo mnuins one ph)1um of
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acoelomates (Platyhelminthes), one phylum ofpseudocoelomates (Rotifera), and
four phyla of coelomates (Ectoprocta, Brachiopoda, Mollusca, Annelida); thus,
we cannot from this information alone infer the condition of the most recent
common ancestor shal\-d by thl'S<' phyla. Similarly, since Ecdysowa contains one
phylum of pseudocoelomates (Nematoda) and one phylum of coelomates
(Arthropoda). we cannot infer whether their most recent common ancestor had
a true coelom or not. (b) Depending on whether or not the last common ancestor of Bilateria had a true coelom, the presence of a true coelom has either been
lost or gained multiple times during theevolutionary history ofbilaterians. Thus,
the presence of a true coelom appears to change over the course of evolution.

CHAPTER 34
Figure Queslions
Figure 34.20 Amphibians must have originated some time between thedate
that the most recent common ancestor of Hynerpcum and later tetropods originated (380 mya) and the date of the earliest known fossils of amphibians
(shown in the figure as 340 mya). Figure 34.37 The phylogeny shows humans as the sister group to the genus Pan. This relationship is consistent with
humans being placcd in Pan along with its two living members. chimpanzees
and bonobos. Figure 34A3 It is not likely that these two sources of error
significantly influenced the results. We can conclude this in part because the
results were reproducible: similar SC(juences were found for mtDNA obtained
from two different Neanderthal fossils and SC(juenced by t'.'o'o different research teams. In addition, the close relationship of the two Neanderthal
mtDNA sequences to each other would not be expected if the fossil DNA had
broken down considerably. Similarly, the fact that Europeans and other liVing
humans formed a sister group to the Neanderthals, and that chimpanzees
formed a sister group to the human/Neanderthal clade also would not be expected had the DNA broken down greatly-nor would these results be cxpected if the fossil DNA sequences were contaminated (for example, by DNA
from microorganisms or from liVing humans).

Concept Check 34.1
1. As water passes through the slits. food particles arc filtered from the water and transported to the digestive system. 2. In humans. these characters are present only in the embryo. The notochord becomes disks between
the vertebrae, the tail is almost completely lost, and the pharyngeal clefts develop into various adult structures. 3. Not necessarily. It would be possible that the chordate common ancestor had this gene, which was then lost in
the lancelet lineage and retained in other chordaks. However. it would also
be possible that the chordate common ancestor lacked this gene-this could
occur if the gene originated after lancelets diverged from other chordates yet
before tunicates diverged from other chordates.

and paired fins and a tail (adaptations for swimming). Aquatic gnathostomes
also typically have streamlined bodies for efficient swimming and swim blad·
ders orolhcrmechanisms (such asoilstorage in sharks) for buoyancy. 3. Yes,
that could have happened. The paired appmdages of aquatic gnathostomcs
other than the lobe-fins could have served as a starting point for theevolution
of limbs. The colonization of land by aquatic gnathostomes other than the
lobe-fins might have been facilitated in lineages that possessed lungs, as that
would have enabled those organisms to breathe air.
Concept Check 34.5
1. Tetrapods arc thought to have originated about 360 million years ago
when the fins of some lobe-fins evolved into the limbs of tetrapods. tn addi·
tion to their four limbs-a key derived trait for which the group is namedother derived traits of tetrapods include a neck (consisting of vertebrae that
separate the head from the rest of the body), a pelvic girdle that is fused to
the backbone, and a lack of gill slits. 2. Some fully aquatic species are paedomorphic, retaining larval features for life in water as adults. Species that
live in dry environments may avoid dehydration by burrowing or living under moist leaves, and they protect their eggs with foam nl'Sts. viviparity, and
other adaptations. 3. Many amphibians spend part of their life cycle in
aquatic environments and part on land. Thus. they may be exposed to a wide
range of environmental problems. including water and air pollution and the
loss or degradation of aquatic and/or terrestrial habitats. tn addition, am·
phibians have highly permeable skin, providing relatively little protection
from external conditions, and their eggs do not have a protective sheiL

Concept Cheel<

34,6
1. The amniotic egg provides protection to the embryo and allows the em·
bryo to develop on land, eliminating the necessity of a watery environment
for reproduction. Another key adaptation is rib cage ventilation, which improves the efficiency of air intake and may have allowed early amniotes to
dispense with breathing through their skin. And not breathing through their
skin allowed amniotes to develop relatively impermeable skin, thereby conserving water. 2. Birds have weight· saving modifications, including the
absence of teeth. a urinary bladder, and a second ovary in females. The wings
and feathers are adaptations that facilitate flight, and so are efficient respiratory and circulatory systems that support a high metabolic rate.
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Concept Check 34.2
1. Hagfishes have a head and skull made of cartilage, plus a small brain, sensory organs, and tooth-like structures. They have a neural crest, gill slits, and
more extensive organ systems. In addition, hagfishes have slime glands that
ward off predators and may repel competing scavengers. 2. My{{okunmingia.
Fossils of this organism provide evidence of ear capsules and e)'e capsules; these
structures are part of the skulL Thus. My{{okunmingia is considered a craniate,
as are humans. HaikOu£lIa did not have a skull. 3. Such a finding suggests
that early organisms with a head were favored by namral selection in several different evolutionary lineages. However, while a logical argument can be made
that having a head was advantageous, fossils alone do not constitute proof.
Concept Check 34.3
1. Lampreys have a round, rasping mouth, which they usc to attach to fish. Conodonts had two sets of mineralized dental clements, which may have been used
to impale prq'and cut it into smaller pieces. 2. In annorl-djawk'SS vertebrates,
bone served as external armor that may have provided protection from predators.
Some species also had mineralized mouthparts, which coold be used for either
predation or scavenging. Still others had mineralized fin rars. which may have enabled them to swim more rapidly and with greater steering control.
Concept Che£k 34.4
1. Both arc gnathostomesand have jaws, four clusters of Hoxgenes, enlarged
forebrains, and lateral line systems. Shark skeletons consist mainly of cartilage, whereas tuna have bony skeletons. Sharks also have a spiral valve. Tuna
have an operculum and a swim bladder, as well as nexible rays supporting
their fins. 2. Aquatic gnathostomes have jaws (an adaptation for feeding)
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Under this convention, the reptiles wouldconsistofall groups in Figure 34,24
except para reptiles and mammals.

Conn'pl Check 34.7
1. Monotremes lay eggs. Marsupials give birth to very small live young that
attach to a nipple in the mother's pouch, where they complete development.
Euth,'rians give birth to more developed live young. 2. Hands and feet
adapted for grasping, flat nails, large brain, forward-looking eyes on a flat
face, parental care, moveable big toe and thumb. 3. Mammals are endothermic, enabling them to live in a wide range of habitats. Milk provides
young with a balanced set of nutrients, and hair and a layer of fat under the
skin help mammals retain heat. Mammals have differentiated teeth. enabling
them to eat many different kinds offood. Mammals also have relatively large
brains, and many species arc capable learners. Following the mass extinction
at the end of the Cretaceous period, the absence oflarge terrestrial dinosaurs
may have opened many new ecological niches to mammals, promoting their
adaptive radiation. Continental drift also isolated many groups o( mammals
from one another, promoting the formation of many new species.

Conn'pl Check 34.8
1. Hominins are a clade within the ape clade that includes humans and all
s(K-ck-s more closely related to humans than other apes. The derived characters
of hominins include bipedal locomotion and relatively larger brains. 2. In
hominins, bipedal locomotion evolved long before large brain size. Homo crgaster, for example, was fully upright, bipedal. and as tall as modern humans,
but its brain was signifICantly smaller than thai of modern humans. 3. Yes.
both can be correct. Homo sapiens may have established populations outside of
Africa as early as 115,OCXIyears ago, as indicated by the fossil r('COrd. However,
those populations may have left f,....., or no descendants today. Instead, all living
humans may have descended from Africans that spread from Africa roughly
5O,0CXI years ago, as indicated by genetic data.
Self-Quiz
1. e 2. c 3. a 4. d 5. b 6. c 7. c
9. (a) Because brain size tends to increase consistently in such lineages, we
can conclude that natural selection favored the evolution of larger brains and
hmce that the benefits outv..cighed the costs. (b) As long as the benefits of
brains that are large relative to body size are greater than the eosts, large
brains ean evolve. Natural selection might favor the evolution of brains that
are large relative to body size because such brains confer an advantage in ob·
taining mates and/or an advantage in survival.
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(c) Adult mortality tends to be lower in birds with larger brains.

CHAPTER 35

Figure Questions
Figure 35.9 The finding might suggest that thl' tawny-colored trichomes
deter the beetles by some means other than physically obstructing the beetles.
Perhaps they contain a chemical that is harmful or distasteful to the beetles.
or their color is a deterrent. Figure 35.17 Pith and cortex are defined, respectively. as ground tissue that is internal and external to vascular tissue.
Since vascular bundles of monocot stems are scattered throughout the
ground tissue, there is no clear distinction bet\\oTen inkrnal and external relative to the vascular tissue. Figure 35.19 The vascular cambium produces
growth that increases the diameter of a stem or root. The tissues that are exterior to the vascular cambium cannot keep pace with the growth because

their cells no longer divide. A!. a result, these tissues rupture.
Every root epidermal cell would develop a root hair.

Figure 35.31

Concepl Check 35.1
1. The vascular tissue system connects leaves and roots, allowing sugars to
move from leaves to roots in the phloem and allowing water and minerals to
move to the leaves in the xylem. 2. (a) large axillary buds; (b) petioles; (c)
storage leaves: (d) storage roots 3. The dermal tissue system is the leaf's
protective covering. The vascular tissue system consists of the transport tissues xylem and phloem. The ground tissue system performs metabolic functions such as photosynthesis. 4. Here are a few examples: The tubular,
hollow structures of the tracheids and vessel elements of the xylem and the
sieve plates in the sieve-tube elements of the phloem facilitate transport.
Root hairs aid in absorption of water and nutrients. The cuticle in leaves and
stems protects these structures from desiccation and pathogens. Leaf trichomes protect from herbivores and pathogens. Collcnchyma and sclerenchyma cells have thick walls that provide support for plants. 5. To get
sufficient energy from photosynthesis, we would need lots of surface area exposed to the sun. This large surface-to-volume ratio, however, would create
a new problem-evaporative water loss. We would have to be permanently
connected to a water source-the soil, also our source of minerals. In short,
we would probably look and behave very much like plants.

Concept Check 35.2
1. Primary growth arises from apical meristcms and involves production
and elongation of organs, Secondary growth arises from lateral merislems
and adds to the girth of roots and stems. 2. Your dividing cells are normally limited in the types of cells they can form. In contrast. the products of
cell division in a plant meristem can differentiate into all the types of plant
cells. 3. The largest, oldest leaves would be lowest on the shoot. Since they
would probably be heavily shaded, they would not photosynthesize much regardlessoftheir size. 4. No. the radish roots will probably be smaller at the
end of the second year because the food Slored in the root will be used to produce flowers, fruits. and seeds.

Concepl Check 35.3
1. Lateral roots emerge from the root's interior (from the pericyde), pushing through cortical and epidermal cells. In contrast, shoot branches arise on
the exterior of a shoot (from axillary buds). 2. In roots, primary growth
occurs in three successive stages, moving away from the tip of the root: the
zones of cell division, elongation, and differentiation. In shoots, it occurs at
the tip of apical buds, with leaf primordia arising along the sides of an apical
merislem, Most growth in length occurs in older internodes below the shoot
tip. 3. GraZing animals that crop plants close to the ground have more of a
detrimental effect on eudicots than on monocots because the removal of the
lowest axillary buds prevents the eudicot (rom recovering. In contrast, the
underground stems of grasses and the intercalary meristems of their leaves
are less affected by grazing. Thus, the presence of grazing animals selects for
the survival of grasses. 4. No. Because vertically oriented leaves can capture light equally on both sides of the leaf, you would expect them to have
mesophyll cells that arc not differentiated into palisade and spongy layers.
This is typically the case. Also, vertical leaves usually have stomata on both
leaf surfaces.

Concept Check 35.4
1. The sign willstill be 2 m above the ground because this part of the tree is no
longer growing in length (primary growth); it is now growing only in thickn,'$S
(secondarygro....th). 2. Stomata must beable toclose because evaporation is
much more intensive from leaves than from the trunks of woody trees as a result of the higher surface-to-volume ratio in leaves. 3. The growth rings of a
tree from the tropics would be diffICult to discern unless the tree came from an
area that had pronounced wet and dry seasons. 4. Girdling removes an entirl' ring of secondary phloem (part of the bark), completely preventing transport ofsugars and starches from the shoots to the roots.

Concept Check 35.5
1. Arabidopsis is a small, easy-to-grow plant with a small genome and a
short generation time. 2. Differential gene expression 3. In/ass mutants,
the arrangement of microtubules is disrupted so that the preprophase band
does not form. This results in random planes of cell division, rather than the
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ordered planes of division that normally occur. Disruption of microtubule
organization also prevents the alignment of cellulose microfibrils that sets
the plane of cell elongation. Because of this randomness, directional growth
is disrupted, and thl' plant becomes stubby. 4, In theory, tcpalscould arise
if B gene activity was present in all three of the Olller whorls of the nower.
Self.Quiz

1. d 2. c 3. c 4. d 5. a 6. e 7. d 8. d 9. b 10. b
11.
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(HAPTER 36
Figure Queslions
Figure 36.3 The leaves are being produced in a counterclockwise spiral.
Figure 36.4 A higher leaf area index will not necessarily increase photosynthesis because of upper leaves shading lower leaves. Figure 36.12 The
Casparian strip blocks water and minerals from moving between endodermal
cells or moving around an endodermal cell via the cell's wall. Therefore, water and minerals must pass through an endodermal cell's plasma membrane.
Figure 36.21 Because the xylem is under negative pressure (tension), an
isolated stylet inserted into a tracheid or vessel element would probably introduce air into the cell. No xylem sap would exude unless pressure was predominant. Figure 36.22 Such a finding (although not considered likely)
would cast doubts on the interpretation of the experiment. If the smalll1uorescent molecule was cleaved off the larger molecular probe, this small molecule could move through the plasmodesmata witholll them being dilated.
Concept Chc<:k 36.1
1. Vascular plants must transport minerals and water absorbed by the root
to all the other parts of the plant. They must also transport sugars from sites
of production to sites of use. 2. Many features of plant architecture affect
self-shading, including leaf arrangement. leaf orientation, and leaf area index.
3. The fungicide may kill the mycorrhizal fungi that help the plants absorb
phosphate and other minerals. 4. Increased stem elongation would raise
the plant's upper leaves. Erect leaves and reduced lateral branching would
make the plant less subject to shading by theencroaching neighbors. 5. As
described in Chapter 35, pruning the shoot tips will end their apical dominance, allowing axillary buds to grow into lateral shoots (branches). This
branching will produce a bushier plant with a higher leaf area index.
Concept Check 36.2
1. The cell's IjIp is 0.7 MPa. In a solution with a IjI of -0.4 MPa, the cell's IjIp
at equilibrium would be 0.3 MPa. 2. The cells would still adjust to changes
in their osmotic environment, but their responses would be slower. Although
aquaporins do not affect the water potential gradient across membranes, they
allow for more rapid osmotic adjustments. 3. If trachcids and vessel elements were liVing cells, their cytoplasm would impede water movement, preventing rapid long-distance transport. 4. The protoplasts would burst.
Because the cytoplasm has many dissolved solutes, water would enter the
protoplast continuously without reaching equiUbrium. (When present, the
cell wall prevents rupturing by excessive expansion of the protoplast.)
Concept Chc<:k 36.3
1. Because water-conducting xylem cells aredcad at maturity and form essentially
hoUow tubes, they offer little resistance to water flow, and their thick walls prevent
the cells from collapsing from the n.ptive pressure inside. 2. At dawn, a drop is
exuded because the xylem is under positive pressure due to root pressure. At noon,
the xylem is under negative pressure potential due to transpiration and the root
pressure cannot keep pace with the increased rate oftranspiration. 3. TheenA-31
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dodermis regulates the passage of water-soluble solutes by requiring aU such
molecules tocross a selectively permeable membrane. Presumably the inhibitor
newr reaches the plant's photosynthetic cells. 4. Perhaps greater root mass
hdpscompensate for the lower water pcrmeabilityofthe plasma membranes.

Concept Check 36,4
1. Stomatal aperturl' is controlled by drought, light, CO z concentrations, a
circadian rhythm, and the plant hormone abscisic acid. 2. The activation of
the proton pump of stomatal cells would cause the guard cells to take up K+.
The increased turgor of the guard cells would lock the stomata open and lead
to extreme evaporation from the leaf. 3. After the flowers are cut, transpiration from any leaves and from the petals (which arc modified leaves) will
continue to draw water up the xylem. If cut nowers are transferred directly to
a vase, air pockets in xylem vessels prevent delivery of water from the vase to
the flowers. Cutting stems again underwater, a few centimeters from the originalcut, will severthe xylem above the air pocket. The water droplets prevent
another air pocket from forming while placing the flowers in a vase.
Concept Check 36.5
1. In both cases, the long.distanee transport is a bulk flow driven by a pres·
sure difference at opposite ends of tubes. Pressure is generated at the source
end of a sieve tube by the loading of sugar and resulting osmotic now of water
into the phloem, and this pressure pushes sap from the source end to the sink
end of the tube. In contrast, transpiration generates a negative pressure potential (tension) as a force that pulls the ascent of xylem sap. 2. The main
sources are fully grown leaves (by photosynthesis) and fully developed storage
organs (by breakdown of starch). Roots, buds, stems, expanding leaves, and
fruits arc powerful sinks b.'Causc they arc actively gro"ing. A storage organ
may be a sink in the summer when accumulating carbohydrates, but a source
in the spring when breaking down starch into sugar for growing shoot tips.
3. Positive pressure, whether it be in the xylem when root pressure predominates, or in the sieve-tube elements of the phloem, requires active transport.
Most long-distance transport in the xylem depends on bulk 110w driven by
negative pressure potl'Jltial generated ultimately by the evaporation of water
from the leaf and does not require living cells. 4. The spiral slash prevents
optimal bulk llowofthe phloem sapto the rootsinks. Therefore, more phloem
sap can move from the source leaves to the fruit sinks, making them sweeter.
Concepl Chl'd:: 36.6
1. Voltage between cells, cytoplasmic pH, cytoplasmic calcium, and move·
ment proteins all affect symplastic communication, as do developmental
changes in plasmodesmatal number. 2. Plasmodesmata, unlike gap junctions, have the ability to pass RNA, proteins, and viruses from cell to cell.
3. Although this strategy would eliminate the systemic spread of viral infections, it would also severely impact the development of the plants.
Self-Quiz
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CHAPTER 37
Figure Questions
Figure 37.3 Anions. Because cations arc bound to soil particles, they are
less likely to be lost from thl' soil following heavy rains. Figure 37.10
The legume plants benefit because the bacteria fix nitrogen that is absorbed by their roots. The bacteria benefit because they acquire photosynthetic products from the plants. Figure 37.11 All three plant tissue
systems are affected. Root hairs (dermal tissue) are modified to allow rhi·
zobial penetration. Thl' cortex (ground tissu.·) and pericycle (vascular tissue) proliferate during nodule formation. The vascular tissue of the nodule
links up with the vascular cylinder of the root to allow for efficient nutrient exchange. Figure 37.13 tf phosphate were the only limiting

mineral, then native tree growth would be less severely impacted by the reduction in mycorrhizal associations in soils invaded by garlic mustard.

Concept Check 37.1
1. Overwatering deprives roots of oxygen. Overfertilizing is wasteful and can
lead to soil salinization and water pollution. 2. As lawn clippings decompose, they restore mineral nutrients to the soil. If they are removed, the minerals lost from the soil must be replaced by fertilization. 3. Bl"CaUr.c ofthl"ir
small size and negative charge, clay particles would increase the number of
binding sites for cations and water molecules and would therefore increase
cation exchange and water retention in the soil

Concept Check 37.2
1. Table 37.1 shows that CO 2 is the source of9O%0f a plant's dry weight, supporting Hales's view that plants are nourished mostly by air. 2, No. because
even though macronutrients are required in greater amounts, all essential elements are necessary for the plant to complete its life cycle. 3. No. Most
plants can complete their life cycles in the absence of silicon. Therefore, by
definition, it is not an essential nutrient.

Concept Check 37.3
1. The rhizosphere is a narrow zone in the soil immediatcly adjacent to living
roots. This zone is espedally rich in both organic and inorganic nutrients and
has a microbial population that is many times greater than the bulk of the soil.
2. Soil bacteria and mycorrhizal' enhance plant nutrition by making certain
minerals more available for plants. For example, many types of soil bacteria are
involved in the nitrogen cycle, whereas the hyphae of mycorrhizae provide a
largl' surface area for the absorption of nutrients, particularly phosphate ions.
3. Saturating rainfall may deplete the soil of oxygen. A lack of soil oxygen
would inhibit nitrogen fixation by the peanut root nodules and decreasc the nitrogen available to the plant. Alternatively, heavy rain may leach nitrate from
the soil. A symptom of nitrogen deficiency is yellowing of older leaves.
Self.qujz
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offspring of sexual reproduction will survive in a changed em~ronment.
Asexual reproduction can be advantageous in a stable environment because
individual plants that arc well suited to that environml'llt pass on all their
genes to offspring. ASl.·xual reproduction also gl'nerally results in offspring
that are less fragile than the seedlings produced by sexual reproduction.
However. sexual reproduction offers the advantage of dispersal of tough
sffds. 2. Asexually propagated crops lack genetic diversity. Genetically
diverse populations are less likely to become extinct in the face of an epidemic because there is a greater likelihood that a few individuals in the pop·
ulation arc resistant. 3. In the short term, selling may be advantageous in
a population that is so dispersed and sparse that pollen delivery is unreliable.
In the long term, however, selfing is an evolutionary dead end because it
leads to a loss of genetic diversity that may preclude adaptive evolution.
4. This might be possible, but satisfactory results would be very unlikely.
Both tubers and fruits arc tremendous energy sinks. Each plant has only a fl·
nite amount of energy to divide between sexual and asexual reproduction.
Although a tomato-potato hybrid could, in theory, produce an offspring that
makes fruits and tubers equally, these fruits and tubers would be of inferior
quality or low yielding.

Concept Check 38.3
1. Traditional breeding and genetic engineering both involve artificial selection for desired traits. However, genetic engineering techniques facilitate
faster gene transfer and are not limited to transferring genes between closely
related varieties or species. 2. GM crops may be more nutritious and less
susceptible to insect damage or pathogens that invade insect·damaged
plants. They also may not require as much chemical spraying. However, unknown risks may include adverse effects on human health and nontarget organisms and the possibility of transgene escape. 3. Bt maize suffers less
insect damage; therefore, Bt maize plants are less likely to be infected by fumonisin.producing fungi that infect plants through wounds. 4. In such
species, engineering the transgene into the chloroplast DNA would not prevent its escape in pollen; such a method requires that the chloroplast DNA be
found only in the egg. An entirely different method of preventing transgene
escape would therefore be needed, such as male sterility, apomixis, or selfpollinating closed flowers.
Self-Quiz
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CHAPTER 38
Figure Questions
Figure 38.4 Having a specific pollinator is more efficient because less pollen
gets delivered to nowersofthe wrongspecies. However. it isalsoa risky strategy;
!fthe pollinator population suffers to an unusual degree from predation, disease, or climate change, then the plant may not be able to produce seeds.
Figure 38.6 An inability to produce GABA would also prevent the estab·
Iishment of a GABA gradient to help direct pollen tube growth. Thus, these
mutants would be sterile also. Figure 38.9 Beans use a hypocotyl hook to
push through the soil. The delicate leaves and shoot apical meristem are also
protected by being sandwiched between two large cotyledons. The coleop·
tile of maize seedlings helps protect the emerging leaves.

Conn'pt Check 38.1
1. In angiospenns, pollination is the transfer of pollen from an antherto a stigma.
Fertilization is the fusion ofthe egg and sperm to form the zygote; it cannot oa:ur
until after the gro....1 h of the pollen tube from the pollen grain. 2. Seed dor·
mancy prevents thl' premature germination of SCl-dS. A seed will germinak only
when the environmental conditions are optimal for the survival of its embryo as
a young seedling. 3. The fruit types are not completely scparate categories because the term aul!S£()ry fruit applies to any fruit that develops not only from one
or more carpels but also from additional floral parts. Therefore. a simple, aggregate. or multiple fruit can also be an accesSOl")' fruit. The terms simple, aggregate,
and multiple refer only to the number of carpels and t1ov,ers from which the fruit
develops. 4. long styles help to weed out pollcn grains that are genetically inferior and not capable of successfully gro.....ing long pollen tubes.

Concept Check 38.2
1. Sexual reproduction produces genetic variety. which may be advantageous in an unstable environment. The likelihood is better that at least one

CHAPTER 39
Figure Questions
Figure 39.5 To determine which wavelengths of light are most effective in
phototropism, one could use a glass prism to split white light into its component colors and see which colors cause the quickest bending (the answer is blue;
see Figure 39.16). Figure 39.6 The coleoptile would bend toward the side
with the TlBA.containingagar bead. Figure 39.7 No.l'olar auxin transport
depends on the polar distribution ofauxin transport proteins. Figure 39.17
Yes. The white light. which contains red light. would stimulate seed germination in all treatments. Figure 39.22 The short-day plant would not tlower.
The long-day plant would flower. Figure 39.23 If this were true. florigen
would be an inhibitor of flowering. not an inducer.

Concept Check 39.1
1. Dark-grown seedlings have long stems. underdeveloped root systems. and unexpanded leaves, and their shoots lack chlorophyll. 2. Etiolated growth is beneficial to seeds sprouting under th.· dark conditions they would encounter
underground. By devoting more energy to stem elongation and less to leaf expansion and root growth, a plant increases the likelihood that the shoot will reach
the sunlight before its stored foods run out. 3. Cycloheximide should inhibit
Answers
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de-etiolation by preventing the synthesis of new proteins necessary for de-etiola·
tion. 4. No. Applying Viagra, like injecting cydic GMP as described in the text,
should cause only a partial de-etiolation response. Full de-etiolation would require activation of the calcium branch of the signal transduction path",'3.y.
Concept Che<:k 39.2
1.
rclease of ethylene by the damaged apple stimulates ripening in the other
apples. 2. Be<:ause cytokinin;; delay leafsenesa.'lla' and floral parts are modifJed
lcaws,eytokinins also dclaythe St.'I1CSQ'I1CC of cut flowers. 3. Fusicoo:in's abiUty
to cause an increase in plasma H+ pump activity is similar to an effect ofauxin and
leads toan auxin· like effect,a promotion of stem cell elongation. 4. The plant will
exhibit a coostitutive triple response. Because the kinase that normally prevents the
triple response is dysfunctional, the plant ",ill undergo the triple response regardless of whd.oc'f ethylcm: is pr't-'SCnt or the dhylene r't-'U-ptof is flUlCl.ional.
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Concept Che<:k 39.3
1. Not necessarily. Many environmental factors, such as temperature and
light, change over a 24-hour period in the field. To determine whether the
enzyme is under circadian control, the scientist would have to demonstrate
that its activity oscillates even when environmental conditions are held con·
stant. 2. Flowering of the species may have been day-neutral or required
multiple exposures to short nights. 3. You might determine which wavelengths of light are most effedive and plot an action spectrum. If the action
Spl'Ctrum indicates phytochrome, you could do further experiments to test
for red/far-red photosensitivity. 4. It is impossible to say. To establish that
this species is a short-day plant, it would be necessary to establish the criti·
cal night length for (lowering and that this species only (IoweNi when the
night is longer than the critical night length.
Concept Check 39.4
1. A plant that overproduces ABA would undergo less evaporative cooling
because its stomata would not open as Widely. 2. Plants dose to the aisles
may be more subject to mechanical stresses caused by passing workeNi and
air currents. The plants nearer to the center of the bench may also be taller
as a result of shading and less evaporative stress. 3. Like drought stress,
freeZing leads to cellular dehydration. Any process that helps mitigate
drought stress will tend also to reduce freeZing stress. 4. No. Because root
caps are involved in sensing gravity. roots that have their root caps removed
are almost completely insensitive to gravity.
Concept Check 39.5
1. Some insects increase plants' productiVity by eating harmful insects or
aiding in pollination. 2. Mechanical damage breaches a plant's fiNit line of
defense against infection, its protective dermal tissue. 3. No. Pathogens
that kill their hosts would soon run out of victims and might themselves go
extinct. 4. Perhaps the breeze dilutes the local concentration of a volatile
defense compound that the plants produce.
Self-Quiz
1. a 2. c

3. d 4. b 5. e 6. b 7. b 8. c 9. e 10. b
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CHAPTER 40
Figure Questions

Figure 40.4 Such exchange surfaces are internal in the sense that they are inside th... body. However, thl'Y arc also continuous with openings on the external

body surface that contact the environment. Figure 40.8 The air conditioner would form a second negative· feedback loop, cooling the house when
air temperature exceeded the set point. Such opposing, or antagonistic, paiNi
of negative-feedback loops increase the effectiveness of a homeostatic mechanism. Figure 40.14 When a female Burmese python is not incubatingeggs,
her oxygen consumption will decrease with decreasing templ'fature, as for any
other ectotherm. Figure 40.21 If falling temperatures triggcrl'd hibernation, you would predict hibernation would begin earlier than normal. If an·
other seasonal change, such as day length, controlled hibernation, its timing
should be unaffected. By contro11ing these environmental variables in the lab·
oratory, scientists have shown that lowering temperature without a change in
day length is sufficient to induce ground squirrel hibernation.
Concepl Check 40.1
1. Epithelial cens line a surface, are tightly packed, are situated on top of a basal
lamina, and form an active and protective interface with the external environment. 2. Bytlattening its eaNialong its body, the jackrabbit can rl'<iucethe total surface area of its body and hence the amoUllt of heat absorbed when
environmental temperatures are high, or the amount of heat lost when envi·
ronmental temperatures are low. 3. You need the nervous system to perceive
the danger and provoke a split-second muscular response to keep from falling.
The nervous system, however, does not make a direct connection with blood
vessels or liver cells. Instead, the nervous system triggers the release of a hor·
mone (called epinephrine or adrenaline) by the endocrinl' system, bringing
about a change in these tissues in just a few seconds.
Concept Check 40.2
1. No; even though an animal regulates some aspects of its internal environment, the internal environment fluctuates slightly around set points. Homeostasis is a dynamic state. Furthermore, there are sometimes programmed
changes in set points, such as those resulting in radical increases in hormone
levels at particular times in development. 2. In negative feedback, a change
triggeNi control mechanisms that counteract further change in that direction. In
positiw fn-dback, a change triggers ml'Chanisms that amplify the change. 3.
You would "..ant to locate a thermostat close to where you would be spending
time, protected from environmental perturbations, such as direct sunshine, and
not right in the path of the output of the heating system. Similarly, the senSONi for
homeostasis located in the human brain are separated from environmental influences and can monitor conditions in a vital and sensitive tissue.
Concept Check 40.3
1. "''(find chill" involves heat loss through convection. 2. The hummingbird, being a very small endotherm, has a very high metabolic rate. lfby abo
sorbing sunlight certain flowers warm their nectar, a hummingbird feeding
on these floweNi is saved the metabolic expense of warming the nectar to its
body templ:rature. 3. The ice wakr would cool tissues in your head, including blood that would then circulate throughout the body. This effect
would accelerate the return to a normal body temperature. If, however, the
ice water reached the eardrum and cooled the hypothalamic thermostat. the
perceived drop in temperature would inhibit sweating and blood vessel dilation, slowing cooling elsewhere in the body.
Concept Check 40.4
1. The mouse would consume oxygen at a higher rate because it is an endotherm and therefore its basal metabolic rate is higher than the ectothermil' lizard's standard metabolic rate. 2. The house cat; the smaller an
animal is, the higher its metabolic rate and its demand for food pl'r unit of
body mass are. 3. Although penguins do not grow as adults, they increase
and decrease in size as they repeatedly form and use energy stores. A significant amount of energy might be stored in fat during part of the year but be
missing from the pie chart be<:ause it is used later in the year.
Self.Quiz
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Appendix A

by diffusion, whereas proteins and sugars, which are not lipid-soluble, require transport or exchange proteins. 3. Proteins would be denatured and
digested into peptides. Further digestion, to individual amino acids, would
require enzymatic secretions found in the small intestine.

Concept Check 41.4
1. The increased time for transit allows for mor,' extensive procl'Ssing, and th,'
increased surface area provides greater opportunity for absorption. 2. Mutualistic microbes in the intestines of vertebrates have an environment that is
protected against other microbes by saliva and gastric juice, that is held at a
constant temperature conducive to enzyme action, and that provides a steady
source of nutrients. 3. For the yogurt treatment to be effective, the bacteria
from yogurt would have to establish a mutualistic rclationshipwith the small intestine, where disaceharides are broken down and sugars are absorbed. Conditions in the small intestine are likely to be very different than in a yogurt culture.
The bacteria might be killed before they reach the small intestine, or they might
not be able to grow there in sufficient numbers to aid in digestion.

CHAPTER 41
Figure Questions
Figure 41.5 As in the described study, they needed a sample size large enough
that they could CApt-oct a significant number of neural tubcdcfects in the control
groop. lhe infonnation needed to determine the appropriate sample size "..as
the frequency of neural tube defects in first-time pregnancies in the general population. Figure 41.13 Since enzymes are proteins. and proteins are hydrolyzed in the small intestine. the digestive enzymes in that compartment need
to be resistant to cleavage by proteases other than the cleawge required for en·
zymc activation. Figure 41.15 None. Since digestion is complca-d in the
small intestine, tapt.'worms simply absorb predib'CSted nutrients through their
large body surface area. Figure 41.24 Thedb mouse woold have higher Ieptin levels. The wild-type mouse produces lepUn after a meal. As the mouse depletes its fat stores, leptin production drops. The mouse eventually regains its
appetite, eats another meal, and makes another burst of leptin. Because the db
mouse cannot respond to leptin, its fat stores are constantly replenished through
excessive consumption. As a result, Ieptin is produced continuously and builds
up to a high concentration in the blood.

Concept Check 41,1
1. The only essential amino acids are those that an animal can't synthesize
from other molecules containing carbon and nitrogen. 2, Carbohydrates
are needed throughout the body as a source of energy and carbon in the
biosynthesis of cellular components, whereas vitamins typically serve as
reusable enzyme cofactors or as raw materials for certain specialized cell
structures. 3, To identify the essential nutrient missing from an animal's
diet, a researcher could supplement the diet with particular nutrients and determine which nutrient eliminates the signs of malnutrition.

Concept Check 41.2
1. A gastrovascular cavity is a digestive sac with a single opening that functions in both ingestion and elimination; an alimentary canal is a digestive tube
with a separate mouth and anus at opposite ends. 2. As long as nutrients
are within the cavity of the alimentary canal, th,'y are in a compartment that
is continuoos with the outside environment via the mouth and anus and have
not yet crossed a membrane to enter the body. 3. Just as food remains out·
side the body in a digestive tract, gasoline moves from the fuel tank to the engine and the exhaust without ever entering the passenger compartment of the
car. In addition, gasoline, like food, is broken down in a specialized compart·
ment, so that the rest of the body is protected from disam'mbly.ln both cases,
high·energy fuels are consumed and waste products are eliminated.

Concept Check 41.3
1. By peristalsis, which can squeeze food through the esophagus even without the help of gravity. 2. Fats can cross the membranes of epithelial cells

Concept Check 41.5
1. Overthe long term, the body converts excess calories to fat, whether those
calories are consumed as fat, carbohrdrate, or protein. 2. Both hormones
have appctite·suppressing cffl'Cts on the brain's satiety center. During the
course of a day, PYY, secreted by the intestine, suppresses appetite after meals.
Overthe longer term, leptin, produced by adipose tissue, normally reduces appetite as fat storage increases. 3. In normal individuals, leptin levelsdec1ine
during fasting. The group with low levels of leptin are likely to be defective in
leptin production, so Jeptin levels would remain low regardless of food intake.
Thegroupwith high leptin levels arc likely tobe defl'Ctive in responding to leptin, but they still should shut offleptin production as fat stores are used up.
Self.Quiz
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CHAPTER 42
Figure Questions
Figure 42.2 As the name indicates, a gaSlrovascular cavity functions in both
digl'Stion and circulation. Although gas exchange might be improved by a steady,
one-way flow of fluid, there would likely be inadequate time for food to be digested and nutrients absorbed if !luids !lowed through the cavity in this manner.
Figure 42.12 Because endothelin regulates the smooth muscle ceUs in blood
vessels, you would expect it to be secreted from the basal surface of endothelial
cells, a prediction that has lx'Cn confirmed Cl:perimentally. Figure 42.28 The
resulting increase in tidal volume would enhance ventilation within the lungs, increasing pO:! in the alveoli. Figure 42.30 Some CO~ is dissolved in plasma,
some is bound to hemoglobin, and some is converted to bicarbonate ion
(HC03-j, which is dissolved in plasma. Figure 42.31 You might find some
fast runners in those with the highest yO:! max, but roo might also find some
sloths. There arc two principal factors that contribute to YO:! max, genetics and
exercise. Eliteathlctes have a very high yO:! max, reflecting not only the strengthening of their cardiovascular system through training but also the genetic circumstance of their haVing a particular combination of alleles.

Answers
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Concept Che<:k 42.1
1. In both an open circulatory system and a fountain, fluid is pumped through
a rube and then returns to the pump after collecting in a pool. 1. The ability
to shut off blood supply to the lungs when the animal is submerged 3. The
O 2 content would be abnormally low bct:ause some oxygen-depleted blood
rerurned to the right ventricle from the systemic circoit would mix with the
oxygen-rich blood in the left ventricle.

9.
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Concept Che<:k 42.2
1. The pulmonary veins carry blood that has jost p<lssed through capillary
beds in the lungs, where it accumulated 02' The venae cavae carry blood that
has just passed through capillary beds in the rest of the body, where it lost O 2
to the tissues. 1. The delay allows the atria to empty completely, filling ventricles fully before they contract. 3. The heart, like any other muscle, becomes stronger through regular exercise. You would expect a stronger heart to
havea grealer stroke volume, which would allow for the decrease in heart rate.
Concept Che<:k 42.3
1. The large total cross-sectional area of the capillaries 2. An increase in
blood pressure and cardiac output combined with the diversion of more
blood to the skeletal muscles would increase the cap<lcity for action by increasing the rate of blood circulation and delivering more O 2 and nutrients
to the skeletal muscles. 3. Additional hearts could be used to improve
blood return from the legs. However, it might be difficult to coordinate the
activity of multiple hearts and to maintain adequate blood flow to hearts far
from the gas exchange organs.
Concept Che<:k 42.4
1. An increase in the number of white blood cells (leukocytes) may indicate that
the per.;on is combating an infection. 1. Cotting factors do not initiate clotting
but aTe essential SK'PS in the clotting process.. Also, the clots that fonn a thrombus
typicaUy r't-'SU!t from an inflammatory rl'SponSl: to an atherosck'fotic plaque, not
from clotting at a .....ound site. 3. lhe chest pain results from inadequate blood
flow in coronary arteries. Vasodilation promoted by nitric oxide from nitroglycerin
increases blood flow, proViding the heart muscle with additional oxygen and thus
relieving the pain.
Concept Check 42.5
1. Their interior position helps them slay moist. If the respiratory surfaces of
lungs extended out into the terrestrial environment, they would quickly dry
out. and diffusion of~and CO 2 across these surfaces would stop. 2. Earthworms need to keep their skin moist for gas exchange, but they need air out·
side this moist layer. If they stay in their waterlogged tunnels after a heavy rain,
they will suffocate because they cannot get as much 0,. from water as from air.
3. Since exhalation is largely p<lssive, the recoil of the elastic fibers in alveoli
helps force air out of the lungs. When alveoli lose their dasticity, as occurs in
the discasc l:mphyscma, the volume of each breath dcereasl'S, lowering the efficiency of gas exchange.
Concept Check 42.6
1. An increase in blood CO 2 concentration caUSl'S an increase in the rail' of
C~ diffusion into the cerebrospinal fluid, where the CO 2 combines with water
to form carbonic acid. Dissociation of carbonic acid releases hydrogen ions,
decreasing the pH of the cerebrospinal fluid. 2. Increased heart rate increases the rateat which COr rich blood is delivered to the lungs, where CO 2 is
remowd. 3. A hole would aUowair tomta thl' sp<lce bd\R'l'n thl' inner and
outer layers of the double membrane, resulting in a condition called a pneumothorax. The two layers .....ould no longer stick together, and the lung on the
side with the hole would collapse and cease functioning.
Concept Che<:k 42.7
1. Differences in partial pressure; gases diffuse from a region of higher partial
pressure toa region oflower p<lrtial pressure. 1. The Bohr shift causes hemoglobin to release more O2 at a lower pH, such as found in the vicinity of tissues
with high rates of cellular rl'Spiration and CO 2 release. 3. The doctor is assuming that thl' rapid breathing is the body's rl'Sponse to low blood pH. Md3obolic acidosis, the 10l'o-ering of blood pH, can have many causes, including
complications ofcertain types ofdiabetes, shock (extremely low blood pressure),
and poisoning.

Self-Quiz
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(HAPTER 43

Figure Questions
Figure 43.5 The seemingly inactive peptides might offer protection
against pathogens other than those studied. Also, some antimicrobial pep·
tides might work best incombination. Figure 43.6 Cell surface TLRs re<:ognize pathogens identifiable by surface molecules, whereas TLRs in vesides
recognize pathogens identifiabk by internal molecules after thl' pathog,-'ns
arc broken down. Figure 43.16 Primary response: arrows l'xtending
from Antigen (I" exposure), Antigen-presenting cell, Helper T cell, B cell,
Plasma cells, Cytotoxic T cell, and Active 9'totoxic T cells; secondary response: arrows extending from Antigen (2 exposure), Memory Helper T
cens, Memory Bcells, and Memory Cytotoxic T cells. Figure 43.19 Before mounting a secondary immune response, memory cells must become
activated by displaying antigen on the cell surface to a helper T cell.
Concept Check 43.1
1. A physical barrier often provides a very effective defense against infection.
However, it is necessarily incomplete be<:ause animals need openings in their
bodies for exchange with the environment. 2. Because pus contains white
blood cells, fluid, and cell debris, it indicates an active and at least partially
successful inflammatory response against invading microbes. 3. A microbe that grl'w optimally at low pH would bl' able to colonize the skin or
stomach more readily. At the same time, it would not be well adapted to
growth in other parts of the body.
Concept Check 43.2
1. See Figure 43.9a. All ofthe functions shared among re<:eptors map to C regions,
whereas the antigen-binding site maps to the V regions. 2. Generating memory
cells ensures both that a rca'ptor specific for a particular epitope will be present
and that there \lil1 be more lymphocytes \lith this specificity than in a host that had
nl.,,'er encountered the antigl'll. 3. Ifeach B cell produCl:d t",o different light and
heavy chains for its antigen r't-'CCptor, different combinations would make four different receptors. If anyone was self-reactive, the lymphocyte would be eliminated
in the generation of self-tolerance. For this rea!iOn, many more B cells would be
eliminated, and those that could respond 10 a foreign antigen would be less effix:tive at doing so due to the variety of rca'ptors (and antibodies) they express.
Concepl Check 43.3
1. A child lacking a thymus would have no functional T cells. Without helper
T cells to help activate B cells, thl' child would be unable to produce antibodies against extracellular bacteria. Furthennore, without cytotoxic T cells or
helper T cells, the child's immune system would be unable to kill virus-infected
cells. 2. Since the antigen-binding site is intact, theantibodyfragmenrscould
neutralize viruses and opsonize bacteria. 3. If the handler developed immunity to proteins in the antivenin, another injection could provoke a severe im·
mune rl'Sponse. Thl' handler's immune sysll'm might also now produce
antibodies that could neutralize thl' venom.
Concept Check 43.4
1. Myasthenia gravis is considered an autoimmune diseaSl' bct:ause thl' immune
system produces antibodies against self molecules (acetylcholine receptors).

2. A person with a cold is likely to produce oral and nasal secretions that fadli·
tate viral transfer. In addition. since sickness can (al!5<' incapadrntion or death, a
virus that is programmed to exit the host when there is a physiological stress has
the opportunity to find a new host at a time when the current host may cease to
function. 3. A person with a macrophage deficiency would haw frequent in·

fc<:tions. The caus<-'S would be poor irmate responses, duc to diminishl-d phago.
cytosis and inflammation, and poor acquired responses. due to the lack of
macrophages to present antigens to helper T cells.

Self-Quiz
1. b 2. d 3. c 4. b 5. c 6. d 7. b
8. One possible answer:
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ney medulla would absorb less water and thus the drug would increase the
amount of water lost in the urine. 3. A decline in blood pressure in the afferent arteriole would reduce the rate of filtration by moving less material
through the vess<'ls.

Conccpt Chcck 44.5
1. Aleohol inhibits the release of ADH, causing an increase in urinary water
loss and increasing the chance of dehydration. 2. The consumption of a
large amount of water in a very short period of time, coupled with an absence
of solute intake, can reduce sodium levels in the blood below tolerable levels.
This condition, called hyponatremia, leads to disorientation and, sometimes,
respiratory distress. It has been seen in marathon runners who drink water
rather than sports drinks. (It has also caused the death of a fraternity pledge
as a consequence of a water haZing ritual and the death of a contestant in a
water-drinking competition.} 3. High blood pressure
Self-Quiz

1. d 2. b 3. e 4. d

s.

CHAPTER 44
Figure Questions
Figure 44.7 The body nuids of osmoconformers. such as most marine invertebrates. have the same salt concentration as sea water. Any such animals
in the diet ofthl.' bird would add 10 the salt load to be eliminated. In contrast,
marine fishes that osmoregulate maintain body fluids that have a much lower
salt concentration than the surrounding ocean. By eating such fish, marine
birds can obtain nutrients and water without adding as much to thcir salt
load. Figure 44.15 Tubule cells in the medulla are in contact with extracellular fluid of very high osmolarity. By producing solutes that keep intracellular osmolarity high, these cells achieve homeostasis with regard to
volume. Figure 44.16 Furosemide increases urine volume. The absence
of ion transport in thl' ascmding limb kaves the filtrate too concmtrated for
substantial voluml' rl'duction in the distal tubule and collecting duct. Figure 44.20 The ADH levels would likely be elevated in both sets ofpatients
with mutations because either defect prevents the recapture of water that restores blood osmolarity to normal levels.

Concept Check 44.1
1. Because the salt is moved against its concentration gradient, from low concentration (freshwater) to high concentration (blood) 2. A freshwater osmoconformer would haw body fluids too dilute 10 carry out life's processes. 3.
W'ithout a layer of insulating fur. the camel must U5<' the cooling effect of evaporative ""-ater loss to maintain body temperature, thus linking thermoregulation
and osmoregulation.

Concept Check 44.2
1. Because uric acid is largely insoluble in water, itean beexereted as a semisolid paste, thereby redUcing an animal's water loss. 2. Humans produce
uric acid from purine breakdown, and reducing purines in the diet often
lessens the severity of gout. Birds, however, produce uric acid as a waste
product of genl'ral nitrogen metabolism. They would therefore need a diet
low in all nitrogen-containing compounds, not just purines.

Concept Check 44.3
1. In flatworms,ciliakd ceUsdrawinterstitial fluids containing ",,-aste products
into protonephridia. [n earthworms, waste products pass from interstitial fluids
into the coelom. From there they enter mct.anephridia by beating ofcilia in a funnel surrounding an internal opening. In insects. the Malphigian tubules pump tluids from the hemolymph, which receives waste products during exchange with
interstitial fluids in the course of circulation. 2. Filtration produces a fluid for
l?;change procl'SS<-'S that is free ofcells and large molecules which arc ofbendit to
the animal and could not readily be reabsorbed. 3. The presence ofNa + and
other ions (electrolytes) in the dialysate would limit the extent to which they
would be removed from the filtrate during dialysis. Adjusting the electrolytes in
the starting dialysate can thus lead to the restoration of proper electrolyte con·
centrations in the plasma. Similarly, the absence ofurea and other waste products
in the starting dialysate results in their lfficient removal from the filtrate.

Concept Check 44.4
1. The numerous nephrons and wdl-devcloped glomeruli of freshwakr
fishes produce urine at a high rate, while the small numbers of nephrons and
smaller glomeruli of marine fishes produce urine at a low rate. 2. The kid-

CHAPlER45
Figure Questions
Figure 45.4 Because lipid-soluble hormones can freely diffuse across the lipid
bilayers of cell membranes, you ",ould expect to see biological activity after
microinjection either into cells or into the interstitial space. Figure 45.5 The
hOl1llOne is water-soluble and has a cell-surface receptor. Such receptors, unlike
those for lipid-soluble honnonl'S, can cause ohscrvable changes in ceUs without
honnone-dcpendent gene transcription. Figure 45.18 Both diagnoscscould
be correct. [n one case, the thyroid gland may produce excess thyroid hormone
despite normal honnonal input from the hypothalamus and anterior piruitary. In
the other, abnormally elevated hormonal input may be the cause of the overactive
thyroid gland. Figure 45.22 The result of the surgery would have been the
same for both sexes-an absence of sexual differentiation in the genitals.

Concept Check 45.1
1. Water-soluble hormones, which cannot penetrate the plasma membrane,
bind to ccll-surface r'<'CCptors. This interaction triggers an intracellular signal
transduction pathway that ultimately alters the activity of a preexisting cytoplasmic protein and/or changes transcription of specific gencs in the nucleus.
Steroid hormones are lipid.soluble and can cross the plasma membrane into
the cell interior, where they bind to receptors located in the cytosol or nucleus.
The hormone-receptor complex then functions dir'<'Ctly as a transcription factor that binds to the cell's DNA and activates or inhibits transcription of specific
genes. 2. Prostaglandins in semen that induce contractions in the utcrus are
aiding reproouction as signaling molecules that are transferred from one individual to another of the same species, like pheromones. 3. Whether in different tissues or species, a particular homlOne may cause diverse responses in
target cells having different r'<'Ceptors for the hormone, difkr'<'nt signal transduction pathways, and/or differcnt proteins for carrying out the response.

Concepl Check 45.2
1. In a healthypcrson, insulin released in response to thl' initial riS<' in blood glucose stimulates uptakl' of glucose by bodycells. In a person "ith diabdcs, hO"'l'VCf,
inadequate production of insulin or nonresponsiveness of target cells decreases the
body's ab~ity to clear excess glucose from the blood. The initial increase in blood
glucose is therefore greater in a person with diabetes, and it remains high for a prolonged period. 2. A pathway govetTll'd by a short-lived stimulus would be less
dl'pendent on nq;atiw fl,<xiback. 3. Since patients with type 2 dialx'k'S produce
insulin but fail to maintain normal glucose levels. you might predict that there
could be mutations in the genes for the insulin receptor or the signal transduction
pathway it activates. Such mutations have in fact been found in type 2 patients.
Answers
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Concept Che<:k 45.3

Concl'pl Chl'ck 46.1

1. The posterior pituitary. an extension of the hypothalamus that contains the
axons of neurosecretory cells, is the storage and release site for two nCUfOhormones, oxytocin and antidiuretic hormone (ADH). The anterior pituitary,

1. The offspring of sexual reproduction are more genetically diverse. However,
asexual reproduction can produce more offspring over multiple generations.
2. Unlike other forms of asexual reproduction, parthenogen<'Sis involv<'S gamete production. By controlling whether or not haploid eggs arc fertilized,
species such as honeybees can readily switch between asexual and sexual r....
production. 3. No. OWing to random assortment of chromosomes during
meiosis, the offspring may receive the same copy or different copies of a particular parental chromosome from the sperm and the egg. Furthermore, genetic
recombination during meiosis will result in reassortment of genes bem'een
pairs of parental chromosomes.

d,'riH'd from tissut'S of the embryonic mouth, contains endocrine cells that
make at least six different hormones. Secretion of anterior pituitary hormones

is controlled by hypothalamic hormones that travel via portal vessels to the an·
terior pituitary. 2. Because oxytocin responses involve positive feedback
from suckling, the pathway does not require a sustained hormonal input stimulus. 3. The hypothalamus and pituitary glands function in many different

endocrine pathways. Many ddt'Cts in these glands. such as those affecting

~
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growth or organization, would therefore disrupt many hormone pathways.
Only a very spedfk defect, such as a mutation affecting a particular hormone
receptor, would alter just one endocrine pathway. The situation is qUitedifferent for the final gland in a pathway, such as the thyroid gland. In this case, a
wide range of defects that disrupt gland function would disrupt only the one
pathway or small set of pathways in which that gland functions.

Concept Check 45.4
1. The adrmal medulla is derived from neural tissue during d<'vclopmcnl. Reflecting this origin, it is an endocrine organ that produces two molecules-epi·
nephrine and norepinephrine-that act both as hormones and as
neurotransminers. 2. The levels of these hormones in the blood would become very high. This would be due to the diminished negative feedback on the
hypothalamic neurons that secrete the releasing hOffilDne that stimulates the
secretion of ACTH by the anterior pituitary. 3. By applying glucocorticoids
to tissue by local injection, you in principle exploit their anti-inflammatory ac'
tivity. Local injection avoids the effects on glucose metabolism that would oc·
cur if glu(OCorticoids were taken orally and transported throughout the body in
the bloodstream.

Self-Quiz
1. c 2. d 3. d 4. c 5. b 6. b 7. c 8. a

9.
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Concepl Check 46.2
1. Internal fertiliution allows th<' sperm to reach the egg without eith<'r gamete drying out. 2. (a} Animals with external fertilization tend to release
many gametes at once, resulting in the production of enormous numbers of zygotes. This increases the chances that some will SUf\~ve to adulthood. (b) Animals with internal fertilization produce fewer offspring but generally exhibit
greater care of the embryos and the young. 3. The antimicrobial peptide
might serve to prot<..:t the sperm bdor<' mating, the f<'males with which the
male mates, or the eggs those females produce. In all three cases, the reproductive success of the male would be enhanced, providing a mechanism for se·
lection for peptide production over the course of evolution. You might want to
think about how you might determine which function is most critical.

Concept Check 46.3
1. Primarily the penis and clitoris, but also the testes, labia, breasts, and outer
third of the vagina 2. Spermatogenesis occurs normally only when the testicles are cooler than normal body temperature. Extensive use of a hot tub (or
of very tight-fitting underwear) can cause a decrease in sperm quality and
numb('r. 3. The only eff<..:t of scaling off each vas deferens is an absence of
sperm in th<, ejaculate. Sexual response and ejaculate volume are unchang<'d.
The cutting and sealing off of these ducts, a l'asecwmy, is a common surgical
procedure for men who do not wish to produce any (more) offspring.

Concept Check 46.4
1. The small size and lack of cytoplasm characteristic of a sperm are adaptations well suited to its function as a delivery vehicle for DNA. The large size
and rich cytoplasmic contents of eggs support the growth and development
of the embryo. 2. In humans, the secondary oocyte combines with a
sperm before it finishes the second mdotic division. Thus, oogenesis iscomplctcd after, not before, fertilization. 3. The analysis would be informative because the polar bodies contain all of the maternal chromosomes that
don't end up in the mature egg. For example, finding two copies of the disease gene in the polar bodies would indicate its absence in the egg. This
method of genetic testing is sometimes carried out when oocytes collected
from a femak arc fertilized with sperm in a laboratory dish.

ConCl'pt Check 46.5

CHAPTER 46
FiguTI' Questions
Figure 46.9 According to the graph, about one-third of the females rid
themselves of all sperm from the first mating. Thus, tv.'o-thirds retain some
sperm from the first mating. W<' would therefore predict that two-thirds of
the femak'S would have some offspring exhibiting the small eye phenotype of
the dominant mutation carried by the males with which the females mated
first. Figure 46.16 Testosterone can pass from fetal blood to maternal
blood via the placental circulation, temporarily upsetting the hormonal balance in the mother. Figure 46.18 Oxytocin would most likely induce labor and start a positive-feedback loop that would direct labor to completion.
Synthetic oxytocin is in fact frequently used to induce labor when prolonged
pregnancy might endanger the mother or fetus.
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Appendix A

1. In the testis, FSH stimulates the Sertoli cells, which nourish developing
sperm. LH stimulal<'S the production of androgens (mainly testosterone), which
in turn stimulatespcrm production. In both females and males, FSH encourages
the growth of cells that support and nourish developing gametes (follicle ceUs in
females and Sertoli cells in males), and LH stimulates the production of sex hormones that promote gametogenesis (estrogens, primarily estradiol, in females
and androgens, espedally testosterone, in males). 2. In estrous cycles. which
occur in most female mammals, the endometrium is reabsorbed (rather than
sh<-d) ifferti1iution docs not occur. Estrous cycles often occur just one or a few
timesa year, and the female is usuaUyreceptive tocopulation only during the period around ovulation. Menstrual cycles are found only in humans and some
other primates. 3. The combination of estradiol and progesterone would
have a negative-feedback effect on the hypothalamus, blocking release of
GnRH. This would interfere with LH secretion by the pituitary, thus preventingovulation. This is in fact one basis of action of the most common hormonal
contraceptives.

Concept Check 46.6
1. hCG secreted by the early embryo stimulates the corpus luteum to make
progesterone, which helps maintain the pregnancy. During the second
trimester, however, hCG production drops, the corpus luteum disintegrates,

and the placenta completely takes over progesterone production. 2. Hoth
tubal ligation and vasectomy block the movement of gametes from the gonads toasitewhere fertilization could take place. 3. By introducing a spermatid nucleus directly into an oocyte, ICSI bypasses the sperm's acquisition
of motility in the epididymis, its swimming to meet the egg in the oviduct,
and its fusion with the cgg.
Sclf-Quiz

1. d 2. b 3. a 4. b S. c 6.
9.

I'

7. a 8. d

(c) The supply of stem cells would be used up and spermatogenesis would
not be able to continue.

CHAPrER47
Figure Questions
Figure 47.4 You could inject the compound into an unfertilized egg, expose the egg to sperm, and see whether the fertilization envelope forms.
Figure 47.7 The researchers allowed normal cortical rotation to occur, resulting in activation ofthe 'back-forming" determinants. Then they forced
the opposite rotation to occur, which established the back on the opposite
side as well. Because the moleculcs on the normal sidc werc already acti·
v.ned, forcing the opposite rotation apparently did not ·cancel out" the cstablishmentofthe back side by the first rotation. Figure 47.14 Given that
these regions form from ectoderm but are just inside the body, you might
propose that they form by an inpocketing of the ectoderm that then meets
and fuses with the cndoderm. And you would be right! Figure 47.19
Cadherin is rl'quired to hold the cells of the blastula togNhcr, and extracellular calcium is required for cadherin function, so in the absence of calcium
in the water. you'd expect to see a disorganized embryo like theone shown in
the experimental SEM. Figure 47.20 You could cut out the same tissues
from control and injected embryos as was done in experiment 2 and place
them between cover slips coated with the artificial fibronectin (FN) matrix_
If convergent extension occurred in the tissues from both injected and control embryos. that would support the hypothesis that convergent extension
can occur on a preexisting FN matrix in the embryo. Figure 47.23 In
Spemann's control, the two blastomeres were physically separated, and each
grew into a whole embryo. In Roux's experiment, remnants of the dead biastomerewere still contacting the live blastomere, which d,..veloped into a halfembryo. Therefore, molecules present in the dead cell's remnants may have
been signaHngto the live cell, inhibiting it from making all theembryonie structures. Figure 47.24 You could inject the isolated protein or an mRNA encoding it into ventral cells of an earlier gastrula. If dorsal structures formed on
the ventral side, that would support the idea that the protein is the signaling
molecule secrded or pTl'SCnted by the dorsal lip. You should also do a control
experiment to make sure the injection process alone did not cause dorsal structures to form. Figure 47.26 You could remove the AER and look for Sonic

hedgehog mRNA or protein as a marker of the ZPA. If either was absent, that
would support your hypothesis. You could also blO(k FGF function and see
whether the zrA formed (by looking for Sonic hedgehog).

Concept Check 47.1
1. The fertilization envelope forms after cortical granules release their
contents outside the egg, causing the vitelline membrane to rise and
harden. The fertilization envelope serves as a barrier to fertilization by
more than one sperm. 2. During cleavage in frogs and many othcr ani·
mals, the cell cycle is modified so that it virtually skips G) and G:z, the
growth phases. As a result. the early cleavage divisions divide the zygote's
cytoplasm into smaller and smaller cells as the embryo's size remains
nearly the same. 3. Cleavage transforms the single-celled zygote into an
embryo consisting of many cells; cleavage docs not involve ccll or tissue
movement. During gastrulation, the cells and tissues of a blastula are CJ(tensively rearranged, so that by the late gastrula stage there are three tissue layers positioned in new relationships to each other. 4. The neural
tube forms when a band of ectodermal tissue on the dorsal side along the
anterior-posterior axis, called the neural plate, rolls into a tube and
pinches off from the rcst of thc ectodcrm_ Ncural crest cells arise as
groups of cells in thl· regions bNween the edges of the neural tube and the
surrounding ectoderm migrate away from the neural tube. S. The increased Ca H concentration in the egg would cause the cortical granules to
fuse with the plasma membrane, releasing their contents and causing a fertilization envelope to form, even though no sperm had entered. This would
prevent fertilization. 6. Conjoined twins dcvelop from monozygotic
twins that separate quite late, after part of the embryo has already formed.
(This part is shared by the twins.) By this time, both the chorion and amnion have formed, so there is only one of each.

Concept Check 47.2
1. Microtubulcs elongate, lengthening the ccll along one axis, whill' micro·
filaments oriented crosswise at onc end of the cell contract, making that end
smaller and the whole cell wedge-shaped. 2. The cells of the notochord
migrate toward the midline of the embryo (converge), rearranging themselves so there are fewer cells across the notochord, which thus becomes
longer overall (extends; see Figure 47.18). 3. Because microfilaments
would not be abk to contract and dl'Crease the size of onl' end of the cell,
both the inward bending in the middle of the neural tube and the outward
bending of the hinge regions at the edges would be blocked. Therefore, the
neural tube probably would not form.

Concepl Check 47.3
1. Once the first two axes are specified, the third one is automatically determined. (Think of your own body; If you know where your anterior and
posterior ends are and where your left and right sides are. you automatically
know which sides are your front and back.) Of course, there still must be a
mechanism for determining where asymmetrically placed organs must go.
such as the vertebrate stomach or appendix. 2. Yes, a second embryo
could develop because inhibiting BMP-4 activity ",ould have the same effect
as transplanting an organizer. 3. The limb that developed probably would
have a mirror-image duplication, with the most posterior digits in the middle and the most anterior digits at either end.
Self-Quiz

1. a 2. b 3.
8.

I'

4. c S. a 6. c 7.
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CHAPTER 48
Figure Questions
Figure 48.7 Adding chloride channels makes the membrane potential less

negative. Adding sodium or potassium channels would have no effect. be-

callS<' sodium movement is already at equilibrium and theT(' arc no potassium
ions present. Figure 48.15 The production and transmission of action
potentials would be unaffected. However. action potentials arriving at chemical synapses would be unable 10 trigger release of neurotransmitter. Signal.
ing at such synapses would thus be blocked. Figure 48.17 In theory, the

results would be similarbccause the binding studies indicat.,that both opiates
nalo~onc. an opiate antagonist, bind dirl'Ctly to th., f<'Ccplor.

and

Concept Check 48.1
1. Sensors in your caT transmit information to your brain. There the activity
ofinterneurons in processing centers enables you to recognize your name. In
response, signals transmitted via motor neurons cause contraction of muscles
that turn your neck. 2. The nervous system is required for control of vital
functions, such as circulation and gas exchange, and the transmission of information occurs on a very short time scale. 3. It would prevent information from being transmitted away from the cell body along the axon.
Concept Check 48.2
1. Ions can flow against a chemical concentration gradient ifth.'re is an opposing electrical gradient of greater magnitude. 2. A decrease in permeability to K+, an increase in permeability to Na +. or both. 3. The activity
of the sodium-potassium pump is essential to maintain the resting potential.
With the pump inactivated, the sodium and potassium concentration gradients would gradually disappear. and so would the resting potential.
Concept Check 48.3
1. A graded potential has a magnitude that varies with stimulus strength,
wh.'reas an action potential has an all-or-none magnitude that is indepmdent of stimulus strength. 2. loss of th., insulation provid,'d by myelin
sheaths leads to a disruption of action potential propagation along axons.
Voltage-gated sodium channels are restricted to the nodes of Ranvier. and
without the insulating effect of myelin. the inward current produced at one
node during an action potential cannot depolarize the membrane to the
threshold at th., next node. 3. The maximum frequency would decrease
because the refractory p.'riod would be extended.
Concept Check 48.4
1. It can bind to differ.'nt types of receptors. each triggering a sp,'Cific response in postsynaptic cens. 2. These toxins would prolong the EPSPs
that acetylcholine produces because the neurotransmitter would remain
longer in the synaptic cleft. 3. Such a drug might act as a sedative, decreasing the general level of activity in the brain and hence in the person.
Self-Quiz

1. c 2. b 3. c 4. a 5. c 6. I'
7. As shown in this pair of drawings. a pair of action potentials would move out..., ard in both directions from each electrode. (Action potentials are unidirectional only if they begin at on.' end of an axon.) However, because of the
refractory petiod. the t\O.·o action potentials between the electrodes both stop
where they meet. Thus, only one action potential reaches the synaptic tenninals.
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CHAPTER 49

travels in the circulation to reach target tissues throughout the body. Thus, the
rapid changes in body tissues required for the "fight-or-flight" response rely on
direct input from the nervous system as well as indirect input via neurohor·
mone products of th., adr.'nal medulla. Figure 49.12 If the new mutation
disrupted only pacemaker function. you should be able to restore rhythmic ac·
tivity by removing the SCN and replacing it with an SCN transplant from ei·
ther a wild-type or T mutant hamster. Using the new mutant as the donor
would not be as informative, since both failed transplants and successful ones
would result in a lack of rhythmic activity. Figure 49.22 The depolariza.
tion should mimic natural stimulation of the brain r.'ward system. resulting in
positive and perhaps pleasurable sensations.
Concept Cheel< 49.1
1. The sympathdicdivision. which m,'diates the "fight-or-night" response in
stressful situations 2. The preganglionic n.'urons use th., same neurotransmitter and function similarly in each division (to activate postganglionic
neurons). The postganglionic neurons generally have opposing functions and
use different neurotransmitters. 3. Nerves contain bundles ofaxons. some
of which belong to motor neurons that send signals outward from the eNS.
and som.' that belong to sensory n.'urons that bring signals into the eNS.
Therefore, you would expect effects on both motor control and sensation.
Concept Check 49.2
1. The cer"bral cortex on the ldt side of the brain control initiates voluntary
mowmmt of the right side of the body. 2. Alcohol diminishes function of
the cerebellum. 3. Paralysis reflects an inability to carry out motor functions transmitted from the cerebrum to the spinal cord. You would expect
these patients to have injuries below the reticular formation. A coma reflects
a disruption in the cycles of sleep and arousal regulated by communication
bdwem the reticular formation and the Cl'rebrum. You would exp,'Ct these
patients to have injuries at or above the reticular formation.
Concept Check 49.3
1. Brain lesions that disrupt behavior, cognition, memory, or other functions provide ,'vidence that the portion of the brain affected by the damage
is important for the normal activity that is blocked or altered. 2. Broca's
area. which is active during the generation of speech. is located ncar the part
of the primary motor cortex that controls muscles in the face. Wernicke's
area. which is active when speech is heard, is located near the part of the temporallobe that is involv,'d in hearing. 3. Each cerebral h.'misphen' is specialized for different parts of this task-the right for face recognition and the
left for language. Without an intact corpus callosum. neither hemisphere can
take advantage of the other's processing abilities.
Concept Cheel< 49.4
1. There can be an increase in the number of synapses between the neu·
rons or an increase in the strength of existing synaptic connections. 2. If
consciousness is an emergent property resulting from the interaction of
many different regions of the brain. then it is unlikely that localized brain
damage will have a diserl't.'cffect on consciousness. 3. The hippocampus
is responsible for organizing newly acquin'd information. Without hippocampal function, the links necessary to retrieve information from the
neocortex will be lacking and no functional memory. short- or long-term.
will be formed.
Concept Cheel< 49.5
1. Both are progressive brain diseases whose risk increases with advancing
age. Both result from the death of brain neurons and are associated with the
accumulation of peptide or protein aggregates. 2. The symptoms of schizophrenia can be mimicked by a drug that stimulates dopamine-releasing
neurons. The brain r.'ward system. which is involved in addiction. is compriSl'd of dopamine-releasing n.'urons that conn.'Ct the ventral tegmental
area to regions in the cerebrum. Parkinson's disease results from the death of
dopamine-releasing neurons. 3. Not necessarily. It might be that the
plaques. tangles, and missing regions of the brain seen at death reflect secondaryeffects, the consequence of other unseen changes that are actually responsible for the alterations in brain function.

Figure Questions
Figure 49.8 Ncurosecrdory ceUs of the adrenal medulla secrete epinephrine

Self-Quiz

in response to preganglionic input from sympathetic neurons. Epinephrine

1. c 2. a 3. d 4. d 5.
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Concept Check 50.3

7.
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1. Both taste cells and olfactoryceHs have receptor proteins in their plasma
membrane that bind certain substances, leading to membrane depolarization through a signal transduction pathway involving a G protein. However,
olfactory cells arc sensory neurons, whereas taste cdls are not. 2. Since
animals rely on chemical signals for behaviors that include finding mates,
marking territories, and avoiding dangerous substances, it is adaptive for the
olfactory system to have a robust response to a very small number of molecules of a particular odorant. 3. Because the sweet, bitter, and umami
tastes involve GPCR proteins but the sour taste does not, rou might predict
that thl' mutation is in a molecule that acts in the signal transduction pathway common to the different GPCR receptors .
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CHAPTER SO
Figure Questions
Figure 50.10 In the brain. Each note is detected separately in the ear. with
each causing vibration ufthe basilar membrane and deflection of hair cells in
a distinct location. Sensory IWUTons in each location provide output in the

form ofaction polC'ntia]s that travel along distinct axons in the auditory nerve.
It is not untillhc information reaches the brain that the individual notes are
detected and the perception of the chord is generated. Figure 50.14 The
results of the experiment would have been identical. What matters is the activation of particular sets of neurons, not the manner in which they are activated. Any signal from a bitter cell will be interpreted by the brain as a bitler
taste, rq;ardlcss of the nature of lh., compound and the receptor involved.
Figure 50.15 Only perception. Binding of an odorant to its receptor will
cause action potentials to be sent to the brain. Although an excess of that
odorant might cause a diminished response through adaptation. another
odorant can mask the first only at the level of perception in the brain. Figure 50.22 Each of the three typl'S of cones is most sensitive to a distinct
wavelength of Ugh I. A cone might be fully depolarizl-d when there is light present
if the light isola "..avc1cngth far from its optimum. Figure 50.27 Hundredsof
myosin heads participate in sliding each pair of thick and thin filaments past each
other. Because cross-bridge formation and breakdown are not synchronized,
many myosin heads arc exerting force on the thin filaments at all times during
muscle contraction. Figure 50.37 Since a duck is morc spcciaUzcd for flying
than for swimming. you might expect that it would consume more energy per unit
body mass and distance in swimming than would, for e:<ample, a fish. (In fact, if
the value for a leY g swimming duck were plotted on this graph, it would appear
well above the Une for swimmers and just above the line for runners.)

Conn'pt Check 50.1
1. Electromagnetic receptors in general detect only external stimuli. Nonelectromagnetic receptors, such as chemoreceptors or mechanoreceptors,
can act as either internal or external sensors. 2. The capsaicin present in
the spice mix activates the thermorec<'ptor for high temperatures. In response to the perceived high temperature, the nervous system triggers
sweating \0 achieve evaporative cooling. 3, You would perceive the electrical stimulus as if the sensory receptors that regulate that neuron had been
activated. For example, electrical stimulation of the sensory neuron controlled by the thermoreceptor activated by menthol would likely be per·
ceived as a lucal cooling.

Concept Check 50.4
1. Planarians have ocelli that cannot form images but can sense the intensity and direction of light, providing enough information to enable the animals to find protection in shaded places. Flies have compound eyes that form
images and excel at detecting movement. 2. The person can focus on distant objects but not close objects (without glasses) because close focusing requirl'S the lens to become almost spherical. This problem is common after
age SO. 3. Close each eye in turn. An object floating on the surface of an
eyeball will appear only when that eye is open.

Concept Check 50.5
1. Bycausing all of the motor neurons that control the muscle to generate action potentials at a rate high enough to produce tetanus in all of the muscle fibers
2. In a skektal muscle fiber, Ca 2 ' binds to the troponin compll'};, which moves
tropomyosin away from the mrosin-binding Sill'S on actin and allo....'S crossbridges to fonn. In a smooth muscle cell, Ca H binds to calmodulin, which activates an enzyme that phosphorylates the myosin head and thus enables
cross-bridge formation. 3. Rigor mortis, a Latin phrase meaning 'stiffness of
death; results from the complete depletion of ATP in skeletal muscle. Since ATP
is required for rclease of myosin from actin and to pump Ca 2 + out of the cytosol,
muscles become chronically contracted beginning about 3 or4 hours after death.

Concepl Check 50.6
1. Septa provide the divisions of thl'Coclom that allow for peristalsis, a form of
locomotion rC<juiring independent control ofdifferent body segments. 2. The
main problem in swimming is drag; a fusiform body minimizes drag. The main
problem in tlying is overcoming gravity; wings shaped like airfoils provide lift,
and adaptations such as air-filled bones reduce body mass. 3. You could stan
by standing with your upper arm against your side and your lower arm extended
out at a ninety degrl'C angle from your hip. You could then slowly lower your
hand toward the ground. ~ause you arc holding the weight ofyoor hand and
lower arm against gravity, you need to maintain tetanus in the biceps muscle. As
you lower your hand, you are gradually decreasing the number of motor units in
the biceps that arc contracted. The triceps is not involved because gravity is providing the force for arm extension.

Self Quiz
1. I' 2. d 3. b 4. a 5. c 6. b
7.
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Concept Check 50.2
1. Statocysts detect the animal's orientation with respect to gravity, providing
information that is essential in environments such as these, where light cues
are absent. 2. As a sound that changes gradually from a very low to a very
high pitch 3. The stapes and the other middle car bones transmit vibrations
from the tympanic membrane to the oval window. Fusion ofthese bones, as occurs in otosclerosis, would block this transmission and result in hearing loss.

-90"

-45'

0'

I Optic

45'

90'

Fovea disk

Position along retina (in degrees away from fovea)
The answer shows the actual distribution of rods and cones in the human
eye. Your graph may differ but should have the follOWing properties: Only
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cones at the fovea; fewer cones and more rods at both ends of the x-axis: no
photoreceptors in the optic disk.
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Figure Questions
Figure 51.3 The fixed action pattern based on the sign stimulus of a red
belly ensures that the male will chase away any invading males of his species.
By chasing away such males, the defender decreases the chance that eggs laid
in his nl'Sting territory will be fertilized by another male. Figure 51.10
There should be no effect. Imprinting is an innate behavior that is carried out
anew in each generation. Assuming the nest was not disturbed, the offspring
of the Lorenz followeNi would imprinlon the mother goose. Figure 51.11
Perhaps the wasp doesn't use visual cues. It might also be that ....-asps recognize objects native to their environment, but not foreign objects, such as the
pinecones. linbcrgen addressed these ideas before carrying out th., pinl'COne
study. \'({hen he swept away the pebbles and sticks around the nest, the wasps
could no longer find their nests.lfhe shifted the natural objects in their natural arrangement, the shift in the landmarks caused a shift in the site to which
the wasps returned. Finally, if the natural objects around the nest site were replaced with pinecones while the wasp was in the burrow, the wasp nevertheless found her way back to th., nest site. Figure 51.14 Courtship song
generation must be coupled to courtship song recognition. Unless the genes
that control generation of particular song elements also control recognition,
the hybrids might be unlikely to find mating partneNi, depending on what aspects of the songs are important for mate recognition and acceptance. Figure 51.15 It might be that the birds require stimuli during flight to exhibit
their migratory preference. If this were true, the birds would show the same orientation in the funnel experiment despite their distinct genetic programming.
Figure 51.28 It holds true for some, but not all individuals. If a parent has more
than one reproductive partner, the offspring of different partneNi will have a coefflcient of relatedness less than 0.5.
Concept Check S 1.1
1. It is an example of a fixed action pattern. The proximate explanation might
be that nudging and rolling are released by the sign stimulus of an object outside the nest, and th.· behavior is carried to completion once initiated. Th., ultimate explanation might be that ensuring that eggs remain in the nest
increases the chance of producing healthy offspring. 2. Circannual
rhythms are typically based on the cycles oflight and dark in the environment.
As the global climate changes, animals that migrate in response to these
rhythms may shift toa location before or after local environmental conditions
are optimal for reproduction and survival. 3. There might be selective
pressure for other prey fish to detect an injured fish because the source of the
injury might threaten them as well. There might be selection for predators to
be attracted to the alarm substance because they would be more likely to encounter crippled prey than would be predatoNi that can't respond. Fish with
adequate defenses might show no chang.' because they have a selective advantage if they do not waste energy responding to the alarm substance.
Concept Check 51.2
1. Natural sckction would tend to favor convergence in color pattern because a predator learning to associate a pattern with a sting or bad taste
would avoid all other individuals with that same color pattern, regardless of
species. 2. Forgetting the location of some caches, which consist of pine
seeds buried in the ground, might benefit the nutcracker by increasing the
number of pines growing in its habitat. This example points out one of the
difficulties in making simplistic assumptions about the purpose of a behavior. 3. You might move objects around to establish an abstract rule. such
as ·past landmark A, the same distance as A is from the starting point" while
maintaining a minimum of fixed metric relationships, that is, avoiding having the food directly adjacent to or a set distance from a landmark. As you
might surmise, designing an informative experiment of this kind is not easy.
Concept Check 51.3
1. B.'cause this geographic variation corresponds to differences in pn'y
availability between two garter snake habitats, it seems likely that snakes
with characteristics enabling them to feed on the abundant prey in their locale would have had increased survival and reproductive success. and thus
natural selection would have resulted in the divergent foraging behaviors.
2. Courtship is easier to study because it is essential for reproduction, but
A-41
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not for growth, development, and survival. Mutations disrupting many
other behaviors would be lethal. 3. You would need to know the percentage of time that unrelated individuals behave identically when performing
this behavior.
Concept Check 51.4
1. Ccrtaintyof paternity is higher with external fertilization. 2. Natural sclection acts on genetic variation in the population. 3. Because females
\\"ould now be present in much larger numbeNi than males, all three types of
males should have some reproductive success. Nevertheless. since the advantage that the blue-thraats rely on-a limited number of females in their territory-will be absent, the yellow-throats are likely to increase in
frequency in the short term.
Concept Check 51.5
1. Reciprocal altruism, the exchange ofhclpful behavioNi for future similar [x,haviors, can explain cooperative behavioNi bety,cen unrelatl'd animals, though
often the behavior has some potential benefit to the benefactor as \\"ell. 2. Yes.
Kin selection does not require any recognition or awareness of relatedness. 3.
The older individual cannot be the beneficiary because he or she cannot have extra offspring. However, the cost is low for an older individual performing the al·
truistic act because that person has alfl'3dy reproduced (but perhaps is still
caring for a child or grandchild). There can therefore be selection for an altruistic act by a postreproductive individual that benefits a young relative.
Self.Quiz
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You could measure the size of mussels that oystercatchers successfully open
and compare that with the size distribution in the habitat.

(HAPTER 52
Figure Queslions
Figure 52.6 Some factoNi, such as fire, are relevant only for terrestrial systems. At fiNit glance, water availability is primarily a terrestrial factor, too.
However, species living along the intertidal zone of oceans or along the edge
of lakes suffer desiccation as well. Salinity stress is important for spl'Cies in
some aquatic and terrestrial systems. Oxygen availability is an important factor primarily for species in some aquatic systems and in soils and sediments.
Figure 52.8 When only urchins were removed, limpets may have increased
in abundance and reduced seaweed cover somewhat (the difference between
the purple and blue lines on the graph). Figure 52.14 Dispersallimitations, the activities of people (such as a broad-scale conveNiion of forests to
agriculture or selective harvesting), or other factoNi listed in Figure 52.6
Concept Check 52. t
1. &ology is the scientific study of the interactions between organisms and
their environment: environmemalism is advocacy for the environment. Ecology provides scientific undeNitandingthalcan inform decision making about
environmental issues. 2. Interactions in ecological time that affect the
survival or reproduction of organisms can result in changes to the population's gene pool and ultimately result in a change in the population on an evolutionary time scale. 3. If the fungicides are used together, fungi will likely
evolve resistance to all four much more quickly than if the fungicides are
used indi\~dually at different times.
Concepl Check 52.2
1. a. Humans could transplant a species to a new area that it could not previously reach because of a geographic barrier (dispersal change). b. Humans

could change a spedes' biotk interactions by eliminating a predator or herbivore spedes, such as sea urchins, from an area. 2. The sun·s unequal heating of Earth's surfaa' produces temperature variations between the warmer
tropics and cold,'r polar regions, and it inf1uences the movement of air
masses and thus the distribution of moiSll.lre at differenllatiludes. 3. One
test would be to build a fence around a plot of land in an area that has trees of
that species, excluding all deer from the plot. You could then mmpare the
abundance of tree seedlings inside and outside the fenced plot over time.

them. The flocking species is probably clumped, since most individuals probably live in one of the clumps (flocks).

2.

Conn'pt Check 52.3
1, Rapidchanges in salinity can cause salt stress in many organisms. 2. In
the oceanic pelagic zone, the ocean bottom lies below the photic zone, so
there is too little light 10 support benthic algae or rooted plants. 3. In a
river below a dam, the fish are more likely to bespedes that prefer colder water. In summer, the deep layers of a reservoir are mlder than the surface layers, so a river below a dam will be colder than an undammed river.
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Concept Check 52,4

Self-Quiz
1, c 2. d 3, a

10.

A type HI survivorship curve is most likely because very few of the young
probably survive. 3. If an animal is captured by attracting it with food, it
may be more likely to be recaptured if it seeks the same food. The number of
marked animals recaptured (x) would be an overestimate, and because the
population size (N) = mnlx, N would be an underestimate. Alternatively, if
an animal has a negative experience during capture and learns from that experience, it may be less Iikdyto be recaptured. In thiscase,x would be an underestimate and N would be an overestimate.

Concept Check 53.2
1. The constant, spring-f,od stream. In more constant physical conditions,
where populations are more stable and competition for resources is more likely,
larger well·provisioned young, which are more typical of iteroparous species,
have a better chance of sun~ving. 2. By preferentially investing in the eggs it
lays in the nest, the peacock wrasse increases their probabiUty of survival. The
eggs it disperses widely and does not provide carl' for are less likely to survive, at
least some of the time, but n'quirc a lower investment by the adults. (1n this
sense, the adults avoid the risk of placing all their eggs in one basket) 3. If a
parent's survival is compromised greatly by bearing young during times ofstress,
the animal's fitness may increase ifit abandons its (llrrent young and survives to
produce healthier roungat a later time.

4. d 5. b 6. d 7. d 8. ,
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1, Higher average temperature in deserts 2. Answers will vary by location
but should be based on the information and maps in Figure 52.21. How much
your local area has been altered from its natural state will influence how much
it reflects the expected characteristics of your biome, particularly the expected plants and animals. 3. Northern coniferous forest is likely to replace
tundra along the boundary between these biomes. To see why, note that
northern mniferous foresl is adjacent to tundra throughout North America.
norlhern Europe, and Asia (see Figure 52.19) and that the temperature range
for norlhern mniferous forest is just above that for tundra (see Figure 52.20).

Concept Check 53.3
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75'

(0{)

Kelp .bund.nce
('To CbVer)
Based on what you learned from Figure 52.8 and on the positive rdationship you
obscrv,-d in the field bd:wccn kelp abundance and otkr d('IlSity, you couJd hypothesize that otters lower sea urchin density, redUdng feeding of the urchins on kelp.
(HAPTER 53
Figure Questions
Figure 53A The dispersion of the penguins would likely appear clumped as you
fJewover densely JXlpulated islands and sparsely JXlpulated ocean. Figure 53.8
If male European kestrels provided no parental Glre. brood size should not affect
their survival. Therefore, the tlrree bars representing male survival in Figure 53.8
should haw simUar heights. In contrast, female survival should shU dc<:linc with
increasing brood size, as shown in the cum'nt figure. Figure 53.19 The
moose JXlpulation grew quickly because food was abundant and predators were
absent. During this period, the population experienced exponential growth.
Figure 53.20 Hare numbers typically peaked slightly before lynx numbers
did. The lynx depend on the hares for food, but there is a delay bet",een in·
creas,od food availabUity and increased reproduction by the lynx.

Concept Check 53,1
1, The territorial sJX'Cies likely has a uniform pattern of dispersion, since
th,' interactions between individuals will maintain constant space bet",een

1. Though ,"",x is constant, N, the population size, is increasing. As ,"",x is applied to an increasingly large N. population growth ('"",,.N) accelerates, prodUdngthe J-shapedcurve. 2. On the new island. The first plants that found
suitable habitat on the island would encounter an abundance of space, nutrients,and light. In the rain forest, competition among plants for these resoure,os
is intense. 3. The net population growth is !J.N/!J.t = bN - dN. The annual
per capita birth rate, b, equals 14/1,000, orO.014, and the per capita death rate,
d, equals 8/1,000, or 0.008. Therefore, the nel population growth in 2006 is

'N = (0.014 x 300,000,000) - (0.008 x 300,ooo,ooo}

-

.<

or 1.8 million people. A population is growing exponentially only if its per
capita rate of increase equals its maximum rate. ThaI is nol the caS(' for the
United States currently.

Concept Check 53.4
1. When N (population size) is small, there are relatively few individuals
produdng offspring. When Nis large, near the carrying capacity, per capita
growth is relatively small because it is limited by available resources. The
steepest part of the logistic growth curve corresponds to a population with a
number of reproducing individuals that is substantial but not yet near carrying capacity. 2. '·selected. Weeds that colonize an abandoned field face
little competition, and their initial populations are well below carrying capacity. These are characteristics of environments that favor ,-selected
species. 3. Using a population size of 1,6<Xl as an example,
dN

(K - N)

"dt= '...... N -K-=

l(1.6<Xl}(1.5OO - 1,6IXl)

1.500
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and the population "growth" rate is -107 individuals per year. The population shrinks even faster when N is fanher from the carrying capacity; when
N equals 1,750 and 2,000 individuals, the population shrinks by 292 and 667
individuals per year, rcspl'Ctivcly. These negative growth rates correspond
most closely to the time when the Daphnia population has overshot its carrying capacity and is shrinking, aoout days 65-100 in Figure 53.13b.

Concept (hed, 53.5
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1. Competition for resources and space can negatively impact population
growth by limiting reproductive output. Diseases that are transmitted morc
easily in crowded populations can exert negative feedback on increasing
population size. Some predators feed preferentially on species at higher population d,'nsities, since those prey are easier to find than are prey in less
dense populations. In crowded populations, toxic metabolic wastes can build
up and poison the organisms, 2. Three attributes are the size, quality, and
isolation of patches. A patch that is larger or of higher quality is more likely
to attract individuals and to be a source of individuals for other patches. A
patch that is relatively isolated will undergo less exchange of individuals with
other patches. 3. You would need to study the population for more than
one cycle (longer than 10 years and probably at least 20} before having sufficient data to examine changes through time. Otherwise, it would be impossible to know whether an observed denease in the population size reflected
a long-term trend or was part of the normal cycle.

Concept Che<:k 53.6
1. A bottom.heavy age structure, with a disproportionate number of young
people, portends continuing growth of the population as these young people
begin reproducing. In contrast, a mono' evenly distributed agl' structure predicts a more stable population size. 2. The growth rate of Earth's human
population has dropped by half since the 1960s, from 2.2% in 1%2 to 1.15%
today. Nonetheless, growth has not slowed much because the smaller growth
rate is counterbalanced by increased population size; the number of C};tra
people on Earth each year remains enormous-approximately 75 million.
3. Each of us influences our l'Cological footprint by how we live-what we
eat, how much energy we use, and the amount of waste we generate-as well
as by how many children we have. Making choices that reduce our demand
for resources makes our ecological footprint smaller.

Concept Check 54.1
1. Interspecific competition has negative effects on both species (- /-). In
predation, the predator population benefits at the expense of the prey population (+/-). Mutualism is a symbiosis in which both species benefit (+ /+).
2. One of the competing s[X'Ck-s will lx'Come locally extinct because of the
greater reproductive succcssofthe moreefficicnt competitor. 3. Examples of
relevant interactions include competition bet.....een weeds and food crops; predation by humans on herbivores, such as cattle; herbivory by humans on leafy
Vl'getables, such as letmce or spinach; and the planting of symbiotic nitrogenfixing plants, such as beans or peas.

Concept Check 54.2
1. Species richness, the number of species in the community, and relative
abundance, the proportions of the community represented by the various
species, both contribute to species diversity. Compared to acommunity with
a very high proportion of one spl'Cics, one with a more even proportion of
species is considered to be more diverse. 2. Theenergetic hypothesis sug·
gests that the length of a food chain is limited by the inefficiency of energy
transfer along the chain, while the dynamic stability hypothesis proposes that
long food chains are less stable than short chains. The energetic hypothesis
predicts that food chains will be longer in habitats with higher primary pro·
ductivity. The dynamic stability hypothesis predicts that food chains will be
longer in more predictable environments. 3. According to the bottom· up
model, adding extra predators would have little effect on lower trophic levels, particularly vegetation. If the top-down model applied, increased bobcat
numbers would decrease raccoon numbers, increase snake numbers, decrease grasshopper numbers, and increase plant biomass.

Concept Chl'd: 54.3

Self-Quiz
1. c 2. c 3. c4.d5.d 6. b 7. c 8. d g. ,
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The total number of female offspring produced is greatest in females 1-2
years of age. Sample calculation for females of this age group: 252 indiv. x
1.07 female offspring/indiv. = 270 female offspring.

CHAPTER 54
Figurl' Questions
Figure 54.3 Its realized and fundamental niches would be similar.
Figure 54.4 [f both species were feeding on seeds of the same size, you
would expect differences in beak size to disappear over evolutionary time.
The species could not specialize on seeds of different sizes. Figure 54.14
The low-productivity treatment had the shortest food chain, so that food
chain should be the most stable. Figure 54.15 The death of individuals
Appendix A

1. High levels of disturbance are generally so disruptive that they eliminate many species from communities, leaVing the community dominated
by a few tolerant species. Low levels of disturbance permit competitively
dominant species to exclude other species from tlw community. In contrast, moderate levels of disturbance can facilitate coexistence of a greater
number of species in a community by preventing competitively dominant
species from becoming abundant enough to eliminate other species from
the community. 2. Early successional species can facilitate the arrival of
other species in many ways, including increasing the fertility or "...ater.holding
capacity of soils or providing shelter to seedlings from wind and intense
sunlight. 3. The absence of fire for 100 years would represent a change
toa low level of disturbance. According to the intermediate disturbance hy.
pothesis, this change should cause diversity to decline as competitively
dominant species gain sufficient time to exclude less competitive species.

'"
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of M)'tiius, a dominant species, should open up space for other species and
increase species richness even in the absence of Pisaster. Figure 54.19
Because the abundance of the second predatory species is unaffected by soil
warming, thl're would be a less dramatic dccrease in total predator numbers.
Therefore, ifthe top·down model applies in this community, you would ex·
pect a smaller increase in S, Ii/ldsa)'ae density than was actually observed.
Figure 54.28 Other factors not included in the model must contribute to
the unexplained variation in the results.

Concept Check 54.4
1. Ecologists propose that the greater species richness of tropical regions is
the result of their longer evolutionary history and the greater solar energy input and water availability in tropicalrcgions. 2. Immigration of species to is·
lands dcclines with distance from thl' mainland and increases with island area.
Extinction of species is lower on larger islands and on less isolated islands.
Since the number of species on islands is largely determined by the difference
between rates of immigration and extinction. the number of species will be
highcston large islands near the mainland and lowest on small islands far from
the mainland. 3. Because of their greater mobility, birds disperse to islands
more often than snakes or mammals, so birds should have greater richness.

Concept Check 54.5
1. Pathogens are microorganisms, viruses, viroids, or prioM that cause disease. 2. If the parasite rc<:juires contact with a human and anoth,'r animal,
the parasite might be an especially likely vector for the pathogens that cause
zoonotic diseases. 3. If you can identify the host or hosts of the disease as
well as any intermediate vectors, such as mosquitoes or fleas, you can reduce

the rate of infedion by deneasing the abundance of the host and vector or
by reducing their contact with people.

Self-Quiz
1. c 2. d 3. b 4. c 5. c 6. d 7. b 8. c
9. Community I,H; -[(O.OS)(lnO.OS} + (O.OS)(lnO.OS} + (O.gS)(lnO.gS} +
(0.05)(ln 0.05)1 = 0.59. Community 2: H = -[(O.30)(ln 0.30)
+ (O.30)(lnO.30)) = 1.1. Community2 is more diverse.

+ (O.40)(ln 0.40)
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2. Removal of the trees stops nitrogen uptake from the soil, allowing nitrate
to accumulate there. The nitrate is washed away by precipitation and enters
the streams. 3. Most of the nutrients in a tropical rain forest are contained
in the tre<'s, so removing the trees by logging rapidly depletes nutrients from
the e<:osystem. The nutrients that remain in the soil are quickly carried away
into streams and groundwater by th,' abundant precipitation.

Concept Check 55.5
1. Adding nutricnts causes population explosions of algae and the organisms
that feed on them. Increased respiration by algae and consumers, including
dctritivores, depletes the lake's oxygen, which the fish require. 2. At a lower
trophic level, because biological magnification increases the concentration of
toxins up the food chain 3. Because higher temperatures lead to faster decomposition, organic matter in these soils could be quickly de<:omposed to
CO 2 , speeding up global warming.

Self-Quiz
1. c 2. b 3. d 4. c 5. e 6. a 7. d

Crab numbers should increase. reducing the abundance of eelgrass.

s.

CHAPTER 55
Figure Questions
Figure 55.6 Wetlands, coral reefs, and coastal wnes cover areas too small to
showupelearlyon global maps. Figure 55.7 If the new duck farms made nitrogen available in rich supply, as phosphorus already is. then adding extra ni·
trogen in the experiment would not increase phytoplankton density. Figure
55.13 Bydissolving minerals, the fungi move nutrients from reservoir D (inorganic materials unavailable as nutrients) to reservoir C (inorganic materials
available as nutrients). Figure 55.15 Water availability is probably another
factor that varied across the sites. Such factors not included in the experimen·
tal design could make the results more difficult to interpret. Multiple factors can
also covary in nature, so e<:oIogists must be careful that the factor they are studying is actually causing the observed response and is not just correlated with it.

Concept Check 55.1
1. Energy passes through an ecosystem. entering as sunlight and leaVing as
heal. It is not recycled within the ecosystem. 2. The se<:ond law states that
in any energy transfer or transformation, some of the energy is dissipated to
the surroundings as heat. This "escapc' of energy from an e<:osystem is offset by the continuous innux of solar radiation. 3. You would need to know
how much biomass the wildebeests ate from your plot and how much nitro·
gen was contained in that biomass. You would also need to know how much
nitrogen they deposited in urine or fe<:es.

Conn'pt Check 55.2
1. Only a fraction of solar radiation strikes plants or algae. only a portion of
that fraction is of wavelengths suitable for photosynthesis, and much energy
is lost as a result of renl'Ction or heating of plant tissue. 2. By manipulating
the level of the factors of interest, such as phosphorus availability orsoil moisture, and measuring responses by primary producers 3. The student is
missing the plant biomass eaten by herbivores and the production allocated
to plant roots and other belowground tissues.

Conn'pt Check 55.3
1. 20 J; 40% 2. Nicotine prote<:ts the plant from herbivores. 3. There are
many things they could do to reduce their production efficiency. For example,
exercising vigorously will use energy that might otherwise go to biomass, and
kl'Cping the house cool will force their bodies to usc cnergy to stay warm.

Concept Check 55.4
1. For cxample, for the carbon cycle:
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Between 1974 and 2007, Earth's atmospheric CO~ concentration increased
from approximately 330 ppm t03g5 ppm. If this rateofincrease of 1.7 ppm/yr
continues, the concentration in 2100 will be about 54(1 ppm. The actual rise
in CO2 concentration oould be larger or smaller, depending on Earth's human
population, percapita energy use, and the extent to which societies take steps
to reduce C01 emissions, including replacing fossil fuels with renewable or
nuclear fuels. Additional scientific data will be important for many reasons,
including determining how quickly greenhouse gas,'S such as CO 2 are removed from the atmosphere by the biosphere.

CHAPTER 56
Figure Questions
Figure 56.4 You would need to know the complete range of the spe<:ies and
that it is missing across all of that range. You ",ould also need to be certain
that the species isn't hidden, as might be the case for an animal that is hibernating underground or a plant that is present in the form of seeds or spores.
Figure 56.11 Because the population of Illinois birds has a different genetic makeup than birds in other regions, you would want to maintain to the
greatest extent possible the frequency of beneficial genes or alldes found
only in that population. In restoration, preserving genetic diversity in a
spe<:ies is as important as increasing organism numbers. Figure 56.13
The natural disturbance regime in this habitat included frequent fires that
cleared undergrowth but did not kill mature pine trees. Without these fires,
the undergrowth quickly fills in and the habitat bc<:omes unsuitable for redcockaded woodpeckers.

Concept Check 56.1
1. In addition to species loss, the biodiversity crisis indudes the loss of genetic diversity within populations and species and the degradation of entire
e<:osystems. 2. Habitat destruction, such as deforestation, channeliZing of
rivers, or conversion of natural ecosystems to agriculture or cities, deprives
spe<:ies of places to live. Introduced spe<:ies, which are transported by humans to regions outside their native range, where they are not controlled by
their natural pathogens or predators, often reduce the population sizes of native spccies through competition or predation. Overexploitation has reduced
populations of plants and animals or driven them to extinction. 3. If both
Answers
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populations breed separately, then gene flow betwffn the populations would
not occur and genetic differences between them would be greater. As a result, the loss of genetic diversity would be greater than if the populations interbn:ed.

Concept Check 56.2
1. Reducl'd genetic variation decreases the capacity of a population to
evolve in thl' face of change. 2. Thl' effective population sizl', N., is
4(35 x 10)/(35 + IO} = 31 birds. 3. Because millions of people usc the
greater Yellowstone ecosystem each year. it would be impossible to eliminate
all contact bet"..een people and beaNi. Instead. you might try to reduce tlte
kinds of encounteNi where beaNi are killed. You might recommend lower
speed limits on roads in the park, adjust the timing or location of hunting
seasons (where hunting is allowed outside the park) to minimize contact
with mother beaNi and cubs. and provide financial incentives for livestock
owners to try alternative means (such as guard dogs) of protecting livestock.
Concept Ched' 56.3
1. A small area supporting an exceptionally large number ofendemic species
as well as a disproportionate number of endangered and threatened species
2. Zoned reserves may provide sustained supplies of forest products. water.
hydroelectric power. educational opportunities, and income from ecotourism. 3. Habitat corridoNican increasc the rate of movement or dispersal of organisms between habitat patches and thus the rate of gene flow
between subpopulations. They thus help prevent a decrease in fitness attrib·
utable to inbrffding. They can also minimize interactions between organisms
and humansas the organisms disperse; in cases involVing potential predators.
such as bears or large cats, minimizing such interactions is desirable.

Concept Check 56.5
1. Sustainable development is an approach to development that works toward the long-term prosperity of human societies and the ecosystems that
support them, which rl'quires linking thl' biological sciences with the social
sciences. economics. and humanities. 2. Biophilia. our Sl'nse of connl'Ction to nature and other forms ofHfe, may act as a significant motivation for
the development of an environmental ethic that resolves not to allow species
to become extinct or ecosystems to be destroyed. Such an ethic is necessary
if we are to become more attentive and effective custodians of the environment. 3. At a minimum, rou would want to know the size of the popula.
tion and the average reproductive rate of individuals in it. To develop the
fishery sustainably. )·ou would seek a harvest rate that maintains the popula·
tion near its original size and maximizes its harvest in the long term rather
than the short term.
Self-Quiz
1. c 2. I' 3. d 4. d 5. d 6. e 7. c 8. a
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Concept Chc£k 56.4
1. The main goal is to restore degraded ecosystems to a more natural state.
2. Bioremediation uses organisms, generally prokaryotes, fungi, or plants,
to detoXify or remove pollutants from ecosystems. Biological augmentation
uses organisms, such as nitrogen.fixing plants. to add essential materials to
degraded emsystems. 3. The Kissimmff River project returns the flow of
water to the original channel and restores natural flow, a self-sustaining outcome. Ecologists at the Maungatautari reserve wiH need to maintain the integrity of the fence indefinitely, an outcoml' that is not self-sustaining in the
long term.
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Appendix A
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field
To minimize the area of (orest into which the cowbirds penetrate, you should
locate the road along one edge of the reserve. Any other location would increase the area o( affected habitat. Similarly, the maintenance building should
bl' in a corner of thl' reserve to minimiz<' the area susceptible to cowbirds.
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The Metric System
Mctric.to-English
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Measurement

Unit and Abbreviation

Metric Equivalent

Length

I kilometer (km)
I meter (m)

== 1000 (10 3) meters
= 100 (101) centimeters
= 1000 miUimelers

~

~

Area

Mass

Volume
(solids)

om (10

2) meter

1 centimeter (em)

=

I millimeter (mm)
I micrometer (Ilm)

= 0.001 (10- 3 ) meier
= 10- 6 meter (10- 3 mm)

{formerly micron, III
1 nanometer (nm)

= 10- 9 metcr (lO-3 Ilm )

{formerly millimicron, ffij.lJ
1 angstrom (A)

= 10- 10 meIer (10- 4 f1m)

I hectare {hal
I square meter (mll

= 10,000 square meters
= 10,000 square centimeters

I square centimeter (cm 2 )

= 100 square millimeters

I metric ton It)
I kilogram (kg)
I gram (g)

= 1000 kilograms
= 1000 grams
= 1000 milligrams

1 milligram (mg)
I microgram (I!g)

= 10- 3 gram
= 10- 6 gram

I cubic meter (m 3)

= 1,000,000 cubic

I cubic centimeter
(cm 3 or cc)
I cubic millimeter (mm 3)

= 10- 6 cubic meter

centimeters

Conversion Factor

English-to-Metric
Conversion Factor

I km = 0.62 mile

1 mile = 1.61 km

I ill = 1.09 rards
I m = 3.28 feet
I m = 39.37 inches
1 em = 0.394 inch

I yard = 0.914 ill

1 foot = 0.305

ill

1 foot = 30.5 em
1 inch = 2.54 em

I mm = 0.039 inch

I ha = 2.47 acres
1 m 2 = 1.196 square yards
I m 2 = 10.764 square feet
I cm 2 = 0.155 square inch

I acre = 0.405 ha
I square yard = 0,8361 m 2
I square foot = 0.0929 m 2
I square inch = 6.4516 cm 2

It = 1.103 tons
I kg = 2.205 pounds
I g = 0.0353 ounce
I g = 15.432 grains
I mg = approx. 0.015 grain

I ton = 0.907 t
I pound = 0.4536 kg
I ounce = 28.35 g

I m 3 = 1.308 cubic rards
I m 3 = 35.315 cubic feet
I cm 3 = 0.061 cubic inch

I cubic rard = 0.7646 m 3
I cubic foot = 0.0283 m 3
I cubicinch = 16.387 cm 3

I
I
I
I
I

I gallon = 3.785 L
1 quart = 0.946 l

= 10- 9 cubic meter

(10- 3cubic centimeter)
Volume
{liquids
and gases)

I kiloliter (kl or kL)
I liter (lor L)

= 1000 liters
= 1000 mi1lilite~

I milliliter (ml or ml)

= 10- 3 liter
= I cubic centimeter

I microliter (I!I or Ill)

= 10- 6 liter {10- 3milliliters)

TIme

I second Is)
I millisecond (ms)

= 1/60 minute
= 10- 3 second

Temperature

Degrees Celsius ('C)
{Absolute zero, when all molecular
motion ceases, is - 273'C. The
Kelvin [K] scale, which has the
same size degrees as Celsius, has its
zero point at absolute zero. Thus,
O'K = -273'Q

C-I

kL = 264.17 gallons
L = 0.264 gallons
L = 1.057 quarts
ml = 0.034 fluid ounce
ml = approx. 1/4 teaspoon

I mL = approx. 15-16
drops (gtt.)

'F = 9/S'C

+ 32

I
I
I
I

quart = 946 mL
pint = 473 mL
fluid ounce = 29.57 mL
teaspoon = approx, 5 mL

'C = 5/9 {'F - 32)

A---EY,
Electron source
Ocular lens

••oc-

Condenser lens

Specimen

.,:;;"•
•0

Objective lens
Intermediate image
Objecti~e

lens

Projector lens

Specimen
Binoculars

Condenser lens

Final image on

0

digital detector,
fluorescent screen,
or photographic film

Light source

Light Microscope

Electron Microscope

In light microscopy, light is focused on a specimen by a glass
condenser lens; the image is then magnified by an objective
lens and an ocular lens, for projection on the eye, digital
camera, digital video camera, or photographic film.

In electron microscopy, a beam of electrons (top of the
microscope) is used instead of light, and electromagnets are
used instead of glass lenses. The electron beam is focused on
the specimen by a condenser lens; the image is magnified by
an objective lens and a projector lens for projection on a
digital detector, fluorescent screen, or photographic film.
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Classification of Life
This appendix presents a taxonomic classification for the
major extant groups of organisms discussed in this text; not
all phr1a are included. The classification presented here is
based on the three-domain system, which assigns the two
major groups of prokaryotes, bacteria and archaea, to
separate domains (with eukaryotes making up the third
domain). This classification contrasts with the traditional
five-kingdom system, which groups all prokaryotes in a single
kingdom, Monera. Systematists no longer recognize the

DOMAIN BACTERIA
.. Proteobacteria
.. Chlamydia
.. Spirochetes
.. Gram-positive Bacteria
.. Cyanobacteria

DOMAIN ARCHAEA
.. Korarchaeota

.. Crenarchaeota
.. Nanoarchaeota

E-I

debates about the number and boundaries of kingdoms and
about the alignment of the Linnaean classification hierarchy
with the findings of modern cladistic analysis. In this review,
asterisks (O) indicate currently recognized phyla thought by
some systematists to be paraphyletic.

DOMAIN EUKARYA
In the phylogenetic hypothesis we
present in Chapter 28, major clades of
eukaryotes are grouped together in the
five Usupergroups" listed below in bold
type. The traditional five-kingdom
classification scheme united all the
eukaryotes generally called protists in a
single kingdom, Protista. However,
advances in systematics have made it
clear that Protista is in fact polyphyletic:
Some protists are more closely related to
plants, fungi, or animals than they are to
other protists. As a result, the kingdom
Protista has been abandoned. In contrast,
the kingdoms Plantae (land plants),
Fungi, and Animalia (animals) have
survived from the five-kingdom system.
Excavata
.. Diplomonadida (diplomonads)
.. Parabasala (parabasalids)
.. Euglenozoa (euglenozoans)
Euglenophyta {euglenids)

.. Euryarchaeota

kingdom Monera because it would have members in two
different domains (see Chapter 26).
Various alternative classification schemes are discussed
in Unit Five of the text. The taxonomic turmoil includes

Kinetoplastida (kineloplastids)

ChromalveoJata
.. Alveolata (alveolates)
Dinoflagellata (dinoflagellates)
Apicomplexa (apicomplexans)
Ciliophora {ciliates)
.. Stramenopila (stramenopiles)
Bacillariophyta (diatoms)
Chrysophyta (golden algae)
Phaeophyta (brown algae)
Oomycota (water molds)
Archaeplastida
.. Rhodophyta (red algae)
.. Chlorophyta (green algae: chlorophytes)
.. Charophyceae (green algae: charophyceans)
.. Plantae
Phylum Hepalophyta (liverworts) }BrYOPhytes
Phylum Anlhocerophyta {hornworts) {nonvascular
Phylum Bryoph}1a (mosses)
plants)
Phylum Lycoph}1a {lycophytes)
}Seedless vascular
Phylum Pteroph}1a (ferns, horsetails, plants
....llisk ferns)
Phylum Ginkgophyta (ginkgo)
}
Phylum Cycadophyta (cycads)
Phylum Gnetophyta {gnelophyles)
Gymnosperms Seed
Phylum Coniferophyta (conifers)
plants
)
Phylum Anthophyta (flowering
plants)
Angiosperms

Rhizaria
.. Chlot1lt1lchniophyta (chlot1lt1lchniophytes)
.. Foraminifera (forams)
.. nadiolaria (radiolarians)
Unikonta
.. Amoebozoa (amoebozoans)
Myxogastrida (plasmodial slime molds)
Diet)'ostelida (cellular slime molds)
Gymnamoeba (g)'mnamoebas)
Entamoeba (entamoebas)
Nudeariida (nudeariids)

.. Fungi
'Ph)1um Ch)1ridiom)1:otiI (ch)1rids)
Phylum Zygom)·cota (Z)"Bom)'cetes)
Phylum Glomeromycota (g1omeromycetes)
Phylum Ascomycota (sac fungi)
Ph)'lum Basidiomycota (dub fungi)

.. ChoanonageUata (choanonagellates)

.. Animalia
Phylum Calcarea) I
)
Phylum Silicea
sponges
Phylum Cnidaria (cnidari:ms)
Class Hydrozoa (hydrozoans)
Class Scyphozoa ijellies)
Class Cubozna (box jellies and sea wasps)
Class Anthozoa (sea anemones and most corals)
Phylum Ctenophora (comb jellies)
Phylum Acocla (acnel flatworms)
Lophouochozoa (lophotrochozoans)
Phylum Placozoa (placozoans)
Phylum Kinorhyncha (kinorhynchs)
Phylum Platyhelminthes (flatworms)
Class Turbel1aria (free·living flatworms)
Class Trematoda (flukes)
Class Monogenea (monogeneans)
Class Cestoda (tapeworms)
Phylum Nemertea (proboscis worms)
Phylum Ectoprocta (ectoprocts)
Phylum Phoronida (pnoronids)
Phylum Brachio!X>da (brachiopods)
Phylum Rotifera (rotifers)
Phylum Cycliophora (C)'diopnorans)
Phylum Mollusca (molluscs)
Class Polyplacophora (cnitons)
C1ass Gastropoda (gutropods)
Class Bivalvia (bivalves)
Class Cephalopoda (cephalopods)

Ecdysozoa (ecd)'sozoans)
Phylum Annelida (segmented worms)
Class OHgochaeta (oligochaetes)
Class Polrchaeta (polychaetes)
Class Hirudinea (leeches)
Phylum Acanthocephala (spiny-headed worms)
Phylum Loricifera (Ioriciferans)
Phylum Priapula (priapulans)
Phylum Nematoda (roundworms)
Phylum Arthro!X>da (This survey groups arthropods into
a single ph)1um. but some zoologists now split the
arthropods into multiple ph)'la.)
Subph)1um Cheliceriformes (horseshoe crabs, arachnids)
Subph)1um Myria!X>da (millipedes, centipedes)
Subph)1um Hexa!X>da (insects, springtails)
Subph)1um CrustaCN (crustaceans)
Phylum Tardigrada (tardigrades)
Phylum Onychophora (velvet ....orms)
Deuterostomia (deuterostomes)
Phylum Hemichordata (hemichordates)
Phylum Echinodermata (echinoderms)
Oass Asteroidea (sea stars)
Oass Ophiuroidea (brittle stars)
Oass Echinoideil (sea urchins and sand dollars)
Oass Crinoidea (see lilies)
Class Concentriq-doidea (sea daisies)
Oass Holothuroidea (sea cucumbers)
Phylum Chordata (chordates)
Subph)1um Cephalochordata (cephalochordales: lancelets)
Subphylum Urochrodata (urochordates: tunicates)
Subphylum Craniata (craniates)
Oass Myxini (hagfishes)
Class Cephalaspidomorphi (lampreys)
Class Chondrichthyes (sharks, rays,
chimaeras)
Class Acinopterygii (ray-finned fishes)
Class Actinistia (coclacanths)
Vertebrates
Class Dipnoi (lungfishes)
Class Amphibia (amphibians)
Class Reptilia (tuataras, lizards, snakes,
turtles, crocodilians, birds)
Class Mammalia (mammals)

Oassification of11fe
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MiaobiokJgy 72, 1258-1266. Chaptcr 28 28.2 From Archibald and Keeling,
"Recyckod Plastids," Trends in Genetics, Vol. 18. No. 11. 2002. Copyright © 2002,
with permission from Elsevier; 28.11 Adapted from R. W. Bauman. 2004.
Microbiology. fig, \2.7. p. 350. Copyright © 2004 Pearson Education, Inc., publishing as Pearson Benjamin Cummings; 28.23 Data from A. Stcchman and T.
Ca'"dlier-Smith. 2002. Rooting the eukaryote tR'" by using a deriv,-od gene fusion,
SeiCHee 297: 89-91: 28.27 Copyright © 20C» The Nature Conservancy. Map produced by N. Law - Global Priorities Group - 08/14/2004. Chapter 29 29.10
Source: Il. D. Bowden. 1991. Inputs, outputs and accumulation of nitrogen in an
early successional moss (PoIJtricJmm) ,-'(<>system, EcoJogiCi;t1 Monographs 61:
207-223: 29.14 Adapted from Raven et al. Biology of Plimts, 6th ed., fig. 19.7.
Chapter 30 3O.12a Adapted from Soltiset a1.. 2005. f'hyJogenyand Evolution of
Angiosperms, Sinauer Associates, pp. 17, fig. Lll from Crane 1985, which is
based on Harris, 1964: JO.12b Adapted from Soltis et at.. PhJlogmyand
EvolmioH ofAHgiosperms, p. 28, fig. 2.3. Copyright© 2005. Reprinted by permission of Sinauer Associates, Inc.; Table 30.1 Adapted from Randy Moore et ai"
Botan); 2nd ed. Dubuque, IA: Bruwn, 1998, Table 2,2, p, 37. Chapte.- 31 31.21
Graphs adapted from A. E. Arnnkl et a1. 2003. Fungal endnphytes limit pathogen
damage in a tropical tree. PNAS 100: 15649-15654. figs. 4 and 5. Chapter 33
33.28a From ). K. Grenier ct at 1m. Evolution of the entire arthropod Hox gene
set prt.odated the origin and radiation of the nnychnphoran!arthropod dade,
Cllrrem Biology 7: 547·553. fig. 3c, p. 551. Copyright © 1997, with permission
from Else'ier, Inc. Chapter 34 34.8b Adapted from I. Mallatt and J. Chen.
2003. Fossil sister group of craniates: Predicted and found.Joumal ofMorphology
258: 1-31, fig. 1.5/15103. Cnpyright©2003, Reprinted with permission nfWik'}'Liss. Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.; 34.12 Adapted from K.
Kardong, 2001. Vertebrates; Comparative AHatomy, Function, aHd Evolution,
3/c © 2001 McGraw-Hill Sciencc/Engineeringl"lathematics.; J.~.19 and 34.20
From C Zimmer. At the lVaters Edge. Cnpyright tl 1999 by Carl Zimmer.
Reprinted by permission of Jankow & Nesbit; 34.3Ia Adapted from D. J.
Futuyma, 2OOS. El'Ollltion, I/e, fig, 4,10. Sunderland. MA: Sinauer Associates;
34.40 Drawn from photos of fossils, 0. tllgenensis photo in Michael Balter, Early
hnminid sows division, SdenuNow, Feb. 22, 2001, © 2001 American Association
for the Adlllncement of Science. A, ramidlls icadabba photo by TImothy White,
1m/Brill Atlanta. A. anamensis, A garhi, and H. neanderrhalemis adapted from
The Hilman Evolution Coloring Book. K platyops drawn from photo in Meave
leakey et at.. New hominid genus from eastern AfriC"~ shnws diverse middle
Pliocene lineages. Nature, March 22. 2001. 410:433, P ooisei drawn from a photo
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by Da"id Bil1. H. ergaster drawn from a photo at www.inhandmuseum.com.So
tchademis drawn from a photo in Michel Brunet et ai" A new hominid from the
Upper Miocene of Chad, Central Africa, "'atllre, July 11, 2002, 418: 147, fig. lb.;
34.43a and b Adapted from l. V. Ovchinnikm' et aL 2000. Mok'Clllar analysis of
Neanderthal DNA from the northern Caucasus, Nalllrt 404: 492, flg.3a and b.
Chapler 35 35.24 (right) Pie chart adapted from Nature, Dec. 14. 2000. 408:
799. New data from The Arabidopsis Information Resource {TAIR). Chaptcr 39
39.16 (top) Adapted from M. Wilkins. 1988. Plant lVauhing. Facts ofFile Publ.;
39.28 Reprinted with permission from Edward Farmer. 1997. ScielJce 279: 912.
Copyright e \991 American Association for the Ad''ancement of Science.
Chapter 40 40.14 Adapted from fig. 2 in V. H. Hutehinson ct al.
ThennnR'gulation in a brooding female Indian python, Python mol"",s IJivitta·
illS. Science 151: 694·695. fig. 2. Copyright ~ 1966. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS: 40.15 Adapted with permission from B. Heinrich. 1974.
Thennnr'-'gulation in endnthermic itlSt.>cts. Science 185: 747·756. fig. 7. © 1974
American Association for the Ad"ancement of Science, Chapter 41 41.5
Source: R. W. Smithellset al. 1980. Possible pren~ntion of neural· tube defects by
periconceptual vitamins supplementation. rancet 315: 339-340; 41.10 Adapted
from R. A. Rhoades and R.G. Pllanzer, Human Physiology. 3/e, fig, 22·1, p. 666.
Copyright f:l 1996. Reprinted by pennission of Brooks/Cole. a div'ision of
Thomson learning: www.thomsonrights.comFax800732-2215:41.23 Adapted
from I. Marx, "Cellular Warriors at the Battle of the Bulge; Science, Yol. 299, p.
846, Copyright © 2003 American Association for the Ad"ancement of Science.
lUustration: Katharine Sutliff. Chapter 42 42.31 Adapted from S. L. Lindstedt
et a1. 1991. Runningenergetics in the pronghorn antelope. Nature 353: 748-750.
Copyright l:I 1991. Reprinted by permission of Macmillan Publishers, l.td.
Chapler 43 43.5 Adapt<.od from Phoebe Tznu et al. ·Cnnstituti,·e ,->xpression of
a single antimicrobial peptide can restore wild-type resistance to infection in im·
muno-deficient Drosophila mutants," f'NAS. 99: 2IS2·2157, figs. 2a and 4a.
Copyright l:I2002 National Academy of Sciences, US.A. Used with permission.
Chapler 44 44.6 Kangaroo r-dt data adaptt...f frnm K. 3. Schmidt-Nielson. 1990.
Animal PhJsiology: Maptatioll aHd flwironmem, 4 th ,-od., p. 339. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press: 44.7 Adapted from K. B. Schmidt-Nielsen et al.
1958. Extrarenal salt excretion in birds. AmericanJoumal ofPhysiology 193: 101107; 44.20 Table adapted from P. M, T Deen ct a!. 1994. Requirement of human
renal water channel aquaporin-2 fnr ,."sopressin·dependent Ctln'-'entr-"tion in
urine. SeiCHeI' 264: 92-95. table I. Copyright © 1994. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS: 44 EDC (visual summary) Adapted from W. S. Beck eta1. 1991. Uft:
An introduction to BiokJgy, p. M9. Copyright@ 1991 HarperColtins. Reprinted
by permissinn of Pearson Education. Chapler 45 45.4 j, M. Horowitz. et al.
1980. The Response of Single Melanophores to Extracellular and Intracellular
Iontophoretic Injection of Melanocyte·Stimulating Hormone, &1docrinology
106, nl, fig. B. (0 1980 by The Endocrine Society; 45.22 A. Jost, Recherches sur
la differenciatinn sexuelle de ['embryon de lapin (Studies on the sexual differentiation of the rabbit embryo}. Arch. Anat. Microsc. Morpho/. Exp (Archh'Cs
danatomie microscopiqueetde morphologieexpfrimentale). 36: 271-316, 1947.
Chapter 46 -1(,.9 Figure adapted from R, R. Snook and D. I. Hosken. 20C».
Sperm death and dumping in Drowphila.. Natlm' 428: 939-941, fig. 2.
Copyright ~ 20C». Reprinted by pennission of Macmillan Publishers, ltd.
Chapter 47 47.18 From Wolpert. ct al. 1998, Principles of Development, fig.
8,25, p. 251 (right). Oxford, Oxford University Press. By permission of Oxford
Uni,,,rsity Press; 47.21a Copyright © 1989 frnm Molecular Biology ofthe Cell,
2M ed by Bruce Alberts ct al. Reproduced by permission of Garland
Science/Taylor & Francis Books, Inc.; 47.21b From Hiroki Nishida, "Cell lineage
analysis in ascidian embryos by intracellular injection of a traceren~yme: ilL Up
tothe tissue r,-'Strictt...fstage," DevelopmentalBioiogy, Vol. 121, p. 526, June. 1987.
Cnpyrigllt ~ 1987 with permission from Elsevier, Inc.; 47.22 Copyright © 2002
from Molecular Biology ofthe Cell, 4 th ed. by Bruce Alberts ct aI., fig. 21.17, p.
1172. Reproduced by permission of Garland Sciencerraylor & Fr-~ncis 3<Klks,
Inc.; 47.24 experiment and left side of results From Wolpert et al. 1998.
Principles of Development, fig. 1.10, Oxford: Oxford University Press, By permission of Oxford University Press: 47.24 right side of results Figure 15.12, p.
604 from Developmental Biology. 5'" ,-..f. by Gilbert et al. Copyright © 1997
Sinauer Associates. Used with permission. Chapter48 48.10 Adapted from G.
Matthews, 1986, Cellular Physiology of Nerve and Muscle, Cambridge, MA:
Blackwell Scientific Publications. © 1986 Blackwell Science. Used with permission ofB-lach.-eli Science, Inc.; 48.17 Adapted frnm C. B. Pert and S. H. Snyder.
1973. Opiate receptor: Demonstration in nervous tissue.SeicHce 179: 1011-1014.
Table 1. Chapter 49 49.11 Adapted from L. M. Mukhametov. \984, Sleep in
marine mammals. In SleepMechaHisms, by A. A. BorbClcyandJ, L Valalx (cds.}.
Munich: Springer-Verlag, pp 227-238; 49.12 Adapted from M. R, Ralph et aL
1990. Transplanted suprachiasmatic nucleus determines circadian period.
Seience 247: 97S-978, fig. 2; 49.14 Adapted from E. D. Janis et a1. 2005. A"ian
brains and a new understanding of vertebrate brain evolution. Natllre Reviews
Nemvsciencc 6: 151-159, fig. Ie. Chapter 50 50.14 Adaptt.od from K. L. Mueller
et al. 1975. The receptors and coding logic for bitter taste. Nalllrt 434: 225-229:

50.19 Adapted from Bear et al. 2001. Neuroscience: Exploring the Brain. 2nded.,
figs. 11.8 and 11.9, pp. 281 and 283. Hagerstown.MD, Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins. e 2001 Lippincott Williams and Wilkins; 50.22 Adapted from
Shepherd. 1988. Nel,ro!Jiol<Jgy. 2.,.j <-><I.., f,g. 11.4. p. 227. Oxford Unh'ersity Press.
{From V. G. Dethier. 1976. The Hungry Fly. CambrKlge, MA: Harvard University
f'ress.): 50.23 Adapted from Bear et al. 2001, Neurosdence: Exploring the Brain,
2nd ed.• fig. 8.7, p. 1%. Hagerstown.MD, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.I02001
Lippincott Williams and Wilkins; 50.32 Gr-asshopper adapted from Hickman et
al. 1993. Integrated Principles of ZooI<Jgy, 9'" ed.. Fig. 22.6, p. 518. New York:
McGraw-Hili Higher Education. Ii) 1993 The McGraw-Hili Companies: 50.37 K.
Schmidt-Nielsen. 1972.l.ocomotion, Energy cost of swimming. nying, and running. Sdma 177: 222·228. Chapler 51 51.3b Adapted from N. linbergen.
1951. The Sillily of fllstinet. Oxford: Oxford University Press. By permission of
Oxford University Press: 51.7 Adapted from M. B.Soidowski, 2001. Drosophila:
Genetics mects behavior. Nature Reviews: Genetics 2, 881, fig. I. Copyright@
2001 McMillan Publishing. Us<-><I. with permission: 51.14 (left) Adapted from C.
S. Henry et aL 2002. The inheritance of mating songs in two cryptic, sibling
lacewings spe<:ies (Nemoptera: Chrysopidae, Chrysoperla). Genetica 116: 269·
289, fig. 2. Copyright Cl2002. Reprinted by permission of Springer Verlag; 51.15
(top) Adapted from a photogr-aph by Jonathan Blair in Alcock, 2002. Animal
Behavior, 7t~ ed. Sinauer Associates, Inc" Publiishers. 51,15 (bottom) Adapted
from P. Berthold et al. 1992. Rapid microe"olution of migratory behaviour in a
wild bird spcrics. Nature 360, 12/17,/92, p. 668, fig. 1. Copyright ClI992 Nature
Publishing, Inc., used with pennission; 51.18 Adapted from M. B. Sokolowski et
al. 1997. Evolution offoraging beha"ior in Drosophila by density-dependent selection. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of
America. ,», 7373-7377. Copyright@ 1997 National Academy ofSciences, US.A.;
51.24 K. Witte and N. Sawka. 2003. Sexual imprinting on a nm·d tr-ait in the di·
morphic zebra finch: sexes differ. Animal Behaviour 65: 195·203. Art adapted
from http://www.uni-bielefdd.de/biologue/vhf/KW/Forschungsprojekte2.html.
Chapter 52 52.3 Adapted from figure at http,//tde.omLgov. Project supported
by the U.S. Dept. of Energy's Offi<-'eofScien<-'e (BER); 52.5 Map adapt<-><I. from G.
Caughly et al. 1987. Kangaroos: Their Ecology alld Management in the Sheep
Rangelands ofAustralia, p. 12, fig. 1.2, Cambridge: Cambridge Uni''ersity Press.
Copyright ClI987 Cambridge Uni'-ersity Press. Used with permission; 52.7 Map
adapted from R. L Smith. 1974. Erol<Jgy and Reld Biology, f,g. 11.19, p. 353.
Harper and Row Publishers. 1\-tap updated from D. A. Sibley. 2000. National
Audubon Society The Sibley Guide to Birds, Alfred A. Knopf: New York: 52.8
Data from W. J. F1eteher. 1987. Interactions among subtidal Australian sea
urchins, gastropods and algae: eff<->(\s of experiment31 remo,"ls. Ecological
Monographs 57: 89-109; 52.11 Map adapted from Physicists track great ocean
con''eyor belt. http://www.anl.gov/Media_Center/Frontiers/2003/d8ee.html:
52.14 Adapted from L Roberts. t989. How fust cao trees migrate? S<:ience 243;
736, fig. 2. © 1989 by the American Associatioo for the Ad,"ncementofScience;
52,19 Adapted from Heinrich Walter and Siegmar-Walter Breckle. 2003.
Walter's Vegetation ofthe Earth, fig. 16, p. 36. Springer· Verlag, © 2003: Un. 52.2
Data from J. Clausen, D. D. Ked, and W. M. Hiesey. 1948. Experimental studies
on the nature of sp<-'Cics.lll. EIl\'ironmental R'Sponscs of climatic raccs of AdJillea.
Carnegie Institution of Washington Publication 581. Chaplet' 53 53.5 Adapted
from P. W. Shennan and M. L. Monon, "Demography ofBelding's ground squir·
rels," F£<JJogy, Vol. 65, No.5, p. 1622. fig. la, I~. Copyright @ t~ Ecological
Socidy of America. Usc<! by p<-'ITlission. 53.15 Adapted from J. T. Enright 1976.
Climate and population regulation: The biogeographer's dilemma. OeaIJogia 24:
295-310; 53.16 and 53.18 Adapted from T. elution-Brock and J. Pembenon. 2001-.
Soay Sheep' Dynamics and selectioo in an islaod populatioo. Cambridge
University Pr<-'SS. Us<-'tI with pennission; 53.19 Dati courtl.'Sy of Rolfe. Peterson,
Michigan Technological University; 53.23 Dat3 from U. S. Census Bureau
International Data Base; 53.24 Data from Population Reference Bureau 2OCOand
US. Census Bureau loternatiooal Data Base, 2003: 53.25 Data from U. S. Census
Bureau International Dati Base; 53.26 Dati from U S. Census Bureau
International Data Base 2003; 53.27 Adapted from M. L.lmhoffet al. 2004. Global
p.1tterns in human consumption of net primary production. Nature 429: 87()"873,
fig. la; Tables 53.1 and 53.2 Data from P. W. Shennao and M. L Morton,
"DemographyofBelding'sgroundsquirrels," EcoJogy, Vol. 65, No. 5.p. 1622. fig. la.
1984. Copyright €l1~ Ecological Society of America. Chaplet' 54 54.2 A. S.
Ilaod aod E. E. Williams. 1969. Theanoles ofl-a Palma:Aspectsoftheirecological
rdationships. Breviora 327. Mus<-'Um of Compar-ati", llKllogy. Harvard University.
Copyright@ 1%9 by the President and Fellows ofHmllrd College. Reprinted with
permission from the Museum of Comparative Zoology: 5<UO Adapted from N.

Fierer and R. B. Jackson. 2006. The diversity and biogeography of soil bacterial
communities. Proceedings of the ,,"'ational Academy of Sdences USA 103:
626----631 fig. la. Copyright ~ 2006 National Academy of Sciences, US.A. U5Cd
with permission; 54.12 Adapted from E. A, Knox. 1970. Ant3rctic marioe
ecosystems. In Antarctic EcoI<Jgy, ed. M. W. Holdgate, 69·96. London: Academic
Press; 54.13 Adapted from D. L.llreitburget al. 1997. Varying effects of low dissolved oxygen on trophic ioteractioos io an estuarine food web. F,rological
Monographs 67: 490. Copyright fl 1997 Ecological Society of America; 54.14
Adapted from B. Jenkins. 1992. Productivity. disturbance and food webstructure
at a local spatial scale in experimental container habitats. Oikm 65: 252.
Copyright ~ 1992 Oikas, Sweden; 54.15 Adapted from R. 1. Paine. t966. Food
web complexity and species diversity. American Natllralisl 100: 65-75: 54.16
Adapted from J. A. Estes et al. 1998. Killer whale predation on sea otters linking
oceanic and nearshore ecosystems. Science 282: 474. Copyright © 1998 by the
American Associatioo for the Advancement of Science. Reprinted with pennission frum AAAS; 54.18 Data for graph frum S. D. Hacker and M. D. Bcrtness.
1999. Experimental evidence for factors maintaining plant spe<:ies di.-ersity in a
New England salt marsh. Ecol<Jgy 8l} 2064-2073: 54.19 Data from n Wall
Freekman and R. A. \r,rgioia 1997. Low-di"ersity Antarctic soil nematode communities: distribution and rcsponse to disturbance. Ecology 78: 363·369; 54.20
Graph adapted from A. R. Townsend et al. 1997. The intennediate disturbance
hypothesis, refugia, and di''ersity in streams. Umnol<Jgy and Oceanography 42:
938-94-9. Copyright e 1997 by the American Society of I.imnology and
Oceanography, Inc. Used with permission; 54.22 Adapted from R. L. Crocker
and I. Major. 1955. Soil Development in relation to "egetation and surface age at
Glacier Bay, Alaska. Journal ofEcology43: 427 -448: 54.23 Data from F. S. Chapin,
111, ct aL 1994-. Mc<:hanisms of primary succession followiog degbciation at
Glacier Bay. Alaska. Ecological MONographs64: 149·175: 54.25 Adapt<-'tI from D.
J. Currie. 1991. Energy and large-scale patterns ofanimal- and p1ant·species richness. American Naturalist 137: 27-49; 54.26 Adapted from F. W. Preston. 1960.
lime and space and the ,-ariatioo of species. EroI<Jgy41' 6t 1-627; 54.28 Adapted
from F. W. Preston. 1962. Thecanonical distribution of commonn<-'Ss and r-arity.
Ecoi<Jgy 43: 185·215.410-432. Chapter 55 55.4 and Un 55.1 Adapted from D.
L. DeAngelis. 1992. Dynamics of Nlltrient Cycling and Food Webs. New York:
Chapman & Hall; 55.7 Ad~pted from J. H. Ryther aod W. M, Dunstan. 1971.
Nitrogen. phosphorus, and <-'Utrophication in the coastal marine environment.
Sdellce 171: 1008·1013. Copyright@ 1971. Reprinted with permission from
AAAS: 55.8 Dati from M. L. Rosenzweig. 1968. New primary productivity of
terrestrial environments: Predictions from climatologie data, American
Naturalist 102: 67-74: 55.14a Adapt<-'tI from R. E. Rickkfs. 1997. The Economy of
Nalllft', 4th ed.@ 1997 by W. H. Freeman and Company. Used with permission:
55.15 Map adapted from Moore ct al. 1999. Utter decomposition rates in
Canadiao forests, Global Change Biology 5, 75-82. Trofymow ct al. 1998.
Canadiao Intersite Decompositioo Experiment (ClDET}: Pruicct and site est:lblishment.lnformation Report BC-X·378. NRCAN CFS Victoria. 126pv. Produced
under ~cense from Her Majesty the Queen in RightofCanada, with permission of
Natural Resources Caoada. The Can~dian lotersitc Decompositioo Experimeot
(CIDEn - http://ds.nrcan.gc.ca/subsite!cidet;55.21Co,datlfrumCD.Keeling
and T. P Whorf. Scripps lnstirntion of Oceanography. Temperature data from
www.earth-policy.org/lndicatorslTemp/Temp_data.htm. 55.23 Data from
ownewatch.gsfe.nasa.gov/fuctslhistorylhtmml; Table 55.1 Data from Meozel
aod Ryther. 1%1. Deep Sea Ranch 7: 276-281. Chapter 56 56.10 Adapted
from C.I. Krebs. 2001. Ecology. 5,h ed.. fig. 19.1. Copyright@2ool Pearson
Education, Inc., publishing as Pearson Benjamin Cummings; 56.11 Adapted
from R. L Westemeiier etaL 1998. Tracking the long-term decline and reeo"cry of an isolated population. S<:iena 282: 16%. fl 1998 by the American
Association forthe Ad,"ncement of Science; 56.17 Adapted from N. Myerset
aI., "Biodiversity hotspots forconsen-ation priorities," Nature, Vol. 403, p. 853,
2/24/2(0), Copyright @ 2000 Nature Publishiog, Inc. Used with permission.
Updated with data from C. H. Robertset a!. 2002. Marine biodh'ersity hotspots
and conservation priorities for tropical reefs. Sciena 295: 1280-1284: 56,18
Adapted from w.n Newmarll, "Legal and biotic boundaries of western North
American national parks, A problem ofcongruence.- Biological Omservation 33:
199, 1985. '" 1985 Else,'ier, with kind permission; 56.19a Map adapted from W.
Purves and G. Grians. Life, The Sdence of Biol<Jgy, 5'" ed., fig. 55.23, p. 1239.
10 t998 bySin~uerAssociates, loc. Used with permission; 56.22b Graph adapted
from http://news·sen·ia.:.stlndford.edu/news/2006!may24/gcriddle_ponds.jpg;
56,24 Data from lnstituto Nacional de Estadistica y Censos de Costa Rica and
Centro Centroamericano de Poblacion, Uni''ersidad de Costa Rica.
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, = secondary accent

5' cap A modified form of guanine nucleotide
added onto the nucleotide at the 5' end of a
pre-mRNA molecule.
A site One of a ribosome's three binding sites
for tRNA during translation, The A site holds
the tRNA carrying the next amino acid to be
added to the polypeptide chain, (A stands for
aminoacyl tRNA,)
ABC model A model of flower formation identifying three classes of organ identity genes
that dired formation of the four types of floralorgans,
abiotic (5.' -bi -ot'-ik} Nonliving; referring to
physical and chemical properties of an
environment.
abortion The termination of a pregnancy in
progress.
abscisic acid (ABA) (ab-sis'·ik} A plant hormone that slows growth, often antagonizing
actions of growth hormones. Two of its many
effects are to promote seed dormancy and
facilitate drought tolerance.
absorption The third stage of food processing
in animals: the uptake of small nutrient molecules by an organism's body.
absorption spectrum The range of a pigment's ability to absorb various wavelengths
of light; also a graph of such a range.
abyssal zone (uh-bis' -ul) The part of the
ocean's benthic wne between 2,000 and
6,000 m deep.

G-t

acanthodian (ak' ·an-thii'-d e·un) Any of a
group of ancient jawed aquatic vertebrates
from the Devonian period.
accessory fruit A fruit, or assemblage of fruits,
in which the fleshy parts are derived largely
or entirely from tissues other than the ovary.
acclimatization (uh-ktJ' -muh-tJ -za'-shun}
Physiological adjustment to a change in an
environmental factor.
acetyl CoA Acetyl coenzyme A; the entry compound for the citric acid cycle in cellular respiration, formed from a fragment of pyruvate
attached to a coenzyme.
acetylcholine (as' -uh-til-ko'-len} One of the
most common neurotransmitters; functions
by binding to receptors and altering the permeability of the postsynaptic membrane to
specific ions, either depolarizing or hyperpolarizing the membrane.
acid A substance that increases the hydrogen
ion concentration of a solution,
acid precipitation Rain, snow, or fog that is
more acidic than pH 5.2.
acoelomate (uh·s(i' -Iii-mat) A solid-bodied
animal lacking a cavity between the gut and
outer body wall.
acquired immunity A vertebrate-specific defense that is mediated by B lymphocytes (B
cells) and T lymphocytes (I cells}. It exhibits
specificity, memory, and self-nonself recogni·
tion. Also called adaptive immunity.
acrosomal reaction (ak' -ruh-sOm'-uJ) Ihe
discharge of hydrolytic enzymes from the
acrosome, a vesicle in the tip ofa sperm,
when the sperm approaches or contacts an
egg.
acrosome (ak'·ruh-sOm) A vesicle in the tip of
a sperm containing hydrolytic enzymes and
other proteins that help the sperm reach the

,,,.

actin (ak'-tin) A globular protein that links into
chains, two of which twist helically about
each other, forming microfilaments (actin filaments) in muscle and other kinds of ceUs.
action potential A rapid change in the membrane potential of an excitable cell. caused by
stimulus-triggered, selective opening and
closing of voltage-sensitive gates in sodium
and potassium ion channels.
action spectrum A graph that profiles the relative effectiveness of different wavelengths of
radiation in driving a particular process.
activation energy The amount of energy that
reactants must absorb before a chemical reo
action will start; also caUed free energy of
activation.
activator A protein that binds to DNA and
stimulates gene transcription. In prokaryotes,
activators bind in or near the promoter; in
eukaryotes, activators bind to control ele·
ments in enhancers.

active immunity Long-lasting immunity conferred by the action of B cells and I cells and
the resulting Band T memory cells specific
for a pathogen, Active immunity can
develop as a result of natural infection or
immunization.
active site Ihe specific portion of an enzyme
that binds the substrate by means of multiple
weak interactions and that forms the pocket
in which catalysis occurs.
active transport The movement of a substance across a cell membrane, with an expenditure ofenergy, against its concentration
or electrochemical gradient; mediated by
specific transport proteins,
actual evapotranspiration The amount of
water transpired by plants and evaporated
from a landscape over a given period of time,
usually measured in millimeters and estimated for a year.
adaptation Inherited characteristic of an organism that enhances its survival and reproduction in specific environments.
adaptive radiation Period of evolutionary
change in which groups of organisms form
many new species whose adaptations allow
them to fill vacant ecological roles in their
communities.
adenylyl cyclase (uh-den' -uh-lil) An enzyme
that converts ATP to cyclic AMP in response
to a signal.
adhesion The attraction between different
kinds of molecules.
adipose tissue A connective tissue that insulates the body and serves as a fuel reserve;
contains fat-storing cells called adipose cells.
adrenal gland (uh-dre' -nul) One of two endocrine glands located adjacent to the kidneys in mammals. Endocrine cells in the
outer portion (cortex) respond to ACTH by
secreting steroid hormones that help main·
tain homeostasis during long-term stress.
Neurosecretory cells in the central portion
(medulla} secrete epinephrine and norepinephrine in response to nervous inputs
triggered by short-term stress.
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) A
tropic hormone that is produced and secreted by the anterior pituitary and that stimulates the production and secretion of steroid
hormones by the adrenal cortex.
aerobic respiration A catabolic pathway that
consumes oxygen (021 and organic molecules, producing AIP. This is the most efficient catabolic pathway and is carried out in
most eukaryotic cells and many prokaryotic
organisms.
afferent arteriole (aP -er-ent) In the kidney,
the blood vessel supplying a nephron.
age structure The relative number ofindividu·
als of each age in a population.

aggregate fruit A fruit derived from a single
flower that has more than onl' carpeL
agonistic behavior (a' -gii-nis'-tik) In animals,
an often ritualized contest that determines
which competitor gains access to a resource,
such as food or mates.
AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome) The symptoms and signs present
during the late stages of HIV inf~tion, defined by a spedfied reduction in the number
ofT cells and the appearance of characteristic
secondary infections.
alcohol fermentation Glycolysis followed by
the conversion of pyruvate to carbon dioxide
and ethyl alcohoL
aldosterone (al-dos'·tuh-rOn) A steroid hormone that acts on tubules of the kidney to
regulate the transport of sodium ions (Na +)
and potassium ions (K+}.
alimentary canal (ai' -uh-men'-tuh-re} A digestive tract consisting of a tube running between a mouth and an anus; also called a
complete digestive tract.
allantois (ai-an'-to'-is) One offour extra·
embryonic membranes; serves as a repository
for the embryo's nitrogenous waste and funetions in gas exehange.
allele (uh-le'-ul} Any of the alternative versions
ofa gene that produce distingUishable phenotypic eff~ts.
allopatric speciation (al' -uh-pat'·rik) The
formation of new species in populations that
are geographically isolated from one another.
allopolyploid (al' -0-1'01'-e-ployd} A fertile individual that has more than two chromosome
sets as a result of two different species interbreeding and combining their chromosomes.
allosteric regulation The binding of a regulatory molecule to a protein at one site that af·
f~ts the function of the protein at a different
site.
alpha (a) helix (ai' -fuh he' -Iiks) A spiral shape
constituting one form of the secondary structure of proteins, arising from a specific pattern of hydrogen bonding.
alternation of generations A life cycle in
which there is both a multicellular diploid
form, the sporophyte, and a multicellular
haploid form, the gametophyte; characteristic
of plants and SOml' algae.
alternative RNA splicing A type of eukaryotic gene regulation at the RNA-processing
level in which different mRNA mol~ules are
produced from the same primary transcript,
depending on which RNA segments arc
treated as nons and which as introns.
altruism (aI' -tr(Hz-um) Selflessness; behavior
that reduces an individual's fitness while increasing the fitness of another individual.
alveolate (ai-vI" -uh-Iet} A protist with membrane·bounded sacs (alveoli} located just under the plasma membrane.
alveolus (al-ve'-uh-lus} (plural, alveoli) One of
the dead-end, multilobed air sacs where gas
exchange occurs in a mammalian lung.
Alzheimer's disease (alts'·hi ·men) An agerelated dementia (mental deterioration) characterized by confusion, memory loss, and
other symptoms.

amacrine cell (am' ·uh·krin) A neuron ofthe
retina that hdps inll-grate information befor('
it is sent to the brain.
amino acid (uh-men'-o) An organic mol~ule
possessing both carboxyl and amino groups.
Amino acids seT1fe as the monomers of
polypeptides.
amino group A chemical group consisting of a
nitrogen atom bonded to two hydrogen
atoms; can act as a base in solution, accepting
a hydrogen ion and acquiring a charge of I +.
aminoacyl.tRNA synthetase An enzyme
that joins each amino acid to the appropriate
tRNA.
ammonia A small, very toxic molecule (NH 3 }
produced by nitrogen fixation or as a metabolic waste product of protein and nucleic
acid metabolism.
ammonite A member of a group ofshelled
cephalopods that were important marin('
predators for hundreds of millions of years
until their extinction at the end of the
Cretaceous period (65.5 mya).
amniocentesis (am' ·ne-o·sen·te'-sis} A technique of prenatal diagnosis in which amniotic
fluid, obtained by aspiration from a n('edle
inserted into the uterus, is analyzed to detect
certain genetic and congenital def~ts in the
fetus.
amnion (am' -ne-on) One offour extraembryonic membranes. It surrounds a fluid-filled
cavity that cushions the embryo.
amniote (am' -ne-ot) Member of a clade of
tetrapods named for a key derived character,
the amniotic egg, which contains specialized
membranes, including the fluid·filled am·
nion, that protl'ct the ('mbryo. Amniotes include mammals as well as birds and other
reptiles.
amniotic egg A shelled egg in which an embryo develops within a fluid-filled amniotic
sac and is nourished by rolk. Produced by
reptiles (including birds) and egg-laying
mammals, it enables thl.'m to complete their
life cycles on dry land.
amoeba (uh-me'-buh) A protist grade characterized by the presence of pseudopodia.
amoebocyte (uh.me' -buh-sl!') An amoebalike cell that mOVl'S by pseudopodia and is
found in most animals. Depending on the
species, it may digest and distribute food, dispose of wastes, form skeletal fibers, fight infections, and change into other (I'll types.
amoebozoan (uh-me' ·buh-zo'-an) A protist in
a clade that includes many species with lobeor tulx'-shaped pseudopodia.
amphibian Member of the tetrapod class
Amphibia, including salamanders, frogs,
and ca~i1ians.
amphipathic (am' .ie-path'-ik} Having both a
hydrophilic r('gion and a hydrophobic region.
amplification The strengthening of stimulus
energy during transduction.
amygdala (uh-mig' -duh-luh) A structure in the
temporal lobe of the vertebrate brain that has
a major role in th(' processing of emotions.
amylase (am' -uh-las'} An enzyml' in saliva that
hydrolyzes starch (a glucose polymer from
plants) and glycogen (a glucose polymer from

animals) into smaller polysaccharides and the
disaccharide maltOS('.
anabolic pathway (an' -uh-bol'-ik) A metabolic pathway that consumes energy to synthesize a complex molecule from simpler
compounds.
anaerobic respiration (an-er-o' -bik) The usc
of inorganic mol~ules other than oxygen to
accept electrons at the "downhill" end of ek'Ctron transport chains.
analogous Having characteristics that are similar because of convergent evolution, not
homology.
analogy (an-al'-uh-jc) Similarity between two
sp~ies that is due to convergent evolution
rather than to descent from a common ancestor with the same trait.
anaphase The fourth stage of mitosis, in which
the chromatids of each chromosome have
separat('d and the daughter chromosom('s arl'
moving to the poles ofth(' cell.
anatomy The structure of an organism and its
study.
anchorage dependence The requirement
that a cell must be attached to a substratum
in order to divide.
androgen (an' -dro-jen) Any steroid hormone,
such as testosterone, that stimulates the development and maintenance of the male reproductive system and secondary sex
characteristics.
aneuploidy (an' -yu-ploy'-de) A chromosomal
aberration in which one or more chromosomes are present in extra copies or are deficient in number.
angiosperm (an'.je-o-sperm) A flowering
plant, which forms seeds inside a pro"'ctive
chamber called an ovary.
angiolensin II A peptide hormone that stimulates constriction of pr~apillary arterioles
and increases reabsorption ofNaCI and water
by the proximal tubules of the kidney, increasing blood pressure and volum('.
anhydrobiosis (an-hi' -drii-bl -ii' -sis) A dormant state involVing loss of almost all body
water.
animal pole The point at the end of an egg in
the hemisphere where the least yolk is concentrated; opposite of vegetal pole.
Animalia The kingdom that consists of multicellular eukaryotes that ingest their food.
anion (an' -i -on) A negatively (harged ion.
annual A flowering plant that completes its
entire life cycle in a single year or growing
season.
anterior Pertaining to the front, or head, of a
bilaterally symmetrical animaL
anterior pituitary Also called the adenohypophysis; portion of the pituitary that develops from nonneural tissue; consists of
endocrine cells that synthesize and secrete
several tropic and non tropic hormones.
anlher In an angiosperm, the terminal pollen
sac of a stamen. where pollen grains containing sperm-producing male gametophytes
form.
antheridium (an-thuh-rid'-e-urn} (plural,
antheridia} [n plants, the male gametangium,
a moist chamber in which gametes develop.
Glossary
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anthropoid (an' -thruh-poyd) Member of a primate group made up of the monkeys and the
apes (gibbons, orangutans, gorillas, chimpan~ees, bonobos, and humans).
antibody A protein secreted by plasma cells
(differentiated Bcells) that binds to a p;lrticular antigen; also called immunoglobulin. All
antibody molecules haw the saml' Y-shaped
structure and in their monomer form consist
oft.....o identical heavy chains and two identical light chains.
anticodon (an' -ti -ko' -don} A nucleotide
triplet at one end of a tRNA molecule that
rccognizes a particular complementary
codon on an mRNA molecule.
antidiuretic hormone (ADH) (an' -tT -di -yuret' -ik} A peptide hormone, also known as
vasopressin, that promotes water retention by
the kidneys. Produced in the hypothalamus
and released from the posterior pituitary,
ADH also has activities in the brain.
antigen (an' -ti-jen) A macromolecule that eliI"
its an immune response by binding to recep·
tors of Bcells or T cells.
antigen presentation The process by which
an MHC molecule binds to a fragment of an
intracellular protein antigen and carries it to
the cell surface, where it is displayed and can
be recognized by a T celL
antigen receptor The general term for a sur·
face protein, located on B cells and T cells,
that binds to antigens, initiating acquired immune responses. The antigen receptors on
B cells are called B cell receptor.;, and the
antigen receptor.; on T cells are called T cell
receptors.
antigen-presenting cell A cell that upon ingesting p;lthogens or internalizing pathogen
proteins generates peptide fragments that are
bound by class II MHC molecules and subsequently displayed on the cell surface to T
cells. Macrophages, dendritic ceUs, and B
cells are the primary antigen-presenting
cells.
antiparallel The opposite arrangement of the
sugar-phosphate backbones in a DNA double
helix.
aphotic zone (a' -10'·tik) The part of an ocean
or lake beneath the photic zone, where light
docs not penetrate sufficiently for photosynthesis to occur.
apical bud (a' -pik-ul) A bud at the tip of a
plant stem; also called a terminal bud.
apical dominance Concentration of
growth at the tip of a plant shoot, where
a terminal bud partially inhibits axillary
bud growth.
apical ectodermal ridge (AER) A thickened
area of ectoderm at the tip of a limb bud that
promotes outgrowth of the limb bud.
apical meristem (mar' -uh-stem) Embryonic
plant tissue in the tips of roots and the buds
of shoots. The dividing cells of an apical
meristem enable the plant to grow in
length.
apicomplexan (ap' -e-kom-pleks' ·un) A pro·
tist in a clade that includes many species that
parasitize animals. Some apicomplexans
cause human disease.
G-3
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apomixis (ap' -uh-mik'-sis} The ability of some
plant species to reproducl' asexually through
seeds without fertilization by a male gamete.
apoplast (ap' -o-plast) In plants, the continuum
of cell walls plus the extracellular spaces.
apoptosis (a-puh-to' -sus) A program of con·
trolled cell suicide, which is brought about
by signals that trigger thc activation of a cascade of suicide proteins in the cell destined
to die.
aposcmatic coloration (ap' -o-si-mat'-ik)
The bright coloration of animals with effective physical or chemical defenses that acts as
a warning to predators.
appendix A small, finger-like extension of the
vertebrate cecum; contains a mass of white
blood cells that contribute to immunity.
aquaporin A channel protein in the plasma
membrane of a plant, animal, or microorgan·
ism cell that specifically facilitates osmosis,
the diffusion of water across the membrane.
aqueous humor Plasma-like liquid in the
space bern'een the lens and the cornea in the
vertebrate eye; helps maintain the shape of
the eye, supplies nutrients and oxygen to its
tissues, and disposes of its wastes.
aqueous solution (a' -kwe-us} A solution in
which water is the solvent.
arachnid A member of a major arthropod
group, the cheliceriforms. Arachnids include
spiders, scorpions, ticks, and mites.
arbuscular mycorrhiza (ar-bus' -kyii-Iur mi'ko-rT' -zuh} Association of a fungus with a
plant root system in which the fungus causes
the invagination of the host (plant) cells'
plasma membranes.
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus A symbiotic
fungus whose hyphae grow through the cell
wall of plant roots and extend into the root
cell (enclosed in tubes formed by invagination of the root cell plasma membrane).
Archaea (ar' -ke'-uh) One of two prokaryotic
domains, the other being Bacteria.
archaean Member of the prokaryotic domain
Archaea.
Archaeplastida (ar' -ke-plas'-tid-uh) One of
five supergroups of eukaryotes proposed in a
current hypothesis of the evolutionary history of eukaryotes. This monophyletic group,
which includes red algae, green alage, and
land plants, descended from an ancient protist ancestor that engulfed a cyanobacterium.
See also Excavata, Chromalveolata, Rhizaria,
and Unikonta.
archegonium (ar-ki-go' -nc-um} (plural,
archegonia) In plants, the female
gametangium, a moist chamber in which
gametes develop.
archenteron (ar-ken' -tuh-ron) The endodermlined cavity, formed during gastrulation,
that develops into the digestive tract of an
animal.
archosaur (ar'-ko-sor) Member of the reptilian
group that includes crocodiles, alligators,
dinosaurs, and birds.
arteriole (ar-ter' -e-ol) A vessel that conveys
blood between an artery and a capillary bed.
artery A vessel that carries blood away from the
heart to organs throughout the body.

arthropod A segmented ecdysowan with a
hard exoskcleton and jointed appendages.
Familiar examples include insects, spiders,
millipedes, and crabs.
artificial selection The selective breeding of
domesticated plants and animals to encourage the occurrence of desirabk traits.
ascocarp The fruiting body of a sac fungus
(aseomycete).
ascomycete (as' -kuh-mT'-SCt) Member of the
fungal phylum Ascomycota, commonly called
sac fungus. The name comes from the saclike
structure in which the spores develop.
ascus (plural, asci) A saclike spore capsule
located at the tip of a dikaryotic hypha of a
sac fungus.
asexual reproduction The generation of offspring from a single parent that occurs without the fusion of gametes (by budding,
division of a single cell, or division of the entire organism into two or more p;lrts). In
most cases, the offspring are genetically identical to the parent.
assisted reproductive technology A fertilization procedure that generally involves surgically removing eggs (secondary oocytes}
from a woman's ovaries after hormonal stimulation, fertiliZing the eggs, and returning
them to the woman's body.
associative learning The acquired ability to associate one environmental feature (such as a
color} with another (such as danger).
aster A radial array of short microtubules that
extends from each centrosome toward the
plasma membrane in an animal cell undergoing mitosis.
astrocyte A glial cell with diverse functions, in·
c1uding providing structural support for neurons, regulating the inter.;titial environment,
facilitating synaptic transmission, and assisting in regulating the blood supply to the
brain.
atherosclerosis A cardiovascular disease in
which fatty deposits called plaqul'S d,'velop in
the inner walls of the arteries, obstructing the
arteries and causing them to harden.
atom The smallest unit of matter that retains
the properties of an element.
atomic mass The total mass of an atom, which
is the mass in grams of I mole of the atom.
atomic nucleus An atom's dense central core,
containing protons and neutrons.
atomic number The number of protons in the
nucleus of an atom, unique for each element
and designated by a subscript to thl' left of
the elemental symbol.
ATP (adenosine triphosphate) (a·den'-osen trl -fos'-flit) An adenine-containing nucleoside triphosphate that releases free
energy when its phosphate bonds arc hydrolyzed. This energy is used to drive endergonic reactions in cells.
ATP synthase A complex of several membrane
proteins that provide a port through which
protons diffuse. This complex functions in
chemiosmosis with adjacent electron transport chains, using the energy of a hydrogen
ion (proton} concentration gradient to make
AT]>. AT]> synthases are found in the inner

mitochondrial membrane of eukaryotic cells
and in the plasma membrane of prokaryotes.
atrial natriuretk peptide (ANP) (5.' -trc-ul
na' -trc-yn-ret'-ik) A peptide hormone secreted by cells of the atria of the heart in response to high blood pressure. ANP's effects
on the kidney alter ion and water movement
and thereby reduce blood pressure.
atrioventrkular (AV) node A region of specialized heart muscle tissue bet.....een the left
and right atria where electrical impulses are
delayed for about 0.1 second before spreading
to both ventricles and causing them to
contract.
atrioventrkular (AV) valve A heart valve located between each atrium and ventricle
that prevents a backflow of blood when the
ventricle contracts.
atrium (a'·tre-um) (plural, atria) A chamber of
the vertebrate heart that receives blood from
the veins and transfers blood to a ventricle.
autocrine Referring to a secreted molecule that
acts on the cell that secreted it.
autoimmune disease An immunological disorder in which the immune system turns
against self.
autonomic nervous system (ot' -o-nom'-ik)
An efferent branch of the vertebrate peripheral nervous system that regulates the internal environment; consists of the sympathetic,
parasympathdic, and enteric divisions.
autopolyploid (ot' -o-pol'-c-ployd} An individual that has more than two chromosome
sets that are all derived from a single species.
autosome (ot' -o-som) A chromosome that is
not directly involved in determining sex; not
a sex chromosome.
autotroph (ot' -o-troO An organism that obtains organic food molecules without eating
other organisms or substances derived from
other organisms. Autotrophs use energy from
the sun or from the oxidation of inorganic
substances to make organic molecules from
inorganic ones.
auxin (ok' -sin) A term that primarily refers to
indoleacetic acid (IAA), a natural plant hormone that has a variety of effects, including
cell elongation, root formation, secondary
growth, and fruit growth.
average heterozygosity (het' -er-o-zi -go'sHe) The percent, on average, of a population's loci that are heterozygous in members
of the population.
avirulent Describing a pathogen that can only
mildly harm, but not kill, the host.
axillary bud (ak' -sit-ar-c) A structure that has
the potential to form a lateral shoot, or
branch. The bud appears in the angle formed
between a leaf and a stem.
axon (ak' -son} A typically long extension, or
process, of a neuron that carries nerve impulses away from the cell body toward target
cells.
axon hillock The conical region of a neuron's
axon where it joins the cell body; typically the
region where nerve impulses are generated.
B cell receptor The antig<'n receptor on B
cells: a V-shaped, membrane-bound molecule
consisting of two identical heavy chains and

two identical light chains linked by disulfide
bridges and containing two antigen-binding
sites.
B cells The lymphocytes that complete their development in the bone marrow and become
effector cells for the humoral immune
response.
Bacteria Onc of two prokaryotic domains, thc
other being Archaea.
bacterial artificial chromosome (HAC) A
large plasmid that acts as a bacterial chromo·
some and can carry inserts of 100,000 to
300,000 base pairs.
bacteriophage (bak-tcr' -coo-raj) A virus that
infects bacteria; also called a phage.
bacterium Member of the prokaryotic domain
Bacteria.
bacteroid A form of the bacterium Rhiwbium
contained within the vesicles formed by the
root cells of a root nodule.
balancing selection Natural selection that
maintains two or more phenotypic forms in a
population.
bark All tissues external to the vascular cambium, consisting mainly of the secondary
phloem and layers of periderm.
Barr body A dense object lying along the inside
of the nuclear envelope in cells of female
mammals, representing a highly condensed,
inactivated X chromosome.
barrier method Contraception that relies on a
physical barrier to block the passag<' of
sperm. Examples include condoms and
diaphragms.
basal angiosperm Member of a clade of three
early.diverging lineages of flowering plants.
Examples are Amborella, water lilies, and star
anise and its relatives.
basal body (ba'-sul) A eukaryotic cell structure
consisting ofa 9 + 0 arrangement of microtubule triplets. The basal body may organize
the microtubule assembly of a cilium or
flagellum and is structurally very similar to
a centriole.
basal metabolic rate (BMR) The metabolic rate of a resting, fasting, and nonstressed endotherm at a comfortable
temperature.
base A substance that reduces the hydrogen ion
concentration ofa solution.
base-pair substitution A type of point mutation; the replacement of one nucleotide and
its partner in the complementary DNA
strand by another pair of nucleotides.
basidiocarp Elaborate fruiting body of a
dikaryotic mycelium of a club fungus.
basidiomycete (buh-sid' -c-o-mi'-set) Member of the fungal phylum Basidiomycota,
commonly called club fungus. The name
comes from the club-like shape of the
basidium.
basidium (plural, basidia) (buh-sid' -c-um,
buh-sid' -e-ah) A reproductive appendage
that produces sexual spores on the gills of
mushrooms (club fungi).
Batesian mimicry (bat'·ze-un mim' -uh-he)
A type of mimicry in which a harmless
speeies looks like a species that is poisonous
or otherwise harmful to predators.

behavior (in animals) Individually, an action
carried out by muscles or glands undcr control of the nervous system in response to a
stimulus: collectively, the sum of an animal"s
responses to external and internal stimuli.
behavioral ecology The study of the evolution
of and ecological basis for animal behavior.
benign tumor A mass of abnormal cells that
remains at the site of its origin.
benthic zone The bottom surface of an aquatic
environment.
benthos (ben' -thozl The communities of organisms living in the benthic wne of an
aquatic biome.
beta (13) pleated sheet One form of the secondary strUClUre of proteins in which the
polypeptide chain folds back and forth. Two
regions of the chain lie parallel to each
other and are held together by hydrogen
bonds.
beta oxidation A metabolic sequcnce that
breaks fatty acids down to two-carbon fragments that enter the citric acid cycle as acetyl
CoA.
bicoid A maternal effect gene that codes for a
protein responsible for specifying the anterior end in Drosophila.
biennial (bi -en'-c-ul) A flowering plant that
requires two years to complete its life cycle.
big-bang reproduction Reproduction in
which an organism produces all of its offspring in a single event: also known as
semclparity.
bilateral symmetry Body symmetry in which
a central longitudinal plane divides the body
into two equal but opposite halves.
bilaterian (hi' -luh-ter'·e-uhn} Member of a
clade of animals with bilatcral symmetry and
three germ laye~.
bile A mixture of substances that is produced in
the liver but stored in the gallbladder and that
enables formation offat droplets in water as
an aid in the digestion and absorption of fats.
binary fission A mdhod of asexual reproduction by "division in half." In prokaryotes, binary fission does not involve mitosis; but in
single-celled eukaryotes that undergo binary
fission, mitosis is part of the process.
binomial Th<' two-partlatinized name of a
species, consisting of the genus and specific
epithet.
biodiversity hot spot A relatively small area
with an exceptional concentration of endemic
species and often a large number of endangered and threaten<'d species.
bioenergetks (I) The overall flow and transformation ofenergy in an organism. (2} The
study of how energy flows through
organisms.
biofilm A surface.coating colony of one or
more species of prokaryotes that cngage in
metabolic cooperation.
biofuel A fuel produced from dry organic matter or combustible oils produced by plants.
biogenic amine A neurotransmitter derived
from an amino acid.
biogeochemical cyde Any of the various
chemical cycles, which involve both biotic
and abiotic components of ecosystems.
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biogeography The study of the past and pres·
ent distribution of species.
bioinformatks The use of computers, software, and mathematical models to process
and integrate biological information from
large data sets.
biological augmentation An approach to
restoration ecology that uses organisms to
add essential materials to a degraded
ecosystem.
biological dock An internal timekeeper that
controls an organism's biological rhythms.
The biological clock marks time with or without environmental cues but often requires
signals from the environment to remain
tuned to an appropriate period. See also
circadian rhythm.
biological magnification A process in which
retained substances become more concentrated at each higher trophic levcl in a food
chain.
biologkal species concept Definition of a
species as a population or group of popula·
tions whose members have the potential to
interbreed in nature and produce viable,
fertile offspring, but do not produce viable,
fertile offspring with members of other
such groups.
biology The scientific study of life.
biomanipulation An approach that applies
the top-down model of community organization to alter ecosystem characteristics, For
example, ecologists can prevent algal blooms
and eutrophication by altering the density of
higher-level consumers in lakes instead of by
using chemical treatments.
biomass The total mass of organic matter comprising a group of organisms in a particular
habitat.
biome (bi' -om) Any of the world's major
ecosystems. often classified according to the
predominant vegetation and characterized by
adaptations of organisms to that particular
environment.
bioremediation The use of organisms to
detoxify and restore polluted and degraded
ecosystems.
biosphere The entire portion of Earth inhab·
ited by life; the sum of all the planet's
ecosystems.
biotechnology The manipulation of organisms
or their components to produce useful products.
biotic (bi -ot'-ik) Pertaining to the liVing organisms in the environment.
bipolar cell A neuron that relays information
between photoreceptors and ganglion cells in
the retina.
bipolar disorder Depressive mental illness
characterized by swings of mood from high
to low; also called manic-depressive disorder.
birth control pill A chemical contraceptive that
inhibits ovulation, retards follicular development, or alters a woman's cervical mucus to
prevent sperm from entering the uterus.
blade (I) A leallike structure of a seaweed that
provides most of the surface area for photo.
synthl'Sis. (2) The flattened portion of a typical leaf.
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blastocoel (bias' -tuh-sel) The fluid-filled cavity that forms in thl' center of a blastula.
blastocyst (bias' -tuh-sist) The blastula stage of
mammalian embryonic development, consisting of an inner cell mass, a cavity, and an
outer layer, the trophoblast. In humans, the
blastocyst forms one week after fertilization.
blastomere An early embryonic cell arising
during the cleavage stage of an early embryo.
blastopore (blas'-to-por) In a gastrula, the
opening of the archenteron that typically develops into the anus in deuterostomes and
the mouth in protostomes.
blastula (bias' -tyii-Iuh) A hollow ball of cells
that marks the end of the cleavage stage duro
ing early embryonic development in animals.
blood A connective tissue with a lluid matrix
called plasma in which red blood cells, white
blood cells, and cell fragments called platelets
are suspended.
blood-brain barrier A specialized capillary
arrangement in the brain that restricts the
passage of most substances into the brain,
thereby preventing dramatic fluctuations in
the brain's environment.
blue-light photoreceptor A type of light receptor in plants that initiates a variety of responses, such as phototropism and slOWing of
hypocotyl elongation.
body cavity A f1uid- or air-filled space between
the digestive tract and the body wall.
body plan In animals, a set of morphological
and developmental traits that are integrated into a functional whole-the living
animal.
Bohr shift A lowering of the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen, caused by a drop in pH. It
facilitates the release of oxygen from hemo·
globin in the vicinity of active tissues.
bolus A lubricated ball of chewed food.
bone A connective tissue consisting of living
cells held in a rigid matrix of collagen fibers
embedded in calcium salts.
book lung An organ of gas exchange in spiders,
consisting of stacked plates contained in an
internal chamber.
bottleneck effect Genetic drift that occurs
when the size of a population is reduced, as
by a natural disaster or human actions. Typically, the surviving population is no longer
genetically representative of the original
population.
bottom-up model A model of community organization in which mineral nutrients inl1u·
ence community organization by controlling
plant or phytoplankton numbers, which in
turn control herbivore numbers, which in
turn control predator numbers.
Bowman's capsule (bo' -munz) A cup-shaped
receptacle in the vertebrate kidney that is the
initial, expanded segment of the nephron
where filtrate enters from the blood.
brachiopod (bra'-kc-uh-pod') A marine
lophophorate with a shell divided into dorsal
and ventral halves. Brachiopods are also
called lamp shells.
brain Organ of the central nervous system where
information is processed and integrated.

brainstem Collection of structures in the vertebrate brain, including the midbrain, the pons,
and the medulla oblongata; functions in
homeostasis, coordination of movement, and
conduction of information to higher brain
centers.
branch point The representation on a phylo.
genetic trel' of the divergence of two or more
taxa from a common ancestor. Most branch
points are shown as dichotomies, in which a
branch representing the ancestral lineage
splits (at the branch point) into two branches,
one for each of the two descendant taxa.
brassinosteroid A steroid hormone in plants
that has a variety of effects, including cell
elongation, retarding leaf abscission, and pro·
moting xylem differentiation.
breathing Ventilation of the lungs through
alternating inhalation and exhalation.
breathing control center A brain center that
directs the activity of organs involved in
breathing.
bronchiole (brong' -kc-ol') A fine branch of
the bronchi that transports air to alveoli.
bronchus (brong' -kus) (plural. bronchi) One
of a pair of breathing tubes that branch from
the trachea into the lungs.
brown alga A multicellular, photosynthetic
protist with a characteristic brown or olive
color that results from carotenoids in its
plastids. Most brown algae are marine, and
some have a plantlike body (thallus).
bryophyte (bri' -uh-fi"t) An informal name for a
moss, liverwort, or hornwort; a nonvascular
plant that lives on land but lacks some of the
terrestrial adaptations of vascular plants.
budding Asexual reproduction in which outgrowths from the parent form and pinch off
to live independently or else remain attached
to eventually form extensive colonies,
buffer A substance that consists of add and
base forms in a solution and that minimizes
changes in pH when extraneous acids or
bases are addl'd to the solution.
bulk feeder An animal that eats relatively large
pieces of food.
bulk flow The movement of a l1uid due to a difference in pressure between two locations.
bundle-sheath cell In C4 plants, a type of
photosynthetic cell arranged into tightly
packed sheaths around the veins of a leaf.
C 3 plant A plant that uses the Calvin cycle for
the initial steps that incorporate CO 2 into organic material, forming a three-carbon compound as the first stable intermediate.
C 4 pla.nt A plant in which thl' Calvin C)'de is pT<'ceded by reactions that incorporate C~ into a
four-carbon compound, the end product of
which supplies C~ for the Calvin cycle.
cadherin (kad-her'·in) A member of an important class of cell adhesion molecules that requires extracellular calcium ions for its
function.
calcitonin (kal' -si-to'-nin) A hormone secreted by the thyroid gland that lowers blood
calcium levels by promoting caleium deposi.
tion in bone and calcium excretion from the
kidneys; nonessential in adult humans,

callus A mass of dividing, undifferentiated cells
at the cut end of a shoot.
calorie (cal) The amount of heat energy rl'quired to raise the temperature of 1g of water by l'C; also the amount of heat energy
that I g of water releases when it cools by
I'e. The Calorie (with a capital C), usually
used to indicate the energy content of food, is
a kilocalorie.
Calvin cycle The second of two major stages in
photosynthesis (follOWing the light reactions),
involving fixation of atmospheric COl and reduction of the fIxed carbon into carbohydrate.
CAM plant A plant that uses crassulacean acid
metabolism, an adaptation for photosynthesis
in arid conditions. In this process, carbon
dioxide entering open stomata during the
night is converted to organic acids, which release CO 2 for the Calvin cycle during the day,
when stomata arc closed.
Cambrian explosion A relatively brief time in
geologic history when large, hard-bodied
forms of animals with most of the major body
plans known today appeared in the fossil
record. This burst ofevolutionary change oc·
curred about 535-525 million years ago.
canopy The uppermost layer of vegetation in a
terrestrial biome.
capillary (kap' -il-ar'-e) A microscopic blood
vessel that penetrates the tissues and consists
of a single layer of endothelial cells that
allows exchange bet.,...ccn the blood and
interstitial nuid.
capillary bed A network of capillaries in a
tissue or organ.
capsid The protein shell that encloses a viral
genome. It may be rod-shaped, polyhedral, or
more complex in shape.
capsule (I) A sticky layer thai surrounds the
cell wall of some prokaryotes, protecting the
cell surface and sometimes helping to glue
the cell to surfaces. (2} The sporangium of a
bryophyte (moss, liverwort, or hornwort}.
carbohydrate (kar' -b6-b"i'-drat) A sugar
(monosaccharide) or one of its dimers (di·
saccharides) or polymers (polysaccharides).
carbon fixation The initial incorporation of
carbon from CO 2 into an organic compound
by an autotrophic organism (a plant, another
photosynthetic organism, or a chemoautotrophic prokaryote).
carbonyl group (kar'-buh-nN') A chemical
group present in aldehydes and ketones and
consisting of a carbon atom double-bonded
to an oxygen atom.
carboxyl group (kar-bok' -sill A chemical
group present in organic acids and consisting
of a single carbon atom double-bonded to an
oxygen atom and also bonded to a hydroxyl
group.
cardiac cycle (kar' -dc-ak) The altcmating contractions and relaxations of the hear\.
cardiac muscle A type of muscle that forms
the contractile wall of the heart. Its cells are
joined by intercalated disks that relay each
heartbeat.
cardiac output The volume of blood pumped
per minute by each ventricle of the heart.

cardiovascular system A closed circulatory
systcm with a heart and branching network
of arteries, capillaries, and veins. The system
is characteristic of vertebrates.
carnivore An animal that mainly eats other
animals.
carotenoid (kuh-rot' -uh-noyd'} An accessory
pigment, either yellow or orange, in the
chloroplasts of plants and in some prokaryotes, By absorbing wavelengths of light that
chlorophyll cannot, carotenoids broaden
the spectrum of colors that can drive
photosynthesis.
carpel (kar' -pul) The ovule-producing reproductive organ of a flower, consisting of the
stigma, style, and ovary.
carrier In genetics, an individual who is het·
erozygous at a given genetic locus, with one
normal allele and one recl'ssiw allele. The
heterozygote is phenotypically dominant for
the character delermined by the gene but can
pass on the recessive allele to offspring.
carrying capacity The maximum population
size that can be supported by the available resources, symbolized as K.
cartilage (kar' -til-in A flexible connective tissue with an abundance of collagenous fibers
embedded in chondroitin sulfate.
Casparian strip (kas-par'-i'-un) A water-impermeable ring of Viax in the endodermal
cells of plants that blocks the passive flow of
water and solutes into the stde by way of cell
walls.
catabolic pathway (kat' -uh-bol'-ik) A metabolic pathway that releases energy by breaking down complex molecules to simpler
compounds.
catalyst (kat' -uh-list) A chemical agent that increases the rate of a reaction without being
consumed by the reaction.
catastrophism (kuh-tas' -truh-fiz'-um) The
principle that events in the past occurred
suddenly and were caused by different mechanisms than those operating today. See uniformitarianism,
catecholamine (kat' -uh-k61'-uh·men) Any of
a class of neurotransmitters and hormones,
including the hormones epinephrine and
norepinephrine, that are synthesized from
the amino acid tyrosine.
cation (cat' -i -on) A positively charged ion.
cation exchange A process in which positively
charged minerals are made available to a
plant whl'll hydrogen ions in the soil displace
minl'ral ions from the clay particles.
CD4 A surface protein, present on most helper
T cells, that binds to class II MHC molecules,
enhancing the interaction between the T cell
and an antigen-presenting cell.
CD8 A surface protein, present on most cytotoxic T cdls, that binds to class I MHC mokcules, enhancing the interaction between the
T cell and a target cell.
eDNA library A gene library containing clones
that carry complementary DNA (eDNA) inSl'rts. The library includes only the genes that
were transcribed in the cells whose mRNA
was isolated to make the eDNA,

cecum (se' -kum) (plural, ceca) The blind
pouch at the beginning of the large intestine.
cell adhesion molecule (CAM) A transmembrane, cell-surface glycoprotein that binds to
CAMs on other cells. The resulting cell-tocell attachments contribute to stable tissue
structure.
cell body The part of a neuron that houses the
nucleus and most other organelles.
cell cycle An ordered sequence of events in the
life of a cell, from its origin in the division of a
parent cell until its own division into two; the
eubryotic cell cycle is composed of interphase (including G 1, S, and G2 subphases}
and M phase (including mitosis and
cytokinesis).
cell cycle control system A cyclically operating set of molecules in the eukaryotic cell that
both triggers and coordinates key events in
the cell cycle.
cell differentiation The structural and functional divergence of cells as they become specialized during a multicellular organism's
development. Cell differentiation depends on
the control of gene expression.
cell division The reproduction of cells.
cell fractionation The disruption of a cell and
separation of its parts by centrifugation.
cell plate A double membrane across the midline of a dividing plant cell, between which
the new cell wall forms during cytokinesis.
cell wall A protective layer external to the
plasma membrane in the cells of plants,
prokaryotes, fungi, and some protists. Polysaccharides such as cellulose (in plants and
some protists), chitin (in fungi), and peptidoglycan (in bacteria) are an important structural componl'nt of cell walls.
cell-mediated immune response The
branch of acquired immunity that involves
the activation of cytotoxic T cells, which defend against infected cells.
cellular respiration The catabolic pathways
of aerobic and anal'robic respiration, which
break down organic molecules for the production of ATI'.
cellular slime mold A type of protist that has
unicellular amoeboid cells and aggregated reproductive bodies in its life cycle.
cellulose (sel' -yii-lOs) A structural polysaccharide of plant cell walls, consisting of glucose monomers joined by 13 glycosidic
linkages.
Celsius scale (sel' -se-us} A tempemture scale
('0 l'qual to 5MoF - 32) that measures the
freeZing point of water at O'C and the boiling
point of water at lOO'e.
central canal The narrow cavity in the center
of the spinal cord that is continuous with the
fluid-fIlled ventricles of the brain.
central vacuole A ml'mbranous sac in a mature plant cell with diverse roles in reproduction, growth. and development.
centriole (sen' -tre-ol) A structure in the centrosome of an animal cell composed of a
cylinder of microtubule triplets arranged in a
9 + 0 pattern. A centrosome has a pair of
centrioles.
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centromere (sen' -tro-mrr) The specialized region of the chromosome where two sister
chromatids are most closely attached,
centrosome (sen' -tro-rom) Structure present
in the cytoplasm of animal cells, important
during cell division; functions as a microtubule.organizing center. A centrosome has
two centrioles.
cephalization (sef·uh-Iuh-za'-shun) An evolutionarytrend toward the concentration of sensory equipment at the anterior end of the body.
cerebellum (sar' -ruh-bel'-um) Part of the vertebrate hindbrain located dorsally; functions
in unconscious coordination of movement
and balance.
cerebral cortex (suh-rc'-brul) The surface of
the cerebrum; the largest and most complel.:
part of the mammalian brain, containing
nerve cell bodies of the cerebrum; the part of
the vertebrate brain most chang('d through
evolution.
cerebral hemisphere The right or left side of
the cerebrum.
cerebrospinal fluid (suh-rr' .bro.spT'-nul)
Blood·derived fluid that surrounds, protects
against infection, nourishes, and cushions the
brain and spinal corel.
cerebrum (suh·rC' -brum) The dorsal portion
of the vertebrate forebrain, composed of right
and left hemispheres; the integrating center
for memory, learning, emotions, and other
highly comple~ functions of the central nervous system.
cervix (ser' -viks) The neck of the uterus, which
opens into the vagina.
chaparral A scrubland biome of dense, spiny
evcrgrCl.'n shrubs found at midlatitudes along
coasts where cold ocean currents circulate
offshore; characterized by mild, rainy winlers
and long, hot, dry summers.
chaperonin (shap' -er-o'-nin) A protein molecule that assists in the proper folding of
other proteins.
character An observable heritable feature.
character displacement The tendency for
characteristics to be more divergent in sympatrie populations of two species than in
allopatric populations of the same two
species.
chedpoint A control point in thl' cell cycle
where stop and go-ahead signals can regulate
the cycle.
chelicera (ke-lih' -suh-ruh) (plural, chelicerae)
One of a pair of c1awlike feeding appendages
characteristic of chdiccriforms.
cheliceriform (kc-Iih-suh' -ri-form) An arthropod that has chelicerae and a body divided
into a cephalothora~ and an abdomen. Living
che1iceriforms include sea spiders, horseshoe
crabs, scorpions, ticks, and spiders.
chemical bond An attraction between two
atoms, resulting from a sharing of outer-shell
electrons or the presence of opposite charges
on the atoms. The bonded atoms gain complete outer electron shells.
chemical energy Energy available in molecules for release in a chemical reaction; a
form of potential energy.
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chemical equilibrium In a chemical reaction,
the state in which the rate of the for"-ard reaction equals the rate of the reverse reaction,
so that the relative concentrations of the reactants and products do not change with
time.
chemical reaction The making and breaking
of chemical bonds, leading to changes in the
composition of matter,
chemiosmosis (kem' -e-oz-mo'-sis) An energy-coupling mechanism that uses energy
stored in the form of a hydrogen ion gradient
across a membrane to drive cellular work,
such as the synthesis of ATP. Most AT!' synth('Sis in cells occurs by chemiosmosis,
chemoautotroph (kc' -mo-ot'-o-trOf) An organism that needs only carbon dioxide as a
carbon source but obtains energy by oxidizing inorganic substances.
chemoheterotroph (kc' -mo-het'-er-o-troO
An organism that must consume organic
molecules for both energy and carbon.
chemoreceptor A sensory receptor that responds to a chemical stimulus, such as a
solute or an odorant.
chiasma (plural, chiasmata) (ki -az'-muh, kIaz' -muh-tuh) The X-shaped, microscopically
visible region where homologous non sister
chromatids have e~changed genetic material
through crossing over during meiosis, the
two homologs remaining associated due to
sister chromatid cohesion.
chitin (ki' -tin) A structural polysaccharide,
consisting of amino sugar monomers, found
in many fungal cell walls and in the exoskeletons of all arthropods.
chlorophyll (klor' ·{i-fil) A green pigment
located within the chloroplasts of plants and
algae and in the membranes of certain
prokaryotes. Chlorophyll a participates di·
rectly in the light reactions, which convert
solar energy to chemical energy.
chlorophyll a A photosynthetic pigment that
participates dir(-ctly in the light reactions,
which convert solar energy to chemical
energy.
chlorophyll b An accessory photosynthetic
pigment that transfers energy to chlorophyll

"

chloroplast (klor' -o-plast) An organelle found
in plants and photosynthetic protists that absorbs sunlight and uses it to drive the synthesis of organic compounds from carbon
dio~ide and water.
choanocyte (ko-an' -uh-sit) A flagellated
feeding cell found in sponges. Also called a
collar cell. it has a collar-like ring that traps
food particles around the base of its
flagellum.
cholesterol (ko-Ies' -tuh-rol) A steroid that
forms an essential component of animal cell
membranes and acts as a precursor molecule
for the synthesis of other biologically important steroids, such as hormones.
chondrichthyan (kon-drik' -the-an) Member
of the class Chondrichthyes, vertebrates with
skcldons made mostly of cartilage, such as
sharks and rays.

chordate Member of the phylum Chordata, animals that at some point during their development have a notochord; a dorsal, hollow
nerve cord; pharyngeal slits or clefts; and a
muscular, post-anal tail.
chorion (kor' -e-on) The outermost offour extraembryonic membranes. It functions in gas
exchange and contributes to the formation of
the mammalian placenta.
chorionic villus sampling (C\'S) (kor'+
on' -ik vii' -us) A technique of prenatal diagnosis in which a small sample of the fetal
portion of the placenta is removed and analyzed to dd(-ct certain genetic and congenital
defects in the fdus.
choroid (kor' -oyd) A thin, pigmented inner
layer of the vertebrate eye.
Chromalveolata One offive supergroups of
eukaryotes proposed in a current hypothesis
of the evolutionary history of eukaryotes.
Chromalvcolates may have originated by sec·
ondary endosymbiosis and include two large
protist clades, the alveolates and the stramenopiles. See also Excavata. Rhizaria,
Archaeplastida, and Unikonta.
chromatin (kro' -muh-tin) The comple~ of
DNA and proteins that makes up a eukaryotic chromosome. When the cen is not dividing, chromatin e~ists in its dispersed form, as
a mass of very long, thin fibers that are not
visible with a light microscope.
chromosome (kro' -muh-rom) A cellular
structure carrying genetic material, found in
the nucleus of eukaryotic cells. Each chromosome consists of one very long DNA molecule and associated proteins. (A bacterial
chromosome usually consists of a single circular DNA mokcule and associated proteins.
It is found in the nucleoid region, which is
not membrane bounded.) See also chromatin.
chromosome theory of inheritance A basic
prineiple in biology stating that genes are IDeated on chromosomes and that the behavior
of chromosomes during meiosis accounts for
inheritance patterns.
chylomicron (ki' -Io-mi'-kron) A small globule that transports lipids. Chylomicrons are
composed of fats mi~ed with cholesterol and
coated with proteins.
chyme (kim) Thl' mi~ture of partially digested
food and digestive juices formed in the
stomach.
chytrid (ki' -trid) Member of the fungal phylum
Chytridiomycota, mostly aquatic fungi with
flagellated zoospores that represent an earlydiverging fungal lineage.
ciliary body A portion of the vertebrate eye
associated with the lens. It produces the
clear, watery aqueous humor that fills the
anterior cavity of the eye.
ciliate (sil' -c-it) A type of protist that moves by
means of cilia,
cilium (sil' -c-um) (plural, cilia) A short cenular
appendage containing microtubules. A motile
cilium is specialized for locomotion and is
formed from a core of nine outer doublet microtubules and two inner single microtubules
(the "9 + 2" arrangement) ensheathed in an

extension of the plasma membrane. A primary cilium is usually nonmotile and plays a
sensory and signaling role; it lacks the two
inner microtubules (the "9 + 0" arrange·
ment}.
circadian rhythm (ser-ka'·de-un) A physiological cycle of about 24 hours that is present
in all eukaryotic organisms and that persists
<'ven in the absence of external cues.
citric acid cycle A chemical cycle involVing
eight steps that completes the metabolic
breakdown of glucose molecules begun in
glycolysis by oxidizing pyruvate to carbon
dioxide; occurs within the mitochondrion in
eukaryotic cells and in the cytosol of prokaryotes; the second major stage in cellular
respiration.
clade (klayd) A group of species that includes an
ancestral species and all its descendants.
cladistics (kluh-dis' -tiks) An approach to systematics in which organisms are placed into
groups called clades based primarily on common descent.
class In classification, the taxonomic category
above the level of order.
class I MHC mole<:ule A typeofMHC molecule found on the surface of nearly all nuele·
ated cells and that functions in identification
of infected cells by cytotoxic T cells.
class II MHC mole<:ule A type of MHC molecule restricted to a few specialized immune
cell types (dendritic cells. macrophages. and
B cells) that serve as antigen-presenting cells.
classical conditioning A type of associative
learning in which an arbitrary stimulus becomes associated with a particular outcome.
cleavage (I) The process of cytokinesis in animal cells, characterized by pinching of the
plasma membrane. (2) The succession of
rapid cell divisions without significant growth
during early embryonic development that
converts the zygote to a ball of cells.
cleavage furrow The first sign of cleavage in
an animal cell; a shallow groove in thc cell
surface near the old metaphase plate.
climate The long-term prevailing weather con·
ditions at a locality.
climograph A plot of the temperature and pre·
cipitation in a particular T<-gion.
cline A graded change in a character along a
geographic axis.
clitoris (klit' -uh-ris) An organ at the upper intersection of the labia minora that engorges with
blood and lx:com<'S erect during sexual arousal
cloa<:a (klo-a' -kuh) A common opening for th<'
digestive, urinary. and reproductive tracts
found in many non mammalian vertebrates
but in few mammals.
clonal selection The process by which an antigen selectively binds to and activates only
those lymphocytes bearing T<'Ceptors specific
for the antigen. Th<' selected lymphocytcs
proliferate and differentiate into a clone of
effector cells and a clone of memory cells
specific for the stimulating antigen.
clone (1) A lineage of genetically identical indio
viduals or cells. (2) In popular usage. a single
individual organism that is genetically identi·

caIto another individual. (3) As a verb, to
make one or more genetic replicas of an indio
vidual or cell. See also gene cloning.
cloning vector In genetic engineering. a DNA
molecule that can carry foreign DNA into a
host cell and replicate there. Cloning vectors
include plasm ids that move recombinant
DNA from a test tube back into a ccll and
viruses that transfer recombinant DNA by
infection.
closed circulatory system A circulatory system in which blood is confined to vessels and
is kept separate from the interstitial nuid.
club fungus See basidiomycete.
cnido<:yte (ni'-duh-sit) A specialized cell
unique to the phylum Cnidaria; contains a
capsule-like organelle housing a coiled thread
that. when discharged, explodes outward and
functions in prey capture or defense.
cochlea (kok' -le-uh) The complex, coiled organ
of hearing that contains the organ of Corti.
codominance The situation in which the phI"
notypes of both alleles are exhibited in the
heterozygote because both alleles affect the
phenotype in separate. distinguishable ways.
codon (ko' -don) A three-nucleotide .sequence
of DNA or mRNA that specifics a particular
amino acid or termination signal; the basic
unit of the genetic code.
coefficient of relatedness The fraction of
genes that, on average, arc shared by two
individuals.
coelom (sC'-16m} A body cavity lined by tissue
derived only from mesoderm.
coelomate (se'·lo-mat) An animal that possesses a true coelom (a body cavity lined by
tissue completely derived from mesoderm).
coeno<:ytic fungus (s<" -no-si'-tic) A fungus
that lacks septa and hence whose body is
made up of a continuous cytoplasmic mass
that may contain hundreds or thousands of
nuclei.
coenzyme (ko-en' -z!m} An organic molecule
serving as a cofactor. Most vitamins function
as coenzymes in metabolic reactions.
cofactor Any nonprotein molecule or ion that
is required for the proper functioning of an
enzyme. Cofactors can be permanently
bound to the active site or may bind loosely
with the substrate during catalysis.
cognition The process of knOWing that may in·
dude awareness. reasoning, recollection, and
judgment.
cognitive map A neural representation of the
abstract spatial relationships between objects
in an animal's surroundings.
cohesion The binding together of like mole·
cull'S. often by hydrogen bonds.
cohort A group ofindi\~duals of the same age
in a population.
coitus (kij' -uh-tus) The insertion of a penis into
a vagina; also called sexual intercourse.
coleoptile (ko'·Ie-op'·tul) The covering of the
young shoot of the embryo of a grass seed.
coleorhiza (ko' -Ie-uh-r!'-zuh) The covering of
the young root of the embryo of a grass seed
collagen A glycoprotein in the extracellular matrix of animal cells that forms strong fibers,

found extensively in connective tissue and
bone; the most abundant protein in the animal kingdom.
collecting duct The location in the kidney
where processed filtrate, called urine. is collected from the renal tubules.
collenchyma cell (ko.len'.kim-uh) A tlexible
plant cell type that occurs in strands or cylinders that support young parts of the plant
without restraining growth.
colloid A mixture made up of a liquid and particles that (because of their large size) remain
suspended rather than dissolved in that
liquid.
colon (ko'·Ien) The largest section of the vertebrate large intestine; functions in water ab·
sorption and formation offeces.
commensalism (kuh-men'-suh-lizm) A symbiotic relationship in which one organism
benefits but the other is neither helped nor
harmed.
communication In animal behavior, a
process involVing transmission of, reception
of, and response to signals. The term is also
used in connection with other organisms, as
well as individual cells of multicellular
organisms.
community All the organisms that inhabit a
particular area; an assemblage of populations
of different species living close enough
together for potential interaction.
community ecology The study of how interactions between species affect community
structure and organization.
companion cell A type of plant cell that is
connected to a sieve-tube element by many
plasmodesmata and whose nudeus and ribosomes may serve one or more adjacent sievetube elements.
competitive exclusion The concept that
when populations of two similar species compete for the same limited resources, one population will use the resources more efficiently
and have a reproductiw advantag<' that will
eventually lead to th<' elimination of the other
population.
competitive inhibitor A substance that reduces the activity of an enzyme by entering
the active site in place ofth<' substrate whos<'
structure it mimics.
complement system A group of about 30
blood proteins that may amplify the in(Jammatory response, enhance phagocytosis, or
directly lyse extracellular pathogens.
complementary DNA (eDNA) A doublestranded DNA molecule made in vitro using
mRNA as a template and the enzymes reverse
transcriptase and DNA polymerase. A eDNA
molecule corresponds to the exons of a gene.
complete digestive tract A digestive tube
that runs between a mouth and an anus; also
called an alimentary canal.
complete dominance The situation in which
the phenotypes of the heterozygote and dom·
inant homozygote are indistinguishable.
complete flower A (lower thai has all four ba·
sic noral organs: sepals. petals. stamens, and
carpels.
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complete metamorphosis The transformation of a larva into an adult that looks very
different, and often functions very differently
in its environment, than the larva.
compound A substance consisting of two or more
different elements combined in a fixed ratio.
compound eye A type of multifaceted eye in
insects and crustaceans consisting of up to
several thousand light-detttting, focusing
ommatidia; especially good at detttting
movement.
concentration gradient A region along
which the density of a chemical substance
increases or decreases.
conception The fertilization of an egg by a
sperm in humans.
condensation reaction A reaction in which
two molecules become covalently bonded to
each other through the loss of a small molecule, usually water, in which case it is also
called a dehydration reaction.
condom A thin, latel.: rubber or natural membrane sheath that fits over the penis to collect
semen.
conduction The direct transfer of thermal mo·
tion (heat} bctween molecules of objects in
dirttl contact with each other.
cone A cone-shaped cell in the retina of the vertebrate eye. sensitive to color.
conformer An animal for which an internal
condition conforms with a change in an environmental variable.
conidium (plural, conidia) A haploid spore
produced at the tip of a specialized hypha in
ascomycetes during asexual reproduction.
conifer Member of the largest gymnosperm
phylum. Most conifers arc cone-bearing
trees, such as pines and firs.
conjugation (kon' -jij-ga'-shun) In prokaryotes, the dim:t transfer of DNA between two
cells (of the same or different sptties) that are
temporarily joined. In ciliates, a sexual
process in which two cells exchange haploid
micronuclei.
connective tissue Animal tissue that functions mainly to bind and support other tissues, having a sparse population of cells
scattered through an extracellular matrix.
conodont An early, soft-bodied vertebrate with
prominent eyes and dental elements.
conservation biology The integrated study of
ecology, evolutionary biology, physiology,
molttular biology, and genetics to sustain
biological diversity at all levels.
continental drift The slow movement of the
continental plates across Earth's surface.
contraception The deliberate prevention of
pregnancy.
contractile vacuole A membranous sac that
helps move acess water out of certain freshwater protists.
control element A segment of noncoding
DNA that helps regulate transcription of a
gene by binding a transcription factor. Multiple control elements are present in a eukaryotic gene's enhancer.
controlled experiment An experiment in
which an experimental group is compared
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with a control group that varies only in the
factor being tested.
convection The mass movement of warmed air
or liquid to or from the surface of a body or
object.
convergent evolution The evolution of similar features in independent evolutionary
lineages.
convergent extension A process in which the
cells of a tissue layer rearrange themselves, so
that the sheet of cells becomes narrower
(converges) and longer (extends).
cooperativity A kind of allosteric regulation
whereby a shape change in one subunit of a
protein caused by substrate binding is transmitted to all the others, facilitating binding of
subsequent substrate molttules.
cope pod (co' -puh-pod) Any of a group of small
crustaceans that are important members of
marine and freshwater plankton
communities.
coral reef Typically a warm-water, tropical
ecosystem dominated by the hard skeletal
structures secreted primarily by the resident
cnidarians. Some reefs also exist in cold, deep
waters.
corepressor A small molttule that binds to a
bacterial repressor protein and changes its
shape, allowing it to switch an operon off.
cork cambium (kam' -be-um) A cylinder of
meristematic tissue in woody plants that replaces the epidermis with thicker, tougher
cork cells.
cornea (kor' -nc-uh) The transparent frontal
portion of the sclera, which admits light into
the vertebrate eye.
corpus callosum (kor' -pus kuh-Io' -sum} The
thick band of nerve fibers that connects the
right and left cerebral hemispheres in mammals, enabling the hemispheres to process information together.
corpus luteum (kor' -pus Iii' -te·um) A secreting tissue in the ovary that forms from the
collapsed follicle after ovulation and produces progesterone.
cortex (I) The outer region of cytoplasm in a
eukaryotic cell, lying just under the plasma
membrane, that has a more gel-like consistency than the inner regions, due to the presence of multiple microfilamcnts. (2} In plants,
ground tissue that is between thc vascular tissue and dermal tissue in a root or eudicot
stem.
cortical granule A vesicle containing enzymes
and other macromolecules located in the cortex (the region just under the plasma membrane) ofan egg_ Cortical granules undergo
exocytosis during the cortical reaction.
cortical nephron In mammals and birds, a
nephron with a loop of Henle located almost
entirely in the renal cortex.
cortical reaction bocytosis of enzymes and
other macromolttules from cortical granules
in the egg cytoplasm during fertilization,
leading to the formation of a fertilization
envelope.
corticosteroid Any steroid hormone produced
and sttreted by the adrenal cortex.

cotransport The coupling of the "downhill"
diffusion of one substancc to the "uphill"
transport of another against its own concentration gradient.
cotyledon (kot' -uh-lc'-dun) A seed leaf of an
angiosperm embryo. Some species have one
cotyledon, others two.
countercurrent exchange The exchange of a
substance or heat between two fluids flOWing
in opposite directions. For example. blood in
a fish gill flows in the opposite direction of
water passing over the gill, maximizing diffusion of oxygen into and carbon dioxide out of
the blood.
countercurrent multiplier system A countercurrent system in which energy is expended
in active transport to facilitate exchange of materials and generate concentration gradients.
covalent bond (ko-va' -lent) A type of strong
chemical bond in which two atoms share one
or more pairs of valence electrons.
cranial nerve A nerve that originates in the
brain and terminates in an organ of the head
or upper body.
craniate A chordate with a head.
crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) An
adaptation for photosynthesis in arid conditions, first discovered in the family Crassulaceae. In this process, a plant takes up CO~
and incorporates it into a variety of organic
acids at night; during the day, CO~ is released
from organic acids for use in the Calvin cycle.
crista (plural, cristae) (his'-tuh, his' -tc} An
infolding of the inner membrane of a mitochondrion that houses electron transport
chains and molecules of the enzyme catal)'"ling thc synthesis of ATP (ATr synthase).
critical load The amount of added nutrient,
usually nitrogen or phosphorus, that can be
absorbed by plants without damaging ecosystem integrity.
crop rotation The practice of planting non·
legumes one year and legumes in alternating
years to restore concentrations of fixed nitrogen in the soil.
cross-fostering study A behavioral study in
which the young of one species are placed in
the care of adults from another species.
crossing over The reciprocal exchange of genetic material between nonsister chromatids
during prophase I of meiosis.
cross-pollination In angiosperms, the transfer
of pollen from an anther of a flower on one
plant to the stigma of a flower on another
plant of the same species.
crustacean (kruh-sta'-shun) A member of a
subphylum of mostly aquatic arthropods that
includes lobsters, crayfishes, crabs. shrimps,
and barnacles.
cryptic coloration Camouflage that makes a
potential prcy difficult to spot against its
background.
culture A system of information transfer
through social learning or teaching that influences the behavior of individuals in a
population.
cuticle (kyii' -tuh-kul) (I) A waxy covering on
thc surface of stems and leaves that acts as an

adaptation that prevents desiccation in terr('strial plants, (2) The <'Xoskekton of an
arthropod, consisting of layers of protein and
chitin that are variously modified for different functions. (3) A tough coat that covers
the body of a nematode.
cyclic:: AMP (cAMP) Cyclic adenosine
monophosphate, a ring-shaped mokcule
made from ATP that is a common intracellular signaling molecule (second messenger) in
eukaryotic cells. It is also a regulator of some
bacterialoperons.
cyclic:: electron flow A route of electron flow
during the light reactions of photosynthesis
that involves only photosystem I and that
produces ATP but not NADPH or O~.
cyclin (si' -klin) A cellular protein that occurs in
a cyclically fluctuating concentration and that
plays an important role in regulating the cell
cycle.
cyclin-dependent kinase (Cdk) A protein
kinase that is active only when attached to a
particular cyclin.
cystic fibrosis (sis' -tik fi: -bra'-sis) A human
genetic disorder caused by a recessive allele
for a chloride channel protein; characterized
by an excessive s~retion of mucus and consequent vulnerability to inf~tion; fatal if
untreated.
cytochrome (Sl' -to-krom) An iron-containing
protein that is a component of electron transport chains in the mitochondria and chloroplasts of eukaryotic cells and the plasma
membranes of prokaryotic cells.
cytogenetic:: map A chart of a chromosome
that locates genes with resp~t to chromosomal features distinguishable in a
microscope.
cytokine (si'-to-kin') Any of a group of proteins s~reted by a number of cell types, including macrophages and helper T cells, that
regulate the function of lymphocytes and
other cells ofth(' immune system.
cytokinesis (si' -to-kuh-ne' -sis) The division
of the cytoplasm to form two separate daughter cells immediately after mitosis, meiosis I,
or meiosis Il.
cytokinin (Sl' -to-ki'-nin) Any of a class of related plant hormones that retard aging and
act in concert with auxin to stimulate cell division, influence the pathway of differentiation, and control apical dominance.
cytoplasm (sr' -to-plaz'-um} The contents of
the cell, exclusive of the nucleus and bounded
by thl' plasma membrane.
cytoplasmic determinant A maternal substance, such as a protein or RNA, placed into
an egg that inl1uences the course of early development by regulating the expression of
genes that aff~t the developmental fate of
cells.
cytoplasmic streaming A circular flow of cytoplasm, involVing myosin and actin filaments, that speeds the distribution of
materials within cells.
cytoskeleton A network of microtubules, microfilaments, and intermediat(' filaments that
branch throughout the cytoplasm and serve a

variety of mechanical, transport, and signaling functions.
cytosol (si' -to-sol) The semifluid portion of
the cytoplasm.
cytotoxic T cell A type of lymphocyte that,
when activated, kills infected cells as well as
certain canc('r ceUs and transplanted cells.
dalton A measure of mass for atoms and subatomic particles; the same as the atomic mass
unit, or amu.
data Recorded observations.
day-neutral plant A plant in which flower formation is not controlled by photoperiod or
day kngth.
decapod A member of the group of crustaceans
that includes lobsters, crayfishes, crabs, and
shrimps.
decomposer An organism that absorbs nutrients
from nonliving organic material such as corpses,
fallen plant matt'Tial, and the ....'3.stcs of living organisms and converts them to inorganic forms;
a detritivore.
deductive reasoning A type of logic in which
sp~ific results are predicted from a general
premise.
deep-sea hydrothermal vent A dark, hot,
oxygen-deficient environment associated
with volcanic activity on or near the seafloor.
The producers in a vent community are
chemoautotrophic prokaryotcs.
de-etiolation The changes a plant shoot undergoes in response to sunlight; also known
informally as greening,
dehydration reaction A chemical reaction in
which tvo"O molecules covalently bond to each
other with the removal of a water mol~ule.
deletion (I} A deficiency in a chromosome resulting from the loss of a fragment through
breakage. (2) A mutational loss of one or
more nucleotide pairs from a gene.
demographic:: transition A shift (rom rapid
population growth in which birth rate outpaces death rate to zero population grO"1.h
characterized by low birth and death rates.
demography The study of statistics relating to
births and deaths in populations.
denaturation (de-na' -chur-a'-shun} In proteins, a process in which a protein unravels
and loses its native shape, thereby becoming
biologically inactive; in DNA, the separation
of the two strands of the double helix. Denaturation occurs under extreme (noncellular}
conditions of pH, salt concentration, and
temperature.
dendrite (den' -drit) One of usually numerous,
short, highly branched extensions of a
neoron that receive signals from other
neorons.
dendritic cell An antigen-presenting cell, located mainly in lymphatic tissues and skin,
that is particularly efficient in presenting
antigens to helpl'r T cells, thereby initiating a
primary immune response.
density The number of individuals per onit area
or volume.
density dependent Referring to any characteristic that varies according to an increase in
population density.

density independent Referring to any characteristic that is not affected by population
density.
density-dependent inhibition The phenomenon obselTed in normal animal cells
that causes them to stop dividing when they
come into contact with one another.
deoxyribonucleic add (DNA) (dc-ok'-seri' -bO-nu-kla' -ik) A double-stranded, helical
nucleic acid molecule consisting of nucleotide monomers with a deoxyribose sugar
and the nitrogenous bases adenine (A), cylosine (C), guanine (G}, and thymine (T); capable of replicating and determining the
inherited structure ofa cell's proteins,
deoxyribose (de-ok' -si-ri'-bos) The sugar
component of DNA nucleotides, haVing one
fewer hydroxyl group than ribose, the sugar
component of RNA nucleotides.
depolarization A change in a cell's membrane
potential such that the inside of the membrane is made less negative relative to the
outside. For example, a neuron membrane is
depolarized if a stimulus decreases its voltage
from the resting potential of -70 mY in the
difl'Ction of zero voltage.
dermal tissue system The outer prot~tive
covering of plants.
desert A terrestrial biome characterized by very
low precipitation.
desmosome A type of intercellular junction in
animal cells that functions as a rive\.
determinate cleavage A type of embryonic
development in protostomes that rigidly casts
the developmental fate ofeach embryonic
cell very early.
determinate growth A type of growth characteristic of most animals and some plant organs, in which growth stops after a certain
size is reached,
determination The progressive restriction
of developmental potential in which the
possible fate of each cell becomes more
limited as an embryo develops. At the end
of determination, a cell is committed to its
fate.
detritivore (deh-tri'-tuh-vOr) A consumer that
derivcs its energy and nutrients from nonliving organic material such as corpses, fallen
plant material, and the wastes of living organisms; a d~omposer.
detritus (di-tri'-tus) Dead organic matter.
deuteromycete (dii' -tuh-ro-mi'-set) Traditional classification for a fungus with no
known sexual stage. When a sexual stage for
a so-called deuteromycete is discovered, the
sp~ies is assigned to a phylum.
deuterostome development (dii' -tuh-rostom') In animals. a developmental mode
distinguished by the development of the anus
from the blastopore; often also characterized
by radial cleavage and by thl' body cavity
forming as outpockets of mesodermal
tissue.
diabetes mellitus (ill' _uh_Mi' -tis mel' -uh-tus)
An endocrine disorder marked by inability to
maintain glucose homeostasis. The typl' I
form results from autoimmune destruction of
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insulin.secreting cells; treatment usually requires daily insulin injections. The type 2
form most commonly results from reduced
responsiveness of target cells to insulin; obesity and lack of exercise are risk factors.
diacylglycerol (DAG) (ill ·a'-sil.glis'-er-ol) A
se<:ond messenger produced by the cleavage
of a certain kind of phospholipid in thl'
plasma membrane.
diaphragm (ill'-uh-fram') (I) A sheet of muscle that forms the bottom wall of the thoracic
cavity in mammals. Contraction of the diaphragm pulls air into the lungs. (2) A domeshaped rubber cup fitted into the upper
portion ofthl' vagina before sexual intercourse. [t serves as a physical barrier to the
passage of sperm into the uterus.
diapsid (di -ap'-sid) Member of an amniote
clade distinguished by a pair of holes on each
sidl' of the skull. Diapsids include the lepidosaurs and archosaurs.
diastole (di -as'-to-Ie) The stage of the cardiac
cycle in which a heart chamber is relaxed and
fills with blood.
diastolic pressure Blood pressure in the arteries when the ventricles arc relaxed.
diatom (di' -uh-tom) A unicellular photosynthetic alga with a unique glassy cell wall containing silica.
dicot A term traditionally used to refer to flowering plants that have two embryonic seed
leaves, or cotyledons. Recent molecular evidence indicates that dicots do not form a
clade; species once classified as dicots are
now grouped into eudicots, magnoliids, and
several lineages of basal angiosperms.
differential gene expression The expression
of different sets of genes by cells with the
same genome,
diffusion The spontaneous movement of a substance down its concentration gradient. from
a region where it is more concentrated to a
region where it is less concentrated.
digestion The second stage of food processing
in animals: the breaking down of food into
molecules small enough for the body to
absorb.
dihybrid (di' -hi' -brid) An organism that is
heterozygous with respect to two genes of interest. All the offspring from a cross between
parents doubly homozygous for different
alleles are dihybrids. For example, parents
of genotypes AABB and Ilabb produce a
dihybrid of genotype AaBb.
dikaryotic (di' -kar-e-ot'-ik) Referring to a
fungal mycelium with two haploid nuclei per
cell, one from each parent.
dinonagellate (di' -no-l1aj'-uh-Iet) Member of
a group of mostly unicellular photosynthetic
algae with two l1agella situated in perpendicular grooves in cellulose plates covering the
cell.
dinosaur Member of an extremely diverse clade
of reptiles varying in body shape, size, and
habitat. Birds are the only extant dinosaurs.
dioecious (di -e' ·shus) In plant biology, having
the male and female reproductive parts on
different individuals of the same species.
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diploblastic Having two germ layers.
diploid cell (dip' -loyd) A cell containing two
sets of chromosomes (211), one set inherited
from each parent.
diplomonad A protist that has modified mitochondria, two equal.sized nuclei, and multiple flagella.
directional selection Natural selection in
which individuals at one end of the pheno·
typic range survive or reproduce more successfullythan do other individuals.
disaccharide (di -sak'·uh-ri d} A double sugar,
consisting of Iwo monosaccharides joined by
a glycosidic linkage formed during dehydration synthesis.
discovery science The process of scientific inquiry that focuses on describing nature.
dispersal The movement of individuals (or
gametes) away from their parent location.
This movement sometimes expands the geographic range of a population or spl'Cies.
dispersion The pattern of spacing among indio
viduals within the boundaries of the geographic population.
disruptive selection Natural selection in
which individuals on both extremes of a phenotypic range survive or reproduce more successfully than do individuals with
intermediate phenotypes.
distal tubule In the vertebrate kidney, the portion of a nephron that helps refine filtrate and
empties it into a collecting duct.
disturbance A natural or human-caused event
thai changes a biological community and
usually removes organisms from it. Disturbances, such as fires and storms, playa pivotal role in structuring many communitics.
disulfide bridge A strong covalent bond
formed when the sulfur of one cysteine
monomer bonds to the sulfur of another
cysteine monomer.
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) (de ·ok'-se-ri'·
bo-nii-kla' -ik} A double·stranded, helical
nucleic acid molccuk, consisting of nucleotide monomers with a deoxyribose sugar
and the nitrogenous bases adenine (A}, cytosine (C), guanine (G}, and thymine (T); capable of being replicated and determining
the inherited structure of a cell's proteins.
DNA ligase (Ii' -gas) A linking enzyme essl'fitial for DNA replication; catalyzes the covalent bonding of the ]' end of one DNA
fragment (such as an Okazaki fragment} to
the 5' end of another DNA fragment (such as
a growing DNA chain).
DNA microarray assay A method to deh:ct
and measure the e:<pression of thousands of
genes at one time. Tiny amounts of a large
number of single-stranded DNA fragments
representing different genes are fixed to a
glass slide and tested for hybridization with
samples of labeled cDNA.
DNA polymerase (puh.!im'-er-as} An enzyme thai catalyzes the elongation of new
DNA (for example, at a replication fork) by
the addition of nucleotides to the]' end of an
existing chain. There arc sewral different
DNA polymerases; DNA polymerase 111 and

DNA polymerase 1play major roles in DNA
replication in prokaryotes.
domain (1) A taxonomic catcgory abovc the
kingdom leveL The three domains arc
Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. (2) An
independently folding part of a protein.
dominant allele An allele that is fully expressed in the phenotype of a heterozygote.
dominant species A species with substantially
higher abundance or biomass than other
species in a community. Dominant spe<:ies
e:<ert a powerful control over the occurrence
and distribution of other spe<:ies.
dopamine A neurotransmittcr that is a
catecholamine, like epinephrine and
norepinephrine.
dormancy A condition typified by ertremely
low metabolic rate and a suspension of
growth and development.
dorsal Pl'rtaining to the top of an animal with
radial or bilateral symmetry.
dorsal lip The region above the blastopore on
the dorsal side of the amphibian embryo.
double bond A double covalent bond; the
sharing of two pairs of valence elcctrons by
two atoms.
double circulation A circulatory system consisting of separate pulmonary and systemic
circuits, in which blood passes through the
heart after completing each circuit.
double fertilization A mechanism of fertilization in angiosperms in which two sperm cells
unite with t\\"o cells in the female gameto·
phyte (embryo sac) to form the zygote and
endosperm.
double helix The form of native DNA, referring to its two adjacent antiparallel polynucleotide strands wound around an imaginary
axis into a spiral shape.
Down syndrome A human genetic disease
caused by the presence of an extra chromosome 21; characterized by mental retardation
and heart and respiratory defects.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (duh-shen')
A human genetic disease caused by a sexlinked recessive allele; characterized by progressive weakening and a loss of muscle
tissue.
duodenum (dii' -uh-den'-urn) The first section
of the small intestine, where chyme from the
stomach mixes with digestive juices from the
pancreas, liver, and gallbladder as well as
from gland cells of the intestinal wall.
duplication An aberration in chromosome
structure due to fusion with a fragment from
a homologous chromosome, such that a portion ofa chromosome is duplicated.
dynamic stability hypothesis The idea that
long food chains are less stable than short
chains.
dynein (di' -nc-un) [n cilia and flagella, a large
contractile protein extending from one mi·
crotubule doublet to the adjacent doublet.
ATP hydrolysis drives changes in dynein
shape that lead to bending of cilia and
flagella.
E site Onc of a ribosome's threc binding sitl's
for tRNA during translation. The E site is the

place where discharged tRNAs leave the ribosome. (E stands for exit.}
ecdysone (ek' -duh-sOn) A steroid hormone, secreted by the pro thoracic glands. that triggers
molting in arthropods.
ecdysozoan Member of a group of animal phyla
identified as a clade by mole<:ular evidence.
Many ecdysoloans arc molting animals.
echinoderm (i-kT'-no-derm) A slow-moving
or sessile marine deuterostome with a water
vascular system and, in larvae, bilateral symmetry. Echinoderms include sea stars. brittle
stars, sea urchins, feather stars, and sea
cucumbers.
ecological footprint The aggregate land and
water area required by a person. city. or nation
to produce all of the resources it consumes
and to absorb all of the waste it generates.
ecological niche (nich} The sum of a species'
use ofthlo biotic and abiotic resources in its
environment.
ecological species concept A definition of
species in terms of ecological niche. the sum
of how members of the species interact with
the nonliving and living parts of their
environment.
ecological succession Transition in the
species composition of a community following a disturbance; the establishment of a
community in an area virtually barren of life.
ecology The study of how organisms interact
with each other and their environment.
ecosystem All the organisms in a given area as
well as the abiotic factors with which they interact; one or more communities and the
physieal environment around them.
ecosystem ecology The study of energy flow
and the cycling ofchemicals among the various biotic and abiotic components in an
ecosystem.
ecosystem service A function performed by
an ecosystem that dire<:tly or indirectly benefits humans.
ecotone The transition from one type of habitat
or ecosystem to another. such as the transition from a forest to a grassland.
ectoderm (ek'-to-durm) The outermost of the
three primary germ layers in animal embryos;
gives rise to the outer covering and. in some
phyla. the nl'rvous system, inner ear. and lens
of the eye.
ectomycorrhiza (ek'-to-mi'-ko-ri'-zuh} Association of a fungus with a plant root system
in which the fungus surrounds the roots but
docs not cause invagination ofthl' host
(plant} cells' plasma membranes.
ectomycorrhizal fungus A symbiotic fungus
that forms sheaths of hyphae over the surface
of plant roots and also grows into extracellular spaces of the root cortex.
ectoparasite A parasite that feeds on the external surface of a host.
ectopic Occurring in an abnormal location.
ectoproct A sessile. coloniallophophorate
commonly called a bryowan.
ectothermic Referring to organisms for which
external sources provide most of the heat for
temperature regulation.

Ediacaran biota (e' -de-uh-keh' ·run bi -0'tuh) An early group of soft-bodied, multicellular eukaryotes known from fossils that
range in age from 565 million to 545 million
years old.
effective population size An estimate of
the size of a population based on the num·
bers of females and males that successfully
breed; generally smaller than the total
population.
effector cell (I} A muscle cell or gland cell that
performs the body's response to stimuli as dift'Cted by signals from the brain or other processing center of the nervous system. (2) A
lymphocyte that has undergone clonal sele<:tion and is capable of mediating an acquired
immune response.
efferent arteriole In the kidney. the blood vessel draining a nephron.
egg The female gamete.
egg-polarity gene A gene that hclps control
the orientation (polarity) of the egg; also
called a maternal effect gene.
ejaculation The propulsion of sperm from the
epididymis through the muscular vas deferens. ejaculatory duct, and urethra.
ejaculatory duct [n mammals, the short seclion of the ejaculatory route formed by the
convergence of the vas deferens and a duct
from the seminal vesicle. The ejaculatory
duct transports sperm from the vas deferens
to the urethra.
electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) A re<:ord
of the ele<:trical impulses that travel through
heart muscle during the cardiac cycle.
electrochemical gradient The diffusion gradient of an ion, which is affected by both the
concentration difference of the ion across a
membrane (a chemical force) and the ion's
tendency to move relative to the membrane
potential (an electrical force}.
electrogenic pump An ion transport protein
that generates voltage across a membrane.
electromagnetic receptor A ft'Ceptor of electromagnetic energy. such as visible light. electricity, or magnetism.
electromagnetic spectrum The entire
spectrum of electromagnetic radiation
ranging in wavelength from kss than a
nanometer to more than a kilometer.
electron A subatomic particle with a single
negative electrical charge and a mass about
'fum that of a neutron or proton. One or
more electrons move around the nucleus of
an atom.
electron microscope (EM) A microscope
that uses magnets to focus an ele<:tron beam
on or through a specimen. resulting in resolVing power a thousandfold greater than
that of a light microscope. A transmission
electron microscope (TEM) is used to study
the internal structure of thin sections of
cells. A scanning electron microscope
(SEM} is used to study the fine details of cell
surfaces.
electron shell An energy level of electrons at a
characteristic average distance from the nucleus of an atom.

electron transport chain A sequence of
electron carrier molecules (membrane proteins} that shuttle ele<:trons during the redox
reactions that release energy used to make
ATP.
e1ectronegativity The attraction of a given
atom for the electrons of a covalent bond.
electroporation A te<:hnique to introduce recombinant DNA into cells by applying a brief
electrical pulse to a solution containing the
cells. The pulse creates temporary holes in
the cells' plasma membranes, through which
DNA can enter.
element Any substance that cannot be broken
down to any other substance by chemical reactions.
elimination The fourth and final stage of food
processing in animals: the passing of undigested material out of the digestive system.
embryo sac (em'-bre-o) The female gametophyte of angiosperms. formed from the
growth and di\~sion of the megaspore into a
multicellular structure that typically has eight
haploid nuclei.
embryonic lethal A mutation with a phenotype leading to death of an embryo or larva.
embryophyte Alternate name for land plants
that refers to their shared derived trait of
multicellular, dependent embryos.
emergent properties New properties that
arise with each step up,,-ard in the hierarchy
of life. owing to the arrangement and interactions of parts as compleXity increases.
emigration The movement of individuals out
of a population.
enantiomer (en-an'·te·o-mer) One of two
compounds that arc mirror images of each
other.
endangered species A spedes that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
endemic (en-dem'-ik) Referring to a species
that is confined to a specific, relatively small
geographic area.
endergonic reaction (en'-der-gon'-ik) A nonspontaneous chemical reaction, in which free
energy is absorbed from the surroundings.
endocrine gland (en' -do-krin) A ductless
gland that secretes hormones directly into
the interstitial nuid. from which they diffuse
into the bloodstream.
endocrine system The internal system of communication involving hormones. the ductless
glands that so:rete hormones. and the molecular receptors on or in target cells that respond to hormones; functions in concert with
the nervous system to effect internal regulation and maintain homeostasis.
endocytosis (en' -do-si -to'-sis) Cellular uptake ofbiologieal mole<:ules and particulate
matter via formation of new vesicles from the
plasma membrane.
endoderm (en'·dO-durm) The innermost of
the three primary germ layers in animal embryos; lines the archenteron and gives rise to
the liver, pancreas, lungs. and the lining of
the digl'stive tract in species that have these
structures.
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endodermis The innermost layer of the cortex
in plant roolS; a cylindcr one cell thick that
forms the boundary between the cortex and
the vascular cylinder.
endomembrane system The collection of
membranes inside and around a eukaryotic
cdl, rdated either through direct physical
contact or by the transfer of ml:mbranous
vesicles; includes the smooth and rough endoplasmic reticulum, the Golgi apparatus,
Iysosomes, and vacuoles.
endometriosis (en' -do-me-tre-o'·sis) The
condition resulting from the presence of en·
dometrial tissue outside of the uterus.
endometrium (en' -do-me'-tre·um) The inner
lining of the uterus, which is richly supplied
with blood vessels.
endoparasite A parasite that lives within a host.
endophyte A fungus that lives inside a leaf or
other plant part without causing harm to th<'
plant.
endoplasmic reticulum (EH) (en' -do-plaz'mik ruh-tik' -yil-lum) An extensive membranous neh'iOrk in eukaryotic cells, continuous
with the outer nuclear membrane and composed of ribosome-studded (rough) and ribosome-free (smooth) regions.
endorphin (en-dor' -fin) Any of several hormones produced in the brain and anterior pituitary that inhibits pain perception.
endoskeleton A hard skeleton buried within the
soft tissues of an animal, such as the spicules of
sponges, the plates ofechinoderms, and the
bony skeletons of vertebrates.
endosperm In angiosperms, a nutrient-rich tissue formed by the union ofa sperm with two
polar nuclei during double fertilization. The
endosperm provides nourishment to the developing embryo in angiosperm seeds.
endospore A thick-coated, resistant cell produced by a bacterial cell exposed to har.;h
conditions.
endosymbiosis A process in which a unicellular organism (the "host") engulfs another cell,
which lives within the host cell and ultimately
becomes an organelle in the host cell; also
refers to the hypothesis that mitochondria
and plastids were formerly small prokaryotes
that began living within larger cells.
endothelin A peptide produced by a blood vessel's endothelium that causes the vessel to
constrict.
endothelium (en' -do-the'-le-um) The simple
squamous layer of cells lining the lumen of
blood vessels.
endothermic Referring 10 organisms with bodies that are warmed by heat generated by
metabolism. This heat is usually used to
maintain a relatively stable body
temperature higher than that of the external
environment.
endotoxin A toxic component of the outer
membrane of certain gram-negative bacteria
that is released only when the bacteria die.
energetic hypothesis The concept that the
length of a food chain is limited by the
inefficiency ofenergy transfer along the
chain.
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energy The capacity to cause change, especially
to do work (to move matter against an opposing force).
energy coupling In cellular metabolism, the
use of energy released from an excrgonic reaction to drive an endergonic reaction.
enhancer A segmem of eukaryotic DNA containing multiple control dements, usually located far from the gene whose transcription it
regulates.
enteric division Networks of neurons in the
digestive tract, pancreas, and gallbladder;
normally regulated by the sympathetic and
parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic
nervous system.
entropy A measure of disorder, or randomness.
enzymatic hydrolysis The process in digestion that splits macromole<:ules from food by
the enzymatic addition of water.
enzyme (en' -zim) A macromolecule serving as
a catalyst, a chemical agent that changes the
rate of a reaction without being consumed by
the reaction.
enzyme-substrate complex A temporary
complex formcd when an enzyme binds to its
substrate molecule(s}.
eosinophil (e' .o-sin'-O-fiI) A type of white
blood cell with low phagocytic activity that is
thought to playa role in defense against para·
sitic worms by releasing enzymes toxic to
these invaders.
epicotyl (ep' -uh-kot'-ul) In an angiosperm embryo, the embryonic axis above the point of
attachment of the cotyledon(s} and below the
fir.;t pair of miniature leaves.
epidemic A general outbreak of a disease.
epidermis (1) The dermal tissue system of nonwoody plants, usually consisting of a single
layer of tightly packed cells. (2) The outermost layer of cells in an animal.
epididymis (ep' -uh-did'-uh-mus) A coiled
tubule located adjacent to the mammalian
tl'stis whcre sperm arc stored.
epigenetic inheritance Inheritance of traits
transmitted by mechanisms not directly involVing the nucleotide sequence of a
genome.
epinephrine (ep' -i-ner-rin} A cate<:holamine
that, when secreted as a hormone by the adrenal medulla, mediates "fight-or-flight" responses to short-term stresses; also released
by some neurons as a neurotransmitter; also
known as adrenaline.
epiphyte (ep' -uh-fit) A plant that nourishes itsclfbut grows on the surface of another plant
for support, usually on the branches or
trunks of tropical trees.
epistasis (ep' -i-sta'-sis) A type of gene interaction in which one gene alter.; the phenotypic
effects of another gene that is independently
inherited.
epithelial tissue (ep' ·uh-thC'-Ie-ul) Sheets of
tightly packed cells that line organs and body
cavities as well as external surfaces.
epithelium An epithelial tissue.
epitope A small, accessible region of an antigen
to which an antigcn receptor or antibody
binds; also called an antigenic determinant.

EPSP See excitatory postsynaptic potential.
equilibrium potential (Elo ") The magnitude
of a cell's membrane voltage at equilibrium;
calculated using the Nernst equation.
erythrocyte (eh-rith'·ruh-sit} A blood cell that
contains hemoglobin, which transports oxygcn; also called a red blood cell.
erythropoietin (EPO) (eh-rith' -ro-poy'-uhtin) A hormone that stimulates the production of erythrocytes. It is secreted by the
kidney when body tissues do not receive
enough oxygen.
esophagus (eh-sor -uh-gus) A channel that
conducts food, by peristalsis, from thc
pharynx to the stomach.
essential amino acid An amino acid that an
animal cannot synthesize itself and must be
obtained from food in prefabricated form.
Eight amino acids are essential in the human
adult.
essential element In plants, a chcmical clement required for the plant to grow from a
seed and complete its life cycle, producing
another generation in the form of seeds.
essential fatty acid An unsaturated falty
acid that an animal needs but cannot
make.
essential nutrient A substance that an organism must absorb in preassembled form
because it cannot be synthesized from any
other material. In humans, there are essential vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and
fatty acids.
estradiol (es' -truh-<Ji'-01) A steroid hormone
that stimulates the development and maintenance of the female reproductive system and
secondary sex characteristics; the major
estrogen in mammals.
estrogen (es' -tro-jen) Any steroid hormone,
such as estradiol, that stimulates the develop·
mem and maintenance of the female reproductive system and secondary sex
characteristics.
estrous cycle (es' -trus) A reproductive cycle
characteristic of female mammals except humans and certain other primates, in which
the nonpregnant endometrium is reabsorbed
rather than shed, and sexual response occurs
only during mid.cycle at estrus.
estuary The area where a freshwater stream or
river merges with the ocean.
ethology The scientific study of how animals
behave, particularly in their natural
environments.
ethylene «-th'-uh-li'n) The only gaseous plant
hormone. Among its many effects are response to mechanical stress, programmed
cell death, leaf abscission, and fruit
ripening.
etiolation Plant morphological adaptations for
growing in darkness.
euchromatin (yii-krij'-muh-tin) The less condensed form of eukaryotic chromatin that is
available for transcription.
eudicot (yil-<Ji' ·kot) Member of a clade consisting of the vast majority of flowering plants
that have two cmbryonic seed leaves, or
cotyledons.

euglenid (yii' _glenoid) A protist, such as
Euglena or its relatives, characterized by an
anterior pocket from which one or two flagella emerge.
euglenozoan Member of a diverse clade of
flagellated protists that includes predatory
hderotrophs, photosynthetic autotrophs, and
pathogenic parasites.
Eukarya (yu-kar' -<:-uh) The domain that includes all eukaryotic organisms,
eukaryotic cell (yu' -ker-e-ot'-ik) A type of cell
with a membrane-enclosed nucleus and
mcmbranl'-enclosed organelles. Organisms
with eubryotic cells (protists, plants, fungi,
and animals) arc called eukaryotes,
eumetazoan (yil'-met-uh-w'-un) Member of
a clade of animals with true tissues, All animals except sponges and a few other groups
are eumetazoans.
euryhaline (yur' -i-ha'-lin} Referring to organisms that tolerate substantial changes in externalosmolarity.
eurypterid (yur-ip'-tuh-rid) An extinct carnivorous cheliceriform also called a water scorpion.
Eustachian tube (yii-sta'-shun) The tube that
connects the middle car to the pharynx.
eutherian (yii-thh'-e-un) Placental mammal;
mammal whose young complete their embryonic development within the uterus, joined to
the mother by the placenta.
eutrophic lake (yu-trOf' -ik} A lake that has a
high rate of biological productivity supported
by a high rate of nutrient cycling.
eutrophication A process by which nutrients,
particularly phosphorus and nitrogen, become highly concentrated in a body of water,
leading to increased growth of organisms
such as algae or cyanobacteria.
evaporation The process by which a liquid
changes to a gas.
evaporative cooling The process in which the
surface of an objcct becomes cooler during
evaporation, owing to a change of the molecules with the greatest kinetic energy from
the liquid to the gaseous state.
evapotranspiration The total evaporation of
water from an ecosystem, including evaporation from soil and the outside of plants, as
well as thl' transpiration of water from within
plants through stomata.
evo-devo Evolutionary developmental biology;
a field of biology that compares developmental processes of different multicellular
organisms to understand how these
processes have evolved and how changes can
modify existing organismal features or lead
to new ones.
evolution Descent with modification; the idea
that living species are descendants of ancestral species that were diffcrent from the
present-day ones; also defined more narrowly as the change in the genetic composition of a population from generation to
generation.
evolutionary tree A branching diagram that
refll'Cts a hypothesis about l'volutionary relationships among groups of organisms.

Excavata One of five supergroups of eukaryotes
proposed in a current hypothesis of the evolutionary history of eukaryotes. Excavates
have unique cytoskeletal features, and some
splX:ies have an "excavated" feeding groove
on one side of the cell body. See also Chromalveolata, Rhizaria, Archaeplastida, and
Unikonta.
excitatory postsynaptic potential
(EPSP) An electrical change (depolarization) in the membrane of a postsynaptic cell
caused by the binding of an excitatory neurotransmitter from a presynaptic cell to a
postsynaptic receptor; makes it more likely
for a postsynaptic cell to generatl' an action
potential.
excretion The disposal of nitrogen-containing
metabolites and other waste products.
exergonic readion (ek' -ser-gon'-ik} A spontaneous chemical reaction, in which there is a
net release of free energy.
exocytosis (ek' -sO-si -to'-sis} The cellular secretion of biological mollX:ules by the fusion
of vesicles containing them with the plasma
membrane.
exon A sequence within a primary transcript
that remains in the RNA after RNA processing; also refers to the region of DNA from
which this sequence was transcribed.
exoskeleton A hard encasement on the surface
of an animal, such as the shell of a mollusc or
the cuticle of an arthropod, that provides
protection and points of attachment for
muscles.
exotoxin (ek' -sO-tok'-sin) A toxic protein that
is secreted by a prokaryote or other pathogen
and that produces spl'Cific symptoms, even if
the pathogen is no longer present.
expansin Plant enzyme that breaks the crosslinks (hydrogen bonds) between cellulose microfibrils and other cell wall constituents,
loosening the wall's fabric.
exponential population growth Growth of
a population in an ideal, unlimited environment, represented by a i-shaped curve when
population size is ploUed over time.
expression vector A cloning vector that contains the requisite bacterial promoter just upstream of a restriction site when' a eukaryotic
gene can be inserted, allowing the gene to bl'
expressed in a bacterial cell.
external fertilization The fusion of gametes
that parents have discharged into the
environment.
extinction vortex A downward population
spiral in which inbreeding and genetic drift
combine to cause a small population to
shrink and, unless the spiral is reveT$ed, to
become extinct.
extracellular digestion The breakdown of
food in compartments that arc continuous
with the outside of an animal's body.
extracellular matrix (EeM) The substance
in which animal cells are embedded, consisting of protein and polysaccharides synthesized and secreted by cells.
extraembryonic membrane One of four
membranes (yolk sac, amnion, chorion, and

allantois) located outside the embryo that
support the developing embryo in reptiles
and mammals.
extreme halophile An organism that lives in a
highly saline environment, such as the Great
Salt Lake or the Dead Sea.
extreme thermophile An organism that
thrives in hot environments (often 6O-80"C
or hotter).
extremophile An organism that lives in an environment whose conditions are so extreme
that few other species can survive there. Extremophiles include extreme halophiles and
extreml,thermophiles.
F factor In bacteria, the DNA segment that
confers the ability to form pili for conjugation and associated functions required
for the transfer of DNA from donor to
recipient. The F factor may exist as a plasmid or be integrated into the bacterial
chromosome.
F plasmid The plasmid fonn of the F factor,
F 1 generation The fiT$t filial, or hybrid, offspring in a series of genetic crosses.
F z generation Offspring resulting from interbreeding of the hybrid F1 generation.
facilitated diffusion The spontaneous passage of molecules or ions across a biological
membrane with the assistance of specific
transmembrane transpon proteins.
facilitator A species that has a positive effect
on the survival and reproduction of other
splX:ies in a community and that innuences
community structure.
facultative anaerobe (fak' -ul-ta' -tiv an' -uhrob) An organism that makes ATP by aerobic
respiration if oxygen is present but that
switches to anaerobic respiration or fermentation if oxygen is not present.
family In classification, the taxonomic category
above genus.
fast block to polyspermy The depolarization of
the l'gg plasma membrane that begins within
1-3 seconds after a sperm binds toan egg
membrane protein. The depolarization lasts
about I minute and prevents additional sperm
from fusing with the eggduring that time.
fast-twitch fiber A muscle fiber used for
rapid, powerful contractions.
fat A lipid consisting of three fatty acids link('d
to one glycerol molecule; also called a triacylglycerol or triglyceride.
fate map A territorial diagram ofembryonic
development that displays the future derivatives of individual cells and tissues.
fatty acid A long carbon chain carboxylic acid.
Fatty acids vary in length and in the number
and location of double bonds; three fatty
acids linked to a glycerol molecule form a fat
molecule, also known as a triacylglycerol or
triglrceride.
feces (IC' -sez) The wastes of the digestive tract.
feedback inhibition A method of metabolic
control in which the end product of a metabolic pathway acts as an inhibitor of an enzyme within that pathway.
fermentation A catabolic process that makes a
limited amount of ATP from glucose without
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an electron transport chain and that pro·
duces a characteristic end product. such as
ethyl alcohol or lactic acid,
fertilization (1) The union of haploid gametes
to produce a diploid zygote. (2) The addition
of mineral nutrients to the soil.
fertilization envelope The protective layer
formcd when the vitelline layer of an egg is
pushed away from the plasma membrane and
hardened after fertilization by molecules exo·
cytosed during the cortical reaction.
fetus (Ie' -tus) A developing mammal that has
all the major structures of an adult. In humans, the fdal stage lasts from the 9th wrek
of gestation until birth.
fiber A lignified cell type that reinforces the
xylem of angiosperms and functions in mechanical support; a slender, tapered sell"
renchyma cell that usually occurs in
bundles.
fibrin (Ii' -brin) The activated form of the
blood-clolting protein fibrinogen. Fibrin aggregates into threads that form the fabric of
the clot.
fibroblast (Ii'-bro-blast) A type of cell in loose
connective tissue that secretes the protein ingredients of the extracellular fibers.
fibronectin A glycoprotein that helps animal
cells attach to the extracellular matrix.
filament In an angiosperm, the stalk portion of
the stamcn. the pollen-producing reproductive organ of a flower.
filtrate Cell-free fluid extracted from the body
fluid by the excretory system.
filtration In excretory systems, the extraction
of water and small solutes, including metabolic wastes, from the body fluid.
fimbria (plural, fimbriae) A short. hairlike appendage of a prokaryotic cell that helps it ad·
here to the substrate or to other cells; also
known as an attachment pilus.
first law of thermodynamics The principle
of conservation of en,'rgy; Energy can be
transferred and transformed, but it cannot be
created or destroyed.
fission The separation of an organism into two
or more individuals of approximately equal
size.
fixed action pattern In animal behavior. a scquence of unlearned acts that is essentially
unchangeable and, once initiated, usually carried to completion.
flaccid (f1as'-id) Limp. Lacking in stiffness or
firmness, as in a plant cell in surroundings
where there is no tend('J\cy for water to enter
the cell.
flagellum (fluh-jel'-um) (plural. flagella) A
long cellular appendage specialized for locomotion. Like motile cilia, eukaryotic flagella
have a core with nine outer doublet microtubules and two inner single microtubules
ensheathed in an extension of the plasma
membrane. Prokaryotic flagella have a differentstructure.
florigen A flowering signal. not yet chemically
identified, that may be a hormone or may be
a change in relative concentrations of multiple hormones,
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flower In an angiosperm, a short stem with up
to four scts of modified leaves, bearing structures that function in sexual reproduction,
fluid feeder An animal that lives by sucking
nutrient-rich fluids from another liVing
organism.
fluid mosaic model The currently accepted
model of cell membrane structure, which envisions the membrane as a mosaic of protein
molecules drifting laterally in a fluid bilayer
of phospholipids.
follicle (foJ' -uh-kul) A microscopic structure in
the ovary that contains the developing oocyte
and s,'Cretes estrogens.
follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) A
tropic hormone that is produced and secreted by the anterior pituitary and that stimulates the production of eggs by the ovaries
and sperm by the testes.
follicular phase That part of the ovarian cycle
during which follicles are growing and
oocytes maturing.
food chain The pathway along which food energy is transferred from trophic level to
trophic level, beginning with producers.
food vacuole A membranous sac formed by
phagocytosis of microorganisms or particles
to be used as food by the cell.
food web The interconnffted feeding relationships in an ecosystem.
foot (1) The portion of a bryophyte sporophyte
that gathers sugars. amino acids. water. and
minerals from the parent gametophyte via
transfer cells. (2) One of the three main parts
ofa mollusc; a muscular structure usually used
for movement. See also mantle. visceral mass.
foraging The seeking and obtaining of food.
foram (foraminiferan) An aquatic protist
that secretes a hardened shell containing calcium carbonate and extends pseudopodia
through pores in the shell.
foraminiferan See foram.
forebrain One of three ancestral and embryonic
regions of the vertebrate brain; develops into
the thalamus. hypothalamus, and cerebrum.
fossil A preserved remnant or impression of an
organism that lived in the past.
founder effect Genetic drift that occurs when
a few individuals bl'come isolated from a
larger population and form a new population
whose gene pool composition is not reflective
of that of the original population.
fovea (fii' -ve-uh} The place on the retina at the
eye's center offocus, where cones are highly
concentrated.
fragmentation A means ofasexual reproduction whereby a single parent breaks into parts
that regenerate into whole new individuals.
frameshift mutation A mutation occurring
when the number of nucleotides inserted or
dcleted is not a multiple of three. resulting in
the improper grouping of the subsequent nucleotides into codons,
free energy The portion of a biological system's
energy that can perform work when tempera·
ture and pressure arc uniform throughout the
system. (The change in free energy of a system is calculated by the equation ~G = ~H-

BS, where H is enthalpy [in biological sys·
terns. equivalent to total energy], Tis absolute temperature. and S is entropy.)
frequency-dependent selection A decline
in the reproductive success of individuals that
have a phenotype that has become too common in a population.
fruit A mature ovary of a flower. The fruit protects dormant seeds and often aids in their
dispersal.
functional group A specific configuration of
atoms commonly attached to the carbon
skeletons of organic molecules and usually involved in chemical reactions.
Fungi (fun' -jc) The eukaryotic kingdom that includes organisms that absorb nutrients after
dffomposing organic material.
Go phase A nondividing state occupied by cells
that have left the cell cycle.
G l phase The first gap. or growth phase, of the
cell cycle. consisting of the portion of interphase before DNA synthesis begins.
G z phase The second gap. or growth phase, of
the cell cycle. consisting of the portion of interphase after DNA synth,'sis occurs.
gallbladder An organ that stores bile and releases it as needed into the small intestine.
game theory An approach to evaluating alternative strategies in situations where the outcome of a particular strategy depends on the
strategies used by other individuals.
gametangium (gam' -uh-tan'-je-um) (plural,
gametangia) Multicellular plant structure in
which gametes are formed. Female gametangia are called archegonia, and male gametangia are called antheridia.
gamete (gam'·et) A haploid reproductive cell.
such as an egg or sperm. Gametes unite during sexual reproduction to produce a diploid
zygote.
gametogenesis The process by which gametes are produced.
gametophore (guh.me'-lO-for) The mature
gamete-producing structure of a moss
gametophyte.
gametophyte (guh-me' -tii-fit) In organisms
(plants and some algae) that have alternation
of generations. the multicellular haploid form
that produces haploid gametes by mitosis. The
haploid gametes unite and develop into
sporophytes.
gamma-aminobutyTic add (GABA) An
amino acid that functions as a CNS neurotransmitter in the central nervous system of
vertebrates.
ganglion (gang' -glc-un) (plural. ganglia} A
cluster (functional group} of nerve cell bodies
in a centralized nervous system.
ganglion cell A type of neuron in the retina
that synapses with bipolar cells and transmits
action potentials to the brain via axons in the
optic nerve.
gap junction A type of intercellular junction in
animals that allows the passage of materials
between cells.
gas exchange The uptake of molecular oxygen
from the environment and the discharge of
carbon dioxide to the environment.

gastric juice A digestive fluid secreted by the
stomach.
gastrovascular cavity A central cavity with a
single opening in the body of certain animals
that functions in both the digestion and distribution of nutrients.
gastrula (gas' -trii-luh) An embryonic stage in
animal dcvelopmcnt encompassing the formation of three layers: ectoderm, mesoderm,
and endoderm.
gastrulation (gas' -trii-lii'-shun) In animal development. a series of cell and tissue movements in which the blastula.stage embryo
folds inward, producing a three-layered l.'mbryo, the gastrula.
gated channel A transmembrane protein
channel that opens or eloses in response to a
particular stimulus.
gated ion channel A gated channel for a speeific ion. The opening or closing of such
channels may alter the membrane potential.
gel electrophoresis (e·lek' -tro-fOr-e'-sis) A
technique for separating nucleic acids or proteins on the basis of their size and electrical
charge, both of which affect their rate of
movement through an electric field in a gcl.
gene A discrete unit of hereditary information
consisting of a specific nucleotide sequence
in DNA (or RNA, in some viruses).
gene cloning The production of multiple
copies of a gene.
gene expression The process by which DNA
directs the synthesis of proteins or, in some
cases, just RNAs.
gene flow The transfer of alleles from one population to another, resulting from the movemcnt of fertile individuals or their gametes.
gene pool The aggregate of all of the alleles for
all of the loci in all individuals in a population. The term is also used in a more restricted sense as the aggregate of alleles for
just one or a few loci in a population.
gene therapy The introduction of genes into
an afflicted individual for therapeutic
purposes.
gene-for-gene recognition A widespread
form of plant disease resistance involVing
recognition of pathogen-derived molecules
by the protein products of specific plant disease resistance genes.
genetic drift A process in which chance events
cause unpredictable fluctuations in allele frequencies from one generation to the next. Effects of genetic drift are most pronounced in
small populations.
genetic engineering The direct manipulation
of genes for practical purposes.
genetic map An ordered list of genetic loci
(genes or other genetic markers) along a
chromosome.
genetic profile An individual's unique set of
genetic markers, detected most often today
by peR or, previously, by electrophoresis and
nucleic acid probes.
genetic recombination General term for the
production of offspring with combinations of
traits that differ from those found in either
parent.

genetically modified (GM} organism An or·
ganism that has acquired one or morl' gl'nes
by artificial means; also known as a transgenic organism.
genetics The scientific study of heredity and
hereditary variation.
genome Ue' -nom) The genetic material of an
organism or virus; the complete complement
of an organism's or virus's genes along with
its noncoding nucleic acid sequences.
genomic imprinting A phenomenon in which
expression of an allele in offspring depends
on whether the allele is inherited from thc
male or fcmale parent.
genomic library A set of cell clones containing all the DNA segments from a genome,
each within a plasmid, phage, or other
cloning vector.
genomics Uuh-no' -miks) The study of whole
sets of genes and their interactions.
genotype (jC' -no-tip) The genetic makeup, or
set of alleles, ofan organism.
genus (jC' -nus) (plural, genera) A taxonomic
category above the species level, designated
by the first word of a species' two-part scientific name.
geographic variation Differences between
the gene pools of geographically separate
populations or population subgroups.
geologic record The division of Earth's history
into time periods, grouped into thrre eonsArchaean, Proterozoic, and f'hanerozoicand further subdivided into eras, periods,
and epoxhs.
geometric isomer One of several compounds
that have the same molecular formula and
covalent arrangements but differ in the spatial arrangements of their atoms owing to the
infleXibility of double bonds.
germ layer One of the three main layers in a
gastrula that will form the various tissues and
organs of an animal body.
gestation (jes-tii'-shun) Prl'gnancy; the state of
carrying developing young within the female
reproductive tract.
gibberellin Oib'-uh-rel' -in) Any of a elass of
related plant hormones that stimulate
growth in the stem and leaves, trigger the
germination of seeds and breaking of bud
dormancy, and (with auxin) stimulate fruit
development.
glans The rounded structure at the tip of the
clitoris or penis that is involved in sexual
arousal.
glial cells (glia) Supporting cens that arc essential for the structural integrity of the nervous system and for the normal functioning of
neurons.
global ecology The study of the functioning
and distribution of organisms across the biosphcre and how the rcgional cxchange of encrgy and matcrials affccts them.
glomeromycete (glo'-mer-o-mi'-set) Member of the fungal phylum Glomeromycota.
characterized by a distinct branching form
of mycorrhizae (mutuaUstic relationships
with plant roots) called arbuscular
mycorrhizae.

glomerulus (glo-mar' .yo-lus) A ball of capillaries surrounded by Bowman's capsule in thl'
nephron and serving as the site of filtration in
the vertebrate kidney.
glucagon (gm' -kuh-gon) A hormone secreted
by pancreatic alpha cells that raises blood
glucose levels. It promotes glycogen breakdown and release of glucosl' by the liver.
glucocorticoid A steroid hormone that is
secreted by the adrenal cortex and that influences glucose metabolism and immune
function.
glutamate An amino acid that functions as a
neurotransmitter in the ccntral nervous
system.
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (G3P) (glis'er-al'-de-hid) A three-carbon carbohydrate
that is the direct product of the Calvin cycle;
it is also an intcrmediate in glycolysis.
glycogen (gIT' -ko-jen) An extensively branched
glucose storage polysaccharide found in the
liver and muscle of animals; the animal
equivalent of starch.
glycolipid A lipid with covalently attached carbohydrate(s).
glycolysis (gIT -kol'-uh-sis) The splitting of glucose into pyruvate. Glycolysis occurs in almost all JiVing cells, serving as the starting
point for fermentation or cellular respiration.
glycoprotein A protein with one or more car·
bohydrates covalently attached to it.
glycosidic linkage A covalent bond formcd
bet.....een two monosaccharides by a dehydration reaction.
gnathostome (na' -thu-stom) Member of the
vertebrate subgroup possessing jaws.
golden alga A billagellated, photosynthetic
protist named for its color, which results
from its yellow and brown carotenoids.
Golgi apparatus (gol' -je) An organelle in eukaryotic cells consisting of stacks of flat
membranous sacs that modify, store, and
route products of the endoplasmic reticulum
and synthesize some products, notably noncellulose carbohydrates.
gonads (go' -nadz) The male and female sex organs; the gamete-prodUcing organs in most
animals.
G protein A GTP-binding protein that relays
signals from a plasma membrane signal receptor, known as a G protein-coupled receptor, to other signal transduction proteins
inside the cell.
G protein-coupled receptor A signal receptor protein in thl' plasma mcmbrane that responds to the binding of a signaling molecule
by activating a G protein. Also called a G protein-linked receptor.
grade A group of organisms that share the same
level of organizational complexity or share a
kcyadaptation.
Gram stain A staining method that distinguishes between two different kinds ofbacterial cell walls.
gram-negative Describing the group ofbacteria that have a cell wall that is structurally
more complex and contains less peptidoglycan than thl' cell waU of gram-positive
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bacteria. Gram-negative bacteria are often
more toxic than gram-positive bacteria.
gram-positive Dl'SCribing the group ofbacteria that have a cell wall that is structurally less
<:omplex and contains more peptidogly<:an
than the <:1'11 wall of gram-negative bacteria.
Gram·positive bacteria are usually less toxic
than gram-negative bacteria.
grallum (gran' -urn) (plural, grana} A stack of
membrane-bounded thylakoids in the chloroplast. Grana fun<:tion in the light rea<:tions of
photosynthesis.
gravitropism (grav' ·uh-tro'·pizm) A response
of a plant or animal to gravity.
gray <:reseellt A light gray, crescent-shaped region of cytoplasm that becomes exposed after
cortical rotation, located near the equator of
an egg on the side opposite sperm entry,
marking the future dorsal side of the embryo.
gray matter Regions of dendrites and clustered
neuron cell bodies within the eNS.
green alga A photosynthetic protist, named for
green chloroplasts that are similar in structure and pigment composition to those of
land plants. Green algae arc a paraphyletic
group, some of whose members arc more
closely related to land plants than they arc to
other green algae.
green world hypothesis The conjecture that
terrestrial herbivores consume relatively little
plant biomass because they arc held in check
by a variety of factors, including predators,
parasites, and disease.
greenhouse effect The warming of Earth due
to the atmospheric accumulation of carbon
dioxide and certain other gases, which absorb
reflected infrared radiation and reradiate
some of it back toward Earth.
gross primary production (GPP) The total
primary production of an ecosystem.
ground tissue system Plant tissues that are
neither vascular nor dermal, fulfilling a vari·
ety of functions, such as storage, photosynthesis, and support.
growth factor (I} A protein that must be present
in theextracellularem~ronment (culture
medium or animal body) for the gro..., th and
normal development of certain types of cells.
(2) A local regulator that acts on nearby cells to
stimulate cell proliferation and differentiation.
growth hormone (GH) A hormone that is
produced and secreted by the anterior pituitary and that has both direct (nontropic) and
tropic effe<:ts on a wide variety of tissues.
guard cells The two cells that flank the stomatal pore and regulate the opening and clos·
ing of the pore.
gustation The sense of Iaste.
guttation The exudation of water droplets,
caused by root pressure in certain plants.
gymnosperm Gim'-no-sperm) A vascular
plant that bears naked seeds-seeds not enclosed in specialized chambers.
habituation A simple type of learning that involves a loss of responsiveness to stimuli that
convey little or no new information.
half-life Thl' amount of time it takes for 50% of
a sample of a radioactive isotope to decay.
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Hamilton's rule The principle that for natural se·
lection to favor an altruistic act, the benefit to
the recipient, devalued by thecocfficicnt of relatedness, must exceed the cost to the altruist
haploid cell (hap' -loyd) A cell containing only
one set of chromosomes (n).
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium The condition deseribing a noncvolving population
(one that is in genetic equilibrium).
Hardy-Weinberg principle The principle
that frequencies of alleles and genotypes in a
population remain constant from generation
to generation, provided that only Mendelian
segregation and recombination of alleles are
at work.
haustorium (plural, haustoria} (ho·stOr' -cum, ho·stor'-C-uh} In cerlain symbiotic
fungi, a specialized hypha that can penetrate
the tissues of host organisms.
heart A muscular pump that uses metabolic energy to elevate the hydrostatic pressure of the
circulatory fluid (blood or hemolymph). The
fluid then flows down a pressure gradient
through the body and eventually returns to
the heart.
heart attaek The damage or death of cardiac
muscle tissue resulting from prolonged
blockage of one or more coronary arteries.
heart murmur A hissing sound that most often results from blood squirting backward
through a leaky valve in the heart.
heart rate The frequency of heart contraction.
heat The total amount of kinetic energy due to
the random motion of atoms or molecules in
a body of matter; also called thermal energy.
Heat is energy in its most random form.
heat of vaporization The quantity of heat a
liquid must absorb for I g of it to be converted from the liquid to the gaseous state.
heat-shock protein A protein that helps protect other proteins during heat stress. Heatshock proteins arc found in plants, animals,
and microorganisms.
heavy chain One of the two types of polypeptide chains that make up an antibody molecule and B cell receptor; consists of a variable
region, which contributes to the antigenbinding site, and a constant region.
heiiease An enzyme that untwists the double
helix of DNA at the replication forks, separating the tv.'o strands and making them available as template strands.
helper T cell A type ofT cell that, when activated, se<:retes cytokines that promote the reo
sponse of B cells (humoral response) and
cytotoxic T cells (cell-mediated response) to
antigens.
hemoglobin (hc' -mo-glo' -bin} An iron-containing protein in red blood cells that reo
versibly binds oxygen.
hemolymph (hc'-mo-limf'} In invertebrates
with an open circulatory system, the body
fluid that bathes tissues.
hemophilia (he' -muh-fil'-e-uh) A human genetic disease caused by a sex·linked recessive
allele resulting in the absence of one or more
blood-clotting proteins; characterizl'd by excessive bleeding follOWing injury.

hepatic portal vein A large circulatory channel that conveys nutrient-Iadl'n blood from
the small intestine to the liver, which regulates the blood's nutrient content.
herbivore (hur' -bi'vilr') An animal that mainly
eats plants or algae.
herbivory An interaction in which an organism
cats parts of a plant or alga.
heredity The transmission of traits from onl'
generation to the next.
hermaphrodite (hur-mar -ruh-dIt'} An individual that functions as both male and female
in scxual reproduction by producing both
sperm and eggs.
hermaphroditism (hur-mar -ro-di -tizm} A
condition in which an individual has both female and male gonads and functions as both
a male and female in sexual reproduction by
producing both sperm and eggs.
heterochromatin (het' -cr-o-kro' -muh-tin}
Euhryotic chromatin that remains highly
compacted during interphase and is generally
not transcribed.
heterochrony (het' ·uh·rok'-rOO-ne) Evolu·
tionary change in the timing or rate of an organism's development.
heterocyte (het' -er-O·sit) A specialized cell
that engages in nitrogen fixation in some filamentous cyanobacteria; formerly called
heterocyst.
heterokaryon (het' -er-o-kar'-e·un) A fungal
mycelium that contains two or more haploid
nuelei per cell.
heteromorphic (het' ·er·O-mOr'-fik) Referring
to a condition in the life cycle of plants and
certain algae in which the sporophyte and gametophyte generations differ in morphology.
heterosporous (het-er-os' -pOr-us} Referring
to a plant species that has two kinds of
spores: micros pores. which develop into male
gametophytes, and megaspores, which develop into female gametophytes.
heterotroph (het' -er-o-trOf} An organism that
obtains organic food molecules by eating
other organisms or substances derived from
them.
heterozygote advantage Greater reproductive success of heterozygous individuals compared with homozygotes; tends to preserve
variation in a genl· pool.
heterozygous (het' -er-o-zT'·gus) Having two
different alleles for a given gene.
hexapod An insect or closely related Wingless,
six.legged arthropod.
hibernation A physiological state in which metabolism decreases, the heart and respiratory
system slow down. and body temperature is
maintained at a lower level than normal.
high-density lipoprotein (HOL) A particle
in the blood made up of cholesterol and other
lipids surrounded by a single layer of phospholipids in which proteins arc embedded. HOI.
carries less cholesterol than a related lipoprotein, 1.oJ.. and high HOI. levels in the blood
may be correlated with a decreased risk of
blood \"essel blockage.
hindbrain One of three ancestral and embryonic regions of the vertebrate brain; develops

into the medulla oblongata, pons, and
cerebellum,
histamine (his' -tuh-men) A substance releasl'd
by mast cells that causes blood vessels to dilate and become more permeable in inllammatory and allergic responses.
histone (his' -ton) A small protein with a high
proportion of positively charged amino acids
that binds to the negatively charged DNA and
plays a key role in chromatin structure.
histone acetylation The attachment of acetyl
groups to certain amino acids of histone
proteins.
HIV (human immunodeficiency virus)
The inf.xtious agent that causes AIDS. HI\'
is a retrovirus.
holdfast A rootlike structure that anchors a
seaweed.
holoblastic cleavage (ho' ·lo-blas' -tik) A type
of elcavage in which there is complete division of the egg; occurs in eggs that have little
yolk (such as those of the sea urchin) or a
moderate amount of yolk (such as those of
the frog).
homeobox (ho'-me-o-boks') A ISO-nucleotide
sequence within homeotic genl's and some
other developmental genes that is Widely conserved in animals. Related sequences occur in
plants and yeasts.
homeostasis (ho' -me-o-sta'-sis) The steadystate physiological condition of the body.
homeotic gene (ho' -me-o'-tik) Any of the
master regulatory genes that control placement and spatial organization of body parts
in animals, plants, and fungi bycontrolling
the developmental fate of groups of cells.
hominin (ho' -mi-nin) A species on the human
branch of the evolutionary tree. Hominins include Homo sapiens and our ancestors, a
group of extinct speeies that are more closely
related to us than to chimpanzees.
homologous chromosomes (ho-mol' -uhgus) A pair of chromosomes of the same
length, centromere position, and staining pattern that possess genes for the same characters at corresponding loci. One homologous
chromosome is inherited from the organism's
father, the other from the mother. Also called
homologs, or a homologous pair.
homologous structures Structures in different speeies that arc similar because of common ancestry.
homology (ho-mol' -uh-je) Similarity in characteristics resulting from a shared ancestry.
homoplasy (ho' -muh-play' -ti') Similar (analogous) structure or molecular sequence that
has evolved independently in two speeies.
homosporous (ho-mos' -puh-rus) Referring to
a plant species that has a single kind of spore,
which typically develops into a bisexual gamctophyte.
homozygous (ho'-mo-zi'-gus) Having t.....o
identical alleles for a given gene.
horizontal cell A neuron of the retina that
helps integrate information before it is sent to
the brain.
horizontal gene transfer The transfer of
genes from one genome to another through

mechanisms such as transposable elements,
plasmid exchange, viral activity, and perhaps
fusions of different organisms.
hormone In multicellular organisms, one of
many types of secreted chemicals that are
formed in specialized cells, travel in body fiuids, and act on speeific target cells in other
parts of the body to change their functioning.
hornwort A small, herbaceous nonvascular
plant that is a member of the phylum
Anthocerophyta.
host The larger participant in a symbiotic relationship, serving as home and food source for
the smaller symbiont.
host range The limited range of host cells that
each type of virus can infeet.
human chorionic gonadotropin (heG)
(kOr' -e-on'-ik go-na' -do-tro'-pin) A hormone seereted by the chorion that maintains
the corpus luteum of the ovary during the
first three months of pregnancy.
Human Genome Project An international
collaborative effort to map and sequence the
DNA of the entire human genome.
humoral immune response (hyu'-mer-ul)
The branch of acquired immunity that involves the activation of Bcells and that leads
to the production of antibodies, which defend against bacteria and viruses in body
fiuids.
humus (hyu' -mus) Decomposing organic mate·
rial that is a component of topsoil.
Huntington's disease A human genetic disease caused by a dominant allele; characterized by uncontrollable body movements and
degeneration of the nervous system; usually
fatal 10 to 20 years after the onset of
symptoms.
hybrid Offspring that results from the mating
of individuals from two different species or
two true-breeding varieties of the same
species.
hybrid zone A geographic region in which
members of diff('rent species meet and mate,
prodUcing at least some offspring of mixed
ancestry.
hybridization In genetics, the mating, or
crossing, of two true-breeding varieties.
hydration shell The sph,'re of water moll-cules
around a dissolved ion.
hydrocarbon An organic moleeule consisting
only of carbon and hydrogen.
hydrogen bond A type of weak chemical bond
that is formed when the slightly positive hydrogen atom of a polar covalent bond in one
molecule is attracted to the slightly negative
atom of a polar covalent bond in another
molecule.
hydrogen ion A single proton with a charge of
1+. The dissociation of a water molecule
(H 20) leads to the generation of a hydroxide
ion (OW) and a hydrogen ion (H+).
hydrolysis (hi -drol'-uh-sis) A chemical
process that lyses, or splits, molecules by the
addition of I'iater, functioning in disassembly
of polymers to monomers.
hydronium ion A water molecule that has an
extra proton bound to it; H30~.

hydrophilic (hi' -dro-fil'-ik) Having an affinity
for water.
hydrophobic (hi' -dro-ffi'-bik) Having an aversion to water; tending to coalesce and form
droplets in water,
hydrophobic interaction A type of weak
chemical bond formed when molecules that
do not mix with water coalesce to exclude
water.
hydroponic culture A method in which
plants arc grown in mineral solutions rather
than in soil.
hydrostatic skeleton A skeletal system composed of fiuid held under pressure in a closed
body compartment; the main skeleton of
most cnidarians, flatworms, nematodes, and
annelids.
hydroxide ion A water molecule that has lost a
proton; OH-.
hydroxyl group (hi -drok'-sin A chemical
group consisting of an oxygen atom joined to
a hydrogen atom. Molecules possessing this
group are soluble in water and are called
alcohols.
hymen A thin membrane that partly covers the
vaginal opening in the human femall-. The
hymen is ruptured by sexual intercourse or
other vigorous activity.
hyperpolarization A change in a cell's membrane potential such that the inside of the
membrane becomes more negative relative to
the outside. Hyperpolarization reduces the
chance that a neuron will transmit a nerve
impulse.
hypersensitive response A plant's localized
defense response to a pathogen, involving the
death of cells around the site of infection.
hypertension A disorder in which blood pressure remains abnormally high.
hypertonic Referring to a solution that, when
surrounding a cell, will cause the cell to lose
water.
hypha (plural, hyphae) (hi' -fuh, hi' -tC) One of
many connected filaments that collectively
make up the mycelium of a fungus.
hypocotyl (hi' -puh-cot' -ul) In an angiosperm
embryo, the embryonic axis below the point
of attachment of the cotyledon(s) and above
the radicle.
hypothalamus (hi' -po-thai'-uh-mus) The
ventral part of the vertebrate forebrain; functions in maintaining homeostasis, especially
in coordinating the endocrine and nervous
systems; seeretes hormones of the posterior
pituitary and releasing factors that regulate
the anterior pituitary.
hypothesis (hl-poth' -uh-sis) A tentative answer to a well-framed question, narrower in
scope than a theory and subject to testing.
hypotonic Referring to a solution that. when
surrounding a cell, will cause the cell to take
up water.
imbibition The physical adsorption of water
onto the internal surfaces of structures.
immigration The influx of new indi\~duals
into a population from other areas.
immune system An animal body's system of
defenses against agents that cause disease.
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immunization The process of generating a
state of immunity by artificial means. In
active immunization, also called vaccination, an inactive or weakened form of a
pathogen is administered, inducing Band
T cell responses and immunological memory. In passive immunization, antibodies
spccific for a particular microbc arc administered, conferring immediate but temporary protection.
immunodeficiency A disorder in which the
ability of an immune system to protect
against pathogcns is dcfl'Ctivc or absent.
immunoglobulin (IS) (im' -yii-no-glob' -yiilin} Any of the class of proteins that function
as antibodies. Immunoglobulins are divided
into five major classes that differ in their distribution in the body and antigen disposal
activities.
imprinting In animal behavior, the formation
at a specific stage in life of a long-lasting behavioral response to a specific individual or
objfft. (See ats() genomic imprinting.)
in situ hybridization A technique used to detl'Ct the location of a spt'Cific mRNA using
nucleic acid hybridization with a labeled
probe in an intact organism.
ill vitrQ fertilization (IVF) (vC'-tro) Fertilization of oocytes in laboratory containers
followed by artificial implantation of the early
embryo in the mother's uterus.
in vitro mutagenesis A tffhniquc used to discover the function ofa gene by cloning it, introducing specific changes into the cloned
gene'S sequence, reinserting the mutated gene
into a cell, and studying the phenotype of the
mutant.
inclusive fitness Thc total effect an individual
has on proliferating its genes by producing its
own offspring and by providing aid that en·
abies other close relatives to increase the production of their offspring.
incomplete dominance The situation in
which the phenotype of hdcrozygotcs is intermediate between the phenotypes of individuals homozygous for either allele.
incomplete flower A flower in which one or
more of the four basic floral organs (sepals,
petals, stamens, or carpels) arc cithcr abSt'nt
or nonfunctional.
incomplele metamorphosis A type of de·
velopment in certain insects, such as
grasshoppers, in which the young (called
nymphs) resemble adults but are smallcr and
have differcnt body proportions. The nymph
goes through a series of molts, each time
looking more like an adult, until it reaches
full size.
incus The sffond of three bones in the middle
ear of mammals; also called the anvil.
indeterminate cleavage A type of embryonic
development in deuterostomes in which each
cell produced by early cleavage divisions retains the capacity to develop into a complete
embryo.
indeterminate growth A type of growth
characteristic of plants, in which the organism continues to grow as long as it lives.
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induced fit Induced by entry of the substrate,
the change in shape of the active site of an
enzyme so that it binds more snugly to the
substrate.
inducer A specific small molecule that binds to
a bacterial repressor protein and changes the
repressor's shape so that it cannot bind to an
opcrator, thus switching an operon on.
induction Thc process in which one group of
embr)'onic cells influences the development
of another, usually by causing changes in gene
expression.
inductive reasoning A type of logic in which
gl'neralizations an' based on a largl' number
of spffiflc observations.
inflammalory response An innate immune
defense triggered by physical injury or inffftion of tissue involving the release of substances that promote swelling, enhance the
infiltration of white blood cdls, and aid in tissue repair and destruction of invading
pathogens.
inflorescence A group oft1owers tightly clustered together.
ingestion The first stage of food processing in
animals: the act of eating.
ingroup A species or group of species whose
evolutionary relationships we seek to determine.
inhibin A hormone produced in the male and
female gonads that functions in part by rl'gulating the function of the anterior pituitary by
negative feedback,
inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP)
An electrical change (usually hyperpolarization) in the membrane of a postsynaptic neu·
ron causcd by the binding of an inhibitory
neurotransmitter from a presynaptic cen to a
postsynaptic receptor; makes it more difficult
for a postsynaptic neuron to generate an action potential.
innate behavior Animal behavior that is developmentally fhed and under strong gendic
control. Innate behavior is exhibited in virtually the same form by all individuals in a pop.
ulation despite internal and external
environmental differences during development and throughout their lifetimes.
innate immunity A form of defense common
to all animals that is active immediately upon
exposure to pathogens and that is the same
whether or not the pathogen has been encountered previously.
inner cell mass An inner cluster of cells at one
end of a mammalian blastocyst that subsequently develops into the embryo proper and
some of the extraembryonic membranes.
inner car One of three main regions of the vertrorate ear; includes the cochlea (which in
turn contains the organ of Corti) and the
semicircular canals.
inositol trisphosphate (IP 3) (in-o' -suh·tol}
A second messenger that functions as an intermediate between certain nonsteroid hormones and a third messenger, a rise in
cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration.
inquiry The search for information and explanation, often focused by specific questions.

insertion A mutation involving the addition of
one or more nucleotidl' pairs to a gene.
insulin (in' -suh-Iin) A hormone secreted by
pancreatic beta cells that lowers blood glucose levels. It promotes the uptake of glucose
by most body cells and the synthesis and storage of glycogen in the liver and also stimulates protein and fat synthesis.
integral protein TypicaUya transmembrane protein with hydrophobic regions that extend into
andoften completely span the hydrophobic interior of the membrane and with hydrophilic regions in contact with the aqueous solution on
either side of the membrane (or lining the cbannd in thecasc of a channel protein).
integrin In animal cells, a transmembrane receptor protein that interconnects the extracellular matrix and the cytoskeleton.
integument (in-teg'-yii-ment) layer of sporophyte tissue that contributes to the structure
ofan ovule of a seed plant.
integumentary system The outer covering of a
mammal's body, including skin, hair, and nails.
intercalated disk (in-ter'-kuh-la' -ted) A special junction between cardiac muscle cells
that provides dirfft electrical coupling between the cells,
interferon (in' -ter-fCr'-on) A protein that has
antiviral or immune regulatory functions. Interferon-a and interferon'll, secreted by
virus-infected cells, help nearby cells resist
viral infl'Ction; interfcron-y, secreted by
T cells, helps activate macrophages.
intermediate disturbance hypothesis The
concept that moderate levels of disturbance
can foster greater spffies diversity than low
or high levels of disturbance.
intermediate filament A component of the
cytoskeleton that includes filaments intermediate in size between microtubules and
microfilaments.
internal fertilization The fusion of eggs and
sperm within the female reproductive tract.
The sperm are typically deposited in or near
the tract.
interneuron An association neuron; a nerve
cell within the central nervous system that
forms synapses with sensory and/or motor
neurons and integrates sensory input and
motor output.
internode A segment of a plant stem between
the points where leaves are attached.
interphase The period in the cell cycle when
the cell is not dividing. During interphase,
cellular metabolic activity is high, chromosomcs and organelles arc duplicated, and cen
size may increase. Interphase accounts for
90% of the cell cycle.
intersexual selection Selection whereby individuals of one sex (usually females) are
choosy in selecting their mates from individuals of the other sex; also calkd mate choice.
interspecific competition Competition for
resources between individuals of",'o or more
species when resources are in short supply.
interspecific interaction A relationship bet"Ten individuals of two or more spl'Cics in a
community.

interstitial fluid The fluid filling the spaces
between cens in an animaL
intertidal zone The shallow wne of the ocean
adjacent to land and between the high- and
low-tide lines.
intracellular digestion The hydrolysis of
food inside vacuoles.
intra<:ytoplasmic sperm injection (ICST)
The fertilization of an egg in the laboratory
by the direct injection of a single sperm.
intrasexual selection A dirfft competition
among individuals of one sex (usually the
males in vertebrates} for mates of thc opposite scx.
introduced species A slX'Cies moved by humans, either intentionally or accidentally. from
its native location to a new geographic region;
also called non-native or exotic species.
intron (in' -tron) A noncoding. intervening sequence within a primary transcript that is removed from the transcript during RNA
processing; also refers to the region of DNA
from which this sequence was transcribed.
invagination The infolding, or pushing inward,
of cells dUl' to changes in cell shape.
invasive species A species, often introduced
by humans. that takes hold outside its native
range.
inversion An aberration in chromosome structure resulting from reattachment of a chro·
mosomal fragment in a reverse orientation to
the chromosome from which it originated.
invertebrate An animal without a backbone.
Invertebrates make up 95% of animal species.
involution The process by which sheets of cells
roH over the edge of the lip of the blastopore
into the interior of the embryo during
gastrulation.
ion (i'-on) An atom or group ofatoms that has
gained or lost one or more electrons, thus acquiring a charge.
ion channel A transmembrane protein channel
that allows a specific ion to flow across the
membrane down its concentration gradient.
ionic bond (i-on'-ik} A chemical bond resulting from the attraction between oppositely
charged ions.
ionic compound A compound resulting from
the formation ofan ionic bond; also called a
salt.
IPSP See inhibitory postsynaptic potential.
iris The colored part of the vertebrate eye,
formed by the anterior portion of the
choroid.
islets of Langerhans Ousters of endocrine
cells within the pancreas that produce and secrete the hormones glucagon (from alpha
cells} and insulin (from beta cells).
isomer (i' -sO-mer) One of several compounds
with the same molecular formula but differ·
ent structurl'S and therefore different
properties. The three types of isomers arc
structural isomers, geometric isomers, and
enantiomers.
isomorphic Referring to alternating generations in plants and certain algae in which the
sporophytes and gametophytes look alike, although they differ in chromosome number.

isopod A member of one of the largest groups of
crustaceans, which includes terrestrial, freshwater, and marine species. Among the terrestrial isopods are the pill bugs, or wood lice.
isotonic (i' -sO-ton'-ik) Referring to a solution
that, when surrounding a cell. has no efffft
on the passage of water into or out of the cell.
isotope (i'-sO-top'} One of several atomic
forms of an element, each with the same
number of protons but a different number of
neutrons, thus differing in atomic mass.
iteroparity Reproduction in which adults pro·
duce offspring over many years; also known
as repeated reproduction.
joule (J) A unit of energy: 1 J == 0.239 cal;
I cal = 4.184 J.
juvenile hormone A hormone in arthropods,
seereted by the corpora allata (a pair of
glands), that promotl's the retention of larval
characteristics.
juxtaglomerular apparatus (JGA) ~uks'
tuh-gluh-mar' -yO-ler} A specialized tissue in
nephrons that releases the enzyme renin in response to a drop in blood pressure or volume.
juxtamedullary nephron In mammals and
birds, a nephron with a loop of Henle that extends far into the renal medulla.
karyogamy (kar' -e-og'-uh-me) The fusion of
t".-o nuclei. as part of syngamy (fertilization).
karyotype (kar'-e-o-tlp) A display of the chromosome pairs of a cell arranged by size and shape.
keystone species A species that is not necessarily abundant in a community yet exerts
strong control on community structure by
the nature of its ecological role or niche.
kilocalorie (kcal) A thousand calories; the
amount of heat energy required to raise thl'
temperature of 1 kg of water by l°e.
kin selection Natural selection that favors altruistic behavior by enhancing the reproductive success of relatives.
kinesis (kuh.ne'·sis) A change in activity or
turning rate in response to a stimulus.
kinetic energy (kuh-nct' -ik) The energy associated with the relative motion of objects.
Moving matter can perform work by imparting motion to other matter.
kinetochore (kuh-net' -uh-kor) A structure of
proteins attached to the centromer<' that links
each sister chromatid to the mitotic spindle.
kinetoplastid A protist, such as a trypanosome, that has a single large mitochondrion that houses an organized mass of DNA.
kingdom A taxonomic category, the second
broadest after domain.
K-selection Selection for life history traits that
are sensitive to population density; also called
density-dependent selection.
labia majora A pair of thick, fatty ridges that
endoses and protects the rest of the vulva.
labia minora A pair of slender skin folds that
surrounds the openings of the vagina and
urethra.
labor A series of strong, rhythmic contractions
of the uterus that expel a baby out of the
uterus and vagina during childbirth.
lactation The continued production of milk
from the mammary glands.

lacteal (13k' -te-ul) A tiny lymph vessel extending into the core of an intestinal villus and
serving as the destination for absorbed chylomicrons.
lactic acid fermentation Glycolysis followed
by the conversion of pyruvate to lactate, with
no rdeas<' of carbon dioxide.
lagging strand A discontinuously synthesized
DNA strand that elongates by means of
Okazaki fragments, each synthesized in a
5'---;3' direction away from the replication fork.
lancdet Member of the subphylum Cephalochordata, small blade-shaped marine chordates that lack a backbone.
landmark A location indicator-a point of reference for orientation during navigation.
landscape An area containing several different
ecosystems linked by exchanges of energy,
materials, and organisms.
landscape ecology The study of how the spatial arrangement of habitat types affects the
distribution and abundance of organisms and
ecosystem processes.
large intestine The tubular portion of the vertebrate alimentary canal bet.....een the small
intestine and the anus; functions mainly in
water absorption and the formation of feces.
larva (lar' -vuh) (plural, larvae) A free-liVing,
sexually immature form in some animal life
cycles that may differ from the adult animal
in morphology, nutrition, and habitat.
larynx (Iar' -inks) The portion of the respiratory
tract containing the vocal cords; also called
the voice box.
lateral geniculate nucleus One of a pair of
structures in the brain that are the destination for most of the ganglion cell axons that
form the optic nerves.
lateral inhibition A process that sharpens the
edges and enhances the contrast of a perceived image by inhibiting receptors lateral to
those that have responded to light.
lateral line system A mechanoreceptor system consisting of a series of pores and rl'C<'ptor units along the sides of the body in fishes
and aquatic amphibians; detffts water movements made by the animal itself and by other
moving objffts.
lateral meristem (mar' -uh-stem) A meristem
that thickens the roots and shoots of woody
plants. The vascular cambium and cork cambium are lateral meristems.
lateral root A root that arises from the pericyde of an established root.
lateralization Segregation offunctions in the
cortex of the left and right hemispheres of the
brain.
law of conservation of mass A physical law
stating that matter can change form but cannot be creatl'd or destroyed. In a dosed system, the mass of the system is constant.
law of independent assortment Mendel's
second law, stating that each pair of alleles
segregates, or assorts, independently of
each other pair during gamete formation;
applies when genes for two characters are
located on different pairs of homologous
chromosomes.
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law of segregation Mendel's first law, stating
that the tv,o alldes in a pair segregate (separate) into different gametes during gamete
formation.
leading strand The new complementary DNA
strand synthesized continuously along the
template strand toward the replication fork in
the mandatory 5' ~3' direction.
leaf The main photosynthetic organ of vascular
plants.
leaf primordium A finger-like projection
along the flank of a shoot apical meristem,
from which a leaf arises.
learning The modification of behavior based
on specific experiences.
lens The structure in an eye that focuses light
ra~ onto the photoreeeptONi.
lenticel (len' -ti-sel) A small raised area in the
wrk of stems and roots that enables gas exchange betwem living cells and thl' outside
air.
lepidosaur (leh-pid' -uh-sor} Member of the
reptilian group that includes lizards, snakes,
and two species of New Zealand animals
called tuataras.
leukocyte (lu' -ko-sit') A blood cell that functions in fighting inf~tions; also called a white
blood cell.
Leydig cell (Ii '-dig) A cell that produces testosterone and other androgens and is located between the seminiferous tubules of the testes.
lichen The symbiotic collective formed by the
mutualistic association between a fungus and
a photosynthetic alga or cyanobacterium.
life cycle The generation-to-generation sequence of stages in the reproductive history
of an organism.
life history The traits that affect an organism's
schedule of reproduction and survival.
life table A table of data summarizing mortality
in a population.
ligament A fibrous connective tissue that joins
bones together at joints.
ligand (lig' -und) A molecule that binds spl'cifically to another mol~ule, usually a larger
one.
ligand-gated ion channel A protein pore in
cellular membranes that opens or closes in
response to a signaling chemical (its ligand),
allowing or blocking the flow of spl'Cific ions.
light chain One of the two types of polypeptide
chains that make up an antibody molecule
and B cell receptor; consists of a variable reo
gion, which contributes to the antigen-binding site, and a constant region.
light microscope (LM) An optical instrument with lenses that refract (bend) visible
light to magnify images of specimens.
light reactions The fiNit oftv,"Q major stages in
photosynthesis (preceding the Calvin cycle).
These reactions, which occur on the thylakoid membranes of the chloroplast or on
membranes of certain prokaryotes, convert
solar energy to the chemical energy of ATP
and NADPH, releasing oxygen in the process.
light-harvesting complex A complex of pro·
teins associated with pigment molecules (including chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and
earotenoids) that captures light energy and
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transfers it to reaction-center pigments in a
photosystem.
lignin (lig' -nin) A hard material embedded in
the cellulose matrix of vascular plant cell
walls that provides structural support in terrestrial sp~ies.
limiting nutrient An element that must be
added for production to increase in a particular area.
Iimnetic zone In a lake, the well-lit, open surface waters farther from shore.
linear electron flow A route of el~tron flow
during the light reactions of photosynthesis
that involves both photosystems (I and 11)
and produces ATP, NADPH, and O 2, The net
el~tron flow is from H2 0 to NADP+.
linkage map A genetic map based on the
frequencies of r~ombination between
markers during crossing over of homologous
chromosomes.
linked genes Genes located close enough together on a chromosome that they tend to be
inherited together.
lipid (lip' -id) One of a group of compounds, including fats, phospholipids, and steroids, that
mix poorly, if at all, with water.
littoral zone In a lake, the shallow, well-lit wa·
teNi dose to shore.
liver The largest internal organ in the vertebrate
body. The liver performs diverse functions,
such as producing bile, preparing nitrogenous wastes for disposal, and detoxifying poisonous chemicals in the blood.
liverwort A small, herbacrous nonvascular
plant that is a member of the phylum Hepatophyta.
loam The most fertile soH type, made up of
roughly equal amounts of sand, silt, and clay.
lobe-fin Member of the vertebrate subgroup
Sarcopterygii, osteichthyans with rod-shaped
muscular fins, including coelacanths and
lungfishes as well as the Uneage that gave rise
to tetrapods.
local regulator A secreted mokcule that influences cells near where it is secreted.
locomotion Active motion from place to place.
locus (10' -kus} (plural, loci) A specific place
along the length of a chromosome where a
given gene is located.
logistic population growth Population
growth that levels off as population size approaches carrying capacity.
long.day plant A plant that flowers (usually in
late spring or early summer) only when the
light period is longer than a critical length.
long-term memory The ability to hold, associate, and recall information over one's lifetime.
long-term potentiation (LTP) An enhanced
responsiveness to an action potential (nerve
signal) by a receiving neuron.
loop of Henle The hairpin turn, with a descending and ascending limb, between
the proximal and distal tubules of the vertebrate kidney; functions in water and salt
reabsorption.
lophophore (lof' -uh-Ior) In some lopholro.
chozoan animals, including brachiopods, a
crown of ciliated tentacles that surround the
mouth and function in feeding.

lophotrochozoan Member of a group of ani·
mal phyla identified as a cladl' by molecular
evidence. l.ophotrochozoans include organisms that have lophophores or trochophore
larvae.
low-density lipoprotein (LDL) A particle in
the blood made up of cholesterol and other
lipids surrounded by a single layer of phospholipids in which protcins are embedded.
1.01. carries more cholesterol than a related
lipoprotein, HDL, and high LDl.leveis in the
blood correlate with a tendency to develop
blocked blood vessels and heart disease.
lung An infolded respiratory surface of a terrestrial vertebrate, land snail, or spider that connects to the atmosphere by narrow tubes.
luteal phase That portion of the ovarian cycle
during which endocrine cells of the corpus
luteum Sl'Crete female hormones.
luteinizing hormone (LH) (lu' -t~-uh-ni'
zing) A tropic hormone that is produced and
secreted by the anterior pituitary and that
stimulates ovulation in females and androgen
production in males.
Iycophyte (Ii' -kuh·fit} An informal name for a
member of the phylum Lycophyta, which
includes club mosses, spike mosses, and
quillworts.
lymph The colorless fluid, derived from interstitial fluid, in the lymphatic system of
vertl'brates.
lymph node An organ located along a lymph
vessel. Lymph nodes filter lymph and contain
cells that attack viruses and bacteria.
lymphatic system A system ofvessels and nodes,
separate from the circulatory system, that returns fluid, proteins, and cells to the blood.
lymphocyte A type of white blood cell that
mediates acquired immunity. The two main
classes are B cells and T cells.
lysogenic cycle (Ii '-sO-jen'-ik) A type of phage
reproductive crcle in which the viral genome
becomes incorporated into the wcterial host
chromosome as a prophagl' and does not kill
the host.
lysosome (ti '-suh-sCim} A membrane-enclosed
sac of hydrolytic enzymes found in the cytoplasm of animal cells and some protists.
lysozyme (li'-sCi-zim) An enzyme that destroys
bacterial cell walls; in mammals, found in
sweat, tears, and saliva.
lytic cycle (lit' -ik) A type of phage reproductive
cycle resulting in the release of new phages
by lysis (and death) of the host cell.
macroclimate Large-scale patterns in climate;
the climate of an entire region.
macroevolution Evolutionary change above
the sp~ies level, including the origin of a
new group of organisms or a shift in the
broad pattern of evolutionary change over a
long period of time. E~amples of macroevolutionary change include the appearance of major new features of organisms and the impact
of mass e~tinctions on the diversity of life and
its subsequent r~overy.
macromolecule A giant mol~ule formed by
the joining of smaller molecules, usually by a
condensation reaction. I'olysaccharides, proteins, and nucleic acids are macromol~ules.

macronutrient A chemical substance that an
organism must obtain in relatively larg<'
amounts. See alsQ micronutrient.
macrophage (mak' orO-raj) A phagocytic cell
present in many tissues that functions in innate
immunity by destroying microbes and in acquired immunity as an antigen-presenting cell.
magnoliid Member of the angiosperm clade
most closely related to eudicots. Extant examples are magnolias, laurels, and black pepper plants.
major depressive disorder A mood disorder
characterized by feelings of sadness, lack of
self-worth, emptiness, or loss of interest in
nearly all things.
major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) A family of genes that encode a large
set of cell-surface proteins that function in
antigen presentation. Foreign MHC mokcules on transplanted tissue can trigger T ccll
responses that may lead to rejection of the
transplant.
malignant tumor A cancerous tumor that is
invasive enough to impair the functions of
one or more organs.
malleus The first of three bones in the middk
ear of mammals; also called the hammer.
malnourishment The long-term absence from
the diet of one or more essential nutrients.
Malpighian tubule (mal-pig'·e-un} A unique
excretory organ of ins<-ets that empties into
the digestive tract, removes nitrogenous
wastes from the hemolymph, and functions
in osmoregulation.
mammal Member of the class Mammalia, amniotes wilh mammary glands-glands that
produce milk.
mammary glands Exocrine glands that sccrete milk to nourish the young. These glands
are characteristic of mammals.
mandible One of a pair of jaw-like feeding appendages found in myriapods, hexapods, and
crustaceans.
mantle One of the three main parts of a mollusc; a fold of tissue that drapes over the mollosc's visceral mass and may secrete a shell.
See also foot. visceral mass.
mantle cavity A water-filled chamber that
houses the gills, anus, and excretory pores of
a mollusc.
map unit A unit of measurement of the distance between genes. One map unit is C<juivalent to a 1% recombination frC<juency.
marine benthic zone The ocean floor.
mark-recapture method A sampling k-ehnique used to estimate the size of animal
popolations.
marsupial (mar-su' -pe-ul) A mammal, such as
a koala, kangaroo, or opossum, whose young
complete their embryonic devclopment inside a malC'rnal pouch called the marsupium.
mass extinction Period of time when global
environmental changes lead to the elimina·
tion ofa large nomber of species throughout
Earth.
mass number The sum of the number of pro·
tons and n<'utrons in an atom's nucleus.
mast cell A vertebrate body cell that produces
histamine and other molecules that trigger

inflammation in response to infection and in
allergic reactions.
mate choice copying Behavior in which individuals in a population copy the mate choice
of others, apparently as a result of social
learning.
maternal effect gene A gene that, when mutant in the mother, results in a mutant phenotype in the offspring, regardless of the
offspring's genotype. Maternal effect genes
were first identified in Drosophila.
matter Anything that takes up space and has
mass.
maximum likelihood As applied to systematics, a principle that states that when considering multiple phylogenetic hypotheses, one
should take into account the hypothesis that
reflects the most likely sequence of evolu·
tionary events, given certain rules about how
DNA changcs over time.
maximum parsimony A principle that states
that when considering multiple explanations
for an observation, one should first investigate the simplest explanation that is consistent with the facts.
mechanoreceptor A sensory receptor that detects physical deformation in the body's envi·
ronment associated with pressure, touch,
stretch, motion, or sound.
medulla oblongata (meh·dul' -uh ob' -long.
go' -tuh) The lowcst part of the vertebrate
brain, commonly called the medulla; a
swelling of the hindbrain anterior 10 the
spinal cord that controls autonomic. homeostatic functions, including breathing, heart
and blood vessel activity, swallowing, digestion, and vomiting.
medusa (muh-du' -suh) The floating, flatten cd,
mouth-down vcrsion of thc cnidarian body
plan. The alternate form is the polyp.
megapascal (rtIPa) (meg'-uh-pas-kal') A unit
of pressure equivalent to about 10 atmosphcres of pressure.
megaphyll (meh' -guh-fil) A leaf with a highly
branched vascular system, characteristic of
the vast majority of vascular plants.
megaspore A spore from a heterosporous
plant species that develops into a female
gametophyte.
meiosis (mi -0' -sis) A modificd type of cdl division in sexually r<'producing organisms
consisting of two rounds of cell division but
only one round of DNA replication. It results
in cells with half the number of chromosome
sets as the original cell.
meiosis I The first division of a two-stage process
of cell division in sexually reprodUcing organisms that results in cells with half the number
of chromosome sets as the original cell.
meiosis II The second division of a two·stage
process of cell division in sexually reproduc.
ing organisms that results in cells with half
the number of chromosome sets as the originalcell.
melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH)
A hormone produced and secreted by the antcrior pituitary that regulatcs the activity of
pigment'containing cells in the skin of some
vertebrates.

melatonin A hormone secreted by the pineal
gland that regulates body functions related to
seasonal day length.
membrane potential The difference in electrical charge (voltage) across a cell's plasma
membrane, due to the differential distribution of ions. Membrane potential affects the
activity of cxcitable cells and the transmcmbrane movement of all charged substances.
memory cell One of a done of long-lived lymphocytes, formed during the primary immune response, that remains in a lymphoid
organ until activated by exposure to the same
antigcn that triggcred its formation. Activated memory cells mount the sccondary immune response.
menopause The cessation of ovulation and
menstruation marking the end of a human female's reproductivc years.
menstrual q-c1e (mcn'-strii-ul) In humans and
certain other primates, a type of reproductive
cycle in which the nonpregnant endometrium
is shed through the cervix into the vagina.
menstrual flow phase That portion of the
uterine (menstrual) cycle whcn mcnstrual
bleeding occurs.
menstruation The shedding of portions of the
endometrium during a uterine (menstrual}
cycle.
meristem (mar' -uh-stem) Plant tissue that remains embryonic as long as thc plant Iiws,
allowing for indeterminate growth.
meristem identity gene A plant gene that
promotes the switch from vegetative growth
to flowering.
meroblastic cleavage (mar' -il-blas'·tik) A
type of cleavagc in which there is incomplcte
division of a yolk-rich egg, characteristic of
avian development.
mesoderm (mez'-(i-derm) The middle primary
germ layer in an animal embryo; develops
into the notochord, the lining of the coelom,
muscles, skeleton, gonads, kidneys, and most
oflhc circulatory system in sp<-eics that haw
these structures.
mesohyl (mez'-il-hil) A gelatinous region between the ""'0 layers of cells of a sponge.
mesophyll (mcz'-o-fil} The ground tissue of a
leaf, sandwiched belwem thc upper and lowcr
epidermis and specialized for photosynthesis.
mesophyll cell In C1 plants, a type oflooscly
arranged photosynthetic cell located between
the bundle sheath and the leaf surface.
messenger RNA (mRNA) A type ofRNA,
synthesized using a DNA template, that attaches to ribosomes in the cytoplasm and
specifies the primary structure of a protein.
metabolic pathway A series of chemical reactions that either builds a complex molecule
(anabolic pathway) or brcaks down a complex
molecule into simpler compounds (catabolic
pathway).
metabolic rate The total amount of energy an
animal uses in a unit of time.
metabolism (muh-tab' -uh-lizm) The totality
of an organism's chemical reactions, consisting of catabolic and anabolic path",~ys, which
manage thc material and cnergy resources of
the organism.
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metamorphosis (met' -uh-mor'-fuh-sis) A developmental transformation that turns an animallarva into either an adult or an adult·like
stage that is not yet sexually mature.
metanephridium (met'-uh-nuh-frid'-c-um)
(plural, metanephridia) An excretory organ
found in many invertebrates that typically
consists of tubules connecting ci1iah:d internal openings to external openings.
metaphase The third stage of mitosis, in which
the spindle is complete and the chromosomes, attached to microtubules at their
kinetochores, arc all aligned at the metaphase
plate.
metaphase plate An imaginary plane midway
between the two poles of a cell in metaphase
on which the centro meres of all the duplicated chromosomes arc located.
metapopulation A group of spatially separated populations of one spl'Cies that interact
through immigration and emigration.
metastasis (muh-tas'-lUh-sis) The spread of
cancer cens to locations distant from their
original site.
methanogen (meth-an'-o-jen) An organism
that obtains energy by using carbon dioxide
to oxidize hydrogen, producing methane as a
waste product; all known methanogens arc in
domain Archaea.
methyl group A chemical group consisting of a
carbon bonded to thrl'e hydrogen atoms. The
methyl group may be attached to a carbon or
to a different atom.
microclimate Very fine scale patterns of cli·
mate, such as the specific climatic conditions
underneath a log.
microevolution Evolutionary change below
the species level; change in the allele frequencies in a population over generations.
microfilament A cable composed of actin
proteins in the cytoplasm of almost every
eukaryotic cell, making up part of the
cytoskeleton and acting alone or with myosin
to cause cdl contraction; also known as an
actin filament.
micronutrient An element that an organism
needs in very small amounts and that functions as a component or cofactor ofenzymes.
See also macronutrient.
miuophyll (mT'-kro-fil) In lycophytes, a small
leaf with a single unbranched vein.
micropyle A pore in the integument(s) of an
ovule.
micro RNA (miRNA) A small, single-stranded
RNA molecule, generated from a hairpin
structure on a precursor RNA transcribed
from a particular gene. The miRNA associ·
ates with one or more proteins in a complex
that can degrade or prevent translation of an
mRNA with a complementary sequence.
miuospore A spore from a heterosporous plant
species that develops into a male gametophyte.
microtubule A hollow rod composed oftubulin
proteins that make up part of the cytoskeleton
in all eukaryotic cens and is found in cilia and
flagella.
miuovillus (plural, microvilli) One of many
fine, finger-like projections of the epithelial
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cells in the lumen of the small intestine that
increase its surface area.
midbrain One of three ancestral and embryonic regions of the vertebrate brain; develops into sensory integrating and relay
centers that send sensory information to the
cerebrum.
middle ear One of three main regions of the
vertebrate ear; in mammals, a chamber containing three small bones (the malleus, incus,
and stapes) that convey vibrations from the
eardrum to the oval window.
middle lamella (luh-mel'-uh) In plants, a thin
layer of adhesive extracellular material, primarily pectins, found between the primary
walls of adjacent young cells.
migration A regular, long-distance change in
location.
mineral In nutrition, a simple nutrient that
is inorganic and therefore cannot be
synthesized.
mineralocorticoid A steroid hormone secreted by the adrenal cortex that regulates
salt and water homeostasis.
minimum viable population (MVP) The
smallest population size at which a species is
able to sustain its numbers and survive.
mismatch repair The cellular process that
uses specific enzymes to remove and replace
incorrectly paired nucleotides.
missense mutation A base-pair substitution
that results in a codon that codcs for a different amino acid.
mitochondrial matrix The compartment of
the mitochondrion enclosed by the inner
membrane and containing enzymes and substrates for the citric acid cycle.
mitochondrion (mi' -tii-kon'-dre-un) (plural,
mitochondria) An organelle in eukaryotic cells
that serves as the site of cellular respiration.
mitosis (mT -tii'-sis) A process of nuclear
division in eukaryotic cells conventionally
divided into five stages: prophase,
prometaphase. mdaphase, anaphase, and
telophase. Mitosis conserves chromosome
number by allocating replicated chromo·
somes equally to each of the daughter nuclei.
mitotic (M) phase The phase of the cell cycle
that includes mitosis and cytokinesis.
mitotic spindle An assl'mblage of microtubules and associated proteins that is involved in the movements of chromosomes
during mitosis.
mixotroph An organism that is capable of both
photosynthesis and hderotrophy.
model A representation of a theory or
process.
model organism A particular species chosen
for research into broad biological principles
because it is representative of a larger group
and usually easy to grow in a lab.
molarity A common measure of solute concentration, referring to the number of moles of
solute per liter of solution.
mold Informal term for a fungus that grows as a
filamentous fungus, producing haploid
spores by mitosis and forming a visible
mycelium.

mole (mol) The number of grams of a substance that equals its mok'Cular weight in
daltons and contains Avogadro's number of
molecules.
molecular clock A method for estimating the
time required for a given amount of evolutionary change, based on the observation that
some fl'gions of genomes appear to evolve at
constant rates.
molecular formula A type of molecular nota·
tion representing the quantity of constituent
atoms, but not the nature of the bonds that
join them.
molecular mass The sum of the masses of all
the atoms in a molecule; sometimes called
molecular weight.
molecular systematics A scientific discipline
that uses nucleic acids or other molecules
in different species to infer evolutionary
relationships.
molecule Two or more atoms held together by
covalent bonds.
molting A process in ecdysozoo.ns in which the
exoskeleton is shed at intervals, allowing
growth by the production of a larger
exoskeleton.
monoclonal antibody (mon'-ii·kliin'-ul) Any
ofa preparation of antibodies that have been
produced by a single clone of cultured cells
and thus are all specific for the same epitopl'.
monocot Member of a clade consisting of flowering plants that have one rmbryonic seed
leaf, or cotyledon.
monogamous (muh-nog'·uh·mus) Referring
to a type of relationship in which one male
mates with just one female.
monohybrid An organism that is heterozygous
with respect to a single gene of interest. All
the offspring from a cross between parents
homozygous for different alleles are monohybrids. For example, parents of genotypes AA
and aa produce a monohybrid of genotype
A •.
monomer (mon' -uh-mer) The subunit that
serves as the building block of a polymer.
monophyletic (mon' -ii·1i -let'-ik} Pertaining
to a group of taxa that consists of a common
ancestor and all its descendants. A monophyletic taxon is equivalent to a clade.
monosaccharide (mon' -o-sak'-uh-rid} Thl'
simplest carbohydrate, active alone or serving
as a monomer for disaccharides and polysaccharides. Also known as simple sugars,
monosaccharides have molecular formulas
that are generally some multiple of CH 20.
monosomic Referring to a cen that has only
one copy of a particular chromosome instead
of the normal two.
morphogen A substance, such as Bicoid protein in Drosophila, that provides positional
information in the form of a concentration
gradient along an embryonic axis.
morphogenesis (miir'·ffi-jen'-uh-sis) The de·
velopment of body shape and organization.
morphological species concept A definition
of species in terms of measurable anatomical
criteria.
morphology An organism's external form.

moss A small, herbaceous nonvascular plant
that is a m('mber of the phylum Bryophyta.
motor neuron A nerv(' cell that transmits signals from the brain or spinal cord to muscles
or glands.
motor protein A protein that interacts with
cytoskeletal elements and other cen compo·
[lCntS, producing movement of the whole cell
or parts of the cdl.
motor system An efferent branch of the vertebrate peripheral nervous system composed of
motor neurons that carry signals to skeletal
muscles in response to external stimuli.
motor unit A single motor neuron and all the
muscle fibers it eontrols.
movement corridor A series of small clumps
or a narrow strip of quality habitat (usable by
organisms) that connects otherwise isolated
patches of quality habitat.
MPF Maturation-promoting factor (M-phasepromoting faclOr); a protein complex required for a cell to progress from late
interphase to mitosis. The active form consists of cyclin and a protein kinase.
mucus A viscous and slippery mixture of glycoproteins, ceUs, salts, and water that moistens
and protects the membranes lining body cavities that open to the exterior.
Mullerian mimicry (myu-lar'-e-un) A mutual mimicry by two unpalatable species.
multifactorial Referring to a phenotypic character that is innuenced by multipk g('nes and
environmental factors.
multigene family A collection of genes with
similar or identical sequences, presumably of
common origin.
multiple fruit A fruit derived from an innorescencI', a group of nowers tightly cluster('d
together.
muscle tissue TIssue consisting of long muscle
cells that can contract, either on its own or
when stimulated by nerve impulses.
mutagen (myu' -tuh-jen) A ch('mical or physical ag('nt that interacts with DNA and causes
a mutation.
mutation (myil·ta'-shun) A change in the nucleotide sequence of an organism's DNA, ultimately creating genetic diversity. Mutations
also can occur in the DNA or RNA of a virus.
mutualism (myu'-chu-ul-izm} A symbiotic relationship in which both participants benefit.
mycelium (mi -se' -Ie-um) The densely
branched network of hyphae in a fungus.
mycorrhiza (mi' -ko-ri '-zuh} (plural,
mycorrhiue) A mutualistic association of
plant roots and fungus.
mycosis (mi -kij'-sis) General term for a fungal
infection.
myelin sheath (mi' -uh-lin) Around the axon
of a neuron, an insulating coat of cell membranes from Schwann cdls or oligodendrocytes. It is interrupted by nodes of Ranvier,
where action potentials are generated.
myofibril (mi' -o-tJ'-bril) A fibril collectively
arranged in longitudinal bundles in muscle
cells (fibers); composed of thin filaments of
actin and a regulatory protein and thick filaments of myosin.

myoglobin (mi' -uh-glo'-bin) An oxygen-storing, pigmented protein in muscle cells.
myosin (mi' -uh-sin} A type of protein filament
that acts as a motor protein with actin filaments to cause cell contraction.
m)'otonia (mi' -uh-to'-ni -uh) Increased muscle tension, characteristic of sexual arousal in
certain human tissues.
myriapod (mir' -c-uh-pod') A terrestrial
arthropod with many body segments and one
or two pairs of legs per segment. Millipedes
and centipedes comprise the two classes of
living myriapods.
NAD+ Nicotinamide adenine dinuckotide, a
coenzyme that can accept an electron and
acts as an electron carrier in the electron
transport chain.
NADP Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate, an electron acceptor that, as
NADPH, t('mporarily stores ('nergized ek'Ctrons produced during the light reactions.
natural family planning A form of contraception that relies on refraining from sexual
intercourse when conception is most likely to
occur; also called the rhythm method.
natural killer (NK) cell A type of white blood
cell that can kill tumor cells and virusinfected cells as part of innate immunity.
natural selection A process in which organisms with certain inherited characteristics are
mor(' likely to survive and reproduce than are
organisms with other characteristics.
negative feedback A primary mechanism of
homeostasis, whereby a change in a physiological variable triggers a response that counteracts the initial change.
negative pressure breathing A breathing
system in which air is pulled into the lungs.
nematocyst (nem' -uh-tuh-sist') In a cnidocyte
of a cnidarian, a specialized capsule-like organelle containing a coiled thread that when
discharged can penetrate the body wall of the
prey.
nephron (ncr -ron) The tubular ('xcrctory unit
of the vertebrate kidney.
neritic zone The shallow region of the ocean
overlying the continental shelf.
nerve A ropelike bundle of neuron fibers (axons) tightly wrapped in connl'ctive tissue.
nerve net A weblike system of nl'UrOnS, charac·
terisUc of radially symmetrical animals, such
as hydra.
nervous system The fast-acting internal system of communication involving sensory rec('ptors, networks of n('rve cells, and
connl'Ctions to muscles and glands that respond to nerve signals; functions in concert
with the endocrine system to effect internal
regulation and maintain homeostasis.
nervous tissue TIssue made up of neurons and
supportive a'lIs.
net primary production (NPP) The gross
primary production ofan ecosystem minus
the energy used by the producers for
respiration.
neural crest cells In vertebrates, groups of
cells along the sides of the neural tube where
it pinches off from the ectoderm. The cells

migrate to various parts of the embryo and
form pigment cells in the skin and parts of
the skull, tedh, adrenal glands, and peripheral nervous system.
neural plasticity The capacity of a nervous system to change with {'};pcrience.
neural tube A tube of infolded ectodermal
cells that runs along the anterior-posterior
axis of a vertebrate, just dorsal to the notochord. It will give rise to the central nervous
system.
neurohormone A molecule that is secreted
by a neuron, travels in body fluids, and
acts on spl'Cific targ('t cells to change their
functioning.
neuron (nyllr'·on) A nerve cell; the fundamental unit of the nervous system, haVing structure and properties that allow it to conduct
signals by taking advantage of the electrical
charge across its plasma membrane.
neuropeptide A relatively short chain of
amino aeids that serves as a neurotransmitter.
neurotransmitter A molecule that is released
from the synaptic terminal of a neuron at a
chemical synapse, diffuses across the synaptic
cleft. and binds to the postsynaptic cell. triggering a response.
neutral theory The hypothesis that mueh evolutionarychange in genes and proteins has no
effecl on fitness and therefore is not influenced by Darwinian natural selection.
neutral variation GenNic variation that docs
not appear to provide a selective advantage or
disadvantage.
neutron A subatomic particle haVing no electrical charge (electrically neutral), with a mass
of about 1.7 x 10 24 g, found in the nucleus
of an atom.
neutrophil The most abundant type of white
blood cell. Neutrophils are phagocytic and
tend to self-destruct as they destroy foreign
invaders, limiting their life span to a few days.
nitric oxide (NO) A gas produced by many
types of cells that functions as a local regulator and as a neurotransmitter.
nitrogen cycle The natural process by which
nitrogen, either from the atmosphere or
from decomposed organic material, is converted by soil bacteria to compounds that
can be assimilated by plants. This incorporated nitrogen is th('n taken in by other organisms and subsequently released, acted on
by bacteria, and made available again to the
nonliving environ ment.
nitrogen fixation The conversion of atmospheric nitrogen (N:J to ammonia (NH 3 ).
Biological nitrogen fixation is carried out by
certain prokaryotes, some of which have
mutualistic relationships with plants.
nociceptor (no' -si-sep'-tur) A sensory receptor that responds to noxious or painful stimuli; also called a pain receptor.
node A point along the stem of a plant at which
leaves are attached.
node of Ranvier (ron' -ve-a'} Gap in the
myelin sheath of certain axons where an action potential may be gl'fi('rated.ln saltatory
conduction, an action potential is regenerated
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at each node, appearing to "jump· along the
axon from node to node.
nodule A swelling on the root of a legume.
Nodules are composed of plant cells that con·
tain nitrogen-fixing bacteria oflhe genus
Rhizobium.
noncompetitive inhibitor A substance that
reduces the activity of anl'nzyme by binding
to a location remote from the active site,
changing the enzyme's shape so that the active site no longer functions effectively.
nondisjunction An error in meiosis or mitosis
in which members of a pair of homologous
chromosomes or a pair of sister chromatids
fail to separate properly from each other.
nonequilibrium model A model that maintains that communities change constantly after being buffeted by disturbances.
nonpolar covalent bond A type of covalent
bond in which electrons arc shan'ti equally between two atoms of similar electronegativity.
nonsense mutation A mutation that changes
an amino acid codon to one of the three stop
codons, resulting in a shorter and usually
nonfunctional protein.
norepinephrine A catecholamine that is
chemically and functionally similar to epinephrine and acts as a hormone or neurotransmitter; also known as noradrenaline.
norm of reaction The range of phenotypes
produced by a single genotype, due to environmental innuences.
normal range An upper and lower limit of a
variable.
Northern blotting A technique that enables
specific nucleotide sequences to be detected
in a sample of mRNA. It involves gel electrophoresis of RNA molecules and their
transfer to a membrane (blotting), followed
by nucleic acid hybridization with a labeled
probe.
northern coniferous forest A terrestrial
biome characterized by long, cold winters
and dominated by cone-bearing trees.
no-till agriculture A plOWing technique that
involves creating furrows. resulting in minimal disturbance of the soil.
notochord (no' -tuh-kord') A longitudinal, nexible rod made of tightly packed mesodermal
cells that runs along thc anterior-posterior
axis of a chordate in the dorsal part of the
body.
nuclear envelope The double membrane in a
eukaryotic cell that encloses the nucleus, separating it from the cytoplasm.
nuclear lamina A netlike array of protein filaments lining the inner surface of the nuclear
envelope; it helps maintain the shape of the
nucleus.
nucleariid Member of a group of unicellular,
amocboid protists that arl' more closely related to fungi than they are to other protists.
nuclease An enzyme that cuts DNA or RNA,
either removing one or a few bases or hydrolyzing the DNA or RNA completely into
its component nucleotides.
nucleic acid (nu-kla' -ik) A polymer (polynucleotide) consisting of many nucleotide
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monomers; serves as a blueprint for proteins
and, through the actions of proteins, for all
cellular activities. The two types arc DNA
and RNA.
nucleic acid hybridization The process of
base pairing between a gene and a compleml'ntary sequencc on another nucleic acid
mokcule.
nucleic acid probe In DNA technology, alabeled single·stranded nucleic acid molecule
used to locate a spedfic nucleotide sequence
in a nucleic acid sample. Molecules of the
probe hydrogen-bond to the complementary
sequence wherever it occurs; radioactive or
othl'r labeling of the probe allows its location
to be detected.
nucleoid (nii' -kle-oyd) A dense region of DNA
in a prokaryotic cell.
nucleolus (nii-kle'-o-lus) (plural, nucleoli) A
specialized structure in the nucleus, consisting of chromatin regions containing ribosomal RNA genes along with ribosomal
proteins imported from the cytoplasmic site
of rRNA synthesis and ribosomal subunit assembly. See also ribosome.
nucleosome (nu' -klc-o-siim') The basic,
bead· like unit of DNA packing in eubr)'otes,
consisting of a segment of DNA wound
around a protein core composed of two
copies of each of four types of histone.
nucleotide (nii' -kle-o·nd') The building block
of a nucleic acid, consisting of a five-carbon
sugar covalently bonded to a nitrogenous
base and a phosphate group.
nucleotide excision repair A repair system
that removes and then correctly replaces a
damaged segment of DNA using the undamaged strand as a guide.
nucleus (I) An atom's central core, containing
protons and neutrons. (2) The chromosomecontaining organelle of a eukaryotic cell. (3)
A cluster of neuroll5.
nutrition The process by which an
organism takes in and makes usc of food
substances.
obligate aerobe (ob'.lig-et ar'·ob) An organism that requires oxygen for cellular respiration and cannot live without it.
obligate anaerobe (ob' -lig-ct an' -uh-rob) An
organism that only carries out fermentation
or anaerobic respiration. Such organisms
cannot use oxygen and in fact may be poisoned by it.
oceanic pelagic zone Most of the ocean's
waters far from shore, constantly mixed
by ocean currents.
odorant A molecule that can be detected by
sensory receptors of the olfactory system.
Okazaki fragment (0' -kah-zah'-ke) A short
segment of DNA synthesized away from the
replication fork on a templah: strand during
DNA replication, many of which are joined
together to make up the lagging strand of
newly synthesized DNA.
olfaction The sense of smell.
oligodendrocyte A type of glial cell that forms
insulating myelin sheaths around the axons of
neurons in the central nervous system.

oligotrophic lake A nutrient-poor, clear lake
with fl'w phytoplankton.
ommatidium (om' -uh-tid'-e-um) (plural,
ommatidia) One of the facets of the compound eye of arthropods and some polychaete worms.
omnivore An animal that regularly cats animals
as well as plants or algae.
oncogene (on' -ko-jcn) A gene found in viral
or cellular genomes that is involved in trig·
gering molecular events that can lead to
cancer.
oocyte A cell in the female reproductive system
that differentiates to form an egg.
oogenesis (ii' -uh-jen'-uh-sis) The process in
the ovary that results in the production of female gametes.
oogonium (0' -uh- go' one-em) A cell that divides mitotically to form oocytes.
oomycete (0' -uh-mi'- set) A protist with flagellated cells, such as a water mold, white rust,
or downy mildew, that acquires nutrition
mainly as a decomposer or plant parasite.
open circulatory system A circulatory system in which fluid called hemolymph bathes
the tissues and organs directly and there is no
distinction between the circulating fluid and
the interstitial nuid.
operant conditioning (op' -er-ent) A type of
associative learning in which an animal learns
to associate one of its own behaviors with a
reward or punishment and then tends to repeat or avoid that behavior; also called trial·
and·error learning.
operator In bacterial DNA, a sequence of nucleotides ncar the start of an operon to which
an active repressor can attach. The binding of
the repressor prevents RNA polymerase from
attaching to the promoter and transcribing
the genes of the operon.
operculum (o-per' -kyuh-lum) In aquatic osteichthyans, a protective bony flap that covers
and prokcts the gills.
operon (op' -er-on) A unit of genetic function
found in bacteria and phages, consisting of a
promoter, an operator, and a coordinately
regulated cluster of genes whose products
function in a common pathway.
opisthokont (uh-pis' -thuh-kont') Member of
the diverse clade Opisthokonta, organisms
that descended from an ancestor with a posterior flagellum, including fungi, animals, and
certain protists.
opposable thumb A thumb that can touch the
ventral surfacc of the fingertips of all four fingers.
opsin A membrane protein bound to a light·
absorbing pigment molecule_
optic chiasm The place where the two optic
nerves meet and where the sensations from
the left visual field of both eyes are transmitted to the right side of the brain and the sensations from the right visual field of both
eyes are transmitted to the left side of the
brain.
optimal foraging model The basis for analyzing behavior as a compromise between
feeding costs and feeding benefits.

oral cavity The mouth of an animal.
orbital The three-dimensional space where an
electron is found 90% of the time.
order In classification, the taxonomic category
above the level of family.
organ A spedalized center of body function
composed of several different types of tissues.
organ identity gene A plant homeotic gene
that uses positional information to determine
whieh emerging leaves develop into which
types of floral organs.
organ of Corti The actual hearing organ of the
vertebrate ear, located in the floor of the
cochlear duct in the inner car; contains the
receptor cells (hair cells) of the car.
organ system A group of organs that work together in performing vital body (unctions.
organelle (Or-guh-nel') Any of several membrane-enclosed structures with specialized
functions, suspended in the cytosol of
eukaryotic cells.
organic chemistry The study of carbon compounds (organic compounds).
organismal ecology The branch of ecology
concerned with the morphological, physiological, and behavioral ways in which individual organisms meet the challenges posed by
their biotic and abiotic environments.
organogenesis (or-gan' -o-jen'-uh-sis) The
process in which organ rudiments develop
from the three germ layers after gastrulation.
orgasm Rhythmic, involuntary contractions of
certain reproductive structures in both sexes
during the human sexual response cyde.
origin of replication Site where the replication of a DNA molecule begins, consisting of
a specific sequence of nuckotides_
orthologous genes Homologous genes that
are found in different species because of
speciation.
osculum (os'-kyuh-lum} A large opening in a
sponge that connects the spongocoel to the
environment.
osrnoconformer An animal that is isoosmotic
with its environment.
osmolarity (oz' -mo-tar'-uh-te) Solute concentration expressed as molarity.
osmoregulation Regulation of solute concentrations and water balance by a cell or
organism.
osmoregulator An animal that controls its in·
ternal osmolarity independent of the external
environment.
osmosis (oz-mo' -sis) The diffusion of water
across a selectively permeable membrane.
osmotic potential A component of water
potential that is proportional to the osmolarity of a solution and that measures the effect of solutes on the direction of water
movement; also called solute potential, it
can be either zero or negative.
osteichthyan (os' -te-ik'-the-an} Member of a
vertebrate subgroup with jaws and mostly
bony skeletons.
outer ear One of three main regions of the ear
in reptiles (induding birds) and mammals;
made up of the auditory canal and, in many
birds and mammals, the pinna.

outgroup A species or group of species from an
evolutionary lineage that is known to have diverged before the lineage that contains the
group of species being studied. An outgroup
is selected so that its memhcrs are dosely related to the group of species being studied,
but not as closely related as any study-group
members arc to each other.
oval window In the vertebrate car, a membrane-covered gap in the skull bone, through
which sound waves pass from the middle ear
to the inner ear.
ovarian cycle (o-var' -e-un) The cydic recurrence of the follicular phase, ovulation, and
the luteal phase in the mammalian ovary, regulated by hormones.
ovary (0' -mh-re} (I) In flowers, the portion of
a carpel in which the egg-containing ovules
develop. (2) In animals, the structure that
produces female gametes and reproductive
hormones.
overnourishment The consumption of more
calories than the body needs for normal
metabolism.
oviduct (0' -mh-duct} A tube passing from the
ovary to the vagina in invertebrates or to the
uterus in vertebrates, where it is also known
as a fallopian tube.
oviparous (o-vip' -uh-rus) Referring to a type
of development in which young hatch from
eggs laid outside the mother's body.
ovoviviparous (0' -vo-vi-vip' -uh-rus} Referring to a type of development in which young
hatch from eggs that are retained in the
mother·s uterus.
ovulation The release of an egg from an ovary.
In humans, an ovarian follide releases an egg
during each uterine (menstrual) cycle.
ovule (0'.vyUl) A structure that develops within
the ovary of a seed plant and contains the
female gametophyte.
oxidation The loss of electrons from a substance involved in a redox reaction.
oxidative phosphorylation (fos' -fOr-uh-la'shun) The production of ATP using energy
derived from the redox reactions of an electron transport chain; the third major stage of
cellular respiration.
oxidizing agent The electron acceptor in a
redox reaction.
oxytocin (ok' -sHo'·sen) A hormone produced
by the hypothalamus and released from the
posterior pituitary. It induces contractions of
the uterine muscles during labor and causes
the mammary glands to eject milk during
nursing.
P generation The parent individuals from
which offspring are derived in studies of inheritance; P stands for "parental."
l' site One of a rilmsome's three binding sites
for tRNA during translation. The P site
holds the tRNA earrying the growing
polypeptide chain. (P stands for peptidyl
tRNA.)
p53 gene A tumor-suppressor gene that codes
for a specific transcription factor that promotes the synthesis of cell cycle-inhibiting
proteins.

paedomorphosis (pc' -duh-mor'-fuh-sis) The
retention in an adult organism of the juvenile
features of its evolutionary ancestors.
pain receptor A sensory receptor that re·
sponds to noxious or painful stimuli; also
called a nociceptor.
paleoanthropology The study of human origins and evolution.
paleontology (pa' -Ie-un-tol'-o-jc) The scientifk study of fossils.
pancreas (pan' -kre-us) A gland with the following dual functions: The nonendocrine
portion functions in digestion, scereting enzymes and an alkaline solution into the small
intestine via a duct; the duetless endocrine
portion functions in homeostasis, secreting
the hormones insulin and glucagon into the
blood.
pandemic A global epidemic_
Pangaea (pan-je' -uh) The supercontinent that
formed near the end of the Paleozoic era,
when plate movements brought all the landmasses of Earth together.
parabasalid A protist, such as a trichomonad,
with modified mitochondria.
paracrine Referring to a secreted molecule that
acts on a neighboring cell.
paralogous genes Homologous genes that are
found in the same genome as a result of gene
duplication.
paraphyletic (par' -uh-n-Iet'-ik) Pertaining toa
group of taxa that consists of a common ancestor and some, but not all, of its descendants.
parareptile First major group of reptiles to
emerge, consisting mostly of large, stocky
quadrupedal herbivores; died out in the late
Triassic period.
parasite (par' -uh-sit} An organism that feeds
on the cell contents, tissues, or body fluids of
another species (the host) while in or on the
host organism. Parasites harm but usually do
not kill their host.
parasitism (par' -uh-sit-izm) A symbiotic relationship in which one organism, the parasite,
benefits at the expense of another, the host,
by living either within or on the host.
parasympathetic division One of three divisions ofthe autonomic nervous system; generally enhances body activities that gain and
conserve energy, such as digestion and
redueed heart rate.
parathyroid gland Any of four small endocrine glands, embedded in the surface of
the thyroid gland, that sccrete parathyroid
hormone.
parathyroid hormone (PTH) A hormone sccreted by the parathyroid glands that raises
blood calcium level by promoting calcium release (rom bone and calcium retention by the
kidneys.
parenchyma cell (puh-ren' -ki-muh) A rela·
tively unspecialized plant cell type that carries out most of the metabolism, synthesizes
and stores organic products, and develops
into a more differentiated cell type.
parental type An offspring with a phenotype
that matches one of the parental phenotyp<'s;
also refers to the phenotype itself.
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Parkinson's disease A progressive brain dis·
case characterized by difficulty in initiating
movements, slowness of movement, and
rigidity.
parthenogenesis (par' -thuh-no' -jen'-uh-sis)
Asexual reproduction in which females produce offspring from unfertilized eggs.
partial pressure The pressure exerted by a
particular gas in a mixture of gases (for instance, the pressure exerted by oxygen in air}.
passive immunity Short-term immunity conferred by the transfer of antibodies, as occurs
in thl' transfer of maternal antibodies to a
fetus or nursing infant.
passive transport The diffusion of a substance
across a biological membrane with no expenditure of energy.
pathogen An organism or virus that causes
disease.
pattern formation The development of a multicellular organism's spatial organization, the
arrangement of organs and tissues in their
characteristic places in three-dimensional
space.
peat Extensive deposits of partiaUy decayed organic material formed primarily from the
wetland moss Sphagnum.
pedigree A diagram of a family tree showing
the occurrence of heritable characters in parents and offspring over multiple generations.
penis The copulatory structure of male
mammals.
PEP carboxylase An enzyme that adds CO 2
to phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to form
oxaloacetate in C. plants. It acts prior to
photosynthesis.
pepsin An enzyme present in gastric juice that
begins the hydrolysis of proteins.
pepsinogen The inactive form of pepsin that is
first secreted by chiefcells located in gastric
pits of the stomach.
peptide bond The covalent bond between the
carboxyl group on onc amino acid and the
amino group on another, formed by a dehydration reaction.
peptidoglycan (pep' -tid-o-gIT'-kan) A type of
polymer in bacterial cell walls consisting of
modified sugars cross-linked by short
polypeptides.
perception Thc interpretation of sensory sys·
tem input by the brain.
perennial (puh-ren' -e-ul) A flowering plant
that lives for many years.
pericyde The outermost layer in the vascular
cyUnder from which lateral roots arise.
periderm (par' -uh-dcrm') The protective coat
that replaces the epidermis in woody plants
during secondary growth. formed of the cork
and cork cambium.
peripheral nervous system (PNS) The sensory and motor neurons that connect to the
central nervous system.
peripheral protein A protein loosely bound
to the surface of a membrane or to part of an
integral protein and not embedded in the
lipid bilayer.
peristalsis (par' -uh-stal'-sis) (1) Alternating
waves of contraction and relaxation in the
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smooth muscles lining the alimentary canal
that push food along the canal. (2} A type of
mOVl'ment on land produced by rhythmic
waves of muscle contractions passing from
front to back, as in many annelids.
peristome A ring of interlocking. tooth-like
structures on the upper part of a moss cap·
sule (sporangium), often spl'Cialized for grad.
ual spore discharge.
peri tubular capillary One of the tiny blood
vessels that form a network surrounding the
proximal and distal tubules in the kidney.
permafrost A permanently frozen soil layer.
peroxisome (puh-rok' -suh-som') An organelle
containing enzymes that transfer hydrogen
(H·l } from various substrates to oxygen (OI}'
producing and then degrading hydrogen
peroxide (H 20:J.
petal A modified leaf of a flowering plant. Petals
arc the often colorful parts of a flower that
advertise it to insects and other pollinators.
petiole (pet' -e-ol) The stalk of a leaf. which
joins the leaf to a node of the stem.
pH A measure of hydrogen ion concentration equal
to -log [Wl and ranging in value from Oto 14.
phage (raj) A virus that infects bacteria; also
called a bacteriophage,
phagocytosis (fag' -o-sT -to'-sis) A type of
endocytosis in which large particulate
substances are taken up by a cell. It is carried
out by some protists and by certain immune
cells of animals (in mammals. mainly
macrophages, neutrophils. and dendritic
cells),
pharyngeal deft (fuh-rin' -je-ul) In chordate
embryos. one of the grooves that separate a
series of pouches along thl' sides of the pharynx and may develop into a pharyngeal slit.
pharyngeal slit (fuh-rin' -je-ul} In chordate
embryos. one of the slits that form from the
pharyngeal clefts and communicate to the
outside, later developing into gill slits in
many vertebrates.
pharynx (rar'.inks) (I) An area in the vertebrate throat where air and food passages
cross. (2) In flatv.-orms, the muscular tube
that protrudes from the ventral side of the
worm and ends in the mouth.
phase change A shift from one developml'ntal
phase to another.
phenotype (fe'-no-tip} The physical and physiological traits of an organism, which are determined by its genetic makeup.
pheromone (rar' -uh-mon} In animals and
fungi, a small molecule released into the environment that functions in communication
between members of the same species. In animals, it acts much like a hormone in influencing physiology and behavior.
phloem (flo' -em} Vascular plant tissue consist·
ing of living cells arranged into elongated
tub('s that transport sugar and other organic
nutrients throughout the plant.
phloem sap The sugar-rich solution carried
through sieve tubes.
phosphate group A chemical group consisting
of a phosphorus atom bonded to four oxygen
atoms; important in energy transfer.

phospholipid (fos' -to-lip'-id) A lipid made up
of glycerol joined to two fatty acids and a phosphate group. The hydrocarbon chains of the
fatty acids act as nonpolar. hydrophobic tails,
while the rest of the molecule acts as a polar,
hydrophilic head. Phospholipids form bilayers
that function as biological membranes.
phosphorylated Referring to a molecule that
is covalently bonded to a phosphate group.
photic zone (to' -tic) The narrow top layer of
an ocean or lake, where light penetrates sufficiently for photosynthesis to occur.
photoautotroph (fo' -to-OI'·o-trof} An organ·
ism that harnesses light l'nergy to drive the
synthesis of organic compounds from carbon
dioxide.
photoheterotroph (fO' -to-het'-er-o-trOf) An
organism that uses light to generate ATP but
must obtain carbon in organic form.
photomorphogcnesis Effects of light on plant
morphology.
photon (fO' -ton} A quantum. or discrete quantity, of light energy that behaves as if it were a
particle.
photoperiodism (to' .to-per'-e·o-dizm) A
physiological response to photoperiod, the
relative lengths of night and day. An example
of photoperiodism is flowering,
photophosphorylation (fO' -to-fos'-fOr-uhla' -shun} The process of generating ATP
from ADP and phosphate by means of a
proton-motive force generated across the
thylakoid membrane of the chloroplast or
the membrane of certain prokaryotes during
the light reactions of photosynthesis.
photoreceptor An electromagnetic receptor
that detects the radiation known as visible
light.
photorespiration A metabolic pathway that
consumes oxygen and ATP. releases carbon
dioxide, and decreases photosynthetic output. Photorespiration generally occurs on
hot. dry, bright days, when stomata close and
the oxygen concentration in the leaf exceeds
that of carbon dioxide.
photosynthesis (to' -to-sin'-thi·sis) The conversion of light energy to chemical energy
that is stored in sugars or other organic compounds; occurs in plants, algae, and certain
prokaryotes.
photosystem A light-capturing unit located in
the thylakoid membrane of the chloroplast or
in the membrane of some probryotes. consisting of a reaction·center complex sur·
rounded by numerous light-harvesting
complexes. Therl' arc two types of photosys.
terns. [and ll; they absorb light best at different wavelengths.
photosystem I (PS I) One of two light-capturing units in a chloroplast's thylakoid membrane or in the membrane of some
probryotes; it has two molecules ofP700
chlorophyll a at its reaction center,
photosystem II (PS II) One of two light-capturing units in a chloroplast's thylakoid membrane or in the membrane of some
probryotes; it has two molecules ofP680
chlorophyn a at its reaction center,

phototropism (10' -tiJ.tro'-pizm) Growth of a
plant shoot toward or away from Ught_
phragmoplast (frag' -mo-plast') An alignment
of cytoskeletal elements and Golgi-derived
vesicles that forms across the midline of a dividing plant cell.
phyllotaxy (fil' -uh-tak' -se) The arrangement
of leaves on the shoot of a plant.
PhyloCode System of classification of organisms based on evolutionary relationships:
Only groups that include a common ancestor
and all of its descendents are named.
phylogenetic bracketing An approach in
which features shared by two groups of organisms are predicted (by parsimony) to be
present in their common ancestor and all of
its descendants.
phylogenetic species concept A definition
of species as the smallest group of individuals
that share a common ancestor, forming one
branch on the tree of life.
phylogenetic tree A branching diagram that
represents a hypothesis about the evolutionary history of a group of organisms.
phylogeny (fi-Ioj' -uh-ne) The evolutionary
history of a species or group of related
species.
phylum (fi' -Ium) (plural, phyla) In classification, the taxonomic category above class.
physical map A genetic map in which the actual physical distances betwel'n genes or
other genetic markers are expressed, usually
as the number of base pairs along the DNA.
physiology The processes and functions of an
organism and their study.
ph)1ochrome (fi'-tuh-krom) A type of light receptor in plants that mostly absorbs red light
and regulates many plant responses, such as
seed germination and shade avoidance.
phytoremediation An emerging nondestructive biotechnology that seeks to cheaply reclaim contaminated areas by taking
advantage of some plant species' ability to extract heavy metals and other pollutants from
the soil and to concentrate them in easily harvested portions of the plant.
pineal gland (pi '-ne-ul) A small gland on the
dorsal surface of the vertebrate forebrain that
secretes the hormone mclatonin.
pinocytosis (pi '-no-si-to'-sis) A type of endocytosis in which the ccll ingests extracellular
nuid and its dissolved solutes.
pistil A single carpel or a group of fused carpels.
pith Ground tissue that is internal to the vascular tissue in a stem; in many monocot roots,
parenchyma cells that form the central core
of the vascular cylinder.
pituitary gland (puh-tii'-uh-tar'-e) An endocrine gland at the base of the hypothalamus; consists of a posterior lobl'
(neurohypophysis), which stores and releases
two hormones produced by the hypothalamus, and an anterior lobe (adenohypophysis),
which produces and secretes many hormones
that regulate diverse body functions.
placenta (pluh-sen' -tuh) A structure in the
prrgnant uterus for nourishing a viviparous
fetus with the mother's blood supply; formed

from the uterine lining and embryonic
membranes.
placental transfer cell A plant cell that enhances the transfer of nutrients from parent
to embryo.
placoderm A member of an extinct class of
fishlike vertebrates that had jaws and were
enclosed in a tough outrr armor.
planarian A free-living flatworm found in unpolluted ponds and streams.
Plantae (plan'-ta) The kingdom that consists of
multicellular eukaryotes that carry out photosynthesis.
plasma (pIn' -muh) The liquid matrix of blood
in which the cells are suspended.
plasma cell The antibody-secreting effector
cell of humoral immunity; arises from antigen-stimulated B cells.
plasma membrane The membrane at the
boundary ofevery cell that acts as a selective
barrier, regulating the cell's chemical
composition.
plasmid (plaz'-mid) A small, circular. doublestranded DNA molecule that carries accessory genes separate from those of a bacterial
chromosome. Plasmids arl' also found in
some eukaryotes, such as yeasts.
plasmodesma (plaz' -mo-dez'-muh) (plural,
plasmodesmata) An open channel in the cell
wall of a plant through which strands of cytosol connect from an adjacent cell.
plasmodial slime mold (pln-mo'-de-ul) A
type of protist that has amoeboid cells, flagellated cells, and a plasmodial feeding stage in
its life cycle.
plasmodium A single mass of cytoplasm containing many diploid nuclei that forms during
the life cycle of some slime molds.
plasmogamy (plaz-moh'-guh-me} The fusion
of the cytoplasm of cells from two individuals; occurs as one stage of syngamy
(fertilization).
plasmolysis (plaz-mol'-uh-sis) A phenomenon
in walled cells in which the cytoplasm shrivels and the plasma membrane pulls away
from the cell wall; occurs when the cell loses
water to a hypertonic environment.
plastid One of a family of closely related organelles that includes chloroplasts, chromoplasts, and amyloplasts (Ieucoplasts). Plastids
are found in cells of photosynthetic
organisms.
platelet A pinched-off cytoplasmic fragment of
a specialized bone marrow cell. Platelets circulate in the blood and arc important in
blood clotting.
pleiotropy (pli -0' -truh-pe) The ability of a single gene to have multiple effects.
pluripotent Describing a cell that can give rise
to many, but not all, parts of an organism.
point mutation A change in a gcne at a single
nucleotide pair.
polar covalent bond A covalent bond between atoms that differ in e1ecrronegativity.
The shared electrons are pulled closer to the
more electronegative atom, making it
slightly negative and the othl'r atom slightly
positive.

polar molecule A molecule (such as water)
with opposite charges on different ends of the
molecule.
polarity A lack of symmetry; structural differences in opposite ends of an organism or
structure, such as the root end and shoot end
of a plant.
pollen grain In seed plants, a structure consisting of the male gametophyte enclosed
within a pollen wall.
pollen tube A tube formed after germination
of the pollen grain that functions in the delivery of sperm to the ovule.
pollination (pol' -uh-na'-shun} The transfer
of pollcn to the part ofa seed plant containing the ovules, a process required for
fertilization.
poly.A tail A sequence of 50 to 250 adenine
nucleotides added onto the 3' end of a premRNA molecule.
polyandry (pol' -e-an'-dre) A polygamous mating system involVing one female and many
males.
polygamous Referring to a type of relationship
in which an individual of one sex mates with
several of the other.
polygenic inheritance (pol' -e-jen'-ik) An additive effect of two or more genes on a single
phenotypic character.
polygyny (puh-lij'-en-e) A polygamous mating
system involving one male and many females.
polymer (pol' -uh-mer) A long molecule consisting of many similar or identical
monomers linked together.
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (puhlim'-uh-ras) A technique for amplifying
DNA in vitro by incubating it with specific
primers, a heat-resistant DNA polymerase,
and nucleotides.
polynucleotide (pol' -e-nij'-kle-o-tid} A polymer consisting of many nucleotide
monomers in a chain; nucleotides can be
those of DNA or RNA.
polyp The sessile variant of the cnidarian body
plan. The alternate form is the medusa.
polypeptide (pol' -e-pep'-tid) A polymer
(chain) of many amino acids linked together
by peptide bonds.
polyphyletic (pol' -e-fi-Iet'-ik) Pertaining to a
group of taxa derived from two or more different ancestors.
polyploidy (pol' -e-ploy'-de) A chromosomal
alteration in which the organism possesses
more than two complete chromosome sets. It
is the result of an accident of cell division.
polyribosome (polysome) (pol' -c-6'-bosom') A group of several ribosomes attached
to, and translating, the same messenger RNA
molecule.
polysaccharide (pol' -e-sak'-uh-rid) A polymer of many monosaccharidcs, formcd by
dehydration reactions.
polytomy (puh-lit' -uh-me} In a phylogenetic
tree, a branch point from which more than
two descendant taxa emerge. A polytomy
indicates that the evolutionary relationships
among the descendant taxa arc not yet
clear.
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pons Portion of the brain that participates in
certain automatic, homcostatic functions,
such as regulating the breathing centers in
the medulla.
population A localized group of individuals of
the same species that can interbreed, producing fcrtik offspring.
population dynamics The study of how complex interactions between biotic and abiotic
factors influence variations in population
size.
population ecology The study of populations
in relation to their environment, including
environmental influences on population density and distribution, age structure, and variations in population size.
positional information Molecular cues that
control pattern formation in an animal or
plant embryonic structure by indicating a
cell's location relative to the organism's body
axes. These cues elicit a response by genes
that regulate development.
positive feedback A physiological control
mechanism in which a change in a variable
triggers ml'Chanisms that amplify the change.
positive pressure breathing A breathing system in which air is forced into the lungs.
posterior Pertaining to the rear, or tail end, of a
bilaterally symmetrical animal.
posterior pituitary Also called the neurohypophysis; an extension of the hypothalamus
composed of nervous tissue that secretes oxytocin and antidiuretic hormone made in the
hypothalamus; a temporary storage site for
these hormones.
postsynaptic cell The target cell at a synapse.
postzygotic barrier (post' -zi-got'-ik) Are·
productive barrier that prevent hybrid zygotes produced by two different species from
developing into viable, fertile adults.
potential energy The energy that matter possesses as a result of its location or spatial
arrangement (structure).
predation An interaction between species in
which one species, the predator, eats the
other, the prey.
pregnancy The condition of carrying one or
more embryos in the uterus.
pre prophase band Microtubules in the cortex
(outer cytoplasm) of a cell that are concentrated into a ring.
prepuce (pre' -pyus) A fold of skin covering the
head of the clitoris or penis.
pressure potential (IV p) A component of ..., ater potential that consists of the physical
pressure on a solution, which can be positive,
zero, or negative.
presynaptic cell The transmitting cell at a
synapse.
pre zygotic barrier (pre' -ii-got'-ik) A reproductive barrkr that impedes mating bdween
species or hinders fertilization if interspecific
mating is attempted.
primary cell wallIn plants, a relatively thin
and flexible layer first secreted by a young
cell.
primary consumer An herbivore; an organism that eats plants or other autotrophs.
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primary electron acceptor In the thylakoid
ml:mbrane of a chloroplast or in the membrane of some prokaryotes, a specialized
molecule that shares the reaction-center
complex with a pair of chlorophyll a molecules and that accepts an electron from
them.
primary growth Growth produced by apical
meristems, lengthening stems and roots.
primary immune response The initial acquired immune response to an antigen, which
appears after a lag of about 10 to 17 days.
primary oocyte (0'·uh·sTt) An oocyte prior to
completion of meiosis 1.
primary plant body The tissues produced by
apical meristems, which lengthen stems and
roots.
primary producer An autotroph, usually a pho·
tosynthetic organism. Collectively, autotrophs
make up the trophic level of an l'COsystem that
ultimately supports all other levels.
primary production The amount of light energy converted to chemical energy (organic
compounds) by autotrophs in an ecosystem
during a given time period.
primary structure The level of protein structure referring to the specific sequence of
amino acids.
primary succession A type ofecological succession that occurs in an area where there
were originally no organisms present and
where soil has not yet formed.
primary transcript An initial RNA transcript;
also called pre-mRNA when transcribed from
a protein-coding gene.
primary visual cortex The destination in the
occipitallobc of the cerebrum for most of the
axons from the lateral geniculate nuclei.
primase An enzyme that joins RNA nucleotides
to make the primer using the parental DNA
strand as a template.
primer A short stretch of RNA with a free 3'
end, bound by complementary base pairing
to the template strand, that is elongated with
DNA nucleotides during DNA replication.
primitive streak A thickening along the future
anterior-posterior axis on the surface of an
early avian or mammalian embryo, caused by
a piling up of cells as they congregate at the
midline before moving into the embryo.
prion An infectious agent that is a misfolded
version of a normal cellular protein. Prions
appear to increase in number by converting
correctly folded versions of the protein to
more prions.
problem solving The cognitive activity of devising a method to proceed from one state toanother in the face of real or apparent obstacles.
producer An organism that produces organic
compounds from CO 2 by harnessing light energy (in photosynthesis) or by oxidizing inorganic chemicals (in chemosynthetic reactions
carried out by some prokaryotes).
product A material resulting from a chemical
reaction.
production efficiency The percentage of energy stored in food that is not used for respiration or eliminated as waste.

progesterone A steroid hormone that prepares
the uterus for pregnancy; the major progestin
in mammals.
progestin Any steroid hormone with proges·
tcrone-like activity.
progymnosperm (pro' -jim'-no-sperm) An
extinct seedless vascular plant that may be
ancestral to seed plants.
prokaryotic cell (pro' ·kar'-e_ot' -ik) A type of
cell1acking a membrane-enclosed nucleus
and membrane-enclosed organelles. Organ.
isms with prokaryotic cens (bacteria and
archaea) are called prokaryotes.
prolactin (PRL) A hormone produced and
secreted by the anterior pituitary with a great
diversity of effects in different vertebrate
species. In mammals, it stimulates growth of
and milk production by the mammary
glands.
proliferative phase That portion of the uterine (menstrual) cycle when the endometrium
regenerates and thickens.
prometaphase The second stage of mitosis, in
which discrete chromosomes consisting of
identical sister chromatids appear, the nuclear envclope fragments, and the spindle microtubules attach to the kinetochores of the
chromosomes.
promiscuous Referring to a type of relationship in which mating occurs with no strong
pair-bonds or lasting relationships.
promoter A spl'Cific nucleotide scquence in
DNA that binds RNA polymerase, positioning it to start transcribing RNA at the appropriate place.
prophage (pro' -iaj) A phage genome that has
been inserted into a specific site on a bacterial chromosome.
prophase The first stage of mitosis, in which
the chromatin condenses, the mitotic spindle
begins to form, and the nucleolus disappears,
but the nucleus remains intact.
prostaglandin (PG) (pros' -tuh-glan'-din)
One of a group of modified fatty acids sccreted by virtually all tissues and performing
a wide variety offunctions as local regulators.
prostate gland (pros' -tat) A gland in human
males that secretes an acid-neutralizing corn·
ponent of semen.
protease An enzyme that digests proteins by
hydrolysis.
proteasome A giant protein complex that recognizes and destroys proteins tagged for
elimination by the small protein ubiquitin.
protein (pro' -ten) A functional biological molecule consisting of one or more polypeptides
folded and coiled into a specific three-dimensional structure.
protein kinase An enzyme that transfers phosphate groups from ATP to a protein, thus
phosphorylating the protein.
protein phosphatase An enzyme that removes phosphate groups from (dephosphorylates) proteins, often functioning to reverse
the effect of a protein kinase.
proteoglycan (pro' -te-o-gli'-kan) A glycoprotein
consisting of a small core protein with many
carbohydrate chains attached, fOWld in the

extracellular matrix of animal ceUs. A proteoglyCUll may consist of up to 95% carbohydrate.
proteomics (pro' -te-o'·miks) The systematic
study of the full protein sets (proteQmes) encoded by genomes.
protist An informal term applied to any eukaryote that is not a plant, animal, or fungus.
Most protists arc unicellular, though some
arc colonial or multicellular.
prolobiont A collection of abiolically produced
molecules surrounded by a membrane or
membrane-like structure.
proton (pro' -ton) A subatomic particle with a
single positive electrical charge, with a mass
of about 1.7 x 10- 21 g, found in the nucleus
of an atom.
proton pump An active transport protein in a
cell membrane that uses ATP to transport hydrogen ions out of a cell against their concentration gradient, g<'fierating a membrane
potential in the process.
prolonema (plural, protonemata) A mass of
green. branched, one-cell-thick filaments
produced by germinating moss spores.
protonephridia (pro' -to-nuh·frid'·c-uh) (singular, protonephridium) An excretory system, such as the flame bulb systcm of
flatworms, consisting of a network of tubules
lacking internal openings.
proton-motive force The potential energy
stored in the form of an electrochemical gradient, generated by the pumping of hydrogen
ions across a biological membrane during
chemiosmosis.
proto-oncogene (pro' -to-on'-ko-jen) A normal cellular gene that has the potential to become an oncogene.
protoplast fusion The fusing of two protoplasts from different plant species that would
otherwise be reproductively incompatible.
protostome development In animals, a developmental mode distinguished by the development of the mouth from the blastopore;
often also characterized by spiral cleavage
and by the body cavity forming when solid
masses of mesoderm split.
provirus A viral genome that is permanently
inserted into a host genome.
proximal tubule In thl' vcrkbrate kidney, the
portion of a nephron immediately downstream from Bowman's capsule that conveys
and helps refine filtrate.
proximate causation The mechanistic explanation of "how" a behavior (or other aspect of
an organism's biology) occurs or is modified;
that is, how a stimulus elicits a behavior, what
physiological mechanisms mediate the response, and how experience influences the
response.
pseudocoelomate (su' _do_sc' -lo-mat) An animal whosl' body cavity is lined by tissue derived from mesoderm and endoderm.
pseudogene (su'-do-jen) A DNA segment very
similar to a real gene but which does not yield
a functional product; a DNA segment that
formerly functioned as a gene but has become inactivated in a particular species because of mutation.

pseudopodium (su' -do-po' -dc-urn) (plural,
pseudopodia) A cellular extension of amOl:boid cells used in moving and feeding.
plerophyle (ter'-uh-fit) An informal name for
a member of the phylum ?terophyta, which
includes ferns, horsetails, and whisk ferns
and their relatives.
pteroSaur Winged reptile that lived during the
Mesozoic era.
pulmocutaneous circuit A branch of the circulatory system in many amphibians that
supplies the lungs and skin.
pulmonary circuit The branch of the circulatory system that supplies the lungs.
pulse The rhythmic bulging of the artery walls
with each heartbeat.
punctuated equilibria In the fossil record,
long periods of apparent stasis, in which a
spl'cies undergol'S little or no morphological
change, interrupted by relatively brief periods
of sudden change.
Pun nett square A diagram used in the study
of inheritance to show the predicted results
of random fertilization in genetic crosses.
pupil The opening in the iris, which admits
light into the interior of the vertebrate eye.
Muscles in the iris regulate its size.
purine (pyu' oren) One of two types of nitrogenous bases found in nucleotides, characterized by a six-membered ring fused to a
five-membered ring. Adenine (A) and
guanine (G) arc purines.
pyrimidine (puh-rim'-uh-den) One of two
types of nitrogenous bases found in nucleotides, characterized by a six-membered
ring. Cytosine (C), thymine (T), and uracil
(V) arc pyrimidines.
quantitative <:haracter A heritable feature
that varies continuously over a range rather
than in an either-or fashion.
quaternary structure (kwot' -er-nar-e) The
particular shape of a complex, aggregate
protein, defined by the characteristic thrCl'dimensional arrangement of its constituent
subunits, each a polypeptide.
R plasmid A bacterial plasmid carrying genes
that confer resistance to certain antibiotics.
radial cleavage A type of embryonic development in deuterostomes in which the planes of
cell division that transform the zygote into a
ball of cells are either parallel or perpendicUlar to the vertical axis of the embryo, thereby
aligning tieN; of cells one above the other.
radial glia In an embryo, supporting cells that
form tracks along which newly formed neurons migrate from the neural tube; can also
act as stem cells that give rise to other glia
and neurons.
radial symmetry Symmetry in which the body
is shaped like a pic or barrel (lacking a left
side and a right side) and can be divided into
mirror-image halves by any plane through its
central axis.
radiation The emission of electromagnetic waves
by all objects warmer than absolute zero.
radicle An embryonic root of a plant.
radioactive isotope An isotope (an atomic
form of a chemical element) that is unstable;

the nucleus decays spontaneously, giving off
detectable particles and energy.
radiolarian A protist. usually marine, with a
shell generally made of silica and pseudopodia that radiate from the central body.
radiometric dating A method for determining the absolute ages of rocks and fossils,
based on the half-life of radioactive isotopes.
radula A straplike rasping organ used by many
molluscs during feeding.
ras gene A gene that codes for Ras, a G protein
that relays a growth signal from a growth factor receptor on the plasma membrane to a
cascade of protein kinases, ultimately resulting in stimulation of the cell cycle.
ratite (rat' -it) Member of the group of flightless
birds.
ray-finned fish Member of the class
Actinopterygii, aquatic osteichthyans with
fins supportl'd by long, flexible rays, including tuna, bass, and herring.
reabsorption [n excretory systems, the recovery of solutes and water from filtrate_
readant A starting material in a chemical
reaction.
reaction-center complex A complex of
proteins associated with a special pair of
chlorophyll a molecules and a primary electron acceptor. Located centrally in a photosystem, this complex triggers the light
reactions of photosynthesis. Excited by light
energy, the pair of chlorophylls donates an
electron to the primary electron acceptor,
which passes an electron to an electron
transport chain.
reading frame On an mRNA, the triplet
grouping of ribonucleotides used by thl'
translation machinery during polypeptide
synthesis.
receptacle The base of a flower; the part of
the stem that is the site of attachment of the
floral organs.
re<:eptor potential An initial response of a receptor cell to a stimulus, consisting of a
change in voltage across the receptor mem·
brane proportional to the stimulus strength.
The intensity of the receptor potential determines the frequency of action potentials traveling to the nervous system.
re<:eptor tyrosine killase A rec('ptor protein
in the plasma membrane, the cytoplasmic
(intracellular) part of which can catalyze the
transfer of a phosphate group from ATP to a
tyrosine on another protein. Receptor tyrosine kinases often respond to the binding of a
signaling molecule by dimerizing and then
phosphorylating a tyrosine on the cytoplasmic portion of the other receptor in the
dimer. The phosphorylated tyrosines on the
receptors then activate other signaltransduction proteins within thl' cell.
re<:eptor-mediated endocytosis (en' -do-slto'-sis) The movement of specific molecules
into a cell by the inward budding of membranous vesicles containing proteins with receptor sites specific to the molecules being taken
in; enables a cell to acquire bulk quantities of
specific substances.
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recessive allele An allele whose phenotypic effect is not observed in a heterozygote.
reciprocal altruism Altruistic behavior between unrelated individuals, whereby the altruistic individual benefits in the future when
the beneficiary reciprocates.
recombinant chromosome A chromosome
created when crossing over combines the
DNA from two parents into a single
chromosome.
recombinant DNA A DNA molecule made in
vitro with segments from different sources.
recombinant type (recombinant) An offspring whose phenotype differs from that of
the parents; also refers to the phenotype
itself.
recruitment The process of progressively increasing the tension of a muscle by activating
more and more ofthl' motor neurons controlling the muscle.
rectum Th(' terminal portion of the large intestine where the feces are stored until they are
eliminated.
red alga A photosynthetic protist, named for its
color, which results from a red pigment that
masks the green of chlorophyn. Most red algae are multicellular and marine.
redox reaction (re' -doks) A chemical reaction
involVing the complete or partial transfer of
one or more electrons from one reactant to
another: short for oxidation-reduction
reaction.
reducing agent The electron donor in a redox
reaction.
reduction The addition of electrons to a substance involved in a redox reaction.
reflex An automatic reaction to a stimulus, mediated by the spinal cord or lower brain.
refractory period (re-frakt'-or-e) The short
time immediately after an action potential in
which the neuron cannot respond to another
stimulus, owing to the inactivation of voltagegated sodium channels.
regulator An animal for which mechanisms of
homeostasis moderate internal changes in
the face of external fluctuations.
regulatory gene A gene that codes for a protein, such as a repressor, that controls the
transcription of another gene or group of
genes.
reinforcement A process in which natural sele<:tion strengthens prezygotic barrieNi to reproduction, thus reducing the chances of
hybrid formation. Such a process is likely to
occur only if hybrid offspring arc kss fit than
members of th(' parent species.
relative abundance The proportional abundance of different species in a community.
relative fitness The contribution an individual
makes to the gene pool of the next generation, relative to the contributions of other individuals in the population.
renal artery The blood vessel bringing blood
to the kidney.
renal cortex The outer portion of the vertebrate kidney.
renal medulla The inner portion of the vertebrate kidney, beneath the renal cortex.
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renal pelvis The funnel-shaped chamber that
receives processed filtrate from the vertebrate
kidney's collecting ducts and is drained by
the ureter.
renal vein The blood vessel that carries blood
away from the kidney.
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system
(RAAS) A horrnonecascade pathway that
helps regulate blood pressure and blood volume.
repeated reproduction Reproduction in
which adults produce offspring over many
yeaNi; also known as iteroparity.
repetitive DNA Nucleotide sequences, usually
noncoding, that aT<' present in many copies in
a eukaryotic genome. The repeated units may
be short and arranged tandemly (in series) or
long and dispersed in the genome.
replication fork A Y-shaped region on a replicating DNA molecule where the parental
strands arc being unwound and ncw strands
are growing.
repressor A protein that inhibits gene transcription.ln prokaryotes. represSONi bind to
the DNA in or near the promoter. In eukaryotes, repressors may bind to control elements
within enhancers, to activatoNi, or to other
proteins in a ",-ay that blocks activators from
binding to DNA.
reproductive isolation The existence ofbiological factors (barriers) that impede members of two spl-cies from producing viable,
fertile offspring.
reproductive table An age-specific summary
of the reproductive rates in a population.
reptile Member of the clade of amniotes that
includes tuataras, lizards, snakes, turtles,
crocodilians, and birds.
residual volume The amount of air that remains in the lungs after forceful exhalation.
resource partitioning The division ofenvi·
ronmental resources by coexisting species
such that the niche of each species diffeNi by
one or more significant factors from the
nichl's of all coexisting species.
respiratory pigment A protein that transports oxygen in blood or hemolymph.
response (I} In cellular communication, the
change in a specific cellular activity brought
about by a transduced signal from outside the
cell. (2} In homeostasis, a physiological activity thaI helps return a variable 10 a set point.
resting potential The membrane potential
characteristic of a nonconducting excitable
cell, wilh the inside of the cell more negative
than the outside.
restoration ecology Applying ecological principles in an effort to return ecosystems that
have been disturbed by human activity to a
condition as similar as possible 10 their natural state.
restriction enzyme An endonuclcase (typc of
enzyme) that recognizes and cuts DNA molecules foreign to a bacterium (such as phage
genomes). The enzyme cuts at specific nucleotide sequences (restriction sites).
restriction fragment A DNA segment that
results from the cutting of DNA by a fl'Striction enzyme.

restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) A single nuck-otide polymorphism (SNPj that exists in the
restriction site for a particular enzyme. thus
making the site unrecognizable by that
enzyme and changing the lengths of the
restriction fragments formed by digestion
with that enzyme. A RFLP can bc in coding
or noncoding DNA.
restriction site A specific sequence on a DNA
strand that is recognized and cut by a restriction enzyme.
reticular formation (re-tik'-yii-ler) A diffuse
network of neurons in the corl' of the brainstern that filters information traveling to the
cerebral cortex.
retina (ret'-i-nuh) The innermost layer ofthe
vertebrate eye, containing photoreceplor cells
(rods and cones) and nl'urons: transmits images formed by the lens to the brain via the
optic nerve.
retinal The light-absorbing pigment in rods and
cones oflbe vertebrate eye.
retrotransposon (re' -tro-trans-pO'own) A
transposable element that moves within a
genome by means of an RNA intermediate, a
transcript of the retrotransposon DNA.
retrovirus (re' -tro-vi'-rus) An RNA virus that
reproduces by transcribing its RNA into
DNA and then inserting the DNA into a cellular chromosome; an important class of cancer-causing viruses.
reverse transcriptase (tran-ship' -tas} An
enzyme encoded by certain viruses (retroviruses) that uses RNA as a template for DNA
synthesis.
reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) A lechnique for determining expression of a particular gene. It uses
reverse transcriptase and DNA polymerase to
synthesize eDNA from all the mRNA in a
sample and then subjects the cDNA to peR
amplification using primers specific for the
gcnc of interest.
Rhizaria (ri -za'-re-uh) One of five supergroups of eukaryotes proposed in a current
hypothesis of the evolutionary history ofeu·
karyotes: a morphologically diverse protist
dade that is defincd by DNA similarities.
See also Excavata, Chromalveolata,
Archaeplastida, and Unikonta.
rhizobacterium A soil bacterium whose population size is much enhanced in the rhiwsphl're, the soil region dose to a plant's roots.
rhizoid (ri' -wyd) A long, tubular single cell or
filament of cells that anchors bryophytes to
the ground. Unlike roots, rhizoids are not
composed of tissues. lack specialized conducting cells, and do not playa primary role
in water and mineral absorption.
rhizosphere The soil region close to plant
roots and characterized by a high level of
microbiological activity.
rhodopsin (ro-dop' -sin} A visual pigment consisting of retinal and opsin. When rhodopsin
absorbs light, the retinal changes shape and
dissociates from the opsin, after which it is
converted back to its original form.

rhythm method A form of contraception that
relks on refraining from sexual intercourse
when conception is most likely to ocrur; also
called natural family planning.
ribonucleic acid (RNA) (rl' -bO-ml-kIa'-ik) A
type of nucleic acid consisting of nucleotide
monomers with a ribose sugar and the nitrogenous bases adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine
(G}, and uracil (U); usually single-stranded;
functions in protein synthesis, gene regulation,
and as the genome ofsome viruses.
ribose The sugar component of RNA nuclcotides.
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (rl'-buh.w'-mul)
The most abundant type of RNA, which together with proteins makes up ribosomes.
ribosome (rl' -buh-som') A complex of rRNA
and protein mole<:ules that functions as a site
of protein synthesis in the cytoplasm; consists of a large and a small subunit. In eukaryotic cells, each subunit is assembled in the
nucleolus. See also nucleolus.
ribozyme (ri' -bQ-zim) An RNA mole<:ule that
functions as an enzyme, catalyzing reactions
during RNA splicing.
RNA interference (RNAi) A te<:hnique used
to silence the expfl'Ssion of sek-cted genes.
RNAi uses synthetic double-stranded RNA
molecules that match the sequence of a particular gene to trigger the breakdown of the
gene's messenger RNA.
RNA polymerase An enzyme that links ribonuclcotides into a growing RNA chain during transcription.
RNA processing Modification of RNA transcripts, including splicing out ofintrons, joining together of exons, and alteration of the 5'
and 3' ends.
RNA spiking After synthesis of a eukaryotic
primary RNA transcript, the removal of portions (introns) of the transcript that will not
be included in the mRNA.
rod A rodlike cell in the retina of the vertebrate
eye, scnsitivl' to low light intensity.
root An organ in vaseular plants that anchors
the plant and enables it to absorb water and
minerals from the soiL
root cap A cone of cells at the tip of a plant root
that protects the apical meristem.
root hair A tiny extension ofa root epidermal
cell, growing just behind the root tip and increasing surface area for absorption of water
and minerals.
root pressure The upward push of xylem sap
in the vascular tissue of roots.
root system All of a plant's roots, which anchor
it in the soil, absorb and transport minerals
and water, and store food.
rooted Describing a phylogenetic tree that contains a branch point (typically, the one far·
thest to the left) representing thl' last
common ancestor of all taxa in the tree.
rough ER That portion of the endoplasmic
reticulum studded with ribosomes.
round window In the mammalian ear, the
point of contact between the stapes and the
cochlea, where vibrations of the stapes create
a traveling series of pressure waves in thl'
nuid of the cochlea.

r-selection Selection for life history traits that
maximize reproductive success in uncrowded
environments; also called density-independent
selection.
rubisco (ru.-bis' -ko) Ribulose bisphosphate
(RuBP) carboxylase, the enzyme that catalyzes the first step of the Calvin cycle (the
addition ofC~ to RuBP).
ruminant (rii' -muh-nent} An animal, such as a
cow or a sheep, with an elaborate, multicompartmentalized stomach specialized for an
herbivorous diet.
S phase The synthesis phase of the cell crcle;
the portion ofinterphasc during which DNA
is replicated.
sac fungus See ascomycete,
saccule In the vertebrate ear, a chamber in the
vestibule behind the oval window that participates in the scnsc of balance.
salicylic acid (sal' -i-sH'-ik) A signaling mole<:ule in plants that may be partially responsible for activating systemic acquired resistance
to pathogens.
salivary gland A gland associated with the oral
cavity that se<:rek'S substances to lubricate food
and begin the process of chemical digestion.
salt A compound resulting from the formation of
an ionic bond; also called an ionic compound.
saltatory conduction (sol'-tuh-tor'-e) Rapid
transmission of a nerve impulse along an
axon, resulting from the action potential
jumping from one node of Ranvier to another, skipping the myelin-sheathed regions
of membrane.
sarcomere (sar'-ko-mer) The fundamental,
repeating unit of striated muscle, delimited
by the Z lines.
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) (sar' -ko-plaz'mik ruh-tik'-yij-lum) A spe<:ialized endoplasmic reticulum that regulates the calcium
concentration in the cytosol of muscle cells.
saturated fatty acid A fatty acid in which all
carbons in the hydrocarbon tail arc conne<:ted by single bonds, thus maximizing the
number of hydrogen atoms that are attached
to the carbon skeleton.
savanna A tropical grassland biome with scattered individual trees and large herbivores
and maintained by occasional fires and
drought.
scaffolding protein A type of large relay
protein to which several other relay proteins
are simultaneously attached, increasing the
efficiency of signal transduction.
scanning electron microscope (SEM) A
microscope that uses an electron beam to
scan the surface of a sample to study details
of its topography.
schizophrenia (skit' ·suh-fre'-ne-uh) Severe
mental disturbance characterized by
psychotic episodes in which paticnts
lose the ability to distinguish reality from
hallucination.
Schwann cell A type of glial cell that forms insulating myelin sheaths around the axons of
neurons in the peripheral nervous system.
scion (si' -un} The twig grafted onto the stock
when making a graft.

sclera (sklar' -uh) A tough, white outer layer of
connective tissue that forms the globe of the
vertebrate eye.
sclereid (sklar' -e-id) A short, irregular sclerenchyma cell in nutshells and seed coats,
Sclereids are scattered throughout the
parenchyma of some plants.
sclerenchyma cell (skluh-ren' -kim-uh) A
rigid, supportive plant cell type usually lacking a protoplast and possessing thick se<:ondary walls strengthened by lignin at maturity.
scrotum A pouch of skin outside the abdomen
that houses the testes; functions in maintain·
ing the testes at the lower temperature rl'quired for spermatogenesis.
second law of thermodynamics The principiI' stating that every energy transfer or transformation increases the entropy of the
universe. Ordered forms of energy are at least
partly converted to heat.
second messenger A small, nonprotein, water-soluble molecule or ion, such as a calcium
ion (Ca~';') or cyclic AMP, that relays a signal
to a cell's interior in response to a signaling
mole<:ule bound by a signal receptor protein.
secondary cell wall In plants, a strong and
durable matrix often deposited in scverallaminated layers for cell protection and support.
secondary consumer A carnivore that eats
herbivores.
secondary endosymbiosis A process in cu·
karyotic evolution in which a heterotrophic
eukaryotic cell engulfed a photosynthetic eukaryotic cell, which survived in a symbiotic
relationship inside the heterotrophic cell.
secondary growth Growth produced by
lateral meristems, thickening the roots
and shoots of woody plants.
secondary immune response The acquired
immune response elicited on second or subsequent exposures to a particular antigen.
The secondary immune response is more
rapid, of greater magnitude, and of longer duration than the primary immune response.
secondary oocyte (0' -uh-sit) An oocyte that
has completed the first of the two meiotic
divisions.
secondary plant body The tissues produced
by the vascular cambium and cork cambium,
which thicken the stems and roots of woody
plants.
secondary production The amount of chemical energy in consumers' food that is con·
wrted to their own new biomass during a
given timl' period.
secondary structure The localized, repetitive
coiling or folding of the polypeptide backbone
of a protein due to hydrogen bond formation
between constituents of the backbone.
secondary succession A type of succession
that ocrurs when' an existing community has
been cleared by some disturbance that leaves
the soil or substrate intact.
secretion (I} The discharge of mole<:ules synthesized by a cell. (2) The discharge of wastes
from the body fluid into the filtrate.
secretory phase That portion of the uterine
(menstrual) cycle when the endometrium
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continues to thicken, becomes more vascu·
Iarized, and develops glands that secre((- a
fluid rich in glycogen.
seed An adaptation of some terrestrial plants
(onsisting of an embryo packaged along with
a store offood within a protective coat.
seed coat A tough outer covering of a seed,
formed from the outer coat of an ovule. In a
flowering plant, the seed coat eneloses and
protects the embryo and endosperm,
seedless vascular plant An informal name
for a plant that has vascular tissue but lacks
secds. Seedless vascular plants form a paraphyletic group that includes thc phyla lycophyta (club mosses and their relatives) and
Pterophyta (ferns and their relatives).
selective permeability A property ofbiological membranes that allows them to regulate
thc passage of substances.
self-incompatibility The ability of a seed
plant to reject its own pollen and sometimes
the pollen of closely related individuals.
semelparity Reproduction in which an organism produces all of its offspring in a single
event; also known as big-bang reproduction.
semen (sc'-mun) The fluid that is ejaculated by
the male during orgasm; contains sperm and
secretions from several glands of the male
reproductive tract.
semicircular canals A three-part chamber of
the inner car that functions in maintaining
equilibrium.
semiconservative model Type of DNA replication in which the replicated double helix
consists of one old strand, derived from Ihe
old molecule, and one newly made strand.
semilunar valve A valve located at each exit of
thc heart, where the aorta leavl'S the kft ventricle and the pulmonary artery leaves the
right ventricle.
seminal vesicle (sem'-i-nul ves'-i-kul} A gland
in males that secretes a fluid component of
seml'n that lubricates and nourishes sperm.
seminiferous tubule (scm' -i-nir'-l'r-us) A
highly coiled tube in the testis in which
sperm are produced.
senescence (se-nes' -ens} The growth phase in
a plant or plant part (as a leaf) from full
maturity to death.
sensitive period A limited phase in an individual animal's development when learning of
particular beha\~ors can take place; also
called a critical period.
sensor In homeostasis, a receptor that detects a
stimulus.
sensory adaptation The tendency of sensory
neurons to become less sensitive when they
are stimulated repeatedly.
sensory neuron A nerve cell that receives information from the internal or external environment and transmits signals to the central
nervous system.
sensory reception The detection of the energy of a stimulus by sensory cells.
sensory receptor An organ, ceIl, or structure
within a cell that responds to specific stimuli
from an organism's external or internal
environment.
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sensory transduction The conversion of
stimulus energy to a change in the membrane
potential of a sensory ~eptor cell.
sepal (se'·pul) A modified leaf in angiosperms
that helps enclose and protect a flower bud
before it opens.
septum (plural, septa) One of the cross-walls
that divide a fungal hypha into cells. Septa
generally have pores large enough to allow rio
bosomes, mitochondria, and even nuclei to
flow from cell to cell.
serial endosymbiosis A hypothesis for the
origin of eukaryotes consisting of a sequence
of endosymbiotic events in which mitochondria, chloroplasts, and perhaps other cellular
structures were derived from small prokaryoil'S that had been engulfed by larger cells.
serotonin (ser' -uh-to'-nin) A neurotransmitter, synthesized from the amino acid tryptophan, that functions in the central nervous
system,
set point In animal bodies, a value maintained
for a particular variable, such as body temperature or solute concentration, to achieve
homeostasis.
seta (sC' -tuh) (plural, setae) The elongated stalk
of a bryophyte sporophyte.
sex chromosome A chromosome responsible
for determining the sex of an individual.
sex pilus (plural, sex pili) (pI' -Ius, PI'·11) In
backria, a structure that links one cell to another at the start of conjugation; also known
as a conjugation pilus,
sex-linked gene A gene located on a sex chromosome (usually the X chromosome), resulting in a distinctive pattern of inheritance.
sexual dimorphism (ill-mor'-fizm) Marked
differences between the sl'Condary sex characteristics of males and females,
sexual reproduction A type of reproduction
in which ""'0 parents give rise to offspring
that have unique combinations of genes inherited from the gametes of the parents.
sexual selection A form of natural selection in
which individuals with certain inherited
characteristics are more likely than other individuals to obtain mates.
Shannon diversity An index of community
diversity symboliZlxi by Hand Tt'presented by
the equation H = I(PII In PII) + (PaIn Pa) +
(Pc In pel + ...J, where A, B, C. . are the
species in the community, p is the relative
abundance of each species, and In is the natu·
rallogarithm.
shared ancestral character A character,
shared by members ofa particular clade, that
originated in an ancestor that is not a member of that clade.
shared derived character An evolutionary
novelty that is unique to a particular dade.
shoot system The aerial portion of a plant
body, consisting of stems, leaves, and (in
angiosperms) flowers.
short tandem repeat (STR) Simple sequence
DNA containing multiple tandemly repeated
units of two to five nudeotides. Variations in
STRs act as genetic markers in STR analysis,
used to prepare genetic profiles,

short-day plant A plant that flowers (usually
in late summer, fall, or winter) only when the
light period is shorter than a critical length.
short-term memory The ability to hold information, anticipations, or goals for a time and
then release them if they become irrelevant.
sickle-cell disease A human genetic disease
caused by a recessive aUde that results in the
substitution of a single amino acid in a globin
polypeptide that is part of the hemoglobin
protein; characterized by deformed red blood
cells (due to protein aggregation} that can
lead to numerous symptoms.
sieve plate An end wall in a sieve-tube element,
which facilitates the flow of phloem sap in
angiosperm sieve tubes.
sieve-tube element A liVing cell that conducts
sugars and other organic nutrients in the
phloem of angiosperms; also called a sievetubl' member. Connected end to end, they
form sieve tubes.
sign stimulus An external sensory cue that
triggers a fixed action pattern by an animal.
signal In animal behavior, transmission of a
stimulus from one animal to another. The
term is also used in the context of communication in other kinds of organisms and in cellto·cell communication in all multicellular
organisms.
signal peptide A sequence of about 20 amino
acids at or ncar the leading (amino) end of a
polypeptide that targets it to the endoplasmic
reticulum or other organelles in a eukaryotic
cell.
signal transduction The linkage of a mechan·
ical, chemical. or electromagnetic stimulus to
a spl'Cific cellular response.
signal transduction pathway A series of
steps linking a mechanical or chemical stimulus to a specific cellular response.
signal.recognition particle (SRP) A protein-RNA complex that recognizes a signal
peptide as it emerges from a ribosome and
hclps direct the ribosome to the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) by binding to a receptor pro·
tein on the ER.
simple fruit A fruit derived from a single
carpel or several fused carpels.
simple sequence DNA A DNA sequenclo that
contains many copies oftandemly repeated
short sequences.
single bond A single covalent bond; the sharing of a pair of valence electrons by two
atoms.
single circulation A circulatory system consisting of a single pump and circuit, in which
blood passes from the sites of gas exchange to
the rest of the body before returning to the
heart.
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) A
singk base-pair site in a genome where nucleotide variation is found in at least 1% of
the population.
single-lens eye The camera-like eye found in
some jellies, polychaetes, spiders, and many
molluscs.
single-strand binding protein A protein that
binds to the unpaired DNA strands during DNA

replication, stabilizing them and holding them
apart while th.1' serV<' as templates for the synthesis of complementary strands of DNA.
sinoatrial (SA) node A region in the right
atrium ofthc heart that sets the rate and timing at which all cardiac muscle cells contract;
the pacemaker.
sister chromatid Eith('r of two copies of a duplicated chromosome attached to each other
by proteins at the centromere and, sometimes, along the arms. While joined, two sister chromatids make up one chromosome:
chromatids are eventually separated during
mitosis or meiosis 11.
sister taxa Groups of organisms that share an
immediate common ancestor and hence are
each other's closest relatives.
skeletal muscle Muscle that is generally responsible for the voluntary movements of the
body: one type of striated muscle.
sliding-filament model The theory explaining how muscle contracts, based on change
within a sarcomere, the nasic unit of muscle
organization. According to this model, thin
(actin) filaments slide across thick (myosin)
filaments, shortening the sarcomere. The
shortening of all sarcomeres in a myofibril
shortens the entire myofibril.
slow block to polyspermy The formation of
the fertilization envelope and other changes in
an ('gg's surface that prevent fusion of the egg
with morc than one sperm. The slow block
begins about I minute after fertilization.
slow-twitch fiber A muscle fiber that can
sustain long contractions.
small interfering RNA (siRNA) A small,
single-stranded RNA mok..:ulc g('nerated by
cellular machinery from a long, doublestranded RNA molecule. The siRNA associ·
ates with one or more proteins in a complex
that can degrade or prevent translation of an
mRNA with a complementary sequence. In
some cases, siRNA can also block transcription by promoting chromatin modification.
small intestine The longest section of the alimentary canal, so named because of its small
diameter compared with that of the large
intestine; the principal site of the enzymatic
hydrolysis of food macromok..:ules and
the absorption of nutrients.
smooth ER That portion ofthe endoplasmic
reticulum that is free of ribosomes.
smooth muscle A type of muscle lacking the
striations ofskeletal and cardiac muscle becaus(' of the uniform distribution of myosin
filaments in th(' cell: responsible for involuntary body activities.
social learning Modification of behavior
through the observation of other individuals.
sociobiology The study of social behavior
bascd on evolutionary th,'ory.
sodium-potassium pump A transport protein in the plasma membrane of animal cells
that actively transports sodium out of the cell
and potassium into the ceH.
soil horizon A soil layer that parallels the land
surfaC<' and has physical characteristics that differ from those of the layers above and beneath.

solute (sol' -yut) A substance that is dissolved in
a solution.
solute potential (tJt s) A component of "'~ter
potential that is proportional to the osmolarity of a solution and that measures the effect
of solutes on the direction of water movement; also called osmotic potential, it can be
either zero or negative.
solution A liquid that is a homog('neous
mixture of two or more substances.
solvent The dissolVing agent of a solution.
Water is the most versatile solvent known.
somatic cell (sO.mat'-ik) Any cell in a multicellular organism except a sperm or egg.
somite One of a series of blocks of meSlxkrm
that exist in pairs just lateral to the notochord
in a vertebrate embryo.
soredium (plural, soredia) In lichens, a smaH
cluster offungal hyphae with embedded algae.
sorus (plural, sori) A cluster of sporangia on a
fern sporophylL Sori may be arranged in various patterns, such as parallel lines or dots,
which are useful in fern identification.
Southern blotting A technique that enables
spt..:if1c nucleotide sequences to be ddt..:ted
in a sample of DNA. It involves gel electrophoresis of DNA molecules and their
transfer to a membrane (blotting), followed
by nucleic acid hybridization with a labeled
probe.
spatial learning The establishment of a memory that reflects th., environment's spatial
structure.
spatial summation A phenomenon of neural
integration in which the membrane potential of the postsynaptic cell is determined by
the combined effect of EPSPs or lPSPs produced nearly simultaneously by different
synapses.
speciation (spc' ·se·a' -shun) An evolutionary
process in which one species splits into two
or more species.
species (spe' -sez} A population or group of
populations whose members have the potential to interbreed in nature and produce
viable, fertHe offspring, but do not produce
viable, fertile offspring with members of
other such groups.
species diversity The number and relative
abundance of species in a biological
community.
species richness The number of species in a
biological community.
species-area curve The biodiversity pattern,
first noted by Alexander von Humboldt, that
shows that the larger the geographic area of a
community is, the more species it has.
specific heat The amount of heat that must be
absorbed or lost for 1 g of a substance to
change its temperature by I"e.
spectrophotometer An instrument that
measures the proportions of light of different
wavelengths absorbed and transmitted by a
pigment solution.
sperm The male gamete.
spermatheca (sper' -muh-the'-kuh} in many
insects, a sac in the female reproductive
system where sperm arc stored.

spermatogenesis The continuous and prolific
production of mature sperm cells in th.,
testis.
spermatogonium A cell that divides mitoti·
cally to form spermatocytes,
sphincter (sfink'·ter} A ringlike valve, consisting of modified muscles in a muscular tube,
that regulates passage between some com·
partments of the alimentary canal.
spinal nerve In the vertebrate peripheral ncr·
vous system, a nerve that carries signals to or
from the spinal cord.
spiral cleavage A type of embryonic development in protostomes in which the planes of
cell division that transform the zygote into a
ball of cells are diagonal to the vertical axis of
the embryo. As a result, the cells of each tier
sit in the grooves between cells of adjacent
tiers.
spliceosome (spl!'·sc·o-siim) A large complex
made up of proteins and RNA molecules that
splices RNA by interacting with the ends of
an RNA intron, releasing the intron and joining the two adjacent exons.
spongocoe1 (spon' -jo-sel) The central cavity of
a sponge.
sporangium (spor·an'·je·um) (plural,
sporangia) A multicellular organ in fungi
and plants in which meiosis occurs and
haploid cells develop.
spore (I} In the life cycle of a plant or alga undergoing alh:rnation of generations, a haploid
cell produced in the sporophyte by meiosis. A
spore can divide by mitosis to develop into a
multicellular haploid individual, the gametophyte, without fUsing with another celL (2) In
fungi, a haploid cell, produced either sexually
or asexually, that produces a mycelium after
germination.
sporocyte A diploid cell, also known as a spore
mother ceH, that undergoes meiosis and
generates haploid spores.
sporophyll (spo'·ruh·fil) A modified leaf that
bears sporangia and hence is specialized for
reproduction.
sporophyte (spo·ruh-fit'j In organisms (plants
and some algae) that have alternation of generations, the multicellular diploid form that
results from the union of gametes. The
sporophyte produces haploid spores by
meiosis that d.'velop into gametophytes.
sporopollenin (SpOr-uh-pol'·eh-nin) A durable
polymer that covers exposed zygotes of charophyte algae and forms the waHs of plant
spores, preventing them from drying out.
stabilizing selection Natural selection in
which intermediate phenotypes survive or
reproduce more successfuHythan do
extreme phenotypes.
stamen (sta'·men) The pollen-producing reproductive organ of a flower, consisting of an
anther and a f1lament.
standard metabolic rate (SMR) The meta·
bolic rate of a resting, fasting, and nonstressed ectotherm at a particular
temperature.
stapes The third of three bones in the middle
ear of mammals: also called the stirrup.
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starch A storage polysaccharide in plants, con·
sisting entirely of glucose monomers joined
by <). glycosidic linkages.
statocyst (stat' -uh-sist') A type of mechanoreceptor that functions in equilibrium in
invertebrates by use of statoliths, which
stimulate hair cells in relation to gravity.
statolith (stat'·uh-lith') (I) [n plants, a special.
ized plastid that contains dense starch grains
and may playa role in detecting gravity. (2) In
invertebrates, a grain or other dense granule
that settles in response to gravity and is found
in sensory organs that function in equilibrium.
stele (stcl)Thl' vascular tissue of a stem or root.
stem A vascular plant organ consisting of an alternating system of nodes and internodes
that support the leaves and reproductive
structures.
stem cell Any relatively unspecialized cell that
can produce, during a single division, one
identical daughter cell and one more specia[ized daughter cell that can undergo further
differentiation.
stenohaline (sten' ·o-hii'-un) Referring to organisms that cannot tolerate substantial
changes in external osmolarity,
steroid A type oflipid characterized by a car·
bon skeleton consisting of four rings with
various chemical groups attached.
sticky end A single-stranded end of a doublestranded restriction fragment.
stigma (plural, stigmata) The sticky part of a
flower's carpel, which traps pollen grains.
stimulus [n homeostasis, a fluctuation in a
variable that triggers a return to a set poinl.
stipe A stemlike structure of a seaweed.
stock The plant that provides the rool system
when making a graft.
stoma (sto'·muh} (plural, stomata} A micro·
scopic pore surrounded by guard cells in the
epidermis of leaves and stems that allows gas
exchange between the environment and the
interior of the plant.
stomach An organ of the digestive system that
stores food and performs preliminary steps of
digestion.
stramenopile A protist in which a "hairy" flage[lum (one covered with fine, hairlike projections)
is paired with a shorter, smooth flagellum.
stratum (strah'.tum) (plural, strata} A rock
layer formed when new layers of sediment
cover older ones and compress them.
striated muscle Muscle in which the regular
arrangement of filaments creates a pattern of
light and dark bands.
strobilus (stro-bi'·lus} (plura[, strobili} The
technical term for a cluster of sporophylls
known commonly as a cone, found in most
gymnosperms and some seedless vascular
plants.
stroke The death of nervous tissue in the brain,
usually resulting from rupture or blockage of
arteries in the head.
stroke volume The volume ofb[ood pumped
by a heart ventricle in a single contraction.
stroma (stro'·muh) \VJthin the chloroplast, the
dense fluid of the chloroplast surrounding
the thylakoid membrane; involved in the syn·
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thesis of organic molecules from carbon
dioxide and water.
stromatolite layered rock that results from
the activities of prokaryotes that bind thin
films of sediment together.
structural formula A type of molecular nota·
tion in which the constituent atoms arc
joined by lines representing covalent bonds.
structural isomer One of several compounds
that have the same molecular formula but differ in the covalent arrangements of their
atoms.
style The stalk of a flower's carpel, with the
ovary at the base and the stigma at the top.
substance P A neuropeptide that is a key
excitatory neurotransmitter that mediates the
perception of pain.
substrate The reactant on which an enzyme
works.
substrate feeder An animal that lives in or on its
food source, eating its way through the food.
substrate-level phosphorylation The formation of ATP by an enzyme directly transferring a phosphate group to ADP from an
intermediate substrate in catabolism.
sugar sink A plant organ that is a net consumer
or storer of sugar, GrOWing roots, shoot tips,
stems, and fruils are sugar sinks supplied by
phloem.
sugar source A plant organ in which sugar is
bdng produced by either photosynthesis or
the breakdown of starch, Mature [eaves are
the primary sugar sources ofp[ants.
sulfhydryl group A chemical group consisting
of a sulfur atom bonded to a hydrogen atom.
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SeN) A group of
neurons in the hypothalamus of mammals
that functions as a biological clock.
surface tension A measure of how difficult it
is to stretch or break the surface of a liquid.
Water has a high surface tension because of
the hydrogen bonding of surface molecules.
surfactant A substance secreted by alveoli that
decreases surface h:nsion in thl' fluid that
coots the alveoli.
survivorship curve A plot of the number of
members of a cohort that are still alive at
each age; one way to represent age-specific
mortality.
suspension feeder An aquatic animal, such as
a sponge, clam, or baleen whale, that feeds by
sifting small food particles from the water.
sustainable agriculture long-term productive farming methods that are environmentally safe.
sustainable development Development Ihat
meets the needs of people today without limiting the ability of future generations to meet
their needs.
swim bladder In aquatic osteichthyans, an air
sac that enables the animal to control its
buoyancy in the water.
symbiont (sim' -be-ont) The smaller partici·
pant in a symbiotic relationship, riving in or
on the host.
symbiosis An ecological relationship betwffn
organisms of two different species that live
together in direct and intimate contact.

sympathetic division One of three divisions
of the autonomic nervous system of verte·
brates; generally increases energy expendi·
ture and prepares the body for action.
sympatric speciation (sim-pat'-rik) The formation of new species in populations that live
in the same geographic area.
symplast [n plants, the continuum of cytoplasm
connected by plasmodesmata between ceUs,
synapse (sin' -aps) The junction where one neu'
ron communicates with another cell across a
narrow gap. Neurotransmitter molecules reo
leased by the neuron diffuse across the
synapse, relaying messages to the other cell.
synapsid Member of an amnio\<' clade distin·
gUished by a single hole on each side of the
sku[L Synapsids include the mammals.
synapsis (si-nap'-sis) The pairing and physiea[
connection of replicated homologous chromosomes during prophase [of meiosis.
synaptic cleft (sin.ap' -tik) A narrow gap separating the synaptic terminal of a transmitting
neuron from a receiving neuron or an effector cell.
synaptic terminal A bulb at the end of an
axon in which neurotransmitter mob:ules
are stored and from which they are released.
synaptic vesicle Membranous sac containing
neurotransmitter molecules at the tip of an
axon.
systematics A scientific discipline focused on
classifying organisms and determining their
evolutionary relationships.
systemic Occurring throughout the body and
affecting many or all body systems or
organs.
systemic acquired resistance A defensive
response in infl'Cted plants that helps protc<:t
healthy tissue from pathogenic invasion.
systemic circuit The branch of the circulatory
system that supplies all body organs except
those involved in gas exchange.
systems biology An approach to studying bioi·
ogy that aims to model the dynamic behavior
of whole biological systems.
systole (sis' -to-[e} The stage of the cardiac cy·
cle in which a heart chamber contracts and
pumps blood.
systolic pressure Blood pressure in the arteries during contraction of the ventricles.
T cell receptor The antigen receptor on T
cells; a membrane-bound molecule consisting
of one 0. chain and one 13 chain linked by a
disulfide bridge and containing one antigenbinding site.
T cells The class oflymphocytes that mature in
the thymus and that includes both effector
cells for the cell-mediated immune response
and helper cells required for both branches of
adaptive immunity.
taproot A main vertical root that develops from
an embr)'onic root and gives rise to lateral
(branch) roots.
tastant Anychemical that stimulates the sensory receptors in a taste bud.
taste bud A collection of modified epithelial
cells on the tongue or in the mouth that are
receptors for taste in mammals.

TATA box A DNA sequence in eukaryotic promoters crucial in forming thl' transcription
initiation complex.
taxis (tak' -sis) An oriented movement toward
or away from a stimulus,
taxon (plural, taxa} A named taxonomic unit at
any given level of classification.
taxonomy {tak-son'-uh-me} A scil.'Otific discipline concerned with naming and classifying
the diverse forms of life.
Tay-Sachs disease A human genetic disease
caused by a recessive allele for a dysfunctional enzyme, leading to accumulation of
certain lipids in the brain. Seizures, blindness, and degeneration of motor and mental
performance usually bttome manifest a few
months after birth, followed by death within
a few years.
technology The application of scientific knowl·
edge for a specific purpose, often involving
industry or commerce but also including uses
in basic research.
telomerase An enzyme that catalyzes the
lengthening oftelomeres in eukaryotic
germ cells.
telomere (tel'-uh-mer} The tandemly repetitive DNA at the end ofa eukaryotic chromosome's DNA molttule that protects the
organism's genes from being eroded during
successive rounds of replication. See also
repetitive DNA.
telophase The fifth and final stage of mitosis,
in which daughter nuclei are forming and
cytokinesis has typically begun.
temperate broadleaf forest A biome located
throughout midlatitude regions where there
is sufficient moisture to support the growth
of large, broad leaf dl'Ciduous trees.
temperate grassland A terrestrial biome
dominated by grasses and forbs.
temperate phage A phage that is capable of reproducing by either a lytic or lysogenic cycle.
temperature A measure of the intensity of heat
in degrees, rdlc<:ting the average kinetic energy of the molc<:ules.
template strand The DNA strand that provides the pattern, or template, for ordering
the sequence of nucleotides in an RNA
transcript.
temporal summation A phenomenon of neural integration in which the membrane potential of the postsynaptic cell in a chemical
synapse is determined by the combined
effect ofEPSPs or IPSPs produced in rapid
succession.
tendon A fibrous connc<:tive tissue that attaches muscle to bone,
terminator In bacteria, a sequence of nucleotides in DNA that marks the end of a
gene and signals RNA polymerase to release
the newly made RNA molecule and detach
from the DNA.
territoriality A behavior in which an animal
defends a bounded physical space against encroachment by other individuals, usually of
its own species.
tertiary consumer (ter' -she-ar' -e) A carnivore that eats other carnivores.

tertiary structure Irregular contortions of a
protein molecule due to interactions of side
chains involved in hydrophobic interactions,
ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds, and disulfide
bridges.
testcross Breeding an organism of unknown
genotype with a homozygous recessive individual to determine the unknown genotype.
The ratio of phenotyp.'s in th., offspring
reveals the unknown genotype.
testis (plural, testes) The male reproductive organ, or gonad, in which sperm and reproductive hormones arc produced.
testosterone A steroid hormone required for
development of the male reproductive system, spermatogenesis, and male secondary
sex characteristics; the major androgen in
mammals.
tetanus (tet'-uh-nus} The maximal, sustained
contraction of a skeletal muscle, caused by a
very high frequency of action potentials
elicited by continual stimulation.
tetrapod A vertebrate with two pairs of limbs.
Tetrapods include mammals, amphibians,
and birds and other reptiles.
thalamus (thai'-uh-mus} One of two integrating centers of the vertebrate forebrain. Neurons with cell bodies in the thalamus relay
neural input to specific areas in the cerebral
cortc}; and regulate what information goes to
the cerebral cortex.
thallus (plural, thalli) A seaweed body that is
plantlike, consisting of a holdfast, stipe, and
blades, yet lacks true roots, stems. and
leaves.
theory An C};planation that is broad in scope,
generates new hypotheses, and is supported
by a large body of evidence,
thermal energy Sec heal.
thermocline A narrow stratum of rapid temperature change in the ocean and in many
temperate-zone lakes.
thermodynamics {ther'-mil-ill·nam'-iks} The
study of energy transformations that occur in
a collection of matter. See first law of thermodynamics; sttond law of thermodynamics.
thermoreceptor A receptor stimulated by either heat or cold.
thermoregulation The maintenance of internal body temperature within a tolerable
range.
theropod Member of an ancient group of
dinosaurs that were bipedal carnivores.
thick filament A filament composed of staggered arrays of myosin mok'Cules; a component of myofibrils in muscle fibers.
thigmomorphogenesis A response in plants
to chronic mechanical stimulation, resulting
from increased ethylene production. An
example is thickening stems in response to
strong winds.
thigmotropism {thig-mo'-truh-pizm} A directional growth of a plant in response to
touch.
thin filament A filament consisting of two
strands of actin and two strands of regulatory
protein coiled around one another; a component of myofibrils in muscle fibers.

threatened species A species that is considered likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future,
threshold The potential that an excitable cell
membrane must reach for an action potential
to be initiated.
thrombus A fibrin-containing dot that forms
in a blood vessel and blocks the now of blood.
thylakoid (thi' -luh-koyd) A nattened membranous sac inside a chloroplast. Thylakoids exist
in an interconnected system in the chloroplast
and contain the molecular"machinery" used to
convert light energy to chemical energy.
thymus (thi' -mus) A small organ in the
thoracic cavity of vertebrates where
maturation ofT cells is completed.
thyroid gland An endocrine gland, located on
the ventral surface of the trachea, that secretes two iodine-containing hormones, triiodothyronine {T 3} and thyroxine (T 4)' as
well as calcitonin.
thyroxine (T4) One of two iodine-containing
hormones that are secreted by the thyroid
gland and that help regulate metabolism, development, and maturation in vertebrates.
Ti plasmid A plasmid of a tumor-inducing bacterium (the plant pathogen Agrobacterillm)
that integrates a segment of its DNA (T
DNA) into a chromosome of a host plant.
The Ti plasmid is frequently used as a vector
for genetic engineering in plants.
tidal \'olume The volume of air a mammal inhales and exhales with each breath.
tight junction A type of intercellular junction
in animal cells that prevents the leakage of
material between cells.
tissue An integrated group of cells with a common function, structure, or both.
tissue system One or more tissues organized
into a functional unit connecting the organs
of a plant.
TLR Toll·like receptor. A membrane receptor
on a phagocytic whitl' blood cell that fl'Cognizes fragments of molttules common to a
set of pathogens.
tonicity The ability of a solution surrounding a
cell to cause that cell to gain or lose water.
top-down model A model of community
organization in which pfl-dation innuences
community organization by controlling
herbivore numbers, which in turn control
plant or phytoplankton numbers, which in
turn control nutrient levels; also called the
trophic cascade model.
topoisomerase A protein that breaks, swivels,
and rejoins DNA strands. During DNA replication, topoisomerase helps to relieve strain
in the double helix ahead of the replication
fork.
topsoil A mixture of particles derived from
rock, living organisms, and decaying organic
material (humus).
torpor A physiological state in which activity is
low and metabolism decreases.
torsion In gastropods, a developmental process
in which the visceral mass rotates up to 180',
causing the animal's anus and mantic cavity
to be positioned above its head,
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totipotent (to' .tuh-pot'-ent) Describing a cell
that can giw rise to all parts of the embryo
and adult, as well as extraembryonic membranes in sp<X:ies that have them.
trace element An element indispensable for
life but rl.'{juired in extremely minute
amounlS,
trachea (tra' -ki'-uh) The portion of the respiratory tract that passes from the larynx to the
bronchi; also called the windpipe.
tracheal system In insects, a system of
branched, air-filled tubes that extends
throughout thl' body and carries oxygen
directly to cells.
tracheid (tra' -ki'-id) A long, tapered watcrconducting cell found in the xylem of nearly
all vascular plants. Functioning tracheids are
no longer JiVing.
trait Any det<X:table variant in a genetic
character.
trans fat An unsaturated fat containing one or
more trans double bonds.
transcription The synthesis of RNA using a
DNA template.
transcription factor A regulatory protein that
binds to DNA and aff<X:ts transcription of
sp<X:ific genes.
transcription initiation complex The completed assembly of transcription factors and
RNA polymerase bound to a promoter.
transcription unit A region of DNA that is
transcribed into an RNA mok'Cule.
transduction (1) A type of horizontal gene
transfer in which phages (viruses) carry bacterial DNA from one host cell to another. (2)
In cellular communication, the conversion of
a signal from outside the cell 10 a form that
can bring about a specific cellular response.
transfer cell In a plant, a companion cell with
numerous ingrowths of its wall, which increase
the cell's surface area and enhance the transfer
ofsolutes bet"..een apoplast and symplast.
transfer RNA (tRNA) An RNA molecule that
functions as an interpreter behH'en nucleic
acid and protein language by picking up
sp<X:ific amino acids and r<X:ognizing the
appropriate codons in the mRNA.
transformation (I) The conversion of a normal animal cell to a cancerous cell. (2) A
change in genotype and phenotype due to the
assimilation of external DNA by a cell.
transgenic Pertaining to an organism whose
genome contains a gene introduced from anothcr organism of thc same or a differcnt
species.
translation Thc synthesis of a polypeptide
using the genetic information encoded in
an mRNA mol<x:ule. There is a change of
"language" from nucleotides to amino acids.
translocation (I) An aberration in chromosome
structure resulting from attachment of a chromosomal fragment to a nonhomologous chromosome. (2) Outing protein synthesis, the
third stage in theelongation cycle when the
RNA carrying the growing polypeptide moves
from the A site to the P site on the tibosome.
(3) The transport of organic nutrients in the
phloem of vascular plants.
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transmission The passage of a nerve impulse
along axons.
transmission electron microscope (TEM)
A microscope that passes an electron beam
through very thin sections and is primarily
used to study the internal ultrastructure of
cells.
transpiration The evaporative loss of water
from a plant.
transport epithelium One or more layers of
specialized epithelial cells that regulate solute
movements.
transport protein A transmembrane protein
that helps a certain substance or class of
closely related substances to cross the
membrane.
transport vesicle A tiny membranous sac in a
cell's cytoplasm carrying molecules produced
by the cdl.
transposable element A segment of DNA
that can move within the genome of a cell by
means of a DNA or RNA intermediate; also
called a transposable genetic element.
transposon A transposable element that moves
within a genome by means of a DNA intermediate.
transverse (T) tubule An infolding of the
plasma membrane of skeletal muscle cells.
triacylglycerol (trT-as'-ul-glis'-uh-rol) Three
fatty acids linked to one glycerol molecule;
also called a fat or a triglyceride.
triiodothyronine (T 3) (tri' -T-o' -do-tM'-ronen) One of two iodine-containing hormones
that are secreted by the thyroid gland and
that help regulate metabolism, development.
and maturation in vertebrates.
trimester In human development, one of three
3-month-long lX'riods of prl'gnancy.
triple response A plant growth maneuver in
response to m<x:hanical stress, involVing
slowing ofstem elongation, a thickening of
the stem, and a curvature that causes the
stem 10 start growing horizontally.
triplet code A set ofthrl'e-nucleotide-Iong
words that specify the amino acids for
polypeptide chains.
triploblastic Possessing three germ layers: the
endoderm, mesoderm, and <x:toderm. Most
eumetazoans are triploblastic.
trisomic Referring to a diploid cell that has
three copies of a particular chromosome instead of the normal two.
trochophore larva (tro' -kuh-for) Distinctive
larval stage observed in some lophotro.
chozoan animals, including some annelids
and molluscs.
trophic efficiency The percentage of production transferred from one trophic level to the
next.
trophic structure The different feeding relationships in an l'Cosystem, which determine
the route of energy flow and the pattern of
chemical cycling.
trophoblast The outer epithelium of a mammalian blastocyst. It forms the fetal part of
the placenta, supporting embryonic development but not forming part of the embryo
proper.

tropic hormone A hormone that has another
endocrine gland as a target.
tropical rain forest A terrestrial biome characterized by high levels of precipitation and
high temperatures year· round.
tropics Latitudes between 235' north and
south.
tropism A growth reSPOnSl' that results in the
curvature of whole plant organs toward or
away from stimuli due to differential rates of
cell elongation.
tropomyosin The regulatory protein that
blocks the myosin-binding sites on actin mol·
ecules.
troponin complex The regulatory proteins
that control the position of tropomyosin on
the thin filament.
true-breeding Referring to plants that
produce offspring of the same variety when
they self-pollinate.
tubal ligation A means of sterilization in
which a woman's two oviducts (fallopian
tubes) are tied closed to prevent eggs from
reaching the uterus. A segment of each
oviduct is removed.
tube foot One of numerous extensions of an
echinoderm's water vascular system. Tube
feet function in locomotion. feeding, and gas
exchange.
tumor-suppressor gene A gene whose protein product inhibits cell division, thereby
preventing the uncontrolled cell growth that
contributes to cancer.
tundra A terrestrial biome at the extreme limits
o( plant growth. At the northernmost limits,
it is called arctic tundra, and at high altitudes,
where plant forms are limited to low shrubby
or matlike vegetation, it is called alpine
tundra.
tunicate Member of the subphylum Urochordata, sessile marine chordates that lack a
backbone.
turgid (ter' -jid) Swollen or distended, as in
plant cdls. (A walled cell becomes turgid if it
has a greater solute concentration than its
surroundings, resulting in entry of water.)
turgor pressure The (orce dir<X:ted against a
plant cell wall after the influx of ....<lter and
swelling of the cell due to osmosis.
turnover Thl' mixing of waters as a result of
changing water-temperature profiles in a
lake.
turnover time The time rl.'{juired to replace
the standing crop of a population or group o(
populations (for example, of phytoplankton),
calculated as the ratio of standing crop to
production.
twin study A behavioral study in which researchers compare the behavior of identical
twins raised apart with that ofidentical twins
raised in the same household.
tympanic membrane Another name for the
eardrum, the membrane between the outer
and middle ear.
ultimate causation The evolutionary explanation of'why" a behavior (or other aspect of
an organism's biology) occurs, that is, the
benefit to survival and reproduction or the

evolutionary significance of the behavioral
act.
undernourishment A condition that results
from a diet that consistently supplies less
chemical energy than the body requires.
uniformitarianism The principle stating that
mechanisms of change are constant over
time. See catastrophism.
Unikonta (yu' -ni-kon' -tuh) One of fiV<' supergroups of eukaryotes proposed in a current
hypothesis of the evolutionary history of eukaryotes. This clade, which is supported by
studies of myosin proteins and DNA, consists
of amoebozoans and opisthokonts. See a/50
Excavata, Chromalveolata, Rhizaria, and
Archaeplastida.
unsaturated fatty acid A fatty acid possessing
one or more double bonds between the carbons in the hydrocarbon tail. Such bonding
reduces the number of hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon skelelOn,
urea A soluble nitrogenous waste produced in
the liver by a metabolic cycle that combines
ammonia with carbon dioxide.
ureter (yii-re'·ter) A duct leading from the kidney to the urinary bladder.
urethra (yu-re' -thruh} A tube that releases
urine from the mammalian body near the
vagina in females and through the penis in
males; also serves in males as the exit tube for
the reproductive system,
uric acid A product of protein and purine metabolism and the major nitrogenous waste
product of insects, land snails, and many
reptiles. Uric acid is relatively nontoxic
and largely insoluble.
urinary bladder The pouch where urine is
stored prior to elimination.
uterine cycle Thechanges that occur in the
uterus during the reproductive cycle of the human female; also called the menstrual cycle.
uterus A female organ where eggs are fertilized
and/or development of the young occurs.
utricle In the vertebrate ear, a chamber in the
vestibule behind the oval window that opens
into the three semicircular canals.
vaccination See immunization.
vaccine A harmless variant or derivative of a
pathogen that stimulates a host's immune
system to mount defenses against the
pathogen.
vacuole (vak'-yii-ol') A membrane-bounded
vesicle whose function varies in different
kinds of cells.
vagina Part of the female reproductive system
between the uterus and the outside opening;
the birth canal in mammals. During copulation, the vagina accommodates the male's
penis and receives sperm.
valence The bonding capaeity of a given atom;
usually equals the number of unpaired electrons required to complete the atom's outer·
most (valence) shell.
valence electron An electron in the outermost
electron shell.
valence shell The outermost energy shell of an
atom, containing the valence electrons involved in the chemical reactions of that atom.

van der Waals interactions Weak attractions
between molecules or parts of molecules that
result from localized charge fluctuations.
variation Differences between members of the
same species.
vas deferens In mammals, the tube in the male
reproductive system in which sperm travel
from the epididymis to the urethra.
vasa recta The capillary system in the kidney
that serves the loop of Henle.
vascular cambium A cylinder of meristematic
lissue in woody plants that adds layers of secondary vascular tissue calkd secondary
xylem (wood} and sl'Condary phloem.
vascular plant A plant with vascular tissue.
Vascular plants include all liVing plant species
except mosses, liverworts, and hornworts.
vascular tissue Plant tissue consisting of cells
joined into tubes that transport water and
nutrients throughout the plant body.
vascular tissue system A transport system
formed by xylem and phloem throughout a
vascular plant. Xylem transports water and
minerals; phloem transports sugars. the
products of photosynthesis.
vasectomy The cutting and sealing of each vas
deferens to prevent sperm from entering the
urethra.
vasocongestion The filling of a tissue wilh
blood, caused by increased blood flow
through the arteries of that tissue.
vasoconstriction A decrease in the diameter
of blood vessels caused by contraction of
smooth muscles in the vessel walls.
vasodilation An increase in the diameter of
blood vessels caused by relaxation of smooth
muscles in thl' vessel walls.
vector An organism that transmits pathogens
from one host to another,
vegetal pole The point at the end of an egg in
the hemisphere where most yolk is concenIrated; opposite of animal pole.
vegetative reproduction Cloning of plants by
asexual means.
vein (I) In animals, a vessel that carries blood
toward the heart. (2) In plants, a vascular
bundle in a leaf.
ventilation The flow of air or water over a res·
piratory surface.
ventral Pertaining to tht:' undersidl', or bottom,
of an animal with bilateral symmetry.
ventricle (ven'-tri-kul} (I) A heart chamber
that pumps blood out of the heart. (2) A
space in the vertebrate brain, filled with cerebrospinal fluid.
venule (ven' -yull A vessel that conveys blood
between a capillary bed and a vein.
vernalization The use of cold treatment to
induce a plant to flower.
vertebrate A chordate animal with a backbone:
the mammals, reptiles (including birds),
amphibians, sharks and rays, ray-finned
fishes, and 10be·l1ns.
vesicle (VI'S' -i-kul} A sac made of membrane in
the cytoplasm.
vessel A continuous water-conducting micropipe found in most angiosperms and a fl'w
nonflowering vascular plants.

vessel element A short, wide water-conducting cdl found in the xylem of most angiosperms and a few nonflowering vascular
plants. Dead at maturity, vessel elements are
aligned end to end to form micropipes called
vessels.
vestigial structure A structure of marginal, if
any, importance to an organism. Vestigial
structures are historical remnants of
structures that had important functions
in ancestors.
villus (plural, villi) (I) A finger-like projection
of the inner surface of the small intestine.
(2) A finger-like projection of the chorion
of thl' mammalian placenta. Large numbers
of villi increase the surface areas of these
organs.
viral envelope A membrane that cloaks the
capsid that in turn encloses a viral genome.
viroid (vi' -royd) A plant pathogen consisting of
a molecule of naked, circular RNA a few hundred nucleotides long.
virulent Describing a pathogen against which
an organism has little specific defense.
virulent phage A phage that reproduces only
by a lytic cyck.
visceral mass One of the three main parts of a
mollusc; the part containing most of the internal organs. See a/so foot, mantle.
visible light That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that can be detectl-d as various colors by the human eye, ranging in
wavelength from about 380 nm to about
750 nm.
vital capacity The maximum volume of air
that a mammal can inhale and exhale with
each breath.
vitamin An organic molecule required in the
diet in very small amounts. Vitamins serve
primarily as coenzymes or as parts of
coenzymes.
vitreous humor The jellylike material that fills
the posterior cavity of the vertebrate eye.
viviparous (vi -vip'-uh-rus} Referring to a type
of development in which the young are born
alive after haVing been nourished in the
uterus by blood from the placenta.
vocal cord One of a pair of bands of elastic tissue in the larynx. Air rushing past thl' tensed
vocal cords makes them vibrate, prodUcing
sounds,
voltage. gated ion channel A specialized ion
channel that opens or closes in response to
changes in membrane potential.
vulva Collective term for the female external
genitalia.
water potential ('II} The physical property
predicting the direction in which water will
flow, governed by solute concentration and
applied pressure.
water vascular system A network of hydraulic canals unique to echinoderms that
branches into extensions called tube feet,
which function in locomotion, feeding, and
gas exchange.
wavelength The distance between crests of
waves, such as those of the ekctromagnetic
spectrum.
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wetJand A habitat that is inundated by water at
least some of the time and that supports
plants adapted to water-saturated soil.
white matter Tracts ofaxons within the eNS.
wild type An individual with the phenotype
most commonly observed in natural populations; also refers to the phenotype itself.
wilting The drooping oflcaves and stems as a
result of plant cells becoming naccid.
wobble Flexibility in the base-pairing rules in
which the nucleotide at the 5' end of a tRNA
anticodon can form hydrogen bonds with
more than one kind of base in the third
position (3' end) of a codon.
xerophyte A plant adapted to an arid climate.
X-ray crystallography A technique that depends
on the diffraction of an X-ray beam by the individual atoms of a crystallized molecule to srndy
the three·dimensional structure of the molecule.
xylem (zi' -Ium) Vascular plant tissue consisting
mainly of tubular dead cells that conduct
most of the water and minerals upward from
the roots to the rest of the plant.
xylem sap The dilute solution of water and dissolved minerals carried through vessels and
tracheids.
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yeast Single-celled fungus that reproduces asex·
ually by binary fission or by the pinching of
small buds off a parent cell; some species
exhibit cell fusion between different mating
types.
yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) A
cloning vector that combines the essentials of
a eukaryotic chromosome-an origin for
DNA replication. a centrom<'re. and two
telomeres-with foreign DNA.
yolk Nutrients stored in an egg.
yolk plug A group oflarge. nutrient-laden endodermal cells surrounded by the completed
blastopore in an amphibian gastrula. These
cells will be covered by ectoderm and end up
inside the embryo.
yolk sac One offour extraembryonic membranes. It encloses the yolk in reptiles and is
thc first site of blood cell and circulatory
system function.
zero population growth (ZPG) A period
of stability in population size, when the
per capita birth rate and death rate are
equal.
zona pellucida The extracellular matrix
surrounding a mammalian egg.

zone of polarizing activity (ZPA) A block
of mesoderm located just und<'r the <'Ctoderm where the posterior side ofa limb bud
is attached to the body; required for proper
pattern formation along the anterior-posterior
axis of the limb.
zoned reserve An extensive region that
includes arcas relatively undisturbed by
humans surrounded by areas that hal'e
been changed by human activity and are used
for economic gain.
zoonotic pathogen A disease-causingagcnt that
is transmitted to humans from other animals.
zoospore Flagellated spoT<' found in chytrid
fungi and some protists.
zygomycete (zi '-guh.mi'-set) Member of the
fungal phylum Zygomycota, characterized by
the formation of a sturdy structure called a
zygosporangium during sexual reproduction.
zygosporangiulll (zi'-guh-spiir-an'-je-um) In
zygomycete fungi, a sturdy multinucleate
structure in which karyogamy and meiosis
occur.
zygote (zi' -got) The diploid product of the
union of haploid gametes during fertilization;
a fertilized egg.
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fungus, 637-38
hk'rarchical organization of, 855
homcotic genes and, 445-%
Hox genes and, 68'if
lichen,649f
mollusc, 678f
paltern formation and sdting up of,
369-73
physical constraints on animal size and
shape, 853
restricting totipotmcy during d,'velopment
of,1040-41
symmetry, 659
tissues and, 659
Body size, metabolic rate and, 870
Body kmperature rl'gulation, 862-68
Bohr shift, 924
Bolting, 831
Bolus, 885
Bonds, carbon, 60-61
Bonds, chemical. See Chemical bond(s)
Bone, 857/
mammalian ear, 72 if
origins of, 705
Bone marrow transplant, 948
Bonobos,727f
Book lungs, 687
Booms, Tavis, 1219f
Borisy, Gary, 234, 235f
Bottleneck effect, 476-77
Bottlenose dolphin, 865f, 1071-72
Bottom-up model, 1209
Botulism. 569f, 571-72
Bound ribosomes, 102-4, 343
Bouzat, Juan, 477
Boveri, Theodore, 286
Bowden. Richard, W9f
Bowman's capsule, 964
Boysen·Jensen, Peter, 825j. 826
II pleated sheet, 82/
Brachiopoda,667f
Brachiopods, 677, 677f
Bracts, 742f
Brain, 1047, 1064, 1070-78
arousal and sleep in, 1071-72
brainstem, 1070-72
breathing control centers in, 922
cerebellum, 1072
cl'rebral cortex, 1075-78
cerebrum, 1073
development of human, 1070f
diencephalon, 1072-73
evolution of chordate, 702
evolution of cognition, 1074
human (see Human brain)
mammalian, 721
mapping activity in, 1064
perception of sensory stimuli in, 1089

protein receptor for opiates in mammalian,
1060-61
regions of, 1070
reticular formation, 107lj
reward system, 1082
stroke in, 915
wntricles and gray and white matkr
of, IQ67f
Brainstem, 1070-72
Branching skeletons, carbon, 6lj
Branch length, 544, 545f
Branch points, 538, 538f
Brassinosteroids, 8271, 831
greening and, 824
Brawn, Jeffrey, 1252f
BRCA I and BRCA2 genes, 377
Bread mold (Neurospora crassa), 645-%
gene-enzyme relationships in, 326, 327f
Breast cancer, 243f, 377
Breathing, 920-22
in amphibians, 920
in birds, 921
control of, in humans, 921, 922f
in mammals, 920-21
Breathing control cenkrs, 922
Bre,'ding, plant, 815-16
Brenner, Sydney, 1038-39
Brewer's yeast, 651
complete genome sequence for, 426
Briggs, Robert, 413
Brightf1eld microscopy, 96f
Brine shrimp, 527
II ring structures, glucose, 73f
Bristlecone pine tree, 623f
Brittle stars, 694t, 695f
Broca's area, 1076
Bronchi,919
Bronchioles, 919
Brood bodies, 609
Brown algae, 579j. 586-87
Brown fat, 866
Brown-headed cowbird, 1256
Brown tree snake, 1249f
Brundtland, G. H., 1247
Brush border, 889
Brushtail possum, 722f
Bryophyta, 606-10
Bryophytes,606-10
diwrsity,60Sf
ecological and economic importance of,
609-10
gametophytes of, 606-9
phylogeny,605t
sporophytes of, 609
BTtoxin,816
Buck. Linda, 1098-99
Bud cells, fungal, 640
Budding, 998
Buffers, 54
Bulbourethral glands, 1006
Bulbs, 741f
Bulk feeders, 881f
Bulk flow, 771
in long distance transport, 771-72
by negative pressure in xylem, 773-76
overview, 776
by positive pressure, 780
Bulk transport. 138, 139f
Bundle sheath, 750
Bundle-sheath cells, 200-201
Burkitt's lymphoma, 374
Burmese python, 867f
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Bmterl1ies, 975
110w<'r pollination by, 805f
metamorphosis of, 689f
Buttress roots, 7Wf
Buxbaum, Joseph, 443-44

c
C3 plants, 200
C. plants, 200-201
CAM plants vs., 2021
Cacao tn'e, 648
Cactus, 778f 8051
Cadang-cadang, 393
Caddis flies, 1187-88
Cadherins, 1036
animal morphog<'nesisand, 1036, 1037f 1038
Caecilians,711-12
Caenorhabditis elegans. See Soil worm
(Caenorhabditis elegam)
Cain, Michael, v, 45lf
Calcarea, 667[, 670-71
Calcitonin, 991
Calcium
blood levels of, 991
concentration, mainl<'nana: of, in animal
cells, 2171
distribution of egg, and formation of fertilization envelope, 10241
muscle contraction and role of, 1108, 11091
as second messenger, 215, 217-18
in signaling pathways, 2181
voltage-gated channel for, at chemical
synapse, 1057f
California poppy, 6311
Callus, 814
Calorie (cal), 48, 869
Calvin, Melvin, 189
Calvin cycle, photosynthesis, 188-89
conversion of carbon dioxid<' to sugars in,

198,1991
cooperation between light reactions and, 189f
re\~ew, W31
role of G3P in, 198, 199f
Cambrian explosion, 518, 657
S. Carroll on, 535
Cambrian period, 698
Camouflage, evolution of, 459f
cAMP. See Cyclic AMP
Campbell, Neil, iv
CAM plants, 201-2
C. plants vs.. 202/
Canada goose, 8651
Canavanine, 845
Cancer
apoptosis failure and, 224-25
breast, 243[, 377
carcinogen screening and, 346
DNA microarray detection of, 3%
HIV and, 951
immunity and, 950-51
inherited predisposition and other factors
contributing to, 377
inl<'rfer<'nces with normal cell-signaling pathways and development of, 374-76
loss of cell cycle controls in, 242-43
multistep developmental model of. 376-77
obesity and, 894
relevance of cell cyck research to, 93
spedcs and genetic diversity and treating, 1248
stem cell·based therapy and, 1083
systems biology approach to, 431
types of genes associated with, 373-74
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Cancer Genome Atlas, 431
Candida albical15, 651
Canopy, 1167
Canyon tree frog, 1201/
Capecchi, Mario, 441
Capillaries, 901, 909-10
Capillary beds, 901
Capsaicin receptor, 1091
Capsid,383
Capsomeres, 383
Capsule,98f 558
Carbohydrate(s},69-74
cell-cell recognition, and role of, 130
digestion, 887f
pol~accharides, 71-74
sugars (monosaccharides and disaccharides),
69-71
Carbon, 32. 58-67, 611
amino acids and, 78
as backbone of biological molecules, 58
carbon cycle, 12321
chemical groups attached to compounds
containing, 63-66
covalent bonds and, 66
fixation (see Carbon fixation)
organic ch<'mistry and compounds of, 58-59
revil'w, 66-67
veNiatiUty of, in molecular formation. 60-63
Carbon-12,512
Carbon-14,512
Carbonat<' ions, coral n'ef calcification and, 551
Carbon dioxide (CO~)
acid precipitation and, 54-56
ancient levels of, 615
Calvin cyck and sugar produc<'d from,
198-99, 1991
effects of elevated levels of, on forests, 12W
gas exchange and, 915, 923/(51'1' also Gas
exchange)
rising atmospheric lewis of, 1239-W
stomatal opening and closing and, 777
transport of, in blood, 924-25, 925f
Carbon fixation, 189. See also Carbon
alternative mechanisms of, 200-203
Calvin cyck and, 189, 198, 1991
Carbon monoxide (CO), as neurotransmitter, 1061
Carbon skeletons, 61-63
Carbonyl group, 6'V
Carboxyl end, polyp<'ptide. See C-terminus
Carboxyl group, 641
Carboxylic acids, 641
Cardiac cycle. 904
changes in blood pressure during, 907
Cardiac muscle, 858f, I111
Cardiac output, 904
Cardiovascular disease. 914-15
obesity and, 894
Cardiovascular system, 900-903
blood composition in, 911-14 (see also Blood}
blood pressure, flow, and vessels in, 906-10
as closed circulatory system, 900
diseases of, 894, 914-15
lymph system and, 910-11
mammalian, 903[, 904-5
Caribou, 472[, 8791
Carnivores (Carnivora), 538f 725f 875
alimentary canal of, 89lf
diet and dentition in, 89Jf
Carnivorous plants, 797, 7981
Carotenoids, 191, 192
CarpellatefloweNi,813
Carpels, 626, 802

Carrier proteins, 131
facilitated diffusion and, 134-35
CarrieNi,277
tests for identifying, 280
Carrion flower. 805f
Carroll, Sean, 534-35f 684, 6841
Carrots, 8111"
c1oning,4121
Carrying capacity, 1183
for human population, 1193-95
logistic model of population growth and,
1183-86
Carson, Rachel, 1150-51, 1239
Carter, Jay, 1255
Cartilage, 857f
Cartilage skeleton, 704, 706
Casein,78t
Casparian strip, 772
Caspase enzymes, 224
allosteric inhibition of, 158f
Castor bean, seed structure of, 8081
Catabolic pathway. See also Cellular respiration
Catabolic pathways, 143, 162-67
production of ATP and, 163
redox reactions and, 163-66
Catabolism
offood,l801
pyruvate as key juncture in, 1791
versatiUtyof.180-81
Catabolite activator protein (CAP), 355-56
Catalysts, 78. 152. See alS<! Enzyme(s)
enzymes as, 151-52
lowering of activation barrier by enzymes
as, 153
Catastrophism. 454
Catecholamines.99I-92
Caterpillar, 469[, 881[' 975
Cation,4{J
Cation exchange, 786-87, 786f
Cattle egret. 1152f 12031
Cavalier-Smith. Thomas, 593-94
CC (Carbon Copy, cloned cat), 414
CD4 protein. 943
CD8 protdn. 943
cdc genes. 2WI
1', Nurse on. 92-93
cDNA library. 401
Cech. Thomas, 509
u'cum, 890
Ced-3. Ced-4, and Ced·9 proteins, 223-24
Cedrela Q«orala, 31
Cetera Genomics. 428-29
Cell(s),92-124
animal. lOO/(see also Animal cell(s})
auxin and cell elongation, 828, 8291
as basic unit in organism, 7-8
cell-cell communication (see Cell signaling)
cell crawling. 1036
cdl fate in animal devclopm<'nt. 1038-44
cell fate in plant development, 759-60
cell fractionation, 97
cellular elements in blood, 912, 913-14
cell wall (see Cell wall(s))
<'ukaryotic (see £ukaryotic cell(s))
as fundamental unit of life. 94
greater than sum of parts, 122
as level of biological organization, 5f
membranes of, 98, 99f(5ee also Membrane(s),
cellular; Plasma membrane)
metabolism and (sec Metabolism)
microscopy and study of. 94-97
P. Nurse interview on cell cycle, 92-93

photosynthesis in (see Photosynthesis)
plant. 101f(see also Plant cell(s))
plant cell expansion, 756, 7571
producing clones of, to carry recombinant
plasmids, 399-400
programmed death in (see Apoptosis)
prokaryotic, 557-59 (seealso ProkaryoticceU(s))
protein folding in, 85-86
recognition, 129j, 130
reproduction (see Cell qde: Cell division)
respiration in (see Cellular respiration)
review, 122-24
sequential regulation of gene expression
during differentiation of, 368-69
signal induction of directional growth in, 2201
size range of, 951
stem (see Stem cells)
surface-to-volume ratio of, 99f
systems biology and, 9-11
systems map of protein interactions in, 101
transcription sp~'Cific to type of, 3611
ultrastructure, 96
Cell adhesion molemles (CAMs), 1036
animal morphogenesis and, 1036-38
Cell body, 1048
Cell-cdl communication. See Cell signaling
Cell-cell recognition
membrane protein, 129f
role of membrane carbohydrates in, 130
Cdl cycle, 228--45. See alS<! Cell division
alternation of mitotic phase and interphase
in, 230-38
cancer and abnormal, 242-43
cell division by binary fission and, 236, 2371
cytokinesis in, 234-36
formation of daughter cells during cell
division, 229-30
genetic changes affeding, and cancer
development, 373-71
molecular control system in eukaryotic, 238-43
p, Nurse on, 92-93
phases of, 2311
review, 244-45
roles of cell division in, 228-29
Cell-cycle control system, 238-43, 239
anchorage dependence, 24:if
cancer as failure of, 242-43
cell cycle clock, 239-41
checkpoints in, 239j; 240j; 241-42
cytoplasmic signals and, 238
density-dependent inhibition, 24:if
mechanical analogy for, 239f
stop and go (internal and external signals) at
ch<'ckpoints, 241-42
Cell cycle-inhibiting pathway, 375/
Cell cycle-stimulating pathway. 3751
Cell differentiation, 366-67, 1021
cytokinins and, 829
Cell division, 228, 230. See also Cdl cycle
binary fission as bacterial, 236, 237/
cancer as uncontrolled, 242-43
cell cycle and, 230-43
cellular organization of genetic material and, 229
chromosomes distribution during, 229-30
cytokinesis and, 234-36
cytokinins and, 829
daughter cells produced by, 229-30
<'mbryonic development and, 366
key roles of, 228-29
meiosis and (see Meiosis)
mitosis and, 230, 231, 232-33j, 234, 235j,

236j, 237

plane and symmetry of, and plant morphogenesis, 755, 7561
P, Nurse on, 92-93
signaling pathways that regulate. 3751
Cell fate in animal development, 1038-44
cellular asymmetries in, 1040-41
determination of, and pattern formation by
inductive signals, 1041-44
establishing cellular asymmetries, l(140-41
mapping, 1038-40
Cdl fate in plant dewlopment, 759-60
Cell fractionation, 97/
Cell junctions. 2081
Cell-mediated immune response, 931f. 942
cytotoxic T cell function against pathogens
in, 943
helper T cells and, 943
overview of, 942f
Cell motility, 112-18
animal morphogenesis and, 1035-36
Cell plate, 2351, 236
Cell signaling, 206-27, 2211
cancer and interference with normal. 374-76
conversion of external signals into cell responses, 206-10
cytoplasmic, 238
in endocrine and nervous systems, 8591
endocrine system and, 981-84
evolution of, 206-7
hormones and, 975-80
integration of, in apoptosis, 223-25
local and distance, 208-9
local regulators and, 976. 980-81
neurotransmitters and neurohormones, and,
976-77
in plants (see Plant responses)
re<:eption of signals, 209, 210-14
responses to. 210, 218-23
review, 225-27
signal transduction pathways in, 207
spe<:ificity of, and coordinated response,
221-22
three stages of, 209-10
transduction and relay of signals to target
cells, 209-10, 214-18
P. Zambryski on, 736-37
Cell-type specific transcription, 361f
Cellular innate immune defenses, 933-34
Cdlular respiration, 162-84
ATP production, 176-77
ATP yield at each stage of. 1761
biosynthesis (anabolic pathways) and, 180-81
as catabolic pathway, 143, 162-67
chemiosmosis in, 173-76
citric acid cycle of, 170-72, 180-82
controlof.181f
defined, 163
electron transport chain in, 172-73, 1751
energy flow in ecosystems and, 1621
feedback mechanisms in regulation of,
181-82
fermentation and aerobic respiration forms
of,I77-79
formula, 163
free energy and, 1481
glycolysis in. 167-69, 179, 180-82
measuring,869f
metabolism and, 142
mitochondria as site of, 109, 1101, 162, 166j;
174f, 1751
origin of, 516
oxidative phosphorylation in, 172-77

redox reactions in, 163-66
review, 182-83
stages of, 166-67
versatility of catabolism, 180-81
Cellular skeleton, 941
Cellular slime mold, 595-96, 5951
Cellulose, 72
digesting of, by prokaryotes, 74/
in plant cell walls, 731
roll' of microlubules in orienting deposition
of, in plant cell walls, 1191
structure of, 73!
Cell wall(s), 654
cellulose in plant, 72, 731
plant, lOll, 118, 1191
prokaryotic, 981, 557-58
role of microtubules in orienting cellulose
deposition in plant, 1191
Celsius scale, 48
Cenozoic era, 514, 515t
animal evolution in, 658
Center for I'lant Conservation, 1246
Centimorgan map unit, 295, 296f
Centipedes, 687-88
Central canal, 1067
Central disk, 5<'a star, 6931
Central dogma, DNA, 328
Central nervous system (eNS), 1048,
1065-68
brain and (see Brain)
plasticity of, 1079
stem cell-based therapy and, 1083
vertebrate. 10661
Central vacuoles, 108
plant cell, 1011
Centrifugation, differential, 97/
Centrioles. 114
Centromere, 229, 230f
Centromeric DNA, 436
Centrosomes, 114,231
animal cell. 1001
Cephalization. 659.1065
Cephalochordates, 698, 700-701
Cephalopods (Cephalopoda), 678t, 680
Cerebellum, 1072
Cerebral cortex, 1070, 1075-78
body part representation in, 10761
consciousness and, 1078
emotions and, 1077-78
information processing in, 1075-76
language and speech and, 1076-77
lateralization of cortical function in, 1077
limbic system and, IOn!
lobes of human, 10751
Cerebral ganglia
earthworm,68lf
insect, 6881
Cerebral hemispheres, 1073
Cerebrospinal /luid, 1067
Cerebrum, 1074-74. Sec also Cerebral
cortex
Cervix, 1004, 10161
Cl'Stoidea class, 674/, 676
Cetaceans, 7251
evolution of, 4621
Cetartiodactyla,725f
CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons), 1241-42
Chactae,681
Chagas' disease, 581
Chambered nautilus. 6801
Chance. See Probability, Mendelian inheritance
governed by laws of
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Channel proteins, 131
facilitated diffusion and, 134-35, 135/
as ion channels, 135
Chaparral,1169/
Chaperonins, 85, 342
actions of, 85/
Character, g,'netic, 263, 2Mf, 2651
construction of phylogenetic trees from
shared, 542-48
gene linkage and inheritance of, 292-93, 293/
quantitative, 274
Charactcr displac<'ml:nt, 1200
Character tables, 543/
Chargaff, Erwin, 308
Chargaff's rules, 308, 310
Charged tRNA, 339
Charophyceans, 591
Charophytes, evolution of plants from, 600-601
Chase, Margaret, 307-8
Chicxulub crater, 522
Checkpoints in cell-cyck control system, 239,
2401,241-42
Cheetahs, 1187/
Chelicerae, 686
Cheliceriforms, 686/-87
Chemical bond(s), 38-42
with carbon, 60, 61/
covalent bonds. 38-39
effect of chemical reactions on, 42-43
hydrogen, 46, 47/
ionic bonds, 39-40
mollX:ular shape/function and. 41-42
weak,4Q-41
Chemical cycling in e<:osystems, 570
Chemical l'flcrgy, 143, 162/ See also Ccllular
respiration
Chemical equilibrium, 43
Chemical groups. 63-66
biologically important, 64-65/
life processes and most important, 63
Chemical mutagens, 3%
Chemical reactions, 42
effects of, on chemical bonds, 42-43
effects of enzymes on, lSI-56
ncrgonic and end,'rgonic, in mctabolism,
147-51
free energy and, 147/
redox, 163-66
Chemical signals in animals, 859-60, 1123. See
also Cell signaling
among ants, 28-29
endocrine system and, 981-'12 (sec also Endocrine system)
hormones as, 975-81
Chemical synapses, 1057
Chemical work, 149, 150/
Chemiosmosis, 166f, 173
ATP yield, 176/
comparison of, in chloroplasts and mitochondria, 196-98, 196/
ele<:tron transport chain, ATP synthesis,
and,175/
energy-coupling and ATP synthesis by, 173-76
Chemistry. 28-45
atomic structure and properties of elements,
32-37
biological molecules (see Biological
mokcule(s)}
chemical bonding of atoms, and mollX:ule
formation and function, 38-42
chemical reactions, 42-43
connection of biology to, 30-31
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D. Gordon interview on chemical communication in ants, 28-29
matter. elements, and compounds, 31-32
organic. 58-59 (see also Carbon; Organic
molecules)
review, 44-45
theme of emerg<'nt prop<'rties, '19
water (sec Water)
Chemoautotrophs, 564
Chemoheterotrophs,564
Chemor<'ceptors, 1090, 1096-99
inSlX:t, 1090/
smell and, IOn 1098, 1099/
tasteand,I097-98
Chemotaxis, 559
Chemotherapy, 243
Chemotrophs,564Chestnut blight. 650. 1207
Chiasma, 257
Chicken
embryo gastulation, 1030/
embryo wing, 1042/
Chickenpox. 936
Chief cells, 886
Childbirth, human, 1015-16. See also Births
Chimpanzee. 18f, 426, 443-44, 727f, 1128/
heterochrony and differential growth rates in
skull, 525/
tool use, 730
Chiroptera.725/
Chitin, 74, 637, 1113
as structural polysaccharide, 74/
Chitons, 6781
Chlamydias, 569/
Chlamydomonas, 591-92
Chloride
cells, 956
human requirements for, 878
Chlorine, 1241/
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), 1241-42
Chlorophyll(s),186
photocxcitation of, 192, 193/
structure of, 192{
Chlorophyll a, 191-92, 194
Chlorophyll b, 191-92
Chlorophytes, 591, 592/
Chloroplast(s),5f, 109
capture of light energy by, 110, Illf
comparison of chemiosmosis in mitochondria and. 196-98
GMOsand DNA in, 818
photosynthesis and, 185
plant cell, 101/
as site of photosynthesis, 1S6, 1'17/
Chlorosis, 790
Choanocytes, 670
Choanoflagellates, 656/
Cholecystokinin (CCK), 88'1/
Cholera, 216-17, 568f, 571
Cholesterol,77
animal cell membrane flUidity and, 127/
structure, 77/
Chondrichthyans, 706-8
Chondrocytes, 857/
Chondroitin sulfate, '157/
Chordates (Chordata), 662, 669f, 6941, 695,
698-735
cell fate mapping for two, 1039/
characteristics of, 699/
craniates, 702-4
derived characteristics of. 698. 699-700
early evolution of, 701-2

hagfishes, 703
lancclets, 700-701, 702/
phylogeny of liVing, 699/
review, 734-35
tunicates, 701
vertebrates as, 704-5 (see also Vertebrates)
Chorion, 715f, 1033
Chorionic villus sampling (C\'S), 280
C horizon, soil, 786/
Choroid, 110 I
Christmas Ire<' worm, 666
Chromalvcolata (chromalveolates), 579f, 582-89
alveolates, 582-85
ciliates. 584-85
stramenopiles, 585-'19
Chromatin, 102,229,230,321
animal cell, 100/
forms of, 322-23
nucleus and, 103/
packing of, in eukaryotic chromosome,
320-21/
plantcell,lOl/
regulation of structure of, 356-58
remodeling of, by siRNAs, 366
Chromophore, '137
Chromosomal basis of inheritanCl', 286-304
behavior of chromosomes. and Mendelian inheritance, 286-89
evolution of gene concept from, 347
gendic disorders due to chromosomal alterations.297-300
linked genes and. 292-96
locating genes on chromosomes and, 286
review, 302-3
select inheritance patterns as exceptions,
300-302
sex-linked genes and, 289-92
Chromosomal breakage points, 439
Chromosome(s), 102, 229
alteration of structure, and genom<'
evolution. 438-39
alterations of structure of, 298
behavior of, in human life cycle, 251-52
cells and, 98
chromatin packing in eukaryotic, 320-21/
correlating alleles with behavior of pairs of,
288-89
describing,25lf
distribution of, during eukaryotic cell division. 228f, 229, 230/
DNA and protein structure of, 320-23
duplication of, and genome evolution, 438
eurkaryotic cell, 229/
gendic disorders caused by abnormal numberoi, in humans, 297-300
heredity and role of, 248-49
homologous, 250, 257, 259f, 260
human sex, 289/
ind<'pendent assortment of, 258-59
locating genes along, 286, 294-95, 296/
meiosis and reduction of, from diploid to
haploid, 253-58
microevolution due to mutations in, 471
nuc!eusand.103/
number of, in humans. 250-51
physical basis of Mendelian inheritance in,
286-89
prokaryotic conjugation and gene transf<'r
between. 562-63
prokaryotic plasm ids and, 559/
recombinant. 259
separation of homologous, during meiosis 1, 254/

sets of, in human cells, 250-51
sex dCh:rmination and, 289-90
synthetic bacterial, 573
Chromosome theory of inheritance, 286
Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), 300,
300j, 418
Chylomicrons, 889
Chyme, 885
Chytridiomycota,641
Chymotrypsin, 888
Chytrids, 641,642/
Cichlids
sexual selection in, 497
weakening of reproductive barriers and,
500,50Ij
Cilia, 114ciliates and, 584-85
dynein motor proteins and movement of, 116/
in eukaryotes, 14f
ultrastructure, 115/
Ciliary body, 1101
Ciliates, 584-85
Circadian rhythms, 777, 838, 994, 1122. See also
Biological clock
suprachiasmatic nucleus control of, 1072-73
Circannual rhythms, 1122-23
Circulatory system, 898-915
adaptations of, for thermoregulation, 864-65
blood composition and function, 911-14 (see
also Blood)
blood vessels, blood flow velocity, and blood
pressure in, 906-10
diseases of. in humans, 914-15
gas exchange and, 89'1, 923 (see also Gas
exchange)
gastrovascular cavities related to, 899
heart and, 903-5
lymphatic system and, 910-11
mammalian,903-15
open and closed, '199, 900/
placental, and fetal, 101'lf
review, 927-28
vertebrate, 900-903
Cis double bond, fatty acids and, 76
Cis face, Golgi apparatus, 106-7, 106/
Cis isomers, 62
Cisternae
ER, 104, 105/
Golgi apparatus, 105-7
Cisternal maturation model, 106-7
Citric acid, 651
Citric acid cycle, 166, 170, 172
ATPyield,176/
cellular respiration and, 166/
connection of, to other metabolic pathways,
180-82
overview of, 170j, 171/
Citrulline, 327/
Clades (taxonomy), 542--43
animal phylogeny and, 661-62
grades \'S .. 659, 660
Oadistics, 542-43
Clam, 679/
Oark's nutcracker, 1127
Oasses (taxonomy), 537
Oassical conditioning, 1127
Oassification of life, 12j, 537-38, E-I-E-2. See
also Taxonomy
early schemes for, 453
links between phylogeny and, 538-39
Oass I MHC molecules, 938
Oass II MHC molecules, 938

Cleavage, 234, 235j, 655,1013,1022,1025-27
in .-.:hinodcrm embryo, 1025/
embryonic development and, 655/
in frog embryo, 1027/
holoblastic, and microblastic, 1027
in protostomes \'S. in deuterostomes, 660, 661/
Oeavage furrow, 234, 235/
Clements, F. E., 1211
Climate, 1155-59
changes in, 520,1159,1239-41
continental drift and, 520
eff.-.:ts of bodies of water and ocean currents
on, 1155, 1158/
effects of bodies of water on, 49/
effects of mountains on, 1158
global patkrns of, 1155-58
global warming and, 1239-41
macroclimate, 1155
microclimate, 1155, 1158-59
reconstructing ancient, 615
seasonality and, 1158
studying past, using tree rings, 753/
Climax community, 1211
Climograph,ll66
for major types of North American
biomes, 1167/
Cline, 4-70
Clitoris, 1004
Cloaca, 708,1002
Oock, biological. See Biological clock
Clock, noral, 821
Clonal analysis, 759
Clonal selection, 94-0
amplifying lymphocytes by, 940-41
ofBcells,94Ij
Clone(s), 249, 250
cuttings and, '114
DNA (see DNA cloning}
fragmentation and, 812
meaning of t.'rm, 412
tesHube, 814-15
P. Zambryski on, 736-37
Cloning vector, 398
Oosed circulatory system, 899-900, 900/
Ootting, blood, 11,3971, 913
Clownfish, 7M/
Club fungus, 646-48
Club mosses, 613, 614/
Clumped disp<'rsion, 1176
Cnidarians (Cnidaria), 51'1, 6671, 671-73
classes of, 672t
gastrovascular cavities, 899/
polyp and medusa forms of, 671/
role of ~-cat<'fiin in control of gastrulation
in, 658/
Cnidocytes,671
CO 2, See Carbon dioxide (CO:J
Coal,615
Coal<'d pits, ,'ndocytosis and, 139/
Coal proteins, 139/
Coccidioidomycosis. 651
Cochlea, 1093/
transduction in, IM5/
Coconut palm, 11'11/
Cocktails, multidrug HI\', 391
Cod,7M
Codominance,272
Codons, 329, 330
anticodons, 337
codon recognition. 341
dictionary of, 330/
Coefficient of relatedness, 1139

Coelacanth,7('fJ/
Coelom, 659-60
earthworm, 681/
formation, 660, 661/
Coelomates, 659, 660/
Coenocytic fungi, 637-38
Coenzyme, 156
Cofactors, enzyme, 156
Cognition. 1128
brain regions for, in birds and humans, 1074{
consciousness and, 107'1
FOXP2 genes and, 733
problem solVing and, 1128
vertebrate, 1074
Cognitive maps, 1127
Cohesins, 229, 257
Cohesion, 4-7
rise of xylem sap and, 775-76
Cohort, 1177
Coitus, 1006
Coitus interruptus, 1016
Cold, plant res pons.' to cxcessiw, 844-45
Coleman, Doug. 894-95
Coleoptera, 690/
Coleoptile, 808
action spectrum for blue-light-stimulated
phototropism in, '135/
signal transduction in growth of, 825-26
Coleorhiza, 808
Collagen, 78t, 831, 119, 654
extracellular matrix and, 120/
quaternary protein structure of. 83/
Collagenous fibers, 857
Collar cells, 656/
Collecting duct, 964, 965j, %6
Collcnchyma ceUs, 744j. 750
Colloid,51
Colon, '190
Colonies, ant. 28-29
Colonies, gr.'en algae, 591
Coloration, d&'nsive, 1201-2
Colorblindncss, 291/
Coloreclal cancer, model for development of, 376/
Columnar cells, 856
Columnar epithdium, 856/
Combinatorial gcne expression regulation, 361
Comet collision, mass extinction by, 522
Commensalism. 570,1203
Com mercial applications
DNA technology and dewlopmcnt of pharmaceutical products, 41'1-19
offungi,651-52
of mosses, 609-10
Common arrowhead, 813/
Common ;unip.'r, 623/
Common scaly.foot, 536
Communicatingjunctions.12Ij
Communication, 1123
animal signals and, 1123-25
celJ.cell (see Cell signaling)
chemical. in ants, 28-29
by neurons, 1047, 1048
symplastic, 781-82
Community(ies), 1149j. 1198
biogeographic factors affecting divcrsity in,
1214--17
bottom-up and top-down controls in,
1209-10
competition in, 1199-1200
dominant species in, 1207
ecological succession in, 1212-14foundation species in, 1208-9
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herbivory in, 1202
as level of biological organization, 4/
pathogen life cycle and structure of, 1218
predation in, 1201-2
species diversity (see Species diversity)
symbiosis in, 1202-3
trophic structure of, 1205-7
Community ecology, 1l49J. 1198-1221
application of, to pathogen life cycles and
controlling human disease, 1217-19
biogeographic factors affecting biodiversity,
1214-17
biological community defined, 1198
disturbances affecting species diversity and
composition, 121l-14
dominant and keystone species and, 1204-10
interspedfic interactions in communities,
1198-1204
review, 1219-20
Compaction, soil, 789
Companion cell, 745/
Compartmentalization, 882
Competition,ll99-IWO
character displacement. 1200
competitive e~clusion, 1199
dcnsity-d,'pendent population regulation
through,1187
ecological niches, 1199-1200
effects of interspecific, on ecological niche, 1200/
for mates, 1136-37
science and, 24
Competitive exclusion, 1199
Competitive inhibitors, 156
Complementary DNA (eDNA), 401, 4()9/
Complementary double helix strands, 88
Complement system, 934, 9%
Complete digestive tract, 883
Complete dominance, 271
Complete flowers, 802
Complete metamorphosis, 689
Complex eyes, 529
Complex systems, 29
Compound eyes, 1100, 1100/
Compound leaf, 741/
Compounds, 31
emergent properties of, 3lf
organic carbon-based, 58-67
radioactive tracers and, 34/
Compromises, evolutionary, 484, 485/
Computer models, 339/
Concentration gradient, 132, 137/
Concentricycloidea, 694t
Conception, human, 1013
Condensation reaction, 68-69
Condensin, 322/
Condom, 1016
Conduction, 863/
Cones, conifer, 621. 625
Cones, eye, 1101
Cone snail, 1047
Confocal microscopy, %/
Conformer animals, 860-61
Conidia, 639j, 645
Coniferophyta, 623/
Conifers, 621
diversity of, 623/
pine, 62'if. 625
Conjugation, 561-64
bacterial,562/
F factor as plasmid and, 562, 563/
F factor in chromosome and, 562, 563/
in protists, 584/
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R plasmid and antibiotic resistance in
bacteria, 563-64
Connective tissue, 857-58
Conodonts, 704-5
Consciousness, as emergent property, 1078
Conservation biology, 1245-67
human threat to Earth's biodiversity and nel'd
for, 1245-50
at landscape and regional level, 1255-60
levels of biodiversity addressed by, 1246-47
at population, species, and habitat kvels,
1250-55
restoration ecology and, 1260-64
review, 1266-67
sustainable development and, 1264-65
Conservation of energy in ecosystems, 1223
Conservation of mass in ecosystems, 1223
Conservative model, DNA replication, 31l. 312/
Conserved Domain Database (CDD), 430/
Constant (C) region, 938
Constipation, 890
Consumers,6j, 185, 1205f,1224f, 1228-1230
Continental drift, 465, 519-21
consequences of, 520-21
continental plates and, 519/
defincd,520
Phanerozoic ron, 520/
Contour tillage, 788/
Contraception, 10 16-18
Contractile proteins, 78t
Contractile vacuoles, 108
osmoregulation and, 1M/
Contrast, 95, 96/
Control elements, 359
Control groups, 21
Controlled e~periments, 22
COIIUS toxin, 1047
Convection, 863/
Convergent evolution, 464-65. See also Evolution
analogy and, 540-41
Australian marsupials and, 722-23
swimmers, 853/
Convergent extension, 1036
animal morphogenesis and, 1036/
fibroncctin matri~ required for, 1037/
Cooling, evaporative, 49
Cooper, Vaughn, 560
Cooperation, science and, 24
Coopcrativity, 157j, 158,565
Coordinate control. 352, 362
Copepods, 692
Copeyon, Carole, 1255
Coprophagy, 892
Coral atoll, 1165/
Coral reefs, 5%, 673,1165/
effects of carbonate ion concentration on, 55/
Corals, 673
Coral snake, eastern, 20-22
Cord grass, 1251
Corepressor, 353
Cork cambium, 746
periderm production and, 754
Cormorant, flightless, 487, 492
Corn. Sec Maize (corn}
Cornea, 1101
Corn smut, 650/
Coronavirus, 391
Corpus callosum, 1073
Corpus luteum, 1004Correns, Karl, 301
Corte~, 743, 750f, 1022
Cortical granules, 1022-23

Cortical microfilaments, 116
Cortical nephrons, 964, %8
Cortical reaction, 1022-23
Cortical rotation, 1026
Corticosteroids, 993
Cortisol,977/
Coruzzi, Gloria, 23/
Costanza, Robert, 1248
Costa Rica
restoration of tropical dry forest in, 1262/
sustainable dcwlopment in, 1264-65
zoned reserves in, 1259/
Cotransport, 137j, 138, 768
Cottonwood tree, 835
Cotyledons, 628
embryo dl'velopment and, 807-8
symplastic communication and, 78"1/
Countercurrent exchange, 865, 917-18
internal salt balance and, 958, 959/
Countercurrent heat exchanger, 865, 865/
Countercurrmt multiplier syst<'ms, 967
Courtship behavior, 490/
fruit fly, 1123/
mate choice and, 1136-37
Covalent bonds, 38-39
carbon and, 66
disulfide bridges as, 83/
peptide bonds as, 80
Cow, 74/
Coyote, 1128/
Crane, 1120
Cranial nerves, 1068
Craniates, 702-4
derived characters of, 702-3
fossil of early, 703/
hagfishes as, 703
origin of, 703
vertebrates as (see Vertebrates)
Crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM), 201. See
also CAM plants
plant adaptations for redUcing loss of, 779
Crawling, 1115
Crayfish, 916f, 1088/
C-reactive protein (CRP), 915
Crenarchaeota, 567, 570
Crelacrous mass e~tinction, 522, 523/
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, 393
Crick, Francis, 3, 24, 88, 305, 328
base pairing model, 311-12
discover of double-heli~ structure of DNA,
308-10
Cri dll chat syndrome, 299-300
Crime scene investigation, DNA technology
and,24/
Crinoidea, 694t
Cristae, 110
Critical load, 1237
Crocodile{s}, 2j, 547, 717j, 718
Crop plants, 633, 815-19. See also Plant(s)
biotechnology and genetic engineering of,
816-17
breeding of, 815-16
debate over biotechnological modification of,
817-19
GMOs, 422-23
Crop rotation, 795
Cross·fostering study, 1129
Crossing over, 257, 294, 295f, 439
gene duplication due to, 439/
genome evolution and errors in, 439/
nonreciprocal, 298
recombinant chromosomes produced by, 259

recombination oflinked genes and, 294
Cross-linking, 65/
Cross-linking proteins, 116/
Cross-pollination. 627-28
Cross· talk, cell signaling, 222
Crow, 1133-34
Crustaceans, 686, 692
changes in developmental genes and. 527
Hox genes in, 446/
subphyla,686t
CrustoSt° lichens. 649/
CI)'olophosaurus. S07j, 520
Cryptic coloration. 120 I
Cryptochromes.836
Crypts, 778/
Crystallin, 361/
Crystalline structure of ice, SO/
Ctenophora.667/
C-terminus, 80, 129j, 340
Cuboidal epithelium, '156
Cubozoans.672t
Cuckoo bee. 1201/
Culture, 1140
evolution of human. 1142
Cutick, 604. 683
arthropod. 685
plant. 742
Cuttings. plant, 814
Cuttlefish,481j
Cuvicr. Georges. 454
Cyanobacteria. 195-96. 569j, 576
fungi and. as lichens. 645. 649
land colonization by, 518
metabolic cooperation in, 565
as photoautotroph, 1S6/
Cycadophyta.622/
Cyclic AMP (cAMP}, 215, 216-17, 355-56
as second messenger in G-protein signaling
pathway, 216/
water-soluble hormones and. CJ79
Cyclic electron now, photosynthesis. 195-96
Cyclic GMP (cGMP), 217, 823
Cyclin, 239, 240/
Cyclin-d<'pendent kinases (Cdks}, 239
cell cycle clock and, 239-41
Cycliophora.668/
Cynodonts, 513j, 523/
Cysteine, 65j, 79/
Cystic fibrosis, 278
Cystoplasmic streaming, 595
Cytochrome c, 224
Cytochrome complex
cyclic electron flow and, 195-96
linear ekctron flow and, 194, 195/
Cytochromes. 172-73
Cytogenetic maps. 296. 427-28
Cytokines. 936. 980
Cytokincsis. 230. 231j, 234-36
in animal and plant cells, 235/
meiosis t. 254/
meiosis II, 255/
telophase and, 233/
Cytokinins. 827t, 829-30
anti-aging effects of, '130
apical dominance and, '130
control of cell division and differentiation
by. 829
Cytology. 97
Cytoplasm. 98
response of. to cell signaling. 218-20
Cytoplasmic determinants. 367-68. 1021
Cytoplasmic genes. 301-2

Cytoplasmic microtubules, 757/
Cytoplasmic streaming. 117j, 118,590
Cytosine. 87j, 88. 89j, 308. 310
Cytoskeleton. 112-18
animal cell, 100/
animal morphogenesis and, 1035-36
components of. 113-18
membrane protein attachment function, 129/
plamcell.101j
roles of. in support, motility, and regulation, 112
structure/function of, 113t
CytOSOl. 98, 103/
Cytosolic calcium. 823
Cytotoxic T cells, 938. 943. 944/

D
Dalton (atomic mass unit). 33. 52
Dalton. John. 33
Dance language, honeybee. 1124
Dandelion,804j, Sllj, 1181/
Danielli, James. 126
Dark reactions, 189
Dark responses. rod cells. 1103/
D'Arrigo. Rosanne, 753/
Darwin. Charles, 14, 15I, 260
adaptation concept, 456-57. 459
on angiosperm evolution. 628
barnacles and. 692
Beagle voyage and field research conducted
by,455-57
descent with modification conc<'pt by, 16-17,
457-58
evidence supporting theory of. 460-66
historical context of life and ideas of, 452-55
lungs as evolwd from swim bladders, 708
on natural sekction, 14-16,458-59,468
phototropism and grass colroptiles. 825
publication of The Origin o/Species by, 452
quotation from, 534
on sexual selection. 481
on speciation. 487
Darwin. Erasmus. 454
Darwin. Francis. 825
Data, types of, 18
Databases, g<'fiome sequence. 429. 430/
Dating. fossil record. 510-12
Daughter cells
cell division and, 229-30
distribution of gray crescent affecting developmental potential of, 1040/
of mitosis and meiosis. 256/
Davson. Hugh, 126
Davson-Danielli sandwich model, 126
Day-neutral plants, 839
Db gene. 895/
DDT, 1238-39
Death, cell. See Apoptosis
Deaths
population dynamics and. 1175/
rate of. 1186j, 1192
Decapods.692
Declining-population approach to conservation,
1253-55
Decomposers. 570, 1224
fungi as. 637. 647. 648
soil bacteria as. 793
Decomposition
effects of temp<'ratuf<' on, 1234/
nutrient cycling rates and, 1234
Deductive reasoning, 19-20
Deep-etching technique. 112/
Deep-sea hydrothermal vents, 1165/

Deer albinism. 325
Deer mouse, 871/
De-diolation, 822, 823I, '124
Defensive coloration. 1201-2
Defensive proteins, 78t
Deficiencies
mineral, 790-92
·smart" plants and. 792
DegranUlation. 948
Dehydration, 956, 970
Dehydration reaction, 68-69/
disaccharide synthesis and, 71/
in fat synthesis. 75/
peptide bonds and, 80/
Deleted in colorectal cancer (DCC). 376/
Deletion. 298
Dektions (point mutation). 345-46
Delta proteobacteria subgroup, 568/
Demographics of populations. 1177-79
life tables and, 1177
reproductiw rates. 1178-79
survivorship curves, 1177-78
Demographic transition. 1191
Demography, 1177
Denaturation. protein. 84-85
Dendrites. 859j, 1048
Dendritic cells. 934
Dendrochronology, 753
Denitrification, 1233/
Density-dependent inhibition, 242
Density d<'pendcnt population change, 1186
Density independent population change. 1186
Density of populations. 1174-77, 1186-90
defined, 1175
as dynamic, 1175-76
population change and. 1186
population dynamics and, 1188-90
population regulation factor.; dependent
upon, 1187-88
Dentary.512
mammal. 513/
Dentition. 890
diet and adaptations of. 891. 891j
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA}. See DNA (de·
oxyribonucleic acid}
Deoxyribose. 87j, 88. 308
Depolarization. 1052, 1054/
Depression. brain function and mental. 1081-82
Derivatives. cell, 746
Derived character. shaf<'d, 543
inferring phylogenies using. 543
Derived trails of plants. 601. 602-3/ 604
Dermal tissue system, plant. 742
Dermaptera, 690/
Dermis. mammalian, 864/
Descent with modification concept. 16. 17j, 452.
456-60. See also Natural selection
Deserts, 1168/
DeSimone. Doug, 1037-38
Desmosomes. 121/
Dessiccation.956
Desynchronization, '138
Determinate cleavage, 660
Determinate growth, 746
Determination, 368-69
Detoxification. 104-5
Detritivores.1224
Detritus. 1161, 1224
Deuteromycetes.640
Deuterostome development, 660-62
protostome development vs., 661/
resolving bilaterian relationships and. 662-64
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~uterostomia,

662, 663, 669I, 693-95
chordates and, 698
~velopment. See alsQ Animal development;
Plant development
angiosperms, 629-30
animal phylogeny and, 662f
cell dl:velopmental potential, 1039-40
comparing genes related to, 445-47
of different cell types in multicellular organisms, 366-73
evolution and, 534
evolution of, 527-28
genes controlling, and effeds on body plan.
525-27
hormonal regulation of insect, 985/
as property of life, 2/
thyroid hormone and control of, 990-91
~vil's gardens, 30-31
tl.G (free-energy change), 146
Diabetes, 418
diabetes insipidus, 970, 971/
diabetes mellitus, 983-84
obesity and, 894
Diacylglycerol (DAG), 217-18
Diagnosis, DNA h:<:hnology for, 416-17
Diaphragm, birth control, 1017
Diaphragm. breathing and, 920
Diapsids, 716
Diarrhea, 572, 578I, 890
Diastole, 904
Diastolic pressure, 907
Diatoms, 579I, 585-86
evolution of mitosis in, 237/
Dicer enzyme, 365/
Dicots, 630
Dideoxy chain-termination method of DNA
se<Juencing, 408I, 4{)9, 428
Dideoxyribonucleotide, 408I, 4{)9
Diencephalon, 1070, 1072-73
Diet. See at$;) Food; Nutrition
animal nutritional requirements, 875-79
assessing nutritional needs in. 879-80
deficiencies in, 879, 880/
dentition and, 891/
evolutionary adaptations of vertebrate digestive systems correlated with, 891-93
vegetarian, 876/
Differential centrifugation, 97/
Differl'ntial genc expression, 356, 366-73
cellular differentiation and sequential regulation of. 368. 369/
cytoplasmic determinants and inductive
signals, 367-68
embryonic dl'velopmcnt and, 366, 367/
pattern formation, body plan, and. 369-73
Differential gene expression regulation, 361
Differential·interference microscopy, %/
DiffCfl'ntiation, 368-69, 369I, 758, 759/
Diffusion, 132, 132I, 136I, 772
free energy and, 147/
of solutes in vascular plants. 767-68
of water in vascular plants, 768-71
Digestion, 882I, 884/
alimentary canals, 883/
animal food processing and, 880
complete digestive tract. 883
digestive compartments, 882-83
digestive tube, 661
extracellular, 882-83
hormonal control of, 888/
intracellular, 882
lysosomes and intracellular, 107-8
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mammalian (see Digestive system,
mammalian)
sea star digestive glands. 693/
in small intestine, 887-88
in stomach, 885-87
vertebrate, 891-93
Digestive system, mammalian, 884-90
human, 884I, 887/
large intestine, 890
oral cavity, pharynx, and esophagus, 884-85
small intestine, 887-90
stomach,885-87
Digger wasps, 1127/
Dihybrid crosses, 268I, 270-71
chromosomal basis of Mendel's laws and, 287/
Dihybrids, 268
Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), 593/
Dihydroxyacetone, 70/
Dijkstra, Cor, 1180/
Dikaryotic mycelium, 639
Dim('r,1I3
Dimerization, 21 1/
Dimetrodon fossil, 51 if
Dinoflagellates, 582-83
evolution of mitosis in, 237/
Dinosaurs, 716
extinctions of, 522, 523-24
fossil record and, 507
Dioecious species, 813
Diphtheria, 947
Diploblastic animals, 659
Diploid cell(s), 251
comparison of meiosis and mitosis in, 256I,
257-58
g('fietic variation prescrved in, 483
meiosis and reduction of, to haploid cells.
253-58
Diplomonads, 580
Diptera, 690/
Direct contact, cell-cell communication and, 208
Direct inhibition hypothesis, 830
Directional selection, 480-81
Disaccharides, 70
synthesis of, 7if
Discovery scicnce, 18-19
Discrete characteNi. 469
Diseases and disorders. See also Genetic disorders; names 0/ specific diseases
applying community ecology concepts to
pathogen life cycle to control, 1217-19
autoimmune, 949
cancer, 951 (see also Cancer)
cardiovascular disease, 914-15
d('fisity-dcpendent population regulation
through,1187-88
diabetes, 971I, 983-84
DNA technology for diagnosis of, 416-17
essential element deficiencies. 32/
fungal,650-51
genes involved in resistance to, 450-51
immunodeficiency, 949-50
impaired immune response to, 948-50
insl,<:ts as carrieNi, 689
nervous system. 1080-84
parasites, 675I, 676/
pathogen evasion of acquired immunity and,
950-51
in plants (see Plant discases)
sickle cell, 344/
viral. 387-94
zoonotic, 1218-19
Disomers, 62/

Disorder, 144/
DispeNial offruit and sel'd, 81 if
Dispersal of species, 1152-53
effect of sea urchins on seaweed, 1153/
flowchart of factoNi affecting, 1152/
Dispersion of populations, 1174-77
defined, 1175
patterns of, 1176-77
Dispersive model, DNA replication, 311, 312/
Disruptive selection, 480I, 481
Distal control elements, 359, 3fJJ/
Distal tubule, 964, 966
Distance vision, 1101/
Distant hybridization, 816
Disturbance, 1211
characterizing, 1211-12
l,<:ological succession following, 1212-14
human-caused. 1214
terrestrial biomes and role of, 1166, 1167
Disulfide bridges, 83/
Diverg('fice of closely related species, 442--44
DiveNiity. See Biodiversity
Diving mammals, circulation and gas exchange
in, 926-27
Dizygotic twins, 1014
Dlx genes, 704
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), 8-9, 86
5-methyl cytidine and, 65/
amplification of, 403, 404I, 405
cell reproduction and (see Cell cycle)
changes in, leading to genoml' evolution,
438-42
Chargaff's rules and, 308
chips containing. 410-11
chromosome structure and, 320-23 (see also
Chromosome(s))
cloning (see DNA cloning)
complementary (cDNA), 401
double-helical model of, by J. Watson and F.
Crick, 305, 305/
double helix structure of. 8, 9I, 88, 89/
in eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells, 8/
as genetic material, evidence for, 305-8
genomes (see Genome(s))
idmtification (fingcrprints) based on, 419
inherited. 9/
phylogeny based on, 536/
process of bUilding structural models of.
308-10 (see also Doubk hdix)
proofreading and r('pair of, 316-18
protein synthesis and, 87/
radioactive tracers and, 3'if
recombinant. 396
rl'petitive, 434, 436
replication (see DNA replication}
sequencing (see DNA sequences; DNA sequencing}
simple se<Juence, 436
Southern blotting offragm('fits of, 4<)5-6, 407/
strands (see DNA strand(s})
technology based on (see DNA technology)
viruses, 382, 384, 387t
Watson. Crick, and, 3. 24
DNA bending, 435
proteins for, 361/
DNA chips, 410-11
DNA cloning, 3%-405
DNA amplification, 403-5
of eukaryotic genl' in bacterial plasmid, 398-400
expression of cloned eukar)'otic genes and, 403
gene cloning and applications, 397I, 398
screening libraries for specific genes. 401-3

storing cloned genes in DNA libraries,
400-4<) 1, 400f
using restriction enzymes to make recombinant DNA. 398f
DNA Data Bank ofJapan, 429
DNA ligase, 315t, 316, 398, 398f
DNA methylation, 358
DNA microarray assay, 410-11
cancer detection with, 396
DNA polymerase I. 314, 315t
DNA polymcrase Ill, 314, 31St
DNA polymcrases, 311, 315f
DNA replication, 89/ 311-16
antiparallel elongation in, 315-16
in bacteria, 317f
base pairing and, 311-12
DNA proofreading and repair and, 316-18
of ends of DNA molemles, 318-19
in eubryotes, 313f
models of, 311-12
origins of, 313-14
proteins assisting in, 31'if, 317/
replicating ends of DNA molemles, 318-19
summary of, 317f
synthesizing nl'W strands, 314, 315f
DNA rcplication complex, 316
DNA sequences
animal phylogeny and, 662, 663f
constructing phylogenetic trees using, 544-47
detecting specific, using nudeic acid probe,
4<)1-3
determining. 408/ 409
exon, and intron, 335, 336
fossils and morpholgy vs., for animal
phylogeny, 535
genes as. 347
in human genome, 43'if
identifying protein-coding genes in, 429-31
microevolution due to mutations affecting, 471
molecular homologics in, 541-42
molecular homoplasy in, 542f
noncoding, 433-36
polymorphisms as variations in, 417
promotcr and terminator, 332
related to transposable clements, 436
short-tandem repeat (STR), 436
DNA sequencing, 427/ 428
dideoxy chain-termination method, 408/ 409
,,"tirl' gl'nomc of bacl<'rium Hae»lOphilus in-

fluenzae, 396
Human Genome Project. IOf
machines, 10-11,428
DNA strand(s)
base pairing in template, 309, 310/ 311-12
lagging. 315. 316f
leading, 315
non template, 330
proofreading and rl'pairing, 316-18
sticky ,,"d of, 398
structure of, 9/ 308f
synthesizing new, 314, 315f
template, 329
DNA l<'chnology, 396-425
crime scene investigation and. 24f
DNA cloning as, 396-4<)5
gene expression and function studied via,
405-11
organismal cloning as, 412-16
practical applications of, 416-23
recombinant DNA and DNA toolbox, 396
restriction fragment analysis, 4{l6
review, 423-24

Dodd, Diane, 495f
Dodder, 798f
Dog rose, 631f
Dolly (cloned lamb}, 413, 41'if
Dolphins, 1071-72
Domains, protcin, 336
correspond,,"ce bet"..-en exons and, 336f
Domains, taxonomy. 336, See also Archaea
domain; Bacteria domain; Eukarya
domain
comparison of thrc<', 567/
cvolutionary relationships of thrce, 443f
kingdoms vs., 551-52
Domestication of seed plants, 618, 633
Dominant alleles, 266
degrl'es of dominance, 271-72
frequency of, 273
relationship between phenotype and, 272
Dominant species, 1207
Dominant traits, 264, 265t, 266
pcdigrel' analysis and, 276f
Dopamine. 1060, 1081.1083
Doppler, Christian, 263
Dormancy, seed, 808-9
abscisic acid and, 832
Dorsal lip, blastopore, 1029
indUcing change in amphibian embryo
developmental fate, 1041-42
Dorsal sides, 659
Doubk bonds, 38
carbon,6 1f
Double circulation, 901-2
adaptations of, 902-3
in amphibians, 902
in mammals and birds, 902-3
in reptiles (except birds). 902
in vertebrates, 902f
Double fertilization, 628, 806-7
Double helix, 88, 89f, 309. See a/so DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid)
base pairing in. 31Of, 311-12
in eukaryotic chromosme. 320f
hy features of, 309f
Doubk-strandcd DNA (dsDNA) viruses, 387t
Doubly compound leaf, 741f
Douglas fir, 623f
Dowling, Herndon. 866-67
Down syndrome, 247, 299
Dragonfly, 688, 866f
Drip irrigation, 788
Drosophila meianogast£r. See Fruit fly

(Drosophila me/al/ogaster)
Drought
plant responses to, 843
plant tolerance to, 832
Drugs. See a/so Pharmaceutical products
brain reward system and addiction to, 1082
resistance to, in HIV, 461
synthesis of small molecules for USl' as, 418
Dry fruits, 626
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 291
Ducts, male reproductive, 1005
Dunstan, William, 1227f
Duodenum. 888
Duplication, 298

Duroia hirsuta, 30-31
Dust Bowl, 785
Dust mites, 686f
Dwarfism. 278
Dynamic stability hypothesis, 1206
Dyneins, 116
Dysentery, 563, 596

E
Eagle,I001

EO'
evolution of mammalian bones in, 721f
hearing and, 1092, 1093f, 1094, 1095/
insect,l092f
mammal,512
organs of equilibrium in inner, 1095f
structureofhuman,l093f
Earlobe, pedigree analysis and attached, 276f
Earth. See alw Biosphcre
biological organization and, 'if
climate. 753f
conditions on early, and development of life,
507-10
contincntal plates of, 519f, 520-21
development of oxygen in atmosphere of, 516
formation of organic molecules under conditions of early, 59f
mass extinctions of life on, 521-23
role of watl'r in fitness of, for life, 47-52
threats to water quality on, 54-56
Earthquakes, 520
Earthworm, 681-82
alim,'ntary canal, 883f
anatomy. 681f
closed circulatory system, 900f
metanephridia, 962f
reproduction in, 'Yf7
Easkrn box turtle, 717f
Eastern coral snake, 20-22
Eastern indigo snake, 871f
Ecdysis, 663, 683
Ecdysone, 984
Ecdysowans (Ecdysowa), 663, 668-69f, 683-92
arthropods, 684-92
nematodes, 683-84
Echidna, short-beaked, 722f
Echinoderms (Echinodermata), 669f, 693-94
anatomy of sea star, 693f
classes of, 6941
embryonic development of, 1023/ 1025/ 1028f
Echinoidea, 6941
E. coli. See Escherichia coli (E. coli)
Ecological footprint. 1193-95
Ecological interactions, 570-71
Ecological niche(s}, 1/99-1200
effects of interspecific competition on, 1200f
Ecological pyramids, 1229-30
Ecological Society of America, 1150
Ecological species concept, 492
Ecological succession, 1212-14
Ecological time, 1150
Ecology, 1146-73
abiotic and biotic factors in study of, 1153-55
animal behavior and (see Behavioral ecology)
of aquatic biomes, 1159-66
of behavior (see Behavioral l,<:ology)
biosphere and global, 1148, 1149f(see a/sQ
Biosphere)
climate and, 1155-59
of communities, 1149f(see also Community
ecology)
conservation and (see Conscrvation biology)
defined,II48
distribution of species, limits on. and,
1151-59
of ,'<:osystcms, 1149f(see also Ecosystcm(s})
environmental issues and. 1148, 1150-51
evolutionary biology linked to, 1148, 1150
landscape,1149f
mass extinctions of species and, 523f
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mosses, importance of, 609-10
organism-environment interactions in study
of, 1151-59
of organisms, 1149f(see also Organism(s))
of populations, 1149f(scc also Population
ecology)
ofprokarytes, 566-70
protists and, 596-97
restoration (see Restoration e<:ology)
review, lin
role of prokaryotes in global, 570-71
scope of, 1148, 1149f
of terrestrial biomes, 1166-71
D. Wall on nematodes and, 1146-47f
Ecosystem(s), 1148, 1I49f, 1222-44. See also
Biome(s)
aquatic, 1226-27
biogeochemical (nutrient) cycles in, 1231-36
communities of species in (see
Community(ies))
divcrsityof,1247
dynamics of (nutrient cycling and energy flow), 6
edges between, 1256f
energy budgets of, 1225-26
encrgy dynamics in, 1223, 1223f
encrgy flow in, 162f, 1223-24
energy transfer between trophic levels in,
1228-30
green world hypothesis and, 1230
human impact on, 1236-42
as level of biological organization, 4f
observing, 1222-23
primary production in, 1224-28
producers and consumers in, 1223-24
review, 1242-44
role of prokaryotes in, 570-71
terrestrial,1227-28
trophic levels of, 1223-24, 1228-30
Ecosystem e<:ology, 11491
Ecosystem services, 1248
Ecotone, 1167
Ectoderm, 659, 1028. 1032f
Ectomycorrhizae, 796, 7%f
Ectomycorrhizal fungi, 638
Ectoparasitcs, 1202
Ectopic cells. 1012
Ectoprocts (Ectoprocta), 664f, 667f, 677
Ectothermic organisms, 862-63
Ectothermic reptiles, 716
Edges in landscapes, 1256-57
Ediacaran biota, 51 If, 517-18, 656, 657f
Edidin, Michae~ 127, 128f
Edl'iards, Scott, 450-51f, 488, 489f
Effective population size, 1252
Effector cells. 9W
Efferent arteriole, 964
Efferent neurons, 1068
Egg, 997
activation of, 1023-24
distribution of calcium in, 102'if
fertilization of animal, 1022-25
oogenesis, in human females, lOO9f
ovules and, in seed plants, 619, 620f
terrestrially-adapted, in amniotes. 713-15
Egg-polarity gene, 371
Ehrhardt, David, 119f
Eisner, Thomas, 689
Ejaculation, 1005
Ejaculatory duct, 1005
Elastic fibers, 857
Elastin, 7St
Eldredge, Niles, 502
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Electrically charged amino acids, 79f
Ekctrical signaling in phlo('m, 782
Ele<:trical synapses, 1056-57
Electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG), 905
Electrochemical gradient, 136
Electrogenic pump, 137
proton pump as, 137f
Ele<:tromagneticenergy.l90
Electromagnetic receptors, 1090
specialized, 1091f
Ekctromagnctic spectrum, 190, 190f
Ele<:tron(s), 33
chemical properties of atoms, and distribution of, 35-36
cyclic flow of, in light reactions of photosynthesis, 195, I%f
energy levels of. 35, 35f
linear flow of, in light reactions of photosynthesis, 194, 195f
NAD+ as shuttle of, 165f
Electron-distribution diagrams, 36f, 37f, 38f
Ele<:tronegativity, 39, 46-47
Ele<:tron microscopy (EM), 95-97, D-I
EIl.'Ctron orbitals, 36-37
diagrams of, 37f
hybridization of, 41f
EIl.'Ctron shells, 35, 36
ell.'Ctron-distribution diagrams and, 36f
energy levels of, 35f
Electron transport chain, 164-66, 165
ATPyicld,176f
cellular respiration and, 165f, 166f
chemiosmosis, ATP synthesis and, 17Sf
free energy change during, 173f
pathwayof,ln-73
EIl.'Ctrophysiologists, 1052f
Ele<:troporation, 403
Elements, 31
atomic structure and properties of, 32-37
essential, for life, 32
essential, in plant nutrition, 789, 790, 79lt
naturally occurring, in human body, 32t
periodic table of, 36t
trace, 32
vaknees of, in organic moll.'Cules, 61f
Elephants,456f
Elephant seals, 926
Elicitors, 846
Elimination, animal food processing and, 882, 890
Elk,1l35f

Elodea,43f
Elongation factors, 341
Elongation stage, transcription, 332f
Elongation stage, translation, 341, 34lf
Elton, Charles, 1205
Embryo
development of(scc Embryonic development)
development of plant, 807-'1
ensuring survival of, 1001
maternal immune tolerance of, 1016
meiosis and viability of human, 247
monocot \'5. eudicot. 631f
plant, ro2f
Embryonic dcvelopment, 1022-35
in amniotes. 1033
animal,655f
apoptosis and, 225f
brain, 1070f
cleavage, 1025-27
differential gene expression in, 366-73 (sec
also Differential gene expression)
fertilization, 1022-25

gastrulation, 1027-30
in humans, 1034f
in mammals. 1033-35
organogenesis, 1030-33
overview, 1021-22
in placental mammals (humans), 1012-16
Embryonic 1cthals, 371
Embryonic stem (E5) cells, 415
Embryophytes.6021
Embryo sac, 803-4
angiosperm, 627
Emergent properties, 3
chemistry of life, 89
of compounds, 31f
consciousness as, 1078
of water, 47-52
Emerging viruses, 391-92
Emigration. 1175f, 1176. 1190
Emotions, limbic system and, 1077-78
Emperor penguin, 2f
Emu,719f
Enantiomers, 62-63
pharmaceutical importance of, 63f
Encephalitis, 391
Endangered species, 1246, 1247f
Endemic species, 465
Endergonic reactions. 147-48
ATP hydrolysis, 150f
coupling of, to exergonic reactions by ATP,
149-51
exergonic reactions vs., 147f
Endler, John, 460-61

Endless Forms Most Beautiful: The New Science
ofEvo Devo and the Making ofthe Animal
Kingdom, 534
Endocarp,81lf
Endocrine glands, 976, 981f, 9S7t
adrenal,991-93
in human brain, 985f
major human, 98 If, 9S7t
parathyroid,991
pineal,994
pituitary, 9'15, 9S6, 9S7t, 988, 989
thyroid,990-91
Endocrin(' system, 975-96
cell signaling in, S59f
coordination of nervous system with, 984-90
endocrine signaling, 2OS-9, CJ76f
hormones as chcmical signals in, 975-82
major glands and hormones of human. 981f,
982,987t
negative fffdback and antagonistic hormone
pairs as features of, 981-'14
regulatory functions of, 990-94
review, 994-%
Endocytosis, 138
in animal cells. 139f
Endoderm, 659, 1028, lO32f
Endodermis, 772, 773f
plant, 749
Endomembrane system, 104, 104-9
bound ribosomes and, 343
('ndoplasmic rdiculum, 104, 105f
Golgi apparatus, 105, 106f, 107
Iysosomes, 107f, 108
review, 108, l09f
signal ml.'Chanism for targeting proteins to, 343f
vacuoles, lOS
Endometriosis. 1012
Endometrium, 1004
Endomycorrhizae, 796-97
Endoparasites,1202

Endophytes,618
bcndit of, to woody plant, 648f
Endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 104-5
animal cell, lOOf
plant cell, IOI!
ribosomes and, 103!
rough, 104, 105
smooth, 104-5
structure.105f
targeting polypeptides to. 343f
Endorphins, 42f, 81, 1060-61
Endoskdeton, 1113
Endosperm, 628, 806
development of, 807
Endospores, 560, 56O!
Endosymbiosis, 516-17
eubryotic evolution and, 576, 577f
serial, and origin of eukaryotes,

516,517f
Endothelin, 908, 908!
M. Yanagisawa discowry of, 850-51
Endothelium
blood vessel. 906
control of vasoconstriction by, 90Sf
Endothermic organisms, 860f, 862-63
n:ptiles, 716
Endotoxins.572
Energetic hypothesis. 1206, 1207f
Energy, 35, 143, 871f See also Bioenergetics
budgets, 871, 1225-26
catabolic pathways and production of,
162-67, 170-72 (see alw Cellular
respiration)
changes in free, 146-49
ch<'mical,143
costs of animal locomotion, 1116-17
coupling, 149, 150f
in ecosystems, 162f
flow in ecosystems, 6f
forms of, 143-44
heat/thermal, 143 (see also Heat)
homeostatic me<:hanisms for maintaining
animal balance, 893-96
kinetic,48,143
la","S on transformation of (thermodynamics),
144-45
organism-environment exchanges and
conversions of, 6-7
processing of, as prop<'rty of life, 2f
torpor and conservation of, in animals,
871-72
transfer of, betv.·een ecosystem trophic levels,
1228-30
Engdmann, Thcodor w., 191f, 192
Enhancers, 359-61
eukaryotic transcription and, 359f
model for action of transcription activators
and,360f
Enolase, 169!
Entamoebas,596
Enteric division of autonomic nervous system,

1068
Enthalpy, 146
Entropy, 144f, 145
Entry stage, phage, 385f
Enveloped viruses, 387-88, 388f
Environment
animal exchange with, 853-55
animal heat exchange with, 863/
impact of. on behavior, 1129-30
impact of. on phenotype. 274-75
influence of, on nitrogenous wastes, 960

limitations on species distribution based on
inl<'ractions between organisms and,
1151-59
matter and energy exchange betv.·een organisms and, 6-7
natural selection and, 484
response to, as property of life, 2f
vertebrate kidney adaptations to diverse, 968-69
Environmental factors. enzyme activity, 154
Environmentalism, 1150
Environmental issues
acid precipitation. 54-56
bee population de<:line, 804f
breast cancer, 377
collapse of fisheries, 709
declin<' in amphibian populations, 713
DNA te<:hnology for environmental cleanup,

397f, 420-21
erfed of carbonate ion concentration on coral
reef calcification, 55/
linking ecology and, 1148, 1150-51
loss of seed plant diversity as. 633-34
prokaryotes and bioremediation, 572-73
Environmental stresses
plant responses to, 843-45
stomatal opening and closing and, 777-78
Enzymatic hydrolysis, 882
human, 887f
Enzyme(s), 78, 151-56, 152. See also names of

specific enzymes
amylase, 884
catalysis at active site of, 154f, 155
as catalysts, 151-52
catalytic cycle of, 78f
co(actors of, 156
dehydration reaction and. 68-69
effects of local conditions on actions of. 155-56
enzymatic proteins, 78t
fungi and, 636-37
in gastric juice, 886, 887f
gene relationship with, in protein synthesis.
325-26
inducible, 354f, 355
inhibitors of, 156
low<'ring of activation en<'rgy barri<'r by, 153
lysosomeand,107-8
membrane protein, 129f
peroxisome, 600-601
protein kinases, 93
as proteins, 78
regulation of. 157-59
regulation of activity of, 352f
restriction, 385 (see Restriction enzymes)
RNA molecules functioning as (see Ribozymes)
smooth ER. 104-5
spedfic localization of, in cells, 159
structure oflysozyme, 8!f
substrat<' specificity of, 153-54
\~agra as enzyme-inhibiting, 206
Enzyme·substratecomplex, 153-54
Eosinophils.934

Ephedra,622f
Ephedrine, 622f
Ephrussi, Boris, 326
Epiblast, 1030, 1034
Epicotyl, 808
Epidemics, 391
Epidemiology, 880
Epidermis
cnidarian.67!f
mammalian,864!
plant, 742

Epididymis, 1005
Epigenesis, 1021
Epigenetic inheritance. 358
Epiglottis. 885
Epinephrine, 209, 219f, 221. 979, 991-92,1060
solubility of, 977f
Epiphytes, 61.v, 797, 7981
Epistasis, 273-74
Punnert square example, 274f
Epithalamus, 1072
Epithelial tissue, 856, 856f
small intestine, 8891
Epithelium. 856
Epitopes, 937
Epsilon proteobacteria subgroup, 5681
Epstein-Barr virus, 373-74
Equational division, 258
Equilibrium
chemical,43
free energy and, 146
islandmodel,1216-17
metabolism and, 148
organs of mammalian, 1094-96, 1095f
population density and, 1186f
Equilibrium potential (E kmJ , 1051
Er<'Ctikdysfunction, 1006, 1061
Ergotism. 650
Ergots, 650
Ericksson, Peter, 1083
ER. See Endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
ER lumen, 105f
Erosion, controlling, 788-89
Erythrocytes, 857! 912
Erythropoietin (EPO), 914
Escherichia coli (E. coli)
binary fission of, 236, 237f
complete genome sequence for. 426
DNA replication and, 312-13
importance of, in research, 572
lac 0p<'ron in, 354f, 3551
large intestine and, 890
metabolic pathway regulation in, 352f
motility of, 559
origins of DNA replication in, 3131
rapid adaptive evolution of, 560f
Irp operon in, 353/
viral infection of. 307-8. 381. 383
E site, ribosome, 339f, 340
Esophagus, 885
Essential amino acids, 876, 8761
Essential elements, 790, 7911
in plants, 789-92
Essential fatty acids, 876
Essential nutri<'nts, 876-79
amino acids. 876
assessing needs for, 879-80
deficiencies in. 879
fatty acids, 876
minerals, 878-79
vitamins, 877-78
Estivation, 872
Estrada-Pena, Agustin, 1257
Estradiol, 63f, 977, 994,1007, 1015f
Estrog<'n(s), 977, 993, 994, 1007, 1017
receptor, 977
Estrouscyc1es, 1012
Estuary, 11631
Ethane, 601
Ethanol, 64f, 572, 572f
Ethene, 601
Ethical issues
biotechnology and, 817-19
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DNA technology and, 422-23
genc therapy, 418
plant extinctions, 634
science and, 24
Ethology, 1121. See also Behavior
Ethylene, 827t, 832-34
fruit ripening and role of, 834
leaf abscission and role of, 833
plant response to flooding and, 844, 844f
senescence and role of, 833
triple response to m,'chanical stress and role
of, 832-33
Etiolation, 822. See also De-etiolation
Euchromatin, 322
Eudicots, 630, 63if
embryo development, 807f
root,748f
seed structure, 808f
shoots, 750f
Euglenids, 581, 58lf
Euglenozoans, 580-81. 58lf
euglenids, 581
kinetoplastids, 580-81
Eukaryotic cell(s)
differential gene expression in, 356, 366-73
mechanisms of post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression in, 362-64
noncoding RNAs in regulation of gene
expression in, 364-66
regulation of chromatin structure in, 356-58
regulation of transcription initiation in,
358-62
stages of gene expression regulated in, 357f
Eukarya domain, 13, 13f, 14, 551-52, 552f See
also Eukaryotes
compared with Bacteria and Archaea, 567tf
gene expression, compared with other life domains, 346-47
genome size in, 432, 433t
protists, 575-76 (see also Protist(s))
Eukaryotes. See also Eukarya domain
animals as, 654-56
cells of (see Eubryotic cell(s))
chromatin packing in, 320-2lf
chromosomcs of, vs. bacterial chromosomes,
320-23
cilia in, l'if
classification of, 551-52
coordinately controlled genes in, 362
domain, 14
domain Eukarya and, 13-14
endosymbiosis in evolution of, 576, 577f
evolution of mitosis in, 237f
gcne expression in, comparcd with other life
domains, 346-47
genes of (see Eukaryotic genes}
organization of typical gene in, 359
origins of DNA replication in, 313f
origins oforst, 516-17
origins of multicellular, 517-18
phylogenetic tree, 593f
plants as (see Plant(s))
protists as, 575 (see also Protist(s})
as Single·celled organisms, 575-77
unikonts as common ancestor for, 593-94, 593f
Eukaryotic cell(s), 8, 98-121. See also Cell(s)
animal, lOOf(see also Animal cell(s))
cell cycle in, 238--43
cell division in, 229-43
chromosomes, 229f
cytoskeleton, 112-18
endomembranesystem, 104-9
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extracellular components, 118-22
initiation of transcription in, 333f
as liVing unit, 122
mitochondria and chloroplasts, 109-11
nucleus and ribosomes, 102-4
P. Nurse on reproduction in, 92-93
panoramic view of, 99
plant, 10lf(see also Plant cell(s})
post-transcription modification of RNA in,
334-36
prokaryotic cell compared with, 8f. 98-99
review, 122-24
summary of gene expression in, 348f
transcription and translation as gene
expression in, 329f, 331-34, 337--44
Eukaryotic genes
cloning of, 398--403
expression of cloned, 403
making complementary DNA for, 40If
Eukaryotic genome, 434-38. See also Genome(s}
DNA changes leading to evolution
of,438-42
gene and multigene families in, 436-38
gene expression in (see Gene expression}
human (see Human genome)
noncoding DNA sequences in, 434-36
repetitive DNA in, 436
transposable elements and related sequences
in, 435-36
Eulipotyphla,725f
Eumetazoa clade, 671-73
Eumetazoans, 662
European kestrels, 1180f
European larch, 623f
European Molecular Biology Laboratory, 429
Euryarchaeota clade, 567
Euryhaline, 955, %5f
Eurypterids, 686
Eustachian tube, 1093/
Eutherians (placmtal mammals), 723-28, 1001
adaptive radiation of, 523f
convergent evolution of marsupials and, %5f
evolutionary convergence of marsupials
and,723f
humans, 728-33
primates, 723-27
Eutrophication, 1227
Eutrophic lakes, 1162/
Evans, Martin, 411
Evaporation, 47f, 49, 863/
Evaporative cooling, 49
in animals, 865-66
Evapotranspiration, 1215
Evo-devo (evolutionary devclopmental biology),
445-47,525-29
Evolution, 1,450-67,452,613
adaptation and (see Evolutionary adaptation)
angiosperm, 628, 629f, 630
of animals, 656-58
ant colonies and, 29
C. Darwin's field research and his ideas
about, 455-57
C. Darwin's theory of, 457-60
ofceH signaling, 206-7
of cognition in vertebrates, 1074
comparing genome sequences to study,
442-44, 443f, 444/
as core biological theme, 3,12-18
convergent, 464-65
descent with modifICation as, 452, 457-58 (see
also Descent with modification concept)
development and, 527-28, 534

direct observations of change, 460-61
diversity oflifl' histories and, 1179-80
DNA and proteins as measures of, 89
early chordate, 701-2
S. Edwards on, 450-51
evolutionary time, 1150
offungi,6W-41
gene 110w and human, 478/
of genomes, 438-42
gymnosperm, 621
historical context of Darwinian revolution in,
452-55
of human culture, 1142
inl1uence of, on nitrogenous wastes, 960
J. B. Lamarck's theory of, 454
ofland plants from gn'en alga", 600-606, 605/
of life on Earth (see Macroevolution)
of mammals, 721
of mitosis, 237
molecular dock and rate of, 549-51
natural sek..:tion and, 458-60 (see also Natural selection)
obesity and, 8%-96
origin of plants, 604-6
origin of sp,..:ics and, 457-60 (see also Sp,..:iation; Species}
phylogenies and, 537-40
of populations (see Microevolution; Population genetics}
prokaryotic, in response to environmental
conditions, SWf
of reptiles, 716
review, 466-67
role of genetic variation in, 258-60
of roots and leaves, 612, 613f
scientific evidence for, 460-66
secondary endosymbiosis in eukaryotic,
S76, S77f
sexual reproduction as enigma of, 998-99
significance of glycolysis in, 179f
significance of introns in, 336
trends in, 530-31
of viruses, 390
of visual perception, 1105
Evolutionary adaptation, 456, 458-59. See also
Adaptation; Natural selection
in bats, 16f
C. Darwin's theory of natural selection and,
456-57
enabling move to land, 601
in prokaryotes, 559-60
as property of life, 2/
of vertebrate digestive systems, 891-93
Evolutionary biology, linking ecology and,
1148,1150
Evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo},
445-47,525-29
Evolutionary tree, 464. See also Phylogenetic trees
C. Darwin on, 457/
S. Edwards on, 451
homologies and, 464
Exaptation,53O
Excavat3. (excavates), 578f, 580-81
diplomonads and parabasalids, 580
euglenozoans, 580-81
Exchange surfaces, 854, 898, 916
Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs},
1058,1059
Excretion, 954, 961f See alsQ Excretory systems
of excess salt in seabirds, 9S8f
in fish, 956f
nitrogenous wastes, 959-60

Excretory systems, 954-74
hormonal circuits linking water balance, blood
pressure, and kidney function, 969-72
key functions and processes of, 96lf
kidneys and, 963, 964-69
mammalian (human), 963-64
nitrogenous wastes and, 959-60
osmoregulation and, 954-59 (see also
Osmoregulation}
review, 972-74
survey of diverse, 960-63
EXl'rcise
immune system and, 949
muscle mass and, IIII
Exergonic reactions, 147-48
ATP hydrolysis, lSOf
coupling of, to endergonic reactions by ATP,
149-51
endergonic reactions vs., 147f
Exit tunnel, ribosome, 340
Exocrinl' glands, 976
Exocytosis, 138
in animal cells, 139f
Exons, 335
correspondence bdwe<'fl protein domains
and,336f
duplication and shuffling of, 440-41, 441f
genome size and, 433
in human genome, 434f
Exon shufning, 336
Exoskeleton,677,1113
arthropod,685
Exoskeletons, 741
Exotoxins, 571-72
Expansins, 828
Experience, behavior and, 1129-30
Experimental groups. 21
Experimental organisms. 305
Experiments, controlled, 22
Exponential modd of population grov,'th, 1181-83
exponential growth and, 1182-83
per capita rate of increase and, 1181-82
Expressed sequence tags (ESTs}, 430
Expression vector, 403
External fertilization, 1000, lOOOf
Extinction of species, 1246, 1247f, 1251
amphibians. 713
island equilibrium model and, 1216f
mass, 521-23 (see also Mass extinctions)
plant species, 633-34
Extinction vortex, 1251
Extracellularcomponents, 118-22
animal cell extracellular matrix, 119, 120f
intercellular junctions, 120-22
plant cell wall, 118, 119f
Extracellular digestion, 882-83
Extracellular matrix (ECM), 119-20
animal morphogenesis and, 1036-38
membrane protein attachment function, 129f
structure,l20f
Extraembryonic membranes, 714, 715! 1033
in birds and reptiles, 1033f
Extranuclear genes, 301-2, 301-2
Extreme halophiles, 566
Extreme thermophiles, 566-67, 567f
Extremophiles, 566
Eye
color of fruit fly, 326
compound, lloof
evolution of, 529, 529f
evolution of visual perception, 1105
erespot, 581f

processing of visual information, 1103-5
s<'nsory transduction in, 1102-3
structure of vertebrate, 1101] 1102

F
F1 generation (first filial generation), 264, 264f
F2 genl'ration (second filial g<'fleration), 264, 264f
Facilitated diffusion, 134-35, 136f
Facilitators, 1209
FACTS-I (Forest.Atmosphere Carbon Transfer
and Storage) experiment, 124D
Facultative anal.'robes, 179, 564Facultative mutualism, 1203
FADH 2.166f
Fairy ring, mushroom, 646, 647f
Falling phase, action potential, 1054, 10541
Falsifiable hypotheses, 20
Families, 537
Far-red light, plant response to, 836f
Fass mutants, 757, 758f
Fast block to polyspl'rmy, 1022
FasHwitch muscle fibers, 1111
Fat(s}, 75-76. See also Lipid(s)
absorption of, in small intestine, 889!
digestion of, 887f
as energy source, 893, 893f
hydrocarbons in, 62f
as insulation, 864obesity, evolution, and, 895-96, 895f
saturakd, and unsaturated fatty acids and,

75f, 76f
synthesis and structure of, 75!
Fate maps. 1038-40
of frog, and tunicate, 1039f
Fat-solubk vitamins, 877t
Fatty acids, 75, 75f
as essential nutrients, 876
saturated and unsaturated, 75f, 76f
Feathers, 718
form and function in wing and, 719f
Feather stars, 694, 6941, 695f
Feces, 890
seed dispersal in, 811!
tapeworms and, 676
Feedback inhibition, 159, 352, 352f
Feedback mechanisms
in homeostasis. 861-62
maintenance of animal internal environment
by, 860-62
in metabolism, 159
positive and negative, in biological systems, 1lf
regulation of cellular respiration via. 181-82
Feeding
animal ml'chanisms of, 88 If
fungal,636-37
Females
determination of reproductive success by,
l003,1003!
mate choice by, 1136
mate·choice copying by, 1140-41, 1141f
maternal immune tolerance of fetus during
pregnancy, 1016
oogenesis in human, lOO9f
reproductive anatomy of human, 1003,
lOOt! 1005
reproductive cycles in, 1010-12, IOllf
X chromosome inactivation in mammal.

291.292f
Fermentation, 163, 177-79
aerobic respiration compared with, 179
two types of, 178f
Fern galls, 657

Ferns, 610, 613-15, 614f
life cycle, 611!
Ferredoxin (Fd}, 194, 195
Fertilization, reproductive, 25lf, 802,
1000-1003
acrosomal reaction, 1022, 1023!
alternation of meiosis and, in sexual life
cycles, 250-53
in angiosperms, and seed development, 802!
803-4, 806-9
animal,I022-25
cortical reaction, 1022, 1023f
double, 628, 806-7
egg activation, 1023-24external vs. internal, 1000
gametl' production and delivery prior to,
1001-3, 1007, 1008-9f
human conception and, 1013, 1013!
in human life cycle, 25lf
in mammals, 1024, 1025f
ml'Chanisms prewnting self-, 813
nitrogen cycling and, 1236, 1236f
offspring survival follOWing, 1001
prooo.bility and, 270!
random, and production of genetic
variation, 259
sexual life cycles and, 252j
Fertilization, soil. 788
Fertilization envelope, 1023
calcium distribution in egg and formation

of,1024f
Fescue grass, 1186
Fetal testing, 299
Fetoscopy, 280, 28if
Fetus, 1014
defects in, linked to nutrient
deficiencies. 880!
detecting disorders in, 1018
deveiopmentofhuman,1015!
gestation of, 1013-16
labor and birth of, lOIS, 1016f
maternal immune tolerance of, 1016
testing of, for genetic disorders, 280, 281!
Fever, 935
physiological thermostat and rok of, 868
F factor, 562
in chromosomes, 562, 563f
as plasmid, 562, 563f
Fibers, 744/
Fibrin, 913
Fibroblasts, 858
cytoskeleton, 113t
Fibronectin, 120
extracellular matrix and, 120f
Fibronectin matrix, convergent extension
and,1037!
Fibrous connective tissue, 857!
Fibrous protdns, 81
Fibrous root systems, 739
Fiddler crab, 1123, 1123f
Fierer. Noah, 1205!
Fight-or.fIight response, 991,1068
Filamentous fungi, 639-40
Filaments, 626, 802
Filtrate, 961
blood flow and, 963!
nephron and processing of, %4-66
pathway of, 964
Filtration, 961, 961f
Fimbriae, 98] 558, 558f
Finches, 456, 456! 468, 468f
adaptive radiation of, 17f
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beaks, 23
character displaceml:nt and, 1200f
Fingerprints, molecular, 24f
Fire, secondary succession following, 1212f
First law of thermodynamics, 144, 144j, 1223
in ecosystems, 1223
Fish(es}
effect of predation on color of wild guppies,
460/. 461
evolution of body plan in stickleback, 528f
frequency.dependent selection and,

483-84,484f
gill structure and function, 917f
kidney adaptations in, %8-69
lateral line system in, 1096f
mummichog, and cline, 470f
osmoregulation in, 955-57, 955/. 956, 956f
ray-finned, and lobe-finned, 708-10
sex reversal in, 1000
Fission, 997
Fitness, relative, 479-80
Fitness ofthe Em'ironment, The, 46
FitzRoy, Robert, 455
Fixed action patterns, 1121, 112lf
Fixed alleles, 472
Flaccidcclls,133j, 134,770
Flagella, 98f, 114
animal cell, lOOf
dinoflagellates and, 582-83, 5821
dynein motor proteins and movement of, 116f
prokaryotic, 558-59, 558f
ultrastructure, 115f
Ragellated sperm, 601
Flame bulbs, 674, %1, %1f
Flatworms, 674-76, 674t
gastrovascular cavities in, 899f
monogeneans and trematodes, 675-76
reproductive anatomy of, l002f
tapeworms, 676
tubellarians, 674-75
Flemming, Walther, 230-31
Reshy fruits, 626
Fletcher, W. J., 1153/. 1154
Flies, flower pollination by, 805f
Flight
bird muscles for, 7f
energy costs of, 1116f
as locomotion, 1115-16
Flightless cormorant, 487, 487/. 492
Flooding
intermediate disturbance hypothesis and, 121lf
modifying plants for increased tolerance
for, 792
plant responses to, 844
Floral clock, 821, 821f
Rorida Keys National Marine $anctuary,

1259-60,1259f
Florigen, 840-41, 840f
Flower(s), 625-26, 761/. 801
ABC model for formation of, 760-61, 761f
monacot vs. eudicot, 63lf
pollination of, 804-5f
prevention of self-fertilization and, 813f
shape of, and development of new species, 6321
structure and function, 802-5, 802f
structure of idealized, 625f
Flowering
genetic control of, 760-61, 760f, 761f
hormonal control of, 840-41
meristem transition and, 841
photoperiodism and control of, 839-40
Flowering plants. See Angiosperms
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Flu. See Influenza virus
Fluctuation in populations, 1188-89
Fluid fceders, 881f
Fluid mosaic model. 125, 126f
Flukes, 674t, 675-76
Fluorescence, 192-93, 193/. 410f
Fluorl'SCence in situ hybridization (FISH),
427-28, 427f
Fluorescence microscopy, 96f
Fluoxetine, 1082
Flycatchers, pied, 500f
Flying fox bat, 1247
Flying 5<luirrel, 465f
Folding, protein, 85-86
Folic acid, 880
Foliose lichens, 649f
Follicles, 1003
Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH}, 988-89
human female cycles and, 1010-11
mammalian reproduction and, 1007
Follicular phase, 1010
Food. See a/so Diet; Nutrition
animal processing of, 880-83
catabolism of, in cellular respiration,
162-67,I80f
fungi as, 651-52
genetically modified organisms, 422-23
seed plants as, 633
Food chains
limits on Icngths of, 1206-7
terrestrial and marine, 1205f
Food poisoning, 568/. 572
Food vacuoles, 107, 108, 882
ciliates and, 584f
Food webs, 1205, 1206f
Foot, 678f
mollusc, 677
sporophyte, 609
Foraging, 1133-34
balancing risk and reward of, 1134
energy costs of, 1134f
evolution ofbchavior of, 1133
model of optimal, 1133-34
Foraminiferans, 589
Forams, 579/. 589
Forebrain, 1070
Forelimbs, mammalian, 463f
Forensic science, DNA technology and, 419-20
Forensic technology, 24/
Forest
effects of acid precipitation on, 55f
effects of elevated carbon dioxide levels
on, 1240
Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest.
1234-36
northern coniferous, 1170f
response of, to altered precipitation, 1150f
temperate broadleaf, 1171f
tropical, 1168f
Form and function. See also Structure and
function
animal (see Animal form and function)
bird wing, 7f
bird wing and feathers, 719f
Formica, ants and, 30
Formic acid, 30-31
Formin, 220f
Fossil fuels, reducing human dependence on, by
using transgenic crops, 817
Fossil record, 510-14, 511f
biogeography and, 465
dating, 510-12, 512f

dinosaurs and, 507
<'videncl' for evulutionary change found in,

461-62,462f
geologic record and, 514, 51 Sf
origin of mammals, 512-14, 513f
speciation and patterns in, 502
Fossils, 453, 453f
angiosperms, 628-29, 628f
animal, 656-58, 657f
arthropods, 684, 68'\f
DNA sequences vs., for animal
phylogeny, 535
of early chordate, 703f
earlycraniates, 703, 703f
of early Homo species, 731/. 733f
of early vertebrates, 704-5
fungal,640f
of gnathostomes, 706, 706f
gymnosperms, 621

Homo sapiel15, 733f
human, 728, 729f
insttts, 688
phylogenetic prediction and, 547f
plant, 604, 604f
seedless vascular plants, 610-11
tetrapod,71Of
whisk ferns as liVing, 615
Foundation species, 1208-9
Founder effect, 476
Fovea, 1102
FOXP2 gene, 443-44, 444f, 733
language and, 733
F plasmids, 562, 563f
Fractionation, cell, 97f
Fragmentation, 812, 998
of ecosystems, 1248-49, 1256-57
Frameshift mutations, 345j. 3%
Franklin, Rosalind, 308-9, 309f
Frederickson, Megan, 29/. 31
FrCl'energy, 146-49
change in (~G), 146, 147f
change in, during electron transport, 173f
in exergonic and endergonic reactions,
147-48
metabolism and, 147-48
relationship of, of stability, work capacity, and
spontaneouschange, I47f
stability, equilibrium and, 145, 146/. l48f
Free energy of activation (activation
energy}, 151f
activation energy barrier and, 152-53
lowering barrier of, by enzymes, 153
Free ribosomes, 102-4, 103/. 343
chloroplasts and, 11 If
mitochondria and, IIOf
Free water concentration, 133
Freeze-fracture method, 126, 127
Freezing, plant response to, 845
Frequency.depcndent sek-.:tion, 483-84, 484f
Freshwater animals
kidney adaptations in, %8
osmoregulation and water balance in,
956-57
Fringe wetlands, 1162f
Fringing reef, 1165f
Frisch, Karl von, 1124
Frog, 711-13, 712f,713f
allopatric sp,-.:iation and, 493-94, 494f
allopolyploidy in, 496
cell fate mapping for, 1039f
cleavage in embryo of. 1027f
c1oning,4I3f

defensive coloration, 120if
dual1ife of, 712f
gastrulation in embr)'o of, 1029f
hormones in metamorphosis of, 980f
organogenesis in embryo of, 103if
reproduction in, lOOOf
sexual sekction among trce, 482f
Fronds,6 1'V
Fructose, 70f. 151f
Fruit, 626, 809
adaptations that l.'nhance sced displ.'rsal, 626f
dcvdopmental origin of, 810f
dispersal of. 81 if
form and fonction, 809-10
growth of, and role of auxin, 829
grO"1.h of, and role of gibbereUins, 831, 831f
ripening of, and role of ethylene, 834
structural variations, 626f
Fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster)
allop;ltric speciation and reproductive isola·
tion study, 495f
axis establishment in development of body
plan in, 371-73
biased sperm usage in female, l003f
changl.os in dl.'vclopmental genl.os and,
527,527f
complete genome sequence for, 426
courtship behavior of. 1123-24, 1123f
eye color, 326
fcmale dekrmination of rcproductive succcss
in, 1003, l003f
foraging behavior of, 1133, I133f
gene control of courtship behavior, 1130
genetic analysis of early development in,
370-71
histone phosphorylation during meiosis
in, 322f
homeotic genes in, 445-46, 445f
Hox genes in, 447
inducible innate immune response in, 932f
life cycle and development events in, 370f
as model organism, 1021-22
molecular clock difficulties with, 550
partial gendic (linkage} map for chromosoml.'
of,2%f
pattern formation and body plan of. 369-73,
370f 371f
phylogenetic tree of, 544, 544f
protein interaction network, 431. 43if
regulation of gene expression in, 351, 351f
S. Carroll on experimental value of, 535
single antimicrobial peptide immunity, 932f
T. H. Morgan studies on inheritance in, 288,
289f 2931, 294, 295f
T. Orr· Weaver research on meiosis in,
246-47
Fruiting body, 207f
Fruitlets,810
Fruticosc lichens, 649f
Frye, David, 127, 128f
Fuels, fossil, \'5. biofuels, 817
Function. See Form and function; Structure and
function
Functional groups, 63, 64-65f
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (lMRI),
1064,I064f
Fundamental niche, 1199
Fungi, 636-53, 637-38
ascomycetes, 642f. 644-46
basidiomycetes, 64:if, 646-47
bioluminescence in, 142f
body structure, 637-38, 637f

chytrids, 641. 643f
colonization ofland by, 519
diversity of, 636
ecological roles of, 648-52
glomerom)'cetes, 642f 644
lichens, 649-50
mycorrhizal, 604, 767, 767f
nutrition of and ecology of, 636-37
as pathogens and parasites, 650-51
phylogeny, 641-48
plant nutrition and mycorrhizal, 795-97, 797f
practical uses of, for humans, 651-52
protists as ancestors of, 640-41
relationship of, to unikont protists, 593
reproduction of, 638-40
review, 652-53
sexual life C)'ele of, 252f
zygomycetes, 642f. 643-44
Fungi kingdom, 13f, 551
Furchgotl, Roben, 908
Fusion, hybrid zones and, 499f 500, 50lf
Fynbos,1169f

G
~phase,

239
G) phase (first gap), 231
G) phase, checkpoint, 239f
G~ phase (second gap}, 231, 232f
G~ phase, checkpoint. 240f
G3P (glyceraldehyde.3-phosphat('), Calvin <:rcl<and, 198, 199f
GABA gradients, plant fertilization and role of,
806,806f
Gage, Fred, 1083
Gage, Phineas, 1078
Galactose,70f
Galapagos Islands, 171, 23, 4551, 456, 456f.
487,487f
Gallbladder, 888
Galvanometer,19lf
Galweiler, Leo, 828f
Gametangia, 603/
multicellular plant, 6IJ3f
Gamde, 229, 230, 249,1001-3
allele assortment into, 268f
production of, in humans, lOO8-9f
reproductive anatomy for production and
transport of, 1003-7
Gaml.,theory, J 137-38
Gametic isolation, 491f
Gametogenesis, 1007
human, 1008-9/
Gaml'tophore,606
Gaml'tophyte, 252, 6()2f
advantage of reduced, in seed plants, 618-19
bryophyte, 606-9
development of male and female, in angiosperms, 803-4, 803f
in different plant groups, 619f
sporophytes \'5., 619f
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), 806,
806f, 1060
Gamma proteobacteria subgroup, 568f
Ganglia, 1047
planar ian, 675f
Ganglion cells, 1104
Gannets, 1187f
Gap junctions, 121f
cell·cell communication and, W8f
Garigue, 1169/
Garlic mustard, 797f
Garrod, Archibald, 325-26

Garter snakes, 490f, 1131-32, I132f
Gases, as nl.'urotransmitkrs, 1059/, 1061
Gas exchange, 915-27
breathing and, 920-22
coordination of circulation and, 923 (see also
Circulatory system}
elite animal athletes and, 925-27
gills in aquatic animals and, 917-18
lungs and, 918-22
p;lrtial pressure gradients in, 915-16
respiratory media, 916
respiratory pigments and gas transport in
blood,923-25
respiratory surfaces, 916-17
review, 927-28
tracheal systems in insects and, 918
Gastric glands, 886, 886f
Gastric juices, 885, 886, 887/
Gastric ulcers, 887
Gastrin, 888f
Gastrodermis, 671f 882f
Gastropoda, 678t
Gastropods, 678-79
torsion in body of, 679f
Gastrovascular cavity, 671, 882, 882f.
899,899f
Gastrula, 655, 655f, 1027
Gastrula organizer, 1042, 1042f
Gastrulation, 655, 655f. 1022, 1027-30
in chick embryo, 1030f
coelom formation, 660, 66 If
in frog embryo, 1029/
role ofll·catenin in control of, 658f
in sea urchin, 1028f
Gated channds, 135
Gated ion channels, J 052
voltage-, 1052-53, I05.tj
Gause, G. E, 1199
GDP (guanosine diphosphate}, 211f
Gel electrophoresis, W5-6, 405f. 409f
Gell, Fiona, 1259
Genbank,429
Gene(s}, 86, 249. See also Genome(s)
activation of, by signaling pathway, 219f
alleles of, 265-66, 265f(see alsQ AlIele(s)}
bieoid, 372-73. 372/
body-building, 534-35
cloning (see DNA cloning; Gene cloning}
coordinately controlled, in eukaryotes, 362
density of, 433-34
developmental,525-27
development-related,445-47
DNA and, 8
DNA teChnology used to study function
of, 405
duplications of. in genomes, 548-49
egg-polarity, 371
enzyme rdationship with, in protcin
synthesis, 325-26, 327f
evolution due to changes in, 527
evolution of, with novel functions, 44{)
evolution of concept of, 347
evolution of related-function, 439-40
expression (see Gene expression)
extending Mendelian genetics for single,
271-73
extending Mendelian genetics for two or
more, 273-74
FQXP2, «3-44, 444f 733
genetic control of flower formation, 761J-61,
761Jf. 76lf
genetic rl'combination of unlinked, 294
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heredity and role of, 248-49
homeotic, 370, 371f, 445-46, 445f, 526-27
homologous, 541
homologous, origins of, 548, 549/
Hox, 1044 (see Hox genes)
identifying protein-coding, 429-31
importance of concl:pt of, 281
linked,292-3OO
locating, along chromosomes, 286
lymphocyte diversity generated by rearrangemmt of, 939, 940/
major histocompatibility complex (MHC),
450-51
mapping distance between. 294-96
maternal effect, 371, 372-73
Mendelian inhcritance and, 262
meristem identity. 760
microevolution due to mutations altering
number of, 471
multigene families, 436-38
number of, in gmoml'S, 432-33, 433t
ob and db genes and appetite regulation, 895/
organelle (extranuclear), 301-2
organ identity, 760
organization of typical eukaryotic, 359, 359/
orthologous, 548-49, 549/

p53, 376
paralogous. 548-49, 549/
pattern formation, 371-72, 372/
protcin synthesis and (see Genc expression;
Protein synthesis)
pseudogenes,434
ras gene, 376
rearrangement of parts of, 440-41
regulatory, 353
sex·linked.289-92
single-gene speciation, 503, 503/
split, 334-36
systems approach to studying, 431
transplanting, into diffm'nt species, 331/
types of, associated with cancer, 373-74
unequal crossing over of, 439/
universality in concept of, 346-48
Gmealogy, mokcular, 89
Gene cloning, 397, 397
cloning eukaryotic gene in bacterial plasmid,
398-400,399/
polymerase chain reaction vs., 404
screming DNA Iibraril'S for specific clon.,d
genes,401-3
storing clones genes in DNA libraries,
4OOf,401
uses of cloned genes, 397-9'1, 397/
Gme expression, 325-50. See also Protein synthesis; Transcription; Translation
analysis of interacting groups of genes and
their, 410-1 1
analysis of singk g.'nes and their, 409f, 410
in bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya, 346-47
of cloned eukaryotic genes. 403
differential (see Differential gene expression)
in different spedes, 331/
evolution du.' to changes in, 527-2'1, 528/
faulty genes and, 325, 325/
l10w of genetic information and. 325
gene concept and, 346-47, 348/
gene specification of proteins via transcription and translation as, 325-31
genetic code and, 328-31
in plants, 758, 759/
point mutations and, 344-46
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polypeptide synthesis via RNA-directed
translation as, 337-44
regulation of (see Gene expression,
regulation of)
review, 349-50
RNA modification after transcription by
,'ukaryotic cells, 334-36
RNA synthesis via DNA-directed transcription, 331-34
stages of eubryotic, that can be
rq~ulated, 357/
steroid hormoncs and rq;ulation of, 979/
summary of, in eukaryotic cells, 348/
as transcription, 356
using DNA technology to study, 405-11
Gen.' expression, regulation of, 351-80
in bacterial transcription, 351-56
cancer due to faulty, 373-n
different cell types in multicellular organisms
from differential gene expression,
366-73
in eukaryotic cells, 356-64
review, 378-79
role of noncoding RNAs in, 364-66
Gen.' families, 548-49
Gen.' 110w, 478
alteration of population allele frequencies due
to. 475-78
human evolution and, 478/
natural selection and, 479/
over geographic distance, 489/
selection and, 479/
speciation and, 488
Gene-for-gene re<:ognition, 846, '147/
Gen.' guns, P. Zambryski on, 736
Gene pool, 472-75
random selection of alleles from, 473/
General transcription factors, 359
Generative ceUs, angiosperm, 627
Gen.' therapy. 417-19, 417/
Genetically modified organisms (GMOs),
422-23, 816-19. See alw Transgenic
organisms
P. Zambryski on, 737
Gendically unlinked genes, 295. See Genetic
disorders
Genetic change, phylogenetic tree branch
lengths and, 544, 544/
Gcndic code, 32'1-31
codons and triplet code of, 329
dedphering, 330-31
dictionary of, 330/
evolution and universality of, 463
evolution of, 331
reading frame for, 331
Genetic disorders
abnormal chromosome number as cause of,

297, 29Sf, 299
abnormal chromosom.' structure as cause of,
29'1,299-300
achondroplasia. 278. 279/
alkaptonuria, 325-26
chromosomal alterations and, 297-300
chronic myelogenous leukemia, 300/
counseling and testing to avoid, 279-81
cystic fibrosis. 278
diagnosing fetal. lOIS
DNA technology for, 416-19
dominantly inherited, 278-79
Down syndrome (trisomy 21}, 299
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 291

genetic testing and counseling for, 279-81
h,'mophilia, 291
Huntington's disease, 279
Klinefelter and Turner syndromes, 299
mitochondrial genes and, 300-301
multifactoral, 279
point mutations and, 344--46
recessively inherited, 2n-78. 277-78
sex-linked genes and, 291
sickle·cell disease, '14, 27'1, 344, 344/
Tay-Sachs disease, 272
xeroderma pigmentosa, 318
Genetic diversity, 1246. See Genetic variation
benefits of. 1248
Genetic drift, 476, 476/
alt.'ration of population allele frl'{juencies due
to, 475-78
effects of, summarized, 478
Genetic engineering, 396. See also DNA
technology
of crop plants, 801, 816-17, '117/
fungi and, 651-52
of plants, 421-22. 792. 792/
P. Zambryski on, 736-37
Genetic map, 294
Genetic markers, 416-17, 419-20
Genetic profiles, 419-20
Genetic prospe<:ting, with polymerase chain
reaction (peR), 566
Genetic recombination
gene linkage and, 293-94
mapping distance between genes using data
from, 294-96
in probryotes, 561-64
Genetics, 248, 260. See also Her,'dity;
Inheritance
behavior and, 1130-32
chromosomal basis of inheritance (see
Chromosomal basis of inheritance}
DNA l<'chnology (see DNA technology}
gene expression (see Gene expression)
genome (see Genome(s})
importance of Gregor Mendel's work, 281
M.'ndclian (see Mendelian inhl'ritance)
molecular basis of inheritanc<' (see Mokcular
basis of inheritance}
nervous system disorders and, 1080-81
regulation of gene expression (see Gene
expression, regulation of)
schizophrenia and. IOSI
sexual life cycle (see Sexual life cycle)
of speciation, 503-4
terms related to, 266-67
T. Orr-Weawr on, 246-47
variation in (see Genetic variation)
viruses (see Viruses)
Genetics Society of America, 247
Genetic testing and counseling, 279-81. 299
based on Mendelian genl'tics and probability
rules, 279-80
fetal testing, 280, 28lf
newborn screening, 2SD-S1
tests for identifying carriers, 280
Genetic variation, 248, 468-71
bottleneck effect and reduction of, 477/
evolution and role of, 258-60
integrating Mendelian view into heredity
and,275
mutations as source of. 470-71
natural sele<:tion, genetic drift, and gene flow
as causes of, 475-79

between populations, 470
within populations, 469
preservation of, by diploidy and balanced
polymorphism, 483-84
in prokaryotes, 561-64
sexual reproduction as source of, 471
sexual sekction, 481-83
Gene trees, 489f
Gene variability, 469-70
Genome(s), 9, 229, 426-49, 548-49. See airo
Gene(s)
bioinformatics for analysis of, 426, 429-32
comparing, of different species. 442-47
complete, S71, 646, 7SSj, 83S
complete sequences, 426, 432
DNA changes in, leading to evolution of,
438-42
estimated number of genes in. 432. 433t
eukaryotic, 434-38 (see also Eukaryotic
genome)
l'volution of, 549
gene density and noncoding DNA in,

433-34
human (see Human genome)

Phanerochaele chrywsporium, 652
prokaryotic, 559 (see Prokaryotic genome)
sequencing. 427-29 (see alsQ Genome
sequencing)
size of, 432, 4331
study of (gl'fiomics), 426
viral, 382
Genome sequences
comparing, 442-47
resources used in analysis of,429
Genoml' r.cquencing, 427-29
bioinformatics as tool in, 429-32
entire genome of bacterium Haemophilus

influenzae, 396
three-stage approach to, 427-28
whok-genome shotgun approach to,

428j, 429
Genomic equivalence, 412f
Genomic imprinting, 300, 301j, 358
Genomic libraries, 400-401. 400f
S. Edwards on, 451
Genomics, 426. See also Genome(s)
Genotype, 267
ABO blood group, 273f
determining, with testcross, 267f
heterozygote advantage and, 483
phenotype vs .. 267j, 275
relative fitness of, 479-80
Genus (genera), Ilf, 537
Geographical barriers, speciation with and
without, 492-98
Geographical hybrid zones, speciation and,
498-501
Geographic ranges, snake mimicry and,
21-22
Geographic variability. 470
Geologic record, 514. SISt
Geometric isomers, 62, 62f
Germ cells, 251
Germination
gibberellins and, 831, 831f
phytochromes and, 836-37, 836f
seed, 809, 809f
Germ layers, 1028
adult derivatives ofthrce embryonic, 1032f
Gestation, 1013
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chromosomal basis of, 287/
dihybrid cross and, 268f
Independent assortment of chromosomes,
258-59,258/
Indeterminate cleavage, 660
Indeterminate growth, 746
Indian pipe, 798/
Indoleacetic acid (IAA), 826
Induced fit of enzyme and substrate,
153f, 154
Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, 416
Inducer, 354, 354
Inducible enzymes, 355
Inducible operons, 353-55
Induction, 367j. 368, 1038
ccll fatc, pattern formation, and, 1038,
104-1-44
of innate immune response, 932/
Inductive reasoning, 19
Inert clements, 36

Infant mortality in humans, 1193, 1264f
Infection. See Diseases and disorders;
Pathogen(s)
fungal,651
plant response to, 846
Infection thread, 794-95
Infertility, trcatm<'nt for, 1018
Inflammation, 568/
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAlDS) for, 993
Inflammatory response, 935, 935f
Inflorescences, 802
Influenza virus
antibody protein binding and, 8!f
animal disease caused by, 391-92, 950
antigenic variation and, 950
avian, 451
as emerging virus, 392, 392/
structure, 383/
Information, 1048
Information scknce, biology as, IOf
Infrared receptors, 1091/
Ingestion, 882/
animal food processing and, 880
Ingroups, 513
Inhcritance. See a{w Gcnetics; Hercdity
of cancer predisposition, 377
C. Darwin on, 458-59
chromosomal basis of (see Chromosomal basis of inheritance)
DNA and, 9f
epigenetic, 358
genes, chromosomes, and, 248-49
J. Watson, F. Crick, and, 3
Mendelian (see Menddian inheritance)
molecular basis of (see Molecular basis of in·
heritance)
non heritable variation, 469f
Inheritance, epigenetic, 358
Inhcritance of acquircd characteristics principle,
Lamarck's, 454Inhibin, 1010
Inhibition, feedback, 159, 159/
Inhibitors
allostcric, 157/
enzyme, 156
hormone, 988
Inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSI's), 1058
Initials, cell. 746
Initiation
regulation of transcription, 358-62
regulation of translation, 363
Initiation factors, 340
Initiation stage
transcription, 332/
translation, 340, 340/
Innate behavior, 1125
Innate immunity, 930, 931-36, 931f
antimicrobial peptides and proteins, 932j. 934
barrier defenses as, 933
cellular innate, 933-34
inducible,932f
inflammatory response, 935
of invertebrates, 931-33
natural killer cells, 935
pathogen evasion of, 936
of vertebrates, 933-35
Inner cell mass, 1034
Inner ear, 1093/
Innocence Project. 420
Inositol triphosphate (IP]), 217-18
in signaling pathways, 218f

Inquiry, 18. See also Inquiry studies; Scientific
inquiry
Inquiry studies
allosteric inhibition of caspase enzymes, ISSf
ant behavior in tropical forests, 31f
arthropod body plan and role of Hox genes, 684f
assortment of alleles into gametes, 268/
benefits of endophytes to wood plant, 648f
biased sperm usage in female fruit flies, 1003f
bicoid gene and body plan determination in
fruit flies, 372/
birth defl'Cts linked to diet and nutricnt d<'ficienCies,88O/
blastula development and role of
cadherins, 1037f
bryophytes and soil nutrients, 6IJ9f
calcium distribution in q~g, and fertilization
envelope, 1024f
causes of greater prairie chicken decline, 1252/
cell cycle regulation by cytoplasmic
signals, 238f
control of vasoconstriction by endothelial
cells, 908/
controls on soil nematode communities, 1210/
detection of tastes by mammals, 1098/
detcrmining cause of tobacco mosaic
disease,382f
determining genetic material ofT2
bacteriophage,3fJ7/
differentiated animal cell nucleus and animal
developmcnt,413f
differentiated plant cells and whole plant
development, 412/
digger wasp behaviors, 1127/
disruption of mutualistic plant and fungi
associations, 797/
divergence of allopatric populations, and reproductive isolation, 495
dorsal lip of blastopore influence on cell
fate,I04-lf
effect of gray crescent on daughter cdl developmental potential. 1040/
effect of predation on natural selection for
color patterns, 460/
effect of sca urchins on seaweed
distribution,1153f
effects of carbonate on coral reefs, 55/
effects of interspecific competition on ecological niche, 1200f
effects of tcmpcrature on ecosystem dl'Composition, 1234/
energy costs of locomotion, 1116/
eukaryotic phylogenetic tree, root of, 593f
evolution of body plan in stickleback
fish,528f
fibronectin matrix essential for convergent
extension, 1037f
flower shape linked to speciation, 632f
formation of organic molecules under earlyEarth conditions, 59/
function of FOXP2 gene in human
genome, 444/
gene flow between widely separated populations, 489/
gene linkage and inheritance of
character, 293/
gene specification of enzymes in biochemical
path....<tys, 327/
genetically determined migratory orientation
with species, ll3lf
heat generation for snake egg incubation, 867/
herbivore deterrence in soybean pods, 743/
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high oxygen consumption rates in
mammals,926f
histone phosphorylation in meiotic chromosome behavior. 322f
innate immune response from antimicrobial
peptide, 932f
inh:rnal rod rotation in ATP synthase, and
ATP synthesis, 174f
intracellular recording for measuring membrane potentials, 1052f
kindochore microtubule shorh:ning during
mitosis, 235f
location of melanocyte-stimulating
hormone, 978f
Mendel's genetics research, 264f
models of DNA replication, 312f
most effective light wavelengths for photosynthesis, I91f
movement of membrane proteins, 128f
nutrient limitations on phytoplankton
production, 1227f
wand db genes and regulation of appetite, 895f
polar movement of auxin. 828f
prokaryotic evolution, 561Jf
protein kinase effects on cell cycle, 240f
protein receptor for opiates in mammalian
brain.l06lf
relationship between Neanderthals and
Homo wpiens, 731f
relationship of specics richness to area, 1217f
results of cross between wild-type and
mutant fruit nics, 289f
role of~-catenin in control of gastrulation, 658
role of GABA gradients in plant
reproduction,806f
role of microtubules in cellulose deposition, 11':if
role of sex hormones in sex determination. ~3f
role of zone of polariZing acti\~ty in limb pattern formation in vertebrates, 1043f
seabird cxcretion of excess salt, 958f
seed germination and effects of red light illumination.836f
sexual selection, 48:lf
sexual selcction as rcproductive barril'r, 497f
shapl' and function of RNA polymerase, 86f
signal induction of directional cell growth, 2Wf
signal transduction in phototropism. 825j 826f
sister chromatids during meiosis, 257f
snakc mimicry and prcdation, 22f
species identity of whales sold as meat. 539f
sugar content of phloem sap, 781f
suprachiasmatic nucleus and control of mam·
malian circadian rhythms, 1073f
symplastic communication and plant
development, 782f
transfer of genetic traits in bacterial strains. 306f
Insect(s), 6861, 688-89, 845j 917j 1002/ See also
names ofspecific inrects
anatomy, 688f
ants. 28-29. 30-31
chemoreceptors in. 1000f
communication signals among, 1123f, 1124f
diversity,690-91f
ear, and sensing sound, 1092f
l10wer pollination by, 804j 805f
hormonal regulation of development in, 985f
Hox genes in, 446f
Malpighian tubules, %2f
metamorphosis of butternil'S, 689f
neurohormone function, 984, 985f
origin of body plan in, 527f
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plant response to herbivory of, 845
rcproduction in, 1002
reproductive anatomy of, l002f
thermogenesis in, 867, 867f
tracheal systems and gas exchange in, 918, 918f
transgenic crops and pests, 816
usc oflandmarks by, 1127f
Insertions (point mutation), 345-46, 345f
In situ hybridization, 4Q9-IO, 4lOf
Instability, free energy and, 146
Insulation
ice as, 49-50
thermoregulation and animal body, 864
Insulin, 78t, 80, 893, 893f, 8<J4f, 982
amino acid sequence for, 4Q9
control of blood glucose and, 982-84
manufacturing. 418
solubility of, 9nf
Insulin-like growth factors (lGFs), 300-301.
30 If, 989
Intl'gral protcins, 129
Integrins, 120
extracellular matrix and, 120f
Integument, 620, 803
Intl'guml'ntary system, 864
mammalian,864f
Interaction, as biological theme, 6-7
Intercalary meristems. 749
Intercalated disks, I1II
Intl'rcellularjunctions, 120-22
animal cell. 121f
membrane protein, 129f
plasmodesmata in plant cells, 120j 121
tight junctions, desmosomes, and gap junctions in animal tissues, 121f
Interferons, 934
Intermediate disturbance hypothesis, 1211-12
Intermediate filaments. 118
cytoskeleton,113t
plant cdl, 10lf
properties, l13f
Internal defenses. 931f, 933-34
Internal environment, animal exchange with, 854f
Intl'rnal fl'rtilization, 1000
Intl'rnational Biological Program (181'), 1146
International Union for Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources (lUCN), 1246
Internet resources, genome sequences, 429, 430f
Intl'rncurons, 1048, 1049f
knee-jerk rel1ex and, l066f
Internodes, 740
Interphase, 231, 232f
Intersexual selection, 482, 48lf, 1136
Intl'rspl'Cific compdition, 1199-1200
species' niche affected by, 1200f
Interspecific interactions, 1198-1204
competition. 1199-1200
herbivory, 1202
prl'dation, 1201-2
symbiosis. 1202-3
Interstitial fluid, 910f
Intertidal zones, 1161f
Intl'rvkws, list of, xi
Sean B. Carroll. 534-35
Scott V. Edwards, 450-51
Deborah M. Gordon, 28-29
Paul Nurse, 92-3
Terry L Orr-Weaver, 246-47
Diana H. Wall, 1146-47
Masashi Yanagisawa, 850-51
Patricia Zambryski. 736-37

Intestinal bacteria, 571
Int<'stine, See Large intestinl'; Small intestine
Intracellular digestion. 882
Intracellular receptor.;, 210-14. 213f
Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), 1018
Intrasexual selection, 482,1136
Intrinsic (physiological) factor.;, density-dependent
population regulation due to, 1187
Introduced species, 1249-50
Introns, 335
functional and evolutionary importance
of,336
gene density and, 433-34
in human genome, 43'if
Invagination, 1028
Invasive species, 1207
Inversion, 298, 298f
Invertebrates, 666-97
animal phylogeny and, 666f
arthropods, 684-92
chemoT<'Ceptor.; in, lO9Of
chordates as. 695
cnidarians,671-73
coordination of endocrine and nervous
systems in, 984
deuterostomes, 669f, 693-95
diversity of. 667-69f
ecdysozoans, 668-69f, 683-92
echinoderms, 693-95
innal<' immunity in, 931-33
lophotrochozoans, 667-68f, 674-82
nervous systems of, 1065f
parental care among, lOOlf
sensing gravity and sound in, 1092
simple sensory pathway in, 1088f
sponges, 667f, 670-71
statocysts in, 1092f
vision in, 1099-1100
III vitro DNA amplification, 403-5
(n vitro fl'rtilization (lVF), 807,1018
cloning with, 814-15
In vitro mutagenesis, 411
Involution, 1030
Iodine
deficiency,32f
human rC<[uirements for, 878
thyroid gland and, 990-91, 990f
lon(s), 39f, oJ{)
as Sl'cond mcssl.'figers, 215-18
lon-channel receptors. 213f
Ion channels, 135, 1050
ligand-gated,213f
maintaining neuron resting potential,
1050-52
production of action potentials, 1052-56
Ionic bonds, 39, 40
electron transfer and, 39f
proteins and, 83f
Ionic compounds, 40
Ion pumps
maintaining neuron resting potential,
1050-52
membrane potential maintainl'd by, 136-37
Iridium, 522
Iris, 1100
Iron, human requirements for, 878
Irrigation, 787-88
Island l'quilibrium model, 1216-17, 1216f
Island species. 465
Islets of Langerhans, 982
Isolated system. 144. 148f

Isoleucine, 79/
Isom,'rase, 168/
Isomers, 62-63
Isomorphic generations, 587
Isoosmoti<: solutions, 955
Isopods, 692
lsoptera, 690/
Isotonic solution, 133,955
animal and plant cells, 133f
Isotopes, 33-35
Italy, age-structure pyramid for, 1192/
Iteroparity, 1180
Itoh, Hiroyasu, 17'if
Ivanowsky, Dmitri, 382
Ivermectin, 1218

J
Jackrabbit, 2! 852, 8521
Jackson, Rob, v, 1147j. 1205f
Jacob, Fran~ois, 352, 529
Jacoby, G. C, 753/
Janzen, David, 1259
Japan, coastal, 1263/
Javan rhinoceros, 1247f
jawfish, 1135f
jawlcss vertebrates, 705, 705/
jaws
evolution of vertebrate, 706/
mammal,512-13f
j,'junum, 888
joints,l1l'if
Jost, Alfred, 993, 993f
Joule (I), 48, 869
Jukes, Thomas, 550
Jumping genes, 435
Junctions, animal cell, 121/ See al50
Desmosomes; Gap junctions; TIght
junctions
juvenile hormone, 984
juxtaglomerular apparatus OGA}, 971
)uxtamedullary nephrons, 964, 968

K
Kangaroo, 722, I115f, 1137f
distribution of red, in Australia, 1151f
Kangaroo rat, water balance in, 957/
Kaposi's sarcoma herpes virus, 951
Kappers, Iris, 846
Karyogamy, 639
KaryotYP",250
preparation of, 250f
Karyotyping, 427
fetal testing and, 28lf
Keratin, 78t, 326, 703, 715
Ketones,6'V
Ketoses, 64f, 70f
Keystone species, 1208
Kidneys, 962-63
adaptations of, to diverse environments,
968-69
blood filtration by, 964-69
blood vessels associated with, 963, 964
homeostatic regulation of, 972
human,967f
mammalian, 963! 969
nephron of. 963f, 964-68
role of hormones in function of, 969-72
structure of, 963f, %4
Kilocalorie (kcal), 48, 869
Kimura, Motoo, 550
Kinases, 21 If, 240/

Kinesis, 1122, 1I22f
Kinetic energy, 48, 143
transformations,143f
Kinetochore, 231, 234, 234/
microtubule shortening during
anaphase, 235f
Kinetoplast, 580
Kindoplastids, 580, 581f
King, Jack, 550
King, Mary-Claire, 3T1f
King, Thomas,413
Kingdoms (taxonomy}, 537
Animalia.13/
domains vs., 551-52
Fungi. 13/
Plantae, 13f
Kingsley, David, 527-28, 528f
Kingsnake, scarlet, 20-22
Kin selection, 1139
altruism and, 1139-40
Kissimmee River, Florida, 1262f
Klinefelter syndrome, 299
Knee-jerk reflex, 1066/
KNOTTED-/ gene, 758, 758/
Koala, 892
Kohler, 5teH'n, 1187-88
Kolber, Hermann, 59
Korarchaeota dade, 567
Kornberg, Roger, 85-86, 86f
Krill, SO/
K-sekction, 1185
Kudzu,1249f
Kurosawa. Ewiti, 830
Kuru, 393

L
Labia majora, 1004
Labia minora, 1004
Labor, 1015
model for induction of, 1015/
three stages of childbirth and. 1016/
Lacks. Henrietta, 242
Lac operon, 354-55, 354f, 355/
positive control of, 354-55, 354/
Lactation, 1015-16
Lacteal,889
Lactic acid fermentation, 178, 178f
Lactose, 354-55, 354f
lacZ gene, 399-400, 399/
Lagging strand, 315
synthesis of, 316f
Lagomorpha. 725f
Lakes, 1162/
seasonal turnover in, 116lf
zonation in, 11f1Jf, 1161
Lake Victoria, 497
Lam, W. K, 743f
Lamarck, Jean-Baptiste de, his ideas about
evolution, 454, 454/
Lampreys, 7M. 7M/
Lamp shells, 677
Lancelets, 700-701
anatomy,7oof
developm,'ntal gene expression in, 702/
Land
colonization of. 518-19
colonization of, by fungi, 641
locomotion on, IllS, 1115/
osmoregulation in animals living on, 957
Landmarks, 1127
digger wasp use of, to find nest, 1127/

Land plants, 600. See also Plant(s); Vascular
plants
resource acquisition in, 764-67
Landscape, 1149j, 1255-fIJ
corridors connecting habitat fragments
in, 1257
establishing protected areas, 1257-60
fragmentation and edges of. 1256-57
Landscape ecology, 1149/
Land subsidence, 787, 787f
Langdon, Chris, 55f
Language and speech
brain function and, 1076-TI
FOXP2 gene and, 443-44, 444/
Large intestine, 890
absorption in, 890
evolutionary adaptations of, 891
Largemouth bass. 8601
Larva, 655
bUlterfly,689f
Larynx, 885, 919
Latency, viral, 9SO
Lateral geniculate nudei, 1104
Lateral inhibition, 1104
Lateralization of cortical function, 1077
Lateral line system, 706, 1096f
Lateral meristems, 746
Lateral roots, 739. 7491
formation of, 828
Latitudinal gradients, species diversity
and,1215
Latitudinal variation in sunlight
intensity. 11561
Law of conservation of mass, 1223, 1223
Law of independent assortment, 268-69
chromosomal basis of, 2871
Menders dihybrid cross and, 268f
Law of segregation, 264-67, 266, 2661
chromosomal basis of, 287f
Laws of probability. See Probability, Mendelian
inheritance governed by laws of
Laysan albatrosses, 7191
Leaching, 786
Leading strand, 315
synth,'Sis of, 315f
Leaf (leaves), 200-201, 612, 741-42
abscission of, 833-34, 83'V
anatomy,75lf
anatomy of, in C4 plants, 2011
eff,'Cts of transpiration on, Tl8
evolution of. 612. 6131
green color of, 190/
leaf area index, 766, 766f
modified, 7421
monocot vs. eudicot, 631f
photosynthesis in, 1871
simple vs. compound, 741f
tissue organization of, 7SO
traces, 750
variegated, 3001
Leaf area index, 766, 766f
Leaf-culter ants, 649
Leaf primordia, 749
Leafy liverworts, 6081
Learning. 1125
associative, 1127-28
cognition, problem-solving and, 1128
cognitive maps, 1127
development of behaviors based on,
1128-29
imprinting and, 1126
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social. 1140-42
spatial,I126-27
Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy, 301
Le<', Melanie. 93
Leeches, 68Ot, 682, 682/
Left atrium, 903I, 904/
Ldt v<>ntriclc. 9031, 904/
Legionnaires' disease, 568/
Lemaitre, Bruno, 932, 931/
Lemurs, 726/
Lenantiomer form, amino acid, 79/
L<>ngth, carbon skeleton, 61f
Lens. 1101
Lenski, Richard, 560, 560/
Lenticels, 754
Leopard, classification of, 537, 537/
Ll'pidoptcra,691f
LepidosaurS,716-17
Leprosy, 569/
Leptin, 894-95, 8941, 895/
Ldtuce, 836/
Ll'ucine, 79/
Leukemia, 374, 418, 948,1248
Leukocytes. 857I, 912. 912/
Lewis dot structures, 38, 38f. 44f. 61f
Ll'ydig cdls, 1005
Lichens, 645, 649-50, 649/
Life,
biological diversity of (see Biodiversity)
biological order and disorder in, 145
biology and study of, 1, 3-11
cells as basic units of (sec eel1(s))
chemical context of (see Chemistry)
classification of, 12/(see also Taxonomy)
conditions on early Earth and dl'vc!opment
of,507-1O
diversity of, 12-14 (see also Biodiversity)
evolution of. I, 12-18 (see also Evolution;
Macroevolution)
fossil records as documenting history of,
510-14
key events in history of. 514-19
mass extinctions and diversity of, 521f
properties of, 2/
rise and fall of dominant groups of,
519-25
scientific inquiry into, 18-24 (see also
Biology)
tree of (see Tree ofHfe)
unity of, 14
Life cycle, 250. See also Sexual life cycle
angiosperm, 627-28, 627f, 802/
apicomplexan Plasmodium, 583/
blood fluke schiswsoma manS<Jni, 675/
brown algae Laminaria, 587/
cellular slime mold Diet)'ostelium, 595/
ciliate Paramecium caudatum, 584/
fern, 611/
fruit fly (Drosophila), 370/
fungi. 6391, 6431, 6451, 647/
green algae chlorophyte Chlamydomonas. 592/
human,251f
hydrowan Obelia, 673/
moss, 607/
of pathogens, and control of human disease,
1217-19
pine trees, 62'if 625
plasmodial sHml' mold, 594{
water mold, 588/
Life expectancy, human. 1193
Cosla Rican. 1264/
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Life history, 1179-81
evolution and diversity of traits, 1179-80
logistic modd of population growth and,
1185-86
trade-oITs and traits, 1180-81
Life tables, 1177
for Belding's ground squirrel, 1177t
Ligam<>nts, 857/
Ligand. 138.210
Ligand-gated ion channel, as membrane
receptors, 213/
Light. See also Light reactions, photosynthesis;
Sunlight
action spectrum for (see Action spectrum)
activation of rhodopsin by, 1102/
conversion of cnergy in, to chemical encrgy,
186-89
effects of, on biological clocks, 838-39
nature of, 190
photoautotrophs and energy of, 185, 186/
plant response to, 821-22 (see also Light.
plant responses to)
plant shoot architecture and capture of,
765-66.766/
stomatal opening and closing and, 777
synaptic activity of rod cells in, 1103/
visible, 190
Light, plant responses to, 835-41
biological clocks and circadian rhythms
associated with, 838-39
blul'-light photofl'Ceptors and, 8351, 836
coleoptile growth as, 8251, 826/
de-etiolation. 822I, 823I, 824
photomorphogenesis and, 835
photoperiodism and seasonal rcsponses as,
839-41
phototropism as, 825j, 8261, 835/
phytochromes and light reception, 836-37
red light and, 836I, 837I, 840/
Light chains, 937
Light detector, 581/
Light-harvesting complex, 193
Light-independent reactions, 189
Light microscope, D-1
Light microscopy (LM), 95, %/
Light reactions, photosynthesis, 188-89,
190-98
chemiosmosis in chloroplasts, compared with
mitochondria, 1%-98
cooperation bchH'en Calvin cycle and, 189/
cyclic electron flow during, 195, 196/
excitation of chlorophyll by light and,
192,193/
lincardectron flowand,194,195/
nature of sunlight and, 190
photosynthetic pigments as light receptors
and,I90-92
photosystems of, 193-94
revicw, 203/
Lignin, 612, 646
LHly.lohn, 1071-72
Limb
cell fate and formation of vertebrate,
1042-44,1042/
wne of polariZing activity and formation
of,I043/
Limbic system, emotions and, 1077-78, 1077/
Limbs, homologous structures in, 463
Limiting nutricnt. 1226-27
Lim netic wne, 1162/
Limp cells, 770

Lindstedt, Stan. 925-26. 926/
LINE-l retrotransposon, 436
Linear elcctron flow, photosynthesis, 194, 195/
l,inear forms, glucose, 71/
Linkage map, 294-95, 295I, 296/
genome, 427-28, 427/
Linked genes, 292-300
dfccts of, on inheritancl' patterns, 292-93
genetic recombination and, 293-94
mapping distance between, 294-%
sex-linked genes vs., 292
Linh'r DNA, 320/
Linnaean classification, 537-38, 537/
Linnaeus, Carolus. 453, 458. 537, 821
Linoleic acid, 876
Lipid(s),74-77
in biological membranes, 125-30
fats, 75-76
phospholipids. 76-77
steroids, 77
Lipid bilaycr, 126
pl'rmcabilityof,131
Lipid-soluble hormones. 977/
pathway for, 979
receptors for, 978/
L isomcrs, 62/
Little greenbul, 1255
Littoral wne, 1162/
Liver, 888
bilc production by, 888
storage moleculcs, 893
Liverworts (Hepatophyta). 606. 608/
Lizards, 717, 863I, 999f, 1199/
parthenogenetic reproduction in, 999/
Loams, 786
Lobe· fin, 708, 709-10, 7(Y}/
l.obopods, 684
Lobster, 685/
Local regulators, 208, 976
cell signaling by, CJ76, 980-81
1.ocal signaling. 208-9. 208/
Locomotion, 1115
energy costs of, 1116-17
musclc-skeleton interaction and, 1112/(see
also Muscle(s))
peristalsis. 11l3/
types of. 1115-16
Locus, gene, 249
Logistic model of population growth,
1183-86
applied to real populations. 1184-85
life histories and, 1185-86
Long.day plant. 839, 839/
Long-distance cdl signaling, 208-9, 208/
l.ong·distance runners, circulation and gas exchange in, 925-26
Long-term memory, 1079
Long·term potentiation, 1080
Looped domains, 321f
l.oop of Henle. 964
ascending loop of. 966
countercurrent system of, %7
descending loop of, 965-66
LooSl' conncctive tissul', 857/
l.ophophorates,677
Lophophore, 663-64. 664f, 674
Lophotrochowans (Lophotrochowa), 663-64,

667-68I, 674-82
annelids. 680-82
classes of phylum Annelida within, 680/
classes of phylum Mollusca within, 678t

classes of phylum Platyhelminthes, 6741
tlatworms, 674-76
lophophorates (ectoprocts and brachiopods),
6n
molluscs, 677-80
rotifers, 676-77
Lormz, Konrad, 1126
Loricifera,668f
Low-density lipoproteins (LDLs), 138.915
LSD,650
Luciferase, 838
I.ung cells, newt, 7f
Lungfishes,710
Lungs, 918-20
blood tlow model of human, 23f
breathing and ventilation of, 920-22
mammalian,919f
Luteal phase, 1010
Luteinizing hormone (LH)
human female cycles and, 1010-11
mammalian reproduction and, 1007
Lycophyta, 613, 61'lf
Lycophytes, 605, 613, 61'lf
Lyell, Charles, 454, 456
Lyme discas<', 5691, 571, 571f
Lymph, 911, 93'lf
Lymphatic system. 910. 933-34
circulatory function, 910-11
human,934f
Lymph nodes, 911
Lymphocytes. 912. 9131, 936
amplifying by clonal sclection. 94{l-41
antigen receptoN; on. 937f
development of, 939-41
rl'cognition of antig,'ns by, 936-38
Lymphoid stem cells. 913f
Lynx, 1189, l189f
Lyon, Mary, 291
Lysine,79f
Lysis, 1331, 934
Lysogenic cycle. 386-87, 386f
Lysosomes.107-8
animal cell, 100f
mdomembrane system and, l09f
structure of, Imf
Lysozyme. 511, 811, 44(1, 931. 933
structure of, 8if
Lytic cycle, 385-86, 385f

M
Macaw mu/atta, complete genome sequence
for, 426
MacArthur, Robert, 1216-17, 1217f
MacLeod, Colin, 306
Macroclimate, 1155
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of,l88
tracking atoms through, 187-88
wavelengths of light driving, 19if
Photosynthetic product usc, 1194f
Photosynthetic prokaryotes. 559f
Photosystem 1(PS 1),194, 1951, 196f
Photosystem II (PS II). 194, 195f
Photosystems, photosynthetic, 193-94
light harvesting by, 193f
Phototrophs,564
Phototropin, 836
Phototropism, 825
early studies of, and discovery of plant
hormones. 825-26
light wavelengths and. 835f
signal transduction in. 825j. 8261
Phragmoplast, 601
Phthiraptera, 69 if
Phycoerythrin. 590
Phyla. 537
Phyl1otaxy. 765-66. 766f
PhyloCode, 538
Phylog<'netic bracketing. 547-48. 547f
Phylog<'netic species concept. 492
Phylogenetic trees. 451. 538-39. 542-48. 543f
amniotes. 71 'if
animal, 662j. 663f
applications of. 539-40
chordates.699f
cladistics and. 542-43
construction of. from shared and derived
characl<'rs. 543. 543f
eukaryotes.593f
fungi. 64<lj. 6421
homologies in, 464

as hypotheses, 547-48
key points about, 539
mammals, 724-25f
maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood.
and,544-47
primates,726f
prokaryotes. 5661, 568f
proportional branch lengths in, 544f
protists. 578f
reading. 538f
tetrapods. 71lf
Phylogcny, 536-55
amniotes.714f
angiosperm, 625, 629
animal,661-64
evolutionary relationships indicated by.
537-40
fungi,64<l-48
genome and. 548-49
gymnosperm. 622-23f
inferring, from morphological and molecular
data. 540-42
interview with Sean Carroll about biological
diversity. 534-35
links between classification and, 538f
living chordates, 699f
mammals. 724-25f
molecular clocks and. 549-51
phylogenetic trees (see Phylogenetic trees}
plant, 60S!
prokaryotcs. 565-70. 566f
protists. 576-79
reptile. 716
review. 554-55
shared characters and, 542-48
systematics and (see Syst<'matics)
taxonomic classification and (see Taxonomy)
tetrapod, 710-11. 711f
tree of life and. 536. 551-53
Physically linked genes, 295
Physical map. genome, 427-28, 427f
PhysiOlogy, 852
evolution of. 535
Phytoalexins,846
Phytochemicals.l92
Phytochromes, 822, 823, 8231, 836
as molemlar switching mechanism, 837f
seed germination and. 836-37
shade avoidance in plants and, 837
structure of. 837f
Phytoplankton, nutrient limits on production
of. 1227f
Phytoremediation, 789
Pied l1ycatchers. 500f
Pigm<'nts
absorption spectrum of, 191
photosynthetic. 186-87, 190-92
respiratory, 923-25
Pim<'fitcl. David, '117
Pineal gland, 9851, 994
Pineapple fruit. 810f
Pine trees
life cycle of, 6241, 625
phylogeny. 623f
Pin 110..... er. 813f
Pinocytosis, 138, 139f
Pinworms, 683-84
Pistil, 802
Pitch, 1094
Pitcher plants, 798f
Pitch pine canker. 650

Pith. 743. 750f
Pituitary gland, %9, 985-90. 9851, 987t
mammalian reproduction and, 1007
Pit vipers, 717, 109lf
Pivot joints, 1114[
Placenta, 722.1014
circulation in, 1014f
delivery of, 1016f
Placental mammals. See Eutherians (placental
mammals)
adaptive radiation of, 523f
embryonic devclopmcnt in, 1012-16
Placental transf<'r cells. 602/
Placoderms. Sill, 706
Placoma.667f
Plains, 1170f
Planarians, 674-75
anatomy of, 675f
gastrovascular cavities, 899f
light perception and orientation behavior
in,IIOO!
protonephridia, %1-62, %If
vision, 1099-1100. Ii00f
Plane, cell division. 755-56, 756!
Plankton, 591, 692, 692f
Plant(s}, 393j. 4461, 600-35
adaptations of. for life on land, 601
adaptive radiation of, on Hawaiian islands.

523-24.5241
allopolyploidy in, 4%f
autopolyploidy in. 495f
C3.200
C4 . 200-1, 20 If, 202!
CAM. 201-2. 202!
carnivorous. 797. 79Sf
cells of (see Plant cell(s)}
cloning. 412
colonization of land by, 518-19
control systems (see Plant responses}
defenses of. 743f
defenses of. against herbivores and
pathogens. 845-47
derived traits of land, 601, 602-3f, 604
epiphytes, 797, 798f
evolution of, from green algae, 600-6
evolution of, highlights, 605f
genetic engineering in, 421-22
global photosynthetic product use, 1194f
growth and development of (see Plant
development; Plant growth)
herbivory as predation against. 1202
island equilibrium model of
Galapagos,1217!
mutualism between fungi and. 648
nonvascular. 606-10
nutrition (see Plant nutrition}
origin and diversification of, 604-6
parasitic, 797, 79Sf
·pharm:418-19
as photoautotrophs. l86f
photosynthesis in (see Photosynthesis}
phyla of extant, 60S!
reproduction (see Plant reproduction)
resource acquisition in land. 764-67
responses of. to internal and external signals
(see Plant responses)
review, 616-17
s<'ed (see Seed plants)
seedless vascular, 610-15
sexual life cycle of. 252f
short-day, long-day, and day-neutral. 839
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'smart", 792, 792f
structun: of (see Plant structure}
li plasmid and transgenic, 421f
transgenic, 572
transport in (see Transport in vascular plants)
tumors in, 568f
undl.'rground,764
variation in seed crop size in, 118lf
vascular (see Vascular plants}
Plantae kindom, 13f, 551, 601, 601f
Plant cdl(s), IOIf
cdlulose in,
73f
cell wall, 72, 73f.101f, 118, 119f
common types of, 743
compartments of mature, 77 If
cytokinesis in, 235f
cytoplasmic streaming in, 117f, 118
examples of differentiated, 744-45f
mitosis in, 236f
plasmodesmata in, 120f. 121
starch storagc in, 71,721
vacuoles of, 108f
water balance in, 133f
whole-plant development from
differentiated,412f
Plant devdopmmt, 757-60. See also Plant
growth
cell division and cell expansion in, 755-57
cell location and developmental fate of cells
in,759
gene expression and control of cell differenti·
ation in, 758, 759f
genes related to, 446-47
genetic control of flowering, 760
mokcular biology and study of, 755
pattern formation and, 757-58
phase changes and shifts in, 759-60
symplastic communication and, 782f
Plant diseases
fungal, 650, 650f
viral, 382! 383! 393
Plant growth, 746-61. Sec also Plant development
cdl division, cell expansion, and, 755-57
determinate, and indeterminate, 746
microtubles and, 7S7
morphogenesis, differentiation, and,
755-61
primary, 746! 747-51, 752f
secondary, 746f, 751-54
Plant-growth-promoting rhizobacteria, 793
Plant growth regulator, 825. See alro Plant
hormones
Plant hormones, 824-35
abscisic acid, 827/, 831-32
auxin, 827t, 828-29
brassinosteroids, 827t, 831
cytokinins, 827f. 829-30
discovery of, 825-26
ethylene, 827/, 832-34
florigen, 840-41
gibberellins, 827/, 830-31
survey of, 827t
systems biology and interactions of,
834-35
Plant nutrition, 785-800
essential elements required in, 789-92
nutritional adaptations of plants, 798f
relationships with other organisms linked to,
792-98
review, 799-800
soil quality and characteristics, and, 785-89
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vascular plant acquisition of water and
minerals, 766-67
vascular plant transport of water and
minerals, 767-82
Plant reproduction
agriculture and, 814-15
alternation of generations in, 602f
in angiosperms, 801-15
asexual, 812-15
biotechnology and, 815-19
double fertilization, 806-7
!lo.....er structure and function in, 802-5
fruit form and function, 809-10, 81lf
gametophytes,803
pollination, 804-5
prevention of self-fertilization in, 813
seed development, form, and function,
807-9
sffd dispersal, 811f
sffd germination, 809f
sexual, 801-11, 812
Plant responses, 821-49
to attacks by pathogens and herbivores,
845-47
to cold stress, 844--45
to drought, 843
to environmental stimuli other than light,
841-45
to environmental stresses, 843-45
to flooding, 844
to gravity, 841-42
to heat stress, 844
to light, 822f, 823! 824, 82S-26, 83S-41
to mechanical stimuli, 842-43
plant hormones and, 824-35
review, 848
to salt stress, 844
signal-transduction pathways involved in,
821-24
Plant structure, 736-47
cell(s), 743, 744-45f(see also Plant cell(s})
cell division and cell expansion affecting,
755-57
dl.'velopmental fate of cells affecting, 758
gene expression and cell differentiation
affecting, 758, 7S9f
growth and, 755-61 (sec also Plant growth)
meristems and cells for new organs,
746-47
organs, 739-42, 746-47 (see also Leaf
(leaves); Root(s); Stem}
pattern formation and, 757-58
plasticity of, 738
primary growth of roots, 747-49
primary growth of shoots, 749-51
P. Zambryski interview, 736-37
review, 762-63
sl.'Condary growth, 751-54
tissues, 738, 742--43
Plasma, 911, 912f
antimicrobial proteins in, 934
Plasma cells, 937, 941
Plasma membrane, 98, 98f. 99f, 125-41. See also
Membrane(s), cellular
active transport across, 135-38
animal cell, lOOf
cell-cell recognition and role of carbohydrates
in, 130
cotransport across, 137-38
endomembrance system and, l09f
exocytosis, endocytosis, and bulk transport
across, 138, 139f

extracellular matrix and, 120f
fluidity of, 125, 127-28, 127f
membrane proteins of, 128-30
models of, 126
passive transport across, 132-35
phospholipid bHayerof, 126f
plant cdl, IOlf
plant transport and, 767
recepto~ in, 210, 211-13f
selective permeability of, 125, 131
structure of, l28f
synthesis and sidl.'dness of, 130, 130f
voltage across (membrane potential},
136-37
water balance and, 133-34
Plasma membrane proteins, 210
Plasmids, 397, 398-403
evolution of viruses and, 390
F, and conjugation, 562, 563f
libraries of, 400f
producing clones of cells carrying
recombinant, 399-400
prodUcing transgenic plants using li, 42lf
prokaryotic, 559, 559f
R, and antibiotic resistance in bacteria,
563-64uses of cloned, 397f
Plasmodesmata, 120-21,771, 771f. 773f.
781-82
cell-cell communication and, 208!
plant cell, 101! 121f
I', Zambryski on, 736-37
I'lasmodial slime molds, 594-95, 594f
Plasmodium (genus), 583-84, 583f, 596
Plasmodium (mass}, 595
I'lasmogamy, 639
Plasmolysis, 134,770, 770f
Plasmolyzed cells, 133f
Plastids, 110
as endosymbionts, 516-17
produced by secondary endosymbiosis, 577f
starch storage in, 71, 72f
Plastocyanin (Pc), 194
Plastoquinone (Pq), 194
Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF),
241-42,24lf
Platelets, 8S7j, 912, 91:if
Plates, continental, 519f. 520, 520f
Platyhelminth,674
I'latyhelminthes, 667f, 674-76
classes of, 674t
Pleiotropy, 273, 278
Plesiosaur fossil, 51lf
Plumule, 808
I'luripotent cells, 416
I'neumatophores,74Of
Pneumonia, 561
Podium, sea star, 693f
Poikilotherm, 863
!'oint mutations, 344-46
mi<:roevolution and, 471
mutagens as cause of, 346
sickle-cell disease and, 344
types of, 344-46, 345f
l'oison dart frog, 120lf
Polar amino acids, 79f
Polar covalent bonds, 39
in water molecule, 39f
I'olarity, plant growth and, 758
I'olar microtubules, 234
I'olar molecule, 46
Polar transport, 828, 828f

Poliovirus, 391
Pollen
monocot vs. eudicot, 631/
sperm production and, in seed plants. 620
Pollen cones. 625
Pollen grain. 620. 627-28, 803. 803/
Pollen sacs. 803
Pollen tube. 803. 806. 806/
Pollination, 620, SOl, SOl/. 805
asexual reproduction vs., 812
flower shape and. 632. 632/
insl'Cts and. 689
mechanisms of flower, 804-5/
Pollinator choice, reproductive isolation and,
503-4,504/
Pollution
biomanipulation and, 1210
coral reefs and, 673
nitrogen, 1237/
prokaryotes and bioremediation of,
572-73
Polyandry, 1134, 1135/
Poly-A tail, 334, 334{. 401
Polyehaeta,680t
Polychaetes, 682, 682/
Polyclonal antibodies, 945
Polydactyly, 273
Polygamous relationships, 1134
Polygenic inheritance, 274
skin color model, 274/
!'olygyny, 1134, 1135/
Polymer(s),68
divcrsityof,69
nucleotide, 88
synthesis and breakdown of, 68-69
!'olymerase chain reaction (peR), 403-5, 404/.
4O'If 419-20, 1205/' 1248
diagnosing diseases with, 416-17
gene cloning vs., 404
genetic prospecting with, 566
Polymerases, viruses and, 384
Polymorphism. 1137/
Polynucleotides, 87-88
as nucleic acids, 87/(ree a{w Nucleic acid(s)}
Polyp, 376
Polypeptides, 78-80
amino acid monomers, 78-80
amino acid polymers, SO
one gene-directed production of one, 326
(sec also Protein synthesis)
point mutations affecting structure/function
of,344-46
proteins as, 78, SO-81
quaternary structure of, 83/
solubility of, 977/
stages of synthesis of, 340-42
targeting, to specific locations, 343-44
translation and construction of, 340-42
translation as synthesis of, 328
Polyphyletic clades, 542/. 543
Polyplacophora,6781
Polyploidy, 297, 438, 495-96, 495j, 4%/
Polyps, 671, 671/. 673
Polyribosomes (polysomes), 342, 34~
Polysaccharides, 71-74
storage, 71-72
structural,72-74
Polyspermy, 807
fast block to, 1022
slow block to, 1023
Polysyndactyly, 1044/
Polytomy, 539

Pons, 1070
brcathing control centers, 922
Poplar, 817
Poppy, 63 if
Population(s),472, 1149f. 1174
carrying capacity of, 1183
conservation of (see Population conservation)
ecology of (ree Population ecology)
evolution in, 459
evolution of (see Microcvolution; Population
gcnetics)
gene flow betwecn widely scparated, 489/
genetic variation between, and within.
469-70
human (ree Human population)
as level of biological organization, 4f
metapopulations, 1190
region patterns of change in human, 1191-92
variations in, 458/
Population conservation
declining-population approach, 1253-55
small-population approach, 1251-53
weighing conflicting demands in. 1255
Population cycles, 1189-90
Population dynamics, 1175j, 1176, 1188-90
cycles of populations, 1189-90
immigration, emigration, and metapopulations, 1190
stability and fluctuation in, 1188-89
Population ecology, 1149j. 1174-97
density-dependent factors in population
growth,II86-90
exponential model of population growth.
1181-83
human population growth and, 1190-95
life history traits produced by natural selection and, 1179-81
logistic model of population growth and,
1183-86
population dcnsity, dispersion, and demographics, 1174-79
review, 1195-96
Population genetics. See also Microevolution
evolutionary significance of genetic variation
and, 260
gene flow and, 478-79
gene pools and allele frequencies in, 472
genetic drift and, 475-78
genetic variation due to scxual fl.-production
and recombination in, 471
genetic variation within and between popula·
tions and, 469-70
Hardy-Weinberg theorem and equilibrium in,
472-75
mutations affecting, 470-71
natural selection and, 475
Population growth
density-dependent factors regulating, 1186,
1187-90
exponential model of, 1181-83
human, 1190, 1191/
logistical model of, 1183-86
Population size
determining, using mark-recapture
method,1I75/
effective, 1252
limits on human,1I93-95
minimum viable, 1251
Populus Irichocarpa, genome of, 835
Pore complex, 102, 103/
Pore formation, 946/
Porifera, 518, 518/

Poro flower, 805/
Porphyrin ring, chlorophyll, 192/
Portal vein, 890, 901
Positional information, 369, 757,1042
in plants, 757-58
Positive feedback, 11,862,986
in biological systems, Ilf
posterior pituitary hormones and, 986
Positive gene regulation in bacteria, 355-56
Positive pressure breathing, 920
Positron-emission tomography (PET), brain
imaging, 1076-77, 1077/
Possum, 722/
Posterior pituitary gland, 985. 985/
hormones of, 986, 986j, 9871
Posterior sides, 659
Postsynaptic cell, 1048, 1049/. 1057/
Postsynaptic potentials, 1058-59
excitatory, 1058
inhibitory, 1058
summation of, 1058-59, 1058/
Post· transcriptional regulation, 357/. 362-64Post-translational modifications, 342-43
Postzygotic barriers, 488-89, 49if
Potassium
human requirements for, 878
soil fertilization and. 788
stomatal opening and closing and, 777/
Potassiurn-40,512
Potato blight. 579/. 588-89
Potatoes, 822, 822/
Potential energy, 35, 143
transformations, 143/
Potential evapotranspiration, 1215
Potential range, 1153
Poymorphisms,417
Prairie chickens, 477-78
Prairies, 1170/
Prairie voles, 1132/
Precapillary sphincters, 910
Precipitation
acid, 54-56, 55f 1237-38
climate and global patterns of, 1157/
forest response to altered, I ISO/
mountains and. 1158/
Predation, 1201-2
density-dependent population regulation
through, 1187
effect of, on natural selection for color patterns in guppies, %0-61,%0/
Predators
keystone species as, 1208/
mass extinctions and, 523
variations in genetically-bascd behaviors
of, 1131/
Preformation, 1021
Pregnancy, 1013-16
conception and, 1013
detecting disorders during, 1018
ectopic. 1012
first trimester of, 1014-15
preventionof,1016-18
second and third trimesters of, 1015-16
Pre-mRNA,328
splicing, 335/
Preprophase band, 756, 756/
Prepuce, 1004
Pressure
bulk flow by negative, 773-76
bulk flow by positive, 780
effect of, on water potential, 769
Pressure flow, 780, 780/' 78lf
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Pressure potential, 769
Presynapticcell,l048,IM9f
Prey, variations in selection of, 1131-32
Prezygotic barriers, 488-89, 490-9lj
Priapula,668f
Primary cell wall, 119
Primary cilium, 114
Primary consumers, 1224
Primary electron acceptor. 193
Primary growth, plants, 746
overview,746f
of roots, 747-49
of stems. 752f
Primary immune response, 941, 94lj
Primary motor cortex, 1076f
Primary oocytes, lOO9f
Primary plant body, 747
Primary producers, 1223
Primary production, 1224
in aquatic ecosystems, 1226-27
deh:rmining l'Cosystem, with satellites, 1225f
ecosystem energy budgets and, 1225-26
gross (GPP), 1225
net (NPP), 1225
in h:rrestrial ecosystems, 1227-28
Primary sensory areas, brain, 1075
Primary somatosensory cortex. 1076f
Primary structure, protein, 80, 82f
sickle-cell disease and changes in, S'if
Primarysuccession,1212,1213f
Primary transcript, 328
Primary visual cortex, 1104
Primase, 314, 31'V 315t
Primates, 723-27, 725f
derived charach:rs of, 723, 726
phylogenetic tree of, 726f
Primer, 314, 31'if
Primers, polymerase chain reaction and, 404
Prime symbol. '18
Primitive streak, 1030
Prions, 393-94, 394f
Probability, Mendelian inheritance governed by
laws of, 269-71
counseling based on, 279-80
multiplication and addition rules applied to
monohybrid crosses, 269-70
solving complex genetics problems using
probability laws, 270-71
Probkm solving, 1128
Proboscidea.725f
Process, evolution and, 452
Producers,6l, 1'15, 597
protists as, 597, 597f
Production efficiency, 1229
Products, 42-43
Progesterone, 994, 1007
Progestin, 1017
Progestins, 993, 994
Proglottids, 676
Progymnosperms, 621, 621f
Prokaryotes, 556-74. See a/so Archaea domain;
Bacteria; Bacteria domain
adaptive abilities of, 556
bioremediation and, 1261
cellulose·digesting,74f
classification of. 551-52
domain Bacteria, domain Archaea, and,
13-14
ecological roles of, 570-71
as endosymbionts, 516-17, 517f
genetic diversity of. 561-64
hydrothermal vents and, 508f
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major groups of bacteria, 568-69f
nutritional and metabolic adaptations of,
564-65
as pathogens, 571-72
phylogeny of, 565-70
in research and technology, 572-73
revkw, 573-74
shapes of, 557f
structural and functional adaptations, 556-61
Prokaryotic cell(s), 8, 98
eukaryotic cdl compared with, 9'1-99
eukaryotic cdl vs., 8f
structure of, 98f
Prokaryotic genome. See also Genome(s)
transposable elements in, 435-36
Prolactin (PRL), 989
Proliferative phase. 1012
Proline. 79l, 331
Prometaphase, 231, 232l, 236f
Promiscuous mating, 1134
Promoter, 332, 333f
Pronghorn. 925-26. 926f
Proofreading, DNA, 316-18
Propanal. 64f
Prop,'rtiesoflife,2f
Prophage, 386
Prophase. 231. 232l, 236l, 256f
Prophase I, 254l, 256f
Prophase II, 255f
Prop roots, 741Jf
Prostaglandins. 981, 1015f
Prostate gland. 981.1006
Prosthetic groups, 172
Protease, 886
Proteasomes, 363-64, 364f
Protected areas, 1257-60
biodiversity hotspots, 1257l, 1258
philosophy of nature reserves, 1258
zoned reserves, 1258-60
Protein(s),77-86
activation of, by Signaling pathway, 219f
amino acids of, 78, 79l, 80
in biological membranes, 125-30 (see also
Membrane protein(s))
as candidate for gendic material, 305
CD8,943
cell signaling specificity and, 221-22. 22lj
chaperonin,85f

coat, 139f
de-etiolation, in plants, 824
denaturation, and renaturation of. 84, S5f
digestion of, 887f
DNA replication and role of, 314, 314{, 317t
domains, 336
enzymes as, 78 (see also Enzyme(s))
essential amino acids, 876
folding of. 342-43

G,211f
glycoprotcins, 105
heat-shock, S44
innate immune reponse and antimicrobial,
93:lf,934
motor, 1I2
plasma membrane, as signal receptors, 210
polypeptides and. 78-80
post-translational modifications of, 342-43
prions as infectious, 393-94, 39'if
production of, by ·pharm" animals and
plants,418-l9
production of, in cell cultures, 418
regulation of gene expression by processing
and degradation of, 363-64, 364f

regulatory (see Regulatory proteins)
r.'pressor, 353
scaffolding, 222
separating, with gel electrophoresis, tW5f
structure and function of, SO-86
structure of chromosomes and, 320-23
structure of lysozyme, Slf
synthesis of (see Protein synthesis)
systems map of, in cells. 10f
transcription factors, 333
transport, 131,767-68,771
typ.' and function ovcrvkw, 78t
water-soluable.5lj
Protein interaction network, fruit fly, 431, 431f
Protein kinases, 93, 214, 216
cdl cycle mitosis and, 241Jf
effects on cell q'de, 241Jf
Protein phosphatases. 214-15, 215f
Protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation,
214,215f
Protdn synthesis, 87l, 325-50
as anabolic pathway. 143
folding of, and post-translational modifications, 342-43
gen.' concept as universal and, 346-48
gen.' specification of, overview, 325-31
genetic code and, 328-31
point mutations affecting, 344-46
RNA modification following transcription as
phase of, 334-36
role of ribosomes in. 102-4
summary of, 348f
targeting polypeptides to specific locations
following, 343-44
transcription and RNA synthesis as phase of,
328,331-34
translation and polypeptide synthesis as
phase of, 328, 337-44
Proteobacteria,568f
PrOl<'oglycan complex, 120f
!'roteoglycans, 120
Proteomes.431
Proteomics, 431
I'rol<'rozoic con, 514, 514{, 5151, 518, 518f
I'rothol'3cicotropic hormone (PTTH), 984
!'rotist(s), 13l, 575-99
as ancestor of fungi, 641J-41
chromalveolates, 582-89
diversity of, 576-77, 578-79f
ecological role of, 596-97
endosymbiosis in evolution of, 576, 577f
excavates, 580-81
nutrition, 576
photosynthetic, 597
phylogeny of, 578f
red and green algae, 590-92
review, 598-99
rhizarians, 589-90
5exuallif., cycle in some, 252f
as single-celled eukaryotes. 575-77
unikonts.593-96
Protista kingdom, 551
I'rotobionts, 508, 509, 5f1}f
!'rotonema, 606
!'rotonephridia, 674, 961-62, 96lf
Prolon-motive force, 176, 197f
Prolon pump, 137,768,780
dectrogenic pump as, 137f
solute transport in vascular plants and.

768l, 780f
Protons, 33
Proto·oncogenes, 374, 37'V 375l, 376f

Protoplast fusion, 814-15, 814f
Protostome,661
Protostome development, 660-61
deuterostome development vs., 661f
resolving bilaterian relationships and,
662-64
Provirus, 389-90
Proximal control elements, 359, 359f
Proximal tubule. 964. 965
Proximate causation, 1121
Prozac, 1082
PR protcins, 846
Prusiner, Stanley, 394
Pseudocoelomates, 660, 68Jf
Pseudogenes, 431, 437f
Pseudopodia, 117f, 118, 579f, 589
phagocytosisand.139f
Pseudostratified epithelium, 8$6, 8$6f
I' site, ribosome, 339f, 30Ul
I'terophyta, 61 If, 613-15
Pterophytes, 605, 61 If, 613, 614{, 615
j'terosaurs.716
Puffballs, 64fJf
Pulmocutaneous circuit, 901
Pulmonary circuit. 901
Pulp, fruit, 810
j'ulse.907
Punctuated equilibria, 502
Puncture vine, 811f
Punnett square, 266, 266/. 473
i'upa, butterfly. 689f
i'upi!, 1100
Purine. 960
Purines, 87/. 88
DNA base pairing and, 310, 310f
j'urple sulfur bacteria, 195
as photoautotroph, 186f
Pus, 935
Puszta, 1170f
Pygmy dall' palm, 631f
j'ygmy sea horse, 2f
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Sieve plates, 745j, 779
Sieve-tube elements, 745/
Sieve tubes, 779, 780f, 781f
Signal,1123
animal communication based on, 1123-25
targeting polypeptides to specific locations,

343-44, 343f
Signal molecules, proteins and, 81
Signal pl.'ptide, 343
Signal-recognition particle (SRP), 343, 343f
Signal transduction, 207, 214-18, 979,1098
cell-surface hormone receptors triggered by,

978,979f
directional cell growth as response to, 220f
involved in plant responses, 821-24
membrane protein, 129f
protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation in, 214-15
small mokcules and ions as sl'cond messengers in, 215-18
Signal transduction pathways, 207, 209f, 214
embryonic development and, 367f
general model for, 822f

in plants, 821-24, 823f
protein phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
and, 214-15
second messengers in, 215-18
Sign stimulus, 1121, 112lf
Silencing, transcription, 366
Silent mutations, 344, 345f
Silent Spring, I ISO-51, 1239
Silicea, 667/ 670-71
Silk,687
Silk fibers, 82f
Silkworm moth, lO9Of
Silkyanole,112lf
Silversword alliance plants, 524f
Silversword plants, 540
Simpk l'pithdium, 856, 856f
Simple fruits, 810, 810f
Simple leaf, 74lf
Simple sequence DNA, 436
Singer, S. )., 126
Single bond, 38
Single-celled organisms, first, 514-17
Single circulation, 901
in fishes, 90 If
Single-lens eyes, 1100
Single nuclcotide polymorphism (SNPs},
417,417f
DNA variation and, 445
Single-strand binding proteins, 314, 31'1f. 31St
Single-strandcd DNA (ssDNA) viruses, 387t
Single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) viruses, 387t, 388f
Sinoatrial (SA} node, 905
Siphonaptera, 691f
Sirenia,725f
SiSkr chromatid cohesion, 229, 253, 254(
Sister chromatids, 229, 230f
behavior during meiosis, 257f
separation of, during meiosis II, 255f
Sister taxa, 538
Sizl' range, cell, 95f
Skeletal muscle, 858j, 1105-11
contraction of, 1106-8
nervous control of tension and contraction
of, 1108-10, l109f
structure of, 1106f
Skeletal systems, 1112-17
locomotion due to interaction of muscles
and,ll12f
size and scale of, 1114
types and costs of locomotion and, 1115-17
types of, 1112-14
Skeleton
carbon,6lf
endoskeleton, 1113-14
exoskeleton, 1113
human, II I 'if
hydrostatic,1112-13
musck interaction with, 1112f
size and scale of, 1114
Skin
color of, and polygenic inheritance, 274/
mammalian, 864Skinner, B. F., 1128
Skoog, Folke, 829
Skull, comparison of human and chimpanzee, 525f
Slash-and-burn agriculture, 633-34
Sleep and arousal. 1071-72
SIc,'ping sickness, 580-81, 689, 950, 9SOf
Sleep regulation, M. Yanagisawa on, 851
Sliding clamp protein, 315f
Sliding-filament model of muscle contraction,
1106-8

Slime molds, 594-96
Slow block to polyspermy, 1023
Slow-twitch muscle fibers, 11I1
Slugs, 659
Small interfering RNAs (siRNAS}, 365
chromatin remodeling by, and transcription
silencing by, 366
effects of, on mRNAs, 365-66
Small intestine, 887
absorption in, 888-90
digestion in, 887-88
evolutionary adaptations of, 891
secretions of, 888
structure of, 889f
Small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs},

335,335f
Small nuclear RNA (snRNA}, 335
Small-population approach to conservation,
1251-53
Smallpox, 391. 947
·Smart" plants, 792, 792f
Smithells, Richard, 880, 880f
Smithies, Oliver, 441
Smooth ER (endoplasmic reticulum}, 104
animal cell, 100f
endomembranl' system and, l09f
functions of, 104-5
plant cell, IOlf
rough ER vs., 105f
Smooth muscle, 858j, II J I
Smuts, 646
Snails,490/. S03, S03/. 679f
as predators, 1047, 1047f
Snake, 717
case study of mimicry in, 20-22
movable jaw bones in, 48lf
variations in genetically-based selection behavio~ in, 1132f
Snapdragon flower color, 272f
Snook,Rhonda, 1003, 1003f
Snowball Earth hypothesis, 517-18
Snowpea,63lf
Snowshoe hares, 1189, 1189f
Snyder, Solomon, 1060-61. 106lf
Soayshc<'p, 1174, 1174f, 1188f
Social learning, 1140-42
alarm calls, 1141-42
mate-choice copying, 1140-41
Social process, scknce as, 23f
Social responsibilities, T. Orr- Weaver on, of
scientists, 247
Social responsibility, science and, 93, 819
Society, science, technology, and, 24
Sociobiology, 1142

Sociobiology: The New SymlJesis, 1142
Sockeye salmon, 955f
Sodium, human requirements for, 878
Sodium chloride, 31/. SO/' %5-66
ionic bonds and, 39f
ionic bonds and crystal of, 40f
plant response to excessive, 844
Sodium-potassium pump, 135-36, 136f,
1050,105Of
maintenance of neuron resting potential, 1050f
Soil, 785-89, 789
agriculture and conservation of, 787-89
bacteria in, 793-95
D. Wall on biodiversity in, 1146-47
effect ofbryophytes on nutrient loss in, 609f
plant resource acquisition from, 766-67, 767f
plant response to excessive salt in, 844
species distribution/dispersal and, 1154-55
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texture of, 786
topsoil composition, 786-87
Soil bacteria, 568f. 570f. 1205f
Soil compaction, preventing, 789
SoH conservation, 787-89, 787f
Soil erosion, controlling, 788-89, 788f
Soil horiwns, 786, 786f
Soil worm (Cac/lorhabditis elega/ls), 223-24, 224f
cell lineage in, 1039f
complete genome sequence for, 426
DNA microarray assays on, 411
as ncmatodc, 683
Solute potential, 769
Solutes. SO, 768
concentration of, in aqueous solution, 51-52
diffusion and active transport of, in vascular
plants. 767-68. 768f
effects of, on water potential, 769
osmoregulation, water balance, and concentration of, 954, 955f
two-solute model of water conservation,

966-68
Solution. 50
Solvent, water as, 50-52
Somatic cells, 229, 250
Somatosensory receptors, 1075-76, IW6f
Somites. 701.1031, 1031f
Songbirds, evolution of. 451
Songs, green lacewing, 1130-31, 1130f
Sonic hedgehog growth factor, 1043
Sorcdia,650
Sori,612
Sound, sensing, in invertebrates, 1092. See also
Hearing
Southern, Edwin, 406
Southern blotting. 405-6. W6, 407f
Space-filling model
covalent bonding, 38f
DNA double-helix structure, 309f
molecular shapl' and, 41f
organic molecules, 60f
phospholipid,76f
protein structure, 81f
Spacek, Sissy, 248f
Spanish flu, 392, 392f
Spatial heterogeneity, 1154
Spatial learning, 1126-27
Spatial summation, 1058, 1058f
Spawning, 1000
Speciation, 487-506
allopatric, 492-95f. 497-98
biological species concept, 487-92
C. Darwin on, 457-59
tlO"'TT shape linked to seed plant, 6321
genetics of. 503-4
hybrid zones and, 498-501
macroevolution and, 487, 504
morphological, ecological, and phylogl'netic
concepts of, 492
reproductive isolation and, 488-89, 490-91f.

495f. 497f. 498-501
review, 505-6
sexual selection and, 451
sympatric, 493f. 495-98
tempo and rate of, two models, 501-3,
502f. 503f
Species, 488, 1151-59
abiotic factors affecting, 1154-55
behavior and habitat selection of. 1153
biological concept of. 487-92
biological organization and, 4f
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biotic factors affecting, 1153-54

C. Darwin on origin of, 457-59
climate affecting, 1155-59
in communities (SCI' Community ecology;
Community(ies))
comparing genomes of closely related,
442-45
comparing genomes of distantly related. 442
comparing genomes within, 445
determining number of genes in, 432, 433/
dispersal and distribution of, 1151f. 1152-53
diversity and number of, 12
diversity and similarity within, 488f
diversity of (see Biodiversity; Species
diversity)
dominant, 1207
early classification schemes for, 453
ecological concept of, 492
ecological niche of, and resource partitioning,
1199-1200
endangered and threatened, 1246
endemic,465
extinctions of (see Extinction of species; Mass
extinctions)
foundation, 1207-9
gl'ographic distribution of, 465
identifying whale. 539f
introduced,1249-50
keystone, 1208
morphological concept of, 492
origin of (see Speciation)
phylogenetic concept of, 492
S. Edwardson, 451
transplants of, 1153
Species-areacurve,1215,1216f
Species diversity, 1204. 1246-47. See also
Biodiversity
benefits of, 1248
biogeographic factors affecting, 1214-17
in/luence of disturbances on, 1211-14
using molecular tools to determine, 1205f
Species richness. 1204
relationship of geographical area to, 1217f
Species selection, 531
Specific heat, 48-49
Specificity, PCR, tUl4
Specific transcription factors, 359, 824
Spectrophotometer, 190, 191f
Speech
brain function and, 1076-77
FOXP2 gene and, 443-44, 444f
Spemann, Hans, 104Of, 1041, 1041-42, l04lf
Spemann's organizer, 1042, 1042f
Sperm, 997, 1021f
acrosomal reaction in, 1022. 1023f
biased usage of, in female flies, l003f
pollen and, in seed plants, 620
structure of flagellated, 60 I
Spermatheca, 1002
Spermatocytes.l008f
Spermatogenesis, 1007
in humans, lOO8f
Spermatogonia, 1008f
Sphagnum moss, 610, 610f
S (synthesis) phase of cell cycle, 231
Spherical prokaryotes, 557f
Sphincters, 884
Sphygmomanometer,9fY:jf
Spices, 633
Spiders, 82f, 68(,f, 687f
anatomy, 687f

Spike mosses, 613, 614f
Spinal nerves, 1068
Spines, 7421
sea star, 693f
Spiral cleavage, 660
Spiral phyllotaxy, 766
Spiral prokaryotes, 557f
Spiral valve, 707
Spirochetes, 569f
Spirochetes clade, 569f
Spliceosome, 335, 335f
Sponges, 667f. 670-71
anatomy, 670f
as basal animals, 662
Spongocoel,670
Spongy mesophyll, 750
Spontaneous change, free energy and, 147f
Spontaneous mutations, 346
Spontaneous processes, 145
Sporangia, 603/
pine cones and, 625
walled plant spores produced in, 603f
Spores. 252. 602/
fungal, 638-40, 640f
seeds VS., 620-21
variations of, in seedless vascular plants,
612-13
Sporocytes, 603/
Sporophylls, 612
in seedless vascular plants, 612-13
Sporophyte, 252, 602/
in bryophytes, 609
gametophytes \'s., 619f
pine trees as, 625
in seedless vascular plants, 610-12, 611f
Sporopollenin,601
Sporozoites, 583
Spotted skunks, 490f
Squamous epithelium, 856, 856f
Squids,680f
nervous system, 1048f
Stability,1211
Stability, hybrid zones and, 499f. 500
Stability, rclationship of free energy to, 146, 147f
Stability of populations, 1188-89
StabiliZing selection, 480f, 481
Staghorn coral, 1218
Staghorn fern, 798f
Stahl, Franklin, 312f
Staining microscopy, 96f
Stalk·eyed flies, 1136f
Stamens. 625-26, 802
Staminate /lowers, 813
Standard metabolic rate (SMR), 870
Standing crop, 1225.1229f
Stanley, Steven, 531
Stanley, Wendell, 382
Stapes, 1093/
Star anise, 630f
Starch,71
plant storage of, 71-72
structure,73f
Start codons, 330, 330f
Statins, 915
Statocyst, 1092
Statolith hypothesis, 84 If, 842
Statoliths,842,1092
Stearic acid, 75f
Stech mann, Alexandra, 593-94, 593f
Steinbeck, John, 785
Steinhardt, Rick, 1024f

Stele, 743
Stern, 740-41
gibberellins and elongation of plant,
830-31,8311
modified, 74 lf
monocot vs. eudicot, 63lf
primary and secondary growth of, 752/
primary growth of, 749-50
Stem cells. 411. 415-16, 41Sf, 913, 1008, 1068
replacement ofbloorl cellular elements by,
913-14
therapy for brain diseases and disorders
based on, 1083-84, 10831
Stenohaline, 955
Steppes, 11701
Sterility, 491f, 504GMOs and, 818
Steroid(s}, 63f, 77
Steroid hormones, 210-13
adrenal gland, 992-93
interaction of, with intracellular rl'Ceptor, 2131
r~eptors for, 977
regulation of gene expression and, 9791
solubility of, 9771
Steward, F. C, 412, 4121
Stickleback fish, 11211
changes in gene regulation and, 527-28, 5281
Sticky end, 398
Stigma, 626, 802
Stimulus, 861
Stimulus· response chain, 1123
Stingrays, 707/
Stinson. Kristina, 7971
Stipe, 586
Stock,814
Stolons, 741/
Stomach,885-87
chemical digestion in, 886-87
dynamics of, 887
evolutionary adaptations of, 891
secretions of, 8861
Stomach ulcers, 5681
Stomata, 187,609,750,776-78
opening and closing of, 776f. 7771
as pathway for water loss, 776-77
sporophyte, 609
stimuli for opening and closing of. 777-78
Stone plants, 7641
Stop codons, 330, 33Of. 331,341,3421
Storage leaves, 7421
Storage polysaccharides, 71-72
Storage proteins, 78t
Storage roots, 7401
Straml'fiopi1cs, 585-89
alteration of generations in, 587
brown algae. 586
diatoms, 585-86
flagella, 585/
golden algae, 586
oomycCles, 588-89
Strangling aerial roots. 7401
Strata, 453f, 451, 510
Stratified epithelium, 856, 8561
Streams and rivers, 11631
Streptv<:QCC/ls pneumoniae, 306, 306f. 936
Stress
adrenal gland response to, 991-92, 9921
immune response and, 949
plant responses to, 832-33
Striated muscle, 858f. 1106
Strobili, 612

Stroke, 915
Stroh, voluml', 904
Stroma, 110, I Ill, 187, 189
Stromatolites, Sill, 514
Structural formula, 38
Structural isomers, 62, 621
Structural polysaccharides, 72-74
Structural proteins, 78t
Structure, alterations of chromosome, 298, 2981
Structure and function. See also Form and
function
biological organization and correlation of, 7
cells as organism's basic unit 0(, 7-8
Sturtevant, Alfred H.. 294
Style, 626, 802
Subatomic particles, 32-33
Suberin, 754
Submergence /a-1 gene, 792
Substance P, 1060
Substrate, 153
spl'Cificity of enzymes and, 153-54
Substrate feeders, 8811
Substrate-level phosphorylation. 166. 1671
Succulent Karoo, 12631
Suckling, 1015-16
Sucrase, 1511
Sucrose, 1511
disaccharide synthesis and, 711
photosynthesis and, 2031
transpirational pull, 7801
transport of, in vascular plants, 779-81
Sudden oak death (SOD), 5971, 1218
Sugar glider, 4651
Sugars, 64f. 69-71. 87! See also Carbohydrate(s)
Calvin cycle conversion of CO 2 to,
198-99,199/
conduction of. in plant cells, 7451
transport of, in vascular plants, 779-81,

780f,78lf
Sugar sink, 779
Sugar source, 779
Sulfhydryl group, 65/
Sulfur (S), carbon compounds and, 58
Sulfur bacteria, 5681
Sulston, Jonathan, 1038-39, 10391
Summation of twitches, 11101
Sundews, 7981
Sunflowers, 2f, S02-3, S031
Sunlight. See alS<! Light
latitudinal and seasonal intensity of, and
climate. 11561
nature of, 190
primary production in aquatic ecosystems
and limitations of, 1226
sp~ies distribution/dispersal and, 1154Supergroups, protist. 578-791
Superimposed electron orbitals, 371
Suprachiasmatic nucll-us (SCN}, 1072-73
control of mammalian circadian rhythms
by, 10731
Surface tension. 48. 481
Surface-to-volume ratio, cell, 991
Surfactants,920
Surgical thread, 741
Surroundings, 144
Survivorship curves. 1177-78, 11781
Suspension feeders, 670, 8811
Suspension fel'ding, 700
sharks, 707
Suspensor cells, 807
Sustainable agriculture, 787-89

Sustainable development, 1264
in Costa Rica, 1264-65
Sutherland, Earl W., 209
Sutton, Walter S., 286
SwallOWing reflex, 8851
Sweating, 866
S""l'den, dl:mographic transition in, 11911
Sweet receptor, 1(Y}7/
Swim bladder, 708
Swimming, as locomotion, 1115
Switchgrass,817
Symbiont, 570
Symbiosis, 570, 1202-3
commensalism, 1203
fungus.animal,648-49
lichens as example of, 649-SO
mU!ualism, 1203
parasitism,IW2
protists and, 596-97, 5971
Symbiotic relationships, 801, 8011
Symbols for elements and compounds, 31
Symmetry
body plans and, 659
cell division, 755-56, 7561
Sympathetic division of autonomic nervous
system, 1068, 10691
properties of, 1069/
Sympatric speciation, 495-97
allopatric speciation vs., 4931
habitat differentiation and, 4%-97
polyploidy and, 495-%
review, 497-98
sexual selection and, 497
Symplast, 771, 771f, 773f, 781f
communication in plants via, 781-82, 7821
Symplastic domains, 781-82
Synapses, 1048, 1056-61, 1078-80
chemical. 10571
generation of postsynaptic poh:ntials, 1058
long-term potentiation and, IOgol
memory, learning, and synaptic
connections, 1079
modulated synaptic transmission, 1059
neural plasticity ofCNS at, 1079
neurotransmitters and communication at,
1059-61
summation of postsynaptic potentials,
1058-59
Synapsids, 721. 721f
origin of, 5131
Synapsis, 254/, 257
Synaptic cleft, 1057
Synaptic plasticity, 1079
Synaptic signaling, 208, 208/, 976/
Synaptic terminals, 1048, 1057/
Synaptic vesicles, 1057
Synaptonemal complex, 257
Syndromes, 299
Synthesis stage, phage, 3851
Synthetases, 338-39, 338/
Synthetic chromosomes, bacterial, 573
Syphilis, 5691
System, 144
Systematics, 536, 5411
animal phylogeny and, 661-64, 6631
mol~ular, 542
mol~ular, and prokaryotic phylogeny,
565-70
Systemic acquired resistance, 8%-47, 8471
Systemic changes, 782
Systemic circuit, 902, 9021
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Systemic lupus erythematosus, 949
Systemic mycoses, 651
Systems biology, 6
applications of, to medicine, 431-32
approach to protein interactions, 431, 43Ij
complex systems, 29
at kvcl of cells and molecules, 9-11
plant hormone interactions, 834-35
Systems map, protein interactions in cells, IOf
Systole, 904
Systolic pressure, 907

T
T1 phage, infection of E. roli by, 306-8,

306f, 307f
T4 phage
infection of E. coli by, 381, 381f, 384f(see alsQ
Bacteriophages (phages))
lytic cycle of, 385f
structure,383f
P. Zambryski on, 736
Table salt, 5/Jf
Tactile communication. 1124
Taiga, 1170f
Tail, muscular post-anal. 699f, 700
Tansley, A, G., 1211
Tapeworms, 6741, 676
Taproots, 739, 766-67
Taq polymerase, 1248
Tardigrades, 669f, 957f
Tar spot fungus, 650f
Tastants,1097
Taste, 1097
in mammals, 1097, 1098f
Tash: buds, 1097
TATA box, 333, 333f
Tatum, Edward, 326, 327f
Tau protein, 1083
Taxis, 559, 1122, 1122f
Taxal,243
Taxon, 537
Taxonomy, 537. See also Systematics
binomial nomenclature, 537
early schemes of, 453
extant plants, 6051
hierarchical classification, 537-38
kingdoms and domains, 551, 55:if
mammals,725f
possible plant kingdoms, 601, 60If
three-domain system, 13f, 14
Taylor, Dick, 1116
Tay-Sachs disease, 272, 272, 277, 280
T cell(s), 913f, 936
antigen receptors of, 937-38
cytotoxic, 938
helper, 938
interaction of, with antigen·presenting
cells, 939f
Teen receptor, 938
Teaching, P. Zambryski on, 737
Technology, 24
prokaryotes in research and, 572-73
Tccth. See also D,'ntition
conodont dental tissue, 704-5
mammal,512-13f,721
origins of, 705
Telencephalon, 1070
Tclomerase, 319
Telomercs, 318-19, 319f
Telomeric DNA, 436
Telophase, 231, 233f, 236f, 256f
Telophase 1. 254f. 256f
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Telophase 11, 255f
Temperate broadleaf forest, 1171f
Temperate grassland, 1170f
Temperate phages, 386, 386f
Temperature, 48
effects of, on decomposition in ecosystcms,1234f
effects of, on enzyme activity, 155
leaf, and transpiration. 778
moderation of, by water, 48-59
negative feedback control of room, 86Ij
specics distribution/disp,'rsal and, 1154
Temperature regulators, 860f
Templates. viruses and, 3871, 388-90
Template strand, DNA, 311-12, 329
Temporal fenestra, 721
mammal,513f
Temporal heterogeneity, 1154
Temporal isolation, 490f
Temporal summation, 1058, 1058f
Tendons, 857f
Tendrils,74:if
Termination of cell signaling, 222-23
Termination stage, transcription, 332f
Termination stage, translation, 341, 342f
Terminator, 332
Termites, 596, 597f
Terrestrial animals, osmoregulation in, 957-58
Terrestrial biomes,1166-71
chaparral,1169f
climate and, 1166
desert, ll68f
disturbance in, 1166, 1167
global distribution of, 1166f
northern conif,'rous forest. 1170f
primary production in, 1227-28
savanna,1I69f
temperate broadleaf forest, 1171f
temperate grassland, 1170f
tropical forest. 1168f
tundra,I17 1f
types of, 1168-7If
Terrestrial food chain, 1205f
Terrestrial nitrogm cyck, 1233f
Territoriality, 1176
density-dependent population regulation
through, 1187, I 187f
Tertiary consumers, 1224
Tertiary structurl' of protein, 83f
Testable hypotheses, 20
Testcrosses, 267
determining genotype with, 267f
T. Morgan's, 293f, 295f
Testes, 1005
hormonal control of, 10IOf
Testicle. 1005
Testosterone, 63f, 210-13, 213f, 993, 1007, 1010
Tests, 589
Test-tube cloning, 814-15, 8141"
Tetanus, 1110
Tetraploidy, 297, 298f
Tetrapods, 710-13
amniote, 713-20
amphibians, 711-13
colonization oiland by, 519
derived characters of. 710
emergence of, 657
evolution of, 657-58
homologous characteristics of, 4M
humans, 728-33
as lobe· fins, 710
mammals, 720-28

origin of, 512-14, 513f, 710-11
phylogeny,71Ij
Tctravalence, carbon, 60
Thalamus, 1072
Thalidomide. 63
Thalloid liverworts, 60Sf
Thallus, 586
Theory, 23
meaning of. 465-66
Therapeutic cloning, 416
Therapsids, origin of, 513f
Thermal encrgy, 143
Thermocline, 1161
Thermodynamics, 144
biological order and disorder, and, 145
l'COsystl'ms and la....'S of, 1223
first law of, 144
second law of, 144-45
Thermogenesis, 866-67, 867f
Thermoreceptors, 1091
ThermoTl'gulation, 862-68
acclimatization in, 867
aquatic,860f
balancing heat loss and gain, 863-67
mdoth,'rmy, ectothermy, and, 862-63
fever, and physiological thermostat, 868
variation in body temperature and, 863
Thermostat, physiological, 868
Theropods, 716, 718
Thick filammts, 1106
Thigmomorphogenesis, 842
Thigmotropism, 842
Thimann. Kenneth, 826
Thin filaments, 1106
Thiols,65f
Thompson seedless grapes, 83 If
Threatened species, 1246
Threonine,79f
Threshold, 1053
Thrombus, 913, 915
Thrum flower, 813f
Thylakoid membrane, light reactions and
chemiosmosis of, 197-98, 197f
Thylakoids, 110, 11 If, 187, 189
Thylakoidspace, 187
Thymidylate synthase (TS}, 593f
Thymine, 87j, 88, 89j, JOB, JOBj, 310, 310f
Thymine dimers, 318, 318f
Thymus, 936
Thyroid gland, 990-91, 990f
Thyroid hormones, 990-91, 988
Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), 988
Thyrotropin.releasing hormone (TRH}, 988
Thyroxine (T 4)' 987t, 990
in frog metamorphosis, 980f
pathway for, 979
.solubility of, 977f
Thysanura, 691f
Tidal volume, 922
Tight junctions, 121f
Time, phylogenetic tree branch lengths and, 545f
Tinbergen, Niko, 1126-27, 1127f
Ti plasmid, 421-22
prodUcing transgenic plants using, 421f
Tissue, 738, 855-58
body plan and organization of animal, 659
cell division function of renewal of, 228f
conn.'ctive, 857f, 858
epithelial,856f
immune system rejection of transplanted, 948
as level of biological organization, Sf
muscle, 858f

nervous, 858, 859f
plant (see Tissue systems, plant)
proteins spedfic to, 368
Tissue plasminogen activator (TPA), 418,
441,44if
Tissue systems, plant, 742-43
dermal, 742f
ground, 742f, 743
leaves, 750
meristems, 746-47
vascular, 742f, 743
Toads, hybrid zones and, 498-99, 498f
Tooo.cco mosaic virus (TMV), 381-82, 382!
383! 393
Toll-like receptor (TLR), 933, 933f
Tollund man, 610f
TomatO,626f
Tongue, taste and, 1097f
Tonicity, 133
Tool usc in early humans, 730
Top-down model, 1209, 12lOf
Topoisomerase, 314, 314f, 315/
Topsoil,786
inorganic components of, 786-87
organic components of, 787
Torpor, 871-72
Torsion, 679, 679f
Tortoiseshell cats, 292f
Total kinetic energy, 48
Totipotent cells, 1040
restricting, in animal morphogenesis,
1()4{l-41
Totipotent plants, 412
Touch, plant response to, 842-43
Toxic waste cleanup, DNA cloning and, 397f
Toxic wastes, density-dependent population regulation through, 1187
Toxins, human release of, into environment,
1238-39
Trace clements, 32
Tracers, radioactive, 34f
Trachea, 885, 919
Tracheal systems, 918
Trachealtubcs, ins<'ct, 688f
Tracheids, 612, 745/
Tracheoles, 918f
Traits, genetic, 263. See also Character, genetic
dominant, 266, 271-73, 276! 278-79
inheritance of, 458-59
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